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ABBREVIATIONS, SYMBOLS, AND BIBLIOGRAPHICAL
NOTES

The following pages explain the abbreviations that are used in the more technical parts (see

above, p. xiv 3 i. []) of the Encyclopedia. The list does not claim to be exhaustive, and, for the

most part, it takes no account of well-established abbreviations, or such as have seemed to be fairly

obvious. The bibliographical notes will, it is hoped, be welcome to the student.

The Canonical and Apocryphal books of the Bible are usually referred to as Gen., Ex., Lev.,

Nu., Dt., Josh., Judg., Ruth, S(a.), K(i.), Ch[r.], Ezra, Neh., Esth., Job, Ps., Pr., Eccles.,

C(an)t., Is., Jer., Lam., Ezek., Dan., Hos., Joel, Am., Ob., Jon., Mi., Nah., Hab., Zeph., Hag.,

Zech., Mai.
;

I Esd., 4 Esd. (i.e., 2 Esd. of EV), Tob., Judith, Wisd., Ecclus., Baruch, Epistle of

Jeremy (i.e., Bar. ch. 6), Song of the Three Children (Dan. 323 ), Susanna, Bel and the Dragon,

Prayer of Manasses, 1-4 Mace.
; Mt., Mk., Lk., Jn., Acts, Rom., Cor.. Gal., Eph., Phil., Col., Thess.,

Tim., Tit., Philem., Heb., Ja[s.], Pet., 1-3 Jn., Jude, Rev. [or Apoc.].

An explanation of some of the symbols (A, K, B, etc.), now generally used to denote certain

Greek MSS of the Old or New Testaments, will be found above, at p. xvi. It may be added that

the bracketed index numerals denote the edition of the work to which they are attached : thus

OTJC^ = The Old Testament in the Jewish Church, 2nd edition (exceptions RPW, AOF^ ;
see

below). The unbracketed numerals above the line refer to footnotes
;
for those under the line see

below under D2 ,
E 2 , J 2 ,

P 2 .

When a foreign book is cited by an English name the reference is to the English translation.

It is suggested that this work be referred to as the Encyclopedia Biblica, and that the

name may be abbreviated thus: Eticy. Bib. or EBi. It will be observed that all the larger

articles can be referred to by the numbered sections () ;
or any passage can readily be cited

by column and paragraph or line. The columns will be numbered continuously to the end

of the work.

Abulw. . . Abulwalid, the Jewish grammarian
(b. circa 990), author of Book of
Roots, etc.

Acad. . . The Academy : A Weekly Review

of Literature, Science, and Art.

London, 69^&quot;.

AF . . . See A OF.
AHT . , Ancient Hebrew Tradition. See

Hommel.

Alt\test\. Unt. . See Winckler.

Amer. Journ. of American Journal of Philology,
Phil. So/.

A\ftner.]f[ourn.\
AmericanJournal of Semitic Lan-

S\_em.] L\_ang.] guages and Literatures (continu

ing Hebraica [
}

84- 95]), 9$ff.
Am. Tab. . . TheTell-el-AmarnaLetters^AT^)
Ant. . . . Joseph us, Antiquities.
AOF . . Allorientalische Forschungen. See

Winckler.

Apocr. Anecd. . Apocrypha Anecdota, 1st and 2nd

series, published under the

general title Texts and Studies

at the Cambridge University
Press.

Aq. . . . Aquila, Jewish proselyte (temp,
revolt against Hadrian), author
of a Greek translation of the Old
Testament. See TEXT.

Ar. . . . Arabic.

Aram. . . Aramaic. See ARAMAIC.
Arch. . . Archeology or Archaologie. See

Benzinger, Nowack.
Ar. Des. . . Doughty, Arabia Deserta, 88.

Ar. Heid., or Reste arabischen Heidentums. See
Heid, Wellhausen.

Arm. . . Armenian.
Ass. . . . Assyrian.
Ass. HWB . Assyrisches Handworterbuch. See

Delitzsch.

As. u. Eur. . W. M. Miiller, Asien u. Europa
nach aitagyptischen Denkmdlern,
93-

AT, A Tliche . Das Alte Testament, Alttestament-

liche. Old Testament.

A T Unters. . Alttestamentliche Untersuchungen.
See Winckler.

AV . Authorised Version.

Bab. .

Baed., or

Baed. Pal.

Baethg., or

Bae
BAG

Baraitha .

BDB Lex.

Be. .

Beitr.

Beitr. z. Ass.

Benz. HA

ben, b ne (son, sons, Hebrew).
Baer and Delitzsch s critical edition

of the Massoretic Text, Leipsic,

69, and following years.

Babylonian.
Baedeker, Palestine (ed. Socin),

(2), 94; (3), 98 (Benzinger) based

on 4th German ed.

Baethgen, Beitrage zur semitischen

Religions-geschichte, 88.

C. P. Tiele, Babylonische-assyrische

Geschichte, pt. i., 86; pt. ii., 88.

Earth, Die Nominalbildung in den
semitischen Sprachen, i., 89; ii.,

91; W
94.

See LAW LITERATURE.

[Brown, Driver, Briggs, Lexicon]
A Hebrew and English Lexicon

of the Old Testament, based on
the Lexicon of Gesenius, by F.

Brown, with the co-operation of

S. R. Driver and C. A. Briggs,

Oxford, 92, and following years.

E. Bertheau (1812-88). InJCGH;
Richter u. Ruth, 45 ;

W 83;

Chronik, 54;
&amp;lt;

2
&amp;gt;, 73; Esra,

Nehemia u. Ester, 62; W, by

Ryssel, 87.

Beitrage, especially Baethgen (as

above).

Beitrage zur Assyriologie u. semi

tischen Sprachwissenschaft ; ed.

Fried. Delitzsch and Paul Haupt,
i., 90; ii., 94; iii., 98; iv. i, 99.

I. Benzinger, Hebraische Archa

ologie, 94.
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Konige in KHC, 99.
A. Bertholet, Die Stellung der Is-

raeliten u. der Juden zu den

Fremden, 96.
Gustav Bickell :

Grundriss der hebraischen

Grammatik, 69 f. ; ET, 77.
Carmina VT metrice etc., 82.

Diehtungen der Hebrder, 82 f.
Kritische Bearbeitung der

Prov., 90.
Bibliotheca Sacra, 43^&quot;.

De Bello Judaico. See Josephus.
Schenkel, Bibel - Lexicon ; Real-

worterbuch zum Handgebrauch
fur Geistliche u. Gemeinde-

glieder, 5 vols., 69- 75-
S. Bochart (1599-1667) :

Geographia Sacra, 1646 ;

Hierozoicon, sive de Animali-
bus Scriptitra; Sacra;, 1663.

Aug. Boeckh, Corpus Inscr. Griac.,

4 vols., *28- 77.

Babylonian and Oriental Record,

Kon. .

Bertholet, Std-

lung

Bi. . . .

Biblioth, Sac.

BJ . .

BL . .

Boch.

Boeckh

BOR

Bottch. . . Friedrich Bottcher, Ausfuhrhches
Lehrbtich der hebraischen Spra-
che, 66- 68.

Bottg. Lex. . Bottger, Lexicon z. d. Schriften des

Fl. Josephus, 79.
BR . . . Biblical Researches. See Robinson.

Bu. . . . Karl Budde :

Urgesch. . Die biblische Urgeschichte (Gen.
1-124), 83.

Ki.Sa. . Die Biichcr Richter und Samuel,
ihre Quellen undihr Aufbaujcp.

Sam.. . Samuel in SBO7^ (Heb.), 94.
Das Buck Hiob in HK, 96.

Klagelieder and Ilohelied in KHC, 98.
Buhl . . See Pal.

Buxt. Syn.Jud. Johann Buxtorf (1564-1629),
Synagoga. Judaica, 1603, etc.

Buxt. Lex. . Johann Buxtorf, son (1599-1644),
Lexicon Chaldaicum, Talmudi-
cum et Rabbinicum, 1639, folio.

Reprint with additions by B.

Fischer, 2 vols., 69 and 74.

c., dr. . . circa.

Calwer Bib. . Calwer Kirchelexikon, Theologi-
Lex. sches Handworterbuch, ed. P.

Zeller, 89~ 93.
c. Ap. . . contra Apionem. See Josephus.
CH . . . Composition des Hexateuchs. See

Wellhausen.
Chald, Gen. . The Chaldean Account of Genesis,

by George Smith. A new edi

tion, thoroughly revised and cor

rected by A. H. Sayce, 80.

Che. . . T. K. Cheyne :

Proph. Is. . The Prophecies of Isaiah, 2 vols.

( 8o- 8i; revised, &amp;lt;

5
&amp;gt;, 89).

Job and Sol. Job and Solomon, or The IVisdom

of the Old Testament ( 87).
Ps. . . The Book of Psalms, transl.

with comm. ( 88); &amp;lt;-

, re

written (forthcoming).
OPs. . . The Origin and Religious Con

tents of the Psalter ( Bampton
Lectures, 89), 91.

Aids . . Aids to the Devout Study of
Criticism, 92.

Founders . Founders of Old Testament

Criticism, 94.
Intr. Is. . Introduction to the Book of

Isaiah ( 95).

Is.SBOT. Isaiah in SBOT [Eng.],

( 97); [Heb.], ( 99).

Jeremiah, his Life and Times in Men of the

Bible ( 88).

Jew. Rel. Life Jewish Religious Life after the

Exile, 98.
CIG . . Corpus Inscriplionum Grczcarum

(ed. Dittenberger), 82^&quot;.
See

also Boeckh.
CIL . . Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum,

Berlin, 63, and following years,

14 vols., with supplements.
CIS . . Corpus Inscriptionum Semitica-

rum, Paris, 8i/&quot;.
Pt. i., Phoeni

cian and Punic inscriptions; pt.

ii., Aramaic inscriptions; pt. iv.,

S. Arabian inscriptions.
Class. Rev. . The Classical Review,
Cl.-Gan. . . Clermont-Ganneau :

Rec. . . Recueil d Archeologie,
Co. . . . Cornill :

Ezek. . Das Buch des Propheten
Ezechiel, 86.

Einl. . Einleitung in das Alte Testa

ment, 91; &amp;lt;

3
&amp;gt;, 96.

Hist. . History of the People of Israel

from the earliest times, 98.
COT . . The Cuneiform Inscriptions andtlie

Old Testament. See Schrader.
Crit. Man. . A. H. Sayce, The Higher Criticism

and the Verdict of the Monu
ments, 94.

Cr. Rev. . . Critical Review of Theological and
Philosophical Literature [ed.

Salmond],

D Author of Deuteronomy ; also used
of Deuteronomistic passages.

D2 . . Later Deuteronomistic editors. See
HISTORICAL LITERATURE.

Dalm. Gram. . Dalman, Grammatik des jiidisch-

palastinischen Aramdisch, 94.
Worte Jesu Die IVorte Jesu, i., 98.
Aram. Lex. Aramiiisch - Neuhebrdisches

Worterbuch zu Targum,
Talmud, und Midrasch,
Teil i., 97.

Dav. . . A. B. Davidson :

Job . . Book ofJob in Camb. Bible, 84.
Ezek. . Book of Ezekiel in Cambridge

Bible, 92.
DB . . . W. Smith, A Dictionary of the

Bible, comprising its Antiquities,

Biography, Geography, andNat
ural History, 3 vols., 63; DB^,
2nd ed. of vol. i., in two parts,

93-

or, J. Hastings, A Dictionary of
the Bible, dealing with its Lan
guage, Literature, and Contents,

including the Biblical Theology,
vol. i., 98; vol. ii., 99.

or, F. Vigouroux, Dictionnaire de
la Bible, 95 ff.

de C. Orig. . Alph. de Candolle, Origine des

Plantes Cultivees, 82; &amp;lt;

4
&amp;gt;, 96.

ET in the International Scien

tific Series.
De Gent. . . De Gentibus. See Wellhausen.
Del. . . Delitzsch, Franz (1813-90), author

of many commentaries on books
of the OT, etc.

or, Delitzsch, Friedrich, son of pre
ceding, author of:

Par. . . IVo lag das Parodies? (
(

8l).
Heb. Lang. The Hebrew Language viewed
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in the light of Assyrian Re
search, 83.

Prol. . Prolegomena eines neuen hebr,-

aram. Worterbuchszum A T,
86.

Ass. HWB Assyrisches Handworterbuch,
96.

DHM Ep. Denk. D. H. Muller, Epigraphische Denk-
mdler aus Arabien, 89.

Die Propheten in ihren ursprimglichen Form.
Die Grundgesetze der ursemi-

tiscken Poesie, 2 Bde., 96.
Di. . . . Dillmann, August (1823-94),

in KGH : Genesis, 3rd ed. of

Knobel, 75 ; W, 82 ;
(fi

&amp;gt;, 92 (ET
by Stevenson, 97) ; Exodus und
Leviticus, 2nd ed. of Knobel,
80; 3rd ed. by Ryssel, 97;
Numb., Deut., Josh., 2nd ed. of

Knobel, 86; Isaiah, ^, 90; (edd.

1-3 by Knobel; 4th ed. by Die-

stel; 6th ed. by Kittel, 98).
Did. . . Didache. See APOCRYPHA, 31, I.

Dozy, Suppl. . Supplement aux Dictionnaires

Arabes, &quot;J9ff.

Dr. . . . Driver, S. R. :

HT. . A Treatise on the Use of the

Tenses in Hebrew, 74; W,
81; &amp;lt;

3
&amp;gt;, 92.

TBS . Notes on the Hebrew Text of
the Books of Samuel, 90.

Introd. . An Introduction to the Litera

ture of the Old Testament,

W, 91; (6
&amp;gt;, 97.

Par. Ps. . Parallel Psalter, 98.
Deut. . Deuteronomy in The Inter

national Critical Commen
tary, 95.

Joel and Amos in the Cambridge Bible, 97.
Lev. SBOT SBOT (Eng.), Leviticus, as

sisted by H. A. White, 98.
Hebrew Authority in Authority andArcheology,

Sacred and Profane, ed.

David G. Hogarth, London,
99-

Is. . . Isaiah, His Life and Times, in

Men of the Bible, &amp;lt;

2
&amp;gt;, 93.

Drus. . . Drusius (1550-1616) in Critici

Sacri.

Du. . . . Bernhard Duhm :

Proph. . Die Theologic der Propheten
als Grundlagefiirdie innere
Entwicklungsgesch ichte der
israelitischen Religion, 75.

Is. . . Das Bitch Jesaia in HK, 92.
Ps. . . Die Psalmen erkldrt, \nKHC,

99-
. Old Hebrew historical document.

2 . . Later additions to E. See HIS
TORICAL LITERATURE.

EB^ . . Encyclopedia Britannica, gth ed.,

75
- 88.

Ebers, Aeg. BM Georg Ebers ( 37- 98), Aegypten u.

die Bilcher Mose s, i., 68.

Einleilung (Introduction). See

Cornill, etc.

The English Historical Review,

Einl.

Eng. Hist. Rev.

Ent\_st~], . . Die Entslehung des Judenthums.
See Ed. Meyer.

ET . . . English translation.

Eth. . . Ethiopic.
Eus. . . Eusebius of Coesarea (2nd half of

3rd to 1st half of 4th cent. A.D.) :

Onom. or OS Onomasticon ; On the Names
of Places in Holy Scripture.

EV . .

Ew.
Lehrb.

Gesch.

Dichter

Proph.

Expos.

Exp\os\. T[imes]
/and/! . .

FFP .

Field, Hex.

F[r.-}HG .

Fl. and Hanb.
Pharm.

Floigl, GA

Founders .

Fr.

HE . . Historia Ecclesiastica.

P\r&amp;lt;zp.~\E\v.~\ Praparatio Evangelica.
Chron. . Chronicon.

English version (where authorised
and revised agree).

Heinrich Ewald (1803-75) :

Lehrbuch der hebrdischen

Sprache, 44; &amp;lt;

8
&amp;gt;, 70.

Geschichte des Volkes Israel ;
(3 &amp;gt;

i.-vii., 64- 68 ; ET &amp;lt;

2
&amp;gt;

5
vols. (pre-Christian period),
69- 8o.

Die Dichter des Alien Bundes
&amp;lt;

3
&amp;gt;,

66/
Die Profheten, 40/5 (2

), 67
/; ET 76/

Expositor, 5th ser., 95 ff.

Expository Times, Sg-
following (verse, or verses, etc.).

fauna and Flora of Palestine.

See Tristram.

F. Field, Origenis Hexaplorum qua
supersuntsive Veterum Interpre-
tum Grczcorum in totum Vetus
Testamenttim Fragmenta ( 75).

Fragmenta Historicorum Gr&co-

rum, ed. Muller, 5 vols., 4i- 72.
F. A. Fliickiger and D. Hanbury,

Pharmacographia.
Floigl, Geschichte des semitischen

Altertums in l^abellen, 82.

Founders of Old Testament Criti

cism. See Cheyne.
O. F. Fritzsche (1812-96), com

mentaries on books of the Apo
crypha in KHG.

Sigismund Frankel, Die aramdi-

schen Fremdivorter im Arabi-

schen, 86.

Frankenb. . W. Frankenberg, Die Spruche in

KH, 98.
Frazer . . J. G. Frazer :

7 otemism ( 87).
Golden Bough ( 90); ( 2 &amp;gt; in prep.
Pausanias s Description of

Greece (translation and
notes, 6 vols., 98).

Fund. . . J. Marquart, Fundamente israeliti-

scher u. judiseller Geschichte, 96.
(5 Greek Version, see above, p. xv./

and TEXT AND VERSIONS.
GA . . . Geschichte d. Alterthums (see

Meyer, Floigl).
GA . . . Geschichte Agyptens (see Meyer).
GBA . . Gesch. Babyloniens u. Assyriens

(see Winckler, Hommel).
GASm. . . George Adam Smith. See Smith.

GA T . . Reuss, Geschichte des Alten Testa

ments, 81 ; &amp;lt;-&amp;gt;, 90.
Gei. Urschr. . A. Geiger, Urschrift und Ueber-

setzungen der Bibel in Hirer Ab-

hangigkeit von der inneren Ent-

wickiung des Judenthums, 57.
Ges. . . F. H. W. Gesenius (1786-1842):

Thes. . Thesaurus Philologictis Criti-

cus Ling. Hebr. et Chald.

Veteris Testament!, 35~ 42.
Gramm. . Hebrdische Grammatik, 13;

( 2ti
&amp;gt;, by E. Kautzsch, 96 ;

ET 98.
Lex. . . Hebrdisches u. chalddisches

Flandworterbuch, 12 ;
(&quot;J

(Muhlauu.Volck), 90; ( 12&amp;gt;

(Buhl, with Socin and Zim-

mern), 9S ;
&amp;lt;

13 ) (Buhl), 99.

Ges.-Bu. . . Gesenius-Buhl. See above, Ges.
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Konige in KHC, 99.
A. Bertholet, Die Slellung der Is-

raeliten u. der Juden zu &amp;lt;/&amp;lt;

Fremden, 96.
Gustav Bickell :

Grundriss der hebraischen

Grammatik, 6g/. ; ET, 77.
Carminei VT metrice etc., 82.

Dichtungen der Hebraer, 82 f.
Kritische Bearbeitung der

Prov., 90.
Bibliotheca Sacra, 43^&quot;.

De Bello Judaico. See Josephus.
Schenkel, Bibel- Lexicon ; Real-

worterbuch zum Handgebrauch
fiir Geistliche u. Gemeinde-

glieder, 5 vols., 69- 75.
S. Bochart (1599-1667) :

Geographia Sacra, 1646 ;

Hierozoicon, sive de Animali-
bus Scriptures Sacra:, 1663.

Aug. Boeckh, Corpus Inscr. Grcec.,

4 vols., 28- 77.

Babylonian and Oriental Record,

Kon. .

Bertholet, Std-

lung

Bi. . . .

Biblioth. Sac.

BJ . .

BL . .

Boch.

Boeckh

BOR

Bottch. . . Friedrich Bottcher, Ausfithrliches
Lthrbuch der hebraischen Spra-
che, 66- 68.

Bottg. Lex. . Bottger, Lexicon z. d. Schriften des

Fl. Josephus, 79.
BR . . . Biblical Researches. See Robinson.

Bu. . . . Karl Budde :

Urgesch, . Die biblische Urgeschichte (Gen.
1-124), 83.

Ri.Sa. . Die Bucher Richler und Samuel,
ihre Quellen und ihr Aufbaujyo.

Sam. . . Samuel m SBOT (Heb.), 94.
Das Buck IHob in HK, 96.

Klagelieder and Hohelied in KHC, 98.
Buhl . . See Pal.

Buxt. Syn.Jud. Johann Buxtorf (1564-1629),

Synagoga Judaica, 1603, etc.

Buxt. Lex. . Johann Buxtorf, son (1599-1644),
Lexicon Chaldaicum, Talmudi-
cum et Rabbinicum, 1639, folio.

Reprint with additions by B.

Fischer, 2 vols., 69 and 74.

f., dr. . . circa.

Calwer Bib. . Cahver Kirchelexikon, Theologi-
Lex. sches Handwdrterbuch, ed. P.

Zeller, 89- 93.
c. Ap. . . contra Apionem. See Josephus.
CH . . . Composition des Hexaleuchs. See

Wellhausen.
Chald. Gen. . The Chaldean Account of Genesis,

by George Smith. A new edi

tion, thoroughly revised and cor

rected by A. H. Sayce, 80.

Che. . . T. K. Cheyne :

Proph. Is. . The Prophecies of Isaiah, 2 vols.

( 8o- 8i; revised, &amp;lt;

5
&amp;gt;, 89).

Job and Sol. Job and Solomon, or The Wisdom

of the Old Testament ( 87).
Ps. . . The Book of Psalms, transl.

with comm. ( 88);
- 1

,
re

written (forthcoming).
OPs. . . The Origin and Religious Con

tents of the Psalter ( Bampton
Lectures, 89), 91.

Aids . . Aids to the Devout Study of
Criticism, 92.

Founders . Founders of Old Testament

Criticism, 94.
Jntr. Is. . Introduction to the Book of

Isaiah ( 95).

Is. SBOT. Isaiah in SBOT [Eng.] f

( 97); [Heb.], (-99).

Jeremiah, his Life and Times in Men of the

Bible ( 88).

Jew. Rel. Life Jewish Religious Life after the

Exile, 98.
CIG . . Corpus Inscriptionum Grcecarum

(ed. Dittenberger), 82^&quot;.
See

also Boeckh.
CIL . . Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum,

Berlin, 63, and following years,

14 vols., with supplements.
CIS . , Corpus Inscriptionum Semitica-

rum, Paris, 81^&quot;.
Pt. i., Phoeni

cian and Punic inscriptions; pt.

ii., Aramaic inscriptions; pt. iv.,

S. Arabian inscriptions.
Class. Rev. . The Classical Review, 87 ff.

Cl.-Gan. . . Clermont-Ganneau:
Rec. . . Recueil d Archeologie, 85^&quot;.

Co. . . . Cornill :

Ezek. . Das Buck des Propheten
Ezechiel, 86.

Einl. . Einleitung in das Alte Testa

ment, 91 ;
&amp;lt;

3
&amp;gt;, 96.

Hist. . History of the People of Israel

from the earliest times, 98.
COT . . The Cuneiform Inscriptions and the

Old Testament. See Schrader.

Crit. Alon. . A. H. Sayce, The Higher Criticism

and the Verdict of the Monu
ments, 94.

Cr. Rev. . . Critical Review of Theological and
Philosophical Literature [ed.

Salmond], 91 ff.

D Author of Deuteronomy; also used
of Deuteronomistic passages.

Do . . Later Deuteronomistic editors. See
HISTORICAL LITERATURE.

Dalm. Gram. . Dalman, Grammatik des jiidisch-

palastinischen Aramdisch, 94.
Worte Jesu Die Worte Jesu, i., 98.
Aram. Lex. Aramaisch - Neuhebraisches

Worterbuch zu Targum,
Talmud, und Midrasch,
Teil i., 97.

Dav. . . A. B. Davidson :

Job . . Book ofJob in Camb. Bible, 84.
Ezek. . Book of Ezekiel in Cambridge

Bible, 92.
DB . . . W. Smith, A Dictionary of the

Bible, comprising its Antiquities,

Biography, Geography, andNat
ural History, 3 vols., 63; DB^,
2nd ed. of vol. i., in two parts,

93-

or, J. Hastings, A Dictionary of
the Bible, dealing with its Lan
guage, literature, and Contents,

including the Biblical Theologv,
vol. i., 98; vol. ii., 99.

or, F. Vigouroux, Dictionnaire de

la Bible, 95^
de C. Orig. . Alph. de Candolle, Origine des

Plantes Cultivi-es, 82; &amp;gt;, 96.
ET in the International Scien

tific Series.

De Gent. . . De Gentibus. See Wellhausen.
Del. . . Delitzsch, Franz (1813-90), author

of many commentaries on books
of the OT, etc.

or, Delitzsch, Friedrich, son of pre
ceding, author of:

Par. . . IVo lag das Parodies ? (*8l).
Heb. Lang. 77ie Hebrew Language viewed
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in the light of Assyrian Re
search, 83.

Prol. . Prolegomena eines neuen hebr.-

aram. WorterbuchszumA T,
86.

Ass. HWB Assyrisches Handworterbuch,
96.

DHM Ep. Denk. D. H. Miiller, Epigraphische Denk-
mdler aus Arabien, 89.

Die Propheten in ihren ursprunglichen Form.
Die Grundgesetze der ursemi-

tischen Poesie, 2 Bde., 96.
Di. . . . Dillmann, August (1823-94),

in KGH : Genesis, 3rd ed. of

Knobel, 75; &amp;lt;*&amp;gt;,

82 ;
&amp;lt;

6
&amp;gt;, 92 (ET

by Stevenson, 97) ;
Exodus und

Leviticus, 2nd ed. of Knobel,
80 ; 3rd ed. by Ryssel, 97;
Numb., Deut., Josh., 2nd ed. of

Knobel, 86 ; Isaiah, ( 5
&amp;gt;, 90 ; (edd.

1-3 by Knobel; 4th ed. by Die-

stel; 6th ed. by Kittel, 98).
Did. . . Didache. See APOCRYPHA, 31, I.

Dozy, Suppl. . Supplement aux Dictionnaires

Arabes, 79 ff.
Dr. . . . Driver, S. R. :

HT. . A Treatise on the Use of the

Tenses in Hebrew, 74; W,
81; (3), 92.

TBS . Notes on the Hebrew Text of
the Books of Samuel, 90.

Introd. . An Introduction to the Litera

ture of the Old Testament,

(D, 91; (6)
; 97.

Par. Ps. . Parallel Psalter, 98.
Deut. . Deuteronomy in The Inter

national Critical Commen
tary, 95.

Joel and Amos in the Cambridge Bible, 97.
Lev. SBOT SBOT (Eng.), Leviticus, as

sisted by H. A. White, 98.
Hebrew Authority v&AuthorityandArcfueology,

Sacred and Profane, ed.

David G. Hogarth, London,
99-

Is. . . Isaiah, His Life and Times, in

Men of the Bible, &amp;lt;

2
&amp;gt;, 93.

Drus. . . Drusius (1550-1616) in Critici

Sacri.

Du. . . . Bernhard Duhm :

Proph. . Die Iheologie der Propheten
als Grundlagefiir die innere
Entwicklnngsgesch ichte der
israelitischen Religion, 75.

Is. . . Das Buch Jesaia in HK, 92.
Ps. . . Die Psalmen erkldrt,\^KHC,

99.
E Old Hebrew historical document.
2 . . Later additions to E. See HIS

TORICAL LITERATURE.
EB^ . . Encyclopedia Britannica, gth ed.,

75
- 88.

Ebers, Aeg. BM Georg Ebers
( 37-98), Aegypten u.

die Biicher Mose s, i., 68.

Einleilung (Introduction). See

Cornill, etc.

The English Historical J?eview,

Einl.

Eng. Hist. Rev.

Ent\_sf\. . . Die Entstehung des Judenthums.
See Ed. Meyer.

ET . . . English translation.

Eth. . . Ethiopia.
Eus. . . Eusebius of Csesarea (2nd half of

3rd to 1st half of 4th cent. A.n.) :

Onom. or OS Onomasticon ; On the Names
of Places in Holy Scripture.

EV

Ew.

HE . .

P\r(Ep.~\E\v.~\
Chron.

Lehrb.

Gesch.

Dichter

Propk.

fitstoria Ecclesiastica.

Prtzparatio Evangelica.
Chronicon.

English version (where authorised
and revised agree).

Heinrich Ewald (1803-75) :

Lehrbuch der hebrdischen

Sprache, 44; ( 8
&amp;gt;, 70.

Geschichte des Volkes Israel ;W
i.-vii., 64- 68

; ET &amp;lt;*&amp;gt;

5
vols. (pre-Christian period),
69- 8o.

Die Dichter des Alien Bundes
W, 66/

Die Propheten, 40/5 &amp;lt;

2
), 67

Expos.
. T\_imes\

f.^ndf. . .

FFP . .

Field, Hex. .

F[r.~\HG . .

Fl. and Hanb.
Pharm.

Floigl, GA .

Founders . .

Fr. . . .

Frankenb.

Frazer .

Fund.

GA . .

GA . .

GBA .

GASm. .

GA T .

Gei. Urschr.

Ges. .

Thes.

Gramm.

Lex. .

Ges.-Bu. .

Expositor, 5th ser.,

Expository Times, 8g- g

following (verse, or verses, etc.).
Fauna and flora of Palestine.

See Tristram.

F. Field, Origenis Hexaplorum qu&amp;lt;z

supersuntsive Veterum Interpre-
tum Gracorum in totum Vetus

Testamentum Fragmenta ( 75).

Fragmenta Historicorum Gr&co-

rum, ed. Miiller, 5 vols., 4i- 72.
F. A. Fliickiger and D. Hanbury,
Pharmacograph ia .

Floigl, Geschichte des semitischen

AUertums in Tabellen, 82.

Founders of Old Testament Criti

cism. See Cheyne.
O. F. Fritzsche (1812-96), com

mentaries on books of the Apo
crypha in KHG.

Sigismund Frankel, Die aramdi-
schen Fremdworter im Arabi-

schen, 86.

\V. Frankenberg, Die Spruche in

KH, 98.

J. G. Frazer :

Totemism ( 87).
Golden Hough ( 90) ;

( 2 &amp;gt; in prep.
Pausanias s Description of

Greece (translation and
notes, 6 vols., 98).

J. Marquart, Fundamente israeliti-

scher u. judischer Geschichte, 96.
Greek Version, see above, p. xv.yC
and TEXT AND VERSIONS.

Gesc/iichte d. Altertlnims (see

Meyer, Floigl).
Geschichte Agyptens (see Meyer).
Gesch. Babyloniens u. Assvriem

(see Winckler, Hommel).
George Adam Smith. See Smith.

Reuss, Geschichte des Alien Testa-

inents, 81 ; (-&amp;gt;, 90.
A. Geiger, Urschrift und Ueber-

setzungen der Bibel in ihrer Ab-

hangigkeit von der inneren Ent-

ivicklung des Jtidenthums, 57.
F. H. W. Gesenius (1786-1842):

Thesaurus Philologicus Criti-

cus Ling. Hebr. et Chald.

Veteris Testamenti, 35- 42.
Hebrdische Grammatik, 13 ;

W, by E. Kautzsch, 96 ;

ET 98.
Hebrdisches u. chalddisches

Handworterbuch, 12 ;
&amp;lt;&quot;&amp;gt;

(Muhlau u.Volck), 90; ( *&amp;gt;

(Buhl, with Socin and Zim-

mern), 95 ;
&amp;lt;

13 ) (Buhl), 99,
Gesenius-Buhl. See above, Ges.
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Gesch.

GGA

GGN

GI .

Gi[nsb].

GJV

Glaser

Skizze

Gr. .

Gra. .

Gesch.

Ps. .

Gr. Yen. .

GVI

H .

HA or Hebr.
Arch.

Hal.

Mil. .

Hamburger
\RE\

Harper, ABL

HC .

Heb.
Hebraica .

Heid.

Herst.

Herzog, RE
Jlet Herstel

Hex.

Hexap.
HG .

Hierob.

Hilgf. .

Hist.

Hist. Proph.
A/on.

Hi[tzj. .

HK .

Geschichte (History).

Gottingische Gelehrte Anzeigen,

Gottingische Gelehrte Nachrichten,

45/
Geschichte Israels. See Winckler.

Ginsburg, Massoretico-critical Edi
tion ofthe Hebrew Bible, 94, In

troduction, 97.
Geschichte des jiidischen Volkes.

See Schiirer.

Eduard Glaser :

Skizze der Gesch. u. Geogr.
Arabiens, 90.

K. Grimm (1807-91). Maccabees

( 53) and Wisdom^fx?) in A GV/.
Heinrich Gratz :

Geschichte derJuden, i.-x., 74
ff.; ET i.-v., 9 1 - 92.

Kritischer Commentar zu

Psalmen, 82 f.
Versio Veneta. See TEXT.
Gesch. des Volkes Israel.

Ewald, Stade, etc.

den

See

The Law of Holiness (Lev. 17-
26). See LEVITICUS.

Hebrciische Archao(ogie. See Ben-

zinger, Nowack.

Joseph llalevy. The inscriptions
in Rapport sur une Mission Ar-

cheologique dans le Yemen ( 72)
are cited : Hal. 535, etc.

Mela nges d Ep igraph ie et

d Archeologie Semiliques? ]4t.

Hamburger, Realencyclopiidie fur
Bibelund Talmud, i. 70,

^ 92;
ii. 83, suppl. 86, 91 /, 97.

R. F. Harper, Assyrian and Baby
lonian Letters belonging to the

A&quot;[Kuyunjik] collection of the

British Aluseum, &amp;lt;)3ff.

Hand- Commenlar sum Neuen
Testament, bearbeitet von H. J.

Holtzmann, R. A. Lipsius, P. W.
Schmiedel, H. v. Soden, Sg- gi.

Hebrew.
Continued as AJSL (q.v.}.
Reste arabischen Heidentums. See

Wellhausen.

Kosters, Ilet Herstel van Israel in
het Perzische Tijdvak, 93; Germ.
transl. Die Wiederherstellung
Israels, 95.

See PRE.
See Herst.

Hexateuch (see Kuenen, Holzinger,
etc.).

See Field.

Historical Geography of the Holy
Land. See Smith, G. A.

See Bochart.
A. Hilgenfeld, NT scholar (Einl.,

etc.), and ed. since 58 of ZWT.
See Schurer, Ewald, Kittel, etc.

J. F. M Curdy, History, Prophecy,
and the Monuments : i. To the
Downfall of Samaria ( 94) ; ii.

To the Fall of Nineveh ( 96).
F. Hitzig ( 1807-75), inKGH: Pre-

diger ( 47), Hohelied ( 55), Die
kleinen Propheten ( 38; &amp;lt;

3
&amp;gt;, 63),

Jeremias(\\; &amp;lt;V66). Also /to
Psalmen ( 35- 35; &amp;lt;

3
&amp;gt;, 63- 6s).

Handkommentar zum Alien Testa

ment, ed. Nowack, 92 ff.

Holz. Einl.

Hommel .

AHT

GBA

Hor. Hebr.
HP . .

HPN .

HPSm. .

Samuel
HS . .

HWB .

IJG .

Intr[od]. .

Intr. Is. .

It. . .

//. Anton.

J

]i

J[ourn.~\ A{ni^\
0[;-.] S\_oc.~\

Jastrow, Diet.

J{ourn.~\ As.

JBL

JBW

JDT

JE . .

Jensen, Kosm.

Jer.

Jon.

Jos.

J\_ourn.~\ Phil.

JPT

JQR
JRAS

JSBL
KAT

. H. Holzinger, Einleitung in den
Hexateuch ( 93), Genesis in the
KHC ( 98).

. Fritz IIommel :

. DiealtisraelitischeUeberliefer-
ung; ET, Ancient Hebrew
I radilion, 97.

. Geschichte Babyloniens u. As
syrieus, 85^&quot;.

. Lightfoot, Horn Hebraicce, 1684.
. Holmes and Parsons, Vetus Testa-

mentutn Gr&amp;lt;cum cum variis

lectionibus, 1798-1827.
. G. B. Gray, Studies in Hebrew

Proper Names, 96.
. Henry Preserved Smith.

in International Critical Commentary.
. Die Heilige Schrift. See Kautzsch.
. Riehm s Handworterbuch des bibli-

schen Alterthums, 2 vols., 84;w
&amp;gt; 93-94- See also Delitzsch

(Friedr.).

. Israelilische u.jitdische Geschichte.

See Wellhausen.
. Introduction.

. Introduction to Isaiah. See

Cheyne.
. Itala. See TEXT AND VERSIONS.
. Itinerarium Antonini, Fortia

d Urban, 45.

Old Hebrew historical document.
Later additions to J.

Journal of the American Oriental

Society, 51 ff.
M. Jastrow, Dictionary ofthe Tar-

gumim, the Talmud Babli, etc.,

and Midrashim, 86 ff.

Journal Asiatique, 53 ff.; 7th
ser., 73; 8thser., 83; 9thser., 93.

Journal of Biblical Literature and
Exegesis, 90 ff.; formerly ( 82-

88) calledJournal ofthe Society

of Biblical Lit. and Exeg.
Jahrbucher der bibl. IVissenschaft

( 497*65).
Jahrbucherfur deutsche Theologie,

56- 78.

The Prophetical narrative of the

Hexateuch, composed of J and E.
P. Jensen, Die Kosmologie der

Babylonier, 90.

Jerome, or Jeremiah.
Jonathan. See Targum.
Flavius Josephus (b. 37 A.D.), Anti-

quitates Judaica:, De Bello

Judaico, Vita, contra Apionem
(ed. Niese, 3 vols., 87~ 94).

Journal of Philology, i. (Nos. I and
2, 68), ii. (\os. 3 and 4, 69), etc.

JahrbucherfurprotestantischeTheo-
logie, 75- 92.

Jewish Quarterly Review, SS- 8g/~.

Journal of Royal Asiatic Society

(vols. 1-20, 34^.; new series,
vols. 1-24, 65~ 92; current series,

Kau.
Gram.

HS .

See/^Z.

Die Keilinschriftenu.d.Alte Testa

ment. See Schrader.
E. Kautzsch :

Grammatik des Biblischen-

Aramaischen, 84.
Die heilige Schrift des Alien

Testaments, 94.
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Apokr. . Die Apokryphen u. Pseudepi-

graphen des alien Testa

ments, 98 f.
KB. . . Keilinschriftliche Bibliothek,

Sammlungvon ass. u. bab. Texten
in Umschrift u. Uebersetzung, 5
vols. (i, 2, 3 a, b, 4, 5), Sq- gb.
Edited by Schrader, in collabora
tion with L. Abel, C. Bezold,
P. Jensen, F. E. Peiser, and
H. Winckler.

Ke. . . . K. F. Keil (d. 88).
Kenn. . . B. Kennicott (1718-83), Vetus

Testamentum Hebraicum cum
variis lectionibus, 2 vols., 1776-
80.

KG . . . Kirchengeschichte.KGF . . Keilinschriften u. Geschichtsforsch-
ung. See Schrader.

KGH . . Kurzgefasstes exegetisches Hand-
buck. See Di., Hitz., Knob., Ol.

KGK . . Kurzgefasster Kommentar zu den

heiligen Schriften Alien u. Neuen
Testaments sowie zu den Apo
kryphen, ed. H. Strack and
O. Zockler, 87 ff.KHC . . Kurzer Hand-commentar zurn
Alten Testament, ed. Marti, 97 ff.

Ki. . . . Rudolf Kittel :

Gesch. . Geschichte der Hebr-der, 2 vols.,

88, 92; Eng. transl., His
tory of the Hebrews, 95-
96.

Ch. SBOT TheBookofChronicles,Cn\.\c3\
Edition of the Hebrew text,

95 (translated by Bacon).
Kim. . . R. David Kimhi, circa 1200 A.D.,

the famous Jewish scholar and

lexicographer, by whose exegesis
the AV is mainly guided.

Kinds], . . Kinship and Marriage in Early
Arabia. See W. R. Smith.

KI. Proph. . Kleine Propheten (Minor Prophets).
See Wellhausen, Nowack, etc.

Klo[st], . . Aug. Klostermann, Die Biicher
Samuelisundder Konige ( 87) in

KGK.
G VI . . Geschichte des Volkes Israel bis

zur Kestauration TinterEsra
und Nehemia, 96.

Kn[ob], . . Aug. Knobel( 1 807-63) in KGH:
Exodus und Leviticus, &amp;lt;-) by Dill-

mann, 80; Der Prophet Jesaia,
43, &amp;lt;

3
&amp;gt;,

61. See Dillmann.
Ko. . . . F. E. Konig, Historisch-Kritisches

Lehrgebaude der Hebraischen

Sprache, 3 vols., 8i- 97.
K6h. . . Aug. Kohler.
Kr. . . . Kre (lit. to be read ), a marginal

reading which the Massoretes
intended to supplant that in the
text (Kethib); see below.

Kt. . . . KethTb (lit. written ), a reading
in the MT; see above.

Kue.. . . Abr. Kuenen (1828-91) :

Ond. . . Historisch-critisch Onderzoek
naar het ontstaan en de

verzameling van de Boeken
des Ouden Verbonds, 3 vols.,
6i- 65; &amp;lt;2), 85- 89; Germ,
transl., Historisch-kritische

Einleitung in die Bucher
des Alten Testaments, 87-
92; vol. i., The Hexateuch,
translated by Philip Wick-
steed, 86.

Godsd. . De Godsdienst van Israel, 69~ 7O;
Eng. transl., 3 vols., 73- 75.De Profeten en der Profetie onder Israel, 7e-

ET, 77.
Ges. Abh. . Gesammelte Abhandlungenzur

bibl. Wissenschaft, German
by Budde, 94.

L . . de Lagarde, Librorum Veteris
Testamcnti Canonicorum, Pars
Prior Greece, 83.

Lag. . . Paul de Lagarde ( 27- 9i) :

Hagiographa Chaldaice, 73.
. Libri Veteris Testamenti Apo-

cryphi Syriace, 61.
Ges. Abh. . GesammelteAbhandlungenjbf).
Mitt. . Mitteilungen, i.-iv., 84~ 89.
Sym, . Symmicta, ii., 80.
Prov. . Proverbien, 63.
Ubers. Uebersicht iiber die im Ara-
or BN maischen, Arabischen, und

Hebraischen ubliche Bildung
der Nomina, 89.

Beitr. . Beitrage z. baktrischen Lexiko-

grapliie, 68.

Proph. . ProphettE Chaldaice, 72.
Sent. . Semitica, ySf.
Arm. St. . Armenische Stttdien.
Or. . . Orientalia, i., 79.

Lane . . E. W. Lane, An Arabic-English
Lexicon, 63^&quot;.

L [and] B . W. M. Thomson, The Land and
the Book, 59; new ed. 94.LBR . . Later Biblical Researches. See
Robinson.

Levy, NHWB J. Levy, Neuhebraisches u. chal-
daisches Worterbuch, 76- 89.

Chald. Lex. Chaldiiisches Worterbuch iiber

die Targumim, 67 ff.

Lehrgeb. . . See Konig.
Leps. Denkm. . R. Lepsius, Denkmaler aus Aegyp-

ten u. Aethiopien, 49~ 6o.

Lightf. . . John Lightfoot (1602-75), H r &amp;lt;*

Hebraicce (1684).
Joseph B. Lightfoot ( 28- 89);

commentaries on Galatians

((&quot;, 74); Philippians (
&amp;gt;

,

73) 5 Colossians and Phile
mon ( 75).

Lips. if. . . Lipsius, Die Apokryphen Apostel-

geschichten u. Apostellegenden,
83- 90.

Low . . . J. Low, Aramdische Pftanzenna-
men, 8 1.

Luc. . . See L.

LXX or (5 . Septuagint. See above, p. xv /,
and TEXT ANL&amp;gt; VERSIONS.

Maimonides . Moses Maimonides (1131-1204).
Exegete, author of Afishneh

Torah, More Nebokhim, etc.

Mand. . . Mandsean. See ARAMAIC, 10.

Marq. Fund. . J. Marquart, Fundamente israeliti-

scher u. jiidischer Geschichte, 96.
Marti . . K. Marti :

Gram. . Kurzgefasste Grammatik d.

biblisch-Aramaischen
Sprache, 96.

Geschichte der Israelitischen Religion
1

^, 97 (a
revision of A. Kayser, Die
Theol. des AT).

Jes. . . Das BuchJesaia, in KHC, &quot;99.

Masp. . . G. Maspero :

Dawn of Civilisation, Egypt
and Chaldea ((

2
&amp;gt;, 96).

Les premieres Melees des

Peuples; ET by McClure.



GA .

Entsi[eli\.

Meyer

MGWJ .

MH .

MI .

Midr.

Mish.

x ABBREVIATIONS, SYMBOLS, AND BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTES
about the end of the seventh

century A.D. See TEXT.
A New English Dictionary on

Historical Principles, ed. J. A.
MBBA . . Monatsbericht der Berliner Aka- H. Murray, 88 ff.; also H.

Bradley, 97^.MDPV . . Mittheilun^en undNachrichten des Muss-Arn. . W. M\iss-&.rr\Q\\., A Concise Diction

ary of the Assyrian Language,
94-99 (A-MAG).

Merx . . A. Merx, Archiv f. wissenschaft- MVG . . Mittheilungen der Vorderasiat-
ischen Gesellschaft, 97 ff.

Mey.. . . Ed. Meyer:
&quot;

n. . . . note.

Nabatsean. See ARAMAIC, 4.

Nominalbildung, Earth; see Ba.
Die israelitischen Eigennamen

nach ihrer religionsgeschicht-
lichen Bedeiitung, 76.

Marginalien u. Materialien, 93.
A. Neubauer, Geographie du Tal-

mtid, 68.

Natural History of the Bible. See
Tristram.

Neu-hebr. u. chaldaisches Wort^er-
buch. See Levy,

number.
Th. Noldeke :

Utitersuchungen z. Kritik d.

Alten Testaments, 69.
Altteslamentliche Litteratur, 68.

W. Nowack :

h.~\ Lehrbuch d. Hebraischen

Archaologie, 94.
Die Kleinen Propheten (in

HKC), 97.
New Testament, Neues Testament.

Justus Olshausen :

Die Psalmen, 53.
Lehrbuch der hebr. Sprache,

61 [incomplete].
Orientalistische Litteratur-Zei-

tung, ed. Peiser, 98 f.
Historisch-critisch Onderzoek. See

Kuenen.

Onkelos, Onqelos. See Targ.
See OS.

Origin of the Psalter. See Cheyne.
Onomastica Sacra, containing the

name-lists of Eusebius and
Jerome (Lagarde, &amp;lt;

a
&amp;gt;, 87; the

pagination of ^) printed on the

margin of W is followed).
Old Testament.
Old Testament in tlie Jewish

Church. See \V. R. Smith.

Priestly Writer. See HIST. LIT.

Secondary Priestly Writers.

F. Buhl, Geographie des alien Pal-

astina, 96. See also Baedeker
and Reland.

Palmyrene. See ARAMAIC, 4.

Palestinian Syriac or Christian

Palestinian. See ARAMAIC, 4.

Proceedings of American Oriental

Society, 51 ff. (printed annually
at end of JAOS).

Wo lag das Paradies? See
Delitzsch.

Sayce, Patriarchal Palestine, 95.

Prieparatio Evangelica. See Euse-
--, . - bius.

MT .
-

. . Massoretic text, the Hebrew text of PEFAf\emJ\ . Palestine Exploration Fund Me
moirs, 3 vols., 8i- 83-

Palestine Exploration l-nnd
[founded 65] Quarterly State

ment, 69 ff.

The Struggle of the Nations
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Per.-Chip.

Pers.

Pesh.

Ph., Phoen.

PRE .

Preuss. Jahrbb,
Prim. Cult,

Proph. Is.

Prol. .

Prot. KZ .

PSBA

PS Thes.

Pun.

R
RJE .

RD .

R P .

i~5R

Rab.
Rashi

Rec. Trav.

REJ .

Rel. Pal. .

Rev. .

Rev. Sem.
Ri. Sa. .

Rob.
BR

LBR or BR iv.

or BRW iii.

Perrot and Chipiez :

Histoire de PArt dans

quite. Egyptt Assyrie
Perse Asie Afineuere

Grece Etrurie Rome;
*lff.

ET: Ancient Egypt, 83;
Chaldiza and Assyria, 84;
Phoenicia and Cyprus, 85;
Sardinia, Judaa, etc., 90;
Primitive Greece, 94.

Persian.

Peshltta, the Syriac vulgate (2nd-
3rd cent.). Vetus 1 estamentum

Syriace, ed. S. Lee, 23, O T and

NT, 24.

W. E. Barnes, An Apparatus Cri-

ticus to Chronicles in the Peshitta

Version, 97.
Phoenician.

Real-Encyklopadie fur protestan-
tische 1 heologie u. Kirche, ed.

J. J. Herzog, 22 vols., 54- 68;
&amp;lt;
2

&amp;gt;,

ed. J. J. Herzog, G. L.

Plitt, Alb. Hauck, 18 vols., 77-
88; (3

), ed. Alb. Hauck, vol.

i.-vii. [A-Hau], go- gg.
Preussische Jahrbucher, 72^&quot;.

E. B. Tylor, Primitive Culture,

71; (3&amp;gt;, 91.
The Prophecies of Isaiah. See

Cheyne.
Prolegomena. See Wellhausen.
Protestantische Kirchenzeitungfur

das Evangelische Deutschland

(vols.i.-xliii., 54- g6); continued
as Prot. Monatshefte ( 97jf.).

Proceedings of the Society of Bibli

cal Archeology, 78^.
Payne Smith, 1 hesaurus Syriacus.
Punic.

Redactor or Editor.

Redactor(s) of JE.
Deuteronomistic Editor(s).

Priestly Redactor(s).
H. C. Rawlinson, The Cuneiform

Inscriptions of Western Asia,
i.-v. ( 6i- 84; iv. &amp;lt;

2
&amp;gt;, 91).

Rabbinical.

i.e. Rabbenu Shelomoh Yishaki

(1040-1105), the celebrated

Jewish commentator.
Recueil de travaux relatifs a la

pliilol. et a I Archeol. egypt. et

assyr. 70 ff.

Revue des Etudes juives, i., 80 ; ii.

and iii., 81 ; and so on.

Reland, Palastina ex Monumentis
veteribus illustrata, z vols., 1714.

Revue.
Revue semitique, 93_$&quot;.

Die Bucher Richter u. Samuel.
See Budcle.

Edward Robinson :

Biblical Researches in Pales

tine, Mt. Sinai, and Arabia
Petrcea, ajournal of travels
in the year 1838 (i.-iii., 41
= JSA W, i.-ii., 56).

Later Biblical Researches in Pales-

tine and the adjacent Regions, a

journal of travels in the year
1852 ( 56).

Physical Geography of the Holy
Land, 65.

Roscher .

RP . .

RS or Rel. Sent.

RV . . .

RWB . .

Rys. . .

Saad. . .

Sab. . .

Sab. Denkm. .

Sam. . .

SBAW . .

SBE . .

SBOT (Eng.)

Ausfuhrliches Lextkon d. Griech-
ischen u. Romischen Mythologit

SBOT (Heb.)

Schopf. .

Schr. .

KGF

KA T

COT

Schiir. .

GJV

Records of the Past, being English
translations ofthe Ancient Monu
ments of Egypt and Western

Asia, ed. S. Birch, vols. i.-xii.

( 73- 8i). New series [AV
J(-

)]ed.
A. H. Sayce, vols. i.-vi., 88- 92.
See ASSYRIA, 35.

Religion of the Semites. See W.
R. Smith.

Revised Version (XT, 80 ; OT,
84; Apocrypha, 95).

G. B.Winer (1789- 1858), Biblisches

Realworterbuch, 20; &amp;lt;
3)

, 2 vols.,

47 /
Ryssel; cp. Dillmann, Bertheau.

R. Sa adya (Se adya; Ar. Sa id),
the tenth century Jewish gram
marian and lexicographer (b.

892); Explanationsofthe/w/tfj;-

legomena in the OT, etc.

Salxean, less fittingly called

Himyaritic; the name given to

a class of S. Arabian inscrip
tions.

Sabdische Denkmaler, edd. Miiller

and Mordtmann.
Samaritan.

Sitzungsberichte der Berlinischen

Akademie der Wissenschaften.
The Sacred Books of the East,
translated by various scholars

and edited by the Rt. Hon. F.

Max Miiller, 50 vols.
1879^&quot;.

[Otherwise known as the Poly
chrome Bible ] The Sacred Books

ofthe Old Testament, a new Eng.
transl., with Explanatory Notes

and Pictorial Illustrations ; pre
pared by eminent biblical scholars

of Europe and of America, and
edited, -with the assistance oj
Horace Howard Furness, by Paul

Haupt, 97 f.
Haupt, The Sacred Books ofthe Old

Testament ; a critical edition of
the Hebrew text, printed in

colours, with notes, prepared by
eminentbiblicalscholarsofEurope
andAmerica, under the editorial

direction of Paul Haupt, 93 ff.

Gunkel, Schopfung und Chaos in

Urzeit u. Endzeit, 95.
E. Schrader ;

editor of KB

Keilinschriften u. Geschichts-

forschung, 78.
Die Keilinschriften u. d. Alte

Testament, 72;
&amp;lt;-

&amp;gt;, 83.

Eng. transl. of KATW by
O. C. Whitehouse, The

Cuneiform Inscriptions and
the Old Testament, 2 vols.,

85, 88 (the pagination of

the German is retained in

the margin of the Eng. ed.).

E. Schiirer:

Geschichte des jiidischen Volkes

im Zeitalter Jesu Christi ;

i. Einleitung u. Politische Ge

schichte, 90; ii. Die Inneren

Zustiinde Palastinas u. des

jiidischen Volkes im Zeitalter
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Jesu Christi, 86; new ed. vol.

ii. Die Inneren Zustande, 98,
vol. iii. Uas Judenthum in der

Zerstreuung u. die jiidische Lite-

ratur, 98.
Hist. . ET of above ( 90 /.}. Vols. I /

(i.e., Div. i. vols. i
f.~)

=. vol. I

of German; vols. 3-5 (?.&amp;lt;.,
Div.

ii. vols. 1-3) = vol. 2 of German
[=vols. ii., iii. of &amp;lt;

3
].

Selden . . J. Selden, de Jure naturali et

gentiumjuxta disciplinam Ebrce-

orum, 7 bks., 1665.
de Diis Syris, 1617.

Semitic.

Sinaitic; see ARAMAIC, 4.

Smend, Die Listen der Bucher
Esra u. Nehemiah, 8l.

Sem.
Sin.

Smend, Listen

Smith
GASm.

HG
George Adam Smith :

The Historical Geography of
the Holy Land, especially in

relation to the History of
Israel and of the Early
Church, 94 (additions to &amp;lt;

4
&amp;gt;,

96.)
WRS

^
. . &quot;William Robertson Smith ( 46-^4):

O TJC The Old Testament in the Jewish
ChurchS$&amp;gt;\ ; &amp;lt;-&amp;gt;,

revised and much
enlarged, 92; (Germ, transl. by
Rothstein, 94).

Proph. . The Prophets of Israel and their

place in History, to the close of
the eighth century B.C., 82; w,
with introduction and addi
tional notes by T. K. Cheyne,
95-

Kin. . Kinship and Marriage in Early
Arabia, 85.

R[el.~\S\_em.~\ Lectures on the Religion of the

Semites: ist ser., The Funda
mental Institutions, 89; new
and revised edition

(j?5&amp;lt;

2
), 94;

Germ, transl. by Stube, 99.

[The MS notes of the later Burnett
Lectures on Priesthood, Divina
tion and Prophecy, and Semitic

Polytheism and Cosmogony
remain unpublished, but are

occasionally cited by the editors
in the Encyclopedia Biblica as
Burnett Lects. MS.]

SP . . A. P. Stanley, Sinai and Palestine
in connection with their history,

56, last ed. 96.

Spencer . . De Legibus Hebrccorum Ritualibus

(2 Vols. 1727).
SS . . . Siegfried and Stade, Hebraisches

Worterbuch zum Alten Testa-

mente, 93.
St., Sta. . . B. Stade :

GVI . . Gesch. d. Volkes Israel, 8l-
88.

Abh. . . Ausgewdhlte Akademische Re-
den u. Abhandlungen, 99.

St. Kr. . . Studien und Kritiken, 28 ff.
Stad. m. m. . Sladiasmus magni marts (Mar-

cianus).
Stud. Bibl. . Studio Biblica, Essays in Biblical

Archeology and Criticism and
kindred subjects, 4 vols., 8$- gi.

Sw. . . . H. B. Swete, The Old Testament
in Greek according to the Septua-
gint; O, 87- 94; (), 95- 99.SWAW . . Sitzungsberichte d. Wiener Aka-
demie d. Wissenschaften.

Sym[m]. .
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Driver (OT), and R. L. Clarke,
A. Goodwin, W. Sanday (NT)
[otherwise known as the Queen s

printers Bible].
Vet. Lat. . . VersioVetus Latina; the old-Latin

version (made from the Greek) ;

later superseded by the Vulgate.
See TEXT AND VERSIONS.

Vg. . . . Vulgate, Jerome s Latin Bible :

OT from Heb., NT a revision

of Vet. Lat. (end of 4th and be

ginning of 5th cent.). See TEXT.

We., Wellh. . Julius Wellhausen.
De Gent. De Gentibuset Familiisjudceis

qua; in I Chr. 2 4 nume-
rantur Dissertatio ( 70).

TBS . Der Textder Biicher Samuelis

( 70-
.

Phar. u. Die Phansderu. d.Sadducder;
Sadd. eine Untersuchung zur in-

neren judischen Geschicht

(
74&amp;gt;

Gesch. . Geschichte Israels, vol. i. ( 78).
Pro/. . 2nd ed. of Gesch., entitled

Prolegomena zur Gesch. Is

raels, 83; ET 85; 4th
Germ. ed. 95.

IJG . . Israelitische u. judische Ge
schichte, 94; (3

&amp;gt;, 97; an

amplification of Abriss der

Gesch. Israels u. Judo s in

Skizzen u. Vorarbeiten,

84. The Abriss was sub

stantially a reproduction of

Israel in EB^ ( 8i; re-

published in ET of Prol.

[ 85] and separately as

Sketch of Hist, ofIsrael and
Judah, (3), 91).

\ArJ\Heid. Reste Arabischen Heidentums

(in Skizzen u. Vorarbeiten )

( 87; &amp;lt;
2)

, 97)-
Kl. Proph. Die Kleinen Propheten iiber-

setzt, mit Noten ( 92; (3
&amp;gt;,

;
98).

CH . . Die Composition des Hexa-
teuchs und der historischen

Bucher des Alten Testaments

( 85; Zweiter Druck, mit

Nachtragen, 89; originally

published mJDT2\ 392
ff.,

[ 76], 22 47 [ 77], and in

Bleek, Einl. W, 78).
Weber . . System der Altsynagogalen Palasti-

nischen Theologie ; orDieLehren
des Talmud, 80 (edited by Franz
Delitzsch and Georg Schneder-

mann) ;
( 2

&amp;gt;, Judische Theologie

auf Grund des Talmud und
verwandter Schriften, 97 (ed.

Schnedermann).
Wetstein . . J. J. Wetstein, Novum Testamen-

tum Grcecum, etc., 2 vols. folio ;

1751-1752.
Wetz. . . Wetzstein, Ausgewahlte griechischc

und lateinische Inschriften, ge-
sammelt auf Reisen in den
Trachonen und um das Hau-
rdngebirgeJbT, ; Reisebericht uber
Hauran und Trachonen, 60.

WF . . . Wellhausen- Furness, The book of
Psalms ( 98) in SBOT (Eng.}.WH [W & H] . Westcott and Hort, The New Tes
tament in the Original Greek,

Wi. Hugo Winckler :

Unlers. . Untersuchungen z. Altoriental-

ischen Geschichte, 89.

Ali[tesf]. Alttestamentliche Untersuch-
Unt. ungen, 92.

GBA . Geschichte Babyloniens u. As
syrieits, 92.

AOforAF Altorientalische Forschungen,
1st ser. i.-vi., 93~ 97; 2nd
ser. (AFW)\., 98/

GI . . Geschichte Israels in einzel-

darstellungen, i. 95.

Sarg. . Die Keilschrifttexte Sargons,
89.

KB*, . . Die Thontafeln von Tell-el-

Amarna (ET Metcalf ).

Wilk. . . J. G. Wilkinson, Manners and
Customs ofthe Ancient Egyptians,
37~ 4i ;

&amp;lt;

2
&amp;gt; by Birch, 3 vols., 78.

Winer . . G. B. Winer :

RWB . Bibl. Reahvorterbuch ; see

RWB.
Gram. . Grammatik des neutestament-

lichen Sprachidioms^, neu
bearbeitet von Paul Wilh.

Schmiedel, 94^; ET of

6th ed., W. F. Moulton, 70.WMM . . See As. u. Eur.
Wr. . . . W. Wright :

Comp. Lectures on the Comparative
Gram. Grammar of the Semitic

Languages, 90.
Ar. Gram. A Grammar of the Arabic

Language, translated from
the German of Caspan and
edited, with numerous addi
tions and corrections by W.
Wright; &amp;lt;

2 2 vols., 74- 75;
(3 &amp;gt; revised by W. Robertson
Smith and M. J. de Goeje,
vol. i. 96, vol. ii. 98.

WRS . . William Robertson Smith. See
Smith.

WZKM . . Wiener Zeitschrift fiir d. Kunde
des Morgenlandes, 87ff.

Yakut . . The well-known Arabian geo
graphical writer (1179-1229).
Kitab Mojam el-Bulddn edited

by F. Wustenfeld (Jacut s Geo-

graphisches Worterbuch, 66- 70).

Z . Zeitschrift (Journal).
ZA . . . Zeitschrift fur Assyriologie u. ver-

wandte Gebiete, 86 ff.

ZA . . . Zeitschriftfur Agyptische Sprache
u. Alterthumskunde, 63^&quot;.ZATW . . Zeitschriftfur die Alttestamentliche

Wissenschaft, 81 ff.

ZDMG . . Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgen-
Idndischen Gesellschaft, 46^&quot;.

ZDPV . . Zeitschrift des Deutschen Palastina-

vereins, 78^&quot;.

ZKF . . Zeitschriftfur Keilschriftforschung
und veriuandte Gebiete, 84 /.,

continued as ZA.
ZKM . . See WZKM.
ZKW . . Zeitschrift fur kirchliche Wissen

schaft u. kirchliches Leben (ed.

Luthardt), i.-ix., So- Sgfc
ZLT . . Zeitschriftfur diegesammte luther-

ische Theologie und Kirche, 40-
78.

ZTK . . Zeitschrift fur Theologie und
Kirche, 91 ff.ZWT . . Zeitschrift fur wisstnschaftliche

Theologie (ed. Hilgenfeld), 5
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ADDITIONAL ABBREVIATIONS

ACL .

APK .

Crit. Bib. .

GA .

OCL .

Ohnefalsch-Richter

SMA W

Altchristliche Litteratur : e.g.

Adolf Harnack, Geschichte der altchristlichen Litteratur bis Eusebius,

of which there appeared in 1893 Pt. I. Die Ueberlieferung und der

Bestand, and in 1897, Pt. II. Die Chronologie, vol. I. down to

Irenceus (cited also as Chronol., i).

Gustav Kriiger, Geschichte der altchristlichen Litteratur in den

ersten drei Jahrhunderten, 1895 (in Grundriss der Theoiogischen
\ \ issenschaften].

F. Spiegel, Die alt-persischen h eilinschriften, 1862, (
2

&amp;lt; 1881.

Cheyne, Critica Biblica (in preparation).
Geschichte Aegyptens.
W. C. van Manen, Handleiding voor de Oudchristelijke Letterkunde

(1900).
M. H. Ohnefalsch-Richter, Kypros, die Bibel, und Homer, 1893.

Sitzungsberichte der Koniglichen Akademieder Wissenschaften, Munich.

Arranged according to the alphabetical order of the first initial. Joint authorship is where

possible indicated thus ; A. B. 1-5 ;
C. D. 6-10

A. B. BERTHOLET, ALFRED, Professor Extra-

ordinarius of Exegesis in the University
of Basel.

A. C. P. PATERSON, A. C., M.A. (Oxon.).
A. E. S. SHIPLEY, A. E., M.A., F.Z.S., Fellow,

Tutor, and Lecturer at Christ s College,

Cambridge.
A. J. JULICHER, GUSTAV ADOLF, D. D., Pro

fessor of Church History and New
Testament F.xegesis, Marburg.

A. R. S. K. KENNEDY, Rev. ARCHIBALD R. S.,

M.A. , D.D. , Professor of Hebrew and
Semitic Languages, Edinburgh.

A. S. SOCIN, The late A., Professor of Oriental

Languages, Leipsic.

B. D. DUHM, BERNHARD, D. D. , Professor

of Old Testament Exegesis in the Uni

versity of Basel.

C. C. CREIGHTON, C.
,
M.D.

, London.
C. C. T. TORREY, CHARLES C., Ph.D., Professor

of Semitic Languages, Yale University.
C. H. T. TOY, C. H., D.D.

, Professor of Hebrew,
Harvard University.

C. H. W. J. JOHNS, Rev. C. H. W., M.A., Assistant

Chaplain, Queens College, Cam
bridge.

C. P. T. TIELE, The late C. P.
,
D. D.

,
Professor of

the Science of Religion, Leyden.
E. A. A. ABBOTT, Rev. E. A., D. D.

, London.
E. H. HATCH, The late Rev. EDWIN, D.D.
E. K. KAUTZSCH, E.. D.D., Professor of Old

Testament Exegesis, Halle.

E. M. MEYER, EDUARD, Professor of Ancient

History, Halle.

E. N. NESTLE, Eb. ( D.D., Maulbronn, Wiir-

temberg.
F. B. BROWN, Rev. FRANCIS, D.D., Daven

port Professor of Hebrew and the

cognate Languages in the Union

Theological Seminary, New York.

G. A. B. BARTON, G. A., Professor of Biblical

Literature and Semitic Languages,

Bryn Mawr College, Pennsylvania.
G. A. D. DEISSMANN, G. ADOLF, D.D. , Professorof

New Testament Exegesis, Heidelberg.
G. A. S. SMITH, Rev. GEORGE ADAM, D.D.,

LL. D.
,
Professor of Hebrew and Old

Testament Exegesis, United Free

Church College, Glasgow.
G. B. G. GRAY, Rev. G. BUCHANAN, M.A. ,

Professor of Hebrew in Mansfield

College, Oxford.

G. F. H. HILL, G. F., M.A., British Museum.
G. F. M. MOORE, Rev. GEORGE F., D.D.,

President and Professor of Hebrew in

Andover Theological Seminary, And-

over, Mass.

H. G. GUTHE, HERMANN, Professor Extra-

ordinarius of Old Testament Exegesis,

Leipsic.
H. H. W. P. PEARSON, H. H. W., M.A., Royal Gar

dens, Kew.
H. U. USENER, H., Professor of Classical Phil

ology in the University of Bonn.

H. W. WINCKLER, H., Ph.D., Privat-docent in

Semitic Philology, Berlin.

H. W. H. HOGG, HOPE W. , M.A. ,
Lecturer in

Hebrew and Arabic in Owens College,
Victoria University, Manchester.

H. Z. ZIMMERN, HEINRICH, Professor of Semitic

Languages and Assyriology, Leipsic.

I. A. ABRAHAMS, ISRAEL, London, Editor of

the Jewish Quarterly Review.

I. B. BENZINGER, Dr. IMMANUEL, Privat-

decent in Old Testament Theology,
Berlin.
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J. A. R. ROBINSON, Rev. J. ARMITAGE, D.D. ,

Canon of Westminster.

J. D. P. PRINCE, J. D., Ph.D., Professor of

Semitic Languages and Comparative

Philology, New York University.

J. G. F. FRAZER, J. G. , LL.D. , D.C.L., Litt.D.
,

Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge.
J. L. M. MYRKS, J. L., M.A., Magdalen College,

Oxford.

J. W. WELLHAUSEN, JULIUS, D.D., Professor

of Semitic Philology, Gbttingen.
K. B. BUDDE, KARL, D.D. , Professor of Old

Testament Exegesis and the Hebrew

Language, Marburg.
K. M. MARTI, KARL, D.D., Professor of Old

Testament Exegesis and the Hebrew

Language, Berne.

Lu. G. GAUTIKR, LUCIEN, Professor of Old
Testament Exegesis and History,
Geneva.

M. A. C. CANNEY, MAURICE A., M.A. (Oxon.),
St. Peter s Rectory, Saffron Hill,

London, E.G.

N. M. M LEAN, NOKMAN, M. A.
,
Lecturer in

Hebrew, and Fellow of Christ s College,
Lecturer in Semitic Languages at Caius

College, Cambridge.
0. C. CONE, Rev. Professor ORELLO, D. D.

,

Professor of Biblical Theology in St.

Lawrence University.
P. V. VOLZ, Herr Repetent PAUL, Tubingen.
P. W. S. SCHMIEDEL, PAUL W. , D. D.

,
Professor

of New Testament Exegesis, Zurich.

S. A. C. COOK, STANLEY A., M.A. , Fellow of

Caius College, Cambridge.
S. R. D. DRIVER, Rev. SAMUEL ROLLES, D.D.,

Regius Professor of Hebrew, Canon
of Christ Church, Oxford.

T. G. P. PINCHES, THEOPHILUS G., M.R.A.S.,
formerly of the Egyptian and Assyrian
Department in the British Museum.

T. K. C. CHEYNE, Rev. T. K. , D. Litt. , D. D.
, Oriel

Professor of the Interpretation of Holy
Scripture at Oxford, Canon of Ro
chester.

T. N. NOLDEKE, THEODOR, Professor of

Semitic Languages, Strassburg.
T. W. D. DAVIES, T. W., Ph.D.. Lecturer in

Semitic Languages, University College
of North Wales, Bangor.

W. C. A. ALLEN, Rev. W. C, M.A., Chaplain,
Fellow, and Lecturer in Theology and
Hebrew, Exeter College, Oxford.

W. C. V. M. MANEN, W. C. VAN, D.D., Professor of

Old-Christian Literature and New Tes
tament Exegesis, Leyden.

W. E. A. ADDIS, Rev. W. E. , M.A. , Lecturer in

Old Testament Criticism in Manchester

College, Oxford.

W. H. B. BENNETT, Rev. W. H.
, Litt.D., D.D.,

Professor of Biblical Languages and

Literature, Hackney College, London,
and Professor of Old Testament

Exegesis, New College, London.
W. H. K. KOSTERS, The lateW. H. , D. D. , Professor

of Old Testament Exegesis, Leyden.
W. J. W. WOODHOUSE, W. J., M.A., Professor of

Greek, University of Sydney.
W. M. M. MULLER, W. MAX, Professor of Old

Testament Literature, Reformed Epis

copal Church Seminary, Philadelphia.
W. R. S. SMITH, The late W. ROBERTSON, D.D.,

Adams Professor of Arabic, Cambridge.
W. T. T.-D. THISELTON-DYER, Sir WILLIAM TUR

NER. C.M.G., LL.D., F.R.S., Director

Royal Gardens, Kew.
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MEDITERRANEAN (Eastern) . ...... between cols. 3610 and 3611
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AN ALPHABETICAL LIST OF SOME OF THE ARTICLES IN
VOL. III., WITH THE AUTHORS NAMES

LADANUM
LAMENTATIONS (BOOK)

LAMP, LANTERN
LAW AND JUSTICE .

LAW LITERATURE .

LAZARUS .

LEAVEN .

LEBANON.
LEPROSY, LEPER
LEVITES .

LEVITICUS
LINEN
LION

LOCUST .

LOGOS *.

LORD S DAY
LORD S PRAYER
LOVINGKINDNESS
LUKE .

LYCAONIA
LYSANIAS
MACCABEES (FAMILY)
MACCABEES

( BOOKS)
MAGIC .

MALACHI

MAMMON...
MANASSEH
MANNA .

MANTLE .

MARK .

MARRIAGE
MARY .

MASSAH AND MERIBAH
MASSEBAH
MATTHEW
MATTHIAS
MEALS .

MEDICINE
MELCHIZEDEK .

MEPHIBOSHETH
MERCY SEAT .

MESHA (with Illustration)
MESOPOTAMIA (with Map)

MESSIAH .

MICAH

MIDIAN .

MILK
MILL, MILLSTONES .

MINISTRY
MITRK
MIZRAIM .

MOAB (with Map)

MODIN
MOI.ECH, MOLOCH
MONTH
MOSES
MOURNING CUSTOMS
Music (with Illustrations)
MYSTERY .

N ADAB AND ABIHU .

NAHUM .

NAME
NAMES

NAPHTALI
NATIVITY (-NARRATIVES)
NATURE WORSHIP .

NAZARETH

Sir W. T. Thistleton-Dyer.
The late Prof. W. Robertson

Smith and Prof. T. K. Cheyne.
S. A. Cook.
Dr. I. Benzinger.
Prof. G. B. Gray.
Rev. E. A. Abbott.

Prof. A. R. S. Kennedy.
The late Prof. A. Socin.

Dr. C. Creighton.
The late Prof. W. R. Smith and

Prof. A. Bertholet.

President G. F. Moore.
Norman M Lean.

A. E. Shipley, S. A. Cook, and
Prof. T. K. Cheyne.

A. E. Shipley, S. A. Cook, and
Prof. T. K. Cheyne.

Prof. A. Jiilicher.

Prof. G. A. Deissmann.

Prof. Eb. Nestle.

Prof. T. K. Cheyne.
Prof. P. W. Schmiedel.

Prof. W. J. Woodhouse.
Prof. P. W. Schmiedel.

Prof. Charles C. Torrey.
Prof. Charles C. Torrey.
Prof. Zimmern and Prof. T. W.

Davies.

The late Prof. W. R. Smith and
Prof. C. C. Torrey.

Prof. Eb. Nestle.

Hope W. Hogg.
Norman M Lean and S. A. Cook.
I. Abrahams and S. A. Cook.
Prof. P. W. Schmiedel.

Dr. I. Benzinger.
Prof. P. W. Schmiedel.

S. A. Cook.
President G. F. Moore.
Rev. W. C. Allen.

Rev. W. C. Allen.

Prof. A. R. S. Kennedy.
Dr. C. Creighton.
Prof. T. K. Cheyne.
Prof. T. K. Cheyne.
Prof. G. A. Deissmann.
Prof. S. R. Driver.

The late Prof. A. Socin and Dr.

H. Winckler.

The late Prof. W. R. Smith, Prof.

E. Kautzsch, and Prof. T. K.

Cheyne.
The late Prof. W. R. Smith and

Prof. T. K. Cheyne.
Prof. Th. Noldeke.

Prof. A. R. S. Kennedy.
Prof. A. R. S. Kennedy.
Prof. P. W. Schmiedel.

I. Abrahams and S. A. Cook.
Prof. T. K. Cheyne.
Prof. G. A. Smith, Prof. J. Well-

hausen, and Prof. T. K. Cheyne.
I. Abrahams.
President G. F. Moore.
Prof. Karl Marti.

Prof. T. K. Cheyne.
Dr. I. Benzinger.
Prof. J. D. Prince.

Prof. A. Jiilicher.

Rev. W. E. Addis.

Prof. Karl Budde.
Prof. T. K. Cheyne.
Prof. Th. Noldeke, Prof. G. B.

Gray, Prof. E. Kautzsch, and
Prof. T. K. Cheyne.

Hope W. Hogg.
Prof. H. Usener.

President G. F. Moore.

Prof. T. K. Cheyne.

NAZIRITE

NEBO (MOUNT)
NEBUCHADREZZAR .

NEGEB (with Map) .

NEHEMIAH

NEPHILIM
NETHINIM
NEW MOON
NICODEMUS
NILE (with Illustration)
NIMROD .

NINEVEH (with Plans)
No, NO-AMON .

NOPH
NUMBER .

NUMBERS (BOOK)
OATH

OBADIAH (BOOK)

On
OLD -CHRISTIAN LITERA
TURE

OLIVES, THE MOUNT OF .

ONIAS ....
OPHIR ....
PALACE (with Illustrations)

PALESTINE

PAPYRI ....
PARABLES
PARADISE
PASSOVER, and FEAST OF
UNLEAVENED BREAD

PAUL (with Map)

PAVEMENT
PENNY (with Illustrations) .

PENTECOST
PERGAMOS
PERSIA ....
PESTILENCE
PETER, THE EPISTLES OF
PHILEMON, EPISTLE TO .

PHILIP THE APOSTLE AND
PHILIP THE EVANGELIST

PHILIPPIANS (EPISTLES) .

PHILISTINES
PHINEHAS

PHOENICIA (with Map)
PHRYGIA ....
PILLAR OF CLOUD AND FIRE
PITHOM ....
PLAGUES, THE TEN
POETICAL LITERATURE .

PONTUS ....
POOR ....
POTTERY (with Illustrations)
PRAYER ....
PRESBYTER
PRIEST ....
PROPHETIC LITERATURE,
PROPHET, AND PROPHECY

PROSELYTE

PROVERBS (BOOK)
PSALMS (BOOK) .

PTOLEMAIS
Pui
PURIM

The late Prof. W. R. Smith and
Prof. T. K. Cheyne.

Prof. T. K. Cheyne.
Rev. C. H. W. Johns.
Prof. T. K. Cheyne.
The late Prof. W. H. Kostersand

Prof. T. K. Cheyne.
Prof. T. K. Cheyne.
Dr. I. Benzinger.
Dr. I. Benzinger.
Rev. E. A. Abbott.

Prof. W. M. Mullen
Prof. T. K. Cheyne.
Rev. C. H. W. Johns.
Prof. W. M. Miiller.

Prof. W. M. Mullen
Prof. G. A. Barton.

President G. F. Moore.
M. A. Canney and Prof. T. K.

Cheyne.
The late Prof. W. R. Smith and

Prof. T. K. Cheyne.
Prof. A. R. S. Kennedy.
Prof. W. C. van Manen.

Prof. Lu. Gautier.

Prof. H. Guthe.

Prof. T. K. Cheyne.
Prof. T. K. Cheyne and Dr. I.

Benzinger.
The late Prof. A. Socin, Prof. W.

M. Miiller, H. H. W. Pearson,
and A. E. Shipley.

Prof. G. A. Deissmann.
Prof. A. Jiilicher.

Prof. T. K. Cheyne.
Dr. I. Benzinger.

The late Rev. E. Hatch and Prof.

W. C. v. Manen.
M. A. Canney.
G. F. Hill.

Dr. I. Benzinger.
Prof. W. J. Woodhouse.
The late Prof. C. P. Tiele and

Prof. F. Brown.
Prof. T. K. Cheyne.
Prof. O. Cone.
Prof. W. C. van Manen.
Prof. P. W. Schmiedel.

Prof. W. C. van Manen.
President G. F. Moore.
Prof. T. K. Cheyne, Prof. W. M.

Miiller, and S. A. Cook.
Prof. Ed. Meyer.
Prof. W. J. Woodhouse.
Prof. G. B. Gray.
Prof. W. M. Miiller.

Prof. T. K. Cheyne.
Prof. B. Duhm.
Prof. W. J. Woodhouse.
A. C. Paterson.

J. L. Myres.
Prof. T. K. Cheyne.
Rev. Canon J. A. Robinson.

The late Prof. W. R. Smith and
Prof. A. Bertholet.

Prof. T. K. Cheyne, Prof. H.

Guthe, Paul Volz, and Rev.

Canon J. A. Robinson.

The late Prof. W. R. Smith and
Prof. W. H. Bennett.

Prof. C. H. Toy.
The late Prof. W. R. Smith and

Prof. T. K. Cheyne.
Prof. G. A. Smith.

T. G. Pinches.

Rev. C. H. W. Johns. Dr. J. G.

Frazer, and Prof. T. K.Chevne.
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HATCH, the late Rev. Edwin,
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College, Manchester

JOHNS, Rev. C. H. W., M.A.,

Queens College, Cambridge
JULICHKR, Prof. A., D.D.,
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Lazarus
; Nicodemus.

Mantle ; Mitre ; Modin.
Nadab and Abihu.

Matthew ; Matthias.
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; Proselyte.

Law and Justice; Marriage;
Mourning Customs ; Ne-
thinim ; New Moon

;
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ENCYCLOPEDIA BIBLICA

LAADAH (nil?
1

?, 35 ; perhaps abbrev. from mjth^i
El passes by ; cp EI.AIJAH), a Judahite ; iCh.42i (JiaSad

[H], aa6a [A], Aa6r)i [LJ). For a probable solution of the. pro
blem of Laadali, see LECAH.

LAADAN (ftl/?), iCh. 726 23 7 ff. 26 2 i AV, RV
LAUAN (q.v. }.

LABAN (\1? ; A&BAN [ADEL]), son of Nahor

(Gen. 295 J ; cp 244?, where Bethuel, son of, should
be omitted as an interpolation).

1 He was also brother
of Rebekah (2429), and became father of Leah and
Rachel (chap. 29), and of several sons (30 35 31 1) ;

he
was therefore uncle and father-in-law of Jacob. Accord
ing to P (25 20) he was, like Bethuel, an Aramaean

(anx, EV a Syrian ) ;
but P does not mean to deny

that he was a Nahorite
; Milcah and Aram are both

probably corruptions of Jerahmeel, and the northern

Jerahmeelites dwelt at the city of Nahor. It is in

fact here that the tradition given by J places the home
of Laban (24 10 2/43) ; the God of Laban, too, is called

by E the God of Nahor (31 53). Elsewhere (see

NAHOR) it is suggested that Nahor is most probably
miswritten for Hauran

; very possibly J and E had
before them corrupt versions of the traditional narrative.

It would be unfair to criticise the character of Laban
as if he were a historical individual

;
we can only ven

ture to infer that the later Israelites criticised the char
acter of the Aramaeans very unfavourably. It is

essential, however, to notice the religious difference
between Laban and Jacob ; note especially the incident
with the teraphim (Gen. 31 30 ; cp 352, and see TEKA-
PHIM). Since Laban i.e.

, the Laban-tribe resides
in or near a city of Hauran it is archasologically
important to try to clear up the name. A very similar

name, LIBNI [y.v.], is given in Ex. 617 Nu. 3 18 to a
son of Gershon, son of Levi

;
in i Ch. 617, however,

Libni s father is called Gershom. Now, Gershom
(= Gershon) is a Jerahmeelite name. Gershom in
Ex. 222 is the son of Moshe (Moses), who was the son
of Amrani (Ex. 6 20, P) ; Amram, like Abram, contains
in our view an abbreviation of the name Jerahmeel. Levi
too is claimed elsewhere (LEVI, i) as a Jerahmeelite
name ; it corresponds to Leah, which is explained
elsewhere (LEAH) as a fragment of a feminine form of

Jerahmeel. The natural inference, if these data be
granted, is that Laban and Libni are both connected
with Leah and Levi

; p
1

?, Laban, may be from
pi

1

?, and
Libni may be a further development of pS.
Hence the Levi-tribe was at one time viewed as the equal of

the Jacob-tribe, though afterwards it had to accept an inferior,
dependent position. It thus becomes unnecessary to combine
Laban with an Assyrian god Laban (cp [ihi] libitti, god of

1
Similarly the references to Bethuel in Gen. 24 15 2450 (J) are

to be viewed as interpolations. See Mez, Gescli. d. St. Harran,
iqff. and Dillmann s Genesis. In Gen. 2220-23 (J) tne list should
end with and Laban and Rebekah.

brickwork, KB 82 looyC) mentioned by Delitzsch and Sayce
(Hibb. Led. 249, n. 3), or with the Lapana (probably Helbon)
of Am. Tab. 139 35 37, or to regard the name as originally a
title of the Harranian moon-god (Schr. A A 7~(2 ) on Gen. 27 43;
Jensen, ZA, 1896, p. 298 ; cp Goldziher, Heb. Myth. 158; Wi.
GI 2 57). Gunkel (Gen. 292) finds the Laban legend free from
mythology ;

on the other side, see Winckler, op. cit.

LABAN
(\&amp;gt; ; AoBON [BAFL]), an unknown locality

(Dt. li); perhaps the same as LIBNAH (2, q.v. ). Cp
WANDERINGS, 10.

LABANA (ALBANIA [BA]), i Esd. 629 = Neh.748,
LEBANA.

LABOUR (l^a, Gen. 31 42; tatf, Dt. 26 7 ), Labourer

(eprATHC.Mt-937). See SLAVERY. The use of labour
for fruit of labour (e.g. , Hab. 817) is one of the most

questionable Hebraisms of the EV.

LACEDAEMONIANS (AAKeAAlMONioi [AV], Av
K&|. [A]; see Swete, ad loc. and App. ),

mentioned

only in 2 Mace. 5 9 ; elsewhere always Spartans

(CTTAPTIATAI) is used. See JASON, 2 (end), SPARTA.
The Jews claimed kinship with the Lacedaemonians (see

SPAKTA for diplomatic relations between the two peoples about

300 B.C. and 145 B.C.). For the presence of Jews in Sparta, we
may compare i Mace. 1523, ar&amp;gt;d in the Peloponnese generally,
Philo, Leg. ad Cai. 36.

LACHISH (pi? ; A&\eiC [BAL . etc.]). A city in

the Shephelah (Josh. 1639, A^X7
?!? [B*A], Xa. [B

ab
super-

1 H&quot; torfr
scr ^ * ts k ng w ^ ^our otner Amorite^
kings, was defeated by Joshua at Gibeon

(Josh. 103-15; cp GIBEON, i, MAKKEDAH) ; on the

fate of the city and its population, see Josh. lOsi/. It

seems to have been a chariot-city (Mic. 1 13 ; cp i K.
9 19 and BETH-MARCABOTH). The Chronicler speaks of

its fortification by Rehoboam (2 Ch. 11 9). Amaziah fled

thither from a conspiracy (2 K. 14 19 ;
see AMAZIAH,

i). Sennacherib besieged and took the place on his

expedition against Egypt, and sei.t the Rabshakeh
thence to Jerusalem (2 K. 1814, 17, cp 198; Is. 862

Xa[xhs |T], cp 378 [om. NAOQ]). Lachish was one of

the two last fenced cities to be captured by Nebuchad
rezzar s army (Jer. 34?). It is mentioned in a list of

cities in Nehemiah (1130); but on critical grounds we
cannot assume that Jews really dwelt there in the period
referred to (see EZRA ii., 5, n. 3). Prof. Petrie s infer

ences from his excavations entirely bear out this opinion
viz.

, that, after the return of the Jews Lachish appears
to have been hardly reoccupied (Tell el-Hesv, 29).

In Mic. 1 13 Lachish is called the beginning of sin for the

daughter (i.e., people) of Zion. Possibly some heathen Philis

tine rites (cp Is. 2&) had been introduced at Lachish, and

spread thence to Jerusalem. The play on the name of Lachish

is obscure. Read perhaps D -^f
1 1 f&quot;l33&quot;iD PT1

.

Make ready

chariot horses ;1 cp Ass. narkabate raklsit, chariot-horses,

87 2689

1 See Ges.-Buhl, s.v. pm ; and, for the rest, Che. JQR
10576./C [!8g8]. MT is rendered in RV, Bind the chariot to the
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LACHISH
Del. Ass. HIVB 622 ; rakis and liikish produce an assonance.
The people of Lachish have good cause to flee, for they are

partners in the sins of Jerusalem.

The antiquity of Lachish is proved by the references

to it in some of the Amarna tablets (i5th cent. B.C.).
Zimrida (cp ZIMKI) was prince of the city under the

Egyptian king Amen-hotep IV. Efforts were made to

shake his allegiance to Egypt ; but he handed over the

man who had tried to seduce him to an Egyptian official.

Soon after, however, Lachish rebelled against him
; the

fate of Zimrida remains uncertain.

See Am. Tab. 217, 219, 181, and Peiser, OLZ, isth Jan. 1899.
Max Miiller, however (OL/., isth March 1899), finds some
difficulties in the situation supposed by Peiser. No. 219 is the

famous tablet found at Tell el-Ht-sy (see below, 2) and included

by Winckler in his edition of the Amarna Tablets.

There is also in the British Museum a bas-relief (found at

Kuyunjik) with this inscription, according to Winckler, Sen
nacherib, king of the world, king of Assyria, took his seat on
the throne, and the captives from Lachish marched up before

him ( Textbuch, 37). This confirms the inference from 2 K.
198 that Sennacherib s siege of Lachish was successful.

Eusebius and Jerome place the site of Lachish 7 R.m.
S. of Eleutheropolis, towards the Uarom (OS 274 9

Q.. 13f&amp;gt;22).
This does not agree with the

position of Umm Lakis, which most recent

scholars have identified with Lachish, this place being
\V. , not S. , of Eleutheropolis. In fact, its sole re

commendations consist in a very slight resemblance

of its name to that of Lachish (k, not k, is the second

consonant),
2 and in its being only three-quarters of an

hour from Ajlan (Eglon) ; cp Josh. 10 34. It presents,

as Conder states, only a few traces of ruins, two

masonry cisterns, and a small, low mound (PEFQ, 1878,

p. 20). On the ground of this apparent insignificance,

Robinson long ago rejected it
(#/?&amp;gt; 389), adding that the

mound of Tell el-Hesy must certainly represent some

important city ;
a finer position could hardly be

imagined. It was left for Conder, however, to point
out that Lachish ought to be, and for Petrie virtually

to prove that it was, the city which Tell el-Hesy repre
sents. The work of excavation was begun by Flinders

Petrie in April 1890. A study of the walls and of the

pottery of different levels led him to the conclusion that

the earliest dwellings are not later than the seventeenth

century B. c. , and the latest belong to the fifth century
B.C. The great walls below the level of the ash-bed

belong to the pre-Israelitish or Amorite times. The
stones below the bed of .ashes belong to the rude period
of the Judges. The ashes represent a desolation when
the tell was used by alkali-burners. [Bliss accounts for

the great bed of ashes differently.] The buildings
above the ashes represent the cities of the various Jewish

kings to the time of the Captivity. It was in the third

city, in the stratum overspread by the ash-bed, that the

cuneiform tablet was found ; other tablets must or may
have been carried off by foes.

Petrie identifies the tell with Lachish for three reasons.

1. The position commands the only springs in the district,

except those of Tell en-Nejileh (see EGI.ON ii.).

2. It corresponds sufficiently with the geographical deter

mination in \.\\eOnotasticon, being only three miles farther from

Eleutheropolis than Eusebius and Jerome say that Lachish was.

3. It agrees with the situation represented on Sennacherib s

swift steed ; but the first word (Qrn) is, strictly, untranslatable,

and BOT can hardly be used of a chariot-horse (see HORSE,
i, 4). The order of the words chariot and swift steed

is also scarcely possible ; to alter it in the translation (G. A. Smith)
is arbitrary. If, however, Prof. Smith s rendering might stand,
his explanation would be at least plausible. He sees an allusion
to the Egyptian subsidies of horses and chariots (in which the

politicians put their trust), which would be received at Lachish,
as being the last Judtean outpost towards Egypt.

1 Came forward into his presence (M Curdy, Hist. Profih.
Mon. 2427). Cp Meinhold, fcsaja u. seine Zeit (1898), who
also adopts Wi. s translation of sal/at ntaftarsu etik. Bezold,
however (KB l 115), renders received the spoil of Lachish ; and
Del. brought up before himself

(&amp;gt;.f.,
took a minute survey of) the

spoil of Lachish (Ass. HWB 159(1).
&quot; So Robinson. According to Conder the name is pronounced

Umm Lags. Sayce states that, after repeated inquiries of the

fellahln, he assured himself (in 1881) that the name was Latis;
but Bliss confirms Conder s statement ; Umm Laggis is the
form which he gives.
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bas-relief, and the remains in the tell permit a conception of

the fortunes of the site which agrees with the data of history.

F. J. Bliss took up Petrie s work in March 1891. His general
conclusion agrees with that of his predecessor ; the importance
of the site is such that hardly any other identification appears

possible.

Whether Umm Lakis is really the site of a Jewish
settlement which took the place of the old Lachish, is

less certain. G. A. Smith (Twelve Prophets, 2 80 /.)

has suggested that Umm Lakis may represent the

ancient Elkos, which, according to Epiphanius, was

beyond bet Gabre, of the tribe of Simeon (cp
ELKOSHITE, c). The consonants are suitable ;

but

we should not have expected the vocalisation Lakis.

Conder has identified Umm Lakis with the Malagues of

the Crusaders. To the present writer the site of

Lachish appears to be identified with virtual certainty by
Petrie s brilliant investigation. Cp BRONZE, HONEY,
POTTERY ; and, on the strategical importance of Lachish,

see GASm. HCii^f.
See Flinders Petrie, Tell el-Hesy: a Memoir (1891): F. J.

Bliss, A Mound of Many Cities; or Tell el-Hesy excavated

(1898). For a fresh translation of the Lachish tablet see Peiser,

OLZ, isth Jan. 1899, and cp WMM, OLZ, isth March 1899.
W. Max Miiller adheres to Umm LSkis (in spite of the k) as the

site of Lachish. He thinks the letter was addressed, not to the

Egyptian grand vizier, but to a neighbour of Zimrida. The
grounds for the prevalent view are not, however, discussed.

T. K. C.

LACUNUS, KV LACCUNUS (AAKKOYNOC [BA],
f)avaua&amp;lt;; 1 [L]), the name of one of the sons of Addi in the list of

those with foreign wives, i Esd.93i (see EZRA i., 5 end). If

we compare ||
E/ra 10 30, we shall see that the name has arisen

from the names Chelal, Benaiah (n33 ^r). the final ^ of

Chelal having been taken with the following name, and the 3
read as a 3 i.e., n jsh-

LADAN (n^, 38 ; AA^AN [BL]).
1. An Ephraimite, i Ch. 7 26 RV, AV LAADAN (\aBBav [B],

Ka.8a.av [A]) ; whose name appears in v. 20 as ELADAH (q.v.).

See ERAN. EzKRii., 3 and cp EI-HRAIM i., 12.

2. RV, AV LAADAN, a Gershonite name, i Ch. 23 7-9 (eSav [B].

AeaSai/ [A], Aaa. [L]) 26 21 (\aSav [B once], AeS. twice Aaafid [A],

AaaSai/[L]). See LIBNI, r.

3. i Esd. 637 AV, RV DALAN. See DELAIAH, 4.

LADANUM (D$, lot. CTAKTH [ADEFL], RESINA).
Gen. 3?2st (RV &quot;K- MYRRH) 43nf (EV MYRRH), is the

name of a resin called by the Arabs Iddhan or Iddan l

which was yielded by some species of Cistus. It was
known to the Greeks as early as the times of Herodotus
and Theophrastus by the names \-rjSov, \ddavov, and

\rjdavov, which are very closely allied to the Arabic

name.
Ladanum is described by Herodotus (8112) as particularly

fragrant, though gathered from the beards of goats, on which
it is found sticking; similarly Dioscorides (1 128). Tournefort,
in modern times (I oyage, 1 29), has given a detailed description
of the mode of obtaining ladanum. He relates that it is now
gathered by means of a \aSa.vio7ripiov or kind of flail 2 with
which the plants are threshed. When these thongs are
loaded with the flagrant and sticky resin, they are scraped
with a knife ; the substance is then rolled into a mass,
in which state it is called ladanum or labdanum. Ladanum
consists of resin and volatile oil, and is highly fragrant, and
stimulant as a medicine, but is often adulterated with sand in

commerce. The ladanum which is used in Europe is collected

chiefly in the Greek isles, and also in continental Greece. It

is yielded by species of the genus Cistus (especially by C.

creticus) which are known in this country by the name of Rock
Rose ; they are natives of the S. of Europe, the Mediterranean

islands, and the N. of Africa. According to Tristram (FFP
235) Palestinian ladanum is derived from Cistus z illosus, L.,
which grows in the hill districts E. and W. of Jordan, and is

especially plentiful on Carmel. Cistus creticus, which is only
a variety of this and distinguished by its viscidity, is the

common form on the southern hills. [Fonck thinks of the Cistus

salvifo/ius, which is also plentiful on Carmel, for the ladanum;
but H. Christ (ZDPTd^ff. [1899]) questions this identification.]

Ladanum is said by Pliny, as it was long before said by
Herodotus, to be a product of Arabia, though this has not

been proved to be the case in modern times. Enough,
however, has been adduced to show that ladanum was
known to, and esteemed by, the ancients ; and, as it is

1 According to Moidtmann and Miiller (Sab. Denk. 84) the
Iddhan is the proper Arabic form derived from Persian.

2 Specimens of the implement can be seen in the Museum at

Kew (Crete and Cyprus).
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stated to have been a product of Syria, it was very

likely to have been sent to Egypt both as a present and
as merchandise. The word Iddan is found in the in

scription on a S. Arabian censer (Sab. Denk. 84), and
in Assyrian in the list of objects received as tribute from
Damascus by Tiglath-Pileser III. (KAT& 151, 18). The
biblical narrative (J) shows that oS was some precious

gum produced in Canaan or at least in Gilead.

See Royle s article Lot in Kitto s Bibl. Cycl., on which this

article is mainly based. N. M. W. T. T.-D.

LADDER (D^D ; KAiM&I) Gen. 28 i 2f. The render

ing ladder is unfortunate
;
a flight of steps is meant accord

ing to most scholars. Cp BETHEL, 2. Probably, however,

nSj/D, ascent is the right reading (adapt suffixes accordingly),

cpNeh.3i 5 12 3 7 (&amp;lt;S
K

A.i&amp;gt;aKes
= ni ?i;o)- So Che. SeeSTAiRS,4.

The classical use of the term ladder in topography (cp
Paus. viii. 64 and see Frazer s note) is exemplified in The
Ladder of Tyrus, RV . . . OF TYRE (KAIMAKOC Typoy
[ANY]), i Mace. 11 59, the northern limit of the region
over which Simon the Maccabee was made commandant
(&amp;lt;TTparr]y6s) by Antiochus VI., son of Balas. Josephus
(BJn. 102) defines it as a high mountain 100 stadia N.
from Ptolemais. It is the steep and lofty headland now
known as the Ras en-Nakiirah the natural barrier

between Phoenicia and Palestine (Stanley). True, we
should have expected the title to have been rather given
to the fids el-abyad, the Promontorium album of Pliny.

Regarded from the S.
, however, the Ras en-Nakurah,

which Neubauer (Gdogr. 39) identifies with the NO^IO
llx hv of the Talmud, may have presented itself as the
end of the Lebanon and the barrier of Tyre.

LAEL pN7, 22, 37,
l

[belonging] to God ; or,

the form having no sure parallel in Hebrew, read
Joel,&quot;

see GENEALOGIES i.
, 7, col. 1664, no. 3), a Gershon-

ite, Nu. 824 (A&HA [BAF], AAOyHA [L]).
Gray (fiPJV 207) quotes the parallel of LEMUEL in Prov. 31 i,

and, as more remotely analogous, BESODEIAH and possibly
BEZALEEL. All these names, however, are liable to grave sus
picion. Noldeke, indeed, has shown that there were such
Semitic names as Lael (in later times?), but not that MX is

correct in its reading. X. K. C.

LAHAD
(&quot;in?),

b. JAHATH (q.v., i), a clan of Judah,
i Ch.4 2f (AAA9 [B], AA[A]A [AL]), Jerahmeelite, to

judge from the names (Che. ).

LAHAI-ROI
(&quot;iO r6

[&quot;IN?]),
Gen. 2462 25 xi AV,

RV BEER-LAHAI-ROI (q.v.).

LAHMAS (OVrh; MAXGC [B], AAMAC [A], AAM-
MAC [L]), Josh. 1540 RV n

-, or, according to many
MSS, Lahmara (DOP1?), as in EV. A town in the low
land of Judah, perhaps the modern el-Lahm, z\ m. S.

from Eleutheropolis (Bet Jibrin).

LAHMI
(&amp;gt;pr6 ; eAe/v\ee [B], Aee/wei [A], AOOMI

[L]), brother of Goliath (i Ch. 20 5f). See ELHANAN,
2.

LAI8H. i. (BJ?j A&amp;lt;MC&amp;lt;\ [BAL]), the original name
of the northern frontier-city DAN (q.v.), Judg. 18? 14
27 29 ([oyA&/v\]&ic [B], &AeiC [A]). Another form

(probably) is Lesham (see LESHEM). In the list of
Thotmes III. it perhaps appears as Liusa (Mariette,
Brugsch, etc.

).
On the narrative in Judg. 18 see JUDGES

(BOOK), 12.

Winckler (6V 2 63^) endeavours to show that the foundation
of Dan is related not only in Josh. 1947 and Judg. 18, but also
in Judg. 1 22-26. The city in the land of the Hittites called
Luz ( unto this day ) must have been Dan ; the statement that
it was called Luz involves a confusion between the name of
the sanctuary (properly an appellative meaning asylum see
Luz) and that of the city. Winckler also suggests that Laish
and Leshem really mean there is not and nameless respec
tively, in allusion to the destruction of the old city by the
Danites. It may be more natural to suppose that here, too,
there is an early writer s misunderstanding, and that Laish

1 Cp Nold., Verwandtschaftsnamen als Personennamen in

Kleinigkeiten zur semitischen Onomatologie (WZKM 6314
[1892]).
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(whence Leshem) is a corruption of Luz, or of a name from which
Luz is corrupted.

2. Is. 1030. See LAISHAH. T. K. c.

LAISH
(8*7,

as if lion, 68
; in 2 S. 3 15 K l

1

? Kt.
).

evidently a short form of Laishah (Shalishah). See
LAISHAH, PALTI. The name occurs in i S. 2644 (some
MSS have Kt. ch

1

? ; ctyuas [B], Atus [A], iwaj [L]) ; and
in 2 S. 815 (o-eX\7?y [B], Xaets [A], a-eXXe^ [L, for which,
see BAHURIM, n. i]).

LAISHAH (n^; AAic&amp;lt;\[Q
mg

-].
f which NCA[BA]

is a corruption : Aeic [Theod.], AAIC [Symm. et forte

Aq.]), a place in Benjamin near Gallim (?) and Anathoth

(Is. lOaof RV, AV unto Laish
). According to Conder

(PEFQ, 1875, p. 183) and Van Kasteren (ZDPV
13ioo/&quot;. )

it is the modern el-Jsdwiyeh, a small village
on the E. slope of a mountain to the NNE. of the
Mount of Olives, less than an hour s walk from the

neighbouring village of Anata. The site still shows
traces of high antiquity (Guerin, Judte, 38o/ ; Gray
Hill, PEFQ, 1899, pp. 45-47). It is doubtful, however,
whether we can trust the name Laishah any more than
GALLIM [q. v.

]. Both Laishah and Laish are pro
bably distortions of SHALISHAH [q.v.~], the name of
the district in which Gibeah of Sha ul (rather Gibeah
of Shalishah

), mentioned just before (see v. 29), was
situated. For another possible corruption of the
same name see MERAB, MEPHIBOSHETH. Cp further

SHECHEM.
Grove (Smith, DBPl, s.v.} suspects the identity of Laishah

and the Eleasa of i Mace. 9 5 (aA.a&amp;lt;7&amp;lt;x [A], eA. [KV]), where Vg.
gives Laisa, while Halevy (Kofiut Mem. Semitic Studies, 241^)
identifies Laishah with CHEPHIRAH [y.v.], both names, accord
ing to him, meaning lion-town. T. K. c.

LAKUM, RV Lakkum (WJ3& ; AcoA&M [B], AKROY
[A], AAKOYM [L]), an unidentified town in Naphtali
(Josh. 19 33).

LAMB(nb, seh, Gen. 22 7/ etc.; 2B |, ktseb. Lev.

4 35 etc.
; BO3, kebei, Lev. 14 12 etc.). See SHEEP

; and cp
CATTLE, 2.

For Gen. 33 19 (nB B&amp;gt;j3,
AVmg. lamb ), see KESITAH.

LAMECH
CSJlp^),

Gen. 4 18-24. See CAINITES, 8/,
SETHITES.

LAMENTATION. Lamentations for great calamities,

especially for deaths, held an important place among the

1. Character
customs of the Israelites. We may
regard these lamentations in different

aspects, according as they are private or public, non-

literary or literary. The origin of lamentation is a
simple cry or wail, and even when art had elaborated
new kinds of lamentation in which musical instruments

played a part, the simple cry was a necessary accom
paniment such a cry as the prolonged well, woe is

me, still customary in Syria, with which &amp;lt;?? //, Adi

dhi, hoi ddon, ah, me, ah, my brother, ah, lord,
in 2 K. 9 37 (

L
),

i K. 13 30 Jer. 22 18 34s niay be

compared. This is what is primarily meant by the
nihl

( ru; cp vrjvia, and see BOB) i.e. , wailing

(EV) of Jer. 9 TO [9] 18-20 [17-19] 31 15 Am. 5i6 Mic.

24 :
f. The heart-rending -well, however, is not the only

expression of woe ; songs in measured verse and with
musical accompaniment are chanted by the professional

mourning women of Syria, and so it was in Palestine

of old (cp MOURNING CUSTOMS, i). We may pre
sume that public lamentations were on the same model.
Pinches 2

(Smith s DBI^b] has translated a Baby
lonian hymn, probably prehistoric, which, at any rate

in a wide sense, may be called an elegy (like the

Lamentations
).

For a dirge in the stricter sense we
can go to the twelfth tablet of the Gilgames epic, where
we find the lament of Gilgames over the dead hero

Eabani (cp CREATION, 20, n. 4 ; JOB, 4).
1 The term is used here rather widely.
2

also
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LAMENTATION
Thou takest no part in the noble feast

;
to the assembly they

call thee not ; thou lifted not the bow from the ground ; what
is hit by the bow is not for thee ; thy hand grasps not the club
and strikes not the prey, nor stretches thy foeman dead on the

earth. The wife thou lovest thou kisse.st not ; the wife thou
luite^t thou strikest not. The child thou lovest thou kis&amp;gt;cit

n n ; the child thou hatest thou strikest not. The might of the
earth has swallowed thee. O Darkness, Darkness, Mother
Darkness ! thou enfoldest him like a mantle ; like a deep well

thou enclosest him !
1

The result of the crying and lamenting of Gilgames
was that Ea-bani s spirit, after holding intercourse with

Gilgames, was transferred from the dark world of the

shades to the land of the blessed. Wailing, it would

seem, had an object, apart from that of relieving the

feelings of the mourners, and in this case it was to effect

an improvement in the lot of the dead. Perhaps, how
ever, it may once have been intended as an attempt to

influence the supernatural powers, and to bring back
the departed tenant of the body ;

- for this we may
compare the familiar Arabic mourning phrase addressed

to the dead, Depart not. At the same time there is

a considerable mass of evidence that suggests a very
different object viz. , to drive away the spirits of the

dead lest they should harm the living.
3

The most trustworthy specimen of an ancient Hebrew

dirge is David s lament over Abner (28. 833/1 ;
see

AHNKK). Whether the reported lamen-
2. or

Specimens.
tation over Saul and Jonathan (2 S. 1 17-

27) can safely be classed with this, or

whether it is not rather a literary product of the post-
exilic age, is becoming somewhat doubtful (see JASHER,
BOOK OF, 2). At any rate, in Am. 5i we have a

beautiful specimen of a new class of elegy the pro

phetic :

Prostrate is fallen to rise no more
|
the virgin Israel ;

There she lies stretched on the ground ; |

no one raises her up.

Jeremiah (8822) represents the women of the house of

the king of Judah (Zedekiah) as singing a dirge contain

ing these words,
Misled thou wast and overpowered | by thy bosom friends ;

Thy feet sank in the mire, |

but those remained behind.

Other specimens of prophetic dirge-poetry will be found

in Jer. 9 19 21 22 [18 20 21], The prophet, however, who,
more than any other, delights in elegy, is Ezekiel (see
Ezek. 19 26 17 2?2 32 28 12 322 cp also 32 18), and among
the many passages of limping verse in the later por
tions of Isaiah there are some (e.g. , Is. 14 4^-21) that

bear an elegiac character.

The little elegy in Am. 5 1 helps us to understand

the Lamentations wrongly ascribed to Jeremiah. The
death which the singers of these poems lamented was
that of the Jewish nation (cp Jer. 9 19 [18] Ezek. 19), and
as early as the time of Amos this form of speech was in

use. As Robertson Smith has said, the agonies of the

nation s last desperate struggle took a form modelled on
the death-wail sung by &quot;cunning women&quot; (Jer. 917)
and by poets &quot;skilful of lamentation

&quot;

(Am. 5 16) at the

wake (^N) of the illustrious dead. 4

The researches of Budde leave no doubt that one
of the metres specially used in dirges was that of

the so-called limping verse, in which the

uniformly undulating movement which is

the usual characteristic of Hebrew poetry, is changed to

a peculiar and limping metre. 8

In the Psalter the limping verse is often found;
but there is only a single passage in which, Budde
thinks, it is used for the purpose of lamentation. This

is Ps. 137 4-9 ; but it is questionable whether Budde s

view is correct ; and still more doubtful is it whether the

1 Translated from Haupt s German version by Ragozin,
Chaldea, 313 f. (1891) ; but cp Jeremias, Izdubar-Niinrod,
41 (1891).

2 Cp Frey, Tod, Seelen%laube und Seelenkult, 55.
3 Cp \VRS Rel. Sem.fl), 100, n. 2; Griineisen, Ahnencultus,

100. Cp the strange anecdote given in We. Ar. Held. 161 (the
cattle killed that their lowing might add to the noise of the

lamentations).
4

B(9}, art. Lamentations, Book of.

5 Budde, New World, March 1893.
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3. Metre.

LAMENTATIONS (BOOK)
use of what this able critic calls the elegiac metre can

be taken to prove the early exilic date of this remark
able song (see PSALMS, 28, ix.

).

The term Kinah-metre for the so-called limping verse

is convenient. We cannot, however, regard the theory
that it is primarily elegiac as proved. Budde s attempt
to explain why it is not used in David s famous elegy

(ZATWZ+s) viz., that this elegy had a private
character is far from convincing ; and even apart from

this it is hazardous to assert that because some early

elegiac passages are in the Kinah metre, the metre

must therefore have been reserved originally for elegiac

poetry. See Minocchi, Le Lamentazioni, 36.
Wetzstein s description of the funeral ceremonies in modern

Syria will be found in Bastian s Zt. f. Ethnologic, 1873. See
also Budde s essays Die hebraische Leichenklage, /.Dl [

r

GiSo^C, and The Folk-song of Israel, New World, March

1893 ; Jastrow, Rcl. of Bab. and Ass. 604 f. 658 660. On the

professional mourning women see A*/A2), 2 78 ; Trumbull,
Studies in OrientalLife, 153^ ; Goldziher, Aluhaiittnedanische

Studicn, 1 251. Cp further POETICAL LITERATURE.
T. K. C.

LAMENTATIONS (BOOK)
1

External characteristics ( i). Chap. 4 ( 5) ; its date 8).

Chap. 1 ( 2) ; its date ( 10). Chap. .

r
. (g 6) ; its date ( 7).

Chap. 2 ( 3) ; its date (S 9). Traditional authorship ( 12).

Chap. 3 ( 4) ; its date ( n). Bibliography ( 13).

In Hebrew Bibles the Book of Lamentations bears

the superscription H^N, Ah how! (cp li 2i 4i).

_ , . The Talmud, however, and Jewish
. x erna

writers in general call it nirp, Klndth
characteristics.

,

(i.e. , elegies or dirges ),
which is

the Hebrew title known to Jerome in his Prologus
Galeatus (leremias cum Cinoth, id est, Lamentationibus

suis). (S s title is Qpijvoi. A fuller title, assigning the

book to Jeremiah, is found in Pesh. and in some MSS
of e.g. ,

in B X, but not in A and B* and in (5

and Pesh. Lamentations is attached to the Book of

Jeremiah (Baruch intervening in the former version).
At the same time BN have the introductory verse assign

ing at any rate chap. 1 to Jeremiah. It is a mistake

to suppose that this arrangement of Lamentations is

original, the scheme which accommodates the number
of the sacred books to the number of the twenty-two
Hebrew letters being self-evidentlv artificial, and the

evidence that this arrangement (adopted by Jos.) had
an established place among the Jews of Palestine being
scanty and precarious. It is noteworthy, too, that the

translation of Lamentations in
&amp;lt;&,

which agrees pretty

closely with our Hebrew text, cannot be by the same
hand as the translation of the Book of Jeremiah.
The poems which make up the book are five, and

the first four are alphabetical acrostics - successive

stanzas (each consisting, in chap. 3, of three verses,

elsewhere of one verse) beginning with successive letters

of the alphabet. The last poem (chap. 5) has twenty-
two stanzas, like chaps. 1-4, but is not an acrostic.

In chaps. 2-4, however, by an irregularity, the s-stanza

precedes the y-stanza. The sense shows that this is not due to
a transposition of the original order of the stanzas, whilst the
fact that the same irregularity occurs three times makes it plain
that the deviation from the common order rests on a variation in

the order of the alphabet as used by the author (cp WRITING).
According to Bickell, Cheyne, and Duhin, the same irregularity
occurs in the true text of Ps. 9-10 (an acrostic poem), and not a few
critics (including Bickell, Baethgen, Konig, and Duhm)find it in

that of Ps. 34. It is perhaps better, however, to prefix D p ^S to

v. 1 8 (as Street long ago suggested), and to omit .-nrp (Che.
fs.(-}). Another case of want of uniformity concerns the use of

~\VR and y; relativum. In Lam. 1 only ijj N occurs (vv. 7 12) ;
in

1 In 1882, when Robertson Smith printed the article Lamen
tations in EB(9), it was hardly possible to give more than the

vaguest determination of the date of the Lamentations. Budde,
whose commentary (1898) marks our entrance on a fresh critical

stage, is naturally more definite in his conclusions ; the present
writer has retained all that he could of Robertson Smith s work,
in order to recognise the continuity of criticism. Some of the
retained paragraphs, as being specially distinctive, have been
marked with signs of quotation. This does not apply to trans
lations from the Hebrew.
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Lam. 2 -u; J&amp;lt;

&quot; v - I7
&amp;gt;
W n m - I S/- &amp;gt;

&amp;gt;n Lam. 3 neither -|t?N nor

Iji ;
in Lain. 4 and 5 only & (4 9 5 18). The observation is

Konig s ( //. 420).

The metre of the first four poems differs from that of

the fifth. The metre of the fifth poem consists of

ordinary three-toned lines
;

the metre of the first four

poems is in the so-called limping verse, which, being

specially, though not exclusively, used for elegies, is

commonly called the Kinah metre (first fully made out

by Budde l

).
To speak oifive Lamentations is incorrect.

It is only chaps. 1 2 and 4 that are properly dirges, as

referring to a deatli the death of the Jewish nation

(see LAMENTATION, 2). These are highly elaborate

and artificial poems in which every element of pity and
terror which the subject supplies is brought forward

with conscious art to stir the minds of the hearers. In

their present form they appear to be rather late works ;

but they may perhaps have embedded in them phrases
of earlier elegies

- such as were used liturgically in the

fifth month (Ab) in Zechariah s time (Zech. 7s), and of

course earlier, to commemorate the fall of the temple.
3

To suppose that our Kinoth were already composed
when Zechariah gave his decision to the deputation

(Zech. 7s) is hardly consistent with the evidence. Let

us now consider their contents.
1 The first elegy commences with a picture of the

distress of Zion during and after the siege (li-u);

T Jerusalem, or the people of Judah, being

figured as a widowed and dishonoured

princess. Then, in the latter half of the poem she

herself takes up the lamentation, describes her grievous
sorrow, confesses the righteousness of Yahwe s anger,
and invokes retribution on her enemies. In a carefully
restored text, it is seen to be a beautiful, though
monotonous, composition in elegiac metre.

In v. 6 MT is correct. By turning Q V N. harts, into

Q
1

? !*, rams, spoils the figure. Verse 7 is grievously cor

rupt both in MT and in . Read in the first stichus, IT ;

lynxpa&quot;

1

?! ; between D and Dlj3 is a collection of variants,

all corruptions of 30&quot;7D. In the last hemistich read, nnNC D,

her desolation. In r&amp;gt;. 10 MT is rough; read Zion (JVS)

spreadeth forth her hands because of her pleasant things

(Bickell). In v. 14, for 1/pb: read tpJM ; in aj8 read fvapn DT2.

On v. 19 see Budde.

In the second chapter the desolation of the city and
the horrors of the- siege are again rehearsed and made

, T _ more bitter by allusion to the joy of the
O. IjclITl. a, f T i r-r-i. r .

enemies of Israel. The cause of the

calamity is national sin, which false prophets failed to

denounce while repentance .was still possible, and now no

hope remains save in tears and supplication to stir the

compassion of Yahwe for the terrible fate of his

people. The structure is the same as in chap. 1,

except that a introduces the i6th, y the i/th verse as

in chaps. 3 and 4. There is more vivid presentation,
more dramatic life, more connection and progress of

thought ; but the religious element is less pervasive.
These are among the blemishes which need removal. In the

very first verse covers (imperf.) with a cloud (3 JT) is an im

possible word (note Pasek after 13N2). Probably we should

read t? 3rr, put to shame
; y and W are easily confounded.

In 7 . 2/ both AV and RV overlook the metrical structure. The
rendering of MT should be He hath brought to the ground,
hath profaned the kingdom, and its princes. The first verb,
however, is unsuitable, and the combination kingdom and

princes is unnatural. Read njSpO 1J3, the royal crown (cp

111370 &quot;102, Esth. 1 n, etc.), and all becomes plain. Verses
4678 have given much trouble, but are not incurable. Read
(see Crit. Bib.) :

1 For translated specimens see below. See also LAMENTA
TION, POETICAL LITERATURE.2

Just so, phrases of earlier psalms may conceivably have
passed into some of the existing late psalms. Proof and dis

proof are alike impossible.
3 On the gth day of Ab this event is still celebrated by the

synagogue. See Mas. Sdpherint, chap. 18, and the notes in
Muller s edition (1878).
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Foe-like, he hath bent his bow, |
his arrows he prepareth ;

He slaughtereth and killeth the children, |
the delights of the

eye,
In the tent of Zion he hath poured out

|
his wrath like fire.

And he hath smitten to pieces his dwelling with an axe, |
hath

destroyed his sanctuary,
Yahwe hath brought low in Zion

|
ruler and judge,

And rejected in the fury of his anger | king and priest.

Yahwe hath rejected his altar, |

hath cast down his sanctuary,He hath delivered into the hand of the foe
|

all her precious
things,

Terrible nations stretch out the line
|
in Yahwe s house.

Yahwe purposeth to destroy |
the precious things of Zion,

He hath not kept his hand from annihilating [all her palaces].
He hath annihilated bulwark and wall, | together they languish.
In v. 12 MT makes the little children call out for corn and
wine

([&quot;i pi,
a doubly impossible phrase), and, in v. 18

(according to EV), it reads Their heart cried unto the Lord, O
wall of the daughter of Zion. Clearly wrong, and, v. 18

especially, not to be superficially dealt with. Verse 12 can be
restored with certainty ; there is no question asked, and
therefore no answer is returned. Read, They say to their

mothers, Wo unto us ! for our life goes. Verse 18 should

probably be read as follows :

Cry out because of Jerusalem s disgrace, |
Zion s insult,

Let tears run down like a torrent
| day and night,

Give thyself no pause, |

let not the apple of thine eye cease.

The third elegy [if we may call it such] takes a

personal turn, and describes the affliction of the

. - individual Israelite, or of the nation under
the type of a single individual, under the

sense of Yahwe s just but terrible indignation. But
even this affliction is a wholesome discipline. It draws
the heart of the singer nearer to his God in penitent
self-examination, sustained by trust in Yahwe s un

failing mercy, which shows itself in the continued

preservation of his people through all their woes.

From the lowest pit the voice of faith calls to the

Redeemer, and hears a voice that says, &quot;Fear not.&quot;

Yahwe will yet plead the cause of his people, and so

in the closing verses the accents of humble entreaty

pass into a tone of confident appeal for just vengeance
against the oppressor. Of the two views (individual or

nation) here indicated respecting the subject of the elegy,
the latter appears to be the one most easily defensible.

As in the case of so many of the psalms and in that of

the Songs of the Servant of Yahwe (see SERVANT OF
THE LORD), the speaker is the company of the humble-
minded righteous who form the kernel of the Jewish com

munity. Hence it is easy for the imagined speaker to

pass from the ist person singular to the ist person plural,
and to say in v. 48 that he weeps unceasingly for the

disaster of his country-people ( ay re)- The vehemence

of the imprecations at the close of the elegy is most easily

intelligible if the offences referred to have been committed

against the Jewish people, not against an individual

(e.g., Jeremiah), imagined by the poet. This is the

view of Hupfeld (on Ps. 38), Reuss, Cheyne, Lohr,
and especially Smend (/.A T\V 8fcf. [1888]). It is

opposed especially by Stade (Gl J 701) and Budde,

mainly (see the latter) on two grounds : (i) the occurrence

of certain expressions in vv. i and 27 (Oettli wrongly
adds v. 14), and (2) the inconsistency of personifying
the community elsewhere as a woman, but here as a

man. Against this we may urge (a) the analogy of so

many other poems, which are marred (as indeed

Lam. 3 appears to some to be marred) by the assumption
of an individualising reference,

(f&amp;gt;)

the possibility of

interpreting vv. i and 27, as Smend has done, of the

people conscious of its solidarity (nasn) and looking

forward to an extended future (vnyj3?)i and
(&amp;lt;:)

the

probability, admitted by Budde, that Lam. 3 is the

latest of the five poems it is, in fact, rather a poetic

monologue of Israel than an elegy. On vv. 52-58

Budde remarks, Abruptly the poet turns to his own

sufferings. ... To regard the community as the

subject is possible (cp Ps. 6, etc.), but more probably it

arises from the inconsiderate use of the psalms which

served as models. It is surely not right to assume

inconsiderateness, when such a highly characteristic
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idea as the solidarity of all good Israelites is in question ;

the idea was one which had incorporated itself in the

Jewish system of thought.
As to vv. 114 and 27. It is no doubt quite possible to

explain, I am the man, as I am the people ; and the

particular word for man (133) occurs again in irv. 27 35 39.

But the closing words by the rod of his fury (inTDy VZ ^ Zt .,,.-

peculiar, inasmuch as the name ofYahwe has not been mentioned,
nor will it be till v. 18. It is probable that the text is corrupt.
In v. 14 a doubt is hardly possible; 8V, my people, should

be C Sl
, peoples. In i&amp;gt;. 27 I&quot;nyj3, in his youth, introduces

a new idea (that a young man has time before him to profit by
chastisement), which is not further utilised. Here, too, the text

seems to be corrupt.

In v. i read perhaps yijrSy IMfl JIN, it is the Lord who

visits mine iniquity, and in v. 27 .11,T fnya D^N KB&quot; 3 310,

it is good that he bear mutely the rebuke of Yahwe.
The variant V1iy:a is thus accounted for. 1^30 in Ps. 88 16

requires a similar correction. A few other blemishes may be

mentioned. Gall and travail (v. 5) should be my head ( t KI)

with travail (Pratorius, ,?/! 7~/K 15 326 [1895]). In v. i6a the
teeth and the gravel-stones are troublesome ; Lohr leaves

the latter, but gives dots, expressive of perplexity, for the
former ; v. i(J&amp;gt; is, on linguistic grounds, hardly less improbable.
The reading we propose is as simple and appropriate as possible.
And I girded sackloth on my flesh ; I rolled myself in ashes (see

Crit. Rib.). In v. 39 a living man cannot be right; &amp;gt;n DIN
should be Q nSjt- Not improbably we should read, Why do we
murmur against God, (against) him who visits our sins? Cp v. i

as above.

In the fourth acrostic the bitter sorrow again bursts

forth in passionate wailing. The images of horror

imprinted on the poet s soul during the last

months of Jerusalem s death-struggle and
in the flight that followed are painted with more ghastly
detail than in the previous chapters, and the climax is

reached when the singer describes the capture of the

king, the breath of our nostrils, the anointed of

Yahwe, of whom we said, Under his shadow we shall

live among the nations.&quot; The cup of Israel s sorrow
is filled up. The very completeness of the calamity is

a proof that the iniquity of Zion has met with full

recompense. The day of captivity is over, and the

wrath of Yahw& is now ready to pass from his

people to visit the sins of Edom, the most merciless of

its foes. At any rate, even if the fourth acrostic is not

the work of an eye-witness, the poet stands near enough
to the horrors of the siege of Jerusalem to be able to

describe them, and there has been trouble enough
since then to awaken his imaginative faculty. It must
be admitted, however, that through literary remini

scences and an inborn tendency to rhetoric the author

falls short in simplicity and naturalness of description.
It is also certain that corruption of the text has here

and there marred the picture. Happily the faults can
often be cured. Verses if. , for instance, should run

thus,
How is Sheba s gold polluted |

the choice gold !

Sacred stones are poured forth
|
at every street-corner !

The sons of Zion so precious |
to be valued with fine gold

How are they esteemed as earthen pitchers, |
the handiwork of

the potter !

It is a most beautiful and moving piece of rhetoric. All the
critics misunderstand the first line, and few have done complete

justice to the second. It is not the dimming or the chang
ing of fine gold that is referred to, nor is the first stichus so
overladen as MT represents. It is the desecration of the image
of God in the persons of slaughtered citizens of Zion that calls

forth the ,-|TN ( alas, how ! ) of the elegy. (For at every
street-corner cp 219, and the interpolated passage Is. 51 20.)

Reading NSB for cyi ,
makes MT s phrase, sacred stones,

secure. 1 In ? . 3 the sea - monsters should probably rather
be jackals.&quot;- Verse 5 is in a very bad state ; the beginning of the
cure is due to Budde. Read,

Those that ate the bread of luxury* | perish in the steeets.

1 Budde proposes ) 33K, precious stones ; cp 7 . 2.

2 Budde prefers sea-monsters, but expresses surprise that
the natural phenomenon referred to should have been known to

the writer. Read
n&amp;lt;3p ; the Aramaic ending p- may be put

down to the scribe.

C-ny. On
1

?, Budde. For /. 2, cp Dt. 28 54 56, Jer. 22 14, and

see Crit. Bib.
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The delicate, the possessors of halls, |

embrace ash-mounds.
Verse 7 gains not less by critical treatment. Her Nazirites

(TVI3) should be her dignitaries (T:n) ;
the absurdities of

the second part of the verse in MT are removed elsewhere (see
SAI I HIKK). Verses it,/, in MT (and therefore also in EV) are
a mass of inconsistencies. It can hardly be doubted that the
true text runs nearly as follows
Her princes wander in the countries, | they stumble in the

lands,
And they are not able to find

|

for themselves a resting-place.

Away men call unto them away, | away, rest not,
For they find no resting-place, | they may not sojourn any more. 1

The mistakes of MT were caused by the reference to bloodshed
in v. 13, from which, however, TV. 14f. are quite distinct. The
passage is reminiscent of Jer. 22, Dt. 2865.* On v. 21 see 8.

The fifth chapter, which [in vv. i, 20-22] takes the

form of a prayer, [is not an acrostic, and] does not

, T _ follow the scheme common to the three
O. I ifl.TTI. D _ . . .

foregoing sections. The elegy proper must

begin with the utterance of grief for its own sake. Here
on the contrary the first words are a petition, and the

picture of Israel s woes comes in to support the prayer.
The point of view, too, is changed, and the chapter closes

under the sense of continued wrath. The centre of the

singer s feeling lies no longer in the recollection of the

last days of Jerusalem, but in the long continuance of

a divine indignation which seems to lay a measureless

interval between the present afflicted state of Israel and
those happy days of old which are so fresh in the re

collection of the poet in the first four chapters. The
details, too, are drawn less from one crowning mis
fortune than from a continued state of bondage to the

servants of the foreign tyrant (v. 8), and a continued

series of insults and miseries. And with this goes a

change in the consciousness of sin :

&quot; Our fathers have

sinned, and are not ; and we have borne their in

iquities
&quot;

(v. 7; cp Zech. 1 2-6, and similar complaints
in very late psalms).
The contents of chapter 5 are such that we are com

pelled to enter immediately on the question of its date.

_. . - The author of the poem endeavours, it is

. _ true, to express the feelings of an earlier
Lain. 6.

generation ;
he indites a complaint of

the sad lot of those who have not only -survived the

great catastrophe, but also remain on the ancestral soil.

He cannot, however, preserve consistency ;
he speaks

partly as if he were one of a people of serfs or day-
labourers in the country-districts especially perhaps in

the wilderness of Judah (see Budde on v. 9) partly as

if some of those for whom he speaks were settled in or

near Jerusalem and the cities of Judah (v. n). Moreover,
he says nothing of the sword of the all-powerful enemy,
which had robbed Judah of the flower of her population ;

less eminent foes are referred to under conventional

terms (of which more presently). This is a matter of

great moment for the critic, who by the help of the

Book of Nehemiah can with reasonable probability
determine the author s age. The important distichs

are vv. 6, 8, 9, 10, 18, of the first four of which we give
a rendering based on a critically emended text. (The
MT of t . 6 has caused hopeless perplexity. )

6 We have surrendered to the Misrites,
We have become subject to the Ishmaelites.

8 Arabians rule over us,
There is none to deliver out of their hand.

9 We bring in our corn (Upn _?)
with peril of our lives

Because of the Arabian of the desert.

10 Our young men and our maidens are sold
Because of the terror of famine.

The terms Misrites (see MI/.RAIM, 2
b~]

and Ish

maelites are conventional archaisms, many parallels for

which use are probably to be found in the Psalter (see

_
B M nisnto rne- wi

crE: 1

? yi-na I KSC iS:v uSi

rjy^it I-VID
|

mo G&quot;? WIJD mo
m 1

? ifip
v S I yi-np me- V 3

2 In v. 16 Lohr partly sees aright, but unfortunately creates a
doublet. Bickell s general view is better than Budde s or Lohr s.
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PSALMS[BOOK]), and, so far as Misrites is concerned, in

the fourth elegy (Lam. 421
;
see below, 8). Theenemies

intended are the Edomites who had probably joined in

the Babylonian invasion, and had occupied the southern

part of the old territory of Judah, and perhaps, too, the

Nabataan Arabs, one of whom was the Geshem or

Gashmu of whom Nehemiah speaks
l

(Neh. 2 19 ; cp 4 7,

the Arabians ).
The trouble from these foes (at any rate

from the Edomites) no doubt began early ; but it also

continued very long (see EDOM, 9 ; NEHEMIAH, 3).

Their dangerousness was particularly felt at harvest-

time ;
this is indicated in v. 9, of which a welcome illus

tration is furnished by Is. 628 (age of Nehemiah), where

we read

By his right hand has Yahwe sworn
|

and by his strong arm,
Surely I will no more give thy wheat

|

to be food for thy foes.

The trouble from insufficient agricultural labour and
from the general economic disturbance doubtless

continued, and it is difficult not to illustrate v. 10

(according to the text rendered above) by the thrilling

account which Nehemiah gives (Neh. 5 1-13) of the

sufferings of the poorer Jews, and of the selling of their

children into slavery. Once more, it is not denied

that there are features in the description in Lam. 5

which suggest an earlier period ;
but we cannot shut

our eyes to the accordance of other features with

the circumstances of the Nehemian age. Nehemiah

certainly has not yet come
;

mount Zion is still

desolate (v. 18 ; cp Neh. 13), and such central authority
as there is does not interest itself greatly in the

welfare of the Jewish subjects. It is still possible to

speak of Yahwe as forgetting his servants for ever,

and to express, in a subdued tone, the reluctant

admission that it might not be God s will to grant the

prayer for the restoration of Israel as of old,

Unless thou hast utterly rejected us,

(And) art exceedingly wroth against us.

(Lam. 5 22 ; cp RV.)

Still, though the situation of affairs is bad, a deliverer

Nehemiah is at hand. The allusion in v. 126 to

Lev. 1932 (in the Holiness-law) suggests that the writer

is a member of that stricter religious party among the

Jews, which presumably kept up relations with men
like Nehemiah and Ezra, and afterwards did their best

to assist those great men. It does not seem necessary
or natural to suppose with Budde that w. nf. are a
later insertion (see his note) ;

Budde s mistake is partly
due to his following the corrupt reading of MT in v. na,
which ought almost certainly to be read thus,

Grey-haired men and honourable ones suffer contempt ;
2

The persons of old men are not honoured.

The points of affinity between Lam. 5 and Job, Psalms,
and 2 and 3 Isaiah also deserve attention. 3

(a) Job. Cp T. 15/7, Job 3031; i&amp;gt;. i6a, Job 19 96. (A)
Psaltns. Cp v. i, Ps. 44 13 [14] 89 50^ [51^] 5 v. 8

(pns, to

deliver ), Ps. 18624; I0 nlSySl, Ps. 11 6 119 53!, but note

that in all these passages 71 is miswritten for ni!?S (Ezek. 7 18,

etc.); v. ii ( Zion, cities of Judah ), Ps. 69 35 [36]; v. 15,

Ps. 30 ii [12]; v. 176, Ps. 67 [8] and (for use of ^n) 6924

23]; v. 13 (7]Wt), Ps. 887 81 4, etc.; v. 19, Ps. 45 6 [7] 102 12 ;

v. 20, Ps. 13 i [2] 74 10 89 46 [47] (O p; ^N, Ps. 21 4 [5], etc.) ;

v. 21, Ps. 803 7 [4 K]. (c) 2 and 3 Isaiah. V. 2 (7|Dn:, sense),

Is. CO 5 ; v. 3 (3N i
N-D Din;), Is. 63 16, the Jews no longer bne

Israel ; v. 7 (h^.D), Is. 58411; v. ii ( Zion, cities of

Judah ), Is. 40g; v. 18, Is. 54 10 [9] ; v. 226, Is. 57 16 54 13

[ill

1 In z: gi, however, the writer may also be thinking of 31J?3

&quot;13122 in Jer. 82. It is worth noting that in all probability
Hosea (5 13) calls the king of Mtisur an Arabian (see JAREB).

2 ^H D&quot;133J1 D 3B (cp Lev. 1932).
3

(3 Isaiah = Isaiah, chaps. 56-66.) In the selection of phrase
ological parallels Lohr s very full tables (see below, 13) have
been of the greatest service. A little more criticism on his part
would have made his tables even more useful.
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When we put all these data together, no earlier date

seems plausible than 470-450 B.C. (i.e. pre-Nehemian).
At the same time, a later date is by no means impossible.
The shadows of evening darkened again, till night fell

amidst the horrors occasioned by the barbarity of
Artaxerxes Ochus (359-338 B.C.). Then, we may be
sure, the fasting for the old calamities assumed a fresh

vitality and intensity. It is at any rate difficult to place
a long interval between Lam. 5 and Lam. 1-4, and
Lam. 2-4 contain some elements which at least permit
a date considerably after Nehemiah.
As it is the poorest of these plaintive compositions, we

may conjecture Lam. 5 to be also the earliest. There
is only one point of contact between Lam. 5 and Lam.
1-4 viz. mv. 3, cp 1 1 and this is of no real significance.
In Lam. 63, the mothers, if the text is right, are the

cities of Judah (Ew. , Lohr) ;
more probably, however,

we should read irnJCTN,
1 our citadels. Those high,

strong buildings, where formerly the warriors had held

out so long against the foe, are now, complains the

poet, untenanted and in ruins (cp Lam. 2s), as helpless
and incapable of helping as widows. In Lam. 1 1

Jerusalem itself is compared to a widow.

We next turn to Lam. 4, which, like Lam. 5, seems
to contain an archaising reference to Musri (cp Miz-

RAIM, 2 b), by which the writer means the
8. Date of

Lam. 4.
land adjoining the S. of Palestine occupied

by the Edomites after their displacement

by the Nabataeans. Verse 21 should probably run
1

Rejoice and be glad, O people of Edom, that dwellest

in Missur a
(&quot;nsca).

Were it not for the archaistic

Missur (Musur), which may point to a later age when
archaisms were fashionable, we might assign v. 21 to

some eye-witness of the great catastrophe ; words quite
as bitter are spoken against Edom by the prophet
Ezekiel (chap. 35).
Another suspicious passage is v. 20 :

The breath of our nostrils, the anointed of Yahwe, |
was taken

in their pit,
3

Of whom we said, Under his shadow
|
we shall live among the

nations.

That the king intended is, not Josiah (so Targ. ),
but

Zedekiah, is certain. But a writer so fully in accord

with Jeremiah and Ezekiel (see w. 6 13) as the author

of Lam. 4 would never have written thus, unless he

had been separated from the historical Zedekiah by a

considerable interval of time. Zedekiah, to this writer,

is but a symbol of the Davidic dynasty ; the manifold

sufferings consequent on subjection to foreigners made
even Zedekiah to be regretted.

4 Budde s view of this

passage is hardly correct. The words Under his

shadow we shall live, etc., surely cannot refer to the

hope of a feeble but still respected (?) native royalty
in the mountains of Moab and Ammon. It is in fact

strictly David, not Zedekiah, that the poet means. At

the accession of each Davidic king each restored

David loyal subjects exclaimed, Under his shadow

we shall live among the nations. The strong rhetoric

and the developed art of the poem are equally adverse

to the view that it is the work of one of the Jews left by
Nebuchadrezzar in Jerusalem. How long after Lam. 5

it was written, is uncertain ;
see below, 9.

Points of contact between Lam. 4 and other late works, (a)

Job. Terms for gold and precious stones in im. 127; cp Job

28; v. 3 D 35T(Kr.), Job 39 13 (crit. emend.; see OSTRICH) \v. 5.

1 2 S. 20 19 hardly justifies the equation, mother =
city.

Zion alone, in the poet s time, could be called mother (cp Ps.

87 5, ). The play on armanoth and almanoth is a very
natural one. Budde would take father and mothers liter

ally ; but father should be fathers and as widows should be

widows to justify this view.

2 PV n?3 not on y ma ces the second part of the limping

verse too long, but also makes the poet guilty of an inaccuracy

(see Uz).
3 Seinecke gives the right explanation (GVI 230). SS,

however, explains anointed of Yahwe as a phrase for the pious
kernel of the Jewish people.

&amp;lt; Read cnwa (see Budde).
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( embrace ash-mounds ), Job 248; v. 8a, Job SOjcxz; v. 8&,

|..t, I .iao (crit. emend.). (&amp;lt;*)
Psalms. V.

-,/&amp;gt;,
Ps. IIS;*; v. ia

( the kings of the earth ), Ps. 2 3 76 12 [13], etc.; the inhabitants

of the world, 24 i 338 98;; v. 20 (fTPO), Ps. 1851 288 84ioJ

r. 21 (entr with no:?), Ps. 40 16(17] &quot;04(5]; w. ai/ (Edom),

17 ?/ (Che. / i.l2)). (c) 2 /rarYtA. I . 2, Is. 51 20 (?). The

phrase in Is. is an interpolation (Bu., Che.), (if) Deuteronomy

(late parts). I . 8 (133), Dt. 32 27 ;
v. 9 (&quot;if

ni3B), Dt. 82 13 ;

v. 16 (Jjn
and C 33 N^ 3), Dt. 2850; r. 17 ( our eyes failed . . . ),

Dt. 28 32 ; v. 19 (eagles), Dt. 28 49. (e) Ezekicl. V. 8 (dry tree),

Ezek. 1724 2047; v. ii (nan rta), Ezek. 5 13 6 12 13 15;

f. 18
([*&amp;gt;

N2), Ezek. 726.

Lam. 2 and 4 are rightly regarded by Noldeke and

Budde as twin poems. They agree in poetical structure
;

_. . both too are highly dramatic. Both
9. Date Of

Speak O f tne strange reverses suffered by
Lam. 2.

{he jeacjers Of tne state ; both, with much

pathos, of the fate of young children. The reference

to the law (tirdh) in v. 9 stamps the writer as a

legalist ;
the idealisation of Jerusalem in v. \$b would

incline us to make the poem nearly contemporary with

Ps. 48, or even later than that poem, if Ps. 483, pre

supposed in Lam. 2, is corrupt. The reference to

solemn feasts and sabbaths in 26 is as imaginary as

the supposed reference to the resounding cries of the

worshippers in the temple in 2?. The same date must

of course be given to both the twin poems. They

probably belong to the same age as the many per

secution psalms in Ps. 1-72 * .*., to the latter part of

the Persian period (see, however, PSALMS [BOOK]).

Phraseological parallels.
1

(a) Psalms. I , i God s footstool

in Zion), Ps. 99 5 132 7 ; v. 2 (apy niK:), Ps. 232 65 13,

etc.;
(j

-iK
1

? SVn). Ps. 89 4of (cp above, 3); v. 3 (pp y-|j),

Ps. 75 10 [ i i];z. 6 (corrected), Ps. 74 6 (corrected); . 7(rut), Ps.

432 449(10], etc.; w. ii 1219 (t]ay),
Ps. 61 2 [3] 773(4] etc.;

v. 16 (\V J3TJ),
Ps. 35 16 37 12 112 10

;
. 19 (]3 Kt), Ps. 63 4 [5] ;

119 48 (.TV017N), Ps. 63 6 [7] 00 4 119 148 ;
Ps. 62 gt (3

1

? TJSr).

(6) 2 Isaiah. V. 13 (TO? and iTO&amp;gt;n), Is. 46 5.

(c) Deuteronomy (late

T

parts). V. 3 (] THS), Dt. 29 23 ;

i . 4 (n ?&quot;5 ^i of God), Dt. 32 23 ; v. 6 ({ ,
of God), Dt. 32 19.

(a) Ezekiel. I v. 2 17 21 (S?n K
1

?), Ezek.5n 7 4 9 8189510;
7/. 2 (D^ri and J^K

1

? JT3H), Ezek. 13 14 ;
7 . 8 (

s
3N,Hiphil),Ezek.

31 5 I V^K li however, is not strong enough ; read yS3 l (see

above, 3); v. 10 (IBV flty.l), Ezek. 27 30; (C pC i:n), Ezek.

7 18 2731; r. 14 (N]C* nm), Ezek. 186923 21 34 (with ij?, as

here) 2228; 7 . 14 (^.rj
1
). Ezek. 13 10 n 14 15, and especially

2228 ;
7 . 15 ( B n? ??) Ezek. 16 14 28 12, and often

;
w. is/-

(p?r), Ezek. 27 36.

Lam. 1, Budde fully admits, can hardly be the work

of an eye-witness of the fall of Jerusalem. That it is

much later in origin than Lam. 2 and

4 seems an unnecessary inference. 2 Here,

again, the parallels are very important.

Parallels, (a) Job. V. 20, Job 30 27 (sense).

(b) Psalms. I . 3 (0&quot;1S?), Ps. 118 5 (sing.) 116 3 (plur.) ;
v. 6,

Ps. 42 i [2], cp Job 19 22 and (crit. emend.) 28. The pursued
hart is a favourite image for the pious community or individual

in time of trouble ; v. 7 (^ &quot;lliy pK), Ps. 30 io[n] 54 4 [6] 72 12 ;

r. g(Sy S^::T) (but read J ySri), Ps. 35 2688 i6[i7]55 12(13]; t&amp;gt;. 10

(Snp), Ps. 22 25 [26] 35 18 40 10 896 107 32 149 i (used in the post-

exilic religious sense; see ASSEMBLY); 7&amp;gt;7 . n f. (C3J with

HK1), Ps. 22 17(18] 80 14 [15] 1424(5]; w. 12 18 (3iK3D), Ps. 32 10

88^7(18] 69 26(27]; v. 13 (DnsS), Ps.l8i 7l etc.

(c) 2 and 3 Isaiah. I v. 4512 (.IJin), Is. 51 23 ; cp Job 19 2 ;

w. 7 10 ii (D TOTO), Is. 64 n [io];V 9 (fnnrw npt), Is. 47? ;

v. 10 (acnpa *D2, so read for 1N3 [Gra.]), cp Is. 64 ii [to] ; v. 15

Gl3 Till), Is.63i^;cpjoel 3[4]i 3 ; w. 1017(1; CH9), Is. 662;

Cp 25 i\ (very late) Ps. 1436.

1 Let another expression of thanks here be given to Lcihr for

hi- useful labours.
2 Robertson Smith inclined to Ewald s view that the y stanza

originally preceded the j
stanza

; Budde is of an opposite

opinion.
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10. Date of

Lam. 1.

(if) Deuteronomy (late parts). V. 5 (rXI
1

? ;vn), Dt. 28 1344;

v. 20 (jraa-pnp), 01.3225.

(e) Ezekiel. Vv. 2 19 (3HK, in figurative sense), Ezek. 16

3336/ 285922; v. 6 (ny-)C), Ezek. 34 14 (fas) 18 (6is); w.

8 17 (.-TO, .TT3), Ezek. 7 ig/

The date of Lam. 3, relatively to Lam. 1 2 and 4, is

very easily fixed. It shows a further development of

f
l le art f acrostic poetry which reminds

11. Date 01
us of j,g 119 and its

superabundantLam. 3.
i,terary reminiscences place it on a level

with the poorest of the canonical psalms. That, like

some at least of those psalms, it is pervaded by a deep
and tender religious feeling, may be most heartily ad

mitted. Budde (p. 77) is probably right in assigning

Lam. 3 to the pre-Maccabitan portion of the Greek

age.
Parallels, (a) Job. Vv. 79, Job 19s; n. 8, Job 19 7; vi&amp;gt;.

I2/:, Job 7 20 (for Kb-D read mac) 16 is/; v. 14, Job 30g (cp

Ps.69i2[i3]; but in all three passages nrjp, stringed music, and

in Lam. 863 -&quot;&quot; J3C 1 should be ?l3
3t&amp;gt;,

a mock ); v. 15 (cp v.

19).
2 Job 9 18 ; v. 176, Job 7 7* : w. 3046, Job 16 10.

(6) Psalms. V. 46, Ps.8420 [21] 51 8 [10] ; v. 6 (D 3riD),

Ps. 74 20 8S6[ 7 ] 143 3 ; (cViy TO) Ps. 143 3;v.8 (y\V), Ps. 88 14

/; 7 . 17 (), Ps.88i 4 Iis]; v. 20 (rw&amp;gt;,
ps . 4425 (26]; cp

4257; t . 22 ( non), Ps. 89 i [2] 10743; vv- 23 (after D*1B3^
insert vpni) 3 3*? &amp;lt;

Ps. 51 ^ 13^1 P-s - * 5 (26] ;
7 . 24, Ps. 165

7326 119 57 142 5 [6]; v. 25, Ps. 37 ?a 119 71; v. 31, Ps. 94 14 ;
r.

33 (!TK ), Ps. 4 2 (3] 492(3] 62 9(10]; v. 37, Ps.33 9 ; v. 41

C]3 Kt 3), Ps. 63 4 [5] 119 48 ; v. 46 (ns nsB), Ps. 22 13 [14] 35 21 ;

7 . 48a,

T

Ps. 119 136 ; v. 49 O.a?), Ps. 77 2 [3] ; v. 50, Ps. 14 2, etc. ;

v. 52 ( like a bird ), Ps. 11 1 [2], if the text is sound ; (C3H 3 k)

Ps. 35 19 09 4 [5] (
n Nib) ; v. 53, Ps. 103 4 (inss, so point) Ps.

88 16 [17] 119 139; v. 54, Ps. 427(8] 69 */.; 7^.55, Ps. 886(7]; v.

57 (-mpK DV), Ps. 56 9 [10], etc. ; v. 58, Ps. 119 154 ; v. 62 Qvari),

Ps. 19 14 [15] ;
v. 64 (SlC? 3 n), Ps- 28 4.

(c) 2 and 3 Isaiah. I . 21 (3*7W 3 !?K), Is. 44 19 468 (Dt.

*39)t I
7 . 26 (DCH), Is. 47 5 ; T/. 30*1, Is. 50 6 ; v. 32 (vnon 3^3),

Is. 03 7 (Ps. 106
T

45).

It is true that, according to a tradition only recently

called in question, the author of Lamentations is the

. prophet Jeremiah (cp Bdbd bathrd,
12. Traditional ^ A picturesque notice prefixed
autnorsnip. to @ ,

s version says that&amp;gt;

.

after Israel

was taken captive and Jerusalem laid waste, Jeremiah
sat down and wept, and sang this elegy over Jerusalem,
and the introduction of the Book in the Targum runs,
1

Jeremiah the prophet and chief priest said thus.

There is also a passage in the Hebrew canon itself

which was anciently interpre ed as connecting the name
of Jeremiah with our book. In 2(Jh. 8625 we read,

And Jeremiah composed an elegy upon Josiah, and

all the singing men and singing women uttered a

lamentation over Josiah unto this day ;
and they made

it (i.e., the singing of such elegies) a stated usage in

Israel ;
behold it is written in the Lamentations ; see

JEREMIAH ii. , 3(1). Josephus says
4 that the dirge

of Jeremiah on this occasion was extant in his days

(Ant. x. 5i), and no doubt means by this the canonical

Lamentations. Jerome on Zech. 12 n understands the

passage in Chronicles in the same sense ;
but modern

writers have generally assumed that, as our book was

certainly written after the fall of Jerusalem, the dirges

referred to in Chronicles must be a separate collection.

This, however, is far from clear. The rnj p of the

Chronicler had, according to his statement, acquired a

fixed and statutory place in Israel, and were connected

with the name of a prophet. In other words, they
were canonical as far as any book outside the Penta-

1 nrjJS implies no affectation of originality (Bu.); D =&amp;lt;

J

(dittography).
2 Read &quot;WO (note the parallelism).

3 vom. if written cm, would easily fall out after mp. Omit

VCrp i 1
&quot; 22. (So partly Bu.)

* This passage of his article in Ency. Brit, is quoted and
endorsed by Robertson Smith in CT/CP) 181, n. 2 ; he refers

to Noldeke, Alttest. Lit. (1868), 144.
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teuch could be so called in that age. It thus seems

highly probable that in the third century B.C. (see

CHRONICLES, 3) the Book of Lamentations was used

liturgically by a guild of singers, and that a portion of

it was ascribed to Jeremiah as its author. Even this

evidence, however, is some three centuries later than

the events referred to in Lamentations. It is also

discredited by its connection with an undoubted error

of interpretation. The reference in Lam. 4 20 to the

last representative of the much-regretted Davidic family
is couched in terms which the Chronicler felt unable to

apply to any king later than Josiah ; Lam. 4 therefore

had to be a dirge on Josiah, and who could have written

such a dirge but Jeremiah ?

Though there is a considerable element in the

vocabulary of Lamentations which can be paralleled
in Jeremiah, there are also many important character

istic words not used by the prophet, and some dis

tinctive Jeremianic ideas are wanting in those poems.
And in spite of a certain psychological plausibility in

the traditional theory (cp Jer. 823 [9i] 13 17 14 17) it

must be admitted that the circumstances and the

general attitude of the prophet make it extremely diffi

cult to conceive his having written these poems. From

Jer. 8828 39 14 it is plain that during the capture of the

city he was not a free man, and could not go about

observing the sad condition of the citizens. Nor was
his attitude towards the Chaldoeans the same as that

implied in the poems, for the poems are the expression
of unavailing but ardent patriotism, whereas Jeremiah
persistently counselled patient submission to the foreign
rule. The sense of guilt, as Budde remarks, is very

imperfectly developed in Lamentations. Here the

blame of the national calamities is thrown on the

prophets and priests ;
but Jeremiah s prophecies are

full of stern appeals to the conscience. There are

some passages, too, which in the mouth of Jeremiah
would go directly against facts e.g., 2g and 41720 (see

Lohr, 16). It is at best a very incomplete answer
that in chap. 3, where the singer s complaint may be

thought to take a more personal turn, Jeremiah himself

may be pictured in his isolation from Israel at large.

Indeed, upon a close examination it turns out that

this interpretation rests on a single word in 814 viz.,

By, my people, which, as we have seen, should rather

be D EJf. peoples, so that the singer of chap. 3, as the

general argument of the poem requires, is a representa
tive of Israel among the heathen, not an isolated figure

among unsympathetic countrymen.
It is unnecessary to adduce seriatim the similarities of ex

pression and imagery in Lamentations and the Book of Jeremiah
respectively. It is admitted that the Hook of Jeremiah had an
enormous influence on the subsequent literature, and it would
constitute a perplexing problem if in poems dealing with the

religious aspects of the national troubles there were not numerous
reminiscences of Jeremiah. Driver (fntr.P), 462) has made a

judicious selection of some of the more striking similarities. On
the vocabulary see Lohr, ZA TW\T,T,ff.
The most urgent question is that relating to the text. Here,

as elsewhere, a very natural but no longer justifiable conser
vatism has hindered an adequate treatment

13. Literature, of critical questions. It must also be remem
bered that the date of Lamentations can

be satisfactorily discussed only in connection with the date of
Psalms and Job. The older literature is fully given by Niigels-
bach (p. 17); but recent commentaries, from Ewald s onwards
(if we put aside those in which JEREMIAH \q.v.\ and Lamenta
tions are treated together), are much more important. Ewald
treats the five Lamentations among the Psalms of the Exile

(Dichter, vol. i, pt. 2, (
2

) 1866). See also Thenius in KGH
, 1855,

who ascribes chaps. 2 and 4 to Jeremiah ; Vaihinger, 1857; Reuss,
La Bible: Poesic Lyriyue, 1879; S. Oettli, in KGH, 1889; M.
Lcihr, 1891, and again in HK, 1893 ; S. Minochi (Rome, 1897) ;

K. Budde, in KHC (Fiinf Megillot), 1898. Recensions of the

text have been given by G. Bickell, Carmina VT metrice,

112-120(1882): andin fKZAW8[i894 ] loi^; C. J. Ball, PSBA
9 [1887] \yijf. (metrical; cp Budde, Filvf Meg. , 71, n. i) ; a
translation of a revised text by J. Dyserinck, 7/I.T26 [1892]

339 ; emendations by Houbigant, Notce^
criticte (1777), -477-

483. On the metre see especially Budde, in ZA TW1 [1882] -iff,

12 [1892] 264^ ; cp Preuss. Jahrbb. 1893, 460^ On the literary
criticism see also Th. Noldeke, Die alttest. Liieralur (1868),

142-148; F. Montet, Etude sur le livre de Lam. (1875); Seinecke,
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GVll (1884) 29 ff.; Stade, GVI (1887) 701, n. i; Steinthal,
Die Klagelieder Jer., in liibel u. Rel.-pliilosophie, 16-33 (1890

Jewish); S. A. Fries, in ZATIVVA (1893) no^T (Lam. 4 5,
Maccabaean works ; Lam. 1-3 probably by Jeremiah) ; M. Lohr,
in ZA TH/ 14 (1894), 51 _^ (an answer to Fries) ; and ib. 31 ff.
(full statistical tables on the vocabulary of Lamentations).
Winckler (AOFP), 8445) refers Lamentations to a partial de-
sttuction of Jerusalem in the time of Sheshbazzar, in which, he
thinks, the temple was not destroyed. See, however, OBAIJIAH.
Among the Introductions Konig s gives perhaps the most dis
tinctive treatment to the critical questions ; but Driver s is fuller.

T. K. c. (with some passages by w. R. s.
).

LAMP, LANTERN. Before we proceed to a con
sideration of the use of artificial light among the early
Hebrews there are eight Hebrew (including Aramaic)
and Greek terms which have to be mentioned.

Passing over such terms as TIN, TINO, ,TYINC, $o&amp;gt;s, tj&amp;gt;ta&amp;lt;j-r^p,

and the like, we have :

1. TJ, tier, sometimes rendered candle in AV (e.g., Job 18 6

21 17 29 3, etc.), and even in RV also (Jer. 25 10,
1. Terms. Zeph. 1 12), for which, as the Amer. Revisers

recognise, lamp is everywhere to be preferred :

so in RV of Job, I.e., and in AV also of Ex. 27 20. Cognate with
tier is :

2. Y3, nir, used only in a figurative sense, AV light in i K.

11 36, 2 K. 8 19, 2 Ch. 21 7 (mg. candle ), but RV lamp (so also
in Prov. 21 4 where AV plowing, mg. light, RVii tf- tillage ;

see the Comm.), and AV also in i K. 15 4. From the same
common root is derived JTTUO, mcndriih^ which, with the single

exception of 2 K. 4 10, is always used of the temple candelabrum
(see CANDLESTICK).

3. TS7, lappld (deriv. uncertain), though rendered lamp in

AV Gen. 15 17 J_obl2 5 (RV also in Dan. 10 6 Is. 62 i), should
rather be torch (as in RV, so already AV in Nah. 2 4 [5], Zech.
12 &).;

it is rendered lightning in Ex. 20 18 EV. On the

apparently cognate nnSs (Nah. 23 [4] AV torches ) see IKON,
2, col. 2174.

4. WJBhaji nebrasta, in Bibl. Aram. Dan. 5 5, EV candle

stick. 2

5. AU^I/OS (in (5 for no. i), candle in AV of Mt. 615 Mk. 4 21

Lk. 8 16, etc., but lights (in pi.) Lk. 12 35 ; RV lamp(s).
6. Au^i/ia (in for menorah, see 2 above), candlestick AV

Mt.5is Mk. 42i Lk. 8 16 11 33 (RV stand ), and EV Heb. 9 2

Rev. 1 12 2 i 5 etc. (in Rev., RVie-, Or. lamp-stands ).

7. Aa^in-as, lamp AV Rev. 4 5 8 10, etc., and EV Mt. 25i-8,

properly torch (so EV in Jn. 18 3, RV in Rev. I.e., and RVmg.
in Mt. I.e.). The word was transferred from the torch to the
later invented

lamp.
In Judith 1022 mention is made of silver

lamps (A&amp;lt;x)A7ra6es apyupcu).
8. (jta.vo !, Jn. 18 3 1, EV lantern (properly a torch).

The oldest form of artificial light was supplied by
torches of rush, pine, or any other inflammable wood.
_ , . j ,. The origin of the lamp is quite un-
2. Introduction known Classka, tracfition\scribed

o amps.
j tg mvent jon to trie

j
j nt effor ts Of

Vulcan, Minerva, and Prometheus, whilst Egypt, on the

other hand, claimed the credit for herself. At all events,

according to Schliemann, lamps were unknown in the

Homeric age, and, on the authority of Athenyeus

(15700) were not in common use (in Greece) until the

fourth century B.C. With the Romans, too, the candela

is earlier than the lucerna and the candelabrum, and
was used, even in later times, by the poorer classes

rather than the more expensive lights requiring oil.

The oldest kind of lamp is the shell-shaped clay
vessel consisting of an open circular body with a pro-

_ ,. jecting rim to prevent the oil from
a-

being spilled. This variety is found in

Cyprus from the eighth to the fourth century B. c.
,

s and

many Egyptian specimens, ascribed to the middle of the

second millennium, were found at Tell el-Hesy.
4 These

rude clay vessels have survived in the E. to the present

day. The earliest Greek and Roman lamps (lychni,

lucernes) are almost always of terra-cotta, bronze is

rarer. 8 In Egypt and Palestine, on the other hand,

1 According to Hommel, SiiJ-arab. Chrcst. 128, the related

mrtJD n Hal. 353 = torch.
2 Deriv. quite obscure ; see the Lexx. According to Barth

(ZA 2 117) the n is a nominal prefix.
3 Ohnefalsch-Richter, Kypros, 368, fig. 2532, 411 n. ; tab.

210 16.

4
Bliss, Mound ofMany Cities (1898), 136, fig. on p. 87.

8 Cesnola, Salaminia (1884), 250^
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terra-cotta or even porcelain lamps do not seem to occur
before the Roman and Byzantine periods respectively.

1

Another popular variety is the shoe-shaped lamp, sc\. r.il

specimens of which were found by Peters at Nippur,- sometimes
plain, sometimes blue enamelled, and a few in copper. They
appear to be all post-Babylonian. (The older lamps were of a
squarish shape ; the most elaborate specimen was evidently
Seleucidan.) Lamps of this description were used by the early
Christians (cp Diet. Christ. Ant. s. Lamps, gig).

3

Generally speaking, therefore, the lamps of the
Semites and Egyptians contrasted unfavourably with

4 Earlv Jewish
tnose ^ ^rec ^n or Roman manufac-

Lainrjs
lure, and we may further conclude
that the Hebrew lamp underwent little

improvement and elaboration previous, at all events, to

the time of the Seleucidre. We may also infer, in

cidentally, that there are no grounds at present (at least)
for supposing that P s temple-candelabrum was marked
by any exceptional beauty even in Samuel s time the

sanctuary was lit only by a tier
( 1, i above).

In spite of the numerous references to the ner in the
OT we have really no indications to guide us to its

shape, and in the light of the evidence above
( 3) we

can only surmise that it approximated to if it was not
identical with the plain shell-shaped clay utensil already
described. As the interesting passage in 2 K. 4 10

proves, a lamp of some kind formed a part of the
furniture of every room, and the exceptional use of
mlnordh suggests that already it was customary to set

the lamp upon an elevated stand. This we know was
done in NT times. At all events we must not suppose
that a candelabrum of the typical classical shape is

intended in this pre-exilic reference. The more usual

practice was to set the lamp upon a niche in the wall.

As the term///MA, njJC 3, shows, the wick was commonly of

FLAX [g.v.]. Whether, as in Egypt (cp Herod. 262), the oil
was mixed with salt (to purify the flame) is unknown ; see OIL.

The Oriental prefers to keep a light burning through
out the night

* a custom not wholly due to fear of

5. Beliefs and
darkness-d Kitto (Bibl. CycL.s.v.}

metaphors
suSSests that thls Practice gives point
to the familiar w/fcr-darkness of the

NT. The contrast implied in the term outer refers to
1 the effect produced by sudden expulsion into the
darkness of night from a chamber highly illuminated
for an entertainment. Probably the custom originated
in the widespread belief which associates and sometimes
even identifies light and life.

So, the extinguishing of light is the cessation of life, Prov.
SOzo, cp Prov. 13g 2420 Job 18 6 21 17 29 3. Similar is the use
of nir ( 1, 2 above), and the metaphor quench the coal in 2 S.
14 7 (CoAL, 4). The light may typify the life of the individual,
of the clan, or of the nation. In 2 S. 21 17 where David is the
lamp of Israel, we may perhaps see in the people s anxiety to

safeguard his person a trace of the primitive taboo of kings.
5

Again we find the widespread custom of the ever-burning sacred
hearth or lamp (cp CANDLESTICK), on which see NAPHTHAK and
cp Paus. i. 2b6f., viii. 589, and Class. Diet., s.v. Prytaneum.
On the association of the deity with flame, see FIRE.

Finally may be mentioned the Lydian custom (Paus. vii. 22 2) of
lighting the sacred lamp before the image of Hermes in the
market-place of Phara; before approaching it for oracular
purposes. This may, conceivably, illustrate i S. 83 where the
point is emphasised that the lamp has not gone out. Did the
writer believe that there would have been no oracle had the
light been extinguished? 7

From primitive cult to established custom is an

1 Wilkinson, Anc. Eg. ii^; Clermont-Ganneau, Archaro-
logical Researches, 1

it&amp;gt;jf., 486f.
I Nippur,1-$&f., cp pi. v., no. 10.
3 Whether glass lamps were used in Egypt must be considered

problematical, see Wilk. Anc. Kg. 8424 (fig. 620).
4 Doughty found paper-lanterns thus used among the Bedouins

(A r. Des. 1 8 72).
6 Cp the care taken of the sacred torch-bearer among the

Greeks (see Kawlinson on Herod. 85).
So the Yezidis light lamps at sacred springs (Parry, Six

ntttnt/is in a Syrian monastery, 363).
7 As it stands the passage is difficult. It is ordinarily sup

posed to indicate that it was still night-time (in v. 15 read: he
rose

u/&amp;gt; early in the morning ). Are we to suppose, therefore,
that the ner only burned for a few hours (note that ^33 is

intransitive)? This would be opposed not only to P, but also to
universal custom.
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easy step. On the lighting of torches and lamps on

c T am no in t le occas on of marriage festivities see

FeSSs MARRIAGK.I Whether, as Bliss has

conjectured,
2

lamps ever played a part
in foundation-ceremonies, cannot at present be proved.
The burning of lamps before the dead is too widely
known to need more than a passing mention ; see,

further, MOURNING CUSTOMS. On lamps in Jewish
festivals see DEDICATION, FEAST OF, col. 1054, and
TABERNACLES, FEAST OF. s. A. c.

LAMPSACUS, i Mace. 15 23 EVme-
(after Vg. LAMP-

SACUS) ; EV SAMPSAMES (y.v.).

LANCE. For }VT3, kldon, Jer. 5042 AV, RV spear,

see JAVELIN, 5, WEAPONS. For npn, rdmah, i K. 1828 RV, AV
lancet, see SPEAR, WEAPONS.

LAND -CROCODILE (PI3), Lev. 1130, RV, AV
CHAMELEON, (q.v. , i).

LANDMARK (^3|), Dt. 19 14, etc. See AGRICUL

TURE, 5.

LAND TENURE. See LAW AND JUSTICE ( 15,

18).

LANTERN (d&amp;gt;A.NOc). Jn.l8 3f. See LAMP.

LAODICEA (AAoAlKlA [Ti.WH] from N every
where; in TR everywhere A&oAiKeiA.. which is cer

tainly the correct Gk. form [Authors and inscrr.
].

B
has AAOAlKlA in Col. 2i Rev. 1 n 814 ;

but AAOAiKeiA
in Col. 4131516. Latin, Laodicea ; but also Laodicia
and other wrong forms are found. The ethnic is A&O-
AiKeyc [Lat. Laodicensis], Laodicean, Col. 4i6 [cp
Coins]). The NT passages indicate the position of
Laodiceia 3 as

(
i

)
in the Roman province of Asia, and

(2) in close proximity to Colossce and Hierapolis. A
coin represents the city as a woman wearing a turreted

crown, sitting between (ppYriA and KARIA. which are

figured as standing females. This agrees with the
ancient authorities, who are at variance whether Lao
diceia belongs to Caria or to Phrygia.

4
It was in fact

close to the frontier, on the S. bank of the Lycus, 6 m.
S. of Hierapolis and about 10 m. W. of Colossas (Col. 4

1316). In order to distinguish it from other towns of
the same name, it was called AaodiKfia i] 7r/&amp;gt;6s (or twi)
T$ Ai /cp (Laodicea ad Lycum, Strabo, 578).

Laodiceia probably owed its foundation to Antiochus
II. (261-246 B.C.), and its name to his wife Laodice.
The foundations of the Greek kings in Asia Minor were
intended as centres of Hellenic civilisation and of

foreign domination. Ease of access and commercial
convenience were sought, rather than merely military
strength. Hence they were generally placed on rising
ground at the edge of the plains (Ramsay, Hist. Geogr.
of AM, 85). Such is the situation of Laodiceia,
backed by the range of Mt. Salbacus (Baba Dagk) and,
to the SE. , Mt. Cadmus (Khonas Dagh}. Being a
Seleucid foundation, Laodiceia contained a Jewish
element in its population, either due to the founder or

imported by Antiochus the Great about 200 B.C. (Jos.
Ant. xii.

34&amp;gt;.

5 In 62 B.C. Flaccus. the governor of
Asia, seized twenty pounds of gold which had been
collected at Laodiceia, as the centre of a district,

6
by

the Jews for transmission to Jerusalem (Cic. Pro Flacco,
68

; cp Jos. Ant. xiv. 10 20, a letter addressed by the
Laodicean magistrates to Gaius Rabirius in 48 or 45 B.C. ,

guaranteeing religious freedom for the Jewish colony).
1 Also a classical custom. Probably the flame was originally

regarded as a vivifying and fertilising agent ; cp especially
Frazer, C.olden Bought, 8303. One remembers that Hymen is

figured with a torch.
2
Op. cit. 84.

1 fAt least six cities of this name were founded or renovated in
the later Hellenic period. Cp LYCAONIA.]

*
Carian, Ptol. and Steph. Byz. s.r: Antiocheia ; Phrygian,

Polyb. 5 57, Strabo, 576.
8 [Cp Willrich, Juden u. Griechtn, 41 f. ,

who denies the
genuineness of the document.]

8 Cp Ramsay, Cities and Bishoprics ofPhrygia, 2667.
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The prosperity of Laodiceia began _only

with
the^

Roman

period (Str. 578, /uuicpa Trporepoi/ overa avfqo-ii^cAa/Sci/ e&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;

T&amp;gt;UUII&amp;gt;

Kai Ta)f rjfj.fTfpu)! varfpiav, which sums up the first century B.C.).

Strabo traces the growth of the city to its excellent territory and

its fine breed of sheep ;
but the real secret lay in its situation at

a knot in the imperial road -system (cp Pol. 657). At

Laodiceia the great eastern highway met three other roads :

(i) from the SE., from Attnleia and Perga ; (2) from the NW.,
the important road from Sardis and Philadelpheia ; (3) from the

NE., from Dorylaeum and northern Phrygia. The city was thus

marked out as a commercial and administrative centre. It was the

meeting-place of the Cibyratic conventus, and a banking-centre

(Cicero proposes to cash there his treasury bills of exchange Ad
Jiai. 3 5, pecunia quie ex publica permutatione debetur. Cp
id. Ad Att.5is). To this financial side of the city s repute
refers Rev. 3 18 ( I counsel thee to buy of me gold tried in the

fire ). Laodiceia also became great as a manufacturing town.

The fine glossy black native wool (of the colour called
&amp;lt;copafrjs,

Str. 578) was made into garments of various shapes and names,
and into carpets.

1 A reference to this trade is found in Rev. 3 18

( I counsel thee to buy of me . . . white raiment [i/uana Aeuica

not the dark garments of native manufacture]). The town
thus rapidly grew rich. Although it was passed over in 26 A.D.

as not sufficiently important to be selected as the site of a

temple to Tiberius (Tac. Ann. 455), it needed no help from
the imperial exchequer in order to repair the havoc wrought by
the great earthquake 2 of 60 A.D. (Tac. Ann. 1^27, propriis

opibus rmaluit). Hence the boast in Rev. 3 17 ( I am rich,

and increased with goods, and have need of nothing ).

Asklepios (/Esculapius) enjoyed great honour at

Laodiceia. He is there the Grecised form of the native

deity, Men Karos, whose temple was at Attouda, some
12 m. to the West (cp NEOCOROS). It was connected

with a great school of medicine. That Laodiceia

identified itself with this worship is clear from its coins,

which under Augustus have the staff of Asklepios en

circled by serpents, with the legend ZeDts or ZeDiS

4&amp;gt;iAa\i;0T7S : Zeuxis and Alexander Philalethes were two
directors of the school. The expression in Rev. 3i8

( eye-salve to anoint thine eyes with, that thou mayest
see

1

RV) refers to the Phrygian powder (retftpa. &amp;lt;bpvyia)

used to cure weak eyes. We may infer that this was made
at Laodiceia, and that the Laodicean physicians were

skilful oculists. Thus the three epithets poor and blind

and naked in Rev. 3 17, are carefully selected with refer

ence to three conspicuous features in the life of the city.

Of the history of Christianity in Laodiceia little is

known. From Col. 2i
( /or them at Laodicea, and for

as many as have not seen my face in the flesh
),

it is

clear that at the time of writing Paul was not personally
known to the bulk of the converts at Laodiceia. This

inference is by no means irreconcilable with Acts 19 1

[on the expression TO. dvurepiKo. fJ-fpT],
the upper coasts

AV, the upper country RV, see GALATIA, 7, col.

1596, and PHRYGIA, 4]. The foundation of the Laodi

cean church must be traced to Paul s activity in Ephesus
(Acts 18 19 19 10, so that all they which dwelt in Asia

heard the word
).

The actual founder of the church

would appear to have been Epaphras (Col. 17 4i2/. ).

From Col. 4 16 we gather that Paul wrote also to

Laodiceia when he wrote to Colossoe ; but the Laodicean

epistle is lost unless we accept the view that it is the

extant Epistle to the Ephesians (cp COLOSSI ANS, 14).

The epistle, extant in Latin, entitled Epistola ad
Laodicenses, is a forgery.

3 The subscription to i Tim.
The first to Timothy was written from Laodicea

AV is also false.

The site of Laodiceia (mod. Eski-Hissar, the Old
Castle

)
is now quite deserted; the ruins are many

but not striking. The old city has served as a quarry
for Denizli, a large Turkish town at the foot of the

Baba Dagh, about 6 m. to the southward.

Ramsay, in his Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygia, \ 32 jff.

34I./I 2512 542^, etc., gives nearly all that is known of
Laodiceia and the Lycus valley generally,

Literature, with map of Laodiceia. Map of the Lycus
valley in his Church in the Rom. Einp.ip), 472.

See also Anderson, in/aurn. ofHellenic Studies, 1897, pp. 404^,
and Weber, Jahrb. des arch. Instituts, 1898. w. J. W.
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LASEA
LAPIDOTH, RV LAPPIDOTH (niTS

1

?, as if
i

torches or [cp D^TS?, Ex. 20 18] lightning flashes ;

AA(J&amp;gt;[e]iAo&amp;gt;6 [BAL]), husband of DEBORAH (Judg. 44).
There is reason, however, to suspect that both Deborah
and Lappidoth may be corruptions, the former of
the name of the centre of the clan of Saul

( Ephrath i. e. ,

Jerahmeel ;
see SAUL, i), the latter of PALTIEL, the

origin of which was of course unknown when the

Deborah legend was elaborated. The narratives in

Judg. 4 and Josh. 11, and the song in Judg. 5, have in

fact most probably undergone considerable transforma
tion. See SHIMRON-MERON, SISERA. T. K. c.

LAPIS LAZULI (Rev. 21 19 RVme-), the name by
which a well-known blue mineral (mainly silicate of

aluminium, calcium, and sodium), the source of ultra

marine, has since the Arabian period been designated ;

1

it is now brought chiefly from SW. Siberia, through
Persia and Turkestan. To the Greeks it was known as

ffdirfaipos, to the Hebrews as vsp, sappir (see SAP

PHIRE), to the Assyrians and Babylonians (most prob
ably) as the ukmi-slor\e, to the Egyptians as the hspd.
It was prized alike for personal ornaments and for archi

tectural decoration. A large number of Egyptian objects
of luxury made from it have been preserved ; various

Assyrian seal-cylinders, inscribed tablets, and the like,

in lapis lazuli, are also known (1450 B.C. onwards).
Rurnaburias of Babylonia sends to Naphuria of Egypt
(i.e., Amenhotep IV.) two minas of ?//?7-stone and a
necklace of 1048 gems and uknu-siones. There is

frequent mention of uknii in the Statistical Table
of Thotmes III. (KPI^ff.}, and Rameses III. is so

rich in uknu that he can offer pyramids of it in his

temple at Medinet Habu. It was one of the seven

stones placed as amulets and ornaments on the breast

of the Babylonian kings, and was used to overlay the

highest parts of buildings. It is sometimes called

ukne-sade (uknu of the mountains), and Esarhaddon

specially mentions the mountains of Media and the

neighbouring regions as sources of the ~uknii. The

inscriptions at ed-Deir el-Bahri speak of it as brought
from the land of Punt.

See Am. Tab. 84042 15 n ; KBZbvo; Del. Ass. HWB,
s.v. uknii ; Wi. AOF\ 150160 271 ; \VMM, As. u. Eur. 278;

OLZ, Feb. 1899. p. 39 ; Peters, Nippur, 2 132 143 195 210 240.

LAPWING (nQ 3-n), Lev. 11 19 Dt. 14i8 AV, RV
HOOPOE (q.v. ).

LASEA (Acts 278, rroAic AAC&amp;lt;MA [AACEA WH,
after B]: noAlC &A&CC& [A], AACC&amp;lt;M& [N*]. A&ICC&amp;lt;\

[N
c
], A&amp;lt;\CIA [minusc. ap. Ti.] ; Vg. THALASSA [tol

THALAssiA ; codd. ap. Lachm. THASLASSA, or THAS-

SALA~\}. From Acts we learn that it was near (tyyvs)
Fair Havens, and the configuration of the coast there

abouts restricts us to the N. or the E. There was prob
ably frequent communication between the town and
Paul s ship, which lay for much time at FAIR HAVENS
(q. v.

}.
The ruins of Lasea were discovered, apparently,

by Captain Spratt, in 1853. They were first examined
and described by the Rev. G. Brown in 1856. The site

lies about a mile NE. of Cape Leoit(d}a (=A^ovra), a

promontory resembling a lion couchant, 4 or 5 m. E.

of Fair Havens. According to Mr. Brown, the peas
ants still call the place Lasea. This position agrees
with that given to a place called Lisia, which in the

Peutitiger Tables is stated to be 16 m. from Gortyna
(see Hoeck, Kreta\t,\i, but cp Winer 81

, 5, n. 55).
The- true name, according to Bursian (GVftor. 2567), is

Alassa, and the place is identical with the AXai of the

Stadiasmus AJed. 322, and the Alos or Lasos of Pliny

(//AM 12) ; but Bursian is in error in identifying the

remains near Cape Leonda as those of Leben, one of

the ports of Gortyna (Strabo 478), and in putting Lasea
on the islet now called Traphos which lies close to the

coast a little to the NE. of Fair Havens.

1 Laziward,o{PeTS. origin, whence also our azure
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LASHA
See James Smith, Voyage and SkifWKk ofSt. Paul, 4th ed.,

83, 268f. with map ; Falkener in Jlfus. ofClass. Ant. 1852, Sept.

p. 287. For coins with legend WaAao-aewv, cp Head, Hist.

Mum. 386. W. J. W.

LASHA (I -y, pausal form
; AACA [EL] ; AACA

[A ), or rather Lesha, a frontier city of Canaan (i.e., on

the W. side of the Jordan), Gen. 10 igf. Jerome (Qucest.

in lib. Gen.
)
and the Targum identify it with Callirrhoe,

a. place famous for its hot springs, near the W&dy Zerka

Main, on the E. side of the Dead Sea (see Seetzen s

account in Ritter, Erdkunde, 15 575^)- The situation

of Callirrhoe, however, is unsuitable. Halevy proposes
to read

jit?

1

?, lASon, which is used in Josh. 152 of the

southern end of the Dead Sea (Recherches bibliques, 8 164) ;

but the article would in this case be indispensable. Sey-
bold

(
ZA T \\ , 1896, p. 3 18/:) actually identifies Lesha

with Zoar (also called Bela), which, as the southern point

of the Fentapolis, seems to him to be naturally expected
in such a context. Wellhausen (CH 15) maintains that

we should read cc&amp;gt;S, Lesham the letters j;
and D have

a close resemblance in their Palmyrene form. In this

case, the border of the Canaanites is given thus from

Sidon to Gaza, from Gaza to the Dead Sea, and from

the Dead Sea to Lesham i.e., Dan (cp LESHEM).
Most probably, however, the original text referred to

the Kenites or Kennizzites (not to the Canaanites), and

the border was drawn from Missur (not Zidon
)
to

Gerar and Gaza (?), and in the direction of Sodom and

Gomorrah as far as Eshcol (?) i.e., perhaps Halusah.

. T. K. C.

LASHARON, RV Lassharon (|iTJ
;

7; THC Apu&amp;gt;K (?)

[B], om. A, AeCApUJN [L]), a royal city of Canaan,

mentioned with Aphek, Josh. 12 18 (EV). ^?D, king

(of), before
p&quot;VJv

is, however, probably an interpola

tion ; it is not represented in (55. Thus the true sense

will be, the king of Aphek in the (plain of) Sharon

(see APHEK). Those who retain the MT suggest that

Lasharon may be the modern Sarona [SW. of Tiberias.

Kautzsch, HS, renders MT the king of Sharon.

Observe, however (i) that
jntrS iVa should mean gram

matically one of the kings of Sharon (see Ges. -Kau.

129 c}, and (2) that Sarona, as a place-name, is

probably a late echo of the older name of a district

(see SHARON, 2). &amp;lt;S in Josh. 129-24, gives twenty-nine

kings, MT thirty -one. It is more likely that the

original writer made thirty.] w. R. s.

LASTHENES (AAc6eN[e]i dat. [ANY], -H c [Jos.]),

the minister of Demetrius II. Nicator (see DEMETRIUS,

2), who was ordered to lighten the fiscal burdens of the

Jews. A copy of the order was also forwarded to

Jonathan the Maccabee (see MACCABEES i., 5), and

appears in i Mace. 1130^ in a form closely akin to that

in Josephus Ant. xiii. 4g[ I26-I3O]).
1 From Josephus

(Ant. xiii. 4s) it would seem that Lasthenes was a Cretan

who had raised a number of mercenaries (cp CRETE, col.

955) w tn which Demetrius had been able to commence
his conquest of Syria. The honorific titles bestowed

upon him in i Mace. 11 31 f. (a\.&amp;lt;yyfvris, irar-^p ;
see

CoirsiN, FATHER) testify to his high position, which

(compare 10 69 74*2) may have been that of governor of

Coelesyria, or grand vizier of the kingdom (cp Camb.
Bib. ad loc.

). Later, when quietness had been gained,

the whole of the army of Demetrius was disbanded

(probably at the instigation of Lasthenes) with the

exception of the foreign forces from the isles of the

gentiles (11 38),* a circumstance which gave rise to

widespread dissatisfaction ; see, further, ANTIOCHUS 4 ;

TRYPHON.
1 The most noteworthy differences are (a) v. 37, tv opti r&amp;lt;3

oyi u) as compared with the pieferable TOV ayiov ifpoO [Jos. 128]

opft apparently a cortuplion of tcpu, and (6) v. 38, at 5vya /uei?

ai oirb rStv iraripiav as against aTpaTio&amp;gt;Tu)f [Jos. 8 130] the

reading of Mace, being apparently a doublet with vn!3N read

for vmMax (as m 10 7 J t see MACCABEES^ FIRST, 3 end]).
2

Jos. 129, no doubt correctly, oi . . ix Kprjnjs.
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LATTICE
LATCHET HIT , Is. 5 27 ; IMAC, Mk. 1 7 etc.

).
See

SHOES.

LATIN (POOMAICTI) Jn. 19 ^o. See ROMAN EMPIRE.

LATTICE. Although the manufacture and use of

glass (more particularly for ornamental purposes) was

,

,

2. Hebrew

known to the civilisations of the East from
S6

, the earliest times (see GLASS, i), we are

without evidence of the employment of

glass-panes in the construction of windows. Indeed, no

openings such as windows were at any time common
a fact which finds sufficient explanation in climatic con

siderations. In Assyria and Babylonia, to avoid open
ings of any kind in the outer walls, the ancient architects

used doorways reaching to ten or more feet in height,

which were intended to light and ventilate the rooms as

well as to facilitate the movements of their inhabitants

(Place, Ninive, 1313, see Per. -Chip. , Art in Chald.

\i&f&amp;gt;ff.}.
In Egypt, again, the openings were small

but admitted of being closed with folding valves,

secured . . . with a bolt or bar, and ornamented with

carved panels or coloured devices (
Wilk. Anc. Eg. \ 363,

cp illustr. p. 362, fig. 132). Of the construction of the

house among the ancient Hebrews we know but little

(see HOUSE) ;
the etymology, however, of some of the

terms employed for certain parts
l
suggests constructions

of lattice work, such as have happily not yet disappeared.
2

At the present day the windows looking out tosvards

the street are small, closely barred, and at a consider

able height from the ground. In the olden times

these windows seem to have looked over the street,

and in the case of houses built upon the city- wall

offered an easy escape into the surrounding country (cp

Josh. 2 15 2 Mace. 819). Cp HOUSE, 2.

The OT words correctly rendered in EV lattice or window*

are four, to which TTTiS, mehcziih (EV light

i.e., light-openine, window) in i K.
~

i, f.
names. lnav be added. Of three other words (nos. 5-7)

AY mistakes the meaning.

(1) TV2.^X t
ariMdh (cp Ar. arata, to tie [a knot] ), EV

windowj used of the latticed openings of a dove-cote (Is. 60s

r[e]oo[&amp;lt;r]os [BHA. etc.]), of the sluices of the sky (Gen. 7 n, etc.

Ka.TappaK.Tris [in Is. 24 18 Svpis]), and metaphorically of the eyes
(Eccl. 12 3 OTTJJ). On Hos. 13 3 (ica7ri&amp;lt;o6ox&amp;gt;) [AO.*] ; Saxpvuf [B]

comes from axptSuv [Compl.] i.e., n3&quot;]K ;
EV chimney ), see

COAL, S 3.

(2) jiWl, hallon, Ovpis, EV window, Gen. 26 8 Josh. 2 15

Judg. 528 Jer. 22 14 (where read vjiSn with Mich., Hi., etc.),

not necessarily a mete opening (SSrii to bore, perforate), since

2 K. 13 17 shows that it could be opened and shut, but probably
an opening provided with a movable covering of lattice-work

(cp 3:ciX
)

3
lattice, Judg. 5 28* Pr. V 6 [where AV casement ]).

3lSn m i K. 64 is very probably the bet hilltini, place of

openings 01 fortified poitico, an architectural expression used

by Sargon (Khars, idif., cp A j9248) as a W. Palestinian term
for tit tifpilti (see FORTKF.SS, col. 1557, and references in Muss-

Am., Ass. HWB s. v. xilant). In i K. I.e., n 3 seems to be

identical with or possibly a portion of the D/1N in v. 3.

(3) D inn (pi.), hdrakkim, Ct. 2 9, cp N3in in Tgg. for pWl.

(4) J
?3 (pi.), kawwln, Dan. 6 10 [u], Aramaic.

To these AV adds

(s) Dfe CC* (pi-), sfMiisi&amp;gt;tA, Is. 54 is; but see BATTLEMENT,
FORTRESS, col. 1557 . i.

(6) rjgs?, sekeph, i K. V 5 (cp C EpS 64*5), a. difficult word

which seems rather to denote a cross-beam (RVnijr. with
beams ) ; and

(7) -Hi, sohar, Gen. 6 t6 (in P s description of the ark). AV
may be nearly right though, in spite of the support given to the

rendering opening for light by Tg., Pesh., Vulg., etc., many
scholars now render roof e.g., RVnig., Budde, and Ball;
Ges.-Buhl and others who compare Ar. zahr. Ass. seru (in Am.

1

&quot;IJ3i;
, lattice, i K. 1 2, IICTV&amp;lt;OIO [15L], SLKTVOV [A], see

NET, 5; and H31K (only in plur., except in Hos. 183), see

above (i).
2 See Baed.Pl xli. One must po to the more remote parts of

Arabia to escape from glass window-panes altogether (Doughty,
Ar. Des. 1 286).

a On etymology, cp Moore Judg. ad loc. In Judg. TofncoK[B],
fillCTUUJTTJ [AL].
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LAYER
Tab. su ru), back. It is doubtful, however, whether this

comparison is legitimate, (a) The meaning of the Heb. root

~\7TX &quot;inl,
to shine, is well-established.

(/&amp;lt;) Jensen more safely

connects Ass. sei u with
~)W1&amp;gt;,

neck (Kosmol. 28, n. i) ; and

(c) there is no support for a word like
-|rtx&amp;gt; roof, in the

Babylonian Deluge-story. has eviyvvayuiv, which is not a

rendering of &quot;13S (Schleusner, Ball, and others) but a corrupt ion

of KOLitvo&o\riv. Josephus (Ant. \. 82) mentions a roof
(opo&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;o&amp;lt;;),

but is silent about the window, which in fact seems to be

usually passed over in the accounts of the ark contained in the
various deluge-legends (see DELUGE, 20, . 5), though, to be

sure, J incidentally refers to a window. 1 For RV s rend.

Might, i.e., a great light-opening, cp Symm., Sia&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;a.vf&amp;lt;;. [On
the whole it may be best to read H3&quot;IX (cp &amp;lt;5, reading as above).

Pasek in MT warns us to criticise the text. Cp PSBA 23 141.
T. K. C.J

LAYER. 2 Solomon s temple (see TEMPLE), besides

its sea of bronze (see SEA, MOLTEN), had also ten

. _ _. bronze lavers Mil s ;
see POT, and cp

1. In Kings.
COALS, 3, FURNACE, i [2] ; Xoimfc

(55, but in Kings xirr/36/cai Xos [AL-07] ^S- labrum?
but four times Inter, once lebes, and twice concha

).
The

passage in i K. (Tzy-sg)
4

is evidently in great confusion ;

and but little help in the elucidation of the wholly inade

quate details in MT s description can be obtained either

from @ (7 i-zff-} or from Josephus (Ant. viii. 36). The

figures in Stade (GF71 338 34o/.), Nowack (HA l^f.},
and Ben/.inger (HA 2 52 ff. ; Kon. 49) may assist vague
conjecture as to what may have been the appearance of

structures which obviously none of the describers had
ever seen.

Fresh light, however, has been thrown on the whole passage
(i Ki. 7 27-39) by Stade s new discussion in ZA TIV 21 (1901),

pp. 145-192, mainly through discoveries of bronze chariots in

Cyprus. The undersetters (RV for nsns) and the stays
(nT) are now intelligible, and so too is the construction of the
mouths of the lavers. Klostermann s excision of vv. 34-36

is found to be inadequate to the explanation of the present state

of the text, which has arisen by the interweaving of two parallel
accounts.

1. Of the lavers themselves all we are told is that they were of

bronze, four cubits (six feet) in diameter, and that they had a
cubic capacity of forty baths (90,000 cubic in., 52 cubic ft.).

Thus they must have been about 2 ft. in depth and when filled

with water their contents alone (325 gallons) must have weighed
about r \ tons. 5

2. Each laver with its foot rested on a base. Of these

bases (nij DC, mckSnoth ; jnex a&amp;gt;1&quot; ^
&amp;gt; bases) also we have no

satisfactory description. Each of them was four (, Jos., five)
cubits long, four (Jos., five)cubits broad, and three (, Jos., six)
cubits high. Each consisted of n\-\}j,(misg-erotli ; ovyK\ei&amp;lt;nov,

&amp;lt;TvyK\eio-/j.a.Ta)
and

n&amp;lt;y?p (Jtflaiilm ; efe^ofitva) ;
but how these

words should be rendered is quite uncertain. 6 Ben/inger argues
with some plausibility that the s labbim were the primary
elements in the quadrilateral structure, and the misgeroth only
secondary. The misgerotli were decorated with lions, oxen,
and cherubim.

3. Each base rested on solid brazen wheels ij cubits in

diameter; the axles of these wheels moved myddoth hands or

stays which projected from the lower part of the base and
were of the same piece with it.

4. The ten lavers as described in Kings were ranged
five on the right side and five on the left side of the house

facing eastward. According to 2 K. 1617 king Ahaz
(see Benzinger) cut up the mlkonoth and removed the

misgSroth. Presumably if the lavers themselves re

mained they stood at a lower elevation than formerly.

Perhaps, however, the bases were renewed, since they
are said to have been broken in pieces by the army

1 In J the words for window and roof are p^n (Gen. 86)

and nppn ( covering 8 13) respectively. Mr. S. A. Cook sug.

gests that 6 16 may contain the statement that openings were to

be made upon the first, second, and third stories e.g., iTnnEI

131 D t
Pj ?ns3 ^3. For the anticipatory pronominal suffix in

n3, cp Josh. 1 26 Jer. 51 56 Ezek. 41 25, etc.

2 Fr. lavoir, I,at. laziatoriunt.
3

i.e., iavabrutit.
* Contrast the bare notice in 2 Ch. 4 14.
5
Josephus, however (Ant. viii. 36, 85), makes them 4 cubits

(6 ft.) in depth, and thus of much larger capacity.
6 See for example Vg. of v. 28 f. : et ipsum opus basium

intenasile erat et scttlptuiae inter junctures, et inter coronulas
et plectas leones, etc
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LAW AND JUSTICE
of Nebuchadrezzar (2 K. 25i3i6= Jer. 52i72o;

J
cp Jer.

27 19). What their function was is not stated in MT.
Josephus, who must at least have known the arrange
ments of the temple of his own day, says that the lavers

were for cleansing the entrails of the animals sacrificed,

and also their feet (?).

On the probable mythological significance of the

lavers, see SEA [MOLTEN].
The laver (Jos. Ant. iii. 63 irepippavT-ripiov) of Ex.

30i8 28 35 16 388 39 39 40? n, Lev. 8n (all P) stood on
_ - p its foot

(js,
(5 /Mcrts, Jos. icpijTris ; basis)

between the door of the tabernacle and the

altar. The laver belongs wholly to one of the later

strata of P. (See Dr. Introd.(^, 38 ; Addis, Doc. Hex.

2276, etc., and the Oxf. Hex.) Its dimensions or shape
are nowhere stated; it is said (Ex. 388) to have been
made out of the mirrors of the women (a very late

Haggadic addition, thinks Wellhausen), and its use was
for Aaron and his sons to wash their hands and feet

therein when they entered the tabernacle.

When we compare the account of the tabernacle in P with the

(very late) description of Solomon s temple in i K. it seems
cuiious that the laver and its bases should be left undescribed in

P ; the case is reversed with the golden candlestick : perhaps we
may conclude that the laver and the candlestick were one.

Moreover, it may be worth noting that the use of only one laver
in P when contrasted with the ten in i K. finds an analogy in the
CANDLESTICK [y.v., i]. See further SCAFFOLD.
(See Ohnefalsch-Richter, Kypros, Taf. 134

; also his notes on
p. 449.)

LAW AND JUSTICE
Law and custom ( i). Administration ( 8-10).
Effect of settlement ( 2_/.). Punishment ( 11-13).
Written laws ( 4-6). Private law [property, etc.] (T4-
Oral law ( 7). Bibliography ( 19). [18).

Law is, originally, custom. As has been already
shown under GOVERNMENT (esp. 9), the old tribal

, , system knew no legislative authority, no
. persons holding superior power whose

will and command were looked upon as

law or as constituting right. This does not, however,

imply a condition of arbitrary lawlessness ; on the

contrary, tribal custom formed a law and a right of

the most binding character. Its authority was much
more powerful than that established by any mere

popular custom in modern society. To break loose

from tribal custom was, practically, to renounce the

family and tribal connection altogether ; any gross
infraction of that custom was necessarily followed by
expulsion from the tribe and deprivation of all legal

right and protection. Further, it is to be remembered
that in virtue of the intimate relation between the tribe

and its god, every tribal custom is at the same time a

religious custom i.e.
, compliance with it is looked

upon as a duty to the divinity by whom the custom is

upheld. This was felt perhaps more keenly in Israel,

than amongst other peoples ;
law and righteous

ness were the special concern of Yahwe ;
in his name

justice was dispensed and to him were all legal ordin

ances referred. To a certain extent also Yahwe was the

creator of the law. Through his servants the priests,

he gave his decisions (nnin, toroth), which were to a

large degree instructions on points of right. Such a

divine utterance naturally becomes a law, in accord

ance with which other cases of the same kind are

afterwards decided. When viewed in this light the

fact to our modern ideas so surprising- that all

violations of religious observance are looked upon
as crimes against the law and as ranking in the same

category with civil offences, becomes intelligible. The

worship of the tribal god forms a part, by no means
the least important part, of the tribal custom ; no dis

tinction between worship and other integral parts of tribal

custom is perceived.
In this connection we must bear in mind that even before

the monarchy Israel had attained a certain degree of unity

1 The reference in Jer. 52 20 to the twelve brasen bulls under
the bases is apparently due to a confusion with the sea.
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in matters of law ; not in the sense that it possessed a written
law common to all the tribes, or a uniform organisation for the

pronouncing of legal judgments, but in the sense that along
with a common god it had a community of custom and of feeling
in matters of law. This community of feeling can be traced back
very far ; it is not so done in Israel, and folly in Israel, which
ought not to be done, are proverbial expressions reaching back to

quite early times (Gen. 34 7 Josh. 7 15 Judg. 19 23 20 10 2 S. 13 12).

The settlement in Western Palestine, so important in

all respects, was peculiarly important in its effect on the

development of law. From the

nature of the case the law had to

te greatly extended - The new cir-

cumstances raised new legal problems.
For one thing, the conception of private property has
for peasants settled on the land a significance quite
different from that which it possesses for nomads.

Property with the Bedouin is uncertain ; it may be gained
and lost in a night ;

for peasants a certain security of

ownership is indispensable. Again, with the settlement

on the land a certain differentiation of ranks and classes

became inevitable.

To the Bedouin social distinctions in our sense of the word
are unknown ; within the tribe all are brothers ; no one is

master and no one is servant. Life in village and town soon

brings with it great distinctions. Rich and poor become
high and low, and the protection of the poor and of the alien

becomes a pressing task for the new system of law.

To these considerations it has to be added that, by
the settlement, the bonds of clanship came to be

gradually loosened, and their place taken, so far, by
local unions (see GOVERNMENT, 15) ; upon this there

naturally followed a weakening of the power which tribal

custom had exercised through the family. The individual

was not so dependent on the community ; he could with

greater ease break loose from the restraints of custom.

A certain relaxation of discipline began to make itself

felt. The later view, therefore, which characterised the

period of the judges as one of lawlessness (Judg. 176 etc.)
is partly correct. Custom had lost its old power and

required the support of some external authority.
The first step towards meeting this requirement was

when, by the settlement, the heads of clans and com-

3 Fixed
mumt es

(
see GOVERNMENT, 16), gradu-

. . , . ally acquired the character of a superior

authority which could be regarded as having
been appointed by Yahwe and could thus come forward
with a claim to legal powers. Their judicial utterances
had no longer merely a moral authority ; they had
behind them the weight of the whole community, which
was interested in giving them effect. The development
of a kind of public law was thus possible. In one
instance at all events this is plainly seen viz. , in the
case of the penalty for manslaughter. Under the tribal

system vengeance upon the manslayer is purely the

affair of the avenger of blood -i.e., the family: the

support of the tribe at large is involved only in cases
where the slayer belongs to another tribe. In settled

communities, however, the supreme authority must,
from a very early date, have begun to recognise it as

falling within its domain on the one hand to guarantee
security of life, and, on the other, gradually to displace
the perilous custom of blood revenge by itself taking
in hand the punishment of the slayer.

This advance towards the formation of an outside authority
was at first by no means an adequate substitute for the un
qualified power of custom which it sought to displace, and
this insufficiency showed the need of fuller political organisation.
There must be an organisation that would render possible or

guarantee the development and consistent administration of a
uniform system of law.

The monarchy provided a system of uniform common
law by furnishing a regular tribunal and by supporting
with its authority the ancient customs and legal practices.
The king and his officials were no legislators ; in fact

for a considerable time after the establishment of the

monarchy there was no real law at all in the modern
sense. The judicial decisions of the king and his

officials were determined simply by the ancient cus

tomary practice, and some time, it would seem, passed
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before even this law was codified, although doubtless
it may have been common from an early date for single

legal decrees to be publicly posted up, for example, at

the sanctuaries. The first attempt at a comprehensive
collection of legal precepts and a book of laws is prob
ably to be found in what is known as the Book of the

Covenant, dating probably from the ninth century
(Ex. 2024-2819 ; cp HEXATEUCH, 14, LAW LITERA
TURE, 6-9).
A single glance shows that the appearance of the

Book of the Covenant was not the introduction of a new

4 Book of the
aw t *ie kk was a sett i ng down in

Covenant
wr l ng f long-current legal practices.
It nowhere enunciates great legal prin

ciples, or attempts to exhibit an abstract system of

law, with a view to its application to concrete cases ;

it is merely a collection of individual legal decisions.

Its origin is clear. Either the frequent repetition
of similar decisions had given rise to an established

precedent, or a single decision had been given by a
divine Torah in either case with the same result, that
a fixed rule was established. Hence is explained the
nature and scope of the contents of the collection.

It deals exclusively with the circumstances and in

cidents of every-day life
; such matters as the legal

position of slaves, injuries to life or limb resulting
from hostility or carelessness, damage to property,
whether daughter or slave, cattle or crop. The ruling

principle is still that of the jus talionis. Trade or
commerce as yet there is none at least no laws are

required for its regulation. That ordinances for the
divine worship and general ethical precepts for the
humane treatment of widows and strangers should
also be included and placed on the same level will be

readily understood after what has been said above
( i).

Still, a distinction is made between jus and fas at

least in so far as the form of decree in the mispdtim
(ethical and legal) differs from that in the dlbdrim

(relating to religion and worship).
The object of this codification probably was to

secure a greater degree of uniformity in adjudication
and punishment. It is matter for surprise that we are

nowhere informed by whom this collection was intro

duced as an official law-book or whether it was ever so

introduced at all. If what we are told regarding
Jehoshaphat s legal reforms (2 Ch.

1?9&amp;gt;
comes from a

good source, it would be natural to think of him in this

connection (see Benzinger, Comm. on 2 Ch. 179^).
On the other hand, it is also equally possible that

the Book of the Covenant was never an official law-
book (like Dt.

)
at all, that it was simply a collection

undertaken privately (perhaps in priestly circles). As
containing only ancient law and no new enactments,
such a collection would need no kind of official intro

duction but gradually come to be tacitly and universally
accepted.
With the law of D the case is different ; it was

brought in as the law of the state by a solemn act in

6. Thelawof D.
th
h
e l8

.

th
&amp;gt;

ear
,

of J siah
&amp;lt;

621 B
:
c

-&amp;gt;

when king and people made a solemn
covenant pledging themselves to its faithful observ

ance (see 2 K. 23 1 ff. ).
This accords well with the fact

that Dt. claims to be more than a mere compilation of

the ancient laws ; it comes before us as a new system.

Though in form and in contents alike it connects itself

very closely with the Book of the Covenant, its literary

dependence on it being unmistakable, it nevertheless,
as a law-book, marks a great advance in comparison
with the other, inasmuch as it embodies an attempt to

systematise both the civil and the ecclesiastical law
under a single point of view, that of the unique relation

ship of God to his people. The norm for determining
what is right and what is wrong is no longer merely
ancient law and custom : the supreme principle is now
the demand for holiness. As a consequence, much of

what has long been established law must disappear ; in
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the sphere of worship, indeed, the law-book has ex

pressly in view nothing less than a thorough -going
reform. In spirit the legislation is characterised by its

humanity ;
humanitarian ordinances of all sorts, pro

visions for the poor and for servants, for widows and

orphans, for levites and strangers, have a large place.

The priestly law in like manner, after the exile, was

introduced much as D had been (Neh. 8-10). This

law aims only at the regulation of

worship ; law and ethics in the broader

sense are purposely left alone ; the

constitution now given to the community everywhere

presupposes a state organisation and civil rights. It is

only exceptionally that matters belonging to the domain
of law properly so called are dealt with, and even in

these instances that is done only in so far as the

questions are connected with the hierocratic system of P.

Within P, the law of holiness (H) forms a separate col

lection (Lev. 17-26 and some other isolated precepts ;

cp HEXATEUCH, ibfr, LAW LITERATURE, 15,

LEVITICUS, 13-23), though it does not seem ever to

have received separate recognition, but only to have come
into currency in conjunction with the Priestly Law as

a whole. As distinguished from P, H includes ethical

and legal enactments (especially Lev. 19
),

which are

made from the point of view of the holiness of the

people, as in Dt. (the mild humanity of which it also

shares).
The tordh, however, the written and official law,

related only to a small part of civil life. Alongside of

if fi 1
T it was still l6^ ample room for the play

of ancient consuetudinary law. It is

much to be regretted that in the literature which has

come down to us we have no codification of this con

suetudinary law in the form into which it had developed
at the time of the introduction of the Priestly Law, and
in which it is presupposed by that law. For long
afterwards it continued to be handed down only by oral

tradition, and even amongst the scribes of a later epoch
there was still strong reluctance to commit the Haldchdh
to writing.
The further development of law was the main business of the

scribes. The tordh continued to be the immovable found
ation ; the task that remained was, either by casuistical inter

pretation of the written law or by determination of the con

suetudinary law, to fill up the blanks of the tordh and bring
into existence new precepts. The law thus arrived at which
in authority soon came to rank alongside of the written tordh
was comprehensively termed hiildchdh (consuetudinary law).
As it gained in authority the scribes, though not formally recog
nised as lawgivers, gradually came to be such in point of fact.

The results of their legislative activity are embodied in the
Mishna. This rests, however, on an older work of the period of
R. Akiba b. Joseph (circa 110-135 A.D.), under whose influence
it probably was that the hdldchdh hitherto only orally handed
down first came to be codified. From what has been said it will

be evident that the Mishna may very well contain many frag
ments of ancient legal custom, but that it would he hopeless to

attempt with its help to reconstruct the old consuetudinary
Hebrew law as this existed (say) in the Persian or in the Grecian

period.
1 (Cp LAW LITERATURE, 22./C)

All jurisdiction was originally vested in the family.
The father of a family had unlimited powers of punish-

8. Judiciary ,

n
,

ient
&amp;lt;

G
f
n 382

&amp;lt;

CP
?&amp;lt; ?1

&amp;lt;W ith

,
_

the coalescence of families into clans
S

^f,
em

and tribes (see GOVERNMENT, 4) a

portion of the family jurisdiction neces

sarily also passed over to the larger group, and was
thenceforth exercised by the heads of the clan or

tribe. The old tradition in Israel was that the elders

acted also as judges. All three variants of the story
of the appointment of elders as judges (Ex. 1813^
Nu. 11 16^! Dt. 1 13 f. )

have this feature in common
that they place the elders alongside of Moses as his

helpers in the government of the people i.e. , in pro
nouncing judgments (in the gloss Dt. 1 15 the word is

quite correctly given as heads of tribes
).

The lighter
cases come up before the elders, whilst Moses reserves

the graver ones for himself. This judicial activity of

1 On the Rabbis and the Mishna see Schiir. GVI H., 25.
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the heads of tribes and clans we must, of course, regard,
not as an innovation, but as an ancient usage. The
tradition, however, is once more in accordance with the

facts of the case when, as alongside of and overruling every
human decision, the deity is regarded as the supreme
king -judge. The weightiest matters, those namely
with which human wisdom is unable to cope, come
before God ; for Moses dispenses law as the servant and
the mouth of God as a priest upon the basis of divine

decisions (see above, i). The people come to him
to inquire of God and he is their representative before

God, to whose judgment he submits the case (Ex.
18 15 19). The same conditions continued through
the later period ; alongside of the jurisdiction of the

tribal heads and of the judiciary officers that of God as

exercised through the priests was still maintained.

The entire position otherwise accorded to the elders

shows that their judicial activity was not the consequence

merely of an office with which they had been invested.

Their authority as a whole, and in particular their

judicial influence, was purely moral. In the main
therefore we find the same conditions as are even now
found to prevail among the Bedouins, and so far as the

present subject is concerned we may safely venture to

avail ourselves of what we know of these last to supple
ment the deficiencies of our information regarding
ancient Israel.

Amongst the Bedouins, also, then, it is within the competency
of the sheikh to settle differences ; but his judgment has no

compelling power : he cannot enforce it against the will of the

parties and cannot order the slightest punishment upon any
members of the tribe. The family alone can bring pressure to

bear on the members. Further, many tribes have, in addition,
a kadi, as a sort of judge of higher instance for graver cases ;

for this office men distinguished by their keenness of judgment,
love of justice, and experience in the affairs and customs of the

tribe, are chosen. As a rule the office of kadi continues within

the same family ; but even his judgment is not compulsory.
There is no executive authority provided for carrying it out. If

in the last resort a problem proves so involved that not even the

kadi is able to solve it, nothing remains but to resort to the

judgment of God (cp Burckhardt, Bern. 93 Jjf.)

As already remarked
( 2), after the settlement these

elders in their character as heads of the local commun
ities (zikne hair, Tj;n jpi) gradually acquired the powers
of a governing body (cp GOVERNMENT, 16). So far

as their jurisdiction was concerned, this meant that as

judges they acquired a certain executive power for

carrying out their judgments. How soon this develop
ment took place, and with what modifications in detail,

we do not know. Stories like those of the wise woman
of Tekoa (2 S. \*/.} and of the trial of Naboth (i K.

218^) prove the lact, at least for the period of the

earlier monarchy. Dt. knows of the elders as an

organised judicial institution. From the manner in

which the function of judging is assigned to them in

certain cases, it is clearly evident that the elders also had

executive powers (cp esp. Dt. 19 12 21 iff. 22 is./-)- l n

this executive capacity they act as representing the

entire body of the citizens ;
this finds expression, in the

case of death-penalty, in the fact that it is for the entire

community to carry out the sentence (Dt. 17 7). A
solitary exception is made in the punishment of murder ;

even long after the unrestricted right of private revenge
had been abolished, and trial of crimes against life had

been brought within the competency of the regular

courts, there survived a relic of the ancient deeply-

rooted custom which gave the avenger of blood the

right of personally carrying out the death sentence on

the murderer (Dt. 19 12).

(a) Elders. By inference from these facts we may
safely conclude that the judges presupposed by the

Book of the Covenant were in the first

9. Judges. instance the elders of the different localities

all the more so as the judicial competency of these

elders must in the earlier times have been still more

extensive than when the Book of the Covenant was

written. Singularly enough, the Book gives no sort of

indication of the composition of the tribunal, the forms
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of process, and so forth in this case also merely taking
for granted the continuance of long-established custom.

It may be permissible to hazard the conjecture that in con
nection with that dependent relation in which sometimes the

mral districts stood to the larger or metropolitan cities, the

jurisdiction of the city would extend also over its daughters
(EV suburbs ; cpNu. 21 25 3242 Josh. 1823 2817 n Judg. 1126).

As the passages cited alx&amp;gt;ve
( 8) show, the juris

diction of the elders continued to subsist under the

monarchy.

()3) The King. Alongside of the jurisdiction of the

elders, however, and to some extent limiting it, there

arose the jurisdiction of the king. The king was judge

par excellence (cp GOVERNMENT. 19). He constituted

a kind of supreme tribunal to which appeal could be

made where the judgment of the elders seemed faulty

(2 S. 144_^i ). Moreover, it was also open to the litigant

to resort to the king as first and only judge (2 S. 152^,
2 K. 15s), especially in difficult cases (i K. 3i6^
Dt. 179, see below [7]). Of this privilege of the king
some portion passed over to his officers also, who
administered the law in his name. Unfortunately we
have nothing to show how the jurisdiction of these

officers stood related to that of the elders in its details,

and whether (or how far) its range was limited. The
same has to be said of the judicial activity of the priests.

That they continued to possess judicial attributes is

implied both by the Book of the Covenant and by
Deuteronomy. Still, on this point an important differ

ence between the two books is unmistakable. In

the Book of the Covenant (Ex. 228 [7]), as in the ancient

consuetudinary law, what is contemplated in cases of

special perplexity is a divine decision, a torah of God
to be obtained at the sanctuary ; God was the judge.

(y) The Priests. In Ut. on the other hand (17g/.
19 15 ft) the priests, thelevites, as judicial officers con

stitute a sort of spiritual college of justice : the cause is

not decided by means of an oracle or divine judgment ;

the priests carefully investigate the case just like

other judges. The studious care with which the

sanctity of their judicial decisions is emphasised (17 10^! )

warrants the conjecture that the change is to be at

tributed to D, especially as, throughout, we are left with

the impression that D has it in view to enlarge the juris

diction of the priests as widely as possible, at the

expense of that of the elders. The elders retain

within their competency only a limited class of offences.

The offences in question are merely such matters as affect in

the first instance only the family a son s disobedience (21 i9_ff.),

slander spoken against a wife (22 13^), declinature of a levirate

marriage (25 1 ff.), manslaughter, and blood-revenge (19n^C,
21 1 jf.). Into the last-cited passage (21 5) a later hand has
introduced the priests as also taking part in the proceed
ings : for them Yahwe thy God has chosen to minister unto

him, and to bless in the name of Yahwe ; and according to their

word shall every controversy and every stroke be an interpo
lation which clearly shows in what direction lay the tendency
of this legislation and its subsequent development. That this

studious effort on the one side was viewed on the other with
little favour is shown by the fact that in the central ordinance

relating to the judicial function of priests (1&quot;8_^) the judge
is by an intetpolation placed on a level with the priests. The
simplest explanation is that it is the king who is intended here
and that the object was to save his supreme judicial authority
as against the pretensions of the Jerusalem priesthood (cp the

quite analogous interpolation of the judges in 19 17^).
The Chronicler carries back to Jehoshaphat the

establishment of a supreme court of justice in Jerusalem
and the appointment of professional judges in all the

cities (2 Ch. 19 4-11).

Though not absolutely incredible, the statement is rendered

(to say the least) somewhat improbable by the fact that in

this supreme court the high priest is represented as hav

ing the presidency in all spiritual, and the prince of the house
of Judah in all secular, causes (see Benzinger, Catm. on 2 Ch.

194 ff.). Apart from this, however, Dt. certainly seems to know
of the existence of the professional judges in the various cities

(16 18^.).

Ezekiel and P continue to advance logically along the

line laid down in D. In Ezekiel s ideal future state, in

which the king is but a shadowy figure almost entirely
divested of royal functions, judicial attributes are wholly

assigned to the priests (Ezek. 4424). That P also
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assigns the administration of the law, not to the secular

authority but to the piiests, is clear from the representa
tion of Chronicles according to which even David had

appointed 6000 levites as judges (
i Ch. 23 4, 26 29).

This theory, however, was never fully carried out.

In E/ra s time we meet, in the provincial towns, with pro
fessional judges who are drawn not from the priesthood but from
the ranks of the city elders (Ezra 725, 1014). There were
similar local courts throughout the country during the Greek
and Roman periods (Judith Ci6 etc. ; Jos. BJ ii. 24 i ; Shtbl*

ttk 104, SMA 13, Sank. 114 ; in Mt. 622 lOi? Mk. 189, it is to

these local synedria that reference is made). In localities of
minor importance it was certainly by the council of the elders

(cp Lk.73), the 0ovA?j, that judicial functions were exercised (cp

Jos., I.e.); in the large towns no doubt there may also have

been, over and above, special courts. In later times the rule

was that the smallest local tribunal had seven members (cp
GOVERNMENT, 31 ; also Schurer, Gl I 2\^/.). In large
centres there were courts with as many as twenty-three members ;

but in these, in certain cases (such as actions for debt, theft,

bodily injury, etc.) three judges formed a quorum (SanA. 1 i, 2, 3,

2 1). In certain cases priests had to be called in as judges
(.Sank. 1 3). On the great Sanhedrin and its jurisdiction see

GOVERNMENT, 31.

Judicial procedure was at all times exceedingly simple.

In an open place (Judg. 4s i S. 226), or under the

,. . . shadow of the city gate, the judges took
11

their seat (Dt. 21 19 22i 5 25 7 Am. 61215
pro ire. Ru 4l etc

)
In Jerusalem Solomon

erected a porch, or hall, of judgment, for his own

royal court of justice (NES.I cSix, i K. 7 7). Plaintiff

and defendant appeared personally, each for his own
case (Dt. 17s 21 20 25 1); on a charge being made
the judge could call for the appearance of the accused

(Dt. 258). Such an institution as that of a public

prosecutor was unknown ; the state or the community
in no case overstepped its judicial functions. In every
case it was for the aggrieved or injured person to bring
forward his complaint if he desired satisfaction. He
also had it in his choice, however, to resort to the

method of private arrangement, and refrain from coming
before the court ; in this event, the matter was at an

end, for no one else had an interest in bringing it into

court. When there is no complainant there is no judge.

The daysman is mentioned only in Job 9 33 (rrrV2).

The proceedings were as a rule by word of mouth,

though in later times written accusations also seem to

have been known (JobSlss/). The chief method of

proof was by the testimony of witnesses. The father,

indeed, who brought a stubborn and rebellious son

before the judge needed no such support (Dt. 21 &ff. ) ;

but in all other cases the law invariably demanded the

concurrent testimony of at least two persons ; on the

word of only one witness a crime could in no circum

stances be held as proven, still less any death-sentence

pronounced (Dt. 176 19 15 Nu. 35 3 Mk. 14s6^
Mt. 266o). According to Talmudic law (Shfbu oth 30^ ;

Bdbd Kammd 88a ; cp Jos. Ant. iv. 815) only free

men of full age were capable of bearing witness ; women
and slaves were incapacitated a rule, doubtless, in ac

cordance with ancient custom, although the OT is silent

on the subject. Whether the adjuration of witnesses

which is alluded to in general terms in P (Lev. 5i) was

an ancient practice, we cannot say. A false witness was

punished, according to the jus talionis, by the infliction

of the precise kind of evil he had intended to bring

upon his victim by his falsehood (Dt. 19i8^T). The

warnings so frequently repeated (as in Ex. 23 1 20 16),

such stories as that of Naboth (i K. 21), and the

remonstrances of the prophets, show that the evil of false

testimony was by no means rare.

Where, from the nature of the case, witnesses were not to be

had, the accused was put upon his oath (Ex. 226-ri [7-12]). In

specially obscure cases God was looked to for the discovery of

the guilty party (Ex. 228(7] S. 14 40.7: Josh. 7 14). The only
trace remaining in the later law of a divine ordeal (see

JKAI.OUSV, TKIAI. op)is in the case of a wife accused of adultery

(Nu. ;&amp;gt; n ff.). Torture, as a means of obtaining confessions,

was not employed ; the Herodian dynasty by whom it was

employed freely seem to have been &quot;the first to bring it into

ue(J&amp;lt;* ^/i- 30 2-5).

Judgment, in the earlier times pronounced orally, but
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later occasionally given in writing (Job 1326), was as a

rule carried out forthwith in presence of the judge

(\)i. JiiiH J. i. ); in case of a capital sentence the

witnesses wen- required to be the first to set about its

execution, and the whole community was expected to

take :m active p;nt I I &amp;gt;t. 17?)-

I liiu;li iii tin- paragraph! that follow, the various

l.iu . axe arranged according to their substance, it must
(miii the outset be clearly borne in mind that the

.mi ietit law of the Hebrews does not admit of close

. onelation with the Roman or with the modern systems
based on the Roman, and in particular that the sharp
distmt -tinii between penal and private law by which

these last were characterised does not admit of being
transferred to the former. One of the most striking

illustrations of this is to be found in the manner in

which theft is regarded by Hebrew law.

In Hebrew law the dominant principle is the jus
talionis an eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth

11 Penal law (Kx 21 2
)-

To urulerstand this

, _ ... properly, it has to be borne in mind
and Jus taltoniB. &amp;gt;

.

of d&amp;lt;J
.

velopment which has been descritxid above, a principle
of this kind had its applicability not as a norm for

penalties to be judicially indicted, but only as regulative
of private vengeance. It is for the individual himself

to pursue his rights ; by universal custom he is entitled

to do to the aggressor exactly what the aggressor has

done to him. In particular, in the most serious case of

all, that of murder, the blood-relation not only has the

right, but is under the sacred duty, to avenge the tleed.

In savage stages of society the demand for vengeance
is held to lie the most righteous and sacred of all

feelings ; the man who does not exact vengeance is

devoid of honour.

An unqualified /KJ talionis makes endless every affair

where it has once been introduced. This appears most

clearly in blood-revenge. Naturally, therefore, in the

early stage of legal development now under considera

tion, when the affair is held to concern private in

dividuals only, the injured party has also the right to

come to some other arrangement with the aggressor
ami accept compensation in the shape of money or its

equivalent (ep the law of the Twelve Tables : si mem-
bnnn ruit, ni cum eo paicit talio esfo}. It was a great
forward step which the Israelites made doubtless

before they took possession of western Palestine when

compensation of this kind was allowed to take the

place of revenge pure and simple. In doing so

they took the most essential first step towards the

substitution of public criminal law for private revenge.

Compensation cannot for long withdraw itself from the

control of general custom, and then there gradually
comes into existence a certain definite scale in accord

ance with which such matters are adjusted (cp Kx. 21 22).

At an early period Hebrew custom seems to have
demanded such a mode of settlement for every kind of

bodily injury (Ex. 21 18) ; but the earlier usage did not

sanction the acceptance of blood-wit, except in the one
case of accidental homicide (Kx. 21 30).

I enal law, in the strict sense of the expression,
constitutes a third stage, its distinctive feature being
that the duty of revenge is taken over from the in

dividual by society at large. Revenge now becomes

punishment, that which regulates it is the general interest

of the community at large. Custom, and afterwards

statute, determine the kind and measure of the penalty ;

tin- leaders of the society, the constituted authorities,
take iii hand the duty of seeing it carried out.

In the ancient Hebrew view of the matter, however,
the object of punishment is not completely attained,
e\en when tin- ideas of retribution and of compensation
have found expression. Grave crimes, and specially
iniiiiler, ,1, hi,- the land; the guilt lies upon the entire

people (cp 3 S. 21 24). The blood of the slayer alone
can appeas.- the divine wrath and cleanse the land
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(Nu. 3533 ; cp 2 S. 21). Kvil has to be removed from
the midst of the people by means of punishment (Dt.
19 19).

In close connection with the thought of the transmissibility of

guilt, is the idea which makes children, in particular, specially
liable for the crimes of their fathers. Kven the regularly con
stituted courts of justice, in specially grave cases, punish
capitally the children along with their fathers (2 K. J26 Josh.
724). In a

special degree is blood-guiltiness hereditary ; if the

avenger of blood cannot lay hold on the murderer himself, he
can lay hold on his family. The custom is the same among the
I .cdouins to this day. In legal practice it is not abolished till

Dt. (24 6).

In the law the only recognised form of capital

punishment is by stoning. In such instances as we
find in a S.I 15 2 K. 10725 )er. 2623,

12. Methods of

punishment.
etc., we are not dealing with punish-
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nicnts awarded by a court of law. In

the priestly law, and doubtless also by ancient custom,
the death-penalty was enhanced in certain cases by the

burning or hanging (more correctly, impalement) of

the body, by which the criminal was deprived of the

privileges of burial (Lev. 20 14 21 9 Dt. 21 22
; cp Josh.

725). Dt. here again has a mitigating tendency, en

joining, as it does, the burial of the body that has been

hanged, before sundown.
As to the manner in which stoning was carried out we have

no details; it occurred without the city (Lev. 24 14 Nu. 1636
i K. 21 \ojf., etc.) ; it fell to the witnesses to cast the first stone

(Dt. 177). According to (Jen. 88 24, execution of the death-

penalty by burning seems also to have been customary in Israel.

Crucifixion crudelissimum teterrimumque supplicium (Cic.
I err. 664) was first introduced into Palestine by the Romans;
see, further, CROSS, and cp, generally, HANGING.
The first express mention of beating with rods or

scourging as a punishment occurs in Dt. (25 1-3); but

unfortunately we are not told what were the cases in

which the judge was permitted or required to award it,

except in the single instance described in Dt. 22 13^
(unjust charge against a newly-married bride). The
manner of carrying it out is also described, the judge
shall cause [the culprit] to lie down, and to be l&amp;gt;caten

liefore his face (Dt. 252); not more than forty stripes

may lie given. The later interpreters of the law limited

the number to forty save one (2 Cor. 11 24, Jos. Ant.

iv. 821 23), doubtless so as to avoid a breach of the law

by an accidental error in reckoning, but perhaps also

because in the late period there was substituted for the

rod a three-thonged scourge, with which thirteen strokes

were given.
The money penalties known to the law are really of

the nature of compensations, not strictly punishments

(cp CONFISCATION). On the other hand, in 2 K. 12i6

[17], we read of trespass money and sin money which

belonged to the priests ;
but for what offences these

moneys were to be paid we do not know
; probably they

were fines for breaches of ritual.

Of penal restraints upon freedom neither ancient

consuetudinary law nor written statute knows anything.
On the other hand, however, we have in the historical

books frequent mention of imprisonment, stocks and

shackles, or collars (cp COM.AK, 3), as methods by
which kings sought to discipline disobedient servants or

dangerous persons like the prophets (Jer. 20 2 29 26

zCh. 16iol8z5/) ;
and imprisonment certainly appears

in post-exilic times as a legal form of punishment to l&amp;gt;e

awarded by the judge (
Kzra

&quot;26).
See PRISON.

From the modern point of view it is a striking fact that the

Hebrew legislation regards no punishments as involving dis

grace. In Dt. 25 3 the punishment by beating is expressly
restrained within certain limits lest thy brother should seem
vile unto thee. The ancient Israelite, like the modern Oriental,
differed entirely from us moderns in his conception of personal
honour; murder and homicide, adultery and unchastity, false

hood and treachery are in his view matters which do not greatly
affect a man s honour, even when they have been detected and

punished.
In details the penal enactments which have been pre-
_ . served are very meagre and defective.

8
.

01
In cases of manslaughter, as we have

punisl lent.
seen b,ood revenge was a sacred duty

in the olden time. Whoso shcddeth man s blood,
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by man shall his blood be shed (Gen. 9s/ )

was at all

times regarded as a divine principle ; the duty of
blood revenge belongs to the nearest relation, the GoEL,

(q.v. ).
In principle the right to such revenge is every

where recognised also by the law (Ut. 19 1-13 Nu.

35i6-2i). Still, the transition to a more settled and

orderly condition of society entailed the result (among
others), that the superior authority, as soon as there

began to be such an authority, took blood vengeance also

into its own hand, and thus converted it into a death

penalty (2 S. 144^:). It would appear, however, that

in pre-exilic times it never succeeded in wholly sup
pressing private vengeance. The most important re

striction of it lay in the distinction now made between
murder and manslaughter. Even the Book of the

Covenant distinguished the case in which a man came

presumptuously upon his neighbour to slay him with

guile, and that in which he lay not in wait but God
did deliver him (his adversary) into his hand (Ex.
21 tiff.}. It also recognised within certain limits the

rights of an owner in defending his property (Ex. 22 2/.

[i/]). Similarly, in Dt. (19n-i3), in a case of violent

death a man s known hatred of his adversary is taken
as evidence of murderous intention. P gives the dis

tinctive features of murder with more precision and
somewhat differently ; murder is presumed not only
where hatred and enmity, or lying in wait, can be

proved, but also where a lethal weapon has been used
with fatal effect. From the dangerous character of the

weapon, murderous intention is inferred (Nu. 35 16^).
In the case of murder all forms of the law allow free

course to blood-revenge, that is to say, the death-

penalty is ordered, and that with the express injunction
that a composition by payment of blood-wit is not to be

permitted (Nu. 353i). The manslayer, on the other

hand, enjoys the right of asylum ;
see ASYLUM.

In ancient times the right ofasylum prevailed at every sanctuary
(Ex. 21 n). The abolition by D of the sanctuaries scattered over
the country made necessary the setting apart of special cities

of refuge, of which D names three for Judah, P three for E.
Palestine and W. Palestine respectively (Nu. 35 iiff. Dt. 441^.).
In the earlier period the right of asylum belonging to the sanc
tuaries had doubtless been unlimited. Still, even the Book of the

Covenant, and afterwards D, assume, what P expressly ordains

(Ex. 21 14), that inquiry is to be made whether the case is one of
murder or of manslaughter. If it is found to be murder,
the city of refuge must relentlessly give up the murderer to the

avenger(Ex. 21 14 Dt. 19 ujff. Nu. 35 it ft). For manslaughter
an amnesty at the death of the high priest was introduced in

post-exilic times (Nu. 35 25). Formerly, according to P, there
was no such relief; if ever the manslayer left the territory
of the city of refuge, he was at the mercy of the avenger (Nu.
35 32/).

In the case of bodily injuries, also, the law permits
the application of talio only where intention is to be

presumed. In injuries inflicted in course of a quarrel,
for example, the Book of the Covenant provides that

the aggressor shall only defray the expenses incurred

and compensate the injured person for his loss of time

(Ex. 21 18^). For another particular case of injury
which may be met by a fine, see Ex. 21 22.

The enactments relating to certain gross offences

against morality are characteristic (cp MARRIAGE, a).
The penalty is death

(
Lev. 20 10 ff. Ex. 22 18 [20]) in each

case, as also for the offence specified in Lev. 20 18. In
cases of adultery the injured husband had at all times
the right to slay the unfaithful spouse and take venge
ance on her seducer. Dt. categorically demands on

religious grounds the death of both. Only where
violence can be presumed is the woman exempted (Dt.
222 5 /).
On the other hand the seduction of an tinbetrothed maid was

regarded as a damage to property, affecting her family, and as
such was dealt with on the principles of private law (Ex. 22 15 [16]
Dt. 22 26_/). That the father in such a case was at liberty to
exercise very stringent legal rights is shown by (len. SS.

According to P (Lev. 21 9) only priests daughters were liable to

punishment that of death in these cases. (Cp MAKKIAGE
4, 6).

That offences against religion came in the fullest sense
under the cognisance of the law has been mentioned
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above

( i), also the reasons for that being so. Idolatry
and witchcraft are already made punishable with death
in the Book of the Covenant (Ex. 22 1820 [1719]). In

thfe respect Dt. is exceptionally strict
; even solicitation

to the worship of strange gods is a capital offence

(187-16). Finally, P places every deliberate transgression
of any religious ordinance, such as breach of the sabbath,
or the like, on a level with the crime of blasphemy,
which carries with it the penalty of being cut off from
one s people (Lev. 24 15).

To private law belong personal rights and the laws

affecting property, bonds and obligations, inheritance

14 Personal
a &quot; cl marr age Inner tance and marriage

rights.
are dealt with elsewhere (see MAKRIAOB,

i, 7, andcp below, 18). In harmony
with the unanimous view of the ancient world, only
the adult free male member of the community capable
therefore of bearing arms and of carrying out blood

revenge was regarded as invested with full legal rights.

(a) Sons ami daughters. The son not yet grown up
and the unmarried daughter are completely under the

power of the father, as also are the married woman and
the slave. Lists of fully qualified citizens appear to

have been drawn up from a tolerably early date
; the

image of the book of life, already employed by J (Ex.
3232; cp Is. 43), would seem to be derived from this

practice, though express evidence regarding it is not

forthcoming till later (Jer. 2230 Ezek. 13g Xeh. 7 5 64
1222 /.). The fact that at a later period the twentieth

year was taken as the age of majority and fitness to

bear arms (Nu. 13 Lev. 27 3 ff.) , affords some ground
for inferring that a similar rule held good for the

earlier times also
;
but it must not be forgotten that

under the patriarchal tribal constitution the indepen
dence even of grown-up sons is only relative. The
original significance of circumcision as an act denoting
the attainment of the privileges of full age is treated of

elsewhere (see CIRCUMCISION, 5). Women appear
to have been universally and in every respect regarded
as minors so far as rights of property went

; at least,

apart from female slaves, they hold no property that

they can deal with as they please. They are incapable
of bearing testimony before a court of justice (see above,

10). See further FAMILY, MARRIAGE, SLAVERY.

(6) Strangers and foreigners. In the case of aliens

distinction must be made between the ger (nj) and the

nokri
(&quot;*) (See STRANGER AND SOJOURNER.) The

word nokri denotes the alien who stands in no relationship
of protection towards any Israelite trilie. A person in

this category would as a rule make but a brief sojourn
in the land ; in cases when a longer residence was con

templated application would naturally be made for

tribal protection. The nokri in any case of course

enjoyed the ordinary rights of hospitality, which means
a great deal, great sanctity attaching to the rights of

guests. Apart from this, however, he simply has no

rights at all (cp Gen. 31 15 Job 19 15) ; the very laws in

the humane legislation of D which contemplate the case

of the poor and the depressed in the social scale the

law of remission in the seventh year, the law against

usury, and the like never once have any application to

him (Dt. 163 232o[2i]). It is quite otherwise, however,
with the ger i.e., the alien to the people or to the tribe

(for the older period what applies to the people applies
to the tribe 1

)
who has been received within the territory

of one of the tribes or of the nation as a whole, has
effected a settlement there, and acquired the status of a

protected person. Such a.ger stood under the protection
of the tribal god, and enjoyed, among the Hebrews, not

indeed the full privileges of a citizen, yet, in comparison
with what was obtainable among other peoples, a high
degree of immunity and protection. In particular his

position had this advantage, that it greatly prepared

1 A non-Judahite Levite is within the tribe of Judah as much
a ger as is the Canaanite

; cp Judg. 17 7.
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the way for complete incorporation with the tribe. In

the older time he had the right of connubium ; it was
in this way that the Canaanites were gradually absorbed

(see MARRIAGE, 2).

The children of a marriage between a ger and an Israelitess

were regarded as entitled to full Israelite privileges (cp i Ch.

217); in the case of the children of an Israelite by a foreign
wife this was, as might be expected, a matter of course (cp for

example Boaz and Ruth). It was otherwise, indeed, when the

case was not that of an alien settling as ger in the country or

marrying into it, but of a foreigner who still maintained the tie

with his own people and who was followed by his wife to his

home ; Hiram the artificer was regarded as a Tyrian although
his mother was a Naphtalite ;

she had followed her husband to

his native land and thereby had come under the protection of

the Tyrians (i K. 7 13 f.). The converse case is that of Samson s

marriage, which, however, has an exceptional character (see

KINSHIP, 8); here the Philistine woman remains in her

own home and is only visited from time to time by her husband ;

in such circumstances the children of the union would not have
been regarded as Israelites (Judg. 14 15 if.).

From what has been said as to the meaning of cir

cumcision (see CIRCUMCISION, 5) it seems doubtful

whether uncircumcised gerfm also had the right of

connubium. In general, the Book of the Covenant

enjoined that \\\e ger was not to be treated with violence

(Ex. 222i [20] 289), and, as we gather from the context,

was above all to be secured, without any partiality, in

his full rights as a protected stranger before the courts

of law. On the other hand the ger apart from the

Canaanites, who naturally formed an exception here

was manifestly excluded from the right of acquiring
heritable property within the territory of the tribes of

Israel (cp Mic. 2s Is. 22 16 Ezek. 47 22, where the per
mission to do so is brought in as an innovation).
D renews in a great variety of forms the injunction

to treat the stranger (who is placed upon a level with

the Levite, the widow, and the orphan) humanely and

kindly (10 18 1429 24 14 19 ff.}, to admit him to participa
tion in the general gladness at festal times (614 16 mff. ),

and not to pervert his right (24 17 27 19). Just because
the stranger, as such, occupies an inferior position he
has a double need for love (lOig 26i-n). On the other

hand his position in D is altered for the worse in this

respect that the right of connubium is taken away (Dt.
7 T./. 233 \4\ff- Ex. 34 is/), and undeniably for D the

ger and still more the nokrl occupy a lower position
in the scale of humanity (cp Dt. 14 21). In all this it is

regarded as a matter of course that the ger shall in a
certain sense at least accommodate himself to the religion
of his protectors (Ex. 23 12 20 10 Dt. 5 14 16 u ff. 26 n
31 12). Still, even in this respect the older times

demanded but little
;
he might even keep up his own

sacra (cp i K. lljf. 1631); moreover, he need not

observe the rule with regard to clean and unclean meats

(Dt. 14 2 i).

P carries its demands upon the ger much farther
;
he

is required to shun idolatry, the eating of blood or that

which is torn, and in general everything that as an
abomination could defile the Israelite (Lev. 178 \off. 15

1826 202 Nu. 19 10-12
; cp Dt. 142i).

Not only is he obliged to observe the sabbath and permitted
to share in the feast of the ingathering, he is also under obliga
tion to fast with the Israelites on the day of atonement (Lev.
1629), may not eat any leaven in the passover week (Ex. 12 19 ;

the feast itself he is precluded from joining in, unless he be
circumcised), must make atonement for all transgressions of the
law exactly as Israelites do (Nu. 15 14 26 29), and in general keep
holy the name of Yahwe (Lev. 24 16) all this in the interests of
Israel, that there be no sin among the people.

On the other hand the ger enjoys the fullest protection
in the eye of the law ; not only are the protective in

junctions of D renewed (Lev. 19g/ cp 2822 256), but
also equal rights before the judgment seat are expressly
secured to him (Lev. 2422 Nu. 35 15), an essential

advance on the mere appeal to humanity contained in

the older laws. The points in which his privileges still

fall short of those of the full citizen are mainly two : he
is excluded from the worship properly so-called e.g. ,

from the Passover (Ex. 1247/. ), perhaps also from the
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Feast of Tabernacles (Lev. 2842) and is denied the

right of connubium (Ezra 9 if. u ff. \?ff.].
Both privileges are obtainable only on condition that he re

ceives circumcision, that is to say, becomes fully incorporated with
the commonwealth of Israel (Ex. IZ^jf. Nu. 9 14 Gen. 3414).
Further, the acquisition of landed property is rendered impossible
to him by the operation of the law of the year of jubilee (see
below, 15). Finally, noger can own an Israelite slave. Should
it ever come about that an Israelite comes under the power of a
ger on account of debt, the latter is bound to treat him not as a
slave, but as a free labourer, and the relations of the debtcr
retain at all times the right to redeem him (Lev. 25 47^).
Thus the ger is by no means treated as on a complete

equality with the Israelite.

The laws concerning property, so far as they have
come clown to us, relate to the disposal of real and
movable estate, borrowing and lending, bonds and

obligations.

Buying and selling in ancient Israel were transacted

in very simple fashion, and the various questions arising
_ _ . out of error, fraud, or over-reaching

15. Buying u *

, ,v seldom if ever arose. Israel was not at
and selling. , . , . ,3 this period a commercial people.
Certain formalities in the more important transactions

of buying and selling, especially in the transfer of land,

became customary and obligatory from an early period.
The simplest and most ancient of all, doubtless, was
that which required that the purchase should take place
in the presence of witnesses (cp Gen. 287-20). Trans
actions of this kind (as of ever} other kind) might be
further ratified by oath and gift.

The first mention of a formal deed of sale occurs in the time
of Jeremiah (Jer. 326_^); according to the simplest interpreta
tion of the passage it was executed in duplicate, one copy being
sealed and the other open, both copies being handed over for

preservation to the custody of a third party (otherwise Stade in

ZA TIV 5 176 [1885]). In the case of such a document witnesses
and signatures would of course not be lacking. From Jer. 3244
we can see that in the time of Jeremiah the execution of a
written deed was usual where transfer of land was concerned.

Another ancient custom is met with in the Book of

Ruth (47); the seller gave his shoe to the buyer in

token of his divesting himself of his right of ownership
over the object sold. In connection with this is to be

interpreted the expression in Ps. 608 [10] (cp 1089 [10]),

where casting one s shoe over a thing signifies the

act of taking possession (see SHOES, 4).
The same symbolical action came into use (Dt. 25 9) in cases

where a levirate marriage was declined a declinature practically

equivalent to renunciation of right of inheritance. The original

meaning of the ceremony is no longer clear to us ; nor do we
know whether it was regularly observed, or for how long a period ;

the writer of Ruth knows it only as an archaeological fact.

A limit was set to the free disposal of property by
the duties of piety which a person owed to his ancestors.

To ancestral land the Israelite like any other peasant

proprietor felt himself bound by the closest ties.

The paternal property was sacred
; there, often, the

father wras buried, and children and children s children

were expected also to be laid there (r K.213). It

is in this fact that we are to seek the explanation of

the provisions regarding the right of redemption that

acted as a check upon the right of free sale. Ancient

custom from an early date had given the kinsman

(lawful heir ?) a right of pre-emption and also of buy
ing back (Jer. 32 bff. ).

A legal enactment on this

subject, it is true, does not occur earlier than in P

(Lev. 2525/1 ).
It is open to question whether the right

of repurchase there conferred upon the proprietor himself

rests upon ancient legal custom
;

the enactment in P
stands most intimately connected with the year of jubilee.
The right is unlimited as regards holdings or houses in

the country ; but in the case of houses in walled towns

it lapses in the course of a year (Lev. 25 29^. ).
This

also may well have been in accordance with the ancient

practice. On the other hand, the regulation according
to which all real property which has been sold (houses
in towns alone excepted) shall revert again to the old

proprietor at the year of jubilee occurring every fiftieth

year (see JUBILEE), and without compensation (Lev.

25i3j^), belongs to the theory peculiar to P. The
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effect of course is to convert every purchase into a lease

merely, of fifty years at the longest.

Harrowing and lending. Here also down to the

post-exilic period the provisions of the law indicate

i Rnri 10- Breat simplicity in the relations of

did lebtors and creditors. Even D con-
n

templates only those cases in which

indebtedness of one Israelite to another is the result of

individual poverty ; it knows nothing of any kind of

credit system such as necessarily springs up with the

development of commerce. This fact must never be

lost sight of, if we are to understand the old laws,

which do not admit of application to the circumstances

of commerce and of which the manifest object is simply
to protect the poor debtor against the oppression of a

tyrannical creditor (cp PLKDGE).
The old consuetudinary law took for granted that the

creditor would seek security by exacting a pledge.
In this case he was prohibited by ancient custom from

detaining the outer garment of the needy debtor after

sundown, this garment being practically his only

covering (Ex. 2226 [25]). Moreover, propriety forbade

the exaction of usury from a fellow Israelite (nothing,

however, is said as to any distinction between legitimate

and usurious interest [Ex. 22 25 (24)] ;
the clause, ye

shall exact no usury of him is a later gloss in the sense

of D ; cp We. CH 92). The debtor who was unable

to meet his obligations was liable not only to the

utmost limit of his property, but also in his own person
and in the persons of his family ; the creditor could sell

them as slaves (2 K. 4 i Neh. 5 5 6 Is. 50 i
).

In the Book
of the Covenant, however, it is already provided that

an enslaved debtor and his belongings shall be released

in the seventh year of his enslavement a provision that

amounts to a remission of the remaining debt (Ex. 21 27).

That these humane regulations were unsuccessful in

the attainment of their object is shown by the constant

complaint of the prophets who, with one voice, reproach
the rich for their hardness in dealing with their debtors.

In full sympathy with the prophetic spirit, D accordingly
made the regulations more stringent.

The prohibition against taking the mantle in pledge was ex
tended with great practical judgment so as to include all indis

pensable necessaries (246 13 17). In no case is the creditor to

make selection of the pledge that suits him in the house of the
debtor ; he must take the pledge the latter chooses (24 io_/l).
The prohibition of usury is so extended as to forbid interest

of any kind. So far as fellow-Israelites are concerned there is

no distinction between usury and interest (L)t. 23 19 \-2a\f., cp
Ezek. 18 15^). In the case of the foreigner, on the other hand,
the taking of usury is allowed.

The law relating to releasing enslaved debtors was
extended by D so as to enjoin the remission of every
debt in the seventh year (Dt. 15 1^; cp especially
v. 9 which makes it impossible to interpret the law [with

Di.] as meaning merely that repayment of the debt is

postponed for a year). That the law was thoroughly
unpractical indeed, and that, strictly carried out, it

would put a speedy end to all lending whatever, the

framer himself shows that he is more or less aware
;

hence his urgent appeal to the benevolence of his com
patriots : Beware that there be not a base thought in

thine heart, saying, The seventh year, the year of release,
is at hand

; and thine eye be evil against thy poor
brother, and thou give him nought (v. 9, cp the cold
comfort of v. n). With these exhortations Ezek. 18s/
may be compared. It is not to be wondered at that

precepts so impracticable in many parts should have
had no very great result (cp Jer. 348^:). The Jews
of later times understood very well how to evade them;
the famous Hillel is credited with the invention of the

frosbul viz. , a proviso set forth in presence of the

judge whereby the creditor secured the right of demand
ing repayment at any time irrespective of the occurrence
of the year of remission.

The regulations of the Priestly code were, broadly

speaking,
as unpractical as those we have been con

sidering.
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The prohibition of usury remains in force (Lev.
The selling of the debtor into slavery is permitted, but mitigated
by the injunction that his master must treat him as if he were a
free labourer for wages. The emancipation is no longer fixed

for the seventh year of slaver j, but, in correspondence with the
whole scheme of I

,
is postponed to the year of jubilee, recurring

every fifty years. In this year also all real property that has
been sold reverts to the family to whose inheritance it originally
belonged. This on the one hand guards against the unfortunate

possibility of the liberated slave finding himself in a state of
destitution ; but on the other hand the postponement to the
fiftieth year makes the whole provision illusory so far as many
of the enslaved are concerned. Another law, this, which never

gained a permanent footing.

Of suretyship the law has nothing to say. That
such a thing was known and that it had led to some
disastrous experiences, is shown by certain of the pro
verbs, which are so pointedly directed against it

(
Prov.

Q*/. 22 26/).
Compensation for damage to property. In the Book

of the Covenant the ruling principle for this is that

17 Damages
liability attaches only to the party whose

culpability (whether intentional or un

intentional) can be proved, or legally presumed. Such

culpability attaches, to begin with, very clearly in cases

of deliberate injury, especially in that of theft. If it is

sought to apply to Hebrew law the distinction made in

the Civil Law between private law and penal law, theft

falls under the former category ; this appears from the

fact that it establishes a claim to compensation only,
and is not liable to punishment as a crime. At most,
the compensation exacted assumed a penal character

only in so far as by ancient consuetudinary law its

amount had to exceed the value of what had been stolen

(double, for money ; fourfold for sheep, fivefold for

cattle ; see Ex. 21 37 [22 1] 22 3 [2] 6 [5]).
If the thief cannot be detected with certainty the party

found guilty (in cases where two Israelites are concerned) after

appeal to God (efohiin) by the lot must pay double to the other

(Ex. 22s [7]^). In cases of unintentional damage, however,
compensation was also exigible wherever gross carelessness
could be proved, as, for example, where a water-pit had been
left open and a neighbour s beast had fallen into it (Ex. 21 33),
or where cattle left at large had wrought havoc in a cultivated
field (Ex. 22 5 [4]), or where a goring ox had done any mischief

(Ex. 21 32 36), or when cattle had been stolen from a careless
herdsman (Ex. 22 ii [10]) ; cp on the other hand r 1

. 12(11]; see
DEPOSIT. Other instances are given in Ex. 226(5) I 4t I 3l- O
the other hand where no culpability can be made out, there is no
obligation to compensate, as for example where moneys entrusted
have been stolen from the custodian (Ex. 22

7[f&amp;gt;}/.),
where a

domestic animal has been torn by wild beasts (22 io[g]f. 13(12]);

cp also 22 14(13] with 22 15(14] 21 35 with 21 36. On these points
D has not any more definite enactments.

The occasional references in P are in agreement with

the mildness of the ancient law. Whoever has em
bezzled, or stolen, or appropriated lost property is

mildly dealt with if he voluntarily confesses his fault ;

he must restore what he has unlawfully appropriated
and pay a fifth of the value, over and above, as a fine

(Lev.24i82i 520-24 [61-5]).
The right of inheritance among the Israelites belonged

only to agnates the only relations in the strict sense

f the word the wife s relations belong
cjjfferent farn j]v or e\-en to a different

tribe. Only sons, not daughters, still

less wives, can inherit. There are traces to show that in

the earliest times the wives, as the property of the man,
fell to his heir along with the rest of his estate a custom
which among the Arabs continued to hold even to

Mohammed s time (cp 2 S. 162i/. i K. 2 13^ 2 S. 87 f. ;

also Gen. 49s/! cp 3522 ; the whole institution of levirate

marriages probably finds its explanation here) ; cp
MARRIAGE, 7, KINSHIP, 10. The law of inherit

ance, as just stated, appears to have been common to

all the Semites (WHS, Kin. 54, 264), in this respect

differing in an impoitant point from that of Rome,
which otherwise was also one of agnates ;

in Roman
law at least daughters still remaining under the paternal
roof could inherit. Stade (Gl I \yyoff.} deduces the

custom, so far as Israel is concerned, from the ancestor-

worship which anciently prevailed there ;
he alone could

inherit who was capable of carrying on the cult of the
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person from whom he inherited. It seems preferable,

however, with Robertson Smith (I.e.) to seek the ex

planation in the connection between inheritance and
the duty of blood revenge. Among other Semitic

peoples all on whom this duty lay had also, originally,

the right of inheritance. In Old German law likewise

the two were intimately connected.

Among the sons, ancient custom gave to the firstborn

(i.e., to the eldest son of the father) a double portion

(Dt. 21 17 ; cp FIRSTBORN). It was indeed always
possible for the father to deprive the eldest son of this

birthright and bestow it upon a younger son (cp Gen.

49321i_^i i K. 111-13), and the favourite wife (as

might be expected) seems frequently to have contrived

this for the benefit of her own eldest son. Custom, how
ever, did not approve of this passing by of the eldest

son, and D, in agreement with the ancient usage, posi

tively forbade it (2115-17).
Whether the landed property also was divided we do not know ;

the more probable view is that it fell undivided to the firstborn,
who had to make some kind of provision for the others. The
privilege of the firstborn must have carried with it one obligation
at least that of maintaining the female members of the family
who remained unmarried ; by the death of the father the first

born became at any rate head of the family.

The sons of concubines had also a right of inheritance

(Gen. 21 iof. ),
but whether on an equality with the other

sons we do not know. It must be remembered that

Hebrew antiquity did not recognise a distinction between

legitimate and illegitimate unions in the sense of the

Grasco- Roman jurisprudence (see FAMILY, 8).

Much, however, depended, it would seem, on the

goodwill of the father and of the brother, and no fixed

legal custom established itself. By adoption of course
full right of inheritance was conferred.

When a man died without leaving sons, the nearest

agnate inherited ; but along with the inheritance he took
over the duty of marrying the widow of the deceased

(see MARRIAGE, -j f. }.
If this was not done, the

childless widow returned to her own father s house,
whence she was free to marry a second time (Gen. 38 n
Lev. 22 13 RuthlS/).
The later law exhibits a change only with respect to

the inheritance of daughters, conferring upon these
the right to inherit, in the absence of sons. It is

still only by exceptional favour that the daughters in

herit along with the sons (Job 42 15). The express
object of the alteration of the law is stated to be to

prevent a man s name being lost to his family (Nu. 27 4).

At the same time, however, the inheriting daughters are

enjoined to marry only within their father s tribe, so that

the family estate may not pass to an outside family (Nu.
861-12). As has been pointed out by Stade (GVI 1 391),
it is not improbable that in this we have a compromise
with the older view according to which, strictly, the
nearest agnate ought to inherit, undertaking at the same
time the duty of levirate marriage (see FAMILY, 8),

just as was the case in old Athens, where the inheriting
agnate had the duty either of marrying the daughter,
or of making a provision for her suitable to her station.

The later law made provision also for the case of there

being no marriageable daughter, enacting that in that
event the relations of the husband and not those of
the wife were to inherit (Nu. 27s-n).
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LAW LITERATURE
Jewish theory ( i). Historical periods ( 5) :

Written laws ( 2). i. Before Josiah ( 6-9).
Why written ! ( 3). 2. Age of Josiah ( 10-13).
Circulation ( 4). 3. Exilic period (jj 14-16).

4. Early post-exilic (g 17-19).
5. Late post-exilic ( 20f.).
6. Rabbinic ( 22^).

In the present article we have to consider the

origin, the history, and the general characteristics of
those parts of the OT which are immediately con
nected with Hebrew law. In the main these are to
be found in the Pentateuch

; outside the Pentateuch
the most important piece of Law Literature is the

closing section of Ezekiel (40-48). The main
elements in this literature consist of (a) actual laws or
decisions in written form, (6) legal theory, including
casuistical discussions which become prominent in post-
biblical literature (e.g. the Mishna), ideal systems (see

e.g., Ezek. 40-48: see below, 14) and theories of the

origin of institutions (these especially in P : see below,
i7/.), (c) exhortations to obey the laws (very character

istic of H and D : see 13-15).

According to Hebrew or Jewish theory, Yahw6 is

the source of all law (LAW AND JUSTICE, i), Moses 1

1. Jewish Theory.
the 1

?
t

?
iun

? ^rough whom it was
revealed to Israel. Thus in connec

tion with the various orders of law we find such formulas
as And Yahwe said unto Moses, Thus shah thou say
unto the children of Israel (Ex. 2022, cp 20 21, and also

3427, concluding laws of 3414-26 [cp v. io]J); and
Yahwe spake unto Moses, saying, Speak unto the children
of Israel (Ex. 25 i, and so, or similarly, repeatedly in

P) ; cp further Dt. 4i/. 5 384. At a later period the

Jews formulated the theory that the oral law or tradition

(subsequently written down in the Mishna and other
halachic collections), as well as the written law or scrip
ture, was in the first instance communicated to Moses
Moses received the torah from Sinai, and he delivered

it
2 to Joshua, and Joshua to the elders, and the elders

to the prophets, and the prophets to the men of the

great synagogue (Pirke Abhoth, li).
From the Jewish point of view therefore Law Literature (both

biblical and post-biblical) consists of laws originally communi
cated to Moses orally, and committed, gradually, and at various

periods, to writing; for even the oral law the irapaSotriy -riav

rrpeo-fivTfpiav of the NT was subsequently written down. It
is always the origin of law, however, rather than of the -writing
down of the law that was of primary interest and importance
to the Jews. Moses stands pre-eminent as the human medium
through which the Law came to Israel ; though in the writing
down of the Law Ezra s part is, according to Jewish tradition,
at least as important as that of Moses (CANON, 17).

For present purposes it is unnecessary to discuss at

further length the precise sense 3 in which the Jews traced
their law and consequently, at least indirectly, their

law-literature to Moses. We need only refer to (a) an
exception and

(l&amp;gt;)

a consequence.

(a) The prophets also were regarded as media of
toroth i.e. , instructions, laws and the priests at

various periods delivered instructions. 4 The pro
phetic instructions, however, scarcely correspond to

what we generally understand by law, and the priestly
instructions are explanations of the law or laws of
Yahwe with which the priests were entrusted (Hos. 46,

Jer. 28 18 18) in reference to specific circumstances (e.g.,

Hag. 2n).
5

1 Occasionally (Nu. 18 18 Lev. 10 8) Aaron is the medium.
There is a tendency, especially among copyists, to associate
Aaron with Moses in the reception of instructions.

-
I.e., both written and oral law ; the verb receive (?2p) is

specially used of the oral law.
3 The Rabbis differed on the point ; for their views see Taylor,

Sayings of the Jewish Fathers, Excursus I., and in (
2
) addiu

note i.

4 See BDB, s.v. rrin, i
&amp;lt;~, d, e.

5 Much of the Book of the Covenant, Ex. 21-23, may be so
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(6) The consequence of this theory of the origin of

law is that the Hebrew historians never directly and ex

plicitly record the introduction of a new law. We are

thus deprived of what might otherwise furnish us with

simple and straightforward evidence with regard to the

date of the various bodies of law preserved in the OT.
The nearest approach that we possess to such direct

evidence of the change of law at a definite date is

furnished by Ezekiel in his ideal sketch of a future

Jesvish constitution (Ezek. 40-48) ; in this, old customs
which had the sanction of earlier law are condemned
and discarded, and new laws are enunciated, some of

which subsequently gained validity. These changes
are directly revealed by Yahwe to the prophet. In D
also, the date of which has l&amp;gt;een determined by criticism

within sufficiently narrow limits, older laws are abrogated
in favour of new ones ; but here the laws are traced to

Moses, and are not, therefore, as in Ezekiel, directly

represented as new, though indirectly the sense of

novelty is here also clearly felt (cp below, 13).

Before proceeding to a synthetic history of Hebrew
Law Literature based on the criticism of the several

n TT -ii. bodies of law, we may notice the external
2. Written

Laws.
evidence unfortunately for the earlier

period very scanty of the existence

and diffusion of such a literature among the Hebrews.

Law, but not necessarily the individual written laws or

the entire literature of law, was, as we have seen,

attributed to Moses. In the main the first four books of

the Pentateuch merely relate oral communications which

were to be orally communicated to the people. Ex.

3427/1 (J), however, records that Moses wrote the short

body of laws
(in&amp;gt;. 11-26) which constituted the terms of

the covenant between Yahwe and Israel ; a similar

statement is found in 244, but the precise limits of the

words of Yahwe there said to have been written down
and the source of the statement (whether J or E) are

uncertain. 1 Traditions were also current among the

Hebrews that the decalogue was written by the finger

of God on stone tables (Ex. 31 18 32 16 E, Dt. 9io).

Again Hos. 812 implies the existence in the N. kingdom
of written laws, which Ryle (Canon, 33), however,
inclines to regard as prophetic teaching ; if the text be

sound (which is doubtful), the number of these written

laws must have been large. We have, thus, altogether,

sufficiently good and complete evidence that written

laws existed at least as early as the eighth or ninth

centuries B.C. in both kingdoms.
2 The context of the

passage in Hosea (cp Jer. ?22/~.) implies that these laws

had regard rather to social and moral life than to

cultus. 3 Such is the character of the major part of the

laws in Ex. 21-23. On the other hand the laws of Ex.

34 11-26, said by J to have been written by Moses, are

for the most part concerned with the cultus.

For whom, then, we may ask, were these laws

written? Who were to read them? In what sense

__. ... were they literature? These ques-
3. WHy written?

tions cannot l&amp;gt;e answered with cer

tainty ;
but it seems likely that such collections of

written laws were in the first instance intended for

the priests whose duty it was to give decisions (cp LAW
AND JUSTICE, 3, end). When (some of) the laws

of Ex. 21-23 l&amp;gt;ecame incorporated (probably about

the middle of the eighth century) in E, and those of

Ex. 34 11-26 (somewhat earlier) in J (see Exonus,
3 vi.-ix. 4), they became the possession of a larger

circle. To all appearance both these sets of laws

codify existing practices, and do not introduce changes.

regarded. The code may not in its original form have been
attributed to Moses (cp Nowack, }[A 1 310) ; it rather appears
to have been a collection of rules resting on long existing

practice. See l&amp;gt;elow, 7 f.
1 On the relation of these codes to the sources J and E, see

EXMIIUS ii., 8 3 Vl -/-i 4-
2 See further Kue. Hex. ET 175 ff.

* Cp 46 in the light of the context and see We. I rol.(*) pp.

S*S; 43-
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There was no need, therefore, for their publicatiorx

merely as laws. Their appearance in Hebrew literature

is rather due to the growth of an historical literature

(yet see Kue. Hex. 15, ET 272).
The publication of Dt. 1 in the seventh century

marks an important stage in the history of Law
Literature. Dt. was the literary em
bodiment of a religious reformation,

the principles of which affected many established

customs. Its publication therefore was necessary : it

was essential that the people at large should know what
was required of them by the new law. There are in the

book passages which clearly imply that such publica
tion was contemplated by its authors, and we learn from
2 K. 22f. that they saw their designs carried out. Even
so, however, we must not think of the book as having a

large circulation among many classes of readers. Most
of the people were to become acquainted with it by hear

ing it read to them periodically by the priests and elders 2

(Dt. 319-13, cp 2 K. 282), just as according to the theory
of the book it was in the first instance read to them by
Moses (285861; cp l s 3l24 2920 30io) ; the only

copies of which we actually hear, in addition to the

original which was to be kept in the temple (31 26), are

the copy which was to be made for the king (17 iB) and
the copy engraved on stones, referred to in Dt. 27 2 f. 8

(on which see Driver, and, on the text and tradition

PLAISTER).
It is reasonable, however, to suppose that other copies were

in the hands of instructors of the people. It has been inferred
from Jer. 11 1-8 that Jeremiah went about explaining Deuter

onomy (see, e.g., Che. Jer. : his li/e and times, 55 Jf.). Still,
the very limited circulation even of Dt. is a fact to be borne in

mind when we consider the likelihood of the original code having
been modified or expanded.

In the early years of the exile (592-570) Ezekiel wrote his
sketch of the future constitution. The same period and the
later years of exile were probably marked by much legal study
and literary production. This, however, rests on indirect and
internal evidence which is discussed elsewhere (see also below,

i6_/). The same may be said of the early post -exilic period.

Certainly, from the time of Dt. onwards, references

to written law become frequent. Life is no longer
ordered merely or even mainly by long-established and

recognised custom, and in cases of doubt by the oral

decisions of priests, but according to what is written

in the (book of the) law of Moses 3
(Ezra3z 618

Neh. 13i ff. Josh. 831 D [cp 18 D] 236 2 K. 146
D, 2 Ch. 23i8 254 35i2). Other references from
this period to written law are Ezra 76 Neh. 81.

Most significant also is the gradual omission of the

words book of before the law when written law is

implied. Torah, originally denoting a decision orally

delivered, becomes a term for a body of written law

(L.\w AND JUSTICE, i).

Of course long after written law had become a well-

recognised institution, many still depended for their

knowledge of it on hearing it read to them (see Neh.
813 1-3). The circulation of copies, however, must have
become increasingly large ;

this is in part indicated by
the existence of the class of scribes. The number of

people who possessed and read the law was certainly
considerable in the second century B.C. (i Mace. Is6/).
Later the reading of the law was widely practised ;

it formed the staple of EDUCATION (q. f. 3 /. ; cp
Schiirer, GJfM, II 354 ,

ET ii. 2 50).

It is true that the term law was extended so as to cover all

sacred literature (see CANON, 26) ; but this is only a further

proof of the influence gained by the specifically legal literature.
It is unnecessary to dwell on a fact so well recognised as that
the Jews in the first century were (what they certainly were
not, if we are to be guided by our records, down to the time of

1 For the extent of the book as first published and the date
of its origin, see DEUTERONOMV ( $ff.).

2 In Dt. 31 ii read iNipn with (of the priests and elders)
instead of Nipn (MT) of Israel ; cp Di. and Dr. ad lac.

3 In this connection the absence ofany referencein Hag. 2io-i2
to a written law (such as Nu. 19) on defilement by the dead, and
the implication that oral instruction on the subject still needed
to be obtained, is significant.
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Josiah) the people of the law, the people of the book 1

(cp e.g.

Jn. 639).

The history of Hebrew and Jewish Law Literature

may be divided into six periods viz. (i) the pre-Josianic

. iT Ppriod&amp;lt;,
( 6-9) ! (2) the Josianic ( 10-13) ;

L8&amp;gt;

(3) the exilic
( 14-16) ; (4) the earlier

post-exilic ( 17-19): (s) ^e later post-exilic (
20 f. ) ;

and (6) the Rabbinic
(

22 f.). From what has been

said already ( 2-4), it will be easy to understand that

a literature of Law in any very precise sense of the

term begins only with the second (Josianic) of these

periods ;
in the first we have to do with the formulation

and committal to writing of existing laws, but scarcely

with the publication, for general perusal or recitation,

of any legal work.

i. Pre-Josianic Period. Written laws were, as we
have seen (2), known in Israel at least as early as

the eighth century B.C. Some of these laws
6. Before
Josiab.

have survived, editorially modified indeed

yet not in such a way as to render their

essential features unrecognisable, in the Pentateuch

in particular in Ex. 20-24 34; see also Ex. 183-16.

Others are probably incorporated without much greater
editorial modifications in other masses of law, especi

ally D and H
;

but the consideration of these latter

can be left to later sections. We will confine our

attention for the present to the laws which are closely
connected with the prophetic narratives of the Hexa-

teuch, and (on this ground and on others) may be re

garded with greatest probability as representing early
Hebrew collections of written law.

. There can be no question that both Ex. 34 16 (i2)-26, and

chaps. 20 1-23 19 stand at present surrounded by prophetic
narratives ; but whether their present is the same as was their

original position in the sources is very much open to question ;

and this is particularly the case with Ex. 21 j-23 19 (cp Kue.
Hex. 13, n. 32). If this be the case, can we be sure that the
laws in question ever stood in the sources? In other words,
can we safely argue merely from their position in the Hexateuch
that the codes had been collected in written form as early as

JorE?
Certainty does not seem to be justifiable, and Baentsch

(Bundesbuch, 122)2 as a matter of fact is inclined to attribute the
embodiment of Ex. 21 i-23ig in the prophetic history-book to

the compiler of JE to the complex prophetic source the com
pilation of which must be placed at the close of the seventh

century H.c. Yet two or three considerations render it probable
that these laws occupied a place in one of the two main sources

J or E. (i) If the compiler of JE had not been led by the

previous existence of the code in one of his sources to retain it

in his compilation, would he not rather have adopted the
Deuteronomic code or some laws more in accordance with that
code ? (2) The code, whether incorporated in the earlier sources
or not, is certainly much earlier in origin than JE.
On the whole then, we may conclude that we approximate

to the written laws of Yahwe to which Hosea makes reference
in the decalogue of Ex. 20, the older decalogue of Ex. 34 and
the code of Ex. 2024-23. At the same time a comparison of
Ex. 20 and Dt. 5 warns us that those older laws were sometimes

subject to much editorial expansion (see DECALOGUE), and this

must be borne in mind in attempting to
jjain

a more definite
idea of the law literature of the earliest period ; the presence of
such expansions can for the most part merely be referred to
here : details must be sought elsewhere. [The upward limit of
date is determined by the one fact that the laws presuppose a
settled agricultural society. See EXODUS ii.]

1 The Introduction of the law, first of Deuteronomy, then
of the entire Pentateuch, was in fact the decisive step by which
the written word (die Schrift) took the place of the spoken word
(die Rede) and the people of the word became a people of the
book (We. Prol.(*), 415). As the historical and prophetical
books existed in part a long time before they became
canonical, so, it is thought, was it the case also with the

Jaw (das Gesetz). Nevertheless, in the case of the law, there
is an essential difference. The law is meant to have binding
force, is meant to be the book of the community. A dif
ference between Law and Canon there never was. It is

therefore easy to understand that the Torah, although as a
literary product younger than the historical and the pro
phetical books, is yet as law (Gesetz) older than those writings,
which originally and essentially bore no legal character, but
obtained the same accidentally in consequence of being attached
to an already existing Law (it. 416).

2 See now (1900) also his Comm. on Ex. Lev. in HK ; he
there admits (p. 188) that some laws stood at this point in E
(cp 20i8-2i 243-8) to be found in 2022-26 2227-29 23 10-16, and
that the judgments (see 7) stood elsewhere in E at a point not
to be denned.
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These remnants of pre-Josianic Hebrew law fall into

different classes when regarded in respect of their form.

7 - We find
(
x

)
absolute commands in

.- Ex. 20 3-17 (the Decalogue), Ex.
judgments. 34io _a6l ^ so.ca]]ed ,

*
der deca

logue ),
and Ex. 2023-26

2
(21 15-17) 22i8-22 28-31 281-3

6-19 ; deuteronomic expansions often accompany these

ancient commandments in their present setting see

especially Ex. 204-6 ^b gf. \?b 17 2222-24 27 23 10 126
;

(2) hypothetical instructions based presumably on

precedent a codification of consuetudinary law- in

Ex. 212-14 18-36 22 1-17 2 5/ 23 4/.
Laws of the former (absolute) type seem to have gone by the

name of Words (c 13~l) , so at least the commandments of the

Decalogue (Ex.20) were termed (Dt. 5 22 4 13 104), as also
those of the older Decalogue (Ex. 34 27) ; and some have sup
posed that the absolute commands of Ex. 21-23 are referred to

by the same term in Ex. 24 3 4 8. On the other hand the hypo
thetical provisions of Ex. 21 2-24, etc., appear to have been

specifically termed judgments (n pSE c) see Ex. 21 i and per
haps 24 3 ;

and cp Nu. 35 24 (referring to w. 16-23).

Ultimately, it need not be doubted, these two distinct

types of laws had different origins. The main religious

_,, . duties may at a comparatively early date

. . have been thrown into a scheme of ten

commands
; later, under the influence of

the prophetic teaching, and perhaps as a set-off (cp the

contrast between Mic. 66/. and v. 8) to still earlier

ritual decalogues, other schemes of ten words mainly
inculcating moral duties may have been framed. An
ancient ritual decalogue seems to underlie Ex. 34 12-26

(DECALOGUE, 5) ;
individual commands of this kind

appear elsewhere e.g. ,
in Ex. 23 18 ( =3425). A moral

decalogue, scarcely earlier in origin than the prophets
of the eighth century, clearly survives in Ex. 20.

The judgments, on the other hand, will have

originated in decisions given on particular cases by
priest or other judicial authority (cp LAW AND JUSTICE,

4). These judgments, again, need not all have

originated at the same time or place ; they may very
well as they stand represent a selection from the

established precedents at different sanctuaries
;
and to

this may be due the differences of form noticeable

among them.

Whilst, however, such differences are certainly re

markable, and seem best accounted for by difference

of origin, we have not sufficient data to enable us to

determine in more than a quite general way what those

differences of origin whether of time or place actually
were. In particular it seems a fruitless task to attempt
to reach an actual earlier form of the Book of the

Covenant by a series of transformations, such as Roth-

stein (Bundesbuch, 1887) has proposed.
So again we must be content with alternative possi

bilities when we come to consider the later literary

history of both the words and the
9. Literary ,

history.
judgments. The decalogue of Ex.34

certainly seems to have formed part of

the main prophetic source J (Exouus, 3, vii.); the

Decalogue, generally so-called (Ex. 20), part of the

prophetic source E, though whether in an earlier (Ej)
or a later (E^) form is disputed. The Book of the

Covenant, again (Ex. 2022-2819), is also by most re

garded as having formed part of E, though, as we have

seen
( 6), Baentsch thinks that it was first incorporated

by JE. However that may be, further alternatives

arise. Had the Book of the Covenant an independent
existence in writing before it came to form part of E or

JE, or was it the compiler of one of those works who
first brought together from different written or oral

sources the words and the judgments ? These

questions also must be left undecided. 3

One point further only needs to be emphasised here.

Neither J nor E nor JE came, by the incorporation of

1 Yet note the conditional case in 34 20.
2 Yet note v. 25.
s For a fuller discussion of these and references to literature

see EXODUS ii., -$f.
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these collections of law to be a law-book. The laws

torm but a small part of the whole and are incorporated
not with a view to gain recognition for them

;
for they

were based on long-established precedents, or (as in

the case of the Decalogue of Kx. 20) they embodied
some of the moral duties on which prophetic teaching

naturally laid stress : they owe their place to a histori

cal motive they are specimens of those customs, enjoy

ing the sanction of Yahwe s favour, which were observed

in Israel.

2. The Josianic Period. The second period brings
us to the first specimen of Law Literature proper

i.e., of works intended for publicity
and having a ,egal as their ieading

_.
f10. lime 01

Josiah. move
The historical cause of this new departure was the

religious reformation carried out under Josiah, and
the leading doctrinal motive of the reformation was
the unity of Yahwe ; the main reform aimed at in

practice, the abolition- of local sanctuaries and the

centralisation of worship at Jerusalem. This one main

reform, however, involved many important changes,

especially in the sacrificial customs, the status of the

priests, the right of asylum (see SACRIFICE ; PRIEST,
6 ; ASYLUM, 3).

In Deuteronomy we find the programme of this

reformation (see DEUTERONOMY). Not to repeat a
discussion of the exact limits of the

e

ONOMY, 4 /. )
it will suffice to notice here, that,

regarded from a literary point of view, the book con
sists of three elements : (a) previously existing laws,

in some cases much, in others probably but little, if at

all, modified
( 12) ; (6) regulations for carrying into

effect the contemplated reforms
( 13) ; (c ) exhortations,

accompanied by threats and promises and illustrated by
historical retrospects, to carry out the injunctions of the

book
( 13). The first element is common to Deuter

onomy and the historical works of the preceding period
which embody laws

( 6). The second and third ele

ments entirely differentiate the new from the older literary
form. The purpose of the earlier historical works was
to record and glorify the existing order of things : the

purpose of Deuteronomy was to condemn and displace
that order. In the earlier period laws owed their

position in literature to an historical interest
; hence

forward history becomes an exponent of legal theory
at first (especially in the Books of Kings in their final

form) of the deuteronomic theory, and later (as in

Chronicles) of the priestly theory ( 17).
We turn now to a fuller survey of the various ele

ments, and of the history (so far as it can be discovered
or surmised) of the fusion of them as seen in the existing
book of Deuteronomy.

(a) Previously existing laws. It has long been

recognised that Deuteronomy is in large part based on

12 Laws
the laws now founc^ embodied in the

not new Pr Pnet c narratives of our Hexateuch.
The extent of this common matter may be

seen at a glance by consulting the comparative table in

Driver s Deut. (iv.-vii.) ;
see also DEUTERONOMY, 9 ;

EXODUS ii., 4. The close relation between the two
bodies of legislation, often extending to verbal coincid
ences, is thus summed up by Driver (8) : Nearly the
whole ground covered by Ex. 2022-2833 is included in it

[the deuteronomic legislation], almost the only exception
being the special compensations to be paid for various

injuries (Ex. 21 i8-22i6), which would be less necessary
in a manual intended for the people. In a few cases
the law is repeated verbatim, or nearly so

; elsewhere

only particular clauses ; in other cases the older law is

expanded, fresh definitions being added, or its principle
extended, or parenthetic comments attached, or the
law is virtually recast in the deuteronomic phraseology.
(Yet see DEUTERONOMY, 9.)
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In addition to this legal matter found in the extant

earlier codes, we have much similar matter not found
there. It is reasonable to suppose that this also was
derived, though by no means always without editorial

modification, from sources similar to those noticed above

( ?) whether oral or written. Down to a period
much later than that now under consideration the

priests gave oral decisions, to which on many ritual

points those in need of instruction were referred.

From established and traditional decisions of this kind,
as well as from written sources, the deuteronomic
writers (like the compiler of H

; below, 15) may well

have drawn. Particularly noticeable among this legal
matter peculiar to Deuteronomy are the laws relative

to unclean animals in chap. 14 (cp DEUTERONOMY,
10) and the laws of chaps. 21io-25i6 (of which only

seven out of a total of thirty-five are found in the

legislation of JE ; DEUTERONOMY, 9) which in their

greater terseness contrast with the generally diffuse

style of even the distinctly legal parts of Dt. and are on
this account with probability regarded as drawn more

directly and with less modification from existing collec

tions of laws. 1

The attempts to determine more precisely the exact literary
character, if the sources were written, and the previous inter
relations of this older matter not found in the legislation of JE
have led to no convincing conclusions. Both Staerk and
Steuernagel have attempted a resolution of the strictly legislative

parts of D into sources, on the ground of the changing usage of
the sing, and pi. for the persons addressed. Steuernagel (Deut.
vi. ff.). also constitutes into sources various other groups of
passages such as (Hi 21-17 i) 18 io-i2 22 5 23 19 25 i3-i6rt, on
the ground of the common clause For any one who does suck

things is abominable to Yahwe
(nSj&amp;lt; nc j; S? najm 3)- Even,

however, if we should grant that the criteria suffice to establish
ultimate diversity of origin, they certainly do not establish any
separate literary existence for such sources. Steuernagel him
self expressly discards the idea that such sources need ever have
obtained public currency (ib. xiii.). We can scarcely assert with
safety more than this that these laws, so sharply distinguished
in style from the more distinctively novel elements in Dt. (such
for example as chaps. 12f. 17 i^jf. 18 \$ff. 20 1-9), must have
had previously some fixed form. The arguments adduced by
Dillmann (NDJ 292/1 340 604^ 606 ; cp Kue. Hex. ET, 256;
Graf, Gesch. Bticher, 25-27) to show that they must have been
written really prove no more than such previous fixity of form
whether oral or written.

But whatever conclusions we may draw in detail, there
seems ample reason for the general conclusion that,
with the single exception, to be noticed immediately,
the legal material, even when it cannot be traced to still

extant earlier codes, is not the novel element in Deuter

onomy.
(^) and (c). This single exception, this new legal

element in Deuteronomy, is the law of the centralisation

13 New ^ worsn P with its various corollaries.

elem t in
^ut l^e mnluence f tms one new legal

Dt element is powerful, clearly felt, and far-

reaching. Take, for example, the lavr

of sacrifice (chap. 12). Much is assumed as known,
for instance the mode of sacrifice ; but in respect to

the place of sacrifice we find what was absent from the
earlier legislation (cp 9 end) is here present a sense
of change ; immemorial practice no longer supports
itself by the mere fact of being such : no longer as

at this day (128) is sacrifice to be offered wherever
one pleases, but at one definite place only (12 13/. ).

Worship must be centralised ; the unity of Yahwe vin

dicated and outwardly symbolised. What has been

legitimate ceases to be so, while some things that had
been illegitimate now become legitimate (12is).

If the law-book, instead of merely glorifying the

existing order of things, aimed at changing it and thus

seriously affecting the life of the people, it needed a
means of commending the changes to the people and
arousing enthusiasm to carry them into effect. Hence
the change is represented as long overdue ; it should
have been made when Yahwe took up his abode in

Jerusalem. Hence also the promises and threats with
their appeal to the hopes and fears of the people ; the

1 See more fully Graf, Gesch. Ditcher, t^f.
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insistence on prophetic principles ;

the didactic historical

retrospects.
That the main elements just noted characterised the

book found in the temple (2 K. 228) is plainly indicated

by the narrative of 2 K. 22 /. The legal element is

clear from the title the book of the torah by which
it is there referred to, and from the correspondence of
the actions of Josiah to the demands of the law

;
the

sense of change, the newness of the demands, is seen in

the confession that immemorial customs did not conform
to the demands of the law (2 K. 22 13) ;

and the hortatory
element must be presupposed to account for the alarm

produced in the king on hearing the book read.
When this is said it still remains uncertain precisely

how much of the present book constituted the book
found in the temple. The critical study of Deuteronomy
leads to the conclusion that the original book was
amplified both in its legal and in its hortatory parts, and
that the present work has resulted from the fusion of
two different editions, so to speak, of the work dis

tinguished from one another more particularly by different

historical introductions (DEUTERONOMY, 4-7) : the
limited circulation of books (above, 4) rendered such

growth of a book easy.
These processes of expansion in large part are to be

placed in the period between the Reformation (621 B.C.)
and the fall of Jerusalem (586 B.C.) and represent the
continuous literary activity of the reforming party.
Two characteristics of this great product of the

Josianic period must be referred to before we pass to the
next period. (

i
) Deuteronomy is thoroughly practical ;

it is the work of men living amid the actual circumstances
of the life which they wish to reform. The authors

appreciate the effect of the contemplated changes ;
if

their principle involved the centralisation of worship,
they see the necessity and make provision for the de-
sanctification of ordinary flesh meals

; if they rob the
local priests of their custom at the local shrines, they
give them their share in the custom of the temple at

Jerusalem ;
if they abolish with the local sanctuaries

the numerous asyla offered by the altars there, they
institute cities of refuge civil asyla. (2) This practical
character of the work defines its limitations. It is an
appeal to the people : prophetic principles are enforced
and illustrated in detail by the recital of moral and civil

laws and of ritual law so far as it affected the people.
On the other hand, the details of ritual, the functions
of the priests, receive no attention

; these were suffi

ciently determined by the existing practice at Jerusalem.
3. The Exilic Period. The literature of the exile

bears the marks of the profound change in the external

14 Ezekiel
circumstances of the people. The national
life has ceased

; it is now merely the

subject of memory, the subject of hope. Hence the

literary activity of the period shows itself mainly in the

production of theoretical works, the framing of a con
stitution for the restored nation

; and in the preservation
of the regulations of the life that has ceased to be.
The theoretical element is most markedly present in

Ezekiel. In his sketch of the ideal constitution J of the
new state he borrows, needless to say, largely from
ancient practice ;

as a priest, he was familiar with the
duties of the priest and the priestly ritual, and he draws
on this knowledge. As contrasted with the Isaianic it is

a priestly conception of holiness that dominates him,
leading him to give the central significance which he
does to the holy city and especially to the temple (Ezek.
40-43 17). This accounts for the almost exclusively
ritual and priestly character of the laws which the

prophet incorporates in his sketch.
Note the ritual for the consecration of the altar (43 18-27), the

regulations regarding the persons who may approach the
sanctuary (44 6-15), the duties of the priests (44 16-27), the priestlydues (44 28-31), the materials and fixed seasons of sacrifices
(4.) 1 3.46 1 5), the treatment of the sacrificial flesh (46 19-24). As
compared with the actual monarchs of pre-exilic times, Ezekiel s

1 Cp EZEKIEL ii., 13, ?$/.
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prince is an insignificant person, and he comes before us

mainly in connection with the sacrifices (4612-17461-15) and
the distribution of the land (45 7 _/:, 46i6-i8). Beyond some
general exhortations to the princes not to oppress (e.g., 45s),
almost the only references to other than priestly and ritual
matters are in the short section commending just weights and
measures (469-11).

Doubtless it was not Ezekiel s purpose to set forth a
full constitution for the new state. It is equally clear,

however, that his ideal differs from the real state which
had passed away in the position given to the priests,
and in particular the Jerusalem priests. As com
pared with Deuteronomy, Ezekiel increases the priestly
dues and by depriving the local priests priests who
were not descended from Zadok of their priestly
position, makes of the priests of his ideal constitution a
compact and corporate body. In his priestly constitu
tion Ezekiel, moreover, most clearly appears as an
innovator. He is well aware that the priests of the
future will not be as those of the past with which he had
been familiar. In the past, which was the present of
Dt. , all Levites had exercised priestly functions

;
in the

future all Levites not descended from Zadok, in other
words all Levites who had not been connected with
the Jerusalem temple, will be degraded into an inferior

order : the Zadokites alone will remain genuine priests.
Ezekiel s remoteness from the actualities of life

(contrast Deuteronomy) comes out particularly in his

division of the country, which he regards as an exact

parallelogram.
A particular value, historically and critically, attaches

to the legal section of the book of Ezekiel. It shows
us, on indisputable chronological evidence, how at least

one mind in exile was working on Jewish law at a time
when circumstances prevented its being put into force,

and how the exile marks the transition from the literary

activity, which had been mainly prophetic, to the literary

activity of the post-exilic period, which became increas

ingly priestly and legal.

Criticism has shown that Ezekiel s was not the only
mind working invthe way just described, and that not to

him alone do we owe legal literature of the exilic age.
The most important of the remaining legal works the

exilic origin of which has been generally admitted (yet

15 La f
see LEVITICUS, 28/ )

is the Law of Holi-

Holiness
ness

(
LEVITICUS -

r 3-3)- Though in

its present form incomplete and frequently
modified by the editor who incorporated it with the

larger post-exilic priestly work, it is not difficult to see

the general character and motive of the work of the

exilic compiler or editor. Like Deuteronomy it is based
on earlier legislation,

1
is parsenetic in character (this

feature being specially prominent in the closing section
;

Lev. 26), and is characterised by its humanity (cp, e.g. ,

Lev. 193/. ).
Like Ezekiel (40-48) it has as its dominant

note holiness, and appears to have had as its aim the

regulation of the restored community.
H has in addition to these general characteristics so much in

common with Ezekiel that Graf, as is well known, concluded
that P^zekiel must have been the author of H (Gesch. Biicher,
81-83). As has frequently been pointed out, however (e.g., We.
ProU*), 386: Dr. Introd.W}

, 1487:), whilst in some important
respects H agrees with Ezekiel against D (e.g., the loth of the
seventh month is the feast of the New Year in H [Lev. 26911]
and Ezek. 40 i, not as in P [Lev. 1629] the Day of Atonement)
in others H agrees with P against Ezekiel ; thus the priests are
sons of Aaron, not of Zadok (as in Ezek. 44 15 ff., 48 n). See,

further, LEVITES.

If we may trust the present arrangement, this law-

book (H) began, like the legislation in JE (Ex. 2622-
23 16), with the regulation of sacrifice (Lev. 17) ;

it as

sumes (Lev. 174 26n 19so 20 3 21 12-20 262 31) rather

than demands (like Dt.
)
that there must be but one place

of sacrifice. Like Ezekiel, the Law of Holiness gives
much attention to the priests and the ritual (chaps. 17

1 Cp, e.g., Lev. 19 15 with Ex 283, Lev. 2227-29 with Ex.

222Q 23i8f., Lev. 25 1-7 with Ex. 28 lo/ See further We.
Prol.(^), 384. It would be unreasonable, however, to limit the
earlier legislation preserved in H to what is found in our extant
earlier codes; see above, 12.
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20-24) ;

but it regulates also with considerable fulness

family and social life (esp. chaps. 18-20 25).
J

For proof of the date and extent of H, and for various views
as to details, reference must be made to LEVITICUS, 13^, and
the literature there cited, but see, especially, Baentsch, lleilig-

kcitsgesetz. Baentsch s conclusions (on which cp Dr. fntrei/.(6)

p. 149 n.) may be summarised as follows :

&quot; Between the years
621 and 591, and probably within a year or two of the latter

term, a writer (H) made a collection of previously existing laws,

giving them a partfnetic framework and the historical back

ground of the wandering in the wilderness. This collection

survives in Lev. 18 20 23 9-12 15-17 isa
igf&amp;gt;

2022 2415-22 25 1-7

14 17 18-22 23 24 35-38 29 i 2. Some years later later also than

Kzekiel another writer (H 2)also made a collection of previously

existing laws. These are mainly concerned with the priests and
the offerings, and are provided by their editor with a dogmatic
framework. This collection survives in Lev. 21./C Quite at the

close of the captivity an exile, anxious that the restored com
munity should be regulated aright, united H] and H%, prefixed

chap. 17 (H;t), and concluded the whole with a previously exist

ing prophetic discourse (Lev. 263^), to which he made various

additions (w. 10 17 [?], 34 35 39-43) appropriate to his immediate

purpose.&quot; The details 2 of the foregoing theory and the analysis

underlying it have varying degrees of probability ; but the com-

plexitv of the code seems certain (if only on the ground of the

presence of both chap. 18 and chap. 20), and that more than one
exilic process is here represented is highly probable.

Possibly we should refer to the exile also the writing down
and collection of much of the priestly teaching that lies at the

basis of a large part of Leviticus and is

16. Other indicated in Carpenter and Battersby s Hexa-
COllectionS. teuch as P . For arguments as to the date of

this
P&amp;gt;,

see ih. I. pp. 152 /., and Harford-

Battersby in arts. Leviticus and Numbers in Hastings
DB.
We find then that in the exile legal study and especi

ally the study of the temple ritual and priestly duties

was zealously pursued though (or perhaps we should

rather say, because), the temple being destroyed, both

ritual and priestly duties were for the time being in

suspense : just as after the second destruction of the

temple and the permanent cessation of sacrifice in 70
A. D. the rabbinic study of matters connected with the

temple continued with great if not increased ardour

(see 23).

4. Early Post-Exilic Period. The activity of this

period resulted in (a) the legal and quasi-historical

p .. work known as the Priestly Code (P), and
J

(*) the fusion with that work of older
iracter.

histories (j E) and of the ]aw .book
D&amp;gt;

producing a work substantially the same as our Penta
teuch (on b see 20 f. ).

Towards the end of the sixth or at the beginning
of the fifth century B.C., probably in Babylon,

3 a

great work, historical in form, legal or institutional in

motive, saw the light.
4 Its evident purpose is the vindi

cation of the divine origin of (ewish institutions and
ritual law. Terse to a degree in its treatment of history

generally, reducing the biographies of the heroes of the

past to little more than a genealogy and a table of ages,
it expands into fulness where the origin or purpose of

an institution can be illustrated, as for example in the

history of creation leading up to the Sabbath, that of

the Deluge closing with the command not to eat blood,
the birth of Isaac and the institution of circumcision.

What is chiefly dwelt on in connection with the Exodus
is the institution of the Passover

; the history of the

transition from Egypt to Canaan deals fully only with
the establishment of the central place of worship the

tabernacle and of the sacred classes (the priests and

&quot;Levites) to whose care and service it was confided.

Ezekiel in the exile with prophetic freedom legislates
afresh

; and, with a full sense of the novelty of some

1 Exclusive of those parts of the chapters in question which
are from the hand of later priestly writers. See LEVITICUS,

|X4/2 For a criticism of one or two of these see a review by the

present writer in JQR 6(1893), pp. 179-182, whence the above
summary is cited.

3 Cp E7ra76^7;, and Kue. Hex. 15, n. 27.
* This can most conveniently be read in Addis s Documents

of the Hexateuch, vol. ii. See also Carpenter and Harford-
Battersby. On the origin of P see HEXATEU;H, g 13-30; on
its relation to Hebrew historical literature, see HISTORICAL
LlTEKATUKE, 9.
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features in the constitution which he draws up, presents
it under the form of the ideal state of the future. The
author of the great priestly history casts his ideal back

into the past ;
what ought to be, was ; what ought to

be done now, was done by the true Jew of the past ;

earlier histories represented the patriarchs sacrificing in

various spots ; to P sacrifice apart from the tabernacle

was profanity ;
hence in his history the patriarchs never

sacrifice. P s tabernacle itself is anterior to the temple

only in the imagination not in history. The entire work
is legal or ritual fact and theory presented under the

form of history.

Now, what is the literary inter-relation between the

various parts of the work ? P consists of two main
elements

;
the history of Jewish institu

tions already described, and masses of
18. P s two

laws mainly concerned with ritual matters.

Were these two elements combined from the first? If

not, when was the combination made? Are even

the two main elements quite simple or to be resolved

into yet further elements? Complete and conclusive

answers to these questions are not obtainable. Certain

points, however, are clear, and the complexity of P is

certain.

(a) The masses of laws in P are in part earlier (for

an example see 15 the Law of Holiness), in part
later (see below, 21) than the priestly history. In

large part, however, it is difficult to decide with cer

tainty whether the laws had or had not a separate

literary, as distinct from a fixed oral, existence before

they were united with this history.
Two things, however, must be observed : (r) For the most

part the masses of law have no organic connection with the

priestly history. This is true, for example, of the great mass
contained in Lev. 1-7 (LEVITICUS, 7), and again such laws as

those of the Nazirite (Nu. 6), of the ordeal of Jealousy (Nu.
611-31), and those contained in Nu. 1510. (2) The laws are not

homogeneous. Taking again as an example Lev. 1-7, we find the

same subjects treated more than once and in a different manner ;

thus 6 8-7 38 covers the same ground as chaps. 1-5 viz. the ritual

of the various forms of offerings and the subscription in 7 35_/T
refers only to 68-734 I

1 instances of actually divergent laws on
the same subject within the priestly code will be referred to in

821.

(/;)
The several laws are worked inorganically into

the historical framework though often in the vaguest
manner.
The laws are delivered to Moses or to Moses and Aaron (cp
i). Sometimes the place of delivery (e.g., Lev. 1 i 738) or

time (/ /&amp;gt;.)
is defined. At times (e.g., Lev. 8) a law is cast entirely

in the form of a history of its first appearance ; and generally
what Aaron is bidden to do may be taken as a standing law
actual or ideal for the priests of the writer s own day. Very
frequently, however, the law is quite general in its terms and is

only loosely connected with the history by the introductory
formulie (see, e.g., Lev. 1-7 23 exclusive of the parts belonging
toH).

(c) Whether or not the history and the various

bodies of law in P had a separate literary career of

their own before they became united, history and laws

belong to the same general period. The force of

critical tradition in favour of the early date of the

priestly history led Graf, it is true, in the first instance

to place the laws, the date of the origin of which was too

obvious to be ignored, remote in time from the history.
The impossibility of this, however, was quickly seen, not

only by Grafs critics, but also by himself. The funda

mental characteristics of the laws which point to the

period in which they originated are in the history merely
a little less explicit. They are there. Laws and history
alike presuppose, for example, the single place of

sacrifice, the distinction between priests and Levites.

In subsidiary matters too, the tie is equally close ;

both alike, for example, use a number to define the

month, and both are generally marked by the same

striking linguistic peculiarities.
The production then of this complex work was one

of the chief results of literary activity in the earlier post-
exilic period. We may consider the possibilities and

1 See further Driver, Introdfo, pp. t,i,f.
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probabilities with regard to the stages in its growth in

connection with the other achievement of the period

the union of this complex whole or of its various parts

with JED.
Here we must consider the external evidence. Un

fortunately that evidence is ambiguous ;
and scholars

_. _- ., are much divided in their interpretation
19

f N h 8 10&quot;

f evidence consists of the

account of the acceptance of the law

of God which was given by Moses the servant of God

(Neh. 1029) contained in Neh. 8-10 chapters derived

from the memoirs of Ezra but worked over to some

degree by the excerptor (see EZRA ii. , 5). Now the

law to which the people bound themselves on the 24th

day of the yth month of the year 444 was, at least pre

eminently, the law of P.

It is quite clearly P s law of the feast of booths that is found
written in the law (Neh. 8 i$/.) ,

for the festival lasts eight days
(Neh. 8 is) in accordance with Lev. 23 36 (cp 2 Ch.

~
gf.), not

seven as commanded in Dt. 10 13 (cp i K. 866 Ezek. 45 25 Lev.
-341, H). Then compare further in detail the ordinances de
scribed in Neh. 1032-39 with the relevant laws in P for detailed

references see the commentators : note especially the agree
ment, as to the dues demanded, of Neh. 1036-40 with Nu. 18;
on the relation of 1032 to Ex. 30 i~$f. cp below, 21 (a).

Was, then, the law of God, read by Ezra and inter

preted by the priests and Levites to the people, simply
the historico-legal work contained in P, or was it this

work already combined with JED and therefore sub

stantially the Pentateuch in its present form ? The
former alternative certainly seems more probable on the

face of it. Would a self-contradictory work like the

Pentateuch in its present form have produced the desired

effect ?

The view that Ezra s law consisted of P alone has been held
and defended, inter alias, by Kayser (Das vorexilische Buck,
pp. 195 f.), Reuss (Gesch. d. heiligen Schriften des A Tft),

yij jf-h Kuenen (Hex. 303), Holzinger (Einl. 438/1). In
addition to the argument already suggested, it is urged that the
time allowed in Neh. 8 for reading and interpreting would not
have permitted of Lev. 23 being reached by the second day if

the whole Pentateuch, not simply P, was the book read.
The opposite view that Ezra read P combined with JED is

adopted, almost of necessity, by adherents of the older critical

school (e.g., Di. NJD 672f.\ Kit. 93./C), but a so by others (e.g.,
We. Prol.(*), 415). Among the grounds adduced for this view
is the fact that marriage with aliens (Neh. 10 30 [31]) is expressly
forbidden not in P but only in other parts of the Pentateuch

(Ex. 34 1 2 Dt. ~tff.).

5. Later Post-Exilic (post-Ezran} Period. On the

answer to the questions raised at the end of the last section

20 T t
must largely turn our view of post-Ezran

history of P. !

itera
T.

activit
,

y Most
v

of * hat
^l

1 b
,

e

here discussed must be thrown back
before the period of Ezra, if the view that the law read

by him was (substantially) the whole Pentateuch be

adopted ;
and some of the processes may in any case

have fallen rather in the previous period ;
a further

preliminary remark needing to be made is this, that

any strict chronological sequence of the processes now
to be mentioned cannot be established. Various hypo
theses may be made which nothing yet known serves

either to invalidate or confirm. With these precautions
we proceed to enumerate various editorial and supple

mentary labours to which criticism has drawn attention.

In some cases it is tolerably certain that those who
undertook them were successors of Ezra.

(a) The union of P with JED. This must have
occurred, if not before (see preceding section), within

a generation or two after, Ezra
;
otherwise it would be

difficult to account for the practical identity of the Jewish
and Samaritan Pentateuchs (see CANON, 24/.). The
result of the union was important ; the pre-eminently

historico-prophetic character of JED becomes in the

whole complex work entirely subordinate to the legal
and priestly character of the later work with which
it is incorporated which now gives its dominant note
to the whole.
The earlier fortunes of JE fall for consideration almost

entirely under historical literature ; later they are lost in those
of the great legal work which henceforward is the normative
influence alike over literature (cp CHRONICLES) and over life.
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(i) Removal of Joshua. The process just mentioned

was doubtless associated with another. The history of

P extended to the conquest of Canaan (cp JOSHUA ii.,

5, 12). This last part of the work, dealing with
events subsequent to the death of Moses, no longer
forms part of the law. Whether this truncation of P
took place at the actual time of the union with JED
or subsequently may be left undecided

;
but the date

of the process, like that of the union of P and JED,
hangs on the date of the Samaritan Pentateuch, which
does not contain the book of Joshua.

(c) Expansions of P (or of JEDP). The complexity
of P has been briefly discussed already ( 18). We

.... must here draw more special attention

, . , p to sections, related in style and spirit to

P, which do not appear to have formed

part of it originally and certainly may be of post-
Ezran origin. The determination of the secondary
or primary character of many particular sections

of priestly character must often remain inconclusive,

for it frequently turns on general considerations which
will weigh differently with different minds. 1 If it is

unlikely that the law Ezra read was encumbered with

the irrelevant histories of J E and the irreconcilable

laws of the earlier legislation and Dt. , it is scarcely less

unlikely that it contained the self-contradictory laws to

be found within P or the different representations of the

tabernacle and its appurtenances that underlie Ex. 25-31
as well as many of the laws. On the other hand some
laws not immediately and conspicuously connected with

the history (e.g. , those of Lev. 23) must already have
been united with the priestly history (

18 f). Still, the

account in Neh. 8-10 fails to carry us far in actually

determining the extent of legal matter contained in

Ezra s law-book. As illustrations of the type of expan
sions to which P was subject the following may be cited.

(a) Laws representing and enforcing actual modifica

tions of praxis. In one or two cases it is tolerably
certain that these are not only secondary but also

post-Ezran.
For example, the temple tax in the time of Ezra was one-

third of a shekel (Neh. 1032), and, apparently, a novelty; the

law of Ex. 30 11-16 (cp 2 Ch. 246-io) demands half a shekel ; this

latter amount was actually paid in later times (Mt. 1724; cp Schiir.

GJl ~$), 2206). The most natural conclusion is that the law
of Ex. 30 11-16 is an expansion of P (which is further indicated

by its presupposing Nu. 1) subsequent to the time of Ezra.

Again, the tithe on cattle payable to the Levites according to

Lev. 27 30-33 and referred to in 2 Ch. 31 6 seems to be as little

recognised in Nu. 1821 Neh. 1036-38 [35-37] as in Dt. 1422-29
26 12-15. Once again, the law in Lev. 27 30-33 seems to belong to

the post-Ezran period ; but in this case it must be placed earlier

than the date of Chronicles. Many other similar cases of modifi

cations within P give less clue to the date of their incorporation
in the priestly work or the Pentateuch.

(/3) Another type of expansions is perhaps to be found

in laws embodying practice sufficiently ancient and even

primitive, but sanctioned only as a concession to pop
ular feeling by the scribal class.

For example, the ordeal of JEALOUSY (Nu. 5 11-31) and the

cleansing by the ashes of the red heifer (Nu. 19) are certainly in

some respects primitive. In their present form they betray the

general stylistic characteristics of the priestly school ; but they
stand isolated and unrelated (so far as can be seen) to

the_
main

scheme of the priestly work. Cheyne accounts in a similar

manner for the ritual of the Day of Atonement (Lev. 16) ;
see

AZAZEL, 4 ; Jewish Rel. Lift, 75 f.

(7) A third type of expansions consists of additions

to the more historical or quasi -historical material.

Most notable is the repetition (Ex. 35-40) in the form

of a detailed account of carrying these into effect of the

directions to build the tabernacle.

Here the relation of MT and renders it probable that we
have to do with tolerably late expansions. Whether or not

many other sections (e.g., Nu. 7) are primary or secondary

depends largely on the assurance with which we are prepared
to judge the possibilities of the original writer s piolixity.

For details see EXODUS, 5, LEVITICUS, iff., NUMBERS,

Ii7.f
(5) Another set of expansions of the primary work

1 For a discussion of many details see EXODUS, 5, LEVITICUS,

-, NUMBERS, \off. 21.
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is indicated by references to the altar of incense or

the golden altar. This is unknown to Ex. 25-29, and
first appears in the supplemental section Ex. 30i-io.

The original priestly narrative knows only a single altar,

termed simply the altar, and distinguished by the

later writers from the altar of incense as the altar of

burnt-offering. Cp further Wellhausen, C7/&amp;lt;
2

&amp;gt;, 139^
Such are some of the leading instances of the expan

sion of the law after it had become fixed as to its main
form. By degrees the reverence for the letter, which a

few centuries later we know to have been intense, must
have rendered it difficult to incorporate new matter, and

especially new matter differing essentially from the

written law. Glosses may have been made even later ;

such is the conclusion suggested by a comparison of

MT with the versions, especially
6. Rabbinic Period. As there had been laws before

there was any legal literature( 7), so there was much legal

22 P t
act v ly after the legal literature collected

.. ,.. . in the Old Testament was complete. To
. , some extent this later activity found a

literary outlet in some of the Apocalyptic
Literature (APOCALYPTIC LITERATURE, 2, 58).
To a much larger extent it spent itself in the pro
duction of an oral tradition which had grown to great

proportions by the first century A. D. But whereas the

oral tradition that apparently lies behind the earliest

collections of written law in the OT was a record based
on actual practice and precedent, the later oral tradition

(in its turn the source and indeed the contents of another

great literature the Rabbinic) was largely casuistical ;

it concerned cases that might arise at least as much as

cases that had arisen. The law of God was no longer
established custom ; its principles were contained in the

written law and were capable of being applied to the

minutest circumstances of life. It is with this minute

application, with this working out of the older law, that

the traditions of the fathers which constitute the

Mishna are concerned.

As the first fall of Jerusalem (586 B.C.) gave a
stimulus to the fixing of much of previously existing law

&amp;gt;* TW Vi
atlc to l^e consideration of the law of

SSfSi th

f

e
.

fUt
&amp;lt;H

/&quot;

6
&amp;gt;

the second fall

of Jerusalem (70 A.D.
), and the final

dispersion of the Jews from their religious centre, added
zest to the pursuit of the law and to the systematisation
of the legal discussions of the Rabbis. It is the dis

cussions of the Rabbis who lived between 70 A.D. and
about 200 A. D. that chiefly constitute the Mishna.
Earlier Rabbis are mentioned comparatively speaking
with extreme rarity. But when was this traditional

discussion written down ? It is generally assumed
that it was about 200 A.D. Still, it is not certain,
either that none of it had been written earlier, or that

all of it was written then
; by that date it had in any

case assumed a fixed shape or arrangement whether
as oral tradition or in writing ; and thenceforward it

became the subject of further discussion both in

the Palestinian and the Babylonian schools. This
discussion is known as the Gemlra. 1 Mishna and
Gemara together constitute the Talmud or rather the
Talmuds. The result of the Palestinian discussions on
the Mishna was the Palestinian or Jerusalem Talmud,
completed towards the end of the fourth century or

during the fifth century A.D. ; the result of similar dis

cussions in Babylon was the Babylonian Talmud com
pleted about 500 A. D.

The Talmud is the chief literary product of late

Jewish legal discussion
; but it is by no means our only

one. For example, under the title of Tosephtd we still

1 In addition to the discussions of the Amoraim or post-
Mishnic doctors which constitute the main body of the
Gemfira and are written in Aramaic, the Gemiira contains also
sayings of older doctors not contained in the Mishna, but wiitten
like the Mishna in Hebrew. These are named Baiaitnu
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possess a collection of discussions of the Mishnic age
which resembles the Mishna in being arranged accord

ing to topics, but never gained the same authoritative

position. Another branch of this literature consists of

commentaries (Midrdshim) on the sacred text. Here
of course the arrangement is not according to subject ;

from the nature of the case it follows the arrange
ment of the biblical text. The earliest works of

this kind, belonging in their original form to the second

century A. D. and thus closely related in time as well as

in contents with the Mishna, are Mlchiltd (on part of

Exodus), Siphrd (on Leviticus), and Sip/ire (on
Numbers and Deut.

). Any discussion of the

Talmud and the Mishnic literature falls outside the limits

of this article and must be sought for elsewhere. *
It has

been necessary, however, to refer to it. The movement

begun by Deuteronomy does not close within the period
of the OT ;

its goal is the Talmud
;

its course covers

more than a thousand years. Deuteronomy does much
to crystallise principles into rules and thereby partly

strangles the free prophetic life, to which it so largely
owed its existence. Still the principles survive in

it : the appeal to motive is constant. The subsequent

history of law - literature, however, is the history of

the increasing supremacy of rules based on the past
over the living spirit of the present. Ezekiel indeed

questions and displaces deuteronomic laws
;
the Priestly

Code amends Ezekiel
;

but thenceforward law always
professedly adheres to the norm of scripture, the

written word
;

the Mishna is the interpretation of the

written law : the Gemara the interpretation of the

Mishna. G. B. G.

LAWYER (NOMIKOC), Mt. 22 3s, etc.. Tit. 813. See
LAW AND JUSTICE, and cp SCRIBES.

Lawyer is also given in RVnig. as a rendering of the obscure
word N nsri in L&amp;gt;an. 3 2. See SHERIFF.

LAZAR HOUSE (rPK&amp;gt;pnri 7V3), 2 K. 15 5 RVme-,

EV several house. See LEPROSY, col. 2767, n. i.

LAZARUS (AAZApoc [Ti. WH]). The name, which
is a contraction of ELEAZAR 2

(&amp;lt;?-v.)
i.e. God has

. helped was specially appropriate for the
a e

central figure in any story illustrating the

help of God.

For OT examples see Ex.184 2 S. SSgyC In the period of

Judaism we may expect to find the divine help more distinctly

recognised. Cp Ps. 46 i [2] a very present help in trouble ;

70 6 [5] 1 am poor and needy; make haste unto me, O God:
thou art my help and my deliverer. When poverty and piety
were synonymous it was natural to favour such names as Eleazar
and Eliezer. Eleazar is the name given to (2 Mace. 6 18-31) the

scribe called by Chrysostom (1258) the foundation of martyr
dom,&quot; a type of those who (4 Mace. 7 19) believe that, to God,
they do not die (and see 3 Mace. 6 iy^).

In Lk. 1619-31 Lazarus is introduced thus : . . . and
he that marries one that is put away . . commits

.... . adultery. Now 3 there was a certain

. -TV rich man . . . and a certain beggar
y named Lazarus was laid at his gale

full of sores. * It is not surprising that the context,

and the giving of a name to the central figure of the

story, induced early commentators to suppose that this

was a narrative of facts. 6
Certainly if the story is one

1 Strack, EM. in den Talmud, 1894; Schur.G/rP)! 87-115,
where further reference to the extensive literature will be found.

2 Hot: Hebr. on Lk. 16 20 (and cp ib. on Jn. 11 i) quotes
Juchasin : Every R. Eleazar is written without an N i.e., R.
Lazar.

3 D and Syr. Sin. om. now.
4 The Arabic Diatess. (ed. Hogg) alters order and text

thus (Lk. Iri), (15) Ye are they that justify yourselves . . .

the thing that is lofty before men is base before God. (19)
And he began to say, A [certainl man was rich . . . This,
besides indicating that a parable or discourse is commencing,
gives it a logical connection with the charges just brought
against the money-loving Pharisees.

8 Iren.iv. 24 (see Grabe s note on Grzecorum et Latinorum
Patrum mutuus consensus ). Non autem fabulam might pos
sibly mean not a mere tale but a tale with a lesson ; but see
also the inferences deduced from the story in Iren. ii. 34 i, and
Teitull. I)e Anint. 7. Tertullian, however, guards himself

against the conclusion that nothing can be inferred from the

story if it is imaginary.
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of Jesus parables, it is difficult to see why, contrary to

usage, the principal character in it receives a name.

Taking this mention of a name together with other

unique features of the story (the elaborate details about

Hades, and the technical use of the phrase Abraham s

bosom
), may we not conjecture that we have in Lk.

1619-31, not the exact words of Jesus, but an evangelic

discourse upon his words (placed just before it by
the Arabic Diatessaron) that which is exalted among
men is an abomination in the sight of God ? If so,

the insertion of the name Lazarus
(
= Eliezer) will be

parallel to the insertions of names (e.g. , Longinus) in

the Acta Pilatl ; the typical character of the name has

been indicated already (see above, i). The final

words of the story (
neither will they be persuaded

etc.
)
seem more like an evangelic comment after Christ s

resurrection than like a prediction of Christ before it.

The narrative in Jn. 11 opens thus, Now (5^) there

was a certain man sick, Lazarus of (air6) Bethany from
_
T

. (K) the village of Mary and Martha
3. Unique nar-

her sjster i Now ^ Mary was she
rative in Jn.

that anomtecj t jje Lord w j tn ointment

and wiped his feet with her hair : and it was her brother

that (?)s 6 adf\(j)6s) was sick. The sisters, therefore,

sent to him, saying, Lord, he whom thou lovest is sick. 2

Lazarus is here referred to as one who required an
introduction. This view is confirmed by the fact that

his name is mentioned only in the unique narrative in

Lk. 1619-31, the historical character of which is very

justly disputed. The sisters of Lazarus too are not

named at all by the first two evangelists. Yet the

name of this Lazarus, about whom the Synoptists are

silent, is connected by Jn. with the greatest of the

miracles; for it appears from Jn. 1139 that Lazarus,

when Jesus arrived, had been four days dead, a cir

cumstance that differentiates this miracle from the

parallel miracle at NAIN-* (q.v.}, and makes it the

climax of Christ s wonderful works. The synoptic
silence has never been explained.
To remark that for the Jews and for the evangelists alike it

was one of &quot;many signs&quot; (1147), and not essentially dis

tinguished from them, -* is to ignore Jn. s dramatic power in

delineating character. For the blind Pharisees no doubt this

stupendous wonder was but one of many signs ; but only in

Jn. And this was because Jn. wishes to represent the Pharisees
as being stupendously blind. It was plainly not one of many
signs for the multitudes in Jerusalem who flocked to meet

Jesus (Jn. 12 18) because they heard that he had done this

sign. In the same way the Pharisees think nothing of the

healing of a man born blind. The blind man, however, reminds
them that such a sign was never worked since the world began.
The Acta Pilati represents the Roman Governor as unmoved
by all the other evidence of Jesus miracles ; but when he hears
of the climax, the raising of Lazarus after he had been four days
dead, he trembles. 5

The distinction drawn above between the Fourth

Evangelist and the Synoptists unfairly discredits the

latter. We must not maintain, without any evidence

but their silence, that the Synoptists were as stupid or

as perverse as Christ s most bigoted and vindictive

adversaries.

The common-sense view of the Synoptic omission of

1 Cp the prepositions in Jn. 1 447^ 46 742 52.
2

&quot;\\v 6e M. has an exact parallel in Jn. 18 14. Such clauses
of characteiisation are frequent in Jn. (e.g. ,

7 50, and cp 1^39
he that came to him before, or, by night ). They keep before

the reader the personality of the person described and prepare
him for a new manifestation of the personality.

3 See Acta Pil. 8 and cp Hor. Hebr. on Jn. 11 39. For
three days the spirit wanders about the sepulchre expecting if

it may return into the body. But when it sees that the form or

aspect of the face is changed then it hovers no more but leaves
the body to itself. Cp JOHN, 20.

4 Westcott on Jn. 11 i. On the argument from the silence of
the Synoptists see further GOSPELS, 587;

5 Acta Pil. 8. And others said,
&quot; He raised Lazarus . . .&quot;

Why does not Lazarus himself testify before Pilate, like the
man who (Jn. 5 i) had been diseased thirty-eight years, and
Bartima^us (not mentioned by name, though) and the woman
with the issue, and others, a multitude both of men and
women ? Was he supposed to be in hiding, or dead? A
Lazarus is mentioned (*& 2) as one of twelve Jews who testify
that Jesus was not born of fornication.
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this miracle is like the common -sense view of the

omission in the book of Kings of the statement made in

the parallel passages of Chronicles that God answered
David and Solomon by fire from heaven. The earlier

author omitted the tradition because he did not accept
it and probably had never heard it. It was a later

development.
1

Is then the record of the Raising of Lazarus a fiction ?

Not a fiction, for it is a development. But it is non-
_ . , historical, like the History of the Crea-

. tion in Genesis, and like the records of

th
^

*t
the ther miracles in the Fourth Gospel ;

tne account ^ Q ^ w^c^ are poet jc developmentsbased ? ,

(attempts to summarise and symbolise
the many mighty works of Jesus recorded by the

Synoptists in seven typical signs expressing his work
before the Resurrection). The words of Jesus the

Fourth Evangelist has obviously not attempted to pre
sent in the form and style assigned to them by his

predecessors, and the same statement applies to the

Johannine account of the acts of Jesus. This, however,
does not prevent us from discerning in many cases one

original beneath the two differing representations. For

example, we can see a connection between the healing
of the man born blind and the Synoptic accounts

of the healing of blindness
;
and in Jn. s account of the

miraculous draught of fishes after the Resurrection we

perceive clear traces of Lk. s account of a similar event

placed at an early period. So in the present case, if we
are to study the Raising of Lazarus, in which a very

large part is assigned to the intercession of Martha and

Mary, the first step must be to go back to traditions

about the sisters, and to attempt to explain the origin
of the belief that they had a brother called Lazarus

and that he was raised from the dead.

Before we proceed to this, however, it may be well to

remind the reader of the influence exerted by names and
. ... sometimes by corruptions of names on

i Bth the devel Pment of traditions. a The
student of the evangelic traditions is

repeatedly called upon to apply this key, and we shall

have to do so in studying the parallel narratives of the

anointing of Jesus in Bethany given by Mk.
,
Mt.

,
and

]n. respectively. Mk. s preface is (Mk. 14$) And
while he was in Bethany in the house of Simon the

leper, while he was sitting down to meat
(ei&amp;gt; Ty oiniq.

Ziyuwvos rou \firpov KaTa.Kei/j.tvov ai roD). Mt. 26 6 has

simply TOU 8 &quot;IrjcroO yevo/j-evov v B. fv oiKta S. TOV

\eirpov. Now, tv rrj ot/ap in Mk. 9 33, lOio means in

the house, i.e., indoors, no name of owner being
added. Hence Mk. is capable of being rendered,

While he was in Bethany in the house, Simon the leper

himself [also] sitting down. The parallel in Jn. is (Jn.

12 1-2) Jesus therefore . . . came to Bethany where

was (Sirou Jjv) Lazarus ... So they made him a

supper there, and Martha was serving, but Lazarus was
one of them that sat at meat with him (6 5e A. ets fy (K

rdv d.va.KftfJLei ui avv ai Tui), which certainly suggests,

though not definitely stating, that the house belonged to

Lazarus. It has been pointed out elsewhere, however,

(GOSPELS, 10), that belonging to the leper might

easily have been confused with Lazarus, so that the

name may have sprung from a corruption of the phrase.

As regards the dropping of the name Simon, an

analogy is afforded by Ecclus. 50 27^, where, according
to the editors of the recovered Hebrew text,

3
it is prob-

1 See the writer s Diatessarica (287-9) f r an explanation of

the possible confusion between answering a sacrifice-by-fire and

answering a sacrifice by-fire. The Hebrew sacrifice-by-fire

is almost identical in form with the word meaning fire.

2 For OT instances see the author s Diatessarica (46-54).
3 See their note ad loc. It seems worth while, however, to

add that
&amp;lt;B,

while dropping for Simon (pvCE
1

?)! adds

lepoo-oAu/ueinjs (N* has iepeiis 6 SoAujoteirr;?). May not the

latter be a confused representation of the former? Owing to its

similarity to other common words and phrases, &quot;Simon,&quot;

in Hebrew, might easily be inserted or omitted in translating

from Hebrew. See note on Lk. 7 36 below.
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able that the son of Sirach was originally called

Simon son of Jesus, but that Simon son of was

dropped.
But at this point, if we are to understand the steps

by which Jn. was led to his conclusions concerning
Lazarus, it is necessary to realise the obscurity that he

must have found hanging over the story of the anointing
of Jesus in the house of Simon the Leper, where
Lazarus seemed to him to have been present.
Such a surname as the leper is antecedently im

probable,
1 and it is omitted by Jn. ;

but its difficulty

t
, indicates that it was not an interpola-

6. The leper,&quot; tion but a corruption, possibly a con
flation of the name of the place

commonly called Bethany. Jn. alone appears to call

this (Jn. Hi) a village ; and he places it (ib. 18)

15 furlongs, which is exactly two Talmudic miles 2

i.e., a Sabbath day s journey with return from

Jerusalem. This fixed the position, of course, for the

first Christian pilgrims, and subsequently for the Church.
But it did not succeed in imposing the name on the

natives, who call the spot defined by Jn. , not Bethany,
but el- Atarlyek. This fact, and Lk. s comparative
silence,

3 and the total silence of Josephus (even in the

details of the siege), and the Talmudic variations of

spelling and of statement (connecting it with unripe

figs and shops ),
and Mk. s description of Bethany

as apparently nearer to Jerusalem than Bethphage
(Mk. Hi, to Bethphage and Bethany )

all indicate

that Bethany was not really a village, but simply

(like Bethphage) a precinct of the city, a part of

the great northern suburb minutely described by
Josephus.

This suburb is casually mentioned as (Jos. Z?/ii. 194)
what is familiarly-called both Bezetha and The-New-

1 Retha v
^

*-
v ^

T^v re ^frO*&quot; Tpoaayopfvot^itriv
,

J-
KO.I rr\v KaivoiroXiv).

4 Then, describing

R tha
ts Srac^ua growth, and its subsequent
enclosure in a wall by Agrippa, the

historian speaks of (ib. v. 4z) the hill
(\6&amp;lt;pov)

that is

called (KaXfirai) Bezethana (so Big. and Voss. , but

Ruf. /.ebethana, Huds. Bezetha
) ;

and he goes on to

say (ib. )
But by the people of the place the new-built

portion was called Bezetha (^K\r)dr) 5 eirixupius Be~e0a
r6 vtoKTiGTOv fdpos), perhaps meaning that the citizens

contracted Bezethana to Bezetha, but more prob
ably that the name, in both forms, was vernacular and
difficult to represent exactly in Greek. He does not

directly and straightforwardly say that Bezetha means
new city, but that

(il&amp;gt;. ) being interpreted, / / would
be called in the Greek tongue new city ( K\\d8i y\ui&amp;lt;rcrri

fraiPT} \tyoir &i&amp;gt; TTO\IS). This may well mean that

new city would be the way to express in Greek a

Jewish name not capable of being at once literally and

1 In i K. 11 26, Jeroboam s mother is certainly called Zeruah,
but this is either a deliberate insult or a corruption (see col. 2404,
n. 2). Cp Levy, NHIVB (mn)&amp;gt; on the recognised impropriety
of giving people nick-names from personal blemishes (a custom
common among the Romans, but not among the Jews).

2 liar. Hebr. 1 262.
3 Lk. only mentions the exact Synoptic name once (Lk. 24 50)
as far as to(wards) (eW irpos) Rftliany, in connection with the

Ascension, the return from which is desciibed as (Acts 1 12)
from the mountain called the Place -of-Olives ( EAaia&amp;gt;i&amp;gt;os),

which is near Jerusalem, a. sabbath day s journey. Lk. 19 29
has Bnfacto, not BrjOanW.

* The article before KatfoiroAii/ may he explained as a
blending of the notions New Town and the new town.
Strictly speaking, it ought to be -rqv B. re, not TIJI- re B. But
the irregularity might easily be paralleled from Thucydides.
Moreover the text may be a condensation of TTJK rr)v re B. KO.I

iV K. Trpoo-ay. which is called the Bezetha and the Kainopolis.
It seems clear from the next extract that Bezetha, or Bezethana,
was the Jewish name for Kainopolis or New-town, and that the
two names did not denote different places. If Josephus wrote
in every case

BcgtMr,
it might easily be corrupted into Bee0&amp;lt;,

being written Be0a. There is one previous mention, also
casual, describing Roman soldiers forcing their way up to the
temple (BJ\\. 15s) through what is called Bezetha Sia TTJ?Bf0A

&amp;lt;caAouM&amp;gt;&quot;)- As variants Niese s Index cites
B&amp;lt;&amp;lt;Tada,
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briefly translated :

1 and this view is confirmed by the

fact that he never introduces the name without a sort of

apology (
the people call it, etc.

).

That there was such a vernacular name appears from

four parallel versions of a Jewish tradition given by
Griitz (Gesch. ^^3,ff}, to the effect that Jerusalem had
as a suburb two Slices,

2 a lower (no doubt corre

sponding to the lower Kainopolis of Josephus) and
a higher. The higher was considered by common
people, the lower even by strict Pharisees, as part of

the Holy City, for the purpose of eating the meat of

sacrifices, and so forth. The word for Slice is

Betze or Beze, which, with the addition of the word
lower, might easily correspond to Josephus Beze

thana. 3 And having regard to the many variations

and abbreviations probable in a vernacular name, and
to those actually existent in Josephus, we can well

understand how such a name may have been confused

by some with the Mt. of Olives, and by others called

Bethany.
* It is also similar to the Hebrew for

leper.
5

Lastly, it may throw light on the parallel

tradition in Lk. (7 36) about a Pharisee asking Jesus to

eat (bread).
6

ouse o ives, as one o te names y wc te t. o
Olives was called. It seems to have been regularly called the

Mt., or Hill, of Olives, or the Mt. of Oil.

\b) pyu
Terrainstiicke.
3 That Josephus should transliterate the Heb.

&amp;lt;; (s) by the

Gk. $(z) can excite no surprise : He regularly does this in the
name Zoar, for example. Also the interchange of j and %
(as in Tyx) is frequent (Buhl, 209^). Lower is, in Gratz s

extracts, n:innn, tahtonah. Levy (NHtt K) gives y^3 as

synonymous with yi3, and with
&quot;1x3. Be(t)zertha ({&amp;lt;rn S3&amp;gt;

Levy, Chald. Lex. 1 109 a) is the late Heb. for the separate
place (Ezek. 41 12-15) n hg temple; but as regards NONI3
(suggested in Hastings, 2 594) the forms of the root given by
Levy (Chald. Lex.) are said by him to mean only division of

booty, plunder. It is perhaps worth adding that the only
place-name in OT beginning with

J3&amp;gt; Josh. 1628, Biziothiah

(rvnvin), s rea^ by & nmj3&amp;gt;
lit. her daughters i.e., suburbs,

and is conflated accordingly, ai Ko^ai aimav icat ai tn-auAeis
avrtav.

* Cp Mk. 11 19, And when it was evening they used to go
forth outside the city, Mt. 21 17 he came forth outside the city
to Bethany, Lk. 21 37 coming forth he used to lodge in the
mount that is called [the mount] of Olives. The divergences
can perhaps be best explained as springing from an original
to Bezetha(na), paraphrased by Mk., conflated by Mt. with

Bethany, and taken by Lk. as Place of Olives. It should be
noted that two of the versions of Gratz s above-quoted tradition

begin Two Slices were on the Mount of Oil, the third has
&quot; (3) Jerusalem, and the fourth there. The third seems

likely to have preserved the original, which perhaps meant
connected with Jerusalem. As the suburbs were outside

Jerusalem proper, in was naturally altered.
5 Reading pys3 as pyso (a corruption very frequent in )

we have a word very similar to ynsc, leper.&quot;

6 Not only is yi 3, slice, or fragment, the regular N. Heb.
word for breaking bread, but also pyi^s was a name given

(Levy 4 i43-^) to a class of hypocrites that aped the practices
of the stricter Pharisees. Space fails to indicate all the traces
of Hebrew influence on the narratives of the Anointing of Jesus.
But one may be given. Lk., without introducing the host by
name, represents Jesus as addressing him by name, thus (Lk.
740) Simon, I have somewhat to say unto thee. This is

unexampled in the gospels. Yet it is most improbable that Lk.
inserted. in this extraordinary place instead of at the com
mencement what was not in his original, merely because a
Simon the Leper had been mentioned in the Synoptic narrative.

More probably the original had Hearken (xj-ycs;0 or hearken-
to

&quot;^( jyOB1
), and Lk. mistook this for nycc , Simon. It may

. , -

little from Q pCi raise up, that the two are repeatedly confused

by the LXX, Nah. 1 8 the/lace thereof, &amp;lt;B they that are raised

*/&amp;gt; Jer- iOao and to set up, (B place (and see 2 S. 2249,
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It is essential for the reader to keep steadily in view

the traces of obscurity in the earliest Christian traditions

8. First

inferences.

in order that he may understand Jn. s

attitude towards them. Jn. is to be re

garded neither as a fallacious historian nor

as a poet putting aside history, but as a believer, so

penetrated with the sense of the power of Christ s

spirit, and at the same time so conscious of the

obscurity, uncertainty, and inadequacy of the extant

historical records of Christ, that he felt impelled towards

a new representation both of his words and of his

deeds. To describe the latter, he remoulded the

gospel, fusing old traditions and new, written and oral,

inferring, amplifying, spiritualising, but not inventing.

If, therefore, Jn. was led to believe that a man named
Lazarus owned the house in which the anointing
occurred, what inferences would he naturally make in

accordance with his principle of blending scattered tradi

tions? He found in Lk. (1040) an account of a supper
made for Jesus where Martha was cumbered about

much serving, while Mary sat at his feet and heard his

discourse ;
and this he might identify with the meal at

which the anointing took place. Martha, however

(without name of husband or father of the house), was
mentioned by Lk. as the hostess. 1 It followed that the

house must have belonged in some sense to her as well

as to Lazarus, and consequently that Lazarus must have

been a younger brother. Hence would arise Jn. s de

scription of Lazarus as the brother of Mary and Martha ;

for indeed it was in this inferential way that Jn. had
reasoned out the existence of a Lazarus.

The next step was to connect the name with Lk. s

Lazarus who was raised from the dead. The last words
_ . of Lk. s Lazarus-narrative are, Neither

&quot;

will they believe though one went to them

from the dead, which might become the

basis of a tradition that the Lord said concerning a man
named Lazarus, who died and was buried, that the Jews
would net believe (i.e. , refused to believe) though one went
to them from the dead. But if this Lazarus who sat at

meat when Martha served and Mary anointed Jesus feet,

had been raised from the dead by Jesus, and that, too,

after he had been buried it followed that such a sign
was the climax of all the signs and would naturally
come last of all. It must have been wrought at

Bethany, since Lazarus s house was there. Yet Jesus
could not have been at Bethany when Lazarus died so

the Evangelist would argue for how could he remain
and look on, and permit the death and burial? Jesus
must therefore have been at a distance. In that case,

Martha and Mary must surely have sent to him. Yet
he must have known even at a distance what was

happening ;
and if he knew, why did he not come ?

And how would the sisters endure his not coming?
Upon the basis of all these inferences and questions the

Evangelist proceeds to describe how the two sisters sent,

and what they said when Jesus came, and how he
answered their intercession the result being the raising
of Lazarus, the climax of Jesus signs.
Some commentators maintain that the graphic style

of the evangelist proves that he had seen or heard

10 The mot scenes or discourses he describes.

Among his most graphic passages,
however, are the dialogues with Nicodemus and with the

Samaritan woman, at neither of which was he present.

rise up against me, &amp;lt;5 [L] my place ). By themselves, these
facts would have no weight ; but taken in conjunction with the
instances of apparent Hebrew influence (see Diatessarica,
&quot;

334&amp;gt; containing Index to passages from Jn.) they suggest
the possibility of a conflation in Jn. ; and they are worth
mentioning here in order to help the reader to realise that

Jn., as well as Lk. (though in a manner different from Lk. s),

may have attempted to correct existing histories, not by
inventing, but by giving shape and order to vague and floating
traditions.

Martha in New Heb. means sometimes mistress (Levy,NHWB i&amp;gt; 234 6), the mistress (nmD) of the house who received
us.
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The fact is, that Jn. writes as a mystical poet, im
bued with Jewish traditions from Egypt as well as from

Palestine, with a keen eye for human characteristics,

but with a still deeper insight into the unfathomable
love and spiritual power of Jesus, and with a desire to

subordinate every word of his Gospel to the purpose of

manifesting that love and that power to mankind. 1

(i.) The book called Sohar, Zohar (Schottgen on Mt.

2i8), represents the Messiah as weeping when Rachel
f r ner children. By Justin

Tryph - ^4). and Irenes

(421) Rachel was recognised as the type
of the Christian Church, and Justin saw in Leah the

type of the Synagogue, (ii. )
The Apostolic Constitutions

(7 8) mention Lazarus with Job, apparently recognising
in the raising of Lazarus a fulfilment of the famous

prediction found in the received text of Job 1926.- Tradi

tions about Rachel and Job, as well as the Philonian

explanation of Eliezer,
3 may very well have been in the

evangelist s mind when he described the intercession of

the two sisters and put into the mouth of Martha the

words by this time he stinketh. Nor is it farfetched

to see a contrast between Lazarus leaving the tomb
still bound with grave-clothes and with the napkin round
his head and Jesus who, when he rose, left the linen

cloths lying and the napkin . . . rolled up in a place

by itself.

The Greek allusions are of a different kind.

(i.) 11 33, He rebuked \n his spirit &quot;(ei e/3pijuj&amp;lt;raTOT&amp;lt;f)7rci!0xa7i);

cpll38, again rebuking in himself. In Mk. 143 Mt. 930 the

word e/u/3pijxnofttti is applied to Jesus addressing,
12. Greek severally, a leper and two blind men. Probably
allusions. J n - wishes to dispel the impression that the half-

suppressed exclamation of anger that sometimes

accompanied Jesus acts of healing was directed against the

sufferer, whereas it was directed against the suffer ing regarded
as Evil. 4

(ii.) 1133, he troubled himself. This is probably an allusion

both to (a) the refrain in Ps. 42 (41) and 43 (42) () Why art

thou exceeding-sorrowful, my soul (TrfpiAun-os, RV cast down ),

and why dost thou troiible-me-ivitk [? myself] (trvi Tapao-erets,
RV disquieted within me ), and (&amp;lt;^)

to the synoptic use of the

passage. The Greek exceeding-sorrowful (wepiAujros) is rare
in the LXX (see Concord.). In NT the word occurs in four

passages, including Mk. 1434 Mt. 2638, My soul is exceeding-
sorroiuful even unto death. These words are not in Lk. But
an early interpolation in Lk., or edition of Lk., substituted (Lk.
2^44) an account of Christ engaged in a conflict (or, agony).
The problem of avoiding a word that might be a stumbling
block, because it signified grief to excess, and yet of inserting
a fulfilment of scripture, corresponding to that in Mk.

,
is solved

here by Jn. s using the other half of the Psalmist s sentence,
namely, trouble me with myself in the form he troubled him
self. By this extraordinary expression he indirectly meets an
objection that must have occurred to the many thousands of
Greeks and Romans who were familiar with the fundamental
doctrine of Epictetus, Be free from trouble. Jn. teaches that

the Father himself wills that his children, including the eternal

Son, should be troubled for one another. But what he wills,

he does ; and what he does, the Logos does. Therefore the

Logos, here, troubled himself. Later the Logos will be

(1227) troubled in sou!, and last of all, by the treachery of

Judas (1821), troubled in spirit.

1 Regarded as a nariative of fact this story, like others in Jn.,
is defective. Even such commentators as Lightfoot and West-
cott have severally inferred that the journey from beyond Jordan
to Bethany occupied three days {Bibl. Essays), about a day
(Westc. ad loc.).

2 Orig. Comm. on Jn. 15 (ed. Huet, vol. ii.
, p. 4 E) oSiofiora

vexpov a.vetm)&amp;lt;rev, Anaphor. Pilat. he raised up one that had
been dead four days. . . . when the dead man had his blood cor

rupted and when his body was destroyed by the worms produced
in it and when it had the stink of a dog.

3 Being interpreted, Eliezer is God my Help. For the

mass [of flesh] imbued with blood is by itself liable to speedy
dissolution, being indeed a corpse ; but it is kept compact and

quickened with a vital spark by the providence of God
(&amp;gt;p.

I 48i).
4 In a passage quoted by Eusebius {HE v. l6o) from a letter

from the churches of Lyons, ejxjSp. seems to mean loudly cursing
(not muttering curses ). Lucian uses it to express the deep
angry bellowing of Hecate (vol. i., p. 484, Necyoni. 20, ive-

/Spi/nrjo-aTO 17 Bpi^ioj). Cp Ecclus. 183, The rich man wrongs you
and bellows at you besides (Trpoo-eye/jpejoitjo-aTo). Celsus (Orig.
Cels. 2 76) complains that Jesus threatens and reviles on light

occasions, and complains of Jesus saying woe unto you. Jn.
never uses the word woe. It is hardly likely that the difficulty
of Mk.l43 Mt.93o would have escaped educated assailants of

the Gospels at the beginning of the second century.
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To enter fully into the allusions with which this

narrative teems would be to write a commentary on it.

Without some insight into a few of them, however, no

reader can dispassionately judge what is meant by the

Johannine name Lazarus or the poem of which it is

the centre. K. A. A.

LEACH. See HORSELEECH, LILITH.

LEAD (JYISy, dphcreth [see note below] ; MOXiBoc,

MoAyBoc [/vxoAiBAoc, /woAyBAoc]; plumbum).
Though lead was doubtless well-known to the Hebrews

from an early period, its applications were comparatively

unimportant, and the OT references to it are not many.
(a) Its weight is alluded to in Ex. 15 10 (cp Acts 27 28), and the

mason s and carpenter s plummet was no doubt as often made of

lead as of tin, though the latter happens to be the material men
tioned in Zech. 4 10. Indeed, the distinction between lead and
tin (see TIN) was in early days but imperfectly realised.

(l&amp;gt;)
Before the use of quicksilver became known, lead was

employed for the purpose of purifying silver, and separating it

from other mineral substances (Flin. /INZiy). To this

Jeremiah alludes where he figuratively describes the corrupt
condition of the people : In their fire the lead is consumed (in

the crucible); the smelting is in vain, for the evil is not

separated (Jer. ti 29). Ezekiel (2 18-22) refers to the same fact,

and for the same purpose, but amplifies it with greater minute

ness of detail. Compare also Mai. $2f.
(c) On Job 1923 f. see WHITING. For the use of leaden

tablets as writing material cp Faus. ix. 31 4 (leaden tablet, very

time-worn, with the Works of Hesiod engraved on it) and Plin.

H.N. 13 n.
(&amp;lt;/) Although the Hebrew weights were usually of stone, and

are indeed called stones, a leaden weight denominated andk^

(px CP tne Arabic word for lead) occurs in Amos 7 j f.

See PLUMBLINE.
(e) The employment of lead for the conveyance of water

known to the Greeks (Paus. iv. 35 12) and very familiar to the

Romans may perhaps have been resorted to by the Israelites,

but does not seem to be alluded to in OT.

LEAH (Hs ; A[e]lA [BADEFL]) ;
some scholars

compare Ar. lav, wild cow ;
so Del. Pro!. 80, \VR$

Kin. 195, 219, and doubtfully No. ZU/(;40 167 [1886];
P. Haupt compares Ass. It at, mistress

; but on the

possible analogy of Rachel [see JACOB, 3] we may still

more plausibly suspect Leah [Leah?] to be a fragment
of Jerahme el [Che. ]).

The mother of the non-Josephite
tribes of Israel. It was in the house of Joseph that

the truest stock of Israel historically lay ;
in fact it

was, according to E, only by underhand dealings on

the part of the Aramrean Laban that the Leah tribes

ever really became Israelite. Still, even the Ephraimite
traditions made the Leah tribe of Reuben Israel s

firstborn, and did not even deny him a place in its

account of the origin of Joseph (Gen. 30 14). See also

RACHEL, TRIBE.

LEANNOTH (HlStf? ; roy ATTOKPIGHNAI [BNA])
Ps. 88 title, RVmK- for singing (so Baethgen). Haupt
(JI)L, iqoo, p. 70) explains, to cause to respond
i.e., to cause God to grant the prayer which is at any
rate not unsuitable to the contents. The analogy of

the corrupt vain 1

? and
iaSS,

however (38 70 60, in

titles), suggests a different solution. mjy
1

? is an easy

corruption of roSy. which the scribe wrote as a correc

tion of the corrupt n^rc- On Alamoth see PSALMS,
26 [4
LEATHER. Although the word leather (or

leathern
)
occurs only three times in EV, once of the

girdle of Elijah (2 K. 18 lij; niiK, fcii ij dep/jLarivr)) and

twice of that of John the Baptist (Mk. 16 RV, AV a

girdle of a skin
;
Mt. 84), on both which see GIRDLE,

i, and the word tanner
1

is met with only in Acts 943
10632, there can be no doubt that the Hebrews were
familiar with the use of leather and the art of preparing
it from the earliest times. Cp SKIN, PARCHMENT.

1 The Heb. words iiniilt and ifhtrttk find their analogies in

the Ass. anakii and aMru, both of which are variously rendered
lead or tin &quot;(see Muss-Arnolt who cites also antimony for

a&ilrti). Both words are not unfrequently mentioned on Ass.

inscriptions among articles of tribute, abilru in particular being
sent from such districts as Commagene, Kue, Byblos, Melitene
and Tabal ; cp Del. Ass. HWH 9 b and re ff.
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The leathern vessels

(niyn S?), frequently referred to

in Leviticus, may be supposed to have included shields

and the like as well as belts and straps, bottles,

quivers and chariot -fittings, sandals and shoes (cp

SHOES). The Egyptian monuments illustrate very

graphically various stages in the working of leather

(see, e.g. , Wilk. Anc. Eg. 1232 2 187 f. ), though it

would \&amp;gt;e hazardous to use this as an argument for the

acquaintance of the Israelites with the higher branches

of the art in the Mosaic age (Ex. 25s, P), of which

we have no contemporary records.

LEAVEN is a general term for whatever is capable
of generating the process of fermentation in a mass of

1. Leaven dough ( panary fermentation
).

Various sub-

, stances were known in ancient times to
expiaine .

pOSSess tm
-

s property.
J The locus classicus

for the leavens of NT times is Pliny, //AH 8 26, accord

ing to which the most highly prized leaven was made
in the vintage season by kneading millet or fine bran of

wheat with must. In most cases, however, according
to the same authority, the leaven employed was the

same as that which alone is mentioned in OT or NT
(see BREAD, i), namely a piece of fully fermented

dough retained for the purpose from the previous

day s baking (
tantum pridie adservata materie utun-

tur
).

Such a piece might either be broken down in

water in a basin before the fresh flour was added

(Af/ndAotA5i end) or it might be hid in the flour

(Mt. 1833), and kneaded along with it. The Hebrews
named this piece of fermented dough INJ; , if or so

always in MT, in the Mishna TUTC-, IIND, &quot;htty and Ilira

LXXandNT &/J.T) (Ex. 12 15 19 13 7 Lev. 2n Dt. 16 4

Mt. 1833, etc.).

-1Kb is derived from an unused root INC akin (according to

Ges. Thes. 1318 l&amp;gt;)
to

TD&amp;gt;
and Arab, thilra (efftrbuif); cp f,\ni.i\

from eto, and fermentum from ferret? , also leaven (mid. Lat.

leuamen) from levare. In RV sfor is now consistently rendered

throughout by leaven, AV having in Dt. 164 leavened bread
1

(see below).

The mass of flour, water, and salt, in the kneading-

trough, w*.yVr A(rn*tc B)
2 with or without leaven after

being kneaded was termed bdsek (pss), dough or sponge

(Ex.123439 28. 138Hos. 74 Jer. 7i8); orcus, &amp;lt;rr&amp;lt;?as,
or

ffrtap, NT ((&amp;gt;vpafj.a ;
in the Mishna most frequently rtD j;

(from DDJ; to squeeze, knead [not as Levy from irony]).

If the dough contained no leaven and was baked before

spontaneous fermentation had set in, the result was

nxa. tnassdA (for etymology see Ges. -Bu.&amp;lt;
13

, s.v.
j ss),

more fully nso cnS, unleavened bread
(fij~i&amp;gt;/*os [fi/rroj]),

but most frequently in OT in the plur. Tiixc, massoth,

unleavened cakes. Dough that had thoroughly risen

under the action of leaven or by spontaneous fermenta

tion (Affnd/wth 5i) was termed rcn, Atimes, leavened

(from j-cn,
Arab, hamuda, to be sharp or sour

; cp Ger.

Sauerteig,
1

Eng. sour dough ),
and bread made

therefrom, j-cn DnV, leavened bread (Lev. 7 13). In all

other passages, however, ppn
is used substantively, as

synonymous with
niiDrtp

3
(Ex. 12 ip/. ),

that which is

leavened. 4 For the two words if or and hdmcs are

not synonymous, as has been asserted, but related as

1 See Bliimner, Technologic, etc., der Gewerbe bei Griechen
unti Kouiern

,
1 s8_/I

- This word should probably be pointed miffreth (rnKL 1;), from

the same root -|jlM (see above), to rise, that in which the dough
rises. In Ex. 7 28 12 34 &amp;lt;S,

followed byV g. (consj&amp;gt;ersantfari&amp;gt;iai},

has taken the word in an active sense, that which rises, viz.

dough (&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;iipa/ua).

3 Mr. James Death has devoted a book, The Beer of the

Bible, one of the iinkrurwn leavens of Exodus (1887), to an
abortive attempt to prove that nXCna is to be identified with an
ancient Egyptian beer, similar to the modern buza.

In half the passages /tames is correctly rendered by (85 as

(vniaTOv (Kx. 187 Lev. 2 1 1), [aproi] fu/ourai (Lev. 7 13 [3]), a.

i&amp;gt;H&amp;lt;o/ueVot (Lev. 23 17), in the rest (Ex. 12 15 [cod. 72, fbpMffr]
13 3 23 18 34 25 Dt. 16 3) incorrectly by vn&amp;gt;7.
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cause and effect (cp the Vg. renderings fermenturn and

fermenhitum). In the OT at least Par is always
leaven ;

the verb Spx, to eat, is never applied to it, but

to hdmcs (hence we read, Talm. Ptsdhim
t&amp;gt;a,

lyxcJ TINS?

nS DN
1

? i&quot;ii leaven which is not fit for eating).

In the later Hebrew of the Mishna, however, this distinction

is not always observed ; hence we find st ar applied not only to

leaven proper, but also to the dough in the process of leavening

(usually nDy). Thus, in the interesting passage, Pesah. 85, in

answer to the question how the beginning of the process of

fermentation is to be recognised in the dough (liN b), two replies

are given : When the surface of the dough shows small cracks,

like the antennae of locusts, running in different directions, and

again : When the surface has become pale, like (the face of)

one whose hair stands on end (through fear) !

The leaven of OT and NT, then, is exclusively a piece

of sour dough. In the warm climate of Palestine,

fermentation is more rapid than with us, and it is said

that if flour is mixed with water, spontaneous fermenta

tion will set in and be completed in twenty-four hours.

It is often stated, and is not improbable, that the Jews
also used the lees of wine as yeast; but the passages
cited by Hamburger (viz., Pfsdhim 3i and /////* 1 7)

do not bear this out.

The use of leaven being a later refinement in the

preparation of bread (see BREAD, i), it may be re

garded as certain that offerings of bread

,.
V

f,

n m
to the deity were from the first un-

the cultus.
leavened The cakes of the shew .

bread, according to the unanimous testimony of Philo,

Josephus, Talmud, and Midrash (see reff. under

SHEWBREAD), remained unleavened to the end. In

all cereal offerings, any portion of which was de

stined to be burnt on the altar, the use of leaven,

as of honey, was excluded (Lev. 2411 7 12 82 Nu.

6 15) I

1
though where the offering was not to be

placed upon the altar, but to be eaten by the priests,

it might contain bread that was leavened (Lev. 7 13 23 17

[Pentecostal loaves]; cp Am. 4 5 [cakes of thank-offer

ing],
2 also Mindhoth 5 1 /. ).

The antiquity of this

exclusion of ferment from the cultus of Yahwe is vouched

for by the early enactment Ex. 34 250. (from J s decalogue),
and its parallel 23 18 (Book of the Covenant). It is

possible, however, that the former passage may refer

only to the Passover, for which, as for the accompany
ing festival of Afassoth, unleavened cakes (as the name

denotes), elsewhere named the bread of affliction

(01.163), were alone permitted. According to later

enactment, still scrupulously and joyfully observed in

Jewish households, search had to be made in every nook
and cranny of the house with a lighted candle on the eve

of the Passover for leaven, which when found was de

stroyed by burning (Ptsdh. 1 1; for details see PASSOVER).
It is important to note the precise ritual definition of

the leaven (s
e
or) to be destroyed. Under se or, for the

purpose of this enactment, were included
(
i

) pieces of

leavened or sour dough of the meal of any one of the

five cereals, wheat, barley, and the less common spelt,

fox-ear and shiphon (see FOOD, 3) which had been

kneaded with cold water, and (2) certain articles of

commerce, composed, in part at least, of the fermented

grain of the above cereals. Such were Median spirits,

Egyptian beer, Roman honey, paste, etc. Not in

cluded, on the other hand, were (i) the same cereals

when mixed with any other liquid than cold water, as,

e.g. , the juice of the grape or other fruit (JTITS D ; cp

the passage from Geop. 233 quoted by Blumner, Techno-

logie, etc., 159, n. 5, on the use of grape juice as a

1 The forms which such gifts of unleavened dough (vtassdh)
might take were various. Besides the ordinary ntassdth or
unleavened cakes kneaded with water, we find cakes of fine

flour kneaded with oil, and wafers spread with oil, for which
see RAKEMEATS, if.

2 Some recent scholars of note have maintained, chiefly on
the strength of this passage of Amos, which shows that leaven
was admitted in the cultus of the Northern Kingdom, that the
exclusion of leaven from the altar is not of great antiquity (see
Now. HA 1-2o-]f.)\ but the view taken above certainly repre
sents the better tradition of the cultus of the South.
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leaven), milk, wine, and even hot water, since these

liquids were not held capable of setting up the prohibited

fermentation, and (2) the meal of other plants, such as

beans, lentils, millet, even when kneaded with cold

water (see Ftsdhim 3i ff., with the commentaries;
Maimonides, nsoi

f
Dn niD^n).

The raison d etre of this exclusion of leaven from the

cultus is not far to seek. In the view of all antiquity,

Semitic and non- Semitic, panary fermentation repre
sented a process of corruption and putrefaction in the

mass of the dough. The fact that Ezekiel makes no

provision for wine in his programme of the restored

cultus (40^) is probably due to his extending this

conception to alcoholic fermentation as well. Plutarch s

words (QucBst. Rom. 109) show very clearly this associa

tion of ideas : Now leaven is itself the offspring of

corruption and corrupts the mass of dough with which it

has been mixed (17 5 fiV?7 /cal ytyovtv tic
&amp;lt;p6opas O.VTT]

/cat (ftdfipft. rb &amp;lt;/wpa/iia /j.Lyvv/j.evij). Further, as has been

pointed out by Robertson Smith (Rel. Sem.^zoj,, &amp;lt;

2
22o),

the prohibition of leaven is closely associated with the rule

that the fat and the flesh must not remain over till the morn

ing (
Ex. 23 18 34 25). He points also to certain Saracenic

sacrifices, akin to the Passover, that had to be entirely

consumed before the sun rose. The idea was that the

efficacy lay in the living flesh and blood of the victim ;

everything of the nature of putrefaction was therefore

to be avoided. The flamen dialis, or chief priest of

Jupiter at Rome, was forbidden the use of leaven

(fermentata farina, Aul. Cell., 10 15) on the grounds

suggested, no doubt rightly, by Plutarch (I.e.). At
certain religious ceremonies of the phratria of the

Lalyadag, according to an inscription recently unearthed

at Delphi, Sapdrat (unleavened cakes, according to

Athenaeus and Hesychius) played an important part.
1

The Roman satirist Persius, finally, employs the word

fermentum (leaven) in the sense of moral corruption

In the NT leaven supplies two sets of figures, one

taken from the mode, the other from the result, of

the process of fermentation. Thus
3. Figurative
use of leaven. Jesus likened the silent but effective

growth of the kingdom in the mass of

humanity to the hidden but pervasive action of leaven

in the midst of the dough (Mt. 1833). The second

figure, however, is the more frequent, and is based on

the association, above elucidated, of panary fermenta

tion with material and moral corruption (cp Bahr,

Symbolik d. mos. Kultus, 2322). Thus the disciples

are warned against the leaven of the Pharisees (Mt.

166/: Mk. 815 Lk. 12 1 ff.}, of the Sadducees (Mt. ib.}.

and of Herod (Mk. ib.). See HERODIANS. Paul,

again, twice quotes the popular saying, a little leaven

leavens the whole lump (i Cor. 56 Gal. 5g), as a warn

ing against moral corruption. The true followers of

Christ are already unleavened (tLfv/j.oi
i Cor. 57), and

must therefore keep the feast, that is, must live the

Christian life in the unleavened bread of sincerity and

truth (58).

In late Jewish literature, finally, we also meet with the

figurative designation of the inherent corruption of human
nature as leaven. Thus in Talm. Berdklwtk \-ja it is said :

Rabbi Alexander, when he had finished his prayers, said:

Lord of the universe, it is clearly manifest before thee that it

is our will to do thy will ; what hinders that we do not thy will?

The leaven which is in the dough (nD J, 2C&amp;gt; flNb , cp Gen.

Rabba, 34, cited by Levy, s.v. niNb), explained by a gloss as

the evil impulse (jnn ir) which is in the heart. (For this

Talmudic doctrine of original sin see Hamburger, Realtttcycl.

212307^; and in general the works of Lightfoot [on Mt. 166],

Schoettgen [on i Cor. 5 6] and Meuschen.) A. K. S. K.

LEBANA (iO?, 69 ; AA.BANA [BKA], AoBNA

[L]), a family of NETHINIM (q.v.) in the great post-

exilic list (see EZRA ii., 9), Neh. 7 48 = Ezra 2 45

1 MS note by Dr. J. G. Fiazer.
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Lebanah

(n:^&quot;,

1 -white ? AABANOO [BA]) = i Esd.

629, LABANA.

LEBANON. The name (p32^, AlBANOC ; once

[01.825] JJ37, ANTlAlB&NOC [also in Deut. 1; 825

Il2 4 Jos. 1 4 9 i, cp Judith 1 7]; Phoen. }33^ ; Ass.

labndna. In prose the article is pre-
1. Name and

fixed except in 2 ch 2 jb [8^ .

in

position.
p0etry the usage varies), which comes

from the Semitic root laban, to be white, or whitish,
1

probably refers, not to the perpetual snow, but to the bare

white walls of chalk or limestone which form the charac

teristic feature of the whole range. Syria is traversed

by a branch thrown off almost at right angles from Mt.

Taurus in Asia Minor, and Lebanon is the name of the

central mountain mass of Syria, extending for about

100 m. from NNE. to SSW. It is bounded W. by
the sea, N. by the plain Jun Akkar, beyond which rise

the mountains of the Nusairiyeh, and E. by the inland

plateau of Syria, mainly steppe -land. To the S.

Lebanon ends about the point where the river Lltani

bends westward, and at Banias. A valley narrowing
towards its southern end, now called el- Buka.

,

divides the mountainous mass into two great parts.

That lying to the W. is still called Jebel Libnan ;
the

greater part of the eastern mass now bears the name of

the Eastern Mountain (el-Jebel esh-Sharki). In Greek

the western range was called Libanos, the eastern

Antilibanos. The southern extension of Antilibanus,

Mt. Hermon, may be treated as a separate mountain

(see HERMON, SKNIR). For map see PHOENICIA.

Lebanon and Antilibanus have many features in

common ;
in both the southern portion is less arid and

_ barren than the northern, the western
2. Description. valluvs ^Ucr W0oded and more fertile

than the eastern. In general the main elevations of the

two ranges form pairs lying opposite one another
;
the

forms of both ranges are monotonous, but the colouring

splendid, especially when viewed from a distance
;
when

seen close at hand, indeed, only a few valleys with

perennial streams offer pictures of landscape beauty,
their rich green contrasting pleasantly with the bare

brown and yellow mountain sides.

The Lebanon strata are generally inclined, bent, and

twisted, often vertical, seldom quite horizontal. Like

. all the rest of Syria, the Lebanon region
3. ueology. a jgo j s traversecj ky fau its ,

at which the

different tracts of country have pressed against and

crumpled one another. The buka between Lebanon
and Antilibanus came into existence in the place of a
former trough or synclinal between two anticlinals, by
a tearing up of the earth s crust and a stairlike sub

sidence of a succession of layers. The principal ranges
of the Lebanon and Antilibanus along with the valley of

the Buka have the same trend as the faults, folds, and
strata viz. , from SSW. to NN E.

The range is made up of upper oolite, upper creta

ceous, eocene, miocene, and diluvium.
The oldest strata in Lebanon itself, forming the deepest part

of some of the valleys (Salima, Salib), are of Glandaiia lime

stone, 6oc ft. in thickness, containing sponges, corals, echino-

derms, etc. (the best-known fossils being Lidaris glandaria
and Terebratula [diverse species], found in the Salima \alley near

Beyrout). By its fossils this limestone belongs to the Oxford

group. Under this limestone still older strata of the Kelloway
are found only in the Antilibanus, on Mt. Hermon.
Above the upper oolite follow, in concordant order, strata of

upper cretaceous. First, there is the Nubian sandstone of Ceno-
manian age, a yellow or brown sandstone distinguished by the

presence of coal, dysodile, amberlike resin, and samoit (?), with im
pressions of plant leaves. To the period of the formation of this

member of the system belong volcanic eruptions of basaltic rock
and also copious eruptions of ashes, which are now met with as

tufa in the neighbourhood of the igneous rocks. These eruptive
rocks are everywhere again overlaid by the thick sandstone.
The sandstone stratum (1300 to 1600 ft. thick) has a great influ

ence upon the superficial aspect of the country, having become
the centre of its life and fertility, inasmuch as here alone water
can gather. In its upper beds the sandstone alternates with

1 So with rr in Neh. ace. to Baer, Gi.
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layers of limestone and contains (at the village of Abeh) many
shells of gasteropods

and bivalves and especially of Trigonia
syriaca as typical fossils. The second subdivision of the
cretaceous formation consists of beds of marl and limestone with
numerous echinoderms, oysters, and ammonites (Buchiceras
syriacum, von Buch), which show that these strata belong to the
chalk marl (Cenomanian). The third subdivision is the Lebanon
limestone a gray or white limestone, marble, or dolomite, about

3000 ft. in thickness, of which the great mass of the mountains
of Lebanon is composed. Here is the zone of the Rudistes

(Radiolites,Spha:rulites). At several localities are also found thin

limestone beds with fine fish remains. The last member
of the cretaceous formation isthe chalk, a whiteoryellowish-white
soft chalky clay, which in its lower half shows the famous fish-

bed of Sahel Alma, and in its upper half alternates with beds of
flint. These most recent strata of all are met with only at the
western and eastern foot of Lebanon (baths in the western half
of the town of Beyrout) and in Antilibanus. On the Jebel
ed-pahr between the Litani and Jordan valleys they contain

many bitumen beds, and also asphalt.
The eocene (nummulitic formation) occurs only very sporadi

cally in Lebanon, especially in the Buka
,
but predominates in

the eastern offshoots of Antilibanus. It consists of nummulitic
limestones and unstratified coral limestones. The miocene is

represented in the form of marine limestone of upper miocene

age, which is the material of which two mountains on the coast

line are composed the St. Dmitri hill at Beyrout, and the

Jebel Terbol near Tarabulus.
Of pliocene formation there are a few comparatively unim

portant patches (near Zahleh)of fresh-water limestone, deposited
from small lake basins and containing fresh-water snails (Hy-
drobia, Bithynia). To this pliocene period belong also

considerable eruptions of basalt in the N. of Lebanon, near
Horns. Not till after these terrestiial pliocenes had been

deposited did the great movements to which the country owes
its present configuration occur. The diluvial period was marked
by no very noteworthy occurrences. On an old moraine stands
the well-known cedar grove of Dahr el-Kadib.

The western versant has the common characteristics

of the flora of the Mediterranean coast
;
but the eastern

portion belongs to the poorer region of
4. Vegetation. the steppes and the Mediterranean

species are met with only sporadically along the water

courses. Forest and pasture-land in our sense of the

word are not found : the place of the forest is for the most

part taken by a low brushwood ; grass is not plentiful,

and the higher ridges maintain a growth of alpine plants

only so long as patches of snow continue to lie. The
rock walls harbour some rock plants ;

but there are

many absolutely barren wildernesses of stone.

(1) On the western versant, as we ascend, we have

first, to a height of 1600 ft., the coast region, similar

to that of Syria in general and of the south of Asia

Minor.

Characteristic trees are the locust tree and the stone pine ; in

Melia Azcdarach and Ficus Sycoinorus (Beyrout) we have an
admixture of foreign and partially subtropical elements. The
great mass of the vegetation, however, is of the low-growing
type (inaquis or garrigue of the western Mediterranean), with
small and stiff leaves, frequently thorny and aromatic, as for

example the ilex (Quercus cocci/era), Smilajc, Cistus, Lentiscus,

Calycotonte, etc.

(2) Next comes, from 1600 to 6500 ft., the moun
tain region, which may also be called the forest region,

still exhibiting sparse woods and isolated trees wherever

shelter, moisture, and the bad husbandry of the inhabi

tants have permitted their growth.
From 1600 to 3200 ft. is a zone of dwarf hard-leaved oaks,

amongst which occur the Oriental forms Fontanesia philly-

raoides, Acersyriacunt, and the beautiful red-stemmed Arbutus
Andrachne. Higher up, between 3700 ft. and 4200 ft., a tall

pine, Pinus Brutia, Ten., is characteristic. Between 4200 and
6200 ft. is the region of the two most interesting forest trees of

Lebanon, the cypress and the cedar. The cypress still grows
thickly, especially in the valley of the Kadisha ; the horizontal

is the prevailing variety. In the upper Kadisha valley there is

a cedar grove of about three hundred trees, ammigst which five

are of gigantic size ; it is alleged that other specimens occur

elsewhere in Lebanon. The Cedrus Litani is intermediate

between the Cedrus Dcodara and the C. atlantica (see CEDAR).
The cypress and cedar zone exhibits a variety of other leaf-

bearing and coniferous trees ; of the first may be mentioned
several oaks Quercus Mellul, Q. subalpina (Kotschy), Q.
Cerris, and the hop-hornbeam (Ostrya) ; of the second class

the rare Cilician silver fir (Abies ci/icica) may be noticed. Next
come the junipers, sometimes attaining the size of trees (// -

perns e.rcelsa, J. rufescens, and, with fruit as large as plums,
J. drtif-acea). The chief ornament of Lebanon, however, is the

Rhododendron ponticutn, with its brilliant purple flower clusters ;

a peculiar evergreen, I inca libanotica, also adds beauty to this

zone.
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(3) Into the alpine region (6200 to 10,400 ft.) pene

trate a few very stunted oaks (Quercus subalpina,

Kotschy), the junipers already mentioned, and a bar

berry (Berberis cretica), which sometimes spreads into

close thickets. Then follow the low, dense, prone,

pillow-like dwarf bushes, thorny and gray, common to

the Oriental highlands Astragalus and the peculiar
Acantholimon. They are found up to within 300 ft. of

the highest summits. Upon the exposed mountain

slopes rhubarb (Rheum Ribes] is noticeable, and also a

vetch
(
Vicia canescens, Lab.

)
excellent for sheep. The

spring vegetation, which lasts until July, appears to be

rich, especially as regards corolla-bearing plants, such

as Corydalis, Gagea, Bulbillaria, Colchicum, Pusch-

kinia, Geranium, Ornithogalum, etc.

The alpine flora of Lebanon connects itself directly
with the Oriental flora of lower altitudes, and is unre
lated to the glacial flora of Europe and northern Asia.

The flora of the highest ridges, along the edges of the snow
patches, exhibits no forms related to our northern alpine flora ; but

suggestions ofsuch a flora are found in a Draba, anAntirosace, an
Alsine, and a violet, occurring, however, only in local species.

Upon the highest summits are found Saponaria Pumilio
(resembling our Silene acaulis) and varieties of Galium,
Euphorbia, Astragalus, Veronica, Jurinea, Festuca, Scrophu-
laria. Geranium, Aspliodeiine, Allium, Asperula; and, on
the margins of the snow-fields, a Taraxacum and Ranunculus
demissus.

There is nothing of special interest about the fauna
of Lebanon. Bears are no longer abundant ; the

. panther and the ounce are met with
;

^ the wild hog, hyaena, wolf, and fox are

by no means rare
; jackals and gazelles are very common.

The polecat and the hedgehog also occur. As a rule there

are not many birds
;
but the eagle and the vulture may

occasionally be seen
;
of eatable kinds partridges and

wild pigeons are the most abundant. In some places
the bat occasionally multiplies so as actually to become
a plague.
The district to the W. of Lebanon, averaging about

six hours in breadth, slopes in an intricate series of

. _, , plateaus and terraces to the Mediter-
6. Geography ,, t

. ,

r ,
^

ranean. I he coast is for the most

part abrupt and rocky, often leaving
room for only a narrow path along the shore, and
when viewed from the sea it does not lead one to have
the least suspicion of the extent of country lying between
its cliffs and the lofty summits behind. Most of the

mountain spurs run from E. to W. ; but in northern
Lebanon the prevailing direction of the valleys is north

westerly, and in the S. some ridges also run parallel
with the principal chain. The valleys have for the

most part been deeply excavated by the rapid mountain
streams which traverse them

;
the apparently inaccessible

heights are crowned by villages, castles, or cloisters

embosomed among trees.

Of the streams which are perennial, the most worthy of note,
beginning from the N., are the Nahr Akkar, N. Arka, N. el-

Barid, N. Kadisha, the holy river (the valley of which begins
far up in the immediate neighbourhood of the highest summits,
and rapidly descends in a series of great bends till the river
reaches the sea at Tripoli), Wady el-Joz (falling into the sea at

Batriin), &quot;Wady Fidfir, Nahr Ibrahim (the ancient Adonis, having
its source in a recess of the great mountain amphitheatre where
the famous sanctuary Apheca, the modern Afka, lay), Nahr el-

Kelb (the ancient Lycus), Nahr Beirut (the ancient Magoras,
entering the sea at Beyrout), Nahr Damur (ancient Tamyras),
Nahr el- Auwaly (the ancient Bostrenus, which in the upper
part of its course is joined by the Nahr el-Baruk). The Anwaly
and the Nahr ez-Zaherani, the only other streams that fall to
be mentioned before we reach the Litani, flow NE. to SW., in

consequence of the interposition of a ridge subordinate and
parallel to the central chain.

On the N. , where the mountain bears the special
name of Jebel Akkar, the main ridge of Lebanon rises

gradually from the plain. Valleys run to the N.
and NK. , among which must be mentioned that of
the Nahr el-Kebir, the Eleutherus of the ancients,
which takes its rise in the Jebel el-Abyad on the
eastern slope of Lebanon, and afterwards, skirting
the district, flows westward to the sea. To the S. of

Jebel el-Abyad, beneath the main ridge, which as a
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rule falls away suddenly towards the E.

, occur several

small elevated terraces having a southward slope ;

among these the Wadi en-Nusur
(

vale of eagles ),

and the basin of the lake Yammuna, with its intermittent

spring Neb el-Arba in, deserve special mention. Of
the streams which descend into the Buka

, only the

BerdonI need be named
;

it rises in Jebel Sunnin, and
enters the plain by a deep and picturesque mountain
cleft at Zahleh.

The most elevated summits occur in the N. ; but even
these are of very gentle gradient, and are ascended

quite easily. The names and the elevations of the several

peaks, which even in summer are covered with snow, have
been very variously given by different explorers ; accord

ing to the most accurate accounts the Cedar block

consists of a double line of four and three summits respec

tively, ranged from N. to S.
,
with a deviation of about

35. Those to the E. are Uyun Urghush, Makmal,
Musklya (or Neb esh-Shemaila), and Ras Dahr el-

Kadib
; fronting the sea are Karn Sauda, Fumm el-

Mizab, and Dahr el-Kandil. The height of Makmal by
the most recent barometric measurement is 10,207 ft- ;

that of the others is somewhat less. S. from them is

the pass (8831 ft.) which leads from Baalbek to

Tripoli ;
the great mountain amphitheatre on the W.

side of its summit is remarkable. Farther to the S.

is a second group of lofty summits.

Chief among them is the snow-capped Sannin, visible from

Beyrout; its height is 8554 ft., or, according to other accounts,
8805 ft. Between this group and the more southerly Jebel
Kuneiseh (about 6700 ft.) lies the pass (4700 ft.) now traversed

by the French post road between Beyrout and Damascus.
Among the other bare summits still farther S. are the long
ridge of Jebel el-Baruk (about 7000 ft.), the Jebel Niha, with
the Tomat Niha (about 6100 ft.), near which is a pass to Sidon,
and the Jebel Rihan (about 5400 ft.).

The Buka
,
the broad valley which separates Lebanon

from Antilibanus, is watered by two rivers having their

watershed near Ba albek (at an elevation of about 3600
ft.

)
and their sources separated only by a short mile.

The river flowing northwards, El- Asy, is the ancient

Orontes
;

the other is the Litani. In the lower part
of its course the Litani has scooped out for itself a deep
and narrow rocky bed

;
at Burghuz it is spanned by a

great natural bridge. Not far from the point where it

suddenly trends to the W. lie, immediately above the

romantic valley, at an elevation of 1500 ft., the im

posing ruins of the old castle Kal at esh-Shakif, near

one of the passes to Sidon. In its lower part the Litani

bears the name of Nahr el-Kasimlyeh. Neither the

Orontes nor the Litani has any important affluent.

The Buka used to be known as CCELESYKIA (q.v. ) ;

but that word as employed by the ancients had a much
more extensive application.

At present the full name is Buka el- Aziz (the dear Buka ),

and its northern portion is known as Sahlet Ba albek (the plain
of Baalbek). The valley is from 4 to 6 m. broad, with an

undulating surface. It is said to contain a hundred and thirty-
seven hamlets or settlements, the larger of which skirt the hills,

whilst the smaller, consisting of mud hovels, stand upon dwarf

mounds, the debris of ages. The whole valley could be much
more richly cultivated than it is at present ; but fever is frequent.

Antilibanus is mentioned only once, in Judith 1 7

(avTi\i()ai&amp;gt;os),
where Libanus and Antilibanus means

the land between the parallel ranges i.e. , Ccelesyria.

The Antilibanus chain has in many respects been

much less fully explored than that of Lebanon. Apart

r . from its southern offshoots it is 67 m.
E y

]ong, whilst its width varies from 16 to

m II rises fr m the pla n f y m?I
jn j{s northern portion is very arid

and barren. The range has not so many offshoots as

occur on the W. side of Lebanon ;
under its precipitous

slopes stretch table-lands and broad plateaus, which,

especially on the E. side looking towards the steppe,

steadily increase in width. Along the western side of

northern Antilibanus stretches the Khasha a, a rough
red region lined with juniper trees a succession of the

hardest limestone crests and ridges, bristling with bare
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rock and crag that shelter tufts of vegetation, and are

divided by a succession of grassy ravines. On the

eastern side the parallel valley of Asal el-Ward deserves

special mention ; the descent towards the plain east

wards, as seen for example at Ma liila, is singular,

first a spacious amphitheatre and then two deep very
narrow gorges. The perennial streams that take their

rise in Antilibanus are not many.
One of the finest and best watered valleys is that of Helbiin

(see HKLBON). The highest points of the range, reckoned
from the N., are Hallmat el-Kabu (8247 ft.), which has a

splendid view; the Fatly block, including Tal at Mfisfi (8755

ft.) and the adjoining Jebel Nebi Bariih (7900 ft. [?]) ; and a
third group near Bludfin, in which the most prominent names
are Shukif Akhyar, and Abu 1-Hin (8330 ft. [?]).

Of the valleys descending westward the first to claim

mention is the Wady Yahfufa
;
a little farther to the S. ,

lying N. and S. , is the rich upland valley of Zebedani,
where the Barachl has its highest sources. Pursuing an

easterly course of several hours, this stream receives

the waters of the romantic Ain Fijeh (which doubles its

volume), and bursts out by a rocky gateway upon the

plain of Damascus. It is the Amanah (RV&quot;
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

r

-)of 2K. 5 12;

the portion of Antilibanus traversed by it was also called

by the same name (Cant. 48). See AMANA. The
French post road after leaving the Buka first enters

a little valley running N. and S.
,
where a projecting

ridge of Antilibanus bears the ruins of the ancient cities

Chalcis and Gerrha. It next traverses the gorge of

Wady el-Harir, the level upland Sahlet Judeideh, the

ravine of Wady el-Kam, the ridge of Akabat et-Tin,

the descent Daurat el-Billan, and finally the unpeopled
plain of Dimas, from which it enters the valley of

Barada. This route marks the southern boundary of

Antilibanus proper, where the Hermon group begins.
From the point where this continuation of Antilibanus

begins to take a more westerly direction, a low ridge
shoots out towards the SW. , trending farther and
farther away from the eastern chain and narrowing the

Buka ; upon the eastern side of this ridge lies the

elevated valley or hilly stretch known as Wady et-Teim.

In the N.
,
beside Ain Falfij, it is connected by a low

watershed with the Buka ; from the gorge of the Litani

it is separated by the ridge of Jebel ed-Dahr. At its

southern end it contracts and merges into the plain of

Banias, thus enclosing Mount Hermon on its NW. and
W. sides

; eastward from the Hasbany branch of the

Jordan lies the meadow-land Merj Ayiin (see Ijox).
The inhabitants of Lebanon have at no time played

a conspicuous part in history. There are remains of

8 Political Pren storic occupation ; but we do not
j

.. j even know what races dwelt there in the
history and , . , .

, r . . ,-.

DODiilation
hlstorlcal period of antiquity. Probably
they belonged partly to the Canaanite but

chiefly to the Aramiean group of nationalities
; editorial

notices in the narrative books of the OT mention
Hivites (Judg. 83, where, however, we should probably
read Hittites

)
and Giblites (Josh. 13s ; see, however,

GEBAL, i). A portion of the western coast land was
always, it may be assumed, in the hands of the Phoe
nician states, and it is possible that once and again
their sovereignty may have extended even into the
Buka. Lebanon was also included within the ideal

boundaries of the land of Israel (Josh. 13s [D.,]), and
the whole region was well known to the Hebrews, by
whose poets its many excellencies are often praised .

see. e.g.. Is. 37*4 60i3 Hos. 145-7 Ps.72i6 Cant.4n;
but note that the phrase the wine of Lebanon (Hos.
148) is doubtful : see WINE. Jeremiah finds no better

image for the honour put by Yahwe on the house of
David than the top of Lebanon

(Jer. 226). The
cedars of Lebanon supplied timber for Solomon s

temple and palace (i K. 56 2 Ch. 28), and at the re

building of the temple cedar timber was again brought
from the Lebanon (Ezra 87 ; cp JOPPA). These noble
trees were not less valued by the Assyrians ; the in

scriptions of the Assyrian kings repeatedly mention
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the felling of trees in Lebanon and Amanus. Cp
CEDAR ;

also EGYPT, 33.
In the Roman period the distiict of Phoenice extended into

Lebanon ; in the second century Phoenice, along with the inland

districts pertaining to it, constituted a subdivision of the pro
vince of Syria, having Emesa (Horns) for its capital ; from the

time of Diocletian there was a Phoenice ad Libanum, with

Emesa as capital, as well as a Phoenice Maritima of which

Tyre was the chief city. Remains of the Roman period occur

throughout Lebanon, and more especially in Hermon, in the

shape of small temples in more or less perfect preservation ; the

splendid ruins of Baalbec are world-famous. Although Christi

anity early obtained a footing in Lebanon, the pagan worship,
and even human sacrifice, survived for a long time, especially in

remote valleys such as Afka. The present inhabitants are for

the most part of Syrian (Aramaean) descent; Islam and the

Arabs have at no time penetrated very deep into the mountain
land.

Ritter, Die Erdkunde von Asien; Die Sinai - Halbinsel,
Palastina, u. SyrienC^ (1848- 1855) ; Robinson, Later Riblicai

Researches in Palestine ami the adjacent
9. Literature. Regions (1856), and Physical Geography

of the Holy Land (London, 1865); R. F.

Burton and C. F. Tyrwhitt Drake, Unexplored Syria (1872);
O. Fraas, Drei Monate ii Lebanon (1876); Porter, Handbook
for Travellers in Syria and Palestine (1858,12 1875); Socin-

Benzinger, Palestine and Syria!3 ) in Baedeker s series of hand
books for travellers (ET, 1898); GASm. HG 45 ff. (1894;
additions, 1896). For maps see Burton and Socin-Baedeker, also

Van de Velde s Map ofthe Holy Land (Gotha, 1858 ; Germ, ed.,

1866), ami the Carte du Liban d&quot;apres Us reconnaissances de la

brigade topographique du corps expfditionnaire de Syrie en

1860-61, prepared at the French War Office (1862). A. S.

LEBAOTH (nlN3/), Josh. 15 3 2. See BETH-LEBA-

OTH. and note that Lebaoth and Bealoth (Josh.
152 4 )

are probably the same name. Cp BAALATH-
BEER.

LEBB-fflUS (AeBB&ioc or AeBaioc [NL]) occurs in

AV (cp TR) of Mt. 10s as the name of the apostle who
was surnamed (o eTTiKAHGeic) THADIXEUS \_q.v.\

The conflate reading of TR is from the Syrian text ;

Ae/3/3. is a strongly but insufficiently supported Western

reading, adopted by Tischendorf in Mt. 10 3, but not

in Mk. 3i8. If Ae/3/3cuos
=

&quot;aV, we may with Dalman

(Pal. Gram. 142, n. i
; cp Worte Jesn, 40) compare

the Phoen. xaV and Sin. xaS- It is possible, however,

according to WH, that the reading Ae/3/J. is due to an

early attempt to bring Levi
(\ei&amp;gt;eir)

the publican (Lk.

527) within the number of the Twelve. Cp LEVI.

Older views (see Keim, Jesu von Nasara, 2310 ;
ET

8380) are very improbable.

LEB-KAMAI
(&quot;PP/3

1

?, the heart [i.e.. centre] of

my adversaries ; cp Aq. AV), usually taken to be a

cypher-form of Kasdim (D^T;*?), Chaldasa ;
BXA1

2,

however, has XAAAAioyc. or -Aeoyc (Jer. 51 1), and
Giesebrecht and Cornill place c iso in the text. Cer

tainly, Leb-kamai might be the trifling of a very late

scribe, a specimen of the so-called Athbash-writing (on
which see SHESHACH). It is possible, however, that

it is a corruption of VnDnT (Jerahmeel), and that Jer.

50 51 is directed against the much-hated Erlomites or

Jerahmeelites, as well as against the Chaldreans. So

Cheyne in Crit. Bib. See MERATHAIM, PEKOD.
Other cyphers were known as n3 3N ar&amp;gt;d D^ ^N, on which see

Buxt. de Abbrev. Hcb. and Leric. Chald. s.v. ; (for an alleged

example of the C^ SN species, see TABEEL).

LEBONAH (rm; THC AeBtoNA [B], TOY AI-

BANOY THC AeB. [AL]), or (since llbonah, frankin

cense, was not a Jewish product) Lebanah or Libnah,
a place to the N. of Shiloh (Judg. 21 19), identified by
Maundrell (1697) with the modern el-Lubban, a poor
village on the slope of a hill 3 m. WNW. from Seilun

(Shiloh), with many old rock tombs in the neigh
bourhood. The story in Judges mentions Lebonah in

connection with a vintage -festival at Shiloh. This

suggests to Neubauer (Gtogr. 83) that Beth-laban in the

mountains (cp NAZARETH) from which wine of the

second quality was brought for the drink offerings
in the temple (MtndkStk9j) may be our Lebanah

( Lebonah).
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LECAH (PD?; AH XA [B]. -AA [A], AAIXA [L]),

apparently the name of a place in the territory of

Judah, descended from Er b. Shelah, iCh. 421. If

so, it is perhaps an error for Lachish (Meyer, Entst.

164). More probably, however, mySi ns 1

? 3N is a cor

ruption (with some dittography) of &quot;?Narn\ and the

meaning is that MARKSHAH (q.v. )
was of mixed Judahite

and Jerahmeelite origin. T. K. c.

LEDGES. For D aVty, ttlabblm (from aW ; cp Syr.,

of the rung?, ofa ladder; -riav f^exo^fviav) i K. 728/Tt;see LAYER.
For niT, yadoth (a.s&amp;gt;\i\ xetpii/ [BA], RV stays ), i K. 7 3$f.,

see LAVEK. For 33 13, karkob (ecrxa-pa bis [BAF] in Ex. 27 5),

arula, Ex. 27 5 38 4 t, RV (AV compass ), see ALTAR, 9 a.

For miy, \iztirtiA, Ezek. 43 14 17 20 (lAaoTiJptoi ) 45 ig(iep&amp;lt;$y),

RVnig. ledge, EV settle, cp ALTAR, 4 ; also MERCY SEAT.

LEEKS. The word T Vn, hdslr, which usually
means grass (see GRASS), is in Nu. 11s rendered
leeks by all the ancient versions. Although the

correctness of this interpretation cannot be exactly

proved, it has all tradition in its favour and harmonises
well with the context. The leeks of ancient Egypt were
renowned (Plin. HN, xix. 33 no) ;

and rxn is used
in this sense at least once in the Talmud (Low,
228). The garden leek (Allium Porrum) is only a
cultivated form of Allium Ampeloprasum, L.

, which is

a native of Syria and Egypt. N. M. w. T. T. -D.

LEGION (AepooN [Ti.WH]), Mk.5gis Lk.8 3o.

See ARMY, 10
; GOSPELS, 16.

LEHABIM (D nr6), one of the sons of Mizraim,
Gen. 10 13 (A&BieiM [AEL]) = i Ch. 1 nt (A^BeiN
[A], AABieiM [L]), either a by-form or a corruption of

LUBIM (q.v.).

Another possible view is that D 3n? comes from D
[n].J73

=
D

[j]]n?3. Baalah was in the S. of Judah towards Edom (Josh.

1529). This stands in connection with a hypothesis respecting
the name commonly read Mizraim which explains a group of
difficult problems, but deals freely with MT. See MIZRAIM

;

Crit. Bib,

LEHI pnp, i.e. , jawbone ;
in Judg. 15g Aey[e]l

[BA], Ae\6l [L], and in Judg. 15i 9 CN TH ClAfONi
[B], THC ClAfONOC [AL], in Judg. 15 14, ciAfONOC

[BAL]) or, more fully (v. 17), RAMATH-LEHI (Tip DEI,
i.e., the hill of the jawbone,

IiAI
-, &N&amp;lt;MpeciC

ClApONOC; riOl is surely not an explanatory gloss

[Doorninck]), the scene of one of Samson s exploits

(Judg. log 14 17 19). According to most scholars the

place derived its name from something in its shape
which resembled a jawbone (cp the peninsula Onu-
gnathus in Laconia), upon which resemblance the popular
wit based a legend. The explanation of Beer-lahai-roi

proposed elsewhere (JERAHMEEL, 4 [c]), however, sug
gests the conjecture that Lehi and Ramath-lehi are

early corruptions of Jerahmeel. There were probably
many places of this name. If so, the place derived its

name from some ancient written source, the text of
which had become corrupted.
Most scholars since Bochart (to Driver s list add now Bu. and

H. P. Smith) have found a reference to the same place in 28. 23 n
(reading were gathered together to Lehi, !Tri{? [en-i viayova,
L ; eis TOTTOV

&amp;lt;ria.y6va, Jos. Ant. vii. 123] instead of fl ITJ [ei?

0&amp;gt;;pia, BA]). The omission, however, in i Ch. 11 13 shows
that the same words and the Philistines were gathered together
to battle occurred in the Chronicler s text of the narrative of
2 Sam., both in v. 9 and in v. n. rrn

1

?, therefore, must be a

fragment of nsnSaS, to battle (Klo.). The scene of the exploit
was probably the valley of Rephaim (read with Chr. CV *EDNJ,
were gathered together there, refening back to v. 9 [see PAS-

DAMMIM]).
As to the site of the Lehi of Judges, we know from

Judg. 158- I3 ,
that it lay above ETAM (q.v. ), and Schick l

identifies it with a hill (with ruins) called es-Siyydgh

ff. The name Siaghah is attached to the
shoulder of the mountain above Ayiin Musa, called Jebel Nebfi
(PEFQ, Oct. 1888, p. 184). Cp PISGAH.
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(from ffiaywv?), at the mouth of the Wddy en-.\~ajtl,
and mentions a fountain called Ain Nakura to the east
Conder (Tent-work, 1276), has a still more far-fetched
identification. See EN-HAKKORE, and, on the legend
and its explanation, see, further, JAWBONE, Ass s.

T. K. c.

LEMECH (TO?), Gen. 4 18 5 25 AVm sr-, EV LAMEC?

LEMUEL
fatfttfy,

pNiO
1

?, [belonging] to God ?

see NAMES, 22, 37) the name of a youthful king,
mentioned, if the text is correct, in Prov. 31i4.

: The
form, however, though possible, is improbable (see

LAEL) ;
if a name is intended, the present writer thinks

it is probably Jerahmeel ; we might with much prob
ability read mtlek yUrahmi cl, a king of Jerahmeel.
The following word massd can mean neither poem
nor a supposed Arabian kingdom ;

it should rather be
mdsdl (Gratz, Bickell). Bickell, however, thinks that

VND^, in v. 4, has arisen out of Vc
1

? in D 3^oS (written
D SNSo 1

?, as in 2 S. 11 1).
2

^Nia
1

? was then supposed to be
a personal name, hence the repetition of DoSc Stf after

it. From v. 4 ? was copied into v. i. This would

require the rendering, The words of a [nameless] king,
a wise poem which his mother taught him. The former
view seems preferable. Cp AGUR, PROVERBS, also

Bickell (ZjO/5297) ;
Del. and Toy, ad loc.\ Cheyne,

Job and Solomon, 154, 171. T. K. C.

LEND (mjpn, Ex. 22 24 [25]; AANizeiN Lk. 634),

and BORROW (TW, Ex. 822; AANICACGAI, Mt. 5 4 2).

See LAW AND JUSTICE, 16
; TRADE AND COM

MERCE.

LENTILES, RV lentils i.e., En um lens, L.

(D^CHi;, dddsim; (h&KOC; Gen. 2034 2 S. 17 28 23 n
Ezek. 4gf ; cp also Mish. Shabb. 7 4 often), rightly so

rendered by all the ancient versions, as is shown by the

use of the Ar. adas for the same plant to this clay

(BR\^d). The pottage [TTJ] which Esau obtained

from Jacob he called dm (CIN). As lentil-pottage,
which is one of the commonest among simple people
at the present day, is of a peculiar brownish green,

3

MT must be wrong in vocalising dm in v. 30, adorn,

red. Read Uddm Arab, idam, a by-dish (cp col.

1333, n. 2
)

: Feed me with some of the idom, that idom.
The nutritive properties of lentils are well known.

According to De Candolle (Origine, 257^) W. Asia
was probably the earliest home of the lentil, and it

has been cultivated in that region since the dawn of

history. Cp FOOD, 4, i, col. 1541, and for another

conjectured reference to lentils (2S. 619 i Ch. 163) see

FRUIT, 5, 2.

LEOPARD pEO, Aram. 1O? ; n&amp;lt;\pAd,AlC ;
Is. 116

Hos. 13? Jer. 56 13*23 Hab. 18 Cant. 48 Dan. 76 Ecclus.

2823 Rev. 13 2f). A wild beast, noted for its fierceness,

its swiftness (Hab. 18), and its spotted skin (Jer. 1823).
Its name (ndmer) also occurs in place-names (BETH-
NIMRAH, NIMRIM

[y&amp;lt;/.v.]),
which suggests an interesting

enquiry (see below). On the expression the mountains
of the leopards (Cant. 48

||
the lions dens

)
see CAN

TICLES, 15, col. 693, top. Apart from the textual

phenomena, it is true, we should not be suspicious at

the mention of leopards in Lebanon and Hermon.
Felis pardits may be less common now than it probably was

in OT times
;
but it is still found, according to Tristram, round

the Dead Sea, in Gilead and Bashan, and in the wooded
districts of the West. Bloodthirsty and ferocious in the

1 (pRNA has in v. I for ~hs ,N?D? 13^1, oi cfiol Adyoi eiprji-rat

virb 0eoO /3a&amp;lt;riAeW ; and in v. 4 for *?NicS D 3^? &quot;?C, /xera

/SovArJS TTO.VTO. TTOlfl.

2 The scribe began to write C DN^o ?, but wrote by accident

VKD^- As usual, he left the error uncancelled and wrote

straight on correctly. This is no doubt the meaning of Bickell s

condensed statement.
3 This green colour is the colour of the pottage. The raw

husks are brown and the raw grain, stripped of its covering, red.
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extreme, it will even kill more victims than it requires, simply
to satisfy its craving for blood. It is in the habit of concealing
itself at wells and at the entrances of villages (Jer. 56), lying in

wait for its prey, upon which it will spring from a great
distance ; it has an appetite for dogs, but men are seldom
attacked, f. pardus has a wide distribution, extending almost

throughout Africa, and from Palestine to China in S. Asia ;

it is also found in many of the larger Kast Indian islands, f.

jubatus (the Cheeta) is scarcer ; it can be found in the wooded
hills of Galilee, and in the neighbourhood of Tabor. _In

dis

position it is much less fierce than F. pardus and is com
paratively easily tamed ; in India it is trained for hunting

antelopes, etc. (cp Thomson s statement respecting the panther
in Palestine, LB (1860), p. 444). It has almost as wide a
distribution as its congener ; but does not reach so far K.

The Sinaitic Arabs relate that the leopard was once

a man, but that afterwards he washed in milk and

became a panther and an enemy of mankind (WRS,
Kin. 204). The occurrence in Arabic of the tribal

names namir, dimin. nomair, pi. anmar, and also the

Sab. DTD:N, taken in connection with the above story,

seems to point to a primitive belief in a supposed

kinship with the panther, and it is probable that

the clan which first called itself after the leopard
believed itself to be of one kin with it (cp also the

leopard-skin worn, as is well known, by a certain class

of priests in their official duties).
1 We may further

compare the occurrence of the place-names BETH-
NIMRAH, NIMKIM (qq.v.), and the fact that four

similarly formed names are said to be found in the

Hauran (cp 7,DMG 29437). A place-name po: also

occurs in Sabnean inscriptions. Finally, Jacob of Serugh
mentions bar nemre, son of panthers, as the name of

a false deity of Haran
(
ZDMG 29 1 10

; cp WRS, /.

Phil. 993 ; Kin. 201).* A. E. s. s. A. c.

LEPROSY, LEPER. The word njns. sard ath,

occurs some twenty-eight times in Lev. 13 _/;, also in Dt. 248
2 K. 5 3 (&amp;gt;f. 27 2 Ch. 20 19, and is invariably translated Ac irpa in

, lepra in Vg. The root is jps, meaning originally (probably)

to smite ; the participle I &quot;!*
,

silril&quot;
,

is met with in Lev.

13 44/ 143 224 Nu. 62 (Aen-pd?; leprosus\ and jniS3, JHiP,

tnesdra, in Ex.46 Lev. 14 2 Nu. 12 10 28.829 2 K. &quot;111127

738 15 5 2 Ch. _ (} 2o/ 23. NT has Arpa in Mk. 142 Lk. 5 i 2/,
Aen-pos in Mt. 82 lOa 115 2tJ6 Mk. 1 40 143 Lk. 4 27 7 22 17 12.

In Is. 684 Vg. has et nos putavimus eum quasi leprosum,
where AV has stricken.

The word X^Trpa, in Hippocrates and others, meant
some scaly disease of the skin, quite different from A^&amp;lt;a5

or Xe&amp;lt;*&amp;gt;a &quot;r atr J :
of the two lePra

corresPonds n the whole with psori-
.

as
.

f (scaliness) _ elepha(ntiasi}s with

common or tubercular leprosy. It is probablethat in& the

word lepra was meant to be generic, or to include more
than the X^irpa of medical Greek

; if so, it would have
been a correct rendering of the generic Heb. 3

(
= stroke,

plaga, plague). The lepra of the Vg. , however, became

specially joined in mediaeval medical writings to what is

technically known as leprosy, so that lepra Arabum
meant exactly the same as elephantiasis Gmcorum.
Thenceforward, consequently, all that was said in the

OT of sdrA ath was taken as said of leprosy, which
thus derived its qualities, and more especially its con

tagiousness, not so much from clinical observation as
from verbal interpretation. This confusion belongs not
to the Hebrew text, but to translations and to mediaeval
and modern glosses.

So generically is the Hebrew word used, that two of the

2 Lenrosv of
var et es f sdrd ath are in inanimate

(&amp;lt;/) houses things viz. , clothes or leather work

(b) garments, j!^
13

&amp;gt;

47
-rL

and
-

the Wa
&quot;?

f h U
t

SeS

(1433-53). The conjecture of some, that
the leprosy of the garment was a defilement of garments

1 See Wilk. Anc. Eg. 1 184, fig. 12, and cp DRESS, 8 ;

ESAU. The origin of the hanging of the leopard s skin in the
house of Antenor (Paus. x. 27 3) is obscure.

2 Among the idolatrous objects destroyed by Hezekiah
(2 Ch. 31 i) and Tosiah

(if&amp;gt;.,
34 34), the Pesh. enumerates nentri

(MT, C&quot;1C&amp;gt;K,
D TDB). To the translators of the Pesh., at any

rate, images of leopards were apparently not unknown.
3 In Ar. the cognate word is used especially of epileptic fits

or the falling sickness.
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worn by the leprous, is against the sense of the text, to

say nothing of the silence of the context on so essential

a point. Again, the suggestion of Michaelis that the

leprosy of the walls of a iiouse was the peculiar nitrous

exudation or crust that sometimes appears, like a scabby
state of the skin, on newly plastered walls, would imply
that means of a very drastic kind were used against
walls merely because they looked leprous, just as if one
were to root out trees because of bolls and leprous-

looking excrescences on their bark. The leprosies of

walls and garments were real troubles in those things,
which required skill and energy to surmount

; and the

obvious meaning is that they were parasitic invasions of

vegetable moulds or of the eggs of insects.

(a) The description of the house-leprosy (greenish or

reddish patches, lower than, or penetrating beneath the

surface of, the inner wall, Lev. 1437) does not exactly

identify the condition
;
but the steps taken to get rid of

it the removal of a part of the wall, the scraping of

adjoining parts, the carrying of the dust so scraped off

to an unclean place, the rebuilding, the replastering, and
the resort to still more thorough demolition if the first

means had not been radical enough and the plague
had come again are very much in the manner of

dealing with dry rot ; whoever has had occasion to

eradicate that spreading fungus from some wall or

partition, will see the general fitness of the steps to be

taken, particularly of the precautions against leaving

any spores lurking in the dust of neighbouring parts.
The mycelium of the dry-rot fungus (Polyforus destructor, or

Merulius vastator, or M. lachrymeins) not only eats into wood
work, but may form between the lath and plaster and the stone or

brick, large sheets of felt-like texture, half an inch or more thick,
the fresh broken surface of which will look greenish yellow or
red. It is most apt to come in damp structures shut out from
the circulation of air. Without contending that the plague, or

the fretting leprosy (1851, DlNpS njnx, perhaps rather a malig

nant leprosy) of the walls of a house was precisely the dry-rot
that it was

mould of the same kind.

of northern countries, one must conclude vas a parasitic

(b} The leprosy of the garment (Lev. 1847-59) vvas m
woollen, or linen, or in any work that is made of skin.

This excludes the suggestion of Michaelis that it may
have been a contagion of the sheep clinging to its wool.

A greenish or reddish colour, and a tendency to spread,
are the chief indications given as to its nature. If it

changed colour with washing, it might be cured by
rending out the affected piece ; otherwise the garment
or article made of skin was to be burned. Such marks
are perhaps too general for scientific identification ; but

there are various moulds and mildews (such as Afucor

and Penicillium), as well as deposits of the eggs of

moths, which would produce the appearances and effects,

and would call for the remedial measures of the text.

Such being the probable nature of two of the varieties

of sard ath namely, parasitic spreading moulds or

_ _ fretting insects upon inanimate substances
3. Leprosy

. _ ,* f
we shall probably not err in discovering

J the same parasitic character in some, if

not in the whole, of the human maladies in the same
context. The most clearly identified of the parasitic
skin-diseases are the plague upon the head or the beard,
or the scall 1

(pna, Lev. 1829-37), and the leprosy causing

baldness (v. 42). These are almost certainly the con

tagious and often inveterate ringworm, or scald-head,

mentagra, or sycosis, of the hairy scalp and beard. To
them also the name of leprosy is given ;

and indeed

the most striking part in the ritual of the leper, the

rending of the clothes, the covering the lip, and the

crying out unclean, unclean, follows in the text im

mediately upon the description of an affection of the

head which was probably tinea decah-ans (ringworm),

orfavus, tinea favosa (scald-head), which are still com

paratively common among poor Jews as well as Moslems

(this, says Hirsch, is perhaps to be explained by their

1 An eruption of the skin. The word is connected with scale ;

cp Chaucer, under thy locks thou mayst have the scall [so Mr.
Scrivener].
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religious practice of always keeping the head covered).
J ityriiisis versicolor, which affects the trunk especially,
and produces spots of brownish or reddish discolora

tion, is another parasitic skin disease common among
the same classes [cp Schamberg

1
(commenting medically

on Lev. 13)]. The white spots often referred to probably
included leucoderma or vitiligo.

Vitiligo is a disease not uncommon in the darker-skinned races,
being characterised by white spots, bounded by dusky red,

especially on the face, neck, and hands, and on hairy parts such
as the scalp, armpits, and pubes. The disease begins as white

dots, which spread slowly and may become large patches. In
the negro they produce a piebald effect ; they occur also in the
horse and the elephant. The chief reason for discovering vitiligo

among the varieties of sara ath is that the reiterated symptom of

patchy whitening of the hair in Lev. 13 is more distinctive of that
disease than of any other. On the other hand, vitiligo is not

contagious, is not attended by rawness of the flesh, and admits
of no cure. If it be the disease in which patches of hair
turned white (as Kapori and other dermatologists suppose), the

prominence given to it must have been superstitious (elephants
with vitiligo are sacred). As a matter of practical concern,
scabies or itch ought to have found a place ;

its best sign is the
sinuous white line marking the track of the female acarus
through the epidermis, but none of the references to a white
spot is precise enough for that ; however, scabies may have been
diagnosed by its attendant eruptions (various) which would be
included under rising or eruption.

The disease of 1812-17, which was placed in the clean
class because it concerned all the body, may have been

psoriasis ( English leprosy ),
a scaly disease in which

the characters of brightness and whiteness of the

spots are most marked
;
when complicated with eczema,

as it often is, the element of raw flesh would come in,

and therewith perhaps the priestly diagnosis of unclean-
ness. On the other hand, the dull white tetter of
vv. 38 and 39 is clean. For none of these diseases are
the written diagnostics at all clear

; but within the meagre
outline there may well have been a more minute know
ledge preserved by tradition in the priesthood. It is

only in P that the subject is handled at all
; JE make

no provision whatever for the diagnosis, isolation, etc.,
of diseases.

The chief question remains, whether true leprosy is

anywhere pointed at by the diagnostics.
It may be doubted if any one would ever have dis

covered true leprosy in these chapters but for the trans
lation of mrd ath in ( and Vg. Even those (Hensler
and others) who identify white or anaesthetic leprosy
with the white spots, bright spots, white risings, or the

like, do not profess to find any traces of tubercular

leprosy, which is the kind that lends itself most obviously
to popular superficial description, and is the most likely
form of the disease to have received notice. The strongest
argument of those who discover true leprosy in Lev. 13
is that it would have been important to detect the disease
in its earliest stage, and that the beginnings of all cases
of leprosy are dusky spots of the skin, or erythematous
patches, which come and go at first, and then remain

permanently, becoming the white anaesthetic spots of
one form of the developed disease, and the seats of
nodules (of the face, hands, and feet) in the other. This
line of argument assumes, however, a scientific analysis
of the stages of leprosy such as has been attained only
in recent times (igth cent.).

It will be convenient to set forth briefly some characters
of leprosy, as they are uniformly found at the present time in

many parts of the globe. A case of leprosy that
t. irue would be obvious to a passer-by is marked by a

leprosy, thickened or nodulated state of the features, especi
ally of the eyebrows, the wings of the nose, the

cheeks, the chin, and the lobes of the ears, giving the face some
times a leonine look (leontiasis), or a hideous appearance (satyri-
as-s). The same nodules occur, also, on the hands and the feet,
or other exposed parts of the limbs, making a thickened, lumpy
state of the skin, whence the name elephantiasis? In some
cases the nodules on the fingers or toes eat into the joints, so
that portions of the digits fall off, the stump healing readily as

1
JaY F. Schamberg, M.D., The nature of the Leprosy of

the Bible, reprinted from the PhiladeIphia Polychrome, vol. vii.,
nos. 47_/C (igth and 26th Nov., 1898).

3
Especially associated by the ancients with Egypt ; cp Pliny,

xxvi. 1 5, Lucret. 6in 4/
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in an amputation (lepra mutilans).^ Nodules in exposed situa
tions, or subject to friction and hurts, are very apt to become
sores, yielding a foul sanies which may make a sordid crust.
Besides the skin, certain mucous membranes become the seat of
nodules or thickenings the front of the eyeball (fatinus
leprosus), the tongue and mouth, and the larynx, the thickened
and roughened state of which reduces the voice to a hoarse tone
or husky whisper. These are the most superficially obvious of
all the signs of leprosy, forming together an unmistakable
picture.
A large part of all leprosy, however, perhaps the half, wants

these more obvious characters. A person may be truly leprous,
and have nothing to show for it in the face, or on the hands and
feet perhaps only a nodule here and there along the course of
the nerves of the arms or other part. Many cases, again, have
only a number of blanched or discoloured patches of the skin, in
the same situations where other lepers have nodules or tubercles

;

these correspond to the variety of white leprosy, or macular
leprosy (lepra albicans, waculosa, etc.). The macular and
nodular characters may concur in the same person.
Underlying all these external marks, whether nodules or spots,

is the most significant of all the morbid changes of leprosy the
loss of function in the nerves of the skin. Based upon that was
one of the mediaeval tests to prick the skin along the course of the
posterior tibial nerve behind the ankle on the inner side. In the
modern pathology of the disease, the disorganisation or degenera
tion of the nerves is recognised as fundamental ; it leads to loss
of sensibility, to loss of structural integrity or of tissue-nutrition,
and to a profound lowering of the whole vitality and efficiency
of the organism, whereby leprosy becomes a much more serious
affection than a mere chronic skin-disease. These more profound
characters of the disease, it need hardly be said, are nowhere
reflected in the biblical references.
The causes of this great and incurable constitutional disorder

are believed by many to be something corrupt in the staple food.
One of the most probable dietetic errors, known to prevail in

many, if not in all, parts of the world where leprosy is now met
with, is the eating of fish in a semi-putrid state very often the
more insipid and worthless kinds of fresh-water or salt-water fish
which are preferred in a half-corrupt state of cure on account of
the greater relish. The dietetic theory of the cause of leprosy
does not exclude, of course, other corrupt articles of food besides
fish, the mediaeval writers enumerating several such. Also it is

probable that various unwholesome conditions of living must
work together with corrupt diet, and that there must be a certain

susceptibility in the individual constitution or temperament,
which would be handed down and intensified by descent and
intermarriage. It should be said that the dietetic theory is not
received by all, and is apt to be resisted by those bacteriologists
who make the bacillus lepne the sufficient cause. A primary
dietetic cause does not conflict with a certain possibility of
transmitting leprosy by infection. An acquired or inherited
constitutional malady may develop an infective property ; the
one character does not necessarily exclude the other

; but in

experience it appears that leprosy is seldom produced by any
other means than habitual errors of nutrition (or other endemic
conditions) in the individual or his ancestry.

i. In antiquity this disease was specially, and indeed

exclusively, associated with Egypt circum flumina

6. History
Nili neque prasterea usquam, says

of leprosy
Lucretius

(
6l &quot;3/)- Perhaps

* 3 tion was onlv because other cou:

the limita-

ountries were
less familiar ground. Herodotus does not mention

leprosy in Egypt ;
but he says enough (277) on the use

of uncooked fish and on the ways of curing fish, fowl,
and other animal food, to make leprosy probable accord

ing to the etiological theory. On the other hand, he
mentions (1138) a certain skin-disease of the Persians,

\evK7j, sufferers from which were obliged to live outside
the towns. In a passage of Hippocrates (Progn. 114)
this white malady is one of a group of three skin-diseases

\fiXyves KCLL \4irpai Kal XfVKai. A high antiquity is

assigned to leprosy in Egypt by certain legends of the

Exodus, which are preserved by late Greek writers

(especially the Egyptian priest Manetho) known to us
from Josephus s elaborate reply to them in his apology
for Judaism (Contr. Ap. 12634; cp Ant. iii. 114). Cp
EXODUS, 7.

One form of the legend is that leprous and other impure
persons, to the number of 80,000, were separated out and sent to
work in the mines or quarries E. of the Nile, that they were
afterwards assigned a city, and that Moses became their leader.

Another form of it is that the Jews in Egypt were leprous and
scabby and subject to certain other kinds of distempers, that

they begged at the temples in such numbers as to become a

nuisance, and that they were eventually got rid of the lepious
by drowning, the others by being driven into the desert.

Behind these legends there is the probability that the

1 This appears to be alluded to in Dt. 28 35 where the smiting
in the knees and legs is specifically mentioned.
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enslaved population of Egypt, occupied with forced

labour in the Delta, would have been specially subject
to those endemic influences (including the dietetic) which

gave the country an ancient repute for leprosy. Still, if

one person in a hundred, whether of the enslaved foreign,

or the free native, labourers, was leprous, it would have

been a rather larger ratio than is found anywhere at

present in the most wretched circumstances. Whilst it

is thus probable that there were cases of true leprosy in

the early history of Israel, no extra-biblical reference to

it in Palestine occurs until the first century B.C. The

army of Pompey was said to have brought leprosy to

Italy, for the first time, on returning from the Syrian

campaign of 63 B.C. (cp Plut. Symp. 7g) ;
which should

mean, at least, that the disease was then prevalent in

Syria, as it has probably so remained continuously to the

present time (communities of lepers at Jerusalem, Nablus,

and other places).
ii. The individual cases of leprosy in the OT, how

ever, are not all clearly the true disease. Miriam s

leprosy, Nu. 12 iof., appears to have been, in the mind
of the narrator, a transient thing. The four leprous
men outside the gate of Samaria during the siege by
Benhadad (2 K.. 7s) are sufficiently like the groups of

lepers under a ban in mediaeval and modern times. On
the other hand, the leprosy ascribed to Naaman (2 K. 5),

who had perfect freedom of intercourse with his people,
looks like some more tractable skin-disease. Nor is it

perhaps unlikely that the curative direction of the prophet,
if we assume a generic truth in it, was dictated, not

merely by a belief in the sanctity of the river Jordan, but

also by an acquaintance with the medicinal properties
of some spring in the Jordan valley. At any rate, the

prophet s method of healing has strong pagan affinities.

Thus Pausanias(v. 5 n, Frazer) tells us that in Samicum,
not far from the river, there is a cave called the cave of the

Anigrian nymphs. When a leper enters the cave he

first prays to the nymphs and promises them a sacrifice,

whatever it may be. Then he wipes the diseased parts
of his body, and swimming through the river leaves his

old uncleanness in the water and comes out whole and
of one colour. The other OT case is that of king
Uzziah (or Azariah), who was a leper unto the day of

his death, dwelling in a several house l
(2 K. 15s/. ) ;

he was stricken because he encroached upon the pre

rogative of the priesthood (2 Ch. 2616-23). As regards

Job s disease, the allusions to the symptoms may be

illustrated by the authentic statements of careful Arabian

physicians translated by Stickel in his Bitch Hiob (1842),

p. 169 /. One of these may help to justify the references

to bad dreams and (perhaps) suffocation in Job 7 14 f.

During sleep, says Ibn Sina (Avicenna), frequent atra

bilious dreams appear. Breathing becomes so difficult

that asthma sets in, and the highest degree of hoarseness

is reached. It is often necessary to open the jugular vein,

if the hoarseness and the dread of suffocation increases.

iii. In the NT there are only a few notices of

leprosy; but from Mt. 108 it would seem that the cleans

ing of lepers was regarded as specially a work of Jesus

disciples. There is a striking description of the cleans

ing of a leper by Jesus himself in Mk. 1 40-44 (cp Mt.

82-4 Lk. 512-14). There he is said to have touched
the leper, and to have spoken a word of power. The
cleansed man is then told to fulfil the Levitical law of

the leper (Lev. 14 4-10). There is no touch recorded in

Lk. 17 12-19, however, where the ten lepers are told to show
themselves to the priests, and are cleansed on the way.
The Lazarus of Lk. 1620 is only called eiXKO^^cos i.e. ,

ulcerated. It liecame usual, however, to regard him as

the representative of lepers ; and in the mediaeval church
the parabolic Lazarus of Lk. and the real Lazarus of

Jn. 11 were both alike (or perhaps conjointly) associated

with leprosy. Hence lepers were called lazars, and the

1 So AV and RV (with marg., or lazar-house ). The mean
ing of the Heb. n PBnn rra (in Chr. Ktb. me-Bnn n) is un
certain, and the correctness of the text disputed. See UZZIAH.
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Lazarus of Jn. became a patron saint of leper-houses (as
in the dedication of the great leper hospital at Sherburn,
near Durham, in which Lazarus is joined with his sisters

Mary and Martha). It was perhaps with reference to

the Lazarus whom Jesus loved that lazares or leprosi
were otherwise called pauperes Christi (iath and I3th
cent.

).
c. c.

LESHEM (Dt? ; Aece/w and AeceN (&&N) [A],

A&amp;lt;\xeic
and A&ceNN (AAK) [B], AeceN (A&amp;lt;\N) [L]), the

name of the northern city Dan, according to Josh. 1947.

Probably it should rather be Lesham, another form of LAISH

(q.v.) ; for the formation cp DB J/ from B J?. So Wellh. dt

Gentifrus, 37 ; CH 15.

LESSAU (AecCAOY [A]), a Mace. 14 16 RV, AV
DKSSAU (q.v.}.

LETHECH (T|^), Hos. 82 EV&quot;&amp;gt;e-, EV HALF
HOMER. See WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.

LETTER pap, 2 S. 11 14, etc. ; erriCToAH, Acts

2825). See EPISTOLARY LITERATURE, WRITING.

LETTUS (ATTOYC [A]), i Esd. 829, RV ATTUS =
Ezra82, HATTUSH (i).

LETUSHIM (Dtr-ltt
1

? ; AAToycieiM [AEL], -pieiM

[D], and Leummim (D EN
1

? ; Aou&amp;gt;/v\ei/v\ [A], -/v\eiN

[DE], -MieiM[L]), sons of DEDAN (Gen. 25s), the third

in MT being ASSHURIM. In &amp;lt;S five sons are assigned
to Dedan : payovyX ([AEL] i.e. , Sijijrii

see REUEL
;

patrov [?7\] [D]), ?a/35e?;\ ([ADEL], i.e., Via-m AD-

BEEL), a&amp;lt;rou/&amp;gt;i/u., Xarowna/u, Xow/xeiytt. In i Ch. 132 the

sons of Dedan are omitted in MT and
&amp;lt;S, except by &amp;lt;S

A

which enumerates five, as above. Criticism has not

yet led to definite results as to any one of the three

sons of Dedan. If, however, we are right in restoring
the doubtful text of Gen. 106 thus :

J And the sons of

Jerahmeel ; Cush, and Mizrim, and Zarephath, and
Kain, and if

jtrp-, Jokshan in Gen. 202/. is mis-

written for
jtyia,

Cushan = t3, Cush (the N. Arabian

Kus), we
vmay conjecture that mitj N is an expansion

of Diir (Suram or Siirlin) i.e. , cniB J (Gesuram or

Geiurim) that DC taS comes from cntrSs, and ultimately
from cns

i

?!i = DnBii (Sarephatham or Sarephathlm), and
that cMoN 1

? comes from D^KDm1 (Jerahme elam or Jerah-
me elim). Thus the main difficulties of the two Dedanite

genealogies are removed. For another possible occur

rence of the (corrupt) ethnic []c?aS, see TUBAL-CAIN.
The Tgg. and Jer. (Qita-sf. and Ononi.) assume the three

names to be appellatives, indicating the occupations or modes
of life of different branches of the Dedanites (similarly Hitz. and
Steiner, see articles in L, and cp Margoliouth, in Hastings,
DB 3

99/&amp;gt;).
For other guesses see Dillmann on Gen. 25 3, and

cp ASSHUKIM. T. K. C.

LEVI
( ; Aey[e]i. also Aey[e]ic [AE], accus.

AeyeiNi 4 Mace. 2ig), i. Jacob s third son by Leah,
Gen. 2934 (J). The story in Genesis (I.e.) records a

popular etymology connecting Levi with mV, Idvdh,

to be joined (cp Eccles. 815) ; see also Nu. 1824 (P),
where it is said that the tribe of Levi will join itself

to Aaron. Some modern critics too support this con

nexion. Thus Lagarde (
Or. 2 20

;
J// tth. 154^) explains

Levi as one that attaches himself. If so, the Levites

were either those who attached themselves to the

Semites who migrated back from the Delta, therefore

Egyptians, or perhaps those who escorted the ark ;

the latter meaning is virtually adopted by Eaudissin 2

(Priesterthum, 72, n. i). Land, however (De Gids,

Nov. 1871, p. 244, n.), explains bine Levi as sons of

conversion
1

i.e. , the party of a reaction to primitive
nomad religion. But it appears impossible to treat iS

(Levi) as an adjective, against the analogy of all the other

names of Israelitish tribes, and especially against that

1 See CUSH, PUT, and Crit. Bib.
2

^7, a servant of the sanctuary, from Ij^njji with abstract

or collective signification, Begleitung, Folge, Gefolgschaft.
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of Simeon and Reuben, and Gesenius s old-fashioned

rendering of Levi ( associatio ) can hardly now be

quoted in support of Land s theory. If Levi is

original it may be best regarded as the gentilic of Leah
(so We. Prol. (3), 146 ; St. ATW 1 i ,6 [1881]) ; NAPH-
TALI (cp frit. Bib.), if an ethnic, may be adduced as

a parallel.
The present writer, however, thinks that Levi is a corrup

tion, and conjectures that LEAH [y.v.] and some at least of her

sons, derived their names, not from animal totems, but from
their ethnic affinities i.e., that Levi comes from Jerahmeel
(pl

L

=p3 s = pCs = sN21= l?NSnT ). SeeCrit.BM. Forother
views see We. Heid.C^, 114, n. ((2)Om.); Hommel, AHTz^f. ;

Aufsatze, 1
307&quot;.

On the Levi-traditions see also MOSES,
SHECHEM.

2. A name occurring twice in the genealogy of Jesus (Lk.
3 24 29!). See generally GENEALOGIES ii., 3/.

3. A disciple of Jesus, called when at the toll-office

(rf\4vi.ot&amp;gt;) ,
son of Alphceus [Mk.], Mk. 2i 4 Lk. 5 27 t

(XfVfiv, accus. [Ti. WH] ; cp Mt. 9 9 [call of Matthew]).
Three courses are open to us.

(1) We may suppose that this disciple had two names,
one of which (Matthew) was given him by Jesus after
he entered the apostolic circle, and consequently dis

placed the earlier name, as Peter superseded Simon.
The supposition that he had two names might pass;
but the view that one of them was bestowed by Jesus
appears hazardous. There is no evidence that the name
Matthew, the meaning of which is still disputed, was
regarded in the evangelic traditions as having any special
appropriateness to its bearer. It might be better to

conjecture with Delitzsch (Riehm, HWB&, 919 b) that
the full name of the disciple who was called from the
toll-office was Matthew, son of Alphaeus, the Levite

O.1!? 1

!
1

) !
CP Acts 4 36, Joses who was surnamed Barnabas,

a Levite. It is at any rate in favour of the identification
of Levi and Matthew that the circumstances of the call
of Levi agree exactly with those of the call of Matthew

;

Levi and Matthew are both in the Capernaum toll-

office when the thrilling speech Follow me is addressed
to them. Must not the same person be intended ? May
not Levi be an earlier name of Matthew ? So, among
moderns, Meyer, Olshausen, Holtzmann.

(2) We may suppose that whilst the same fact is

related both by Mk. and Lk., and by Mt., the name of
the man who was called by Jesus was given by Mt. as
Matthew by mistake, the author or redactor of our
first gospel having identified the little-known Levi with
the well-known apostle Matthew, who may very possibly
have been a reXwi/rjs (EV publican ), and was at any
rate regarded by the evangelist as such (so Sieffert,
Ew., Keim \Jesu von Nazara, 2 217] ). We know how
much the re\u)j&amp;gt;cu were attracted to Jesus (note Mt.
9 10 Mk. 2 15 Lk. 15 i 19 2 /); it is very possible that
more than one may have been found worthy to be ad
mitted into his inner circle.

It has been pointed out by Lipsius (Apokr. Apostel-
geschichten) that the fusion of Levi and Matthew is

characteristic of later writers. In the Afeiiologia
Matthew is called a son of Alphpeus and a brother of

James, and in the Breviarium Apostolorum it is said
of Matthew, Hie etiam ex tribu sua Levi sumpsit cog-
nomentum. On the other hand, Lipsius (1 24) mentions
a Paris MS of the gospels (Cotelier, Patres Apost. 1 271)
which identifies the Levi of Mk. with Thaddceus and
Lebbceus, and Lk. s Judas of James. In the Syriac Book
of the Bee (Anecdota Oxon., Sem. ser., i., part ii., ed. and
transl. by Budge) it is said (chap. 48, p. 112) that Levi
was slain by Charmus while teaching in Paneas.

(3) It would be difficult to form a decided opinion
if we could not regard the subject from another and a
somewhat neglected point of view. It will be admitted
that transcribers and translators of Hebrew or Aramaic
names were liable to many mistakes. Now AX0cuos
(cp ALPHAEUS and HELEPH) represents most probablyWM (a derivative of NsSnx, ship ?). Surely it is very
possible that the initial letters N may have become illeg
ible in the document upon which Mt. 9 9 ff. is based.
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There remains fl7, which in Aramaic Hebrew characters

might easily be mistaken for i? i.e., Levi. The original
narrative very possibly had Ilphai the son of Ilphai
by a scribe s error for Mattai the son of Ilphai ; and
it is open to us to hold that Xe/3/3atos = Sin. &amp;gt;Na 7

(Dalman) has also arisen by corruption out of fl^N.

Cp LEKB/BUS.

That Levi appears in the Talmud as a name of Rabbis does
not make Levi a probable name for a common man of Caper
naum. The occurrences in Lk. :i 24 29 are also precarious
supports for the Levi in our text of Mk. and Lk.

T. K. C.

LEVIATHAN. Leviathan (see BEHEMOTH AND
LEVIATHAN

; CROCODILE) is described in Job 41 [40 25-

41]. The last two verses of the description (41 33 [25])
have been misread (cp LlON) and therefore misunder
stood. 1 Who is made without fear is a very question
able rendering; read . . . to be lord of the beasts,

changing niT^a 1

? into P n Vjia^ There is an exact

parallel to this in Job 40 19, where Behemoth, if we
adopt a necessary critical emendation, is described as
he that was made to be a ruler of his fellows ( it vn

v^an t ljS). Among the other passages which refer to

Leviathan is Ps. 104 26, where there go the ships is

unsuitable to the context. TVJN, ships should cer

tainly be DTjr, dragons (Ps. 74 13 148 7 ;
N and n con

founded
; cp Judg. 931), and at the close of the verse

ia~pna
&amp;gt;l

? should probably be ^a~CMjS. The psalmist found

this reading in his copy of Job (at 40 19), unless indeed
we suppose that he read there 13~prtr^, and copied the

phrase which the Hebrew text (MTand &amp;lt;@)
now gives

in Ps. 104 26. The verse becomes There dragons move
along; (yea), Leviathan whom thou didst appoint ruler

therein ; 13 refers to B n (v. 25). T. K. C.

LEVIBATE. See MARRIAGE, 8.

LEVIS. (\eyic [A]), iEsd.9i 4
= Ezra 10 i S , Levite.

See SHAUHETHAI, i.

LEVITES. The Levites (D ; AeyteliTAi) are

defined according to the usual methods of Hebrew genea
logical history as the descendants of Levi

1. Secular
(&amp;lt;j

en. 29 34); hence their other name b ne
e

Levi
(&quot;&amp;lt;h &quot;32). In Hebrew genealogies,

however, we are not necessarily entitled to look

upon the eponym of a tribe as more than an ideal

personality. Indeed, the only narrative in which, on
a literal interpretation, Levi appears as a person
(Gen. 34), bears internal evidence of the intention of

the author to delineate under the form of personification
events in the history of the tribes of Levi and Simeon
which must have occurred after the arrival of Israel

in Canaan.2 The same events are alluded to in Gen.
49 5-7, where Simeon and Levi are plainly spoken of as

communities with a communal assembly (Ka/ial, Sip) ;

see ASSEMBLY, col. 345.
Simeon and Levi were allied tribes or brothers ; their

onslaught on the Shechemites was condemned by the rest of
Israel; and its results were disastrous to the actors, when their
cause was disavowed by their brethren. The b ne Hamor re

gained possession of Shechem, as we know from Judg. !, and
both the assailing tribes were scattered through Israel, and
failed to secure an independent territorial position. Cp SHECHEM.
The details of this curious portion of the earliest

Hebrew history must remain obscure (cp DINAH,
SIMEON) ; Gen. 34 does not really place them in so clear

a light as the briefer reference in Gen. 49
;
for the former

chapter has been recast and largely added to by a late

writer, who looks upon the action of the brethren in the

light of the priestly legislation, and judges it much more
favourably than is done in Gen. 49. In post-canonical

Judaism the favourable view of the zeal of Levi and

1 The critical emendations are due to Gunkel, Giesebrecht,
and Cheyne.

* Jacob in 34 30 is not a personal, but a collective idea, for he

says, I am a few men, and the capture and total destruction of
a considerable city is in the nature of things the work of two
tribes rather than of two individuals.
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Simeon becomes still more dominant (Judith.Oz/; Bk.

of Jubilees, chap. 30, and especially Theodotus, ap. Poly-

histor, in Miiller s fragm.Stijfti an^ the curse of

Jacob on the ferocity of his sons is quite forgotten.
1 In

the oldest history, however, the treachery of Levi and

Simeon towards a community which had received the

right of connubium with Israel is represented as a crime,

which imperilled the position of the Hebrews and was

fatal to the future of the tribes directly involved.

Whilst, however, the Invites were scattered through
out Israel, their name does not disappear from the

_ . . roll of the tribes (cp Dt. 27 12). In
8. XTUCU?

,he blessing Of Moses (Dt. 33), where
tribe. Simeon is passed over, Levi still appears,

not as a territorial tribe, but as the collective name for

the priesthood. The priesthood meant is that of the

northern kingdom under the dynasty of Jehu (on the date

of the chapter, see Deuteronomy, 26) ;
and in fact we

know that the priests of the important northern sanctuary
of Dan traced their origin to a Levite (Judg. 17 9), Jona
than the son of Gershom, the son of Moses (Judg. 183o).

2

That the Judrean priesthood were also known as Levites

in the later times of the kingdom appears from the book
of Deuteronomy, especially from 108 /. 18i/I; and we
learn from Ezek. 44 io/ that the Judasan Levites were,

not confined to the service of the temple, but included

the priests of the local high places abolished by Josiah.

It may even be conjectured, with some probability, that the

Levites (like the remnants of the closely-related tribe of Simeon)
had originally settled in Judah and only gradually afterwards

spread themselves northwards. Micah s Levite, as we know,
was from Bethlehem-Judah (Judg. 17 7).

:1 But cp MICAH i., 2.

Alike in )udah and in the N. the priestly prerogative
of Levi was traced back to the days of Moses (Dt. 108
33 8) ;

4 but in later times at least the Judrean priesthood
did not acknowledge the Levitical status of their northern

colleagues (i K. 1-31). It must, however, be observed

that the prophets Amos and Hosea never speak of the

northern priesthood as illegitimate, and Hos. 4 certainly

implies the opposite. Presumably it was only after the

fall of Samaria, and the introduction of large foreign
elements into the population of the N., that the southern

priests began to disavow the ministers of the sanctuaries

of Samaria, most of whom can no longer have been

representatives of the old priesthood as it was before

the northern captivity (2 K. 17 28 Judg. 18 30 2 K. 23 20,

in contrast with v. 8 /.).

In the most developed form of the hierarchical system
the ministers of the sanctuary are divided into two
_ _ .. grades. All are regarded as Levites by
d. Lei

descent ( cp _ eg^ Ex (j 2 _)
. but the mass

and priests. of the Lev ;tes are mere subordinate

ministers not entitled to approach the altar or perform

any strictly priestly function, and the true priesthood is

confined to the descendants of Aaron. In the docu
ments which reveal to us the actual state of the priest

hood in the northern and southern kingdoms before the

exile, there is no trace of this distinction.

Perhaps, indeed, it must be conceded to Van Hoonacker

(i95/&quot;.)
and Baudissin (TL7., 1899^.362; cp also his

Gesch. d. Alt. Priestertums, 113) that Ezekiel has taken

over from the phraseology of the temple of Jerusalem
the distinction between the priests, the keepers of the

charge of the house, and the priests, the keepers of

the charge of the altar, which he refers to as already

1 According to Wellhausen s analysis (JDT1\ 435/.), the old

narrative consisted of Gen. ^37* n f. 19 25^.* 30 f.. the
asterisk denoting that only parts of the verses marked by it are
ancient. The most satisfactory discussion is that of Kuenen

and Gunkel s commentaries, ad Inc.
2 Read not Manassch but Moses ; see JONATHAN, 2.
3 Cp Budde, Comm. zu Ri. 113 118. Sec also GENEALOGIES

i., 7jv.].
[For the difficult TV ? read with Ball, PSBA, 1896, p.

123, Tp^DH, thy lovingkindnesses.]
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existing; but as against Van Hoonacker, Baudissin

observes with justice that we are not entitled to infer

from this that Ezekiel is aware of a distinction be
tween priests (sons of Zadok, or of Aaron) and Levites

;

on the contrary, in 40 45 he uses the designation priests
for those whom he elsewhere calls Levites (44 I0 /. 14
45 5 ). It is better to say that every Levite is a priest,
or at least is qualified to become such (Dt. 108 18 7 ).

The subordinate and menial offices of the tabernacle are not

assigned to members of a holy guild; in Jerusalem, at least,

they were mainly discharged by members of the royal body
guard (the Carians and footmen, 2 K. 1 1 4 RV ; see CARITES, but
also FELETHITES), or by bond slaves, the ancestors of the later

NSthinim in either case by men who might even be uncircum-
cised foreigners (Ezek. 44 7_/.). A Levitical priest was a legiti
mate priest. When the author of i K. 12 31 wishes to represent
Jeroboam s priests as illegal he contents himself with saying that

they were not taken from the sons of Levi. The first historical

trace of a modification of this state of things is found in connec
tion with the suppression of the local high places by Josiah, when
their priests were brought to Jerusalem and received their support
from the temple offerings, but were not permitted to minister at

the altar (2 K. 23 g).
1

The priests of the temple, the sons of Zadok, were
not prepared to concede to their provincial brethren all

4 Countrv
the PrivlleSes which Dt. 18 had proposed&quot;

in compensation for the loss of their local
priests.

nlinistry . Ezekiel, after the fall of the

temple, in planning a scheme of ritual for the new
temple, raises the practical exclusion from the altar to

the rank of a principle. In the new temple the Levites

who had ministered before the local altars shall be

punished by exclusion from proper priestly work, and
shall fill the subordinate offices of the sanctuary, in place
of the foreigners who had hitherto occupied them, but

shall not be permitted to pollute Yahwe s house in

future by their presence (Ezek. 44 7 ff.). In the post-
exilic period this principle was actually carried out;

priests and Levites are distinguished in the list in

Ezra 2, Neh. 7, i Esd. 5 ; but the priests, that is, the

descendants of the pre-exilic priests of the royal

temple, greatly outnumber the Levites or descendants

of the priests of the high places (cp Ezra 8 i$ff.). Nor
is this at all surprising, if it be remembered that the

duties falling to Levites in the temple had little that

was attractive about them, whilst as long as they re

mained in exile the inferiority of their position would be

much less apparent.
At this time other classes of temple servants, the

singers, the porters, the NETHINIM and other slaves of

the sanctuary (but cp SOLOMON S SER-
5. Singers, etc. VANTS CHILDREN OF), whose heredi

tary service would, on Eastern principles, give them a

pre-eminence over other slaves of the sanctuary, are also

still distinguished from the Levites
;
but these distinctions

lost their significance when the word Levite itself came to

mean a subordinate minister. In the time of Nehemiah,
Levites and singers, Levites and porters, are very much
run into one (Neh. 11 ff., see PORTERS), and the absorp
tion of the other classes of subordinate ministers into the

hereditary guild of Levites is at last expressed in the

shape of genealogies, deriving the singers, and even

families whose heathenish and foreign names show

them to have originally belonged to the Nethinim, from

the ancient stock of Levi. Cp GENEALOGIES i., 7 (ii.).

The new hierarchical system found its legal basis in

the priestly legislation, first publicly accepted as an

D -o i integral part of the Torah under Ezra
6. Priestly and Nehemian (ISRAEL, 59). Here
legislation. the exc iusion Of the Invites from all

share in the proper priesthood of the sons of Aaron

is precisely formulated (Nu. 3/) ;
their service is regu

lated from the point of view that they are essentially

the servants and hereditary serfs of the priests (39),

whilst, on the other hand, as has already found

vivid expression in the arrangement of the camp in

Nu. 2, they are recognised as possessing a higher

i Baudissin s essentially different view of this verse (223-6)

has been successfully disposed of by Kuenen (Abh.
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grade of holiness than the mass of the people. This

superiority of position finds its justification in the

artificial theory that they are a surrogate for the male

first-born of Israel, who, belonging of right to Yahwe,
are handed over by the nation to the priests (cp FIRST

BORN, col. 1526).
The Levites are endowed with the tithes, of which in

turn they pay a tithe to the priests (Nu. 18 21 ff.). These

regulations as to tithes were enforced by Nehemiah;
but the subordinate position of the Levites was hardly
consistent with their permanent enjoyment of revenues

of such importance, and we learn from the Talmud that

these were finally transferred to the priests. Cp TAXA
TION AND TRIBUTE. 1

Another provision of the law i.e., the assignment to

the Levites of certain cities with a definite measure of

inalienable pasture-ground (Nu. 35 Lev. 25 34) was ap

parently never put in force after the exile. It cannot be

reconciled with the prohibition against the holding of

property in virtue of which the Levites in common with

the other needy classes are commended to the com

passion of the charitable.

This prohibition is clearly expressed in the same priestly

legislation (Nu. is 20 2(162), and particularly in D. See e.g.,
Dt. HI 9, Levi hath no part nor inheritance with his brethren ;

IS i. From Dt. IS 6 we gather that the Levites were dispersed
as sojourners in various Israelitish cities i.e.. they had no ter

ritorial possession (cp Gen. 4!&amp;gt; 7). In accordance with this

Ezekiel propounds an idealistic reform according to which the

Levites were to have a domain apportioned to them, where they
were to live together. Josh. 21 (P), i Ch. 18 2 cannot of course
be quoted in support of the prohibition. It should be observed
too that many of the so-called Levitical cities did not become
Israelitish till quite late, and that some of them were so near
each other that the pasture-land assigned to one city would
have overlapped that assigned to its neighbour (e.g., Hebron
and Holon, Anathoth and Almon), whilst the pasture-land of
Hammoth-dor would have included part of the Sea of Galilee.

See Di. Num.-Deut.; Now. HA 2 129; Addis. Hex. 2 448 /.

As the priestly legislation carried its ordinances back
into the time of Moses, so the later developments of

the Levitical service as known in the time of the

Chronicler (on the date, see HISTORICAL LITERATURE,
$ 157) are referred by that author to David (i Ch. 15 1(&amp;gt;

23) or to Hezekiah (2 Ch. 2!)) and Josiah (2 Ch. 35) ; and

by a similar projection of post-exilic conditions into pre-
exilic times, we find, among other modifications of the

original text (such as i S. (5 15 2 S. 15 24 i K. 8 4), various

individuals who had been prominent in connection with

matters of worship invested with the character of

Levites; this has been done not only in the case of

Samuel (comp. i S. 1 i with i Ch. 6 12 f. iSfr.), but even
in that of a foreigner like Obed-edom of Gath.2 The
chief point is the development of the musical service of

the temple, which has no place in the Pentateuch, but
afterwards came to be of the first importance (as we see
from the Psalter) and attracted the special attention of

Greek observers (Theophrastus, ap. Porph. De Abstin.

ii. 26).
For the reconstruction of the post-exilic history of the

relation of Levites to priests, we are thrown for the

7 Post-exilic
most

P.
art on Pure conJecture . which,

development.
accordingly, Vogelstein has used with

conspicuous acuteness. He supposes
that the period of prosperity enjoyed by the Levites
under Ezra and Nehemiah was followed by one of

threatening collapse against which they sought and with
success to defend themselves by alliance with the singers
and doorkeepers. The excessive pretensions of the

party thus reinforced, however, led to renewed adversity
(Nu. 1(5), after which they were ultimately able, by
peaceful means (cp the work of the Chronicler), to

G,

Keth ._ ... ,-,,.-. ,

1748, p. 624; and Hottinger, De Decimis jud., 1713, (i 8 il 17;
cp v. Hoonacker, 60 f. 400 _/., who, on the authority of some
passages in the Talmud, considers the Levites tithe to have
been exacted as early as in Ezra s time.

2
[If the text is correct; on this, see OBED-EDOM: cp also

GENEALOGIES i., 7 [v.] end.]
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establish a tolerable modus vivendi. Vogelstein s attempt
is to be accepted at least to this extent : it has con

clusively shown that the post-exilic history of the Levites

did not proceed in a straight line, either upwards or

as Van Hoonacker has tried to make out downwards.
The Levites appear, it is true, to have sunk to a position of

complete insignificance at the close of the history, that is to say
at the close of the OT period; to this Van Hoonacker has very
appropriately called attention. In the NT they are mentioned

only in Lk. Ill 32 Jn. 1 19 and Acts 4 36. If, on the other hand,
their position in Ezra-Nehemiah is only relatively a favourable

one, that is far from justifying Hoonacker s conclusion that

Chronicles, in which they are represented as enjoying a
more favourable position (for the most part comparable to

that of the priests), must be taken as representing the con-
ditionsof pre-exilic times. Baudissin (Rel.-gesch. 45) has shown
that even within the priestly legislation it is possible to trace
a growing respect for the Levites. In his judgment, accord

ingly, we cannot say that in the post-exilic time any con
siderable vicissitudes in the condition of the Levites are to

be observed, and he adds the suggestion, well worthy of

attention, that this fact, coupled with the ultimate subordina
tion of the Levites to the singers and porters, points to the
conclusion that the Levites strictly so-called were merely an
artificial creation a creation of the prophet Ezekiel. 1

Whilst it is not difficult to trace the history of the

rr_ j-*.-^ ! Levites from the time of the blessing
8. Traditional , ...

of Moses and Deuteronomy down-
, ^ ,

, wards, the links connecting the
Secular and

. . , . ., priestly tribe with the earlier fortunes
priesuy trioe.

of the tdbe of Leyi are hardly to be
determined with any certainty.

According to the traditional view, the scheme of the

Levitical legislation, with its double hierarchy of priests
and Levites, was of Mosaic ordinance. There is too

much evidence, however, that in the Pentateuch, as we

possess it, divergent ordinances, dating from very
different ages, are all carried back by means of a

legal convention to the time of the wilderness journey

(cp HEXATEUCH). If, too, the complete hierarchical

theory as held in post-exilic times was really ancient,
it is inexplicable that all trace of it was so com
pletely lost in the time of the monarchy, that

Ezekiel speaks of the degradation of the non-Zadokite
Levites as a new thing and as a punishment for

their share in the sin of the high places, and that no
clear evidence of the existence of a distinction between

priests and Levites has been found in any of the

Hebrew writings that are demonstrably earlier than the

exile.2 It has indeed been argued that (i) the list of

Levitical cities in Josh. 21, and (2) the narrative of the

rebellion of Korah imply that the precepts of the post-
exilic law were practically already recognized; but (i)
it is certain that there was no such distribution as that

spoken of in Josh. 21 at the time of the settlement,

because many of the cities named . were either not

occupied by Israelites till long afterwards, or, if occu

pied, were not held by Levites.

The Levitical cities of Joshua are indeed largely identical with
ancient holy cities (Hebron, Shechem, Mahanaim, etc.) ; but in

ancient Israel a
holy city was one which possessed a noted

sanctuary (often of Canaanite origin), not one the inhabitants
of which belonged to the holy tribe. These sanctuaries had, of

course, their local priesthoods, which in the time of the mon
archy were all called Levitical; and it is only in this sense, not
in that of the priestly legislation, that a town like Shechem can
ever have been Levitical.

(2) So again, the narrative of Korah has proved on
critical examination to be of composite origin ;

the parts
of it which represent Korah as a common Levite in

rebellion against the priesthood of Aaron belong to a

late date, and the original form of the history knows

nothing of the later hierarchical system (see KORAH ii).

1 TLZ
, 1899, p. 361.

2 Defenders of the traditional view, the latest being Van
Hoonacker, 92 f., have sought such evidence in I K. 8 4.

There are many indications, however, that the text of this

Eart
of Kings has undergone considerable editing at a pretty

Ue date. The LXX translators, B 1
-, did not read the clause

which speaks of priests and Levites, and the Chronicler read

the Levite priests (but l& oi iepeis (tat oi Aeueirai) the phrase
characteristic of the deuteronomic identification of priestly and
Levitical ministry.
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It has thus become impossible to entertain the idea of

carrying back the distinction of Levites and Aaronites

9. Alternative
in the later sense to an date

., We cannot use the priestly parts of

the Pentateuch and Joshua as a source

for the earliest history. It is probable, however (note
the case of Micah s Levite in Judg. 17/.),

1 that the kin

of Moses had a certain hereditary prerogative in connec
tion with the worship of Yahw (cp Dt. 10 8). In the

earliest times the ritual of Yahwe s sanctuary had not

attained such a development as to occupy a whole tribe
;

but if, as appears probable, the mass of the tribe of

Levi was almost annihilated at an early date, the

name of Levite might very well continue to be known
only in connection with those of the tribe who traced

kin with Moses or remained by the sanctuary. Cp
MOSES, 5. The multiplication of Hebrew holy

places was effected partly by syncretism with the

Canaanites, partly in other ways that had nothing to

do with a central sanctuary, and so arose a variety of

priestly guilds which certainly cannot have been all of

Levitical descent.

It is possible, perhaps, that in some cases where Canaan-
ite sanctuaries were taken over by the Israelites certain
Canaanite priestly families may have contrived to retain

possession of the priestly office. Whether even Zadok himself,
the ancestor of the Jerusalem priesthood, was of Levitical origin
must remain an open question, the answer of Chronicles not

being trustworthy enough to be decisive (see ZADOK, i).

As the nation was consolidated and a uniform system
of sacred law (referred to Moses as its originator) came
to be administered all over the land, in the hands
of the ministers of the greater sanctuaries, the various

guilds may have been drawn together and have aimed
at forming such a united body as we find described in

Dt. 33. -* This unity would find a natural expression in

the extension of the name of Levites to all priesthoods
recognized by the State in Ex. 4 14 Levite is simply
equivalent to a professional designation. If this was
the course of things we can hardly suppose that the
term came into large use till the Israelites were con
solidated under the monarchy, and in fact the integrity
of the text in i S. 15, 2 S. 15 24, as well as in i K. 8 4, is

open to question (cp ARK). Down to the time of

David and Jeroboam, as appears from the cases of

Samuel, Zadok, Eleazer (i S. 7 i), as well as from i K.

1231, the priesthood was not essentially hereditary;
but, like all occupations that required traditional

knowledge, it must have tended to become so more and
more, and thus all priests would appear as Levites by
adoption if not by descent.

Thus also, doubtless, the great number of the priests at Nob,
who are reckoned as of the family of Ahimelech, but can hardly
all of them have been personally related to him, is to be taken
as evidence of the effort to maintain the fiction of a priestly
family as deriving its coherence from common descent. 3 The
interesting parallel case of the Rechabites shows us how easy
to the thinking of those early times was the transition from the
idea of official relationship to that of relationship by blood.

Wellhausen (Prol. (&quot;&amp;gt;&amp;gt;, 139 /&quot;.)
has argued from Dt.

33 9 that the northern priesthood was not an hereditary
guild, but involved the surrender of all family con
nection ; the words, however, are more naturally
understood as praise of the judicial impartiality which
refused to be influenced by family ties. Our data
are too scanty to clear up the details of this interesting
piece of history; but it can hardly be doubted that the

development of a consolidated and hereditary priestly
corporation in all the sanctuaries was closely bound up
with the unification of the state and the absorption of
tribal organisation in the monarchy. The reaction of

1 See MICAH, 2. Add also that of the family of Eli, i S.
2 27 f. ; cp ELI, JERAHMEEL, 3 (end).

2 Cp Ex. 8-225-29,3 related passage, doubtless secondary,
which reads like a commentary to Dt. i-Wg. In it the choice of
Levi to the priesthood is carried back to a reminiscence of a
(possibly historical) action of vigorous faith on the part of the
fellow-tribesmen of Moses [cp MASSAH AND MERIBAHJ.* Cp Benzinger, HA 409.
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tribal feeling against the central Government, of which
there are many traces in the history of Ephraim, has

perhaps its counterpart in the opposition to the unified

priesthood which is alluded to in Dt. 33 n. 1

There have been many attempts on the part of recent

writers from the time of Vatke downwards to deny that

Levi was one of the original tribes of Israel
; but they

all break down before the testimony of Gen. 4&amp;lt;. And
with them break down the attempts at an appellative

interpretation of the name Levi. See LEVI, and cp
Kuenen s refutation of the theory of Land, Theol.

Tijdschr. 5, 1872, pp. 628-670: De Stum Levi, and
Kautzsch, Theol. Stud. u. Krit. 1890, p. 771 f.

Graf, ZurGeschichte des Stammes Levi, &quot;in Merx s Archiv,
i (1869) 68-106; 208-236: Stade, GV! 1152 /f. See further the
literature cited under PRIESTS. W. R. S. A. B.

LEVITICAL CITIES. See LEVITES, 6, 8.

LEVITICUS.

Name and contents ( i). Other remains of H ( 24).
Sources ( 2, 25). Sources of H ( 25).
P in Lev. *-ln ( 3). Characteristics of H ( 26).

Chaps. 1-7 ( 4-6). Unity of redaction ( 27).

Chaps. ll-l;&amp;gt; ( 7-11). H s relation to Dt. Ezek. P
Chap. Id: Day of Atonement ( 28-30).
(12). Chap. 27 ( 31).

Chaps. 17- 2f&amp;gt;: Contents; H ( Composition of Leviticus ( 32).

13-23). Bibliography ( 33).

The name comes through the Latin Leviticus (sc.

liber) from the title in the Greek Bible, (TO) Aey[e]i-

1 Name and TIKON
(
sc- BiBAiON),2 the Levitical

.

t
book i.e., the part of the Pentateuch

treating of the functions of the Levites.

Levitical is here equivalent to sacerdotal, of the

Levites in the narrower sense the book has nothing to

say and the name thus corresponds to the Hebrew
torath kbhanlm (a^i r^vn), the priests law, in the

Talmud and Massorah.8 In Jewish writings the book
is more frequently cited by its first word, M ayyikra

The contents of the book are almost exclusively

legislative; 8, !), 10 in part, and 24 10 ff., though narrative

in form, are to be regarded as precedents to which the

ritual practice is to conform or on which the rule is

founded. In the chronology of the Pentateuch the laws
were revealed to Moses and the events narrated occurred
at Sinai in the first month of the second year ot the

exodus (between the first of the first month, Ex. 40 2 17,

and the first of the second month, Nu. 1 i) ;
in Lev.

itself there are no dates.

The book begins with the ritual for the several species of

sacrifice, and defines cases in which certain sacrifices are

prescribed (1-7); then follow: the consecration of Aaron and
his sons; the punishment of Nadab and Abihu for a violation

of ritual, with some consequent regulations (s-lll); definition of
various kinds and causes of uncleanness (11-15); ritual for the

Day of Atonement (Id); a collection of laws of more varied

character, religious, moral, and ceremonial, closing with a

hortatory address (17- ^li: see 14) ; provisions for the commu
tation of vows and tithes (21). For more detailed analysis, see

Driver, hitrod.C ), 42^.; Kalisch, Leviticus, \\ijf.

The immediate continuation of JE in Ex. 32-34 is

found in Nu. 1029-12,
5 nor are any displaced fragments

n _ of IE found in Leviticus. The book
i Sources * , ,

belongs as a whole to the priestly stratum

of the Hexateuch. It is not, however, a unit. Chaps.
17-2(5 come from an originally independent body of

laws having a very distinct character of its own ; they

The attempt which has repeatedly been made to attach this

verse to the blessing of Judah may safely be regarded as un
justified (cp Bertholet ad loc.).

-
Philo, Leg. Alleg. 2, 26; Quis rer. div. heres, 51; cp

fV AeiMTutri /3ij3Ao., De plant. Not, 6. See Ryle, Philo and
Holy Scripture, ii f.

:l M. Mtnachoth, 4 3, Kiddushin, 33*?; Massorah Magna,
i K. 11 i, etc.

4 Origen in Euseb. HE 6 25; Jerome, Prol. Gal. See
GENESIS, i.

See EXODUS, 3, vii., NUMBERS, 2.
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have been redacted probably by more than one hand

in the spirit of the priestly scribes, but not wholly

conformed to P, much less made an integral part of it.i

Nor is the remainder homogeneous: 8-10 belong to

the history of the sacred institutions
;

- 8 is the

fulfilment of the command to Moses in Ex. 40 12-14, anô

should immediately follow Ex. 40 17-38, from which it is

now separated by the collection of sacrificial laws in

Lev. 1-7 ;
10 is in like manner separated from its

antecedents in 10 by the laws on uncleanness and

purification in 11-15. Neither of these groups of laws

is even artificially connected with the narrative;

both give internal evidence of compilation from in

dependent collections of torotli and of extensive and

repeated supplementation and redaction. The critical

problems in Leviticus are, therefore, not less difficult

nor less important than those presented by other books

of the Hexateuch.

We may best begin our investigation with 8-10. In

Ex. 40 Moses is bidden to set up and dedicate the

p . - Tabernacle (i-n) and to consecrate Aaron

8-10
and his sons to the Priesthood (&quot;-15).

The execution of the former part of this

command is related in Ex. 4017-38; of the latter in

Lev. 8. It can scarcely be doubted that the author

of Ex. 40 17 ff. meant Lev. 8 to follow immediately,
and, consequently, that Lev. 1-7, which now interrupt
this connection, were inserted here by a subsequent
redactor. Lev. 8 describes the performance of the rites

for the consecration and installation of priests prescribed
in Ex. 29 1-35, and is related to that chapter exactly as

Ex. 35 ff. to 25 ff. Ex.
35/&quot;.

have been found, how
ever, to be a later expansion of the probably very
brief account of the execution of the directions given
to Moses in 25 ff? It follows that Lev. 8, also, belongs
to the secondary stratum, and this inference is con

firmed by internal evidence; 4
but, since Lev. 8 knows

only one altar, it seems to represent one of the earlier

stages in the formation of this stratum.5 Vv. iob n and

30 are perhaps later glosses.

Chap. !), the inaugural sacrifices, is the original

sequel of Ex. 25-29 in the history of Israel s sacred

institutions. It was probably separated from those

chapters only by a short statement that, after receiving
these instructions (and the tables of the testimony),
Moses descended from the mount and did as Yahwe
had bidden him

;
this was superseded by the elaborate

secondary narrative in Ex. 35-40 Lev. 8.6 The hand
of a redactor may be recognised in v. \ ( the eighth

day, the elders of Israel ) and in the last verses (23^) ;

some minor glosses may also be suspected.
The death of Nadab and Abihu, 10 1-5, is the con

tinuation of 9 and from the same source. The in

junction forbidding Aaron and his surviving sons to

defile themselves by mourning (6 f.) is appropriately
introduced in this place, and such a prohibition may
have originally stood here

;
but the present form of the

verses is late (cp 21 10-12). Verses 8/. (cp Ezek. 44 21)

and 10 f. (cp 11 47 20 25 Ezek. 44 23 f.) have no con
nection with their present surroundings; the former

would properly have its place in 21
;

the latter is a

fragment, the beginning of which has been lost. Verses

12-15 are a supplement to 9
i-jo. 21, and would naturally

stand after 9 22 ; 16-20 is a very late passage of midrashic

character, 7 suggested by the conflict between the pro
cedure in 9 15 and the rule in (5 24-30.

The chapters which precede the above (1-7) contain a

collection of laws on the subject of sacrifice.

1 On 17-26 (H) see below, 13 ff.; on the relation of H to

P, 3.
- See HISTORICAL LITERATURE, 9.
3 See EXODUS ii.

, 5, ii.

4
Popper, Stiftshutte, g\ff.

5 We. C7/(2&amp;gt; 144/7&quot;.; Kue. Hex. 6, n. 15, 16, 18.
6 We. C//( 2

) 146; Kue. Hex. 6, n. 15, 20.
7 We. CV7( 2

) 149; Kue. Hex. 6, n. 21 ; Uillm. Exod. Levit.W
518; Driver, Introd.( K

) 45.
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These comprise: burnt offering (1) ; meal offering (2) ; peace

offering (o) ; sin offering (4); sin (trespass) offering (51-13);
trespass offering (.&quot;&amp;gt; i4-(i 7 [5 14-26]). Torah

4. Chaps. 1-7 : of burnt offering (Ii8-i3
&amp;gt;

[i-6|) : meal offering
Sacrificial ((114-18 [7-11]); priests meal offering (019-23

laWS. 1 [12-16)1; sin offering (624-30 [17-231); tres

pass offering (7 1-7); certain perquisites of

the priests (8 g/&quot;.) ; peace offering (7 11-15) prohibition of eat

ing fat or blood (7 22-27) ; the priests portion of peace offering

(1 28-34) : subscriptions, 35/. 37/1

In this collection of laws it will be observed that 1-6 7

[1-5] are addressed to the people; (&amp;gt;8[i]-72i to the

priests. To this difference in the titles corresponds in

general the character of the laws : 1-6 7 [1-5] prescribe
what sacrifices and offerings the Israelite may bring, or

under certain circumstances must bring; (
&amp;gt;%/. [ijf.]

deal with the same classes of sacrifice, but with more
reference to the priests functions and perquisites. Chaps.
1-7 are not, however, a unitary code of sacrificial laws

in two parts containing directions for the worshippers
and the priests respectively. The different order of the

laws (the peace offering in the first part precedes, in

the second follows, the sin and trespass offering), con

sistent differences in formulation (note in the second

This is the law of, etc.), and, finally, the subscription,

7 37, which belongs to the second part only, show that

68 [i]-7 21 formed a collection by themselves.

Further examination shows that neither part of 1-7 is

entirely homogeneous. Chaps. 1 (burnt offerings) and
3 (peace offerings) are substantially

5. Chap. 1-07.
jntacti ancj are good examples of

relatively old sacrificial tbroth.

Slight changes have been made to adjust the laws to the

historical theory of P: for the priest, which seems to have been

originally used throughout (cp 1 9 I2/&quot;. 1517811 16), the redactor

has sometimes substituted the sons of Aaron (85 8), more fre

quently Aaron s sons, the priests (15811 82; cp 17); the

reference to the tent of meeting (1 35828 13) is also editorial,

1 14-17 is a supplement (cp 2).

Chap. 2 1-3 (meal offering) has some resemblance to

1 3, but is at least out of place where it stands 3 should

immediately follow 1 (cp 1 2/. 3i); the rest of the

chapter is differently formulated (2nd sing.; note also

Aaron and his sons ) and must be ascribed to a

different hand.

Chap. 4 (sin offering),
2 with its scale of victims and

rites graduated according to the rank of the offerer,

belongs to a class of laws which seems to be the product
of artificial elaboration in priestly schools rather than

to represent the natural development of the ceremonial.

The altar of incense (7, cp 18) is a late addition to

the furniture of the tabernacle; 3 the ritual of the high

priests sin offering (3-12) is much more solemn than that

of Ex. 29 10-14 Lev - 98-n (cp also 8 14-17) ;
the sin

offering of the congregation, which is elsewhere a goat

(9 15 Nu. 15 24, and even Lev. 16), is here a bullock; 4

the same heightening of the propitiatory rites is noticed

here as in the offering of the high priest.

Although 5 1-13 has no title, it is not the continuation

of 4
;

it knows nothing of the distinction of persons
which is characteristic of 4, and differs both in formula

tion and in terminology the very precise author of 4

would not have spoken of the victim as an asam (56/C;

cp 14 ff.). The same reasons prevent us from regarding
5 1-13 as an appendix to 4 by a still later hand.5 In

5 1-6 much difficulty is created by the apparent con

fusion of hattath and asam ( sin offering and trespass

offering ) ,
two species of sacrifice which are elsewhere

quite distinct.6 The verses seem also not to be a unit ;

zf. is not an analogous case to i 4, with which $f. are

1 See Bertheau, Sieben Gruppen, etc., 1457?&quot;.; Merx, ZWT
641-84 164-181 (1863*; Kuenen, Th. T4 4927^(1870) ; Hoffmann,
Abhandlungen, 1 84 y/. (from MJGL, 1874).

2 See We. CT/l 2
) 1387.; Kue. Hex. 6, n. 17; Dr.

Introd.(^ 43.
3 See EXODUS, 5, i., LAW LITERATURE, 21 K.

* On the relation of Lev. 4 to Nu. 15
227?&quot;.,

see NUMBERS, 19.
r&amp;gt; Kue. Hex. 6, n. ija. We. now (CY/(

3
) 335/) regards

4 61-13 147?&quot;
as independent products of the same school.

6 See SACRIFICE, 2-jf.
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connected. Verses 145^ are in matter and form cog
nate to i S/ 6 2-7 [5 21-26].

The most probable explanation is that in 5 iff. a law pre
scribing a trespass offering has been altered so as to require a
sin offering (5^). The insertion of *f. is more difficult to

account for; for these defilements no sacrifice is elsewhere pre
scribed (see 1124^&quot;. \:^Jf. etc. Nu. Hlii^.)- If 2/ are
derived from an old torah, it must be supposed that a specific
case, like that in Nu. (i 12 or in Lev. 7

2oy&quot;.,
was originally con

templated.
1

The mitigations in 57-10, 11-13 are later . and perhaps
successive, additions (cp 1 14-17). The laws in 5 i$/.

62-7 [522-26] are from a group defining the cases in

which a trespass offering is required (cp 5i 4-6), and
make clear the true character of this sacrifice; if 17-19
is of the same origin, the general phrases of \-ja (cp
42 13 22 27) have probably supplanted a more specific

trespass.
These laws, though probably introduced here at a

comparatively late stage in the redaction and not with
out some alteration, are substantially genuine priestly

toroth; certain resemblances, especially in 62-7 [022-26],
to H in Lev. 17-26 point to proximity, if not to identity
of origin (see below, 25).

Chaps. 6 8 [i]-7 21 contain a series of rules, chiefly for

the guidance of the priests, and, in the introductions

6 Chaps 68-7 - Prefixed by the redactor (6s/. [i/] 24/
[i 7 /]), addressed to Aaron and his

sons. Each paragraph begins, This is the torah of
[the burnt offering, etc.) ; and the resumptive sub

scription, 7 37, is in corresponding form.

Here, as in 1 3, Aaron and his sons or the sons of Aaron
has sometimes been substituted in the text for the original the

priest&quot;; the court of the tent of meeting (0 16 26 [9 19]) is

editorial, as in 135 etc., and other glosses may be noted,
especially in (i 17^ [ioy.].

The rule for the priests meal offering, 620-23 [13-16],
has a different superscription, and is clearly secondary;
the exegetical difficulties are due to subsequent glosses;

630 [23] depends upon 4 (cp 10 16-20) ; 7 8-10, perquisites
of the officiating priest (cp 29-34), are introduced here

in connection with 7 ; 10 is perhaps later than 9, as the

offering of uncooked flour is later than that of bread and
cakes.

The priestly toroth in these chapters, also, are rela

tively old,
3 and there is no reason to doubt that they

represent actual practice ; they have been preserved with

little material change.
4

Chap. 7 22-27, prohibition to the Israelites (2nd pi.) to

eat the fat of sacrifices and the blood of animals (cp 3 id6

17 17 10-14), stands not inappropriately after 11-21,

but is not from the same source. Substantially the

same thing may be said of 28-34, which, again, are

formulated differently from 22-27. A later hand may
be recognised in 32 (2nd pi.), which is a doublet to 33;

34 (ist sing.) is added by the redactor; 35/1 (cp Nu.
18 8) is the subscription to an enumeration of the priests
dues (35^ doublet to 36a), and undoubtedly late

; observe
the anointing of all the priests, 36a (see EXODUS ii.,

Si i-) I 37 s l ie original subscription to the toroth in

6 8 [i]-7 21 (the installation is a gloss referring to

6 19-23 [12-16]) ; 38 is added by a redactor.

Chaps. 11 - 15 are naturally connected by their

dealing with the subject of cleanness and uncleanness

(a), and by certain phraseological
7. Chaps. 11-15 : characteristics (6).

Clean and () The chapters deal with: clean and
unclean.&quot; unclean animals i.e., kinds allowed or for

bidden for food (11 1-23) ; defilement by con
tact with unclean animals, alive or dead, and the necessary
purifications (24-38) ; defilement by contact with the carcasses of

1 The latter is the Jewish explanation; Shtbuoth, 14 a 6.
2 On the relation of these chapters to 1-6 7 [141 see above, 4.
3 Chap. &amp;lt;!Q [2] has been understood to speak of the daily even

ing burnt offering, and it is hence inferred that the rule is very
late (after Ezra) ; but the text which is manifestly corrupt
does not warrant so large a conclusion.

4 In addition to the verses mentioned above, 1 12 may reason

ably be suspected.
$ Bertheau, Sieten Crupf&amp;gt;en, etc., 169^?&quot;.
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clean animals (39/1) ; unclean reptiles and vermin (41-44) ; sub

scriptions (44./. 46^&quot;.).
Uncleanness and purification after child

birth^ lli)- Skin diseases; discrimination of unclean kinds from
innocent eruptions; precautions to be taken in suspected cases;
the isolation of the leper&quot; (1 1-46) ; similar appearances in cloth

and leather (47-59); purification of the leper, offerings (141-32);
leprous spots on the walls of houses and their treatment (33-53);

general subscription ( 54-57 ). Uncleanness from sexual secretions

and discharges in health and disease, in man U& 1-18^ and woman
(19-31); general subscription (32_/l).

(*) A unity of redaction is indicated also by the recurrence of
the phrase, This is the torah of, etc., in the subscriptions ( 11 46
1 27 \A 59 1432 54 57 IS 32^; cp Nu.

f&amp;gt;2i)};
in 142 the words

appear in a title, as they do repeatedly in t&amp;gt;8 [iJ-T 21 (see above,
6).

The distinctions embodied in these laws originate in

a low stage of culture and are there of fundamental

importance.
1 A high degree of elaboration, even of a

kind which appears to us artificial, is not of itself proof
of late development ; savage taboos frequently form a

most complicated system. We have no reason to doubt
that the toroth in Lev. 11-15 are based upon ancient

Israelite, and even prehistoric, custom. As they lie

before us, however, the chapters give evidence of having
been formulated in different schools, and of repeated

literary supplementation and redaction.

The close of chap. 11 (45, cp 44a) exhibits the

characteristic phraseology and motive of H ( I am

rv&amp;gt; 11 Yahwe, ye shall be holy for I am
holy )

2 the tdroth especially in 2 -8

4I f&quot;
are S milar t0 many

which are embodied in H (see, e.g.. Lev.

18). It is inferred with much probability that the food
laws in Lev. 11 were included in the holiness code; 8

Lev. 2025 implies that H contained such rules. Laws
on the same subject in closely similar form are found in

Dt. 14,4 probably taken from the same priestly collection

from which H derived them.5 The food laws of H have
been preserved, however, only with many additions and
alterations; 11 1 2a 8 ioa/3& n (except iSoNH K^), 12 13-19
in their present form, and much in 20-23 4J-42 and 46 /.,

are to be ascribed to successive, and in part very late,

redactors. Laws on a different subject viz., defilement

by contact with unclean animals (24-38) or the carcasses
of clean animals (39/1) have also been introduced,6

and these again are apparently not all of the same age;

32-38, in particular, seems to be more recent than the

rest.

The rules defining uncleanness after the birth of a
male (122^-4) or female (5) child, and the requisite purifi-

q _, - _ cations in the two cases respectively (6-8),

PVi i/iv t&amp;gt;i

- are formulated in the same way as the

rules in chap. 15 (cp 15 2b ,6 19 25), with
which chapter they are closely connected by their subject ;

122 fixes the duration of uncleanness by a reference to

loig. There can be little doubt that 12 1-7 originally
stood after 15 30 ; what led the redactor to transpose the

chapter it is difficult to imagine. The title (i 20)
is editorial

;
the door of the tent of meeting (6,

contrast the sanctuary, 4) is also secondary; 8,

which follows the subscription, like the corresponding
mitigations in other cases, is a later modification of

the law.

The marks by which the priest is to distinguish the

skin diseases which render the subject unclean, from

ift Pha i * /
innocent eruptions (182-44) are care-

lu
;

nap 1V :

fully defined, and are manifestly the
&quot;

&quot;

result of close observation.8 The sub

ject was an important part of the torah of the priests

(Dt. 248), and one which from its nature is likely to

1 See CLEAN AND UNCLEAN.
2 See below, 26.
3 Horst, Lev. xvii.-xxvi. it. Hezekiel, 34; Wurster, ZA TW

4 i23/. (1884) ; Kue. Hex. 15, n. 5; Dr. Introd.( K
) 59; cp also

Dillmann.
4 See the comparative table in Dr. Deut. 157ff.
8 See DEUTERONOMY, 10.

Kayser, Vore.rilisch.es Buck, i8o_/&quot;. ; Kalisch, 1 I uff.
7 Cp FAMILY, t)Jf.
8 Some scholars have thought that 13/1 are in great part from

H ; see below, 24.
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have been relatively early fixed in writing; the minute
discrimination of symptoms is not to be taken as evi

dence of recent origin, whilst the rites of purification in

14 2-Sa are of a strikingly primitive character.1 The
chapters are not, however, entirely of the same age.
The original law contained only 13 2-46** 14 2-8&amp;lt;za, with

the subscription 14 576. The ritual of purification in

14 10-20 is obviously a later substitute for z-8a.

In 8d the leper is already clean, in 10 he is still to be cleansed

(cp 2o&amp;lt;5); the connection in 86 (9) is manifestly artificial. The
ceremonies in 10 ff. are patterned after the consecration of

priests in Lev. (cp 14 14-18 with S 23^ 30 Ex. 2lt zof.) ; the

extravagant number of sacrifices, the exact prescription of the

quantity of flour, etc., are other marks of late date and probably
of the factitious character of the whole law (see above, on chap.

4[S])-
The reduction of the number and costliness of the

victims in the case of the poor (1421-31), witli its inde

pendent subscription (32), is presumably still more
recent. The purification of the leper (14 2-8) is separated
from the law for his seclusion (1045^) by a passage of

some length on spots of mould in stuffs and leather

(1847-58) having its own subscription (59), which would
stand more properly in connection with the rules con

cerning patches of mould on the walls of houses

(1433-53). The association of these fungus growths
with eruptive skin diseases

( leprosy ) is not unnatural,
and would lead to similar regulations for inspection by
a priest, and for the destruction or purification of the

materials affected. Chap. 13 47-59 closely follows the

formulation of 13 zff., and may be a comparatively
early supplement to the law on leprosy, if not of

approximately the same age. Chap. 14 33-53 is not im

probably younger.
The introduction (34), with its reference to the future settle

ment in Canaan, is unlike that of any other of the laws in this

group;- and the adaptation of the ritual for the purification of
the leper to the cleansing of the house (49-53) seems artificial;

these verses may, however, be a still later addition, since in 48
the house is already pronounced clean (cp 18 58, where no
further ceremony is prescribed). The subscription, 54-57, has
been expanded in successive stages.

In chap. 15 a basis of old torah in characteristic

formulation is recognisable, most readily at the begin-

11 Chat) 15-
nmS and tlie enc&amp;gt;

f the several para-

Issues SraPhs
;
tms basis seems to have been

enlarged, especially by the multiplica
tion of cases of derivative pollution, and some of these

additions seem to be very late. It is not possible,

however, to discriminate sharply between the original
rules and the subsequent accretions. Verse 31, seem

ingly addressed to the priests (read warn [amnrni]
for separate ), is an appropriate close to a collection

of laws on various forms of uncleanness, and does not

suggest the priestly editor; the subscription, 32-34, has

grown by repeated glosses, ^a only is by the first hand.
The beginning of chap. 16 is connected with 10 1-5

not only by v. i (Rp) but also by its contents. Nadab

12 Chat) 16
anc* Abihu lost their lives by presumptu-

Davof
ous v intruding into the presence of

Atonement.3 Yahw6 carrying unhallowed fire (cp
16 i2/i) in their censers; the fate of

these priests is the occasion of a revelation setting forth

the rites with which Aaron may enter the sanctuary
without incurring the like destruction.4 In the history
of the sacred institutions, \\\*ff. must, therefore, have

immediately followed the death of Nadab and Abihu in

10 i ff. Not all of 16, however, is from this source; in

2-28 a singular piacular ritual, including the bringing
ot the blood of the victim into the inner sanctuary and

1 See WRS Rel. Sem.W 447, cp 422, 428 n. ; Wellh. Heid.V)
156.

2
Frequent in H; see 26.

3 See Reuss, Gesch. d. A T s, 387; Kue. Hex. 15, n. 32;
Dillm. Exod. Levit.W, yflff. ; Che. ZA 77K15

1537?&quot;. (1895) ;

Now. Hebr. Arch, ti&jff. On the analysis: Oort. Th.T
Id i42jT. (1877) ; Stade, GVI l 258 n. ; Benzinger, ZA TW$ 65^.
(1889); Addis, Hex.

lj,y&amp;gt;; Carpenter and Harford-Battersby,
Hex. i 164^. See also ATONEMENT, DAY OF.

* Note the absence of the incense altar.
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the sending away into the wilderness of a scape-goat
laden with the sins of the people (see AZAZEL), has been
united with the

prescriptions
for Aaron s entering the

holy place; in 29-343 is ordained an annual general
fast day (cp 23 26-32), on which the priest performs
rites not further specified for the purification of the

people and the sanctuary (cp Ezek. 45 18 20). Ben
zinger, in his analysis of the chapter,

1 ascribes the last-

named law to the author of 2-4 6 12 /; it stood in
close connection with *). The elaborate expiatory
ceremonies in 1657-1014-28 represent a much later

development (ATONEMENT, DAY OK, 2) ; the fusion
of the two elements had its basis in the praxis itself; the

younger ritual probably never had an independent
literary existence (ZATW 9 &&/,).

As regards the last point, various indications in the text (e g ,

the repetition of 6 in n) seem to point to the union of two
written sources by a redactor, whilst the complex ritual itself,
with its repeated entrances and exits,

2 is explained more easily
as the result of such a combination than as an evolution in

praxis. It is comparatively easy to separate the expiatory cere
monies of the Day of Atonement (disregarding some minor
glosses sa.fi 7-10 15^/3 i6a 18-22^ 26-29*1*).

The introduction, which doubtless directed that these
rites should be performed annually on a certain day, is

missing; remnants of it may perhaps be preserved in

29^-340, which verses are not an old law of P (Ben
zinger), but give evidence of contamination from Lev.

2826-32, and of various glosses. It is more difficult to

determine just what was contained in the original direc

tions for Aaron s entrance into the holy place ;
for in

converting this act into a periodical ceremony and incor

porating it in the ritual of the Day of Atonement the

redactor has made much greater changes in this part of

his material. The essential features appear to be: the

ablution, the vestments (4), the sacrifice of a young
bullock as a sin offering (6), the incense burnt in a
censer on coals taken from the altar (12-14) ;

a more
detailed restoration cannot be attempted here.

Chap. 263-45 is a solemn address of Yahwe (i pers.)
to the Israelites (pi.), setting before them the blessings

13 Chan 17 26 4
he w &quot; Bestow upon them if they walk

The Hol nesa
n ^ s statutes and observe his com-

_ _ mandments, and the calamities with
Law-Boo*/ whjch he win visjt them if (hey wi|1

not hearken unto him and keep these commandments.
Even apart from the subscription ( 46) these are the

statutes and the judgments and the laws (hukkim, mis-

pattm, torotti) which Yahwe made between him and the

Israelites at Mt. Sinai through Moses the character of

the discourse and its resemblance to Dt. 2&amp;lt;S conclusively

prove that Lev. 26 originally stood at the end of a body
of legislation. The distinctive motives and phraseology
of 26 recur in the preceding chapters in numerous
exhortations to observe the statutes and judgments
therein contained (cp 18 1-5 24-30 1!) 2 36^ 37 20 7 f.

22-26

22 31-33) ;
briefer words of similar tenor are interspersed

in other places; note also the occurrence of the char

acteristic phrase, I am Yahwe (with various comple
ments), throughout these chapters from 18 2 to 2645.

It is plain, therefore, that 18-25, or at least consider

able parts of these chapters, come from the law-book of

which 26 is the conclusion. From the prominence

given in it to the motive of holiness, this book has been

called the Holiness Law; 4 it is usually designated by
the symbol H. 5 The characteristic formulas of H
appear first in the introduction to 18 (2^-5), and earlier

critics regarded this as the beginning of the extracts

from that book. 6 More recent scholars are generally of

the opinion that 17 is derived from the same source.
&quot;

1 ZA TW)(&amp;gt;sff- (1889); see ATONEMENT, DAY OF, i.

2 See ATONEMENT, DAV OF, 7.
3 For literature see below, 33.
4 See 192 -20726 -&amp;gt;\ 8 etc. The name was given by Klost.

&amp;lt;2X7&quot;8S4i6 (i%jj)=PentateHch, 385.
&quot; Kuenen employs Pj, others PH.
6 So Ewald, Nbldeke, Schrader, Graf, Colenso, Klostermann.
7 So Knobel; Kayser. Vortxilischtx Buck, ijdjf-, cp &4/;

Kue. Hex. 6, n. 27; Wellh. Cffm 151^&quot;.; Horst, Lev. xi ii.
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A reading of Lev. 17-25 discloses a twofold aspect :

on the one hand unmistakable affinity, in parts, to the

priestly legislation ;
on the other hand, much that is

at variance with the usual manner of that legislation, or

lies outside the circle of its predominant interests. Both
in contents and in form 19, for example, resembles Ex.

20-23 and Dt. (cp especially Dt. 23^&quot;.)
much more

closely than P ;
the hortatory setting of the laws and the

emphasis on the motives to obedience, not only in 2&amp;lt;!

but also in the preceding chapters, has no parallel in

P, in which the divine imperative is its own all-sufficient

motive; the phraseology of H is peculiar, and strikingly
different from that of P; 1

finally, there are actual con
flicts between the laws in H and those of P, particularly
in regard to the feasts. 2 The priestly element appears
in many cases to be superimposed, or to supplement the

other. The hypothesis which first suggested itself was,

therefore, that older laws were revised and incorporated

by P, 8 sometimes, as in 18-20, in large masses having
a coherence of their own ; the hypothesis was subse

quently extended to 17-2(i (or 18-2(5) as a whole (see
below 30) .

The parrenetic framework in which the laws are set

(see, eg., 18) is of the same character throughout, and
is somewhat sharply distinguished in style from the laws

themselves, as the example just cited shows. Hence
it seems, further, that the author of the collection H,
whom we may designate as RH, embodied in his work,
without radical change, older titles of torah which had

already acquired a fixed formulation. A comparison of

18 20, on the same subject, is peculiarly instructive in

this regard. The result of this preliminary examination

is, therefore, that in Lev. 17-2(i we have a collection of

laws, not all of the same origin, which have been sub

jected to at least two successive redactions, first by RH,
and second by Rp. 4

The subjects dealt with in Lev. 17-2fi are the following:
domestic animals slaughtered to be offered to Yahwe ; blood

not to be eaten (17); incest denned and
14. Contents Of prohibited (!N); various short command-

Chaps. 17-26. ments, chiefly moral and social (Hi); Molech
worship; another law against incest ( 2(1);

rules for priests: restrictions on mourning and marriage; priests
to be physically perfect; regulations concerning the eating of
consecrated food ; victims to be without blemish ; other rules
about victims {t\f.}\ calendar of sacred seasons (28); the oil

for the lamps in the tabernacle, and the shew-bread ; blasphemy ;

manslaughter and torts (24) ; Sabbatical year and Jubilee (2.&quot;i) ;

hortatory discourse
(2t&amp;gt;).

The order of these chapters is in general a natural

one; 5
difficulty is made only by the position of 19, by

the repetition of the same subject in 18 and 20, and by
24, which in both its parts seems to be foreign to its

present surroundings. It is clear that Lev. 17-25 do
not contain a complete law-book, such as H presumably
was ; many topics which would have a necessary place
in such a code are lacking. These subjects may have
been omitted by the redactor because they were suffi

ciently treated elsewhere, or may have been transposed
to other connections; some such displaced fragments
may be recognised in Ex.-Num. (see below, 24).

Chap. 17 contains a nucleus of old toroth in brief and
consistent formulation, which has been much expanded

xx-vi. u.Hezekiel; Baentsch, Heiligkeitsgcsetz ; Holz. ; Dr.,
etc. See below, 15.

1 On the vocabulary of H see Dillin. Num. Deut. Jos. 637/. ;

Dr. IntrodA*&quot;) 49/ = Holz. Hex. 411 /: Carpenter and
Harford-Battersby. Hex. 1 220 / See also Baentsch, Heilig-
keitsgesetz, and the works cited in 29, n. 9.

2 Chap. 23. The conflict was noticed by George, Feste
ff. (1835) and Hupfeld (1851^.).

3 Book of Origins ; Ewald.
4 In the following sections R p will be used to designate simply

the priestly editor or editors of Lev. 17-2ti, without anticipating
the question of the relation of this redaction to the composition
of P or of the Hexateuch, on which see below, 32.

&amp;gt; On the arrangement see Horst, 47^. The attempt has
been made in H also (see EXODUS ii.

, 4, in. end) to show that the
laws were originally grouped in decads. So Bertheau, Sieben.
Gruppen, etc. ; and Paton in a series of articles in JBL (see
33. *)
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and altered by later hands. A considerable part of

. c p.
. _ this expansion is plainly the work of

SlauSer of
Kp ( *&quot; JI/ X4 &amp;gt;

; but there is a wer
biaugnter or.

stiatum of editor
-

s work which is re_
Animals.

cognised as RH (f-g-, $a,a.b 70, \ob).
The most interesting case of this double redaction is

found in 3-7.

The original law seems to have run : Any Israelite who
slaughters a bullock or a sheep or a goat and does not bring
it into the presence of Yahwe, blood shall be imputed to that

person (i.e., he shall be regarded as haying eaten flesh with
the blood ; cp i S. 14 32-34) ; a redactor introduced the words
the dwelling of (iitiikati) before Yahwe ;

2 the references
to the camp and the door of the tent of meeting are additions
of Rp, adapting the situation to P s tabernacle ; similar addi
tions are to offer it as an offering to Yahwe, and he has
shed blood ; that person shall be cut off from his people (4);

cp the variations of Sam. and (G, as indications of continued and
late manipulation of the text. Verse 8_/ may be a fragment
of a law, corresponding to Ex. 22 20 [19], sacrifice shall be offered
to Yahwe only; 9 is Rp. With \$f. cp 1 1 40 and i 2. 8 (Ezek.
44 31) ; for a stricter rule see Ex. 22 31 Dt. 14 21.

Chap. 18 contains laws on incest and some kindred

subjects (6-23), preceded by an introduction (2^-5), and

10 ,.,~ 10 concluding with admonitions and warn-
16. Cnap. 18 : . ,..,.

Tn^oot lnS s (^-S )- lh s setting is in the

main the work of RH .

Verse 5 is a doublet to 4; 29 is from R P ; 24-28 30, are probably
amplified by later scribes imitating RH , or by contamination from
2d 22-24. Verse 6 is the general rule (perhaps editorial), the cases
follow in a stereotyped scheme (7-17*1) ; 170-24 are differently for

mulated, probably a supplement from another collection of toroth
on the same subject; 21 (Molech) is introduced through a

merely verbal association by RH who wrote 216. A few glosses
mar the symmetry of 7 ff.

Chap. 1!) contains a brief manual of moral instruc

tion, perhaps the best representative of the ethics of

17 Chat)
anc ient Israel, opening and closing with the

formulas * ^H ( 2& 3^ 3?) observe also the19 Moral
uas H 2& 3^ 3?)

. frequent recurrence of the phrase I am
Yahwe, or I am Yahwe your God, after

groups of commandments (3 4 10 12 14 16, etc.). Two
passages are obviously out of place in this chapter : 5-8,

by its subject and formulation is plainly connected
with 2229/7; 20, also, is foreign to the context;
it has been thought that its appropriate place would be
after 20 10 (Dillm.), but the case is clearly one of tort,
and the formulation corresponds rather to 24 15-21
another misplaced fragment; 2i/ is a late addition to

20 (cp(&amp;gt;6/.). The rest of the chapter is made up of
old toroth, probably compiled, or at least supplemented,
from more than one source, with occasional clauses
introduced by RH (9aa I0 \ib i8 23*10. 29 30 [=2(J 2]

31^ 32^ 33/1), and probably the repeated I am Yahwe
though in this RH may have been anticipated by the

toroth themselves.
The first group of commandments (}/.) is in some sort

a counterpart to the first table of the decalogue; u-i8

similarly remind us of the second table.3 In general
the chapter is to be compared with Ex. 20 -z/. 22 18-22 28/1
23 1-19, and parts of Dt. 22-25, in which many parallels
will be found. These do not justify us, however, in

regarding Lev. 19 as based upon the Decalogue, the
Covenant Book, and Deuteronomy ;

4 actual coincidences
in formulation or in order are singularly few, and ap
pear to be sometimes the result of textual contamina
tion. Rather Lev. 19 is another of the epitomes of

good morals, of which there were doubtless many in

ancient Israel.

The original law against the sacrifice of children in

18 Chan 20-
t le Molech cult (20 22) 5 has received

T repeated additions, 3 disclosing the hand
-LIlCcHL CvC. r 1-1 / _i j i c r- i\ i

of RH (additions of Rp in 30), ib a

gloss, and +/. a variation on 26 3 intended to supplant 3.

1
Kayser, I orexilisches Buck, t&amp;gt;qff. ; JPT wff. (1881):

Wellh. C//( 2
) 152^.; Horst, 14 ff., cp 4,*ff. : Dillm. (

3
&amp;gt; 584^;

Kue. Hex. 15. n. 5; Baentsch, 137?! See below, 28.
2 On the question whether this redactor was RH, *ee 28.
s Bertheau, Sieben Gruppen, 205; We. CH(-) issf. ,

Baentsch, 81.
4 So Kayser, Baentsch, and others.
8 See MOLECH.
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The law against witchcraft (6) seems to have displaced
the more original torah which is preserved in 27.

Verses -jf. belong to the paraenetic framework of RH,

perhaps only accidentally brought together in subsequent
redaction ;

the corresponding close is 22-24.

Verse 9 has nothing to do with the subject of the following

laws; it seems rather to be connected with 2415-22 (cp 209
with 24 15) ; it is not improbable that 24 15-22, which are

altogether out of place where they stand, with 2H 9 ( ? 10) 27, and

perhaps 2, are scattered fragments of a chapter on capital

offences the greater part of which was omitted by the final

redactor.

In ii -2i follow laws against incest, sodomy, and
commerce with a woman during menstruation, against

all of which the death penalty is denounced. These

laws are from a collection independent of 18 (Graf,

Wellh., Dillm. etc.).
1 There has been some contamina

tion from 18 (see, e.g., 20 19), and the clauses prescribing
the penalty have been glossed and recast.

22-24 is the work of RH. Verses ^sf- deal not with the sub

ject of -ill but with clean and unclean animals ( ! 1 ) ,
and 2560. 2&

are actually found in 1 1 43a 45^. It is possible that fragments
of the missing introduction to 11 are also preserved in 211

25^&quot;.,

and that the latter verses mark the place where 11 once stood in

H (see 24).

Chaps. 21 f. present the same phenomena which

we have observed in 17 ff. ; old toroth concerning the

1Q Ph priesthood have been glossed, revised,

91 f &quot;R 1
and suPP emented by successive editors.

. Some of the glosses were probably made
lor priests. Up0n tne toroth themselves before they
were incorporated in H

; many additions were made by
RH or by later editors in imitation of him

; others,

finally, by RP and scribes of that school. It is not

possible in all cases exactly to distinguish these various

hands ; but in considerable part it can be done.

In 21 1-9 the original rules are found in ibfi (beginning lost),

an (2^3 have more exact definition), 5 -ja;
- RM in 6 76 8: Rp

the fire-offerings of Yahwe, in 6; 9 is not strictly in place. In

10-15 the old law is ioaa ( the priest who is greater than his

brethren ), b n 13 14*; RH 1215; Rp i. In 16-24 Part of

the torak is repeated in slightly variant forms (17 21) with

glosses by Rp; to the old rule belong, further, 2-26 2-$a (also

glossed by Rp) ; 18^-20 is an (?old) specification of blemishes

(cp22 22-24) : RH in 23^: 24 (Rp) is a fragment.
The beginning of 22 1-16 is in disorder: zafib is RH, but

lacking its antecedents, showing traces of more than one hand,
and separating the first words of i (Rp) from their sequel (3);

4&amp;lt;z
is the old rule ( of the seed of Aaron, Rp) , and fragments of

a following rule may be recognised in parts of 6/., the rest

being supplanted by Rp, to whom most of 4^-7 are to be

ascribed; 8 may have been included in H, though it is not in a

very appropriate place; 9 is RH, perhaps more than one hand

(cp HI 30 and 21 8) ; 10-13 are substantially old toroth with some

glosses; 14 (cpois) may be a later addition; 15^ RH. In

17-25 the old rules in i8 19 21 have received many glosses

(Rp), as also the following catalogue of defects (22-24, CP
21 17-20) ; 25 is RH ( because their corruption is in them, Rp).
Verses 27-30, again, are old laws, followed by the closing ex
hortations of RH (31-33)1 &amp;gt;n which 32 seems to intrude between

31 and 33.

Chap. 23 contains the annual round of sacred seasons,
derived in part from a priestly calendar, in part from

fc&amp;gt;rmer element is easily90 Ph 2aP
a recognised by its rigid scheme (see,

e
-g-&amp;gt; 5 8 34^-36) the exact regulation

of the date and duration of the festival, the days of

holy convocation (Nu. 28/i) observed as the strictest

of sabbaths, and the fire-offerings to Yahwe. The
characteristics of H are equally unmistakable in other

parts of the chapter, though, as elsewhere, the original
text of H has been heavily glossed by priestly editors

and scribes. To the calendar of P belong 4-8 (Passover
and Unleavened Bread; 2 /., Rp), 21 (fragment of the

law for Pentecost), 24 f. (Feast of Trumpets), 27-32

(Day of Atonement), 34^-36 (Tabernacles); 37 f., is the

subscription, which 44 was meant to follow. The law
for the Day of Atonement shows some repetitions, and
has perhaps been amplified by later editors

; cp 16 29-34.

1 Not from the same source, affixing the penalty to the

offences defined in 1^ (Keil, Knobel, etc.); nor an editorial

commentary (RH), Paton, Hebraica, 10 111-121.
a Verse 4 is a corrupt frayment,
*
George, Festf, izoff. ; Kayser, Vorexilisches Buck, T$ff. ,

We. CH(&quot;-) \b\ff.\ Horst. 24^f.; Baentsch, 44^.

LEVITICUS
P s law for Pentecost has been supplanted by a long

passage from H (9-20), in which the old torah, the

setting of RH, and the additions of Rp, may be dis

tinguished. It begins with the waving of the first sheaf

of barley from the new harvest. The introduction is

by RH (totf) ;
the law probably began, When ye reap

your harvest. To the original law belong iob na*
i4a*; the various offerings come from Rp (not all from

one hand). This is followed by the prescription of

two wave loaves at Pentecost (15-20), 150, fifty days in

16^, in 17 Ye shall bring as wave loaves two cakes
; ye

shall bake it leavened as first fruits for Yahwe, 20*; the

rest is Rp. V. 22 is out of place here
; cp 19 9 f.

The laws from H for the observance of Tabernacles

stand in 39-43, as a supplement to those of P in 34^-36,

with a brief introduction by Rp (39^0) ; 39123 and 4 2

unquestionably belong to the original torak ; perhaps

4oa* also (cp Neh. 8 14^.) ;
the rest must be attributed

to various stages of the redaction
(42 43 ?4o, RH).

Chap. 24, w. 1-4, on the lamps in the tabernacle, and

5-9, on the shew-bread, are supplements respectively to

21 Chan 24 i
Ex 25 3I &quot;4 (cp 27 20^ Nu 8 4)l and
Ex. 25 30, and belong to the secondary

stratum of P
;
how they got into this place it is not

easy to guess.- The rest of the chapter deals with the

punishment of blasphemy, and with manslaughter,

mayhem, and killing or maiming cattle. The nucleus

is a group of old toroth, with a closing formula of RH
(15^-22), and glosses by R P , especially in 16 ;

on the

original position of these laws see above, 17 (on 20 9).

The punishment of blasphemy is illustrated by an

example, 10-14 23, by a late priestly hand
; cp. Nu.

15 32-36.

In chap. 25 the law of the sabbatical year (1-7) is

from H. 3-50 is the old torak (with glosses emphasising
_ the sabbatical character of the year) ;

,

a
j? , cp Ex. 23io/; the introduction (2)babbaucai and ^ are the work of RH The

year and
seque i to this appears to be i8/ 20-22,

Jubilee. a ,so RH _ verses 8-17 23-34 have to do

with the reversion of alienated land to its owners in the

fiftieth year and with the right of redemption in land

and houses.3 The greater part of 8-17 is from H;

11-13 s an addition of Rp conforming the jubilee year
to the septennial land sabbath; 9 also seems to be

late
;
clauses from an older law are incorporated in ioa

( ye shall proclaim an emancipation ; cp Ezek. 46 i6/)
and b ( and shall return, every man to his estate );

ii,a 15 are of the same origin; i6/., of which 23 is the

sequel, together with the introduction (8 ioaa) and

several clauses in the intervening verses, are by Rp.

The following 24-34 is a &quot; fr m l^e school of P, but

probably not all of the same age ; 24-28 is an addition

of Rp to the preceding law; 29-31 apparently a novel

to 24-28 ; the exception in favour of the Levites (32-34)
4

depends on Nu. . 5f&amp;gt; 1-8, itself among the youngest
additions to P ;

the language of 24-34 is Iate -

The prohibition of usury (35-38) is from H ; cp Ezek.

188 13 17 22 12. In the following laws on the treatment

of slaves (39-46) the charitable motives of H have prob

ably been amplified by imitative hands, and there are

extensive interpolations by Rp, especially in 44-46 (per

haps all Rp) and in 49-52.

Chap. 2(5 i /, laws forbidding various species of

idolatry and commanding the observance of the sabbath,

set in phrases of RH, are strangely out of place here;

i is parallel to 19 4, 2 identical with 19 30 (cp 19 3 ),

and the verses are fragments from a collection similar

to 19.

Chap. 26 contains promises of prosperity to obedience

1 Popper, Stiftshutte, voqf.
* See We. CV/( !

&amp;gt; 166; Baentsch, 51.

IK) 2785

Ex. Lev.( 3
), 658^ See also JUBILEE, YEAR OF.

* Levites are nowhere mentioned in H.
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(3-13) and threatened judgments on disobedience (14-45),

23 Chat)
w t 1 a subscr Pnon to the Holiness

9K , PrnmiBB Law-Book (4& ). The whole is spoken8e
in the person of Yahwe to the Israelites

warning.
(p, ural( throughout), and corresponds

in character and in its relation to the preceding laws to Ex.

2320^. and Dt. 28. To the last mentioned chapter Lev.

26 has much resemblance, not only in its general tenor

but also in particular turns of thought and expression ;

but these coincidences are not of such a nature as to

imply literary dependence ;
the total impression, on the

contrary, is distinctly of originality on both sides.

The disposition is different : Dt. i^ has an antithetic series of

blessings and curses (2-14 i^Jf.} to which there is no counterpart
in Lev. 2ti; Ley. 2I&amp;gt; is climactic (14-1718-2021^ 23-2627^.);
note also that in Lev. Yahwe himself speaks (I), in Dt. the

divine promises and warnings are in the third person (Yahwe) ;

in Lev. the address to the Israelites is plural (ye, you), in Dt.

singular (thou, thee).

Innumerable threads connect Lev. 26 with those parts
of the foregoing chapters which are ascribed to RH ;

*

there is every reason to believe that it is by the same
author who compiled the law-book H and attached to

the toroth which he incorporated his characteristic

motives.^ The difference in situation, which Baentsch

urges as the strongest argument for attributing 26 to a

different author, is easily exaggerated (in 18-25 the

entrance into Canaan is still future 18 3 24 19 23 20 22-24,

cp 23 10 25 2 whilst in 26 it is an accomplished fact) ;
it

would be more just to say that the situation is not con

sistently maintained (see on the one hand 18 25 27, on
the other 26 n). The relation is in this respect the

same as that of Dt. 28 to Dt. 12-26; in the prophetic

peroration the author s real present almost inevitably
shows through.

Dillmann and Baentsch have rightly observed that Lev. 26,
like Ex. iA 10 ft. and Dt. 2*, has not escaped additions and

glosses by later hands, which the resemblance of some parts to

Ezekiel peculiarly invited: 8 is a later doublet to
7;

10 is per

haps a gloss to 4_/. ; 17 would be in place rather with 23-26; 30
is probably a gloss to 31 derived from Ezek. 63-5 ; 34f. a late

interpolation (Rp) cognate to 2 Ch. 8li 21 ; 37 is also questioned;

39-43 is a late addition, 39 sets in at the same point as 36, the

phraseology reminds us of Ezek. (cp 4 17 24 23 3 10) ; the fol

lowing verses U-43. 3 rd pers. throughout) are very clumsily
written; 44^, also, are secondary.

It has been observed above ( 14) that Lev. 17-26 is

not a complete law-book; some laws may have been

94 Oth omitted by the redactor because the

. .
3 subject was treated elsewhere; others

remains oi n. mav nave been removed to a new con

nection. The question thus arises whether any portions
of H can be recognised in other parts of the Pentateuch.

One such has been noticed above ( 8), the food laws

in Lev. 11, with the characteristic colophon of RH (45) ;

cp 2025 ( 17 end). A considerable number of other

passages in Ex., Lev., Nu. have been thought by dif

ferent critics to be derived from H some in their

present form, others much altered by later redaction.4

It is obvious that the characteristic expressions and
motives of RH are the only criterion by which we can

recognise fragments of H ; resemblance in the subject
or formulation of laws to toroth incorporated in H may
point to a relation to the sources of H, but is not

evidence that these laws were ever included in that

collection.5 Further, the test of diction must not be

applied mechanically; not all the sections in which the

words I am Yahwe occur are, on that ground alone,
to be ascribed to H : familiarity with H and Ezekiel

1 See Baentsch, 44/1
2 Not an independent prophetic sermon (Ew., Nold. : cp

Baentsch), nor the close of a different collection of laws (May-
baum, Pritsterthum, 74/7&quot;.).

3 See Klostermann, ZLTSRjOaf. (?Tj}=Pentateuch, 377 f.\

Del. ZKIV 1622; Kayser, JPf 7 650 ( 81); Horst, 35/ ;

Kue. Hex. 15, n. 5; Dillm. Num. Dent. Jos. 640; Wurster,
-Z.4rW4i23 /f. ( 84); Holzinger, Hex. 410 ; Baentsch, bjf. ;

Carpenter ana Harford-Battersby, 2 145.
4 The list includes Ex. U 6-8 12 12 f. 29 38-46 31 i 3/. Lev. 5 1-6

2i-24a [lia-sa] in io/. 11 (in part), 12 13 1-46 14 i-8a 15 Nu.
811-13 -

r
&amp;gt; 1 1-31 62-8 10 i)/. 1538-41 19 1 1/.

6 See below, 25.
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may have suggested the formula to later authors or
editors

; or, on the other hand, it may have been used

by others before RH. In the greater part of the passages
wtiich have been claimed for H, the evidence is for

one or the other of the reasons indicated insufficient;
Nu. 1537-41 is perhaps the only one about which there

is no dispute, though in some other cases a probability
may be admitted.

The analysis of Lev. 17-26 shows that the laws in H
were not conceived and expressed by the author of that

25 Sources bookp but were taken by him from Pre &quot;

of H ceding collections in a form already fixed;
even where the share of RH is largest, as

in the provisions for the jubilee year (Jo %ff.), there is a
basis of older law. It would be too much to affirm

that RH made no material changes in these laws; but
in general his work was selection and redaction, putting
the existing laws under his own point of view and
attaching to them certain distinctive motives. The
differences of formulation in the laws themselves,

especially in the laws on the same or kindred subjects

(as in 18 and 20), prove that they are not all of the
same origin ;

the presumption is that they were taken
from more than one collection, made at different times
or places, or in different priestly families or guilds. In

other parts of Lev. and Num. we find groups of laws,
not belonging to the main stem of P, which are cognate
in subject and formulation to those in H, but show no
traces of the hand of RH ;

it is probable that these are
derived from the same collections on which RH drew.1

The laws in these collections, like those in H, bear, in

general, all the marks of genuine tbrbth, representing
and regulating the actual practice of the period of the

kingdom.2 They know nothing of a central sanctuary
or of a sacerdotal caste

;
the priest is simply the

priest, Levites are not mentioned, the priest who is

greater than his brethren,&quot; upon whom greater restric

tions are laid (21 10), is a very different thing from the

Aaronite high priest of P (see 30) ;
the occasional

references to Aaron and his sons, the tabernacle, and
the camp are demonstrably interpolations by a redactor

(Rp), who thus superficially accommodated the old laws
to the History of the Sacred Institutions (HISTORICAL
LITERATURE, 9).
The representation of the author (RH) of the history

agrees with that of the older historians and the prophets :

26. Character ^ Isr*el te*
.

dwe
Jl

in
^i?

1 (18^
* TT 3

thence Yahw& has brought them out to

give them the land of Canaan (25 38) ;

he is going to expel the peoples of the land before

Israel (18 24 20 22 /.) ;

4 the laws are given to the Israel

ites before their entrance into the land
;

5
they are to go

into operation after the settlement (18324 18232022-24
23 10 25 2). There is no archaistic attempt to simulate

the situation in the desert (the camp, etc.) ;
the place

of worship is not the Tent of Meeting, but simply the

Sanctuary (mikdaS, holy place, 20 3 21 12)
6 or the

abode of Yahwe (mitkan, dwelling-place, 17 4 if the

word is really from RH 26 n, cp Ezek. 37 27).

The readers are repeatedly exhorted to observe

(Samar, 18 4 5 26 30 19 19 37 20 8 22 22 31 25 18 26 3, etc.)

the laws of Yahwe (hukkoth umiSpatjm, statutes and

judgments, 18 5 26 19 37 20 22 25 18; miswoth, com
mandments, 2231 263 14 15, etc.; never tora/i); they
shall not conform to the customs or rites of the

Egyptians or Canaanites (183 2023) ;
Yahwe has sepa-

1 See 24, and below, 32.
2 See further below, 30.
3 See Baentsch, \T,\ ff.
4 The verses in which it appears that this has already been

accomplished (1*25 IT/.), if not simply a lapse of the writer,

may be secondary.
6 The subscription, 2fi 46, according to which the laws were

revealed on Mt. Sinai, is probably not by RH: 25 i certainly is

not.
B In If* 30 2fi 2 read my holiness.&quot;

7 In the toroth neither word occurs; the rites take place in

the presence of Yahwe.
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rated Israel from the nations (20 24 26^). Many offences

are condemned as defilement (fame, torn ah, 18 20 23^
19 31 22 8 21 i, etc. ; cp 18 25 27 20 3) ;

1 the synonymous
expressions in 18 20 are in part, at least, from later

hands.

Israelites are warned not to profane (hilieI) holy things, such
as the name of God (is 21 19 ia 21 6 203 21 3 39), sacrifices (19 8

i&amp;gt; 2 2_/. 15), the sanctuary ( 21 12 23), priesthood ( 2 2 9 19 29 21 15).
The people of Yahwe must hallow themselves, and be holy,
because he is holy (1!) 2 2117 26, cp 11 44_/.) ; his holiness is to

be revered (19 30 2(&amp;gt; 2) ; Yahwe hallows his people ( 208 2 2 32) ;

priests, particularly, are holy ( 21 6, cp 8) ; the sacrifices of the

Israelites are their holy things (2 2 2 15, cp 19 8).

Holiness is thus the dominant element in the author s

idea of religion ;
sin is profanation and pollution, loath

some and abominable; and he uses these conceptions
as religious motives.

Besides the explicit appeals to this motive, we find

an implicit appeal in the recurring I am Yahwe, or

I am Yahwe your God,&quot; often strengthened by a re

minder of the great deliverance, who brought you
forth out of the land of Egypt (1^36, cp 25384255
26 13), to be a God to you (22 33 2645, cp 25 38).

The Israelites shall fear Yahwe their God (19 32 25 17),

or his holiness i.e., his Godhead (1930 2(i 2 read so !).

Motives of humanity and charity are represented not

only by particular injunctions such as 19 \6f. 19 10 (
=

23 22) ,
25 6, but also by such institutions as the sabbatical

and jubilee years, and the mitigation of slavery, on
which the author lays especial emphasis. These pre

cepts of humanity include the foreign resident (ger),
who is not to be oppressed (1933), but to share the

charity shown the Israelite poor (19 10 = 2822 256), and
to be treated like a native thou shalt love him as

thyself (19 34) ;
he is subject to the same civil law

(2422), and worships at the same altars (17 8 10 is).
2

Part of these commandments come from the old laws;
but RH has emphasised them strongly.

In some places the admonitory motives of RH seem
to be overloaded (see 20 7 / 22 31 33 ) ;

in a few

27 Unitv of
tnere s an apparent conflict (esp. 18 24

redaction
vv i tn 25-28). It would be strange if these

exhortations had not, like those of the

deuteronomistic writers, been expanded and heightened
by succeeding editors

;
in other cases contamination of

parallel passages is probable. These phenomena do
not overcome the impression of unity which the redac
tion of the whole produces,3 nor sustain the hypothesis
of Baentsch that the chapters come from three or more
different hands.4

The question has to do, not with the age of the

torofft,
5 but with the date of the redaction of the Holi-

28 Aee of H -
ness Law-Book. The whole character

TT o^j TYf of this work discloses affinity to theu ana. u\i. .., , ,

literature of the close of the seventh
and the sixth century Deuteronomy^ Jeremiah, and

especially Ezekiel. The first question that is likely to

be asked about a writing of this period is its relation

to the deuteronomic reform suppressing sacrifice at all

altars save that in Jerusalem (621 B.C.).&quot; The only
passage in H which appears to restrict sacrifice to a

single sanctuary is 174; 8 any Israelite who slaughters
a bullock, sheep, or goat, and does not bring it before
the abode (miSkan) of Yahwe, shall be regarded as hav
ing eaten blood. It is generally agreed that the word

1 The term was probably used in the laws themselves.
- See Bertholet, Stelliing der Israeliten und der Juden zu

den Fremden, nof. 152 /. (1896).
3 On Dillmann s hypothesis of old Sinai laws in two recen

sions by P and J respectively (Exod. Lev.W 5837!; cp NDJ
637^), see Horst, $/.; Kayser, JPT 7 648^f. (1881) ; Kue.
fttx. 15. n. 6; Holzinger, Hex. 408.

4

Htiligkeits^ttett, 34 ^f. ; cp 69^&quot;.

See above, 25.
15 With Dt. compare the emphasis on love to the fellow-

Israelite and the stranger (lit \j f. 33 f.; cp DEUTERONOMY,
32), and the laws in part Utopian in the interest of the

poor ( 25, cp Dt. 15).
7 Dt. 1-2 2 K. 2-2 /
8 If we eliminate additions of Rp. See 15.
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mftkan was inserted by a redactor

; the old law said

merely before Yahwe i.e., to a local altar or stand

ing stone.

If this redactor was RH, then H would appear to represent
the extreme consequence of the deuteronomic reform, 1

leaving
no place for the slaughter of animals for food without sacrificial

rites, for which Dt. makes express provision (1 2 \&amp;lt;-,f. 2o-2s).
2 It

is possible, however, that the word was introduced by a priestly
editor later than RH (of course not the same as the editor who
brought in the tent of meeting );

3
cp Nu. -i 38 It may

reasonably be urged that if RH adopted the principle of cen
tralisation here so uncompromisingly, he would hardly have
failed to show elsewhere some symptom of zeal for the reform
or hostility to the local cults contrast Dt., Jer., Ezek.4

It is unsafe, therefore, to use 17 4 to fix the date

of H.
It has been argued that H is younger than Dt. because

some of its laws indicate a more advanced development,

especially those relating to the priesthood (Lev. 21), the

feasts (23 9-20 39-43) ,
and the sabbatical year (25 1-7 18-

22; cp Dt. 15 1-6), also Lev. 18 16 20 21 as compared
with Dt. 25 5-10 (levirate marriage) ;

5 but the argument
is not conclusive. Even less convincing is Baentsch s

effort to prove that H abounds in reminiscences and
even direct borrowings from Dt.6

In H and Dt., both of which drew their material largely
from older collections of toroth, there are many laws on the

same subject, in which the same terms naturally occur; but
such coincidences cannot prove the dependence of H on Dt.

The mutual independence of the two is rather to be argued from
the absence of laws identically formulated, the lack of agree
ment in order either in the whole or in smaller portions, and the

fact that of the peculiar motives and phrases of RD there is no
trace in H (Lev. 2H 40 is almost solitary).

7 It is an unwarranted

assumption that all the fragments of Israelite legislation which
have been preserved lie in one serial development.

If a literary connection between H and Dt. is not

demonstrable, the case is otherwise with Ezekiel. The
__ ,, , coincidences are here so many and so

T? v^TK striking as to have led some critics to
Ezekiel.

regarci tne prophet as the author of H
;

9

and although even more decisive differences make this

hypothesis untenable,
10 a direct connection between the

two is indubitable. In the chapters in which Ezekiel

writes the indictment of his people, reciting the sins

which brought calamity upon it, he judges it by the

standard of a law similar in contents to H and having
in common with H many peculiar words and phrases.

11

Of greater weight than these coincidences with the laws

in H which might of themselves prove only that Ezekiel

was familiar with some of the older collections from

which H was compiled is the agreement in the dis

tinctive point of view : holiness is in Ezek. as in H
the signature of religion ;

defilement and profana
tion is the prevailing thought of sin

;

12 characteristic

phrases such as I am Yahwe that sanctify them

(you), also link them together (Lev. 208 21 8 15 23 22 9

1632 Ezek. 20 1 2 37 28).
13

1 See Dr. Intr&amp;lt;td.(
r

&amp;gt;) 51, where the different views are recorded.
2 These provisions in Dt. are regarded by some critics as an

afterthought.
3 It may be observed that the phrases pC CH Jfl? (Nu. T 3)

and P i cn i&quot;IPD JUT (Ex. H5 1540 6) occur only in later strata cf

P, and that nirv \yy^ is also late.
4 Baentsch, indeed, argues from this that the conflict was long

since over; H assumes the unity of sanctuary as uncontested

(76 103 u6/.).
6 See Kue. Hex. 14, n. 6, 15, n. 8; Baentsch 78 ^/&quot;. 103

n6/
L.c. j6jf. Kayser (JPT

~

6$6Jf.) sets out the parallels to

H in the Covenant Book and Dt. in tabular form; he thinks no
other sources need be assumed (660) ; cp Horst 53.

7 See DEUTERONOMY, $f.
8 For literature, see 33, 2, and the next note below.

SoGnt,GetcA.SScAet-,Bijff.; Bertheau,7/?m 155(1866);

Kayser, Vorexilisches Buck, 176^. (1874); ?PT 7 548 ff.

(1881): Horst, Lev. xvii.-xxvi. n. Hezekiel, 697?&quot;. (i88i),etc.
10 Noldeke, Untersuch. 6jj?~. : Kuenen, Godsdicnst, 2 95^ ;

Hex. 15, n. 10; Klost. Pentateuch, 379^&quot;., esp. 404^&quot;.;

Smend, Ezech., p. xxvii.
11 Cp especially Ezek. 18 20 22 33 with Lev. 18-20.
12 See above, 26.
13 See Smend, Ezech. xxv/ ; Horst, 727?&quot;.;

Kue. Hex. 15,

n. 10; Dr. Introd.W 49 /. 1457^; Baentsch, 81 ff.\ Paton,
Pres. Ref. Rev. 7 98 ff. (1896); Carpenter and Harford-Bat-

tersby, Hex. 1 I47./T 150f.
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LEVITICUS
The question thus arises : Was Ezekiel acquainted

with H, 1 or did the author of H (RH) write under the

influence of the thought and language of Ezekiel ?

The grounds on which the acquaintance of RH with

Ezekiel has been held by many critics 2 are not con

clusive. The strongest argument is the fact that Lev. 20

supposes full experience of exile and dispersion, and
closes with promises of restoration. We have seen

above ($ 23), however, that, like Ut. 28, Lev. 20 has

been interpolated, especially towards the end
;
and all

the passages which assume the situation in the exile

are on other grounds ascribed to later hands (30 34 f.

39-45 )-
8

In the remainder of Lev. 20 there is nothing which goes

beyond the prophets of the last generation before the fall of

Judah. The striking parallels to Ezek. 4 in this prophetic dis

course are, as usual in such cases, susceptible of two interpreta
tions; but on the whole Lev. i \ by its terseness and vigour
makes an impression of originality which a cento of reminis

cences picked up from all parts of Kzek. could hardly produce.
5

The parallels in Ezek. to Lev. 17-25 are found in

masses in certain chapters (above, col. 2790, n. n), and

include not only the laws in H, but also their pantnetic

setting ;
the most natural hypothesis is that Ezek. derived

botli from the same source.

This presumption is confirmed by the fact that the common
hortatory motives sometimes appear in Ezek. with a rhetorical

amplification. The alternative, that RH selected from the

greater variety in Ezek. precisely these motives with which to

enforce the laws, is extremely improbable.&quot;

For the posteriority of H to Ezek. it has been

thought decisive that H prescribes certain stricter rules

for the priest who is greater than his brethren (21 10),

whilst in Ezekiel s restoration programme (40 ff.} no

such distinction is made. But as there was a chief

priest under the kings (2 K. \\gff. 10 10 / Ilioff.
25 18; cp Am. 7 10 ff.), to whose station stricter taboos

would almost necessarily attach, it cannot reasonably
be inferred that H here represents a stage of develop
ment beyond Ezek. On the other hand, the distinction

between priests and Levites in Ezek. (449^&quot;.)
is an

avowed innovation unknown to H
;
we may note also

in Ezek. 40 ff. the fixed date of the feasts and their less

close connection with agriculture, and the minuter

classification of sacrifices, in which, as in many other

points, Ezekiel stands nearer to the later priestly law.&quot;

We may, therefore, with some confidence ascribe H
to the half-century before Ezekiel. Many other ques
tions which suggest themselves, as to the more ex

act time, the place, and the circumstances, in which the

Holiness Law-Book was written, we have no means of

answering.
It is commonly said that H belongs to the priestly

stratum of the Hexateuch, representing an earlier stage
in the labours of the priestly schools from
which P as a whole proceeded ;

8 and it

is, accordingly, sometimes designated by the symbol
PI, in distinction from P2 (the main stem of P), and
later additions (P3 , etc.). But when those passages,

especially in 23 and 24, which manifestly belong to late

strata of P, together with the many interpolations and

glosses of Rp, have been set aside, neither the laws in

H nor their setting (Rn) disclose any marked re

semblance to the priestly history and legislation ;
their

30. Hand P.

1 Noldeke, Vntersnch. 677?&quot;.; Klost. (1877)=
Pentateuch,^/.; Del. ZKW 1 619(1880) ; Dillmann, Nu. Dt.

Jos. (144 Jf.; Dr. Introd.W 145^.; Paton, I.e. logff.; so, for
Lev. I

--
JO, Baentsch, 84.

5 Kuenen, Godsdiensi, 2 96 (f^-jo} Keligifii of fsrael, 1 191 ;

Hex. 15, n 10: We. r//&amp;lt;
2

&amp;gt; i 7ojf.,(
3

) 168..^.; Smend.Ezec/i.
xxv. f. 314; Addis, Hex. 2 Aoff. 367; Carpenter and Harford-

Battersby, Hex. \ 152.
3 The phrases also which We. (( ) 172,0 \f&amp;gt;&amp;lt;)/.\ signalises as

evidence of dependence on Jer. and Ezek. are confined to the
same passages.

4 See Baentsch, 121 Jf. t where they are set out verse by verse.

&quot;Dr. Introd.m 150.
&quot;See on these points Baentsch, 86^.; Paton, Pres. Re/.

Rn. 7 i
jo^T&quot;. (1896).

7 See Kue Hex. 15, n. 104; Baentsch, fyjff.

We. C7/( l
) 152; Kue. Hex. 6, and n. 25-28; Holz. Hex.

47 43-
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affinities are altogether with JE and Dt. The paraenetic
character of H is foreign to all ages and stages of P;
the language is quite distinct, as the facility with which
the additions of Rp can be stripped off shows; the

fictitious elements in P s representation of the Mosaic

age the camp, the tabernacle of the wilderness, Aaron
and his sons, the Levite ministers are conspicuously
absent ;

the calendar conflicts with P s
;

the refined

distinction between holy and most holy things is

unknown.
Doubtless the laws in H represent and regulate priestly

praxis, and were formulated and codified by local priesthoods
or priestly guilds; the priests were the custodians and expositors
of the tarah. The parts of H which have been preserved,
moreover, deal largely with subjects in which the priesthood
had a peculiar interest, the physical qualifications of priests,
restrictions on mourning and on marriage, conditions which

prevent their eating sacrificial food, the examination of animals
for sacrifice, the celebration of the feasts, but it was not first

in the priestly schools of Babylonia that these things became of

importance and were regulated by fixed rules, or even by
written toroth (Hos. * 12 Jer. S 8).

Chaps. 17-20 are followed by a chapter on the

commutation of vows and tithes; a late chapter of

_, ._ priestly law, introduced here, perhaps,
I/nap. ^7.

t |lrough association with the laws on the

jubilee year and rights of redemption in
2~&amp;gt;8/

. The
tithe of cattle is not elsewhere mentioned in the

Pentateuch.

In conclusion, the Book of Leviticus is the work not

of the author of the History of the Sacred Institutions,

32 Comnosi usua &quot; v regarded as the main stem of

t on of
^ ^ut ^ a ater redactor Ri&amp;gt;. In par-

T ... ticular, H was not incorporated in that

History, as was formerly maintained.2

The redactor s sources were the history above-named,
from which he took 9 10 1-5 10 2-4612/5 H (in
11 17-20) ; and collections of laws on sacrifices (in 1-7),
and on clean and unclean (in 12-15) ;

3 a priestly
calendar of feasts (in 23) ;

an account of the conse
cration of Aaron and his sons (8) ; and some other
materials of less obvious provenience, such as the

fragments in 24. The sacrificial rules are introduced,
not inappropriately, before the description of the first

sacrifices at the tabernacle (8/), though they interrupt
the immediate connection of 8 with Ex. 29 (40) ; the

laws of clean and unclean (including 11) stand before

H, which deals in part with similar subjects; the

calendar of feasts from P is combined with that of H in

23, both being mutilated; a motive for the position of

27 has been suggested above ($31). Of the position of 24
no satisfactory explanation has been given. The analysis
has shown that many changes in the text of the sources,
and many more or less considerable additions and

interpolations, were made by the editor, or by subse

quent redactors and scribes, before the book attained

its present form
; perhaps the scape-goat ritual in 10 is

one of these later additions.

That the constructive redactor of Leviticus was the

same who edited Ex. and Nu. there is no reason to

doubt.

1. Commentaries. J. S. Vater, Pent. 2, 1802; M. Baum-
garten, 1844; C. F. Keil, 1862; &amp;lt;-

&amp;gt;, 1870; ET, 1866; A. Knobel.
1857; (

2)byE. Dillmann. 1880; &amp;lt;&amp;gt;) edited by
33. Literature. Kyssel, 1897; M. M. Kalisch, 2 vols. 1867,

1872; S. Clark, 1871 (Speaker s Bible) ; E.

Reuss, La Bible, P. 3, 2 vols., 1879; Das AT-}, 1893; H. L.

Strack, 1894; Driver and White, 1894 (SBOT, Heb.), 1900
(SHOT, Eng.); B. Baentsch, Exodus-Leviticus, 1900 (HK) ;

A. Bertholet, 1901 (R HC).
2. Criticism. (For the history of criticism, see HEXATEUCH.)

E. Bertheau, Die sieken Grnf/&amp;gt;en mosaischen (iesetze in den
drei tttittleren Ruchern des Pentatenchs, 1840; Grnf, Die

geschichtlichen Hiicher des Alien Testaments, 1866; Th. Nol

deke, Untersuch ungen zur Kritik desA Iten Testa &amp;gt;nents,i86g ;

1 It is not safe to assume that there was the same preponder
ance in the unmutilated work.

2 We. Kue. , etc. See against this view Kayser, JPT 1 540^! ,

esp. 552/
a How much more was comprised in these sources than Rp

has preserved we cannot know; H, at least, he seriously cur
tailed.
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J. W. Colenso, The Pentateuch and Book of Joshua, 6, 1872;
A. Kayser, Das vorextlisches Buck der Urgeschichte Israels

und seine Erweiterungen, 1874; JPT\ (1881) 326^., esp.

530 ff.; J. Wellhausen, Die Composition des Hexateuclis und
der historischen Biicher des A T, 1889 (

3
) 1899 (

=JPT, 1876,

1877) ; P- Wurster, Zur Charakteristik und Geschichte des

Priestercodex und Heiligkeits-Gesetzes, ZA TIV4 112^&quot;. (.1884);

B. W. Bacon, The Triple Tradition of the Exodus, 1894;

W. E. Addis, The Documents of the Hexateuch, 2, 1898; J. E.

Carpenter and G. Harford-Battersby, The Hexateuch, 2 vols.

looo (see col. 2057, &quot; I) -

On Lev. 1-7: A. Merx, ZWTK 41-84, 164-181 (1863). On 1C,

see above 12, n. i. On IV (1^-)20: A. Klostermann, ZLT
8S 401^7&quot;. (i8jj)&quot;PeMtattuck, 368^. (1893); F. Delitzsch,
ZK\V 1 617^. (1880); L. Horst, Leviticus xt&amp;lt;ii.-xxvi. und
Hezekiel,i%$i ; Maybaum, Entwickelungdes altisraelitischen

Pritsttrtkumt, Jiff. (1880); B. Baentsch, Das Heiligkeits-

gesetz. Lev. 17- JG, 1893; L. B. Paton, The Relation of Lev.

20 to Lev. 17-1!!, Hebraica, 11 111-121 (1894); The Original
Form of Leviticus, 17-11I/ JBL Hi 31^. (1897); The Original
Form of Leviticus, 21 22, JBL IV

149^&quot;. (1898) ; The Holiness

Code and Ezekiel, Pres. Ref. Rev. i 98-115 (1896).
On the Feast Laws see also J. F. L. George, Die alteren

judischen Feste,iS^8; Hupfeld, Commentatio de . . . tempo-
rum festorum . . . apud Hebrteos ratione, 1851, 1852, 1858;
W. H. Green, The Hebrew Feasts, 1885.

See also the works on Introduction to the Old Testament,

especially those of Kuenen, Holzinger, Driver, Cornill, Konig;
on the History of Israel, especially Ewald, Stade, Wellhausen,
and Kittel (I 98-100 113-116); and on Hebrew Archaeology
Nowack, Benzinger. Titles of most of these works in DEUTER
ONOMY, 33. G. F. M.

LEVY (CE) ,
i K. 5 i 3/ 9 15 21. See TAXATION.

LIBANUS (AlBANOC [BKA]), i Esd. 4 48 Judith 1 7 .

See LEBANON.

LIBATION (cnoNA[e]iON), Ecclus.50i S RVms-.

See SACRIFICE.

LIBERTINES. Certain of the synagogue, which

is called (the synagogue) of the Libertines (AlBepTlNCON
[Ti.WH], AeiBepreiNtiON [D]), and Cyrenians, and
Alexandrians (so AV), are mentioned in Acts 69.
There has been much diversity in the interpretation of

this word. If Libertines is the right reading, it can

only mean freedmen. The Jewish population in

Rome consisted largely of the descendants of freedmen

(cp. Tac. Ann. 2 85, quatuor millia libertini generis ea

superstitione infecta
; Philo, Leg. ad Caium, 1014, ol

TrXetousdireXeuflepajWcTes). It is plain, however, that the

synagogue referred to belonged equally to the Libertini,

the Cyrenians, and the Alexandrians. It is difficult,

therefore, to avoid supposing that the first of the three

names, as well as the other two, denotes the inhabitants

of some city or district.

Hence Libertini has been connected with Libertum, the
name of a town whose existence is inferred from the title

Episcopus Libertinensis which occurs in connection with the

Synod of Carthage, A.D. 411. There is no reason, however, to

suppose that this obscure town would have sent up to Jerusalem

Jews enough to justify the prominent place given to the Libertini

in Acts. Blass in 1895 (Ada np., ed. philologica) tried to justify

disjoining the words xal
K.vprjva.iu&amp;gt;v

icat AAefai/Spewi from

AipiepTivun ,
and bringing them into connection with KOU TUIV

OTTO KiAticias icai Acrias. There is no probability, however, in

this solution.

It is best, therefore, to follow certain Armenian
Tersions and Syriac commentaries recently brought to

light, which presuppose either A.i($tiuv or AtfivcrTii tijv.

Several scholars, not knowing of these authorities, had
already tried conjectural emendation. Schulthess pro
posed \ifitiuv rCiv /card Kvprivrjv (cp Acts 2 10) ; Beza,

Clericus, and Valckenar Aifiuffrivuv. \&amp;lt;.fivffTlvuv in

volves the least amount of change, and was adopted,
with cognizance of the new authorities, in 1898 by Blass

{Philology of the Gospels, 6g/), who is of opinion that

the Greek towns lying westward of Cyrene would quite

appropriately be designated Libyan (cp LIBYA).
That Ai/Suo-ricoi was a current form of the adjective from

Ai
v&amp;lt;; is plain from the montibus Libystinis of Catullus (60 i),

and from the geographical lexicon of Stephanus Byzantinus.
Josephus (c. Ap. &amp;gt;

4) tells us that many Jews were removed by
Ptolemy Lagi and placed in the cities of Libya. This statement,
however, is of doubtful authority (see Willrich, Juden u.
Griechen, 31).
Among the older literature cp Gerdes, De Synag. Libertin-

orum, 1736; Scherer, De Synag. Lib., 1754.
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LIBYA
LIBNAH. i. (Ha

1

?, pavement [Ex. 24 ,].

foundation, cp Ass. libittu, libnatu, a compact
foundation of blocks of stone, etc. [Del. Ass. HWtt
s.v.], unless connected with LABAN [y.v.].)

Ae/Si/a I BALI; but \ofiva. [L] in 2 K. ^22 19 g 2 Ch. 21 10;

Ae3jou a [Aj in Josh. 10 29 39 Iz 15; Aejura in Josh. 1^42 21 13 [B]
and Id 39 [F]; Ao/ara in 2 K. * 22 [A], 19 g [81,84x8 [A], 2 Ch.
21 10 I Bj, Is. 8V g [

lSOQ] ; afvva. in 2 K. !&amp;gt; 22 [B], note that crev

precedes. Add \ofiva also in 2 K. 19 g LA], i Ch. t&amp;gt; 57 [42] [BA],
2 Ch. -21 10 [Aj, Is. 8V g [ABT]; Ar^Kaii^K. 2831 [BJ ; AoiSei-o.

in 2 K. 28 31 [A], Jer.
;K i [B-&amp;gt;AQ] ; Ao/Secca [L] in 2 K. *3 31

24 18; Aap^a [A] in Josh. 1U 3i/.

A town in the lowland of Judah (Josh. 1042), origin

ally Canaanite (Josh. 10 29/ 12 15), afterwards a priestly

city (Josh. 21 13 [P] ;
i Ch. G 57 [42] must be incorrect).

It joined the Edomites in a revolt against Joram (2 K.

822 2 Ch. 21 10 ; cp 2 Ch. 21 16), and was besieged by
Sennacherib in the reign of Hezekiah (2 K. 19 g Is.

37 g). Josiah s wife came from Libnah (2 K. 23 31

24 18). Sayce finds it mentioned in the list of Rameses
III. before Aphekah (RPW 6 39 ;

Pat. Pal. 239); but

this is disputable (see WMM, As. u. Eur. 160).

Eusebius and Jerome (OS 274 13 13528) describe it as

a village in the region of Eleutheropolis, called in their

day Lobaiia or Lobna. Hence Stanley identified it with

Tell es-Safiyeh, which is only two hours from Eleuthero

polis; but see MlZPEH (in Judah). Libnah must, at

any rate, have lain not very far from Lachish, on the

SW. border of Judah, and on the edge of the Philistian

plain.

Conder s identification of Libnah with el-Benawy ( a possible

corruption of Libnah ) a ruin about 10 m. SE. of Tell el-Hesy
or Lachish (PEF Qu. St., 1897, p. 69) will hardly stand.

2. Cn53 /i but Sam. HJia
1

?, with which agree Ae^oj^a [B],

Ae0. [AFL]), Num. 88 20 (ite/Swva [AF]) 21. The LABAN (q.v.)
of Dt. 1 i is perhaps the same name. See WANDERINGS,
WILDERNESS OF.

LIBNI (&quot;Zb, perhaps a gentilic from LIKNAH 2,

cp GENEALOGIES i., 7, v., col. 1665; see also LABAN,
AoBeN[e]i [BAL]).

1. A Gershonite Levitical name; Nu. 3 18 i Ch. G 17 20 [2 5]

(Aope^tL]); gentilic Libnite.Nu. 8 21 26 sgCI?
1

?!1

; Ao(3y[e]t

[BAL]). The name occurs elsewhere as LADAN
[&amp;lt;?.?

. 2].
2. A Meraritename; i Ch. (&amp;gt; 29 [14]. On the relation between

(i) and (2) cp GENEALOGIES i., 7, col. 1663. Cp C.Niebuhr,
Gesch. d. Ebr. Zeit. 1 246 [combines Leah, Levi, Libni, and
Libnah J.

LIBKAKY. A library (BlBAloGHKH) founded by
Nehemiah is referred to in 2 Mace. 2 13. On the supposed
book-town in the hill-country of Judah, see KIRJATH-
SEPHER (col. 2681).

The word i0A. also occurs in Ezra 61, (S (fv /3iAio0?JKats

[BL], ei/ra?? |3. [A] = NncD rn3), and in Esth. 223, (tv
-

LIBYA (H AiByn, Acts2io, AiByec in [cp Vg.

Libyes~] ;
AV Libyans, as translation of LUBIM in 2 Ch.

123 Kig Nah. 09 Dan. 11 43), the name applied by the

Greeks to Africa generally, the portion first known and
most familiar to them being that on which Dorian

colonists settled and founded Cyrene.
On the unique NT reference to Libya (Acts 2 10) see CYRENE,

and on the doubtful Libertines of Acts &amp;lt;&amp;gt; 9 see LIBERTINES.

The name Libya also occurs in AV of Ezek. 80 5 and 8s 5

(mg. Phut ) and Libyans in Jer. 40 9 (mg. Put ) . See RV.

The ancients underestimated the size of Libya : Strabo

(p. 824) surmised that it was less than Europe, and that

Europe and Libya together would not be equal to Asia.

Libya did not properly include Egypt i.e., the Nile

valley (Herod. 2i 5 /) t
1 Ptolemy (ii. 16 iv. 5 i) first

assigned Egypt to Africa, making the Red Sea and

the Isthmus of Suez the boundary between Africa and

Asia. Only the northern littoral of the continent enters

into view during Greek and Roman times. Under the

Empire, North Africa fell into three sections.

(i) The Original Province of Africa, constituted by
the remnant of the possessions of Carthage after the

destruction of that city in 146 B.C. (Sallust, BJ 19) :

to this, in 25 B.C., Augustus added Numidia, which first

1 See A. Wiedemann, Herod. Zweites Buc/t, ad loc.
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became a province, under the name Africa Nova, in

46 Ji.C. (Pliny, /aW525 ^i Cass. 43 9). This central

portion constituted the senatorial Province of Africa,

which, like the Province of Asia, was governed by a pro
consul of consular rank.

(2) The western portion of North Africa, Mauretania,
was made a province by Claudius in 40 A.I&amp;gt;.

(3) The eastern section, the Cyrenaica, was combined
with Crete in 27 B.e. to form a single province. The
old name Libya was officially revived by Diocletian, who
separated Crete from Cyrene, and divided the latter

into an eastern part (Libya Inferior}, and a western

part including the old Cyrenaic Pentapolis (Libya

Superior). \v. J. \v.

LICE (D iS and C!&quot;;
1

CKNi(J&amp;gt;ec. CKNinec).
Mentioned in EV in connection with the plagues of

Egypt (Ex. 8 16-18 [12 /.], Ps. 105 31 1), where RV&quot;*

suggests the alternatives of FI.EA (Pulex) or sand-fly

(SiniHlium). If we lay stress on the usage of the

Misbna (XJD, Nr2, louse,
1

but also vermin
; cp Tg.

Pesh., and see below, n. 2), we may be inclined to de
fend the explanation of Josephus (Ant. ii.!4i3), Bochart,
and EV Mice.&quot;

2 On a point like this, however, the

Egyptian-Greek version
(&amp;lt;5)

has a claim to be deferred

to. Its rendering is fftcvifas (cp Wisd. l!)io), and this

is in truth a very appropriate rendering (see GNATS).
Lice are no doubt common in Egypt, though there are

but two or possibly three species of louse which attack

man. Mosquitoes (Egypt, An HIS; cp Heb. kinnimf)
and other worse kinds of flies, however, are still more to

be dreaded there. Besides, the enormous quantities of

lice of which EV speaks must soon have perished when
exposed to the dry heat of Egypt.

The singular J~ has been thought to occur in Is. 51 () ,
where

in like manner can hardly be correct. It is less improbable
to suppose that the plural ending dropped out (the next word
begins with 2

,
which would facilitate this; so first Weir). This

gives the sense shall die like gnats. As Muhammad says, God
may set forth a parable (even) of a gnat (Koran, Sur. \-&amp;gt; 24),
and in the Babylonian Deluge-Story the gods gather like flies

about the sacrincer (cp Del. Ass. Ifll B, s.v. Zumbu ). This,
however, is not a full solution. Nor is the conjecture offered in

Che. Proph. Is. (on Is. f&amp;gt;l 6), that D\
~

should be read in Nu.
13 33 more than plausible. On both passages see LOCUST,

2
&amp;lt;4&amp;gt;-

T. K. C. A. E. S.

LICTOKS (PAB^OYXOI [Ti. WH]), RVm*. Acts
1(5 35 33, t EV SERJEANTS, the official designation of the

attendants assigned to certain Roman magistrates. Cp
Smith, Diet. Gr. and Rom. Ant.W s.v. Lictor.

LIDEBIR pri 1

?), Josh. i:5 26 RV 1

&quot;*-, AV DKBIR, a

place in Gad, probably the same as LO-DEBAR [g.v.]

[B], AABeip[A], AeBnp[L]).

LIEUTENANTS, i. RV SATRAI-S (C
Ezra 36 etc. See SATRAPS, PERSIA.

2. (.-vn-3), Jer. 51 23 RV &quot;g- EV GOVERNOR
(g.i&amp;lt;., i).

LIGHT. The true God says, according to the great
prophetic teacher of the Exile, I am Yahwe and

1. Early
there is none else who formed light, and
created darkness (Is. 456 /]). So the

ns Word of God, in the Fourth Gospel, says,
I am the light of the world: he that follows me shall

not walk in darkness, but shall have the light of life

(Jn. 812). Between these two sayings lies the develop
ment of a new conception of life, the germs of which,
however, are partly to be found in the work of the

exilic teacher. The statement that Yahw6 produced
light is no part of the traditional Hebrew cosmogony.

1 The theory that V is a collective is needless; we should

doubtless read 3 ~
(with Sam.).

2 Sir S. Baker (Nile Tributaries ef Abyssinia, 1868) sup
posed a reference to the ticks or mites (Acarina} which abound
in the sand and dust, and fix themselves on the host, whose
blood they suck by means of powerful mouth organs. It is a
most improbable view; but the Talmudic use of NJJ for ver
min may perhaps justify it.
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LIGHT
Indeed, it was too much a matter of course to need express

statement that light was of prior existence to the creative works ;

for how should life come into being without light, and how
could God be conceived except as an intensely luminous form
(ee Ex. Ha 18 ax IV xg 24 17; iK. 11112; Ezek. 1 27 Sa; and cp
FIRE) ? Hence in Is. 10 17 (in a probably late passage) Yahwe
is called the Light of Israel (|| his Holy One ). When he
reveals himself, created light must fail (Is. ^23 (Hi 19; cp Rev.
121 23 -L-i 5) ; according to a late writing ( The Secrets of Enoch,
114) the sun is without his crown for seven full hours of the
night, during which he appears before God.
To the Babylonians, too, the divine Creator (Marduk)

was the god of light ; creation indeed is mythically
represented as a battle between the Light Being and
the Dark (Tiamat). See CREATION, 3. It is the

Priestly Writer s reflective turn of mind that leads him
to prefix to his adaptation of the old cosmogony the

statement, God said, Let there be light (Gen. 1 3 ) . To
the not less reflective minds of Egyptian priests a different

idea presented itself. Hidden in the dark bosom of
Chaos the eternal light was impelled by longing to give
itself existence; manifold and sometimes grotesque
imagery was employed to describe the process of
emergence. Creation itself is described thus, He
hath made all that the world contains and hath given it

light, when all was darkness, and there was as yet no
sun. ! So too a hymn in the Rig Veda represents
creation as a ray entering the realm of darkness from
the realm of light,2 and similar ideas are presupposed
in the theological statements of the A vesta. In the
Book of Job, which preserves so many mythical forms
of expression, we find light described as a mysterious
physical essence, dwelling in a secret place ( Job :W ig/.).
That God is robed in light, is said in Ps. 104 2 (cp
Ex. 32 etc., cited above), and just as in the Avesta the
heaven where Ahura Mazda dwells is called Endless

Lights, so God in James 1 17 is called the father of the

lights i.e., the father who dwells in perfect and never
darkened light (though the view that TO.

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;tara
= the

stars is also possible ; cp Ps. 13G 7 , Jer. 423). Hence
the light of God s countenance is a symbol of God s

favour (Nu. 625^).
Those who are in trouble feel themselves to be in darkness.

The return of prosperity is the return of the divine light (cp
Is. S22 !l 2 &amp;lt;iO 1-3). The Psalms are full of this idea (Ps. 4 6 [7]
27 i HO 10 [9] 97 it 11 2 4). In Ps. 43 3 we find the further devel

opment that God s light is the companion of his faithful

ness, and that these two, like guardian angels, lead the true
Israelite (or rather the true Israel). God s revelation is, like

himself, essential light (Ps. Ill* 105, 130), and in Is. 4!6 the
Israel within Israel (the servant of Yahwe) is said to be a light
to the nations, as being the bearer to them of God s law. In
Enoch 4s 4 the same phrase is applied to the Messiah.

It was natural that the vague expressions of the
Psalter relative to light should be interpreted by

2 Later
ater Jews under trie influence of the

development. PT?
lent eschat gy- Lig ht&amp;gt; *nd

life were virtually synonymous, and
these profound expressions received a fuller content

through the developed belief in a kingdom of light
and life to be supernaturally set up on the earth. The
Fourth Gospel, however, and kindred NT writings

(with which we may to some extent group the Wisdom
of Solomon; cp 3) fill the word light with a larger

meaning than any of the Jewish writings, and give a
more special prominence to the antithesis between the

kingdoms of light and of darkness, not perhaps unin
fluenced by Oriental and especially Zoroastrian dualism

(as the great Herder long ago pointed out), and not

without a connection with Gnosticism. The aim of

Christian disciples is to become sons of light (Jn. 12 36 ;

cp Eph. 5 s i Thess. 5 5) = to become sons of God
(Jn. 1 12), through faith in Christ (cp FAITH), who is

the light of the world (Jn. 812 9 5 , cp 14 12 46), and
to be ever coming to the light (Jn. 821) to expose
themselves to this beneficial test of their inward truth

or reality (see TRUTH). The expression the genera
tion of light (Enoch i08n) gives merely an external

point of contact; the fourth evangelist himself is, we
1 Cp Brugsch, Re!, u. Myth, tier alien Aegypter, \tx&amp;gt;ff.

1 Max Miiller, Ancient Sanskr. Lit. 562.
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LIGHTNING LILY

may presume, the virtual originator of those beautiful

symbolic phrases, relative to light, into which he con

denses the essence of the mind of Jesus as known to

him.
Next to the Fourth Gospel the Epistle to the Ephesians

is a storehouse of references to the symbolic light. The

1 T?pf&amp;gt;rP7inpS satellites of the ruler of this world

P i IT r ()n- 1- 3i 1*30 16 1 1) or the ruler of
rnCol.,Eph,etc. U.^ JP^ ^, ^ ^
called the world-rulers of this darkness (Eph.Gi2.RV).1

Those who walk in the light (Eph. 58; cp Jn. 1235)
are under a moral obligation to bring to light the works

of darkness, and to convict those who do them (Eph.
5n is;

2 cp Jn. 820 /). In Colossians we have the

classical passage, Col. 1 12 / (
the inheritance of the

saints in light, and the power of darkness ), with

which a striking passage in i Peter (2 9 /.) may be

compared. The designation of Christ in Heb. 1 3 as

the effulgence of his (God s) glory is a development
of the more elaborate description in Wisd. 7 26, an

effulgence from everlasting light, and an unspotted
mirror of the working of God (cp MIRROR). The
symbolism of i Thess. 04/1, Rev. 21 n 23 is too simple
to need any subtle explanation.
A hard passage in Is. 215 19 may be here referred to. Dew of

lights (few now defend dew of herbs ) is evidently wrong; the

true reading is preserved by (B, thy dew is a healing to them&quot;

(DP3TN, for n^N) ; cp Ecclus. 4822, a mist (|| dew) coming

speedily is the healing of all things. See HERBS.

LIGHTNING. See THUNDER.

LIGN-ALOES ( D SnH) ,
Nu. 24 6.f See ALOES.

LIGURE (D^), Ex. 28 19, RV&quot;&amp;gt;g. amber
; 39i2,t

RV JACINTH [y.v.].

LIKHI
(&quot;np

1

?) ,
a Manassite, descendant of SHEMIDA

(q.v. ) ;
I Ch. 7 19! (A&K6I& [A], -KEGIM [B], AOK. [L])-

Possibly another form of J37TI ;
see HEI.EK.

LILITH (RVms-), or NIGHT-MONSTER (RV ;
AVm

-),

or (AV wrongly) SCREECH-OWL (Flvy ; oNOKeN-

TAYPOI [BKAgF] ; AiAi9 [Aq. in QS-] ; A, A1T [Aq.] ;

A&MIA [Symm.]; }&.SN. [Pesh.]; lamia); and

Vampire (RV R-), or HORSELEACH (so EV) (n$bv\
see HORSELEECH). Apparently two demons of similar

characteristics, both mentioned in post-exilic passages
(cp ISAIAH ii., $ 14; PROVERBS, $ 8).

Desolated Edom, according to Is. 34 14, will be

1 Lilith
Daunted by the SATYRS (q.v.) and by
Lilith.

The name, as Schrader long ago pointed out, is connected with
the Bab.-Ass. lilu, fem. lilitu, the designation of two demons,
who, together with ardat Hie ( the handmaid oililit }, form a
triad of demons often mentioned in Babylonian spells (Del.,
Ass. HWB 377: Cahver Bib.-Lex.C*) 532; Sayce, Hibb. Lects.

502; Hommel, Die sent. Volker, \ 367).

Lilu, Lilitu, and ardat Lile were not specially demons
of the night a view which is peculiar to the related

Jewish superstition. The darkness which they loved
was that of the storms which raged in the wilderness.
Potent charms were used to keep them from the haunts
of men, where they would otherwise enter, bringing fell

disease into the human organism. A corrupted form
of the myth of Lilith, strengthened by Persian elements,
spread widely among the Jews in post-exilic times as a

part of the popular demonology.
The details of this myth can only be glanced at here.

Lilith was a hairy night-monster (the name being per
haps popularly derived from layil, night ), and speci
ally dangerous to infants (cp the Greek Lamia). Under
her was a large class of similar monsters called Lilin

(plur. of Lilith; cp Apoc. Bar. 108), of whom net only
children but also men had to beware. Hence, in Talm.
Bab. (Shabbath, 151 ), a man is warned not to sleep

1 Cp Holtzmann. Kritik rier Epheser- u. Colosserbriefe, 270.
2
According to Irenseus (i. 282), Eph. 513 was a passage to

which the Valentinian Gnostics were wont to appeal.
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alone in a house, and in Targ. Jer., Nu. 625, a passage
in the priestly blessing becomes The Lord bless thee

in all thy business, and guard thee from the Lilin.

See the Walpurgis-night scene in Faust (a proof of Goethe s

learning), and cp Bacher in MGWJ, 1870, p. 188; F. Weber,
yud. Theol, 255; Griinbaum, ZDMG &l 250 f.\ Eisenmenger,
Entdecktes Jitdenthum, I 413 ff.

The vampire is, according to some, another of the

mazzlkln, or harmful beings, of which the world is full

2 The ^ see I^EMONS
&amp;gt;

ar|d cp Pirke Abbth, 5 9).

y The Alukah (mentioned in Prov. 30 15) is

properly the horseleech (see HORSE
LEECH), but surely not the ordinary horseleech, if it

was the mother of Sheol and the womb.
The most satisfying view of Prov., I.e., is perhaps that

given at the end of this article
;
but a less bold explana

tion is that of Bickell, who arranges thus ( n&amp;gt;

- being
omitted as a gloss) :

The Alukah s two daughters,

Give, Give Sheol and the Womb,
and the passage, which is an expression of wonder at

the mysteries of death and birth, means that the under
world and the maternal womb (cp the commentators on
Ps. 131)1315) are as insatiable

( Give, Give expresses
their character) as the Alukah a mythological demon,
which the people and its poets imagined as resembling
a leech, and which is possibly referred to in the

Targum of Ps. 12 8 [9] ;
see HORSELEECH. The Arabic

aluk is explained in the Kamus by gul, a female blood

sucking monster (Ges. Thes. 1038), the ghoul of the

Arabian Nig/its, and Sayce finds the vampire in

Babylonian spells (see $ i).
In fact, according to Babylonian animism, wasting disease

could not but be accounted for by terrible spiritual agencies such
as vampires (cp Tylor, Prim. Cult. 1 175). For an Iranian

parallel, cp the sleep-demon called Bushyansta (Spiegel, Eran.
Alt. ^137; cp Kohut, Jud. Angelologie, 86).

Most probably, however, npl^JJ
1

? is miswritten for nSnj97,

which is a title ascribing the following saying to Hakkoheleth

(see KOHELETH). The words rendered two daughters, Give,

give, have sprung out of njn njy3CT, which were written in the

wrong place. See Che. PSBA, June 1901.

LILY (JCW, i K. 7 19, HStfitr, 2 Ch. 4 5 Cant. 2 1 /.
i

Hos. 14 5 [6j; pi. D\3tyit?, Cant. 2 16 4s 613 Gzf. 7 2 [3] Ecclus.

39 14 508 Mt. 628 Lk. 1227; &amp;lt;Z5

B *A
,
Kpivov and /cpiW).

The Hebrew word &quot;susan, like its Greek 2 and English

equivalents, seems to have applied to a large number of

different species. Its origin is most probably Egyptian,
from a word whose consonants were s-sh-n, denoting
the lotus flower, Nymph&amp;lt;za Lotus, L., blue or white (see

Lagarde, Mitth. 2
15^&quot;.,

who quotes a description of the

flower from Burckhardt s Arabic Proverbs, 267 /.) ; and
as Lagarde points out, it is not improbably the lotus

flower that was present to the mind of the writer of

i K. 7 19 22 26, as this was frequently used in Egyptian
decoration and would best provide forms for the capitals
of the pillars and for the rim of the sea in Solomon s

temple. The references in Canticles and Hosea, how
ever, show that the name must have been used for

flowers quite different from the lotus. From Cant. 5 13

it is usually inferred that the lilies mentioned were not

white, but red or purple; and this view is supported by
the implied comparison with royal robes in Mt. 6 28

Lk. 1227. These and the other references suggest a

fragrant flower of bright hue which gave colour to the

fields of Palestine. According to Boissier, the only lilium

occurring in Palestine is L. album ; so that Heb. susan

has almost certainly a wider application. Tristram

(NHB 462 ft.) discusses the different possibilities. The
most plausible claimant for the name is the scarlet

anemone, Anemone coronaria, L. Wetzstein again (in

Zt. f. allffem. Erdk. [1859] 7148) speaks of a dusky
violet plant somewhat like a crocus as exceedingly

1
According to a recent emendation, lilies (n USpB

1

) and

apples are parallel in the well-known passage, Cant. 2 5. See

FRUIT, 5 [2].
2 The KPLVOV of the Greeks was probably both Lilium chal-

cedotiicum and L. bulbiferuni.
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LIMB LINEN, FINE LINEN

plentiful in the fields of Hauran most probably Gladi
olus atroviolaceus, Boiss. If, as Tristram reports, the

Arab peasantry now apply the name susan to any
brilliantly coloured flower at all resembling a lily, as to

the tulip, anemone, ranunculus, it seems reasonable to

conclude that the biblical name had an equally wide

application. See also SHOSHANNIM.

[See H. Christ, Nochmals d. Lilie d. Bibel in ZDPV
2.&quot;&amp;gt; 65-80 (1899), who remarks that there is not sufficient evidence

to decide what kind of lily is meant, and that the flower intended

inMt.tiaSLk. 12 27 is most probably the iris; see also L. Fonck,

Streifziige durch die Biblische Flora in Bibliscke Studten,
Bd. v. Hft. i. 53-76 (Freiburg i. B., 1900). Post (in Hastings,
DB A I23) remarks that the irises are plants of pasture-grounds
and swamps, seldom found in grain-fields. But the point of this

is not clear. Lilies of the field simply means wild lilies. ]

N. M. \V. T. T.-U.

LIME. Assyrians and Babylonians alike were
familiar with the use of lime (carbonate of lime) and

gypsum (sulphate of lime), whether as a plaster or a

wash, alike for preservative and for decorative purposes;
and the same remark applies to the Egyptians, by whom
this form of mural decoration was carried to a high

pitch of excellence, and from whom it was taken by the

Etruscans, the Greeks, and other ancient peoples. See

Wilkinson, Anc. Kg. 1362, cp pi. viii. ;
also EBW, s.v.

Mural Decoration
; and, for biblical references, see

PLAISTER, and cp MORTAR. According to Rev. W.
Carslaw of Beirut, mortar made with lime is used now
more often than formerly (Hastings, DB 8438 a).

The phenomena of lime-pounding and of calcination

seem to be referred to (a) in Is. 27 9 and also (b) in Am.
2 i Is. 33 12; and in the last two instances it is the

burning of bones (phosphate of lime) that is spoken of.

But all these passages may be greatly improved by
methodical emendation.

The words are (a) &quot;U gir (v/VJ, to boil, boil up? 1
cp Aram.

TJ, wave, NH &quot;* ?, foam, Arab. gayyarun t quicklime ), used

in the obscure passage (see Crit. Bib.), H3TC J35O3 ICIH 3,

rviDJC &quot;1 l^JSNTi Is. 2~&amp;gt; 9, oral- Siocrii
(#u&amp;gt;, A) Trai Ta; roi/s AiOovs

ruiv
$u&amp;gt;iiu&amp;gt;v KaTaKfKO/jLfiefov; ius Koviav AfTTTrji/ [BXAQT]. cum

posuerit onmes lapides altaris sicut lapides cineris allisos;

EV when he maketh all the stones of the altar as chalkstones

that are beaten in sunder ; Pesh. renders ~\j by kelsa i.e.,

\oAif, calx, (b) TV , s~td, in the expressions -p;;
1

?
fpU&quot;,

(care-

navtrav ei? xoviav, ad citierem (Am. i i) ,
and i U PISTJ C tara-

KCKavfieva &amp;lt;us aicai/0a (i.e. , &quot;&quot;.? ), de incendio cinis (Is. 33 12).

LINE, (i) -nt , si-red. Is. 44i 3t AV, wrongly.
See PENCIL. (2) ip. kaw, Is. 44 13 RV (AV rule, ^erpov).

Cp lifM, tikwah, Josh. :i 18 21. The wood-carver stretched a line

or cord over the block of wood to lay out the course which his

work would have to take. The builder used it too for his first

measurements (Job3-&amp;gt;5 Zech. 1 16 [Kre]). In Ps. 194(5) read

oSin, kolam, with Ols., Ges., We. SBOT, etc.

For (3) -Jin, hut, i K. 7 15; (4)
S

3n&amp;gt; hebel, Is. 33 201(5) S\IB,
pathil, Ezek. -40 3, see CORD.

(6) K.O.VMV, 2 Cor. 1(1 16 AV, AV ng. rule,&quot; RV province,
RVn K. limit. Cp CANON, i.

LINEN, FINE LINEN, and LINEN GARMENTS
occur as renderings of the following words :

1. etun, JOV, Prov. 7 i6f (defining &quot;&quot;33^,
dark-hued stuffs)

taken for a verb in and strangely rendered
u&amp;gt;-ypa&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;ia by

Theod. occurs in Tgg in the sense of rope. If MT is correct

(see below) it is probably the same as Or. 606n), fine linen cloth,
and may denote either linen yarn (as RV) or woven linen

cloth. No satisfactory etymology of the word has been found
in the Semitic languages (against Del. ad Inc.). [Frankenb.
and Che., however, think the text very doubtful. The latter

reads thus: I have stretched cords on my bedstead; I have

spread carpets on my couch.
]
2

2. bad, 13 (Ex. 2842 39 28 [not in
&amp;lt;S]

Lev. 6io[3] 10 4

23 32 i S. 2i8 22 18 2 S. 6i 4 i Ch. IT) 27; plur. Ezek. 9 2 /
ii 10 2 6 / Dan. 10 5 12 6 /.t), is rendered by &amp;lt;5 in the
Pentateuch Xiveos, but elsewhere variously.

8

1 Cp &quot;l^n, from isn, to ferment, boil, or foam up (see BDB).
3 See Crit. Bib. (fVJN piaan, a corruption of [3]T13J.

%3 Tuen;
D^X2, read

&quot;X^).

iS. 2 i8/3apLom. ; 22 18 BLom.,and A has Aivov (which else-
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The etymology of the word bad is unknown; but

there is no reason for rejecting the unanimous tradition

which declares it to mean linen.

Whilst on the one hand we learn from Ex. 31) 28 that tt U (i.e.,

byssus, see below, 3) is either the same as bad, or a particular

species of it, on the other hand it is pretty certain from Ezek.
44

i7/&quot;.
that linen would be the clothing prescribed for the priests

in the Levitical law. Still, it is just possible, as Dillmann sug
gests (on Ex. 2*421, that tad in itself meant only white stuff,

whether linen or cotton.

3. bus
, | 13 (|3wr(ro5 or {jfoffivos. EV fine linen, i Ch.

42i [afiaK, B; ai/3oi/s, A; a/3ot/s, L] 15 27 2 Ch. 2 14

[13] 3 14 5 12 Esth. 16 815 Ezek. 27i6f), is a late word
in Hebrew, as, apart from the highly doubtful mention

in Ezekiel,1 it is found only in Ch. and Esth. Bits

is almost certainly equivalent to the older term ses

(C
U

, cp i Ch. 1527 with Gen. 4142; and especially 2 Ch.

2 14 [13] 3 14 5 12 with Ex. 2842 etc.), and both denote

the substance which the Greeks called fivffffos,
as to the

exact nature of which there has been enormous contro

versy. As ses is probably an Egyptian word, being
mentioned in connection with Egypt (Gen. 41 42 and

esp. Ezek. 27 7), and as according to Ex. 3928 it is either

identical with or a species of bad (see above), the evi

dence favours the view that fivaaos was a sort ol linen,

that being a particularly Egyptian product.
The etymology of the word bus is quite unknown; a possible

connection with Syr. buslna ( the plant verbascum ), which may
be an Indo-European word (Lag. Sent. 1 52 ff. \ throws no light

upon its meaning; nor is anything gained by comparing Ar.

baz = fii&amp;gt;aao&amp;lt;;.

Philology being of no assistance, we are thrown back

upon the statements of Greek and Latin writers about

byssus; and from a careful examination of these, Braun

(De vestitu sacerdotum Hebr. I., chap. 6), Celsius

(Hierob. II., 169 ff.), and more recently Yates (Tex-
trinum antiquoruin, Lond., 1843, I., 252 ff.), have de

duced with fair certainty the conclusion that byssus
was fine linen. On the other hand, Forster (De bysso

anttquorurn (Lond., 1776) argued that byssus was cotton,

and has been followed by many modern scholars. On
the one main point, however, his argument is now entirely

overthrown. The statement of Herodotus (286) that

the embalmed bodies of the dead were swathed in cloths

of byssus (ffivd6vo^ J3vffffivr]s TeXa/iuJcri) was taken to

prove that byssus meant cotton, because it was long held

that cotton was the material of the mummy cloths. How
ever, the microscopic examination by Thomson (whose
results were first published in the Phil, Mag., Nov. 1834)
and later investigations have clearly shown that these

wrappings are linen, at least in the vast majority of

cases.2 Indeed, linen is often spoken of by ancient

writers as a characteristic product of Egypt, and their

statements are confirmed by such monuments as the

pictures of the flax-workers in the grotto of el-Kab (cp
also Budge, Mummy, 189^&quot;.).

It is true that at least two late Greek writers, Philostratus (71)
and Pollux (7761 appear to have extended the term 8v&amp;lt;r&amp;lt;ro&amp;lt;; to

cotton ; but such confusions are natural with unscientific authors,
and a far larger number of quotations can be given where a
flaxen product is plainly meant (see Yates, op. cit. 267-273).

There is reason for distinguishing /StVeroj as a finer

sort of linen from \tvov , thus Pausanias and others

speak of them as distinct; and Pliny (xix. 14, of the

byssus of Elis, quaternis denariis scripula eius per-
mutata quondam ut attri reperio) and many others refer

to byssus as among the most costly of materials. We
may therefore be satisfied with the EV rendering of

where represents &quot;; &quot;.? fflaxl, see belowl; 2 S fii4, ^faAAo?; i Ch.

1&quot;&amp;gt;27, /Suo-criVr;. The plural is rendered in Ezek. 9, rroSiioiK; in

Ezek. 1(1 (TToAri and crToAri oyio; in Dan. 8v&amp;lt;r&amp;lt;j-ci&amp;gt;a (Aq f -itpcTa,

Symrn. Ai, Th. |3aW[&amp;gt;]n&amp;lt;X
The usual rendering of Tg. and

Pesh. is -13, byssus.
1 See Cornill. ad loc. The word is absent in . unless Wapo-f i?

represents it; it may have been dragged into MT on account
of its association with 1^71-

2 Of the remains of ancient Egyptian linen and the repre
sentations of linen manufacture on the monuments, an interesting
account is given by Wilkinson (Anc. Eg. chap. 1 ; cp Schegg,
Bibl. Arch. 1 162ff.).
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LINEN, FINE LINEN
1 fine linen. The mention of the families of the house

of those that wrought fine linen
(fan)

in i Ch. 421 (if

correct) reminds us of other references to the growth
and spinning of flax in Palestine (Josh. 26 Prov. 31 13

Hos. 2s 9 [7 n]). See also FLAX.

4. mikwck, Hipp, in i K. 1028 and NlpD twice in 2 Ch. 1 16

( linen yarn AV), is considered under CHARIOT and MIZKAIM.

5. sddln,
[

-ID, fine linen (Prov. 8X24 AV, 15.823

EV), linen garments (Judg. 14 12 RV
;

J AV sheets,

mg. shirts
),
an article of domestic manufacture (1 r.

I.e.
),
which was considered a luxury (Is. I.e.

).
Accord

ing to Jer. Kil. 24 13 there were three varieties (a sleeping-

cloth, a garden-dress, and a sampler), and in Altndch.

37 b it is spoken of as a summer garment as opposed to

the N^anD for winter use. In Yomd 64 it is used of a

curtain, and in Kil. 19 32^ of a shroud. From these

passages it may be concluded that sddln denotes either

in general a piece of linen cloth, such as a sheet, or

more specifically a linen shirt worn next the skin (cp
Moore, Judg. ,

ad loc.
).

The identification of sddln with Syr. seddona and Gr. crivStav

(by which it is rendered in save in Is. 3 23, where the rendering
is loose) has been doubted (cp Frankel, 48) ; it may, however, be
connected with the Ass. sudinnu (Am. Tab. satinnu), garment
(cp Del. Ass. Hll- B; Wi. Am. Thontaf. Glossar ).

6. pistlm, C BB S, is rendered linen in Lev. 13 47f. 52 59

Dt. 22 ii Ezek. 44 ijf. Jer. 13 i ; see FLAX.

7. ses, p? (Gen. 4142 Ex. 254 26131 36 2/9 [5 B
om.]

1618 28s/ 81539 356232535 8683537 889161823 392/.
58 27-29 Prov. 3122 Ezek. 16 10 27 7; once ^vy [Kt.,

1 follows], Ezek. 1 6 ist) ,
rendered J3ucr(ros or /Swrcrtpos in

,

is, as we have seen above (3), the older equivalent of but.

Ses is not improbably of Egyptian origin, being identical

with Coptic s/tens=byssus, and so apparently connected

with Coptic shent, to weave. Like the fivffcrivoi TreTrXot

of Greek writers, robes of fes formed an honourable

dress (Gen. 4142). It was a chief constituent in the

more ornamental of the tabernacle hangings and of the

priestly robes, along with dyed stuffs 2
blue, purple,

and scarlet. The fine twined linen (WD ww) of Ex.

26-28 36-39 was probably woven of threads spun from
a still finer flax than that which produced the ordinary
ses; we may compare what Pliny (19 1, 2) says of the

specially fine Cuman flax : nee id maxime mirum,
singula earum stamina eenteno quinquagenojilo constare,

adding that in the still more wonderful case of the famous
linen cuirass of Amasis each thread was made up of 365
minute threads. We know from existing remains to

what perfection the arts of spinning and weaving were
carried in ancient Egypt.

8. hordi, Tin (Is. 19 9,! /3u&amp;lt;r&amp;lt;ros,
AV NET-WORKS, mg.

WHITE WORKS, RV WHITE CLOTH, mg. cotton), which is a

peculiar form 3 from -yirii Esth. 16 815, and is most naturally
referred to the byssus or fine linen for which Egypt was famous.

We need not emend the word to ITin or Tin (Koppe, etc.).

9. /3u&amp;lt;rcro5,
Lk. 16 19 Rev. 18 12!, cp /Suerffivos, Rev. 18 12 16

19gi4t. See (3). 10. \ivov, used for flax in Mt. 12 20, and,
according to some MSS, for linen clothing in Rev. 156 where,
however, WH followed by RV read \i6ov. For the linen frock
in Ecclus. 404 ( cofioAiVoi/) see FROCK. n. oBovia, linen

clothes (Lk. 24 12 Jn. 1940 205^1), plur. dimin. of 60oi/i)

(rendered sheet, Acts 10 n 11 st), on which see (i). So far as
we can gather from classical references g-n refer to the finer

sort of linen cloth, as opposed to the coarser fjuao-uv or canvas
(see Yates, op. cit. 265).

J2. aiv&&amp;lt;av (Mt. 27 59 Mk. 14 si/ 15 46 Lk. 23 53t ; RV linen

1
So, too, RV in Prov. 31 24.

2
According to Jewish tradition (Mishna, Kil. 9 i) the gar

ments of the priests were woollen being an exception to

the law against sa atnez, HBJ7BJ, Lev. 19 19 ( garment of linen

and woollen, AV), Dt. 22 n (. . . woollen and linen together,&quot;

AV). Dillmann (on Ex. 2f&amp;gt; 4), however, thinks they may have

1 Cp 3i3 in Am. 7 i Nah. 3 17 (Stade, Gr., 301 a).

_
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cloth consistently) ; cp Egypt. sAent(see 7) is synonymous with
oSoviov ; cp Mt. 27 59 Mk. 1646 Lk. 24 12 Jn. 20s/:, and, in

,

Judg. 14 13, oUovia. LBL], &amp;lt;riv&6vas [A]. JM. M.

LINTEL. On the sacredness of the lintel see
THRESHOLD. The only true Hebrew word for lintel

is
]ipB D, maskoph (cp Ass. askuppu], Ex. I2j22/.
For W. dyil (i K. 631) RV ng. gives posts ; and for

linsr, kaphtor (Am. 9 1), AVmg. and RV give chapiters).

See CHAPITER (4).

LINUS (AlNOC [Ti. WH]) unites with Eubulus and
others in a greeting to Timothy (2 Tim. 421). Accord

ing to Ireneeus (Adv. haer. , iii. 3 3 )
Linus received the

bishopric of Rome, not from Peter as first bishop, but
from the apostles (cp Eus. HE 82 ; and the lists of the

seventy disciples compiled by Pseudo-Dorotheus and
Pseuclo-H ippolytus ).

In the Syriac Teaching of Simon Cephas, where he is called
Ansus or Isus (the / of his name having been taken as the sign
of the accusative, which might be omitted), he is a disciple of

Peter, a deacon, whom the apostle makes bishop in his stead,
with the injunction that nothing else besides the NT and the OT
be read before the people ; he is also represented as taking up
the bodies of Peter and Paul by night and burying them. One
of the three recensions of the Acts of Peter and Paul is tra

ditionally attributed to Linus. He is commemorated in the
Roman Church on 23rd Sept. According to the Roman Breviary
he was an Etrurian, native of Volaterra:, and was bishop of
Rome in succession to Peter for eleven years, two months,
twenty-three days, and is buried in the Vatican. Schultze

(Arch. Stud. 228), however, has shown that there was no
Christian burying-place in the Vatican before the reign of
Constantine. Harnack dates the episcopate of Linus A.U. 64-76.
See his Chronologic der alt-christl. Lit., and cp Lightfoot, St.

Clement nfRome, Zahn, Rinleit. 2 23.

LION. Few animals are mentioned more frequently
in the OT than the lion (Felis led], and familiar

acquaintance with its habits is shown by
the many similes employed. There are

five Hebrew words for lion, which, it so happens, are

collected together in a single passage (Job 4 io/~. ).

1. drl, aryeh, &quot;IN,
H TN, the common word for a full-grown

lion. The cognate word in Eth. is applied to any wild beast,
and in Arab, arwa denotes mountain-goats.

2. Idbl, N 37 (\/ to eat, cp Ar. labiya, but see Hommel,

Sciugeth. 288_/C), used especially of the lioness, Gen. 49 9 Nu.

23 24 Joel 1 6 (|| &quot;IK, iTIK), and lebiyyd, KJ3^,
Ezek. 19 2, and

cp also the place-name BETH-LEBAOTH (nlNaS [rt 2]). [In Ps.

22 ija [i6a] 2il&amp;gt;
[2oi&amp;gt;]

the Idbl or greedy lion takes the place
of the dog in Che. s text ; cp DOG, 3, begin.]

3. kcphlr, TB3 ( covered i.e., with hair?), a young and

strong lion ; cp Ezek. 19 ?f. 5 Ps. 17 12 (|| mx), Ezek. 38 13 etc.

The place-name m B3 may have the same meaning ;
see

CHEPHIRAH.

4. Idyis, E&amp;gt; S(.\/ to be strong ), Job4n Is. 306 ( || K aV),

Prov. 3030 ; cp perhaps the place-name LAISH.

5. sdhal, hr\W (\/ to cry out ), Job4io 10 16 ( II IK) 28 8

Hos. 5 14 and Ps. 91 13 ( II TSJ). Identified by Boch. with the

black Syrian lion (cp Pliny 8 17). On Ps. 91 13 see SERPENT.

AV in Job 28 8 renders
j
nt? J3, lion s whelps, RV, how

ever, the proud beasts (cp Talm. frjE , pride ) ; cp RV s

rendering of 4134 [26]; Vg. filii superbia&amp;gt; ; Ges.-Buhl, noble

beasts of prey e.g., the lion. Stikas, however, seems to be

insufficiently attested. In Job 28 the context shows that some
definite animal is meant. See OSSIFRAGE. In Job 41 34 pity
should probably be fnt? (&amp;lt;S

v. 25 [26] riav ei/ TOIS ii&a.&amp;lt;riv,
so

Pesh., Michaelis, etc.).

A study of the parallelism in the different passages
will show that the above words for lion were more or

less interchangeable. The Rabbinical writers did not

see this
; they sought to assign each name to a particular

part of the lion s life. For instance, most unreasonably,

w-h (no. 4) was said to mean an old, decrepit lion. In

reality wh means the precise opposite a lion which

turneth not away for any (Prov. 8030) i.e., one in its

full strength.
It is plain enough that lions were a source of danger

in ancient Palestine. The reedy swamps of the Jordan
_ (Jer. 49 19 50 44 Zech. 11 3, cp Rel. Pa!.

2. Haunts.
274 ^ the recesses of Mts . Hermon and

Senir (Cant. 48), and the desert S. of Judah (Is. 306),
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3. Habits.

were their favourite haunts. They are no longer found
in Palestine, though they are mentioned as late as the

twelfth century (Keland), but are still met with in the

jungles of the Euphrates and the Tigris. They have

probably disappeared from Arabia, 1 but abound, accord

ing to Layard,
2 in Khuzistan. In a few parts of India

they are not unknown
;

3 but everywhere, even in Africa,

they show a tendency to disappear before the encroach
ments of man. In historical times the lion ranged over

Syria, Arabia, Asia Minor, and the country S. of the

Balkans, besides the whole of Africa and the greater

part of northern and central Hindustan.

In its habits the lion is monogamous. The number
of young produced at a birth varies from two to four,

but is commonly three ; the male helps to

rear the whelps by providing food for them,
and he also takes part in teaching them to provide for

themselves (cp Ezek. 192^T Nah. 2i2 [13]). Lions do
not entirely depend on the food they kill, but will eat

dead bodies even in an advanced state of decomposition.
As a rule they are nocturnal in their habits, though
occasionally seen by daylight, and their habit of lurking
in secret places is often referred to by the OT writers

(
Ps. lOg 17 12 Job 8839 /. Lam. 3 10 Jer. 4? and Dt.

33 22). The lion was the shepherd s terror (cp Mic.

5 8 [7]) ; nrore than once, as David told Saul, he had
to rescue a lamb from a lion s jaws

4
(i S. 17 34 RV ; cp

Am. 812). Ordinary shepherds had to band themselves

together to drive off the enemy (Is. 31 4, and see Am.

812). Not unfrequently men were attacked (i K.

1324 /: 20 36).

It seems as if the diminished population of Samaria after the

captivity were much plagued by lions (2 K. 17 24^). This is

represented as a judgment ; a similar story is told of Decius (see
Rel. J al. 96y.). Generally man-eaters are the old lions who,
with diminished activity and broken teeth, find it difficult to

capture big game. On 15enaiah s exploit (2 S. 23 20) see

SNOW.

The lion s roar is a favourite figure applied to enemies

(Ps. 22i3[i4] Prov. 28 15 Zeph. 83), to false prophets
_ ,. . (Ezek. 2225), to the wrath of an earthly*

.,

Cal
monarch (Prov. 19 12 20 2

),
to the wrath of

God(Jer. 25 30 Joel 3 [4] 16), and to the fury
of the devil (i Pet. 58). Other references are made to

his open mouth ready to rend the helpless (Ps. 222i [22]
2 Tim. 417), to his chasing his victims (Ps. ?2[s] Job
10 16), and to his powerful teeth, symbols of strength

(Joel 16 Ecclus. 21 2 Rev. 98). In Gen. 49g the tribe of

Judah is compared to a lion ; hence the Messianic title

in Rev. 5$. The same title is given to Dan in Dt.

8822, and to all Israel in Nu. 2824 24g ; also to Saul
and Jonathan in 2 S. 123, and to Judas the Maccabee in

i Mace. 84 2 Mace. 11 n. David s Gadite guard are

called lion-faced (i Ch. 128) ;
see also ARIEL.

To hunt lions was the sport of kings.
5

Amenhotep
III. boasts of having slain 102 lions during the first ten

_ .. years of his reign ; two soss of lions (i.e. ,

6. Lion- , , . .

hunting.
120) I slew, says Tiglath-pileser. Asur-

bani-pal claims to have attacked a lion single-
handed, and this exploit was not uncommon among his

predecessors. Under the later kings lions were sought
out in jungles, caught in snares, and preserved for the

royal sport. Bow and arrows, or a sword, daggers,
and spears were the weapons of the hunters. 6 In Pales

tine, as we gather from Ezek. 1948, a pit would be dug,
or a net prepared, by which the lion might be caught
and then confined in a cage (uio, v. gf, AV ward,

1 Doughty, Ar. Des. 1459.
2 Nineveh and its Remains, 2 48.
3 Rousselet, L lmie lies Rajah, 202, 464,468.
* In the ideal future, however, the lion would lie down with

the calf; cp Is. lie/: 6625.
5 For the lion as represented upon Egyptian and Assyrian

monuments, see Perrot and Chipiez, Art in Ancient Es:ypt,
2 281 323 ; Art in Chald. and Ass. 2 154^. ; Houghton, TSBA
6 325.

8 Houghton, I.e.
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The great brazen laver of Solomon s temple was
adorned with lions (i K. 729), as well as with oxen and

,, cherubim. All these figures were of
6. In mvtho- ,,

.
J

. Babylonian and Phoenician origin, and
*&quot;

represented the strength of the victorious

and terrible God of heaven. In Babylonian mythology
the lion is the symbol of summer-heat. N EKGAL

\tj.
v.

],

the god of summer-heat, is represented as a lion-god.
It is not, however, a probable view that the opening
exploit in the career of Samson (Judg. 14s) is to be

directly explained by this symbolism (Steinthal). More
probably, like Gilgames

1 and the Phoenician god Mel-

kart,
2 the hero Samson was represented as freeing his

land from dangerous animals, which in turn may have
been suggested by the conflict of the solar god Marduk
with the dragon Tiamat. In Egypt the lion-headed

goddess (Sekhet) was the patron of Bubastis, Leonto-

polis, and other cities ;
and at Baalbek, according to

Damascius
(

I it. Isid. 203), the protecting deity was

worshipped under the form of a lion.

More famous, however, is the great Arabian lion-god Ya-
ghuth, i.e., protector (cp Kor. Stir. 71 23). Such names as
Abd- and Obaid-Yaghuth among the Koreish suggest that he
was worshipped by Mohammed s own tribe. Yaghiith 3 is of
Yemenite origin, and the name has been identified by Robertson
Smith (Rel. Seiti.W 43 ; cp Wellhausen, Heid.(-} 22) with the

Edomite JEUSH (q.t&amp;gt;.).
Labwan (cp N a ?) and Laith (cp ty S)

occur as tribal names, and asad, the common word for a lion in

Arabic, is frequently found not only in Arabia but also in the
Sinaitic inscriptions. For evidence of an apparent connection
between a lion-god and lion-clans, cp Kin. 192-194 ;

Rel. Sem.ft)

43; We. Heid.V) i^ff. A. E. S. S. A. C. T. K. C.

LITTER. That litters were in use in Palestine before

the Greek period is clear, not only from the pathetic
allusion in Dt. 2856, but also from Gen. 8134 (E), where
Rachel is said to have hidden her teraphim in the

camel s furniture, which should probably rather be
camel s litter.

In the phrase DaH 13 ((8 TO. tray/mara TTJ? (co/m/Aou) T3

is so called from the round shape of the litter. In Is. 6620

renders flTO lD by trictajia, thinking of 13 (see, however,

DROMEDARY). The camel-litters are, in fact, shaded by an
awning stretched on the wooden framework.

Usually, one may suppose, the litters were not borne by
men, but were of a size to swing on the back of a mule.

The Damascus litter, says Doughty (Ar. Des. l6i),
is commonly a cradle-like frame with its tilt for one

person, two such being laid in balance upon a mule s

back
;
others are pairs housed in together like a bed

stead under one gay canvass awning. The Arabian

litters, which were charged as a houdah on a camel s

back, seemed to this traveller (2 484) more comfortable.

Burckhardt describes these as sometimes five feet lopg

(see Knobel-Dillm. , on Gen. 8134). A representation
of an old Egyptian litter is given by Wilkinson (Anc.

Eg. 1421, no. 199) ;
on the Greek

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;opfiov
and the

Roman lectica. Smith s Diet. Class. Ant. (s.v. Lectica
)

may be consulted.

The word
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;opeiov

has been supposed by many to

occur in a Hebraised form in Cant. 87. If true, this

has an obvious bearing on the important question
whether there are any books in the OT belonging to

the Greek period, and directly influenced by the Greek

language and even Greek ideas. No word for litter

occurs in Ecclesiastes, but in Cant. 87 RV rightly renders

nap (mittah ; see BED, 2) litter, Behold it is the

litter of Solomon (K\IVTJ, lectulus). The bridegroom

(honoured by theextravagant title Solomon )is supposed
to be borne in the centre of a procession, sitting in a
litter or palanquin (cp 2 S. 831, where the same word
means bier K\lvri, feretrvm}. According to the

generally received view, this litter or palanquin is

1 See Smith -Sayce, Chaldcean Genesis, illustration opp.
p. 175.

- See Peters, Ni/&amp;gt;f&amp;gt;ur,
2 303 (with illustration).

3 The proper name ttyouflos has been found on an inscription
from Memphis (\Ve.).
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LITTLE ONES
called in v. 9 by another term 1

(pnsx; &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;op[f]iov),

which Robertson Smith inclined to explain from Sanskrit

(see PALANQUIN), but most scholars (so e.g., Bu. and

Siegfr. ,
but not Del.

) regard as a Greek loan-word =

&amp;lt;popflov. (In the Midrash on Cant. jrnBN
is explained by

KCi -iB = (pop-rt/J.a).
The Greek derivation is supported by

a partial parallelism between the account of Solomon s

litter in Cant. 3 10 and that of the
&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;opela

in a festal

procession of Antiochus Epiphanes (
Athen. 5 5 ; cp CAN

TICLES, 15). To this view three objections may be

raised, (i) The Qopfiov was borrowed by the Greeks

from Asia. (2) If a Greek (or Sanskrit) loan-word were

used at all, it would be in v. 7, not in v. 9. The
native word mittah would be appropriately used to

explain the foreign word
;
but after the litter has been

brought before us as a mittah, we do not expect to be

told that king Solomon made himself a
&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;opf

iov.

The surrounding context is full of difficulties which suggest
corruption of the text. We cannot, therefore, consider appiryon

apart from the rest of the passage. We may suppose that JVTSK
is a dittogram of

pja^,
and as the result of a series of critical

emendations (notably that of nuK^On for
&quot;fan,

D -IO^N for
JD31N

[see PURPLE], and Q jan for na.TN [see EBONY]), the description
of the bridegroom s litter in Cant. 36-n assumes this form (see
Che. JQR 11 562^: [1899]),-

What is it that comes up from the wilderness
Like pillars of smoke ;

Perfumed with myrrh and frankincense,
With all spices of the merchant?

See, it is Solomon s litter,

Surrounded by warriors ;

They are all wearers of swords,
Expert in war.

Every one has his sword on his thigh
For fear of lions.

Solomon made himself this artful work
Of timber of Lebanon ;

Its pillars he made of silver,
Its back of gold,

Its seat almug-wood in the centre,
Inlaid with ebony.

Come forth, ye maidens of Zion,
And behold the king,

In the crown with which his mother crowned him
On the day of his marriage,

And in the day of the joy of his heart,

Thus, besides 7DJ.T ~\3, (a) nap, mittah, but not appiryon

(which is really non-existent, except in MH), means litter. So
also (b) does 3X, sdb, in Is. 66 20, unless cars (for mules) be

preferred as a rendering. See WAGON, (c) &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;opeiov (see above)
occurs in 2 Mace. 827 (Heliodorus ; sella gestatoria), and 9s
(Antiochus ; gestatorium) ; RV litter, AV horselitter. (tf)

tt$pof [A], or Sfypo s [V], 2 Mace. 142i ; RV and a litter was
brought forward from each army (TrporjAfoi nap cicctorou

6i
&amp;lt;paf). Hence the denom. Si^pevw, properly to drive a

chariot ; Bar. 631 [30] oi iepeis Si&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;pevov&amp;lt;ri ([B] ;
but oi i. 810-

&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;9f[pov&amp;lt;n.v [A], Ka.Ql$av&amp;lt;nv ol i. [Q]). RVmjr- by a doubtful
extension of the sense, the priests bear the litter (RV sit on
seats

; AV sit in their temples ). The Greek text seems to be
corrupt. T. K. C.

LITTLE ONES (Jer. 14 3). See NOBLES.

LITTLE OWL (D13). Lev. 11 17. See OWL.

LITURGY. See PSALMS, HYMNS, SACRIFICE.

LIVER
(&quot;153- heavy, with reference to the weight

of the liver
; HTT&.P)- It is important to begin by

noticing the sacredness of the liver. Repeatedly in P
the yothtreth of (or, upon) the liver is directed to be

burned upon the sacrificial altar.

The Heb. phrases are 113? nin ,2 Ex. 29 22 Lev. 8 16 25 9 19 ;

laiV^Jf n ri, Lev. 3 4 I0 is

T
4 974; and 15|.TJp Vl

rt, Lev. 9 10.

BAPL also reads one of these phrases in Lev. 730. According to
Driver-White (SBOT on Lev.3 $,yithireth denotes probably the

fatty mass at the opening of the liver which reaches the kidneys and

\ Cp Mishna, Sofa 94 (493), for the late use of jnSN f r the
bridal palanquin.

2 Pesh. hestlr kabda, lit. the court (?) of the liver, cp Levy,
Targ. HWR, s.v tCVfn. The same term in MH, e.g., Yoma 8 6,

where it is prohibited on the day of Atonement to give to a man
who has been bitten by a mad dog the animal s 133 ~\xn. This
homoeopathic mode of treatment was evidently customary.
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LIZARD
becomes visible upon the removal of the lesser omentum. This
latter is only a thin transparent sheet and cannot well be reckoned
among the fat parts of the animal. At all events the old niler-

pretation lobe of the liver (, Jos. Ant. iii. 92, etc.) has
nothing in its favour.

In Tob. 64-16 82, there is a reference to the use of

the liver of a fish in exorcisms
; its employment in

divination has been already referred to in connection
with Ezek. 21 21 [26]. See DIVINATION, 2 (s),

1 and

cp Oefele, ZATIV2Q [1900], 311^
But why was this part of the viscera so especially

sacred ? Because the liver contested with the heart the

honour of being the central organ of life. Wounds in

the liver were therefore thought to be mortal 2
; e.g. ,

Prov. 723, a dart through his liver, and Lam. 2n,
my liver

(|| my bowels, but
&amp;lt;&&amp;gt;

and Pesh. Hia) is

poured out upon the earth, are each of them a peri

phrasis for death. Being therefore so sacred, the liver

was not to be eaten, but to be returned to the giver of

life (see REINS).
We can now understand the Assyrian usage by which

kabittu
(
= 133) became equivalent to libbu, heart,

3

and are not surprised to find a group of passages in OT,
in which 133 has to be restored for the faulty 123 (1133)

of MT. In Ps. 76 [5] the keen-witted Oratorian Houbi-

gant long ago read and pour out my liver on the dust

(TISB&amp;gt; isyS H??! ; cp Lam. 2n), and in Ps. 169 [8],

Therefore my heart is glad, my mind exults
( 123 ^ ]).

remarking that in the Scriptures the liver is the seat of

joy and sorrow
;
and in Gen. 496 he follows (TO,

iJTrard fjiov) in reading H33 my liver for -133 my
glory. In Ps. 30 13 [12] 57g [8] 1082 [i] similar cor

rections are necessary; perhaps also in Is. 16 n (n33
for 3ip ; cp Lam. 2n).

4 T. K. C. s. A. C.

LIVING CREATURES. See CHERUB i., i.

LIZARD. Tristram has described forty-four species
and twenty-eight genera of the group Lacertilia found

at the present day in Palestine. They live in great
numbers in the sandy desert and generally in the

wilderness, and are among the commonest animals the

traveller meets with. Amongst those most frequently
found he mentions the Lacerta viridis and L. latvis

and the wall lizards belonging to the genus Zootoca.

Another not unimportant species, called the Monitor

niloticus, was held in high esteem by the ancient

Egyptians as destroying the eggs and the young of the

crocodile. Although the lizard is mentioned only once

in AV, there can be but little doubt that this is the

animal referred to in the following Heb. words :

1. as, sdb (Lev. 11 29,^ AV TORTOISE, RV GREAT LIZARD).

Its Ar. equivalent dabb denotes a non-poisonous lizard which is

eaten by some Arabian Bedouins. 6 It is identified with the

Uromastix spinipes a lizard with a powerful tail covered with

strong spines. It is mentioned among the unclean creeping

things (Lev. I.e.), and since it is followed by VU D? ( after its

kind ) is probably a generic term, in which case the following
names in v. 30 are, as RV&quot;&amp;gt;e- suggests, those of different kinds

of lizards.

2. .1J33N, anakak (Lev. 11 30, RV GECKO), AV FERRET [g.v.].

1 Cn Frazer, Paus.l 5 ;
Wellh. Heid.V} 133/1 WRS Rel.

Sem.w 379, n. 4.
2 Cp /Esch. Agam. 432, eiyy/ai-ei rrpbs ifa-ap, of a heart-wound.
3 For the parallelism of these words see Del. Ass. H\VB 317.

Del. renders kabittu only Gemiith. But Jensen (Kosmol. n
n.) gives (i) liver (2) inward part = centre; and Muss-Arnolt

(i) liver, (2) disposition.
4 One may hope that, as Schleusner suggests (Lex., s.v.)

the i^n-ap of (S in i S. 19 13 i6a is a corruption of a Greek trans

literation of &quot;P33. Theod. has x0eP &amp;gt;

liut ^ c
l- T vaa&amp;gt; &quot;^l&quot;

? ,

cp 2 K. 8 15 (Klo.). See BED, 3, 4 (&amp;lt;/)

8 HitzigonNah.27reads35fn, the lizard (i.e., Nineveh) for

35H
; against this cp Hi.-Steinei(4), ad loc.

6 According to Doughty (Ar. Des.ljo) the th6t&amp;gt; [i.e., dabb\

is an edible sprawling lizard, fullest length a yard with tail,

and is considered a delicacy. The colour is blackish and green-

specked above the pale yellowish and dull belly, and its skin is

used for the nomad s milk-bottles.
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3. nS), koah (ib., RV LAND-CROCODILE), AV CHAMELEON

[?.- .].&quot;

4. i1KB7, letaah (ib., EV LIZARD; ico\a/3iT7)S ; stellio), in

the Talmud is the general term for a lizard ; cp Lewysohn,
Zool. 221.

5. HOn, homet (ib., AV SNAIL ; cravpo, lacerta ; cp Sam.

Rashi, Kim.), RV SAND-LIZARU, so Boch., who identifies it with

the Ar. liulasa. Probably a sand-lizard of which theie are many
species to be found in the Sinaitic peninsula, and which, from

the fact that its feet are almost invisible, is often called by the

Aiabs the Sand-fish.

6. nasbn, tinsemeth (ib., from
D&amp;gt;?J,

to breathe, blow, AV
MOLE ; [a]&amp;lt;7&amp;gt;raAaf ; talfia), explained as the mole (which ill

accords with the description in v. 29, see Di.), or as the centi

pede (cp Pesh.). It is very commonly taken to be the CHAME
LEON (g.T .) ;

but the genuineness of the word is open to question ;

see MOLE 2, OWL.

j.
n CCb ,1 scmamith, reckoned among the little things

which are clever (Prov. 3028, AV SPIDER; icaAa/SuTrjs ;

stellio; s-a [Pesh.]),2 is rather the lizard (so RV), the

reference being to the fact that a harmless lizard may be held

in the hands with impunity. n COt? s he rendering of the

Targ. Jer., for nxa 1

? (above), and that of the Sam. for .13N-

The mod. Gr. cra/j.id,uti&amp;lt;0os
is probably derived from it (cp Del.

Prov., ad lac.).

The lizard, though eaten sometimes by Arabian

tribes, was forbidden among the Jews ;
and a curious

old tradition relates that Mohammed forbade it as food,

because he thought the lizard was the offspring of an

Israelite clan which had been transformed into reptiles

(RS88 ; Doughty, Ar. Des. 1 326). This has a sugges
tion of totemism, and that the lizard was a sacred animal

seems to be borne out by the occurrence of the Ar. dabb

(as) as the eponym of a widespread tribe (Kin. 198),

and also by the recollection of the important part the

flesh, bones, and skin of the lizard have played in

magical and medicinal preparations.
3

A. E. S. s. A. C.

LOAF (133, Ex.2923 etc.; Dr6, iK. 14 3 etc.;

Aproc, Mk.
T

8i 4 ).
See BREAD.

LO-AMMI (&quot;r vh], Hos. 1 9 . See LO-RUHAMAH.

LOAN (rPXC ),
i S. 220. The sense is unique ;

see

1 28. Cp SAUL, i.

LOCK (^W3D), RV Cant. 5s etc. See DOOR.

, LOCKS. Five Hebrew words correspond to lock

(once) or locks (of hair) in AV
;
but one of these

(sammdh, nsx) is more correctly rendered veil in RV ;

see VEIL.

1. JHS, pera, the full hair of the head = Ass. pirtu, Nu. 65

Ezek. 44 20. On a supposed case of the fern. plur. in Judg. 5 2,

see HAIR, 3 (with note 3), and cp Wellh. Ar. Heid.t?) 123.

2. ns i , sisith, a forelock, Ezek. 83!. Aq. Theod. Kpdcr-

ireSov ( fringe, cp FRINGES, n. 2). The mention of the forelock

in connection with ecstatic experiences is unique. Cp HAIR, 2.

3. Dlinp, kewussoth (common in MH and Syr.), Cant. 62 nf.

Cp CANTICLES, 15 (e\ and on the form see Ko. 2 i, p. 199.

4. nisSnS, tnahlefihoth, properly plaits, in connection with

the long hair of Samson, Judg. 16 13 19. Cp HAIK, 2.

LOCUST. The biblical references to the locust are

of much interest, though the Hebrew text may perhaps
sometimes invite criticism. The species
that is intended is usually supposed
{o ^ (he Schistocerca peregrina, formerly

known as Acridium peregrinum. This species, like

all the locusts of ordinary language, belongs to the

Orthopfera and to the family Acridiidce, not to the

Locustidce, a name which has produced much con

fusion. The species at the present day extends from

North-West India to the west coast of Northern Africa ;

it is the only Old-World species of the genus, all other

forms being American.

1 With \y cp Del. ad loc., and see Lag. Sym. 1 156.

2 The Pesh. reading is another form of ng:K ; see FERRET.

Cp the Witches scene in Macbeth, Act iv. Sc. i.
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To illustrate the great distances that can be traversed by

these insects it may be mentioned that in 1865 a vessel bound
from Bordeaux to Boston was invaded by S.peregrina when
1200 miles from the nearest land, after which for two days the

air was full of locusts which settled all over the ship. In 1889
there passed over the Red Sea a swarm which was estimated to

extend over 2000 square miles, and, each locust being assumed
to weigh , oz

-&amp;gt;

he weight of the swarm was calculated to be

42,850 millions of tons ;
a second and even larger swarm passed

on the following day. That these numbers are no exaggeration
is shown by the Government Reports on the destruction of

locusts in Cyprus. In 1881 over 1300 tons of locust eggs had
been destroyed, but in spite of this it was calculated that over

5000 egg cases, each containing many eggs, were deposited in

the island in 1883.

The eggs are laid in the ground by means of the

powerful ovipositor of the female, the deposition usually

Ixiing in remote and uncultivated lands. On leaving
the egg the young immediately cast their skin, an

operation repeated about the 6th, 13111, 2ist, 3151

and 5oth day. Although the wings attain their perfect

development and the locust becomes capable of flight

and of forming swarms only at the 6th and last moult,

much harm may be done by the young, which hop
a over

the land in great armies devouring every blade of grass

and every leaf of plants and shrubs (cp Joel 147). The
most striking effects, however, are caused by the swarms

of migratory locusts (see above) ; these, coming out of

a clear sky, darken the sun (Ex. Ids) and in a short

tjme devour every green thing, the coming together of

their mouth appendages even producing a perceptible
noise as they eat their way through the country (cp Joel

2s). They are therefore an apt figure for swarming
hordes (Judg. 65 7 12 Jer. 4623 Judith 220, and cp Jerome
on Joel 1 6 : quid enim locustis innumerabilius et

fortius ; quibus humana industria resistere non potest).

Their habit of banding together led a proverb-writer to

class them among the little things of this earth which

are wise ( Pr. 30 27 ).
The likeness they bear to horses

was also noticed (Joel 24 Rev. 9?, and cp the Italian

name cavaletta), also the suddenness of their disappear
ance. When the hot sun beats powerfully upon them,

they literally flee away, and the place is not known
where they are 2

(Nah. 817). Fortunately the visits of

the swarms are, as a rule, not annual, but recur only
after a lapse of some years, though the period is

uncertain
;

the cause of the immense destruction of

locust life which this indicates, and still more the cause

of the sudden recrudescence of activity, are at present

unknown.
Locusts are frequently mentioned by the ancients as an article

of food. They are much eaten in the East, and, when the legs

and wings are removed and the body fried in butter or oil, are

said to be not unpalatable. On Mt. 84 see at end of article.

There are nine words in the OT taken to mean the

locust, and although, according to the Talmud, there

-, were some 800 3
species in Palestine (cp

2. Names.
Lewysohn Zool. d. Talm. 286 ff.), we

cannot, with any degree of certainty, apportion a distinct

species to each Hebrew word.

1. na-IN, arbeh (prop. multiplier ; aicpis, /BpoCxos [Lev. 11 22

i K.837J, aTT&amp;lt;-Ae/3os [Nah. 817]), is the usual word for locust,

and appears to be the generic term. It is the locust of the

Egyptian plague (Ex. 10 1-19, see EXODUS ii., 3 ; ii., col. 1442).

In Judg. 5 7 12 Jer. 4623 Job 39 20 AV renders GRASSHOI-^ER.
[In Ps. 109 23, I am tossed up and down as the locust (EV) is

hardly correct; Kau. HS gives I am shaken out. rnj, H &amp;gt;s

corrupt ; read rn JK3&amp;gt;
I am gathered (for removal) like locusts,

cp Is. 33 4. So Che. Ps.V) ; cp 3.]

2.
cy&quot;?D,

soFam (ajToiojs [BAFL]), in EV the BALD-LOCUST

(Lev. 1122), cp Aram. ci So. to consume, which in the Targ.

represents 5^3. Perhaps a Tryxalis with its long smooth head

and projecting antennae is meant.

3. &quot;jinn, hargSl (Lev. 11 22) ; see BEETLE.

4. aan, Itagab. (\/ to hide, or conceal ? aitpis, but in Lev. 11 22

1 Cp Job 39 20 RV : Hast thou made him to leap as the

locust? ; and Is. 334. [In Ecclus. 43 17 [19] the fall of snow is

likened to the flying down of birds and to the lighting of the

locust ws aicpis (caraAiiovcra (marg. irrTl) mil ]t:V H21K3-]
2 Thomson, LB 419.
S Eight of these at most could be locusts.
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o^io/nax 1??) usually rendered GRASSHOPPER (cp Lev. I.e., Nu.
1833 Is. 40z2 Kccles. 12s) but in 2 Ch. 7 13, locust. It is

referred to in Nu. 1^33 (see n. i), Is. 4022 [also in Is. 516, 1 see
Che. Is. .S7&amp;gt; &amp;lt;&amp;gt;7 (Heb.); and in Ps. 37 20 90 9,^ see Che. Ps.W] as

an emblem of feebleness and insignificance. In Talm. DJH is

the generic term for locusts (cp Lewysohn, I.e.). Cp the proper
names HAGAU, HAGABAH.

5- C
J3, gfizam ; see PALMER-WORM.

6 -

P./ . yclek ( licker ; /3pouxs , axpis in Jer. 51 14 27), usually
CANKHRVVORM (so RV regularly) or CATKRPILLER.S Some kind
of locust is meant, or possibly a young locust. In Jer. 51 27
yeh-k stimar

(ico. pS ). rough caterpiller (or cankerworm ),

denotes some special kind. The Vg. has bruchum aculeatum.*

7. Tiff,
sflasal (probably tinkler, epucri/3rj), may be some

species of insect noted for its strident noise, such as, in Dt.
2842 (see also HORNET), the cicada, or, in Is. 18 i, according to
some (see Che. Praph. 7s., ad foe.), the formidable tsetse-fly,
the tsaltsalya of the Gallas. 5 But other views

ofQ&amp;gt;aj3 yshli
in Is. I.e. are possible. See below 3 and cp e.g., SSOT,
Isaiah, Heb. pp. 80 (lines 36-46), 108 (lines 40-46); note, also,AV s rendering shadowing with wings, and RV s the rustling

of wings.

8. D 33, 313, gcbim (p\ur.), go/iay (collective) i.e., swarm ?

(aicpi s), usually rendered GRASSHOPPER (cp Nah. 3 17,6 \\

n2&quot;l.x) . but in Am. 7 i, in AVig-, green worms.

9. Tpn, JiasitC consumer, cpthe verb , Dn Dt. 2838; epv&amp;lt;ri/3j);

and Ppovxos 2 Ch. 6 28), in i K. 8 37 2 Ch. 6 28 Ps. 78 46 II
^&quot;IN ;

some kind of locust must be meant.

Of the above, nos. 1-4 were classed among clean

winged things and were allowed to be eaten (Lev.
Il2i/. , P; cp CLEAN, n); they are described as

having legs above their feet
(vJJJ

lS hyso D lns), whence
it would appear that a distinction was made between
leaping locusts, saltatoria, and those which run, cur-
soria. A similar distinction is made by the Arabs
between thefdris (riding) and the rajil (going) ; cp also

2011.628, Pesh. kamsd pdrlhd wl-zd/ield. In the vivid
account of the locust plague in Joel I/ (see JOEL ii.

,

5, and cp Driver s Comm.
)
four of the above are

mentioned in the order 5169 (Joel 1 4 ).
The fact that

the order in 225 is different (1695) makes it improb
able that these words can be taken to refer to locusts
in different stages of growth.

There are a few passages which have not yet
been discussed. In Is. 18 1 the land that sends am-

3 Difficult
kassadors bv tne sea is neither the land

references
f the rustlings of wings nor the land

of strident creatures with wings (see
above, 2 [8]). The most probable reading is Ha
Gush ! land of the streams of Gihon

; Gihon is the
name of the upper, or Ethiopian, course of the Nile (see
Haupt, SHOT, Isaiah [Heb.] 109); the right words
have a twofold representation in the Heb. text, though
both times in a corrupt form. The difficult clause at the
end of Am. 7 i, following the reference to the forma
tion of certain locusts, evidently needs criticism. EV
gives, and lo, it was the latter growth after the king s

mowings, a somewhat obscure explanation (see MOW
INGS). But latter growth (a-p

1

?) surely required no
explanation. On the other hand, something more
might well have been expected about the locusts.

&amp;lt;S

gives Kal Idov fipouxos eh yuy 6 paffiXtfa. The true

reading probably is V Dm cni nanMi
p&quot;?;_

narn, and behold
the cankerworm, and the locust, and the palmerworm,

I should be D 3J_n3. Cp Nu. 13 33 where
|31

should be

D 3
fn} I the clause is a correction of the preceding one which

contains the wrong reading in our eyes ; Che.]
2

[D&quot;13 np 3 and HlTiCS should both be 33n3, Che.]
3

Caterpillar in English is usually restricted to the larval
stage of the Lepidoptera, Butterflies and Moths.

In England palmer-worms from their roughness and rugged-

^&quot;r rvf
l ^ Ca &quot;ed beare -worms (Topsell, Hist, ofSerpents,

5 Cp also Ass. sarsaru, a creature like a locust (Del. Ass.Hy h 574)-
6 AV the great grasshoppers ; RV the swarms of grass

hoppers. This represents 313 313 of MX. But, as We. points

out, 313 is probably an error which 313 (a collective form) is

intended to correct. Render simply, the grasshoppers.
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and the caterpiller (cp Joel 1 4). The sense gains
greatly ; we also obtain a fresh point of contact between
the Books of Amos and Joel.

Hastl. In two passages hdsll seems to have been
corrupted into set, shadow. One of these (Ps. 10923),
in an emended text, gives a striking parallel to Nah.
817; the other (Job 1828 = 142), to Joell 7 i 2 . The
renderings respectively are
1. Like caterpillers (S DH3) on the fences I am taken away,

I am gathered (for removal) like locusts.
2. Like a blossom which appeareth and fadeth,

Like a palm-tree (1328, like a vine) which caterpillers have
eaten.

Two kinds of locusts (TOn and n|HN) are apparently referred

to in Ps. 49 ii and (naiX and Sinn) in Ecclus. 14 15 ; in both
cases according to critical emendation. Ben Sira s fondness for
interweaving biblical expressions with his proverbs has helped
in this case to the restoration of the text.

The NT references to locusts (aKpiSes) occur in Mt.
3 4 (Mk. 16) Rev. 9 3-n. The Mt.-Mk. passage states
that locusts formed the chief food of John the Baptist ;

it is pointed out, however, elsewhere that there may
here be an early misunderstanding (see HUSKS, 4,

JOHN THE BAPTIST, 2). The locusts of the Rev.

passage belong to the supernatural imagery of the

Apocalypse. Contrary to what is said in Prov. 8027
the locusts are said to have had a king. There may,
however, be a confusion between

TJ^D, king, and TJNS C&amp;gt;

angel/ ABADDON [q.v.] (note E/3pdi&amp;lt;ni, Rev. 9n)
being variously represented as the king and the

angel of the abyss.
See Driver s Excursus in Joel and Amos (Camb. Bible, 1897) ;

.(Eneas Munro, M.D., 1 he Locust Plague and its Suppression
(1900), and, on the text of Job 13 28 Ps. 4!) 13 109 23 and Ecclus.
14 15, Che. Biblical Difficulties, Expos. 14 [1901], 113^

A. E. S. , I
;

S. A. C.
,

2
; T. K. C. , 3.

LOD (*T7) i Ch. 812. See LYDDA.

LODDEUS (AoAAioc [B in v. 46]), i Esd. 8 45/, RV
Ezra 8 17, IDDO [1].

LO-DEBAR Orj & ;
2 S. 9 4/, AAA&amp;lt;\BA P [BAL] ;

Am*. 4] ;
&quot;12*1 JO ; 17 27 Ao&amp;gt;AABAp[BA] ;

. [L]), a place in Gilead in which Mephibosheth,
Jonathan s son, lay for a time, with Machir son of

Ammiel, who also befriended David on his flight to the
E. of Jordan. Probably the same place is meant by
the Lidebir which Josh. 1826 places in the territory of
Gad. Gratz has discovered the name in Am. 6 13, as,

along with Karnaim, captured by Israel from Aram.
Here MT (nan ^-&amp;gt;}

and all the Versions take it as a
common noun, nothing ; and probably Amos, out of
all the conquests of Israel E. of Jordan, chose these
two for the possible play upon their names (see AMOS,

5). Lo-debar has not been identified
;
but 7 m. E.

of M kes or Gadara, near the great road eastward,
and on a southern branch of the \V. Satnar, is a village
Ibdar, which must have been an important site on the
back of the most northerly ridge of Gilead. There are
a good spring and ancient remains with caves (Schu
macher, N. Ajlun 101). The houses cluster on the

steep edge of a plateau which commands a view across
Hauran as far N. as Hermon. Strategically it is

suitable
;

no other OT name has been identified

along this ridge, which must certainly have been con
tested by Israel and Aram

;
and it is apparently on

this N. border of Gilead that Lidebir is placed by
Josh. 1826 (cp review of Buhl, Pal. in Expositor, Dec.

1896, p. 411). [The reading Lo-debar in 2 S.94/.
has been doubted : see SAUL, 6, and cp MEPHIBO
SHETH. Wellhausen and Nowack adopt the above
emendation of Am. 613; Driver, however (Joel and
Amos, 199), finds a difficulty in it. Cp MAHANAIM.]

. G. A. s.

LODGE. For (i) nj-170, mUlundk, Is. 1 8f, see

HUT; and for (2) NPI, id, Ezek. 407.^, RV, see CHAMBER, 9.

For jfe, malon, lodging place (Gen. 42 27, etc. R^7

), see

INN.
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LOFT (nS_V), i K. 1719. See CHAMBER, 6.

LOG (3?; KOTyAH ; sextarium), Lev. 14 10. See
WEIGHTS AND MKASUKES.

LOGOS. Except in the prologue to the Fourth

Gospel (Jn. Ii-i8) the biblical usage of Ao|~OC shows

_., .. . no peculiarity ; it means a complex of

MfenrnM* %vords
&amp;lt;PHMATA). presented in the unity

es&amp;lt;

of a sentence or thought. The entire

gospel can be called the logos of God, or even, simply
the logos (KO.T tox f)i ) see, e.g., Mt. 1819-23 Gal. 66
2 Cor. 2 17 Rev. 12-9 as being a declaration of the

divine plan of salvation.

Such passages as Jn. 8 31 37 Acts 67 i Cor. 1436 border upon
poetical personification, but do not cross the line ; neither also

does Ps. 33 [3:2] ^ff., nor yet Wisd. 10 12 18 i 5f.

In Jn. 1 1 the Logos comes before us as a person, who
was in the beginning i.e.

,
before the creation in

communion with God, and himself was God. The
description proceeds in vv. iff. ;

but the name Logos is

used only once again in v. 14, the Logos became
flesh

;
from this point onward its place is taken by

such names as Jesus Christ, the Only-begotten,
the Son, the Christ. 1 14 makes it clear that for the

writer the identity of the Logos with the bearer of the

gospel, Jesus Christ, is a fact as important as it is

indubitable
;

for him the redeemer is in his heavenly
pre-existence the Logos, after his incarnation Jesus
Christ. In 1 4 f. it is a very difficult matter to dis

tinguish clearly which predicates refer to the pre-existent

Son, and which to the Son in his earthly manifestation ;

probably the writer did not intend that a distinction

should be made, but wishes from the outset to habituate

his readers to thinking of the man Jesus who died

on the cross as being one with the eternal Logos
and so denying none of the qualities of the one to the

other
; the full Godhead of the Saviour is a pledge of

the absolute divineness of the salvation he brings. In

any case so much is certainly claimed for the Logos in

14-14: (i)An existence that transcends humanity (it

is as incarnate that he took up his abode among
men

), and indeed creation itself the highest conceiv

able glory (that of the Father being excepted) ; (2) an
infinite fulness of grace and truth

;
and (3) the most

intimate possible relation to God, even the title of

God not being withheld (the article, it is true, is not

prefixed). Moreover, according to v. 3 it is through
the Logos that the universe is created ; nothing has
come into being without his intervention, and mankind
owe also to him the highest good they know light
and life. Thus from Jn. 1 1 ff. we may define the

Logos as a divine being, yet still sharply distinguished
from God, so that monotheism is not directly denied
not equal to the Father (cp Jn. 1428), yet endowed
with all divine powers whereby to bring to pass the
will of God concerning the universe.

Apart from the prologue the Logos as thus defined is not
again named in the Fourth Gospel ; in i Jn. 5 7 he has been
introduced only by a late interpolation, and in i Jn. 1 1 the

Logos of Life admits of another interpretation than that
demanded by the prologue. So also does the logos of God in
Heb. 4 12, and in the mysterious announcement in Rev. 1813
that the name of the conquering Messiah, unknown to all save
to himself alone, is the Logos of God, it is only the prologue
to the gospel that renders it probable that by the expression a
heavenly person of the highest rank is intended.

There remains the question : From what source did

. . the conception of the Logos come into
2
r ?&quot;

gin the Johannine sphere of thought?
Johannine J t cannot have been the creation of the

conception. Evangelist himself, for the very order of the
words in 1 lac shows that he has no need to

teach that there is a Logos, but only to declare what ought to
be believed concerning the Logos. Neither can he have derived it

from the OT, though the divine words are conceived of in the
Hebrew Scriptures as objectively existing, and as having a
creative power 1

(Jn. 1 2 is evidently related to Gen. 1 36, etc.),
for the Logos is nowhere a fixed member of the supernatural
world. Nor would it at all help us to understand the genesis

1 Che. OPs. 32i/
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of the Johannine Logos to adduce the phrase the Memra*
(&quot;T N&quot;C&quot;C) by which the Targums denote the Divine Being in

self-manifestation, though the same hyposiatising tendency
which produced this Jewish phrase also found expression in the

like-sounding phrase of the Fourth Gospel.

It was from Greek philosophy that the Evangelist
derived the expression through the medium of Philo of

Alexandria ;
but this need not be equivalent to saying

that he was the first to put forward the connection
between the Fhilonian Logos and the Jesus Christ of
NT believers. Nor yet has he slavishly transcribed

Philo
;
rather with a free hand and with great skill has

he borrowed and adapted from the Philonian account
of the Logos those features which seemed serviceable

towards the great end he had in view -the Christianising
of the Logos conception. In spite, however, of the

majestic originality of the verses in question (1 1-5 &amp;lt;)ff.},

suggestions of Philo have been traced in almost every
word.

Among Greek philosophers it was Heraclitus who first put
forward the Logos i.e.. Reason as the principle underlying
the universe ; with the Stoics the Logos became the world-soul
which shapes the world in conformity with a purpose, and is the

uniting principle
of all the rational forces which are at work in

the world. This conception was combined by Philo with the
Platonic doctrine of Logo! as supersensual primal images or

patterns of visible things, and, this done, he read into the OT
and so also into Jewish theology a Logos which was the

intermediary being between the universe in its overwhelming
manifoldness and Him who is (o n&amp;gt;) God, who was ever being
presented in a more and more abstract way, and being relegated
to a sphere where religion could find no stay.

As the Wisdom of Solomon (cp also Ecclesiasticus)
introduces wisdom as God s representative in his relations

with the world, and, if a few passages be left out of

account, almost compels a personal separation of this

wisdom from God, so does Philo, approaching the view

of Hellenism, with the Logos, which he already in so

many words designates as Son and Only-begotten.
The theological position which had gained partial

acceptance in Palestinian Judaism also, had manifestly
found its advocates from an early period in Christian

circles as well ; but it was the author of the Fourth

Gospel who first had the skill to take it up and to give
it unambiguous expression in the formulas of the then

current metaphysic in such a way as to make it sub

servient to the deepest interests of Christianity. His

representation of Christ is not, however, to be taken as

a mere product of his study of Philo, whether we take

it that in his prologue he was minded merely to give by
means of his Logos -speculation an introduction that

should suitably appeal to his educated Gentile Christian

readers, or whether we assume that his design was to

set forth the ultimate conclusions he had reached as a

constructive religious philosopher. The church, un

fortunately, even so early as in the second century,

began to give greater attention to this philosophical
element in the gospel of the divine (TOV ffeo\6yoi )

than to the historical features of the narrative, and the

employment of the idea of the Logos in this manner,
occasioned by this author, though he is not to be held

responsible for it, became a source of danger to

Christianity.

See J. M. Heinze, Die Lehre voin Logos in der griecn.

Philosophie, 1872 ; J. Reville, La. doctrine du Logos dans It

quatrieme evangilc et dans les aeuvres de PhiIon, 1881 ; Ad.

Harnack, Ueber das Verhaltniss des Prologs des vierten Evgl.
zum ganzen Werk in ZTK i, 1892, pp. 189-231 ; Hist, ofDogma,
ET vols. i.-iv. ; H. J. Holtzmann, //C&amp;lt;

2
) 4, 1893, especially pp.

7-10, 40-46; Aal, Gesch. d. Logos-fdee, 1899; W. Baldensperger,
Der Prolog des vierten Kvangeliums, 1898 ; Jannaris, St.

John s Gospel and the Logos, ZNTW, Feb. 1901, pp. I sff. , cp
also JOHN, SON OF ZEBEDEE, 31. A. J.

LOIS (Aooic [Ti. WH]), Timothy s (maternal)

grandmother (2 Tim. 1 5). See TIMOTHY.

LOOKING-GLASS. AV s rendering of niX&quot;lD Ex.

388 (mg. brazen glasses ), and of &amp;lt;o, Job37:8, RV MIRROR
(q.v.). In Is. 823 p ^&amp;gt;J

is rendered glass in AV, but hand

mirror in RV. The meaning, however, is doubtful; see

MIRRORS. In I Cor. 13 12 eo-onrpoi/ is rendered glass by AV,
RV MIRROR.
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LOOM

LOOM
),

Is. 38 1 2 RV. See WEAVING.

LORD. On LORD as representing HIIT (Yahwe) and
on Lord as representing

&quot; JIN (Adonai) see NAMES,

109, 119.
Lord in OT stands for one Aramaic and eight Hebrew

words.

(1) |TIK, adon, master. Gen. 45s lord = ruler ; Gen. 24 14 27

of the master (so EV) of a slave. My lord, of a father, Gen.
31 35 ; of a husband, Gen. 18 12

; of a governor, Gen. 42 10
; of

Moses, Nu. 1128; of Elijah, i K. 187.

(2) VjH, bd al, owner, cp EV Ex. 21 28, the owner (Si?a) of

the ox ; Job 31 39, the owners thereof (i.e., of apiece of land);
cp WRS, Rel. Sein.W, 94. Cp BAAL, i.

(3) 31, rab. See RAB, RABBI.

(4) &quot;it?, Sar, Ezra 8 25. See KING, PRINCE, 3.

(5) V ^y, sdlis, 2 K. 72 17 ; either = T/iiaTaT)s (), see ARMY,

4; CHARIOT, 10, or a modification of DHD Ass. sa-ris,

high officer, captain. See EUNUCH.

(6) C 3~ID (crarpaTrcu, &amp;lt;raTpan-u , ap^ovres), only in plur., of the

five lords of the Philistines, Josh. 183 Judg. 83 i S. 5s n, etc.

According to Hoffmann, a dialectic plur. of ~\tff. More probably

a corruption of C ?p, a word which has elsewhere, too, under

gone corruption. The harmonising hand of an early editor may
be assumed (Che.).

(?) 1 ?J fetor, Gen. 27 29 37, of Esau.

(8) K~tS, marc, Aram, in Dan. 2 47 4 19 24 623 ; cp the Syriac

mdrya, Lord, and mar, lord.

(9) Kiipios, Mt. 938 1024 1327, etc - (Seem-on;? is rendered

master, except where it is used of God or of Christ).
(10) pafifiiavi. See RABBI.

(n) ucyurnu ,
in pi. Mk. 621, kingly associates. In Rev. 6 15

1823 Rv, AV, great men. EV great man in Ecclus. 4 7,

Heb.
paVt? (CP Eccles. 848), 32 9 Heb. Q JpTi 883 Heb. Q anj

(mg. D aSc)-

LORD S DAY (rj KvpianTj Tj^pa ;
dies dominicd}. We

cannot say with certainty how far back the practice of

marking the first day of the week by acts of worship is

traceable. This at least is probable : that in the

post-apostolic ordinance we have a continuation of

apostolic custom
;

1 but the time when the Christian

Sunday began to be observed in Palestine, where the

observance of the Sabbath does not seem to have been
at first superseded by it, remains utterly obscure. 2

i Cor. 162 bids each person, Kara, niav &amp;lt;ra/3/3aToi;

(EV on the first [day] of the week
), lay by him in

1. NT references.
ore as he may prosper (for the

saints in Jerusalem), that no col

lections be made when the writer comes (i Cor. 16 2).

It is often possible and sometimes inevitable to infer from
the practice of a later time that of an earlier. This has
been done in the present case by Zahn, 3 who finds clear

though faint traces of Sunday observance. It must not
be overlooked, however, that the contribution of each
one is to be laid up by him (irap eai/ry), i.e. , in his

own home not in an assembly for worship.
This suggests an alternative explanation to that of Zahn.

The church of Corinth consisted for the most part of poor,
obscure people (i Cor. 1 26jjf.) ; possibly for many of them the
last or the first day of the week was pay-day, the first day
therefore, was the day on which they could most easily lay
aside something.* i Cor. 16 therefore does not supply us with
any assured facts as to an observance of Sunday in the Pauline
churches.

On the other hand, the we-sections in Acts contain
a valuable indication. On his way to Jerusalem, Paul
stayed at Troas seven days (Acts206), the last of which
is called ula. rCiv

&amp;lt;ra.pj3a.Tuv (EV the first [day] of the
week

),
the following day Monday of our reckoning

being fixed for his departure (v. 7). On this last day there

1
Weizsacker, Ap. Zeitalt.W 549.
Cp Zahn, Gesch. des Sonntags, 179, who supposes that at

least as early as the third decade of the second century the
bunday was marked by public worship at Jerusalem.

Zahn, op. cit. 177.
4 Before finally accepting or rejecting this conjecture, it will

nave to be considered whether weekly payments of wages were
usual, and also which day of the week was reckoned as its first

V&quot;

l

u
Cml life of Corintn - Plainly Paul is reckoning by the

Jewish week from Sunday to Saturday ; but Gentile astrologers
began the week with Saturday (Zahn, 182, 358).
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LORD S DAY
was a breaking of bread and Paul prolonged his dis

course with the congregation till midnight (v. 7). Even
here, however, we must be careful not to infer too much.
The passag3 furnishes no conclusive proof that the first

day of the week was the regular day for celebrating the
Lord s Supper, or that a universal Christian custom is

here referred to. We may venture to conclude, however,
with a fair measure of probability, that the first day of
the week was at the time the day on which the Lord s

Supper was observed in Troas.

If, on the other hand, the narrator had wished it to be under
stood that the breaking of bread which he is mentioning was
merely ad hoc, and in connection with the apostle s approaching
departure, he would hardly have expressed himself as he does.
It is much more likely that Paul fixed Monday for his departure
in order that he might observe the Sunday communion once
more with his beloved brethren of Troas. This passage being
from the pen of an eye-witness, we are justified in regarding it

as affording the first faint yet unmistakable trace of a setting
apart of the first day of the week for purposes of public worship
by Christians.

Whether Rev. 1 10 ought also to be cited in this

connection depends on our exegesis of the passage, on
which see below, 2.

The younger Pliny s well-known letter to Trajan (about
112 A.D.) does not state directly that the fixed day

2 Lie-fat from
amonS the Bithynian Christians for

Other sources. ^ligi US r

f
! P

^as
Sunday, though

this is certainly probable (cp Acts 20 7).

Its indistinctness is compensated for by the fulness of

the information in Justin Martyr s First Apology (chap.

67), written about 150 A.D. 1

The evidence given before Pliny was to the effect quod
essent soliti stato die ante lucem convenire carmenque Christo

quasi deo dicere secum invicem, seque sacramento non in scelus

aliquod obstringere, sed ne furta, ne latrocinia, ne adulteria

committerent, ne fidem fallerent, ne depositum appellati abne-
garent ; quibus peractis morem sibi discedendi fuisse rursusque
[coeundi] ad capiendum cibum, promiscuum tamen et innoxium
(Plin. Epp. 1096 [97], ed. Keii, 307 /.).

Justin Martyr s words are as follows : And on the day called

Sunday (rfj TOV i^Aiou AeyoficVr) i^uepa) there is an assembly
(o-ui/eAfuo-ts) in one place of all who live in cities or in the

country, and the memoirs of the apostles or the writings of the

prophets^cp CANON, 69) are read as long as time permits
(jixexpts e-yxwpei) ; then, when the reader has ceased, the

president (6 Trpoeorcos) gives his exhortation to the imitation of
these good things (TrpoicAijcrii TTJS Ttav xaAwi TOU-ROI/ jou/ujjo-etus).
Then we all stand up together and offer prayers (tu^ds Tre^Ti-o^ey)

and, as we before said [chap. 66], when our prayer is ended
(navcrafifvaiv riftStv TTJ? et&amp;gt;x*js),

bread is brought (npoaijxptTai.)
and wine and water, and the president in like manner sends up
(ai/an-eniTrei) prayers and thanksgivings according to his ability
(O&amp;lt;TTJ Svvafjus aura!) and the congregation assents (6 Aobs
e7rcu&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;T)|iiei) saying the Amen. And the participation of the

things over^
which thanks have been given is to each one (17

jieraA&amp;gt;)i^is UTTO rlav
fv\a.pi&amp;lt;rTrj6fvrtav (ca&amp;lt;TT(f), yiVfTai), and to

those who are absent a portion is sent by the hands of the
deacons (xai rots ov

7rapou&amp;lt;rii&amp;gt;
Sia T&amp;gt;V SKLKOVWV Tre^iireTai). And

they who are well-to-do and willing give each one as he wills,

according to his discretion (KOLTO. Trpoaipecriv cVaarof TTJI/ cfauToG
o /SouAerai fiiSwa-i), and what is collected is deposited with the

president, and he himself succours (tViicoupei) the orphans and
widows and those who are in want (Aeuro/xeVois) through sick
ness or other cause, and those who are in bonds, and the

strangers who are sojourning (TOI? TrapeTrifijj/uois OIKTL eVots) ;

and in a word he takes care of all who are in need. And we
all have our common meeting (KOIVJJ jrarres TTJI avveb.fv&amp;lt;Tiv

noiovfifda) on the Sunday because it is the First Day, on which
God, having changed darkness and matter (TO OXOTOS xal rr)V

t/AT)i/ rpe i^as) made the world, and Jesus Christ our Saviour on
the same day rose from the dead. For they crucified him on
the day before Saturday (17; ?rpb TJJS (cpoj&amp;gt;i(eTJs)

and on the day
after Saturday, which is Sunday (TJTIS tcn\v i^Aiou rnj.fpa), having
appeared to his apostles and disciples, he taught [them] those

things which we have submitted to you also for your considera
tion.

Besides this passage, we have those cited in 2,

which are some of them older than Justin s date.

In the Graeco-Roman world of the Empire, the day
which was reckoned the first in the Jewish week was

, ,, , called Sunday, just as the other daysun ay. Q^ t jie week were narneci a fter t )ie other

planets ; the nomenclature is of Babylonian origin (see

WEEK). Sunday, too, is the name employed by two
ancient Christian writers in works, it is true, addressed

Cp Harnack, TLZ 22 [1897] 77.
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LORDS DAY LORD S PRAYER
to non-Christians 1 viz. by Justin (ut supr.), twice, and

by Tertullian (Apol. 16, Ad nat. 1 13). Its naturalisa

tion was made easier by the consideration that the first

day of the week was the day on which light was created
;

and, moreover, the comparison of Christ to the sun was
felt to be apposite.

2

In the early church the name First day (of Jewish
origin, as we have seen) and also since the day

,_. . . .followed the Sabbath, or seventh day
, r- u&quot;il j

y&amp;gt;

.
f the week Eighth day is of

Eighth day3
frequent occurrence. The two names

are often combined : The eighth day which is also the

first.
3

Most characteristic of all, however, is the name Lord s

day (i) KvpiaKTj r)/j.tpa; also simply, i) KUpta.K-/i* or 17

T H Ki piaKri Kvpiov). Usually
5 Rev. 1 - &quot;&quot;&quot; A &quot;-&quot;&quot;

, , fy Trv(iifj.a.Ti iv rrf is cited as

the earliest instance
;

but the presence of

the article before Kvpuucy and the connection in which

the phrase occurs both favour the other interpretation

(supported by a weighty minority of scholars), accord

ing to which the day of the Lord here stands for the

day of Yahwe, the day of judgment in LXX 77 i]/j.^pa

rou Kvpiou (as also in Paul, and elsewhere), called else

where in Rev. the great day (i] i]/j.^pa 17 fj.eyd\rj : 6 17

16. 4 ).

The following early passages, however, are undisputed ;

Diiiacke 14, Ka.ro. Kvpiaxriv 6e Kupiov &amp;lt;Tvva\8ei&amp;gt;Te&amp;lt;;
K\d&amp;lt;ra.re aprov ;

Ev. fet. 35, eir(&amp;lt;p&amp;lt;ao-Kev T) Kvptaicq, and ib. 50, opOpov Se T^S

icupiaicrjs ; Ign. ad. Magnes., !&amp;gt; i, ^tjiceVi c-a/3j3aTioi&amp;gt;Te aAAa
Kara. Kt ,nnKi)i fuivrei;, iv

f)
xa\ ^ uir) rjtaiav dpcretAev ; and the

title of the writing of Melito of Sardis (n-epi icupiaiojs) mentioned

by Eusebius (HE iv. it! 2). Here Lord s Day has become a
technical name for Sunday. The word xvpiaxo^, however, is

not a new coinage of the Christians (more particularly of Paul),
as used formerly to be supposed. It comes from the official

language of the imperial period ; frequent examples of its

occurrence in the sense of imperial are to be found in

Egyptian inscriptions and papyri, and in inscriptions of Asia
Minor. 1

The question as to the reason why Christians called

the first day of the week the Lord s day is not adequately
answered by the remark of Holtzmann 7 that the

expression is framed .after the analogy of deiTrvov

KvpiaKov. The old Christian answer was that it was
the Lord s Day as being the day of his resurrection

;

cp Ign. ad Afagn. 9i, as above, Justin, Apol. 16;, as

above, and Barnabas log : Wherefore also we keep
the eighth day with joyfulness, on which also Jesus rose

from the dead, and, having been manifested, ascended
into the heavens. 8 This answer has much to be said

for it. The Lord s day is the weekly recurring com
memoration of the Lord s resurrection.

How it was that Christians came to celebrate this

day weekly, not only yearly, has still to be explained.

Apart from the established habit of

observing the weekly Sabbath festival,

the ancient practice of honouring
particular days by feasts of monthly

recurrence may very probably have contributed to this

result. In Egypt, under Ptolemy Euergetes, according
to an inscription coming from the Egyptian Ptolemais,

9

the twenty-fifth day of each month was called the king s

day (17 rou
/3acuX^u&amp;gt;s rmtpa] because the twenty-fifth of

Dios was the day on which he succeeded his father on
the throne (iv y iraptXapfi rr]v f3a&amp;lt;ri\eiav irapa rov

1 Zahn, Gesch. des Sonntags, 357. To make a distinction as
Zahn does in the use of the name Sunday before and after

Constantine is to go too far. The Christian inscriptions show
that the pagan names for the days of the week were already
current among Christians before Constantine. Cp for example
De Rossi, 1615 (twice), and V. Schultze, Die Katakomben,
246, 1882.

2 Cp Justin, above ; further citations in Zahn, 357^
8 Zahn, 356/1 Eighth day first in Barnabas, 158/7
* Cp rj icpoviKq = t/its Saturni in Justin, above.
8 As, for example, by Harnack, Texte u. Untersuchungen,

8267, and Zahn, 178.
6 See Deissmann, Nette Bibelstudien, 1897, p. 44^
7 7/C42, 1893, p. 318.
8 Further evidence in Zahn, 359./C
9 Bull, dt corresp. hclttnique, 21, 1897, pp. 187, 193.
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7raTp6s : Decree of Canopus, Is). The Christians might
have held the same language in speaking of the first day
of the week with reference to Christ.

Of like nature is the custom, widely diffused throughput the

kingdoms of the successors of Alexander, of celebrating the

birthday of the sovereign, not year by year only, but also month
by month ; the existence of the custom can be clearly made out
from recent discoveries in epigraphy, and it is implied in the
tradition often assailed, but manifestly quite trustworthy of
2 Mace. 6 7. Cp BiKTHUAY. 1

Like so many other features in the kingdoms of the

Diadochi, these birthday customs seem to have had an

abiding influence within the imperial period.
2 The word

Augustan (Se/SaoTi?) as a name of a day in Asia Minor
and Egypt is at least a reminiscence of the custom in

question ;
the name, which first became known through

inscriptions, has been discussed by H. Usener, 3 and
after him by J. H. Lightfoot

4 and Th. Mommsen. 5

According to these scholars, in Asia Minor and Egypt
the first day of each month was called Ze/iacrr^. Light-
foot regards this as at least probable in itself, but

finds that some of the facts are still unexplained.

Recently K. Buresch, 8 without reference to the scholars

already mentioned, has revived an old conjecture of

Waddington, that Ze/SacrrTj is a. day of the week, not a

day of the month.
For this Buresch adduces two inscriptions from Ephesus and

Kabala, and makes reference (in the opposite method to that
of the present article) to the analogy of the Christian Kvpiaxrj.
To his two inscriptions we may here add the Oxyrhynchus
papyrus, 46, dating from 100 A.i&amp;gt;. (CTOUS) y AuroicpaTopos &amp;lt;cai&amp;lt;rapo

Nepoua TpaiayoG Se/SaoroO rep/u.ai iicoi) Me^eip S
2e/3a&amp;lt;rrfj

: on
the day of Sebaste, 4th Mechir of the third year of the . . .

emperor Trajan.
Without venturing on a confident judgment on a very

difficult question, we might, on the evidence before us

conjecture that 2e/3curT77 in some cases denotes a definite

day of the month (the first ?), and in others, as for

example in the inscriptions from Ephesus and Kabala
as also in the Oxyrhynchus papyrus,

7 a week-day viz.

Thursday (dies Jovis).
If this conjecture is correct, then in the dies Jovis

metamorphosed into a day of Augustus we should

have an analogy to the change of the dies Solis into

the Lord s day. As a name for a day of the month
also 2e/3curT77 would have a value not to be overlooked

as an analogy for Kvpiaxri.
9

At what date the name Lord s day arose we do
not know. Even if we assume Rev. 1 10 to refer to the

Sunday, it would be rash to conclude 9 that Kvpta.Krj was
not used before the time of Domitian.

A. Barry in Smith and Cheetham s Diet. Chr. Antiy., s.r.

Lord s Day ; Zockler, REft) 14 428^, s.n. Sonntag ; J. B.

de Rossi, Inscr. Christ. I rbis Rotnif, i.

7. Literature. 1857-1861 (npoteyoneva); Th. Zahn, Skizzen
a. &amp;lt;/. Leben &amp;lt;/. alien A trc/tf, 1898, pp. i6i^I

35 1 ff- Gtschichte tics Sattnffi^s vornehmlich in der alien

A~i&amp;gt;c/te, a learned and luminous essay, in which, as in the other
works cited, references are given to the older literature of the

subject. G. A. D.

LORD S PRAYER. The Lord s Prayer is a signifi

cant example of the scantiness and incompleteness of

_. . Christian tradition. It is not to be found
. ace in -m the seconcj gOSpe l i.e. ,

in the oldest,
P as most scholars are agreed (unless there

is a trace of it in Mk. 11.25) nor in the fourth
;
and the

two gospels which contain it, refer it to different occa

sions, and give it in varying forms. In Mt. it stands

1 On this custom of a monthly celebration of the birthday see

also now E. Schiirer, zu 2 Mace. 6 7 (monatliche Geburtstags-
feier), Zeitsclnift fiir die neutest. H issenschaft u. die Kunde
des Urchristentums, 2 (1901) 48^

2 The Pergamum inscription, 374 B(temp. Hadrian) expro^ly
mentions a monthly birthday festival of Augustus.

3 Hull, dflf Inst. di Corrisp. Archeohgica, 1874, pp. 73^!
4 The Afiostolic Fathers, Part ii.(2), 1889, 1678^ esp. 7147:
B

Af&amp;gt;.
Max Frankel, Die Inschriften von Pergamon, 95,

2265 ; cp also Frankel himself, ib. 512.
6 A us Lydifn, 1898, 49.7:
7 The Editors think of the day of the Emperor s accession.

Their reference however to the Berlin papyrus 252 is incon
clusive ; see vol. 2 of the Berlin Papyri, 354.

8 So Deissmann, Neue Bibelstudicn, 45^. with concurrence
of A. Hilgenfeld, Berl. Philol. Wochenschri/t, xviii., 1898, 1542.

9 Harnack, Texte u. Untersuchungen, 9 2, p. 67.
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LORD S PRAYER
(69-13) as part of the Sermon on the Mount

;
accord

ing to Lk. (112-4) it was given by Jesus at the request of

a disciple, as he was praying in a certain place. From
the context in Lk. (1038) it has been concluded that the

locality was near or at Bethany or near Jerusalem, more

precisely the garden of Gethsemane. l

(
Not far from the

traditional site of Gethsemane on the slope of the Mount
of Olives stands to-day the church of the Pater-noster,

showing in the quadrangle the Lord s Prayer engraved
on marble tablets in thirty-two languages. )

Older har

monists used to combine the two reports by the suggestion
that the disciple, who, if he was one of the twelve, must
have been acquainted with the prayer as taught on the

former occasion, expected some fuller or more particular
form of prayer ; or supposed that he was not of the

Twelve, but one of the Seventy (rts TUV ^adriruv}. Before

this, Origen had explained the fact that in Lk. a shorter

form is given than on the Mount by the remark ei/cos ye
717)65 /J.ev TOV jUaffyrV , are 5?? w&amp;lt;pe\r)/j.ei&amp;gt;oi&amp;gt;, fipijKfvai. rbv

Kvpiov TO ewLTo/j.wTepoi&amp;gt;, Trpds 5e TOVS TrXelovas, Seo/jLevovs

TpavoTtpas didacrKctXias, TO
ffa,&amp;lt;pf&amp;lt;TTfpov (De Orat. 30 1

;

ed. Koetschau, 393). Modern exegesis finds in this

difference a proof of twofold tradition, and is on the

whole inclined to see in the place to which Lk. refers

the prayer, the better tradition, the Sermon on the

Mount having received a later insertion. So, e.g. ,

Arthur Wright (Some NT Problems, 26 ; The Composi
tion of the Four Gospels, 75), who insists that in Mt. it

breaks the parallelism of the context
;
and Geo. Hein-

rici.
2

According to Baljon (Comm. on Mt., Utrecht,

1900), Mt. seized the opportunity to bring the Lord s

Prayer which he found in the Logia into the Sermon
on the Mount, because Jesus was speaking there of

praying. But it is quite impossible to say anything
definite on the source or sources from which Lk. and
Mt. took the piece. Even the hapax legomenon tiriov-

&amp;lt;rtoj, which is common to both texts, does not prove
unity of source, or that Greek was the language of that

source. It is just as possible that Mt. had the Lord s

Prayer before him (written or oral) in Aramaic or Hebrew,
and gave it himself in one of these Semitic dialects, and
that only the Greek wording of the First Gospel was in

fluenced by the language of the Third Gospel.
3

According to Lk.
,
the disciple asked Lord, teach

us to pray, as John also taught his disciples. That
the disciples of John were addicted not only to much
fasting (Mt. 9 14 Mk. 2i8), but to much praying,

4 Lk.
alone tells us (633). To add fresh petitions on particu
lar subjects to received forms of prayer, is but natural

in all times ; certain rabbis (R. Eliezer and R. Johanan)
are specially mentioned as having done this. 5 In this

way the Baptist may have added to the prayers then in

use among the Jews some special prayer, and may have

taught it his disciples. Such an apocryphal prayer is

found in Syriac MSS, whether also in Greek and Latin
the present writer does not know. 6

1 M. Margoliouth, The Lords Prayer, pp. 7, 10, and, with
better reasons, J. A. Robinson, On the locality in which the
Lord s Prayer was given, in F. H. Chase, The Lord s Prayer
in the early Church, 7STS, 1891, pp. 123-5.

2 Die Bergprtdigt (Reformations-Programm), Leipsic, 1899,
PP- 24, 34, 7. 7.2-

3 For this view cp especially Zahn, EM. 2312; for the
opposite view, that en-iovo-io? was coined by Mt. or one of his

fellow-workers, see A. Wright, The Gospelaccording toSt. Luke,
IQOO, p. 102.

* The latter statement is apparently questioned by Jiilicher,
Gleichnisreden Jesn, 2 3.

3
Lightf., Hor. Hehr. on Mt. 6; art. Schemone Esre in

Hamburger, RE 2 [1883], 1098.
6 The prayer which John taught his disciples reads thus

in the Syriac Bodleian MS, Pococke, 10 :

God make us (or me) worthy of thy kingdom and to rejoice
in it ;

God show me the baptism of thy Son.

Zotenberg s catalogues of the Syriac MSS in Paris mention
a prayer of John (whether identical with the preceding or not)
in MS 13 [20] (after the canticle of Zacharias, Lk. 219-32) and
ii.

[3], among some prayers for the canonical hours (232 [5 6] in

Syriac or Carshuni).

LORD S PRAYER
Not only as to the occasion but also as to the text of

the Lord s Prayer, there is a twofold tradition. That of

_ TTTnrj.-__ Mt- became the form which passed into
g&amp;gt;

general use ; that of Lk. suffered altera

tion even in the MSS of this Gospel.

(a) In Mt. the modern critical editions offer hardly
any variation. The form eXtf^rw of TR instead of

eX^drw is retained by Alford and Weiss, by Weiss also

the article TTJS before 7775 ; but
d&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;iffj.fi&amp;gt;

of the TR is

generally given up for
d&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;rjKa/uifi&amp;gt;.

On the doxology,
see the revisers marginal note, and the notes of WH,
pp. 8-10. WH gave it a place among the Noteworthy
Rejected Readings, Weiss at the foot of his page.

The critical apparatus may be supplemented by the following
remarks :

(1) In the Apostolic Constitutions the Bodl. MS misc. graec.

204 (= Auct.T. 24 on its recovery see TLZ, 1899, co - 207) has
3 18, Trapa.TTTiufia.Ta, Ka0u&amp;gt;&amp;lt;;,

omits
a&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;ifij.ev,

and closes : ore &amp;lt;rov

fcrTiV 17 jSaenAeta TOV Trarpbs Kal TOV viov ical TOV aytov Tri-eii/naTO?

vvv KCU aei KO.\ els TOVS acwya? TUIV aliaviav a./j.rjv. See on this

form of the doxology the embolism of the extant Greek liturgies

(Brightman, 60, 446, 460).

(2) For ejrl yrjs or en-i rrj? yrjs, cp E. Miller s Textual Com
mentary on the Gospels, I., for Clement, Barnard (7 S 5 5) ;

the
new edition of Origen is divided : TTJS is found ii. 340 16, where
the Lord s Prayer is quoted in full, 3(iO 18 3l&amp;lt;3 8 ; in other passages
!t is omitted. The Curetonian Syriac has the plural for *thy
will.

(3) The Sinai codices of the Evangeliarium Hierosolymitanunt
(ed. Lewis-Gibson) witness to KCLI A0.; so does the Lewis-

Palimpsest of syrv ,
which breaks off after this word. Cp the

additional note of Burkitt in WH (impression of 1896), who
refers to the Syriac Acts of Thomas (ed. W. Wright, 313),
where the Lord s Prayer is given in full from syrvt without

doxology. That the copyist of k (Codex Bobiensis) was so little

acquainted with Christianity that he was able to write veni ad
regnum tuum is justly pointed out by Burkitt (Cambridge Uni
versity Reporter, sth March, 1900).

(4) In the Syriac MS Pococke, 10 (see above [ i n. 64]),

on the margin is written **Ot^jQ and our sins, as to be in

serted after our debts. This is also the reading in the Acts of
Thomas, 313.

(5) Special mention has to be made of the Didache, which
offers at the opening iv TW ovpai/uj (e\6(Tta), rt}v cx^etArji/ fifiiav,

(a&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;i([j.ei&amp;gt;),
OTI &amp;lt;rov eo-Tiv rj 6vraju.is (cat 17 Sofa ei? TOVS aiajpas. On

the word o^eiAij, cp G. A. Deissmann, Neitc Bibelstudien, 48
(= Bible Studies, IQOI), and compare with this singular,
the similar singular unsere Schuld for unsere Schulden in

certain recensions of Luther s Catechism, and in Dutch, where
Schulden are money-debts (Baljon, Comm. 94).

(b} In Lk. the text suffered much in MSS and
editions by assimilation to that of Mt. In TR it differed

from Mt. only by didov ijfuv TO K0.6 rj/uLfpav, TO.S d/u.a/3-

ri as, /cat yap avTol
d&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;ie/u.ev

TTO.VT\
6((&amp;gt;ei\oi&amp;gt;Ti ijfuv, and

the omission of the doxology. The critical editions

have shown that the invocation in Lk. is only iraTep,

and that the third and seventh petitions are totally

absent. In the rest, there is full agreement, though
Weiss again writes eX#erw with TR. All prefer d&amp;lt;pio/j.fv

to the a.(pie[j.ev of the TR.

There is one very interesting variant treated at length in

the apparatus ofWH : eASeViu TO ayiov Tri tv/aa crov
e&amp;lt;j&amp;gt; TJ/UOS KCU

KaOapKTaTia rifiaf. To supplement the remark of \VH (repeated
in 1896) that no other record of this singular reading is extant

(besides the explicit testimony of Greg. Nyss., Maximus Con
fessor, and Tertullian), it should be noted that cod. evang. min.

604 (
= 700 in the list of Gregory -Egerton 2610, in the British

Museum) has this very reading in the text of Lk. (see H. A. C.

Hoskier, A full account and collation of the Greek Cursive
Codex Evangelium, 604 [1890], who gives a photographic re

production of the passage, and Chase, 24). Whether in the

reading e$ 17^09 which is added in cod. D and various forms of
the second petition,

1 a trace of this Marcionitic reading is

extant, maybe doubted. Marcion wrote further -rov aprov &amp;lt;rov

TOV eTriovo-ioi/, perhaps Ta? djuiapTia; instead of TO. 6$eiA&amp;gt;jjoiaTa

(on the second clause there is no testimony extant), and put JU.TJ

a$6? rjfia.&amp;lt;; fi&amp;lt;revx9r\va.i, a dogmatic alteration, which (inde

pendently, it would seem) appears also in Latin in Cyprian (De
Or.c. 25), in Latin MSS of the Gospels (see Chase, p. 62 jf.),

and in several settings of the Liturgy, as suffer us not to be led

or let us not be led into temptation.
2

91 2817

1 In German, zuunskomme dein Reich, or zukomme uns

dein Reich. In the so-called Bishops Book, thy kingdom
come unto us.

2 See Chase, who quotes (he so-called King s Book of 1593,
and W. H. Frere, Edwardine Vernacular Services, in Journ.
Th. Studies, Jan. 1900, p. 242.
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In a passage like the Lord s Prayer, every minute

3. Numbering
detail such as numberi

&quot;g
and arrange-* ment and even orthography deserves

arrangement
care^ul attention.

Augustine (Enchirid. 116) remarks
Lucas in oratione doniinica petitiones non sepiem sed

quinque complexus est. The number seven became
thenceforth traditional in the Roman Catholic and the

Lutheran Church. But the same Augustine argued :

quod ille (Mt. )
in ultima posuit : libera nos a malo, iste

(Lk. )
non posuit, ut intelligeremus ad illud superius

quod de tentatione dictum est pertinere. In accordance
with this view, Origen and Chrysostom counted six

petitions ; they are followed by the reformed churches.

WH print the Lord s Prayer in Mt. in 2 x 3 stichi, in

Lk. without strophic arrangement. Wordsworth-White
make, in their Latin NT, of Pater-nomen titum one

stichus, of et ne inducas and sed libera two. Hetze-
nauer s reprint of the Vulgate puts a full stop after every

petition, therefore also: lentationem. Sed. In the

Greek text Weiss places a colon only after 77;$, WH
after yrjs, ffr)fj.(pov, and TJ/UWP, while Brightman (Litur

gies )
omits all punctuations in the second half, and

separates the first half by commas. AV, RV, and

Prayerbook need hardly be quoted. The division and

arrangement of WH prove the best.

No attempt can be made here to give an exhaustive

explanation of this Breviarium totius evangelii as

. -, . Tertullian stvled it, or Coelestis doc-
4. Meaning. .tnnre compendium, as Cyprian called it.

Oratio haec, said Tertullian, quantum substringitur
verbis, tantum diffunditur sensibus. Some philological
remarks, however, are necessary.

(1) The exordium. The abrupt irdrtp, says A.

Wright (Gospel of Luke [1900], 103), is softened down
in St. Matthew by an editorial addition which in identical

or equivalent terms occurs in Mt. 51645 etc. (19 times) ;

only once in St. Mark (1125) ;
not at all in St. Luke

;

but see Lk. 11 13. In the West there is evidence that

the abruptness was eased by prefixing the original Ara
maic abba (not abbun, our father

).
So Rom. 815 Gal.

46 (Mk. 1436). It is better to say that the Aramaic

original Abba was preserved even in Greek surround

ings, but explained by the addition of the translation 6

irarrip (as in Mk. 641, ra\i0a through rb Kopdffiov).
That not only the isolated Trdrep of Lk.

,
but also irartp

riniav of Mt. can correspond to N2N is sufficiently shown by
Dalman, ll orte Jesu, 157, though for a prayer the more
solemn 3K (in Hebrew), Kmx (Aramaic), |J12N (Galilean),

seems to Dalman more probable. For the isolated jrdrep or
o n-aT/jp cp Mt. 11 26 Mk. 14 36 Lk. 22 42 with Mt. 203942 Lk.
(15 12 1821) -233445 Jn. Il4i_1227y: 17 i 521 24 (with 1025) or
Clem. i. ad Cor. 8 3 : tav

c7ric7Tpa&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;7)Te rrpb? fie f oAjjs TTJJ

(cri/jciim cal etmjre Hdrep, eTraxoucro^xai v/uoii ,
the Syriac trans

lation has here
p^jt (our father).

That the imperative forms ayiaaO-firw and yevi^d-qru

may be used for the optative, CVKTIKW not strictly

jrpooraKTiKuis, is shown by Origen (De Or. 24 5, ed.

Koetschau, 2
3557&quot;. )

with reference to some remarks of
Tatian on

yei&amp;gt;t]0riTu
in Gen. 1 3.

On the use of the passive aorist of this verb instead of the
middle see Hlass, Grammatik des neutestamentlichen Grie-
chisch, 20, i). (In Gen. 1 3 y&amp;lt;fi/7)0rJT&amp;lt;o

of LXX gives place in

Aquilaand Longinus (tic Sittlimi) to ytviirOia, in Symmachus
to l&amp;lt;TTta, in the Oracula Sifryllina, i, 9, to

yeit&amp;gt;d&amp;lt;rOta.)
On the

Semitic original presupposed by yfujfr^Tio, see below, 5 [4].

(2) ^TnoiVtoj. The remark of Origen,
1 that the word

is not found elsewhere in Greek, is still true despite the
recent increase of Greek literature through the newly
discovered papyri ; on its meaning, therefore, tradition

must be heard, and the question settled, if possible, by
philological reasons.

(a) The oldest tradition seems to be that represented
in syr

vt
(cur. , sin. and Acts of Thomas) by won 1

? (or 10117)

KJ CN, (our) constant, continual bread.

1 The passage is important, and deserves study (De Orat. 11 j= Koetschau, 2
$&&amp;gt;/.).
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This

J&amp;lt;CK
is, in the Pesh. of the OT, the regular rendering for

Heb. Ten
; see especially Nu. 47, TCrn Cn? ( continual

bread EV), and it is a strange coincidence, that not only the
Armenian version of 2 Mace, translated 1 8 (npo(9rJKa/j.ev TOUJ
dprous) by the same word as in NT rbv aprov TI/JWI- rbv
ejriouo-ioi l but also the mediaeval Jew, Shemtob ben Shaphrut,
to whom is due the Hebrew translation of the Gospel of Matthew,
published in the i6th century by Miinster and Mercier, and re-

published in 1879 by Ad. Herbst, 2 hit upon the corresponding
Hebrew word TDDi translating QV,T l:S jn Ten UCnS DN- He
even formed from TOH an adjective H Cn, which in biblical

Hebrew is as unheard of as errtoucrio? in Greek from 7rioO&amp;lt;ra.

T. R. Crowfoot, Observations on . , . Cureton Syriac Frag
ments (1872, p. 10), and C. Taylor, Sayings of the Jewish
Fathers (1877, p. 141), seem to have had no knowledge of this

medieval predecessor when they proposed TCfl as original for

en-iouerioy.

(b} The same tradition seems represented in the West
by the old Latin cotidianus and the Gothic hlaif un-

sarana thana sinteinan (cp the same word in 2 Cor. 11 28

= Ko.6 ij/j^pav and the adv. , sinteino for Sid. iravrfa,

irdvTOTf, del) and the Old German emissigaz (Vaterunser
of Weissenburg).

(c) With the venientem of the Sahidic version is to

be compared Cyril (Luc. 265), ol /jv tivai (pavi rbv

ij^ovrd re KO.I do6rj&amp;lt;r6[j.evov Kara rbv aiuva rbv fj.t\\ovra,
while he himself explained : Sri rrjs i&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;-qfj.^pov rpo&amp;lt;pfjs

Troiovvrai rrjv aUrrjcriv ojj dKrr)fj.oves SijXovori ttriouffiov

rbv avrdpKT) diavoeiffOai xp~n- The Coptic has crastinum.

(d) The Peshitta has the bread of our need, and is

followed by the later Syriac translation of Polycarp and
Thomas of Heraclea, who formed the rare adjective

JAlAJCUB our needy bread. The Palestinian, trans

lating our bread of richness, took eiriovcriot in the

sense of irtptovatos.

(e) Jerome tried the word supersubstantialis, sub-

stantivus or superventurus ; Victorinus, consubstan-
tialis. [Hence J. B. Jona in his Hebrew version of the

Gospels (Romae, MDCLXVIII) even gives cvprrSy cnS.]

(_/&quot;)
It would be of the highest importance to be

assured of the accuracy of Jerome s repeated statement
that the Gospel of the Hebrews, which he identified

at times with the Semitic original of Matthew, had
mdhdr (ino). Two views are possible. The one is

that this mdhdr is a translation from the Greek, resting
on etymology ;

if this be so, the explanation has no
more value than any other. The other is that this

mdhdr represents the Jewish-Christian form of prayer of

400 A.D. (or thereabouts), which was also known about

60-65 A - D - n Jerusalem, Kokaba, Beroea.
For the latter view strong reasons are given, especially by

Th.Zahn, Geschichtedes Kanons, 2593 709 ; Einl. 1 312 ; for the
former see R. H. Kennett in A. Wright s Gospel of S. Luke,
102. It is true, incC?) UCn? sounds a little strange in Hebrewi

and so indeed does the Aramaic &quot;inn 1 N3Dri7; but it is so

in other languages also, and there are philological reasons which

strengthen this tradition. 3

On this side of the question see Winer-Schmiedel, Gramnt.
16 n. 23, and the literature there mentioned. Origen s view

that the word comes from iiri and ovtria, or from eni and tlvoi,
is less likely than the other, that it is derived from en-ieVoi, more
especially from 17 firiouo-a, sc. r)H*pa, the following day. If we
compare James 2 15, TTJS e^rj/nepou Tpo&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;rj?,

the way of the RV
seems the best, to leave our daily bread in the text and to re

mark that literally it means our bread for the coining day.

Comparing Prov. 308 ,?n cnV (AV food convenient

for me, mg. of my allowance ; RV food that is need
ful for me, mg. Heb. the bread of my portion ),

Del., Salk. -Gi. ,
Resch translate ujsn en

1

? ; Ronsch (like

the Palestinian version), unViD cnS ; Taylor (like the old

1 This is the origin of the statement in H-P, on 2 Mace. 1 8,

tres codices Sergii dprovs CITIOIKTIOV?, to which Deissmann (Nrue
Bibelstudien, 41) and Hilgenfeld (ZWT, 99, p. 157) called
attention.

2 On this edition see the present writer s review, Lit. Central-
blatt, 1880, no. ii.

3 See also Jerome s Comm. on Mt. 6 (Vallarsi, 7 34), the Anec-
dota MarcJsolana, ed. Morin, III. 2 (1896) 262, where the most
definite statement occurs : In Hebraico evangelio secundum
Matthzum ita habet : Panem nostrum crastinum da nobis
hodie.
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Syriac and Shemtob), jnnn KonV or ron DnV- Arnold

Meyer (Muttersprache Jesu, 1896) thinks of Aramaic

nop, sufficient. Chase s conclusion is that the original

may simply have been Give us our (or the
)
bread of

the day. M. Schultze (Gramm. der aram. Mutter

sprache Jesu, 1899, 113) gives lahma di sork-dna and
3is is given by the last reviser of the last version of

the Hebrew NT quoted by M. Margoliouth, who finds

this utterly inconceivable, proceeding from a sheer
mania for alteration. That it refers to the needs of

common life and must not be taken allegorically (as
Marcion and many since his time have taken

it) is now
almost universally admitted.

(3) irovrjpov ;
malo. Whether this be masculine or

neuter, cannot in Hebrew, Aramaic, or Syriac be decided
from the form alone. For the Greek NT see the ex
haustive investigation of Chase. Shemtob translated

jn *?3D (changed in the edition of S. Mimster). There
is an early allusion to this meaning in the Didach^

(10s), fj,vri&amp;lt;r6ijTi, Kvpie,TTjs tKK\r)(ria.s crov, pwra&amp;lt;T0cu aur^y
dird iravros wovajpov. The Ethiopic, too (see Bright-
man, Liturgies, 234), has Deliver us and rescue us
from all evil. The same combination of the two verbs

by which in the Peshitta
pv&amp;lt;rcu

is rendered (Mt. ) JnQ
and (Lk. ) J-3, is found in the Nestorian Liturgy

j

(Brightman, 296), Save and deliver us from the
evil one and his hosts. Taylor (Sayings, 142 ff.}
writes The original form of the petition can scarcely
have been jnn jo u^sm I

but may it not have been

jnrr is D uS xni ? On the jn is or jnn \ see Taylor s

note. It seems on the whole the most probable view
to take it as masculine. The Arabic text published by
Mrs. M. D. Gibson (Studio. Sinaitica, 7 14, has
from the Satan and adds Kvpie after temptation ; cp

on the latter addition, Brightman, Liturgies, 469, /. 54.

(4) For the doxology, cp not only i Ch. 29 n, but
also Dan. 237 i Esd. 43840 and the Prayer of Manas-
seh (end). The earliest quotations are in Polycarp, ad
Philipp. 6 and 7.

In former times Grotius (especially), and, later,

Wetstein expressed the view that the Lord s Prayer was

6. Connection f
combination of Jewish prayers ex

wifii TAITT- u f rmulis Hebraeorum concmnata.
&quot;lull u CWlSU s-\ i r i i

Pravers
Others went further, and maintained
that the Lord s Prayer consisted of the

beginnings of prayers, singled out by Jesus as suitable
for his followers. Still more extravagant statements, as
that Jesus had gathered the Lord s Prayer out of the

Zendavesta, need not detain us (see P1?W 4768). On
the other hand, Dr. M. Margoliouth in 1876 endeavoured
to show that the Jewish Liturgy never contained any
thing so glorious, so august, and so comprehensive.
His work, entitled The Lords Prayer no Adaptation
of existing Jewish Prayers, is, however, rather rhetorical
than historical and critical in character. The truth is

that we may say of the Lord s Prayer applying what
Theodore Zahn lately wrote (Forschungen, 6 [1900] 153)
of the teaching of Jesus as a whole that Jesus uttered

things which were said almost literally by Jewish teachers
before and after him. On the other hand, duo si

faciunt idem, non est idem
;
and even if for the separate

parts, words, thoughts of the Lord s Prayer parallels
can be adduced from Jewish sources, as a whole this

prayer remains unique. Moreover, it is difficult to be
certain of the exact age of the parallels adduced. The
Jewish Liturgy has had a complicated history, if we
mention only the most famous pieces of it,

1 the Shtmd .

the SMmoneh Esreh, the Kaddish, the Abinu Malkenu,
1 On the Skema and Shemoneh Esreh see Schiirer, GVI

l] ^.
1 PP- *^D! Schechter^ Some Rabbinic Parallels to the

NT, \nJQK, Apr. 1900, p. 429.

LORD S PRAYER
and since Christian scholars are (apart from Dalman)
behindhand in thorough and critical study of docu
ments (cp PRAYER), it seems best to restrict ourselves to
some of the most remarkable and indisputable Jewish
parallels.

For OT parallels see the Bible (RV) with marginal references
Dittmar, I etus Testamentum in Novo (1899), and Hiihn, Die
alttestamentlichen Citate und Reminiscenzen ii Neuen Tes-
tamente [1900] (Part II. of Die Messianischen Weissagungen ).

(
i

)
Exordium : irdrtp, or

-irdrtp T|nv 6 v ovpavois. It

is the Jewish custom to add D &amp;lt;OB:

3(tt ), K CB 3-i, (who) is

in heaven to 3^ where it is used of God
;
but in prayer,

even among Jews the isolated \yy& is not unusual. The
fundamental passage for the designation of God as
Father is Ex. 4 22. (Cp FATHER.

)

For ShemOneh Esreh, cp 4 and 6 in both recensions (the
Palestinian detected by Schechter among the MSS from the
Gemzah of Cairo and published in/(pA 10 [1898], pp. 654-9 I re
printed at the end of Dalman s Die li- orte Jesu, I., 299, and, in

the Babylonian, Dalman, 301 ff.), ^PXD njn 3N |n and

^ 3X W7 n?p, and in the Babylonian form *irnin
i

? ir;iN W3 B&amp;gt;n,

where the Palestinian has 5j J7N 133 BTI. On the H|J?D 3K
(the prayer for New Year and Day of Atonement) see HairT-

burger, I.e. Suppl. II. i
; on O Crm 3K, Father of mercies

(2 Cor. 1 3 ; BerakhOth 8) and D Crm 3N 3K (in the prayer

before the Shema), Hamburger, I. 8. In the Kaddish Dip
N
T ?E&amp;gt;:n NH3K, for which the Kaddish de Rabbanan has JOD D p
N

^&quot;?^] K^OB 1, before the word of heaven and earth, and
another recension, Nl iff tr\O, the Lord of heaven and earth,

Dalman, 305. In Aramaic, N^CCton f3K occurs as introduction

to the recital of Ex. 15
;
see ZDMG 54 n6.

(2) d-yiao-0TJTw, comp. in Shemoneh Esreh, 3, grnp

ya& tniji NRN, in the Babyl. recension with transposition

trng TjCBn Bnijj
nnw and the sequel si^.v nv^a D rnpi

rrta for qnySap ai^N
p*ti ;

further Bab. 18, }DE&amp;gt;-riN tyy

The divine name occurs further in Bab. i dot} JJ;D ?&amp;gt;

f r his

name s sake ) 13 -ps?3 DTIBl3n, that trust in thy name
; in

thy name we trust. The Kaddish begins : TCB EHprn Vnan*

&quot;??{??
N7^ magnified and hallowed be his great name in the

world
; afterwards, eight more such verbs are placed together

referring to the name of holiness, blessed be he (or it) : -pan*
713 jcE ipi .TOP Nb :m 7?nn i nSyn i oniim iNDn i n^nc&quot;

Nirt, blessed, praised, and beautified, and extolled, and elevated,
and glorified, and lifted up, be the name of holiness, blessed be
he. Any benediction which is without mention of hasseut

(i.e., nirp) is no benediction at all ; b. BerakhOth, 40^.

(3) ^XOdrw. Any benediction (cp the preceding)
which is without Malkuth is no benediction at all :

b. Bgrakhoth, 40^.

Shemoneh n [Bab. adds mnc] ?H3^ NRK U ^V Tll^OI and
T&quot; I J v -

: T - T ;

be king over us (quickly) thou alone (opposed to [12] ni3?D

P~IT, the kingdom of pride ) ; cp no. 14, n B D &quot;111 fl 3 JTO^D

IplS, i? (variant NnN 3 BD1 31 W I^D 3&amp;gt;-

Kaddish, n ni37D &quot;HD , may his kingdom reign ; but read

with Dalman T?D , may he make it reign ; the Kaddfsh de-

Rabbanan adds (in one recension, n ip 3), in his
glory,&quot; and

connects it with the kingdom of his Messiah.

(4) -ytvTiOyJTw. Whether in Hebrew nbjr or ,T be

the better translation, can be doubted. Shemtob,
Del.

, Salk. -Gi. , and Resch adopted ne jr ;
M. Mar

goliouth preferred vr, the reading of the previous Hebrew

version which comes to us from Dr. M. S. Alexander

(the first Anglican Bishop of Jerusalem), Dr. S. M Caul,
and Stanislaus Hoga ;

the Syrian versions have win, with

the exception of the Evangeliarium Hierosolymitanum,
which, in accordance with its usual diction, has 12JW-

In Jewish prayers there seems to be no exact parallel ; but cp
BerakhOth, 29/ ,

where Rabbi Eliezer answers the request for a
short prayer by saying y\ Sj/CD D CtJ^ TjlXT HB^ Do thy will

in heaven above (Taylor, Sayings, 139, Hamburger, 1098
n. 6), and Berfikhoth, 166, Dl^ST D ETltJ 13 nSl^ 7JS?D )ls&quot;1

ri i

May it be thy will, O Lord, our God, to make peace in the

family above and in the family below. In Shemoneh Esreb,
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i3i &quot;JliT l?iy cy. with those who do thy will and 16,

nsn, be pleased O Lord our God ; in the Babyl. re

cension 16 u jnrn -py rKntr n-ny ran pmV .mm pm3 *?3pn.

In the Kaddlsh p3my3 T^ynni pDrllSx *?2pnn. may your

prayer be accepted and may your petition be done.

(5) TOV dprov. No exact parallel in Jewish prayers.

There is a petition for blessing of the year in Shcmoneh

Esreh 9, in Habinenii and elsewhere, and the saying of

R. Eliezer haggadol (circa 40-120 A.D.), Whosoever has

a bit of bread in his basket and says, What shall I eat to

morrow ? must be reckoned among those of little faith

(Sofa, 48*).
On the different translations of tn-ioiio-tos, see above, 4 (2).

(6) Kal
d&amp;lt;}&amp;gt;s.

Shtmoneh 6, *S wnan 3 iriiK uS n^p

yajs [izyni] nna, in the Babyl. recens. 16 ir^y crni [oin] ;

also in Habinenii. TO.
6&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;(t\r)/j.a.Ta (expression from

business- life) is more irnizin (Del. , Marg. ;
also Shem-

tob, who renders
6&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;ei\^rau i]^C&amp;gt;v, irnum ^JD?) than =

ijnas N (Salkinson-Ginsburg, Kesch).

(7) ls iripao-u.&amp;lt;5v.
Shemtob, Del.,

J
VBJ T 1

? ; Salk.-

Gi. , Resch, HDD n;S ; the reviser, rightly challenged by

M. Margoliouth (p. 95), noaS ; Munster, p 333 for

Shemtob s j n-S
The expression jro: rS . . . i:N

%;n StO occurs in the Jewish

morning prayer (cp Herakhoth, 6c&amp;gt;^, Margoliouth, 98, Taylor,

142 f.) ; but this prayer seems to betray a later origin than

the Lord s Prayer: &quot;r

1

? N 1

? m ln *?N1 TJsSp pm .VI

U3 eSe-n *?KI p
-
i3 n S N T) p-c:

r 1

? wVi mzy -rS Si nan

jnn is*-

(8) dirb TOV irovripov. In the prayer which Rabbi

used to say after the usual prayer according to Berak-

hoth, i6f&amp;gt;, he mentions, among the evils from which he

desires to be delivered, after yi lira J?T yjEd yn DIN

jn J3ffO yn -ana, also rvnsyan joe-si,
and from Satan the

Destroyer
1

(Taylor, i42/).

(9) All the expressions of the Doxology occur in

Jewish prayers rt, ijr, ja^ir. ty. &quot;O133.

Among early commentaries, see those of Origen (vol. ii., ed.

by Koetschau) and Cyprian ; among modern treatise* that

of Kamphausen (1866), F. H. Chase s The

6. Literature. Lor,fs Prayer in the Early Church (Texts
and Studies, 3 (iSgil), where too the litera

ture is duly noted, C. W. Stubbs, The Social Teaching of the

Lord s Prayer (1900).
A portion of the Lord s Prayer, from a clay tablet of about the

fourth century, A.D. found at Megara and now in the National

Museum at Athens, has been published lately by R. Knopf
(JMittheil. des Kais. Deutsch. Arch. Instituts: Atheniscke

Abtheilung, xxv. 4(19001313-324). The tablet is broken, but

endsairb roO novripov. Then follows nvpLf and the monogram of

Christ
_|j

Eb &quot; N &quot;

LORD S SUPPER. Sec EUCHARIST.

LO-RUHAMAH (TOIT1 i6. 23, -unpitied ; oyK

HAeHMeNH [BAQ], cp npnj K7, Is. 54 n), and Lo.

AMMI pJ31? X?, not my people ; oy AAOC MOY
[BAQ]), symbolical names given to Hosea s daughter
and son, to signify that Yahwe would cease to have

mercy upon the house&quot; of Israel, and that they were no
more his people, nor he their God

(
Hos. 1 6-9 ;

see

Rom. 925 i Pet. 2io). Cp HOSKA, 6, JEZKKEL, i,

col. 2459.
The antithesis comes at the close of the prophecy in chap.

22i^ [23^1(10 which probably 1 io-2 i [2 1-3] is to be appended),
In that day ... I will pity /Ticm) Lo-ruhamah, and to Lo-

ammi I will say &quot;Thou art my people&quot; (223(251) . . . Say
ye unto your brethren Ammi (my people) and to your sisters

Ruhamah (pitied) 2 i [3]. Zech. 189 is not the only parallel.
If Ariel in Is. 29 i 2 7 should rather be Jerahmeel (cp 2 S. 568,
where the true text, the present writer thinks, spoke of Jebusites
and Jerahmeelites as the inhabitants of old Jerusalem), we get a
close parallel to Hosea ; for v,

y/&amp;gt;fi
should in this case run, and

it shall become Lo-jerahmeel i.e., on whom God hath no pity.
See Crit. Hit. T. K. C.

LOT
(V^fil), Josh. 186. See DIVINATION, 2 (iv.).

EPHOD, UKIM AND THUMMIM.
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LOT
LOT (1217, ACOT). ^ righteous man, who by the divine

favour escaped from the catastrophe which befel the

, wicked city of Sodom (Gen. 191-29) ;
he is

also said to have been brother s son to
tradition.

At)raham, whom he accompanied from his

fatherland (124/), but from whom he parted at length

owing to disputes between their shepherds, and to have

been allowed by his generous uncle to choose the Jordan

valley for himself and his flocks (13 5-12) ; a later

tradition says that Abraham made a successful expedi

tion to rescue Lot who had been taken captive by
Chedorlaomer and the allied kings (14 121416). It

should be noticed here that the story in 1 2 10-20 is

probably one of the later insertions in J ; hence the

otherwise surprising circumstance that no mention is

made in it of Lot. The words and Lot with him are

an editorial correction (cp Oxf. Hex.
).

The Moabites

and Ammonites are called by two writers the b ne Lot

(EV -children of Lot
),

Dt. 2 9 &amp;lt; 9 Ps. 83 9 [8] ;
a

legendary account of their origin is given in Gen. 1930-38

(cp AMMON, MOAK).
In the latter story the progenitor ofAmmon and Moab appears

as dwelling in the cave ; or, more precisely, two parallel state

ments are made in in&amp;gt;. jpa and 30^, he dwelt in the mountain

(&quot;1 113)
and he dwelt in the cave (rnyBS).

Hence the question

arises whether in the cave may not be a gloss on in the moun

tain (so Di.), or rather perhaps on &quot;in3, in a cave, in being

altered into in to suit a change in the context.

It would be somewhat hard to deny that the story in

Gen. 1930-38 was interwoven with the story of the de

struction of Sodom by a later hand. It was not one of

the really popular Hebrew legends, and contrasts as

strongly with the previous honourable mention of Lot

as the story of Noah s drunkenness (Gen. 9 21^) con

trasts with that of the reward of his righteousness.

The primary Lot (Gen. 1930-38) was presumably re

presented as a Horite ; he is identical with Lotan, who
was the eldest of the sons of Seir the

2. Identification. Horke (Gen 36zo)&amp;gt;
and was himself

the father of a son called Hori (v. 22). The secondary

Lot (the kinsman of Abraham) may, or rather must,

once have had another name, and very possibly (cp the

probable supersession of ENOCH [g.v.~\ in the Hebrew

Deluge-story by Noah) an error of a very early scribe

lies at the foundation of the change. In Gen. 1127 (P)

the father of Lot is said to have been Haran
(pin)-

Now

HAKAN
[&amp;lt;/.v.~\

can only be explained as a variation of

Haran (pn), or rather Hauran
(pin).

See JACOB, 3.

The narrative of J in its original form possibly spoke of

Hauran as accompanying Abraham from their common
fatherland ; pin

would easily be miswritten mn, Hori,

and mn be considered a synonym for Lotan, or Lot,

the Horite. It would then become natural to attach

the story of the origin of Moab and Ammon to the

person of the righteous survivor of Sodom and kinsman

of Abraham. But the real antestor, according to

legend, of Moab and Ammon was, not Hauran the

Hebrew, but Lot the Horite. (Of course, the story in

Gen. 1930-38 is neither of Moabitish and Ammonitish

nor of primitive Hebrew origin ;
it is an artificial

product, except in the one point of the tracing of the

Moabites and Ammonites to Lot the Horite, which is

due to misunderstanding. )

The secondary Lot is but a double of Abraham.

Doubtless he shows differences from Abraham, which

n . . , mar the portrait ;
but these are due to

3. Origin Of
the unfavourable circumstances in which

name.
tjle biographer places Lot, and only prove

that the narrator could not triumph over such great

obstacles. Lot has therefore made but a slight mark

on Hebrew literature (Dt. 2919 and Ps. 839 [8] are both

late). A reference is made in Lk. 172932 both to Lot

and to his wife, which remains morally effective even if

the pillar of salt (Gen. 1926) is an accretion on the

original story (see SODOM). His function is to confirm

the belief that the ancestors of the Hebrews were not
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LOTAN
wild, self-seeking warriors, but men of piety and

righteousness (cp 2 Pet. 2?/). Of the character of

the primary Lot, who alone has a right to the name,
we have no trustworthy information. His name, how-
erer, is significant ;

it comes from to take a stranger
into the family (Ar. Idta in viii.

).

Winckler supports this by a quotation from Ibn Hisum (6^/.)
relative to a man who was belated on a certain occasion, pro
vided with a wife by his friend, and adopted into the friend s

family (ilta.ta.-hu) , in this way he became his friend s brother.

Applying this key to the Lot of Gen. 19 30-38, and the Lotan of
Gen. 36 20 29, we may suppose that a pre-Edomitish tribe was
admitted into union with the Edomites. The name of Lotan s

sister is TIMNA [y.v.], and in 8612 Timna is the name of the
concubine of Eliphaz, son of Esau or Edom. The cases appear
to be analogous. On Gen. 14 12 cp SODOM AND GOMOKRAH,
and on 13ioyC PARADISE, 6, end.

Cp Wi. AOt1 287 f-\ Stucken, Astralmythen, 81-125;
Stade, Gesch. 1 119 ; Ewald, Gesch. 1 448 ; Hplzinger and Gunkel
on Genesis. For Jewish legends see the Midrash Ber. Rabba ;

for Mohammedan, Koran, 15 58-75, etc. -p. K. C.

LOTAN ($ ; AOGT&N [BADEL]), one of the sons

of Seir, i.e.. a Horite clan, Gen. 86202229 ;
i Ch. 1 38 f.

See EDOM, 3, col. 1183 ;
LOT.

LOTHASUBUS (AcoeACoyBoc [BA], etc.), i Esd.

&44f=Neh. 84, HASHBAIJANA.

LOTS, FEAST OF. See PURIM.

LOTUS TREES (D^NV), mentioned in Job 40 2I /,
RV, as a favourite covert of the BEHEMOTH or HIPPO
POTAMUS (AV shady trees ; cp Ges. Thes.

; TTANTO-
A&TT& AeNAp&amp;lt;\

and AeNApA MefAAA [BNA]). RV s

rendering is doubtless correct. The cognate Arabic
dal 1

is the dom-tr&s, a thorny shrub, sometimes attaining
considerable height, a wild species of the sidr (Rhamnus
spina Christi [Linn.], cp Lane, s.v. ddl, sidr]. This

prickly lotus (according to Volck, the L. silvestris] is the

L. Z.izyphus, a native of N. Africa and S. Europe, and
is to be kept distinct from the water-lilies, L. Nymphcea
(of Egypt) and L. Nelumbo (of India and China), which

repeatedly occur as a motif in Egyptian and oriental

mythology and art. 2 See Wetz. ap. Del. ad loc.

N. M.

LOVE-APPLE (&quot;TR), Gen. 30 14 RVs-, EV MAN
DRAKES \_q.V. \ Cp ISSACHAR, 2.

LOVE FEASTS (AI-ATTAI), Jude v. 12 RV
;
AV

feasts of charity. See EUCHARIST, 3.

LOVINGKINDNESS pDn, fu sed), a characteristic

term of OT religion, applicable both to Yahwe and to

1 Renderi &
man - i his rendering of htsed may be

inadequate, but is certainly preferable
to mercy (or mercies, which alternates with it in

EV). Mercy is an inheritance from the Wycliffite
Bible

; Vg. gives misericordia, and Aeos, eXerifj.ocrvi rj,

t\fri/j.uv (but also nine times diKaioavvrj, and once

Su-cuos). It might have been better to limit the use of

mercy to the phrase have mercy ( :|n). Ps. 4 i [2]

62(3] 9i3[i4], etc. Other renderings of hdsed in EV
are favour (Esth. 2 17 Job 10 12), goodness (Hos. 64).
The root meaning may be mildness (so Ges.(13 )), but,
in actual use, httsed is not mere mildness or gentle
ness. A few classical passages from the OT will prove
this statement.

i. i S. lo 6, For ye showed brotherly kindness to the chil

dren of Israel.

2. References. 2. i S. 20 8, Mayest thou show loving-
kindness to thy servant, because into a bond

sanctioned by Yahwe thou hast brought thy servant.
3. i S. 20 14, And shouM I be yet alive, mayest thou show

ne the lavingkindness of Yahwe (cp 2 S.
_9 3). But should I die,

ayest thou not withdraw thy compassion from my house for
rer. 3

4. 2 S. 15 20, Return and take thy brethren with thee, and
ay Yahwe show thee lavingkindnesi and faithfulness.

1 On the Syr. equiv. JJJj^, /3aros, cp Low, Pfanz. 275 f.
2 Found also upon a Jewish intaglio, e.g., Perrot-Chipiez,Art in Phoenicia, 2246, fig. 175.
3 We follow H. P. Smith.

LOVINGKINDNESS
5. i K. 2031, The kings of the house of Israel are kindly

kings.&quot;

6. Hos. 4 i, Hear the word of Yahwe, ye sons of Israel, for
Yahwe has a quarrel with the inhabitants of the land, because
there is no trustworthiness, no brotherly kindness, no know
ledge of God in the land.

1

7. Hos. 646, What shall I do to thee, O Ephraim? what
shall I do to thee, O Israel?! Your loyal affection was like
morning clouds, and like the night-mist which early disappears.
. . . For loyal affection do I desire, not sacrifice

; and the
knowledge of God more than burnt offerings.

8. Hos. 11 i-4, When Israel was young I began to love
him ; from (the time that he was in) Egypt, I called him my
son. As soon as I called them, they went from me

; they sacri
fice to the Baals, they cause smoke to rise to the images. It
was I that guided Ephraim, I took him on mine arms

; but
they they discerned not that I had redeemed them. The
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kindness, and to celebrate the works of Yahwe? 3

10. Jer. 22, I remember in thy behalf the loyal affection of
thy youth, the love of thy bridal state.

n. Dt. 7 12, Because ye obey these judgments . . . Yahwe
thy God will carry out for thee the covenant and the loving-
kindness which he swore to thy fathers.

12. Is. 54 10, My lovingkindness shall not depart from thee,
nor shall my covenant of peace remove.

13. Ps. 25 10, All the paths of Yahwe are lovingkindness (so
RV) and faithfulness to those that observe his covenant and his
statutes.

14. Job 10 12, Favour 1 and lovingkindness thou hast prac
tised towards me, and thy care has watched over my breath.

In all these passages it is not mere mildness that

is meant, but active kindness, and not necessarily that

3. Applications.
fo

?
f activ(

; !

&amp;lt;in

f

dnes
vf

which Po
,

rt

!

a
calls mercy, but, when men solely

are concerned, any form of helpfulness. It is in fact

the
&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;i\a5e\&amp;lt;pia

of the NT, which means a helpfulness
born of sympathy.

5
Sympathy in the ancient world

was narrow in its range. It existed, properly speaking,
only among those who were natural or reputed kinsmen.
Israelitish prophets and legislators sought to widen it

;

but the task was hard. Certainly it was a bold act on
the part of the servants of Benhadad (see 5) to appeal
to the htsed of an Israelitish king. The earlier Israelitish

kings, however, were, by comparison with other kings,

distinguished by their Msed
;

it is a gratifying proof of
the reality of the higher religion in Israel. Ahab
responds to the appeal, and recognises Benhadad as a
brother. Perhaps, however, he would not have re

sponded thus to the appeal of a Hittite
;

the Ara
maeans and the Israelites had, after all, some degree
of kinship. In this case the merciful of EV is not

misleading ;
but even EV does not say that the Kenites

showed mercy to the children of Israel
;

it was a
sense of kinship that animated them, and their ser

vices were not such as could be called deeds of mercy.
In (2) and (3) Jonathan appeals to the real though
adoptive brotherhood which united him to David. In

(4), if historical, David shows his generosity of feeling ;

Ittai, whom he addresses, is a foreigner and an exile
;

but he has fought by David s side and eaten his bread
;

he is a brother, and receives an Israelite s blessing.

(6) and (9) should be grouped. Hosea complains that

the social feeling (httsed] which once distinguished Israel

has disappeared ;
a nameless prophet of a later day

makes the cultivation of this feeling one of the three

duties of an Israelite, (/( and (8) must also be taken

together. From the latter we see what the loving-
kindness of God is

;
it is neither more nor less than

paternal affection. Hosea has nothing to say of a

1 So Wellhausen, Nowack. The text has Judah. See
HOSEA (BOOK), 4 .

2 Readings adopted : tw. 1-3 J3 1?, Pesh., Theod. ; N&quot;13,

&amp;lt;5 ; &quot;}SK, cp &amp;lt;0 ; Cn/SN, ; TjjniT. So Ruben, and partly

Wi. (A T Unters. 18;), Wellhausen. nSm, Pesh., Gra. ;

D HH?, Gra. Verse 4 D H^K ~IDn
; TP3&quot;!!!, Che.

3 Readings adopted : D nSx ; Jprb.N nJN^D y DCJrtt (cp Ps.

73 28), Che.
4 Read jn (Beer).
8 Cp trvjuTraSeis, &amp;lt;t\aSeA$&amp;lt;n,

i Pet. 3 8.
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LOZON LUCIUS
formal covenant between Yahwe and his people ;

the only blrith he knows of is the natural one between

a father and his son. In return Yahwe looks forfilial

affection : loyal himself, he expects loyalty from Israel.

Jeremiah (see 10) has a similar conception ; it is, how
ever, out of the marriage relation, religiously, accord

ing to him, that hhed grows ;
he calls the forgiving

husband of Israel ron, loyally affectionate (EV
merciful

), Jer. 3 12.

In (n), however, a remarkable modification of Msed

appears. That Yahwe from the first loved Israel D
_ . does not doubt ; but in order that his

, ... . . love may take effect, Israel must give

punctual obedience to the prescribed
laws. As D puts it, Yahwe will keep his covenant

and his loving-kindness for Israel i.e., will show love

to Israel upon a certain legal condition. Henceforth

the same idea of the divine Msed as limited by the

covenant dominates religious writers, and even human
htsed ceases to be purely spontaneous : it is still active

love
;
but it is dictated, and its channels are prescribed,

by a written code. 1

The adjective D TOn, hasidlm
(
= ipn tyjN, Is. 57 1

Ecclus. 44 1
;

see ASSIDEANS), late in use, means not

simply men of filial devotion to God and brotherly
kindness towards their fellows, but men who perform
the pious deeds (onon) required by the law, and it is

nearly = righteous (cp Is. 57 1 (5. avSpes 5i/caioi) ; see

CLEAN, PURE, etc. (for &amp;lt;S and Pesh., whose renderings
are historically significant). Still, though this sense

predominates, we find Ton used once (Ps. 43 1, but the

text is doubtful) in the sense of gentle, without any
reference to the law, or at most, with an underlying
reference to the covenant with Noah, which the

heathen were held responsible for neglecting
2

(ji
1

? ijp

Tpn, EV against an ungodly nation
).

In the last

passage on our list (14) we find Job, in a sad re

trospect, referring to the elaborate provisions made
for his creatures by the Creator as Msed, loyal affec

tion. It is a sign of the strong universalistic tendency
of the movement known as Hokmah or WISDOM (q.v. ).

This tendency never ceased. Mt. 645 implies that the

divine love is universal. Whilst some Rabbis explained ton
rlNEn D ClN^ (Prov. 1434)3 in the sense of Augustine s saying
that the virtues of the heathen are only splendida vitia, the
famous R. Johanan b. Zakkai gave the charitable interpreta
tion, The beneficence of the heathen is (as) a sin-offering (for

them) (Bilbd bathra, 106).* R. Johanan flourished about 70
A.D.; under the forms of legalism he expresses the spirit of the

gospel ;
but the true spiritual kinsman of Jesus is Hosea.

T. K. C.

LOW COUNTRY, LOWLAND. See SHEPHELAH.

LOZON (AozooN [BA]), i Esd. 5 33 = Ezra 2 56,

DARRON.

LUBIM (D O-1
1

?; D !& in Dan. [so Baer, Ginsb.] ;

AlByec [BiXAQL] ;
Nah 3 9 2 Ch. 12 3 168, and Dan.

11 43 (EV Lybians )f ;
the singular 2-1? probably occurs

in Ezek. 30s ; see CHUB). Everywhere, except Nah. 89
(where read probably LUDIM, with Wi. AOF 1 513),
4 Lubim probably represents Libyans (Egypt. Labu,

Lebu) ; in Dan., I.e. , EV actually gives Libyans.
On the three Libyan invasions of Egypt see Maspero,
Struggle of the Nations, 434, 461, 471 /. After the

third invasion Egypt became slowly flooded by Lib

yans. They supplied the Pharaohs with a highly paid
militia, and at length a Libyan by descent (Sosenk)
actually ascended the throne. See EGYPT, 63.

Stade, Cornill, and Ginsburg would read Lubim for Ludim
in Jer. 469 (cp LUD, S 2). It should be noted, however, that

1 Kraet/schmar, Die Rundesvorstdinner, 127 ; cp 145.
2 See Weber, Jiid. Thcol. 263.
3 EV sin is a reproach to any people, taking inn (with

most critics) in the Aramaising sense of disgrace. So Symm.
(oi/eiSo?). But , Pesh. suggest IDh, diminution,

1

which is

very plausible (so Gra.).
* See Edersheim, ffitt. cf the Jewish Nation, 149-154.
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the Assyrian inscriptions expressly refer to Lydian troops in
the service of Egypt. Cp further, CHUB, LEHABIM.

LUCAS (AoyKAcLTi. WH]), Philem. v. 24, RVLuKE.

LUCIFER, AV8- and RV DAY STAR (^H). the

epithet applied to the king of Babylon who in his pride
boasts that he will ascend to the heavens and make
himself God s equal ;

his fate is to be cast down to

Shfiol to the uttermost recesses of the pit (Is. 14 12-15).

By Jerome and other Fathers the passage was applied
to Satan (cp Lk. 10 18).

VTH, Helel, according to the vowel-points (but cp Konig,

Lehrgeb. 2&amp;lt;x 106) is an imperative ( howl ), so Pesh. Aq. Jer. ;

but the above rendering, which follows &amp;lt;S (o &amp;lt;uj&amp;lt;7&amp;lt;6pot ;
1 cp

2 Pet. 1 19, &amp;lt;/&amp;gt;&amp;lt;o&amp;lt;7&amp;lt;|&amp;gt;dpO9), Targ. Vg. Rabb. is the only natural one ;

it requires us to point Helal i.e., brilliant (so Hi. Ew. Kn.

Di.; cp 1T.T).

The description of the doings and of the fate of

Helal is so peculiar (note the expressions son of the

dawn,&quot; stars of God, mount of assembly [see CON
GREGATION, MOUNT OF], recesses of the north

),

that Gunkel (Schopf. u. Chaos, 132^) recognises an
allusion to a Hebrew nature-myth, analogous to the

Greek legend of Phaethon. The overpowering of the

temporary brilliance of the morning-star by the rays of

the sun is compared to a struggle between Elyon and
the giant Helal. References to a mythic tradition of

warfare in heaven are abundant (see DRAGON,
LEVIATHAN, STARS, ORION). But if so, why is there

no Babylonian equivalent of Helal ? It seems better to

read either S riD, thou famous one (o fell out after
T\ :

the preceding c), or, with a reference to a theory for

which much evidence is accumulating through textual

criticism, ^Nony, Jerahmeel, i.e., Jerahmeelite op

pressor of Israel. See Isaiah, SBOT, Heb. , 199,
PARADISE, 4, OBADIAH (BOOK), $/. and cp Crit.

Bib.

According to Winckler (6/224), however, Helal is the

Arabian Hilal, the new moon, and Tntfi dawn, in Is. 14 12

is a distortion of -\riv (cp inns , ORNAMENTS), moon. He
refers to a S. Arabian deity Sahar (inb), of whom a certain

priest describes himself as the liegeman. Whether Sahar is a

deity ofthe moon or of the dawn is undecided. But are we justi
fied in isolating Is. 14 12 from other passages in which

&quot;int? is,

from the point of view of textual criticism, doubtful? The key
which fits one lock will probably fit another of the same char
acter. Read, not son of the morning, but child of the sun

(onn). T. K. c.

LUCIUS (AoyKioc [Ti.WH]). i. Roman consul,

contemporary with Simon the Maccabee, Antiochus

VII. Sidetes, and Ptolemy II. Physcon, i Mace. 15 16

(AeyKlOC [ANV]). He is mentioned in connection

with the embassy of NUMENIUS (q.v. )
to Rome. Prob

ably Lucius Calpurnius Piso, who was consul with M.

Popilius Lasnas in 139 B.C. is meant. That Lucius,
not Cneius, was the true surname of Piso has been

shown by Ritschl. See Schtir. , Hist. i. 1 267 f. , and

cp MACCABEES, FIRST, 9 (c).

2. A certain Lucius joins Paul, who is writing from

Corinth, in saluting the Christians of Rome, to whom
therefore he seems to have been known (Rom. 1621);

cp ROMANS, 4, 10. Along with Jason and Sosipater
Lucius is there alluded to by Paul as his kinsman ;

evidently he was a Jew.
The Pseudo-Hippolytus makes him bishop of Laodicea in

Syria, as also does the Pseudo-Dorotheus, giving his name,
however, as Aouicaj. In the Apostolical Constitutions (7 46) he
is said to have been ordained bishop of Cenchreae by Paul.

He is possibly the same as

3. Lucius of Cyrene, one of the prophets and
teachers of the church in Antioch (Actsl3i) who set

apart Barnabas and Paul for the mission to the Gen
tiles ; cp MINISTRY. He was doubtless one of those

men of Cyprus and Cyrene who, upon the dispersion
from Jerusalem consequent on the martyrdom of

Stephen, had come to Antioch, and there spake unto

the Greeks also, preaching the Lord Jesus.

1 Cp Ps. 1103 where for &quot;ine&amp;gt;O we have trpb i&amp;lt;a&amp;lt;r&amp;lt;}&amp;gt;6pov ,

ante lucifervm, Vg.
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LUD, LUDIM
LUD, LUDIM H-l

1

?). i. (AoyA [AEL]), Gen. 10 22

(Sam. 1?) = i Ch. 1 17 (B om.
). Lud was the fourth son

of Shem, according to P. Most scholars since Bochart
have followed Josephus (Ant. i. 64), who makes Lud the

founder
(/crt&amp;lt;re)

of the Lydians. A sudden spring to Asia

Minor, however, does not seem very probable ;
or was P

really entirely ignorant of the situation of Lydia? Histori

cally, too, there are grave objections to making Lud
the brother of Asshur. Lydia was never conquered
by the Assyrians in spite of the boastful assertion of

Asur-bani-pal (Smith, Assurb. 65 15) that Gugu, king
of Lud (Lud-di), took the yoke of his kingdom. Did
P really transfer the circumstances of the Persian age
(for Cyrus did conquer and annex Lydia) to the

Assyrian period (cp GEOGRAPHY, 21)?
It would really be less bold, when we remember the enormous

amount of corruption among the OT proper names, to infer the
need of textual emendation. It is probable that tfj-y (Elam) in

Gen. 14 i (see SODOM) and also QIN (Aram) in Gen. 22 21 (see
KEMUEL) have arisen out of ^KCrn (Jerahmeel), and perhaps
still more probable that in Ps. 889 [8] -njf-N (Asshur) should be

TIB1} (Geshur). May not these emendations be applicable in

Gen. 10 22 ? In this case we shall do best to suppose that in

the original text of P s list neither -p^ nor mx appeared, but

^NDm (llS may have come from ^xi, and be, equally with

CIN, a fragment of ^NOrn )- Verse 22 will then run, The
sons of Shem : Geshur, and Arpachshad, and Jerahmeel, and

ISJODIN (EV Arpachshad) will be best explained as BHJ3 3HJJ

(Arfib-Kadesh = theN. Arabian Kadesh). But cp ARPACHSHAD.
The view of Lud here proposed accords with the explanation

given elsewhere (NiMRon) of Gen. \Qiof. It will then be
natural to emend the traditional text of vv. 13 f. as proposed
under MIZRAIM, changing Ludim into Q Spna, Carmelim

i.e., the people of Carmel (cp MAON).
2. Elsewhere, where the name appears, Lud is taken

by some to refer to the Lydians (see PUT) ;
but perhaps

it rather means a N. African people.
The passages are Is. 66 19 (AouS [BAQ], Aoufl [#], AvSovy

[Symm. in Qn K-}) Ezek. 27 10 30s ([but here AV LYDIA], Aufioi

[BAQ]), see GEOGRAPHY, 22. Dn? 1

?, LUDIM, the plur. form, is

the name of a son of M izraim (EGYPT) in Gen. 10 1 3 (J)= i Ch.
In [Kr.], cril

1

? [Kt.] (Aovfiiei/a [AL], -iv [E], AwSte^ [A in

i Ch. 1 ii, B om.]), and recurs in Jer. 46 9 (AuSoi [BKAQ], AV
LYDIANS). The singular form (Lud) occurs in Ezek. 27 10 30 5
Is. (56 19.

In Jeremiah the Ludim appear with Egypt, Cush, and
Put (Libya) ; so also in Ezek. 30s ;

and in Isaiah with

Tarshish, Put (by a probable text emendation
; Che.,

Di., Du.
, etc., after @), Tubal, and Javan. We know

nothing more. Hence the hypothesis of Stade (De
Pop. Javan, $ff. =Akad. Reden [1899], 139 ff.} that we
have in Gen. lOia (so also Del. Par. 310) and in Jer.

469 (so also Co. and Gies.
)
a textual error for D ui

1

?,

LUBIM [q.v.~\, whilst Lud in Ezek. and Is. is the same
as Lud in Gen. 1022, and is used loosely as a distant

people, on account of the assonance with Phut (ms)
has some plausibility (see also WMM, As. u. Eur. 115).
See, however, above (i, end) and PUT, 2, and note
Dillmann s adverse judgment on these alterations. It

is at any rate difficult to explain Ezek. 30s in this way,
and the motive, and also indeed the possibility, of the

corruption of Lubim into Ludim in at least two of the

passages are by no means clear.

T. K. C. (i) ;
F. B. (2).

LUHITH, ASCENT OF (JVnn nlfO ; in Jer.

Kt. nin?n), a locality in Moab rnentioned between
Zoarand Horonaim, Is. 15s (ANA.BACIC [THC] Aoyeie
[BXAQr]) ; Jer. 48 5 (enAHC9H [as if from I^D to fill ]

AAu&amp;gt;0 [BJt*W] A.Aee [*], A.AA609 [AQ]). Some
have identified it with Sarfa, N. of the Wady Kerak,
where there are ruins described by de Saulcy.
This, however, is premature. The most probable read

ing of the text, the present writer thinks, is Q^iy nSjro,

the ascent of EGLAIM [?..], the same place as that
referred to in Is. 158 ; it lay near the S. border of Moab.
What authority (if any) Eusebius had for his statement that

the city Lueitha was situated between Areopolis and Soar
(&amp;lt;9.S&quot;(

2
)

2?6, 43), we know not. Nor can we listen to the editors of the
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CfS (2ig6 ; cp/. As. mai-juin, 1891, p. 538 ; ZA Szsgjf. 6149^)
when they point out the n rM.l] of Is. in a Nabatean inscription
found in Moab.
The words of the inscr. are in rta H KnntfD 3T SaTTK-

Lagrangeand No., however, read, not irrn^a, but ijvna- Right
method, moreover, requires us to begin by examining the text of
Is. 165. Such an examination discloses to us a double reading,
fTfVp nVjJ? (transposition has taken place) and rrniWl n jyD-
riVyo is f course preferable to rrtshvf, but ^jj; is more correct
than mSn [Jer. n*?n] .I n, or rather jr, should no doubt be Q.
Thus we get a^jy n^VD- See EGLATH-SHELISHIYAH.

T. K. C.

LUKE *
is named only three times in NT. According

to Philem. 24 he was a fellow-labourer with Paul
;

1 In NT accorcnng to Col. 4 14, a physician who was

specially dear (6 aycnrriTos) to the apostle.
2

Both letters, which according to Philem. inf. Col.

4 3 7-9 18 were despatched simultaneously by Paul in

his captivity, contain a salutation from Luke to the

recipients. Luke, however, is in neither case named
as a fellow-prisoner with Paul

;
in the one case

(
Philem.

23) it is EPAPHRAS, in the other (Col. 4io) it is ARIS-
TARCHUS who is so designated. In 2 Tim. 4 n it is said

that only Luke is with the apostle ; whether as a

fellow-prisoner is not stated. In any case the situation

is quite different from that disclosed in the other two

epistles in so far as we are here in the present instance

informed that all the apostle s other companions have
forsaken him. According to I8i6 2g, 2 Tim. also was
written from a captivity. Even where the Epistle is not
held to be genuine, it is often supposed that 4 9-18 along
with 4 19-220 are a genuine note (or two notes) written by
the apostle, and from captivity. P rom what captivity
whether or not the same as that referred to in Col.

and Philem. cannot be discussed here (cp PAUL, 30).
In Col. 4 10-14, a classification is made of the com

panions of Paul. Aristarchus, Mark, and Jesus Justus

2 Jew or
are SrouPed together as being of the cir-

Q tile
cumcision (ot &vrfs IK trepi.Top.ris) ;

then

comes Epaphras with the words added,
who is one of you (6 ^ \jfj.Civ), in other words a

Gentile Christian ; finally are named Luke and Demas.
The inference is that these two also are Gentile Christians.

This holds good also if Aristarchus proves to be a

Gentile Christian. According to Acts 20 4 he belongs
to Thessalonica, and according to a very probable con

jecture (GALATIA, 22) he is selected to be representa
tive of the essentially Gentile Christian community there

in conveying to Jerusalem their contribution on behalf

of the poor there.

To the words who are of the circumcision (ol oVret

K TreptTo/^TJs) in Col. 4n is added the expression these

only are my fellow-workers unto the kingdom of God
(OVTOI fj-ovoi ffvvfpyol et s TTJV f3a.(Tt\eia.i&amp;gt;

TOV Oeou). If

this be taken literally Epaphras Luke, and Demas were
no fellow-workers of Paul -as in Col. 4i2/. (Epaphras),
Philem. 24 (Luke and Demas), they are said to have
been. To obviate this contradiction it has been proposed
to delete the mark of punctuation after circumcision,
with the supposed result of making the persons named

(with or without Aristarchus) to be the sole fellow-

workers of Paul who were of Jewish birth, though besides

these there were others of Gentile origin. To delete

the mark of punctuation, however, whether period or

comma, is impossible, unless these (oCroc) also be

deleted, and this no one has ventured to do. If these

is left, we have a manner of expression which must, to

say the least, be described as exceedingly careless. If

it be borne in mind that the genuineness of the Epistle to

the Colossians is by no means free from doubt, the ex

pression can even rouse a suspicion that vv. 10-14 were
not written by a single author at one writing, but that

either vv. 12-14 are an addition, or that v. n (with or

without oi 8vres IK irepirop.^) is an interpolation. At
the same time, even where the Epistle to the Colossians

1 On the name see 6.
2 In Marcion s NT (Zahn, Einl. 1 647 2 528) the words o larpbf

6 ayaTnjTOf were wanting ; cp 3.
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is not regarded ns genuine as a whole, there is a disposi
tion for the most part to regard the personal notices in

47-15 as a genuine fragment ;
and finally it is not too

difficult to suppose that v. n is to be supplemented thus :

these alone that is to say among those of Jewish birth

are fellow-workers. In any case this course is an
easier one than that of bracketing of the circumcision

these only (K ireptrofj.^ obrot /j.6voi} so as to make
fellow-workers ((rvvepyoi) the immediate continuation

of who are (ol 6vres).
Luke thus remains in any case a Gentile Christian

unless we regard the whole passage as too insecure to

allow of our founding anything upon it.

The interest which Luke has for students of the NT
turns almost entirely on the belief that he was the author

,, . . of the Third Gospel and of Acts.
3. Authorship ,~, .

of Third Gospel
l hls

.

t

/
ad tlon however, cannot be

jVY traced farther back than towards the
an C 8&amp;lt;

end of the second century (Irenasus,

Tertullian, Clement of Alexandria, and the Muratorian

fragment) ;

J there is no sound basis for the contention

of Zahn (2 175) that the existence of the tradition can

also be found as early as in Marcion because that writer,

from his aversion to the Third Gospel (which neverthe

less was the only one he admitted into his collection

with alterations it is true) omitted the expression of

honour applied to Luke in Col. 4 14. In ACTS, i, 9,

IS/., and GOSPELS, 153, it has been shown that it is

impossible to regard Luke with any certainty as the writer

even of the we sections of Acts, not to speak of the

whole book of Acts, or of the Third Gospel.
The assumption, however, that as an evangelist Luke

must have been an eye-witness of the events of the

T
- earthly life of Jesus, and as the author

5
? of Acts, a companion of Paul, led

the authorship to cer{ain inferences (a) From the
being assumed.

fourth centurv omvards 2 he was held to

have been one of the seventy (Lk. lOi), although
this is excluded not only by the fact of the gentile

origin of the historical Luke but also by what the Third

Evangelist says of himself (la). (3) It can proceed

only from a misunderstanding of the words ( TrapTjKO\ovdr)-
KOTL irdcriv) of Lk. 1 3 (cp col. 1790), as if all (iraaiv)
were masculine, when Irennsus (iii. 11 1 [Id] 14n) with

express citation of this text mentions Luke as having been

a disciple of several apostles, not only of Paul, (c)

In like manner, from the fourth century onwards

(Lipsius, 360, 362, 367) Luke was identified with the un
named disciple at Emmaus (Lk. 24 18) ; being assumed
to be the author of the gospel, he was believed to have
withheld his name out of modesty, (d] The assumption
that he was the author of Acts led to the further belief

that he was the companion of Paul not only in his

captivity, but also during his journeys, either during
those portions only which are spoken of in the first

person, or throughout the whole of them. In the nine

teenth century this also led to his being identified with

Silas = Silvanus, because it was thought easier to attribute

the we portions to Silas (see ACTS, 9). So, for

example, van Vloten, 7AVT, 1867, p. zz^f., 1871, pp.

431-434. The identification was thought permissible
on the ground that lucus and silva are synonymous.
(e) On the assumption that Luke was author of the Acts

Clement of Alexandria 3 held him to be also the trans

lator of Paul s epistle to the Hebrews, written in

Hebrew, the linguistic character of the Greek text being
similar to that of Acts. (/) A medical language was
discovered in the Third Gospel and in Acts (so Hobart,

1882), and also in Hebrews (so Franz Delitzsch in his

Commentary, 1857 [KT, 1868-70], condensed in the

introduction to the and ed. of the commentary of Meyer-

1 For all that follows, cp especially Lipsius, Apokryph.
Aposte geschichtcn. ii. 2354-371, and Zahn, Einl., 58.

2 Earliest of all in Adamantius, Dial, tie rectafide (
= contra

Marcionistas) in Orig. ed. de la Rue, 1 806 D.
3 In the Hypotyposes, according to Eus. ///?vi. 14 2 ; in the

adumbrationes to i Pet. adfin., 1007 ed. Potter.
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Lunemann). (g) According to Zahn

( 58, 6) it is

possible that even the legend which represents Luke
as a painter and attributes to him various pictures of

the mother of Jesus (the legend is first met with in

Theodorus Lector, Hist. Eccl. 1 1, dating from the first

half of the 6th cent.
) may rest upon misunderstanding

of the word
(&amp;lt;ca#-) Icrropfiv, which in the Byzantine period

meant to paint and which is used in the passage of

Theod. Lector just cited. (A) Apart from the same

presupposition which regarded Luke as an author,

Origen (Horn. 1 in Lucam, 8933^ F, ed. de la Rue), or

rather his unnamed predecessors, would not have identi

fied Luke with the anonymous brother of 2 Cor. 8 18

whose praise in the Gospel (i.e., in the oral preaching
of the gospel) was spread through all the churches.

(* ) Ramsay, we may presume, apart from this presup
position, would hardly have extended this last theory

still farther, so as to hold that this Luke was the full

brother of Titus who is mentioned immediately before,

and that he was a native of Philippi (St. Paul, 203, 213,

219, 248^. , 286, 389^., etc.). There are, for instance,

some small touches in Acts which Ramsay thinks he is

able to explain by taking their author to be a native of

Philippi. (k) On the other hand, from the uncanonical

text of Acts 11 28 where we is used, others have sought
to make out that Antioch in Syria is indicated as the

home of Luke. The form of the text, however, may, on
the contrary, rest on a previously existing tradition re

garding Antioch (ACTS, 17, m) ; it has no attestation

earlier than the time of Augustine.
1

In substance the Antioch tradition is met with at a

considerably earlier date.

Ramsay (see above, 4, i) lays stress (op. cit. 389) upon the
fact that Eusebius (IIK iii. 46), whom he regards as the earliest

authority for it does not say that Luke was
6. Birthplace, an Antiochian ; he merely speaks of him as

&quot;being according to birth of those from
Antioch

&quot;

(TO \ikv yeVo? !av T&amp;lt;av O.TT Avrto^fiat). This curious
and awkward expression is obviously chosen in order to avoid
the statement that Luke was an Antiochian. Eusebius was
aware, according to Ramsay, that Luke belonged to a family
that had a connection with Antioch, namely, to a family that

had emigrated from Philippi to Antioch. Even should this in

terpretation be correct it would be deprived of all its value by
the circumstance that Eusebius himself in the Quiesfiones
Evangelicir ad Stephanuin (of which Mai, as early as 1847,

; published fragments from a Cate/ia of Nicetas in No^&amp;gt;a patrum
1

Bibliotheca [4i]) writes : o 8e Aon/cat TO ftfv yeco? arrb TTJS /Soai-

jieVrjs \vT(.o\fia&amp;lt;; TJI/ (p. 270 : Luke was by birth a native of the
renowned Antioch ). Should it be held doubtful whether the
words just quoted actually come from Eusebius inasmuch as
certain statements in their vicinity are irreconcilable with the
views of Eusebius known to us from other sources, Spitta (Der
Brief dcs Julius Africaniis an Aristiiies, 1877, p. 70-73, in)
has rendered it probable that they were written by Julius
Africanus and thus as early as in the first halfof the third century.
Of equal antiquity is the Latin prologue to the Third Gospel (in

Wordsworth, .A
7

/&quot; fo//c, 1 269) which has been thoroughly dis

cussed by Corssen (Mcnarchianische Protege zu i/en 4 Evan-
gelien m Texteu. Untersuch. 15 i, 1896) ; its words are: Lucas
Syrus natione Antiochensis.

This does not, however, prove that Antioch was really
the home of Luke. It is very questionable whether
those of the third century were in possession of a correct

tradition on the subject, and on the other hand it is very
conceivable that a mere conjecture may have been

adopted. Many critics think that there has been a

confusion of Luke with Lucius who is mentioned in Acts

13 1 as present in Antioch. He belonged, however, to

Cyrene.
We need not, however, question the possibility of the

name Lucas having given rise to confusion with this

Lucius. The termination -as was employed
as an abbreviation for a great variety of

longer terminations (see NAMES, 86) and in Patrobas

(Rom. 1614) we have a name which in all probability
arose out of Patrobius. Besides Lucius, such various

names as Lucilius, Lucillus, Lucinus, Lucinius, Lucianus,

Lucanus, could all produce the abbreviation Lucas. In

any case the name is of Latin origin.
1 Since the art. ACTS was printed. Harnack also has elabor

ately controverted the genuineness of the reading in question
(SBA W, 1899, pp. 316-327).
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LUNATIC
Lucanus is given for Lucas as the name of the Evangelist in

several MSS. of the Vetus Itala (e.g., Old Latin Biblical Texts,
285, etc.)- Cp An-oAAuii i.os in D for An-oAAcus (supr. col. 262, n.).

In CJG, apart from Christian inscriptions, the name Aou/ca?
occurs only twice in both cases in Egypt (84759, and Add.
4700 k). The identification of Luke with the Lucius mentioned

by Paul in Rom. 1621 an identification that is mentioned even

by Origen (4 686 DE, ed. de la Rue) cannot be maintained,
Lucius having been a Jew. In the form of the Prologue al

ready mentioned, which is to be found in the Opera Hieronymi,
ed. Vallarsi, xi. 3, 42, there is added immediately after the name of
Luke the expression ipse consurgens. In the Liber interpre-
tationis hebr. noininuin (Vallarsi, 3 113 116

;
see also OS 77 14

79 16) Jerome explains the name as meaning ipse consurgens
aut [sive] ipse elevans. In a Greek codex of similar contents

(see OS 174so) we read Aouicas aurbs avitniav , in a Vatican col

lection printed in Wiener Studien, 1895, p. 157, we find iste

consurgens. Professor Nestle in a private letter to the present
writer explains that here as in New Greek and in the Romance
languages the accusative (Lucam) is taken as the basis and ex

plained as equivalent to Cp 1&amp;gt; Thus it will be only by a mis

understanding that in the Sermo in natali S. Luca: attributed

to Abbot Bertharius of Monte Cassino (856-884) the original

language of the name is called JEolic. In fact in the Hotniliie
jireestantissimorum eccles. cathol. tioctoruin ab Alcuino collcctce

(Cologne, 1576, p. 953^, middle), cited by Lipsius (p. 366), the

passage runs : Lucas siquidem Police
;
in nostra autem lingua

mterpretatur consurgens sive elevans.

The oldest of the traditions regarding Luke that do not depend
on the assumption of his authorship of the Third Gospel and of

Acts is met with in the Prologue already
7. Other later referred to : serviens deo sine crimine ; nam
traditions. 1 neque uxorem umquam habens neque filios

74 annorum obiit in Bithynia plenus spiritu
sancto. The years of his life are sometimes also given as

73, 78, 80, 83 or 84 (Lipsius, 359, 365, 367). The last-named

figure coincides with the age of Anna (Lk. 2 37). As fields of his

activity Achaia and Boeotia are sometimes mentioned instead

of Bithynia ; also Alexandria or Dalmatia, Gaul, Italy, and
Macedonia or the region of the Danube. Down to the fifth

century tradition was unanimous in attributing to him a natural
death ;

the place generally named being Thebes in Bceotia, but

occasionally Thebes in Egypt, or Ephesus. It was only at a
later date that the opinion arose that he had suffered martyrdom
by crucifixion on an olive tree like Andrew, and, according to

one account, even along with that apostle at Patras in Achaia.
This plainly rests upon the fact that in 357 his relics were

transported along with those of Andrew to Constantinople.
According to other accounts he was beheaded, either in Rome,
or in Alexandria.

For the Gospel according to Luke, see GOSPELS,
10-12, 21, 24-33, 37&quot;43&amp;gt; 64, 66yl, 76, 80, 82, 98, 101, 107-111, 116,

120-127, 132-140, *42 &amp;gt; M4./.&amp;gt; *47i J
53&amp;gt; etc., also the index col.

897/ P. W. S.

LUNATIC (ceAHNiAZO/weNOi [Ti. WH]). This
term occurs only twice in the NT, viz., Mt. 424 and
17 15. The revisers deliberately rendered epileptic, on
the ground that a Greek medical authority of the seventh

century expressly states that eTriA^Trrt/cos was the

scientific term, and that dai/j,ovi 6/j.evoi and a-e\ijvia-

6fj.evoi were popular terms for the same disease. See

passage quoted from Leo in Ermerin s Anecdota medico.

-i^u^us iiieuicus ^\nuocnensis, ut ejus scripia inaicani, ^iraeci

sermonis non ignarus, fuit sectator Apostoli Pauli, et omnis
peregrinationis ejus comes. Scripsit Evangelium, de quo idem
Paulus : Misimus, inquit, cum illo fratrem, cujus laus est in

Evangelic per omnes ecclesias. Et ad Colossenses : Salutat vos
Lucas, medicus carissimus. Et ad Timotheum ; Lucas est
mecum solus. Aliud quoque edidit volumen egregium, quod
titulo, Acta Apostolorum, praenotatur : cujus historia usque ad
biennium Romas comxnorantis Pauli pervenit, id est, usque ad
quartum Neronis annum. Ex quo intelligimus, in eadem urbe
librum esse compositum.

Igitur periodos Pauli et Theclae, et totam baptizati Leonis
fabulam, inter apocryphas scripturas computamus. Quale enim
est, ut individuus comes Apostoli inter ceteras ejus res hoc
solum ignoraverit ? Sed et Tertullianus vicinus eorum temporum
refert Presbyterum quemdam in Asia amatorem Apostoli Pauli,
convictum a Joanne, quod auctor esset libri, et confessum se hoc
Pauli amore fecisse, et ob id loco excidisse. Quidam suspicantur,
quotiescumque in epistolis suis Paulus dicit, Juxta Evangelium
meum, de Lucae significare volumine.

Lucam autem non solum ab Apostolo Paulo didicisse Evan-

*.v,,..-^.
OII-UL Liuuiuerunt noois, qui a pnncipio ipsi viderunt

et ministri fuerunt sermonis. Igitur Evangelium, sicut audierat,
scripsit : Acta vero Apostolorum, sicut viderat ipse, composuit.
Vixit octoginta et quatuor annos, uxorem non habens : sepultusest Constantinopoli : ad quam urbem vigesimo Constantim anno
ossa ejus cum reliquiis Andreas Apostoli translatasunt de Achaia. ]
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by G. Marshall in Guardian, March 9, 1892. It is a
mistake to suppose that in Mt. 4 24 the a e\rjviao/ievoi
are distinguished from the 8aifjiovi^6fji.evoi ; it is plain
from a comparison of passages that lunatics are

mentioned as examples of the class of demoniacs, and

paralytics of those tormented with pain. As the

periodicity of the attacks of epilepsy was supposed to be
determined by the changes of the moon (see Wetstein
in loc.

),
those thus afflicted were called ffe\i)ina. 6fj.ei&amp;gt;oi,

lunatic or moonstruck. Cp MADNESS.

LUTE (hi), Is. 5 12, RV [AV viol ]; and KINYP&
i Mace. 4 54 RV [AV harp ]). See Music, -j ff.

LUZ (N
1

?, AOYZA [BADEL]). I. Another name of

BETHEL
[&amp;gt;.z&amp;gt;.],

Gen. 28I9
1 356 48 3 Josh. 162 (see

below), 1813 Judg. 1 23. Of these passages the oldest

come from P
;
but the identification of Bethel and Luz

must be much older than P
;

it is implied, indeed, in Judg.
122-26 (v. 23^ is a late gloss). Whence did Luz derive

its name? The lexicons say, from vh, an almond tree ;

but Lagarde is probably right in rejecting this view.

The almond scarcely grows at Bethel. The rugged
hills on the side of which BETHEL stands may, thinks

Lagarde (Uebers. 157 /. , n.**), have been likened to

an os sacrum (n
1

?). Winckler (G/ 26s), however,
more plausibly explains it by Ar. laud as an appellative
= asylum, a suitable name for a sanctuary. Accord

ing to him, the two oldest and most important temples
of the land of Israel that at Bethel and that at Dan
were both called Luz (see LAISH) in the sense of

asylum.
2 Still more probably may we take [njn

1

? (cp

(55) to be shortened and corrupted from nxj?n, strong

(city). Whether the story has a historical basis, we
know not. The Josephites may perhaps originally have
been specified as the conquerors of Luz (?) in the land

of the Hittites (?). See 2.

In Josh. 16 2 RV gives, and it went out from Bethel to Luz,
which seems to distinguish Bethel from Luz. Dillmann, Bennett,

and others omit Pltl? ( Luzah ) as a gloss. Gratz, however,

thinks, comparing i S. 12/1, that, for ^KVI a at the end of v. i we
should probably read J1KVP3, and for 7N~n 3D we should read

|lNTT3p, rendering ... to Beth-aven, and it went out from

Beth-aven to Luz. T. K. C.

2. A city said to have been founded in the land of

the Hittites by a family which had had to migrate
from Bethel or Luz, Judg. 1 26. Some suppose that

Hittites in this phrase is used vaguely (like Canaan-
ites

),
or that we have here a redactional insertion re

ferring to a NE. Syrian empire. See HITTITES
( 4).

But should not Hittites be Rehobothites and Luz
be Halusah (see REHOBOTH, SHECHEM, ZIKLAG)?
There is a strong plausibility in the emendations else

where which support this view. There was probably a

southern Beth-el containing the sanctuary of Halusah,
otherwise called Dan (where Jeroboam placed his golden

calf). Another tradition (Judg. 18)assignedthe conquest
of Laish( = Luz = Halusah) to the Danites (cp MICAH, 2).

LYCAONIA (AYKAONl&[Ti. WH]), twice mentioned

in Acts 14. In v. 6 Lystra and Derbe are cities of

p ... Lycaonia (7r6Xeis T?S A.VKaovias) ;
in v.

ii the people speak in the speech of

Lycaonia (AvKaoviffrl). In its original extent, Ly
caonia, the country of the Lycaones, was the vast,

treeless region which like a broad band runs athwart

the plateau constituting the interior of Asia Minor, from

Galatia proper, the zone of undulating country on the

northern edge of the plateau, to the offshoots of Mt.

Taurus and the confines of Pisiclia and Isauria (Cilicia

Tracheia).
3 The boundaries varied at different times.

1 Gen. 28ig ovAa/u/ixavs [A], -aous [DE*L], -^oi/ous [E0?] ;

nSlN precedes, cp Judg. 1829 BA.
T
2 W. M. Miiller (As. u. Eur. 165) finds the name Luz repro

duced as Ru-da in the lists of Rameses II. and III. It may be

so ; but Gaza appears to be the next place (cp RPW 6 27).
3 Isauria (Isaurica ; Strabo, lo-ai/pnoj) is the hill-country ex

tending from Lystra to the town Isaura, in Strabo and Ptolemy,
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2. History.

The fact that Iconium was the last city of Phrygia (Xen.
Anab. i. 2 19) gives us a fixed point on the original

boundary, which must have fallen between Iconium and

Lystra ; consequently, the apostles, being driven out

of Iconium, crossed the frontier from Phrygia into

Lycaonia (Acts 146). Nevertheless, Iconium was

generally reckoned a Lycaonian town, in defiance of

history and local feeling. N. of Iconium, Laodiceia

Combusta (Katakekaumene) was on the frontier, being
reckoned to Lycaonia (Strabo, 663), so that the line

must have run between that town and Tyriaeum. On
the east Lake Tatta divided Lycaonia from Cappadocia ;

and, farther south, the range called Karadja-Dagh
and the lake Ak Geul were on the line. The frontier

on the north and south is indeterminate. Lycaonia
was thus largely co-extensive with the plain called

Axylon ( Treeless, see above) by the Greeks, which is

thus described by Hogarth (A Wandering Scholar in

the Levant, 85) :

Cartographers write this tract a Desert, and therefore that

term must include an undulating treeless plain which sends up
corn breast-high for the scratching of a Homeric plough. Fresh
water is found everywhere at less than twenty feet, and deep
grass grows in the marshy hollows through which streams creep
to the central lake. 1

Nor is it very level, being broken by the Boz-Dagh
and other hills. The wells which supply the drinking
water must be very ancient (Strabo, 568). The plain

afforded excellent pasturage for sheep, and gave op

portunity for making large fortunes by the trade in

wool. It was on the Lycaonian downs that Amyntas
grazed his 300 flocks (Strabo, I.e.

).

Lycaonia had no history as a separate independent

country. Until 190 B.C. it was included within the

Syrian (Seleucid) Empire. At some time

ween 189 and 133 B.C., probably
about 160 B.C., the entire tract W. of Lake Tatta,

southwards as far as Iconium and Lystra inclusive, was
added as a tetrarchy to Galatia proper, making one of

the twelve tetrarchies into which Galatia was divided

(Plin. f/N5gs). This Lycaonian tetrarchy included

fourteen cities, of which Iconium was the chief. The
rest of Lycaonia from Derbe eastwards to Castabala on

Mt. Amanus, was given, in 129 B.C., to the sons of

Ariarathes, king of Cappadocia, in reward for their

father s loyalty (Justin, 37 1, Strabo, 534^)- This

was called the Eleventh Strategia of Cappadocia
(rty (TriKTrjTov, sc. ffTpaTijyiav, Strabo, 537). Thus

Lycaonia fell into two parts, the added tetrarchy, and
the Eleventh Strategia. In 64 B.C. Pompeius re

organised the country after the defeat of Mithradates.
The northern part of the tetrarchy was permanently attached

to Galatia proper and it retained its name of Added Land
(Trpoa eiArj/mjuf i

i),
Ptol. v. 4 10) ;

the southern and most valuable

part of the old tetrarchy was detached.2 Similarly, it was only
the eastern part of the old Eleventh Strategia that was allowed
to continue to belong to Cappadocia ; the frontier was drawn
W. of Cyhistra. The southern part of the tetrarchy, and the
western part of the Strategia i.e., the entire south-western
section of Lycaonia was attached as the Lycaonian Dicecesis

to the Province of Cilicia. The district of Derbe and Laranda
was administered by Antipater of Derbe under the supervision
of the Roman governor of Cilicia, who also retained the

right of way through eastern Lycaonia (i.e., the Cappadocian
part of the Strategia: cp Cic. Ad Faw.lSjz; 15 1, cum
excrcitum in Ciliciam ditcerem, in finibus Lycaonix et

Cappadociie. Id. Ad Att. v. 21 9 ; Plin. fftfb 25).

In 40 B.C., when Antonius regulated Asia Minor,
the south-western portion of Lycaonia was formed into

a kingdom for Polemon, son of Zeno, a rhetorician of

Laodiceia on the Lycus, along with Isauria (Appian,
BC57S : cp Strabo, 569, 577). Iconium was his capital

(Strabo, 568). In 36 B.C. the kingdom of Polemon
was given to Amyntas, who ruled over Pisidic Phrygia

and was part of Cilicia Tracheia. Subsequently, the name Isauria
was extended to include all the districts of Cilicia Tracheia (see
Rams. Hist. Geogr. ofA .1/450).

1 See Murray s Handb. to AM 161. Ramsay, on the other

hand, describes it less favourably.
2 The line ofdemarcation passed, probably, just N. of Savatra

or Soatra on the eastern highway.
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and Pisidia proper : at the time Galatia proper (including,
of course, the Added Land) was given to him. Antipater
of Derbe had taken advantage of the Civil Wars to make
himself completely independent ; consequently Amyntas,
who was a loyal agent of Rome, was allowed to destroy
him, and to annex his territory. Lycaonia was thus,

with the exception of the eastern part of the old Strategia,

wholly within the realm of Amyntas ; and when Amyntas
was slain in 25 B.C. it became part and parcel of the

vast Province of Galatia. 1
Subsequently, in 37 A. D. ,

eastern Lycaonia (i.e., the Cappadocian part of the old

Eleventh Strategia), having been placed under Antiochus

IV. , king of Commagene, became known as Lycaonia
Antiochiana

( Apriox ciJ T?, sc. x^Pa Ptol. v. 617 ; CIL
10 8660). In 41 A. D. this arrangement was confirmed

by Claudius, who also detached from Galatia the

extreme south-eastern corner of Lycaonia viz. , Laranda
and its territory and transferred it to Antiochus.
The reason for this lay in the fact that Antiochus was king of

Cilicia Tracheiotis, and Laranda was the centre from which radi

ated the roads running through Tracheiotis to the coast (Rams.
Hist. Geogr. ofA 3/361). Coins with the legend AYKAONflN
were struck by Antiochus, probably at Laranda.

This state of things lasted until 72 A.D. , when Ves

pasian considered the Roman isation of the Tracheiotis

complete, and incorporated the kingdom
3. In Paul s

time.
of Antiochus in the provincial system

(Suet. Vesp. 8). From this it is clear

that at the time of Paul s visit (about 50 A.D.) Derbe
was the frontier city of Galatia Provincia in this quarter,

and therefore he went no farther eastwards (Acts 14 21).

It is also clear that the bulk of the Lycaonians were,

from the Roman point of view, Galatians, men of the

Province Galatia (Gal. 3i i Cor. 16 i); for in Paul s

time Lycaonia, always fated to be divided, fell into

two parts Galatic Territory (FaXart/cTj X^P&quot;-
Acts

1823) or Lycaonia Galatica,
2 and Antiochian Territory

or Lycaonia Antiochiana. The former, or the Roman

part of Lycaonia, the only part in which Paul worked,

is mentioned three times in Acts Acts 146 (where it is

defined by the enumeration of its cities, as Paul entered

from Phrygia Galatica), Actsl6i (defined again by the

enumeration of the cities, as Paul entered from Lycaonia

Antiochiana), and Acts 1823 (defined by reference to the

Province, as Paul entered from the non-Roman part).
3

The Lycaonians were probably the aboriginal race

conquered by the immigrant Phrygians about the tenth

., ., century B.C. For their religion and char-
4. Culture, acter gee Rarnsay s Hi3t Comm. on

Galatians, 19 /. The cities were prob

ably mostly the foundations of Greek kings (especially

of the Seleucids), which accounts, among other things,

for the influence and numbers of the Jews therein (Acts

14 19). Lycaonia or South Galatia possessed, long before

the advent of the Romans, some Hellenised cities on

the great commercial route. Greek was the language
of commerce, and these cities

were/t&amp;gt;
of Graeco-Roman

influence. The villages and rustic districts were the last

to be Hellenised ;
but those of southern Lycaonia felt the

movement a full century before those of Galatia proper.
The governing (Latin) race was confined to the garrison towns

or colonies ; and to the towns in general the commercial element,
Hellenic or Jewish, would also be confined in the main. In the

country and the remoter towns the native element survived (see

LYSTRA). Of the Lycaonian language nothing is known (for

three inscriptions in this obscure dialect, cp Journ. of Hell.

Studies, 11 157).

There was thus an essential contrast between the

society and civilisation of Lycaonia, or South Galatia,

and the northern part of the province (i.e. , Galatia

proper). Greek civilisation did not establish itself in

North Galatia until very late ; not earlier than 150 A.D.

1 Dio Cass. 53 26 : TOW AUVVTOV reAfUTJJO-OCTOS, r/
TaAarta pcra

rijs Avxaociaf Ptojiaiof apxavra. f&amp;lt;r\(.

1 This title is not indeed actually found as yet, but is proved

by the analogy of Pontus Galaticus as distinguished from

Pontus Polemoniacus, and Phrygia Galatica (
=

TT\V Qpvyiav icai

roAaTKrijK \upa.v of Acts 16 6) as distinguished from Phrygia
Asiana.

3 [See, however, GALATIA, 9-14.]
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was it dominant even in the cities (Ramsay develops
and proves this at great length in Hist. Comm. on

Galatians, 1341; cp Momms. Prov. of K. Emp. i28/).
This phenomenon resulted from the fact that the Lycaonian

plain was traversed by two main arteries of communication (i)

the trade-route from the Euphrates to Ephesus, crossing

Lycaonia from E. to W. by Laodiceia Combusta (Strabo, 663) ;

(2) from the Cilician Gates and Laranda, through Derbe,
Iconium, and Antioch, uniting with the first-named road at

Metropolis in Phrygia. 1

Hence the diffusion of Christianity, being strictly

conditioned by the geographical and historical relations

of the various districts, started from Iconium as centre

for the whole of Lycaonia, and the ecclesiastical system
of Lycaonia was highly developed at an early period.

In northern Galatia the centre was Ancyra, and the line

along which the movement travelled was that leading
from Bithynia through Juliopolis (Rams. Hist. Geogr. of
AM 197 240) a route which came largely into

use only when the centre of the Roman world was
moved to the shores of the Bosphorus. See further,

GALATIA.
Ramsay in Hist. Geogr. of AM, pass. ; later, and with

greater accuracy, in Hist. Comm. on Galatians, Joss.
See for inscriptions, Sterrett in IVolfe Ex-

Literature, pedition to Asia Minor. These supersede, as

regards history, the older travellers to whom
reference should be made for description. Views in Davis,
Asiatic Turkey (pass.). Coins, Brit. Mus. Cat. ofGreek Coins

Cilicia, Lycaonia, and Isauria, 1900. W. J. W.

LYCIA (AyKlA, Acts 27s). the SW. part of Asia
Minor between Cariaand Pamphylia, where the Taurus

range descends in masses to the sea, forming a rugged
coast with several good harbours (Strabo, 664). The
inhabitants, who called themselves Tramele

(Te/&amp;gt;yU/Xcu),

were apparently the descendants of a conquering tribe

allied to the Greeks, which crossed the Hellespont from

Europe and established itself among the original Semitic

population.
[The Lycians, though not mentioned in Gen. 10, were well

known as a maritime people, not only to the Greeks, but also to

the Egyptians, who called them Ruku or Liik (WMM As. u.

Ear. 354 362). They are also mentioned in one of the Amarna
Letters (28 10-12) as plundering Alasiya (Cyprus? Crete !).]

In course of time the conquerors were themselves

absorbed into the body of the conquered race. Through
out western Asia Minor from the very dawn of history

development turns upon this conflict between European
and Oriental elements (see Rams. Hist. Phryg. 1 j f. ).

A relic of the latter was the Lycian custom of tracing
descent through the mother (Herod. 1173; cp Sayce,

Emp. of the East, 99); cp KINSHIP, 4. The Lycians
were absorbed into the Persian empire after a brave
defence. After their victory over Antiochus at Magnesia
(1908. c.) the Romans handed over Lycia and the

greater part of Caria to the Rhodians
;
but twenty-three

years later independence was restored to the Lycian
cities (Pol. 30s). Then followed the golden period of

Lycian history.
The country formed a league (TO \VKICLKOV (rvorij/ua) of twenty-

three cities,
2
organised on a federal basis (Strabo, 664) ; this was

only a development of an earlier THoivav riav AvKiW (cp C/G
4677). At any rate, the Lycian League has been justly called

the_ fairest product of that Hellenism, that mastery of the bar
barian mind by Greek political thought, which took such strong
root in Asia Minor (Greenidge, Handok. of Grk. Const. Hist.
241, where see details). The cities were arranged in three

classes, with three, two, or one vote at the annual assembly of
the nation (TO KOIVOV crvve&piov), at which the head of the league
(Lyciarch) was elected. In the same proportion the public
burdens were assigned to the cities. To the first group belonged
Patara and Myra, both mentioned in the NT, Acts 21 i

(llarapa icai Mvpa [D]), 27 5 (cp Strabo, 665)1 There was no
federal capital.

During this period, Lycia is heard of, in i Mace.
1523, as one of the states to which the consul L. Cal-

1 An alternative route ran from the Cilician Gates, through
Cybistra, and north-westwards across the plain through Iconium,
and then hit the trade route at Laodiceia Combusta (Rams.
Hist. Comm. on Gal. 184).

_

z These twenty-three cities were not the sum total of Lycian
cities, for more than a hundred places are known to have struck
coins, and Pliny HN 5 28 says that Lycia formerly possessed
seventy cities, though in his own time there were only thirty-six.
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LYDDA
purnius Piso sent letters in favour of the Jewish settlers

(139 B.C. ); PHASELIS (q.v.), a Lycian town, is men
tioned separately in the list. For loyalty to the

Romans, the freedom of the Lycians was confirmed,
first by Sulla, and afterwards by Antonius. In 43 A.D.
internal dissensions afforded the Emperor Claudius a

pretext for taking the territory of the Federation into

the Empire (Suet. Claud. 25, Lytiis ob exitiabiles inter

se discordias libertalem ademit}. As a province, Lycia
seems to have been combined at first with Pamphylia
(Dio Cass. 6017). Two praetorian governors of this

period are known Eprius Marcellus (Tac. Ann.\^^
in 54-56 A. D.

),
and Licinius Mutianus

(Lyci&amp;lt;z legatus,
Plin. fJN\2g). As, however, under Galba, and per

haps under Nero, Pamphylia was united with the

Province Galatia (cp Tac. Hist.lg], it has been con

jectured that freedom was restored to the Lycians by
Nero or Galba

;
at all events, information fails as

regards Lycia during the reigns of Nero and his suc

cessors.

In 74 A.D. Vespasian took Lycia once more within the provin
cial system, and united it with Pamphylia to form the double

province Lycia-Pamphylia, precisely like Pontus-Bithynia(Suet.
Vesp. 8. See Momms. in C1L iii., Suppl. no. 6737). As an
imperial province, it was governed by a praetorian Legatus
Aiigusti proprtetore ; but in 135 A.D. Hadrian handed it over
to the Senate in exchange for Bithynia (Dio Cass. 6S* 14). When
absorbed by the Empire the old Federal union still persisted
as the Koivov AuxtW for the imperial cultus, under the presidency
of the Lyciarch.

Lycia has no importance in the early history of

Christianity ;
in this respect it is like PAMPHYLIA (q. v.

).

Its name does not occur in i Pet. 1 1 (cp Hort, First

Ep. of Peter, 163/1). For its later conection with

Christianity see Mommsen in Arch, epigr. Mittheil.

aus Oesir. , 1893, p. 93/1
The Austrians have done much for Lycia. See Benndorf

T itflrntiirA u Niemann, Lycia, 2 vols. E. Kalinka, Zur
XjlliercUjUre.

his tor jschen Topographic Lykiens in Kiepert s

Festschrift, 1898, p. idif. w. J. W.

LYDDA, or LOD
(&quot;f? ; AoA [BNA] ;

but AyAA& in

Neh. 11 35 [X&amp;lt;=-a

inf. mg. L
I BN*A om.] Mace, and NT;

AyAAON [gen. plur.] in Ezra2s3 Neh.?37 iEsd.522

[L], AcoA in iCh. 812 [L, Bom]; AyAAooN AoA in

Ezra2s3[A]), a town of the ShCphelah, in (?) the

Ge ha-harashlm or Valley of the Craftsmen (?), corre

sponding to the mod. Ludd, nf m. by rail SE. from

Jaffa. Mariette, Brugsch, and others find it mentioned

(as Lu-t-n) immediately before Ono in the Karnak list of

Thotmes III. ;
but W. M. Miiller (As. u. Eur. 140)

will not admit this. Cp HADID and BENJAMIN, 8, b, 3 ;

but see ONO, where the doubtfulness of this identifica

tion is pointed out (see also Crit. Bib.}. Confusions
of names are not unfrequent in lists. There is at any
rate no doubt about Lydda.

In i Mace. 11 34 Lydda is named as one of the three

governments (vo/j.oi) that were added to Judnsa from

Samaria, in the reign of Jonathan the high priest, by
King Demetrius II., Ephrairn and Ramathaim being
the other two. It is mentioned by Josephus and Pliny
as giving its name to one of the ten or eleven toparchies

(/cATjpoi xtat T07rapx aO mto which Judaea was in their

time divided (Jos. BJ iii. 85 ;
Plin. HN v. 1470). Shortly

after the death of Julius Caesar in 44 B.C. the inhabi

tants of Lydda and certain other towns were sold into

slavery by Cassius owing to the failure of these places to

pay the heavy contributions he had demanded ; they
were afterwards set free by Antony. Lydda is mentioned
in Acts 9 yiff. in connection with a visit of the apostle
Peter. It was burned by Cestius Gallus in Nero s

reign, was taken by Vespasian in 68 A. D.
, and, after

the fall of Jerusalem, for some time shared with Jabneh
the honour of being one of the chief seats of rabbinical

learning.

In a Totius Orois Descriptio of the fourth century Lydda is

mentioned with Sarepta, Caesarea, and Neapolisas a centre of the

purple trade. Its classical name was Diospolis (when first given
is not known) ; but it continued also to be known, especially in

Christian circles, as Lydda, as appears from episcopal lists in
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which its name occurs. Pelagius was condemned here at a

synod held in 415. After varying fortunes the city was destroyed
by Saladin in 1191 ; but it was rebuilt, only, however, to be
sacked by the Mongols in 1271. From this last blow it never

recovered, and it is now an unimportant village, the only feature

of interest which it possesses being the Church of St. George,
partly dating from the twelfth century, which reminds us that

Lydda was in Christian times the centre of a cultus closely con
nected with the dragon-myths of Egypt and Babylon. It would
even seem to have obtained a place in some forms of the anti

christ legend, for a hadith, ascribed to jVIohammed by ancient

commentators on the Koran, says that Tsa (Jesus) will slay ed-

dajjiil ( the impostor = Antichrist) at Lydda, or even at the

gate of the church of Lydda(C!ermont-Ganneau, Hants el Saint

Ceorges, 1877, p. 10). Antichrist is, in fact, a descendant of the

mythic dragon. See ANTICHRIST.

LYDIA, RV LUD
(&quot;I-1

1

? ;
Ezek. 30s) and LYDIANS,

RV LUDIM (DH-17 ; Jer. 46 9 ).
See LUD, 2.

LYDIA (AyAiA, i Mace. 88 Ezek. 30 5 AV, RV LUD
[^.i .], cp id. 27 10), the central member of the triad

.. of districts fringing on the W. the great
luation.

interior plateau of Asia Minor. On the

N. came Mysia, on the S. Caria, on the E. Phrygia.

Lydia thus included the basins of the Hermus and its

tributaries, and that of the Cayster, and extended

southwards over the range of Messogis as far as the

Maeander 1

(Strabo, 577). Eastwards, in the direction

of Phrygia, the boundary was uncertain, even to the

ancients, and it was disputed whether the Katakekau-

mene, the inland volcanic region on the upper Hermus,
was to be reckoned as Lydian or Mysian (Strabo, 628).
This confusion was due partly to the presence of both

Lydian states and Mysian states in the same district

(Strabo, 579) ; partly also it was the result of disregard
of ethnical facts by the Romans in their organisation of

the provincial divisions, as Strabo himself says (629).
Whether the Lydians are referred to in the OT is

considered elsewhere (see LUD, LUDIM, PUT) ;
our

chief object here is to illustrate the history of NT times.

Lydia had long been a great trading state, owing to its

natural wealth (cp Herod. 193649; Tac. Ann. 4 55),

though its trade was inland, not maritime. It was in

fact the policy of the Mermnadas (who, about 585 B.C.,

extended their rule over Phrygia to the confines of the

Median empire) to make their state an industrial centre.

Sardis, the capital, was a meeting-place of the caravan
trade across Asia Minor by the old north, or royal road,
and that which ran through Lycaonia.
The Lydians were the first to coin money, and were the

earliest traders (Herod. 1 94). This statement of Herodotus has
been explained by Radet by pointing out that the old Phoenician
trade was conducted by barter, and that the Lydians first put
this traffic on a new basis by stamping pieces of electrum of

guaranteed weight and fineness with a symbol. The story of

Pythius (Herod. 1 ^T f.~) shows that commerce on a great scale

was thus rendered possible in Lydia. The coast had early been

occupied by Hellenic colonies (Strabo, 647), and their subjugation
gave Lydia also the /Egean trade : her history became inter

woven with that of Greece, and Lydia became the link that
binds together the geography and history of Asia and Europe
(Sayce, Empires ofthe East, 423).

The victory of the Romans at Magnesia, in the valley
of the Hermus (190 B.C.

),
resulted in the transference of

TJ. t Lydia from Antiochus of Syria to Eumenes
sory&amp;gt; II. of Pergamus Pol. 21 45; Livy, 37 56).

To this change reference is made in i Mace. 88. In

133 B.C., by the will of Attalus III., the Pergamene
kingdom passed to the Romans, and Lydia henceforth
formed part of the Roman province of Asia. After this

date, the name Lydia possessed no political significance,

though still valid in the domain of ethnology or geo
graphy. For Romans, or for those who adopted the

Roman and imperial point of view, Asia was the sole

permissible term. Hence, in the NT the name Lydia
does not occur, in spite of the fact that so much is said,

for example, of Ephesus. Paul names only Asia and
Galatia [cp GALATIA, 5, is/] : the writer of the

Apocalypse sums up five Lydian cities, together with

1 On the Maeander as the boundary between Lydia and Caria,
see Rams. Cities and Bish. of Thrygia, 1 183, n.
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the Mysian Pergamus and the Phrygian Laodicea, as

the seven churches which are in Asia (Rev. 14).

Here must be noticed the view maintained by Blass

(Act. Apost. 176) and Zahn (Einl. 1 132 /.) as to the

_. , practice of Lk. in using non- provincial
3. Blass ana

terms
( Lycaoniai pis idia| Mysia. etc.).

T A H
anc S vmS to tne term Asia a more

.

a
-

*n
restricted application than it had in official

sia&quot;

usage [cp GALATIA, 15]. According
to Zahn, Asia, as used by Lk. , means simply Lydia:
Blass includes also Mysia and Caria, and excludes only

Phrygia this being, in fact, the extent of the Roman
province of Asia from 133 to 84 B.C. The enumeration
in Acts 2g seems to give colour to this view, and in this

passage Ramsay (Church in R. EmpW 150) admits

that Asia is pointedly used in the popular sense, ex

cluding Phrygia (see ASIA ;
but cp PHRYGIA for another

explanation). No support for Zahn s view can be
derived from Strabo (627, rd%a yap rj yiyovia Atrta

A^-yero), for he is quoting a mere theory. In fact, all

attempts to prove a use of the term Asia in a narrower

sense than the Roman province at its greatest extent

fail : it was not until the end of the third cent. A. D. that

Asia was restricted as Zahn suggests (cp Ramsay, Stud.

Bibl. 4so/).
The Lydia (see LYDIA, ii.

)
who befriended Paul at

Philippi, came from Thyatira (Acts 16 14). Trade

guilds, united in the worship of some deity, were char

acteristic of Lydia (cp Rams., Cities and Bish. of

Phrygia, 2417), and the woman may have acted as

agent for a guild of dyers. Possibly Lydia was not

her true name, but a popular designation (cp Zahn,
Einl. 1 375).

The fact that five of the seven churches of Asia lay in

Lydia makes that country important in the history of

Christianity. See the special articles EPHESUS, PHILA
DELPHIA, SARDIS, SMYRNA, THYATIRA.

Literature. Radet, La Lydie et le monde grec au Temps
des Mermnades, 1893; Sayce, A ncient Empires o f the East,
4 23/ W. J. \V.

LYDIA (AyAlA [Ti.WH]), a woman of Thyatira,
dealer in purple stuffs (TTOp4&amp;gt;YPOTTtGAlc). and a wor

shipper of God (ceBoMeNH YON GeoN ;
see PROSE

LYTE, 5) ; Paul s first convert, and his hostess, at

Philippi (Acts 16 14/ 40). See LYDIA i. , 3.

LYE occurs once in RV (Jer. 222), where it represents
Heb. ~iri3, nether, AV NITRE, and twice in RVm*-

(Is. 125 : I will purge as with lye thy dross ; Job 9 30

if. . . I cleanse my hands with lye ),
where it repre

sents Heb. ~I13 &quot;Q,

1 bar. Cp SOAP.
The English word lye is now used for solutions of the hy

droxides of potassium or sodium in water, which, when added
to certain oils or fats, produce soap, but was formerly applied
to a mixture of water and the ashes of wood and plants gener
ally, the water dissolving the alkaline salts of the ash.

A. E. S.

LYSANIAS (AyCANloy, Ti.WH) is mentioned in

the NT only in Lk. 3i, where he appears as tetrarch of

ABILENE [g.v.] at the beginning of the Baptist s

ministry. Outside of the NT we know of only one
man of this name who ruled over this region ;

his rule

commenced about 40 B. C.
,
and in 36 B. C. he was exe

cuted by the triumvir Mark Antony at the instigation of

Cleopatra (Jos. Ant. xv. 4i, 92; BJ\. 22s, 440;
Schiirer, GJVV\ 1296, ET 1402) thus a difference of

more than sixty years. The question arises, accord

ingly, whether perhaps Lk. may not intend a younger
Lysanias with regard to whom we possess no direct

information, and whether it is possible to suppose that

what is said in Lk. may be applicable to him though
inapplicable to the older Lysanias.
The Lysanias of whom we know from secular history

1 [In Is. 1 25, 133, in the furnace, ought perhaps to be

read for ^3; so Lowth and others. See FURNACE, 2.]
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succeeded his father Ptolemy, who was the son of a

- certain Mennoeus
; this Ptolemy, accord-

*

ing to Strabo (xvi. 2io, p. 7*3), was lord
territory ol

of the .^ country of the Ituraeans by
which we are to understand probably the

southern Antilibanus (see ISHMAKL, 4 [7]) along
with Abila (west from Damascus) and also of the plain

of Massyas or Marsyas, which stretched between the

Lebanon and Antilibanus ranges from Laodicea in the

N. to Chalcis (Ptolemy s capital) in the S. ;
and indeed

it is probable that his territory came farther S. still,

to the region of Paneas N. of Lake Merom or Senie-

chonitis.

(a) The apologists are not alone in maintaining the

impossibility of this kingdom being designated hs the

tetrarchyof Abilene. Schiirer (596/1 , 602 ;
ET 1.2326^)

takes the same view, and assumes therefore a younger
Lysanias, who in the Baptist s time was tetrarch of

Abilene only. Schiirer himself affirms that Pompey
destroyed the fortified places in Lebanon (Strabo xvi.

2i8, p. 755) and undoubtedly also curtailed the terri

tory of Ptolemy in a way similar to that in which he
dealt with the Jewish territory.

1

That the kingdom of

Ptolemy was thereby reduced to the limits of Abilene

alone must not, however, be assumed, for Ptolemy
purchased immunity for his incursions from Pompey by
the payment of a thousand talents (Jos. Ant. xiv. 82,

39)-
In particular it is not probable that precisely Ptolemy s capital

(Chalcis) was taken from him. Josephus, however
(/&amp;gt;/ii. 128,

247), expressly distinguishes this Chalcis from the kingdom of

Lysanias when he says that in 53 A.D. Chalcis was taken from

Agrippa II., in compensation for which he received a greater
kingdom which included the kingdom of Lysanias.
A notice in Josephus (Ant. xv. 10 i 3, 343-345, 360; BJ

i. 204, 398-400) leads to the same result. Zenodorus had
received, on payment of tribute, the former domain of Lysanias
(efxejLuV&oTO TOV olxov TOV A.v&amp;lt;raviov) ; after Zenodorus death

(20 B.C.) Augustus bestowed his territory upon Herod the Great
Ulatha and Paneas to the N. of Lake Merom. These dis

tricts, therefore, would seem to have previously belonged to the
dominion of Lysanias (Schiirer, 1 599).

(6) If accordingly it is impossible to assign Abilene
alone to the Lysanias vouched for by profane history
we must put some other meaning upon the expression
of Lk. unless we are to postulate a younger Lysanias.
Krenkel (Josephus it. Lucas, 1894, p. 96 f. )

seeks to

explain the expression from Josephus.
It is stated by Josephus (Ant. xv. 10 i, 343-345 ; Bf i. 204,

5 398/1) that Augustus gave to Herod, while Zenodorus was still

alive, Trachon, Batansea, and Auranitis. After the death of
Herod in 4 B.C. these three territories along with a portion of
the domain of Zenodorus fell to Herod s son Philip (Ant.
xvii. 114, 319 ; BJ ii. 6 3, 95). This tetrarchy of Philip was,
after his death in 34 A.D., incorporated with the province of

Syria ; but in 37 it was given to Agrippa I. along with the

tetrarchy of Lysanias (Jos. Ant. xviii. 610, 237). In JBJ
(ii. 11 5, 215) Josephus makes the same statement, only with the

expression the so-called kingdom of Lysanias (f}a&amp;lt;ri\eia.i&amp;gt; -n}v
Aixraciov (taAou/ueVr)!/). After the death of Agrippa I. in 44 A.D.
his territory passed under Roman control. But in 53 A.D.,
according to Josephus (/?/ii. 12s, 247), his son Agrippa II.

obtained the former tetrarchy of Philip i.e., Batanaea, Tracho-
nitis, and Gaulanitis with, in addition, the kingdom of
Lysanias along with what had formerly been the domain of a
certain Varus. In Ant. xx. 7 i, 138, Josephus states it thus :

he received the tetrarchy of Philip and Batanaea, and also
Trachonitis with Abila. At this point Josephus adds that this
last had formerly been the tetrarchy of Lysanias (Aucranow S

auT)) eye-yocet rerpap^ia). That this holds good of Abila only,
not also of Trachonitis, follows from xix. 5 i, 275 ( A/SiAay rrfv

Avaaviov).

Upon these data Krenkel bases the conjecture that

Josephus does not mean to speak of Abila as the only
possession of Lysanias, that he calls it the tetrarchy
or kingdom of Lysanias simply and solely because it

was the only part of the former dominions of Lysanias,
which, instead of being assigned to another lord such as
Herod the Great, Philip, or Agrippa I. and receiving
a name from the new master, had since the death of

Lysanias continued to be directly under Roman rule.

This interpretation fits best the Abila of Lysanias
( AfiiXav Trjv Avcraviov) ; in the other passages it is not
the most obvious one. It would be more natural to
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interpret in another sense that Abila alone had con
stituted the territory of Lysanias, in that case, then,
of a younger Lysanias. But Josephus never gives any
indication of a younger Lysanias being known to him.
His readers were bound to suppose him to mean the

Lysanias who was executed in 36 B. c. When we look
at the question from this point of view, accordingly, the

simplest course would seem to be to conclude that

Josephus intends this same Lysanias throughout, and
that there was no younger Lysanias ; therefore, that

Krenkel s interpretation is not to be set aside as inad

missible.

(c) Coming now to Lk.
, Krenkel supposes him to

have borrowed his expression from Josephus, but on
the erroneous impression that Lysanias had survived
and ruled to a period shortly before the granting of his

tetrarchy to Agrippa I. and thus to the Baptist s time.

As to Lk. s acquaintance with the writings of Josephus,
see ACTS, 16, and THEUDAS. Even if Lk. was not

acquainted with Josephus, however, it is still possible
that he may be in error ; he may have found and
misunderstood the expression tetrarchy of Lysanias,

meaning the former tetrarchy of Lysanias, in some other

source.

(d) In any case we need some explanation of Lk. s

mentioning Lysanias at all. Clearly his wish is to be
as complete as possible at this important point of his

narrative
;
but Abilene was a very unimportant territory

and Lysanias was not a Jewish ruler at all ; if Lysanias
was to be mentioned other neighbouring princes deserved

equally well to be so also. The most likely suggestion
is that Lk. starts from the condition of matters which
subsisted down to the year 100 A.D.

,
and thus approxi

mately to the time when he was composing his book ;

Agrippa II., the last of the Jewish princes, possessed
in addition to other territories Abilene also, and Lk.
thus found himself called upon to say who it was that

held it in the Baptist s time. 1 Whether he is indeed

correct in giving a tetrarch Lysanias for this period
must remain an open question. That he was mistaken

cannot possibly be shown or even assumed without

difficulty ;
but neither can it be disproved. In no case

can it be held to be impossible, on the alleged ground
that such a mistake on his part were inconceivable.

Not to speak of the mistake regarding Philip in this

very verse (cp ITUREA), the undeniable error in v. 2

that there were two high priests at the same time is

so serious that, in comparison with it, that regarding

Lysanias would seem quite natural, especially if Lk.

was depending on the unprecise mode of expression he

found in Josephus or some other authority.
Dio Cassius calls the pre-Christian Lysanias king of

the Ituroeans, as also does Porphyry (ap. Eus. Chron.

ed. Schone, 1 170), if we assume that here

Lysanias (Avcraviov) ought to be read for

Lysimachus (Av&amp;lt;n/j.dxov).
It is illegitimate to infer

from this, however, that the coins with the legend

Lysanias, tetrarch and chief priest (
Avffaviov rerpdpxov

teal dpx fp^ws : Schiirer, 1 598, n. 23) relate not to him
but to a younger Lysanias. The coins bearing the

legend Ptolemy tetrarch and chie[f priest] (UroXf/Jtalov

rerpdpxov dpx[ieptws]) are without hesitation attributed

to his father. In that case, however, it is very probable
that the son also bore the same title. True, Ptolemy
is nowhere designated king as his son is. The ex

pressions of Josephus are quite general that he was

ruler
1

(dwaffrevuv. Ant. xiv. ?4, 125), or bore sway

(etcpdret., BJ\.2, 185). But the titles tetrarch and

king are not sharply distinguished. Tetrarch at

that time and for many a day had lost its original

1 Holtzmann (most recently in HC ad loc.) adds the con

jecture that Lk. took literally the title tetrarch which he

mentions in 3 i as belonging to two sons of Herod the Great,
and accordingly believed that out of the kingdom of Herod
there must have been formed a fourth tetrarchy besides the two

he had named, and Judaea viz., the tetrarchy of Lysanias.
It is not necessary, however, to go so far as this ;

see 2.
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meaning of ruler of a fourth part of a kingdom and
had come to be applied quite generally to any ruler

over a territory not too great, dependent on Rome
(Schurer, i.

, 16, n. 12, 350-352; ET ii. 17, n. 12).

The writers of that period, however, often substitute for

it the title of king also, which strictly denotes a

higher dignity. Even Josephus designates the territory

of one and the same Lysanias partly as a tetrarchy

(rerpapxia.) and partly as a kingdom (/SacriXeta, i^).

In most quarters, therefore, no difficulty is found in

identifying the pre-Christian Lysanias with the tetrarch

of the inscription to be treated of in next section.

The following inscription upon a tomb at Ba albek

(
= Heliopolis) to the N. of Abila (C1G 4523) is of

_ importance if the lacunae have been
ins-

rightly filled up by Renan (Mission de

Phtnicie, 1864, p. 317-319, and more exhaustively in

Mem. de I Acad. des Inscr. et Relies Lettres, vol. 26*

[1870], pp. 70-79) : . . . daughter to Zenodorus [son

of] Lysfanias t]etrarch and [to] Lys[anias . . . and

t]he sons [and to Ly]san[ias . . . and th]e sons

in me[mor]y [piously] erected
(.

. . Ovyarr^p 7jrji&amp;gt;o5wpi}&amp;gt;

Avff[aviov r]eTpdpxov /cat
Av&amp;lt;r[avl&amp;lt;f.

. . . KO.! T]OIS ufo??

[icai] (\v)ffa.v[l&amp;lt;f.
. . . ical TO?]J wots fj.v[r)fj.]rjs X-PLV

[ei}cre/3(Ss] di&amp;gt;tOrjKfi&amp;gt;).
Schurer and others deduce from

this not only that the Zenodorus named above
(

i a

and b] was a son of the pre-Christian Lysanias, but also

that younger members of his family also bore the name

Lysanias. Krenkel considers this to have no point
inasmuch as the inscription bestows the title of tetrarch

only on the father of Zenodorus, but designates the

other persons by their mere names without any addition.

It remains a possibility, however, that one or more of

them may have received the title of tetrarch only after

the erection of this monument, which perhaps may have

been set up soon after the death of Zenodorus (20 B.C.
).

Moreover Krenkel has confined himself, as he ought
not to have done, to Schiirer s reproduction of the

inscription. Schtirer himself says that he is giving only
the legible portions of it and takes no account of the

lacunas assumed by Renan. Just as the first-named

Lysanias is more precisely designated as tetrarch, so

Renan desiderates some more definite title for the

second and for the third. Krenkel is right, however,

in so far as he contends that neither the second nor the

third can have been designated tetrarch, otherwise the

first Lysanias would have required some further addition

for example the name of his father for distinction s

sake. In point of fact Renan conjectures only so much
as this that the second and the third Lysanias were

distinguished by addition of the names of their fathers.

The most important consideration, however, is that for

both of them the name Lysanias itself rests upon pure

conjecture. Renan himself says that in the second

place, for example, the reading might quite as easily be

Lysimachus or Lysias ; and, in the third place, Brocchi,

the only person who had seen this fragment of the

inscription which has since disappeared, did not read

Lysan (ATSA.X) at all, but Dasan (AASAN).
(b) Another inscription (CIG 4521, cp Addenda in

vol. iii.
)
relates that a freedman of the tetrarch Lysanias

has constructed a road and built a temple for the

weal of the lords Augusti (virtp Trjs rdv Kvpiwv

Sef^atrroif] ffWTrjpias). There was no plurality of

Augusti (
=

2e/3a&amp;lt;rrot )
until the time of Tiberius, along

side of whom his mother Livia, after the death of the

Emperor Octavianus Augustus (14 A. D.
),

bore the title

of Augusta (Tac. Ann. 18; Schurer, 1603, n. 37).

Now it is by no means impossible that a freedman of

the Lysanias who died in 36 B.C. should, fifty years
afterwards, or more have made a road and built a

temple, particularly if, as often enough happened, he

had been emancipated as a child along with his parents.
Thus neither does this inscription supply any decisive

evidence in favour of the existence of a younger tetrarch

Lysanias.
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Wieseler, Ckronol. Synop. d. vier Evangtlien, 1843, PP- 74-

183, and Beitr. z. Wiirdigung tier Evangelien, 1869, pp. 196-

204; Kenan, in Mem. Acad. Inscr. 26 b,

4 Literature. 1870, pp. 49-84, and especially Schurer, GJY\,
Beilage i, 600-603 (ET i. 2 335^) for the

assumption of a younger Lysanias. On the other side, see

Strauss, Leben /esu, 1, 40, 1835, pp. 310-313 ; Keim, Gesch.Jesu
von Nazara, \6i8f. (ET ii. 384^) and A us dem Urchristen-

tkum, \ (1878) 9-12, and especially Krenkel, Josephus u. Lucas,

1894, pp. 95-98. P. W. S.

LYSIAS (Aye I AC [AKV]). i. A general of Antiochus

Epiphanes (see ANTIOCHUS, 2) and one of the seed

royal. Antiochus, smarting under the recent defeat of

his captains APOLLONIUS (2) and SERON (qq.v. ), placed

Lysias in charge of the W. portion of his empire with

orders to root out and destroy the strength of Israel

and the remnant of Jerusalem.
1 He himself with half

the army removed from Antioch to proceed with the

invasion of Persia, entrusting his young son afterwards

Antiochus V. Eupator to the care of Lysias (
i Mace.

832^). An army of 47,000 men under three leaders

was sent against Judaea, but met with no success

(i Mace. 4.1/1, see GORGIAS, NICANOR), and Lysias,
vexed and discouraged, started out the following year
with a force 65,000 strong (165-164 B.C.). He was

badly defeated at Beth-zur by Judas (i Mace. 4 28^),
and the tidings of this disaster completed the discomfiture

of Antiochus, who, on his deathbed, entrusted the

guardianship of his son to PHILIP, 5
1
(i Mace. 6s/:).

Lysias, however, set up Antiochus Eupator as king,

and set out upon a fresh invasion of Judaea (628^).
Beth-zur was besieged, and at the neighbouring locality

of Bethzacharias the Maccabaean party was defeated

(see ELEAZAR). Leaving behind a portion of his army
to continue the siege of Beth-zur, Lysias marched upon

Jerusalem ;
but hearing that Philip had returned to

assert his newly gained authority, Lysias concluded a

treaty with Jerusalem, which, however, he immediately
violated (651^). He hastily marched to Antioch,

which Philip had already occupied, and ultimately over

came him (see PHILIP, s).
2 He was put to death at

the commencement of the reign of DEMETRIUS I. [g.v.].

His history as recounted in 2 Mace. 10n^ ll-12i

13 1-142 differs in several essential particulars from the

above ; see MACCABEES, SECOND, 2/, col. 2869 ff.

2. See Claudius Lysias.

LYSIMACHUS (AyciMAXOC [BXAV]).
1. Son of Ptolemy, who is said to have translated

into Greek the book of Esther ;
see apocryphal Esther

Hi
(&amp;lt;S 10n). On this and on the statement that the

translation was made at Jerusalem (ruv [L^ rbv] Iv

Iepovcra\rifji) see ESTHER, 9, col. 1405, Willrich,

Judaica, 2s f.
2. A high priest (about 171 B.C.), temporarily ap

pointed by his brother MENELAUS [g.v.]. His many acts

of sacrilege roused the indignation of the common people,

who rose against him and killed him (2 Mace. 4 29 39^ ).

On the statement in V. 29 (rijs apxifptaavvris Sia.&o\ov) see

Willrich, Judaica, 165 ; the Vg. seems to have supposed that

Lysimachus was his brother s successor (see RVmn.), reading :

Menelaus amotus est a sacerdotio succedente L. fratre suo.

In view of the fact that his brother Menelaus bears a Hellenised

form of a Hebrew name, Mr. S. A. Cook conjectures that Lysi

machus itself is a Hellenising of the Hebrew -pD ^N* (CP

ISMACHIAH, SEMACHIAH). See generally ONIAS.

LYSTRA(AYCTp6.N. Actsl46 21 16i ; eN Aycrpoic.
Acts 14 8 16 2 2 Tim. 3 n).

3 The site of Lystra
1. Site.

was guessed by Leake in 1820, and his con

jecture was confirmed by Sterrett s discovery of a large

1 Probably this was due to the ill-success of Lysias.
2 Another tradition in 2 Mace. 1823 would seem to show that

Philip had been appointed chancellor.
3 The same variation in gender and declension as is found in

the case of MYRA [f.v.] ; but while the mod. name of Myra is

proof of the existence of the local form Mvpav, there is no

evidence, other than the passage in Acts, available in the case of

Lystra. See on this point, Ramsay, St. Paul the Traveller,

128. The name Lystra, as Ramsay remarks (Hist. Comni. on

Galatians, 223), is probably Lycaonian, as the similar names
Ilistra and Kilistra occur to the SE. and NW. of the town

respectively (cp Rams. Hist. Geogr. ofAM 451).
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pedestal, standing perhaps in its original position, having
an inscription in honour of Augustus ( Wolfe Exped.
142 : Divum Aug[ustuni] Col\onia] Iul\ia~\ Felix
Getnina Lustra consecravit d\ecreto\ d\ecurionum~\).
This proves that the colony occupied the hill about
one mile NW. of the modern village Khatyn-Serai
(= The Lady s Mansion

),
some eighteen miles SSW.

of Iconium. A considerable stream, flowing eastwards
out into the Lycaonian plain, runs between the ancient
site and the modern village. Few remains of the old

city are visible above ground ; but a small church stands
near an Ayastna (i.e., Ayia.fffj.a) or spring reputed holy
by the Christians of Iconium and the Turks of the

neighbourhood. This tradition of sanctity probably
goes back to pagan times. There is no trace of the

temple of Zeus (Act 14 13) ;
but its site is perhaps in

dicated by the pedestal already mentioned (see JUPITER).
When on the death of Amyntas in 25 B.C. his kingdom

was formed into a province (Galatia), Lystra, Isaura,

2 History
and Derbe were a11 included within it : for

Lystra had belonged to the Lycaonian te-

trarchy transferred to Amyntas in 36 B.C. (see LYCA-
ONIA), and Derbe had been taken by him from
Antipater with the connivance of the Romans (see
DERBE). The importance of the town was ephemeral,
and dated only from 6 B. c.

, when Augustus made an
effort to regulate and civilise the mountaineers on the
southern frontier of Galatia. To this end there was
created a system of military roads radiating from Antioch
to the garrison cities or colonies. The military colonies
founded in this region were Olbasa, Comama, Cremna,
Parlais, Lystra, and Antioch (cp CIL 3, suppl. 6974)
[see PISIDIA]. Lystra was the most easterly of these
colonies, and the bulwark of southern Galatia

; for

Derbe, which lay farther E. , did not become important
until 41 A.D. , and was never a colony; nor was
Iconium, the nearest important town to the N. , a
colony (until the time of Hadrian). Lystra thus stood
in proud isolation in this nook of Galatia as the repre
sentative of Roman civilisation, and the Latin-speaking
Coloni formed a military aristocracy amid the incolce or
Lycaonian natives of the town. The nearest Roman
city was Antioch, the military centre.

_
The sympathy between the two colonies is illustrated by the

inscription discovered at Antioch on the base of a statue pre
sented by Lystra (Sterrett, Wolfe Exped. 352 : T\\V Aa/xTrpoTarrji

JLVTlo\tuv
KO\&amp;lt;avCai&amp;gt;

rj Aa/mrpoTaTij AvorpeW icoAuwa r^v a6A-

u &quot;r

eTfifj.ricrfi&amp;gt;). The Latin feeling in Lystra is shown by
the fact that the name of the city is written Lustra on coins and
in inscriptions, under the influence of a false analogy between
the Lycaonian word and the Latin word lustrum (cp CIL
06596, Col. Lustrensium, and 6786. Coins have COLONIA .

JULIA . FELIX . GEMINA . LUSTRA). Nevertheless, it was only
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special circumstances that for a time impressed this foreigncharacter upon the town.

Lying as it did in a secluded glen ten miles S. of
the great trade route, which naturally ran by way of

3. NT references.
Iconium and Derbe, Lystra retained
more tenaciously than those towns

the native stamp. When the hill-country was pacified,
Lystra ceased to be of importance ; and its situation
was not such as to make it a great town by reason of its
trade. Hence it was neither Romanised nor Hellenised

;

of all the places visited by Paul, Lystra was the only one
the native character of which was sufficiently prominent
to receive notice in Acts. The belief in the epiphany
of the gods, and the use of the speech of Lycaonia
(Acts 14 n) in a moment of excitement testify to the
permanence of the native character in the bulk of the
population.

Athough on the ground of their constitution as
Roman colonies, Lystra and Antioch go together, from
the point of view of the organisation of the Roman
province, Lystra goes with Derbe, these two together
being the cities of the Lycaonian region of the province
of Galatia. Hence, Lystra is grouped with Derbe in
Acts 146 (where rr)v irepixupov, the region that lieth
round about

1 AV = the X^po-, Regio, of Lycaonia
Galatica. See LYCAONIA, 3, and GALATIA, 7).From the point of view of its commercial relations, the
connection of Lystra was closest with Iconium, and
next to that with Antioch, for the trade flowed west
wards. Hence, in Acts 14 19, it is Jewish traders from
Iconium and Antioch that come to Lystra ; and in Acts
162 Lystra and Iconium are grouped together as the
district in which Timothy was well known (Rams. St.
Paul the Traveller, 179). Lystra was the birthplace
and home of Timothy, whose parentage illustrates the

composite character of the population. 2 Tim. 3io/
clearly implies that Timothy was a spectator of the brutal
assault made upon Paul by the Lystran rabble. Lystra
was revisited by Paul on the way home on the comple
tion of the first journey (Acts 14 21), and again on the
second journey (Acts 16i) : the order of the names corre

sponds to the geographical order, for on the second
journey Paul travelled westwards by way of the Cilician
Gates. A visit to Lystra, on the third journey, is implied
in Acts 1823 (on the South Galatian theory only [cp
GALATIA, 7 and 9-14, 24]).

In later Christian history Lystra is rarely mentioned. Artemas
or Artemius, one of the Seventy, is said to have been its bishop.
Kxcavation will doubtless reveal much on this interesting and
promising site.

Literature. Chiefly Ramsay in his Church in thcR. Emp.p)
Jf., and Hist. Comm. on Gal. 223, et pass.

W. J. W.
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MAACAH MAASEAS

M
MAACAH (so 2 S. 1068) or Maachah (PDtfO;

AAAXATCI [B], MAXAGi [AF], MAXA66I [L] ;
other

readings MAX6I, AXA66I, OMAXAGei [
= O MAX-, CP Ij]

NU&amp;gt;XA.0ei, MOXATCI, AAAXAXAAXCI [B] ; MOXATI [N],

MAXATI, MAXATAI, MAXAflGei, MAXA0A, MU)6ATei,

MAAXA6 [A] ; MAAXA0I [Q] ! MAKA6I, MAKAp6l,
MAXA6ITOY [ -]) If l^e name is, as the present writer

holds, probably a popular corruption of Jerahmeel (see

MAACAH ii.
),
we need not wonder to find it both in

the N. and in the S. of Palestine. The final editors

of our narratives certainly took Maacah to be an

Aramaean country. It is mentioned in connection with

Rehob, Zobah, and Ish-tob (Tob?) as furnishing

Aramrean mercenaries to the Ammonites, 28. 1068

(naaxa [AL], aua\r)K
1
[B]) ;

in the parallel, i Ch. 196,

it is even called AKAM-MAACAH [RV], SYKIA-MAACAH

[AV] ( HDVVD on, (Tupias pooxa. [_BK], (r. yuaxct [A], &amp;lt;r. /xaaxa

[L]). In 28. 20 15 (AV) we read of a city called Abel

of Beth-maacah (see ABEL-BETH-MAACAH), which is

commonly supposed to have derived its name from the

northern Maacah. It should be noted, however, that

Abel-beth-maacah (so RV) is called (v. 19) a mother
in Israel whereas Maacah only became Israelitish after

the defeat of Hadad-ezer; 2 the reading Abel-beth-

maacah must be corrupt (see SHEBA, b. Bicri). The

gentilic noun Maachathites (AV), Maacathites

(RV), rnj?o, occurs with Geshurites in Josh. 13 130

[JE] (in b, ro_yp,
whence RV Maacath) and in Dt. 814

(AV Geshuri and Maachathi, 6 tactp [AF]) ; here a

northern people and land is evidently meant. In 28.

2834, however, the Maacathite as clearly indicates a

southern district (see ELIPHELET, 2).

A corrupt form of Maacath is j-|n (KV HAMATH). Wi. 3

thinks that there were two Hamaths, one in Syiia, the other on
the S. of Mt. Hermon ; the second nan however is surely a

corruption of rt2J?o (Maacah). We know as a fact that there
was a southern &amp;lt;ieshur(if that be the right vocalisation); it is

hardly less certain that there was a southern Maacah, and the

true text of that much-disputed passage, 2 S. 8 ib, most prob
ably stated that David (not Solomon) took the Maacathite

(district) out of the hand of the Sarephathites (see METHEG-
A.MMAH). The popular corruption nan &quot;lay underlie the strange

place-name rtBOn (HUMTAH), and the odd personal names
^&amp;gt;uicn

and the more corrupt alternative form (HAL 2 Ch. 3ti 2) So llN ;

n^VCi i.e., the southern Maacah, may also occur in Ps. 006 [B],

emended text (see PSALMS [BooK], 28 [iv.]) and elsewhere.

T. K. C.

MAACAH RV, so also in 28.83 AV, which has

elsewhere MAACHAH
(!&quot;Dyp, MAAXA [BAL]). Like

MlCAH and MiCAlAH (qq.v.}, the name seems to the

present writer to be a popular corruption of Jerahme el

or Jerahme elith
(
a Jerahmeelite ). Talmai, the father

of Maacah 2, was also probably designated a Jerah-
meelite (b. Ammihur?). See TALMAI 2, and MAA
CAH 2.

1. A son (or daughter ?) of Nahor (i.e. , Hauran)
by Reumah (Gen. 2224, /u.o&amp;gt;x&amp;lt;* [ADL]). The name (see

above) corresponds to Kemuel-abi-aram (another

disguise of Jerahme el), in the list of Nahor s sons by
Milcah. See KEMUEL, NAHOR.

2. Daughter of Talmai, king of Geshur, and mother
of Absalom (28. 83, /uaaxafl [A], i Ch. 82, /JLUXO. [BA]).
See GKSHUR 2, TALMAI.

3. Mother of Abijah (iK.15a 2 Ch. llao-22), also

called MICAIAH (2C h. 182; AV MICHAIAH). In

1 K. 15 her father s name is given as Abisalom, in

2 Ch. 11 as Absalom, but in 2 Ch. 13 as Uriel of Gibeah

(&amp;lt;5&quot;

A
, however, for Gibeah has yafiauv, Vg. Gabaa,

1 This may perhaps record an early and correct explanation.
But cp ARAM, $ 5, n. i.

2 Cp Wi. G/224I. 3 Ibid. 2IO/
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Pesh. nimfthd, Ramah
).

It has been thought that

the name Uriel may have been derived from i K. 15 10

(where it may originally have stood, see ASA, i), the

motive of the change being a desire to provide some
other parentage for Abijah s mother (cp TAMAK 3).
A more satisfactory theory can be offered. The reading in

i K. 152 is more nearly correct ; QS[y&amp;gt;3N may be a corruption of

SKS&quot;IN&amp;gt;
a &quot;d D0th ^NO IN and ^K&quot;~Ut corruptions of ^KCriT-

Maacah, as we have seen, is probably a corruption of n SxcnT,
and the original statement was that Abijah s mother was named
Maacah [a Jerahmeelite], of Gibeah. The Gibeah meant is

that of Josh. 1557.

4. Mother of Asa (i K. 15 10, ava. [BL]; 2Ch. 15 16).

See ASA, i. Most probably i K. 15 10 should run thus :

His mother s name was Maacah [a Jerahmeelite], on
the analogy of i K. 152 (see 3). She was deposed
from her position as queen-mother on account of some
religious symbol (nxSflD. RV an abominable image )

which she had made for ASHERAH [^.f.], i K.. 15i3-
In Pesh. of i K. 1.1 10 Maacah s father s name is given as Ebed-

salom, a mistaken emendation of Abishalom (cp 3).

5. Father of ACHISH [q.v.] (i K. 2 39, a^ujcra [B]), called also

MAOCH (ipyD,
i S. 27 2, a.nna\ [B], p.iua/3 [A], axifiaav [L]) ; so

Targ. in both passages. The reading of &amp;lt;S
L and Tg. is im

portant. See TALMAI (adfin.).
6. A concubine of Caleb (i Ch. 2 48, /u.wxi [BA]), personifying

the Jerahmeelites.
7. Wife (or mother, Pesh.) of Machir (also = Jerahme el?),

the Manassite (i Ch.
~

T.-,f., /ocofo^o [B], noo\a. [A]) ; cp MAACAH
i ; SAUL i.

8. Wife of Jehiel, father of Gibeon (i Ch. 829, fj.o\xa fB],

ftiAxa [Ba?b?], (La%a [L] ; 935 jio&amp;lt;ova [BNA]). B s reading
confirms the derivation from Jerahme el.

9. Father of HANAN [2] (t Ch. 11 43, ,xo&amp;lt;ux
a [BN], naXa [A]).

10. Father of Shephatiah, a Simeonite (i Ch. 27 16, /oia^a [B],

/u.aa^a [Al, ^a\aTt [L]). Note that the next name is that of a
son of Kemuel, another distortion of Jerahme el.

For another instance of the distortion of Jerahme el into
Maacah see SAUL, i (on 2 S. 20 14, Abel-beth-maacah). Cp

also MEHOLATHITE ; Maacah and Meholah are both probable
corruptions of Jerahme el. T. K. C.

MAADAI
(*&quot;ll?p,

abbrev. from some ethnic, but see

MAADIAH and cp (5), b. Bani, in the list of those with

foreign wives (see EZRA i. , 5 end); Ezra 10 34

(MoAeA[e]iA [BN], MOoAeiA [A], MoyoyAi t
1-])

= iEsd. 9 34 MOMUIS (/woMAeioc [B]- -Aeic [A],

MOoyAeiA [L]).

MAADIAH (HHyp, see 33, but also cp MAADAI),
a priest in Zerubbabel s band (see EZRA ii. , 6

l&amp;gt;)
; Neh.

12s(BKAom., MAA^IAC [N
c -ame- SU

P-], MAAAiAC [L]).

Cp MAAZIAH, MOADIAH.

MAAI (*yD), a priestly musician in the procession at

the dedication of the wall (see EZRA ii. , 6), Neh.
12 36t (BXA om., MAAI [X

c -a me-
i&quot;f-], MA |A. [L]).

MAALEH-ACRABBIM(D^-lpi; H^D), Josh. 15 3t.

AV, RV Ascent of AKRABBIM (q.v. ).

MAANI. i. (MANCI [B], MAANI [A], AAOONGIM
[L]), i Esd. 631 RV = Ezra2 5oMEUN!M (g).

2. RV BAAM (ftaav[e]i. [BA], Parai [L]), i Esd. 9 34 = Ezra

1034, BANI 2.

MAARATH (rntfO ; MAfApcoe [B], MARcoe [A],

MAApO)6 [L]), a city in the hill country of Judah
(Josh. 15s9), mentioned next to Gedor, which is 6i m.

N. from Hebron. Near the ruins of Jedur (Gedor) is

the village of Bet Ummar, which may be a distant echo

of Ma arath(?). Not far away are handsome rock

tombs and a number of small caverns (Baed.l
2

135).

MAAREH-GEBA. See GEBA.

MAASAI, AV Maasiai (b r), iCh.9
11 13, AMASHAI (q. -:}.

MAASEAS (Bar. 1 1 RV). See MAASEIAH i.
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MAASBIAH
MAASEIAH, RVMahseiah (iTpnp, 28

; [Ginsb. ;

but see Baer s note on Jer. 32 12]), an ancestor of Baruch,

Jer. 32i2 (/v\AAC&lOY [BQ]. MNAC. [B
b
], MACC. [A],

MACGOY []): 51 59 (MAACAIOY [B
e-m
Q]1 -cc. [A],

AAAX&IOY [&**]) 1 Bar. 1 x tne name appears as

MAASIAS, RV MAASEAS.

MAASEIAH (JTb yp, [and -in%!? in Jer. 35 4 and

nos. 4-9], for the corruption iTti JQ see no. 22
;
ace.

to Che. from some ethnic (see 12), but pointed as if=

work of God cp JAASIEL and see NAMES, 31 ;

MAACAIA[C], MAACIA[C] [BNQ], MAACIA[C] [L], AAA-

ceoy []&amp;gt;

1. Father of Zephaniah the priest, temp. Zedekiah, Jer. 21 i

Oouu ao-cratou [B], ^a. [Bab], ^aw. [A], ^aaa: [Q]), cp 29 [3(5]

25 (nvaaaiov [B^Sb], ^ao-cr. [A]), 37 [44] 3 (jju/avaiov [Bab], ^a.

[A]). He is possibly the same as

2. b. Shallum, a door-keeper, Jer. 35 [42] 4 (/ixaatreov [xc -a
],

/imr.iniM [A]).

3. Father of the false prophet Zedekiah, Jer. 29 21 (om. BNA,
na.a-o-i.ov [Theod. in QmK-]).

4. b. Adaiah, a captain of Judah, who allied himself with

Jehoiada, 2 Ch. 23 i (/icunai/ [A]).

5. An official (iBiss n, see SCRIBE) under UZZIAH, 2Ch. 26 n
(afi.aiTa.iov [B], juaa&amp;lt;r&amp;lt;riou [L]).

6. A king s son, if this is right (i^c.T ; see HAMMELECH),

. .

7. Governor of Jerusalem, temp. Josiah, sent with Shaphan to

superintend the restoration of the temple, 2 Ch. 34 8 (fiaaa-a [B]).

8. and 9. Two Levites of the second rank, temp. David,
i Ch. 15 18 (jixaao-traia [B], a;aa&amp;lt;ria [Avid.]), 2o (jua&amp;lt;ro-aias [B],

fiacraia? []).
10. A priest in the list of those with foreign wives (see EZRA i.,

? 5 end), Ezra 10 li
(nee&amp;lt;r&amp;lt;rr)A [B], /u.aacrr)a [,y], -rjia [A])=i Esd.

9 19, MATTHEI.AS, HV MATHELAS (/uaojAas [B], fiaBy. [A]).

11. One of the b ne HARIM, a priest in list of those with

foreign wives (see EZRA i., 5 end). Ezra 10 21 (fiatrarj\ [BN l,

nao-eias [A])=i Esd. 9 21 (EANES, RV MANES, /xai/r)s [BA]),
where of the sons of Harim is omitted except in &amp;lt;ESL.

12. One of the b ne PASHHUR, a priest in list of those with

foreign wives (see EZRA!., 5 end), Ezral022=i Esd. 922,
MASS! AS

(a&amp;lt;7&amp;lt;reias [B], jiiao-crias [A], ^aao-tria? [L]).
1

n. One of the b ne PAHATH-MOAB, in list of those with

foreign wives (see EZRA i., 5 end), Ezra 10 30 (jua&amp;lt;r)a [B], /ixaa&amp;lt;r.

[A], fia.&amp;lt;n) [{&amp;lt;!)=
i Esd. 931 MOOSIAS, RV MOOSSIAS (/nooo-o-eia?

[B], fj.ooa-a-i.ay [A]; no trace is found in L save triSia, or

perhaps fiaSetas?)

14. Father ofAZARIAH (4); Neh.323 (jua5a&amp;lt;n)A [BN],juaa&amp;lt;r(riou

[L]).

15. In list of Ezra s supporters (see EZRA ii., 13 [/C] ; cp i.,

5 8 ; ii., 16 [ 5 ] ; ii., 15 (i]c) Neh. 84 Omao-tr.ua [B], -tr.as [L])
= i Esd. 943 BALASAMUS, RV BAAI.SAMUS (i.e., |3aAao-ajx =
BlLSHAN

; jSaaAo-a^ios [BA], jU.aa.rias [L]).
16. Expounder of law (see EZRA ii., 13 [_/&quot;.] ; cp i., 8; ii.,

$ 16 [5], 15 [i]c), Neh. 87 (om. BNA)=i Esd. 9 48, MAIANEAS,
RV MAIANNAS (jmiayi-as [BA], maaxnas [L]).

17. Signatory to the covenant (see EZRA i., 7), Neh. 10 25 [26]

OmaAo-ia fA]).
18. b. Baruch descended from SHILONI [y.v.], in list of

Judahite inhabitants of Jerusalem (see EZRA ii., s[^], 15 [i]a),
Neh. 11 5 (joiaatreia [B], ^aA&amp;lt;ria [A], ^eo-eia [*], a^etreca [^c.a],

fiaatas [L]); he represents the Shelanite branch of Judah, just
as Athaiah represents the Perezite (see PEREZ), cp i Ch. 9 5 where
the name ASAIAH (n b V) is probably nothing more than another

form of Maaseiah.

19. b. Ithiel in list of Benjamite inhabitants of Jerusalem
(see EZRA ii., 5 [/&amp;gt;], 15 [i] a) ; Neh. 11 7 (joiayarjA [B], /aararjA

[])
20. and 21. Two priests in procession at the dedication of

the wall (see EZRA ii., i^), Neh. 12 41 42 (om. BN*A).
22. A Oershonite Levite, i Ch.t54o [28], whose name has

been corrupted into BAASEIAH.

MAASIAI, i Ch. 9 12, RV MAASAI.

MAASIAS, RV Maaseas (Bar. Ii); in Jer. 32i2
MAASEIAH i.

[BA]), i Esd. 8 43 RV=MAASMAS
Ezra8i6, SHEMAIAH, 17.

MAATH (MA.A0 [Ti. WH]), a name in the genealogy
of Jesus (Lk. 326). See GENEALOGIES ii. , 3.

1 [The name occurs between Elioenai (=Elishama= Ishmael)
and Ishmael. Perhaps the same man is meant, and his name
was Ishmael; Nethaneel = Ethani, follows (so Che.).]

MACCABEES (FAMILY)
MAAZ ()*rp, cp AHIMAAZ

; MAAC [BAL]), one of

the sons of Ram b. Jerahmeel b. Hezron
;

i Ch. 227f.

MAAZIAII (liTTrp, Yahwe is a refuge ? the name

may, however, be a corruption of iTpnp ; see MAA
SEIAH i.

),
the name of a (post-exilic) priestly family,

to which was assigned one of the twenty-four courses,
i Ch. 24i8 (MAACAI [B], MOOZ&\ [A], MOOZIA [L]).

Represented amongst the signatories to the covenant

(see EZRA i. ,7); Neh. 108 [9] (,rij,-n, vadeia [B],

afeia [N], /uaafaa [A], juaaftas [L]); cp MAADIAH.

MABDAI (MA/V\AAI [B], MANAAI [A]), i Esd. 934 =
Ezra 1035, BENAIAH, 9.

MACALON([eK]MAKA.AooN [BA]), i Esd. 5 2 i = Ezra

227, MICHMAS. See MICHMASH.

MACCABEES (FAMILY)
Name Maccabee ( i). Judas ( 4).

,, Hasmonsean ( 2). Jonathan ( 5).

Uprising ( 3). Simon ( 6).

Genealogy ( 3). John Hyrcanus (| 7).

Bibliography ( 8).

The name Maccabaeus (MAKKABAIOC ; Lat.

MachabcEus ; Syr. wOkjaaD )
was originally a name of

. ,. the thirdsonof Mattathias(see3), com-1. .LUG UH.H16 i HIT, i* 111
Ma^ojihPP monly called Judas, and in the books
ITlclL/VvtlUCC. \ i i_ 1-1 i A 1_of Maccabees is applied only to him.

( lovoas 6 Ka\ovfj.(;vos MaKKa^aios i Mace. 24 3i; lovS. [6]

MaKK. 2, 66 ; lovS. o MaxK. 5 24 2 Mace. 2 19 8 i ; 6 MaK. i Mace.
5 34 [A], 2 Mace. 8 5 16 10 19^ ; or simply MOKK. i Mace. 5 34

[NV] 2 Mace. 10 i.)
1 It thus makes the impression of being a

surname
; see, however, below.

As Maccabceus was the central figure in the struggle
for Jewish independence, it was natural that his name
should be used at a later day (so, e.g. ,

in Origen) to

designate the other members of the family to which he

belonged (also called Hasmonasans
;
see below, 2),

or even in a wider sense, to apply to all those who were
in any way associated with him or his brethren.

Similarly, certain writings which are concerned directly
or indirectly with the deeds or the times of these leaders

have been entitled Books of Maccabees (MaK/ca/Scuaw,
or Ma/v/ca/3aiKa ; properly, the Maccabasan history or

times ; cp BatrtXettDr, etc.
).

See below on the titles of

3 Mace. (col. 2879) and 4 Mace. , especially (col.

2872).
The form and the meaning of the Hebrew (or

Aramaic) original of the name Maccabasus are alike

uncertain. The Greek transcription points to a form
with k

(p). Against this, the Latin machabceus (cA = 3

[/]) has been urged, but without sufficient reason.

The argument in favour of the form ^-D has been presented
with great thoroughness and ingenuity by S. I. Curtiss (The
Name Machabce, Leipsic, 1876), who attempts to give the
Latin form Machaba;us direct connection with the Hebrew,
through Jerome. The argument breaks down completely at

that point, however, even if we let Jerome s indefinite Macha-
bfeorum primum librum Hebraicum reperi (in Pro!. Ga/.) mean
all it can, and believe that he had actually seen a Hebrew
i Mace. 2 There is not the slightest probability that the old
Latin translation of i Mace, was revised by Jerome ; on the

contrary, all the evidence is strongly opposed to this view.

So far, therefore, as the testimony of the old versions

is concerned, we have to guide us only the undoubted
fact that the Greek form of the name is derived from a

translation of the book made with painstaking accuracy

directlyfrom the Hebrew(see below, MACCABEES, FIRST,

3 [col. 2858]), whilst the Latin form of the name is

found in a version madefrom the Greek. 3

The favourite interpretation of the name has con

nected it with the Hebrew makktbeth (see HAMMER, i);

92 2849

1 [The spelling of the name occasionally varies in

2 There is justification for the suspicion that this statement

of Jerome s was based simply on Origen s testimony to the

existence of a Semitic i Mace. See col. 2857, i ; and col.

2866, ii.
3 All other forms of the name, even those which appear in

(late) Jewish writings Oapd 330 N33c)&amp;gt;
are derived either

from the Greek or from the Latin.
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MACCABEES (FAMILY)
Aram, makkaba. Judas would thus have been called

The Hammerer, presumably because of his prowess
in battle. To this, however, there are objections :

1. The form of the word apparently an adjective ending in

ai or i which the Greek naturally suggests. We should

hardly expect an adjective to be used in such a case.

2. The kind of hammer designated by the Hebrew mp!3
(see Curtiss, 22 f.). Both Hebrew and Aramaic have words in

common use for heavy hammer, sledge-hammer, whilst Q
is the smaller workman s tool. Especially in view of the familiar

passages Jer. 6623 (cp BfrakhOth, 28^) 51 20, the hammer
theory of Judas name seems hardly credible.

3. It is by no means certain that the name Maccabee was

given to Judas because of his valour. There is no hint of such
an origin of the name in our oldest sources,! and it is evident

that the interpretations of this nature found in later writings

(e.g., in Gorionides) are mere guesses.

It is to be observed that not only Judas, but also

each of his brothers, has a double name. In the

passage i Mace. 22-5, John is said to have been called

Gaddi (see col. 2853, n. i) ; Simon, Thassi
; Judas, Mac-

cabaeus; 2 Eleazar, Avaran
; Jonathan, Apphus. It has

commonly been supposed that these surnames are all

descriptive of the character or exploits of those to whom
they are applied (thus Eleazar s name, Avaran, has been

explained from the incident of his boring a hole (root iin)

in the elephant) ;
but the fact that not one of the names

lends itself to any such interpretation should be con
clusive against this theory.

On the contrary, the surnames have rather the appearance
of names given at birth (Gaddi is a familiar Jewish name ; see

below, 3 i) ; and when the list Simeon, Judah, Eleazar, etc.,

is put over against the corresponding list Thassi, Maccabi,
Avaran, etc., the probability at once suggests itself that the

latter were the names originally given by Mattathias to his five

sons, whilst the former were the names which they received
later as the princes of the Jewish people (in the way that has
been so generally customary, with kings, popes, caliphs, etc.).

It is a precisely similar case when Josephus (Ant. xiii. 4 8)

writes : AAefai&amp;gt;6pos
6 BoAa? Aeyo^iero?, although Balas was

the original name of this king, and Alexander the later

official name which came to him with his elevation in rank (see
Schiir. GJV\ 178; ET 1 i, p. 240). Cp also the names of the

queen Alexandra, whose Hebrew name had been Salome :

AAefdi/6pa ^ icai 2aAiVa (Eusebius) ; Alexandra qute et Salina
vocabatur (Jerome, Coinm. on Dan. 9 24^) ; by Josephus
called only Alexandra.

It is doubtful, therefore, whether much help is to be

gained from the side of etymology in determining the

Hebrew form and meaning of Maccaboeus.
For the various conjectures that have been made, see Curtiss,

12-24 I Wace s Apocrypha, 1 247/ ; Schurer, GjyV) 1 158 ; ET
1 I, p. 212 f.

As for the form, the evidence decidedly favours apn
(with single p?) ;

3 the possibility of a form with 3 must,
however, be admitted.

The Jews do not seem to have applied the name
Maccabee either to the members of the dynasty or to

2 The name the books dealing with the events of

, ~ , their time. Instead, they used for both
Hasmonsean. .,the adjective Hasmoniean (Asmo-

naean, JISBTI. &quot;Acra/u.wi aros), which seems to have been
the family name of the house of Mattathias.

Hasmona;an does not occur in the books of Maccabees, but is

frequently used by Jostphus (see the references, below), and
appears once in the Mishni (Middoth 1 6),

4 where Judas and

1 If the author of i Mace, had thus understood the name, how
could he have failed to make some use of the figure in 3 3-5 ?

2 That Judas name is written with the Greek adjective end
ing -ouos, and not simply transliterated, like YaS&i (see 3, i),

etc., is of course due to the fact that it had already become a
household word among the Greek-speaking Jews.

3 In favour of the single rather than the double n, the follow

ing considerations may be urged : (i) The possibility that
Josephus wrote the name with a single K (so generally in Niese s

ed.). (2) The occasional employment of KK to represent a single

p. Thus, A.Kieap&amp;lt;av for
jnpy ; Noxitapei/n for

c&quot;lpj (Am. 1 1

[unless we should point nakkaiiini}), etc. (3) The Latin form,
which may well have become fixed in use before the translation
from our Greek version was made.

4 In this passage, certain chambers
(nipe-S) Belonging to the

temple are described. Of one of them it is said : rTJISS rrmiD
Dispc-B- naion :ax rm (var. jioe-n) tuispn 33 ina m
}V 370 ; In he NE. chamber the Haimonaeans laid away the
stones of the altar which the Grecian kings had defiled. Cp
i Mace. 4 46.

MACCABEES (FAMILY)
his brethren are called NyiCpn 33- Similarly Targ. 18.24
On JV3). and many passages in the Gemarii and later Jewish
literature. For the complete list of references, see Gaster,
The Scroll of the Hasmon^ans (Transs. &amp;lt;)th

Orient. Con-,

gress, Lond., 1892), p. 7 ; Levy, Neuhebr. unit chald. \V8rter.

buch, s.v.). The Hebrew form Q jlCB n a lso occurs.

The origin of the name is wholly obscure. It was

probably borne originally either by Mattathias himself,

or by one of his ancestors
;
but we are quite destitute

of information on this point. In i Mace. 2i, Mattathias

is called the son of John, son of Simeon (MarTaflias
Iwavvov TOV ^,v/j.wv) j

1
Josephus, Ant. xii. 61, carries

the line one step farther back, adding TOV Affa/juavaiov

(cp xiv. 164 xvi. 7 i) ; but it is not likely that he had

any authority for this. 2 The adjective may have

originated in the name of a man, Hasmon (cp the

Chronicler s ot?n ;
see HASHUM) ; or, more probably,

in the name of a place (cp P s
pceri, Josh. 1627 and

ruiDBTi, Nu. 8829/1 see HESHMON, HASHMONAH); or

even in an appellative, though the absence of a root

Dt?n in the Hebrew-Aramaic literature known to us

makes this very unlikely.
The fanciful etymology connecting the name with the air. Ay.

B JCB n, PS - *&amp;gt;8 32 (the result of a scribe s blunder), which is then

explained by the Arabic hasi(\), fatness, should be put aside

once for all.

While Palestine was under the Egyptian rule, the

Jews were not directly interfered with in the exercise of

, TT
. . their religion and customs. Even then.

H however, Greek cities were springing up

JUT tt j.y_-
i 1 a l parts of the land, and a stronga a las.
pressure was graciuaiiy being brought to

bear on Judaism by the rapid encroachment of Greek

thought and culture. After the beginning of the

Seleucid rule (198 B.C., under Antiochus III., the

Great) this pressure was vastly increased, both from

without and from within. The Syrian kings did not

find it easy to hold together the heterogeneous elements

of their domain, and it was to their interest to dis

courage the exclusive Jewish religion. To the Jews
themselves, the struggle against Hellenism might well

have seemed a losing one. There was a strong party
in Judeea that openly favoured union with the Gentiles

and the adoption of the new culture. See, e.g. , I Mace.

1111415 2 Mace. 47-15; etc. On the other hand, as

was natural, those who held to the national religion
redoubled their zeal. At the head of these was the

well-defined extreme legalistic party of the Pious *

(o Ton, &quot;Ao-tSatoi, see LOVINGKINDNESS). Soon after

the beginning of the reign of Antiochus (IV.) Epiphanes

(175-164 B.C.) matters came to a crisis (see ISRAEL,

joff. ;
ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION). It was not,

however, at Jerusalem, but in one of the smaller towns

of Judaea that the revolt broke out. When the king s

officer, who compelled the people to sacrifice to the

heathen gods, came to Modein (MwSetV; see MODIN),
a village in the mountains near Lydda, a man of that

place named Mattathias
( rrnnp, Gift f Yahwe ;

see

MATTITHIAH), son of John, a priest of the order of

Joarib (iMacc. 2i), offered resistance to the king s

command
;

he slew the officer and a Jew who was

offering the sacrifice, pulled down the altar, and fled,

with his five sons and many others who joined them,

into the mountains. Multitudes followed, and the

revolt very soon assumed formidable proportions. Mat
tathias and his companions also went through the land,

pulling down the heathen altars, putting to death the

apostates, and stirring up the remainder of the people
to insurrection. In this same year, however (Sel. 146 ;

1 Wellh.. Ph. 11. Sadti. 94 n., wished to read Hasmon in

place of Simeon.
2

Similarly Josephus speaks of the members of this family in

a few places as oi Acra/uioroiov iralS; (I ft. 1 ; Ant. xx. 8 n
20 10), as well as oi &quot;Ao-ajiiocatoi and TO Ao-a^wvaiW yeVos.
See Schurer, 1 108 ; ET 1 i, p. 266.

3 [See Che. OPs. 56 n., and ASSIDEANS ; and on the further

development of the two opposing parties, see PHARISEES and

SAODUCEES.]
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it&amp;gt;7,

166 B.C.
),

Mattathias died
;

first having committed

the leadership of the insurgent people to his son Judas.
Thus began the supremacy of the Hasmomean,

or Maccabnean, house which was to play such

an important part in Jewish history. Cp HISTORICAL
LITERATURE, 17. Two of the five sons, John and
Eleazar, did not long survive their father.

1. John, the eldest, originally (? see i) called Gaddi, HJ,! was

captured and slain by a marauding Arab tribe, in 161, while he

wasengaged in carrying the property of the Maccabasan party into

the country of the Nabatajans for safe keeping (i Mace. 9 35-42).
2

As this was after Jonathan had succeeded Judas in the leader

ship, and no other mention is made of him, we may conclude
that he was recognised as inferior to his brethren.

2. Eleazar, the fourth son, who also bore the name Avaran *

(see i), is the hero of the battle (lost by the Jews) against the

forces of Lysias at Beth-Zechariah, in 162. Seeing that one of
the elephants of the enemy s host was furnished with the royal
trappings, and believing therefore that the king rode upon it, he

crept under the animal and stabbed it, and was crushed by its

weight (1 Mace. 643-46). He receives no further mention in the
books of Maccabees.

The following table exhibits the genealogy of the

Hasmonaeans, with the date at which each died (as

given in Schiirer) :

Mattathias (167-166).

John (161) Simon (135) Judas (161) Eleazar (162) Jonathan
I (M3)

John Hyrcanus I. (105)

I

Aristobulus I. (104) Alexander Jannaeus (78)
= Salome Alex-

| [andra (69)

Hyrcanus II. (40) Aristobulus II. (63)

_
I

Antigonus (37)Alexandra= Alexander [did not reign] (49)

_J
I I

Aristobulus [high-priest] (35) lariamme [wife of Herod] (29)

Judas (rrnrr), the third son of Mattathias, and the

leader of the Jewish people in their struggle for religious
_ , freedom, is one of the most heroic

Maccabseus figures in a11 the histo
T.

of the nation -

On his name Makkabi, Maccabasus,
see i. If the view there advocated, that this was his

original name, and that he and his brethren were given

special names as the princes of Israel, is correct, it is

not unlikely that he received the name Judah because of
his military prowess (cp Gen. 49g, etc.

). According to

the account given in i Mace. 2 66, Mattathias at the

time of his death appointed Judas captain of the hosts

of Israel, because he had been strong and mighty from
his youth. The army which he commanded at first

was not made up chiefly of the adherents of a single

party, as seems to be asserted in 2 Mace. 146, but was
recruited from all classes and parties in Judcea. It is

true, the AtriSaiot (see the preceding )
were foremost

in the movement which Judas led
;
but neither he nor

his brethren were ever identified with that sect.

Marvellous success attended Judas from the first.

After gaining a series of brilliant victories over the Syrian
hosts sent against him, he was enabled in 165 to purify
the temple and restore its worship. His armies, no

longer made up merely of religious enthusiasts, were now
employed for campaigns against the Edomites and the

1 The name
&amp;lt;-|j,

which has a distinctly heathen sound (see
NAMES, 57, and Kerber, Hebriiiscke Eigennanien, 1897, P- 67 ;

cp GAD, i) was not uncommon among the Jews. The Greek
form TaSSis given by many MSS in i Mace. 22 received its
last letter from the following word.

2 [In 2 Mace. 8221019, by an ancient false reading (?) he is

called Joseph.]

_

3 The original form and meaning of the name, which occurs
in two places, 1 Mace. 25 and (143, are quite uncertain. Many
Greek MSS give the form

2auapaj&amp;gt; (i.e., EAea^ap 6
2auapa&amp;gt;&amp;gt;

side
by side with EAeafapos Avapai&amp;lt;), which is also possible. The
Syriac, indeed, writes the word with initial pt ; but it may be
questioned whether this fact should be allowed any weight. As
in the case of the name Makkabi, it seems probable that the

Syrian translator can have had nothing but the Greek to guide
him.
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Ammonites

;
also in Galilee, Gilead, and the Philistine

territory. Judas thus made himself the champion, in the
wider sense, of the Jewish nation, not merely of its

religious rights. In 163, the object sought by the Jews
in the beginning of the struggle was actually attained.

They were given full religious liberty, in return for their

submission to the king, now Antiochus (V.) Eupator.
(For the circumstances, see i Mace. 648-63, and the

summary of the history given below under MACCABEES,
FIRST, 2 [col. 2858].)

Judas career as a military leader was by no means
ended. From this time on, the Jews were engaged in a
fateful struggle among themselves

;
the Hellenising party

contending for supremacy with the national party, of

which Judas and his brethren were the leaders. Certain
adherents of the king, notably one Alcimus, who became
high priest (see AIXIMUS), succeeded through mis

representations in calling in the help of a Syrian army.
Judas valour as a military captain, however, was again
displayed, and the Jewish arms triumphed. After the

decisive battle near Beth-horon, in 161, Judas was

again virtually the political head of the Jewish people,
with more power than ever before. It does not appear,
however, that he exercised the office of high priest, as

his successors did. Probably it did not occur to him to

do so.

It was at this time that Judas took at last the

momentous step of asserting the political independence
of the Jewish nation. Two ambassadors were sent to

Rome
(
i Mace. 8 1 ff. 17 ff. ),

in the not unreasonable hope
of gaining the support of the Romans against the Syrians,
and thus securing the permanent triumph of the Jewish
national party. The Romans did in fact return a
favourable answer (i Mace. 821 ff.), but it came too

late to be of any assistance to the Jews. Only about
two months after the victory which Judas had gained
over the Syrian captain Nicanor near Beth-horon, the

king (Demetrius I.) sent against him an army in com
parison with which the Jewish forces were but a handful.

Judas refused to retire from the field without a battle,

and fought desperately ;
but his army was utterly routed,

and he himself was slain (i Mace. 9 1-19). The cause of

the loyal Jews seemed to have fallen with him.

There is but one estimate of the character of Judas.
He was a true patriot and a born captain. The enthusi

asm of the writer of i Mace. (83-9) is shared by the

writer of 2 Mace.
,
who had otherwise no interest in the

Hasmonnean house. Devout and zealous for the law,

as his father had been, prompt of action and brave to

rashness, Judas was able to inspire confidence in those

whom he led, and to gain surprising results with small

means. It was as the fruit of his example and achieve

ments, made possible by a peculiar combination of cir

cumstances, that the Jewish nation under the Hasmon-
asans achieved such successes in the decades following ;

though these later gains also were due chiefly to the

political situation in the Syrian kingdom (see below,

5), and were necessarily only temporary.

Jonathan ( luvadav, frm,v),the fifth son of Mattathias,

bore also the name Apphus, A5r0oi&amp;gt;s,
i Mace. 2 5 (see i).

The original form and meaning of the
. ,

latter name are quite unknown.
We have no means of knowing with what guttural letter the

word began, or what Semitic consonant the Greek 9 represents.
On the Syriac transcription DISH no reliance whatever can be

placed ; see preceding col., n. 3.

Jonathan is mentioned occasionally in i Mace.

(5 17 24 55) in connection with Judas and Simon as taking
a prominent part in the earlier Maccabcean campaigns ;

and upon the death of Judas, he was unanimously chosen

to succeed him as leader of the national party (i Mace.

928-31).
His opponents had at that time decidedly the upper hand.

The Hellenising party was triumphant 1
(see the preceding ),

1 In i Mace. 824 read : in those days their iniquity (DPI in

stead of 2jn, famine ) waxed exceedingly great, etc.
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and, aided by the Syrians, used every means to secure its advan
tage (i Mace. 023-26). Many former adherents abandoned the
Maccabaean cause (- . 24^), and those who remained faithful
were subjected to intimidation and even violence (v. 26). Jona
than, with his comparatively few followers, was compelled for
some years to keep in the background ; at first, as a freebooter,
making raids in various parts of the land, and at one time (158
B.C.) unsuccessfully pursued by a Syrian army (i Mace. 9 58-72) ;

then, at the head of a sort of rival government at Michmash, a
short distance N. of Jerusalem, where his party seems to have
steadily gained in numbers and in power (ibid. v. 73). This
was undoubtedly due largely to his own ability, as well as to
the truly popular cause which he represented, and to the fact
that the Hellenising party sin~2 the death of Alcimus (159 B.C.)
was without a leader.

At length the scales were turned completely in

Jonathan s favour in an unexpected way. Demetrius
was

compelled
to contest the possession of the Syrian

throne with a powerful rival, Alexander Balas. Both
saw the necessity of making overtures to Jonathan, who
finally espoused the cause of Balas, in return for which
service he was made the head of the Jewish people, with
considerable power, and was also appointed high priest
of the nation. This (153 B.C.) was the real beginning
of the Hasmonasan rule in Jerusalem. Jonathan con
tinued to hold the office of high priest (vacant, ap
parently, since the death of Alcimus), and to increase,
little by little, the advantage already gained. He was
confirmed in his authority by Balas, when the latter

became king (i Mace. 106s); was received with high
honours at Ptolemais by Balas and Ptolemy Philometor,
king of Egypt (ibid. v. 59^); and finally, when Deme
trius II. became king of Syria, succeeded by a daring
stroke in obtaining a series of most important con
cessions to Judaea. See the interesting account in
i Mace. 1X20-37 ; and cp Schurer, GJVW \ 182 ff.

ET1245/:
During all this time Jonathan showed himself a wise

and bold leader, both in peace and in war. The Syrian
power continued to be divided among rival aspirants to
the throne, so that not only Jonathan, but also his

successors, were enabled to maintain their power by
making shrewd use of the situation. The purpose of

completely throwing off the Syrian yoke a purpose
already cherished by Judas was not lost sight of by
Jonathan. He sent ambassadors with letters of friend

ship to Rome, Sparta, and other places (1446.0.?), at
the same time working diligently to strengthen Judeea
in every possible way (see esp. i Mace. 11 55 /. 1232-38).
Soon after this, however, Jonathan fell a victim to

Syrian treachery. Trypho, the chief captain of the

young Antiochus VI. who was now contending with
Demetrius II. for the supremacy, became himself an
aspirant to the throne. Fearing Jonathan for some
reason, and wishing to put him out of the way, Trypho
enticed him into Ptolemais and there put him to death
(i Mace. 1239-53). This was at the close of 143.
Simon (St/awv,

1

pyoe-) was the second son of
Mattathias

; according to i Mace. 2s called also Thassi

6 Simon ( 9a&amp;lt;r&amp;lt;n
) ; see T - Tne Semitic form and

original meaning of the name Thassi can
no longer be determined. In i Mace, he is frequently
mentioned with honour in the account of the times of

Judas and Jonathan, as an able military leader. Thus
5 17 2i/: 967/ 11 65/ 12 33/ 3 8/ During the reign
of Jonathan, Antiochus VI. appointed Simon general
(&amp;lt;TTpartlyjj) over an important district (11 59). In 26s
Mattathias is represented as singling him out as the
wisest of the brethren, and appointing him their
counsellor. 2 Simon seems to have been in all respects
a worthy successor of Judas and Jonathan.
Upon the death of Jonathan, Simon promptly took

his place at the head of the nation, both as captain and
as high priest, being confirmed in this by all the people.He continued to carry out with energy the policy pursued
by Jonathan, building up and fortifying Jerusalem and

1 In the OT &amp;lt;B Sinewy, Eng. Simeon.
8 For a possible explanation of this, see col. 2860, par. (3).
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the other strongholds of Judcea( 13 10 33 43-48 52 14; 32-34),
extending the territory of the Jews, taking every ad
vantage of the Syrian dissensions, and sending embassies
abroad. In all these things he was enabled by the
circumstances to attain much more than had been
possible for his predecessors, so that his reign was a
glorious one for the Jewish people.

In 142, soon after the accession of Simon, the Syria*
yoke was at last removed from Israel. Demetrius II.,

yielding to Simon s demand, formally recognised the

independence of Judaea (see the triumphant words of
the historian, i Mace. 134i/. ).

Soon after this, Simon
succeeded in gaining possession of the Acra, or citadel
of Jerusalem, which had been occupied by a Syrian
garrison for twenty-six years, ever since the beginning
of the Maccabasan struggle

1
(1849-53). In the brief

season of peace and prosperity which followed
(
i Mace.

14 4-15), Simon s services to his people were given im
portant recognition. A solemn assembly held at

Jerusalem in 141 confirmed him in the offices of governor
and high priest,

3 and made both these offices hereditary.
Thus, a Hasmonasan dynasty was formally established.
An inscription in Simon s honour (col. 2864 [/&amp;gt;])

was
composed and put in a conspicuous place.

4 At about
this time, also, embassies were sent to Rome (coL
2863 []) and to the Spartans (ib.), which resulted suc

cessfully (col. 2864 [&amp;lt;:]),
i Mace. 14 16-24 15 15-24. Soon,

however, Simon became involved in other wars, as the

Syrian throne changed hands and his help was needed.
Moreover, Antiochus (VII. ) Sidetes sent an army against
Judasa, in the hope of recovering some of the posses
sions which the Jews had gained ; but his captain was
defeated and driven from the country by two of Simon s

sons, Judas and John. Near the beginning of 135,
Simon fell a victim to the plot of his own son-in-law,

Ptolemy, captain of the plain of Jericho, who wished
to obtain the power for himself. With two of his

sons, Mattathias and Judas, Simon was received by
Ptolemy into the fortress DDK (q.v. ),

near Jericho, and
there treacherously murdered. 5

John, son of Simon
, generally called Hyrcanus,

T/3/fav6s,
6

is said in i Mace. 1853 to have been put in

7 John
cnar&e of the fortress Gazara by his father

Hvrcanus
m I * 2 Jonn a^so took a prominent part in

the defeat of the Syrian general Cendeboeus
(IQzjF. 9/. ) Immediately after the murder of Simon,
Ptolemy sent men to Gazara to kill John, who was now
the legitimate successor to the leadership of Israel. John
was informed of the plot, however, and with true
Maccabaean promptness slew the messengers and made
all speed to Jerusalem, where he arrived in advance of
his rival, and made his position secure. His reign
of thirty years, though by no means peaceful, was
decidedly successful politically. In the first year after

his accession, he was temporarily humbled by Antiochus
Sidetes, who besieged Jerusalem with success, obtaining
important concessions from the Jews, besides breaking
down the city wall. These losses were soon repaired,
however, as the Syrian government was again involved
in sore difficulties. Hyrcanus rebuilt the city wall

(i Mace. 1623), and began in 128, immediately upon
the death of Antiochus, a series of important campaigns,
one fruit of which was the humbling of the Samaritans
and the destruction of their temple. The territory of
the Jews was very considerably extended (reaching such
an extent as it had not had for many centuries), and
their independence completely restored.

1 [On i Mace. 13 47-50 14 14 36, see Che. OPs. 68 80, n.&quot; ; and
on 1851, see OFs. n, and references in p. 40, n.u. ED.].

2 [See Che. OTs. 2 3.-En.]
3 It must be remembered that Jonathan received the office of

high priest, not from the people, but from the Syrian king.
4 [See Stade-Holtzmann, GVI 2382; but cp Wellh.

/JG&amp;lt;\),

222 f. ;
(
4

&amp;gt;, 273. ED.)
8 [On Simon, cp Che. OPs. n, 24^!, 68. ED.]
6 For attempts to explain this name, which had already been

in use for some time among the Jews, see Schurer, 1 204 (ET i. 1,

P- 273/)-
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In several respects the reign of Hyrcanus marks a

departure from the simpler ways (and perhaps the ideals)
of his predecessors. Hyrcanus waged war with the aid

of foreign mercenaries, for example, and had his own
name engraved on the coins of his reign. It is an

especially interesting and significant fact that he cut

loose from the Pharisees, and identified himself with the

Sadducees (see SCRIBES AND PHARISEES, SADDUCEES,
and Che. OPs. 24 f. 39). Concerning the events of the

latter part of his reign we have little information. He
died in 105 B.C.

MACCABEES (BOOKS)
Many of the works dealing with the history of this period are

referred to below (MACCABEES [BOOKS]). Here may be men
tioned : Clinton, fr asti Hellenici, vol. iii. I

2
),

8. Literature. 1851, pp. 310-350; Flathe, Gesch. Mace-
doniens, ii. (1834) ; J. Derenbourg, ssai

sur fkitt. et la geogr.de la J al., 1867; Madden, Coins of the
Jews, 1881

; De Saulcy, Hist, des Machabees ou princes de la
dyn. asinoneenne, 1880; Pauly s Real-enc. der class. Alter-
t/iumswiss.P), s.v. Antiochus IV. ; Schiirer, GJW)\ 127-241;ET i. 1 169-290 (in the introductory part of the vol. there is an
excellent account of the sources) ; Ewald, GVl$)\ 287-543 ; ET,
1867-1886, 6286-394 ! Gratz, Gesch. derjuden, vols. 223; Stade-
Holtzmann, GVI 2 28677: ; Wellh. fJG(*) 25677: See also the
works referred to in Schiirer, 1 4-9 127^! ; ET 16-12, 170.

C. C. T.

MACCABEES (BOOKS)
CONTENTS

FIRST MACCABEES.

Title, Contents ( i f., col.

28577:)-

Language ( 3, col. 28587:).
Author, Dated 4/-, col. 28597:).

Literary character ( 6, col.

2861).

Religious standpoint ( 7, col.

286 1 /.).
Sources ( 8, col. 28627:).
Integrity ( 9, col. 2863-5).

Historicity ( 10, col. 28657:).
Text ( u, col. 2866-8).

Bibliography ( 12, col. 2868/C).

SECOND MACCABEES.
Contents ( i, col. 2869).
Sources ( 2, col. 28697:)-
Historicity ( 3, col. 2870-2).

Literary character ( 4, col.

28727:).
Religious character ( 5. col.

28737:).
Author, Date( 6, col. 28747:).
Prefixed letters ( jo. jl&amp;gt;,

col.

2875-8).

Attestation, Text ( 8, col.

28787:).

Bibliography ( 9, col. 2879).

FIRST MACCABEES
By far the most important of the several writings

known as the Books of the Maccabees (Ma.KKaf3a.iuv

1 Title P PMa-i or Ma/cKu/3cuVcci) is the history

commonly entitled Maccabees. The title

borne by the book in it? original Hebrew form (see
below, 3) is not known.
Many scholars have tried to recognise it in a well-known

passage quoted by Eusebius (HE t&amp;gt; 25) from Origen. Origen
enumerates the (twenty -two) books of the Hebrew canon,
giving the Hebrew names in Greek transliteration, and then
adds : Besides these there is&quot; the Maccaba

ica,&quot; which is entitled
Sarbeth Sabanaiel. l It is beyond doubt that the reference is to
a Hebrew or Aramaic i Mace., whose title is transliterated. All

attempts to explain this title from the Hebrew, however, have
hitherto been futile (see the comms., and especially Curtiss, The
Name Machabee, 1876, p. 30).

2 On the other hand, the solution

proposed by Dalman (Gramm. 6), according to which the
two strange words in their original form stood for the Aramaic
WCt?H n 3 1SD. seems very plausible. The title Book of the
Hasmonaeans would be eminently suitable for i Mace, (cp 562,
and the actual superscription of the later Aramaic composition
dealing with the history of this time : see below, n) ; and it is

easy to see how, by the aid of common scribal blunders, 3 the
form in Eusebius could have been reached. It may be doubted,
however, whether even this can give us any sure clue to the
riginal title of i Mace. This plainly Aramaic form of words

is not likely to have been the superscription of a work written in
Hebrew

; it is much more probable that the work known (by
hearsay only?) to Origen was an Aramaic translation, such as
must have been made very early. As will appear in the sequel
( 1 1), all the evidence goes to show that the Hebrew i Mace, was
current only for a very brief period. If we suppose, then, that
the above explanation of the name recorded by Origen is correct,
there would still remain the possibility that (as frequently
happened) the title borne by the translation was quite inde
pendent of that borne by the original.

The book is a history of the Jewish struggle for

religious freedom and for independence under the

2 Contents
^IaccaDees - It covers the period of forty

years beginning with the accession of
Antiochus (IV. ) Epiphanes, 175 B.C., and ending with
the death of Simon, the third of the Maccaboean leaders,
X 35 B - c - It is for the most part a narrative of events
in their chronological order, attention being given chiefly
to military and political affairs, and, in fact, to all that
concerned the relation of the Jews to other nations.

J efu Se rovrtav eori TOL MaxKajSai fca, a?rep en-tyeypairTai
Xapr;0 Sa^arateA. See also the superscription of the Syriac
i Mace. (Lagarde s Apocrypha Syriace), which was evidently
derived from these words of Origen.2 Of all these attempts it may be said, that they have an ex
ceedingly improbable sound. Most of them rest on the reading

2apaveeA, which has been in vogue since the sixteenth
century, but without any good authority.

The correct transliteration would be
&amp;lt;r&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;a.p

j3&amp;gt;)0 aa-a./j.uii ai.e.
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THIRD MACCABEES.
Title ( i, col. 2879).
Contents ( 2, col. 2879).
Beginning lost ( 3, col.

28797:).
Language, Style ( 4, col.

2880).

Historicity ( 5, col. 28807:).
Author, Date ( 6, col. 2881).
Attestation ( 7, col. 2881).

Bibliography ( 8, col. 2881).

FOURTH MACCABEES.
Title ( i, col. 2882).
Contents ( 2, col. 2882).

Integrity ($ 3, col. 28827:).
Author, Date ( 4, col.

28837:).

Literary character 5. coL
2SB4 ).

Language, Style ( 6. col.

28847:).

Thought ( 7, col. 28857:).
Attestation, Text ( 8, coL

2886).

Bibliography ( 9, col. 2886).

The narrative is continuous, and the treatment
uniform throughout the book. The material may be
divided conveniently as follows :

i. (1 1-9) The briefest possible introduction, beginning with
the conquest of Alexander, and describing in general terms the
origin of the Seleucid empire. 2. (1 10-64) Desperate condition
of the Jews under Antiochus Epiphanes. His attempts to abolish
the Jewish religion. 3. (2 1-70) The uprising at Modein
(167 B.C.) and the growth of the rebellion led by Mattathias.
4. (81-435) The first victories gained by the Jews under the
leadership of Judas Maccabaeus. 5. (436-61) Purification of the
temple and dedication of the new altar (165 B.C.). 6. (5 1-68)
Campaigns conducted by Judas against the surrounding nations.
7. (tii-i?) Death of Epiphanes, in Persia, and accession of
Eupator (164 B.C.). 8. (6 18-63) Further wars with the Syrians.
Concession of religious freedom to the Jews, in return for their
submission. 9. (7 1-50) Demetrius gains possession of the throne
(162 B.C.). Death of Nicanor. 10. (8i-9 22) Treaty with the
Romans. Death of Judas (161 B.C.). n. (9 23-10 66) Jonathan
succeeds Judas as military leader of the Jews. Supported by
the pretender Alexander Balas, he becomes the high priest of
the nation (153 B.C.). He is received in state by Alexander and
Ptolemy (Philometor), King of Egypt, at Ptolemais. 12.

(1067-11 74) further battles fought by Jonathan ; and his relations
with the Syrian kings. 13. (121-53) Embassies to Rome and
Sparta. Death of Jonathan (end of 143 B.C.). 14. (13 1-1415)
Fortunes of the Jews under Simon. They secure their political
independence (142 B.C.). The Syrians are driven from the castle
in Jerusalem. Peace in the land. 15. (14 16-49) Renewal of
friendly relations with the Spartans and with Rome. A formal
record is drawn up by the people and put in a conspicuous
place in honour of Simon, who is thus publicly declared ruler
of the Jews(i4i B.C.). 16. (1:11-1624) Relations of Simon with
Antiochus Sidetes. His two sons defeat the Syrian general.
Murder of Simon (135 B.C.).

As to the language in which i Mace, was written,
there is no room for doubt. Mention has been made

3. Original
f the testimon

.
v of Origen ( i) and

Language.
Jerome (col. 2850, towards end), which

testimony, though less valuable than it at

first appears to be, shows at least that each of those

great scholars regarded it as an undisputed fact that the
book was written in Hebrew. Internal evidence proves
beyond question that this opinion (or church tradition)
was correct.

That the language was Semitic is evident. Semitic idioms
follow one another in such number and variety as would be in

explicable in a Greek composition ; see, for example, 1 29 (cp
Gen. 41 i, etc.), 36 58, ItrparjA TOW eupricoju.eVois = ^XIE&quot;?

C NiC^n (incorrectly punctuated by Swete, and frequently mis-

uriderstood), 240 4 2 630-33 621 (ef airwi/ [NV] as subject of
the verb; so also 733), 81 944 etc.; and such passages as

815-26 61-828-34. The form of many of the proper names
shows that they are transliterated from a Semitic text ; thus

4&amp;gt;vAioriei/ot ; the names in 11 34 (Schiir. GJV\ 183 ; ET 12457:);

IfioAKoue [XV] for 13*?D
,
11 39 (seeSchur. I.e. ; We. //(&amp;lt;), 270),
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MACCABEES (FIRST BOOK)
etc. In 14 27, i&amp;gt;&amp;lt;ropa(ifA [A, i&amp;gt;ao-apaju.eA (NV)] (cp now Exp. T
11 523^) is plainly the transliteration of some word or words
which the translator did not understand. Cp also

\a^&amp;gt;ei&amp;gt;a.0a.,

1237. The weighty evidence afforded by occasional mis

translation, or by renderings which can only be explained as

the result of misunderstanding or accidental corruption of the

original Semitic text, is not wanting. I hus 8 29, ian\aa.v (mis

translating the Hebrew perfect tense : the Romans hereby make
agreement ; see the following verses, and cp the similar mistake

in 14 28, iyvu&amp;gt;pi.&amp;lt;T(v r)Hiv for i:jnin ; we make proclamation ) ;

824, Aijuos(ayi for QV1); 10 i, 6 En-i^ai/ijs instead of TOU ETTI-

0afoC?, a mistranslation made very easy by the Semitic usage
in regard to such adjectives ; 10 72, oi jraTepes aov (-pni3K instead

f TTP3X [f r
&quot;]

niK3!l, thine armies ); 14 9, oroAas no\(fiov (!)

(reading NQX instead of
&amp;lt;;]$, gay apparel ).!

That the Semitic language was Hebrew, not Aramaic,
is everywhere manifest.

See the evidence furnished by many of the passages cited

above ; and add further, 2 39 3 19 (QN -3 ; also 9 6), 5 40 7 35, and
the remarkable succession of Hebrew idioms in 5 1-8.

Nothing is known concerning the author of i Mace. ,

beyond the facts that can be gathered by inference from

, , his book. He was certainly a devout and
* Auth r-

patriotic Jew.
It can hardly be doubted, moreover, that the author

lived and wrote in Palestine. It is plain from every

part of the book that his personal interests were all in

that land.

His acquaintance with the geography and topography of the

country is strikingly minute ; when, on the contrary, he has
occasion to mention foreign lands, he shows himself much less

accurately informed. In his narrative he frequently introduces
such details as would have no importance for one living at a
distance from the scenes and events described. See, for example,
3 24 7 19 8 19 9 2-4 33 34 43 12

y&amp;gt;f.
13 22f. 16 5 6.

The writer of this history, furthermore, must have
stood near to the centre of Jewish political affairs.

There is, to be sure, nothing to require us to suppose that he
himself took an active part in the events he records; but he is

most plainly in his element when he is dealing with affairs of

state, military movements, and court intrigues. He must have
been a man of rank, and personally acquainted with the leaders

of his people.
The author shows himself a loyal adherent of the

Hasmonrean house ; it was to this family that Israel

owed its rescue and its glory ;
see especially 562, and

cp 133 14i826 162. That he should extol the char

acter and deeds of Judas was of course to be expected,
but his admiration of the other Hasmoncean leaders is

hardly less emphatically expressed.
See what he says of Jonathan, 973 1015-21 59-661120-27 71

12 35 $-2/. (notice also 10 61 Has); of Simon, 133^ 47^: 144-15
1614; and of John, 185316 23^
When in addition to these facts it is observed in what

a favourable light the Jewish priesthood is exhibited

throughout the book the renegade high priests Jason
and Menelaus, for example, are not mentioned at all

(contrast 2 Mace. 4 7-5 23) the conjecture of Geiger

(Ursckrift, 206 ff. )
that the author of i Mace, was a

Sadducee seems not improbable (see SADDUCKEs).
2

i. The date of the composition of i Mace, can be deter

mined approximately. If we assume the book to be the

work of a single writer, as seems necessary

^
see jjej^ g 9 )

it is p]ajn from 16ll _24

that it must have been finished after the beginning of

the reign of John Hyrcanus (135-106 B.C.). It is also

evident from the way in which the writer speaks of the

Romans that the days of Pompey and the Roman rule

were not yet dreamed of : he emphasises chiefly the

Romans fidelity as allies (81 12 12i 1440), and implies

everywhere that they are friends to be proud of, although
outside the horizon of ordinary Jewish affairs (81 /. 19).

The book must, therefore, have been completed before

the year 63 B.C.

ii. There are grounds for bringing the date of com
position within narrower limits.

(i) The passage 1623/1 , in particular, has afforded

a basis for argument. It reads as follows :

1 The same confusion of these two words more than once in

Daniel ; see Moore in JBL, 1896, pp. 195, 197.
2 Geiger was certainly wrong, however, in regarding the book

as a party document.
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Now the rest of the acts of John, and of his wars, and of his

valiant deeds which he did, and of the building of the walls
which he built, and of his doings, behold they are written in

the chronicles of his high-priesthood, from the time that he was
made high priest after his father.

It has been customary to conclude from this mention
of the rest of the deeds of John, and especially from
the reference to the chronicle of his high-priesthood,
that his reign must have been far advanced, 1 or even
ended (so most scholars since Eichhorn), at the time
when these words were written. The cogency of this

reasoning may be doubted, however
;
the more so, as

every particle of the remaining evidence points to a
different conclusion.

It is evident that the writer wished to bring his history to an
end with the close of Simon s reign. If this had been his only
purpose, however, he would hardly have followed 1617 with

just these concluding verses 18-22, which tell only half of what
was necessary to be told, if the escape ofJohn was to be narrated
at all, and leave the history of the Hasmona;an house and of

Jerusalem (see z&amp;gt;. 20) in suspense. To suppose that these verses
were intended merely to serve as the necessary bridge from the

reign of Simon to that of John, does not explain them satis

factorily ; and the greater the interval of time supposed to have
elapsed between these events and the writing of the history, the

greater the difficulty becomes.

On the supposition that the historian finished his

work soon after the beginning of the reign of Hyrcanus,
and wished to conclude it with complimentary mention
of his sovereign, every part of the closing passage
1618-24 is at once satisfactorily explained.

It is all precisely what we should expect. The events follow

ing Simon s death were then familiar to every one ; it was only
necessary to lead up to the statement of John s prompt action

(? . 22), and then to add the customary formula : the rest of
his great deeds, etc. For the only deeds that are specially
mentioned the carrying on of war, and the building of walls
we have no need to look further than the earlier years of his

reign ; the wars that brought him his chief glory, and the re

building of the wall that had been razed by Antiochus Sidetes,
were both begun, it would seem, during or immediately after

the year 128 (see col. 2856, 7). As for the chronicle of
his high-priesthood (if we suppose the words to be more than
a mere compliment),- the historian could have referred to it

equally well at any time after the beginning of the reign. If

there really was such a chronicle, it was probably the continua
tion of the record of the preceding reigns ;

see the latter part of
v. 24 (see also below, 8).

(2) The impression thus gained from the closing verses

of the book, that it was completed during the reign of

John Hyrcanus, is confirmed by the tone of security
and political self-respect that is so evident in all parts
of the history. With the beginning of the last century
B. c. came a marked decline.

(3) On the other hand, there are indications that the

historian began his work during the reign of Simon.
The striking passage 144-15, in particular, points distinctly

in this direction. So, too, does the much discussed verse 1:142.

Even if documents and coins (?) were dated in this way (see
Schur. GJl 1 iqtff. ,

ET 1 257 ff.), the custom can have con
tinued only for a very short time. The only historians who
would be likely to write such a verse as this would be those of
Simon s own day. Cp on the other hand 1427, which is equally
significant whether written by the author of i Mace, or by some
one else. The compliment paid to Simon in ! 65 may also be
taken as evidence ; there is nowhere in the sequel anything that

could be regarded as especially illustrating the quality here
ascribed to him, or as implying that he was looked upon as the

counsellor of his brethren.

iii. The theory best accounting for all the facts (see

also below) and no really plausible argument can be

urged against it would seem to be, that the greater

part of this history was composed and written under the

inspiration of Simon s glorious reign, and that it was
finished in the early part of the reign of John Hyrcanus.
That is, the book was probably written between 140
and 125 B.C.

The passage 13 30 can give us no additional help. The words
unto this day are the indispensable (OT) formula added to the

account of such monuments, and would have been used in any
case, whether the time that had elapsed were two years or

twenty. This is simply one of the many illustrations of the way
in which the writer models his history after the pattern of the

older Hebrew scriptures ; the use of the formula here serving

1 See the advocates of this view cited in Grimm, Cotntn. 24.
- It is not probable, however, that they are anything more

than this. See below, 8.
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MACCABEES (FIRST BOOK)
to show his sense of the importance of the monument (cp 9 22

16 2 3/).i

Viewed from the literary point of view, i Mace.

makes a most favourable impression. Its author was

evidently a writer of unusual talents as

r1

well as of considerable experience. His

narrative is constructed with a true sense
tenstlCS.

Qj. pr0port jon ancj w j th skin in the arrange
ment of the material. The style, which is strongly

marked, is plainly his own, though formed on the

classical Hebrew models. Reminiscences of OT phrase

ology are of course frequent, and certain familiar formulas

from the older Hebrew history are occasionally intro

duced (e.g. , 26g/ 920-22 1826 1623/); but there is no

further evidence of any imitation, conscious or uncon

scious, of the older writers. The chief characteristics

of the style are terseness and simplicity. At the same

time, the narrative is full of lively details, and is never

suffered to lag.

The reserve of the writer is worthy of especial notice.

Though it is evident that he is intensely interested in

all the history he is recording, he generally contents

himself with giving a purely objective view of the course

of events, keeping his reflections to himself. He writes

as a loyal and devout Jew, yet without indulging in

such abuse of his enemies as is so common, for example,
in 2 Mace. 2

It cannot be said, however, that he does

not display enthusiasm. It breaks out into momentary
expression again and again, all through the book.

See, for example, 248 83-9 424 58 $(&amp;gt;$/. 1151 148^1, etc.

On such occasions as these, and in fact wherever the writer,
for one reason or another, wishes to make his story especially

impressive, or is carried away by his feeling, he rises to poetry
in the true Semitic manner. Examples are 1 25-28 37-40 3 3-9 45

94i 3 144-15. Similarly, the impassioned utterances of Mattathias
in 27-13 49-68, of the people in 850^, and of Antiochus in

6 10
J?&quot;.,

are expanded in poetic form ; cp also the two addresses,

of Judas to his army 3 18-22 4s-n.

In all parts of the book we meet the same striking

combination of dignity and naivetd, the same excellences

of style. We may well believe that in its original form

it was a fine specimen of Hebrew prose.

Regarding the religious standpoint of the author, it is

to be said that in this respect also the book deserves to

_
-p

,- hold a high place in Jewish literature.
* 1

There is nowhere any room for doubt as
a acte .

tQ ^ patriotism, in the best sense of the

word. He believes in Israel as the people chosen of God.
The author is zealous for all the time-honoured institutions

;

for the law and the ordinances (1 n 15 43 49 54^ 62 ff.^ 2 -20jf. 27

42 48 3 21 14 i4_/^ etc.), for the holy scriptures (1 56 3 48 12 9), for

Jerusalem and the sanctuary (1 2 1 377^ 2 if. 84345514 38 59 7 3742
fl 54/^). He refers repeatedly to God s deliverance of Israel in

the past (&quot;sqf. 4g_^ 30 741), and expresses his firm faith that
_

he is ready to hear and help now also, as of old (3 i8_/T 4 io_/C

946 163); none that put their trust in him shall want for

strength (26i). 5 In 4 55 (cp v. 24f. 844 etc.) 12 15 the successes

achieved by the Jews under the Maccabsean leaders are ascribed
to the divine help; as in 164 (cp 3s) the evils that had come
upon the nation are said to be God s punishment for its sin.

Help through miraculous intervention, indeed, is neither asked
nor expected the day of wonders, and of prophets with super
human power and wisdom, is past (9 27 ; cp 446 1441 Ps. 74g
Dan. 3 38 (Song of the Three Children, v. 14], Ezra 263 [Neh.
7 65]) ;

6 but God now works deliverance for his people through

_

! Even if this were not the case, the attempt to determine the
time that must have elapsed before a writer could use the
phrase unto this day (i.e., where it still stands ) must be
wholly fruitless. To many writers, ten years, or even five, would
seem a long interval. Especially in those eventful times, when
nothing was long secure, and hostile armies were marching
through the land, a historian might well have expressed his

gratitude that the conspicuous monument at Modein had been
allowed to stand for even a very brief period.

2 The description of Antiochus Epiphanes as
pi&amp;lt;Ja a;uapT(oAd&amp;lt;

(1 10), and of Alcimus by the adjective &amp;lt;i&amp;lt;re/3/js (7 9), are certainly
examples of moderation.

3 The grim humour of the passage 9 37-42 is not to be lost

sight of.
4 Cp Dan. 1 8.

5 The fact that the writer puts these utterances into the mouth
of his heroes, Mattathias, Judas, Jonathan, and Simon, renders
them no less his own, of course.

* It is doubtful how much significance should be attached to
this phrase in its various forms. See Jerus. Kiddiishlm, 4 [near
the beginning].
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the strength he gives to those who call upon him (4 33). In
11 70-72 Jonathan s desperate valour, which wins the day, is the
result of superhuman strength given him in answer to prayer.

It is remarkable, in view of such genuine faith and
religious devotion as the writer everywhere manifests,
that the book from beginning to end should avoid all

direct designations of God.

Neither God ), nor Lord (icupios,rd (ii.

any of the titles occasionally employed in the OT are to be
found here.* Instead, the writer makes use of the term heaven

(oiipai/os, c CBO, which is so employed as to be the full equivalent
of the name God ; thus, 3 iaf. 50 4 10 40 55 9 46 12 15 163; cp
also 3eo. In some of these passages, this use of the word
heaven is followed by the personal pronoun in a most signifi

cant manner ; see 3 22 51 Jf. 4 10 55. In two passages (7 37 t,\f.)
where God is directly addressed, the pronoun thou is used
without being preceded by any noun. Similarly, in 26i the

pronoun of the third person is employed, with only the context
to show that God is meant

;
in 10 3, by the mercy, not even a

pronoun is used.

As the tendency thus illustrated begins to appear

among the Jews before the time of the Maccabees, and

plays an important part in the later literature, it is hardly
safe to draw conclusions from these facts as to the

personal characteristics of this writer.

The use of the OT in the book may be noticed, finally.

The repetition of certain formulas from the historical

books has already received mention. Apart from

these, there are allusions in 252-60 to Genesis, Numbers,
Joshua, Samuel, Kings, Daniel; in 14 12 the words of

Mic. 44 are repeated ; 424 contains a familiar verse from

the Psalms, cp i Ch. 1634 41 Ezra 3 n ;
in 7 17 Ps. 79 2/.

is formally cited. Other quotations or allusions are

found in 226 4 9 30^ 7 37.

Those who suppose that the author of this history
wrote in the early decades of the last century B.C., find

_ it necessary to assume that he made con-
o. oources. . , , /- &amp;lt;&amp;gt; T

siderable use of written sources. *
It is

indeed quite out of the question to suppose that an

account so vivid and accurate, and of such uniform

fulness of detail, even in the narrative of the first years
of the uprising, could have been written merely on the

basis of oral tradition and personal recollection, after

such a lapse of time. Nor would the hypothesis that

the written sources used by the author were merely
scattered official and private documents, of no great

extent, be at all adequate to account for the work before

us. It is very difficult to suppose the existence of such

documents as this theory calls for, or to believe that a

Jewish historian of that day could have combined them
with such marvellous skill. Nor would any such pro
cess have produced this book. If, however, as has been

argued above, the book was written soon after the middle

of the second century, the necessity of postulating ex

tensive documentary sources is removed. Moreover,
both the lack of evidence of any such sources in the

book itself, and the character and manner of the whole

narrative, make it by far the most probable theory that

what we have here is the account of one who had wit

nessed the whole Maccabasan struggle from its beginning,
and had had exceptional opportunities of information.

The only passages in i Mace, in which there might

appear to be reference to written sources known to the

author are 922 and 1624. In both cases the writer is

making use of the familiar OT formula used in closing

the history of a king : The rest of his acts, and his

mighty deeds, behold, they are written, etc. The reason

for his employing it in only these two places is obvious.

The compliment is paid to Judas, as the great hero of these

times ; to John, because of the time and manner in which the

book was finished (see above, 5). Accordingly, when it
is^said

of Judas, that the rest of his acts were not written down, the

natural inference is this, that the writer knew of no record other

than his own of the events of Judas time ; this was, therefore,

the only way in which he could conclude the formula. Again,
when he has occasion to apply the formula to the reign of John,

1 The words God and Lord have frequently been inserted,

however, both in many of the Greek texts and in the versions.

Thus, e.g., in the English AV, 2 21 26 3 18 53 60 4 55 9 10.

2 See, e.g., Schurer, 6/^2579 (ET 56).
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wakh kad onlv wuaily begun, k is hard to see what form of
^.

used. That such a book of the leconis of John s reign had

already tees written, is therefore neither said nor implied;
only this, that k* was one whose deeds would certainly be
recorded*

As for the question abate we may not find in these

words at test a hint as to one of die tmavak at the

command of the writer, namely, a fhronirW of (he reign
of Simon (and possibly aho of the reign of Jonathan).
the answer must be : ^ i &amp;gt; \Ve are not warranted in draw

ing any such conclusion from die words of this stock

phraag, () There is not a grain of evidence, nor any

great inuinub probability, that the record of any of the

HasmooaEan reigns was officially kept
1

($\ There is

nothing whatever to indicate that the sources used by
die writer for his account of the reign of Simon were in

any way different from the sources at his disposal for

the history of Judas. It may be added, though the fact

has little signincance, that the only Jewish source for

the history of these Hosmon.van rulers known to Josephus
was our i Mace. Moreover, regarding the history of

the period 175-161 B.C. . there is no evidence that

i Mace, and 2 Mace. (Jason of Cyrenei made use of any
common source, or that the latter had any extensive

documents at his disposal ^see MACCABEES. SECOND.
a. col. 2860 /* k

In connection with this lack of evidence for the exist-

ence of other important records of the Maccabrean

period, it should be observed further, that i Mace.

shows no sign of being a compilation : it is, on the

contrary, remarkably homogeneous in all its parts. It

would be difficult to imagine greater uniformity of style

and method, from beginning to end. in a work of this

nature.*

As for the many official documents which are embodied
in the history, it is not likely that the author of i Mace,

took them from a collection already made. It seems
much more probable, from their character, and the way
in which they are used, that they were partly collected

by him. but chiefly composed or freely reproduced by
him in accordance with his own taste aided by memory.
On these documents, see also o f.

By the earlier investigators of i Mace. . the integrity
of the book was generally unquestioned. In recent

T tjMMiLu
times, however, the attempt has been

lal*Su J nude by some scholars to show that the

history as we have :t is not in &quot;its original form. The

question has been raised whether certain of the letters,

edicts, and other documents contained in the book can

have originally formed a part of it.

\i\ Some have gone so far as to claim that the whole

concluding portion, from near the beginning of the

fourteenth chapter to the end of the book, is a later

addition by another hand.
De*rj&amp;gt;-&amp;gt;o. -.&quot;:* iLW.&quot;-j- jft /.**$*. tSSj, pp. So^. argued

that the form of i Mace, known to Josephus dki not cvxitain

chaps. 14-16. He also acvvioited the theory, formertv heW hy
jTlX Mkhaelis. that J,^sephus used a Hebrew i Mace, (the

original form I differiru: in other important particulars fiom our
Greek version

^.&quot;..-.. pp. oi-SoV.

As for the form of t Mace, which is reproduced in the

.4*?s^*iXfj. it may be regarded as certain, in spite of the

arguments of Destinon and others, that it was identical

with our Greek version.

See. for example, the weichty evidence inodentaDv noted in f
ii, bekw. The reason urged by Pestinon for reganjinf the last

three chapters as secondary is the haste with which Josephus
passes over this portion of the hU:

--
. -

i: - . .-.Y-. . :--,

-

. .

given any great weight (see SchOr. TLZ, iM*. p. sooX It is

harxi.v sate to rely on the oethods of such a writer as Josephus,
even In a matter of this nature ; it must be remembered, too,
that one chief consideration in the composition of his work was
th an\in after brevm- aix! condensation. A Gentile historian

qaii hare found httie or nothing of importance in these

chapters of i Mace., and k is not dificuh to bele\e that
could have nude up his mind to omit them. 1 Nor

theory that the book originally ended near the beginning
of chap. 14 ( at about the i$th verse ; We. //&amp;lt;?

l1
, *xtf., n.;

&amp;lt;*. 157 n. ; IPX *0 a. ; sentence omitted in &amp;lt;* , IT; a.) any
further argument in its favour : while on the other hand there
are many and weighty consideratioDS against it.

In style and manner, as in contents, chaps. 14-16 are

in perfect harmony with the rest of the hook. 16 rj, to

take a single
J &quot;M^. cannot fail to remind the reader

of the author of the earlier chapters. See ate what
has been said above

( 5, 8) regarding the close of the

s

(&amp;gt;)
The question of the document 14 17-47- the inscrip

tion in honour of Simon, is more difficult. The manner
in which its representation of die coarse of events seems
to run counter to that contained in the preceding and
the following portions of die history has long attracted

attention.* It is urged that there is a serious contra

diction here in regard to die order of events, the chief

point of difference being die account of Simon s embassy
to Rome.
According to the document (r. 4oX this would seem to have

occurred before the time when Demetrius recognised the

authority of Simon, and to have been one of the things that led

him to take that step. In the earlier nut of this same chapter,
on the other hand, the beginning of Demetrius long captivity
among the Parthian*, is narrated fl4 1-3) before the account of
the embassy is given (r. 14) ; and in Tfcap 15. the return of
Xumeruus with the answer of the Romans (K 15) would seem,
frvxn the connection in which it *&quot;*^ to have occurred in the

year i ;c. at the beginning of the reign ofAntiochus (Vll.)Sidetes.

It is by no means certain, however, that the author

of i Mace, should be cited as dating the events of 14 1-3

earlier than those of rr. t6 jrT i+f. Nor are we j&quot;^***^

in any case in giving such weight to a Terse of die nature

of 1440, belonging to a document whose chief aim was

by no means to record history exactly, but rather to

glorify Simon in every possible way. Thewhole question
of the dates and order of events of these few years, more

over, is one of exceeding difficulty ;
* and even on the

supposition that we have here a true copy of the procla
mation that was put in the court of the temple, the

difficulty might still be adjusted by supposing tint author

of i Mace, to have been mistaken in regard to the dale

in 14 1
4 It is for more likely, however, that what we

have here ( r. 27-49) is a free reproduction of die substance

ofthe proclamation, after the manner customary through
out thus book in incorporating official documents isee

next section). The difficulty with the statement in 1440
is thus most probably to be charged to the author s

own iiunimai y. which is of a kind that is very easy of

explanation, under die circumstances. There is. there

fore, no sufficient reason for regarding 14 15-49 as a
bier interpolation.

5 Notice also die fact that this pass

age formed a pan of die Hebrew i Mace. ; see especially

r.,7/. (above. 3 .

(c) The section 15 15-24. which narrates the return of

dtt abort mentioned embassy, and contains the letter

sent by the Romans in the year 139 B.C.. to Ptoluny
Phvskon and Simon, has also been suspected of being
an interpolation (see \\ellh.. **. ; Willrich. JmJem m.

.

I It was UK easier for hni to oout tike accom* of the ROWMI
embassy IMV*, inasmuch as he atuuges i

-

--
;

Destinom, 96 jr. ; WeOk. **. tit. nyC, n. ; Willikh, /a

Sa\ *, Scbarcr, 1 tytJT, ; KT 1 xjt.f.* Arxxher ahernauv w&amp;lt;mld be to regiid r. o
-~

* The dinV^h^ whkh *TO have fcoad m the form of the
ilniiai {t.f.. WeOk. /-r.X are doe in part to the tnnsiatioa
and tranjcnption. as wa as to the &ct that the whole is freery

reproduced- In ^ *3 the original iradxrqc was We hereby pr\&amp;gt;-

ciaim (see f jX. In p. 41 the word &amp;lt;m ts oertaialy secoodaxy.
- - . .- .

-- -



MACCABEES (FIRST BOOK)
It is generally assumed that this alleged Homan edict is

identic ;il with ili.it given in Jos. Ant. xiv. 8
&amp;lt;; (in the time of Hyr-

i .urns I I.), tin- I M inlilaiices being too striking to be accidental.

See the very extensive literature of the subject, in Schtirer,

1 i99/, 279/ ; KT 1 i, |&amp;gt;l. 367 ff., 3?8/ It has been proved
by MomntMn ( Der Senatsbeschluss bei Josephus Ant. xiv. 85
Hermes, .I|i875l l&amp;gt;p- 281-291) that the document in Jos. really

belongs, at Irast iii part, to the time of Hyrcanus II. 1 Hut

Moinniseii also argued at length (I.e.) and for weighty reasons,

that the edict in i Mace. lf is not identical with that in Jos.
His arguments have failed to convince most scholars, because

of the still unexplained fact that Numenius, son of Antiochus

and the golden shield of a thousand pounds weight appear in

both documents. The explanation of this latter fact, however, is

certainly this : Josephus, for the reasons given already (above, a)
omitted the portion of i Mace, containing the mention of

Numenius and the golden shield, but took occasion to introduce

tbis important name, and the most interesting details, at the

nrxt opportunity. The two documents were thus originally quite
distinct. The fact must also be emphasised that the passage

1615-24 bears striking evidence of having been written very soon

after the time when these events occurred. The consul Lucius

(Afi/Kios ujraro?) of v. 16 can be no other (Kitsch!, Rhein.

Museum, vol. 28, 1873; Mommsen, /.&amp;lt;:.)
than L. Calpurnius Piso,

who was Roman consul in 139. The edict was sent to Demetrius

(A))/oi&amp;gt;)Tpi
u&amp;gt; TU&amp;gt; jSatriAfi), which shows that the Roman! wrote as

must in fact have been the case before hearing of the captivity
of Demetrius and the accession of Antiochus Sidetes. This

.i-:nu is striking evidence that we have here the account of a

contemporary (so Grimm, Comni.); so also is the manner in

which this narrative is inserted in the midst of events of the

reign of Sidetes, in spite of v. 22, and the way in which the

story of the military operations at Dor is interrupted. An
interpolator could not possibly have introduced it here (as argued

by Wellhausen, I.e.); on the contrary, the author of i Mace.
must have written from his own recollection of the actual order

of events.

The historical accuracy of the whole account, as well

as the fact that it formed a part of the original i Mace.,

would therefore seem to Ixj beyond question. That we
have in this document the actual words of a Roman
edict, however, may be strongly doubted. The only
conclusion that can certainly be drawn is that the

Romans, under L. C. Piso, accepted the present of

the Jewish ambassadors, and returned an answer that

was at least polite and was addressed to King
Demetrius.

((/)
Still other of the incorporated documents have

occasionally been suspected of being interpolations, the

suspicion being probably due in all cases to a mistaken

idea of the purpose and method of a historian

of that day in reproducing letters, speeches of military

leaders, and the like (see next section).
In the case of the document 1025-45, f r example, it has justly

been observed (Wellh. op. cit. -Ji8, n. ; cp Willrieh, 70) that

it cannot be regarded as a genuine letter of Demetrius. But
we are certainly not therefore justified in concluding that it was
not put in its present place by the careful and conscientious

author of i Mace. On the contrary, it was probably composed
by him on the basis of his knowledge of the attitude of Demetrius,
of which it undoubtedly gives a fair idea, in the main. Whether

any considerable portion of its contents may be regarded as

reproducing actual utterances of the king, is quite another

question.

The great importance of i Mace, as a source for the

history of the Jews is now generally acknowledged.
2

w 1
Asides being the only detailed account

10. Historical
which we haye Qf the eyents of the

ue
greater part of this most important

period, the book has proved itself worthy to hold the

highest rank as trustworthy history. In the first place,

all of the most important events are dated accord

ing to the Seleucid era (reckoned from the spring of

312 B.C.
;

see Schiirer, 133, KT144J, the accuracy of

the dates given being in the main beyond all question.
We thus have here for the first time a Jewish history
with a satisfactory chronology. The same verdict of

trustworthiness must be accorded to the book as a

whole. Both in the account which it gives of the

general course of events, and in its narrative of details,

it l&amp;gt;ears the unmistakable stamp of truth. In the pre

ceding paragraphs ( 4, 5, 8) we have maintained
the view that the author of i Mace, records in this

1 See his concluding words, 291 ; and the comments in Will-

rich, 71.
2 For the earlier discussions of this question, especially in the

eighteenth century, see Grimm, Comm. p. xxxivyC
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book events of his own lifetime, which he had had ex

ceptional opportunities of observing. There are, in fact,

many indications of this apart from those already
mentioned. 1 For example, the details given in 639 /.,
7 33 etc., and especially in 819 (the long journey of

the ambassadors to Rome), 934 43 (where on the

Sabbath day has no significance at all for the nar

rative), were plainly recorded by a contemporary of

these events. In all parts of the book, the narrative

has this same vivid and circumstantial character, the

details being frequently such as one who had not

witnessed the events, or who wrote a considerable time

after their occurrence, could have had no reason for

adding. It is plain that the author was excellently well

informed as to the progress of affairs in general, the

character and movements of the chief actors in these

scenes (see above, 4), and even as to minor circum

stances of time, place, and manner. It is to be added

that he shows himself a true historian both in the choice

of his material and in the manner of using it. In the

choice of material, especially, his pre-eminence appears.
It cannot be said of him that he purposely distorts

facts, or invents them. It is true that he was a warm
adherent of the Hasmona-an house, and probably a

personal friend of its leaders, as well as a sincere

patriot ;
but his history is not written in a partisan

spirit.
2 No one will blame him for passing over in

silence the shameful conduct of the high priests Jason
and Menelaus, or for making only brief mention of the

defeats suffered by the Jews. To turn such defeats into

victories, as is done, for example, in 2 Mace. 189-24 (con
trast i Mace. 628-63), would never have occurred to him.

His statements cannot always be believed, it is true
;

they must occasionally be pronounced mistaken, or

inaccurate. Especially when he has occasion to touch

upon the geography or political conditions of foreign

countries (e.g., li 81-16 14i6, etc.), he exhibits a na ive

ignorance which is all the more noticeable because 01

the very exact knowledge of Palestine which he every
where displays. That his numerical estimates (size of

armies, number of the slain, etc.) are often exaggerated,
is a matter of course. Such statements were generally
the merest guesses, in the early histories. Regarding
the incorporated documents the case is somewhat
similar. They are not to be taken too seriously. There

was no thought of authenticity here, any more than

in the matter of recording the speeches made by
Mattathias to his sons, or by Judas on the field of battle.

The composition, or at least the free reproduction, of

such speeches and documents belonged to the task of the

historian. In general it may be said of those in i Mace,

that they may be used only with the greatest caution ;

though it is probable that in the most of them veritable

documents are reproduced, in substance if not in foim.

On the whole, the book must be pronounced a work &amp;lt; f

the highest value, comparing favourably, in point of

trustworthiness, with the best Greek and Roman
histories.

i. Hebrew text of i Mace. The original Hebrew text

of i Mace, seems to have disappeared at a very early

date. There is no evidence of its use by any early

writer, not even by Josephus. Nor is there any
sure testimony to its existence after the time when

_ the Greek translation was made (re-
11. Text and

g rircijng the equivocal words of Origen
Versions.

ancl jeromC| see above, i, 3). What
is more important, there is no evidence of correction from

the Hebrew, either in the Greek or in any other of the

versions (all of which were made from the Greek). On
the contrary, our Greek version is plainly seen to be

the result of a single translation from a Hebrew MS
which was not free from faults. It hardly seems pro

bable that the Hebrew i Mace, can have been widely

J See above, esp. 4/, col. 28s9/.
2 See the excellent characterisation of his work in this respect,

in Schlatter, Jason von Kyrene, 55.
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circulated at any time ; there was certainly never any
tendency among the Palestinian Jews to include it in

the collection of sacred writings. [See further, iv.

below, on later Hebrew writings.]
ii. Translations of i Mace, (a) Greek. Fortunately,

the Greek translation is an excellent piece of work of its

kind. It aims first of all at giving a closely literal render

ing of the Hebrew ; but the translator has chosen his

words so well, and interpreted so clearly, that the result

makes very pleasant reading. Most manuscripts of the

LXX, including the three uncials N, A, and V, contain

the book. B, on the other hand, contains none of the

books of Maccabees. The MSS show no great variation

among themselves ; in general, the text represented by N
and V (which resemble one another closely) seems to

be the oldest and best. 1 Many passages furnish

evidence of the fact that all our texts and versions of

the book come from a single Greek MS whose text had
suffered corruption.
Thus, in 89 &amp;lt;cai &amp;lt;rui

rjyayej&amp;gt;
ajroAAujueVovs, which makes no good

sense here, is plainly a doublet of the following KO.L crui^jyayei
ATroAAwFios : the blunder being found in all MSS and versions.

In 9 5 EAao-a or AAaaa should probably be \Sa&amp;lt;ra (A for

A); cp &quot;40. Similarly in $2 Mcu&amp;lt;raA&amp;lt;o# or MecnraAwO should
be Meo-aSwfl (Wellh. IJG(*\ 266, n.). In all these cases, our
witnesses agree in giving the corrupt form. In like manner, all

show the same evidence of a confused text, with some words

accidentally omitted, or repeated, in 9 14 32-35 43. There are

many other examples.

It is especially to be noticed that in the most of these

cases Josephus also contains the corrupt reading.

(b} Latin. There are two Latin versions of i Mace. ;

the one represented by the Vulgate, and the other (ex

tending as far as the end of chap. 13) contained in a

single MS (Sangcrmanensis}.&quot;*

The Vulgate version is in the main a faithful render

ing of the Greek
;

the Sangermanensis version is the

result of a recension designed to conform to the Greek
as closely as possible (cp the two Latin versions of

2 Mace.
).

(c) Syriac. There are likewise two Syriac recensions

of the book.
The common version printed in the Paris Polyglot, vol. ix.,

the London Polyglot vol. iv. (variant readings in vol. vi.), and
Lagarde s Apocrypha. Syriace (1861) ; and another (extending as
far as 14 25)* found in the cod. Ambrosianus of the Peshitta

(publ. by Ceriani, 1876-1883). Trendelenburg(in Eichhorn s Re-

/&amp;gt;?rttiriui,l5[i7&4]pp. 58^!) proved conclusively that the common
version is a translation from the Greek. It is careful, and very
old. Its readings correspond in general with those of codd.

19, 64, 93 (H and P), generally recognised as Lucian MSS;
and it must be regarded as forming with these a separate recen
sion. See especially G. Schmidt, Die beid. syr. Ucbers. des
ersten Maccabdcrbuches, in /,A T\V 171-47, 233-262 (1897).
Schmidt concludes (234^) that the version of the cod. Ambros.
is the result of a revision of the older Syriac according to the
common Greek text.

These are the only important versions of the book.

According to Dillmann,
1* the Ethiopic version of i and

2 Mace, (not yet published) was made from the Latin

Vulgate in the sixteenth or the seventeenth century.
iii. Translations of 2 Mace. What is said of the

Greek MSS and the versions of i Mace, applies in

general to 2 Mace, also ; for the two are usually found

together, and the history of their transmission seems
to have been nearly always the same. Cod. N, how
ever, contains i Mace. , but not 2 Mace.

iv. Later -works based on Mace. Mention may also

be made here of certain later versions of the Maccabaean

history, for the most part based on the books of the

Maccabees, but having little or no independent value.

i. The Aramaic DDva^x nSjO. Megillath Antiochus ;

or wiarn 33 n rjD, Scroll of the Hasmon&ans.
See especially Gaster, The Scroll of the Hasmontrans

(Transs. 9th Internal. Congr. of Orientalists, London, 1 1-32),
where the (Aramaic) text is printed, with a translation, and
very full references to the literature are given. 8 The Hebrew

1 See also on the Syriac versions, and their affinities, below (c).
2 Published in Sabatier, Bibliorum sacrorumLatinifversiones

antiqufp, vol. ii.
, 1743.

:t The text of the remainder, 14 26-1624, s tne common version.
* Libri VT Apocryphi ,-Ethiopice, 1894, preface.
5 See also Schiirer, 1 123 (ET, i. 1 165).
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text (trans, from the Aramaic) is printed, e.g., in Jellinek, Bit
ha-Midrash, 1 (1853), where also another form of the Aramaic
text is given (vol. vi., 1877).

The book is a very brief Midrashic composition, not
based directly on i Mace. , nor (apparently) on any
other written source. It is evident from its internal

character that it was written long after the Maccabaean

age.
1

2. The Jewish history of Joseph ben Gorion

(Josippus). This work (of about the loth cent. ?) con
tains a history of the Jews from Adam down to the time
of the destruction of the Temple by Titus.

Wellhausen (Der arabischc Josippus, Berl., 1897) concludes
that its original extent was the same as that of the Arabic
Kook of Maccabees (see next paragraph), and that the name
Joseph ben Gorion (by mistake for Flavius Josephus) was attached

later, after the additions from the Jewish War had been made.
The chief sources of the book in its original form were 2 Mace,
and a secondary (Latin) recension of the Jewish War of

Josephus. The author, who seems to have written in Italy,

sadly misuses his material, and adds a good deal of legendary
matter of his own. As history, the hook is absolutely worthless.

See, further, Wellh., I.e. ; and the literature in Schiirer, 1 123/1
(ETli, p. ris/.).

3. The so-called Arabic Maccabees, or Arabic z Mace. ,

printed in the Paris Polyglot, vol. ix. , and in the London

Polyglot, vol. iv.
,
with a Latin translation made by

Gabriel Sionita. This work, which very closely re

sembles the preceding, contains a history of the Jews
beginning with the story of Heliodorus (2 Mace. 3), and

continuing down to the end of the Hasmonasan house,
in the time of Herod. According to Wellhausen

(op. cit., 46 /. ),
this book, the Arabic Josippus, and

the Hebrew Gorionides, are to be regarded as three

separate recensions of the same work ; the Arabic

Mace. representing its original extent, in which form it

was truly a Book of the Maccabees, though of no
historical value.

An English translation of the work as 5 Mace., 2 was given
by Cotton in his Five Books ofMaccabees, 1832 ; and a descrip
tion of it under this same title is given in Bissell, 638^ In
the Arabic text, from which alone the book is known to us, it

bears the title 2 Mace. A note at the end of chap. 16, mis
understood by Sionita, who repeats his mistake in the preface
to the book, says : Thus far the 2 Mace, of the Hebrews
(which, in fact, does end at that point). After chap. 19, with
which the end of i Mace, is reached, the remaining chaps.,

20-59, follow Josephus very closely. See the table in Bissell,

Wellhausen, op. cit. ; and Ginsburg s article in Kitto s Bibl.

Cycloptedia. The book deserves more attention than it has
received.

[Among these later works we must probably include the in

complete fragments of a Hebrew version of i Mace, published
by Chwolson, and more recently by Schweizer, from a Paris

manuscript of the second half of the twelfth century. The
fragments in question cover chaps. 1-4 7 27-9 22 30 73 and 6 1-15.

Schweizer, in a critical discussion of the text (see below, end of

12) comes to the conclusion that it is based upon the original
Hebrew from which all other versions have sprung. His view
is probably too optimistic. The text may certainly prove to be
here and there of some value for a criticism of the readings of
the versions, but its general importance is only secondary. The
style is too simple and the vocabulary too easy to be ancient,
and the work as a whole resembles the paraphrastic compositions
above mentioned.]

i. Commentaries. J. D. Michaelis, Uebersetz. der i Mace.
ntit Anmerkn., 1778 ; Grimm, Das erste Buch der Mace.

(Kurzgefasstes exegetisches Handb. :u den
12. Literature. Apokr., 3te Lieferung), 1853; Keil, Com-

wentar iiber die [i. vnd it.} Biich. d. Makk.,
1875; Rawlinson (i and 2 Mace.) in Wace, Apocr., ii. (1888);
Fairweather and Black, First Bk. of Mace. (Cambr. Bible for

Schools), 1897. Bissell s Apocr., 1880, contains a translation of

1-3 Mace, with comm. ;
Zockler s Die Apokryphen des AT

(KGK), 1891, the same, with the addition of a portion of 4 Mace,

(see below, col. 2886, q). The comm. of Grimm, though
partly out of date, is by far the best work of the kind that we
have. Bissell s work is largely a translation of this. The
comms. of Rawlinson and Zockler are very unsatisfactory. In

Kautzsch, Apokr. u. Pseudepigr., i and 3 Mace, are treated by
the general editor.

ii. Critical Investigations. Ewald, Gesch.W iv., 1864, pp.

603^7; Rosenthal, Das erste Makkabiierbuch. 1867; Noldeke,
Die A T Lit., 1868 ; Schnedermann, Ueberdas Judenthum der

beiden ersten Makkabaerbticher (ZKW, 1884, pp. 88-100);

Niese, Kritik d. beiden Makkabderbiicher, 1900; and the text-

1 Gaster tries to make a very early date seem probable.
~ This title, 5 Mace., is also borne by a Syriac version of

Josephus, Bell. Jud., vi., found in the cod. Ambrosianus of the

Peshitta (ed. Ceriani). See Schiirer, 1 75.
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1. Contents.

books of OT Introduction which contain the Apocrypha (most
recently, Strack, Konig, Cornill). See also Geiger, Urschrift,

1857, pp. 200-230 (i and 2 Mace.) ; Curtiss, The Name
Machabee, 1876; Schiirer, GJl \ 26-33 (ET1 36 ff.) 2579-584
(ET 63-13); Wellhausen, IJG(*1 256^; Willrich, Juden u.

Gritchtn, 1895 ; Bloch, Die QtielUn des Josephits, 1879 ; Des-

tinon, Die Quellen des Josephus, 1882 ; Willrich, Judaica, 1900.
A. Schweizer, Untersuchungen -iiber d. Restc e. heir. Textes
vom I. Makkabiierbiich (Berlin, 1901).

iii. Modern. Translations. Hebrew translation in Fraenkel,
Kethubim acharonitn, sive Hagiograplia posteriora, Leipsic,

1830. English translations of 1-4 Mace, in Cotton, Five Books

of the Maccabees, 1832 ; Bagster s Apocrypha, Greek and
English, 1882 ; Churton s Uncanon. and Apocr. Scriptures,
1884 ; Dyserinck, De apocriefe boeken des ouden verbonds, 1874,
contains 1-3 Mace. ;

so also Reuss, La Bible, vol. vii., 1879, and
Das alte Testament, vol. vii., 1894. The best German trans.

is that of Kautzsch in his Apoc. u. Pseudepigr., 1898.
Other literature, especially the older critical and exegetical

works, in Grimm, p. xxxiv_/I ; Schiirer, 2584 (ET ii. 3 12f.~).

C. C. T.

SECOND MACCABEES
The book known as 2 Maccabees J

is a history of

the Hasmoncean uprising, differing widely from i Mace,
both in its general character and in its

contents. The events with which it deals

are all included in a period of hardly more than fifteen

years, from a time shortly before the accession of

Antiochus Epiphanes (175 B.C.) down to the year 161.

It is thus in the main parallel to i Mace. 1-7. Prefixed

to the history is an interesting supplement (Ii-2i8),

consisting of two letters purporting to have been sent by
the Jews of Palestine to the Jews of Egypt. As these

letters are quite distinct from the main body of the

book, and are plainly not the work of its author, they
will be discussed separately ( 7).

The contents of the history proper, which begins at

2 19, are as follows :

Author s preface, announcing the subject of his work, the
source from which he obtained his material, and the character
and aim of his own labours (219-32). Story of Heliodorus,
whose attempt to plunder the temple at Jerusalem was miracu

lously thwarted (chap. 3). Account of the intrigues by which
the high-priesthood changed hands, especially the misdeeds of

Simon, overseer of the temple, and the renegade high-priests

Jason and Menelaus (chap. 4). The calamities that came upon
Jerusalem in 170. Jason captures the city and butchers many
of the inhabitants. Antioehus, returning from Egypt, makes a

great slaughter in Jerusalem, and plunders the temple (chap. 5).

Judas and his brethren flee to the mountains (5 27). The perse
cution of the Jews begun in 168. Story of the martyrdom of

Eleazar, and of the seven youths with their mother (chaps. 6f.).
The remainder of the book (chaps. 8-15) is taken up with the

history of the wars waged by Judas Maccabseus. The corre

spondences with i Mace, (often of only a very general character)
are the following: chap. 8=1 Mace. 81-427; 9=i Mace. 6

i-ie; 10 1-8 = 1 Mace. 436-59; 10 14-38=1 Mace. 5; 11 = i Mace. 4

26-35;
2 12 10-45 = i Mace. 624-68 ;

13= i Mace. 6 17-63 ; \\f.=
1 Mace. 7. The book closes with the death of the hated Syrian
leader, Nicanor, in the battle of Beth-horon, 161 B.C. Epilogue
of the author (15 37-39).

According to the author s own statement (223^),
2 Mace, is merely an epitome of a larger work, consist-

_ ing of five books, composed by one

Jason of Cyrene. Beyond this statement

nothing is known concerning this Jason or his work.
His name is not mentioned elsewhere, and we possess
no further evidence of the use of his history by other

writers. The words of the epitomist plainly imply that

his own labours consisted solely in abridging and

popularising the work of Jason, upon which he relied

for all the facts narrated. As the book itself contains
no evidence to the contrary, it is only necessary to ask
what were the sources used by the older writer in com
piling his history.

It is evident, first, that Jason was not acquainted
with i Mace. 3 This fact appears both from the frequent

1 It is first cited under this name by Eus., Prtep. e^&amp;gt;anf.,8g.

The title 2 Mace. appears also in some of the oldest lists ofOT
books (see APOCRYPHA ; also col. 2881, 7 ; col. 2886, 8).

2 The account of this expedition is confused in 2 Mace, with
that of the similar expedition described in chap. 13. Cp especi
ally 11 31 with i Mace. 6 59, and see below, 2.

3 Some, indeed, have even found in the book a concealed
polemic against i Mace. So especially Geiger, Urschr. 228 ;

Kosters, Tk.Tlt 491-558. The evidence of this, however, is

quite insufficient. See also below, 6, first note.
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and very noticeable disagreement with that book, in

order of events, chronology, and statements of fact ;

and also from the absence of considerable interesting
and important material contained in i Mace. , which
could hardly have been thus omitted altogether in a
work of this character, if it had been known to its

author. For the same reasons, the supposition of a
common written source (or sources) is to be rejected.
There is, in fact, no passage common to the two books
where the hypothesis of a single document underlying
both accounts seems probable. Moreover, from the

character of the narrative of 2 Mace.
, most modern

scholars have concluded that the sources at Jason s dis

posal were mainly oral. 1 The account he gives is fre

quently confused and even self-contradictory, though
often bearing the marks that point to an eye-witness.
The first expedition of Lysias into Judaea, 165 B.C., is repre

sented in 2 Mace, as having occurred after the death of Antiochus
Epiphanes. The substantial identity of the account in chap. 11
with that given in i Mace. 4 26-35 &amp;gt; s beyond question ; yet
there is introduced into it an important feature belonging to the
later expedition of Lysias in 163 B.C. viz., the concession of

religious freedom to the Jews. The story of this second expedi
tion (cp i Mace. 6 17-63) is then told in chap. 13, where the
incident of the royal concessions is again narrated, with a refer

ence (v. 22) to the former account. There can be no question
that i Mace, gives the true history and chronology of these

expeditions; the way in which they are confused in 2 Mace,
is then best explained by supposing that Jason relied for his
facts on the imperfect recollection of a number of men, not

having written records at his disposal.

There are many other indications pointing in the

same direction.

The important campaigns conducted by Judas in the years
164 and 163, described in i Maec. 5, are introduced in 2 Mace,
in two places, 10 14-38 and 12 10-45. In both places the account
is confused and fragmentary, in marked contrast to the narra
tive of i Mace., which connects all the successive events of these

campaigns in an orderly scheme whose general accuracy cannot
be doubted. As in the case of the two campaigns of Lysias,
so also here, events are narrated out of their proper place and
order in Jason s work. The most striking example of this is

found in the statements regarding the Syrian leader Timotheus.
In 10 37, at the close of the former of the two passages mentioned,
his death is narrated ; yet he appears again repeatedly in the
similar campaigns described in chap. 12. It is to be observed,
on the other hand, that the narrative in both passages contains
such vivid touches especially in the narration of unimportant
incidents as suggest the recollection of eye-witnesses. See for

example 1037 1^35. Neither here nor elsewhere in the book
does it seem likely that the author is reproducing various written
sources.

In short, the character of the history of which 2 Mace,
is the abridgment can best be explained by supposing
that its author was a contemporary of men who had
taken part in the Maccabaenn struggle ;

that he was

obliged to depend mainly on oral accounts
;
that he did

not receive his information directly from those who had
themselves taken part in these events, but only after it

had passed through other hands
;

and that he was
often unequal to the task of criticising and arranging
the material thus obtained. As for the letters tran

scribed in 919-27 1116-38, it is plain that they were
manufactured entire.

The question to what extent the work before us is to

be regarded as that of the epitomist is one of consider

able difficulty. It seems probable, on the whole, that the

method generally pursued by him in abridging the work
of Jason was to omit large portions entire, and to write

out others with little or no alteration. (See especially

Grimm, 16 ff. ; Willrich, Juden u. Griechen, 66.)
The narratives actually preserved seem to be given in their

original wording, rather than in a free abbreviation ; not even
in 1822-26 is it necessary to see an exception to this rule. It is

not unlikely that even such passages as 612-17 ^
~44f-&amp;lt;

which

might seem to belong to the writer of the preface 2 igff., are to

be regarded as the words of the older writer.

From what has just been said concerning the sources

at Jason s disposal, and the way in which he used them,

__. . . . it is plain that 2 Mace, cannot take a high
3. Historical

rank as trustworthv history. Moreover,
value.

any carem i examination of the book leads

to a decidedly unfavourable estimate of it in this

1 So Grimm, Schiirer, Zockler, Willrich, Cornill, and others.
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regard. In the large part that runs parallel to

1 Mace., comparison affords an excellent basis for

judgment as to the relative value of the two accounts.

In the cases where they disagree in statements of fact,

it is generally beyond question that the representation
in 2 Mace, is incorrect. The order of events in

2 Mace. , also, even in places where it might seem

quite plausible if we had no means of testing it from

without, is often shown by the clear and consistent

account of i Mace, to be in reality sadly confused. 1

The careful chronology of the first book, moreover,

has no parallel in the second. Events are indeed

occasionally dated according to the Seleucid era, and on
the whole correctly ;

but the distorted order of events

in the narrative has made even the correct dates mis

leading (see Comms. on llss and 14 14), so that many
have been led to assume a peculiar way of reckoning
the Seleucid era for the chronology of this book. 2 In

13 i (i Mace. 620) the date given is certainly incorrect.

The contrast in selection and treatment of material

caused by the difference of aim in the two books is also

strongly marked. The aim of the writer of i Mace, is

simply that of a historian ; the epitomist of Jason, on

the other hand, had in view primarily the edification and
entertainment of his fellow-countrymen. So he himself

informs us (225-29; cp 612^, etc.), and the fact is

abundantly illustrated in the book. It may be partly
due to this parenetic aim of the epitomist that certain

incidents of minor importance receive so much space,
and are so overdrawn ; the fact must be emphasised,
however, that most of the exaggeration of statement

and description which is so prominent a feature of

2 Mace, was probably due to the older work. It is

plain that Jason was a zealous Jew, and that his book
was intended chiefly for his Jewish brethren. It would
seem that to him, as to the epitomist, the probability of

a story was a matter of little importance, provided it

were interesting and patriotic (see Willrich, 64 ff.}.

Examples are plentiful.

Thus, the long description of the tortures and death of the

martyrs, chap. liyT, is quite incredible from beginning to end.

The account of the death of the patriot Razis (14 37-46) is in the
same vein ; so, too, is the story of the end of King Antiochus

(chap. ! ), who, before his death, offers to become a Jew (v. 17).

See also such exaggerations as 12 16 13 12. That the many
numerical estimates contained in the book should show the same

tendency to overstatement is certainly not surprising. For ex

amples, see especially 82430 102331 12232528. [See also

ONIAS, T/. 10 12.]

As has already been shown, it is not only in such minor
matters that the book is untrustworthy. See the incorrect

statements (already referred to in 2) regarding Lysias and his

expeditions ; the misleading accounts of the campaigns of Judas
in chaps. 10 and 12 ; the narration of the death of Timotheus in

the year 164 (chap. 10), although he is made to play an important

torian who was neither well-informed nor careful could thus deal
with. In 11 22^7 we have a (spurious) letter written by
Antiochus Eupator, the successor of Epiphanes, giving the officer

Lysias instructions concerning his first campaign in Juda:a(cpalso
10 n). We know from i Mace. (4 28^?&quot;.), however, that this

same expedition of Lysias was ended the year before the death
of Epiphanes. In 103 it is stated that the rededication of the

temple took place two years after its profanation ;
it is plain, on

the contrary, from i Mace. 4 52-54 (cp 1 54) that the length of the
interval was three years (168-165 B.C.). In 1631 35 it is plainly
assumed that the Acra was in the possession of the Jews at the
time of the death of Nicanor. In reality, it was occupied by
the Syrians until the time of Simon.
The passage 13 15-23 affords a striking example of perversion

of the truth for the sake of glorifying the Jews. The successive
defeats experienced by Judas and his allies in 163, as a result

of which they were reduced to dire extremities (i Mace. 647-54),

appear in 2 Mace, as a succession of brilliant and decisive
victories for the Jews.

Still another feature of the hook, not calculated to increase
confidence in its trustworthiness, is the prominent place given to

miracles. See 3 24^! 33^ 61-4 10 29/1 118 1222 (cp IS 27),
15 12-16. How far this feature may be due to the epitomist,
rather than to Jason, is a legitimate question. It seems most

probable, however, from what we know both of the taste and
of the aim of Jason, and of the method of the epitomist, that all

1 See the examples given above, 2.

2 See Schurer, GJV\ 3z/ ;
ET I 4s/
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these miracles and apparitions formed a part of the older
work. 1

When all has been said regarding the unhistorical and

untrustworthy character of the book, the fact remains that

its value as history is by no means inconsiderable. From
the character of the sources used by Jason ( 2) it is evident

that he must have preserved some valuable material.

The fact that the book, although written quite inde

pendently of i Mace. , agrees with it in a great many
points is to be mentioned in its favour. In still other

points its statements are confirmed by those of Josephus

(Grimm, 13),
2 and from other sources (Rawlinson,

541 n.
).

In many parts of the history concerning
which we are already well informed, 2 Mace, adds

interesting details, the correctness of which there is no
reason to doubt. If used with great caution, it thus

furnishes a welcome supplement to our other sources of

information. There is hardly a chapter in the book
that does not yield something that can be utilised. It

is probable that too much confidence has been placed
in chaps. 3 ff. by commentators and historians. The
temptation to this is very strong, inasmuch as our

information regarding the period just preceding the

Maccaboean wars is almost entirely limited to the

statements of this book. There is really no ground
whatever (apart from this very lack of the means of

correcting the statements of the writer) for supposing
that the book is more trustworthy here than elsewhere. 3

It is, on the contrary, only with the greatest reserve

that this portion may be used at all.

That our 2 Mace, was written in Greek is beyond
question. The words of Jerome, The second book of

T
., Maccabees is Greek, which can be shown

, j**y even linguistically,
* must be echoed bycharacter.

all who read the bf)ok Hebraisms are

almost entirely wanting,
5 and there is no other sign

that the book is a translation, but every kind of evidence

to the contrary. It follows, in view of what has been

said regarding the method of the epitomist ( 2), that

the work of Jason of Cyrene must also have been written

in Greek, as would, indeed, have seemed probable on

other grounds. The language of 2 Mace, is, in general,
similar to that found in the best Greek writers of the

last centuries B.C., and the beginning of the Christian

era, this remark applying as well to the passages cer

tainly composed by the epitomist (219-32 1037-39) as to

the main body of the book. The vocabulary is exten

sive
; fi7ra Xe-y6/aera and words or phrases employed in

an unusual way are frequently met with ; see Grimm,

7, and the list (compiled by Westcott) in Rawlinson,

540. The style is generally easy and flowing, idio

matic, and well-balanced. Both in the construction

of periods and in the use of the favourite rhetorical

devices of the Alexandrine writers, a considerable degree
of skill is shown. On the other hand, the most common
faults of this school of writers, an overloaded and arti

ficial style, and an ill-judged striving after rhetorical

effect, are not absent. On the whole, the book occupies,
in point of language and style, a position between

3 Mace, and 4 Mace. ;
not attaining the high level of

the latter, though far superior to the former. 6 An un

pleasant peculiarity, which appears in all parts of the

history, is the use of abusive epithets or phrases when
enemies of the Jews, or others of whom the writer dis

approves, are mentioned. See 8 34 15 3. As a narrator,

1 It is hardly permissible, however, to draw this conclusion

from the words ras . . .
e7ri(/&amp;gt;&amp;lt;ii

eias in 2 21.

2 Yet the disagreement of Jos. with 2 Mace, is even more
noticeable than the agreement. See Willrich, 83^?!

3 Grimm s statement (16) is quite unjustified: Dpch scheint

die fur den Abschnitt Cap. 3 1-6 n beniitzte Quelle viel lauterer

geflossen zu sein als diejenigen, die fur die spiiteren Abschnitte

zu Gebote standen.
* [Machabseorum liber] sectindus Grsecus est, quod ex ipsa

quoque &amp;lt;t&amp;gt;pdo-ei probari potest (Prologus Gateatus).
8 Most of the examples cited by Grimm, 6, can hardly be

called true Hebraisms.
6 The harsh estimate of the style of 2 Mace, in Rawlinson,

540, is much exaggerated.
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the writer displays no remarkable gifts. He is fond of

exaggerating details, of painting scenes at undue length

(see, e.g. , 815-22), and of introducing his own reflections,

not content with simple statements of fact. The way
in which the tortures of the martyrs are depicted at

length, in chaps. 6/1 , is an especially unpleasant feature

of the book to modern readers. There is occasionally
a lack of connection between the parts of the narrative,

and an appearance of awkwardness of composition, due
in part no doubt to the omission of considerable portions
of the original work. The arrangement of the material

is purely chronological (the passage 10i-8 seems, it is

true, to have been intentionally removed from its proper

place ; cp i . g/. ),
and in our epitome, at least, there is no

formal indication of successive divisions, except at lOg/l*
The aim of the book to edify and instruct the Greek-

speaking Jews an aim which seems to have characterised

_ _ .. . Jason s work as well as this epitome has
5. Religious , ..

, , .a -T,
, .j. received mention already ( 3 . The
character
and aim.

writer wished to strengthen the faith of

his fellows
;

to glorify the Jews, as the

chosen people under God s especial protection, and the

temple at Jerusalem, as the holiest of all places ;
to show

how unfaithfulness to the national religion brought sure

destruction (413-17 1239-42), and how through Judas
Maccabasus, the leader of the faithful of the people and
the instrument of God s providence, the deliverance of

the nation was wrought. In all parts of the book this

didactic purpose appears prominently in one form or

another. The attitude of the writer is, in general, not

that of a historian, but rather (and professedly) that of

a religious teacher; see especially 81 ff. 415-17 517-20

612-17 9s/i 1243-45 IS?/! 157-io. The most interest

ing feature of the religious teaching of the book is its

expression of faith in the resurrection of the dead (cp
ESCHATOLOGY, 69) ;

see especially 1243-45, and cp
79111436 1446. In no other of the few passages in

pre-Christian Jewish literature in which this belief

appears is it so clearly and emphatically expressed.
Some have thought to find in 2 Mace, a Pharisee party
document (Bertholdt, Einl. 1813, p. 1069 ; Geiger,
Urschr., 219 ff.}? arguing especially from 146,
where Judas is represented as the leader of the

Assideans, but also from the religious tone of the book,
and from the ungentle way in which the priests are

handled (contrast i Mace.
).

It is beyond question that

all the sympathies of the writer, both in religious and
in political matters, must have been with the Pharisees ;

but we are hardly justified in going beyond this general
conclusion. There is no evidence of any polemic
against the Sadducees (such as Bertholdt saw in Yi^f. );

and the book, whatever else may be said of it, is cer

tainly not a party document.
One chief aim of the writer, beyond doubt, was to

bring about a more perfect unity of the Jews by
strengthening, especially among the Jews of Egypt, the

feeling of national pride and of enthusiasm for the
orthodox religion and worship ;

in this way and in other

ways he sought to keep them in close connection with
their brethren of Palestine. 3 This purpose explains in

the most satisfactory way the prefixing of the two letters

to the book (see below, 7). It also accounts for

another external peculiarity of 2 Mace. Many scholars
since Ewald (GVI 4 606, n.

)
have remarked the promin

ence given in the plan of the book not only to the feast

celebrating the death of Nicanor, with the institution of
which the whole history comes to an end, but also to
the feast of the rededication of the temple, the descrip-

1 Any separation of the book into five divisions correspond
ing to the five books of Jason of Cyrene (Zockler, 90) must
be purely arbitrary.

2 Cp also Wellh., Ph. u. SticM., 82.
3 It may be remarked that there is no conclusive evidence that

this aim was shared by Jason. It is perhaps most likely that in
all the manifestations of it which are so noticeable in 2 Mace.,
the hand of the epitomist is to be recognised ; and that this is to
be regarded as his one important contribution to the book.
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tion of which closes the first half of the book, the

passage 10i-8 apparently being removed for this purpose
from its proper place. The account of the institution

of the Nicanor feast would have been a most natural

point for Jason to bring his book to a. close at, in any case.

This would have been just the kind of ending best suited

to his general purpose ; cp the ending of 3 Mace. (7 19 f. ),

of Esther, and ofJudith (Lat. Vulg. ).
Theauthor saimnot

being that of a historian, there was no need for him to go
on and narrate the death of Judas ; his purpose was fully

accomplished without that. The transposition of 10i-8,

however, is probably to be attributed to theepitomist, who
saw how the plan of the book could thus be made sub
servient to his more definite aim, increased significance

being thereby given both to the Nicanor feast and to

the feast of the Dedication. These were the two Mac-
cabfran feasts, by the observance of which the Jews of

the Diaspora could share, as in no other outward way,
in the national glory of that struggle.

1 Further evidence

of this same purpose may very likely be found in the

manner in which the writer takes every opportunity to

magnify the temple at Jerusalem ; see, for example, 2 19

812 615 14i3 31 15i8, also 32/. 617-20 1823 1532, etc.

Thus to dwell upon the indisputable fact that the true

centre of Judaism was at Jerusalem, was to emphasize
the national unity, and the ground of it. That the

purpose of the writer was to impress upon the Egyptian
Jews the duty of worshipping at Jerusalem, or to dis

parage the worship at the temple of Leontopolis (Raw-
linson, 544 ; Willrich, 66), there seems to be no
sufficient reason to suppose.

There is good ground for believing that the epitomist
lived and wrote in Alexandria. His mastery of the best

- . , , Greek language and style of the time, and
, _. , the evidence he gives of a thoroughan a e.

fam jjjar j ty w jtn tne Greek rhetorical

schools, would not, indeed, of themselves be sufficient to

establish the conclusion. Such training, more or less

thorough, was to be had in all parts of the Hellen

istic world. The presence of the letters addressed to the

Jews of Egypt at the beginning of this book, however,
combined with the fact that all the earliest allusions to

2 Mace, (see 8) come directly or indirectly from

Alexandria, must be regarded as very strong evidence.

Regarding the date of the epitome, no very definite

conclusion can be reached. It is, of course, not legiti

mate to argue from 15 37, the city from that time on
wards being in the hands of the Hebrews, that the abridg
ment was completed before 133 (when Jerusalem was
taken by Antiochus Sidetes) ;

for these words are a mere

flourish, designed to give the book a proper close. It

is to be observed that in 15 36 there is a reference to the

book of Esther, which was written probably not earlier

than 130 B.C. (so Cornill, Kautzsch, Wellh. IJG (
4)

,

302/1 ).
It follows that even the work of Jason (to

which this verse certainly belonged) must have been

written later than this. This conclusion, it may be

added, is confirmed by the internal evidence of the

book ; the author appearing everywhere as one who
was at some distance, both in place and time, from

the events he describes. On the other hand, our

2 Mace, was known both to Philo and to the writer

of the Epistle to the Hebrews (see 8), though unknown
to Josephus. It seems therefore most probable, on
the whole, that the epitomist put forth his work near

the close of the last century B.C. The date of Jason s

history, which seems to have been completely superseded

by the epitome, may be conjecturally placed about a

century earlier.

1 The feast of the Dedication was the more important of the

two, and we have in the letters prefixed to 2 Mace, direct

evidence that it was at least thought of as a bond of unity be

tween the Jews of Palestine and those of Egypt. The emphas
ising of this feast, however, was only a single feature (though a

very prominent one) of the writer s general plan, and it is a dis

torted view of 2 Mace, that pronounces it ein Chanukabrief

(Willrich, 67).
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It is due to the fact of Jason s distance from the scene

of the events he describes, as well as to his parenetic
aim, that he shows so little interest in the family to

which Judas belonged, and in its subsequent history.
In 5 27, which contains apparently his whole account of

the uprising at Modein, nothing is said of the brothers

of Judas, and they are nowhere given any special

prominence ; though there is no evidence of a wish to

disparage them. 1 Mattathias is nowhere mentioned.

The fact is, the fortunes of the Hasmonasan house were
not in any way connected with the purpose of Jason s

book, or with his own interests. The case of the writer

of i Mace, affords a striking contrast in this respect,
for he not only lived in Palestine, but also seems to

have been a personal friend of the Hasmona^an leaders.

It has already ( i) been noticed that there stands

at the beginning of the book of 2 Mace. (Ii-2i8) what

_,, purports to be the copy of certain official

- .
, ,P

re ~

letters sent by the Jews of Palestine to
fixed letters. , ^, , ,

those of Egypt. The professed aim of

these letters, as appears from 1.918 2i6 (cp 108), is to

stir up the Egyptian Jews to observe the feast of the

Dedication. The character of the Greek in which the

letters are written shows that they cannot be attributed

either to Jason of Cyrene or to the epitomist ;
on the

other hand, they are joined as closely as possible to the

epitomist s prologue, 2 19 beginning with Now as con

cerning Judas, etc. (Ta St Kara TOV lovSav, K.T.\. ),
and

making mention immediately of the purification of the

great temple, and the dedication of the altar.

i. Theyfry/ letter, 1 1-9 (regarding the precise point
at which it ends, see next par. ),

contains little more than

the request that the feast be kept.
2 It is plain that the

writer did not have in mind theyfrrf institution of this

feast in Egypt. On the contrary, as is evident from v.

9, and from the fact that not a word is said about the

observance of the feast in Palestine, those to whom the

letter was addressed were supposed to be already
familiar with the custom, and to have themselves

observed it : the letter is merely a reminder. The real

difficulty is with the interpretation of v. if., especially
the words We have written to you in the extremity,
etc. (yeypd^auev v/j.iv tv rrj 0\ti//et, K.T. X.

).
The

extremity of tribulation that came upon the Jews of

Jerusalem in consequence of the misdeeds of Jason and
his party could hardly refer to anything else than the

terrible distress under Antiochus Epiphanes ; and this

probability is confirmed by v. 8, which evidently refers

to the restoration of the worship of the temple in

165 B.C. In the reign of Demetrius (II.), in the

(Seleucid) year 169 (
= 144-143 B.C.), these times were

long past. Moreover, nothing is said about the contents

of that former letter (on the supposition that
yeypd(f&amp;gt;a/j.ei&amp;gt;

is to be translated by a past tense, as is generally done).
The reader who supposes that he is hearing about events

of 143 B.C., suddenly finds himself back in the year
165, without knowing where the transition occurred.

These difficulties have been vastly increased by the

custom now in vogue of joining the date at the end of

v. 9 (otherwise the beginning of v. 10) to this first letter (so

Grimm; Fritzsche, Apocr. Gr. ; Reuss, Das AT; English
RV; Swete, OT in Greek; and most recent comms.

).

In this way the Seleucid year 188
(
= 124 B.C.

)
is made the

date of the letter 1 1-9 ; that is to say, the writer reminds
his readers of a letter sent to them nineteen years before,
without characterising it, or showing that it stood in any
connection with the present letter or with the institution

of the Dedication feast ! The date must, however, on
the contrary, be joined to the second letter, as is done by
the well-nigh universal tradition of the early church,

represented by the best Greek MSS, and the Syriac and

1 The conclusion of Kosters, Th. T 12 491-558, that 2 Mace, is

a polemic against the Hasmonaeans and against i Mace., does
not seem to be justified.

2 Bruston, ZATW 10 iiojf. (1890), attempts to divide this

letter at v. 7, making three letters in all.
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Latin versions. (See further below.
)

As for v. 7, the

obvious solution of all the difficulties mentioned is to

put a period after you (vfuv). The verb
(yeypd&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;-

a.fj.fv) is to be translated in the only natural way, as

epistolary perfect,
1 and the whole verse as far as you

(jla&amp;lt;Ti\tvot&amp;gt;Tos
. . . vfjuv) is to be regarded as the date

of the letter 1 1-9. With in the extremity (iv r-g

tfXii/ et) begins the real business of the letter
; the writer

reminding his readers, in a few well-chosen words, of

the circumstances under which this important feast was
instituted. The whole document is thus perfectly com
prehensible, and in every way well suited to its purpose.

ii. The second letter, 1 io-2 18, has generally seemed
even more troublesome than the first. According to the

accepted view, it purports to have been sent to the Jews
of Egypt by Judas Maccabjeus and others in authority
at Jerusalem, soon after the death of Antiochus Epi
phanes, its purpose being to announce the institution of

the Dedication feast. It thus becomes necessary at once
to brand it as a shameless forgery, because of the many
things it contains which are incongruous with the

supposition of such an origin, and especially, because of

the strange story of the death of Antiochus (113-16),
which flatly contradicts all the other accounts of that

event.

It may be doubted, however, whether the current

view of this letter is correct. It is hardly less evident

here than in the case of the first letter that the writer

could not have had in mind the institution of the

Hanukka in Egypt. There is no account given of the

purification of the temple and the restoration of the wor

ship by Judas ; there is nothing to indicate that a new
feast is being instituted

; nothing definite is said about
the particular manner of observing it. On the contrary,

it is taken for granted (just as in the former letter) that

the feast, and the mode of celebrating it, have long been

known. Only on this supposition can we account for

the fact that all mention of the celebration is confined

to the two verses 1 18 2 16, both of which have plainly
the air of dealing with matters of course. The im

pression naturally made by 2 14, besides, is that the war
mentioned is a thing of the past ; Judas Maccabogus is

thought of as one who has already passed off the stage.
As for the Antiochus of 1 13-16, it is quite incredible

that Epiphanes should have been intended by the writer

It is not likely that any story of the Maccabaean struggle
was more widely familiar than that of the manner of

Epiphanes death. It is a most significant fact, more

over, that shortly before the date prefixed to this letter,

124 B.C., Antiochus VII. Sidetes, who had been a bitter

enemy of the Jews (see Schiirer, 1200-208), had perished
in an expedition against the Parthians. 2 Nor is this the

only coincidence to be noted. At the end of the year

125 B.C. (three years after the death of Antiochus

Sidetes), the allies of Ptolemy Physkon triumphed at

last in Palestine. Alexander Zabinas, who came to the

throne at that time, had been introduced into the struggle

by Ptolemy, and was himself an Egyptian. He at once

made friends with John Hyrcanus and the Jews (Jos.

Ant. xiii. 9 3). So the year 124 B.C. was a singularly

appropriate one for the sending (or forging) of such a

letter as this from the Jews of Palestine to those of Egypt.
It would seem to be the reasonable hypothesis, therefore,

that the writer (or forger) of this letter intended it as a

reminder to the Egyptian Jews of the same kind as the

preceding one ;
and that he gave it the date (124 B.C.

)

which corresponds exactly with its contents. It may be

added as further proof, that the person who put these

two letters together in their present order certainly re

garded the second as belonging to a later date than the

first. As for the names mentioned in 1 10, Aristobulus

is probably the well-known Jewish sage, who flourished

1 The necessity of this has often been felt and expressed. See

esp. Ewald, Gesch. (3) 4 610 n.

2 For the literature bearing on this event, see Schurer, 1 208,

n. 9.
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in the second century B.C. 1 We do not know, however,

that he was in any sense the preceptor either of

Ptolemy Philometor (181-146) or of Ptolemy Physkon
(146-117). The Judas in this verse is probably due

to the blunder of a translator or scribe. What is re

quired at this point is the council of the Jews (ij

yepovffla rCiv lovdaiuv), as the Syriac actually reads

(probably a fortunate conjecture). If our Greek letter

is a translation from the Hebrew or the Aramaic, as

seems not unlikely (see next col., begin.), the mistake

would be very easy.
This second letter is, moreover, from beginning to

end a document of very considerable interest. Its

several parts,
a which seem at first sight to have little to

do with one another or with the avowed purpose of the

whole, are all found on closer examination to be written

with the aim of showing the true importance of the

Maccabaean feast of the Dedication. The writer sets

himself the task of demonstrating at length its historical

significance ; indicating at the same time in other ways
the analogy between the Maccabsean period and the other

principal epochs of the nation s life. In fact, the whole
letter might well be entitled : The Antecedents of the

Hanukka in Jewish Sacred History.
One feature of the writer s demonstration deserves

especial notice : namely, the extent to which it is based

on the conception of the Dedication (tyKa.ivHTfj.os) as a
restoration of the sacred fire to the altar and the temple.

3

Evidently at that time this idea had a most prominent
place (perhaps the central place) in current Jewish
thought regarding the origin and meaning of this feast.

Apparently, also, the writer could take it for granted
that his readers were perfectly familiar with this feature

of the restoration of the worship by Judas, as well as

with the manner of observing the feast. In the passage
28-14 the nature of the writer s argument can best be
seen as he attempts to establish the series : Moses,
Solomon, Nehemiah, Judas Maccabasus

;
each of whom

was connected with the miraculous appearance or re

newal of the sacred fire. See also 2 1, cp 1 19 (Jeremiah,
Nehemiah, Judas). Another point in which Judas is

the legitimate successor of Jeremiah and Nehemiah,
namely, the preserving and handing down of the sacred

writings, is emphasised in 2 iff. 13 f.
The question of the authenticity of the two letters is

not easily answered. It has been shown in ja that

7b Their
l^e contents f each correspond perfectly

authenticity.
with their respective dates (143 B.C. for

the first; 124 B.C. for the second), and
with their avowed purpose. It can hardly be doubted,

moreover, that the motive which produced these

writings was felt as strongly in Jerusalem as in

Egypt. There is nothing improbable in the supposition
that many such letters were actually sent. Regarding
the first letter, it must be said that its very common
place character argues in its favour. It can best be
understood on the supposition that it is in fact just
what it professes to be. The second letter is for the
most part a collection of incredible stories ; and this

fact makes it less likely that it was official in any true

sense. Still, it could hardly be claimed that all official

writings of the Jerusalem Jews were worthy of credence
;

or that a scribe with a thesis in religious history to

prove, and a vivid imagination, always expressed the
soberest views of those whom he represented. Perhaps
the most that can be said of this letter is that it may
well be genuine, in spite of the appearances against it ;

and that it undoubtedly had been influential among
the Jews of Egypt.

Scholars have generally agreed that the two letters

1 See Gfrorer, Philo . die jiidisch-alexandrinische Theo-
sophie ft}, 271^; Dahne, Jiidisch - alexandrinische Religions-
philosophic , lT$ff.\ Schurer, 2 760^That is to say, those comprised in 1 is-2 18 ; 1 10-17 s

merely introductory.
3 Cp also the Arabic 2 Mace. 9

; Wellh. in Der arabische
Josippus, 14.
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are of diverse authorship (see Grimm, 24 ; Rosters,
Th.T, 1898, p. 76); regarding the language in which
each was written, on the other hand, there has been

great difference of opinion. See Grimm, 23 f. ; Ewald,
Gesch., 46io. Whilst it has not been shown in the case
of either letter that the character of the Greek necessi

tates the conclusion that it is a translation, yet in view
of the large number of Semitic idioms, and the fre

quency of such obscure expressions as seem to suggest
a careless translation, it is on the whole most probable
that both were written in Aramaic or Hebrew. In 1 10

and Judas for of the Jews has already been men
tioned as possibly due to careless transcription of a
Semitic text. In I6g KCU vvv was pronounced by Ewald

(I.e. )
absichtliche Nachbildung der hebraischen Farbe.

In 1 16 hewed in pieces (fj.f\rj iroiriaavrfs) reminds us

of the Aramaic phrase (j
Din nay) in Dan. 2s 829. The

difficulties in 1 18 are probably to be solved by making
the verse end with the word feast of tabernacles

(&amp;lt;nc

i

&amp;gt;7i 07r?7 y cis), and taking the remaining words (KCLI

TOV Trvpbs . . . Ovalas) as the superscription of the

long discussion which occupies the remainder of the

letter (so the Syr., quite correctly).
1 This and the

following sentences have then a distinctly Semitic sound.

See also the (doubtful) evidence of such passages as

171923 26 (connection of clauses) 17 f. Ewald (I.e.)

regarded it as certain that the translator of the second
letter was the epitomist himself. For a fuller discussion

of this whole question, see ZATW 20236-239.
There seems to be no good reason for doubting that

it was the epitomist himself that prefixed these two
letters to the book. It is of course possible to suppose
that it was a later editor who at the same time inserted

the conjunction (5^, EV now
)

in 2 19. But the rest

of v. 19 certainly belongs to the writer of what follows
;

and its fitness to establish a connection between the

letters and the history is very evident. When we take

into account the tastes of the epitomist, his definite

aim in all this work
( 5), the date and address of these

letters compared with the probable date and place ofcom
position of his book, and the fact that all copies and re

censions of the work contain the letters in this position
and order, it must be pronounced extremely probable
that the epitomist himself prefixed them to 2 Mace.
The earliest attestation of 2 Mace, is in Philo s work

entitled Quod omnis probus liber, in which undoubted
... , ,. dependence on it may be recognised,

MSSand as has been fully demonstrated by

versions
Lucius

( Essenismus, 37 ff. ).
Evidence

of its influence next appears in the

Epistle to the Hebrews, 11 35 f. , where the writer has

in mind, beyond question, the narrative of 2 Mace. 618-

742. The word tortured (trvfj.iravLad^aa.i },
v. 35, is

derived from 2 Mace. 61928 ; obtain a better resurrec

tion (tva Acpen-Tocos dvao-rdaeus rvxwffiv) strongly re

minds us of 2 Mace. 7 9 ; and the word mockings

(t(jLir&amp;lt;uyfj.uv),
v. 36, was very likely suggested by 2 Mace.

7710, where it stands in close proximity to the phrase

just referred to. (See Bleek, St. u. Kr., 1853, P- 339-)

Again, the author of 3 Mace, shows himself acquainted
with the book (see col. 2881, 6) ;

whilst 4 Mace,
is wholly based upon it (see col. 2882, 2). It is

cited further by Clement of Alexandria (Strom, v. 1497),

Hippolytus (De Christo et Antichristo, chap. 49),

Origen (see reff. in Schurer, 741f. ),
and very frequently

by later writers. The stories of the martyrs, especially,

exercised an important influence among both Jews and
Christians. For references to Jewish literature see Zunz,
Gottesdienstliche Vortrdge, 123 ;

and for the later Chris

tian literature see Grimm, Comm. 133 f., and the refer

ences in Schurer, 742 (ET ii.32i4/. ). Josephus appears
to have been unacquainted with the book.

For the Greek MSS containing 2 Mace. , and for

the Syriac translation, see above, col. 2867, n, iii.

1 The Greek text of this verse in Fritzsche is an arbitrary
reconstruction.
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Apart from the Old Latin version of the book, repre
sented by the Vulgate, another Latin version is pre
served in a single codex in the Biblioteca Ambrosiana
at Milan. This has been edited by A. Peyron
(Ciceroni* orationum pro Scauro, fro Tullio, . . .

fragmenta, Stuttgart, 1824, pp. 71-125). It appears
on closer examination to be merely a painfully literal

rendering of the standard Greek text.

See APOCRYPHA, 32, and above, col. 2868, 12. The follow

ing also are to be mentioned : C. Bertheau, De sec. lib. Aface.,
Giittingen, 1829 (cited frequently by Grimm) ;

9. Literature. W. H. Rosters, De polemiek van het tweede
boek der Makkabeen (T/t. 7 12 491 558

[1878]); Schlatter, Jason von Cyrene, 1891 (see TLZ, 1893, P-

322) ; and on the letters : Gratz, L)as Sendschreiben der Palas-
tinenser an die agyptisch -judaischen Gemeinden (ATGirj,
1877, pp. 1-16, 49-60); Bruston, Trois lettres des Juifs de
Palestine (/.A TIV 10 110 ff. [1890]) ; Kosters, Strekking der
brieven in 2 Makk. (Th. T, Jan. 1898, pp. 68-76); C. C. Torrey,
Die Briefe 2 Makk. 1 i-2 18, ZA T\V 20 225^ [1900] ; B. Niese,
KriiikdtrbtidtnMakkabAerbilcher. 1900. Jn Kau., Die Apokr.
u.

Pseutief-igr., 1898, 2 Mace, is translated, etc., by Kamphausen.
On the historical contents cp A. Biichler, Die Tobiaden u. die
Oniaden im II. Mukkabaerbuche, etc., 1899. c. C. T.

THIRD MACCABEES
The title 3 Maccabees is unfortunate, for the book

professes to record events which occurred during the

1 Title
re Sn f Ptolemy (IV.) Philopator (222-204
B.C.). That it should have been classed

as Maccabrean is due to its being a narrative of per
secution of the Jews by a foreign king.

1

The book is a religious novel having for its subject
the triumph of the Jews over their enemies through

2 Co t nt
fnvme intervention. Their persecutor is

the Egyptian king, out of whose hands

they are delivered by a series of marvellous occurrences.
The narrative runs as follows :

After his victory over Antiochus the Great at Raphia (217
B.C.), Ptolemy visits Jerusalem, and tries to enter the temple, in

spite of the frantic opposition of priests and people. Just as
he is on the point of executing his purpose, he is stricken from
heaven, and falls to the ground (1 1-224). Returning to Alex
andria, bent on revenge, he assembles all the Jews of Egypt
and shuts them up in the great hippodrome, where they are to
be butchered together. It is necessary, however, first to write
down their names. This proves an endless task because of
their immense number ; before it can be finished the supply of
writing materials in Egypt is exhausted, and the Jews are
saved for the present (225-4 21). The king then devises a new
plan. Five hundred elephants, made frantic with wine, are to
be let loose upon the Jews in the hippodrome. The execution
of this order is hindered in various ways. On the first day, the

king oversleeps. On the second day, being caused by God to

forget all that had happened, he suddenly calls the Jews his
best friends, and reproves those who remind him of his decree.

Finally, on the third day, as the sentence is about to be exe
cuted, two angels appear, terrifying the king and his officers,
and causing the elephants to turn upon the men of his army
and trample them to death (5 1-621). The scale is now com
pletely turned in favour of the Jews. They are set free at once ;

the king provides for them a great banquet lasting seven days ;

and a solemn proclamation in their favour is sent out. With
the royal permission, they kill more than three hundred rene
gades of their nation, then return to their homes with great joy,
after erecting a monument in memory of their deliverance, and
setting apart the days on which it was effected to be celebrated
henceforth (6 22-7 23).

It is plain from this synopsis that the book contains
little more than a collection of the most incredible

fables. Moreover, the details of the narrative are for

the most part so absurd and so self-contradictory as to

be merely grotesque. The story is not told with the
skill that might give it, at least in part, the air of

plausibility ;
the author only heaps one exaggeration

upon another.

The book as we have it is evidently not complete ;

the beginning is missing. This appears not only from

3 The llle Penin words Now when Philo-

begmning lost.
Pator (6

,,^
*A&amp;lt;*-lP). but also from

distinct allusions to a preceding portion
of narrative which the book no longer contains. The
most striking examples are 1 1, from those who re

turned
; 12, the [above mentioned] plot ; 225, the

1 Some have thought to find another title in the problematic
ir-roAs^ou icd, which appears in connection with Maicica/Saiica

/3i/3Aia in the Synopsis of Athanasius. See below, 7.
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boon companions already mentioned. The character
and extent of the missing portion can be inferred with

probability from the indications afforded by the book
in its present form. The story is concerned mainly
with the triumph of the Jews over their persecutors.
This part of the narrative seems to be complete ; there
is nothing to indicate that any other tale of persecution
had preceded, whilst the contrary impression is plainly
given by 18^ 225 ff., etc. The missing portion was
probably of the same general character as 1 1-7 i.e.,

it formed with it the introduction to the story of the

Jews. It must have included some mention of the

following items: (i) Character of Ptolemy and his

companions, (z) Condition of the Jews in Egypt (prob
ably). (3) Antecedents of the war with Antiochus.

(4) The plot against Ptolemy s life. All this might
have been contained in a single short chapter ;

and it

is probable that this much, and no more, has been

accidentally lost. On this supposition, the book, with
its elaborate historical introduction, uniform contents,
and impressive close, is seen to have been a well-

rounded composition, complete in itself; not a frag
ment of a larger work. l

The original language of 3 Mace, was Greek, beyond
question. Its author had at his command an unusually

4 Language
lar

?
e vocabulaiT (

see the introduction in

and stvle
( *rmim

)
an^ considerable resources of

y rhetoric. Still, the result of his labours
is far from pleasing. The style is bombastic and in

flated to the last degree ; everything is embellished and
exaggerated. The impression made by the literary
form of the book is thus similar to that gained from its

contents
;

it is an insipid and wearisome production,
with hardly any redeeming features.

The question whether the narrative of 3 Mace, is to

any considerable extent to be taken seriously can hardly
_ TT-J. ._..,.,, arise. The beginning of the book sounds
o. Xiis toriCcii ,

,
1- i i_ i i , i.

, . like history ; but the providing of some
such introduction, or background, is a

necessary feature of the construction of any historical

romance. It is quite another question whether the

principal narrative, dealing with the fortunes of the

Jews, has any basis of fact. There is to be noticed

especially the striking resemblance between the story
of the Jews deliverance from the intoxicated elephants
and the account given by Josephus (c. Ap. 2 5), of
certain events of the reign of Ptolemy (VII.) Physcon.
According to Josephus s account, which is very brief,

the king assembled and bound all the Jews of Alex

andria, and exposed them to be trampled upon by his

elephants, which he had made drunk. The elephants,
however, turned upon his own men and killed many of
them. Moreover, the king saw a fearful apparition
which caused him to cease from his purpose. It is

added that the Jews of Alexandria have been accus
tomed to celebrate this day of their deliverance. Obvi

ously, we have here the same story, only reduced to

its simplest form, and told of a different king. It must
be remarked, also, that the fabulous character of the

story is not done away with even in the form given by
Josephus ;

2 and further, that it does not fit well into

the setting he has given it. There is certainly a literary

relationship of some kind between the two versions

(notice especially the mention of the apparition in

Josephus, corresponding to the angels of 3 Mace.
) ;

and as Josephus was evidently unacquainted with

3 Mace., the explanation of the correspondence would
seem to be this, that a current popular tale, already
fixed in form, was used by both writers. Whether
this tale had any basis of fact, it is useless to inquire.
We cannot even be confident that such a day of deliver

ance was actually observed in Egypt ; for this feature

1 Ewald s theory (GVI 4611-614), that 3 Mace, is a fragment
of a historical work of considerable extent, is quite destitute of

probability.
2 See, in defence of the version given by Josephus, Whiston,

Authentick Records, Pt. i., vooff.
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MACCABEES (FOURTH BOOK)
of both versions may well have been due to a mere

fiction of the older tale. Cp Judith 1631 (Lat. Vulg. ).

There is thus no evidence that the statements of this

book regarding the Jews and their history rest on a

foundation of fact. 1

That the author of 3 Mace, was an Alexandrine Jew
is made exceedingly probable both by the contents

and by the evidence of language and style.
&amp;gt;r The knowledge of Egyptian affairs displayed

and date.
is ajso worthy of not ice . (See Abrahams

in JQff, Oct. 1896, 39/0 Regarding the date of

composition, no very definite conclusion is possible.

To look for a historical occasion for the writing of an

edifying story such as this is quite useless. 2
It is not

at all necessary to suppose that the Jews of Egypt were

in any especial need of comfort or encouragement at the

time when 3 Mace, was composed. The author gives

evidence of acquaintance with 2 Mace, (see the proof in

Grimm, 214, 220), and once (66) cites the Book of

Daniel in its later form, with the apocryphal additions.

It is therefore quite unlikely that the book was written

earlier than the last century u. c.
;
on the other hand,

i can hardly have been written later than the first

century A. D.

The book 3 Mace. is found in most MSS of the

LXX, including the two uncials A and V. It was also

... included in the Syriac translation of
7. Attes ion.

the Scriptures on the other hand, it

seems to have been for a long time unknown in the

Western church. There are no traces of any Latin

version earlier than the one made for the Complutensian

Polyglot (1517).
No early Jewish writer shows any sign of acquaintance

with 3 Mace. The earliest witness to it in Christian

literature is the catalogue of biblical books in the Codex
Claromontanus (probably third cent.).

3

In the fourth century 3 Mace, is attested (here also indirectly)

by Cod. K, which contains i Mace. and 4 Mace., but neither

of the two intermediate books. It is next mentioned by Philo-

storgius (Photius
1

Epitome, 1 i)and Theodoret (( oiimt. in Dan.
11 7) ; the former pronouncing it unworthy of credence, the

latter appealing to it as trustworthy history. The other in

stances of its early attestation are in Eastern lists of the OT
books (but never in any list originating in the Latin church).
Thus it appears in canon 85 (or 76) of the Apostolic Canons
(5th cent.);* in the Stichometry of Nicephorus ; in the list of
the sixty canonical books ; and in the so-called Synopsis of
Athanasius. 5

The Greek text of 3 Mace, has been printed re

peatedly.
In Holmes and Parsons, VT Grtrcum, vol. 5 : Bagster s

Apocrypha, Greek and Knglish ; Tischendorfs LXX, vol. 2 ;

Fritzsche, I.ibri apocr. VT ; Swete s LXX, vol. 3 (text of A,
collated with V) ; and in most of the other editions of LXX or

Apocrypha.

The Syriac translation, which is quite free, seems to

have been the only old version of the book made from
the Greek. Printed in the London Polyglot, vol. 4,

and in Lagarde s Apocr. Syriace.

Grimm, Drittes Buck tier Maccabder, 1857 (the one thorough
commentary); the works on the Apocrypha (trans, and comm.)

by Bissell, 1880, and Zockler, 1891 ; trans-

8. Literature, lations in Cotton, Bagster, Churton, Dyse-
rihck, Reuss, and Kautzsch (see above, col.

2868, 12). See also Ewald, GVI V) 4511-614 ! Schiirer, GJV
2 743^ (ETii., 8216^); Abrahams, The Third Book of the

Maccabees, JQK, Oct. 1896, pp. 39-58, 1897, pp. T,^ff. , Willrich,

1
See, for an attempt to find some historical value in the

book, Abrahams in \\\zJQR, Oct. 1896, pp. 39^! Cp also Deiss-

mann, Bibelstudien, 189=;, pp. 258^2
Regarding the attempts (especially that of Ewald) to find

such an occasion, see Grimm, 2i6_/f ; Schiirer (
2|

,
2 744f.

3 Through some accident the liber tertius has fallen out
before the liber quartus ; but it is none the less attested. See
Zahn, Gesch. i/es NT Kanons, 2 157^

4
Zahn, op. cit., 192 ; Funk, Apostol. Konstitutionen, 204,7?

It has been customary to cite this as the earliest attestation of
3 Mace.

5 The text of this last passage is troublesome. See Credner,
Zur Gesch. des Kanons (1847), p. 144, and Zahn, op. cit., 317.
The reading is Ma&amp;lt;c:aauca. /3i/3Aia S llroAcfiatica. Credner
wished to read &amp;lt;cal in place of S

,
and to regard llrcA. as referring

t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; 3 Mace. Zahn, on the contrary, would retain the S and read
17-oAe/u.iica (1).

1. Title.
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Juden u. Griechen, i^ff. , Deissmann, Bibelstudien, 1895, pp.
258 ff. ; and the text-books of Introduction which include the

OT Apocrypha. c. C. T.

FOURTH MACCABEES
The so-called Fourth Book of Maccabees is a com

position of homiletical character, receiving its title from
the fact that the principal part of its material

is based on the story of the Maccabasan

martyrs told in 2 Mace. 6 18-7 42. By many early
Christian writers (see 4) the work was attributed to

the Jewish historian Flavius Josephus, in the manu

scripts and editions of whose writings it is commonly
included. It therefore frequently receives a correspond

ing title, even in many manuscripts of LXX. 1
Finally,

as it partakes of the nature of a treatise, and has a

definitely stated subject (an unusual circumstance), it

appears at an early date with the appropriate super

scription Trepi avroKparopos \oyiafjLov,
2 On the Supreme

Power of Reason (see 2). The oldest form of

the title, however, seems to have been simply Mct/cKa-

fiaiuv d ; the form found in the oldest MSS of LXX
(including the three uncials which contain the book),
and attested by the list of the Cod. Claromont. ,

Eusebius (indirectly),
3 and Philostorgius.

The author states his subject, or thesis, plainly at

the start. He wishes to show that the pioias reason is

absolute master of the passions (li, cp
2. Contents.

v. 13 18 2, etc.
).

In a brief introductory passage, he indicates the scope of the

question, and the nature of the chief illustration which he
intends to use for his argument (1 1-11). He further states, in a

single sentence (1 12), the general plan of his discourse ; first, a

philosophical discussion of the main proposition (vn-oSetris) ;

then, the illustration afforded by the history of the martyrs.
The remainder of the book thus falls into two parts,

(i. )
The philosophical discussion (1 13-818). The various

terms are defined, and one after another the passions
are considered, with the attempt to show that all are

under the control of the reason, (ii. )
The story of the

martyrs, with the lessons to be learned from it (3 ig-end).
This part of the book is based on 2 Mace, chaps. 3-7. After

a brief introduction (3 19-21), the narrative of 2 Mace, is re

produced, in much abridged form, as follows : 41-14 = 2 M. 3,
4

4 15-21 = 2 M. 4 1-17, 422-25 = 2 M. 5 1-6 u.
The discourse on the sufferings and triumph of the

Jewish martyrs, constituting three-fourths of the whole

book, to which the preceding is merely introductory,

begins with chap. 5. Its frame-work is an expanded
version of 2 Mace. 6 18-7 42.

The following divisions are more or less distinctly marked :

1. Narrative of the trial and torture of the aged priest Eleazar

(5 1-6 30).
2. Lessons drawn by the author from this narrative (6 31-7 23).

3. Description of the torture of the seven youths (8 i-12 20).

4. Author s comments on their fortitude (13 i-14 10).

5. Reflections on the sufferings and constancy of the mother

(14 n-17 6).

6. Conclusion (17 7-18 24).

The integrity of the last chapter has generally been

called in question by scholars of the present century,
_ , ., for reasons which appear at first sight to

teg be strong. The mother s exhortation,

186-ig, seems to be a disconnected piece, joined neither

to the preceding nor to what follows. It is, moreover,
in some respects a repetition of the similar exhortation

contained in 1616-23. Accordingly, W. Lowth (see
Hudson s Josephus ii. 14 n [1720]) and Dahne (see

below, 9) concluded that the book originally ended
with 18s [6fl]. Others went farther. The contrasts

and correspondences between 1720-24 and 183-5 at

tracted attention. It was argued that the latter passage,
so far as it is parallel in contents with the former, is

superfluous, whilst the statement regarding Antiochus

in 18s is not in keeping with that found in Ylz-^f.

It was further observed that in MSS and editions of

1 On these various titles, see Grimm, Comm. z^if. , Freu-
denthal (see 9), 117-120.

2 So in both Euseb. and Jerome (see 6).
3 See the quotation in 8.

4 In the story of Heliodorus, the name Apollonius is

substituted
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Josephus the last chapter begins with 18s, and that in

fact with 182 a stopping-place seems to be reached.

Accordingly, Hudson (Josephus ii. 14 n), Gfrorer (see
below, 9), and Grimm, 1 followed in recent times by
most of those who have discussed 4 Mace. ,

2
regarded

18z as the original close of the book, and all that

follows as a later addition.

The evidence is far from conclusive. 182 would
make a weak and unsatisfactory ending for such a

homily as this ; on the other hand, the passage 1820-24,
which is exactly in the style of our author, and against
which no one has been able to raise any objection, is in

every way suited to the place where it stands. 3 The
incongruity between 1720-24 and 183-5 is only apparent;
both statements regarding Antiochus were useful for the

author s argument, each in its place ;
the one by no

means excluding the other. The way in which the

mention of the king s fate is terminated at 18s sounds

abrupt ;
but it must be borne in mind that the writer

was addressing those who were perfectly familiar with

the story of Antiochus s death in Persia
;

the barest

allusion to it would be sufficient. As for the mother s

exhortation, 186-19, the lack of any connection on
either hand must be admitted. It seems at first sight
to be decidedly out of place, the more so in view of

16 16-23.
4 When the nature of the composition is borne

in mind, however, it may appear that the very abrupt
ness of transition in these closing paragraphs had its

purpose. Having finished his argument, the author
wished to construct a peroration that should be as

impressive as possible. This he accomplished with

skill, by causing to pass before the mind of his hearers,

in the passage 186-19, a rapid panorama of the national

heroes, combined with an ideal picture of their own
family life. Having thus brought the lesson of his

discourse home to them in a way that could hardly fail

to stir them profoundly, he had prepared the way for

the short but most effective paragraph with which the

book ends.

That the author of 4 Mace, was a Jew, who is here

addressing his countrymen, is everywhere manifest (see,

4 Author
e g- 18l&amp;gt; cp liz 17l9 23. etc -)- The
opinion of many early writers,

8 that he
and date. , .?

,was no other than Flavins Josephus, is

certainly erroneous ; as appears not only from the lack

of any resemblance to Josephus style, but also from
the fact that 2 Mace.

, which is here so extensively
used, was plainly unknown to Josephus. The reason

why the ascription was made can only be conjectured.
6

From the character of the language of 4 Mace, (see 6),

the thorough acquaintance with the Greek rhetorical

schools shown by its author, the emphasis laid by him

(at least in appearance) on the study of philosophy (1 1
;

cp 56-u, etc.), and the training which he evidently

presupposes in his hearers, it is possible to draw at

least the conclusion, that it was written in some city
where the Jews were for the most part completely
Hellenised. It is most natural to think of Alexandria,

especially in view of the importance given in the book
to 2 Mace. , nearly or quite all of the earliest references

to which come, directly or indirectly, from that city

(Philo, 3 Mace. , Hebrews, Clem. Alex., Origen ; see
1 See his arguments in the excursus at the end of his Comm..

2 Freudenthal (pp. cit., 155-159), arguing in ingenious but
arbitrary fashion, concludes that 18 6-19 and 1722-24 are inter

polations, and that in these places considerable passages of the

original have been lost.

3 So also Freudenthal.
4 It cannot be said, however, that the one passage makes

the other superfluous. They differ from each other almost as

widely as possible. It should also be observed (what some have
overlooked) that neither is properly the fulfilment of the promise
in 127.

5 Eusebius, Jerome, Philostorgius, and others ; besides the
titles of a good many MSS. See below, 8 ; also Grimm,
29i_/C ; Freudenthal, 117Jf.

6 Some (e.g., Kwald) have supposed the ascription to be
a mistake due to the fact that the name of the author of 4 Mace.
was Joseph.
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above, col. 2874, 6). There is nothing in the book,
however, that could be called specifically Alexandrine,
and it is quite possible that its author lived and wrote
in some other city.

As for the date of 4 Mace., the grounds for reaching
a conclusion are the same as in the case of 3 Mace.

(q. v.
).

It was probably written either shortly before,

or shortly after, the beginning of the Christian era.

In form, as in contents, 4 Mace, is a sermon, or

homily. The attitude of its author is everywhere that

5 Literarv
^ one w^ s delivering a formal address

V
t

to an audience. In the opening words,
he speaks of himself in the first person

and of his hearers in the second person, and continues
to do this in the sequel. In 18 1 he addresses his

hearers, men of Israel, in the vocative. Rhetorical

devices and turns of expression such as belong properly
to an oration are frequent e.g., 819 7 6 ff. 101413
17 *ff., etc. Moreover, it is plain from the words of

1 12, I will now speak . . . as I have been -wont to do
that the author at least wishes to represent himself as

before those whom he is accustomed to address in this

same formal way. It is quite evident from the manner
and tone of the whole composition that the object aimed
at was less to gain intellectual assent to a proposition
than to give a religious impulse. In short, we have
before us the discourse of a Jewish preacher, who was a
man of culture, and (apparently) one accustomed to

speak with authority. It is not, however, a homily
of the kind made familiar to us by Philo and the early
Christian fathers, consisting chiefly of a running com
mentary on some portion of Scripture. It differs, in

fact, from all such compositions, Jewish or Christian,

that have come down to us, in the manner in which it

combines Greek and Jewish literary forms. 1
It is indeed

based on Scripture (2 Mace, was certainly regarded by
the author as belonging to the national sacred literature),
as its true foundation

; but at the same time, the formal

subject is a philosophical proposition, laid down at the

beginning and kept in view throughout, after the

manner of a Greek rhetorical exercise. As both the

Jewish and the Greek elements appear at their best,

and are handled in a. masterly manner, we may regard
the book as a characteristic product of Hellenistic

culture of the best type. Whether it may be taken

as a specimen of sermons actually delivered in the

synagogue is a question that cannot be answered with

certainty, because of our very meagre knowledge of

Greek-Jewish customs in this regard. We know of

nothing to forbid the supposition, however ; and the

writing before us must be regarded as furnishing very

strong evidence for the affirmative.

The plan of the discourse is carefully thought out,

and follows in general the rules of the Greek rhetori

cians. 2 The literary skill and taste shown by the writer

deserve in the main high praise. He writes with

dignity, and an evident consciousness of mastery. The
rhetorical power which he exhibits is very considerable.

The one great blemish in the book, from the modern

point of view, is its detailed description (exaggerated
far beyond the bounds of reason

)
of the horrible tortures

to which the martyrs were subjected. Though such

descriptions were doubtless in accordance with the taste

of that day (cp especially the abundant examples of the

kind in the early Christian literature), they are quite
intolerable now ; and as a considerable part of the

book is thus occupied, the defect is fatal.

In literary style and use of language, the writer of

_ 4 Mace, shows himself a master. Of

ff of
U
f^

e
a &quot; l^e specimens of Hellenistic Greek

ana s&amp;gt; y .

t^at nave been preserved, this stands

among the very foremost in point of excellence. The
1 The nearest parallel in many respects a striking one is the

Epistle to the Hebrews.
2 See especially Freudenthal, i*& ff., and the lit. referred to in

Kautzsch, Apocr. u. Pseudep. 2 156. Cp also von Soden on the

Epistle to the Hebrews (Holtzmann s Hand-komientar\-\ (&amp;gt;ff.).



MACCABEES (FOURTH BOOK)
style is well suited to the matter, simple in the narrative

portions, and rhetorical where this quality is in place.

It is smooth, flowing, and vigorous, always highly

finished, and rarely overloaded. Well constructed

periods abound. In the use of classical constructions

(e.g. ,
the optative mood),

1 the writer stands almost

alone among Jewish Greek authors. His style and
diction do not seem to have been influenced by the LXX,
though he occasionally quotes from it (25191719);
Hebraisms are almost totally wanting ; #-7ra \ey6fJLfva

are unusually abundant (see the list in Grimm, 287 ;

supplemented by Freudenthal, 28, n.
).

It has already been observed that 4 Mace, partakes
of the nature of a philosophical treatise. It has for its

p,
.. starting-point a formal thesis, stated and

.
i

&quot;

j defined in more or less technical language
ipmcai ana

at t^e outset) an(j j.ept m v jew throughout
religious the who [e coniposition. Both in its
character. , , ,

general plan and in its phraseology it

shows plainly the influence of the Greek schools.

Moreover, its author consciously assumes the attitude

of a champion of the study of philosophy (li), and
it is plain that he wishes to make prominent the philo

sophical side of his discourse, though aiming primarily
at giving religious instruction. See, for example, 1 1

56-n 7i8, etc. The decidedly Stoic colouring of his

philosophy is worthy of notice, moreover. See especially
the four cardinal virtues

(&amp;lt;ppovr]&amp;lt;Tis, Si/ccuocrwr?, dvSpeia,

ffu(f&amp;gt;poavvTj, Ii8; cp 12-6 223 622 /. 15?), and for

further evidence, the thorough discussion in Freudenthal,

37 ff- On the other hand, it is plain that 4 Mace, is

far from representing any particular school
;
nor does

its author appear as the advocate of any system
made up from combined Greek and Jewish elements.

His philosophy is merely a part of his general culture
;

his faith is not essentially modified by it. The religion
which he preaches here is Judaism of the most thorough
going type, somewhat enriched from Greek thought,
but none the less loyal. His chief aim in this discourse

is to inspire his hearers by the example of the constancy
and devotion of the Maccaboean martyrs. In drawing
the lesson he displays the most ardent patriotism, and
a zeal for the ceremonial law worthy of any Pharisee.

The motive that actuated these heroes was not so much
the hope of gaining eternal life as the purpose to

perform their duty (12iz; cp 5i6^ 614^ ^^ 9is
13 16). They died in behalf of a cause, in support of

the law, in obedience to God ; by their death, more
over, they wrought deliverance for their nation (In
1719-23 184). In this connection the writer gives

expression to a doctrine which is one of the most

interesting features in the book on the side of its

theology : namely the belief that the death of a martyr
is in some way an expiatory offering for his people
(6291721; cp 2 Mace. 7 37 f. ).

The eschatology of the book is also of especial interest.

As was of course to be expected, the doctrine of the

immortality of the soul is given a prominent place.
What is emphasised by the writer, however, is not the
belief in the resurrection from the dead, as in 2 Mace.,
but rather the doctrine that all souis, whether righteous
or wicked, exist for ever after death. The good shall

be in eternal happiness together (17 18), with the fathers
of Israel (637), and with God (98 17 18). The wicked
shall be in eternal torment (9g lOii 12i2 13is), burning
in eternal fire (9g 12 12). Cp ESCHATOLOGY, 77.
The personal earnestness and enthusiasm of the

writer are manifest at every point. He is a true

preacher, not a mere rhetorician, and the present dis

course is something very different from a formal
exercise. He shows himself thoroughly acquainted
with the Hebrew scriptures, and assumes that his

hearers are. The reference in 188 to the serpent, the
evil spirit (cp Wisd. 224) of Gen. 3, is worthy of notice ;

so also is the expression the rib that was built up
1 See Grimm, 287^

288?

(referring to the story of Eve), in 187. The whole

passage 18 f&amp;gt; /. gives us very interesting glimpses of

Jewish family life of the writer s own day.
The verdict of Freudenthal, who thought to find in

4 Mace, a good many Christian interpolations, has
created a somewhat erroneous impression of it in this

respect. As a matter of fact, the only apparent
instances of the kind worthy of notice are 7 19 1625 (cp,

however, 15s) and 13 17 (three words). These seem to

be mere expansions of the text by Christian scribes,

without importance of their own and adding nothing
to the teaching of the book.

Eusebius, in speaking of the works of the Jewish historian
Flavius Josephus, mentions 4 Mace, in the following words:

. , , , . TreTTOiryrai 6e xai aAAo OUK a.yevvk&amp;lt;i &amp;lt;jTrovSa.iru.aL

8. Attestation.
T(? ivSpi [viz . Josephlls] fy oAmtodro^o,

Text and. AoyioyioC, o rices Mafoca/Sac icbi/ tTreypai^ap
Versions. rV TOVS aywi-as rill ev TOIS oiira) KaAoujixeVois

MaKKa/Jaiicois ervyypaju(xa&amp;lt;rt virep Trjs fis TO
0eio eixre/Sia? ai/Spio-a^ieVwi K/3patW jreptex* 1 &quot; (flist. eccles.

iii. 10 6). Jerome, De viris illustr., chap. 13 (Josephus), speaks
of it in very similar terms: Alius quoque liber ejus, qui
inscribitur Trepl auTO/cparopos Aoytauov valde elegans habetur,
in quo et Machabseorum sunt digesta martyria. Again, contra

Pelagianos, 26, he quotes 4 Mace. 3 5 ; this time also naming
Josephus as the author of the book. Gregory Naz.

,
Hontil. in

Aiacc., cites the book as 17 $i/3Ao? Trepi TOU auroKparopa eli/ai

Ttav TraOtav TOV
\oyt&amp;lt;rfj.bv (f&amp;gt;i\ocro&amp;lt;j)OV(ra.

In Photius Kpitome of

Philostorgius, chap. 1, occur the words : TO
/uei&amp;gt; TtYapTOi/ TO&amp;gt;I

MaKKa/BaiKwc /3i/3At oi&amp;gt; VTCO IwarJTrou yeypatpSai (cat atiTOS

[Philostorgius] &amp;lt;rui 0^oAoyu/ oi^ MTTOptai /uoAAoi TJ tyK&amp;lt;ufjiLOi&amp;gt;

flvaC
&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;ir]cri.

TO Trepi TOJ&amp;gt; EAea^apoi /cat TOU? CTTTO. Tratfiay TOVS

Majc/caj3aiov Sojyov ju.ei oi .

The book appears as 4 Mace. (see i) in the list of the Cod.
Claromontanus (original of the third century V), the Catalogue
of the sixty Canonical Books, and the so-called Synopsis of
Athanasius (see above, col. 2881, 7), and is contained in the

Greek uncials N, A, and V.
For information regarding the MSS containing the book

MSS both of the LXX and of Josephus works see Grimm,
2f)$ff., and especially Freudenthal, 120-127.
The first printed text of the book, that of the Strasburg LXX

of 1526, was based on a single very poor MS (Freudenthal,
i27yC). It became nevertheless the basis of the vulgar text,

printed in many Greek Bibles of the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries, and in many editions of Josephus ; e.g., that of

Basel, 1544; those of Lloyd (Luidus), Oxford, 1590; Hudson,
1720; and the later editions based on the Hudson text (Din-
dorf [1845-47], ar&quot;l especially Bekker [1855-56], improved it con

siderably). A recension differing from this, based on the Alex
andrine Cod., was represented by the LXX editions of Grabe,
1719, and Grabe-Breitinger, 1731 ; and by Apel, Apocr. yT&quot;,

1837. More recently, the book has been printed in Bagster s

Apocrypha Greek andEnglish (1882) ;
in Fritzsche s Libriapocr.

VT, 1871 (a decided improvement on all preceding editions of

4 Mace.) ;
and in Swete s LXX (Cod. A, with variants of N and

V). The text of the book is still in a very unsatisfactory con

dition, however. Much remains to be done, by collating new
MSS (only a comparatively small number of those available

having thus far been used), by making use of the Syriac version

(see below), and by conjectural emendation.

Nothing is known of any old Latin version of 4 Mace., or
even of the sources used by Erasmus in making his Latin

paraphrase, which differs so widely from our Greek text. See

Grimm, 296 ; Freudenthal, 133 ; Churton, 564. The old Syriac
translation is contained in the Peshitta, Cod. AntbrosianvS

(published by Ceriani, 1876-83), and has recently been edited

from nine MSS in Bensly s The Fourth Book ofMaccabees and
Kindred Documents in Syriac, 1895. This translation, which is

generally faithful and well executed, is seen to agree with ft

rather than with A (Bensly, 14) ;
but its more exact relation

to the Greek texts has yet to be determined.
The only commentary on the whole book is that of Grimm,

1857 ; an excellent piece of work. Zockler s Apokryphen, 396-

402, gives a translation, with commentary, of

9. Literature, the introductory part of the book, 1 i-3 ia

Bissell (6377*;) furnishes only a brief intro

duction. English translations in Cotton, Bagster, and Churton

(see above, col. 2868, 12). German translations in the Biblio-

thek der griechischen 11. romischen Schriftsteller fiber Juden-
tlium u. Juden, vol. ii. (1867), and (by Deissmann, with many
useful notes) in Kautzsch s Apocr. u. Pseudepig. A very

thorough monograph by Freudenthal, Die Fl. Josephus bci-

gelegte Schrift iiber die Herrschaft der I ernuti/t (1869).

See also Gfrorer, Philo und die alexandrinische Theosophie,

2173-200 (1831); Dahne, Die jiidisch- alexandrinische Re-

ligions-philosophie, 2190-199, (1834); Ewald, (TF/I3 ), \dyiff. ,

Gratz, MGIVJ (1877), pp. 454^. ; Zeller, Die Philosophic der

GriechenP), 82(1881), pp. 275-277 ; Bensly, The Fourth Book

ofMace, in Syriac, 1895 ; and the text-books of Introduction.

5 MACCABEES. See i MACCABEES, n.
c. c. T.
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MACEDONIA MACHI
MACEDONIA (MAKCAON i &amp;lt;\,

Acts 16 1012 etc. Com
bined with mention of Achaia Acts 1!) 21 Rom. 15 26 2 Cor. 9 2

1 Thess. 1 7 f. The ethnic is MajctStav Acts 16 9 19 29 272
2 Cor. .4 i Mace. 1 i l&amp;gt;2 2 Mace. 820; applied to Haman in

Esth. 924 16 10
&amp;lt;B).

The Macedonians were of Greek stock, as their

traditions and remains of their language prove. In its

_ .. original sense, Macedonia was simply the

^. plains of the lower Haliacmon (A ara-Su)
ry-

and Axius (I ardar], on the N. and NW.
of the Thermaic Gulf (Gulf of Salonica). The old

capital was Edessa, or /Egce, on a terrace above the river

Lydias, overlooking the sea. Gradually the Macedonians
extended their power westward and northward over the

hill-tribes of Illyrian race, the Orestians, Lyncestians,
etc. The key to early Macedonian history lies in this

absence of community of tradition and race between the

Highlanders and the lowlanders (see brilliant sketch by
Hogarth, Philip and Alexander, 8/.). Not until the

accession of Philip II. (359 H.C.
)
was the unification of

Macedonia effected
; the conquest of the Greek cities of

the Chalcidic peninsula opened the door of the ^Egean
and made her a factor in Greek politics. The supremacy
of Macedonia over Greece was realised during Philip s

lifetime ; whilst that of his son saw the Macedonian

kingdom converted into a world -wide empire (cp the

sketch of the achievements of Alexander the Great with

which the history of the years 175-135 opens, i Mace,

li). Macedonia came at last into conflict with Rome.
The battle of Cynoscephalse (197 B.C.) broke the power
of Philip V., and that of Pydna (168 B.C.), in which his

son Perseus was defeated, brought the Macedonian

kingdom to an end (ref. in i Mace. 85).
The Macedonians of 2 Mace. 8 20 are probably the Mace

donians in the service of the Seleucid kings. Perhaps the word
came to be applied to the soldiers of the phalanx, with which the
Macedonian conquests were so closely associated.

The Macedonia of the NT is the Roman province
of that name. This was not constituted immediately

NT t&quot;

after the victory at Pydna ;
the country

was for a time allowed to retain a certain

degree of independence. It was broken up into four

divisions: (i) Macedonia Prima: between the Nestus
and the Strymon capital, Amphipolis. (2) M. Secunda :

between the Strymon and the Axius capital, Thessa-

lonica. (3) M. Tertia : between the Axius and the

Peneius in Thessaly capital, Pella. (4) M. Quarta :

the mountain lands on the W. capital, Pelagonia (cp

Livy, 4529/1 ; for details, see Mommsen, Hist. Rom.

ET2302/. ; silver and bronze coins MAKEAOXON
ZIPOTHS, etc., Head, Hist. .\um. 208/. ).

In 146 B.C.

Macedonia received a provincial organisation. It is not

clear that the fourfold division was entirely abolished ;

1

but the country was henceforth under the control of a

resident official, whose headquarters were in Thessa-
lonica. The province included Thessaly, and in the

other direction extended to Thrace and the river Nestus.

East and west it ran from sea to sea, for that part of

Illyria which lay between the Drilo (Drin] and the Aous
fell to it, so that the ports of Dyrrhachium and Apollonia
were Macedonian. The province also contained the

most important artery of communication in the empire
the Via Egnatia, which connected those ports with

Thessalonica and Amphipolis.
In the partition of the provinces (27 B.C.) Macedonia fell to the

Senate (Str. 840, Dio Cass. 53 12) ; but in 15 A.D. it was handed
over to the emperor (Tac. Ann. 1 76), and so continued until in

44 A.D. Claudius restored it to the Senate (Suet. Clmtd. 25, Dio
Cass. 60 24). As a senatorial province it was governed by a pro
consul of praetorian rank. Such was Macedonia when Paul
entered it (in 50 A.D.?; cp CHRONOLOGY, 71).

The entrance into Macedonia and the visit to Rome
are the two most important stages in Paul s missionary

career
; hence, looking back in the afternoon

of his life, he can speak of his work in Mace
donia as Ihe beginning of the gospel (Phil. 4 15). The

account of this breaking of new ground on the second

journey is given in great detail in Acts 169/. A new
meaning is given to the phrase a man of Macedonia

(dvrjp Ma/ce5wc) which had sounded like a knell in the

ears of the greatest Greek orator (cp Demosth. Phil.

143). If we accept Ramsay s conjecture that Luke
himself was the man seen in his vision by Paul (St. Paul
the Traveller, 202 f.), this explains also the emphasis
laid on the passage to Macedonia, for which Rarnsay
thinks it is not easy to account on strictly historical

grounds (op. cit. 198 /. ).
It is hardly true to assert

that a broad distinction between the two opposite sides

of the Hellespont as belonging to two different continents

had no existence in the thought of those who lived in

the ^Egean lands. In the second place, it was the after

events that unfolded the importance of the step now
taken ; and Lk. writes with these results in his mind.

Lastly, if Luke himself was the instrument used to direct

Paul upon his new path, we can see how even at the

moment the incident at Troas might seem the climax of

the whole journey and the entry into Macedonia bulk

largely in the writer s mind.
Paul visited Macedonia many times. Five or six years

after the foundation of the churches he revisits them

twice, as he goes and as he returns, on his third mission

ary tour (Acts 192i 20 1-3 i Cor. 1652 Cor. Ii6 2 13 7s
8 1 924). Perhaps he saw them immediately after his

first Roman imprisonment (cp Philem. 22 Phil. 224),

and yet again, before he came to Nicopolis (i Tim. 1 3).

He was surrounded by representatives sent by the three

Macedonian churches Aristarchus and Secundus from

Thessalonica, Gaius (Acts 1929 204 27z), Sopater from

Beroea (Acts 204), Epaphroditus from Philippi(Phil. 225).

The distinguishing mark of the Macedonians is their

loyalty to Paul s teaching, and their intense affection

for himself (i Thess. Is 8 36 4 9 2 Thess. 13 2 Cor. 11 9

Phil. 4 1 is/). A characteristic of Macedonia, as of

Asia Minor, is the prominence of women (cp the story
of Lydia, Acts 16 13 /, at Philippi ; also at Beroea and
Thessalonica women are specially mentioned among the

converts, Acts 1?4 12 Phil. 42 f. , those women which

laboured with me in the gospel. )
vv. j. w.

3. Paul.

1 See Leake, Northern Greece, 8487 _/&quot;
and cp the expression

used in Acts 16 1 2. See PHILIPPI.
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MACH^RUS (M&x&ipoyc- in Talm -

or, according to the \4riich, 1330 ;
but Jastrow [Diet.

of Targ. etc. 781] disputes the identification),
1 the most

southern point of the dominions of Antipas the Tetrarch,

on the E. of the Dead Sea ; according to Pliny

(HN\. 1672), the strongest Jewish castle next to Jeru
salem. It had been fortified by Alexander Jannaeus

(106-79 B.C.), and afterwards by Herod the Great, who
there built a city. There the suspicious Antipas con

fined JOHN THE BAPTIST [?..]. and there the great

prophet was executed.

In the year 70 A.D. the town seems to have harboured,

irrespective of the Jewish garrison, a population of at least

2000 men, besides women and children (see Jos. /?/vii. 64^:
cp ii. 186 lovJatW TO TrATJOos). It is the modern Mkaur (3675
ft. above the level of the Dead Sea, and 2382 ft. above that

of the Mediterranean), where extensive ruins are still to be seen.

See ZERETH-SHAHAR, and cp Keim, Jesus o/ Na.za.ra, ~336jf. ;

Schiir. Hist. i. 2 wff. ; GAS HG^f.; also Gautier, Autonrde
la Mer Morte, 1901.

MACHBANAI, RV Machbannai (^3330), one of

David s warriors; i Ch. 12i3t (/vxeAx^BANNAi [B],

-NNe&&quot; [N], M&X&BANAi [A], -NCI [14 Pesh. reads

Shephatiah ).
See DAVID, n, n. c.

MACHBENAH, RV Machbena (X333O). i Ch.

249t- See CABBON, and cp MEKONAH.

MACHI (30; MAK[X]I [B
b
AL], MAKOCI [B

ab
].

1 We. CCA, 1889, no. 8, p. 606/., suggests the identification

of the name with the Moabite nine (MIi /. 14).

2 BK may derive from -j^p and ,133 (cp BENAIAH hl.TJs), or

is it a corrupt repetition of Mishmannah (in ?. 10)? These two
could be easily confused in the older script (S. A. Cook).
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MACHIR
[F]), father of Geuel ;

Nu. ISisf. Read prob

ably Machir i.e. , Jerahmeel (Che.).

MACHIR (T3D; M&amp;lt;\x[e]iP [BADFL]). i. Son of

Manasseh, son of Joseph (Gen. 5023, E). The name,

however, is properly ethnographic. Either the gens
which bore this name was the most important of the

gentes of Manasseh this is expressed by representing

Machir as Manasseh s firstborn (Josh. 17 i i Ch. 714);

or else the whole of Manasseh was one great gens of

Machir this is symbolised by the statement that Machir

was the only son of Manasseh (Nu. 2629^ ; cp Gen.

50 23). The latter view is extremely plausible. In Gen.

5023 E tells us that Joseph saw Ephraim s children of

the third generation : the children also of Machir, the

son of Manasseh, were born upon Joseph s knees. 1

Clearly Ephraim and Machir are put upon the same

footing. Similarly in the Song of Deborah (Judg. 614)
we find Ephraim and Machir mentioned instead of

Ephraim and Manasseh. The tradition is that Machir

(i.e. the gens of Machir) went from the W. to the E.

side of Jordan and conquered Gilead (Nu. 8239 JE) ;

this is even placed in the time of Moses (cp Nu. 8240
Dt. 815, late passages). Other writers add Bashan

(Josh. 1831, P
; 17x4) R ; a gloss in the former passage

carefully says, half Gilead
).

It is also stated that

Gilead was the son of Machir (Nu. 27 1, P ; i Ch. 221 ;

cp Josh. 17 1^, R, where Machir is
ly^an 3N, father of

the Gilead, i.e. , the land of Gilead). This of course

simply means that Gilead was occupied by Machirite

(Manassite) clans. Cp Kuenen, 7/4. 7 ll(i877) pp.

483^, and notes in Oxf. Hex. vol. ii.

Was the conquest of Gilead really so ancient as to

be loosely referred to the time of Moses? Judg. 5 14 is

opposed to this
;

Machir is there equivalent to

(western) Manasseh. It is possible that we may assign
the conquest of N. Gilead to the clan of Abiezer, whose

representative in legend is GIDEON \q.v. ].

This hero is represented in Judg. 8 5-16 as the conqueror of

Succoth ; now Succoth is explained elsewhere (SUCCOTH) as a

corruption of Salecah or Salhad, the frontier-city of Bashan
towards the E. Salecah occurs, the present writer believes,
under various disguises in the genealogies of Chronicles (which
contain valuable early material, though often in a corrupted
form). Two of its most noteworthy corruptions are HAMMO
LECHETH

[?.z&amp;gt;.]
and ZELOPHEHAD {q.v.\ ; now Hammolecheth

(Salecah) is given in i Ch. 7 18 as the sister of Gilead, and
Zelophehad in v. 15 as the second son of Manasseh. Abiezer

(the eponym of Gideon s clan) is in the same context (? . 18)
called a son of Hammolecheth. It is possible that the conquest
of N. Gilead by the Machirites was marked by a desperate
fight for Salecah, and in this connection it may be remarked
that in i Ch. 7 14 Machir the father of Gilead is said to have
been the son of Manasseh by his concubine the Aramitess

(RV). Gilead should here, as in some other passages, be
Salhad (= Salecah) : the reference to the concubine is a sym

bolic indication of the subordination of the Aramaean element
in the population of NE. Gilead to the Israelitish. In Nu. 2629
(P) we read of the family of the Machirites ( V3D \ CiaXe P t ) -

See further GILEAD, MANASSEH.

As to the name Machir. Has it some connection, as

has been suggested (EPHRAIM, i), with the story of

Joseph ? Rather it is one of the many corruptions and
abbreviations of Jerahmeel ; the Machirites may have
been partly of Jerahmeelite origin. Now perhaps we
can understand why the hero who conquered Succoth

(Judg. 8) is called not only Gideon, but also Jerubbaal ;

for Jerubbaal too is very possibly an ancient corruption
of Jerahmeel. Manasseh may perhaps be a title of

the god once worshipped in the Machirite territory W.
of Jordan. Cp GAD, and see MANASSEH, 4.

2. Son of Ammiel, residing at Lo-debar, commonly
supposed to be a place on the E. of the Jordan (see

LO-DEBAR), 2 S. 94/. 1727. It has been inferred

from these two passages that Machir was a wealthy
landowner, who remained faithful to the house of Saul,
and gave a refuge to Meribbaal or Mephibosheth, though
at a later time he was ostentatiously loyal to David,
whose army he supplied with ample supplies at Maha-
naim, during the rebellion of Absalom. There is

1 On the idiom, see Stade, ZA TW6 (1886) 1467.
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reason, however, to suspect that the text of both

passages has been so seriously corrupted that no reliance

can be placed on these inferences. See SAUL, 6, and

cp MAHANAIM, MEPHIBOSHETH. T. K. c.

MACHMAS (i Mace. 973). RV MICHMASH, q.v.

MACHNADEBAI Can^D? a corruption either of

1313 \??P (Che.) or of 133130, possession of Nebo

[Ass. namkur= possession ] ;
see G. B. Gray, Exp. T,

Feb. 1899, p. 232/1 ;
but cp NEBO), one of the b ne

BANI in list of those with foreign wives (see EZRA i.,

5 end), EzralCUof. MT is practically supported by
/jLaxa-Svajlou

1

[B], ax- [N], /maxvadaa. [A]; but a read

ing Nadab (an:) is suggested by @ L
(KO.I vadajBov

[Lag.], cp K. va5a.fj.ov [19], K. vadafiov [93, io8]).
2

||
i Esd. 934 reads /cat K TWV viuv efapa (OzoRA, RV

EZORA) ffefffis K. T. X. [BA]
3 with which cp the Com-

plut. in Ezra I.e. KO.I /uax^aSa /ecu ffapova nal ffffffi

whence it appears to be not improbable that &amp;lt;S

BA read

ertp nt? (for 31330) 33O ; see SHARAI. [ Barnabas

may ultimately come from Bar-nadabu (Che. ).]

MACHPELAH (r6s3En, the Machpelah ),
a piece

of land (mB )
and a cave near Hebron (Gen. 2891719

25 9 49 30 50 13, all P).

(TO 8i7rAoui&amp;gt;), Vg. (dnflex), Tg. Onk., and ps.-Jon. derive

from Vs3 double, the suggestion being that this, like other

sepulchral caverns, had two chambers. This is plausible ; but
in 23 17 (cp 19) the field of Ephron is in Machpelah. Mach
pelah is nowhere else referred to, and P s date is late. Still,

P had access to older writings, and we have no reason at all to

doubt that the name the Machpelah (putting aside the ques
tion as to the reading) belonged properly to the whole district in

which the property including the cave lay.

Few points of biblical geography are more interesting

and more difficult than that connected with Machpelah.
The statements in Genesis i.e.

,
those of P can only

be estimated in connection with the statements of J

and E respecting the death and burial of the three

patriarchs.
i. We have first to assume the general correctness of

the geography of the lives of the patriarchs as given in

the traditional text. According to P (Gen. 2819 25g
50 13) Abraham, Sarah, and Jacob were buried in the cave

of the field of Machpelah, and it is implied in 8029
that Isaac also was buried there. Turning to JE, we
notice that the account of the death and burial of

Abraham and Isaac has been lost. But we may assume

that J placed Abraham s tomb at Hebron, where he

considered the patriarch to have resided ;
Isaac s grave,

however, may possibly have been put farther south,

viz., at BEER-LAHAI-ROI [t/.v.]. On the death of

Jacob J appears at first sight to be inconsistent. In

4730 Jacob directs Joseph to bury him where his fathers

were buried, but 50s (J) points to a tomb specially his

own, for Jacob says that he had digged, or less prob

ably bought,
4 one for himself in Canaan. It must be

admitted, however, 6 that 47 30 (J) has been manipulated

by R to make it accord with P (see We. CH 62 ;

Oxf. Hex.2n}. In Gen. 50 n J places the burial of

Jacob at Abel-Mizraim or rather Abel-mizrim, a place in

the far SW. of Canaan (see ABEL-MIZRAIM). Whether
E s account agreed with that of J must be left uncer

tain. This narrator (unless, indeed, we suppose the

original document to have had a S. Palestinian geo

graphical setting) must be held to have placed Rachel s

death and burial near Beeroth (35 1619? crit. emend.;

see RACHEL), and Dinah s death and burial near Bethel.

1 Cp MACHBANAI, or Nebo in T. 43.
2

19, 93, and 108 in Holmes and Parsons exhibit Lucian ; cp

Ceriani, Lag., and see Field, Hex. 87.
3 l- retains cal NaSa/3ou as in Ezra.

4 JVnS admits of either rendering (Staerk) ;
but m3, to pur

chase, is rare, and if Jacob had referred to the legality of his

acquisition of a tomb, he would have said from whom he had

purchased it (cp 50 13 P). See Is. 22 16.

6 Driver s analysis of Gen. 47 27-31 does not recognise this.

Consequently he can represent Gen. 47 29-31 as parallel in JE to

49 29-32 in P (Hastings, DB 2 532 a).
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He also mentions (SSigf.) Jacob s purchase of a piece
of ground from the Shechemites. All this seems adverse

to the choice of such a remote spot for Jacob s burial as

Abel-mizrim. On the other hand, the burial of Rachel

had probably the same location in J as in E, yet J places
the funeral of Jacob in that very remote spot. Possibly
more than one place boasted of being the guardian of

the tomb of Jacob,
1 and from the title of the altar (or

rather ma.sseba) at Shechem in Gen. 8820 (see EL-

ELOHE-ISRAEL) we may perhaps assume that the tomb
at Shechem (which must surely have existed, perhaps
near the sacred tree, Gen. 354 Josh. 2426, both E) was
known originally as Israel s grave, and that at Abel-

mizrim as Jacob s grave. A confusion of names
would, of course, arise very early. Jacob s well (near

Shechem) is no doubt late in its attestation
;
but the

name in the Karnak list of Thotmes III., usually inter

preted Jacob-el, may conceivably (though not at all

probably) be explained Jacob-beer i.e. Jacob-well ?

(so apparently C. Niebuhr). We have now done our best

to make the traditional geography intelligible, but must
confess that all is not as satisfactory as we could wish.

2. At this point it is needful to examine the accuracy of the
text. It is maintained elsewhere (see REHOBOTH, and cp Crit.

Bib.) that Hebron and Kirjath-arba are probably in some
passages corruptions of Rehoboth and Kirjath- arbim (city
of the Arabians) respectively, and that Rehoboth has a claim
to some part of the fame appropriated by Hebron. Also (see

ISAAC) that Beer-lahai-roi is a corruption of Beer-jerahmeel,
and (see SHECHEM) that Hamor, Shechem s father (Gen. 33 19)
is a corruption of Cushan-jerahmeel. Dinah s burial-place too
was very possibly near the southern Bethel,&quot;

2 close to Halusah
or Ziklag (see SHECHEM). The traditions of the sepulture of the

patriarchs in the original tradition were, therefore, probably not
so very different from that given by P, except that P does not

place the tombs of the ancestors sufficiently far south. It was
in Jerahmeelite land that Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob (as dis

tinguished from Israel?) both lived and died.

We now come back to the name ham-machpelah (n?S3Dn)-
It is itself a distortion of Jerahmeel (^KCITr - The place near
which the cave lay was Cushan-jerahmeel i.e., one of the chief
cities of the Jerahmeelite Negeb (see NEGEH), most probably
Halusah (Ziklag). Mamre, to the E. of which ( 32?) lay he
field and the cave, is nothing less than this same Cushan-

jerahmeel (,
&amp;gt;OCC = ?N!3n~r). If we take this view in connection

with other similar rectifications of ancient but not primitive
tradition, it will readily be seen how plausible, nay, how satis-

factory it is. If Hebron loses some of its delightful associations,
the Jerahmeelite cities of Rehoboth and Halusnh are the gainers,
and readers of the lamented E. H. Palmer s Desert of the
Exodus will quickly adapt themselves to the truer theory.

3. The traditional Machpelah has a claim to be considered
which is somewhat in excess of our space.

The cave of Machpelah is concealed, beyond all reasonable

doubt, by the mosque at Hebron, are the words of Dean
Stanley. The same opinion has been often expressed, and in

deference to the antiquity of the tradition, we are bound to give
some details from the accounts of early pilgrims, beginning with

Josephus, who says (BJ\v. 87, 532) that the monuments of
Abram and his, sons are still shown at Hebron in the fairest

marble.
The Bordeaux Pilgrim (333 A.D.) tells of a square inentoria of

marvellously beautiful masonry, in which were placed the three

patriarchs and their wives. Arculf (700 A.D.) says that each of
the tombs is covered with a single stone worked somewhat in

the form of a church, and of a light colour for those of three

patriarchs which are together.
The most circumstantial account of the cave, however, is that

of Rabbi Benjamin of Tudela (rr63 A.D.). He says that for a
fee a Jewish visitor is allowed by the Gentiles to enter the cave.
He descends into a first cave which is empty, traverses a second

in the same state, and at last reaches a third which contains six

sepulchres those of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, and of Sarah,
Rebekah, Leah, one opposite the other. All these sepulchres
bear inscriptions. It is probable enough that R. Benjamin was
one of the last who, in the period of the Christian rule, obtained
admission into the interior. For a full account of this great
mosque (the Haram) and of everything about the caves except
the caves themselves, see PEFMetn.?&amp;gt;y&amp;gt;T,, etc., and for the
statements of the various travellers and other authorities, the
Pal. Pilgrim Text Society s publications, and Palestine under
the Moslems. See also Sir C. Warren s article, Machpelah, in

Hastings /?/? 2 197-202.
Cp W. Staerk, Stitdien zur Religions- und Sfirachgesch. des

y4 7*164-73; C. Bruston, La mort et la sepulture de Jacob,
ZA Tll 7 202 Jf. T. K- c .

1 Cp C. Niebuhr, Gesck. 1 161.

2 For [7N ln 37 nnnp the original document used by E may
have had nl3fT13-
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MACRON (MAKPCON [AV]), surname of one of the

Ptolemies, 2 Mace. 10 12. See PTOLEMY.

MADAI (HO), the third son of Japheth (Gen. 102,

AA&A&I [ADL], M&AAI [E]=iCh. Is, M&A.MM [B],

MAA&i [AL]). See GEOGRAPHY, 19 ; ELAM ; PERSIA.
The same Hebrew word is rendered by EV (a) Medes

(MVjSoi) in 2 K. 176 18 ii Is. 13 17 Jer. 2625 (np&amp;lt;ro.x [BKAQJ,
MTJSwi- [Qme-]) Ezra 6 2 and elsewhere, (6) the Mede ( &quot;ISrt) in

Dan. 11 i, and (c) Media in Is. 21 2 (oi Ilepcrcu) Dan. 8ao
(MTJfiot) Esth. 1 3 10 2 (M^oi). In Is. 21 2 and Jer. 25 25, how
ever, there is reason to think that the original reading was
different. In the case of Jer. I.e. this is virtually certain. See
SHESHACH, Crit. Bib.

MADIABUN (RV EMADABUN, HAAAA&BOYN [BA]),
and ELIADUN (RV ILIADUN

; [e]iAiAAoyN [BA], eA.

[L]), two names of Levites, i Esd. 658 (||
Ezra 89).

Probably Jesus (in the same verse) and Madiabun are
doublets to Joda and Eliadun. Eliadun (BAL) seems to

represent Henadad (read ENADOUN =
pjn?)&amp;gt;

and rj^aSaftovv

perhaps arose from the form itava&af} (see HENADAD). &amp;lt;S*- i

Ko.i-rtfa.SaS (contrast L in
|| Ezra) must be a later correction

derived from the MT. 5. A. C.

MADIAN (Acts 7 29), RV MmiAN (q.v.).

MADMANNAH (H3P1P). i. A remote city of

Judah towards Edom, mentioned with Ziklag and
Sansannah Josh. 15 3 i, P (MA\AP6IM [B], BeAeBHNA
[A], M&p&amp;lt;\peiM [L]). The name, however, is corrupt

(cp MADMEN). In Josh. 19s its place is taken by
Beth-marcaboth

;
Madmannah (from mnc) must be a

corruption of Marcaboth, which is itself certainly a
distortion of Rehoboth. See MARCABOTH. That
Eusebius and Jerome connect the name Medebena or
Medemana with a village near Gaza called Menoeis

(OS 27924 139 10) is no objection to this view. Cp
MEKONAH.

2. The eponym of the city Madmannah, i Ch. 249, see RV
(fiapfii)i&amp;gt;a [li], fiaSfi. [A], fxe/x. [L]). T. K. C.

MADMEN
(j?D&quot;l??),

a supposed Moabite city, Jer. 48 a

(rr&YCIN [BNAQ] ; cpPesh. Vg.). The name
( dung-

heap ; cp Del. lob 62 f.) is most improbable, and since

(i) the context is suggested by Is. 15*, and (2) there is

a very similar corruption in Is. log (see DIMON), we
can safely for Madmen read O ISJ, NIMRIM (q. v.

),

which in Is. 15s/. occurs just after HORONAIM.
T. K. c.

MADMENAH (HJOIP; MA^eBHNA [BNAQ]), a

supposed village of Benjamin, mentioned with Gebim,
Is. 1031. No trace of the locality is left (Di. -Kittel).

Probably the name is corrupt (cp MADMEN), and we
should read rusn, Rimmonah ; for a parallel see DIM-

NAH. This Rimmonah was not the rock Rimmon
of Judg. 2045, but nearer to Jerusalem. See Che.

Geographical Gains, etc., Expos., Sept. 1899, and cp
GEBIM. T. K. c.

MADNESS (IWJIL ), MADMAN (

The Hebrew root yyo, saga, which the mad of the RV
most commonly represents is in use almost a synonym of K33nn

to prophesy (Jer. 29 26) and denotes either the
1. Terms, raving of the madman (i S. 21 14 /. [is./C] = x3jn

18 10) or the prophetic ecstasy (Hos. 9 7). The
root-meaning is clear from Ass. sign to be in vehement inward
excitement, Del. Hll- B 639. Arabic saju a means to be

strong, vigorous ; either the root is the same as y^g, but has

developed a secondary meaning on Arabic soil (cp Del. Pro!. 9),

or it has nothing to do with yyy in which case as/a &quot;, mad,
tiiusja &quot;&quot;, utterly mad, will be loan-words from the Hebrew.
This would account for the anomalous correspondence of y
and Arab. s. Cp Barth, F.tyni. Stud. 47.
Another root also rendered by mad in RV (Is. 44 25

Jer. 25 16) is 7?n hillal, the root meaning of which (cp Ar.,- T i&amp;lt;?

LL-
Ass.) is to

cry
aloud. The nouns fi77iri, or ni77in are

nonyms of JTPpD, folly (see FOOL). The root-meaning of

nS^nD (Prov. 26 \%) is not clear. [The final fl isdittogiaphed ;

read V?innp [Frankenb., Toy], (As) a madman. ]

Greek words rendered madness in the RV are navia (Acts
2624), wapatypovia. (z Pet. 2 it), ai oia (Lk. On; mg. foolish

ness ).
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In spite of the fact that madness (Kggd dn} is one of

the plagues with which Israel is threatened in the event

of disobedience to the law (Dt. 2828),
2. OT

References.
actual cases of insanity are rare in the

OT. One might be inclined to regard
the case of Saul as the most historical, occurring as it

does in the course of a narrative which no one can deny
to contain a kernel of fact

; yet even here we cannot

be sure, without strict investigation, that the notices of

Saul s frenzy do not belong to the less historical stratum

(see SAUL, 4). This does not, however, involve our

rejection of these notices as material for an article on
Madness in OT and NT. As the narrator represents,
the successes of David awakened Saul s jealousy, and at

last the turbulent ferment of passion broke forth into

wild frenzy . . . With the tenacity peculiar to one
haunted by an illusion, he devotes himself henceforth

almost exclusively to his purpose of avenging himself on
his supposed mortal enemy and persecutor (Kittel,
Hist. 2i2i). Saul s reported breach with Samuel also,

according to the narrator, contributed to unhinge the

mind of Saul
;

he feels himselt forsaken by God . . .

sees spectres everywhere which are hatching mischief

against him (Gesch. 2 105). Looking at the notices of

his state from a non-critical point of view, we may
perhaps say that the malady of Saul was an idiopathic

insanity, exhibiting the usual mental symptoms of

melancholia (i S. 2820) and delusion (2030), with homi
cidal and suicidal mania (18n 2033 31s).
A second instance of insanity in the OT, the lycan-

- , thropy
1
(or boanthropy )

of Nebu-

Nebuchadrezzar
chadrezzar

&amp;lt;

Dan - 4 CP VerS- EcL
r&amp;lt;

6 48/!) is, in spite of the testimony
of Abydenus (ap. Eus. Prcep. Ev. 941), most probably
unhistorical.

The passage is translated in full by Bevan (Daniel, 87 f.) ; the

part which bears most closely on the question of Nebuchadrezzar s

madness is as follows :

or else, would that he might betake himself to some other

place, and might be driven through the desert, where is no city
nor track of men, where wild beasts seek their food and birds

fly hither and thither, would that among rocks and mountain
cliffs he might wander alone !

With this we have to compare Dan. 4 33.
The same hour was the thing fulfilled upon Nebuchadnezzar :

and he was driven from men, and did eat grass as oxen, and his

body was wet with the dew of heaven, till his hair was grown
like eagles (feathers), and his nails like birds (claws).

Prince (Daniel, 1899, pp. 32-35) is of opinion that

the great king may have been afflicted by a form of

insanity which incapacitated him from governing, and
necessitated the succession of his son.

Bevan (Daniel, 1892, p. 89) can only say that prob
ably some Babylonian legend on the subject of

Nebuchadnezzar had, perhaps in a very distorted form,
reached the ears of the author of Daniel. With this,

Driver (Daniel, 1900, pp. 59 f.} appears to agree. See
also Schrader, Die Sage vom Wahnsinn Nebukad-
nezars, /.Pr? [1881], pp. 6i8^ 2

Madness is conceived of in the OT as a kindred

phenomenon to the prophetic furor
;
see PROPHECY.

4 B 1 f
^ sP r 1 fr m Yahwe is in both cases

pecting origin &quot;Vf^V!
W r

,

k
(T,\

S ^
V,?

of madness.
K 22 19^

&amp;gt;

and w * so lie

,

of the

contemptuous pity which the lunatic

could not but evoke attaches at times to the prophet
(2 K. 9n), the superstitious awe with which the prophet
was regarded serves to clothe the other also and renders
his person sacrosanct. In the East the madman is still

regarded as something sacred. It is possibly the sacred
character of the madman which accounts for the refusal

of ACHISH (q.v. )
to interfere with David when he

1 A form of disease in which the sufferer, imagining himself to
be a wild beast, roamed about the forests. A somewhat milder
form of the disease is not unknown to alienists.

2 [Nebuchadrezzar s madness, however, is simply the product of

misunderstanding, if the words of Dan. 4 25 are borrowed from a
Babylonian song in which eating grass was a symbolic expres
sion for living in misery (so Winckler, OLZ, 1898, p. 71;
AOF12H, n. 2 ; cp Gunkel, Gen. 17).]
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feigned madness (i S. 21 12 [13]^; cp Ewald, GV1
3n6). It would seem too that, according to the

narratives, Saul forfeited the allegiance of neither court

(16i 5^) nor people (
26i 28 4 ; but cp 22i 7 ).

The madmen of the NT are not kings but common
folk, and their malady is attributed not to a spirit sent
from God (cp SAUL), but to inferior deities or demons
entering into them a conception of madness, as of
disease generally, which the Jews brought back with
them from Babylon (see DEMONS, n). The influence

of music is no longer invoked to calm and soothe
(
i S.

16 16), nor is the lunatic s person sacred; he wanders
about at large, or, if dangerous, is bound in chains

(Lk. 829). It is hard to say how many of the 8a.ifj.ovi-

fo/uevoi healed by Jesus may be reckoned as insane ;

see further DEMONS, 8/, LUNATIC. In Jn. 1020 we
have madness expressly connected with demoniacal

possession. A. c. p.

MADON
(P&quot;ID),

a royal city of the Canaanites,

perhaps on the W. of the Waters of Merom. Josh. 1 1 1

(fj.appuv [BF], fjLaduv [AL]) ;
12 19 ([\a]fj.opuv [L] ; for

BF see SHIMRON).
But is the text right ? Following &amp;lt;E& (cp Eus. OSP) 278 7,

/xapioju) we might read ono or
jl&quot;O

(see MEROM). This seems

better than identifying with Aladin near Hattln, W. of Tiberias

(PEFAf 1 365). Further study is needed. See SHIMRON.

MAELUS (MAHAoc [A]), i Esd. 9 26 = Ezral02 S ,

MlJAMIN 2.

MAGADAN (/v\&r&AAN) is the reading in Mt. 1539
ofNBD Ti. WH, RV, etc. , for the M&rA&A& MAGDALA
[^.f.], of TR and AV. Accepted by the most author

ities, the names cannot either of them be identified with

any site (but see GALILEE [SEA OF], 5). The corre

sponding passage Mk. 810 has DALMANUTHA [q.v.~\,

which is equally uncertain. Eusebius (Otiom. ed. Lag.)
spells it blayedav and identifies it with the Mayedavri
of his time in the neighbourhood of Gerasa, that

is, on the E. shore of the lake (cp Lightfoot, Op. Post.

70 6, on the site of Magdala). But Jesus is said to

have embarked from it for the other (i.e., eastern)
side (et j TO irepav, Mk. 8 13). Ewald (Hist. ET 6348)

suggests Megiddo (^lay^du in Jos. Ant. viii. 6 1) ;
so

too Volkmar
;
Henderson (Pal., 114) says there is

nothing unlikely in the identification, as our Lord may
have passed into the plain of Beisan. But whilst

this in itself is improbable, on Conder s theory that

Megiddo was near Beisan, it becomes almost im

possible if we adopt the usual and best supported theory
which places MEGIDDO

[&amp;lt;/.z&amp;gt;.]
at Lejjun in the plain of

Esdraelon. G. A. S.

MAGBISH (E&quot;2?O ; M&KBeiC [L]), a name in one

of the post-exilic lists
;
the b ne Magbish returned with

Zerubbabel to the number of 156 ;
Ezra 2 30 (MAfeBooC

[B], -Bic [A]) = i Esd. 521, NEPHIS, RV NIPHIS

(Wi^eis [B], &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;ii&amp;gt;eis [A]). The name is absent from
[|

Neh. 7- Cp MAGPIASH, which, as Meyer (Eni. 156)
sees, represents the same name. Almost certainly that

name is D D B] [c trs:?], NEPHISIM (q-v. ).
The next

name in Ezra (I.e. )
is iriN D

1

? ]?.
which is a corruption of

See also MESHULLAM. T. K. c.

MAGDALA (MAHA^A), the reacunS of TR in

Mt. 1539 where NBD Ti. WH have MAfAAAN. MAGA
DAN [^.z/.]. Whilst Magadan is the best supported

reading and Magdala is supposed to be a substitution

due to the ignorance of later scribes with regard to

Magadan, it ought to be pointed out that Iilaya5ai&amp;gt;
is

a possible corruption of an original Magdala. However
that may be, the existence of a Galilean Magdala is

rendered certain both by the name of Mary Magdalene
(cp MARY, 26), and by the testimony of Jewish writers.

The Talm. Jerus. places a Magdala, xSnJS, within a

sabbath day s journey of Tiberias
( EriibinSi}, and

indeed within the same distance of the hot baths of

Hamata, to the S. of Tiberias (Id. 284) ; and the same
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things which some Talmudic writers assign to Magdala
others assign to a Migdal Sebo ayya, N jnx ^&quot;UB. Dyers-
Tower, (cp Midrash, Shir ha-shirim 1 18 with Talm.

Jerus. Pfsdhlm 4 i
;

and Midrash Kkhdh 3 3 with

Talm. Jerus. Ma User Shcnibz) which accordingly
Neubauer identifies as a part of Magdala ( Gtogr. Talm.

218). The Babylonian Talmud speaks of a N JU ViJD,

Migdal Nunya or Fish-Tower, one mile from Tiberias

(Pgsahim 46 b}. [Cp GALILEE (SEA), 5, where it is

suggested that Magadan, Magdala, and Dalmanutha
are all corruptions of this compound name Migdal

Nunya. ED.]
Magdala was a place of some wealth (Talm. Jer.

Ta dnlth 48) and is said to have been destroyed pan

rmn, because of licentiousness (Midrash Ekhdhlz).
The name does not occur in other early writers, nor in

Josephus (for the reading McrySaXa in Vita 24 on which

some older scholars depend for their location of

Magdala on the E. of the Lake should be Ta/iaXa) ;

nor even in Eusebius and Jerome.
Willibald (about 722) passed from Tiberias round the sea,

and by the village of Magdalum to the village of Capernaum.&quot;

Whether this was the Magdalum Castrum of Brocardus is less

certain though most probable. It is doubtless that of a writer

of the same century who after speaking of the Mensa Domini

goes on to say ; Ibi prope juxta mare Tiberiadis versus

Tabariam est locus quse dicitur Magdalon (Rob. BR 3 279 n. 3,

who refers for the citation to Steph. Baluzii, Miscellanea., torn.

6369, Paris, 1713). Quaresmius (2866) mentions a Mejdel on
Gennesaret in his time and identifies it with Magdala. The
name still lives, on a site which is suitable to the mediaeval

data, but too far N. to suit the Talmudic statement that

Magdala was within a Sabbath day s journey of Tiberias.

On the Lake, in the SE. corner of the plain of

Gennesaret, 3 m. NW. of Tiberias, near a stream which

comes down from the Wady el-Hamam, el-Mejdel is a

miserable little village, with some indications of ancient

ruins both of walls and foundations (Wilson, Lands

of the Bid!e,2i36), probably a watch-tower guarding
the entrance to the plain (Stanley, Sin. and Pal. 382).

The country immediately around is called the Ard el-

Mejdel (Wilson), and is cultivated by the villagers

and Bedouins. Some have taken it to represent the

MIGDAL-EL [q.v. ] of Josh. 19s8.
Besides the authorities quoted, see Lightfoot, Op. Post. -job;

PEFQ, 1877, p. 121 /. ; Buhl, Pal. 225.7.
.;

Schiir. GJVft 1 515
= ET 2 224 (on a proposed identification with Tarichese).

G. A. S.

MAGDALENE. See col. 2894, end
;

also MARY,
26.

MAGDIEL PSHJIip, 38; God is my costly

possession ? cp perhaps the Palmyrene rruD 33, the

Sab. fem. name SyiJD, ar&amp;gt;d njoDt. 8813; MAfeAmA
[AL]) a duke of Edom in regione Gebalena (OS
137 13), Gen. 8643 (/vuroAiHA [AD&quot;

1

-], M^AeAmA
[E]; iCh. 1 S4 , MeAmA [B], M&r^enA [L]). 6 E s

reading (cp MAHALALEEL) suggests an original Jerah-
me el (Che. ).

MAGED (i Mace. 636), RV MAKED.

MAGI, MAGUS (M &amp;lt;\roi, M^roc [Ti. WH]), Mt.

2i Acts 136f, RVme- (EV wise men, sorcerer
). Cp

MAGIC, STARS. See also ZOROASTRIANISM, SIMON

MAGUS, JANNES AND JAMBRES.
In &amp;lt;& fiayos

= Aram.
fjK X, enchanter, magician, Dan. 1 20

(Theod. but (B ciAocrocous), 2227 (Theod., &amp;lt;B

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;apna.K&amp;lt;ov),
5 7

(Theod., tTrcucovs ai

sorcery, etc., Acts 89.

Cp (uayeueii/, to practice

MAGIC
Definition ( i). OT terms (g 3).

Factor in Hebrew life ( 2 a). In NT ( 4).

In Babylonian religion ( 2 ff). Bibliography ( 5).

Magic may be briefly described as the attempt on

man s part to influence, persuade, or compel spiritual

_. _ . beings to comply with certain requests
1. Definition.

or demands It rests upon the belief

that the powers in the world are controlled by spirits,

and that therefore to be able to overrule these spirits is
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to have the mastery of nature. In a narrow but later

sense, magic has to do with feats of power, not of know
ledge, the relation between it and divination being com
parable to that between miracles and prophecy. At
the beginning, and at the present time among savage
people, this distinction is not drawn. Similarly, at the

first, good spirits and bad spirits were not distinguished.
1

There are, no doubt, many cases in which spirits are

little, if at all, thought of. The means employed to ob
tain good or to obviate evil seem to have no connection
with belief in spirits ; just as ritual acts are performed
by some people with little or no thought of the deity or

deities they were originally believed to conciliate. Never

theless, however much the invocation or other charm

may appear as cosmic means of influencing the forces

of the universe as such, there was originally, as there

still is at bottom implied, an acknowledgment of spiritual

beings who are influenced in these ways.
2

Such an acknowledgment is certainly made by the

ancient narrative (JE) of the story of Balaam (see

Aft BLESSINGS). That Balaam is a magician,
^

TT h^

C r
il s in the ^S^t ^ anc ient Arabian

..- customs, impossible to deny; and it is

equally clear that the reality of the posver
claimed by Balaam is acknowledged in the biblical

account. Else why should Yahwe be represented as

transferring Balaam s service to the cause of Israel?*

Nor can we overlook the same acknowledgment in P s

account of the Egyptian plagues
4

(Ex. 7-11). Moses
throws down his rod and it becomes a serpent ; the

magicians do the same (Ex. 1 11 f. ).
The reality of the

transformation accomplished is not so much as doubted

(see SERPENT, 3). Moses, by his rod, turns the water
of Egypt into blood ; the magicians by their enchant
ments do the same (Ex. 720-22). The case is similar

with the plague of frogs. The power of the magicians
fails indeed when it is a question of producing gnats

(Ex. 817 [is]/. ;
EV LICE [q. v.]). Even here, however,

there is no scepticism as to the reality of magic.
The word rendered magicians (D Sp^n, hartummlm)^ is found

in one of the older sources (Gen. 41824 [E]), where it denotes
the dream interpreters of Egypt those whom the Pharaoh
summoned to interpret his dream. In Exodus, on the other

hand, it stands for magicians in the narrower and stricter sense.

The only other passages in which the word is used are in Dan.,
where the men so described are represented as living in Babylon ;

but as the book was written in Palestine, and Gen. and Ex. in

their present form stood before the author, there is good ground
for believing that the writer borrowed the word from the old
books.

A trace of a belief in the efficacy of a plant is clearly
seen in Gen. 30 14 [J] where Reuben brings Leah dudaint
or MANDRAKES (q. v.

).
This plant was known among

the northern Semites as Baaras (cp Jos. BJ vii. 63), and
was supposed by the Arabs and by the ancient Germans

1 Divination is but a species of magic in the wider sense im

plied in the first definition given above : it is magic used in

discovering the will of spiritual beings. See the present writer s

Magic, etc., p. \f. Divination has to do, however, usually with

omens, and it is more convenient, as it is more usual, to dis

tinguish magic and divination as is done above.
2 Frazer (Golden Bough (

2
),

1 61) takes magic proper to be a
kind of savage logic, a crude species of reasoning based on

similarity and contiguity. Where the operation of spirits is

assumed (and these cases are exceptional ), magic is, according
to him, tinged and alloyed with religion. He admits, how
ever (pp. diff.), that in actual fact, such an assumption is often

made, but he concludes from various considerations that

though magic is ... found to fuse and amalgamate with

religion in many ages, and in many lands, there are some grounds
for thinking that this fusion is not primitive.

8 See BLESSINGS AND CURSINGS, and for Arabian illustrations

see Goldziher (AM. z. Arab. Philol. \rtff. [1896]), who has
shown that among the anci ;nt Arabs, as among the Jews, the

magical words of blessing and of cursing played a prominent
part. In war, the poet by cursing the enemy rendered service

not second to that of the warrior himself; the uttered word

was, in fact, a most potent fetish (Goldziher, 28). The Jews
of Medina brought into their synagogues images of their arch foe

Malik b. al-Aglam, and at these they hurled curses every time

they came together.
4 In JE no such reference to the magicians occurs.
B For a Babylonian connection (Kardamu) see Hommel,

Exp. T, Feb. 1900, p. 234.
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to be inhabited by a spirit which gave it extraordinary

powers (see WRS Rel. Sem.W 442, and cp Lang, Custom

and Myth, 143 ff.}. The biblical narrative ascribes to

this plant effects which could not be supposed to follow

from its natural properties ;
but no disapproval of its

magical use is expressed either by the author or by the

redactor. [Whitehouse, in Hastings DB 3 210
i&amp;gt;,

connects dudd fm with the mn of Mesha s inscription,

/. 12, cp also ISSACHAR, 2.]

There is another incident recorded in the same chapter
which belongs to the category of magic, though it is

magic of the sympathetic or symbolic kind. (For a

description of this see Jevons, Intr. to Hist, of Religion,
28 ff. , Frazer, Golden Bought 1 w ff.}. The peeled rods

which Jacob put in front of the sheep and goats as they
came to drink water, caused those that were pregnant to

bring forth young that were spotted and striped (Gen.

3037/1 [J]) ;
the natural explanation may be adequate,

but it is probable that more than this was in the mind
of the writer.

There is a good deal of uncertainty as to the teraphim
which Rachel stole when she and Jacob left her father s

house, Gen. 31 19 ff. [E] (see TERAPHIM). They
were of human form

(
i S. 19 13), and were looked upon as

gods (Gen. 31 30 and Judg. ] 8 24), though their possession
is regarded as illegitimate. (Josiah put them away with

the wizards, etc., 2 K. 2824; cp Zech. 10z where they
are associated with diviners.

)

Among the Assyrians images of gods were kept in the

house because they were believed to have the power of

warding off evil spirits. A certain exorcist is said to

have had statues of the gods Lugalgira and Alamu put
one on each side of the main entrance to his house, and
in consequence, he felt perfectly impregnable against all

evil spirits (see Tallqvist, Assyr. Beschw. 22).
It is probable that in Gen. and elsewhere we should

construe teraphim as a plural of excellence or of

majesty, answering to D n ^N (Elohlm), D J IK (Adonim).
The teraphim were kept in the house as a guarantee of

good luck ; though originally perhaps idols, they were

afterwards, and in biblical times almost exclusively, a
kind of charm. That they had a magical import is

suggested by Zech. 102, where teraphim, diviners, and
tellers of false dreams are put in the same category. The
Genesis narrative, and also Hos. 3 4, show that teraphim
were not always condemned.

In the prohibition Thou shall not seethe a kid in its

mother s milk (Ex. 23 19 3426 Dt. 14 21), many scholars,
from Spencer (Leg. Heb. Rit. \T,^ff. [1732]) downwards,
have seen an allusion to a magical broth, prepared in

order to give fertility to the fields
;

1 more probably the

reference is to an ancient form of sacrifice similar to

the sacrifice of blood (WRS Rel. Sem.W 221, n.
).

In Is. 82 the Kosem (magician or diviner) is named
along with the knight and the warrior, the judge, the

prophet, and the elder, among the stays and supports of
the nation

;
of none of them is any disapproval implied.

One great fact which induced the Hebrews to con
demn magic and the like was that it was so closely
connected with idolatry ; in 2 K. 922 it seems identified

with it. T. w. D.

i. Place of magic in Babylonian religion. In the

religion of the Babylonians magic always had a pro-

2b In Bab minent place. Every misfortune, and

Ionian religion
^P6^11? a11 sickness, was regarded
as arising from some malign spell,

a ban (mamitu], under which the sufferer had come.
A ban of this kind could be incurred in all possible
ways not only by the commission of positive acts of
sin such as murder, adultery, theft, fraud, but also

by neglect of ritual and ceremonial precepts, or by
casual contact with persons or things which themselves

lay under some ban.

1 $T-ncer adduces (340), as supporting his view, Maimonides,
Abarbanel, Nic. de Lyra, and an anonymous Karaite com
mentator.
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All the contingencies in which the ban can be incurred are

exhaustively set forth in the second, third, and eighth tablets!

of the Surpu series of exorcism tablets. Thus, for example, we
read in the second tablet : Has he [the bewitched person] sinned

against his god, been guilty towards his goddess? . . . Has he
dishonoured his father and mother? . . . Has he used false

weights, circulated false money? . . . Has he approached his

neighbour s wife, shed his neighbour s blood, stolen his neigh
bour s garment? The same tablet, however, contains also the

question whether the sufferer has slept on the bed of a bewitched
person, sat on his seat, eaten from his dish, drunk from his cup.

Alongside of this conception of a more or less im

personal visitation we find that other doubtless more

primitive in which malevolent divine beings, demons,
or else human beings, wizards and witches, in league
with these evil demons, are regarded as the producers
of disease and disaster. The malign activity of these

wicked spirits in connection with whom the number
seven is prominent (cp Lk. 82 Mk. 169 Mt. 1245) is

vividly depicted in the Babylonian exorcism texts.

They are regarded as the spawn of hell. The wilderness is

their favourite dwelling-place, whence they make their inroads

upon the abodes of men. From house to house they make their

baleful way, no bar or bolt being able to exclude them ; snake-
like they steal through doorways, windlike through crevices.

Their hostility to men is unsparing ; their influence is specially
seen in the havoc they work on family life. They alienate
husband and wife, father and son, partners and friends. Of
these Babylonian demons we meet with two representatives in

the OT ; Lilitu (see LILITH) and the sedu (Heb. Sedim, see

DEMONS).

The activity of wizards and witches is in like manner

fully and vividly set forth in the exorcism texts, especially
in the exorcism tablets of Maklii. 2 Day and night the

witches for in this field the female plays a much more

conspicuous part than the male dog the steps of their

victims.

The witches haunt the streets and public places,
beset the

wayfarer, force their way into houses. Their tongue brings
bewitchment, their lips breathe poison, death attends their foot

steps. A very favourite method of working their enchantments

was, in popular belief, by means of figures of clay, wood, dough,
or the like. The tying of witch-knots was also largely resorted

to. The most usual Babylonian word for witch is kassaptu ;

cp Heb. nflBbD (below, 3 [2]).

2. Methods of counteracting the evil power. In corre

spondence with this deep and widespread belief in the

power for evil wielded by demons and witches was the

belief in the possibility of counteracting it
;
and the

methods by which this could be accomplished constituted

an essential part of the religion of Babylonia. The spell,

the ban, to which a man was constantly liable demanded
a counterspell, an exorcism. This was sought in a great

variety of ways ;
and the main part of the business of

the exerciser lay in finding out which particular charm
could be used against each particular spell.

Here, water was regarded, above all other media, as of great
efficacy. Sprinklings and washings with pure water, taken if

possible from the sacred rivers, the Euphrates and the Tigris,

accordingly have a large and important place in the Babylonian
ceremonies of exorcism. Similarly, the power of breaking hostile

spells was ascribed to fire. Hence the practice freely resorted

to of placing a brazier at the bedside of the sick and burning on
it a great variety of substances so as to represent symbolically
the breaking of the spell. Besides water and fire, many plants
and minerals of real or supposed healing virtue were brought
into requisition, and thus the practice of magic constitutes the

primitive stage in the practice of medicine.

The evil demons who had laid their victim under a

ban and taken possession of him were expelled by
exorcism and driven back into the wilderness whence they
had come. For the witches death by fire was regarded
as the only appropriate punishment.
Whether .as matter of fact witch -burning was actually

practised by the Babylonians cannot indeed, as yet, be quite

clearly made out. At all events the witches were burned in

the effigy which their victim kindled before the image of the

divinity whose help he wished to invoke. The form taken by
these witch-adjurations is in many respects quite similar to that

of a legal process in which the bewitched person is the accuser,
the witch the accused, and the divinity the judge.

1 Translated by H. Zimmern in Beitr. zur Kenntnis der
Bab. Rel. i., 1896.

2 Translated, with a useful introduction on Babylonian magic
in general, in K. Tallqvist s Die Assyrische Beschvaorungsserie
Maqlu (1895).
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A matter of prime importance and in this, relatively,

Babylonian magic presents a good side always was to

secure the assistance of one or more of the good greater

deities in counteracting these assaults of demons and

witches ; hence the frequent and fervent prayers still

preserved to us in the magical literature of Babylon.
No notices of the practice of necromancy in the

manner of i S. 28 have as yet been met with. Still

something quite similar can be read at the end of the

Gilgames-Nimrod epic in the summoning of the spirit

of Eabani by Gilgames with the assistance of Nergal

(god of the under world).
1 At all events the Babylonians

had quite the same ideas as the Israelites about the

spirit of the departed (ekimmu) and the possibility of

causing it to appear.
This is plainly shown by the repeated mention of the necro

mancer (musi lii so. ekimmu, literally, he who causes the spirit

to come up ) in Babylonian lists of official names. Of special

interest in connection with the Babylonian notions regarding
the disembodied spirit is a text 2 containing the prayer of one

possessed by a ghost along with the petition for deliverance

from it.

3. Soothsaying. Alongside of magic, soothsaying
also had an important place in the Babylonian-Assyrian

religion. Through the agency of the seer (ba.ru) a

class of priest held in special esteem the effort was

made to obtain information as to the future from all

sorts of occurrences. The clay tablets recovered at

Nineveh from the library of Asur-bani-pal, the last of

the great Assyrian kings, are full of texts containing
omens of this description which were taken from the

flight of birds, from anomalous birth of man and beast,

from the behaviour of certain animals, such as the pig,

ass, horse, dog, serpent, scorpion, and locust. The in

terpretation of dreams, and especially the hepatoscopy,
are important departments of soothsaying, and these

two can be most clearly shown to have existed from

the earliest times. Lastly, the cuneiform literature

shows that astrology, the observing of the positions and

combinations of the stars a pursuit which has ever

been, justly, regarded as having taken its rise in Baby
lonia influenced the entire life of the Babylonians in the

highest degree. The Assyrian kings made extensive use

of all the methods of divination mentioned above, in de

termining their policy (cp Ezek. 21 21 [26] ).

3 H. Z.

For the many terms used in the OT, several of which

include both magic and divination, cp DIVINATION,

j,f. Two words appear never to

have had any exclusive reference to

one or the other. These are hakamlm (o DDn ; cro(f&amp;gt;oi,

co(f)iffTaL) wise men and hartummim (o SBin; EV
magicians ).

Hakamlm is used of the counsellors of the Pharaoh (Is. 19 iif.),
and of the King of Persia (Esth. 1 13 f.) ; hartummim, which

may be rendered sacred scribes 4 (Gen. 41 8, RV g.), is applied
to the dream-interpreters of the Pharaoh (Gen. 41 8 24 E), and in

post-exilic writings to the magicians at the Egyptian court

(Ex. 7 ii 87(3] 9 ii [P]), and to the dream-interpreters of
Nebuchadrezzar (Dan. 2 2 27 4 7 [4] 5 1 1).

The specific terms, of which the commonest is khem,
are in some cases obscure. They are the following :

i. Klsem (cog). This word probably had originally

a magical reference (Fleischer), though the secondary
sense (see DIVINATION, 2 [i]) has almost driven out

the primary.
Cp Ar. kasama, which (in 2 and 4), as well as the noun

kisama ( oath ), has a distinctive magical meaning ; also the

Syriac erwmi, to exorcise, strictly to make swear, and likewise

the Gr. opxta Tf
/u.i&amp;gt;e&amp;lt;T#ai

= to make an oath, and then to make
a covenant with. W. R. Smith, however (/. Phil. 13 278), and

1 See Jeremias, Izdubar-Nimrod (1894), p. 42; Jensen in

Schrader s KB, vi. 1 263.
2 L. W. King, BabyIonian Magic and Sorcery (1896), no. 53 ;

cp also B. Meissner in ZDMG
f&amp;gt;0, 750 (1896).

3 See Zimmern, Beitr. z. Kenntn. d. Bab. Rel., p. 82_^C (1901).
4 Cain is derived by G. Hoffmann (ZATlVZsq) from Arab,

(hatm) nose, and explained as meaning one who speaks in a

low nasal tone (cp JJtyp. DIVINATION, 2, and yor/res, below,

4). gives variously c^qyqrai (expounders), en-aoiSoi

(chanters, those who say incantations), and
4&amp;gt;ap^axoi (those who

use drugs for magical ends).
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Wellhausen (ffeitf.W, 128, Heid.V), 133, n. 5), both take the con

trary view ; Smith making decision (cp Prov. 16 10 and Targ.),
Wellhausen allotment or distribution, the fundamental meaning.
The present writer differs with reluctance from such eminent
authorities. It is true that there are cases in which the Ar. word
has the sense of divination (e.g., Kuran54), obtaining a divine

decree by headless arrows, etc., and that in Aram., the same
signification is most common ; but we must remember that in

early times magic and divination came under one category.

The primary sense may be one which includes both

the special ones. Of the two senses that of magic
seems much more likely to be the original.

2. From n/ksp, ^3 (2 Ch. 336 to use witchcraft,

RV practice sorcery )
are derived kassdph (ijtra

;

Jer. 27g) and m kasseph (&amp;lt;]BOp,

Ex. 7 &quot; Dan. 2a Mai. 85)

rendered byEV sorcerer (in Dt. 18 10, and Ex. 22i8[i7]:
fem.

nBtsop.
AV witch, RV sorceress

).

\V. R. Smith derives from Ar. kasafa, to cut, the Hebrew
word having in it the idea of cutting oneself in coming to the

deity (see i K. 18 28 and Jer. 41 5). He points out that it is still

common in Arabia for a person guilty of some wrong to cut

himself in the presence of the wronged person as a sign of re

pentance. The noun keshaphim (o BlM)) hfi takes to mean
herbs or drugs shredded into a magic brew. (Cp Ar. kisfa,

bits of things. ) The meaning of verb and noun, however, are

unconnected, and though in Mic. 5 n [12] O SB 3 maV we &quot; nave

the meaning of material drugs, in 2 K. 9 22 and Nah. 84 (EV
witchcraft ), it cannot have that meaning, notwithstanding

tjta.pfj.aKa. Nor is this sense suitable in Is. 47 12, nor in Nu. 283

(where we should perhaps read with Kue. rSC D
1

?
&quot;JTlX

The present writer follows Fleischer, who argues for

its derivation from Ar. (kasafa) to obscure,&quot; of the sun

and moon to eclipse. If the derivation just suggested
were adopted, the Hebrew might denote first of all to

have dark appearance, then to be gloomy, distressed,

and finally to be a suppliant, to seek something from

the deity ; cp the Syriac ethkesheph to entreat. 1

The Syriac word, in all the twelve instances in OT where

kashaph (rps),
in one or other of its forms occurs, is heresh.

Now in the simple form this verb means to be silent i.e., tore

strain one s voice. In the Pa. and Aph. it means to practise magical
arts. To distinguish two separate roots (with the Lexx.) would
seem to be unnecessary. Suppose the primary sense to be to

restrain, then to keep one s voice under, to speak in a low

mumbling tone ; we have in that case a link of connection

with the meaning in the derived form, for the magician utters his

incantations in such a suppressed tone. Smith, however, con

nects the Syriac word with the rare Arabic term Aurs and hursa
= a kind of food given to women in child-bearing, which was a

drug, thus agreeing exactly Avifh
&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;dpiJ.aKa.

3. LdAaf(jyn^), enchantment (cp Is. 83, cmV jiaJ,
RV

a skilful enchanter
)
is used more specifically of serpent-

charming (Jer. 817 Eccles. 10 n ; cp c nSp Ps. 58 5 [6]

charmer
),
and hence of any charm which could be

worn, cp Is. 820 (o rnS RV amulets
).

2

The primary meaning of the word may perhaps be seen in

2 S. 12 19 Ps. 41 7 [S], not however in Is. 2(5 16 (see SHOT). It

has been thought that lakaS (jprh) and nahas (sj-m) may have a

kindred origin, and it is at any rate singular that the Arabic

equivalents of both 3 are used in the sense of unlucky.

4. Heber (13n), found only in pi. (Is. 47 9 12 enchantments )

or in connection with hober, &quot;Uh (Dt. 18 n Ps. 58 5 [6],

charmer ), is explained by Ges. (Thes. 1441) to mean binding
or tying i.e., of magical knots. 4 Similarly Smith, who says it

is used to denote the tying together of words in order to con
stitute an incantation. He (followed by Ges.(l3)-BuhU2 l, and

Sieg.-St., also by Stade, GF/1 505, and Dr. Dcut., ad loc.)y,ot&amp;lt;*

back to the Jewish tradition which sees in the word some kind

of snake-charming. Note the parallelism in Ps. 58 5 [6].

Here we may refer to the Rabbinical ki ml&quot; (JTCp), amulet,

from Jjcpi
to bind. Most likely it signifies something bound to

a person, with no reference therefore to magical tying. It is the

1 Cp also Ar. kdsif, unlucky (of days). Note that Fleischer

(Levy, NIfW%4y)&amp;lt;i) takes Ar. kasafa in the derived sense of

speaking in a low, murmuring tone.

2 Similarly C;S: Jjl3 (/.), AV tablets, RV perfume boxes,&quot;

is taken by Smith to be a kind of amulet.
3 Lahasa (as liihus, unlucky ) and nahasa (na/ts, unlucky ).

Cp SERPENT, i [3].
4 Cp Ar. habar, a narrative i.e., a series of words bound to

gether. Or we may argue for a derivation from Itabara, to be

beautiful, from an (assumed) earlier, but lost meaning to

weave, bind. So &quot;Oi&quot;I&amp;gt; haber, a companion, one that is bound

(to an individual or society), cp T. W. Davies, Magic etc., $$/
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4. In NT.

MAGISTRATE
Rabbinical term for phylacteries ;

see FRONTLETS. It is not at

all impossible that Jesus words in Mt. 10 19 IS 18 were suggested

by this magical practice, known in his time and in his country as

in all times and lands. See BINDING AND LOOSING.

5. Sak(k)lr(^s\tf)ia Is. 47 n, is explained by the great majority
of critics (Hi. Ew. Di. etc.) to charm (away), or the like (so

RVmg.). This can he well defended (see the Comm.) ; but the

absence of any analogy in Heb. and Aram, favours the view
that the text is corrupt.!

Among the ancients the employment of certain formulas

was considered efficacious in proportion to the number
of repetitions. In India to-day if an ascetic

says in one month the name of Radha,
Krishna, or Rom 100,000 times, he cannot fail to

obtain what he wants ; and it is in the same spirit that

Moslem dervishes renew their shrieks or whirlings.

Similarly, the prophets of Baal called upon their god
from morning until night, saying Baal, hear us,

1

j K. 1826.

The words of Jesus say not the same thing over and
over again (Mt. 67/^7 pa.TTo\oyya-r)Te

2
)
have reference

to the same superstition.
In 2 Tim. 813 7617x6? (from 7000;, to sigh, to utter

low moaning tones
)

is used of a class of magicians who
uttered certain magical formulae in a low deep voice.

They were to be found, according to Herodotus, in

Egypt (33) and elsewhere (4ios 7igi) I they are

mentioned also by Euripides and Plato.

Paul, in addressing the Galatians (620), names among
the works of the flesh tpapnaKfia [EV sorcery ] ; Syr.
harrdshutha

;
Heb. versions of Salk. and Del. D BE&amp;gt;3

T :

\kishaphtm\, which is closely connected with idolatry

by being placed next after it. It is not possible here to

do more than mention Simon Magus (Acts 89/1) and

Bar-jesus, the sorcerer whom Lk. calls also Elymas
(Acts 138). This name the writer explains by /j.dyos ;

it is really the Arabic
( Alim), learned, which is much

the same in sense as (tdyos (cp SIMON MAGUS, ELYMAS).
Cp EXORCISTS. T. w. D.

F. B. Jevons, Introd. to Hist, of Re?., 1896; A. C. Lyall,
Asiatic Studies, chap. 4 ; E. B. Tylor, art. Magic, EBW;

Frazer, Golden Bought 1 7-128 ; W. R.
6. Bibliography. Smith s articles in /. Phil. (18273-288

14113-128) treat ably on the principal
biblical terms. Cp also Rel. Sent. 246 427, et passim ; Driver
on Deut. 18 10 /f EV ; T. Witton Davies, Magic, Divina
tion, and Demonology among the Hebrews and related

peoples (1898); Sc\io\2.,Gotzendienst und Zauberwesen bci den
Hebrciern, 1877 (uncritical); D. Joel, Der Aberglaitbe und aie

Stellung des Judentlnuiis zu demselbcn (1881-83).
On the Bab. Magic, cp the work of Lenormant now of course

somewhat antiquated (La magie chez les Chaldeens et les origines
Accadiennes, 1874 I Chaldean RIagic, its origin and develop
ment, trans, with add. by the author, 1877 ; Die Magie und
Wahrsage-Kunst der Chaldiier, 1878). Lenormant is to be sup
plemented by reference to the various works cited in 2 b

;
see

also the relative sections in Tiele s HAG, 1886 ; and Gesch. der Rel.
im Alterthum, 1895 ; in A. H. Sayce s Origin and Growth of
Rel. (Hibiert Lectures), 1888 ; in Rommel s Die Sem. Vtilker

. Sprachen, 1888 ; (by F. Jeremias) in Chantepie de la Saus-

saye s Lehrb. der Rel.-gesch.(-), 1897; and in Jastrow, Rel. of
Bab. and Ass., 1898; L. W. King, Babylonian Magic and
Sorcery (1896); Zimmern, Beitrage zur Kenntnis der bab. Re
ligion in Assyriolog. Bibliothek., Bd. xii., with L. W. King s

review in AJSL 13 142^ H. Z. ,
2 b

;
T. W. D.

MAGISTRATE. See generally GOVERNMENT, LAW
AND JUSTICE.
The terms to be enumerated are five

1. ESir Sophet (Dt. 16 18 etc.). See JUDGE, i.

2.
&quot;I!J? V~?.,yores V^&amp;gt;-(Judg. 187 t) RV possessing authority

(mg. power of restraint&quot;), an impossible rendering (Moore).
The text is very corrupt. In connection with other emendations,
and parallel cases of misunderstood references to the N. Arabian
Musri (see MIZRAIM, zb), it may be best to regard both (TV

1 Ges.a3)-Bu.(2) (followed by Che. Isaiah, SBOT, Heb.)
most felicitously reads for ninB* in fTiray- Render : There
shall come upon thee an evil which thou art not able to prevent
by payment. Note the use of the verb in Job 022, and the

parallelism of 1B3 and ~\n& in Prov. 6 35.
2 From Battus, a stuttering Greek poet (see Herod. 1 155). Cp

Ecclus. 7 14 Repeat not thy words in thy prayer (/j.rj SevTepiuoTjs

\6yov tv irpoa-fvxfj &amp;lt;rov).
For references relating to battology

among Moslems and others, see Lange in Herzog, 18 396.
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and

-|&amp;lt;jy

as corruptions of a dittographed 1^0 (i.e., Missur=
Musri); [-1x3,

in the land (of ) precedes. The city conquered

by the Danites was apparently in the far south (see MICAH i.,

2
; ZIKLAG), not in the far north.

3. apxn, Lk. 12 1 1 AV
; cp 20 20.

4. ap^taif, Lk. 1258 ; cp RULER.
5. erTpa-rrryos : () Acts 16 20-38; cp PR^TOR, PHILIPPI ; (8)

Lk. 224 etc., see ARMY, 6. 7. K. C.

MAGOG. See GOG AND MAGOG.

MAGOR-MISSABIB. See PASHHUR (i).

MAGPIASH (E tt SJp, cp MAGBISH?), signatory to

the covenant (see EZRA i.,7); Neh. 102o[2i] (B&r&quot;6.&quot;

4&amp;gt;HC [BN], MAIA. [A], MrMAC [L]).

MAGUS (Acts 1368 RVms-). See BAR-JESUS, MAGIC.
4-

MAHALAH. See MAHLAH.

MAHALALEEL, RV Mahalalel (^N^np, 34,

as if praise of God
;
but

&amp;lt;

BAEL
, M&AeAenA, suggests

7i|p?rUp, praiser of God [Gray, HPN 201, with Reds-

lob and Nestle] ;
but see below).

1. Fourth in descent from Seth, Gen. 5 nf. ; i Ch. 1 2f

(Bk. Jubilees, Malalel). Cp CAINITES, MEHUJAEL.
2. One of the bne Judah in a post-exilic list, Neh.

11 4t (fJ.a\f\r,fj. [BN]). See PEREZ.

The Judahite name, if not also the Sethite, is probably to

be explained, like JF.HALLELEL, as one of the many popular
corruptions of the tribal name Jerahmeel. Cp j3fAfAer;A,

&quot;

i Ch. 8 i, a fuller form of the Benjamite name Bela, which, like

Balaam, seems also to come from Jerahmeel. See also MAGDIEU

,

T. K. C.

MAHALATH (D?np, 74,78 ;
also as a proper name

in Talm. Bab. Pes. 1 12 a. The name possibly comes from

rrVNcrry, Jerahme elith = awoman of Jerahmeel [Che.]).

1. Esau s Ishmaelite wife: Gen. 28g [P] (MAeAe9
[ADEL]), called BASHEMATH (q.v.) in chap. 36. For
an explanation of the double name see SALMAH.

2. Daughter of Jerimoth b. David, and wife of Reho-
boam : 2 Chr. 11 18 ([j.o\[\]a.O [BA], jttaeXXetf [L]).

MAHALATH upon [AV], or set to [RV] (rhr\V~hv.

yrrep M&amp;lt;\eAee [BXART] ; erri xPei&amp;lt;* [Aq-], ^i&amp;lt;*

\Opoy [Sym.], YTTep THC xopei&c [Theod., Quinta] ;

pro choro, per chorum [Jer. ]), Ps. 53, 88 (headings).
Ibn Ezra suggested that Mahalath was the first word of

a song, to the tune of which these two psalms were set.

Ewald and Wellhausen adopt this view
;
the sickness

might be that of God s people. Rashi , however, thought
that the flute, Gesenius and Lagarde that the cithara or

cithern, was meant. Jerome and the Greek versions

except LXX imply the pointing rfbho, meholoth, dances :

cp heading of Ps. 88, where Leannoth
( perhaps for

singing )
follows. None of these views has much plausi

bility or is free from objection. A musical note which

occurs in only two psalm-headings, and has no clear

meaning, is probably corrupt. As Gratz has seen, a

better reading is almost certainly upon ALAMOTH

[^. .] LEANNOTH (niayV ; rov a.TroKpi.6rivai [&amp;lt;5] ;
rod

^dpxav [Aq.]; ad respondendum [Jer.]) is also prob

ably a mis-written rithy, originally intended as a correc

tion of nSna; see PSALMS [BOOK], 120 (on Alamoth ).

T. K. C.

MAHALI. See MAHLI.

MAHANAIM (D^TO, encampment, cpcas/ra).
1 A

city on the E. of Jordan, placed by P on

front ;er Of Qacj anci Manasseh (Josh.

182630), and mentioned by him again

as a city of refuge together with Ramoth in Gilead

1 [That the form is not really dual, is maintained elsewhere (see

NAMES, 107). We. (CH 46) would take n:ns (mahdne) in Gen.

32 22 [21] as a proper name, parallel and equivalent to Maha-
naim ; but Mahane does not occur elsewhere, and Ball (SBOT)
therefore reads QjnO- There may, however, have been a form

Mahanath (see MINNITH). Note the sporadic 110.0.1*0.16 in i Ch.

680 (B), as well as the cases where renders by the sing. TJ

Trape/ujSoATJ. See adfin. s - A - c-l
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MAHANAIM
Heshbon, and Jaazer (ib. 2l38[36], cp i Ch. 68ot65]).

There was doubtless an ancient sanctuary there, for

Jacob, so E represents, when he came to the place
after parting from Laban, met there a host (mahdneh)
of divine ones : a skilful application of the obvious

etymology. Some find a second reference to the ety

mology in Gen. 32? (J), where two hosts (mahanoth)
are spoken of ;

but there are difficulties in supposing
that the scene of Gen. 324/1 (J) is N. of the

jabbok,
where E rightly, of course, places Mahanaim (see

Holzinger, ad loc., and GlLEAD, 4). On two great

occasions the security of the position of Mahanaim
seems to have led royal personages to make it their

residence. I shbosheth resided there during his short

reign (28. 2812), and David retired thither in his flight

from Absalom (2 S. 1724 2 7 ; cp 1932 i K. 28). Under

Solomon, Mahanaim was the administrative centre of a

department (iK. 4 14); see AHINADAB. The name
occurs in the list of Palestinian cities taken by Shishak

(Maspero, Struggle of the Nations, 773), and is finally

met with (if the article prefixed to D :no is no objection)
in Cant. 613 [7i], where the Shulammite is somehow

brought into connection with the dance of Mahanaim

(Xpoi ruv
7T&amp;lt;xpe/u/3o\u&amp;gt;c, AV, company of two armies

) ;

criticism, however, throws much doubt upon the text *

(see CANTICLES, 9 ; DANCE, 7).

Reference is probably made to a re-conquest of Mahanaim in

Am. 6 13 ; for Q j-p read Q jnOi
a &quot;d render, Have we not, by

our strength, taken Mahanaim ? The name of the other town
was hardly Lo-debar, but Jabesh-gilead (of which the MT x

1

?

13T is a corruption). See MEPHIBOSHETH ; SAUL, 6.

The exact site of Mahanaim is uncertain. Conder s

reasons for placing it to the east of es-Salt,
2
beyond

~ TJ x-c the round basin of the Bukei will
2. Identifica

tion.
hardly bear examination. The critical

analysis of Gen. 32 seems to show that

Mahanaim lay N. of the Jabbok, but where, is disputed.
Merrill (East of the Jordan, 437) thinks of the ruin

called Suleikhat, 300 ft. above the Jordan valley, in

the Wady Ajlun. Robinson, van Kasteren (ZDPV
13*205/), and Buhl (Pal. 257), however, urge the claims

of Mihne or Mahne in the Jebel Ajlun, a little to the

NE. of the town of Ajlun, whilst Porter and, according
to Gautier, Germer-Durand, suggest that Gerasa rose

on the ruins of Mahanaim.

In 28. 229, Abner and his men, on leaving Gibeon, are said

to have passed over Jordan, and gone through all Hithron, and

so come to Mahanaim. Prof. H. P. Smith explains pinan, as

doubtless, the proper name of one of the side valleys up which
Mahanaim was situated. This is correct, except that all

Bithron is corrupt ; the real proper name of the side valley was

probably the valley of Pistachio trees 3
(C^tjari ?n3). Accord

ing to 2 S. 18 6 the battle between the army of David and that of
Absalom took place in the wood of Ephraim. For Ephraim
an early authority reads Mahanaim ;

but probably Ephraim
should rather be Rephaim (see EPHRAIM, WOOD OF). At any
rate, it was clearly in the vicinity of Mahanaim, and the nearest

way from this wood or copse-land to the city was by the &quot;\33

(EV plain ), or rather, since no satisfactory explanation of this

reading (v. 23) has been offered,
4 by the 7PU that is to say, the

eager Ahimaaz ran along in the wady in which, at some little

distance, Mahanaim lay.

From a critical glance at the OT passages it is evident

that Mahanaim was a strong city ; we have to look for

one of the very best sites for such a city in N. Gilead.

It must also, as Gen. 32 shows, have been easily acces-

1 Plausible as the sword-dance theory may be, there is so
much corruption in the context that we may suggest an emenda
tion akin to that proposed for Cant. 611 (see TIRZAH). Read,
What do you see in the Shulammite? A narcissus of the valleys

(D pSJM nSinn). This is grammatically easier and suits the

context.
2 Heth andMoab, ISO/
3 Pistachio-trees are found in Gilead (Post, PEFQ, 1888, p.

200 ; Tristram, NHB 367). The current explanation of Bithron
as ravine will hardly bear examination (cp BKTHER). Cp
D 333 (EV Betonim), a place in Gad, mentioned beside Maha
naim, Josh. 13 26.

* See, e.g., Lohr, ad loc.
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sible from Mizpah, which we have elsewhere provision

ally identified with Suf. Putting all this together, we

may plausibly identify Mahanaim with Ajlun, so

finely situated at a point where valleys meet, with

abundant wood in its neighbourhood (GILEAD, 7), and
with an unequalled site for a fortress not far off, which
is still occupied by the imposing Kal at er-Rabad. At
some distance to the N. is still found the name of Mihne
or Mahne, and some of the liest geographers (Robinson,
van Kasteren, 1 and Buhl) would therefore place Maha
naim there. It seems better, however, to suppose that

the wood of Mahanaim extended as far as Mihne, and
that the name of Mihne is really an abbreviation of that

ancient phrase.
Here, as elsewhere, geographical results are dependent on

critical exegesis. The idea that Ajlun might be Mahanaim has
also occurred to Prof. G. A. Smith (IfG 587 ; cp 335 n., 586);
but he did not recognise that it was almost forced upon us by
the biblical data, rightly viewed. Miihlau (Riehm&amp;lt;

2
), 954) feels

a similar hesitation
;
he thinks that Mihne is not near enough to

the Jabbok and the Jordan Valley.
Readings : Josh. 13 26/Uoai [B], fj.aav [Bah], ^avaj.ft. [A], paav.

[L] ;
v. 30 ij.aava [B], AL as above. Jos. 21 38 [36] Ka^eiv [B],

juai/ju [L], A as above, i Ch. 680 [65] fj.aava.id [B], -ai/x [A],

/Sai/afl [ L], vWy [ Pesh. ]. 2 S. 2 8 &amp;lt;e rVjs 7rapt/u/3oAVj [BAL],

B add eis fifii-affj., cp We. ad loc. ; v. 12 \j.ava.t\.\i. [A], trapefi^oAirjs

[L], lost in B ; z&amp;gt;. 29 (rt\v) Trape/u./SoATJi [BA], 7rape^/3oAas fj.aSi.au

[L] ; Jos. (Ant. vii. 1 3) Mai/aAcs. 2 S. 17 24 ^ai/aeifx. [B], -v [A],

7rape/u/3oAas [L] ; v. 27 fj-aavaeifj. [BA], L as before ;
19 32 fiacaei/x

[BA], L as before, i K. 28 n-ape^/SoAas [BAL] ; 4 14 paai/amoi
[B], fj.aavai.fi. [A], fiaxeiAaji [L]. The ethnic is perhaps to be
found in i Ch. 11 46 (crit. emend.). See MAHAVITE ;

also JEPH-
THAH, 3, n. 4. T. K. C.

MAHANEH-DAN or Dan s camp (

GMBoAH AAN [BAL]), a place behind i.e. , W. of

Kirjath-jearim, where the 600 Danites from Zorah and
Eshtaol encamped in the course of their advance north

wards (Jud. 1812). The explanation of the name is

questionable, and a different localisation of Mahaneh-
Dan is given in Judg. 1825 viz., between Zorah and
Eshtaol. It was there that the spirit of Yahwe first

stirred up Samson. The explanation of this discrepancy
is to be found in i Ch. 25254, at least if we may read

jT-nmo
instead of p-njro.

The Manahethites were partly

sons of Shobal the father of Kirjath-jearim, and partly
connected with the Zorites (of Zorah). See MANA
HETHITES. s. A. c.

MAHARAI (nn, cp Ph. ^imnQ?), a Neto-

phathite [of the Zerahites], one of David s heroes (2 S.

2328, Noepe [B]. MAep&ei [A], MAARNAN [o TOY
qbeATiA] [L], iCh.H 3o, N eepe [BK, i.e., nnj],

MOOP& [A], MAppI [L]; 27i3. M6HpA. [B], MOOP&amp;lt;M

[A], MA&PI [L])-

MAHATH (nnp, cp Ahimiti, son of Azuri king of

Ashdod, temp. Sargon, see below ; M&A.6 [BAL]).
1. b. Amasai, in the genealogy of the Kohathite Samuel ; i Ch.

635 [20] (fifS [B], ani&amp;lt;oO [L]) apparently = AHIMOTH (y.v.) in

v. 25 [10] (where L has afata6 as here); perhaps derived from

Mahath b. Amasai in 2 Ch. 29 12 (niaefl [A]). Cp JAHATH, 2,

GENEALOGIES i., 7, iii. c. Mahath, Amasai, Azariah are all

Kohathite (i.e., S. Palestinian) names. Amasai probably comes
from Ishma ell (Ishmaelite, cp i Ch. 2 17), Azariah from Asshuri

(cp ASSHURIM); Mahath or Ahimoth is presumably also an ethnic,

and perhaps (like Ahitub?), comes from Rehobothi. A Reho-

bothite king of Ashdod, and a Levite connected with Rehoboth
are very possible.

2. A temple officer temp. Hezekiah (2 Ch. 31 13 ;
Oavai [B ; see

NAHATH, 3], aa$ [L]), perhaps the same as i. T. K. C.

MAHAVITE. Eliel the Mahavite is the EV render

ing of the MT D^HSn ^N^N (i Ch. 11 46 . . . o Mii

[BN], o MACOGIN [A], o M&C06I [L]). a rendering

which cannot be legitimately obtained from the present

state of the text.

Read O inan (cp Vg., Mahumites), a man of Bahurim. Eliel

and Bahurim are both probably Jerahmeelite names (Che.).

Be. (CAro.)and Barnes (Cam6. BiMe) would read jnen, an

inhabitant ofMAHANAIM (q.v. ). Pesh. presents a form yv
die )
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MAHAZIOTH
MAHAZIOTH (niK^nO, visions, cp NAMES, 23),

according to the Chronicler a son of Heman (i Ch.

26430, MeAzu)6 v. 4, MAzco6 v. 30 [B], MAAZICOG
[AL], mahazioth [Vg. ]), see HEMAN.

MAHER-SHALAL-HASH-BAZ (T3 K:n fytf 1HD,

23; oiEetoc rrpoNOMHN TTOIHCAI CKyAtoN
and TAxeooc CKyAeycoN, oSecoc npONOMeycoN
[BNAQl

1

]), the name given by Isaiah to his son (Is. 813).
Like SHEAR-JASHUB (q.v. )

this name is intended as

an omen (cp Che. Is. I
3

,
ad loc.). The name means

swiftly cometh spoil, speedily hasteneth
prey&quot; or, to

keep closer to the abruptness of the Hebrew, hasten

booty, speed spoil. See ISAIAH i. , 4.

MAKTESH

MAHLAH (PDnO ; M&A* [BAL], MAAAA [F]), a

daughter of ZELOPHEHAD [^.^.] (Nu. 2633 [37]; 27 1

[L om. all the names of the daughters] ; 36 n MAAAA
[B], MAAAA [ALJ; Josh. 17 3 MAAAA [BL]). In RV
of i Ch. 7 18 Mahlah (AV MAHALAH) is one of the sons
of HAMMOLEKETH \_q.v.~], Machir s sister (/j.ae\a [B],

fj.oo\a [A], /u.aa\a.0 [L]).
All these names are corrupt ; but the true readings can prob

ably be recovered. Zelophehad springs from Salhad ; Hammo-
leketh from Salecah (another name of the same place). Mahlah
may come from [AbelJ-meholah ;

there was possibly a second
place of this name, which ultimately comes from Jerahmeel.
Note that Gideon, who has been fused with Jerubbaal, is an
Abiezrite, and that Abiezer in i Ch. 7 18 is a brother of Mahlah.

T. K. C.

MAHLI (^TBJ, 74 : MOoA[e]i [BAL]), a Levitical

subdivision which appears as a distinct family in Nu.

2658 (@ I!AFL om.
),

but is elsewhere associated with the

division MERAKI. These names seem to appear inde

pendently in EzraSiS/. (see SHEREBIAH) i Esd. 847

(/nooXXet [L]) ; more commonly, however, they are

brought into relationship. Thus Mahli is either made
the son of Merari (and brother of MUSHI) in Ex. 619
(AV MAHALI) Nu. 820 i Ch. 619 [4] (/uooXXi [L]) 29 [14]

(om. B) 2821 (/J.OT)\ [B in
t&amp;gt;])

2426, or becomes the son
of Mushi and grandson of Merari, as in i Ch. 632 [47]

(/*ooXAi[L]), cp232 3 24 3o( /uooXXet[B]). See, generally,
GENEALOGIES i.

, 7.

The gentilic Mahlites ( Snarl) occurs only in Nu. 3 33

(6 moAei [B], o jU.ooA[e]i [BabAFL]) 26 58 (see above).
The name is possibly derived from MAHALATH (f.v.) ; but may

come straight from Jerahme eli (Che.) ; note that one of Mahli s

descendants is named Jerahmeel (cp i Ch. 23 21 24 2%f.), and see
MOLID.

MARLON. See CHILION, and cp RUTH (BOOK).

MAHOL (biniD, 74 ; MAA [B], MAOyA [A], MAAAA
[L]), the father of Heman, Calcol, and Darda, three

(foreign) wise men who, together with Ethan the Ezra-

hite, were surpassed in wisdom by Solomon (i K.43i
[5n]). These names can all be accounted for on the

assumption that the wisdom of the Edomites is referred

to. Ethan and Heman both seem to be corrupt forms
of TEMAN {q.v. ] ; Calcol (SsVj) is probably a corruption
of Caleb (3*73), and Darda (y-m) of AROER (ijny).
EZRAHITE is certainly another form of Zarhite, and
Zerah in Gen. 36 13 17 is an Edomite clan. Lastly,
Mahol, like HAMUL, comes from JERAHMEEL (Snom ).

It was really, perhaps, only Aroer that was a son of

Jerahmeel ; &amp;lt;S

BL
give uWs or vibv, not viovs in i K. I.e.

The enthusiastic remark of i K. 431 [5u] now becomes
more striking, for the wisdom of the Edomites (with
whom the Jerahmeelites were connected) was proverbial
(cp Obad. 8), and when we take into consideration that
in v. 30 we should almost certainly read c/T) :3 (a cor

ruption of ^NorrV Ja, sons of Jerahmeel )
for MT s

mp 33, and that Job was also greater than all the

Jerahmeelites (read cpn 33 Job 1 3), the view here offered
becomes in the highest degree probable. See EAST
(CHILDREN OF), JERAHMEEL, MAHALATH.

Klo. s ingenious theory (see his notes on i K. I.e.) that there
was a poetic dialogue, like our Job, in which Ethan and the
other sages took part, is baseless

; *?inD cannot mean a round
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of alternate speeches.
1

Lag. (Or. 225) more plausibly thought
that *?inO 33 meant dancers (and singers); cp Ti^n rma,
Eccles. 124. T K C

MAHSEIAH
(

MAASEIAH i.

RV, Jer.32i 2 51 59. See

MAIANEAS, RV Maiannas (MAIANNAC [BA]),
i Esd. 948 = Neh. 87, MAASEIAH ii., 16.

MAID, MAIDEN (TO^, almah, Ex. 28, etc.;

H/in?, bZthuldh, Lam. 5n, etc.). See IMMANUEL,
r, FAMILY, 4.

MAKAZ (fi?; MAXCMAC [B], MAXMAC [A],

MAfXAC [L]), mentioned first among the cities of
the second of the prefectures of the land of Israel, i K.
4 9. The next three places named being among those
reckoned to Dan (Josh. 1941-43), it would seem that
Makaz should be a corruption of one of the other

names of Danite towns. ME-JARKON (q.v.) suggests
itself as probable. If the site proposed for this place is

correct, Me-jarkon well deserved to be so prominently
mentioned. 1 Makkus, a little to the NE. of Ascalon,
once proposed by Conder, is neither in an important
position, nor would the site be Danite. T. K. c.

MAKED (MAKeA [ANV] ; Vg. Magetk), an unknown
place in Gilead, mentioned in i Mace. 526 (MAKeB [A])

cp 36 (where AV MAGED) along with Bosora and
Carnaim.

MAKHELOTH (nnp ; MAKHAoo9 [BAF], MA-
KHAcoG [L]), a place named in Nu. 332s/, probably
identical with KEHELATHAH

; cp also MIKLOTH.
All these forms are almost certainly corruptions of Jerah

meel. P s list of stations is artificial
; the substratum, how

ever, consists of place-names belonging to the Jerahmeelite
region, S. of Palestine.

See WANDERINGS. T. K. c.

MAKKEDAH (nn|?p; MAKHAAN, MAKHAA ; Jos.

Anf.v. li? MAKXlAA, v.i MAKKHAA , Pesh. makdr,
but in 1641 nakdd), a royal Canaanite city (Josh. 12 16 ;

om. [?] B) in the lowland of Judah (154i), mentioned
at the end of a group of cities together with Beth-dagon
and Naamah. It was in the cave at Makkedah that

the five kings of the Amorites, who had sought refuge
there after the battle of Beth-horon (10ioi6), were
taken and slain. Makkedah itself was captured after

wards (102i). Eusebius places Makkedah 8 R. m. E.

from Eleutheropolis (052/890; cp 1388). This is

clearly impossible. Nor is it at all certain (the name
having disappeared) whether the site proposed by
Warren at el-Mughar (

the cave
),
SW. of Ekron,

5 m. E. of Nd anek (perhaps the Naamah of Josh. ),

and some 25 m. from Gibeon, is the right one. There
are, indeed, signs that an ancient town stood here, and
Conder says that this is the only site in the plain where
caves are to be found. The Wady es-Sardr has, in

fact, made a way here through a bar of soft sandy stone,

and the precipitous cliffs are pierced by caverns of

various sizes (PEFMem. 2411). The narrative in Josh.

points to a single specially large cave (mjra-i) which was
outside of the town. The name may seem to suggest a

sheep-breeding region (cp ipj and Dr. on Am. li).

It may, however, have suffered changes, and the original
name may possibly have had the same origin as ME-
GIDDO [q.v. ].

It has not been traced with certainty
in the Egyptian name-lists. T. K. c.

MAKTESH (^rOn ; THN KATAKeKOMMersiHN

[BNAQ] ; eiC TON oA/v\ON [Aq.], TOON oA/v\coN

[Symm.], gN TOO BA0ei [Theod.]), usually supposed
to be the name of a quarter of Jerusalem where mer
chants and dealers resided (Zeph. In), and to be so

called because in configuration it resembled a mortar

(RVms-, the mortar ); cp Judg. 15ig the mortar

(EV hollow place )
that is in Lehi. See MORTAR.

1 In the main as Klost., who reads the name Me-rakkon.
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The Tg. thinks of the Valley of the Kidron, most
moderns of the Tyropoeon (see JERUSALEM, 23).

The name, however, which is both odd in itself and
nowhere else found, is not improbably corrupt. It is

best to read rnwsrr-n (2 K. 2813), or rather c vinne 8n&quot;in

(see DESTRUCTION, MOUNT OF) ; the locality meant
is the Mount of Olives. Observe that the gates and
the hills are mentioned just before.

This may be illustrated by Neh. 13 15, where we read, accord

ing to a probable critical emendation of a corrupt text, that sellers

of agricultural produce brought their goods into Jerusalem by
the ascent of those who worship (Q lrWCJSn nSyC2 for D1 3 VJ,W

TX DTDO)- Probably there were houses or shelters on the

Mount of Olives for those sellers who could not return home in

the day. Possibly, too, the phrase D lnnBJSrt n^D is the

original name of the c n in *1H (Zech.14.4): i.e., DTI t (olives)

may be a corruption of Q lnDBD ( those who worship ). In

2 S. 15 30 we find the phrase QTI in H^yo ( he ascent of the

olives ), for which we should perhaps read (cp v. 32) nSj?D

Cp OLIVES, MOUNT OF. T. K. c.

MALACHI. According to the title (Mai. 1 1), the last

book of the Minor Prophets contains the word of

j,
Yahwe to Israel by Malachi. It would

1. ame.
seem tjjat a pr0per name is intended here,

but the difficulty of understanding the word malachi

(&quot;ON?!?, my messenger )

1 in this way has been felt

since the earliest times. Even BKAQ has iv xtLP^

dyyt\ov avrov, by his messenger ; a translation which

(whether from ^x^O or ISK^D) would hardly have been

possible at a time when the existence of a prophet
Malachi was generally recognised. In fact, the prevail

ing tradition among the Jews for some time after Christ

continued to reject the proper name.
The Jon. Targ. (Mai. 1 i) declares this messenger to have

been no other than Ezra the scribe, and Jerome adopts this

view. Cp also Talm. Megilt. i$a. The earliest Church Fathers

generally regard the word as an appellative (see Reinke,
Malachi, 6-9; Kohler, Nachexil. Proph.l^f.; Nestle, Sept.
Stud. 3 13, and cp 4 Esd. 1 40). In any case, it is hardly to be
doubted that the superscription is the work of a later hand.-

When, finally, it is observed how the phrase my
messenger is employed in 3i, at the beginning of the

most striking passage in the book, the conclusion seems

imperative that the proper name Malachi originated
in a misinterpretation of this word, aided perhaps by
Hag. 1 13 as well as Mai. 2 7.

The book falls into two main divisions : (a) a rebuke

addressed to the priests (l6-2g) ; (A) a series of oracles

_ addressed to all the people (2 10-821 [4s]).
2. contents. ^ Thg theme of the brief introduction

(12-5), Israel God s peculiar people, plays a very im

portant part in the book from beginning to end. See

16 2 10 36/1, and cp 2 5 /. That the prophet should

choose here as his sole illustration of this truth a refer

ence to calamities that have recently come upon Edom,
Israel s brother nation, is characteristic of the time at

which he wrote (see below, 6).

Of the charges brought against the priests, the fore

most is one of gross misconduct in their performance of

the temple service (16-13). They treat the sacred rites

with indifference, and bring the most worthless offerings
as good enough for the worship of Yahwe. They are

further accused of betraying their trust as the official

guides of the people in religious matters (24-9). As
members of the priestly tribe, they are the bearers of the

torah (mm) or (oral) teaching concerning the religion
and worship of Yahwe. They have broken their covenant,
however, and turned aside from the path ; their teaching
has become a stumbling-block to the people. In v. gb,

if the text is correct, still another accusation is unex

pectedly introduced, namely that of partiality in the

1 So far as the form is concerned, 3K^O rnight be a con-

traction of n SX^D or irPDxSs, messenger of Yahwe. But the

name is not a likely one, and there is no evidence of the occur
rence of the longer form in any Hebrew text (to appeal to the
later Greek superscription, MaAaxw, is absurd).

2 Cp especially Zech. 9 i (text incomplete) J2 i.
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use of the teaching. The meaning of the charge is

not quite clear, and it is decidedly out of place as it

stands.

(6) In the passage 2io-i6, with which the second
main division of the book begins, nearly all interpreters
since Jerome have seen the prophet s rebuke of two
evils marriage with heathen women, and divorce (so
also Targ., though with a noteworthy variation in v. 16.

due to the corrupt state of the Hebrew original ;
see

also EZRA i.
, 5). This interpretation fails to meet the

requirements of the text (see below, 4). The rebuke

is rather directed against the encroachment of foreign

worship in Israel (so &amp;lt;5,
Pesh.

). Judah has dealt

falsely with the wife of his youth, the covenant religion,

and is wedding a strange cult. The people lament
because their offerings fail to bring a blessing, and are

strangely unable to see why ill-fortune has come upon
them (w. 13 14^).

The two sections 2 17-8 5 and 3 13-21 [4 3] are very much
alike in character and contents. In each, the assertion

of some of the people that Yahwe does not concern

himself with human affairs is answered by the prophet s

assurance that the great and terrible day will soon

come, when the good shall be separated from the evil

and the righteous shall finally triumph. These oracles

are interrupted by a characteristic passage (86-12) in

which the people are censured for neglecting to pay
their tithes. The passage was begun in a quite different

strain (see esp. v. 7), suggested by the catalogue of sins

in v. 5. The way in which the prophet seizes upon this

particular delinquency as it occurs to him, abandoning
the main line of his reasoning altogether, illustrates

both the hasty looseness of style into which he some
times falls, and his present interest in matters connected

with the public worship.
1 1 is probable that 3 22-24 [4 4-6] is a later appendix to the book. !

It has no natural connection with the preceding, but has all the

appearance of an addition by another hand, having for its chief

object the providing of an impressive close for the collection of
the prophetic writings. It is hardly by accident that Moses and

Elijah, the two great representatives of Israel s golden age,

appear together in these isolated verses at the end of the last

of all the prophets.

The most interesting passage in the book from the

theological point of view is In, with its assertion that

all sincere worship of the one God, even
3 Heathen

. . among the heathen, is accepted by
worsmp. Yahwe, whose name is truly honoured

(cp in the NT Rom. 1 19/. [cp 2io/. ;
Wisd. 186-9] ;

Acts lOss). This interpretation, which is now adopted

by most OT scholars, is the one required by both the

language and the context of the verse. See esp.

Kuenen, Hibbert Lectures (1882), p. i8o/. ; GASm.
The Twelve Prophets (1898), p. 358 /. But the passage
stands alone in the OT. In Ps. 65 3 [2], which is perhaps
the nearest approach to a parallel, the language is much
less definite. Still, remarkable as the expression is, the

idea was certainly not foreign to Judaism it is quite in

the spirit of the Wisdom literature, for example nor

can it be said to be out of keeping with the character of

this prophet as it appears in the rest of the book.

It has been remarked above that the current inter

pretation of 2io-i6 is untenable. The text of the

_. ,. passage is, unfortunately, corrupt ;

2 but

it is not difficult to recognise the nature
interpretation of thg charge brought by the prophet

01 divorce.
aga jns t his fellow-countrymen. The

sin which he is attacking is one of unfaithfulness, of

false dealing (verb bdgad}. The accusation is stated

definitely in v. ufr : Judah has profaned the sanctuary

of Yahwe, which he loves, and has espoused a bath el

nekar (n33 *?K m. daughter of a foreign god ).
A few

verses farther on (w. 14/ )
the charge is made : Thou

hast dealt falsely with the wife of thy youth, the wife of

1 [The phraseological evidence for this view has been collected

by Bohme, /.A TM 1 210^ ED.]
2 No one of the attempts to emend e?&amp;gt;. 150; i6a can be called

even partially successful.
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thy covenant. To treat these expressions literally, as

referring to actual marriage and divorce,
1 involves us in

insuperable difficulties. To assume, in the first place,

that divorce of Israelitish wives stood in any necessary
or even probable connection with the wedding of women
from other nations is unreasonable. Many modern

commentators, in the desire to avoid this difficulty,

suppose a change of subject, from intermarriage with

Gentiles to divorce in general (Kohler, Orelli, Wellh. ,

etc.
).

It is not possible, however, thus to separate w.

13-16 from vv. 10-12. The phrase wife of thy covenant-

religion (that eseth blrithlkd [-JVQ ns^x] cannot mean
wife of thy marriage vows, Kraetzschmar, Bundes-

vorstellung, 240 f. has shown conclusively) is plainly
contrasted with daughter of a foreign god ;

with

whom thou hast falsely dealt (v. 14) refers to the

charge made with the same word in v. n
;
blrith in

v. 14 is repeated from v. 10. Better evidence of con

tinuity could hardly be desired. 2 Another attempt to

remove the apparent incongruities of the passage is that

of G. A. Smith
(
The Twelve Prophets, 2340 365), who

proposes to strike out vv. n and 12 a desperate ex

pedient. There is one, and but one, admissible inter

pretation, namely, that which recognises the use of

figurative language here. Wedding a foreign cult

necessarily involved divorce from the covenant religion.

The figure employed by the prophet is very natural and

effective, certainly better suited to his time than that

introduced by Hosea.

The book of Malachi gives us in small compass a

many-sided view of the religious conditions in which the

_, ,.,. writer lived. Israel was beginning to
S

feel the effects of her more intimate

acquaintance with the great nations round about. The
world had grown larger, and the perspective had

changed. A new type of free thinkers had arisen

(2i7 813^); a class too numerous, and perhaps too

sincere, to be ignored. The feeling was gaining ground
that the old beliefs and rites were outgrown. Hence
the shameful conduct of some of the priests, and the

readiness of many influential men among the people to

betray the nation (as the prophet insists, 2io) by
openly espousing foreign cults. On the other hand, the

orthodox, the God-fearing, formed a sort of church or

party by themselves (3i6) in opposition to these tend

encies. The situation closely resembles that which pro
duced the two parties of the Pharisees and the Sadducees
at a later day. The prophet s own position is that of

one who can welcome the broader view, while remaining
thoroughly loyal to the national religion. He declares

without hesitation that heathen worship is accepted by
Vanwe, but in the next breath appeals to the patriotism
of his hearers, and to their hope of a Messianic time.

As for the date of Malachi, it was certainly written in

the Persian period (allusion to the governor in 18)
. _. , after the completion of the temple (3io).

Regarding the other criteria it may be said

that they all point distinctly to a late rather than an

early date. 3 The remarkable passage 12-5 (Edom the

1 [The latest advocacy of the literal interpretation is to be
found in Nowack s Kl. Proph. 389 410^, and Che. Jew. Rel.

L.ife(f)a). The most plausible reconstruction of the whole back
ground of the passage (Mai. 2io-i6) on the same view is that of
Stade ((7K/2 136^), who remarks, The connection shows that
the writer has to do in the first place with matrimonial alliances
which respected members of the community, who were already
of a certain age, had contracted with rich and influential families
of the peoples of the land. These persons were already married,
and their non-Jewish fathers-in-law were able, in consequence
of their social position, to make the new marriage conditional
on a preceding divorce of the Jewish wife. Against this, how
ever, see Winckler, AOF1=,Tf,jff. ED.]

2
[It is, of course, v. 16 which may appear to break the con

tinuity nf Mai. 2 10-16. For I hate dismissal (of a wife), says
Yahwe, may seem too general and far-reaching to serve as an
argument in this special case. But it is urged that reformers
often do not see all that follows from the general principles
which they invoke, which explains some of the strange incon
sistencies in the later OT literature. ED.]

* It has been customary, chiefly because of the traditional
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arch enemy of Israel) is to be classed with Am. 9 12 and
Ob. 21

;

l the apocalyptic passages 3i/: 19 (4 \)ff., with
their conception of the day of judgment as the day when
1 the wicked (o J/Bn) shall be destroyed out of Israel,
remind us of the Psalms (Wellh.); the theological

development presupposed by the book finds its nearest

parallels in the Psalter and the Wisdom literature
;
and

finally, the position of Mai. at the end of the collection

of the Prophets may be adduced, though the argument
is not weighty. We may, therefore, assign the book
with some confidence to the first half of the fourth century.
To argue from the fact that Mai. calls the priests sons of

Levi, that he was not acquainted with the priestly law-book
(Wellh. on Mai. 822(44] ; cp Now. 391) is hardly permissible. It

is evident, from all parts of the book, that the writer (like many
of the latest OT writers) is strongly influenced by Dt. Nothing
could be more natural than that he should use its familiar

phraseology. The same may be said of 3 22 (4 4] (probably by a
later hand ; see above) with its mention of Horeb instead of
Sinai. Such expressions as the laws and statutes which were
enjoined by Moses upon all Israel were, of course, associated

with the name Horeb (see, e.g., Dt. 5 i.yi). Cp also Ecclus.
48 7 Ps. 10*3 19. From 3 10 (cp Nu. IS viff.) it is natural to sup
pose that the priestly law of tithes was already codified, as it

certainly was recognised.

The diction of Mai. is pure, the style vigorous, though
often prosaic and sometimes awkward. In more than
_ _, . one place, the meaning is seriously obscured

^
by an abrupt transition, due apparently to

the writer s impulsive haste. A personal peculiarity of

his style is seen in his favourite way of opening an

argument, by introducing the supposed objections of his

hearers, which he then refutes (12^ 6 ff. 2 17 87^
I3^)-

2
Originality and earnestness are marked char

acteristics of the book in all its parts. The estimate

that pronounces it a monument of the degeneracy of

Hebrew prophecy, the product of an age whose religious
teachers could only imitate, but not attain to, the

spiritual fervour of the old prophets (so esp. Duhm,
Reuss) is decidedly unjust.

Among the special comms. on Mai. those of Edward Pococke,
1677 ((-), 1692), Reinke, 1856, Kohler, 1865,

8. Literature, may be mentioned. Cp also Stade, Gesch.
Isr. 2 128-138 ;

and JBL 17 1-15, where the
views expressed in this article, as now revised, are more fully
set forth. [See also W. Bohme, ZATIV 7 (1887) 210^!: Wi.

.} W. K. S. C. C. T.

MALCHAM, RV Malcam (D|).
1. b. SHAHARAIM [q.v], in the genealogy of BENJAMIN (q.v.,

9, ii. ft), i Ch. 8 9 t (MeAX s IBJ. /* [AJ, -OM [L]).

2. In Zeph. Is (TOU /WiAews O.VTWV [BNAQ], juoAox [Qme-])
RVmj;. has their king, as in 2 S. 1230 RVmg- has MALCAM for

EV s their king. See MILCOM.

MALCHIAH. See MALCHIJAH.

MALCHIEL
(^2&amp;gt;/&amp;gt;,

God is King (or my king)
1

24, 36 ;
on early history of name see MALCHIJAH ;

MAx(e)lHA [ADFL] ; but in Nu. MeAAmA [B*], in Ch.

MeAAeiH [B]), an Asherite family, Gen. 46i? Nu.

26 4s (where also ^N 3
1

?!?, MalcMelite,A\eAAiHAi [B].

MeA X (e)lHA(e)l [B
ab
AFL]) i Ch.7 3 i- The same

name is prominent in the correspondence of the

Amarna tablets. Milkil
(
= Malchiel) was one of the

chief enemies of the governor of Jerusalem (cp Jastrow,

JBL\\ 120
; Sayce, Pat. Pal. 135, etc.

).
See ASHER i. ,

I-

MALCHIJAH (Pwfy?, irpata as if Yahwe is my
king ; 36); but possibly the original name was a

exegesis of 2 \aff., and the fact that mixed marriages are assailed

in Ezra-Neh., to assign Mai. to the middle of the fifth century.

[The precise position of the book in relation to Nehemiah and
Ezra is a matter of controversy. Stade places it before the

arrival of Ezra ;
Driver during the absence of Nehemiah at the

Persian Court ; Che. (Jew. Rel. Life) shortly before the arrival

of Nehemiah, and consequently before that of Ezra. The ques
tion has passed into a new phase in consequence of recent

critical study of the Books of Ezra and Nehemiah. ED.]
* See/.SZ. 17 16-20 ;

also EUOM, 9.
2 It is a curious fact that many scholars, following Ewald,

have seen in this (in itself by no means remarkable) habit of

style a mark of the transition to the dialectic manner of the

Jewish schools, although dating Mai. in the fifth century.
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MALCHIRAM MAMMON
corruption of Jerahme el ;

Hammelech and Harim

(24-6) seem to be corruptions of Jerahme el. Note
also Malchijah the Rechabite (7, 8) ; cp MALCHIEL.
That nos. 4-6, 7 and 8, and 9-11 represent only three

individuals is highly probable. /u.f\x[e]ta [BNA], /j.e\-

Xtas [L].
1. Father of PASHHUK, q.v. ; Jer. 21 1 MELCHIAH [AV],

MALCHIAH [RV] (nifAXtou [BNAQ]), Jer. 38 1 EV MALCHIAH
BNA om., MfAxiou ([Aq., Theod., in Q B-]).

2. b. Hammelech (RV the king s son, but see above), into

whose dungeon Jeremiah was cast; Jer. 336 EV MALCHIAH

(MeAx [e].ov [BNAQ]).
3. Ancestor of Adaiah the priest ; i Ch. 9 12 (naAXei.a [B],

fieAxiow [A]); Neh. 11 i2, AV MALCHIAH; probably to be

identified with the Malchijah who gave his name to one of the

twenty-four priestly lots; i Ch. 249 (MeA\ti)A [L]) ; cp the

occurrence of the name in the Asaphite genealogy in i Ch.

640 [25], AV MALCHIAH (^AXta [L]).

4. 5, 6. (AV MALCHIAH) b. Parosh, b. Parosh secundus, and

(AV MALCHIAH) b. Harim, laymen in list of those with foreign

wives (see EZRA i., 5 end) ;
Ezra 1025 [Ms], 10 31 (UNA om.

the second Malchijah in 10 25 and add crajSia [K], a&amp;lt;ra/3ia[A], etc.,

see ASIUIAS; L for the first reads /uixaias. In i Esd. i) 26 32
MELCHIAS). Malchijah b. Harim was one of the repairers of

the wall ; Neh. 3n (MeAxeia? [HA]).

7, 8. (AV MALCHIAH) b. Rechab, ruler of the district of Beth-

haccherem, Neh. 3 14 ; and one of the goldsmiths,&quot; Neh. .{31,
both repairers. If Ben-rechab, the designation of the former,
means Rechabite, it shows that the Kenites still lived

among the representatives of the old people of Israel.

Cp Be.-Rys. ad loc. ;
E. Meyer, Entst. 167. And certainly

Rechabite is the meaning, if, in accordance with parallels

almost innumerable, flixrrp (fiurifex) is a corruption of -p
nD&quot;:s&amp;gt;

; son of a Zarephathite. Observe that in Neh. 3 32 (by
a necessary emendation) the Zarephathites (n riEnxn) ar&amp;gt;d the

Jerahmeelites (o ^HBrrVJl f r D Ssin) are mentioned as co

operating in the repairs. See ZAREPHATH.
9, 10, n. A supporter of Ezra at the reading of the law (see

EZRA ii., 13 / ; cp i. 8, ii., 16 [5], ii. 15 [i] c), Neh. 8 4

(ju.eAXetas [BNA]), cp i Esd. 944 MELCHIAS; priestly signatory
to the covenant (see EZRA i., 7), Neh. 10 3 [4] ; and a priest in

procession at dedication of wall (see EzKAii., 13^) Neh. 1242

0AXeias [N
c a mg

; BNA om.]). T. K. C.

MALCHIRAM (DTS^D, 41, my king is exalted
;

perhaps an adaptation of a name corrupted (cp HAMME
LECH, MALCHIJAH) from JERAHMEEL (Che. ),

one of the

sons of Jeconiah ;
i Ch. 3i8 (MeAxtellRAM [BAL]).

MALCHI-SHUA (INtr^D, or in one word [Bab.

MSS] as in i S. ; NAMES, 41 ; MeAxiCOye [NAL]
but MeAxiPoye [A], ! S. 312; MeAxiceAAi [L], i S.

1449; MeAxeicoye [B], iCh. 939102; MeAxec- [B],

iCh.Sss; /weAxeiCA [B], i S. 1449812 ; MeAxiceAeK
[K], i Ch. 10 2), son of Saul, said to have fallen with his

father (i S. 31 2).
Both fact and name, howevtr, are

questionable.
As to the fact, see SAUL, 4. As to the name, the second

element y\& is a corruption of INE ,
the first three letters of SlHt?

dittographed. 3-13 in the preceding name 313 is evidently a
variant of

jrti
in

jnjv-
The name of Saul s second son may have

been either I^JTUN (Abimelech) or, if ^K is merely a variant of

V (Marq.), 370 is most probably a corruption of 7K&quot;inO

(MahrieI)= ^KOnT (Jerahme el). The latter view is preferable.

Cp MEPHIBOSHETH ; SAUL, 6. T. K. C.

MALCHUS (MAAxoc [Ti.WH]), the name of the

bond-servant of the high -priest whose right ear was
struck off by Peter (Jn.lSio). The name is of Semitic

origin and not unfrequent (cp MALLUCH and see

NAMES, 57).

MALELEEL (Lk. 837), RV MAHALALEEL- (q.v.).

MALLOS (2 Mace. 4 30). RV MALLUS (q.v.).

MALLOTHI rniks, 23; i.e. I have fulfilled ;

MdvAAHGl [L]; but in i Ch. 254 M6dvAco6l [A].

M&N06I [B]; and in v. 26f MeAAHOi [A], Mee&amp;lt;\9ei

[B]), one of the sons of Heman. See HEMAN.

MALLOWS, RV Salt-wort (mallu&h, PI^D, &AIM& 1

Job304f). The abject wretches who make Job their

mock are described as cave-dwellers who feed miserably
on the mallush and other desert plants. [See further

1 Aq. rendered oil (aAei^/aa) ; Sym. and Vg. bark (&amp;lt;Aoiou,

cortices).
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JUNIPER, and for a recovered parallel to Job304 (Job

66) see PUKSLAIN. ] Malluah comes from mflah, salt,

and it is now agreed that the plant is that called fiXtyitos

or d\L/j.ov by the Greeks, viz. the sea orache, Atriplex
Halimus, L. This was first shown by Bochart (Hieroz.

3i6), who quoted the statement of Ibn Baitar (d. 1248
A. u.

)
that the people of Syria in his time gave the name

mallukh to the a\ifj.ov.

The plant is described by Dioscor. (1 120) as a hedge shrub,
resembling a bramble, whitish, but thornless. Its leaves are like

those of the olive, but broader and softer ; they are used as

potherbs and cooked for food.

According to Tristram (NHB 466) the sea orache

grows abundantly on the shores of the Mediterranean,
in salt marshes, and also on the shores of the Dead
Sea still more luxuriantly. ... It forms a dense mass
of thin twigs without thorns, has very minute purple
flowers close to the stem, and small, thick, sour-tasting
leaves which could be eaten, as is the Atriplex hortensis,

or Garden Orache, but it would be very miserable food.

MALLUCH (-spta 57 ; MAAoyx [BKA], - K [L]).
1. A Merarite ; i 01.644(29] 0/.oAu&amp;gt;x [BAL]); see GENE

ALOGIES i., 7 (iii. a).

2. b. Bani, a layman in list of those with foreign wives (see

EZRA i., 5 end) ; Ezra 1029 (oAouju [B], oeAou^. [&quot;])= i Esd.&3O
MAMUCHUS Oua^oux * [BA]).

3. b. Harim, a layman in same list; Ezra 1032 (fioSovx [?]
fiaAtoK [L]) ; Neh. 10 27 [28] ((aaaAoux [Nvid -]).

4. A priestly signatory to the covenant (see EZRA!. ,8 7);
Neh. 104 [5] ; the name occurs also in the list of those who
returned with Zerubbabel ; Neh. 12 2 (jxaAouA [B]). The head
of the fathers house of MALLUCHI or the Malluchites in

Joiakim s time was Jonathan(see EZRA ii., 66, n), Neh. 12 14

( 3^3 Kt., but \yjD Kr. RVmg. MELICU). See MALLUCHI.
Both Harim and Malluchi suggest Jerahmeel (Che.).

MALLUCHI, see MALLUCH, 4. (See EZRA ii.
, 6b,

ii).

MALLUS (MA.AACOT&I 2 Mace. 430). Mallus re

belled, along with Tarsus, against Antiochus Epiphanes
about 171 B.C. Its earliest Greek name was Marios

(cp coins) ;
in the Middle Ages it was called Malo. It

was a town of some importance, lying on a height (t&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;

v\(/ovs KfL/^vri, Strabo, 675), on the E. of the Pyramus
(jihun), for Alexander the Great had to bridge the river

before reaching the town in his advance to Issus. The
site lies about i hour SW. of the small village of Kara-
task. The Pyramus divides near its mouth into two
arms, which flow respectively E. and W. of the short

range of hills extending along the coast NE. of Kara-
tash. In ancient times the western arm was the more

important ;
but now it is almost dry and the real mouth

of the river is at the opposite end of the chain, at the

bay of Ayash (anc. /Egas).
The conclusion as to the site given above, which is that ot

Ramsay (Hist. Geogr. ofAM, 385; cp Murray s Handbook to

AM, 190, with map), is controverted by Heberdey, the most
recent authority. He holds that Kara-tash represents the
ancient Magarsa (Strabo, 676), Mallus lying 150 stades farther

inland, just at the point at which the Pyramus forks. Some
support to this view is given by the coins, which show the

goddess of the city between two river gods : the proposed site

is now a marsh. The ancient authorities, however, combined
with the presence of many inscriptions of Mallus at Kara-tash,
would seem conclusive against this view though undoubtedly
the Stadiasmus in saying that Mallus lay 150 stades E. of

Magarsa is greatly in error. w. J. W.

MALOBATHRON (Cant. 2 i 7t RV&quot;
1

*-)- See BETHER.

MALTANNEUS (M&AT&NNAIOC [B]), i Esd.9 33

RV=Ezral033, MATTENAI, 2.

MAMAIAS, RV Samaias (CAMAIAN [BA]), i Esd.

844 = Ezra8i6, SHEMAIAH, 17.

MAMDAI (MA./v\A&amp;lt;M[B]), i Esd. 9 34 RV= Ezra 10 35.

BENAIAH, 9.

MAMMON. The word occurs four times in the NT
in two passages, Mt. 624 Lk. 16 9 n 13, the last of these

... verses being parallel to Mt. 624. AV
. pe mg.

everywnere
. Mammon, in Lk. 16911 mg.

Or, riches; RV mammon. Yet no critical editor
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MAMMON
of the Greek now sanctions the mm ; fj.afj.uva is found

as early as the Complutensian Polyglot and the first two
editions of Erasmus ; it is in editions 3-5 of Erasmus,
in Stephens, and in Elzevir that we first find fj.afj.fj.uva,

and this not in Lk. , but only in Mt. , c. min. ut vid.

pauc. (Tisch. ).

1

Though not found as yet in any uncial MS, this spelling is

attested by several ancient versions, especially MSS of the O.
Latin c, f, fTj, gi, h, Ulfilas in Mt. (titatinnonin, with the

marginal glossfaihu-Tpraihna=pfcunia; the latter word stand

ing in Lk. in the text) ; the official Vulgate, with some ten of
the MSS of Jerome as collated by Wordsworth-White, who now,
with the greater number of older MSS, write mamona; the
Sahidic (though in the Catena published by Lagarde everywhere
[7 times] ft.aft.iai a, p. 15, 160). In ecclesiastical literature

fiaft.ft.&amp;lt;ai
as is the prevalent spelling (Zahn, fcinl. 1 12) ; but the

editions of the fathers can only in part be trusted. For uafMWM
see Clem, ad Cor. 6, i ; Clem.Al. (ed Dindorf, i. 85, iii. 3143),
Orig. c. Cels. 8 3 56 (ed. Koetschau, ii. 222 25, 273 13) ; Adam-
antius (ed. van de Sande Hakhuyzen, 5623.7; 684 6); Apost.
Const. 3, 7 (ed. Lagarde, 1021722; Pitra in both passages
lift.). There is an interesting passage in the newly dis

covered Latin Didascalia (ed. Hauler, p. 46), De solo
mammona cogitant, quorum Deus est sacculus ; in the Syriac
N31CD~I&amp;gt; they are only of (

= for) the mamon, whose God is the

purse and the belly (p. 65, 8, n) ; in the Greek : avr\ TOV (Jeou TU

ft.aft.tava Aarptufi TouTeVrt SouAeuet TUJ &amp;lt;cep6ei. Origen (ed.

Klostermann, iii. 6828). 0e6 ox&amp;gt;v eo~rii&amp;gt; r) KotAta (Phil. 819)
. . . Oeos crov eariy 6 /LtOfiwcas Kai (cupios.

The question of spelling is more important here than

elsewhere because of the etymology (see below, 3, 4) ;

for the Greek the single fj.
seems to be certain (cp also

Edward Miller, Textual Commentary 47, fj.afj.uva,

Burgon, All Uncials and most Cursives ); the Latin
mm may be influenced by the analogy of mamma and

annona ; cp also grabbatum for grabattum, Barrabas
for Barabbus, and similar cases.

The question of accentuation is also of unusual im

portance.
2 All modern editors write fj.ap.wvq. in the

. dative, with iota subscriptum. As
2. Accentuation. .. . , . A *c-o r i ^W- ,.the oldest MSS of the JsT have no
accents we cannot tell how far this iota rests on MSS
authority ; but the nominative fj.afj.uvas is found in the

Onomastica Vaticana (Lag. 194, 59, fj.afj.wvas TT\OVTOS ?)

fj.ufj.os, Supa }) Trffj.fj.aTa with f [^Tet] i.m. at the last

word) ;
in Suidas (ed. Bernhardy, ^679) : Ma/jLuvas

Xpi tros, yrjlvos TT\OVTOS oi xi o fK TOV &quot;ZaTava, dXX 6

vepiTTos Kal VTrtp T-qv xpetac. As the word is already
inflected in the earliest Latin writers (e.g. , Tertullian) we
need not doubt that the nominative was fj.afj.wvas (not

-a), like Caracas. 3
Certainly to Greek readers fj-afj-uvas

must have had the ring of a masculine proper name,
at least in such a connection as that of Mt. 624 = Lk. 1613.
The latest editor, Fr. Blass (Evangelium secundum
MatthcBum cum varies lectionis delectu, Lipsise,
Teubner, MCMI) returns to the spelling with a capital
as WH had printed in their privately

- distributed

Gospels. As an impersonal neuter it would have been

spelt fj.afj.uva like fj.avva, iraffxo- That it really is mas
culine as the dictionaries mostly state is shown by the

passage from Origen, 853, quoted in i.
4

Biblical Hebrew does not contain a word poo or

1
Bengel quotes for /uta/u.wi/a the cursive MSS 83, 84, 86, 89,

evst 24, et multi alii ; for fiaft.fi. only editions.
2 Kautzsch (A ram. Gramm. 10) states that WH accentuate

ftOfutyd.,
but in fact in all impressions they have fiafniava. as

genitive and fia/j.tava as dative. This iota subscriptum points
to the fact that they consider the nominative to be fiafKovas. It

I
s strange too, that Kaljon should give in the dictionary /nafxioi/a,
a 6 (with Cremer(N), 632) ; in NT he himself gives the dative as

3 Hence arises the question whether Lagarde was right when
he inferred from the termination -a; that a word like Sarai/as
was regarded as a proper name and not as an appellative.
Schmiedel-Winer, 6, n. 17, denied it, and we may compare
Kopfiavav beside Kopfiav.

* Nic. de Lyra (on Mt.) remarks, in accordance with the
Glossa Ordinaria, mammona syra lingua divitia

, adding that
it was also said to be the name of a demon ( nomen dajmonis
qui tentat de cupiditate divitiarum ; Glossa Ordinaria, qui
pneest divitiis ). In Lk. he takes the other course : Mammon
:st nomen daemonis tentantis de divitiis male acquirendis et
ideo nomen eius ad divitias significandas derivatur et potest esse
prima; vel tertian declinationis dicendo mammona, mammonae,
vel mammon, mammonis.
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MAMMON
&quot;ISO ; it is met with, however, in MH, see, e.g.,

3. Use and
P^ ? bdth 2l2 (R &quot; Jose used to ***

meaning 1 rD ^ y 3&amp;lt;:in

&quot;

n:in
I
1CD T&amp;gt;

the mamon
(riches) of thy neighbour shall be dear to

thee as thy own ;
or npix poo n*?D, the salt of mamon

is almsgiving.

Here Strack vocalises pD3 even in the st. cstr., whilst

Delitzsch punctuates rrSlJW pDD in Lk. 16 n [but in ed. 1892

n^fty MiDD] ; Pagninus&quot; gave J1SO K31SO, Dalman (Gram.
I 35) gives |iCD, Ex. 21 3* (Onk.). In the Syriac versions it is

uniformly )L&amp;gt;
Q-XOO (), though Karmsedinoyo in the Thes

aurus Syriacus mentions the spelling fJ O NT^.^O (,;) in the first

syllable. In the Palestinian Syriac we have the spellings

|jCL33Jtt cod. B (in Mt.), C (in Lk. n 13), (jQJsoJoc cod. B
(in Lk. ii 13), |g,x&amp;gt;aaa C (in Mt.), AC (Lk. n 13). On the

Mandaic forms JIJKO and Njiyo (with j), see Noldeke, Mand.
Gr. 50.

The LXX seems to have found the word in Ps. 36 (37) 3

for njiaN.
J The word is especially frequent in the Tar-

gums and sometimes supplemented there by npcn ( =r^y
d5i/ctas of Lk.

).
The passages of this kind are marked

in the following list with a star.

It corresponds to Heb. J?S3 in Gen. 37 26 Ex. 18 21 Judg. 5 19

*i S. 8 3 *Prov. 15 27 *Ezek. 22 27. pn in Ps. 44 13 [12] Prov. 3 9.

JlCn, Eccles. 5 9, Tg. and Pesh., Targ. with the addition TJV
;

cp 6 n-epiTTO? in Suidas above, 2. 7T1 in Ps. 49 ii [10]. 1S3 in

Ex. 21 30 (also Pesh.); Nu. 8631 *i 8.123 *Amos5i2. IK.p in

Dt. 65 Onk. D3J (wherewith cp Ecclus. 58, ^pp CDJ = XP )/
l;Lao t

ai/cocr). Tna in Is. 55 i. IS in *Hos. 5 n. K*OT in Gen. 14 12

(Jon.), nntr in *Is. 33 15 45 13.2 I n the Peshitta of Ecclus. the

word is found 108143 (, ^pij^ara), 8158 (, xpvcrtoi/). In
the Hebrew Ecclesiasticus it is now found 31 8, not in 14 3 (where
rnn)- On the proposal to read pOBD or pOCi a so 40 z6c (,
SorfBeiav) see Schechter- Taylor, 55. In 42 9 we have

^t&amp;gt;h P3

Strange that in Tg. it standsta, Pesh.
K&amp;gt;^

nowhere for poao (Tg. mostly =J^pD, always 6r)&amp;lt;raupoi

Gen. 43 23 Job3 21 Prov. 2 4 Is. 45 3 Jer. 41 8), from which many
derive it.

The following are the chief etymologies which have
been proposed, (i) From N/|CN, the thing in which

P, . men trust or what is entrusted to man,
J 6J- or tnat which supports and nourishes

men. The Syriac lexicographers favour the last view.

In Lk. 16 ii there is an apparent play of words with

this root (iriaroi, TO a\T)di.vbv, irurTe&ffci),

2. From ^yno^= pc(^)D,
Eccl. 5g Ps. 37 16.

3. From
\/]OB,

as contraction of pCBD- This ex

planation is much older than Gesenius
(
Thes.

), being

already quoted by Calovius and Castell-Michaelis. It

is maintained also by Dalman (Gram. 135), who thinks

that peo= pDBD came as a Hebrew word to the

Aramaeans, and that its origin was considered to be

of the form katol and consequently vocalised with a.

and without dagesh.

4. From N/pn in the sense of ,T:D= the allotted por
tion; thus Frz. Delitzsch (7.LT, 1876, p. 600). For a

different view see Michaelis (Cast. Lex. Syr. ).

5. Lagarde (Mittheil. 1229 and Ubersicht] maintained

that it is = joyo
= Arab, madmiin.

6. It was even connected in early times with
ju.u&amp;gt;/j.of

(see Onomastica and Buxtorf) ;
with /iai^cww (see Bux-

torf, Castell) ;
and in modern times, by G. Hoffmann,

with v6fj.icrfj,a (see details in his Pkon. Inschriften, 43).

1 Not, however (as is sometimes stated), in Is. 336, where
iy

(fyo-avpois corresponds to pn-
Nevertheless this passage is

important, because
0i)&amp;lt;raupoi SiKaiovvvris (mlN) later in the verse

reminds us of the iia.it.tava rijs a6iias in Lk.
2 Cp, further, i S. 2 5 Ps. 1129, 2 S. 14 14 (nothing to corre

spond in Hebrew),and jn?TI pDO, Hab. 29 = JH J7S3. The plural

does not seem to occur in the Targums ; but in Jewish writings

rfUlEO Tli processes about property, are distinguished from
&amp;gt;m

\-
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MAMNITANAIMUS
Hoffmann s objection to Lagarde s explanation, that it

does not fit the Punic meaning lucrum, known to

Augustine (
Lucrum Punice mammon dicitur,

1

on the

Sermon on the Mount, ii. 14 17) is scarcely to the point.
That there was a god (or as Nic. de Lyra said [ 2,

n. 3], a demon) called Mammon or Mamon, like the

IIXoDros of the Greeks, does not follow from the words
of Tert. adv. Marc, 433, iniustitire enim autorem et

dominatorem totius saeculi minimum scimus omnes
;

nor from those quoted above from the Didascalia,

quorum Deus est sacculus. The personification of

riches lies close at hand.
Luther is apparently the first German translator of the Bible

to give Mammon ; the early translators (like Ulfilas, and
later translations like the French Martin) gave its equivalent.
So far as we have hitherto been able to learn, it makes its first

appearance in English in Piers Plowman (1392 ?) : And of Mam-
monaes money mad hym many frendes (1187). The wide

currency of the idea that Mammon is the name of a god is due
to Milton (\V. H. Bennett, in Hastings, DBSzn).

See Thayer-Grimm, Academy, 1888,24161:; Barth, Etymo-
logische Studien, ^vf. ;

ZA 5 568 ; the Dictionaries of Levy and
Jastrow. Eb. N.

MAMNITANAIMUS, RV Mamnitanemus (M&M-
TA.N&IMOC [B], MA.MNITA.NAIMOC [A], MA.T6A.N IA [?]

[L]), a corruption in r Escl. 934 of Mattaniah, Mat-
tenai, and Jaasu (Ezra 10 37).

MAMRE (&ppp ; M&/v\BpH [ADEL]), a name

closely connected with the legends of Abraham. The
, - oaks (or rather perhaps oak

;
so

1. References. ^^ .

cp Gen ^ .^ tree
.

}

, of

Mamre, for which AV constantly gives plains (see

PLAIN) are mentioned in Gen. 13 18 14 13 18 1 (all J,

except 14i3). In 14 13, as also in v. 24, Mamre is

described as an Amorite, and as the brother of ANER
and ESHCOL. In P (Gen. 23 17 19 25g 8627 49so 50is)
Mamre is connected with Abraham s burial place, and
is identified (2819 8627) with HEBRON [?. .]. Jos.

(Z?/iv. 9?) speaks of a large terebinth, as old as the

world, which stood in his time six stadia from the

city ; doubtless it was traditionally associated with the

oak of Mamre, and in the Jewish legends which sprang
up later, Mamre plays a prominent part. Sozomen
states that in his time it was called Tepe /Jii flos,

1 and
was the scene of a yearly feast and fair (cp WRS Rel.

Sem.W 177, 193)- We may admit, then, that Josephus s

statement as old as creation is not without an element
of truth

;
the old, heathenish tree-worship survived, in

an innocent form, even to Christian times. See further,

NATURE-WORSHIP, 2, and, on the name, cp MARY.
Winckler, however (Gf 2387^), thinks that the connection of

Mamre with Hebron is due to misunderstanding. Mamre and
Kirjath-arba were connected ; but Kirjath-arba was in the far

N., and may have been Dan. The terebinths of Mamre re

present the sacred precinct of the sanctuary.
So far we have proceeded on the assumption that MT

is correct in its readings. In the light of emenda-

Q T t i tions, however, which have been sug-

criticisrn
Rested in other P^sages, we can hardly

help emending N-ca :*?K3 (Gen. 13 18 14 13

18i) into SN2nv3 in Jerahmeel, or nv 1N33 by the

well of Jerahmeel. This and the related critical emenda
tions pour a flood of light on the legends of Abram or

Abraham, whose name indeed possibly means The

(divine) father loves (properly Ab-raham), indicating that

he represented originally the tribe of Jerahmeel (
God

loves ?). The brothers of Mamre are Aner and Eshcol.

For -up, Aner, read yaiK, Arba 2
(probably from any,

Arabia, and for Sijrx, Eshcol, read nsSn, Halasah (re

membering that pns\ Isaac, not improbably comes
from

p jrrnN, Ahiheles ; see ISAAC).
1 The Tepej3iv0o? in OSftt 297 36, is that of Gen. 35 4 (Shechem).
There is also a Tpe/uuSous in Cyprus, explained from the

trembling of the ground when Aphrodite set her feet upon the

spot, but really, as Steph. Byz. says, Tpejiiflous is Cypriote for

Tep^ui/Oo?, terebinth. The connection of the terebinth with

Aphrodite is doubtless correct (WRS, MS note).
2

ply, Anak, is suggested by Wi. (GI 2 40) as a possibility ;

but see SODOM.
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MAN, MEN
It was probably at Rehoboth, not at Hebron, that the tall

sons of Anak dwelt; cp i Ch. 1123, which suggests that the
Musrites were noted for their stature (see MIZKAIM). Reho
both, Halasah, and Beer Jerahmeel were all important places in

the Negeb, and famous in legend (see NEGEB, HEBRON).
S. A. C.

,
I

;
T. K. C. , 2.

MAMUCHUS (/wAMOYXOC [BA]), i Esd. 9 30; see

MALLUCH, 2.

MAMZER HIPP). This word, probably of popular

origin (see below), became a technical term in later

Judaism for one born of related persons between whom
marriage is illegal (see BASTARD). An old Talmudic
tradition, however, defines a Mamzer differently, as

meaning a child born of a marriage of a non-Jew or a

slave with a Jewess (see references in Geiger, Urschrift,

54). Geiger thinks that this is the original meaning,
and that this is proved by Zech. 96, a mamzer shall

dwell in Ashdod (cp Neh. 1323/1 ).
It is highly

probable, however, that -uoo in that passage is a cor

ruption of an Assyrian loan-word mindidu, measuring-
clerk (see SCRIBE), so that the passage means that

Ashdod shall be subject to Assyrian functionaries. If

so, the only OT passage containing mamzer is Dt. 23 2 ;

the ideas which gathered round the word, however, are

alluded to in Jn. 7 49, which Nestle is probably right

(against B. Weiss) in paraphrasing thus, We are no

heathen, but the legitimate members of the assembly of

God (Exp.T, Feb. 1900, p. 235).
The origin ofmamzer seems far from being settled. Must it

not be an old popular corruption, not of IT CJW, as Geiger

thought, but of the lengthy Hebrew phrase ] ~\Kn C]S, aihdares

(cpjn.749)? Dt. 23 -2 ff. can hardly be pre-exilic. Nestle,
Der Mamzer von Asdod, ZA 7VF20 [1900], p. i /., raises the

question of a connection between Zech. 9s and Neh. 1323_/!,
but quite misses the sense both of 1122 and of nc2C- Cp the

present writer s article, PSHA 22 [1900] i6$yC
T. K. C.

MAN, MEN. Five Hebrew words are thus rendered :

1. DIN, ddil! (on possible root, see ADAM AND EVE, 3 [a],

and cp Del. Prol. IOT,/. ;
Muss.-Arn. Ass. Diet. 20 ; Di. GV.&amp;lt;

6
)

53 f. ;
in Sab. ciN means servant, vassal ). A collective

term (properly with art.) for mankind (Gen. 6 i 7) or men as

opposed to God ( II r N or C CMX [Is. 217, and, without art., 9 n]).

Also, a representative or typical member of the human race,&quot; so

n DIN, a living man,&quot; Lam. 3 39 (but see LAMENTATIONS,

4, end) ; J/Bn
D&quot;JN,

a wicked man (Job 20 29 2&quot; 13 Prov.

6 12 11 7). In late usage, D~1N can mean any man (Neh. 2 10).

If emendations suggested elsewhere are accepted, it is re

markable how liable this word is to corruption ; consequently
some very doubtful meanings have found their way into

the lexicons. Examples are, Gen. 16 12 (see ISHMAEL); Is.

484 Jer.3220 Hos. 67 (see LoviNGKINDNESs) ; Job3l33 Ps.

174827 116 ii. In J s narrative of creation, E1N1 s l^e *rst

created man (see ADAM AND EVE). On the phrase son of

man, see special article. Cp MESSIAH.

2. B&amp;gt; N, is (root uncertain ;
the plur. C %!?3K is evidently

connected with trijj* [3]). The word is used as a designation

of the male sex (e.g. , Gen. 4 t z S. 1 n, and [of animals] Gen. 7 2).

Also for a husband as opposed to a wife (Gen. 36 29 32 34 Ruth
In). Hence for Yahwe as Israel s husband (Hos. 27(9] 16 [ 18]).

Also, for an inhabitant of a city or country (Judg. 10 i i S. 7 ii,

etc.); generally as a collective (Josh. 96 Judg. 723, cp -I//

1 10). Also for servants or soldiers (i 8.28312, etc.); cp the

phrase man of God = prophet. Whether ty
%

N&quot;&quot;:3 and C1N&quot;33

in antithesis (Ps. 49 3 [2] 62 io[g] ; cp 4 3 [2]) mean low and high,
men of low degree, and men of high degree (so EV), is

disputed. In Jer. 5 i C&quot;N even acquires an ethical connotation.

3. I?iJK, ends (possibly connected by the Hebrews with

\/E 3N. to be weak : a mere Volksttymologit)\ cp A~-.

tenisetuiit, human beings = mankind ; nisu, a people, pi.

nise, people. Properly a collective = the human race (Dt. 32 26

Job 7 17 15 14 Ps. 84(5]); so also rir|3 (Ps. 144 3). Rarely

of individuals (Is. 662 Jer. 20 10 Ps. 55 13114] JobS^lSg). In

Is. S i CN3M 3^n, aman spen = in common characters (RV &quot;k -).

In allusion to its supposed etymology !?iJN can mean frail

(mortal) man, as opposed to God ; so in Job, Psalms, Is. 51 7 12

2Ch. 14 io[n]. Di. and Del. would thus explain Enos(Enosh)ui
Gen. 4 26 ; but see ENOS, and on Is. 8 i, see Crit. Bib.

4. 133, gtbher (Aram. 1?3 ; M/50i6, p3J and ma:, men*

and women ;
Arab, jabr, a vigorous young man ; cp
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&quot;112:1, a strong man ). In the sing, only once in prose viz.,

in Dt. 22 5 (opposed to WK, woman ) ; in plur. Ex. 10 1 1 12 37

Josh. 7 14 IT/, i Ch. 23 3 24 4 26 12. D
Tljl (the pi. form) is

more definite than D E JK (see 2), which includes men, women,

and children. ^3 is
(&amp;lt;r)

= Bi&amp;gt;N i.e., simply man (Ps. 34g[s]

405(4] 529(7] 94 12 Jer. 1757); (*) strong man, like 1123

(Job383 Is. 22 17); (c)
= 13T, male (Jer. 306 31 22), also of a

male child (Job 3 3); (if) husband (Prov. 634); (e) warrior

(Judg. 630); (_f) man (
=

D^*J), as opposed to God (Job 4 17

10 5 14 10 14 Prov. 20 24 Lam. 3 35).

5. C rip, nict/iint (sing, ino, cp perhaps METHUSAEL, METHU
SELAH ; cp Ass. tiiutu, Eth. met, both meaning husband ),

especially in the phrase &quot;1BDO J1C, few people &quot;(Gen. 34 30 Dt.

4 27 Ps. 105 12 i Ch. 16 19), or the synonymous BVp T|D (Dt. 265

2862). Six times in Job (11311 19 19 22 15 24 12 31 31) ; six times

in Dt. (234 36 427 265 2862 336). The only old passage is Is.

825, where it seems to mean warriors.
1

In Judg. 1*048 (see

Moore, Bu.) Cn,p
should be read for DTO. T. K. C.

MANACLES (D pTK), Jer. 40 1 AV &quot;e-

; EV, CHAINS

(q.v. 2).

MANAEN (MANAHN [Ti.WH], i.e., DPttp ; cp

readings of MKNAHEM), a Christian prophet or teacher

at Antioch called [RV] the foster-brother [Vg. col-

lactaneus\ of Herod the tetrarch, Acts 13 i
( HpySou rov

TfTpaa.px.ov &amp;lt;rvvTpo&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;os).
Foster-brother, however,

seems to say too much ; avvrpcxpos is well attested

as a court-title in Hellenistic Greek (Frankel, Alter-

thiimer von Pergamon ,
viii. 1 , pp. 1 1 1 f. , quoting inscrip

tions and Polyb. v. 94 xxxii. 25 10 ; Ueissmann, Bibel-

studien, i8of., cp 173). Manaen, then, was in the

confidence of Herod Antipas ;
the title implies nothing

as to his early life.

Mararjiuos was also the name of an Essene who foretold that
Herod the Great would one day become king (Jos. Ant.
xv. 10 5), and who is to be identified with the colleague of
Hillel in the Sanhedrin (Chagigd, 2 2

; Geiger,/? Zt., 1869,
pp. ij6f.). But the coincidence is accidental. The name
would naturally be a favourite with those who waited for the
consolation of Israel (Lk. 2 25). Cp Manaim (ISRAEL, 101),
a zealot. Ace. to Talm.

Jer. Ber. la,, Midr. on Lam. 1 16, one
of the names of the Messiah would be Menahem, comforter.

Cp MENAHEM. T. K. C.

MANAHATH (HPiaO, 78 ; MANAXA9 [AZ?L]).
1. One of the sons of Shobal the Horite, Gen. 8623

(fj.avvaxa.8 [A], fj.a.vaxa [E]) ;
i Ch. 1 40 (/j.a.xa.va.fj. [B],

Havaad [L]). Cp the origin assigned to the Mana-
hathites of Judah, i Ch. 252 54.

2. A place to which the Benjamites of Geba were

compelled by other Benjamite clans to migrate, i Ch.
86 (fj.axa.va.6eL [B], /jtavaxaOi [A], /navovad [L]). This
Manahath may be assumed to be the chief town or

village of the MANAHATHITKS of Judah [$.v.], and may
reasonably be identified with (3).

3- (pavoxw [BAL], fMvax [4454 etc.], pavvax [7476

etc.], Mdnak [Syrohex. ]. )
One of the cities of Judah

added by (5 in Josh. 15 59 (cp SHOT}; it follows BETHER
(g.v. )

as the last in the list. Perhaps the modern
Maltha (n and / confounded, as often), a large village
SW. of Jerusalem, near Bittlr (Bether). So Cl. -Gan.

PEFQ, 1874, p. 162. See above, 2.

MANAHETHITES (&quot;FirUBn ; MAAAGei [B].

MANA9 [A], -| [L]), i Ch. 254, and, by a virtual cor
rection of the text, v. 52, RV MENUHOTH (nin-UDPI;
M60NAI60 [B], AMMAN 10 [A]

J om. L). AV s (virtual)
harmonisation of v. 52 and v. 54 is fully justified (see Ki.

SBOT) ; but the English form Manahathites in RV is

preferable to Manahethites. Manahathite is a gentilic
noun from MANAHATH [y.v.]. The clan so called had
Calebite affinities. The origin of one half of it is traced
to the tribal hero Shobal, that of the other half to Salma.
The locality of Salma s half is at and near Zorah- the
well-known town of MANOAH [q.v.~\ that of Shobal s

&amp;lt;sn
was unintelligible to the old translators

(e&amp;lt;reipa

H&amp;lt;ava.i.&amp;lt;a [B], e&amp;lt;rei a^ai/ifl [A] ; L om.). Tg. makes on equiva
lent to nmen.
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is not mentioned, but presumably it was Danite. SHOBAL
[q.v.~\, it should be remembered, is both Edomite and
Judahite. There was also an Edomite MANAHATH
(q.v. , i). Note, too, that Salma (called in i Ch. 2 51,
1 the father of Beth-lehem, i.e. , Beth-jerahmeel ? [Che. ] )

is properly N. Arabian. See SALMAH.

MANASSEAS (MANACCHAC [BA]), iEsd. 9 3 i =
Ezra lOso, MANASSEH (2).

MANASSEH.
Application of name ( i). OT references ( $/.).
Relation to Kphraim ( ?f.) Probable history ( 7).

Meaning of name ( A P s geographical data ( 8).

Genealogies ( 9).

Manasseh
(i&quot;lt? jp ;

62
;
on etymology see below,

4 ; gentilic Manassite, E JP [see 4, end] ; noun and

1. Application
MJective iffli, MANACCH f BAEDFL],

of name MANN. [A], MANACCHC [BAQR I]) is

mentioned in Is. 9 20 as a part of Israel,

engaged, or about to be engaged (Marti, ad loc.}, in

strife with Ephraim
1
(cp EPHKAIM, 5, i. end). There

is no other contemporary reference of a historical char
acter. 2 In the genealogical schemes Manasseh ranks
as a brother of Ephraim. Since Ephraim is practically

synonymous with Israel (see EPHRAIM, i), if we
could feel sure that the seniority ascribed by J, E
(virtually), and P (see below, 2) to Manasseh repre
sented a real tradition, we should be tempted to believe

that the people who held the highlands of X. Israel at

an early date were called Manasseh. 3
Machir, who in

Judg. 5 14 seems to represent Manasseh, is in Josh. 17 i

Manasseh s eldest son, and in Nu. 2629^ (cp Gen.

5623) his only son, and is therefore perhaps Manasseh
himself (cp MACHIR, and below, 5, end). It is not im

possible, if Benjamin was not originally mentioned
in Judg. 5 14* (cp BENJAMIN, 4), that Ephraim and
Manasseh (or Machir) were by poetical parallelism
names for the same thing. This would explain how,
when, at a later date (Graf, Gesch. des Sfammes Simeon,

5; Ew. desch.l^-sff.}. Western Israelites planted the

name of Machir-Manasseh E. of Jordan (JAIK, MACHIR),
the geographical name of EPHRAIM

[&amp;lt;/.?
., 2] pre

vailed in the west. If the names ascribed to Manasseh

(there is no definite territory : EPHRAIM, n) in Josh.
17 2 be taken to make probable the existence of some

special Manassite clan or clans forming part of the

population of the Ephraim country they may, before

most of them migrated eastwards, have been influential

enough to lend their name sometimes to the whole.
How well Machir as an equivalent for Joseph would
suit the Genesis narrative has been pointed out else

where (EPHRAIM, i). It may have been the com
paratively early migration of most of these settlers that

led to the western story of the seniority of Manasseh.
Whatever may have been the real history of the name

(see i), then, at some time or other Manasseh was

n T i i- n t identified with Ephraim, was in fact
2. Relation , ,. , . ,, c

, P , . subordinated to it. I he supremacy of
lltl-

Ephraim could not be denied. It was
held to be the effect of the laying of the right hand of

the blind old Jacob-Israel on the head of the eponymos
of Ephraim (Gen. 48 14^, J). J, however, evidently

felt that there was something strange about the dis

tinction falling to the lot of Ephraim. His explanation
is the quaint story told in Gen. 48 : Ephraim had not

always been first.

1 Che., however ( Isaiah, Heb. SPOT, 194), thinks that

92o[ig]&amp;lt;5 19 [18] c
2o[i9]&amp;lt;r 2i[2o]/&amp;gt; probably come from

another context, and that Judah alone was referred to by the

original writer [of the poem]. This would leave the date of the

reference to Manasseh and Ephraim uncertain, for v. 21 [20] a b

can hardly be brought into connection with 3 14 ; it would have
to be a gloss.

2 For a hypothetical mention see col. 2406, n. 5.
3 Note that Manasseh of Judg. 1 27 becomes Israel in

v. 28.
4 Its mention between Ephraim and Manasseh would be

strange.
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Original precedence is definitely ascribed to Manasseh

by J (Gen. 4814 and practically 18), and virtually by E
(f. 20

;
followed by P, v. 5) in the adoption story, and

by P quite explicitly (-1133) in Josh. 17 1. perhaps to

account for Manasseh s inheritance being originally

described by P (cp 164) before that of Ephraim (v. 5),

not, as in our present book of Joshua, after it (17 1).

Apart from these passages there is no evidence

excepting (i) the order in which the names of the two

tribes occur in statements made about them, and (2)

the order in which they are dealt with when all the

tribes are treated in succession.

(1) In the case of passages dealing with the two tribes,

Manasseh first is found (once) in P possibly (Josh. 1(5 4),! later

(Steuernagel) in 144 certainly. Nor need J be opposed to this.2

The Chronicler s five passages
:t give no positive light 01: his way

of thinking, the order (Ephraim first) being merely geographical.
(2) In the case of passages treating of all the tribe;., Manasseh

is again first in the genealogical lists of this kind in P (which
may belong to supplementary strands: Gen. 46 = Nu. 26), in

P s list of dividers of Palestine, and in the arrangement adopted
bv the Chronicler in the first section of his book : Manasseh
(i Ch. 7 14), Ephraim (z&amp;gt;. 20); 4 perhaps also in J *. All the

other lists in P and in Chronicles give Kphraim first.&quot;

There may possibly have been from the first, as

Staerk (Slitdien, 223) suggests, two orders in use
;
but

... if those who repeated the story told by
. .. J and implied by E saw no underlying

exp ana ion. meamng ; t would have been enough, as

Winckler remarks, simply to say that Ephraim was
the first-born. When a Vedic hymn says The Brah-

mana was his mouth, the Raganya was made his arms,
etc. the explanation may explain nothing; but there

was something to explain. In addition to what is said

elsewhere (EHHRAIM, 5, i. ; JOSEPH i. , 2), some
considerations must be offered here.

In favour of Jacobs explanation as a survival of a junior-
right from a pastoral period (Ei HRAiM i., 5, i.) is the ad

vantage it has of explaining so many other cases of the younger
being preferred. 7 It is doubtful, however, whether the genea
logical system is quite old enough to have retained a custom so

antique. Still, though the whole question of the meaning and
origin of the junior birth-right where it is known to have
prevailed is difficult, the suggestion that some at least of the old
Hebrew genealogical relationships are due to it perhaps deserves
more consideration than it seems to have received. 8 Reference
is made below ( 4, begin.) to the view of Winckler (GI 2 74f.) that
the two sons of Joseph, whom he regards as in some respects a
solar character (above, col. 2582, n. 3), represent the two halves
of the year, and that their exchange of places refers to a change
in the mode of calculating the year that is known to have
occurred (MONTH, 3). This seems one of the least tempting
mythical interpretations,!* and appears to be uncalled for, as
Winckler himself offers another explanation decidedly more
plausible ((7/2 85).

Winckler suggests that there was much more than
the story of Gideon-Abimelech to indicate an early

importance of Manasseh. The fact that in one account
the career of Saul began at Jabesh in Gilead he regards
as one of several indications (GI 2 158) that Saul was
from across the Jordan, probably a Manassite leader of
a band of warriors who made the chieftainship of

Benjamin a stepping-stone to the kingship of a

1 So MT, L and Pesh. ; but A gives Ephraim first.
2 J seems to take the other side (Ephraim first); but it is

only in appearance: in Josh. 17 17 the phrase is a gloss ( -,

HA om.), and in Dt. 34 2 the same is probably true ; although
the passage is old enough to be found in (BAL), its place
in the Sam. text is taken by one quite different.

3 i Ch. 93 (dwellers at Jerusalem), 2 Ch. 15 9 (gerim at

Jerusalem : temp. Asa), 30 i (letters), 30 10 (posts), 30 18 (at
Hezekiah s passover : destruction of sanctuaries).

4 Since he has already given Benjamin, the order cannot be
geographical, as that in Ezek. 48 may well be in this part of it.

5 The order, Manasseh first (w.^f. and 29 in the account
of the tribes in Judg. 1), may be due to R ; and what to make
ofjudg. 5 (Ephraim [Benjamin] Machir) is not clear.

Nu. 1 sfr (censors), \ytff. (census), 2 is^l (camp), 10 -27. f.
(camp), 138ii

(&quot;spies ), Josh. 21 5 = 1 Ch. 666^7 (Kohathite
cities), 212125 = 1 Ch. 665 [where Ephraim is omitted] (priests
cities), i Ch. njof. (deserters to David), i Ch. 27 2o_/ (David s
tribal rulers [ntififf]).

7 Jacobs list (/?#/. Arch. 50) is: Abraham, Isaac, Bethuel,
Rebekah, Jacob, Rachel, Judah, Joseph, Benjamin, Ephraim,
Moses, etc.

8 Even Gunkel in his interesting note (Gen. zji/.) does not
refer to it.

&quot; Cp Gunkel, Genesis, p. liv, n. i.
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Benjamin monarchy, which, through the expulsion of
the Philistines, became a state of considerable dimen
sions (161 164). A forecast of this is given in the

victory of Jephthah over Ephraim (2141), which
Winckler thinks originally made Jephthah king in

Shechem (141), and with this he connects the story
of Abimelech. Manasseh had thus the supremacy in

a very real sense before it passed to Ephraim with

Jeroboam. The theory that Saul s home was across

the Jordan is strongly defended by Winckler. For

Cheyne s reasons for rejecting it, and the emendations
of the text on which his own theory partly rests, see

SAUL.

Naturally the name as well as the status of Manasseh
was popularly explained. It was connected with the

4 Meanine
verb to forget JosePhus says that the

. name means causing to forget (Ant.
aW&amp;lt;

ii. 61, 92, iwi\fi6ov) : Joseph s present

happiness made him forget his former misfortunes.

The explanation intended by Josephus occurs in Gen.

41 51 (E), alongside of another version (J ? so Gunkel)
which makes the thing forgotten not Joseph s trouble

(hsy [E]) but his father s house.
It is not very clear what is the point of the emphasis laid

(41 50 [E]) on Manasseh and Ephraim being born in the fruitful

years before the years of famine : it is doubtful whether it

implies a special interpretation of the names Manasseh=
postponer (cp Arabic nasn a), Ephraim = fruitful (cp K IIIKAIU,

if.). Such a popular etymology would fit admirably Winckler s

(GIZ 74f.) mythological account of Ephraim s taking the place
of Manasseh as referring to the postponing of the new year
from autumn to spring (see YEAR, 68); but the theory is

precarious (see above, 3).!

The real etymology of the name is unknown. The
abnormal vocalisation

(&quot;:2

;

j) of the verb expressing E s

explanation would confirm the traditional vocalisation

of the name if we could be sure that it is not (so Ball,

ad loc.
)

accidental. Fortunately Manasseh is one of

the few tribe names that were early used by individuals,

and so we have seventh-century evidence of the pro
nunciation. 2

It is, however, not quite decisive. In

Esarhaddon s list of tributary princes the name is

Menase (Me-na-si-e) ;
but in that of Asur-bani-pal it is

Minse (Mi-in-si-e).

Noting certain other names ending in sa (NB ), Sieg
fried in 1875

:i

suggested that Manasseh was a compound
name: Men-nasa (cp (S5

A
, fj-avvacrfftj), Men sustulit

(cp Amasiah, rrosy)- Meni, who seems to have been,

like Gad, a god of fate (see FORTUNE, GAD, i, end),
found worshippers in Israel even in very late times (Is.

65 ii, RV). If Meni has been shortened into -man in

Ahiman, as Fiirst suggested (cp AHIMAN), it is possible
that it might be treated similarly even at the beginning
of a word. It is not certain, however, that the names

ending in sa support the theory. NI? in NfD n may be a
divine name like Dusara in idcmsT!, and in NCTi

1

?^ it

may be like Bel in SanSn (EXa^Xos).
4

It would thus be possible, indeed, to regard the name
Manasseh as one of a class by no means small, the

class namely of names that contain two divine titles.

1 The suggestion of G. H. B. Wright (Was Israel in Egypt
245) that we should connect the name with the story of a sur

viving remnant of Ephraim in Judg. 12 4 (n IBX *B
%

7fl&amp;gt; cSo being
considered equivalent to o^, whence Manasseh) is hardly con
sistent with a recognition of the fact (see Moore, Bu., Now. ad
loc.) that the text of the passage is corrupt. (The use Steuernagel

[ll anderting, 25] makes of the passage is more cautious.) Nor

is there more to be said for a connection (Wright, i.e.) with BJ,

standard ; whatever the story of the witness -altar in

Josh. 22 may owe its origin to (see col. 2922, n. 3), it is hardly-

possible that a -standard had anything to do with it ;
and

moreover, even if we should incline to accept Steuernagel s

acute suggestion (Kimvattderung, 96) that originally it was

only certain Josephites that were blamed (see REUBEN), Manas
seh does not seem to have been mentioned in the story originally.

2 We must remember, however, the
possibility

that the

pronunciation of the personal name may have reacted on the

tradition of the tribal name.
3 ZPT (1875) .v-6/ He is followed by C. Niebuhr(G: cA. Ebr.

Zeit., 252 [1894]).
4 On names in sa see S. A. Cook, Exp. T 10 5257. (1899).
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Min-se, which would be the exact Hebrew equivalent
of Asur-bani-pal s Minse, would in that case contain
the two divine names Men and Sa (cp BAASHA).

It would be natural then to conjecture that the strange name
Nimshi ought to be Minshe (see, however, NIMSHI). Jehu, the
founder of the third great post-Davidic northern dynasty, would
thus be called ben Minshe a Manassite. It has been sug
gested elsewhere (!SSACHAR, 4) that there are perhaps hints of

a recognition of a deity Sa in N. Ephraim. If Men, on the
other hand, were more at home on the east of the Jordan, the com
pound title Minse would be symbolical of the east and the west.

Menahem, who was probably a Gadite (ben Gadi ; see GADI,
GAD, 10), may have borne the name of the same deity : to

judge from the spelling of the king s name in Tiglath-pileser s

contemporary list of tributaries (Me-ni-hi-im-me), Menahem
may stand related to HAMUEL [s .z .] as JOAB to ABIEL.

If on the other hand we are willing to follow the old
Hebrew etymology in regarding Manasseh as a parti

cipial form (see below), it will be plausible to find in it

the name or title of a divine being honoured by
Manassite clans. The unnamed god who vanished
with the appearance of morning (Gen. 32 24 [25]^, JE)
inflicted an injury in what v. 25 [26] calls niy-in T3 1

(EV,
the sinew of the hip ).

In Arabia nasiya is to

suffer, and nasd, to inflict, such an injury. Manasseh (the

piel participle) would thus be the name of a super
natural being of whom the inflicting of such an injury
was characteristic (so Land, De Gids, Oct. 1871, De
wording van staat en godsdienst in het oude Israel,

20).
2 Gunkel suggests that the story is connected with

a local religious dance of a peculiar halting kind. It is

worth noting that lahalluj, walking in a loose manner,
as though disjointed, ... as though dragging a thing
is the effect of contact with ginn (Ham. p. 30, /. 4 ;

compare the story in Abulf. Ann. 8202). It is not
certain, however, who it was that was lamed. Gen.
3226a (E, Gunkel) certainly suggests that it was Jacob s

antagonist, and Jacob in v. 266 (J ? Gunkel) may
Tery well be an erroneous gloss. W. M. Muller (As. u.

Eur. 163, n. i
)
well compares Iliad, 23725-727 (Odysseus

unfair wrestling). That this is really the view of J
seems to be borne out by v. 29 (J) where Jacob has
prevailed with gods and men. 3 It would appear,

therefore, that in the original story the epithet Manasseh
was a fitting title of Jacob himself, which might be borne
by his worshippers, as in the case of Gad. According
to i K. 1826 the N. Israelite prophets (priests?) were
accustomed to perform certain religious dances which
could be called limping

4
(RV&quot;&amp;gt;e- ; ^DS i). There may

have been something similar east of the Jordan, where it

is commonly held that the wrestling scene is laid.

Bernh. Luther, however, argues with some plausibility
(ZATW2l6g [1901]) that it really belongs to Bethel

(Gen. 28). The question is of less importance in the

present inquiry, since, if the story is connected with a
real tradition of some kind, it refers to settlers on their

way to the west.

It is perhaps in favour of this last explanation that
there is some evidence that the name Manasseh was
felt to be a participle, therefore in a sense an adjective,
and consequently capable of being used with the article.

Manasseh occurs in the Hexateuch with the article some
twelve times (D and P), in each case after the construct vjn
B3B ,

5 which occurs only thrice 6 (P)7 without the article. Out-

1 The critical analysis of the passage is still matter for dis
cussion. Verse 25 [26] may be wholly late.

- Land compares the Arabian ginn.3 Cp Holzinger, Gen. 210; PENUEL. Of course J may have
had a parallel to E s Mahanaim fragment 32 if., which perhaps
originally told of a (successful?) conflict of Jacob with divine
hosts (so Gunkel).

The dancing of David (28.614) is called whirling
C1

?&quot;??
1

?)
at least f the text is right (but cp DANCE, 4 [4]).

8 After -mo (-so), on the other hand, the article is never
inserted. Is this due to the final n of PIED?6 Of course also in Nu. 8233 before nor p.

The ungrammatical rtE jrn CUBTI in Josh. 13 7 is no doubt
a scribal error (probably homoioteleuton). Konig s explanation
\Ltkr%eb.&amp;lt;l*, 2oc) itself needs explanation. Kautzsch s ex
planation (Gramin. 125 d, n.) is not convincing.
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side the Hexateuch on the other hand i.e., in Chronicles Sn
B3B1 (4 times) does not take the article,

1 and it is therefore at
least quite possible that the abnormal neuoil is due to misreading
.TJCn in the archaic script, which may have continued in usem the Torah (and Joshua () longer than elsewhere. This gentilic
Manassite ( 8f

JD) occurs four times, always (quite normally)
with the article 2 and always of the trans-Jordan tribe.

Reference has been made to the representation in

Judg. 5 of a Machir (= Manasseh) settled in the high-

5. Legends of
lands of Kphraim and the representation

settlement
f J according to which the Machirites

crossed the Jordan (?) and established
themselves (Nu. 32 394i/) in Gilead, the land of the
Amorites. See further JAIR, NOBAH. Gad and
Reuben, however, having been described in JE (Nu. 32)
as being assigned their homes before their kinsmen
settled in W. Palestine (cp GAD, n), it came to be
said that Machir too received Gilead from Moses (v. 40).
With this is connected the view of the Deuteronomic
writers that the whole country from the Jabbok north
wards the half of Gilead (Josh. 1225 1831), i.e., the

part not given to Gad (Dt. 812), and all BASHAN, all

the region of ARGOB, the kingdom of OG (Dt. 3 13) was
given by Moses to Manassites (cp Dt. 298 Josh. 126 138

[, Di. etc.] 3o/ 187 22? ;
for Bashan Dt. 443 Josh. 208

21627), who come to be called regularly half the tribe

of Manasseh. Naturally it became necessary to asso
ciate these Manassites with Gad and Reuben in helping
their kinsmen (mentioned alone in Nu. 32) to effect a
settlement in the west 3

(Josh. 1 12 4 12 [D2]) and in the
obscure story of the altar (Josh. 22 ;

see GAD, n, and
especially REUBEN). The view of P has often been

supposed to be similar (cp Josh. 1829 14s?).
According to Steuernagel, however, E and (so now

also Holzinger, Joshua, p. xii) P recognise only Reuben
and Gad in the east (Josh. 201) ; his view being based
on the P parts of Nu. 32 and on the genealogy (216).
From the fact that the Manassite genealogies in Nu.
2629^ 4 and Josh. \1 iff. differ only in their account of
Machir and Gilead,

5
Steuernagel argues that Machir and

Gilead are a later insertion into P which knows nothing
of any Machir an insertion worked in in two ways
&amp;lt;7/).

The confusion on this subject is perhaps past repair ;

but we venture to make the following suggestions. It

appears that in Josh. 17 1^2 as it now stands the sons

being called the rest in opposition to Machir who
figures as the father of Gilead are regarded as settling
in W. Palestine. Steuernagel reaches the same result,
for when he cuts out the mention of Machir he cuts out
also the words the rest of. On the other hand it is

just as certain that in P s list (Nu. 2634) the sons are

assigned to the east (on Nu. 27 1 36 1 see below). Kuenen
argues that Gen. 5023 (E) also held Machir to be the

only son of Manasseh. Is it necessary, however, to

suppose that E would have called Machir father of
Gilead ? May not the sons of Machir mean the

tribe of Machir, and the adoption (St. ZATW
6145^ [1886]) be E s acknowledgment of the equiva
lence of Manasseh and Machir ? (so practically Gunkel).
The names of some of the sons certainly suggest the west.
That is true of Abiezer, Shechem, and Hepher ; perhaps also

of Shemida (yvDB )&amp;gt;

which may be connected in some way with

Shamir, Shimron, Shomron
; reads (mostly) r for d. None

1 In i Ch. 2721 occurs rvoysn !n-
2 Dt. 4 43 B JC

1

?, 2 K. 10 33 fibril, and twice with t^p ^n.
Dt. 29 8 [7] i Ch. 2(5 32. In each case ReubeniV* precedes.

3 On the possibility of some historical reminiscence underlying
this story (Steuernagel, Kinii&amp;gt;a.ndcrung, 94) see REUBEN.

4 Gen. 46 20 gives no genealogy of Manasseh (ErHRAi.M, 12,
n. i, and see below). HAL inserts a notice agreeing with i Ch.
1 14 : by an Aramaean concubine Manasseh begat Machir, who
begat Gilead.

Machir s relation to Hepher, etc., is in Nu. that of grand
father, in Josh 17 2 that of brother (in v. 3, however, grandfather :

see Kue. Th. Til 487).
6 B reads mot? in Josh.; but the/u maybe a graphical error

from a. In i Ch. 7 18 Ishhdod may possibly represent Shemida
(so Benzinger, ad loc.) especially if the y is not original.
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suggests the east : Helek is unknown and so is Asriel, if indeed it

be not an intruder, for it seems on the whole as probable as not

that the writer of the words (17 5) And there fell ten parts to

Manasseh [. . -]
1

(? . 6) for the daughters of Manasseh received

an inheritance amongst his sons counted the brothers carelessly

as five, including Hepher. How the name Asriel might come
into existence we see from i Ch. 7 14 (see ASRIEL).

If the sons must then be assigned to the west are we

to conclude that, as Dillmann (on Nu. 26) suggests,

the writer who is responsible for the mention of Gilead

had lost all hold of the geographical meaning of the

name Gilead, or, believing that Gilead was conquered

first, regarded the W. Manassites as offshoots of the

E. Manassites? 2
It is on the whole more likely that

the source of confusion is the word Machir. Sons were

assigned to Machir- Manasseh (e.g.. Gen. 5623, E), who
was then mistaken for Machir -Gilead, and therefore

called in a gloss father of Gilead (see below, n. 3).

It seems natural to suppose that the five daughters

(Nu. 2633) are to be judged like the sons.

27 7 does not say that Moses actually gave the daughters their

inheritance, nor does 3(5 2, whilst in Josh. 17 4/ them not us

shows that we are to regard the provision as having been carried

out by Joshua i.e., in W Palestine. 3 The case had to be

mentioned in Nu 27 3t&amp;gt; because it was necessary that the legal

decision should be attributed to Moses. The most natural ex

planation of the postponement of the carrying out to Josh. 17

is that the whole story was known to belong to the west. There

is nothing in the five names as they appear in the present text

to suggest the east : Tirzah, AVM-hoglah, and A /v/meholah are

in the west ;
Noah is pfbbably, like Neah (Josh. 10 13), a corrup

tion of something else (Naarah on the boundary of Ephraim ?),

and Milcah is obscure (see, however, the special articles). On
the question who the father was, see below, 9.

We must pass on to other aspects of the Manasseh

question. On the assumption, which is universal, that

Manasseh is a real tribe name, it is generally supposed
that when the curtain rises the Manassites are part of

the inhabitants of Mt. Ephraim.
Winckler s suggestion that the Gideon -Abimelech

story is a monument of the arrival of Manasseh from

the east has been mentioned above ( 3). Steuernagel,

conversely, remarks that Gideon s claim on Succoth and

Peniel suggests that part of what he calls the Jacob-tribe
. i.e., what afterwards became Joseph ( Ephraim,

Benjamin, and Manasseh) may have remained E. of

the Jordan when the others entered Palestine (Ein

wanderung, 64).

Although it is also commonly supposed that Benjamin
had already been constituted when Manasseh or Machir

became distinct from Ephraim,
4 this is by no means

certain (see BENJAMIN, i /. 5, EPHRAIM, 5, ii.,

JOSEPH, 2). The expansion of Joseph seems to be

dealt with in a much discussed passage in Josh.

(17 14-18). The house of Joseph (see the comm.
)

complains that the blessing of Yahvve has made it too

large for a single tribal portion : it finds the highlands

too narrow and the plain inaccessible. The answer is :

clear the forest and force a way into the plain. At the

same time it is admitted to be entitled to more than one

portion. If the plausible theory of Budde
(
Ri. Sa. 35/1 ),

adopted by Kittel (Gesch. Heb. 1 240), that the forest to

be cleared was in Gilead 5
(cp EPHRAIM, 3), be

adopted, it is natural to regard the spread of Machir-

Manasseh to the E. (Nu. 8239) as a further stage of

the same expansion which produced West Manasseh.

Steuernagel (Einwanderung, 97) finds an echo of the

birth of Manasseh in the story of the advance of Joseph to

1 The omitted words and the second part of v. 6 are probably
from another hand (Steuernagel).

2 So also E. L. Curtis, Hastings DBIi-i^b and perhaps

Driver, 3 232.
3 In Nu. 30 it is heads of the fathers houses of the family of

the children of Gilead (7 . i) that call Zelophehad their brother

(7 . 2) ; but in 7 . 5 the speakers are called the tribe of the sons

of Joseph. Gilead and Machir, therefore, in v. i are prob

ably not original. According to Jos. Ant. iv. 7 5 it was the

chief men of the tribe of Manasseh that told Moses of the death

of Zelophehad.
So Stade ((7/Y1 160), Guthe (Gl I 56), and others.

5 Hitzig (Gl l 106) found it in S. Ephraim, Knobel, Keil,

and Steuernagel (ad loc.), in the N., Ewald (GT/(3 &amp;gt; 2 243^) in

the plain.
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Dothan. 1 He thinks that there were probably struggles

with the Leah tribes Issachar and Zebulun who were

making their way from the SW. of Ephraim where they
had at first settled (see ZEBULUN).

Judg. 5 seems to imply that the whole of Manasseh
was in West Palestine. When the Machirites are to be

supposed to have crossed into Gilead of course we do

not know. Steuernagel thinks that there was a conflict

between (W. )
Manasseh and Gad (Einwanderung, 24,

below) which ended in the conquest of northern Gad

(Gilead)bythe Machirites (expedition of Gideon, conquest
of Succoth and Peniel ; see, however, GIDEON) : when
the Gileadites are called a Machirite clan they are

thereby treated as dependent on Machir.

The Blessing of Jacob contains at present no

mention of Manasseh (or Ephraim), treating it as part
of JOSEPH (see, however, JOSEPH i. , 2,

6. Other
references.

first small type, EPHRAIM, 5, ii., second

paragraph), and there is considerable

confusion in trie blessings connected with the adoption
of Joseph s sons (see Carpenter- Battersby and the

comm.
).

In the Blessing of Moses on the other hand

the last two lines of Dt. 8817 where Manasseh is

mentioned are a gloss. Who the first-born (MT,
ms? 1133) referred to in the first line is, is disputed ;

but

in any case the reference is not to Manasseh.
It is improbable that 28. 2026 tells us that David had a

Manassite priest having perhaps (Winckler) carried off some
Manassite deity to his capital. Besides the question at what
date Jairite and Manassite were equated (see 9, ii ), there

is the question whether the reading Jairite is correct. In

addition to what is said elsewhere (!RA, 3) is to be noted

Winckler s suggestion (^72241, n. 2) that Ja irite has arisen

from a variant Ja ir for Ira. The sixth and the seventh in the

list of Solomon s administrative districts (i K. 4 13/0 lay in the

northern part of the trans -Jordan country. In Ps. 60 [7]

(
= 108 8) Gilead and Manasseh represent the trans-Jordan district

(II Ephraimand Judah); in SO 2 Ephraim, Benjamin, and Manasseh
are the representatives of the ancient northern Israel. 2 There
is nothing to be learned from the Chronicler s list of seven

Manassites who deserted to David at Hebron (i Ch. 12 20).

It is now time to ask whether it is possible to get

behind the legends and other data and arrive at any

p . , theory of the actual course of events.
7

r. The centre of gravity of northern Israel

mstory. -m historical times appears to have been

at Shechem (EPHRAIM i.
, 4 10). There is no hint in

the OT of any tradition of the southern Leah tribes ever

having been farther north than Shechem. If we are to

connect them, as seems probable, with the Habiri of the

Amarna letters,
3 the settlement of the Israelites proper

(including Manasseh
)
in the Ephraim highlands will

fall later (cp NAPHTALI, i 3). They contributed, as

we have seen, to the struggle sung of in Judg. 5. It

seems probable that the southern Benjamite monarchy
of Saul was made possible by earlier achievements

farther north. It is not possible to distinguish definitely

Manasseh from the rest of the Ephraim highlands which

are dealt with elsewhere (EPHRAIM, i. 3/ ).
There can

be little doubt that there was always more or less com
munication with the trans-Jordan lands. The history of

the northern portion of the trans-Jordan lands, which is

traditionally regarded as Manassite, is very obscure.

See GILEAD, BASHAN, ARGOB, ARAM, HAVVOTH-JAIR,

JEPHTHAH. The most obvious fact written on the face

of the records preserved to us is the series of struggles

with Aramaeans. If there were such, as no doubt there

were, in the earlier days (see JACOB, LABAN), it is even

more certain that they were frequent later (e.g. , Am. 1 3).

On the contributions made to the history of Israel by
the trans-Jordanic division see GAD, 10. On East

1 He combines with this the fight at the waters of Merom,
which, following (\V278 gp, he places near Dothan.

2 Either Benjamin or Manasseh must be an addition perhaps

Manasseh, as best accounting for the strange order (cp Judg.
5 14).

3 Seeabove, col. 1316, n. 5. Since that was written Steuernagel

has argued ably for this view in his very clever discussion of the

settlement of Israel (EiltmtUteUrtmg, 115-123). On the general

question see (besides NAPHTALI, i) SIMEON.
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Manasseh s reputation for valour see Josh. 17 1 I Ch.

5 18-22. According to the Chronicler the [eastern] half

of Manasseh was transported by Tiglath-pileser (i Ch.

626) ;
2 K. 15 29 had said simply Gilead, on which see

NAPHTALI, 3, n. In the fragment referred to below

(next col.) we are told, if the reading is correct, that

Geshur and Aram obtained possession of the Havvoth-

jair (i Ch. 223). The Chronicler is strangely fond of

introducing references to Manasseh (see col. 2919, n. 3).

There is nothing surprising in the fact that the geo

graphical data as to where Manassites were settled are

_, perplexing. P s south border is dealt
8 &quot;

&quot; sg with elsewhere (EPHKAIM, 5 n);
grapmcal data.

{he northern border is omitted (see

JOSHUA, 9), unless the last clause of v. 10, which has no

grammatical subject, represents it. No list of Manassite

cities is given (cp JOSHUA, 9), only a list of those which

might have been expected to be Manassite, but were

not : Tappuah belonged to Ephraim, and five viz. ,

BETH-SHEAN near the Jordan, IBLEAM, TAANACH,
and MEGIDDO on the S. edge of the great plain, and
Dor 1 on the coast remained in the hands of the

Canaanites (on the text off. n see ASHER, 3). What
the Naphoth in Issachar and Asher were we do not

know (see NAPHTALI, 2). Instead of a list of

Manassite cities we have in v. 2 a list unparalleled in the

book of Joshua : each item is the sons of . Some,
however, if not all, of the names are names of towns

;

and the same is true no doubt, as Kuenen saw
(
Th. T

1X488 [1877]), of the daughters mentioned in v. 3

(see col. 2923, small type).

i. The list just referred to (Josh. 17 if. ),
and theequiva-

lent list in Nu. 2634
-* has been discussed already (col.

_ . 2922) in its bearing on the Manasseh-
9. Uenealogies. Machir .Gilead question. As a gene

alogy it raises a further question. The brothers among
whom the daughters received their inheritance (TIN Tim
1V3N I Josh. 17) are nowhere mentioned. The father

himself is named in five passages (Nu. 26 = i Ch. 7

Nu. 27 Nu. 36 and Josh. 17) ;
but nowhere is there any

hint of his having any brothers. In fact, as Kuenen

(for another object) has pointed out
(
Th. T 11 489), only

if there were no such brothers could the daughters
succeed to Hepher s inheritance. In Nu. 36 n, how
ever, it is expressly said that the five daughters married

sons of their uncles ([mi
3

J3). If the daughters

father were Hepher instead of being Hepher s son the

difficulty would disappear. If we suppose that Nu.

2633 originally began And Hepher had no sons,
1 and

that later Hepher became corrupted into Zelophehad
(nsnSi becoming insSsi), necessitating the gloss son of

Hepher, we clear up the matter and also get rid of the

difficult name Zelophehad. Cheyne very acutely
treats Zelophehad as a corruption of a supposed Salhad

(see SALECAH) ; but that assumes that we are to look

in the E. , and that view, it has been urged above
( 5,

mid.), is not without difficulty.

ii. The 10 (n) Manassite (?) names mentioned before

( 5) reappear for the most part, though quite differ

ently arranged, in what seems to be the Chronicler s

main Manassite genealogy (i Ch. 714-19): it comes
between Naphtali and Ephraim. The passage seems
to be deeply corrupt (see the separate articles).

Abiezer is a son (not an uncle), and Mahlah a son or daughter
{not a sister), of Milcah who is called Molecheth. Helek (called
Likhi)and Shechem are sons (not brothers) of Shemida. Hepher
is not mentioned, being represented by Zelophehad. Shemida
has no brothers, two of them appearing as sons (Helek and
Shechem) among whom is also No ah one of Zelophehad s

daughters (in Joshua), of whom two (Hoglah and Tir/ah) dis

appear, whilst two new names appear (Ahian son of Shemida,
and Ishhod son of Moleketh).
The source of the names in w. 16 170. (Peresh [which &amp;lt;S

B

1 Endor which MT adds to the list as given in Judg. 1 27
and in &amp;lt;S (but see ENDOR) of Josh. 17 is to be omitted : see

NAPHTAI.I, 2.
2 On (jen. 4(5 see above, col. 1320, n. i.
3 In estimating the value of this datum it must of course be

remembered that dod is a somewhat indefinite term.
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omits= Sheresh], Ulam [Benjamite in 839], Rekem [a Benjamite
town, Josh. 1827], and Bedan) cannot be conjectured. The
same is true of the little list of seven names which some one has
inserted, as a register of half the tribe of Manasseh, who dwelt
in the land, to supplement the Reuben and Gad lists.

Since the famous JAIR [y.t
1

.], called Gileadite in

Judg. 10 3, appears to be assigned in Nu. 8241 to

Manasseh, it is strange that there is no mention of him
in the genealogies. The Chronicler has perhaps re

paired the omission : a fragment (i Ch. 221-23) wedged
into the Judah genealogy tells that a daughter of Machir
had a grandson named Jair who had twenty-three cities

in the land of Gilead. The closing words of v. 23

suggest that the fragment belongs to the obscure gene
alogy in 7 14 ft.

1 Whatever be the real meaning of that

genealogy, however, it is not quite certain that anywhere
else, at least, Jair is correctly made to be a Manassite.

Dt. 3 14 is not a reliable passage ;
but it may mean this :

no doubt Moses had given the territory mentioned in

the context to half the tribe of Manasseh, but (read
IN ! with

&amp;lt;) Jair took all the region, etc. Son of

Manasseh was probably appended to Jair after

Nu. 3241 had received its present form i.e., probably
after the insertion of v. 40 about Machir the son of
Manasseh. Originally v. 41 probably resembled v. 42

where Nobah has no patronymic. Jair was therefore

Gileadite rather than exactly Manassite. 2

The late passage Josh. 13 30 of course implies the later form of
Nu. 32 41.
Whether we may venture to infer from i Ch. 221-23 tha Jair

was the outcome of a fusion of Reubenite(cp Ed. hleyer,ntste/t.
16) families (Hezron) with Gileadite families (sister of Gilead),
that it was settled at first somewhat S. in Gilead (Judg. 10 3_^),
and afterwards moved northwards (Nu. 3241), mingling with
Manassites (so Steuernagel, Einwancierung, 25), is less certain.

See REUHEN. If SEGUB, Jair s father (i Ch. 2 22), is a corrup
tion ofArgob, which Jair is said to have conquered (Dt. 3 14), there

may have been a theory to that effect.

On the problem connected with Manasseh see in

addition to the commentaries, the histories, and the

dictionaries, Kuenen, De stam Manasse (Th.T
11478-496 [1877]) and Steuernagel, Die Einwanderung
der israelitischen Stdmme in Kanaan (1901), especially
21-28. H. W. H.

MANASSEH (H^p ; M \NACCH(c) [BKAL]).
i. King of Judah (692-639 B.C.), son of Hezekiah,

and father of Amon
;
on his mother s name see HEPH-

ZIBAH. Very little is recorded of his long and, it would

seem, extremely prosperous reign. As we approach
the final catastrophe, the editor feels it less important to

communicate details, because of the reactionary character

of the religion favoured by the latest kings. The sins

of Manasseh, so we are assured i.e.
, first, his patronage

of heathenish cults, and next, his shedding of innocent

blood (as a persecutor of the prophets?) were the true

causes of the captivity. But how could this wickedness

of the king be consistent with the long-continued pros

perity which the annals appear to have recorded ?

According to a long -assumed critical result (see

Graf, St. Kr., 1859, pp. 467 ff. ;
Kue. Onrf.W i. 473;

Wellh. Prol.W 215 [ET 207], and cp CHRONICLES,
8 (e)), the Chronicler found a way of reconciling this

inconsistency, which seemed to threaten his dogma of

prompt retribution for sin, by supposing a Babylonian

captivity of Manasseh (a sort of prophecy of the later

captivity under Nebuchadrezzar), from which the king
was only delivered through his repentance (2 Ch. 33

11-13). Schrader, however (KAT1

367 ft), has

given highly plausible arguments in favour of the accuracy
of the Chronicler, so far as his facts are concerned, (i. )

In the lists of twenty-two tributary kings of Canaan and

the small neighbouring countries given alike by Esarhad-

don and by Asur-bani-pal we find the name of M6nass6

king of Jaudu i.e. , Judah (KB ii. 149239 ). (ii. )
When

Samas-sum-ukin, king or viceroy of Babylon, rebelled

against his royal brother (cp ASURBANIPAL, 7), he

obtained the support of the kings of the very region to

1 See col. 2361, n. 3, and especially ZELOPHEHAD.
2 So also Cheyne (JEPHTHAH, 3).
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which the tributaries on the lists belonged (A B 2 185 ; cp

195). It is not known whether Manasseh was more
cautious than the rest

;
but we have no reason to suppose

this. (iii. )
Even if we grant that Manasseh was suspected

of being implicated in the revolt, he would certainly have

been summoned by Asur-bani-pal to give an account of

his actions, and there are inscriptions to prove that after

the overthrow of Samas-sum-ukin (647 B.C.
),
Asur-bani-

pal received both kings and ambassadors in Babylon.

Knowing, as we do, much better than Graf, how the

Chronicler generally worked viz., by adopting and

modifying or supplementing earlier traditional material

we have no sufficient reason to doubt that Manasseh
did go to Babylon at the call of his suzerain. Whether
he was carried thither in chains, like Pharaoh Necho I.,

or whether this is a romantic addition to the story, we
cannot venture to say. That the repentance of Manasseh
was a fact, no historian could assert. The whole course

of the later history is opposed to such a view (cp ISRAEL,

36; Wi. AT Unt. 122 f.; M Curdy, Hist. Proph.
Mon.2386, who boldly corrects Babylon in Ch. into

Nineveh ; Driver, in Hogarth, Author, and Archceol.

114-116).
The vagueness of the Chronicler s statement in 2 Ch. 33 n may

seem to support the idea that the narrative is an edifying fiction.

But was the vagueness always there ? One expression may lead

us to doubt this viz., took him with hooks (so RV B- for

This expression might pass in poetry (see 2 K. 1928

Ezek. 19 4 ; cp Job 40 26 [41 2]), but hardly in sober prose. Yet
the rendering in chains (RV ;

so (8, Vg., Tg.)does violence to

usage. We must either render with hooks or emend the text.

A parallel passage (2 K. 25 5) suggests that QTtin maY conceal

the name of a place, and further, that the latent place-name may
be Jericho (irpT3 &amp;gt;

miswritten niri3 = D &amp;lt; niro). If so, Manasseh
fled to Jericho on the capture of Jerusalem, and was taken there.

So, too, iB x may perhaps be a relic of ^flJTlB ijtt^] i.e., of

Asur-bani-pal. Observe that the parallel description of the

imprisonment of Pharaoh Necho (Schr. KA T 371) says nothing
of hooks.

2. One of the B ne Pahath-moab in list of those with foreign
wives (see EZRA i., 5, end), Ezra 1030! (/lai/acrei) [Baf]) = i Esd.

931 (/iayacrarjas [BA]).

3. One of the B ne Hashum in same list, Ezra 10 33! = i Esd.

933-
4. In Judg. 1830 [MT] (fia.vi&amp;gt;a&amp;lt;ra-ri [A]), ancestor of Jonathan

the Danite priest. See, however, JONATHAN, MOSES.
T K C

MANASSES (MANACCHC [BAL]).
1. i Esd. 9 33 = Ezra 10 30, MANASSEH ii. (3).

2. Tobit 14 10. See ACHIACHARUS, TOBIT.

3. Judith 8 2, the husband of JUDITH.
4. Mt. 1 10. See MANASSEH ii. (i).

5. Rev. 76. See MANASSEH i.

MANASSES, PRAYER OF. See APOCRYPHA, 6.

MANASSITE (^JP), Dt. 4 43 etc. See MANASSEH i.

4. end-

MANDRAKES, RVm (f- LOVE-APPLES
(

MHAA MANApAf-opoy. Gen. 30i4; MANApAfOpAl
(-01 AD once), Gen. 30 1 5 /. Cant. 7 13 [14] [-pec A]f).
The Hebrew name, dudd im, was no doubt popularly

associated with dodim, D Tn, love
;
but its real ety

mology (like that of /navdpaybpas) is obscure. It de
notes the fruit in Cant. 7 13 [14] possibly the flowers

of a plant of the same genus as the belladonna plant

(Atropa Belladonna, L.
).

A Greek description of the

mandrake will be found in Dioscorides (4 76) ; among
its names he mentions Ki.pKa.ia.

1 Wetzstein, who on

9th May (1860) found the already ripe fruits growing
profusely on a mountain in Hauran (cp Del. Hohelied

u. Koheleth, 439 ff.}, argues for the plant of the OT
being the autumn mandrake (Mandragora autumnalis,
Bertol.

),
rather than the spring mandrake (M. qffici-

narum, L.
),

because in Palestine the spring mandrake
would have disappeared long before the time of wheat
harvest (ib. 444/1). It appears, however, that M.
autumnalis is not a Palestinian plant at all ; and the

other species, which flowers from February to March, or

in warm situations as early as Christmas, has, according
to Tristram (NHB 468), the time of wheat harvest as its

1
&amp;lt;ffi6rj

Soxfl jj pia &amp;lt;j&amp;gt;i\Tptav
elmi

7roi7)Tiie&amp;gt;j.
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general period of ripening. Tristram describes the

blossom as cup-shaped, of a rich purple colour. The
fruit is of the size of a large plum, quite round, yellow,
and full of soft pulp. It has a peculiar, but decidedly not

unpleasant, smell, and a pleasant, sweet taste. Tristram
adds that the belief still survives in Palestine that the

fruit when eaten ensures conception. A quite distinct

tradition is that on which rests the use of the plant as

an aphrodisiac (see Wetzstein, I.e. , and Low, 188). Cp
MAGIC, 2 a, and see Starr, Am. Antiq. and Or. Journ. ,

32259-268 (1901).
[The connection of the story in Gen. 30 it,f. (on the origin of

which see ISSACHAK, 2) with heathen superstition is easily

recognised. Like the mallow, the mandrake was potent in all

kinds of enchantment (see Maimonides in Chwolson, Ssabier,

2459, and the notes). The German name of the plant (Alraun ;

OHG. Alruna) indicates the prophetic power supposed to lie

in little images made from this root which were cherished as oracles.
The possession of such roots was lucky (see Ducange, s.v. Man
dragora, and Littre).] N. M. W. T. T. -D.

MANEH is given in EV once (Ezek. 45 12) for Heb.
i&quot;!3O (V^E, cp MENE

; MNA [BAQ] ; Vg. MINA or

MNA]. In all other places where mdneh or /j.va occurs

(i K. 10 17 Ezra 269 Neh. 7?i/. i Esd. 645 i Mace. 142*
15 18 Lk. 19 13 16182024 /I)

1 EV has pound. See
WEIGHTS AND MEASURES, KESITAH, POUND.

In Ezek. 45 12 MT is indefensible : the true form of the text is

that in A
(so Co.). J. P. Peters (JBL, 1893, pp. 48 /) has

explained the motive of the ungrammatical emendation in MT,
which succeeds after a fashion in making Ezekiel say that sixty
shekels = one maneh, and so harmonising what was regarded as a

prediction with fact. The cause of this early emendation is now
plain. The [true] text of Ezekiel places the maneh at fifty

shekels, which seems to have been the old Hebrew ratio, and
was actually retained in the silver coinage. But the maneh of

fifty shekels gave way to the Babylonian maneh of sixty shekels.

The whole note \nJBL, I.e., is well worth reading.

MANES (MANHC [BA]), i Esd. 921 RV= Ezral02i,
MAASEIAH (q. v. ii.

, n).

MANGER
(&amp;lt;J&amp;gt;A.TNH)-

Lk. 2 7 12 16 EV
; also Lk. 13 15

RVms-, EV stall. See CATTLE, 5 ; INN, end.

MANI (MANI tBA]). x Esd.93o=EzralOa9,BANi,2.

MANIUS (MANIOC [AV]), 2 Mace. 11 34 RV, AV
MANLIUS.

MANLIUS, RV MANIUS, TITUS (TITOC MANIOC
[AV], so Syr. and Vg. ; MANAlOC \al-~\)&amp;gt;

the name of

one of the ambassadors who is said to have written a

letter to the Jews, confirming whatever concession

Lysias had granted them (2 Mace. 1134). Four letters

were written to the Jews, of which the last is from
1

Quintus Memmius and Titus Manlius, ambassadors

(irpfafiuTai) of the Romans. There is not much doubt
that the letter is a fabrication, as history is entirely

ignorant of these names. Polybius (xxxi. 96), in

deed, mentions C. Sulpitius and Afanius Sergius, who
were sent to Antiochus IV. Epiphanes about 163 B.C.,

and also (xxxi. 12g) Cn. Octavius, Spurius Lucretius,

and L. Aurelius, who were sent into Syria in 162 B.C.,

in consequence of the contention for the guardianship
of the young king Antiochus V. Eupator ;

but he entirely

ignores Q. Memmius or T. Manlius. We may, there

fore, conclude that legates of these names were never in

Syria. The true name of T. Manlius may be T.

A/anius (cp RV), and, as there is not sufficient time for

an embassy to have been sent to Syria between the two

recorded by Polybius, the writer may have been thinking
of the former.

The letter is dated in the 1481!! year of the Seleucidan era

(
= 165 B.C.), and in that year there was a consul of the name of

T. Manlius Torquatus, who appears to have been sent on an

embassy to Egypt about 164 B.C., to mediate between the two

Ptolemies, Philometor and Euergetes (Livy, 43 n ; Polyb. Ret.
32 i 2).

The employment of this Seleucidan era as a date, the absence
of the name of the city, and especially the fact that the first in

tercourse of the Jews and Romans did not take place till two

years later, when Judas heard of the fame of the Romans
(i Mace. 8 1, seq.), all prove that the document is far from
authentic.

1
87 in Bel 27 reads jri

(7&amp;lt;rr(? iivis Tpieucotra.
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The three other letters do not merit serious attention (2 Mace.

11 16-33 &amp;gt;

CP Wernsdorff, Defid. Libr. Afaccak., sec. 6(5 ; Grimm,
Exeg. Handbuch, ad he., also MACCABEES, SECOND, jj 3).

MANNA (JO; MANNA I

1 Ex. 16i 5 31 [&amp;lt;S

BAF MAN
in this cap. except A in 350] 33 35 [composite, P and JE,

1. Meaning
of word.

see below, 3], Nu. 11 6-9 [JE], Dt.

8316 [D], Josh. 5i2 [P], Neh. 920 Ps.

7824; also Jn. 63149 Heb. 94 Rev. 2 17,

and, in some MSS, Jn. 6s8f). The origin of the

name is still doubtful, though Ebers s derivation from
an Egyptian word of the same meaning (mennu) is

probable (Durch Gosen, 226 /. ).
A play on the name

is suggested in Ex. 16 15 ;
there can be little doubt that

in that verse JD= no, what, though the use of an

Aramaic pronominal form is peculiar.
2 The explanation

of Ges. and others that it is there= Ar. matin gift,

is most unlikely (see Di. ad loc.
) ;

the Arabic use of the

name mann is almost certainly due to Hebrew.

According to P manna was first given to the Israelites

in the Wilderness of Sin on the I5th day of the 2nd

TJ J.-.C month of the Exodus, from which point
2. Identifi

cations.
it continued to form their nourishment

during the wilderness journey.

(i. )
The indication of place and time and the

description given of the substance itself have led

to its identification as the exudation of a tree which is still

common, and probably was formerly more abundant, in

the E. of the Sinai peninsula viz.
, a species of Tamarix

gallica, L. , called by Ehrenberg mannifera. Ebers

(pp. cit. 223^!), who visited the peninsula in 1871,

journeying from N. to S. along the eastern side accord

ing to the recorded route of the Israelites, came upon
these trees first in the W. Gharandel, and found them
most plentiful in the W. Feiran and fairly plentiful
in the W. esh-Sheikh (see SINAI). This agrees with the

older accounts by Seetzen and Burckhardt. The former,

visiting the district on zoth June 1809, found quantities
of manna, partly adhering to the soft twigs of the

tamarisks, and partly fallen beneath the trees. At six

in the morning it was of the consistency of wax
;
but the

sun s rays soon melted it, and later in the day it dis

appeared, being absorbed into the earth. A fresh supply
appears each night during its season (June and July).
Burckhardt describes its taste as sweet like honey,
pleasant and aromatic, and its hue as dirty yellow ;

others say that as it falls by night it is pure white. (See
the accounts of these and other travellers collected in

Ritter, Erdk. 1466s^ ).
In 1823 Ehrenberg discovered

that the flow of manna from the twigs of the tamarisk
was due to their being punctured by a scale insect which
is now called Gossyparia mannifera, Hardn. Doubt has
been thrown on this view by later travellers, who found
manna at a season when the trees no longer bore traces

of the insect
;
but there can be little doubt that Ehren-

berg s explanation of the origin of this exudation is true.

The quantity now produced in the peninsula is small

according to Burckhardt only between 500 and 600

pounds annually ;
but it may once have been much

greater when the woods were thicker and more extensive.

(ii. )
Another kind of manna said to be found in the

desert of Sinai is that yielded by the Camel s Thorn

Alhagi camelorum, Fisch. a small spiny plant of the

order Leguminoste. The manna used as a drug is

derived from quite a different tree viz., the manna ash,
Fraxinus Ornus, L. On this and other sorts of manna,
see Fliick. and Hanb. &amp;lt;

2
&amp;gt;

409^, and cp ZDMG 28275 /:,
86254 on Turkish and Kurdish mannas.

(iii. )
More recently has been put forward another view

1 (8 uses the same form repeatedly in the prophets to render

nmc.
2 Field (on Ex. 16 15) cites (from (BF) a Gk. version fiav avro

(cp Zenner, ZKT, 1899, p. i6s_/), is that manna? [Parthey
(Vocali. Copt.-lat. 106) gives a Coptic word va.fi

= arbor similis
tamarisco (Schulte, ZKT, 1899, 570). Wi. AOF lyiif.,
quoting a Palm, inscr. published by Clermont-Ganneau. F.t.

d Arch. Or. 1 129 explains jo (here II cnV) to mean ambrosia,
food of the -ods (cp below, 4).]
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of the nature of the biblical manna which identifies it

with lichen viz., Lecanora esculenta, Eversm., and
allied species. A good account is to be found in

Kerner von Marflaun s Nat. Hist, of Plants, Eng. ed.

2Sioj^. It is met with in Arabia and many other parts
of W. Asia, as well as in the Sahara and deserts of

Algeria. It first forms thick wrinkled and warted crusts

on stones, preferably on small fragments of limestone ;

the outer colour of the crust is a grayish yellow, whilst

on breaking it appears as white as a crushed grain of

corn. As they get older the crusts separate from their

substratum, and become rolled back
; ultimately the

loosened piece forms an elliptical or spherical warted

body. Owing to their extreme lightness these pieces
are rolled about by the wind, and are carried hither and
thither in the air, which in dry countries is the means
of their distribution. Where, on the other hand, there are

heavy rains the pieces are washed along by the water and

deposited in great heaps, from which a single man can
in a day collect 4-6 kilograms (about 12,000 to 20,000

pieces, varying in size from a pea to a hazel nut). In

the steppe region and in the high lands of south-west

Asia, the manna lichen is used as a substitute for corn
in years of famine being ground in the same way and
baked into a species of bread. The so-called manna
rains occur generally between January and March i.e.,

during the wet season.

The tamarisk manna consists chiefly of sugar (Fliick.
and Hanb.*2

) 415) and it is difficult to see how this could

by itself form the sustenance of human beings for any
lengthened period. The manna-lichen, on the other

hand, is said to be dry and insipid (Teesdale in Science

Gossip, 0233), and so would not answer altogether to the

description in Ex. 1631 [P] ; but the comparison of its

taste to that of honey is wanting in JE (Nu. 116-9). It

is conceivable, however, that both these substances may
have been known and occasionally used as food by the

Israelites.

The passages relating to the gift of the manna are

Ex. 16 and Nu. 11 6-9. The latter belongs to a chapter

, _ ., . . which is certainly pre-exilic, and of which
3. Criticism , f ,

. ,. w. 4-15 are, with some confidence, to be
.. ascribed largely to J. Ex. 16, one of

narra ives.
t^e mQst perpjexmg battle - grounds of

criticism, consists of a few old fragments (4 \^a i6a 19-

21 35), the rest being P and R P .

*

The fact that the manna was given to assuage the hunger of
the people, whereas the presence of food in the form of cattle is

expressly mentioned in Ex. 17 3 19 13 24 5 32 6 34 3 might help us
to ascertain the source of these fragments were it not that critics

are not unanimous respecting them. 2

The wilderness of Sin was the scene of the first

appearance of the manna, according to P
(

2 above).
Where the older narrative placed it does not at first

sight appear ;
at all events it comes immediately before

the smiting of the rock at Massah and Meribah. In

the article MASSAH AND MERIBAH (q.v. )
the view

has been taken that these names were originally distinct,

and since we find that in Nu. 116-9 the account of

the manna is wedged in between the events at

Taberah (1-3), and Kibroth - hattaavah (31-35),
3 and

that in Dt. 9 22 Massah is placed between these two

names, it seems probable that in the older narrative

in Ex. 16, the giving of the manna was located in

Massah ; cp the punning allusion to the name in Ex.

164 (
that I may prove them, H03K).

4
It is noteworthy

that another tradition in Ex. 17 76 (gloss), Dt. 616,

1 So, following Bacon, Triple Trad, of the Exod. 80-87,

Addis, Doc. Hex. 1 246, n. i. Otherwise Dr., and the Oxf. Hex.;
cp also EXODUS, 2, and the tables to Holz. EM.

2 Dr. (cpalso Kue., Co.)ascribes all toE. But 34 3 is ascribed

to JE by Kue., and to J by Co., and the Oxf. Hex. Di., We.,
Bacon, on the other hand, find both J and E varyingly in these

passages.
3 The election of the elders (vv. 16-17) belongs to a later phase

of E (see ELPAD AND MEDAD) and may be safely passed over.

4 Cp also Ps. 78 18 ; they tempted (IBr}) God by asking for

food.
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associates the name not with the proving of Israel by
Yahwe, but with the tempting of Yahwe by Israel (see

Bacon, I.e. , also MASSAH AND MERIBAH).
Manna is called heavenly corn, and bread of the mighty (|31

D SB&amp;gt;i
ar&amp;gt;d D T3N En

1

?. Ps. 78 24^), heavenly bread (p ?, Ps.

10640), cp 4 Esd. 1 19 (Jpanis angelorum),
4. Mystical Wisd. Itizo (ayytAuit Tp&amp;lt;x/}),

l!&amp;gt;2i* (i/x-

mterpretatiOHS. ftpotria. Tpo&amp;lt;/j),
and i Cor. 10 3 (nrevpa-

niebv /Jpaifia), phrases which bring us into

touch with Jewish beliefs (cp Kammidbdr r. 1C, and see above,

i, n. 2). With Wisd. 16 20^, bread . . . agreeing to every

taste, agrees the Rabbinical legend that the manna adapted
itself to every one s taste ; to him who preferred figs its taste was
like a fig, etc. (cp Kisenmenger, Entdeckt. Judentli. 1 485). See

also Sib. 7 149 (cp Rev. &amp;gt;

17), Afoe. Bar. 2 98, Taylor, Sayings of
the Fathers ft, 178/1 N. M. , I/. ;

S. A. C. , 3/.

MANOAH (nl3!D, 74; rest
1

or from H3O, to

present a gift, MANCoe [BAL] ; Jos. M&NCOXHC). the

father of Samson, of Zorah (q.v. ),
of the clan (see DAN)

of the Danites (Judg. 13 2 iff. 1631). See JUDGKS
[BOOK], ii, THEOPHANY. Manoah is obviously
the legendary eponym of the MANAHATHITES of Judah
(or Dan) ; hence his burying-place can be also that of

Samson (Judg. 1631). The story in which Manoah plays
a part should be compared with the parallel narrative in

Judg. 611-24 (GIDEON), which is usually assigned to the

same author. The story is that first Manoah s wife, and
then Manoah himself as well, were visited by a messen

ger of Yahwe, who was sent to announce the birth of a

son, and to give directions respecting his bringing up.
It was this son (Samson) who should deliver Israel from

the Philistines.

On the misleading editorial alteration in Judg. \\^a(,b see

Moore s Commentary. Cp SAMSON.

MANOCHO (MANOXCO [BAL]), Josh. 15 59 &amp;lt;
See

MANAHATH, 3.

MANSLAYER (nVin, Nu. 86612 ; &NApO(}&amp;gt;ONOC,

i Ti. lg). See GoEL.

MANTELET (Tpb), Nah. 2 5, RV. See SIEGE.

MANTLE. In addition to what has been said generally
in the article DRESS on the clothing of the Israelites

a few supplementary remarks are necessary here on the

mantle in particular. Under this heading are included

not only the words so rendered (sometimes incorrectly)

by the EV, but also and more especially, those Hebrew
terms which appear to denote any outer garment, cloak, or

wrapper. It will be prudent for the present to keep the

archaeological evidence the sculptures of Assyria and

Egypt, and Muhammadan usage quite distinct from
the very insufficient evidence afforded by the OT alone.

One of the difficulties associated with a discussion of

the kinds of outer-garment worn by the Israelites is the

... question whether it was worn over the
l. Arcnaeoiogy. loin .cloth or skirt

(
see GIRDLE) alone,

or over the tunic alone, or over both. The Roman

toga was apparently worn at first over the loin-cloth or

subligaculumonly, and the same, probably, was frequently
the case with the Israelite J mantle. On the other hand,
the first caliph Abu Bekr, distinguished for his simplicity
of dress, is once described as wearing the Samla (cp

simlah, 2 [i], below) and aba a the latter a striped
and ornamented mantle with short sleeves ;

and his

successor Omar, equally simple in his tastes, wore a
woollen jubba (a garment reaching to the knees, sewn
down the front with the exception of the extreme top
and bottom) and the aba a. Here we have to do
with tunic and mantle. No mention is made of a

primary garment corresponding with loin- or waist-

cloth. Finally, Muhammad himself wore kamis (\\m\c)?
sirbdl (trousers), and above both a jubba bordered with

silk. Among Arabian 3 outer garments of a finer sort

1 The priests, however, according to Jos. Ant. iii. 7 1-4 wear
breeches (n DJSc), tunic (713713), an outer girdle, and a turban.

To these the high-priest adds the mantle.
2 Etymologically the same as our word chemise.
3 See generally Dozy, Diet, detaillf d.noms d.vetements

chez les Arabes (Amsterdam, 1845), H. Almkvist in the 8th
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are the habara, specifically a striped and spotted

garment, and the burd, often simply an oblong dark

piece of thick woollen cloth, or plain with dark stripes
close together (called musayyah). The poorest and
meanest of garbs is the kisd, the mark of a poor man,
an oblong cloth, sometimes cut and sewn.

On the Egyptian outer garment see EGYPT, 39.
Its use was established by the eighteenth dynasty, though
priests still retained the primitive tunic or skirt. The
upper garment was a short shirt sometimes with a left

sleeve and a slit for the right arm. Gala dresses were
of course common, and it is worth noticing that men s

garments were usually more ornamented than the

women s, whose earliest clothing consisted of a simple
foldless garment reaching from below the breasts to the

ancles.

In the regions of Assyria and Babylonia, on the other

hand, so far as can be judged from the sculptures, the

ordinary dress is a tunic from neck to knee, with short

sleeves down to above the elbow. Very frequently the

outer garment reaches only from the waist, and is elabor

ately ornamented. 1 A girdle encircles the waist, and
not uncommonly the skirt is so draped as to fall below

the ancle of the right foot, whilst the whole of the left

from just above the knee-cap downwards is bare.

The upper part of the body is often bare, save only
for various kinds of ornamented bands, etc. Occasion

ally, however, the garment seems to be thrown over the

left shoulder (leaving the right arm bare). Most striking
is the mantle sculptured upon the royal statue in the

Louvre (see Perrot and Chipiez, Art in Ass. 2, pi. 6).

Turning finally to representations of the inhabitants

of Palestine and their nearer neighbours, we note the

over-garment with cape worn by the princes of Lebanon

(see above, col. 1225, fig. 5). The Asiatics depicted
above, col. 1221 /. , fig. 3, wear the garment wound
round their bodies. Jehu s tribute -bearers 2 show a

mantle with ornamented borders, and short sleeves, and

Jehu himself 3
is clad more simply in a long garment,

fringed round the bottom. The artist represents the

people of Lachish quite differently. They wear a long
shirt or mantle, which seems to have a slit for the right
arm. 4 The people of Tyre and Sidon in Shalmaneser s

inscription are dressed only with a skirt, whilst Asur-

bani-pal s Arabians fight in a waist-cloth. Noteworthy
is the rich clothing of the N. Arabian Amu women
depicted on a Beni-Hasan tomb. 5 It reaches from

neck to ancle, and the right arm is left bare. The men
on the other hand have simply a skirt, apparently of

skin.

Leaving to the article TUNIC what may have to be re

marked upon the under-garment of the Israelites, we
_ proceed now to a discussion of the Hebrew

terms which fall to be considered

i. nSpb (simlah ; less frequently nQ7C , salmdh; $5, lfj.an.iT

jxos, ifianof [
= Rom. pallium]), the garment of both sexes (of

women in Ex. 822 Dt. 2 2 17 Ru. 3 3 Cant. 4n), though, as Dt.

225 implies, there was a difference between them
; probably the

woman s was longer and perhaps characterised by some colour

ing. It was something more than a mere tunic. Ruth (83)

puts one on before going out-of-doors, and a man could dispense
with it, at all events, in the day-time (Ex. 2226/1 Dt. 2413).
Its folds (hek, lit. bosom, Ex. 4

f&amp;gt;f.
Prov. 6 27) were adapted for

bearing loads or for wrapping round an object (Judg. 8 25 Ex. 12 34
i S. 21 10 Prov. 304 ; cp bcged 2 K. 4 39),* and we may assume,
therefore, that it was primarily nothing more than a rectangular

piece of cloth. The simlah, accordingly, would correspond
with the Roman toga, or better still, the pallium. On the

other hand, the term is sometimes used apparently of clothing
in general (cp Jobil 3 1 Cant. 4n) e.g., of a prophet (i K. ll29_/C;

Orient. Congr. (Stockholm and Christiania, i. 1303^, 315 ff.

[Leyden, 1891]), and L. Bauer, ZDPl 2*32-38 (1901).
1 For a specimen see Perrot and Chipiez, Art. in Ass. - 153,

fig. 75.
- ( p tin. in Moore, SBOT Judges, 58.
3 Cp Ball, Light from the East, 166.
4 Cp Ball, 192, where, however, this slit does not appear.
Cp Ball, 74, WMM As. u. Eur. 296.

6 In Ezra 9 3 5, beged and nf il (see no. 6) are named together.
Since the tnt tl was certainly a mantle (see no. 6), bfgcd may
perhaps be used of the inner garment.
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on his usual garb see below 5), and of a warrior (Is. 9s [4]), who,
we may be sure, would hardly go into battle clad in a long
flowing garb. Another, probably similar, outer garment was the

2. rPD3, tesftth (cp Ar. kisa, i above), used generally (see

DRESS, g i [4]), but also specifically Ex. 22 26, and Dt. 22 12,
where the appending of FRINGES [q.v.} is commanded.

3. nnspp, mitpdkath, Ruth 3 15 (AViif- sheet, or apron,

jrepi^uj/jia ; Is. 3 22 ; but cp ), a large wrapper, which could be

gathered up for bearing loads. It is possible that this word is

to be read in Ezek. 13 1821, instead of rtinSDD (EV wrongly
kerchiefs ), on which see DRESS, col. 1141.

4. |
1D, sddin (cp Ass. sudtnnu), probably a rectangular piece

of fine linen cloth; cp Judg. 14i2yT, where AV sheets (me.
shirts, RV garments ). The sadln was an article of domestic

manufacture (Prov. 31 24), worn also by women (15.823). In
Mish. Heb. it is used of a curtain, wrapper, or shroud. Levy,
Chald. H B, s.v., cites Men. 41 a where the sadin is styled a
summer garment, the N^lc1 on the other hand, being used in

winter. It has, probably, no connection with &amp;lt;riv&u&amp;gt;i&amp;gt;l which
in i Mace. 1064 is used of Jonathan s regal garment (&amp;lt;5

A
,
but

&amp;lt;ESNv
nop&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;vpav, cp Syr.), and in NT of a garment worn next the

skin(Mk. 14 51^), or of a shroud (Mt. 2759, CP Herod. 286).

5. rP;)K, addcreth (lit. glory ? or cp Ass. adru purple,

Muss-Arnolt, 22/ ), denotes a garment of the richest as well as
of the simplest description. On the one hand, it was the dis
tinctive garb of the prophet (i K. 19 13 19 2 K. 2 8 137^, /urjAionj) ;

it was of hair (cp -\yty
K Zech. 13 4 and -)y& Sin K&quot;X 2 K. 1 s).

2

On the other hand, the addereth was worn by lungs (Jon. 36,
EV robe

&amp;lt;rroA&amp;gt;}),
and one was found and coveted by Achan in

the spoil of Jericho (Jos. 7 21). If the reading in Josh. 7 21 is

correct, the best mantles came from Babylonia. Possibly we
should read IVC&quot; for &quot;IJW (see, however, SHINAR).

6. TJ7O, w 7/(deriv. uncert., see BDB), an outer garment worn

by men of high degree (i S. 184 24s 12 [4 n] Job 1 20), also by
Samuel (i S. 15 27 28 14 cp 2 19), and Ezra (Ezra 9 3 5). It had
flowing ends(i S. 15 27, etc., kiinaph, see FRINGES). In 28. 13 18,
where thew z/would seem to have been worn byfemales, thetextis

corrupt (read oVlVO, see the Comm.), and in i Ch. 1627 (&quot;ryD

p2) where David is said to have worn it before the ark, the

II
2 S. 6 14 (]y ^33) warns us against accepting the MT too

readily.
The i tl(of nit ll of the Ephod) is a recognised term for the

high-priest s extra garment worn upon special occasions. The
descriptions (Ex. 28 31 jf., 39 22 ff., Jos. Ant. iii. 7 4, /5 7, cp
Ecclus. 467-9 [Heb.]) make it a long seamless garment of blue

(n7DB, uaKii/0o [Jos.]), with an open bordered neck. At the

foot were bells and pomegranates arranged alternately. See
further EPHOD, 3.

7. The precise meaning of nii ?na, mahdliisoth (pi. only), of

high priest (Zech. 3 4) and of females (Is. 3 22) is uncertain. EV
understands some change of garments, removed or taken off(cpVh ilas, Dt. 25g Is. 202) in ordinary life. According to Orelli

they were state dresses which the wearer &quot;

takes off&quot; and places
on some honoured guest. With this agrees the specific meaning
of hnlisah (28.221 Judg. 14 19), and the analogy of the Ar.
hita. 3 (v pulloff).
Another term usually taken to mean some change of garments

8. nS n, hahphah* (Judg. 14 19 ; with DlSoB Gen. 45 22,

with D--U3 Judg. 14i2^C, 2 K. 5 5 22_/C) ; cp 9. Such changes
were necessary for purification (Gen. 35 2), after a period of
mourning (2 S. 12 20), or more especially as honorific gifts. In
ancient Arabian custom the gift should consist of the donor s
own personal clothing, though naturally in course of time
supplies were kept for the purpose. Such gifts are still con
sidered an honour a scarlet cloak, in particular, being held
particularly flattering.

5

9. TJ TlS, pfthlgil (Is. 3 24, EV stomacher, XITWI/ juecroTrdp-

&amp;lt;frupos), usually interpreted mantle,&quot; is obscure. This foreign-
looking word resembles the Tg. N3n2, over-garment, with which,
indeed, Lc\y(C/iald. IVB) actually connects it ; Che. (Crii. Bib.)
would read, JliS Sn (n and 3 confounded).

10. niSEjra, ma ataphoth, Is. 3 22 (EV mantles ), cp Ar.

^/and mftaf, a long-sleeved robe.

1 So in Syr. we should probably distinguish the rare native
word sedlnd from the foreign seddona.

_

2 Later an ascetic s garb. The founder of the Jacobite church
in Asia, Jacob bar Theophilus, was surnamed Burde ana because
his dress consisted of a bardathd or coarse horse-cloth (Wright,
Syriac Lit. 85).

3 A connection with ty^n oins as though primarily a loin
cloth seems out of the question.

4 v/to pass away or change (of garments, Gen. 35 2 Ps. 10227
[26]). Note, however, Ass. hal&pu be clothed, halluptu
covering, trappings (cp IRON,&quot; 2).
5
Doughty, Ar. Des. 141 348 2 20 35 55 310 351. According

to Doughty (2 19) an outfit consists of a tunic, a coarse worsted
cloth, and a kerchief for the head.
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11. Til, rtdid, Cant. 57 15.823, EV veil is appropriate,

though primarily it is, probably, a wide loose mantle. Tg. on
Gen. 2465 uses NT&quot;!! to render :

12.
*] J?s, saiph, Gen. 246s. It is also used as a woman s

article of clothing (EV veil ), but etymologically it means
properly some square garment.

13. T&quot;]?n, takrtk, Esth. 815 AV garment, RV preferably

robe, in MH a shroud.

14. 73&quot;lp, sarbal, probably correctly rendered mantle by
AVmg. in Dan. 821 (AV coats, RV hosen ); see BREECHES.
In MH it denotes some garment reaching from the neck down-
words. 1

15.
^&amp;gt;|n3,

karfcla, Dan. 3 21, for which RV has mantles, is

more likely hats (AV) or turbans
(AV&quot;&amp;gt;g.), the supposed

denom. i Ch. 15 27 ftaiao, as though wrapped in a mantle )

being insecure ( ||
2 S. 6 14 13130) I see/. / //. 2&amp;lt;5 3 io, and cp

TURBAN.
Some of the common classical mantles are referred to in the

Apoc. and NT :

16. oToATJ, Mk. 16 5 (common also in MH in the form N^ciTN ;

cp Tg. for j-nB Sn Gen. 45 22). Both o-ToArj and Lat. stola

primarily had a general meaning ; on the specific use of stola to

designate the garb of the Roman matron, see Diet. Class.
Ant., s.v.

17. lfj.a.Tiov (=Rom. pallium), Mt. 920, etc., distinguished
from the X TUJV (tunic) in Mt. 5 40 Lk. 629 Acts 9 39.

18. 7ro67Jpr)9, Rev. 1 13, EV garment, one reaching down to
the feet.

19. Trepi/SoAaioi/, Heb. 1 12 (AV vesture, RV mantle ), a
wrapper or cover.

20. xAo|u.v, Mt. 272831, a military mantle (Rom. paluda-
inentum), fastened by a buckle on the right shoulder so as to

hang in a curve across the body. Cp 2 Mace. 12 35 AV coat,
RV cloke.

21.
&amp;lt;eAoi/&amp;gt;j,

2 Tim. 4 13 (Ti.WH ; prop. &amp;lt;/&amp;gt;aii/dArjs
=pcenula),

worn on journeys. It was a long sleeveless mantle of durable
cloth. Sometimes, but wrongly, taken to be a receptacle (esp.
of books, cp Syr.). j. A . s . A . C-

MAOCH CqtoO), i S. 27 2. See MAACAH, 4.

MAON
(fllflp ; AAACGN [AL], MAAN [B] ;

but in Josh.

15ss MAOOp [B], in i S. 2324/ 25i H epHMOC H
GTTHKOOC [L]), a town in the hill-country of Judah
(Josh. 15 55), interesting from its twofold connection with
the story of David (i S. 23 24/ 25 1/. [if in v. i we read
Maon for Paran with &amp;lt;5

B
;
but see PARAN]). As

Robinson has shown, it is the modern Tell Mam,
which is about 10 m. SSE. from Hebron, and 2 m. S.

from the ruins of el-Kurmul. Eastward of the ridge on
which it stands is an extensive steppe, called in i S. 2824
and perhaps (but see PARAN) 25 1

[&amp;lt;&quot;],
the wil

derness of Maon. The greater part of this district

is waste pasture -land, rough rocks with that dry
vegetation on which goats and even sheep seem to thrive

though a little corn and maize is grown in the valleys

(Conder, PEFQ, 1875, cp p. 46). It slopes towards the

Dead Sea. Cp the MAON of Chronicles.

Genealogically, Maon (/j.euv [B]) is represented as a
descendant of Hebron through Rekem (i.e. , Jerahmeel?)
and Shammai, and as the father or founder of Beth-
zur (i Ch. 245).

In Gen. 10 13 (if for D DJV Anamim, we should read D JJ D,

Meonim) the clan of Maon is represented as a son of G lXO (

Misrim, not Misraim). See MIZRAIM. Observe that, according
to this view, Maon and Carmel (see LUD, LUDIM, i) are grouped,
as in Josh. 15 55. T . K . c .

MAON (JWD; MAAlAM [BAL], XANAAN [Symm.];
CHANAAN [Vg.]; Ammon, Pesh.

),
EV [rather

boldly] Maonites, a people mentioned in Judg. 10 12

in conjunction with the Zidonians and Amalekites as

early oppressors of Israel. Tradition is silent else

where as to Maonite oppressors, and some critics (in

cluding Be., Gr., Kau., Buhl, and [SBOT, but no

Comm.] Moore) would therefore adopt @ BAL s reading
Midian. To this course, however, there are objections.
(i) It would be strange that the familiar Midian should be

corrupted into the unfamiliar Maon. (2) The Zidonians and
Amalek are only less troublesome than Maon in this context ;

the text needs to be more thoroughly criticised. The list of
names in zn&amp;gt;. n f. is probably partly made up of corrupt
doublets. The Zidonians, Amalekites, and Maonites of v. 12

See/. Phil. 26 307.
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correspond to the Misrim, the Amorites, and the bene Ammon
of v. n. The true text appears to the present writer to be,
Did not the Misrites and the Jerahmeelites oppress you, and
when ye cried unto me, I saved you, etc. iiyc s a conjectural
emendation of, or a scribe s error for poy Ammon) ;

[lDy&amp;gt;

as m
some other passages, is a corruption of pSop (Amalek), and

p&quot;?Dy

is an early popular distortion of SNCnT (Jerahmeel). &quot;CN

is also miswritten for S^anT (Jerahmeelite); Q jiTJf &amp;gt;s an

error (cp JITS
in i K. 17 9, Joel 84 for &quot;BlfO,

Missur = Misrim

for Q lxc). Cp MIZRAIM.
The result, if it be accepted, is highly important, and must be

taken in connection with Judg. 106, where, for Aram, Zidon,

Moab, Ammon, Philistines errors due to an age which had

forgotten early history we should certainly read Jerahmeel,
Missur (twice), Amalek (

= Jerahmeel), and Zarephathites. Cp
JEKAH.MEEL, 2ARKPHATH. It is an anticipation of the sin of

Jeroboam, which consisted in falling back on Misrite religion.

Cp MOSES, 1 1 (a). For a different view, proposed by Hommel,
see MEUNIM. T. K. C.

MARA (&OD, bitter
),
Ruth lao. See NAOMI.

MARAH (rTTD ;
in Ex. 15 ^a b MeppA [BAFL] ;

in v. ztf TTlKpiA [BAFL]; in Nu. 33 8/ TTIKRIAI

[BAFL] ; MARA], the name of a well of brackish water,

mentioned in connection with the wilderness of Shur or

(see SHUR) Beer-sheba. Cp EXODUS i.
, MASSAH AND

MKRIBAH, WANDERINGS.
There is no need to trouble about identifications. Later

writers fancied a locality for the well of Marah ; but really Marah
belongs to the realm of the imagination. We are familiar with

a localisation (in the Negeb?) of the land that flows with milk

and honey (see HONEY). VVi. (Gesc/t. 2 93, n. 3) has recently
illustrated this by the mythic lake (pseudo-Callisthenes, 2^2),
with waters as sweet as honey, beside which Alexander the

Great encamped, and corresponding to which is mentioned a

river with waters too bitter to drink
(il&amp;gt;. 817). After some had

died, weeping and wailing arose beyond measure (cp Ex. 15 24).

See also the Syriac Hist, of Alexander (Budge), pp. q6f. Cp
also the irucpbv iiSiop (the Hellespont), introduced by Herodotus
into the story of Xerxes (Herod. &quot;35 ; Miicke, Vom Euphrat
zum Tiber, 90 94), and see SALT SEA. T. K. C.

MARALAH (HlTlO ; /v\ApA\A [L]), a place on the

SW. border of Zebulun, and apparently E. of Jokneam,
Josh. 19nt (MApAfeAAA [B], MApiAA [A]).
The reality of the name is, however, very doubtful. The

Pasek (vertical line) before HE
1

? warns us to suspect the text.

nVjDQl very possibly comes from n?yi ng where nD is of course

a mere dittogram. If so, Maralah passes out of existence.

T. K. C.

MARANATHA, in RV Maran Atha (MAPAN A6A,
Ti. [DCL, etc. ], WH ;

as one word [M, etc.] ; MApAN-
NA0A [FG**], .MARANATHA [vet. Lat. ; Vg. ]; MAR.-t-

THANA\T\; /.v ADVKNTU DOMINI [g ; cp ^Eth. vers.]),
an Aramaic expression used in i Cor. 16z2f.

Although it has been proposed to regard the expres
sion as a single word, 1 there can be little doubt that it

represents two, and the only question is where to make
the division, and how to explain the component parts.
Most scholars, however (e.g. , Dalman, Gram. 120, n. 2

;

Nold. GGA, 1884, p. 1023; Kau. in Siegfr. ZWTh.,
1885, 128; N. Schmidt, JBL, 1894, 55^, etc.) have

accepted the explanation propounded in 1884 by Bickell

(ZKTh., 1884, p. 403, n. 3), that it means our Lord,
come, and the restoration, proposed in the same year
by Hatevy (A

3
/?/ 9 9 ),

Wellhausen (Nold. I.e.). and
Duval (KEJ, 1884, p. 143), of ND KJTO. mdrand thd, as

the original form, 2
though Schmidt argues strongly for

1 For example, by Bullinger.
2 For the philological evidence see Dalman

(o/&amp;gt;.
cit. 74, if.).

The form adopted in RV is that rendered by the Church Fathers

(Chrys. , Theod., etc.), 6 Kupios rjfiiav ?i\6ev, etc. (cp gloss on Codex
Coisiin, 6 K.

irapayiyovev)
our Lord is come (cp Arab. vers.

Maran atha i.e., the Lord is already come &quot;

), and it is ap
parently a feeling that this does not fit well into the context that
has led to the substitution, so often found in later commentators
(but also already, e.g., in Euseb. OSP) 195 65), and reproduced on
RV n*;., of a present-future for the past tense. For an account
of other (not very plausible) hypotheses, and a careful exegetical
discussion of the passage in i Cor., see Klo. s essay in his
I roblemt im Aposteltexte (1883), pp. 220-246. His own theory,
that Maran atha means our Lord is the sign and was a formula
used in connection with the fraternal kiss (v. 20), is very in

genious, but does not carry conviction. See also Schmidt, I.e.
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MARBLE
KDN p.-.

mdran etha. Rev. 22 20 makes it likely that

some such formula (verb in the imperative) was in use

in early times, and the Aramaic expression itself is found
in the Didacht (106), where the invitation to approach
the Lord s table runs thus : ef T&amp;lt;S tiyibs eanv, fpx^ffOu
ft rts OVK tern, /Meracoeirw /AapavaOd. duty.
On the suggested possibility of a similar formula having been

in use among Jews, see/&amp;lt;2A ,
Oct. 1896, p. i8yC, and for a dis

cussion of the whole question, cp N. Schmidt, JBL, 1894, pp. 50-
60. See, further, under BAN, 3, EXCOMMUNICATION, 2.

J. H. Thayer, in Hastings DB 8241-243, deals at some length
with the history of interpretation. H. W. H.

MARBLE. In three passages in the OT the EV
suggests that in their architecture the Hebrews were

acquainted with the use of marble of different colours

(i Ch. 292 Cant. 5 15 Esth. 16). The mention of marble
in these late books need not surprise us

;
but the

references being so few, and the passages in which they
occur bearing traces of corruption, the question is in

volved in great obscurity.
In i Ch. 2! 2, where the allusion is supposed to be to stones of

white marble (AV ; RV marble stones ; MT iy
y&quot;31l*),

the

word translated white marble is probably misplaced.!

Again, in Cant. 5 15, the author, influenced by his character
istic fondness for trees (see CANTICLES, 15), probably compares
the legs of the bridegroom to pillars of acacia 2 rather than to

pillars of white marble (V& Hisy).

Finally, in Esth. 1 6, if with EV we are to follow MT, three

other species ofmarble (besides the supposed white marble, B B )

are mentioned. The versions, however, point to a different text.

Following these we should perhaps read

mi-ana nsrrty )D3i ant men nee* nisjn

rnnbS nDjro vy
and pillars of acacia, couches of gold and silver upon a pavement

of alabaster and mother-of-pearl-like stone, and screens of fine

linen in the form of shields (or round about ).
3

According to this view of the text, only two species of stone

were used for the pavement (see PAVEMENT, i) on which the

couchesofsilverandgold rested in the improvised banquet-room of

Ahasuerus (Esth. 1 6). Of these stone?, one, dar (Tj), would

seem to have possessed the brilliance of mother-of-pearl since

the same word (fhirr, diirrat) in Arabic and Persian means

pearl, or even mother-of-pearl itself. For in spite of the

fact that pearls were used by the ancients in decorating the

walls of apartments in royal palaces, we have no warrant for as

suming their use in the case of pavements. We must, therefore,
with Kautzsch (HS), Wildeboer (A //C), and the Variorum Bible

suppose the word to mean in this passage mother-of-pearl-like
stone. 4 The other stone, bahat (ana). was probably, as Ges.-

Buhl (comparing Ar. bahuf) and Kautzsch (.HS) suggest,
alabaster.

Even now the two words (TIVTjn:i) are perhaps to be taken

closely together, and are really only meant to suggest one species
of stone, the Alabastrites of Pliny (HN 8678) a kind of

alabaster with the gloss of mother-of-pearl.
8 It was found, ac

cording to Pliny, in the neighbourhood of Damascus.
M. A. C.

1 For V V (Syr. stsa) Ges.-Buhl, cp Assyr. SaSSu ; but, ac

cording to Del., the Assyrian word is of doubtful meaning.

TCpIl &amp;gt;
s probably out of place and should be read after

VJV (for V&quot;^), &quot;33X1 being corrupt for JPNI. Translate: and

weavers [or woven work ] of fine linen and chequered work in

abundance (cp Ex. 2832 2 K. 287). See, however, PRECIOUS
STONES.

2 Read .IBS
&quot;112J?,

the word &quot;IS:? being a more likely parallel

to O llK. See also below on Esth. 1 6.
T-:

3 The words n.Tp ia . . . iriECI (cp Ezek. 27 7) dropped out

of the text or were illegible, and &O and TI were transposed.

n&y T13V is suggested by the Syriac. The additional phrase

appears in as KO.\ (rrpianval Siat/xu/eis ironciAus 5nji-6i&amp;lt;7^.eVai

Kti/cAo) poSa ireira&amp;lt;Tfj.fva.
where icuicAai should be read with what

precedes, po&a irfiratrneva being a gloss on r1Cp13. An addition

of the kind proposed above is also presupposed by Vulg., Syr.,

and Tare. (ed. Lagarde).
* So &amp;lt;B (wuwbmi \tfov) ; Syr. omits ; Targ. (ed.

_

Lag.) has

Kin. pearl. Siegfried (//A&quot;) has mother of pearl.

5
J. D. Michaelis suggested that TJ alone was used to denote

this stone. BN* renders ana by [AiSoo-TpuJTOv] cr^apaySiTOU

Aiflov (Aifl. vtiapaySCrov fL*
3

], Aid.
&amp;lt;rfj.a.pay&ov [AL

a
]) ; Vulg. has

smaragdinus ; Targ. (ed. Lag.) pJ^BOTlp, crystal, but Syriac

apparently omits. BDB proposes porphyry (so RVg-), com

paring Eg. behiti, behet, be/tat.
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MARCABOTH
MARCABOTH, in the compound name BETH-

MAKCABOTH [^. 7. .], a place in the territory of Simeon

(Josh. 19s i Ch. 431). Most probably a corrupt ex

pansion of Rehoboth (niah-), suggested by the following

name HAZAR-SUSAH (or -SUSIM).
No one has attempted to identify Reth-marcaboth, and with

good reason. The confusion between ^m and 331 was easy; cp
Rahab and Rechab(see RAHAH). So C. Niebuhr (Gesck. 1 356).

T. K. C.

MARCHESHVAN (pTtrrn, Tailn, i. 3 4 ).
See

MONTH, 5.

MARCUS (MARKOC [Ti.WH]}, Col. 4io Philem. 24

i Pet. 5 13, RV MARK.

MARDOCHEUS (MARAOXAIKHC), 2 Mace. 1636,

AV MORDECAI.

MARESHAH (ntriO ; AAARHCA [A]; but Josh.

15 44 ntraoo, BARCHA [L] ; BAGHCAR [B]), the

MARHCA f Eusebius
(0S&amp;lt;

2
279 27), a city in the

shephelah of Judah. The Chronicler mentions it in

i Ch. 242^* (/j.a.pftffa [B], papta-a [A]), 42i (/xaptera [L],
but /MUX [B]), as having Calebite and Jerahmeelits
connections

;
for Mareshah is a son of Caleb, on the

one hand, and, on the other, of Jerahmeel, son of

Shelah (mi Si naS ax is an expansion of fragments of

VNanv). The Chronicler also gives Mareshah a genea

logical superiority to Ziph, and even to Hebron (neigh

bouring places). Coming down to the historical period,

he states (2 Ch. 118, yuap(e)ura [BAL]) that Mare
shah was fortified by Rehoboam, and that Asa won
his victory over Zerah, the Cushite, in a valley denned

(probably) as north of Mareshah (2 Ch. 14 9/1 , /jiapiffrjX,

fjLapfiffa [B], /j.api&amp;lt;ra [L] ; see ZEPHATHAH, ZERAH).
It was the home of one of the Chronicler s prophets,
Eliezer b. Dodavah (2 Ch. 2037, fj,apti&amp;lt;ra [B], fj.api&amp;lt;ra

[A], napiffa [L]) ;
also of the prophet Micah, if

Moresheth and Mareshah mean the same town

(this, however, depends on a critical emendation of the

MT of Mic. Ii4/, on which see MORASTHITE, but

also MORESHETH-GATH).
Mareshah is the

Mapi&amp;lt;ro-a
of Jpsephus (Ant. xii. 8e), and was

Idumtean in the Maccabaean period (Jos. Ant. xiii. 9 i). It was
plundered by Judas the Maccabee(Jos. Ant. xii. 8 6 ;

i Mace. 566,
where read Marissa for Samaria ; cp RVniK-, also 2 Mace.
1235, napiira. [VA], EV MARISA). John Hyrcanus captured it

(Ant. xiii. i) i ; cp 10 2) ; Pompey restored it to the Idumsans
(Axiv. 44; BJ\.&quot;Jj); Gabinius refortified it(Ant. xiv. 63) ; and
finally the Parthians destroyed it (it. 13 9). Eusebius (pnom.
27927) describes it as in his time desert. Its place in history
is now taken by ELEUTHEROPOLIS [?.? .]. T. K. C.

MARIMOTH, a name in the genealogy of Ezra

(4 Esd. 12). See MERAIOTH, i.

MARINER occurs as a rendering of two Hebrew
terms :

1. rs, mallnk, Ezek. 27 9 Jon. 1 5.

2. In pi. C
Etf , sdtlni, Ezek. 27 8

; in RV and in v. 26 rowers.

See SHIP.

MARISA (MARICA [AV]), 2 Mace. 12 3 s- See
MARESHAH.

MARISH (JOS), Ezek. 47 n. See CONDUITS, i (2).

MARK (MARKOC [Ti.WH]) is the surname of that

John whose mother Mary (see MARY, 27) according
-

j
to Acts 12 12 had a house in Jerusalem.
He is again referred to by both names in

Acts 1225 1637, but only by that of John in 18513,
while in Acts 15 39 Col. 4io Philem. 24 2 Tim. 4 n i Pet.

5 13 he appears only as Mark (AV, thrice, MARCUS).
The name of Mark, it is clear, had been assumed only
for use in non-Jewish circles (cp BARNABAS, i, end

;

NAMES, 86). That this name, selected to be borne in

the Greek fashion as a sole name, should have been a
1 Mareshah ought to be read also in i Ch. 2 42(1, where MT

has Mesha; the context, as well as BA, requires this. How
ever, this correction is not enough. Either v. 426 is incomplete,
or, the sons of Mareshah, should be omitted. The second
view is preferable.

_
Mareshah is a correction of Mesha, and

the sons of is an insertion made after the marginal correction
1

Mareshah had intruded into the text. Thus neither (S nor
MT is quite correct.
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MARK
Roman prsenomen need not surprise us

; the name Titus
also is so employed in the NT in the Grecian region,
whilst the praenomen GAIUS [q. v. ] is met with in three

or perhaps even four cases. That of Marcus is met
with in a similar way also in inscriptions (cp Swete,

Expos. 1897 b, p. 81) ;
it ought to be accented, not as in

all editions of the NT, Mdp/coj, but Map/cos.
1

In the captivity epistles of Paul, Mark figures as

the apostle s fellow-worker (ffvvepyos, Philem. 24,

_ . .. Col. 4n); he is commended to the good-

to Paul
wil1 f the Colossians

(
Co1 - 4 10 : Mark

. . . touching whom ye received com
mandments

;
if he come unto you receive him

)
and in

2 Tim. 4 ii, Timothy is bidden take Mark and bring
him with thee

;
for he is useful to me for ministering

( e#xp7;&amp;lt;rros
ei j diaKoviav). This last statement is

noticeable because we read (Acts 15 38 ; less precisely
in 1813) that on the apostle s first journey Mark had
withdrawn from him at Pamphylia, for which reason he

was not taken as a companion on the second journey

(1537-39). I is. however, quite possible that in the

course of the years intervening between the journeys,
this breach may have been healed and Mark have re

instated himself in Paul s confidence. Moreover, the

story of the separation between Pr.ul and Barnabas on
Mark s account is not free from suspicion (see COUNCIL,

3, end). Possibly, there-fore, the cause of the

separation between Paul and Mark on the first journey

may not have been so serious as to cause lasting aliena

tion. In any case the fact mentioned in Col. 4 10, that

Mark was a cousin of Barnabas, would supply a

sufficient explanation why Barnabas should have been

willing to take Mark on the second journey, and ulti

mately did take him with him to Cyprus, in spite of his

premature withdrawal on the first occasion (Acts 15 39).

The epistles to the Colossians and Philemon, which

profess to have been both written at the same period,

agree in what they say as to Mark s being with Paul
;

in 2 Tim., on the other hand, Mark is represented
as at a distance from him. Even, however, if we
assume the genuineness of these epistles, or, at least,

in Col., that of the personal notices in 47-15 and in

2 Tim. that of 49-18 we cannot here discuss, any more
than in the case of Luke (see LUKE, i), the question
as to the captivity to which they respectively belong.

That Mark was the constant companion of Peter

seems to be vouched for by the old church teacher

p . (6 irpeo-/3i)re/3os) whose words are quoted by

M k
PaPias (

a?- Eus &quot; HE &quot;L 39t5 )
: Kai To0ro

irpecrfiurepos \eye Map/cos fj.v fp/uvjcei T^s

Tl^rpov yev6/j.fvos Sera fj,vi)/j.6vevfffv d/cpi/3aJs Hypa^fv, ov

fjievToi rdei, rd virb rov XpLtrrov r) Xexd^ra i) Tpax-
Qtvra.. oi Tf yap iJKOVffe TOV Kvpiov ovre irapyKoXovOriaei

avrQ, vffrepov dt, (is tfyriv, Il^rpoj, K.r.X.
2
(cp GOSPELS,

65 b}. Perhaps the authority thus referred to by
Papias may have been the presbyter John (see JOHN,
SON OF ZEBEDEE, 4), but possibly also he may have

been some other person ; for we do not possess the

preceding context.

True, the words just quoted have sometimes been quite

differently explained
3 as meaning that by writing his gospel

Mark became
epfiT)i&amp;gt;evnjs

of Peter, that is, the publisher of his

oral communications regarding the life of Jesus. This view of

1 The length of the a is vouched for by the spelling Maarcus
found both in Latin and in Greek inscriptions. See Ditten-

berger, Hermes, 1872, p. 136, n. i ; Viereck, Sermo graecus
scnatus Komani, 57 (Gottingen, 1888); Eckinger, Orthogr.
latein. Wdrter in griech. 1nschriften ,

8-11 (Zurich, 1892);

Schweizer, Gramtn. tier f&amp;gt;ergamen. Inschriften, 42 f. (1898) ;

Blass, Gramm. ties neutest. Griech., 4, 2, end.
2 [And the presbyter was wont to say this : Mark, who had

been the interpreter of Peter, wrote down accurately as many
things as he recalled to remembrance (or, repeated by word of

mouth : see below, 3 end) not, indeed, in order the things
either said or done by Christ. For he neither heard the Lord,
nor accompanied him, but afterwards, as I was saying, he ac

companied Peter, etc.]
3 Most recently by Zahn, Gesch. tfes Knnans, 1 878-882, Einl.,

51, n. 12-15 = ? 206-210 215-220. As against the first-cited of

these passages, see Link, St. Kr. 1896, pp. 405-436.
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the passage presents two great advantages for conservative

theology, (i) It gives free scope for the supposition that Mark
was for the greater part of his time the companion of Paul or

Barnabas, a supposition which might otherwise seem difficult to

reconcile with the belief that he was for very long the companion
of Peter ; (2) it obviates the necessity of inferring that Peter,

owing to his ignorance of Greek, could not possibly have written

in Greek at least 1 the two epistles attributed to him.

Assuredly, however, this explanation is not the correct one. It

is very forced to say Mark having become the publisher of the

oral communications of Peter, wrote etc. The participial clause,
in fact, in such a case becomes wholly superfluous. The reverse

order would be the only right one : By his writing Mark
became publisher of the oral communications of Peter. More
over, such an interpretation would not enable us to dispense with
the supposition that Mark had spent a long time in the company
of Peter ; for not only are we expressly told in the sequel that

Mark did accompany Peter, but it lies in the nature of the case
that Mark can have become the

ep/urji euTrjs of Peter only by
committing to wriling discourses which he had repeatedly heard.
The as I was saying (cus e&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;rji ) would be decisive if only we
could be sure that the expression is still part of the quotation
from the presbyter ; in that case its reference could be sought
only within the limits of the citation, since otherwise Papias
would have omitted the two words. In fact, they could only be
taken as referring to what he has stated at the beginning of the

fragment before us (ep/n. Ilerpou yev.), and that in turn would
have the same meaning as the words by which the reference is

made back to it : 7ropi)icoAou07)cr Ilerpo) (so Link). It is, however,
better to suppose, with Zahn, that the words of the presbyter
close with TTpa\SevTa, and that those which follow belong to

Papias, although he does not expressly indicate this. The sup
position has indeed the disadvantage that according to it we
cannot tell what it is that Papias is referring to by his as I

was saying (u&amp;gt;s &amp;lt;/)) ; but as it is only a fragment that we have
before us, this is intelligible enough. What ought to turn the

scale in favour of this view is that only thus is justice done to the

imperfect (eAeye) the presbyter was wont to say. According
to Papias own statement (see JOHN, SON OF ZEBEDKE, 4), the

communications of the presbyter to him were exclusively by
word of mouth, not in writing ; the as 1 was saying (o&amp;gt;s i&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;riv)

would then be inappropriate if attributed to the presbyter.
The translation ought to run : Mark, who had been the inter

preter of Peter, wrote, etc. That yefo/xei os can mean who had
been just as easily as who had become a rendering less

suitable to the context is shown by Link (420-425). Whether
ffivrjfjLovevire means he recalled to remembrance or he repeated
by word of mouth (see GosrELS, col. 1811, n. i) is not of de
cisive importance for the main question here.

As for the credibility of the statements of the pres

byter, the most important of them all that our second

4 Ma k SosPe ^ rests upon oral communications of

. .. the apostle Peter does not stand, and the

, p , second, that it was&quot; written by Mark,
remains doubtful (GOSPELS, 148). But

this does not necessarily involve our giving up the third,

that Mark was an interpreter of Peter. It may have

originated independently of the other two, and if the

informant of Papias was a personal disciple of Jesus, or,

at all events, a man of great age, he could very well

have been adequately informed upon such a fact as this.

Thus, i Pet. 5 13 seems to gain in probability when it

says that at the time when the letter was being written,
Mark was with Peter, and describes him as being Peter s

son.
If this last expression is to be taken literally, the reference

cannot be to the person named in Acts 12, for the house where
Mark lived, and to which Peter betook himselfon his deliverance
from prison, would then have been described as Peter s, not as

Mary s. It is, however, quite possible to take the word son
in a spiritual sense, in accordance with i Cor. 4 15 17 Philem. 10
Phil. 2 22 i Tim. 1 2 18 2 Tim. 1 2 2 i Tit. 1 4. On this view, one
very willingly supposes that Mark as a youth, most likely in his
mother s house, may have had opportunities of listening to Peter,
and even may have been converted and baptised by him. 2 It is

1 Lightfoot s view (Anastatic Fathers, 1 2, revised ed. p. 494),
that Mark translated the discourses of Peter into Latin is utterly
improbable. According to Gal. 2 9, Peter directed his missionary
activities to Jews, and doubtless continued to do so to the end
of his life (COUNCIL, $ 9); but the Jews even in Rome itself

spoke Greek : Latin was necessary only in dealing with the lower
classes in Italy. Moreover, even if Peter addressed himself
at all to the Latin-speaking Gentiles, or visited Italy at all (see
PETEK), he did not do so exclusively; and Mark was his
follower (irapriKO\ovOr)crti ) that is to say, accompanied him on
journeys to various places. Furthermore, the Second Gospel,
even if not by Mark, is nevertheless, notwithstanding the fact
of its being intended for Latin-speaking readers (GOSPELS, 108,
middle), written in the Greek language.

2 This last is expressly said in the Prsefatio vel argumentum
Marci, from the first half of the third century, given in Words
worth and White s KTLat. 1171; cp LUKE, 5.
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no serious objection to this last interpretation of the word son

(vios) that, in the other passages cited, it is child (Tftcvov) that

is always used ; yet the first that Mark was a hearer of Peter

suffices, Swete (Expos. 1897^, p. 86 f.) adding that Mark
honoured Peter as a second father.

It has to be borne in mind, however, that the genuine
ness of i Pet. cannot be maintained, and that most

probably it was not written before 112 A. D. (see

CHRISTIAN, 8
;

for a less definite date, PETER

[EPISTLES], 7). Thus, the statement that Mark was
with Peter when jhe epistle was being written must be

given up. Moreover, even if the doctrinal contents of

the epistle should not be held to be due to the desire to
effect a compromise between Paulinism and primitive

Christianity, the Tubingen school may still possibly
be right in holding that t\vo well-known companions
of Paul Silvanus and Mark are transferred to the

society of Peter with the object of bringing into promin
ence that accord between Peter and Paul, of which Acts

also i: full (see ACTS, 4). The designation of Mark
as the son of Peter has little independent value, even
if there is no disposition to question it.

There is a difficulty in the statement of the presbyter
that Mark ever was a companion of Peter, even if we leave

M th
t^ie eP st e out f accoun t- I* is a

ore an
Difficulty tnat can ^ niet j^ged, as

&quot;

long as it is regarded as chronological

only. As we do not know for how long a time Mark
was the travelling companion of Barnabas alone, there

remains between his first and second association with

Paul an interval of sever.il years, in the course of which
he might very well have been a companion of Peter, and
there is no necessity even to assume with Swete (li.vpos.

1897 b, pp. 87-89) that he was not so till after the

death of Paul. Still less are we compelled to interpret
the presbyter or the quotation of Eusebius (HE
vi. 146) from the Hypotyposes of Clement of Alex

andria to the effect that Mark had followed Peter

jrbppwOev (=from of old) in the sense that he had

accompanied Peter on all his journeys. In fact, we
learn from the same authority (Clem. Strom, vii. 17io6,

end) that Peter had yet another interpreter, Glaukias by
name. The question of the identity of the companion
of Paul with the companion of Peter becomes more

serious, however, when we take into account the well-

known differences of temperament, of opinion, and even

of practice, which separated the two apostles (Gal. 2 11-21 ;

COUNCIL, 3). Did Mark, when in the society of Paul

regard himself as free from the law of Moses, and when
in that of Peter as bound by it? In the one case did

he teach that it had ceased to be valid, in the other that

it had not ? By way of softening this last difficulty it

can indeed be urged that in Paul s society Mark took

only a subordinate place, both according to Acts 13s

(vTrrjpeTtj^), and according to 2 Tim. 4n ( s SiaKoviav),

and that thus he perhaps was not called upon to teach

at all. Nevertheless, the identity of the companion of

Paul with the companion of Peter remains surrounded

with such difficulty, that one is readily inclined to

suppose them to have been distinct persons, if unwilling
to doubt the statement of the presbyter altogether.

For other reasons, most of them quite inadequate, scholars in

the last centuries have sometimes assumed two. three, or four,

persons of the name of Mark (see Lightfoot on Col. 4 ic.) ; indeed,
at a much earlier date we even find in the list of apostles of the

pseudo-Dorotheus (5th cent.), designated as A by Lipsius
1

(123, 202), as many as three distinct Marks the evangt-lKt. to

whom, on account of his having been personally unacquainted
with Jesus, it gives a place along with Paul and Luke between
the twelve and the seventy disciples ; next, the cousin of

Barnabas, who, later, became bishop of Apollonias ; ami. la-tly,

John Mark, who subsequently became bishop of Byblos. The
two last-named are both enumerated among the seventy (Lipsius,
ii. 2 328).

Further statements regarding Mark, which apply to

him only in so far as he can be regarded as author of

1 F^r nil that follows, cp Lipsius, Af-akr. Af.-gesch.,
especially ii. 2 321-353 ;

also Zahn, Einl. 51, and Swete, Exfos.
1897^, pp. 268-277.
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the Second Gospel , in view of the uncertainty of his author

ship ( 4), need only be mentioned here, and do not

call for discussion. He has been identified

MARRIAGE

6. Mark
as author.

with the unnamed young man of Mk. 14 51 f. ,

or with the unnamed water-bearer of 14 13.

This agrees with that interpretation of the opening
words of the Muratorian fragment, which takes the

words quibus tamen interfuit et ita posuit as warrant

ing the inference that Mark, though not in any strict

sense a follower of Jesus, was present at certain

incidents in his life. On another interpretation, how
ever, it has been held that the incidents at which Mark
was present, in the view of the author of the fragment,
were events after the resurrection. On this view, the

words et ita posuit are taken as explaining why the

account of the resurrection in Mk. 169-20 constitutes an

appendix to the Gospel, Mark as distinguished from

Luke (1. 3 : post ascensum Christi) having written his

gospel before the ascension of Jesus. For other state

ments in the fathers regarding the composition of the

Second Gospel see GOSPELS, 147. Most difficult of

all is a third interpretation of the Muratorian fragment
viz., that it was at the narratives (of Peter) that Mark

was sometimes present, sometimes not.

Dionysius of Alexandria (ap. Euseb. HE vii. 25 15)

being unable to attribute the Apocalypse to the apostle

John, thinks of John Mark as a possible author, but

rejects the supposition on the ground a very insufficient

one, it is true that Mark travelled with Paul and
Barnabas only so far as to Pamphylia, not as far as

Ephesus. Hitzig (/#,#. Marcus u. seine Schriften, 1843)
would have Mark to be really the author of the Apoca
lypse. Spitta (Offenb. desjoh., 1889, see especially pp.

502-504) would make him author, at least, of one of the

sources, which he calls Urapocalypse (cp APOCALYPSE,

29)-
In the IlepioSoi BapcajSa, written according to Lipsius (ii. 2,

p. 297) shortly after 485 A.D., Mark conies forward as the

author, speaking in the first person.
In other lists of the seventy, apart from that mentioned in

5, the evangelist Mark is also enumerated (first in Adamantius ;

cp LUKE, 4, n. i). Epiphanius (Haer. li. (&amp;gt; 428^)
7. Later reconciles the personal discipleship implied

traditions, in this with Mark s filial relation to Peter

by explaining that Mark had been one of the

seventy-two disciples of Jesus, who according to Jn. 666, fell

away from him, but that he was afterwards reclaimed by Peter.

The ancient prologue given in Wordsworth-White (see above,
col. 2939, n. 2) speaks of Mark as sacerdotium in Israel agens,
secundum carnem Levita (this is plainly an inference merely
from his cosinship with Barnabas the Levite, Acts 4 36), and
adds (p. i72_/C) that amputasse sibi post fidem pollicem dicitur

ut sacerdotio reprobus fieret. Doubtless the designation KoAo-

/3o8axTvAos given to Mark in the nearly contemporary Philoso-
thumena. (7 30, begin.) has reference to this. According to the
first preface in the Codex Toletanus (ap. Wordsworth-White,
171), the defect was a natural one. The view of Tregelles that
the word means a deserter, and is applied with reference to
Mark s premature return from Pamphylia, is rightly rejected by
Swete (Expos. 1897 b, p. 276 f.). The prologue first cited

foes
on to say that in spite of this mutilation, Mark became

ishop of Alexandria. Eusebius, in reliance on older sources

(Lipsius, ii. 2, pp. 323), gives the date of Mark s arrival there as

42 A.D. (Chron. ad ann. Abrah. 2057 [ed. Schone, 2 152] ; cp HE
ii. 16 i). According to Epiphanius (I.e.), Mark was sent from
Rome to Alexandria by Peter after he had written his gospel ;

according to the IleptoSoi Bapi da (24-26), he went to Alexandria
from Cyprus after the death of Barnabas (Lipsius, ii. 2, pp. 2847^).
Eusebius has it (Chron. ad. ann. Abrah. 2077 [ed. Schone, 2 154] ;HE 1 24) that Anianus, or Annianus, succeeded Mark in the see
of Alexandria in 62 A.D. Jerome (Vir. ill. 8) places the death
of Mark in the same year. He does not speak of any
martyrdom. The earliest mention of a martyrdom is in the

Acta.Ma.rci, which, according to Lipsius (ii. 2, pp. 344-346), were
written in Alexandria towards the end of the fourth or the

beginning of the fifth century. Mark is there spoken of as
a native of the Pentapolis in North Africa, to which Cyrene
belonged. The legend which names him as founder of the
church at Aquileia first makes its appearance in the seventh

century ; the similar legend which associates him with Venice
is still later (Lipsius, ii. 2, pp. 346-353). p. w. S.

For the Gospel according to Mark, see GOSPELS.

MARKET (TUN?), Ezek. 27i 3 AV, RV merchan
dise

; (A.I-OP&) Mk. 74 etc.; and Market-Place

(&rop&), Mt. 20s etc. See TRADE AND COMMERCE.
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, Lev. 19 28. See CUTTINGSMARKS (tfpyj?

OF THE FLESH, 6.

MARMOTH(M&pM&amp;lt;A&amp;gt;ei [B]), i Esd. 862 =
MEKEMOTH.

MAROTH (nitC; oAyNAC [BAQ], H TTAPATTIK-

P&INOYCA [Symm.]), a place mentioned by Micah
(Ii2), and supposed by some to be near Jerusalem (so
Hi., Now.), and by G. A. Smith to be in the maritime

plain. Perhaps it is Jarmuth that is meant. The
prophet s paronomasia has been misconceived

;
it is not

bitterness that the name of the place referred to

suggests to him, nor can we infer from the following
words that Jerusalem was close to Maroth.
Probably we should emend the text thus, Yea, sick unto

death has Jarmuth s community become (D1DT tJT nioS nn*?n ;

so Che. JQK, July, 1898). G. A. Smith (ad loc.) renders the
text, The inhabitress of Maroth trembleth for good, for evil has
come down from Jehovah to the walls of Jerusalem.

MARRIAGE
Preliminary steps ( if.).
Festivities ( 3).

The home ( 4).

Polygamy, divorce ( $f.).
Widows, levirate ( ?./).
Literature ( 9).

Legally considered, the marriage relation was formed

by the act of betrothal that is to say, by the pay-

1 Betrothal
m
S
ntl on the bridegroom s part, of the

and m&har
m &quot;har to the Parent r guardian of
the bride

; with this she passed into

the possession of her husband. To betroth a wife
to oneself (Z-\R, eras), meant simply to acquire pos
session of her by payment of the purchase - money :

the betrothed
(nfcnfcDi me ordsd] is a girl for whom the

purchase-money has been paid (see FAMILY, 4 ;
and

cp We. GGN, 1893, p. 435). The betrothal once
effected, the husband can take his wife home and
celebrate his nuptials when he will (Gen. 2449^, Judg.
14 7 f.).

1 The girl s consent is unnecessary and the
need for it is nowhere suggested in the law. Ordinary
human affection would, no doubt, lead the parents
generally to allow their daughters some voice in the
matter (Gen. 24s8) ; but the arrangements about the

marriage, and especially about the mohar, belonged to

the province of the father or guardian (Gen. 24 50^,
2923 34 12). The girl herself sometimes (but evidently
not always) receives presents ([no, mattdn] from the

suitor.

In Eliezer s negotiation for Rebekah these gifts are given at
the betrothal and before the actual union (Gen. 24 53) ; thus they
have here the character of a gift made in confirmation of the
betrothal contract (so also Gen. 34 12), not, like the sadak
of the Arabs, that of a inorgengal C. - In Samson s case such a
morgengabe to the wife is also mentioned (Judg. 15 i), and

there can be little doubt that such was originally the meaning of
the gift made to the bride.

As to the amount of the mohar we unfortunately have
but little information. Dt. 2229, compared with Ex.
22 15 [i6]_/~. ,

tells us that in the time of D the average
was fifty silver shekels (about ^4 ;

see SHEKEL). The
mohar did not, however, require to be paid in money.
It could be paid in personal service (so in Jacob s case,
Gen. 2920 27). Maidens were given in marriage to

heroes for their prowess in war (Josh. 15 16 Judg. Ii2
i S. 1725): David bought Michal for a hundred fore

skins [unless this is due to corruption of the text
;
see

MOSES, 6 n.].
3

The Homeric heroes paid in cattle ; hence the complimentary
epithet, oxen-bringing as applied to maidens (wapQei Oi

aA^&amp;gt;e&amp;lt;ri-

fioiai, II. 18 593). The same may have been the practice with
the nomad Israelites.

1 Samson s marriage, however, was exceptional in various

respects. See SAMSON, KINSHIP, 8.

2 Or morning gift, referring to the German custom by which
the bride receives a present from the bridegroom on the morning
after the marriage.

3 In view of this last narrative it is surely ill-judged on the

part of Keil (Archdol. 541) and others to treat the mohar as

morgengabe presented to the bride.
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The mohar in time gradually lost its original meaning

of purchase money as the custom arose of giving it,

not to the father but to the wife herself. There was a

similar development among the Arabs ; in the Koran it

is assumed to be usual to give the mahr to the wife.

Even in E (Gen. 31 15) it is mentioned as a reproach

against Laban that he had spent entirely upon himself

the price paid for his daughters.
The requirement that the bride should bring some

thing to her husband at her marriage or should receive

a dowry from her parents is not according to ancient

Hebrew custom. The case of Pharaoh s daughter is

evidence only for Egyptian practice. At the same time,

the genealogical legend of Josh. 15i6^ (cpjudg. liz^)
shows that parting gifts to the daughter on leaving her

home were not unknown. Leah and Rachel receive

their female slaves at their marriage (Gen. 292429 ; cp

16i). This, however, is no dowry brought by the

wife to her husband ;
such gifts remain the personal

property of the wife. Conveyance of property through
the wife cannot strictly be made, simply because

daughters had no right of inheritance (see FAMILY,

5) ;
and even at a comparatively late date heiresses

were subject in their marriages to certain restrictions

designed to prevent the alienation of land to outside

clans (see LAW AND JUSTICE, 18). In post-exilic

times a dowry somewhat in the modern sense seems to

have been usual (Tob. 821 Ecclus. 2022), and mention

is also made of written marriage-contracts (Tob. 7 14).

(i) In early times. In ancient Israel the choosing of

the bride was the business of the man s father or, rather,

_. . -of the head of the family (cp Gen. 242^,

B d
16

38 6 28 i/: 21 21). This is intelligible

enough when we recollect that the person
chosen was to become a member of the clan. It was

regarded as unbecoming (though not impossible) that a
son should be so self-willed as to insist on marrying a

wife whom his family were unwilling to receive (Gen.

2634 f. 2746; cp Judg. 142). Now and then it did

indeed happen that love-matches were made (i S. 18 20

Judg. 14 1 ff.), and that the inclinations of the parties

chiefly concerned were consulted. Esau marries as he
does against the will of his parents (Gen. 2634 f. );

Rebekah is asked by her brother for her consent to the

marriage (Gen. 24 58). Opportunities for the formation

of romantic attachments were not wanting, the social

relations of the sexes being under no specially severe

restrictions. In the patriarchal history we find in this

respect the same customs as are still to be seen amongst
the modern Bedouins : women and girls are kept in no
severe isolation. Meetings occur easily and naturally
where the flocks and herds are being pastured, or at the

wells.

The feeling of a certain degree of independence and of an
equality of right with men to pursue their daily tasks gives the

girls confidence and freedom
; they do not shun conversation

with a stranger, willingly accept useful help, and are ready to

render reciprocal service (Gen. 24 15^ 2S&amp;gt; 10 Ex. 2 16 iS. 9n).
Jacob s acquaintance with Rachel began at the well (Gen. 29 \ff.\
No doubt there are risks of rudeness or even of outrage (Ex.
2 16 ff. Gen. 34 iff.) ; but, on the whole, good manners and good
morals are an effective safeguard (cp also Ex. 22 16 [15] Dt.
2223^28/).

In these pictures the manners of the narrator s time
are reflected

;
but passages like Judg. 14 -iff. iS. 9n

1820 ff. show to what an extent nomadic customs
continued to hold their ground among the settled

Israelites.

It was in accordance with ancient custom for the man
to look for his wife in the circle of his own family and
clan. Such endogamy is not original in baal-marriages,
which at an earlier time were marriages by capture (see
KINSHIP, n); but it is easily explicable from the

position of the woman, who became the property of her
husband. To give away one s daughters into another
tribe was equivalent to sending them beyond the protecting
influence of their own family ; and a wife married within

her own clan might naturally be expected to enjoy a
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better position than as an alien abroad. The principle
is clearly stated by Laban (Gen. 29 19) : It is better

that I give her to thee than that I should give her to a

strange man. Marriages outside the tribe occurred

indeed, but were discouraged (Gen. 2634/1 2746 Judg.

14s). As the coherence of the tribe depended on the

sense of kinship (see KINSHIP), it was also really best

that marriage relationships should not be entered into

with other tribes, at the risk of embarrassing one s

feeling of relationship with one s own tribe. The
marriage of Moses cannot be quoted against this

; he
was a fugitive and compelled to seek the shelter of

another tribe. If, too, the genealogy-legend allows

Judah and others to make marriages with Canaanites,
this is in full agreement with what we know to have
been the state of matters after the settlement, but proves

nothing as regards ancient exogamy. The many
instances of marriages of kinsfolk in the patriarchal

history show that on this point the older views were
different from those which afterwards became prevalent.
Abraham married his half-sister on the father s side

(not on the mother s ;
see KINSHIP 5/1), and even in

David s time such a marriage in the king s family would,
it seems, have been regarded as unusual, indeed, yet not

as wrong or reprehensible (28. 1813). Moses himself

was the fruit of a marriage between nephew and

(paternal) aunt (Nu. 2659, P). On marriage with a
father s wife (other than one s own mother) see below

(7). A cousin on the father s side was considered a

particularly eligible bridegroom a view that survives to

the present day among the Bedouins and partly also

among the Syrian peasantry. Compare the cases of

Isaac and Rebekah (Gen. 244), Jacob and Leah- Rachel

(Gen. 29 19).

(2) Later. At the time when the patriarchal history
came to be written, matters had indeed altered in one

respect ;
the settlement, and the changes it had wrought

in the tribal relationship, had altered the ancient custom
in regard to marriages also, and alliances with Canaan
ites and other aliens soon came to be regarded as quite
natural (Judg. 36).

In the post-exilic genealogy of David we find the name of
Ruth the Moabitess; and David himself married a daughter of
the king of the Geshurites (2 S. 3 3). Solomon is said to have
married not only the daughter of Pharaoh but also Moabite and
Ammonite princesses (i K. 11 i) ; Ahab was the husband of the

Phoenician Jezebel (i K. 1631); the two murderers of Joash were
sons of an Ammonitess and of a Moabitess respectively (2 Ch.
24 26 ; see JOASH).

There are instances also of Israelite women marrying

foreigners in the recorded cases doubtless under some

stipulation that the husbands should make Israel their

adopted country. Thus Uriah was a Hittite (2 S. 11 3)1

Jether, the husband of David s sister Abigail, an
Ishmaelite (i Ch. 2i? against 28. 1725 ;

see JETHER).
We know of one instance doubtless there were many
unrecorded in which an Israelite woman married

abroad ; Huram-abi, the Tyrian artificer, was the son

of a Hebrew mother (i K. 7 14 ; see HIRAM).
Here again with D there comes in a change, which

allows marriage indeed with foreign women taken in

war (Dt. 21 10^), but forbids, on the other hand, any
marriage-alliance with Canaanites (7i^) or with other

heathen peoples (-284 \3~\ff. ;
Ex. 34 15 has probably

been deuteronomistically redacted). The motives are

religious ;
such women might seduce their husbands to

idolatry. It is conceivable that in actual fact this

objection to connubium with Canaanites may have

arisen out of a change of feeling under the monarchy
friendly tolerance having been gradually superseded by
fierce antipathy. Whether this be so or not, the pro
hibition in D cannot be dissociated from a certain.

particularistic narrowness. We are no longer in posses
sion of the reason for the exemption of Edomites and

Egyptians from the general condemnation (Dt.23?/.

[8/. J).
That the enforcement of the precepts of D met

with much opposition, and in the first instance was a
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failure, is shown by the narrative in Ezra9/. (see

EZRA).
D also seeks to introduce reforms with regard to the

marriage of related persons. It expressly prohibits

marriage with a father s wife (22 30 [23 1] 27 20), with

a sister or half-sister (27 22), or with a mother-in-law

(2723). Here again the force of custom proved too

strong for the law
;

in Ezekiel s day marriage with a

stepmother, with a daughter-in-law, or with a sister,

seems to have been frequent (Ezek. 22 10 f. ).

P places among the prohibited degrees marriage with

(i) mother, or father s wife generally; (2) sister and

half-sister; (3) granddaughter; (4) maternal and

paternal aunt ; (5) uncle s wife on the father s side ;

(6) mother-in-law; (7) daughter-in-law; (8) brother s

wife; (9) two sisters at the same time (Lev. 186-i8;

cp 20 ^ ff-}- The prohibition of marriage with a

daughter has no doubt fallen out by a copyist s careless

ness. Marriage is permitted between uncle and niece,

between nephew and widow of uncle on the mother s

side, and between cousins. On the whole these ordi

nances come very near the prescriptions of pre-

Islamic Arab custom which were made statutory by
Mohammed.
Here again the motives of the legislation are not quite

apparent. From what has been said above on the

custom of old Israel it is evident that the prohibitions
cannot rest on the view that what they prohibit is

destructive of the essence of blood-relationship ; just

as little can they rest on a perception of the injurious

effects of marriage between near relations. Not to

refer to other prohibitions with which they appear to be

classed, it is enough to quote the words of Am. 2?,

a man and his father go unto the same maid, to

profane the name of Yahwe, which doubtless imply
the formation of some unholy bond between father and
son. With regard to levirate marriages (see below,

8) no reason is apparent why they should have

been abolished on moral grounds : here again it

is highly probable that some religious idea was at

work.

As to the marriage-festivities our information is but

small. The central and characteristic feature was the

__ . solemn bringing of the bride to her

J , . ... husband s house, in which act the signifi-
Festivities. , r ,

cance of marriage as an admission of the

bride into the clan of her husband found expression.
In wedding attire (Is. 61 10

;
see DRESS), and accom

panied by his friends (Judg. 14 n f. ; cp Jn. 829 and

parall. ), the bridegroom marched on the festal day to

the house of the bride. Thence she was led, in bridal

garments, but veiled (Jer. 232 Is. 49 18, etc.
), accompanied

by her companions as the bridegroom was by his (Ps.

45i4[is]), to his parent s house (Jer. 734169 25 10 Cant.

36 ff. ).
It was no doubt at eventide and by the light of

torches that such processions were held (Mt. 25 1_^).

Occasionally but this was rare the bride was led to

meet the bridegroom (i Mace. 9j7/. ).
The custom

now is for the guests in the procession to sing songs
in praise of the bride and bridegroom, and this may
well have descended from antiquity ; indeed, the Song
of Solomon may perhaps be formed out of a collection

of such marriage lays (see, further, CANTICLES, DANC
ING), and in Ps. 45 we have a song composed for and

sung at the marriage of a king. In the bridegroom s

house was then held the great nuptial feast, which with

the rich and great might last for seven, or even fourteen,

days (Gen. 29z 7 Judg. 14 12x7 Tob. 820). The same
custom of fetching the bride existed also among the

ancient Arabs, though as a rule without the pomp that

was customary with the Israelites a survival perhaps
from the days of marriage by capture (Robertson Smith,
A ins. 81). The consummation of the marriage was in

the home of the bridegroom ; among Hebrews and Arabs
this was regarded as the more civilised arrangement ;

otherwise the bride was regarded as a mere captive about
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whom little ceremony was observed (We. GGA, 1893,
p. 442).!
As a valuable chattel (to say the least) of her husband

(see FAMILY, 4) the wife was carefully looked after.

4 The home l^e str ct isolation observed through-
out Islam we find, it is true, no trace

in the ancient time. The women had indeed in the

innermost part of the house their own apartments to

which access was not permitted to men (Judg. 15 1 169),
or, in the case of wealthy people or people of rank,

they had a separate house to themselves (28.187
i K. 78 2 K. 24is Esth. 2314). This, however, does
not hinder them from taking part in the ordinary duties

of the household
; they spin, sew, weave, make gar

ments, fetch water, bake bread, and tend the flocks

and herds (Gen. 29 9 Ex. 2i6 i S. 2 19 813 2 S. 138 Prov.

31 10 ff. ). They are not shut off from the outside world
of men, and they even take part in feasts (Ex. 21 22 Dt.

25 ii Ruth 2 5 /: i S. 9 ii 2 S. 20i6 Mt. 9 20 12 46 26 7

Lk. 1038 Jn. 2 i ff. 47). Women and girls shared in

public rejoicings with song and dance (Ex. 15 20 f. Judg.

1627 i S. ISdf. Judg. 21 19^). Whilst, however,

fidelity on the husband s part was in no way enforced,

law and custom were very strict as regarded the wife

(cp Dt. 222i). Adultery on her part was by very ancient

usage punishable by stoning (Dt. 2222 f. ; cp Ezek. 1640

Jn. 85 7), unless, indeed, the injured husband (as he was
entitled to do) took the vindication of his honour into

his own hand. A like punishment befell the wife who
at her marriage was found not to have been a virgin

(Dt. 222i) a custom which is to be interpreted in the

same sense as the punishment for transgression on the

part of a betrothed ma;den (see FAMILY, 4). How
fierce was the jealousy with which men regarded their

wives is shown by the laws which sought to protect
women against false accusations, and by the very in

adequacy of these laws. One of them punishes false

accusations brought against a wife with a money fine

and withdrawal of the right of divorce (Dt. 22 13^);
another, no less naively conceived, lets the man go
free even after false accusation he can compel his wife

to submit to the ordeal of jealousy (see JEALOUSY),
but, whatever the result, the man shall be free from

blame (Nu. 5 11-30). Mistrust and jealousy, not

about love but about a property-right, are conspicuous
characteristics of the Arabs (We., I.e.

, 448). This

is to a considerable degree true of the Hebrews also.

Yet, in spite of all this strictness, the prophets have

to raise a continual protest against the prevalence of

adultery (Jer. 7 9 23 10 Hos. 42 Mai. 85, and often).

The man who owns his wife as a chattel can on the

same principle own as many as he pleases as many,
_ that is to say, as he can afford to buy

5. .Polygamy. and keep The luxury of a great harem

was of course attainable only by the wealthy. These,

so far as we can judge, made ample use of their

privilege : witness the notices about Gideon s seventy
sons (Judg. 830 92), David s wives (28.513 etc.),

Solomon s harem (i K. \\iff.}, and the like. The
law of the kingdom forbidding the possession of many
wives has manifestly a side-reference to the actual king

(Dt. 17 17). The Talmudists formulate the rule that no

Jew may have more than four wives
; kings may have

at the most eighteen. The ordinary Israelite at all

times, like the modern Syrian peasant, would doubtless

have to be content with one secondary wife in addition

to the principal wife, or at most with two wives. The
last-named arrangement seems to receive the sanction

of widely-diffused custom (i S. 12 Dt. 21 15 2 Ch. 24s;

cp the case of Jacob). When the first wife proved

childless, polygamy, to this extent at least, was regarded
as a necessity. The examples of Sarah, of Leah, and of

1 The naive method, employed even at the present day
throughout the whole of the East, for satisfying curiosity as

to certain physical details, dates from a very remote antiquity

(Dt. 22 I3^).
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Rachel, show how little the amour propre of the child

less wife was wounded by any such arrangement.
To turn to the other side of the picture : polygamy

carried with it its own hardships and inconveniences.

The lot of the childless wife, when she had to live under
the same roof with the mother of sons, was hard (i S.

1 1 ff. ).
Even the concubine was sometimes known

to exalt herself over the wife (Gen. 16 -_^! ; cp Gen. 30),
and the situation was not always so simple as in the

case of Sarah and Hagar, where the mistress could
send her rival away ;

more usually she had no alter

native but to submit. Very eloquent are the words
that the language provides for the two wives nanx,

iihubdh, the loved one, and nttijiy, stniidh, the hated

one. The later legislation found it necessary to inter

vene on behalf of the superseded wife (Dt. 21 15-17).
The prohibition of the old practice of marrying two
sisters at the same time (see above, 2) is doubtless

intended to obviate the subversion of sisterly relations

through jealousy. Such also is the drift of the whole

development towards the monogamy which, if never

legally insisted on, was yet so extensively practised in

the end. Gen. 2i8^. unmistakably discloses the view
that monogamy, properly speaking, is the normal

arrangement. When the prophets represent the relation

of Yahwe to his people under the figure of a marriage,
it is of course a monogamous marriage that is thought
of

;
for Yahwe had entered into no similar relation with

any other nation besides Israel. Finally, the praise of

the virtuous woman in Proverbs and the many incidental

references to woman and to marriage, both here and
in Ecclesiasticus (Ps. 128 Prov. 124 1822 19i4 31 io/i
Ecclus. 25 1 8 26 1/ 14 etc.), show that the practical
wisdom of the later age had settled that monogamy was
the only ideal kind of marriage.
The woman being a man s property, his right to

divorce her follows as a matter of course. As in doing

6 Divorce
so ^e must return the mohar, no injustice
is done either to her or to her family.

The divorcee returns to her family and can, if circum
stances favour, be married a second time from there.

No moral stigma of any kind arises from the mere
fact of her being divorced. Yet, we can well suppose
that from the first the family of the woman would be

disposed to look with disfavour upon such treatment,
and the account which the husband was bound to take
of the views and feelings of the wife s blood-relations

(see above, 2) laid from the very beginning a con
siderable restraint upon absolute freedom of divorce.

The deuteronomic law has unmistakably the intention

of limiting in some degree the liberty too frequently
exercised, without at the same time curtailing in any
respect the rights of the husband.

The expression &quot;Q
7
! JTny, erwetth cfal&amp;gt;ar(AV uncleanness,&quot;

RV unseemly thing ) can hardly be taken, with the stricter
school of Shammai, in the ethical sense and interpreted as mean
ing unchastity (though this is certainly favoured by such a detail
as the going forth with uncovered head) ; had the law intended
such a very considerable curtailment of the general right of the
man to dismiss a wife with whom he was dissatisfied, this ought
to have been stated in much more definite terms.

Some restriction, however, was at the same time laid

upon divorce by the mere fact that a writing (
bill of

divorcement
)
was now required by law (Dt. 24 i^).

Further, it is enacted in D that the divorced wife, if,

after divorce, she has married again and been separated
from the second husband in turn by divorce or by his

death, cannot again be taken back in marriage by her
first husband. The old practice as to this was quite
different (Hos. 83 ; cp 2 S. 814), and was similar to the

old Arab custom
;
the Koran in fact lays it down as a

condition that the wife can be taken back only if in the

interval she has been the wife of another man. The
manifest purpose of D and of the Koran alike is to put
some kind of check upon rash and inconsiderate divorce.

Lastly, D withdrew, as a penalty, the husband s right
of divorce in two cases those, namely, in which he had
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falsely accused his wife of not having been a virgin when
he married her (Ut. 2219), or in which he had been

compelled to marry a virgin whom he had wronged
(Dt. 2228). This last innovation in the law is also

directly contrary to the ancient practice, which did not
even demand marriage as a compensation for the injury
done. Here also we see the advance we have already
noted, point by point, towards the securing of a higher
position for the wife. Mai. 2 (see MALACHI, 2, 4) con
demns divorce in the strongest terms. The wife is the
mother of seed of God : if there are children the end
of marriage has been fulfilled. It is to Yahwe a hateful

thing that a man should put away the wife of his youth
and the mother of his children simply because she has
grown old and has ceased to be personally attractive. 1

The right of divorce belongs of course only to the
husband. The wife has no means of freeing herself from
her husband, apart from the means employed also by
the Arabs namely to make herself so objectionable to
her husband as to force him to send her away. We do
not know whether a thing of common occurrence among
the Arabs ever happened also among the Hebrews
that a man sent his wife away at her own request or at
the request of her relations on repayment of the mohar.
Salome the daughter of Herod might take the freedom
of sending a bill of divorce to her husband Costabaros ;

but this was condemned as a foreign indecency (Jos.
Ant. xv. 7 10).

Traces of evidence are not wanting that with the
older Hebrews, as with the Arabs before Mohammed, a

7 Widows man s w idow could be inherited exactly
like his other property. The grasping

Reuben so ran the legend sought to seize this inheri

tance even in his father s lifetime (Gen. 8522); the
rebellious Absalom comes forward publicly as heir and
successor to his father by taking possession of his harem
(2 S. 1620^;) an act which does not in itself at all

shock the moral sense of the people. Abner by appro
priating Saul s concubine Rizpah infringed the rights of
Ishbosheth (2 S. 87 ff.} \ and when Adonijah asks the
hand of Abishag he is asking a portion of the
inheritance of Solomon, who at once infers his ulterior

designs (i K. 222 ; cpv. 15). As already said, in spite
of the deuteronomic prohibition such marriages of son
with step-mother were not unusual down to Ezekiel s

time (Ezek. 22 10). The genealogical register of
Chronicles mentions a further case : Caleb marries

Ephrath, the wife of his father (i Ch.224 & ; We.,
DeGent. 14; see CALEB, EPHRATH, 3). On the kindred

subject of levirate marriage, see below, 8.

This inheritance of widows, however, was by no
means a general custom in historical times. As a rule

the lot of the widow is even harder than that of the

divorcee. It was always open to her, indeed, to

go back to her family ; but it is not to be supposed
that she could always count on a welcome there. D
interests itself to the utmost on her behalf. Judgment
must be executed for her justly, with fairness and

promptitude (Dt. 10 18 24 17 27 19 ; cp the corresponding
exhortations of the prophets, Is. 1 17 102 Jer. 76 22s
etc.

).
Widows are to be bidden as guests to the

sacrificial meals and feasts (Dt. 1429 161114 26i2/!);
the gleanings of the fields and vineyards and oliveyards
are to be left for them (24 19-21 ; cp Ruth 22). Of
their remarriage the law says nothing, except in the

case of levirate marriage. Later usage seems, however,
to have conceded to the widow certain claims over the

property of her deceased husband
;

the rabbins laid

down very exact rules as to this (cp Selden, De success,

ad legem hebr. in bona defunct.; Saalschiitz, Mos. Recht,

1 This teaching, it must indeed be sorrowfully admitted,
proved ineffective. We need only recall the practice in the
time of Christ, which was entirely in accord with the school of
Hillel in the interpretation of Dt. 24 ijf. (see above), according
to which divorce was left open to any man on any ground he

chose, although specially (of course) on the ground of misconduct

(cp also Ecclus. 7 26 25 26 42 9).
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831 f. 860 /. ).

On widows garments see MOURNING
CUSTOMS.
As a relic of the ancient right to inherit the widow a

right which belonged to the son or rather to the agnates
. . the custom of levirate marriage (which is

not exclusively Israelitish) survived down
ma ge. even to post-exilic times. D, which elevates

the custom into a. law, enacts that when a man dies

without sons (not without children, as the Jews afterwards

read it, Mt. 2224) his brother must marry the widow.

The first son of this marriage shall be reckoned the

son of the deceased brother, so that his name be not

blotted out of Israel (Dt. 25s ft). In this form the

law essentially changes the old custom. The story of

Judah and Tamar (Gen. 38, esp. v. 26) shows that in

certain circumstances namely, when there was no
brother it became the duty of the father of the dead
man to come forward and marry his daughter-in-law.
What seems plain from this narrative that it relates to

a duty involved in the right of agnates to inherit is

confirmed by the book of Ruth. The whole course of

the story here rests upon the postulate that the agnate
who claims the inheritance must take over the widow

together with the land of the deceased ;
and in point of

fact the story deals with somewhat remote kinsmen.

This certainly is in accordance with the older use. The

story, however, goes on to represent the whole as a

right of inheritance which the man can relinquish if he
choose. Over against this would be the corresponding

right of the woman to refuse the marriage and to go
back to her own relations instead (as Orpah does).
Ancient custom, however, so far as exhibited in Gen.

38, would seem not to sanction withdrawal on any
pretext whatever. Which of the two representations is

the correct one we have no means of determining : they
will harmonise in the end, if we are allowed to suppose
that only the remoter agnates had the right of refusal.

The origin of this compulsory character, which certainly
did not attach to the original right of inheritance,

will appear later.

According to D, the purpose of the whole custom is

that the man s name be not blotted out of Israel. This
is certainly, in the sense which the law attaches to it,

at the best but a secondary and subordinate considera

tion. For what D has in view is the preservation of the

family property. When the first son of a levirate

marriage is reckoned son of the deceased brother he
becomes thereby his heir, he inherits the land, not of

his actual father but, of the deceased. The effect of

this is not only that the family property is prevented
from passing into the hands of outsiders, but also, in

particular, that it is preserved as such, and the family

belonging to it does not die out. An interest of this

kind to secure the continuance of the property not

only within the clan but also as an independent family

property can, of course, have come into being only
in connection with questions of landed property, in

other words, after the settlement. The same effort led

on another side to this, that anyone who found himself

compelled to sell his land always retained a right of

redemption and preemption which right also passed
over to the agnates entitled to inherit (Jer. 328^). In

the story of Ruth this is also what we find ; the near

kinsman, ihe go el (see GOEL), must first buy back the

alienated land in virtue of his right of inheritance and

redemption (Ruth ^T,ff.\
With P also this preservation of landed property

within the family is the one consideration present in its

revision of the older law (see below, 2). It is

noticeable that in Ruth a somewhat different matter
is placed in the foreground as the object primarily
aimed at. Naomi s purpose is not to secure posterity
for her son, but to gain a husband for her step-daughter ;

not the continuance of the name of Mahlon, but the

well-being of Ruth is her real desire (\iiff. 3i). The
first son of the marriage actually is in the end regarded,
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not as the son of Ruth s first husband, but as the son of
his real father Boaz. Here too we doubtless have a cor
rect reminiscence. In the old law about the right of
heirs to widows of deceased men it was by no means
contemplated that the heir should in all cases himself

marry the widow ; it was open to him to marry her to
another man. To the right of inheritance, however, was
always attached the corresponding duty of caring for the
women so inherited. At the same time, the practice
in old Israel will doubtless have been similar to that
of Arabia : when the widow was not desirable, or was
looked upon only as a burden, she was simply neglected.
So with Tamar, and so with Ruth (We., I.e. 456, and
compare what has been said already as to the lot of

widows). Judah nevertheless notwithstanding all

his neglect holds fast by his rights ;
if Tamar has gone

astray with a man of another clan, she has been guilty
of adultery (Gen. 382i/i).
The reckoning of the son of such a marriage to the

deceased husband is nevertheless an ancient custom,
not an innovation of D. In D, however, it has under

gone a not-unimportant alteration
; in Gen. 889 all the

children (not only the first son) are to be reckoned
to the dead man. Modern scholars explain this for

the most part from ancestor-worship. The dead child

less man has his right to have this ordinance observed

(Gen. 388/), and it is for contempt of it that God
slays Onan. What the dead man is defrauded of

by its non-observance is the reverence and worship of

his posterity (cp 28. 18 18). Stade (6/1394) points
out that marriages of this kind are customary precisely

among those peoples who have ancestor-worship also

Indians, Persians, Afghans, and so forth. It was when
the religious consideration was added that the right of

inheriting (which resulted from the very nature of baal-

marriage) became also a duty. It is not necessary
therefore to resort, with Robertson Smith, to an old

form of polyandry for an explanation (see KINSHIP,

10).

D, for whom the old religious meaning of the matter
has become obscured, is able on that account to relax

the stringency of the demand and give release from it

under certain conditions. The refusal to comply with

it brings, however, open shame to the unwilling brother-

in-law. The practice here referred to, which is of very

great antiquity and not quite rightly understood by D,

again clearly exhibits the ancient connection with the

right of inheriting. The contemned sister-in-law is to

go up to the place of justice before the competent court

(the elders of the city) and, loosing her brother-in-law s

shoe from off his foot, is to spit in his face, saying So
shall it be done unto the man that will not build up his

brother s house, and ever after his family is to be called

the barefoot family. This loosing of the shoe was,

according to Ruth 4?, customary at every transaction

in landed property. The seller gave his shoe to the

buyer in token of renunciation of his right in the

object sold (see SHOES, 4). So, in the story, when
the near kinsman divests himself of his title to the

inheritance he plucks off his shoe. In D this no-longer-
understood custom, which probably had survived only
in connection with the matter of levirate marriage, is

construed into an insult, ever to be remembered, not

only against the renouncing kinsman but also against his

whole family.
In process of time this class of marriages underwent

still further restrictions, when daughters became capable
of inheriting in default of sons. Henceforward they
could be thought of only in cases where there were no

children at all ;
for to marry the widow when the

inheritance had fallen to the daughters was not in con

sonance with the meaning of the institution. The

object of keeping the property within the clan was

secured by prohibiting heiresses from marrying outsiders.

Such becomes the law in P (Nu. 274), and marriage
with a brother-in-law is forbidden as incestuous (Lev.
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18 16 202i ; see above, 2). Whatever the successes
of P as a whole, however, it does not seem to have

permanently triumphed at all points. In this respect
in particular ancient custom seems to have been stronger
than written law (cp Mt. 22 24).

See, in addition to works cited under FAMILY, Frohmiiller,
Devidua. Hebr., 1714 ; Benary, De Hebr. leviratn, 1835 ; Reds-

lob, Die Leviratsche bei den ffter&em,
9. Literature. 1836. On the customs of the Syrian fellahin

of the present day see Klein, /.DTVltef.
68i_/C, and Baldensperger Woman in the East, PEFQ St.

1899, pp. 132^; IQOO, pp. \iijf.\ 1901, pp. 90 jr. i6-jjf.\ on
historical points, Kalisch, The Matrimonial Laws of the

Hebrews, Lei iticus, 2 354 ff. I. rj.

[Ti - ActsMARS HILL (&p[e]iOY
17 22 AV, RV AREOPAGUS (q.v.

MARSENA (S3pnO, perhaps
see ADMATHA), one of the seven princes at the court
of Ahasuerus (Estherli4). His name (with which cp
MEKKS) has been connected with Old Persian Marduniya

i.e., Mardonius (the name of the commander at

Marathon). Compare also the Mardi and Mardontes

(Herod. 1 125 7 80). Marquart (Fund. 69), however,

suggests n-1333 and compares the name Mavurapos (Dio
Cass. 6722). Some scepticism, however, is justified (see
ESTHER, 3 ; PURIM, 6).

MARSHAL. For i. 1022, tiphsar, Jer. 51 27 Nah.
3 17 RV, and

2. 133 sopher, Judg. 5 14 RV ( marshal s staff ), see SCRIBE ;

and for

3. O naa a l, 2 K. 25 8 AVig-, see EXECUTIONER (i)

MARTHA (MApGA [Ti. WH], 57 ; Aram. NHIO,
lady, mistress

),
sister of Mary, and friend of Jesus

(Lk. 10 3 8.^: Jn. 11 iff. 12 2
).

Martha is pretty common in the Talmud (Zunz, Ges.

Schriften 2 14, Jastrow s Diet. 834 fi, and cp Ori^. c. Cels. 562,

Epiph. Hier. 102). In the Aramaic inscriptions
1. Name, in Part II. of the CIS we find the proper names

NHO and JW3 (Cook, Aram. Gloss. 78) ; the former
of these would probably be Latinised as Marius, the latter as
Martha. By a curious coincidence Martha was the name of
the Syrian prophetess who accompanied Marius in his decisive

campaign in Provence against the Cimbri and Teutones (Pint.
Afar. 414). See Hall (Bullock), Romans on the Riviera (121),
who adds that both Marius and Martha are still amongst the most
popular Christian names in Provence. The legends respecting
St. Martha, with all their picturesqueness, cannot claim a share
of our space. Cp LEPROSY, 5, end, MARY, 21.

(a) In Lk. 1038^. ,
we are told that, as they journeyed,

Jesus and his disciples arrived at a certain village (of

2 Traditions
course not Be

^
han

&amp;gt;

.
CP I-k. 19 29) where

it was convenient to halt. Here there

dwelt a woman who received Jesus into her house, and
whose sister, named Mary, instead of helping Martha in

preparing the meal, sat at the Lord s feet and heard

his word. WH (so, too, B. Weiss) give the following
as the best supported reading of the answer of Jesus
to Martha s complaint : Martha, Martha, thou art

careful and troubled about many things but there is need
of few things, or of one (6\iywv 5^ icmv xPeta f) evJr

MopiajOt yap), for Mary has chosen the good part, one
which will not be taken away from her. The TR,
however, to which Tregelles and Tischendorf adhere,

gives the central words in a different form, there

is need of one thing (efos 5e ean xpeia) i.e., of

only one thing. The latter reading seems to have
b^en framed out of regard to Christian supernaturalism,
which took offence at the suggestion of a few things

(plural) being really needful. The reading, of few

things, or of one, which Plummer (St. Luke, 292) by
no means makes probable, seems to stand midway be

tween the original reading and the more definite reading
which afterwards became prevalent, and the original
text probably read, there is need of few things. The
idea that few dishes are meant, though supported by
many Greek and some modern interpreters, is unsatis

factory. The few things must surely be those of

which Jesus speaks in the Sermon on the Mount, and
of which he says that they are not to cause us any anxiety.
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Jesus was presumably, according to the intention of the

evangelist, speaking of the kingdom of God. The
passage is a gentle reminder that man s earthly wants
are few, and that, having a Father in heaven, men need
not be anxious about these wants, and the good part
chosen by Mary is a share in the kingdom of God. It

is also probable that the answer assigned to Jesus is

a combination of two sayings, one relative to the many
and the few things, and the other relative to the truly

good possession (cp Ps. 166). These sayings were both

Moating in tradition, when the story received its present
form, and to understand Lk. IC^i/. we must analyse it

into its two component parts.

A Dutch critic, reviving a very old interpretation,

supposes that, though very possibly historical, the in

cident was recorded in Lk. to emphasise the contrast

between the Pauline doctrine of faith and a Judaising
doctrine of works (Scholten, Het Paulinisch Evangelie,

334). But this presupposes the reading v6s.

(d) In Jn. 11 1 5 19, etc., we hear again of Martha and

Mary (v. 19) or of Mary and her sister Martha (v. i) ;

but their house is in the village of Bethany.
There is a certain similarity between the descriptions

of Martha in Lk. and Jn. respectively. In both Martha

appears as a devoted friend of Jesus, though there is

nothing in Lk. to suggest that Martha regarded Jesus
as more than a great teacher of the things concerning
the kingdom, whereas in Jn. she professes her belief

in Jesus as the Christ, the son of God. In both, too,

Martha is the more forward of the sisters. Martha was
distracted with much ministration. Martha, as soon

as she heard that Jesus was coming, went and met him.

Martha, the sister of him that was dead, saith to him,

Lord, . . . he hath been dead four days. And though
nothing is said of hospitality in Jn. 11, the omission is

repaired in Jn. 122, where we are told that they made
him a supper, and Martha ministered.

The great difference in the place of residence assigned to

Martha and Mary by the respective narrators need not here be
discussed. The question is complicated for those at least who
hold that there was but one anointing of Jesus in the primitive

evangelical tradition by the fact that Lk. and Jn., who differ

so widely as to the place of residence of the two sisters, differ in

exactly the same way as to the scene of the anointing of Jesus
(cp Lk. 7 36-38 Jn. 12 1-3), which is placed by Lk. in Galilee and
by Jn. at BETHANY (f.i .), not to refer here to other differences

in the narratives. See MARY ( 25); GOSPELS, gg 44, 59;
LAZARUS. T. K. C.

MARTYR (MAPTYC). Rev. 176 EV; Acts 22 20 Rev.

2 13 AV, RV WITNESS (q.v.).

MARY
NAME ( if.).

i. MOTHER OF JESUS ( 3-22).

(a) Birth ofJesus (g 3-18).

Jesus on his birth (g 3).

Mk. and Lk. (g 4-6).

Genealogies (g 7).

Paul (g 8).

Heb. (g o).

Fourth Gospel (g 10).
Mt. (11).

Mt. 1 vJ, (Si 13-15)-
.

Theory of virgin birth (5

i6/.).
Other points in birth-his

tory (g 1 8).

(V) Other questions (gg 19-21).
Life of Mary ( 19).

Character

Composition of Mt. If. Lk. Later traditions ( 21)

If. ( 12). Literature ( 22).

5. Mary Magdalene (g 26).

6. Mother of Mark (g 27).

7. Mary of Rom. 10 6 (g 28).

OTHER MARIES
( 23-26

2. Mother of James and Joses
(8 23).

3. Mary of Clopas (g 24).

4. Sister of Martha (g 25).

M6.pl6.AA, in the LXX the name of the sister of

Moses (see MIRIAM), reappears in the NT as a

_, . woman s name. One Grascised form is

**

Mapta (see 2), another is ~Mapidfj.(fJ.)rj,

used by Josephus. All forms agree in having a in the

first syllable. According to the Massorah to the Targum
of Onkelos (ed. Berliner, 1875) on Ex. 1520, Marirmi was

also the Targumic pronunciation. Thus we have

one of the many cases in which MT has preserved a
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later pronunciation (Miriam). Hebrew analogies point
to the change from a to i, not conversely from i to a.

It was accordingly quite proper that, from the earliest

Christian times, when the etymology of the name was

being discussed, the form Mariam was assumed. A
variety of interpretations are already met with in the

Onomastica Sacra. As might be expected, they are

almost all of them impossible, resting as they do on
utter ignorance of Hebrew. We shall here briefly record

only a few of the more important, referring for further

details to the excellent monograph of Bardenhewer (see

below, 22).

The name is taken as a compound of adjective and substantive

when rendered bitter sea (Q 13) ;
as a substantive with related

genitive in the renderings drop of the sea
(D^.&quot;lp ; after Is. 40 15

where ~O= stilla), or star of the sea, which in the form stella

marts appears in all printed editions and almost all MSS of

Jerome, and for which support has recently been sought in

D 11ND, cp Gen. 1 ii,f. (although Jerome probably wrote stilla.

inaris), or myrrh of the sea (D^ &quot;13),
or teacher of the sea or

jaculatrix maris,
1

or early rain of the sea (the last three

renderings assume a derivation from D rniD in the first two

cases appropriate, obviously, only to a man), or lady of the sea

(from Aram.
&quot;ID,

the fern, of which is in fact Martha) or lady of

the day or lady of the sieve (D^ in New Hebrew meaning

cribruiii) or seal of the master
1

(which would seem to demand
a Persian etymology). The name was taken as a single word
when some Rabbins interpreted it as meaning bitterness (v/&quot;nc)

or when others took it to mean lady or mistress (N &quot;ID, status
T : T

emphaticus of Aram.
&quot;ID, masc.). Whilst in these two instances

there are called into requisition roots which have also been em
ployed to explain the word when its composite nature is assumed,
the other interpretations of it as a single word have recourse to

derivations not hitherto met with. The hiphil of ,tNT is suggested
by the rendering the enlightener or (with suffix) their en-

lightener ;
1 the hophal by the enlightened. en is assumed

in the rendering exalted, possibly also in the rendering gift

(if nnnn occasioned the suggestion).

There are but two alternative roots that can be

seriously considered : rno, to be rebellious, and nn3,

to be fat (whence xnp, fading ; Job 39 18, the only

place where the verb occurs, must be left out of account

owing to the uncertainty of the sense). The N of tna

might, before the a of -dm, pass into
, which, in the

case of mD, is already the third consonant. The
termination -am indicates substantives of an abstract

meaning as well as adjectives, and is especially common
in the case of proper names. Mariam, then, might
mean either the rebellious or the corpulent. Even

apart from any theological interest that might seem to be

involved, we may safely say that we can hardly conceive

any possible motive for giving a name of the former mean
ing to a girl unless there were difficulties in her birth. The
case would be different if the name had been bestowed on
the sister of Moses expressly because it is recorded that

she was rebellious on one occasion (Nu. 12 1-15) ; that,

however, is by no means the only circumstance, nor yet the

most prominent one, which we learn regarding her. The
derivation from KID, on theother hand, accords excellently
with the whole analogy of Semitic names

;
it is associated

with the Semitic idea of feminine beauty. Bardenhewer

compares also the masculine name Mamre (N-IDD).

Both forms, Mapta/u and Mapia, interchange fre

quently and with little seeming regularity in the NT
iw texts

2. mariam Or For the mother Of Jesu s, wherever the
Maria in NT ? genitive is required (Mt. 1 16 18 i n Mk. 63

Lk. 1 41) Mapias is invariably used. In the
dative there is always an apposition with the article which makes
the case clear ; the name accordingly, both in Lk. 2 5 and in Acts
1 14, is given as Mapia/u. (Lachmann. however, has Maptcf

in the
latter passage). For the accusative in Mt. 1 20WH give in their
text Mapiaf ; for the nominative in Lk. 2 19 all the editors

1 At this point may be registered the somewhat bold attempt
of Rosch(.SY A&amp;gt;., 1888, pp. 265-299, especially 280-282) to explain
such interpretations as enlightener, myrrh of the sea (accord
ing to him, due to confusion with myrtle of the sea ), star of
the sea, bitter sea, lady, as due to combination of Mary with
the goddess Astarte.
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enumerated in Weymouth, Resultant Greek Tesfai/tent exceptTRand WH on the margin have Mapia, in 1 38 Lachmann alone
has it. In all other instances the nom. (Mt. 13 55 Lk. 1 27 34 39 46
56), ace. (Lk. 2 1634), and voc. (Lk. 1 30) is Mapiaji. Again, Mapta
is used for the mother of Mark, who is mentioned only in the
genitive (Acts 12 12), and for the mother of James (the Less) and
of Joses, who in all passages (Mt. 27 5661 28 i Mk. 164047 16 i

Lk. 24 10) occurs in the nominative. For Mary of Clopas Ti. in
In. 1925 (nominative) has Mapiaju, almost all the other editors
have Mapta; so also in the case of the Mary greeted by Paul in
Rom. 166 (ace.). Mary Magdalene is generally Mapia ; but
variants are wanting only in five of the fourteen passages where
she is named (Mk. 15 47 16 i Lk. 82 24 10 in nom. : Mk. 169 in

dat.). She is Mapia/j. in the vocative in Jn. 20 16
; elsewhere

always in the nom.
; in fact, in Jn. 20 18 (as also in 20 16) onlyTR and Lachmann have Mapia, and on the other hand in 192$

20 i it only Ti. has Maptaju, in Mk. 15 40 only WH have Maptaju,
in Mt. 27 56 only WH have (on the mg.) Moping, in 27 61WH Ti., etc., have Mapta,*, in 28 1 WH (mg.) Ti., etc.,

Mapia/u. Finally, the name of the sister of Martha is met with
in the gen. Maptas without variant only in Jn. 11 i

; elsewhere
she is usually Mapia/n in ace. (in 11 19 28 31 45 where in each case

only TR has Maptay), whilst in the nom. only WH in Lk. 1042,
only WH (text) in Jn. 11 20, only WH and Treg. in Jn. 11 2,

123 have Mapta/u, and in this form WH and Ti. agree against
Treg. and Lachm. only in Lk. 10 39, and with Treg. against
Lachm. in Jn. 11 32.

Of course all the women named, with the possible

exception of the Mary named in Rom. 166, were really
known as Mariam in the Aramaic surroundings in which

they lived. Any distinction between Mariam and
Maria can at the earliest have been introduced by the

evangelists ;
but hardly with the irregularity which our

present texts display. Plainly we must reckon with the

fact that one copyist preferred the one form, another the

other, and that in the collation of any two codices the

readings of the one were introduced into the other, yet
without any fixed system being followed by copyists or

collators.

It is open to us to conjecture that one evangelist may have
uniformly preferred the form Mariam for all persons of the

name, and another, similarly, that of Maria. Vet the conjecture
cannot be said to be confirmed even after we have assumed a
large number of later alterations by copyists. We might in like

manner conjecture that the evangelists reserved perhaps the
ancient form Mariam for the mother of Jesus, and bestowed the
more modern form Maria upon all the others. But this, too, it

would be difficult to carry out. What we can discern most
clearly is rather this, that our best codices, in those places where
two persons of the name are mentioned, for the most part call

Mary Magdalene Mariam, and the mother of James and Joses
almost invariably Maria, although the two women have already
been sufficiently distinguished by the additions to their names
(Mt. 27 5661 28 i and parallels). All that can be said to be made
out with clearness is the rule, valid also for other indeclinable

proper names, which makes the genitive declinable.

i. The mother of Jesus. In the case of Mary the

mother of Jesus our chief interest concentrates itself on
_ the doctrine of the virgin birth. Let us

. esus on
first jjsten to jesus himself. Accord

ing to the first three gospels, to which
we turn in seeking to ascertain his place in history, we
find that he never makes any appeal to the manner of

his birth. This, however, must not be pressed ;
for it

can be urged that the silence arises from a delicate reserve

which would be easy to understand. On the other

hand, however, we find expressions used by him which
seem directly to exclude the idea of a virgin birth.

In Mt. 1228 he declares that he casts out devils by
the spirit of God. This rests upon the conception
that the spirit of God fills his being, that it has been

bestowed upon him, but not upon the conception that

it is by the divine spirit that he has been begotten.

Surely, too, the hard saying (Mk. 333 = Mt. 1248), Who
is my mother, and my brethren? would have been an

impossibility if Jesus had possessed the consciousness

that his mother had been deemed by God worthy of a

position so exalted and so singular as we are now speak

ing of; and it will hardly be suggested that his mother

could have concealed from him until now the happy
secret. In Lk. 820 /. the hard saying is no longer pre
served

;
all the more certainly on this account must it

be regarded as genuine, for no evangelist would have

invented it (GOSPELS, 131).
The saying ofJesus just referred to

(
Mk. 3 33 = Mt . 12 48)
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stands directly connected with a circumstance preserved

, only in Mk. (820/. ),
whilst in Mt. it is

h rtVi
mucri disguised, and in Lk. altogether
omitted. The kinsmen (ol iro.fl

OVTOV) of Jesus went out to lay hold of him; for they said,

he is beside himself (GOSPKLS, 139 and 116 b, end).
Who these kinsmen exactly were we learn from Mk. 3 31 f.
= Mt. 1246 /. =Lk. 8i9/ ; they were his mother and his

brethren. For the passage is the continuation of Mk.
821 ; they set out from Nazareth and reach Jesus

immediately after he has had a controversy with the

scribes (Mk. 822-30). Even should we choose to regard
it as possible that Mary had kept a life-long silence with

her son regarding the secret of his birth, and by this

assumption to deprive Mk. 833 (
who is my mother,

etc.?
)
of the force assigned to it in the preceding para

graph, 821
(
he is beside himself) would still be de

cisive
;
had Mary known of the supernatural origin of

Jesus, as set forth in Lk. 1 35, could anything have in

duced her to say that he was beside himself? The

family secret, of which apologists speak, did not exist.

The saying of Jesus in Mk. 64, a prophet is not without

honour save in his own country and among his own kin

and in his own house, is also germane to the present

subject. The words and among his own kin (Kal (v

rotj ffvyyevtvffiv avrov) have very significantly been

omitted by Mt. (1857) and Lk. (424). We may also

refer to the narrative of the baptism of Jesus. It involves

the view, which we have already ( 3) seen to be that of

Jesus himself in Mt. 1228, that he first received the holy

spirit when he was baptized. It is a view that could

never have arisen if that of the virgin birth had been in

existence from the first (NATIVITY, 15).

We are able, however, to advance a step further.

Whole sections of the first two chapters of Lk. bear

witness against the virgin birth.
5. Lk. 2 on

virgin birth.
Were it presupposed it would be indeed

a very singular thing that, according to

Lk. 233, the parents of Jesus should have marvelled at

the words of Simeon (and according to 2i8/^ at those

of the shepherds), and have been unable (2 50) to under
stand his words as a boy of twelve. Still more im

portant is it to notice that in 2274143 his parents

(yovfis), and in 23348 his father and his mother are

mentioned.
It is very noteworthy that six old Latin codices in

241 have Joseph et Maria for his parents (ol yoveis

avrov) ;
most uncials in 233 substitute Joseph ([6]

iw&amp;lt;rrj&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;)

for his father (6 irarrip avrov) ; Syr. Cur. has
we instead of thy father and I (6 irarrip &amp;lt;rov

Kayu&amp;gt;]

in 248 ; and four old Latin codices omit the subject

altogether.

(6) In 222 we read, further, that the days of their puri
fication were fulfilled. This is based upon an archago-

logical error
;

it was only the mother who was made
unclean by a birth

;
in the case of a male birth, accord

ing to Lev. 12 1-4, the uncleanness lasted forty days.
This error, however, serves to show that the writer

regarded Joseph as the actual father of Jesus ; otherwise

he could not have thought of him at all as unclean. 1

Thus there is no occasion to lay stress upon the further

consideration that there could have been no thought of

any uncleanness on the mother s part if the birth had
been brought about by supernatural means. (c )

Still

clearer on this point than either of the preceding con
siderations is the indubitably original reading of 2s,
with Mary his wife which is vouched for, not merely

by old Latin codices, as well as by Syr. sin. , but

1 The expedient of taking the reference as being to the purifi
cation of mother and child does not hold. As no plural immedi
ately precedes, their (avrtav) must be referred back to the sub

ject of the verb (avriyayov), where unquestionably the father and
mother are intended. Moreover, according to Lev. 12, no un
cleanness attaches to the child any more than to the father. D,
with his (aiiToO) for their (avrtav), makes the purification
refer to the child, but in doing so comes into conflict with the
sense of Lev. 12.
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even more by the manifest impossibility of its ever

having arisen by later correction (see NATIVITY, 16,

middle). The whole of Lk. 2, accordingly, not only
knows nothing of the virgin birth, but rests upon the

opposite presupposition.
Further, it has to be pointed out that even in Lk. 1,

only two verses vv. 34/1 contain the idea of the virgin

6 Lk 1 and
^ rth clearlv anc^ effectively ; and these

vireiri birth
d stur^ l^e connection so manifestly
that we are compelled to regard them

as a later insertion. (a) In the first place, Mary s

question, How shall this be, seeing I know not a man ?

is on any assumption inappropriate. Know (yivuff-

Kfiv) being here in the present tense, it cannot mean the
act of concubitus for which the word is so often em
ployed (mostly of the male Gen. 4i Mt. 125 etc. but
sometimes of the female Gen. 198 etc., and in Nu.
31 1?/., with full explanation of the euphemism). We
are equally precluded, however, from taking it in the

quite general sense which it has, for example, in Acts
19 15 ( Jesus I know . . . but who are ye ?), a sense
which would be quite meaningless in the present con
text. The true interpretation is the intermediate one ;

I have no such acquaintance with any man as might
lead to the fulfilment of this prophecy. But the exact

opposite of this is involved in the actual situation
; Mary

is betrothed to Joseph (
Lk. 1 27) and must necessarily have

looked to the fulfilment of such a prophecy through her

marriage with him unless indeed her doubt had been
not about the birth of a son, but about the high dignity
that son was to attain in after life. This latter doubt,
however, is precisely what she does not express.

(b) Another point which has to be noticed is that

Mary takes the words of the angel as referring to a
fulfilment in the way of nature. Had she interpreted
them otherwise, then her objection I know not a man
would be meaningless. And the interpretation of the

angel s words now suggested is not, as one might be

tempted to think, unsuitable inasmuch as the angel is

supposed in 1 35 to express only with greater clearness

what he has already said in 130-33. On the contrary,
w. 30-33 admit without any difficulty of being understood
as referring to the birth of the Messiah from a human
marriage. In particular, son of the highest (vibt

v\f/i(TTov, v. 32) need not mean a son of God in the

physical sense, but only a son of God in the ordinary
OT sense of one who places himself wholly at the service

of the divine will, and is supplied and supported by God
with special powers. This is also true of the Messiah.
Also the endless duration of the dominion of the Messiah
as an individual person, as distinguished from the reign of

an endless dynasty, announced in v. 33, even if nowhere

certainly set forth in any of the messianic prophecies when

historically interpreted, at any rate lay very close at hand
in such passages as Is. 9 5 [6] Ezek. 37 25 Sibyll. 849/1
(under Cleopatra, r;ei S ayvbs &va TrcttrT;? 7775 ffK-fjirrpa

Kparriffiiiv eh cuwva? Travras). What, however, must
never be lost sight of is that the notion of a supernatural
birth never at any time attached to the idea of the

Jewish Messiah. As late as in the Dialogue of Justin

(circa 155 A.D.
)
we still find Trypho the Jew saying

(49 begin. ),
We all expect the Christ to be a man of

men (Travrfs 7)fj.eis TOV Xpiffrbv avdpuirov e avdpdiwdjv

irpocrdoKV/j.fv yevrffffffOa.!.}. The alternatives before us,

therefore, are either to suppose that the author of the

chapter as a whole has put a wholly inappropriate utter

ance into Mary s mouth, or to assume that in w. 30-33

an unsupernatural birth a possible interpretation is

actually intended, and that in v. 34 /! a supernatural
birth has been substituted for it by another hand, and

accordingly that son of God (vlbs Oeov) (v. 35) is to be

taken in a physical sense, otherwise than the son of

the highest (vibs v-^iarov) in v. 32. It is well worth

noticing that Bernh. Weiss, on account of this difference,

takes the words of \3$c (Sib ical . . . Oeov) to be an

addition made by the redactor to his source. The same
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consideration must, however, be extended to 134/. , in

which case the virgin birth disappears from the source

altogether.
x

(c )
The words in 1 32 to the effect that David is the

father of the son to be born of Mary (TOV Opovov Aavld

rov Trarpbs avTou) could, on the presupposition of a virgin

birth, have been written only if Mary s own descent

were held to be from David. But as, according to 1 36,

she is a kinswoman (ffvyyevls) of Elizabeth, who in turn,

according to Is, is a Levite, the words in 1 32 constitute

an independent proof that the fatherhood of Joseph is

presupposed. We are not in a position to say to what

tribe it was that Mary really belonged ;
but that the

author of Lk. 1 held her to be a Levite is certain.

The conjecture has been hazarded, it is true, that she

was Levite on the mother s side, but on the father s

side a descendant of David. This, however, ought to

have been expressly stated. Far from this being the

case, the idea that Mary was a descendant of David is

expressly excluded by what we read in 1 27 (the angel
Gabriel was sent . . . to a virgin betrothed to a man
whose name was Joseph, of the house of David

) ; for

otherwise the continuation would not have run, and the

virgin s name was Mary, but simply, and her name was

Mary (/cat rt&amp;gt; 6vofj.a avTrjs Mapta). In 4, moreover,
we are expressly informed of Joseph only that he was
descended from David, though his descent was a matter

of no moment on the assumption of the virgin birth.

In this case, however, it is only Syr. sin. that substitutes

the words because they were both of the house of

David.&quot; See further, NATIVITY, 5, 9, end.

(d) Another circumstance that speaks for our regard

ing vv. 34/. as an interpolation is the fact that Mary s

speech expresses doubt of the truth of the angel s

message, and yet she is not so much as blamed, whilst

Zacharias is actually punished for a like doubt (Izo).

Moreover, the case of Elizabeth to which the angel

points in v. 36 is no evidence of the possibility of a

supernatural conception ; it has evidential value only if

what has happened to Elizabeth is more wonderful than

what is being promised to Mary namely that she, in

the way of. nature, is to become the mother of the

Messiah. Note, further, that apart from 1 34 4irel

(
since

)
is not met with either in the third gospel or in

Acts.

The two genealogies of Jesus in Mt. 1 1-17 and Lk.

823-38 (see GENEALOGIES ii.
)

differ so greatly that re-

_ . . course has often been had to the supposi-
7. ueneaiogies h ^ relate, one to Joseph, the
and vinrin

7.
*

other to Mary. Not only, however, is
&amp;gt;lr

this in flat contradiction to the express
statements which refer both of them to Joseph ;

the

reference of either to Mary is further from the outset

excluded as soon as it is observed that according to Lk.

1 36 Mary is a kinswoman of the Aaronite Elizabeth
( 6c).

Even if, however, it were true that one of the two gene
alogies related to Mary, the other would still be that

of Joseph, and thus by the mere fact of its existence

would furnish the proof which in reality both of them

afford, that when they were drawn up there was no

thought of the virgin birth of Jesus. Therefore within

a gospel which teaches this doctrine the insertion of as

was supposed (ws tvo/ilfero) (Lk. 823) was quite in

dispensable. But had such an insertion been con

templated from the outset, it would not have been
1 The same result is arrived at, in a somewhat different way,

when Kattenbusch (see below, 22), and with him Weinel (Ztschr.
f. NTliche IVissensch., 1901, pp. 37-39), takes only the last words
of 1 34 (ejrei avSpa ov

yivia&amp;lt;TK&amp;lt;a)
as editorial insertions, and assigns

to the descent of the holy spirit upon Mary no other operation
than that of making her child to be from the womb filled with
the Holy Spirit as in 1 15. In 135 son of God (vios Otov),
would then have the same OT meaning as son of the highest&quot;

(utbs VI/U CTTOU) in 1 32, and Mary s question have the same mean
ing as we already (under a) have seen to be appropriate to the
situation. Such an interpretation, however, of the words shall

come upon (en-eAeutrerai) and shall overshadow (en-KTKianrei)
is difficult to carry through, especially as no similar expression
is found in 1 13-17 with reference to Elizabeth.
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worth while to construct the genealogy at all. 1 On Mt.
Ii6, see 13-15.
One testimony, that of Paul, is unquestionably older

than that of our canonical gospels. (a) At the very

8 Paul and outsetl his statement in Rom. 1 3 that

virein birth Jesus was b rn ^ tne seed f David

according to the flesh, is irreconcilable
with the virgin birth. Otherwise reference must certainly
have been made to the share which the Holy Ghost

(who is also mentioned) had in his generation. Now,
14, the antithesis to according to the flesh (/caret

ffdpKa) not being strictly adhered to, proceeds to define
what Jesus has become in virtue of his resurrection.

In this reference, however, the Holy Spirit does not

figure as the author of the being of Jesus at his birth

but as the higher and, strictly speaking, the abiding
element of his being in short, as what in an ordinary
mortal constitutes the soul. (6) In Rom. 83 God
sends forth his son in the likeness of sinful flesh (tv

6/jLouafj.a.Ti crap/cos a/j.aprlas). Since the apostle in Rom.
5 12 traces the sinfulness of mankind to its descent from

Adam, such a statement would certainly be impossible,
the virgin birth being held. (c) The most impor
tant passage, however, is found in Gal. 44. Not indeed

because the expression runs made of a woman
(yfv6ft.fvov eK yvvaiKos] and not made of a virgin

(yevd/Jiffov e/c irapffevov) ,
for after all a virgin

(irapOtvos) is also a woman (ywr)) and it could

reasonably be urged that Paul was under no compelling

necessity to lay emphasis on the idea of irapdtvos.
The force of the passage for the present discussion lies

in what follows : born under the law, that he might
redeem them which were under the law. Here what is

shown is that in order to become their redeemer it

behoved Jesus to be completely like those he came to

redeem. Thus also the phrase born of a woman
denotes a birth differing in no essential particular from

ordinary human births.

(if) It will perhaps be urged that, inasmuch as Paul attributes

pre-existence to Jesus, the virgin birth has less interest for him,
but that his silence in the matter does not prove that he was

unacquainted with it. As against this it has to be pointed out that

the doctrine of the pre-existence of Jesus is one that has not been
handed down to.him ; on the contrary he is the first to formulate
it unless indeed one were to regard the utterances of the Johan-
nine Christ regarding his pre-existence as historical. Now the

pre-existence of Jesus, so far as Paul is concerned, is clearly an
inference from his present exalted condition ; the apostle
therefore regards the pre-existent one also as a heavenly man,
not as a divine being (cp the present writer s excursus on i Cor.

15 49 in HC). If, however, the doctrine of the virgin birth had
been handed down to him, he would hardly have framed a
doctrine of the pre-existent state so hard to reconcile with such
a tradition received from the original apostles.

The Epistle to the Hebrews in 7 14 gives prominence
to the fact that our Lord sprang out of Judah, as to

_ . which tribe Moses spake nothing concern-
9. tp. t

jng priests. In this the sole object is
Heb. and

to make Qut {he inferiority of the OT
Virgin birtn.

pr jesth00d as compared with the high-

priesthood of Jesus. We have nothing to lead us to

suppose that the author wishes any conclusion to be

drawn with respect to the birth of Jesus ;
but for all

who find themselves compelled to believe that Lk. rightly

attributes a Levitical descent to Mary Heb. 7 14 testifies

unquestionably and with emphasis against the doctrine

of the virgin birth.

The Fourth Evangelist regards Jesus as being the

,. externally existing Logos, and one could
10. Fourth

believe the doctrine of the virgin birth to

Gospel and
haye been Qf legs importance in his eyes

virgin birth.
as predicating something far less exalted

concerning Jesus. (a) At the same time, Jesus

1 Should it prove to be the fact that Syr. sin. and D take the

us evofjLi(TO as a correct supposition, and not, like the canonical

texts, as a false one (Gosi-F.t.s, 22 /3), this would only be

evidence of a reaction against the alteration of the original view

caused by the insertion of the u&amp;gt;? ei o/ouftTO ; the cos fvofLi^cro

could never have been the insertion of any one who still held to

the original view of the genealogy that Jesus was really the son

of Joseph.
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in this gospel says a great deal not only about his

previous existence with God but also about his entrance

into this earthly life in virtue of his mission by his

Father. In this connection it would assuredly have

been of great importance to have been able to say, in

support of his exalted dignity, that he had been born in

an altogether exceptional way. Instead of this, what

do we find ? That in Jn. 1 45 Philip, in 642 the Jews, call

him the son of Joseph, that in 145 ?4i/. 52 Nazareth is

spoken of as his birthplace, whilst yet Bethlehem is said

to be of necessity the birthplace of the Messiah ; and Jesus

says nothing to the contrary. It is acknowledged that

in the Fourth Gospel the objections of the Jews against

Jesus continually proceed upon misunderstandings (see

JOHN, 25 c). But here the misunderstanding plainly
lies not in any error as to the actual birthplace of Jesus
or as to the manner of his birth, but only in the opinion
that these facts exclude the Messiahship of Jesus.

(b) No direct polemic, however, against the virgin
birth of Jesus can be discovered in Jn. 1 13.

True, it would in fact have been in full accord with the subtle

manner of the Evangelist if he had taken occasion to declare of
all the elect that they are born not of blood nor of the will of

man but of God precisely in order to hint that he did not find

it applicable to Jesus alone, in whose case it had naturally and
of necessity to be taken literally. As, however, he makes the

declaration with regard to all the elect, who nevertheless are

born as men, his purpose cannot have been to exclude a human
birth ; rather must we take him to mean that they are born
not so much of ... the will of man as, rather, of God (Winer,
55 86) ; that is to say, it is not their human birth that matters

so much as their provenience from God, in other words their

election. Hut on this interpretation the saying loses all polemical
force against the supposition of the virgin birth of Jesus.

(c) Nevertheless it is not impossible that the Fourth

Gospel contains a tacit rejection of the doctrine in

question. It would be quite in accordance with the spirit

of its author if the doctrine appeared to him too slight

and too external for the Logos if only we may suppose
that he knew it. In favour of the supposition is

(i. )
the

fact that the doctrine is already in full currency in Justin s

time
( 152 A. D.

) although he gives some details differently
from the canonical form (see e.g. , below, 21 a, n.

) ; and,
further

(ii. ),
the point registered under GOSPKLS, 151,

end, even though it does not treat directly of the passage
on the virgin birth. On the other hand the view put
forth in NATIVITY, 12, is also very attractive, that

Jn. 7 41/ reveals the hidden path by which Bethlehem
had found its way into the gospel tradition as the birth

place of Jesus. We shall do best perhaps if we combine
both views by the supposition that an older, perhaps
oral, form of this manner of reasoning gave occasion

to the relative portions of Mt. and Lk. and laid the

foundation for Jn. 7 41 f.
What has been said in j,f. renders it antecedently

probable that from Mt. as well as from Lk. the theory

TVTt A
^ *ne V r8m birth of Jesus was originally

virein birth
absent - The expression in Mt.l3 55 Is

not this the carpenter s son ? points in the

same direction. Unless the phrase is to be understood
in the first of the senses suggested under JOSEPH (ii. , 9)
as being exactly equivalent to the parallel in Mk. 63 Is

not this the carpenter? and we may perhaps point to

the continuation in Mt., Is not this his mother called

Mary ? as favouring the view that his father is really
intended then the passage [which is here assumed to

represent in the main rightly what was originally told

of the questionings of those in Jesus own country ]

directly contradicts the theory of the virgin birth. 1
Nay,

more, even chap. 2 itself admits of a complete under

standing without the presupposition of the virgin birth.

The fact that Bethlehem is not mentioned at all till 2 1

is reached thus becomes significant. 1 18-25 thus appears
not only to be later than chap. 2, but also to have been

1 [In JOSEPH ii., 9, an attempt is made to go behind the

Aramaic phrase for Jesus the carpenter. The supposition that

Jesus was a carpenter might have arisen out ofa misapprehension
of Jesus the Nazarene which really meant, neither Jesus the
Nazarene nor, as some supposed, Jesus the carpenter, but

Jesus the Galilean (cp NAZARETH, 3).]
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somewhat heedlessly introduced, otherwise Bethlehem
would have been mentioned at an earlier point.
On Mt. 1 18-25 all that nr-ed here be said is that in it

the theory is set forth from first to last with full delibera

tion. The only somewhat indeterminate expression in

it is the word wife (yvvatKa) in w. 20 24, since it is still

in question whether Joseph is to take (ira.pa\a./3(iv) Mary
or not. For this expression does not refer to concubitus

(see, rather, 125) but to the completion of the marriage.
Yet after all the word wife (yvvri) instead of be

trothed ((/j.vrjffTfv/^i -r) ; cp Ii8) is not more unprecise
than avrtp (1 19) for bridegroom ; both alike rest upon the

fact that betrothal already constitutes an obligation

binding in law, even before the marriage has been con
cluded in due form (Edersheim, Life and Times ofJesus,

K 10
i49/).

We are now in a position to sum up and complete
the results arrived at regarding the composition of

Mt. I/ and Lk. I/ (a) The narrative

of Mt. 1 18-25 is not by the same hand as

f Mt i/:
ll ~

7 ( 7 ^
and in fact is later than the

, T ,
* . genealogy, which could never have been

and Lk. 1 f.J drawn up after Joseph had ceased to be

regarded as the real father of Jesus. Moreover, 2 1 ff.

would seem to have been written without being pre
ceded by 1 18-25 (

IX
)-

In chap. 2, further, according
to the statement given in GOSPELS, 151 (end), the

story of the Magi does not seem to have been originally

present. Further, the words in those days (4v TCUS

rintpa.it tKfii&amp;gt;ais)
in 3i have absolutely no relation to

anything contained in chaps. 1 2, the contents of which
relate to a period thirty years earlier. Hillmann (JPT,
1891, 259 f. ) conjectures that originally immediately
before these words there stood some note as to date similar

to what we now have in Lk. 3 if. ,
which was afterwards

removed when Mt. 1 2 were prefixed. That the author of

Lk. should have made use of Mt. according to GOSPELS,

127, a very probable hypothesis becomes all the

easier to believe if at that time the first two chapters of

our Mt. were still wanting, and entirely so
; otherwise

Lk. who so often coincides verbally with Mt. would
not have diverged from him in 1 f. so completely as he
does.

(i) The statement of the virgin birth in Lk. , as well

as that in Mt. , was introduced last of all by the in

sertion of 1 34 /. (or only 1 34^) and of as was supposed

(wj (vofj-i^ero) into 823 (6 /. ).
Whether the in

sertion is due to borrowing, or to an oral source,

need not be discussed. In Lk. 2 the contents of Lk. 1

are not presupposed, except in 2 zib : which was so

called by the angel before he was conceived in the

womb. This backward reference to 1 31 can easily

have been inserted when the two chapters were being

joined together. On this hypothesis we can imagine
more readily what in itself is in accordance with the

nature of things that the glorification of the Baptist by
means of a narrative of his birth took place at a later

date than the similar glorification of Jesus. This would

hold good also if with Vblter (see below, 22) we were

to assume the kernel of the Benedictus i.e., 16871-75

76 f. 796 to be drawn from an Apocalypse of

Zacharias in which Zacharias sang the praises of his

son John as forerunner of the day of Yahwe (not of the

Messiah). As in the case of Mt. with regard to chap. 2,

so also in that of Lk. with regard to chap. 1 particularly,

the question has to be asked (though it cannot be ex

haustively discussed here) whether certain portions

may not have been later additions.

An indication pointing in this direction may perhaps be seen

in the fact that the marriage of Mary with Joseph, and the

date of the conception of her first-born son are nowhere men
tioned. Both ought to come between 138 and 1

59.
With this

supposition agrees also 2 21. In 1 27 which requires no textual

(han.ee 1 Mary is still betrothed, in 2s she is wife ( $c;
NATIVITY, 16, middle).

1 Harnack (Ztschr. NTliche M issensch. 1901, p. 56) would
delete virgin (irapOevov) (and also TTJS irapOivov ?) by the side
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Finally, as in the case of Mt. so also in that of Lk.

we must conjecture that the gospel once was without the

first two chapters (15-252). Lk. s proem (li-4&amp;gt; speaks
in favour of this presumption (see NATIVITY, 13) as

also do the facts that the Baptist is in 82 introduced like

a person who has never yet been mentioned, and that

Jesus at Nazareth (4 16-30) appeals in his own vindication

simply to his possessing the gift of the Holy Spirit ;
so

also the further fact that the Baptist (7i8/. )
allows the

question to be raised whether Jesus be the Messiah or

not, without knowing anything of the complete informa
tion which, according to 1 41-45, his mother possessed.
See, especially, Thomas (below, 22), 364-400.
As in the Third Gospel it is in 823 ( 7), so in the

First Gospel it is in 1 16 that the theory of the virgin
.. birth had, well or ill, to be brought

^.
. into harmony with the presupposition of

Mt 1 66
l le enealg es -

(
a

)
When the text of

Syr. sin., Joseph, to whom was espoused
Mary the virgin, begat Jesus who is called the Christ,
was first made known, great surprise at such a departure
from the canonical text was expressed.
Some thought that we had suddenly come into possession of

a text which completely changed the entire situation. In this

they were mistaken. No doubt, Syr. sin. contains the words

Joseph . . . begat Jesus, but not without a parenthesis.
Similarly, it reads in 1 21 : she shall bear to thee a son and in
1 25 and she bore to him a son, this too in place of the longer
phrase and knew her not till she had brought forth a son, so
that the birth of the son connects itself directly with the words
and took unto him his wife. Syr. sin., however, contains

at the same time the canonical text of 1 18-20. Taken as a
whole, accordingly, this recently discovered translation brings
in no new era ; of an older text it contains only traces, and these
are overlaid by the canonical text.

The error would, however, be equally great if with others we
were to imagine that all we had to do in order to save the ecclesi
astical dogma was to dispose of these innovations in Syr. sin.

either by holding them for heretical falsifications or by taking
the begat (eyeVfrjcrei/) in 1 \t&amp;gt;b in a different sense from that in
which it is taken in 1 2-i6a. Apart from the consideration that
all such methods are illegitimate, Syr. sin. is not the only
document with which we have to deal. Long ago it was known
that there was a mass of variants ; only, no attention was paid
to them. This is hardly to be wondered at when it is remem
bered that even Ti. in his editio critica major disposes of them
all in two lines, partly with a mere similiter. Long ago critical

theology had insisted that the original text was this: and
Joseph begat Jesus ( Itu&amp;lt;rri&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;

6e
yeVi/7)crei&amp;gt;

TOV \T]&amp;lt;TOVV).
1

(b} This original text was first actually discovered in

the Dialogue of Timothy and Aquila edited by
Conybeare in Anecd. Oxon. Class, ser. 8, 1898, p. 76
(fol. 93 r of the Codex) ; cp pp. xix-xxii : Jacob begat
Joseph, the husband of Mary, of whom was born Jesus
who is called Christ, and Joseph begat Jesus who is

called Christ.
( laKufi eytvvrjcrfv rbv

\u&amp;lt;TJ)&amp;lt;p,
Tbv

&v8pa Maptas, ^|^s yfvvi?i0r) Ir)O ovs 6 \ey6(j.fvos Xpicrros,
Kdi

I(&amp;gt;}ffr]&amp;lt;f&amp;gt; yfvv-r)&amp;lt;jfv rbv lijaouv Tbv \eyb/j.evov XpicrT6v).
This is

expressly
cited by Aquila the Jew as being the text of

Mt. s gospel, and as Timothy the Christian immediately after
wards declares that it does not escape his vigilance when the
Jew seeks to conceal anything, we are bound to assume with
Conybeare that the text as given above actually stood in the
author s gospel according to Mt. Conybeare goes farther and
maintains this to have been the basis from which all existing
readings started. The canonical text arose by omission of the
second half, the other variants by omission of the first half and
alteration of the second (see below, 14). In the opinion of the

present writer an altogether different construction ought to be
put upon the facts. How can we suppose that an evangelist
deliberately added the second half to the first ? Why say twice
over that Jesus had been begotten ? Why twice over call him
who is called Christ (6 Aeyo^tei/os Xpiords)? Why say and

(icai) before Joseph, when what follows is something not ad
ditional but explicative ? True, the Jew adds an explanation of
this double statement of the same fact :

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;ri&amp;lt;r\v eyeVnjo-ei/ CK TTJS

Mapias i.e., by the word begat the evangelist means of Mary.
By this, however, is explained not the addition of the second
half to the first, but rather the insertion of the words of whom
was born, etc. (f ^s eyei&amp;gt;i&amp;gt;&amp;gt;;0Tj Iijcrous 6

Aeydjnei&amp;gt;os Xpiords),

of betrothed
(efi.vr\crTe\&amp;gt;ijL.evi\v), in the mistaken presupposition

that
enu&amp;gt;T)oTeuue i/i7 ought to be read in 2 5 and here consequently

also in 1 27 means wife.
1 Whether or not there were added the words who is called

Christ (TOV \eyoiitvov Xpicrrdv) or some such addition is com
paratively unimportant, and we therefore leave this difference
out of account both here and in what follows.
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as Conybeare also (p. xxi) has quite clearly perceived : in order to
make it clear that it was out of Mary and not out of any previous
wife that Joseph begat Jesus. But was the idea of a previous
wife really so very likely to suggest itself (cp 8 21 c) ! And if it

required to be set aside was such an elaboration necessary?
In a word, in the view of the present writer, the Mt.

used by the author of the dialogue contained not one
text of Mt. 1 166 but two, of which one may have been

supplemented out of a second copy. And, in fact, it

is precisely the youngest text and the oldest which in

this manner have found a place peaceably side by side
in one and the same line.

Let us now attempt to arrange the existing forms of
the text in the order in which they may be supposed to

14. Genealogy ^
ave

,

arisen out f one anothcr in

of text of lglca l sequence,
1

irrespective of the

Mt 1 idb
c
l
uest ior

&amp;gt; as to whether they belonged
to a form of Mt. or to a source of Mt.

a. And Joseph begat Jesus ( Iwffrjip 8e (yevvijaev TOV

Irjffovv). Dial., ut supr., 76, fol. 93 r. On the
continuation (TOV \eyo/j.fvov \picrTov), see col.

2961, n. i.

b. Jacob begat Joseph the husband of Mary (cp below,

/), who of her begat Jesus. Vat. MS of Diatess. 2

c. And Joseph, to whom was espoused Maty the virgin,
begat Jesus. Syr. sin. This form would be
still more ancient without the addition the

virgin, yet this is wanting only under d a and/
d. (Jacob autem genuit Joseph)

a. cui desponsata [without erat] Maria genuit

Jesum. Old Lat.
tj.

/3. $ /j.vrjcrTfvOf icra. irapdtvos Mapta/i eytv-

vrjcrfv Irjffovv. Five MSS of the Ferrar

group, 346, 788, with 543, 826,
3
828, 3

(Gregory) = 556, 624,
3 626 3

respectively

(Scrivener), and Old Lat. a, gl
,
k.

y. to whom was espoused the virgin Mary,
who (fern.) begat Jesus. Syr. cur.

8. cui desponsata [without erat] virgo Maria,
Alaria autem genuit Jesum. Old Lat. c.

e. cui desponsata erat virgo Maria, virgo
autem Maria genuit Jesum. Old Lat. b.

In d a ft by the participial construction

with fj.vrjffTfv0fio-a, in d y by the relative

pronoun, in d S e by the repetition of her

name, Mary is made the subject of tytv-

vrjfffv or genuit. As these verbs may
indeed be used in speaking of a woman,
but strictly speaking are applicable to a

man, two corrections arose.

e. (Jacob autem genuit Joseph)
cui desponsata virgo Maria peperit (Christum)
Jesum. Old Lat. d.

f. a.
( Ia/cw/3 5f TOV

Iuo~ri&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;)

( fj.vrjoTevOfio a Mapla, ^f T^S fyevvrj6rj

I?7&amp;lt;ToOs.
Dial.

,
ut supr. , 76, fol. 93 v .

(Modified from d a, hence
(j.vi)(TTev6fl&amp;lt;Ta

for
e/J.vi)ffTfvd-r)).

P. ( Ia.KU/3 Se eyivvrifffv TOV
IwcrT)&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;)

TOV fjLvr)(rTfvffd/j.fvov Mapia/i ^ ijs

^yvvf)6ij 6 XptoTos (
6 vibs TOV 6fov).

Dial., ut supr., 88, fol. 113 r.

y. ( IaKaj/3 5 ^yevvrjaev Tbv loxrrjfi)

Tbv &v8pa Map/aj, ti- fy eyevv^ffrj

Iijffovs. Dial. ,
ut supr. , 76, fol. 93 r,

and canonical Mt.

Conybeare holds / a and
/3

to be a mere bit of

1 Cp GOSPELS, 22 a ; van Manen, T/t.T, 1895, pp. 258-263.
2 According to Hogg (cited in col. 1779, n -

4)&amp;gt;
tms s tne on y

Eossible

translation of the Arabic text (as who is masculine),
ut since Syriac, from which language this Arabic version was

made, does not distinguish gender in the relative pronoun, the

meaning may also be : of whom (fern.) was born Jesus (unvocal-
ised WLD = begat or was born ). This would be the canonical

form. Even in this case, however, it would be remarkable that

the Arabic translator [or scribe?! should not have shrunk from writ

ing a word which diverged from the accepted meaning so markedly.
3 See Lake,/. Theol. Stud. 1 (iSgg/) 119 ; Cod. 788 according

to a private communication. Codd. 13 and 69 are deficient here.
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botching due to a reviser of the dialogue in the period

previous to the definitive fixation of the text, in order

to avoid the husband (avdpa), which he found offensive.

We must explain the word in the same way as the

husband (avf]p} of 1 19 in ir.

Kpiphanius (Hcer. 30 14) tells us that Cerinthus and

Carpocrates endeavoured to prove from the genealogy
, . in Mt. s gospel that Christ was of the
lon

t t f
seed of J sePh and Mary ( ff-rtpn -

Iu&amp;gt;&amp;lt;T770
/ecu Maptoj elvai rbv XpiffT&v).

Mt&amp;lt;l1

According to Eusebius (HP: 617) the

Ebionite Symmachus in his writings seems to rest upon
Mt. s gospel his heresy that Christ came of Joseph and

Mary (TOP Xpicrrbv f
Iu&amp;lt;rr)&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;

KO.I Map/a? yeyovevai).
Eusebius uses the expression seems (SoKel) manifestly
because he had not himself seen the writings in question ;

he mentions Origen as stating that he had received them
for a certain Juliana. All these indications serve to

confirm the conclusion we have reached, that Mt. 1 i6&amp;lt;J

originally described Joseph as the actual father of Jesus.
At the same time it is open to anyone to attempt to draw

from these very indications an argument against the originality
of this reading. Those who maintain the view in question are

Ebionites. What if it was they who first introduced the reading
into the text of Mt. by falsification? It is possible to think in

this manner as long as we refrain from considering seriously
who the Ebionites were. The Church fathers describe them as

a sect, and with the word sect we traditionally associate the

idea of that which is erroneous and objectionable. Just as we
has-e already long ago learned, however, to recognise as regards
the Montanists that they merely adhered to the original arrange
ments of the Christian Church, and in particular to that in virtue

of which every member had the right to speak who could claim

to be moved by the
Spirit,

and that they were unable to acquiesce
in the innovation which reserved this right exclusively to certain

Church officials, so also we shall have to recognise with regard
to the Ebionites that they merely represent the continuation of

one of the earliest tendencies of Christianity. Before the end
of the second century no one ever heard of the Ebionites as a

sect, for the simple reason that they still represented a party
or tendency within the Church itself. Even Justin (Dial. 48,

end) says : There are of our number some who admit that he

is Christ but declare that he was a man born of men (cirri nvft
OLTTO TOU ^jLterepou yeVous o^toAoyoui Tes auToy Xpia-roy ii&amp;gt;ai,

HvdptaTrov Sf ef av9pu&amp;gt;irtav yfvofj.fvov an-o^aivd^iei oi). What
occasion, we may ask, moreover, could have led in the second

century to the rise of new opinions such as theirs, if the Church
had never taught anything else than the Godhead of Jesus, and

that, too, in the most thorough-going manner ?

As soon as we have satisfied -ourselves, however, how

gradually and step by step the Church arrived at the

doctrine of the Godhead of Jesus, and in particular how
neither Jesus, nor his mother, nor Mark, nor the author

of Mt. 3-28 or of Lk. 3-24, nor yet the authors of Lk. 2

or of 1 5-33 36-80 or of Mt. 1 1-17 or of chap. 2 were

acquainted with the virgin birth, it were indeed too

absurd an anachronism to attribute to falsification by a
sect the fact that in Mt. 1 16 Joseph figures as the father

of Jesus ; or shall we say that the Ebionites with their

falsifications are responsible also for the parents

(yoveis) of Lk. 2 27 41 43 or for 23348 and for Mk. 821 33

Mt. 1248, etc., as we now find them in our canonical

text?

Rather must it be our task to explain how it was
that the old view preserved by the Ebionites came to

_ . . , be given up and the doctrine of the
16

:
ngm

f
virsin binh Put in its Place - See - as

.**. to this, NATIVITY, 12, 14 /, 17.
1-

20. Paul being unacquainted with the

doctrine, scholars long reckoned it to be Jewish-
Christian. That, however, was a mistake.

However freely the OT may speak of sons of God in the

figurative sense (cp SON, FATHER), the loftiness of the OT con

ception of (iod precludes the supposition of physical sonship.
In point of fact, in the NT it is not God who is represented as

the father of Jesus, but the Holy Ghost. This representation,

however, is merely an expedient, for we have no analogous
instance in which the Holy Spirit is said to beget a man in a

supernatural way.l And, in fact, the proposed expedient is not

Jewish Christian, for in Hebrew the Spirit is generally feminine,
on which account he appears in the Gospel of the Hebrews as

the mother of Jesus (GOSPELS, 155). Nor would Is. 7 14 have

1 Not even in Job 33 4. Cp the exhaustive survey of Briggs
\nJBL, 1900, pp. 132-145.
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been sufficient to account for the origin of such a doctrine

unless the doctrine had commended itself on its own merits.

The passage was adduced only as an afterthought, in con

firmation. Moreover, it is fitted to serve the purpose at all

only in the LXX, and the rendering virgin (rrapSeVo?) must
be rejected all the more because pregnancy before marriage
is punishable with death according to Dt. 22 20 f. 23 yC, a law
which certainly is not later than Isaiah s time (cp, further,

IMMANUEL). Thus the origin of the idea of a virgin birth

is to be sought in Gentile -Christian circles. For numerous

analogies see Usener, Rel.-gesch. Unters. 1(1889)70-75 ; Seydel,

Eiiang. von Jesu, 1882, pp. 110-133; J. M. Robertson, Christi

anity and Mythology, 1900, pp. 317-319, and passim (the last-

named author rejects the historicity of Jesus altogether).

Whilst, however, it was to be expected that the

Church s worship would naturally lead onwards on an

ascending line from the general idea that as Messiah

Jesus must have been the son of David to the gene

alogies, and from the general idea that he was in an

ethical sense the son of God, and belief in his having
been filled with the Holy Spirit at his baptism to the

idea of the supernatural birth, next to that of his pre-

existence, and lastly to his identification with the Logos,
we have seen that pre-existence (from Paul onwards)
and possibly identity with the Logos ( 10) were attri

buted to him earlier than a supernatural birth.

Both together are first met with in Justin (see below,

17 a) and Ignatius (ad Magn. 6182; ad Eph. 7 2
;
ad

Smyr.\\, etc.); the NT writers have, all of them,

still the correct consciousness that the two theories are

incompatible. He who has already lived the life of a

divine being in heaven does not need to be ushered

into the world in any such manner. To state the point

more precisely : the theory of the virgin birth and the

theory of the pre-existence must be regarded as attempts
on parallel lines ;

the virgin birth, however, does not

raise Jesus so high in the sphere of the divine as the

pre-existence does. As, nevertheless, the theory of the

virgin birth came into being at a later date, it must

have arisen within circles to which the idea of the

pre-existence was unknown, or to which (for it could

not always remain unknown) it was not acceptable,

that is to say in circles which were not affected with

Paulinism. Here once more, as formerly in the case

of the Council of Jerusalem (COUNCIL, - 12), we arrive

at a point where we can clearly perceive the number of

tendencies in early Christianity to have been greater

than the Tubingen school once believed. Amongst
Gentile influences, those of Buddhism must also be

taken into account as possible (GOSPELS, 124 d).

The Church assigns the highest value to the doctrine

of the virgin birth, (a) Why it did so may be best

seen, perhaps, in Justin. He declares,
17. Value of

for example (Apol. 1 54 or Dial. 70),
theory of the

that the myths regarding the multitude
virgin bi th.

of sons of gods and especia iiy the myth

regarding the virgin s son Perseus, had been invented

by the demons in order to rob the manifestation of

Jesus the true Son of God of its importance. In Apol.

l2i he insists that with their doctrine of the virgin birth

of Jesus, of his passion, and of his ascension, the

Christians were affirming nothing new as compared
with what was alleged of so-called sons of Zeus, just

as in Apol. \22 he says that if the Christians called Jesus

the Logos, here, too, was another point which they had

in common with the Gentiles who also called Hermes

the word of Zeus. Such arguments may have impressed

many people who heard them at that time
;

but they

also show to what a level Jesus can be (not raised but)

lowered by the doctrine of his virgin birth.

(b) A value for the doctrine was sought in quite

another direction when it was connected with the sin-

lessness of Jesus. In a general way it is possible that,

even at an early date, satisfaction may have been found

in some such contemplation as that adduced from Philo

elsewhere (GOSPELS, 21, ii.
1

).
In this connection there

was present also the notion, found also in Rev. 144.

1 Reference may perhaps also be made to the passage in the

Neuentdeckte Fragment* ,
ed. Wendland, p. 68, quoted (Acad.
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that sexual intercourse is in itself sinful. But it was
not until the doctrine of original sin had been fully

developed that the theory of the virgin birth became

important with regard to Jesus. It was not enough,
however, that a human father should have no part
in his generation ;

for sin could also be transmitted

through his mother. The only logical consequence
of this line of thought is that which appears in the

dogma promulgated by Pope Pius IX. on 8th Dec.

1854 to the effect that Mary herself was conceived

immaculately by her mother not, of course, in the

sense that she had no human father, but in the sense

that original sin did not pass over to her, or rather,

to be more precise, in the sense that the Holy Ghost

at the moment after conception forthwith cleansed

the resultant embryo from its original sin. Neverthe

less, in the Roman doctrine, the body of Mary did

bear the stain of original sin, however short the period.

Cp Hase, Polemik, ii. 3 B, &amp;lt;

4
, 331-341.

The other points in the narrative of the birth of

Jesus, in so far as they relate to Mary, must now be
_,. briefly considered. () If we may

,. venture upon any affirmation at all as

JS2KS to the Place of the birth-
1

it must beP l

birth-history. that
.

t was at Nazareth (NAT1VITY|
ii /; GALILEE i., 5), which, according to Lk. 239,

was for the parents of Jesus their own city (w6\is
cauTwi

).
In Lk. s narrative they are brought to

Bethlehem only by means of the narrative about the

census of Quirinius (2 1-5), which in every point is

untenable (see QUIRINIUS; CHRONOLOGY, 59 f. ;

NATIVITY, 10 ; GOSPELS, 22, col. 1780, n. 2).

(t&amp;gt;)

As to the day, see NATIVITY, 10, end. (c) If

Bethlehem was not the birthplace, essential motives
in the stories of the wise men and the flight into

Egypt (Mt. 21-1519-23) fall away. Even apart from
their connection with Bethlehem, however, their his

toricity is open to the gravest doubts (NATIVITY,
i8/; GOSPELS, 22, and 151, end). The pas

sage (Hos. Hi) cited in Mt. 2 15 has reference to

the exodus of Israel (LXX rightly, TO. rexva avrov,

not rbv \ilov fj.ov] from Egypt under the leadership
of Moses. (d] The presentation of the new-born
son in the temple (Lk. 222-24) is nowhere enjoined
in OT (GOSPELS, 124 d). This affects what we read

regarding Simeon and Anna (Lk. 225-38). (e) So
much having already been shown to be untenable it will

perhaps be the more readily conceded that the story of

the shepherds (Lk. 28-2o), though one of great poetic

beauty, cannot be regarded as historical. (f)

Mary s journey to Elizabeth, her salutation by the

latter, and the leaping of the unborn babe in his

mother s womb (139-45 56) belong to the same category,
and are, moreover, irreconcilable with Mk. 820/1 (see

4). (g) The Magnificat (Lk. 1 46-55) has absolutely
no relation to the situation of Mary ;

but even as regards
Elizabeth, to whom in accordance with the noteworthy
rejected reading of WH it has recently been again
assigned by Volter, Harnack (see below, 22), and

Conrady (see 21, begin.), it can at best be said

to be somewhat more appropriate so far as 1 48 is con

cerned, though on the other hand 151-55 are quite as

unsuitable to her case as to that of Mary. Hillmann

(whose contribution to our present question is of primary
importance throughout) has rightly perceived here also

(JPT, 1891, pp. 197-206) that the song fits best the

case of a Jewish mother whose son has returned from
successful war for his country. Yet Hilgenfeld s sug
gestion (Z.WT, 1901, pp. 205-215) also deserves to

be considered, that Judith (619 832 93 156, etc.) is

the model (of Hannah s song [i S. 2i-io], the Magnificat
in reality has but few echoes), and that the warlike deeds

June 29, 1895, p. 547) by Conybeare, who finds it very signi
ficant.

1 [For a consideration of the question of the birthplace of

Jesus from another point of view, see NAZARETH. ED.]
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in the poem ought thus to be attributed to the singer
herself in so far as she personifies the Jewish people.

In close association with the birth-narrative we have

(a) that of the finding of the boy Jesus in the temple.

19 Other
Altnough containing nothing inherently

incidents in
imP ssible - the Stol7 Vei7 readily suggests

life of Mary
the con

Jecture that u to may owe its
*

origin to pious legend. The astonish
ment manifested at the appearance of Jesus in the

synagogue of his native town (Mk. 62 /. =Mt. 185-1-57
= Lk. 422) would be very remarkable if the incident of
his twelfth year had been known. (6) It is

thoroughly credible on the other hand that Mary, after

the birth of her first-born son (Lk. 2?), became the
mother of other sons and daughters (CLOPAS, 3-

S). (c) The only other absolutely authentic scene
in Mary s life is that recorded in Mk. 32o/ 31-35, with

regard to which see above
( 3 /. ) (&amp;lt;/)

If, as we
see from this, she failed to recognise Jesus as the

Messiah when in the heyday of his activity, it still

remains a possibility that she did so soon after his

death, as we are expressly informed (i Cor. 15?) her
son James did. Much less confidence is to be placed
in the statement of Acts 1 14 that before the first feast

of Pentecost Mary was already present in Jerusalem.
Acts is entirely dominated by the idea that the primitive
Church consolidated itself in Jerusalem immediately
after the death of Jesus. This hangs together with the

representation of Lk. that the apostles remained in

Jerusalem after the death of Jesus and there beheld
their risen Lord. In reality, however, the first appear
ances were in Galilee (GOSPELS, 138 a). This being
so, there is little likelihood that the disciples and ad
herents of Jesus would forthwith have left house and
home and betaken themselves to the capital where the

danger of persecution was so great. (e) What is

related in Jn. 1925-27 about Mary at the cross being
committed to the care of John the son of Zebedee is

utterly irreconcilable with the synoptic parallels set

forth under CLOPAS
( 2), as also with the fact that

Mk. (1634) and Mt. (27 46) know only one saying of

Jesus spoken from the cross. In Rev. 12 1 f. 5 /. , in

accordance with OT ways of thinking, the Church figures
as mother of the Messiah. The narrative in Jn. is

thus an expression, as beautiful as it is transparent, of

the thought that the departing Messiah committed to

the beloved disciple the care of his Church. It is of

course true that no similar allegorical meaning can be

given to the presence of the other women at the foot of

the cross (CLOPAS, 2, end). If it is deemed necessary
on this account to set aside the possibility of allegory
in the case of the mother of Jesus, we shall have to

assume that the intention of the author was to exhibit

in a beautiful light the concern of Jesus for his earthly
mother. Such concern, however, was unnecessary ;

for

Mary had other surviving sons (Acts 114) among
them James, the future head of the Church in Jerusa
lem, (f) The miracle of the wine at Cana is

shown at once to be unhistorical by the express state

ment that Jesus definitely refused to work signs (ffTj/j.f1a)

such as this is expressly called in Jn. 2n (Gosi ELS,

140 a). On the symbolical meaning of the narrative,

and the part taken in it by the mother of Jesus, see

GOSPELS, 54 a
; JOHN, 35 e.

(jf) Along with this narrative must also be given up the notice

in Jn.2i2 that Jesus removed along with his mother, his brethren,
and his disciples, from Cana to Capernaum. (A) There re

mains, lastly, the indirect mention of the mother of Jesus by
the woman whose words are given in Lk. 11 27. The answer of

Jesus in 11 28 is a counterpart to that which he gave when his

mother held him to be beside himself (Mk. 834^ and parallels).

If any attempt is to be made to sum up in a few

_, words the character of Mary, it is

f M
*

obvious in the first place that we must
ol Mary. get as jde from tne outset any traits,

however beautiful, which are discovered only in passages
ascertained to be legendary. Even within NT times
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legend was busily occupied in glorifying the mother of

Jesus. Hy way of compensation, however, we are, on
the other hand, absolved from any obligation to decide

on the question whether the words of Jesus in Jn. 24,

Woman, what have I to do with thee ? in any way go
beyond the limits of filial piety. We are on firm

ground only as regards what we read in Mk. 32o/. 31-35,

from which passage we learn at least this : that, at

a time when many had already come to recognise the

greatness of her son s mission, Mary, at all events, had
still failed to understand it

;
and we hardly need his

own blunt word Who is my mother ? in order to feel

how deeply this must have grieved him. Indeed, it is

impossible, however much we may desire it, to think

otherwise than that, if he had the feeling of homeless-

ness, the responsibility for this must in a great measure
lie with her.

This once said, it by no means follows that none of

Jesus utterances had any attraction at all for his mother.

It still remains conceivable that what repelled her and

suggested to her the suspicion of mental disorder was not

so much the substance of his teaching as his appearance
in public, his role of teacher, his air of authority and
the risk of persecution involved in this, or else the un
settled life, the association with questionable people,
the carelessness with regard to daily bread. It is never

theless possible, however, that Mary resolutely closed her

mind also against all that was new in his teaching. Yet,
even on this last assumption, we are not precluded from

supposing that, although confined within the ancient

forms, her piety was nevertheless deep and genuine, and
exercised an effective influence upon her child. In pro
portion as this simple woman, sprung from the people,
above all in Galilee, may be supposed to have been
untouched by any of the evil aspects of the Pharisaism of

the day, it becomes the easier to believe that her religion,
with all its intense conservatism, may have been genuine
and pare. From some source or other we must believe

Jesus to have derived alike that holy severity and that

triumphant joyousness of a deep faith in God which, in

the end, made him great ;
and however large the share

of this which we must attribute to his own spiritual

personality we still find it necessary to seek for it some
source within his immediate surroundings.
Of the extra-canonical accounts of Mary (a) the most

important would be the Protevangelium Jacobi (APO-

21 Later
CRYPHA

&amp;gt;

2 7- J : NATIVITY, 6) if

,.,. Conracly (Quelle der kanonischen Kind-
uraciibioiis. ... . . . . i., T- n,-*

heitsgescluchte, 1900; cp St.Ar., 1889,

728-784) were right in his assertion that it was written

in Hebrew in Hadrian s time and that it constitutes the

sole source of Mt. I/ and Lk. I/. This, however, is a
view which cannot be maintained. According to Har-
nack (ACL ii.

[
= Chronologic] 1 598-603) it dates from the

end of the second, or even from the beginning of the

third, century.
1

In the Protevangelium it is related how Anna, the wife of

Joachim, after long barrenness received the promise of a child.
From her third to her twelfth year her child (Mary) is reared in
the temple, and then she is handed over to the protection
of an aged widower and father of several sons, Joseph, after a
white dove has flown out of his staff and thereby indicated
him out of many others as the proper guardian. During an
absence of Joseph from home an angel announces to her in
the words of Lk. 1 35 the birth of Jesus. On his return

Joseph finds her pregnant, and is minded to put her away
secretly from his house, but is enlightened by an angel in
the words of Mt. 1 20. Brought before the high-priestly council,

1 The coincidences with Justin pointed out by Zahn (Gesch.
d. NTlichen Kanons, \ 485 499 502 504 539 ; rp 2 774-780) are
easily accounted for, some of them by the existence of oral

tradition, others by the priority of Justin. The cave mentioned
by Justin, in agreement with the Protevangelium, but incon

sistently with Lk. 1 7 16, is even (in Dial. 78), inconsistently
with what is said in the Protcvangelium (below, 21 a), selected

only after it has been found that no other lodging is obtainable
in Bethlehem. Still less weight ought to be given to Zahn s

assertion that on account of its priority to the Thomtc cvangelium
the Protevangelium must be assigned to the beginning of the
second century. See Harnack, 593-595.
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both purge themselves of the charge of immoral intercourse by
drinking, unharmed, of the water of jealousy (Xu. 5 11-31). On
account of the census decreed by Augustus they set out for

Bethlehem. On the way Mary brings forth Jesus in a cave
which is lighted by a miraculous light. A woman who arrives,
Salome by name, satisfies herself by tactual examination that

Mary is still a virgin. The hand of Salome is burned, but is

healed when it touches the child. And so forth. That Mary
brought forth Jesus utero clause is stated also in the latest

interpolation in the Ascensio Isaiie (11 9), which Harnack (573-
579) assigns to a period before the middle of the third century
(Charles, however, Asc. Isa. xxii., xlv., thinks that the whole
of the very important passage 112-22 is derived from the

archetype (), which he regards as belonging to the close
of the first century ).

(/ ) Other writings relating to Mary are the Evang. Pseudo-
Matthcei(=de ortu beatte Mari&amp;lt;F et infantia salvatoris), and
the Ez angelium de nativitate

Aiari&amp;lt;e, both in the main further
decorations of what is contained in Protev. Jac. The gnostics
possessed a yevva. Mapiac, Great Questions of Mary, and Little

Questions of Mary, on which see lipiphan. //#&amp;gt;&amp;gt;-. 2t&amp;gt; 8 12. Re
garding an Kvang. Mariip (

= apocryphum Johannis) found in a
Coptic translation, Carl Schmidt (SBA II

, 1896, 839-847) reports
that it is the same gnostic writing as was used but in a very
unsatisfactory manner by Irenasus (127-29 [

=
29-31]). The

latest stratum of the Ignatian literature (sth cent.) contains a
Latin letter of Ignatius to Mary in a few lines as also an equally
brief answer by Mary. The most important writing still remain
ing to be mentioned is liodwov TOV 8eo\6yov Aoyos ei? -njv

&amp;lt;c&amp;lt;HjU7)&amp;lt;ru TTJS dfOToxov and two different Latin adaptations of it

under the title Transitus Maria-. The apostles, in the second
year after the death of Jesus, are miraculously brought, some of
them on clouds, from the distant lands where they are carrying
on their missions, to the deathbed of Mary. She is buried in

Gethsemane. Three days later her body is no longer to be
found, only a sweet odour. In some recensions her assumption,
here hinted at, is directly stated. Moreover, she receives from
Christ immediately before her death the assurance whosoever
invokes thy name shall not be put to shame. ! Other traditions

(in Lipsius, Apokr. Ap. Gesch. 1 1 3) specify the eleventh,
fifteenth, twenty-second, or twenty-fourth year instead of the
second after Jesus death. According to Ephesian tradition

(Lipsius, 448) Mary followed the apostle John to Kphesus.
According to the Acts of Prochorus (first half of 5th cent.), on
the other hand, when the other apostles dispersed on their
various missions John remained at Jerusalem with Mary until
her death (Lipsius, 366f. 406/.).

(c) In the church fathers the most important stages are as
follows. None of Justin s predecessors makes mention of Mary
at all, and even by Justin (see above, 17 ) she is mentioned,
not on account of herself, but simply in connection with the birth
of Jesus. So also with Ignatius (see above, 16) and Irenaeus,
with special reference to the Docetae. At the same time, how
ever, Irenaeus (iii. 32 i [

= 224], end) ascribes to her obedience, a
redeeming power from the effects of the disobedience of Eve ; so
also Tertullian (tie came Christi, 17) : quod ilia credendo (i.e.,

by believing the word of the serpent) deliquit, haec credendo
delevit. lrena;us means the same thing when he says (v. 19 i) :

si ea (Eva) inobediret deo, sed et hasc suasa est obedire deo,
ut virginis Evae virgo Maria fieret advocata ; the last word,
therefore, is not intended to designate her as intercessor. For
the rest, the whole of this antithesis between Eve and Mary,
which is found also in Justin (Dial. 100), is certainly intended
to be taken rhetorically rather than in all dogmatic seriousness.
Tertullian (fie carne Christi, 20) declares against the birth utero

clauso, stating his physiological reasons with vigour. On the
other hand, Clem. Alex. (Strom, vii. 16 93 end, p. 889 end;
Potter) attaches value to the fact that, as we are informed by
some, Mary was found still a virgin after she had been delivered.

Origen^ declares the brethren of Jesus to have been sons of

Joseph by a former marriage. Whilst Chrysostom allows the
human features of Mary to come into view, Augustine declares
her to have been free from actual sin and employs the false read

ing of Vg. in Gen. 3 15 ipsa [for ipse] conteret caput tuum to

prove her the devil s conqueror. With the introduction of the

designation fleoroKos for Mary, as against Nestorius who wished
to designate her as Xpio-roroKOs only, may be said to begin an
endless Mariology which need not be pursued further here. See
Benrath (below, 22).

(d) According to the Talmud 3 and according to Celsus 4
Jesus

was the child of the adulterous intercourse of Mary with a
soldier Stada or Pandera

(Ilai/flrjp, IlavOypa.?). Such was the
answer of the opponents of Christianity to the Church doctrine
which denied the fatherhood of Joseph. Further, according to

1 On the various recensions cp Bonnet, ZWT, 1880, pp. 222-

247; the texts in Tischendorfs Apocalypses apocryplue, 1866;
and Wright, Contributions to the apocryphal literature of the

NT, 1865. Other texts : Tischendorf, Evangelia apocryphal,
1876; Conybeare, A m. Journ. ofTheol., 1897, pp. 424-442.
2 Comm. in Matt/t. 10 17, on Mt. 13 55, ed. de la Rue, 3 *te/.,

and still more definitely in his seventh Horn, in Lc., de la Rue,
8940*1, C, which, however, we possess only in the redaction of

Jerome.
3 Best account in Laible, Jesus Christus im Talmud, 1891 =

Schriften des Institutum Judaicum in Berlin, no. 10, pp. 9-39,
with appendix : cp also Zahn, Forschungen, (1900) 266-269.

4
Orig. c. Cels. 1 32f. 69, ed. de la Rue, 1 349-352 and 384.
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the Talmud, Mary was a braider of women s hair {&amp;gt;ntgadd

fla

n shayya), which was not held a very reputable calling. Cp
26, and MAGOALA.
For literature see NATIVITY, 21.; NAZARETH. Also Thomas,

Our Records on the Nativity, 1900 ; Volter, Die Appkalypse
des Zacharias im Kvang. des Lc. in TkT,

22. Literature. 1896, pp. 244-269 ; Kattenbusch, JJas apos-
tolische Symbol, 12(1900) 562-625 ; Harnack,

Das Magnificat der Elisabeth nebst Bemerkungen zu Lr. if.
in SBA IV, 1900, pp. 538-556, and Zu Lc. 1 nf. in Ztscfir.

f. NTliche H issensch., 1901, pp. 53-57 ; Hilgenfeld, Geburts-

u. Kindheitsgeschichte Jesu, Lk. 1 5-^52 in ZlVJ k, 1901, pp.

177-235, also 313-317 466-468; Zahn, Forschungen, 6225-364

( Briider u. Vettern Jfesu, ) ; Barrows, Mythical and legendary
elements in the NT in New tt orld, 1899, pp. 272-299, especially

pp. 290-293 ; Bardenhewer, Der Kame Maria = Bibl. Studien,
ed. Bardenhewer and others, 1(1895) i

; Benrath, Zur Gesch.

d. Marienverehrung in St. Kr., 1886, pp. 7-94, 197-267.

2. Mary, the mother of James (the Less) and of

Joses appears among the women at the cross in Mt.

-_ ,, . 27 56 Mk. 1640 and, under the shorter
11

designation, Mary of Joses, in Mk.
1CS&amp;gt;

1547, or, the other Mary (with Mary
Magdalene) Mt. 27 61, as observing the burial place of

Jesus ;
as Mary of James in Mk. 16 1 Lk. 24 10 or the

other Mary, in Mt. 28 1, she beholds the empty grave.
In Syr. Sin. she is always called daughter of James
(Mk. 1640: James the Less); in Mt. and Mk. besides,

Mother of Joseph. As to the historical character of

the events of the resurrection day see GOSPELS, 138
e, f. As has been shown under CLOPAS, this Mary s

sons were neither brethren of Jesus nor apostles, and
she herself is known only as mother of her sons, unless,

indeed, she be identical with

3. Mary of Glopas. This Mary who appears in Jn.

1925 at the foot of the cross is not to be identified with

M f
l^e s ster f the mother of Jesus men-

y tioned immediately before in that passage,
Pas -

nor w j tn the mother of the sons of

Zebedee, mentioned in the like situation in Mt. 27 56, who,

according to Mk. 1040, is Salome (CLOPAS, 2). All

the more certainly, therefore, does she appear to be

identical with the only remaining one of the women at

the cross Mary the mother of James (the Less) and

Joses (see above, 23). This identification, however,
can be carried out only if we may regard Clopas as a

person otherwise unknown. In that case, Jn. would
be recording the name not given by the synoptists
of the father or grandfather of James (the Less) and

Joses (according as we take Mary to be the wife or,

what accords better with linguistic use, as the daughter
of Clopas). It is much more likely, however, that Clopas
is the brother of Joseph and thus the uncle of Jesus

(cp CLOPAS, 3/i); in which case Mary also, whether

she was the wife or the daughter of Clopas, was a near

relation of Jesus. As the synoptists, however, do not

speak of the mother of James and Joses as being a kins

woman of Jesus, it must be doubted whether Jn. was
correct if he sought to identify the two

( Mary of Clopas
and the mother of James and Joses). Perhaps he was

following another tradition here also, as well as when
he named the mother of Jesus and her sister (CLOPAS,

2-5) as witnesses of the crucifixion. If so, Mary ot

Clopas is known to us only from Jn. 1925.

4. Mary, sister of Martha, appears in Lk. 1038-42
as the eager listener at the feet of Jesus, in Jn. 11 as the

sister of Lazarus. As the raising of

Lazarus cannot be regarded as history

(JOHN, SON OF ZEBEDEE, 20 a,

35 ^&amp;gt; 37 a
&amp;lt;

CP LAZARUS) what is stated regarding Mary
in that narrative must also be set aside. The statement

that Bethany was her home is also contrary to the repre
sentation of Lk.

,
who assumes (952 1822

17&quot;)
that this

is to be sought in Samaria. As, however, Lk. s account
of the Samaritan journey is untrustworthy throughout
(GOSPELS, 133 a), one might be inclined in this point
to give the preference to Jn. In this evangelist, how
ever, the naming of Bethany rests upon the fact that he
identified (12i-8) Mary with the woman who, according
to Mk. 143-9 Mt. 266-13, anoints Jesus in Bethany. He
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25. Sister of

Martha.

does not name the house of Simon the leper ; but he

clearly shows that he has in mind the same scene as

Mk. and Mt. when he designates Lazarus, not as the

master of the house, but only as one of the guests.

Nevertheless, it might still be conceivable that Jn. had

correctly supplemented Mk. and Mt.
, were we not pre

cluded from this supposition by the fact that he combines
their narrative also with that of the sinful woman of Lk.

736-50, in so far as he represents her as anointing not

Jesus head but feet and wiping them with the hair of

her head. 1 Furthermore, Jn. says very infelicitously that

Mary wiped the ointment from Jesus feet, whereas the

only fitting version is that of Lk. 738, which says that she

anointed the feet of Jesus after having wiped from them
her tears. Even if it be assumed, therefore, that the same
event underlies the narrative of Lk. as underlies those of

Mk. and Mt. and the point does not require to be dis

cussed here
;
see GOSPELS, 10 the two forms of the

narrative, as they now run, differ fundamentally as to

time, place, purpose, and details of the anointing. If,

then, we are compelled to recognise that the narrative of

Jn. is composed of portions that cannot be united, it be

comes impossible for us to be certain on the one point
that the woman who anointed was Mary, and thus that

her home was Bethany. Possibly, even before the

evangelist s time, some one may have formed the con

jecture that the unnamed woman in Bethany, who

wrought so significant a work upon Jesus, and received

from him such high commendation, may have been no
other than this most prominent of his female disciples ;

but this does not establish the fact (cp JOHN, SON OF

ZEBEUEE, 35 ag}. Legend has it that in consequence
of the persecution mentioned in Acts 8 1 Mary (with
Martha and Lazarus) removed to Provence, where she

lies buried at St. Baume. See MARTHA.
5. Mary Magdalene appears at the cross and at the

grave of Jesus in all the passages where we find the

TW mother of James and ]oses (see above,

M d 1^ 23 )
also in the Parallel Jn- 19 25 and 20

mag a ene. w jierCi however, she goes to the grave
alone. There Jesus appears to her (20n-i8). This

narrative goes a step farther than the already unhis-

torical account of the synoptics (GOSPELS, 138 ef).

In the later appendix to Mk. (169) there is a reminis

cence of the Johannine account, and, at the same time,

of Lk. 8 2. According to this last thoroughly credible

passage Mary Magdalene belonged to the number of

those women who accompanied Jesus and ministered to

him. As for the seven devils which had been exorcised

from her see GOSPELS
( 144 end). Her designation

Magdalene implies Magdala as her place of origin.

See MAGDALA.
As Magdala in Mt. 15 39 (for Magadan) and still more in Mk.

8 10 (for Dalmanutha) is read only by inferior MSS, and as no
such place is named anywhere else in the NT, Lagarde (GGN,
1889, pp. 371-375) hazarded the conjecture that the second name
was derived not from a place but from a misunderstanding of

the Aramaic wag-d :/dnya = bra\der of hair (from the participle

inagdfla = 3. braider [fern.]). In the Talmud (see above, 21 d)
the designation is applied to the mother of Jesus. This might
be due to a confusion of persons. Lagarde s hypothesis must,

however, be set aside, being neither probable nor necessary.
Even if no Magdala is found in the NT there are many places in

Palestine which derive their name from a tower (migdal).

1 Assuredly Jn. thinks of Mary much too highly to intend

that she should personally be identified with the sinner.

Strictly, it is true, he appears to do this in 11 2 which

reads, Mary was the woman who anointed, etc. Such a

woman had up to this point nowhere been mentioned in any of

the gospel histories apart from Lk. 7 36-50. There need, how

ever, be no
difficulty

in believing in the case of an author who

says in 3 22, and denies in 4 2, that Jesus baptized that in 11 2 Jn.
intends to refer to an event which was chronologically later and

which he himself does not describe till chap. 12 is reached. Jn.

means, accordingly, not the woman who had anointed the Lord

on an occasion previous to the time with which I am now deal

ing, but the woman who is known to have once upon a time

anointed him. It would not have been in keeping with the

tone of his gospel to have said (as would have been correct)

concerning whom I shall presently have to describe how she

anointed the Lord. It should be added that Naber, Mnemo
syne, 1881, p. 287, maintains Jn. 11 za. (J}K to aur&amp;gt;J5)

to be a gloss.
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The identification of Mary Magdalene with the sinner

of Lk. 736-50 cannot be called felicitous. Its sole

foundation lies in the circumstance that the name of

Mary Magdalene occurs soon after the mention of the

nameless woman. The penitent Magdalene has a large

place in art, but in history none whatever. Even less

happy, however, is the identification of Mary Magdalene
with the sister of Martha. It is simply due to the

identification of both with the sinner in Lk. It is in

this way that, for example, Kaulen weaves the whole

romance of her life. She had been the handmaid of sin

in Galilee, had repented and received forgiveness from

Jesus, and thenceforward had ministered to him ; in

Bethany, whither she had betaken herself from Galilee,

she anointed him a second time, and she was the first

to see him after his resurrection.

6. Mary, mother of Mark, according to the only

passage (Acts 12 12) in which she is named, possessed a

. . house in Jerusalem which served as a

TVT t
r

meeting-place for the early Christians.
Mark. From this it would seem that she had

a distinguished place in the church there. Evidently
her husband was no longer alive, otherwise he would

have been named as master of the house. Since the

fourth century the scene of the Last Supper, of the

meeting on the evening of Christ s Ascension, and of

the outpouring of the Holy Spirit at Pentecost has been

laid in the house of Mary (Mk. 14 14 Acts 11322; cp

Zahn, Einl., 51 7).

7. A woman named Mary is greeted by Paul in Rom.
166. According to the readings on you (et s i^fij)

f (KABC*) or among you (4v v/uv)
28. Mary or

jrxjjshe laboured much in the interests

of her companions ;
the reading on

us (fit i^was) of C&quot;

2L Chrys. suggests that she laboured

equally in the interests of Paul. To judge by her name
she was by birth a Jewess. We are not precluded
from this inference by the mere fact that after her

name we do not find an addition similar to that

which we find in 1671121 ( my kinsmen
), by which,

on account of the largeness of their number, we

ought in all probability to understand Jews merely,
not actual blood relations of the apostle. In

the case of Aquila and Prisca also (163, cp Acts 182)
this addition is wanting, because Paul had something
more special to say regarding them. According
to a very probable conjecture Rom. 163-16 is a frag
ment of an epistle addressed to Ephesus. If Mary
is to be looked for in Ephesus the reading on us (els

r)/j.ds) will mean that she had interested herself in the

welfare of Paul during his three years sojourn in that

city (Acts 198 10 2031). P. w. S.

MASALOTH (MAiCAAcoO [KV]), i Mace. 9 2 AV
;

RV MESALOTH. See AKBEIJV.

MASCHIL p 3B&amp;gt;D; cyNececoc or eic cyNeciN
[BNART] ; Aq. en-io T^jnoi oj, en-icrTTJfii)?, e7rt(rn)/xocrvn)? ; Symm.,
Theod. &amp;lt;rvve&amp;lt;ri&amp;lt;; ; Tg. N3a N^3C [&amp;lt;-&quot;P

2 Ch. 30 22]) is a term found
in the headings of Pss. 3:2 42 44 (om. A but insert in 43) 45 (om. A)
52 (i^aAjuos [R]) 53-55 7478 88 (with &quot;TV and lists) 89 142 (nVsn

follows); also 477[8] (EV with understanding,&quot; (ruverais

[BNART] ; Aq. Sext. eTrio-nHioxws ; Jer. erudite).

To render the term didactic poem (Ges. )
is incon

sistent with the subject-matter of most of the psalms to

which it is prefixed ; 32 and 78 alone would be suitably
thus described. As a rule the participle Maskil is an
attribute of persons ;

it is applied in 2 Ch. 3022 to the

Levitical musicians. Hence Gratz considers Maskil
to be an epithet even in the psalm-headings ; taking it

with lam-m nasseah, nsJD 1

?, he renders To a skilled

precentor ; his version of Ps. 47?# [86] is sing praise,

ye that are skilled in song (D ^ DB-D). This is at any
rate more plausible than the rendering of RV &quot;K- and of

Wellhausen in SHOT, sing ye praises in a skilful song
[psalm]. Cheyne (PsalmsW), however, reads for S ac D

1 Wetzer and Welte, Kirchcnlex. 1
, 8735-739.
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in Ps. 47? [8] usW?, 1

Sing ye praises to our king

(similar errors abound in the Hebrew Psalter), and

regards joeo (Maskil) in the headings referred to as

an alternative to rmo 1

?, and as, equally with this, a cor

ruption of
J3BJO, deposited. See MUSICIAN [THE

CHIEF].
It is worth noticing that in the titles of Ps. 44 45 54 55 88

V DE D &amp;gt;

s separated from riSJD
1

? by some intervening words, that

in Pss. 54 55 -mS S DC D &amp;gt;s one f two rival headings, that in

Ps. 88
JOTI J V 3C s one f three rival headings, and that in

Ps. 32 (pH s heading irvvecr(ia&amp;lt;; r&amp;lt;a Aauetj (-jnV ^&amp;gt; 3C O) s more
correct than MT s ysiffO TnS T. K. C.

MASH (tip ; MOCOX [A EL] ; MES), an Aramaic

people, mentioned together with U/, Hul, and Gether, in Gen.
1023, and also (as Ki. thinks) in i Ch. 1 17. See GEOGRAPHY,

20, where Dillmann s view is adopted. Perhaps, however,
Gether should be Geshur i.e., GESHUR (2). Hul is a

fragment of Jerahmeel. Uz is explained elsewhere (see Uz).
The Meshech of i Ch. is probably more correct than Mash,
and like Shechem in Ps. tiOs, probably comes from Cusham (see

CUSH, 2, CUSHAN, SHECHEM). T. K. C.

MASHAL
(
PE B), i Ch. 6 74 . See MISHAL.

MASIAS (MGICAIAC [B], MACIAC [A]), a group of
children of the servants of Solomon (see NETHINIM) in the

great post-exilic list (EZKA ii., 9, 8f), one of eight inserted
in i Esd. 534 (om. L, or ?=

ajxe&amp;lt;i) after Pochereth-hazzebaim of

|l
Ezra 2 57 =Neh. 7 59. [In the light of the article SOLOMON S

SERVANTS, we can hardly help emending Masiah or Misaiah
(see n) into Ishma eli (Ishmaelite). Cp. Amasa, Amasiah,
Maaseiah. T. K. C. ]

MASMAN (MAACMAN [BA]), i Esd. 8 43 = Ezra
816, SHKMAIAH, 17.

MASON
(3&amp;gt;tl, etc.), i Ch. 22 2( etc. See HANDI

CRAFTS, i, 3.

MASPHA. i. (MACCHCDA [AKV]) i Mace. 3 46 AV,
RV MlZI EH (,/.? .).

2. Oiafatya [ANV]) i Mace. 5 35 AV, RV MlZPEH (q.v.).

MASREKAH (njr^fp ; MACCKKA [ADEL], in Ch.

(55
U om. , @ L

MACepi KA ; Theod. in Gen. [e] MACCH-
(pAC), the home of the Edomite king SAMLAH (q. v.

),
Gen.

8636 i Ch. 1 47. The name should mean place of choice

vines (cp SOREK), but is probably corrupt, Samlah

being probably a doublet of Saul (m and v interchanged),
and Saul s city being Rehoboth, Masrekah very pos
sibly comes from opT nxa, Missur of Rekem or Jerah-

me el. T. K. C.

MASSA (NCPD ; MACCH [AEL]), a son of Ishmael

(Gen. 25 14, \i.a.va.&amp;lt;j&amp;lt;rt\ [D] ; i Ch. 1 30, nava.a-(rrj [B], fiourcra [L]).
See ISHMAEL. For the Massa of Prov. 30 1 (RVmg-) and Prov.
31 1 (RVme-) see AGUR and LEMUEL.

MASSAH AND MERIBAH (Hanip-l HDO; @
generally translates neipACMOC or rreipA. etc., Aoi-

AOPHCIC. or ANTlAOflA or TTApATTIKpACMOC- etc.),
a place in the wilderness of wanderings, the scene of a
miracle (Ex. 17?).

In its present position the episode stands wedged in

between the sweetening of the waters of Marah, the

1 FT 17anH vin& of tne Manna (Ex. 1522-16), and

Nu 20
the fight at RePhidim (178-i6), where it is

actually located by P (17 i). The position
is not wholly fortuitous. The tradition relates that the

bne Israel, thirsty and murmuring, demand water.

Moses is commanded to take with him [seventy ?] of the

elders of Israel and to strike the rock in Horeb upon
which Yahwe stands, and water shall come forth. This

Moses does, and the place receives the above names,

Temptation
1

(or Proving )
and Chiding (or strife

),

because of the striving (an) of the people, and because

they tempted (nnbr^y) Yahwe.

Closely related to this is the tradition preserved in

Nu. 20 1-13 (almost wholly P). The people are at

Kadesh, and suffer from want of water. They strive

(3Ti. v.
3&amp;lt;?)

and murmur against Yahwe. Moses and
Aaron go to the tent of meeting where the glory of

^ The letters were disarranged, and 13 mistaken for ^.
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Yahwe 1

appears unto them. They are bidden to speak
to the rock (here mentioned for the first time). Moses

addresses the Israelites as rebels (cnan), strikes the

rock twice, and water flows in abundance. Hence the

name waters of Meribah (v. 13) because of the striving

of Israel. 2

With the solitary exception of Ex. 17?, the names
Massah and Meribah never denote one place. They

T A- i +
stand in parallelism in Ps. 958 (cp Dt.

4 * 338 Heb - 38
&amp;gt;-

but elsewhere - are men-
traditions.

tioned separately (viz. Massah, Dt. 616

922, Meribah, Ps. 81 7 [8] 10632). It is, therefore, highly

probable that the two names are to be kept distinct, and

that their fusion in Ex. 17? is due to editorial conflation

of two sources.

The Meribah story is located at Kadesh (Nu. 20 i) ; note the

fuller name MERIBATH-KADESH (t^P rQ
&quot;lp),

Nu. 27 14 Dt.

32 51
3 Ezek. 48 28 (ftap^^d Ka&r,^ [KA], but /oiap. &amp;lt;c. [QT]), once

MERIBOTH-KADESH, Ezek. 47 19 RV (^.api/uiud /caSri/j. [B, but

icaSr)* AQ]), and the probable allusions to Kadesh in Nu. 20 itf.

( JB Hpn ? Bnp l). Dt. 3251 (cnBHpX The site of Massah is

not clearly indicated (see Dt. 9 22). The context points to Horeb
(Ex. 176, if not a gloss), or Kephidim (Ex. 17 i 8). For the view
that the story of the manna, which Yahwe gave that he might
frcn e (Ex. 104) Israel, belonged to Massah, see MANNA, 3.

It is not improbable that other episodes were connected with
the name. In Ex. 1625^ Bacon find s E s account of the origin
of the name Massah. The verse may be already conflate, the

giving of a statute and ordinance may well refer to Ex. 20 (cp

esp. v. 20 : F.lohim is come to prove [nDj] y u ). tne covenant

traditionally placed at Horeb.4

From a critical consideration of the OT references to

these names it would seem that they played a far more

important part in the early traditional
3. Other

references. history of Israel than appears on the surface.

If it is Israel who contended against Yahwe
at Meribah (Ex. 17?), and tempted him at Massah (ib.

3, 7), it is Yahwe on the other hand who proved them
at the former place (Ps. 81? [8]), and tested them at the

latter (Ex. 1025 IS*).
5 With this tradition, where

Yahwe is the subject, we must probably connect Dt.

33 8, where the two names are in some way connected

with the earliest history of the Levites. The language
is obscure

;
it is evident that the reference is creditable.

Further, it is not so easy to account for the tradition

that Moses and Aaron sinned at Meribah and were

prohibited from entering Canaan (Nu. 20 12). The
tradition is elsewhere referred to by P (Nu. 2024 27 14

Dt. 32si), and a curious allusion is made to it in Ps.

10633 I nevertheless, so thoroughly has P abbreviated

his older sources in Nu. 20 1-13, in his endeavour to

soften the guilt of the leaders, that he has omitted to

record its origin.
The whole story of Massah and Meribah forms one of the

most complicated problems in JE s account of the Exodus.
This account, as modern criticism has proved, passes from
Ex. 34 to Nu. 1029^, and, as has been elsewhere indicated,
has suffered considerable adjustment (Exoous i., 5, JETHRO,
n. 2, col. 2455). Moreover, it has been argued that underlying
Ex. 32-34 is the account of a theophany and law-giving at

KADESH \q.v. 2].
6 One of the most striking incidents in

it is the reluctance of Moses to take charge of the people,
and a fragment of his speech seems to have found its way
into Nu. 11 10^-15 (see Bacon, and O.rf. Hex., ad he.). The
reason for the adjustment may be easily guessed : a redactor
found the words (originally, perhaps, as Bacon suggests,
after Ex. 33 3 and before 33 12) so distasteful that he transferred

them to a context where the expostulation of Moses (which
really amounts to a renunciation of his responsibility) might
appear more excusable. If now our view that Ex. 32-34 was
originally placed at Kadesh (i.e., Meribah) be correct, it may be

conjectured that it is to this babbling that the difficult words of

1 Perhaps originally Yahwe alone.
* Bacon, noting the command in v. 8$ (speak to the rock),

compared with v. n (Moses . . . smote the rock), finds traces of
a double tradition (Triple Trad, of the Exodus, 196f,).

3 Also Dt. 33 2 U] (Ew., Di., Wellh., Dr., etc.).
4 It is also possible that the name JEHOVAH-NISSI given to

the altar on the hill at Rephidim was popularly associated
with Massah.

5 For these references see end of 2, and cp MANNA, 3.
a Cp the emended text of Dt. 33 2 [Yahwe] came to Meribath-

Kadesh. Massah and Meribah, too, seem to have been noted
for a theophany (Ex. 15 25 Nu. 206).
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Ps. 10633 (NBTI. EV, and he spake unadvisedly ) refer. It is

noteworthy that the fragment (Nu. I.e.) has been transferred to a
context which in all probability is to be connected with a Massah
tradition. Is it, moreover, a mere coincidence that an editor
should have found the present context a convenient one for in

troducing E s account of the institution of the seventy elders to

lighten Moses burden (Nu. 11 i6yC), or that the judicial organ
isation which Jethro institutes in Ex. 18 should be placed im
mediately after the story of Massah and Meribah (Ex. 17)?
Granted that the sin of Moses (that Aaron was later included

in the charge is only natural) lay in repudiating his responsibility,
the antecedents of this act have yet to be ascertained. In the
absence of direct evidence it must suffice to indicate what appear
to be faint traces of traditions which may be associated with the

episode. In the first place, since we can scarcely sever the old
torso Ex. 32 25-29 from Ex. 32-34, we may conjecture that the
oldest tradition placed the selection of the Levites 1 at Kadesh,
and that allusion to this is made in Dt. 33 8_/, where the renun
ciation inz. 9 seems to be connected with the severance of family
ties in Ex. 32 27. That the oldest tradition of the selection of the
Levites had anything to say about the golden calf is improbable
for several reasons. Taken in the light of Dt. 33 8_/I, it seems more
likely that the narrative (Ex. 32 25-29) recounted a contending on
behalf of Yahwe, a separation of his worshippers from idolaters.
What this may have been must naturally be the purest conjecture.
It is possible, too, that the sending of the spies from Kadesh (Nu.
13) once belonged to this narrative

;
the promise to Caleb alone

suggests a connection with the Levitical tradition,- and, indeed,
according to D s tradition, it was owing to the people s dis
obedience on this occasion that Moses incurred guilt (Dt. 1 37 cp
Dr. Deut. 27). But the absence of the name of Moses (and of

Aaron) seems to imply that the order prohibiting them from
entering the promised land had already been made. Finally,
the name Meribah may give us another clue. May it not, on
the analogy of HEPHZIHAH and OHOI.USAH [qq.v.~\, be an abbrevi
ation of some such form as Merib(b)aal, in which case (cp Judg.
6 31 f.) we may suppose that the sanctuary Kadesh was the
scene of a contending on behalf of Yahwe, a separation of the
Levites from the servants of Ba al?3 The supplanting of such

a tradition by the later not distantly-related episode of the calf-

worship would be intelligible. For another treatment of the
traditions in Nu. 20 1-13, see MOSES ( 15, etc.). s. A. C.

MASSEBAH,
Stone Pillars, and Other Sacred Stones.

NAMES
( i).

a. Eben. d. Betliel. g. Margftndh.
b. Massebah. e. Siyyfin. h. 3^i,v ( ?).

c. Hammanim. f. Gal. i. Gilgal.

Holy stones and stone worship Massebah and altar ( 5).

( 2). Significance of Massebahs
Among the Semites ( 3). ( 6).

Cultus ( 4). Holy stones in OT ( 7).

Massebah (see below, i b} is the Hebrew name for an

upright stone, stele
; specifically for such a stone as the

abode or symbol of a numen or deity. It has been
found convenient to include in the present article the

other aniconic stone agalmata mentioned in the OT
obelisks, baetyls, cairns, cromlechs. 4

We proceed to a survey of the Hebrew words in use.

a. The common word fben, pi. abdnlrn (c-JTN, ?2N),
5

stone, is frequently used in connections where the

, -_ context or the history shows that a holy
1. Names. -T-,

stone is meant. I nus Joshua sets up a

great stone under the holy tree
(nVf&amp;lt;)

in the sanctuary

of Yahwe at Shechem (Josh. 2426), probably the same
stone which in Judg. 96 is called a massebdh (MT ass).

The twelve stones set up by Joshua at Gilgal after the

passage of the Jordan ( f osh. 438 20) are the stones of

the cromlech which gave the place its name (see below, i).

1 On the probable significance of the term Levite, see
GENEALOGIES i., 7 [v], KADKSH, 3.

2 Caleb was the most important of the clans which ultimately
settled in S. Judah. There were others, indeed (see JERAH-
MEEL, i, 3), but they never attained to the same prominence.
Another narrative which turns on selection and contention is

the complicated narrative of the revolt of Korah, phases of which

appear to have been traditionally located at Kadesh. The
burning in Nu. 1635 suggests that it may once have been con
nected with TABERAH (?.? .). The murmuring of the people
certainly presupposes an early stage in the march from Kadesh.

3 The later story of the sin of Moses, however, would hardly
find a place in this tradition.

4 Ou iconic representations of the gods see IDOL ; on the

wooden sacred poles or masts, ASHERAH ;
for other objects of

worship see IDOLATRY and NATURE WORSHIP.
6 On eben maiklth. see IDOL, i (/).
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Cp, further, i K. 1830-32 with Ex.244; a d see also

Dt. 27 2^ Josh. 830^ In Ex.244 &amp;lt;S and Sam. sub
stitute dbdnitn as a harmless word for the original
masseboth ; the same change may, in some instances, be

suspected in Hebrew. Proper names of places such as

Eben-ha- ezer (iS. 4i 5i, cp 7 12), Eben-ha-zoheleth

(i K. lp, at a sanctuary), Eben-bohan (Josh. 156 1817 ;

see BOHAN),
1 may attest the presence of an old holy

stone, perhaps a natural rock of singular form rather

than a massebah. The great stone at Beth-shemesh

(18.614-18) was doubtless a sacred stone; so also

probably the great stone at Gibeon (2 S. 208).

In the prophets, stone (ebeii) is sometimes used opprobriously
for stone agulmata (tiiassebalis) or idols; thus in Jer. 227 the

people say to the stock
(j y, masc.), Thou art my father, and

to the stone (]5*?, fern.), Thou hast brought me forth ; see also

3 9 Hab. 2 19 2 K. 19 18 Wisd. 13 10 14 21, Sibyll. 4 ?/. etc.

b. Massebah (raiffi. 0^77X77, Pesh. kdyemlhd, stele,

image, Tg. kdntd, kdmfthd ; Vg. in the patriarchal story and
in Ex.244 2 S. 18 18 Is. 19 19, titulus; in the laws, historical

books, and prophets, where the stigma of idolatry attaches to

the word, statua, rarely simulacrum) ; AV, following Vg. in its

discrimination, pillar, image, respectively; RV consistently

pillar, with ing., or obelisk, in the second class of passages.

The word massebah, from 3x3 (Niph. , Hiph. , cogn.
3S ),

stand or set upright, erect, is properly an upright

object (cp crn^X?;, statua}, in usage always of stone,
2

standing stone. Derivatives of the same root with the

same or similar meanings are found in most of the

Semitic languages.
Cp Phoenician and Punic

2S]&amp;gt; rosCi cippus, grave-stone, often

votive stele ; Aram. (Zenjlrli) pjjj, stele, statue, cp n. pr. Nisibis

(in Assyr. inscriptions Nasibina, Syr. Nasibin), Philo Bybl.
Sq/uouVci Se . . . NacrijStf ras &amp;lt;mjAas (F//G 3 57i)

3
; Palmyr.

N3SC&amp;gt; statue ; S. Ar. 353, 3^0, stele (Hommel, S&darabische
Cnrestomathie, 128); Ar. nasiba, monument, grave-stone (Gold-
ziher, Mvhant, Studien, 1 234), nusd or nusub, pi. ansdb,
standing stone as an object of worship, stone idol (Lisdn, s.z .).

The word was thus variously applied to the upright
stone block or post as an object of worship ; as a votive

stone, with or without a dedication
;
as a boundary

stone, especially around a sacred place ;
or as a grave

stone. It continued to be employed when the primitive
rude stone gave place to the obelisk or other geometrical
form, or by the statue (see below, 2).

In the OT the massebah is most frequently a holy
stone at a place of worship (high place). It may, how
ever, be a sepulchral stele, as in Gen. 35 20, where Jacob
erects a massebah over the tomb of Rachel, and in 2 S.

18 18, where the name (massebeth} is applied to the

monument (yad, cp i S. 15 12 [note the verb massift]
Is. 56s, and see HAND, a) which Absalom is said to

have erected in his lifetime to perpetuate his memory.
4

[Cp Lagrange, Etudes, igf.] Several recent scholars

think that Gen. 35 14 in its original form followed im

mediately after v. 8
; Jacob set up a massebah at the

grave of Deborah, Rebekah s nurse, just as in v. 20 at

the grave of Rachel
;

5 the interest of this conjecture lies

in the fact that, if it be correct, the verse bears witness

to the custom of offering a libation at the tomb. 6 We
may also note the use of the word nfsib in the story of

Lot s wife who became a pillar of salt (Gen. 1926),
and the columns (oruXoi, n lioj?) at the graves of the

Maccabees (i Mace. 1829).
The massebah may also mark a boundary, as in

Gen. 3145 [see GALEEU, GILKAD, 4], where Jacob sets

up such a stone in Gilead on the Aramaean frontier (cp

1 Eben ha- esel, i S. 20 19, is an error in the text
; see EZEL,

and below, h.
2 In 2 K. 1026, which speaks of burning the massebdhs of the

temple of Baal, we should read the \\sherdli, in conformity with
i K. 1632^ (Sta. ZATlVbz^ [1885]; for an alternative see

JEHU, col. 2356, n. 5). Is. 6 13, even if we should not question
the text, cannot be cited in support of a wooden massebah.

3 A town 3 S3 in Judah, Josh. 1643.
* The text is difficult, but hardly seems to require such radical

measures as Wellhausen and Klostermann resort to.
6 So Co. ZA TW\\ 15-20 (1891), Gunkel, and others.
6 See below, 4, and cp AGRICULTURE, 5, col. 80.
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v. 53) ; in this sense many interpret Is. 19 19^. The
sacredness of boundary stones is well known. 1

Later the word massebah sounded of idolatry, and where
the erection of a massebah by a hero of religion is nar

rated scribes sometimes substituted a less obnoxious term.
Thus in Ex.244, as remarked above, Sam., & have merely

stones
;

in Gen. 33 20 the verb shows that rt35fD has been

supplanted by H3Jp. In i K. 183i_/T, also, an altar has taken

the place of twelve masseboth (below, {S 7). In Hos. 1)4,
Pesh. read altar instead of massebah. Other instances in

which this substitution is suspected are Gen. 35 7 (VVellh.), 2 K.

l^gtio] (Stade ; cp A
a.fj.fj.acrf}ri, etc.). The Converse change is

suspected in 2 K. 3 2 1027. It is likely that in some cases the

change is accidental rather than deliberate.

c. Hammanim* (D jsrt, the sing, does not occur in

OT, Tt^evr) [Ezek. t&amp;gt;46%o Aq. Symm. Theod. in Is. 279],
vi/7)Aa [2 Ch. 3447], elsewhere uAii/a \eipoTroii]ra. [Lev. 2030],
etSioAa, /36eAvy/iaTa ; Vg. dclubra, simulacra, statute ; Pesh.

idols \dehldthd, pethakhre, gellphe} ; Tg. trpJD jn, a word

not satisfactorily explained ; AV images, RV uniformly sun-

images. The passages in which the word occurs are Ezek. 646
Lev. 20 30 [dependent on Ezek.] Is. 178 27g2Ch. 145(4] 34 47:*).

The hammdnim are associated with the high places,
and the altars of the baals, and are named, together
with the sacred posts (\isherfm] and graven images
(pUsllim], as adjuncts of an idolatrous worship ; like the

massebdhs and ashfrahs they are to be shattered (n3C*),

or hewn or cut down (y-jj, rro) ; they were, therefore,
like these, objects of stone or possibly of metal or wood 4

which stood at the holy places. Since the hammdnim
are mentioned in connections in which we elsewhere

find the massebdhs, while the two words never occur in

the same context, it is a probable inference that the

hammdnim were a species of masseboth, perhaps of

peculiar form or specific dedication
;
and inasmuch as

the word is found first in Ezekiel and appears not to be
of Hebrew formation, it may be surmised further that

the hammdnim were introduced in the latter part of the

seventh century from some foreign cult.

Outside the OT an inscription of the year 48 A.D. on a Palmy
rene altar dedicates this hammdnd (xjon) and this altar to

the sun (c Cf) ;
5 the hantmdnil was presumably an obelisk or

stele which stood by, or upon, the altar (cp 2 Ch. 34 4). In
Mechilta the word kammdnim is used repeatedly with apparent
reference to Egyptian idolatry; 6 not improbably the obelisks,
which in Jer. 43 13 are called masseboth, are meant. Siphra
speaks of katnmdnlin on the roofs of houses. Many scholars
have connected the word with the airoicpu^a aft/uoufeiui/ ypafi-
fiara. in the adyta of Phoenician temples from which, according
to Philo of Byblos, Sanchuniathon derived his authentic wisdom, 8

the a/ifjiovveoL being conceived to be inscribed hammdnim;
but this is not probable.

Jewish scholars in the Middle Ages derived the

name hammdnim from the (poetical and late) Heb.

hammdh, sun, and interpreted, images or other objects
of idolatrous veneration belonging to the worship of

the sun (Rashi), or shrines of sun worship (Ibn Ezra).
10

This etymology, which does not seem to have sug
gested itself to ancient interpreters, has been widely

accepted,
11 and the word hammdnim is accordingly

translated sun images, sun pillars i.e., obelisks

I Dt. 19 14 27 17 etc., Plato, Laws, 842 E/ ; Ovid, Fasti,

2641 ; Dion. Hal. 274; see Pauly-Wissowa, 2 726./C
*
Spencer, De legibus ritualtbus, ii. ch. 25 ; Pocari, De simu-

lacris solaribus, in Ugolini, Thes. 23 726-749 ; other literature

PKEW, 2 330.
3 Lagarde introduces the word by conjecture in Is. 1 30, Graetz

in Hos. 3 i, Che. in Mic. 1 7 also.
4 That they were of wood is too positively concluded by Kimhi

from the verbs y-\i and rnD-
6 De Vogue, La Syrie Centrale, no. 1230.
6 Mechilta, Bo., Par. n (on Ex. 12 21); Vithro, Par. 5 (on 202)

6 (on 20 5).
7 Behar, Perek 9 (on Lev. 26 i) ; cp Rashi on Ezek. 64.
8 Philo Bybl. frag. 1 5, FHGSs^.
9 Schroder, Phoniz. Sprache, 125 ; E. Meyer in Roscher, Lex.

1 2870. The two words had been long ago combined, in a differ

ent interpretation, by Bochart, Gcog. Sacra, i. ch. 17.
1&quot; So also Arabs Erpenii, Zamsdt, suns ; the Persian version

of Lev. 2630 in the Polyglot should not be quoted for this inter

pretation. Older Jewish explanations are divinations (Siphra
on Lev. 2630, Tg.Jer. 1, ib., Lekach Tob, ib.)\ divining
arrows (gloss in Abulwalid, s.v.

,
cod. R.) ; idols (Saadia), etc.

II Among recent authors who have rejected it may be named
HaleVy and E. Meyer.
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dedicated to the sun,

1 or steles with the solar disk in

relief,
2 and the like.

Others, deriving the name directly from the root can,

be hot, explained hammanim as equivalent to irvpa-

6eta,
s

irvpeia, shrines of sacred fire, which, as among
the Persians, were associated with the worship of the

sun. 4 It has more recently been suggested that the

hammanim may have been a kind of metal candelabra

or cressets, such as are represented on some Assyrian
and Phoenician reliefs,

5 for example, on the stele of

Lilybasum, CIS 1 138, PI. xxix. ,

6 and on coins of Paphos
showing the temple of Aphrodite.
The hammdnlm are thought by many modern scholars

to belong specifically to the worship of Baal-hammdn

(or -hamtnon),
7 a god whose name appears on hundreds

of Carthaginian votive steles in the stereotyped formula

to the Mistress TNT and the Lord Ba al-hamman,
and without the companion goddess in many inscriptions
from the dependencies of Carthage.

8 In Phoenicia it

self the name Ba al-hamman or El-hamman has thus far

been found in only the two inscriptions from Umm el-

Awamid 9 and Ma sub
;

10 the name of the place Hammon
in Asher (Josh. 19 28) is perhaps connected in some way
with that of the god (see HAMMON, and BAAL, 3).

The common opinion is that the hammanim were so

called because they were sacred to Ba al-hamman
;

u

some scholars, however, entertain the contrary view, that

the name of the god is derived from the steles, signifying
the deity to whom the hammdn belongs.

12

d. Beth el C?xn 3). The oldest object of worship at

Bethel was a holy stone, which, according to the sacred

legend, had been discovered by Jacob, who set it up as

a massebah and poured oil upon it (Gen. 28 nf. 17 f. 22
;

:p 35i4). The name beth el, which afterward was given
o the sanctuary and the city (Gen. 28 19 356 48.3 etc.),

primitively belonged to the holy stone itself as the abode

(5os) of a numen, as in 8820 where Jacob erects a
massebdh^ and gives it the name El-lohe-Israel ; cp
also Gen. 35? Ex. 17 15 Judg. 624. If the text of Gen.

4924 be sound, the words the stone of Israel 14 may
naturally be understood of the holy stone at Bethel

;
so

also in Jer. 4813, where Bethel, the confidence of the

Israelites, corresponds to Chemosh in whom the Moabites

put their faith, the holy stone (beth et) itself may perhaps
be meant, rather than the golden bull idol at Bethel, as

it is usually explained.
In the OT only indistinct and ambiguous traces of

this primitive meaning of beth el a stone in which
dwells a numen have survived ; fortunately we have
indubitable evidence from other quarters.

15 In Phoenicia

the name baityl (Sxna*, /Scuri Xos, j3aiTV\iov)
16 was given

to certain animated stones (\idoi t/juf/vxoi) invented by

1 See Plin. NH 36 64 : trabes ex eo [syenite] fecere reges
. . . obeliscos vocantes, Solis numini sacratos. Radiorum eius

argumentum in effigie est. See also EGYPT, col. 1228.
2 G. Hoffmann and others.
3 Strabo, xv. 3 15, p. 733 ; Procop. De bello Persico, 2 24.
4 So Scaliger, Grotius, Vossius, Bochart, and others.

WRS Rel. Sem.ft) 4 88/:
6 See also Ohnefalsch-Richter, Kypros, 182 f.
I Kopp, de Quatremere, Gesenius, Monumenta, 1 170 ;

Schroder, Phoniz. Sprache, 125, and others.
8 See Baethg. Beitr. 25 ff.
CIS 1 no. 8.

10 Ret: Arch. 3 ser. 5 380 (1885); G. Hoffmann, Uber Einige
phon. Inschriften, ?off. (1889).

II The many conjectures about the origin of this name, con

necting it with Ammon, or with Hammon (a supposed name of

Africa), or with Mt. Amanus, etc., cannot be discussed here.
12 WRS Rel. Sent.f-) 93, n. 6 |

Ba al-hamman may be primarily
Lord of the sun pillar ; E. Meyer in Roscher, Lex. 1 2fdgjf.
13 So the verb requires us to read (see above

/&amp;gt;, end), MT
altar.

14 The parallelism requires at least ^NW J3N Jplp; see

Bacon, Genesis of Genesis, 219.
15 For the literature see Hoeck, Kretn 1 ^66Jf., Baudissin in

PR Eft), s.v. Male
; Reisch, in Pauly-Wissowa, 22779^;

Lenormant, Les Betyles, in RHR 3 3 i_^ (1881).
16 The ancient

etymology
which derives /ScuruAo? from Cretan

/Jcunj, goat, goat-skin, though revived by Svoronos and
Maximilian Mayer, is untenable on historical grounds.
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Ouranos ;

1 in Sanchuniathon s theogony Bct/rvXos is a
son of Ouranos and Ge, brother of El (Kronos), Dagon,
and Atlas. 2

Descriptions of such stones are given by
Pliny, NH 37 135 (from Sotacus of Carystus), and especi

ally by Damascius, Vita Isidori (in Photius, Bibl. Codi-

cum, cod. 242, p. 348 Bekker
; see also p. 342). The

Lebanon region was noted for the numbers of baetyls
found there. Another name for the baetyl is abaddir

(Priscian, 69; August. Ep. 17; cp Zonaras, 371), also

a word of Phoenician origin ( majestic father?
1

).
The

bcetylia, at least in the period from which all our de

scriptions come, were small stones, which were believed

to have fallen from heaven
; they were probably some

times aerolites, but it has been proved that they were
often prehistoric stone implements.

3 Such stones were

perhaps enclosed in the Israelite ark (see AKK oi&amp;lt;~ THE
COVENANT, 10) ;

the connection of the ark with the

oracle would then be clear. 4

e. Siyyun (ps I ffijfJLeiov [Ezek. ], ffKowe\ov, &amp;lt;TK($7reXos

[&amp;lt;S

L
], OXOTTOS, a-KoiTia. [Aq., Sym. in Jer. cr[e]iw&amp;gt;/ ; Vg. titulus,

specula [Jer.]), 2 K. 23 17 Ezek. 39 15 Jer. 31 21
;
RV monu

ment, sign, waymark.&quot; In the first two passages the siyyun
marks a tomb, or the spot where an unburied body lies

;
in Jer.

it is a waymark. The word is used in MH of the whitewashed
stone which shows where there is a grave (cp Mt. 2827), and

has developed a denominative verb
j&quot;:,

mark a grave. The

root, which is not otherwise represented in Heb., is found in

Syr. sfwiiyd, heap of stones, cairn, Arab, sfiya, waymark in

the desert (monolith or cairn), pi. ( asu&amp;gt;a) also, in a tradition,

graves.
5 Probably the older meaning is cairn ; at a grave

and as a waymark the stone or stone heap had originally re

ligious significance.
*&amp;gt;
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/. Gal C?j; /3ow6s[Gen.], &amp;lt;rup6s; Vg. tumul

acervus ; Pesh. yagrd ; Tg. difgord ; EV heap ),
a

pile of loose stones, cairn
;

7 cp GALLIM, the name of

more than one place in Palestine. In Gen. 3146^ the

cairn in one source serves the same purpose as the

pillar (massebah) in the other (see v. 45) ; v. 54 supposes
a sacrifice. In Josh. 726 829 2 S. 1817 a heap of stones

is reared over the bodies of Achan, the king of Ai, and
Absalom respectively (cp siyyun, 2 K. 23 17 Ezek. 39 15,

above, e). Here also the cairn serves the same purpose
in marking the grave as the massebah in Gen. 35 20

(above, b) ;

8
it is probable, however, that the heaping

of stones upon the body of the traitor, the hated foe,

and the sacrilegious man who had fallen under the ban,

originally not only expressed aversion and contumely,
but was meant to prevent their wicked spirits from

wandering and doing more harm. 9

Heaps of stones of various significance are common
in the religions of the ancient as of the modern world.

In Greek they were called epfj.ala, epftaloi \6&amp;lt;poi, ^pyaa/ces,

words closely connected with the ep/xTjs pillar.
10

In the Talmud they are frequently mentioned under

the name markulis i.e. ,
Mercurius= Hermes which

term includes also table-stones (dolmens) ; see *Abodd-

zdrd, 503. Cairns at the crossways seem to be chiefly

meant
;
the traveller passing by threw his stone upon

the heap :
n as a religious act this falls under the con

demnation of idolatry (J/. Sanhedrln, 76). On corre-

1 PhiloBybl., frag. 28, FHG 3 568./ : en-ei/drjo-e 0eos Oupavbs
/JaiTvAta, Aiflovs eju.i//uxous fj.T)xaiVrl&amp;lt;

r
*&amp;gt;

-evo i -

2 FHG 3 567.
3 See Lenormant, RHR 848; De Visser, 28; Ratzel, Hist, of

Mankind, 2152 (Mexico); J. Evans, Ancient Stone Implt-
ments, 6?Jf.

4 See the passage from Damascius cited above.
5 See Abulwalid, s.v. ; also Schulthess, Homonyme Wttrzel*

im Syrischcn, 57.
6 Cairns as waymarks (iantar), Doughty, Ar. Des. 1 77.
V It is possible that (like markulis ; see below) the name gal

was also applied to a dolmen.
8 Cairns at Arab graves, see Aghani, xiv. 131 26 ; Goldziher,

Muham. Studien, \ 233 f. ; stone barrows, Doughty, A r. Des.

1 447, and elsewhere.
9 See Wellh. Ar. ffeid. log/ (&amp;lt;

2
) m/); cp Frazer, Golden

Bought-), 3zff., who prefers a different explanation (io/T).
10 Preller- Robert, Giiech. MyihologieW, 1401, cp 386 n. ;

Roscher, Lex. 1 ^382 ; Frazer, Golden Bough^), 3 1 1 ; De Visser,

SajT.U See Cornutus, De nafura deorum, ch. 16 ; ed. Villoison-

Osann, Tzf., cp 282^
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spending customs among other peoples see Haberland
in Zeit. f. Volkerpsych. YL^ff. Cairns are now very
abundant E. of the Jordan.

1

g. Margennlh(rtQy^O, Prov. 20 at, &amp;lt;T^&amp;gt;evSotrr\, similarly Pesh.

Tg. ; AV sling, RV heap of stones ), according to the Talmud
(/////, 133 a), a synonym of markulis ; Jerome translates,
sicut qui mittit lapidem in acervum Mercurii. Abulwalid

compares Ar. rajma, heap of stones, particularly at a grave ;

the ancient stone tumuli in Haurun and far into Arabia are

now called by the Bedouins rijm (pi. rijiim).&quot; It is doubtful
whether the difficult context admits tnis interpretation ;

see Toy,
Proverbs (ICC), ad loc.

A. In i S. 2019 41 many modern critics, following &amp;lt;B (pya.fi,

apyafi and -o/3, read 3jnn.1&amp;gt; and comparing the name AKC;OB

[q.v.], interpret stone heap (so -, i S. 20 19),
3 rude monu

ment of stone, or mound of earth (cp regiitlm, Job 21 33
38 38) ;

see EZEL.

i. Gilga.1 (SiSiiri, always with the article [except Josh.

5 9 in an etymology] ; treated by the versions as a proper
noun, raVyaXa, cp ^jSj, wheel

),
a stone circle, or

cromlech, such as has given its name to several places
in Palestine (see GILGAL). The origin of the most

famous of these, near Jericho, is told in Josh. 43820;
Joshua, after crossing the Jordan, set up at Gilgal twelve

stones taken from the bed of the river (cp GILGAL, 2 ;

QUARRIES). Numbers of stone circles are found E. of

the Jordan,
4 many of them megalithic though not

often of colossal size and, like the menhirs and dolmens
of the same region, monuments of a prehistoric popula
tion ;

5 others erected by the Arabs in recent times

around graves.
6 Cromlechs are found also in Galilee,

but are very rare in other parts of western Palestine (see

GILGAL). A diminutive circle, only 7 ft. in diameter,

the stones standing little more than i ft. high, was dis

covered by Schick at Artuf. 7

The worship of holy stones is one of the oldest forms

of religion of which evidence has been preserved to us,

_ _ , and one of the most universal. 8 It has
2. Holv stones ,

,
J

, frequently persisted in venerable cults

in the midst of high stages of civilisa

tion and in the presence of elevated

religious conceptions, while its survivals in popular

superstition have proved nearly ineradicable, even in

Christendom. 9

The holy stone was primitively a rude block, ordin

arily oblong, roughly cylindrical or rectangular in section,

frequently rounded or pointed at the top ;

10 sometimes
a prehistoric megalith, sometimes of inconspicuous
dimensions. Later, the tapering rectangular block

became an obelisk or a pyramid, the cylindrical pillar

was shaped to a cone with rounded top (meto.) or an

omphalos.
11 As the conception of deity became more

anthropomorphic, rough outlines of members of the

human body were carved upon the stone as attributes,

or a natural likeness was worked out more or less

1 Survey ofEastern Palestine, 1 205^
2 See Doughty, Ar. Des. 1 385^ 447 ; cp Goldziher, Muhant.

Studien, 1 2337^
3 Ewald, Thenius, Wellhausen, \V. R. Smith, and others.
* See Survey ofEastern Palestine, 1 i\f., and elsewhere.
5 See Fergusson, Rude Stone Monuments, 1872; Keane,

Ethnology, 123^; Joly, Man before Metals, 144^
6 See, for example, Schumacher, /?/J/J

( 9 271 (in Jolfm).
7 ZDPl \0 143 and PI. IV. Similar small circles in Australia,

Girard de Rialle, i&f.
8 See Girard de Rialle, RIythologie comparee, 1 12-32 (1878) ;

Tylor, Primitive Cultured, 2 \tooff.
9 The history of Greek religion is pec iliarly instructive ; see

Overbeck, Das Cultusobject bei den Griechttn in seinen altesten

Gestaltungen, Ber. d. siichs. Gesellsch. d. Wissensch., 1864, pp.
121^!; Reisch, in Pauly- Wissowa, 2 723 ff. (ap-yol Aiflot),
where other literature will be found ; cp 1 909 jf. (Agyieus) ;

Farnell, Cults ofthe Greek States, \ i^ff. 102f. yo^f. etc. ; De
Visser, De Gr&amp;lt;ecorum diis non referentibus speciem humanam,
~y&amp;gt;ff. (1901). For acts of councils and synods in Europe con
demning stone worship and cognate superstitions, see Girard de
Rialle, op. cit. 28 ; Du Cange, s.v. Petra ; Tylor, 2

\(*&amp;gt;f.

If Examples of these various types will be found in Survey
of Eastern Palestine, 1, passim, and in Ohnefalsch-Richter,
Kypros, Plates.

&quot; The last-named types are frequently represented upon
coins, especially of Paphos. and of several cities in the Lebanon
region and on the Syrian coast (Emesa, Chalcis, Byblos, Seleucia

Pieria, etc.); see below, 3.
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completely into a head and bust

;

1
simple indications

of drapery on the lower part of the cylindrical or conical
stone prepared the way for the final development, the
statue of the god in human form. On the other hand,
the rectangular cippus or the column might become a
monolithic altar, as the cairn or dolmen became an
altar of loose stones. 2 Columns of metal sometimes
took the place of columns or obelisks of stone. 3

A sanctuary might have but one holy stone, or a
pair

4 or triad,
5 or a greater number standing in a group

or ring. The presence of several such stones does not

imply that as many different deities were primitively
worshipped at the place,

6
though this was doubtless the

prevailing explanation in later times.&quot; Especial holiness
attached to certain small stones of peculiar form and
colour which were believed to have fallen from heaven,
and to possess the power of motion and sometimes, at

least of speech, with many other marvellous properties

(bcrtylia).

On no race has this form of idolatry had a deeper or

more lasting hold than on the Semites. Among the

3 Amomr the
nomaciic branches of the stock the

g .. sacred stone was the universal object
of veneration. The Arabs worshipped

a stone, writes Clement of Alexandria in an often-

quoted passage,
8 and his words are abundantly con

firmed by the testimony of early Moslem authors

concerning the religion of their forefathers. 9 Besides
the rude or partly fashioned blocks which bore the

names of particular gods, the nusb (pi. ansdb : see

above, id) or, as it is also called, ghariy, was found

everywhere. About the Phoenicians in the mother-

country and the colonies, we have not only the testimony
of the OT (see Ezek. 26 n, thy mighty massebdhs

)

and of Greek and Roman writers, but also that of the

native historian, Philo of Byblos (
Sanchuniathon

),

10

and considerable monumental evidence besides. In
Phoenician temples the old sacred stone was not,
even in later times, superseded by an anthropo
morphic idol.

Thus, at Paphos the goddess (Aphrodite-Astarte) was a round
stone tapering upwards like the turning-post in the circus.H On
the island of Gozo, near Malta, such a stone has been found about
a metre high, shaped like a sugar loaf; it stood between two
upright posts which supported a slab. 1 - A coin of the age of
Macrinus shows the principal temple at Byblos ; in the court is

a conical stone upon an altar-like basis. 1 * Similar stones appear
on many coins of cities in the Lebanon and on the Syrian
coast. I4

A stone obelisk found in Cyprus bears on its base an

inscription beginning: This masstbeth, etc. 15 From
the OT we know that the mdssebdh was regularly found
at the holy places of the Canaanites (e.g. , Ex. 34 13 ;

1 On the development of the human figure on omphali and
conical stones, see esp. Gerhard, Uber das Metroon zu A then,

1851 (
=ABAW, 1849, p. 459^)-

a See below, 5.
3 So at Tyre (Herod. 2 44), and Jerusalem (see JACHIN AND

BOAZ).
4 So in many places, two obelisks.
6 See votive steles from Hadrumetum, Pietschmann, PhSni-

zier, 205, Evans, JHS 11
;
at Medain Salih, Doughty, Ar. Des.

1 121 187.
8 See Ex. 24 4, cp Herod. 3 8, seven stones smeared (by the

Arabs) with blood in honour of Dionysos and the heavenly
goddess; Wellhausen, Ar. Heid.V) 102; WRS, Rel. Sem.&
210 n.

7 So the thirty stones at Pharai, with the names of individual

gods, Pausan. 7 22.
8 Cohort. 100 4 (p. 40, Potter).
See Wellh. Hcid.V\ ; WRS Rel. Sfi.W 200 ff. 210. On the

stones at Taif, Doughty, Ar. Des. 2513/1; WRS Kinship,
29

lo See esp. frg. 1 7, FHG 3 564 B) ; 2 8 (566 BXU Tacitus, Hist. 23; cp Head, Hist. Num. 628.
12 Perrot and Chipiez.
13 Mionnet, Supplem. 8252^ (no. 74 f., PI. 17 no. 2); Renan,

Mission de Phenicie, 177 ; Pietschmann, PhSnizier, 200.
14 Seleucia Pieria (near Antioch), Brit. Mus. Cat. of Greek

Coins, Galatia, Cappadocia, and Syria, PI. XXXIII. 8; cp
3/. 7; Emesa(Herodian,v.3io), it. PI. XXVII. izff., cp 28 i ;

Chalcis (sub Libano?), it. PI. XXXIII. 10, etc.
15 CIS I, no. 44; Ohnefalsch-Richter, Kypros, PI. LXXX. 5,

and 17;
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see below, 7) : two such stones have recently been

discovered standing in situ by the ascent to the high

place at Petra. The prohibition of cutting the stone of

an altar in the old law Ex. 2025, doubtless applied

equally to the massebah. It expresses partly a religious

scruple the use of a tool upon the sacred stone was,

as it were, an assault on the numen, partly religious

conservatism in opposition to the artificial altars and
obelisks of the Canaanites.

The rites of stone-worship were preserved in their

most primitive form among the Arabs. Victims were

_ ., j slaughtered at the sacrificial stones (nusb,
.

pj
,

(rw _f(j^^2 Up0n wn ich blood was smeared

whence their other name ghariy. At the foot of the

stone, or near it, was, at least in some cases, a hole

into which the blood was poured or allowed to flow

(ghabghab) ;

3 votive offerings were also cast into it we
read of garments, silver and gold, and incense being
found in such a pit. The flesh was cooked and con

sumed in a feast ;

4 the god had no part but the blood.

Meal was thrown into the pit of Al-Ukaisir, together
with an offering of hair at his feast. 5 The anointing of

certain stones at Medina with oil was, of course, a

foreign rite. When no offering was made, reverence

was shown the sacred stone by stroking it with the hand

(tamassuA). Votive offerings, particularly garments or

weapons, were hung upon the stone, or deposited in the

pit or well beneath it.

Elsewhere oil was poured or smeared upon the holy
stones (hence \nrapol \iffoi, Theophrast. Char. 16

;

Clem. Alex. Strom. 7 4, p. 843 Potter) ;
this was the

custom at Bethel, initiated by Jacob (Gen. 28 18 31 13,

cp 35i4), and it was general in the Greek and Roman
world. 6 A libation is made by Jacob, Gen. 35 14 (? at

a tomb). At some sanctuaries the stones were decor

ated at festivals with garlands and fillets (see, e.g. ,

Pausan. x. 246 raw wool), and they are frequently so

represented on coins ; they were sometimes draped or

swathed in garments.
7

We have seen in our examination of Arab customs that

the rites of sacrifice attached to the sacred stone (mtsb).
In the OT these rites are performed

a ,-,,,
8

at the altar, upon which the victim s

;s smeareci or dashed, in a sink at

the foot of which the rest of the blood is poured, while

the massebah stands beside the altar without any clearly
defined place in the cultus. There can be no doubt
that this difference is to be ascribed to the prevalence

among the settled population of Canaan of offerings by
fire

;
but the course of the evolution is a matter of

uncertain speculation, for the differentiation was com
plete long before our earliest testimony. The altar

may be conceived as merely a table of offerings or a
sacrificial hearth before the deity represented by the old

standing stone (massebah}. Or the altar may itself

have been a primitive holy stone, the monolithic altar

having developed out of a flat-topped block, others out

of dolmens or cairns, the form of which permitted their

being used to burn the fat of the victim on, as well as

1 See Wellh. Ar. Heid.Pl ;
WRS Rel. Scm.W.

^ A traditional account of such a sacrifice by Mohammed
before his conversion, Lisan, ii. 256 20.

3 On the word see Wellh. ioof., but cp G. Hoffmann, ZA,
1896, p. 323.

4 See SACRIFICE.
5 Wellh. //&amp;lt;/. (2) 63.
6

See, e.g. , Arnobius, Contra. Denies, 1 39 ; Verwey, De
unctionibus, in Ugolini, Tkes. 30 1362^; Reisch, Pauly-
Wissowa, 2727. A theory of the origin of the practice, WRS,
Rel. Sem.W, 232/ 383^, controverted by Weinel, ZATW
1S 48/.

So the bcetyl described in Damascius (above, i c) , see

Lenormant, Les Betyles, RHR,Z44S., and cp Tylor(3),
2 167. Cp DRESS, 8, col. 1141.

8 See WRS Rel. Sem.W 200/1 377^; cp ALTAR.
9

It^
should be borne in mind that the Hebrew word for

altar (tnizbeali) denotes only slaughter-place. An example
like i S. 14 32-34 shows that the stone might be designated
ad hoc, but that it was indispensable ; the offering by fire
was not.
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_ __ _, _,
5. Massebah

, 7., 8an ar.

MASSEBAH
to receive its blood

;

J the massebah upon this hypothesis
being the tapering or pointed stone which could not be
so used. 2 The peculiar holiness of the altar as seen,
for example, in the right of asylum together with the
fact that the blood was, so far as we are informed,
applied exclusively to it, never to the massebah, makes it

probable that the latter alternative is the true explana
tion of the origin of the altar

; whilst it may be regarded
as certain that the former view was the one commonly
entertained by worshippers in the times in which the
OT books were written. It is not without importance
to observe that the comparative detachment of the
massebah from the cultus made it easier to interpret
the old holy stones at Israelite sanctuaries as mere
monuments (see below, 7).
Two theories which have had some currency may be

briefly dismissed. The opinion that the holy stones

6. Significance
are ^Presentations or symbols of sacred

of th mountains/ probably suggested by such

ma.sseb3.hs
exani ples as the conical stone of Zeus
Kasios on coins of Seleucia Pieria, is

an inference vastly too wide for the facts on which it

relies, even on the supposition that they are correctly

interpreted, and is connected with an untenable theory
of primitive religion (see NATURE-WORSHIP). Nor
for the latter reason is the view much more acceptable
that standing-stones and cairns erected by men are the

representatives of natural rocks which were regarded as

divine. 4 An explanation which has found much wider

currency and tenacious adherence, particularly among
amateurs in the history of religion, is that the stone

pillars, obelisks, cones, and the like, as well as the

wooden posts or poles (see ASHERAH) are phallic
emblems. 5 Aside from the awkward fact that the

standing stone may be a goddess as well as a god, the

notion that religion begins with a symbol of the repro
ductive power in nature is singularly wide of the mark.
That a late writer like the author of the Dea Syria
describes the twin columns before the temple at Hiera-

polis as phalloi can hardly be seriously offered as evid

ence of the ideas of the worshippers at the temple, much
less, of those of their remote ancestors when they set up
their rude stone pillars.

6 For an explanation of stock

and stone worship upon the general premises of animism

(fetishism) the reader is referred to Tylor ;

7 for one

adapted to the totemistic hypothesis, to Jevons.
8

It hardly falls within the scope of this Encyclopaedia
to discuss the ultra-empirical question. It must suffice

to observe that in some instances the stone was un

doubtedly believed to be alive. The boetyl, as we have

seen, was an animated stone
;

late writers discussed the

doubt whether divine or demonic. On the other hand,
it is probable that when men set up a massebah it was
not because they had discovered by some sign that a
numen dwelt in it, but rather to furnish an abode or

resting-place for the spirit or deity, that it might thus

be present at the place of sacrifice, receive the blood
of the victim, and fulfil the wishes of the worshippers.

9

It was thus an artificial sanctuary,
10 the rude pre

cursor of the temple and the altar as well as of

the idol.

In the patriarchal story massebdhs are erected by
Jacob at Bethel (Gen. 2818-22, cp 31 13) and near

1 See the description of an Arab sacrifice in Nilus, Narr. 3
(Migne, Patr. Gr&amp;lt;eca, 79, col. 612); cp Stengel, Kultusalter-

tuiiierV), Taf. 1 5.
2 Cp Apollo Agyieus and the Agyieus altar ; Pauly-Wissowa,

s.v.
3 So, e.g., Baudissin, Studien zur Semit. Rel.-gesch. 2 146

219242, esp. 266.
4 See against this theory WRS, Rel. Se /.(-), 209.
5 Cp, e.g., Movers, PhSnhier, 1 yjoff.\ see De Visser, i^f.
6 See on this point also WRS, I.e., and 456 ff.
7 Primitive Culture, 2

t(x&amp;gt;ff.

8 Introd. to the History of Religion, \-$\ff. ,
see also WRS,

Rel. Sent, ft), vooff.
9 This distinction is said to have been first clearly made by

Grimmel, De lapidum cultu, Marb. 1853.
10 See IDOLATRY, 4.
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MASSIAS MATTANIAH
Shechem (8820, MT altar

),
on the Aramaean fron

tier in Gilead (at Ramoth? 3145 ff.}, at the tomb of

Rachel (8020), and perhaps at that of Deborah (35 14,

. see above, 16). The massebdh in
7. Holystones the sanctuary of Yahwe at Shechem

in tne Ul. wag get up by joshua (josn 24 26/ , cp

Judg. 96), the stone at Ebenezer by Samuel (i S. 7i2).

Moses, before the covenant sacrifice at Horeb, erects

twelve massebdhs at the foot of the mountain, beside or

around the altar
(
Ex. 24 4) ;

* the cromlech at Gilgal was
attributed to Joshua (Josh. 4 20); Elijah set up twelve

stones on Carmel in the name of Yahwe (i K. 1831 f.).
2

It has been noted that all these instances are in

Ephraimite sources ; they make it clear that down to

the eighth century the massebdhs stood unchallenged
at the sanctuaries of Yahwe. Hosea speaks of the

massebdh 3 as an indispensable part of the furnishing of

a place of worship (84); when their land prospered the

Israelites made fine massfbdhs, which shall be destroyed
with the altars (ICh). There is no reason to think that

it was otherwise in Judah.
4

Of the prophets, Amos and Isaiah do not speak of

the massebdhs, though the latter inveighs against idols
;

Hosea s words have been cited above; Mic. 5 11-13

predicts the destruction, in the coming judgment, of

idols (pisllim), massebdhs and dshenihs, together with

magic and sorcery ;
but it is doubtful whether the

passage is by the eighth century prophet.
5

Jeremiah
speaks only of Egyptian obelisks (43 13) ;

Ezekiel of the

mighty pillars of Tyre (26 n) ;
the same prophet begins

the denunciation of the hammdnlm. Is. 19 19 (late) fore

tells the erection of a massebdh to Yahwe in the border

of Egypt. Is. 576, as generally interpreted, gives
evidence of the persistence of the old rites of stone

worship in the Persian period.
The laws in Ex. 34 13 2324

6 command the destruc

tion of the Canaanite massebdhs with the dismantling
of their sanctuaries (see also Dt. 12s 7s). The seventh

century legislation further prohibits the erection of
1

asherdhs and massebdhs to Yahwe (Dt. 1622 Lev. 26 1).

The deuteronomistic historians set at the head of their

catalogue of the sins which brought ruin on the northern

kingdom the asherahs and massebdhs which the Israelites

had reared on every high hill (2 K.17io); Judah was
in the same condemnation (i K. 1423); it is a mark of

wicked kings that they erected massebdhs (z K. 82, cp
i K. 1632) ; good kings removed or destroyed them

(2 K. 82 1026 1842814).
For the religious history see HIGH PLACE, 7 ;

ISRAEL, 26.

Most of the books dealing with the subject have been cited in

the several paragraphs of the article. Here may be added :

Zoega, De
ol&amp;gt;eliscis(iit)-j); Dozy, De Israelites.

8. Literature, te Mekka, 18-32 (1864); H. Pierson, Heilige
Steencn in Israel, 1864 ; Birtyliendienst, 1866 ;

H. Ooit, De Heiligdommens van Jehovah te Dan en te Bethel
voor Jeroboam I., Th. T \ 285-306 (1867); Kuenen, Religion
ofIsrael, 1300-395 ; Ohnefalsch-Richter, Kypros, 144^; v. Gall,
Altisraelitische Kultstiitten, 1898; Arthur rjyans, Mycenaean
Tree and Pillar Cult (1901) ; Lagrange, Etudes sur les re

ligions scmitiques ; enceintes et pierres sacrees (Extrait de la.

RCT.IUC Biblique, Avril 1901). Q. p. M.

MASSIAS (MA.CCIA.C [A]), i Esd. 22 = Ezra 1022,

MAASEIAH, 12.

MAST (nfi). Is. 8823 Ezek. 27s ; also Is. 30 17 EVms-.

See BEACON, SHIP.

MASTER AND SERVANT. See SLAVERY.

MASTER AND SCHOLAR. See EDUCATION, 16.

1 If the verse is a unit ; see EXODUS ii., 4, iv.

2 In ?. 32 he builds an altar of the twelve stones: but the
altar has already been repaired (v. 30) ;

the parallel to Ex. 244
is obvious.

3
&amp;lt;B Pesh. altar.

&amp;lt; That there was a massebah in the temple in Jerusalem in
the days of Joash has been inferred from 2 K. 12 AJ cp 9(10].
So Stade, ZA Tll bySqf. (1885), Kittel, and others.

6 See MICAH, 3/
6 Probably not earlier than the seventh century.
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MASTERS OF ASSEMBLIES
Eccles. 12 i if EV, RV&quot;&amp;gt;g. collectors of sentences (irapa. TOM&amp;gt;

&amp;lt;rvv9fndT&amp;lt;av [BC], n. T.
&amp;lt;ruvayfj.a.T&amp;lt;av [N*A], rr. T. avvrayit.. [Nc.ag.

See WISDOM LITERATURE.

MASTIC TREE, EV mastick tree (CXINOC [87 and

Theod.]), Sus. 54!, the Pistacia Lentiscus, L. , the most

likely source of the OT sdri
(
EV balm

).
It is described

as a dioecious evergreen, mostly found as a shrub a few
feet high ; but when allowed to attain its full growth,
it slowly acquires the dimensions of a small tree having
a dense head of foliage (Pharmacogr.i-) 161).

Mastic appears in RVmg- in Gen. 37 25 as an alternative

to balm ( &quot;]),
and is probably the better rendering. See

BALM.

MATHANIAS
(MAT9&amp;lt;\Nl&amp;lt;\[c] [AL]), i Esd. 9 31 =

Ezra 1030, MATTANIAH, 8.

MATHELAS (MA9HA&C [A]), i Esd. 9 19 RV=
Ezra 10 18, MAASEIAH, 10.

MATHUSALA (/v\a,9OYCa,AA. [Ti.WH]), Lk. 3y
AV

;
RV METHUSELAH.

MATRED (TIPP), apparently the mother of Mehe-

tabel, wife of HADAD II., king of Edom, Gen. 8639

(MATp&[e]ie [A&amp;gt;], -pee [L], MA.p&amp;lt;M9 [E]) i Ch. 150

(MATPA.A [A], -pn9 [L], om. B). Probably, however,
the text is corrupt; Mehetabel was bath missur, i.e.,

a Musrite (N. Arabian). See ME-ZAHAB.

MATRI, RV The Matrites (nOSH), the Benjamite

family to which Saul belonged (i S. 10 21 bis, MATT&pei
[BA], -eiT[Aonce], AMATTApl [I-]- ff7X/[Vg.]).
The name seems to be corrupt. Marquart {Fund. 14) sug

gests 1-1p2 (BicnRi)as a correction. YD&amp;gt; Machir, might also

be thought of (see BECHORATH), and this is nearer the probable
ultimate source, Jerahmeel (Che.). See MERAB, RAMATHAIM-
ZOPHIM, SAUL, 6.

MATTAN (jnO [common in Ph.], cp NAMES, 15,

50 ; MA.T9A.N [BAL]).
1. The priest of Baal slain by the people at the instigation of

Jehoiada (2 K. 11 18, y.a.y6av [B], paxav [A] ;
2 Ch. 23 17). His

full name was possibly Mattan-ba al ( gift of Baal ), a well-

known Phoenician name (cp Muthum-balles [Plautus, Poen. v.,

2 35] and Schr. KA 7&quot;(2), 104). At the same time, in the light of
the present writer s theory of the original ethnic affinities of

Nathan, Nethaneel, Nethaniah, and many other names which
as they now stand, admit of a religious meaning, it is more

probable that Nathan is a modification either of Ethan or of
Temani (from which indeed Ethan may perhaps come). Ob
serve that MATTAN, 2, is the father of a Zephathite ; note also

the ethnic relations of the Nethaniahs. T. K. C.

2. Father of SHEPHATIAH [g.v.] (Jer. 38 1, vadav [BKA],
V&amp;lt;L06i [Qmg.]).

MATTANAH (HjriO, a gift ; MANOANAeiN
[BAF 1

!,], MAN9A.NIN [A in v. 18], [MvOavev [F* and
Fm -]),

if the text is right, a station of the Israelites

between BEER and NAHALIEL (Nu. 21 18/ ).
The

definition of its situation in the Onomasiica (277 82

137so) as on the Arnon, 12 m. E. of Medeba, is use

less, because the Arnon flows S. of Medeba, and
modern identifications are purely fanciful. For several

reasons, however (note, for instance, that &amp;lt;5

L omits K(d

airb fjiavOavaeiv in v. 19), it is not improbable that

Mattanah is not a proper name at all, but belongs,
with the meaning a gift,

1

to the last line of the Song
of the Well, which was misunderstood. The initial

misapprehension led to a tampering with the text of

the itinerary in vv. i83 19, which should perhaps be

corrected as proposed by Budde (see BEER, i
; NEBO).
T. K. C.

MATTANIAH (H^TO, [-irVpPID,
in nos. 4, 5]),

gift of Yahwe
; 27, 50 ; cp Mattaniama on a

cuneiform tablet from Nippur [5th cent. B.C.], but see

MATTAN.MATTITHIAH; M&99&NiAc[B], -r9&- [AL]).
1. The earlier name of king ZEDEKIAH (2 K. 24i7,

HaOOav [B], /uarfl. [B
ab

], /uLfSOaviav [A]).

2. b. Micah, an Asaphite Levite in list of inhabitants

of Jerusalem (EZRA ii., 5 [6], 15 [i]) (Neh. 11 17
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MATTATHA
H0.ea.via [B], -j [L], fj.a00ai&amp;gt;ias [N

c -a
A]). He appears

as the chief singer in the post-exilic temple,
1 the second

and third places being occupied by BAKBUKKIAH and

Abda (see OBADIAH, 9) respectively. By a conven

tional fiction each is traced back to one of the three

chiefs of the Davidic singers (see ETHAN, 2, etc. ; cp
GENEALOGIES, 7 [ii.]), though an attempt seems to have

been made to incorporate two of them at least with the

b ne Heman (see 5 ;
and cp ABIASAPH). The enumera

tion of these three among the door-keepers in Neh. 12 25

(/j.a.8()a.viat [K
c - a

&quot;&quot;*

SU
P-L, om. BN*A]) is clearly not

original, as a comparison of i Ch. 9 17 Ezra 2 42 Neh.

7 43 will show. The mention of them ought to precede
v. 24 ( ui DIM? D.rriNi). A great-grandson of Mattaniah

is mentioned in Neh. 1122 (fj.a9da.viov [N
c -a m

s-)L]) as

the overseer of the Levites (see Uzzi), and another

appears among the sons of the priests at the dedication

of the wall (Neh. 12ss ;
see ZECHARIAH, 13, 26). The

obvious irreconcilableness of the supposed dates of the

passages in which this famous singer appears (e.g. , Neh.

128, time of Zerubbabel ;
Neh. 11 17, time of Nehemiah)

may warn us of the instability of the post-exilic gene

alogies, and of the uncertainty of the name-lists in Ezra-

Neh. (see GENEALOGIES i.
, 7 ;

EZRA ii. , 5, 6).

3. An Asaphite Levite, the great-grandfather of

Zechariah the father of JAHAZIEL (2 Ch. 20 14, rov

fjLa.Oda.viov [L], -vO. [B])- The number of links between

Mattaniah and Zechariah agrees with Neh. 12ss (cp
2 above). This, perhaps, is not accidental, and we may
suppose that Jahaziel is the name of one of the

Chronicler s famous contemporaries (see GENEALOGIES

j., 6, and 7 [ii. *]).

4. Another Asaphite Levite, mentioned together with ZECHA
RIAH (2 Ch. 29 13, iJ.aT0a.via ; [Bab]).

5. One of the b ne Heman, mentioned together with Bukkiah
and others (cp Bakbukkiah and see 2 above), i Ch. 264 16 (JJLO.V-

Oavias [BJ).

6. 7, 8, and 9. Names in the list of those with foreign wives

(EZRA i., 5, end) : viz.,

6. One of the b ne EI.AM (q.v, ), Ezra 10 26 (fj.a0avia [BN],

fiaOea. [A])= i Esd. 9 27 MATTHANIASfuaravtB], (j.a.06avi.a&amp;lt;; [L]).

7. One of the b ne ZATTU (q.v.\ Ezra 10 27 (aXaSavia. [BJ,

/SaAaflai/iai/ [N ], /xaflflai/ai [AL])= I Esd. 9 28 OTHONIAS (ogoi/ta;

[BA], rLa.T6a.via. [L]).
8. One of the b ne PAHATH-MOAB (q.v.\ Ezra 10 30 (na0avia

[B], a/xaflai/eia [], iJLa80avia. [AL])= i Esd. 9 31, MATHANIAS,
RV MATTHANIAS (/3ecncacr7ra&amp;lt;7ju.us [B], narQavia [L]).

9. One of theb neBANl(^.z.,2), Ezra 10 37 (^aBavia [BN], fnad-
Oavia [AL]) who appears in I! i Esd. 9 34 in the corrupted form
of MAMNITANAIMUS, RV MAMNITANEMUS.

10. Grandfather of HANAN (q.v.), Neh. 1813 (va.9a.via. [B]J

f.- [N*], (taOOavia [Kc.a], -,u [AL]). S. A. C.

MATTATHA (MATTAGA [Ti. WH]), a name in the

genealogy of Jesus (Lk. 831). See GENEALOGIES ii. ,

3-

MATTATHAH, RV Mattattah (nnflO, for Mat-
tithiah ; see NAMES, 27), b. Hashum, a layman in the list of

ihose with foreign wives (EzRA i., 5 end), Ezra 10 33 (a6a [BN],

Iia98a6 [L], -a. [A]). In || i Esd. 933 the name is MATTHIAS
(AV], or MATTATHIAS [RV] OuaTTa0ias [BA], MaT0tas [L]).

MATTATHIAS (MATT&amp;lt;\GI&amp;lt;\C [BNAL], 6; see

MATTITHIAH).
1. i Esd. 943. See MATTITHIAH, 4.
2. The father of the Maccabees (i Mace. 2 1-49 14 29). See

MACCABEES i., 3.

3. b. Absalom, a general who with Judas Chalphi stood by
Jonathan the Maccabee in the fight against Demetiius (i Mace.
11 70).

4. b. Simon the Maccabee (i Mace. 16 14). See SIMON.
5. One of Nicanor s envoys (2 Mace. 14 19, fj.aTra0fi.av [A]).

1 In Neh. 128 (ta.xa.via, [BN], fia9. [A], fjLaOOavias [L] he is said
to have been over the thanksgiving (on the reading see CHOIR).
In Neh. 11 17 RV styles him the chief to begin the thanks

giving in prayer&quot; (n?BFlS iTliiV
Pl^fWfl

E Nl). Tl is, however,

disregards the strong indications of overgrowth in the text.

fni,T (&amp;lt;SN
c - a g- L

) iouSa(s) spiings from nVnrlt which is a cor
rection of n^nn- .&quot;l^SPi prayer is a variant to n7nn, song of

praise. Substitute therefore for RV leader of the song of

praise&quot; (Nc.a mg. ip^ybs TOV aivov ,
L apx^v r. at.). See

Che. JBL 18 2T.of. [1899]. On the II i Ch. see HERKSH.
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MATTHEW
6 and 7. Names appearing in the GENEALOGIES OF TF.SVS\O.V.
3](Lk.3 2S y:).

MATTENAI (^JjlO, abbrev. of
iTjJPHp,

or from
Temani [Che.]; M&GGANAI [N

c -an)g- &quot;

AL]), a post-
exilic name.

1. A priest temp. Joiakim (EzRAii., db, ii), Neh. 12 ig

(na00avi.a [L ; BNA om.]).
2. and 3. In list of those with foreign wives (EZRA i., 5 end),

viz.,

2. One of the b ne HASHUM, Ezra 10 33 (fia.0a.via [BN],
fj.a09avia/j. [L])=i Esd. 933, Ai/TANEUS, RV MALTANNEUS
(/laArai/patoc [B], aAr. [A]).

3. One of the b ne Bani, Ezra 10 37 (ij.a6a.vav [B], (ia99ava [j&amp;lt;],

via [AL]). See MAMNITANAIMUS in II i Esd. 934.

MATTHAN (/WAGGON [Ti. WH]), a name in the

genealogy of Jesus (Mt. lis). See GENEALOGIES ii. ,

3-

MATTHANIAS. i. i Esd. 9 27 = Ezra 1026, MAT
TANIAH, 6.

2. i Esd.93i RV = Ezral03o, MATTANIAH, 8.

MATTHAT (M&amp;lt;\66&0 [Ti-]. -T [WH v. 29], Md,T0&T

[WH v. 24]), two names in the genealogy of Jesus (Lk.

82429). See GENEALOGIES ii.
, 3.

MATTHELAS (M&amp;lt;\GHA&amp;lt;\C [A]), i Esd. 9i 9 = Ezra
10 18, MAASEIAH, 10.

MATTHEW (MA.GGAIOC [Ti. WH],
[TR]), according to our earliest gospel (Mk. 3i8) one of

the Twelve Apostles, and placed there
&quot;

seventh in order, between Bartholomew and
Thomas. The writer of the first gospel (Mt. 10 3) trans

poses Matthew and Thomas and adds the tax-gatherer

(6 TeXc&vr;*) after Matthew. This must be taken in

connection with the fact that for the Levi son of Alphasus
of Mk. 2 14 Mt. (9 9) substitutes Matthew. It is clear that

the writer of the first gospel intended his readers to under
stand that Matthew the apostle was that Matthew the

publican whom Jesus called from the receipt of custom.

If we do not fall back upon the theory of corruption in the

text of Mk. from which Mt. was copying we must

acquiesce in the identification Matthew the apostle
= Matthew the publican = Levi the publican. There is

abundant justification for the double name. The
meaning of Matthew (Ma00cuos) is uncertain.

Dalman (Gram. 142, IVorte Jesu, 40) connects the name with
the late Jewish rrnO&amp;gt; iTfinDi liTnriD , cp the Palmyrene Sl3fO
(7ia=7jJ3^i NHD- Niildeke, however (GGA , 1884, p. 1023), with

Ewald, Hitzig, Schmiedel, takes it to be the abbreviated form of

TON or RDN. Grimm (Clavis Nov. Test.) derives it from flD=
man. In any case it is probably, like Levi, a Semitic name.
But there are analogies for the bearing of two Semitic names,
e.g. ,

Simeon = Cephas.

In Lk. 615 Matthew comes seventh in the list as in

Mk. ; but in Acts 1 13 he has fallen to eighth as in Mt.

The only other fact in the Gospels about Matthew
Levi is contained in Mk. 2is = Lk. 529= Mt. 9io. It

TVTV 9 T t ^as been much debated whether the

k ivn-

5
o nouse here- spoken of belonged to Jesus

or to Levi. Lk. says plainly that it

was the house of Levi
;
but he has, probably, misinter

preted Mk. s narrative.

The &amp;lt;7vvavfKei.i To r&amp;lt;Z Irjo-oC of Mk. 2 15 is practically equiva
lent to sat at table in the house of Jesus. Cp Lk. 14ioru&amp;gt;i

truvavaKfiiJ.evtav &amp;lt;T&amp;lt;H
= thy guests, Mk. 6 22 rots avvavaKfi^tvo^

= his (Herod s) guests. The avrov in Mk. 2 i^a = T~ov lyirovv.

It is quite in accordance with Mk. s style to begin a

narrative without specifying the subject of the sentence ;

cp 223 where him (avrov) again = Jesus (TOV Itjffovv).

There Jesus is the speaker of the preceding words ;
but

in 2 14, and frequently, the subject of the verb is 6
Ii)&amp;lt;rovs

understood, though the preceding words referred to others

than Jesus. If Mk. leaves it doubtful whether the

house was that of Jesus or of Levi, Mt. seems certainly to

have interpreted him in the former sense. For Mt.

omits his (avrov) after house (oiKlq.) just because,

being equivalent to of Jesus, it seemed superfluous.

Moreover, Mt. who in 4 13 speaks of Jesus as settling in

Capernaum, and in 9 1 of Capernaum as his own city,
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can hardly mean by the simple in the house (tv ry

olidy) of 9 10 any other than Jesus own house. It seems

probable, therefore, that the scene of Mk. 2 15-17 was
the house of Jesus in Capernaum, and that this nar

rative has no connection with the account of Levi s call

other than the common subject of Jesus familiarity with

tax gatherers (reXtDvat).

In the post-biblical literature Matthew and Levi are sometimes

distinguished. Heracleon, quoted in Clem. Strom, iv. 9 7 1
,

says that Matthew, Philip, Thomas, and Levi

3. Post-biblical died natural deaths. The same distinction

literature. is found in Or K- c - Cels - i- 62- Origen says
that Levi (6 Aeuijs, ed. Koetschau) the

publican was not of the number of the twelve except in some of

the copies of the Gospel according to Mark. Since no known
authorities have the name Levi in Mk. s list of Apostles, it would
seem that Origen read James for Levi in Mk. 2 14, where
this reading is found in D a b c e ff.(-) g( ). Matthew and Levi

are also distinguished in Kphrem, Ev. Cone, e.rfi., ed. Mosinger,

287, apparently in the Arabic Diatessaron (146 &quot;9 (cp Hamlyn
Hill, Earliest Life, 67, n. 4), and in the Syr. Didascalia, ed.

Lag., 89 i, where it is said that Christ appeared to Levi and
then he was seen also by us all i.e., by the apostles. Amongst
modern writers Resch (Ptirallelte.rte, 3 h29_/I) identifies Matthew
Levi with Nathanael(cp MATTHIAS), but on insufficient grounds.

For the Acts of Andrew and Matthew (Matthias, y.v.), cp
Lipsius, Apokr. Ap.-gesch. 1 546^?! (Acts and) Martyrdom of

Matthciv have been re-edited by Bonnet in

4. Literature. Lipsius, Acta Apast. Apok. 2216-262. Cp
Harnack, Gesch. Altcliristl. Lit. 139 ; Lipsius,

Apokr. Ap.-gesch. 2 2, 103-141. For the tradition which connects

Matthew with the first gospel, cp GOSPELS, 65, 71.

W. C. A.

MATTHEW (GOSPEL). See GOSPELS.

MATTHIAS, i. (MA00IAC [B*D Ti. Treg. WH],
V, abbrev. from M*.TTA6lAC, M&TO&OlAC,

i&quot;l

T̂ rip, Matuthiah) was elected by

drawing or casting of lots to supply the place of Judas
Iscariot (Acts 1 23-26). Zeller

(
Contents and Origin of the

Acts of the Apostles, 1 168) denies the historical character

of this narrative on two grounds : (a) its assumption
that the apostles remained at Jerusalem ;

(/&amp;gt;)

its connec

tion with the account of the Feast of PENTECOST
(&amp;lt;/.

v.
).

The latter objection cannot be dealt with here. In

answer to the first it has sometimes been urged that the

Galilee of Christ s appearances was not the northern

province, but a district near Jerusalem. So, recently,

Zimmermann, Stud. u. A rit. 1901 447. H.esc\i(Parallel-
lexte 1 381 ff. )

has attempted to strengthen this theory by
supposing that Galilee in the gospel narratives of the

Resurrection is a transliteration of the Heb. n ? ?3 =
irfp^xwpos.

Resch appeals to the gospel of Peter airo lepoutraArj/u. icai rij?

wep&amp;lt;.)(u&amp;gt;pov,
to Tertullian. Apol. 21 (Galilaeam Jud;eae regionem),

to the Acta Pilaii, and to the tradition of a Galilee near the

Mount of Olives, which is frequently found in the Itineraria.

To the references given by Resch may be added the following
from the publications of the Pal. Pil. Text Society. Felix

Fabri, 1 482 (Galilee, a village on the Mt. of Olives) ; Saewulf, 19 ;

Anonymous Pilgrim, 5i ; Theoderich, 41 ; Fetellus, 4 (Galilee,
a chapel on Mt. Sion) ; John Poloner, 8, 9 ; Guide-Book to

Palestine, 16, 17 (Galilee, a mount near Jerusalem). John of

Wiirzburg, 29. Cp also Itincra ffierosolymitana, ed. Geyer 155.

The Acta Pilati, however, and these Itineraries are too

late to be valid as evidence
; cp Keim, Jesu von Nazara,

ET, 6380. It is unlikely that Tertullian had in mind

any other Galilee than the northern province. And
proof is required before it can be admitted that nS Si in

a first-century writing could have any other meaning
than that of Galilee the northern province. It is

noticeable that the LXX never translates S %l
?j or nS

1

?} by
TTfpiXupos. But Zeller s objection is without good ground.
Even if the author of Acts 1 supposed that the apostles
remained in Jerusalem, and even if he were wrong in this

supposition, nevertheless his statement that they were there

not long after the death of Christ may be true in point
of fact. The NT tells us nothing further of Matthias.

Eusebius (HE \ 12^ supposed him to have been one of

the Seventy. Clement (Strom, iv. 635) says that some
identified him with Zacchnsus. In the Clem. Recogn. (

1 60)
he is identified with Barnabas (Syr. ed. Lag., Barabbas).
The Syriac translator of Eusebius four times substitutes
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Tholmai for Matthias. Amongst modern writers Hilgen-
feld (NT Ext. Can. 105) identifies him with Nathanael.
The following were ascribed to Matthias : (a)a gospel, cp Orig.

Horn, i in Luc., Kus. HE 3 25; (/&amp;gt;) irapoioaei? Clem. Strata.

ii. 945 iii. 426 vii. 1382 ; (c) according to Hippol. Philos. 7 20,
Basilides and his son Isidore appealed to Ad-yot a7r6icpu&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;oi

of

Matthias. Zahn (Kanon, 2751 ff.) identifies all three. Cp
against this Harnack (Chronol. 597 ff.).

The Acts of Andrew and Matthias have been edited by
Bonnet (Acta Apost. Apoc. li, 1898), in Syriac by Wright
(Apoc. Acts). For the MSS and translations cp Harnack,
Gcsch. Altchrist. Lit. 127. Lipsius thinks that Matthias has
been confused with Matthew ; cp Apokr. Ap.-gcsch. ii. 2 258-264.
In the Greek Acts, Matthias journeys to the city of the Cannibals.
He is there cast into prison, and Christ promises to send Andrew
to deliver him. In accordance with this promise Andrew is

miraculously brought to the city of the Cannibals. He frees

Matthias by a miracle and causes him to be removed on a cloud

to a mountain where Peter was. Andrew, meanwhile, remains

in the city and is imprisoned and tortured. At length Christ

appears to him and heals him ; and after founding a Christian

church in the city, he finally leaves it in peace.
2. i Esd. . 33, RV Mattathias. See MATTATHAH.

W. C. A.

MATTITHIAH (rvnnp. and in i Ch. 15 2 i -irvnriO

see MATTAN, MATTANIAH and NAMES, 27, 50,

and on vocalisation, 6
; cp Mitinti, the name of a king

of Ashdod
; probably of ethnic affinities [Che.] ; M&T-

TAeiAC [BKAL]).
1. b. Shallum b. Korah aLevite(i Ch. 031 fi&amp;lt;XTT0ias [Bb. vid.J,

^ardaO. [L]).
2. An Asaphite Levite, a musician, i Ch. 15 18 21 (i^arradia ;

/utTTaflw [B] ; fnaTraOia, M eTTa0i&amp;lt;i [ K ] , cp 165 MaT0aeias [L])

who appears among the sons of Jeduthun in i Ch. 25 3 21

(fj.a.66 a.6ias [L], in v. 21 /xar^tas [AL]). See GENEALOGIES i.,

7 (ii-)-

3. One of the b ne NEBO (q.v.), Ezra 10 43 (fla^a&a [BK],

fj.a.06a(lia.s [A], fj.a.r6. [L]); in i Esd. 9 35, MAZITIAS (jxamas
IA], ^Tias [BJ, Ma00a0!.a [L]).

4. A priest who was present at the reading of the law by
Ezra (Neh. 84, ^aT0a0ias [N*], pnOBias [L]); in i Esd. 943,
MATTATHIAS.

MATTOCK, i. (Tiyp, mader; Vg. sarculum ;

(B has aporpiuiju.ei oi aporpiaO/jcreTcu ;
Is. 7 2st) an implement

used in vineyards; cp Is. 5 6 (oxat/ifj). See AGRICULTURE, 3.

2. nt5 ~in&amp;gt;
J S. 182i, corresponding with riU inO n * 2oa

where EV renders share. See SHARE. In v. 2c*/ the emended
text reads goad for mattock. See SHOT.

3. 3in, hfreb, 2 Ch. 34 6 Kr., so AV ; RV, preferably in their

ruins round about. Both Kt. and Kr. are mere guess-work (Ki.).

MAUL
(]
VDP, mep/iis [perhaps better

}
MSD, from

j
S: to break], pona.\ov [BNc.aA] poiravov [K*]), Prov. 25 18 EV.

For cognate synonyms, see BATTLE-AXE, i ; and cp WEAPONS.

MAUZZIM, GOD OF (D WO PI7K ; MAeozei[N]

[Theod. BAQ], |CXYPA L8 7] I esh. apparently read

D*W D*n!?R, strong gods ),
Dan. 11 38 AVms-, the

name of a god, variously rendered God s protectors,

god of munitions (AV
111

?-), . . . forces (AV), . . .

fortresses (RV). Most moderns have taken the refer

ence to be to Jupiter Capitolinus (so Gesenius, Lengerke,
Driver, Marti), in whose honour Antiochus began to

build a temple in Antioch (Livy, 41 20). G. Hoffmann

(Oeb. einige Phdn. Inschriften, 29), on the other hand,

thought of Zetfj IloXiefo, and Che. (SHOT Is. Heb. 92)

suggests the easy reading mthozim (c mn) cities. 1

But since mauzstm means primarily refuges (cpSym.

confugia} it may be more probable that the true reference

is to Jupiter Hospes (S& ioj) ; cp 2 Mace. 62^, and see

HOSPITALITY, JUPITER.
2

Prof. Cheyne points out that the curious rendering God s

protectors (AVi K-) is explained by Matthew Poole s remark,
It signifies demons, or gods protectors, whom the Romans

would worship with Christ, such as saints and angels.
A fresh line is taken by E. R. Bevan, Journal of Hell. Stud.

2026-30(1900), who argues that Antiochus Epiphanes assumed
divine honours, and finds in the god of Mauzzim Zeus

Olympios, with whom the king identified himself; cp Eng. Hist.

Rev. 1901, pp. 625-639. S. A. C.

1 See further the comm. of Behrmann, Driver, and Marti,
ad lac. For another view, see MODIN.

2 Hi. s suggestion D^ tj S [the god of] the fortress of the sea,

i.e., the Tyrian Melkart is worthy of mention if only for the

circumstance that there are several points of contact between
this deity and Jupiter Hospes (cp Kel. Sem.C-} 376).
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MAZITIAS (MAZITIAC [A]), i Esd. 9 35 = Ezra 10 43,

MATTITHIAH, 3.

MAZOR pi^E), RVs- 2 K. 1924 Is. 196 3725 Mic.

7 I2t, where RV has Egypt, and AV besieged places,

defence, or fortified cities. See MIZRAIM, i.

MAZZALOTH (nJD ; MAZOYPOuO [BAL]), 2 K.

23 sf.

Not the signs of the Zodiac, which are called the pictures

(nipn) of heaven in Job 38 33, but rather those stars and planets

which were called mansions (Ass. manzalti) of the great gods
(STARS, 3 d). See MAZZAROTH.

MAZZAROTH (Hnjp ; MAZOypooG [BSA]), Job

3832f). See STARS, 3 d.

Duhm doubtfully explains as the signs of the Zodiac, but this

has perhaps another designation (see MAZZALOTH). Cheyne
finds a corruption of Zibanitu i.e., the Balance, a and /3 Librae

(see Hommel, ZDMG 45 597 ; Jensen, Kosmol. 68). Another

technical term Mezarlm (Q lTp Job 37 gt) maybe a corruption of

Bab. mifri, the northern (star) i.e., Tartah (the corrupt

nina of Job 38 36a). See Cheyne, JBL 17 [1898] 103^!

MEADOW, i. RV REED-GRASS (inK ;
Gen. 41 2 18).

See FLAG, 2.

2. AV PAPER-REEDS
(rvnj?;

Is.
l!&amp;gt;7t).

See REED, 2.

3. Judg. 20 33, RV ng- See MAAREH-GEBA.

MEAH (TOWER) (HNSn ^D), Neh. 3i 12 3 9-

See HAMMEAH.

MEAL OFFERING (HmO), Lev. 614, etc. RV. See

SACRIFICE.

MEAL (np[?; AAeYPON I farina), i K. 422 [62],

etc. See FOOD, i, 2.

MEALS
Meals ( i/). Menu, dishes, etc. ( 8-ro).

Posture ( 3). Wine, entertainments ( 11-13).

Procedure ( 4-7). Etiquette ( 14).

No universally recognised early Hebrew term for

meal seems to have been in use. At meal-time in

Ruth2i4 (EV) is, literally, at food time (Sjx ny
1

?) ;

to dine (Gen. 43i6), is literally to eat
(&quot;?DN) ;

more

frequently the word bread (nnS) is added (e.g., Gen.

4825 Ex. 220). Dinner of herbs in Prov. 15 17 should

according to RVn K- and BDB be rather a portion of

herbs (i.e., a slender meal); but Che. (Exp. Times,

Aug. 1899), pleads for the rendering meal. Post-

biblical literature, however, uses se ftddh (rrrijm) for

meal, and the word may have been known earlier, its

root saad
(-IJ?D)

to sustain, being a good OT word

(see Gen. 18s Judg. 19s). In the NT EV speaks of

dining and dinner 1
(Mt. 224 Lie. 1137 /. 14i2 cp Jn.

21i2is), of supping and supper
x
(Lk. 14 12, etc.); but

RV gives a more correct rendering in one of these

passages break your fast (Jn. 21 1215, AV dine
).

As to the time of the meals, the principal one was

postponed to the period just before or after sunset.

n - . . Thus, in the Gospels, master and servant

t tv, A alike take their meal after they are come
day in from the field (Lk. 1? 7 ff. \ cp Ruth

87), which, in the seasons of harvest and vintage at

least, would hardly be before sundown. In like manner
the noon-tide heat, which suspends all out-door work,

suggests a simple meal for the resting labourer (Ruth
214), and not for him alone (cp Joseph s dinner at

noon, Gen. 43i6). If we add to these the morning
snack, a morsel of bread and some simple relish, with

which the peasant still breaks his fast, we have the

ordinary meals of the population of early Palestine.

In the second Christian century the immemorial custom of
three meals a day, even on the Sabbath, is illustrated by a pro
vision of the later Jewish law. On the outbreak of a fire on the

Sabbath, the Jews were allowed to rescue sufficient provisions
to furnish three meals (niliyp vhv

J11S)
if the fire takes place in

the night seasons of the Sabbath (032&quot; v /3) ; sufficient for two

1 For the corresponding terms in the original, see below, 2.
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meals, if it takes place in the forenoon ; for one meal only, if it

takes place in the afternoon (Shabbdth Iti 2). The first of the
three was a slight refreshment, scarcely constituting a meal in

the proper sense of the word, to which Kamphausen (in Riehm,
HWBm 955&quot;)

finds a reference in Prov. 31 15 (in the Praise of

the Virtuous Woman ).! The Talmud calls this the K&quot;m& DS,

the morning morsel. It is the
aptcrTOi&amp;gt; irptaivov or early

breakfast of classical writers; it is referred to in Jn. 211215,
and nowhere else (see RV).

The two proper meals of the day (cp Ex. 16 12 i K.

176) were taken, the one about noon, the other and

,. . . more elaborate of the two, about
2. ine prmci- sunset The forrner is the Greek
pal meals.

&plffTOVi the latter the Greek aetu-i-ox.
2

These were the meals to which guests were generally
invited (Lk. 14i2; cp 1137 14i6, etc.). To eat no

bread, is synonymous with partaking of fj.r]Te tLpiarov

/W.TJT6 Seiirvov (said of Ahab i K.2l4= Jos. Ant. viii.

138; Niese, 356).

(a) The Apicrrov. It is scarcely possible that there

was a uniform hour for the dpiffrov, despite the odd

reading of
&amp;lt; (i S. 1424; see HONEY, col. 2104, n. 4),

all the land was breakfasting. The duties of the

market (Mk. 74) and the synagogue had first to be at

tended to. There is a Talmudic statement (Shabbath

ioa) that the fourth hour (about 10 A.M.)
3 was the

meal time of ordinary persons, the fifth hour, of labourers,

the sixth hour, of the learned. The noontide meal at

which Joseph entertained his brethren (Gen. 481625) is

called by the Greek translators (about 250 B.C.) break

fast ;
this was also, in their opinion, the meal to which a

sovereign would invite a guest after the morning service

at the altar of Bethel (i K. 187, 5 come and breakfast

with me : Heb. -\yo, EV refresh thyself ; see above).
4

It was to breakfast rather than to dinner (as EV)
that Jesus was invited by the Pharisee of Lk. 1137^
In ordinary cases it was a very simple meal

;
for field

labourers, bread dipped in vinegar with a handful of

parched corn (Ruth 2 14) or pottage and bread broken

into a bowl (Bel 33 ; @87 adds a cruise of wine
),

or

bread with fish, dried or roasted, as relish (Jn. 21 9 13 ;

cp Tob. 66
[&amp;lt;5

I!NA
],
and see FISH, FOOD).

(&) Evening meal. The principal meal of the day,

however, was undoubtedly the evening meal (Stiirvov),

which was taken by rich and poor when the burden

and heat of the day were past (cp Judg. 192i with

v. 16), that is in the late afternoon, before or just after

sundown (see above, i
).

It would naturally fall later

than the time of the offering of the evening sacrifice

(i K. 183641 Ps. 1412); in NT times this took place

daily about the ninth hour, which was consequently
the hour of prayer (Acts 3 1). The Hebrews are re

presented as having their chief meal in the evening
as early as the time of the Exodus (Ex. 1612), and the

passover was from the first an evening meal. Josephus

represents the spies dining with Rahab a little before

sunset which was also the royal dinner hour (Ant. \.

1 [The words rh &amp;gt;(

7 TIJ73 Djjrn,
and she rises while it is night,&quot;

make the first line of the i distich overlong ; Bickell may be

right in omitting them : note Pasek. The sense then becomes

clear, Having obtained a good supply of provision, she assigns
to each his due amount of food. ]

2 The renderings dinner and supper respectively, adopted

by EV, obscure the relative importance of the two meals, which
would be better expressed by breakfast, lunch we fear is

too modern and dinner corresponding to the French dejeuner
and diner, with breakfast and dine, in place of dine and

sup for the corresponding verbs. Delitzsch, we may add, is

obliged in his Hebrew NT (e.g., Lk. 14 12), to make use of

the circumlocutions D?
1

] rn?J7D (noontide meal) and 3^
(evening meal).

3 Precisely 10 only at the equinoxes, at other times varying

tells us that the Jews of his day felt bound to breakfast (apio-ro-

Troiflo-Oai) at noon on Sabbaths. The practice of the Essenes

was to work from sunrise till the fifth hour (about n A.M.),

when they repaired, after an inteival spent in the bath, to

breakfast in the common dining-hall (Stinvrirriptov) of the

brotherhood (Jos. BJ\\. 8 5).
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la). The meal (Stiirvov, ibid. \\. i) referred to in

I S. 9 13 was late in the afternoon when the maidens
were fetching water from the village fountain ; it was a
sacrificial meal (see SACRIFICE). When the meal was
over it was time to retire to rest (Kotrijs &pa. Ant. I.e.

;

cp i S. 825 [&] and Driver s note), as many instances

besides this clearly show (Tob. 81^ ; Jos. Ant. ii. 6 7

xiv. 15 ii ; Vit. 44 ; cp Eccl. 5 izfuj). The time of the

first miracle of the loaves and fishes was when the

evening had come (Mt. 14 15 ; cp Lk. 9 12), and it was
toward evening that Jesus reclined at dinner with the

two disciples at Emmaus 1
(Lk. 2^2g/. ).

(a) Tables. In the earliest times, the Hebrews, like

their Bedouin kinsmen, must have sat upon the ground

p , at meals, as in the idyllic scene, Gen.
lre&amp;lt;

18 if. (so Judg.6i9 , under the oak ;

cp Judith s attitude, Jud. 12 15). This was the custom
also in the lower ranks of the ancient Egyptians, among
whom several varieties of the posture were in vogue (see
illustrations in Wilk. Anc. Eg., 1878, 1419, cp 244).
The Bedouins in some parts first spread on the ground
a small mat of plaited straw or grass, or a round disc

of leather (sufra; cp WRITING), round the edge of

which a string has been inserted. By drawing the

alter, the sufra becomes a bag, like a schoolboy s

satchel, to hold the provisions for subsequent meals.

On the outspread sufra is placed a large wooden bowl
in which the meal is served ; the guests sit round 2 and

help themselves with the right hand from the steaming
mess. Now the etymology of the ordinary Hebrew
word for table (sulhan)

3 shows that it was originally
identical with the sufra, a fact which throws light on
the early Hebrew customs at meals. In course of time,

however, it was found more convenient to raise the

bowl or bowls in which the food was placed a few
inches from the ground by means of a stand.
The stand must have resembled the stand or table composed

of a tapering shaft about six inches high (Erman, Anc. Eg. 193,
fig. 185) supporting a flat circular top largely used by the

Egyptians, since the name of the round leather sulhan was
extended to it (for illustrations, see dining scene in Wilkinson,
loc. cit.). This circular table, when introduced into Rome from
the East, received the name tuonapociium (illustr. and reflf. in

Rich s Rom. and Gk. Antiq. s.v.). All the tables of the
ancients strike us as uncomfortably low (for Jewish tables note
the table of shewbread on the arch of Titus, which according
to the measurements in Reland s plate [De Spoliis Templi, 70]
is twenty inches in height).

(b) Seats. From the time that they came under
Canaanitish influence the Hebrews appear to have sat

at meals on chairs or stools (mosdb, EV seat, i S.

2025); probably these differed but little in style from
those in use in Egypt (see Wilk. op. cit. 1408^) and

Assyria. The place of honour in Saul s time was the
1 seat by the wall p jan 3B-io, i S. 2025) i.e. . probably,
by the wall opposite the entrance (as usually now).
The fashion of sitting, however, gradually gave way before

that of reclining on couches or divans (see BED, 5).

Reclining at meals was apparently not usual among the

Assyrians (any more than among the Egyptians or the Homeric
Greeks). In the famous garden scene (Brit. Mus. Assyrian
sculptures) Asur-bani-pal reclines on a rich couch . . ., but this
is an exceptional luxury. Even his favourite queen is seated on
a chair of state. Another monument represents four guests
seated at a table (Bonomi, Nineveh and its Palaces, 191 ;

Ragozin, Story of Assyria, 403_/T). Reclining was, however,
general among more luxurious peoples, such as the Syrians and

1 Josephus dined after nightfall (l
r
it. 63), and on one occasion

was still at table two hours (oipa VIKCTO; Sevripa, ibid. 44) there
after. The Essenes, like the rest of their countrymen, worked
till evening OtcxP 1 Seifa^), when they dined. At Alexandria
the Jewish translators are represented as working till the ninth
hour, after which came relaxation and dinner (Jos. Ant. xii. 2 13 ;

cp the notice as to the dinner hour at the court of Ptolemy
Philopator, 3 Mace. 5 14).

2 Heb. 330 in OT = recline at table only i S. 16 u
(3D.J X7), but frequently in later Hebrew in the Hiphil (see Levy,

t.v.). Hence 30?, Cant. 1 12 of the king s round table (see

Del. ; RV table ), na DO, a feast ; p3DO, guests, etc.

3 From nScJi to
strip

off (the skin) ; see Levy, Neuheb.
Wtirterb. s.v., and especially the excursus in Moora s/tM^fVf, igf.
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N. Israelites (in Amos s time; see Am. 3 12 64, and cp Hoff
mann, ZATW, 1883, p. 102, and the engraving in Cesnola,
Cyprus, its Cities, etc., 149), the Persians (Esth. 16 7s), and
probably the Babylonians, on whose luxuriousness see Is. 478
Jer.5l39.-l

Reclining has become the usual position at meals
for the writers of the Apocrypha (dvaKft/j-at, i Esd. 4io;
Ka.Ta.K\lvo/j.ai, Jud. 12is [also &amp;lt;S in i S. 16n, and four

times in Lk.], dvawiirTw, Tob. 2i [BN] 78 [X], etc). It

need hardly be said that in NT times the practice of reclin

ing at meals (tir ayK&vos dfiirvfiv) was universal through
out the peoples around the Mediterranean. 2 Among the

Jews, however, as among the Greeks and Romans of
the best period, it was only the men who reclined ; the

wives, we may be sure, continued to sit, either on the

couch (K\IVIJ) at the feet of their husbands Lk. 1039,
however, is not a case in point or on chairs or stools

(cp, again, the relief of Asur-bani-pal and his queen).
The children sat on stools beside their parents (Mk.
728), as represented on various monuments of classical

antiquity, dependents and slaves either on the ground
(cp Judith 12 15) or, as at Rome, on benches (in sub-

selliis, MH, ^oso mentioned along with couch, chair,

and table, Kellm 23) with a rest (SPKI) at either end

(ibid. 22 3).

The law, in later times, demanded that even the poorest Jews
should enjoy the luxury of reclining at the festive Passover meal
(Pcsachim 10 i, cp Columella, De Re Rust. xi. 1 19). This
association of reclining with festivity rendered it natural for the

Jews on the occasion of a death to overturn their couches and
sit at meals while in mourning, a practice observed, according to

Plutarch, by the younger Cato.

The women of the family, as has been implied, took
their meals with the men (i S. 14^ Ruth 2 14 Job 14 ;

cp Ex. 123_^ [Passover], Dt. 1614 [Succoth]), except
when strangers or distinguished guests were present

(see Gen. 186 ff. [Sarah in the tent
], Judg. 196^ [only

the two men of the party], 2 S. 1823 Est. \gff.}.
A

Let us now follow the course of an imaginary enter

tainment in NT times, noting, as we proceed, the

. _ , historical development of customs.
4. Procedure : ^,

, , I he occasions for merry - makings
, , were as numerous as among ourselves
least, etc.

^
see FAMILY&amp;gt; FEASTi MARRIAGE,

BIRTHDAY, CIRCUMCISION). It was usual to send
invitations early (to invite is to call 4

;
i S. 9 13 Lk.

14g, etc.) through servants (Mt. 22s; cp Prov. 9 3).

On the appointed day, it was not unusual to send a

messenger (vocator] with a reminder (Mt. 224 Lk. 1417),
or even to conduct the guests to the place of entertain

ment (Est. 614). This custom still prevails in the East

(see Plummer s note on Lk. 14 1821).
Arrived at the host s residence, the guest is received

with a kiss (Lk. 74s), and probably conducted to the

anteroom or vestibule of the dining-room
5
(see HOUSE,

col. 2131). Here the welcome attention of washing the

guest s feet doubly welcome if performed by the host or

hostess in person (i S. 2641 i Tim. 5io ; cp Jn. 184^)
and anointing his head (see ANOINTING, 2), is

offered. 6 Or, if the space of the house is too limited for

1 Che. ftttr. Is. 126. On the leeft aurati or inaurati and
inargentati of the Romans, see Mar^uardt, Privatleben d.

Ronter, 1 301. Were the couches described in Esther such as
these? Compare the description in Cant. 3 10 (see PALANQUIN).

2 The late Heb. term is 3Dn (in OT, in the sense of sitting

at table, i S. 16 ii), hence 3D? in Cant., a product of the Greek

period, may well be table as EV (1 12). The favourite NT terms
are ai/aKeijuai and Kara.KeliJ.aL, but not the simple verb ; ava-
and (caTdKAiVo/^ai, ai/an-i iTTto

; WMUWMlpM (oi nMMUM^MPM,
the guests, Mt. 149, etc.; cp oi &amp;lt;rvyKa.TOKfifj.evot, Jos. Ant.
xii. 49); Josephus also supplies TrpoKaraK\ivu&amp;gt;, Ant.xv.V^;
-K\ivofj.ai., vi. 4 1, to take a higher place at table ; viro-

KaraK\tvotj.a&amp;lt;., to take a lower place, xii. 4 9. Cp Lk. 14 7 ff.,
and below.

3 Dan. 52^ cannot be cited for the normal Jewish practice.
* On the curious term 6(nrvoK\ijnip, which occurs in the

interesting section of Codex Beza? after Mt 2028, see Nestle,
Text. Crit. of the Gk. Text (1901), pp. 217, 255^

8 We infer this from the well-known aphorism in Pirkl Aboth
(4 23, ed. Taylor).

8 The custom of washing the feet has not yet died out in the

East. See Robinson, BR [1841], 3 26 ; Doughty, Ar. Des. 2 136.
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this, the guest is ushered at once into the dining-room.
Ten cubits by ten

(nfc jr
1

?}? iby) is given in the Mishna

(Bdbd Bathrd, 64) as the dimensions of an average
triclinium (pSp iip),

or dining-room, which gives a room
from 15 to 1 8 feet square.

1 If its owner is inclined to

follow the Roman fashion, doubtless adopted at the

court of Herod, and, as the above-mentioned loan
word shows, already familiar to the people, the room is

furnished with three very wide couches each sufficient

to accomodate three guests reclining full-length at right-

angles to the table ranged round three sides of a

square table, the fourth side, towards the door, being
left free for the service. 2 In most Jewish houses, how
ever, it must be assumed that there still prevailed the

Greek custom, according to which the couches were much
narrower, each holding only two guests as a rule, who
reclined at an acute angle to the small oblong tables.

Of these one was provided for each couch. If the party
was small or the room very large, each guest might
have a couch and table, as at the Egyptian court (Jos.
Ant. xii. 4g : TI\V jra.pa.Kft.p^vqv avrip rpdirefav}.

Before the arrival of the guests, their respective
claims to precedence have been duly weighed by the
host. The chief places (RV for irpuroKXia-iai, Mt.
236 Mk. 1239 Lk. 14? 2646 ; cp rrjv irpurriv dva.K\i&amp;lt;riv,

Aristeas, ed. Wendland, 187) were demanded as a right

by the priestly aristocracy ; but these claims were, in

the time of Jesus, continually called in question by the
more democratic Pharisees. If the guests were all of
the same social status, arranging them was a simple
matter. Precedence went according to age (napi inn,

Bdbd Bathrd, 120 a], as in Joseph s entertainment

(Gen. 4833), and at the court of Ptolemy (Aristeas,
loc. cit.

).
As long as sitting at meals was customary,

the seat of honour (xaQ^dpa 56??s, Ecclus. 74) was at

the right hand of the host. But which were the

-rrpuTOKXiffiai (literally, the chief reclining-places) in the
later period ? Putting aside those houses into which
the triclinium, with its strict etiquette, had been intro

duced, we may suppose that the older custom of

separate couches and tables, as explained above, was
still observed.

It was in such a house that Jesus observed how the
Pharisees chose out the chief seats (Lk. 14 7), which were
doubtless the places at the head of eack couch i.e., at the end

provided with the arm-rest (firiit\ivrpov , rTVTl = a.va.K\i.TOv
[&amp;lt;&]

or reclinatorium [Vg.], Cant. 3 10). To prove this we need
not refer to the analogy of the Roman triclinium. In a

Jewish treatise of somewhat late date, it is true the question
is asked : What is the etiquette of reclining at table (Tosefta.
Berakh. 65)? The answer runs thus : When there are two
couches, the most honourable (guest) reclines at the head of the

first couch (rmtPN-! Vc&amp;gt; B&amp;gt;joa ap C), and the next to him (in

rank) on the couch on his right. But when there are three

couches, the most honourable (guest) reclines at the head ofthe
middle couch, the next to him (in rank) above him [i.e., in the

corresponding place on the couch to his left], the third (in rank)
on the couch to his right.

3 The place of the host was no
doubt, as in Greece and Rome, close to the principal guest,
most probably the second place on the centre couch.

Before leaving this part of our subject, we may refer

briefly to the much debated question as to the relative

positions of Jesus and his disciples at the Last
1 According as the cubit is reckoned at eighteen or at twenty-

one inches.
2 See arts. Lectus and Triclinium in the Diets, of Classical

Antiquities.
3 This is clear and explicit enough. Nevertheless even good

scholars (see, e.g., Thayer, sub TrpwroicAicria and Plummer on
Lk. 14 7) have been misled by Edersheim (see Jesus the Messiah,
2 207yC), who unwarrantably (as the present writer thinks) renders

IBS, in a Talmudic passage (Bcrdkh. 46^) similar to that above

quoted, by cushions, with the result that on a given couch if

there are three cushions, the third worthiest lies below him who
has lain down first (at his right), so that the chief person is in
the middle (between the worthiest guest at his left hand, and
the less worthy one at his right hand. ) By this mistaken
rendering the TrpajroicAto-tat are wrongly transferred by Eders
heim to the middle places on each couch i.e., from the locus
summits to the locus medius ; or are we meant to infer that the
three chief guests at a banquet were all accommodated on one
couch?
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Supper. From the narratives in the Gospels and
from our knowledge of contemporary Jewish practice,
it may safely be said that the little band reclined in the
usual way round a single table. On this particular
occasion they may have occupied four separate couches.

Jesus and John, we know for certain, reclined on the
same couch, the former, we can hardly doubt, in the

place of honour at the head of the principal couch
perhaps the second from the left, facing the entrance
to the upper room (av6.ya.iov,

1 Mk. 14 15 Lk. 22 12) in
which they met with the beloved disciple below him
on his right (tv T$ K6\irij) TOV l-qaov, Jn. 1823). Judas
must have been within easy reach of the Master (see
ibid. v. 26), either in the third place on the same couch

(the second), or in the corresponding place on the couch

(the first) above. 2
Peter, finally, must have reclined

some places below John, on the third or fourth couch,
from either of which he could easily be seen by John
(see ibid. v. 24). Beyond this all is pure conjecture.
The vexed question of precedence settled, the guests

take their places on the mattress (in Mishna ^),
3 on the

couch assigned to them. These places are indicated

by the cushions (ktseth, TrpoffK&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;d\aiov ;
see CUSHION,

BED) on which each leans his left elbow (cp Ezek. 13 18

(S, TrpoffKffidXaia vtrb TTCLVTO. dyK^va %p6s) leaving the

right hand and arm free. In the houses of the rich,
mattress and pillows were covered with silk (Am. 3 12,

RV), in those of the poor with leather (Mikiv. 102 Kel.

26s). At this stage water was brought for the im

portant ceremony of the washing of hands (n T nS Bp).

This washing of hands must be clearly distinguished
from ordinary washing (ns rn), being, strictly, not a

washing at all, but an affusion or pour
ing of water from a vessel on the hands,
as is indicated by the usual Hebrew phrase

just given, which is shortened from
G&quot;]

n Sy C D JiS BJ

(lit.
a lifting up of water upon the hands

).

4

This practice of pouring water on the hands before
meals is not mentioned in the OT (but see Tobit, 7 9,

text of N) ;
it would be rash on that account to

regard the ceremony as of late origin, in view of

its universal observance by the civilised nations of

antiquity (for Egypt see Erman, 179-181 ; Wilkinson,
1 425 ;

for Greece, the Homeric poems -passim ; cp ALn.

1705). By the first century of our era the greatest

importance was attached to its observance, as we see

from various passages of the NT (see esp. Mk. 7 1-4),

especially by the adherents of the Pharisees. It is

described as a tradition of the elders (I.e. ,
v. 3) : in

other words it was not claimed as a Mosaic institution.

At least two attempts to justify the practice from the

Pentateuch, however, are found in the Talmud, one

authority basing it on Lev. 15 n (so Chullin, 105 a),
another on Lev. 20? (Bfrdkh. 53 &amp;lt;5).

The passage Lev. 20 7 affords a characteristic example of Rab
binic exegesis: Sanctify yourselves therefore; this is the

washing of hands before meals; and be ye holy: this is the

5. Washing ,

of hands.

1 Not necessarily the same as the guest-chamber (TO
KaraAu^a), according to Plummer, in loc.

. 17 20 snce tere may ave een ony one suc s, vz.,
that containing the Iiaroseth (see PASSOVER, 17). If we could
be sure that there was one dish for each couch, as some suggest,
then Judas position would be decided in favour of the first of
the two alternatives given above.

3 Perhaps in Is. 21 5, JVSX f!BX&amp;gt; they spread the mats (for
the grounds see Che. Intr. Is. 126). [But cp OHADIAH (BOOK),
where this difficult phrase is emended in the light of the theory
mentioned in Crit. Rev. 11 (1901) 18.]

4 Hence pavri^ofuii, the reading of NB adopted by WH and
others, is a much more appropriate term for the ceremony than

/3a7r-n. o;u.ai of TR in Mk. 7 4. The latter corresponds exactly

to the Heb. 7*2BJJ, to dip the hands in water, as required in

certain circumstances before eating. For further details of this

distinction between
&quot;i.?

B3 and fJ SBf see Maimomdes preface
to the treatise Yaddyim (Surenhusius Mishna, vol. vi. p. 480,
and Meuschen, Nov. Test, e Talmude illustr. 239).
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washing of hands after meals \ for I am the Lord your God :

this is the blessing. A large part of the Mishna treatise

1 lidtiyiiti (hands) is devoted to discussing the minimum quantity
of water necessary, which was fixed at a quarter log (= \\ egg-
fuls ), the kind of water admissible, and other minulia:. Similar

prescriptions are given in Chiiglga 2 5 ; Before partaking of

common food (J Vlri), the tithe and the terumah, water must be

poured C?D3) over the hands ; before consecrated food (chip, i.e.,

portions of the sacrificial victims) the hands must be dipped

(S^a) in water (cp Chullin, \oba).

As among the people of classical antiquity and in the

East at the present day, an attendant made the round

of the guests with a small ewer and basin, both generally
of brass (see illust. in Lane s Mod. Egyptians], the

ewer containing water which had been kept from

possible defilement in large stone jars, the vSpiai of Jn.

26^ The hands were held over the basin, and the

water allowed to run to the wrist
(,-riBrriy,

YAd. 2s,

Chitll. 106 a, b}. This, after all, seems the simplest

interpretation of the words in the second Gospel :

4aa&amp;gt; /U.TJ irvyfj.ri IUI/ WCTCU ras x f Pa *&amp;gt;

^ K fffOiovffiv (Mk.
7 3 [SB, etc. ]).* Originally a single ablution sufficed

;
but

by the end of the second century, the process was repeated,
the hands now being held downwards so that the water

(distinguished as D Jnnx C C, or second water, from the

first water c Jic X i D D) might carry off the defilement

supposed to be contracted by the water of the first

washing (for details see Ydd. 2 1-3 and Edersheim,

Life and Times, 2 n f. ).
The Hebrew termini

technici just quoted have often, with doubtful propriety,
been applied to the washing before and after meals

respectively. A napkin (nsa, mappah, Blrakh. 83 :

D T nnSBD, Kel. 9 3 2^14) was used to dry the hands,

after which it might be laid on the table (so the school of

Shammai) or on the cushion (so Hillel see BUrakh.

loc. cit.}.

The washing of hands after meals, which may be here

mentioned by anticipation, was more a matter of con

venience than of ritual to people to whom the use of

knives and forks was unknown. The description of

Elisha as the prophet which poured water on the

hands of
Elijah&quot; (2 K. 3n) has in all probability a

reference to the washing of hands after, if not also

before, meals.
In later times, the more fastidious were wont to wash after

each course, regarding which the Talmud holds that while the

washing of hands before and after meals is a duty, washing
during a meal, between one course and another, is a matter of
choice (Chull. 1050). There was an order of precedence in this

matter of washing also, the most honoured guest washing first

(Bcrakh. 46 b).

The company having performed the required ablutions

in due order, the host gives the sign to bring in the

6 Servin?
ta t&amp;gt;les (fiff&peiv rpaWfas ; cp irap46riKe

Tpaire^av in the figurative sense of setting

food], for before the introduction of the fixed table of

the triclinium, the attendants carried in and placed
before each couch a low table on which (to use a modern

expression) the covers were already laid. Such was the

spread table (Tjny inSc )
of Ezek. 2841, -pj; drak being

the word used for preparing the domestic table (Is. 21s
Ps. 23s Prov. 92), as well as for arranging the sacrifice

upon the altar, the table of Yahwe (Ez. 41 22 44 16

Mai. 1712).
In the more modest households, the meals were served, as

well as prepared, by the women of the family (Mt. 8 15 Mk. 1 31),

although exceptions are occasionally found (2 K. 443 Lk. 17 ^ _f.).

In the houses of the rich, the waiting (Esth. 635 [A]) was
done entirely by men, who were in most cases no doubt slaves.

The standing expression in Hebrew is sereth (roc*) (Siateoveui,

ministro), of which the participle mesdrethlm (i K. 10 5 2 K. 4 43
Esth. 1 10 2 2 etc. ; NT SIOLKOVOI [KV servants ] Jn. 2 5 9) is the

equivalent of our waiters, a word used by AV only in

Judith 13 i as the rendering of oi miptiniare&amp;lt;; (but RV them
that waited ; cp 17 Trapaarairts attendance,&quot; i Mace. 15 32). The

1 The late Professor Delitzsch in his Heb. translation of the
NT here employs the words of the Mishna cited above. For
alternative reading TTUKVO. [, etc.], and the interpretation
generally, see the Commentaries.
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Hebrew historians (see i K. 10s 2 Ch. 9 4) have given us a life-like

picture of Solomon s t:\ble, the king presiding, flanked on either

hand by the gentlemen of the household on chairs (1&quot;13JJ 2isnc),

the waiters standing in attendance (VniB p &quot;! -J?D, arao-te

AeiToupyd)! ), dressed, like the cupbearers, in the royal livery

(B^aSo). In later Hebrew a waiter is O&O (Jierakh. 7 i J esiicA.

7 13) from l?a (AtSt&lz), the equivalent of the older JVW.

At the stage of the dinner which we have now reached,
the host, following ancient custom, says grace (njia ;

7 The Blessine
Ht &amp;lt;a blessing )-

The first trace*of
lng a grace before meat is usually de

tected in the incident recorded in i S. 9 13, where the

people delay partaking of the sacrificial meal until the

arrival of Samuel to bless the sacrifice. The village
feast here described, however, is not in any sense an

ordinary domestic meal. The earliest mention of a

grace in the ordinary acceptation of the term seems to

be in the letter of the Pseudo-Aristeas
(

not later than
200 B.C. ; Schurer), in which is given an account of the

reception by Ptolemy Philadelphia of the Jewish scholars

professedly sent to translate the Hebrew Scriptures for

his library.
At the royal table one of the delegates, Elisha by name, a

priest, was requested to say grace (jroiijercurSai Ka.Tfv\riv,

Aristeas, ed. Wendland, 184, cp Jos. Ant. xii. J 12), which he did

standing. In the Gospels the blessing or thanksgiving before a
meal has the repeated sanction of Jesus (eiiAoytw Mt. 2t&amp;gt;26

Mk. 87 Lk. 9 16; euxapio-Tc co Mt. 15 36 21127 Mk. 86 Lk. 22 17

etc.), as in Acts 27 35 it has that of Paul (cp i Tim. 43^?). Of
the contemporary Kssenes, we are informed by Josephus that a
priest says grace (TrpoKarfuxerat) before meat, and it is unlawful
for any one to taste food before grace (np\v TJJS ei&amp;gt;x*)S BJn, 8 5).

For the practice of saying grace after meat, which
later Judaism finds enjoined in Dt. 8 10

(
when thou

hast eaten and art full, then shall thou bless Yahwe
thy God for the good land which he hath given thee&quot;),

we have no biblical evidence. From this fact, and from
the stress laid by Josephus (loc. cit.

}
on the fact that the

pious Essenes offered prayers both before and after

meat, we gather that a second grace was not yet

customary in the first century. By the end of the

second, however, as the treatise Bfrdkhdth (blessings)

clearly proves, a grace, not only before and after a meal
but also at various stages of it, had become the rule in

orthodox households.
A considerable part (chaps. 6-S) of the treatise Berakhoth is de

voted to discussing the various forms of grace appropriate to wine
and different kinds of food, such as bread, fruit, etc., and at what
points in the progress of the meal the various blessings should be
said. Among the more noteworthy injunctions are the following :

To say grace is incumbent on women, slaves and children all

of whom were exempted from wearing the phylacteries and from
certain other religious duties (BfrAkk. 2 3). If several people
sit at table, each says grace for himself, but if they recline one

says grace for all (6 6). Whoso has eaten and has forgotten to

say grace, must, the school of Shammai maintains, return to his

place and say grace ; but the school of Hillel holds that he may
say grace in the place where he remembers [the omission] (8 7).

Amen is to be said after an Israelite has said grace (cp i Cor.
14 16), but not after a non-Israelite, unless one has heard the
whole blessing (8s). As specimens of these early graces, it

must suffice to quote those to be said over bread and wine

respectively. Over the former the blessing
&quot;

runs Blessed
art Thou, O Lord our God, King of the Universe, who bringest
forth bread from the earth ; over the latter Blessed, etc.

(these words being common to all the blessings), who Greatest

the fruit of the vine (cp Mt. 20 29 and parall.). To these may
be added this specimen of a grace after meat Blessed be the

Lord our God the God of Israel, the God of hosts, enthroned

upon the Cherubim, for the food which we have eaten (7 3).

An entertainment such as that now being described

consisted among the Jews, as among their Gentile con-

temporaries, of two parts, the Stltrvov or

dinner, at which wine was taken sparingly
or not at all, and the following banquet miSteh

(nntrn, from rtrts to drink, =&amp;lt;rv/j.irbffiov)
which was

chiefly devoted to the pleasures of the wine-cup.
1 This

twofold division corresponds to the first and second

tables of classical antiquity. The first table,&quot; to which
we now proceed, consisted of various courses according
to the wealth and inclination of the host, who, on week-

1 Banquet, in older English writers, has still this more
limited application, see Oxf. Engl. Diet., s.v.
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days but not on the Sabbath, might have drawn up for

him a list of dishes (cp ypa./j.fjLa.Tl8ioi&amp;gt;, menu-card, Athen.

33), as well as of his guests (see Shabb. 282). The
dinner of the Essenes, according to Josephus, consisted

of a single course (e tvbs ^5&r/u.o,Tos) ; but that of the

average middle-class household probably consisted of

two or three. The first course, corresponding in the

main to the gustatio of the Romans, was composed of

light, appetising dishes of the nature of hors-d oeuvre.^

Among these were salted fish (see FISH, 7) without

bread, eggs boiled or beaten with oil (Shabb. 85), pre
served vegetables of all sorts, olives, and piquant sauce

or vinegar into which the morsel of bread might be

dipped, etc. Appetisers like the caper (see CAPER-
BERK Y) were for special occasions or special needs.

On this followed the deipnon (ccrna] in the narrower
sense of the word, consisting of a varying number of

courses of vegetables, fish, fowl, and Mesh, as described

in detail in the general articles FOOD, FISH, FOWL.
The more substantial courses were varied, on great
occasions, by a number of side-dishes or entries, for

which various names are found in later Jewish literature.

Wine was handed round in the course of the meal

(pian ^ina Ittrdkh. 66).

The dishes in which the viands were served -the

p CB n Sa or vessels for the service (of the table) of

the Mishna naturally varied according
to the wealth and social position of the

household, vessels of earthenware and wood predomin
ating in the houses of the poor, of brass, silver, etc., and
even gold (see below) in the houses of the rich. The
small size of the ancient table, however, did not allow of

the same display of plate (Judith 12 1), as is customary
in modern times. Thus, of the Greek table it has been

said, the name irtva^ (besides signifying tray )
is also

given to the plates (see below), which, with the bread

baskets and the small vessels to hold seasoning and
hors-d oeuvre, compose the whole table service (Darem-
berg et Saglio, Diet, des Antiq., s.v. Cagna, 1275 a), a
statement confirmed by many representations on Greek
vases and elsewhere. Bread, which formed a con

spicuous feature of every meal, was served in shallow

wicker baskets (Vp OT and Mishna. passim e.g. ,
Gen.

40i6-i8; nsn
&quot;?p

Kel. 2$, criSS Sp Shabb. 163 KO.VOVV) ;

cp BASKETS. In ancient times a similar basket of closely

plaited grass, reeds, or straw was even used to serve

meat in (Judg. 619), and such trays are still common in

the East (Palgrave, Cent. Arab, \s-zff., Landberg,
Prov. 62). One of the most frequently mentioned of

table dishes is the kZ*draft (AV dish
; charger in

Nu. 7 13 where mention is made of silver chargers of

130 shekels weight ; @ generally rpvjSKiov ; cp also

Ecclus. 34 14 Jos. Ant. iii. 8 10). This is the dish

mentioned in the accounts of the Last Supper (Mt. 2623
Mk. 14 20). It must have been a round, deep dish not

unlike the catinum 2 of the Romans, by which Vg.
renders in Mk. 14 20. In the Mishna we very frequently
find associated with the kl drdh a dish termed tamhuy
(inon, Shabb. 85 Ntd. 44 etc.), which appears to have

been round like the ke drdh but much shallower. This
we infer from the fact that, when made of metal, the

tamhuy was capable of being used as a mirror (Kel. 30 2).

It may, therefore, be identified with the iriva.%, the

1 This course might, accordingly, be reckoned as purely hors-

d oeuvre, i.e., as preliminary to the proper meal (cp rn.S lS

Jitari :sW, lit. a side dish before the meal, Berdkh. 6 5), and
offered to the guests even before they reclined at table,

accompanied by a cup of wine. These being handed round as
the guests were still seated in the vestibule or in the dining-
room itself, grace (as we have just seen) was at this stage said

by each guest individually, as distinguished from the common
blessing when all had reclined. See the Gemara in Babylonian
and Jerusalem Talmuds to the above Mishna.

3 For illustrations of the dishes mentioned in this paragraph
see the Latin words in italics in Rich s Diet. o/Gk. and Roman
Antiquities.
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charger of Mt. 148 n Mk. 625 28 (see under Lanx in

Rich). The iriva.% is also the platter of Lk. 1139,
for which the parallel passage Mt. 2825 has irapo^ls

(AV also platter ; Vg. paropsis] originally a four-

cornered * dish for entries, as the etymology shows, but
later a name for table dishes in general. It may be
that tamhuy is a later name for the older salldhath

(CKUSE, 3), the dish into which the sluggard thrusts

his hand but is too lazy to bring it again to his mouth

(Prov. 19 24 RV, 26is 2K. 21 13). In the Mishna we
also find an interesting variety of the same dish

( incn

jiJTOn
Kel. 16 1), evidently a large wooden tray with

various compartments (a sort of compotier, Levy)
in which several viands could be served at once.

These service-vessels, as we have seen, were of very
varied material, only the rich and high-placed, like

Holofernes, having a service of plate (TO. dpyvpu/jLara,

Jud. 12 1 15nAV; but RV silver vessels
). Wealthy

monarchs like Solomon and Ahasuerus may really
have had all their plate of gold (i K. 102i 2 Ch. 9 20

Esth. I?). A service of gold plate (xpva&amp;lt;J}/j.aTa
Kal

diaxoviav a hendiadys, golden vessels to be served in

as AV) was sent by the young King Antiochus VI. to

Jonathan the Asmonaean (i Mace. 11 58). Wealthy
Romans were fond of displaying their plate on a species
of sideboard known as abacus [see illust. in Rich] ;

something very similar is intended by the KV\LKIOV (EV
1

cupboard )
in or on which Jonathan s successor Simon

displayed his gold and silver vessels, to the admiration

of the Syrian envoy (i Mace. 1532). Such, too, was
the KvXlxiov of thirty talents weight, presented by

Ptolemy Philadelphus to Eleazar, according to Aristeas

(Wendl. 320).
2

Knives and forks were used chiefly in the kitchen

and for carving (see KNIFE, COOKING UTENSILS, 5).

. The former, however, were also used for
ery.

pee ]jng frui^ as we see from the dramatic

incident of Herod s attempted suicide recorded by
Josephus (Ant. xvii. 7, BJ \. 33 7 ^a.~)(o.(pi.ov\ Spoons is

hardlyacorrectrenderinginEx.2529etc. ; seeALTAR, 10.

The real spoon (tarwdd, Tnn) is first mentioned in post-

biblical literature, but even then, like the cochlear of the

Romans, chiefly in connection with medicine. It might
be of metal (AW. 17 12), glass (ibid. 302), or bone

(Shabb. 9&amp;gt;6}.

3 Even among the most civilised nations

of antiquity, as in Eastern lands to this day, it was the

universal custom to eat with the fingers without the aid of

their modern substitutes, the first two fingers and the

thumb of the right hand being used for this purpose (see
reff. above, 5, also close of article). The broth of

Judg. 619 Is. 664, sauces, and the like, were eaten by
dipping in them a piece of bread, the sop (\f/wfj.iov)

of Jn. 1826^ (cp Ruth 2 14). Each guest had his

portion (mo, 18.14/1 923) or mess (nNE D, Gen.

4334 V-epb [I, 2 S. 118 dpcris [
I1A

] ; cp Lk. l042 the

good part or portion) placed before him by the attend

ants, a guest whom the host wished specially to honour

being helped to some special delicacy, as in Saul s case

(18.923 by Josephus called (jitpls f3a.(n\iKri, Ant.

vi. 4i), or receiving a more ample portion than the

others (Gen. 4834 iS. Is: read double portion as

AVm
-).

Portions might also be sent, as a further

token of honour, to the house of the recipient (2 S. 118 ;

cp Neh. 812).
At the close of the deipnon proper came the second

washing of hands (see above), after which if we may
iudge from contemporary usage else-

11. Symposium.
J

wh|re_. the firat tebks were re-

moved (atpeiv, fK&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;tpfu&amp;gt; rpairtfas : Plut. Symp. 84).

This custom, however, cannot have been universal-

1 Quadrangulum et quadrilaterum vas ; Isidor, quoted by
Marquardt, Privatleben d. Router, 635.

2 This, rather than a goblet (Becher in Wendland s translation

in Kautzsch, Psetidepigr.), is suggested by the weight given.
3 In Yaddyim 46 bones are said to be unclean, so that no

one may make the bones of his father or his mother into spoons !
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among the Jews, for according to the Mishna it was
often the practice to wash the tables with a sponge
(S/ta66.2l3, cp OJ. lui), at the same time that the

crumbs (^ix a Mt. 1627) which had fallen between
the couches were swept up (Btrdkfi.&4, Besd2j).
In the former case the second tables were brought
in, and the attendants proceeded to place on them the

dessert, consisting for the most part of some of the

many varieties of fruit, fresh or preserved, for which

Syria has been at all times famous (see FKUIT). Over
the fruit was said an appropriate blessing : Blessed

art Thou, etc. who Greatest the fruit of the tree

(Btrdkh.Qi}. Whether the fruit was sent to table in

baskets of silver (Prov. 25 n RV) is doubtful. See
BASKETS.
Various designations for this part of the entertainment are

fount! in the Talmud. One of these, ND jnp, is merely a

naturalised form of the Greek word for dessert, rpayij^ara,
while another, [Dip BN, by its etymology (probably iirl KUJJ.OV,

ad commissationent , cp KUJ/J.O? EV revelling, i Pet. 4 3 Rom.
13 13 Gal. 621) indicates that dessert formed the transition to

the second main division of the entertainment, the misteh or

symposium.
Before the symposium proper began, however, the

guests anointed afresh, wine and ointments being natur

ally associated. With ointment is also associated incense

(rnbp, Prov. 27 9 Ezek. 2841), and in later times a

special kind of incense or aromatic spice, known as

nD2iD,was laid upon charcoal and handed round after

the meal (Besdl-j}. A special blessing was even said

over it by the orthodox (Bfrdkh.Q^}. With it the

guests perfumed their clothes (Ps. 458 [9] Cant. 36) and

probably their beards as well (see Lane, Mod. Rg.
chap. 8, with illustr.

, Palgrave, East, and Cent. Arab.

26). Nor, we may be sure, was it only among the

Jews of Alexandria that the summons of the author of

the Wisdom of Solomon found a ready response ;
Let

us fill ourselves with costly wine and perfumes ; and
let no flower of spring pass us by ;

Let us crown
ourselves with rosebuds before they be withered (Wisd.
2 7/ RV).
Although the Hebrews may not have had the same fondness,

amounting to a passion, for flowers, that characterised their

Egyptian contemporaries (\Vilk.l426-9 with illust., Erman,
I93./I, 25 s), the custom of wearing flowers either as chaplets
(Is. 28 iff.) or otherwise at their banquets was one, as we see,
of considerable antiquity. The crown (o~r ^&amp;gt;ai os) which it was
usual to award to the successful symposiarch (Ecclus. 32 iyC)
was probably no more than a special garland of flowers. By
the first century the custom in question had spread under
Hellenistic influence to the common soldiers in the army (Jos.
Ant. xix. 9 n, &amp;lt;TTe(f&amp;gt;avovij.evoi

xal fjLvptf6fj.evoi ; cp CHAPLET).

Although there is evidence (see above, 8) that wine
was not denied to the guests during the first part of the

entertainment, still the Jews, like the Greeks, regarded
the second part as the proper period for enjoying the

fruit of the vine.
1

It was usual to appoint one of the

., guests to be ruler [or governor] of the feast
(ijyovfj.ei&amp;gt;ot

Ecclus. 35i [AV 32i]; probably also Lk. 2226) whose

duty it was to take measures for the conduct of the

feast, as arbiter bibendi to regulate the manner and

quantity of the drinking, and to enforce penalties in

the case of any breach of etiquette. There has been
much discussion among the learned as to whether the

dpx&amp;lt;-TpiK\ivos
of Jn. 23 /. is to be identified with the

symposiarch in the sense indicated by Ben-Sira, or

with the functionary, generally a slave, known as the

TpiicXividpxrjs or head waiter who arranged the tables

and couches and superintended the service generally.
The distinction between the ruler and the servants

in v. 9 and the tone of equality which characterises

the remarks of v. 10 seem to decide for the former
alternative. 1

In the palaces of royalty, however, we find a special
set of attendants who brought the wine to table the

(olvoxboi) or cupbearers (i K. 10$ AVme-),

1 The second of the above alternatives (TpiKki.vt.dpxi
1

;) is sug
gested by the steward of RVrng.
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over whom was set the chief butler (see CUPBEARER).
At an Egyptian banquet, according to Wilkinson,
while the men had male attendants, the women were
waited upon by females, a custom which the Greek
translators of Ecclesiastes evidently considered as

obtaining at the court of Solomon (Eccl. 28 oivoxbov
KO.I oiVoxdas).

1

The Jews of the Greek and Roman periods certainly
drank their wine mixed (see Bel 33 in

&amp;lt;S,
2 Mace. 15 39,

12. Use of
Birdkh. 7s). It must, however, be left

an open question whether this practice
was customary in earlier times, since the

biblical references to mdsak, mingling ( npo, Is. 622

Prov. 925) are rather to be understood of the addition

of aromatic herbs (but see Prov. 92 (S). The use of

hot water, also, is proved both by the mention of the

heating apparatus (cnn) in Ptsdchim 7 13, and by the

express testimony of Ma aseroth 44.

From the scanty biblical data and from Assyrian and

Egyptian analogies we may presume that the drinking-
vessels of the Hebrews had different shapes, some

being shallow, others deep. To the former class the

kos (ois) belong such cups as are held by Asur-bani-

pal and his queen in the famous garden-scene relief.

Larger than the kos was the mi^rdk (piic), as we may
infer from its being used to catch the blood of the

sacrificial victims. Large bowls were used by the

Assyrians, and also, no doubt, by the Hebrews, for

mixing wine with pounded aromatic herbs. Out of

these bowls (the n y 23 of Jer. 35s) the drinking-vessels

appear to have been filled (i.e. , not, as the Greek
custom required, by means of a kyathus). See also

BASON, BOWL, CUP, FLAGON.
We have no means of knowing the drinking code by

which, under the presidency of the ruler of the feast,

a Jewish symposium was regulated. As our earliest

evidence of this officer does not go beyond 200 B.C. (see

above, n), the laws by which he ruled were probably
modelled on those of the Greeks (for which see art.

symposium in Smith s, and commissatio in Darem-

berg and Saglio s Diets.). The existence of such a

code as we refer to among the Jews of the Greek period
is further confirmed by the statement in Est. 1 8, the

true meaning of which undoubtedly is (see , Vg. )

that on this occasion the code was relaxed and the

drinking proceeded according to every man s pleasure.&quot;

The same freedom characterises the picture drawn by
Josephus of the Jewish soldiers toasting each other

when celebrating by a debauch the death of Herod

Agrippa (Ant. xix. 9i). It was customary for the host

to drink to the health of his guests (irpoirlveiv, SiA

TUIV irpoirbffeuv, Aristeas, ed. Wendland, 235, 261,

274).
No banquet such as we have had in view through

out would have been complete, if it did not provide
some higher form of entertainment

than the mere emptying of wine-cups.

_ , .

&quot;

Music, in particular, from the earliest

times, was a never-failing accompaniment of the social

feast. Thus Amos (6s/., see DAVID, 13, n. 3) and
Isaiah (5 12) upbraid their contemporaries for their lux

urious feasts, of which music was an element. David,

according to 2 S. 19 35 [36], had already a choir of sing

ing men and singing women, an institution which a

late Hebrew writer represents as also flourishing at the

court of Solomon (Eccl. 28). Not much later, in all

probability, is the testimony of Ben Sira (Ecclus. 32 [35]

3-6; note the enthusiastic eulogy of a concert of music,

ffi&amp;gt;yKpi/j.a /JLOIHTIKUV). With music, as a matter of

course, went dancing, which was performed by the

attendants (see DANCE), and since a feast is made
for laughter (Eccl. 10 19), we find, as we might expect,
riddles and conundrums propounded, such as that

mi? s probably a corrupt repetition of

Cp ECCLESIASTES, 2, n. T. K.C.]
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given by Samson (Judg. 14 12^ ),

J and those with which

the Talmud abounds. To these varied forms of enter

tainment were probably added feats of agility, and

jugglers tricks, similar to those in which the Egyptians

delighted (see illustr. Wilk. 253^;, Erman, 248/1 ),
the

whole being comprised under the general name a.Kpoa/j.a

(Ecclus. 32 [35] 4), a term as comprehensive as the

Eastern fan/asia of to-day (see Acroama in Daremb.
et Saglio). An ideal philosopher s banquet rather than

a picture from real life has been sketched for us in great
detail by the Pseudo-Aristeas, whose famous letter is

now (1901) accessible to all in the editions of Wendland

(Aristea ad Philocratem epistula, 1900, translated in

Kautxsch s Apokryphen und Pseudepigraphen, vol. ii.
)

and Thackeray (in Swete s Introd. to the OT in Gk.,

1900, pp. 499/1).
This article may fitly be brought to a close with some

remarks on what may be termed the manners of the

,. table,
2 in addition to what has been

te&amp;gt;

already said on certain points of

etiquette in connection with the chief seats, etc. It

is hardly necessary to advert, even in a sentence, to the

well-known iyKpareia (Ecclus. 1830 in title (55) of the

Hebrews with regard to the pleasures of the table. It

is not merely that they condemn such excesses as aroused

the indignation of an Amos (4i 64^) or an Isaiah

(5 12 28 1-8); we find throughout a wise moderation as

regards eating and drinking recommended both by
precept (Prov. 2820 f. )

and by example (cp the justifi

able pride of Josephus in his countrymen s
trw&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;po&amp;lt;njvri

,

c. Ap. 2 23 32, and Pseudo-Aristeas, 223). Where ex

ceptions are mentioned, as Gen. Qzojf. i K. 20 16^,
they are for warning and reproof. We would rather

call attention, as above indicated, to sentiments on a

minor key, so to say, like those of Koheleth on eating
in due season (Eccl. 10 16/. ),

and to such sound

advice as that of Prov. 23 1 / The chief authority,

however, on the minor morals of the dinner table is

Ben Sira, the author of the two loci classici Ecclus.

31i2-i8 323-12. In the latter passage the theme is

mainly the etiquette of conversation at dinner (see vv.

347-9), in the former the reader is warned against

greediness and unseemly haste at table (31 14 RV ; cp
w. 12 16). He is further recommended not to be over

scrupulous as to his diet (v. 16
; cp Lk. 108). There

is also sage advice regarding moderation in eating :

Be first to leave off for manners sake, etc. (v. 17, cp
v. 20 in praise of moderate eating, also 32n), and in

drinking : Wine is as good as life to a man, if thou

drink it in its measure (v. 27; for the converse, see

v. 29/.). It is pleasant to find (see Ecclus. 31 21 in

RV compared with AV) that Ben Sira does not stamp
with his approval the habit of the later Romans, by
which their capacity for the pleasures of the table was
increased. The emetic mentioned in the Mishna

(Shabb. 226) is purely medicinal.

We have already seen that good manners required all

food to be eaten with the right hand
;

this is still one of

the strictest laws of etiquette in the East. It was a
difficult task to teach the young Greek how to use his

fingers properly at meals, to touch salt fish with one

finger, fresh fish, bread, meat with two, etc. (Mahaffy,
The Greek World, etc., 325, basing on Plutarch); it

was no doubt equally difficult in the case of the young
Jew.

As a curious trifle under this head it may be mentioned that
the Jewish doctors did not disdain to legislate on the subject of

toothpicks (see Besa 46, a man may lift up a splinter of wood

1 On riddles at feasts Moore refers to Bochart, Hieroz. 3 382^,
ed. Rosenmiiller. Cp also Spruch, Sprichwort, in Hamburger,
Rcalencycl. 2.

2 Two tractates, entirely devoted to etiquette, Dtrek Ares,
and Derek Eres ZiltA, are now generally included in

editions of the Bab. Talm. (see extracts given by Edersheim,
Life and Times, etc. 2 209-10). The latter treatise has been

separately edited and translated into German by Tawrogi, 63
pp., 1885.
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to pick his teeth withal fntr fxnS] ; cp Tdsefta ib. 3 18, Jer.

Shabb. 8 end, nc).

Finally the privacy of an eastern house is in some
respects greater (e.g., as regards the women s apart
ments), in others much less than that of a western

;

hence, as we see from more than one incident in the

life of Jesus (e.g. , Lk. 7s?), a. stranger might enter

unbidden even while a meal was in progress. If it

were desired to add the late comer to the party, and the

couches were full, he might be accommodated with a
chair or stool (cp the incident related in Jos. Vit. 44).

A. K. s. K.

MEANI (MANei [B]) ( RV MAANI, i Esd. 5 31 =
Ezra 2 50, MEUNIM (g).

MEARAH
(i&quot;ni p, cave

),
a corrupt word more

strictly u-mfdrah (rnittp-1) in Josh. 134, probably to be

corrected into from Zarephath.
The word must contain the preposition D = ?D from, and the

name of some Sidonian city, the initial i being a mere accretion.

(S read, or conjectured, from Gaza (rnj?C) ; but Gaza was a

southern city (O.TTO ya^Vjs [L], or ivavriov yaf)S [B] ;
A om.

yar]s). Buhl and Steuernagel, improving a poor suggestion of

Dillmann s, propose rnysc, from Mearah ; but no such place

as Mearah is known. Bennett (SSO T) suggests &quot;VnNO, from

Arvad, which is plausible (see ARVAD). But though Arvnd
was colonised from Sidon, it would hardly have been described
as belonging to the Zidonians. The right reading seems to the

present writer to be HS ISC, from Zarephath. Cp i K. 17 9 to

Zarephath which belongs to Zidon ;
even if Zidon here is in

correct, a Sidonian Zarephath is presupposed by the phrase.

Cp ZAREPHATH. T. K. C.

MEASURE (HND, etc.), 2 K. 7i etc. See WEIGHTS
AND MEASURES.

MEAT (rtapN, Gen. 1 29 /. etc.; fWO, Gen. 45 23,

RV victual
).

See FOOD.

MEAT OFFERING (nPI3O), Lev. 6 14 etc. AV. See

SACRIFICE.

MEBUNNAI ( Slip ;
a more plausible vocalisation

is J3O, f&amp;lt; roil uitoi [BA]), a corrupt reading in 2 S. 23 27. See

SlliBECAI.

MECHERATHITE CrnDD), i Ch. 11 36, probably a

false reading for MAACATHITE (q.v.). See also ELIPHELET, 2.

MECONAH (rnbD), Neh. 11 28 RV, AV MEKONAH

(q.v.}.

MEDABA (MHA&amp;lt;\BA [ANY]), i Mace. 9 36. See

MEDEBA.

MEDAD (ITD), Nu. 1126/. See ELDAD.

MEDAN (pTD ; MAAAN [AZJEL]), a son of Abraham

by Keturah, and brother of Midian, Gen. 252 (MAAAIM
[A], MAAAI [A?]), i Ch. 132 (MAAIAM [B], MAAAIM
[L])-
Whether it is worth while to compare the name of the \Yady

Medan near the ruined city Dedan (Wetzstein, in Del. Jesaiai1
),

663) or the name of a Yemenite god Madan (Osiander ; Margo-
liouth in Hastings, DB\ may be doubted. Medanites (so

EVmg-, D jno) occurs in Gen. 8736, but should certainly be cor

rected to D no as m v- 2^ (CP )-

MEDE (H), Dan. 11 1 etc., MEDES (^D), 2 K. 176

etc. See PERSIA.

MEDEBA (N1TP, Moab. fcQiniD [MI, 1. 8], 15.
1 water of rest ?).

Nu. 21 30 Mcoap [BAFL]; Josh. 13 9, SaiSafiav [B], naiS.

[Ba?b], paiSafta (ft sup. ras. Aa) [A], peSafta. [L] ; Josh. 13 16

HeSa/3a [L], BA om. ;
I Ch. 19 7 fj.aiSa.fta [B], ftaiS. [], TOV /xr)S.

[A], ft)S. [L]; Is. 15 2) TV M&amp;lt;Ua/3(e)cTtSos [BNAGT] or omit?;

i Mace. 9 36, wSafta [ANY] ;
Medaba ; Pesh. usually trans

literates [naiNp], but reads -,310 desert
1

in Nu. [mqicL mjffl

west in Josh. lSg [ja-|j?s], NTT ib. v. 16. MI, 1. 3 is perhaps

to be vocalised NTinp.

A city on the tableland (misor) of MOAB, S. of

Heshbon (Josh. 189 16) ; according to Nu. 21 30 (if the

text is correct) a city of the Amorites. Although the

whole tableland Medeba to Dibon is assigned to
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Reuben by D and P in Josh. 13g 16, the Chronicler is

aware that it was not Israelite in David s time (i Ch.

19 7). Medeba was seized by Omri ; but after forty

years of Israelitish occupation, it reverted to Moab in

Mesha s time (.!//, /. 8); certainly it was Moabite when
the elegy of Moab in Is. 15/. was written (6th or 5th
cent. B.C.?). It was an important fortress during the

Maccabrean period, and its people succeeded in captur

ing John, the brother of Jonathan the Jewish prince (i
Mace. 935-37), for which treacherous act they were after

wards made to suffer (Jos. Ant. xiii. 14 9i 102-3).
Medeba (M.rjSava) is mentioned by Ptolemy (v. 176) as

a town of Arabia Petraia between Bostra and Petra (viii.

202o) ; by Eusebius (f^eSSajSa, fiijda^a) and Jerome
(.\fedaba), in OS 13832 279i3, as still known in their

time under its ancient name
; and the name occurs

also among the episcopal cities of the province of Arabia

(Rel. , p. 217). A mosaic map of Christian Palestine

and Egypt found at Medeba and described by Clermont
Ganneau in Recueil d&quot; Archiol. orient, xi. (1897), p. 161

has deservedly excited much attention. See PEFQ,
July 1897 (a translation from Cl. Ganneau, Recueil

d Arckfol. orient, xi. 161, and 1897, p. 239; 1898,

pp. 85, 177, 251).
The ruins survive and bear their old name, under the Arabic

form M&debA. They lie 2940 ft. above sea -level, about four

m. S. by W. of Heshbon, with which they are connected by
an ancient paved road. The city occupied a low hill a mile
and a half in circumference. The whole site is covered with

ruins, for the most part dating from early Christian times.

Outside the walls (the line of which can be distinctly traced) is

a large pool, 108 yds. long, 103 yds. wide and 10-13 ft- deep;
it is at present dry. The plain around Madeba, though now
desolate, is fertile, and thickly dotted with ancient cities

(Burckhardt, Syr. 366 ; Irby and Mangles, 471 ; Porter,
Handbk. 303; Schumacher, ZDPV 18n 3 y:; Baed. Pal. (3)

175^; P-Kf&quot; Q, Jl&amp;gt;&quot; 1895, and 1901, pp. 235-246).

MEDIA AND PERSIA. -See PERSIA.

MEDIATOR and UMPIRE. The words are

synonymous. Cruden, in his Concordance, defines

T c\T rne(l ;ltor as a person that manages, or

transacts, between two contending parties,

in order to reconcile them. This might also be given
as a definition of umpire, which is the word suggested

by our translators (in preference to the too theological
term mediator

)
in nig. of Job 9 33 (

= n pia) as an

alternative to the archaic DAYSMAN [(/.z .

].

It should be noticed that though here gives ^eo-tVijs, the

word represents, not Fl DID (as Adeney in Hastings, Z*/?3 311

n., supposes), but 1J
%
3 3 ; apparently is thinking of O JSri C^K

(EV a champion), i S. 1~4, which Driver (TBS 107) explains
as the man of the ptraixijuov, who came forward as the /oieffiVr)?

to bring the warfare to a close. s words are, eifle fy 6
^ie&amp;lt;Tin)s

rj/jLtav Ka.1 eAe
y^u&amp;gt;i (et yap ... 6 SieA. [A]).

The passage in Job is of great religious interest. The
afflicted Job is struggling after a worthier conception of

God, and can at first only express it thus, O that there

were an umpire between us, who might impose his

authority (lit., lay his hand) upon us both i.e. , upon
the imperfect God of Job s theology and upon the much

perplexed man himself (see JOB [BOOK], 6, col. 2473).
In Is. 24 EV s shall reprove might with advantage
become shall be an umpire to (Che. Proph. Is., shall

arbitrate for
).

The idea that the divine anger is liable to be excessive finds

similar expression in i S. 2 25, which in the Bible of 1551 is thus

rendered, If one man synne agaynst another, dayseman may
make hys peace ; but yf a man sinne agaynst the Lord, who can
be hys dayseman ? This is at least preferable to EV s render

ing ; entreat for him (cp ) obscures the play upon words, on
which see Driver, TBS 27 f. The passage implies the use of

7?D3 as a term for umpire.

The NT word is mediator (yueir/TTjs, also in Polyb. ,

Lucian, etc.), which occurs in Gal. 819 f. i Tim. 2s

2. NT
references.

Heb. 86 9 15 1224 f.

occurs in Heb. 6 17 t

The verb,

wherein God inter

posed with an oath
).

In the last passage
the idea is that the divine oath fills up the space between
the promise and its intended recipients. In i Tim. 2$

(RV) Christ Jesus is called the one mediator between
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God and men, (himself) man ; man (AvOpwiros) is with

out an article, to emphasise the human nature spoken of.

In Heb. II. c. the phrase is the mediator of a new cove

nant, which distinguishes Christ from Moses. In Gal.

3 i9/. ,
the reference is again to the distinction between

the Law and the Gospel. The Law, we are told, was
ordained through angels by the hand of a mediator.

Now a mediator is not (a mediator) of one, but God is

one. (oiara-yfls 5i dyy^Xuv, 4v \fipi /xetnrou. 6 8

fjievirris ecds OVK H&amp;lt;rTiv, 6 Si 6(6s eft tariv.
)

The com
mentator Winer reckoned over 300 different explanations
of this hard passage. Amidst such discord we can

not wonder that some (Michaelis and Straatman) have

rejected the whole passage as an interpolation. This

is certainly an arbitrary procedure. The chief difficulty

lies, not in the words is not of one (evds OVK ICTTIV), but

in the next clause (6 5 6f6s eh to-riv), regarded as a

sequel to the former words, and, accordingly, P. D.

Chantepie de la Saussaye proposes to expunge them

(Stadieu, edited by de la S. , 8374^:). It is conceivable

that an early reader of the words, Now a mediator is

not (a mediator) of one, may have stumbled at them ;

God is one, how then can it be said that a mediator

is not a mediator of one ? Most commentators, how
ever, disapprove even of this plausible solution of the

problem. But what explanation can be called more
than plausible? For the difficulty here meets a fresh

difficulty in the context. What is the force of the words
ordained through angels (Stara-yets 5fdyy\uv), which,

it would seem to us moderns, add nothing to the argu
ment ? There is no reason at all for expunging them

;

but perhaps we may be allowed to pass them over as

merely inserted out of deference to Midrashic speculation

(see ANGELS, 9). We then seem to get a clear argu
ment, viz.

,
that God requires no mediator (such as

Moses)
1 to make his promise (the Gospel) legally bind

ing, since it is essential to the conception of a promise
that it depends on the will of a single person.
The law, therefore, is inferior in dignity to the promise because

the latter was given to Abraham directly, not tv \ipi /iecriVou.

Apparently the writer is thinking of Lev. 26 46, where renders,
o rofxo? ov efiwKf jcuptoc ai a fjiftrov O.VTOV KOU. avo. inftrov TU&amp;gt;I&amp;gt;

viHtv
Itrpa&amp;gt;jA

tv ru&amp;gt; opei Seu-a tv \fipi- Mwixrij. The words iv

\eipl M. correspond to fv
\&amp;lt;tpi jiecrirou In Gal. (The reference

is from Lipsius, //C22(2
), 42 .X, and Holtzmann NT Theol.

2 [1897], p. 31, n. i)

Orello Cone (Paul, 1898, 192 f.), however, remarks,
Paul seems to have written, not with immediate refer

ence to the account of the Sinaitic legislation in Exodus,
but rather with the Jewish tradition about the Law as

&quot;ordained by angels&quot; before his mind. He adds

very truly that in the account of the giving of the law in

Exodus nothing is said about angels ; God speaks

directly to Moses, and even plans the transanction thus

for the sake of the safety of the people (Ex. 1924 Dt. 5$).

It is not clear, however, that any argumentative stress is

laid upon through angels (di ayytXuv). The idea is

that the law, not being communicated to the people

directly, is inferior to the evangelical promise. To ex

press this it would have been enough to say by the

hand of a mediator
(ei&amp;gt; xeLpl nctrlrov). The weakening

words, ordained through angels, may plausibly be

taken as a purely conventional reference.

Ramsay (Historical Commentary [1899], 380) takes a

different view. He cannot avoid the suspicion that

Paul here is betrayed into a mistake, and is thinking of

the other and infinitely more important sense of the

words, God is one, as in Rom. 830, He is one and
the same God in all His acts, one God makes both the

Promises and the Law. In other words, the argument
of Paul is a fallacy.

1 The view that the mediator is Christ (Origen, Chrysostom,
Augustine, and most of the fathers) seems to be clearly wrong.
Schmider s theory (1826) that the angel of the law is meant (cp
Acts 7 38, cp 53) is much more plausible. But Moses could not

have been left out altogether in this connection. Talmudic and
Rabbinical names for Moses as mediator are 11013) y*CN&amp;gt;

ar&quot;d

n^ff-
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For a criticism of some of the chief current explanations see

Holtzmann, NT Theol. (cited above). See also, especially,
Lightfoot s Galatians, ad loc., and Lipsius, HC (cited above).
Against de la Saussaye, see A. H. Blom, Verklaring van Gal.

820, Th.T. 12(1878), 2i.(&amp;gt;ff. T. K. C.

MEDICINE. The most primitive references are to

the obstetric art ; see FAMILY, 9^ Four cases have

, ,, special points. In two of these
1. Practitioners. , , ,, . , .,

(Gen. 35 17 iS. 419) the mother dies

in childbed after giving the infant an appropriate name.
The other two are to bring out a subtle point as to the

seniority of twins ; Esau is the first-born, but he is

(symbolically) seized by the heel by the second twin,

Jacob, whose usurpation began, as it were, in the womb
(Gen. 2525). Again, in the birth of Tarnar s twins

(Gen. 8827), the arm of one protruded and was marked

by the midwife with a red thread ; but, in the event,
the child so marked as the elder was the second born.

A prolapse of the arm may occur ; but unless it had been
replaced, and some turning operation performed on the twin
thus presenting, the other twin could not have taken precedence
of it. The Talmud shows an acquaintance with the Caesarean

section, to save the child in the death of the mother.

In Ezek. 164, salting of the new-born, as well as

washing before swaddling, is mentioned (cp FAMILY,
10). In the Talmud the excessive redness of the infant,

or a yellowish or greenish hue, is an indication for

delaying circumcision. In 2 Mace. 727, a mother in

cludes in an appeal to her son that she had given
him suck three years.

1 The nurse (nprp) of Rebekah

(Gen. 24 59 358) was probably a foster-mother (ropx) ;

the nurse of the lame child Mephibosheth an ordinary
attendant (28. 44) ; cp NURSE.

There are few references to surgical practice. In
Ex. 21 19 one who maims another in a quarrel has to

pay for the loss of the hurt man s time as well as, in

modern phrase, the surgeon s bill. In 2 K. 829 Joram,
wounded in battle, goes to Jezreel for his cure. A
unique reference to physicians as a class occurs in 2 Ch.
16 12, where Asa, in his sickness, sought not to Yahwe
but to the physicians a remark possibly suggested by
the king s name, which perhaps means physician (see

ASA). Prognostics of sickness, as part of the prophetic
function, appear first in the cases of Nathan (28. 12 14)

and Ahijah (i K. 14) ;
but it is not until Elisha (and

of this the Talmud makes a point) that medical skill is

prominent among the prophet s abilities in the cure of
Naaman (2 K. 63), in the prognostic of Benhadad (2 K.
87 ff.}, in the recovery of the Shunammite s son from
sunstroke (2 K. 418-35), in medicating the unwholesome
water at Jericho (2 K. 220), and in correcting the

poisonous effects of the pottage of wild herbs (2 K. 441).
To Elijah also is ascribed (2 K. 14) a prognostic of the

death of Ahaziah from a fall (the king himself having
sent to consult the oracle Baal-zebub [see BAAL-ZEBUB]
at Ekron), and the restoration to vitality of a widow s

son (iK. 17 17), nearly identical with Elisha s. The
one great instance in the later history of prognosis and
treatment by a prophet is that of Isaiah in the case of
Hezekiah (2 K. 20 15 7).

That the priestly class were the depositaries of medical

knowledge seems to follow from the Levitical ordinances
for leprosy, for although some of these were wholly
ceremonial, and not at all utilitarian, they imply on the

part of the priests a skill in diagnosis or in discriminating
one disease from another. They were themselves, it

seems, so subject to illnesses arising from their frequent
bathing and bare feet that a special physician was attached
to their service in the temple (Mishna, ShUkalim, 5i/. ).

The period of the Wisdom literature is the one in

which medicine as an art becomes most prominent.
Solomon s knowledge of the vegetable kingdom was tradition

ally said (Midrash) to include that of drugs, and there are also

references in the Talmud to a book of cures (niWDT 1BD)

1 Two or three years is not an uncommon length for the
suckling to last even in the present day. The weaning was
generally celebrated with a feast. Cp Benz. HA 149.
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attributed to the same king, and said to have been withdrawn
by Hezekiah from the use of the people because it alienated
them from the Lord (the nearest parallel to this in the OT is

Hezekiah s removal of the brazen serpent, 2 K. 184).

The honour of the physician is set forth at length in

Ecclus. 881-15. Those were doubtless the physicians of
whom the woman with the issue of blood had suffered

many things (Mk. 626), or on whom she had spent
all her living

1

(Lk. 843). In his healing of the sick

Jesus revived that part of the prophetic office with which
none but Elisha, in the earlier history, is closely
identified. The Essenes (whose name, according to

some, means physician )
are specially mentioned by

Josephus (Z?/ii. 85) as given to the collecting of medi
cinal roots and minerals.

Of medical theory there was little native to the Jews,
unless perhaps the doctrine of demoniac possession ;

but the Greek teaching of the humours and qualities
became known among them in the Alexandrian period.
The Talmud shows some anatomical knowledge, giving
the bones of the skeleton at 248, which must include

the teeth. One of the greatest of physiological mysteries,
how the bones of a child in the womb do grow, is pro
pounded in Eccl. 11s, the date of which is held to be

post-exilic (see ECCLESIASTES).
We are, of course, better instructed respecting the

late than about the earlier periods. In the rabbinical

2. Therapeutic
medicine Wunderbar finds ordinary

AV. j curative methods, by drugs or the like,methods. ,

less frequently in use than occult

methods, involving astrology, the wearing of parchment
amulets or charms, and sympathy in a generic sense.

This is what might be expected, and accords with the

gradual spread of Babylonian medicine. Without

renouncing the traditional spells for driving out the

demons of sickness, the Babylonians superadded to

them genuine medical receipts (Sayce, Hibb. Lect. 317) ;

cp also MAGIC, 2 b, 2.

The following are among other Talmudic cures of an issue of
blood (uterine haemorrhage from fibroid tumour): Let the

patient sit at a parting of the ways with a cup of wine in her

hand, and let some one, coming up behind her, startle her by
calling out, &quot;Be healed of thine issue of blood!&quot; Or, take
three measures of onions, boil in wine and give the patient to

drink, at the same time calling out suddenly, &quot;Be healed of
thine issue of blood !

&quot;

The greater number of the cures in the Gospels and
Acts are by the Word, usually addressed to the patient,
but in three instances (Jn. 4so Mt. 85 152i) addressed
to the parent or master of the patient.

This belief in the power of a sacred word appears
also outside the biblical records, but scarcely without an
element of superstitious formula. It is found among
the gnostic doctrines and is implied by the pretensions
of the ESSENES \q.v.~\ ; and it is stated without am
biguity in the Zend Avesta (SBEISw) : One may
heal with Holiness, one may heal with the Law, one

may heal with the knife, one may heal with herbs, one

may heal with the Holy Word
; amongst all remedies

this is the healing one, that heals with the Holy Word
;

this one it is that will best drive away sickness from the

body of the faithful
;
for this one is the best healing of

all remedies.

In some cases of wonderful healing in the Gospels
the sick person is touched. In two instances the blind

or bleared eyes are simply touched (Mt. 927 2034), in

another instance they are touched with saliva (Mk. 823),
in another with saliva mixed with clay (Jn. 96 ; cp
B. Weiss, ad loc.

).
The folk-lore of curing sore eyes was

widely spread (Epit. in Plin. AW 28 7). The use of the

morning or fasting saliva for bleared eyes persists in

some parts to the present time. In the Talmud the

saliva of an eldest son is preferred. A special virtue

pertained to the saliva of a royal or imperial personage,
as in the case of a poor man in the crowd at Alexandria

who besought Vespasian so to touch his eyes ; the

emperor inquired of his physicians whether the case

were a curable one, and being answered in the affirma-
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tive, he rubbed his saliva on the man s eyes with curative

effect (Tac. Hist.lZi). The fish gall of Tobit (648
11 it, cp EYE, DISEASES OF), is found, with modifica

tions, in Pliny (
HN32 24) and Bontius (Dented. Indorum,

16). Several of the cures of fever given in the Talmud

clearly contain the idea of transference to animate or

inanimate objects. When the doctrine of magnetic or

sympathetic transference of disease was revived in the

seventeenth century, Bartholin cited the cases of the

scape- goat (Lev. 1621) and of the Gadarene demoniac
and the swine (Mk. 613) as precedents (De transpl.
morb. 24 [Hafn., 1673]). In Ecclus. 889-11, as well

as in the Talmud, prayer and offerings are to precede
the services of the physician. Intercession is explicitly
mentioned in Elijah s (iK. 17ao) and Elisha s (aK.
433) restoration of the widow s son, and in the raising
of Lazarus (Jn. \\4\f.) ; also impliciter in the case of

the epileptic (Mk. 929) concerning whom the disciples

asked, Why could not we cast him out ?

Medicinal waters. The waters of the Jordan valley
are in many places of a saline and bituminous character,

and those of the Jordan itself are said to give a black

deposit containing a resinous matter. The bitumen
found floating on the DEAD SEA (Jos. Ant. iv. 84) was
useful not only for caulking ships, but also for the cure

of men s bodies, being an ingredient of many medicines.

It contains sulphur, and to the presence of bitumen was

probably due the sulphureous water of many hot springs,
of which those of Tiberias and Callirrhoe were the most
famous (see TIBERIAS ; MOAB, 5). The pools of

SILOAM \_q. t/.] and BETHESDA [^.z .J were reputed as

curative.

The most valuable native product was the BALM OF
GILEAD [q.v. ].

The aromatic substances such as

myrrh, frankincense, cinnamon, cassia,

aloes, calamus, galbanum, spikenard,

camphire, are mentioned in OT or NT
only as ingredients of incense, anointing-oil, and

perfumes, or for embalming ; but their medicinal uses

also are referred to in the Talmud (see SPICES). In

like manner the art of the apothecary (Ex. SOss), the

powders of the merchant (Cant. 36), and the like ex

pressions, relate always to these substances as used for

other than medicinal purposes. The MANDRAKE is

given in Gen. 30 -a,ff. as a philtre or a cure for sterility.

Perhaps the only prescription proper is the poultice of

figs for the plague-boil (2 K. 20?).
There is no clear reference to the great narcotics of the East,

opium and hashish or Indian hemp ; but in the opinion of the

present writer it is not improbable that the honey-wood 1 of
i S. 14 27 and of Cant. 5 i, as well as the grass of Dan. 4 25 33,
is the latter. Two other obscure substances which have been
the subject of much conjecture, and have sometimes been
adduced in the same sense, are BDELLIUM and PANNAG [qq.v.].

Criminal poisoning is not mentioned, unless in the

ambiguous metaphor of Zech. 12 2 the cup of trem

bling (cp Jer. 51?), which Jerusalem was to become to

her enemies. The Chaldteans had an elaborate know

ledge of poisons. Hemlock as a weed in ploughed
land occurs in Hos. 104.

In Dt. 23 12-14 we find a primitive law for the disposal
of excrement, from which had probably grown a more

_ ., complex system involving cloacae suited
. am ary to a c^ suc^ as jerusaiem The dis-
pra S.

posal of the dead was extramural. Or

dinary earth burial, with or without coffins, was perhaps
the commonest ;

but rock tombs or vaults also were

used, not only after the manner of Egypt, the body being
embalmed (as in Gen. 502-1326 ; cp 234-n), but also

more generally, the aromatic substances being applied

externally to the winding sheet or the bed on which the

corpse was laid (zCh. 1614 Mk.1546 16i). Several

references to burning (2Ch. 1614 21 19 Jer. 34s Am.
6 10) are of obscure meaning ; but they seem to refer

only to the remains of kings or princes, and to

1 Cp, however, HONEY, i. On the text see Driver, Budde,
and H. P. Smith.
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have been subsequent to entombment, and they may
apply to the bones only (although Gesenius and others

would discover in them cremation of the usual kind).
Burial to cleanse the land, in Ezek. 39 12-16, probably
refers to the well-known risk of pestilence from the

dead unburied in war, famine, or other calamity. The
distinctive Jewish practice of burying within a very short

time after death occurs as an ordinance in OT only in

Deut. 2l22/i, and there only for the special case of

malefactors hanged on a tree, the object being to

prevent the indefinite exposure and neglect of the

corpse, which has occurred often in other countries.

See DEAD, i.

The water supply was naturally of the first import
ance. Elisha s treatment of the water of Jericho is

enlarged upon, in a rational sense, by Josephus (BJ
iv. 83). The same writer remarks that the pool of

Siloam was often so low that water was sold from it by
measure, whereas during the siege by Titus, that and
all the other springs were copious, to the advantage of

the besiegers (ib. v. 94). In the story of Judith (7 7 12 21)

the capture of the sources of the town s water is made
of central importance. Strategic changes in the water

supply of Jerusalem were among the greater achieve

ments of Hezekiah (2 Ch. 32
3_/~.

2 K. 20 20, perhaps also

Is. 22 ii
).

To what extent the Jewish ceremonial law may have

grown out of utility, or may have been originally a

sanitary code concealed behind religious sanctions, is a

question whereon opinions differ. John Spencer (De
leg. Heb. ritual.

),
in his exhaustive discussion of what

the laws meant, almost ignores a medical or sanitary
intention. On the other hand, nearly all the writers on
Medica Sacra discover a hygienic purpose in circum

cision, in the prohibition of swine s flesh, if not also in

the much debated rules as to abstaining from blood and
from things strangled, as well as in some of the rules

for uncleanness of the person puerperal, menstrual,

conjugal, gonorrhoeal, spermatorrhoeal, leprous, and
cadaveric. For circumcision, other than as a sign and
seal, various advantages have been claimed.

Philo (2 21 1) says that the removal of the foreskin obviated the

risk of a malady, severe, and ill to cure, called anthrax, and

Josephus (c. Apion.1i-$) adduces Apion
himself as one who,

having reviled the Jewish rite, actually had to submit to it in

the surgical treatment of an ulcer of the prepuce from which
he eventually died in great torment.&quot; Neither the anthrax
of Philo, nor the eAicos of Josephus is quite intelligible ; certainly

nothing of the nature of a simple boil becoming an ulcer, perhaps
from retained secretion, is common among the uncircumcised of
warm or hot latitudes. But it need not be said that the circum
cised are exempt from the ordinary inflammations, phymosis and

paraphymosis, which are usually complications of something
else, and that they are little liable to balanitis. On antecedent

grounds it is held that the cutaneous or epidermic surface, which
alone remains after the fold of mucous membrane has been

excised, would be less apt to take up and retain infection from

impure sexual commerce. Spencer s proposition, circum-
cisionem adversus idololatriam plurimum valuisse, if it be true,
must apply to the particular forms of idolatry, especially Baal-

worship, which were the peculiar trouble of guardians and
censors of the public morals in Israel. Maimonides held that

circumcision diminished lust ; but it would be as reasonable to

maintain that it ministered to it. Others have sought to show
that it favoured procreativeness, or that it has somehow har
monised with the principle of population.

That the custom was not peculiar to Jews, is shown
elsewhere (see CIRCUMCISION).

Like circumcision, the prohibition of swine s flesh is

Mohammedan as well as Jewish. Tacitus (Hist. 64)

says that the Jews had learned to avoid the flesh of the

pig from having contracted a scabies to which that

animal is subject. Spencer himself admits, among the

unclean aspects of the pig, the fact that he is an

unclean feeder. It is only within the last generation or

two that the formidable trichina parasite of the pig,

communicable to man in the disease trichinosis, has

become known to science.

The larva of the trichina is a minute worm, immense numbers
of which become encysted in the muscles within minute white

capsules or cells shaped like a lemon. Unless destroyed by
cooking, the larvae penetrate from the human intestine to the
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muscles, giving rise, during their active phase, to severe

symptoms, sometimes fatal, not unlike those of enteric fever.

The pig is also very much subject to the larva of a tapeworm,
Ttrnia solium, which is common among mankind in proportion
as swine s flesh is used.

In warm countries the parasitic worms are a peculiar
trouble, so that the motive for some general dietetic

prohibition becomes stronger.
There are seven forms of personal uncleanness re

quiring purification : (a) puerperal (Lev. 12) ; (b] men-

K TJ,,;*,- strual, normal or abnormal (Lev.
5. Purifications. , , , , ,

1019-24 25-30) ; (c) gonorrhoeal (Lev.

152-is); (d) spermatorrhoeal (Lev. 15 16/); (e) con-

cubital (Lev. 15 18) ; (/) cadaveric (Lev. 21 1-3 n ;

especially Nu. 19 11-22, cp Nu. 52 96/. ) ; (g) leprous

(Lev. 13/). As to (a) the curious point is that the

term of purification after a male birth is forty days,
after a female birth it is eighty days. Some have tried

to find a rational ground for this distinction (Maimonides
and Grotius, that the male child is of hot and dry, the
female of cold and moist qualities, the latter taking longer
to be cleansed) ; but there is no real difference between
the pucrperium masculinum and the /. fcemineum ; cp
Benz. HA 150. As to (b) no peoples are indifferent to

these states of the female, but few besides the Jews
(e.g. , in Persia and Ceylon) have thought fit to make
rules. The levitical laws as to (a) and (b) were copied
in the early English penitentials, the church being
substituted for the temple, and the sacrament of Com
munion for the Passover. In later times the ecclesi

astical purifications of women have been restricted to

(a). The somewhat long period of menstrual separation
(seven days), on which Michaelis remarks (4 24), is a
limit reached habitually in some constitutions, but is,

on the whole, excessive.

The uncleanness of (c) is real, in the sense of con

tagiousness ; that of (d) is imaginary, and of ceremonial

import only.
It is only in rare circumstances, such as perhaps

plague, that contact with a corpse (/) can possibly
imperil the health

;
it is, however, not improbable that

the rule grew to be applicable to all corpses from some
such small root of utility. Tob. 2 9 is a case of sleeping
apart after burying the dead. The uncleanness of (g)
was real inasmuch as under leprosy are comprehended
several forms of highly contagious parasitic diseases of
the skin, hairy scalp, and beard, as well as spreading
moulds in the walls of houses, and mildews and moths in

clothes or the like. It is doubtful whether true leprosy
is meant in any verses of Lev. 13/ ;

but in later times
it was only to true leprosy, or to cancerous or other
ulcerous affections mistaken for it, that the uncleanness
of those chapters pertained (cp LEPROSY).

There are many rabbinical aphorisms on the pre
servation of health and the attainment of old age by

6. Health and
reSu ar habits. The Nazarites are an

longevity
eai

&quot;ly
instance of persons abstaining

&quot;

from wine and strong drink (Nu. 6);
the Essenes embraced austere habits and simple diet,
and attained to extreme old age (Jos. 28 10). Length
of days was one of the usual blessings invoked. Years
prolonged beyond three score and ten were labour and
sorrow (Ps. 90 10). On the details of the elegy upon
the troubles of old age in Eccl. 12 1-7 see special articles,

CAPER-BERRY, GRASSHOPPER, etc. See, further, DIS
EASES.
The best treatise is that of R. J. Wunderbar, Biblisch-tal-

_ . mudische Medicin, Riga and Leipsic, 1850-
7. .Literature. 1860. A miscellaneous bibliography is ap

pended by Ebstein to his Die Medicin zm
alien Testament (Stuttgart, 1901), from which Wunderbar s
work is omitted. c
MEDITERRANEAN. The Hebrew terms for the

Mediterranean are given elsewhere (GEOGRAPHY, 4, i.

col. i687/) ; one of them (jnmjn D^rt,
EV the hinder

sea
) was, we may infer, unknown to the pre-exilic

Israelites, for it has probably arisen partly out of an
accident, partly out of an editorial process.
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The fact is that in the early documents the boundaries of the

Land of Promise were very narrow. From the wilderness of
Jerahmeel, it was said in the original text of Dt. 11 24, from
the river, the river of Ephrath.l as far as the Jerahmeelite Lake
shall be your region.

1 The word
&amp;lt;&quot;?NDnT, however, became

corrupted, the word nnSN, too, lost its initial letter, and, under
the influence of a desire to produce a correct description of the
ideal boundaries of the Land of Israel, a great but daring editor
reconstructed the passage thus, from the wilderness and
Lebanon (?), from the river, the river Perath (Euphrates), as far
as the hinder sea, shall be your region. The fragments of the
word VHDrrT were conjecturally read

p-|riN ( hinder
1

[sea]);
similar fragments elsewhere (Ezek. 47 18) were misread Ji01
front [sea]). In this way a contrast was produced between

the eastern and the western sea i.e., the Dead Sea and the
Mediterranean (cp EARTH ii., i). The prospect which Moses
enjoyed from Pisgah (Dt. 34 2) was recast in a similar way (see
NEBO, MOUNT), and so the way was prepared for the unsuspicious
adoption of the two novel terms front sea and back sea in
Joel 2 20 Zech. 14s. For a parallel case, see SALT SEA.
The truth is, however, that no comparison is possible between

the lake called the Dead Sea and the sea fitly styled the great.

From its size 2 the Mediterranean is fully entitled to
rank among oceans ; to the Hebrew it was the ocean

(DVI, and by a peculiar idiom n S 1
, Judg. 5 17 ; cp Ps.

46 3 [2]). Planted in it (Ecclus. 43 23, note the

readings of Heb. and
&amp;lt;)

were those mysterious islands

(D&quot;N)
of which merchants spoke, and from it came

the cloud no bigger than a man s hand which
brought the longed-for early rain. To the traveller
the strip of blue bounding the horizon on the W.
as he gazes from some height in western Palestine is

a familiar and a pleasing sight. The inhospitable char
acter of the coast, however, together with other circum
stances, made the great sea far less dear to the Israelites.

North of Carmel nature has so far assisted man by
prompting here a cape, and dropping there an islet,

that not a few harbours have been formed which have
been, and may again become, historical. S. of this

headland, the possibilities of harbourage are limited to

a forward rock at Athlit, two curves of the beach at

Tanturah, twice low reefs at Abu Zaburah and Jaffa
the faint promise of a dock in the inland basin of

Askalan, with the barred mouths of five or six small
streams 3

(cp ASHKELON, DOR, JABNEEL, JOPPA,
MAGDIEL). Barred is no idle term

;
the few estuaries

are nearly choked by sand. Sand-hills, too, are a source
of serious danger to agriculture. The westerly winds

continually carry clouds of sand far inland (see GAZA,
col. 1651), and only by artificial means, such as are not
now adequately used, can great detriment be averted.
It is intelligible that the figure of sand by the sea-shore
became a habitual mode of speech to the Israelites (Gen.
32i2jer. 5 22 15 8 Ps. 7827 Ecclus. 18 10 Rev. 12i8[13i]).
On the phrase, he shall be for an haven (?) of ships, Gen.

49 13, see ZEBULUN, and on the Mediterranean coast in general,
see also PALESTINE. T. K. C.

MEEDA, RV Meedda
Ezra 252, MEHIDA.

[A]) i Esd. 5 3 2=

MEGIDDO (VIJO ;
in Zech. 12 n Megiddon,

connected usually with -v/TU 4 [Lag. Uebers. 96]; /uayeSJoi,

fj.ayeSSiav, /j^eyeSSia, sometimes /layeSta, fj.ayeSiui , but also

HaptSuO [Josh. 1221 B], paye&Siap [Josh. 17 n A], peKeSia [i K.
4 12 B], [fj.f] nayeSaia [i K. 4 12 A], i*a.ySu&amp;gt; [i K. 9 15 A], nayeSauv
[2 K. 927 B], naii&Su [2 K. 927 A], naK eS&amp;lt;av [2 K. 23 30 B],

fiaytSSei [i Ch. 7 29 B], /j.eraaSSov; [i Esd. 1 27 (29) B], fi.fTa.eS-

Saovs [i Esd. 1 27 (29) A], [ev ireSiw] eKKoirTOfievov [Zech. 12 n
BNAQr]; MAGRDDO

[jn Zech. Mageddon}; in Am. Tab.

Magidda, Makida; Ass. Magadfi, Magidu; Egypt. Maketi,
Makita, Makedo [see WMM 85 97 167 195]).

A stronghold of Palestine, situated near the waters

1 On the name Ephrath see PARADISE, 5, end.
2 Its length from Gibraltar to its eastern extremity in Syria is

reckoned at about 2100 m.
3 G. A. Smith, HG, 127/
*

[It may be doubted, however, whether the daghesh in
&quot;

HJQ

should be preserved. The Egyptians seem to have heard the
name pronounced Magedo (see WMM As. it. Eur. 85).

Possibly the name has a religious significance. Fresh light is

wanted. T. K. c.]
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MEGIDDO MEHIDA
of Megiddo (Judg. 5 19) in a plain (see VALE, 2)

1 Historv (*&amp;lt;??
Wf^lov 2 Ch-3522, i Esd. 1 27

[29]; cp Zech. 12 ii, but this passage may
perhaps have nothing to do with Megiddo ; see HADAD-
RIMMON). The place is at least as old as the time of

Thotmes III. who won a victory over the Canaanites

here [on Breasted s researches, see below, 2, end];
it is mentioned also in the Amarna Tablets. Down
to the exile it retained its importance ;

but from that

date onwards it totally disappears from history. It is

not mentioned in the NT (cp ARMAGEDDON). The
site can only be conjecturally determined. It is men
tioned in the OT as the residence of a Canaanite king

(Josh. 122i) and as one of the strong places situated in

the region of the plain of Jezreel which, though assigned
to Issachar, Asher, and Manasseh, were not taken pos
session of by any of these tribes (Josh. 17 n Judg. 127
i Ch. 729). Megiddo continued to be a stronghold of the

earlier inhabitants till at least the time of Deborah, but

became Israelite in or before the time of Solomon, who
fortified it (i K.9is), and made it the seat of one of

his prefects (i K. 4 12). The supposition has been put
forward that it had again shaken off the Israelite yoke
in the period of the dynasty of the house of Omri
which would explain why Ahaziah sought refuge in

Megiddo (2 K. 927) ;
but it seems preferable to suppose

that the fugitive king counted on finding the place in

the hands of a faithful adherent of the house of Ahab.

Megiddo is usually mentioned along with Taanach
;

and as the site of the latter is perfectly certain (see

TAANACH) it is natural to look for the former in that

neighbourhood. Such a position would harmonise com
pletely with what we read in 2 K. 927 23 29/1 (cp 2 Ch.

3522) of the death of Ahaziah in Jehu s revolt and of

Josiah s fatal encounter with Necho J
(see AHAZIAH,

JEHU, JOSIAH).
If this assumption be correct Megiddo must have lain

on the route of trade caravans and military expeditions
_ ., from the Philistine littoral and from Egypt ;

it must have commanded the passage of Carmel
or rather of its SE. prolongation (er-Ruhah) for anyone
coming from the S. whose objective was the Jordan
Valley, the Sea of Galilee, Damascus, or Mesopotamia.
Now, we know that, in the Roman period, a fortified

camp, or rather town, of great importance- was estab

lished at Legio, the modern Lejjfin,
3
4 m. N. from

Taanach
; and since the time of an anonymous writer

in 1835 (see Mimchner Gel. Anzeiger, Dec. 1836,

p. 920), and still more since Robinson, the generally-

accepted view has been that Lejjun is the ancient

Megiddo. This identification, which also has the

support of R. Parchi (i4th cent.), is merely conjectural
indeed, but has great plausibility. Eusebius and

Jerome, however, supply no precise indication and
seem to have been completely ignorant of the site,

though Jerome, speaking of the plain of Esdraelon,
calls it the plain of Megiddo, and elsewhere, like

Eusebius, calls it the plain of Legio. Legio, again,

ought in all probability to be identified with Maxi-

mianopolis (see the Bordeaux Pilgrim, the lists of

bishops, and the data of Jerome). In the neighbour
hood there are springs which might be intended by the

waters of Megiddo in Judg. 5 19, unless we are to

understand the Kishon (cp Judg. 46 13 621) which flows

at no great distance and which, in the opinion of some,

preserves an echo of the name Megiddo in its modern

designation of Nahr el-Mokatta . Near the ruins of

1 Herodotus, however (2 159), places Necho s fight at May-
JoAoi/, and Josephus {Ant. x. 5 1) at Mende

((ifi&amp;gt;Sr)v,
al.

/ujjSiji/) ; on both statements see JOSIAH. It should also be noted
that the Book of Kings need not necessarily be taken as speaking
of a battle between Necho and Josiah ; it might equally well be

interpreted ax referring to an interview ending in a murder.

Chron., it is true, describes a battle. See JOSIAH.
- It is from Legio that all distances in that region are reckoned

in the Onomasticon.
3 The name Lejjun is borne also by other places in Syria and

Moab.
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Lejjun (which include those of a khan well known in the

Middle Ages) are two mounds, one of which, called

Tell el-Mutesellim (Prefect s Mount),
1 may possibly have

been the acropolis of Megiddo-Legio. Excavations here

would probably be remunerative.
Other sites for Megiddo have been sought, farther to the N.,

in the plain of Jezreel, at el-Mujeidil, \\ h. SW. from Nazareth
(Spruner-Sieglin, Atlas); at Mejdel near Acre (Ewald, CF/(3

)

3 762_/C) ; or at Jedda or Jeda (Schlatter) ; thjs last proposal
would have at least something to be said for it if it could be
shown that in Josh. IT n Dor and En-dor are doublets (see
EN-DOR), and that in no geographical text dealing with the

strong places of the plain of Jezreel is Dor-Tanturah, to the
SW. of Mt. Carmel, intended, but always En-dor. This being
assumed Megiddo alone could be Asherite and it would become
more difficult to place it at Lejjun ; but, on the other hand,
Megiddo must have been strategically important, and this fits

Lejjun better than Jedda.
Lastly, Conder has sought to identify Megiddo with Mujedda ,

3 m. S. from Besan (Beth-shean) ; but this hypothesis leaves

unexplained the close connection between Megiddo and Taanach ;

it creates difficulties in the stories of Ahaziah and Josiah ; it

harmonises badly with the order in which the strongholds are
enumerated in more than one passage ; it neglects the leading
authority of Judg. 5 19, while interpreting Judg. 4 12-16 (cp v. 7)
after Josephus in the sense that lays the scene of Deborah s

battle with Sisera at the very base of Tabor ; it has nothing in

its favour but an obscure passage of an Egyptian text The
travels of the Mohar where, according to WMM (195), there
is a manifest confusion between the Kishon and the Jordan.
G. A. Smith (HO 387) and G. F. Moore (Judg. 47) have argued
against Conder s view in a manner which seems to the present
writer decisive. Moore with reason declares that the situation

is impossible. On the other hand Birch (PEhQ, 1881, p. 232)
goes too far in claiming to have made it out as certain that

Megiddo was situated at or close to Lejjun. All that can be
said is that the supposition is a very reasonable one. Petrie

(Syria and Egypt, 176) holds that the campaign of Thotmes III.

proves the site of Megiddo to be at Tell el-Mutesellim (see

above). Breasted (PSBA 22 [1900! 95-98) writes as follows : A
Syrian army which is defending Megiddo, is posted with the
south wing at Taanach (Ta annuk), and a small advanced force

harassing an enemy advancing northward through the moun
tains along the Megiddo road. These operations will not suit

Mujedda ; on the other hand, they suit the location of Megiddo
at el-Lejjun in every particular. Indeed, if we had no other
data for the identification of Megiddo, these facts would decis

ively locate it in the vicinity of el-Lejjun.

Reland, Pal. 873 893-95 ; Robinson, BR$) 2328-330; Van de

Velde, Reisen, 1 265 ; Raumer, PaleettitutW, 446-8 ; Furrer, art.

Megiddo in Schenkel BL ; Guerin, Samarie,
3. Literature. 2231-8 ; Mtihlau, art. Megiddo in Riehm s

HiyBW, 989 ; PEFMem. 290-99 ; PEFQ, 1876,

p. 81 ; 1877, pp. 13-20 (Conder); 190-92 (Conder) ; 1880, pp. 223/1
1881, pp. 86-8 (Conder); 232-5 319 ; 1882, p. 151 (Conder); 1894,

151 ; Conder, Tentwork, 66-8 232/1; W. Max Miiller, As. u.

Eur. 85 97 167 195 ; Schlatter, Zur Topogr. u. Gesch. Paliistina s

295-9; G. A. Smith, HG 386-8 677; Buhl, Geogr. des alien

Palastina, 209/1 Rohrbach, Christl. Welt, 361-364 (1899);

Sellin, MDPy, 1900, p. sf- Lu. G.

MEGIDDO, WATERS OF (Judg. 5 19). See pre-

ceding art., 2, and cp KlSHON.

MEGIDDON, VALLEY OF (Zech. 12 n). See above,
col. 3010 (end).

MEHETABEL
(&quot;pNatp-nO [i.g. ^XTE D], God

confers benefits, 28
; Jer. [O5&amp;lt;

2) 8 23] Meetabel, quam
bonus Deus

;
but the analogy of Jehallelel leads one to

suspect an ethnic name [Misrith?] underlying it).

i. The wife of Hadar (rather Hadad) king of Edom
(Gen. 8639 /jLfT^er)\ [ADEL], i Ch. 1 50, om. B, juera/3f7/\

[AL]) ;
see HADAD i.

, 2; EDOM. Probably she was a N.
Arabian of Musri (see BEI.A, MATRED, ME-ZAHAB).
Marquart (Fund. 10) would read from Me-zahab&quot;

(&amp;lt;5
s viov in Gen. =ja, a corruption of

p). This, how

ever, implies that Matred is not a corrupt form of

the name of a country.
2. AV Mehetabeel, grandfather of SHEMAIAH \q.v.\ (Neh.

6 10 /leirarjA [B], /xtra&amp;gt;)A [,x], jie&amp;gt;)Taj3ei)A [A], /ifre/3er;A [L]).

T. K. C.

MEHIDA (NTHO, union ?? MeeiAA[BXAL]). the

family name of a company of (post-exilic) NETHIMM
(q.v. ); Ezra 252 (MAOyA*. [BA]) I! Neh. 7s4=i Esd.

5 32 (AeAAA [B], /weeAAA [A], AV MEEDA, RV
MEEDUA).

1 It is too bold to find in this Arabic word for prefect a
reminiscence of the prefect of Solomon.
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MEHIR
MEHIR (TTO) ben Chelub, a Judahite, i Ch. 4n

(/v\&xeip [BA], *? &quot;^-?J?

&amp;gt; ** MACHIR, MA.GIP [L]).

MEHOLATHITE pjTPnD), apparently the gentilic

of ABEL-MEHOLAH (i S. 1819 2 S. 21 8f) which belonged
to the region where Saul s house held its ground the

longest (Wi. GI 2197). The ordinary geographical
connection, however, is very doubtful.

If Meholah is a corruption of Jerahmeel [Che.], a fresh light

is thrown on the designation Adriel the Meholathite. See

SAUL, 6 (end); MERAB, PALTI, i.

MEHUJAEL (^inp, p&OTiJp [Kre,

fourth in descent from Cain, Gen. 4i8f (J).
Not im

probably from Jerahmeel. To explain the name as a

participle Piel (Budde,L7rgescA. 128) or Hiphil (Nestle,

Marg. 7) is inexpedient. See MAHALELEL, and cp
CAINITES, 7.

(AL give fxairjA, but D (xaovia, E /uaouujA ; Philo (De poster.

Caini, 20) /oierjA ; Jos. (Ant. i. 2 2) ju.apovr)Aos, Jer. (OS 8 9)

Mauiahel. Philo s and Jerome s forms are explained respec

tively curb fcorjs Ofov and ex vita detis, thus presupposing ^N TID-

Some cursives (a b z) give /uoAeAerjA, Eth. Maldleel, Copt.

(Fallet, ap. Lag., Or. 2 35) maleleel (
= Mahalelel), or rather

Mehalelel. Of the two attested forms Lag. (I.e.) prefers MAHA-
I.ALEL (y.v.). See also Gray (HPN 164) and Dr. (TBS 14,

against the existence of proper names compounded of a divine

name and a passive participle). T. K. C.

MEHUMAN (JO-inO ; AMAN [BKAI/]), the first of

the seven chamberlains of Ahasuerus
(
Esth. 1 10). These

names are all of doubtful etymology (possibly Persian
;

see Marq. Fund. 71), and
&amp;lt;Q by no means testifies to

their correctness. See ESTHER, 3 ; Crit. Bib.

MEHUNIM, MEHUNIMS. See MEUNIM.

ME-JARKON (|1p1n &quot;&amp;gt;, yellow, or yellowish

green, water
; &amp;lt;&amp;gt;

BAL
, presupposing ppTTI D*p, gives

ATTO 0ikA*.CCHC lepAKtON), a place in Dan (not far from

Joppa ; Josh. 19 46), which apparently derived its name
from some large spring or fountain that formed a

marsh. The only striking spot of this kind in the

specified neighbourhood is at Ras el- Ain (n m. E. by
N. from Joppa), the fountain-head of the Nahr el-

Auja, which, in beginning its course, forms a marshy
tract covered with reeds and rushes (Rob. BR 4 140).

Beside the springs, which are the largest in Palestine,

stands the mound, crowned by mediaeval ruins, which

Sir C. W. Wilson identifies with ANTIPATRIS (q.v.).

The importance of the site must have been early noticed.

More than this cannot with certainty be affirmed. The

reading is not absolutely certain.

Rakkon (strictly, ha-Rakkon), which follows, appears to be a
variant for Jarkon (ha-Jarkon), and both names may be cor

rupted from Jerahmeel, cp Judg. 135, the Amorites( = Jerah-
meelites [see Crit. Bib.} would dwell in Mount Heres, Aijalon,
and Shaalbim. May not the Nahr el- Auj;1 have been originally
known as the waters of Jerahmeel ? See RAKKON, also

MAKAZ. T. K. C.

MEKONAH, RV MECONAH (nipt?), a place of some

importance, mentioned after Ziklag, Neh. Il28f (MAX NA
[K

c - a me- inf
-, BN*A om.

, MAMH [I-]). Perhaps the same
as Macbena, or (better) Madmannah. These names
occur together in i Ch. 249, and MADMANNAH (q.v. )

follows Ziklag in Josh. 15 31. T. K. c.

MELATIAH (iTtp^p, 30, Yahwe delivers?

M&ATIAC [LI), a Gibeonite, a contemporary of

Nehemiah
;

Neh. 87 (BNA om.
). Perhaps from

PELATIAH, an expansion of the ethnic Palti (Che.).

MELCHI (/v\eAxei) Lk. 82428. See GENEALOGIES
&quot;

3-

MELCHIAH (Jer. 21 1), RV MALCHIJAH. See

MALCHIJAH i.

MELCHIAS (MeAxteMcl).
.

i. i Esd.lt 26 = Ezra 10 25, MALCHIJAH 4.
2. i Esd. 9 32 = Ezra 10 31, MALCHIJAH 6.

3. i Esd.
!&amp;gt;44

= Neh. 84, MALCHIJAH 9.

MELCHIEL (i.e., MALCHIEL, /v\eAx[e]iHA [BX^A]
ceAAHM [N*]), father of CHARMIS (q.v.), Judith 6 15.
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MBLCHIZEDEK
MELCHISEDEC (Heb. 56), RV MELCHIZEDEK.

MELCHISHUA. See MALCHISHUA.

MELCHIZEDEK (pn^^O, 21
; MeA X iceAeK.

the name, if genuine [see below, 3] would mean origin

ally either Sedek is king, or Sedek is Malik, J but in

later times meant king of righteousness [Heb. 72].
Sedek may have been a Canaan itish god ; cp ffvdvK

[Philo Bybl. ] ;
Sedek-melek [*l?DpTi*] occurs on coins,

and similar S. Arabian names are quoted [Pratorius,
ZDMG 26 426] ;

see Baudissin, Stud. Sem. Rel. 1 15).

King of Salem, and priest of El Elyon, the Most High
or Supreme God, in the time of Abram (Gen. 14 18-20).

Melchizedek is thought to be referred to also in the

traditional text of Ps. 1104^ as resembling in his royal

1. OT and NT priesthood the king celebrated by the

references. psalmist Yahwe hath sworn and
will not repent ; Thou art a priest

for ever after the order (?) of Melchizedek (EV).

Certainly this idea was taken up, in connection

with the full Messianic interpretation of Ps. 110,

by the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews, who
treats the short account of Melchizedek in Gen. 14

as a mine of suggestions for the right comprehension of

the nature and office of Christ. Recent students,

however, who seek for traces of the early Semitic

religion have found the story of Melchizedek suggestive
in other directions. Here is Abram (Abraham), the

ideal and in a sense Messianic patriarch, accepting the

benediction of a Canaanite priest-king, whose religion

appears to have resembled his own, and offering him
tithes of the spoil. Even apart from Christian associa

tions, it is surely a fascinating theme.

Is this story historical ? or does it at any rate enclose

some kernel of genuine tradition ? It is held by many
that the Melchizedek -passage, Gen.

2. Real
character.

14 18-20, has been interwoven with an

independent narrative which is more

intelligible without it. The evidence of this interweaving
is found in v. 22, where, in the middle of the declaration,

I lift up my hand unto Yahwe that I will not take a
thread or a shoe latchet, the editor is thought to have

inserted from the speech of Melchizedek the words the

Supreme God, Producer (see col. 3015, n. 2) of heaven

and earth. From this point of view it is a natural and

plausible conjecture that Melchizedek, whose functions

and refined religious ideas place him quite apart from

the king of Sodom and his companions, is a purely
fictitious personage, introduced for some object which

has yet to be discovered. His name is apparently
modelled on that of ADONIZEDEC [q.r. ], a traditional

Canaanitish king of Jerusalem, and was probably ex

plained king of righteousness.
Next it may be asked, where did the writer of the

Melchizedek -passage suppose the city of his hero to

.... ., have been situated? It was evidently a

~f

1S

ffi

y sacred city. But none of the three
ana onice.

Salems vvhich have been suggested N.
of Jerusalem

2 had a reputation for sanctity. Jerusalem,

however, would do excellently ;
in post-exilic times it

would be important to find an early attestation of its

pre-eminent sanctity (so De Wette, Dillm., and most).

Moreover, if the King s Vale spoken of in Gen. 14 17 (see

SHAVEH i.
)

is the same as that mentioned in the story
of Absalom (2 S. 18 18), and if Josephus is right in

placing this valley two stadia from Jerusalem, it would

1 Cp Uru-mfdik, the name of a governor of the land of Amurru
(Syria and Palestine) under king Sargon of Agad6 (L)angin);
miilik might be the Canaanite god Melek, even if originally
Uru-malik came from Jerahmeel.

2 The places in question are Siilim near Nsblus on the SE.

(Raed.W, 257 ; see SALEM 2), the SalTm in the plain of Esdraelon,
NNW. of Ta annuk (Baed.P), 263), and the Salem or Salumias
8 R. m. from Scythopolis mentioned by Jer. (OS 149 17), and

wrongly identified by him with the Salim of Jn. 823 (see

SALIM). Ewald thinks that the Salem referred to was a city
on the other side Jordan, which must be traversed on the

return route from Damascus to Sodom (Hist. 1 307).
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MELCHIZBDEK
seem that the equation of Salem with Jerusalem ought
to be correct. It is, however, not at all certain that

the statement of Josephus is correct. Absalom would

surely have erected his monument on his property at

Baal-hazor, which Robinson well identifies with Tell

Asur, situated between Shiloh and Bethel. Besides

this, the writer had no obvious motive for half-concealing
the name of Jerusalem. The name Salem (or rather

Salem) for Jerusalem is found only once elsewhere

(Ps. 76z [3]), and in that passage may have been dictated

by a misinterpretation of Gen. 14 18. The best solution

which remains is to read rbw i.e. , Shiloh for oW- l

Shiloh, which was so long the religious and even the

political centre of the land, had a strong claim to be
consecrated by a connection with Abraham. There
was a Ruth among the Moabites ; why should there

not have been a Melchizedek among the Canaanites ?

If the text of Gen. 14 is approximately correct, this is

perhaps the best view that can be offered. Still there are

difficulties. The priest-king Melchizedek in Canaan,
whether at Jerusalem or at Shiloh, is a startling

phenomenon ; Jethro was a priest and prince of N.
Arabia. More important, however, is the fact that a
removal of what the present writer holds to be errors in

the text of Gen. 14 reveals an underlying story of a very
different character.

Melchizedek king of Salem is surely a late editor s attempt
to make sense of a badly written text. -j^O plJT sSoi nas

arisen out of j^p s
&quot;|Voi&amp;gt;

an^ cW which follows is probably
OB S according to Josh. 1947, the original name of Dan i.e.,

the southern not the northern Dan. Now Lesham and
Ziklag are both corruptions of Halusah. It was according to

the first narrator, the priest-king of the sacred city of Halusah
(see SHECHEM, ZIKLAG) who came out to meet Abram, and
blessed him, and to whom Abram (the hero of the Jerahmeelite
tribe, see JERAHMEEL) paid tithes.

The matter is treated more fully elsewhere
(SODOM).

According to the view here advocated, Melchizedek
has the singular fate not only of being an imaginary

personage, but of owing his ideal existence to a
scribe s error. If so, the use made of Melchizedek
in Heb. 6 f. , becomes mere temporary rhetoric a

typology which has lost even its apparent basis in the

letter of the OT, and the Melchizedek passage in the

MT of Gen. 14 can only be used as a monument of that

post-exilic theology, in which the divine creatorship, not

unknown before the Exile, but not fully recognised,

played so great a part.
2 As such, let no one presume

to undervalue it !

It must unfortunately be added that the reference to

Melchizedek in Ps. 110 4^ is not less doubtful than that

in Gen. His. The text of Ps. 110 is admittedly difficult,

and probably corrupt, and there is good reason to suspect
that v. 46 should run thus nori nn:rSy oSiy

1

? 1 ni ari, I

establish thee for ever because of my covenant of lovingkind-
ness. 3 All that can be said to clear up the enigmatical words
of the received text has been well summed up by Delitzsch and
Baethgen. Cp also Che. OPs. 20-25, ar|d see PSALMS.

The OT references to Melchizedek exercised both

Jewish and Christian doctors. The omission of any
... reference to his story in the Book of Jubilees

suggests a very early reaction against its
Liieories. ,- , A rr-* , *

religious comprehensiveness. Talmudic

passages also permit the conjecture that some Jewish
teachers disliked the use made of it in the Epistle to the

1 Cp Jer. 41 5, where MT has iW, but o-aAij^ [B]. in

Ps. I.e. has iv eiprftrff. The same emendation has already been

proposed by Gratz in Ps. 76 3, with advantage to the sense.

a
.&quot;Up (vv, 19 22), producer or creator (of), cp Dt. 326 Ps.

139 13 Prov. 822. See CREATION, 30. The sense possessor

(Targ.) is preferred by EV ; cp ^r3j3, EV thy riches ; RVmfr,

thy creatures (Ps. 104 24).
3 See Che. Ps.ft). (i) Metrical considerations show that

there is some accretion on the text. (2) rnm Sj? is intolerably

prosaic. (3) The other so-called royal psalms contain no certain

references to historical personages such as Simon the Maccabee
or John Hyrcanus, each of whom has been not unplausibly
suggested as the hero of Ps. 110. Duhm remarks, How the

reference to Melchizedek came to be introduced, I do not know ;

perhaps it is the marginal note of a reader. See PSALMS, 29.
* Cp Ronsch, Das Buck der Jubiliien, 502.

MELITA
Hebrews. In Ntddrim 32* we have, according to

Friedlander,
1 a reply to what is said on Melchizedek in

Heb. 7. The Christian theologian called Melchizedek
without father, without mother, without genealogy.

The Talmud, however, states that Melchizedek is no
other than Shem (so also Targs. Jon., and Jerus. , Jer.
on Is. 41 and Ephrem Syr. on Gen.). The Christian
writer applies the words of Ps. 110 to Jesus. The
Talmud replies that, owing to Melchizedek s incon-

siderateness in mentioning Abraham before God, God
transferred the priesthood from Melchizedek to Abraham.

(The words, and he was priest of the Supreme God,&quot;

are taken to mean that his descendants were not priests.)

Cp also Sanhedr. 108 b, Ber. rabba, 44.
On the arguments in Heb. 5-7 see Bishop Westcott s com

mentary, where it is well pointed out that the writer is uncon
cerned with the historical character of Melchizedek, and confines*
himself to drawing suggestions from the language of the narrative.
In this he reminds us somewhat of P\\\\o(De Leg. Alleg. iii. 25 26,

Mangey, 1 102/.). Cp G. Milligan, Theology o/ the Ep. to the
Hebrews, 118, 210.

The recent attempt of Hommel to prove the historical

character of the account of Melchizedek can hardly be
called plausible (AHT 153 ft.), and would probably be
modified now by the learned author. Kittel s statements
in Hist. 1 i79/ also seem to require some reconsideration.

He admits that the passage on Melchizedek has been

very largely revised by the redactor, but thinks that

the balance of evidence is in favour of its historical

character.

See also Rcisch, Die Begegnung Abrahams mil Melchisedek,
Th. St. fCr., 1885, pp. 321-356. Riisch supposes a tradition of
the Jerusalem priesthood in pre-Israelitish times. This was
accepted as probable by Hommel, GBA 162, n. 2 (1885).

T. K. C.

MELEA ( /weAe* [Ti. WH]), Lk. 3 31. See GENEA
LOGIES ii. , 3.

MELECH
(

&amp;lt;J

1?9. as if king, but probably from

Jerahmeel [Che.], cp MALCHIAH
; MeAxHA [

B
],

MAA&X [BN] ; MAAcoG, M&Au&amp;gt;x [A]; MeAxmA [L]),
a descendant of Saul mentioned in a genealogy of

BENJAMIN \cj.v. 9 ii. ], i Ch. 835 = 941^
MELICU (-137P [Kr.]), Neh. 12 14, AV, RV MAL-

LUCHI.

MELITA (/weAiTH, TR; /weAiTHNH, WH after B
and Vv. Acts 28 1

).
The question as to the identity of

the island upon which Paul was ship-
wrecked

&amp;lt;

Acts 28 * ma
&amp;gt;

be re^rded
as finally settled. The indications

in Acts stamp the account of the entire voyage as that

of an eye-witness, and give it great value. The view

(first found, but without arguments, in Const. Porphyr.
De Admin. Imp. 36) that the Melita of Acts is the

island now called Afeleda off the Dalmatian coast, pos
sesses now merely historical interest.

The typhonic wind, which struck down from the lofty peaks
of Mt. Ida (Acts 27 14), would have driven the vessel, as she
scudded before it (v, 15 ejrifioi Tes ifapofieQa), on the coast of
Africa had not her course been changed. Under the lee of Cauda
the ship was laid to on the starboard tack (i.e. with her right
side to the wind), and the gear was lowered (r. 17,

^oAa&amp;lt;rai&amp;gt;Tfs

rboxeuos). By this phrase the author means that the mamyard and
mainsail were sent down. This, to a landsman, was the striking

operation, and he omits to mention that the ship stood on under
storm sails. Such a ship as Paul s, close-hauled on the starboard

tack, with a gale from ENE., would make a course about 8 N.
of W., at a mean rate of ij m. an hour ; this would bring her
to Malta in the time stated (Acts 2727). For the details of the

calculation, see James Smith, Voyage and Shifrvrcck of St.

PauK^, iii,ff. (ist ed. 1848).

The many conditions of the narrative are satisfied

only by Malta, and more particularly by the bay of

St. Paul (di S. Paolo), about 8 m. N\V. of Valetta,

which has always been pointed out by tradition as

the scene of the wreck. The subsequent voyage to

Italy by way of Syracuse (Acts 28 12) confirms this

result. The view that the ship was driven to the Dalma
tian coast rests upon an erroneous interpretation of

1 REJ, April-June 1883, p. 191.
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MELITA
Acts 27 27 (see ADRIA). It also necessitates the assump
tion of a complete change in the wind from its original

direction, whilst the view that Melita = Malta involves

the supposition that the wind blew steadily from one

point of the compass.
With a north-easterly wind, the sea breaks violently

on the low rocky point of Koura which juts out to form
the eastern side of St. Paul s bay. A ship

2. Criticism of

narrative. driving as was Paul s must inevitably

pass within a quarter of a mile of this

point, which, owing to the southward trend of the shore

in the neighbourhood of Valetta, would be the first land

made, and the breakers would give notice of its drawing
near. InActs 27 27 (theshipmen deemed) that they drew
near to some country (AV), that they were drawing
near (RV), should be, that some land was nearing
them (Trpocrdyfiv an ordinary idiom).

1 The soundings
here vary from 1710 25 fathoms, shoaling to 15 fathoms

at a distance of half-an-hour in the direction of the

vessel s drift (v. 28). The anchors held through the

night, for the bottom of sand and clay is so good that

while the cables hold there is no danger, as the anchors

will never start (Sailing Directions, quoted by Smith,

op. cit. 132). In the morning they were cut away, and
abandoned (v. 40, ftuv et s rrfv OdXacraav not as in AV
committed themselves unto the sea : RV is correct).

The final element in the scene is scarcely understood.

The intention was to run the ship ashore, and it is

usually assumed that this was successfully accomplished.
The difficulty lies in the words falling into a place
where two seas met, they ran the ship aground (AV v.

41, 7re/H7re&amp;lt;r6j
Tes 5e eis roirov SiOdXaavov ^w^Ki\av rrjv

vavv : lighting upon a place, RV). It is clear that

the words describe something unexpected,
2 which balked

the intention of running ashore.

It is a mistake to hold (with Rams. St. Paul the Traveller,
340) that 67re(cciAai/ must imply purpose. Equally erroneous is

the view of Smith (of. cit. 1427^), that the ship drove on to the
beach. It is clear from IT. 437^ ( they which could swim should
cast themselves first into the sea .... some on boards, and
some on broken pieces of the ship ) that some space of sea, too

deep for wading, intervened between the spot on which the
vessel was aground and the shore. Smith interprets the place
where two seas met as the narrow sound between the main
land and the island of Salmonetta (Salmun) which shelters St.

Paul s Bay on the north-west. This channel, not more than one
hundred yards broad, a Bosporus in miniature, connects the

bay with the outer sea (cp the description of the Bosporus by
Strabo, rifAayos o KoAoOcri UponovriSa icaicelvo eis aAAo TO Eu-

ffivo&amp;gt;&amp;gt; Trpo&amp;lt;rayopev6fj.evov TTOVTOV, e&amp;lt;m. Be SiOdharTOs rpoTrov TIVO.

oJros). Ramsay (St. Paul the Traveller, 3407^), takes it to be
the isthmus between the island and the mainland ; but the

chart does not show any such isthmus or neck of land projecting
towards the island.

Taking everything into consideration, we can have little

doubt that by TOTTOJ SiddXarros we should understand a
bank covered with water (cp Dio Chrys. 5 83 rpax^a-
Kai diOdXarra Kai ratviai), or a reef. The chart shows
a patch of shoal water (soundings, 9-12 fathoms) bearing
SW from the approximate place of anchorage. The
bottom is rocky and foul, and this may be the remains
of a submerged rock formerly lying here. It is to be
noted that Smith (op. cit. 142) relies upon the wasting
action of the sea to account for the fact that the tradi-

dional scene of the wreck has now no sandy beach (v.

39, K6\irov . . . %xovra a.iyia.\6v, a certain creek with
a shore, AV). Far more likely is it that the sailors

would head the ship for the other creek, into which the

Afestara valley opens, where there is at the present day
a beach. In order to reach this creek, the ship
must necessarily have passed over the shoal above
mentioned.

No island so small as Malta has had so great a

history. It has been a small edition of Sicily. Its

1
TTpoo-a^eii/ [B] points to original 7rpo&amp;lt;rr)xe&amp;lt;V ; cp cod. Gigas,

which translates by resonare ; B3 reads
irpo&amp;lt;ra.vextiv. See Rams.

St. Paul the Traveller, 335.
2 The same thing is to be inferred from the sudden resolution

of the soldiers to kill the prisoners, else they would have done it

before leaving their anchorage.
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MELZAR
earliest historical inhabitants were Phosnicians (Diod.

3 History
5l2

^
l them succeeded Creeks, and in

of Malta
218 B.C. the island was seized by the Romans,
and became part of the Province of Sicily

(Cic. Verr. ii. 41846). The language of the fidpftapoi

(see BARHAKIAN) spoken of in Acts was probably Punic

(bilingual Greek and Punic inscriptions in Bceckh,
CIG 5752 /. ). Subsequently the shipwrecked party
found those who could speak Greek or Latin, or both,
at the governor s seat (?at Cittd Vecchia, 5 m. from
the scene of the wreck).
The governor bore the title n-poiTos (Acts 287) chief man of the

island AV (cp ACTS 13, end). The title is confirmed by an in

scription from the neighbouring island of Gaulos (Ciozzo), which
runs A[OUKIOS], KA[av6iovJ vibs K., IIpou6i?i/t, tn-Trevs Pw/iiatW,
TrpioTos MeAiraiW K.T.A. ((7/6^5754. Cp CIL 107495, municipii
Alelitensium primus omnium).
The island lay on the track of ships trading between

the E. and the W. (cp v. n) ;
but this is not incon

sistent with the failure of the sailors to recognise an

unfrequented part of the coast (Acts 27 39). w. j. w.

MELITENE (/vxeAiTHNH [WH]), Acts28i, RVm?-,

EV, MELITA.

MELONS (D^riN ; nerrONCC [BAFL])are men
tioned among the various kinds of pleasant food which
the Israelites had enjoyed in Egypt (Nu. list). The
reference is almost certainly to the water melon Citrullus

vulgaris, Schrod.
The Hebrew word, which, according to Lagarde (Uebers. 10),

may be connected with a conjugation (of the Sem. verb) which is

lost except in Ethiopic, is perhaps related to -v/rOB (in Ar. to

cook
; cp the etymology of Treniav). The same word is found

in Samar., Syr. (pattlhd) and Arab, (bittih) ;1 the Arab, word
reappears in Sp. albudeca, Fr. pasteque.

The Hebrew abattiah is mentioned not unfrequently
in Mishn. and Talm. , and is distinguished from the

[iBS^D (/uTjXoTreirwi ), by which apparently the melon

proper Cucumis inelo, L. , is intended. 2 Whilst there is

no clear proof that Cucumis melo was cultivated by the

ancient Egyptians, the water melon on the other hand,
which Livingstone found to be indigenous in tropical

Africa, is represented on extant Egyptian monuments

(DeCandolle, Origines, 209). See Hasselquist, Travels,

2557. See FOOD, 5. N. M.

MELZAR nV^H !
Theod. A/v\eAcdA [B], &/v\ep-

C&amp;lt;\p [A]; &amp;lt;H [87], however, has ABiecApl, which in Dan.

13 it gives for MT s Ashpenaz ;
&amp;gt; &amp;gt;?&amp;gt; in v. n

;

&amp;gt;jJ^O
in v. 16

; Malasar], the name, personal or

official, of the courtier set over Daniel and his friends at

the beginning of their court life, Dan. In (&M6C&A
[Q*], &/v\eAc. [Q

a
]). 16. AV treats the name as

personal in the text, but as official in the margin ; RV
takes the marginal rendering of AV

(
the steward

)
into

the text.

The course adopted by King James s translators in the text

can be justified only on the supposition that the definite article

which is prefixed to &quot;1S7D in MT arose out of a very early

incorrect theory that isSo was an official title, whereas in

reality it was a personal name. Certainly none of the ancient

versions took the initial n to represent the article.

If however the witness of the versions be disallowed,

how shall we explain nsVo, taking it as a corrupt form

of some Babylonian word ? Schr. (COT2 126) and Frd.

Del. (Glosses Babylonica; in Ba.-Del. ,
Daniel [1880])

derive nsSa from Ass. massaru, guardian. This, how

ever, is in more than one respect improbable.
3 It would

be better to correct &quot;ron into SSN (cp Theod. ),

4 and to

1 This, according to Frankel {Aram. Fremdiv. 140), is a

loan-word from Syr.
2 See esp. Talm. Jer. Kil. 1 2.

3 r. If a iquid were linserted to compensate for the omitted

doubling of x, we should have expected r rather than /; cf Aram.

ND13, Dan. 620, for Heb. KD3 (but cf Konig, Lehrgeb. 2 i, pp.

472yC). 2. Massaru most commonly appears in the form masar

(st. constr.), followed by biti, ekallim and the like (Del. HWB
4 2 3&amp;gt;-

4 More probably Theod. read isVsn-
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MEMEROTH
explain the name as a compound of amel or atnil, man
of, and the name of some God (cp EVIL-MERODACH).
But the fact that &amp;lt;&

has afitevSpi both in 1 n 16 and in

1 3 points most probably to the right explanation. Read
in In, and Daniel said to Belshazzar, prince of the

eunuchs, who had been set over Daniel, etc. Belsarezer

was a favourite name (see ASHPENAZ).
Here there is first a slight transposition, next a change of a

point (
&quot;IJP

for
&quot;^D),

and thirdly a correction of ix^on into

&quot;IXNtl Sn- Note the /in the form given in Pesh., and for further

details see ASHPENAZ. [Since the article ASHPENAZ was pub
lished, Professors Prince and Driver, and Dr. J. Taylor in

Hastings DB, have commented on Melzar. None of these

scholars, however, has explained the word, which, being the

product of textual corruption, is in fact inexplicable. But Prof.

Prince (Daniel, 196) has unconsciously advanced towards the

explanation of ajSiecrSpi given already under ASHPENAZ.]
T. K. C.

MEMEROTH. See MEREMOTH, 4.

MEMMIUS. See MANIUS.

MEMORIAL. i. main, askdrdh, Lev. 2 2, etc.
TT :

-

See SACRIFICE.

2.
JV13T, zikkaron, Is. 578 RV (AV remembrance ); pos

sibly some heathen symbol is meant (see SBOT, ad loc., and cp

Marti) ; but more probably we should read TJjisnn, thy golden

thing (i.e., thy golden calf); cp Ezek. 1617, where
&quot;I3J ??;fi

male images, should lie
|&quot;in

&quot;271J, golden images, which suits

the context, and removes an undesirable expression. For the

contemptuous golden thing cp NEHUSHTAN, brazen thing.
See CALF, GOLDEN. T. K. C.

MEMPHIS (Sp) occurs in Hos. 96 Judith 1 10 (M/V\-

4&amp;gt;eu&amp;gt;C [genit. BX c - a
A]), and in RV &quot;S- Is. 19 13. The

form (cp Ass. Mimpi) stands midway between the full

Egyptian civil name of the city and the unpleasing Heb.

abbreviations, Moph and Noph. See NOPH.

MEMUCAN (|3-1OP, v. 16 pPIO Kt.), the name of

one of the seven princes at the court of Ahasuerus

(Est. Ii4, om., v. 16, MOYX& OC [BK*AL
tt

], BOY&quot;

r&amp;lt;MOC [L
3
].

1

MA,/V\OYX&amp;lt;MOC [N
c -a

],
v.n

[BAL/], 6YNOYXC [K*]- MOYXCOC [N
c - a

],

Xeoc [K
c - h

]).
See ADMATHA, ESTHER, 3.

MENAHEM (Dmp, 62, 84, comforter, cp

NAHUM, NAHAM, NEHEMIAH; MA.NA.HM [BL, and
in 2 K. 15 14 A], MANAHN [A], cp MANAEN), son

of Gadi (see end), and king of Israel after Shallum,

742-737 B.C. (see CHRONOLOGY, 34), 2 K. 1514-23.

He is one of the usurpers referred to by the prophet
Hosea (?4-7), and was enabled by Tiglath-pileser s

help to plant himself so firmly that he transmitted

his crown to his son Pekahiah. Tiglath-pileser him
self (see A^Z? 231) speaks of having received tribute

from states ranging from Cappadocia to Palestine, and

apparently places this event in 738 B.C., though Guthe

(GV/232) on theoretical grounds doubts the accuracy of

the date. One of the tributary states, according to the

general opinion, is Samaria. The first king mentioned
is Kustaspi of (city) Kummuh (in the Kommagene of

classic writers); then comes Rasunnu of (country) Gar-

imiri (i.e., Aram-Damascus), and next Mf-ni-hi-(im)-mf

(cp col. 2921, begin.) of (city) Samfrina and Hiriim of

(city) Sur i.e. , Tyre. It is most natural to identify
the third king with Menahem of Samaria. Still, con

sidering that just before Tuba lu, king of Sidon, Sen
nacherib in the Taylor cylinder mentions Minhimmu,
king of (city) Samsi-muruna, the doubt arises whether

the Assyrian scribe may not here have given the name
Samfrina to some other city, such as Shimron or Shimron-

MSron, with which the Ass. Samsi-muruna has been

identified 2
(see Zimmern, ap. Ruhl, Chronol. der

1 o /Soiryaios is elsewhere the Gk. translation of the term 33Nn

applied to HAM AN (q.v. ] ; see also Marq. Fund. 6gf., and note
that the first Targ. on Esther identifies Memucan with Haman.
See ESTHER, 12.

2 If our Menahem is meant, why does not Tiglath-pileser call

him king of Bit Humri, Bit Humri being the usual designation
of the land of Israel?
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MENE, MENE, TEKEL, UPHARSIN
Konige, Deutsche Zt. f. Gesch.-iviss. 1268, but cp SHIM-

RON). If the ordinary view is correct, Tiglath-pileser
refers in his inscription to the event which is thus related

in 2 K. 15 19 [In his days] came Pul king of Assyria
against the land, and Menahem gave Pul a thousand
talents of silver, that his hand might be with him to

confirm the kingdom in his possession (see PUL). Un
fortunately the Assyrian inscriptions appear to know
nothing of an advance on the part of Tiglath-pileser so
far south as Samaria at the period referred to.

However this question be settled, the account of Menahem s

payment of tribute in 2 K. 1620 is historically interesting. It
would seem that in Menahem s time the landed proprietors
shared the burdens of the state as well as military service among
themselves. If we reckon the talent at 3000 shekels, the assess
ment spoken of in the Hebrew text permits the inference that
there were then in the Northern Kingdom 60,000 families possessed
of heritable lands (Meyer, GA 1449; Kittel, Hist. 2 334).
Menahem was doubtless a rough, relentless warrior,

probably a Gileadite, for GADI \q.v. ] can hardly be his

father s real name. This may help to account for his

barbarity towards the inhabitants of Tappuah certainly
not Tiphsah at the opening of his career (2 K. 15 16 ;

see TAPPUAH). T. K. c.

MENAN, RV MENNA (MCNNA [Ti. WH], cp per

haps Nab. fcMlttD, 13UQ ; in Gk. inscr. M&NOC). a name
in the genealogy of JESUS, Lk. 831. See GENEALOGIES
&quot;-. 3-

MENE, MENE, TEKEL, UPHARSIN (&MP 6W.O

fD lB-l 7pri ; M&NH [i.e., HplGMHTAI 87, e/v\T-

RHC6N Theod.], GeKeA [i.e., eCTATAi K&amp;lt;yreAonc0H

87. eCT&6H Theod.], (h^pec [i-e.. e^HpTAI 87,

AmpHTAI Theod.] &amp;lt;8

IiA Theod.
;

note too MANH
4&amp;gt;&pec 6eKeA in introd. to chap. 5 in MS 87 ; mane

thecelphares], mysterious Aramaic words in Dan. 025 (cp

26-28). Belshazzar and his lords, as they banqueted,
and drank wine from the golden vessels of the old Jewish

temple, were startled to see these mysterious words
traced by the fingers of a man s hand on the wall. The
wise men of the Chaldaeans were summoned to interpret
what was written, but failed to do so. Then Daniel

was called, who interpreted the words to mean that God
had numbered Belshazzar s kingdom ;

that he had been

weighed, and found wanting ; and that his kingdom
had been divided, and given to the Medes and Persians.

It will be noticed that Mene is not repeated in the inter

pretation (v. 26), and that Peres is there substituted for

Upharsin. On both points Theod. agrees with the

interpretation. Whether vv. 26-28 give the true meaning
of the words in fact, whether the words stand in their

original context has been much discussed. As Bevan
and Marti point out, ^pn and sis cannot mean weighed

and divided, as the interpretation in w. 27 f. seems
to require ; the form

poisi
to

i
has no apparent sense.

This seems to them to show that the phrase NJO K:D
-&amp;lt;D1S1 Spn was not invented by the author, but borrowed
from some other source, the interpretation in w. 26-28

being an attempt to extract a suitable meaning from the

words in defiance of grammar. Bevan and Marti,

therefore, agree with Clermont-Ganneau (JA viii. series

836^!), who explains a mina, a shekel, ahalfmina
; cp

Noldeke (ZA, 1886, p. 414), and see MINA, SHEKEL.
For 012 half mina, note the late Jewish usage (Levy s

NHWB 4123) and in particular an Assyrian weight now
in the Brit. Mus. which bears the Aramaic inscription

ens (see Cook, Aram. Glossary, 99). Hoffmann (ZA,
1887, pp. 45 ff. )

takes Vpn as in apposition to the second

N:D= the mina in shekel-pieces i.e., darics or gold-
staters. It would be better, however, with Haupt
(Kamph. , Daniel, SffOT) to render, There has been

counted (wo) a mina, a shekel, and half-minas. * The

mina might mean Nebuchadrezzar ;
the shekel, Bel

shazzar ; and the half-minas the power of the Medes and
Persians. This use of weights to denote persons is found

1 So also Bludau, Die Alex. Uebers. d. B. Dan. 150, n. 3

(1897). Strictly, this implies the readings 019 and
f
B B.
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in the Talmud, where an inferior son of a worthy father

is called a half-mina, son of a mina, and so on. Prince

(Mene, mene, etc., a dissertation [1893], 8 ; Bk. of Dan.

113 [1899]) suggests further that there may be a historical

background for the statement about Mene, etc. , though
this is a matter of pure conjecture. J. P. Peters (JBL,

1896, p. 116), however, thinks (with Behrmann) that

these combinations are too fanciful, and would read in

v. 25 (following Theod. , but omitting the points), NJD

D19 Spn, these roots meaning simply, Number, weigh,
divide (or, Persian), which Daniel has to fit with an

interpretation suitable to the circumstances, whilst

D. S. Margoliouth (Hast. DB 8341^) proposes he has

counted, counted, weighed, and they assess (v. 25), and
1 he has counted, weighed, assessed (vv. 26-28).

To sum up. The ordinary interpretation of the

mysterious sentence (see RVni
s-) is plainly inadequate.

All the learning in the world, however, will not make
Clermont-Ganneau s or even Haupt s theory more than

moderately plausible. It has been suggested by J.

Marquart (fund. 73) that the legend of the writing hand
has its origin in the account of the apparition seen by
HELIODORUS in 2 Mace. 824^: As Niese has shown,

Jason of Gyrene s history, which forms the basis of

2 Mace. ,
is the work of a contemporary of the events

related
;

this shows that the writer of Dan. 5, if of the

Maccabean age, may well have known of the story of

Heliodorus s vision. It does not appear that Marquart
emends the text of the mysterious sentence in Dan. 5 ;

but with 2 Mace. 3 25 before us, it is difficult not to

read [N]chs Sap [tmo] Kna, smite, [smite], slay, thou

horseman (Che. ).
This theory is surely of interest,

and so too, is the explanation which it suggests, of the

method pursued by the editor of the story in Daniel.

For we can hardly doubt that the sentence originally
stood in Daniel as emended, with the alteration DIB,

O Persia, for cha horseman. Now we can see why
it is said in v. 30, In that night was Belshazzar . . .

slain
( vap ; cp *?ap

in the sentence on the wall). On
a further question see Crit. Bib.

Boissier points out that predictions traced by a mysterious
hand are referred to in a cuneiform soothsaying tablet (Brit.
Mus. no. 4030 ;

see I SBA 18237^ [1896]). Line 3 says, If in

the middle of the ekallu (^ n) a finger describes a figure,

brigands will rule the land. T. K. C. S. A. C.

MENELAUS (M6NeA&oc [AV]), a Hellenising form
of the Heb. Menahem

; cp Eliakim and Alcimus, Jesus

[JeshuaJ and Jason, etc.
),
brother of Simon the Benjamite

(cp 2 Mace. 84), and probably one of the sons of Tobias

(We. IJG 200, n. i) ; according to another (and less

likely) tradition given by Jos. (Ant. xii. 5i) he was

Jason s brother. See ONIAS, 10. He was sent to

Antioch bearing tribute, and while there was able by
means of a bribe to supplant the high priest JASON (q. v.

)

(2 Mace. 423^). Although nominated, his task was not

an easy one. Jason, who had the popular support, was
indeed forced to fly ;

but lack of funds, and the con

sequent non-payment of tribute, rendered it necessary for

him to appear before the king. Antiochus, however, was

away engaged in quelling a petty insurrection, and Mene
laus by presents of vessels stolen from the temple at

Jerusalem was able to subvert ANDRONICUS (q. v.
),

the

king s deputy; and when the faithful Onias III. (then
at the temple of Daphne near Antioch) threatened to

divulge the arrangement, he was persuaded to leave his

sanctuary and was treacherously murdered by the deputy
(on the accuracy of this report, see further ONIAS, -jf. ).

The popular indignation was shared by Greeks and Jews
alike (4 36), and complaint having been made to Antiochus
the murderer suffered a well-merited punishment. In

Jerusalem, moreover, the repeated spoliation of the

temple treasures under LYSIMACHUS (q.v. ),
the brother of

Menelaus, and the knowledge that the money so obtained
was put to the basest uses, incited the people to revolt,
and Lysimachus met his death at the hands of the mob.
An accusation was laid against Menelaus and three
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witnesses were sent by the senate to the king at Tyre.
Menelaus soon saw the hopelessness of his case, and,

following out his usual habit of bribing, won over Ptolemy
Dorymenes, who induced the king to discharge the case.

The wretched witnesses were put to death, a fate which

they would not have met with even at the hands of the

rude Scythians (as the writer relates, 447). See, gener
ally, ONIAS.
We hear but little more of Menelaus. When Jason attacked

Jerusalem, he took refuge in the citadel (5 $Jf.), and after the

city had been put to the sword, it was he (riav v6/j.tai&amp;gt;
icai TTJ?

jrarptSos jrppSoTijs, z&amp;gt;. 15) who guided Antiochus in his plundering
expedition in the temple, and after the short reign of terror was
over, Menelaus was left in charge with a Phrygian (v. 23).
At the time of Lysias treaty with the Jews, Menelaus is un-

mentioned, and the high-priesthood is in the hands of ALCIMUS
(q.v.). At all events he does not seem to have been idle, for,
when Antiochus Eupator was proceeding on his campaign against
Judaea, Menelaus is depicted in his familiar character as sedu

lously flattering the king, in the hope of ultimately being placed
over the government. Lysias, however, warned the king, and
Menelaus was put to death miserably (2 Mace. 13 3-8).

For the view that Menelaus is the cruel shepherd in Zech. 11 15

ff., see ZECHARIAH, 7. s. A. C.

MENESTHEUS (MeNec6[ec]eo)C [AV]), father of

APOLLONIUS [q.v. , 4], 2 Mace. 12 2.

MENI
(&quot;Opm]),

Is. 65 ii EVms-, AV number, RV
1

destiny ;
see FORTUNE AND DESTINY.

MENNA (Lk. 831 RV). See MENAN.

MENUCHA, PRINCE OF (Jer. 51 59- AVme-).
See

SERAIAH, 4.

MENUHAH, Judg. 20 43 , EVe- (nPltilp; &amp;lt;yno Noy*
[BN

J

]), where (or from which) the Israelites trode

down (?) the Benjamites in a war of extermination.

AVme- prefixes from, EVn K- at.
nnijp,

from

NOHAH [g.v.~\, would be better (cp Moore, ad loc.);

but surely nniJD is simply a corrupt duplication of po ja,

Benjamin (cp Bu.
).

T. K. C.

MENUHOTH (nimtSn), i Ch. 2 52 RV, AV MENA-
HETHITES.

MEONENIM, THE PLAIN (RV) OF (D^llfl? fl^K,

RVm -

augurs oak or terebinth
),

is mentioned only
in Judg. 937 (HAOON M&coNe/v\eiN [B], Apyoc ATTO-

BAenONTCON [AL]). It was a point that could

be seen from Shechem : one company, said Gaal

from the gate, cometh by the way of the oak of Meo-
nenim.

1

Perhaps we should read VNDITV, Jerahmeel,

a place-name which may also appear in the distorted

forms Arumah (v. 41) and Tormah (v. 31). See

TORMAH, SHECHEM ;
and for an analogy for the

emendation, MAON, 2 ; see also MOREH, SHECHEM.
T. K. c.

MEONOTHAI (n3W ; MAN&0[e]i [BA], MACON-

A0ei [I^])&amp;gt;
trie father of Ophrah, according to i Ch. 4 14.

Most probably a corruption of nmo, manahti. See

i Ch. 254, where the name (RV the MANAHATHITES )

occurs with the article. Manahti should also be read

for HATHATH [q. v. ] in 4 13. Thus vv. 13 and 14 become

consecutive. T. K. c.

MEPHAATH (DPSP or ni?D D ;
in Jer.

Kre.), a Moabite city near Jahzah (Jer. 48 21 :
fj.ia&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;as

[B], cw^afl

li
c a

], ti&amp;lt;a&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;a.e [AQ]), spoken of as Reubenite and Levitical :

Josh. 13 18
(pai&amp;lt;}&amp;gt;aa0 [BL], M&amp;lt;l&amp;gt;aa0 [A]), 21 37 (na&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;a. [BL], na&amp;lt;T&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;a

[A]), i Ch. 6 79 [64] (Mf&amp;lt;Ma [B], Quad [A], ^u*4aa0 [L]).

Clermont-Ganneau (Rec. dArch. 457) identifies with the

Mesa (Mefa ?) of the Notitia and a village in the Belka called

in the Mar& sid (1300 A.D.) Meifa a. According to OS 279 15

139 1, a Roman garrison was stationed at Mephaath in the

time of Eusebius and Jerome. The name has probably been

distorted from riSSID, Mizpath. T. K. C.

MEPHIBOSHETH (ntramsp, 42; Me/v\4&amp;gt;iBoc0e

[B], -6&amp;lt;M [A], MM(t&amp;gt;lBAA\ M)
i. Saul s son (by Rizpah), who, together with his

1 N : a group of cursives in H-P, the text of which is repre
sented by the Catena. Nicephori (Moore, Judg. 45/).
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brother Armoni (rather Abinadab? see SAUL, 6), was

given up to the Gibeonites for their blood vengeance

(2 S. 218^). See RIZPAH.

2. Son of Jonathan, and grandson of Saul (28. 9 1

etc.), also called Meribaal (?). See MERIBAAL.

3. According to @ IiAL in 2 S. 3/., (but lepoyOt,

A1?al in 87, A *171*-* in 38), the name of Saul s son

and successor, commonly known as Ishbosheth or

Eshbaal (Ishbaal?).
The historic trustworthiness of the names Ishbosheth

and Eshbaal is altogether doubtful ; the name Mephi-
bosheth appears to conceal the true, original

1. Name. name for wn ich textual criticism has to seek.

According to the prevalent theory, the latter part of the

traditional name is a substitute of bosheth, shame

for Baal (cp ISHBAAL, ISHBOSHETH) ;
the former part

is admitted to be obscure. This theory, however (viz. ,

that names compounded with baal were so repugnant to

later editors that baal was changed to bosheth) is very

difficult when we consider that it is in the late Book of

Chronicles that we find the forms Esh-baal, Merl-baal,

and Merib-baal, whilst Jastrow s theory that there was

a deity known by the name of bast
(
= bosheth), how

ever learnedly defended, could be accepted by critics

only as a last resource. A searching textual criticism

appears to suggest a more probable explanation.

nBQBD (commonly read Mephibosheth) can be traced back to

an original form [SxlonT &amp;lt; cp 72&amp;gt;S,
Gen. 26 26, i.e., *?KDnT- The

stages of corruption and expansion are (a) nCBi W HDB, (c)

TIE S, W nEONs, W nt^NsO- In
(&amp;lt;/)

and 0) it will be noticed

that a and 3 are inserted, the Q under the influence of SyanD,
the 3 to produce a possible sense (pi-boseth, mouth of shame ).

In (a) s represents &amp;gt;-|- (6) and (c), however, are the most interest

ing, because these stages are closely connected with the legend

(as we must call it) of Saul s grandson.
1

In 2 S. 9s, when David inquires for a surviving repre

sentative of Saul, he is told of a son of Jonathan, called

Mephibosheth, who is lame, rips (on both his feet, 913).

The story, which is told in 44 to account for this lame

ness, evidently has a romantic character. The prob

ability is that Mephibosheth (if that was the youth s

name) was said to have been lame in order to account

for his name, which was given in the record to which

the narrator had access as Pisseah (cp PASEAH = Jerah-

me el in a Calebite genealogy). In a later state Pisseah

became first Pi-bosheth and then Mephi-bosheth ;
but

the anecdote which had arisen when the name was given

as Pisseah remained. It is remarkable that Saul s succes

sor was also called Mephi-bosheth by some (see above, 3).

This suggests that Ishbosheth is probably an expansion
of I-bosheth (the sh being repeated to produce an ety

mology), where I is a relic of Mephi, and conse

quently that the tradition of the lameness of the bearer

of the name referred originally not to a grandson but to

a son of Saul. The true name of Saul s successor, how

ever, was probably either Jerahme el or an easy popular
distortion of it such as Mahriel. We do not happen to

find the form Meribaal (a corruption of Mahriel ?) applied
to Saul s successor ; it is, however, applied to Saul s

grandson in i Ch. The true name of the grandson of

Saul and son of Jonathan may very well have been

forgotten.
As to Eshbaal ( Ishbaal ?), the name which is thought to

take the place of the Ishbosheth of i K. in i Ch. 8 33 and 9 39,

it is most probably a corrupt variant of Malchishua, which, how
ever, is itself also corrupt (see MALCHISHUA). Possibly the

scribe who produced it may have been confirmed in his error by
a reminiscence of Meribaal ; but that Eshbaal or Ishbaal is an

interpretation of Meribaal cannot plausibly be held.

The result obtained above with reference to the name Mephi
bosheth casts a light on the singularly premature statement re

specting Saul s grandson Mephibosheth in 2 S. 4 4. According
to Budde, 2 S. 4 4^ should be placed after 2 S. 9 3, since it relates

the cause of the lameness referred to by Z\ba.(Ki.-Sa. 248). This
is plausible ; but how shall we account satisfactorily for the mis

placement ? Probably 2 S. 4 4 has been recast by an editor ; i.e.,

1 () may also be connected with a passage in the early history

of Jerusalem. Blind (c liy) and lame (D nDfi) n 28.668
are apparently fragments of Jerahmeelites (D ^KDrTV). For

fuller details see Crit. Bib.
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it has taken the place of an explanation (now lost) of the name
of Pisseah (see above) borne by Saul s son and successor. The

passage may originally have run, Now Saul s son was lame of

his feet. He . . . fell, and became lame ; and his name was
called Pisseah. The lameness of Saul s son may well have been
referred to in order to account for the ease with which the poor
weak king was assassinated. It is very possible that the original

story of the assassination was not exactly that which we now
read in 4 if. 5-12.!

We have already touched on some historical points in

dealing with the name
; names, in fact, often help to

make or mar historical traditions. Here,
2. History. we need speak only of the person best

known (however incorrectly) as Mephibosheth. When
David sent for him, he was residing probably at Beth-

jerahme el, the centre of his father s clan, also known
as Beth-gilgal (see SAUL, i). The impression con

veyed by the MT of 2 S. 94/. that he was at the time

in the house of an unknown private individual, whose
name and family are remembered, in an obscure Gadite

town, can hardly be correct. We may accept the tradi

tion that David (on politic grounds?) guaranteed to

Mephibosheth the lands which had belonged to his

grandfather, but appointed Ziba, a servant of Saul,

whom David had probably won over to his side, as
1

Mephibosheth s steward. This fact, however, has

been decorated, so to speak, by an admirer of David,

by whom this king is represented as basing his act on

the sacred covenant between himself and Jonathan, and
as expressing the kindliest solicitude respecting the house

of Saul, although from another source we learn that

David deliberately handed over seven of Saul s descend

ants to the blood-thirsty Gibeonites (2 S. 21 1-14)- The
truth probably is that David sent for Mephibosheth, not

on account of his covenant with Jonathan (which is too

probably, as Winckler has shown, an idealisation of

history ),
but with the view of putting him under surveil

lance, lest he should assert his claim to his grandfather s

crown.

The narrative in 2 S. 21 just referred to should probably be

prefixed to 2 S. 9 ; v. 7, however, which states that David spared

ISIephibosheth on this occasion, is evidently an interpolation
which arose after the transposition of the section. The passages
relative to David s covenant with Jonathan are also most prob

ably of later origin (see S. A. Cook, AJSL, April 1900, p. 169 f.).

Saul s grandson is also mentioned in connection with

Absalom s revolt (28.161-4 1924 [25]^, and perhaps

elsewhere). According to Ziba, he neglected to join

David because he had conceived hopes of being made

king by the house of Israel. For this David is said

to have dispossessed Mephibosheth, and made Ziba

lord of Saul s lands. Later, Mephibosheth came to

meet David, and sought to explain his conduct. David,

however, does not appear to have been entirely satisfied,

and directed Mephibosheth and Ziba to divide the

land. Such, at any rate, is one tradition.

It is remarkable, however, that, according to another

tradition, which survives only in a distorted form, it

was Mephibosheth, not Ziba, who brought supplies

to David when he left Jerusalem on his way to the

passage of the Jordan, in acknowledgment of which

David invited Mephibosheth to become one of the

guests at his table (i.e. , a memlier of his court).

Obviously this is due to an admirer of David, who would

not have his hero accused of having ill-treated the son

of Jonathan. We may at any rate assume, on the

basis of this passage (2 S. 1933), that the invitation or

rather command which now stands at the end of 2 S. 9?
should properly form part of the narrative of David s

second interview with Mephibosheth.
2 Ziba, in short,

probably took all the lands of Saul (cp 2 S. 1930), and

Mephibosheth was ordered to a disguised imprison
ment at the court.

2 S. 17 27 is evidently based on a corrupt and misunderstood

original, which may with high probability be restored thus,

And it came to pass that Mephibosheth ben Jonathan [from

1 Wi. C,1 1 196.
2 That they are misplaced, is seen by Winckler (GY 2202,

n. 3).
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Beth-jerahmeel, from Beth-gilgal, from Gibeah of Shalishah],

1

the Gilgalite, from Beth-gilgal. . . . In 1931 ff., njU3D

&amp;lt;vsho, from Gibeah of Shalisha, has become ?n3 BARZILLAI,

a purely imaginary name, which the writer must have derived

from a corrupt form of 2 S. 17 27. It is certainly attractive this

familiar story of Barzillai but it is neither more nor less than a
romantic decoration based upon misunderstanding. The refer

ence in 17 27 *o Machir, Ammiel, and Lo-debar apparently comes

from 9 4 f. -QT nV. might be a corruption either of ly
1

?} ga
(Jabesh-gilead) or of ^jSj n 3 (Beth-gilgal) ; but underneath the

corrupt words which precede we can detect THOnT rT3 (Beth-

jerahme el = Beth-gilgal). See, further, SAUL, 6.

In 2 S. 9 12 we hear of a son of Mephibosheth called

Micha ;
but the name and the genealogy in which it

finds place (iCh. 83^ 9 41 ff.) are both suspicious

(SAUL, 6). Both Micha and Chimham (2 S. 1937/0
may quite naturally be traced to Jerahme el.

T. K. C.

MERAB (Tip, 74; M6POB [BAL], increase ?

but see below) is represented as Saul s elder daughter

(i S. 1449, m - A), who, though promised to David, was

finally given to ADRIEL to wife (18 17 19). Her five sons

were said to have fallen at the hands of the Gibeonites,

as representatives of Saul s house, to remove the blood-

guiltiness of the land (28. 218, where Michal is

generally taken as a scribe s error for Merab
).

The
whole of the Merab paragraph (i S. 1817-19), however,

together with some neighbouring passages (parts of

212629/1) is wanting in @. Its genesis can not im

probably be traced.

The name Merab may have grown out of a corrupt variant of

the name of Saul s daughter, which elsewhere appears as Michal
and probably also as Abihaii, but which was really Jerahme elith

(cp Mahalath). The names of the persons to whom Merab and
Michal respectively are said to have been transferred are also

probably corruptions of shortened forms of Jerahme el, or rather

Adriel [Mahriel], son of Barzillai [citizen of Gibeah of Shalisha]
the Meholathite [Jerahme elite], and Paltiel [Matriel], son of

Laish [Shalishah], who was of Gallim [Beth-gilgal], are the same

person a member of a clan called (from its origin) Jerahme el.

All that the old tradition knew was that Saul s

daughter married within her father s clan. See SAUL,
i, LAISH, PALTI, MEHOLATHITE. Cp, however,

H. P. Smith or Budde on the passages concerned.

T. K. C.

MERAIAH (H^P, on name, see below), head of

the priestly b ne Seraiah in the days of Joiakim, Jeshua s

successor, Neh. 12 12 (/v\ApeA [B], MApAIA [K]. MAplA
[A], AMAPIAC [L])-
As the text stands, the root of the name is mo, to withstand ;

see NAMES, 35, 53. But Gray s suggestion (HPN 295, n. i)
that Meraiah comes from AMARIAH (q.v.) is very plausible (cp

-), and when we consider the number of post -exilic names
arising (in our view) out of Jerahmeel, one of which is MER-
AlOTH = Jerimoth, it is even probable. For Amariah is certainly
Jerahmeelite ; cp Zeph. 1 i (Cushi and Amariah near together ;

cp CUSHI) i Ch.
t&amp;gt;6yC (Zerahiah, Meraioth, Amariah, Ahitub 2

all probably from ethnic names). T. K. C.

MERAIOTH (ninp; 34, 53 ; but see MERAIAH).
i. A descendant of Aaron, and ancestor of Ahitub

;

iCh. 66752 [5 32/637] 9&quot; Ezra 73 s Neh. lln(/v\Apei-
. MApepo&amp;gt;9. /v\Apiu)9 [B] ; /v\Apico9

. MepAoo9, MApito9 [A]; MApeoo9-
MAPAIG09, MepAia&amp;gt;9. MApico9 [L])- See GENE
ALOGIES i. , 7 (iv. ).

2. In Neh. 12 15 Meraioth
(Bfc&amp;lt;*A om., MApl6i)9

[tfc.a
mg.

inf.j_ M A.pi/v\a&amp;gt;9 [L]) seems to be a false

reading for Meremoth. See MEREMOTH (3).

MERAN, RV Merran (MCPPAN [BAQF]), Bar. 823.

Probably a misreading for MSdan = Midian. To look
for Arabian names of similar sound is a profitless

undertaking. The merchants of Midian and Teman
is a natural combination (so Hi. , Kneucker, Ball, J. T.

Marshall).

1 A Inter insertion.
2
Probably a disguise cf riarn, Rehobothi. The Reho-

bothites are not impossibly referred to occasionally in the
Psalms. See PSALMS (ROOK).

3 4 Esd. 1 2, MAKIMOTH.
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( -HP, MpAp[e]l [BNAF] ; in i Ch.6i

161929286, MApApei [B], in i Ch. 6 47 156 17 26 10 19,

MeppApei [B]).

i. The smallest of the three divisions of Levites

(Gen. 46 1 1 Ex. 619, etc., only in P and Ch.
,

see

GERSHON, GENEALOGIES i., 7, KOHATH, LEVITES).
The Merarites (nian, 6 /u,. )

are frequently mentioned

in the priestly writings (cp Nu. 817 429 78 i Ch. 61 9 14,

etc.); their cities are placed in Zebulun, Gad, and
Reuben (Josh. 21734-40). The two sub-divisions bear
the names MUSHI and MAHLI [qq.v.]. Both Mushi
and Merari seem to be corruptions of Misri i.e., be

longing to Musur or Musri (cp MIZKAIM, 26), on the

N. Arabian border whilst Mahli = Jerahmeeli (Che. ).

Apparently the original seats of the LEVITES
[&amp;lt;/.v.~\

were in the Misrite or Jerahmeelite region (Che. ).
See

MOSES, 6.

2. The father of JUDITH [q.v.] (Judith 8 1, /lepapei ; 1C6,

fiapapei [K]). From a comparison with Gen. 26 34 it was an old

conjecture that Merari was a corruption of Beeri (the Hittite),

cp Ball
(Ju&amp;lt;i.

ad loc.).

3. Family in Ezra s caravan (see EZRA i., 2, ii., 15 [i}d), Ezra

819 (viol Mepap[e]i [BAL])= i Esd. 848 CHANNUNEUS (viol

Xapovvatov [BA]).

MERATHAIM, LAND OF (DTHP pNH ;
Pesh.

connects with mD, to be bitter ; BNA connect 71?

^&quot;INH
with preceding clause, and render the rest of 21 a

rrixpcoc erriBHei en AYTHN [Aq. TTAPATTIKPAINON-
T60N ANABH9I err AYTHN, Omg ] super terram

dominantium ascende], Jer. 502if. The vowel-points

suggest the meaning double rebellion [so RVm -

;

AVms- the rebels
] (cp Cushanrishathaim), as if the

name were a symbolic description of Babylonia, but

since Pekod (in the parallel clause) is a geographical

designation, Merathaim must have been so too.

Frd. Delitzsch (Par. 182), with Schrader s assent,

explains m-r-t-m (the consonants of the text) from

Ass. mat marrdtim, the sea-country i.e. ,
S. Baby

lonia
; cp Bit-Yakin, which is on the shore of the sea

(marrdti, i.e., the Persian Gulf), in Sargon s Khor-
sabad inscr. 1 22 (A7?2s5 ;

KA T& 423).

Cheyne, however, who regards Jer. 50 f. as (in its

original form, traces of which still remain) directed

against the Jerahmeelites or Edomites, who abetted the

Babylonian invaders, and long continued to commit

outrages on the Jews (see OBADIAH [BOOK]) reads

thus : Go up against the land Jerahmeel, and against
the inhabitants of Rehoboth, saith Yahwe, and do

according to all that I have commanded thee. l

MERCHANT, i. &quot;IPID, soher
( v TTTD- eMTropey-

C9Al), Gen. 23 16 [but for a revised text see KEsiTAH]3728
Ezek. 272i, etc.; 6MTTOPOC (Is. 23 2/, MeTABoAoc) ,

negotiator.

2. h^, rokel (\/ ?3&quot;&amp;gt;, cp VjT
; see SPIES), Ezek. 27 3 Neh. 8317:

etc.; ejixTropos, e/oLTropioi (in Neh. 831 f., po/Son-wAris i.e., poiroir.

ptoTTOTr. not in UNA, fxerajSoAos [L] ;
in Cant. 36 /iupei^os

(i.e., perfumer ). See TRADE AND COMMERCE, and for

Neh. 3 3i./, where c Vm is a mutilation of D ^NCnT (Che.), see

NETHINIM and cp PERFUMER.
In Is. 23 n |J^3 is rendered in AV the merchant city

(cp 3) ;
but in RV Canaan, RVnig. the merchant people. On

Canaan = Phoenicia, cp CANAAN, 2.

3. JJ{J3,
kena ani, properly Canaanite, because the Phoe

nicians were a trading people ; cp Ezek. 16 29 RV in the land

of Canaan ; mg. unto the land of traffic (Job 40 30 [41 6] Prov.

3124). In Is. 23g EV trafficker, II Wl, merchant. In EV
of NT merchant, merchantman, correspond to e/nn-opos, av-

0po&amp;gt;7ros &amp;gt;*-. (Rev. 18 3 1 1 23 Mt. 13 45).

In i K. 10 15 I! 2 Ch. !&amp;gt; 14 rjnnn t^ND t^h s rendered in AV
Beside that he had of the merchantmen, and Beside that

which chapmen [brought] ;
but the merchants have no business

here. Careful criticism, by revealing the corruption of the text,

clears up the whole context. See SOLOMON.

MERCURY, AV MERCURIUS, Greek Hermes

1 3in comes from [nbm&amp;gt; a scribe s correction of the preceding

llpfi Dinni a d nmriN are both attempts of scribes to make
sense of a miswritten jNDnT (cp p IPIN DJlj m Gen. 64).
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),
w &amp;lt;is the customary attendant of Jupiter (Zeus)

when he appeared on earth (Ov. Fast. 6495, Metam.

8621), and is spoken of by lamblichus (de Myst. ^Eg.
)

as 0eds 6 T&V \6ywv i)y(/j.&amp;lt;jn&amp;gt;.
In Acts 14 12 it is

said that the people of Lystra took Barnabas (the
older man) for Zeus, and Paul for Hermes because he

was the chief speaker (tircioTi avros fy 6
i)yoij/j.ei&amp;gt;os

rov

\6yov). Details regarding Hermes and his Roman
counterpart can be found in many easily accessible

works. It will suffice here to refer to what has been

said under JUPITER, col. 2648, and to remark that

Hermes is also the Greek equivalent of NEBO. See
also BARNABAS, 3, and cp, on the sources, ACTS, 10.

MERCY SEAT (IVIS?, kapporeth ; lAACTHRlON !

propitiatorium], corresponding to Luther s Gnadenstuhl.

_ _,. Mercy - seat is, of course, not an exact

. . translation of kapporeth and
l\a&amp;lt;Tri]piov , nor

&quot;

does the context suggest it. The phrase
would do better for throne of grace (6p6vos rfjs xapiros}
in Heb. 4i6. Our first task, then, must be to try to

ascertain what the much-discussed word kapporeth

actually does mean
( 2-5) ;

our next to make a similar

endeavour as to the word IXaffrripiov, and to ascertain

whether the idea underlying the kapporeth of the MT
and that underlying the

i\a&amp;lt;iTj)piov
of the LXX are

coincident
(

6 f. } ;
our last to inquire what is the mean

ing of the word in the locus classicus, Rom. 825 ( 8).

In the OT kapporeth occurs only in P (Ex. 2617-22

2 TTqpnfkfm 26s4 [otherwise] 306 [0 om.] 31 7

nflrath to OT~ 35 2 376 9 39a5 t&amp;lt;5
om^ 4 20

t om
]poretnmOT. Lev . 16213-15 Nu . 7 g9 )

and in x Ch .

28 ii
(&quot;

A
^tXao-Mos).

If in these passages we are content in the meanwhile
to leave the word kapporeth untranslated and to treat

it purely as an unknown quantity, we obtain the follow

ing data towards a determination of the idea involved.

In P the kapporeth denotes a concrete object (it is of

gold and of definite dimensions) ;
more precisely, it is

a gold plate laid upon the ark of the covenant, rect

angular in form, and in its measurements coinciding

exactly with those of the ark. Upon this plate are fixed

two cherubs of beaten gold, under the outspread wings of

which Yahwe has his dwelling. On the great day of

atonement the high priest sprinkles this gold plate with

the blood of the animals sacrificed. 1

The inference drawn from the facts by many ancient 2

and modern scholars that kapporeth means covering
was not unnatural. It was fallacious, nevertheless. If

upon a bronze goblet we lay a disc that fits its upper
rim, the word disc does not therefore mean a cover

ing or lid, although in point of fact in this particular
case the disc actually is a lid. In like manner here,

though the kapporeth actually does cover the ark, the

name does not therefore necessarily mean a covering.
There is this difference indeed between the two cases

that whereas the words disc and lid have ety-

mologically nothing in common, kapporeth is actually
derived by the supporters of the inference just men
tioned from

,y/-i2D, kdphar, to cover. Now, whilst the

connection of kapporeth with *Jkdphar is undeniable,
it must not be overlooked that it is a nomen actoris

derived from the Piel, and means literally she who
wipes out,

3
wipe out in fact here having that

pregnant sense of siihnen, expiare, which always char
acterises the Piel. Since this feminine noun shows a
natural tendency to become an abstract one we may
well adopt Merx s conjecture that probably it was

originally associated with some such word as
^3,

so

that our kapporeth will be an abbreviation for rnban ^3

1 The question whether the law of Lev. 16 is composite or a
unity need not be considered here. Cp Benzinger, ZA TW, 1889,
pp. 65^; also LEVITICUS, 2, and ATONEMENT (DAY OF),

i.
2 Sa adya, Rashi, Kimhi.
3 For these observations the present writer is indebted to the

kindness of Prof. A. Merx.
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and will mean instrument of cleansing, instrument
of propitiation.
The renderings of Pesh. (husdyd, Suhnung), Vg. (propiti-

atarium), and Arm. (in Ex. 25 17 \awouthiun, expiatio) come
very near this meaning of kapporeth; that of the LXX will be
considered later (see 8). Thus on etymological grounds the
interpretation of

^covering is to be rejected, although in point
of fact the kapporeth actually did serve as a lid covering the
ark. Whether the ark had a special covering of its own upon
which the kapp6reth rested, so that the kapporeth, as maintained
by Dillmann and, among others, by Nowack (Arch. 2 60), is to
be thought of as a kind of penthouse for the ark, cannot be
made out

; we have no information. In any case the meaning
of kapporeth in the OT is not covering, nor yet atoning
covering, but, as we have seen, instrument of propitiation.

In agreement with this is the important observation
of Lagarde that an Arabic ka/drat, in daily use as

3 Kaffarat in
a tecnmca expression in legal pro-

Arabian law cedure&amp;gt; corresponds formally and ex

actly to the Hebrew rnsf.
1

Lagarde begins (231 /.) by showing how the Arabic verb
kafara, cover, is used : a cloud cavers the sky, night covers by
its darkness, the wind covers the traces of an encampment, the
sower covers the seed, for which reason he is actually called

kdfir (he who covers up). Next, Lagarde (232 /.) explains
wherein it is that the kaffdrat ofArabian law consists. Whoso
ever has deliberately left unfulfilled a nadr (vow) or promise,
must make a kaffdrat [

= rnS3]. The kaffdrat, moreover, is

obligatory on everyone who has engaged in certain proceedings
of law, especially the taking of an oath ; the object of the

kaffdrat in this case being to make good any illegalities that

may perchance have occurred in such proceedings. Further,
it is obligatory upon every_

one who has reproached his
wife . . . who has unintentionally killed a man [one school
of law says a Moslem ] or by any negligence on his part
occasioned the death of a man, who has not fasted duly accord
ing to rule, or who has failed to keep the fast of Ramadan.
Some schools of law accept kaffdrat also in expiation even of
wilful manslaughter for which other schools . . . demand blood-

revenge. The latter view is the only one really in consonance
with the fundamental principles of Mohammedan law. The
kaffdrat required consists either in ... the emancipation of
a Mohammedan slave, or in fasting, or in sadaka (6i&amp;lt;caioervn),

Mt. 6 i = eAeT)jaocruri), which can be exercised only towards really
needy persons. Now, in Sunnite law there are four
schools : everything which is common to all four may safely be
taken as an original and integral element in Mohammedan law.
And kaffdrat is common to them all (Lag. op. cit. 233).

Lagarde states that the kaffdrat is also usual among
the Arabs in everyday life. He quotes (236), besides

an interesting passage from Lane s Mod. Egypt, on
funeral rites, a story of Tartiisi : a female slave had

brought a dish of broth to table in too great a hurry,
had let the dish fall, and scalded her master and his

guests with its contents. Her master consoled her with
the words : Thou art free : perhaps this may be to

thee a kaffdrat for thy fright. See also Lagarde s

Register u. Nachtrage, 69 1
;
but cp GGN, 1891, pp.

That the OT kapporeth and the Arab, kaffdrat are in

some way connected with each other is more than

4 Relation Probable. Lagarde
2 insists upon

between OT this The two words he ****
&amp;lt;

235/ K

kappSreth and
oincide

f

e*act a &quot;d a
!
th

,

e Arabs

Arab Iraffarat
have a for the Heb 6

&amp;lt;

kaffarat cannot
C&amp;lt;

possibly be a loan from the Hebrew.
The existence of this lautverschiebung makes it certain

that the words are, each in its own place, original.
The ideas in both go back to a common primitive
Semitic legal origin : the conception of kappdreth is

plainly a fundamental Semitic conception, though, of

course, capable of being adopted by the authorities

of an organised religion, like the early Judaism.
3

How Lagarde himself pictured to himself the connection
between the OT kapporeth and the primitive Semitic legal idea
referred to he has not set forth in any detail. He only says that

he is led more and more to the conclusion that 01533 in the

Pentateuch means the ark of the covenant in so far as atonement
and the ark were connected, and his statement shows that he
agrees with Merx in the theory already mentioned, that kap
poreth is an abbreviation, presumably for some such expression

1 Lag. Ubers. 237. See, however, Kon., Lehrgeb. la (1895),
201.

2 Uebers. 235.
3 See Lagarde, GGN, 1891, pp. 136, and cp Uebers. 230.
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as k ll hakkatporeth. One is surprised, however, that Lagarde
should consider the ark itself, not the gold plate upon it, to

be the kapporeth, contrary to the express words of the Penta
teuch.

The present writer will only venture to say that the

Arabic usage described by Lagarde, if accepted as

illustrative of the primitive Semitic conception, seems

to him to make for the explanation given above in 2.

KappSreth, like kaffdrat, means propitiation ;
it is

used, however, in the OT with reference to the thing
which subserves the purpose of propitiation. Similar

abbreviations (Lagarde compares nsx) are not unfre-

quent in technical expressions connected with worship,

as, for example, in the popular designation of feast days.

Thus the word kaffdrat -
kappdreth. has been very

tenacious of its meaning during its age-long history.

_,. , - The meaning of propitiation, which

4.1, &quot;k Ti
came down from primitive Semitism,

til6 U 1

kapporeth-
worship.

it continued to retain in the OT and in

the Koran, and still possesses among
modern Jews

1 and Arabs. In the case

of the Jews this is all the more noteworthy because the

passages in their law, which continually reminded them
of a kapporeth, had from an early date come to have

only theoretical validity. Whether the kapporeth-

worship associated with the ark of the covenant had
ever been actually practised may be left an open ques
tion here. What is certain, in any case, is that in the

time of Jesus and the apostles the temple in Jerusalem
no longer possessed the ark,

2 and, therefore, the

kappdreth- worship connected therewith. As regards
the offering of the high priest on the great day of

atonement 3 in Herod s temple we have two notices :

that of Josephus (Ant. iii. 10 3) and that of the Mishna

( Yomd}. The high priest sprinkled the blood of the sin-

offering, according to Josephus, towards the roof and floor

of the holy of holies
; according to Yomd, towards that

spot in the holy of holies, marked by a stone, where the

ark of the covenant ought to have stood. This stone

was called 4ben sathyd or iben sethiyyd (ATONEMENT,
DAY OF, 7). After the destruction of Herod s temple,
even this shadowy worship ceased, and the kapporeth-
cultus connected with the ark by the law became no
more than a pious memory. The idea of kapporeth,
however, was too natural to pass away.

Passing to the Greek form, we have first to establish

its meaning in Greek generally.

(a] The adjective tXaoriJ/Mos, etymologically con

sidered, has the meaning of propitiatory, serving for

- &amp;lt; , propitiation. Apart, however, from the
6. iA.ao~rripi.os T vv j /-u 5 V*
j -\ LXX and Christian literature we know

and lAacrrnpiov , ,

. r JT of only two ancient passages which
in vrreeK. , ,- r . e ,

.

certainly exemplify the use of this

adjective. Among the Faiyum MSS, discovered by
Grenfell and Hunt, 4

is a fragment (No. 337) of a

philosophical work, by an unknown author, concerning
the gods. It is unfortunately much mutilated ; still we
are able to make out an expression which has great
interest for our present inquiry (1 3-5) : rots 0eo?s eiXao-Tr;-

[pi o]i&amp;gt;$ (sic) 6v&amp;lt;rlas cttw[0^ PJirej tTrtrfXeio-dai. The
actual fragment dates from the second century A. D.

;

but the text itself may of course be older.

Here we find iAao-Trjpios as an adjective (of two terminations)
qualifying flverta : iAacm;pto 6v&amp;lt;ria

= propitiatory sacrifice. No
one can imagine here that the conception of sacrifice is already
latent in the word iAao-njpios : iAacrTrjpios by itself means simply
propitiatory, the idea of sacrifice is given by 6v&amp;lt;ria.

The other passage is 4 Mace. 17 22, which need not

1 We cannot here investigate the history of the current Ger
man colloquialism, kappores gehen, to go kappores i.e., to
be destroyed. The word kappores used in the language of
modern Jewish worship is the old word kapporeth and means
properly propitiation.

2 See ARK, 4 ; also Winer, Bill. RWB(*}, s.v. Bundeslade.
1

3 Cp Winer (
3
), s.v. Versohnungstag ; also ATONEMENT,DAY OF.

4 Fayfim Towns and their Papyri (Egypt Exploration
Fund), 1900, p. 313.
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here be quoted. Here the reference is to the Macca-
bsean martyrs.

&amp;lt;0N has (Sia) TOV iAao-njpiov TOV Savarov, thus taking iAa&amp;lt;r-

njptov as a substantive ; but even if we suppose this to have been
the original reading (which does not seem likely) the existence
of the adjective is proved for the philologist by the other MSS

Of Christian date we have been able to discover with
the aid of the Thesaurus Gracce Lingua no more than
a single example : Niceph. Antioch. Vita Symeon.
Stylit. in Ada Sanctorum Mali, v. 335 17 : x e Pas

iKfTTjpiovs, fi /3oi/Xet 5 iXaffrrjpiovs, fKTflvas 0ey, where

again IXacrrripios means propitiatory.

(it) Adjectives in -ripios are, as we know, often made
into substantives,

2
e.g., Ov^ar-qpiov, &amp;lt;j&amp;gt;v\a.KT-f)piov,

and
many others ; in inscriptions xaP -&amp;lt;f

&quot;nP
L

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;
v and evxapi-

ffrripiov are of frequent occurrence, TO iXaffrripiov can
mean nothing else than that which propitiates, the

propitiating thing. What the particular thing is must
be determined in each case by the context. It is wholly
arbitrary to assert that iXacmripiov means propitiatory
sacrifice. A sacrifice, if it was propitiatory in its in

tention, might once and again indeed be designated as

a IXao-rripiov ;
but the word itself does not on that

account forthwith require the special meaning pro
pitiatory sacrifice

;
it still can be used equally well of

any other thing connected with propitiation. Of this

last various examples can be adduced, whilst, strange
to say, no instance of iXaarripiov being used in the sense

of propitiatory sacrifice has as yet been discovered. 3

Of our examples, which are all drawn from the early

imperial period, two are found in recently discovered

inscriptions, one in a pagan author, and two in Jewish
texts.

Upon a statue, or the base of a statue at all events

upon a votive gift set up to the gods by the people of

Cos for the welfare of Augustus, son of God, stands

the following inscription :
4

6 3a/xos vwtp TO.S AvroKparopos
Ka.iaa.pos

Oeov vlov 2e3a(TToO o~uTilas

The word is used in a similar way in another inscrip
tion of Cos (no. 347),

5 which certainly belongs to the

imperial period, though it cannot be more precisely
dated. It is found upon the fragment of a column :

[6 8a./jios 6 AXevriwv]

[ . v . 2e]|8a-
^

&amp;lt;r[r]
Au ^.{r^arnf ZXacr-

TOS Tatov N
avov Mocr

pos

We find exactly the same use of the word in Dio Chrysostom
{Or. 11 355 [Reiske]) : KaraAei i^eii yap ai/Tovs avd8r]fi.Oi KaAAioroi
Kal

fj.eyi&amp;lt;TTOv rf) \6-r)va KO.L eTnypatfjui i\a.&amp;lt;mipi.ov Amatol Tf}

IAia5i. Here also may be adduced the passage of Josephus
already given under (a); see n. i. More interesting still than

1 To the above two passages we should have to add Jos. Ant.
xvi. 1 1 : 7repi0o(3os 6 auros erjei Kal TOV &eov&amp;lt;; tAacmjpioi juiTJju.a

Aeu/cijs jrerpas CTTI TU&amp;gt;
&amp;lt;TTOJUI

U&amp;gt; Ka.Tf&amp;lt;Ttcfva.&amp;lt;raTo, if here tAa&amp;lt;rr)pioi
and fj.ffifj.a are to be taken together ; but it is more than probable
that iAao-njpioi is used as a substantive and predicatively ; he
set up as a l\aa&quot;njpiov TOV 5eov5 a jiuirjjLia Aeu/cTjs TreVpa? the

view communicated to the present writer by H. Brede (cp Deiss-

mann, Bibehtiid. 127, n. 2). The phrase iAa&amp;lt;mjpiop TOV 6Vovs
is elliptical : as propitiation for his crime that was filling him
with fear.

2 Winer, Gram.C!) 91 ; Winer-Schmiedel, 16 26, 134.
3 The reference to TheophanesContinuatus in Winer (7), 91, and

Winer-Schmiedel, 134, is a mistake. See below, n. 13, col. 3031.
4 W. R. Paton and E. L. Hicks, The Inscriptions o/ Cos,

1891, no. 81 (p. 126), cp Deissmann, Bibelstud. 128.

Paton and Hicks, 225/1, cp Deissmann, 128. We learn by
private communication from Dr. R. Herzog of Tubingen that

this inscription has since, unfortunately, disappeared. It is a

happy circumstance that it had already been published by the

English editors.
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the passage just referred to is the fact that Symmachus 1 in his

translation of Gen. 6 16 [15] twice designates Noah s ark as

i\aa-njpiov, plainly because he regarded it as a means of pro
pitiation ; whosoever found refuge in the ark, to him God showed
his mercy.

(c) The examples hitherto adduced all give the

general sense of means of propitiation, propitiatory

thing, the context in each case showing the special

meaning (never, however, that of propitiatory sacri

fice
).

Several of a later date have now to be added.

The passage from Nonnus, indeed (Dionysiaca, 18517 :

4th-5th cent. A. D.
),

cited by Cremer
(I

8
, 474), is uncer

tain
;
the current reading would appear to be iKacTTrj/na

Vopyous, which l- alkcnburg altered into IXaffTr/pia

Topyovs and Cunreus into iepa pevfiara Yopyovs.
2 Even

should the conjecture iXacrTTjpia be right, the passage
still remains unintelligible ; according to the context the

IXaffTripia Yopyovs must mean a district of country.
3

Hesychius, the lexicographer, explains i\a.ffT-qpiov as

Ka.6a.pffi.ov, 6vffia.ffT-f)piov, i.e., he gives a synonym (
that

which purifies and that which propitiates are nearly
related ideas) and adds a special meaning which, of

course, is possible only in a particular context,
4 that

of altar, which Cyril, the lexicographer cited by
Schleusner, 5

explains quite rightly when he says : iXa-

ffrripiov dvffiaffTripiof, ev $ irpoff&amp;lt;pfpfi (wpofffaperai?)

irf.pl a.fj.apTitiji&amp;gt;.

Menander the historian (6th-yth cent. A.D.
)

in

Excerpt. Hist. 352i2/l
6 alludes to TOI&amp;gt; fjLovaarrjpioi O!KOV

rbv \ey6/j.ei&amp;gt;ov ^efiavdv and afterwards (16) designates
this monastery as a iXatTTT/jpiov (ret^6 re

Ka.Trj&amp;lt;r(pa\t.&amp;lt;r-

p.tvui&amp;gt;
TO iXaffTr/ptov) a designation which might on

occasion be quite appropriate.
7

From Du Cange
8 we learn that Sabas 9 in the Typlcum

(Venice ed.
), chaps. 1 and 5, gives the name of i\a.ffT-f]piov

to the place of the altar, the choir (bema, cancellis

inc/usum) ; e.g. (chap. 5), Ov/jLiq. Tr\v ayiav rpdirefav

ffTavpofid&s clxra^rws KCU TO IXaffTr/piov (J.TTO.V.

In Joseph Genesios (loth cent. A.D.) 1032i 10 a

monastery is called iXaffTrjpiov, just as in Menander :

iij 5e Trapea-TTjKfL TOLS rov IXaffT-rjpiov irpoOvpois.
n

Theophanes Continuatus (roth cent. A.D.) in two

places (3262iy. 452i4)
12 calls a church IXaffT^pLOV.**

How this use of the word is to be explained can be
well seen in a passage of Johannes Kameniates (loth
cent. A. D.

),
who says of sumptuous ecclesiastical build

ings (
502 \of. )

u that they are as it were propitiatory

gifts dedicated by the community to the deity (Sxrirep

Tiva. Koiva. wpbs rb dflov IXaffTr/pLa). Here iXaffTrjpiov
has its old meaning propitiatory thing, more particu

larly propitiatory gift. If it was possible with

1
Field, Hex., 1875, 1 23 /.

2 See Nonni Panopolitte Dionysiacorum libri XLVIII.,
em. F. Graefe, 1 (1819) p. 300. Kochly in his edition (Leipsic,

1857) conjectures eui cumjptoc OpyoO, and seeks to defend this

reading, p. lixyC
3 Cremer (

8
), 474, explains propitiatory gift, which does not

remove the difficulty.
4 He is doubtless thinking of Ezek. 43 14 17 20 &amp;lt;S ; cp below,
7 a, end.
5

Ncn&amp;gt;. Thes. . . . in LXX. . . . interpreles Veteris Testa-

tnenti, 3, Leipsic, 1820, p. 109.
6 Ed. Niebuhr (Bonn).
7 CremerW, 474, cites the passage, but plainly had not read it.

8 Glossariiim ad scriptorcs medice et infinite Griecitatis,
I(i688) 513.

9 St. Sabas (or Sabbas) died 531 A.D. Whether the Typicum
that bears his name be really his is doubtful. Cp Krumbacher,
Gesch. d. Byz. Lit.W, 141.

10 As to this, cp Ezek. 43 14 17 20 (5, and below, 7 a, end.
11 Ed. Lachmann (Bonn). The Thesaurus cites p. 49 D ac

cording to the Venice Ed.
I 2 Ed. Bekker(Bonn).
13 According to Winer!7

) 91, and Winer-Schmiedel, 134, lAour-

TTJpiov should here be taken in the sense of propitiatoiy sacrifice ;

but this does not suit. The index of the Bonn edition gives
evKTrjpioi/ as the meaning ; but this is not sufficiently exact.

14 Ed. Bekker (Bonn). Leo Allatius in his edition (Cologne,
1 653* has efiAao-njpia for iAa&amp;lt;mjpia. The word e fiAacmjpioi is

met with also in the Scholiast to Apollonius of Rhodes, 2485^7
(ap. Rhod. Argonaittica, rec. R. Fr. Ph. Brunck, 2, 1813, p. 165)
in interpreting Aux^rjia iepa, of which the scholiast says TOUTeoriK

efiAaan/pia (cac. caTa7rav&amp;lt;rnjpia TTJS opyjjs. In this connection it

is offerings that are so designated.
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Johannes Kameniates to liken a church to a IXacrrripiov ,

it was also possible even to call a church or a cloister

by that name, as Theophanes Continuatus, Joseph
Genesios, and Menander actually do.

(d) From what has been said we see how baseless is

the assertion that to the word iXavrripiov it is necessary
to supply 0vfj.a. Hitherto not a single passage has been

adduced where this is the case,
1 and in all the places

where iXaffrripiov is read with certainty, some other

word than #C/ua is demanded as a supplement. TO

IXaffTrtpiov signifies the propitiatory thing, the means
of propitiation. What the propitiatory thing that is

actually intended may be has to be determined in each

case by the context.

(a) The LXX uses in the first instance the adjective

(Ex. 25 16 [17]) : /col Trotijtreis iXaffTriptov fwiBffj.a,
2
\pvfflov

, , KO.0a.pov. Here iXaffTr)pion tiridffjLO.

j &amp;lt;\

renders kapporeth. The present writer
and i\a(rTTipiov ,- , v , , &amp;lt;. , .,- ., .

.

T Y_ p &quot;. formerly held J
kapporeth to mean

. , covering, and accordingly took liri-
ana Me 0.95

^e^a as the trans ] at ion Of tne wor(f

kapporeth and the whole expression iXaffTrjptov eiriOfna,

as rendering the idea kapporeth. After what has been

said above
( 2) it will be seen that he is no longer of

this view. It seems rather that the LXX took up the

idea of kapporeth quite rightly, and saw the expression
to be elliptical ; only, in the first passage where the word

occurred, they filled up the ellipsis, giving iXacmjptcu

(TriffffMo, for \k
ell hak-~\kapporeth , because, in point of

fact, the object to which the word was applied was a

sort of plate which in some way or other served as a

lid to the ark. In all subsequent passages the ellipsis

of the original is adhered to
; regularly has iXaaTr)piov

for kapporeth.* If, therefore, as has been shown above,

kapporeth (
2 ff.} and iXacrT-ripiov ( 7) both mean pro

pitiatory thing, &amp;lt;&
has rendered the meaning of its

original quite correctly.
5

It is, unfortunately, by no
means superfluous once more to insist that, accordingly

iXa.ffTripi.oi&amp;gt;
in

&amp;lt;5
does not mean the lid of the ark.

That, on the contrary, the meaning propitiatory thing
was alone present to the minds of the translators is

shown by the fact, almost invariably overlooked in

the theological commentaries, that Ezek. 43 14 17 20 (

renders also the mn, , the ledge (RV settle
)
of the

altar, by IXaffT-ripiov. This also had to be sprinkled
with the blood of the sin-offering, and therefore had

something to do with propitiation.
6

(6) Philo also shares the view of (5 as to IXaffrripiov.

In all the places where he alludes to or quotes the OT
kapporeth-passsiges, IXcum^xoK can only be translated

propitiatory thing.
Thus: De Tit. llfos. 38 (Mang. 150) T/ 6c a/3&amp;lt;oTbs . . . fa

tTri6efj.a. axravel Troika TO Aeyo/u.ei Oi ec iepais /Si^Aois iAa&amp;lt;7T7)pto ;

ibid., a little lower down, TO 6e eiriOena TO 7rpo&amp;lt;ravopei/o/if 0i

iAao-njp10 &quot;
I
De ProfJ&amp;lt;g- J 9 (M- 561) ... TO eiriOffia. TTJS

KifiiaTov, &amp;lt;caAfi 6e avTO iAao-rr)pio ; De cherub. 8 (M. 143) KO.I yap
afTiTrpoo wTra ^KJUTIV eicat I euoi ra Trpb? TO

iAao-T77ptoi&amp;gt;
erepot?

(allusion to Ex. 25 20 [21] (5). In every case it is only the con
nection that shows the propitiatory thing associated with the

ark to be intended.

1 The only instance that could be mentioned would be the

eflAcum/pioy of the Scholiast to Apollonius of Rhodes mentioned
in the preceding note; but here, too, the meaning propitiatory
sacrifice lies not in the word itself, but in the connection.

2
eWflejia is wanting in Cod. 58 only ; in Codd. 19, 30, etc., it

stands before iAoumjpioi . See further, Deissmann, Bibclstud.

122, n. i.

3 Bibelstud. 122. The views there stated, as also in the

English translation (Edin., 1901), are to be modified in the sense

of the present article.
4 Only in iCh.28n is house of the kapporeth rendered

6 OIKOS ToO fiAao&amp;gt;i.ov, where rov efiAao-/uiov cannot be taken as

essentially different from ToO iAaoTTjpiov. In Ex. 21)34, where
MT has kapp rt t/t, (P has T&amp;lt;i KaTa7reTao-/aaTt, showing that it

read pa r keth ; in Am. i again, (5 read kapporeth for kaphtor
and rendered iAaoTryptoc. See further, Deissmann, Bibelstud.

124.
8 The other versions that rest on the LXX (cp 2) also hit the

right sense.
6 It is here perhaps that we should look for the explanation of

the application of the word lAao-njpioi bysHesychius, Cyril, and
Sabas referred to above ( 6c).
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(&amp;lt;r)

The same holds good of Heb. 9s, vwepavw dt

avrrjs x fP l P f -v S6^i)s KaraffKid^ovra rb
iXacrTr)ptoi&amp;gt;,

where it is not the word IXaffr^piov but the whole con
nection that recalls the ark.

(rf) We are now in a position to form an opinion regarding
Ritschl s extraordinary assertion 1 that everywhere both in the
OT and in the NT the word

i\a.o&quot;rripioi&amp;gt;
means that remark

able piece of furniture over the ark of the covenant in the holy
of holies. The proposition must in point of fact be so altered
as to run : iAatrnjpioi invariably means propitiatory thing ;

what the thing is in each individual case whether the structure
above the ark of the covenant, or the ledge of the altar (or the
ark of Noah, or a votive offering, or a church, or a cloister, or
the like) must always be determined by the context. If further
Ritschl goes on 2 to draw a hard and fast line between Greek
usage and that of &amp;lt;S and NT, this is not in accordance with
sound philological method, but is merely the arbitrariness of
dogma.
Our scientific interest in the word

iXa&amp;lt;TTr)pioi&amp;gt;
and

our whole investigation in the course of the foregoing

8 IXao-rfoiov
sections find their ultimate importance
in the

in Rom 82
e nec uPon l^e cele

brated locus classicus, Rom. 3 25 : whom
God set forth (irpo^Oero) a

lXa.crT-qpi.ov through faith in

(dia iriffTfus tv) his blood.

(a) One possibility suggests itself, that of taking
IXacrTripLov as accusative of IXaarr/pio^ : whom God
hath set forth as a propitiating one. The more obvious
course, however, is to take it as a neuter

;
the adjective

is but rare, the neuter substantive is of frequent occur
rence. In either case the meaning is essentially the same.

() That Paul is here using the neuter is, according
to the statistics of the word, the more probable supposi
tion. This being assumed, three questions have to be

carefully distinguished in the exegesis of the passage :

(a) What is the meaning of the word IXaffrripiov as
such

; (/3)
in what connection is it elsewhere employed ;

(7) has it in its present context any recognisable special

meaning, or has it not ?

Many interpreters have mixed up all three questions,
have ignored the first altogether, or have overlooked
the multitude of various answers which are possible in
the case of the second.

(c }
The answers to a and

/3 respectively will be found
in 6 and 7. (a) iXa&amp;lt;rrr)piov,

wherever it occurs, always
and invariably means that which propitiates, the
means of propitiation, the propitiating thing. (/3) Any
object whatever, as long as a propitiatory significance is

attached to it, can be designated as a iXacrrripiov.
The following instances are met with in ancient texts :

1. Votive offerings to deities or to the deity are most fre

quently of all so designated (Cos inscriptions, Josephus, Dio
Chrysostom, Johannes Kameniates).

2. The golden plate above the ark, on which the blood of
sacrificial animals was sprinkled, prescribed by the law for the
worship of the temple is called

i\a&amp;lt;TTripiov eiridf/j.a, or for

brevity s sake iAao-njpioc (the LXX and quotations from or
references to it in Philo and the Epistle to the Hebrews).

3. The ledge of the altar (35).

4. The place of the altar (Sabas).
5- The altar (Hesychius, Cyril).
6. Noah s ark (Symmachus).
7. A monastery (Menander, Joseph Genesios).
8. A church (Theophanes Continuatus).

All these can receive the name
iAa&amp;lt;mjpio&amp;gt;&amp;gt;.

That a sacrifice should be called IXacrT^piov is not in
itself impossible ; but we have not as yet been able to
discover any actual instance, although in one solitary
case we meet with e^Xaa-rripiov in that sense (Scholiast
to Apollonius of Rhodes). Thus we meet with a
great variety of special applications of the word IXaff-

rripiov ; but the variations are not so much usual
as occasional in their character. 3 It is therefore

very unwise to come to the text in the Epistle to the
Romans with any dogma in one s mind as to the

meaning of the word, such as that IXaar-qpiov means
the propitiatory covering on the ark, or that it means
a propitiatory sacrifice. The one proposition we can
safely bring with us to the interpretation of the passage

1
Rcchtfertigung u. Versohnung, 2(3), 168.

2 Ibid. 170.
* On the distinction see ELEMENTS, i.
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in question is that stated above under a and anew rein
forced by the examples enumerated under

/3 : iXacrrriptov
signifies propitiatory thing, means of propitiation.

y. As for the nature of the means of propitiation
referred to in the text, where it is said that God has
openly set forth (irpoeBero) the Lord Jesus Christ as a
IXaffTTipLov , or as to whether perhaps Paul may here
have attached no special meaning at all to the word,
we need not turn for help to any alleged biblical use
of the word, but must look solely to the context itself.

(d) At the outset, of the explanations that have some
times been given we may at once set aside two : (i)
mercy seat (see above, i

),
and (2) propitiatory covering

of the ark.

The connection does not offer a single point for this assump
tion to lay hold of. Apart from the absence of the article, the
peculiar stiffness and inappropriateness of the figure suggested J

is against it. Were the cross so designated the image could,
at all events, be understood ; used of a person it is both inelegant
and unintelligible ;

* moreover that Christ, the end of the law
Christ of whom Paul has been saying immediately before that
he is the revealer of a righteousness of God apart from the law
(\&amp;lt;ap\s 1/oju.ou 6icaiocrv n7 fftoii) should in the next breath be de
scribed as the covering of the ark of the covenant, would furnish
an image as un-Pauline in its character as it could possibly be. 3

It is further to be observed that Ritschl with his

interpretation of the expression as meaning the utensil
above the ark is inconsistent with himself. Whilst

affirming in the first instance 4 that IXaffrripioi here has

precisely that meaning of the word, and that meaning
alone (to wit, utensil above the ark

),
he afterwards 5

says that IXaffrriptov without the article has of course
the force of a general conception. It denotes, not the
individual material thing so designated in the LXX, as

such, but the ideal purpose which the Israelite connected
with the conception of that thing. This practically
deprives Ritschl s own interpretation of all its force

;

for the whole present question turns upon the utensil.

(e) The interpretation propitiatory sacrifice is not
to be set aside summarily. Although we have no other
instances of the employment of the word in that sense,
such a use might yet be discovered in some particular
connection, and in the present instance it is conceivable ;

where blood is spoken of, a sacrifice can also be spoken
of. The final determination, however, can only be
reached after a thorough examination of the entire

context.

(/) Equally possible is the interpretation propitiatory
gift, which elsewhere is met with most frequently. It

suits the connection admirably : God has openly set

forth the crucified Christ in his blood before the eyes
of the world, to the Jews a stumbling-block, to the
Gentiles foolishness, to us by faith a iXacrripiov. The
crucified Christ is the votive gift set up by God himself
for propitiation of sins. In other cases it is human
hands that set up a lifeless image of the deity as a pro
pitiation for guilt ; here it is God himself who has
set up the propitiatory monument. 8

(g) In both of the foregoing special interpretations
which have been put forward as possible, it has hitherto

been assumed that in his blood (ev rip avrou aifj.a.Ti) has
reference to the actual blood of Christ shed at Golgotha.
If this assumption were absolutely secure, we should
have to make our choice between one or other interpre
tation. Secure, however, it certainly is not. Once before
we find Paul speaking of redemption (aTroXvTpuffis),
not as of a past fact concluded once for all, but as of
a present condition subsisting in Christ Jesus (ei&amp;gt;

tcTTCjj Itjffov) i.e. , in the communion and fellowship
of the exalted spiritual ( pneumatic )

Christ. 7 Thus the

1 The covering would be sprinkled with its own blood.
2 The case is quite different with the figure in i Cor. 67: for

(/cat yap) our passover (Trao-^a) also hath been sacrificed (ervdi))

[even] Christ.
3 Deissmann, Bibelstud. 126.
4
RecAtfertigwHfZfi), ids.

6 Ibid. 171.
6 Cp Deissmann, Bibelstud. i2af.
7 Cp Deissmann, D ;e NTliche Formel in Christo Jesu

untcrsiiclit, Marburg, 1892.
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apostle is acquainted with a conception of the blood

of Christ wholly different from that of the physical
blood shed at Golgotha. It is not the physical but the

spiritual blood l of the exalted Christ that the believer

drinks in the eucharist as he also partakes of the spiritual

body of Christ. Whoso eats of that bread and drinks

of that cup enters into a communion of body and blood

with the spiritual Christ (i Cor. 10 16). It is in this

sense also that Paul, as is shown by comparing i Cor.

10 16, takes the word of Jesus in i Cor. 1125 : this cup

(iror-fipiov) is the new covenant (diadtficr]) in my blood
;

he thinks of the spiritual blood of the exalted Saviour, in

the same manner as Jn. 653-56 (cp also i Jn. 1? and

568) speaks of a drinking of the blood and an eating of

the flesh of Christ. With Paul, therefore, in the

blood of Christ
(i&amp;gt; rf ai/j-ari. X/xcrroD) can mean in

blood -fellowship with the exalted spiritual Christ (cp
also Xpicrrip ffvvfffTavpw/jLai, Gal. 2 20 and other similar

terms of expression).
It cannot be disputed that this spiritual interpretation

of the formula in his blood
(tt&amp;gt; ry avrov ai/xcm) in

Rom. 825, admirably suits the entire context. 2 Re

demption is continuously at work in Christ and faith

comes to know, by experience of the blood-fellowship
with Christ, that Christ has been sent into the world by
God as an enduring i\affTr)pioi&amp;gt;.

On this interpretation

Paul would here be attesting precisely the same experi
ences as are recorded, the one by himself, with respect to

the exalted Christ, in i Cor. 1 30, and the other by the

author of i Jn. 22 in the words and he (avrfa namely,
the Christ who is with the Father, the exalted spiritual

Lord) is the propitiation for our sins (I\a(T/u6s (&amp;lt;TTU&amp;gt;

n-fpl TUV a/napriuv ijfj.wi ).
On this interpretation of

in his blood the view that IXaffT^piov here represents

a propitiatory sacrifice becomes less probable than that

it has the meaning so abundantly attested for the

imperial period of propitiatory gift.

(A) Is it necessary, however, to seek for any special

meaning at all ? The connection does not demand it
;

the general sense means of propitiation is quite suffi

cient. Thus in the end the simplest explanation gives us

substantially the same meaning as we should have if we
took

i\affTr)pioi&amp;gt;
as accusative masculine : Christ, the

exalted spiritual Lord, in whom the believer lives, moves,
and has its being, is, as faith in blood-communion
with him proves him to be, given to us by God as our

ever-present propitiator, our continual propitiation.&quot;

That, according to this view, the expression righteous

ness of God (SiKaioffvvr) 6eov) in all four places (Rom.
32i/. 25/) denotes, not the attribute of God, but the

quality of the justified believer in Christ, cannot be

shown at length in this place, but ought at least to be

indicated.

Besides the commentaries, dictionaries, and text books of

NT theology, see especially P. de Lagarde, Uebersicht (1889),
and Register it. Nacktriige (to the Ueber-

9. Literature, sicht, in Abhh. d. Kgl. Ges. d. \y. zu. Gott.

37(1891)69 ; Lagarde, Thevenot s Caffarre

in GGN, 1891, pp. 135^ ; G. AdolfDeissmann, BiMstudien, 1895,

pp. i-ziff.; ETpp. 124^ (Edin. 1901); A. Ritschl, Die christl.

Lfhre v.d. Rechtfertigting u. I crsohnung, 2P), 1889, pp. 168^;
ET by Mackintosh and Macaulay, 1900 : Jas. Monson, Crit.

Exf&amp;gt;os. of Rom. HI. 281-303 (not seen by present writer);

Cremer, Bibl.-theol. Worterb.\*), 1895, pp. 474^ G. A. D.

MERED O~J?D), one f l^e sons ^ Ezrah
(
CP EZER,

i.
)
in the genealogy of Judah (r Ch. 4 17, TTUip&A [B],

Moop&A [A]; B&pAA [L] ; 4i8f, NoopooHA [B],

MtopH^ [A], M&pco [L]). On Mered s name and on

his wives names, see BITHIAH, where TO (Mered) is

traced to an original niDT (Jarmuth) ; for another cor

ruption of this word, see MAROTH. Of course the

later editor and his readers explained the corrupt TO as

rebellion (cp Josh. 2222); similarly Nimrod was
doubtless supposed to be derived from ^/TO, to rebel

1 Cp the expression nvfy^aTiKov irofia. (i Cor. 104), which
also indirectly (TO avro) relates to the participation in this cup.

- In Rom. 5s/. and Eph. 2 13 also the formula gives a better

sense on the pneumatic interpretation.
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(see NIMROD). If, however, we think that we can
trust the correctness of MT, and regard Mered as a

clan-name, we may not unplausibly explain (heroic)
resistance (see NAMES, 67) ; or if we view it as a

place-name, we may compare the Ar. mardd, which is

connected with several places by Yakut (4492^), and
means a place devoid of vegetation.

If Mered is really a corruption of Jarmuth, we can well
understand the triple account given of the so-called Mered s

family, and that in two of the accounts the important place
Eshtemoa, and in the third the not less well-known places
Gedor, Soco, and Zanoah, have their connection traced to him.

T. K. C.

MEREMOTH (monp ; M&p[e]iMco9 [L] ;
no

doubt of ethnic affinities Jeroham = Jerahmeel [Che. ] ;

cp JKRIMOTH).
i. B. Uriah, a priest, temp. Ezra (see EZRA i., 8 2; ii., 15

[i] if), Ezra 8 33 Otepn&amp;lt;o0 [B], fiao^taB [Avid.])= , Esd. 862, EV
MARMOTH (fi.apij.iaSi [B], -^0.81. [A]) ;

in list of wall-builders (see

NEHEMIAH, if. ; EZRA ii., 16 [i], i$d), Neh. 84 (j&amp;gt;a/j.u&amp;gt;9

[BNA]); 821 Otepa/uuiO [BNA]) ; signatory to the covenant (see

EZRA i., 7), 10s[6] (anepa.fi.ias [B], -6 [K], ^epa^u&amp;gt;9 [A], fJ.tpi.fJi.

.

2. B. Bani, a layman, in list of those with foreign wives (see

EZRA i., 5, end), Ezral036 (ifpa^wfl [BN], fj.apeij.ia6 [A])=
I Esd. 934, EV Carabasion (Kapaf3a&amp;lt;r[e]iiav (HA], L om.).

3. A priest in Zerubbabel s band (see EZRA ii., 6/0, Neh.

12 3 ([BN*A om., fnapifj.^ [Nc.a.mg.]). This name should prob
ably be read for MERAIOTH in Neh. 12 15 also.

4. In i Esd. 82 MF.RK.MOTH, RV MEMEKOTH (fiapepiaO [A],
B om., fi.apai.iat) [L]) seems to represent MERAIOTH (i).

MERES (D Tp), in Esth. 1 14 (BNAUX/J Om.
),

one of

the seven princes at the court of Ahasuerus. The
letters of the name are also the three first letters of

MARSENA
(&amp;lt;j.v.).

See also ADMATHA.

MERIBAH (nan*?), Ex. 17 7; and Waters of

Meribab.
(
D *D)I Dt. 338, etc. See MASSAH AND

MERIBAH, 2, and KADESH.

MERIBBAAL (7l?3 3 ~Wp), the name given to Jona
than s son in a genealogy of BENJAMIN (q.v. , 9, ii. /3),

i Ch. 834 (/v\epiB&&amp;lt;\A [B]. Med^piB.
1

[A], A\e/v\chiB-&quot;

[L]) = 94o (/v\&peiB&&A [BN], MApeiB&A [N once],

MexpiBA&A
3
[A], L as above). In the last mentioned

passage the name appears as Vjnnp, Meribaal. To

produce a clear etymology this was probably altered into

*?ya 3 1S, Merib-baal i.e. , Baal contends (NAMES,
42; cp JKRUBBAAL). This form of the name is no

doubt possible, but scarcely probable (see MEHETABEL).
Meribaal is more difficult to explain. Some critics (e.g. ,

St., Ki. , Gray, HPN 200, n. 3) explain, man, or

hero, of Baal, a view which may plausibly be taken

to be confirmed by Ishbaal and Amariah. 4 The fre

quency, however, with which corrupt forms of Jerah-
me el (the true name, as is elsewhere maintained, of

Saul s clan
;
see SAUL, i) present themselves among

the names assigned to Saul s relatives is a cogent ground
for supposing that Meribaal is really a corruption of

Jerahme el, through the assumed intermediate form

Mahriel. Saul s daughter is only known to tradition

by a name which is elsewhere (MICHAL) explained as

a popular corruption of Jerahme el[ith]. We can well

understand, therefore, that both a son and a grandson
of Saul may have been known to tradition by a similar

name.

Cp A S reading in i Ch. 94o(3), and note that Jerahme el

probably lies hidden under MALCHISHUA (q.v.), the name given
in MT to one of the sons of Saul, also that MEPHIHOSHE i H (y.v.)

may plausibly be taken to favour the above explanation.
T. K. C.

1 Conflate of
nc&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;if}aa\

and
2 Note the euphonic repetition of ;x.

3
fiexpi/SaaA may be expanded from Sn&quot;13C (* &amp;gt; VxcrnO-

* Cp Nold. ffZAM/6314 n. 2. Ishbaal is treated elsewhere

(ISHBAAL). As to Amariah, it is significant that the same

genealogy contains the name Cushi i.e., a native of the N
Arabian Cush (see CUSHI, 3). AMARIAH (q.r.) is nodoubt one
of a group of distortions of Jerahmeel ending in -iah (cp MAL-
CHIJAH, REPHAIAH). This is important for the origin of the

prophet ZEPHANIAH (g.v.).
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MERIBOTH-KADESH (BnjrnnnD), Ezek. 47 19

RV. See KADESH, MASSAH AND MEKIBAH, 2.

MERODACH (^TV?), the Hebraised form of Maru-

duk or Marduk, the patron deity of Babylon (BABY
LONIA, 26), and under the later empire, together with

Nebo, chief deity of the Babylonians ;
also called BEL

(q.v.) or BEL-MERODACH (Jer. 502, M&iooA&K [B],

MeooAAX [KAQ]). On his famous temple E-sagila,

see BABYLON, 5.

Nebuchadrezzar was devoted to him
; among his many ex

pressions of homage he even styles Marduk ilu baniya god my
begetter. Merodach (Marduk) enters into the composition of

many Babylonian names ; see esp. MERODACH-BALADAN, EVIL-

MERODACH, and MORUECAI (cp A ATP), 175 f. 422/1). Cp
NEBO.

MERODACH-BALADAN
AAX B&A&A&N [B], M. [A], M&amp;lt;MU&amp;gt;A&X

B&AAA&N [O_
mg

-] ;
Ass. Marduk - aplu -

iddin[a] ; Is.

39 it) was the second king of Babylon of this name.
He reigned from 721-709 B.C.

;
he was then driven from

Babylon, but recovered his power for a few months in

702 B.C. He was a Chaldean and already king of mat
Tamdim, the Sea-land, in the reign of Tiglath-pileser III.

The Chaldeans had been for some time encroaching upon
Babylonia, and when Tiglath-pileser in 729 B.C. de

feated Merodach-baladan, he was hailed as deliverer

from a foreign yoke. Merodach-baladan had been able

to secure the establishment of the Chaldean usurper
Ukin-zer on the throne of Babylon, and on Tiglath-

pileser s expulsion of that monarch, Merodach-baladan
had to feel the weight of the conqueror s resentment, and
become his vassal. Tiglath-pileser s death, and the

ineffective rule of Shalmaneser IV. , loosened the hold

of Assyria on the S.
,
and when Sargon II. came to the

throne of Assyria, 721 B.C., Merodach-baladan, aided

and abetted by the king of Elam, took the throne of

Babylon. Sargon found his hands too full in other

directions to interfere. The defeat of Merodach-baladan
and his Elamite allies at Dur-ilu in 721 B.C., was with

out result. Each side learnt to respect the other, and

suspended hostilities for the time. Sargon held N.

Babylonia with Assyria ;
Merodach-baladan had S.

Babylon and Chaldea.

Merodach-baladan s policy was one of severe oppres
sion. Owing his power to his own Chaldean subjects,
to Elamite auxiliaries and Aramaic nomads, he had to

provide for them. The nobles of Babylonia were sent

as captives to the S. , while the marauders were enriched

with their lands and possessions. Hence, when after

twelve years of incessant war on every side, save that of

Babylonia, Sargon directed his victorious armies to the

expulsion of Merodach-baladan, he, like Tiglath-pileser,
was hailed as a deliverer. Sargon states that in his

twelfth year,he drove Merodach-baladan out of Babylon,
and he reigned as legitimate king there himself for the

last seven years of his life. Sargon is therefore the

Arkeanus of the Ptolemaic Canon.
Merodach-baladan had attempted to stay Sargon s

advance by an appeal to Kudur-nahundi of Elam
;
but

that monarch had already felt the weight of Sargon s

hand and would not assist. One army broke up the

Aramaic confederacy on the E.
;
another marched S. on

Babylon. It was in 709 B.C. that Sargon entered the

city unopposed, and taking the hands of Bel became
king de jure, Merodach-baladan had retreated nearer
home to Ikbi-Bel in S. Babylonia. Thence he retreated

again to his ancestral home of Bit Yakin. Sargon fol

lowed, and routing an auxiliary force of the S. Baby
lonian nomads, would have laid siege to Merodach-
baladan in his stronghold. That monarch deserted his

city and escaped to Elam for the time. Dur-Yakin sur

rendered, and Sargon was lord of all the S. of Babylonia.
Sargon reinstated the Babylonian exiles, restored

their possessions, re-established the worship of the

Babylonian divinities, and Babylon had peace and pro
sperity for five years. Sargon apparently fell by the
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hand of an assassin. For this sketch of his history cp
Winckler s Sargon.

Sargon had probably left Babylon to put down the

troubles in Armenia and the N. frontier states of

Assyria, caused by the pressure of the Gimirri on the N.,
when he met his death. How long he was absent we
do not know

;
but Merodach-baladan must have reached

home and thence intrigued for the throne of Babylon.
Sennacherib states that in his first year he drove
Merodach-baladan out of Babylonia and set Bel-ibni on
the throne. Polyhistor assigns Merodach-baladan a

reign of six months before Elibus or Belibus i.e., Bel-

ibni. After his second expulsion, Merodach-baladan
continued to be a menace to Assyria. Evidently his

adherents in Babylonia were powerful, for Sennacherib

treated the country as hostile, and inflicted on Babylon
itself a terrible vengeance. He reduced it to impotence,
and in the repeated campaigns which he and his

lieutenants waged, reduced all the S. to ruins. How
Merodach-baladan ended his days we do not know

exactly ;
but his sons continued the struggle on to the

days of Asur-bani-pal.
Merodach-baladan appears in 2 K. 20 12 and Is. 39 1

as king of Babylon in the time of Hezekiah. It is open
to doubt whether his ambassadors really came to

Hezekiah (see Che. Intr. Is. 227; Meinhold, Die Jes.-

erziihlungen, ig/i ) ;
if so the occasion was perhaps one

of Merodach-baladan s intrigues after his expulsion from

Babylon. In the present Hebrew text he is called son

of Baladan (see SBOT, ad loc.
) ;

he himself claims

(IR 5 17) to be of the ancient dynasty of Erba-Marduk.
The earlier Merodach-baladan I. of Babylon was son of

Melisihu, and of the Kassite dynasty, about 1167-

1154 B.C. C. H. w. j.

MEROM, WATERS OF (Dhp-Vp; MAPPCON, Me.

[BAF], MeppCOM [I-]), the scene of the great fight

between the allied northern kings and Israel (Josh,

llsyt). Many since Reland have identified the waters

of Merom with the mod. Bahret el-Hfile, known also

as Seywexwi/mj
1
(or St/tax, Jos. Ant. v. 5i, BJ. iii. 10;),

and as
17 Se/tte%w iTWJ \ijj.vij (IU iv. 1 1). This identi

fication rests on the precarious assumption that the

name Sernachonitis, like Merom, is derived from a root

to be high (Ar. samaka], but also finds support in the

statement of Josephus (Ant., I.e.} that Hazor lay over

against it. Against this, it should be noticed that c ,

sea, not c. waters, would be the natural designa
tion for a lake ;

2 and that the presumed situation does

not quite accord with the geographical evidence in 11 8.
3

The last objection applies equally to two more recent

identifications, (i) Mdrun er-Kas (Buhl, Pal. 234) or

Mdron (Rob. ),
situated WSW. of Kadesh

; cp Josephus

(Ant. v. 1 18), who places the scene of the fight at jBypuSr)

(
= Meron?), not far from Kedesh. (2) Meron, WNW.

of Safed, celebrated as the burial place of Hillel and
Shammai (cp Rel. 817).
Meron is no doubt the ^t)pa&amp;gt;

or
aju&amp;gt;)pa&amp;gt;0

of Jos. (BJ ii. 20 6, Vit.

37), and possibly the mdrama of the name-lists of Rameses II.

and Thotmes III. (cp WMM As. u. Hur. 220); in the list of

Thotmes, however, Marama appears to be the name of a district

(cp R PC-}, 644; see below). There may very well have been
several places of this name ; the Onomastica mention a pcppav,
inerrom, 12 m. from Sebaste near Dothan, which they errone

ously identify with our Merom (OS 27899, 138 16).

It has been shown elsewhere (see JABIN, JOSHUA, 8,

1 For hfde cp ovAatfa, Ant. xv. 10$ (see Neub. Giog. Tahn.

H/. zjJF.), also the S n f Gen - 102
3. (1)ut see GEOGRAPHY,

20). No perfectly satisfactory suggestion has yet been made as

to the origin of &quot;33 D (also -3310), the Talm. name of this lake ;

Neub. explains reedy. The name of the Wady Setnak on the

E. of the lake favours the correctness of the spelling of Josephus,
and the name Semachon may really be ancient, especially if

Petrie is right in identifying it with the Samhuna of Am. Tab.

(220 3).
2 Cp waters of Megiddo (i.e., the brook KISHON), waters

of Jericho (Josh. 16 i), waters of Meribah, and see NEI-H-

TOAH, NIMRIM. According to Wi., the salt .sea of Gen. 143
means Lake Hiile ; see, however, SALT SEA.

3 Cp Di. and We. ; Bu. Ri. Sa. 66, n. 2; Buhl, Pal. 113;
Baed.(2) 257 ;

Smend in Riehm, HWB, s.v., and Benz. HA 22.
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JUDGES, 7) that underlying our narrative is the account
of a fight in which Zebulun and Naphtali gave a decisive

defeat to the allied Canaanite kings. The chief of these

were probably Jabin, king of Ha/,or, and Jobab, king of

Meron or Meroin (Madon seems to be incorrect). The
victorious tribes pursued the Canaanites to Great Zidon

(on the left) and the valley of Mizpah (on the right),
which makes it highly probable that the scene of the

fight must be placed farther N. (cp Bu. I.e.).

One solution of the problem would be this to take

Merom as the name, not of a place but, of the district

in which the two tribes dwelt. Jerome points to this

view by his rendering of Judg. 5i8, Zebulun vero et

Nephtali obtulerunt animas snas in regione Aferome,
and a tempting correction of 01.8823 (due to Clericus

;

see Schenkel, BL, s.v. Merom
)
would give welcome

support
* to the proposed theory, which is virtually that

of Kneucker in BL. In this case waters of Merom
may be the designation of some stream which watered
it. The district intended (which would lie N. of Lake

Hiile) may perhaps be the second or more southerly
state of ZOBAH (q. v.

).

-
[It is possible that the problem

of the Waters of Merom may be treated most satis

factorily as a part of a larger problem, viz.
, where was

the scene of the war with Jabin ? There may have been
an early misunderstanding. See SHIMRON.]

S. A. C.

MERONOTHITE (WTO), the designation of Jeh-

deiah (i Ch. 27 30. O e /v\ep&6u&amp;gt;N [BL], o 6K
MARAOCGN [A], cp Pesh.

)
and Jadon (Neh. 87; BA

om. , o MHpcoN&e&amp;lt;MOC [L]) ; Jadon is associated

with men of Gibeon and Mizpah, near which places
Meronoth (?) must have been.

MEROZ (TITO ; MHpooz [B], MAZCOR [A. see

Moore], MARCOp [L]), a locality mentioned in the

Song of Deborah, as cursed by the angel of Yahwe

(i.e., probably the captain of Yahwe s host, Josh.

513-15 ; see ANGEL, 2) because they came not to the

help of Yahwe, as valiant men (Judg. 623). The

description of the discomfiture of the Canaanites by
Israel precedes ;

the blessing upon Jael follows. Jael
is not an Israelite

; Meroz, therefore, need not be an
Israelitish locality. Jael, too, comes from the far S. of

Palestine
; Meroz, therefore, probably is a part of the

same region. It is evidently a well-known locality,

and since no Meroz is known, 3 nor is there a Hebrew
root nx, to take refuge, the form needs emendation in

the light of the considerations just mentioned. There

fore, though Meron could easily have become Meroz,
neither Shimron-meron (Josh. 12 20) nor Meron (Meiron)
near Safed (Talm. )

can be referred to. The form in

&amp;lt;S

AMO
,
however (Moore), yields up its secret at once.

Mazor comes from Missur (lisp) i.e.
,

the N.

Arabian Musur or Musri, where in fact the Heberites,
like all the Kenites, had dwelt.

Israel and Musur were linked hv the closest ties ; such at any
rate must have been the belief of the author or reviser of the

song. KADESH (y.r .)was in Musur ; Hobab the Kenite, Moses
father-in-law, himself a worshipper of Yahwe, dwelt in Musur.
The Kenites were represented certainly by Jael, not impossibly
too by Barak (a corruption of Heber?), yet the Musrites the

other Musrites (see HOBAB), we may say sent no contingent to

the army of Yahwe.
Though Winckler is not responsible for the above, it is plain

that it fits admirably into his theory of the importance of
Musri in the Hebrew tradition. See MIZRAIM, 20.

T. K. C.

1 On Judg. 5 18 Vg. see Moore s remarks Judges, 157, and cp
Marq. Fund. 6, where mfc is explained as mountain coun-

V T

try (Ass. sadu; see FIELD, i).

2 Possibly our Merom is to be read in i Ch. 18 8 where pup,
from Cun (certainly wrong) should possibly be emended into

from Meron (Merom). For analogies cp the form

iven by Jos. Ant. v. 1 18 (see above), also ajurjpajfl (ib.)
for mod. nitron. See BEKOTHAI, BETAH, CHUN.

s The combination of Meroz with Murassas, E. of Jezreel,
NW. of Beisan (Guerin ; cp Buhl, 217) is therefore too hazardous.
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MERRAN (MCRPAN [BAQF]), Bar. 823 RV, AV

MEKAN (q.v. ).

MERUTH, RV EMMERUTH (eMMHROyO [A]),
i Esd. 5 24 = Ezra 2 37, IMMER 2.

MESALOTH (/v\eccAAu&amp;gt;e [A]), i Mace. 9z RV.
AV MASALOTH. See ARBELA.

MESECH CTC 9). Ps. 120 5 (text doubtful) AV, RV
MESHECII. See TUBAL AND MESHECH.

MESHA (NC D ; MACCH [L],
- H e [A], MANACCH

[E]). Gen. 10 30 gives the limits of the territory of the

descendants of Joktan from Mesha towards Sephar,
the mountain of the East. The former limit, Mesha,
has been sought in the Greek Mesene (Ges. Thes. and

often), the territory about the mouth of the Euphrates
and Tigris ; but there is no evidence that this name
was applied to that territory in Assyrian times, and the

alluvial changes that have taken place there make
inferences from a later age particularly untrustworthy
(see Del. Par. 173-182); Delitzsch (Par. -2^2 f. ) sup
poses that both Mesene and Mesha are derived from
Masu the Syro-Arabian desert, particularly in its NE.
portion and that this is referred to in Gen. 10 30.

However, the lack of any representation of the N, the

difference in the first vowel, and the very large extent

and indefiniteness of Masu (hardly suitable for a bound

ary mark) make the identification uncertain.

Dillmann, therefore, proposes to change the points
of NB D, and read Nijp (cp (), which is the name of a

branch of the Ishmaelites (see ISHMAEL, 4 [6]. The
theory is certainly plausible. Massa would then mark
the northern limit of the Joktanite tribes. F. B.

MESHA (NKP, 5, 39 ; abbrev. from MISHAEL ;

a fern, name
NtJ&quot;!D s found in Palm, [see ZDHfG^ 534, n. 8, and

KQ/4 33 ]; cp Mara; /Lu&amp;lt;ra [BL], ,uw&amp;lt;ra [A] JJJL-* [Pesh.]),

a name in a genealogy of BENJAMIN [q.v., 9, 2/3], i Ch. Sg.t
See JQR 11 108, 6 ; see also 8 3-

MESHA (M? ?? ; MCOCA [BAL]), i. king of Moab

(2 K. 84), a sheepmaster, who was tributary to Ahab,
and paid the king of Israel an annual tax consisting of the

wool of 100,000 lambs and 100,000 rams. The word
rendered sheepmaster (n|5i)

is peculiar, and might be

better represented by nakad-o\\ner the term nakad,
as Arab, shows, denoting a particular kind of sheep,
small and stunted in growth, but prized on account

of their wool (see SHEEP).
What we know respecting Mesha centres round two

events:
(i. )

his revolt from Israel; and (ii. )
the war

undertaken by Jehoram, Ahab s son, who came to the

throne after the two-years reign of his brother Ahaziah

(2 K. li 3i), to re-subjugate Moab.
i. Mesha s revolt. The biblical notice of the revolt

from Israel is limited to the brief statement in 2 K. 1 1

(substantially = 3 5). In 1868, however,
the Rev. F. Klein, a missionary of the

Church Missionary Society, stationed at

Jerusalem, in the course of an expedition on the E. side

of the Dead Sea, was shown at Dhiban, 4 m. N. of the

Arnon, the site of the ancient DIBON (q.v. ),
a slab of

black basalt, about 3^ ft. high by 2 ft. wide, bearing an

inscription, which proved ultimately to contain Mesha s

own account of the circumstances of the revolt. M.
Clermont-Ganneau, at that time an attache&quot; of the French

Consulate in Jerusalem, had, however, known independ

ently for some time past of the existence of such a stone,

and exerted himself now to secure it. Through, as it

seems, some imprudent eagerness manifested by him,

the suspicions and cupidity of the native Arabs were

aroused
; they imagined that they were about to be

deprived of some valuable talisman ; they consequently
seized the stone, and partially destroyed it. Fortunately,
a squeeze of the inscription had been obtained previously
for M. Clermont-Ganneau, though not without much
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difficulty and danger, by a young Arab named Yakub
Caravacca ; many of the fragments also were afterwards

recovered, and as far as possible pieced together, by the

same accomplished palaeographer ;

1
accordingly, al

though parts here and there are uncertain or missing, the

inscription is in the main quite intelligible and clear. The
stone, with the missing parts supplied in plaster of Paris

from the squeeze, together with the squeeze itself, is pre
served in the Museum of the Louvre (see the reproduction
after col. 3042) ; there is also a facsimile in the British

Museum. The characters are of the same type as those

,, . of the old Phoenician alphabet, and of the

. .

&quot;

Siloam inscription. A transliteration will
&quot; P be found facing the illustration, below.
The horizontal line above a letter indicates that it is doubtful.

The points between the words, and the perpendicular lines at the

ends of sentences, are marked on the stone. In cases of doubt, the

readings adopted are usually those of Lidzbarski (Ephemerisfiir
Sent. Epigraphik, \ iff. [1900]). There can be little question that

in Smend and Socin s edition (Die Inschrift des Konigs Mesa,
etc., 1886) letters are given (esp. at the ends of lines) which are not

really to be seen on either the stone or the squeeze. Smend and
Socin s new readings were examined with great care by Clermont-
Ganneau (La stele lie Mesa, e.ramen critique du texte, in the

/As., Jan. 1887, pp. 72-112), and Renan(S0urn.desSavans, 1887,

pp. 158-164); and the text published in Dr. J1

/?.? [1890], p. Ixxxvi,

incorporated the results of their criticism. The uncertain places
were again re-examined by K. G. A. Nordlander in 1896 (Die
Inschr. des Konigs Mesa von Moab), and most recently, as stated

above, by the skilled epigraphist Lidzbarski, whose final readings,
however, vary from those adopted in /&quot;AS&quot; only in minutiae. A
statement of the reasons for the readings adopted here has not
seemed to be necessary, except in one or two instances.

The language in which the inscription is written differs

only dialectically from the Hebrew of the OT. Here
is a translation of the inscription :

(I) 2 I am Mesha , son of Chemosh[kan?],3 king of Moab, the
Daibonite. W My father reigned over Moab for thirty years, and

I reigned (3) after my father. And I made
3. Translation, this high place for Chemosh in KR[H]H, 4 a

[high place of sal]
5 vation, (4) because he had

saved me from all the assailants (?),
6 and because he had let me

see (my desire) upon all them that hated me.

Omri, (B) king of Israel, afflicted 7 Moab for many days, because
Chemosh was angry with his land. (6) And his son succeeded

1 An independent copy of //. 13-20 had also been made for
M. Clermont-Ganneau, before the stone was destroyed, by another
Arab, Selim el Kari : see the Exam. crit. 84. Squeezes of differ
ent fragments were also obtained by Capt. (now Sir C.) Warren.

2 Numbers in parenthesis indicate lines of the inscription.
3 S. and S., Nordl., i^BB B3i Chemosh-melek

; Cl.-G., njB723

Chemosh-gad, with the suggestion that perhaps ~^tJ D3, Che-
moshshillek (cp Phcen. Eshmun-shillek, Ba alshillek) should be
read. Lidzb., after a careful measurement, declares that there
is not room for more than two letters after ^33 : from such
traces as are visible on the squeeze, he thinks the first most
probably 3, the second may be 3, o, 3, or ;. Without definitely

deciding, he suggests J315
S3 as possible : cp W33 , VT33.

4 The vocalisation of names given in capitals is uncertain. On
the [H] in /. 3, see Rev. Sem. 0371 [1901]. KRHH was most
probably a part of Dibon (No.), perhaps a suburb (Halevy, il&amp;gt;.

300); though Lagrange (Re&amp;lt;&amp;gt;.
Bil l. 10 527^ [1901]) identifies

with Kir-hareseth, rendering for Chemosh [the god] in KRHH.
8 After 2 there is, according to Lidzb., only J (j) to be seen,

which, however, might easily be the remains of ^ fo). After

J , Lidzb. thought that he could discern three parallel strokes,
like those of

~jp (Q), and afterwards some marks which might be

remains ofa 3 : he accordingly suggests -p33 After this, nothing
is visible

; but there is room for one, or even two letters : the i

therefore, is quite possible. S. and S., and Nordl., read 5-j;rD3i
which, with the foil, yp, Nordl. renders for many deliverances
(the duplication as 2 K. 3 16, etc.). [ nDla&amp;gt;

tne suggestion of
Nold., adopted by Wright and others, as it does not seem to be
impossible, and (unlike Lidzb. s

-jDJ3i wit.h
a libation of deliver

ance ?) yields a good sense, has been retained here.
8 S. and S., pSDn ; Cl.-G. and Nordl., pa jB rc, with which

Lidzb. agrees, remarking that there is no trace of the shaft of
the

^J (Q) after the n- What
joVtJ

maV mean, is, however, far

from apparent. In Heb. I ^tt n (not used in Kal) means to cast
Otfling: in Arabic salaka (i) is to insert, put in, make to enter
(on a way) : possibly in Moabitish the verb may have acquired
the meaning of to impel, assail. Still, what we should expect is
some term denoting a class (such as the raiders, the shooters ),
not one that would be more naturally qualified by my.

7 See Deut. 2224, and cp Ges.-Kautzsch, inh, n. Or, if it

might be supposed that the engraver had accidently omitted
^&amp;gt;y

after
Vo&amp;gt;

Omri reigned over Israel, and afflicted, etc.
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him ; and he also said, I will afflict Moab. In my days said he
[thus ;] (7) but I saw (my desire) upon him, and upon his house,
and Israel perished with an everlasting destruction.
Omri took possession of the [la]nd (8) of Mehedeba, 1 and it (i.e.

Israel) dwelt therein, during his days, and half his son s days.
forty years ; but Chemosh [restojred (9) it in my days.
And I built Ba al-Me on, and I made in it the reservoir H

and I buil[tj (10) Kiryathen.
And the men of Gad had dwelt in the land of Ataroth from of

old ; and the king of Israel (H) had built for himself Ataroth. And
I fought against the city, and took it. And I slew all the people
[from] 12)the city, agazingstock unto Chemosh, and unto Moab.
And I brought back (or, took captive) thence the altar-hearth of
Dawdoh(V), and I dragged (13)it before Chemosh in Keriyyoth.And I settled therein the men of SRN,- and the men of

4. Language.

And Chemosh said unto me, Go, take Nebo against Israel.
And I (15) went by night, and fought against it from the break of
dawn until noon. And I took (16) it, and slew the whole of it,

7000 men and male strangers, 3 and women and [female strangerjs,
(IT) and female slaves :

4 for I had devoted it to Ashtor-Chemosh.
And I took thence the [ves]sels (18)of Yahwe, and I dragged them
before Chemosh.
And the king of Israel had built (19)Yahas, and abode in it,

while he fought against me. But Chemosh drave him out from
before me ;

and (20)1 took of Moab 200 men, even all its chiefs ;

and I led them up against Yahas, and took it (21) to add it unto
Daibon. I built KRHH,2 the wall of Ye arin (or, of the Woods),
and the wall of (22) the Mound. 9 And I built its gates, and I

built its towers. And (23)1 built the king s palace, and I made
the two reser[voirs (?) for wa]ter in the midst of (24) the city. And
there was no cistern in the midst of the city, in KRHH. 2 And
I said to all the people, Make (26) you every man a cistern in his
house. And I cut out the cutting for KRHH 2 with (the help
of) prisoners (26) of] Israel.

I built Aro er, and I made the highway by the Arnon. (27) I

built Beth-Bamoth, for it was pulled down. I built Beser, for
ruins (28) [had it become. And the chie]fs6of Daibon were fifty,
for all Daibon was obedient (to me). And I reigned (29) [over] an
hundred [chiefs] in the cities which I added to the land. And I

built (30) [Mehe]de[b]a,l and Beth-Diblathen, and Beth-Ba al-
Me on ; and I took thither the aa&amp;lt;/ 7-keepers, (31) ........
sheep of the land.
And as for Horonen, there dwelt therein .... (32). . . . And

Chemosh said unto me, Go down, fight against Horonen. And
I went down .... (33)8. ... [and] Chemosh [restored it in my
days. And ........ (34)9. . . . And I ....
The inscription is of interest, philologically as well as

historically, though only a few of its more salient features

can be noticed here. In syntax, form
of sentence, and general mode of ex

pression, it resembles closely the earlier historical nar
ratives of the OT. The vocabulary, with two or three

exceptions, is identical with that of Hebrew. In some
respects, the language of the inscription even shares
with Hebrew distinctive features, such as are not known
in the other Semitic languages.
Thus, the ivaiv consec. with the imperf., yenn to save, ntyj?

to make, QJ also, 3 rrNI, C l* to take in possession, yin&amp;gt;

*3B7i mnx, D inn to ban, eni, 31J33,
and esp. -IE-N. It shares

pN) as the pron. of the ist pers. sing., with Heb. and Phoen.,
as against Aram., Arab., and Eth. (in all of which the form is

without the
-j).

1 The Medfbah of Nu. 21 30, Josh. 13 9 16, Is. 15 2.
2 The vocalisation of names given in capitals is uncertain.

3
I.e., resident aliens (the Heb. 13). Or (pronouncing HI;!

p.3), upon the suggestion that
&quot;IIS,

which in Heb. denotes the

young of a lion, in Moab. denoted young people, lads . . . and
[lass]es (so S. and S., Cl.-G., Lidzb.).

4 See Judg. 5 30.
5 In Heb. the word C?BJ7) is used of afortified hill or mound:

cp (in Samaria) 2 K. 5 24, and (in Jerusalem) Is. 32 14, 2 Ch. 273
33 14, Neh. 3 26/ See OI-HEL.

6 That is to say, tyhi n nl ! S9 Derenbourg (1870), S. and S.,

and most. Halevy, however, in his study of the inscription

(Rev. Sem. 1900, pp. 236-8, 289 ff.) suggests plausibly (p. 292)

B [N3l for E hl] *&amp;gt;
I built Beser, for ruins had it become,

ivith the help &amp;lt;j/[cp
/. 25] fifty men of Daibon, etc.

7 The reading is possible, though not certain. Lidzbarski

prefers nj-5, after which Halevy supplies (I.e.) triNl 1p3rt 3

3B Dl -e
-&amp;lt;

the choicest of the oxen, and the best of the]

sheep ; but there does not seem to be room for more than nine

letters, and the meaning given to c Jil D ( e P US exo
,
u s ) s

questionable, having no support from Heb. usage.
8 Halevy conjectures [p-| jc Hp3 Cnn (32 ^Nl] *-e-t &amp;lt;and

fought against the city for many days.
9 The first two words here are obscure. Halevy proposes,

And beside it there was set (CC D .TV Vjn), supposing the

sequel to relate to a guard of twenty men : but the sing, followed

ty [nor plu V is difficult. The gap is, in fact, too large to be

filled up with any confidence.
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TRANSLITERATION OF INSCRIPTION

in . 3x0 . i?o . f5po3 . p . 1^0 . -px
2 27O 13X1 . HP

|K&amp;gt;7B&amp;gt;
2XO . 71;

&quot;|7

. 2X I 32* 2

3 p . no]2 i nfnp2 . 027 . nxr . no2n . tryxi i 2x . inx . n s

5 1X2 . E^O2 . S^X^ . 2 . pn . }O . 2X0 . nX . 13J? l . 7X1B . 170 . 5

6 . lox . on i 2x0 . nx . i3j?x . xn . DJ iox i . n32 . nD7n i i nx s

7 [ix] . nx . noi; . &n i 071? . 12X . i2x . &quot;pxi^ i i nn22i . n2 . xixi 7

s ^i . nt? . jmix n33 O . xm . no . n3 . 3&&quot;i i X3ino . p s

9
[j]3xi . rwxn . n2 . trrxi . jWD?lQ . nx . pxi i O 3 . ^02 . .12 a

10 . pp n? p i chvv . mar . px2 . 2&&quot; 13 . B XI i jnnp . nx 10

n [o] . Dun . 72 . nx . nnxi i nmxi . ip2 . Dnnbxi i nisi; . nx . 7xi n
12 [Dixi . mn bxix . nx . DBO . 2^x1 i 2x0^1 . ^02^ . nn . ipn 12

13 cx nxi . pt? E x . nx n2 . nt?xi i nnp2 . ^02 . 327 . n2n 13

14 xi i ?ine* 7i? n23 . nx . mx . i? ^02 . *? . iox i i mno 14

15 nxi i ninxn 11; . nin^n . rp2o . nn
nnn_7xi

. n?73 . i?n 15

16 [ij] i . n~i3ii i pai - p33 . ]D7X . njDt? . n73 . nnxi . nr is

17
[2_.

nix . D&amp;gt;o . npxi i nnoinn . ^02 . in&*i?? . 2 i nonn . n n
is fix . n32 . ?xi&quot; 17O1 i E&amp;gt;O2 . 3D7 on . 2noxi . nin , ? is

19 i . 3so . ETO3 . nsjnj 1 i 2 . nonn?n2 . n2 . 2Bi fn 19

20 nmxi p 3 . nx^xi i nsn . 72 . B&amp;gt;X . jnxo . 2x00 . npx 20

21 nom . pirn non . nmp . n32 . 13X i pn . 71; . nso? 21

22 xi i nnSnjo . n32 . 13x1 . n lrt^ . n32 . 13x1 i 7Di;n 22

24 ^ . itri; . nyn . 727 10x1 . nmp2 . npn . 3ip2 . jx . 121 i npn 24

25 -iDX2 . nmp
1

? nni2on . ni2 13x1 i nn 22 12 t^x . 02 25

27 . pr .
&amp;gt;2 1X3 n33 . 13X i xn . Din . 3 . no2 . n2 . n32 . 13X 27

28 270 . 13x1 i nroB&amp;gt;o . pn . 72 . 2 . |^on . pn . w 23

29 n32 . 13x1 i pxn . 71; nso iB x . pp2 . nxo pin 29

30 ^ . nx . DB&amp;gt; . xc xi . |yo7r3 . n2i i ;n72n . n2i xinnot . nxi . 30

31 t?x
p&quot;i

n2 . n2 . 2B&quot; pnni i pxn . |xx 31

32 nixi i piin2 Dnn7n . &quot;n e*o2 . 7 iox i 32

34 3x1 1 pit? n&amp;gt; 34

TRANSLATION OF INSCRIPTION

1 I am Mesha
,
son of Chemosh[kan ?], king of Moab, the Daibonite. i

2 My father reigned over Moab for thirty years, and I reigned 2

3 after my father. And I made this high place for Chfimosh in KR[H]H, a [high place of sal]vation, 3
4 because he had saved me from all the assailants (?), and because he had let me see (my desire) upon all them 4

that hated me. Omri,

5 king of Israel, afflicted Moab for many days, because Chemosh was angry with his land. 5
6 And his son succeeded him

;
and he also said I will afflict Moab. In my days said he [thus ;] 6

7 but I saw (my desire) upon him, and upon his house, and Israel perished with an everlasting destruction. 7
Omri took possession of the [la]nd

8 of MShedeba, and it (i.e. , Israel) dwelt therein, during his days, and half his son s days, forty years ;
but 8

Chemosh [resto]red

9 it in my days. And I built Ba al-Me on, and I made in it the reservoir (?) ;
and I buil[t] 9

10 Kiryathen. And the men of Gad had dwelt in the land of Ataroth from of old ; and the king of Israel 10
11 had built for himself Ataroth. And I fought against the city, and took it. And I slew all the people [from] 11

12 the city, a gazingstock unto Chemosh, and unto Moab. And I brought back (or, took captive) thence the 12

altar-hearth of Dawdoh (?), and I dragged
13 it before Chemosh in Keriyyoth. And I settled therein the men of SRN, and the men of 13

14 MHRT. And Chemosh said unto me, Go, take Nebo against Israel. And I 14

15 went by night, and fought against it from the break of dawn until noon. And I took 15
16 it, and slew the whole of it, 7000 men and male strangers, and women and [female stranger]s, 16

17 and female slaves : for I had devoted it to Ashtor-Chemosh. And I took thence the [vesjsels 17
1 8 of Yahwe, and I dragged them before Chemosh. And the king of Israel had built 18

19 Yahas, and abode in it, while he fought against me. But Chemosh drave him out from before me
;
and 19

20 I took of Moab 200 men, even all its chiefs ; and I led them up against Yahas, and took it 20
21 to add it unto Daibon. I built KRHH, the wall of Ye arin (or, of the Woods), and the wall of 21

22 the Mound. And I built its gates, and I built its towers. And 22

23, I built the king s palace, and I made the two reserfvoirs (?) for wa]ter in the midst of 23
24 the city. And there was no cistern in the midst of the city, in KRHH. And I said to all the people, Make 24
25 you every man a cistern in his house. And I cut out the cutting for KRHH, with (the help of) prisoners 25
26 of] Israel. I built Aro er, and I made the highway by the Arnon. 26

27 I built Beth-Bamoth, for it was pulled down. I built Beser, for ruins - 27
28 [had it become. And the chie]fs of Daibon were fifty, for all Daibon was obedient (to me). And I reigned 28

29 [over] an hundred [chiefs] in the cities which I added to the land. And I built 2g
30 [Mehe]de[b]a, and Beth-Diblathen, and Beth- Ba al-Me on

;
and I took thither the wa/W-keepers, 30

31 sheep of the land. And as for Horondn, there dwelt therein 31

32 .... And Chemosh said unto me, Go down, fight against Horonen. And I went down .... 32
33 [and] Chemosh [resto]red it in my days. And 33
34 And I .... 34



MESHA
The most noticeable differences, as compared with Heb., are

the n of the fern. sing. ,
and the

|

of the dual J
(note, however, cins

/. 15), and plural (the n. a &quot;d the
j

of the plur., occurring only

sporadically in the OT), nxl noan (not nxn) I- 3, the conjug.

CrmSl (the Arab. 8), vp city, jnx to take a city (Heb. ij
1

?),

and some words which, though they occur in the OT, are not

the usual prose terms viz., rj^rt
/. 6 to succeed (cp Is. 9 9, and

Ar. halafa), ypi I. 15 of the break of dawn (Is. 588, but in

prose rby, Gen. lOijetc.), p33 (exceptional in Heb., as Jer. 436

44 20) and rn3S (
= Heb. D 3) /. 16, nbrn /. i7(Judg. 630).

Some of the more interesting parallels to the OT in

matter or expression may be briefly noted.

/. 3 the no3 r high-place (cp Is. 15 2 16 12 in Moab itself,

as well as often besides) ; /. 13 etc., Chemosh, the national god of

Moab (Nu. 21 29 Jer. 4846 etc.) ; //. 4, 7, to look upon an enemy
(viz., with satisfaction at his fall), Ps. 59 1 1 [ 10] 118 7 ;

/. 5 aMicttd,
Ex. 1 ii etc. ; Chemosh was angry with liis land, cp 2 K. 17 18

Ps. (50 3(1) ; /. 10 the Gadites in Ataroth (n m. N. of the Arnon)
from of old, cp Nu. 32 3 34 (GAD, 8) ; /. 12 a gazingstock unto

i S. 284 2 S. 24 i ; /. 17 cnnn to / &amp;lt;* r devote, as i S. 15 3 and
often ; /. 19 to drive out be/ore, exactly as Dt. 33 27 Josh. 24 18 ;

/. 28 nyOttDO t. obedience), the construction exactly as Is. 11 14.

The localities named in the inscription are nearly all men
tioned in the passages of the OT which describe the territory

of Reuben or Gad (Nu. 8234-38 Josh. 13 15-28), or allude to the

country held by Moab (esp. Is. 15 Jer. -&amp;lt;8)
: the only places

not mentioned in the OT are rtmp, pe i mnQ, a &quot;d pyn,
For further particulars, see the writings cited below, 7, esp.

the monographs of Noldeke and Nordlander ; also Dr. TBS,
pp. Ixxxix-xciv, and the textual details in W. H. Bennett s art.

Moab in Hastings DB.

We may proceed now to notice the chief features of

historical interest presented by the inscription. Accord

ing to Nu. 21 13 Josh. 13 15-28, the Arnon
5. Historical formed the dividing-line between Israel

questions. and Moab on the E of j ordarii the

territory N. of it being assigned formally to the tribes

of Reuben and Gad ; but these tribes were never able

to hold it permanently against the encroachments of

the Moabites. David had reduced the Moabites to the

condition of tributaries ;
but it may be inferred from

Mesha s inscription that this relation had not been

maintained. Omri, however, the capable founder of

the fourth Israelite dynasty, determined to re-assert the

Israelite claim, and gained possession of at least the

district around Medeba (12 m. E. of the N. end of the

Dead Sea on the N. border of Reuben, ace. to Jos.

189 16) which was retained by Israel for forty years till

the middle of Ahab s reign, when Mesha revolted.

According to 2 K. 1 i 3 5, the revolt took place after Ahab s

death (853-2 B.C.) ; but /. 8 of the inscription names expressly
the middle of the reign of Omri s son i.e., of Ahab. The state

ment occasions, however, a difficulty : for according to i K.
Iti 23 29, Omri reigned twelve years and Ahab twenty-two years ;

whereas forty years reckoned back from Ahab s eleventh year to

Omri s conquest of Moab would imply that Omri s reign embraced
at least twenty-nine years, instead of twelve. Nordlander, how
ever (p. 70), and Winckler (AOf 1 406, in an art. on Die Zeilan-

gaben Mesas), read his sons days (i1J3, like
HC^,

in the same

line), in which case the 22 years of Ahab would be increased by
the 2 of Ahaziah (i K. 22 51) and the 12 of Jehoram (2 K. 3 i).

This, if it does not wholly remove the difficulty, at least diminishes

it: if the half of these three reigns be not taken too strictly,

but allowed to mean (say) 20-21 years, it will bring the revolt

very near the end of Ahab s reign, and with the addition of

Omri s 12 years, will yield a period which might not unfairly be

described roundly as forty years. In any case, the use of the

term half shows that the inscription was not set up until after

the completion of the other half of the period referred to; in

all probability, not until after the fall of the dynasty of Omri,
which, not less than Mesha s own successes, may well be alluded

to in the destruction of I. 7. (The rendering of /. 8 suggested
above, col. 792 n., is ingenious, but scarcely probable.)

How complete was the state of subjection to which

Moab had been reduced is shown by the enormous tribute

of wool paid annually (notice the frequentative tense

3 BTTi) to Israel (2 K. 84). The inscription names the

principal cities which had been occupied by the Israelites,

1 Vocalised by Noldeke (p. 33) -fn ; but to be read as -an

(Kiryathan, etc.), if the view be correct (Ges.-Kau., 88 c with

the refT.) that these forms are not properly duals, but noun-

endings : see, however, Kimig, ii. 1 437.
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6. Jehoram s

war.

MESHELEMIAH
but were now recovered for Moab

; and states further

how Mesha was careful to rebuild and fortify them, and
to provide them with cisterns and other requisites for

resisting a siege. So far as is known, all the cities

mentioned (except, as it seems, Horonaim) lay within

the disputed territory N. of the Arnon. The evident

satisfaction with which Mesha records the triumphs of

Chemosh over Yahwe (//. 12, 17-18) is a characteristic

trait in the religious feeling of the times.

ii. Jehoram s war. The attempt made by Jehoram to

subjugate Moab, and recover the lost territory, forms the

subject of 2 K. 86-27 : Mesha is not, in

deed, mentioned here by name ;
but the

connection leaves no doubt that he is the

king of Moab intended. Jehoram, Jehoshaphat, and
the king of Edom, uniting their forces, marched round

the S. end of the Dead Sea for the cities N. of the

Arnon, which, as we have learnt from the inscription,

had been fortified by Mesha, would be an obstacle to

invasion from that direction and so entered the

territory of Moab. The invading army suffered from

want of water : at Jehoshaphat s suggestion (cp i K.

227), the prophet Elisha (who happened to be present)
is consulted : he bids them dig trenches in the sandy
soil, which are speedily filled with the needed water.

The Moabites, seeing the rays of the rising sun reflected

in the pools, imagined that the invaders had quarrelled
and massacred one another : eager to spoil what they

suppose to lie the abandoned camp, they rush forward,

but are repelled and put to flight with great loss. After

this, the combined armies advance into the land un

opposed, and make havoc of it in every direction.

Mesha, reduced to desperation, by his vain endeavours

to escape out of Kir-hareseth, offers his eldest son that

should have reigned in his stead as a burnt-offering, to

propitiate the anger of his god : there came in conse

quence great wrath upon Israel, and the Israelites,

without pursuing their successes further, at once evacu

ated the country. Mesha, though his land and people
had suffered greatly, was thus left in possession of his

independence. (See, further, on some details of this

narrative, ELISHA, 5, JEHORAM, 3/, KIR-HARE
SETH, also SALT [VALLEY OF]. )

Among the abundant literature dealing with the Moabite stone

may be mentioned in particular (in addition to what has been

already referred to) two arts, by Clermont-

7. Literature. Ganneau in the A&quot;&amp;lt;T&amp;gt;. Arc/t. 1870, Mar., pp.
184-207, June, pp. 357-386 ; Noldeke, Die

Inschr.des K. Mesa von A/crt/ (i87o)(insome cases founded upon
readings discovered since to be incorrect, and hence to be supple
mented by an art. in the LCRl. Jan. 8, 1887, cols. 59-61); Ginsburg,
The Moabite Stone (very full), 1870,12) 1871, [Prof. W. Wright,]
North British Review, Oct. 1870, pp. 1-29 (very valuable). For
other literature, see Lidzbarski s Handb. tier Nordsem. Epi-
grafthik, 415 (1898), with the references. On the history of the

discovery ofthe stone, and questions arising out of it, see Clermont-

Ganneau, La stele de Mesa roi de Moab, 1870 (a short brochure,
with plate and map the first public notice of the stone);

Ginsburg(2), qjf. 31 jf. ; PEFQ, Jan. -March, 1870, pp. 169^ (a

reprint of letters in the Times by Warren, Grove, Deutsch, and
Clermont-Ganneau). and 1871, pp. 281 ff. (letter from Klein),

Petermann, ZDMG 24(1870), 640-44 (transl. in Ginsb.W i2_ff.):
some of the judgments passed on Clermont-Ganneau to be

qualified by the remarks of Wright, 3 ; cp also Warren, PEFQ,
I.e., p. 182. On the arts, of Halevy and Winckler referred to

above, see also Lidzbarski, F.pheiii.fiir Sent. Ef&amp;gt;igr.
1 143-5.

2. A Calebite, father of Ziph ; i Ch. 2 42 (yy S, napfiva. [B],

/uapio-as [A], /OLOVOW [LI; u-IC,*. ^.!^ [Pesh.] ;
Mesa [Vg.]).

Probably a corrupt reading for MARESHA [f.v.]. S. R. D.

MESHACH nJ
:

VD), Dan. 1 7 . See SHADRACH AND
MESHACH.

MESHECH Cn*.
;

O). i. Gen. 102 iCh. 1 5 Ezek.

27 13 etc. See TVBAL AND MESHECH.
2. i Ch. 1 17 = Gen. 1023, MASH (q.v.).

MESHELEMIAH (rVO^CiD, ?rV^L&quot;O, 30; on

the name see below), the eponym of a course of

Korahite doorkeepers (i Ch. 26 1 MOCoA&HA [B],

MOCOAAAM [A], ceAeMi&C [L])- father of Zechariah

(92i [yuaffaXa/xi B, /j.offo\\a.fj. A, /teeroXXa/iua L] 26 3
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MBSHEZABBBL
[/io&amp;lt;Ta\7?a B, fj.a.ffe\\atua A, creXe/ua L]). He is also

called SHEI.EMIAH (2614 cra\a/Ma [B
b
], -eia [B*]

(reXe/xta [AL]) and SHALLUM (9 19 craXw/ttun [B], &amp;lt;raXw/a

[A], &amp;lt;reXXoi/M [L]) ;
in 9 17 a different Shallum (cp

SHALLUM, 8) seems to be meant.
From a purely linguistic point of view we might suppose

jnffOD to be a fuller form of c^CC (Meshullam?) and explain
requited of Yahwe ; see MESHULLAM, and cp NAMES, 30.
But a historical study of the group of proper names to which
both Meshullam (?) and Meshelemiah (?) belong suggests that

both names are disguises of an ethnic name, such as o^S? or

even Sxi OE&quot; (CP SHALLUM). In the genealogy of Meshelemiah

(i Ch. 2&amp;lt;ti-3)
we find several ethnic names e.g., Jathniel

= Ethani, Elam = Jerahmeel. T. K. C.

. MESHEZAEEEL or rather, as in RV, MESHEZABEL
pN5r?- P z -^-- God is a deliverer, 30, 83; cp
Ass. Musezib-ilu}. Perhaps an artificial formation
from SHOBAL (q.v. ) ;

this would probably fit the names
with which this name is grouped (Che. ).

1. Signatory to the covenant (see EZRA i., 7), Neh. 10 21 [22]

(/necrio^ejSTjA. [BNA], /Sacrcrij, fajSojA [L]) ; perhaps to be identified
with

2. The ancestor of MESHULLAM (13) mentioned in Neh. 3 4

(/ua&amp;lt;ref/3r)a [,x] ; jucure^eiTjA [A] ; /u.a&amp;lt;r&amp;lt;ria/3eA [L] ;
B om.) and

also with

3. The father of PETHAHIAH (Neh. 11 24 ; /3a&amp;lt;rr)fa [BN*A],
/3aoT))37]A [xc.a], ^acro-^a/SrqA [L]).

MESHILLEMOTH (flTO^P ; see below).

1. An Ephraimite, temp. Pekah, 2 Ch. 28 12
(/j.o&amp;lt;ro-

\a/j.u6 [BA], fj.affaa\Lfj.(nid [L]).
2. b. Immer, a priestly name in the genealogy of

AMASHAI [g.v.], Neh. 11 13 (om. BX*A ; fj.affa.Xafj.id

[$c.ii
me.

inf.]
.

-XAi/xwfl [L]) ; given in i Ch. 9 12 as

Meshillemith (rrs^irc, /ua&amp;lt;reX[i]/xw0 [BL], /uotroXXa/xwtf

[A]). Cp GENEALOGIES, 6, col. 1662.

Linguistically we might incline to point nto?t?D (see NAMES,
75). More probably, however, it is a disguised ethnic or

local name, Ml standing for n-
; cp D2{?p.

See MESHULLAM,
and notice that Berechiah (cp Bicri) and Immer (see above,
1 and 2), are probably corrupt disguises of JERAHMEEL [q.v.,

4l (Che.).

MESHOBAB (XhUfo, 62
; cpSHOBAH, ELIASHIB),

one of the Simeonites who in the time of Hezekiah dispossessed
the Meunim (i Ch. 434, ju.o(ru&amp;gt;/3a [BA], eTricrrpe^wi/ [L]).

MESHULLAM (D^D, as if kept safe [by Yahwe],
but in its origin probably an ethnic (Che. ),

J a name
frequently occurring in post-exilic literature

; /aocroXXa/u.

[BXAL] ; cp also the Jewish horseman //.oaoXXa^tos in

the pseudo-Hecatceus, Jos. c. Ap. 122, also the Nab.
names Na^B S, icVtra [Cook, Aram. Gloss. 78 f.~\}.

1. Grandfather of the scribe SHAPHAN [y.v.], 2 K. 223
(fiecroAAaiot [BL1, /ueo-craArji/ [A]).

2. A son of ZERUBBABEL [y.v.], i Ch. 3 19 (^xocroAoajiios [B],
fio&amp;lt;ToAAajiios [A]).

3. A Gadite chief, i Ch. 5 13 (/ioo-oAa/n [B]). Cp MICHAEL.
4. A name in a genealogy of BENJAMIN- \_q.v., 9, 2/3], i Ch.

8
i7(jac&amp;lt;roja/na.[L]), probably the same as Misname. 12. SeeJQl?H 103, i.

5. The father of Sallu and grandson of HASENUAH [g.v.], in
list of Benjamite inhabitants of Jerusalem (EZRA ii., 5 [6], 15
(i)rt), I Ch. i7(/uooAAafi[B])=Neh. 11 7 (neo-ouAa/u. [A], /ueo-oAAaji

[L], a/uetrouAa [B], -^. []).
6. b. Shephathiah, a Benjamite, i Ch.98 (^xao-eoArj/n [B],

ftao-aAAa/ti [A]). See note i (end), and cp SHEPHATIAH.
7. b. Zadok, grandfather of Seraiah, a priest in list of in

habitants of Jerusalem (see EZRA ii., $[{&amp;gt;], 15 [i] a), i Ch. 9n
Gio&amp;lt;roAAo/oi [BA]) = Neh. 11 ii (fiei&amp;lt;rovAa^ [B], pea: [AN]). See

SHALLUM, 6.

8. b. Meshillemith b. Immer, an ancestor of Maasiai or
Amashai, a priest in list of inhabitants of Jerusalem (see EZRA
&quot;,.5 [/&amp;gt;], 15 [i] a), i Ch. 9i2. In Neh. 11 13, the name is

omitted ; see MESHILLEMOTH, 2.

9. A Kohathite overseer placed by Ch. in the time of Josiah,
2 Ch. 34 12 Oifo-oAAa/u [L]).

* If an Arabic nuance is permissible, one may explain the
name as meaning submissive [to Yahwe] ; cp Di.-Ki. on
Is. 42 19. [The name may, however, be an adaptation of an old
tribal name, presumably Ishme eli (cp MESHELEMIAH). Note
that Shallum and Meshullam seem in two cases (7 20), to be in

terchangeable, also that Shallum is a Simeonite name and that
Meshullam (see 6) possibly had Zephathite connections, while
Meshelemiah (also interchangeable with Meshullam, see 20)
occurs in i Ch. 262 in a list of names largely of tribal origin.
T. K. C.]
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MESOPOTAMIA
10. Head of family, temp. Ezra (see EZRA i., 2, ii. i^[i]if)

EzraSie Oiecrot/a/x [B], M e&amp;lt;roAA&amp;lt;xjii [AL])= i Esd. 8 44 MOSOL-
LAMON, RV MOSOLLAMUS (jj.f(TO\a.p&amp;lt;av [B], fiO&amp;lt;TO\\a/j.ov [A],
jU.e(7oAAajU, [L]).

11. One of Ezra s opponents (fferstel, ngy:)in dealing with
the mixed marriages, Ezra 10 15 (/xeerouAa/i [ BK], /nerao-oAAajui [A],
jueo-ao. [L])=i Esd. 9i4 MOSOLLAM, RV MOSOLLAMUS (/uocroA-
AO.JUO? [BAJ, ju.eo-oAAa/a [L]).

12. One of the b ne BANI, in list of those with foreign wives
(see EZRA i., 5, end), Ezra 1029 OxeAouo-a^. [B], -Ma [x ])

=
i Esd. 9 30 OLAMUS (toAafios [BA]).

13. b. Berechiah, Neh. 3 4 (om. B; v. 30, /ueo-ouAa/i [BNA],

/neo-oAAa/u [L]) ; cp G 18 (jneo-auAa/u. [BNc.aA], /neo-ovAa/3^. tx*vid.])
and

14. b. Besodeiah, Neh. 3 6
(/necrovAa^ [BNAL]), in list of wall-

builders (see NEHEMIAH, if., EZRA ii., 16 [ij, 15^).
15. In list of Ezra s supporters (see EZRA ii., 13^ ; cp i. 8,

i. 16 [5], ii. 15 [i] C), Neh. 84 (om. BN*, /xecroAAa/it [L])=
i Esd. 944 (jueo-oAAaju [L], BA and EV om.). Possibly his name
and that of Zechariah which precedes are both later additions.

16. Signatory, and
17. Priestly signatory to the covenant (see EZRA i., 7), Neh.

1020 [21] (fuecrov^a/ji [BNA], /neo-&amp;lt;7oAAa^x [L]), and v. 7 [8]

(lueo-ovAa^i. [BNA]) respectively.
18. Priest, temp. Joiakim (see EZRA ii., 6b, ii), Neh. 12 13

(ftecrouAajii [BNA1, /uecroAAaju. [L]).

19. Priest, temp. Joiakim (see EZRA ii., 6b, ii), Neh.
12 ie(BN*A om.).

20. A porter, temp. Joiakim (see EZRA ii., 66, ii), Neh.

1225 (om. BN*A); see SHALLUM, 8, SHELEMIAH, MESHELE
MIAH.

21. In procession at the dedication of the wall (see EZRA ii.,

I3&quot;), Neh. 12 33 Oieo-ouAa/u [BN*]. -AAa^t [Nc.a]).

MESHULLEMETH ODD, 56 ; kept safe [by
God], but cp MESHULLAM ; /u.e&amp;lt;roAAo.^i [BL],
bath Haruz, mother of king Amon (2 K. 21 19).

MESOBAITE (iYa
BAITE. See JAASIEL.

MESOPOTAMIA

a/iiftfl [A]),

n), i Ch. 11 47 AV, RV MEZO-

Name ( i).

Later Conditions.
Greek Mesopotamia ( 2).

Geography ;
divisions (

3/)-
Recent times ( 5).

Roads, general condition

Earlier history.

Babylon and the W. ( io/.).
Nahrina ( 12).

The Mitanni ( 13).

Mesopotamia!! civilisation

Assyrians ( i7/).
Ancient capital ( 19).

Climate, vegetation ( %f.). Aramaeans ( 20).

In this article it is proposed to give an account of the

large district lying N. and E. of Palestine as far as may
be necessary to supplement the articles

1. Name and
reference in EV.

SYRIA and ASSYRIA. How far the

region commonly called Mesopotamia
is represented by any specific names in the OT may be

an open question (see ARAM - NAHARAIM, HARAN,
NAHOR, PADAN-ARAM) : Israel heard of peoples rather

than countries ;
its writers speak of the Aramaean, the

Hittite, the Assyrian, rather than of the lands they

occupied ; besides, the independent importance of

Mesopotamian states was a thing of the past when the

OT writers lived. To understand the course of events,

however, it is necessary to take account of the vast tract

intervening between Israel and the great empires that

reached out to it from beyond Damascus.

In the EV Mesopotamia represents in the OT the

Hebrew ARAM-NAHARAIM (q.v. . i), being a rendering

adopted from the LXX, where it represents also other

Hebrew forms. 1 In Judith Mesopotamia is the land

where Israel settled when it migrated from Chaldasa

(224 67 /. 826). In Acts ?2 it seems to be Ur-Kasdim

itself. In Acts 2g, however (list of seats of the Diaspora),

there can be little doubt that the reference is to the

region between the Euphrates and the Tigris.

The Mesopotamia (MetroTTOTa^ia, 17 ^0-77 TWV

1 Aram (Nu. 23 7 Judg. 3 8 [A]), Aram-naharaim (Gen. 24 10

Ps. 60[title in Sym.]), Naharaim (i Ch. 196 Ps. 60 [title]), Paddan

(Gen. 282 [A], 5 [E], 6 7 [Dsil. E], 33 18 35 9 2646 15 48 7), Paddan
Aram (Gen. 25 20 [AD] [juco-o sup ras Al], 28 2 [Dsil. E], 5 [AD],

7 [A], 31 18), Pethor Aram Naharaim (Dt. 23 4).
AD adds it in

Gen. 27 43. See Hatch-Redpath, Supplement to Concordance.
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MESOPOTAMIA
[sell. x.upa or 2uptd], Strabo) of Greek writers, the

2. Mesopotamia
cT

t

nry
*u-

d the *
&quot;?

T T
of Greeks mig sa

?
Rlver-countr

&amp;gt;&quot;.

&amp;gt;s a purely

geographical expression, the countries

that it comprehends never having formed a self-contained

political unity. The name occurs in Greek writers first

at or after the time of Alexander
; though it probably

had its origin much earlier (cp ARAM-NAHARAIM).
The extremely fertile district that Xenophon traversed after

crossing the Euphrates at Thapsacus, he calls Syria. The
country beyond (i.e., K. of) the Araxes (Chaboras?) he calls

Arabia he describes it as a desert region in which his army had
to suffer great hardships until it reached the gates of Arabia.

The statements of Xenophon indicate a demarcation

into two sections : the fertile portion, inhabited by
agricultural Aramreans, stretching from the Euphrates
to the Chaboras

;
and the desert portion, the home of

wandering tribes, stretching on towards the Tigris. It

would be rash, indeed, to conclude from this that

Mesopotamia meant in practice the whole territory
between the Euphrates and the Tigris ;

like its proto

type Naharima it may have meant the fertile country
inhabited in later times by Syrians, in earlier times by
others e.g., the Mitani (see 17). In this case the

real eastern boundary would be not the Tigris but the

eastern border of the country watered by the Chaboras.

Towards the W. , however, the Greek Mesopotamia
may, unlike Naharima, have reached no farther W.
than the banks of the Euphrates. It was this district

that practically constituted the political province of

Mesopotamia after the final occupation of the country

by the Romans (156 A.D.
).

On the other hand, when,
as is often in Greek writers the case, the Euphrates and
the Tigris are regarded as referred to in the very name

Mesopotamia, the one bank of the river cannot be geo

graphically separated from the other, and consequently
narrow strips of country on the W. bank of the Euphrates
and on the E. bank of the Tigris must be reckoned to

the country amid the rivers.

The limits towards the N. and the S. need not detain

us. The country between the sources of the Euphrates
and the Tigris belonged rather to Armenia. In this

direction Mesopotamia properly ended with the Masius

range. Towards the S. Mesopotamia was regarded as

ending where Babylonia began.
From what has been said it appears that Mesopotamia reaches

its northern limits at the points where the EUPHRATES
(,q-i&amp;gt;.)

. and the Tigris break through the mountain
3. Physical range and enter the lowlands. In the case of

geography, the Euphrates this takes place at Sumeisat

(Samosata), in that of the Tigris near Jezlret ibn

Omar (Bezabda) and Mosul (Nineveh). Consequently the

irregular northern boundaries are marked by the lowland limits

of those spurs of the Taurus mountains known in antiquity as

Mons Masius and now as Karaje Dugh and Tiir Abdln.
Towards the S. the boundary was the so-called Median Wall,
which, near Pirux Shapur, not much to the S. of Hit (the
ancient Is), crossed from the Euphrates in the direction of

Kadisiya (Opis) to the Tigris. There the two rivers approach
each other, to diverge again lower down. At the same place
begins the network of canals connecting the two rivers which
rendered the country of Babylonia one of the richest in the
world ; there too, in a geological sense, the higher portion of the

plain, consisting of strata of gypsum and marl, comes to an end ;

there at one time ran the line of the sea-coast ; and there begin
those alluvial formations with which the mighty rivers in the
course of long ages have filled up this depressed area. Mesopo
tamia thus forms a triangle lying in the NW. and SE. direction,
with its long sides towards the N. and SW. It extends from

37* 30 to about 33 N. lat. and from 38 to
46&quot;

E. long, and has
an area of some 55,200 sq. m.
The points at which the rivers issue from among the mountains

have an absolute altitude of between 1000 and 1150 ft., and the

plain sinks rapidly towards the southern extremity of Mesopo
tamia, where it is not more than about 165 ft. above the sea.

As a whole the entire country consists of a single open stretch,
save that in the N. there are some branches of the Taurus the
Nimriid Dagh near Orfa, the long limestone range of Abd el-

Aziz, running NNW., and farther to the E. the Sinjftr range,
also of limestone, 7 m. broad and 50 m. long, running NNE.
Between these two ranges near the isolated basaltic hill of Tell

Kokab(Hill of Stars) -runs the defile by which the waters of
the Chaboras, swollen by the Jaghjaghaand other affluents from
the Masius, find their way into the heart of Mesopotamia. The
Khabiir proper, the ancient Chaboras, which rises in the three

hundred copious fountains of Ras Ain (the ancient Rhesa:na), and
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ultimately falls into the Euphrates near Karkisiya (Circesium),
forms the boundary between the two, or more correctly the three,

great divisions of Mesopotamia.
The divisions just referred to are (i. )

the northern

country W. of the Khabur, (ii. )
the

northern country to the E. , and (iii. )
the

steppe-land.
i. Under the dominion of the Seleucids the country to theNW.

of the Khabur bore the name of Osrhoene, or better Orrhoene,
and was for a time the seat of a special dynasty which at a later

date at any rate was Arabian (Abgar). The capital of this

kingdom was Orfa (Roha), the Edessa of the Greeks and
Romans, the Orrhoi of the Syrians ; it was at a later date a
Roman colony, ar.d bore also the name of Justinopolis. This
once flourishing city lies on the small river Uaisan (the ancient

Scirtus). South of Edessa lie the ruins of Harran (see H ARAN).
A third town of this region is Seruj (see SERUG). The town lies

between Harrun and the Euphrates in a plain to which it gives
its name. On the left bank of the Euphrates lay Apamea (the
modern liirejik), connected with Zeugma on the other side by a
bridge, and farther S., at the mouth of the Bilechas (modern
Belikh), was the trading town and fortress Nicephorium, founded

by command of Alexander, and completed by Seleucus Nicator,
in memory of whose victory it was named. From the emperor
Leo it received the designation Leontopolis. The spot is now
known as Rakka (see below). Farther up the fruitful valley of
the Belikh lay the town of Ichnae (Chne). Farther S. lay
Circesium (Chaboras of Ptolemy, Phaleg of Isidor), not to be

identified, as is often assumed, with CARCHEMISH \q.v.\ which
was on the right (W.) bank of the Euphrates ; from the time of
Diocletian Circesium was strongly fortified. The site is at

present occupied by a wretched place of the name Karkisiya.
In ancient times a highly flourishing district must have

stretched along the river Chaboras (Khabur) to its principal
source at Ras el- Ain. The strip of comparatively desert country
which now stretches along the lower course of the Khabur was
called by the Greeks Gauzanitis, and corresponds to the Gozan
of 2 K. 17 6 (the Assyrian Guzana or Guzanu ; see GOZAN).

ii. The country to the E. of the upper Khabur is in many
respects similar to that which has just been described. As the
watershed of the Tigris is not far distant, the Masius range
sends down into Mesopotamia only insignificant streams, the
most important being the Hermas, the Mygdonius of the Greeks.
On its banks was situated Nisibis (Nesibin), the chief city of the

district, which commanded the great road at the foot of the

mountains leading through the steppe, which here from the

scarcity of water comes close up to the edge of the hills. In
the Assyrian empire Nasibina was the seat of an administrative

official. In the time of the Seleucids the site was occupied by
the flourishing Greek colony of Antiochia Mygdonia ; but the
new designation, transferred to the river and the vicinity of
Nisibis from the Macedonian district of Mygdonia, afterwards

passed out of use. Nisibis was an important trading city, and

played a great part in the wars of the Romans against the
Persians.

iii. The S. or steppe portion of Mesopotamia was from early
times the roaming-ground of Arabian tribes ;

for Xenophon gives
the name of Arabia to the district on the left (E.) bank of the

Euphrates to the W. of the Khabur ; and elsewhere it is

frequently stated that the interior at a distance from the rivers

was a steppe inhabited by Arabes Scenitfe (Tent Arabs). Along
the bank of the two great rivers ran a belt of cultivated country,
and the rocky islands of the Euphrates also were occupied by a
settled population. On the Euphrates, beginning towards the

N., we must mention first Zaitah or Zautha, SE. of Circesium ;

next Corsothe, at the mouth of the Mascas ; then Anatho or

Anathan, the modern &quot;Ana ; and finally Is (Hit). On the Tigris
the point of most importance is Czense (Kcuyai of the Anabasis,
which Winckler proposes to identify with Tekrit), S. from the

mouth of the Great Zab near the present Kal at Sherkat ; and
not far distant towards the interior was Atrs or Hatrae, also

called Hatra (el-Hadr), the chief town of the Arab tribe of the

Atreni.
From the Arabic geographers and travellers we gain the im

pression that a great part of Mesopotamia, with the exception
of the southern steppe, of course, must at that time

5. Recent have been in a very flourishing condition ; the

times. neighbourhood of Nisibis especially is celebrated

as a very paradise. In fact it is only since the

Turkish conquest of the country under Sultan Selim in 1515 that

it has turned into a desert and gradually lost its fertility. As
the nomadic Arabs have continually extended their encroach

ments, agriculture has been forced to withdraw into the

mountains ; and this is especially true of the western portions
of Mesopotamia, the district of R;1s el- Ain, and the plain of

Harran and Seruj, where huge mounds give evidence that the

whole country was once covered with towns and villages. Under
the Turks el-Jezira does not form a political unity, but belongs
to different pashaliks.
From this brief survey it appears that Mesopotamia, like

Syria, constitutes an intermediate territory between the great
eastern and western monarchies, Syria inclining more to the

W., and Mesopotamia to the E. In virtue of its position it

frequently formed both the object and the scene of contests

between the armies of those mighty monarchies, and it is

wonderful how a country so often devastated almost always
recovered. The roads, it is true, which traversed the territory
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MESOPOTAMIA
were not mere military highways, but the main routes of traffic

for Central Asia, Western Asia, and Europe. It is only in

modern times, and since these lines of commercial intercourse

have ceased to be followed, that the general condition of things
has been so entirely altered.

The number of roads which in classical times traversed

the country was very considerable ;
the Euphrates formed

not a barrier but a bond between the nations
6. Roads. Qn ekher side

At many places there were at least boat-bridges (zeugma)
across. One of the most important of the ancient crossing-places
must be sought, where in fact it still is, at Birejik (Apamea-
Zeugma). From this point a great road led across to Edessa

(Orfa) ; there it divided into two branches, the northern going

by Amid (Diarbekr) and the other by Mardm and Nisibis to

Mosul (Nineveh). (In quite recent times, in order to avoid the

direct route across the desert and through the midst of the

Bedouins, the post-road makes a great circuit from Nisibis by
Jeziret ibn Omar to Mosul.) A second route crossed the

Euphrates somewhat more to the S., and joined the other via

Harran and Rhestena. The principal crosssing in Xenophon s

time was at Thapsacus, almost opposite Rakka ;
and it will be

remembered also how important a part Thapsacus plays in the

OT (see TIFHSAH). Sometimes a route along the Euphrates to

Babylonia was followed, as is still frequently done by caravans

at the present day ;
but even in ancient times this course was

attended by more or less difficulty, the country being occupied

by the chiefs of independent Arab tribes, with whom the travellers

had to come to terms.

The condition of things in OT times must conse

quently be considered as essentially analogous to that

of the present day. The central districts
7. General
condition. away from the rivers were occupied at

certain seasons, according as they yielded

pasture, by nomadic cattle-grazing tribes, the physical
character of the country being then and now the same
on the whole as that of the Syrian desert, which belongs
not to Syria but properly to Arabia. The tells on the

banks of the rivers show that in ancient times the country
was covered with settlements and towns as far as irriga

tion was possible.
1 In the open country, however,

beyond those limits there were Bedouins.

At one time the Tai Arabs were the neighbours of the

Aramaeans, and consequently all Arabs bear in Syriac
the name of Tayoye. The district between Mosul and
Nisibis received the name Beth Arbaye from its being

occupied by Arabs. In the northern parts of Meso

potamia there are now tribes of mingled Kurds and
Arabs which have to a greater or less degree abandoned
their tents for fixed habitations and the tillage of the

ground.
The Kurdish element appears only sporadically in the true

Mesopotamian plain ;
but the Yezldis, who form the population

of the Sinjar range, may be referred to this stock. Of the old
Aramaean peasantry there are no longer any important remains
in the plain, the Aramaeans having withdrawn farther into the
Kurdish highlands, where, in spite of their wild Kurdish

neighbours, they are more secure from exactions of every kind.

The plain of the northern country of the two rivers

was at one time richly cultivated, and owed its prosperity
to the industrious Aramaeans, who formerly played so

distinguished a part as a connecting link between the

Persians and the Roman empire and afterwards between
the western and the Arabian world, and whose highest
culture was developed in this very region.

Quite otherwise is it now. In the plain there are almost no
remains of the common Aramaean tongue. Apart from the
scattered areas in which Kurdish prevails, the ordinary language
is a vulgar Arabic dialect ; but both Kurdish and Aramaean
(Syriac) have exercised an influence on the speech of the Arab
peasant. Certain Turcoman hordes also now roam about the

Mesopotamian territory.

In climate and in the character of its soil, as well as

in its ethnographic history, Mesopotamia holds an inter-

_.. , mediate position. In this aspect also we
must maintain the division into two quite

distinct zones. The northern district of Mesopotamia
combines strong contrasts, and is a connecting link

between the mountain region of western Asia and the

desert of Arabia. On the other hand, the country to

the S. of Mesopotamia, or Irak, has a warm climate,
and towards the Persian Gulf indeed the heat reaches
the greatest extremes.

1 This is confirmed by the latest traveller, von Oppenheim ;

see also the map in his Voin Mittelmeer zunt Pcrsischen Golf.
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In Upper Mesopotamia, strictly so called, agriculture

has suffered an extraordinary decline
;

in spite of

9. Vegetation.
- f - **

In the western district the fertile red -brown humus of the
Orfa plain, derived from the lime of Nimrud Dagh, extends to
about 12 m. S. of Harran. With a greater rainfall, and an
artificial distribution of the water such as there was in olden

times, agriculture would flourish. If spring rains are only
moderately abundant, wheat and barley grow to a great height,
and yield from thirty to forty fold.

Timber trees are few ; plane trees and white poplars are

planted along the streams, and a kind of willow and a sumach
flourish on the banks of the Euphrates. Of the great forest

which stood near Nisibis in the time of Trajan no trace remains ;

but the slopes both of the Masius mountains and of the Jebel
Abd el- Aziz, as well as, more especially, those of the Sinjar
range, are still covered with wood.

The wide treeless tracts of the Low Country of

Mesopotamia are covered with the same steppe vegeta
tion which prevails from Central Asia to Algeria ; but
there is an absence of a great many of the arborescent

plants that grow in the rockier and more irregular

plateaus of western Asia and especially of Persia.

This comparative poverty and monotony of the flora is partly
due to the surface being composed mainly of detritus, and partly
to the cultivation of the country in remote antiquity having
ousted the original vegetation and left behind it what is really
only fallow ground untouched for thousands of years.
With few exceptions there are none but cultivated trees, and

these are confined to the irrigated districts on the Euphrates
and the Shaft.

The cycle of vegetation begins in November. The
first winter rains clothe the plain with verdure. The
full summer development is reached in June ;

and by
the end of August everything is burnt up. A. S.

1

There having been as yet no exploration by excava

tion in Mesopotamia (if we may use this term, as we
_ . propose to do in the rest of this article,

o u i
.
^

merely for convenience, to denote the

. ,? country stretching westwards of Assyria

proper, and northwards of Babylonia),
all that we can say about its earliest history is derived

from such notices as have reached us in the Assyrian

inscriptions of the Assyrian empire (since about 1500
B.C.), and in the Babylonian inscriptions of an earlier

period. These notices are comparatively scanty ;
to a

certain extent we have to rely upon the kind of historical

conjecture which draws its deductions from the history of

neighbouring lands and the analogy of times with which
we are better acquainted.
We may safely assume so much at least as this

that a civilisation like that of the Old Babylonia which

is met with in the monuments of Telloh in the fourth

and third millenia B.C. cannot have been confined to

the southern portion of the Euphrates valley, but even

then, as we know to have been the case at a later date,

must have extended also to the upper valley. When
we find a king like Gudea (after 3000 B.C.) bringing
material for his edifices from Phoenicia, the fact proves
that in his day Mesopotamia, through which the western

road lay, was already within the sphere of Babylonian
civilisation, although we are not thereby informed as to

its exact political position. It may be taken for granted
that the greater kingdoms of South and North Babylonia
were at pains to attach to themselves regions that were

of such importance for their connection with the Medi
terranean Sea, and thus we may safely represent to our

selves the history of Mesopotamia in those times as

having been, approximately, similar to other better

known histories.

Looked at from another point of view, Mesopotamia
forms a region in some degree separated from the

, southern lands of the Euphrates, a
11. Westward
connection.

Asia Minor as towards the centre of Babylonian civilisa-

region which gravitates quite as much
towards Syria, properly so called, and

1 [The work of revising the article Mesopotamia in

and adapting it to form part of the present article has unfortun

ately had to be done without the help of the author, who died

(24111 June 1890) before he had given effect to his purpose.]
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13. The
Mitani
aliens.

tion. Thus an impulse was given to an independent

development in polity and culture, and it would have

been indeed surprising if no independent states had
ever come into being there, to carry on the civilisation

of Babylonia on lines of their own.

The conjecture (based upon the probabilities of the

case) that there were such states, finds confirmation as

soon as history begins to supply us with

facts regarding the lands in question.

The Egyptian conquerors of the i8th and igth dynasties,
the Thotmes, the Amenhoteps, the Rameses between

1700 and 1400 B.C. knew of a state here, usually

designated by them Naharin, which they enumerate in

their tribute lists. Unfortunately their references are

not of such a nature as to convey much information as

to the character and history of Naharin.

This defect is made good all the more conspicuously
in the Amarna letters (1500-1400 B.C.) which make us

acquainted with a people called Mitani who
had their abode here. l The correspon
dence of King Dusratta of Mitani with

Amenhotep III. and IV. clearly shows that

the race then dominant was non-Semitic, and manifestly

of kin with the Heta and the (Alarodian) peoples who
at that time had their settlements in Armenia

;
but it

shows also that it was alien in Mesopotamia, and, as

the peculiarity of the script and language of the letters

proves, had become possessed of a Semitic civilisation

merely through conquest. For with but one exception
these letters are written in the Babylonian- Assyrian
character and language.

This script and language, however, are shown by the

peculiarities they exhibit, to possess definite rules of

. . . their own and to be quite distinct
14 Mesopotamia!! iu character from the contemporary

Babylonian. These peculiarities

are exactly the same as those we meet with in the

inscriptions which begin very shortly afterwards of

the Assyrian kings Ramman(Adad ?)-nirari I. (in the

I3th cent.) and Tiglath-pileser I. (about noo). We
now know enough of the beginnings of Assyrian history,

however, to satisfy us that this orthography and gram
mar cannot have developed in Assyria ; moreover, we
meet with it precisely under those Assyrian kings who

subjugated (or subjugated anew) Mesopotamia, so that

we thus have an independent proof of what we had

already conjectured from the nature of the country the

independent development of civilisation in Mesopotamia ;

for a splendid development of script and speech bearing
all the marks of the influence of a definite school is pos
sible only in a territory that enjoys independence both
in its politics and in its culture.

The script and style now usually designated Assyrian
because appropriated by Assyria (which about this time

was beginning to develop out of a
little city

- kingdom into a great

empire) were thus originally Mesopotamian. This
leads to the further conjecture that much else which we
are accustomed to designate as Assyrian, because we
first begin to meet with it in the time of the Assyrian

supremacy (after 1300 and noo), may also have been
of Mesopotamian origin. The only excavations which
have as yet been made in the Mesopotamian field those

of Layard in Arbiin on the Habur support such a

conjecture.
2 The sculptures found there are plainly

1 A letter from the prince of Mitani is stated in a hieratic
docket to have come from N aharna (no. 23 in Wi. s ed.

, Kf&amp;gt;f&amp;gt;,

p. xv ; Erman, Z.-t 27 [1889], p. 63; cp Erman, SBA IV, 1888,
p. 584 and Maspero s note in Strugglt ofXations, 146).

2 Quite recently, M. v. Oppenheim has laid bare some old
monuments at Riis el- Ain on the Khabur. They are represen
tations on a gateway, quite similar to those found at Zenjirli
(Sam al) in Syria. As they certainly belong to the pre-Assyrian
time, the Mitani inhabitants might be thought of as their

originators (they would thus be Hethitisch in the sense ex

plained in Helmolt, Weltgesch. iii. 1 no/.). Later, about the
time of the Aramaean immigration, the stones were used again,
and apparently it was then that the name of the ruler was added
in cuneiform.
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15. Civilisation.

older than any Assyrian sculptures as yet known to us
;

but, though they belong to a period preceding that of the

Assyrian supremacy, they are all of the type that is cur

rently spoken of as Assyrian.
A further peculiarity which we are in the habit of

regarding as specifically Assyrian is also doubtless pre-

16 Political
^ss

&amp;gt;

r an Mesopotamian. In Assyria

mdenendence
dates are reckoned bX eponyms (limu;B-

see ASSYRIA, 19). instead of by regnal

years as in Babylonia (q.v. 37 jf.). Certain clay
tablets, however, which are said to have been found in

Cappadocia, and belong approximately to the thirteenth

century, employ the same method of dating. We must

accordingly regard this as a further peculiarity of the

Mesopotamian sphere of civilisation as contrasted with
the Babylonian.
The political independence of Mesopotamia, alongside

of the Babylonian kingdom, we are also led to infer from
another fact. We are able clearly to make out that in

the various conquests of Mesopotamia by the Assyrians,

notably by Asur-uballit, Ramman(Adad ?)-nirari I., and
Shalmaneser I. , in the fourteenth century, and by Tiglath-

pileser and his predecessors about noo the Assyrian

kings who hold Mesopotamia bear the title of lar kiisati,

King of the World (which later became the stereo

typed title of all the kings) in association with that of

King of Assur (of which it had precedence). Follow

ing the analogy of Babylonian royal titles, we are to see

here the title of honour which had been borne by the

sovereigns of Mesopotamia, whose legitimate heirs the

Assyrians claimed to be.

From the thirteenth century onwards that is to say
from the time of the conquest of Mesopotamia by the

_.
. Assyrians we are able to follow the

IVTt
^

Political f rtunes of the country with

some detail. We have seen that before
supremacy. tm

-

s&amp;gt;
at tne perjocj Of tne Amarna letters

(i5th cent.), it was in the hands of the non-Semitic

Mitani. Even at that early date, however, we can

discern how Asur-uballit, the king of Assur, is beginning
to extend his power westwards, and coming into conflict

with Dusratta of the Mitani. Accounts given by his

successor attribute to him victories over the Subari (the

Assyrian designation of the Mitani), and in agreement
with this is the fact that a recently discovered inscription

designates him as Sar Kissati, thus attributing to him
the so%-ereignty of Mesopotamia.
The Mitani supremacy was finally destroyed by Asur-

uballit s great-grandson Ramman(Adad?) - nirari I.

. . (about 1300), who, with his son Shal-

maneser I. , was the first to extend the

Assyrian frontiers westward beyond the Euphrates,
and northwards along the course of that river towards

Armenia, at the same time seeking to secure these

gains by planting Assyrian colonies. After the

overthrow of Tukulti-Ninib I. , son of Shalmaneser

I., Mesopotamia passed into the possession of Baby
lonia, whose kings henceforward bear the title of Sar

kissati ; but it was again reconquered by Assyria in the

twelfth century (Asur-ris-isi, Tiglath-pileser I.), only,

after some further vicissitudes, to be finally incorporated
with the rest of Assyria in the tenth century.
We are not yet in possession of any information as

to the rulers of this kingdom which maintained itself, as

. we have seen, in Mesopotamia alongside
19. Ancient

of {hat of Babylonia during the pre-
capitai .

Assyrian period. (The ascendency of the
tiarran. Mjtan j was, of course, only an episode. )

Neither are we able to show by documentary proof what

was the capital of the kingdom. Still it is hardly pos
sible to doubt that it must have been Harran, a city of

unrivalled importance in the most ancient times. This

importance it owed to its position as the focus at which

highways from the north (Armenia), from Babylonia,
and from the west (the Mediterranean ports) converged,
and this importance it continued to retain down to the
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Greek and Sasanian periods (cpTRADEANDCoMMERCE).
We can also make out that in Assyrian antiquity the

worship of the moon-goddess (Sin) of Harran had an

importance equal to that of the gods of the Babylonian

capitals ; and when, still in the eighth century, we find

at Sam al (Zenjirli) in North Syria a dedication to the

Baal of Harran, this is, according to oriental ideas, a

specific proof of the former sovereignty in Syria of the

kingdom of Mesopotamia with a capital at Harran a

sovereignty which is also implied in the existence of a

kingdom of Naharin in the Egyptian inscriptions.

The Assyrian conquest of Mesopotamia in the four

teenth century coincides, as we learn from the inscrip

tions, with the immigration of a new
20. Aramaean

immigration.
population which thenceforward im

pressed its character upon the land

down to the time of the Arab invasion and onwards.

As soon as the kings of Assyria had annexed Meso

potamia, they required to defend it against the nomads
of the steppe, the Syrian desert, in other words,
Arabia whom they designate as the Aramaean
hordes (ahlamu Aramaya). Here we see the same

play of circumstances as had been witnessed thousands

of years before, reached its best - known historical

manifestation in the Mohammedan conquest, and can

still be observed even in our own day. As long as

they are not firmly kept in check by a strong power,
the Bedouins continually encroach upon the cultivated

territory. With the fall of Tukulti - Ninib I. (about

1275) and the decline of the Assyrian power, these

Aramaeans began to have a free hand and to be able

to enter Mesopotamia unhindered. When the Assyrians

again took possession of the country, we find them in

stituting new campaigns, and claiming new victories

over the Aramaean hordes (Asur-ris-isi, Tiglath-

pileser I.
).

The subsequent decline of the Assyrian

power under the successors of Tiglath-pileser I. (after

noo) exposed the country once more to their attacks
;

and thus was rendered possible an immigration which
we can best compare with that of the Hebrews into

Canaan two centuries earlier, or that of the Chaldseans

or Kaldi a little later into Babylonia. What we know
is that the entire land was taken possession of by
Aramaean tribes, who, in the first instance, made them
selves masters of the open country, but subsequently

occupied the cities as well. It was then between about

1050 and 950 that Mesopotamia received the Aramaean

population, to which we owe the biblical phrase ARAM-
NAHARAIM (g.v. ).

As soon as Assyria again took the

upper hand (about 900), and especially under Asur-

nasir-pal (881-868), the Aramaean tribes, which by this

time had developed into petty principalities, were again

brought into subjection. Shalmaneser II. brought to a
successful close the work of his father, and thenceforward

Mesopotamia continued to be Assyrian down to the fall

of the empire, though not in such a degree as to affect

the Aramaean character of the population. Afterwards,
it became Babylonian under Nabopolassar and Nebu
chadrezzar. 1 A. S. ,

2
2-9 ; H. w.

,
10-20.

MESSIAH 3
(Dan. 9 25/ ),

MESSIAS (AV Jn. 1 4 r 4 25),

are transcriptions (the first form modified by reference

1 The title
to the etymol gy) of the Gk - MCCCIAC
(MGCIAC- MeceiAc). which in turn

represents the Aramaic KITt^ p (mtsiha}, answering to

the Heb. rWSil, the anointed. 4 The Hebrew word
- -

1 See further, Winckler, GBA, 1892 ; AOF, 1893-97 ; KA TP),
1901.

2
See, above, col. 3054, n. i.

3 [This revised article was originally written in 1883. It

should be read in connection with the article ESCHATOLOGY,
and with the special articles on biblical books, and on JESUS,
PHARISEES, etc.]

4 The transcription is as in Peo-eroup, Tecrcrip for &quot;rtt?;I (OS
2478; 281 58, 2 S. 3 3 (B*), leo-o-at for ej\ For the termination

as for KH, see Lag. Psalt. Memph. 7 ; and for the use of nB D,

etc., see ANOINTING, and cp Weinel, ZATIV, 1898, p. iff.

98 a *
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with the article prefixed occurs in the OT only in the

phrase the anointed priest (Lev. 4s 5 16 622 [15]) ;
but

Yahwe s anointed is a common title of the king of

Israel, applied in the historical books to Saul and
David, in Lam. 4 20 to Zedekiah (see LAMENTATIONS,

8), and in Is. 45 1 extended to Cyrus. In the Psalms

corresponding phrases (my, thy, his anointed)
* occur

nine times, to which may be added the lyrical passages
i S. 2 10 Hab. 3 13. In the intention of the writers of

these hymns it refers to the king then on the throne,
2

or, in hymns of more general and timeless character, to

the Davidic king as such (without personal reference to

one king) ;

3 but in the Psalms the ideal aspect of the

kingship, its religious importance as the expression and

organ of Yahwe s sovereignty, is prominent.
When the Psalter became a liturgical book the historical

kingship had gone by,
1* and the idea alone remained, no longer

as the interpretation of a present political fact, but as part of
Israel s religious inheritance. It was impossible, however, to
think that a true idea had become obsolete merely because it

found no expression on earth for the time being ; Israel looked

again for an anointed king to whom the words of the sacred

hymns should apply with a force never realised in the imperfect
kingship of the past. Thus the psalms, especially such psalms
as the second, were necessarily viewed as prophetic ; and mean
time, in accordance with the common Hebrew representation of
ideal things as existing in heaven, the true king remains hidden
with God. The steps by which this result was reached must,
however, be considered in detail.

The hope of the advent of an ideal king was only one

feature of that larger hope of the salvation of Israel

_,, from all evils, the realisation of perfect
-. . . reconciliation with Yahwe, and the felicityessiamc

Q ^ {he rjgijteous jn hmi( jn a new order

of things free from the assaults of hostile

nations and the troubling of the wicked within the

Hebrew community, which was constantly held forth

by all the prophets, from the time when the great seers

of the eighth century B. c. first proclaimed that the true

conception of Yahwe s relation to his people was

altogether different from what was realised, or even

aimed at, by the recognised civil and religious leaders

of the two Hebrew kingdoms, and that it could become
a practical reality only through a great deliverance

following a sifting judgment of the most terrible kind.

The idea of a judgment so severe as to render possible
an entire breach with the guilty past, and of a subse

quent complete realisation of Yahwe s kings&quot;hip in a

regenerate nation, is common to all the prophets, but

is expressed in a great variety of forms and images,
conditioned by the present situation and needs of

Israel at the time when each prophet spoke. As a rule

the prophets directly connect the final restoration with

the removal of the sins of their own age, and with the

accomplishment of such a work of judgment as lies

within their own horizon ;
to Isaiah the last troubles

are those of Assyrian invasion, to Jeremiah the restora

tion follows on the exile to Babylon ;
Daniel connects

the future glory with the overthrow of the Greek

monarch} . The details of the prophetic pictures show
a corresponding variation

;
but all agree in giving the

central place to the realisation of a real effective king

ship of Yahwe ;
in fact the conception of the religious

subject as the nation of Israel, with a national organisa
tion under Yahwe as king, is common to the whole OT,
and forms the bond that connects prophecy proper with

the so-called Messianic psalms and similar passages
which theologians call typical i.e., with such passages

as speak of trie religious relations of the Hebrew

1 The plural is found in Ps. 105 15 (i Ch. 16 22), of the patri

archs as consecrated persons.
2 [This assumes (i) that the MT is throughout correct, where a

^D or king is referred to, and (2) that the directly Messianic

interpretation is inadmissible. ED.]
3 In Ps. 84 9 [10] it is disputed whether the anointed one is the

king, the priest, or the nation as a whole. The second view is

perhaps the best. Cp PSALMS, 14.
* [It must be remembered, of course, that critics like Duhm

would not endorse this statement, which, however, is by no

means indefensible. ED.]
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commonwealth, the religious meaning of national insti

tutions, and so necessarily contain ideal elements

reaching beyond the empirical present. All such

passages are frequently called Messianic
;
but the term

is more properly reserved as the specific designation of

one particular branch of the Hebrew hope of salvation,

which, becoming prominent in post-canonical Judaism,
used the name of the Messiah as a technical form

(which it never is in the OT), and exercised a great
influence on NT thought, the term the Christ (6

X/HOTOS) being itself nothing more than the translation

of the Messiah.

In the period of the Hebrew monarchy the thought
that Yahwe is the divine king of Israel was associated

_ . with the conception that the human king
3. Develop- i / i_

, , f reigns by right only if he reigns by com-

., mission or unction from him. Such
was the theory of the kingship in Ephraim

as well as in Judah (Dt.33 2 K.96); [but it is only]
the great Judcean prophets of the eighth century who
connect Israel s deliverance with the rise of an ideal

Davidic king, full of Yahwe s spirit (Is. 96/. 11 if.
Mic. 62) [though the genuineness of these passages has

been disputed].
1 This conception, indeed, is not one of

the constant elements of prophecy ; the later prophecies
of Isaiah take a different shape, looking for the decisive

interposition of Yahwe without the instrumentality of a

kingly deliverer. Jeremiah again speaks of the future

David or righteous sprout of David s stem 2
(23s/.);

and Ezekiel uses similar language (3423/. 3724/. ); but

that such passages do not necessarily mean more than

that the Davidic dynasty shall be continued in the time

of restoration under a. series of worthy princes seems
clear from the way in which Ezekiel speaks of the prince
in chaps. 45g 462 12. As yet we have no fixed doctrine

of a personal Messiah, only material from which such a

doctrine might by and by be drawn. The religious
view of the kingship is still essentially the same as in

28. 7 12/ ,
where the endless duration of the Davidic

dynasty is set forth as part of Yahwe s plan of grace to

his nation.

There are other parts of the OT notably i S. 8 12

in which the very existence of a human kingship is re

presented as a departure from the ideal of a perfect

theocracy. And so, in the exilic and post-exilic periods,
when the monarchy had come to an end, we find

pictures of the latter days in which its restoration has no

place.
Such is the great prophecy in the second part of Isaiah in

which Cyrus is the anointed of Yahwe, and the grace promised
to David is transferred to ideal Israel ( the servant of Yahwe )

as a whole (Is. 55 3). So too there is no allusion to a human
kingship in Joel or in Malachi, and in the Book of Daniel it is

collective Israel that appears under the symbol of a son of man,
and receives the kingdom (7 13 18 22 27).

[On the other hand in Hag. 223 Zech. 38 612 the hope
of the Messiah is connected with the name of Zerub-

babel, and, possibly in the early Greek period, a pro

phetic writer has given us the fine prophecy of a victorious

1 [For references to recent criticism, see ISAIAH [ii.], MICAH
[ii.]. Prof. \V. R. Smith referred in this connection to passages
in Amos and Hosea as pointing forward to a Davidic king. The
genuineness of the whole passage Am. ( 8-15, has, however, been
shown to be very doubtful (see AMOS, 10), and though Hosea
in 8 4 appears to refer to the illegitimacy of the northern king
dom, the words and David their king (C2^D TltTKi) n Hos.

85 are certainly a gloss in the interests of Judah. The strong
tendency of recent criticism is to include other favourite Messi
anic passages in the list of later insertions, springing from a
time when the Messianic idea had experienced a rich develop
ment, e.g-., Hos. 1 ii [22] Mic. 2i2_/C Is. 11 10 8817 (with the
sections to which the last two passages belong (and perhaps
Gen. 49 10 (on which cp Dr./. Phil. 14 28), in case n^ s? &amp;gt;

s a

corruption of r9ff, and the writer alludes to Ezek. 21 27 [32],

which he interprets Messianically. See, however, SHILOH ii.]

-
[Is this designation of the Messianic king suggested by Is.

42? It is true, the sfmah of Yahwe (ni.T rtSS) there is ex

plained by most either of the fertility of the soil or (cp Is. 60 21)
of the new growth of pious inhabitants in the Messianic age

(cp ISAIAH ii., 5). On the other hand, in Zech. 38 6 12 OCX

already appears as a kind of proper name.]

359

but humble Messiah in Zech. 9g/. Some critics, too,

refer to a late post-exilic period the prophecies of a

personal Messiah in Isaiah and Micah mentioned above

(cp ISAIAH ii. , 6/. ;
MICAH [BOOK]), and it is un

deniable that the Messianic king is referred to in the

Psalter (see PSALMS, 14).

Meantime, however, the decay and ultimate silence

of the living prophetic word concurred with the pro-
_ . longed political servitude of the nation to

produce a most important change in the
conception. c ., ,, / _

type of the Hebrew religion. The
prophets had never sought to add to the religious unity
of their teaching unity in the pictorial form in which
from time to time they depicted the final judgment and
future glory. For this there was a religious reason.

To them the kingship of Yahwe was not a mere ideal,

but an actual reality.

Its full manifestation, indeed, to the eye of sense and to the

unbelieving world, lay in the future ; but true faith found a

present stay in the sovereignty of Yahwe, daily exhibited in

providence and interpreted to each generation by the voice of
the prophets. And, while Yahwe s kingship was a living and
present fact, it refused to be formulated in fixed invariable

shape.

When the prophets ceased, however, and their place
was taken by the scribes, the interpreters of the written

word, when at the same time the yoke of foreign

oppressors rested continually on the land, Israel no

longer felt itself a living nation, and Yahwe s king

ship, which presupposed a living nation, found not even

the most inadequate expression in daily political life.

Yahwe was still the lawgiver of Israel
;
but his law was

written in a book, and he was not present to administer

it. He was still the hope of Israel ; but the hope was
all dissevered from the present ;

it too was to be read

in books, and these were interpreted of a future which
was no longer, as it had been to the prophets, the ideal

development of forces already at work in Israel, but

wholly new and supernatural. The present was a

blank, in which religious duty was summed up in

patient obedience to the law and penitent submission to

the Divine chastisements
;
the living realities of divine

grace were but memories of the past, or visions of the

world to come. The scribes, who in this period took

the place of the prophets as the leaders of religious

thought, were mainly busied with the law ; but no

religion can subsist on mere law
;
and the systematisa-

tion of the prophetic hopes, and of those more ideal

parts of the other sacred literature which, because ideal

and dissevered from the present, were now set in one
line with the prophecies, went on side by side with the

systematisation of the law, by means of a harmonistic

exegesis, which sought to gather up every prophetic

image in one grand panorama of the issues of Israel s

and the world s history.

The beginnings of this process can probably be traced

within the canon itself, in the book of Joel and the last

chapters of Zechariah ;

l and, if this be so.
5. Post-

canonical.
we see from Zech. 9 that the picture of the

ideal king early claimed a place in such

constructions. The full development of the method

belongs, however, to the post-canonical literature, and
was naturally much less regular and rapid than the

growth of the legal traditions of the scribes.

The attempt to form a schematic eschatology left so much
room for the play of individual fancy that its results could not

quickly take fixed dogmatic shape ;
and it did not appeal to all

minds alike or equally at all times. It was in crises of national

anguish that men turned most eagerly to the prophecies, and

sought to construe their teachings as a promise of speedy deliver

ance in such elaborate schemes of the incoming of the future

glory as fill the APOCALVPTIC LITERATURE
(&amp;lt;?.*&amp;gt;.).

Rut these

books, however influential, had no public authority, and when
the yoke of oppression was lightened but a little their enthusiasm
lost much of its contagious power. It is therefore not safe to

measure the general growth of eschatological doctrine by the

1 See JOEL, 6, and ZECHARIAH, 3 ff. Compare Dan. 9 a

for the use of the older prophecies in the solution of new problems
of faith.
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apocalyptic books, of which Daniel alone attained a canonical

position.

in the Apocrypha eschatology has a very small place ;

but there is enough to show that the hope of Israel was

never forgotten, and that the imagery of the prophets

had moulded that hope into certain fixed forms which

were taken with a literalness not contemplated by the

prophets themselves (see ESCHATOLOGY, 58, a). It

was, however, only very gradually that the figure and

name of the Messiah acquired the prominence which

they have in later Jewish doctrine of the last things and

in the official exegesis of the Targums. In the very

developed eschatology of Daniel they are, as we have

seen, altogether wanting, and in the Apocrypha, both

before and after the Maccabee revival, the everlasting

throne of David s house is a mere historical reminiscence

(Ecclus. 47 ii i Mace. 257). So long as the wars of

independence worthily occupied the energies of the

Palestinian Jews, and the Hasmonoean sovereignty

promised a measure of independence and felicity under

the law, in which the people were ready to acquiesce,
at least, till the rise of a new prophet (i Mace. 1441),
the hope that connected itself with the house of David

was not likely to rise to fresh life, especially as a con

siderable proportion of the not very many passages of

scripture which speak of the ideal king might with a

little straining be applied to the rising star of the new

dynasty (cp the language of i Mace. 144-15).
It is only in Alexandria, where the Jews were still subject to

the yoke of the Gentile, that at this time (about 140 B.C.) we find

the oldest Sibylline verses (3652/1) proclaiming the approach of

the righteous king whom God shall raise up from the East (Is.

41 2) to establish peace on earth and inaugurate the sovereignty
of the prophets in a regenerate world. The name Messiah is

still lacking, and the central point of the prophecy is not the

reign of the deliverer but the subjection of all nations to the law
and the temple.*

With the growing weakness and corruption of the

Hasmonaean princes, and the alienation of a large part
_, . of the nation from their cause, the

b. rnaris tea.
n0pe Q f a Better kingship begins to

appear in Judaea also
;
at first darkly shadowed forth

in the Book of Enoch (chap. 90), where the white steer,

the future leader of God s herd after the deliverance

from the heathen, stands in a certain contrast to the

inadequate sovereignty of the actual dynasty (the horned

lambs) ;
and then much more clearly, and for the first

time with use of the name Messiah, in the Psalter of
Solomon, the chief document of the protest of Pharisaism

against its enemies, the later Hasmonasans.
It was a struggle for mastery between a secularised hierarchy
n the one hand (to whom the theocracy was only a name),
whose whole interests were those of their own selfish politics,
and on the other hand a party (to which God and the law were
all in all) whose influence depended on the maintenance of the
doctrine that the exact fulfilling of the law according to the

precepts of the scribes was the absorbing vocation of Israel.

This doctrine had grown up in the political nullity of Judaea
under Persian and Grecian rule, and no government that pos
sessed or aimed at political independence could possibly show
constant deference to the punctilios of the schoolmen.

The Pharisees themselves could not but see that their

principles were politically impotent ;
the most scrupulous

observance of the Sabbath, for example and this was
the culminating point of legality could not thrust back
the arms of the heathen. Thus the party of the scribes,

when they came into conflict with an active political

power, which at the same time claimed to represent the

theocratic interests of Israel, were compelled to lay
fresh stress on the doctrine that the true deliverance of

Israel must come from God, not from man. We have
seen indeed that the legalism which accepted Yahwe as

legislator, while admitting that his executive sovereignty
as judge and captain of Israel was for the time dormant,
would from the first have been a self-destructive position
without the complementary hope of a future vindication

of divine justice and mercy, when the God of Israel

should return to reign over his people for ever. Before
the Maccabee revival the spirit of nationality was so

1 In Sibyl!. 8775, i/ijdv must undoubtedly be read for vlov.
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dead that this hope lay in the background ; the ethical

and devotional aspects of religion under the law held

the first place, and the monotony of political servitude

gave little occasion for the observation that a true

national life requires a personal leader as well as a
written law. But now the Jews were a nation once

more, and national ideas came to the front. In the

Hasmonaean sovereignty these ideas took a political

form, and the result was the secularisation of the

kingdom of God for the sake of a harsh and rapacious

aristocracy. The nation threw itself on the side of the

Pharisees
;
but it did so in no mere spirit of punctilious

legalism, but with the ardour of a national enthusiasm
deceived in its dearest hopes, and turning for help from
the delusive kingship of the Hasmonasans to the true

kingship of Yahwe, and to his vicegerent the king of

David s house.
It is in this connection that the doctrine and name of the

Messiah appear in the Psalter of Solomon. See especially
Ps. 17, where the eternal kingship of the house of David, so

long forgotten, is seized on as the proof that the Hasmonasans
have no divine right.

This conception of the kingship is traced in lines too firm to

be those of a first essay ; it had doubtless grown up as an

integral part of the religious protest against the Hasmonaeans.
And while the polemical motive is obvious, and the argument
from prophecy against the legitimacy of a non-Davidic dynasty
is quite in the manner of the scribes, the spirit of theocratic

fervour which inspires the picture of the Messiah marks the

fusion of Pharisaism with the national religious feeling of the

Maccabee revival.

It is this national feeling that, claiming a leader

against the Romans as well as deliverance from the

MT f Sadducee aristocracy, again sets the
L68

idea of the kingship rather than that of

resurrection and individual retribution in the central

place which it had lost since the captivity. Hence
forward the doctrine of the Messiah is at once the

centre of popular hope and the object of theological
culture. The NT is the best evidence of its influence

on the masses (see especially Mt. 21 9 ; cp also Jn. 425) ;

and the exegesis of the Targums, which in its beginnings
doubtless reaches back before the time of Christ, shows
how it was fostered by the Rabbins and preached in the

synagogues.
1 Its diffusion far beyond Palestine, and

in circles least accessible to such ideas, is proved by the

fact that Philo himself (De Pram, ei Pern., 16) gives
a Messianic interpretation of Nu. 24 17 (@). It must

not indeed be supposed that the doctrine was as yet the

undisputed part of Hebrew faith which it became when
the fall of the state and the antithesis to Christianity

threw all Jewish thought into the lines of the Pharisees.

It has, for example, no place in the Assnmptio Mosis

or in Eth. En. 1-36, 91-104 (cp APOCALYPTIC, 27,

29, 65 ; ESCHATOLOGY, 59, 65, 73). But, as the

fatal struggle with Rome became mure and more im

minent, the eschatological hopes which increasingly

absorbed the Hebrew mind all group themselves round

the person of the Messiah.
In the later parts of the Book of Enoch (the symbols of

chaps. 45f.), the judgment day of the Messiah (identified with

Daniel s son of Man ) stands in the forefront of the eschatological

picture. Josephus (BJ C 5, 4) testifies that the belief in the

immediate appearance of the Messianic king gave the chief

impulse to the war that ended in the destruction of the Jewish
state

;
after the fall of the temple the last apocalypses (Baruch,

4 Ezra) still loudly proclaim the near victory of the God-sent

king; and Bar Kocheba, the leader of the revolt against

Hadrian, was actually greeted as the Messiah by Rabbi Akiba

(cp Lk.2l8). These hopes were again quenched in blood.

The political idea of the Messiah, the restorer of the Jewish

state, still finds utterance in the daily prayer of every Jew (the

Sh mdne Esre), and is enshrined in the system of Rabbinical

theology ; but its historical significance was buried in the ruins

of Jerusalem.
But the proof written in fire and blood on the fair

face of Palestine that the true kingdom of God could

not be realised in the forms of an earthly
8. Jesus.

statCi and under the limitations of national

particularism, was not the final refutation of the hope
1 The many Targumic passages that speak of the Messiah

[especially in the Targum of Jonathan ( the king Messiah )],

are registered by Buxtorf, Lex, Chald., s.v.
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of the OT. Amidst the last convulsions of political

Judaism a new and spiritual conception of the kingdom
of God, of salvation, and of the Saviour of God s

anointing, had shaped itself through the preaching, the

death, and the resurrection of Jesus of Nazareth. 1 As

applied to Jesus the name of Messiah lost all its political

and national significance, for his victory over the world,

whereby he approved himself the true captain of

salvation, was consummated, not amidst the flash of

earthly swords or the lurid glare of the lightnings of

Elias, but in the atoning death through which he

entered into the heavenly glory. Between the Messiah

of the Jews and the Son of Man who came not to be

ministered to but to minister, and to give his life a

ransom for many, there was on the surface little re

semblance
;

and from their standpoint the Pharisees

reasoned not amiss that the marks of the Messiah were

conspicuously absent from this Christ. But when we
look at the deeper side of the Messianic conception in

the Psalter of Solomon, at the heartfelt longing for a

leader in the way of righteousness and acceptance with

God which underlies the aspirations after political

deliverance, we see that it was in no mere spirit of

accommodation to prevailing language that Jesus did

not disdain the name in which all the hopes of the OT
were gathered up (cp JESUS, 26 f. ).

The kingdom of

God is the centre of all spiritual faith, and the per

ception that that kingdom can never be realised without

a personal centre, a representative of God with man
and man with God, was the thought, reaching far

beyond the narrow range of Pharisaic legalism, which
was the last lesson of the vicissitudes of the OT dis

pensation, the spiritual truth that lay beneath that last

movement of Judaism which concentrated the hope of

Israel in the person of the anointed of Yahwe.
It would carry us too far to consider

(
i

)
the details

of the conception of the Messiah and the Messianic

9 Rabbinical
times as they aPPear in the later

7. XvCLUUlillliCll l T&quot; t 1- 1 .1 1

, . , apocalypses or in Rabbinical theology,eve opmen .

anj ^ {he quest ;ons t jjat ar;se as to

the gradual extrication of the NT idea of the Christ

from the elements of Jewish political doctrine. A word,
however, is necessary as to the Rabbinical doctrine of

the Messiah who surfers and dies for Israel, the Messiah
son of Joseph or son of Ephraim, who in Jewish theology
is distinguished from and subordinate to the victorious

son of David. The developed form of this idea is

almost certainly a product of the polemic with Chris

tianity, in which the Rabbins were hard pressed by
arguments from passages (especially Is. 53) which their

own exegesis admitted to be Messianic, though it did
not accept the Christian inferences as to the atoning
death of the Messianic king.
That the Jews in the time of Christ believed in a suffering

and atoning Messiah is, to say the least, unproved and highly
improbable. See, besides the books above cited, De Wette,
Opuscula; Wiinsche, Die Leiden ties Jfessias (1870). The
opposite argument of King, The Yalkut on Zcchariah (Cam
bridge, 1882), App. A, does not really prove more than that the
doctrine of the Messiah Ben Joseph found points of attachment
in older thought.

[Among the non-Christian parallels to the belief in a

10 A Babvlon-
MessiaJl a Babylonian parallel deserves

ian parallel

&quot;

sPecial attent on. 2
It is to be found in

the legend of Dibbarra the Plague-god.
Sea-coast against sea-coast, Elamite against Elamite, Cassite

against Cassite, Kuthtean against Kuthaean, country against
country, house against house, man against man. Brother is to
show no mercy towards brother ; they shall kill one another.&quot;

One cannot help comparing Mk. 138i2 Mt. 102i.
The countries mentioned are those nearest to Babylonia,
which are to be a prey to war and anarchy until after
a time the Akkadian will come, overthrow all and
conquer all of them. The triumph of Hammurabi,
king of Babylon, is foretold in this part of the poem or

1 [See the long series of OT passages explained in the NT of
Jesus as the Messiah. ]

a
[Jastrow, Rel. ofBab. and Ass. 533.]
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prophecy. This great king is to open a golden age of

peace, and even if a Buddhist parallel to Is. 92-6 11 1-9

may also be adduced, 1
it is historically very conceivable

that a Babylonian belief may be the real parent both of
this and of all other Messianic beliefs within the sphere
of Babylonian influence. See further ARMAGEDDON.

T. K. c.
]

For an introduction to Messianic views of the apocalypses,
see Schiir. ///, 28, 29 ; and cp Charles, Book o/ Enoch, and

Ryle and James, Psalms of the Pharisees
11. Literature, (i.e., the Psalter of Solomon, for the latest

text of which see Gebhardt s edition, 1895).
The Rabbinical statements are given in Weber, System der
altsynagogalen paldstin. Theologie (1880; ft),Jiidische Theo
logie aufGrund dcs Talmud, etc., 1897); cp also Schoettgen,
Hor. Heb. et Talmud., Tom. ii., De Messia, 1742 ; Bertholdt,
Christologia Judieorum (1811); Wiinsche, Die Leiden des
Messias (1870) ; Neub. and Driver, The Jewish Interpreters of
Isaiah, 53 (2 vols., i876_/T) ; Dalm. Der leidende u. der sterbende
Messias der Synagoge im ersten nach-christl. Jahrtausend
(1888). For larger surveys of the subject see Castelli, II Messia
secondo gli Ebrei (1874), J. Drummond, The Jewish Messiah
(1877), and V. H. Stanton, The Jewish and the Christian
Messiah (1886). For a critical treatment of the OT material
from different points of view, see v. Orelli, OT Prophecy of the
Consummation of God s kingdom, 1882 (ET 1885); Riehm,
Messianic Prophecy, 1885 (ET 1891); Delitzsch, Messianic
Prophecies in historical succession, 1890 (ET 1891); Briggs,
Messianic Prophecy (1886); WRS, The Prophets of Israel
(1881), 302-310 ; Che. OPs. (1891), 22 36 200 238^ 338f. ; Jewish
Religious Life (1898), 94^ 243 ; Sta. Die Messiamsche Hoff-

nung im Psalter, Zt. f. Theol. u. Kirche, 1892, pp. 369-413;
Smend, A T Keligionss:eschichte (1893 ; I

2
), 1899,), 230 f. 373

H. Schultz, OT Theol. 1889 (ET 1892), 43; Marti, Gesch.
der Israelit. Rel. (1897), 190 f. 255 f. 289^ (the personal
Messiah post -exilic) ; Loeb, La Litterature desPaui res dans la
Bible (1892), p. 191 (the Messiah originally one of the Andwim,
or spiritually poor, as in II. Isaiah, and then a scion of the house
of David

;
the doctrine in both phases post-exilic) ; C. A. Briggs,

The Messiah of the Gospels (1895); Volz, Die vorexilische

Jahweprophetie und der Messias (1897), a lucid exhibition of the
historical results of the latest criticism

; Dalman, messianische
Texte aus der nach-kanonischen Litteratur (1898) ; Hiihn, Die
messianischen IVeissagungen des israel-jtid. Volkes bis zu d.

Targumim (1899-1900); and R. H. Charles, Eschatology,
Hebrew, Jewish, and Christian (1899), passim. For the older
literature see Schiirer (as above), and the bibliographical lists

appended to Riehm s Messianic Prophecy, ET.
W. R. S.-E. K.

, 1-9 ; T. K. C. , 10.

METALS, METAL-WORK. See MINES.

METEOR is a modern guess [RVme-] for the corrupt
IDb of Job 88 36 ( ironciATtKi)!/ [cTriorT^j/i ] i.e., n ZJS

f^]).
The context forbids all the guesses of the ancients. See COCK.

METERUS (B&iTHpoyC [BA]), i Esd. 5i 7 , RV
BAITERUS (q.v. ).

METHEG-AMMAH (HDNH 37)$ ; THN A(J&amp;gt;copiC-

MGNHN [BAL] ; frenum tributi,\2to.^^i~36 )}. Two
variously explained words (28.81) which AV (cp
RV n

e-) apparently regards as the name of a place. The
whole passage runs in AV, And after this it came to

pass that David smote the Philistines, and subdued them :

and David took Metheg-ammah out of the hand of the

Philistines. RV, however, renders Metheg-ammah
by the bridle of the mother-city (so, too, Ges.

, Stade,

Driver), which is supposed to mean the authority of the

capital (i.e. , of Gath
; cp i Ch. 18 1, where n&quot;DN

Trii3 i
Gath and its towns, is substituted for

There is no evidence, however, that ammdh, nc,
meant capital in Hebrew, or that one of the five Philis

tine cities was regarded as the capital, and as having

authority over the other four. The text is corrupt, and
since &amp;lt;S (rrjv d.&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;upicr/j.4vr]i&amp;gt;

= ch:an?) is here evidently

based on an incorrect text, and the reading of i Ch. has

the appearance of being a purely arbitrary emendation,
we must set aside Ch. and (5 altogether, and endeavour
to restore a text out of which MT and the text which

underlies
&amp;lt;5 may have been corrupted. In Exp. T, Oct.

1 [Rhys David s Hit. Led. 1881, p. 141 ; Che. Je^v. Rtl. Lift,
IOI.J

2 So
&amp;lt;S, Vg. Pesh. (+ the small ones that were round about

it ) has a doublet, the variant being ]&sQJO0? \-l (?).
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1899, p. 47 / i it is proposed to emend 2 S. 8i into

and he took Ashdod [i.e. ,
Asdudimmu ;

see ASHDOD],
the city of the sea, out of the hand of the Philistines

(D ns&amp;gt;j?3&quot;i p D ri linp TnB&amp;gt;N-rm np i). It is possible that

the writer of 28. 8i-6(RD )
had before him a text of

i S. 7 14, in which the cities taken by the Philistines from

the Israelites were described as lying between Ekron

and Ashdod (but
&quot; dirk AovcdXwj os frus Afo/3), and

that he represented David as having (with foreign

assistance ?) once more recovered these cities for Israel.

The present writer suspects, however, that there has

been a great misunderstanding relative to the name of

the southern people against which both Saul and David

warred, and that the true name was not P61istim (Philis

tines) but Sarephathlm (Zarephathites). See SAUL,
ZAREPHATH. This theory affects many passages in

i and 2 S., and among them i S. 7 14, where we should

perhaps read, And the cities which the Zarephathites

had taken from Israel were restored from Halusah
(&amp;lt;S

B

reads Ashkelon
)
as far as REHOBOTH, l and 2 S. 81,

where we should not improbably read, . . . David

smote the Zarephathites, and subdued them, and David

took the Maacathite region ( royart) out of the hand of

the Zarephathites. The latter view accords with

H. P. Smith s remark that Metheg-ammah, being
described as taken out of the hand of the Philistines,

must have been some tangible possession, probably a

piece of territory.
2 On the district referred to, see

MAACAH.
Both of the above emendations enable us to account for MT s

HDNH JPD ar&amp;gt;d s probable reading p-non- For earlier attempts
to deal with the problems see the annotations of VVellhausen,

Driver, Klostermann, and Kohler s judicious note (Bibl. Gesch.

2244 f.). The suggestion of Whitehouse (Acad., Feb. 2, 1890)

and Sayce (Early Hut. Hebrews, 414 n.) that H8N is the Baby
lonian ammatu, mainland, earth, is hardly wanted; Sayce
even considers the entire phrase to be a transcription of metek

annnati, the road of the mainland (of Palestine). But if this

had been adopted as a Hebrew geographical term, would it

not have occurred again elsewhere? It is more natural to sup
pose corruption, jno and nDNn are two corrupt fragments of

roysn.
T. K. c.

METHUSAEL (Win?), Gen.4i8f AV, RV Me-

thushael; and Methuselah (n^inp), Gen.5 2 i/.

25 /. i Ch. 13. See CAINITES, 7 ;
SETHITES.

MEUNIM, RV (AV MEHUNIM, or MEHUNIMS, ex

cept in Neh. 752), a people, or peoples, of uncertain

affinities, if the name is not due to textual errors.

(a) An explanatory note in i Ch. 439-41 makes this statement.
In the time of Hezekiah certain Simeonites made a raid into

Gedor (ihl-n) or rather Gerar (mj ; Ew., Ki., etc., yepapa), as

far as the east of the valley (N&amp;gt;J,
HA

TTJS you), and took that

wide, quiet, undisturbed land for themselves, destroying the

original inhabitants, who were of Ham
(QrrjD)i

or rather of

Jerahmeel ([^NlDnlT] , cp HAM, ii.), and the Meunint that

were found there (so RV,3 following Kre, D Jiysn ;
Kt. D ryD.T ;

(Livaiow; [HA]; icii/atows [L]). To understand the words for

they that dwelt there afoietime, etc. (v. 40^), we must remember
that Amalekites is probably only a distortion of Jerahmeel-
ites (see JERAHMEEL, 4). Between a large part of the Jerah-
meelites i.e., Amalekites and the Israelites there was a feud

(i S. 15). It now becomes easier to understand the connection
of w. 39-41 with TV. 42f. Those of the Jerahmeelites that had
escaped from the slaughter mentioned in v. 41 were killed by the
Simeonites in Mt. Seir. The wide, quiet land spoken of, to the
E. of the gai (i.e., the Wildy Jerur ;

see GERAR), is according
to Buhl E. of the Wady Mayln, near the Biyar Mayin, or
wells of Mayin, which are two in number, and have a water
which is sweet as the waters of the Nile (see Palmer, Desert of
the Exodus, 345). Possibly, as Buhl suggests,

4 the name Mayin
is an echo of the ethnic name Meunim. Cp also Ma an, the
name of a district E. of Wady Musa, near Petra (cp Doughty,
Ar. Des. 131-35).
Some would refer in this connection to the Minaeans. There

is a Minaean inscription in which a district called Misran and
another district called Main al-Misr are mentioned as being

1 Halusah (Ziklag) and Rehoboth should perhaps be read for
1
Ashkelon and Gath in &quot;2 S. 1 20. See J ASHER, BOOK OF, 2.
2

So, e.g., Jos. Ant. vii. 5 i : ical wo\\r)v rijs xuipas aTrore-

H&amp;lt;W&amp;gt; os.
3 AV wrongly, the habitations ; Vg. habitatores.
4 Geschichte der Edoniiter, 42.
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under a Minaean governor. 1

According to \Vi. this can only
refer to the N. Arabian region el-Misr and the Minaean colonies
in N. Arabia (AOFfr 29 337). Hommel also builds a theory
upon this inscription (AHT 272^).
The criticism of the Hebrew text, however, has not been

searching enough. D 3iyD (Meunim), like
p 3:ij;n (MEONENIM)

in Judg. 937, is a corruption of an indistinctly written
p^DJf

(Amalekites), which was a gloss on D ^NCnT (Jerahmeelites),
now represented by the corrupt cirSnN (quite a common cor

ruption)- Thus the Meunim give place to the Amalekites.
(b) In 2 Ch. 267 Uzziah is said to have been victorious against

the Philistines, the Arabians in Gur-baal [7] (Vj^ TU),2 and the

Meunim (D ^yan ; jxeu/aious [B], fj.iva.iov&amp;gt;: [AL]).
3 But Sjn-llJ

is a corruption of ^NOm (Jerahmeel), and D^IJJD ls to t&amp;gt;e ex

plained as in (a).

(c) The third passage is 2 Ch. 20 ib, where most commentators
now read some of the Meunim (see Ki. in.SBOT;* MT
D jiayriO, RV some of the Ammonites, but cp mg.) ; the b ne

Moab and the b ne Ammon are mentioned just before. But the

geography of 2 Ch. 20 as it now stands is not that of the original
story, which must have spoken of Jehoshaphat s enemies as the

b ne Missur and the b ne Jerahme el. c.tcy ar&amp;gt;d D JDjnD are

both probably corruptions of D ^NOnT (Jerahmeelites). See

ZlZ. (Some MSS read D JiySTO ;
has K T&amp;lt;av ii[f]iva.iiav [AB],

e/c rSiv vltav a/n^-ann/i [L].)

(d) In Job 2 ii ZOPHAK the Naamathite is called in

M[e]iv&amp;lt;uW j3a&amp;lt;7tAus, and in 11 1 etc., 6 t/l(t)iva.lot, as if J1JTO.

Hommel (Exp.T 8472; AHT 252) follows ; cp (a), end.

See, however. Zoi HAR.

(e) The Maon of Judg. 10 12 is disputed (see MAONITES).
Glaser and Hommel 5 insist on identifying Maon with the

Minseans. Cp Moore, Judges, 280.

(/) In i K. 11 18 Thenius and Stade (Gesc/i.W 1 302) read for

Midian Maon, as making the route of Hadad, the young
Edomitish prince, more intelligible. The whole section, how
ever, needs the most searching criticism. From the city of
Midian (so HA; MT L from Midian ) should be (some
of) the servants of his father, which is a corrupt repetition from,

7j. 17. So Klo. (see Che. JQR 11 552 [1899], and cp HADAD).

(g) The children of [the] Meunim (D :iyp ; AV MEHUNIM)
are mentioned among the NETHIMM in the post-exilic list,

Ezra 2 50 Neh. 7 52 (in iEsd.53i MEANI, RV MAANI). The
list being partly at least artificial no great stress can be laid on
the name, which is possibly a corrupt form of Jerahme elim.

Children of captives (Buhl and others) are scarcely meant, for

Nethinim is probably an expansion of Ethanim, Ethanites.

See NETHINIM. s readings are: Ezra 2 50, fiarwe/oieii [B],

ftoovveiij. [A], fiootv. [L] ;
Neh. 752, /liecreii/ioju. [B], ^e&amp;lt;r&amp;lt;r. [K],

fieeii/. [A], L as before ; i Esd. 631, /novel [B], fiaayt [A], ^oovei/u.

[L]). T. K. C.

MEUZAL Ezek.27ig AVme-, UZAL

ME-ZAHAB pnt ^P, as if waters of gold ?), appar

ently the grandfather of Mehetabel (Gen. 8639, MGZOOB
[AE], M6ZOO [-O], MA.IZOOB [L] ,

i Ch. 1 50, om. BA
.

MAIZAA.B [L])- Really, however, it is a place-name.
The name has been fancifully explained in various ways by

the Rabbins (cp Onk., Abarbanel), but is probably (like Di-

ZAHAB)a corruption of D liD, Misrim i.e., the N. Arabian land

of Musri, which is referred to thrice in the list of Edomite kings

(w. 32 37 39). Mehetabel is called daughter of Misran
(psDt

corrupted into VIBD), a daughter of Misrim (o lsoX where
Misrim is simply a variant of Misran. Cp Hommel, AHT

264 n. T. K. C.

MEZOBAITE (iTTSrpn),
i Ch. 11 47 RV. AV MESO-

BAITE. See JAASIEL.

MIAMIN
(|D&amp;gt;P),

Ezra 1025 Neh. 12 5 AV, RV
MlJAMIN (q. V.).

1 Strabo (xvi. 42) speaks of the MIMUOI as dwelling by the

Red Sea. On the current controversy relative to the Minaeans

and their empire, see Glaser, Skizze der Gesch. u. Geogr.

Arabiens, 2450-452 ; Hommel, Artfsiitze, 1 292 ( excursus );

Sayce, Crit. Man. y)ff. , but, against Glaser s theory, seeZDMG
44 505.

2
Ki., however, reads 7ia&quot;11D i.e., Baal s Rock ( &amp;lt;?7ri TTJ

TreYpa? [which Lagarde, however, takes to mean Petra and

Sela]; Vg. Am. Turbaal). This might be a title of Jebel

Maderah, or (Buhl, op. cit. 41) of the traditional Mt. Hor
;
Ki.

does not say.
3 Schwally (Th.LZ, 1893, col. 469) reads in v.7 C jieyn

following Vg. (Amwonitas) ; cp v. 8, where Ammonites (MT,
Vg.) is the usually accepted reading. B has /mii-aioi,

AL

/juracot.
4 Cp Greene, Hebrew Migrationfrom Egypt, zt&f.
B Hommel, Aufsatze, 3; AHT 251.
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MIBHAR prop, 5 ; MeBAAA [BK], MABAR [A],

M&BA.A.P [L]), one of David s heroes (i Ch. 11 38). The
name is a corruption of of Zobah (see HAGRI).

MIBSAM (Db 3O, sweet odour ? MABc&M [EL]),

perhaps to he explained as Basemath [see 2], or less

probably an old error for DB1D, in which case we may
(with Hommel) compare marsimani, an Arabian tribe

mentioned together with the Tamudi, etc. (Sargon s

cylinder, /. 20, A A TV**, 146277; Sprenger, Geog. Arab.

205). The name may be the same as the yttcucrcu/xaceis

of Ptolemy.
1. A son of Ishmael (Gen. 2&quot;&amp;gt; 13, /j.aaa a.fj. [A], -v [^?L] ; i Ch.

1 29, fiturtra. [B], pa/Strap [A]) ; also

2. A son of Simeon (i Ch. 4 25, ju.a/3a&amp;lt;ra/x [H], -v [A], fiaae/xa^i

[L]), in both cases in which it occurs named immediately before
Mishma. We may therefore suppose the Simeonite tribe to have
had Ishmaelite affinities. Cp the name Basemath i.e., Isma-
elith [Che.] (see SAI.MAH); see GENEALOGIES i., 5.

MIBZAR pWD; MAZAR [BADEL]), a duke

(allupk] or clan (tlcph) of Edom (Gen. 8642 i Ch.

153. MABCAp[A], BAM&amp;lt;MHA[L]). Eusebius and Jerome
(OSW, 27763 137 n) speak of a large village called

Atabsara (fj.apffa.pa), which still existed in Gebalene,

subject to Petra. Hitzig(on Is. 346), however, identified

it with Bozrah, which, like Mibzar in Gen. I.e. , is men
tioned with Teman in Am. 1 12. See BOZRAH.

T. K. c.

MIBZAR ZOR, the city of (1S-IV5P &quot;W TTHr-HC

MAC4&amp;gt;ACCA.T K&amp;lt;M TOON TYRIOON [B], TTOAeOOC

OXYP^MATOC T.T. [AL]), Josh. 1929 RV g-, AV the

strong city Tyre, RV the fenced city of Tyre. The foun
tain of the fortress of Tyre ((B) would be Ras el- Ain (Di.). See
TYRE; also HOSAH, RAMAH.

MICA (X3 ),
2 S. 9 12 etc. RV, AV MICHA.

MICAH (H^p, 51 ; short for MICHAIAH
[&amp;lt;?.v.~\

or

for an ethnic underlying this name ; M[G]IXA [BAL]).
1. A contemporary and fellow-worker of Isaiah ; his

name is prefixed to the sixth of the books of the Twelve

Prophets
1
(see below). Of his external circumstances

we know nothing, save that he bore the surname the

Morasthite (Mic. 1 1 Jer. 26 18; /a[e]txatas[BAQ], /xeaj
[K in Jer.]), from his birth-place MORESHETH-GATH
(q. v.

).
The statement that he prophesied under Jotham,

as well as under Ahaz and Hezekiah (li), is probably
the remark of a later writer the same who made the

chronological insertions in Is. 1 1 and Hos. li, who
wished to indicate thereby that Isaiah, Hosea, and Micah

were, roughly, contemporary (Nowack). The earliest

date at which we know Micah to have prophesied is

in the reign of Ahaz ; in 1 iff. he foretells the destruc

tion of Samaria. Cp CHRONOLOGY (Table V, col.

797 f- )
The threat against Jerusalem in 812 was, how

ever, according to Jer. 26 \t&amp;gt;ff. , pronounced in the time of

Hezekiah. Micah, or a disciple of Micah, may in fact

have sought to preserve the prophecy against Samaria

by working it into a prophecy on the kingdom of Judah.
That Micah prophesied as late as the reign of Manasseh,
cannot be held to have been rendered probable (on Mic.

6f. see MICAH, BOOK OF, 4).

2. A man of the hill-country of Ephraim who built a
shrine with objects of worship, and hired a Levite to

perform the due services. The history of the carrying
off of both priest and sacra by the tribe of DAN (q. v.

)

as related in Judg. 17 f. is supposed to come from two

sources, for the analysis of which see JUDGES, BOOK OF,
12 (no ip,

17 1 4, cp MICHAIAH, 6/. ; /xeixcuas [B]).

The story is evidently intended to account for the

foundation of the sanctuary of Dan, but has suffered

greatly from the manipulation of editors.

There is an underlying tradition which perhaps had reference

(as a searching criticism renders probable) not to the conquest
of a city in the far north but to that of a place which seems to

have been prominent in the early Israelitish traditions, viz.,

1 On the strange gloss in i K.22i8 which agrees with the

opening clause of Mic. 1 2, see MICHAIAH, i.
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Halusah, 1 close to which was an important sanctuary called
Bethel. One version of the conquest of Halusah, according to
this theory, is given in Gen. 33 (see SHKCHK.M); another, in

Judg. 17 f. The story begins with a certain Micah, whose name
(see MiCHAlAH)indicates his Jerahmeelite origin. Helivesin the

highlands of Mount Jerahmeel ( Kphraim miswritten for Jerah-
meel as in i S. 1 i, see RAMATHAIM-ZOPHIM). Being probably
the head of a clan (cp Judg. 18 22), he had there a sanctuary of
his own, and when a young man from Zarephath of Jerahmeel
came to Mount Jerahmeel, seeking priestly employment, Micah
received him as his priest. (Zarephath was apparently the

headquarters of the clan of Moses, known as Levites ; see

MOSES, 17). After this we learn that the path of this Jerah
meelite was crossed by a party of Danites, who had been sent
to explore the land of Missur on the N. Arabian border ; these
Danites forced the young priest to accompany them, to give
them divine oracles. They came to IJalusah, and saw the

people that dwelt therein . . . in Misrephath (Zarephath) of the
Misrites (v. 27), etc. They captured and destroyed the city,
which was in the valley that belongs to Rehoboth (v. 28).
Then they rebuilt it, and called its name Dan, and set up there
Micah s graven image, with the young Levite, who was of the
Moses clan, as their first priest. The sanctuary is said to have
lasted until the captivity of the ark^(z/7 . 3oyl). See SHILOH ;

but cp Moore s able and acute attempt to make the best of the
received text.

3. b. MERIBBAAL (q.v. ); grandson of Jonathan in

a genealogy of BENJAMIN (q.v. , 9, ii. /3),
i Ch. 834

(/tux tt [B]), 940. In 2 S. 9 12 his name is written
K3&amp;lt;n,

MICHA. Note that one of his sons is called (i Ch. 835)

Melech, which the present writer has explained else

where also as a distortion of Jerahmeel.
4. b. Shimei, a Reubenite, i Ch. 5 5 (7)\a [B]).

5. b. Uzziel, a Kohathite Levite ; i Ch. 23 20 (fiti.\as [B], (ii.

[L])= 2424yC (L m\aias once in i&amp;gt;. 24 and om. in v. 25) where
AV has MICHAH.

6. iCh. 9i 5 AV. See MICHAIAH, 6.

7. 2 Ch. 3420. See MICHAIAH, 2. T. K. C.

MICAH (BOOK)
Early criticism ( i). Later criticism ( 3).

Criticism in 1883 ( 2). Present position ( 4).

Bibliography ( 5).

Until recently the book which bears the name of Micah
was unaffected by the disintegrating tendency of modern

_ . criticism. Ewald was led by the peculiari-
.. . ^

r ^ ties of chaps. 4 f. , to say that they might
criticism. ,

conceivably, though by no means necessarily,
be the work of a contemporary of Micah. He also pro

posed a critical view of chaps. Qf., which is by no
means destitute of plausibility, and he held that the

comforting promise in 2 12f. must be an interpolation
from the margin. The decision of questions such as

these, to which others have to be added, is of consider

able importance, not only for our view of the date of

Micah (on which [see MICAH i.
, i] the late editorial state

ment in the heading is no authority) and of his character

as a prophet, but also for the history of biblical religion.

We shall, first of all
( 2), give an exposition of the state

of criticism in 1883, and then
( $f. )

mention the points
in which, since that date, the criticism of Micah has

taken steps in advance.

a. Chaps. 1-3 are (apart from 2 12 f. )
a well-connected

prophecy of judgment. In a majestic exordium Yahwe
himself is represented as coming forth

in the thunderstorm from his heavenly

palace, and descending on the moun
tains of Palestine, at once as witness against his people,

and as the executer of judgment on their sins. Samaria

is sentenced to destruction for idolatry ; and the blow

extends also to Judah, which participates in the same

guilt (ch. 1). Whilst Samaria is summarily dismissed,

the sin of Judah is analysed at length in chaps. 2 and 3,

in which the prophet deals no longer with idolatry, but

with the corruption of society, and particularly of its

leaders the grasping aristocracy whose whole energies
are concentrated on devouring the poor and depriving
them of their littde holdings, the unjust judges and

1 Laish, like Luz, is, upon this theory, a corruption of

ni?7n, Halusah. See ISAAC, i ; SHECHEM ; ZIKLAG.

2 Read ninn for
j
lK.T Kimhi long ago declared that the

land must mean the ark.
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priests, the hireling and gluttonous prophets who make
war against every one that does not put into their

mouth (3 5), but are ever ready with assurances of

Yahwe s favour to their patrons, the wealthy and noble

sinners that fatten on the flesh of the poor. The pro

phet speaks with the strongest personal sympathy of the

sufferings of the peasantry at the hands of their lords,

and contemplates with stern satisfaction the approach of

the destroyer who shall carry into exile the luxurious

sons of this race of petty tyrants (1 16), and leave them

none to stretch the measuring line On a field in the con

gregation of Yahwe (2s). The centre of corruption is

the capital, grown great on the blood and wrongs of

the provincials, the seat of the cruel princes, the corrupt

judges and diviners. 1 For their sake, the prophet con

cludes, Zion shall be ploughed as a field, Jerusalem
shall lie in ruins, and the temple hill return to jungle

(3i2).
The internal disorders of the realm depicted by Micah

are also prominent in Isaiah s prophecies ; they were

closely connected, not only with the foreign complica
tions due to the approach of the Assyrians, but also

with the break-up of the old agrarian system within

Israel, and with the rapid and uncompensated aggran
disement of the nobles during those prosperous years
vrhen the conquest of Edom by Amaziah and the occupa
tion of the port of Elath by his son (2 Kings 14722)

placed the lucrative trade between the Mediterranean

and the Red Sea in the hands of the rulers of Judah.
On the other hand the democratic tone which distin

guishes Micah from Isaiah is explained by the fact that

Micah s home was not in the capital but in an insignifi

cant country town. 2 He can contemplate without a

shudder the ruin of the capital of the aristocracy because

he is himself one of the oppressed people. Nor does

this ruin seem to him to involve the captivity or ruin of

the nation as a whole
;
the congregation of Yahwe

remains in Judaea when the oppressors are cast out

(2s) ;
Yahwe s words are still good to those that walk

uprightly ;
the glory of Israel is driven to take refuge

in Adullam (1 is),
3 as in the days when David s band of

broken men was the true hope of the nation
;
but there

is no hint that it is banished from the land. Thus upon
the prophecy of judgment we naturally expect to follow

a prophecy of the reintegration of Yahwe s kingship in

a better Israel, and this we find in 2i2/. and in chaps.

4/
b. Both

2i2/&quot;. and 4/1, however, present difficulties,

and Kuenen (Ond. &amp;gt;, 2350) remarks on the great differ

ences of critical opinion. 2i2/. seems to break the

pointed contrast between 2n and 3i and is therefore re

garded by some as a gloss, by others (e.g. , Ewald and

Roorda), less plausibly, as an example of the false pro

phecies in which the wicked rulers trusted. 4/i is of

course much more difficult. It is becoming more and
more felt

4 that 4 11-13 stands in direct contradiction to

49/i, and indeed to 812.

The last two passages agree in speaking of the capture of

Jerusalem ; the first declares Zion inviolable, and its capture an

impossible profanation. Such a thought can hardly be Micah s,

even if we resort to the violent harmonistic procedure of imagin
ing that two quite distinct sieges, separated by a renewal of the

theocracy, are spoken of in consecutive verses. An interpolation,
however, in the spirit of such passages as Ezek. 38/C, Joel 3 [4],

Zech. 14, is very conceivable in post-exilic times, and in connec
tion with the growing impulse to seek a literal harmony of all

prophecy on lines very different from the pre-exilic view in Jer.
26, that predictions of evil may be averted by repentance.

Another difficulty lies in the words and thou shall

come to Babylon in 4 10. Micah unquestionably looked
for the destruction of Jerusalem as well as of Samaria
in the near future and by the Assyrians (lg); but,

1 [On 2s, the text of which is clearly corrupt, see WRS, Pro-
phets, 427, and cp Wellh. ad loc.}

2 [Cp Prophets, 290.]
3 [The supposed reference, however, seems rather far-fetched.

See MORASTHITE.]
4 [This was written in 1883. Cp Nowack, St. Kr., 1884,
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according to Jer. 26 1?/., this was -the. judgment which
Hezekiah s repentance averted. It is easy to see that

the words in Mic. 4 10 are a later gloss.
1 The prophetic

thought is that the daughter (population) of Zion
shall not be saved by her present rulers or defensive

strength ;
she must come down from her bulwarks and

dwell in the open field
; there, not within her proud

ramparts, Yahwe will grant deliverance from her
enemies. 2 This thought is in precise harmony with
chs. 1-3, and equally characteristic is what follows in

ch. 5. Micah s opposition to present tyranny expresses
itself in recurrence to the old popular ideal of the first

simple Davidic kingdom (48), to which he has already
alluded in 1 15. These old days shall return once more.

Again, guerilla bands 3
(inrm) gather to meet the foe

as they did in the time of Philistine oppression. A new
David, like him whose exploits in the district of Micah s

home were still in the mouths of the common people,

goes forth from Bethlehem to feed the flock in the

strength of Yahwe. The kindred Hebrew nations are

once more united to their brethren of Israel. The
remnant of Jacob springs up in fresh vigour, inspiring
terror among the surrounding peoples, and there is no
lack of chosen captains (

seven shepherds and eight

princes, 5s) to lead them to victory against the Assyrian

foe. The supports of that oppressive kingship which

began with Solomon, the strongholds, the chariots and
horses so foreign to the life of ancient Israel, are no
more known

; they disappear together with the divina

tions, the idols, the massebds and asherds. The high

places, however, are left untouched. 4

c. Chap. 4 1-4. Some difficult problems are suggested

by Mic. 4 1-4, which (excepting v. 4) occurs in a slightly
modified form in Is. 22-4 (cp ISAIAH ii.

, 5). The
words have little connection with the context in Isaiah

;

but whether we can safely ascribe them to Micah is

uncertain.

The ideas do not reappear in chap. 5, and the whole prophecy
would perhaps be more consecutive and homogeneous if 46

(where the dispersed and the suffering are, according to chap. 2,

the victims of domestic not of foreign oppression) followed

directly on 812. At the same time we can hardly say that the

passage belongs to a later stage of prophetic thought than the

eighth century B.C.*

d. Chap. 6 1-76. That chaps. 1-5 form a single well-

connected Book of Micah, can be held (WRS, Proph.

427). No sooner, however, do we get into chap. 6, than

new phenomena present themselves. Yahwe appears to

plead with his people for their sins
;
but the sinners are

no longer a careless and oppressive aristocracy buoyed
up by deceptive assurances of Yahwe s help, by pro

phecies of wine and strong drink ; they are bowed down

by a religion of terror, wearied with attempts to pro

pitiate an angry God by countless offerings, and even

by the sacrifice of the first-born. Meantime the sub

stance of true religion is forgotten ;
fraud and deceit

reign in all classes, the works of the house of Ahab 6

are observed (worship of foreign gods). Yahwe s

judgments are multiplied against the land, and the issue

can be nothing else than its total desolation. All these

marks fit exactly the evil times of Manasseh as de

scribed in 2 K. 21. Chap. 7 1-6, in which the public and

1 [So Kuenen, Th.T 6291 [1872]; Ond. (4 2 74, note 9 ; cp
Che. Micah, 1882, pp. 387: ; Driver, Intr. (6) 32g/. ; Nowack, ad
loc.; G. A. Smith (Twelve Profhets, I ?,(,%)

thinks that the

words may be, but are not necessarily, a gloss. A keener textual

criticism seems to be required in order to arrive at a fully satis

factory solution. See 4.]
2

[See, however, 4.]
3 [Probably the writer would have modified this view of an

obscure and very doubtful phrase. See Wellhausen and Nowack ;

also Crit. Bib., where &quot;USD n2 is proposed, 111;! being due to

dittography.]
4 [Hence it is generally inferred that 69-13 are pre-deutero-

nomic ; see Nowack, p. 213.]
5 {See, however, ISAIAH ii., 5, n. i, and cp Marti,/**. 27^ ;

Nowack, A7. Proph. 206.]
6 [Mic. 6 16 also speaks of the Statutes of Omri. How

obscure both phrases are, will be seen from Nowack s note. On
the text, see 4.]
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private corruption of a hopeless age is bitterly bewailed,

obviously belongs to the same context. Micah may
very well have lived into Manasseh s reign ; but, without

appealing to the title, we can see clearly that the style

differs from that of the earlier part of the book. It is

therefore prudent to regard the prophecy as anonymous.
So far at least we may go with Ewald.

e. Chap. 7 7-20. With 76, as Wellhausen justly re

marks, the record breaks off abruptly ;
vv. 7-20 represent

Zion as already fallen before the heathen, and her inhabi

tants as pining in the darkness of captivity. The hope of

Zion is in future restoration after she has patiently borne

the chastisement of her sins. Then Yahwe shall arise

mindful of his oath to the fathers, Israel shall be for

given and restored, and the heathen humbled. The
faith and hope which breathe in this passage have the

closest affinities with the book of Lamentations and

Is. 40-66. w. K. s. T. K. C.

In revising the above conclusions the writer would

probably have made larger concessions to the criticism

_ of Wellhausen, whose edition of the Minor
&quot;... Prophets supplements (so far as Micah is

criticism.
concerned) his remarks in Bleek s Einl.W

(1878), pp. 4257&quot;. Stade, too, would perhaps have re

ceived fuller justice. For though we painfully miss the

detailed introduction to Micah, with which some critical

scholar, not tied to the Massoretic text, must one day
present us, it would seem that Stade s pioneering work
is the most important and influential which has yet been

done on this part of the prophetic literature.

There are still no doubt representatives of a mediat

ing and even a conservative criticism.

Konig, for instance, thinks it enough (Einl. 328) in

reply to Stade s remark that Mic. 4/. refers, not to some
definite nation or nations, but vaguely to many peoples
to appeal to Is. 89 29 7 Jer. 817. On these passages,
however, a keener criticism has much to say which

Konig overlooks. In 4 10 he recognises no doubt an

insertion, but somewhat strangely assigns it to the last

years before the exile. On chs. Qf. he agrees with

Ewald.
Driver (fntr. I

6
, 328) is even more cautious. He

thinks that the existing book of Micah is a collection

of excerpts, in some cases fragmentary excerpts, from
the entire series of the prophet s discourses,

1

and though
he admits that there is much probability in Ewald s date

for6i-&quot;6, he thinks, in accordance with Wellhausen, 1

that this does not quite exclude the authorship of Micah.

Ryssel is entirely, and Wildeboer and Elhorst are pre

dominantly, conservative. The theory of Elhorst is

ingeniously novel. He accounts for the present arrange
ment or rather disarrangement of Micah by an elaborate

theory respecting the transcribers, who may have had
before them the prophecies written in columns, and may
partly have misunderstood, partly have economised

space, and have thrown the whole book into confusion.

That 49-14 [5i] and 58 [9] are post-exilic, even Elhorst

frankly admits. Kuenen, the greatest of Dutch critics,

agrees with Ewald as to 6i-76; 7 7-20 he holds to be

probably exilic, and 2iz/. to be an exilic interpolation.
So too the passages 46-8 11-13 and 69-14 in their present
form are held to be exilic and post-exilic ;

but 4 1-4

Kuenen regards as pre-exilic, though not the work either

of Micah or of Isaiah.

We now pass to the consideration of the doubtful

passages in Micah from the point of view indicated in the

article ISAIAH (ii. ). To draw out in full
4. Present

position of
the argument from phraseology and ideas

^
... . would be a remunerative but too lengthy

task
;

it may, however, be hoped that the

intrinsic probability of the results here given will com
mend them to readers. Kosters has treated of the

phraseology of 61-8 9-16 7i-6 7-20 in Th. T 27 269 /. 272/.
Such arguments, however, will in future have to take

1 Wellhausen, however, feels a difficulty in assigning to Micah
the expressions ;pjviD DH3V rT3D (f&amp;gt;- 4&amp;gt;

and mrv mplS (v. 5).
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more account of probable corruptions of the Hebrew
text, some of which will be here indicated.

(a) Our first pause is at 1 10-15, which, from its artificial

paronomasias (see JQK 10 573-588), seems hardly more worthy of
Micah than Is. 1028-32 is worthy of Isaiah. It is plausible to

refer the passage, not indeed to the time of Sennacherib, 1 but to

an editor or supplementer, of literary rather than prophetic gifts,
in the post-exilic period, when the outrages of the Edomites were
still fresh in remembrance. 2

(6) I 5 10. These passages do not fit into the context, and
probably come from some other writing (Ruben). So, too,

Nowack, as to v. 5.

(f) iiif. This passage presupposes the Exile and the Dis
persion, and presents phraseological resemblances to exilic and
post-exilic works. 3 Presumably this passage has been substituted
for one which was either too strongly expressed to please the
late editor, or had become illegible.

(d) 82^3^. Superfluous and unimportant. See Nowack.
(e) It is hardly possible that the original collection of Micah s

prophecies closed with the short prophecy of the desolation of

Jerusalem in 812, and the question arises whether fragments of
the true conclusion of Micah may not be imbedded in chaps. 4yC
which in their present form are clearly not the work of Micah,
or indeed of any single writer. Opinions on this point are
divided. Nowack thinks that 49 ioai4[5i] and 69-13 may be

long to Micah, though more
parallels

in writings of the age of
that prophet would certainly be desirable. 4 1-4 and 5 ; 46-8 (cp
2 12f.), 5 2-6 [1-5] (not homogeneous); 5 7-9 [6-8] and 14 [15] are
all post-exilic insertions ; possibly 624 were originally connected
with 46-8. To the present writer, however, these results of
Nowack appear to lack a sufficiently firm text-critical basis.

In the study of Micah, as elsewhere, the next step
forward will have to be taken by critics who are not

afraid to attempt the correction of the traditional text.

Volz has already suggested that 69-14 [10-15] in its

original form may have described how Yahwd s anger

against the disobedient people of Judah showed itself in

the destruction of the civil and religious institutions (cp
Hos. 84) which had assumed a form displeasing to him,
and that it is the natural sequel of 49-100 14 [5 i]. This

suggestion appears to be right ; only the connected pas

sage should be said to begin at 48, and does not include

v. 14 (revised text), and we cannot safely say that any
part of it is the genuine work of Micah. It is quite true

that Micah may conceivably have spoken of a siege of

Jerusalem ;
but the description in 48-ioa 69-14 [10-15]

may be post-exilic, even as the text now stands, and
must be so, if it is, as we think, corrupt in certain im

portant points (on v. 8 see OPHEL). On an improved
textual basis we can affirm with much probability that

some post-exilic writer, looking back on the Babylonian
invasion, described in the style of prediction, how the

N. Arabian peoples (whose outrages impressed most
of the Jews much more than those of the Chaldaeans 4

)

came against Jerusalem, and carried away some of its

inhabitants as captives, and how the civil and religious

system of Judah, which was permeated with falsehood,

was destroyed. From what context this passage was

taken, we know not. The editor who placed it in the book
of Micah appears to have sought to correct the severity
of its tone. This he did by so transforming 69-14

[10-15] as to make it a prophecy of religious regeneration
and also of judgment on heathen nations, and further,

by inserting 4 10^-14, and 64/1 [s/]. which tell how the

Jews, while on Jerahmeelite soil, will be delivered, and
how the Ishmaelite plunderers will suffer a crushing
blow at Zarephath.

6 Henceforth, whenever a raid is

attempted by Ishmaelites, there will be no lack of

leaders to retaliate on the invaders.

1 Cp Smend, Rel.-gesch.P), 237, n. 2, end ; G. A. Smith,
Twelve Prophets, \

362.
2 Read probably in 1 15^, unto Jerahmeel (not, unto Adul-

lam) shall the glory of Israel come. Cp 4 10, where read, for

thou shall go unto Babylon, thou shall go unlo Jerahmeel.
3 On the exegesis, cp Driver {Expositor, 1887 , 263-269), who

takes the king to be ihe Messiah. The parallelism, however,
favours another view (the king = Yahwe ; cp Is. 52 12 Jer. 318^&quot;.).

So Nowack.
* Note in this connection that Jer. 50_/?, commonly regarded

as a prophecy against Babylon, may possibly refer in part to

Jerahmeel (see LEB-KAMAI, MERATHAIM, SHESHACH).
6 At Zarephath (rtm3) has become in the traditional text

B^B S
; similar corruptions of nSIX probably occur in the Psalter.

See Crit. Bib.
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Another writer, devoted to the Messianic hope, inserted

(5 i 3 [2 4]) a prediction of the Messiah, who was to come from

Beth-ephrath, i.e., Bethlehem (see EPHRATH, 2); 62 [3] is

evidently a later gloss, affirming that the depression of Israel

will last only till the birth of the Messiah. Still another writer,
to whom the kingship of Yahwe was hope and comfort enough,
seems to have produced 1i?f. and 46_/^, with the object of

mitigating chaps. \f. and 3 respectively, and also 56-8 [7-9] in

explanation of the somewhat obscure prophecy in 5+f. [s./].
1

That 4 1-4 and 5 is of post-exilic origin, may here be assumed;
v. 5, however, is later than vv. 1-4 (see Nowack).

(/) 6 1-8 9-16, and 7i-6 are generally grouped to

gether, and are by some assigned (together with 7 7-20)

to the time of Manasseh
;
the complaints in Qgff. and

1 \ ff. of far-reaching moral corruption, and of the dis

appearance of godly men (7 2), the reference to the

statutes of Omri and all the works of the house of

Ahab (616), and to the practice of the sacrifice of the

firstborn (67) have been held to point to this date
; but

the passages ought not to be grouped together.
1. 6 1-8 is in the optimistic, rhetorical tone of Deuteronomy

(cp Dt. 426 029 10i2/;), and may fitly be grouped with
Ps.8l8-i6 [9-17], and perhaps 607-15, and Is. 4822-28. It is a

literary rather than, in the full sense of the word, a prophetic
work, and certainly not pre-exilic. The special reference to the

Zarephathites and the Jerahmeelites (
= the Philistines and the

Amalekites) which most probably occurs in 642 favours this

view. The passage must surely be incomplete, and we may well

suppose that it originally closed with a prophecy of the renewed

expulsion of the Jerahmeelites from Canaan such as we can trace
with virtual certainty underneath the text of Ps. 81 17 [16],

From those of Jerahmeel would I rescue him,
From Missur and Zarephath would I deliver him.

The reference to the most awful form of sacrifice in 67 seems to

be as purely rhetorical as that to rivers of oil. The writer may
have gone on to say that Yahwe took no pleasure in any sacrifice

but that of obedience, and that if that had only been rendered,
Yahwe would have delivered his people from the Arabians.

2. 69-16 is not stronger in its complaints of the prevalence of
fraud than many of the psalms. The obscure phrases in v. 16,

supposed to require a pre-exilic date, because they contain the

names of Omri and Ahab, are better regarded as corrupt ;
&amp;lt;-|Dy

should be O DIN, and 3NnN should be ^unnT. The psalmists

speak of a faction of wicked lawless Jews, who acted in concert
with the Edomite oppressors.

3. 7 1-6 reminds us of Pss. 12 14 58 Is. 56 n-57 i 59 i-i$a. Cp
fntr. A. 317^ Verse 56 may perhaps suggest the existence of
mixed marriages (cp Ezra 9_/I).

(g] 7 7-20 We have seen already ( 2, end) that 7 7-20
has distinctly post-exilic affinities. The enemy spoken
of in w. 8 10 is not Babylon, for there is no evidence that

the Jews are now in Babylon. Nor is it the heathen
world in general (Giesebrecht, Beitr. 149 ; Wellh.
Kl. Pr.W, 149) ; this view depends on the accuracy of

MT. The enemy is a personification of the people
which, in the psalms, gives such trouble to pious Israel

by the mocking question, Where is thy God (Ps.

423 I0 79 10) i.e., the people of N. Arabia : the Jerah
meelites or Edomites (see PSALMS, 28).

In v. 12 we should probably read, In that day those that are

left of thee (I lKB :) shall come from Ishmael and the cities of

Missur to the river (Euphrates) i.e., the Jews who are in N.
Arabia and by the Euphrates shall hasten to the common centre,
Jerusalem. And in v. 14 Yahwe s flock (Israel) is probably said,
in the true text, to dwell not in the forest in the midst ofCarmel, a

but in Arabia, in the midst of Jerahmeel. The passage reminds
us of Lam. 5 where in v. 5, according to the most probable read
ings, the Misrites and the Ishmaelites (i.e., the N. Arabians) are
represented as the oppressors of the Jews (see LAMENTATIONS,

7 ; and cp PSAI.MS). It now becomes impossible to think of
the years following the captivity of Tiglath-pileser for the com
position of the passage (GASm. 373) ; Bashan and Gilead are

1 Note jr-iKB&amp;gt; in all these passages, and cp Giesebrecht,

Beitrage, 42.
2 I sent before you Moses, Aaron, and Miriam (6 4) is very

strange, and still more unexpected is from Shittimunto Gilgal
(65). Probably Q i-|Dl pn WDTiN and ^)V\ iy D BSSTJ JD

are

both corruptions of Q ^MQjm D HSIS or rvpVojn D nB &amp;gt;l?B, and
PHEW comes by transposition from

tj&amp;gt;Snj&amp;lt;. 64 should therefore
run thus, For I brought thee up out of the land of Misrim,
and redeemed thee out of the house (territory) of the Arabians,

and^I defeated before thee the Zarephathites and the Jerahmeel
ites (

= the Philistines and the Amalekites). For very improb
able explanations of the text, see Nowack s note.

_

3 G. A. Smith (437) omits Sm3 &quot;pm 1JP in his translation, but
in the note suggests dwelling alone like a bit of jungle in the
midst of cultivated land. Yet if Bashan and Gilead are proper
names must not

-|y&amp;lt;
and *?D&quot;O be so too?
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referred to on account of their fertility (cp Ezek. 34 14), and as

representing parts of Palestine into which the Jewish race and
its religion had not yet, in early post-exilic times, penetrated. 1

Our result is that in no part of chaps. 4-7 can we venture to

detect the hand of Micah. What the real Micah was, must be
learned from chaps. 1-3, which are mostly genuine. The in

serted and appended passages are, however, of the utmost value
for the later period of Jewish religion, though the text needs
careful examination.

1. Introductory. C. P.Caspari, Ueb. Micha den Morasthiten
u. seine proph. Schrift, Bd. i., 1851 ; Bd. ii., 1852. V. Ryssel,

Untersuch. iib. die Textgestalt u. die Echt-
5. Literature, heit des B. Micha (1887). Hoth works are

very elaborate. Kue. OnJ.ft), 2 (1863) 345-
351 ; Ond.P) 2 (1889) 369-380 ; Dr. Introd.(*&amp;gt;) 325-334 ; Ko. KM.
327-331 ; Wildeboer, Letterkunde

{*%&amp;lt;)), 174,^, 10, Micha en

Jezaia ; Co. EM.P), iWff,; Sta. ZATW\ (1881) 161 ff. 3

(1883) i ff. ;
4 (1884) 291 ff. ; Now. ib. 4 277 ff. ; Kosters, De

samenstelling van het boek Micha, Th.F i l (1893) 249-274
(primarily a review of Elhprst) ; Elhorst, De proph. Tan Micha
(1891); Pont, Micha-studien, Theol. Studien, 1888, pp. 235^ ;

1889, pp. 436^ ; 1892, pp. 3297?:
2. Text.RySKl, see above ; Kue. in Etudes dtdiees a M. le

Dr. C. Leemans (1885), 116-118: J. Taylor, The Mass. Text
and the ancient Versions ofMicah (1891) ; Ruben, Critical Re
marks (1896), 12* 20-22 (on 11323-11 7 if.) ; WKS, Proph. 427
ff. ; Roorda and Wellhausen, see below (4). See also the pre
ceding article, and Crit. Bib.

3. Monographs and notes. Caspar!, see above (i) ; Oort,
7h. T 5 (1871)501^&quot;. (on Mic. 5 i) ;

6 (1872)271^ (on Mic. 4 1-5):
Kue. Th.TS^ff. (on 5i); de Goeje and Kue. Th.T Svjqff.
(on 4 1-5); Giesebrecht, Beitr. 216-220; Smend, Rel.-geschw,
237, n. 2; WRS, /V&amp;lt;;&amp;gt;y4. (1882)287^; cp Introd. to 2nd ed.; Dr.

Kxpos. 1887 &amp;lt;$, 261-269 (on Mic. 27 12 ff.) , Volz, Die vorexil.

Jalfweprophetie (1897), 63-67.

4. Commentaries. Pocock (1677) I Pusey (1860) ; Roorda
(1869); Reinke (1874); Che. (1882; Cambr. Bible); Wellh.

(Kl. Proph.V-}, 1892, very good ; W [1898], lacks a more thorough
revision of the text) ; GASm. Twelve Prophets, 1 (1896) 355^ ;

Now. Kl. Proph. in HK (1898) 185^ (thorough, but in textual
criticism lacks independence).

W. K. S. T. K. C.
,

2
;

T. K. C. , I, 3/
MICAIAH (iT|3 ),

2 K. 22 12 etc. See MICHAIAH.
For 2 Ch. 132 see MAACAH ii.

, 3.

MICHA, RV MICA (N^D, abbrev. from -liT^ p, see

MICHAIAH
; A/\[e]ix& [BNAL]).

1. Son of Mephibosheth (2 S. 9 12). See MICAH, 3.

2. A Levite signatory to the covenant (see EZRA i., 7), Neh.

10 1 1 [12] (om. BN*).
3. A Levite in list of inhabitants of Jerusalem (EzRA ii.

, 5 [i],

15 [i]a\ iCh. 9 15 Neh. 11 17 (/uax* [BN]) = i Ch. 9 15, cp Neh.
11 22 (a;u.eixa [N*])- See MICHAIAH (6).

4. RV MICAH, father of Ozias, Judith 6 15 (xe Ma [A]).

MICHAEL (Wp ; M[e]iXAHA [BAFL]).
The name occurs frequently, but only in post-exilic

writings. If it was always pronounced Mi-cha-el, it was
doubtless taken to mean Who is like El (cp Dt. 8826,
and see 24, 38) ;

to the author of Daniel s visions it

must have meant this. We must not, however, suppose
that either this writer, or P, or the Chronicler, or any
other post-exilic writer, coined the word as an expression
of monotheistic faith. All that late writers did was

gently to manipulate an ancient ethnic name so as to

suggest the uniqueness of their God (see MICHAIAH).
On the history of the name Michael see Crit. Bit., where it

is explained as a popular corruption of Jerahmeel.
1. An Asherite, father of SETHUR [j.7.] (Nu. 13 13). Other

Asherite names corrupted from Jerahmeel occur in i Ch. 7 30-39,

including Ahi, Imrah, Arab, Hanniel, and especially MAI.CHIEL.

2, 3. Two Gadites (i Ch. 5 13, /lo^ajjA. [L], 14). On v. 14 see

Crit. Bib.

4. A name in the genealogy of Asaph (i Ch. 640 [25]). Note
in same verse Malchiah, which is also no doubt based on a

corruption of Jerahmeel.
5. b. Izrahiah, of Issachar (i Ch. 73). In the same genealogy

note the names Rephaiah and Jeriel, also distortions ofJerahmeel.
6. b. Beriah in a genealogy of Benjamin (i Ch. 8 12 ff.), which

contains other distortions of Jerahmeel, such as Jeremoth and

Jeroham. Cp BENJAMIN, 9, ii. |3.

7. A Manassite, one of David s warriors (i Ch. 12 20). Note
in same verse the Manassite name Elihu, another distortion of

Jerahmeel (see JOB [BOOK], 9). Cp DAVID, it a, iii.

8. An Issacharite, father of OMRI [4] (i Ch. 27 :8 ^eia-arjA [B]).

The forms /u.eio-ar)A, fii(rar)A, if correct, presuppose the read

ing Mishael. Michael, however, is probably correct ;
a variant

(in the same verse) is Jehiel. Both Michael and Jehiel come
from Jerahmeel ; MISHAEL (q.v.) has a different origin.

1 Cp Wellh. 7/C(l) 163. The view there taken of passages
in Pss. 68 and 87 is, however, open to question on text-critical

grounds.
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9. A son of king Jehoshaphat (2 Ch. 21 2, fi[e]i&amp;lt;ra)A [BA]).

Observe that Jehoshaphat s wife probably came from the Negeb
(see SHILHI).

10. Father of Zebadiah, of the sons of SHEPHATIAH (q.v.) in

Ezra s caravan, Ezra 8 8 (jia^ai)A [A])=i Esd. 8 34 (n(e]i\ar)\oy

[B, om. A]). See EZKA i., 2, 2 15 (i.) d.

1 1. Michael, one of the chief princes (o Jc xnn cnbn,

Dan. lOis), or the great prince (ib. 12 1, Vnart lorn ; (5

6 &yye\os 6 ntyas, the great angel ),
the name given

to the guardian angel of Israel (cp Dan. 102i, your
prince, and 12 1, Michael . . . stands for [supports]
those belonging to thy people ; cp Enoch 20s). In this

character he is referred to as opposed to the prince-

angels of Persia and Greece (Dan. 10 13 20). Possibly
he is referred to in Mai. 3i, Behold, I send mine

angel, and he shall prepare the way before me, and
Bar. 67 (Ep. of Jer. ),

for mine angel is with you
(i.e., with Israel).

Probably enough the later meaning of Michael was
the most influential reason for the name given to this

archangel. However, another reason may also have
had weight viz., that (if the present writer s theory of

Is. 29 1 Mic. 48 [see LO-RUHAMAH, OPHEL, and cp
Crit. Bib.~\ be accepted) an early name of Jerusalem,
known to Isaiah, was Jerahmeel. When, through
Babylonian and Persian influence,

1 names were given
to the angels, it was natural that the four greatest
should receive names representing the name Jerahmeel,
which had once been borne by Jerusalem and which was
still dear to an important section of the Jerusalem com
munity (see PEREZ, adfin.}. It is a remarkable proof
of the unwillingness of the psalmists to encourage inno

vations that, just as there is no Satan in the Psalter, so

there is no trace of any angelic name, though the idea

(also late) of patron angels of nations is not wanting (see

ANGELS, 4, with note).
It will be noticed that the name of the opponent of

Michael is not given in Daniel s vision (Dan. 1613 12 1).

In Rev. 12, however (a chapter of non-Christian origin,
see APOCALYPSE, 41), Michael and his angels are

introduced fighting on behalf of the heavenly ones

against the great dragon, the old serpent, who is called

SidfioXos and 6 (raravas (r
r
. 9). In the Babylonian myth

the heavenly representative was the light god Marduk,
and in the Book of fob and elsewhere Israel s God Yahwe
takes Marduk s place (see BEHEMOTH, DRAGON). The

transcendency of the divine nature, however, seemed to

the writer of Daniel s visions to require that Yahwe
should Ije represented by his archangel.

In Jewish theosophy Michael, who is sometimes desig
nated osnaiEN. e TTirpOTTOS, plays an important part. He
is the chief and greatest of the four great angels ;

2 he
stands at the right hand of the Almighty (Midr. Rab.,
Nu. 2si), and is frequently opposed to Sammael, the

enemy of God. Tradition connected him with many
incidents in the history of Moses and especially with his

burial (cp Targ. , Jon. on Dt. 346, Midr. Rab. n) ;
and

the altercation between this archangel and the devil,

who claimed Moses body, on the ground that he had
murdered the Egyptian (Ex. 2 12), related in the As-

sumptio Mosis, chap. 14 (cp APOCALYPTIC, 59), is

alluded to in Judeg.&quot; According to Kohut (Jiid. Angel.

24) Michael is parallel to Vohumano, Ahura s first

masterpiece, one of the Zoroastrian Amesha-spentas or

archangels.
See, further, Litken, Erzengel Mic/uiel (1898). T. K. C.

MICHAH ),
i Ch. 24 247. AV, RV MICAH

MICHAIAH, RV MICAIAH (PP^C nos. 2, 6 /.,

1!&quot;P3 P nos.
47&quot;.,

and abnormally -liTIPp nos. i, 3, cp

MICAH, 2; M[e]iXAiAC [BXAQ]). The name has a

1 Ifl Jer. Rfsfi hassanah, 56 a, Ber. rabbet, 48, it is said that

the names of the months and of the angels came from Babylon.
a Michael, Gabriel, Uriel, and Suriel (cp ZURIEL) or Raphael.
8 The words with which Michael repels the devil en-macron

&amp;lt;rot icupios, are taken obviously from Zech. 82; cp .
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strange history. Like REPHAIAH [y.v.] it is properly
one of the many popular corruptions of the tribal or
ethnic name Jerahmeel (see MICAH, MICHA). Later
writers, however, attached i to it as the final letter in

order to suggest the idea of the peerlessness of Yahwe
(see MICHAEL) ; it is very probable, too, that some of
those who used the name Michaiah (without a final -u)
were reminded by it of the uniqueness of their God.
Thus viewed, it resembles (as Schrader long ago pointed
out)

1 the Assyrian name Mannu-ki-ilu-rabu
(
Who is

like the great God?
),

to which Mannu-ki-Ramman
(Adad), Who is like Adad, may be added. The form
in TD. wherever it is used with reference to pre-exilic
times, is probably incorrect i.e.

,
the final i is due to

an editor. It is worth noticing that the name of the

man of Mt. Ephraim in Judg. 17 is called n rD (Mi-

caiehu) only in vv. i 4 ;
elsewhere he is called Micah

;
also

that i.TS D, Micaiahu, only occurs twice in the late

Book of Chronicles (2Ch. 182 17 7) and that in one
of these passages (aCh. 182) it corresponds to the

mj.;p

(Maachah) of i K. 152 2 Ch. 11 2o_^ Now myo is prob

ably the original of Micah and of Micaiah
; and

Micaiahu or Micaiehu (?) is a pious Jew s expansion of

Micaiah. MAACAH itself is probably a corruption of

Jerahme el. For a good statement of the ordinary
view it is enough to refer to Gray, HPN 157.

i. b. Imlah, a prophet who was consulted by
Jehoshaphat with regard to the projected battle against
the Syrians at Ramoth-Gilead, and for his unfavour
able answer was imprisoned (i K. 228-28 2 Ch. 187-27,
ib. v. 8 iro D. Kt.

).
The interpolation of words from

the opening of the Book of Micah in i K. 22283 (BL
om.), 2 Ch. 1827, indicates that he was sometimes con
founded with Micah the Morasthite (see MICAH, i).

The name was of course common. To prevent any
doubts as to the origin of Jehoshaphat s contemporary,
he is called ben Imlah

;
now Imlah may be very plausibly

regarded as a corruption of Jerahmeel (n^D* from
^NOrn&quot;).

2. Father of ACHBOR (?.v.), 2 K. 22 12 ; in 2 Ch. 34 20 na D

i.e., MICAH
(&amp;lt;B

iA
, however, fi[f]i^ata). His son s name

Achbor, like his own, and like that of Ahikam, is a corruption of

Jerahmeel. Cp PEREZ, adfin.
3. b. Ciemariah, who was present when Baruch read the roll

of Jeremiah (Jer. 30 11-13). He too was probably a Jerahmeelite.
Gemariah has, like Gemalli and Gamaliel, probably grown out

of Jerahmeel.
4. One of Jehoshaphat s commissioners for teaching the law

(2 Ch. 17 7). The leader of the band is Ben-hail (from Ben-

Jerahme el). This Micaiah, too, was evidently a Jerahmeelite.
5. 2 Ch. 132. See MAACAH, $/.
6. b. Zaccur, a name in an Asaphite genealogy (Neh. 1235).

See MICHA, 3.

7. A priest in the procession at the dedication of the wall (see

EZRA, ii., 13^), Neh. 1241 (BN*A om.). Among his com
panions are Malchijah and Klam, both corruptions of Jerahmeel.
The remark made at the end of the article REPHAIAH (y.v.)

seems to be fully justified. T. K. C.

MICHAL (VyO, 74 a, power ? or, like Abihail

[see below] a corruption of Jerahme el
; &amp;lt;@ MeAxoA I

yu,o\xo\ i S. 19i7 [A once], /mf\xop\ i Ch. 1629 []
i.e.

, ?{O? [cp Pesh. ]
= 7NOnT1

), younger daughter of

Saul, if the statement in i S. 1449 is correct (see MERAB),
and wife of David. How she loved the youthful David
and became his wife without purchase-money (mohar),
as Saul s recognition of his prowess (i S. 1820^:; see

below) ; how by craft she saved his life (i S. 19n^) ;

how for a time David and Michal were parted

(i S.2544) I

2 how at a later time David demanded her

from Abner or Ishbosheth, and Palti, her husband,
had to send her back (2 8.813-16); how she mocked
David for taking part in a sacred dance (2 S. 61620-23),

1 Die Ass. -Bab. Keilinschriften, 147 (187?).
- The statement in i S. 2544, even if unhistorical, is valuable

arcliaeologically. It may be illustrated by a severe law of

ancient Egypt, referred to by Grenfell and Hunt (Oxyrhynchus
Papyri, ii.), which permitted a father to take away his married

daughter from a husband who displeased him. This law was
set aside as inhuman by Roman prefects.
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was well known to the later tradition (see DAVID,

SAUL). It is not difficult, however, to see that, from

the romantic and idealistic tendency inherent in

popular tradition, the marriage of David with Saul s

daughter has been placed too early. It was only at

Hebron that Michal became David s wife, and the

marriage had the purely political object of uniting the

tribes of Israel and the clans of Judah.
1 It was also

only at Hebron that Michal bore David a child viz.
,

Ithream (2 S. 85), whose mother s name in 2 S. is

corruptly given as Eglah. This ITHREAM (q. v.
)
seems

to be the Jerimoth of 2 Ch. 11 18, where his mother s

name is given as Abihail (read Abihail, daughter of

Saul
).

The existence of this son of Michal, however,
was apparently unknown to the writer of 2 S. 623,

2

where it is stated that Michal, bath Saul, had no child

unto the day of her death. Later generations seem to

have been surprised not to hear of children of David by
Michal, who (if Eglah is, like Michal,

1

a corruption
of Abigail = Abihail) must have taken precedence of all

David s other wives
(
David s wife is her description

in 28.85). An occasion for David s supposed dislike

of Michal was therefore invented. In the unpleasing

story in 2 S. 616 20-23 David takes up the same attitude

of a defender of an ancient but (to some) offensive

religious custom as is taken by Samuel in i S. 15. On
Michal s true name see further SAUL, 6 ;

on her five

sons (2S.218), see MERAB
;
and on the name of her

second husband, see MERAB, PHALTI.
The lateness of the story in i S. 18 25-27 is generally thought

to be proved by its reference to the
rilVlJ?

of the Philistines.

This however, presupposes the correctness of MT. It has (one

may hope) been shown elsewhere that in no less than three

passages 9lJ?
has been miswritten for Q ^NDnT, and that in i S.

18 25, omitting a gloss and a dittogram, the speech of Saul
should run, The king desires not any purchase-money, but to

be avenged on the Jerahmeelites. The story is nevertheless

late. Winckler (C/2 179 zoo) agrees, so far as the lateness of

the story is concerned. He also agrees that Michal was not

connected with David till after the death of Ishbaal, when, to

avoid the danger of pretenders to the crown, he obtained posses
sion of Saul s daughter Michal and his grandson Meribbaal

(MEPHIBOSHETH). T. K. C.

MICHEAS (Michecg), 4 Esd. 1 39 . See MICAH, i.

MICHMASH, Michmas in Ezra2 27 = Neh. 7 3 i =
iEsd.52i MACALON (^DSD, DCOO, /v\&x(e)MAc

1. References ^&quot;^j
&quot; ^

^/i f-

eK^ K^
and situation.

A
f

WN [BA] MAKMAC [L]), the scene

of one of the most striking episodes
in OT history (i S. 14, see SAUL, 2), was a place in

Benjamin, about 9 R. m. N. of Jerusalem (0528047
140s). Though it did not rank as a city (Josh. 1821 f. ),

Michmash was recolonised after the exile (Xeh. 1131 ;

/Mtx&amp;lt;x/u.as [BX*A]), and, favoured by the possession of

excellent wheat land (Mishna, A/en. Si), was still a

very large village (Ma^as) in the time of Eusebius.

The modern Muhmas is quite a small place.
3

[Concler
found large stones, a vaulted cistern, and several rough
rock tombs.]
The historical interest of Michmash is connected with

the strategical importance of the position, commanding
the N. side of the Pass of Michmash, which made it

the headquarters of the Philistines and the centre of
their forays in their attempt to quell the first rising under
Saul, as it was also at a later date the headquarters
of Jonathan the Hasmonaean (i Mace. 973; /ictxMais

fV
a
]). From Jerusalem to Mount Ephraim there are two

main routes. The present caravan road keeps the high
ground to the W. near the watershed, and avoids the

Pass of Michmash altogether. Another route, however,
the importance of which in antiquity may be judged of
from Is. 1028/ (/ttax/ua [N*]), led southwards from Ai
over an undulating plateau to Michmash. Thus far

the road is easy ;
but at Michmash it descends into a

1 So first Marq. Fund. 24. David s first wife would naturally
come from a clan with which his own clan had connubiutn ; see
28.82.

2 The list in 2 S. 82-5 comes from some special source (Klo.).
3
[According to Gautier, it has lately increased considerably.]

377

MICHMASH
very steep and rough valley, which has to be crossed
before reascending to Geba. 1 At the bottom of the

valley is the Pass of Michmash, a noble gorge with

precipitous craggy sides; (on the difficulty of Bozez
and Seneh in i S. 144 see 2). On the N. the crag
is crowned by a sort of plateau sloping backwards into

a round-topped hill. This little plateau about a mile E.

of the present village of Muhmas, seems to have been the

post of the Philistines, lying close to the centre of the

insurrection, yet possessing unusually good communica
tion with their establishments on Mount Ephraim by
way of Ai and Bethel, and at the same time command
ing the routes leading down to the Jordan from Ai and
from Michmash itself.

A geographical and textual study of i S. 14 4-16, in

continuation of SAUL, 2, will not be unfruitful.

- . Geographically we are much indebted to

, . Conder. He points out the accuracy of the

passage in which Josephus describes the

camp of the Philistines. It was, Josephus says, upon
a precipice with three peaks ending in a small but sharp
and long extremity, whilst there was a rock that sur

rounded them, like bulwarks to prevent the attack of

an enemy (Ant. vi. 62). Such a site actually exists

on the E. of Michmash a high hill bounded by the

precipices of Wady Suweinit on the S. , rising in three

flat but narrow mounds, and communicating with the

hill of Muhmas, which is much lower, by a long and
narrow ridge, the southern slope of which is immensely
steep. Towards Jeba (Geba), therefore, an almost

impregnable front is presented ;
but the communication

in the rear is extremely easy ;
the valley here is shallow,

with sloping hills, and a fine road, affording easy
access to Muhmas and the northern villages. The
camp of Saul, according to Conder, was probably in

those fields of Geba which must have lain E. of the

village on the broad corn plateau overhanging Wady
es-Suweinit. The holes of the Hebrews (v. u) are of

course the line of caves on both sides of the Wady
es-Suweinit. On one important point Conder corrects

Robinson, who speaks (liR 1441) of two hills (in the

valley) of a conical or rather spherical form, having

steep rocky sides, and corresponding to the Bozez and
Seneh of i S. 14 4. The existence of these hills is denied

by Conder. The valley, he says, is steep and narrow,
each side formed of sharp ledges and precipitous cliffs.

These craggy sides are called teeth, and each tooth

receives a name, the one that of Bozez, the other that

of Seneh. As Gautier (180, n.
) observes, however, the

word &quot;tooth&quot; is not to be taken quite literally. The
reference is to walls (cp RV crag )

of rocks. He
adds, it is impossible to say which of the two cliffs was
called Bozez, and which Seneh

; moreover, the meaning
of these two names is unknown. It is also important to

notice, owing to the ambiguity of the phrase (*??D), that

the southern wall i.e., that turned northward fronts

Michmash, and that the northern wall, turned south

ward, fronts Geba. The two former points are real

difficulties.

[C&amp;gt;

cannot be used in the supposed sense ; it can indeed be

used of the jagged points of rocks, but not for a wall of rock.

|tf probably should be 13* (cp Aram. N13H a rock); j;?0n should

be omitted as a gloss. Also the whole clause on the names (from

Ci^l to n_3p) should be omitted as a corrupt form of v. 5. Note

that piss in v. 5, like
}
S12 in v. 4, is a corruption of

flSJfS.

We should probably render therefore, there was a

wall of rock on the one side, and a wall of rock on the

other side. The one wall of rock rose up on the N.,

etc. See further the account in SAUL, 2.

Compare Conder, PEFQ, April 1874, p. 6r/ ; Teniivork

2ii2f.; Furrer, Wanderungen durch das heil. LamiP), 253^:

(especially) ; Gautier, Souvenirs tie Terre Sainte, 177 ff. ;

Miller, The Least oj all Lands, 85-115.

W. R. S. ,
I ;

T. K. C. , 2.

1 So Is. 1028 describes the invader as leaving his heavy

baggage at Michmash before pushing on through the pass.
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MICHMETHAH, RV Michmethath (rmpSPH), a

town, or (note the art.) district, mentioned in connec

tion with ASHER (q.v. , ii.
),

on the boundary between

Ephraim and Manasseh, Josh. 166 (IKACMGON [B],

M&x6toe [A], &x6. [LJK !7; UHAANAO [B]. [ATTO

ACHR] /v\Ax9co9 [A], [ATTO ACHR] THC M. [L])- See

ASHER, 2 (and cp Buhl, Pal. 202).
Conder s theory that the plain E. of Nabliis called el-Makhna

is referred to may perhaps find support in the statement of

Jos. (Ant. v. 1 22) that the Ephraimite territory extended north
ward from Bethel to the Great Plain (an appellation which does
not always in Jos. mean Esdraelon); but the appearance of

corruption in both contexts renders it very uncertain. No
emendation of the text has been offered.

MICHRI (nDD, cp MACHIR [T3O] ; MAxeip [B],

fi&amp;lt;&amp;gt;xop
[A], fj.axei.pL [L]; so also Pesh. :^^.^.^d ), a Benjamite

(see BENJAMIN, 9, iii.) inhabitant of Jerusalem (see EZRA ii.

5 W 15 [!]), i Ch. 9st, omitted in
|| Neh. 11 7. The name

should perhaps be read Bichri
; cp BKCHER.

MICHTAM (DnSP) in the headings of Pss. 16 56-60 ;

also, by an easy conjecture, in Is. 889 (SDOT, with

Stade and others for 3P13D, EV a writing ).
An

old tradition finds the sense of inscription, as if the

Michtam- psalms were to be inscribed on stones
(&amp;lt;S

Theod.
&amp;lt;TT-r]\oypa.(f)la

or els (TTTjXoypafliav ; so Quinta in

Ps. 56 ; cp Tg. Nx in NB Sj, sculptura recta; Vet. Lat.

tituli inscriptio}. Another favourite explanation was
humble and perfect (QR ip) ;

the Targum adopts this,

except in Pss. 16 and 60 ;

1 also Jerome, Aquila, and Sym-
machus. De Dieu and many moderns (so, too, AV),
after Ibn Ezra and Kimhi, derive from klthem (ana)

gold ; as if the Michtam-psalms were honoured above
others and perhaps even written in golden letters, like

the Arabic poems called Mil allakat. All this is but

ingenious trifling. The most probable solution is

suggested by (S s version of croo (for so the translator

of Is. 889 probably reads) viz. wpofffuxr) (so &amp;lt;5

BNGT ;

&amp;lt;

A
(jJ5??, wpofftv-xri), which seems to correspond to narw

or pjnn supplication. The two most fertile sources of

error transposition and corruption of letters have
combined to produce the non-word nroo Michtam ;

parallel cases are MASCHIL, MAHALATH. T. K. c.

MIDDINd^P; AINCON[B], MAROON [A], M&AA6IN
[L]), the doubtful name of a city in the wilderness of

Judah (Josh. 15 61). &amp;lt;5

B
suggests the reading /Enon

a place of springs ; the spot intended might be near

Ain el-Feshkha, not far from which there are now two
ruined places, Khirbet el-Feshkha and Khirbet el-Yahud

(see BETH-ARABAH). &amp;lt;S

BA attributes the giant of 2 S.

2l2o to fiaSuv (EV of great stature
).

Another and

preferable course is to read for
pic, Turn (for which there

are parallels). Missur would be a record of Misrite

influence (see MIZRAIM).
The former identification, however, depends entirely on the

correctness of the ordinary view of the Ir ham-melah (EV city
of Salt ) and En-gedi in v. 62. If these two names are corrup
tions of Ir-Jerahmeel and En-kadesh, it becomes probable that

Middin, NIISSHAN, and SECACAH should be placed to the S. of

Judah not too far from Ain Gadis. T. K. C.

MIDIAN (tHP ;

2 MAAlAM. -AN ; in Judith 226, Acts

729 AV has MADIAN; gent. ^HP, O i MAAIHNAIOI
[BADF], 01 MAAlNAIOI [L]).
The notices respecting the Midianites are by no

means uniformly consistent. As to their occupation,
we sometimes find them described as peaceful shepherds,
sometimes as merchants, sometimes as roving warriors,

delighting to raid the more settled districts. Knowing
what we know, however, of the way of life of Arabian
tribes, we need not regard these representations as in

consistent. As to their geographical position, which is,

for the comprehension of historical narratives, of much

1 In the heading of Ps. 60 Tg. has pens, a copy.
a C np in Gen. 37 36 is naturally a mere scribe s error, which

could have been corrected from the context even if the Sam.
text and had not preserved the true reading.
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importance, we also meet with some diversity of tradi

tion. We must first refer to the genealogy in Gen. 25;
Midian is there (in . * /.

= i Ch. 132) represented as a
son of Abraham and KETURAH (q. v.

}.
The name

Midian (more properly Madyan) does not appear to

occur either in Egyptian or in Assyrian documents.
Kriedrich Delitzsch, however (Par. 304 ; cp KA 7TJ

146), identified the Hayapa of the cuneiform inscrip
tions with Ei HAH (q.v.), one of the sons of Midian

i.e., a Midianite tribe. This identification, if correct,

shows us (i) that nB y should be pronounced ns y or

nS V (not nB y), and (2) that Midianites dwelt in the

northern part of the Hijaz. The latter point follows

from the fact that in Tiglath-pileser s time (745-727 B.C.)
the Hayapa are mentioned with the people of Tema, a

locality which is still so called (see ISHMAEL, 4), and
in Sargon s reign (722-705 B.C.) with the tribe called

Thamud, the later geographical position of which is

known (AV? 22i). It is true, a late prophetic writer (Is.

606) speaks of the camels of Midian and Ephah, as

if Midian and Ephah were distinct peoples. This,

however, is unimportant, since the writer most prob
ably derived the names from older writings. Another
son of Midian in Genesis (I.e. )

is named EPHER (isy),
who is identified by Knobel with the tribe of Ghiftir,
which in the time of Muhammed had encampments
near Medina. That is all the light shed by the Genesis

genealogy on the geographical position of Midian. It is,

however, historically suggestive that of the five sons of

Midian in Gen. 254 three (Ephah, Epher, and Hanoch)
have namesakes among the Israelites. It is probable

enough that some Midianite clans became assimilated

to Israel.

Proceeding to Exodus (3i), we find the father-in-law

of Moses described as priest of Midian (see HOBAB,

JETHRO) ;
and from the fact that in Judg 1 16 he is called,

not the Midianite, but the Kenite (cp AMALEK), we

may perhaps infer (though to be sure the conjecture is

somewhat hazardous) that the Kenites, or at least a

portion of them, were at one time or another reckoned

as Midianites. However that may be, there is no doubt

as to the inference next to be mentioned. It is stated

in Ex. 3 1 that Moses led the flocks of his father-in-law

to Horeb the mountain of God, from which it is plain
that the narrator placed the Midianites in the Sinaitic

peninsula i.e., apparently in the southern part of it.

In the regal period (i K. 11 18) we find Midian repre
sented as a district lying between Edom and Paran, on
the way to Egypt i.e., somewhere in the N E. of the

Sinaitic desert (but cp HAUAD, where the correctness of

the reading JHO is questioned). The poem at the end
of Habakkuk also seems to place Midian in the region
of Sinai (Hab. 87 ; cpCusHAN). Lastly, in E s version

of the tale of Joseph we read of Midianite traders

journeying through the pasture grounds of Jacob s sons

towards Egypt (Gen. 37 28^ 36 ; cp ISHMAEL, 3).

None of these passages, however, gives us any informa

tion as to the geographical position of Midian.

Elsewhere in the OT the Midianites are described as

dwelling to the E. of Israel. Abraham sends the sons

of his concubines including Midian, eastward to the

east country (Gen. 256) ; cp EAST [CHILDREN OF THE].
The story of Balaam, too, yields a not uninteresting

geographical point. It has been shown by a critical

analysis of Nu. 22 that, in one of the older forms of the

story of Balaam, Midian took the place of Moab, and
was represented as situated more to the E. than Moab.
The important struggle of the people of northern

and central Palestine, under GIDEON (f.v. )
or JERUB-

BAAL, against the Midianites of the Syrian desert

is related in Judg. 6/. (a composite section seejunoi 5,

8). We have here a vivid presentation of the struggle,

which so continually recurs in those countries on a

greater or smaller scale, between the agricultural popula
tion and the wandering tribes of the desert. Of the

Bedouins, in particular, we have an admirable picture.
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MIDIAN
Such passages as Judg. 824, for they had golden ear

rings (or nose-rings?), because they were Ishmaelites,

imply accurate knowledge (see RING, 2). The nomads
must have come in full force against their neighbours
to the W.

,
until the latter took courage, assembled their

troops, and drove out the invaders. The memory of

this was long cherished by tradition, as we see from
Is. 9 4 [a] 1026 Ps. 889 [10] / (pafrafj. [R]). Whether
the defeat of Midian by the Edomite king Hadad (Gen.

8635) in the field of Moab (see FIELD) in the

vicinity, therefore, of Gideon s last victories may be

brought into connection with this war, is a subject of

controversy (see Ewald G y/(3) 2 476 ; but cp BELA) ;

it seems very probable.
It is a mere reflex of the story of Gideon that we

find in the account of the war waged by the Israelites in

the time of Moses against the Midianites, who had led

them into sin (Nu. 25 6-9 ;
on chap. 31, see Dillmann,

and Driver, Introd.W, 68, who recognise its secondary
character). The narrative bears the stamp of artificiality

and is thoroughly unhistorical. It is worth noticing
that the writer places the home of the Midianites in the

northern portion of Moab, which afterwards becomes
the territory of the tribes of Reuben and Gad. (On the

names of the five kings of Midian, see REKEM, ZUR,

etc.)
This variety of statement as to the geographical

position of the Midianites need not surprise us. Tribes
that dwell in tents and breed camels and as such the

Midianites are represented in many passages of the OT
may shift their territory in the course of ages ; they

are also liable to internal disruption, not to mention the

fact that many tribes regularly move from place to place

according to the season of the year. Moreover, the

grouping of the tribes and clans is by no means
constant ;

hence we can easily understand that whilst in

the Genesis lists Ishmael is a step-brother of Midian, in

Judg. 824 the Midianites are represented as a branch of

Ishmael.

Midian as a nation disappears from history at a very

early period. Whilst, however, the principal sphere of

the activity of the Midianites was the country to the E.

of Israel, we find in a region at a considerable distance

to the S. a trace of this people lasting down to the

end of the middle ages and even to modern times.

Ptolemy (0 7) mentions a place called MoSuxya, on the coast of
Arabia, and his definition of its position relatively to Ovvrj
makes it certain that he refers to the locality which the Arabic
geographers call Madyan, in the neighbourhood of Una ( Ain
&quot;Una, now pronounced AinCina). Madyan is the first halting-
place to the S. of IJakl, the second to the S. of At/a (^Akaba),
on the pilgrim route to Mecca. According loan Arabic account
the place is abundantly supplied with water, and so it was
found to be by the famous traveller Riippell ; it was, therefore,
peculiarly suitable for a permanent settlement. At present it is

known as Maghair Sho aib, the Caves of Sho aib, after the
name of the prophet of Madyan mentioned in the Koran. From
this point Riippell reached Makna in seven hours, journeying in
a WSW. direction. Madyan is, accordingly, almost exactly
opposite the extremity of the Sinaitic peninsula ; though cut off

by the sea, it is not far from the pasture-grounds of the ancient
Midianite priest and from the district once inhabited by the

Hayapa. Being only a short way from the sea it is treated
by Ptolemy as a place on the coast, and even one of the ancient
Arabic geographers describes it in similar terms. Nor can we
be surprised to find that in the same passage of Ptolemy it

appears again, under the name of Ma8ta/aa, as an inland place
near Makna and Akale (Hakl). Double references of this kind
occur elsewhere in the works of geographers who derived their
information from several different itineraries and thus could
hardly avoid such mistakes (see, however, Sprenger, Die alte
Geog. Arab., 16, 209). The passage in Ptolemy excludes the
notion that the place acquired the name of Madyan in con
sequence of its being identified with the Madyan of the Koran,
or in other words, that the name was borrowed indirectly from
tn

? OT. A further proof of this is that the poet Kuthaiyir
(died in 723 or 724 A.D.), who was very well acquainted with
the district in question, also mentions the name. Perhaps
even the mysterious figure of Sho aib may have been derived
from genuine Midianite tradition, and brought by Muhammed
into connection with narratives of biblical origin. In any case
the site must be one in which, at some time or another, a portion
of the nomadic Midianites established a settlement, so that the
name of this long-forgotten people became permanently attached
to the spot.
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MIGDOL
Cp GEOGRAPHY, 12* ; GOLD; SINAI; and see Noldeke,Ueber die Amalekiter und einige andere Nachbarvdlker tier

Israeliten (1864); Sir R. Burton, The Gold Mines of Midian
(1878), and The Land ofMidian Revisited (\%-]cj). 7-. N.

MIDRASH (trrip), 2 Ch. 13 22 24z 7 ; AV Story,
RV Commentary. See CHRONICLES, 6

[2], HIS
TORICAL LITERATURE, 14.

MIDRIFF (rnnr), Ex. 29 13 AVmg- See CAUL,
LIVER.

MIDWIFE (rn??P), Gen. 8828 etc. See MEDICINE.

MIGDAL-EL PN THJP, tower of God ? rather,

Hke Migdal in some other cases, from Jerahmeel ;

Mep&AA [ARCIM] [B], MAfAAAm (COPAM) [A], MAP
AA.AIHA (to.) [L]), a fenced city of Naphtali (Josh.

1938), mentioned with Iron and Beth-anath, and there
fore most plausibly identified, not with Mejdel-Kerum
(Knobel), nor with Mujedil (PEFMem. 196, after

Guerin), nor with a MAGDALA on the Sea of Galilee,
but with Mejdel-SHim, between Mujedil and Hunin,
well within the limits of Naphtali.
The name which follows, without the conjunctive particle, is

HOREM [y.v.], which is evidently due to a mistake. The scribe

glanced over Beth-anath and Beth-shemesh, and wrote 01

(whence Q-||-|)
too soon. T. ^ C.

MIGDAL-GAD (l|&quot;?^f3O, tower of Gad, cp BAAL-
GAD ; MA.rA.AA, [-A.A [B], MArAAAr. [AL]), a city in

the lowland of Judah, included in the same group with
Lachish and Eglon (Josh. 15 37), and possibly the

Maktir or Migdal mentioned in a list of Rameses III.

with places identified as Judahite (Sayce, RP C2
, 639).

It is not improbably the Magdali of Am. Tab. (237 26)
mentioned with En-anab (see ANAB) and other places
in S. Judah. Jerome gives it a bare mention as

Magdala (0S139i2). GueYin (Jud. 2130-132) identifies

this place with the large village el-Mejdel, two m. inland
from Askalan. So fertile a district needed a protecting
Migdal (tower). But surely this site is too near a
Philistine fortress. El-Mejdel may be either the village
with a strong tower near Ashkelon called Belzedek in

Josephus (Z?/ iii. 23), or perhaps the inland city of

ASHKELON (q.v. ).
Remains of marble columns abound.

T. K. c.

MIGDAL-SHECHEM. See SHECHEM, TOWER OF.

MIGDOL P^P [^ &quot;n^p J er-46i4]; MAfAcoAoc.
castra, Vg. [cp Aq., Synim.] in Ex., turris in Ez.

[=^ tower,
1

AV], Magdalum. in Jer. ),
the name of one,

or two, Egyptian places. So far as the form is con

cerned, the name represents nothing but the Egyptian
pronunciation of the Hebrew word ^jc, tower, castle,

accented kdmes being regularly rendered by 6 in

Egyptian.
In names of towns, we can trace this loanword, written ma-k-

tl-ra, (the tl can be read to), ma-ga-di-ra, back to the fourteenth

century B.C. Sahidic Coptic has preserved it as MeSYoAi
Lower Coptic MlXTOoA- M6UJT60A, MlXfOAiand thus it

occurs also in various geographical names. Semitic names were
frequent in the eastern regions of the Delta, owing to their

mixed population, cp GOSHEN, 4.

i. The first Migdol is mentioned in Ex. 142 (less

clearly in Nu. 887). The Israelites encamp between

Migdol and the sea, at the moment of leaving Egypt.

Evidently, this place was only a small fortified border

town, more probably nothing but a fort protecting the

roads from the E. It would be possible to compare a

locality, mentioned in pap. Anastasi, 5 20. Two run

away slaves are pursued near T-ku (Sukkoth ? cp
EXODUS i. , 10) to the closing fortification (s-ga-ira,

IJD) of T-ku, thence to the S. and to the fortress (htm,
not ETHAM, q.v. ) ;

but they pass the northern wall of

the Watchtower (ma-k-tl-ra) of Sety I. This Maktol
of king Sety I. which is, certainly, to be sought for

NW. of the region of _72w-Succoth-Maskhuta, not far

from the modern Isma illye, would fulfil all conditions

1 See Stern, Copt. Gr., 164, on these forms.
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MIGHTY ONE
for those assuming the Crocodile Lake as the Sea of

the Exodus-narrative. As long, however, as it is im

possible to determine the other two geographical names

(PiHAHiROTH and BAAL-ZEPHON) connected with the

passage through the sea, we cannot say much regarding
this location, and must accept it with the greatest caution

(cp Exonus i. , 1 1
).

There must have been various

other Migdols or towers along the eastern border

of Egypt to guard it against inroads of desert-tribes. A
trace of such a fort is to be found, for example, in the

modern name Bir-Magdal (Bir Maktal], in the desert,

23 m. NEof Isma iliye.
J Others, the situation of which

cannot be determined, 2 occur in the inscriptions. Thus
the name is too frequent to admit an easy identification.

For another view of the geography, see MOSES, n.
2. In Ezek. 29 10 (/j.aySov\ov [Oj) desolation is

threatened to Egypt, from Migdol (so AV
&quot;s-)

to

Syene ; so also in 306 Migdol thus marking the N.

and Syene the S. limit of the country (see SYENE).
In Jer. 44 1 Migdol heads the list of Egyptian towns

in which the Jewish refugees from the Babylonians
had congregated (Migdol, Tahpanhes, Noph). In

4614, accordingly, the same three cities are the field

of Jeremiah s activity in proclaiming the coming
desolation of Egypt by Babylonian armies. (The
passages are treated elsewhere from a different point of

view ; see PATHROS, 2, and Crit. Bib.
) Stephen of

Byzantium mentions Magdolos as a city of Egypt on

the authority of Hecatneus. 3 The Itinerarium Antonini

places Magdolo 12 R. m. S. of Pelusio, 12 m. N. of

Sile, on a road which ultimately leads to Serapiu i.e.,

the city Serapeum near the E. end of Goshen. It is

evident that this frontier city of the Itinerarium cannot

be identified with that of Exodus (as has frequently been

assumed), being situated too far N. of Goshen. On the

other hand, it is quite likely that this Magdolo(n) is the

Migdol of the prophets. Its situation near Pelusium

the key to Egypt, agrees well with the presence of a

colony of Jewish fugitives. However, a town at the

entrance of Goshen would fulfil the same conditions and
would fit well in the parallelism to Memphis. We have

only to consider that, apparently, there was no larger

city on the frontier of Goshen, such as would be required
for giving shelter and occupation to a great number of

immigrants. Thus the northern Migdol is at least

much more probable than one of the various small

frontier-fortresses of that name (see note 4). The above

place is usually identified with Tel(l)-es-Semut,
4 12 Eng.

m. SW. of Pelusium, at a distance agreeing with the

Itinerarium, possibly only somewhat too far E. No
certainty, however, can be attributed to this identifica

tion. 5 \v. M. M.

MIGHTY ONE (133), Gen. 108 etc. See ANGELS,

r, and cp NKPHIUM, I.e.

MIGRON
(}V&quot;l3D),

mentioned in the list of places on

the route supposed to be taken by an Assyrian invader

1 Actually identified with the biblical Migdol by Ebers,
entirely against the description in Exodus, as it is outside of

Egypt and far from the lakes.
2 Among the desert forts enumerated by Sety I. (cp W. M.

Miiller, Asien, p. 134) occurs the AIa-k-ti-r&amp;lt;i of Sety I.
; cp

Rosellini, Man. Star. 50. This does not seem to be identical

with that mentioned in pap. Anastasi (.see above). We should

expect to find it more to the NE. of the great border city Ta-ru.
Some Egyptologists have erroneously confounded this and the
biblical Migdols with a royal tower or magdolm Phoenicia,
mentioned under Rameses III. (Ros. op cit. 133).

3 Wiedemann, Comm. on Herod. 1is,f), quotes also Theogn.
Can. p. 62.

4 Hill of direction, from its situation near the road to Syria.
It has, of course, nothing to do with an ancient city Sm-bha(t ?),

compared by Brugsch.
5 Champollion thought of various Egyptian places called

ntashtftl, but this name is, most likely, Arabic ( plantation, cp
Schleiden, Dillmann). Winckler, Amama Letters, no. 159,
1 28, understands magdali in the phrase behold, Acco is like

magdali\n Egypt, of the biblical city, whijst
the present writer

(of&amp;gt;.
cit. glossary) would prefer to take it in the general sense

watch-tower, foitress,&quot; as an allusion to the numerous border-

fortifications.
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MILCAH
of Judah (Is. 1028, Pesh. read Megiddo ; in Qme-

6 MA[-eAAcON . . A c KAI . TO eBpAIKON MAPPO).
Magron [Vg.]). The enemy passes necessarily through
Aiath, Migron, and Miehmash ; Migron is therefore

identified with the ruins of Makrun, N. of Miehmash
on the road to Ai (cp Baed. Pal. 1

, 119, Buhl, Pal.

176 /). If the text of i S. 142
( fj.ayui&amp;gt; [B], ev

/u.&amp;lt;x-ye55u&amp;gt; [L]) be correct, we also find a Migron situated

in the border (nxp) of Geba (so read for Giljeah
),

1

and as the context shows, between Geba and Miehmash,
and therefore S. of the Migron in Isaiah. The two

places cannot be identified (cp Di.
) ;

either there were
two Migrons, or (the defining words in Migron being
superfluous) the text in i S. 142 must be corrupt.

Wellhausen, Budde, H. P. Smith would read flJD (in the)

threshing floor, Klostermann conjectures chjID (in the) com
mon-land. The former, however, is an assumed word, and the
latter is post-exilic in use. The corruption seems to be more

deeply seated
; JTUD may be a corruption of p a&quot;l,

riintndn. A
glossator, finding the two readings pan and

p&quot;uc (p&quot;UC)&amp;gt;
probably

harmonised them by representing the rimiitdn or pomegranate
tree 2 as situated in a place called Migron (Magedon). In Zech.
12 ii (see HADADRIMMON), MT and (even more clearly) still

preserve the same two competing readings [iQ-|
and pun-

T. K. C.

MIJAMIN
(J P P, 99) or MINIAMIN (so EV), but

rather, MINJAMIN ; j^P^P ; cp Benjamin, and Mini-

amini, one of the Jewish names found by Hilprecht and

Clay in the business documents from Nippur (
Th. LZ,

Aug. 6, 1898, col. 434). Probably a corruption of

Jerahmeel (Che. ) ;
note /utXijXos (cp Mahalalel) and

yUar/Xos (cp Elam in Ezra2? 31).
1. The name borne by one of the 24 (post-exilic) priestly

courses; I Ch.24g (/3si&amp;gt;iajxeii&amp;gt; [B], fj.[e]tafj.fi.v [AL]). Also the
name of a Levite, temp. Hezekiah, 2 Ch. 31 15 ($tvia.\i\t\t.v

[HAL]), of a priest, temp. Nehemiah, Neh. 12s (AV MIAMIN;
fjLCifj.il [Nc.a mg.], fj.iafj.eiv [L), BK*A om.), of a father s house,

etmp. Joiakim, Neh. 12 17 (f)fvtafj.fiv [Nc.aing.^ fna.fj.eiv [L],

UN*A om.), of a signatory under Nehemiah, Neh. 10 7 (fj.tafj.tt.ij.

[B], -v [AL], fj.eiafj.&amp;lt;ai []), and of one of those who took part in

the services at the dedication of the wall, Neh. 1241 (f3evi.aij.fiv

[Nc.a mjr.], fj.tafj.fiv [I,], BN*A om.).
2. AV MIAMIN, in list of those with foreign wives (see EZRA

i., $ 5 end), Ezra 10 25 (afj.afj.fiv [BN], fj.fafj.ifj. [A], fUOftnttat
[L])=I Esd. 9 26 MAELUS (/AiAr/Aot [BJ, fiarjAos [A], fiia/uu6aias

[LJ).

MIKLOTH (nv?pp; i Ch.8 3 i/. MAKAAtoe [BA],

MAreAA.006 [I-] ;
9 37/., MAKeAAcoG [B and X once],

MAKeAooe [A], MAKeAcoe [L])- i. No doubt a
member of the Benjamite genealogy in i Ch. 830-38 (see

BENJAMIN, 9, ii.
|3).

The name should be supplied in

831 from B and 937.
The name is probably a corrupted abbreviation of Jerahmeel.

But for the numerous parallels to this, it might mean rods,
see NAMES, 75.

2. According to MT a (supernumerary) officer of

David (i Ch. 27 4, AtaK\Xw0 [L] ; Vg. Macelloth ;

Pesh. om.
).

BA (rightly) omit v.
4&amp;lt;z i.e., the clause

containing Mikloth. Notice that ni^pD is suspiciously
like in pbnoii which itself appears to be due to dittography.

T. K. C.

MIKNEIAH ,
as if Yahwe is possessor,

36; fiaKfviaM [BNA], fj.aidcavta(&amp;lt;;) [L]), a Levite musician,
I Ch. 15 18 Gio/ceAAeia [B], fj.aKK(\\a [ K ], paKKavia [ L] 21 ). Per-

haps, however, we should read jn JflP Mattaniah.
T: &quot; r

T. K. C.

MILALAI ,
a Levite musician, Neh. iL

(BNAL om.). A corruption of Jerahmeel, like Gilalai which
follows. Cp Mahalalel, and see Guthe in SBOT ad loc.

T. K. C.

MILCAH (H^p, 44! MeAx*. [BADELF] ;

MELCHA}.
i. Bath Haran, wife of Nahor (Gen. 1129 222023

1 See GIBEAH, i.

2 For another plausible but hardly probable view of *\~r\ in

i S. 142 see RIMMON ii., 2.
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MILCOM
24i52447f). If the view taken elsewhere (HARAN,
NAHOK) is correct, it is most probable that (on the

analogy of [2] below, and of HAMMOLEKETH) we

should correct Milcah into SALECAH (q.v. ). If,

however, we think the traditional readings, Haran

and Nahor, to be safe, it will be plausible to explain

Milcah on the analogy of SARAH (q.v.) as a divine

title, queen, and Jensen (ZA, 1896, p. 300) has aptly

referred to the titles maliktu or malkatu, princess,
1

and malikat ildni (i.e., either princess of the gods or

giver of decisions [malikat, partic.] of the gods )

2

borne by Istar. In the Sumerian hymns Istar is called

the daughter of the moon-god. To the early Israelites,

however, Milcah (or Malcah?) would be the queen of

the children of Isaac. The possibility of a connection

with Jerahmeel may also be mentioned.

2. A daughter of ZELOPHEHAD (q.v.), Nu. 2633 27 1 36 n
Josh. 17 3t- The name seems to be miswritten for SALECAH

(f.v.), D and o being easily confounded (cp i K. 214, -\o for -o).

T. K. C.

MILCOM (D ; MeAxoM [AL], MoA\. [
AQ =

con -

formation to MOAo\] &amp;lt; MELCHOM), the national god of

the Ammonites (iK. 11533. 2K.23i3)-
3 The same

name should be read in Jer. 49 13 (so MeAxoA [BK ;

A in v. i], Vg. , Pesh.), where MT erroneously pro

nounces malcham, their king.
4 In some other cases

ancient translators and modern interpreters have read

the consonants DD^D as a proper name ; thus, in 2 S.

123o(/ie\xoX. rov fiat. ai)r [B]) = i Ch. 202 for MT the

crown of their king &amp;lt;S

I!A has the doublet MoX%o\ (B ;

MoXxo/u. A) TOV /SacnXews O.VTUV (see also Vg. in Ch. ),

and this interpretation, which is found in the Talmud

(Abodd Zdrd 44 a) and Jewish commentators, is adopted

by Geiger, Graetz, Wellhausen, Driver, Klostermann,

and others (cp pSa in 2 S. 1231). The special interest

of the passage lies in the fact that, if this view be correct,

we should naturally infer that Milcom at Rabbah was

represented by an idol in human form and of con

siderable size (see IDOL, 4 /. ).
In Am. 1 15 Aquila

and Symmachus read MeXxoyU, and are followed by

Jerome. This interpretation probably suggested by the

resemblance to Jer. 49s is not favoured by the parallel,

23. In Am. 526, for MT DDD^D your king (where
and Vg. have Moloch ; whence Acts 7 43). Aquila read

MoXxo^t, Jerome (? Sym. ) Mclchom, Syriac (also in

Acts) Malchom. A reference to Milcom is out of place,

whatever the meaning of the difficult verse may be.

Finally, in Zepfh. 1 5 some Greek minuscules have MeXxo/x

(so Vg. ,
Pesh.

),
others MoXox (so Qme-) ;

in the context

Milcom is very improbable ;
their king is doubtless

the god who received this title (Molech).

Many scholars, in ancient and modern times, have

been of the opinion that Milcom was the same deity as

Molech, an identification which is in part responsible
for the confusion of the names that is found in the

versions. The only ground for this identification, apart

from the obvious similarity of the names, is i K. 11 7,

Molech the abomination of the Ammonites, compared
with w. 5 and 33 (Milcom). The Hebrew text of v. 7

is in itself suspicious (-^D without the article), and &amp;lt;5

L

has MeXxo/u(-o [A]), doubtless the true reading. The

high-place which Solomon erected for Milcom is said to

have been on the Mount of Olives (2 K. 2813), whilst

Molech was worshipped, so far as our sources show, only
in the Valley of Hinnom

;
and the name of Milcom is

never coupled with the sacrifice of children which was

characteristic of the Molech cult (Ew. , Movers, Dies.,

and Kue.
).

Others therefore rightly distinguish Milcom,
the national god of Ammon, from Molech (see MOLECH).

1 Cp Schrader, MBAW, 1886, pp. 477&quot;49i-

2 G. Smith, Hist, ofAssurb. 121 ; Del. Ass. HWB 412.
3

&amp;lt;E&amp;gt; has in i K. 11 533 rw /3a&amp;lt;nAei
avrwi/ [BA on v. 33!, riav

/Sao-iAeW ai. [A in v. 5] ; in 2 K. 23 13 (xoAxoA [B], a/ueAxojU. [A],

(xoAox [L].
4 There is no reason to think that the Massoretes meant

tnalchant to be taken as a proper name, though it is so under
stood by Rashi.
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MILETUS
Nothing further is known of this god, whose name

has not been found outside of the OT. The name is

obviously derived from melek, king (cp Phoen. milk

in proper names, and see MOLECH) ; the last syllable

is probably an inflection, the nominative ending with

the old determinative mimation
(
Baudissin

; cp Lagarde) ;

so that the name signifies simply king . Those who

regard cuVo as a compound, equivalent to ay -^D. king
of the people (Kue., and others), or Am (the god of

Ammon) is king (Eerdmans) give no satisfactory

explanation of the syncope of the guttural.
Literature. Milcom has generally been treated in connection

with Molech ; see the literature in the latter article.

G. F. M.

MILDEW (flp t
1

, yerdkon; OOXRA [
Dt - 2 22]. I KTROC

[iK.837 (A), 2 Ch. 628 Am. 4g], ANeMOd&amp;gt;eopl&amp;lt;\

[Hag. 217]) is five times mentioned in connection with

pQ^tJ*, sidddphon, blasting. The adj. pv, ydrdk,

signifies greenish-yellow ;
in Jer. 306 yerdkon is used

of deathlike pallor, and as applied to corn it means
doubtless the hue of decay produced by the Puccinia

graminis, Pers.

Puccinia graminis is a very common and widely
distributed fungus, which after hibernating on the dead

leaves and leaf-sheaths of grass-plants alights first on

such leaves as those of the barberry ;

J after this a

fresh generation is produced, the spores of which being
carried by the wind enter and act upon the leaves of

grass-plants. (See the account in EB^ 16 293/1 ,
and

esp. Sachs, Textbook of Bot.W, 332-5.) Arabic cog
nates of ppT denote jaundice. N. M.

MILE (MINION). Mt. 5 4 it- See WEIGHTS AND
MEASURES.

MILETUS (MiAHTOC, Acts20i S i7; 2 Tim. 4 20

[where AV has MILETUM by a mere error]) stood on

the southern shore of the bay of Latmus
1. History. mto whjch the Mfeander flowed. The

site, now deserted, bears the name Palatia, from the

ruins of its huge theatre, the largest in Asia Minor.

The period of the greatness of Miletus lay six centuries

before the time of Paul. Even in Homer (//. 2868)

Carian Miletus is a city of renown. During the early

Greek period, it was the port for the trade of the

Mreander valley. This is seen from its early coinage

(Head, Hist. Num. 502) ;
and the existence of trade

with Phrygia is attested as early as the sixth century

B.C. by Hipponax, who twits the Phrygian traders at

Miletus with their bad Greek (Hipp. frg. 36 [30] : KCU

TOUS 2oXo/Kouy,
T)I&amp;gt; Xd/3wcri, irepvafftv \ $&amp;gt;pvyas /J.fv

MtXTjrov d\(f)LTVcroi&amp;gt;Tas , quoted by Rams. Hist. Geogr.

of AM 37). [Miletus is given in (5 as the source of

the wool that was imported to Tyre (Ezek. 27 18). It

represents apparently the Heb. ins. Pliny speaks of

Milesia lana
(
//A 29 2 9), and Vergil of Milesia vellera

(Georg. 8306).] Ephesus was in many respects a more

convenient port for much of the trade of the Maeander

valley; but for a long time the energy of the Milesians

enabled them to defy all rivalry (cp Herod. 528, T??S

luvlrjs fy 7rp6&amp;lt;rxi?M
a

)-
Their commercial relations were

very far-reaching with Egypt (Herod. 2 178, Strabo

801), with the Pontus, on the shores of which they

planted more than seventy colonies (Str. 635, Ephesus

ap. Athen. 524), and with lower Italy. The energy of

the city disappeared under Persian rule after its capture

in 494 B.C., when the inhabitants suffered transporta

tion to the Tigris (Herod. 5 30 6 18/.) and Ephesus began

to assert herself. Miletus possessed no fewer than four

harbours, one of them large enough for a fleet ;
but in

course of time the silt brought down by the Maeander

blocked the harbours and the entire gulf of Latmus

(Plin. HAr
2gi 631) so that the site of the town is

now as much as five or six miles from the sea.

process must have advanced some way even in Paul s

1 In this form it is called Mcidiutn Berberidis, Garth.
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time (about 57 A. D. ); but how far is not certainly
known.
On the one hand, the island of Lade in front of Miletus was

apparently still an island in Strabo s time about 19 A.D. (cp
635, jrpoiceiTai & r) Aa6r) vr\&amp;lt;ro&amp;lt;; n-ATjcriW) : it is now a hillock in

the plain, 2 miles W. of the town. On the other hand, Priene,

lying almost due N. of Miletus, on the opposite shore of the

gulf, was close to the sea, and the Maeander entered the gulf
at a point between that town and Miletus (Strabo, 636) : the site

of Priene is now 10 m. or more from the sea.

It appears, therefore, that the silting-up process has
been more rapid on the northern side of the gulf than
on the southern

; and this agrees with the fact that at

the present day the southern loop of the river, as it

winds through the alluvial plain, seems to be the

ancient channel. We must conclude that, at the time
of Paul s visit, it was possible to sail across to Priene,
whereas to-day the track crosses the plain and the ferry
over the Maeander (Mendere Chai] : the land journey
must have involved an immense detour of over 40 m.
round the head of the gulf.

The death-blow of Miletus was given by its capture by
Alexander the Great (Arrian, Anab.\\^f., Strabo, 635).
In Paul s time, therefore, Miletus, though still called a

fi.T)Tp6iro\is of Ionia,
1 was a second-rate town. A sure

index of its unimportance is to be seen in the fact that

it did not lie on any great Roman road. For the

eastern trade-route turned off sharply to the E. at

Magnesia 15 R. m. S. of Ephesus (Plin. //A7 5 31), and
did not touch Miletus. The most direct route to

Ephesus, some 30 m. distant in an air-line from Miletus,
was by way of Priene, crossing Mt. Mycale to mod.
Chanli (anc. Panionium) and thence along the coast

to mod. Scala Nova, which is about 10 m. from

Ephesus (cp Murray s Handb. to AM, iii.
).

Paul came to Miletus the day after leaving Samos,
the intervening afternoon and evening having been

&amp;gt; PflnTn visit
sPent at Tr gylliurr

&amp;gt; (AV), or in Samos
&quot;

Roads (RV).
2 He had determined

to sail past Ephesus, as he was anxious to spend
Pentecost in Jerusalem (Acts 20 16): finding that the

vessel would be detained some time (how long is not

stated) at Miletus, he sent thence to invite the Ephesian
elders to meet him (v. 17). The next evening after

leaving Miletus was spent at Cos (Acts 21 1).

Conforming to the conditions of navigation on this

coast, Paul s vessel sailed very early in the morning
from its anchorage at Trogyllium, taking advantage
of the N. wind, and soon traversing the 20 m. to

Miletus. Paul thus reached Miletus probably before

noon ; and his messenger may have waited for the

evening breeze from the S. (the Imbat], which would

carry him across the gulf (about 12 m.
)

to Priene.

Eight hours would suffice for the journey thence to

Ephesus, by the path above described. The elders

would not travel as fast as a single messenger ;
but it

would be possible for them to reach Priene twelve hours
after the arrival of the messenger at Ephesus ; and if a
boat were in readiness there they might be in Miletus

by midnight. The ship would weigh from Miletus
after midnight with the first breath of wind from the

N. (cp Acts 21 1, fvdvdpofj.r)&amp;lt;Tai&amp;gt;Tes, running before

the wind
). Forty hours is therefore the minimum of

Paul s stay in Miletus. This would just allow him to

see the elders during the two or three hours before

sailing. Probably, however, it would be right to

allow another day for the unlading and lading of
the ship at Miletus. This would allow more ample
time for the various items in the calculation

;
and

would mean that the elders availed themselves of the

morning wind from Priene, and reached Miletus

probably before noon, forty -eight hours after Paul s

1 Cp CIG 2878 : Tlij? 7Tp(OTI)S IT)? ItOVla? GMCKT/XcVlJf KO.I

fiT)TpO7roAews 7roAAcii&amp;gt; Kai
ft.eyd\&amp;lt;ai&amp;gt;

vo\riav (v rt TU&amp;gt; \\6vrta Kai

TJI Aiyvnr&amp;lt;j) ai jroAAa^ou TTJV oiKou/neVrjs MtArjiruoi TroAeais rj

BovA&amp;gt;j which sums up the traditional history of the city.
2

Kai/u.eiVai&amp;gt;TeeVTpo)yuAtc{&amp;gt;(DHLP; Dgr
Tp&amp;lt;oyuAi &amp;lt;)

is omitted

by KABC, Lachm., Tisch., Treg., WH.
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arrival there, and spent with him the last twelve or

fourteen hours of his vessel s stay.
1 The impression

given by the passage (Acts20i7-21 1) is that there was
little margin of time.

Paul was not master of the movements of the vessel, otherwise
he would have touched at Ephesus. The somewhat ambiguous
expression of v. 16 ( Paul had determined to sail by Ephesus,
AV : KtKpiicfi . . .

Trap&amp;lt;nr\fv&amp;lt;rai,
to sail past, RV) refers to a

decision made at Troas (Acts 20 6) when selecting the coaster

upon which a passage was to be taken. The omission of

Ephesus from the itinerary was not the choice of Paul ; it was
a disadvantage outweighed by the speed of the ship upon which
he finally decided to embark. The fact that she could not

accomplish her lading at Miletus in time to take advantage of
the first (or perhaps even the second) morning s wind, was an
unforeseen way out of the difficulty.
On the visit of Paul to Miletus implied in 2 Tim. 4 20, see

TIMOTHY, EPI-. TO, and cp TROPHIMUS. w. j. w.

MILK. At every period of their national life, from
the earliest to the latest, the Hebrews made large use of
milk as an article of diet. It is therefore rightly men
tioned by Ben Sira, even before wine and oil, among
the principal things for the whole use of man s life

(Ecclus. 39 26), for the nomad ancestors of the Hebrew
tribes had long been nourished on the milk of their

flocks (Gen. 188) before their descendants took posses
sion of the vineyards and oliveyards which they
planted not in the land of Canaan. Indeed, when

the spring milk is in, the nomads [of central Arabia]
nourish themselves of little else. In poorer households
it is all their victual those two months (Doughty,
Ar. Des.\yi*,]. So, too, Palmer testifies of the Arabs
of the great desert of et-Tih, to the S. of Palestine. In

many parts of the desert, milk forms the sole article of
diet obtainable by the Bedouin, and I have heard a
well-authenticated case of an Arab in the N. of Syria,
who for three years had not tasted either water or solid

food 2
(Desert of the Exodus, 2294).

Milk, in its fresh state, is always 3^1, hdldb ; LXX
and NT 7a\a.
This word occurs over forty times in the OT predominantly

in a figurative sense (see 4 below) about one-half of all the
occurrences being in connection with the standing

1. Halab. description of Palestine 3 as a land flowing with
milk and honey (fifteen times in the Hexateuch

sources, J and D, also Lev. 20 24 [H], Jer. II 5 3222 Ezek.
206is; Ecclus. 40s; Bar. 1 20). Some slight confusion has
arisen from the fact that kalah, milk, and felef, fat, were ex
pressed by the same unpointed consonants; thus in Ezek. 843
&amp;lt;B has preserved the better, and now generally adopted, read

ing : Ye enjoy the milk, etc. (reading hdldb for hfleb, and so
Ps. 119 [ 118] 70). Conversely reads k lcb for halab in Job
2124 Is. 55 i Ezek. 254.

Hdldb includes the human mother s milk (Is. 28 9),
which the Hebrew infants enjoyed for from two to three

years (z Mace. 7 27), as well as the milk of the females
of the herd (ipa) and of the flock

(jris).
the latter in

cluding both sheep and goats (Dt. 32 14 Prov. 27 27 Ezek.

34s [see above] i Cor. 9 7). To what extent the milk
of the she-camel (Gen. 32 15 [16]) was used by the

Hebrews is not known.
[That camel s milk was drunk is inferred from Gen. 32 15. A

reference to it may also underlie the extraordinary phrase
Lnan rn 73 D^rrcy, with the kidney fat of wheat, which

should probably be read [.INCH] nn23 aWrcy, with the milk of

female camels
(rtNpn&amp;gt;

soured milk, is misplaced). In Ps.
81 16 147 14 the text is also probably corrupt. T. K. C.]

In a mountainous country like Palestine, the small

cattle must always have formed the large part of the

peasant s stock, and their milk, especially goats milk

(Prov. 2727), was apparently more highly prized. The
milk was milked (in later Hebrew sVn) into pails ({ryey,

dtlnim, Job2l24EVms- and moderns) and preserved,
as among the Bedouins still, in skins (Judg. 4 19, see

1 So Ramsay, St. Paul the Traveller, 294, where it is sug
gested that Paul landed at Miletus on Thursday, April 28,

57 A.D., and sailed again early on Sunday morning, May i.

2 Cp Pliny s statement (HN\\&amp;lt;yj) that Zoroaster lived for

thirty years upon cheese.
3 In Nu. 1613 the phrase is used of Egypt. See HONEY,
i, note by T. K. c.
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BOTTLE). A diet largely of milk was supposed to give

a special whiteness to the teeth (Gen. 49 12).

From the thrice repeated command : Thou shall

not seethe a kid in his mother s milk (Ex. 23ig 3426

Dt. Mzi),
1 we may certainly infer that the custom in

vogue among the Arabs of boiling a kid or a. lamb in

milk (Burckhardt, Notes on the Bedouins, 163) was not

unknown to the earlier Hebrews (cp MAGIC, 20.).

The reasons for its prohibition are still obscure. If the words

are to be taken in a strictly limited and literal sense, they might
be set down to purely humanitarian motives (cp Dt. 226f.).

Probably the reason first suggested by Maimonides, and

approved by Bochart, Spencer, and various later writers, is the

best that we have here the prohibition of a heathen Canaanite

rite, the details of which are beyond our ken.

Robertson Smith (Kel. Sem.W 221 n.) is inclined to

range this prohibition alongside of the more familiar

taboo which forbids the eating of flesh with the blood,

inasmuch as milk has sometimes been regarded as a

kind of equivalent for blood, and as containing a sacred

life. Offerings of milk are found among the ancient

Egyptians (Wilk. 8417), Arabs, and Carthaginians (Kel.

Sem.W 220 with reff.
) ;

but such offerings have no place

in the Hebrew cultus. Josephus s averment that Abel

brought milk and the firstfruits of his flocks (Ant.
i. 2i) as a sacrifice to God is only another instance of

the confusion, above referred to, of hdlab and heleb.

This absence of milk from the sacred offerings of the

Hebrews is most probably due, as Robertson Smith has

suggested (op. cit. 220 n.
),

to the exclusion of all fer

ments from presentation at the altar (Ex. 23 18 Lev.

2n), for in hot climates milk ferments rapidly, and

hence, as we shall see presently, is generally drunk or

eaten sour.

The last remark leads naturally to the discussion of

some of the forms in which milk figures as an article of

ii ,_, diet, otherwise than in its fresh or sweet

/ /! A state &quot;
To this da

&amp;gt;

the wanderini tribes
leoen, and.

of Arabia consider the milk of their camels
samn. and t^e jr floc [&amp;lt;s as more refreshing if it

has been slightly fermented or soured by being poured
into the milk-skin (semily], on the inner side of which

are still sticking sour clots from the previous milking

(cp the use and source of leaven in breadmaking), and
there shaken for a brief period (Doughty, Ar. Des. 1 263,

and Eastern travellers passim}. To this slightly sour

milk (the oxygala of Pliny HN 28 36), known indeed in

the East widely (not, however, in Egypt) simply as

leben
(
milk

),
which is also applied to what we term

buttermilk (Burckhardt, Notes, etc., 1240), the Hebrews

gave the name hem aft (nNcn, from an unused root, ncn,

in Arabic, to be thick, hard, but see Ges.-BuhK 13
;

in

(5 rendered jSouTvpov,
2
Vg. butyrum and hence EV

butter
).

This is placed beyond doubt by the incident

of Jael and Sisera, in which the former took the milk-

skin (nSrn -mi, Judg. 4 19) and gave her visitor milk

(yea), sour milk (rtNcn), in a lordly dish (52$). The

same refreshing draught is probably intended in Gen.

188 and Dt. 32 14 (
butter of kine and milk of sheep ).

[In 2Ch. 28 15 EV represents that all the feeble of the cap
tives of Judah taken by Pekah were carried upon asses, and

(so) brought to Jericho. c*ncri3 DlS&quot;lJ &amp;gt; however, cannot, in

accordance with usage, be rendered carried them upon asses.

s also suspicious (three *?, two 3). There is a great

1 For some of the more remarkable views entertained regard
ing this enactment, see art. Milk in Kino s Bib. Cycl. The
refinements of the later, and still binding, Talmudic law (see

especially Hullin, Sift) are referred to elsewhere (COOKING,
8). Only locusts and fish, not the flesh of animals, venison,

or fowl (see Jewish commentaries on Hullin, I.e.) may still be
boiled in milk.

-
ViovTvpov, lit. cow-cheese, is now regarded as an instance

of Volksetymolngie, being an attempt on the part of the Greeks
to reproduce the sound of the native Scythian name (see Hehn,
KulturpjJanzcn u. Hausthiere^), 153^ with O. Schrader s

note, isq, which see also for the attitude of the classical peoples
to butter. Cp Pliny, HNZS-g and the extracts from other
classical writers given in Ugolini, de re rustica k~et. Hebr. in

Thes. 29 174^).
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error in the text. Read D Bnyi ^jy\ flNCra w^p l (cp 28
17 28f.), and they sustained them with soured milk and parched
corn and lentils. ( Them = the whole body of captives.) ^&amp;gt;nji

and SD^D have a tendency to get confounded (see Ball on Gen.
47 18 ; Che. on Ps. 31 4). T. K. c.]

Hem ah, including the miswritten ncn (Job 296) and

the cognate nNcnp (Ps. 55 21 [22], where, however, we

should read and point r39 nxcno, his face was smoother

than hem ah} is found in other places, and in regard to

these, as well as to the passages already cited, there

has been great diversity of rendering sour-milk, curds,

cream, butter, buttermilk, each having its advocates.

Of the eight places referred to, the most explicit, and

perhaps the latest, is 1 rov. 3033, the pressing of milk

(a^nn pp) bringeth forth hem ah.

Here it may be explained that milk consists of num
berless minute globules of fat, each encased in a thin

albuminous envelope, floating in a watery, colourless

fluid. To procure butter, which is simply the fat of

milk, it is necessary by concussion to break this albu

minous envelope or skin, which allows the enclosed

fat-globules to come together and form the fatty mass
which we term butter. Now this result the Arab house

wives have obtained, from time immemorial, by simply

rocking the milk-skin to and fro on their knees till the

butter comes in a clot at the mouth of the semily (Ar.
Des. 267), or the skin is hanged in the fork of a robust

bearing-stake of the nomad tent (20.1324), or it may
be suspended, as by the more settled peasantry, from a

primitive tripod of sticks (see illustration, Picturesque
Palestine, Div. 648). Butter, of course, does not keep
in a hot climate

;
the Arabs and Syrians, accordingly,

boil the fresh butter over a slow fire, throwing in coarse

meal or burghul (boiled wheat, see FOOD, i) to

clarify the mass. This clarified butter, the best of

which is said to have the odour of a blossoming vine,

is known throughout the Arabic-speaking East as samn
(in India as ghee], and is one of the most valuable

.

articles of commerce in Arabia. 1 In view of the extent

to which melted butter enters into the menu of Bedouin

and fellahin alike to whom samn is all that clotted

cream is to a Devonshire man, and more and in view

of the unchanging customs of the East, one is prepared
to find something equivalent to samn in the. earlier

biblical period. This we find unmistakably in Prov.

3033, where we have an exact description of the

rocking and pressing of the milk-skin, so that the

rendering of EV, which follows (5, is amply justified,

the churning of milk bringeth forth butter. Equally
clear is the comparison in the amended text of Ps. 55 21,

his face is smoother than butter, where neither sour

milk nor curds is admissible. Again samn, as the most

prized of all the preparations of milk, is suggested by

Job 296, of which a modern paraphrase would run : I

sat, up to the lips in clotted cream. - The two modern

equivalents here advocated for the biblical hem ah viz.
,

leben and samn we find side by side in the much-

glossed passage, Is. 7 15-22 (for which see Cheyne and

Duhm, in loc.
).

In the last verse, in particular, we
render because of the abundance of milk he shall eat

samn (v. 22(1), a gloss entirely at variance with the con

text, which speaks of the poverty of the land when the

few inhabitants shall be reduced to the simplest nomad
fare, sour milk and wild honey (22/;).

Cheese is referred to, according to EV, in three

1 Doughty estimates the trade with Mecca alone at 2000

annually (Ar. Des. 2457).
2 Butter in the East is made ordinarily from whole milk (but

see 3), hence nxcn never probably in any passage literally

signifies our cream, although Rashi in his commentary writ

ing, however, in the West defines nNDn i&quot; Gen. IS 8 as the fat

of milk (aSnn |C1C )&amp;gt;

which they skim from its surface. As a

link between biblical times and the present day, we would point

to the usual Targum rendering of ,1NCn viz., JCt? (lit. fat ),

by which we understand the Arabic samn. The Povrvpov ()
of the Greek-speaking Jews of Egypt was manifestly in that

climate sawn.
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passages of the OT, and in each case it represents
- _, a different expression in the original.ise

(a) The most explicit of these is Job
10 10 where the patriarch, referring to the growth of the

human foetus, asks the Almighty : Hast thou not

poured me out as milk, and curdled
(lit. thickened) me

as cheese (nrajia)?
Here we have the ordinary Hebrew word for cheese,

gebhlnah, as found in the Mishna (passim), where also TCVn
is the standing expression for curdling (reff. below), while the

denominative
|23&amp;gt; gibbSn, signifies to make cheese, hence [3JD,

megabbiH, a cheese-maker (TSseftd ShabbdthQ[\Q] 13).

That cheesemaking was a flourishing industry in Jeru
salem in NT times is usually inferred from the name of

the valley between the eastern and western hills, the

valley of the cheesemakers (TUV rvpoiroitav , Jos. BJ
v. 4 i [Niese, 140]). However, the contention recently
submitted by some scholars of note (HaleVy ; Buhl,
Pal. 132 etc.), that this name is a euphemism, has
considerable plausibility. At the end of the so-called

Tyropoeon lay the dung gate (nstyxn -\yy, Neh. 2 13

etc.
),

and hence it is conjectured that the original
name of the valley was the dung or refuse valley (ge

hd-atpiith], changed by a transposition of consonants
into ge ha-saphoth, cheese- or curd-valley (see below, b).

The milk was curdled by means of rennet
(i&quot;Op,

Ah. Zar. 24 ;

cp Dt. IS 3) ; also of the acrid juice of the leaves and roots of
certain trees and plants ( Or/a 1 7). After being drained of

the whey (Clp, Nfdar. 6 5 ; 3^n D [water of milk], Afakhshlr.

65), the curds were salted (Nfdar., I.e.), shaped into round

discs (/12J, ), and dried in the sun. These were hard enough to

be cut with a hand-saw (Shabb. 17 2). The cheese of Bithynia
enjoyed the highest repute in antiquity (Pliny, //^Vlloy), but
was forbidden to the Jews because it was curdled with the

rennet that had been procured from calves not ritually slaugh
tered, or had been offered in heathen sacrifice ( AA. Zar. 24).

(b} The present which David took to his brothers at

the front viz. , ten aSrn s in (lit.
cuts of milk, i S.

17 18) can hardly have been anything but ten fresh-

milk cheeses (cp
-

TpvtpaXidas [soft cheeses], (SA

&amp;lt;TTpu&amp;lt;pa.\idas, Vg. decent fonnellas casei).

(c) (v)uite obscure, on the other hand, is the present which
David himself received at a later period, of hem d (here probably

samn) and 1J33 niSC&amp;gt;,
which EV (after Pesh. and Tg.) renders

cheese of kine (28. 17 29 ;
BA aa^tad fiotav,

-

yaAafrqi a

/moffxapia.). Wetzstein advocates cream of kine, similar to the

preparation of thick cream scalded and sold in small wooden
cylinders in Syria under the name of kishta. It is some
times eaten with sugar (see Wetzstein under Viehzucht in

Riehm s HH B and ZA TWA 276Jf.). It is tempting, however,
to read rVlSKiy (from fjNt?,

to rub down, crush, etc.), and to find

in the expression the dried curds of the present day, which,
rubbed down and mixed with water, give a most refreshing
drink.

So universal an article of food as milk could hardly
fail to suggest a variety of figures to the biblical writers.

As the natural food of infants milk is

used in the NT to express the first

elements of religious instruction
(
i Cor.

82 Heb. 5i2yi i Pet. 22). In the oft-repeated phrase,

flowing with milk and honey (see HONEY), so expres
sive of the rich productiveness of the promised land,
milk represents the common elements of the Hebrew
dietary, as honey does its delicacies (cp wine and milk,
Is. 55i). So Joel embodies his conception of the sur

passing fertility of the soil in the Messianic age in a

picture of the hills flowing with milk (Joel 3 [4] 18).

Together with snow, milk is typical of the whiteness of

the human skin (Lam. 4 7), and, probably, of the human
eye (Cant. 5 12). A bride s kisses are refreshing as honey
and a draught of fresh milk (ib. 4n), to which also the

joys of the nuptial couch are compared (5i).

A. R. s. K.

MILL, MILLSTONES. The hand-mill is one of the

most widely distributed of human inventions. Under

1 The writer has eaten this delicacy in the Lebanon under the
name of leben.
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4. Milk in OT
figures.

MILL, MILLSTONES
MORTAR will be found some account of the earlier

appliances which served the same purpose (cp Nu. 118,
mill and mortar mentioned together) among the Hebrews
as among the Romans. For the latter we have not only
the express testimony of Pliny and other writers for

the later origin of the hand-mill, but also the still more

important witness of the Latin terms pistor, pistrinum,
etc. 1

The handmill, as consisting like the old Scottish querns of

two parts, was named C rn, riltayim (mod. Egypt rahaya),

1 The mill and rarelv P n:
?&amp;gt;

{
-

e&amp;gt;

-
l5n (Lam. 613; cp tahun, the

its narts Egyptian water-mill) and
!&quot;!j!!!?&amp;gt;

tahiindh

(Eccles. 124). Since the stones were origin

ally of the same size, the mill looked as if cleft in two, hence

n T S, pelah (something cleft) was the old name for either mill

stone, the lower of which was then rvnriFI Pi ??, pelah tahttth

(Job. 4124 IHeb. 16], AV following (5, Vg. etc., a piece of the

nether millstone, but see RV), the upper 32T n?S, pelah rekeb

(Judg. 053, 28.1121). In NT times the stones were distin

guished simply as the 33T (chariot, or perhaps the rider, Arab.

nlkib, already Dt. 246), and the 33^ (Her, our bed-stone, Bab.

Bath. 2 i). The corresponding names in the Greek OT and in

NT are : for the mill, (oiwAos,2 Ex. 11 5, etc., perhaps Mt. 2441
(best MSS); millstone is Aiflos jxvAiicos only in Lk. l~2(inbest
MSS, see below), also /mvAos Rev. 1821 (B), 22, according to

usual interpretation also Mt. 186 Mk. 942 (best MSS, but see

below) ; the favourite Greek name of the upper stone, the catilhis

of the Romans, was ovos the ass, also i-ni^ii^iov (Dt. 246 Judg.
53 [K]; perhaps also juiiAos, Judg. 9 53 [AL], 2 S. 11 21 yC);

the nether millstone, the Roman tueta, was
/nvA&amp;gt;)

in the special

sense, but does not occur in the Gk. Bible. The mill-house or

pistrinum was fivAioi/ (Jer. 02 n [not in Heb.], Mt. 2441 [D and

TR]), and perhaps /uOAos (Mt. I.e. [ N B]).

The hand-mill of the Hebrews (T W C rn, Zdbim 43,

modelled on the Gk. xetpo/uuXTj )
can scarcely have

differed in any important particular from the mill still

in use in the East among Bedouins and fellahin alike,

although it probably presented the same variety of shape
and size in different parts of the country.

Thus in some parts the stones are both flat, in others the lower

is slightly convex and the upper correspondingly concave ; some
mills have both stones of equal diameter ; in others, the upper,
which is invariably the lighter, is of smaller diameter. This
last seems to have been the usual fashion among the Jews of

the first and second centuries A.D., when the diameter of the

rider was usually a couple of handbreadths less than that of

the bed-stone (liab. Bath. 2 i). The average diameter of the

modern hand-mills is probably about 18 inches.

The lower stone is always of some hard stone, whilst

the upper, in Syria at least, is almost invariably of the

black, porous lava of Hauran, which has the admir

able quality of always preserving a rough surface.

Through the centre of the rider a funnel-shaped hole

is chiselled out, and in the corresponding part of the

bed-stone a stout peg of wood is inserted, by which the

upper stone is kept in place. The upper stone is turned by
means of an upright wooden handle inserted in its upper
surface, near the edge. The mill is fed by pouring the

grain in handfuls into the centre opening of the rider

and may be placed on a sheepskin, or inside a large

circular tray, placed on the ground to receive the flour 3

as it passes out between the stones.

Grinding the flour or barley-meal for the household

need has in all ages been peculiarly women s work (Mt.
i hence the grinders of Eccles.

2. The work
of the mill.

123, lit. as RVms- grinding women
),

and a millstone has more than once

in the world s history been an effective weapon in a

woman s hand (Judg. 9 53 28. 11 21; cp the fate of

Pyrrhus). Among the Jews grinding stood first among
the housewifely duties, from which the young wife could

1 Servius&quot; comment on Virgil, /En. 1 179, is often quoted :

quia apud maiores nostros molarum usus non erat, frtimenta

torrebant et ea in pilas missa pinsebant, et hoc erat genus molendi,
unde et pinsitores dicti sunt, qui nunc pistores vocantur.

2 The classical fivA)j is used in the LXX only metaphorically
of the molar teeth.

3 A large basin or tray for this purpose seems intended by the

D* or sea (i.e. basin ; cp the brazen sea of the Temple) of the

mill (D rrn C ), several times mentioned in the Talmud.
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only be released if she had brought, as part of her

dowry, a slave girl as a substitute {Klthubotk 5s). In

the houses of the great, the work of the mill fell to the

female slaves (Ex. Us), hence the command to the

daughter of Babylon to take the millstones and grind
meal

(
Is. 47 2) is a prophecy of impending slavery. The

same idea may underlie Job s words regarding his

wife (Job 31 ioa), although the parallelism certainly

suggests a coarser interpretation, which the Vg. also

finds in Lam. 613 (see the comms.
).

Male prisoners
and captives were likewise compelled to this species of

hard labour, as was Samson (Judg. 1621), and, accord

ing to the Greek text of Jeremiah (52n), king Zedekiah
in Babylon. In the passage from Lamentations just
alluded to (5 13), the Hebrew poet pathetically describes

the lot of the young exiles, condemned to bear the heavy
millstones to grind for their captors, while the boys
stumbled beneath the wood x to fire their bread. The
slaves were wont to lighten the burden of their labour
with a song, the y Srj ^Tu/ui/Xios of the classics (a speci
men from Plutarch apud Bliimner, op. cit. 33), a practice
to which there is a reference in the Gk. text of Eccles.

124 (0COC77S TTJS a.\-qdova-r]s).

The form of the hand-mill or quern above described

was doubtless the same as that which it first assumed

3. The mills of long
,

the
t

cl

f
sl

f
! Pe

P&amp;gt;f

(
CP

, , -, Blumner s standard work, Techno-
tne Romans. ,

logte,e\.c. 24); but among the Romans
of the later republic and the empire the form was some
what different. From a square or circular stone base
rose the fixed nether millstone in the shape of a blunted

cone, hence called me/a, with an iron peg or pivot
inserted at the top. The upper stone, the catillus, was
cut into the shape of an hour-glass, or, more precisely,
of the old-fashioned reversible wooden egg-cup. Its

lower half was hung on the above-mentioned pivot, over
and surrounding the me/a, and the whole catillus was
turned by means of a couple of handspikes through
holes in its waist or narrowest part (see the illustrations

in Smith s and Rich s Diets, of Antiquities, s.v. Mola,
and in Blumner, op. cit. 27). The corn was poured
into the upper half of the egg-cup, so to say, which
served admirably as a hopper, and found its way through
certain apertures in the waist to be ground between the

surface of the cone-shaped me/a and the inner surface of

the lower half of the catillus. We mention these details

mainly because we have discovered evidence, overlooked
or misunderstood by previous writers, that this form of

the mill was not unknown among the Jews of NT times.

Thus in the regulations for the sale of house property,
we have the following distinction in Jewish law, between
fixtures that went with the house, and movables that

did not (Bab. Bath. 4s) Whoso has sold a house has
sold the door but not the key, the fixed mortar but not
the movable one, the istrobil Cranccx) but not the
kalath (nSp), etc. Again, in Zdfiem 42 we find men
tioned together the istrobil and the hamor (-fen) of the

hand-mill (t^& G rnSc?). Now these terms have been

entirely misunderstood by the authoritative commentators
on the Mishna (see apud Surenhusius in loc.

).
In reality

the hamor of the hand-mill is nothing but the 5j&amp;gt;os (ass)
or upper millstone of the Greeks (cp Hesychius, s.v.

jUi/Xr; : /cai OUTU \eyerai KO.I 6 KO.TU TTJS fj.u\r)s Xt0os rb
5e teal dvu #cos),

2
which, again, from the shape of its

upper portion, is also named the kalath (Gk. KaXados, a
tapering, funnel-shaped basket).

3
Similarly, the istrobil

1 Since Ibn Ezra it has sometimes been absurdly supposed
that the wood here means the light and unremovable handles
of the mills! (So Hoheisel, De tnolis. etc.. adopted in Smith s

DR, art. Mill. ).
2 The learned author of the art. Bread in Hastings DB

(1 3 7 ), in the section on the Hebrew hand-mill, in making oi/o?
the nether millstone has allowed himself to be misled by the
erroneous and now antiquated findings of Hoheisel and other
early investigators who wrote before the discovery of actual mills,

esp.
at Pompeii, had made their construction intelligible.

3 Thus Pliny (HN L l 2) describes the flower of the lily as
paulatim sese laxantis (tapering), ejffigie calathi.
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is the Gk. errpo/SiXoj, a spinning-top, the likeness to

which of the meta or lower stone with its ribbed surface

is self-evident. The mills of this construction were

larger and heavier those of Pompeii are about 5 to 6
feet in height than the ordinary Jewish hand-mill, and,
as we have seen, were built into the floor of the house.

They were capable of being adjusted so as to produce
flour of varying fineness

; by this means, and by the

process of bolting described below (col. 3095, begin.),
were obtained the different sorts of flour and fine

flour to which there is reference in the Mishna (Makh-
shh: 10 5).

In addition to these, the molce manuales, the Romans
made use of a still larger mill of the same construction

turne&amp;lt;^ ^y worn-out horses or asses,4 The la
. ___ hence named molcejumentaria or molce

asinarice(\\\\islr. ut sup. ).
A reference

to these ass-mills has been found by all commentators
in Jesus denunciation of him who shall cause the little

ones of the kingdom to stumble, for according to

Mt. it is profitable for him that a yu.i;Xos dvt/cis (AV
millstone, RV great millstone, RVm - a millstone

turned by an ass
)
should be hanged about his neck

and that he should be sunk in the depth of the sea

(Mt. 186 RV).
1

We cannot here discuss the readings of the parallel passages,
Mk.f 42 Lk. 17 2

; it must suffice to note that the /xvAos OI/IKOS

is repeated in the tcxtus
recef&amp;gt;tiis

of Lk., where the best MSS
and editors read A&amp;lt;.#o /uvAixos i.e. the ordinary millstone (so

RV) which, again, is the received reading of Mk., where the
best MSS have ;u.uAos OI/IKOS (RV with mg. as above).

What, then, was the
/u&amp;gt;Xos

OVIKOS? Is it the case, as

a recent commentator puts it, that the vehement

emphasis of Christ s words is toned down in Lk. here,

as often elsewhere (A. B. Bruce, Exp. Gk. Test, ad
Lk. 1/2)? Has the third evangelist really reduced the

heavier millstone turned by an ass to the stone of an

ordinary handmill ? We reply that the /xi Xos 61^*6*

of the first two evangelists is simply a literal Gk.

rendering of mola asinaria or ass-mill, as indeed

lerome (Mt. I.e.}, and before him the Peshitta, have

perceived (cp Stephanus, Thes. Ling. Grac. 988). The
words used by Jesus we suppose to have been the

B rrrW &quot;lien of the Mishna, or their Aramaic equivalent

in the G6mara N lvn tncn, the ass or tipper millstone,

which, as the removable stone (cp Mishna above),
would most readily occur to contemporary readers of

Lk. s \idos jUt Xt/cos. The author of the second gospel,

probably followed by the author of the first, has con

fused the two meanings of lien and ovos as applied to

the upper millstone and the live animal that turned it

a confusion from which other Greek writers are not free

(Blumner, op. cit. 35, n. 3). The result of this con

fusion is the impracticable suggestion of the offender

having hung about his neck the relatively enormous

weight of a whole mola asinaria. Only large private
establishments or professional millers ([ma,

Demai 84)

would possess one of this class of mill. There is no
reference in the Bible, it may be added, to the third

class of ancient mills, the molce aqitarice, or water-mills,

now so largely used in Syria.
The Hebrew creditor is forbidden (Dt. 246) to take

to pledge either the whole mill 2
(RV) or even the upper

stone, for he taketh the man s life to pledge, in other

words, the means by which the family sustenance was

provided.

This law was later extended to include all the utensils neces

sary for the preparation of food (Rnbil Mesi a
!&amp;gt;i3, cp Jos. Ant.

iv. 8 26 [Niese, 270]). The user of the hand-mill in this direction

1 For the Greek punishment known as Ka-ran-oi Tioyio? see the

special treatises cited by Winer, Rll BW, 2 13, and Goetz, op.

cit. In the Gospels, of course, we have a mere figure of speech.
2 King James s translators, following a tradition as old as

the second century A.D. adopted by Jewish commentators (see

Rashi on Dt. I.e.), quite falsely rendered C lTl by nether mill

stone.
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was not limited to grinding wheat and barley. Beans, lentils,

fruit, etc., might all be passed through the family mill (Mishna,

passim). For thex&amp;gt;live-mill (Q-JVI ^Vf Q rn) and the pepper-mill

(*?gsg Sjy &quot;))
see OIL and SHCES respectively.

In order to obtain the fine flour (nSb) required for

the sacred offerings as well as for the finer sorts of

bakemeats, it was necessary to bolt or sift the flour

(nsi3) that came from the mill by means of a bolt-sieve

(nc:, Is. SOaS, Mishna passim, the K^KLVOV [Ecclus. 2?4J

of the Greeks). To judge from the comparison of the

model pupil to the ndphah which lets out the kdmah
and keeps back the sdleth (Abothbi*,) a passage mis

understood both by Jewish and Christian commentators

(see, e.g. , in Surenhusius) the naphah. used for this

purpose was not a sieve with meshes like the modern
munhul (see Wetzstein, ZZ3/&amp;gt;

/
/
143/. )

but a close-

bottomed sieve, the modern minsef. The bolting was

effected by a combined up-and-down and rotatory
motion the verb (Tpn.i),

used of the process of sifting

the flour in Shabb. 7 2, means literally to cause to dance

by which the heavier particles of the flour were col

lected at one side and thrown over the edge of the sieve.

Among the figures which Hebrew writers have bor

rowed from the mill, in addition to the figure for slavery

5 The mill in (
Is - 4 2

)
already explained, may be

*
noted Isaiah s graphic denunciation of

the rich magnates of his day who

ground the faces of the poor (Is. 815). The dull

rumour of the running millstones is at this day as it

were a comfortable voice of food in an Arabian village,

when in the long sunny hours there is often none other

human sound (Doughty, Arab. Des. 2179). So it was
in the villages of Judaea, and hence the cessation of the

comfortable voice of the mill (D rn Vip, Jer. 25 10
; cp

Rev. 1822, ifxavrj /JLU\OV) is to Jeremiah and the seer of

Patmos an important factor in that solitude which a

ruthless enemy is wont to make and call it peace.
The essential hardness of the nether millstone is the

source of a popular proverb, first met with in Job
(4X24 [16]). The identity of function in the case of the

millstones and the teeth has suggested a figure common
to many tongues (Eccles. 1234 ; cp fj.ij\ri in the =
dens molarIs}.

In the Talmud, to have a millstone

round one s neck is to be burdened with domestic cares,

which are fatal to the fruitful study of the Torah (Kid-
dush. 29 b}. In the mediaeval Hebrew work, the Choice

of Pearls, he who poses as a wise man without the

true wisdom is like to the &quot;ass&quot; (lien, the upper mill

stone) of the mill ; which goes round and round without

moving from its place (cited but misunderstood by
Goetz, op. cit. 219, and by those who quote from him

;

see ap. Hastings, op. et II. cc.
). Finally, it may be added

that some have found in the Gk. proverb 6 favywv
fj,v\ov d\ff&amp;gt;LTd (fievyfi the original of Paul s wise injunc

tion, if any man will not work, neither let him eat

(
2 Thess. 3io).
A considerable amount of special literature has been devoted

to the mills of the ancients. The principal older works are Joh.
Heringius, De Afolt ndinis, 1663 ; Hoheisel,

6. Literature. Dissertatio de Molls Manualibus I eterum,
1728 ; and esp. Goetzius, Diss. de Molis et

Pistrinis I eterum, 1730 the two last reprinted by Ugolinus
in his Thesaurus Antiquitatum Sacrarunt, vol. xxix. These
have all been superseded by Hugo Hliimner s classical treatise

Technologie und Tcrntinologie tier Geiuerbe und Kiinste bei

Grieclien umi KSmern, 1875, Hd. 1 23^ A good summary in

art. Mola in Smith s Greek and Roman Antiquities^).
A. R. S. K.

MILLENNIUM. Once, and only once, in the NT
we hear of a millennium, for neither i Cor. 1023 f. nor

TheSS 4 l6 -^ P intS in th S direction -

We hear in Rev. 20 2-5 of a period of a

thousand years during which the dragon [the old

serpent, which is the Devil and Satan]
J
(see DRAGON,

2) is confined in the abyss, that he should deceive

the nations no more until the thousand years be finished,

1 Probably an interpolation from 12 9.
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while the martyrs who worshipped not the beast nor

his image, alone of the dead live again, and reign with

Christ. This revival of the martyrs is called the first

resurrection (v. 6), and at the end of the millennium

Satan shall be loosed out of his prison for a little time

to deceive the nations (v. 7 ; cp v. 3). See EsCHATO-
LOGY, 75, 88.

Why this specification of 1000 years? The Book of Enoch
(01 12) gives a week (see WKEK) as the period of the Messianic

kingdom ; the Apocalypse of Ezra (7 28 f.) gives 400 years, so
also Rabbi, quoting Mic. &quot;15 (Weber, Jiid. Thepl. 373). It is

in the Talmud that we find the statement that this kingdom will

last for 1000 (or 2000) years. The world was to last for 5000 or

4000 years of evil ; then, in the kingdom of the Messiah, 1000 or

2000 years of Sabbath-rest were to come for God s people. This
idea may have been common in the time of the writers of the

Apocalypse.

But was the idea really of Jewish origin ? We may
reasonably suspect that many of the later ideas were of

_ . . , Babylonian or Persian origin, though the

?, new growths became thoroughly Jewish ;

ea&quot;

and it is quite fair, in dealing with sus

pected Persian influences, to use the later Zoroastrian

Scriptures, because these writings, even if late in com

position, are admitted to embody and to develop

genuine early traditions. Now it was the later Zoro

astrian belief that time consisted of a series of twelve

millenniums, the last of which should be marked by a

wonderful progressive amelioration of the lot of the

human race. Before the end of this twelfth millennium

Saoshyans, the Triumphant Benefactor, the last of the

posthumous sons of Zarathustra, would be born. Dur

ing the space of 57 years all evil would be destroyed,
and at the end of this period Ahriman the fiend would

be annihilated, and the renovation for the future exist

ence (cp the new heavens and the new earth
)
would

occur. *

Much fanaticism has sprung up in the Christian

church from an exaggerated belief in the millennium.

_
fl

. But so much must be admitted that

th b
e

r
C

f
the doctrines with vvhich this t&quot;61 6* is

e
connected have been morally most effi

cacious. Both Zoroastrianism and Christianity are

deeply indebted to the doctrine which they both share,

or have both shared, of the conflict between the two

principles of good and evil, and of the future renovation

of the earth
;
and when, as in Christianity, this is

coupled with a belief in the future advent, not of a

mythical Saoshyans, but of the historical Author of the

faith, it has given an extraordinary force and freedom

to the operation of the Christian spirit.

The expression of what we may call millenarianism in

the Apocalypse of John is comparatively temperate. It

is quite otherwise with other early Christian works.

The Jewish apocalypses were received as sacred books

of great antiquity, and their contents were greedily
absorbed. Even the Gentile Christians were conquered

by millenarianism, and in proportion as, after the war

of Bar-Kocheba, the Jews became indifferent to the Mes
sianic hope, chiliastic ideas became naturalised in the

Christian communities, and the books containing them
were sedulously preserved. Thus Papias confounds

expressions of Jesus with verses from the Apocalypse of

Baruch (29s ;
see Charles s note) referring to the as

tonishing fruitfulness of the soil in the Messianic days

(see Iren. 533). Barnabas (Ep. 15) accepts the Jewish

theory that the present world will last 6000 years from

the creation, that at the beginning of the Sabbath (the

seventh millennium) the Son of God will appear, to put
an end to the period of the unjust one, to judge the

wicked, and to renovate the earth. He does not, how
ever, like Papias, expatiate in sensuous descriptions ;

it

is to be a time of holy peace. It is not the end, how
ever ;

it is followed by an eighth day of eternal duration

the beginning of another world. Hence, according
to Barnabas, the Messianic reign closes the present

1 See West s translations in Sacred Rooks of the East, vols.

v., xxiv. ; especially Bundahis 30 3 ; Dinkard 1 10.
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aiuv. Justin (Dial. 80) speaks of chiliasm as a neces

sary element of orthodoxy, though he knows Christians

who do not accept it. He believes that a restored

Jerusalem will be the seat of the Messiah s kingdom,
and assumes that all believers, together with patriarchs
and prophets, will enjoy perfect happiness for a thou

sand years. In fact, he reads this view into the Johan-
nine Apocalypse. Cerinthus, too, speculative as he was,

clings to the chiliastic ideas, and pictures Christ s king
dom as one of sensual pleasures (Eus. //328 725).

After the middle of the second century these expectations
gradually retired into the background. So early as the year 170
A.D., the party of the so-called Alogi rejected the whole body of

apocalyptic writings, and denounced the Apocalypse of John
as a mass of fables (cp AI-OCAI.YPSE, 4). Perhaps their own
hostility to Montanism was the cause. Here we may pause,
noting, however, in conclusion that in the time of Eusebius the

Greek Church was saturated with prejudice against the Apo
calypse, on account of its Jewish chiliasm.

MILLET (jrn, duhan; KEfXPOC ; MILIUM} is once

mentioned, along with wheat, barley, beans, lentils,

and spelt, as an ingredient in bread (Ezek. 49!).
The Hebrew name is also found in Aramaic and Arabic. It

may refer to the dark colour of the grain, since dahan&quot;&quot; means
smoke and duhnat&quot;&quot; a smoky colour. As it is in modern
Egypt and Palestine the name of the common millet, Panicnin
iniliaceuni, L., this is probably the

plant Iintended ; it has been
cultivated in Egypt since prehistoric times. Another kind of

millet, Androfiogon Sorghum, Bed., is also grown in Palestine

(see Tristram, NHB 470): with tlus De Candolle (Orig. 306) is

inclined to identify the Heb. dohan, but remarks that the
modern Arabic word is applied to the variety saccharatus.

Androfogon Sorghum seems to have had an African origin and
to have been cultivated by the ancient Egyptians.

N.M. W.T.T. -D.

MILLO (Nl) ; EV in Judg.96 20 2 K. 12 20 House
of Millo

(
O n 3).

(ES s readings are Judg.96 /3r)&amp;lt;VaaAiov [R], juaaAAcoi/ [A],
6 &amp;lt;HKOS juaAAui/ [L] ;

20 jSijfyxaa^wi/ [ B], /maa. [A], L as before ;

2 K. 1220 olK. jiiaaAw [BA], L as before; 28.69 i K. 11 27
r| d/cpa [BAL]; i K. 9 15 24 om. BL, rr\v /tieAu) [A]; i Ch. 11 8

om. BNA, r| a&amp;lt;cpa [L] ; 2 Ch. 32 5 TO (WArj/u/ua [BAL].

Generally supposed to be the designation of a kind
of castle or other fortification.

(a) In Judg.96 20, some identify it with the Tower of

Shechem (w. 46-49), a view which Moore pronounces
very doubtful. For a probable solution of the pro

blem, see SHECHEM, TOWER OF.

(b) In 2 K. 1220 [21], Joash is said to have been slain

at Beth-millo (on the way?) that goes down to Silla.

So RV. But N^D IT/I is probably a corruption of

SKOTT, which is a (correct) gloss on N^O. Render,
therefore, simply, at Beth-jerahmeel. See JOASH.

(c) In 28. 5 9 i K. 9 15 24 11 27 i Ch. 118 2 Ch. 32 5

it would seem to refer to some part of the fortifications

of the citadel of Jerusalem. Probably, as in (a) and (6),

NiVa is a corruption of ^NcnT. The most probable text

of 2 S. 56 8 shows that the original population of Jeru
salem was Jerahmeelite ; and that of Is. 29 1, that it was
sometimes called ( Ir) Jerahmeel i.e. , city of Jerah-
meel (see Crit. Bib.}. Winckler, however

(&amp;lt;?/, 2251),
thinks that Beth-millo is an expression for a temple ; he

compares Ass. mullu= tamlil, a terrace or artificial eleva

tion (cp Targ. NIV^D). Within the fortification (miss) of

the ancient Jerusalem was the sacred hill with its sanc

tuary ; round this, for security, David built his house

(28.59). It was the same Beth-millo i.e. , sanc

tuary which Solomon, according to Winckler, re

stored
; the tradition that the temple of Solomon was

erected on a new site being late and incorrect. See

JERUSALEM, 21, and TEMPLE. T. K. c.

MINA (MNA), Lk. 19 13 RVms- See MANEH.

MINES, METAL-WORK (Job 28 1 NVlO, AVme-,

RV mine
; &amp;lt;S, TOTTOC o66N riNCTAl; i Mace. 83

1. Were there ( KATAK PATHCAI] TOON MerAAAooN

mines in
EV mines ^ From PassaSes llke

PaiacH noo Dt. 89, A land whose stones are iron,Xt-Ucbbine : A j c i t -i, i i-And out of whose hills thou mayest dig
copper, and 8825, The bolts be iron and bronze, we
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might naturally infer that there were mines in Palestine.

When we consider, too, that Solomon had his own
workmen in the Lebanon who hewed out stone and

prepared timber for his buildings (i K. 5 13-18 [27-32]),
it would not be strange if he also had miners. There

may be a reference to this in a notice in &quot; of i K.

2461:, which precedes a reference to his building of

Oepfj.a.1 (see TADMOR) in the desert, nai ZaXw/xwy
fjp^aro dvoiyeiv TO. SwatrreAfuxra rov Aifidvov, if

Winckler (Alttest. Unt. 175; 07,2235261) is right in

assuming that Swayr. covers a Hebrew word meaning
mines. That iron was found in the Antilibanus, and

copper in the Lebanon, is certain (see COPPER, IRON).
It is not easy, however, to find such a Hebrew word as

is required.
1 In Job 28 we have a somewhat technical

description of mining operations ;
but the probability is

that it refers to the mines of Upper Egypt and the

Sinaitic peninsula. It is not, indeed, less interesting
on that account, and it is fitting that the imagery
employed in eulogising wisdom should not be ex

clusively derived from Palestine. There is, however,
so much corruption in the text (cp GOLD, SAPPHIRE)
that one may justly hesitate to institute a comparison
between the details of the poet and those of a careful

collector of knowledge like Pliny, except as regards
the obviously sound portions. It is true that v. i refers

to the washing of gold (ppj, properly to filter, strain
),

such as is described by Diodorus (see GOLD, 2), and
v. 2 to the smelting of copper, whilst in v. 4 RV quite

correctly renders, He breaketh open a shaft (the

marginal rendering of v.+a, The flood breaketh out

from where men sojourn may be suggestive, but can

claim no philological plausibility). The only other direct

reference to mines is in i Mace. 83, where the Romans
are said to have told Judas the Maccabee of the

successful efforts they had made to win the gold and
silver mines of Spain. In truth, the mineral wealth of

Spain was such that that country seemed to the ancients

a veritable El Dorado (see Posidonius, ap. Strab.

T 45^)- See, further, AMBER, COPPER, GOLD, IRON,
LEAD, SILVER, TIN.

Our result thus far is disappointing. Mining was
not and could not be as present to the mind of a Jew
as it was to that of an Arab. Such a saying as that

ascribed to Mohammed, Men are mines,&quot;
2

i.e., they

produce only what nature inclines them to produce ;

they cannot produce what is not already in them,
would have been impossible in the mouth of a Jew (cp
Mt. 7i6-i8).
There are, however, many references to metallurgical

operations.
() Smelting supplies one of the most favourite figures to

Jewish teachers. There is a striking passage in Ezekiel (22 18-22)
where the process of the smelter, who blows

2. Metallurgy, the fire in which the copper, tin, iron, and
lead have been placed, is compared to the

judgments about to come on the house of Israel. The same

image, however, is also used for consolation e.g., in Is. 1 25 (cp
FURNACE). See Pliny, HN, 37 47, and Rawlinson, Phoenicia,

chap. 10.

(b) The casting of images and other sacred objects (Ex.
25 12 2li 37 Is. 40 19 i K. 7 46) of gold, silver, or copper, is also

mentioned, but not the casting of objects of iron.

(c) The liammering of metal, and making it into broad sheets

(Nu. 16 38 [17 3] Is. 44 12).

(d) Soldering and iveldingQ?,. 41 7) ; (e) polishing (i K. 7 45) ;

(_/&quot;) overlaying with plates of gold, silver, or copper (Ex. -i&amp;gt; j 1-24
i K 20 2 Ch. 3 5 Is. 40 19). FURNACE, JOB, 1 1.

These operations seem to have been carried on to a

considerable extent among the Israelites. We learn,

however, that in Solomon s time it was necessary to

obtain Phoenician assistance in executing the metal

work for the temple (i K. 7i3j7T). See, further,

FURNACE; HIRAM, 2; HANDICRAFTS; JOB, n.

MINGLED PEOPLE (T^, i K. 10 15 Jer. 25 24; else-

1 Wi. suggests nl7j;3 ; but his arguments are not very con

vincing.
2 Wellh., Muhammedin J/&amp;gt;rtYa (Vakidi), 424.
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where 311?, pointed on the assumption that the word
means mixture i.e. , a mixed multitude [almost al

ways with art.
;
see below] ; eTTIMIKTOC, CYM., TON

AAON TON ANAMeMifweNON [L in Neh.]). In Jer.
25 20 5037 it is supposed to mean the foreign mercenaries
in the Egyptian and Chaldaaan armies respectively (cp
ARMY, 9). In i K. Ids Jer. 25z4 Ezek.SOs it is

more difficult to give a plausible justification of the

rendering, since here the word undeniably has an

ethnographic significance. The most critical course

is, probably, in all the passages mentioned, to point

any, Arabia, though a middle course is preferred by
some scholars (see ARABIA, i). In Jer. 2524 it is

obvious at a glance (cp (5 and Aq., Theod. in
Q&quot; K-) that

there has been dittography (see ARABIA, i) ; mingled
people is the makeshift of an editor who had to evade
this. In Jer. 25 20 and all Arabia, which is the correct

rendering of the consonants of the text, should be
omitted, as due to a scribe s error (cp v. 24) ;

in

Jer. 5037 the Arabian population in Babylonia is

referred to.

The same word, without the article, occurs in Ex.

1238 (where an, ignored by EV, is dittographed), Neh.
183, where it is rendered Mixed Multitude. In the
former passage it is supposed to mean the colluvies of
various races which accompanied the Israelites at the
Exodus (cp Nu. 11 4 Dt. -29it[io] Josh. 835); in the

latter, the Ammonites, Moabites, and others, with
whom Ezra found that the Juclaean Jews had had
intercourse, contrary to I)t. 23s jf. It is plain, how
ever, that to produce a proper antithesis between any
and Israel the former word ought to be the designation
of a people i.e., we ought in both passages to point
any, Arabians (so, in Neh. I.e., E. Meyer, Entst. 130).

THE MIXED MULTITUDE is also the rendering of

fjpspxn
in Nu. 114.

f]OB3Kn is usually taken to be a synonym of an any
(Geiger, Urschr.ji, after Sam. anany), and to mean the
non-Israelites in the host of the Hebrews. However,
if any means Arabians, rpsst( must be a corruption of
some word of similar meaning. A more probable cor
rection than Q DMtr, Shtisim i.e. , the Shasu of the

Egyptian inscriptions, is D
rijns, Zarephathites. See

MOSES, ii, ZAKEPHATH. A connection with Osarsiph
(Manetho s name for Moses) or with Asaph can hardly
be thought of. T. K. C.

MINIAMIN (P;JP), 2 Ch. 31 15 Neh. 12 17 4 i. See

MlJAMIN.

MINISTER, i. The word most usually so rendered
is rnU b, &ir#/i(AeiTOYPrOC; minister), p\.. of JVC*
to serve (in a free and honourable capacity, as dis

tinguished from 131?, which denotes the service of a
slave). See Ex. 24i 3 (Joshua), 2 S. 13i 7 /, 2 K. 4 43

615, Prov. 29iz; fern, in i K. 1 15. In later writings,
it is specially used of the service of God or of the altar

(Is. 616 Jer. 8821 Joell 9 i 3 2i 7 ); see also Ps. 103 2 i

1044. It is noteworthy that where the Hebrew text of
Sirach (4 14) gives .rrnsj D e-np Twa. Ministers of holiness
are her (Wisdom s) ministers, the Greek uses two
different verbs, ol AarpeiWres avTy XeiTovpyr)crovffu&amp;gt;

ayiif).

2. n^B. Ass. palahu, to fear or worship, is used in

Ezra 7 24 of the ministers of the house of God. The
same verb is met with in Dan. 812 14 i 7 /. , 617 21 71427
(0o/3er&amp;lt;r#cu, Xarpfi fti

,
Soi Xfi etc).

3. For
|
.is (2 S.8i8 i K. 4 5 )

see MINISTER (CHIEF).

4. virri/xTrjs Lk. 4 20 Acts 13 5, RV attendant.

1 Aquila and Symmachus, in accordance with MT of 2 Ch.
9 14, actually read any in i K. 10 15; & (TOV irepap [BA], iv TO&amp;gt;

nipiiv [L]), however, presupposes &quot;yrr (cp z&amp;gt;. ^) t.e., the

country beyond the river (cp EBER).

MINISTER, CHIEF
5. didKovos Mt. 20a6 Mk. 1043. See DEACON, i,

and MINISTRY, 40.
6. \tiTovpy6s (a) A minister of God, generally ; Rom.

136 Heb. 1 7 (
= Ps. 104 4 ). (t) A minister of Jesus

Christ, Rom. 15i6, where itpovpyovvTa rb tvayytXiov
TOV 0(ov follows i.e.

, doing the work of a priest of the

gospel (Jowett). (c) Applied to Christ, as the sole

officer or administrator in the true sanctuary, TWV dyiuv
\tiTovpy6s, Heb. 82. In Acts 13 2, \fiTovpyovvruv
afiruv rij} Kvpiif} is of course metaphorical, and alludes
to the doctrine of the NT and of certain psalmists that

prayer is the most acceptable sacrifice. Note that

\eiTovpyovvTuv is followed by vrjffTfvdvTwv ; prayer and

fasting are naturally combined. In Heb. 10n the same
verb is used of the OT priests ; so \tirovpyia. in Lk. 1 23
Heb. 86 92i. Figurative uses of \tnovpyia. in Phil.

2 17 30 2 Cor. 9 12
; cp Rom. 1527. Of the more special

use of \dTovpyia, connecting it with the office of the

Holy Eucharist, there is no trace in the NT. It is

usually said that the ordinary Greek usage gives no

suggestion of the application of \tiTovpytu found in the
LXX and the Greek NT, though here and there in Diod.

Sic., Dionys. Halicarn., and Plutarch Xftrovpyos is used
of priests.

1
It has I&amp;gt;een shown, however, that \ttTovpytu

and \eirovpyia are often used of ministering in the

temples in the Egyptian papyri (for references see

Deissmann, Bibel-studien, 138).

MINISTER, CHIEF (filS),
the title of an office in

the courts of David and Solomon, 2 S. 8 18 (David s sons,

AY^APXAI): 2(&amp;gt;26 (Ira the Jairite, lepeyc) ;
iK. 4s

(Nathan, not in
&amp;lt;

&quot;)
in RVn

B-. This rendering ex

presses the view of Baudissin 2 and Buhl 3
(Ges. &amp;lt;

13
-Bu.&amp;lt;

2
&amp;gt;).

Probably, says Baudissin, the title of priest was at

tached, honoris causa, to kings sons and high officers.

H. P. Smith, Lohr, and others support this view. The
traditional exegesis, says H. P. Smith, has difficulty in

supposing David s sons to be priests in the proper sense,
for by the Levitical code none could be priests except
descendants of Aaron. The Chronicler is supposed
to have already felt this difficulty; in iCh. 1817,
we read And the sons of David were the chief

beside the king (RV chief about the king oi irpwroi

didSoxoi. [diad&xov L] TOV fiacr. ). Robertson Smith 4

quotes 2 S. 818, along with 2 K. 10 n 1^2, as proving
that the higher priests were grandees. (See also Driver,

TBS, 220.)
But (a) in i K. 4s

jnjj, priest, is followed by ,nyn

friend. Priest-friend is impossible ; Hushai was a
friend, but no priest. Plainly ps is a gloss, which in

&amp;lt;S has actually expelled the word which it sought to ex

plain. jn3}
therefore, would seem to be the wrong

word. (6) In i K. 46, as Klost. has shown, we ought
to read, not ntrriN, but iiy rrm ;

Zabud then was a
j,no

(corrupt surely) who was Azariah s brother and the
officer over the palace. In Is. 22 15 the governor of the

palace is called a
jab-

5
Obviously pb or Q jab (as the

case may require) should be substituted for
jns

or D jrts

in 2 S. 818 2026 i K.4s. David s sons, then, and
Zabud, son of Nathan, were sofcfnim, i.e. , chief

ministers or administrators (see TREASURER), or, to

adopt another current title, friends (see FKIEND). In

i Ch. 1817 we should perhaps read n lnS c -
33b v,n, were

David s administrators. The emendation was incident

ally suggested long ago for 2 S. 818 by Hitzig (on Ps.

110) ; independently the present writer has given the

same view in a more complete form with a discussion in

the Expositor, June, 1899. T. K. c.

1 Cp Cremer, Lex., ET, 764.
2 Gesc/t. des A T Priestcrthutns, 191.
3 Samuel, 310.
4 Article Priest,

1

F.BW.
6 The argument holds, even if the passage has to be emended

(see SHEISNA).
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In so far as religion consists in a relation of the

1 General
clevout neart lo God, every thing of the

nature of a constitution, any relation

of superiority or subordination between certain human
persons and others, anything that could be described
as legal formality is essentially foreign to its nature.

(a) The fact is certainly noteworthy that Sohm (see

60), whose lifework it has been to study church
law in all its forms, has expressed it as his deliberate

judgment that strictly speaking no such thing ought ever
to have existed (pp. 1-3). One evidence that a judgment
of this kind has never been wholly without its advocates
is to be found in the efforts towards reform which have
at all times been made efforts which, if not exclusively,
almost always at least partially, were directed against
existing ecclesiastical constitutions as well as in the
schisms and the sects which almost invariably have had
it as their professed object to effect a return to the

primitive Christian simplicity as conceived by them.

(6) The same history shows at the same time that any
such object is impossible of permanent attainment. On
this account alone it would be of importance that we
should reach a clear idea of the way in which ecclesi

astical forms of government first came into being. With
this end in view the student s first task must be to inquire
what were the worthy and wholly creditable causes that
led to the formation of the first organised Christian

fellowships.
Whatever the form of piety, the need of sharing it with others

is felt, and once the devout soul has found comrades it cannot
but seek to rejoice along with them in the glad possession they
have found together. Once formed, this fellowship becomes a
powerful support for each individual in the moments when he
finds himself wavering, whether through doubts in his own mind
as to the truth of his conviction, or through unfavourable out
ward circumstances, especially a time of persecution. The mutual
love drawn forth in such a fellowship will also express itself in
various forms of material help as occasion arises. The fellow
ship, moreover, is able to restrain the individual even against
his own will from actions which would mean the abandonment
of his higher ideals, and cast reproach on his past attainments.
In so far as arrangements were necessary for these ends regular
meetings, care for the right conducting of these, articulate ex
pression of the faith held in common, ministration to the neces
sities of those who might be in spiritual or bodily need, money
collections, nay, even interference with the economical or ethical
private affairs of those who might suffer without such inter-
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vention everything accomplished in such directions must be

regarded as a sign of progress.

(c) Such arrangements nevertheless carry within them
selves a danger to the purity of religion.
The sharp division between members and non-members leads

only too easily to an exaggerated consciousness of selectness and
a depreciation of outsiders (cp i Cor. 5 i2_/^). The practically

compulsory attendance at the regular meetings, the uniformity
of the proceedings there, the formal common prayer, may result

in a cooling of the emotions of the heart
; such a thing as attach

ment to the religious principles of the community, yet without
full formal assent given and without participation in all cere

monies, is not regarded as admissible ; and yet it is easily possible
that not only particular institutions but also (and above all) the
formulated expressions of the common faith may take such a form
as many a one may find himself unable to accept, whilst yet his

attitude towards the matter in its religious essence is entirely

sympathetic, and the impossibility of full membership in the

community is felt by him as involving a grievous loss. The
interference in the private affairs of individual members in like

manner not only can easily be carried farther than is desirable ;

what is worse, in place of a pure concern for the imperilled
individual may come concern for the interests of the community,
for appearances, for the maintenance of decisions once arrived

at (though now perhaps in need of reform), in a manner that may
lead to grave injustices. Above all, there is apt to develop itself

only too readily, in the persons charged with the duty of ruling
and judging, an unhealthy sense of superiority, an autocratic,

ambitious, and even, where money is concerned, an avaricious

temper.

(d) All these phenomena, both on the one side and
on the other, in their noble and, to an appalling extent,

in their ignoble aspects, are already to be seen in the

Old-Christian literature, canonical and extra-canonical,

down to about 170 or 180 A.D. that is, to the time

which marks the close of the period now to be con

sidered, as being the latest date within which the NT
books could have arisen. In view of what these

writings reveal, the following general observation admits

of being made : the more elaborate the forms and

institutions, the more conspicuously do their hurtful

effects predominate. In the literature just mentioned

we can already observe the beginning of every one of

those tendencies which afterwards wrought so per

niciously in the church. It will therefore perhaps not

be wholly superfluous to remember that our historical

investigation of these beginnings ought not to be carried

on with too great partiality for them. At any rate it

will be necessary at all times to bear in mind that our
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research has reference to a subject of only relative and,
so far as the essence of religion is concerned, unquestion

ably only secondary importance. Historically speaking,
it is evident that our first weighty thesis regarding the

constitution of the church must Ix; the same as that

which has to be laid down regarding the canon (the two
histories are closely parallel at all points) if we may
adopt the famous words used by Arius of the Person of

Christ
;
there was a time when it was not (ffv fire OUK fy).

I. JESUS
The truth of the thesis just enounced emerges im

mediately when we turn to the teaching of Jesus.

T
, (a) It would be a great mistake to

, . suppose that Jesus himself founded a new
s .

reijgjous community.
The furthest that can he adduced in this direction is the saying

(in Mt. 2(J6i 2740 and ||s) that he would destroy the temple and
in three days build up another or it. These two readings,
however, differ considerably. The interpretation in Jn. 2 19-22 is

to be left out of account. Jesus would certainly not have called

his body a temple ; the sole purpose of the writer in connecting
the saying with the cleansing of the temple is to gain another of

those words of two meanings which are so characteristic of the

Fourth Gospel. If, however, Jesus really gave expression to

the thought which, according to the synoptists (most clearly in

Mk. 1458: made with hands, not made with hands ; ^eipo-
irotrjToi/ a^eipoTroiijTOi ), lies in the words, he certainly did not

carry it out.

(b) Whatever the freedom of Jesus outward attitude

towards the law when he laid down such maxims as Mt.

632 34-37 127/. 198, he must certainly have been, in the

general conduct of his life, if not perhaps a strict legalist

(according to Jos. Ant. xvii. 24, 42, the Pharisees

numbered altogether only some 6000), at least an ad

herent of the law ; had he been otherwise we should not

have found his personal disciples clinging so persistently

to it or the Pauline doctrine of freedom from the law

encountering the opposition it did. In a word, it was

hearts not external conditions that Jesus sought to

reform. He sought to arouse the conscience to make
decision for itself, not himself to give the decisions.

Precisely in this element of restraint, in this confining himself

to quite general principles of universal application, lay the endur

ing vitality of Jesus work. Seldom do we find him giving definite

form to institutions at all, as when he forbids oaths, or divorce;
in the result, his adherents with the utmost calmness ignored
them.- Of the prohibition of oaths Paul knows nothing (Gal. 1 20

2 Cor. 1 23 11 31, etc.), the epistle to the Hebrews nothing ((i 16) ;

and, as for the prohibition of divorce, it was set aside by Paul

in i Cor. 7 15, and by tradition (in Mt. [0 32 19 9], contrary to the

testimony of Paul [i Cor. 7 io/.), as also of Mk. and Lk.) by the

addition of the words saving for the cause of fornication (n-ap-

e/cTOS Aoyou Tropveias) or except for fornication (jxr) en-i Tropyeia)

(GOSPELS, 145 rf).

(c) In a saying which is shown by its very nature to be

absolutely authentic (Mt. 5 23/1) Jesus assumes that

gifts are offered in the temple and demands merely that

fraternal reconciliation shall be regarded as more im

portant. The idea of the Ebionitic source in Lk.

(GOSPELS, no) that one must wholly divest oneself

of every earthly possession is so impossible of reconcili

ation with the fundamental thought of Jesus as to the

all-importance of disposition and spirit that it can only
be regarded as based on a. misunderstanding. The
exhortation given by Jesus to the rich man (Mk. 102i

and s) to give all his goods to the poor, with utterances

of a like kind (COMMUNITY OF GOODS, 5), may have

given occasion to such a view. We have, however, no

certainty that Jesus would have spoken thus to every
rich man ; possibly he may have spoken as he did to

the particular individual in the story either because he

knew him or because he saw through him.

Or it may have been because the man desired to

be a follower of Jesus and received into the inner circle

of his disciples, (a) For this inner circle

Jesus had of necessity to devise some ar

rangement differing in various respects
from those of ordinary civil life. The injunctions of Mt.

10 1-15 and ||s, however, in so far as they come from Jesus
at all and not from a later time (GOSPELS, 128 b, 136),
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are to be taken as applying only to the short missionary
journey of the disciples, not to the period during which

they are in the company of Jesus. The idea that Jesus
gathered together all his adherents into one new religious

community l&amp;gt;eing impossible, the attempt is indeed often

made to establish the conception of a community of

disciples in the sense that Jesus laid down special
ordinances for these at least. Neither, however, can
this be carried out. It is supposed that in this way
justification can be found for the church s present dis

regard of the prohibition of oaths or of the precepts to

let the unjust claimant of a man s coat have his cloak

also, and when smitten on the right cheek to turn the

other also (Mt. 534^ 37 39-41) and, as regards the prohib
ition of divorce, for accepting as authoritative precisely
those exceptions which were not laid down by Jesus.
It is urged that strict principles like these were laid

down by Jesus only for an ideal set of conditions such
as he saw realised, or wished to see realised, in the

community of his disciples but not for ordinary civil

life. It would, however, be directly contrary to the

ethical conceptions of Jesus that anything should become
a rule for one, which did not require to be so for another.

Or, were such precepts as those of Mk. 935 and ||s,

bidding him that would be greatest become a servant,

or those of Mt. 238, bidding all who hear to avoid the

title of rabbi and cherish that of brother, intended only
for ideal conditions of society ?

(b} We come now to the question as to positions of

pre-eminence accorded to certain individuals. If Jesus
did indeed designate the members of the inner circle of

his disciples by the name apostles which remains
doubtful notwithstanding Mk. 814 Lk. 613 (1149) vve

may be sure, from what has been adduced above, that

at any rate he did not do so as conferring a particular
rank upon them, but merely in order to denote the

manner in which they were to serve. The same is true

of Mt. 1640 : he who receiveth you receiveth me. Here
the parallel in Lk. 10 16 is very instructive; he that

heareth you heareth me, and he that rejecteth you re-

jecteth me. This does not put the disciples on a level

with Jesus in respect of dignity, but is only a self-evident

consequence of the presupposition that they fittingly

carry on the preaching of Jesus. Equally instructive is

the other parallel Mt. 18 5 = Mk. 937 = Lk. 948 : whoso
ever receiveth a child in my name receiveth me.

The saying in Mt. 16i8/~. as to the primacy of

Peter must be viewed in the same light. 16 190. (
I will

_ . give unto thee the keys of the kingdom
, , ; , of heaven ) is the most that can be re-

about Peter.
garded as having actually come from

Jesus not, however, in the sense which it has in its

present context where Peter is represented as the highest
servant in a household (cp Is. 2222), but only if we

might venture to suppose that Jesus intended to convey
something similar to what we find in Mt. 23 13 (ye shut

the kingdom of heaven against men) namely, that it is

given to Peter, by preaching of the gospel, to open the

door of the kingdom of heaven. 16 19^ (
whatsoever

thou shah bind, etc.), on the other hand, cannot have

been intended for Peter alone, if only because in 18 18

it is applied to the entire aggregate of disciples in the

widest sense (there all hearers of Jesus, not the apostles

alone, are being addressed).

To judge by the connection with tv. 15-17, by binding and

loosing (see BINDING AND LOOSING) is meant the non-fiirgiveiu.-^

and forgiveness of sins (cp Is. 402 LXX : AfAurai aiirrj? rj a^apria),
and the word is so taken also in Jn. 2023, though there with

limitation to the apostles. In such a sense the word is. in the

mouth of Jesus, impossible. The forgiveness and non-forgive
ness of sins belong to God, and if Jesus as Messiah laid claim

also to the exercise of such power (Mt. !6 and ||s) it is neverthe
less impossible that he should have delegated it to any merely
human authority whether to each separate individual among
his followers (for that only the aggregate of these as a corporation
is to have this right, is by no means said in Mt. IS 18), or to the

apostles, or even to Peter alone still less would he delegate
the power of declaring sins incapable of forgiveness. 1

however, when we disregard the connection and assume that by
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binding and loosing Jesus, in accordance with the original sense

of the words, meant forbidding and allowing, it is very difficult

to believe him to have said that what his followers, or even Peter,
should determine in such a manner would also be held as for

bidden or allowed in heaven.

In 16i8 we may entirely believe that Jesus said Peter

really was, what his name implied, a rock (irtrpa. ;
in

Aram, the name and the appellative are absolutely

identical) ; only the more incredible, on the other hand,
is the continuation, the more certainly false its old

Protestant interpretation, that by the rock is meant
not Peter s person, but his faith. Cp GOSPELS,

136, 151-
A further consideration that tells against the genuine

ness of Mt. 16i8 is the occurrence in it of the word

,_ . ecclesia (fKK\-nffia). (a) After it has
5. An ecclesia? ,

been seen to be impossible to maintain

that Jesus founded any distinct religious community, there

will still be felt in many quarters a strong desire to

discover that he made provision for the founding of such

an institution in the future. Whether he would have
arrived at this had he lived longer is a question that

must remain unanswered. In view of the shortness of

his public activity, however, it is easy to understand why
our sources should fail to supply us with any indication

as to this. From the beginning of his ministry down
even to the day of the triumphal entry into Jerusalem

Jesus cherished the hope of winning the Jewish nation

en bloc to his side. Only by a very definite act of re

nunciation could he have brought himself to contem

plate but a small part of it as his ecclesia.

(b] As for the word itself, it occurs elsewhere in the

Gospels only in Mt. 1817. There, however, it denotes

simply the Jewish local community to which every one

belongs ;
for what is said relates not to the future but to

the present, in which a Christian ecclesia cannot, of course,

be thought of. Even in 1815-17, however, we are not to

see any precept intended to be literally carried out
;

it is

only a concrete and detailed illustration of the thought
that one ought to leave no stone unturned in order to

bring an erring brother to repentance. Should anyone
perchance have succeeded in effecting this in some other

way, Jesus would never have looked upon such a result

as a violation of the precept he had laid down. If the

precept must have been meant to be taken literally, we
should have therein a proof of its late origin. In any
case, what demands our careful attention is the closing

expression : let him be unto thee as the Gentile and the

publican. No suggestion here of authorised excom
munication. After the failure of every attempt at re

conciliation the injured person is to regard his assailant

as he regards a Gentile and a publican.

(c) Baptism also and the repetition of the last supper
were no ordinances of Jesus (GOSPELS, 136 end, 145 c).
On the last evening of his earthly life Jesus purpose was

fully attained when he had supplied his disciples with a mode of
looking at his approaching death by which they could be pro
tected against despair. That in after years and generations his
actions and words on that occasion were ever anew recalled to

memory has certainly been well
;
but for Jesus there was no

occasion to enjoin this, as he could take it for granted as matter
of course that what he had said as to the divine purpose of his
death would impress itself indelibly on the minds of his disciples
and supply them with the strength they needed for steadfastness
inhiscause. Conybeare (Z.NTW, 1901, 275-288) shows that
Eus. down to 325 A.D. read Mt. 28 19 thus : and make disciples
of all the nations in my name, teaching them, etc.

(&amp;lt;/)
If, finally, the conclusion of the parable of the

tares, Mt. 1828^-30, does not come from Jesus (GOSPELS,
I28c), we are left without any evidence that he instituted

measures for the cleansing of the church from its impure
elements, whether sinners or heretics. The parable of
the net (Mt. 1847-50) is much slighter ; it describes only
what happens on the judgment day without dealing with
the preceding actions of men.

This whole attitude of unconcern was rendered possible

6 Jesus
n y Decause the portion of Mt. 238, not yet

authority.
c

!

ted above
&amp;lt; 3 a end

&amp;gt;

aPPlied to the
&quot;

situation : one is your teacher
; cp 23 10 (one

is your Master, even the Christ), though Jesus can hardly
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have expressed himself literally so. It was only the

unconditional authority of Jesus and the possibility
of his settling at once every question as it emerged
that made any hard and fast regulations dispensable.

(a) Yet, precisely on account of the greatness of the

authority which he claimed and actually possessed,
it requires further to be pointed out that he made the

claim, essentially, not for his person but only for the

cause which he represented. Assuredly he required of

his disciples in a very energetic way that he should be
believed and followed. Yet according to the synoptics
he by no means made his own person the centre of

religion in the manner in which we find this done in

the Fourth Gospel.
Here again the continuation of the passages cited above

( 3 l&amp;gt;)
is instructive : whosoever receiveth me receiveth him

that sent me. Thus God is no otherwise represented by Jesus
than Jesus by his apostles or by a child who is received in his

name. In my name can here quite simply mean : because I

have enjoined such a reception of children. Different, but

certainly not original, is the explanation added to in my name
(iv ovofiari fj.ov) in Mk. 1)41 : because ye are Christ s (OTI

XpicrroO core). Further, it is evident at a glance that one of
the two members is superfluous and thus in all probability may
be regarded as a later addition. Moreover, the name of Jesus
or even the Name, without any addition (Acts 5 41 3jn. 7,

etc.), became in the apostolic time so much of a watchword
used even in unnatural connections, as for example in Acts

15 26 ( men that have hazarded their lives for ), 21 13 ( to die at

Jerusalem for ), 26 9 ( that I ought to do many things contrary
to ) that it may be questioned whether it does not owe its

origin to this later usage even in Mt. 10 22 ( ye shall be hated
of all men for ), 24 9 ( hated of all the nations for [

= Mk. 13 13
Lk. 21 17]), 19 29. Similarly the formulation in Mt. 10 y?.f. may
be held open to question. In any case in Mt. 1037-39 we may
very well apply the principle that when Jesus names himself
we ought to think ultimately of the cause represented by
him ( whoso loveth father or mother more than me, etc.).

Instructive if certainly not original is the collocation in Mk.
8 35 10 29 : for my sake and the Gospel s (evticev e/uou icai TOU

evayyeAiou : GOSPELS, 119^) with the parallels for my name s

sake (eW/ca roO ejnov ovo^(no&amp;lt;;
: Mt. 19 29) and for the kingdom

of God s sake (eIvfKfv TJJS /SacrtAeia? TOV deov.: Lk. 18 29).

(b) The reason why this subordinate relation between
the person of Jesus and the cause he represents must be

consistently maintained and doubt entertained as to all

that militates against it is to be sought in the passage
which is elsewhere (GOSPELS, 139) included among
the foundation pillars of a life of Jesus : whosoever
shall speak etc., Mt. 1232. If, accordingly, Jesus
demanded faith in his person, it was only as a means,
not as an end in itself, and thus also not as an indis

pensable condition of salvation. The objects of the

faith which he unconditionally demands are the reality

of the Final Judgment on the one hand and the Fatherly
Love of God on the other. Such a faith, however, can be

cherished by any one in any position in life and in any
religious fellowship. So small was the concern of Jesus
to leave behind him, for the new religious fellowship which

might be formed in connection with his preaching, even

so much as the tangible centre which his person might

supply, not to speak of definite institutions and laws.

At the moment of his death, the whole church-constitu

tion of future generations was yet to shape.

(c) We may perhaps deem this a disadvantage ;
but we

must at the same time allow ourselves to be convinced

that in view of what Jesus was it was inevitable ;
and

perhaps after all a blessing lay concealed in the absence

of formal constitutions drawn up with the authority of

Jesus. Wrhen constitutions became antiquated there

was no insuperable obstacle in the way of their removal ;

the pure religious-ethical gospel stood forth as the one

eternally abiding thing still possessed of force to regulate
and mould the new forms called forth by new times.

History has at least clearly taught this : when once,

rightly or wrongly, men attributed to Jesus certain

arrangements, such as the primacy of Peter (and his

alleged successors in Rome), the prohibition of oaths

and of divorce (with exceptions in the latter case), the

form of celebration of the eucharist, the age for baptism
and the trinitarian formula to be employed in it, the

immutability of these arrangements has created for the
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7. Fundamental
facts regarding
the primitive

church.

Christian church difficulties and dangers of the gravest
character, seriously impeded its prosperous development,
and even at times imperilled its very existence.

II. APOSTOLIC AGE
With the death of Jesus the whole situation changed,

(a) The master had been taken away. In compensa
tion for this loss came what his fol

lowers had not hitherto possessed :

the belief in his resurrection. This
was not belief in something future,

like the Final Judgment, or in some
attribute of God, such as his forgiving love, ever

anew to be hoped for and experienced. It was belief

in a fact of the past. Such a belief was open to

historical criticism. In the event of a favourable issue

it might promote a clearer intellectual apprehension
without any participation of the heart. In the event of

an unfavourable issue the whole of the new religion
could be endangered. Furthermore, a firm confession of

faith towards Jesus was attained
;
his later designation

Jesus Christ was properly speaking and essentially
a sentence expressing this new faith : Jesus is the

Messiah. There came to be a definitely fixed circle

of persons who confessed this faith, and a precise de
limitation from all those who were not members of the

new society.

(6) Moreover, there came into existence recurring

meetings with observance of the Lord s supper and very
soon, at any rate also an outward act of admission
into the society, the rite of baptism.
The eucharistic formula in Mk. (14 22-24) and in Mt. (26 26-28)

shows that in the regions to which the writers of these gospels
belonged the words this do in remembrance of me were still

unused in the celebration, and thus also were still unknown as
words of Jesus. On the other hand, Paul, who has them, must
have believed them to have come from Jesus. The two facts

can be reconciled only if we suppose that he had found (not
these words indeed, but) as a matter of fact the actual repetition
of the celebration current among Christians at the very beginning
of his acquaintance with them, that is to say even in his

persecuting days, and thus very shortly after the death of Jesus.
As for baptism its origin is strictly speaking very obscure. It

is certain, however, that Paul takes it for granted as a matter
of course in the case of every one who passes over to Christianity
(Rom. 63 Gal. 3 27 i Cor. 12 13 which is by no means invalidated

by 1 13-17). This would be hard to understand if he himself
was never baptized. Here also, as in the whole of what is said
in succeeding sections relating to the apostolic age, we shall

leave out of account what is related in Acts (on Paul s baptism,
especially, see 9 18) as not being sufficiently trustworthy. Paul

himself, however, appears in point of fact in Rom. 6 3-8 to

presuppose his own baptism although often enough he in

advertently uses the first plural in cases where it does not

apply at one and the same time both to himself and to all

his readers (Gal. 3 13 23-25 45 i Cor. 10 i Rom. 4i7e).
Even so, it may still always remain a question whether he
received baptism in accordance with a fixed custom or in

accordance with a personal wish to receive a penitential

baptism after the manner of that of John. In any case it

cannot be doubted that the custom became fixed not long after

the death of Jesus.

(c) Other institutions of the primitive church, which
rest on the authority of Acts alone we shall return to later

( 21-23), confining ourselves at present to what may
be regarded as perfectly certain. In this category we
must place, in addition to what has already been

indicated, the fact that the function of government in

general lay in the hands of the original apostles and
that at the time of the Council of Jerusalem James the

brother of Jesus held a pre-eminent position ; further,

that the original apostles and the brethren of Jesus
made missionary journeys among the Jewish populations
and in doing so claimed for themselves and their wives

material support at the hands of the communities which

they founded (Gal. 2g i Cor. 94-6); lastly, that the

communities in Palestine within twenty or thirty years
after the death of Jesus stood in need of pecuniary help
from those founded by Paul (COMMUNITY OF GOODS,

5).

Our information as to the conditions prevailing in

the Pauline communities is tolerably exact.

Although Paul certainly liked to begin his missionary
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activity in the synagogue (ACTS, 4), as soon as he

TVi Piniino kad won converts, however few,

communlt es
whe

T

ther Jews or Genti
!

es for the faith

meetines
In J esus a seParate Place of meeting
became necessary. One or another of

the converts offered the use of a room in his house for

this purpose. Here on the one hand the believers came
together to eat (eij r6 ^a-yetr : i Cor. 1133) i.e. ,

for the observance of the love-feast followed by that of

the Lord s Supper (not preceded, for otherwise the

Supper could not have been disturbed as it sometimes
was by the drunkenness of some of the partakers).
The foods partaken of were brought by the members of

the company, and it was only by a malpractice which
had crept in that they were not equally divided. That

they were purchased out of a common fund cannot be
reconciled with 1122, for the shame arose only when,
in consequence of the discontinuance of equal division,

some had to suffer hunger because they were too poor
to be able to bring with them a sufficient meal to the

meeting. The expression supper (SetTrpoi ) points to

the evening as the time, as also does the later accusa
tion that Thyestean banquets (Gtwreta SetTri a) were
held at which children were slaughtered, and CEdipodean
orgies (Ot5i7r65oi A&quot; eis) with a view to which the

lights were extinguished.
1 How often the feast was

celebrated, however, does not appear, i Cor. 162
throws no light upon this question, for there the Sunday
contribution to the common collection is to be made by
each individual at home (irap eai&amp;gt;r).

All that can be

definitely made out is that in the we-source of Acts

(20711) the observance there spoken of falls upon a

Sunday. According to i Cor. 10 16-21 only members of

the community took part in the celebration, and this

(see 11 33 : dXX^Xoi s Kdexf&amp;lt;rGe)
not merely at the Lord s

Supper but also at the love -feast. From this it

appears that there was held, apart from this kind of

meeting, that other sort at which the addresses of

instruction were delivered
;

for in these last strangers
also may take part (14 i6/. 23-25). The question as

to who should speak was left entirely to the suggestion
of the Spirit (see SPIRITUAL GIFTS) ; often it happened
even that several spoke at once (1427-31) and women
also took part (11s).
As regards organisation what is of importance here

is (a) that not only are there no regular teachers, but

_ .... that in the Epistles to the Corinthians no
, mention is anywhere made of any heads of

organised. r^ /-&amp;lt;- \

the community, r or effecting the cure of

the malpractices which have crept in, Paul addresses

himself not to any such officers but to the community
as a whole. So also the community awards punish
ments (i Cor. 62-5 2 Cor. 26) and chooses delegates

(i Cor. 163 ; cp 2 Cor. 8 19) by decision of a majority.
We learn indeed that Stephanas and his household had

given themselves to the service of the community ; but

the subordination which Paul desires with reference to

them, as with reference to all others who are active in

the same direction is not based upon their official

position ;
it is regarded as entirely voluntary (i Cor.

1615-18). This is explained if we observe that not only
the gifts of doctrine but also governments (Kvfffpvijafis)

and helps (dfTtXlifi^ea) or ministry (SiaKovia)

(i Cor. 12z8 Rom. 12 7) are reckoned among the

spiritual gifts. It is nevertheless also true that leaders

(irpoiffT&amp;lt;ifj.fvoi)
occur, and that not merely in the Epistle

to the Romans (128), on whose organisation as a
Christian community Paul has had no influence, but

also in Thessalonica (i Thess. 5 12). It would actually

appear therefore as if Paul in so weighty a matter as

1
Just. Af&amp;gt;ol.

i. 267, ii. 12 2-5 ; Epistle from Lyons (177 A.n.)
in Eus. HEv. 1 14 ; so doubtless also even Tacitus, Ann. 1544
( per flagitia invisos . . . exitiabilis superstitio ) and Pliny
(/: /&amp;gt;.

x. , ti 7, 112-113 A. D. ; affirmabant morem sibi fuisse . . .

rursus coeundi ad capiendum cibum, promiscuum tamen et

innoxium). Perhaps even Acts 208 (from the we-source ) is

already intended to ward off this accusation.
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this had not moulded all the communities for which he

was responsible upon one and the same model, but had
allowed himself to be guided in each case by the

different local desires, or even had not personally
interfered in the matter at all, but left things to follow

their natural course of development. If in Rom.lGz
Phoebe is called succourer (irpoaraTis}, the meaning
is simply that as patrona she took special care of those

under her charge, perhaps in particular exercised

patronage in the recognised legal sense ; it is not

however permissible with Weingarten (see below, 60)
to extend this meaning also to the masc. participle

(n-poiffTa.fj.evoi). On Phil. 1 1 see 57.

(t) How inchoate the state of matters was in the

respects now under consideration appears in various

other points as well.

In Corinth the members of the community were in the habit
of bringing their disputes before the heathen courts ; the
women asserted their freedom as against the custom of veiling ;

unchastity occurred in various forms ; and there were those, on
the other hand, who believed that marital relations ought to be

given up or that marriage was a thing to be avoided (i Cor. 5yC
7 1-7 36-38 11 2-i6). The weaker brethren in Corinth who held
meat offered to idols to be in all circumstances a thing forbidden

(i Cor. 8 1023-11 i) were exceeded by those in Rome (Rom. 14).
In Thessalonica many gave up regular work and became
burdens on the others (i Thess. 4 u_/C). These and similar

phenomena show how gigantic were the difficulties to be over
come before the valuable content of the new religion could find

for itself forms which should protect it against the danger of

degeneration without at the same time suffocating it.

A word must here be given to the church in the

house. The expression would have nothing remarkable

- in it if it denoted merely the initial stage
10. House- ,- .

J

, , ot an organised community (see above,
cnurcnes.

g g
^

In Rom 16s x Cor 16ig Philem 2

Col. 4 15, however, we find in one and the same city

several house-churches
;
also in Rom. 16 i4/. ,

whether
we are here to understand that there were two or as

many as eight. The meetings spoken of above (8),
accompanied with celebration of the Lord s Supper and
doctrinal discourses, are however held in common for the

Christianity of the whole city. It might on this ground
be conjectured that the total number of the Christians

inhabiting one and the same house is intended by the

expression church in the house. This, however,
does not accord with the manner in which the word
ecclesia is invariably used. It must therefore, doubtless,
be assumed that apart from the general meetings of the

entire community, sectional meetings also were held,

perhaps because in the greater cities, especially for

slaves, the distances were too great for regular attend

ance at the general place of meeting at certain hours.

One can for example suppose sectional meetings for

morning devotion.
What has just been said will be inapplicable to Col. 4 15

( Salute the brethren that are in Laodicea, and Nympha[s],
and the church that is in ... [AV his ] house ) if with KAC
(so RV) we read their

(a.\&amp;gt;iiav) and refer it to the brethren
in Laodicea and Nymphas (TOVS tv AaoStKeto a&f

A(f&amp;gt;oi/s
(cat

Nu/u.$aj&amp;gt;) ; for these words embrace the entire community. For
this very reason the interpretation is unlikely. There is difficulty
also, however, in Lightfoot s reference of their (aiiTwi/) to

Nymphas and his surrounding only ; difficulty, too, attaches in

another way to the reading her
(&amp;lt;XUTTJS)

in B (RVmg-), since
a fern, name would be Nymphe (Nun&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;T))

not; Nympha (Nii/iic^a).
The principal point, however, remains unaffected by these
various readings.

It becomes at once apparent that in the organisation

just described there is no imitation of the Jewish organi-
Satin

.

f communities such as one
have exPected to find in view of

11. No connec-
tion with the

Jewish organi-

.

g slSnificance of the primitive
. circle of believers and the Jewish originsation.

of Paul.
Even when the arrangements of a Jewish community in a

heathen city, not those which prevailed in Palestine, are assumed
as the basis, the difference which emerges is complete.

1 A
.Jewish community of the sort indicated had a constitution
similar to that of a heathen municipal community. At its head

1
Schiirer, 6/^(2)2358-360, 513-533 (ETii. 255-68 243-270);

see also below, 24.
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stood the gerusia (yepovo-ia), whose members were presbyters
(irpe&amp;lt;7/3vTepoi), even though the latter title has not been established
for Rome from the inscriptions. The acting body chosen from
the gerusia constituted the archons (ap^ot/Tes) ; at the head of

these stood the gerusiarch (yepouacdp^rjs). The officials were
elected for a definite period. Their functions were civil : ad
ministration of property, jurisdiction even in criminal matters

over the members of the community, and so forth. Distinct
from this was the office of the ruler of the synagogue (ap\t-
(rvi dyuyof) who had charge of the ordering of worship. At his

side were an almoner and a synagogue servant. In Rome there
were many such communities, each of them with its own govern
ing body. These various synagogues (cruvaytuyai) this was
the name not only of the meeting-houses but also of the com
munities had no common board as was the case in Alexandria.
It is plain that in the Gentile-Christian communities everything
was different from this. The participation of the women in the

common worship and the love-feasts are also un-Jewish.

Of any reading or explanation of the OT scriptures
such as was practised in the synagogue we hear nothing
so far as Corinth is concerned

;
it can only have taken

place in private, if at all, not at the stated acts of

worship. All that the two institutions have in common,
then, apart from the Amen uttered in common by
the community (iCor. 14 16) which must indeed have

been borrowed, 1 will be the very vague feature that in

structive discourses were held in both and that speakers
were admitted without any special selection. With the

Jews indeed these were, so far as we can judge from

Acts 13 15, invited by the president of the meeting. In

this last point, therefore, the Corinthian conditions are

more closely in accord with the analogue to which we
must now proceed to direct our attention.

The pagan societies or clubs which devoted themselves

_ . to the cult of particular deities, and more
V? especially in the form of mysteries,

, exhibit many instructive points of con-
r

tact with the arrangements of the
worship. Christian community in Corinth.

(a) There also the constitution of the society was

entirely democratic. It had elective heads
;

but all

decisions were come to by the meeting as a whole. All

members stood on a footing of complete equality and
were called brethren and sisters. Women also were

free to speak. In the meeting-room a place was set

apart specially for strangers. To the common meals

the individual participants brought each his share.

Money grants were made to sister communities. The
technical name for all such associations was eranos

(Zpavos) and thiasos (tiiavos] ;
but ecclesia (fKK\rjaia)

was also employed.

(6) The supposition that all these things arose inde

pendently within the community at Corinth under the

pressure of an internal necessity, and without any con

sciousness of any of the coincidences we have enumerated,
is not for a moment to be entertained. We may take

it as absolutely certain that many of the Christians of

Corinth had formerly belonged to pagan clubs of this

kind. In that case, however, neither can it be regarded
as conceivable that Paul should have remained ignorant
of the coincidence. The opinion has been held that

nevertheless he would have refrained from making use

of any such forms as had served for the worship of

demons (i Cor. 102o). In that case, however, he would

have had to give up many things which nevertheless

were indispensable. Wr

e shall therefore be safe in

assuming that he did not hesitate about adopting any
such forms if only he was satisfied that they could also

be made of service in expressing the Christian idea.

In this manner the love-feast, for example, even if the bringing
of his own provisions by each guest, and perhaps many another

detail, were borrowed from the pagan syssitia, did not cease on
that account to be serviceable for commemoration of the last

supper of Jesus and as an expression of the idea of Christian

brotherhood. To what an extent Paul was capable of becoming
a gentile to gentiles is shown, to take a single example, in his

speaking in 11 4 /a of a practice quite contrary to that of the

Jews as being a matter of course, simply because from his

Christian point of view it commends itself to him as being the

only right one.

1 So also perhaps the laying on of hands ( 37 b).
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(c )

Adherence to the forms observed by such pagan
associations, however, was even enjoined by a very

weighty consideration. Christianity as a religio illicita

was at all times exposed to prosecution by the State as

soon as its distinctness from Judaism, which was a

religio licita, came to be recognised. If this did not

happen in Rome till towards the end of the reign of

Domitian, as has been indicated as the most probable
conclusion elsewhere (CHRISTIAN, 9), it has been
there also pointed out how singular the fact is. Such
action on the part of the State must have been a subject
of dread from a much earlier date. Conforming to the

usages of a heathen cult gave the Christian the best

hope of being able, according to the law cited elsewhere

(CHRISTIAN, col. 756, begin.), to escape the attention

of the authorities.

(d] The fact of this conformity once established, we

may perhaps draw certain further inferences regarding
Christian institutions as to points on which we have no
direct information.
A heathen club had, as already stated (see a), elective heads.

It is impossible to imagine thi^t the Christian community in its

turn can ever have wholly dispensed with such services as those
rendered for example by persons who arranged the programme
for a given meeting, saw to its being carried out, and the like.

In that case it will be possible, indeed, that persons like Stephanas
may have discharged such functions with the mere tacit approval
of the community; still, another possibility is that those endowed
with the gift of government ((cupfpcrjo-ts) were actually elected
to it. Only, in that case, we must not allow ourselves to forget
that their functions by no means extended so far as to make it

possible for Paul to demand from them the reform of those
abuses which had crept in. Again, a pagan club had a common
purse. In the Christian community this was not necessary either
for the expenses of the common meals or for the collections made,
and hardly in order to defray the costs of a place of meeting
(above, 8). It is possible, however, that such a purse was
needed to meet the expenses of the teachers who came from a
distance ( 7, c), expenses which we learn were often heavy
(2 Cor. 11 20 (careo-Oiei). Paul alone made no draft on this source ;

but even his practice varied in different communities (i Cor. 9 1-18

2 Cor. 11 7-12 Phil. 4 10-20).

The attitude assumed by Paul towards the communi-

lo At* i. j l es f h s own founding wholly departs
lj. AutjlbUClG r ^, , r L j i_ i i

- p . from the analogy furnished by the heathen

guilds of worship.

(a) Paul s attitude is wholly patriarchal. He acted

on the ground that he was their father with thorough
going seriousness (i Cor. 4 i4/! ).

He commands (i Cor.

11217-34 1426-40 16i), and that very definitely, precisely
where institutions are concerned. He makes very short

work with contumacy (7 40 Ili6 14 37/-)- Partisanship
on behalf of individual teachers he sets down (83 f. )

to

carnal -mindedness, disregard of his authority to arro

gance (4i8). He disclaims judgment (avatcpivtiv) of

himself in 2 14-16 4 3-5 with a clearness that leaves nothing
to be desired. Against the Judaising teachers he declares

himself in 2 Cor. 11 13-15 Gal. 1 7-9 5 10-12 with the

greatest asperity. In short, in his person there appears
the same unconditioned authority which Jesus had.

Instead of the deference which Jesus found, Paul, it is

true, had to encounter the liveliest opposition ;
claim

the authority nevertheless he did, and for the most part
he succeeded in asserting it.

(/&amp;gt;)

The chief enemies Paul had to deal with were the

deeply-rooted immorality, and {next to that) the view,
due to the influence of his own preaching, that every
Christian has within himself the Holy Ghost and there

fore does not need to recognise any authority over him.
\Vith regard to his decisions on questions affecting the

life of the community, a feature of special interest is

that, as in the case of Jesus, the decisions received the

less attention just in proportion to the degree of speciality

they possessed.
Whether his direction as to the punishment of the incestuous

person (i Cor. 5 i-s) was carried out we do not know ; for 2 Cor.

25-11 7 12 refers not to this but to the case of another member
of the community, who had uttered a grave slander against
Paul. 1 We know, however, as regards the injunctions, pressed
with so much earnestness, that women should be veiled, and

1 Schmiedel, IfC 2 i, on 2 Cor. 2 IT: Kennedy, The Second
and Third Efis tics oj St. Paul to the Corinthians ( 1 900), 105 n.
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that, except where there is danger of unchastity, marriage is

better avoided (i Cor. 11 2-16 7 if. 7-925^ 29-3540), at all times

very little attention was paid to them ; and as against his advice
(721-24) hat Christian slaves ought to make no effort to obtain
civil freedom, the abolition of slavery is generally and rightly
regarded as one of the most glorious, though belated, achieve
ments of Christianity.

(c) Of greatest importance are the principles followed

by Paul in his decisions. Much of the effect he pro
duced is doubtless due to the fact that he withstood

immorality and licentiousness with resolute strictness,

without making any concessions, whilst yet avoiding
the error of setting up an absolutely fixed law of any
kind whereby the community s freedom of movement
could be hampered and its enthusiasm for the new faith

stifled.

Paul wished to be not lord of his converts faith but only a

helper of their joy (2 Cor. 1 24). Like Jesus, he made his appeal
to the conscience, in a particularly beautiful manner in dealing
with the question as to meat offered to idols (i Cor. 81023-11 i).

All things are lawful, but not all are expedient ; knowledge
puffs up, but love builds up ; all things are to be done to edifica

tion ; all to be done in a decent and orderly way (i Cor. 6 12 10 23
8 i 142640): such are some of the aphorisms which show in

what spirit it was that Paul sought to lead on the members of
the Christian community of Corinth to the establishment of
well-ordered institutions. Placed upon its religious basis the
same thought runs : all things are yours;

but ye are Christ s

(3 21-23). As regards slaves he has put this thought to an even
too ideal use (7 21-24).

With every effort to allow full play to individual

freedom, Paul was nevertheless unable to avoid giving

14. His
to certain things a normative value which

standards.
later hardened into a rigid law and did

serious injury to the religious life properly
so called. (a) One such norm his Jewish training
led him to find as a matter of course in the OT that

is to say, a book and moreover in a method of inter

preting the OT which found in it such things as the

writers could never have dreamed. What was there

which could not be deduced from such a book when,
for example, in Dt. 264 it was possible to find, not

somehow by way of later accommodation but actually
as the proper primary meaning of the author, an in

junction that Christian teachers are entitled to receive

support from the communities they instruct (iCor. 98-io),
or in Is. 28n/. that speaking with tongues must be

regarded as of subordinate value to the gift of prophecy
(i Cor. 142i /. )? (A) Next to the OT came in

point of authority the words of Jesus (i Cor. 7 10 /. 9 14

11 23-25). This also was quite a matter of course ; and

yet it was a departure from that fundamental direction of

the piety of Paul which declared that it sought in Jesus a

redeemer, not a lawgiver. As, however, a church order

was what had to be created, it was inevitable that the

very individual who preached freedom not only from
Mosaic law but from all law whatsoever (imposed on
man from without, not emanating from within) had to

set up as an external authority the law of the Christ

(i&amp;gt;6/u.os
TOV XpiffTov). Moreover, it is a law that cannot

everywhere be expressed, as in Gal. 62, by some such
word as love, or, as in iCor. 9 21, as the command to sub
ordinate one s own personal inclinations to the great object
of bringing about the fulfilment of the kingdom of God.

Elsewhere, on the contrary, it is a law made up of a series

of precepts, including many about particular things which
could equally well have been ordered otherwise without

danger to piety. The OT and the words of Jesus,

however, taken together constitute the foundations of

a canon. (c) Alongside of these Paul made tradi

tion also into a norm ; for it was a necessity with him
to maintain his connection with the primitive Church,
and he therefore lays weight upon the fact that what he

preaches to the Corinthians he has himself previously
received (i Cor. 1123 15s).
What demands our attention next is the earliest

instance of the action of that growing power which

ultimately contributed so much to the
10. ogm .

n ,oui,jing of pjety into ecclesiastical forms.

What, according to i Cor. 15 3, Paul received is a
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dogma ;

an explanation, to wit, of the death of Jesus
as an atoning sacrifice for the sins of men. In his own

experience, indeed, Paul has become acquainted with

faith in the deepest way as consisting in the yielding up
of the heart to the grace and mercy of God ; and he

well knows how to describe it as such. Nevertheless,

we find him presenting to faith for its object not only,

as the primitive Church had done
( 7 a), a bare fact,

that of the resurrection of Jesus, a fact that could

possibly be brought into doubt or even disproved by
historical criticism at any time, but also a dogma which

has always the disadvantage of being liable to become
burdensome to the lay conscience or to be questioned

by the theological thinker moreover, a special dogma
that was not extensively held within the primitive Church
at so early a time, and still less extensively at a later

period when Haul was actually subjected to persecution

by the Jewish-Christian party on account of his doctrine

of the cross of Jesus (Gal. 5n 612). Nay, more, he

declares faith in this dogma to be a command of God.
Unbelief (aTrto-Tia) in Rom. 11 20 is equivalent to dis

obedience (aTreiSeia : Ti. WH ; RV) in 11 30 ; as over against
the Mosaic law which insists upon works, there is, according to

Rom. 3 27, a divine ordinance (vofios Trurrecus) which demands
belief in the atoning death and resurrection of Jesus ; and the

obedience of faith (vnaicorj TritrTews) of Rom. 1 5 is none other

than that obedience to this divine ordinance which consists in

believing. Properly speaking, faith is for Paul the exact opposite
of works, not only the works of the Mosaic law but also every
thing upon which man could base any claim to the divine con
sideration (Rom. 11 6); but as soon as it is a fulfilment of a law
it does constitute something which can ask to be considered.

By the turn thus given to the matter Paul accordingly has

deprived faith of one of its most precious attributes, and over
and above the law of Christ, referred to above ( 14), has intro

duced into Christianity a second law, this time in the interests

of the divine honour ; for, it is argued, if God has once given up
his Son to the death it would be a derogation from the greatness
of this gift if so much as one individual were to seek salvation in

any other way (Gal. %2iff).

(a) Furthermore, it is hardly possible to avoid the

impression that the interest of the community as a

Oth vv hole m other words, respect for church-

considerations influenced Paul s decisions.
P Here, again, it is quite natural that he

should wish that no occasion for evil speaking should

be given by the community either to Jew or to Gentile

(i Cor. 1032); yet the question must still be asked

whether his judgment upon the incestuous person

(iCor. 5 1-8) is dictated merely by concern for the

salvation of the culprit although, of course, this point
of view was by no means wholly lost sight of.

(6) The impression left by his attitude towards the

sacraments is equally uncertain.

Whilst, according lo Gal. 3 26/T, baptism need be nothing more
than the external declaration of the fact that the subject of it

has embraced the Christian faith, in Rom. R 3-8 it is represented
with considerable vigour as an act producing upon the subject
of it a certain effect which could not have been produced apart
from the act. Again, the reason of the punishment threatened
in i Cor. 11 27-30 is not that the bread and wine contained in a

magical manner the body and blood of Jesus, but that the dis

regard shown for the sacred function is ethically wrong in every
way ; but we find the apostle referring in i Cor. 15 29 without

any disapproval, on the contrary as if confirming his own
position, to the baptism for the dead, in which unquestionably a

magical view of the working of the sacrament is involved.

(c) Finally, it was Paul who, by the emphasis he laid

upon the possession of the Spirit, laid the foundation
for the distinction between pneumatic and psychic
persons (

i Cor. 26-83) a distinction which as employed
by the gnostics went near to rending the church and,
that this disaster might be avoided, made necessary that

violent reaction which certainly would have been in the

highest degree distasteful to the apostle himself
( 33,

53^)-

(d] The emphasis on the possession of the Spirit just
referred to, however, was for Paul quite inevitable.

For him it was upon the inspiration of the Holy Ghost
that the validity of his own decisions, whether in matters
of dogma or of government, rested. Upon the Cor
inthians, it is true, this made but little impression. In

fact, they themselves possessed the gift of the Spirit,

and that, too, according to Paul s own teaching. His

subsequent withdrawal from this ideal opinion and
declaration that they were not spiritual but carnal

(i Cor. 81-3) did not prevent them from continuing to

make the claim for themselves and setting up their

own views against Paul s as possessing an equal

authority ;
and in such a case the apostle could only

answer in the language of i Cor. 7 40 : I think that I

also have the Spirit of God. Here was a conflict of

decisions that had each been suggested by the Spirit.

The true basis; for the unconditioned authority he
claimed he accordingly sought in his apostleship. Here,

however, he encountered new difficulties which we must
now proceed to consider.

(a) If the name apostle itself did not come from

Jesus ( 3^), it can easily have been transferred from

. t
. ,. ,. those emissaries of the Jewish authorities

. , in Jerusalem who used to travel up and
wide sense. /-down the countries of the dispersion

for the temple dues which they brought with them to

Jerusalem, and who were also charged with the function

of carrying letters and advices to the people of the

dispersion and generally with that of promoting a
common consciousness of religious fellowship through
out theentire nation (Lightf. Gal.W, 92-101, The name
and office of an apostle ; Seufert [see below, 60],

8-14). In the Pauline writings 2 Cor. 823 Phil. 225
come nearest to this use of the word.

(b) Even apart from these passages, however, other

persons also besides Paul and the twelve are included

under the name apostle.

The wider meaning occurs in i Cor. OsyC (Barnabas) 4 9 15 7

( all the apostles as distinguished from the twelve in 15s), and
eventually also in i Thess. 2 7, if Silas (cp Acts 16 1940 17 i)

and Timothy are included, and in Rom. 167, where on account of
the /cod ( who are of note among the apostles, who also have
been in Christ before me ) we can hardly understand the mean
ing to be that Andronicus and Junias (or a woman named Junia)
are of note in the estimation of the original apostles, but must
understand that Andronicus and Junias themselves are apostles.

Further, the pre-eminent apostles (oi \nrep\iav ajrooToAoi) of
2 Cor. 11 5 12 ii are certainly not the original apostles (for Paul
would never have expressed himself so sharply regarding these
as he does in 11 13-15); rather must we take the expression as

denoting certain persons who had come to Corinth itself and
were looked upon by some as being in comparison with Paul the
true apostles. It is not to be supposed that the Corinthians

applied to them the expression the pre-eminent apostles (oi

viTrepAiW an-doToAoi), but Paul hits off their thought very well

when he himself ironically, of course calls them so. He had
seemed to the Corinthians simple of speech (ifiiio-nj? TOJ Aoyw)
(lie) ; this also would explain itself best if the Corinthians had
had opportunity of personally comparing his manner of speech
with that of these people. If, now, the apostle in 11 13 calls

them false apostles (i//euSa7r6cTToAoi), he does not thereby by
any means deny that so far as outward qualification goes
aptness in teaching, and missionary practice of this they really
are apostles ; it is only because they bring a different gospel

*

(erfpof euayyeAioi ) and are morally reprehensible that he desig
nates them as false apostles. If this more extended meaning for

the word apostle has been made good, Paul can easily have

applied it in Gal. 1 19 also to James the brotherof Jesus, although
this is not exegetically certain, for the language can also mean
other of the apostles saw I none, but only James [who is not an

apostle] ; cp 2 16 Rom. 14 14 Mt. 12 4 Mk. 1832 Rev. 942127.

(c) It is quite certain, however, that it is not to Paul

that this wider application of the word apostle is due.

His interest was quite in the other direction, to limit

the title as narrowly as possible ;
for his authority

would naturally be diminished if the name of apostle

placed him only in the same category as a large number
of persons -many of them of very subordinate import
ance. Thus we may infer that the larger use of the

word comes from the primitive Church and must have

been customary there from the earliest times, for other

wise Paul would not have failed to point out that his

opponents of subordinate rank were, strictly speaking,
not entitled to be called apostles. What, then, let us

ask, was the characteristic mark of an apostle according
to this original meaning ? It is not having been person

ally called by Jesus, nor having seen the risen Jesus,

nor yet an exceptionally large endowment with spiritual

gifts. On the one hand, all three do not apply to every
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person who is called apostle ;

on the other hand, the

power to witness and the special endowment do not

apply to those alone who are called apostles. The
characteristic feature consists not at all in anything
which such a man has or is, but in something which he

does. Therefore it is not strictly correct to speak of

apostleship as an office. It belongs, as also appears
from i Cor. 1228, to the charismata. Now, the charac

teristic activity of the apostle is the missionary one,

carried out, of course, not occasionally merely, but as

a lifework (iCor. 15io Gal. 28). According to i Cor.

9s the original apostles also exercised this activity

although at various times they had their abode in Jeru
salem. If some of them took less part in the work than

others, all equally received the same designation as they
constituted a unity.

In the missionary sense of the word no one could

possibly ever have disputed Paul s right to be called an

Apostle ;
and yet dispute it his adver-10 wo,-, &amp;gt;,

j.o. JN tii rower i-j i rsanes did, as can at once be seen from
the emphasis with which he claims the

title, (a) He describes himself, in fact, in 2 Cor. 1 1 as

apostle by the will of God,&quot; and in Rom. 1 1 i Cor. 1 1

still more emphatically as called to be such (through
the will of God), in Gal. 1 1 as apostle not through
man but through Jesus Christ. In iCor. 9i as one

proof of apostleship the question is asked, Have I not

seen Jesus our Lord? but another is added, Are not

ye my work in the Lord? This last, along with the

addition in Rom. 1 1, separated unto the gospel of God,
is the criterion of missionary activity already spoken of

above ;
the new criteria are those of having seen the

risen Lord and of having been called. In virtue of

what he had seen Paul is qualified to bear witness to

the resurrection of Jesus. This, however, many others

also were able to do. Thus, what occurred at his

conversion conies into consideration primarily, not

because he then saw Jesus, but because he was then

called by Jesus.

(6) To have urged this would have been purposeless
had not his adversaries been in the habit of asserting
that he was not an apostle because he had not been
called thereto by Jesus. In their controversy with Paul

his adversaries must thus have narrowed the mean

ing of the word and have made its differentia consist in

a call by Jesus. On this account the original apostles

acquired a unique position. On the most conspicuous
of their number was bestowed the title of honour the

pillars (Gal. 2g ; COUNCIL, 6). That Paul claimed to

have received a similar call they thought they could

ignore, as the claim could not be verified. The pseudo-
Clementine Homilies (17 19) still represent Peter as

saying to Simon Magus under which mask Paul is

disguised (see SIMON MAGUS), And how are we to

believe your word when you tell us that he appeared
to you ?

(c) Immediately before, Peter says in the same
context, Can any one by a vision be made fit to

instruct? And if you will say, It is possible, then I

will ask, Why did our teacher abide and discourse a

whole year with those who were awake? The vision,

it would appear from this, seemed questionable not

only as regarded its divine origin but also as regarded
its fitness to qualify an apostle for his work

; and this,

from the point of view of those who had living remini

scences of the conversation of Jesus while on earth to

fall back upon, is perfectly intelligible.

(d) Hereby, however, at the same time a way was
indicated by which it became possible to place above
Paul such persons also as could not appeal to any call

they had received from Jesus, if only they had known

Jesus personally and for a longer or shorter time listened

to his instruction.

To this class belonged those persons who first raised the party
cry in Corinth, I am of Christ. Their adherents followed
them in taking up the same cry although they had never seen

Jesus ; but originally its simple meaning was, I am a personal
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disciple of Christ, just as in the competing cries, I am of Paul,

I of Apollos, I of Cephas (i Cor. 1 12). 2 Cor. 10 7 admits of
no satisfactory explanation unless by any man who trusteth
in himself that he is Christ s we are to understand the same
persons as those who set up the party alluded to in i Cor. 1 12.

These, however, as we can see from the connection in 2 Cor. 10-

13, are none other than the pre-eminent apostles (virep\iav
aTTooroAoi), who had practically won over the entire community
to their side and alienated it from Paul. According to 2 Cor. 3 i

they had come with letters of commendation to Corinth. These,
however, would have made but little impression if they had not

proceeded from the primitive church, for the weightiest com
mendation which they can have contained must have been simply
this : these men are genuine apostles, because they have known
Jesus (COUNCIL, 3).

(&amp;lt;?)
If, over and above this, a definite call is still sought

for them, it is always open to us to suppose that they
received this from the community which felt itself under
the guidance of the Holy Ghost, just as we read in the

case of the community at Antioch in Acts 13 1-4. Yet
we have no direct proof of this

; and the hostile attitude

of the primitive church and of the original apostles who
were at its head would on such an assumption of an
official act appear in a still stronger light than it does
on the other supposition which assumes only the irre

ducible minimum that the primitive church and the

original apostles tacitly sanctioned the issue of the letters

of commendation by refraining from laying a veto on
them.

(/) If the idea conveyed by the word apostle was
altered on the part of primitive Christianity in the

manner just described, it is still by no means permis
sible to go so far as Seufert, who thinks that the definite

fixing of the number of the original apostles at twelve

was arrived at only in consequence of the struggle with

Paul. Against such a view Paul would protest with

the utmost emphasis. Gal. 2 or 2 Cor. 10-13 offered

opportunity enough. He makes allusion to the twelve

only in i Cor. 155 ;
but there is no sufficient reason for

our rejecting this passage as spurious with Holsten.

It has to be recognised as a historical fact that Jesus
himself chose twelve disciples to be his immediate
attendants and to carry on his work. The choice of

the number, that of the twelve tribes of Israel, becomes

quite intelligible if the number of persons who suggested
themselves to his mind as suitable approximated twelve.

Even the subsequent election of Matthias need not be

brought into question, although the discourse of Peter

which is reported in connection with it (Acts 1 16-22) is

absolutely unhistorical (ACTS, 14, begin. ).

(a) Of the original apostles, when it was sought to

give Paul a position subordinate to them, Paul speaks

P V wi*h I tti6 respect (Gal. 26 11-21); but he
does not demand anything more than to be

VlGWS
co-ordinated with them. The name

1

apostle did not secure for him such a position of

equality, for the wider sense of the word was still current.

For this reason Paul must have favoured restricting

the designation to those who had been personally called

by Jesus, and sanctioning the enhanced estimation in

which the twelve were held, although by reason of the

rivalry of these with himself his own personal interest

lay in the other direction. The narrower sense of

the word apostle led to the consequence that the

apostolate, after the death of its first bearers, could not

be handed down, and, as an institution belonging entirely

to the past, enjoyed an enhanced appreciation ( 34).

Personal disciples of Jesus who had not belonged to the

number of the twelve, were from the end of the first

century onwards no longer called apostles but disciples

of Jesus (ftaOijTal TOV Kvpiov : JOHN, SON OF ZEBE-

DEE, 4 e
).

The wider sense of the word apostle
has held its ground in the Didache (see below, 39^).
The story of the mission of the seventy which is peculiar
to Lk. (10 1

; cp GOSPELS, 109, 128^) is untrust

worthy.

(/ )
Paul ranks the apostolic dignity extraordinarily

high. In i Cor. 1228 he gives it the first place (irpwrov}.

In the same degree in which he humbly ranks himself
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far below Jesus, does he feel himself exalted as the am
bassador of Jesus. He is a fellow-worker with God
(i Cor. 89), a minister (\eiTovpy6s) of Christ (Rom.
15 16), entrusted with the ministry of reconciliation

(2 Cor. 5i8/ ), capable of exhibiting the signs of an
apostle (2 Cor. 12 12

; cp Rom. 15 19) which, in accordance
with that name, far exceed the wonderful deeds of other
Christians (i Cor. 12928; id/mara, dvvdneis). As an

apostle he can claim honour (i Thess. 26, RVm&-). As
an apostle he feels himself also entirely filled and led by
God (2 Cor. 3s/. 46); his conception of the gospel is

for him absolute truth, and for everything opposed to it

he has his anathema (Gal. 1 8/ ). However easily we
may feel ourselves inclined to agree with him, we must
nevertheless never conceal from ourselves that such a

degree of self-consciousness in all decisions carried within
it the gravest dangers for a sound development of the
Christian church. There might easily arise a situation
of affairs in which we should find ourselves impelled
emphatically to disapprove in another of that which we
gladly applaud in the apostle.
The idea involved in the term church has already

been touched on in 16.

20. Conception .. &amp;lt;

fl
&amp;gt;

h
,

be
!&quot;

g im Possible to regard as

of the church
hlstoncal

i

the employment of the word

in the
scclesia

( KK\-qffia. ) by Jesus as a desig-

apostolic age.
nati

?&quot;

f he Christian community (

$a, o), Paul is the first whose manner of

using the word is open to our observation. In a quite
preponderating majority of instances it denotes with him
the community of a definite city or place (CHURCH, 6),
seldom the church as a whole. In Gal. 1 13 i Cor. 15 9
Phil. 36 where Paul says that he persecuted the church

(of God), this is spoken in a manner that lays no stress

on the fact that the church, notwithstanding the local

separateness of the various communities, constitutes a

unity. This is done more clearly when, in i Cor. 1228,
Paul says that God has set in the church some to be

apostles, others to be prophets, and so forth
;
for the

apostles are servants of the whole church. The apostles
alone, however : the prophets, teachers, and the rest are
the servants only of the community in which they reside.

As soon as prophets or teachers undertook missionary
journeys, they became in those days forthwith apostles
( 17). The ideal notion of a general church seems
present also in i Cor. 1032 : give no occasion of

stumbling . . . to the church of God. This compre
hensive meaning of the word is prepared for by the LXX
using it to render the Heb.

&quot;?np (assembly), the aggre

gate of all the constituent members of the Jewish people
(CHURCH, i), whilst in later Judaism it is the word
synagogue (ffvvayuyri) that is most commonly employed
to denote the individual community (Schurer, &amp;lt;7/F&amp;lt;

2

2361, note; ET458, note). Nevertheless it would be
an inversion of the natural order of things if we were
to take this use of ecclesia in the Pauline writings and
elsewhere as primary, and the application to local com
munities as only derivative and secondary.

The roof cannot be placed upon the house till the walls have
been built. The usage of profane Greek also, which can never
have been without its influence upon all Gentile Christians at
least, contemplates only a local community when ecclesia is em
ployed.

_
Paul, moreover, would hardly have spoken of the

Corinthian community taken by itself as a temple of God or a
pure virgin of Christ (i Cor. 3 i6yC 2 Cor. 11 2) if in his view these
predicates had, strictly speaking, belonged only to the church
as a whole. The images would be much more appropriate if
Christ were regarded as having but one temple, one pure virgin.
Since Paul nevertheless does not so speak, we can see how vague
is his vision when he looks beyond the separate communities to
the church as a whole. He also attaches but little value to

uniformity of institutions in different places. For an example,
see above, 9 a. True, he often alludes to the existence of
similar institutions elsewhere (i Cor. 4 17 7 17 11 16 16 i [14 33^
which, however, along with w. 34f., in view of the contradiction
with 11513, may perhaps not be genuine]); he emphasises the
fact that one community enjoys a good reputation in other com
munities (i Thess. 1 7f. 2 Cor. 8 1-5 9 2-5 Phil. 2 15) and exercises
hospitality towards wayfaring brethren ; by his own journeyingsand those of his associates he awakens and stimulates the interest
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of the communities in one another. Still, the idea of the church
as a whole does not play any great part in his writings.

If the idea has no great prominence with Paul, who
nevertheless was endowed with the widest vision, certainly
much less is it to be looked for in his contemporaries,
and least of all in the primitive church with which the
mission to the Gentiles was at all times a subordinate
affair.

(b) There is one point, undeniably, in which Paul gave
prominence to a thought which at a later date contributed

greatly to the externalisation of piety. He promised
not only the gift of the holy spirit but also the certainty
of eternal life to every one who had become a member
of the church (Rom. 8297. 109-13018-21). This followed
as a matter of course for his ideal representation that at
conversion every one becomes an entirely new man in
the same way as he himself had become an entirely new
man. Paul, however, is very far from regarding member
ship of the church as the cause of possession of the spirit
and of eternal life.

_
The cause according to him is ever to be found, upon God s

side in the divine mercy and grace, upon man s side in faith, in
other words, in a thing which is purely subjective ; and when he
saw clearly the contradiction between the reality and the ideal
he had assumed Paul did not hesitate to deny that the Corinthians
were in possession of the spirit (i Cor. 3 1-3), or to make eternal
blessedness dependent for Christians also upon the issue of a
judgment in which their condemnation was conceivable (Gal.
619-21 i Cor. 817 69^152 2 Cor. 6 i 11 15 Rom. 621 \\i\f.
Phil. 3 19). None the less, however, was his ideal theory open
to misconstruction and the abuse indicated above.

We turn once more from Paul to a consideration of
the primitive church with the view of supplementing so
far as possible what has been said already (7).

21. Conjectures
(a) It is from the very outset manifest

regarding the
that the arranSements of the primitive

primitive
church differed greatly from those of

church
l le ^entile Christian communities, for

in Palestine any borrowing from the

usages of pagan religious associations is not to be thought
of. It is also clear that it was in Palestine that the

development of the ecclesiastical constitution could most

readily be slow since some at least of the apostles,
or at any rate James the brother of the Lord, to

whom willing deference was paid, were always within
reach. By way of indicating with what caution the

statements in Acts must be received we need only refer

the reader here to the article COMMUNITY.
(b) The first thing we have definitely to set aside is

the view that the Christian church was founded at the
first Pentecost after the crucifixion. It had been founded

long before, not by an express act of Jesus indeed, but

by the faith in his resurrection and by the solidarity
which was the result of this faith (cp the five hundred
brethren who, according to i Cor. 156, saw the risen

Jesus simultaneously). What happened at Pentecost
resolves itself when critically considered into an intense

manifestation of the gift of tongues as this is described

by Paul and, on the basis of previous sources, by Acts

(1046196; see SPIRITUAL GIFTS). With the discourse
of Peter (214-36), which says nothing about any miracle,
and with 2 12f. , according to which the Christians on that

occasion were held to be drunk with new wine, would fit

excellently some such sentence as 24, which, we may
conjecture, immediately preceded in a written source,

only with omission of different ({repent : they were
. . . speak with tongues . . . utterance

). Perhaps the

occurrence intended in 2 1-13 is the same as that described

much less fully in 431 after another source : the place
was shaken . . . and they were all filled with the Holy
Ghost and spake the word of God with boldness.

(c) Moreover, it is exceedingly doubtful whether the

occurrence was at Pentecost at all.

For Pentecost according to the Babylonian Talmud at least

(Pes. fol. 68^) is the feast of the giving of the law at Sinai

(according to Jubilees, 6 17, in the first century A.D., at least the
feast of the making of the covenant with Noah, with which that
of the making of the covenant at Sinai could easily be con

joined). But the giving of the law is described byPhilo (2 i8s_/C
188 295 ed. Mangey ; ET, by Yonge. 3 146 etc.) in terms quite
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similar to those used in the description of the miracle in Acts ;

God s voice spread itself abroad, there went forth overall the earth
an invisible sound which became changed into flame-like fire.

The flame became articulate into the dialect to which the listeners

were accustomed, and rendered the words soclearly that the hearer
believed himself to be seeing rather than hearing. If any one
finds himself indisposed to accept the miracle in Acts in a literal

sense, it will be open to him to conjecture that the narrative is

not independent of that in Philo ; and in that case the date

(Pentecost) was probably supplied by the same source.

(&amp;lt;/)
In proportion as the date is put back to an earlier

period shall we be compelled to doubt whether the

occurrence can have taken place in Jerusalem.
All that is certain is that three years after his conversion Paul

found Peter and James at the head of a Christian community in

Jerusalem (Gal. 1 18 f.) , but that these two individuals and
the other followers of Jesus belonging to Galilee should have
established themselves in Jerusalem within so short a period as
seven weeks after the death of the Master rests only upon the

pre-supposition of Lk. which cannot be accepted (see GOSPELS,
1380:) that the apostles never left Jerusalem at all after that

event. If, however, they had what is in accordance with all

historical probability betaken themselves to Galilee, it would
have been very singular if they had, within a few weeks, again
left house and home for a place where the greatest danger
threatened them without any apparent motive or necessity for

such a migration. It is to Galilee in all probability that we must
look for the earliest beginnings and history of the church.

That the Mosaic law as a whole was adhered to is

certain. Yet the length of the period -down to the date

oo TV, i
f tne council of Jerusalem (see COUNCIL,

A tlC ia/w. . * *, i TJ ii c
g 4) within which Pauls mission of

emancipation from the law was allowed to go on un

challenged, would seem to indicate that the degree of

legal strictness to which Christians submitted was not

so severe as it became after the middle of the century.
It can hardly be doubted that in Jerusalem attendance at

the temple worship, and throughout Palestine in general,
attendance at the synagogue services was still kept up.
The specifically Christian gatherings, notwithstanding,
served not only for the observance of the eucharist, but

also for the mutual instruction and edification of believers

through the word and common prayer. Exposition of

the OT may easily have been a feature of such meetings.

Appropriately enough, therefore, are the Christians in

Acts 24514 spoken of as a sect. They were distinguished

essentially from the Jews by their belief in Jesus and by
the obedience they yielded to his religious and ethical

precepts.
The story of Hegesippus regarding James the brother of Jesus

(Eus. HE\\. 234-18), which tells us that he had permission to go
into the temple and pray for his people, and that the Jewish
authorities took him, the head of the Christian community, up
to a lofty place on the temple in order that he might bear witness

against Jesus, is no doubt fabulous. Probably, however, it contains
this much of truth that James, and with him the community under
his leadership, had some good understanding with the Jews who
did not believe in Jesus. We may suppose that James s death

by stoning at the hands of the Jews in 62 A.D. accounted for

by Hegesippus as due to the witness he bore to Jesus on the
occasion referred to was what brought about the new turn of
affairs when all religious connection of the community with

Judaism was deliberately and permanently severed.

As for persons, it is not permissible to base con
clusions on what we read in Acts 6 5 as to the election

_ A__O
- A f the seven by the community, in 1122

PP.
&quot;

as to its sending of Barnabas to Antioch,
or in 123-26 as to the election of Matthias

by lot to the apostleship, whilst according to 814 the

apostles themselves choose delegates from their own
number. The author could easily figure such things to

himself just as seemed natural and fitting. Too little

prominence is given them to justify us in supposing that

he found definite details regarding them in his source

(
CP 37 &amp;lt;*)

I 1 addition to the classes just mentioned,
the presbyters are the only persons possessed of ruling
functions who come into consideration for the apostolic
time.

In Acts 11 30 the contribution from Antioch for relief

of the sufferers from the famine in Palestine, in the reign

24 Th ^ Claudius, is sent to the elders in Jeru-
, , salem. In itself considered, it is just as

pr y S.
natural that in Palestine Christian institu

tions should be moulded after the Jewish pattern,
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as it was that outside of Palestine pagan models were
followed

; and as the Jews had their elders in every age
(GOVERNMENT, 16, 19 ; PRESBYTER, 2) it is very
natural to derive the Christian presbyters from these.

It was not the Jews only, however, who had presbyters ;

Deissmann (Bib. -Stud. 153-155, ET 154-157) shows that

there were presbyters in Egypt and in Asia Minor as well.

If then we meet with them in Gentile-Christian com
munities also from the close of the first century onwards,

1

we cannot with confidence say that the institution has
been derived from Jewish Christianity, for

(
i

)
neither

is the epistle of James with its presbyters of the

ecclesia (irpffffivrfpoi TT?J (KK\rj&amp;lt;rias, H&amp;gt;nf.) (to whom
the originally quite free gift of healing [i Cor. 12928] is

now confined) essentially older than the two writings
cited first in footnote i, below, 2 nor (2) can we be
certain that Acts, in what it says about presbyters,
rests upon earlier sources and not rather upon the

known conditions of the author s own time merely (cp
ACTS, 1 6).

Apart from 1130, 1423 s open to the suspicion of being an
anachronism (see below, 37), and elsewhere the presbyters
make their appearance always (15 2 4 6 22f. 16 4) in connection
with the apostles or (21 18) with James the brother of Jesus,
without having, so far as can be seen, any definite function

assigned to them. In Jerusalem itself, at any rate, any function

possessed by them could hardly have been a very important one
to be exercised alongside of the original apostles or of James.
In Jewish-Christian communities outside of Jerusalem we may
look with greater certainty for presbyters who, in actual fact,
stood at the head of their respective communities as we know
they did at a later date in the Gentile-Christian churches ; but
on Gentile -Christian ground the institution could also have
originated without borrowing from Judaism or from Jewish
Christianity. Even without the presence of pagan examples it

would have been a very natural thing for the men of more mature
years to be made leaders of the community, and the official name
could have developed afresh from its original character as denot

ing mere age, even if such a thing had not occurred elsewhere

long before. The difficulty attaching to the elucidation of the
idea contained in presbyter (irprflvTfpos) lies in good measure
in this ambiguity (cp also JOHN, SON OF ZEBEDEK, 4/&amp;gt;).

On
the presbyters sphere of duty in their relation to the bishops,
see 44-48 ; on the rulers (-ffyov^voi : Heb. 13 17) who watch
on behalf of souls, as they that shall give account (cp 18724),
see 47 b.

III. POST-APOSTOLIC AGE
Of the post-apostolic age one of the most outstanding

characteristics is its steadily advancing appreciation of

_. . the church. The idea of individual

, . communities, though still the dominant

fPP
re

? one in Acts and in James (5 14), falls on
ot tne cnurcn.

thg who]e imo the background| that

of the general church becomes the regulative one.

The church s most important attributes are unity and

purity.

(a) The Epistle to the Colossians and (still more) that

to the Ephesians
3 are specially taken up with this idea

which constitutes one of the most important elements in

their contents, and frequently recurs.

In both (Col. 11824 Eph. 623) the church is the body, of
which Christ is no longer as in Paul (i Cor. 12 12f.) the spirit,
but the head, according to Eph. 1 22 the head over all ; in spite
of its subordinateness to Christ the church is yet a completion
to him, so that apart from it he who nevertheless filleth all in

all would yet be as incomplete as a head without a trunk (Eph.
I 23) ; it is the connection of the church, no longer as in 2 Cor.
II 2 that of the individual community, with Christ, that is set

forth under the figure of the bridal, or marriage, relation (Eph.
5 25-30, see also Rev. 197^), and is held to have been prophesied
in Gen. 2 24 (Eph. 5 3i/.) ; through the church it is that to the

1 Circa 93-97 A.n. in i Clem. 445 476 542 57 i : circa 112

A.D. (seeCHKiSTiAN, 8) in i Pet. 615; circa 140 A.D. in Hermas,
170-180 in Ignatius (see below, 53 c-i) ; and, according to Acts
20 17, if one is disposed to accept the authority, already in the

time of Paul.
2 See CHRISTIAN, 8, where Jas. is placed between Heb. and

i Pet. ; in JAMES (EPISTLE), 5, it is placed still later.
3 The Epistle to the Colossians, controverting the Gnostics as

it does, cannot, in view of the statement of Hegesippus in Ens.
H F. iii. 32 7 _/ that Gnosticism first arose in Trajan s time, be
dated earlier than 100 A.

p.,
and that to the Ephesians must be

placed still later, exhibiting, as it does, a more advanced de

velopment of the idea of the church and also showing literary

dependence on Col. ; it must not, however, be brought lower

than 130 A.D. as it was known to Marcion in 140 A.D.
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angels, who have no inherent aptitude for this knowledge, is

made manifest the manifold wisdom of God (Eph. 3 10). The
establishment of the church is the aim of the world s entire

evolution and the object of the divine economy (oixoi-oixia :

Eph. 1 10 829), that divine predetermination which has been
a mystery from all eternity (3 n) and now is revealed to the

apostles and prophets (3 3-5). It is destined to reach perfection
even here upon earth (4 13) ;

the prospect of a blessedness to be
looked for only in the world beyond is found, in the two epistles,

only in Col. 1 itf. 3 1-4 Eph. 430. The most important thing in

the idea of the church is, especially for Ephesians, its destina
tion for the Gentiles and the fusion of these with the Jewish
Christians (Eph. 2 11-22 36 Col. 3 n), who have their advantage
historically only, in having been nigh salvation from the first

(Eph. &quot;2 13 17).

(fr)
So also in the Fourth Gospel (Jn. 10 16, other

sheep . . . not of this fold . . . one flock, one shep
herd

; 422, salvation is from the Jews, cpJOHN, SON OF
ZEBEDEE, 27, 39). Although the word ecclesia is not

employed by this author, any more than by the writer of

i Jn. or 2 Jn. , all three writings together with 3 Jn. have
a strong churchly interest. In the gospel, however, as

in Ephesians, the high dignity of the church is delineated

in a purely ideal way, whilst i Jn. and still more 2 and

3 Jn. ,
as also the Pastoral Epistles, draw the practical

consequences with much energy. In i Tim. 815 in

particular a new feature is the emphasis with which it is

insisted that the Church is the pillar and ground of the

truth (ffrvXos /ecu edpa.iwfj.0. rrjs dXrjOfias). (c) From
the divine predestination of the church in Eph. 1 10

82-59-11 there is but a single step further to that of its

pre-existence, which is accepted in Hermas, Vis. ii. 4i,
and in 2 Clem. 14 1. The church appears to Hermas
in his visions, and large portions of his book are devoted
to its nature. (d) The course of the development
through well-nigh two centuries, which can here only
be lightly sketched, reached its goal in the designation
catholic church which is met with, from about 170-

180 A. D. onwards, in the Muratorian fragment (//. 61,

66, 69), in Ignatius (ad Smyrn.Sz), in the Martyrdom
of Polycarp (superscription, and 8il6al9a) and in

an Antimontanistic writing (ap. Eus. HE\. 16g). Cp,
further, 53 e.

Even Irenasus, however, about 185 A.D. has only periphrases,
such as (i. 3 [i. 10 2]) iv oAco TU&amp;gt;

(coc7/u.a&amp;gt; 8tfmrap/j.ei&amp;gt;ri or (ii. S i [9 i])
ecclesia omnis per universum orbem accepit ... In the NT we
find as honorific predicates only ecclesia of God (TOV 0eou :

i Cor. 1032 15 9, etc. ; of an indh iduaj church in 11 22, etc. ; in

the plural 11 15) and ecclesia of the saints (riav ayiiav : 14 33) ;

elsewhere the holy (dyta) ecclesia (Herm. Vis. i. 3 4, etc. ; cp
Harnack, Lehrb. d. Doginengesch, I. ft) 335, n. 3, ET 273, n. 4).

The whole development tends constantly more and
more towards the proposition : extra ecclesiam nulla

26 Extra
sa lus - I 1 principle, indeed, it is latent

, . as soon as there is a church at all.

,, , A great difference depends, however,nulla salus. , ., ,
. . \ . . .

on whether the principle is insisted on
or not, and, if insisted on, whether this is done theoreti

cally merely, or also practically. Primarily, it is urged
in order to make the invitation to join the church all

the more pressing. If the invitation is complied with,
the proposition becomes innocuous. On the other

hand, if it is not complied with, or if the member once
received has been expelled, this always comes to be
associated with the idea that the person who refuses or
is rejected at the same time becomes a lost soul. The
thesis if thou believest . . . thou shall be saved

(eai&amp;gt;

jTiOTewrfls . . . au6r)ffrj : Rom. lOg, and frequently in

other turns of expression) has always as its necessary
counterpart, whether written or unwritten, that other

proposition : he who has disbelieved shall be con
demned (6 ciTricmjcras KaraKpiOrifffTai, : Mk. 16 16).

The presupposition that Christianity alone has power to save
led to the fine idea in i Pet. 819 yC, according to which Jesus
preached in the underworld to the spirits of the departed there,
and thereby afforded them the opportunity to become partakers
of salvation. Yet the idea is very imperfectly expressed. It

is not merely that the writer treats as spirits in prison only
those who had been disobedient in the days of Noah (which can
only be explained as a borrowing from Enoch 1011-14); even
if the reader ventures to extend the preaching of Jesus to all

the spirits of the departed then existing in the underworld, this
means of grace fails to reach all those who have gone there
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after Jesus time without having heard the gospel upon earth.
With Hermas (Situ. ix. 16 5-7) the pious souls who died before
the coming of Christ need in the underworld not only preaching
but also baptism which they receive through the apostles. In
another direction, however, Hermas is very liberal, explaining
(l^ ts. iii. 7 5/1) that those who, after receiving the instruction
of catechumens, but before receiving baptism, have relapsed
into their former sins could, if they did penance, be built as

living stones (not into the church, indeed, but) into a lesser

building ; cp Sim. viii. 6 $f. This goes essentially a step further
than is taken when Paul (Rom. 4 Gal. 3 6), proceeding on Gen.
156, regards the faith of Abraham, and Hebrews (chap. 11) the
faith of all OT saints, as fully effectual for salvation ; for in the
excessive regard paid to the OT this inconsequence was only
top natural. Christendom was regarded as simply the continu
ation of the OT people of God (Gal. 6 16 Heb. 2 16 f. 4 9 i Pet.
2 9 Rev. 14 i, cp 74-8, etc.). True emancipation from the ban
of the conception of the Church under which all the canonical
writers stand is found for the first time in Justin in his memorable
utterance (Apol. i. 46 2) : Those who lived with [the] Logos are

Christians, even though they have been thought atheists

(this is probably polemic against the men without God in

the world of Eph. 2 12 [afleot iv T&amp;lt;a (coovia)]), as among the
Greeks Socrates and Heraclitus and men like them ; and among
the barbarians Abraham, and Ananias, and Azarias, and Misael
[the three men in the furnace in Daniel], and Elias, and many
others (ot fxeTa Ao-yov /Stujcrai Tes Xpto Ttai Ot eto&quot;tc, (car a$eot

fVO/j.i&amp;lt;T0r)cra.v, olov ev &quot;EAAr)(Ti pev 2&amp;lt;o(CpaTr)? (cat HpoucAetTOS (cat

Afaptas (cat MtcrarjA (cat HAta? (cat dAAoi TroAAot).

If we turn now to a survey of the most important
institutions of the church

( 27-32), it appears that the

oneness of that body which the church

represents rests according to Eph. 4 3-6

upon the one Spirit, the one Lord, and
the one Father

;
in other words, upon

-though still without the later dogmatic
formulation of the oneness of these three persons or

entities. It follows immediately from this that the

one faith which is directed towards these three (4513)
is not formulated so simply as it was in the oldest times.

This triad, which in the mouth of Jesus (Mt. 28 19) is un-

historical (5^; GOSPELS, 136, end), and with Paul

(2 Cor. 1813) in this collocation has not yet been made
an object of faith, constitutes rather the foundation of

the regula Jidei to which converts to Christianity had
to signify their adherence at baptism and out of which

by ever new additions the so-called symbolum apostoli-
cum at last grew.

For the oldest extant forms from as early as the beginning of
the second century see, for example, Harnack, Pat. ap. op.
\. 2 115-142.1 This rule already contains many more dogmas than
those which Paul declared indispensable ( 15) ; and faith in the

formula one faith Oxta Trio-Tts) no longer means the exercise

of faith a meaning which can be upheld for all the passages
in Paul, even for Gal. 825 Rom. 1 5 (upon which cp 15, end)

but the matter of faith : in a word, no longer fides qua
creditur but fides qua- creditur. So also in the Pastoral

Epistles, particularly clearly in Tit. 1
_4

i Tim. 1 \qb 4 i 6 61021
2 Tim. 38 (where a wrong attitude in respect of faith is the

same thing as a wrong attitude in respect of truth in J is) and

Jude 20 and 3 ( your most holy faith . . . once for all delivered

unto the saints ). Here, accordingly, and throughout the whole
of the post -apostolic literature much greater importance is

attached to orthodoxy of belief than formerly.

In the Didache, which is intended for catechumens

of the entire church, we find the Lord s Prayer, as also

_. his Law (upon which chaps. 1-5 are based)
I e new

as a kindred bond of union. These two

27. The
confession
of faith.

the Trinity-

moral law.
constitute the most precious heritage which

the church has retained, and their genuineness is un-

1 The oldest Roman formula runs as follows : I believe in

God the Father, Almighty, and in Christ Jesus his son, the

only-begotten, our Lord, who was born of the Holy Spirit and

Mary the virgin, who was crucified under Pontius Pilate and

buried, who rose on the third day from the dead, who ascended

into the heavens, who is seated at the right hand of the Father,
whence he will come to judge quick and dead ; also in [the]

Holy Ghost, [the] holy church, forgiveness of sins, resurrection

of [the] flesh. Amen, (n-toreiiioeis flebi/ jrarepa Troi TCXcpaTOpa, (tai

ei? Xpicrrbi/ \Tf\o~o\iv TOV vibv avTOV TOV novoyevij, TOV (cvptoy i)H&amp;lt;o&amp;gt;

/
,

TOV yfwriOevTa CK Tryevjuaro? dyiov (tat Maptas r&amp;gt;) napBevoy,
TOV

&amp;lt;=7Tt HOVTIOV ITiAarou o~Tavp&amp;lt;a6fVTa (cat
Ta&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;fVTa,

TT} rptTT/ r)ju.epa
ai/ao-rai/Ta (C VfKpuiv, dvafldvTa. eis TOV? ovpavovs, Kafrjuevov

ei

6ef la TOV Trarpos, odfv ep^erai Kplva.1 (Jwrras (cat veKpovs, Kal ets

7n&amp;gt;eCju.a aytop, dyiav CKKAjjcrtaf, afye&iv ajLtapTtaJi , crapKO? ayacr-

rao-ii/ an)f.) Kattenbusch (Apostol. Symbol, cp his own

excerpt in ZTK, 1901, 407-428) dates this formula at about

100 A.D.
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doubted. The externalisation, however, of which we
have spoken shows itself in the DidaM in the manner
in which these and other exhortations of the law are in
vested with the formal character of a positive injunction ;

the Lord s Prayer is to be offered three times a day, and
Christians are to differentiate themselves from the

hypocrites, that is, from the Jews, by fasting not on
Monday and Thursday but on Wednesday and Friday
(813). Here, as in kindred matters, Christianity takes
more and more the form of a nova lex. This finds

expression in the strikingly paradoxical conception of
a law of liberty ( Ja. 1 25), which is very well paraphrased
in Barn. 26 : the new law of our Lord Jesus Christ,

being free from constraint (6 A-aicds vbjjios TOU Kvpiov
i]IJ.C)v Irjcrou X/HcrroD, &vfv firyoG dvd-yKrj^ &v). Cp

14^-
The value attached to the words of Jesus led to a

corresponding value being attached to the books in

29. The canon.
which these were recorded, and these
formed the first portion of a NT canon.

Before this last attained recognition the OT, as from
the earliest days of Christianity, was regarded as a holy
book : with particular fulness, in Hebrews, and with

far-reaching application of the allegorical method in

the Epistle of Barnabas ; but also in the Fourth Gospel
(JOHN, Sox OF ZEBKDKE, 39), in the Pastoral Epistles
(2 Tim. 3 is/), in 2 Pet. (1*9-21), in Ignatius (ad Philad.
92), etc. Eph. and Col. stand alone in laying no stress

upon it. The NT, or rather, part of the writings now
contained in it, was first raised to the same rank with
the OT as holy scripture somewhere between 170 and
180 A. n. , and this not as the result of a gradually and
naturally increasing appreciation, but because, in the
conflict with Gnosticism and Montanism, a definite norm
was needed to which appeal could be made on the one
hand against the gnostic forms of the church s faith

(e.g. , 2 Tim. 2:8), and on the other hand alike against
the traditions put forth by the Gnostics as resting on
secret apostolic tradition and against the new prophecies
of the Montanists. It is not by mere accident that the
canonisation of the bulk of the NT dates from the same
period as the rise of the designation Catholic Church.
See further, 32 end, and 35 b-e.

In like manner the importance attached to the
sacraments increased. In Eph. 45, one Lord, one

30 The
fa th. &amp;gt; s immediately followed by one

sacraments. Baptism.
.

The necessity of baptism
for salvation is expressly emphasised

even in the pneumatic Fourth Gospel (85). The
next step is that, whilst in the apostolic age, and to a

large extent even in the post-apostolic (GOSPELS, 136,
end

; cp also Clem. Recog. 1 39 73 [although there we
read also of trinas invocationis baptisma in 1 63] and
even in the third century the opponents of Cyprian
[epist. 73i6-i8]), baptism was administered simply in the
name of Jesus, the trinitarian formula is met with in

Did. 7 i and in Justin, Apol. i. 61 3. The intermediate

stage, of two clauses only, is perhaps indicated by
Rev.

14i_4 Jn. 1?3 i Tim. 2s- The oneness of the
eucharistic celebration is specially insisted on by
Ignatius (ad Philad. 4, ad Eph. 202, ad Magn. 7 2).
In Did. 94 10s the unity of the church, represented by
the union of the grains of corn in the bread an idea
which figures in i Cor. 10 17 in a subsidiary degree only

appears as the central idea of the eucharist. The
indispensableness of this sacrament for eternal life is

strongly insisted on in Jn. 651-58, although the outward
action is again divested of its value by 663. What
sort of magical ideas were capable of being associated
with it is seen in Ignatius (ad Eph. 202), where parti

cipation in the sacrament guarantees immortality :

Bread, which is the medicine of immortality and the antidote
that we should not die, but live in Jesus Christ for ever (dp-ros

MINISTRY
Tpefavrai WMV) ; and perhaps Didache 103: didst bestow on
us spiritual food and drink and eternal life (wlv (\api&amp;lt;rta

ircevpariKi}! rpo^&amp;gt;r\v
KOI TTOTOV xai

fu&amp;gt;T|i/ aiucior).

The purity of the church renders necessary, on the
one hand, the conflict with immorality (2 Tim. 219),

31. Treatment
and on the other - the confl ct with

of sinners and ieresy In church
**&amp;gt;? concern

of heretics
salvation of the sinner becomes

mingled more and more, not only with
the churchly ( 16 a), but also with the hierarchical, in

terest. As against heretics, since heresy (aipeffis),
properly speaking, means a peculiar opinion and a
special class of men who are held together by it as in

Josephus (Ant. xiii. 5 9, 171 and often): the Pharisees,
the Sadducees, and the Essenes (cp above,

i8&amp;lt;/)

_ the

only appropriate method of dealing with them is, natur

ally, by endeavouring to convince them, by means of
oral discussion, of the erroneousness of their views.
The epistle to the Ephesians reveals only in 4 14 56
that it has to do with opponents at all. So also
the Fourth Gospel meets them not with polemic, but
with positive statement. The epistle to the Colossians,
in its polemical parts (chap. 2), makes use of restrained

language and is at pains to adduce reasons for what it

says. For the rest, however, the method of dealing
with heretics constitutes one of the darkest pages in the
whole history even of the earliest theology. The views

disapproved of are simply rejected, and to those who
hold them such impure motives are ascribed, and so

many crimes (which yet have no sort of connection with
the doctrines attributed to them) that it is hardly possible
to persuade oneself of the justice of the representations.
The conjecture suggests itself only too readily, that the

churchly writers were neither able nor willing to do
justice to the views of their opponents.

1 Whilst i Jn.

simply shares the language of strong reprobation and
censure, as of moral perversity, not intellectual error

merely, which is met with in the Pastoral Epistles, in

Jude, and in 2 Pet. , 2 Jn. proceeds to practical measures
by excommunicating the adversary (v.iof.). In the
Pastoral Epistles it is possible to discover the order in

which they were written (probably by different authors
between 100 and 150 A.D.

), by the attitude they disclose
towards opponents. In 2 Tim. 4 14 the divine retribu
tion is threatened upon Alexander

; but, as a general rule,

according to 224-26, the attempt ought to be made to

win adversaries to a change of view by gentleness of
demeanour. According to Tit. 1 13 3 10 the rebuke ought
to be sharply ( briefly : aTroro/uws) given, and after

the second admonition adversaries ought to be shunned.
In i Tim. 1 20 Hymenreus and Alexander, the first men
tioned of whom is named also in 2 Tim. 2i7/. are given
over to Satan. For a heretic is here prescribed the
treatment which in i Cor. 5$ was the punishment of the
most scandalous. The conclusion of the parable of the
tares

( 5 d] did not everywhere meet with attention.

For giving effect to all these things the church needed

ruling persons, and it is for this reason that the scope
o T-,,V,.&amp;gt;, ,!

f the present article has been widened
32. Enhanced
aDDreciation

S as l lnclude consideration of mstitu-

of offices
tions wn cn

&amp;gt; regarded in themselves,
seem impersonal. Step by step, with

the enhanced appreciation of the church and its institu

tions, the appreciation of the persons charged with its

conduct advances also, and what originally was only a
free activity occasionally exercised, develops from the
nature of the case into an office. Whilst Paul (in i Cor.

1228), after enumerating apostles, prophets, and teachers,

1 As Paul permitted his followers to eat meat that had been
offered to idols, and to form marriages with relations or with

pagans (Cous ciL, n, begin.), it is not impossible that the
author of Rev. 2-3 was simply hurling back the reproaches of
2 Cor. 11 13-15 and elsewhere when he used the language which
we find in 22 (an-ocrr. i//ei/8ets), 26i4_/C 20-24. If the Epistles
were not written till long after the death of Paul, the probability
increases that they are directed not against him but against his

successors ; this, however, does not lessen the violence of their

polemic.
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goes on to give the sentence an impersonal turn and
speaks of miracles, gifts of healing, helps, governments,
kinds of tongues, in Eph. 4n the governments have
become persons pastors. Moreover, they are pro
moted in rank, for they come immediately after apostles,

prophets, and evangelists, and before teachers (unless,
indeed, they are to be identified with these ; see below,

39 e). The management and administration of affairs

became more and more the chief concern. The ultimate
issue of the development is arrived at in Ignatius, with
whom the bishop stands before all other bearers of

office, apostles alone excepted. It is not by mere
accident that this also synchronises with the introduction
of the expression Catholic Church, and with the rise

of the NT Canon. See, more specially, 49-54.
In spite of every dark side which the development of

the church displays when contrasted with the original

33. Value of f f^ f Jesu
,

s k has be a kn w
:

this develop-
led ed from the Pomt of view afforded

ment ^ n storv tnat t ie development, as
a whole, was inevitable if Christianity

was to hold its own at all against two dangers to which
it was exposed. On the one hand there was persecu
tion, on the other hand the unlimited freedom involved
in possession of the Spirit, as also the speculations not
so much religious as philosophical of Gnosticism. As
matters stood, a strict organisation really was essential.

Exactly in proportion as the representatives of traditional

Christianity fell below the Gnostics intellectually and
otherwise, was it necessary for them to be able to lay
hold of a fixed regula fidei, a canon, a high valuation
of the sacraments. Similarly, the more the individual
Christian felt himself unable to withstand the allurements
of pagan life, the terrors of persecution, the infectious

character of gnostic theories, the more was it necessary
for men of strong character to hold the reins with firm
hand. The evils which this necessarily brought in its

train threatened indeed to carry the church so far away
that it could no longer be recognised as truly and faith

fully representing the essence of Christianity. At the
same time, in what the church had succeeded in conserv

ing it may be in a violent and, in many respects, un
christian way she possessed, though in conjunction
with assets of a very questionable character, the genuine
gospel of Jesus which still preserved its power to frustrate
all distortion and obscuration of its true nature. In this

way the church development of which we have been

speaking has rendered to Christianity a quite inestimable
service. What is to be regretted is not so much that
the development occurred as that, along with the truly
Christian element which was saved, there was transmitted
to future ages also much that was foreign, or even hostile,
to the essence of Christianity, taken on under stress of
circumstances in a manner that now makes purifica
tion from such elements extraordinarily difficult.

We come now to a consideration of the various classes
of persons whose action resulted in the development of

34. Apprecia-
the church which has just been sketched.

tion of first
First in order come the apostles in the

apostles (the
narrower sense of that word

( 8). In

Twelve and
resPect their immediate call by Jesus

Paul)
himself it was impossible for them to

have successors, and the regard in which
they were held by succeeding generations grew all the
more on that account.

(a) The apostles are represented as the founders of
the church, and even Haupt (see below, 60) accepts
the unhistorical theory possible only to a distant retro

spect that it was in the founding of the church by
missions and organisation of communities, and not in

the securing of a progressive development, that the task

assigned to the apostles by Jesus lay. It is obvious,
however, that these two do not admit of being separated,
and that it could not have been either Jesus wish or
theirs that they should refrain from any further develop
ment of ecclesiastical organisation if this was open to

MINISTRY
them, especially in the case of so long a lifetime as is

assigned, by Haupt as by others, to John the son of
Zebedee.

(i&amp;gt;)

The result of this view, however, was that the
apostles were also regarded as the foundation upon
which the building of the church rests. In i Cor. 3n
Jesus alone is this one foundation

;
in Eph. 220 he is only

the corner stone, the foundation being the apostles t nd
(NT) prophets (see 38 a), in the former class Paul
also being of course included. In Rev. 21 14, it is the
twelve apostles of the lamb (without Paul) whose names
are written upon the twelve foundation stones of the

heavenly Jerusalem.
This verse has for long been with many theologians an obstacle

to their regarding the Apocalypse as the work of one of these
twelve. So also the reading of TR in 18 20, ye holy [not ye
saints and ye ] apostles and ye prophets (oi iyiot [without icai

oij aTrdoToAot &amp;lt;cal oi n-po^rai), as long as it was held to be the
correct reading constituted a similar hindrance with many. The
same consideration, however, demands to be applied to Eph.
If it was really Paul who wrote the words in 85, his holy apostles
and prophets (rocs a-yt ois ajrocTToAois airroti xai Trpo^rais), the
case would be much the same as if to-day a bishop were to speak
of the holy bishops of God. According to Harnack (/.tschr.f.
Kircliengcsch.,i%-]{), p. 3gi)the phrases in variably met with every
where else down to the third century are only the good apostles,
the blessed Paul, the apostle Paul, and the like

; we find in

Ignatius, ad RIagn. 3 i, presbyters, and in Mart. Polyc. 17 i,
martyrs called holy.

1

(c) The first apostles are further regarded as having
received the Holy Ghost as no others had done. In Jn.
2022/ this gift is communicated by Jesus to his disciples
along with the power of forgiving or retaining sins a
power which, according to Mt. 18:8

( 4) is not
limited to them. According to Acts 814-19 196 only
the Twelve and Paul, not missionaries of subordinate
rank such as Philip, possess the power of conferring (by
imposition of hands) the gift of the Holy Spirit upon the

baptized a position in direct contradiction not only to

Paul but also to Acts 192, according to which authorities
the gift comes of itself by the act of believing. A new
theory of this kind could spring up all the more readily
when, during the second century, the consciousness that

every Christian possesses the Holy Spirit gradually fell

into the background. For further consequences of this

change of view, see 37 b-e.

This exceptional spiritual endowment of the apostles
qualified them also for the production of norma-

35. Apostolic
tiVG writings. (a) This consideration

literature
soon found practical application when
obscure men, who could hope for no

attention to books written in their own names, wrote
under the names of apostles (aThess. , Col, Eph.,
Pastoral Epistles, James, i and 2 Pet.

; indirectly also

the Fourth Gospel ; cp JOHN, SON OK ZEBEDEE, 41).
This must not at all be regarded, in accordance with modern

ways of looking at things, as forgery. The only reasonable
view is that which takes as normal for the whole attitude of the
ancient world towards such questions the saying of the Neo-
platonist lamblichus, who set it down to the credit of the

Pythagoreans that, renouncing all praise for themselves, they
turned everything to the honour and glory of their master. For
Christianity in particular we may regard as normal the saying
of the presbyter in Tertullian (i/e Bapt. 17), when asked why he
had written the Acts of Paul and Thecla under the name of

Paul, that he had done it for love of Paul ( id se amore Pauli
fecisse ). The judgment of Tertullian upon this is also interest

ing ; he has no moral censure for it but only sarcasm as if he
were augmenting Paul s fame from his own store ( quasi Pauli
titulo de suo cumulans ) ; so, too, is the information Tertullian

gives, that this presbyter was deprived of his office not because
he had written a spurious work, but because in that work, con

trary to the ecclesiastical order (i Cor. 14 34), he had introduced
Thecla s example as a warrant for women s teaching and
baptizing.

(b] The view that apostles alone were fitted to be the

writers of normative books came to be applied still more

extensively when the canon was being fixed. None but

apostolic writings could render that service against

1 The holy prophets of 2 Pet. 3 2, since the apostles are men
tioned after, not before, them, must be those of the OT. The
expression, the holy choir of the apostles (6 tepbs TO&amp;gt;I aTrocr-

^6\tav xopds) cannot, with certainty, be traced to Hegesippus,
since Eusebius (HE iii. 32 8) does not quote his words verbatim.
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Gnostics and Montanists which the canon, according to

29, Was required to render. Were other writings also

admitted it became impossible to establish any hard and
fast line over against those Gnostic and Montanistic

writings which, nevertheless, it was desired to exclude.
Thus it became compulsory, on the one hand, to accept
all writings which offered themselves as being of apostolic
origin, and on the other hand, to declare to be apostolic

every writing which it was not desired to drop, or which
had already established itself so firmly that it could no
longer be set aside.

(c) The violent measures which these considerations
rendered necessary supply us with the reason why,
in 29, it was found necessary to reject what would
otherwise have been the simplest and most natural view,
that the books of the NT came gradually to be regarded
as on a level with those of the OT by a silent and
natural growth of the appreciation in which they were
held.

The gospels attributed to non-apostolic men, Mark and Luke,
had to be justified by the assertion that they rested upon the
communications of Peter and Paul respectively, although Paul
had confessedly not known Jesus at all during his life on earth.
Of the epistles to Philemon, Titus, and Timothy we read in the
Muratorian fragment (the only writing which enables us to see
not only the fact but also the motive of the formation of the
NT canon) [/. 61] ; in honorem ecclesise catholicae in ordinatione
ecclesiastica; discipline sanctificatiE sunt. With regard to the
Fourth Gospel the fragment confirms what we know already
from 21 24, that a plurality of persons attested the character of
its author as eye witness (/. 14 : ut recognoscentibus cunctis

Johannes suo nomine cuncta describeret
; cp JOHN, SON OF

ZEISEUEE, 40, end).

Of all these writings, in other words, the author of the

fragment knew that their canonisation had to be carried

through in the face of serious doubts.

(d) It has even been conjectured that writings like

the epistle of James or i Pet. only now had the apostolic
names prefixed after having existed for some time in an

anonymous form, as the epistle to the Hebrews does even
to this day. Conversely it has also been conjectured
with regard to Hebrews, which has already reached a
full close in 1821, that the present conclusion which by
its mention of Timothy would seem to point to a Pauline

origin was added at this time, and the beginning, which
had named a non-apostolic person as author, removed.
The examples cited uuder (c), however, are sufficient to

show that the establishment of the canon was set about
with full deliberation, and that the leading thought in

carrying out the task was the demand for apostolic
origin.

(e) No difference is made by the fact that along with the

principle just mentioned that of the catholicity of the
contents of the books was also followed. This was done
only where the apostolicity of origin was contested, as
in the case of the Pastoral Epistles and the Fourth

Gospel, and it was done simply in order to meet the
doubt as to the apostolic origin. In the case of ex

pressly non-apostolic writings like Mk. and Lk. a third

principle was deferred to that of traditional estimate ;

but the efforts made to prove an apostolic origin even
for them show that the traditional estimate alone was
not regarded as decisive any more than catholicity of
contents was.

The number twelve, as applied to the apostles had,
in view of the obscurity of most of those men, only a

36. Peter and
schematic value

;
() Peter alone, in the

Paul
recollection of the second century, could
take a position of importance even

approximating to that of Paul and, after him, James the
brother of Jesus, and the John of Asia Minor (If we
suppose him to have been the apostle ;

see JOHN, SON
OF ZEBEDKE, 3).

The pseudo-Clementine Recognitions(l 68 73 43s)and Homilies
(beginning, epistle of Peter, Ia.Ku&amp;gt;p&amp;lt;?

TU&amp;gt; xvpiia KOI eirto-Konta TTJS

ayios fKK\r&amp;lt;riay) make James the universal bishop and represent
Paul under the guise of Simon Magus (see 18 he, and SIMON
MAGUS) ; anc Justin, although acquainted with the writings of
Paul, at least never mentions him, and (Apol. i. 393 50 12
Dial. 42) attributes the mission to the Gentiles to the twelve.
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The Johannine writings, on the other hand, put forward the John
of Asia Minor as the highest authority in such a manner that
Peter everywhere falls behind the beloved disciple ; he comes
into competition with him even at the visit to the empty grave
(203-9), and not till the appendix in chap. 21 is reached is he, in
some measure at least, rehabilitated (JOHN, SON OK ZEBEDEE,

40). In Acts, however, care has already been taken to put
forward Peter as the representative of the primitive apostles who
was on a level with Paul at all points, even in the details of his
miracles and sufferings (Ad s, 4). This view could only be
furthered by the belief that Peter had laboured in Rome (see
SIMON PETKR), which, as the metropolis of the world, very soon
acquired a dominating position for all Christendom (so already
in i Clem. 1 i 68 2/.). So it came about that, in place of Jesusand in place of all the apostles and prophets ( 34), Peter in his

single person could seem, to a later redactor or supplementer
of the First Gospel (10 is), to be the foundation of the church
(4)-

(6) The belief, however, that Peter had been in Rome
at the same time as Paul constituted the best possible
reason for bringing forward, in highest prominence, the
two men, who really had been so sharply opposed in

their lifetimes, as representatives of Jewish and Gentile

Christianity respectively, in fullest accord with each
other. So it is that we find Ignatius writing to the

Romans (43): not like Peter and Paul do I lay my
commands on you ;

and 2 Pet.
,
the latest of the NT

writings (160-180 A.n.
), ratifies this oneness by making

Peter acknowledge the insight that has been given to

Paul and reckon his epistles as integral parts of holy
scripture whilst yet much that is contained in them in

other words the portions which are unacceptable to

him are gently set aside as hard to be understood

(Sis/).
That the first apostles possessed in a pre-eminent

degree the Holy Spirit would have been a belief of little

37. Succession-
valut for tl

!?1
later church if the

-
v had

I
. ,. not been able in some way or other

. , to transmit the gift. Of course, not
to every one, but only to those who

could be regarded as their successors in office.

(a) Already in i Clem. 424 442/i it is represented as

a thing quite made out, that the apostles appointed
bishops and deacons in the communities founded by
them, under the approval of these, and took steps to

secure that as these bishops and deacons were removed

by death proper men should be their successors. In

like manner we read in Acts 1423 that Paul and Barnabas
chose elders in every community. When the absolute

autonomy possessed by the community at Corinth is

borne in mind
( 9 a), this representation is very hard

to believe. In Tit. 1 5 the task of appointing presbyters
in every city of Crete is committed to Titus as repre

senting Paul.

(6) The conception reaches completion, however,

only when at installation there is conferred upon the

person chosen a capability or power possessed by the

person installing, but not possessed by the person in

stalled without a solemn act. This power is no other

than that special high measure of the gift of the spirit

which is peculiar to the apostles. For its transmission

the same act is needed as, according to Acts 8 17-19 196,
was required for the communication of the Holy Spirit
to new converts by the apostles namely, the imposition
of hands, which in Heb. 62 seems to be associated with

baptism, and which is also appropriate to acts of blessing

(Gen. 4814-20 Mk. 10 16), and to acts of healing (Mk. 623

732823 Acts 9 12 17 and often). It appears also as

consecration to an office in Acts 6 6, and in the Mishna
it is used at the installation of a judge (Schiir. G//&quot;i-

2152; ETii. Ii 77 ).

(c) The spirit of his office conferred upon Timothy is

called (i Tim. 4 14 2 Tim. 16) charisma, -x&piapa. (rod

Beov).

It is, however, no such gift as that which, according to i Cor.
12 n, the Spirit bestows as he will ; it is bestowed on Timothy,
according to 2 Tim. 1 6, through the laying on of my hands

(Sia rrjs en-tSeVews r&amp;lt;av

\ei.piav juov). In other words, a purely
magical conception, of which Beyschlag (see below, 60) p. 95
says nothing more un-Pauline is to be met with anywhere in

the Pastoral Episdes. Nor is the criticism obviated by the fact
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that, according to i Tim. 4 14, this charisma is bestowed upon
Timothy by prophecy (Sia 7rpo&amp;lt;|)Tetas). Prophetic indications

that this or the other man was the right person to fill a given
office may very easily have influenced elections (cp 1 18 : ac

cording to the prophecies ... on thee ), and such announcements

may have been repeated at the solemn installation (cp Acts 13 if.
and doubtless also JO 28: the Holy Ghost hath made you
bishops ). Still, even in i Tim. 4 14 the imposition of hands is

by no means lacking.

(d) Only, it is another custom that is here referred to

a custom which often enough may have asserted itself

and therefore could not be passed over in complete
silence by the writer namely, the laying on of hands

by the presbytery. It is, however, to be observed that

it is represented only as a concomitant circumstance

(fj.rd), not (as the laying on of hands by Paul in 2 Tim.

16: did) as the cause of endowment with the gifts of

office. As we can find a precedent for the act that

effects endowment in the imposition of hands by Moses
on Joshua, according to what we read in Nu. 27 18-23

Dt. 349, so for the act that merely accompanies endow
ment we have an analogous proceeding in the imposition
of hands by the people in Nu. 8 10 at the installation

of Levites which also resembles Acts 13s. Whilst in

Acts, however, the whole community lays its hands on
the missionaries who are about to be sent forth, we
find this function in i Tim. 4 14 already limited to the

presbytery.

(e) The limitation just mentioned is connected with

the further restriction that the communication of the

gift of office is made not to every bearer of office, but

only to Timothy ;
that is to say, to the representative

of the bishop (see below, 54 d). That he does not

become a partaker in the apostolical succession for his

own person alone, but with the capability, and also the

duty, of further transmitting it, is shown by i Tim. 622
2 Tim. 22. From the verb here used (ira.pa.Qov) it is at

the same time clear that the trust (trapaflriKri) of

i Tim. 620 2 Tim. 1 14 (less easily 1 12) is to be regarded

along with charisma (xdpia&amp;gt;tct)
as a more precise desig

nation of the gift of office so bestowed. It seems thus

to be looked upon as a valuable committed to the

custodian s care to be faithfully kept and delivered up
undamaged.

(a) After the apostles the first place is taken, not only
in i Cor. 1228 but also in Eph. 4 n, by the prophets ;

and
-
8 _,, in Eph. 220 3 5 they and they alone are asso-

prophets.
ciated with the apostles as constituting a

unity. It follows not only from 4n but

also from 85 that NT not OT prophets are intended,
since to them the mystery hidden from former genera
tions has now (vvv) been revealed. The collocation in

Rev. 1820
( ye saints and ye apostles and ye prophets )

is similar, the prophets in this book taking (as can be

easily understood) a prominent part throughout (10?
226; along with the saints in 11 18 166 1824, cp 22g ;

also the two witnesses in 11 310 are called prophets).
In Did. 13s (circa 130-160 A.n.) the prophets alone are

called your chief priests (with reference to i Cor. 9 13)

and receive on this account the first-fruits ; at the

Lord s Supper, the presidency over which, as we can

perceive, belongs to them, they are not, according to

10 7, restricted to the use of the formal prayers ; to cast

doubts upon their pneumatic utterances is the sin against
the Holy Ghost (11 7 ; cp Mt. 12 3 i/.).

(b~) In the very next sentences, however, the author
of the Didache proceeds to give rules that neutralise

this prohibition. He sets up criteria according to

which his readers are to be able to discriminate be
tween true prophets and false.

He who has not the ways of the Lord (rpoiroi icvpiov), he
who does not himself practise what he teaches, he who in pneu
matic utterance orders a table and then partakes of it, he who
demands money or other things, is a false prophet. The greater
the reverence for the spirit of God which speaks out of the
prophets, the worse must have been the degeneracy which
rendered such cautions necessary. In point of fact Hermas finds
a whole inandatum (11) required in order to meet this need.
Peregrinus was, according to Lucian (ch. 11-1310), amongst the
Christians a prophet (7rpo&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;jJTT)),

a leader of a Thiasus-band
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(0ia&amp;lt;r&amp;lt;xpx)?

: as leader of the love-feast), a synagogue officer

(fuyayioyevs : as preacher), president (Trpoo-Tanjs), and ex
perienced in his captivity the most extraordinary attentions and
on his journeyings the richest maintenance. A goites such as
he, who knew how to deal with Christians with the requisite
cunning, had it in his power, according to Lucian about 166
A.D., to become a rich man within a very short time. Similar

things can be found in Celsus about iSoA.n. (ap. Origen
Tgn ; vol. i. 700 and 702 ed. de la Rue). Perhaps we may
also interpret Mt. 7 15-23 in the same sense ( false prophets . . .

in sheep s clothing . . . have we not prophesied in thy name?
etc.), especially as prophecy in the name of Jesu.s during his
lifetime could much less easily have happened than what Lk.
(1326_/;) has in the parallel passage : we have eaten and drunk
in thy presence, and thou hast taught in our streets. The char
acterisation given by Hermas may possibly, in view of what has
just been said, not be entirely exact. He says that a false

Krophet
gives to individuals privately forecasts as to their

iture, but shrinks from coming forward in the public meeting
of the congregation and speaks only when consulted (Mane/.
11 *,/. 13 f.). On the contrary, the prophets just depicted were
met with both as itinerant preachers and also as settled members
of the communities to which they respectively belonged (cp
Acts 11 17 21 10 as contrasted with 13 i). Only in the latter case
are they (their good behaviour being, of course, presupposed),
according to Did. 13 i 3, to receive the first-fruits. As their
manner of speech was ecstatic indeed, yet, in contradistinction
from the speaking with tongues, capable of being generally
understood, it admits of being designated as doctrine {Did.
11 10 Rev. 2 20), and conversely the false apostle of Did. 11 $/.
can be called a false prophet.

(c) It is only natural that, with the general falling off

of that inspiration by which the spiritual gifts of the

oldest Christianity are to be explained, the form also of

ecstatic preaching became increasingly rare. In Did.

184 provision is made for the case of there being no

prophet in a community ;
the firstling gifts are then

to go to the poor. Partly the abuses already referred

to, partly also the very pronounced recrudescence of

ecstatic utterance among the Montanists, and the in

compatibility of the unbridled individualism implied in

this with the ecclesiastical organisation which in the

meanwhile had grown to greater strength, served to

bring the whole manifestation into discredit, and so to

an end. The respect which the prophets lost must

naturally have accrued to the bishops, who now came
to be looked upon as the sole organs of the Holy Spirit

(through the apostolical succession).
The third place (i.e. ,

next to the apostles and the

prophets) is by Paul (i Cor. 1228) assigned to the

39 Anostle
teachers

; by the epistle to the Ephesians

of Didache- ^
4l1 ^ on the other hand il is given to

evangelists
the evan Selists -

whilst the teachers are

teachers.
releSated to the fifth Place (yet see

below, e).

(a) A possible inference is that the evangelists con
stitute a special class.

The view that the authors of written gospels are intended is

quite impossible ; but so also is the other that by evangelists
are meant subordinate missionaries who had not to teach but

merely to recite the gospel history in accordance with a fixed

type of narrative committed to memory (GOSI-ELS, 115). If

that were so, not only would the high appreciation bestowed
upon them in Eph. 4 n be remarkable ; the limitation to a task
of this description would be on missionary journeys quite un
workable. 2 Tim. 4 5 throws no light on the subject, for in the

expression do the work of an evangelist (tpyov iroi^trov

eiiayyeAio-roG) it is presupposed that Timothy was not himself an .

evangelist. The explanation of what is meant by evangelist is

doubtless, however, to be found by the help of the last passage
in which the word occurs (Acts 21 s).

The evangelist mentioned in Acts 218 Philip is the

same as the person whose missionary activity in Samaria
and with the Ethiopian eunuch is recorded in Acts

85-40. Thus by an evangelist we are to understand a

non-apostolic missionary, all the more because in its

original meaning gospel (evayye\iov) also denotes not

the history of Jesus but the glad tidings of salvation.

(b] In this case, however, an evangelist does not differ

from an apostle in the wider sense of the word explained
in 17, and one could at most suppose that the word

evangelist, which is met with only in writings of the

second century, had come into use in place of the word

apostle because the prevailing use of apostle had come
to be in the narrower sense. This we may take to be

the true state of the case in the three writings referred
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to above (Acts, Eph., 2 Tim.). The Didache affords

evidence, indeed, that alongside of the narrower

meaning the wider sense also maintained itself. The

apostles, however, who are contemporary with its

author, are by no means on a level with the former

bearers of that title. The early apostles figure only in

the superscriptions (5i5ax&amp;gt;7
TWI&amp;gt; SwSexa awovToXuv

and dtSaxi) Sia rwt&amp;gt; 5a&amp;gt;5f KO. a.TroffT6\uv rots H8v((nv)
the contemporary apostles, on the other hand, rank

after the prophets even, as only these last are put on a
level with the high priests (183). According to 114
the (contemporary) apostles ought to be received like

the Lord himself (cp Mt. 1040) ;
but according to Did,

\\\f. this holds good of every teacher. The Didacht
shows us how the apostles ought to be classified, rank

ing them along with the teachers. If prophets and
teachers come before us together in 152 as those who
are to be held in honour (rertyUTj/xevoi) it is impossible
that it should be intended to exclude the apostles from
this category.

(c) Nevertheless, there remains the distinction that

the apostles pass from place to place ; whilst by the

teacher, who (like the prophet who is stationary in the

community) is worthy of his hire (13 1
/&quot;. ),

we are plainly
to understand a resident member of the local community.
The apostles, however, do not devote themselves ex

clusively to mission work ; they also come forward with

the function of teachers in the already existing com
munities which they visit in the course of their travels.

These itinerant teachers unquestionably did much, not

only, as in Paul s time, towards the strengthening of

the Christian conviction and zeal of the communities

they visited by what they had to tell about things they
had seen in other places, but also towards promoting
that uniformity in ecclesiastical institutions and that

high estimate of the dignity of the church which are so

distinctive of the second century.

Of the vocation of the teachers broadly considered the epistle
of James (3 i) thinks very gravely ( be not many teachers . . .

we shall receive heavier judgment ). The writer of the epistle
of Barnabas says (184 9), with that modesty which he affects,
that he wishes to write his epistle not as a teacher (ov\ &amp;lt;&amp;gt;

fiiSaovcaAos). Hernias (Sit. ix. 262) still holds to this, that the

teachers possess the Holy Ghost (a position resting on Rom. 12 7).

From the prophets they are distinguished by the non-ecstatic

character of their speech. They are associated with the prophets
as in Did. 13 \f. 15 i/, also Acts 13 i.

(d) In another respect also are the teachers on a

level with the prophets : they were exposed to the same

dangers. According to Did. \\sf- the teachers abused

the regard in which they were held, exactly as did the

prophets ; and the same precautionary regulations were

needed with respect to them.

In fact, we find one rule laid down with regard to the itinerant

apostles which plainly was not ventured upon in the case of the

prophets : they are to remain and receive maintenance in a com
munity for only one day, and for two days only in cases of

necessity (11 i,/.~) ; whilst to a travelling Christian who is not a

teacher, two days, or if necessary three, are conceded (12 2).

This is certainly very humiliating for the teachers, and shows
how bad their behaviour must sometimes have been. But further

it has to be feared in the case of teachers what was not so much
the case, it would seem, with prophets that they spread
heretical views (11 2 : oAAiji SiSa^r;! ei TO (caToAvcrai. ; 2 Jn. 10).

There were, in fact, very many itinerant gnostic teachers, and
the mere circumstance that communities were being accustomed
to regard Christianity as a sort of philosophical school, and so to

allow its practical duties to fall out of sight, was a grave one.

(e) Various means were employed to cope with these

dangers. Either the churches were armed with a few

simple watchwords by which they could themselves test

the churchly correctness of the teachers. In this sense

it is said in Did. 11 2 12 1 and in i Jn. 4i that teachers

and other itinerants ought to be tested, and in i Jn.

42/. 2 Jn. 7, also Polyc. 7 1, the formula for this is pro
claimed as being that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh

(cp JOHN, SON OF ZEBEDEE, 47). Or, no admission
is given to suspicious comers, and it is forbidden to

receive them. So 2 Jn. 10. The same policy in the

opposite sense was followed by Diotrephes, according
to 3 Jn. 9 (cp 55). This analogy shows how natural it
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was that the bishops should become the persons to take

such measures and exercise their authority in carrying
them out. Then, however, it became also necessary
that they for their part should themselves see to the

providing of correct teaching. The authors of the

Pastoral Epistles desire therefore that the presidents of

the various churches shall themselves undertake the

business of teaching.
The bishop must be apt to teach (iiiaicTucos : i Tim. 82;

cp 2 Tim. 224 Tit. Ig); his models, Timothy and Titus, are

continually exhorted to teach (i Tim. 4n 63, etc.), their suc

cessors must be fitted for this work (2 Tim. 22), and the presbyters
who labour in word and doctrine are to receive double remunera
tion (i Tim. 5 17 ; cp 50 rf). According to Did. 15 i, bishops
and deacons do the work also of prophets and teachers. The
same combination of functions is perhaps indicated in iiph. 4 n
when at the end of the enumeration we find the shepherds and
teachers (not the teachers : roin Se jrotjieVos cai i6a&amp;lt;raAoi/

without the repetition of TOVS Se before 5t6ao icdAov). So also

already in Heb. 187, if governors (rfyovntvoi) be the heads of

the community (see 47 b).

According to Justin (Apol. i. 6/4), it is in fact the

president (irpofarus) who preaches on Sunday. But

it was by no means always the case that bishops were

capable of themselves discharging the teaching office.

The development nevertheless ended in this, that they
at least took in hand the supervision of the teachers.

Teaching could never like prophecy become extinct, for

it answered to a never-ending need of the Church, and

was free from a transitory form such as ecstatic speaking
is. The episcopate, however, in this respect also gained
in power.

Clearest of all are the functions of the deacons, from

the time that their office has become definite and formal.

(a) As we are compelled to disregard_.
40. Deacons

,

deaconesses.

the narrative of Acts 6 relating to the

Seven in this connection (see COM-
MUN1TY OF GooDSj

s&amp;gt;

end), and must
in the meantime also pass over Phil, li (see 57), our

first testimony for the office and functions of a deacon

is found in i Clem.
( 370). The more general and

comprehensive the meaning of the terms for the person*
and his work and office (didnovos diaKovtiv diaKovia) in

j

Paul and even in the Pastoral Epistles as applied to

Timothy and Titus (see DEACON, 3), the more

certainly may we regard the terms as confined in the

case of elected deacons to the humbler services which

were found necessary in the community.
These services may, of course, have been very many and

varied ; the characteristic thing about them, however, is their

subordinate nature. As to what they were we learn very little

in detail. According to Justin (Apol. \. 67 5), one of them was
that of carrying to church members detained from the eucharistic

service their portions of bread and wine. The enumeration of
the qualities to be looked for in a deacon in i Tim. &&/. 12, and
in Polyc. 5 2, says nothing as to their sphere of duty ; it shows

only that their office was by no means regarded as unimportant.
In i Tim. 3 10, also, it is expressly enjoined that they are to be
tested before receiving office, and in 813 a special reward is

held out for the faithful discharge of their duties, whatever is

meant by the degree ((3aS/uos) which they are to attain.

(/&amp;gt;)

In particular, however, it is the prohibition of a

second marriage (812) which brings the deacon so nearly
into the same plane with the bishop all the more because

the author in 5 14 expressly wills that the younger widows

remarry. Therefore, even though the services required

by the deacons included those of the humblest possible

kind, they themselves none the less belonged to the

clergy. This also explains why it is that according to

Did. 152 they are reckoned, together with the prophets
and teachers, along with the bishops to the number of

those who are to be held in honour (reTip.rifj.lvoi}, and

according to 15 1 take part in teaching. This not only

goes further than i Clem., which (Is 216) demands
honour only for the governors ([irpo-]iiyoi /jifvoi) and
the presbyters (irprf3vT(poi), although according to

424 44 2/! the deacons also are instituted by the apostles
or at their instance ; it also goes beyond the Epistle to

the Ephesians, which does not mention deacons at all,

and in fact in the enumeration of offices so often referred

to already in 4n f. means by ministry (Sianovia)

something which all the members of the church ought
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to render. Ignatius goes still farther than the Pastoral

Epistles and the Didache ; eleven times he names

bishops, presbyters, and deacons as an inseparable

unity, and demands on behalf of the last-named that

heed be paid to them as to Jesus himself or to the

command of God (ad Trail. 3i ;
ad Smyrn. 81).

(c) Female deacons are mentioned in i Tim. 3n, whilst the

services of Phoebe (Rom. 1(5 1 /.*) as succourer (Trpoo-Tans : see

above, ga, end) will not have been entirely of a menial char
acter (see DEACON, 6 and 4). Amongst the humbler services

rendered by the female deacon* we may reckon that of washing the

feet of the saints, spoken of in iTim.Sio. i Tim. 3 n may be inter

preted in the sense indicated with all the less hesitation because

Pliny (112 or 113 A.D.) already makes allusion to females who
were called ministers (ancilUr qitce ininistrce dicebantur) whom
he caused to be put to the torture in his procedure against the

Christians of Bithynia (Efiist. x. 90 [97] 8).

The present will be an appropriate place in which to

consider that other part taken by women in the ecclesi

astical system, of which we read in
41. Widows. T^- E .

i I im. 03-16.
If the passage were dealing only with the question of the

support of widows, in the first instance by their own people
(648 ie&amp;gt;a)

and in the second instance by the church (v. 16^), or

only with the qualities which were to be regarded as entitling
or disentitling them to the support of the church (w. 5-7 10

13-15) it would not have to be considered here. Of the widows
who are to be supported by the community, however, three

qualifications are demanded which it would not be reasonable
to demand if the question were one of support merely : the
widow must be not less than sixty, must have been the wife of
one man, and be definitely pledged not to marry again (uv. g n).
The author, according to i&amp;gt;. 14, positively desires the younger
widows to remarry, and therefore there would be no reason for

making willingness to do so a ground for withholding that support
which a widow of less advanced years might yet in certain cir

cumstances urgently need. The renunciation of second marriage
is rather to be regarded as placing these widows on the same
level with the bishops and deacons (3 2 12). So also the injunction
honour [them] (rijua : 5 ? : cp Did. 15 if.).

Thus the widows possess an office, and that too, of

course, quite distinct from that of the deaconesses of 3 n :

probably in fact, so far as we can conjecture, that of

supervision of the female members of the community.
This is what is pointed to also by the going about from
house to house (v. 13), and we can now perceive that

the qualities which seemed to be spoken of with reference

merely to eligibility for support may equally well have
been insisted on as fitting their possessor for an office

of oversight.

The enrolment in a formal list (v. g) will also have reference
to an office, and the first faith (n-pui-n) n-i trris) which, according
to v. 12 is broken by re-marriage, will be not the promise of

fidelity made to the first husband, but the promise to remain
single which these widows in all probability had to make when
appointed to their office. Thus the only point which could
mislead is this, that the widows indeed (OVTUK; ^rjpai) of v. 3
are defined in w. 4/1 only as those who are childless, whilst the

injunction to honour them rests not upon their childlessness but

upon the office they hold. Those who are widows indeed (ras
OVTOX; \rjpas) has thus a double meaning which nevertheless has
its reason in the state of the facts. For a suggestion that per
haps a trace of this use of words is even to be found already in

Acts 6 1 see COMMUNITY OF GOODS. 5. end.

The Ignatian Epistles which here also go beyond the

Pastoral Epistles bring the matter into perfect clearness.

In Smyrn. 13 1 Ignatius greets the households of my
brethren with their wives and children, and the virgins
who are called widows (TOUS oi/cous ru&amp;gt;v dSeX^wc fj.ov

avv yvvai^i KCU TKVOLS /ecu rets irapOtvovs rcU Xeyo/u-tvas

X^pas). Here widows (XTJ/JCU) is already so strictly
technical an expression that its literal meaning no longer
exactly fits. Outside of the families which Ignatius
first names stand virgins as members of a class to which

originally only widows belonged.
There still remain to be considered certain categories

of persons with regard to whose employments our in-

42 Lectors
formation is exceedingly scanty, (a)

exorcists, etc. ?
n Rev 13 (

jessed
prophecy )

it

is presupposed that the book is to be
read in presence of a congregation. This is, of course,
a thing that is capable of being done in a quite casual

way, and each several time, should the reading be

repeated, by a different individual. It would, however,
be somewhat pointless to invoke a blessing upon the
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reader as distinct from the hearers if his function was
not a stated one. The art of reading is not universally
diffused throughout those circles of society from which
the Christian communities largely drew their member
ship. Again, in Justin (Apol. i. 6?3/. )

the reader is a
distinct person from the president, who follows him
with the sermon. Once more, the author of the homily,

dating from about 160-180 A.n. , which is usually known
as the Second Epistle of Clement, says (19i) that he
reads this his present discourse to the hearers. One of

the sources postulated by Harnack (in TC72s) for the

Apostolic church-order (sources which he finds for the

most part related to the Pastoral Epistles and the

accounts of Justin, and assigns to a date somewhere
between 140 and 180 A. D.

)
demands that the reader

shall be a good narrator, knowing that he discharges
the function of an evangelist (diijyrjTiKos, etSws on
fvayyeXiffTou TOWOV e/rydfercu).
Harnack is thus led to conjecture (I.e. 79-84) that 2 Clem,

may have had some such reader as its author, especially as the

writer goes on to say, further, that his preaching is an exhorta
tion to pay heed to the text on which it is founded in order
that ye may prepare salvation alike for yourselves and for him
who reads in your midst (jov avayiviacrKovTa. fv u/uii ).

(b] We mention exorcists here, only in order to say
that, even if their services were necessary at baptism,

they had within our period by no means advanced in the

direction of a stated position even so far as the readers

conjecturally had, and that in any case information

with regard to them is wholly wanting. The same
holds good of the other inferior offices of later times

subdeacons, acolytes, ostiarii. Much rather would it

be incumbent to speak of the martyrs, the ascetics

(saints), and the virgins, as important personages of

the post-apostolic, if not even of the apostolic, age, were

it not that they all, though indeed enjoying a high

degree of personal regard, were not in the several

capacities mentioned in the regular service of the church.

Cp 44 c, end.

The last class remaining to be considered is that

of the younger [men] (veurfpot) who according to

43. The
Acts 56 bury Ananias and Sapphira (in

v. 10 they are called .

P (a) Since this act unquestionably comes under
V0l and the the category of the inferior services which, so

Trp&amp;lt;r(3vTp&amp;lt;H.
far as we can conjecture, probably fell to the lot

of deacons at a later period, the term younger
men (peourepoi) has been taken to be an expression to denote
the forerunners of the deacons (the seven are first chosen in

chap, (i), and it has even been held that the recurrence of the

expression in i Pet. 65 is a proof that this epistle comes from
the most ancient times, in which there were no deacons as yet.
On this assumption, it would indeed be all the more singular
that even at that early date the presbyters should have needed
to be warned (v. 2_/.) against discontent with their office, greed,
and ambition. We may be certain, however, at least of this,

that these presbyters were not simply elderly people but leaders

of the community, for only these last can tend (iroi/buuVeii ). The
flock (woiijiviov) of v. 2 / . must be separated from the pastors

(n-oi/uuuVoires) by something more definite than mere age, which,
indeed, furnishes no hard and fast limit, and Peter would not

have called himself (v. i) a fellow presbyter ((TV|U.7rpe&amp;lt;r/3uTepos)

if presbyter (Trpecr/SuTepos) were not an official position. It does
not follow from this, however, that the younger men

(&amp;gt;fourcpoi),

because contrasted with the presbyters, were also bearers of a
definite office. Not they alone, but the whole community, have
to obey the presbyters.

(b) We have here, therefore, a peculiar change of

usage. In the primitive condition of matters when (as

for example in Corinth ;
see 9 a) there still was no pre

sident, a community naturally fell into two classes, the

seniors and the juniors, and the seniors, even without

any fixed regulation, were entitled to respect and defer

ence from the juniors for their counsel and advice.

This simple division continued, of course, even after

the introduction of presbyters as governors of the com

munity. Thus it comes about that in i Tim. 5, alongside

of the official titles (v. 17), their age is also spoken of

in v. i (so we must interpret, for in v. 2 we have elder

women, irpffffivrfpat, which was never an official

designation). In Tit. 2i-6 the same rendering is made
certain by the consideration that to the younger men
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(vfUTfpot) of v. 6 the antithesis is not elder men
(TTpeerfti/repot) at all but old men (irpeaflvrcn) (v. 2).

But when elders
(7rpe&amp;lt;r/3irrepot)

came to be used as an
official designation younger men (vewrfpoi) also changed
its meaning so that it still continued to form the anti

thesis to the other word
;

it became a step towards, or

a parallel to, the idea of layman.
1 Thus it is in

i Pet. 5s and, in all probability, also in Polyc. 63, where
the duties of the younger men (vfurepoi) and of the

virgins (wapOfixx.} are enumerated in the middle place,
between those of deacons and those of presbyters, and
at the same time obedience towards the presbyters and
deacons is enjoined on the younger men (i/ewrepoi).

(c) The most difficult of explanation are the young men (veot)
of i Clem, (in this writing i/ewrepot does not occur). In 1 3 and
21 6 the structure of the sentences is in harmony to the effect

that honour is demanded in the first place for the governors
([jrpo-]i cyov/LLi Oi) and next for the presbyters (7rpe&amp;lt;r/3iiTepoi) ;

then the duties of the young men (veoi) and afterwards those of
the women are spoken of. The mention of the women, which is

parallel to that of the virgins (irapOfvot) in Polycarp, renders
it probable that by young men (i/eoi) we are to understand all

the male laity. The question still remains open whether the
official persons with whom they are brought into contrast are to

be sought in the governors ([n-po-JrjyoOjuei Oi) or in the

presbyters (irpeoVSurepoi : see below, 47 / ). In 3 3 allusion is

made to the deposition of certain church leaders, but in depend
ence on Is. 3 5 (see BISHOP, 8, end) where of old age it is said :

the child will press against the old man (n-poovcdi^ei TO iratSiov

Trpo? TOC Trpecr/SuTT)! ). Clement can very well have preserved
this meaning in his words the young were stirred up against
the elder (tTrr\yep9i\cr(iv . . . oi veoi firi roi/s irpecrjSuTepoi)?) as he
has also retained the other general antithesis from Isaiah : the
base against the honourable (6 artfio? Trpbs rbv eVri/xoi ). Yet
the selection of the word elders (n-pe&amp;lt;r(3uTepoi) instead of old
men (TrpecrjSOrai) points, as will be seen in 45, to the fact,

only too well known to the readers, that it was against official

presbyters that the rising was. Elders (irpfcrfivTepoi) in

this case has a double meaning which rhetorically is very
effective ; and so also young men (viot). For since according
to 476 only one or two persons had given occasion to the

offence, it is very easily possible that these were young persons,
but also at the same time that they stood in the position of

laymen towards the presbyters in so far as these were official

persons.
When we turn now to the most difficult portion of

the whole question relating to the constitution of the

Th h Vi
church - that of the origin of

e
,.

1S P S&amp;gt; monarchical episcopacy, it will be
accoramg to

;ui v isabie to start from the hypothesis

Haraack
f Hatch (see BlSHOP s) as by its

introduction an entirely new course

has been given to the investigation. As, however, its

author imposed upon himself at various points a cautious

reserve, we shall arrive at the most questionable points
more directly if we take as the basis of our remarks
the more elaborated form which the hypothesis subse

quently received from Harnack.

(a) Harnack distinguishes three organisations, (i)

First, there is the spiritual or religious organisation con

sisting of apostles, prophets, and teachers, which served

the church as a whole, not the separate communities,
and possessed divine authority in virtue of its being
endowed with the gift of the Holy Spirit. (2) The
patriarchal, arising out of the natural preponderance of

the older members of the community over the younger,

yet not involving the attribution to the elders of any
official quality. For Jewish -Christian communities
Harnack assumes elective presbyteries on the basis of

the Jewish model ( 24) ; but so far as Gentile-

Christian communities are concerned he disputes their

existence for the whole of the first century and especially
as regards i Clem. , Acts, and i Pet. When the

second century is reached, he recognises them, especially
in Jam. 014 (TOI&amp;gt;S Trpf&amp;lt;r[3vT^povs rfjs ^/ocX^trfas) and in

Polycarp and Hernias
; adopting the expression of the

1 Aatxo? does not occur in the LXX but is met with in Aq.,
Symm. Thdt., i S. 21 4 [5] (LXX /3c/3i)Aot, scil. aprot as against
iepoi aprot), similarly in 215(6] Ezek. 22264815. The verb
AatKow is used by one or more of these translators in Ezek. 7 22
Dt. 20&2S30, and by LXX in some codices in Ruth 1 12.

i Clem. 40s already has the expression o AaiVcbs avOpwiros rots

AaiVcotf Trpoorayfiao-i Se&trat. The next instances of the em
ployment of the word (Harnack, ad loc.) are not earlier than
about 200 A.D.
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last-named author (Vis.\\. 4s) he calls them the

presbyters who superintend the church (oi irpffffivrfpot
oi

irpoL(TTdfj.(i&amp;gt;oi TTJJ fKK\-rjffias).
1 They thus formed a

ruling body selected from among the senior members of
the community after the manner of the body which,
under the name of ewtdpioit TTJS /Soi X^s, constituted the

council in Greek cities in the Roman period. Ignatius

(ad Trail. 3 i) calls the presbyters a synedrion of

God (ffvv^Spiov Otov). (3) Already in Phil. 1 1

(see below, 57) Harnack finds the administrative

organisation i.e.
, episcopi and deacons who were

chosen by the community to look after money matters,
and more particularly the distribution of doles, yet still

more, as Harnack, going beyond Hatch, urges, for the

conduct of the worship.
The last thesis Harnack supports specially by reference to

i Clem. 444 : those who have brought forward the gifts (TOUS

irpoafvfyKOVTasTa&uipa), because by the gifts or offerings (duipa.
or

7rpo&amp;lt;r0opat,
36 i), according to 41 i (where the Jewish form

of worship in which these expressions occur is applied to the

Christian), the prayers offered in the meetings of the congregation
are intended ; also by reference to the therefore (ou^) of
Dili. 15 i, after treating of the Sunday service in chap. 14 : Ap
point for yourselves therefore episcopi and deacons. The
distribution of doles, including the care for travelling brethren,
which was a very important matter in those days, is the one
characteristic function of the episcopi arid deacons referred to

by Hermas (Sim. ix. 27 2, cp 26 2).
2

(^) These functionaries (episcopi and deacons) were,

according to Harnack, chosen not without regard to the

question whether they were possessed of a charismatic

endowment for their sphere of duties
;

but their office

did not place them in a position of superiority over the

community as a whole ; it only gave them an oversight
over many members of the community. Originally
between episcopi and deacons there was no distinction

whatever
; they were differentiated, however, quite

naturally by reason of age, the humbler duties falling
to the lot of the younger among them. Those who
had to undertake the more responsible part of the duty
thus belonged as matter of course to the senior section

of the community, and since there was a select body
chosen from among these, individual members of this

smaller body in other words individual presiding

presbyters (irpefffivTepoi. TrpoiaTa/j.fvoi) were readily
chosen to be episcopi. If those chosen to be episcopi
did not already belong to, the body just- mentioned, . they
were, according to Harnack, very soon taken into it.

Such members of this body as were at the same time

episcopi are designated by Harnack in an expression
which is not met with in the sources, as episcopal

presbyters (irpevfivrfpoi eiriffKOTrovvres).

(c) The episcopi at first in respect of organisation
had held a place apart from the presbyters and in respect
of dignity had been inferior to them. The respect
and influence enjoyed by the episcopal presbyters

{wpeaftuTepoi ^TriffKowovvres), on the other hand, accord

ing to Harnack steadily increased as compared with

the non-episcopal members of the board. This was

partly because the administration of money matters was
in their hands, partly because they had charge of the

worship, but principally because they also took upon
themselves the work of teaching. Thus, with the

gradual disappearance of the apostles, prophets, and
teachers (see 37

:

e, 38 c, 39 ^), the divine authority

possessed by these several orders passed to the episcopal

presbyters, who had received through their election only
a human authority and through their charismatic endow
ment only a general resemblance to the persons charged
with the duty of teaching.

This transference of the regard enjoyed by the teaching

persons
to the officials charged with affairs of government is

held by Harnack to be one of the most important particulars

1 Yet presbyters without qualifying phrase also occurs in

Hermas (Vis. ii. 4 2 and iii. 1 8). As Hermas in the last passage
says let the presbyters sit down first they are doubtless also

intended by the irpiaroicaBe&pirai of l- is. iii. 9 7 (cp 47 /&amp;gt;).

- The only other passage where episcopi and deacons occur in

Hermas is Vis. iii. 5 i, in this connection : apostles, episcopi,

teachers, deacons.
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which the Didactic has transmitted to us (so, already, the

Pastoral Epistles also : see above, 39 e). F&amp;gt;y
this transference

was brought about the cumulation of the dignity of all three

groups (apostles, prophets, teachers) upon the one class of

officials, the connecting of the presbyterate with the episcppi
having been brought about before. All that was now wanting
to the episcopi was participation in the dignity of a fourth

group the spiritual aristocracy, as it were that, namely, of

the ascetics, virgins, martyrs, etc. (S 42 /&amp;gt;).
On the other hand,

there arose as a new element in their favour the idea of the

apostolic succession ( 37).

(d) All that has been said holds good of the episcopi
even for the time during which they still constituted a

college ;
the special supremacy of the episcopi over the

non-episcopal presbyters is older than the monarchy of

the one bishop in the church of each separate locality.

How this monarchy arose is one of the obscurest prob
lems. According to the Ignatian Epistles, which Har-

nack regards as genuine and now (ACL, 1 1. [
= Chronol. ]

1381-406) assigns to 110-117 or at latest 117-125 A.D.

(see, however, below, 5307)1 it appeared in Syria and
Asia Minor at a much earlier date &quot;than in Rome, where

Justin (circa 152 A.I).
)

is the first to give evidence for it

whilst Hernias still knows nothing of it. The most
various causes may have contributed together to its rise ;

Harnack regards as the most important of these the

habituation of the otherwise so democratically constituted

communities to the despotic influence which from the

very first was exercised by apostles, prophets, and
teachers in virtue of their possession of the Holy Spirit,

and now passed over to the bishops.
In forming an opinion upon this unquestionably

most important and acute construction it is necessary
_ _, to set aside all vague impressions, such

A*^ TnO TITOC40. i.iepres ^ that k js
,

attractive&amp;gt;

-

or that it is

Dyters omciai
,

complicated| and to take one s stand

, upon facts that have been ascertained
Acts and ,

_,, with as much certainty as may be
6m

possible. With this end in view let us

examine in the first instance the preliminary question as

to whether the presbyters in Acts and i Clem, really
are all the senior members of the community and not

rather an elected board. That this last is the case in

i Pet. we consider to have been established already

( 43 a) ; yet this is without bearing upon the question
of what is meant by episcopi. In Acts and i Clem.

,
on

the other hand, the episcopi are mentioned in conjunction
with the presbyters.

Now, that chosen rulers are intended in Acts 20 17

follows from the same considerations as those on which
it follows (according to 43 a) from i Pet. 5 1-5 : in

v. 28 the flock (iroi^viov) is mentioned as contra

distinguished from them, and they are to feed the church
of the Lord (read Kvpiov) which he has purchased with

his own blood. Here unquestionably the whole church,
not the junior members alone, is intended. In i Clem,
we have

( 43 c) left the meaning of irpeffp. in 1 3 and 216
undetermined, and do not require to determine it till

later
( 47^). For a decision on the other passages we

must start from the fact that according to 444 several

episcopi had been deposed : It will be no light sin for

us, if we thrust out of the bishop s office those who have
offered the gifts unblamably and holily (a^apria ov

fjLiKpa Tjfjuv &TTCU, ea.v Toi)s d/jL^/ULTTTtjos Ko.1 offices TTpoffevey-
(cAvras TO, SJjpa rrjs ^TnffKowfjs a7ro/3d\a;y

uej ),
where

bishop s office (T?}S Tri&amp;lt;rt&amp;lt;:oirf}s) depends on thrust out

(awo/3d\.), not, as might at first sight appear, on the

gifts (TO. 5wpa). Immediately afterwards we read (44 5):

blessed are the departed presbyters : they need not to

fear lest any one should depose them.
Harnack (TLZ, 1889, p. 419) renders: blessed are the

deceased senior members of the community, and urges in

support that not only episcopi but also deacons are meant.
Both together have been in fact mentioned in chap. 42. On the
other hand, however, throughout the whole of chaps. 43 and 44
the deacons are mentioned only incidentally with the aforesaid

persons (roi/s Trpoeipjj/ueVous) in 44 2
;
but in 44 i exactly as in

44 4 (see above) it is expressly the episcopate (en-to-Kpn-rj)
that

is alone being spoken of ; the apostles foresaw that strife would
arise regarding the episcopal office. Thus presbyter must be
an official designation. In 542 we even find such an expression
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as this : the appointed presbyters. Harnack (I.e. 424) renders :

the old men who have been installed in the ofiice (of episcopi,
that is, not the presbyterate). In that case, however, the expres
sion ought to have run the appointed episcopi (oi Ka0e(rraju.eVoi

eTUCTKOTTOl).

If, however, the idea of office is made good for this

place, we have no longer any right to refuse to admit
it in 476 and 57 i (see the passages under BISHOP, 8).

Neither is it by any means a desperate assumption

(so Harnack, loc. cit.
)
if in the same epistle elsewhere, 1 3

216, we still understand by the word irpftr^vrfpoi not

official persons, but seniors (see 47^). In the case of

83 it has been seen
( 43 c) that in one passage a work

ing together of both meanings is possible.

(a) We have now reached a point at which it will he

proper to formulate the proposition which has been

46 Presbvter
continually offering itself in the pre-
cec m f section ;

the word presbyter, in
vi t 1.dentical

thg ]ater chapters of T Clem and also
&quot; P in 83 according to one sense of its

twofold meaning, denotes not merely some kind of

office, but definitely that of the episcopos.
In 44 i,f., in particular, both words stand in close proximity

as expressions for the same idea. When Hatch s hypothesis
was still unknown, Harnack had observed in his Patruni

apostol. opera upon the episcopi and diaconi (eTricrKon-ovs icai

SiaKOvovs) of 42 4 : that then, as in the time of the apostles, the

offices were two: episcopi (
= presbyters) and diaconi ( luce

clarius est, duos in clero ordines et apostolorum tempore et turn

temporis [cap. 44] fuisse, episcopos [
= presbyteros] et diaconos ).

This still holds good.

The same remark, moreover, applies to Acts20i7
where Paul summons the presbyters (TOVS irp.) of the

church of Ephesus to Miletus and says to them (v. 28),

the Holy Ghost hath made you bishops. We by no
means take this as representing the view of Paul

;
but

all the more must it be held to represent the view of the

writer of Acts. So too with Tit. 15-7 (
that thou

shouldest . . . appoint elders in every city ... for the

bishop must be, etc.). For the epistle of Polycarp, in

which bishopsarenot mentioned, Harnack himself (transl.

of Hatch, 233, n. 12) makes it plain that, according to

6 1 Hi, the presbyters (who figure as official persons)
exercise the functions which on his view pertain to

bishops (cp Lightfoot, Christ. Ministry, 53 /. , and, on

the date of the epistle, JOHN, SON OF ZEBEDEE, 47).

(b] It is true that, in Hennas, in the few places where

presbyters are mentioned (see above, 44 a, 2), the

leadership of the church is the only thing predicated of

them, whilst in the still fewer passages where bishops
occur no function is expressly assigned to them beyond
that of seeing to the support of the poor ;

but as

against the facts already adduced this cannot be

brought into account as turning the scale (cp further,

47 a). So also with the argument that, apart from

Polyc. 62-61, the conjunction presbyters and diaconi

is never found, but always episcopi and diaconi ; for

the most obvious verbal antithesis of presbyter-elder is

younger (vewrepos) ( 43), whilst episcopus and

diaconus have this in common that they describe the

nature of the work of those respectively designated.

Similarly too with the fact that along with apostles,

prophets, or teachers, only bishops (and deacons), never

presbyters, are enumerated ;
the instance in which

this last is done being according to Harnack s own

survey. (TU\\. 2m /. ; cp 148, n.
77/&amp;gt;)

a solitary one

(Herm. Vis. iii. 5 i), for in Sim. ix. 262 262272 the four

cannot be regarded as members of a consecutive enumera

tion and alongside of the solitary instance just men
tioned we have Eph. 4n with its pastors (Trot/ufves) in

such an enumeration in other words, with an idea which

Harnack (transl. of Hatch, 230) finds to be precisely

identical with that of presbyters when it occurs in

Hermas (Sim. ix. 31s/.). Nay, more: in the Pastoral

Epistles Harnack himself finds this series : apostle,

prophet (i Tim. 1 18 414), evangelist (teacher), pres

byters functioning as episcopi (irpeffpuTepoi eTTiffKOirovv-

res), deacons (on the third member of this series cp

54 c below).
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Lastly, as against the conclusion arrived at above nothing is

to be gained by the suggestion that the absence of the word
presbyter from the Didache is to be explained by the fact that

it denotes no office. The bishops are mentioned in the Didache
only once (loi); on the supposition that the presbyters were
identical with them it must be regarded as a mere accident that
the one name, not the other, was chosen. Or rather, not even
an accident, for the deacons are placed in juxtaposition with

them, and to deacon the word presbyter is not the most
natural complement. Greater weight would be due to the con
sideration that for the Didache there is no more a governing

body in the church than there is in the Epistles of Paul to the
Corinthians ( 90). On this point, however, see 56.

(c) In the meanwhile, we are in a position to say so

much as this by way of answer to our question that

Harnack s expression presbyters functioning as episcopi

(TrpfajSijTtpoi. firiaKoirovvTes] not only does not occur in

the sources, but also is in contradiction with them, and
that it is precisely in the First Epistle of Clement, which
Harnack ranks so high as our first document for the

amalgamation of the administrative with the patriarchal

organisation, that this theory upon which his entire

construction depends is most decisively wrecked. In

it not only are the presbyters already official persons ;

the episcopi are also identical with them and are desig
nated as presbyters neither because they were of more
advanced age nor because they formed a part of the

elected presbyterial college.
Or shall we say that linguistic usage is decisive against

the identity of presbyters and episcopi ?

47 Meaning ^ lhe proofs adduced by Hatch to

and synonyms
sh w that

/&quot;&quot;/&quot;*
in those times mean

!
_ , ,

* a finance officer are very interesting and
Of TTtO-K01TOS. ,

weighty ;
but they are not wholly con

clusive. The word has also quite other senses. In the

LXX, for example, it signifies a military officer (Nu. 31 14

2 K. 11 15), or it is applied to God (Is. 60 17 Wisd. 16),
as in fact it also is in i Clem. 59 3, or to Christ (i Pet.

225 : shepherd and bishop ; cp BISHOP, 4 and 6).

But, indeed, even apart from such examples as these,

we should be by no means precluded from thinking that

the etymological meaning of the word (to oversee) must
be taken into account. It is pointed to by such phrases
as (Herm. I is. iii. 5i) episcopi . . . who . . . dis

charged their overseership . . . purely (iiriaKowoi . . .

oi . . . TricrKOirriffa,vTes . . . ayvs) (which at the same
time weakens the force of the remark of Harnack about
Hernias referred to in 46 b], or (Acts 1 20) overseership

(firicrKoirri). (More in Loofs, St.Kr., 1890, p. 628/1).

(b] The synonyms also lead to a like conclusion.

According to Acts 20 28 the bishops duty is to shepherd
(iroifw.il&amp;gt; fLv) ;

the bishops thus are synonymous with the

pastors (iroifj-fves) of Eph. 4n, as also appears from
i Pet. 225. The pastors again, however, even Harnack

(see above, 46^) has perceived to be in Hernias

synonymous with presbyters, and shepherding
(Troifj.aivfiv) is the distinctive task of presbyters accord

ing to i Pet. 62. Further, where the shepherd goes
before the flock he is their leader (i)yov/j.evos).
That leaders Oryou/uici oi) in Heb. denotes the heads of the

church is an interpretation very much recommended by 13 17
( they watch on behalf of your souls ) and 7 . 24 and not set aside

by i . 7 ; for in v. 7 it is not said that teaching is the primary task
of the leaders (cp 39 a) in fact, the meaning may even be such
an admonition (vovQerelv) as we find in i Thess. 5 12 expressly
attributed to the church rulers.

The phrase chiefmen (di/6pe? ^yov^evoi) applied in Acts 15 22
as a title of honour to Judas Harsabbas and Silas is much too

general to warrant us in taking it for a technical term which,
were it to be so regarded, would rest upon the circumstance that,

according to 1032, they were prophets. Equally little reason is

there for holding that in Hermas (I is. iii. 97-10) the leaders

(Trporjyoujuei oi.) as teachers are distinguished from those who have

precedence (npuiroKaOeSplrai.) as presidents (see above, 44 a 2,

note), for the exhortation immediately following be not like

sorcerers is given not to the first merely but to both. In Vis.
ii. 2 6 the leaders of the church (ot n-porryoufiefot TTJ eKKArjaias)
fits the presidents very well. As regards i Clem., Harnack (TLZ,
1889, p. 419, n. 2) has already withdrawn the view previously
set forth by him (TU 2 2, pp. 95 and iu)that leaders ([n-po-]

movfLtvoi) in the sense of held in honour (TeTijnr)(ne i&amp;lt;ot,
Did.

15 2) applies only to apostles, prophets, and teachers. It was all

the more certainly a mistaken view inasmuch as leaders (rjyoiijoi.)

in i Clem, is six times used to denote high political functionaries

(5 7 32 2 37 zf. 51 5 55 i 61 i). It was necessary for Harnack to
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hold it as long as in 1 3 21 6 the presbyters for whom honour is

demanded after the leaders (^you/ixei/ot) but in different phrase
ology (see the structure of the passages in 43 c) were taken to
be official

persons ( 46 a). If, in accordance with his present
view, we take the word in these two passages as meaning elderly
people, there is yet nothing to hinder us from taking contrary
to his view the leaders ([Trpo-J rjyovfifvoi.) in the sense of

presidents of the church, as in all other passages.

This ruling (rryflffOai.), however, in turn, is nothing
else than the presiding (TrpoiVracrtfcu) of i Thess. 5 12

Rom. 128 i Tim. 5 17 or the exercise of the gift of govern
ment (Kvfitpvriffis) in i Cor. 1228. Such a church ruler

is very well described in Tit. lj comprehensively as a
steward of God (0eoO otKov6fj.os). Thus the synonyms

also lead us to the conclusion already indicated, that the

distinction between the function of church government
by presbyters and that of administration of finance and

worship by episcopi must be given up.
1

Much value is attached by Hatch and Harnack in

support of their theory to episcopi and deacons being

48. Connection apparently closely connected, not only
. . linguistically but also in respect of their

funct ons - The fact is admitted ; butdeacon d

bishops.
it does not prove the theory. If there

was only a single superintendency it of

course carried with it the supervision also of the activity
of the deacons, and was exercised in conjunction with
them.
So was it, admittedly, at a later date when the episcopus, as

with Justin, was leader of the divine service and chief almoner in

addition to his other duties ; so also can it have been, therefore,
at an earlier date, and all the more so as the conditions were
comparatively simple. Already in i Cor. 1228 only the gift of

government (Kv|3epT)&amp;lt;ris), and in Rom. 126-8 only ruling
(Trpoio-TacrSai), is presented as what can be regarded as the primi
tive form alike of the duty of the presbyters and of that of episcopi
in the sense intended by Hatch and Harnack. For the very
earliest times Hatch in point of fact supposes only one superin
tendency. This is valid, however, for the whole development ;

if in the helps (&amp;lt;ii&amp;gt;TiAjn.i//eis)
the later deacons are prefigured,

the later episcopi are prefigured in this whole function of

leadership and not in an activity limited to matters of cultus or
of finance. The warning against greed in which Harnack sees
a weighty support for his description of the sphere of duty of
the episcopi is given in i Pet. 5 2 to the presbyters.

The state of the question is essentially simplified by
what has j ust been observed. The problem first created

49 Rise of ^) l^e nyPotnes s itself as to how it came
, about that the episcopi who in the earliest

times ranked after the presbyters came to

rise above them, falls to the ground with that hypothesis.
Thus the question that alone remains is simply this :

how was it that the episcopate reached to the high
position it ultimately did gain ? This of its own accord
divides into two : on the one hand, the question as to

the origin of the supremacy of the episcopate not, how
ever, the supremacy of the college of episcopi over the

college of presbyters, for the two were identical, but the

supremacy over the community in the surprisingly high

degree actually attained and, on the other hand, as to

the origin of the monarchy of the episcopus in the in

dividual church. The explanations that can be given
for the latter fact are only partially different from those

that can be given for the former.

If we follow Harnack s representations as to the

various organisations, summarised above
( 440), then

we can in point of fact actually distinguish three : that

of the persons who teach, the patriarchal organisation
of the senior members of the community, and that of the

elective officials that is to say, of the superintendents

(without distinction between presbyters and episcopi)
and of the deacons. Now, it is certainly correct to say
that ultimately the dignities belonging to the two first-

named organisations accrued by cumulation to the epi

scopi, even although the increment from the patriarchal
element cannot, from the nature of things, have been very

great ;
and the change is enormous. Nevertheless, it is

at the same time reasonable to demand that the explana-

1 In the present discussion the angels of the churches in

Rev. 2/1 are (in agreement with Lightfoot, Christ. Ministry,
29-31) left out of account.
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tion shall endeavour to dispense, if possible, with any
assumption of a break in the development, with any such

supposition as that (with which Loning, for example,
works in accounting for the monarchy of the bishop) of

a change of constitution
;
for we have no trace of any

such abrupt change. As a means towards this end,

however, nothing can be said in favour of the suggestion
of Loofs that the monarchy of the episcopus began

already soon after i Clem. , before the position of the

episcopate as highest had established itself. Not only are

the sources unanimous against this ; the argument also

that in the conduct of divine service the shifting presi

dency by various members of the governing college, and
the alternation of these also in the free prayer and the

preaching was not long tolerable, can claim little weight.
If now, in our search for the immediate causes which

led to the supremacy of the episcopi, we leave out of

1VT
account all such fanciful notions as

, . that Christians believed representatives
, - of Christ to be necessary before his own

conduct of

service.
actual parusia, unquestionably (a) great

weight is to be attached to the matter of

financial control. A considerable portion of the com

munity was only too easily dependent on the officials who
had control of the church s alms. (6) Only, this aspect
of their functions would hardly in itself have led to the

episcopi as conceived of by Hatch and Harnack becom

ing leaders of the service. The fact that expenses are

incurred in connection with divine service was far from

involving the necessity that the men whom we may liken

to paymasters should offer the prayers and preside at

the celebration of the eucharist. Much rather would
this be naturally, and in the first instance, the function

of such church members as are marked out for it by their

Christian experience and worth. Such were, according to

the view taken in the present article, the chosen presidents
who at the same time managed the money matters of

the community. The conduct of the service thus consti

tutes a second element which contributed to the raising
of their dignity. Still, it was not in itself of extreme

importance, for the teaching addresses delivered in the

course of the service by any persons qualified for the

task must doubtless have been looked upon as something
still more important.

It is also surprising that our sources practically nowhere have
anything to say as to the person to whom it pertains to conduct
the eucharistic service

;
and the indication as to this point in the

Didache (10 7) actually points to the inference that prophets had
precedence over the regular leaders of the function, not only in

d_elivering free addresses but also at the eucharist. At the same
time the function of conducting the divine service has given the
author of i Clem. (\of.) occasion to put the presidents on a level
with the OT high priests or priests, which the Didache does
from a quite different point of view (that, namely, of their being
entitled to the first-fruits) precisely with the prophets (133).
From the end of the second century onwards this equation re
dounded greatly to the benefit of the bishops (cp 59 a).

(c) For the sake of supplying the counterpart from the

post-apostolic period to what has been shown in 8

regarding the worship of the oldest Christian time, we
briefly mention here that Pliny ( 40 c] more particularly
for the Sunday (statodie: cp Barn. I5g, Did. 14i) made
out two distinct gatherings : one in the morning (ante
lucem] for the purpose of responsive singing to Christ as
a deity (carmen Christo quasi Deo dicere secum invicem),
and to exhort one another mutually to good deeds, the
other for a repast (ad capiendum cibunt). The latter

had been abandoned after Pliny s publication of the

emperor s prohibition of hetrerire or religious confra
ternities. In fact, we find in Justin (Apol. 16;) only one

Sunday service, with lessons from the gospels or the

prophets ( 42 a), preaching by the president (Trpoeorws),
common prayer, free eucharistic prayer by the president,
Amen by the congregation, partaking of the eucharist,

offering of voluntary alms to the president. When in
2 Pet. 2 13, in spite of the retention of feasting with

(ffwdiuxov/J-foi) from Jude 12, the word love-feasts

(d7d7rcus) gives place to deceivings (dirdrais), this
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may perhaps be regarded as indicating that the agapa
or love-feasts were no longer in use at the date of 2 Pet.

((/) The application of the OT law concerning first-

fruits to bishops led to another result : they were able
to give up their civil callings and devote themselves

wholly to the duties of their ecclesiastical office. By this

they, and the presbyters and deacons under them, became
for the first time a definite order of a spiritual kind. As
citation is made in i Tim. 5i8 of the OT saying about
the ox that treads the corn, and of the aphorism of

Jesus (Lk. 10?) that the labourer is worthy of his hire,

we cannot doubt that by double honour (5t7r\^ TI/XT?)

in v. 17 for the ruling presbyters who labour in teaching,
is meant double remuneration, although perhaps in the
form of gifts in kind, since fixed salaries were, even at

the end of the second century, still uncommon and not
looked upon with favour. Cp also 2 Tim. 246.

Since, however, the most material step in the develop
ment of the supremacy and monarchy of the episcopi

51. Teaching
was made in the period of gnosticism,

., ., the part taken by the episcopi in the
my&amp;gt; work of teaching ( 39 e) was in all

probability one of the most important of the causes of

their advancement. It was not so much that the bishops
themselves regularly preached, as that they looked after

the orthodoxy of those who did preach.
At the same time, it would doubtless be too ideal a way of

looking at matters were we to suppose that the communities
accorded an increased reverence to their bishops on the ground
that as teachers they came forward clothed with a divine authority
in virtue of their endowment with the Holy Spirit, and no longer
merely with the human authority that had been bestowed on
them by the fact of their election. In a constitutional matter of
such far-reaching import we may conjecture that the issue was
really determined by common -sense practical considerations.
As over against gnosticism, if the church was not to fall to

pieces, very fixed and definite norms were needed, and he who
applied them firmly and unhesitatingly was the man for the
time. We may be sure that opposition was not absent

; but
what gained the victory here also, as so often, was clearness and
decision of aim. The suppression of personal freedom and of
the democratic power of the community was not flinched from

;

a majority could always be found which saw in these things the
lesser evil. This holds good, not only with respect to the whole
field of doctrine, but also with respect to all spheres within which
energetic episcopi gradually extended their powers.

Thus it was not the transference of the teaching

authority to the episcopi that, in itself considered, was
decisive for the supremacy ;

it was their whole governing

activity ; and this whole activity, not their doctrinal

authority alone, was aided by the idea of apostolic
succession

( 37), which naturally, where it existed, had

great influence.

The greater the dangers arising from gnosticism and
from persecution, the more indispensable was unity of

_ . . authority. This would serve to explain52 Specialr
,. not only the steps we have alreadycauses ot

, , enumerated, but also the final step, the
monarchy of /

. . .
J transition from a college of presidents

&quot;

to a monarchical bishop, although, apart
from the actual evidence of the transition in question,
one would hardly have ventured to declare it inevitable.

In any case little value is to be attached to any one of

the analogies which have been adduced. There are no
close analogies in the Greece-Roman religious institu

tions or the Grasco- Roman municipal government;
nor is it very much to the point to remark that a
monarchical position arises with some sort of necessity
out of presidency over a college. There must always
be extraordinary conditions if this is to happen. Such

extraordinary conditions were, in fact, to be found in

the necessity of the time. We may be sure, moreover,
of this that the great majority of the bishops of that

period who rose above the college to which they

belonged, or ought to have belonged, were conspicuously
fitted for their work, otherwise the encroachments which

were inevitable before the monarchical position could

be secured would not have been acquiesced in.

It may also be allowable to suggest that corruption among
the presbyters and deacons, such as, e.g., Hermas rebukes and
i Pet. 5 has in view, may have elicited within the community
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itself the wish for a strong hand to control such persons.
Whether, on the other hand, \ve ought to give much prominence
to the leading of the Spirit which, according to Loofs, may have
given rise to such wishes, or to the example of James the brother
of Jesus, or even, as Liming thinks, to that of Symeon the son
ofCu)i As(y.7. , 4_/^), his successor, as having been monarchical

bishops of the primitive church, is doubtful. The final issue

here also will have been the result of very simple and practical
considerations. In any case we shall have to concede that, after

all our efforts to ascertain it, the exact course of the process by
which the monarchy of the Christian bishop arose remains
obscure.

On the contrary, the goal which was attained at the

close of our period is quite clear.

.
f (a) As regard s the conduct of wor-

Bd. Acme 01
hj h a iready seen is ,0f \

episcopal idea: ,e _ *
.. how, according to Justin, all functions

gna IMS.
except those of the deacons and that

of the reading aloud were united in the person of the

president (Trpoecrrws). The title chosen, however,
for which we may be sure that the community of Rome,
to which Justin belonged, used episcopos, reminds us

that Justin is writing for pagans and chooses his

language with pagans in view (see BISHOP, 14). On
this account we must reckon with the possibility that he

has also somewhat simplified for his readers his account

of the Christian institutions.

(b) In the Ignatian epistles, on the other hand, the ideal

of the episcopate is delineated with perfect clearness.

The community at Rphesus is one with its bishop just as the
church is one with Christ (Ef/t.bi). The bishop ought to be

regarded as the Lord himself is regarded (I~-f&amp;gt;li. i), and obedi
ence given to him as to Christ ( Trail. 2 i ). The bishop is

God s representative, and the presbyters represent the synedrium
of the apostles (Magn. 61, Trail. 22 3 i). The deacons are
to be honoured like Jesus, like the bishop (ibid.), like the
commandment of God (Smyrn. 8 i). As Jesus followed the

Father, so ought all to follow the bishop (ibid.) ; as Jesus did

nothing without the Father, so ought the Christian to do nothing
without the bishop and the presbyters (Magn. 7i, Trail. 2 2) :

especially, and before all, nothing that has relation to the
church (Smyrn. 8 i). Where the bishop appears, there ought
the laity (TO TrArjSos) to be ; just as where Christ is, there the
catholic church is (S -2). Without the bishop and the presbyters
nothing deserves the name of church (Trail. 3 i). A celebra

tion of the eucharist is in order only when it is conducted by the

bishop or by some one to whom the duty has been committed by
him ; without the bishop s authority neither may baptism be
administered nor a love-feast held ; he who does aught without
the cognisance of the bishop is serving the devil (Smyrn. 82
9 i). A marriage is to be gone about with the bishop s concur
rence. If an ascetic becomes more famous by his abstinence

than the bishop he has incurred perdition (ad Polyc. 5 2). A
layman is not entitled even to have a private opinion (ad 31agn.
7 i). In short, the hierarchy is in optimaforma.

(c) What we do not find in Ignatius is the idea of the

apostolic succession, of consecration, and of the equation
of bishops with the priests of the OT. In everything
else, however, he shows himself to be the thinker who has

travelled farthest on the path which we are now survey

ing not only in respect of predominant point of view,

but also in all the other individual points detailed in

preceding paragraphs. Nevertheless, his epistles are

often regarded as genuine and assigned to the beginning
of the second century. As regards the matter of church-

constitution, the question of genuineness is not so im

portant as that of date. It is not, after all, incompre
hensible if any one should think the genuineness of the

epistles defensible as long as he leaves it open to bring
the date down as late as to 150 A.D.

It must, however, be pointed out that the manner also in

which Ignatius writes to his readers is such as to raise the

gravest difficulties in the mind of a critic who looks for what is

natural and in the circumstances probable. The judgment as

to this will vary, it is true, according to the subjectivity of each
individual. Nevertheless, we are constrained to believe that it

is unmistakable in at least the Epistle to Polycarp that Ignatius
could not have sent to his honoured colleague, whom in 8 i he

speaks of as possessing the mind of God, exhortations so ele

mentary, and even sometimes containing such an element of

censure, as the following : vindicate thine office in all diligence
of flesh and of spirit (1 2) ; despise not slaves (4 3); bethou
wise as the serpent in all things, and harmless always as the
dove (2 2) ; ask for larger wisdom than thou hast (1 3) ; be
thou more diligent than thou art (3 2), etc. They are still more

inappropriate than those of the Pastoral Epistles ( 54/ ). How
little the author in reality bears in mind that he is claiming to

be writing to Polycarp is shown also in the fact that, without
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any attempt at a transition, from chap. G forwards he addresses
the church of Polycarp : give ye heed to the bishop, etc.

(d) On the other hand, the assignment of the Ignatian

epistles to the first decennia of the second century is

attended by insurmountable difficulties.

Ignatius does not seek, like i Tim. (see 54), to introduce
monarchical episcopacy as something new ; he takes it for

granted as a matter of course. What he is contending for is

merely unconditional subjection to the bishops. Whoever
assigns the earlier date to the epistles is compelled, therefore, to
assume that, in Antioch (and all Syria), the home of Ignatius,
and in the communities of Asia Minor to which he writes, mon
archical episcopacy had arisen as early as about the year IOOA.D.,
whilst throughout the whole of the rest of the church it was
unknown, and especially at Rome, the central point, was still

unknown to Hernias in 140. It can readily be allowed that the

development of the constitution of the church may in many

Crovinces
have taken a different course from that which it fol-

jwed in others ; but a difference so immense as that just in

dicated is attended with the gras est difficulties. All the more
ought it to be considered that we have no other witness for the

early existence of monarchical episcopacy than precisely the

Ignatian epistles themselves.
The circumstance that no bishop of Rome is mentioned in the

Ignatian Epistle to the Romans is often regarded as a proof of the

genuineness of all seven epistles, inasmuch as this representation
is in accordance with the actual position of affairs in Rome
before Justin s time (see above, ). What it actually does prove
is one or other of these two things : (i) Either that the author,
out of deference to the Roman community (8 i : Ye were the
instructors of others, and my desire is that those lessons shall

hold good which as teachers ye enjoin ), deemed it unfitting to

give to them in the same manner as he had given to the other
churches his theories and exhortations regarding the episcopate
(so Sohm, 168-170, on the assumption of the genuineness of the

Ignatian epistles ; but on the hypothesis of their spuriousness
the argument remains equally applicable). Or, (2) the Epistle
to the Romans is not by the same hand as the other six epistles

(so Volter, Die ignat. Jlriefe, 1892, who, however, combines this

idea with an untenable hypothesis).

(&amp;lt;&amp;gt;)

If, however, it be suggested that in the provinces
indicated the early realisation of the idea had to en

counter practical hindrances such as, let us say, the

democratic habitude of the communities or the want of

outstanding episcopal personalities, the observation does
not apply at any rate to a pure idea, such as that of

the catholic church, which finds expression in ad Smyrn.
82. As an idea it figures in Col. and Eph. and the

Pastoral Epistles as a matter of great importance ;
had

the word (KO.QO\(.K-T\) been pronounced, it must have

spread like wildfire and met with acceptance everywhere.
Instead of this, what do we find? Complete silence

down to the decennium from 170-180 (see above, 25 d).
In the Martyrdom of Polycarp(Superscription and 8 i 162192)

Harnack(A&quot;a-/(. i885/ , p. \iof.\ Lehrb. d. Do^ntcngesch. 1 12)336,

n., ET 2 75, n.) disputes the genuineness of the word catholic

(icaSoAuc))) ; plainly what he has in his mind is that this writing
could not have come into being immediately after the death of

Polycarp in 155 or 156 A.D. if it contained this word ; yet we are
to be told that it had already been spoken about 110-117 DV
Ignatius. Harnack seeks to gain acceptance for this by drawing
the distinction that in Mart. Polyc. ^ KaSoAiiCT) eicicATjaia means
the orthodox church (a sense which first came into use a long

while after the middle of the first century ), whilst on the other
hand it means in Ignatius the universal church, in contrast to

the particular congregations, which last sense was, he maintains,
undoubtedly known even in the apostolic age (cp also Sohm,
196-198). Harnack himself shows how little tenable is this dis

tinction, as well as the conjecture of so early a date for the ex

pression the catholic church, and draws the right inference from
the facts mentioned, when in ACL II. ( Chronol.)\ 391 he prints
the word KaOoAnnj in Ignatius also with a mark of interrogation,

although unfortunately without giving a word of explanation of
the reason for his doubt. This is a very questionable way of

getting over difficulties, to be resorted to only in cases when all

other indications are against the possibility of the occurrence of
such a word in the circle of ideas of the writer who is in questinp.

(/} Here, however, this is not the case. Harnack
himself acknowledges two matters which present equally

great difficulties against the earlier dating of the epistles ;

viz. , the theological terminology which breathes the

spirit of the close of the second century, and the un-

acquaintance with the epistles shown by all the ecclesi

astical writers previous to Irenajus. (The Epistle of

Polycarp cannot lie regarded as an external testimony
to their early date ; see JOHN, SON OF ZKBKDKE, 47. )

(g] The most important of Harnack s proofs for the

higher antiquity of the Ignatian epistles is, to begin

with, the absence of the idea of the apostolic succession.
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This idea, however, is no more than prepared for in

the Pastoral Epistles ( 37 c-e), and according to Harnack
himself (Lehrb. d. Dogmengesch. K2

&amp;gt;33o/. , ET26gJf. )
there

are even as late as &quot;in Irenreus and Tertullian only the

first hints of the new conception.
&quot;

It is therefore hardly
to be wondered at that Ignatius always places not the

bishops but the presbyters on a level with the apostles.

And how would it be if in drawing his parallel, in con

sequence of this, between the bishop and Christ, he was
conscious of saying something advanced, just as in the

Fourth Gospel the theory of the virgin birth of Jesus is

ignored because the writer is conscious that he can call

him the Logos (cp MARY, 10, 16)?

(A) The observation of Harnack that the Ignatian

epistles betray no knowledge of the great gnostic systems,
whilst yet they frequently are found controverting gnosti
cism and especially docetism, also deserves attention.

Here, however, it has to be remarked in the first place with

regard to the reading referring to Valentinus (ad Magn. 8 2),

eternal logos not proceeding from silence (Aoyos cuSios OUK diro

&amp;lt;riyrjs Trpoe\9tai&amp;gt;),
that it cannot be

finally disposed of by pass
ing a judgment upon the general superiority of the MSS and
versions which omit the two words eternal, not (cu5io OVK),
and thus depriving the passage of all its colour ;

what has to be
done is to explain how the longer could have arisen out of the

shorter reading ; and this will be found a difficult task, as the

copyists, of course, had no inkling of the Valentinian ideas. As
for the shorter reading itself, it is, indeed, possible at a pinch
to say what its meaning would be if the author had written it ;

but it will be difficult to suggest any satisfactory occasion as

explaining why he should have wished to express any such

thought at all.

If we leave this passage, however, out of account,

may it not be that the author, like the majority of the

NT writers (see above, 31), regarded it as beneath

his dignity to go with any detail at all into the views of

his opponents ? In the case of a writer who (to take a

single instance) speaks of those whom he is controvert

ing as mad dogs who bite secretly (ad Eph. 7 i), there

would be nothing surprising in such a thing.

(i) When, moreover, Ignatius enjoins obedience, not

only as towards the bishops, but also as towards the

presbyters and deacons, this is not a proof of defective

zeal for the episcopal dignity, as soon as it is presupposed
that, before all, the presbyters and deacons obey the

bishop. But this must suffice
;
the Ignatian ques

tion cannot be pursued further here. What has already
been said may perhaps, however, serve in some measure
at least to justify the judgment of critical theology that

the epistles came into being about 170-180 A. D., and
therefore are not genuine.

(a) If we fix our eye upon what we find in Ignatius
as representing the final phase in the development, we

54 Prena a sna^ ^e a^ e to understand better one of

, , . the intermediate stages on the same road,

p , . leading towards the same terminus. In

T, . ,, what has hitherto been said we have made
Epistles. , .,use of the Pastoral Epistles as a source

for our knowledge of actual conditions only with caution,
since they are open to the suspicion that they do not
reflect a clear image of any one definite time. However
that may be, the purpose of the author, or of the authors,
which was to bring about a condition of things such as

we see actually existing in the Ignatian epistles, claims
our attention. In the course of our examination it will

incidentally appear how utterly impossible it becomes,
in view of the course which the development of the

ecclesiastical constitution took, to attribute these epistles
to Paul

; on the question of their authorship, see

TIMOTHY [EPISTLE]; TITUS [EPISTLE].
(ft) In 2 Tim. we already meet with the idea of the

apostolic succession
( 37 c-e), although church offices

are not as yet expressly treated. Needless to say, the

exhortations which, in the highly elementary form in

which we find them for example in 1 13 222 3i4/. ,
were

certainly quite unnecessary for Timothy, Paul s intimate
associate and fellow-worker for many years have no
other object than to exhibit the qualifications which
must be looked for in one who is to occupy a position
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of leadership in the church. In Tit. and i Tim. they
are of the same character

; here, however, we find added
a formal catalogue of the attributes that are necessary in

a bishop (Tit. 16-9 i Tim. 82-7) ; in i Tim. 88-12 those re

quired in deacons and deaconesses are also enumerated.
As Titus is to appoint presbyters in every city of Crete

(1 5), and as, according to 1 7, episcopus is only another
word for presbyter, we may not say that the singular

(rbv (iriffKoirov) implies the precept or the presupposition
that each community is to have only one bishop.

In i Tim. the case seems to be different in so far as the

singular the episcopos (TOV firiaKo-nov) in 3 2 has the plural
diaconi (6iaKoi&amp;gt;ou) as its parallel in v. 8. Nevertheless, to

infer monarchical episcopacy from this would be insecure ; for

the singular in 3 2 can quite well, exactly as in Tit. 1 7, where it

is simply a carrying on of the plural presbyters (7rpe&amp;lt;rj3vTpovs),

be due to the circumstance that on each occasion in the preced
ing verse any [man] (TIS) is used: (Tit. 1 6) if any man is

blameless, etc. ; (iTim. 3i) if a man seeketh the office of a

bishop, etc. Indeed, as the presbyters are wanting in ch. 3 and
yet are found in 4 14 5 17 19, we are compelled, if we suppose the
author of the epistle to be the same throughout, to conclude that
here also they are identical with the bishops.

(c) In other passages, however, i Tim. goes farther,

and that too in the injunctions laid upon Timothy him
self. In 5 19 a precept is given with reference to judicial

proceedings against a presbyter not against a senior

member of the community, which is the meaning of the

word in v. i
( 43 b], for immediately before (v. 17) it is

found in its official sense.

It is, therefore, a great mistake to suppose that the position
assigned to Timothy is merely that of an evangelist or teacher,
inferior, not only to that of apostles, but also to that of prophets,
and superior to that of presbyters (

= episcopi) only in virtue of
the precedence due to Timothy in his capacity of teacher (so

Harnack, 7 d/2 2, p. 112 ; cp above, 46 /&amp;gt;).
Not only is it

illegitimate to take a single expression of 2 Tim. as conclusive
for the Pastoral Epistles altogether : it has further to be remem
bered that 2 Tim. 4 5 says no more than that Timothy ought to

do the work of an evangelist. His own proper position may
easily, therefore, be something different, and similarly the

repeated exhortations addressed to him with respect to his

teaching by no means imply that he is only a teacher ; similar

exhortations are addressed in the same epistle to the bishop
(39 ).

Equally mistaken, however, is the other extreme,
which goes so far as to hold that it is the metropolitan

dignity that is described and founded in the delineation

here given of Timothy and Titus. As in 20 a, so here

again, it has to be said that the roof cannot be laid in

its place until the walls have been built.

(d} It is of great importance to remember that the

authors of the Pastoral Epistles found themselves in a

very difficult position. They desired to set forth the

church ideals of their own time in the form of epistles

of Paul, and therefore made it their concern to represent
Paul as having instituted that apostolic succession which

they were setting forth as a matter of theory for the

episcopal dignity. We have to judge of this undertaking
of theirs on the same principles as have been laid down
in 35 a. The most prominent of Paul s fellow-workers

seemed the most suitable persons to select for addresses ;

perhaps the selection of the particular names may in part
have been occasioned by the existence of a few genuine

scraps from the hand of Paul which various critics believe

they can detect in 2 Tim. 4g-i8 19-22 a (1 15-18) Tit. 3 i2/i
The ideal of the author of iTim., however, in par
ticular, was none other than that which lay so close at

hand at the time in which he lived, namely, monarchical

episcopacy. It is in this sense that he draws his picture
of Timothy without, however, being able to prevent
the intrusion of inappropriate features into the picture

since, in point of fact, Timothy was not the stationary

bishop of one community but an itinerant missionary.
It is easy, however, to see that the exhortations ad

dressed to him are much more appropriate to the case

of a local bishop.
The authority of an apostle, or of a disciple of an

apostle, over the entire number of the communities

T T
founded by him was, wherever it existed,

a hindrance to the development of a local

episcopate ;
and Harnack regards 3 Jn. as a vain attempt
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by John the Presbyter (see JOHN, SON OF ZEBEDEE,

3-7) to uphold the territorial authority which, accord

ing to Rev. If. , he possessed in Asia Minor.
The journeys of the emissaries of the Presbyter, who carried

messages from him and brought back to him their reports (v. 3),

were ever found to be more and more inconvenient, according
to Harnack,and ultimately led Diotrephes, the first local bishop
whose name we know, to refuse any longer to receive these

messengers, and to excommunicate those members of the com
munity who showed themselves friendly to them. The Presbyter,
who in 2 Jn. 10 himself warns against peripatetic teachers, was
not in the end triumphant. Monarchical local episcopacy forced

its way, and the Presbyter retained the respect in which he had
been held only in virtue of his writings, which according to

Harnack were the Apocalypse, the Fourth Gospel, and the three

epistles. In Harnack s view this consideration supplies us with

a final but hitherto unnoticed means of accounting for the

development of monarchical episcopacy.

The theory is by no means lacking in inherent prob

ability, and may therefore be accepted as a welcome

addition to our conjectures on the subject, even though
it should not prove to be supported by 3 Jn. It pre

supposes that the epistle in question really did proceed
from the church-leader of Asia Minor towards the end of

the first century. In this, however, there is little prob

ability (see JOHN, SON OF ZEBEDEE, 65). Apart from

this, the reasons of Diotrephes for the conduct referred

to may have been other than those which Harnack,
on purely conjectural grounds, has supposed : in fact,

Diotrephes need not have been a bishop at all ; unless

the expression, who loveth to have the pre-eminence

among them (6 0i\07r/3wrei;cuj O.VTUV), in v. 9, be a very

unjust one, we must rather hold him to have been a

member of the community or of the ruling body who knew
how to win for himself an influence extensive enough to

enable him to carry out his terrorising measures.

The Didacht also demands a word. It has shed

much new light on our present subject, yet the use we
_. . . make of it ought not to be such as

, .

1
,. results in a bouleversement of all our

understanding . , , ,

t niriarha previous knowledge.
01 Uiaacne.

This is wha[ wou]d be the ;nev ;table result

if we were to draw from it the inference that the Christian

communities at the date of its composition were still as much
without regular heads as was the community of Corinth about

58 A.D. (see above, 9 a), and that bishops and deacons were
still non-existent and requiring to be introduced. To escape
this consequence, it has either been proposed to carry the date

of the Didache back to the middle of the first century, or it has

been suggested that it describes in the second century either a

stage of the development that has been already passed, or else

the actual conditions prevailing in some belated province. Of
these three possibilities the last-named would be the preferable.

Better still, however, will it be, as in the case of the

Pastoral Epistles ( 54^), to bear in mind the pre

suppositions under which the author is writing. His

intention is to give a doctrine for the Gentiles who are

being converted to Christianity. To these the whole

constitution of the Church is of course new, and what

has long prevailed in consolidated communities must

be imparted as a novelty. Hence the exhortation to

choose to themselves bishops and deacons. At the

same time, however, the continuation in 15 1, for they

also perform such and such a service, or in 152, for

they are your honourable men, shows that he has before

his eyes conditions that have long existed ;
were it

otherwise, he would have said : and it will be theirs

to, etc. So long, however, as he cannot presuppose
the presence of bishops among his readers, he is also

precluded from directing his exhortations to these, but

must address them to the members of the community
at large, and thus necessarily produce the appearance
of knowing nothing of any constitution already existing.

We close with Phil. 1 i, the passage which Hatch

makes almost the starting-point of his investigation.

We have kept it to the end because the words with

episcopi and diaconi
(&amp;lt;rvv

firifficbirois (ecu 5iai&amp;lt;6vois)

are very questionable. In connection with the address

. to all the saints in Christ Jesus who are

at Philippi (iraffiv TOIS 071015 iv Xptory

Irjffov TOIJ oZffiv iv 4&amp;gt;iXt7r7rots) they are not merely

superfluous but even confusing.

MINISTRY
As a counsel of despair they have sometimes been taken as

part of the subject ( Paul and Timothy together with bishops
and deacons ) ; syn-episcopi (&amp;lt;ru ejri&amp;lt;r&amp;lt;co7rois) has even been
taken as a single word which is certainly very meaningless,
or it has been regarded as the marginal gloss of an ancient

reader who, desiderating a salutation somewhat in the manner
of Heb. 13 24 addressed in the first instance to the officials, made
good the need as best he could. This last explanation is cer

tainly the preferable one, if the words are found incompatible
with a Pauline authorship of the epistle ; to declare the whole

epistle to be ungenuine because of them is a course not to be

recommended, 1 as the epistle as a whole becomes much less com
prehensible on this assumption than on that of the genuineness
(so also it is advisable to omit oAAa of 2j, all of 26 except os

[Have this mind in you which was also in Christ Jesus who
emptied himself], and the last five words of 2 10 [of things in

heaven and things on earth and things under the earth] or the

whole of 3 \of., rather than to reject the whole epistle).

Yet it will not be found possible categorically to

maintain that the two expressions in 1 1 cannot by any
means have come from Paul ; they are foreshadowed

by the governments (Ki&amp;gt;/3f/wr)&amp;lt;Tets)
and helps (O.VTI-

Xij/ui/ eis) of i Cor. 1228 (48) ; and in the last resort

it is even conceivable that Paul, dictating his epistle,

introduced the episcopi and diaconi without having at

the outset intended to mention them and did so not

very felicitously indeed, but in the only way that the

form of the sentence permitted, the consideration which

led him to do so being in all probability the fact that

these persons had specially exerted themselves in con

nection with the gift sent him by the Philippians (225
4 10-20). Only, we must not infer from this that the

episcopi were mere administrators of finance (and

worship) ; they had to do with the matter in their

capacity of church leaders also.

In conclusion we briefly notice certain characteristic

views which appear to assign too early
58. 100 ear y

origin to monarchical episcopacy.
dates for

monarchical a) The dogma of an unbroken

apostolic succession need not any longer
episcopacy. detain us after what nas been urgeci jn

the course of the present article.

(/&amp;gt;)

Richard Rothe (Anfdnge der christl. Kirche,

1837) thought he could show that shortly after 70 A.D.

a council of apostles and teachers drew up a constitution

of which the centre was episcopacy, and that the new

constitution was immediately and generally adopted.

To Lightfoot s refutation (Chr. Min. 32-40) we need only add
that Pfaffs Fragments of Irenauis have now been shown by
Harnack (TU 20 3, 1900) to be forgeries by Pfaff.

(c) According to Lightfoot himself, James, the

Lord s brother . . . can claim to be regarded as a

bishop in the later and more special sense of the term,

even although also he was still considered as a member
of the presbytery (25/. ).

After the fall of the city,

St. John . . . would not unnaturally encourage an

approach in the Gentile churches (of Asia Minor) to

the same organisation (40). Before the middle of

the second century each church or organised Christian

community had its three orders of ministers, its bishop,

its presbyters, and its deacons (9).

The foundation on which Lightfoot s views ultimately rest is the

postulate of the credibility of Acts and of the genuineness of the

Pastoral Epistles and Epistles of Ignatius, a postulate which

need not be discussed afresh here. A word, however, must be

devoted to a proof, not yet adverted to, which Lightfoot finds for

his last -mentioned thesis in the fact that bishops are already-

known to us by name before the middle of the second century

(42-72). The force of this proof is completely destroyed by Light-

foot s own admission (56) that Dionysius of Corinth, about 170

A.D., according to whom (Eus. HE\\. 23 3) his namesake the

Areopagite, having been brought to the faith by the apostle Paul,

according to the account in the Acts [17 34], was the first to be

entrusted with the bishopric of the diocese of the Athenians,

had not unnaturally confounded the earlier and later usage of

the word bishop. The same admission is made by Lightfoot

(63) with regard to the bishops of Rome, two of whom are

even reckoned as predecessors of Clement, although the EfttttM

of Clement shows that he was rather the chief of the presbyters

than the chief over the presbyters.
2 There is, however, no

part

[Cp, however, PHILIPPIANS.]
So far as the words of Hegesippus (aj&amp;gt;.

Eus. HE iv. 22 3) in

icular are concerned : yeyon.ei os iv p
w/^J) Siaiox Ji efoir)-



59. Sketch of

the development
after 180 A.D.

MINISTRY
reason discernible why this confusion should not be regarded as

possible in every case where we read of a bishop as living at a

period for which monarchical episcopacy has not been shown by
independent and incontestable evidence to have existed. In

fact, in one instance even Lightfoot himself has fallen into the

like confusion. He says (p. 49) : Polycarp evidently writes as

a bishop, for he distinguishes himself from his presbyters. The
opening words of the letter of Polycarp here cited, how
ever, IIoAOicapTros Kal oi &amp;lt;rvv aurai 7rpe&amp;lt;r/3uTCpoi, are just as

appropriate for a chief of the presbyters as for a chief over
the presbyters.

(d) As against the view of Sohm, that monarchical

episcopacy arose in Rome about 100-110 A.D. as a result

of the First Epistle of Clement, cp 440?, 45, 46 a.

(See also ROME [CHURCH].)
However great the distance travelled within our

period from the primitive conditions

of the earliest Christianity, many
steps in the development of the

catholic system still remained to be

accomplished in the period which succeeded.

(a) It was not till the end of the second century that

the idea of priest began to be connected with any
officers of the Christian church.

If this appears to have happened as early as in i Clem. 40f.
(see above, so^Xthe object is simply to show by the example
of the OT (as being of divine appointment) that in the church
also each individual has his determinate place and must not
encroach upon the functions of his neighbour ; it is not intended
to be held that the bishop actually possesses the same functions
as the high priest, the presbyter those of the priest, and so forth.

So also in Didache 13 3 the prophets are co-ordinated with the

high priests only in respect of that which they receive in the

way of doles, not in respect of that which they do. Moreover,
neither bishop nor prophet can take the place of the high priest
if, as we read in Heb. (21781 4 i\f. etc.) and also in Ignatius
(ad Philad. 9 i), it is Christ who holds that position and also
in actual fact exercises the functions of the high priest.

The idea of the universal priesthood of believers

is still the prevailing one throughout the period we have
been considering. It is infringed, however, by the theory
of Ignatius that no ecclesiastical action can be taken in

hand apart from the bishop (see above, 53^). The
designation clergy (clerus), too, for the officials of the

church makes its appearance for the first time with the

end of the second century ;
but in substance the thing can

already be found at a fairly advanced stage in Ignatius (cp
Lightfoot, Chr. A/in. 97-132). (b] Within our

period the bishop was chosen by his church. Only in

cases where the community numbered fewer than twelve

men qualified to give a vote was it enjoined, according
to an ordinance placed by Harnack between the years 140
and 180 A.D.

(
TU II. 57-10), to invite the established

neighbouring churches each to send three men for the

proving of the bishop to be elected. In the third

century this developed itself into an arrangement that at

every election of a bishop at least three other bishops
should co-operate with the members of the church

electing and should have the decisive voice. During the

same period the Roman bishops successfully carried

into effect the view that a bishop could not be deposed
from his office even for mortal sin. (c) Joint meetings
of the leaders of the various churches for purposes of

consultation were held, we may be sure, from a very
early date ; but we hear nothing of authoritative synods
being held within the period we have been considering.
The way was prepared for them, however, by the

theory that the gift of the Holy Spirit is concentrated
in the bishops ; in fact the language of the apostolic
decree at the Council of Jerusalem (Acts 15 28: it

seemed good to the Holy Ghost and to us
)
had only

to be imitated. (d) Within the period under con
sideration few traces are to be found of a bishop s being

&amp;lt;ra.v.rjv pljfyuf AmicrJTOu, which are generally interpreted as
meaning that he drew up a list of the Roman bishops to his own
time, Zahn (frarsckungen, 6243-246) thinks they mean neither
this nor anything else that can be clearly made out, and that
Rufinus either read or conjectured the correct reading say,
Siarpipriii for Sia&o\rii when he thus rendered the words cum
autem venissem Romam, permansi inibi donee Aniceto Soter et
Soteri successit Eleutherus.
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set over the other bishops of his province or over several

communities each of which was under the guidance of

presbyters merely. Apart from Egypt, where there

actually were many communities of the kind just men
tioned, it holds true as a general rule that each com
munity has its own bishop or (in the earlier time) its

college of bishops, and that all bishops stand on an

equality. Even Harnack who (SBA W, 1901, 1191-
1212) finds the beginnings of a metropolitan dignity
as early as in the time of Ignatius, about 115 (in ad
J?om.22 Ignatius is called bishop of Syria instead of

bishop of Antioch), is nevertheless wholly disinclined to

regard it as a direct continuation of the primitive con
ditions described in 55. But the struggle for power,
naturally inherent in the episcopacy, must also have led

to the subordination of the less important episcopal sees

and especially of the village- bishops (chorepiscopi).

(e) In the First Epistle of Clement it is still the

Roman church as a whole which makes the claim

to exercise supervision over the Corinthian (see

ROME, CHURCH OF). From the close of the second

century onwards the Roman bishops as such laid claim

with ever growing pretensions to this right of supervision
over the entire church, and in fact in the theory which

regards Peter and Paul as apostles of Rome
( 36) and

still more in what we read in Mt. 16 18/. ( 4) a quite
suitable foundation for the papacy is laid. In short,

however far the full consequences of the catholic consti

tution of the church may have been from having been

explicitly drawn up prior to 180 A. D. , all the premisses
were present, and they necessarily pressed forward to

their full expression.

Weizsacker, Kirchenverfassung des apost. Zeitalters in JDT,
1873, pp. 631-674; Apostol. Zeitalter, 1886, pp. 566-645, (

2
) 1892,

pp. 544-622 ; i LZ, 1883, pp. 435-440 (on
60. Literature. Hatch -Harnack; see below); Beyschlag,

Christliche Gemeindeverfassung im Zeit
alter des NT, and Maronier, De inrichting der Christelijke

gemecnten voor het ontstaan i/er Katholiekc Kcrk (both Teyler
prize essays, new series, part iii., nos. i and 2, Haarlem, 1874);

Heinrici, ZWT, 1876, pp. 465-526 ( Die Christengemeinde
Korinths u. d. relig. Genossenschaften der Griechen ) ; 1877,

pp. 89-130; St. A&amp;gt;. 1 88 1, pp. 505-524 ; Das erste Sendschreiben
des Paulus an die Korinthier, 1880, pp. 20-29 ; in Meyer s Com
mentary on 2 Cor.i l 1890, pp. 400-417 ; on i Cor.(&) 1896, pp. 4-9 ;

Holsten, Evang. ties Paulus, i. 1 (1880) 236-245 ; Schiirer, 6V-

meindeverfassung der Juden in Rom., 1879 (cp his own excerpt

vol. 45, 1881, pp. 441-467 ; Seyerlen, Christ!. Cultus im apostol.
Zeitalter in Ztschr.f. pract. Theol., 1881, pp. 222-240, 289-327;

1887, pp. 97-143, 201-244, 297-333 ; Hatch, Organisation of the

Early Christian Church, 1881, Germ, transl. by Harnack,

Gesellschaftsverfassung der christlichen Kirchen im Alter-

thum, 1883, with Harnack s Analekten, 229-259; Harnack,
Lehre der 12 Apostel (in TU 1 if., 1884) ; Quellen der apostol.

Kirchenordnung nebst . . . L rsfrung des Lectorats u. der
andern niedern ll tihen (in TU 2 5, 1886); Lehrb. d. Dogmen-
gesch., i. 3 7, (-} 180-184, (

3
I 204-207 ; TLZ, 1889, pp. 417-429 (on

Loning ; see below); Ueber den dritten Johannesbricf (in TU
163, 1897) (also Kriiger s review in ZWT, 1898, pp. 307-311);
Vorstudie zu einer Geschichte der Verbreitung des Christenthums
in den ersten 3 Jahrhunderten (SBA W, 1901, pp. 810-845, 1186-

1214); Harnack, Sanday, and many others on the origin of the

Christian Ministry, Kxpos. 1887, i888/&amp;gt;, pp. 321-337; Kiihl,

Gemeindeordnung in den Pastoralbriefen, 1885 ; Cunning
ham, The Growth of the Church in its Organisation and
Institutions, 1886; Hilgenfeld in ZWT, 1886, pp. 1-26 (review
of Hatch-Harnack), 456-473 (review of Kiihl); 1890, pp. 98-115

( VerfassungderUrgemeinde ), 223-245 ( Vorkathol. Verfassung
ausser Palastina ), 303-314 ( Gemeindeverfassung in der

Bildungszeit der katholischen Kirche ) ; Seufert, L rsprungu.
Bedeutung des Apostolats (Haager prize dissertation, 1887);
Lunmg,Genieindeyerfassung des Urchristenthums, 1888 ; Loofs,

Urchristl. Gemeindeverfassung in St. Kr., 1890, pp. 619-658;

Sohm, Kirchenrecht, i. 1892; Zockler, Diakonen u. Evan-

gelisten in Bibl. u. kirchengesch. Studien, ii. 1893; Reville

(Jean), Les origines de 1 episcopat, I. in Bibliotheque dejecole
des hautes etudes, sciences relig., vol. 5, 1894 ;

Le role des

veuves dans les communautes chretiennes primitives, ibid. vol. i,

1889, pp. 231-251 ; Haupt, Zum Verstiindniss des Apostolatp

(Halle Easter programmes), 1895-96 ; Weinel, Paulus als kirch-

licher Organisator, 1899; Wernle, Anfange unsrer Religion,

1901, pp. S, 45/:, 52/, 61-63, 71-82, 112-115, 126-130, 165-167,

208, 237-251, 356-369 ; Lightfoot, The Christian Ministry, 1901

(originally in the Comm. on Philipp., and afterwards in Dis

sertations on the Apostolic Age). P. W. S.
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MINNI (*30), a land mentioned in Jer. 5l2?f [&amp;lt;S,

chap. 28]; jTAp 6MOY [BXAQ], menni [Vg.]), the

Mannu of the Assyrians, which was W. of the Lake of

Urumiya. Its inhabitants are the Mannai, of whom
we read in the inscriptions of Shalmaneser II., Sargon,

Esarhaddon, and Asur-bani-pal.
See ASHKENAZ, ARARAT, and, for the Assyrian (and Vannic)

notices, Schrader, KA / (
2

&amp;gt;423 ; Sayce, A / (
2)l 163^.; Winckler,

GBA 200 241 243 269 ;
AOFl

4&&amp;gt;ff.
On the 33 of Ps. 45 8 [9],

which Tg. Pesh. render Armenia, see IVORY.

MINNITH (JVjID ; eisi apiGMco [B], eic ce/v\coei9

[A], ce/v\eNei0 [L ;
? ce /weNeiG]. ce eic MCOIG

ecoc THC oAoY M&Nooe [see HP], M&NI&GHC [Jos.

Ant. v. 7 10] ;
MEXXITH [Vg.] ;

ascent of Machir

[Pesh.]), a locality E. of Jordan mentioned in the

account of Jephthah s victory over Ammon (Judg. 11 33 ;

on Ezek. 27 17 see end of article). The identification

is most uncertain,
1 and one may question the correct

ness of the reading (see below). The matter cannot

be treated without reference to literary criticism (see

JEPHTHAH, 2). It is probable that Holzinger
and Buckle are correct in their view that the chapter
contains the traces of another war where Moab,
not Ammon, is the foe. The geographical notices of

both defeats survive (doubtless not in their original

form) in v. 33, where ri*30 ^Ni3&quot;iy
and c

p&quot;)3&quot;
?3X &quot;ijn

are

clearly doublets. The mention of Aroer, however, con

stitutes a difficulty. It is generally assumed to be the

Ammonite city (AKOER, 2); but this is unlikely if ABEL-
CHEKAMIM is rightly identified, and if Minnith is indeed

the maanith which Eusebius (OSP1 280 44) places 4 m.

from Heshbon on the road to Rabbath-Ammon. &amp;lt;,

however, inserts #xpts Apvuv and Budde (KHC, Richter)

suggests that from Minnith to Aroer (on the Arnon, cp
v. 26) was the extent of the Moabite defeat, and that of

the Ammonites was in an easterly direction to Abel-

cheramim. This view does not sufficiently allow for the

possibility of deeper corruption. One expects the

Ammonite defeat to have extended ftvin N. to S.,

and hence it is possible that rrso has arisen from

rurro, a parallel form to MAHANAIM (q.v. n. i, cp

We. C7/(3 &amp;gt; 43 n.
). [For another view, that originally

Missur (the N. Arabian Musri) and Amalek = Jerahmeel,
kindred peoples, took the place of Moab and Ammon,
see MOAB, 14 ft]

Originally, perhaps, the Ammonites were routed from
Mahanaim to Abel-cheramim

;
the extent of the Moabite

defeat, on the other hand, must remain unknown. The exist

ence of a Moabite Minnith (cp Bu. I.e.), in spite of the

testimony of Eusebius, is doubtful. Minnith, in fact, is nowhere
else mentioned, since, although the land of Ammon was rich in

cereals (cp the tribute of barley, 2 Ch. 27 5), the mention of
wheat of Minnith (Ezek. 07 17) is due to a textual corruption, for

which Cornill with an obvious gain in sense reads rtNbil G En

( wheat and spices ); see PANNAG, STORAX. s. A. C.

MINSTREL, i. }|3O,//fl&rz, aK. Sis-hcpD MJ,
nogcmin, Ps. 68 25 [26], RV minstrels, AV players on instru

ments. See Music.
2. auArjTij?, Mt. 9 23. See Music, 4

; MOURNING CUSTOMS.

MINT (H^YOCMON ;
mentha ; Mt. 2823 Lk. H 42t)

was a well-known garden herb in ancient times (yvupi-

(j.ov fioTdviov, Diosc. 841). Dioscorides does not think

it necessary to describe it. The species chiefly grown
in Palestine is the horse-mint, Afentha sylvestris, L.

The tithing of mint is not expressly referred to in the

Talmud (cp Low, 259^!).

MIPHKAD, THE GATE (l^n 1^ ),
Neh. 831.

See JERUSALEM, 24 (10).

MIRACLES. See WONDERS
;

also GOSPELS,

137 /., and JOHN (SON OK ZEBEDEE), 20, 25, etc.

MIRAGE (T1&quot; ),
Is. 35?, RV n

e-( H ANY^poc). 49io,

RV nK- (KAYCOON).
This well-known phenomenon of dry regions might of course

be referred to in these passages (so Ges. and most moderns) ; but
see DESE RT, 8 2 (8).

1 See Moore, Judg., ad loc. ; Buhl, Pal. 266.
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MIRIAM (DnO; /wApiA/v\[BAFL], cpTarg.

etc. and see NAMES, 6). Possibly from rrc-py (Che.,

cp Nu. 827); see MOSES, 2; Bateson Wright, how
ever, connects the name with Merari

(
Was Israel ever

in Egypt? 213 ;
see also MARY, i).

1. The sister of Aaron and Moses who accompanied
Israel as far as Kadesh, where she died and was buried

(Nu. 20 1). If we pass over the inclusion of her name in

the Levitical genealogies (Nu. 2659 [||
Ex. 620 MT om.

but cp &amp;lt;@

BAFL
],

i Ch. 63 [629]) Miriam is first mentioned
in the older narratives on the occasion of the crossing of

the Red Sea. She is styled the prophetess (nK*3|ri)

and appears at the head of a female choir celebrating
the recent deliverance (Ex. \5zof. E, see POETICAL
LITERATURE, 4, iii.

). Although not specifically

named, Miriam is no doubt the sister alluded to in

the story of the birth of Moses (Ex. 2ijf., cp vv. 4 7).

and if v. i belongs to the original narrative it is certain

that the writer looked upon her (and also Aaron) as

the step-sister (and step-brother) of the child. Apart
from the notice of her death at Kadesh (Nu. I.e.),

she is only once again mentioned in the Hexateuch
viz., Nu. 12i-is, wherewith Aaron she rebels against

the authority of Moses and is punished with leprosy.
The passage is not free from difficulties. 1 That connected

with ? . i is dealt with elsewhere (see MOSES, 15). We are
indeed reminded of the manner of E ; but there is nothing in

common with EJJ S doctrine of the universal nature of Yahwe s

gift of prophecy as expressed in 11 24^-30. The reference to
Miriam in Dt. 24g is not clear. It is difficult to see how
Miriam s punishment was a warning for Israel to observe the
orders of the Levites in the case of an outbreak of leprosy. The
difficulty in the reference, implying a discrepancy in the tradi

tions, suggests that Nu. I.e. has been pretty thoroughly revised

by Rp (the seven days seclusion z&amp;gt;. 15 reminds one of the
Levitical enactment, Lev. 13s).

2

From these few notices we can obtain but a bare idea

of the figure of Miriam. She first appears in E (so

probably also Aaron), and it is noteworthy that the only
reference to her in the prophetical writings is made by
a writer who lived about the time of E2 and names
Moses, Aaron, and Miriam as the forerunners to

redeem Israel (Mi. 64, see, however, MICAH [BOOK],
4 /. , col. 3073). To about the same age belong the

oldest narratives which mention HUR (i), an equally
obscure figure, whom tradition connected with Miriam. 3

It may be asked here whether Aaron and Miriam
were not originally represented as members of the family
of Jethro ? The sudden appearance of Aaron in Horeb

(Ex. 427 E) seems to suggest that he already lived in

the neighbourhood ; whilst, on the other hand, the

narrative in Ex. 2i-io, which seems to treat Miriam as

living in Egypt, does not necessarily militate against
the view that Aaron and Miriam were brother and
sister respectively of Zipporah the wife of Moses. It

may also be conjectured that the well-known branch
of Levitical Merari derived its name, or traced its

descent, from the prophetess Miriam (ana, re) ?

Cp GENEALOGIES, 7 [v.], MERARI.
2. Son (or daughter) of Jether (cp JETHER, i), and

BITHIAH (q.v. ),
named in a Judasan-Calebite genealogy,

i Ch. 4 17 (so Ki. after
&amp;lt;S,

MT obscure ; fj.at.wv [BA],

fjiueup and /napu in a doublet [L]). The coincidence

is remarkable ; was there a tradition associating Moses
and the other characters of the Exodus with the Calebites?

Cp MOSES.
It is true the reading Miriam is not convincingly supported

by *B ;* but the tradition (accepted and amplified by the Targ.)
may not be wholly late. Distinct traces of a Calebite element
have been suspected in portions ofJE s narrative of the Exodus,5

1 See NUMBERS, 2.

2 We cannot be quite certain that Dt. I.e. is original directions

regarding leprosy are wanting in JE. It is just possible that

Miriam alone belonged to the original narrative in Nu. 12 1.

The exceptional order of the names in Nu. 12 i may be taken to

suggest that Aaron s name has been added. 10 -, on the other

hand, following the usual custom, gives Aaron the priority.
:t His wife (so Jos. Ant. iii. 24), or mother (Targ.).
* (pHA suggests the reading Maon, which Cheyne prefers.
5 See Exonus i., s/., KADESH, 3.
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MIRMA
and a close connection between Calebites, Kenites, etc., is borne
out by a comparison of the distribution of the proper names (see

GENEALOGIES, 5, 7 [v.]). S. A. C.

MIRMA, RV Mirmah (HKnp, -deceit ?, 74;
ijma^ia fl!], napjua [A], -/xia [L]), a name in a genealogy of

Heniamin (&amp;lt;/.
., Q, ii. (3), i Ch. 8 jot, probably from Jerahmeel

(Che.). See /(. AMI 108 (6).

MIRRORS. Egyptian mirrors consisted of a disc

of polished bronze, though the bronze might be covered

with a varnish of gold and have a handle of wood,

ivory, or bronze, which was often ornamented with a

statuette. Such hand-mirrors were indispensable for

the toilette of an Egyptian lady, and we find them re

ferred to in Ex.388, as used by the women who per
formed service in the Tent of Meeting, and, according
to a traditional but surely erroneous opinion, in Is. 823.

In Job 37 18 the sky (firmament) is compared to a metal

mirror. In Wisd. 7 26 wisdom is called an unspotted
mirror of the working of God. In the Greek Ecclus.

12n a mirror is somehow brought into connection

with the malice of an enemy.
Whether it is worth while to speculate as to the possible

meaning of the Greek translator, may be doubted ; see RV,
which gives an alternative rendering for the last clause of the

verse, and cp Edersheim. The Cairo Hebrew text gives, He
to him (the enemy) as one that revealeth a mystery (Schechter
and Taylor, 25). In i Cor. 13 12 ev alviynart ( in a riddle )

seems to be a gloss on Si eo-oTrrpov ;
see RIDDLE.

In i Cor. 13 12 the imperfect spiritual knowledge of

the present life is likened to the imperfect representa
tion of objects in an ancient metal mirror

( through a

glass should be by means of a mirror see below).
Not so Ja. 123^ Here the perfect law, the law of

liberty is compared to a bright, polished mirror, which

really shows a man what are the points in his outward

appearance which need correction. Lastly, in 2 Cor.

3i8 Christians are compared to mirrors, inasmuch as

they reflect the glory of Christ. The writer doubtless

has in his mind circular discs with ornamental handles

such as were known in Greek as well as in Egyptian

society.
As to the words and phrases, i.

p^j, gillaydn, Is. 3 23 (AV
glass, RV handmirror ) should probably not be reckoned.

Tradition is not consistent. Vg. Tg. favours mirrors ; but &amp;lt;E&amp;gt;

(SuuJMvij AaKhjciKd) suggests transparent, gauze-like dresses,
and Peiser, comparing Bab. gulinu, holds, perhaps correctly,
that some unknown garment is meant (see DRESS, i [2]).

2 - ItNIC. march (x/nNIi to see ) Ex. 388
(&amp;lt;B KCLrompov) Job

37 18
(&amp;lt;B opao-is).

3. H&owTpov, Ecclus. 12 ii Wisd. V 26 i Cor. 13 12, and Ja. 1 23.
The classical Greek word is Karonrpov (^Esch. Ag. 839). Hence
&amp;lt;c&amp;lt;xT07TTpi

ecr#cu in 2 Cor. 3 18. Compare Mayor on Ja. 1 23 and
Spiegel, nC on 2 Cor. I.e.

;
but cp Heinrici s note on the passage,

where the older rendering (AV, RVi HT-) is supported. Certainly
Philo (1 107) uses KaTOTrrpitJecrCai in the sense of beholding some
thing in a mirror.

MISAEL(M[e]lCAHA[BAL]). i. i Esd. 9 44 = Neh.
84 MlSHAEL, 2.

2. Song of Three Children, 66 = Dan. 1 7, etc. MISHAEL, 3.

MISGAB pl^ EH ; TO KPAT&amp;lt;MWMA[]. AMA0[B],
OyU. TO Kp. [A], fortis [Vg.]), according to EV of Jer.
48 1 a chief city of Moab. So Rashi and Kimhi. No
such place, however, is known. Moreover, the Hebrew,
which has the article, means the high fort (so RVm -) ;

but if we render thus the fem. verbs are peculiar, and the

parallel clauses contain undoubted names of places.
Not improbably we should read v. \b thus : Woe unto
Nebo ! it is laid waste

;
Kiriathaim is put to shame and

dismayed.
The point is that ajtpan HB&quot;3i1 resembles

p3tJT13 13ETI-

These words, which occur in v. 2, were probably written too
soon by the scribe, and, as usual, not cancelled ; corruption
naturally followed, nnm therefore belongs to D mp .VIS

1

?:-

The suggestion is new, but has many parallels. T. K. C.

MISHAEL (W&quot;P ; AA[e]iCAHA [BNAL], but in Lev.

MICA^AI [BA]). The name may have been explained
Who is what God is (see 39 ; Gray, HPN 165) ;

cp MICHAEL. P s names, however, are so often (in
our opinion) distortions of ancient ethnic or tribal

names that we may (see below) reasonably assume this
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MISREPHOTH-MAIM
to be so here, and even connect the presumed under

lying name with the icW; see SALMAM, and cp
SHALLUM, MESHALLEMIAH, MESHULLAM.

1. A Kohathite, son of Uzziel and nephew of Amram (
=

Jerahmeel), Ex. 6 22 (&quot;A Om.) Lev. 104 (both P). The name
corresponds to the JMmeonite name Shemuel, b. Ammihud
(
= Jerahmeel), Nu. 34 20.

2. One of Ezra s supporters (see EZRA ii., 13 [_/&quot;.] ; cp i. 8,
ii. 16 [5], ii.

.15 We), Neh.8 4 =iEsd.!) 44 ,
EV MISAEL.

The next name is MALCHIJAH, originally perhaps a distortion
of Jerahmeel.

3. One of the companions of Daniel, also called MESHACH
(y.z-.), Dan. 1 6 etc. See DANIEL.

4. See MICHAEL, 8. T. K. c.

MISHAL, AV Misheal
(SL&quot;&quot;p, Josh. 19 26, MAACA

[B], AAACAY [A], MACAA [I-]; 21 3o, BACGAAAN [B],

MACAAA[A], MICAAA[I-]; once MASHAI., 7K13, i Ch.

674[59] MAACA [B], MACAA [
A

&quot;] MAClA [E]), a

town in Asher, wrongly described in OS
(
280 36 139 21)

as near Carmel, which is excluded by the right trans

lation of Josh. 1926. Perhaps the Mi-sa- a-ra of the

list of Thotmes III., which occurs immediately before

A-k-sap or Achshaph (\VM\1, As. n. Eur. 181
; cp

^&amp;gt;/J
&amp;lt;

2 5 46).

MISHAM (D^
;

rp; MGCCAAM [B], MICAAA [A],

MecOAM [L]), a Benjamite of the b ne Elpaal (see

BENJAMIN, 9, ii. ft); iCh. 8i2f; perhaps the same
as Meshullam in v. 17. See JQR 11 103 [ i].

MISHMA (IflOE p ; MACMA [HAL]). A tribal name,

perhaps to be read ycy (Josh. 15 26), the duplicated D

being due to the influence of the name Mibsam, which

precedes Mishma in all the lists. See SHEMA. The
name Jebel Misma near Teima (see TEMA), however,
invites comparison (see Di.

).

1. A son of Ishmael (Gen. 25 14 ; nacr^ai [Z&amp;gt;EL] ;
i Ch. 1 30 :

papa [15*], juacrena [L]) ;
also

2. A son of Simeon (i Ch. 425). Cp SIMEON. T. K. C.

MISHMANNAH (HSpP tp),
a Gadite warrior; i Ch.

12io (MACGMMANH [B], -eMANNH [N], -CA- [I-]-

MACMA [A], TIE *? [Pesh.]). See DAVID, n, n.

MISHNAH. See LAW LITERATURE, 23, and the

Introduction to the present work, p. xxiii.

MISHNEH (rUt EH ;
sec COLLEGE ;

has
//a&amp;lt;re//(&amp;gt;)a

in 2 K.
; /xaaffaccu [B], /j.effai&amp;gt;ai [A], /maacrevva. [L] in

2 Ch. ; rr)S Sfvrtpas in Zeph. [cp rr; 5ei&amp;lt;repwcm Sym. in

2 Ch.]), a part of Jerusalem, 2K.22i4 = 2 Ch.3422

Zeph. 1 10, RV&quot;
1
?-. So perhaps Neh. 11 9 (Rodiger in

Ges. Thes., Buhl), though EV gives Judah the son of

(has-) Senuah was second over the city ( D, as in i Ch.

15 18 etc.). There is, however, we believe, reason to

think that mcD TyrrSj? should be rut^n Vi rrVy (just

as nae Cn elsewhere should be mr n), so that the

passage should read and Judah, a native of the old

city, was over the old city. See COLLEGE, JERUSALEM,
23. T. K. c.

MISHRAITES (UWBn ; HMACARCIM [B]. -N [A],

MACepe6l [L]), a post-exilic family of Kirjath-jearim ;

i Ch. 2s3f. See SHOBAL.

MISPAR pEpp), Ezra 22 RV, AV MizpAR = Neh.

7 i Mispereth. See MIZPAR.

MISREPHOTH-MAIM (D P niSl^ P), a point in

Sidonian territory to which Joshua chased the Canaan-

ites after the battle of Merom, Josh. 1 1 8([JE] ; MACepCON
[B], MACped&amp;gt;COG-MA.eiM [A], -MAlfl [F

vid
], MACpe-

4)0)6 MAIN [L]). and which a later writer regarded as

the ideal western boundary of the northern hill-country,

and apparently as the limit of the Sidonian territory

(Josh. 136 [D
8
], MAcepe6/V\eM4&amp;gt;u&amp;gt;NMAl/v\ [B], MA-

cepe&amp;lt;t)U&amp;gt;9 MA[e]lM [AL]). Guerin identified it with

Ain Muserfe, at the S. foot of the Ras en-Nakura, N.

of Achzib (see LADDER OF TYKE) ;
but this is too far

from Sidon. Apparently the place was well-known ;
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we have therefore to see if we cannot emend the text

so as to justify this impression. In Josh. 184 we have
elsewhere (see MEAKAH) found mention of Zarephath
which belongs to the Zidonians. The same name is

probably intended here. We may either read o nsi:&amp;gt;

l

for o&quot;D nisitra, or follow Sym. (/^aarpedtud rrjs dirk

BaXdffcrris-) in reading, for o O. D D, westward, corre

sponding to nmiD. eastward. In the latter case the

name of the place is Misrephoth, or rather Masrephoth.
The former view is preferable (cp ZAREPHATH). We
may illustrate by Judg. 617, where the true reading prob

ably is,

Asher dwelt toward the coast of the sea
And abode by the Zarephathites.

3

We need not therefore compare Ar.
musraf&quot;&quot;,

a

lofty place (Di. ),
nor explain D D, hot springs (Kimhi. )

It should be noted, however, that the original story of the
war with Jabin may have placed the scene of it in the S. of

Palestine (see SHIMKON) ; JITS
= Zidon, and ii^D Missur are

sometimes confounded (cp ZAREPHATH), so that a southern

Zarephath may originally have been meant in Josh. 11 8.

T. K. C.

MITE (AeTTTOlsi), Mk. 12 42 Lk. 12s9 21zt. See

PENNY, 2-4.

MITHCAH, RV Mithkah (H^D; MATCKKA [B],

M&6- [AF], MATTCKAO]). a stage in the wandering in

the wilderness, Nu. 3328/ See WILDERNESS OF
WANDERING.

MITHNITE, an improbable gentilic in iCh. 1143.
See JOSHAPHAT, i.

MITHREDATH (JTnnp, from [or, to] Mithra

[the sun-god] given ? cp Mithrabouzanes [see SHETHAR-

BOZNAI], and in Aram. HE iinnD, &quot;in&quot;inO, MlGpA-
A&THC [BA]; cp Herod. 1 no MITRAAATHC and

MlSpAAATec borne by Pontic kings; Ml6plA&THC
[L] so Jos. Ant. xi. 1 3).

1. The treasurer (n3T3) of Cyrus who handed over the temple

treasures to SHESHBAZZAR (Ezra 1 8, ju.iSpi- [B-bA])= i Esd. 2n,
Mithridates, RV Mithradates 0*ifyu. [BA]).

2. A Persian official, temp. Artaxerxes, mentioned with BISH-

I.AM, and others, Ezra 4 7 = 1 Esd. 2 16 EV as above (jjnOpa-

[B*Aa], jouflpt- [B-bA*vid.]).

MITRE. It will be convenient under this heading
to notice the priestly head-dresses of the Hebrews,

1 Hebrew PostPoninS to TuRBAN [?-M further

, remarks concerning the head-dresses worn
m8

by other classes. In Judith 4 15 mitre

(Kidapis) is used of the head-covering worn by all priests
in common ; but in i Mace. 10 20 it is called simply
crown ((rrec/xxi os) ; according to the older Hebrew

usage the misnepheth (nsjxo) of the high priest is carefully

distinguished from the migbadk (nyajo) of the ordinary

priests, a distinction which is followed in EV. 4

These two words (both only in P or Ezek.) are practically the

only terms which need consideration ; on the occasional employ
ment

of/&amp;lt;

:

&amp;lt;V(-|Nj3) and saniph (p js), see TURBAN.
1. nyajD, migba ahCE.*. 28 40 29 9 39 28 [with &quot;IKS]

5 Lev. 8 13,

KiSapiUBAFL]), AV bonnet, RV head-tire, the head-dress
worn by the sons of Aaron. It was very probably of a conical

shape (cp JT33, cup, also J7313, jnip, helmet ), and re

sembled, we may suppose, the well-known conical cap of the

Assyrians and Babylonians, 6 and

2. nwxp, misnepheth (Ex. 28439 Lev. 16 4 Ezek. 21 26 [31]),

KiSapts (Ex.2837 296 3928731 Lev. 89, utrpa.), EV mitre,
the head-covering of the high priest (see also Ezek., I.e., where
AV diadem ). RV njJ- prefers turban, which is supported by
the verb

f)3S,
to wind in a coil ; cp *]

3S, and see TURBAN.

may be a repeated fragment of
2 In Josh. 136, however, Symm. reads vSaT
3 For rmpD read q nBIS (Crit. Bib.).
* So at Hierapolis in Syria a wiAos was worn by the ordinary

priests ; but the head of the high priest Tiapr) xpvaejj
di/aecT&amp;lt;u

(Lucian, de Syr. Dea, 42).
6

&amp;lt;B seems to have transposed nS3iD and nj;3JD S- The pi.

KiSapet? naturally refers to the ordinary head-dress (of which
there were many) rather than to that of the high priest (cp
Sinker in Smith s Diet. Christ. Ant., s.v. Mitre ).

6 Cp also the old Italian Pileus, etc., and see Di.-Rys. on
Ex. 28 37 40.

7 See n. 2 above.

3IS5

The distinction referred to above does not appear to

have held good in the time of Josephus, who applies the

2. Evidence
of Josephus.

= misn^fheth) to the

head-dress of all priests (cp also Votnd,

7s). In his day it appears that they wore

(upon the occasion of sacrifices) a circular cap (TriXos),

not conical in shape (ajcwpos), covering only about half

of the head, and somewhat resembling a crown ( arftydvri).
It was made of thick linen swathes doubled round many
times and sewed together, surrounded by a linen cover

to hide the seams of the swathes, and sat so close that it

would not fall off when the body was bent down (Ant.
iii.7 3 ).

The high priest, too, wears cap (TriAos), which was the same
in construction and figure with that of the common priest ; but
above it there was another, with swathes of blue, embroidered,
and round it was a golden crown (ore^apos), polished, of three
rows ((rre^ai/os XP&quot;* * *ni

Tpi&amp;lt;TTi\iav),
ne above another,

out of which rose a cup of gold, which resembled the calyx of
the herb traK^apov (the Greek hyoscyamus ; see Low, no. 326).
After a laborious description, in which he compares the shape of
the herb to a poppy (cp turban, Ital. tiilipano, Eng. tulip),

Josephus goes on to add that of this ( TOVTOV) a crown
(&amp;lt;TTe

&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;a&amp;gt;
os) was made reaching from the nape of the neck to the

temples. This e^ieAts ( for so the calyx may be called ),

however, did not cover the forehead (Ant. iii. 7 6).

In his earlier work (BJ\. 5j) Josephus gives an
account of the high priest s head-covering, which can

scarcely be reconciled with the preceding. In BJ (I.e.)

the high priest wears a linen rtdpa, tied with a blue

band, which was encircled by a golden fillet (err^avos).

upon which were engraved the sacred characters (ie/xt

ypdyu/uara), consisting of four vowels (tpuvrjevra). In

Ant. (I.e.), on the other hand, the divine name is en

graved upon a golden plate (reXa/awc, Lat. vers. lamina;
cp below), which was set upon the forehead (tepotj

ypdfj./j.a&amp;lt;ri
TOV 6eov TTJV irpoffrjyopiav ^TriTfTytTj/u^os

tffTi).
1

To this we may add the description of Jerome (/?/. Ixir ., ad
Fabiolani) : Quartum genus est vestimenti, rotundum pileolum,
quale pictum in Ulyxi conspicimus, quasi sphara media sit

divisa, et pars una ponatur in capite : hoc Greed it nostri

Tidpav, nonnulli galerum vacant, Hebrai Misnepheth : non
habet acumen in summo, nee totum usque ad comam caput
tegit ; sed tertiam partem afronte inopertam relinquit : atque
ita in occipitis vitta constrictum est : ut non facile labatur ex
capite. The lamina aurea is placed superpileolum.. . . ut in

fronte vita hiacynthina constringatur.

From the description of Jos. in BJ, it seems not im

probable that we have to think of a head-covering the

lower part of which is encircled by a fillet or diadem
thus closely resembling the royal Persian Khshatram.
This was a cap not conical in shape, which, swelling

slightly as it ascended, terminated in a ring or circle

projecting beyond the lines of the sides. Round it,

probably near the bottom, was worn a fillet or band
the diadem proper blue spotted with white (Rawlinson,
Anc. Man. 8204 n. with illustration); see DIADEM.
The crown with three rows in Jos. Ant. (I.e.) does not

seem to admit of any explanation at present, though

Babylonian seals may be suggestive. Golden crowns, -

however, were worn by the sacerdotes provinciates (Ter-
tullian, de Idolatr. 18), and in Grecian states the superior

priests are called
ffred)avTj(f&amp;gt;6poi (cp Di.-Rys., i.e.).

When we turn to P s account of the high priest s

misnepheth in Ex. 2836-38, it seems that it was made of

3. Fs
fine linen, and probably was folded many

,

*

. . times round the head (according to the
snption. xalm.it contained 16 cubits). Its distinc

tive feature was the sis
(px),

the golden plate (TreroXos.

lamina [Vg.]), with its sacred inscription, holy to

Yahwe 2
(mrr

1

? trip), which was fastened upon the

forehead. 3

1 The crown survived till the days of Origen, Reland, dt Spot.

Temfili, 132. Cp Jos. Ant. viii. 3s: 19 it &amp;lt;nt$6,vr\ ets
$\y

tov 0(bv

Mtoixnljs iypatjjc /oua %v icai SiefjifLvev a.\pi nijo-St nijs Tj^ifpos.
2 [Or, perhaps, taboo, devoted to Yahwe, cp CLEAN, i.)

3 So. according to the Boraitha Kidd.6da, King Jannai

(?Jann&amp;lt;eus)
was advised -jyy pas? }&quot;S3

(the Pharisees)

(quoted from REJ35 [1897] 218).
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We know nothing of the size of the high priest s

frontlet, nor is it clear how it was attached to the

turban. There was a blue thread which went round the

plate and was knotted behind
;
but the texts leave it

uncertain whether the thread passed on the inside or

outside of the plate (cp Ex. 2836 /. with 39 31). It

seems the more probable that it passed on the inside,

as otherwise the inscription would have been partially

covered. It is likely that the frontlet did not reach to

the lower edge of the turban, and that it extended

lengthwise only from temple to temple.
When Josephus (Ant. iii. 76) speaks of the sacred

letters with which the sis was inscribed, he refers prob

ably to the archaic characters, such as were employed to

write down the divine name even in post-biblical times

(e.g. , in the recovered fragment of Aquila ;

l
Burkitt,

Fragments of Aquila}.

The symbolical meanings given to this frontlet need not be

recapitulated (cp, e.g., Philo, K/Y. Mas. 673 a); that it was

originally understood in a mystic sense appears from Ex. 2838.
It may be of interest to add that, according to the Talmud, it

was two fingers in breadth.

The sis is otherwise called nezer (TNI), crown, or

diadem (see CROWN, 2); cp the renderings of sis in the

Pesh. and Ar. versions, which may, however, have been
influenced by a recollection of the Gk.

ffT&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;a.vrj&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;6pos
;

see above, 2 (end).
The precise meaning of sis is uncertain. The view

(a) that it was a burnished metal plate, though commonly
_,,

-

ing oi sis.

accepted, is devoid of philological sup-

port ;
more plausible meaning
, flower

.

or . bud
.

( cp Is

406/ Ecclus. 43 19, see FRINGES, LOCKS), which

suggests (b) a flower-like ornamentation, and (c), a

garland, and so a fillet or diadem. In favour of b

(which was the view, long ago, of Bishop Horsley), we
have the description of Josephus (Ant. iii. 76, above 2),

and, on the analogy of the suggested origin of the

golden CANDLESTICK (q.v., 3, col. 647), it would be

tempting to find in the symbol a survival of nature-

worship. As regards the third view (c) which virtu

ally identifies the sis with the nezer the chief support
is to be found in such a passage as Is. 28 i (probably
of the end of the 8th cent. B. c.

),
where sis stands

in parallelism with dtdrdh (mtjy), crown, and ap
parently denotes a chaplet or garland.

2 On this view,
the misntyheth was probably encircled with a fillet or

diadem -the evolution from garland to diadem is easy
agreeing with the representation in Jos. BJ \. 5 7, and

with the Persian custom already referred to
( 2).

Finally, early tradition supports the conventional view

a, and if it be accepted, it may be plausibly held that

the inscribed plate worn upon the forehead is a direct

descendant of primitive flesh-cuttings, and a simple varia

tion of the totaphoth (see CUTTINGS, 7, FRONTLETS).
The view of Jos. Ant., I.e. which distinguishes the TeAa/awi/

from the o-re^ai/os seems to find support in the evidence cited in

n. 3, col. 3156, and n. i below, and was apparently held by Ben
Sira, Jerome, Philo, and the Pseudo-Aristeas.3 From the dis-

1 Did the inscription originally bear only the name mrr? cp
Isid. Orig. 29 21 (petalum, aurea lamina in fronte pontificis
quas nomen Dei tetragrainttiaton Hebraicis litteris habebat
scriptum), and Jos. BJ v. 67.

2 In Ecclus. 404 the wearing of the rp^ and ps (trrtyavos

[BNAC], corona) typifies the man of high estate. Is the refer
ence to priestly or royal authority? In the former case we
may infer that the high priest s characteristic ornament could
be called variously pj, rnay, r 1U, and in the latler case we
should find an interesting allusion to the sovereign s imperial

head-gear, with its distinctive fillet. For the use of
*]
JS to

denote a royal or priestly head-dress, see TURBAN.
3 In Ecclus. 45 12 the Heb. reads

psl nSJXDl S JTO IS may
pnp .... For 01 S J/D we must certainly read Q VjTO, S PO
is out of place and has been already mentioned in v. 8. The sis,

here, is quite distinct from the rnoy which appears to corre

spond to P s
-j7j. Jer. Ep. Ixiv., ad Fabiolam : habet cidarim

et nomen Dei portat in fronte, diademate ornatus est regio.
Philo (de Mose, ed. Mangey, 2152): \p\xro\iv fie ireVaAoi ,
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crepant accounts of Jos. it is obvious that the form of the mitre
varied from time to time. Only on this assumption can we
understand the statements in P. In Ex. 21*6 the nezer is (as
we should expect) placed upon the mitre, and this, too, is the
position of the sis in Ex. S9 30 /. Lev. 89. But in Ex. 28 36 jff~.

the sis is both on the mitre (cp c above), and on Aaron s forehead
(cp a above). These contradictory statements are evidently the
result of a conflate text, for a satisfactory solution of which the
accessible evidence is insufficient.

In the Christian church the ecclesiastical head-dress
is styled mitra and infula. The former, being origin-

5 The mitre ally characteristic of the Phrygians, is

in Christian
sometimes called Phrygium

1

by eccle-

.. siastical writers of the Middle Ages
(Marriott, Vest. Christ. 220). The

infula is the long fillet of heathen priests and vestals.

It was also a sacrificial ornament of victims (cp
CHAPLET).

Polycrates (see Eus. 7/^624, cp 831, Jer. de Vir. illustr.

45) mentions that John the apostle became a priest, TO TreVa-
Xof

irf&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;opK&amp;lt;as. James, the brother of Jesus, according to

Epiphanius (Hzr. 294), was permitted to wear TO jrerotAcc en-i

rijs Kei/xzA-rjs. The survival of the term TreVaAoi is of interest,
even if it is not to be understood literally.

Gregory Nazianzen (f 389 A.D.
)
uses /aSapts of the

priestly cap (Orat. 104); Jer. (Ep. 64 n. 13), on the

other hand, employs tiara. According to Sinker (Diet.
Christ. Ant., s.v. Mitre

),
there are no real grounds for

supposing that an official head-dress was generally worn

by Christian ministers during the first nine or ten cen
turies after Christ.

The mitre is not even now a badge of order, but only of

dignity ; not only are there mitred abbots, but in certain

privileged chapters all the members on certain festivals wear
mitres.

For the usages in the church in general cp Bunz, Herzog-
Plitt, A ES 44^ It is interesting to note that in the early Abys
sinian church upon high occasions a turban (tnatcmteniia) is

worn along with a metal crown.

i- A.
( 1,3); s. A. c. (2,4, 5).

MITYLENE (MiryAHNH, Acts20i 4 Ti. WH
;

in

classical authors, and on coins, MyTiAHNH). the chief

city of the island of Lesbos, to which in the Middle

Ages it gave its own name, as now in its Turkish form,

Midiillii; it is itself now called Kastro, castle, from
the Genoese castle which occupies the old acropolis.
Its position is accurately marked in Acts, as midway
between Alexandria Troas and Chios, viz.

,
one day s

run of Paul s vessel from either point. Mytilene lies on
the SE. coast of Lesbos, on a peninsula which was
once an island protecting two small but excellent har

bours. The southern basin held fifty warships, and
was closed by a chain

;
the larger and deeper northern

basin, protected by a mole, was reserved for merchant
men (Strabo, 617) ;

a narrow canal connected the two

(Paus. viii. 862 ;
Diod. 1877). The roadstead, 7m. N.

of the SE. end of the island, is good in summer (hence
Paul s vessel in April lay off the town all night), but in

winter is exposed to the violent SE. and NE. winds.

The city had from early times an extensive commerce,

e.g. ,
with Egypt as early as 560 B.C. (Herod. 2178).

In the domain of literature Mytilene gained undying fame as

the home of Alca;us and of Sappho (SaMfjiacnor TL xpTJ/oca, Strnbo,

I.e.). Its situation and buildings are often praised (Strabo, I.e. ;

Cic. Leg. Agr. 240, urbs et natura ac situ et discriptione cedi-

ficiorum et pulchritudine in primis nobilis ; Hor. Ep. i. 11 17 ;

Mytilene pulchra ; Vitr. 1 6). Mytilene, therefore, like Rhodes,
became a fashionable resort for Romans compelled to withdraw
from public life (Cic. Ad. Fam. vii. !i 5, e.rsuleni esse non incom-
modiore loco, quam si Khodutu te aut Mytilenas contttlissem;

cp id. Ad Fam. iv. &quot;4;
Ad Att.v.\\f,; Tac. Ann. 14 53). In

Paul s time it was a free city (Pliny 7/^639, Libera Mitylene,
annis MD potens), and claimed the title vpiarr] Ae

&amp;lt;r/3ou (see

Marq.-Momms. RSin. Staatsverw. 1 345).

Description in Tozer, The Jslands of the sEgean, 134f.
W. J. W.

liio-arci crTc^ara? efiij^uovpyeiTO . . . /Mirpa fie UTT aurb, rpv JKTJ

i/raiieti Ke&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;aAr)
TO Trera^ov . irpb? fie Kai Kifiapts (carea/ceva^eTO

.

jctfiapet yo-P ot rwr* eoitur /3a&amp;lt;7iAets
ai&amp;gt;Tt fitafiiJ^aTO? eiw#a&amp;lt;ri

Xprj&amp;lt;r0ai.
Aristeas (ed. Thackeray, apud Swete, Introd. to OT

Gr.), p. 536 : eVi fie TTJS Kec/xxAirj? e\ei ri)v Ae-vo/xe irjc KiSapiv ejrt

fie rauTTjs TT\V &amp;lt;i/ii&amp;gt;r)TO(/ /nirpav, TO ca0r)yiao&amp;gt;eVoi [cp_
Lev. 89]

/SacriAeioi/, CKTVTTOVV eiri TreraAa) xpvtrui ypdfj,fjia.cnt&amp;gt; ayiois

TOU eov . KO.TCL fjiftrov TWV o^&amp;gt;pvwp fiorj i
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MIXED MULTITUDE. Sec MINGLED PEOPLE.

MIZAR, THE HILL OF (TTVP &quot;I?1 ; [ATTO]

OROyc MIKpOy : [
/l

\
monte minima [Jer. ]), Ps. 426 [7].

It being assumed that the text is sound, Mizar has been

thought to be the name either of one of the lower hills of

Hermon (soGASm. HG 477; cp Che. Ps. (
; Kirkpatrick,

Duhin), or of a mountain in the Gileadite ranges (Del.,

assuming the psalm to be Davidic), and modern names
have been indicated which somewhat resemble Mis ar

(GASm.,
1

I.e. ; Tli. L.-bL, 1882, p. 45, see Now.-Hupf.
Psalmen 1604). But the conjunction of a little-known

hill or mountain with such a famous mountain-range as

Hermon is most improbable, and the phrase little

mountain -
(iyxo in) has, therefore, been taken to be a

designation of Zion, which, though outwardly insigni

ficant, to the eye of faith was far grander than Hermon,
because Yahwe dwelt thereon (43s; cp 6815 [i6]/. ).

In this case we must explain either (Smend, Baethgen)
I think upon thee (O God

!)
far from the land of the

Jordan and of the Hermons, far from the little moun
tain (i.e. , though an exile from the land of Israel), or

(Hitz. ; Che. O/J
s. 115 3167. ;

We.
),

I think upon thee

now that I have reached the land (or above [all] the

land, as We.) of the Jordan and the Hermons (i.e. ,

the neighbourhood of the most famous sources of the

Jordan), thou little mountain (omitting the initial Q in

ina as due to dittography). Neither of these views,

however, is satisfactory. There must be much deeper
corruption than critics have suspected.
The passage (v. 6 [7]) must be treated, as a whole, from the

point of view of a keen textual criticism. Probability is all that
can be reached ; but if we take this passage with others, in which
a similar result seems almost forced upon us by criticism, the

degree of probability may be considered to be high. Read
therefore

Preserve me, [O Yahwe] my God, from the tribe of the

Arabians,
From the brood of the Jerahmeelites [rescue thou me].

The last word, ^aSsni i-s restored from 43 1, where nearly
the same restoration of the distich is required. nj;i!3 &quot;ins

is a

corruption of a dittographed D ^NCnV jmc- See Che. Ps.P),
ad loc.

On Pss. 42-4:i 44 T20 137 140, in all of which the Jerahmeelites
(i.e., the Edomites), and in some the Arabians, are referred to,

according to a plausibly emended text, as enemies of the Judah-
ites or Judaeans; see PSALMS, 28

; cp also LAMENTATIONS.
T. K. C.

MIZPAH (HSypn, the watchtower
; cp MIZPEH

;

MACCH(J&amp;gt;A [BNAFL]).
i. A hill-town of Benjamin, Josh. 1826, where it is

called Mizpeh (yiiacrcr^a [B], /uacr^a [A]), near Gibeon

(Jer. 41 12) and Jerusalem (
i Mace. 846), and, if Eusebius

and Jerome may be followed, also near Kirjath-jearim

(OS 27897 18814). ASA fortified it, i K. 1522 (rr\v

ffKoiridv [BAL]), and Gedaliah the governor adopted it

as his place of residence, 2 K. 2023 ( /j.a&amp;lt;rcrr]&amp;lt;()a() [B]) Jer.

40 10 (/j-acrri^a [NQ], but
/j,aa-ffrj&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;a.l) [Q] in v. 6 and Qms-

41 1
/j.acrri(f&amp;gt;a.6 [(&amp;lt;&amp;gt;]

r. 8). Into the great cistern constructed

there by Asa, Ishmael, legend said, threw the dead
bodies of the seventy pilgrims whom he had murdered
after slaying the governor (Jer. 417-9). The hill on
which Mizpah stood seems to have been regarded as

sacred. The narrative in Judg. 21 (see v. i) maybe
partly, and those in i S. 7 3-12 (fj.a.crcn]&amp;lt;pa9 [B] and A in

v. 7
3

) 1017-24 (fj.a.crr)&amp;lt;j)a [A]) even altogether, untrust

worthy from a historical point of view (cp We. Prol.W,

258) ; but they would hardly have contained references

to the sanctity of Mizpah if there had not been a holy

place there from very early times (cp Bu. Ki. Sa. 185).

According to Jerome it was one of the places where the

ark rested
( Qucest. Heb. on 18.72; so also Eus. OS

27897). and a IT.ore valuable authority i Mace. 846
describes it as containing an ancient Israelitish place of

1 Names with the radicals mentioned by Smith are not un
common in Palestine (e.g., Wady Za arah, S. of Banias).

2 Cp Gen. 1920, where Zoar is called lyiC. a little thing ;

but the text may be corrupt (see Crit. Bib.).
3 In v. 5 6 sup ras B v

d.,
fi&amp;lt;z&amp;lt;nj&amp;lt;|&amp;gt;aTi

Av (
l-; A has v. 6 -r,

v. 12 -a and in ~&amp;gt;. n A orn. In -&amp;gt;. 16 A has /uao-rji/ia.
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prayer, such a spot perhaps as there was on the Mount
of Olives (2 S. 1632, RV). It was at this holy place that

faithful Israelites gathered when the Syrians had pro
faned the temple (i Mace. 84654). The thrilling ac
count may illustrate Ps. 74 (Che. OPs. 94), even if we
regard this psalm as pre

- Maccabaean (see PSALMS,
8 [b], i7/., 28 [v.]). We also hear of Mizpah as an

administrative centre under the Persian rule (Nell. 87
[/j.a.ff&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;a (L), BXA om. v. 7] 19 [/xacr^e (BA), -a (L),

fj.afj.&amp;lt;pf (N)|). It was Robinson who first saw where
with most probability its site may be placed (BK I 46o)

viz. , on the mountain now called Nebv Samwil. This
noble height rises 2935 ft. above the sea-level, and
commands the most comprehensive view in southern

Palestine, including within its range Jerusalem, which is

only 4^ m. off on the NW. (cp i Mace. 846, over

against Jerusalem ).
On a lower hill to the N. lies the

village of el-Jib (seeGiKEUN), which reminds us that the

men of Gibeon and of Mizpah worked together on the

wall of Jerusalem (Neh. 87).
Poets attempt (Le Sant tuaire de Kirjath-jcaritn, 1894, part

ii. chap, i) to show that Gibeon and the town called ham- Mispah
were two distinct places on the same sacred hill, to which the
name ham-Mispah originally belonged, can hardly be taken

seriously.

2. (nsi-sn, Gen. 3149 Judg. 111134; nsss, Hos. 5i;

ly*?}
nssOi Mizpeh of Gilead, Judg. 11 29). A town

in Gilead where Jephthah resided ; consecrated in sacred

legend, as presented by K, by the compact of Laban
and Jacob. It is the RAMATH-MIZI-EH of Josh. 1826,
and is most probably to be identified with Penuel i.e. ,

the citadel and sanctuary of Salhad though, to suit the

present narrative of JE in Gen. 8146-54, it is plausible to

identify it with Suf, NW. of Jerash (see GILEAD, 4).

3. A land or district
(fix),

and a valley (nypa),
at the foot of Hermon, to the NE. of the waters of

Merom, Josh. 113 (fj.a&amp;lt;rev/jLai&amp;gt; [B], /j.aaff-rj^)a6 [A]) 8

(/ucKTcrujx [B], /j.affr)Ka&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;a.T F], fj.acr[&amp;lt;r]-r]&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;a [L]). In

MT, which is followed by RV, the land is called the

land of Mizpah (nsseri) ; but obviously the same

region is meant, and we must read in both places either

Mizpah (L in both fiaacrTitpa) or Mizpeh (so

Bennett, SBOT). In early times this district was in

habited by Hivites, or, according to a necessary cor

rection, Hittites (see Moore, Judges, 81). Probably
the Mizpah, or watchtower, was on some hill in one of

the valleys of the Upper Jordan above Lake Huleh.
Robinson placed it at the mod. Mutalleh, a Druse

village, on a high hill, N. of Abil and E. of Nahr el-

Hasbdiiy. This, however, seems to be not far enough
to the east. Buhl (Pal. 240) suggests the site of the

castle on the mountain above Banias called K al at es-

Subcbeh. Certainly the spot well deserves to be called

Mizpeh. T. K. c.

MIZPAR, or rather [RV] Mispar (ISCO ; MAGYAR
[AL]), a leader (see EZRA ii., 8e) in the post-exilic
list (ib. ii., 9), Ezra 22

(/v\AAc&amp;lt;\p [B]) = Neh. 7?.

MISPERETH (JVlEpp ; MAC4&amp;gt;ep&N [B], MAC&amp;lt;b&pAA

[N], MAACct&amp;gt;ApA6 [A])=i Esd. 58, ASPHARASUS (AC-

4&amp;gt;ApACOC [BA]). This last form suggests a connec

tion with Aspadata (maot&amp;lt;)
:=a(r7ra5o7-7js (Ctesias) ; so

Marq. Fund. 35. Some other names, however, in the

same verse favour a connection with Misrephath, an

other form of Zarephath (?) ; cp HASSOPHERETH.
T. K. c.

MIZPEH (HSXp, i.e., watchtower ; MACCHCpA
[BAL]).

i. A town in the lowland of Judah, Josh. 15 38 ffj.aff&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;a

[BA], /j.a&amp;lt;rr]&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;a. [L], &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;a.ff/j.a [B
a -b

&quot;*&amp;gt;

]), mentioned in the

same group with Lachish and Eglon. Eusebius records

a Maspha or Massema in the district of Eleutheropolis
on the north (OSW 279 19). This agrees with the

position of Tell es-Safiyeh, which is i\ m. NNW. from

Beit Jibrin, and by Van de Velde and Guerin is iden

tified with this Mizpeh (but cp GATH). There was,
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however, a second Maspha on the way from Eleuthero-

polis to Jerusalem (Eus. ). Jerome (OSW 139s) fuses

the two statements of Eusebius into one.

2. A town of Benjamin, Josh. 1826 (/j.acrcr7)/j.a. [B],

ft.a.ff&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;a. [A]). See MIZPAH, i.

3. (axis nsxc) a place in Moab visited by David in

his wanderings; i S. 22s (/j.acm](f&amp;gt;a [A]). Consistency

requires us to suppose the same place to be referred to

in v. 5, reading n2iC3 for ,-i-nia3 (Klo. ,
Bu. , HPSm.,

Buhl). The geography of the section, however, is im

proved if for 3Nia we read m\D i-e., the N. Arabian

Musri (see MIZRAIM, 26), and for HESC, nss;. Adul-

lam is probably a disguise of Jerahmeel, and Hareth
a corruption of Kadesh ;

we should expect the original
of MT s Mizpah of Moab to be Zephath (or Zare-

phath) of Musri.

4. Mizpeh of Gilead (Judg. 11 29). See MIZPAH, 2.

5. A region by Mt. Hermon (Josh. 11 8). See MIZPAH, 3.

T. K. C.

MIZRAIM (DnyO; MGCRAIN [AE] ;

^^f&amp;gt;
mes-

ren ; AAGpCH, var. MECTpH. and [for the son of Ham]
MCPCAIOC, var. MECpAIOC. MCCTpAIOC. MGCpAMOC
[Jos.]), or Misraim

; generally the Heb. name for Egypt
or Lower Egypt, and hence, according to the prevalent
view, represented in Gen. 10 as a son of Ham, as a

brother of Cush, and as the father of Pathrusim =
Pathros (Gen. 106 [P] 1314 [J] : Gen. 106 M CTpAlM
[/&amp;gt;],

13 Mecp&eiM [E] ; /v\eCAp&amp;lt;MM [L in both

verses]).
The termination has been commonly regarded as

dual, and as referring to the division of Egypt into

, T, j Upper and Lower. It is better, however,
1. Form and . ,

, ,. , .. ,
to regard Misraim as a locative form,

. , developed out of Misram (see especially**
E. Meyer, GA 1, 42).

This view is rejected by Dillmann and
K&amp;lt;inig,l but gives the

easiest explanation of the facts, (i) that D HSC, Misraim, is twice

expressly distinguished from PATHROS (q.v.) or Upper Egypt
(Is. 11 ii Jer. 44 i), and (2) that the collateral form 11SO, Masor,
is also (see below) used of Lower Egypt. It is, moreover, the

only view which does justice to the Bab. and Ass. forms. 2

These are Misri (Am. Tab., 2i, etc.), Musur, Musuru, Musri,
and (in the Babylonian versions of the inscriptions of Darius)
Misir. There is also an old form Missari (Mi-is-sa-ri), which
occurs once in a letter from the king of Assyria to the king of

Egypt (Am. Tab. 102), while the Mitannite letters favour Masri
or Mizirri (Wi. Am. Tab. Glossary, 39*).

3 The form Missari

seems to Winckler to suggest -inissor, 11SS, as the right punctu
ation of the form IIXQ ; the Massoretic pointing masor, &quot;^350,

is due to a faulty conjectural interpretation of Masor as
fortification or the like (cp Mic. 7 12, (0 and AV). Masor

(Missor) is generally recognised only in 2 K. 1024 (= Is. 8725)
Mic. 7 12 Is. 196. Very possibly, however, ijjj; (11xs) at one

1 Konig s argument against Meyer (Theol. Lit.-blatt, June
19, 1806) is by no means cogent. That the Phoenician mjjo
might be a dual form, if there were no special reason to the

contrary, may be admitted. But there is such a special reason
(see above). Konig s reference (made already by Ges.) to an
old Egyptian appellation for Egypt ta-ui the two worlds (or
lands) is not more relevant than Naville s (in Smith s DBft),
861) to another title of Egypt (common in Ptolemaic times)
Kebhui, the two basins (rather the two cool, or pleasant,
places ) and to the references to the two Niles (of Upper and
Lower Egypt) in the inscriptions. [Egyptian sacred poetry
revels in such allusions to the prehistoric two kingdoms (see
EGYPT, 43). Egypt has a double Nile, two classes of temples,
etc. But these plays never entered into colloquial Egyptian,
hence they can never have influenced the Asiatics. It is even
questionable whether the designation both countries (taui or

toui) was constructed grammatically as a dual in common parlance
after 1600 B.C. w. M. M.] Jensen s suggestion of DHXD (ZZWG,
1894, p. 439), which is also rejected by Kiinig, is, however, not

impossible (in the Amarna inscriptions the usual form is Mi-is-

ri-i). It had already been made by Reinisch (see Ebers, 1 90)
and Friedr. Delitzsch (Par. 309). Cp D^E ?.

2 See Wi. ATUnters. 168-174, esp. 170. and cp Schr. KGF
346JT ; Del. Par. 308 f[.3 Cp Msr in Minaean inscriptions, and Ar. Misr(Egyptian-Ar.,
Masr). Also old Pers. Mudhraya (from Ass. Musur, Musri),
and the form Muo-pa ascribed by Steph. Byz. to the Phoe
nicians (?).
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time appeared more frequently in the Hebrew texts. Sometimes
it may have been distorted or (see Klo., Che. on Is. 50 19)
mutilated by the ordinary causes of corruption ; sometimes it

may have been altered into C&quot;1SD V editors, who may perhaps
have imagined that they saw a sign of abbreviation after

-i^-p.As to the meaning of the name we can be brief. Mizraim Is

certainly not aqtue clauste (2 K. 19 24, Vg.), a view which
Naville (Smith, Db P)) adopts, with the explanation water
enclosed in dykes or walls, basins or canals (cp n. i), nor

origin of Mizraim is to be sought for in the fortifications of the
eastern frontier of the Delta, especially at the entrance to

GpSHEN. As long as we cannot prove the use of
t&amp;gt;/zr( i) in the

wider sense, this theory possesses little probability. Besides,
the pronunciation of the Egyptian word is doubtful. W.M.M.]

Misraim, as the extended application of the name
Musur (Misir) in Assyrian (see g 211, 2 b) suggests, is

most probably an Assyrian appellative= frontier-land.

See Hommel, GBA 550, n. 2; &quot;Wi.
,
AO^ l^^; and

below, 2 b, end.

Schrader long ago pointed out (Z.A, 1874, p. 53)
that the name Musri in the Assyrian inscriptions did

2,7 N ?vrian
not ahva ) s niean KgyPl - ll was ^ft for

A&amp;lt;I. IN. oyriciii 117* i i i i

,yj
. Winckler, however, to show that there

was not only a X. Syrian but also a N.
Arabian Musri, and to bring this discovery into relation

to OT criticism.

About 1300 B.C. (Shalmaneser I.) and again about
noo B.C. (Tiglath-pileser I.

)
we find the name Musri

applied to a state in N. Syria, S. of the Taurus, which
also included parts of Cnppadocia, Cataonia, and
Cilicia, and reached southward perhaps as far as the

Orontes (see RPW 1 109 /. ;
KB \ 35 ; Rogers, Bab. and

Ass. 2 12). In Asur-nasir-pal s time it is called Patin (so
Wi.

, cp PAUDAN-ARAM) ;
but under Shalmaneser II.

we again hear of a state it is a very small one called

Musri, which sent auxiliaries to Benhadad at the battle

of Karkar. As is pointed out elsewhere (see JEHORAM,
2), this must be the state referred to in 2 K. 76

(
the

kings of the Hittites and the kings of c lSD ),
unless

indeed we can believe (as J. Taylor well puts it)
that

the local Egyptian kings would serve as condottieri for

Israel (F.xp. Tl^o6f.}. Such a relation, however,

might quite conceivably have been entered into by the

kings of the Hittite territory and its neighbourhood.
We may even go a step further, and criticise the common
interpretation of i K. 1028/. , 2 Ch. 1 16f. The question
is, did the agents of Solomon procure horses and
chariots (both for Solomon and as the text stands

for the Hittite and Arainrean kings) from Egypt or from
the N. Syrian land of Musri ? It must be admitted

that the critics before Winckler were somewhat credulous.

Certainly, it may be assumed that the Egyptians bred

horses for their own use. 1 But is it in the least probable
that they ever had an export-trade in horses, when we
consider the lack of extensive pastures in Egypt ? Now
that we know of a N. Syrian and Cilician Musri, we
cannot help interpreting the c lXO in i K. 1028 2 Ch. 1 16,

as the name of that region. It would, indeed, be passing

strange if, while the Egyptians themselves imported

powerful stallions from N. Syria,
2 the Israelites should

have imported horses from Egypt.
3 But did Israel

import chariots as well as horses from Musri ? Must
the cnso of i K. 1029 be the N. Syrian Musri? We
know that the Egyptians had the most perfect of chariots.

Though in the first instance they had imported chariots

from Syria, their workmen soon became independent
and improved upon their teachers (see Maspero, I.e.,

and cp CHARIOT, 5). If we believe that Solomon
had close friendly relations with Egypt, we may, if we

1 See Erman, quoted by Wi. (op cit. 173).
&quot; See Maspero, Struggle ofNations, 215, with the references.
3 The great horses which Asur-bani-pal (Annals, -J 40 ;

KK
2 169) took as booty from the Egyptian city of Kipkip may or

may not have been all bred in Egypt. Nowhere is any reference

made by Assyrian kings to Egyptian horses as tribute ; the

supply would have been insufficient. Asur-bani-pal himselfgave
chariots and horses to Necho (Annals, 2 14 ; A~2i6j). See

HORSE.
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will, suppose that he procured a few chariots from

Egypt as models, 1 and that the compiler of i K. lOz&f.
interwove a tradition respecting the chariots imported
from Mizraim (Egypt) with a tradition respecting the

import of horses from the N. Syrian Musri (and Kue,
or E. Cilicia). The connection of Solomon, however,
with Egypt is very disputable ;

it was probably with the

N. Arabian Musri that he was connected by marriage.
Moreover, as we shall see presently, Solomon s agents
were not Israelites, but merchants of the Hittites and of

Syria. These merchants had of course no dealings
with Egypt. The source of supply for Solomon s

horses and chariots was the N. Syrian Mu.sri
; not only

this district, however, but also the region called Kue, or

Eastern Cilicia. mpa in v. 28, as Lenormant (Orig. de

I hist.Zg) and Winckler (A T Unt. 174) have pointed
out,&quot; most probably enfolds this long-lost name (Kue).

3

We know from Herodotus (890) that Cilicia was a famous

horse-breeding country, and from Ezekiel (27 14) that

the Tyrians obtained their horses from Togarmah, at

any rate from Asia Minor.
The whole passage_ should possibly run nearly as follows :

And the source from which Solomon s horses were derived was
Musri, and the king s young steeds used to be fetched from Kue.
And a chariot was estimated at 600 pieces of silver. And [ ]

pieces of silver [they used to pay] for a young steed to the
merchants of the Hittites and of Syria, by whom they were

exported. With Ruben (JQK 10543) reat nP f r
Tip&quot;;

tne

word should close -&amp;gt;. 28. For
&quot;irtD read THD (sge Del. Ass.

H\VB,s.v. Suhiru ), and for i &amp;gt;rt3
reac TnD3 transferring it to

v. 2oA Omit Njjni an(I SD (Ruben). For p read perhaps r^j
and for ^S-j read Svi (Che.).

In 2 K. 76 (siege of Samaria) we should also ap
parently read CHSS, ar&amp;gt;d explain it of the N. Syrian
Mu.sri (see Jerohoram, 2).

We turn to another Musri. It was not, as Schrader

(KB\&amp;gt;2i) thought, over the marches towards the

OA N Arabian
E

g&amp;gt; Ptian Mu?ri that Tiglath-pileser ap-4 . JLx . .1.1 dUlcLll
i i i- i ] / \

. pointed Idi-bi il (see ADHEEL) governor,
but over a distinct, though not far

distant, Musri in N. Arabia, bordering on Edom. Nor
was it in Egypt that Hanunu of Gaza and Yaman of

Ashdocl sought refuge from the Assyrians, but in a

nearer country, the N. Arabian Musri, which was in

Yaman s time under the supremacy of the king of

Meluhha (in N. Arabia
;

see SINAI, map). Further,
the king whom Sargon calls Pir u sar (mat) Musuri

was, not the Egyptian Pharaoh (Schr. A ATM,
397), but a N. Arabian king (the next sovereign
mentioned is Samsieh, queen of Arabia). This turtan

(tartan), or general, is Sib e
;
he joined Hanun of

Gaza, and fled from the field of battle
;
he is commonly

but incorrectly known as So, king of Egypt (see So).
Now it was only to be expected that some references to

this Musri in the OT should become visible to keen

eyes. It is with a shock of surprise, however, that we
gradually find out how many they are. 4 We are still

further startled to hear that there was not only a Musri
but also a Kus (Cush) in N. Arabia (see CUSH, 2) ; we
find, however, that a Hood of light is thrown thereby on
a very large group of interesting passages. Caution no
doubt is necessary. Winckler s theory, that the belief

in the early residence of Israelitish tribes in Egypt arose

simply and solely out of a confusion of the N. Arabian
with the Egyptian Mu.sri, is at any rate very plausible

(see MOSES, 2/. ,
but cp EXODUS i.

).

a And it is in the

1 More than a few chariots for Palestine would have taxed the
resources of the Kgyptians too much. They were not rich in

timber.
- Cp Ki. ( Chron. SBOT), Maspero (Struggle of .\ations,

740). Maspero s theory of i K. 10 zsf. is improbable.
3 See Schr. KGF 236 ff. ; Tiele, BAG 153 ; cp in i K. &amp;lt;E5

6(xovf and the Hexaplar variant Kiaa.
;

L adds &amp;lt;cai K

Bafuuncov.
4 The biblical references which follow are partly due to the

keen insight of Winckler. Take them altogether, and they seem
almost to open up a new stage in OT criticism and history ; but
the student will be amply rewarded for the trouble of investigat
ing and appropriating even a few of the chief results.

s It is no drawback to Winckler s originality that an English-
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highest degree likely that, in the original tradition, Hagar
ham-misrith (EV the Egyptian )

came not from Egypt
but from N. Arabia (see BEER-LAHAI-ROl), and that the

Pharaoh (Pir u 7) or Abimelech (Jerahmeel ?) with whom,
in duplicate forms of the same story, Abraham and
Isaac are brought into connection, was a king of the N.
Arabian Musri (see ABIMELECH, GEKAR). In the de

scription of the district which Lot chose it is probably
Misrim, not Misraim, that should be read, though some
will demur to this on account of the interference with

the text which Winckler (right!} )
allows himself (Gen.

13 10 /.). There can hardly be a doubt, too, that

ABEI.-MIZRAIM [y.v.~\ originally meant Abel in the land

of Musri, and that the phrase CHSO ^nj originally meant,
not the Egyptian Wady, but the Wady (or Torrent)
of Mu.sri in N. Arabia (see EGYPT, RIVER OK).

The present writer has sought to show that the land to which
Abraham was sent with his son Isaac, according to (Jen. 22, was
Musri, not Moriah (see ISAAC, MOKIAH), and that Dinhabah
(Gen. 36 32), and Pethor, from which Balaam came (Nu. 1 2. 5*1)
are merely corruptions of Rehoboth (by the river of Mu.sri), and
Mezahab and Dizahab corruptions of C &quot;!X2 (Gen. 3(5 39 ; Dt. 1 i ;

see BELA, MATKEU, PETHOR, etc.). So too the family of Jarha
traced its origin, no doubt, to a Misrite or Musrite, not to an

Egyptian ancestor (see JARHA, JERAHMKEI.). The slave left

behind by an Amalekite in the story of the capture of Ziklag
(i S. 30 13), and the tall foe of Benaian. who was slain by his own
spear in the hand of Benaiah(a S. 2S 21), were also both Musrites.
It was the king of Misrim who gave his daughter in marriage to

Solomon and conquered (lezerfor his son-in-law (i K.!*i6; see

SOLOMON), and Misrim, not Misraim, should be read in i K. 5 i

[42iJ 865. It was also with the N. Arabian Musri that JERO
BOAM

[^.r&amp;gt;.]
was connected through his mother, and there he

took refuge from the wrath of Solomon ; and the same country
gave a home to another adversary of Solomon (who likewise had
a Musrite mother), Hadad the Edomite (see HADAD, 3).

That Mu.sri had close relations with Palestine in later

times, we have seen already (story of Hanun and

Yaman). The story of Elijah also contains indications

of the same important fact. It was probably Arabians,
not ravens, that the original text represented as the

friends of Elijah, and the brook Cherith should be
the wady of Rehoboth (see CHERITH, RAVEN). A
pre-exilic writer too, gives, most probably, a list of

districts bordering on N. Arabia as sons of Misrim

(not Mizraim) in Gen. 10i3/. ,
whilst Misrim itself is,

according to P, a son of Ham (Jerahmeel).
1 P of

course is not himself pre-exilic ;
but we can at any rate

refer to the prophecies of Isaiah
; Is. 20 in its most

original form, and 306 7 a, according to the original

meaning, speak of Misrim not of Misraim. (See
1

Isaiah, SBOTgS, 102. On i K. 1425, see SHISHAK.)
The N. Arabian Musri is also very probably referred to in

Am. 19 and 89,- also, by an archaism, in many other late

passages, only a few of which can be mentioned, e.g.. Is.

43 3 45 14 [SHOT, 140], JoelS [4] 4 19, Hab.3 7 , Lam.42i56,
Ps. 00 ii [9] 83s [7] 87 4 1205 an(

J&amp;gt; probably, elsewhere in the
Psalter (see PSALMS, LAMENTATIONS).

Glancing once more in conclusion at the origin of the

form Mizraim, we cannot help seeing how well E.

Meyer s view (see i) agrees with the theory adopted

man, Dr. C. T. Beke, in 1834 anticipated him as to the general
situation of the C TiD of the Exodus (see Exouus, 4 ; MOSES,

6). Though noticed in due time by Ewald, the leading OT
scholar of the day, the suggestion produced no impression upon
criticism. Internal evidence was not enough ; archaeological
data were necessary to complete the proof, or at any rate to

enforce a respectful consideration of the hypothesis.
1 According to the view proposed here and in Crit.

fii/&amp;gt;.,
Gen.

10 i$f. should run thus (on in . 10-12 see NIMROU) And Misrim

begat Carmelites, and Meonites, and Baalathites, and Tappu-
hites, and Zarephathites, and Ziklagites, and Rehobothites,
from whence came forth the Pelistim [to fight with David ; cp
2 S. 21 18-22]. All these are places in S. Judah or on its border ;

the substitution of Rehobothites for Caphtorim and of

Zarephathites for Pathrusim may specially deserve attention.
2 See the cogent argument of Wi., Musri i (1898), 8 f. It

should be noted that Am. 1 10 corresponds with 3 9 where the

palaces or fortresses in the land of c ~lip are mentioned.

The writer assumes that the capital of Musri was called isO-
See AMOS, 9.

3 O Tyre and Zidon (pTXl is) should probably be O Missur
&quot;

: N. Arabia is meant. Philistia&quot; (n& Ss) should perhaps
be Zarephath, a place and district which were reckoned to the

N. Arabian Musri. See ZAKEPHATII.
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above from Winckler. In fact, in a Minasan inscription

(Hal. 535) we find the terms Misran and al-Misr used

indifferently for the same X. Arabian region (Wi. AOF
337). See especially Winckler, Musri, Meluhha,
Main, I. and II. in the Ml G, 1898. It shoukTbe
noticed in connection with this subject (i) that there are

textual phenomena too many to be mentioned here

which strongly favour the theory that c iss is often

wrongly pointed D nsa ; (2) that historical results are

appearing \vhich clear up various obscure parts of the

Hebrew historical tradition
;

and (3) that there are
other ethnics and place-names which have been mis
read in certain contexts, and which, if correctly restored,
illustrate and confirm the view here given respecting
C TjD, among which may be especially mentioned axiD
for -USD (see MOAB, iii.), out? for DVS (see SHKCHEM,
and SHF.CHEM, TOWER OF), pay for p^cy, c-^y for Jerah-
meel, Jerahmeelim (see JEKAHMEEL, MOSES, 6/1),

jnan. rr-o, and ma for roirn, nairn, (see REHOBOTH),
niB N for IIB :! (see GESHUR, 2), n^in for &-\p (see

SISERA), etc. It is not necessary to accept all these
in order to do justice to the arguments in favour
of nisp (USD?) and DHXO ; but it is needful to see that

the foundations of Israelite history have to be re-

examined, and to realise that we have now fully passed
the stage of merely speculative inquiry, and are reaching
or have reached that of well-assured methodical investi

gation. If our general theory is sound, nothing indeed
is stranger than the regularity with which scribes make
their mistakes, and editors, under the influence of his

torical theory, their conjectural corrections. T. K. c.

The following illustrative passages from the inscriptions,
relative to the N. Arabian Musri and Kus, are taken chiefly
from Schrader, KA Tft] :

1.
p. 289, /. 73. Sarrani mat Musri, the kings of Musur,

mentioned along with the kings of Miluhhi (cp 80, 81).
2. p. 255, I. igjf., and Wi. AOF\. 26. Hanunu of Gaza fled

to mat Musri. Cp 396 f. ; the same Hanunu joins Sab- i,

who is called siltannu (or turtannu) mat Musri, on which see
Wi. AOFi.zd/. Both together march against Sargon at

Raphia. In /. 3 of the second inscription pir u Sar mat Musri
occurs. Pir u is not, as Schrader supposed in 1883= Pharaoh,
but the name of a N. Arabian king ; he is mentioned with a N.
Arabian queen, Samsieh, and a Sabaean, It amar.

3. p. 398, /. 6 f. ; cp Wi. 27. Sargon advances against
Yaman ; who flees ana iti mat Musuri sa pa-at mat Mihihha
innabit i.e., towards the district of Musur which belongs&quot; to
Meluhha. See ASHDOD.

4. p. 301, /. 23 ; Wi. 27 ; Sar mat Musuri mentioned between
Ashkelon and Ekron-and-Meluhha i.e., the N. Arabian region,
including, as Wi. contends, the lands of Mujri and Kus.

5. A fragment (Rm. 284) of Esar-haddon s Annals (Wi. AOF
ii., 17/1). Esar-haddon, king of Assur, sakkanak of Babylon
. . . Kus, whither none of my fathers . . . [messengers] had
sent, [answer] had not come back, . . . whither birds do not

fly (?).
.

This is illustrated by the description which Esar-haddon gives
in a fragment of his Annals (Budge, Hist, of Esar-haddon,
mff. ; cp Wi. Unters. g7 f.), in which the king, speaking of
his second Egyptian campaign, says, From the country of

Egypt the camp I withdrew, and to the land of Meluhha I set

straight the road (expedition) . . . Four kasbu of ground, a
journey of two days, snakes (with) two heads ... of death,
and I trampled upon . . . gazelles, of lizards winged (?)...
The god Merodach, the great lord (to my) help came, he saved
the life of my army. This passage, indeed, is of illustrative

value, not only for the frequent relation to Kus just quoted, but
also for the striking description in Is. 306/&amp;lt; -ja, which (see
ISAIAH [Book], n) really refers to the flight of Hanunu of
Gaza to Pir u king of the N. Arabian Musri. The Assyrian and
the Hebrew descriptions of the inhospitable region traversed are
in singular agreement. We should remember, in reading the

former, that Esar-haddon sought to bring all Arabia under the

supremacy of Assyria.
6. Esar-haddon s account of his tenth campaign (Budge, 117).

The phrase which (is called) in the language of the men of the
land of Kus and Musur can hardly refer, as Budge thought in

1880, to Ethiopia and Egypt. The order of the names would
have been the reverse. So Winckler, Musri ii., 2, who gives
another illustrative passage which need not be quoted.

MIZZAH (H-TO ; 32 n.
),
one of the four sons of

Reuel b. Esau
; Gen. 8613 17 i Ch. 137 (in Gen. MOZE.

but MOZ&I [D] in -v. 17 ;
in Ch. OMOZ6 [B], MOX6 [A],

M&amp;lt;\ze [L])- See EDOM, and cp GENEALOGIES i.
, 7,

col. 1665.
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MNASON (AAN&CWN [Ti. WH]), a man of Cyprus,

and an old disciple, in whose house in Jerusalem Paul
lodged on the occasion of his last recorded visit to that

city (Acts 21 16), the apostle and his party having been
conducted thither by the friends from Caesarea.

In EV Mnason is represented as having accompanied the
party from Ciesarea ; but ayoi-re? irap tf ffceo-te/oiei/ Mi/dcruW
TII/I ought rather to be resolved into ay. Trpbs Mi/dcr. ira ei/i&amp;lt;r-

Oianfv nap avrw, and translated bringing us to one Mnnson .

with whom we should lodge. D Syr. p. marg. forayocres K.T.A.
reads as follows : OVTOI 6e rjyo.yoi r/juds TT/DOS cv&amp;lt;; feri&amp;lt;70w/Kf &amp;gt;,

icai

irapayei Ojiifi Oi eis TIVO.
&amp;lt;cJjuir)i&amp;gt; eyero/aeSa Trapa Mi/doxoia Kvirpiio,

V-afrrn)
&quot;PXi&amp;lt;?;

KaKflBfv efidi/res rjA0o^e&amp;gt;&amp;gt; eis Ifp., VTreSefai To
(Tisch. U7re6efav) re rjjads dovxfVws oi

&amp;lt;16eA&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;oi
thus making out

Mnason to have been Paul s host, not at Jerusalem, but at some
village intermediate between Csesarea and Jerusalem. The
reading is accepted by Blass, Holtzmann, and Hilgenfeld ; but,
as Wendt (ad loc., 1899), remarks, it is not easy to see how such
a reading, had it been the original one, should have disappeared
from the received text, whilst, on the other hand, its introduction
into the received text may be easily explained as due to a certain

difficulty caused by v. 17, which seemed to imply that Paul did
not arrive in Jerusalem until after he had been with Mnason.

Mnason is conjectured to have been a Hellenist and
to have belonged to that circle of the (Hellenistic)
brethren by whom Paul was received gladly the day

before he presented himself to James and the (Judaistic)
elders (v. 17/ ).

The designation old disciple (dpxaios
fj.a6r)Tris) is perhaps to be associated with the at the

beginning (fv dpx??) of Acts 11 15 ;
he may have been

one of the men of Cyprus who were driven from

Jerusalem by the persecution after the death of Stephen,
and may have been first introduced to Paul at Antioch.

MOAB
Name ( i).

Boundaries ( 2).

Country ( 3-6).

People (g 7 ).

Roads ( 8).

Cities (g 9).

Neighbours ( 10).

History (,i/:).
Moab and Israel ( 13).
More OT reff. fg 14).

The exact form of the name is tolerably certain
; Heb.

X1O, Gen. 19 37, and 178 times (ace. to BDB), once

1. Name and
geographical [e]iTHC, H MGo&B[e]mc ;

Ass. Mu--

terms a-ba, but also Ma- -ba, Ma- -ab, Ma-
a-ab (Schr. KAT 140, 257, 355 and

Glossary; Del. Par. 294/1), MI 3Nn. The ety

mology offered in Gen. 1937 is hardly sufficient proof
that Mo ab was ever slurred to Me ab, though such

change was possible (Nestle, St. Kr., 1892, p. 573).
The etymology in question is given in the Greek of Gen.

1937, X^yowra e/c TOV irarpos /J.QV, which Ball (SBOT)
adds to the MT: 3x0 ncS. Neither this derivation,

however, nor an alternative of similar meaning (Ges.
Thes.

)
can be the real one. The form seems participl-al,

and the Heb. 3^ , to desire, has been suggested, as if

Moab= the desirable land or people. It is more
in accordance with what we know of the Moabite

tongue to seek for the root in Arabic, where, however,
the only possible one is wa aba, to be affected with

shame or anger.
To this question is allied the other, of the original

and principal object of the name. Some authorities

(e.g. ,
Bennett in Hast. BD 8403) take this to have been

the land. The Hebrew evidence, however, rather points
to the people.

It is indeed doubtful whether in any OT passage
Moab by itself means the land. BDB s.v. cites Nu.

21 ii as a passage where the land is meant
;
but in r. 13

Moab is parallel to the gentilic Amorite : in v. 15 also

it is the people. Moab is not necessarily the land

even in Judg. 829, nor in Am. 2i/l, nor Zeph. 29 (par
allel to Ammonites) ;

and everywhere else the people
are obviously meant.

This evidence is confirmed by the facts : that Moab has not

survived as a geographical term ;
that the Greek translators

found it necessary to form the geographical expression Mcoa-

3&amp;lt;fiTts ; and that similarly in Hebrew itself when the territory is

intended one or other of several compound expressions is used :

aNlDpK, and of Moab both in D (and Dt. 1 5 2869 [29i]

34 5/1 and Dt. passages in other books, e.g., Judg. 11 15.^) and
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2. Boundaries.

in P (Dt. 32 49) ; 3x10 mtt i territory of Moab E (? Nu. 21 20) ;

*O ntr in f (Gen. 30 35) and in Ruth 1 if. (J&amp;gt; 2 6 4 3. Other

names for parts of the territory are liB Er!, the tableland, in

P (Josh. 13 10 i6j: 20s) ; probably also
|
nc* (i Ch. 5 16, cp HG

548) from the same root ; 3N1D 1310, wilderness of M. (Dt.
2 8)

=
niDnp a. wilderness of Kedemoth or the eastern parts

(Dt. 2 26); 3!&amp;lt;iD nbnj;, steppes of M., the parts of the Arabah

opposite Jericho on the E. of Jordan : always in P (Nu. 22 i

26363 31 12 SSso 8613 Dt. 34i8 Josh. 13 32);! niJT J~IK,
the

land of Ja azer, is used by JE (Nu. 32 i) for the bulk of the

country; and in Ezek. 25 9 we find 3N1D r
ff3,

shoulder of

Moab, doubtless meaning the ridge above the Dead Sea. 2

The natural boundaries of the land of Moab are well

defined except in the X.
,
where there is practically no

frontier. To the E. lies the Arabian
desert ;

but even here the line between
arable land, .oit which men may settle, and the real

desert suitable only for nomads, is indeterminate. As
the ruins of towns, however, all cease before the Hajj

(Mecca pilgrimage) road is reached, and as very few of

the wadies rise farther E.
,
the road may be taken as a

conventional boundary in that direction. On the S.
, Is.

15 7 gives the D znj n Sm (
torrent valley of the Poplars :

see ARABAH [BROOK]) as the frontier
;

this is probably
the long Wady el Hasy (or Hesi or Hessi of the PEF
reduced map, or el-Ahsa of some travellers), running up
SE. from the south end of the Dead Sea, and described

by Doughty (Ar. Des.lzb] as dividing the uplands of

Moab from those of Edom (the cni* nans, wilderness of

E.
,
2 K. 38). On the W. the boundary was the Dead

Sea and the Jordan. On the N. and NE. lay the territory
of Ammon

;
but here there are no natural features con

spicuous enough to form a boundary. When Moab s

political frontier lay so far N. it probably took a diagonal
direction, running SE. from the torrent valley now called

W. Nimrln, to the present Hajj road : there are no
Moabite towns identifiable at any distance to the N. of
W. Hesban (but see under AMMON and JAZER). With
in these boundaries, measuring from the W. Nimrln on
the N. to the W. el- Hasy on the S. and from the Dead
Sea coast on the W. to the Hajj road on the E. , we get
a territory about 60 m. long by 30 broad

;
but the actual

utmost length of Moab may have been rather under
than over 50 m. ; of the breadth, not more than two-
thirds was ever cultivated or settled land.

The bulk of this territory consists of high tableland
on much the same level as the great deserts to the E.

of it, but broken by several wide, deep,3. Character
of region.

and precipitous canons across the greater
part of its breadth, and by many shorter,

but as abrupt, glens immediately above the Dead Sea. 3

In other words, Moab is but the cracked and gaping
edge of the great Arabian plateau. The elevation is

from 2300 to 3300 above the Mediterranean, or from

3600 to 4600 above the Dead Sea
;

4
rising slowly from

N. to S.
, and as a rule a very little higher along the W.

edge (before the promontories run out) than towards the

desert, to which there is a slight dip. The geology is

the same as that of the range on the other side of the

1
[It is not impossible that in documents used by the writers of

our present Hexateuch the geography differed in important re

spects from that which we find in this work, and that the geogra
phical difficulties which this work presents are largely owing to
this. See special articles on the place-names, and WANDERINGS.
Thus Moab may often have come from Missur (the N. Arabian
Musri ; see MIZKAIM, 2/&amp;gt;),

and Arboth-Moab may have been
corrupted out of Arab-missur. T. K. c.]

2 See col. 3170, n. 2.

3 The surface falls into two parts : N. of W. Waleh there is a
rolling plain, now part of the Belka

,
and probably the Mlsdr of

Josh. 13 16, etc. (see i): it is broken only by short glens in the
W. From W. Waleh southwards the surface is broken as far E.
as the desert by the great canons.

4 The PEF Survey Maps give the following heights from N.
to S. Elealeh 3064 (on a height above the surrounding plateau),
Heshbon2964, Mt. Nebo 2643 (rather below the plateau), Medeba
2380 (?) ; other neighbouring figures are 2600, 2700, 2800 ; Kerak
is 3323, Moteh 2800, Jafar 4114 (?). The figures on the Hajj
road from N. to S. run 2400, 2700, 2500, 2900.

great Jordan fault : a basis of Nubian sandstone (as can
be seen in the canons and along the Dead Sea coast)
rising to 1000 ft. above the Mediterranean

; upon that

a crystalline limestone some 1500 ft. thick
;
and then

500 ft. of soft cretaceous limestone, on which lies the
soil of the plateau.

1 The springs all rise at the junction
of the hard and soft limestone. Thus the plateau itself

is without them
;
but they are found in all the canons

and glens, which for the most part have in consequence
perennial streams. As throughout Eastern Palestine,
there are volcanic features : scattered outbreaks of black

basalt, many of them with warm and sulphurous
fountains. The rainfall is fair (Wilson, PEFQ,
1899, p. 309), the climate colder than that of W.
Palestine, and snowstorms 2 are not uncommon in winter
and spring, and then the easterly winds are very cold.

The summer is hot, but the nights cool (ibid. ).

Seen from Western Palestine, with the Dead Sea between,
Moal) presents the appearance of a mountain- wall (mountains of
the AHARIM [ q.v. ]), the red sandstone glowing above the blue
waters, and broken only by two or three valleys, of which the

Mdjib or Arnon offers the widest gap. Seen from the Jordan
valley, the range of Abarim breaks up into what seem separate
mountains, rising from the Dead Sea by slope and precipice to
a height of 3000 and

.jooo ft. ; but in reality these are not so
much mountains as piers or promontories of the plateau, at

pretty much the same level as the latter. Behind them runs, a
very little higher than they, its long western ridge (already re
ferred to), from which the plateau slopes very gently to the desert.

The general exposure of the plateau is thus eastwards
and to the desert ; the slight western ridge shuts out
the view to the W. From the similar geology, the

scenery of the plateau is very like that of the hill-country
of Judaea. In most localities one would not know the

difference, except that in Judah the inhabitant always
feels the great gulf lying to the E. and isolating the land
from the rest of Asia

; whilst from Moab the open desert
rolls eastward without trench or bulwark between. This
fact is pregnant with much of the distinction between
the histories of the two countries. In Moab you never
feel out of touch with Arabia

;
but Western Palestine

belongs to the Levant.

The limestone soil of Moab, though often shallow,

stony, and broken by ridges and scalps of rock, is

extremely fertile, and produces, without artificial addi

tions, large crops of wheat. Every traveller has been

impressed with this. Visiting it in March, Bliss calls

it the green plateau (PEFQ, 1895, P- 205) I even &amp;gt; n

July (1891), when the present writer was there, though
the general aspect was brown and white, the amount of
edible grass was considerable and the still unreaped
fields were heavily laden with corn. In the town of

Kerak, Doughty says (Ar. Des. 122, cp 12 f. }
that grain

is almost as the sand. Where there is no cultivation

the high healthy moors are tolerably covered with rich

aromatic pasture and scattered bushes of retem or
broom ; and in the hollows, upon the non-porous lime

stone, the grass grows high and thick (it. 27), and even
the surrounding slopes are in spring staidly green
(Bliss, op. cit. 213). With the nomadic character of so

many of the present population, there are few vineyards
(only about Kerak) ;

but the English survey discovered

many ancient winepresses, especially about Heshbon
and about Sibmah in the Jordan valley. The plateau
itself is almost absolutely treeless,

3 and the slopes to

wards the Jordan valley bear little more than thorns
and thistles ; but in the well-watered canons there is

much bush, tamarisks are frequent, and especially long
lovely groves of oleander

;
in places rushes and ferns

grow luxuriantly. Consequently there is a wealth of

bird-life (Tristram, Land of Moab}; wolves, jackals,

hyasnas, gazelles, wild cows, and the beden or ibex are

1 Cp Conder, Append. A to PEFM, Heth and Moab;
Wil-on, rEl Q. 1899, p. 307.

2 In Feb. 1898 Briinnow was delayed by deep snow in the
Belka (.!//&amp;gt;/ /

, 1899, p. 24).
:! Whilst Gilead is thickly wooded, the woods cease S. of the

Jabbok ; here the only wood is the Hirsh el- Amriyeh. See
/ /-. / . s vrrrv, K. Pal., 109, cp group of firs at es-Sinobarat, i.e.,

the Firs (idem, 220).
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all found (Heth and Moab, 122 /.). Bees abound, and
there is considerable cultivation of honey.
The principal valleys with watercourses and interven

ing mountains or headlands are the following, beginning

4. Watercourses
from the ^ First&amp;gt; there ar

f
* d

?
ze &quot;

j v. ji j or more short watercourses (of whichand headlands.
the ,ongest {s hard[y jfi ^ faUjng

rapidly from the surface level of the hard limestone,

2500 ft. above the Mediterranean, by more or less

narrow glens, almost straight into the Jordan valley
and Dead Sea, 1290 ft. below the Mediterranean. They
contain shallow burns or brooks of water. The chief

are the Wadies Nimrin, Kefrein, Kuseib, Hesban,

Ayun Musa, el-Jideid, el-Meshabbeh. Ain Hesban (see

HESHBON) is about 500 ft. below the village of that

name, and gives birth to a considerable stream of pure
water in a valley with many gardens and some ancient

ruins. The headland between Wady Hesban and W.
Ayun Musa, el-Mesukkar, is probably the biblical BETH-
PEOR (g. v. -IIJ;B probably = gorge or pass ). The
next headland, that to the S. of the W. Ayun Musa,
still bears the name Neba, and may [as the text stands]

confidently be identified with the Mt. Nebo of P, for

which E and D give the Pisgah (see HG, 563^. ;

but cp NEBO, MOUNT). The ASHDOTH PISGAH are

the barren terraces and steep slopes, covered with thistles

only, which fall down into the W. Ayun Musa, and the

Seil el-Hery or W. Jideid. The W. Ayun Musa would
therefore be the glen of Nu. 21 20 ; though some prefer
for this the W. Hesban. The headland S. of W.
Meshabbeh is taken by Conder and others to be Beth-

peor ;
behind it on the plateau is Main, probably

BAALME ON.

After this series of short watercourses and intervening
headlands we have the three large canons, which, with

. m. +!,,- some of their tributaries, break from the
5. The three ,

.. .. , r . ,. ,

-*_, desert itself. At first broad, shallow
CdllullS. .

,
. .

, ,

basins, they slowly shelve westward,

narrowing as they deepen to some thousands of feet

below the level of the plateau ; with colossal cliffs and,
in some places before they reach their mouths on the
Dead Sea coast, narrow ravines, almost impassable.
The first of these great trenches is the Wady Zerka

Main, with sources so far N. as the southern side of
the watershed from the Amman, in Ammonite territory,
and draining the whole of the northern plateau. The
higher elevation of the plateau to the S. prevents any
but the most meagre of tributaries from that direction.

Ten miles from the Dead Sea the W. Zerka Ma ln is

nearly 2 m. wide from lip to lip and 1400 ft. deep.
The whole of the stream in the Wady (not merely
the hot wells upon it) appear to be the KaAXt/5p6?7,
Callirrhoe, of losephus (Ant. xvii. 65 ; BJ \. 885) and
Pliny (

NH v. 1672).
Josephus places down upon it ((card) the hot baths to which

Herod was carried. 1
/&amp;gt;/vii. 03 seems to describe the same

wells in the valley to the N. of Machaerus (the modern Mkaur
on the headland to the S. of W. Zerkfi Ma ln) under the
name of Baapa;, in which Greek form one may perhaps recog
nise rrhN3. Jerome (OS s. Beelmeon) gives the name as Baaru
in Arabia [i.e., in the Roman province of that designation] ubi
aquas calidas sponte humus effert (while under Cariathaini he
mentions Baare 10 R. m. W. of Medeba). Now 4* m. from the
mouth of the W. Zerka Ma in, and due N. from Mkaur, there
are hot wells : four large and some smaller, of which the hottest
have a temperature of about 140 F. with strong deposits of
sulphur. Ancient roads have been traced leading to the spot
(which lies on the N. side of the shallow stream in a ravine 120
ft. broad, with luxuriant vegetation) ; and Roman medals with

Zerka Ma ln with Callirrhoe is therefore tolerably certain.
Conder suggests the same Wady and stream as the Nahaliel

1 This distinction between the stream on which the baths
were and the baths themselves is overlooked by those who take
Callirrhoe as referring to the baths (so Robinson, Phys. Geog.
164), and wonder why Josephus describes them as flowing into
the Dead Sea. This removes any reason for finding Herod s
Baths at es-Sara (Zarah) farther to the S., as Dechent proposes

3
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of Nu. 21 19 (see, however, NAHALIEL). S. of the W. ZerkS
Ma in, the plateau bears one of its few high eminences, Jebel
Attarus (c. 4000 ft.); see ATAROTH. In this connection we
may refer to Buhl s suggestion (Pal. 124) as to the pDj;n in of

Josh. 13 19 (see ZARETH-SHAHAR ; cp^Zarah, PEF Survey, 289).

The next canon southwards is the Wady Mojib, the
biblical ARNON. The main branch starting in the
wilderness of KEDEMOTH \_q.v.~\ receives its first con
siderable contribution of water from the Ras el-Mojib,
a fountainhead some 5 m. W. of the Hajj road. The
stream after running through a shallow depression falls

in a cascade over 30 ft. high into a valley, which deepens
rapidly (Buhl, Pal., after Langer s Reisebericht 16_^).
From the S. it is met by a wady, in which three have

joined: the W. es-Sultan, the Seil Lej(j)un, with their

sources not far from Katraneh on the Hajj road, and a
shorter W. Balu a. See the new survey (which differs

from previous accounts) by Bliss, PETQ, 1895, pp. 215^,
with map, p. 204. Again, about 4^ m. from the mouth
it receives from the N. the W. Waleh with tributaries

draining the plateau from as far N. as the Kal at el

Belka on the Hajj road. In biblical times all (or at

least all except the last) of these branches appear to

have borne the name Arnon : cp the plural phrase
valleys of Arnon in Nu. 21 14* (on vv. nf., cp

VAHEB).
The main valley where it is crossed by the great high road of

Moab (about 8 or 9 m. from the Dead Sea) is some 2000 ft. deep,
with cliffs which have impressed every traveller : the cliff of
the valleys, Nu. 21 15 ; ostendunt regipnis illius accola; locum
vallis in praerupta demersae, satis horribilem et periculosum, qui
a plerisque usque nunc Arnonas appellatur (Jer. OS, Arnon);
cp Burckhardt and Seet/en s Travels, Doughty, Ar. Des., and
Bliss (1 F.FQ, 1895, p. 215) : a thrilling moment of surprise on
coming suddenly to the edge of the almost perpendicular cliffs.

From edge to edge of these the distance is over 2m.; at the
bottom the bed is 40 yards wide. The Mojib issues on the
Dead Sea through a chasm little more than 100 ft. wide.

Altogether there is not S. of the Jabbok another natural division
so decisive and impressive. It cannot, therefore, surprise us

that, although lying across the middle of what we have seen to
be the land of Moab, the Arnon should so often in history have
proved a political boundary.

On the arrival of Israel the Arnon separated the

Amorites from Moab, whom the former had driven S.

of it (Nu. 21 is
2
Judg. 11 18). It is also given as the

S. limit of Reuben. In 37 A.n. it appears to have
been the border between the territories of Herod and
those of the Nabatnsans, whom Herod had pushed to the

S. of it (Jos. Ant. xviii. 5i ; HG, 569). Till 1893 the

Arnon formed the S. boundary of the Turkish Mutaser-
rarlik of the Belka and of effective Turkish rule in E.

Palestine :

3 and it is still the border between the lands

of the Keraki and Hamadeh Arabs (Bliss, op. cit. 216).
The third great canon across Moab starts close to

Katraneh on the Hajj road as the Wady Ain el-Franjy

(perhaps the Brook ZKRED 4 of Nu. 21 uf. ),
and then, as

the W. Kerak, winds a narrow and deep ravine past
Kerak (just before it leaves the plateau) and falls into

the Dead Sea N. of the Lisan peninsula. By Kerak
there is cultivation of olives, figs, pomegranates, and
some vines. Between the Wadies Mojib and Kerak

are two short glens with (watercourses WT
. el-Garrah

and W. Beni (Hamid or) Hammad
;
somewhere here

was the ascent of LUHITH. S. of the Mojib the Jebel
Shihan rises above the plateau to a height of about

3000 ft. Between the Wadies Kerak and el-Hasy (or

1 In v. 13 the Arnon crossed by Israel is described as in the
wilderness which comes forth from the border of the Amorite,
which may refer to one of the branches of the W. Waleh.

2 [Elsewhere (see WANDERINGS, and cp VAHEB) it is pointed
out that under the present text, which is not free from critical

difficulty, there are traces of an earlier narrative in which the

place-names belong to the Jerahmeelite and Misrite region.

According to this view, Arnon in Nu. 21 T.-$f. has displaced
Arfim = Jerahmeel, and Moab (as often in the narrative books)
is a corruption of Missur (r.f., the N. Arabian Musri). T.K.C.]

3 In 1893 a new mutaserraflik was established S. of the
Arnon with its centre at Kerak, but taking its name from Ma an
near Petra.

4 [The present geography of Nu. 21 iif. may perhaps be of
later origin (cp ZERF.D) ; but this does not dispense us from the

duty of seeking to understand it.]
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Ahsa) are several shorter watercourses, of which the

most important are W. el-Kuneiyeh (?) and W. Numere,
the latter held by many to be the WATERS OF NIMKIM

(Is. 156 Jer. 48 34 ).

Along with this great plateau, the people of Moab
at certain periods in their history held, and gave their

M h t
name to, that part of the Jordan

6. oa 1 e
vaney immediately below its northern

section i.e., opposite to Jericho on
Jordan Valley. the E _ of the ri Th[s \s what p
calls the Arboth Moab (see above, i

).
The name

Moab does not appear here before P ; yet earlier con

quests of the eastern Jordan valley by Moab are not

only asserted by presumably ancient narratives (e.g. ,

Judg. 812-30 ; see Moore s commentary), but were at

all times extremely probable from the geographical
relations of the Jordan valley to the Moabite plateau.
The long level stretch just to the N. of the Dead Sea
and E. of Jordan lies as much at the mercy of the

occupants of the tableland above it as the opposite

plains of Jericho lie open to the highlanders of Judasa
and Ephraim. The warmth of the valley makes it an
attractive refuge from the winter weather of the plateau,
where according to an Arabic proverb the cold is

always at home (HG 56). Nor is the whole district

so barren as the names ARABAH, JKSHIMON, and BKTH-

JESHIMOTH [ytf.v.] would seem to imply. These are

terms strictly applicable only to the neigbourhood of

the Dead Sea. Farther N. there are many streams,

and the soil in the warm air is exceedingly fertile.

Irrigation is very easy. At the present day the Arabs

of the plateau have winter camps in the valley ;
and the

Adwan tribe cultivate fields upon it (as the present
writer on a visit in 1891 learned through the absence

from the camp in W. Hesban of the chief Ali Dhiab,
who was said to be attending to his harvests in the

Ghor). Then the Jordan with its few and difficult

fords opposite Jericho forms a frontier, which its more

passable stretches farther up, opposite Ephraim, cannot

provide. Consequently, even when Israel crossing the

latter held Gilead, it was quite possible for Moab to

hold the part of the valley opposite Jericho. In every

way this belongs to the tableland above it. Similarly
Moab must have held the well-watered and fertile land

at the S. end of the Dead Sea.

The fertile plateau (see above, 3) with its extensive

pasture-lands, and its much cultivation, producing corn,

vines, and many fruit-trees, enjoyed
7. Population. a temperate clil ate

( 3) . It

J

was
therefore able to sustain an abundant population. To
this the frequent ruins of small villages and not a few

considerable towns still bear testimony. For the most

part they evidently date from the Roman and Byzantine

periods,
1 when the country was well protected from the

desert Arabs by forts and camps, and was traversed by
well-made roads

( 8), with a considerable commerce.

Under native kings, or when held by Israel, the land of

Moab cannot have been quite so safe, and therefore

hardly so thronged ; still, we shall not be far wrong in

conceiving of the population even then as abundant.

In OT times we read of the cities of Moab ; and the

people are pictured in multitudes and always as aggres
sive and tumultuous

(
sons of tumult Nu. 24 17 [see

SHETH], cp Is. 15/ Jer. 4845).
If we were sure of the exact character of the many dolmens

and cromlechs scattered over the NW. of the plateau (Conder
reckons 200 in the portion he surveyed) we might add these to

the proofs of a large population in the very earliest period. On
the other hand, we must keep in mind that very large stretches

of the plateau must always have been pastoral with few

inhabitants. The figures on the Moabite Stone are puzzling;
in /. 16 Mesha claims to have put to death in one place no fewer

than 7000 Israelites ; but again in /. 20 the forces he led against

Jahaz consisted only of 200 men, taken from all the clans of

Moab.

The disposition and nature of the land cannot have

been without effect on the character and manner of

1 Cp Briinnow, MDPV, 18
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life of the inhabitants. So tempting a province, so

open to the desert, must always have had a large

portion of its population in various stages of transition

from the nomadic and pastoral to the settled and

agricultural conditions of life. So they are pictured

throughout history and so they are to-day. The OT
recognises Moab as a Semitic people, therefore of

nomadic and Arabian origin, who had settled in their

land shortly before the arrival of Israel. 1
It mixes up

Moab and Midian (Nu. 25). From the fifth century
onwards we find them dispossessed or overrun by
Arabs and Nabataeans. The Roman Empire by
means of chains of forts and several large and heavily
fortified castles like those whose ruins are now called

Lej(j)iin, Kasr Bsher, and perhaps also Meshetta (Bliss,

PEFQ, 1895, with plans and views) kept the nomads
back

;
and hence villages and cultivation multiplied in

Roman times more than other periods. Under the

nominal government of the Turks the bulwarks gave
way ;

and to-day we find the pure Arab tribes like the

Anazeh harassing the E. border
;
whilst within it other

Arabs like the Adwan are settling to the cultivation of

definite lands. Thus there must have been many
successive deposits on the broad plateau from the

restless human tides of Arabia. This may partly

explain the noisy, aggressive character attributed to

Moab by the OT (see above). The story of the origin
of the nation (Gen. 1930^) and other passages in the

OT (Nu. 25 Jer. 4826) seem to charge them with

drunkenness and licentiousness. We have seen that

the vine was extensively cultivated, and in the portion of

the land surveyed by Colonel Conder s party many
winepresses were discovered both on the plateau

(especially about el - Meshakkar and Hesban and at

Sumia). The heat, too, of the Jordan valley enervates

and demoralises : it was on its plains that Israel gave

way to the impure rites of Beth-peor. Altogether we
see from the geography, and from the OT pictures of

Moab, a wild Arab race decadent under the first

temptations of vine-culture and a relaxing climate.

The main lines of wayfaring and traffic across Moab
have always been very much the same

;
and now the

less important tracks of ancient times are

still discernible. From the fords of Jordan

opposite Jericho (there were four or five, all difficult)

and the bridge which in Roman times (according to the

recently discovered Mosaic map, see MEDEBA) spanned
the river in the neighbourhood of the present bridge,
various roads crossed the Jordan valley to the E. and
SE. In contrast to the W. coast of the Dead Sea the

E. coast gives no room for a road at the level of the

sea ;
for the most part the cliffs come down to the

water s edge (see a paper by Gray Hill in the PEFQ,
1900).

2

Yet a track runs somewhat up the side of the hills as far as

the W. Zerka Ma in ; and some distance above it, just after

the \V. Ghuweir is passed, there is a stretch of ancient road
marked on the PEF reduced Map at a level of 183 ft. below the

Mediterranean or about 1000 ft. above the Dead Sea. It

appears again on the S. of the W. Hawarah, and must have led

to the healing springs in the valley of Callirrhoe (see 5),

converging on which several ancient tracks have been discovered.

One must have continued at least to Macha;rus.

All the other roads from the Jordan made for the

slopes and passes leading to the plateau. One, at

present much frequented, by which the present writer

travelled, climbs the ridge of Ras Kuseib and then

curves S. towards Hesban. But there are tracks, with

remains of ancient roads, 3
apparently Roman, up the

W. Hesban, from which a road led through a steep

rock-cutting upon Heshbon on the edge of the plateau.

Another ancient track passed by el-Meshakkar ( 4) on

Heshbon (PEFM E. Pal. 151) ;
another by the W.

Ayun Musa to Nebo (?) ;
and another by W. Jideid

1 [Compare, however, GAD, 8.]
2 N. of the W. Zerka Ma in there is a broad shelf before the

plateau itself is reached.
a Also near Sumia.
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to Medeba or Ma in. The name of the lower stretches

of the latter Wady (Ghuweir, the little Ghor or

chasm
), suggests to Conder (PEFM) the Heb. mn,

with probably the same meaning, and therefore the

ascent of HORONAIM [q.v.} (Is. 15s Jer. 48s).
1 Less

plausible is the same explorer s suggestion of Tal at

Heisah or el-Heithah (a glen running up from W.
Jideid upon Nebo) for the ascent of LUHITH (Is. 15s

Jer. 48 5).

All these roads from the Jordan valley struck a trunk

road running S. , along the whole extent of the plateau by
Elealeh, Heshbon, and Medeba, across the W. Waleh, by
the W. of Dibon close by Kasr el-Besheir, across Arnon,

by Rabbah to Kerak, and so ultimately across Edom
to the Gulf of Akabah. Its course is marked by
Roman milestones, many still in situ, and other ancient

remains. In the Wadies Mojib and el-Hesi the

gradients were laid out with great skill (Sir Ch. Wilson,

PEFQ, 1899, p. 309). A branch connected this road

with Ma in (Bliss, PEFQ, 1895, p. 213), which lies to

the W. of it. Other branches struck N. and NW.
from Heshbon to Rabbath-Ammon, and can still be

traced past Kh. el- Amriyeh, and to the NW. ofUmm el-

Hanafish (PEF red. Map). Other branches struck

across the country to the second great N. and S. road

along the borders of the desert, represented to-day

by the Hajj road. 2 Whilst the remains of all these

ancient roads are Roman, dating from the Antonines,
the great road-makers in Syria, they probably represent
still older lines of travel. Whilst the western trunk road

must always have been the more secure from the nomad
Arabs, the deep canons which it crosses make it much
the more difficult. The line of Israel s passage N. lay

along the E. trunk road till at least the W. Waleh was

passed, when it turned NE. upon Heshbon, and so

down either the W. Ayun Musa or the W. Hesban to

the Jordan Valley (see HG 564).
Of the cities of Moab we have first of all a group

in the Jordan valley: BETH-NIMRAH [q. v.
]

at Tell

... Ninirin
;

BETH-HARAN [q.v.~\ at Tell-

^ Rameh
;

both of which, though they are

mentioned in the OT only in connection

with the Amorites and Gad, must have belonged to

Moab at many periods (cp NIMRIM of Is. 156) ; BETH-

JESHIMOTH [q.v. ]
at Suweimeh

;
HORONAIM [q.v. ] on

one of the passes leading up to the plateau (see above,

8). According to Eusebius BETH-PEOR [q.v. ] lay
between Beth-nimrah and Beth-haran ; but see above,

4. SEBAM or SIBMAH [q.v.} is placed by Conder

(PEFM 221) at Sumia in the W. Hesban, 2 m. from
Hesban.
On the plateau N. of W. Zerka Ma in were situated

the following towns, beginning from the N. : ELEALEH,
HESHBON, NEBO, MEDEBA, BETH-MEON. These are

either on high sites on the promontories and considered

as sacred, like Nebo and Beth-meon, or on mounds by
the main road, like Elealeh, Heshbon, and Medeba.
Kh. Abu Nalkeh Merrill identifies with the Moabite
town N^K\a of Ptolemy ;

in es-Samik, a few m. E. of

Hesban, some see Samaga, taken along with Medeba
by John Hyrcanus (Jos. Ant. xiii. 9 i). Kefeir el-Wusta
and Kefeir Abu Sarbut, on the main road, must have
been considerable towns in Byzantine times and perhaps
earlier (PEFM E. Pal.

).
Kal at Ziza, about 4 m.

to the W. of the Hajj road, was a military post of
the Romans (Not. Dignit. ).

On Mashetta or Umm
Shetta, to the E. of the Hajj road see Tristram (Land
of Moab) and Bliss (PEFQ, 1895). On Kal at Belka,
a castle on the Hajj road, see Doughty (Ar. lies.

1 13 19)-

1
Jos. Ant. xiii. 154 mentions Oronas as a town of Moab.

2 A third Roman road N. and S. appears to have run from
Rabbath-Ammon by el-Kahf, Umm el-Walid, Remeil, Trayya,
asr Bsher and Rujiim Rishan to Lejjfm. On this, and on the

line of forts protecting the springs to the E. of it, and on the
Roman roads S. of Lejjun, see Briinnow s papers in MDPV,
1898-1899.
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Between the W. Zerka. Ma in and the W. Waleh

there were no towns on the main road
; but to the W.

lay ATAROTH [q.v. ,
modern Attarus], KIRIATHAIM

[q.v. , modern Kureiyat], and the strong fortress of
MACH^RUS (q.v. ,

and cp ZERETH-SHAHAR).
South of the W. Waleh lay DIBON [q.v.}, the modern

Dhlban to the E. of the main road, on which farther

S. are the ruins of the Roman castle, now called Kasr
el-Besheir. North-east of Dibon is el-Jumeil, identified

by some with BETH-GAMUL of Jer. 4823: cp the el-

Gamila of Idrisi (ZDPV 8128). Buhl, however, puts

Beth-gamul S. of Arnon. East of Dibon (Bliss, op. cit. ,

227) are the important ruins of Umm er-Resas reckoned

by some to be KEDEMOTH [^.v.]; JAHAZ [q.v.} (which
Eusebius places between Dibon and Medeba) must also

have lain about here ; and MEPHAATH (Josh. 13i8 Jer.

4821), according to Eus. a castle on the edge of the

desert. Upon the main road just as it dips into the

precipitous W. Mojib lay AROER [q.v. }.

In the valley of the Arnon there apparently lay the

city in the midst of the valley (Josh. 189) : see AR.
Of the sites S. of the Arnon the following lie on or

near the great trunk-road. On the S. edge of the W.
Mojib are the ruins, Mehatet el-Hajj, which Tristram
and others propose to identify with AR. To the W. of

the road at the foot of the hill called Shihan are ruins of

the same name : and farther S. on the road others at

Haimer, Erihah, Beit el-Karm, called also Kasr
Rabba with tanks and a great building evidently
Roman (Irby and Mangles, ch. 8), and Hememat
with a tower, Misde (also at Mejdelein, west of the

road). Then come the more considerable remains of

Rabba (ib. ,
two old Roman temples and some tanks

but no trace of walls; Briinnow, A1DP}
, 1895, P- 7 l

&amp;gt;

notices a kind of forum
).

This appears to be

Rabbath (i.e. ,
chief town of) Moab (see OS) to which the

Greeks gave the name of ApeoTroAts (see AR). Buhl

(Pal. 270) thinks it possible that we have here KERIOTH
and KIR-MOAB (see KIR-HERES) ;

but KIR-MOAB, known
also as KIR-HARESETH, is placed by most at Kerak, 1

for a description of which see KIR-HERES. To the

proofs of the identification of KIR-HERES with Kerak,

given there, add the name (hitherto overlooked in this

connection) of Wady Harasha (with a ruin Kasr H.
)

which is applied, according to Briinnow (MDPV 1895,

p. 68) to the lower part of the Wady Kerak. Some
12 m. E. of Kerak lies the ruin Lej(j)un, for the exact

orientation of which, with plans, see Bliss, PEFQ, 1895.
South of Kerak Eusebius places EGLAIM (q.v.).

Indeed, this district of Moab, a country of downs with
verdure so close as to appear almost turf and with cornfields,
is covered with sites of towns on every eminence and spot
convenient for the construction of one . . . ruined sites visible

in all directions (Irby and Mangles, ch.
&quot;

, May 14 and 15).

Here was the scene of the first encounter of Moslem troops with

the Romans and their defeat at el-Moteh ; l_)5t-ras on the N.

edge of the W. el-Ahsi is the Thorma of the Itinerary (Wilson,

PEFQ, 1899, p. 315).

From Kerak a Roman road led SW. into the Ghor

(Briinnow, MDPV, 1895, p. 68) by Dera a on the W.
Harasha 2

(see above) ;
and on this flank of Moab also

not a few remains have been noted by travellers (see

LUH.ITH, NIMRIM, and cp Tristram, Land of Moab, 57 ;

Buhl, Pal. 272).
In the time of Josephus there lay at the S. end of

the Dead Sea a town Zoapa (BJ iv. 8 4. v. II. faapa, etc.
).

In 0-Sunder /3a\a, Eusebius calls it o-^wpand faapa, and

describes it as lying on the Dead Sea, with a garrison :

the balsam and palm grow by it. It is the same,

which under the name Zughar, Sughar, or Sukar is

mentioned by the Arab geographers (Le Strange, Pa!,

under Moslems, 286 ff.), as a station on the trade route

from the Gulf of Akabah to Jericho, one degree of lat.

S. of Jericho. They describe it as on the Dead Sea,

near the desert, overhung by mountains, near el- Kerak,

1 Besides Irby and Mangles (Travels, ch. 7 /), cp A. L.

Hornstein in PEFQ, 1898, pp. 93^, with views.
2 Here some place the descent of Horonaim ; but see 8.
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with a hot and evil climate

;
the people thickset and

swarthy. The Crusaders knew it as Segor (Kohricht,
Gescft. Kbnigr. Jerus. 15, 409, 411 ; see also ZDPV 14,

the Florentine map) but called it Palnien (Will, of Tyre,
108 2230), Villa Palmarum, and Paumer. It is curious

that Napoleon should mention the place under its

biblical name at the extremity of the Dead Sea 20

leagues from Hebron, 15 from Kerak (Guerre
d Orient, Camp, d gypte et de Syrie, vol. ii. 12 /.).

Where did he get this information ? Irby and Mangles
(Travels, ist June, 1818) place it in the lower part of

the W. Kerak. Clermont Ganneau
(/&amp;gt;/:/ (?, 1886,

p. 20) proposes a site near the Tawahin es-Soukhar in

the Ghor es-Safieh ;
Kitchener (PEFQ, 1884, p. 216)

found many ruins of great antiquity under the name
Kh. Labrush. See also Reland, Palest. 577, 957,
and Robinson, BR 648 ff- The Arab geographers

identify it with the Zoar of Lot and this is accepted by
those modern authorities who place the cities of the

plain at the S. end of the Dead Sea. See further

ZOAR, SODOM. G. A. s.

Moab and Ammon (children of Lot) constitute along
with Edom and Israel (children of Isaac) that group of

TVi f
* ur Hebrew peoples which in early

. e our
ant jcm j ty }la(i iSSUed from the Syro-
Arabian wilderness, and settled on the

border of the cultivated land eastward

of the great depression.&quot; According to Genesis, they
had come out of Mesopotamia, and so were precursors
of the larger wave which followed from the same

quarter, forming the most southern outpost of the

Aramaean immigration into the lands of Canaan and
Heth (see AMOKITES, CANAAN, CANAANITES). The

aborigines in whose lands the B ne Ammon and Moab
and the B ne Israel successively settled were not

extinguished by the conquest ; they even exercised a far-

reaching influence over their lords. The Moabites, and
doubtless also the Ammonites and the Edomites, spoke
the language of Canaan as well as the Israelites. They
must have learned it from the Canaanites in the land

eastward of Jordan. Our knowledge is extremely

imperfect as regards other departments of the Canaanite
influence

;
but in religion it has left a noticeable trace

in the cultus of BAAL-PEOK (q.v. ),
which was carried

on in Moabite territory but was certainly of Canaanite

origin. The special god of Moab, however, was
Chemosh. Just as Israel was the people of Yahwe,
and Ammon the people of Milcom, Moab was the

people of Chemosh (shea, Nu. 21 29). The kingship of

Chemosh was regarded as thoroughly national and

political in its character, but did not on that account

exclude the institution of a human king, which appeared
in Moab much earlier than in Israel

;
in the time of

Moses the Moabites had a king, and the institution

was even then old. The capitals of the kingdom were
Ar Moab and Kir Moab, S. from the Arnon

;
these were

not, however, the constant residences of the kings, who
continued to live in their native places, as, for example,
Mesha in Dibon.

The historical importance of the Moabites lies wholly
in their contact with Israel. 1 After the Israelites had

_ . quitted Egypt and passed a nomadic life

u-j. for about a generation in the neighbour
hood of Kadesh, they migrated thence

into northern Moab, dispossessing the

Amorites, who had made themselves masters of that

district. The interval from Kadesh to the Arnon could

be passed only by a good understanding with Edom,
Moab, and Ammon, a proof that the ethnical relation

ships, which at a later period were expressed only in

legend, were at that time still living and practical. In

1 [Threekings ofMoab (Malta, Mu aba, Ma ab) are mentioned
in the cuneiform inscriptions, Sal;imanu who was subdued by
Tiglath-pileser in 733 ; Kammusunadbi (Chemoshnadab), who
paid tribute to Sennacherib in 701 ; and a king of uncertain
name who warred against the king of Kedar in the name of

Asur-bani-pal (Schr. AA 7&quot;(
21

, 251, 291, \Vi. GI 1 IO8/I).]
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all probability the Moabites called the Israelites to their

aid
; they were not as yet aware that this little pastoral

people was destined one day to become to them a

greater danger than the Canaanites by whom they were
threatened at the moment. 1

As the story of Balaam indicates, the Moabites would

willingly have been rid of their cousins after their service

had been rendered, but were unable to prevent them
from settling in the land of Sihon. The migration of

the tribes of Israel into western Palestine, however,
and the dissolution of their warlike confederation soon
afterwards made a restoration of the old frontiers

possible. If king Eglon took tribute of Benjamin at

Jericho, the territory between Arnon and Jordan must
also have been subject to him, and Reuben must even
then have lost his land, or at least his liberty. It

would appear that the Moabites next extended their

attacks to Mount Gilead, giving their support to the

Ammonites, who, during the period of the judges, were
its leading assailants. So close was the connection

between Moab and Ammon that the boundary between
them vanishes for the narrators (Juclg. 11). See

AMMONITES, JEPHTHAH.
Gilead was delivered from the Ammonites by Saul,

who at the same time waged a successful war against
Moab 2

(i S. 1447). The establishment of the monarchy
necessarily involved Israel in feuds with its neighbours
and kin. The Moabites being the enemies of the

Israelite kingdom, David naturally sent his parents for

shelter thither when he had broken with Saul (i S.

22s f. ; see, however, MIZPEH, 3) ;
the incident is pre

cisely analogous to what happened when he himself at

a later period took refuge from Saul s persecution in

Philistine territory, and needs no explanation from the

book of Ruth. As soon as he ceased to be the king s

enemy by himself becoming king, his relations with

Moab became precisely those of his predecessor. The
war in which apparently casual circumstances involved

him with the Ammonites really arose out of larger

causes, and thus spread to Moab and Edom as well.

The end of it was that all the three Hebrew nation

alities were subjugated by Israel ; the youngest brother

eclipsed and subdued his seniors, as Balaam had fore

seen. Both Ammon and Moab, however, must have

emancipated themselves very soon after David s death,

and only now and then was some strong king of Israel

able again to impose the yoke for a time, not upon the

Ammonites indeed, but upon Moab. The first to do so

was Omri, who garrisoned some of the Moabite towns
and compelled the king to acknowledge Israel s suzerainty
by a yearly tribute of sheep a state of matters which

continued until the death of Ahab ben Omri. That
brave king, however, fell in battle with the Aramneans
at Ramoth Gilead (about 850 B.C.

),
and Mesha of Dibon,

then the ruler of Moab, succeeded in making himself

and his people independent. In his famous inscription

(see MESHA) he gives his patriotic version of the story ;

in the book of Kings we find only the curt statement

that Moab rebelled against Israel after the death of Ahab

(2 K. 11) ;
on the other hand there is a full narrative

(2 K. 3) of a vain attempt, made by Jehoram ben Ahab,
o bring Mesha into subjection. See MESHA, 6, and

JEHORAM, 4.

As the Moabites owed their liberation from Israelite

supremacy to the battle of Ramah that is, to the

Aramreans we find them (as well as the Ammonites)
afterwards always seconding the Aramaeans in continual

border warfare against Gilead. in which they took cruel

revenge on the Israelites. With what bitterness the

1 The facts as a whole are indubitable ; it cannot be an
invention that the Israelites settled first in Kadesh, then in

northern Moab, and thence passed into Palestine proper. The
only doubtful point is whether the song in Nu. 21 27 jf. is con

temporary evidence of these events.
- [There is indeed, as so often, a doubt whether the original

document did not refer rather to Missur [see MIZRAIM] than to

Moab. See SAUL, 3. T.K.C.]
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Israelites in consequence were wont to speak of their

hostile kinsfolk can be gathered from Gen. 1930^ the

one trace of open malice in the story of the patriarchs,

all the more striking as it occurs in a narrative of

which LOT (q. v. )
is the hero and saint, which, there

fore, in its present form, is of Moabite origin, although

perhaps it has a still older Canaanite nucleus. Of these

border wars we learn but little, although from casual

notices it can be seen (2 K. 13zo Am. 1 13 ; cp 2 K. 62)
that they were kept up long, although not quite unin

terruptedly. When at length the danger from the

Aramaeans was removed for Israel by the intervention

of the Assyrians, the hour of Moab s subjection also

came; Jeroboam II. extended his frontier over the

eastern territory, as far as to the Brook of the Poplars
1

(Am. 614 ;
but cp ARABAH, BROOK OK THE).

It would seem that subjugation by the Assyrians was
not as heavy a blow to the Moabites as to some neigh-

T
, bouring peoples. Probably it helped to

, reconcile them to the new situation that the
*&quot; Israelites suffered much more severely than

they. From these, their deadly enemies, they were
henceforth for ever free. They did not on that account,

however, give up their old hatred
; they merely transferred

it from Israel to Judah. The political annihilation of

the nation only intensified the religious exclusiveness of

the Jewish people. Terrible expression was given by the

Edomites and the Moabites to their malignant joy at the

calamities of their kinsfolk. 2

Because Moab saith : Behold the house of Judah is like all

the other nations, therefore do I open his land to the line Kedem,
says the prophet Ezekiel (25 8 ff.\ His threat against the

Moabites, as well as against the Edomites and the Ammonites is,

that they shall fall before the approach of the desert tribes (see

EAST, CHILDREN OF THE; RKKEM). Probably in his days the

tide of Arabian invasion was already slowly rising, and of course
it swept first over the lands situated on the desert border. At
all events the Arab immigration into this quarter began at an
earlier date than is usually supposed ;

it continued for centuries,
and was so gradual that the previously-introduced Aramaising
process could quietly go on alongside of it. The Kdomites gave
way before the pressure of the land-hungry nomads, and settled

in the desolate country of Judah ; the children of Lot, on the
other hand, appear to have amalgamated with them the Am
monites maintaining their individuality longer than the Moabites,
who soon entirely disappeared. 3

Israel and Moab had a common origin, and their

early history was similar. The people of Yahvve on the

one hand, the people of Chemosh on the

odier, had the same idea of the Godhead
, as head of the nation, and a like patriotism

derived from religious belief a patriotism
that was capable of extraordinary efforts, and has had no

parallel in the West either in ancient or in modern times.

The mechanism of the theocracy also had much that was
common to both nations ;

in both the king figures as

the deity s representative, priests and prophets as the

organs through whom he makes his communications.

Still, with all this similarity, how different were the

ultimate fates of the two ! The history of the one loses

itself obscurely and fruitlessly in the sand ; that of the

other issues in eternity. One reason for the difference

(which, strangely enough, seems to have been felt not

by the Israelites alone but by the Moabites also) is

obvious. Israel received no gentle treatment at the
hands of the world ; it had to carry on a continual con
flict with foreign influences and hostile powers ; and
this perpetual struggle with gods and men was not

profitless, although the external catastrophe was in-

1
Perhaps the song in Nu. 21 27 ff. refers to these events

;
some

critics will add Is. li&amp;gt; i-16 12.

? Zeph. 28f. 2 K. 24 2 and Ezek. 258^ It need hardly be
said that the Moabites shared the fate of all the Palestinian

peoples when supremacy passed from the Assyrians to the

Chalda;ans, and that, notwithstanding their hatred of the Jews,
they had no difficulty in seeking alliances with them, when
occasions arose on which they could be made useful (Jer. 27 3).

[The prophecy against Moab in Jer. 48 cannot be the work of

Jeremiah. See JEREMIAH ii. , 20, ix. ; col. 2392.]
3 We. Kleine ProfhetenC1), 206 (on Obadiah) ; [on certain

references to the Moabites in late OT writings Ezra 9 i Neh.
13 i Is. 25 10f. Ps. 83 7 [6] cp Intr. Is. 159, 161].

.

MOAB
evitable. Moab meantime remained settled on his lees,

and was not emptied from vessel to vessel (Jer. 48 n),
and corruption and decay were the result. This explana
tion, however, does not carry us far, for other peoples
with fortunes as rude as those of Israel have yet failed

to attain historical importance ; they have simply dis

appeared. The service the prophets rendered at a.-

critical time, by raising the faith of Israel from the

temporal to the eternal sphere, cannot be exaggerated

(see PROPHECY). j. w.
The authors of the above sections are scholars who

have a right to speak, and whose writings will not soon

14 More on
*3e f rg tten - A union of forces, how-

., ,. . ever, seems necessary in order to take a
biblical r u T-U

references P ln a&amp;lt;Jvance - The geographical
section would be very incomplete without

the historical, and it may perhaps be hoped that a

supplement to the historical section will add somewhat
to its usefulness. For there is a preliminary inquiry,
which no good scholar in recent times has altogether

neglected, but which requires to be taken up in a more

thorough and methodical manner the state of the texts

on which our geography and our history are based. It

must also be confessed that our criticism of the narratives

has been, until very lately, too literary, and not quite

sufficiently historical. A criticism of the local names

may not have led as yet to as many important results as

the criticism of the personal names of the OT ; but an
examination of the special articles dealing with the

names of the cities of Moab
( 9) will show that an

inquiry which cannot safely be ignored is being made,
and that identifications have in the past too often been

tried, and views of the route of the Israelites in their

migration taken, which presuppose doubtful, even if

ancient, readings. Textual criticism, too, has objections
to make to some of the historical inferences of earlier

critics because of their precarious textual basis. It is

obvious that if Moab and Missur, Midian and
Missur, Ammon and Amalek, Edom and
Aram

( =Jerahmeel), are liable to confusion, the

greatest care becomes necessary in steering one s way
between the rocks. Mistakes will sometimes occur, as

when, after correcting some of the most corrupt names
in Gen. 8631-39, Edom is retained by the author of the

article BELA (col. 524) in v. 31 f. and Moab in v. 35.

For these two (corrupt) ethnic names Aram and
Missur should probably be substituted. The his

torical result would be that it was not Midian and Edom
but Midian and Jerahmeel that fought together in the

early times referred to, and that the territory that was
contested was the highland of Missur, not the plateau
of Moab. 1 The story of Balak and Balaam also needs
to be re-read in the light of text-critical discoveries. It

is most probable, from this newer point of view, that

Balak, with whom the Israelites are said to have had to

do, was king, not of Moab, but of Mis.sur. It is doubt

ful, too, whether in its oHginal form the story of Eglon
and Ehud represented the former as being of Moab and
not rather of Missur (note that Eglon gathers the b ne

Ammon and Amalek, really, the b ne Jerahmeel, and
that they occupy the city of palm trees (i.e., really,

the city of Jerahmeel).
2 Even if in this instance we

adhere to MT, Winckler (G/ 1205) will probably still be

right in using the narrative as an evidence of the late

ness of the Moabitish people as compared with the b ne

Israel. More probably, however, Eglon was a Misrite

king. Nor can we at all trust the records of the con

quests of Saul and David. A group of phenomena make
it very nearly certain that in i S. 1447 2 S. 82 Missur

has been transformed into Moab.
That Saul conquered either the Moabites or the Misrites is of

course most unlikely ; but the probability is strong even against

1 Cp Judg. 64, where we should probably read Missur (not
Seir ) and the highland of Aram (

= Jerahmeel).
2 See JEKICHO, i. The city of Jerahmeel may quite as

well mean Kadesh-barnea ( barnea should be read Jerahmeel )

as Jericho.
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the view that David had to do with the Moabites. The whole

passage (2 S. S 1-3) first becomes intelligible when we read it

thus, And David smote the Philistines, and took the Maacathite

country out of the hand of the Philistines. He smote Missur and

Jerahmeel and the Zarephathites, and those of Missur became
servants to David, bringing tribute. If we are reluctant to

admit the change of Mpab to Missur, let it be remembered
that the same textual criticism dispenses us from the obligation
of pronouncing David guilty of barbarity to the conquered to

a people from whom, according to one tradition, his parents had
received hospitality.

1 The right reading was probably known
to the writer of Nu. 24 17.2

Thus it is probable that the first trustworthy notice of

contact between Israel and Moab is in 2 K. 1 1. This

notice, however, as Kittel points out, is very isolated

(cp n), and we naturally infer that a record of wars

between the two peoples has been lost. Moab, then,

is at any rate a younger people than Israel.

What event is referred to in Is. 15i-16i2 has been

much disputed. According to Duhm and Marti, the

foes of Moab are the XABATVEANS (q.v. ).
Diodorus

(1994) says of these nomads that they regarded it as

wrong to plant wheat and trees and wine. This would

make the destruction of the vines referred to in the pro

phetic elegy intelligible. If so, Is. 15i-16i2 may be re

ferred to the fifth century ;
the postscript (v. 13 /. )

will

be later (time of Alexander JANNVEUS [q.v.]?).

There is little more to add by way of supplement to

10-13. 1&quot;e absence of the name of Moab in the list

of the vassal states of Bir- idri (KB 2173) is accounted

for by Winckler ((7/1207) by the supposition that a

Moabite contingent was included among the troops of

Ahab, who is mentioned (see AHAB, 4/. ).
Whether

the Moabites are rightly included in 2 K. 242 among
the peoples which sent bands against Judah in the

reign of Jehoiakim may be doubted. A comparison of

passages in the Psalms, Lamentations, and later pro

phecies and narratives irresistibly leads the present writer

to the conclusion that the right names are Cushites,

Jerahmeelites, and Misrites (see OBADIAH [BOOK]).
It is also very possibly an error to suppose that the

Moabites are specially referred to in the Book of

Nehemiah ; this, however, is partly connected with the

question as to the ethnic names in the narrative of the

migration of the Israelites. There is, at any rate, much
confusion in the names mentioned in Nehemiah, and

elsewhere (see SANBALLAT) it is maintained that both

Sanballat and Horonite are probably miswritten :

the one for Xebaiothite
(
= Xabatnsan ?), the other

(which is to be taken with the miswritten Tobiah
)
for

Rehobothite. Cp also RUTH [BOOK].
Winckler ((7/1204) makes the striking remark that

Moab at the time of its immigration was probably just

such a small tribe as the Calebites and the separate
Israelitish tribes. In civilisation and racial conscious

ness there was no difference, and in language none worth

mentioning, between them and the Israelites. Noldeke

(Die sem. Sprachen, 17) also remarks that the style of

the inscription of Mesha is essentially that of the OT,
and allows us to infer the existence of a similar literature

among the Moabites. As Xoldeke also points out, the

only important un- Hebraic feature of the inscription is

the occurrence of the eighth Arabic conjugation (with
/ after the first radical). The inscriptional style may,
however, have differed considerably from the type of the

actually spoken tongue. Cp MESHA, 4.

G. A. S., 1-9; J. We., 10-13; T. K. C., 14.

MOADIAH (HHiriD, 33, 72, Yahwe promises ?
),

a priestly family temp. Joiakim (EZRA ii., 6b, n),
Neh. 12i 7 (om. BS*A ; N KMROIC [N

c a lng inf
] I

[L]) : cp MAADIAH.

1 i S. 22 3, where read Zephath (Zarephath) of Missur.
1

See
MlZI EH.

2
pNC (Jer. 48 45) is accepted by Di. for riC . fifC i however,

as also in Am. 2 2, comes from
JC&amp;gt;13 (the N. Arabian Gush),

which at once suggests 11XD for 3 KID.

MODIN
MOCHMUK (MOXMOYP [R : om - Al- MOYX- [***]

MOK. [N
c - avi&amp;lt;1

-]. machur [Vet. Lat.] ; fabtft [Syr.]), a

brook upon which stood CHUSI (Judith 7 18). It was
situated near to EKREBEL (mod. Akrabeh), whence
Schultz has identified it with Makfurlyeh close to

Akrabeh.

MODIN, a city or village of Judaea. Most modern
authorities (e.g. , Grimm, Schiirer, Zockler) rightly prefer
the form Modein or Modeim.

&amp;lt;BJ s readings vary considerably ; /j.o)5ecr [N* i Mace. 2 i, nc -b

16 4 V 9 19] ; -eeti/ [A 2 i etc.] ; -/x [A 2 23 9 19] ; -aeii/ [N c.a 2 i
, K

9 19 etc.]; -p. [A 16 4] ; -ieii/ [V 2 Mace. 13 14] ; -ft.

1. Name. [A #.] ; -iv [K* V 164 ] ;
-M [V 2 15 23] ;

-o&amp;gt; [V 2 i] ;

other readings are /iio6ai? [Jos., ed. Niese, Ant. xii.

61], -i/u [it. 112], -v [BJ i. 13]; in OV28159 14020 /mjSeei/u

Modeim; Modin [Vg., whence EVJ.
The later Hebrew form (which often has the article also)

varies. Pal. Mishnah (ed. Lowe) reads n V llDn (Modi ith)

Pesah. 9 *(Talm. Bab. 93^), Hag. 3 5 (Talm. Bab. 256). Other

readings are {vyiiD, j
jma. C jniSn, JVjnia.t-

In the Medeba mosaic (see MEDEBA) the reading
Mw5t0a occurs, and this seems to point back to the

Hebrew Modiith.
In 2 17 Modin is called a city, TroAis (so in v. 15 eis MwSeeii

TTIV TroAii/). Josephus, on the other hand, describes it as a

village of Judaea (iv MwSai, KW/UT; rijs Iou^atas, Ant. xii. 6 1 11 2).

Eus. (K&amp;lt;afj.Ti)
and Jer. (vicus) agree with Josephus; so Jerome

on Dan. 1138. In Vg. it is referred to as a hill (in monte
Modin), and this, curiously enough, reappears in later Rabbinical
authorities. See Grimm on i Mace. 2 i, and Rashi on T. B. Biiba

Bathrii 10 b. Naturally the place was of most importance in

Maccabaean times ; by the time ofJosephus it may have dwindled.
The ruins at el-Medyeh, with which Modin is usually identified,

seem to point to an ancient collection of villages, a fact which
the plural form of the name also attests. Grimm reconciles the

two statements by describing Modin as a iooju.o;roAis.

The interest in Modin arises from its association with

the Maccabsean history. The place is not named in

TT- MT (though curiously enough Porphyry
2. History. on Dan Il38 read Modiim for the difficult

triya. See Jer. ad loc.
).

We first hear of Modin in

168 B.C. ; it became the residence of Mattathias, when
he felt it no longer safe or honourable to remain in

Jerusalem (i Mace. 2i). By Simon s time Modin was
the special city of the Hasmonreans (rrf trarpidi,

Jos. Ant. xiii. 66); but even in Mattathias s day it

must have been the permanent home, not merely the

temporary asylum, of the family; Mattathias (i Mace.

2i?) is termed a ruler and an honourable and great
man in this city. From another passage (i M. 2 70) it

appears that the sepulchres of Mattathias s ancestors

were situated in Modin.
Modin was the scene of the outbreak of the revolt

against Antiochus IV. Epiphanes. Here it was that

Mattathias was summoned by a Syrian officer to follow

the general example and offer a pagan sacrifice. He
refused, and his slaying of an apostate Jew at the altar

erected in Modin was the first act of armed rebellion

(
i Mace. 215-28). Mattathias then fled from Modin;
but the place was not garrisoned by the Syrian forces,

for, on his death shortly afterwards, his sons buried him

there (i Mace. 2 70 Jos. Ant. xii. 64). Modin is again
mentioned in 2 Mace. 1814. Judas Maccabaeus is there

reported to have fixed his headquarters at Modin before

his victorious night attack on the army of Antiochus

V. Eupator. When Judas subsequently fell in battle at

Elasahis body was recovered by his brothers Jonathan and

Simon, and buried at Modin
(
i Macc.QigJos. Ant.\\\. 62).

Simon rendered a similar service to Jonathan (i Mace.

1825) and he erected in Modin a splendid monument to

his illustrious family (1827-30). See below 3.

At Modin Judas and John, sons of Simon, passed the

night before making their successful attack on Cendebaeus

(i Mace. 164) whose headquarters were at Cedron

(Katra)inthe Philistine lowlands. In Rabbinic times

Modin was regarded (Mishna, Pls&Jtlm9*} as fixing

the legal limit of distance with regard to the injunction

in Nu. 9 10. Rabbi Akiba held that any Jew who

happened to be as distant from Jerusalem as Modin

might be regarded as on a journey afar off. The
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Bab. Talmud (Ptsahim 93^) explains that this distance

was 15 m. In another case of ritual law Modiith is

cited by the Mishna (Hag. 85), and from this passage it

has been inferred by some Rabbinical authorities that

the city or district of Modin was the centre of the

pottery industry.
A Rabbi Kleazar of Modin (contemp. with Aklba, 2nd cent.

A.D.) is quoted with respect in the Mishnah (Aboth &) and
Talmud (T. B. Shabbath 556. Baba Bathrd 106). He is some
times designated simply Ham-modai or H atn-mudai the man
of Modin. (Clermont-Ganneau found that the modern ethnic

name of the inhabitants of Medyeh is Midnawy, pi. Medawneh.)
The monument which Simon erected (see above) was lofty, of

polished stone behind and before. Seven pyramids, over

against one another, commemorated Simon s

3. Simon 3 father, his mother, and his four brothers ; the

mausoleum, remaining one being designed for himself.

Stanley (Jewish Church, 3 318) describes the

mausoleum as a square structure surrounded by colonnades of

monolith pillars. The pyramids were ornamented with bas-

reliefs of weapons. 1 Mindful of the commercial use to which
the Phosnician coast was put by the Maccabseans, Simon added

carvings of ships eis TO
#eu&amp;gt;pet&amp;lt;r#ai

VTTO iravriav rtav TrAeoi Tioi TTJC

0aAao-&amp;lt;ra&amp;gt;&amp;gt;. This phrase is commonly rendered that they should
be seen of all that sail on the sea. As the sea is at least 13 m.
from Medyeh (and farther still from any other site with which
Modin has been identified) this statement has given considerable

trouble. Josephus, it may be observed, omits this detail (Ant.
xiii. tie). Commentators explain, only in its main outlines, and
not in its minor features could this monument be visible from the

Mediterranean (Camb. Bib., ad lac.). But the association of
the ships with the seafarers raises some difficulty against

accepting this theory. E. le Camus {Rev. Biblique, \ 109, 1892),

explains the Greek to mean that the ships were so naturally
carved that they won the admiration of expert seamen. This is

certainly ingenious, and Buhl (Pal. 198) adopts the theory of Le
Camus on this point though he contests the same writer s other

objections to the identification of Modin with Medyeh. The
writer of i Mace, (about 100 B.C.) tells us that the monument
was standing in his day, and Josephus repeats the assertion

nearly two centuries later. Eusebius and Jerome also seem to de
clare that the monument was still intact, though the language they
use is not conclusive. (As the passage from the Onomast. is of

importance for the discussion that follows it is cited in full :

M(i&amp;gt;5cei/, Ktani\ TrArjcrtoi AiotTTroAeojs, o6tv j\cra.v oi MaKxa/Saioi,
a&amp;gt;i&amp;gt; icai TO. /u.i ij.ic.aTa ei? en vuv SeiKvvvra.i. Madeitn vicus juxta
Diospolitn, unde fuerunt Maccabai, ynormti hodieqne ibidem

sepulchra monstrantur.) Supposed remains of the monument
have been shown at Soba, while Guerin in 1870 created some
sensation by claiming to have discovered the Mausoleum at Kh.
el-Gherbfiwi in the neighbourhood of Medyeh. The structure so

identified by him was, however, shown by Clermont-Ganneau
to be of Christian origin. There is certainly nothing at Medyeh
above ground or (as yet) excavated that in the slightest degree
resembles the description in i Mace.

The geographical position of Modin cannot be de

termined with absolute certainty. Soba, about 6 m.
_ . . . W. of Jerusalem, was long identified

4. ireograpnical with Modin . bu{ this identification has
position. noth ing but a late tradition in its

favour. The proposal of Robinson (BR^i^f. ; cp, on

Soba, ibid. 26) to locate Modin at Latrun has won little

support. It is now very commonly believed that the

village of el-Medyeh marks the site of the old home of

the Hasmonaeans (Conder, PEFMIv^ 341-352; C.

Clermont-Ganneau, Arch. Res. in Pal. 2359). The
identification was first proposed by Em. Forner in 1866,

and a little later by Neubauer (Gdog. du Talmud, 1868,

p. 99), and by Sandreczki (1869), who located the

mausoleum at the Kabur el-Yahud, a little to the SW.
of Medyeh. El-Medyeh is a large village a little off the

old Roman road which passed from Jerusalem to Lydda
through the two Bethhorons (see EPHRAIM, map ;

Midieh). It is about 16 m. NW. of Jerusalem, and

6^ m. from Lydda. The village proper is separated on
three sides from higher ground ;

to the W. lie several

ruins, among them the Kh. Midyeh, Kh. el-Himmam,
and especially the Sheikh el-Gharbawi where GueYin

erroneously thought in 1870 that he had discovered the

Maccabaean Mausoleum.
(
La Samarie, 2 401 ;

Galilt e, 1 ,

47. )
South of the village is a conical knoll called er-Ras,

(
the head

),
about 700 ft. high, and this has been

taken by Conder and others as the most likely spot for

Simon s monument. Er-Ras has the appearance of

1
[It may be noted that for TrvpajuiSas the Syr. has naphsatha,

perhaps grave-stones, and nwai tjjuaTa may have been simply
machines for raising the pillars.]
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having been artificially cut. The village is shut in by
the surrounding heights ; but there is a fine view
obtainable from er-Ras, and Jaffa and the sea are

clearly seen. From the sea the bare outlines of Simon s

monument would have been visible when the sun was
behind the observer.

There are many tombs in the neighbourhood, deeply cut
in the rock, the openings covered with great stones. Nothing
has so far come to light, however, to suit the description in
i Mace. ; hence it may be said, that a personal visit to

Medyeh, while revealing no valid objection to its identification
with Modin, does not produce a sense of absolute conviction.

Medyeh certainly fulfils all the other requirements. Though
we must eliminate the condition of visibility from the sea, Modin
probably stood on a hill. It is unlikely that Simon would have
erected a monument, meant to be conspicuous, unless it was so
situated as to be clearly seen from afar. Moreover, the most
natural inference from i Mace. 16 4 is that Modin stood near the

plain, but not in it. Medyeh admirably suits this inference.
The statement of the Talmud that Modin was 15 m. from
Jerusalem, and the assertion of the Onomast. that Modin was
near Lydda, both support the claims of Medyeh. The identity
of name is also a weighty support. Clermont-Ganneau (PEFQ,
1897, p. 221) asserts the general rule that the Aramaic termina
tion -Itha becomes regularly -ic in Arabic. Hence Mta&ida

(see i) would be represented by the Arabic Medie (pronounced,
according to Ganneau, Meudie). (The present writer, when
in Judaea in 1898, came across an Arab in Jerusalem who sug-
;sted as the site of Modin a high hill just above Amwas.
his hill is locally known as Medemneh. An examination of

the site revealed some, but very few, ruins of ancient buildings.)
Le Camus (loc. cit.) objects to the identification of Modin with

Medyeh : (a) that Medyeh was in Dan, not Judaea, (6) that
i Mace. 164-10 requires a more southerly position than Medyeh,
and (c) that Medyeh is not sufficiently central to have formed
the headquarters of the revolt. These arguments are none of
them conclusive. i. A.

MOETH (M6oe6), i Esd. 863 = Ezra 833, NOADIAH
(x).

MOLADAH (i&quot;n?1D ; usually MCoA&AA). a place in

S. Judah towards Edom mentioned in (a) Josh. 1526

MooA&amp;lt;\A& [A], (6) Josh. 192, KCoAAA&M [BA], .A&M
[B

b
per ras], /vuoA&A&M [B

a l
vid

-&amp;gt;

&quot;

] ; (c) i Ch. 4 28,

MCOAAA* [B], MOyAAAA [I-] ; (d) Neh. 11 26 (BX*A
om.

).
The notice in (c), however, is admitted to be

derived from
(ft),

and the words and Shema and
Moladah in (a) are an interpolation (see SHEMA) from

Neh. 1126 (see Bennett, SBO T Joshua ).
The two

remaining passages (b and d) tell us this that Moladah
was first Simeonite, then Judahite (see Sta. G17, ib.

154), and that it was in the neighbourhood of Shema
or Sheba and Beersheba. Originally it was probably

Jerahmeelite, as its name appears to indicate (see

MOLID). Moladah is very possibly the Malatha or

Malaatha in Idumaea, to the tower of which Agrippa
at one time retired (Jos. Ant. xviii. 62). Respecting this

Malatha, Eus. and Jer. tell us (OS 8722, 214ss, 1192 7 ,

25078, 1883, 26642) that it was 4 R. m. from Arad and
hard by Ether (Jattir). If this statement is correct, it is

fatal to the identification (in itself phonetically difficult)

of Moladah with Kh. el-Milh (13 m. E. of Beersheba),
which has been adopted from Robinson (BR 262if.) by
Guerin, Miihlau, and Socin (cp SALT, CITY OK). The
fortress of Malatha seems to have been entirely razed.

The ruin of Dercjas or Darejdt, on the slopes and summit
of a knoll, with caverns* referred to by Buhl (Pal. 183),

seems too insignificant. It is, however, in the right

district, being NW. of Tell Ardd towards A ttir. Cp
JERAHMEEL, 2. T. K. c.

MOLE, i. (JYnS ISnS ;
but some MSS, Ibn Ezra,

and the moderns read JYi&quot;lS~l3n, from v/&quot;lSn, to

dig? only in plur. , cp Theodot.
4&amp;gt;&p4&amp;gt;Apco0

; TOIC

MATAIOIC [BNAQF]; Is. 22of). The idolaters, say

the commentators, will have to throw their idols into

the holes burrowed by moles. The genus Talpa (mole)
has not been found in Palestine

;
but its place has been

taken by the mole-rat, Spalax typhlus. Mole-rats are

common about ruins and the outskirts of villages, etc.

They are considerably larger than moles. Their eyes

are completely covered by skin ;
the ear conchs are

small and the incisor teeth large and prominent. They
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form long burrows, sometimes 40 ft. in length and
about 1 8 in. below the surface, in which they live

gregariously, seldom, if ever, coming to the surface.

The objection is (i) that the existence of a word -fin,

moles, is uncertain, and (2) that the common view

makes a miserable sense. One can hardly doubt that

there is a textual corruption, and that the moles and
bats have to disappear. Read In that day men

shall cast away the idols of silver and gold which the

Jerahmeelites (o ^HDm*) made for them to worship ;

cp v. 6, where D lne &amp;gt;

r
iB, as usual, is a popular corruption

of D nnx, Zarephathites (often a synonym for Jerah
meelites ; see PELETHITES).

2. In Lev. 11 30 occurs rcs^n, which is now generally ex

plained chameleon (see LIZARD, 6). Onk., however, gives

JtmC Nt the mole, with which & Vg. ([d]cr7roAaf, talpa) agree.

Did , Onk., read in this passage nr (or rc ;

N)? In v. 18

tnn evidently means some kind of bird, and it is unlikely that

this name was really given to animals belonging to quite different

categories. It is noteworthy that Tg. reads nc- N, mole, instead

of MT s
ne&amp;gt;N,

in Ps. 58 9 (see OWL, i [c]).

3. On the proposed rendering MOLE for &quot;l/h in Lev. 11 29, see

WEASEL. T. K. C. A. E. S.

MOLECH, MOLOCH. 1

Heb. H/Sn, Lev. 20s, in MT always pointed with the article

except in i K.ll 7 ; in Pent. ap\iav, o
apx&amp;lt;av [

= ~/C, as in Gen.
49 20 Nu. 23 21 Dt. 17 14 15, etc.], in i K. 11 7 [L,

1. Name. ^eA^o/x] Jer. 3^35 /3a(TiAeus, which was probably
the original rendering in all passages in Kings and

Prophets where later Greek translators find Molech ;- Aq.

Symm. Theod. MoAox, which has intruded into BNA as a
doublet in Jer. 32 35 [ 39 35] and in different manuscripts in a
number of other places ; in some cases it has supplanted the

rendering king, as in ,
, etc., in Jer. 3235, AH 2 K. 23 10

[L MeA^o^i, cp -i. 13],
v d- o&quot;&amp;gt;- Am. 5 26 [see Hexapla]; Pesh.

in Pent., following an old Jewish exegesis, 3 interprets of im

pregnation of a heathen woman ; 2 K. 23 10 Jer. 32 35 amlck
[i K. 11 7 Am. 5 26 Zeph. 1 5 nialkom, Milcom] ; Tgg. -]Sl2-

The name of a deity to whom the Judceans in the last

ages of the kingdom offered their own children in

sacrifice with peculiar rites. The places in which the

name Molech occurs in MT are Lev. 1821 20 2-5 i K.
11 7

4 2 K.23io Jer. 32 35 [
= 39 35]; Greek trans

lators have Moloch also in Am. 5 26 Zeph. 1 5. Allusions

to the worship of Molech are recognised by many
modern scholars in Is. 8633 57 9 (EV the king ) ; but

the view of Geiger, who found references to this cult in

a much larger number of passages, has been generally

rejected.
5 The evidence of MT and the versions, a

brief summary of which is given above, shows that the

older interpreters took the word (-]^a. I^Dn) not as a

proper name, but as an appellative or a title used in

the cultus (see below, 5), and read it mtlek, ruler,

king ;
the pronunciation mdlek 6

is probably an in

tentional twist, giving the word the vowels of bdseth,

shame. 7

The oldest witness to the pronunciation mdlek is the

text of Acts 7 43. The name does not occur in Philo,

Josephus, or any of the remains of the Jewish Hellenistic

literature of the time, and is not found even in the Greek
Ononmstica. In Jubilees 30 10 the Ethiopic text has

Moloch, but the Old Latin version alienigena (see
footnote 3 below).

1 Moloch, EV Acts 7 43, AV Am. 626.
2 Cp the variants of and the Hexapla in Zeph. 1 5 Am.

5 26 where the testimony is confused under the influence of
Acts 7 43 Is. 3033.

3 Cited to be condemned in M. Megilla, 4g; cp Tg.Jer. 1

on Lev. 18 21 ;
see Geiger, Urschrift, 303. Add Jub. 30 10 Lat.

alienigena.
4 In i K. 11 7, Molech is an error for Milcom; cp MILCOM,
i-

5
Geiger, Urschrift, ^odff. ; against Geiger, Oort, Menschen-

offer, 6oj/f.\ Knenen, Th. T 2 562_/; Eerdmans, Melekdienst, 23,f.
6 MoAoy, Moloch, by vowel assimilation ; cp Boo, A^u/co/n,

etc., b rankel, Vorstuditn, 119.
7 Geiger, Urschrift, 301 (1857); Dillmann, MBAW, 1881,

June 16; G. Hoffmann, ZATH 3i24 (1883); WRS Rel.
Sei.(~), 372 n., and many. Cp the substitution of boseth for
ba al in Jer. 824 11 13 Hos. 9 10 ; also T/ a.i&amp;lt;r\vim), f; BaaA (ij

MoAox -47 2 K. 23 10). See IDOL, 3.
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2. The sacrifice.

The term regularly employed to describe the rites of
Molech worship is Tsyn (he ibir], cause to pass, make

?
ver

,

to a
^ty

synony u
f

with

give or pay (in sacrifice) ; thus,
to Yahwe (firstlings), Ex. 13 12; to Molech, Jer. 3235
Lev. 1821 (in the latter a doublet or gloss to give,

cp Ezek. 1621); cp give to Molech, Lev. 1821 262-4;
make over victims to idols, Ez,ek. 1621 2837; fre

quently, make over, offer, by fire (without the name of

the deity), Dt. 18 10 2 K. 16 3 17 17 216 2Ch. 336 Ezek.

203i ((5 generally didyfiv iv irvpi); make over by fire

to Molech (2 K. 23 10). The common rendering, make
(a son or daughter) pass through the fire to Molech (so

EV), is also possible, if to Molech be understood
not locally but as the dedication of the sacrifice. The
verb occurs so constantly in this connection that were it

not for Ex. 13 12 it would doubtless have been regarded
as belonging distinctively to the Molech cult.

The words ^.xa T3j;n,
rendered cause to go through

the fire, have often been thought to describe a ceremony
of consecration or februation by passing through fire,

-*

such as has been practised in different forms and on
different occasions in all parts of the world,

3 the Roman
Palilia being a familiar example.

4

Thus Theodoret
(Qu&amp;lt;est. 47 in iv. Reg.} brings to the explana

tion of the phrase customs which had fallen within his own
observation : 1 have seen in some cities once in the year fires

lighted in the public squares, and persons leaping over them
and jumping not merely boys but grown men, while infants
were handed through the flame by their mothers. This was re

garded as an expiation and purification. The 651)1 Canon of
the Concilium Quinisextum (692 A.D.), in forbidding under
severe penalties the ancient custom of leaping over bonfires in

the streets at the new moon, quotes as warrant for the pro
hibition 2 K. 21 6. 5

This interpretation is old
; it is expressed in Dt.

18 10, No man shall be found among you who purifies
his son or daughter by fire

;

6
cp Vg. Jer. 3235 tit

initiarentfilios suos etfilias suas Moloch. The Mishna
seems to understand the rite as an initiation not as a
sacrifice

;

7 in the Babylonian Talmud Rabbi Abaye
(4th cent.) explained the custom as he imagined it:

there was a rosv of bricks with fires on both sides of it,

between which the child must pass. His contemporary
Raba compared it to the Jewish custom of swinging
over the Purim bonfires. 8

Similarly Jewish interpreters
in the Middle Ages e.g. , Rashi on Lev. 1821 : the father

handed over his son to the heathen priests ; they built

two large fires between which the boy was made to

pass.
9 It is generally assumed that the child went

through unscathed (so Rashi, Maimonides) ; but others

believed that the ordeal had a more serious ending : the

child was compelled to go back and forth til! the flames
seized him or he fell into the fire ;

10 or at least that the

trial was sometimes fatal. Another old interpretation
of the laws in Lev. 1821 20 2-5 (commerce with heathen

women) has been mentioned above
( i, n. 3).

The testimony of both the prophets and the laws is

abundant and unambiguous that the victims were slain

and burnt as a holocaust: see Jer. 7si 194-6, cp 8235

Ezek.1620/, cp 2337-39 (?246/:), Dt.l2 3 i. cp 18io;
also 2 K. 173i ; see further Jer. 824 Is. 57 sf. 9 Ps.

1 For this interpretation see Vitringa, Otss. sacr.,\\\&amp;gt;. 2, chap. 1;

Kuenen, Th.T\(,off. (1867); Dillmann, Exod. Lev.P) 141/1
590; Eerdmans, Melekdienst, 7 f.

2 Cp Nu. 31 23, of the spoil of war whatever will stand fire,

nriBl EJN3 VVajm, ye shall pass through the fire and it shall be

clean ; cp the following clause on purification by water.
3 On fire festivals and ceremonies see Mannhardt, Bautnkul-

tus, 497 (f. ; Frazer, Golden Bought-), 3 237 //.
4 Ovid, Fasti, \i*ijff.

5 Mansi, 11 073.
6

iTfpiKa.8a.ipuv, Vg. ijiti lustret; cp Chrysost. Ham. injoann.
1 16, &amp;lt;t&amp;gt;oif}dfeii&amp;gt;.

F om. tv jrvpi.
7 M. SanheJrin, 7 7 : cp Tos. Sanhedr. 10 ^f. ; Sifthre on Dt.

18 10 : Jer. Sanhedr. 7 1 3 (fol. 25 b c) ;
Bab. Sanhedr. 64 a b.

8 Bab. Sanhedr. 64 b ; see Ar-udi, s.v. ine - On the Purim
fires, see Frazer, Golden Bought, 3 172^

9 Cp kashi on Sanhedr. 64^; Maimon., Yad Hazaka,
Aboiiah Zilrdh, 63 ; More Kiboklim, 3 37.
10 SeeAruc/i, I.e.
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10637/ These passages, it will be observed, prove
also that the children were not burnt alive, but were

slaughtered like other sacrificial victims ; see especially

Ezek. 1620/ 23s7/, cp also Gen. 22. Josephus, there

fore, correctly interprets z K. 163 when he says of

Ahaz, he also sacrificed his own son as a burnt

offering to the idols (oXo/cai/rwcre), according to the

custom of the Canaanites. Some of the midrashim

give gruesome descriptions of the roasting of children

in the arms of the idol of Molech (see below, 3).

Ibn Ezra bluntly explains the word Tayn as equivalent
to ;nir, burn, for thus was the cult. l Many scholars

have endeavoured to reconcile these conflicting views in

the theory that children were sometimes only passed

through the fire in rites of initiation or februation,

sometimes actually burned. Analogies have been

cited both for the attenuation of a sacrifice to a sym
bolical delivery to the flames, and for the growth of a

real offering out of a more harmless rite.
2

The only seat of this cult of which we have certain

historical knowledge is Jerusalem. The catalogue of

the sins for which the northern kingdom
3. Seat of the

worship.
was destroyed, 2 K.17?^, in which
the Israelites are charged with offering

their sons and daughters by fire (v. 17, wayi), was
drawn up by a deuteronomistic writer (in the sixth

century) from Dt.
, Jer. ,

and Ezek. The prophets of the

eighth century, in their indictment of contemporary
Israel, say nothing of such sacrifices. (On 2 K. 17 31

and Is. 57s^ see below, 4.)
In Am. 626, CD37D D12D HN nnNC 3l! has TOU MoAox (cp

Acts 7 43), Vg. Ufalock (Aq. MoA^Oju., Pesh. walkdiii), and many
interpreters down to our own time find here the name of Molech
(see AV), some chiefly older scholars thinking that the

idolatry of the forefathers in the wilderness is meant,3 others,

foreign cults of the author s own time. If, however) Siccuth

(Sakkut) is, like Chiun (Kaiwiin), the proper name of a
Babylonian deity, as is now the generally accepted and most

probable opinion, CD2?D can only be appellative, your king,
and thus, apart from the question of the genuineness of the

verse, the reference to Molech disappears; see CHIUN, and
AMOS, 13 [but cp MOSES, n ; SHECHEM, ii.] Even with the

appellative interpretation of
niDD&amp;gt; tabernacle,

4 the verse would
testify only that to some (unnamed) god the epithet king was
applied ; there is no allusion to the peculiar rites of Molech
worship. Hos. 13 -2 has been understood to refer to human
sacrifice 5 to the calves of Israel (not Molech); but the better

interpretation is, Human offerers kiss calves I
6

The place of sacrifice at Jerusalem was in the Valley
of Ben Hinnom (see HINNOM, VALLEY OF

; JERUSALEM,
col. 2423 n. 7), just without the city gate Harsith

(Jer. 192), not far from the Temple, and is called the

Tophet ( rann).
7 This pronunciation of the name is

probably, like Molech, one of the cases in which MT
has given a word of idolatrous association the vowels of
bdseth. (Geiger ; see above, i

) ; cp @ 6a&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;e6, Ta&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;ft),

6a&amp;lt;p(f&amp;gt;fd,
Pesh. tappath. On the derivation and mean

ing of the word see TOPHET. If we may connect it

with Aram, rsn (Jer.Tgg. , Talm.
)
and the cognate

words (see especially RSW 377 n .
), nan (pronounced

ttphatfi) is a loan word of Aramaic origin (cp Heb.

aipUtA, and the denom. vb. sdphath, set (a pot) on the

fireplace).
8 The meaning fireplace would agree well

with Is. 3033, the only passage in the OT which seems
to describe Tophet.

1 Geiger s surmise, on Lev. 1821 (Urschrift 305), based on
MT 2 Ch. 28 3 (against all the versions) compared with 2 K. 16 3,

that the original reading was everywhere YiQil, consume by
fire, for which T2J?n is a euphemistic substitute, is generally
rejected.

- See G. Voss, De origine . . . idolatria, lib. 2, ch. 5 ; Spencer,De li ifibiis ritnalibus, lib. 2, cb. 13, 2. Braun, Selecta Sacra,
4,l\.ff.\ Witsius, Miscell. Sacra, lib. i diss. 5, i8yC

3 See Kuenen, Religion of Israel, 1250; cp Th.T 2592
(1868). Literature of the question in Eerdmans, Melekdienst,
142 n.

; further, Robertson, Early Religion ofIsrael, 257 Jf.
*
So, most recently, Nath. Schmidt, JBL 13 g/. (1894).

5 So Oort, Kuenen, Eerdmans (23).

Jj
Wellhausen, Stade, Nowack, and others.

7 On human sacrifices outside of cities see WRS Rel. Set.&amp;lt;~)

37 I//;s 1 he supposed Aramaic origin of the word seems at variance
with the probably Phoenician origin of the cult ; see below, 6.
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Whatever explanation be given of the form, the word tophte

is obviously synonymous with nDn .
it is a fireplace, apparently

a pit or trench deep and wide in which the fuel was piled.
1

Compare the
\a.&amp;lt;nt.a. TrArjpe? n-upoj in Dipdorus description

(probably from Duris of Samos) of the child sacrifices of the

Carthaginians (20 14), and the lines of Euripides, Iphig. in
Taur. faif., quoted by Diodorus in the same connection, where
Orestes, about to be sacrificed asks, Toic^os

8e jroio? Seferai ft

oral/ Bavut; Iphigenia answers: irvp tepbi/ fv&ov
x&amp;lt;i&amp;lt;Tfj.a.

T

evpu&amp;gt;7rbi&amp;gt; jreVpas.2

The language of Jeremiah when he says that the

people of Judah had built high places of Tophet
(7si), or of Baal (19s 8235), does not contradict this

inference, for these expressions mean no more than a
heathen sanctuary&quot; (see HIGH PLACE, 5).

There is nothing in the OT about an image at this

sanctuary ;
Ezek. ] 6 20 f. is hardly in this rhetorical

indictment to be put into such close connection with

v. 17, that we should understand the images of a male
in the latter verse of a Molech idol to whom the children

were sacrificed;
3 and the author of 2 K. 23 10 would

scarcely have failed to mention the image, if one had
been there.

The descriptions of the idol of Molech in Echo, rabldthl on
Lam. 1 9, and 1 alkut on Jer. 731 (from Midrash 1 elaiinneaenu,
cp Tanchutna, ed. Buber, Dcbdrlm, fol. 8 a) which have been

repeated by many Jewish and Christian authors, are not only
much too late to have any value as evidence to the fact, but are

manifestly derived from Greek accounts of the image of Kronos
to which the Carthaginians burned their sons.4

That the Tophet was to the Molech worshippers a

very holy place is evident from 2 K. 23 10, but especially
from Jer. 732 : in the day when the Valley of Ben
Hinnom shall be called the Valley of Slaughter, they
shall bury the slain in Tophet for want of room, and
thus be constrained themselves to defile it (cp Ezek. 9?,

of the temple), Jer. 19 \if.
The testimonies in the OT concerning the sacrifice

of children to Molech with peculiar rites the ques-
. - tion is not here of the antiquity of human
s

.. sacrifice in general
5 relate chiefly to the

T
, , seventh and the beginning of the sixth

century B.C. We have, indeed, a statement

that Ahaz (reigned from .about 734) offered his son by
fire (2 K. 163, T35;n)p and many scholars are accordingly
of the opinion that the cult was introduced in the eighth

century most likely by Ahaz himself, whose penchant
for foreign fashions in worship is known (2 K. 16io-i6).
There is no intrinsic improbability in this ; but we may
hesitate to affirm the fact on the sole testimony of the

author of Kings (end of 7th cent.
)

in his pragmatic

judgment of the reign of Ahaz (2 K. 161-4). The

prophets of the eighth century in striking contrast to

those of the next make no mention of child sacrifices

in their enumeration of the sins of their contemporaries ;

and, if Ahaz really offered up his son it would be more
natural to regard it as a last resource in desperate
straits,

6 like Mesha s sacrifice (2 K. 826 /! ),
than as an

early instance of the Molech cult.

Is. 3033 (cp 3) obviously plays upon this cult : for

the enemies of Judah a vast fire pit is prepared (tophtii),

like the Tophet in the Valley of Ben Hinnom ; this,

too, is for the king, as that Tophet for the king-god

(
Molech

).
The elimination of the latter clause

(Duhm) removes but half the difficulty. If the horrid

rites of Tophet had been as familiar in Isaiah s day as

this verse implies, is it conceivable that we should have

but one reference to them, and that in sarcasm rather

than in abhorrence? The difficulty would not exist if

1 See Che. Isaiah (SBOT) 157.
2 Examples of burning men in fire pits are cited from Arabic

literature by WRS Rel. Sciii.(-l, 377.
3 Kuenen, Th. T2 577 jf., cp 5747^ Oort, Menschenoffer,

79 f. thinks that Molech was properly the name of the image,
which was arranged to serve as an altar.

4 See Moore, //&amp;gt;
16i6i ff. (1897). For the Greek and

Roman testimonies see Maximilian Mayer, in Roscher, Lex.
2 1 501 ff. See also WRS Rel. Sem. (2), 377 n.

6 See SACRIFICE, 13.
6 As the occasion we should probably think of the invasion of

Judah by Pekah and Rezin (Is. 7 i 2 K. l(i 5). But it would be

strange that we find no allusion to the deed in Is. If.
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we could assume that tophte was a common name for

a fire pit, which only later Ijecame specifically associated

with the offerings to Molech, but the probability is that

tdpheth (tfphath) is a foreign word which was adopted
with the cult (see above, 3) ; the corresponding
Hebrew words have not developed similar meanings.

Is. 30 27-33, as a whole, is regarded by several recent critics

as post-exilic (Guthe, Hackmann, Cheyne), and this may
be confidently affirmed of r . 30 ; the tone of the allusion is

rather that of a writer remote from these atrocities, than of a

prophet in the midst of the struggle against them.

In the last half century of the kingdom of Judah the

denunciations of the prophets (Jer. 731 19
-,ff. 3235, CP

824 ; Ezek. 162q/. 36 202631 2837 39, cp Mic. 66-8) and
the prohibitions of the legislation (Dt. 18 10, cp 1231 ;

Lev. 1821 202-s)
1

prove that the sacrifice of children

was a common thing, not on occasions of extremity,
but as part of an established cult. The victims were

frequently, if not always, firstborn sons or daughters of

their mother (Ezek. 2026, cp Mic. 67 ;
see below, 7).

The author of Kings, in his recital of the sins of

Manasseh for which Judah was doomed (2 K. 212-9,

cp Jer. 164), includes the offering of his son by fire (r. 6,

T3JJ.1, see also 23 10), and although the verse is little

more than an application to Manasseh of Dt. 18ioy~.
and the testimony of such catalogues of crimes is

always to be taken with caution, in this case it may
very well be true. A public cult of this kind is more

likely to have been introduced from above than to have

sprung up from below
; particularly if, as we shall in

the sequel find reason to think probable, the peculiar
rites came from abroad.

The sacrifices were suppressed and the sanctuary
dismantled and defiled by Josiah in 621 (2 K.23io);
but the worship was revived under Jehoiakim and
continued till the fall of Jerusalem (Jer. 11 10-13 Ez.

20 30 /. ).
Is. 57s has sometimes been thought to attest

the survival or revival of the sacrifice of children

among the descendants of the ancient Israelites at a

very late date
;

2
cp v. g where the king is under

stood of the divine king ( Molech, Ewald) ;
but the

evidence is of doubtful interpretation, and it is uncertain

how far the writer is describing cults of his own time.

It has generally been held that these sacrifices were
offered to a foreign god named Molech, cognate or

_ , perhaps identical with the Ammonite
., Milcom, whose worship for some reason

sacrifices

offered ?

received a great impulse in the last century
or two before the fall of Judah. The

language of the prophets seems to con

firm this view : Jeremiah calls the place of sacrifice

the high place of the baal (i.e., a heathen deity,

Jer. 19s 8235), the baal (MT boseth] had devoured

the children of the Judneans (824) ;
Ezekiel speaks of

sacrificing children to idols (2839, gilliilim), and
characterises the worship as fornication (e.g., 1620) or

adultery (2837), expressions which since Hosea had
been standing metaphors for apostasy. There can,

indeed, be no question that to the prophets this cult

was an apostasy to heathenism ; as little can we doubt

that the rites were introduced from a foreign religion

(see below). But we cannot be equally certain that the

judgment of the prophets accurately reflects the in

tention of the worshippers ;
we shall find evidence in

the prophets themselves that those who brought these

sacrifices devoted them to no foreign god.
The pronunciation Molech, as we have seen

( i),

is a figment of Jewish readers ; the word was originally

spoken as it was meant by the writers, ham-mflek, the

king, a title or
7ri/c\i7&amp;lt;ris,

3 not a proper name. There
is a strong presumption that the deity who was thus

1 Perhaps only 20 2&amp;lt;* is the old law ; see LEVITICUS, 18.

2 Verse 5 is regarded by Duhm and Cheyne as secondary in a
late context. That Is. 669-57 ua is not a fragment of a prophet
contemporary with Jeremiah and Ezekiel, as was thought by
critics of the last generation, is now generally recognised.

3 On the religious importance of these
ejriicA7J&amp;lt;reis

see Farnell,
Cults of the Greek States, \ 35.
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addressed in Jerusalem was the national God, Yahwe.
The title king implies the belief that the god to whom
it is given rules the destinies of the people ; and
whatever foreign deities Manasseh admitted to his

pantheon, he and his people never ceased to acknow

ledge Yahwe as the god of Israel.

The king (melek) is, in fact, a common title of Yahwe : see
Is. 6 5, the king, Yahwe of Hosts ; Jer. 46 18, As I live

saith the king, whose name is Yahwe of Hosts (cp 4815);
Is. 44 6, Yahwe, the king of Israel (cp 41 21 43 15 Zeph. 815); a
contemporary of Jeremiah bears the name Malchiah, my king
is Yahwe (Jer. 21 i 38 i), nor is there any reason to think that in

the older names Malchishua (son of Saul, i S. 31 2), Abitnelech

(Judg. 9i), Ahimelech (a priest of Yahwe, contemporary of

David, i S. 1\f. 2 S. 8 17), mflek is to be understood otherwise ;

note the analogy of baal-names (see BAAL, 5).
J

This presumption is strongly supported by the testi

mony of Jeremiah and Ezekiel. Jeremiah is constrained

to protest repeatedly that Yahwe had not enjoined these

sacrifices : the people of Judah built the Tophet
sanctuary in the valley of Ben Hinnom to burn their

sons and daughters with fire ; a thing which I com
manded them not, nor did it enter into my mind

(73i, cp 19s 3235). The prophet s emphatic denial

is the best evidence that those who offered these sacri

fices offered them to Yahwe, as they believed in

obedience to his command. This conchision is con
firmed in a remarkable way by Ezekiel : the people
had obstinately disobeyed the good laws which Yahwe
had given them (20i8_^. ),

therefore I gave them
statutes not good and ordinances whereby they cannot

live, and defiled them by their sacrificial gifts in offering

every firstborn, that I might fill them with horror

(Ezek. 2025 f. , cp v. 31). The prophet does not, like

Jeremiah, deny that Yahwe had commanded any such

thing ; he declares that these bad and destructive laws

were what the people had deserved by rejecting better

ones. He leaves us in no doubt what the law was,
for he uses the very words of Ex. 13 12, Thou shall

offer every firstborn to Yahwe (mn S cm iss *?3 rroyrn) ;

see below, 7. The prohibition Lev. 1821 also shows
that the Molech sacrifices were offered to Yahwe :

Thou shall not give any of thy children [offering them,

T3yn^&amp;gt;, gloss] to the king, and shall not [thus] profane
the name of thy God. Cp also Mic. 66 f. Gen. 22.

The natural, and indeed almost inevitable, inference

from the facls lhal have been brought out in the fore

going paragraphs the place al which

ihe sacrifices were offered, ihe peculiar

rile, ihe time in which the worship first

appears is that the offering of children

by fire at the Tophel in ihe Valley of Hinnom lo

Yahwe ihe king was a foreign cull inlroduced in ihe

reign of Manasseh. And, inasmuch as in Ihis age,

when ihe relations of Judah to Assyria were uniformly

friendly, the influence of Assyrian civilisation which,

as always, necessarily includes religion was at its

height, and since other cults which then came into

vogue can with much probability be traced lo Baby
lonia,

2
il is nol surprising lhal many scholars should

have thought thai ihe Molech worship came from ihe

same quarter.
3 This conjecture seemed to be confirmed

by Ihe facl lhat the colonists from Sepharvaim long
identified with Sippara in northern Babylonia are said

in 2 K. 172431 lo have burned iheir sons lo iheir gods
ADRAMMELECH and ANAMMELECH (qq-v. ),

whose

names are obviously compounded wilh mtlek (Adar-
malik, Anumalik). The divine name or lille malik

was read in many Assyrian inscriplions ;

4 lexis were

1 On these names see Gray, Hebrew Proper Names, 115 jf.

138^. 146 j?C; Kerber, Hebrdische Eigennamen, 37 ft. [Cp
also MALCHIAH, SAUL, and Crit. Bib., where an attempt is

made to go behind MT, and recover more original forms of

the names. T. K. c.]
- See QUEKN OF HEAVEN.
8

SoGraf,/&amp;lt;-&amp;gt;-/a, Preface, 11J. (1862); Tiele, VtrgtUjktluU
Geschietinis, 692^; Stade, ZA Til 6 308 (1886).

4 Schrader, Th. St. 47 ynff. (1874): Adar or Adrammelech =
Saturn = Moloch-Kewan-Sandan-Hercules, etc., 328,/C
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understood to speak of human sacrifice

;

l reliefs and

figures on seal-cylinders were thought to represent it.

The progress of investigation has left but little of this

seemingly sufficient demonstration. Sepharvaim is not

the Babylonian Sippara (Abu Habba), but a city in

Western Syria (see SEPHARVAIM) ; the texts supposed
to speak of human sacrifice were wholly misinterpreted ;

the representations in art are more than doubtful. 2

Malik is an epithet of various gods, probably not,

however, in the meaning king (sarru ; e.g., sar Hani
Asm- ; id. Marduk ; Sin sar Hani sa same u irsitim),*
but counsellor, decider (prop, mdlik),* or perhaps
prince. The cases in which Malik appears alone as

though a proper name, particularly the inscription of

Nabu-bal-iddin from Sippara (col. 5$ 40 67),
5 where

it occurs in connection with Samas and Bunene, are

variously explained ;

6 but it is at least certain that if

malik ever became locally a proper name, the god to

whom it was given occupied no such conspicuous place
in the Assyrian pantheon as to make it probable that

his .worship should be taken up with so much zeal in

distant Palestine, and, so far as our evidence reaches,
there is no trace in Babylonia of the peculiar child

sacrifices of the Molech worship.
The OT represents these sacrifices as Canaanite. 7

The value of this testimony is diminished by the fact

that from Hosea onwards the contaminating influence

of Canaanite culture was the common prophetic ex

planation of the religious corruption of Israel
; and the

late date at which the peculiar Molech cult appears
forbids us to suppose that it was adopted, like the baal

worship, from the old population of the land in the

period of occupation and settlement. But if we may
take Canaanite in the larger sense in which it includes

the Phoenicians,
8 this theory of the origin of the cult

is probably true. For, though there is sporadic or

inferential evidence of child sacrifice in many parts of

the world, 9 the Phoenicians and their colonists, especially
the Carthaginians, are the one civilised people of

antiquity of whom we know that the sacrifice of their

own children was practised, not as an occasional re

crudescence of savage superstition, nor in the hole-and-
corner rites of some abominable mystery, but as an
established and prominent part of the public religion.
These sacrifices seemed to the Greeks so remarkable in

their atrocity, that no authorwho touches upon the history
or customs of the Phoenician race fails to mention them.
And it is of great significance for our question that in

the descriptions of these rites, whether in mythical or
historical form, the pit of fire constantly recurs. 10

The deity to whom these sacrifices were offered is

1 Sayce, Human Sacrifice among the Babylonians, TSBA
425; Lenormant, Etudes accadiennes, 8112; see Eerdmans,
Melekdienst, \o=,ff.

3 See \V. H. Ward, Human Sacrifice on Babylonian
cylinders, Ainer. Journ. Arck.^^ff. (1889); C. J. Ball,PSBA 14 T.i,qff- [1892]; A. Jeremias in Ro.scher, Lex. 2 -1110.

3 Del. Ass. HWB, 692.
4 Ibid. 412/.; A. Jeremias in Roscher, 23109.
5 A 3i, 174^:
6 See Jastrow, Rel. Bab. and Ass. 176^; Tiele, Baby.

ionisch-Assyr. Geschichte, 524 ; Jeremias, I.e. See also Eerd
mans. 73^

7 Dt. 1229-31 189-14 Ezek. 162o (in the midst of a description
of the corruption of Israel in Canaan

; cp ? .
vf&amp;gt;ff.,

intercourse
with foreigners); Jer. 3 24 19 5 (the baal i.e., Canaanite
deity). [Cp PI.AC;UES, TEN.]

8 Sidon the firstborn of Canaan, Gen. 10 15 ;
see CANAAN,

i/
9 See Bachofen, Mutterrecht, mff. 220/9&quot;.; Frazer, Golden

Bought, 2
y,_p.

10 The testimonies are collected by Miinter, Religion der
ka.rtha.ger, 17ff.\ Maximilian Mayer, in Roscher, s.v.

Kronos, 2 1501^ (cp E. Meyer, ib. 1 1223 2869^). The
most

important are: the Platonic Minos, 315 C; Kleitarchos,
quoted in Scholia to Plato, Rep. 1 337 A ; Diodorus Siculus
20 14 (from Duris of Samos?), 13 86 ; Plutarch, De Superstitione,
c. 13; Porphyry, De Abstinent!*, 2 56 ; cp Philo of Byblos,

&quot;g;

3. 4 {FHG 3 570). On the fiery pit cp also the myth of
lalos, Sophokles, Daidalos, frg. 163, 2; Simonides, frg. 202 A,
l.ergk; Eustath. on Odyss. 20302 (p. 1893), etc. See Moore,
JBL, 16 164 (1897).
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called by the Greeks Kronos. Philo of Byblos tells us
that the native name of the Phoenician Kronos was El

(frag. 2 14, FHG 8567. cp frag. 4, ib. 570/ ),
and relates

of this god that he killed a son and a daughter with
his own hands, so that the other gods were amazed at

Kronos disposition (frag. 2i8, I.e. 568); and that in

a time of plague he sacrificed his only son to his father

Ouranos (frag. 224) ;
another passage narrates the

sacrifice of his only son when great peril of war
threatened the country (fragg. 4/, I.e. 5/o/ ) ; human
sacrifices to Kronos, of which, according to Porphyry,
the Phoenician history of Sanchoniathon was full,

followed the example given by the god himself. It

would be too much to infer from our evidence that the

Kronos sacrifices were always dedicated to the one

god El
; indeed, in the light of what we know of the

Phoenician religion this is altogether improbable.
Human sacrifices were offered to other gods, for ex

ample, to Melkarth, the city god of Tyre, whom the

Greeks called Herakles.-1

Many Phoenician proper names are compounded with ntelk,
milk, king.

2 The title, like Mai, was doubtless given to the
divine rulers of different cities ; whether in time it attached at
least by eminence to certain among them is not proved, though
inherently probable enough. In particular we do not know that
the god (El) or gods to whom children were sacrificed were
specifically invoked with this en-i/cA^cris. At this point the chain
of evidence connecting the Molech sacrifices of the Israelites
with the Phoenician cult is not complete. It is perhaps not
irrelevant to observe, however, that not only does the Kronos-
El of Philo of Byblos reign upon earth in a way that no other

god in his pantheon does (frag. 2 26
; cp 24 28 etc.), but that in

Greek authors also the epithet /SacriAeu? is applied to Kronos in
a much more primitive sense than to Zeus. 3

We should err widely if we imagined that these heart

rending sacrifices were introduced, like Ahaz s new altar,

7 Whv did
&quot; dle m tat on f a foreign fashion.

1,
j

The spirit in which they were offered

is ex Pressed in the words which the

author of Mic Q? puts into the mouth
of the people : Will Yahwe accept

thousands of rams, myriad streams of oil ? Shall I give

my firstborn for my transgression, the fruit of my body
for the sin of my soul? The sacrifice of the firstborn,

the dearest thing on earth, is the most costly and there

fore the most efficacious piaculum by which the wrath
of God can be averted. It is not strange, therefore,

that these sacrifices should have been multiplied in the

last age of Judah, when disaster after disaster proved
how heavily the anger of Yahwe rested upon the nation. 4

If their neighbours, at such a time, offered to their gods
this uttermost atonement, would Yahwe expect less of

his people ? Nay, did not he demand as much ? We
have learned from Jeremiah and Ezekiel (above, 5)
that their contemporaries alleged a law in which Yahwe
claimed these sacrifices, and Ezekiel quotes the law :

Thou shall offer every firstborn to Yahwe (Ex. 13i2).
5

In the law books as we have them, this and the parallel
laws are protected by clauses prescribing the redemption
of firstborn children (see, however, Ex. 222g[28]). If these

provisions attached to the laws from the beginning,&quot; the

worshippers may have treated them as permissive, and

thought that a more unreserved devotion would not

avail itself of the privilege of substitution. More prob
ably the safeguarding clauses were added to exclude the

interpretation of the law not contemplated by its framers
which became current in the seventh century, accord

ing to which it demanded the actual sacrificing of the

firstborn of men as well as of beasts.

A story repeated by Dionysius of Halicarnassus presents a

,

j

rrifir* th

children?

1 Plin. AW 36 39; cp Quint. Curt. 4 5.
2 See Baethg. Bcitr. ^ff. ;

E. Meyer in Roscher, Lex. 2 3io6_/C
3 On the latter point see Max. Mayer, in Roscher, Lex.

214577?:
4 The same causes led to the foreign cults and strange mysteries

described in Ezek. 8.
5 See FIRSTBORN.
6 On this question see Kue. Th. T 1 53-72 (1867) ; Tiele, Ver-

gelijkende Geschiednis, 695 n. ; against Dozy , Israilieten te

Mckka, \of. etc.
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they offered tithes of their cattle and the fruits of the soil. A
direr famine, with many other signs of the wrath of the gods,
came upon them, and when they consulted the oracle they
received this response: It was because, when they got what
they desired, they did not pay what they had promised, but were
still owing the most valuable part of all. They did not under
stand the response, but one of the older men interpreted it : The
gods were just ; they had indeed paid the first-fruits of their

property honestly, but they still owed the tithe of human kind,
which the gods prized above all.2 There was a division of

opinion about this interpretation, some rejecting it as given with
evil intent ; but a second appeal to the oracle confirmed it. 3

If our hypothesis is correct, the religious motive of

the child sacrifices in Judah came from within
;
the form

of the piacula was foreign, probably Phoenician.

Jn. Selden, DedisSyris, 1617 ; in later edd. with additamenta

by Andr. Beyer ; Jn. Spencer, De legibus ritualibus (1685), lib.

3, en. 13 ; Jn. Braun, Selecta sacra, ch. 8
;

8. Literature. Herm. Witsius, Miscellanea sacra, lib. 2,

diss. 5 ; Goodwin, Moses et Aaron, lib. 4,

ch. 2 ; dissertations by Dietzsch and Ziegra in Ugolini, Thesaurus,
23 861 jff. 887 jff. ; Milliter, Religion tier Kartliager,^ (1821);

Movers, PhSnizier, 1 322-498 (1841); Daumer, Feuer- und Moloch-
dicnst der alien Hebr&amp;lt;icr( 1 842) ; Ghillany, Die Menschenopfer
tier alien fM&amp;gt;r&amp;lt;ier (1842) ; E. Meier, Tk. St. 11. Kr., 1843, pp.

1007-1053 ; Geiger, Urschrift, 2997^ , Oort, ffet Menschenoffer
in Israel (1865); Kuen. Jahveh en Molech, Th. T 2 559-598
(1868), cp it. 1

53^?&quot;. kgiff. (1867); Godsdienst van Israel, \ 250

Jf. (lS(x))=J?e!igTon of Israel, 1249^.; Tiele, I ergelijkcnde
Geschiedenis, pp. 457^ y&ff. 692^ (1872); cp Gesch. van den
Godsdienst in de Oudheid, 1 228 f. 327 jff. (1893); Baudissin,

Jahive et Moloch (1874) ; art. Moloch PR Eft), 10 id&ff. (1882) ;

Scholz, GStzendienst u. Zauber^vesen, 182 ff. (1877) ; Kerdmans,
Melekdienst en Vereering van Heiiiellichainen in Israel s

Assyrische Periode (1891); V. Hoonacker, Le vceu de Jephte
(1893); Kamphausen, Das I erhdltnis des Menschenofifers zur
Israelitischen Religion (1896). G. F. M.

MOLI, AV, i Esd. 8 47 = Ezra 8 18, MAHLI.

MOLID (lylO), a name in the genealogy of Jerah-

meel ; iCh. 2 29f (MCOH\ [H], MO)A&amp;lt;\^ [A], MOcoAl
[L]).

4 The name of his brother is Ahbar (so read, with

&amp;lt;

B
), Ahbar and Molid are, with the help of trans

position, carved out of Jerahme el, like Jerah and
Almodad (probably) in Gen. 1026. This does not ex

clude the possibility that Molid, or perhaps Molad (cp

A), may have been regarded as the father of MOLADAH
[q.v. ],

which is indeed probably another record of Jerah-
meel. Cp JERAHMEEL, 2. a. T. K. c.

MOLOCH (Am. 5 26 AV and RVme-, Acts 743t). See
MOLECH and CHIUN AND SICCUTH.

MOLTEN IMAGE (.&quot;DDK)), Dt.9. See IDOL,

!,&amp;lt;-.

MOMDIS, i Esd. 9 34 = Ezra 10 34, MAADAI.

MONEY. As in the case of metals, it has been judged
best not to give a long comprehensive article, but to

treat the subject in a series of special articles (see especi

ally MANEH, PENNY, SHEKEL, STATER
; WEIGHTS

AND MEASURES).
The Hebrew narrators (J, E, P) who recast the Hebrew

legends relating to primitive times had not forgotten the

advanced civilisation prevalent in Canaan when their

forefathers entered it ; they presuppose the existence of a
metallic currency, in harmony with the ancient Egyptian
tribute lists and the Tell el-Amarna letters.

A favourite opinion connected with the patriarchal story must,
however, be abandoned. The notion that the kesitah of Gen.
33 19 and two other passages was a piece of precious metal, with
the stamp of a lamb, indicative of its value, is based on the fact

that
, Vg., and Onk. render lamb or sheep a very in

sufficient ground (Che.; for a better explanation, see KESITAH).
There is no passage in the OT suggestive of anything

like the Assyrian ingots stamped with the head of Istar

of Nineveh, to which Babelon (58, quoted by Kennedy)
refers. At the same time, there can be no doubt that in-

1 Antiqq. RoM.\2-jf., from Myrsilos of Lesbos ; see FUG
2 Cp Varro s explanation of child sacrifice cited in Aug. Civ.

Dei, 1 19: quod omnium seminum optimum est genus humanum.
3 See also what follows in Dionysius.
* BI. suggests (but cp Ki. in SHOT) that the -\ is intrusive.
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gots of fixed weight were in use among the early Israelites

(see, e.g. , iS. 98), and in those transactions in which
the strictest accuracy was required, the money was

specially weighed. Hence
^p_o (saAaJ), properly to

weigh, often means to pay e.g. , Gen. 23 16 Ex. 22 16

i K. 2039 Is. 55 2 Ezra 8 25. Gen. 23 16 is especially

interesting, from the vividness of the description of a
business transaction in the course of which it occurs.

The meaning, however, is hardly given correctly by the

commentators whom Kennedy (Hastings, DBS 420 a)
follows. Methodical emendation of the text brings out

a meaning which is far more satisfactory and suggestive

(see KESITAH).
The clue to the problem of the kcsitah has been given by a

misreading of in Chronicles, and in solving this problem light
has been thrown on another passage (Gen. 23 16), where the

phraseology had not been questioned. It was for four Car-
chemish-mma: of gold that Abraham, according to P, purchased
Machpelah (Gen. 23 16), and for one mina of Carchemish that

Jacob, according to E, bought a piece of land at the city of
Shechem (Gen. 33 19, cp Josh. 2432; but see SHECHEM).
How important the Carchemish mina was, is seen by the fact

that it was carried by Phoenician traders to Greece. The
description of the purchase in Gen. 23 reminds us of many As
syrian documents in which the mina of Carchemish is expressly
mentioned as the standard of money payments (KB, vol. iv.).

Literature. To ascertain the value of the coins in use among
the Jews in the post-exilic age, we must have recourse to

metrology. Works relating to this subject are therefore to be
included here. See especially J. Brandis, Das Miinz-, Maas- u.

Geiuichtsiucsen in I ordcrasien (1866), and Literature under
WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.
On the Egyptian and Babylonian use of the precious metals

for the purposes of exchange, cp Maspero, Dawn ofCivilisation,
324^ 749 Jf. ; and on the question, Did the Assyrians coin

money? see the essay by C. H. W. Johns, Expos., Nov. 1899.
On Jewish coins, see Madden, Coins of the Jews (1881); Levy,
Gesch. der jud. Miinzen (1862) ; de Saulcy, Recherches stir la

numisniatique jutiaique (1854), and Numisinatique de la Terre
Sainte (1874); and Th. Reinach, Les )&amp;gt;tonnaies juives (1887).
See also A. R. S. Kennedy s excellent monograph Money in

Hastings, DB 3 417-432. On the statement of Herodotus (1 94)
that the Lydians first coined money see LVDIA, i.

MONEY CHANGERS. See TRADE.

MONSTER (f3n), Lam. 4 3 AV, etc. See JACKAL,
LILITH, WHALE.

MONTH, the period from the first appearance of one
new moon to that of the next in other words, the period
, ,.- of a lunar revolution. Naturally, there-
1. Meaning ,- .

, , fore, when months are spoken of, only
lunar months can be meant ; of any such

artificial product as the so-called solar month the

ancient Israelites took no more account than do the

modern Jews in arranging their calendar. Both the OT
words for month hodes (uhn) and y^rah (rrv) corre

spond to the natural definition given above. Hodet, the

commoner and specifically Hebrew name, denotes origin

ally the new moon (the new light), a meaning which
the word retained throughout in Phoenician (cp the n.

pr. E in J3= Nou/i^vtoj, of the inscrr.
) ; yerah, the word

for month common to all the Semitic languages (cp
Phosn. nT, Aram, ny, Assyr. arhu, etc.), though com

paratively rarely employed in the OT (Ex. 2 2 Dt. 21 13

33i 4 i K. 63738 82 2 K. 15i 3 Job 36 7 3 29z 39 2 Zech.

118 Ezra 6 15 and Dan. 4 26 [29]), tells the same story

plainly enough by its close relationship loydrea/i ( rn&amp;gt;),
the

word for moon. The appearance of the new moon (cnn)

inaugurated a new period, a new month, and was festally
observed by the Israelites from ancient times (cp, e.g.,

Am. 85 Hos. 2 ii [13] Is. Ii3/). See NEW MOON.
The mean length of such a month is 29 d. 12 h.

44 m. 2.82 sec., and accordingly it was impossible that

the determination of the month, as long as it rested on
direct observation only, could arrive at any absolutely
uniform result ; the observed months inevitably varied

in length between twenty-nine and thirty days, and the

order in which the months of twenty-nine days (ryi

ian) alternated with those of thirty days (N^ gnn) had
- T TV

not yet been fixed even at the time when the Mishna
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was composed ; even at that late date, in the second

century A.D.
,
the point was decided by the first visibility

of the new moon (cp also Jer. 316). It was only with

the introduction of a fixed calendar in the fourth

century, that a regular order was determined in this

matter also (see YEAR).
The oldest names of months of the year preserved in

the OT are the following four : (i) Abib (a axn, always
with ehn preceding), Ex.134 23is 34i8

Dt. 16i, i.e., the month of the ripening
2-

. , ..,
(Canaamte) ears of c ear month

names.
Ziw /

i K. 637, and n enn, i K. 61 [where also,

however, rrv ought probably to be read]), the month of

splendour, flower month
; (3) Ethanim (c jrmn rn i i K.

82), perhaps meaning the month of perennial streams,
the month, that is, in which only such streams contained

any water; and (4) Bui (^3 pry, iK. 638), probably

meaning rain month, but according to others, with

less likelihood, the month of growing crops. Plainly
these four names were originally Canaanite, and were
taken over_ by the Israelites when they settled in that

country ;
Ethanim and Bui are met with on still extant

Phoenician- Cyprian inscriptions (^3 m , e.g. , at the

beginning of the inscription of Eshmunazar
; cantt rrr,

CIS 1, no. 86 a), and the meaning of all four, so far as
can be seen, has reference to the regular rotation of the

seasons of the year as experienced in Palestine.

Other Phoenician names of months are preserved on Phoenician-

Cyprian inscriptions, but partly only in mutilated form (their

interpretation also still remains very problematical) : NS1D or

DKSTD (CAS&quot; 1, no. n); -n^ (C/S I, no. 92); so (C/.S&quot;1, no. 4);

ps = n^ys (tb., no. 88); and BDKTQl (C/S1,ySi
no. 13).!

It is not probable that the Canaanites understood by
ydrah a solar month, and had thus accepted the Egyptian
year. In any case the old names Abib, Ziw, etc. , do
not point to an Egyptian vague year, the employment
of which would have involved such a displacement that

at the end of every 120 years the names of the months
would have been a whole month too early. A further

evidence that the Canaanite months were originally
lunar is undoubtedly suggested by the fact that in

Phoenician inscriptions, rrv ttnrn, on the new moon of

the month, denotes the first day of the month in question

(cp C/S1.I, p. 92 ff. ;
the monument is referred to the

first half of the 4th cent. B.C.).
2

Further, that the

NAMES OF MONTHS

CANAANITE.
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mourning period of thirty days, spoken of in Dt. 21 13 (cp
Nu. 2029 Dt. 348), should be called a month of days

(c-S
1 m )

is not impossible where reckoning is made by
lunar months, and does not necessarily imply acquaint
ance with the solar month of the Egyptians.

With the exile, and the shifting of the beginning of

3. (Ass.-Bab.
terms.

the year (borrowed from the Babylonians)
to the spring season, the old names of

the months began to be abandoned and
their place was taken by the ordinal numerals. Ablb
now became the first month (cp Ex. 184 with 12a),
Ziw the second (i K. 61), Ethanim the strcenth (i K. 82),

and Hul the eighth (i K. 638) ;
the numeration started

from the new beginning of the year viz., spring. In

course of time the Assyrian-Babylonian names for the

months began to gain currency ;
but without addition of

their numbers they are met with only in Ezra 6 15

(Aramaic) and in Nehemiah(li 2i 615).
l The latest

date at which they can have first come into use among
the Jews could be fixed with certainty if in Zech. 1 7 and

7 1 the names really dated from the time of the prophet
Zechariah. That, however, is not probable ;

we must,

therefore, content ourselves with the general statement

that they can hardly have come into use with the Jews
before the fifth century and even then were far from being

exclusively employed. They are not all of them met
with in the OT

;
but their Hebrew form can be recovered

from post-biblical literature, for example, from the Roll

of Fasts, an Aramaic document dating from 66-70 A.D. 2

The name of the eighth month (see the table given

above) shows very clearly on the one hand that these

names .are not of Persian but of Babylonian-Assyrian

origin, and on the other that they assume the year to

begin in spring ;
for A-ra-ah-sam-na means the eighth

month (arah = nT and samna = ,-i:iSE ).
Moreover the

name of the intercalary month betrays its character by its

dependence on he name of the preceding (twelfth)

month
;

it is no more than a second closing month that

is occasionally tagged on.

These Babylonian- Assyrian names have held their

own in the Jewish calendar down to the present day.

w , . It was only for a short time that theyOman
founfl r ;vais ;n the Macedonian names.

names. f , /- ,

One certain trace of this use of the

Macedonian calendar we have in 2 Mace. 1130 where

the month corresponding to Nisan is called Zav6ii&amp;lt;6s.

It is not quite certain whether in 2 Mace. 11 21 the name
of the month AioffKOpivOios, as it is now read, is merely
a corruption of text for Avffrpos (a name which occurs

in Tob. 2i2 [N]), or whether it is due to an oversight
of the author, or whether it is the name, otherwise

unknown, of an intercalary month to be inserted be

tween Dystrus and Xanthicus. Josephus still employs
at pleasure the Macedonian names for the Hebrew.

Finally, in 3 Mace. (638) we meet with two Egyptian
months: Pachon (Haxuv, not in V), the ninth Egyptian
solar month (of thirty days), and Epiphi ( E7ri0[e]t), the

eleventh.

In the foregoing table the post -exilic usage is

followed and the year reckoned as beginning in spring.

_, According to the autumn reckoning
5. Comparative whjch wag aftenvards returned to and

ca en ar.
s^ Tu ^es ;n t jle jew j sh calendar, the

seventh month \vas the first in the year and the in

sertion of the intercalary month was made accordingly
in the middle of the year. Eor the mode of insertion

see YEAR. It will of course be understood that the

months named in the last column, being solar months,

correspond only roughly and in a general way to those

in the preceding columns, which are lunar.

The month was divided into decades
( dsor, lic-y)

or

nto weeks
(sddu&quot; , yoB*)- It would be too bold an under-

1 In Esth. 9 15 17 19 21 the number is not given with the name,
because in 9 i it is given, once for all, for Aclfir.

2 See Dalman, Aram. Dialektproben (1896), pp. 1-3, 32.
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taking to seek to prove from the division into decades
_.... that the Israelites were acquainted also

6. Divisions ., T.
., with the Egyptian month of thirty davs,

of month.
and thus had at one time even reckoned

by solar months. The division of the month into three

thirds of ten days each could have commended itself to

the Israelites just as easily as one into four fourths of

seven days each, inasmuch as they too had months of

30 days as well as months of 29 days. It is only in

one passage (Gen. 24 55), however, that dsor means a

space of ten days ; everywhere else, where the word is

applied in relation to time, it means the tenth day
(Ex.123 Lev. 1629 Josh. 419 2 K. 25i Ezek. 20i 24 i

40 i). On the division of the month into weeks, see

WKEK. These divisions were never made use of for

dating the day of the month
;
thus it never was said

4 on such and such a day of such and such a decade
or on such and such a day of such and such a week.

Dates were given simply by the number of the day of

the month.
See especially PL, Ueber das Kalenclerwesen vor dem Baby-

lonischen Kxil in MBBA, 1882, pp. 914-939; Schiirer, d/l
1 (2) 623 ./ ; cp also We. HeiJ. 89 ff. ; Schr.

7. Literature. A ATftl, 379/, and \V. Muss-Arnolt, The
Names of the Assyro-Babylonian Months and

their Regents, JBL 11 [1892], pp. 72-94 and 160-176. K. M.

MONUMENT. On 2 K. 23 .7 RV
(}-1&amp;gt;*)

and Is. 65 4

AV (DH-IYJ) see TOMB
;
on i S. 15 12 RV (T) see SAUL.

MOOLI UooAei [BA]), i Esd. 8 47 RV. See
MAHLI.

MOON. The words are : (i) j\v,ydre
a
h, from a root

mi (see BDH), probably connected with \ /rnNi to travel, wander
(so MV, Buhl, Lag. BN46, and cp the Kg. name for the moon
Hunsu, the wanderer&quot;).

2. &quot;133 .

,
I bdnah (\/ to be white or pale ) occurs three

times, Cant. 6 10 Is. 24 23 30 26. New moon is E lh, lioiles,

from the root BHn, to be new, whilst full moon is ND2&amp;gt; kese ;

cp Ass. kuse u (
=

a^ii),
a cap or tiara, the god at full moon being

supposed to have his tiara on.

In Gen. 1 14^!, where the story is told of the creation

of sun and moon and stars, the moon is not mentioned

, -D f by name
;
she is the lesser of the two

.ences.
great ]jghts set in the firmament to give

light upon the earth (vv. 16f. ),
and rules the night (cp

Ps. 136g Jer. 31 35), apparently in independence of her

fellow. According to the priestly writer the oldest

Hebrew month and year were lunar (see MONTH, YEAR),
so that the words of v. 14 (cp Ps. 104 19), Let them be
for signs and for seasons, for days and years, would
have a special force when applied to the moon. How
far the Hebrews attributed to her a permanent influence

on things terrestrial that is to say, whether they

planted and sowed, reaped and felled and sheared,

according as she waxed or waned we do not know ;

in one passage only (Dt. 33 14) is the growth of vegetation

apparently ascribed to her influence ;

J but the correctness

of the text is very doubtful. It is certain, however,
that the day of new moon (cnh), and in a lesser degree

that of full moon (xps, cp Ps. 81 4 [3], if the usual reading

and interpretation are correct) were marked with red in

the Hebrew calendar. (For cnn as a religious festival

cp i S. 20s, and
|| ror, 2 K. 423 Am. 85; || nyia, Is.

1 14 ; || in, Ps. 81 4 [3] : see NEW MOON.) In Ps. 1216

(we can hardly quote Hos. 5?, a very doubtful passage)
we find a malignant influence attributed to her

;
the

reference may be to the blindness that results from

1 AV has for the precious things put forth by the moon ;

RV, . . . of the growth of the moons. AV therefore covers

over the difference between the singular E CC in a, and the nlural

C nT in b. In the II passage Gen. 49, 25*1 and b together are

represented by blessings of the breasts and of the womb

(Crnj C TC
), again an inconsistency of number, but one that is

of no exegetical significance. cnj), gcres, rendered in RV
growth, is a an-. Ae-y., and is suspicious.
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MOON
sleeping in the moonlight with uncovered face (so

Carne, Letters from the East, 77 ;
but see Macrob.

Saturn. ^ 16 26). The word ereA^iaa.fo/u.ej os in Mt. 4 24

and (TeXTjcidj frcu in 17 15 testify to the prevalence of

the belief that the moon caused epilepsy.

References to the moon are frequent in Hebrew poetry. She
is the emblem of beauty (Cant. 6 10), and of the order that does
not change (Ps. 725 7 8937). That she should stay her course

(Josh. 10 12f. Hab. 3 n) is a crowning evidence of God s might ;

that she should suffer eclipse (Is. 13 10 24 23 Joel 2 10 Mt.2429,
etc.) or turn to blood (Joel23i quoted Acts22o Rev. 612)
betokens that the day of God s wrath is at hand. The moon shall

not withdraw herself (Is. Ii02o), but her light shall be as the

light of the sun (cp Enoch 72 37), when Yahwe binds up the

breach of his people and heals the wound of its stroke (Is. 30 26).

The moon s very splendour was a danger for religion

(Dt. 419, cp Wiscl. 132/~. ).
The Assyrians and Baby-

-. lonians had for ages been addicted to the

, .

&quot;

worship of the heavenly bodies, and such a
&quot;

name as BETH-SHEMESH [i/.v. ] suggests
that sun-worship was practised among the Canaanites,

possibly through early Babylonian influence
;
the names

JERICHO and JERAHMEEL [yy.v.] we abstain from

quoting. Among the Hebrews, says Robertson Smith

(Rel. Sem.W, 135, n. 2), there is little trace of [astral

worships] before Assyrian influence became potent,
and he would be a bold man who would argue from the

problematic astral elements in some of the OT narra

tives (cp Winckler, (7/2), or from doubtful proper
names like LAHAN, MILCAH, SARAH, or from the real

or supposed origination of the Hebrews in two famous
seats of moon-worship (L

T R [g.v. ] in S. Babylonia and
HARAN [t/.v. ]) that moon-worship a religion of more
venerable antiquity in Babylonia than sun-worship
must have been one of the chief temptations of the

primitive Hebrews. Something, at least, we do know :

from the time of Ahaz onwards a syncretistic ten

dency, though checked for a time by Josiah, gained
more and more ground in the kingdom of Judah.
Striking evidence of this is given in Jer. 82 19i3, and
even though 2 K.17i6 comes from a late writer (see
Kittel in //A

),
the truth of its statement cannot be

doubted (Am. 5 26 is not here quoted for a special
reason

; see PHOENICIA, 12). Certainly, moon-

worship is but once explicitly mentioned in the OT ;

but the one proof- passage, though post-exilic, is of

great importance. It is the famous passage in Job
3126 relative to the hand-kiss to sun and moon. We
must not say that the language is merely dramatic,
as if the writer aimed dispassionately at reproducing
primitive times with strict accuracy. In this section

of Job, especially, the poet is thinking of his own
time

;
his heart throbs as he writes. We may add that

the imported cultus of Tammuz, which is attested by
Ezek. 814, almost certainly presupposes moon-worship,
Tammuz and the moon, as Winckler has pointed out,

being closely related. Nor is it unfair to suggest that

the crescents worn by the women of Jerusalem in later

times (Is. 3i8, part of an inserted passage
1

)
had a

heathenish connection.

The QUEEN OF HEAVEN mentioned in the Book of

Jeremiah (7i8 44 17) forms the subject of a special
article. On the name Sinai, see SINAI.

See Jensen, Kosuwlo^ie der Babylonier, 101-108; ZA, 1896,
pp. 298-301; Winckler, Gil (e.g., 23 ff. 57 ff.)\ Homme),
AHT, and Anfsfitze, bk. ii. (1900), also Der Gestirndienst der
alien Ara/&amp;gt;er(s. lecture, 1900); G. Margoliouth, The earliest

religion of the ancient Hebrews, Contemp. Rev., Oct. 1898 ;

Goldziher, Hebrew Mythology, 71-76, 204-6, 351 ./T The
mention of these books by no means implies acceptance of the
theories, sometimes not very strictly critical, expressed in them.

A. C. P.

MOOSIAS, RV Moossias (/v\oocc[e]iAC [BA]) P

i Esd. 931 = Ezra 1030 MAASEIAH, 13.

MORASTHITE, THE
(
nbnfen

; TON TOY MCOR-
Aceei [B], Mu)p^0[e]i [AQ*], McopAAeiN [Qmg-]-

ir

Jer. 26 18 Meop&eeiTHC [BKAQ]), a phrase used of

1 See Che. Intr. Is. igf. ; Marti, Jes. in KHC 44.
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MORDECAI
Micah (Mic. 1 1 AV, RV Morashtite), and supposed to
mean a native of a place called Moresheth, a dependency
of Gath, in the maritime plain (so Driver, Introd.W, 326 ;

cp MORESHETH-GATH). This, however, is not very
plausible; it would seem that Gath (m) in Mic. 1 14

must necessarily be corrupt. In Mic. 1 13 Lachish is

called the prime occasion of sin to the people of Zion

(p sna). Then Micah continues, Therefore (i.e., be

cause of the sin which spread from Lachish) thou wilt

have to bid farewell (lit. to send a parting present, as
to a bride) to Moresheth, O people of Zion (m was

corrupted into ru, and
jvs

fell out of the text).
1 More

sheth, or rather Morashah, appears to be another form
of Mareshah, adopted to suggest the meaning be
trothed (nc-iKo). It corresponds to mP dri-y (jjnKs) in

v. 15, which should most probably run thus:

nc xio rniyv &quot;&quot;rax bHKS&quot;i_y

^NX&quot; 1133 NIT; ^Ncrrv-iy

Unto a (new) betrother will I conduct thee, O community of
Mareshah ;

To Jerahmeel shall the glory of Israel come. a

That in much later times a place with a name like

Morasthi (?), distinct from Mareshah, was pointed out

to Jerome, does not prove that this is the place intended
in Mic. 1 14, or the place of which Micah was a native.

Robinson s reasons
(7&amp;gt;
A 2423) for distinguishing Moresheth

from Mareshah are, (i) the difference of the names, which come
from different roots (but this is surely a mistake ; Mareshah is

properly ntyjtlDi Josh. 1044), and (2) that they are both given
in the same context (but the .writer had an interest in pronounc
ing the name the second time Mareshah viz., to produce a
fresh paronomasia). Robinson, however, may be right in think

ing that the church which, according to Jerome, covered the
site of the supposed sepulchre of Micah, was the church 20
minutes SSE. of Bet Jibrin, the ruins of which are now called
Sanda Hanna or St. Anne (see EI.KUTHEROTOLIS). Close by,
he says, are the ruined foundations of a village, which may or

may not be ancient. This village may in truth have been

early Christian, and have been called Morasthi to please pil

grims. Cp Che. 7(3^10576-580 (1898). T. K. C.

MORDECAI OP JIO [Baer, Ginsb.], 43, 83,

MApAox&lOC or -xeoc [BNAL]).
i. The cousin and foster-father of Esther, and one

of the chief personages in the book of Esther
[&amp;lt;/.

v. ]

(Est. 2s, etc.). He is described as Jeminite ( rp ),
i.e. ,

virtually a Benjamite, and as descended from Jair,

Shimei, and Kish, the last two of which are well-known

Benjamite family names. His name, however, if cor

rectly transmitted, is genuine Babylonian (cp Bab.

Alardukea), and means belonging to MARDUK (see

MERODACH).
3 The day of Mardocheus (RV of

Mordecai 4
(2 Mace. 1536, rfjs papSoxaiKris [A, but

/j-apdoxoiKTjs V] i)/j.fpas) is a designation of the i-jth

of Adar, the first and greatest of the days of Purim
;

see ESTHER. The fact, however, that in Esth.2is (cp

929) Mordecai s uncle is called Abihail 5
(Wl 3N)i

which is most probably a popular corruption of Jerah
meel (see NABAL), that Shimei is an ethnic= Shimeoni,
and that Kish probably= Cushi, makes it highly prob
able that Esther s foster-father derived his name not

from Marduk but from Jerahmeel i.e. ,
that he belonged

to a family of old Jerahmeelite extraction. His true

name may be Carmeli or some one of the parallel
forms.

This result compels us to give serious consideration

1 The alternative is, if we keep the text, to make j-|J a vocative :

Therefore shalt thou, O Gath, bid farewell to Moresheth (so

We., Nowack), which seems to have no propriety in this context.

G. A. Smith (1896) finds no satisfactory explanation of MT.
2 A captivity in N. Arabia (here called Jerahmeel) is in the

mind of the writer, who is probably not Micah, but a post-exilic
writer. See MICAH ii., 4.

3 Tg., perhaps avoiding reference to a heathen deity, sees ir&amp;gt;

the name N ST K&quot;i D, pure myrrh, a figurative description of

Mordecai.
4 MARDOCHEUS is the form of the name in the AV apocrypha.
5

&amp;lt;BVs Aminadab, if we prefer this reading to Abihail, is

also an ethnic name = 23-13, cp NADAB.
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to a view which would otherwise be, not indeed absurd

(there being analogies enough for it), but at least un

necessary viz., that the original story of Esther (as

perhaps also that of Judith) is to be included among the

records of the oppression of the Jews, after the fall of

the kingdom, by the N. Arabian populations. See

OBADIAH (BOOK).

The difficulty caused by the statement in Esth. 26, which

apparently makes .Mordecai a fellow-captive of Jeconiah, is dealt

with at length by Ryssel, who offers the suggestion that &quot;C X

may really refer to Mordecai s family. There is, however, a

ready explanation if the Hook of Esther is based on an earlier

narrative (see OBADIAH), If the king of Geshur or Jerahmeel
is the oppressor of the Jews in the intention of this narrative, it

was possibly said that Carmeli (?) was one of those carried

captive by the Jerahmeelites. See PUKIM, 6.

2. A Babylonian Jew (Kzra -Ja Neh. 7 7, /xapa#)(aio?, fj.a\-

e&amp;gt;xeos [B], /3ay6ox&amp;lt;&quot;o IN i&quot; Neh.]); in i Esd. 5s MAKDOCHEUS.
T. K. C.

MOREH (/wcope), Mt. 522 RVm -, EV FOOL (q.v.

end).

MOREH, THE HILL OF (rnsn nini, the sooth

sayer s hill ? r&BA.A6&/v\oopA [B], Toy BcoMoy Toy
ABcop [A], BOYNOY TOY AMOipe [L]), in a descrip
tion of the position of the Midianitish army (Judg.

7i). Usually identified with the hill above Shunem,
now called Nabi Dahl (so BaedJ2

, 243 ;
G. A. Sm.,

HG 397 ; Buhl, Pal. 103), though G. F. Moore sup

poses the hill intended to bo near Shechem. The phrase,

however, is simply an editor s ingenious attempt to

make sense of a corrupt passage. Cp HAROD (THE
WELL OF), i. Moreh or rather Hammoreh should

be Gilboa ; both forms are among the many corrup-
ions of Jerahmeel. On the true site of Gilboa see

SAUL, 3/i , and on the origin of Moreh see following
article. T. K. c.

MOREH, THE PLAIN OF (!TVIO fx; THN
THN YTH^HN [ADEL] ; cp MOKIAH), Abraham s

first resting-place in Canaan ;
it was at the spot

where Shechem afterwards stood (Gen. 126
;

but see

SHECHEM). AV s rendering plain, however, is in

admissible ; it is borrowed from Jerome, and ultimately
from the Aramaic translators (Onk. , Jon., Sam., Tg.

tos&quot;o),
who may have wished to save Abraham from

the suspicion of tree- worship. RV renders the oak

(mg. , terebinth) of Moreh. So Tuch (1838), com

paring the oaks of Mamre (Gen. 13 18 14 13). Most
recent writers prefer the oak (sacred tree) of one

who gives oracles, and compare the oak of augurs

(Judg. 937 RVmK-) ; see MEONENIM. This is no doubt

a possible meaning. Cp mi,i, to give directions

in Dt. 33 10 Mic. 3n (of priests), Is. 9 14 (of prophets).
The analogy of Moriah

(,-fen, Gen. 222), however,
which is certainly the corruption of a proper name (see

MORIAH), suggests that Tuch and the earliest scholars

may be right, and (5 s rendering seems to point to an

early reading nunc, for which we may also perhaps

quote the Syriac rendering, the oak of Mamre

(moo).

The easiest solution would be
&quot;13M,

Amorite. SfltErn
,

Jerahmeelite, however, is just as possible, and is favoured by
the circumstance that the king of Shechem in Judg. i bears a

name (Abimelech) which is most probably an early distortion of

Jerahmeel, and by the prominent position of the Jerahmeelites
in early legend (see ISAAC, JACOB, and cp SHECHEM).
The same tree is referred to again in Gen. 35 4 as &quot;PNrt, and

in Dt. 11 30, where (with Sam., (5) we should perhaps read

ji^N in the singular. Cp GILGAL, 5.
T. K. C.

MORESHETH-GATH (T\\ ntTflO, possession of

Gath ; KAHRONOMIA pee [BAQ] ; HEREDITASCUTH],
a place in the ShSphelah or Judasan lowland near the

Philistine country (Mic. 114). Though the name has

disappeared, the context forbids us to doubt where the

place lay, and Micah s surname the Morasthite

implies that it was the home of that prophet. The
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paronomasias of the section make the interpretation diffi

cult, and in 1 14 none of the ancient versions surviving

recognises Moresheth Gath as a proper name. The
word Morasthite (.\lorashti) was therefore obscure to

them
;
but this only gives greater weight to the traditional

pronunciation, with a in the first syllable, which is as

old as &amp;lt;5,
and goes against the view, taken by the

Targum both on Micah and on Jeremiah, and followed

by some moderns (including Roorda), that Micah came
from Mareshah (cp v. 15).

When Eusebius (OS 282 74) places /xupaotfei near Eleuthero-

polis it is not likely that he is thinking of Mareshah (Maresa),
for he speaks of the former as a village, and of the latter as a
ruin 2 m. from Eleutheropolis. Jerome, too, in the

f&amp;gt;itaph.

} autie (Ep. 108), speaking as an eye-witness, distinguishes
Morasthim, with the church of Micah s sepulchre, from Maresa.

This, indeed, was after the pretended miraculous discovery of
the relics of Micah in 385 A.u. ; but the name of the village
which then existed (Pnrf. in Mich.) can hardly have been pait
of a pious fraud. w. R. S.

MORIAH, or rather the Moriah (il lbn), the

name of the mountain on which the temple at Jeru
salem was built, Gen. 222 (in its present form), 2 Ch. 3 1.

Gen. 22 2, Sam. rt!O1Cn pK Sam. Vv. njvin, vision ;

(B, TT)V yrfv TT)v in/jTjArjf (cp their rend, of ,-plS in 12 6 [see

MOREH]) ; Aq. (T. y.) -rr\v Ka.Ta&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;avfi ; Symm. (T. y.) -rip OTTTOO-UIS ;

Vg. terrain aisionis, connecting with riNI, to see ; Pesh.

J^J c.-SD ).-^jJ ; Onk. x:nSlS KjnxS connecting with

XT, to fear ; Jon. T&quot;11D &quot;1U3&amp;gt;
2 Ch. Si, o^iop(e)ia [HAL];

mountains of the Amorites [Pesh.]; Moria [Vg.]. Whether
the Pesh. rendering in Gen. is rightly claimed by Di. and Hal!

in favour of a reading 12N.1, seems doubtful ; the plural points

may be due to a later misunderstanding (see Geiger, Ursckrift,

278/1). Deimel, however (Z.TA&quot;, 1899, p. 3), still takes virtually
the same position (ms = .TTSKi comparing Pesh., and even
Ass. Martu). For Midrashic explanations of Moriah, see

Ber. ral la, 55 (Wiinsche, z6^/.). The explanation of the

Chronicler (2 Ch. 3 i) is also of the Midrashic type ; Moriah
is the mountain where Yahwe (see Chron.) appeared to

Solomon s father, David.

Great obscurity hangs about this name, which only
occurs in these two passages, and in extra -biblical

passages (Jos. Ant. i. 13 1, rb Mii/nov 6pos) based upon
them. Until quite lately, in fact, it has been generally
assumed J that Moriah was the ancient name of the

temple-mountain. This view, however, only goes back

to the Chronicler, who may have derived the name
from the narrative in Genesis (cp Baudissin, Studien,

2252). That the editor of JE, who gave Gen. 22 1-19 its

present form, meant to attach the interrupted sacrifice

to the temple -mountain is highly probable; but he

suggests rather than states this, and the fact that he

does not make Abraham call the sacred spot the

Moriah but (if the text is right) Yahwe-yir e ought
to have opened the eyes of the critics. The only

satisfactory solution is that, in the copy of E used by
the editor of JE, the word following

{&quot;iN
^N in i&amp;gt;. 2 was

indistinctly written. That word was surely not C&quot;cn

(Wellh. CH 21), as if Shechem were meant, for the

Samaritan tradition is ultimately based on a confusion

between the spots mentioned in 126 and 222 respectively.
Nor was it Town (Di. , Ball), which is not definite enough.

The true reading must be one of the names which speci

ally belong to the southern border of Canaan viz. , either

D lSD (
= the NT

. Arabian Musri ; see MIZRAIM, 2 b) or

^NCITV. The proposal to read Misrim has been ap

proved by Winckler, both privately and in print ((7/244,

n. i
) ; the i- in CHXO would easily fall out after

J-IN.
Our

explanation of the story of the sacrifice of Isaac (see

ISAAC, JEHOVAH-JIREH), however, favours Jerahmeel.
That the scene of the story is to be placed in the Negeb
has been seen by Bacon, who rather too arbitrarily reads_

aasn; CP 20 1 2462 Nu. 1829 (see his Genesis, 141, n. 3 ;

1 Philo, however (De Abr. 32 = 225, ap. Lag. Orient. 255),

evidently did not share the common view. His words are,

&amp;lt;T&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;a.yid&amp;lt;ra.i

eiri Tivos ui//J)AoTaTOU KO\iavov, iroppiaraTia jrcAetoj

aTTOorai Ta rpiu 6601
&amp;gt;;/. pur.
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and art. in Hebraica, April 1891). Between the Jcrah-
meelite country and the land of Musri no sharp line of

division can be drawn. See NEGEB.
The view that Moreh (126) and Moriah (222)

are connected advocated in 1838 by Tuch, but prob

ably very much older is therefore not so incorrect as

has been supposed. The Samaritan tradition
(
/,DPV

61987133) identifying the mountain of sacrifice with

Gerizim, is not solely the result of religious rivalry with

the Jews. Moreh (traditionally near Shechem) and
4 Moriah are probably enough connected. Gerizim, too,

is really not altogether an unplausible selection. No one

would speak of seeing Mt. Moriah at a distance, nor does

the expression on the third day suit Jerusalem as well

as it suits Gerizim. It it needless, however, to revive the

old controversy, which loses its basis when a keen

criticism is applied to the text in the light of passages

already found to contain the names Misrim and Jerah-
meel. See, further, JEHOVAH-JIKEH.
And what shall we say of the proceeding attributed

to the ancient editor of JE? Did he, as Wellhausen

(CH 21
) supposes, invent the name n-ian, the Moriah,

in order to displace the true reading (i.e. , as We.
thinks, n lbn, the Hamorites

)
with the least amount

of violence, while at the same time suggesting the

thought of David s vision? Surely not. Corruptions
of the text arose very early (cp GILEAD, JACOB). The
editor had before him an indistinctly written text, and,

helped by a special devotion to the temple at Jerusalem,

imagined that he read THIS (run*), which he explained
as = ,T NIC, the appearance of Yahwe. 1 The name,

however, which had never before been heard of, made
no impression on the Jewish mind, till the Chronicler

(in what form, may be left uncertain) gave it currency.
To hold with Grill (ZAT IV 4 [ l88 4] M4/. )

that Moriah,
as a name for the temple-mount, is at least as old as the

name Jerusalem, and to explain it as = ,T jvno, founda

tion of Yahwe, is a view which, though supported by
Konig (Lehrgeb.i\.\4%o), is by no means natural or

philologically plausible. T. K. C.

MORTAR AND PESTLE. The historically oldest

mode of making the grains of cereals more palatable
was to roast them (see FOOD, i [a]). It was found still

more profitable, however, to release the mealy kernel

by rubbing the grains between two stones, a method
still in vogue among many civilised races. The lower

and larger stone might be slightly concave like the

Scottish saddle-querns, or might be flat and sloping
towards the front as in Egypt, whilst the rubbing stone

was flat on one side and round on the other, with

rounded ends, like an egg cut lengthwise. Such querns
are still, or were till recently, used for grinding dura

(Niebuhr, Dtscript. de VArable, 45, with illustration,

copied in Benzinger, HA 85; Nowack, f/Aluo).
Along with mortars, they were the only means by which
the ancient Egyptians obtained their flour 2

(see statuette

of slave-girl at work, Erman, Egypt, 190). A number
of rubbing stones were found by Bliss in the mound of

Tel-el-Hesy, and are figured by him (from a photograph)
in A Mound of Many Cities, 85.
A more efficient mode of obtaining the same results

was by means of the mortar (mla. mldokak, Nu. 118,

(5, Ovta. ; also trroo, makles, Prov. 27 22; Aq., Theod. ,

6\/xoj ;
in later Hebrew more frequently ntyrpc, mak-

ttseth] and pestle (ty, til, Pr. , I.e.; (S, Aq. , etc.,

here and (5 BXc - aA 2331, virepos). Both mortar and

pestle were in ordinary cases either of wood probably,

1 Local names are not generally compounded with !T, though
W. M. Miiller

(&amp;lt;4.r.
u. Eur.) mentions some in pre-Israelitish

times which have the appearance of being so compounded.
&quot; Wilkinson s paragraph on the mills of the early Egyptians

(Manners and Customs, etc. [1878] 1359) is shown, by his
editor Birch in a footnote (I.e.), to be a mistake. Cp Erman,
op. cit. 189.
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as at the present day, a section of the trunk of a
tree- or of stone ; specimens in the latter material

were also found at Tel-el-Hesy (illustr. ap. Bliss, I.e.
).

Copper mortars were likewise in use, and in the temple
the mortars in which the family of Abtines pounded the

spices for the sacred incense were of gold.

According to Jewish tradition they were among the spoils
which Titus took with him to Rome (Edersheim, Hamburger),
and according to some the cup -like vessels which appear on
the table of shewbread on the Arch of Titus are two of these
mortars. 1

In NT times a mortar was an article of furniture in

every house and, as we learn from the Mishna, was
used for pounding, besides wheat and barley, a variety
of substances such as vegetables, spices, salt, etc.

In the laws regulating the selling of houses, the inaktesheth
kclnia (fixed) or the mortar built, probably with a pedestal (see
illustr. inWilk. cited below), into the floor was a fixture, and went
with the house as distinguished from the moveable mortar
which did not (Bab. Bath. 4 3 ; see passage in full under MILL,

3). The average height of the household mortar and pedestal

(vi^dA/uioi ) was about three feet, and the length of the pestle half

as much again, hence Hesiod s line cited by Bliimner (Techno
logic d. geiuerbe, etc., 17), ohftov juej&amp;gt; Tpi7rd5r)i&amp;gt; Tdfivfiv virepov
5e Tpunj^vi . The pestles of the Egyptians (see illustr. in

Wilkinson, Anc. Eg. 2204) and of the Greeks (Bliimner, op. cit.

22, from a vase) were more slender in the middle, where they
were grasped by one hand or both, swelling slightly towards
either end where they again contracted.

Mortars are mentioned in the OT as having been

used for the preparation of the manna (Nu. 118), and
once again Prov. 27 22 : Though thou shouldest bray
a fool in a mortar [among bruised corn (RV ; AV
wheat) with a pestle] yet will his foolishness not depart
from him. Toy, however, omits the words within

brackets as exceeding the poetical measure of the

half-couplet.
2 In that case the expressive figure of

the poet is taken from the use of mortar and pestle to

remove the husk from the wheat before grinding.
3 The

coarse meal obtained by this method was termed by the

Hebrews BHJ, gores (Lev. 21416, RV bruised corn,

from an unused root en:, Arab, jarasa, to crush, grind,
which gives us the modern Syrian name for the hand-

mill, jartisy], also nQ ~\y, arisdh (Nu. 15 20, EV dough,

RVme-
( coarse meal ;

see Ges.-BuhK13
, s.v.

),
and

perhaps nisn or nisi,
4

riphoth (Prov. 27 22 28. 17 19,

RV bruised corn
).

In order to obtain a finer meal,

the contents of the mortar might be taken out from

time to time and passed through a sieve, the coarser

grains being returned to the mortar, as we see from the

detailed illustration of the process on an Egyptian
monument (Wilkinson, I.e.}.

The impoverishing effects of intemperance (Prov. 23 31) are

paraphrased by the Greek translators in terms of a popular

Eroverb
;
thou shall walk more naked than a pestle (for instances

om classical writers see Bliimner, op. cit. 18).

The mortar (maktesli) gave its name to two localities in

Palestine, doubtless of a deep hollow formation, the one associ

ated with the exploits of Samson (Judg. 15 19, EV the hollow

place. see LEHI), the other in or close to Jerusalem (Zeph. 1 n,
see RVmg-, and cp JERUSALEM, 23, etc., and MAKTESH).

That the mortar and pestle preceded the mill among

1 They are more likely to be gold censers.

2 [Toy s view, however, leaves out of account niS 1,1 lira-,
which can hardly mean in the midst of grit (or, bruised corn),

niS-in in 2 S. 17 19 being corrupt (see n. 4 below), and there being

no other proof-passage. 5 s iv /u.e &amp;lt;ro&amp;gt; crvveSpiov suggests !Jin3

C&quot;13n ; this is very plausible, but it is better to read ninirn ~1H3-

After some necessary corrections (see Crit. Bib.)t\\e text becomes,

Though thou argue (thy matter) with a fool in the most

public place,
His foolishness will not depart from him.]

3 The MT with the words retained as was noted under

COOKING, 3 has not infrequently been regarded as an indica

tion of the manufacture of the favourite Syrian dish/t/iVv/i. which

consists of boiled wheat and mutton pounded together for some

hours.
4 [Strict textual criticism questions the existence of such a

word. The initial n in rilS in, niEin is hardly the article. For

Prov., I.e., see n. 2 above, and in 2 S. I.e. read

cushions in readiness for a meal). See Crit. Bib.]
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the Hebrews, as we are expressly informed was the case

among the Romans (see MILL), is shown by an inter

esting example of conservativism in religious practice,

similar to the late retention of stone knives for the rite

of circumcision (Josh. 63, cp Ex. 425). In the legisla

tion of Leviticus, it is required that the offering of the

first-fruits shall consist of early ears of wheat roasted at

the fire, and then crushed in the mortar (214; cp
Servius s statement quoted under MILL). A. R. s. K.

MORTER. i. &quot;lOh, homer ; TTH\OC &amp;lt;

lutum (Gen.

113 \ccementHin\, Ex. 1 14 Is. 41 25 Nah. 814). The
builders of the tower of Babel are said to have used

bitumen (EV slime
)
instead of mortar (see BITUMEN).

In Palestine the usual material is clay (Ar. tin). This

is mixed with chopped straw which serves the same

purpose as the ox-hair which our plasterers mix with

their plaster. Besides this, there is a mortar made
from sand, ashes, and lime, well pounded and mixed

with oil. Nothing affords a stronger manifestation

of persevering and patient labour than the long-con
tinued and repeated beatings to which the Orientals

subject the plaster (of lime, ashes, and straw), which is

more especially intended to resist wet, and which does

most effectually answer that purpose ( Kitto, Pict. Bib. ,

Ezek. 13 10) ; cp HOUSE, i. Mortar is usually trodden

with the feet (Nah. 814) ;
but wheels may also be used.

2. ISy, &quot;dphar; xous ; lutum (Lev. 1442-45). See above.

3. In Ezek. 13 \of. I 4/ 22 28 1 ^ me is used, for which EV
has daub with untempered [mortar] (cp Ar. tafal, dry loam
or clay ). This rendering goes back to Vg. linire luto absque
paleis (once), linire absque temperamento (thrice) ; but the

figure seems to be that the prophets whitewash, or give sanction

and plausibility to, the popular scheme (likened to a mud wall).

So & (oAei^eif) and the moderns.

4. E^S, melct; BKAQ Om. (Jer. 43 gf RV, AV clay). Read

ing uncertain (see CLAY).

MOSERA, RV Mosorah (rnDlO ; MGICAAAI [BA],

Mic&Ae [I-]), Dt. 106f, or Moseroth (nhpb, MAC-

coypcoe, -poy9 [BE
1

], MACoypoyO tA] k)9 [L]),

Nu. 33 so/, T, a station in the Wilderness of Wanderings

(see WANDERINGS). The termination -ah in Moserah,

however, is locative. The name seems to be really

traditional, and it is difficult not to place it in the

neighbourhood of Kadesh. If so, MSser may be a

corruption of -MS, Missur i.e., the N. Arabian land of

Musri. This is a conjecture ;
but we are bound to give

at least a conjectural explanation of the statement there

Aaron died, and there he was buried (Dt. 106). Cp
Nu. 2022-28, and see HOR, MOUNT, i. T. K. C.
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Earlier criticism ( i).

Names ( 2).

Ark of bulrushes ( 3).

Born in Egypt ? ( 4).

A Yahwe clan ( 5).
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Ex. 4 24-26. Zipporah ( 7).
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1 There hath not arisen a prophet since in Israel like

unto Moses, whom Yahwe knew face to face (Dt. 34 10).

This is the enthusiastic eulogy of a late
1. Earlier

criticism.
editor, reflecting on the beautiful picture of

an ideal man of God presented in the

composite narrative. Every true Jew and every true

Christian must read it with reverence and sympathy.

Still, true devoutness does not exclude historical criti

cism, and as critical students we are bound to remember

that every religion which is not simply autochthonous

and primitive displays considerable eagerness in doing
honour to its real or supposed founder. Now, the influ

ence of great personalities too great to be altogether
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tied down by tradition and convention upon the re

ligions of the most gifted races cannot indeed be over

looked
;
but it is only too easy for the adherents of a

religion to assign too many achievements to its rightly or

wrongly assumed chief prophet and legislator.

Eeeling this tendency very strongly, Ewald endeavoured
to reduce the prophetic and legislative work of Moses
to those essential truths and social arrangements which
constitute the motive power of the whole history. We
must not, he says, be startled by the grandeur of the

former or the wonderful nature of the latter, so as to

reject anything because it appears incredible. For all

the greatest and most enduring ideas that actuate and

glorify the subsequent history, must have arisen in that

sacred birthday of the community ;
and ... at such

extraordinary epochs, and among a people such as Israel

then was, the most wonderful things became possible

(Hist. 2 107).

Few of us are still satisfied with the mixture of

abstract religious philosophy and arbitrary criticism

furnished by Ewald. His notion of what Israel then

was being purely imaginative, there can be no sound
or durable basis to his reconstruction of Moses and his

teaching. To the Israelites, as we now begin to know
them from a truly historical criticism, the abstract

ideas which Ewald finds in the Mosaic economy
would have been a stone instead of bread. 1 If such

a person as Moses existed, he can, in working for such

a people as the Israelites, only have occupied himself

with the practical questions of the time
;

otherwise

indeed the subsequent history of Israel is inconceivable.

He had to unite the tribes on a permanent basis, and
this basis could only be a religious one. He must

therefore have been a worshipper and spokesman of

Yah\v& in some special sense, and have devoted himself

successfully to the task of making this God more

generally worshipped. In order to do this, however, he

must first of all have brought the scattered clans of Israel

together, and, if we assume that some of them were in

the land of Goshen, that Goshen was in Egypt, and that

the Egyptian authorities hindered the removal of the clans,

Moses must have had the greatest difficulties to cope with,

and very justly, from a teleological point of view, may
his success appear an extraordinary divine interposition.

More than this we cannot venture, even from a moder

ately conservative point of view, to assume. 2 That

there was a marked difference between the religion pro
moted, as is supposed, by Moses and that of (say) the

Kenites, cannot be asserted. That morality counted

for more with Moses than (say) with Jethro, is incon

sistent with the facts recorded in the Book of Judges,
from which facts we may infer with some degree of

accuracy what the moral state of the Israelites before

the entrance into Canaan must have been. Morality,

indeed, cannot as yet have emerged from rule and

tradition, nor can the decisions given by Moses beside

the sacred tree and well safely be regarded even as its

germs.
3

The historical character of Moses, however, has been

rather postulated than proved by recent critics. Without

it, they find it difficult or impossible to explain the

ethical impulse and tendency which, at any rate from

the time of the prophet Amos (and Amos, be it re

membered, presupposes that this impulse is no novelty),

is conspicuous in the history of Israelitish religion.

Moreover, the name Moses not only represents a

great though little -known personality ;
it is also a

symbol of a colossal fact asserted by the later tradition

viz.
,
the deliverance of the clans or tribes of Israel

1 Cp Wellh. Hist, of Israel andjudah (3), 16 (1891); IJG 17

(1894).
2 Cp Stade, GVI (1887), 130; Akad. Rcden (1809), 107/1

Smend, A T Rel.-gesch. W (1899), p. ij/.\ Montefiore, Hibbcrt

Lectures, 1892, p. i$f.
3 See Budde, Kel. of Isr. 33f. Note that law in the

English edition of this book corresponds to Recht in the

German.
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from Egyptian bondage, and the recognition of Yahwe

by these united clans as the deity who had proved
himself mightier and consequently more divine than

the gods of Egypt (cp Ex. 18 10 / , J), and required
from them a gratitude and an obedience, out of

which in the fulness of time a true ethical conscious

ness and an ethical monotheism might be expected to

develop.
1

The task at present before scholars is to examine
these assumptions of recent criticism, and since criticism

is bound to be progressive and to correct its own errors,

we shall proceed to study various unobserved or neglected
facts, which, it will be seen, are adverse even to the

highly mitigated traditionalism to which critics twenty
or even ten years ago were addicted. We shall not

forget the need of circumspection ;
but our circum

spection will have to apply itself in as yet unfamiliar

ways.
First of all, however, we must deal with the name

Moses and the other related names, and ask, What
_ -_ do they mean ? and what have they to teach
2. Names. ., ^, / ,

us ? The name of Moses appears in the

OT as nirDi Mose
;

the Arabic form of this is Musa.

In Josephus and Philo, and in MSS of the LXX and
NT generally, we meet with the Grascised form /xwucr^j

(cp Vg. Afoyses) ; there is a constant variant, however,

/juixrrjs. If the OT form were correct, and the name
Hebrew, the obvious meaning would be deliverer

( v/ntro, to draw out
; cp 2 S. 22i7 = Ps. 18 17). There

is no trace, however, of such an explanation any
where in the OT. Pharaoh s daughter, who is sup
posed to speak Hebrew, calls the foundling Mose,
because I drew him out of the water (Ex. 2io [E]).

That E had any thought of an Egyptian origin is im

probable ;
the name Mose is strikingly unlike any of

the names given as Egyptian in the story of Joseph,
and the Hebrew connection suggested for the name
by E has no parallel in the Joseph story except in the

accounts of non- Egyptian names like Ephraim and
Manasseh.
At a much later time it became important to tighten

the connection between the Jews and the Egyptians ;

on the Ethiopian war of Moses, see 21. Josephus
(Ant.ii.96; c.Ap.l^i] and Philo (I it. Mays. 1 4 )

therefore were dissatisfied with the vague statement of

Pharaoh s daughter, and explained the name Moses as
= saved from the water, a theory to which Jablonski

(Opuscc. 1 152^) gave a quasi-philological character.

Hence for a time the Coptic etymology, mo water,
and use rescued, obtained general currency, though a

genuine Egyptian name meaning saved from the water
would be quite differently formed (Z.DMG 25 141).

At present, a more plausible etymology (suggested
by Lepsius, Chronologic, 326 ; cp Ebers, Durck Gosen,

525/. )
is in vogue. There is an Egyptian word mes or

mesu, meaning child, which sometimes occurs as a
name by itself, and sometimes as the second part of a

theophorous name (e.g. , in the royal names Thotmes,
Ahmes, Ramessu). Dillmann (Ex. -Lev. 16) would
take Moses = mesu to be the original name

; Renan
(Hist. 1 160) and Guthe (GVI [1899], 20) prefer to

take it as an abbreviation of a theophorous Egyptian
name.
The special objection to these widely held views 2

is

fourfold, (i) The vowel in mes, mesu (or, according to

W. M. Miiller, mose) is short, whereas the corresponding
vowel in Mose is long, and the sibilants in the two
words are different. 3

(2) The Hebrews would surely
not have accepted a name for their hero from their

ever (Ex. 6), says that the name fTB D is unexplained.
From a private communication of Prof. W. Max Miiller.
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Egyptian oppressors ;

* the supposed Egyptian etymo
logies of PHINEHAS and HOR are not safe enough to be

quoted on the other side as parallels. (3) A close

examination of the traditions respecting Moses connects
him much more certainly with N. Arabia than with

Egypt. (4) The points of contact between Israelitish

and Egyptian religious customs are few and unimportant,
which would be strange, if Moses had received a name
which naturalised him as an Egyptian.

It remains to interpret the name of Mose on the

analogy of the names of Moses nearest relations which

express ethnic, more precisely, the present writer now
thinks, N. Arabian affinities.

These names, with the explanations here suggested, are (i)
Amram, probably a development of Jerahmeel; (2) JOCHKBEIJ
(&amp;lt;?.v.), perhaps the original of the tribal name known to us as

Ja akob (Jacob) ; (3) Aharon (Aaron), probably a distorted frag
ment of Jerahmeel ; (4) MIRIAM (q.v.), a distortion either of
Merari [Misri] or of Amramith ; (5) Zii i OKAH (y.v.), probably=
Zarephath i.e., a personification of the Zarephathites, a branch
of the Misrim of N. Arabia (see ZAREPHATH) ; (6) Gershom -*

i.e., belonging to the Girsu or Gisru orGesurim of the Negeb of
Palestine (see GIKZITES).

If the explanation of these names now suggested be

accepted they record the early connection of the Israelites

with populations of N. Arabia, where Horeb (the sacred
mountain with which Moses is so closely associated) was
situated (see SINAI). The presumption therefore is that

ns*Ci Mose, also is N. Arabian. It might be connected

with
nsp, Misrite, Missur being the general name of

the country referred to (see MIZRAIM). Mose is virtu

ally identical with Musi, which, in Ex. 619 [P], is the

name of a son of Merari b. Levi
; indeed, in i Ch.

24z7 (cp v. 26), SHOHAM (i.e. , Mose, corrupted by
transposition) occurs in lieu of Musi. The other son of

Merari is called Mahli (elsewhere explained as = Jerah

meel), and we may assume that Mose, Musi, and Merari
are all developments or distortions of some collateral

form of Misri 3
(i.e., one belonging to the land ot

Missur
).

It may be objected to this view that in the earliest

tradition (J), as it now stands, the father, the mother,
and the sister of Moses are nameless, and that Aaron

appears in this document only to disappear (see AARON,
4). The answer is (i) that the want of names in Ex.

2 1 4 may be due to R P ,
who found the original names

inconsistent with his material in chap. 6 (so Bacon), and

(2) that, on the theory advocated above, the tradition of

the migration led by Moses is in fact necessarily
without personal names, the names Moses, Amram,
Jochebed, etc. , being all ethnic, and not really borne by
individuals. AH that the earliest tradition knew was
that a tribe closely connected with the Misrites and

Jerahmeelites, and specially addicted to the worship of

Yahwe, the god of Horeb, played a leading part in the

migration of the Israelites into Canaan. This earliest

tradition comes to us in part through P, whose lateness

as a writer does not detract from the value of any
information which he cannot have invented, and prob
ably derived from early traditional sources.

The tradition respecting the child Moses in the box

(basket ?) of papyrus-reeds (EV ark of bulrushes
;
see

3 The ark of
RusHES -

J
)
is told only by E - Accord-

. , , ing to this writer, Moses, the child of a
bulrushes. ,- ., ,-man and a woman of the tribe of Levi

(see JOCHEBED), was hidden among the reeds by the

Xile, on account of a cruel edict that all male children

of Hebrews should be put to death (cp Mt. 2i6).

1 According to Manetho (in Jos. c.
A/&amp;gt;.

i. 26_/C) the Egyptian
name of the leader of the lepers was Osarsiph ; but when he
went over to TOUTO TO -yeVos, he received the name of Moses. Cp
JOSEPH ii., i, n. Chaeremon (ib. 1 32) makes the Egyptian
name of Moses Tisithen.

2 Zipporah s second son Eliezer is only a doublet of Aaron s

son ELEAZAR(y.e ., i), the ethnic origin of whose name may be

presumed, but is not definitely explained.
3 We can hardly therefore look for an Assyrian etymology of

Moses (e.g., masil, to be bright). Cp Sayce, AW. Ass. liab.

&ff.
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Moses sister watched him, till the daughter of Pharaoh 1

saw the weeping child, and had compassion on him.

Through his sister s cleverness he enjoyed maternal

nursing, but was afterwards adopted as her son by
Pharaoh s daughter.

This charmingly told story is of mythic origin.
2 The

tale of the setting adrift of a divine or heroic infant on
water is also a tradition of the Babylonians, the Greeks,

the Romans, the Germans, and even the Japanese.
3

It is significant that the Hebrew word for ark occurs

only twice in Ex. 2s sand in Gen. 614^ (Deluge)
and we may venture to suppose that the story of Moses
has absorbed one of the details of a popular story either

of Creation (cp the Japanese myth) or of the Deluge

(which is a second Creation, cp DELUGE, 19). The

story gained immensely by this. The hero who was

destined to lead his people through a sea, and to be

worsted by no obstacles, ought, in poetical fitness, to

baffle his enemies even in infancy.
Of the parallel non-Jewish stories it is only necessary

to quote one that of Sargon of Agad. This remark

able tale, which boldly claims the authority of Sargon,

begins thus (cp BITUMEN, col. 589)
4

:

Sargina, the powerful king, the king of Agade am I. My
mother was poor, my father I knew not ; the brother of my father

lived in the mountains . . . My mother, who was poor, con
ceived me, and secretly gave birth to me ;

she placed me in a
basket of reeds, she shut up the mouth of it with bitumen, she

abandoned me to the river, which did not overwhelm me. The
river bore me away and brought me to Akki the irrigator. Akki
the irrigator received me in the goodness of his heart. Akki
the irrigator reared me to boyhood. Akki the irrigator made
me a gardener. My service as a gardener was pleasing unto
Istar and I became king.

5

Such a story as this, apart from the detail about the

gardener, was probably floating in popular Hebrew
tradition, and when men began to ask what happened
to Moses before he became Hobab s (or Jethro s) son-

in-law, it occurred to a narrator to transfer it to the

biography of Moses. When the tradition was thus

enriched, it of course stated that Moses drew his first

breath in the land of Kgypt. The story of the ark is

adapted only to the region of the Nile or the Euphrates,
and J, though in its present form his account of Moses

begins (apparently) with the aid rendered by Moses to

Hobab s daughters
8

(Ex. 2i6/. ), distinctly states that

Moses had fled to Midian 7
(or rather Musri) from

Egypt.
It is not, however, an easy matter to understand how-

Moses can have left his fellow-tribesmen in Egypt and
_ . settled with Hobab. 8 The narrator who
Bo m made him the adopted son of Pharaoh s

TVT daughter only increased the difficulty ;
for

in Musri.
jf Moscs had been rearecj as an Egyptian,

he would naturally have received an Egyptian office and

an Egyptian wife. Moreover, let it now be noticed that

we have in i K. 11 17 ff., in its present form, the account

1 Josephus {Ant. ii. 9 5) calls her Thermutis ; Artapanus (in

Eus. Praep. Ev. 9 27) Merris. Cp col. 2090.
2 Ewald (Hist. 242) long ago saw this

;
so also Ebers, Durch

Goscn (1872), 72.
3 The Japanese myth is that the first child born to the divine

pair, Izanagi and Izanami, the parents of gods and men, was
set adrift in an ark of reeds. The story (which is admitted as

genuine by Tylor, Remarks on Japanese Mythology) is told in

connection with an account of Creation. For a wider circle of

kindred stories see A. Bauer, Die Cyros-sage und I erwandtes ;

K. Schubert, Herodots DarstcHung der Cyrussage.
4 Note that no name is mentioned (apart from Akki) but that

of Sargina. So in the story of Moses in Ex. 2 no name is given
but that of Moses. The cause of Sargina s exposure is not

mentioned.
5 R. W. Rogers, Hist, of fSab. and Ass., 1 362 : cp KB, iii.a

loo ; Del. Par. 208f. Note that initu is not princess (as G.

Smith) but poor.
6 In Oxf. Hex., however, w. n-isa are assigned to J (cp

Wellh., Corn.).
&quot;

pis, like JITS, is sometimes an error for &quot;NXC i.e., Musri.

8 The story in Ex. 2 12 is not in character with the Moses of

the later period. He looked this way and that way, and when
he saw that there was no one, etc. One may defend the story
of the flight of Moses by the Egyptian story of Sanehat or

Sinuhit (KPP&amp;gt;, 2 -ilff.), but not the cause of the flight.
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of an Edomite who fled into Egypt, and was there

hospitably received by Pharaoh, who gave him the

queen s sister to wife, and that underlying this is an
earlier and more authentic story that the asylum found

by the fugitive was in the N. Arabian Musri. 1 The
suspicion naturally arises that the earliest tradition

respecting Moses represented him as an Israelite, who,

together with his clan, had been admitted to the jus
connubii by a tribe of Midianites, or rather (see HOBAB)
Misrites, which dwelt not far from Horeb, the sacred

mountain of Yahwe. The story of his chivalrous

conduct towards Hobab s daughters seems to have been

suggested by that of Jacob s friendliness to Rachel at

the well (Gen. 29z-io J). Jacob marries Rachel; so

Moses marries Zipporah, who is one of the seven

daughters of the priest of Midian (Musri ?). Who are

these seven daughters, we ask ? Surely they represent
the seven districts of- the Misrite territory, one of which

that nearest Canaan had, we hold, for its centre

Zarephath. ZIPPORAH (q.v. ) is, in our view, a mis-

written Zarephath, just as Rachel is a distortion of

Jerahmeel; Further, let us not forget that Elijah, who
is in some important respects the double of Moses, is

closely connected by tradition with Zarephath which

belongs to Missur (i K. 17 10, revised text ; see ZARE
PHATH

).
The only doubt is whether Moses (i.e., the

clan) acquired Zarephath by the cession of a Misrite

chieftain, or by conquest (see 17).
The story in Ex. 4 24^, being deeply corrupt, is of no value

for the story of Zipporah, and the description of her in Nu. 12 i

as a Cushite woman adds nothing to our knowledge. Some
indeed (e.g., Ewald, Hist. 2 inf., n. 3) have supposed that it is

not Zipporah who is meant, but an Ethiopian concubine whom
Moses took after the death of Zipporah. It is not, however, the

Ethiopian but the N. Arabian Cush (see CUSH, 2) that is

referred to, and Hobab, father of Zipporah (Zarephath), dwelt
in Musri 2 which adjoined Cush.

By this connection the clan of Mose (Misri ?), as it

was now called, and apparently the whole tribe of Levi 3

became a priestly and in a wide sense

prophetic tribe, devoted to the worship
of Yahwe. 4 This is thoughtfully de

scribed by E in Ex. 814^69-14 as a new and solemn

revelation of God to Moses by the name Yahwe at

Horeb the mountain of God. J also describes a

solemn call to Moses, but presupposes that Yahwe is

already known to the elders of Israel in Egypt (3i6).

J also speaks of the mountain as TD in, mount Sinai 5

(iTJDn, EV the bush, is less probable) ;
it burned, and

was not consumed. The mountain (called Horeb

[mutilated from Jerahmeel ?] by E and Sinai by J) is

described, according to a very plausible emendation of

3 1
,
as in the wilderness of Jerahmeel (read 1270

SxcnT for naian inx) ;
it may be Jebel Muweileh which

lies NE. of Ain Gadis, E. of the Wady es-Seraif, but

is more probably some mountain - group nearer to

Kadesh. 6 Horeb or Sinai was virtually guarded by a

tribe of Yahwe - worshippers which is variously called

Kenites, Jerahmeelites (?),
7 and Misrites (scarcely

Midianites).
We are further told that Yahwe commissioned Moses

to bring out the b ne Israel who were in

Egypt, so that they might worship Yahwe
on this mountain (so E), and that he promised

1 See HADAD, and cpJQK 11 [1899], 551-556; Beke, Origines
Biblicie, 1 [1834], 307, n. 4.

2 Read USD for pa (see preceding col. n. 7).

3 Levi is doubtless an older name than Mose. On its

origin see LEVI.
* So Bateson Wright (Was Israel ever in Egypt? 164) finds

traces of a tradition that this tribe (Levi) is of Kenite origin.
6 SoinDt. 33 16 read, with Renan, TO JTB - See BUSH, and

note the differences of scholars as to the exact sense of
nJD&amp;gt;

a

word which we certainly do not expect just here, and find only
once again in a dependent passage, Dt. 33 16. Bacon s theory,

adopted by Bennett (Hastings, Dfl 3 349 a), is therefore excluded.
6 Therefore not SE. of Elath (as Wellhausen). See SINAI,

and cp BKER-I.AHAI-ROI, JEHOVAH-.IIKEH.
7 Ben Reuel, Nu. 1029, = ben Jerahmeel.
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to give them a home in a land flowing with milk and

honey (so J). The present writer regards it as probable
that this land was described in the text which underlies

Ex. 38 as the land of the Kenite, the Rehobothite, the

Jerahmeelite, and the Zarephathite ;

a that the land

flowing with milk and honey was in the Negeb
2
(Nu.

I32i f. ,
revised text; cp ESHCOL, PARADISE, REHOB,

ZIN) ;
and even our present narrative is not without

some indications that the Exodus known to the original

tradition was a peaceful one, and that the land which

was migrated from was not Goshen but Cushan (the

N. Arabian Cush) not Misraim (Egypt) but Misrim

(Musri). Of course it is not inconceivable (cp EXODUS
i. , 3) that some clans of Israel may have been in Egypt,
and may have removed from that country to join

kindred clans in N. Arabia, one of which the tribe of

Levi or Mose may even have gone to the land of

Goshen to escort their brethren to Kadesh. But is

there not something artificial in this construction of

history ?

It is true that the story of Joseph represents Simeon
as having been kept in bondage in Egypt (Gen. 4224),
and that we naturally suppose Simeon and Levi to have

shared the same fate (cp Gen. 49 sa). The ethnic

connections of Simeon and Levi, however, to judge
from the valuable material in the genealogies of i Ch.

4 6, appear to have been N. Arabian ;
the name

Phinehas is not to be quoted as suggesting an Egyptian
element in Levi, for it is more probably of Jerahmeelite
than of Egyptian origin (see PHINEHAS). As Moses

is a member of the tribe of Levi (so closely connected

by tradition with N. Arabia) we cannot expect to find

him in Egypt, though he (i.e. ,
his clan) may, as we have

admitted, possibly (not probably) have made an ex

pedition to the Egyptian frontier.

That the Moses-clan was at any rate composed of

fearless warriors (cp Ex. 3226/i and contrast the timid

Moses of Ex. 2 12) is shown by the story
which underlies the certainly corrupt

narrative in Ex. 424-26. As it now stands, the narrative

relates in most obscure terms how Zipporah protected
her husband against the angry Yahwe (!) by circumcis

ing her son (see CIRCUMCISION, 2). Really, how
ever, in our view, the passage describes a feat of

martial prowess comparable to that ascribed to Shamgar
in Judg. 831 (see Crit. Bib.

).

We read thus, And it came to pass in the wilderness of

Jerahmeel that Jerahmeelites (i.e., Amalekites, raiders who had
o fixed settlements) fell upon him and sought to slay him.
And he took an ox-goad, and smote the Jerahmeelites, and
thought, I have wiped out the Jerahmeelites (cp Kx. 17 14 f., I

will wipe out the name of Amalek, etc.). To explain this it

may be noted that the word Jerahmeelites has, we believe, a
twofold meaning: (i) those of Jerahmeelite origin, (2) Bedouins.

The tradition of the Exodus, as we now have it, is

indeed extremely inconsistent. At one time it delineates

. , ,. a Moses who must be an individual

ofstor
a ^g &quot;

Ex 3 &quot;

423) ;
at another il enables

&quot;

us to see plainly that Moses is no
individual, but a clan. We need not wonder at these

variations. The original tradition, which had to do

chiefly with tribes, was too strong to be altogether
transformed

;
but the tendency of storytellers to

individualise altered the primitive tradition in many
points. Here is an instance. We have seen how the

infancy of Moses was glorified ;
tradition was equally

careful to give the hero a suitable equipment as a prophet
of Yahwe. A prophet, according to the primitive notion,
must be a thaumaturgist ; Moses therefore needed a

wonder-working staff. 3

1 In Ex.38, as it now stands, these names have become
Canaanite, Hittite, Amorite, Perizzite

; Hivite and Jebusite&quot;
have been added.

2 So in i S. 18 25-27 the hundred foreskins

7, EX. 424-26.

have come by corruption from Jerahmeelites (D S^CnY). The
whole story becomes quite plain and natural. Cp SHECHEM,
and see Crit. Bib.

3 In Ex. 4 20 & paraphrases ri\v pdfiSov TI\V napa. TOV deov.
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According to J, Yahwe vouchsafed to give a supernatural

power to the shepherd s staff in the hand of Moses (4 2 Jf.) ; but

J gets rid of the thaumaturgic element as soon as he can. E, on
the other hand, states that God entrusted Moses with a staff

which he had not previously possessed, to perform his wonderful
works (4 17 ; cp 2ob), and that of the five plagues inflicted upon
the Egyptians by Moses four (i.e., all except the death of the

firstborn) were brought by his lifting up or stretching out his

staff, and the striking story of Rephidim turns entirely on the

uplifting of the hand with the staff. P, too, attaches much
importance to the staff, though it is of Aaron s staff that this

writer speaks. Four out of the six plagues were inflicted by its

means, whilst in the case of the fifth, the boils were brought
about by Moses throwing soot into the air before Pharaoh. So
too at the passage of the yam suph (see below, 10), E tells us

(14 16) of a command of God that Moses should lift up his staff

(over the sea), whilst P (/&, cp 21) is content with the stretching
out of the hands ; in either case the phraseology has an implica
tion of magic art. Cp PLAGUES [TENJ.

The demand addressed to Pharaoh by Moses next

requires attention. J puts it thus, And they said, The

9 Interviews
God f the Hebrews has met with us :

with Pharaoh
let us go three

days&amp;gt; Journey into the
a&amp;gt;

wilderness, and sacrifice to Yahwe,
lest he fall on us with pestilence or with the sword

(63 [2]; cp 3i8 827); and again, And Moses said,

We will go with our young and with our old, with our
sons and with our daughters, with our flocks and with

our herds will we go ;
for we must hold a feast to Yahwe

(10g) ; and yet again, And Moses said, Thou must
also give into our hand sacrifices and burnt offer

ings. . . Our cattle also shall go with us
;
there shall

not a hoof be left behind
;

for thereof must we take to

serve Yahwe our God
;
and we know not with what we

must serve Yahwe till we come thither (1625 f.).
Elsewhere (see PLAGUES, TEN) we have commented

on the imperfect truthfulness of these demands
; here,

therefore, it is enough to refer to the phrase hag Yahwl,
feast of Yahwe (lOg). This phrase confirms our

previous suspicion that the Egyptian training of Moses
is not a feature of the original tradition, the notion

which underlies the word hag (i.e., probably, a solemn
circuit round a sacred object) being specially Arabian

(cp DANCE, 3). The phrase three clays journey
also deserves notice. It might indeed be a mere

stylistic idiom (cp Gen. 30 36 Nu. 1633) ;
but it is

expressly put into Moses mouth by Yahwe (3i8);

accordingly it is used by Moses twice. Moreover, when
Moses led Israel onward from the yam suph, and they
went out into the wilderness of Shur (Missur?), we are

told that they went three days in the desert, and found
no water (Ex.1522) ; shortly afterwards they came to

Sinai. It is possible, then, that Horeb or Sinai was

represented in the primitive story as three days journey
in the desert of Musri. Yet it was certainly much more
than three days journey from the Red Sea. This may
in Th a Pet

&quot;haps
favour the view, to which the

sVh manifold difficulties of the story of the

passage of the sea give some plausibility,
that the yam siiph, like the waters of MARAH [q. v. ],

had originally no existence outside the ideal wonder
land to which we are introduced in Gen. 2. If this view

be accepted, the traditional story of the passage of the

sea (religiously so impressive) has come out of a myth
which like that of the ark of bulrushes, originally
floated in tradition apart from any historical setting

1 -

a myth of the destruction of certain enemies of Yahwe
in a sea of reeds by a great wonder-working prophet.

Perhaps, if the reading yam suph is the original one

(see 10), no better explanation is available. We are

at any rate liberated by it from a view of the early

history of the Israelites which is encompassed with

difficulty.

It has indeed been ably attempted elsewhere (see

1 In the Syriac version of the Legend of Alexander (3 7 ;

Budge s edition, 1 96) we read, We saw in that river a reed the

height of which was thirty cubits, and its thickness as that of a
garland which a man puts on his head. The whole city was
overshadowed by these reeds. Cp the suggestive remark in

Wi. G/2 9 2.
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EXODUS i. , 10-16) to make the story of the yam sfiph

(interpreted as the Red Sea) geographically, and there

fore to some extent also historically, intelligible. The

attempt could only be made provisionally. From

Egyptian sources we have no confirmation of the story,
nor is there the least chance of our getting any, and to

rely on the unconfirmed accounts of such comparatively
late writers as J and E, and on a supposed fragment of

a commemorative song from the Mosaic age
1
(Ex.

15 1-3), would not be a critical procedure. Investiga
tion had to proceed tentatively, and since the first

efforts have met with doubtful success, we must now

try again, and enter on paths partly marked out long

ago by an English scholar, confident that religion can

only gain by the fullest investigation of its history. See,

further, RED SEA.
The story of the Plagues of Egypt will receive

separate consideration (see PLAGUES [TEN], especially

11 N A V 5) ^ ll ffice it to saY nere tnat the

. original tradition was probably ignorant
soiourn f ,, r i- iJ of the existence of ill-feeling between

Misrites and Israelites. It is as friends that the Misrite

and the Israelite women part. They have long been

neighbours or even housemates, and the Misrites who

stay behind do not grudge their precious jewels to their

departing friends (Ex. 822). Indeed, some of the N.

Arabians (an my, in MT of Ex. 1*238; AV mixed
multitude

)
or Zarephathites (rosoN, MT of Nu. 11 4;

AV mixed multitude
), especially Hobab

(N&quot;u. 1629,

Judg. 1 16 4n), accompany the Israelites. See MINGLED
PEOPLE. Nor need we trouble ourselves too much
about the names Goshen, Pithom, Rameses (Raamses),
Pihahiroth, Baal-zephon, Succoth, Etham

; for, in spite

of a prevalent opinion which is deserving of all respect,
it is probably best to explain them as names of the

Negeb of S. Palestine or N. Arabia. 2

(a) It is, at any rate of the highest importance that a

number of OT passages become satisfactorily clear only
when we assume them to refer to a sojourn of the

Israelites in Arabia. The witness of Jeroboam, son

of Nehat, depends, it is true, on emendations of the text

of i K. 1225-33 (see SHECHEM); but the emendations

are such as cannot safely be disregarded, and they

appear to prove that Jeroboam uttered these words,

speaking of the golden fa//,
3 Behold, thy god, O

Israel, who brought thee up out of the land of

Misrim.

(/&amp;gt;)

In Am. 9? emendation is again employed ;
but the

obscurity of the passage fully justifies it. Have not I

brought up Israel out of the land of Misrim, from
Rehoboth of Jerahmeel, follows naturally on v. 9,

Are ye not as the bne Cushim (the Cushites of N.

Arabia) to me, O ye bne Israel? saith Yahwe. See

REHOKOTH.

(&amp;lt;-)

The passage Am. 625-27 is hardly intelligible as it

stands. When emended, it becomes full of suggestion.

Read, Do ye bring me sacrifices and offerings in

he wilderness of the Arabians, O house of Israel?

Then the Cushites, the Jerahmeelites, and the Kenites,

and the Salmreans (see SALMA) shall take you away,
and I will carry you into exile beyond Cusham, saith

1 See the commentaries of Baentsch and Holzinger, and cp
OPs. 31, n. g. It seems hazardous to make the Song of

Moses earlier than the earliest of the psalms in the Psalter.
- Cushan, [Sare]phathim, Jerahmeel, Rehoboth, Zaphan

(inferred from Zephani[ah]), Maacath, Ethan are the possible

originals. Of course, it is also possible that the names were in

serted to make the Exodus from Egypt plausible. \Vhen, how
ever, we remember the result mentioned above, of the N.
Arabian affinities of the personal names connected with the

Exodus (Moses, Aaron, Miriam, Hur, Phinehas, etc.), we
naturally incline to interpret the local names in a similar

way.
3 Possibly the idea that there were two calves arose when

1 Bethel and Dan were supposed to be different places ; really
Bethel may have lain close to Dan (see SHECHEM). The

story in Ex. 8248 favours the view that there was but one calf,

and so does Is. 57 8, if the text has been rightly emended (see

MEMORIAL, 2).
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Yahwe. 1 There are parallels for this in the book of

Amos itself (see the next passage, and PARADISE).
(&amp;lt;/)

Now, too, it becomes plain how Am. 2io was

originally read. But it was I that brought you up out
of the land of Misrim, and led you through the wilder

ness of the Arabians.
1 2

(e) A similar statement is made in Mic. 64, where

according to an emendation that seems to be called for,

the right names are probably Misrim, Arbhim, Misrim,

Jerahme elim (see MICAH [BOOK], 3 [/.], i
).

Thus the prophets, if we have recovered their text,

are on the side of the new theory. It is only in post-
exilic passages like Is. 1026 11 is/. 43i6/. 51io63it
Ps. 666 77 17/. 20 781353 10679 11435 136 13 Neh. 9911
that we find unmistakable allusions to the Exodus from

Egypt. It is also a prophet (see above, c] who enables

us to trace the genesis of the story of the forty years

wandering in the wilderness. It arose in an ancient

scribe s chamber, and was the result of reading c yatK,

forty, instead of D 3&quot;iJ7,
Arabians (cp Kirjath-arba,

city of four, for Kirjath-arab, city of Arabia ?). If

the reader will now turn to Ex. 18314 202, Dt. 56
612 814 18510, Josh. 24 17, Judg. 68, he will be

struck by the great improvement effected by simply

reading n aiy, Arabians, for D-oy, servants ; the

house
(
=

territory) of the Arabians is clearly a much
better parallel to the land of D lsa than the phrase

which now stands in the text viz. , the house of

bondage (rather, of servants). Unfortunately, we
cannot also remove the forty years from most of the

Hexateuch passages in which the phrase occurs, because

the legend had already fixed itself in the literary circles

to which the writers of those passages belonged. In

Nu. 14s3 (J), however, on which 32i3 is dependent,
it is quite possible. The legend is therefore subse

quent to J, and anterior to the paraenetic part of Dt.

and to P.

So far as the residence in a Misrim (c lsc) which was not

Egypt is concerned, we have the support of Beke, who attempts,
it is true, to rescue far too much of the traditional narratives,
but is on safe ground when he argues that the land of Goshen
or of Rameses was an integral and, as I should contend, a

principal part of the kingdom of Mitzraim (Origines Biblicte,

1277). His geographical definition of c ISO s too wide ; but

without the help of Assyriology it could not have been otherwise.

The traditional details of the journey from the yam
sfiph to the sacred mountain now lose, not indeed their

12. Clans at

Kadesh.

religious,
3 but at any rate their historical

interest. It is probable that no such

journey was known to the original tradition.

It is possible that yam sfifh (]?0 D ) is an early corruption of

n
?&quot;^~

c
.\ sea ofZarephath, 4 a synonym for n&quot;cn C = SucnT C f

sea of Jerahmeel, i.e., the Dead Sea (see SALT SEA), and that

the names MARAH (?.? .) and ELIM
(&amp;lt;].- .) are but fragments of

the ethnic plural Jerahme elim, such as we often find side by
side in the genealogical lists of a later age. MASSAH AND
MKKIBAH (?.? .), and REPHIDIM, S to which traditions of more
value were attached, were certainly in the territory sometimes

described as Jerahmeelite ; Massah was apparently by the rock

of Kadesh (see SEI.A), and Merihah was more fully designated
Meribah of Kadesh (a variation of Kadesh of Jerahmeel [?]).

8

1 The reference is to the culttis of Bethel, Gilgal (
= Cusham-

jerahmeel = Dan ?), and Beersheba. Do ye fall back to the

religion of the Cushites? Then these very people shall take

you away. Read
c N2soi c ri D RSriYi c ra c:rm mc

-
njC&quot; is an erroneous gloss. It now becomes unnecessary

to reject the whole of 1 10 as a later insertion (Nowack s theory).
3 Cp PILLAR OF CLOUD.
* Cp Dt. 1 i, where the text of the document used by the later

writer whom we call Do probably read . . . in Arabia of Jerah
meel, opposite Zarepha th, etc. See Sri H. Perhaps the writer

who fused the Misrite and the Egyptian forms of the tradition

found
jifi*S&quot;p indistinctly written, and confounded the sea

with a mythical sea of reeds (see 10).
8 The Rephidim story is apparently the justification of the

long feud between Israel and Amalek in later times. Cp
JEHOVAH-NISSI.

6 Mr. S. A. Cook acutely compares Meribah with Meri(b)baal
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While the Moses-clan and those associated with it were at the

sacred mountain, they were of course profoundly influenced by
the Kenites. This is suggested symbolically by K s statement

(J may have said the same thing l
), that Moses received a visit

from his father-in-law, who gave him important advice relative

to his administration of justice.
2

This account, however, is placed out of the proper
order ;

the visit was originally supposed to have occurred

near the close of the sojourn at Horeb (see Ex. 18, end).

(On Massah and Meribah, and on the gift of manna
and of quails, see special articles.

)

We have now arrived at the great Theophany and
the bgrith (see COVENANT). It is important to use the

. . results of critical analysis, and to keep
13 Accounts ,

f Th h three accounts separate. Accord-
Jt I icop any.

jng to j iafterthe pre ijmmar jes described

in chap. 19, Moses, who alone approached Yahwe, re

ceived from Yahwe the Ten 3 Words, the words of the

covenant (concerning ritual), which, at the divine com
mand, he wrote down upon two tables of stone. He
was there with Yahwe forty days and forty nights ; he

neither ate bread nor drank water (34 28). When the

time for departure comes, the people are troubled, and

put aside their ornaments, 4 and Moses asks Yahwe
whom he will send with him to lead Israel to its resting-

place. The answer is given, My panlm (manifesta
tion 5

)
shall go with you (8814). Early the next

morning Moses ascends the mountain, and another

favour is granted ; Yahwe passed by. The noble

declaration of Yahwe s ethical nature in 34 6f. belongs
to a redactor

;
as Battersby has noticed, it is the ex

pression of a school of religious thought later and wiser

than the Yahwist s (Oxf. Hex. 2134).

According to E, after the due preliminaries, there

was a great thunderstorm, and Moses brought the

people to the foot of the mountain to meet God.

Affrighted at the storm and the trumpet, the people
fled from the mountain, and Moses alone drew near to

the darkness in which God was. The words spoken
were, as the text now stands, the famous Decalogue
adopted by the Church (see DECALOGUE). The prob

ability, however, is that E s original Decalogue (if the

number ten may be assumed 6
)

is to be found in the

cultus laws (2022-26 2229-31 23 10-19 [20-33]).

After reporting the words of God to the elders, Moses,
attended by Joshua, again ascends the mountain, and
remains there forty days and forty nights, during which

time, it is probable, he has received instruction in

the judgments or decisions (mishpdtini] in 21 i

22 16. Finally he receives the two tables of stone, on
which the fundamental words of God have been written

by the divine hand. 7
(The story of the GOLDEN CALF

[q.v. ] may be passed over. 8
)

An altar is erected, and
burnt offerings and peace offerings are offered. The

people are besprinkled with the blood of the covenant

(248; see COVENANT, 5, end), so that, on the basis

of their promise of obedience, their communion with the

deity is assured.

According to D, the sole foundation and contents of the
covenant at Horeb was the (expanded) Decalogue.

(MASSAH, 3, end) ; now Meri(b)baal is one of the many distor
tions of Jerahmeel (see MEPHIBOSHETH).

1
Probably Ex. 18 contains some elements from J s parallel

account which KJF. has worked into K s narrative. So Di.,
Bacon (Trip. Trad., 1894), Carpenter-Battersby (2 108).

2 Moses then is the sheikh of his clan. Presumably the place
ofjudgment is the sanctuary of Yahwe, near Horeb. According
to Judg. 4 ii (cp Nu. 1029-32, J), the father-in-law of Moses ac

companied Israel to the Promised Land. Cp the statement
about 3T 31JJ-

3 The number ten is only probable.
4 So J s part of 33 4. The trouble was caused by the prospect

of going to a distance from the god of Sinai, and as a consolation
the ornaments are probably to be devoted to the decoration of
the sacred tent and of the Ark. See Dillmann and Baentsch
ad loc.

5 Cp the pillar of cloud and fire (Ex. 1821).
6 For Wellhausen s reconstruction see DECALOGUE, 5.
7 See Baentsch on Ex. 24 12, but cp O.rf. Hex., ad loc. (2 119).
8 The allusion to the golden calves (or calf? see SHECHEM)

of Jeroboam is unmistakable.
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14. Historical

element.

According to P, the glory of Yahwe was for six days hidden
in a cloud on the top of Sinai. On the seventh day Moses was
called into the cloud (Ex. 24 15^-180:), where he received instruc
tions as to the tabernacle and its furniture, the priests and their

vestments, the altar of incense, etc. (25 1-31 17 ). There Moses
received the two tables of the testimony (see AKK, 3); his

face shone so that he veiled it (cp HORN). The tabernacle was
eagerly constructed, furnished, and sanctified. Aaron and his

sons were consecrated as priests (Nadab and Abihu can be

passed over). From time to time the various laws of the Book
of Leviticus were communicated.

What is the element of historical truth, whether large
or small, which forms the kernel of these various narra

tives? Here as elsewhere in the primi
tive story the object of the narrators is,

not to relate what actually occurred,

but to shape traditions of the past for the good of the

present.
1 If it was really a primitive tradition that,

under the conduct of the clan or tribe of Mose, certain

Israelitish tribes left the Egyptian territory and went to

the land of the Kenites, where their conductors had

long been settled, it stands to reason that the new-comers

would have to adopt the religion of the Kenites. In

any case the Mole-clan and the clans which gathered
round it from whatever quarter must have taken this

step.
2 The pomp and circumstance of the so-called

covenant was unnecessary. What may have occurred

is described in a passage which is one of the most

antique portions of the narrative of JE (Ex. 18 12, E) :

And Jethro, Moses father-in-law, took a burnt offering and
sacrifices for God ; and Aaron and all the elders of Israel came
to hold the sacred meal before God (

= at the sanctuary).

Jethro (or perhaps Jethru), the priest of Midian

(Musri) is about to bring his visit to Moses to an end

(1827). Before he does so, he offers sacrifices to Yahwe
his God, and invites the representatives of Israel to assist

at the ceremony and the feast. Before they could do

this, the Israelite clans must have been solemnly incor

porated with Yahwe s people. This incorporation is

now solemnly recognised by Jethro. It is a sacrifice of

initiation. 3

May we venture to say that there was already an
essential difference between the religion of the Kenites

and that of the new worshippers of Yahwe? There
was if we may assume that in some wonderful way,

explicable only as an intervention of Yahwe, certain

newly arrived Israelites had been delivered from the

very jaws of death. 4
If, however, we cannot venture

to assume this, the origin of the difference which subse

quently existed between the Yahwism of the Israelites

and that of any other people which recognised a god
named Yah.we must be referred to some later period.

It may be noticed, however, that even critics who as

regards the story of the yam siiph may be called relatively

conservative, distinctly hold that the original Yahwism
of the Israelites had no ethical character. All that they
can say is that the claim upon Israel s fidelity constituted

by Yahwe s great mercy at the Red Sea had an ethical

character, and that the desire to satisfy this claim was

a potent impulse to the gradual moralisation of Israel s

religion.

It has been pointed out already that the sacred

mountain must have been at no great distance from

Kadesh i.e., the southern Kadesh called Kadesh-

barnea or rather (see NEGEB, 2) Kadesh-jerahmeel.

1 Guthe, GVI 23.
2 A tribe that changes its seats changes its gods (W. R.

Smith).
3 Perhaps, as Budde (Religion of Israel to the Exile, 23)

remarks, this is the reason why Moses is not mentioned as taking

part in the sacrifice.
4 The Kenites served their god because they knew no better ;

because he was of their blood-kindred, and had grown up in in

separable union with them. . . . But Israel served Yahwe because

He had kept his word ; because He had won Israel as his posses
sion by an inestimable benefit (ibid. 3S./)-. But can we be sure

that the Kenites had experienced no divine mercies which
awakened the same ethical impulse as the deliverance at the

Red Sea (ex hyp.) awakened in the Israelites? If the tribal

name Jerahmeel was interpreted by the Jerahmeelites to mean
God has mercy, they had. But it would be very unsafe to lay

stress upon this.



MOSES
It was in the neighbourhood of this mountain that the

new Yahwe-worshippers settled. We therefore set aside

the notion of a long journey from Sinai or Horeb to

Kadesh, and at the same time that of the early con
struction of a surrogate for the mountain shrine of

Yahwe (the Ark). As long as the clans or tribes

remained within easy distance of God s mountain, the

need of a portable sanctuary could not have been felt.

It was when they began to push forward into new
territories (perhaps even three days journey, Nu. 1033,
would disquiet them) that this want would begin to be
noticed. Whether the construction of the Ark was
an Israelitish idea, or due to imitation of the Kenites or

Misrites, we cannot say ;
the Hebrew narrator had not

a historical object in ascribing it to a divine revelation

to Moses. At any rate, the idea of Renan and Guthe
that the Ark of the Israelites was suggested by Egyptian
prototypes is not plausible, the connections of Moses

being not Egyptian, but Arabian.

If we add that we also dismiss certain traditional

stories relative to the journey from Sinai to Kadesh

IK M h Vi (
SCe KlBKOTH-HATTAAVAH, MANNA,

D thin- -
UAII -s MERIBAH), it is only from the

, point of view of students of the early

history. There is something to learn

from each of these traditions, and the

picture of the great leader as it was painted by the later

narrators possesses a special interest of its own. Whether

very meek is what E meant to say in Nu. 12s may
be doubted (cp POOR, i) ; but certainly t-rpoiro-

&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;6pr)(rei&amp;gt; (Dt. 131 ;
Acts 13 18) may fitly describe the

Leader s uniform gentleness and love towards his people

(see especially the sublime as well as beautiful passage,
Ex. 3232). P, it is true, reports an exception to this at

Meribah, where, in his impatience, Moses exclaims to

the assembly of Israel, Hear now, ye rebels (Nu.
20 10) ;

but it may reasonably be doubted whether P
has accurately reproduced the tradition which had
reached him.
The reason for doubting is as follows : In Gen. 33 19 34y^

^NSriV is, we believe, miswritten &quot;iion (one of the many distor

tions of this ethnic). This suggests the possibility that D lCn
in D lSH WIJ/OS (Nu. 20 10) may have been corrupted out ofan

indistinctly written p SxcnT- It
|
s probable that Jerahmeelites

(Kenites) accompanied the Israelites from Kadesh. Now the
rock of Meribah (

= Kadesh-jerahmeel?) was their own rock.
The original story may have traced the sacred fountain of
Kadesh to a stroke on the rock given by the staff of Moses. In

this story Moses probably addressed the Jerahmeelites (j&amp;lt;]&quot;lj;C;j&amp;gt;

Q SxCnT)- The mistaken reading ye rebels (Q isn) probably
led to a recast of the tradition. Cp, however, MASSAH AND
MERIBAH.

Certainly one whom Yahwe knew face to face
(
Dt.

34 10) could not have the ordinary human weaknesses.

Nor do we find that Moses was wanting in mercifulness

even under great provocation (see Nu. 12 13 [E], 1622

[P]). The narratives as we have them represent Moses
and his opponents as individuals. It is very possible,

however, that relations of clans are symbolised by these

personal narratives. l The Reubenites
(
= Dathan and

Abiram) may have resented the superiority of the Mose
clan on the ground that Reuben and Levi were equally
descended from Leah, and the clans of Miriam and
of Aaron may have become jealous of the prosperity
of the kindred clan of Mose. To go farther than this

and conjecture (with Guthe, G VI 2125) that Moses, as

well as Joshua, belonged to the trit&amp;gt;e of Joseph, which

traditionally derived its origin from Rachel, seems un
wise. Indeed, the supposed connection of Joshua with

Ephraim is probably due to a later misapprehension.
See JOSHUA.
With the settlement of the confederated clans of Israel

f th
m Kadesh and its neighbourhood the story

, _ of Moses ought, one would have thought,
of Moses.

to have ended. It is not at all certain that

it did not once do so, and that the mountain from

1 It is the most probable thing in the world that actual history
underlies this representation (liudde, Rel. ofIsr. 82).
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which, according to tradition, he surveyed the land
which was about to be occupied, was not in Musri
rather than in Moab (another case of the confusion of

&quot;iixo and SKID). The reason of this statement is as

follows : When the Israelites, unaware that Yahwe s

power extended beyond Kadesh, murmured at the

report of the spies, and talked of returning into Egypt,
Yahwe in his wrath threatened to destroy them, and to

make Moses (i.e., the Moses -clan) into a nation

greater and mightier than they (Nu. 14 12). Ultimately,
we are told, Yahwe decided that only Caleb, who was
of another spirit,

*
should, with his posterity, possess

the land. This certainly points forward to the occupa
tion of Hebron, or perhaps rather Rehoboth, 2

by the

Calebites (see CALEB). Theoretically, then, Moses
should henceforth have disappeared, and it is very
possible that the primitive tradition made him at this

point surrender his authority to Joshua (=Abi-sheba
or Eli-sheba [?]), and patiently wait for his approaching
end.

It is true, the tradition in its present form gives
Moses still some opportunities of guiding and directing

_ _ . . Israel. The episode of Balaam the
TT Bllik

soothsayer and Balak the Moabite king
j. r, i_ iv. comes into the existing biography of

at Zarephath. .
,Moses. It is very probable, however,

that the original story of Balaam and Balak was rather

different from that which our text presents. Balak is

called a son of ZIPPOR (q.v. ) ;
in our view, the original

phrase was most probably son of Zarephath. Balaam
on the other hand dwelt, not at a doubtful Pethor on
the Euphrates, but at Rehoboth by the River of Misrim.

See REHOBOTH. It is possible that, according to one

tradition, the Misrites grew tired of the Israelites, and
that Balak their king sought the aid of a great prophet
or diviner a worshipper of Yahwe against his un
welcome visitors. It may have been at this period,

according to the early tradition, that Moses (i.e. ,
the

Moses -clan) gained possession of Zarephath. Two
inconsistent stories respecting the occupation of this

place were probably current, corresponding to the

inconsistent narratives of the capture of REHOBOTH
[//.

v. ]. One represented Zephath or Zarephath as won

by force (Judg. 117), the other as acquired by an
amicable compact (Gen. 33 18, revised text; Ex. 221).
At any rate we may (or must) suppose that the wander

ing Levites, who at a later time sought employment from

Israelitish families as priests of Yahwe (this is vividly

brought before us in Judg. 177-13), had Zarephath for

their centre. One part of the Moses-clan therefore (to

which clan, be it noted, the Levite of Judg. 17 f.

belonged) remained in Zarephath, while another part

accompanied other clans in expeditions of conquest,

precisely as we learn from Judg. 1 16 that Judah was

accompanied in one of its campaigns by a branch of

the Kenites. Representatives of the Moses-clan would

naturally guard the portable sanctuary (the ark), which

was an inseparable accompaniment of the leading
Israelite clans so soon as they journeyed far from

Kadesh. It was from these that the reputation of the

Levites as a warlike tribe (Gen. 34 Ex. 8226-28) must
have been derived.

The statement (Dt. 224-817) that Israel under Moses

conquered the territory of Sihon and Og, the two

. _ . Amorite kings E. of the Jordan, and

f p ?
U

that it was allotted to certain Israelitish
01 Cusnan.

tr i rjeSi seems to be due to a misunder

standing of the early tradition (see OG, SIHON). All

that any form of the primitive legend knew of was the

conquest of the Jerahmeelite or Arabian land of Cush,

and the Jericho spoken of in Josh. 2-6 was really some

important Jerahmeelite city, such as Zarephath or

1 See ESCHATOI.OGY, col. 1342, midway.
2 There are traces of an early tradition that the land flowing

with milk and honey, explored by the spies, was to the S. of

the Negeb of Judah (see NEGEB, 7). Cp PARADISE.
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Halusah. 1 The story in Josh. 2-6 makes Joshua the

leader of Israel when Jericho (Jerahmeel) was taken.

This is surely the correct traditional view. Moses
took no part in any migration from Arabia. To tread

the land of promise was denied him
;

this is distinctly
stated in the traditions. The editors could not alter

they could but attempt to explain this fact. It was on

your (Israel s) account, said some (Dt. 137826); it

was because of something wrong in the conduct of

Moses, said others (Nu. 206 I2 Dt. 32 51 Ps. 10633). Cp
MASSAH AND MERIBAH. The true reason, however,
was forgotten. It was because the Moses-clan was the

clan of Yahwe, and Yahwe, as late as the time of Elijah,
was the God of Horeb. At least a part of the Moses-

clan, as we saw just now, probably remained at

Zarephath.
It thus becomes probable that, in the primitive

tradition, Moses, Aaron, and Miriam the prophetess
-- (Ex. 1520, E) passed away as individuals

Fir v,tnjan.
m tne same region : Miriam at Kadesh

Aaron either at Moserah (Dt.

106), or at Mount Hor (Nu.20a8 8838), and Moses on
the top of the Pisgah.

-

The Pisgah-view enjoyed by Moses has been con
sidered elsewhere (see PISGAH). We have only to add
that, according to Dt. 346, no one knows of his

sepulchre unto this day. The Jewish comment on this

is that this was designed in order that the Israelites

might not raise a sanctuary at the grave of Moses, or
because no sepulchre could be worthy of him. But the

question is whether some primitive story which would
account better for the circumstance has not been
omitted. Moses and Elijah are two parallel heroes

(cp Mai. 44/i, with Lk. 930), and are both connected
with Zarephath and with Horeb. 3 In the story of

Elijah s decease it is said that fifty men were sent to

find Elijah, but in vain, because he had gone up in a
whirlwind, accompanied by chariots and horses of fire,

into heaven. It appears likely that a similar tale was
originally told of Moses. 4 It would be a fitting close
to the career of the prophet of Yahwe, who was origin

ally known as the storm-god. We may add that this

view is at least analogous to the early Christian belief

in a spiritual assumption of the great legislator.
5

It has been said of Elijah that his end corresponds with
singular exactness to his beginning, that he appears in the history
of Israel like a meteor, and disappears as mysteriously. The
same thing may perhaps be said of Moses, for no one will say
that the story of the ark of bulrushes is more historical than
that of the great prophet s burial. Primitive tradition knew
nothing either as to his birth or as to his death, and altogether
was too scanty to please posterity. Hence speculation busied
itself in filling up the gap. See especially Josephus (Ant. 2 9
and 10 ; c. Ap. 1 26/.) and Philo(rY/. Moysfs). On the Midrash
called the Petirath Mose 6 see Zunz, Gottesiiienstl. VortriigeP\,
154 ; for the Assumption of Moses, see Charles s edition (1897),
especially the appendix on the original Assumption (cp APOCA
LYPTIC, 59); on later legends in general, see Beer, Leben
Moses nach Auffassung der juci. Sage (1863), and on the
legendary graves of Moses and Aaron, Goldziher, Hebrew
Mythology, ?8if.
Of references to Moses in the OT outside of the

Hexateuch specially deserving attention we may notice
Ps. 996, Moses and Aaron among his priests ; Is. 6812,
that caused his glorious arm to go at the right hand

of Moses
; Jer. 15 1, though Moses and Samuel stood

1 Hardly Kadesh, as suggested in JERICHO, 2. Halusah
(Ziklag) was possibly the city conquered by the Danites. accord-
ing to Judg. 18 27-29. See ZIKLAG.

2 MOSERAH [,/.Z .]=Missur (Musri); Hor and the Pisgah
both come, the present writer thinks, from Jerahmeel. The
current views are scarcely tenable. See NEBO, MOUNT.

3
According to Renan, Le geant du Sinai parait une creation

de 1 ecole d Klie. Les deux legendes se compenetrent. lilie a
dans le Horeb des visions qui ont avec celles de Moise au meme
lieu les plus grandes ressemblances (Histoire, 2 288).4 Winckler s theory that Moses is the returning Tammuz,
the sun of spring and summer (C/289 284) implies too great a
confidence in the mythological key to ancient legends.5 See Clem.Alex. Strom. 615, quoted by Charles, Assump
tion ofMoses, 107.

6 A parallel Midrash relative to the decease of Aaron is

probably later (Zunz).
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before me

; Mic. 64, ! sent before thee Moses and

20 Other
Aaron an(^ Miriam

; Mai. 44, remember
, the law of Moses my servant

; to which
.ere B we may add the title of Ps. 90, A prayerto Moses. r , c /- jof Moses the man of God. In some

of these passages the text is doubtful. It is not

likely, for instance, that Moses would have been called

a priest ;
for rjrpa we should probably read vrna, his

chosen ones (cp 10623, said of Moses). Nor is it

probable that Aaron and Miriam were given a share of
the leadership specially belonging to Moses (see MiCAH,
3 [/.], i). The title of Ps. 90 will be referred to else

where (PSALMS [BOOK], 26 [17]).
The references in the NT are comparatively less

important, because, where not simple abstracts of OT
statements, they merely reproduce late Jewish traditions.

The extraordinary beauty of Moses (Acts 7 20
; cp Heb.

1123) reminds us of Jos. Ant. ii. 9 7 (/J.op&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;-f) Betov). In
Acts 7 22 we have allusions to the tradition of Moses
acquaintance with Egyptian magic arts, and of his

warlike prowess (see below, 21).

In r. 23 Te&amp;lt;rcrepaKoi TaeY)s xpoi/os may be illustrated by
Ber. rabba, par. 100 (on Gen. 114), Moses stayed in the palace
of Pharaoh forty years, and in Midian forty years, and for forty
years he ministered to the Israelites. In v. 22 and in w. 38, 53
we find a reference to the tradition that the law was proclaimed
through the ministry of angels (cp (5, Dt. 33 2 Gal. 3 19 Heb. 2 2,
with Del. s note). On 2 Tim. Azf. see JANNES AND JAMHRES,
and on Jude 9 see APOCALYPTIC, 59.

We referred just now to a statement in the speech of

Stephen (Acts 7 22) relative to Moses as a warrior.

&amp;gt;

refer to suc
.

h
T

storf as ^
(Jos. ,*/. ... 10 ;

21. Hellenistic
and Moham-

f he Lth P &amp;gt;

medan legends-dan legends.
ArtaPanus m hus - Pr(eP-
HISTORICAL LITERATURE, 19, iii.,

col. 2090) ; which some considered to be based on the

reference in Nu. 12 1 to Moses Cushite wife, whilst

Wiedemann (OLZ, May, 1900, pp. 173/1 ) conjectures
that some tradition of Mesui, who held the office of

prince of Cush, under Rameses II. and his successor

Me(r)neptah (cp Ebers, Diurh Goseti, 526) may have
reached later writers through one of the many Egyptian
legendary tales, and have had some share in the forma
tion of the story. This latter theory, however, pre
supposes the Egyptian origin of the name Moses.
The references to Moses in the Koran are many ; they

illustrate the unoriginality of Mohammed, who gives us mere
recasts of the biblical narratives, expanded by the help of the
traditions current among the Arabian Jews. The most remark
able is in Sur. 18, where Moses is brought into connection with
the mysterious personages el-Hidr (on whom see DELUGE, g 15,

ELIJAH, 4) and the two-horned (Alexander the Great? see

HORN).
From all these legends we turn back with renewed

interest to the old biblical narratives, and our sympathy

22. Important |

s gr^ f

wi
.

th thos *ho
&amp;lt;

like
Sf

56

positive truth
brechtl

&amp;gt;

feel compelled to treat Moses
as to some extent a historical personage

remaining. as a protest against a meagre evolu

tionary view of Jewish religion. If it was not an Exodus
from an Egyptian house of servants that awakened
the sense of an almighty and all-righteous protector of

Israel, and if it was not through Moses that the meaning
of the event was brought home to the people, what
other deliverance and what other deliverer are we to set

in their place? There are no great heroes of popular
tradition to whom we can point but Samuel and Elijah.
The former is brought into connection with the war
with the Philistines, which certainly appears to have
stirred up religious fervour in no slight degree ;

- the

other, with the persecution of Yahwe-worshippers by
Ahab. 3 Our knowledge, however, respecting these

personages is very slight. Samuel and Elijah have

apparently both been much idealised, and sober history
cannot venture to admit that Ahab really destroyed the

altars of Yahwe and slew his prophets. The fact,

1 Die Geschichtlichkeit des Sinai-bundes (1900).
* Cp Budde, Religion of Israel, lor.

3 Cp Kuenen, Religion ofIsrael, 1 361.
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however, need not be doubted that through the chequered
experiences of the national history the representatives
of prophetism arrived at the apprehension of a truth

which had hitherto been practically unknown, viz. , that

to ensure prosperity it was not enough to worship
Yahwe alone

;
his one immutable requirement was

righteousness. Is it not reward enough to the critical

student to have made this historically plain, and so to

have rescued all that was indispensable in the imagina
tive popular biography of the ideal man of God ?

T. K. C.

MOSOLLAM (MOCOAAAMOC [BA]), iEsd.9i 4 =
EzralOis, MESHULLAM, n.

MOSOLLAMON(MOCoAA&amp;lt;\MON[A]) ( iEsd.8 44AV,
RV Mosollamus = Ezra 8 16, MKSHULLAM, 10.

MOTH (lT; CMC,
1 but in Is. 518 X PONOC. cp

WORM; tinea; Job 4 19 13 28 27 18 Ps.39i2[n] Is.SOg 518
Hos. 5 12 [on &amp;lt;& see SPIDER ad Jin. \, Ecclus. 193 [cp &amp;lt;B]

42 13
Bar. C 12 [( /3pu&amp;gt;/uaT4H Mt. t) if)f. Lk. 1233).

The moth naturally occurred to Hebrew writers in

search of a symbol for the perishableness of man and
his possessions. It need hardly be remarked that there

are various species of the genus Tinea, which are de
structive of woollen fabrics and of furs. We cannot
select any one of these as more likely than the rest to

represent the biblical moth.
Nor need we make any special reference to biblical passages,

except to those in which the moth appears only through a cor

ruption of the text, vy, moth, being really a relic, in one place

(Job 13 28) of Vpn, caterpillar (see LOCUST), in others of r 33y,

spider (see SPIDER).
i. Tob 27 i8, where EV, following MT, brings the house of

the rich man into some not very clear connection with the moth.
Accepting this, prosaic persons have imagined an allusion either
to the cases made of leaves, etc., in which caterpillars of certain

species shelter themselves, or to the cocoons which they spin
before pupating. The corruption of

E&quot;32j;
into tyy is, however,

so easy that we need not defend the traditional reading at the
cost of such an unnatural conjecture (see Merx, Budde, Duhm).
On the other hand, we may safely restore the moth in Job
27 isA.- The whole verse should probably run thus, He builds
his house as the spider ;

he has laid up his store for the moth

2. On Ps. 39 1 1 [12] we may refer to what is said elsewhere

(OWL). The ordinary view that the psalmist compares the
divine chastisements to the operations of a moth (cp Hos.
612) has serious exegetical difficulties. In two passages, how
ever, the moth may on grounds of textual criticism be restored

(Is. 516 Ps. 37 20; Che. SHOT, ad loc., and Ps.W).
T. K. C.

MOTHER ( DN). A very few points of Hebrew usage
need be here indicated

;
for further information see the

related articles DAUGHTER, SON, and especially FAMILY,
KINSHIP, and MARRIAGK (with reference to the so-

called Matriarchate or Mutterrecht). When precision
was necessary, the fact of uterine brotherhood was

expressed by such a phrase as his mother s son (Gen.
4829 : cp Judg. 8 19) and a stepmother was distinguished
from the womb-mother by the name of father s wife

(Lev. 188). The word mother could also of course

be used widely for ancestress (Gen. 820 ; on i K. 15 10

see MAACHAH), also for the people personified (Is. 50i

Jer. 50i2), and consequently, in the symbolic language
of ethnic genealogies, for one of the tribes or races

of which a composite population was composed (cp also

GENEALOGIES i. , i). Hence in Ezek. 163 the mother
of Jerusalem is called a Hittite (see, however,

REHOBOTH), thus suggesting one of the elements in

the early population of Jerusalem. In Judg. 5 ^

Deborah is called a mother in Israel, which may
either mean a benefactress (cp father, Job 29 16) or

be regarded as an indication that Deborah (but cp
OPHRAH) was the name of a town or a

clap. In 28.

1
OTJS also represents DD in Is. 51 8 and 3jyi in Prov. 14 30 ;

cp WORM.
2 This has been overlooked by the critics. &amp;lt;S gives opa

beside tniJTes ; Pesh., too, implies tt&quot;33y (instead of

nearer the true text than either MT or Pesh.
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20 19, at any rate, the phrase a city and a mother in

Israel means a prominent, influential city ((S, irt)\i.v

K&amp;lt;d /u.i)Tp6iro\iv). In the language of strong emotion
Shfiol can be called a mother (Job 1 216, cp 17 14).

The parting of the way (Ezek. 21 21 [26]) is in the

Hebrew the mother of the way a transparent symbolic
phrase.

MOUNT, MOUNTAIN
(&quot;in ).

Where AV has mount
RV has a marked preference for mountain or hill-country

f.jf., hill-country of Kphraim (Josh. 19 50 207), mountain of
Gilead (Gen. 31 21), hill -country of Naphtali (Josh. 207),
hill-country of Judah (it.), though mount Seir is retained.

See EPHRAIM, etc.

The uncertainty whether mountain means a single
eminence or a mountain range or district must be always
borne in mind, both in the OT and in the NT. This
affects the possibility of the identification of the Mount
of the Beatitudes (Mt. 5 1

)
and the Mountain of the

Transfiguration (Mt. and Mk. give eis 6pos v\j/r)\bt&amp;gt;,
but

Lk. 928 fit TO dpos). Cp Weiss on Mt. 5i. For phrases
into which mount or mountain enters, see CONGRE
GATION, MOUNT OF

; CHERUB, 2, and SINAI (Horeb,
mountain of God ); COPPER, 5 (

mountains of

brass
) ;

DESTRUCTION [MOUNT OF].
Mountains are referred to as monuments of the might

of the Creator (Ps. 656 [7]; cp Is. 40i2) ; hence, accord

ing to most, they are called the mountains of God
(Ps. 366 [7 ] ; cp the trees of Yahwe,

1

Ps. 104 16). They
were, as Job 15? and Prov. 825 appear to state, the

earliest created objects ;
so ancient is their date that to

express God s everlastingness in the past a psalmist
declares that God existed even before the hills were

brought forth (Ps. 902). When God touches them,

they smoke (Ps. 104 32 144s); when he appears, they
melt like wax (Judg. 5s Ps. 97s Is. 64 1 [6819^] Mi. 1 4 ),

or skip like lambs (Ps. 11446). They shudder at his

judgments (Ps. 187 [8] Mi. 6i/. ) ;
but they rejoice when

Israel s redemption draws nigh (Ps. 988 Is. 4423 49i3
55 12).

Mountains are also symbols of kingdoms e.g. , of

Israel (Ezek. 1723 2040), and especially of the Divine

kingdom (Dan. 235 44) ;
the latter representation seems

to have mythological affinities (cp CONGREGATION
[MOUNT OF]). In Jer. 51 25 Babylon is called a destroy

ing mountain (see DESTRUCTION [MOUNT OF]) ; but in

Is. 41 15 the mountains which Israel is to thresh, and
in Zech. 4? the mountain which is to become a plain
before Zerubbabel, are probably symbolic terms for

obstacles to the activity of the people of God. With
the former passage cp Is. 40 4 ;

with the latter, Mt.

17 20 21 21 i Cor. 132.

For mount, (i) 3SC, mussat, Is. 293 RV fort, see FORT ;

and for (2) .tSSb, sol lah, 2 S. 20 15 etc. (AV sometimes bank ),

see SIKGE. For Mountain Of God (Ezek. 28 14), see CONGRE
GATION, MOUNT OF.

MOURNING CUSTOMS. Both before and after

the burial, sorrowing for the departed found expression
in remarkable customs which, in part at least, Israel had
in common with other nations.

One of the most usual was that of rending the

garments (2 S. 1 n 831 etc.), a practice afterwards

R hl al
weakened to a conventional tearing of the

* 1C
dress at the breast for a hand s breadth.

Instead of the usual materials sackcloth

(pfc&amp;gt;)

was worn (2 S. 21 10 Is. 15s). This was a rough

garment of goat-hair or camel-hair, in form somewhat

resembling a modern shirt, but without long sleeves ;

originally, perhaps, it was merely a body-cloth like the

ihrdm of the Arabs (to which we shall refer again, 2).

The mourners went bareheaded and barefoot (Ezek.
24 17 2 8.1530), or covered the head, or at least the

beard (Ezek. 24i? Jer. 14s 2 S. ISso), or laid the hand

upon the head (2 S. 13 19) ; they sat in dust and ashes,

and sprinkled themselves (Is. 826 47 1 Job 28), and

especially their heads, with these (Josh. 76 2 S. 1 2 etc.
).

Various mutilations also were practised (Jer. 166 41s
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47s etc. ; see CUTTINGS OF THE FLESH, i). It was
also the custom to fast for the dead (i S. 31 13 2 S. 835) ;

after sundown the fasting was closed (or, if the fasting
lasted several days, broken) by a funeral feast (Hos. 94
2 8.835 Jer. 16? Ezek. 24i7 22) ; cp FASTING. Food
was placed upon the grave (Dt. 2614). Tobit indeed

(Tob. 417) was commanded to place food only upon
the grave of the righteous ;

the ungodly were not to be
so kindly treated

;
the son of Sirach, however, ridiculed

this custom altogether ; of what use, he asks, is such
an offering to a spirit ? Like dainties to a closed

mouth are offerings laid on the grave (Ecclus. 30 1
8).

The burning of spices as practised by the nobles in

later times (Jer. 34 5 2 Ch. 16 14 2119) is also to be

regarded as a form of offering to the dead. The
customary lament for the dead was certainly more than
a natural expression of sorrow. Besides the women of

the house, who sat weeping upon the ground, profes
sional women mourners were called in. Probably to

some fixed melody, the peculiarly rhythmical dirge

(nrp) was sung (cp LAMENTATION, POETICAL LITERA
TURE, 4 [i]). Zech. 12 10-14 makes for the view that

the lament for the dead was a religious ceremony con
ducted under rules handed down by tradition. The dirge
might be accompanied by flutes (Jer. 4836 ; Jos.
BJm. 9s). Cp Music, 40.

Several of these customs (especially that of wearing
mourning) may be accounted for simply as being ex-

2 Origin of Press ve f grief, and the explanation
4-v/!./. JL*- - f tne ir prohibition on the other hand
these customs. /T mom * -^ -, j-\-^ i_

(Lev. 192821s/. ; Dt. 14 1/) has been

sought in the supposition that as wild excesses they
were not pleasing to Yahwe. In the majority of cases,

however, this interpretation of the practices in question
can hardly be allowed. How could mutilation of the

person, shaving of the head, cutting off the beard, come
to be expressive of sorrow ? That this was not the light
in which they were viewed by the Law is shown by the

reason given for their prohibition viz.
, that they were

sacrilegious, unbefitting Israel, the people of Yahwe,
and in every respect defiling (Lev. 21s). In point of
fact they were forbidden as being ceremonies originally

occurring in the worship of heathen gods. This con
clusion is abundantly proved by the offerings to the

dead. Such are even now brought by the Bedouins.

Very similar is the custom still in vogue among civilised

races of placing food and drink on the grave, as to the

origin of which there can be no doubt. Just as in the

last case the offering to the dead has been changed into

a burial feast, so the burial repast grew out of a sacrifice.

The text of Jer. 16; is in all probability corrupt ;
but

the statement of the offerer of the tithe (Dt. 2614), that
none of it has been given to the dead, can only refer to
an offering to the dead or a funeral feast, whilst the

latter, again, is shown to be of the nature of a sacrifice

to the dead by the fact that the funeral bread is impure
and contaminating (Hos. 94). In agreement with this

we find that with many nations, particularly the ancient

Greeks, sacrifices to the dead occurred in connection
with funeral feasts. Cutting the body with knives is

mentioned in i K. 1828 as a religious ceremony.
Cutting off the hair of the head and the beard cor

responds to a similar custom among the Greeks, who
laid their hair with the dead in the grave (Iliad, 28135).
The shaving of the head as a religious ceremony was
also in use among the ancient Arabs, perhaps as a sign
of devotion to the service of God. 1 It is a suggestive
conjecture of W. R. Smith 2 that the dust which was
strewn upon the head was taken from the grave, and
the ashes from the funeral fires (2 Ch. 1614 21 19). It

is chiefly among races having a form of worship of the
dead that we find a dirge sung according to fixed forms.
The shades of the departed, to whom the future was
known (as, yijrr), were either consulted at the grave

1 Wellh. Ar. Heid.M 118.
2 Rel. Sent. 413 ; so Schwally, Das Leben nach dem Tode, 15.
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(15.664) or summoned through exorcists (Is. 819 294
i S. 28). Covering probably takes the place of cutting
the beard as a form of diminished severity. That
mourning clothes have their origin in some religious
ceremony seems likely ; cp the religious habit ihrdm
worn by the Muslim pilgrims in the sacred precinct of
Mecca. However, the effort to trace back all these
customs to a religious origin seems unlikely to succeed.

J. G. Frazer (Journ. of the Anthrop. Inst. 15, \k\ff., 1885)
explains a large proportion of the mourning customs of various
peoples as typifying a complete renunciation of the spirit of the
departed. Mutilation of the body and the wearing of special
mourning apparel were, he thinks, originally meant to render
the survivors unrecognisable by the spirit of the departed if he
should at any time return. For Semitic peoples, however, such
an explanation of mourning customs is impossible. On the
contrary, the aim of the mourner was to maintain his connection
with the dead. So in the old Arabian custom of erecting a tent
on the grave of a venerated person and staying there, or the oft-

recurring apostrophe to the dead in Arabic elegies : depart
not. The Hebrews located the graves of their family as near
as possible to their homes (i S. 25 i Ezek. 43 7 ; and see TOMB).
See further CUTTINGS, ESCHATOLOGY, 7-9, LAMENTATION.

Even though the mourning customs owe their origin
to some form of worship of the dead, it does not by
any means follow that the knowledge of this was
retained in later times. It is more probable that, on
the introduction of the religion of Yahwe, the original

meaning was gradually forgotten and a new signification

(as an expression of sorrow) more and more took its

place. Only by some such transformation could the
old customs succeed in maintaining themselves in the

religion of Yahwe
; and those of them (mutilations)

which from their nature were most in danger of leading
back to the old conceptions were, accordingly, forbidden

by Deuteronomy and the Priestly Code, as heathen
abominations.

J. Lippert, Der Seelenkult in seinen Beziehungen zur alt~
hebrdischen Religion, Berlin, 1881

; Oort, De doodenvereering
bij den Israeliten in Th. T 15 355^ ; Sta.

3. Literature. GI\^ff. ; Schwally, Das Lcben nach dem
Tode nach den I orstellungen des alien

Israel u. des Judenthums, 1892; Perles, Die Leichenfeierlich-
keiten des nachbiblischen Judenthums in Frankel s MGWJ 10,
1861, pp. 345-355 3?6-394 , Bu. Das Heb. Xlagelied in ZA TW,
1882, pp. -iff., 1883, pp. 299^, and in ZDPl r

, 1883, pp. 180^ ;

Benz. Heb. Arch., 23 ; Now. Heb. Arch., 32, 33 ; Bender,
Beliefs, etc., connected with Death, Burial, and Mourning,

JQR, 1894-1895 ; Goldziher, Muh. Stud. 1 299 ff., On Worship
of Dead in Pagan and Mohammedan Arabia ; Frazer, Journ.
Anthrofi. Inst. ofGt. Brit, and Ireland, 15 n. i, 1885, pp. 64-100,
On Certain Burial Customs as illustrative of the Primitive Theory

of the Soul
; Jastrow, Journ. A mer. Or. Sac. 20 133^ On the

mourning women in primitive Babylonia, see Maspero, Dawn
ofChi. 684. L B .

MOUSE
(&quot;1331? ; Myc ; mus]. Seven species of the

genus Mus found in Palestine are described by
Tristram, and to these may be added many other small

rodents, field-mice, dormice, etc. All these were no
doubt included under the Hebrew term akbdr, and
were regarded by the Jews as unclean. We hear indeed
of certain persons who ate the mouse ; but this was a

sign of apostasy from Yahwe (15.6617). Evidently
these persons regarded the mouse as a sacred animal,
the eating of whose flesh consecrated the eater (see

SACRIFICE). The Arabs, too, frequently ate mice.

Arabic writers, when satirising the Bedouins, are wont
to call them mouse-eating ;

once we even find the

epithet field-rat-eater justified by a positive statement

that the Arabs of the desert eat field-mice. rl The
jerboa is still eaten by the Arabs of the desert, and
the hamster in Northern Syria. Many of the smaller

rodents live on the succulent underground tubers and
bulbs of the desert flora. Three species of the hamster

(Cricetus] are known
; they lay up such large stores of

grain as to cause serious loss to farmers. The jerboa

(Dipns] is remarkable for its gambols and kangaroo-
like bounds.

Of the devastation caused by field-mice there is

abundant evidence (see, e.g. , Lilian, 1741). Small
votive offerings in the shape of mice have even been

1
Goldziher, Mythology among- the Hebrews, 83, n. i (chap. 4).
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found (see Frazer, Paus. 6290), and it is possible that

the worship of mice (especially white mice) may have

originated not so much from the survival of a mouse-
totem as to propitiate mice in general and to induce

them not to ravage the cornfields (cp Frazer, Paus.

5 289/1 ).
On the story in i S. 6 and the significance of

the golden mice see EMEKOUS, PESTILENCE, HEZEKIAH,
2, n.

,
and ARK, 5.

In Heb. 1123V AcHBOR (?.v.), occurs as a name (cp Phoen.

123y&amp;gt; NT, m~), and in Ar. the equivalent, ak/&amp;gt;ar,
is applied to

the male jerboa,! which is borne as a name by an Arabic tribe,
the Amr. b. YarbiY. Robertson Smith mentions that the
mother of this tribe was a lightning-goddess, and so akin to

the divine archer Cozah, who has so many points of resemblance
with Apollo (AV. 302^).

For an original theory as to the meaning of 1335; ( mouse ) in

I S. 6 see .Vaturn, 57 (1898) p. 618, where it is suggested that
the sufferings of the Philistines were caused by the bites of the
Arachnid Solf&amp;gt;uga. These spider-like animals can readily be
mistaken for mice. Critically, however, the theory is very weak.

A. E. S. S. A. C. T. K. C.

MOWINGS occurs in the expression king s mowings

(TJ/Sn
VT3; poop o B&ciAeyc [BAQ]; tonsionemregis),

Am. 7 1. The only certain meaning of gez (ia), however,

is fleece
(
=

a?a), and both in Am. and in Ps. 726

(where EV gives mown grass )
the text is disputed

(see LOCUSTS, 3, and Che.
/V.&amp;lt;-)).

Hoffmann
defends the sense of wool-shearing for gez even here

(/.A 7^^8117), but without plausibility (see Nowack
on Am., I.e.). Most scholars find a reference to the

king s right of cutting the grass in spring before others,

on which see GOVERNMENT, 19.

MOZA
(N&amp;gt;

to. sunrise. 72).
1. Son of Caleb b. Hezron by his concubine Ephah (i Ch.

246, iioaa [A], -v [15], /noucra [L]). Some locality in Judah is

probably intended
; cp the place-name MOZAH.

2. 1). Zimri a descendant of Saul mentioned in a genealogy of

BENJAMIN (q.v., 9, ii. |3), i Ch. 836^ (ju.aicra [BA; sup M
vestigia appar rus et litur in B], /xcoo-a [L])= i Ch. 9 42f. (^ao-cra

[B], /naaa [NA] ^&amp;lt;o&amp;lt;ra [L]).

MOZAH (listen),
a Benjamite locality, grouped

with Mizpah and Chephirah (Josh. 1826 [P], A.MOOKH
[B], &MO&amp;gt;C&amp;lt;\ [A], MACCA [I-])- A Mozah, situated

below Jerusalem, is mentioned in Sukka, 4s ; it was the

place from which willow-branches were fetched for the

Feast of Tabernacles. The Gemara adds that it was a
colonia (x a rip). Now, on the way to Karyat el- Enab,
NE. of Jerusalem, we find the two neighbouring places
named respectively Kulonieh and Bet Mizza (cp Bad. 17).
Buhl (Pal. 167) would identify the latter with the Mozah
of Josh, and of the Mjshna. Certainly Kulonieh is not

the Kulon of &amp;lt;S s addition to Josh. 15 59 (see EMMAUS,
KULON), When, however, we consider similar cases

of double representation of the same place in P s lists,

and notice corruption close by, it seems best to regard
risen as a corrupt dittogram of assort. the Mizpeh
which precedes. See MIZPAH. T. K. C.

MUFFLERS (rv6in), Is.3i 9t EV, AVme- spangled
ornaments. See VEIL.

MULBERRY (MORON) i Mace. 6 34t, and Mulberry
trees (D fcO?), 2 S. 623/ i Ch. 14 M/, and AVme-,

Ps. 846 [7], where AVm *&amp;gt;

-

virtually reads b kaim
( D*X32).

At BETHZACHARIAS (q. v.
)
the elephants in the Syrian

army were shown the blood of grapes and of mulberries

(see ELEPHANT). No doubt the fruit of the black

mulberry-tree (Morus nigra ; MH run) is meant, the

juice of which suggests an apologue illustrative of Gen.

49 in Der. rabbd, 22. The juiciness of the mulberry
also suggested AV s rendering of bfkdim (from aaa, to

weep )
in 2 S. 623/1 ,

which is adopted from the Rabbins,
but is a worthless conjecture.

Targum gives the general term trees
(N&quot;J? N) ;

BA
(Jn Ch.),

Aquila in 2 S. 5 23,2 and Vulgate (in S. and Ch.) give, for no

1 So Bochart, Gesenius, and Knobel all understand the 1335; to

be the jerboa. It may be noticed that adal, the field-mouse,
occurs also as an Arabic clan-name.

2 Lectio suspicione non vacat (Field, 1 554).
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good reason, an-ioi, pyri (i.e., pear-trees), which, however,
grow only in N. Palestine.

Celsius (1 138^!) identified the Baka tree, as we may
provisionally call it, with a tree or bush of the same
name (baka )

known to Arabian writers. Mr. M Lean
writes, It is, according to Abulfadl, similar to the

bas am (Balsamodendrcn opobalsamttm), and grows in

the district round Mecca. It differed from the balsam
tree in having longer leaves and a larger, rounder fruit.

From it a juice or resin (his language is not clear, but

he connects the distillation with the severance of the

leaf) was obtained which was a remedy for toothache.

To this identification (accepted by many, including
Del. Ps.

)
it is a conclusive objection that no such tree

is known in Palestine. Nor is it easy to see how a tree

which grows in the hot dry valley where Mecca lies,

can have grown in the highland plain of Rephaim,
whether we plnce this near Jerusalem or in the Jerah-
meelite Negeb (see REPHAIM, VALLEY OF). It is pos
sible of course that the same name (the weeping tree)

may have been borne by some gum-exuding variety of

the acacia. Apparently the trees referred to in 2 S. I.e.

were sacred trees, and in the Sinaitic peninsula at any
rate we know that the seya/-a.cac\a. is often a sacred tree

(H. J. Palmer, Sinai, 39 ; cp Doughty, Ar. Des. 1273).
Several species of acacia are found in Palestine (see
SHITTAH TREE). We might further suppose that

BOCHIM
[(/.

v.
]

is a popular corruption of btka im.

( weeping trees
).

See also POPLAR.
However, the corruptions suspected elsewhere in this narrative

(see RETHAIM, VAI.I.KV OK) suggest caution. The text may be

corrupt. The two narratives in 2 S. 5 17-25 are clearly parallel.

Very possibly for D KDa we should read D ^KDnT
l;&quot;12l,

Perez

(
= Zarephath) of the Jerahmeelites,&quot; and D K33a e&amp;gt;tO3 should

be ITV
[&quot;IS3,

in Perez of the Jerahmeelites. This gives

another play on the name Perez or Perazim, for the next words

are, { &quot;12FI IN (as read with Grii.), then shall thou break forth.
&amp;gt; : T v

See PERAZIM. The key to the narrative is the theory that the

fighting referred to was for the possession of the Jerahmeelite
cities (see i S. 30 29) ; the combatants were David s men on the

one hand, and the Zarephathites on the other.

The case of Ps. 846 [7] requires separate consideration. The
rendering of Baer, Kautzsch, going through the vale of tears,

is supported by all the ancients, but will hardly stand (for
another view see KOnig, 2 a 174). &amp;lt;B s roO (tAauSjuwros points to

D 33ri, hab-bdknn; liab-bdklm might come from hab-bekaim,
so that the Valley (Plain) of Rephaim might be meant, if that

valley is rightly placed near Jerusalem. More probably,

however, there is a corruption in the text, and for K23a pCl 3

we should read nypsa 7pn3 the passage will then run,

Who going through a region of vales drink from a fountain

(see Che. Ps.W) ; cp Is. 41 18, I will open . . . fountains in the

midst of the valleys (nil pS). y. K C.

MULE (T1S, piredl HMIONOC)- The Hebrews do

not seem to have been familiar with the mule before the

establishment of the monarchy. Long
1. History, before this, however, mules had been in

use in Egypt and Assyria ; their sure-

footedness, hardiness, and endurance making them

handier, and often more valuable than the horse, which
was reserved for military expeditions and wars (see

HORSE).
Mules are first met with in Asia Minor, and the high

lands to the N. of Mesopotamia. In Homer they are

associated with the Paphlagonian Enetoe (//. 2872),
and the Mysians (//.24277). The Phoenicians (and

through them doubtless the Hebrews) carried on a trade

in mules with TOGARMAH (Ezek. 27 14, om. (55
B

) ; and
the same region on more than one occasion furnished the

Assyrians with supplies of these animals.

In the OT the mule is first mentioned in the time of

David. * It is the animal ridden by the king s sons (2 S.

1829 189 ; the pack-icKata\ is the ass, cp 16 1),
while for

1 For i S. 21 7 [a] where Doeg, according to (8 BAL ,
was Saul s

mule-keeper, see DOEG. (S again finds an allusion to mules in

Neh. 2s where Nc aL (not BA) display the reading Dll^a 10B

by the side of the MT DTlSa v the keeper of the king s
park.&quot;

The latter is, of course, correct.
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the king s use upon state occasions the female animal
seems to be preferred (

i K. 1 33^ ).
Mules were among

Solomon s yearly presents (i K. 1025 2 Ch. 924), and
henceforth became widely used. Mules together with

asses, camels, and horses, in large numbers, were
carried off by Sennacherib after his invasion of Judah
(Prism-Inscr. 3i8^). Further references are made to

the use of the mule as a beast of burden (2 K. 5i7
J
cp

Judith 15 n), as a baggage animal in war (Judith 217),
and as harnessed to a LITTER (q.v. ).

The breeding of

mules would be prohibited in post-exilic times by the

law in Lev. 19 19.

The usual name for the mule in Heb. is TIB, pered, a word of

uncertain origin, cp Syr. barduna mule, beast of burden.
This word lies at the bottom of the mid. Lat.

2. Names, burdo, O. Eng. burdown (the offspring of the
stallion and ass; Engl. hinny), and is transferred

from the pilgrim s mule to his staff in the O. Eng. bourdon

(cp the diverse meanings of the Span, muleta). For this and
other vicissitudes of the word, see the New English Dictionary,
s. bourdon, burden. It is interesting to find that Wyclif in

his translation has actually used burdown, burdones, to render
the Heb. Q &amp;gt;-|&quot;IB

of 2 K. 617. Other Hebrew words rendered

mule are DC ri, hayyemim, Gen. 8(524 (seeANAH), UO1, rckes,

Est. S 10 14 and c JinttTiN Est. 8 10 ; see HORSE, i.

Among other Semitic terms for mule may be noticed the
Ass. fcuatnnu(see Muss-Am, with refs.), cp Syr. kudanyd; and
paru (but according to Jen. Kos.ioqf. horse ). The Syr.
baglti mule, as also the Ar. bagl, are conceivably derived from

Hv\\os (of Phocian origin, so Hesych.) ; from which, in their

turn, come the Lat. mulus (properly the offspring of the ass and
mare), and our own mule. A. E.S. S.A.C.

MUNITION (rnwrp, is. 33 16 EV
; rnivp, is. 29 7

AV
; rn-lXO, Nah. 2 1 [2] EV) ;

see FORTRESS, col. 1552,

and, for Dan. 11 38 AVme-, MAUZZIM.

MUPPIM (D BD ; M
&amp;lt;\M(|&amp;gt;eiN [AD] ;

-e ,M [L]), one

of the sons of Benjamin (Gen. 4621). The name seems
to be a corruption from the SHEPHUPHAM of Nu. 2639
(SHUPPIM in i Ch. 7 12) ;

see AHIRAM.

MURDERER, MANSLAYER. See GOEL ; also

ASYLUM, and LAW AND JUSTICE, 13.

MURRAIN
(&quot;O^I ),

Ex. 9 3. See DISEASES, col. 1 105,
and cp PLAGUES, THE TEN.

MUSHI C^-IO, ^ D Mosaite
[ 9] or Moses-clan

[MosES, 2]; in Nu. 833, 2658, BhlSn, the Mushites), a

Levitical (Merarite) family ; Ex. 619; Nu. 82033; 2658; i Ch.

6i947[432]; 282123; 242630 (usually p|uouer[e]t, or, especially
in L, juou&amp;lt;r[e]i, occasionally /ioou(r[e]i] ; in i Ch. 647(32], B has
nocrei). Cp MERARI, GENEALOGIES, i. 7.

MUSIC
Rhythm, melody ( i).

Instrumentation ( 2).

Percussion ( 3).

Wind (8 4/).
Strings ( 6-10).

Orchestration ( n).
Development of music ( 12).
Character ( i 3/.).
Christian hymns ( 14, end).
Melodies (S 15).

Literature ( 16).

Music is the art of the expression of the feelings

by means of rhythmical and melodious sound. Its

1 Rhvthm or &m s l st m the n ght of antiquity ;

.^ , but it is safe to assume from a study of
*&quot; the development of the art among savage

peoples that the first music was a system of rhythmical
intonation. There can be little doubt that melody or
tone -variation in singing was a comparatively late

development from this original rhythm, a sense of

which is inborn in all races. As soon as man reached
a stage of cultivation where he was able to repeat his

experience to his fellows, to give an account of his own
passions or to tell of the heroic deeds of others, the
need must have been felt of a declamatory style, a
method of reciting which would not only impress the

words of a tale on the hearers, but would also enable

1 D T1S&quot;I3S N2 3 two mule-loads. Ass-load (inn pya -yo/oioy

OI/IKOS), and camel-load (xSoJ a), are used as units of weight in
the irreat Palmyrene tariff; see Lidzbarski, Nord-sem. Epig.
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the reciter himself to remember his theme more easily.
This mnemonic style, which must have been a method
of intonation and emphatic accentuation of the most
important words or phrases of a story, was the

beginning of what we now call rhythm. It may be

supposed that the reciter intoned his song in a mono
tone, marking it, both by means of his own voice and
artificially, with a strong rhythmic beat, but that in the
course of time it was discovered, possibly at first

accidentally, that an occasional inflection or tone-
variation would hold the attention of the hearers more
satisfactorily. Finally, a distinct melody proceeding
from two to five notes was probably evolved, which
became the foundation for further modulations.
The development of instrumentation, although un

doubtedly very ancient, must have begun some time
. , after the rise of rhythmic intonation. It

me tat o
was Pro ^)a^y customary among the very
earliest declaimers, as it is to-day among

barbarous peoples, to emphasise the rhythmic beat of
a song by stamping, by clapping the hands, or by
striking the breast at proper intervals. Such an action

would have suggested the first artificial instrument of
music the hand - drum or tambourine. The dis

covery by primitive man of his power to produce a

whistling noise with his own mouth, which he was

perhaps impelled to do in imitation of the wind, was in

all likelihood the first step towards the invention of
wind instruments. The most ancient instrument of

this sort must have been a simple reed with a slit cut

in it. Stringed instruments, which were probably de

veloped last of all, may have been suggested by the

accidental tone produced by the twang of a gut bow
string,

1 which impelled some inventive genius to create

musical tones by means of similar cords strung tightly
across a resonant piece of wood or bladder.

Percussion, wind, and stringed instruments are all

mentioned in the OT
;

but as we have no ancient

pictorial representations of any of them, it is impossible
to do more than conjecture concerning their form and
musical compass in early times. It may be assumed,
however, that during the period covered by the OT history

(from about 1300 B.C.) there was a distinct musical

development, especially of the wind and stringed instru

ments. The only authentic pictures of Jewish instru

ments known at present are those of the citterns on
certain late coins, probably not older than the time of

the Jewish rebellion against the Romans in 68-70 A.D. ,

and those of the later form of trumpet on the arch of

Titus (79-81 A.D.
).

There is every reason to believe

that the art of music among the early Hebrews was

essentially the same as that of the Egyptians and the

Assyrians, of whose musical performances there are

many representations. These may be used quite

legitimately, therefore, to illustrate the character of

the ancient Hebrew instruments.

We begin with instruments of percussion, (i) The
most primitive Hebrew instrument was perhaps the

3. Instruments
.

hand-drum or toph
z
(EV tabret or

timbrel
).

This was simply a ringof percussion &quot;y a nug
L&amp;gt;

of wood or metal, covered with a

tightly drawn skin, occasionally provided with small

pieces of metal hung around the rim, exactly like those

on the modern tambourine, of which the toph was
the prototype. The instrument was held up in one
hand and struck with the other, as may be seen from
the accompanying illustration (fig. i) of an Egyptian
woman playing it. Both Egyptians and Assyrians seem
to have had, as well as the toph, a drum which was

supported against the performer by a belt and beaten

1 Cp Heb. minuiw (Ar. -wcitar), Ps. 45 9 1504, strings of a
musical instrument, properly bow-strings. [The correctness

of MT, however, is not beyond doubt. See PIPE.]
2

np|, from nsrii to strike
;
Ar. duff; Ok. rvfitravov. tm in

Ezek. 2813 probably means the setting of a jewel (cp Cornill);
on nsm Job 17 6 where AV finds a tabret, see Budde,
Hiob, 89.
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with both hands (fig. 2). Among the Hebrews the

hand-drum was played chiefly by women, but sometimes

by men
(
i S. 10s). It was used at festivities of all sorts

e.g. ,
at weddings (i Mace. 939), in public processions

(2 S. 65) as well as in ordinary song (Gen. 8127). It

was also employed in religious music of a joyous and

FIG. 3. Eastern

Cymbals.

FIG. i. FIG. 2.

popular character (Ex. 15 20 Ps. 81 2), but probably not

in the Jerusalem temple worship, as it is not mentioned

in 2 Ch. 5 J2/. ,
where we should expect to find it along

with the cymbals.
2. The cymbals (mlsiltdyim, G nVxo 1

1 AV and RV
cymbals ;

Gk. Kir/j.j3a\a) which were used in the

temple to mark time (EzraSio) were bronze discs

struck together by the performer (Jos. Ant. vii. 12s).

They must have had outside

handles. Whether they were some
times bell -shaped like those on

the Assyrian reliefs (fig. 3) it is of

course impossible to know. The
late Hebrew tradition asserts,

perhaps correctly, that cymbals
were used in religious worship in David s time (i Ch.

25 16). The selstlim, c SsSs (28.65; selslte-shimd ,

Ps. 150
5&amp;gt;

AV loud

cymbals ;
RV high

sounding cymbals ),

were probably the

same instrument,

although some
scholars translate

this word in Ps. 150s
castanets. - Fin

ger-castanets like

those now in use

among the Arabs

(fig. 4) may have
been employed by the Hebrews to accompany their

popular dances
;
but there seems to be no word in the

OT to denote the instrument.

3. Mtna tan im* vyiyjo; (Kv/j.^a\a, 28. 6st; RV
castanets

;
AV cornets

),
were probably an instru

ment for shaking, like the sistritm* (Gk. aeiffTpov],

which among the Egyptians consisted of an oval frame

with iron rods lying loosely in holes in the sides. Rings
were suspended from the ends of these rods and a

handle supported the whole (fig. 5). These sistra were

used in Egypt in religious services, and especially at the

Isis dances (Juvenal, 1893^ ).
The Hebrew mind anl im

were very probably simnar to the Egyptian sistra, if

not exactly like them.

4. The correct translation of the name of the fourth

and last Hebrew instrument of percussion, salisim

(a jy^y.Kv^aXa, i S. 186f; EV instruments of music
),

is more difficult to determine. The etymology shows

plainly that they were in some way connected with the

numeral three. It has been conjectured, and it seems

1 From
&quot;?S&amp;lt;ii

to jingle, clash.
2 Jahn, ffavtl. Alt. 1, 105 ; Pfeiffer, Musik d. Hekraer, 55.
3

Pilpel, participle of yij, to shake.
* So RVi tf-, 2 S. 6 5, and Vulg.
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FIG. 4. Arab Castanets.

likely, that they belong to the same class as the sistra

and resembled the modern triangle,
1

being made of

metal, but hung with rings and shaken instead of being
struck with a metal bar. The only objection to this

view is that there is no proof of the existence in the

ancient East of triangular instruments of percussion.

According to Athenoeus (Deifn. 4175), instruments for

FIG. 5. Egyptian Sistrum. From SOT(Eng.) Psalms.

shaking like the sistra came to Greece from Syria, and
were used, as in some modern European regiments,
for military field music. Nowack supposes, with little

foundation, that the Salisim were cymbals with three

parallel bars (HA, 273 ).

2 That they were triangular

harps like the Gk. rpiyuvos
3

is also unlikely, because

the context leads us to suppose that they were instru

ments of percussion. Luther s rendering Geige, viol,

is impossible, as there were no bowed instruments in

early times.

Of wind instruments we may take first those of llie

flute class, (a) Of these the most ancient was probably
, . the flute called hdlil,

Ir ?n 1
tit. bored

4. Wind mstru-
instrument

-

(EV pipe ),
also nfhildh,

ments: flute ^^ ps 5i
\ ^Hebrew flute was

class.
originally made of reed, but afterwards

of wood bored through e.g., of box, lotus, laurel and

later even of ivory and metal. There were many varieties

of this instrument in use among
the Assyrians, the Egyptians, c_.Iyfrj

7.
jffip ^^&quot;jft

and the Greeks. Some flutes

were played either like the

modern Arab flute (fig. 6), or

as a flageolet with a mouthpiece
of wood or metal like that of

FIG. 6. Arab Flute.

From SBOT (Eng.)
Psalms.

whistle. This

was the case, for example, with the Egyptian and

the Assyrian double flute (fig. 7) still used by Pales

tinian shepherds ;
but other varieties like the Egyptian

long flute (fig. 8) were played obliquely through a

lateral blow -hole. Flutes varied greatly in length,

tone, and number of finger-holes. The most primitive

instruments had probably only two or three holes ;

but the later flutes seem to have had seven, cover

ing the entire octave. It is uncertain whether the

FIG. 7.
FIG. 8.

hdlil was a single straight pipe, a double flute, or a

genuine horizontal or oblique flute. In fact, the word

may have been applied as a generic name to these three

kinds of instrument.

1 See RVrae-, triangles, three-stringed instruments ; Vulg.

in sistris.
~

&amp;lt;P and Pesh. m.ike them a sort of cymbals.
S Haupt, Psalms, .VAY T (Eng.), 233.
* But see Uaethgen, Ptmimtn, n.
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The hdlil was essentially peaceful. It was used at

feasts (Is. 612), festal processions (i K. 140), pilgrimages

(Is. 8029), and to accompany dancing (Mt. 11 17).

Besides this, it was the characteristic instrument of

mourning (Mt. 923).
J Even the poorest Hebrew had

to have two flute-players and one hired female mourner
at his wife s funeral. 2 There were probably no flute-

players in the original temple orchestra, although the

Talmud, referring to the Maccabsean and later temple,
states that from two to twelve flutes were used at the

regular sacrifice. 3 These were employed during the

Passover and the following season, and also during the

night services of the Feast of Tabernacles,
4 when a

flute was blown at the altar to repeat the final tones of

the Hallcl. The associations with the flute, however,
were evidently quite secular, as Clement of Alexandria

objected strongly to its use at Christian love-feasts on
the ground that it was a worldly instrument.

The word nekeb, ;pj (Ezek. 28 13 ; EV pipes ), is probably
not the name of a variety of flute,

5 but a technical expression
for a jewel setting or box.

(b] The iigdb
6 (AV organ,

7 i.e. , pan s-pipe ;
RV

pipe ),
and the masrokltha 8

(only Dan. 8571015; EV
flute

),
were in all probability one and the same

instrument some development from the double flute,

such as a mouth-organ or pan s-pipe,
9 the favourite

pastoral instrument, which consisted of from seven to

nine reed pipes of varying lengths and thicknesses

tuned in a simple scale. This is the traditional inter

pretation of *i(gdb. The word seems to be used in

Gen. 421, however, as a generic term for all wind instru

ments. If this is so, it may have been applied later

especially to the pan s-pipe, which, strangely enough,
was the parent of the most elaborate modern instrument,
the pipe-organ, a nearer approach to which may have
been reached in the magrephah of the Herodian temple.
The magrephah seems to have been a pipe-work with

bellows of elephant s or bull s hide and a wind-box with

ten openings, into each of which was fitted a pipe with
ten holes, so that it was possible to obtain from it one
hundred distinct tones. 10

Unfortunately, the accounts

regarding this instrument are so contradictory that but

little can be known about it definitely. Thus, according

FIG. 9. Primitive Pipe-Organ.

to some, it was small enough to be moved about by a

single Levite, whilst others state that its thundering
tones were audible on the Mount of Olives. This has
caused some scholars to doubt its existence altogether.
It is very likely, however, that wind-organs were known
before the discovery by Ctesibias about 250 B.C. of

the hydraulic organ. There is nothing improbable in

the idea that such a wind instrument might have

1
Jos. BJ iii. 95. 2

Lightfoot ad Matth. 9 23.
3 Arakh. 2 3 ; Sukk. 5 i.
4 Also Tac. Hist.bs- See on this subject Del. PsalmettW,

27, rem. 7.
5 Ambros, Gcsch. d. Musik, 209.

6 Gen. 4 21 Job 21 12 8031 Ps. 1504- 2X\y from 335;, flare,
anhelare (?) So Delitzsch.

7
,
in Ps. 150, opyavoi , Jer. organum.

8
NrVpnc D from

p-\jy,
to hiss, blow. nip IB i Judg. 5 16, prob

ably refers to the piping ofa flute, syrinx,or bagpipe ((5, (rupta/uds)
not bleatings. nplB i Jer.lSie, however, means object ofhissing.

9
2upiyf, fistula Panis. 10

nS&quot;UC&amp;gt;
Ardkh. 10611 a.
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been used in the later temple. The Hebrew name
magrephah, which means a fork or lined shovel,
would seem to be due to the form of the instrument,
the pipes of which were thought to resemble tines.

How it was played cannot be determined
; but of

course it had no keyboard.
1 which was a very late

development. The accompanying illustration of a

primitive pipe-organ (fig. 9) is copied from the Con
stantinople obelisk erected by Theodosius, who died
in 395 A.D.

The ugdb was essentially an instrument of joy (Job
21 12 3031), and was used in praise services (Ps. 1504).
It was probably not a bagpipe as one tradition makes
it. This would have been too secular for use in the

worship of Yahwe. The modern Jews call pianos
mashrokiten.

(c] The last example of flute-like instruments is the

sumponyd of Dan. 8515, incorrectly translated dul

cimer 2
by EV (see BAGPIPE). Sumponyd is an

Aramaic loanword from the Gk.
&amp;lt;rv/j.&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;uvla.,

which in

later. Greek may have been used to denote the ancient

bagpipe,
3 an instrument whose form possibly resembled

the modern Spanish zampoila (Ital. sampogna], the

name of which is clearly a derivative from
&amp;lt;rvfj.&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;uvia.

It was probably a goatskin bag with two reed pipes,
the one used as a mouth-piece to fill the bag, which in

Roman times had a porte-vent to relieve the strain on
the player s throat, and the other, employed as a
chanter -flute with finger-holes. The Arab bagpipe
ghaita, also used in Spain, has seven finger-holes.
The combined chanter mouthpiece and the three

drones of the modern Scotch war-pipe are of course

a peculiarly national development. It has been sug
gested that sip(p}onyd Dan. 3io, undoubtedly used of

the same instrument sumponyd, may be derived from
the Gk.

&amp;lt;ri&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;ui&amp;gt;,
tube, pipe, and may thus be the

correct form of the word. 4
It is much more likely that

sifonya merely represents an Aramaic mispronunciation
of

(TVfttfXitvicL.
The whole question is doubtful, because

ffvfj,(f&amp;gt;(i3via.
in classical Greek meant a concord or unison

of sounds (cp Lk. 152s),
5 and appears only in the later

language in the sense of a special musical instrument. 6

It is not likely that the av^uvia, was a sistrum. 7

The bagpipe was popular in Rome (under
the Emperors), where it was called chorus

or tibia utricularia.

Of instruments of the trumpet class two
are mentioned in the OT, (a) the shophdr,
~\3ier, horn (EV trumpet, cornet

),
and (b)

the hasosZrah, msisn (EV trumpet ).

(a) Shophdr. Synonymous with the shophdr
was the ktren, pp,

horn (Josh. 651 Ch. 25s).
The klren was primarily a simple ram s-

horn (Josh. 64^), and according to the

Talmud was crooked in shape. In later times,

however, shophdrdth seem to have been made
of metal 8 and straightened. This caused
them to be confused with the h&sostrdh, which

was essentially the priestly instrument. The primitive
_ . , . , shophdr is still to be seen in the

TV,*,. triimr&amp;gt;At
Synagogue ritual horn (fig. 10), whichments trumpet
js the o]dest form of wind instrunient

in use to-day.
9 The early shophd

rdth, however, were used chiefly for secular purposes

1 As Saalschiitz thought, Arch. 1 282.
2 Identical with the mediaeval psaltery described below(fig. 20).
3 So RV margin.
* Behrmann, Dan. 9. According to Meier, Wurzelw. &quot;J^ff.,

rTJS D is f Semitic origin, either from
rpo

or
[ED

=
|E!-

He

thought .TJESID was a Semitic word with g for resolution of the

doubling in a form pSD. This is very doubtful.

8 AV margin, singing, symphony.
8

Polybius, xxvi. 10s, Ed. Hultsch, along with Kfpdriov.
1 Ducang, s.v. Symphonia.
8 Crock. Chay. n. 586.
9 Cp Cyrus Adler, The Shophar, Report of U.S. Nat.

Museum, 1892, pp. 437-450. Wash. 1894.
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t-g-&amp;lt; hy watchmen (Am. 36), for battle alarms

(Judg. 827), in assemblies (i S. 183^), and at

coronations (2 S. 15io) although in very ancient times

they were employed also in ritual ; thus, to announce

the Jubilee (Lev. 269), which takes its name from the

instrument,
1 and at the approach of the Ark (2 S. 615).

FIG. 10. Horns and curved Trumpets

(b] The hasoserah was a straight metal trumpet (tuba],

according to Josephus (Ant. iii. 126), nearly a yard long,
and but little wider than a flute, with an embouchure
and a slightly flaring bell-like end. On the relief of the

Arch of Titus two trumpets of this sort are shown lean

ing against the golden table of shewbread (fig. n).
The use of the hasostrah, in distinction from that of the

shophar, was almost entirely religious. In fact, during
the time when the post-exilic temple flourished, haso-

strdth might be blown only by priests. Thus, there

were in the temple two silver trumpets, which were

FIG. ii. Straight Trumpet and Pipe.

sounded especially to announce festivals (Nu. 102 316),
and according to the Talmud two priests stood in the

temple hall blowing trumpets when the drink-offering
was presented (cp Ecclus. 50i6_^T). One hundred and

twenty priests are said to have blown Msostroth in

Solomon s temple (2Ch. 612). A secular use of the

instrument, however, is mentioned in Hos. 58, where it

is to be blown as a war-signal, and in 2 K. 11 14 and
2 Ch. 2813, according to which it would seem that

hdsostroth were blown also by laymen. It is possible
that the instrument referred to in these passages was
not the priestly hdsosSrah, but the straight later form of

the shophdr, which, owing to its similarity of shape,

might have been confused with the religious instrument.

FIG. 12. Trumpet on Jewish Coin. FromSOT(Eng.)Psatms.

A coin, dating from the reign of Hadrian (131-135 A.D.
),

shows an example (fig. 12) of this trumpet, which was

probably used in war. It will be noticed that these

trumpets differ considerably in form from the sacred

hdsdslrdth of the Arch of Titus. It would appear,
however, from i Mace. 440 633, that the later Jews also

used trumpets in worship, either the straight war instru

ment or the real hdsosfrdh.

Neither form of trumpet was, properly, a musical

instrument, as both were used merely in signalling
or in connection with other instruments to augment a

joyous uproar of the people, not to accompany any
melody (Ps. 986 150 3). They were essentially instru-

1 See Josh. 6 5 Lev. 25 13 ; cp JUBILEE.
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ments of tfru ah, noise. Three distinct methods of

blowing them are recorded : tdkd , in blasts ; mdiaA,
sostenuto ; and Afri&quot; ,

with vibrating tones. 1

Stringed instruments may be divided into two classes :

harps, on which the strings arc strung perpendicularly
_, . , or obliquely from a sound-frame either

. . . above or below them, and lyres andms rumen s.
niteSi on wm-

cn the strings run horizon

tally, generally lengthwise across a sound-body. Only
three stringed instruments are mentioned in the OT, the

kinnor and the nebel
( 7-9), and the sabblkhd

( 10),
of which the first two were native and the last foreign.

On Neginoth (EV stringed instruments
)
see special

article.

There can be no doubt that the very earliest Semitic

and Egyptian stringed instruments were always either

swept or plucked with the fingers. Later, however, as

may be seen from the monuments, use was made of a

plectrum. This was probably made at first either of

wood or of bone, but subsequently of metal. Although
there is no direct proof of the use of such a contrivance

by the Hebrews, there is no reason to doubt that it was
known to them. It is scarcely necessary to remark
that bowed instruments were a very late development,
and are not mentioned in the OT at all.

2

The Hebrew musical strings were probably generally
of gut, and hardly ever of metal as in the modern Arab
lutes. The statement in 2 S. 65 that the wood of which
the Jewish instruments were made was cypress seems to

depend on a textual error
;

3 but in i K. 10 12 2 Ch. 9n
it is recorded that Solomon had harps and psalteries made
of sandal-wood (EV ALMUG, ALGUM TREES, q.v. ).

This was very likely imported from India and Ethiopia.
There is some confusion as to the exact nature of the

kinnor* and the nfbel,
6 and as to the distinction between

them, one instrument being apparently
7. Psaltery
and harp.

sometimes called by the name of the

other. The kinnor (and its synonym
kith&ris,* Dan. 85^!) is translated harp by EV,
whilst the nf.bel (and its equivalent, pisantertn,&quot;

1 in Dan.

Ssfr) is called by EV psaltery, except in Is. 14n
Am. 623 65, where nebel is rendered by viol (in Is.

5 12 AV viol, RV lute.
)

The two instruments represented on the late Jewish
coins (fig. 13) mentioned above strongly resemble the

Greek lyre and cittern, which were closely allied to

each other. 8 In the former the frame is square, the

body oval, and there is a kettle-shaped sound-body
below. In the latter the sides of the frame are curved
and connected across the top by a bar, which supports
the upper ends of the strings. The sound-body, as in

the lyre, is below, but is vase-shaped. This resem
blance to the Greek lyre and cittern is, of course, strik

ing, but is in itself no proof that the instruments figured
were essentially Greek not Jewish. So conservative a

people as the later Jews would never have depicted
instruments which did not resemble very strongly those

in use in their own worship at the time, and they would

certainly not have used foreign instruments in their

services. The number of strings on both instruments

1 Cp on the ancient trumpet, Ambros, 492.
2 In spite of AV in Is. 5 12.

See RV i
g.; Q B-I-Q ^y &quot;733

should be CTBQ1 IV S32, so,

after i Ch. 138, We., Dr. TBS 204, HPSm., etc.
4

n33&amp;gt; KiOdpa, but in I S. 1623 Kivvpa. Also Josephus.
1133 = il/aAnjpioi in Ps. 81 3.

8
VlJ) i/nxAnjpioi ; but once, mOdpa. (Ps. 81 3), and in Am.

5 23 ti 5 opyavov.
6

D&quot;irrp&amp;gt;

a loan-word from Ki0apic. Not OTJVp as n MT.
The fCtre changes it to the usual

D&quot;irij3
of the Targums.

7 The form iajD8 with Q in Dan. 87 is really more correct

than
j
TTUDfl w i h n in 3 5, as in Aramaic and late Hebrew j\

generally represents 6 and B = T; cp jncjwi
= Scarpov , but we do

find N~ ;nn = Tpayr)ju.a (see Strack, Neuheb. Gr. 13, 6). Cp
DANIKI. [BOOK], it.

8 Avpa and *#dpa. The latter must not be confused with the

German zither. The name guitar is a derivative from KiSdpo.
The guitar itself is a development of the lute.
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seems to vary between three and six. It is impossible
to determine definitely which of the instruments figured
is the kinnor and which is the nlbel, or whether they are

8. Their rela

tion to foreign
instruments.

FIG. 13. Citterns on Jewish Coins. FromSBO7 (E.ng.)Psabns.

both varieties of the one or the other ;
but the probability

is, as will appear presently ( 9), that they represent
two sorts of kinnor.

Any comparison of either kin

nor or nlbel with the many
varieties of Assyrian and Egyptian

stringed instru

ments, however

suggestive, must,
of course, be

purely conjectural, as we have

practically only statements of the

Fathers to guide us.

Augustine, Eusebius, and Hilary dis

tinguish between an instrument with
a drum-shaped sound-body below, with
the belly turned downwards (kinnor),
and an instrument with a sound-frame

above, which covered the ends of the

strings (nlbel).

Jerome compared the shape of the

nebello a A, and in his explanation of
Ps. 882 also mentions the difference in

the position of the sound-body. Of
course the Church Fathers could have
known only the late form of the Jewish
instruments which had come under
Greek and Roman influence ; but it is

highly improbable that the funda
mental character of the instruments had
changed materially, except, possibly,
as to size and the number of the

strings. 1

MUSIC
Jubal in Gen. 421 (see CAINITES, n). The constant
translation of kinnor by kithara (lyre), as well as the

descriptions of the Fathers, makes it highly likely that

FIG. 15. Later Egyptian Lyre.

the instrument belonged to the lyre class. It was cer

tainly not a lute,
1
although the lute is a development

from the primitive lyre.

The oldest form of the lyre appears on an ancient

Egyptian relief (fig. 14), showing the peaceful immigration
into Egypt of a family of Semitic Bedouins during the

twelfth dyn. (see JOSEPH ii. , 8, col. 2591, and col. 19,
n. 2

).
One of the immigrants is carrying a rudely-formed

stringed instrument, consisting of a long four-cornered

board, the upper part of which is cut into a four-cornered

These descriptions certainly seem to show that, in the

form in which the Fathers knew the instruments, the

kinnor was a lyre and the nebel a pure harp.

FIG. 14. Egyptian Lyre.

Whatever the character of the kinnor may have been,
the class of instruments which it represented was cer

tainly very ancient, as its invention is attributed to

1 The theories of the later Jews are not trustworthy.

104 3233

FIG. 16. Semitic captives playing Lyres. From a slab in the British Museum.

frame, on which are strung seven or eight strings, all of

equal length, running parallel to the long sides of the

board. The player carries the instrument braced against
his body horizontally and plays it with a black plectrum.
His left hand is pressed against the strings, probably in

order to secure the correct tone by damping them.

This ancient representation of the lyre shows that it

must have been originally a Semitic instrument, although
the Egyptians developed it still further, as may be seen

from the accompanying illustration of one of their later

lyres (fig. 15).
An interesting illustration of a Hittite lyre appears on

a relief slab now in the Metropolitan Museum, New
York (see Humann and Puchstein, Reisen in Kleinasien

u. Nordsyrien, PI. xlvii. fig. 2).

The Assyrian horizontal harp, which was played in

exactly the same manner, but was essentially different

in form, must not be confused with the lyre.

The kinnor was probably the Hebrew form of the

lyre, and this view is strengthened by an examination

of the interesting relief (fig. 16) showing an Assyrian
warrior guarding three Semitic captives, playing on

1 The translators of the Arabic version of the London Polyglot
render iij3 by lunbur(tinbAr), which is a stringed instrument
of the lute species. They use also el-ud (Port, alaude, Sp.
laud, Eng. lute).
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lyres held obliquely. The dress seems to indicate that

they were Israelitish prisoners, possibly in the same

unhappy condition as that of their Judrean kinsmen (in

later days), who are made to complain in Ps. 137 2^
that they had hung up their kinnoroth in sad despair,

because their captors required of them songs (cp, how
ever, PSALMS, 28, ix.

).
The instruments on this relief,

like the lyres of the Jewish coins, seem to have four or

five strings. Josephus states, however (Ant. vii. 12s),
that the kinyra (kinnor) had ten strings and was played
with the plectrum, whilst in i S. 1623 we read that David

played the kinnor with his (own) hand, which may
mean simply that David himself and no other played the

instrument. This does not imply that he did not use

a plectrum. Jerome, commenting on Ps. 882, asserts

that the kinnor had six strings. The probability is that

the earlier Hebrew stringed instruments were much

simpler in construction, and had fewer strings, than the

later forms. That there was a distinct development of

the Greek lyre and cittern may be seen from the fact

that the lyre had originally only four strings (Diod. 3i6),
but later seven (Eur. Iph. in Taur. 1129), whereas

the cittern, since Terpander s time (700-650 B.C.), had
seven strings (Eur. Ion, 881), which were afterwards

increased to eleven (Suidas, s.v. Timotheos
).

The cittern (kithara) mentioned in i Mace. 454 may
have been the kinnor.

The idea that the nebel was a sort of lute 1 with

convex belly, in distinction from the kinnor, which was

supposed to be a harp,
arose from the meaning
of the Hebrew word nebel,

water-skin, jug,
2 which

would seem to imply that

its sound-body was shaped
like a vessel of this sort,

as is the case with the

citterns on the Jewish coins.

This meaning of nebel

might also indicate that

the chief part of its sound-

body was an animal mem
brane (?). It is much
more likely, in view of the

testimony of the Fathers,

that the nebel was a harp-
like instrument, a fair idea

of which can be got from

the representations of the

Assyrian portable harp

(fig. 17), although the

sound-frame of the nebel

may have been shaped

differently from that of the Assyrian instrument.

Furthermore, the \ shape of the nebel mentioned by

Jerome agrees with the appearance of the Assyrian

harp. Jerome s statement may have been due, how
ever, to a confusion of the nebel with the Gk. Tpiyuvos.

Varro s name for the nebel-psahery, ortho-psallium,
erect stringed instrument, shows plainly that it could

not have been a lyre, which was played in an oblique or

horizontal position. As both nebel and kinnor were

portable instruments (i S. 10s 2 Ch.2028) the nebel could

scarcely have been the same as the great bow-shaped

Egyptian standing harp (fig. 18). Harps of all sizes 3

were in use among the Assyrians and the Egyptians,
and there is no reason to doubt that many varieties were

used also by the Hebrews.

1 The Jewish tradition that the lute was David s favourite

instrument is based on a misinterpretation of Am. 6 5 (see

DAVID, 13, n. 3).
2 The etymology is uncertain. Gk. va/3Aa, va/3Aas, I a^Atof,

are simply Semitic loan-words. There is no reason to suppose
that nfbel is a loan-word from Eg. nfr, lute (We. Psalms,

SfiOT[Eng.} 222, n. 8).
^ Cp the illustrations in Wellhausen, SBOT (Eng.) Psalms,

224-232.
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The translation of nebel by psaltery, however, adds

another element of difficulty to the identification. On
the Assyrian monuments we find an instrument like a

dulcimer (fig. 19), which must not be confounded with

the pure horizontal harp. The strings on this dulcimer

must have lain parallel to each other, strung horizon-

FiG. 18 Egyptian standing Harp.

tally over a flat, dish-shaped sound-body. The As

syrian artist could not represent this properly, owing to

his ignorance of the laws of perspective. This instru

ment was probably the predecessor of the Arab santir,

which some expositors have sought to identify as a form
of the nebel. The santir

has now practically given

place to the kindred kdniin.

The twenty-stringed Greek

magadis
x and the forty-

stringed epigoneion
2 were

developments from some
earlier instrument of the

dulcimer-,&amp;lt;f///7&amp;gt;/ class. The

psal tery of the later Greeks, 3

which was an instrument

of the same sort, survived

in a somewhat modified

form into the Middle Ages
under the same name, and
is found to-day in the

Hungarian czimbal. 4 This
mediaeval psaltery or dul

cimer (fig. 20) was the in

strument known to the

translators of the AV. 5

FIG. to. Assyrian Dulcimer.

One form of it, the testa

di porco, was triangular, a fact which, probably
owing to Jerome s giving this form to the nebel,

seems to have caused some confusion. Of course,

it is not quite impossible that the nebel may have
been something like the Assyrian dulcimer ;

but such

an idea is in direct contradiction to the descriptions

FIG. 20. Mediaeval Psaltery or Dulcimer
From SBOT (Eng.) Psalms.

of the Fathers, and could be only feebly supported by
the meaning of the name when not applied to a musical

1 Not to be confused with the Lydian flute of the same name.
- See Ambros, I.e. 474.
3 The instrument, whose tone-changes are alluded to in Wisd.

19 18, was probably the Greek psaltery.
* See Wetzstein ; Del. IsaiahW, 703.
8 The cembalo of Boccaccio and the sautrie of Chaucer (cp

Wasiliewski, Gesch. d. Instrutneittal-musik int \bten Ja.hr-
hundert [1878], 78^).
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nstrument. At first, the nebel may have had only a

small number of strings, like (fig. 21) the Babylonian

harp (five) ; but, as its musical possibilities became

apparent, the number was increased.

Josephus asserts (Ant. vii. 12 3 )
that

the nebel of his time had twelve notes

and was played with the fingers.
This latter statement certainly seems
to confirm the theory that the nebel

was a harp, as it would have been

difficult, if not impossible, to get a

satisfactory effect from an instrument

of the dulcimer species without a

plectrum. In Ps. 33 2 we find mention
of a nebel with ten strings. The

a by- Pel &quot;fecte(l Assyrian harp had sixteen

Ionian Harp, strings (two octaves), which would
From SHOT cover the range of the ordinary
(Eng.) Psalms. human voice .

Athenaeus (4 175), quoting from Sopatros, gives an obscure
verse from which some have sought to show that the nfbel was
a pipe or flageolet. The allusion, which is to a pipe-shaped
part of the instrument, probably refers merely to the hollow
curved sound-body.

It is quite possible that kinnor and nebel may have
been generic names, the former for all instruments of the

lyre class, and the latter for all instruments of the harp
class.

Although the lute does not appear in the OT as a

FIG. 22. Egyptian Stringed Instruments.

native instrument, there is every reason to believe that

the Hebrews knew and used it, as it was well-known
both to the Assyrians and to the Egyptians in practically
the mediaeval form (fig. 22). The modern Arab lute

came from Persia, although the Arabs attribute its

invention to Pythagoras. It is highly probable that

the lute was brought to Persia from Assyria or Egypt.
2

Its convex gourd-shaped belly is an indication that its

sound-body may have been originally a membrane
drawn across a gourd like a drum-head.

Neither kinnor nor nebel was used for mourning ;

3

their use was always on joyous occasions (Gen. 31 27

9 Their USP
Is - 248

)
as at feasts (Is. 612) and at all

e&amp;lt;

kinds of religious services (Ps. 882 43 4 ).

The instruments are named together in nearly every
passage referring to the national worship (2 Ch. 2925
Ps. 92 3 1082 150 3 ).

The kinnor was undoubtedly
more generally used, as it is mentioned in the OT
44 times and the nebel only 27. The use of these

two instruments may be compared to that of the sho-

f/tar and the hasoslrah. The kinnor had certainly the

more secular character of the two, as Is. 23 16 implies
that it was a favourite instrument of harlots. Of course
it was also very extensively used in religious services, as

1 An exhaustive treatise on /&amp;lt;&amp;gt;r and nebcl vi\\\ be found in

Riehm, //// Ml), 1028^ (2) 1042^.
_

2 Cp Ambros, 112^, who ascribes to Cambyses its introduc
tion from Egypt into Persia.

3 Cp Ps. 137 2 Job 30 31. It is interesting to note that Jer.
48 36, repeating Is. 1C n, changes 7133 to

&quot;j^n-
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the above passages show. The nebel on the other hand,
like the hasoserah, seems to be the more solemn instru

ment, devoted exclusively to religious use (Am. 5 23 Ps.

1449) ;
in fact, it was a desecration to sing popular

melodies to its accompaniment (Am. 65 Is. 14n). An
other difference appears to be indicated in i Ch. 15 20^
which points out that the nebel was used to accompany
song in the higher notes (tildmoth) and the kinnor in

the lower tones (shUinlnith). Alamoth means girls,

and the statement here may imply that the strings of

the nebel were tuned as high as the tones of the female

voice. In Ps. 46 1, Gratz s rendering of rncSy *?&amp;gt;,
with

a nabla in the Elamitic form * has little to support it.

That high-pitched instruments should be spoken of as

similar to female voices (see ALAMOTH) has an exact

parallel in the Greek description of the shriller flutes

yvvaiKriiot ira.pdfvi.Kol av\oi. It is of course unnecessary
to assume that the nebel was used only to accompany
women. The word dldmoth might have been used as

a general term for high tones like those of women and
could thus have been applied equally well to male
falsettos or tenors. Al sheminJtk may mean in this

connection according to the eighth and indicate that

kinnoroth were tuned an octave lower. Other renderings
of shZminith are eight-stringed instruments,

- or in

the eighth mode. 3 This last translation is very doubt

ful, as we knOw nothing of the ancient Semitic musical

modes. [To these difficult terms we return in special

articles, from a text-critical point of view ; see also

conspectus of new explanations in PSALMS (BOOK),
IS/-]
The sabbekha (N23E- [Gi. Ba. 4

], Dan. 85 7 iof) was

not a Hebrew instrument (EV sackbut
) ;

it was prob

ably of Syrian or late Egyptian origin. It seems to

., . be the same as the Greek ffafj.f3vKt] (Latin

sambuca], which was a sharp -toned tri

angular musical instrument with four strings, according
to Strabo (471) of barbarous origin. It was said to

resemble a military siege-instrument of the same name. 5

It is possible that the aa.^i Kt] was originally Egyptian
and came into Syria under the Seleucid;e, which would
account for its appearance in Daniel. Riehm suggests

6

that it may have been the same as the lute -shaped

Egyptian hand-harp, which was a hybrid creation with

a lute belly (fig. 23), but strung as a harp. Its shape

agrees with the statements regarding the

FIG. 23. Egyptian lute-shaped hand-harp. From the

British Museum.

The expression k le shir, instruments of song,
7

which occurs in several passages of the OT as a general

11 f Vi +
term for all kinds of musical instru-

,. ments, shows plainly that the ancient

Hebrews used instrumental music solely
to accompany singing. Indeed, the idea of independ
ent orchestration is a comparatively modern develop
ment. In very early times, songs were accompanied
only by tambourines beaten by women (Ex. 15 20 ff.};

but in later days we find various combinations of the

Hebrew musical instruments. Thus, in 2 S. 6 5, strings,

1 Psahiten, 85. He thinks (71) that iilainoth cannot mean
vox virgineet, because it refers not to voices, but to instru

ments (?). Instruments were used, however, only to accompany
voices. -

Griitz, op. cit., 85.
3 Wellhausen, I.e. on 6. 4 See Ba. on Dan. 3 5.
5 Athen. 14 634.

6 nH BV) 1037, (2) 1051.
&quot;

-\ V ^3, Neh. 1236 iCh. 1042 2Ch. 5 13 76 34 12. In Am.
6 5 Nowack and especially Cheyne (col. 1034, Exp. T. 9 334)

suspect corruption of the text.
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drums, and cymbals, augmented by instruments for

shaking. The accompanying illustration (fig.

24) of an Assyrian quartet of two lyres, a drum, and

cymbals should be compared here. On a relief of an

FIG. 24. Assyrian Quartet. From SOT(Eng.) Psalms.

Assyrian orchestra (fig. 25), dating from the time of

Asur-bani-pal (668-626 B.C.), there are seven portable

harps, one dulcimer, two double flutes, and a drum,
all played by men, but accompanied by women and
children clapping hands to mark time. One woman is

evidently singing in a very shrill tone, as she is com

pressing her throat with her hand just as Oriental women

MUSIC
band of prophets) and Is. 5 12 (at table). Although the

combination of rlutes and strings is mentioned only

rarely in the OT, there is no reason to think that it was
unusual. We must suppose that nearly all the

performers in these Assyrian and Egyptian representa
tions are singing and accompanying themselves (except
of course the flute- players), a fact which the artist did

not represent except in the case of one member of the

Assyrian full band. The use of trumpets with other

instruments does not appear until quite late (2 Ch. 5 12^
2028 2926^), and then they were employed only in the

pauses of the song.
It is of course impossible to state anything definite

regarding the origin of the music of the Hebrews.
_ _. , According to their own tradition, in-

12 Develoo-
,
r strumental music was invented by Jubalm

w ,

muslc -
(see CAINITES, n), who was the

father of all such as handle the lyre

and the double flute (or pan s-pipe) : all who played on

stringed and wind instruments (Gen. 4 21). In early
times such instrumental music as there was songs

accompanied by the hand-drum, flute, or simple form

of lyre was probably purely secular, used as it is to

day among the Bedouins at pastoral merry-makings
(Gen. 3127 Job 21 12). The Hebrew, like all other

primitive music, stood in the closest relation to poetry,
as may be inferred from the mention of musical accom

paniment to song (Fix. ISzo i S. 186). It was used

extensively at festivities, but does not escape the severe

condemnation of the prophets (Am. 65 Is. 612). In

the Greek period the popularity of secular music appears
to have greatly increased (Ecclus. 8*24-6), nor can this

be unconnected with the Hellenising movement among

FIG. 25. Assyrian Orchestra. From a slab in the British Museum.

do to-day, in order to produce a high tremolo. In

a similar representation of an Egyptian band, we note

a large standing harp, a lyre, a lute, an oblique shoulder

harp, and a double flute, all played by women, and only
one woman clapping her hands (fig. 26). The Assyrian
band is marching to greet the victorious monarch ; but

the Egyptian orchestra is stationary. These illus-

FIG. 26. An Egyptian Band. From SSOT(Eng.~) Psalms

trations show combinations of various stringed instru

ments with wind and percussion ; but in both instances

the only wind instrument is the double flute. Analogous
to these combinations are the harp, timbrel, flute, and

lyre (nlbel, tsph, halll, and kinnor) of i Sam. 10s (a
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the Jews. According to Josephus, however (Ant.
xv. 81), it was Herod the Great who first introduced

Greek songs accompanied by instruments.

Of the music in use at Canaanitish shrines we know
absolutely nothing. Without some notion of that, how
ever, we cannot continue to speak positively as to that

used at the Israelitish sanctuaries. All that the OT
gives us is a few hints

respecting the use of

music for religious pur

poses in the prophetic
schools

(
i S. 105l92o).

This suggests a native

Israelitish musical
movement which may
have combined with

outside influences to

produce a ritualistic

musical sefvice of un

necessary elaborate

ness. The develop
ment of the temple
music cannot be here

descril&amp;gt;ed. There was
no doubt a period

in which Babylonian influence counted for something,
and another in which Greek influence profoundly modi
fied the earlier system (see PSALMS [BOOK], 9, ii.

).

All that we are concerned to maintain here is that the

development was continuous. We may conjecture that
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the only music originally enjoined by the Hebrew ritual

was the blowing of trumpets by priests at the new
moons (Lev. 2824 269) and at feasts

;
but we may be

sure that in the royal sanctuary at Jerusalem an orchestra

of instruments would not be wanting. Whatever the

pre-exilic musical system was, we know that it did not

die out during the exile, for we find that a number
of singers and musicians returned to Palestine with

Zerubbabel (Ezra 2 41 Neh. 744). We can also easily

credit the statement that music enlivened the ceremony
of the laying of the corner-stone of the second temple,
and of the consecration of the city walls (EzraSio^
Neh. 11 22 1227^! ),

and it is doubtless a historical fact

that the rededication of the temple under Judas the

Maccabee was celebrated with vocal and instrumental

music (i Mace. 454).
In studying the character of the ancient Hebrew

music we are limited to conjectures based on our some-

Tt
what uncertain data regarding the nature

. , and the use of the instruments and of
arac er

the temple ritual. That music was re

garded as a noble art may be seen from Ecclus.

44s, where the composition of melodies is spoken of

as a high accomplishment. Although the music was
no doubt extremely crude from a modern occidental

point of view, it certainly had considerable effect on the

hearers (iS. 16 16^ 2 K. 815). Most modern writers

on this subject are liable to err in one of two directions.

They either, like many Jewish Rabbins, exalt the char

acter of early musical art in Israel, or they are too apt
to dismiss it as a mere barbarous system. In much the

same way the average occidental traveller of the present

day is almost sure to undervalue from an artistic point
of view the shrill unison singing of the Arabs. The

probability is that the Hebrew music like that of the

modern Arabs was rhythmical rather than melodious.

The Arab tunes consist generally of well marked rhyth
mical cadences following a somewhat monotonous

melody always sung and accompanied in unison. That
unison singing and accompaniment was characteristic

also of the ancient Israelites is seen from 2 Ch. 5 13:

and both the trumpeters and the singers were as one

making one sound to praise and exalt Yahwe. This

simply means that the trumpets all played together on
the same note at the proper pauses of the song and that

the voices sang the air in unison. There can be no
doubt that a modern well-balanced oriental chorus

singing in unison, accompanied by strings, wood-wind,
and percussion, has a powerful artistic effect even on a

European listener, provided that he is sufficiently un

prejudiced to lay aside for the moment his harmonic

training and allow himself to be swayed by the quaver
ing movement of the shrill but rarely untrue voices and
instruments, accentuated by the ceaseless thrum of the

tambourines. The character of the melody itself be
comes quite secondary in such a case and only the

general effect is felt. The Hebrew songs and psalms
must have influenced the listener in much the same way
as the modern Arab is affected by his music.

Harmony was as unknown to the ancient Israelites

and Greeks as it is to-day to the Arabs, Turks, and
Persians. Its beginnings are trace

able, however, in melodies where the

lower voices and strings dwell on the dominant or fifth,

producing an effect like the drone of a bagpipe, while

the higher parts render the air with striking distinctness

and accuracy. European harmony began about the

tenth century A.D.

We may suppose that the Israelitish choirs sang and

played in octaves,
1 as the terms \ildmoth and shtminlth,

mentioned already ( 9), as referring respectively to

the high and the low pitched instruments, would seem
to indicate. It is probable that in the temple worship
the higher vocal parts were taken by male falsettos and

1 The strings of the twenty-stringed magadis were tuned in

octaves. Maya&i&iv means sing in octaves.
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tenors, rather than by women, who do not appear at all

in the temple service. The three daughters of Heman
mentioned (i Ch. 25s), are not meant to be included in

the list of temple ministrants any more than are the

singing women referred to in Ezra 26s (cp Neh. 7 67
lEsd. 642). The girls playing on tabors (1*5.6825)

figured simply in a procession. The boy choir men
tioned in the Talmud as standing below the main chorus
is not referred to in the OT.

In spite of lack of harmony, the ancient Hebrew
singing was not a mere monotonous cantillation.

Excellent effects could, no doubt, be produced by
means of antiphonal choruses which must have been
used extensively both in the secular and in the religious
music thus, in secular music in i S. 186^ Ex. 15 21,

and devotionally in the various antiphonal psalms
(Pss. 20 21 118 136). The parallelism so common in

the sacred poetry seems to point to such antiphonal

usage. In many cases the psalms were sung by two

answering choirs ; both of which must frequently have

united, however, in rendering the effective finale (cp
Ps. 121). Both the Assyrians and the Egyptians prob
ably sang airs of all kinds in this way.
The Christian hymns mentioned in the NT (see

HYMNS), which were no doubt of Hebrew origin, were
in all likelihood sung in the same manner (Eph. 5 19 Col.

3i6). In fact, we know 1 that the early Christians had
an antiphonal system which still survives in the Gregorian
and oriental psalmody.

2

Very little can be stated with certainty regarding the

character of the melodies themselves, as we have abso-

1R M 1 ri
lutely no specimens of them. Unlike

Odies.
the later Greeks, 3 the Semitic races nevtr

invented a system of musical notation whereby their

airs could be recorded, and the modern oriental systen:s
of this kind are few of them older than the seventeenth

century of the present era. Nothing is known of the

Hebrews scale or modes except that, as stated before,

their musicians must have been familiar with the octave

which was a very ancient development in music. It

was the basis of Terpander s scale of seven notes, and

appears doubled at the time of Aristoxenus, the pupil of

Aristotle, when a scale of fifteen tones was in use.

The Hebrew religious scale was probably diatonic,

as Clement of Alexandria and Augustine both warned
the faithful to avoid the heathen chromatic style of

singing and advised them to return to the simple

psalmody of David. It is clear, therefore, that they

thought this to have been diatonic i.e. , proceeding

according to the signature of the prevailing key. They
reasoned, no doubt from the accepted contemporary
Jewish usage, which was probably diatonic. Clement
likens the style of the current Hebrew music to the

Greek Doric mode which Aristotle said was the only
musical style giving perfect calm to the soul. The
Doric and the Phrygian were minor modes and the

Lydian was exactly equivalent to the modern major.
The most ancient connected specimen of music which

we have is the famous Greek paean to Apollo in the

Phrygian scale of the Doric mode, which was discovered

at Delphi in 1893 by the members of the French school

of Archaeology at Athens. 4 The following few bars

may prove of interest, as the hymn, which is in the

regulation five-time peculiar to the paean,
5

is undoubtedly

very ancient, although it may be doubted whether the

air is as old as 277 B.C., the date of the establishment

of the Soteria festival at which it was sung.
6 The ode

was accompanied by the flute and kithara.

1 Plin. Kp. 10 97 .

2 Cp the eight styles of Armenian spiritual song (ZDMG
5 366^.).

3 Cp Revue des Etudes Grecyues, 1894, 7 xxxvy?; Pauly,.

Reahncycl. der class. Alterthumsvyissenschaft, 1814, s.v.

Alypius.
* Revue des Etudes Grecyues, 1 35./C
5 Bulletin de correspondence Hellenique, 17 593-6, on Greek

rhythm.
6 Berliner Philologische U ochenschrift, 14931.
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On the various musical headings in the Psalms (cp
9 22 45 etc.

), apparently indicating the name of melodies

or styles according to which the respective poems were
to be sung, see the commentaries [but cp PSALMS, 26].
The modern synagogal tunes, although some of them

may be ancient, can give us no clue as to the nature

of the original temple music. They are regarded by
all trustworthy authorities as a post-Christian develop
ment. Leyrer says of them that they are the echo of

the spiritual death of the early music. - The following

specimen may serve to give some idea of their general

style :

i/ i^

Finally, the cantillatory modulations represented by
the accents are also of late origin. Of these there are

three distinct styles ;
one for reading the Torah, one for

the Prophetic books, and one for the Psalms, Job, and
Proverbs. The accent-signs do not have the value of

musical notes, but are simply a mnemonic rhythmic

system intended to aid the reader in remembering
melodies which he has already learned orally. These

chants have become much changed in the course of

time and vary in different countries. 4

The following works give lists of the older literature :

Forkel, Allgenieine Gcsch. d. Musik, 1 173-184 ; Leyrer, PREP)
10387-398; Ugoltni, Tnes.SSG , also Ambros,

16. Literature. GescA. d. Musik ; Benz. HA (1894); Brown,
Musical Instruments and their Hones

(N.Y. 1888) ; Del. Physiologie . Miisik (1868) ; Psalmen, 25^;
Ew. Die Dichter d. Alien Bundes^) 1 209^ ;

Now. HA 1 270-

79; Pfeiffer, Die Musik d. Alien Hebriier (1779); Riehm,
y/;r/&amp;gt; ( ), 1028-45, (2

&amp;gt; 1042-59 ; Saalschutz, Arch. d. Hebr. (1855);

Schenkel, BL 4 256-264 (1872) ; We. Psalms in SHOT (Eng.);

Winer, Bibl. Reahi&amp;lt;Srterbuch,1imJff.; F. L. Cohen, Rise

and Development of Synagogue Music, Anglo-Jewish Historical

Exhibition Papers (1888), 80-135. J. u. P.

MUSICIAN, TO THE CHIEF (n-tf etj rb

rAos ; Aq. T&amp;lt;a viKOiroiu , Sym. eiripiKiof J Theod. els TO IUKO$ ;

Jer. victori or pro victoria; Tg. NrDE S acl laudandam ).

The expression occurs in the headings of fifty-five

psalms, and in the subscription of the prayer or psalm
ofHabakkuk (Hab. 819). Tradition is divided.

adopts the sense of eternity, reading most probably
Idnesah, rmS i.e., with reference to the period of the

end.

Cp Dan. 11 13, where D BJ?n fp7,
at the end of the times

(RV), is rendered in (B Kara o-ufTtAeiai/ xaipov (see Kus. etc., a/*.

Del., and cp Mt. 1839, etc.), and by Theod. eis (TO) rc Aot TIOI

1 This section is taken from the middle of the hymn before

the first pause. The musical text is illegible in several places.

Revue ties Etudes Grecques,
~
40-42.

2 / A A |2| 10389.
:i For further specimens, see De Sola, The Ancient Melodies

of the Spanish and PortMfHtU Jeu&amp;gt;i (1857).
4 For specimens, cp Japhet, Die Accents d. Ifeiligen Schrift

(1896), 170^
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Aquila, Symmachus, and Theodotion adopt the sense

borne by nsj in Mishnic Hebrew, Jewish Aramaic, and
Syriac. The Targum comes the nearest to the prevalent
modern interpretation, which is for the precentor, or
director of music, and is supported by D njfJC, m nasslhim,

which clearly means superintendents (cp i Ch. 23 4),
2 Ch. 2 1 [2] 17 [18] 34 13, and, according to most, by the
use of the infinitive nw 1

?, I nasseah, in i Ch. 15 21 in a

specialised sense for leading in the liturgical service of

song. Olshausen, however, long ago pointed out that

for the precentor is a very superfluous direction, and
various attempts have consequently been made to pro
vide a more satisfactory explanation, based on the view
that njfj, nissfa/i, had the specialised sense referred to.

Ewald takes m nasseah as an abstract form meaning
performance with temple music (so also Ges. -Bu.

),

whilst BDB, on the analogy of I ddvid, inS suggests,

Belonging to the Director s Collection of Psalms.

These explanations are based on the MT of i Ch. 152i.

For a more probable though still not certain explanation
see PSALMS [BOOK], 26 (19), with note, where the

subject is discussed afresh. Cp also MASCHIL.
T. K. c.

MUSTARD (CINATTI; Mt. 13 3 i 17 2o Mk. 4 3 i Lk.
13 19 176f). In all five passages the minuteness of the

seed is referred to, whilst in three the seed is spoken of as

growing into a herb large enough to be called a tree and
to have applied to it an echo of the phrase in Dan. 4 12 [9]
the birds of the heaven dwelt in the branches thereof

(cp Ezek. 1723). The former detail presents no difficulty,
for although there are in fact several seeds smaller than
the mustard, it is certainly one of the smallest, and a

grain of mustard seed was a proverbial expression for

a minute quantity, found both in the Talmud (e.g., Ber.

5i) and in the Koran (e.g. , 2148). On the other hand,
that it should be spoken of as growing into a tree gives
rise to difficulty, and has led many (e.g. , Royle) to sup
pose that the reference is to Salvadora persica, a tree

which the Arabs call by the same name as mustard

(hardal], and which Irby and Mangles (Travels in

Egypt, 108) found growing on the southern shores of the

Dead Sea. This, however, is most unlikely, for 5. per
sica is of rare occurrence in Palestine and probably
never travelled farther N. than the Dead Sea. 1 The
mustard plant, which is common throughout the country,
has often been found growing to a height of 8 to 12 ft. ,

and great numbers of small birds alight upon its stalks

in order to pluck the seeds (cp Furrer, BL 6281 ;
Tris

tram, NHB 473). An unlikely hypothesis is that adopted
by Holtzmann and B. Weiss that in Lk. the tree is

meant, whilst in Mk. the writer is rather thinking of the

herb?
The mustard plant common in Palestine is the black

species, Brassica nigra, Boiss. N. M.

MUTH-LABBEN, TO (J?
1

? niCT^tf), a difficult

phrase or note, occurring only in Ps. 9 title [i] (yTTep
TOON Kpyd&amp;gt;itON Toy Y Oy [BNA, R omits TOY Y OY]

N6ANIOTHTOC T- y. [Aq.]; for these renderings

cp ALAMOTH ; Hexapl. &A/v\coe BeN, Sym. nepi Toy
8&N&TOY Toy Yioy, Theod., Quint, yrrep AKMHC
TOY Y -

Sext N6ANIKOTHC T. Y -)- -41-muth, FftO ^y,

is a corrupt form of al-alamoth mo v^I? (see ALA-

MOTH) ;
but the meaning of Labbi-n

(&amp;lt;S

R
om.), if the

reading is correct, is unknown. Following the MT (for

the death of . . .
)
the Targum refers it to Goliath, the

if habbendyim, D&quot;J3rt B K, of i S. l?4l other Rabbinic

writers not less improbably identified the name with the

questionable BKN (q.v. )
of i Ch. 15 18, or with Nabal

C?33 by metathesis). Most moderns (e.g. , Hitzig, Hup-
fi ld, Delitzsch, Beer) suppose muth labben (pS nio) to

be the opening words of an air, to the melody of which

1 [Cp Julicher, Glcichnisreden, ii. 575.]
- [An Oriental who was no botanist might well call the

mustard plant a tree, remarks Julicher, op. cit., 575.)
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MUTILATION
the psalm was to be sung. The analogy of many
other enigmatical insertions, however, suggests a more

plausible theory. One of the guilds of singers bore the

name Salmah ;
we should perhaps read, for p

1

? mo-l
?j;,

nD 1

?!?
%JiS, of the sons of Salmath. See PSALMS

(BOOK), 26 (i, 18). T. K. c.

MUTILATION. See CUTTINGS OF THE FLESH
;

also LAW AND JUSTICE, n.

MYNDUS (MYNAOC)- A city on the Carian coast,

at the extreme western end of the Halicarnassian

peninsula, N. of the island of Cos
; only mentioned in

i Mace. 1623, as a place in which Jews were settled

(139 B.C.). From early times Myndus possessed a

fleet (Herod. 5 33 = about 500 B.C.). The town suffered

from the proximity of Halicarnassus, and never became

important this is indicated by the fact that its coinage
does not begin until the second century B.C. The
civilisation and importance of the Carian coast declined

throughout the Roman and Byzantine periods. It is

now Gumushli (or Yemishlu, Murray, Handbook to

AM 113), a name derived from the silver mines worked
in the neighbourhood, both in ancient and in mediasval

times.

On the site, see Paton in Journal of Hellenic Studies, 1887,

p. 66; 1896, p. 204. W. J. W.

MYRA(Acts27sMYPA[Lp .
B ass], MYPPA. [B Jer.,

Lachm.
,
Tisch.

, Treg. , WH], and, according to D in

21 1 eiC TTA.T&P& K&amp;lt;M MYP&)- Myra (mod. Dembre,
from corruption of THN MYP&N)

1 m Lycia stood on a

lofty hill at the angle of the gorges of the Myrus and
the Andriace, z\ m. from the sea (20 stades, Strabo, 666).
Its port was Andriace at the mouth of the river of the

same name (mod. Andraki. Cp Appian, Z?C482,
A^prAos, fwi.Tre/jL&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;0eis AvSpufxjl, Mv/D&iM fTTivfiti), rr/v re

a\vcru&amp;gt; ^ppTj^e TOV \ifj.evos, /cat es Mi/pa di&amp;gt;7?et). Myra
was of no special importance during the Greek period ;

but its importance continually increased under the

Empire and through the Byzantine period, until at last

it became the capital and metropolis of Lycia (Hier.

530) : the monastery of S. Nicolas (born at Patara,

bishop of Myra 3rd cent.
)
on the road to the port was

probably the cathedral. This importance arose from
the intimate connection of the town with the maritime
traffic which developed under the Ptolemies between the

eastern /Egean and Egypt (cp Paton and Hicks, /ascrip
tions of Cos, ,p. xx.xiii : there must have been daily
communication between Cos and Alexandria

;
see also

Rams. St. Paul the Traveller, 298). When, under
the Empire, the Egyptian trade, especially that in

grain, was diverted to Rome, this connection still con
tinued. For although Myra lies nearly due N. of

Alexandria, the corn-ships, owing to the westerly winds

prevailing in the Levant in the summer months (Purdy,

Sailing Directions, 197, 1841 ; cp Acts 274), ran

straight across to Lycia, and thence to the S. of

Crete. Hence Paul, on his voyage to Rome, sailed

over the sea of Cilicia and Pamphylia and came 2 to

Myra where an Alexandrian corn ship (irKoiov A\f^av-
Spivov, v. 6; cp v. 38) was found, on the point of sailing
for Italy :

3 the centurion could certainly count upon

1 The form of the name invites discussion. In Acts it is neut.

pi. ; but many authorities have the fern. sing, t/lvpav or Muppai/.
The passages of Strabo (666) and Ptolemy (v. 3 6), which have
Mvpa, do not assist us ; but we find the plural form in Ptol.
viii. 1723 and Pliny //TV 32 2; arid so also in CIG no. 4288,
and Notitiie (which have 6 Miipwi/ ;

see table in Rams. Hist.
Geogr. of A HI 424). The Byzantine authors in general use the

plural form e.g. ,
Zon. 3 589 and Malalas 448 (but cp id. 365,

Tf) Mup&amp;lt;j).
Hence we infer that the proper form was TO. Mvpa,

the feminine form 1? Mupa being vulgar but gradually asserting
itself. The same difficulty is found in the case of Lystra (which
see, and cp Rams. St. Paul the Traveller, 128^:).

- In fifteen days from Ca;sarea, marg. WH from West, text and
Vss. which appears to have a reasonable probability of being
the true reading ; cp the corn ship in Lucian, which took ten
days from Sidon to the Cheledonian islands 20 m. E. of Myra.

3 Cp the voyage of Vespasian to Rome (Jos. BJ vii. 2 i), and
that of Titus (Suet. Tit. 5).
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MYRTLE
finding a westward -bound ship in Myra, and there

was no change of plan on his part as Lewin (St. Paul,
2 716) supposes.

1

The port of Myra must have been at least sighted,
and was probably visited, by the ship in which Paul
sailed to Palestine from Macedonia (Acts21i; note
the insertion in D, as above). The importance of Myra
lasted into the Middle Ages, when it is described as the

harbour of the Adriatic (portus Adriatici marts, i.e.,

the Levant). St. Nicolas usurped the place of the

pagan deity as the patron of sailors in this part of the

Mediterranean : the name of this patron deity in ancient

times is not known (probably Apollo ; but Tozer, in

Finlay s Hist. Greece, 1 124, suggests Poseidon).
The many magnificent rock-tombs with sculptures

and painting, the imposing theatre, and the remains of

buildings near the port, among them those of a granary
built by Trajan, ugA.D. ,

bear witness to the import
ance of the city.

See views in Spratt and Forbes, Travels in Lycia, vol. i.

front.; Fellows, Account ofDiscoveries in Lycia, igSyC Most
recent are Uenndorf s Lykia, and Tomaschek s Historische

Topogr. von Kleinasien im Mittelalter in Sll AW, 1891.

W. J. W.

MYRRH (ID or &quot;I1D, mor; CMYPNA. Ex. 30 23 Ps.

458 [9] Cant. 36 46 14 5i 5 i3
2 and CMYPNINOC Esth.

1 OT mor
2l2 K P KOC or KROKINOC Prov.7i7-
CTAKTH Cant. list). Mor was one of

the ingredients in the holy incense, and is often men
tioned as a valuable and choice perfume. The word
is generally identified with Arab, murr (Aram, mord,
Gk. fj.vppa,

3
X/TID, with the sense of bitterness), and

the substance meant taken to be the myrrh of modern
commerce (Ar. murr}. The botanical origin, however,
of the modern myrrh has, according to Schweinfurth,
been misunderstood. According to this eminent author

ity, true Arabian myrrh is the product, not of Balsamo-
dendron Opobalsamiim (which yields balsam of Mecca

;

see BALSAM) but of Balsamodendron Alyrrha. The
old view of Nees and Ehrenberg is thus vindicated.

At the same time, it becomes thereby all the more

probable, according to Schweinfurth, that Mecca balsam

2. Perhaps
is

.

th
f
OT

&quot;T

^
.(&quot;f

)
he arfes

_ iyr

r is alwas referred to m the sense of an
e .ca ys

aromat jc HqU i ci
[
Cp BALSAM], whilst

[modern] myrrh is a solid body, entirely

or almost devoid of aroma, but rather, as used in

medicine, of a disagreeable odour. This revolutionary

theory deserves serious attention ; Kautzsch has been

among the first to profess his adhesion to it. We
should not, of course, require to suppose with Schwein

furth that Heb. mor is a different word from Arab.

murr (the modern myrrh). The two words agree

exactly in form, and there are many instances in

botanical history of a name being transferred from one

plant or substance to another which is different though
similar. Certainly the mentions of flowing mor (Ex.

8023) and liquid mor (Cant. 5513) favour the new
view, whilst the reference to a bundle (or, bag )

of

mor in Cant. 113 (if the text is correct) may be held to

tell against it. Whatever the mor of OT may have

been, the vntipva. of NT is most probably the same.

For oSi fof ((&quot;Sen. 3725 43 u), rendered myrrh in EV but

ladanum in RV mg., see LADANUM. N. M.

MYRTLE (DTn, MJas ; MYPCINH- Is. 41 19 55i3;

Zech. I8io/ Neh. 8isf; in Zech. &amp;lt;S TOON OpecoN)-
Branches of myrtle are included among those of which

the booths of the Feast of Tabernacles were made in

1 See on this point, Smith, Voyage and Shijnvreck of St.

Paul(*}, 68_/ ; Rams. op. cit. 319. The voyage of the

Egyptian corn-ship described in Lucian s dialogue, The Skip,
well illustrates this section of Paul s journey.

-
o-iMvpva also Ecclus. 24 15 Mt. 2n Jn. 1839 and ecr^vpcter-

jieVos Mk. 1023.
S It is noticeable that nvppa. occurs nowhere either in the

LXX or in NT ; pvpov (supposed to be derived from -p), on
the other hand, is met with frequently, as also its derivative

juvpei//6s ; juvpujw and juvpioyxds occur each once.
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MYSIA MYSIA
the time of Ezra. On the other hand, in Lev. 2840

(a passage of the Holiness-law [H]), the list of trees pre
scribed does not include the myrtle (see TABERNACLES,

5). Nor can we safely quote the original name of Esther

as evidence for the existence of the myrtle in Palestine,

for Esther (at least if the text has not suffered change)
is represented as a Jewish maiden dwelling at Susa.

The reference to the myrtle in Zech. (I.e. )
must also

probably be abandoned, ha.da.ssim being surely a mis

reading for harim (see COPPER, 5). In Is. 41 19 55 13,

the myrtle is mentioned among the choicest trees by the

writer or writers of Is. 40-55. It is true, Is. 40-55 is a
late exilic work (expanded still later) ; but the relations

of the Israelites with neighbouring peoples under the

later kings were so close that we must not give too

much weight to the silence of pre-exilic records. The
name HABAKKUK (q.v. ),

some think, is corrupted from

a Babylonian plant-name, and we could easily believe

that later kings of Judah interested themselves in ac

climatising foreign trees and shrubs. The myrtle was

certainly not common in Palestine when the Holiness-

law was written, otherwise its branches would surely
have been prescribed for the festive wreath.

If Jensen is right in connecting the Assyrian hadasatum (a

syn. of kallatu, bride ) with the Heb. /tat/as, myrtle, it may
seem to favour the hypothesis that the myrtle was introduced
into Palestine from Babylonia (cp Intr. Js. 274). But though
recent critics have found a connection between Hadassah and
hadasA (the mythic name of the bride of the Babylonian Sun-

god ; see ESTHEK), it is disputed whether ha.da.sa is so called

for an etymological reason (as \f=hadasatui) or on mytho
logical grounds (D-IH, myrtle, corresponding to Daphne in the

myth of Apollo). The connection proposed by Jensen is hardly
in itself very plausible. For the name mn (not D~in) s identical

with its S. Arabian appellation (/tat/as) ; the Aramaic (and N.
Arabic) word was different, though possibly connected viz.,

asd, which, according to Frankel (138), came into Arabic as a
loan-word.

The myrtle was sacred to Astarte, and hence, also,

according to Winckler (op. cit.
),
to Ramman or Tammuz,

whose sanctuary near Antioch was called by the Greeks

Daphne (oin?). The fragrance of its leaves and
blossoms naturally suggested consecration to Astarte.

Not less naturally the Jewish authorities appointed or

sanctioned the use of myrtle branches at the Feast of

Booths (cp TABERNACLES, 7). Sukka (3 4) says that

three myrtle branches are required for the wreath, and
the tradition is still faithfully preserved by the Jews.
The myrtle is a low evergreen shrub with dark and somewhat

thick leaves, elegant white flowers, and dark brown berries.

Its leaves are studded with numerous receptacles for oil, which

produces its pleasant perfume. It grows wild in many of the

glens about Jerusalem, and is cultivated in every garden. It

flourishes, too, in the valleys about Hebron, on the sides of

Carmel and Tabor, in the clefts of the Leontes, and in the

dales of Gilead (Tristram). T. K. C.

MYSIA ( H MyciA,
Acts 16 7 /.). An ill-defined

district in the NW. corner of Asia Minor. The

difficulty of drawing a precise line of de

marcation between it and Phrygia gave
rise to a saying (x^pis TO. Mi cruiv Kal

4&amp;gt;ptryujj/ 6pi(r/j.ara :

Strabo, 564, 572). This was a result of the chequered

history of this part of the peninsula, as Strabo says

(565). The Phryges crossed from Thrace by the

Hellespont, and at a later period fresh swarms of in

vaders from Europe, the Mysi, penetrated into Asia,

pushing the Phryges inland and settling among them

(cp Rams. Hist. Geog. AM 146). The general result

of the data furnished by the geographers is that Mysia
lay surrounded by Bithynia, Phrygia, and Lydia, ex

tending both to the Propontis and the yEgean (cp

Strabo, 564). Towards Bithynia, the Mysians seem to

have occupied the country as far as the lake Ascania,

whilst on the S. they extended to the river Caicus. On
the W. lay the Troad, which was sometimes regarded
as part of Mysia, and sometimes distinguished from

it, the boundary in the latter case being the river

^Esepus (Strabo, 560). On the E. lay that part of

Phrygia which was called Phrygia Epiktetos, or Ac-

Ozn ; but cp Wi. AF^wf.
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1. Situation.

quired Phrygia, a district once largely Mysian, but
taken from Bithynia by the Pergamene kings (cp Rams.
Hist. Geog. XJ/Z45). The whole region called Mysia
was commonly regarded as falling into two divisions

Mysia Olympene ( OXu/uirjjc-r/) in the neighbourhood of

Mt. Olympus, and Mysia Pergamene (I Ifpya^vr/) on
the Caicus (Strabo, 566, 571). Other parts of Mysia
also bore special names. It will be seen from this,

that, of the places mentioned in the NT, Assos,

Adramyttium and Troas were in Mysia. The name
Mysia, having a purely ethnical significance, was not

adopted in Roman official usage ; but the district was

part of the great province of Asia (cp Strabo, 629).
See ASIA, LYDIA.
The relation of Mysia to the NT narrative is paren

thetical, but important. Paul, after a visitation of the

. p ., churches founded on his first journey, was
. .. intending to follow the great road leading

to Ephesus in order to preach the word in

Asia, but was forbidden to do so (Acts 166). Turning
northwards, Paul and his companions when they were
come over against Mysia (v. 7, RV

;
but AV to

Mysia ) attempted to enter Bithynia (i.e., the western

part of the Province Bithynia- Pontus, second only in

importance to Asia itself), but were forbidden to cross

the frontier. Accordingly, passing by Mysia (v. 8

EV) they came down to Troas.

Two questions arise:
(i. )

The meaning of the ex

pression /caret rrpt Mucrtav, (ii. )
the meaning of the

expression irapeXtfoirej rj}i&amp;gt;
Miwac.

i. The use of the preposition Kara, in NT Greek

requires elucidation. 1 Here we must acquiesce in the

explanation given by Ramsay {Church in R. Emp.&l
75, n.

)
when they reached such a point that a line

drawn across the country at right angles to the general
line of their route would touch Mysia, i.e.

,
when they

were in the latitude of Mysia, which lay to the left (for

this sense of Kara, cp Herod. 1 76, Thuc. 665104, Acts

27 7, Kara rr}v KviSov). Paul must have diverged
from the road to Ephesus either at Iconium or at

Antioch, and travelled northwards along the direct

road to Bithynia through Nakoleia and Dorylaeum

(Seidi Ghazi and Eski-Shehr}.
- Why Paul went

northwards is not explained ;
nor can explanation be

wrested from the text, as it is clear that the resolve to

enter Bithynia was not formed until the point indicated

by the words Kara TTJV Mt criav was reached (see GALATIA,
7 [also n]). This point was probably Dorylaeum,

which lay only about 20 m. S. of the frontier. Mysia,
as ordinarily understood, lay then so far away to the

left that it is hard to see why reference to it rather than

to the name of the town itself should have been made.

When, however, we rememl)er that Dorylneum lay in

the heart of the region called Epiktetos,
3 which was at

one time, and by some writers, reckoned part of Mysia
(cp HGAM, 146), it is not difficult to understand how
Lk. may have been actually under a slight misappre
hension as to the extent of Mysia.

ii. When, at Dorylaeum, it was found that there could

be no further progress northwards, Paul turned west

wards. Whether he traversed the valley of the Rhyn-
dacus (Edrenos Chai], or took some more direct route,

he could not reach Troas without going through some

part of Mysia. Hence TrapeXtfocres TT]t&amp;gt;
Mv&amp;lt;riat&amp;gt; cannot

be translated passing without entering, or passing

along the edge of Mysia. The sense here must be

neglecting (in obedience to the general prohibition to
1

preach in Asia of v. 6). The western text has difXOovrfs,

which in its literal sense is good.
4

Still, it must be

1 Cp the difficulty of interpreting the expression Kara Ai/Ja

ital Kara
xa&amp;gt;po

in Acts 27 12. See PHENICE.
2 It is possible, as Ramsay (ftp. cit. 76 n.) says, that Paul took

the longer western road by Cotyasum (Kutaya), which town, in

that case, would be the point of second divergence.
s Phrygia Epiktetos contained the six cities, Midaeum, Dory-

Iscum, Cotyanim, Nakoleia, Aizani, and Cadi (Strabo, 576).
* Nevertheless, it would overthrow the canon which Ramsay
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MYSTERY MYSTERY
conceded that the sudden change to the metaphorical

meaning in the case of -ira.pf\66vTfs, immediately after

the occurrence of
irj\0oi&amp;gt;

. . . (\06vres in the literal

sense is a stylistic defect. And this criticism applies in

a special degree to this entire passage.
1

Ramsay mentions a tradition that, on this journey, Paul
travelled by Artemaea, a town sacred to Artemis near the hot

springs on the river ./Esepus, and founded a chapel in the neigh
bourhood (St. Paul tlie Traveller, 197 ; Exp. T, 1898, p. 495).
This and other similar traditions may well preserve an echo of
the truth, for the route down the Rhyndacus and along the

southern shore of the Propontis was that most likely to be

chosen, and this would take Paul through Artemasa. Although
preaching in Asia was forbidden, there is no doubt that the

prohibition applied only to public work on a large scale, not to

the private intercourse of Paul with his hosts on his journey.
Possibly it was under the influence of the tradition mentioned
above that the western text made the change to SteAfloi Tff in

v. 8. The door that was opened to Paul at Troas (2 Cor.
2 12) would imply an extension of the new teaching eastwards

through Mysia in the natural course of things (cp the case of

Ephesus). W. J. W.

MYSTERY. In the religious life of the ancient world

in its period of decline, perhaps the most characteristic

_, . feature was the ardour of its craving after

the mysterious. Conscious weakness and
failure of self-reliance were betrayed in the comfortless

gloom that followed every attempt to peer beyond the

lowly round of everyday life. The questions whence life

comes and whither it goes had to be answered at any
cost ; but men despaired of being able to reach such

answers, each for himself by his own unaided thought.
Resort was, accordingly, had to the mysteries those

secret cults, some of them of hoary antiquity, others as

recent as Christianity itself, in which, with a lavish

employment of symbolism, the candidate for initiation

received the desired instruction from the duly conse
crated priest (hierophant), and was provided with sacra

mental guarantees extending both to this life and to the

next. There was hardly a deity in connection with

whose service some subsidiary cult of this sort did not

arise
;
a cult in which the chosen ones for admission

was not a matter of course strictly marked off from

outsiders, and, keeping scrupulously secret the know
ledge imparted at initiation, in spite of many follies and
excesses, preserved a certain vitality for the pagan
religion. These guilds were themselves called mysteries ;

so also were the secret doctrines imparted within them ;

finally, and above all, the methods of symbolism and

allegory, by means of which philosophical or religious
and ethical instruction was obtained from the old myth
ologies, to meet the wants of a new age, went by this

name.
The Wisdom of Solomon shows its author to have

been acquainted with this Greek institution
;
in 141523

2 Jewish (
CP 12s

).

the or Sin of the niysteries is

., euhemeristically explained, but the exist

ence of the inner mystery is not at all

denied
;
in 222 allusion is made to the mysteries of God,

and in 84 wisdom is spoken of as one initiated (/uwms)
into the knowledge of God. In marked contrast, how
ever, with the heathen mysteriosophists, wisdom de
clares to her hearers (622), who are by no means to be

regarded as a community of mystae, that she will

not hide mysteries from them, but will set forth in clear

light a full knowledge of the truth. In a number of

passages in the LXX the word mystery is used in the

colourless sense of a secret idea or plan (e.g. , in

2 Mace. 1821); but not only do we find 3 Mace. 230
speaking of one who has been duly consecrated in ac

cordance with the prescribed ritual, but also in Dan.
2 i8/. 27-30 46 (the last passage only in Theod.

)
the Greek

translation is obviously influenced by the religious

phraseology of the same heathen circles, when it speaks

would establish that the verb Sie\0elv v. ith the accusative of
the country signifies to make a missionary tour ; for here this

sense would be impossible, in the face of the prohibition of v. 6.
1
See, however, the judgment of Ramsay, St. Paul the

Traveller, \&amp;lt;)$f. ; Church in R. Etitp, 484.

104 a

of Nebuchadrezzar s vision as a mystery which is re

vealed to Daniel by the God of heaven, to whom
alone this prerogative belongs. The dream as such is

not called a mystery ; it is a mystery because it contains
a series of symbols which yield up their deeper meaning
to interpretation and the allegorical method. Among
Jewish writers the great master in the art of allegorising,
so as to extract unsuspected meanings from the letter of

Scripture, is Philo.

When, for example, in De Cherub. 12 ff., or in De Sacrif.
Abeli et Caini, 15f;, he sets forth his astonishing exegeses of
Gen. 4 i 186, he is a genuine hierophant or teacher of mysteries ;

and he himself feels that he is such, using, as he does, of set

purpose, the terminology of the mysteries. That he does not
deal with Orphic myths, does not alter the fact. He even openly
demands that what he is revealing be kept secret from all the

profane (De Cherub. 14), though, when he has occasion to dwell
on the contrast between Mosaism and heathen piety (De Victim,

offer. \.f.), he can allow himself to repudiate entirely all secret
initiations and mysteries, and to insist upon perfect straightfor
wardness and honest publicity.

Christianity, in like p
&quot;&amp;gt;r,

did not simply repudiate
the influence of this I

-.^- ailing tendency of the age.
_. . ,. When the synoptists (Mt. 13n Mk. 4n

Lk. 810) speak of the mysteries, or the

mystery, of the kingdom, a knowledge of which is given
to some but withheld from others (see GNOSIS), and

represent the parables as designed in some cases to

reveal, and in other cases to conceal still further, what
had hitherto been hidden, they can hardly be taken as

exactly reflecting the mind of Jesus on the matter, but
must be regarded rather as giving involuntary and un
conscious expression to their own feeling on finding
themselves chosen for the honour of initiation. Perhaps
the writer of i Tim. 89 16 gives quite unconscious expres
sion to the same feeling when he speaks of Christ as

the mystery of godliness, or instead of the faith speaks
of the mystery of the faith. As for the Apocalypse, it

is almost entirely made up of mysteries, and it is sur

prising to find it only once (10?) calling attention to a

fulfilment of the mystery of God.

The usage in 1 20 17 5 7, where the word mystery is employed
to denote a figure, such as that of the seven stars, which requires

interpretation, comes near Eph. 5 32, where Gen. 2 24 is called a

great mystery, because it has to be understood not literally of
a man and his wife, but allegorically of Christ and the Church.

Most interesting of all is the attitude of Paul. In

2 Thess. 2?, indeed, when he speaks of the mystery of

iniquity or lawlessness as already at work,
but still restrained by one that restrains

(6 Kar^xuv ANTICHRIST, 7), mystery is used

merely as a synonym for something still hidden and
invisible as against the manifestation shortly to occur.

On the other hand, when in i Cor. 15 51 he intro

duces a piece of his characteristic gnosis concerning
the last day with the words, behold, I tell you
a mystery, one feels that here he is a mystagogue
speaking to a circle of mystce ;

and in the many pas

sages where he introduces the idea of a mystery in

connection with the gospel he proclaims, the deriva

tion of his language from the mysteries so eagerly
resorted to by the heathen who were seeking salva

tion can hardly be mistaken. He who in the spirit

speaks with tongues (i Cor. 142) utters mysteries; in

i Cor. 132 all mysteries and all knowledge (gnosis)
sum up the highest conceivable attainment of human

learning it is precisely what is hidden from others that

is known to the true gnostic ;
and in i Cor. 4 1 Paul

claims to be recognised by all, not only as a servant of

Christ, but also as a steward of the mysteries of God.

It does not signify that elsewhere he always speaks in

the singular of the mystery of God or of Christ or of the

gospel in some cases even without the added genitive

as, for example, in Col. 22 43 1 26 Eph. 6 19 849 Rom.

1625 ;
in all cases he intends the saving purpose of God

whereby in the fulness of the times redemption is offered

to all men, Jews and Gentiles alike, in Jesus Christ

the single plan of salvation, which, however, is carried

out in a multiplicity of saving deeds. This purpose of
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salvation not only remained a secret hidden throughout
the ages before the life and death of Christ (Rom. 1625),
it remains so for unbelievers to this day ; and many
details connected with it, such as the problem of the

hardening of Israel, are hidden even from believers for

the most part (
Rom. 11 25) ; he who by the spirit of God

has become acquainted with them must exercise prudence
in communicating the gnosis thus gained ; he must

impart it only to such as are perfect (i Cor. 26 ff.}, to

those who from being babes in Christ have grown up
to be veritably spiritual men (3i), and instead of milk
can endure strong food (82 ;

see GNOSIS).
Lightfoot

1
justly observes that the apostle has borrowed from

the terminology of the ancient mysteries not only the word
mystery (nv&amp;lt;TTr\piov),

but also perfect (reAetos, Col. 1 28),
instructed (juuctcrdat, Phil. 4 12), sealed (o-$payi ecr0ai, Eph.

113); the references could be multiplied, and at least one ex

pression added to the list present you a.s a pure virgin&quot;

(n-apao-Trjcrai i/uas TrapOeVoi ayvrfv) of 2 Cor. 11 2. It does not

seem, however, to the present writer that in making use of these

figures Paul is deliberately uttering a paradox, in so far as what
elsewhere was called a mystery was kept closely confined to a
narrow circle, whilst the Christian mysteries are freely imparted
to all. True, Paul had the desire to bring the gospel to all,

and that no one should be left outside in the darkness ; but for

the terrible chasm between his ideal and the reality he consoles
himself like Philo with the lofty feeling of belonging to a com
munity, small, indeed, but possessed of unutterable secrets ; and
just as he is still a gnostic, though confessing the imperfection
and transitoriness of his gnosis as compared with that of the

coming age, so he is not without a real intention to be explained
by the current tendencies of his time of still maintaining the

NAARAH
idea of secrecy or reserve in connection with his exposition of
the truths of the gospel.

The words, so free from paradox, of Clement of
Alexandria (Protrept. , 120), on the true holy mysteries,
are conceived entirely in the spirit of Paul. The
mysteries are not themselves the last word, the thing
which permanently remains

; but it is only through
the mysteries, and through knowledge of them, that
entrance can be gained into the eternal light.

At a later date the sacraments of the Church, especi
ally Baptism and the Lord s Supper, came to be com-

5 Later Parec* to tne anc ent mysteries, and, indeed,
the word mystery ultimately came to be

applied exclusively to these
; but not a trace of this is to

be found in the NT. The apostle who in i Cor. 1 n/.
so eagerly and joyously affirmed that Christ had sent
him not to baptize, but to preach the Gospel, certainly
did nothing to promote any tendency that may have
existed in his day to regard the sacramental acts of the
Church as in any way resembling certain ceremonies of
initiation observed in heathen mysteries ;

with him acts

of worship are never mysteries.
See O. Wobbermin, Religionsgesch. Studien . . . zur Frage

der Bceitlflussvng des Urcliristenthums durch das antike
Mystericnivesfn, 1896; and for the mysteries in general, see
Reville, La Rel. a Rome sous Us Severes, 1886, 5 7 ; Cheetham,
The Mysteries, Pagan and Christian, 1897. A. J.

MYTILENE. In NT spelled MITYLENE (q.v. ).

N
NAAM(DW, pleasant ? NOOM [BL], NAAM [A]),

a son of Caleb and brother of nSmvy i. e. , ^NDrrr,

Jerahmeel (o and y confounded), i Ch. 4isf. In i Ch.
4 19 we meet with Naham, and in Gen. 8613 with Nahath

;

the three clan-names may have the same origin. See
NAAM AN i. , end. T. K. c.

NAAMAH (HOr?, pleasant, 67). i. Daughter
of Lamech, Gen. ias(voefM[AE], -/u/xa[L] ; vaa^ajos. ;

Noemu, cod. Am. Noemma). See CAINITKS, 9, n. 4,

but observe that if Lamech is really a mutilated form
of Jerahmeel,

&quot; Naamah is probably a clan-name (cp
NAAMAH ii.

).

2. An Ammonitess, mother of Rehoboam, i K. 14 21 31

(fj.aaxa.fJ. [B], i&amp;gt;aa/j.a [A], vaava [L], Naama ; in 631
&amp;lt;

m- omits clause), 2 Ch. 12 13 (voofj.fj.a [BA], vaa/j.a. [L] ;

Naama}. It is questioned whether Ammonitess is not
due to a scribe s error

;
Naamah may have been the true

name of the Shunammite
(
i K. 1 3). See REHOBOAM,

SHUI.AMMITK. T. K. c.

NAAMAH (HOW), a town in the lowland of Judah,

Josh. 1041 (vwfj.ai&amp;gt; [B], vu/j.a [A], vo/ta [L]). &amp;lt;&quot;

suggests Naaman, and this we might identify with

N(u)mana or with Namana in the name-list of Thotmes
III. (nos. 83/1 ; JtPM, 5 49), which Maspero and
Tomkins connect with Der Naaman and Arak Na aman
respectively. The place was certainly in SW. Pales

tine, and near MAKKEDAH (q.v. }.
Warren (PEFI^o^)

thinks of Na aneh, 5 m. NE. of el-Mughar ; but the

resemblance of the names is slight. T. K. C.

NAAMAN (fpW, pleasant, 67, perhaps derived
from a divine name, see ADONIS ; Gen. 46 21 voefj.ai&amp;gt; [A], /noo-ju.-

[D], Koe^i. [L]; Nu. 26 40 [44], i/o^ai/ei [B], vo^a [A],
-v [FL]; iCh. 84, voo^a [D], Maa/iia [A], i/a^ei [L); v.j,

voofia [BA], voLa/iav [L] ; the patronymic is Naamite, OJN, but

Sam.
&quot;jsyj,

Nu. 26 40, voefiav[e]L [Ba mg. inf. AFL]). i. A Benja-
mite clan, son of Benjamin in Gen. 46 21 [MT], but of Bela b.

Benjamin in Nu. 2640(44] i Ch. 84, and in Gen. 46 21 (see
JQK 11 ios). Possibly to be grouped with the name NAHAMANI
(y.v.) ; cp NAAM.

2. (NAIMAN [BA], N66M. [L]), general of the king

1 St. Paul s Epistles to the Col. and Philem.P), 1882,
pp. 167^
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of Syria, miraculously healed by Elisha of his leprosy,
2 K. 5 (see LEPROSY). We hear of his successes as
leader of the Aramasan troops (v.\}\ of his easily ruffled

temper (v.nf.}; of his deference to wise counsel even
when offered by subordinates (v. 13/1) ; of his gratitude
to Elisha (vv. 15 23) ;

and of his new-born conviction
that there was no god worthy of the name in all the

world but Yahwe (v. 15). Being compelled officially to

visit the temple of RIMMON (q.v. ),
and there to prostrate

himself, he asks indulgence of Yahwe s prophet. His

private worship shall be reserved for Yahwe, and since

Yahwe is specially the god of Canaan, he begs that he

may take home two mules burden of earth, that he

may offer sacrifices to Yahwe on Canaanitish soil.

Elisha, with his &quot;Go in peace, implicitly grants his

request, and, according to EV, he departed from him

(Elisha) a little way (v. 19). This, however, is a poor
close of the section. The text is corrupt (cp Klo. ),

and the right reading seems to be with a possession
of Israelitish earth. That Naaman journeyed home
with his mules burdens, the narrator certainly meant
to say.
The supposed word jrns s really non-existent (on Gen. 35 16

487, see RACHEL). &amp;lt;B
B reproduces it as SfftpaBa ;

L as

Xa.fipa.9a ;
A has, in v. 19, KOI awq^Otv air OVTOU OTTO TTJS yijs

lo-parjA.
The latter reading cannot be entirely right ; but land

of Israel is a contribution to the probably true reading, which
we take to be ^Nni!&quot; pN rurma 1B1O TjS l. Klo., less probably,

B&quot; pup lis IrtND 1)7*1, and he carried away from him about

a &quot;cor&quot; of (lit. out of) the earth of Israel. It is not surprising
that &amp;lt;0

L seeks to soften the shock to the reader of v. 18 by
jrpocr/cvtTJcrcu apa. aiiruj iyta (cai Kvpiia TU&amp;gt; #eu&amp;gt; /nou. T. K. C.

NAAMATHITE
( HOi;?), Job2n etc. SeeZoPHAR.

NAAMITE
(

H

??W), Nu. 26 4o. See NAAMAN, i.

NAARAH (rn.W, cp MAARATH in S. Judah or

NAARATH? NOORA [A], Noep. [L], &coAA [B, with d for

r\},
1 and Helah, wives of Tekoa (cp also Coz), appar

ently the names of two Judasan clan-divisions
(
i Ch. 4 5

f.\}. On the names of their children (which in some
1 On the whole it is less likely that aiaSa represents HEI.AH

(g.T.).
B seems to have placed Naarah before Helah in r. 5

(autSa. K. Ooa&a) to agree with their order in v. 6,/i ;
at the end of

v. 6 B* seems to have read tw5a;.
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cases have affinities with S. Judoean names), see ETHN AN,

ZERETH, HAAHASHTARI, and cp TEKOA.

NAARAH (rnW), Josh. 16 7 RV, AV NAAKATH

({*).

NAARAI (nM, 79 ;
rather &quot;nW, my lad [Nold. ] ;

vaapai [BN], /oopa [A], i/apoi [L]), one of David s thirty (i Ch.

11 37), see PAARAI.

NAARAN (pl?3),
i Ch. 728. See NAAKATH, end.

NAARATH, RV NAARAH (HrnW, i.e., to Naarah,

?5), a point on the boundary between EPHRAIM

nj and Manasseh
; Josh. 16? (AI KCOMAI

[B], i - e
-&amp;lt; yrpy?- interpreted like rpri33 fcp,

e.g. , i Ch. 7 28] ; N&&P&6& KAI Ai KOOMAI &YTO)N[A],
A.I K. AY- K&amp;lt;M 6IC &amp;lt;Mxi&pA.e& [L], yagrath and

/&amp;lt;fwr

[Pesh.]). Identified by Jer. and Eus. with the Naorath
or Noopa0 of their day (=the Neara of Jos. Ant. xvii.

13 1
; cp JERICHO, 7), a village within 5 m. of Jericho

(OS 283 ii 1422i), perhaps the Kh. el-Aujeh, 6 m. N.
of Jericho in the plain. So Conder, PEP, Jan. 1877,

p. 27. GueYin, however (Sam. \io\ ff.), places it by the

A in Sdmieh in the W. el- Aujeh, about 7 m. NW. of

Jericho, where there are ancient remains and con

siderable traces of water-works. In iCh. 728 the name

appears as Naaran (vaapvav [B], vaapav [A], voapav [L],
Pesh. om.

). Cp Neub. Glogr. 163.

NAASHON (flKTU), Ex. 623 AV, RV NAHSHON.

NAASSON (NAACCCON [Ti. WH]), Mt. 1 4 Lk.3 3 z

AV, RV NAHSHON (q.v.).

NAATHUS, one of the sons of ADDI (q.v.) in i Esd.

93i(A&eoc[B], NAA0. [A], eANAor C iAi&amp;lt;\[?L]).
The

name is perhaps a transposed form of Adna (Ezra lOsi).

NABAL (?3J! ; N&B&A). a man in Maon, whose

business was in Carmel, rich in sheep and goats, the

. . first husband of Abigail (
i S. 25 ^ff.). As

1 &amp;lt;? 2B
^ s name Sl so *s ^

e&amp;gt;
says Abigail, play

ing upon his name, which might mean
fool (NAMES, 67) or perhaps rather shamelessly

immoral
(|| Sjr^ari B&quot;N, v. 25 ; cp BELIAL, FOOL). The

n ebdld (n^np), or shameless impropriety, ascribed to

Nabal (v. 25), consisted in his exclusion of David and
David s men, who had conferred benefits on Nabal,
from the traditionally binding hospitalities of the sheep-

shearing, as if they were outlaws, men deprived of the

protection of their class, worse off even than sojourners.
David on his side had claimed (not improbably) to be
Nabal s brother (v. 6, reading rw 1

?, with We.
,
Dr. ,

Bu.
; cp Vg. , Klo.

) ; both, in fact, it is possible, were
Calebites. 1

The story of Nabal is graphically told
;
but it is not

on that account to be accepted as literally true.

We receive gratefully the picture of the better side of a free
booter s life, and of the delicate, tactful character of a Hebrew
woman of the higher class. The son of Belial, however, who
is so violent that his own people scarcely dare to speak to him,
and who holds a feast like the feast of a king, at which he
drinks to excess, while mischief (as he must know) is brewing
against him, and who becomes like a stone when he hears of
the danger which his wife has surmounted for him, till, ten days
after, a divine stroke falls upon him, and he dies, is a masterpiece
of Oriental romance, in which it is not impossible that there are
some features ultimately derived from primitive mythology (see

2).

This, however, may be historical that David obtained
the territory of a rich man of Maon (doubtless the chief
of the tribe [gens] dwelling there) by marrying his wife,
and so himself became a powerful chief. See ABIGAIL,
ISRAEL, 14.

Thus the political meaning of the legend of Nabal is

1 Cp DAVID, i, n. 2 ; KIRJATH-SEPHER. In the latter article
I avid s home is placed con jecturally at Kirjath-sepher, otherwise
called Beth-zur or Beth-el (?). In i Ch. 2 45 Maon (Nabal was
of .Maon) is called the father of Beth-zur.
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sufficiently clear. To explain how David effected this

master-stroke of policy, tradition (accord-

ing to WL (V2l87/:
).

ln producing a

legend, borrowed from the famous myth of

the drunken giant of the sky, whom the Greeks called

ORION and the Hebrews K6sil. The chief or sheikh is

called Nabal
(

fool
),
which is a paraphrase of Kesil.

The tribe over which he ruled was probably, thinks

Winckler, called Habal = Abel, the brother of Kain (i.e. ,

the Kenites). The theory is brilliant. We may
do well to admit that some current folk-story was prob

ably attached to the person of the sheikh ; but since

ndbdl (Vaj) and J//(V D3) are hardly quite synonymous,
it is better to look for another explanation of Nabal.

It is in accordance with analogy to suppose that Nabal

has been (humorously) substituted for Nadab which

occurs as a Calebite name in iCh. 22830, close to

Abihail. It is probable that Abigail in the story of

Nabal should rather be Abihail, and that the tribes

(gentes) of Nadab and Abihail were united (hence
Nabal i.e.

,
Nadab is called the husband of Abigail

i.e.
, Abihail). And plausible as it is to explain -^

in i S. 25s (Kr. )
as Calebite, it is a little more prob

able that 3^3 is miswritten for S n 3Ki and that in the

original story the passage ran thus, Now the name of

the man was Nadab, and he was chief (-\&) of Abihail.

For the convenience of the legend Abihail (Abigail) was

transferred, we must suppose, to the sheikh s wife. The
humour of Nabal s name now becomes still more mani

fest. Not liberal (Nadab) nor Abihail (popularly

explained, strong father?
),

but Nabal
( reckless,

violent
).

With regard to the so-called gloss in i S. 25 3, it may be well

to correct a misapprehension. The interpretation, and he was
a Calebite ( 373 Nini), s sometimes supported by a reference to

28.88, Am la dog s head, which is thought to allude to

David s Calebite origin and to the violent, intractable character

of the Calebites (such as Nabal). This is altogether a mistake,

and so also is the view that ^^D NIDI is a gloss to account for

the violence of Nabal by his being of the dog tribe (cp ,
KOI [6]

avQp. KVVIKOS); see CALEB, DOG. Both passages are corrupt;

18.253 is explained above, and in 28. 3s we should almost

certainly read thus, HB VK C n^X 1DH IC X D3N J[h&quot;n Ibri, Am
I the captain of thine army (2 S. 242), who show sacred loving-
kindness (2 S. 9 3). T. K. C.

NABARIAS (NABApMlAC [BA]), iEsd.9 44t. A
corrupt name

;
see HASHBAUANA (end).

NABAT-ffiANS (N&BA.TAIOI or -Teoi [ANY], A.NA-

BATAI [N in 625], -BATTAIOI [V in 525], i Mace. ;

NABATAIOI, NA.BA.THNOI [Jos -]: Nabathites AV,
Nabathaeans RV), a well-known Arabian people,

friendly to Judas and Jonathan the Maccabees (i Mace.

625 935). In i Mace. 625 the Nabatasans are met with

in the desert, three days journey beyond Jordan ;
in

i Mace. 935, not far from Medeba, in the N. of Moab.

In the time of Josephus (Ant. i. 124 ; cp Jer. QH. in Gen.

25) their settlements gave the name of Nabatene to the

borderland between Syria and Arabia from the Euphrates
to the Red Sea. The language of Josephus suggests,

and Jerome, apparently following him, directly affirms,

that the name is identical with that of the Ishmaelite

tribe of Nebaioth (see ISHMAEL, 4). This view has

been widely adopted, but is phonetically difficult,
1 the

name Nabatcean being properly spelt with t not t (102:)

in the inscriptions (Arabic Nabat, Nabif, etc.
).

The history of this remarkable people cannot with

certainty be carried back beyond 312 B.C. ,
at which date

Athenaeus the general of Antigonus, and after him

Antigonus s son Demetrius, in vain attempted their

subjugation (cp SELA). At that time they already occu

pied the old country of the Edomites. How long they
had been there, we know not. We may be certain,

however, that the beginning of their migration from their

1 [We can hardly say phonetically inadmissible, the inter

change of H and n being not unexampled (see Lag. Ubtrs. sin.,

Buhl, Etiontiter, 52, n. 6). The Nabaiti or Nabaiati of the Ass.

inscriptions = ri a: (Schr. KGF 104).]
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earlier home in the wilderness synchronised with the first

Edomitish incursions into southern Judah, occasioned

by the humiliation of the Jews by Nebuchadrezzar. Its

closing stage is referred to by the Jewish prophet Malachi

(1 1-5), who regards it as the just punishment of Edomitish

wickedness (the wickedness of occupying the soil of

Judah).
1 As a consequence of this change of abodes

the Nabataeans became masters of the shores of the

Gulf of Akaba and the important harbour of Elath (cp

Agatharchides, Geog. Gr. Min. 1178).

The Nabataeans have already some tincture of foreign

civilisation when they first appear in history. Though
true Arabs (as the proper names on their inscriptions

show), they came under the influence of Aramaean
culture. Naturally, therefore, Syriac was the language
of their coins and inscriptions,

2 when the tribe grew into

a kingdom and profited by the decay of the Seleucids

to extend itself over the country E. of the Jordan. They
occupied Hauran, and about 85 B.C. their king ARETAS

(q.v. )
became lord of Damascus and COELESYRIA (g.v. ).

Allies of the first Hasmonaeans in their struggles against
the Greeks, they became the rivals of the Judaean dynasty
in the period of its splendour, and a chief element in the

disorders which invited the Roman intervention in Pales

tine in 65-64 B. c. The Nabataeans had to give up
Damascus ; but as allies of the Romans they continued

to flourish throughout the first Christian century. Petra

their capital became a great commercial centre, which

was, however, reduced in the time of Trajan when he,

most unwisely, broke up the Nabatasan nationality (about

105 A. D.
).

See ARABIA, 3, DAMASCUS, 13, ISH-

MAEL, 4.

For the inscriptions and coins of the Nabataeans see De
Luynes, Rev. Numism., 1858; Levy, ZDMG 14 363 f. ; De
Vogue, Mil. (fArck. Or., 1868; Syrie Centraie, 1866-77; and
Inscr. Semitiijues, 1868-77 i Euting, Nab. Inschr. aus Arabien,
with excursus by Gutschmid on the Nabataean kings ; also Nold.
ZDMG 177057: 25i22./C, Sent. Sprachen, 31 ; Glaser, Skizze,

2418. See also Nold. Nabataer in Schenkel s BL, and F. H.
Vincent, Les Nabateens, Rev. bibligue, 1 [1898] 567-588.

W. R. S. T. K. C.

NABOTH (nU3, height, 74, but cp NEBAT ;

NABOY9&I [BAL],
T

-6A [A* i K. 21 3] ; Nabutheus], the

owner of a field near Jezreel, or of a vineyard near

Ahab s palace (? in Samaria), whose story and its sequel
are told in i K. 2li f. 2 K. 9 21 25 /.f Cp ELIJAH,

3, and, on the criticism of the passages, KINGS, 8,

also AHAB, 2, n. 3.

NABUCHODONOSOR ( NABoyxoAONOCOp [BAL]),
i Esd. 140= 2 Ch. 366, NEBUCHADNEZZAR; see NEBU
CHADREZZAR.

NACHON, RV Nacon (j133). According to 2 S. 66

it was at the threshing-floor of Nachon that Uzzah was
smitten for putting forth his hand to the ark.

The Gk. has viaSaft [B], u&amp;gt;a/3 [Bl&amp;gt;], vax &amp;lt;av [A], opva rov It/Sou-
&amp;lt;raiov [L], \eiSiav [Jos. Ant. vii. 42]. The translations of Aq.
(eu&amp;gt;?

aAwcos eroijUJj?) and Pesh. yield no sense, and involve a

questionable use of p^j (cp Dr. ad lac.).

It is evident that some proper name or closer desig
nation of the threshing floor (cp, e.g. , Gen. 50 10) lies

at the bottom of the MT reading. The parallel passage
i Ch. 189 has CHIDON

(JTS ; XAW [A], om. BN, xedwv

[L]), which may be a corruption of jn: (p3=p3 ==p3Ui
cp We. TBS 168).

L s identification is an evident

correction intended to make the ark select its permanent
abode thus early (H. P. Smith) ; but it may conceivably
rest upon an old tradition.

Ndkdn,
J
ID:, recurs as the corruption of some place-

name in i s&quot;264
3

(cp RV &quot;B- to a set place ).
The

readings of BA (?roi/tos K /ceeiXa, a doublet
; cp We.

)

1 [See Gratz, MGWJ, 1875, pp. 6o^C ; Che. Proph. fs. 1 194 ;

Intr. Is. 211 ; ZA TW, 1894, p. 142 ; JBL, 1898, p. 207 ; We.
Die kl. Prof&amp;gt;h.P\ 213^ ; //( ), 147 ; Buhl, Edomiter, 79 ; and
especially Torrey, JBL, 1898, pp. 16^]

2 See ARAMAIC LANGUAGE, 4.

3
J13J in i S. 23 23 (RVmg. to a set place ;

AL 6 is eroi^ov)

occurs in a clause which B omits, and is an obvious gloss ; cp
Wellhausen, Bu., SBOT. It may come from 264.
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and of &amp;lt;5

L
(diriffti) O.VTOV et s cre/ceXa-y ; cp v. 3^) show

how apparent the difficulty was to the translators. It is

possible that ndkon, psj,
is a corruption from m& on,

Itys, based on 23 25^, and that the clause is an addition

(cp 41* with
3&amp;lt;$).

H. P. Smith suggests inaj *?, to the

point just before him.&quot; s. A. c.

NACHOR (lim, Josh. 242, N
&X&amp;lt;*&amp;gt;P

Lk-334). AV,
RV NAHOR.

NADAB (^HX according to most scholars, shortened

from JEHONADAB or NEDABIAH ; but the common
origin of all these forms seems to be the ethnic Nadabu
[see NODAB] ; Jehonadaband Nedabiah represent &quot;313

a Nadabite, and similarly Abinadab and Amminarlab

represent DT13, Nadbam [Che.]; NAA.6.B [BNFAL]).
i. Son of Aaron (Ex. 623, ouSafl [B*], 24 i, aa/3 [F], 28 i, etc.),

see NADAB AND ABIHU, and note that Abihu, like Nadab, prob
ably represents an ethnic (a/3iou6 = Jerahmeel [Che.]).

2 Son of Jeroboam, king of Israel, slain by BAASHA (q.v.)
whilst besieging Gibbethon (i K. 1420, om. BL, vafiar [A] ; 1625
ff., va.^a.6 [BJ, i&amp;gt;a/3aT [l?a-l&amp;gt; w. 25 27 and B in v. 31], vafta.8 [A
v. 27]). See CHRONOLOGY, g 32; ISRAEL, 29.

3. A Jerahmeelite (i Ch. 2 28 30).

4. Son of Jeiel in a genealogy of BENJAMIN (q.v., 9, ii. /3),

i Ch. 830 (oiaS [B], 9 36). See JQR 11 110-112, ioj:, also

KISH, NER.

NADAB AND ABIHU (N-in3N1 ina ;
on the names

see above, and ABIHC), the two eldest sons of Aaron.
The names occur in Ex. 24 1, and, although the origin
of the passage to which this verse belongs has been
much disputed, we may with a fair measure of confi

dence attribute it to the Yahwist, whose narrative,

if we assume the results of criticism, is to this effect. 1

Whereas the Elohist makes the Israelites tremble at

the thought of approach to God, the Yahwist represents
Yahwe as bidding Moses take precautions against their

overweening confidence and rash curiosity. The people
are to be kept back under penalty of death from touch

ing the mountain ; but on the other hand the priests

are to sanctify themselves and ascend Sinai with Moses.

Accordingly Aaron, with Nadab and Abihu and seventy
elders of Israel, accompanies Moses, and, though left

behind by Moses when he receives the revelation of the

ten words as given in Ex. 34, they see the God of

Israel and partake of a covenant meal.
Here we have, as marks of the Yahwist s style, the use of the

divine name, the mention of Sinai instead of Horeb, the mention
of priests as in Ex. 11*22, and the strong anthropomorphism of
the theophany. With this the use of Elohim in 249-11 is quite
consistent. It is the approach of mortal man to the deity that

the narrator desires to accentuate. The mention of the elders

in 24 i may suggest an admixture of documents, for they have
not been mentioned in 1! 20-25, and they are generally regarded
as indicating the hand of the Elohist (Di. on Exod. 23 ; Kue.

8, 14 ; but see Ex. 3 16-18 in Bacon, 17, 283 ; Comp. Holzinger,
211).

After all, even if 1920-25 24i 29-11 be from the

Yahwist, it is still possible to believe that the names
Nadab and Abihu have been interpolated by an editor

who was familiar with P (so Now. Heb. Arch.
2ox&amp;gt;,

following Jiilicher and Kue.). In that case the names
must have been substituted for a bare mention of the

priests which is requisite after 192224. It is not incon

ceivable, however, that P himself borrowed the names
Nadab and Abihu from the Yahwist.

For the rest, the names Nadab and Abihu occur only
in P viz. Ex. 623 28i Lev. 10 Nu. 824 266o/ and in

i Ch. 63 [629] 24 1 /t They represent- an extinct clan

of the Aaronidae, for we are told that they died before

their father and left no issue. P
(
Lev. 1

)
character

istically explains their death as a penalty for trans

gressing the ritualistic regulations. On the day of

their entrance on the priestly office they laid incense

on their fire-pans and offered strange fire, and wore

1 Clearly vv. \f. and o_-n are connected (Bu. ZA Tlfll 233),
and had at first nothing to do with vv. 3-8, which have
been interposed from another source. It seems scarcely less

certain that 24 if.q-u are the sequel to 1820-25 (Bacon, Trifle
Trad. E.vod. 96), and the general consent of critics, with, how
ever, the notable exception of Kuenen, sees in this latter passage
the characteristic style of the Yahwist.
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themselves consumed by fire from Yahwe. The ex

pression strange fire is enigmatical. Dillmann takes

B N as equivalent to nyx, and understands an offering

by fire which Yahwe had not commanded, and which

was not made according to rule. Their brethren were
warned against similar audacity in the rhythmical oracle :

In them that come near me will I show my holiness,
And before all the people will I manifest my glory.

Their bodies were removed by Mishael and Elzaphan,
Aaron s cousins, and lamentation, in which, however,
the priests were forbidden to share, was made by the

people. w. E. A.

NADABATH, AV Nadabatha (NAAABA9 [A], |-A-

BAAAN [X], NABAAA9 [V], LD3J [Syr.], Madaba [Vg.];

Jos. Ant. xiii. 1 4, NABA9A [so Niese, etc., |-ABA9A.
BAGANA]). a place E. of Jordan mentioned in connection

with Medeba (i Mace. 937), from which the b ne Jamri
were returning when they were surprised by Jonathan
(see JAMBRI, THE CHILDREN OF). Clermont-Ganneau

(JA, May-June, 1891, pp. 541-543) proposes to read

the name as pa/Badd (cp a%ap, &amp;lt;5

H
, Josh, /i, for Achan),

and to identify the town with Rabbath Ammon, which is

sometimes written pafia.6 in (5 (cp KABBAH). This is

ingenious. A direct road connected Rabbath Ammon
and Medeba, and we are told that the bride was the

daughter of one of the great princes of Canaan. A
great prince is more likely to have lived at Rabbath
Ammon than at NEBO (q.v.}, with which some have
identified Nadabath. AVms- gives or, Medeba (after

Jer. ) ; but the bridal party was going, it seems, to

Medeba. W. H. B.

NAGGE, RV Naggai (NAn-f^l- According to Dalm.
Gramm. 143, n. 5, for ^JJ^^nJJ, cp HJb, NOGAH),
a name in the genealogy of Jesus (Lk. 825). See
GENEALOGIES ii., 3.

NAHALLAL, rather, as RV, Nahalal, as if a

drinking place for flocks (77113, Josh. 19 15, NABAAA
[B], NAAAcoA [A], dkN&Aooe* [L] ! 21 35. ceAAA [B],

AAMNA [AL]), or Nahalol (7?m, Judg. 1 3o, AOOMANA
[B], ENAMMAN [A; ? = CN AMMAN], AMMAN [L]),
a town in Zebulun, mentioned between Kattath and
Shimron. In Talm. J., Meg, li, it is identified with
Mahlul i.e., probably Maliil, a village W. of Nazareth,
in which view Schwartz, van de Velde, and GueYin
concur

; see, however, MARALAH. A hint may be

gained from (5 H at Judg. 130 (see above), which suggests
the reading Dimnah instead of Nahalal. These two

place-names are in fact given together in Josh. 21 35, and
the probability is that each name represents a fragment
of Jerahmeel i.e. , SxanT became tem= VWu, and also

n^DT=n3D1 (see DIMNAH). And the question is whether
Maralah and Nahalal (both from Jerahmeel) do not
mean the same place. Double representation is not

infrequent in the lists of P and Ch. T. K. C.

NAHALIEL
(^X^&amp;gt;m,

as if torrent-valley of God
;

MANAMA [B], MANA[NA]HA[Ba bv d -

;
the M in thesetwo

forms representing the previous preposition D], NAAA I HA
[A], NAXAIHA [L]), a station of the Israelites N. of

RAMOTH, Nu. 21 19. Conder (Heth and Moab, 141 ff.}
and G. A. Smith (HG 561 /. ) identify it with the VVddy
Zerkd Alain (famous for its hot springs) ;

but cp Oort,
Th. T, 1885, p. 247. Probably, however, Nahaliel is a

corruption of Jerahmeel (cp NAHALAL) ;
the text should

run And from there to Beer-Jerahmeel, and from Beer-

jerahmeel to Bamoth. Bamoth was near the Pisgah,
and both, according to the original story, seem to have
been in the Jerahmeelite highlands. See BEER

; NEBO,
MOUNT, 2

; MOSES, 16 ; WANDERINGS.
According to Conder (Hcth and Afoab, I.e.) the valley in the

land of Moab, over against Bethpeor, in which Yahwe (?) buried
Moses (Dt. 34 6) was probably Nahaliel, God s valley !

NAHAM (Dm ; N Axe9 [B].
-
XeM [A], NAOYM [L],
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a Judahite (r Ch. 4 19). See NAAM, NAHATH. A
connection with MANAHATH may be suspected. See
also NAHUM, NEHEMIAH.

NAHAMANI
( 3m, 62), a leader in the great post-

exilic list (KzKA ii., Se, 9), Neh. 7 7 (i/ae/xai/[e]i [BA], vaa.fj.ij..

[n], vai/ji. [L]; cp RAAMIAH, end), II Ezra 2 2 omits (but
v(fj.ai&amp;gt;&amp;lt;.)

= i Esd. 5 8 P^NENIUS, RV ENENEUS (eirji/ios [BA],
IJ.aiaiva.fj.ivLO&amp;lt;! [B ; b

nig.], ve^avi. [L] ; cmmanius [Vg.]). Cp
NAA.MAN.

NAHARAI (nn? in 2 S.
, &quot;nm in i Ch.

),
a Beerothite

(see BEEROTH i.), Joab s armourbearer, 2 S. 23 37 RV, AV
Naharll (yeAwpe [BA], apaia [L]), I Ch. 11 39 (vaX &amp;lt;ap [BK],
vaapai [A], coapcu [L]).

NAHASH, CITY OF (tJ
;m T^), i Ch. 4 12 EVme-,

EV IR-NAHASH.

NAHASH (Cm, serpent, 68; NAAC [BXAL]).
i. An Ammonite king in the time of Saul (i S. 11

1_/&quot;. ;

cp 12i2).
The present writer sees reason to think that, as in some other

passages, Ammon is misread for Amalek, and that Jabesh-
gilead should be Beth-gilgal. Amalek and Jerahmeel
are ultimately the same name. Nahash (see 2) was perhaps
the king of Rehoboth. The principal family of Rehobothites
bore the name Nahash or rather, as one should probably read,
Achish ; cp i S. 21 ii etc. i K. 2 39yC, where ru, as often, is mis-

written for rtalnh] -f-, Rehoboth. See SAUL, i.

2. An Ammonite king, the father of HANUN, 2 S.

102 i Ch. 192 (cu/as [B]). The statement that he had
shown kindness to David has been much discussed.

The kindness cannot have been passed over in the

records, and yet where does the traditional text mention
it ? The conjectures offered by Thenius and others are

of no weight.
The text may contain some corruptions. Ammon should

probably be Amalek and Jericho (?. 5) should be Jerah
meel i.e., Carmel in Judan. Achish king of Gath i.e.,

Nahash king of Rehoboth is probably the king who showed
kindness to David. See further, SAUL, i

; MAACAH i.
;

SHOBACH.

3. The father of Shobi of Rabbath Ammon, 2 S.

1727. The passage, however, is very corrupt (see

SHOBI).

4. The name of the first husband of David s mother

(Kohler), or of a second wife of David s father (Thenius),
or of an unknown person (a Bethlehemite ?) who was

Joab s father (We. f/C(-&amp;gt;, 57, n. i), 28.1725. But

see ZERUIAH ; there is deep corruption of the text.

Others think that Nahash is a corruption produced by
Nahash in ? . 27, and read Jesse (see AISIGAII.), or, with

Wellhausen (TS 201 ; cp Gray, J/I Ngi), omit ETU H3 as a

corruption of tynj ]3 (&quot;

2 ?) This hardly goes far enough.
T. K. C.

NAHATH (nm, NAXeG [L]). i. b. REUEL (q.v.},

b. Esau
;
Gen. 8613 (va-^ofj. [A], va-^od [Z?

slI-

E], 17 vaxot)

[AZ&amp;gt;], i&amp;gt;axup [E]), i Ch. 1 37 (vaxf * [B], vaxeff [A*],

ii&amp;gt;axe# [A
avk1

-]). Probably the same as NAHAM [q.v. ]

in i Ch. 4 19 (We. de Gent. 38 )
and NAAM (q. v.

). Naam,
Nahath, and Naham are all represented as Jerahmeelites

(Che.).
2. An ancestor of Samuel (i Ch. 6 26 [n], Kaivad [BA], vanO

[L]); cp JAHATH, TAHATH, TOHU, EI-HKAIM, 12.

3. A Levite overseer (2 Ch. 31 13, /oiaeS [15 ;
see MAHATH, 2],

WK9[A], i&amp;gt;aae[L]).

NAHBI
(
2tm ; NAB[e]i [BF], -BA [A], -BIA [L],

NAHABI [Vg.]), the Naphtalite spy (Nu. ISi-tf).

NAHOROim ; NAXCOR [BXADEL]), father of Terah,

and grandfather of Abraham (Gen. 1122-25, P; -cp i Ch.

126), also represented as Terah s son and Abraham s

brother (Gen. 1126, P; Josh. 242, redactional insertion).

By Milcah he had eight sons, and by Reumah four more

(Gen. 22 2o/: ). Among the former was BETHUEL (q.v. ).

We also hear of the God of Nahor (Gen. 31 53, E)
and the city of Nahor (Gen. 24 10, J). Nahor

must, therefore, have filled an extremely important

place in the old Hebrew traditional legends, and the

difficulty of accounting for the name is surprising.

Once, says Dillmann, it must have been the name
1 But NAHARAI in AV of 1611 A.D.
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of a people of some importance ; but he grants that

the echoes of the name which some have found (e.g.

Maspero, Struggle of the Nations, 64) in the name of

the village of Haura in the district of Sariij (Serug), or

in that of Haditha en-Naura, to the S. of Ana, are

scarcely probable. It is much more natural to con

jecture that the name is that of an Aramaean deity

(Jensen, ZA, 1896, p. 300) ; but the true explanation
is probably to be sought in another direction. Compar
ing the following clauses from Gen. 24 10 and 27 43 (both

J), He arose and went to Aram-naharaim, to the city

of Nahor, and Arise, flee thon to Laban my brother,

to Haran, we may be inclined to suspect that (in

spite of the A in Naharaim), Naharaim, Nahor, and
Haran are connected, and the considerations offered

under GALEED may lead us to the conclusion that

E -inj, Tin:, and pn are all corruptions of
pin.

In Gen.

24 10, Gratz and Ball have already corrected city of

Nahor into city of Haran
; they have thus taken the

first step towards the emendation here proposed. Cp
HARAN. Whether all the phases of the tradition of

Haran and Nahor have thus been recovered is doubtful.

Cp JACOB, 3, and for a further inquiry Crit. Bib.

As a consistent mythologist, Winckler (Gl 2 97) makes Nahor
originally a form of the sun-god, adopting of course the plausible
view that Milcah means queen (of heaven). T. K. C.

NAHSHON, or, in Ex. 623 AV, NAASHON

NA&[c]cu&amp;gt;N [BXAKL]), b. Amminadab, brother-in-law

of Aaron, and (in Nu. , Ch.) prince of the tribe of

Judah ;
also (in Ch.

, Ruth, Mt.
)

ancestor of David

(Ex.623 Nu. \i [vavffuv, B] 2s 7 12 17 10 14 i Ch. 2io/
Ruth 4 20 Mt. l4t). Cp EUSHEBA, JOSHUA.
The name might mean little serpent ( 68, 77). If, how

ever, a serpent -clan is improbable, and if the affinities of

Nahshon and the names grouped with it are N. Arabian, it

is a reasonable conjecture that Nahshon has arisen, partly by

corruption, partly by expansion, out of CK in
(|I&quot;n),

Husham

(Hushan), an Edomite name in Gen. 8634^ See NUN (end).

T. K. C.

NAHUM (D-IIU 62; N&OYM [BNAQ]), rich in

comfort, comforter [is God]; cp D-1l&quot;n, J-13H
and see

Stade, Gram., 227). The name occurs nowhere else

in OT (cim, Neh. 7? is a miswriting for cirri, Ezra 22; cp

Neh. 1026), but is found in Phoenician inscriptions

(CIS 1, no. 123 ; cp &amp;lt;om in 937. ; cp A. Jeremias, Beitr.

zur Ass. u. sem. Sprachwissensch. 3 [1894], 91).

The heading of the book is twofold. The first part
is evidently late (note massd, and see ISAIAH ii.

, 9);

TT ,. it describes the reference of the prophecy,
1. aeaoing. and js suggested by 2 s

[9] 3 7 . The
second part will become identical in form with the

headings of Isaiah and Obadiah, and almost so with

that of Habakkuk in its original form (cp also Am. li),

if we regard the opening word sepher (nso), book, as

a late editorial addition. The concluding word, the

Elkoshite, gives the name of the prophet s home, which

lay, probably but not certainly, in the southern kingdom

(see ELKOSHITE).
Nahum is mentioned in Tob. 14 4 [x] Sinaiticus; but

only as the author of oracles on Nineveh, the fulfilment

_
f

of which is yet to be expected. Of Nahum s
2. Date 01

]ifc aU lhat even the }

-

ita,

prophetarum
pro] ecy can tell ug ]g tnat his pr0pnet jc message
against wag con firmed by the wonder of the fall of
Nmeven.

xineveh, and that he was buried in his

native place therefore not in Assyria (see ELKOSHITE).
These statements have no point of contact with history.

It is, however, a safe inference from the book itself that

the decline of Assyria had begun in the prophet s lifetime.

The capture of No-amon (the Egyptian Thebes) was

already past (38^&quot;.),
and the capture of Nineveh by

Cyaxares and Nabopolassar was still future when the

prophecy was written. Thus we get both an upper
and a lower limit of date for the composition of the

work. We have next to ask which capture of

Thebes is intended. The Egyptian Thebes was twice
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captured by ASUR-BANI-PAL (q.v., i, 3). It is, how
ever, only the second of these events (about 663 B.C.)
that was a real conquest and corresponds in its details

to the description in Nah. 38^! (cp the inscription on
the Rassam cylinder translated with parallels by Jensen,
KB 2 160-169; also Schr. KA T&, 450^: ).

\Vellhausen

(Kl. Proph.W 164) objects that the conquest of Thebes
could not be meant, as in that case to the question Art

thou better than No-amon? Nineveh might with good
reason reply, Obviously, for No-amon itself fell before

me. It is, however, as 3sy. clearly shows, on ability
to resist an enemy, above all on natural strength of

position and resources, that the comparison rests, and
such a comparison is valid even if Thebes did fall before

the Assyrians. Still, should new monuments bring to

light a conquest of Thebes by some other power at a

more suitable date, a rather improbable supposition, this

would naturally \te preferred. It is only if the prophecy
of Nahum had to be assigned a date as near as

possible to the conquest of Thebes by the Assyrians,
that Wellhausen s objection would have to be allowed

some weight, as in that case the abstract and impersonal
nature of the comparison, and the absence of the taunt

As thou hast done to her, so will others do to thee

would certainly be remarkable.

However, the fact that we know of only one imperial city and
one great fortress adapted for Nahum s comparison by no means
shuts us up to one of these two alternatives, (a) to fix the date of
his prophecy immediately after 663 (Schr., Kautzsch, Wi.), and
(/ ), if we insist on giving it a later date, to assume also a later

capture of Thebes (We.). On the contrary, the catastrophe of
the year 663 might very well be referred to even several decades

later, more particularly
if the city never recovered from it

(E. Mey. GA 354 [1887]).

On the other hand, it is intrinsically probable that

the prophecy belongs to a time moderately near the

actual fall of Nineveh, or at least when the fall of

the Assyrian power might reasonably be hoped for.

Such an occasion, indeed, Winckler 1 thinks he has

found not long after 663 in the revolt of Samas-sum-
ukin of Babylon against his brother Asur-bani-pal of

Assyria (see Asur-bani-pal s account of it, KB 2 182 Jf. ;

cp also 3 1 194^), in which many of the vassals of

Assyria, amongst them the West land and thusper/iafs
also Manasseh of Judah, took part.

The situation may very well have been for a short time quite

threatening for Asur-bani-pal, and a Jucla:an prophet whether
his own king were involved in the struggle or not, matters not

might very well look forward to the success of the revolting

powers. In that case, however, in the opinion of the present
writer, the prophecy must have been directed rather against the

reigning king in his own person than against the capital of his

kingdom. If Asur-bfmi-pal s twin brother really succeeded, what
his success meant was the end of the Babylonian vice-regency
and his own mounting the throne in Nineveh ; no one could in

such a case expect a real fall of Nineveh itself from its position as

ruler of the world. Moreover, Nahum s description does not

read as if Nineveh s own subjects or a great confederacy were

marching against it ; on the contrary, the reference appears to be

to a single, unnamed, perhaps newly-risen nation, against which

Nineveh, like Thebes (89), could at first oppose the masses of

its own vassals (29815^-17).

Glad as we should be, then, to follow Winckler in

using the book of Nahum to impart life to the dreary

days of Manasseh, the intrinsic probabilities of the case

furnish no support for his ingenious hypothesis. It was

probably only with the death of the powerful Asur-bani-

pal (626) that Assyria showed any visible decline in

strength. It may have been shortly after this that

Nahum uttered his prophecy, which would thus fall

in the days preceding the first siege of Nineveh by

Cyaxares. Absolute certainty with regard to the date

is unattainable. Nor yet can we be sure whether Nahum
had any definite hostile force in view, whether Mede or

Scythian.
The date thus fixed can hardly be applied to the

1 AT Unters. (1892), 124; (7/1 (1895), 101. [So too, before

Winckler, Prof. A. R. S. Kennedy, Good U onis, Nov. 1891,

P- 743-1
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whole of the book. In chap. 1 1-2 i 3 Bickell and Gunkel,

.p.

, - following up a hint first given by G. Frohn-

1 *;

6
o

meyer (see Del. on Ps. 9), have discovered

an alphabetical acrostic. 1 The order, it is

true, has been dislocated
;

it is seen most clearly down to

the letter (cp &quot;?N [T. i], na?D3 \v. 3], iyi-i \y. 4], ... c&quot;n

and Nis&amp;gt;ni [v. 5], iojn and won [v. 6], y\o and yrOi

[z&amp;gt;. 7]) ;
but no attempted restoration will lead to

adequately certain results. This much at least must
be conceded, however, to Bickell and Gunkel, that

there once was a complete alphabet, and for this at

least the whole of chap. 1 is required. Now, through
out the whole of this chapter there is no reference to

Nineveh, and the (better preserved) first part is rather

colourless and academic in tone. What it speaks of is

not a particular but a universal judgment, resting upon
the fundamental laws of the divine government (v. j f. ).

We find here an approach, on the one hand, to the

manner of the didactic alphabetical songs of a later age,
and, on the other hand, to that of certain eschatological
and apocalyptic appendices by the insertion of which
the framers of the prophetic canon sought to adapt
other older prophetic books (especially those nearest to

Nahum viz. Micah, Habakkuk, Zephaniah) to the tastes

of the readers of their own day. This section of Nahum,
therefore, we must, with Gunkel and Bickell, assign to

a late date
; Wellhausen had already observed, on 1 7,

that the language of the Psalms here begins to make
its appearance. The editor of Nahum in this case has
for once prefixed the more generalising supplement to

the ancient oracle, instead of (as was usually done)
making it an appendix ; the reason perhaps being that

Nahum s genuine prophecy had already been mutilated
at the beginning. He did not, however, make the

supplement himself ; he found it among materials

already before him
; he himself attached no importance

to its alphabetical form, and in its closing portion he
obliterated this in the course of a revision which from
v. 12 onwards is clearly designed to form a transition

leading up to the special subject of the divine judgment.
We cannot hope, therefore, that any attempt at restora

tion can be rewarded with full success.

The prophecy against Nineveh as we now have it

begins with 22, immediately followed by v. 4 (cp We.).
(on th* text f v * see

4. Contents of
,

. .

the genuine Predlcts Vlvld y and picturesquely the

prophecy of
assault uPon Nineveh (which is named

Nahum in v 9 ^
l^e caPture and sack f tne

city. Verses 12-14 contain an oracle
of Yahwe against the king of Assyria, who is likened
to a lion seeking its prey (in v. 14 read with Buhl and
Wellhausen masc. suffixes of the 2nd pers. ).

3 1-7

again prophesies war, desolation, and the deepest
humiliation for Nineveh (named in v. 7) as punishments
for its deeds of violence and treachery. Verses 8-n

(not necessarily the beginning of a new section) justify
the prophecy by reference to the similar fate of the

Egyptian Thebes (see No) ; w. 12-14, again, contain

very vivid touches drawn from incidents of the war,

especially the defence by the besieged ;
w. 15^-17 picture

the melting away of the Ninevite forces by comparing
them with swarms of locusts vanishing as quickly as

they have come. Finally, w. iSf. are addressed to the

king of Assyria after his power has fallen to ruin.

Thus the entire prophecy of Nahum admits of division
into three sections, each of which may perhaps have

originally been a separate prophecy : 22 4-11 2 12-14 3-

The last of these is possibly made up of several pieces.
Billerbeck (ap. Jeremias, as above) proposes to introduce
3 1 2- 153 (Tin) after 24 so as to bring together in one

1 CvZATIV, 1893, pp. 223^; SWAW, Phil.-hist. Classe,
131 5, 1894; Gunkel, Schopf. u. Chaos (1895), 102. Further
attempts are made by Nowack, Kleine Propketen, 1897, and O.
Happel, Der Psalm Nahum, 1900. See also G. B. Gray,
Expos.. Sept. 1898 ; Cheyne, il&amp;gt;. Oct. 1898 (who contribute fresh

suggestions) ;
W. R. Arnold, ZATW, 1901, pp. 2*5-265.
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place the descriptions of war and siege with the effect

of enriching them
; but this is surely quite unnecessary.

All the pieces in question, by their similarity of spirit,
as well as by the richness of fancy and power of

6 Possible Poet ca ^ representation which they exhibit

restoration
n cornrnon declare themselves as a whole

of text
t0 ke tne WOI&quot;k f a single writer who in

1 1 is designated as Nahum of Elkosh or
Elkeshe (see ELKOSHITK, b]. In details we are left un
certain as to what really ought to be assigned to the

author, by many corruptions of the text. The un
usual difficulty of the book arises from the same cause,
in part at least. The corruption is of ancient date, for

&amp;lt;5 gives but little help.
J Valuable contributions towards

a restoration have recently been made by Buhl (/.ATW
5*79 ff- [ l88 5]). and still more by Wellhausen (A7.

Proph.W) ;
on chap. 1, compare also Bickell and Gunkel

[see note, col. 3259; also, on chaps. 1 i 2 -2i4 and

chaps. 2 3, Ruben s articles cited at end of article].

Much, however, still remains to be done. 2
[Ruben has

also restored the text of chap. 3 ; but his results are
still unpublished. He has succeeded in emending the

impossible -pun of 817, as pointed out in SBOTon Is.

33 18
; cp SCRIBE.]

It was indicated by the writer of the present article,

as far back as 1882, that in chaps. 2 and 3 there occur

fi M t
occasional examples of the kind or elegiac
verse the halting verse with two members,

a shorter and a longer. Two such verses are found in

22, one in v. 7, two in v. 9 (as restored), two in v. n,
with a supernumerary member, two in v. 13, two in

38 (as restored), four in v. nf., three in v. 14 15^, five

in v. i8/. (delete -p^y in v. 19). Are we to suppose that

the elegiac metre was still more prominent in the

original text, and that therefore the attempt to recover

this text must include the search for elegiac verses

(cp New World, 1893, pp. 46^), textual criticism being
thus supplied at once with a standard and an instru

ment? In some cases this question must be answered

affirmatively. Thus, 2 12 cannot possibly have had a
different metre from w. n 13 ; 89 10 13 were of course

constructed on the same model as 38 n 12 14 1511 and
still show unmistakable traces that this was the case

;
the

same assumption is very natural for 28 and 2io. To
apply this method further is tempting, but not free

from risk. If the description in 81-7 and in the (closely

related) threatening in 2 14 [13] were originally written

in elegiac verse, their present form shows that they
must have been greatly modified by an editor. This is

also the only portion of the prophecy against Nineveh
which contains the divine name (2 14 [13] 85), and which
has a certain theological colouring, reminding one of

Ezekiel ; elsewhere the prophet expresses simple human
indignation at Nineveh s violent deeds, and describes

war as if it were a natural phenomenon a storm which
no one thinks of seeking to explain.

Besides the commentaries on the Minor Prophets and the

articles, etc., quoted above, see O. Strauss, Nakumi tie Nino
Vaticitiium, i8s3 ;

A. B. Davidson, Xahutn,
7. Literature. Habakkuk, and Zephaniah, 1896 ; Billerbeck

and A. Jeremias, Der Untergang Ninevehs
u. die Weissagungsschrift des Nahum von Elkosch, in Beitr.

1 Cp Vollers, Das Dodckaproph. der Alex. I., Berlin, 1880;
Schuurmans Stekhoven, De alexandrijnschc vertaling van het

Dodekapropheton, Leiden, 1887.
2 In 2 8 the word 7JC , queen,

1

seems to have dropped out
T &quot;

before nn?J, although the text is not quite healed by its restora

tion. [For nn^yn Paul Ruben, Acad. March 7, 1896 (cp June
20), suggests n^nj?n&amp;gt;

tne I^ady ; cp Ass. etellii, fern, ctellitu

(see ATHALIAH) ; we must then suppose 2 srt to be a corruption
of some verb parallel to nnS:. and insert Sjjj- as proposed

already.] In 2 9 restore (after (5) neni .TD O, and then delete

iTD D as (correctly) explanatory of ,tC,TI , it may be presumed
further that after the second ncj? a 11DX has fallen out ; in

2 14 perhaps we ought to read n3&quot;13 for ,1331 instead of the n:!31

of (5 assumed by Buhl and Wellh.; in 3 8, adopt Wellh. s emenda

tions, but also delete n
1

? 2*30 C D as a gloss. [On 2 i cp Cheyne
on Is. 52 7 SOT.]
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NAIDUS
2. Ass. 3 [i8g8], pp. 87-188; P. Ruben, An Oracle of Nnhum,
PSBA, 2011898], pp. 173-185; zndJQK 11 [1899], pp. 448-455.
A. R. S. Kennedy, art. Nahum in Hastings DBoqisff, See
also AMOS and HOSEA, end, and on some outstanding critical

problems, PROPHECY and Crit. Bit. K.. B.

NAIDUS (NAiAoc [B], NAEiAoc [A]), i Esd.9 3 i =
Ezra lOjo. BENAIAH, 8.

NAIL. i. &quot;irP, yathcd (jrd&amp;lt;Tcra.\oS:fax-i//us), a peg,

pin, or nail, driven into the wall (Kzek. I.
r

j3, EV pin, Is. 2225)
or more

especially
a tent-pin driven into the earth to fasten

the tent (Kx. 27 19 35 is 8831 Judg. 4ai_/C Is. S3 20 54 2); see
TENT. Hence to drive a pin or fasten a nail can mean to give
any ojje

a firm and stable abode (Is. 2223), an image still fre

quent among the Arabs (examples in Ges. Tkes., s.v.). The
figure of a pin or nail is also applied to a prince (so 0$ para
phrases Is. 2223 25) on whom the care and welfare of the state

depend (Zech. 104, II n:s, see COKNEK-STONE).
2 *1SDO, only in pi. flllDDD, niasmeroth (Jer. 104), JTnCOD,

mismfroth (2 Ch. 3 9), D &quot;CDD, masmfritn (Is. 41 7), Q TODO- fit-
incrim (i Ch. 22 3) (^Aot ; cp Jn. 20 25) applied to nails of iron ;

rp, mastnerSth, used metaphorically in Eccles. 12 n (see

RV).

NAIN(NAIN [Ti.WH], some MSS N&GIN, N&ei/v\).
a city (note the gate and the great multitude of

1. Geographical
v. 12) where Jesus restored to life a

, .&quot; dead man who was being carried
Jm&amp;lt;

to burial (Lk.7&quot;t). According

rried out

ig to

Eusebius (0S28f&amp;gt;4i) it was 12 (but Jerome [14322
]

says 2) R. m. S. of Tabor, near Endor. This may be
held to point to the hamlet now called Nain, which is

at the base of the Neby Dahi (or Little Hermon), and
is a most miserable nook, though the associations of

the gospel-story enable one easily to forget this
;
the

situation, too, is charming on one side the western

base of Little Hermon, on the other the broad expanse
of Esdraelon. But is the site correct ? Though there

are rock-tombs near the modern Nain, this is not

enough to prove that there was ever a walled city on
this site. The Midrash (B?r. rabba, 98, on Gen.
49 15) does indeed mention a locality called Nairn

; but

this may be identical with the land of Tin am (cinn)
mentioned just before. There is also a special reason

for doubting the accuracy of the traditional text. The
parallelism between the miracle of the raising of the

widow s son of Nain and that of the widow s son of

ZARKPHATH (q.v.} is so close (cp i K. 178-24 )
that one

is justified in suspecting that there has been a combina
tion of the story of Elijah s merciful miracle with the

similar one of Elisha (2 K. 418-37), and that Nain, or

Nairn, should rather be Shunem (mvtjfj. ; for a par
allel see SALIM). Nain or Nairn may be a scribe s

correction of the fragmentary vrj/j,. He knew that

Jesus had to pass by Esdraelon, and that there was a

locality called Nairn in the old territory of Issachar

(see the Midrash above), and fixed its site not so very
far from the true scene of the narrative, for it is but a
short hour s ride from Shunem to the modern Nain. 1

Nestle (Philol. Sacra, 20) ingeniously, but less

plausibly, suggests that Nain might perhaps be trans

literated C m, and rendered the awakened. It is

satisfactory that Nestle, too, recognises the doubtfulness

of the locality assigned in Lk.
It should be noticed in conclusion that if Tischendorfs

reading V TJJ ffrjs (AV the day after ) be accepted in z&amp;gt;. n,
the evangelist did not know the distance between Capernaum
and Shunem. This will not at all impair the effect of his

narrative, for the combination of the Sermon in the Plain, the

Capernaum cure, and the still greater marvel of Nain is the
finest possible preparation for the message in Lk. 7 22. We
may indeed save Lk. s credit as a geographer by adopting the
alternative reading er ria efr)s (RV, soon afterwards ) with

Treg., \VH, and B. Weiss. Perhaps neither reading is correct,
and we should restore fv rfj ff . r)/oiepa (9 37).

It is true, Lk. states his object to be to produce an
__ . , , orderly recital of the things most confidently

fL k
received amonS Christians (Lk. 1 1) ;

but the

principle of this arrangement was not purely
historical : ideas had an overpowering influence on the

1 It is probably true that the gospel narratives (and not in

their earliest form) influenced some of the place-names in

Palestine in the early Christian period.
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NAME
mind of the arranger. Jesus could not, he felt, be
inferior to Elijah and Elisha, and a miracle like those

of Zarephath and Shunem must necessarily have followed

the wonderful cure at Capernaum. According to a

saying of Jesus current in some circles the Master had
remarked on the limitations of the beneficent activity
of Elijah and Elisha. It is Lk. who transmits this

saying (Lk. 425-27), though he gives it a setting which
makes it seem unnecessarily and unintelligibly pro
vocative. If we place this saying in connection with
such a narrative as that of Nain, we shall no longer
find it unintelligible. Lk. is the Pauline evangelist,
and expounds by narratives the universality of the

grace of Jesus Christ. Not of the gracious Master
could it be said that the only leper healed by him was a

Syrian, or that the only widow s son restored by him to

life was a Sidonian. Whether Lk. himself devised the

Nain story, is uncertain. We do know, however,
that he devised an introduction to the message to John
the Baptist (v. 22) already recorded in Mt. 114/1, which,
however harmless in its intention, cannot be based on
facts because it radically misunderstands the symbolic
language of that grand Messianic utterance. It is

possible therefore that the beautiful Nain -story (or
rather Shunem-story ?) is in no sense traditional, but
the expression of the tender and deeply thoughtful
nature of Lk. T. K. C.

NAIOTH (JT1J or JVU [Driv.] or JVU [Kon.] Kt. ;

nn, Kr.
;

[N]&amp;lt;5,Y&amp;lt;*e [BL], N&amp;lt;\Yia&amp;gt;6 [A], fcocu
[Pesh. , transposing and 1], r-AABoYA9 [J os - -Ant.

vi. lls]; nuath [Jer. in OS 36 12]), usually supposed to

be the name of a place in Ramah, where David and
Samuel took refuge when Saul was pursuing David,
1 S. 19i922/. (bis], 20i. Except in 19i8 it is always
followed by nsi3t in Ramah, and in this passage too

Wellhausen following &amp;lt;S,
would restore nc-ia. It is most

unlikely, however, that a place within a place would be

specified, especially in this late narrative (cp SAMUEL,
BOOKS OF, 4). Tg. Jon. explained the word school

(NjsSiK rva), thus making rri: an equivalent of nvo in

2 K.22i4 (AV, following Tg., COLLEGE [q.v.}). This

view, however, though supported on grounds of his own
by Ewald (Hist. S+gf. ),

is philologically too fantastic to

be adopted (see Driver, TBS 125), though it may safely
be added that no explanation of the word can be made
more probable.

Plainly the word is corrupt, and the best emendation of

nma n U is perhaps ^NCrrv ni aa, Gibeah of Jerahmeel

(cp Jos. yeA/3ova#). The place intended is that mentioned in

i S.lOs, where MT and &amp;lt;B read c nStrt &quot;l (EV the hill of
God ), but where we should (supported by several parallel

cases) certainly read DyXCrn J, Gibeah of the Jerah-
meelites. What the Jerahmeelites have to do in this connection
is explained elsewhere (see SAUL, 2). Cp H. P. Smith,
ad loc., who, however, cannot throw any light on the word.

T. K. C.

NAME. Name and names are inseparable

departments of the same subject. The conception
, -T of name ideally precedes the pro-
L. Name = ,- .

. duction of names
;

the very first name
that can be supposed to have been

given presupposes the conception of name. When
(the Hebrews said) the first man called the beasts and
birds by their names (Gen. 220) it was because, as

Milton (Paradise Lost, 8352 f.) puts it, he understood
their nature because the (Hebrew) names he gave
them were the natural and adequate expressions of their

innermost beings. And the wise man commonly known
as the Preacher assures us (Eccles. 6 ioa) that what
ever comes into being, long ago has its name been pro
nounced. When, however, nothing had come into

existence, there could be no names, as indeed there

could be no name-giver. As the Babylonian creation-

epic says :

There was a time when, above, the heaven was not named,
Below, the earth bore no name.
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NAME NAME
We can now- consider the terms for name. In

Hebrew, as in Assyrian, there are two synonyms, (i)

or, ztker, is commonly rendered remem-

brance, but is certainly connected with the

Ass. sikdru, to name, mention (whence zikru,

name ); (2) CB&amp;gt;, sem, corresponds to the Ass. sumu.

For zfker we may quote Ex. 17 14, I will blot out

the name (EV remembrance) of Amalek from under

heaven ; Ps. 34 16, to cut off their name (EV the

remembrance of them) from the earth ; Ex. 815, this

is my name for ever, and this is my title (EV my
memorial) unto all generations&quot;; Ps. 30s and 97 12,

give thanks to his holy name (so RV ; AVme- to the

memorial of his holiness ); Hos. 12s[6], Yahwe is his

name (EV his memorial
).

The same word zeker

may be used of the recital or solemn mention of God s

titles to honour and gratitude in the cultus
;
hence a

psalmist says (Ps. 6 5 [6])

In (the world of) death there is no mention (EV remembrance)
of thee ;

In Sheol who will give thee thanks?

The other word (si-m) is much the commoner. The

root-meaning is uncertain, nor is there any valid reason

for thinking that the primary meaning in usage is

monument (as if from to be high ?).

In 2 S. 8 13 the text is certainly, and in Gen. 11 4 most

probably,
1

corrupt. In Is. 55 13 we read that the new
__ splendour of nature which will accompany

the deliverance of Israel will be to

Yahwe for a name, for an everlasting

sign that shall not be cut off. Monument 1

would
not be unsuitable here

;
but the familiar sense renown

will do perfectly well (cp Dan. 9 15 EV, thou hast gotten
thee renown

).
In Is. 0(35, a memorial (see HAND)

and a name better than sons and daughters,
1

the word
1 name implies ideas more mystic and primitive than

would be suggested by the simpler word monument.
The idea seems to be that God-fearing eunuchs will,

even in the world of death, enjoy the consciousness of

the honour still paid to them upon earth by the con

gregation of worshippers in the temple. The popular

religion clung to the primitive veneration of ancestors

(cp i S. 2422 28. 18 18, with H. P. Smith s notes), and
the prophetic writer appears to mean that no cultus of

dead ancestors will give such satisfaction to those

ancestors as the honorific mention of the names of

pious proselytes in the community of Zion will give to

these proselytes even in death. This may seem to us

a strange idea
;

but the passage quoted above from
Ps. 65 (cp 8811) may strike us as still stranger, if we
consider what it implies. Why should the great God,
Yahwe, be moved to pity by such a consideration as the

psalmist offers ? We must not weaken the passage too

much. It certainly contains the idea that worshippers
are needful to Yahwe, because the divine life would lack

some touch of perfectness without the tribute of reverent

and grateful praise. This idea may be un philosophical ;

but it is profoundly religious. In some form, the idea

of sacrifice is essential to a fervent religion, and to the

noblest psalmists true sacrifice is the recital of Yahwe s

gracious acts, each of which calls for the ascription to

Yahwe of a new title. Now, to primitive men the

name is the expression of the personality. Yahwe s

worshippers, therefore, from a primitive point of view,
enable God s personality to find that fuller expression
which it constantly needs.

The truth of the statement that the name is (ideally
at least) the manifestation of the personality, and con

sequently may even be prophetic of the fortunes of the

person named, will be clear if we look at a few of the

OT narratives
; see, e.g. , Gen. 35 10, Thy name shall

no more be called Jacob, but Israel shall be thy name,
and ib. 18, she called his name Ben-oni, but his father

1 Probably no one practised in textual criticism will fail to
see that cjy llVflPJUl comes out of c DB ^ 1B N&quot;V),

a variant to

Va IB tOl which precedes. 13
= 0.

4. Idiom to

call a
name upon.

105 3265

called him Benjamin. It is true, this intimate con
nection between name and character or fortune is not

always prominent. Names are often given, according
to the narratives, for some apparently accidental reason ;

it is when the person named has some special dignity or

pre-eminence among the leaders of Israel that the name
has evidently a mystic significance. The prophets
make great use of the idea. Thus

Is. 1 26, afterward thou shall be called The cily of righteous
ness, the faithful city.

9 6 [5], his name shall be called Wonderful, counsellor (?),

etc.

63 16, thou, O Yahwe, art our father ; our redeemer from
of old is thy name.

Jer. 33 16, this is [the name] by which she shall be called
Yahwe is our righteousness. 1

Ezek. 4835, the name of the city from that day shall be,
Yahwe is there.

Mt. 1 21, thou shall call his name Jesus, for he shall save his

people from their sins. 2

This connection of name and personality leads to a

singular use of 6vofj.a in the NT. In Acts 1 15 and Rev.

84 11 13, ovo/jLara has the sense of persons (cp,

however, Nu. 120); Deissmann produces unexpected

parallels for this from the Egyptian papyri (Neue Bibel-

studien, 2^f.}.
Before passing on to the great religious phrases, the

name of Yahwe, the name of Jesus, we must not

omit to mention the idiom, to call the

name (of some one) over. For examples
see, first, 28.1228, where Joab in his

message to David respecting Rabbath-
ammon says, lest I take the city and my name be
called upon it. Here we see one of the most obvious

secular applications of a phrase which OT writers most

frequently employ in a religious context. Eastern

warriors were accustomed to change the name of a

conquered city. The citadel of the Jebusites, conquered

by David, became David s burg ; exactly similar

cases occur in the Assyrian inscriptions. Joab that

daring Misrite adventurer (see ZERUIAH) threatens

David that he will not allow Rabbah to go out of his

hands if he, not David, is the conqueror ; Joab s burg
shall become its name. 3

The other passages are 28.62 Is. 4 i Dt. 28 10 i K.

843 (
= 2 Ch. 633), Jer.7io/. 1430 14 9 15i6 2529 32 34

34 15 Am. 9 12 Is. 6819 2 Ch. 7 H Dan. 9i8/; cp Ps.

49n[i2].
4 Of these, Is. 4i, like 28.1228, gives the

phrase a secular application. In the depopulated
condition of Jerusalem, seven women will say to one

man, Only let thy name be called over us i.e. , let

us enjoy the benefits of having a husband for owner
and consequently for protector. In Am. 9 12 another

secular application is implied. Although it is Yahwe
who speaks, and a relation of Yahwe which is described,

the form of expression is distinctly secular. The
remnant of Edom has, at least in one sense of the

words, no religious relation to Yahwe ;
it is as Yahwe s

property that his name is said to have been called

over it (and over the other hostile nations) ; for the

sufferings involved for Edom in its anticipated subjuga
tion by the Jews Yahwe, as here represented, has no

sympathy.
AH the other passages, however, imply thai ownership in

volves an interesl in the welfare of the persons or things owned.
The complaint of the Jewish community in Is. 63 19 is, not thai

they are owned by Yahwe, but that, although his property, they
are treated by him as if his name had not been called over

them; compare this with Yahwe s statement in Jer. 2529, and
Daniel s prayer in Dan. 9 18.

1 The name surely belongs to Jerusalem, not to the ideal king,
as in the second form of the same prophecy (23 6). See Jew.
Rel. Life, 95.

2 We may treat these words, put into the mouth of an angel,
as prophetic.

3 Joab is wise enough to give David a chance of averting
from himself this dishonour. Not improbably, however, Joab s

reported message to David (vv. 26/.) is due to an editorial desire

to reconcile two differenl traditions of the capture of Rabbath-
ammon (if we assume that to be the right reading ; see, how
ever, REHOUOTH).

4 Cp Kautzsch, ZA TIV& izf. (1886).
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In Dt. 28 10 we read that all the other peoples will be

afraid to touch righteous Israel, because they will see,

by Israel s prosperity, that Yahwe s name must have

been called over it
;

in v. 9 the parallel phrase is a

holy (i.e. , consecrated) people, and in Jer. 14g for

Israel to be the bearer of Yahwe s name is synonymous
with having Yahwe in its midst, and gives a right (but

not an indefeasible right) to protection ;
the same idea

is expressed in i K. 843, where (as in Jer. 7 10, etc.
)

it is

the temple over which the divine name has been

called.

It is plausible to give a similar interpretation to the phrase

descriptive of the ark in 2 S. 2, in spite of the difficulty caused

by the position of V7J? (see Wellh. TBS, ad loc.). See also

Bar. 2 15 26 i Mace. 7 37, and, in the NT, Ja. 2 7 (on which see

CHRISTIAN, i, col. 752), Acts 15 17 (
= Am. 9 12).

There still remain two passages, Ps. 49u[ia] and

Jer. 15 16. Of the passage in Ps. 49 there are several

renderings. That of Wellhausen in SHOT is, even

should they have called whole countries their own, which

implies that
&quot;?j?

oe a N^ and
&quot;?j?

DC* nj3 may have the

same meaning (so, too, Hupfcld). There is good
reason, however, for thinking that this is not what the

psalmist meant
;
the text is more than probably corrupt.

1

The passage in Jer. 15, if correctly transmitted, is

singularly beautiful as a record of prophetic experience.

Jeremiah says that not only externally but also internally

he has become entirely the possession of his God thy
word

(
= revelation) became to me a delight and the joy

of my heart, for thy name has been called upon me, O
Yahwe Sebaoth. Probably, however, for vn and . . .

became, we should read &amp;gt;rn and let ... become,

making it a prayer of Jeremiah (cp Cornill and Duhm
ad loc.

).

In this connection we may refer to the naming of a

son by the father. It is true that the name might be

given by the mother (Gen. 29 30 35i8, i S. 421), and

no doubt was given by her generally in the primceval

period of matriarchy (cp KINSHIP, 4); but in the

period of monandrous baal -marriage ( KINSHIP, 9

ff.} the priority of right belonged to the father

(Gen. 16 15 17 19 Ex. 2 22 2 S. 12a4
2 Is. 8 3 Hos. \t,ff.

Lk. 1 13 63), who could, if he chose, alter the name given

to the child by the mother (Gen. 35 18). The son, in

fact, should theoretically have been named by the father,

as a sign of lordship.
Another phrase which may be quoted here is a new

name. In Is. 622 it is said of Jerusalem that at its

restoration it shall be called by a new
name (enn cy, 6vofj.a KO.LVOV}, and, ac

cording to Is. 65 15, Yahwe will call his servants by
another name

(&amp;lt;S, again, &VO/AO. KO.IVOV}. Further, in

Rev. 2 17, we hear of a new name which no man knows

but he that receives it. It is doubtful whether this

means a new name for each believer, or the new name
of Christ (cp 812 19 12). The former view is more

probable. When born into a new world, each believer

will need a new name, suggestive of his new character

and standing. We may venture to compare the giving

of a new name to kings (as notably in Egypt) at their

accession ; cp 2 K. 2834 24 17.
3 The new name in Rev.

,

I.e., is also said to be hidden from all but its bearer.

This reminds us of the feeling, so widespread among
savage tribes, of the danger of disclosing one s name,

because this would enable an enemy by magic means to

work to one s personality some deadly injury (cp Frazer,

Golden Bought, 1 404.^).
We now pass on to those great reiigious phrases the

1 The number of conflicting explanations is significant.
- Kt.

sop&quot;!
. Kr - Klpnii

w tn reference to v. 25^.

3 There is surely some mistake in the document. Either the

names given by Necho and Nebuchadrezzar respectively, were

not those here given (cp the case of the son of Necho I., A ATW,
166), or else the change of names was not due to these suzerains

of Judah but to the religious authorities. See MATTANIAH,
SHALLUM.
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5. New Name.

NAME
name of Yahwe, the name of Jesus (or, of the Christ).

-. , The name of a god is properly his

v , &amp;gt; manifestation, and since one form of this

manifestation is the name (presumably a
revealed name) given to him in the cultus, the name
of Israel s god is Yahwe, as the name of Moab s god is

Chemosh. Whatever the primitive meaning of the

Heb. sem and the Ass. sumu may have been, it was
not merely name in our sense of the word, but some

thing much fuller which would be applicable to all forms

of divine manifestation. Name, glory, face, are

parallel terms. The divinity in the so-called Mal dk
or Angel

1 of Yahwe (cp ANGEL, 3) is sometimes
called the pdnim (Icl^s) face, sometimes the kdbod

(nuj) glory, sometimes the sem (cc*) or name of

Yahwe (Ex. 2821 33 1418227.; cp 32 34 and Is. 689).
The ark, too, is described as a dwelling-place of the

glory (i S. 422), and of the face (Xu. lOss, Tjsp,
from thy face

),
but not of the name, of Yahwe.

The reason is that the name of Yahwe came to be

specially connected with the cultus i.e. ,
with the temple,

where the solemn invocation of Yahwe took place. The
connection of the name of Yahwe with the Mai ak or

Angel was too primitive to be abandoned
;
but the ark

of Yahwe, not being as primitive in conception as the

Angel, never succeeded in annexing the third of the

synonymous terms viz. name. As time went on,

however, this term, which was originally associated with

the cultus at all sanctuaries (Ex. 20 24), became more
and more closely attached to the temple (see i K. 81629

9s, Is. 187, Jer. 7 12). And how does Yahwe continue

to make known his name? By answering the prayers
offered in (or, towards) the temple i.e. , by delivering
his people (Is. 526 64 1). Hence, in Ps. 20 1 [2], The
name of the God of Jacob place thee in security means,
The God whom thou hast invoked answer thy prayers.

Indeed, in all such passages (e.g., Ps. 207[8] 44.s[6])

we may safely say that there is a tacit reference to the

invocation of God s name in the sanctuary. Thus the

prayers of faithful Israel are a substitute for the presence
of the ark in the Israelitish host, and by prayers are

meant invocations of Yahwe as the promise-keeping God
of Israel. 2

Against one serious temptation the Israelitish thinkers and
writers were consistently proof; they never allow us to think

that the Name of Yahwe is a separate divine being from Yahwe.
Like the Mal ak Yahwe (in whom, indeed, according to Ex.

2321, Yahwe s name is), the Name of Yahwe is virtually

equivalent to Yahwe (note the parallelism in Ps. 20 1 [2]). Such
a phrase as Ashtoreth, the name of Baal (7D3 CE mne J7i

CIS 1, no. 3, 1. 18) has no analogue in Hebrew writings.

Certainly in Is. 30 27 we find the startling expression the name
of Yahwe cometh ; but the context shows that Yahwe himself is

meant, and in the
|| passage, 59 19, the name alternates with

the glory of Yahwe (cp Ex. 33 i8/).

In Lev. 24n, Dt. 2858, we find c& n used independently

(in Lev. 24 16, however, cr should be c^, see &amp;lt;S Vg. ).

M The son of an Israelitish woman whose

- V if
1*

father was an Egyptian (so EV ; but nsp

might mean a Musrite ; cp MiZRAiM, 26,

MOSES) blasphemed the name and cursed ;
therefore

(v. 23) he was stoned ;
so P. Another late writer

makes Moses exhort the Israelites to fear this glorious

and fearful name, Yahwe thy God. With this, G.

Hoffmann (Ueb. ein. Phon. Inschriften, 47#) compares

1 The use of the term HxSp as a term for the temporary

manifestation of Yahwe as a director and agent has not yet been

explained. Great difficulties in expounding the biblical notices

consistently will be overcome if we suppose that the term

originally employed was, not ~^Z, messenger, but ^D,
king. The inferior divine beings, afterwards described as

angels, were if this is correct originally designated C r^~,

kings. The objection to calling them either gods (n riSn) r

kings (c DVc) naturally led to the abandonment of the former

term (nTlW), and the modification or transformation of the

latter (c ^So)-
2 Cp Lagarde s explanation of the name Yahwe as prom

sorum stator.
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a passage in the inscription of Eshmun azar (CIS 3i6/ )

which he reads DT INB D& (a title appended first to

rrnsi j;, Astarte, and then to
JDB M. Eshmun), and renders

as supreme Person (nomen = nutefi). He remarks
that the object of the phrase was to avoid seeming to

bind the entire divinity to the spot where the temple was,
and illustrates the form of the expression by Ps. 47 10

926 on the one hand, and Ps. 7 18 9s 92 2 on the other
;

in the latter passages, following Hitzig, he thinks (but
here perhaps few will follow him) that

jv jj; is to be
connected adjectivally with w-
The exegesis of the NT passages in which the term
name occurs is not always easy. We have no right

8 NT u a^e
to Presume tnat OT presuppositions by
themselves are sufficient to account for

the expressions. Passages like Acts 19 17 (
the name

of the Lord Jesus was magnified )
cause no difficulty;

but what is to be said of certain phrases in the same
chapter, they were baptized into the name of the Lord

Jesus (v. 5), and to name over those who had the

evil spirits the name of the Lord Jesus (v. 13) ? Else

where the use of the formula, to be baptized in the

name of the Lord Jesus (/BaTrri^ecrdai et s rb 8vofj.a [or
tv, or (irl (TIP) 6v6fj.a.Ti] Kvplov Irjffov), has been fully
treated from the point of view of the history of the rite

of baptism (col. 473/1 ) ;
but it still remains to consider

the possible meaning or meanings of the phrases. The
formula baptize in the name of Jesus (/3a,7rr. ets rb

6vo/j.a I.
)

has no doubt an analogy in the phrase
believe in the name of Jesus (iricrrfveiv els rb 8vo/j.a

I.), which means to believe that Jesus is what Christian

teachers say that he is -i.e., that he is the Christ, or in

the case of the Fourth Gospel (where, however, the

phrase is not prominent, see FAITH, 3) that he is the

only-begotten Son of God
;
and we have reason to think

that the expression of faith in the Lordship or Messiahship
of Jesus was the condition on which, in the earliest times,
the rite of baptism was administered. Baptism, there

fore, might be simply the consummation of discipleship
the outward and visible sign of the entering on a new life

characterised by self-purification, and the opening of
one s heart to the word of God ; and such it doubtless was
in the primitive Jerusalem community. Largely owing
to Paul, however, baptism became much more than this.

Paul s Hellenic converts needed mysteries, and such

mysteries he (and perhaps others before him) provided
for them by expanding the significance of Baptism and
the Supper of the Lord. *

Necessarily in the name
(e/s rb 6vo/j.a) and the similar phrases now obtained a

mystic meaning. The gift of the Spirit was communi
cated at baptism, no doubt on ethical conditions at

least according to Paul but not without the invocation
of the name of Jesus. It is difficult to feel sure that all

Paul s disciples followed him in this. We find in Acts
3i6 4710 (as well as in Lk. 10 17, cp also the late pas
sage, Mk. 1617) clear traces of a belief that wonderful
works would be performed by pronouncing the name of

Jesus ; and we must therefore regard it as one of the

possible meanings of the phrase before us, to be bap
tized, pronouncing the wonder-working name of Jesus.

(Cp EXORCISTS.) We assume that Paul can be ade

quately known from the epistles most commonly as

signed to him, and we fully grant that whatever mystic
effects the apostle may have ascribed to the name of
Christ were, in his mind, conditional on the presence
of a certain moral attitude in the baptized. We also

maintain, of course, that the Jewish Christian Church,
which continued the OT tradition, was entirely free

even from a moralised mysticism.
Two NT passages need special, however brief, reference. In

Mt. 28 19, we find a formula of baptism (ets TO ov. TOV Ilarpos

1 The attitude of the writer of the Fourth Gospel is not quite
so obviously sacramentarian as has been supposed. He had
disengaged himself from the sacramental forms in about the same
degree, perhaps, as some of the psalmists have disengaged
themselves from the sacrificial forms of early Judaism.
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K.T.A.) which is admittedly late (see BAPTISM, 3). Conybeare.
however, has shown (ZNTIV, 1902) that an earlier text (re
peatedly attested by Eusebius) gave /naftrjTeuaare Trai/ra TO. eOirq tv
rip oi/o/iart pov, without the phrase which all critics admit to be
late. In Phil. 2 10 all beings of heaven, of earth, and under the
earth are bound, it is said, to show the same reverence to Jesus,
who has, by the divine gift, the name (TO ovo^a. [NAB]) which
is above every name, as Lord of all, and seated at God s right
hand, that they show to God himself (Is. 45 23) ; cp Kph. 1 ?of.
The study of proper names (personal and local)

requires, however, much more than a perception of the

9 Proner
myst c significance attaching to names. It

may be questioned whether in the pre-exiliciictiiieb- , .

period nearly as much thought was bestowed
on the naming of children as has been supposed. It is

far from the present writer s intention to adopt a con
troversial attitude towards theories, many of which he
has himself till lately shared, and on the elaboration of
which treasures of scholarship have been lavished. He
must express his conviction, however, that the theories
referred to presuppose a view of the traditional Hebrew
text which is almost too optimistic. So far as he has been
able, he has based the explanations of names given by
himself in various articles on a critically emended text ;

but it is only in a part of them that he has been able to
assume a well-grounded and far-reaching theory, which,
though it does not, of course, affect all OT names,
transforms our view of not a few of them. Without

meaning to say that all the new interpretations of names
advocated by the present writer come under this head,
he may presume to mention as deserving prolonged and
special consideration the theory referred to, viz., that

certain ethnics, in a variety of corrupt and distorted

forms, underlie a great many of the names commonly
explained either quite arbitrarily from other Semitic

languages, or as expressions of religious feeling. In

particular, names of the types Jehoiakim, Obadiah,
Nethaneel, have to be received with the greatest

caution. It is probable that in post-exilic times a

thorough revision and indeed transformation of ancient
names was effected. This can be shown most plausibly
in the name-lists of the Chronicler

;
but there are few

books which do not supply striking evidence of this

fact. It would be satisfactory to exhibit in orderly
arrangement all the names on which a methodical and
consistent textual criticism throws a perfectly new light.

By this means the old theory and the new would be

conveniently compared, and the unavoidable clash of

opinion would doubtless serve the interests of truth.

All that can be done, however, is to urge the reader to

study the etymological introductions to the articles in

this volume seriously and in connection, and not to

make up his mind hastily. Criticism of a new theory
is useless until the point of view which leads to it is

gained, and until the facts have been mastered. There
are numerous facts connected with proper names which
are as much hidden from adherents of the older theories,
as the facts connected with the older documents which
enter into our present OT books are hidden from
adherents of a conservative school of criticism. It may
be said in conclusion that geography is in some direc

tions hardly less the gainer than history by the results

of the new criticism, though chiefly by the more con
sistent application of the ordinary principles of textual

correction. There is nothing surprising in this, for the

later editors knew comparatively little about the older

geography ;
and with regard to modern geographers,

even when they are in sympathy with modern criticism,

it does not follow that they superadd to the rare faculty
of catching and of making others catch the chief physical

aspects of a region, the equally rare faculty of seeing
what is possibly or probably the real form of a place-
name in an old document. Once more, the reader is

requested, in his own interest, to give a careful study
to the new details here put before him. The best way
to learn a new method is to watch the application on
an extended scale. Offhand criticism of details gives
little help. T. K. C.
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A. PERSONAL NAMES.
Each of the many names of persons in the Bible

must, of course, originally have had some special
. , meaning. To discover this meaning

is of great importance, since much
investigations.

ljght may thereby be thrown upon the

manners and thought both of the ancient Hebrews
and of the neighbouring peoples, not to mention

the linguistic interest which attaches to such investi

gations. In the more ancient parts of the OT itself

etymological explanations of names begin to occur (e.g.

Gen. 4i 029) ; but these artless attempts, it need scarcely
be said, have no more scientific value than the ety

mologies of Plato. The more systematic explanations

given by Philo are likewise, as a general rule, mere plays

upon words, and are moreover based upon a very

inadequate knowledge of the language. They neverthe

less exercised great influence during some fifteen cen

turies, owing to the fact that they served as the principal
foundation of various Greek Onomastica and of the

Latin Onomasticon of Jerome ;

4 similar works were
likewise produced among the Syrians. Moreover, the

explanations of proper names in the sixth and final

volume of the Complutensian Bible are, for the most

part, derived from Philo. It was not till later that the

subject began to be treated in a scientific manner

(especially after the appearance of the great works of

Hiller 5 and of Simonis 6
), and thus many points have

been satisfactorily cleared up. Important contributions

have been made quite recently by various authors,

1 The whole plan of the present work (see vol. i. p. ix [second

paragraph], p. xvi, 5) rendered it necessary that the article

NAMES should be one of the first written and forbade any sub

sequent modification of its general structure. On the relation

of the article to the separate articles on individual names see

(in addition to the passages in the preface referred to above)
below, 87, 107, note, and cp NAMK, 4.

- This table of contents does not everywhere follow the actual

order of the article. It is to a certain extent a compressed
subject-index (arranged logically, not alphabetically).

3 See the footnote to this heading in loco(co\. 3320).
4 See Lag. OS (1870), 2nd ed. (1884).
8 Hiller, OS, Tub. 1706.
6 Simonis, OS, Halle, 1741.
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[E. K.]

especially by G. B. Gray (Studies in Hebrew Proper
Names), who carefully and with marked success de
termines what kind of name - formation prevailed in

the various periods. To a very large extent the present
writer agrees with his result. It must be admitted,
however, that very much still remains obscure, far more
than was supposed by Gesenius, 1 for example, and even

by the sceptical Olshausen. 2

We are here met by two great difficulties, the fact

that the Hebrew language is but imperfectly known, and,

o r;;^,,n.;^ what is much more important, the fact
2. Difficulties. ,,that the traditional forms of the names

are often untrustworthy. In the first place, we cannot
fail to perceive that the vocalisation of the less known
names is, in many cases, chosen arbitrarily. This is

sufficiently proved by the manifold inconsistencies in the

treatment of analogous and even of identical names :

* Vnoalisfltimi
for instance b

&amp;gt;

the side of the correct
O. V UL-ctHotlblUJl. , % i i

- 1_ - / /-i inform Michayahu
1*

(I.TD D; 2 Ch. 182

17?) we often find Michayfihu; by the side of Ader (-ny,

i Ch. 815), the pausal form of Eder, .we find Eder

(~ny, i Ch. 2823 2430), and so forth. It was impossible

to ascertain from tradition the exact pronunciation of
names no longer in use, particularly of such as occur in

the ancient lists in Chronicles, Ezra, and Nehemiah ;

accordingly, the scribes used to content themselves with
the shortest possible vocalisation, as was first remarked

by Wellhausen (if the present writer be not mistaken).
The LXX version often exhibits a different pronuncia-
A r~- - tion, which, in some cases, is preferable
4. Consonants. ..,,,,

to the Massoretic. Even the con

sonants, however, are sometimes far less trustworthy
than we might at first suppose. It is enough to compare

1 See the explanations ofproper names in his monumental work,
the Thesaurus.

2 See his Heb. Gramm. 609 Jf. This section, however, is

remarkably instructive, in particular the introductory portion.
3 The names in this article are, as elsewhere, for practical con

venience generally spelled as in AV, unless there is strong reason
for following RV or giving a new transliteration. Long vowels
are often marked as long, shcu as as short mainly to avoid am
biguity, the Hebrew being, as a rule, unvocalised. Absolute

consistency has not been aimed at.
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the list of David s warriors in 28. 23 with those in i Ch.

11 and 27, referring also to the Greek text ; many of

the names are quite different, and some are perhaps in

no case handed down correctly.

Instead of po^s (2 S. 23 28) we find yj| in i Ch. 11 29,

whilst B m 2 S. appears to read E\\iav !
(see ZALMON). instead

of
p3*?y 3J&amp;lt; (2 S. 23 31), which is omitted in (unless it appears

at the end of the list as
y&amp;lt;z6&amp;lt;xj8u)A.

vid? [B], cp yaas aj3u)\ [BNAL]
of i Ch.), we find ^N 3K in i Ch. 11 32 ; it has been conjectured
that the original form was Si 3&quot;3N, but this cannot be regarded as

absolutely certain (cp ABIALBON). In 28.83 David s second
son is called 3x^3, which is, no doubt, a corruption due to the

following word ^J SK 1

? (see DANIEL, 4), just as in Gen. 46 10

Ex. 615 *?N1D seems to he a corruption of SxiCJ (Nu. 26 12;
1 Ch. 4 24 ; cp also Nu. 26 9), through the influence of the following

plD l (CP NEMUEL, i); but the AaAoum of (AL and in

2 S, B) and the ^N n of J Ch. 3 i, which take the place of HN^D,
are likewise open to suspicion (for a suggestion as to the true

reading, see DANIEL, 4).

In the much later list also of those who returned from
the Exile, twice cited by the Chronicler from the memoirs
of Nehemiah (Ezra 2 = Xeh. 7 ; cp i Esd. 5), we may
observe slight divergences. Even the list of Saul s

family in i Ch. 9 39^ differs in several points from that

given in 8 33 ff. of the same book. The carelessness

with which the Chronicler treated the lists of names is

shown by the fact that on more than one occasion he

quotes the same piece twice ; especially in regard to our

knowledge of the proper names the inaccuracy of this

compiler is much to be deplored. Even in the documents
from which he copied, however, some of the names may
have been already grievously distorted. Hence in the

case of names which occur only once in Chronicles, Ezra,
or Nehemiah, the greatest possible caution is necessary.
We have still more reason to regret that the books of

Samuel contain so many corrupt readings, which, even
with the help of (5, can be emended only in part ;

the proper names in particular, which were many and

invariably genuine, have suffered much in consequence.
We may note, for example, that the same man is called nyilNn

(A&amp;gt;. _rui-|N,-i)
in 2 S. 24 16, rt ^K ( A&amp;gt;. mm) in . 18, rum in &amp;lt;&quot;&quot;

20 (bis) 22 23, whilst in Chronicles he always appears as Oman
(j:nN),

in always as Opva (once Opvav [accus.] in i Ch. 21 21),

and in Josephus, it would seem, as Opocas (Niese, Oporra? or

Opuj^aj). What was his real name? (For a plausible con

jecture see ARAUNAH.)

Even in books of which the text is, in general, much
better preserved, however, the forms of the proper names
cannot always be trusted.

When we find 3V in Gen. 46 13 corresponding to
3i[j&quot;

in Nu.
26 24 (3

%
E&quot;

in i Ch. 7 i, A&quot;/.),
the mistake can be easily corrected,

the more so as the Sam. text and likewise read 3*2&quot; in

this passage (cp JASHUB, i). Hut the list in Gen. 4li, as com
pared with Nu. 26, presents some other variations which prove
the existence of early corruptions in one at least of these texts.

Hence we have no guarantee that names which occur only once
in the Pentateuch, not to mention the Book of Joshua, are cor

rectly written.

It must be remembered, furthermore, that in all

6 Vowel Probability many proper names which now
contain vowel letters were written defectively

16uTJ6rS. .t , i ttr
in the more ancient documents (see WRIT

ING, 15).

We cannot, therefore, feel at all sure that in every instance the
vowel-letters were inserted as correctly as in the case of the well-
known -pvi (instead of the more ancient in, on which see DAVID,
DODO, DODAI, DODAVAH). The sovereign who is called

ytj&quot;o

(Mesha) 2 in 2 K. 3 4 appears as jjtTO in the inscription set up
by himself; his name in (P is Moxra (but Josephus has

&amp;gt;I[e]io-as)

[BAL], i.e., yc ic, and this would seem to be the correct form.
The name of the king of Tyre in i K. 62432 [10 is] is ciTn&amp;gt;

hut elsewhere, in Samuel and Kings, DTn, with which i Ch. 14 i,

Kt. agrees ; in the latter passage the Kr. is Huram (oiln), and
elsewhere, in Chronicles, this form is invariably used. The

1 In citing Oriental words from aspirates and accents are
here omitted, since they were introduced into the text at a time
when the real pronunciation could no longer be ascertained.

2 Another Mesha (V& O, i Ch. 2 42) whose name, for some un
known reason, is written with a, while that of the Moabite king
has a, is called Mo.pto-a(s) in HA by a confusion with the
Alareshah who comes later in the same verses.
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Tyrian tradition followed by Josephus (c. Ap. 1 \-jff. 21) has
Eipj^.os, or

lp&amp;lt;afj.o^,
and so we should read in Herod. 7 98 (cp

5 104), instead of Jupio^os. Hence it follows that ciTn s the

only correct form, and that min can be nothing but a
blunder. Such being the case, what reason have we for

believing that the names of less celebrated persons, such as
Bani ( 33), Bunni (-33, 313), or Binnui (-133), are always cor

rectly vocalised, especially as the Bani of 2 S. 23 36 seems to
become Mibhar (in3C) n * Ch. 1138? (for an explanation see

MIBHAR, HAGRI).

On the other hand, there may be many cases in which
the Massoretes failed to mark the long vowels because

fi G k l^e names n
,
uest n had been handed down

without vowel letters. It is of less

importance that in certain names the Greek
texts exhibit a somewhat older pronunciation than that

recognised by the Massoretes.

Thus the Greek forms often preserve the vowel a, particularly
in unaccented closed syllables, where the Massoretic form has / ,

in accordance with the latest phonetic development of Hebrew ;

for example, Ma/naja i.e., Maryam or rather Maryam (C&quot;&quot;P,
the

only form known to the Syrians and the Arabs) is, of course,
more primitive than Miryam. Cp also MarCaijias, MarraSias
with Mattithyfih (nvwc), Va\aaS with Gil fid (li Sj), etc. Simi

larly the a in A/3eA, T&amp;lt;x/3ep
is more primitive than the e (;) in

Hebel (S3n), Geber (133) ; but in the majority of such form.5

has the later pronunciation with e.

From all this we may conclude that in the case of

obscure names we have no right to assume the traditional

punctuation to be correct, and must always make allow

ance for considerable changes.
Since, moreover, our knowledge of the Hebrew

language, as has been remarked above, is very im-

TUT perfect, and since we cannot hope to dis-
. eanings cover tne part jcular circumstances by

which this or that name was first sug
gested, it follows that even when the form of a name is

fairly certain its meaning is often unintelligible. This

applies even to such names as Judah (,TTI,T), Aaron

(pintf),
Rechab (331), Ruth(rvn), etc. 1

By a comparison
with the cognate languages we frequently obtain nothing
better than an interpretation which is barely possible.
It is, for example, conceivable that the Hebrews once
used the verb JTQ in the Arabic sense to rise, to be

prominent, and that hence the name Beriah (nyn) was
formed

;
but this is very far from being certain. The

reader must therefore bear in mind that many of the

explanations given below are merely tentative, even
where doubt is not positively expressed. Furthermore,

many names which at first seem to admit of an easy

explanation prove, on closer inspection, to be either

very obscure or transmitted to us in a doubtful form.

In general, it may be said, compound names are more

easily explained than simple ones (cp 88).

Among the persons mentioned in the OT we find a
considerable number of eponyms i.e. , representatives of

families and tribes. It is certain, or at
&quot; * least highly probable, that some of these

were originally names of countries or places, for both in

ancient and in modern nations there has been a wide

spread tendency to assume that a people, a tribe, a

family, or a country must derive its name from some
individual. In Gen. 10 the genealogy of Noah s de

scendants includes even plurals such as Ludim (c -n
1

?)

and Pathrusim (c Ditne), as well as countries and cities,

such as Egypt (c lsc) and Zidon
(JITS).

Here the

fictitious character of the list plainly shows itself.

Similarly the Jebusite, the Arvadite (i.e., native of

Aradus), and others who appear in the same chapter,
are to be understood, in accordance with the genuine
Hebrew usage, as collective terms for the tribes, or

rather inhabitants, of the places in question. In like

manner we are to explain the gentilicia.

(i.e., adjectives- derived from proper

names) with the ending /, which are enumerated among
the posterity of Jacob in Nu. 26 15^ Perhaps even

9. Gentilicia.

1 To suppose that here a y has been dropped is contrary to the

laws of the language.
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Levi

(
i

1

?) and Naphtali (-^ns:) may belong to the same
class.

The name Mushi (
(BHD) which occurs, together With Merari

(&quot;Tic) and Mahli (*Sno), in the pedigree of the Levites, is rightly

regarded by Wellhausen as a derivation from Moses (na;c) &amp;gt;

B ?S s tnat Part f tne priestly tribe which claimed descent from
Moses himself (cp MOSKS, 2). That in the later system the

name occupies a different place, and that the vowel has been

slightly changed, is not to be wondered at. The expression the

sons of half the tribe of Manasseh (np-jjQ iip &amp;gt;xn

%33 ; i Ch. 623)
may serve as a warning against explaining such fathers literally,

for no one, of course, can have imagined that ntPJD D^f Sfl

was an individual.

Among the descendants of Jacob there are also, it

would seem, several names of places ;
Hezron

(jnsn), a

grandson of Judah, represents the place

bearing this name in the Judaean territory

(Josh. 1525) the word signifies enclosure

(which is the original sense of the English town
)
from

the same root as Hazor (-lixn, see HAZOR), and some
other Semitic names of places, for instance, the well-

known Hatra in the Mesopotamian desert.

In i Ch. 2 names of places such as Hebron
(p&quot;On)

and

Tappfiah (rUBn) are cited as persons ; Hebron (;i&quot;Qn) appears
also as a grandson of Levi (Exod. 618), since Hebron was a

Levitical city. The Manassite Shechem (C3C* ; Nu. 2631;

Josh. 172, cp i Ch. 7 19) and the non-Israelite Shechem (DDE? ;

Gen. 33 18; Josh. 24 32 ; Judg. 028), alike represent the city of

Shechem. Shimron
(jiioc?),

a son of Issachar (Gen. 4613), is

probably to be pronounced Shomerfm
(J
TCE )I an &amp;lt;l stands for the

city of Samaria ; that this place derives its name from a man
called Shemer (IBB? ;

i K. 16 24) is very unlikely. The Josephite
tribes, it must be remembered, were in part settled on the
ancient territory of Issachar (and Asher), cp Josh. 17 u. 1 The
other capital of the northern kingdom, Tirzah (ns in)i s repre
sented by a davighter of the Manassite Zelophehad (ins^i i

Nu. 26 33, and elsewhere). Many similar instances might be

adduced. It is even possible that the Judasan Ethnan (pnN !

i Ch. 4 7) may stand for the Judaean city Yithnan, EV Ithnan

(pn
1

! Josh. 1523). In the case of some names mentioned in the

earlier parts of Chronicles we cannot determine whether they
were intended, at least by the original narrator, to represent
places or persons ; sons of So-and-so may very well mean
inhabitants of such-and-such a place.
Most of the family names and tribfil names which

occur in the OT are formed exactly like the names of

T &quot;h
Persons - Among the Arabs there are very
many names which are borne by tribes and

names ...
individuals alike, and often the name is such

as properly applies to an individual only. In a large
number of cases the sons of So-and-so are really
descendants of the man in question, though they some
times include adopted members. In other cases, a
whole tribe takes the name of a famous chief or of his

family, and the old tribal name gradually falls out of

use. Such processes may be observed in Arabia even
at the present day. Other causes also may operate in

producing these changes. At all events we are justified

in treating the names of real or supposed ancestors as

individual names, unless their appearance indicates the

contrary.
A considerable number of names in the OT must be

regarded as fictitious. Not to mention the names in

_. .... the lists of mythical patriarchs clown to
*

Abraham, who are perhaps, in some
cases, of non-Hebrew origin, we meet with various

names which were invented in order to fill up the gaps
in genealogies and the like. Such names appear in the

middle books of the Pentateuch and are particularly
numerous in Chronicles. The so-called Priestly Code

which gives not only the exact measurements of Noah s

ark and of the scarcely less fabulous Tabernacle, but

also impossible statistics as to the numbers of the

Israelite tribes mentions many representatives or chiefs

of the tribes, and there is every reason to suspect that

some of these personages had no existence. Their
names are indeed generally formed in the same manner
as the names of real men

;
but they sometimes exhibit

certain peculiarities ;
it is, for example, only here that

1 See, however, ASHER ( 3).
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we find names compounded with Shaddai (HIT; see

SHADDAI) and Sur (-HS ;
see ZUR, NAMES WITH).

The main object of the compiler of Chronicles is to

glorify the Levites, and especially the families of temple-
singers and door-keepers, and thus, in treating of the

times of David and Hezekiah, he mentions many
Levites, whose names rest upon no better documentary
evidence than the descriptions of the religious services,

performed by the said Levites according to the post-
exilic ritual. Names coined by prophets or poets (such
as the author of Job) belong, of course, to a different

category.
The present article includes those OT names which

were in use among the nations bordering on Israel

, names formed according to ordinary
. ogna e

j^ e j3rew ana ] gy. On the other hand,
dialects. .

the names of Assyrians, Babylonians,

Egyptians, and Persians are excluded (see ASSYRIA,
22, EGYPT, 40).

At the present day we are acquainted with very many
personal names that were current among other Semitic

peoples. The Arabic names known to us

are particularly abundant
;
these include

the great majority of the names found in the Nabataan

inscriptions (of which the Sinaitic inscriptions are a sub

division), and also a large proportion of the Palmyrene
names. Many Arabic and Aramaic names have been

preserved in the Greek inscriptions of Syria and of the

neighbouring countries. 1 As to the pronunciation of

most Arabic names we are accurately informed, thanks
to the industry of Mohammedan scholars. But this

knowledge unfortunately throws very little light upon
Hebrew proper names, owing to the fact that the nomen
clature of the Arabs differed widely from that of the

14. Arabic.

Israelites. To the latter the Phoenicianp,
. .

IB. rncemcian.

nician inscriptions contain many proper names
; since,

however, vowel letters are very rarely used, the exact

pronunciation cannot be ascertained, nor is much in

formation to be derived from the transcriptions which
occur in Greek and Latin documents. These transcrip
tions, moreover, vary considerably. The Phoenicians,

particularly in Africa, appear to have had a somewhat
indistinct pronunciation and a fondness for dull vowels,
so that the sounds are reproduced by Greeks and Romans
in an uncertain manner.
Thus the Punic name rtO (Heb. jnc, Mattan) figures in the

Latin inscriptions of Africa as Metthtinus, Metiitn, Matthun,
Miiiitm, Mytihinn ; Jos. c. Ap. 1 21 has MiirrvitK ; Polybiusix.
22 4, Mvrroyof : Livy 25-27, Outlines ; and perhaps we may add
the Mo.TTiji of Herod. 7 98.

It must likewise be remembered that of the Phoenician

language extremely little is known. With respect to

, _ . Aramaic names we possess very much
16. Aramaic. ,-

fuller information
;
a considerable num

ber may be found in inscriptions and literary works, and
the pronunciation is, for the most part, fairly certain.

The names in the Saba-an inscriptions agree to some
extent, it is true, with the Arabic (in the narrower sense),
or at least are formed according to Arabic analogy ; but

17 Sab an manyof them have an antiquecharacter,
unknown in classical Arabic, and these

latter names exhibit many features which appear also

in Hebrew nomenclature. The Sabasan pronuncia
tion, however, is but very imperfectly known, and even
those who are really acquainted with the inscriptions

(which is far from teing the case with the present writer)

understand still less of the language than students of the

Phoenician monuments understand of Phoenician. The

18. Abyssinian.
f ation of^wwifViw proper names.
as they are coined even in our own

time, offers very instructive analogies to the Hebrew

(see below, 21, 22).
The fact that it has been found necessary to exclude

1 Such names will here be cited in the genitive case, whenever
the nominative is uncertain.
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Assyrio- Babylonian and Egyptian names 1 from this

. article, doubtless constitutes a serious
19- O r

defect| for&amp;gt; qu jte apart from general
languages. ana ] gjeSi ; t js not impossible that the

two ancient centres of civilisation, Babylonia and Egypt,

exercised a direct influence on the mode of coining names

among the neighbouring Semitic peoples. The present

writer, however, is not in a position to verify the state

ments of Assyriologists and Egyptologists, still less to

throw fresh light upon such matters. Furthermore, it

would seem that the proper names of the Assyrians and

the Babylonians sometimes differed essentially from

those of the Hebrews. It may be noted, in particular,

that there was a liking for very long names. The

names of the non-Semitic Egyptians probably diverged

still more from the Hebrew type. In consequence of

some attention devoted to Greek proper names a study

which the work of Kick 2 has now greatly facilitated

it has been thought permissible to cite a few illustra

tions from this department. Some surprising analogies

will here be found, in spite of the great dissimilarity of

the two races.

Very many Hebrew names are formed by composition

from two or more independent words. We will first

consider these compounds from the
20. Composite

pojnt of yiew of their fomii before
names : tneir

treating of the j r signification. Such

names, according to the Massoretic

vocalisation, undergo various contractions, which must

be based, to a large extent, upon sound tradition, or at

least upon correct analogy ;
but some of the details are

uncertain. 3 A compound name may consist of (a) two

substantives, the second being in the genitive ( 2o/.),

or else it may form (6) a complete sentence
(

Z2 ff. ).

a. To the class of compounds consisting of two

nouns, in the nominative and the genitive respectively,

belong such names as Jedld-iah (,TTT), beloved of

Yahwe, Mattithiah (in nnc). gift of Yahwe, Esh-baal

(Syntax), man of Baal, Obadiah (in-ny), servant of

Yahwe, etc. In many proper names the first part ends

in i. This is mostly to be regarded as
ai.uonnec-

the suffix of the first pers sing _

4 but
live /.

sometimes as a mere appendage of the

construct state a formation of which we occasionally

find examples elsewhere, and a survival, it would seem,

of some old case-ending. A few of these instances are

open to question, in consequence of the general uncer

tainty of the vowels.

If the form Abdi-el (Vx lDy) in T Ch. 5 15 (equivalent to

Abdeel [Sx nDyl i&quot; J er - 3&amp;lt;&amp;gt; 26) be correct, it can mean only
servant of God, just as Zabdiel (^N Tm) in Neh. 11 14 i

Ch._
272 (cp Za/3il)A 6

&quot;Apai//,
i Mace. 11 17) means gift of God.

Hanniel (Sx jn) is favour of God, like the common Carthaginian
name SjD:n, Hannibal, Ari/ipas.

5 So also Melchizedek ( 3^0

pis) is probably king of righteousness,
* and the name of the

angel Gabriel (SN -OJ), man of God.
The use of this old termination fin names formed at a

late date may be due to an imitation of antique names.

Archaic forms have an air of solemnity, for which reason

the same ending f is sometimes added to ordinary nouns
in the construct state by later poets. Similarly the u

before the genitive in another common Punic name

Vy3iTy, Azrubal, Azzrubal, Hasdrubal, Affdpovfias,

help of Baal, seems to occur in a few ancient biblical

names e.g. , Samuel 7
C?KieB )&amp;gt;

name of God. In some
names a preposition stands before the noun in the

construct e.g. , B6sod-iah (miD3), in the secret of

1 See ASSYRIA, 22, EGYPT, p 40.
2 Die gricchischen PersonennatnenC2

-},
Fritz Bechtel and Aug.

Pick, Gott. 1894.
3 Contractions so violent as the Phoenician Bomilcar, Boncar

f r mpSoi3i Gescon, Giscon for
poij, Rodostor, Bostar for

rnnE ina, seem to have been quite unknown in Hebrew.
4 For an alternate view see ABI, NAMES WITH, 3.
5
SyTJnD (CIS, 1 661) appears doubtful on account of the

frequent ATutthin/&amp;gt;al without ; .

6
See, however, MEI.CHIZEDKK.

7 On the meaning of this and similar names see SHEM, NAMES
WITH.
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Yahwe, Bezaleel (^N^a), in the shadow ofGod ; cpthe

p Phoenician SNT3&amp;gt; in the hand of God. *

. Such formations are common among the
positional

Abyssinians &amp;lt;&amp;gt;..,
Batta Maryam, by

prefix. the hand of Mary, Basalota Mikael, by
the prayer of Michael, etc.

; cp also the Sabcean nfijrn
1

?,

to the life of Athtar. Single nouns with prepositions

appear in LaelCjn
1

?), and Lemoel (Prov. 31 4, MT^iD
1

?),

or Lemuel (^NiD
1

?), to God (i.e. , belonging to God),

as also in Bera (jra) and Birsha (yeha), with (or, in)

evil, and with (or, in) wickedness,&quot; the names of the

legendary kings of Sodom and Gomorrah. Similar are

the foreign names Bishlam (oWn). with peace (Ezra
4 7 ),

and Ethbaal
(Syprm),

with Baal (iK.16 3 i),

unless the latter be equivalent to I0w/3aXos (according
to the Tyrian tradition in Jos. c. Ap. 1 18

;
Ant. viii. 182,

cp c. Ap. 121; Ant. x. 11 1),
which probably means

with him is Baal. On such Semitic names with pre

positions see WZ.KM, 6314^!
b. The use of complete sentences as proper names

is common to all Semites. Among the natives of

central and northern Arabia, it is true,_ ,

23. sentence
guch format ions anpear only as sporadicnames. , i / T&amp;lt; L L

survivals, in nicknames (e.g. ,
J a aooata

sarra\ri~\, he has mischief under his arm, Jaa kamluhu

his lice are hungry ),
and in names consisting of a

single verbal form (e.g. , Yazld, he augments ).
But

among the Syrians these names were freely coined, even

in Christian times (e.g. ,
Sllbha zakhe, the cross conquers,

Kamishff
, Jesus is risen, Sitbhha Imdran, praise to our

Lord ! etc.
)

Similar are the Abyssinian Takasta berhdn, the light has been

revealed, Madkhanina Egzi ,
our Redeemer is the Lord,

Mafak satnrd, the angel has pleasure in her, Yemrahana
A resiSs, may Christ have mercy on us ! etc., and the modern
Amharic Delwattibara, victory is her throne (name of the wife

of Muhammed Gran, the enemy of the Christians), Alam ayahu,
I have seen the world (name of a son of King Theodore),
Wandcinu nail, I am his brother ; cp also such cases as

Taivabach, she is beautiful (name of the wife of Theodore),

Abarash, thou (fern.) hast enlightened, etc.

To these correspond the Hebrew Hephzibah (n3 sen),

I have my pleasure in her (2 K. 21 1, cp Is. 624);
Azrikam

(cp&quot;iiy), my help has arisen
;

Col-hozeh

(nih ^), he sees all (?) ; Jushab-hesed (icn 3B v),

kindness is requited. Even the tribal name Issachar

(OB tS&quot;)
seems to belong to this class, since it can scarcely

be anything else than -ob uK there is a reward, although
it must be admitted that the meaning appears somewhat

strange (see ISSACHAR, 3, 6). In like manner Isaiah

expresses one of his fundamental ideas in the name which

he gives to his son, Shear-jashub (mr INC ),
the

remnant shall be converted ;
another son he ventures

to call Maher-shalal-hash-baz(i3 tyn ^&amp;gt;Se&amp;gt; ins), plunder
has hastened, booty has sped.

2 Ezekiel forms the

name Oholi-bah (RV), na %l?nN, my tent is in her, cp
Lo-ruhamah (,-icrn N

1

?), she has not found mercy, in

Hosea. Joshbekashah (ntrpair), in i Ch. 25424, seems

to be yashlb kdshah, ntrp ac* . He (i.e., God) brings

back hard fate. Instead of Hazzelelponi (RV), jisSSsn

(fern.), in i Ch. 43, we should perhaps read Haslel-

pilnai (-jsS^iin) or HUselpdnai ( 3s ?!&amp;gt;n= :s ?sn hazel

fdnai], Do thou shadow my face ! We must of course

regard as a fiction the statement in i Ch. 25 4, where

the sentence Giddalti we Romamti Ezer [YSBKSH]
Mallothi Hothlr Mahazi oth (-rnin TII^D

3
-ITJ? nccm B^ia

nN mo), I have made great (cp v. 29) and have helped

mightily (v. 31), I have fulfilled (? v. 26) abundantly

(v. 28) visions (v. 30), is cut up in order to furnish names

for the five sons of Heman, one of the Levitical singers

(see HKMAN). The name of another Levite Shemira-

moth (niDYCtr) appears also to have been borrowed

1 On an intaglio a term used in this article to include in

scriptions on seals, scarabs, and gems, such as those published

by M. A. Levy (Siegel -und Geiinnen), de Vogue (Intailles), and

Ganneau (SceaHx et cachets).

~ Here inp is probably to be taken as a perfect.

3 Here nB
p3B&quot;

nas been interpolated.
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from some poem, which contained the words My name
(i.e. the name of God) is exalted (lit. exalted things),
or else, if we pronounce Sheme

( Otr), the heavens on

high.
1

The above-mentioned names have, for the most part,

24. Theophorous
a religius meaning, implied or ex-

names their Pressed - M &quot;ch more numerous are

form
names which consist of sentences

explicitly mentioning the Deity. In

such sentences the predicate is sometimes a verb, some
times a noun. The verb may stand in the perfect or
the imperfect, rarely in the imperative ; of this last we
have an instance in Hachaliah (rvSan). which, as Th.
Bohme first pointed out, should be read not Hachalyah
(.T^pn), but Hakkeleyah (ir^an), wait for Yahwe!

Both in the verbal and in the nominal sentence the

subject may stand either at the beginning or at the end

e.g., Elnathan ([ruSn), and Nathaneel C?N3ru). God has

given ; Jehoiarib (TTI.T), Yahwe contends, and Jerub-
baal (^JHT), Baal contends

;
Klimelech (Im Sx), my

God is king, and Malchiel Cnr^a), God is my king.
1 2

The order of the words cannot, of course, vary in inter

rogative sentences e.g., Michael C?N;J-C), who is like

God? Michaiah (iirro), who is like Yahwe?
In many cases, it should be noticed, we have no

means of deciding whether the predicate be a. verb or a
noun, nor even whether the name before us be a sentence

or two nouns of which the second is in the genitive. In

the absence of conclusive arguments to the contrary, it

is best to follow the vocalisation, without placing too

much confidence in it. As regards the sense it matters

nothing whether, for example, we pronounce Joezer

(ityr), Yahwe is help, in accordance with tradition,

or Joazar (iu?r), Yahw has helped, after the analogy
of Eleazar (itySx). of which the vowels are certain, since

the name was a very favourite one.

In Israelite names the Deity is most frequently called

25. Divine

part.

by the name peculiar to the God of Israel,

viz. Yahwe (rn,r), which is invariably con-

tracted. At the beginning it appears as

Jeho- (I,T) or Jo- (r), at the end as yaliu or yah (1,1
or

,v ; EV always -iah or -jah). Often (see e.g. , ISAIAH)
the same name has both forms. 3 On ancient Israelite

intaglios we find v used also at the end e.g. , VTJ; (twice),
and V33ty (once, while irnnsyi corresponding to rnnt?
in the OT, occurs once also), ve j; (once), and vnx

(once). The pronunciation was probably yau or ydu,
the contraction being similar to that in V3N, dbhfu, his

father, instead of I.TSN, which also occurs
;
the phonetic

difference must have been very slight. In like manner
we should perhaps read Ahiyyau (vnn = Ahivyahu, urnx),

instead of Ahio (i-nx), in i Ch. 81431937, as also in

2 S. 63/1 (=i Ch. 13?), where a proper name suits the

context better than his brethren (rnx). Even an
\ T /

Aramaic heathen of Egypt writes his name i-ny, Yahwe
helps (Clerm. -Gann.

,
Rt. d Arch.

, 1896, 2 25). The
man was perhaps of Judean extraction

;
the name of his

father -231? seems also to be Hebraic, cp auty, 57-
The word El (Sx), God, is likewise very common in

proper names
;
at the beginning it usually appears as

Eli-
( Sx)i which can scarcely be translated otherwise than

my God. 4 Among the Phoenicians, Aramaeans, and
Sabaeans also Sx was largely employed in the formation

of proper names. Names containing other appellations
of the Deity are much rarer, and will be noticed below in

their proper place.

1 Whether the name Semiramis has the same etymology
cannot here be discussed. In any case the Hebrew name is not
borrowed from that of the divine queen.

2 These facts constitute a strong argument against the opinion
that the characteristic difference as to the order of the words
between the nominal and the verbal clause in Arabic dates from
primitive times.

3 When both forms occur, only the form with in will here be
mentioned.

4 For an alternative view see Am, NAMES WITH,
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Theophorous proper names often give clear expression

26 Their
to ttie ideas of the Hebrews ancl of tne

meanings.
Semites generally, as to the relation of man
to God. A comprehensive view of the

names in question will be found more instructive than a
lengthy exposition ;

in the following lists, however, a
rigidly systematic order will not be observed.

In many names God appears as the giver of the child.

lnatnan (which occurs also in

Egyptian Aramaic), Nethaneel
27. God the

Jehonathan(jri3i,T),
Nethaniah (imra also

on an ancient Hebrew intaglio), Mattaniah (imno).
Mattithiah (i,i-nnc, wrongly written nnnn, Mattattah

[RV] in Ezra 10 33). Cp the Nabataean (or Edomite)
jroDpi Kocrvdravos (Miller

1

); the Phoenician
jn Sys,

v, and other names containing |jv, -iadwv, jjore,

1C, the old Aramaic
|n33Di.

the Palmyrene jrunj,
1
, as

well as other Aramaic names containing 3,1-, Arabic and
Sabaxm names containing 3,11 ; so also

Oe65u&amp;gt;/&amp;gt;os,
Awcri-

Oeos, HpoSoTos, etc. The same meaning belongs to Elza-
bad (mi^x), Jehozabad (1371,1-), Zebadiah

(i,i i3i), Zabdiel
Sx i27(/a/i5i7jX6&quot;Apai|i ); compare the Palmyrene 121133,

*7313I (Za/SSi/S?7Xoj, Polybius 679105), etc. Perhaps we
may, with Gesenius, include in this category EW-, t?xirr;

cp the Arabic Aits, gift, and the Sabasan names oixSx,
SXDIX, SXDIX . But the vocalisation of Josiah (i.Trx )

seems to militate against this view. 2

God gives of his own free will, or apportions (as a
gift) Jehonadab (3131,1-), Nedabiah (i,T3i3) ;

so also it

would appear, Ya^a^X (Fa/icbjXos) in Tobit, God has
chosen out. But Pelaiah (rvx TE. n-Se), and in i Ch.
15 18 21 Eliphelehii (inSs Sx, to be taken as an impera
tive) probably have a different meaning.
God increases (the family) Eliasaph (PD-^K), Josi-

phiah (,VSDT).
God opens (the womb) Pethahiah (n-nns), as Nestle

has rightly explained (Die Israelitischen Eigennamen,
168), in accordance with Gen. 8022; cp the Sabrean
Vxnn2- The opening or enlightenment of the mind
is expressed in Pekahiah

( in-ripe )

God is gracious Elhanan, pn^x (also on an ancient

28. Gracious.
&quot;ebrew

,

intaf^ ^naneel,
SN3jn

( AvacTjXos, Jos. Ant. xv. 4), Jeho-
hanfin

(pnin-), Hananiah, 1,1-330 (on an intaglio ,i.-33n),

Hanniel
(Sx&quot;3n)-

3 Cp the Phoenician Sy33rT, in-Sjn

(Baliahon, CIL 8 10785), ^330 (Hannibal), nnpS^n
(Hamilcar), ixm ,

the Nabatasan ^K3n (&quot;Aw^Xos) ; the

Palmyrene |rrnS3, [nnj;.
So also Hasadiah (n-ion). in i

Ch. 820, and perhaps Rizia [RV] (N-V.-I)
in i Ch. 739,

for Resaya, ,i-v;i.

God has mercy JeYahmgel, rxcm -

God blesses Barachel
(

I

?K312), Berechiah, 1,1-313

(Bapax as), Jeberechiah, i,T3i3\ Cp KocrySdpa/cos
)i I5oi ;U.atos, CIG, 5149 ;

the Phoenician juS^,
iaricbal in Latin inscriptions, and so we should

read the name in Cicero, I err. 83989), 713112 (on an in

taglio) ,
the Palmyrene 713*713 (UwX/jdpa^os).

God loves Jedidiah (,TTT), perhaps also Eldad

(nSx), Elidad (n-Vx). Cp the Sabaean ^jon, 6e60iXos,

Ai&amp;lt;/n/\os, Qeo^iXijTos, etc.

(jodhelps Eleazar (i7y
i

?x), Azarfel C?xiiy), Azariah

(in-uy), Eliezer (i7ySx), Joezer (i7yr). Cp the Phoenician

1IJ?3CC X, l7i
%

Vj;3 (BaX^fu&amp;gt;/&amp;gt;os, Jos. c. Ap. Ii8), ^&amp;gt;j;2i7j;

(Azntbal, etc.
),

I

?y3ni7j? i
the old Aramaic itySj, 3. njnirr.

Vx3i7j;, Sxny ;
the Sinaitic nyoip, -nSxnii

1
,
the Palmyrene

n*?ii3 (the three last names are Arabic). Adriel (^x ny).
in i S. 18 19, 2 S. 21 8, would be Aramaic

; but it is

1 By Miller is meant, in this article, the list of Semitic names
of the second century B.C. from Egypt, given by E. Miller in

the Revue Archeotttgique for 1870, icx)Jf.
- It is hardly justifiable to explain Kushaiah, n C lp Ch.

15 17 ( Kicraiou [AL]; Keio-. [B]), for which 644(29] h.-j
Kishi

(-c,&quot;p),
from the Assyrian kasu, to give, a verb unknowt,

it would seem, in the other Semitic languages.
3 VxC3n in Jer. 32 7-9, 12, though repeated several times, seems

to be incorrect.
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probably a mere mistake for Azriel

C?N&quot;ity),
or Azareel

C?N-iiy), as the LXX seems to indicate
(&amp;lt;@

L
, however, in

i S. edptrjX). The same meaning, it would appear, is

conveyed by Jesha (ytr), Shua (yir), Sha (yy, cp nyirn)
in Isaiah (Yesha yahu irryir), Hoshaiah (rryti in. .vytinn),

^&amp;gt;xytr (on an intaglio), Jehoshua (ye-irv), Jeshua (yitr)i

Elishua (yitr jN), Elisha (ytrW) ; similarly Rehabiah,

varrii wideness (i.e. help, cp ytr) through Yahwe.
God is with man Immanuel, Vxusy, and perhaps

Ithiel,
1 SNTVK (Neh. 11 7). Conversely Azaliah, I.V^K,

with Yahwe 1

(?).

God confers benefits Gamaliel [EV], ^jj^oj. M6he-

tabeel, jNatrno (Edomite)/&amp;lt;?;.

God is good, kind -Tabeel, SxaB (altered purposely

by the scribes into Vxac:, Tab-gal, which was intended

to signify not good ), Tu/SiijX (Tob. 1 i
), Tobiah, uraic-

God sustains Semachiah(iri
&amp;lt;

3CD), Ismachiah(i,T3CD*).
_, ,, cp irmP (on an intaglio\

29. Strength.
P
G

D
^-Amaliah (.rccy), cp

the Phoenician DDyVjDi DCyjSB N-

God holds fast Jehoahaz, inNiiVi Ahaziah, i.TtnN

(the king who bears this name is called inNirr in 2 Ch.

21172623), Hezekiah, irrpm (the punctuation of the

form irrpirr,
which also occurs [see HEZEKIAH], can

scarcely be correct), Ezekiel, jxpirr-

God is strong, and strengthens Uzziel
C?N&quot;Ty),

Azaziah

(in ny), Uzziah, irrry (on an ancient Hebrew intaglio,

vry). Cp the Phoenician iSciy ( Af^utXicos), Vyaiy,

mpteiy, lyrnnc y, ^xwy (the two last are on intaglios),

the Saba-an jySx ( EXeafos) ; Geo/v-pdrijs, \\offti8oKptuv,
etc. The names Jaaziel (^x-iy), Jaaziah (in ty), should

perhaps be added
;
so also Amaziah (I.TSSK)-

God is a refuge Mahseiah (RV) (Tone) [Bit]. In

stead of Maaz-iah (irviyc), and Eliizai
( ny^x) we should

probably pronounce MS ozIyyah (iri iys) and El ozi

( nySx) respectively. Cp Avdrj\os (Miller) and numerous

Arabic names derived from iiy = Heb. ny to take

refuge ;
the Aramaic xTiy , ZyviK^Trfii EpjMUJnfnj!.

Similarly Bfizalecl (Vx^sa). in the shadow of God, and
Elizur (-ns Sx), my God is a rock.

God delivers Elpalet (aSsSx), Elipelet (E^S^N),

30 Deliverer
FaW (WrttH lrWtiah(n B^ The
same meaning it would seem belongs

to Melatiah (irraSc), ancl perhaps to Delaiah (^n Si).

Yahwe has drawn out. We may include, with

certainty, the name of the Herodian ^acrdr/Xos i.e. ,

SxiS the Palmyrene Vx iB (&quot;baffaieXr), ^&amp;gt;affrjf\f), fern.)

cp &amp;lt;I&amp;gt;acrd/3aXos ( Miller), i.e.
, VyasE- So also MeshezabSel

(Sxarc c). Cp the old Aram. a^E cSs ; the Phoenician

f jnSya, SyaxSn ; 2wo-i#eos, Geoo-coros, HpocrtDt .

God comforts NChemiah, n&amp;lt;cn: (on an intaglio

i.ram).
God heals Rephael (^xsn), cp the Palmyrene VNDI,

Pe^Aon, and the old Aramaic *7NSTi which coincides

with the name of the city, Irpeel EV CJKBT), Josh. 1827 ;

Rephaiah (n-sn). Cp the Palmyrene VnNDi, *?iasn

( PffiafiuXov), KSnU (
= K!n^13) ;

the Phoenician NSinVya-
God redeems Pedah-el, ^N.TIS (Sxns 0|1 an intaglio ;

4&amp;gt;a8atAoi), Pedaiah (ms), Iphd6-iah RV (mfl )- Cp
the Phoenician nitj^ya.
God preserves Sh6mariah (imec )- Cp the Phoeni

cian ncss Sya, iCE nDN, etc. ;
the Nabatsean PNID: (Nard-

pt]\os) ; the late Greek
0eo&amp;lt;/n

Aa.KTOS.

God keeps in safety (?)
2 Mfishelemiah (irraSc c). Cp

the Phoenician c^B Sya. cVc :~u X ( Eiffv/jLffe\~fifj,ov).

God conceals (i.e., presumably defends
) Elzaphiin

(JS^^N), Zfiphaniah (n 3Bs)i which occurs also on an

intaglio. Cp the Phoenician Sya:sx (frequent both as

masc. and fem. = Sophoniba
z
).

So also El - iahba

1 The name cannot be 7N !VN, God has brought (Aramaic),
since in Nehemiah s time the older form jN rrn would have been
used.

2 Or perhaps requites.
3

Mis-spelt Sophonisba. The vocalisation agrees with that of
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(narrow), and Habaiah (.ran), probably to be read rvan.

Cp the Talmudic Sjnno-

God makes Elfiasah (nb-y^x), Asahel (Sunby), Aslel

31 Maker (^^y), Atrt^X (Tobit 1 1), Asaiah
(,Tby)

on an ancient Hebrew intaglio vry,
Jaasiel RV (Wby). Maase-iah (in byo). Cp the

Phoenician VysSx ; 6e6Fe/ryos, Aiepfis.
God accomplishes Gemariah

(?n&quot;iC;i). Cp Geor^X^s.
God creates Bera-iah (,TKia)i i Ch. 821 (probably

apocryphal).

God builds Bena-iah (ima), so also on an intaglio,
Ibn6-iah (n^a )- Cp Kocr/Sacos (Miller) ;

the Nabatrean

*?an^a ;
the Aramaic waiaX = X3ain:) ; Geo/crtoros.

God sets up, establishes El-iakim (c-p-Vx), Jeho-iakim

(D p i.T), mis-spelt c pv, Jokim in i Ch. 422. Also

Jecam-iah (?n DD )i
the vocalisation of which can scarcely

be correct. Cp the Sinaitic rtepD ;
the Sabasan

&quot;?{&amp;lt;cp

%
,

Sxcpn. Furthermore in^jia (
A7.

)
i.e.

, Conan-iah ?rnyo

(the forms Kanan-iah, ^n jja, Kenaniah, n ::3, are less

probable), Jeho-iachin (pihrr), Jecon-iah (in :a ),
in Jer.

2228 Con-iah (irr::).

God determinesfate Gaddi-el (^K lj).

God brings back El-iashlb (a B&quot;Vj&amp;lt;). Cp the Phoeni

cian Syasr, which name, as Geiger has remarked, should
be restored in 2 S. 238, the received text having 3ty

nac a, &amp;gt;

B
Ie/3o&amp;lt;rW,

and the parallel passage i Ch. 11 n
cyau&quot; P

which point to an original Syatr, or more cor

rectly ^yaatr,
1 so (5 L , lecr/SaaX, 2 S. ; lecrcre/SaaX, i Ch.

(see JASHOBEAM). Shuba-el (Vxaitr). Shebu-el (Swac?,

7S3I&amp;gt;v)i
seems to mean O God, turn again (i.e. , forgive),

or, if we pronounce Shab6-el (Sxp-^), God has forgiven.

So also Shabiah (rraD )&amp;gt;

I Ch. 810 (which is preferable to

the reading Sachiah (n pi; ).
CP

bL
o-ftid,

A
2e/3ta ;

see SHACHIA). Whether the Sabsean Sxain has the

same meaning is uncertain.

God places (?), sits on. the fhrone(l) Joshib-iah RV
(iTatyv, i Ch. 435), of which Joshaviah (rnirv, I Ch.

11 46) and Joshah (,^u
;

r, i Ch. 434) are presumably cor

ruptions. Also Jesimi-el, S,s3 b&quot; (pronounce Jesim6-el,

^P ir?),- i Ch. 4 36.

God causes to grow (?) Yashwahyah (n nW )i
as we

should perhaps read instead of JCshoha-iah (rrnir-) in

i Ch. 4 36.

God knows El-iada (yr^N, a name borne also by an

Aramaean, in i K. 11 23), Jeho-iada

(VTin-), Jeda-iah (,Tyr), Jedia-el (sKy.T )-

Sayi ( IfSet/^T/Xos) ;
the Sabasan

Ato^^wcrros.
God remembers 3

Jozachar (nai v),
4 Zechariah (in

%

nai).

Cp the Sabasan Sxiai ; Qeofj.frjffTos, Aio/j.i -rja ros. So
al-so, it would seem, Hashab-iah (^Tac riji

and Hashab-
ne-iah RV (,vj3BTt), further corrupted into Hashbad-
danah RV (niiswn),

5 and Hashabnah (ruarn), for which
we should read Hashabni-jah (n jaE n). God has taken

account of me.

God weighs Azaniah (rnix), Jaazan-iah (irniN
1

),

J6zan-iah (imr)- Cp &quot;jHir, on a Phoenician intaglio.

God sees Haza-el (^Nrnn. VJn. a native of Damascus),
Jahazi-el (Sn tn ,

of which Hazi-el, ^N Tn, i Ch. 23 9

and Jezu-el, ^w, i Ch. 12s Kt. or Jezi-el [Sxv] Kr.

maybe corruptions), Haza-iah (n tn), Jahz6-iah RV (nvn ;

So^oyuis in (S ; since, however, the Punic o can scarcely corre

spond to the Hebrew o, we may conclude only that in this, as in

some other names, the first part was regarded as a verb by the

Massoretes, but as a noun by the Greek translator, in accordance
wilh the Punic form.

1
This, it is true, may also mean P&amp;gt;aal dwells.&quot;

2 Variant Vx D C&quot;.
The punctuation varies also between \y

and j;*-

3 See Nestle, Ac., who rightly refers to Gen. 3022. The mother
\s primarily the object of the verb.

Ginsb. ian\
5 Unless n may be due to dittography ;

see HASHBADANA.
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Jeziah, RV Izziah, rvr, Ezra 1625 7).

1 Also ^XT, rrxn

(Reaiah), ,T;X-P (Irijah EV), ,TT (Jeriah).

God hears 1 Eli-shama (yas? Sx, which occurs also on

an intaglio, probably of ancient Hebrew origin, yor^x ;

33 Treats cp Saba;a &quot; J^oSx), Ishmael, Vxyatr, (cp

with man ^aboean ^Nyao ). Hoshama
(yae&amp;gt;i,t)

i Ch.

3 18 (for Jehoshama ysen.T, or Joshama,
yae

;

v), Ishmaiah (irryae )- Cp tne Phoenician yermpVa.
etc. ;

the Sabitan Vxnpi-
God answers (properly, by an oracle, hence, He

grants a petition ) Ava^X, unless connected with pn
(see Swete, Av.

)
Tobit 121, Ana-iah (my). So also

Anan-iah (m:y), which should probably be pronounced
Anani-jah (m:y), Yahwe has answered me. Cp the

Syriac Anan is/id Jesus has answered me.
God speaks (by an oracle) Amar-iah (max). Cp

the Talmudic -io&quot;ia, ~O Stt (=naTDx); the Phoenician

x^jaVyn, Baal reveals. Perhaps we may add the

Phoenician I^DHI . j^NUTi J^iir.
from the verb nin ,

Possibly the name Kola-iah (n Vip)
also refers to an

oracle.

God suvarsC?) Eli-sheba (yatr^x), Jehosheba (yscn.v)

(both feminine), hi Jehoshabeath (nyac iir) and the NT
name EX(e)t(ra/3e(r [BXA] (so in Ex. 623 [A E] ; cp
EXei

&amp;lt;ra/3e#,
Ex. 623 [B]), the feminine ending appears,

which is quite contrary to rule
;
the grammatical form

presents great difficulties.

God promises (?) Noad - iah (myij), Moad - iah

(myia, Neh. 12i7, for which v. 5 has Maad-iah,
mya). Cp the Phoenician nyjcsrx-
God is the object of hope EV Hachaliah (rrSsn, see

34 Obiect
ahove 2

3)&amp;gt;

RV El-ieho-enai
( ryi.vSx),

El-io-enai
( yjtf !?**)&quot;

towards Yahwe are
mine eyes turned.

God is the object of praise J6hallel-el RV (SxSVrr).
Mahalal-el RV (SNSSTO),

Hodav-iah (i.rnin), Hodi-jah
(iTiin), HodSvah (nrrin, pronounce Hodu-jah, m-rin.

nnin).

God is the object of a request Sh2alti-el (Sx nSxc*)-
God admits into his confidence Besode-iah (mioa)-

God comes Eli-athah (nnx Sx), i Ch.

54 (
= El-iathah, nrv^x, in v. 27).

God passes by (?)
3 El-adah (mySx),

i Ch. 7 20, for which v. 21 has Elead (nySx), Adiel

(Sxny), Ada-iah (my), Jeho-addah RV (rnyi.r). * Ch.

836 twice (for which 942 has Jarah, my, twice). Pos

sibly Laadah (myS), i Ch. 421, may be for rnySx.
God dwells (among his worshippers) Sh6chan-iah

God lives J6hi-el (^KW, also in Palmyrene), Jehi-eli

( Sx rr), Hi-el (Sx n, i K.. 1634), probably to be read

Hay-el (Strn,
BA has Ax[e]&quot;JX, but Sx n occurs in

Sinaitic inscriptions). Cp TPB aa (on an intaglio which
is probably Moabite), the Phoenician &amp;lt;rna-

God meets (with his worshipper?) Pagi-el C?x yjs).
God contends* Jeho-iarib (TVI.T), probably also

Israel
(^xnb&quot;) Sera-iah

(,T&quot;ii;
).

5
ar)d perhaps Mfira-iah

(iTTO)i Yahwe has withstood.

God shoots 6
Jeremiah (irraT, Yirmfydhu). The

same meaning perhaps belongs to the Phoenician iW^yn
(a very favourite name, transliterated Balsillec, etc.

,

Bd&amp;lt;rX?7xos
in Tosephus, c. Ap. 1 21) and &quot;Sc ^at X.

God thunders Raam-iah (rrayi), Neh. 7?, for which
Ezra 2 2 has Reelaiah (rp^jn).

God is glad 7
or, more probably, gladdens Jahdi-el

(Sx^rr). Jehde-iah (imrr, Yehed-ya.hu),
1

Possibly 7M*1 and HT may be connected with HU
; cp n?a

Mizznh, Gen. 3H 13 17 = 1 Ch. 1 37.
- That is, primarily, He hears the mother s prayer for a son.
3 Cp Ex.346, i K. 19 1 1.

4 See Ex. 15 3, Ps. 248, etc.
5

mc&amp;gt; which occurs on an intaglio, seems to be quite different.
6 See Ps. 7 14 [13] 18 15 [14], Deut. 8^2342, etc. Originally,

these expressions had a literal sense, as in the case of Apollo.
1 Scarcely in the sense of icu6ei yaiiav, said of Zeus.
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God is mighty (?) Jecholiah (ur^r), the vocalisation

of (Te^eXta [AL]) can hardly be correct, as the
name so pronounced would signify Yahwe comes to
an end

; perhaps the genuine form was Jechallfi-iah

(T^3j)i
Yahwe destroys. With Jecholiah we may

compare Jehucal C?3?,r), Jer. 373=Jucal (S3v), Jer. 38i.
The Sabcean bx^D may be something altogether different.

God rises (like the sun) Zerah-iah
(rrrni)&amp;gt; Jezrah-iah

(rrrnr)- Cp the Sabasan *?xnT. So also .-pint? may
perhaps mean Yahwe is the dawn.
God is light Neriah EV (?nn:). Cp Ato^dets,

&amp;lt;ba.vt&amp;gt;0(os (i.e., divinely bright ), etc.

God isyfre
1

Uri-jah (innix) ; perhaps Ari-el C?x-ix,
Ezra 816), and Ar-eli (4lOKi Num. 2617) may be cor

ruptions of Uri-el 2
(^x-ix, ^xix). Cp -;Saix of Byblus,

written Urumilku in the cuneiform inscriptions (A7?2oo);
the Palmyrene ^anj (Noi p/SijXoj) Bel is fire.

God judges Eli-shaphat (DB^ ^X), Jehoshaphat

36. Sovereign.
(*^ }

.

sh6Phatiah ( &quot;t!?). Cp the
1 noemcian tjsc ^ySi ?y3C2t5 . So also

Daniel (Sx n, *7x:T, which occurs likewise in Palmyrene)
and perhaps Pglal-iah (rr^s).
God is just Jehozadak (pisirr), Zedekiah (in pix,

Sidkiyyahu). Cp the Sabaean Sxpts ;
in the ancient

Aramaic name pnpis (CIS 273), the letters pi are not

quite certain.

God rules, is king
z Eli-melech (TjSa Vx, which occurs

also in ancient Aramaic), Malchi-el (^jraSa, cp the

Palmyrene SN^;:), Malchi-jah (ino^a). Cp the Edomite
Kaushmalaka (KB 220), i.e. , Kocr/udXaxos ; so also

EX/tidXa^os
4
(Miller) ; the Phoenician -Sc^ys, &quot;Saya I the

ligyptian Aramaic iSanox. So also the Phoenician

God \spossessor El-kanah (njp^x), Mikne-iah
(in*:pa).

Cp T^ojpo on an intaglio; the Boeotian GeoTTTraerros (in
an inscription).
God is iMrd Adoni-jah (?n&amp;gt;jix),

B6al-iah (n Vy^, I

Ch. 12s). Cp the Phoenician VJHJIN, jix^arx, etc.

The form Idnibal, though it occurs only in late times,
is important on account of the second i, which must
be the suffix of the first person, my lord is Baal (or
Yahwe, as the case may be).
Thus man is regarded as the servant of God Abdg-el

, which occurs also in Edessene) ;
Abdi-el (^wnay),

_ Obadiah (i.vny, which occurs also on
. two ancient Hebrew intaglios) ; the

Massoretic pronunciation of this last name
is l.Tiay ( ft/3e5ias in Jos. Ant. viii. 184) ;

but usually

has
r

A/35(e)ia(y) [BAL], though 0/35(e)toi, [BXAL] also

occurs.

Among the Phoenicians, Aramaeans, and Arabs, names com
pounded with AM(i3x) are nuich commoner than among the
Hebrews ; among the Abyssinians the synonymous term Gabra
is used instead. Names compounded with the corresponding
feminine term nax occur frequently among most Semitic peoples
but are wholly wanting in Hebrew. In Greek, names com
pounded with 6oCAos appear only in Christian times. The name
Neariah (myj) can scarcely have this meaning ; derivatives

from the root iyj are found in other Semitic names, but the
sense is always uncertain.

Man is likewise regarded as belonging to God Lael

(^xV), LCmuel (s^io
1

?, S^cS, see above, 21). Cp the

Palmyrene rarS (Ai(rd/x&amp;lt;Toi&amp;lt;)and the Phoenician mncy 1

?.

if at least the reading AeacrrdpTov, in Jos. c. Ap. 1 18 be

correct.

At the same time God is the portion of man Hilkiah

(irfpSn) ; a costly possession Magdi-el (Vx ^ja) ;
a delight

El-naam (cy^x) ;
health Shelumi-el (Sx aSr).

God is great G6dal-iah (irr n.]), for which Jer. 354
_. . has Igdal-iah (irvSir). The vocalisa-

perfections.
tion is that of the perfect tense, which

can scarcely be right here
; usually

1 See Ex. 3 2ff. Dt. 4 24, the pillar of fire, etc.
2 See also ARIEL, i.

3 See Ps. 27 iff. etc.
4 These forms have the pronunciation of the perfect tense, see

Ps. 47 9 93 i &amp;lt;JG 10 97 i 99 i.
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has ro5oXfa(j) i.e. , I.T TU \vheregtdAol seems to be

a contraction of Vru. Cp Sxan ( Pa/3r?Xoi;, Pd/3tXos),

which occurs in Palmyrene, Nabatasan, and Sabsean, as

well as other compounds with an ;
likewise the Sabsean

oaVtt-

God is perfect Jotham (cnv) ; possibly, however,
this is not a compound but a single word meaning
orphan (like cirr).

God is high Jehoram (DYIT), Ram-iah (TOT, unless

this be a corruption of Jeremiah, n DT, or Rfima-iah,

JVD-I). Cp the Phoenician mSjn. VyaOT on an old

Aramaic (?) intaglio; the Sabaean DI^N ; the Sinaitic

*7NOT- So also the Syriac Ramishff Jesus is high.
God is in front (?) Kadmi-el, (SiTOTp). Cp the

Sabasan ntphtt-
God is glorious Jochebed (naav fem.

),
which we

should probably pronounce Jochdbed.

God is blissful (?) Jehoaddin RV
(p-jyirr fern.),

2 K. 142 (Kt. ,
for which the Kr. substitutes pyiT,

Jehoaddan AV, according to 2 Ch. 25 1). Perhaps
we may add Ladan RV (py

1

?, which occurs several

times in Chronicles), a contraction, it would seem, of

God is incomparable Micha-el (?N:ra), Michaiah

OTTO, which occurs also on an ancient Hebrew intaglio],
His Godhead is expressly affirmed in Eli-jah (in Sx),

my God is Yahwe ; we even find Eli-el (^K^X), my
God is God. Cp the Egyptian Aramaic n jKiaj, the

Palmyrene SanSx, EXa/fyXos. Whether Jo-el (Wr)
belongs to this category is doubtful, since it may per

haps correspond to iV Xl (fem. n^Ni), the commonest of

all proper names in the Sinaitic inscriptions, the

Arabic \Vail^ i.e.
,

he who seeks refuge (with God) ;

see above, 14. We may add Elihu (Ni.T
1

?^), and

probably Jehu (KIT, for Johu, mnv, like Jeshua, yw\
for Joshua yitfr).

Some other names compounded with El C?N) or Jeho

(IT) are very obscure. Thus Jahziel (SK ST), Jahze-el

39 Obscure C*&quot; )
means God halves :

but how is
&quot;

this to be explained? Nor is it easy to

account for ^HDB&amp;gt;, Samuel, name of God, though in

Syriac we find arraai?, name of his house, and in a

recently discovered Phoenician inscription, ^mas? fem. ,

not to mention several other Syriac names compounded
with KGB*, and Sabaean names compounded with ca.

2

Possibly ^tnssy may signify bearing the name of God
;

cp ATroXXwfti/xoj, E/caTuicu/xos, named after Apollo

(Hekate). In the case of so well-known a name it is

scarcely permissible to alter the pronunciation into

ShSmoel, his name is God, although the Letter of

Aristeas,
3
probably composed in the first half of the

first century, B.C., mentions in its list of translators two
men called Zo/iorjXoy as well as one called Sa/tiot/^Xos ;

see, however, below, 42. Another obscure name is

Misha-el (Sxira), which seems to be compounded with

SN, since there is a name Mesha (KB**;:), and in Palmy
rene we meet with iwa fem.

( Maura, the name of

the Syrian grandmother of two Roman emperors). So
also Bakbuk-iah (,Tp2pa) can scarcely mean pitcher of

Yahwe, though the simple Bakbfik (piapa, 71) un

doubtedly means a pitcher ;
on the other hand the

name Bukkiah (.Tpa) might be connected with the Syriac
verb xpa, and if read as Bekayah, would signify Yahwe
has tested. Klihoreph (tprrSi*)

cannot possibly be in

terpreted as my God is winter ;

4 and to translate the

Edomite name, Eliphaz (TS^N), by my God is pure

gold likewise sounds very strange. Of Jaareshiah RV

1 So Nestle, loc. cit. 132. The Phoenician ^ s
&amp;gt; however,

not a complete name, but only the beginning of one ; hence

nothing can be concluded from it.

2 See further SHEM (NAMES WITH).
3 See the edition of Moriz Schmidt in Merx s Archiv, i. p.

22ff.
*

n-in is in Hebrew the opposite of pp and therefore cannot

mean the time of ripe fruits.&quot;
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40. Other
divine names :

Adoni.

NAMES
and Sherebiah (.raiE*) no plausible explanation

has as yet been offered. That the consonants of

ShSbaniah (iT33C )
ar&amp;gt;d RSmaliah (IT TOI) are correct is

proved by intaglios bearing ^myo, vyyo, and IT^OT ,

but the Masoretic vocalisation here gives no sense.

The writer of the present article is inclined to read

Shdbani-jah, Yahwe has brought me back, and

Rdmli-jah,
1 Yahwe is exalted for me, but this is very

far from being certain. Similarly the unintelligible
TSbal-iah (jT^at:) should perhaps be read Tobli-jah,
Yahwe is gracious to me. In Athaliah (T^JIJ?), also

the word V may be contained, and in Othni-el (S^ny),
the suffix j-, cp Atha-iah (n-ny, Neh. 11 4) ;

the mean

ing of nnj; in this connection remains, however, quite
obscure. Finally Habazziniah RV (Tjxan. Jer. 35s)

may perhaps stand for Habasani-jah (n jxan). Yahwe
has reduced me to straits. On the whole, it can

hardly be doubted that the suffix ant is contained in

some names where the Masoretic pronunciation con

ceals the fact. A few other names compounded with

Vx or IT e.g. i Uel C?NIN) must here be passed over in

silence
;
several of these are no doubt corrupt. Names

compounded with words expressing relationship will be

mentioned later
( 43^-).

Other appellations of the Deity than Yahwe or El are

comparatively rare in Israelite proper names. Adoni

( JIN) my Lord, occurs, e.g. in Adoni-

kam (CP :IN), my Lord has risen up,
and in Adoni-ram (DYJIN), my Lord
is exalted

;
Adoniram appears in 28.

2024 and i K. 12 18 as Adoram (QYIN, but [A, and B in

28.] A8avipd/u. ;
see ADONIRAM). Whether Adoni-

zedek(p-ix- yiN), the name of a mythical king of Jerusalem,
means the Lord of righteousness, or whether we should

read some such form as Adoni-zaddik, my Lord is

righteous, cannot be decided (see ADONI-ZEDEK).
The word -jSa, King,

2 as a name of God, is found

in Nathan-melech (TjSa-iro), the King has given, Ebed-
melech (^Va 131*. which occurs also in

Phoenician, sometimes shortened into

l^aaj; ; cp the Mohammedan name, Abd-almalik), and

Regem-melech (~^a o;n), which seems to have the same

meaning as Jeremiah (}TCY)I tne nrst Part being prob

ably verbal, the King has hurled.
1

Malchi
( sSc),

my king, is found in Malchi-ram (CYS^B, Phoenician,

DiaSo). my King is exalted, and Malchi-shua (JW S^D),

my king is help (?).

Baal (Vya)i lord, which occurs so frequently in

Phoenician proper names, may in early times have been

used to a large extent by the Israelites also.

In the OT, however, names formed with

Baal are rare. Thus we find Esh-baal (s^airx), man of

Baal (i Ch. 833 and 939), which stands for Sys ci-
t&amp;lt;,

ISH-BAAL (q.v. ),
man of Baal, and in other passages

is purposely altered into Ish-bosheth (HE S E ;

N), or even

Ishui
( IB ,

i S. 1449), while in iCh. 42i it is wrongly

spelt yaE K, Ashbea (cp the Phoenician rune-N and such

Arabic names as B BB TBK, which occurs in Palmyrene

inscriptions, perhaps also the Phoenician nnnc jfina, if at

least the reading Me^oi do-rapros in Jos. c. Ap. \ 18 be

correct); Beel-iada (jn^jn), Baal knows (where the

Massoretic vocalisation intentionally disguises the word

Sya ;
the name is altered into El-iada [yr^x] in 2 S. 5i6

[but see LXX], and in iCh. 38); Jerubbaal (Vjar),

Baal contends (explained away even in the biblical

narrative so as to mean he contends against Baal );

in 28. 11 21 it is distorted into Jerub-besheth (nB
;

2Y).

The same meaning belongs to MeYib-baal (Sya ana.

i Ch. 834 and 940), once wrongly spelt Meri-baal (na

*?yi), and in all other passages corrupted into nc a SB

or nB;32B, Mephi - bosheth (q.v.). To these must be

1 It is impossible fjr us to discover to what extent vowels

originally long may have been shortened in the ordinary pro
nunciation of proper names.

2 In those cases where the later Jews recognised -pa as tb-e

name of a (heathen) god they altered it into MoAox, Molech,
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added the Edomite Baal-hanan

(priSya,
Gen. 8638^),

Baal has been gracious, and perhaps the Ammonite
Baalis (o Sya), a name of which the meaning is

unknown.
The Babylonian form Bel C?3), may perhaps be con-

43 Other
tainecl in Ashbel (Sac *, for Ish-bel,

,. . man of Bel
), unless the name be a

les* mere corruption of Sya vtt, Ishbaal ; a
more probable instance is Tfta, BILDAD

(&amp;lt;/-v. ),
Bel has

loved (?).

HE;
, of which the traditional pronunciation, Shaddai,

can scarcely be correct,
1
is found in the following names

only Shede-ur (niKnr). nr is fire, Zurishaddai

(

%iE &amp;lt;-

nv), my rock is HB( (^apaa-aSai [B], or 2a.piffa.5ai

[N], Judith 8 1) ;
and Ammishaddai

(ne&amp;gt; aj, ); see below,

i| 45 and 117. None of these names seems to be really

ancient, and the same may be said of PSdahzur (-nymE)i
1 the Rock (i.e., God) has redeemed.

In ZClophehad (insVs. more correctly Salpahad,

Z2a\7rad3), the word ins (pahad) should probably not
be taken as a name of God (cp pns &quot;ins, the pahad
[fear] of Isaac, Gen. 814253), since -insSs seems to

mean shadow (i.e., protection) from terror.

Although Gad (-u) is the name of a deity in Is. 65 n
(cp the Syrian name amj, God has given ), Azgad
(&quot;liny) appears to signify only fate is hard.

In Shfimlda (pres?), the word shem* may possibly

be a divine appellation, as in the Syrian KCB&quot;nN (cp
n&amp;gt;rm, Ahijah), and ttcsn2 (cp -nn p, Nrr&amp;gt;N na).

On names formed from names of the Egyptian gods,
see below, 81.

The name of a foreign deity occurs in Obed-Sdom

(chit 121 )
but whether the vocalisation be correct is

doubtful (see OBED-EDOM) ; CIN 13J7 is also a Phoenician
name. In the following names borne by foreigners we
likewise find mention of foreign gods -Tabrimmon RV
(p3&quot;i3a), good is Rimmon ; Benhadad (tin 73), son
of Hadad ; Hftdadezer

(-irj&amp;gt; Tin). Hadad is help.

Possibly Hadad occurs also in Henadad (Tun)i which
is usually explained as standing for -nn jn,

favour of

Hadad ; if this be so, we must suppose the name to

have been adopted during the Exile by an Israelite who
was not conscious of its real meaning, as happened in

the case of the name Mordecai
( 3Tis) and others.

We have next to discuss a group of proper names
which consist of a noun expressing relationship coupled

- either with the name of a god or with
. ames

some otner word. 3 The interpretation
relationship : r .,

... ,

r of these names involves peculiar dim-
r syntax. cu j t j

es&amp;gt;
ow jng chiefly to the fact that

the commonest of the nouns in question, namely Ab
(3), father, and Ah (rm), brother take in the

construct state the termination (/) which serves also as

the suffix of the first person singular. Modern dis

coveries have proved beyond all possibility of doubt

that, strange as it may appear to us, names expressing
1 brotherhood or some other relationship with a god
were current among the ancient Semites (see ABI

[NAMES WITH], 4/, and cp AMMI, HAMU). The
feminine proper name i^onntti on an ancient intaglio,
names of Punic women such as -j^snn and mpScnn, as

well as the masculine name roSan (Himilcon, Imilcon,
etc.

),
in which the two component parts are of different

genders, cannot be translated otherwise than sister of

Melk, sister of Melkart, brother of Milkath,&quot; re

spectively. So we find the Abyssinian names Ahwa
Krestos, brother of Christ, Ehta Krestos, sister of

Christ. So also -jSon must mean brother of Melk.

Hence, too, the Hebrew Ahijah (?,Trm, and rrm, Ahio ;

1 This pronunciation is based upon the impossible view that

1t? means One who suffices, Gr. iica.i&amp;gt;6s. The original pro
nunciation was probably IB*, Shedi (see SHADDAI).

2 On names compounded with this word see SHEM, NAMES
WITH.

3 Cp WRS KS? 52^, and see also ABI- and AHI-, AMMI-, and
HAMU, NAMES WITH.
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see above, 24) is brother of Yahwe, not my brother
is Yahwe, which of course would come to the same thing,

whilejoah (rwv) can signify only Yahwe is (my) brother. 1

The names Abiel (ST3K). Abijah (,T3K), Abimelech

(nSs
-

3N), as also the Phoenician Sya an (on an ancient

intaglio), ^j;33K, Aj3ij3a\os (Jos. c. Ap.\i-j jf.. Ant.
viii. 63), Sj?3X, and Abillahas (CIL, 89198) i.e. ,

*nStt 3K (probably the name of a Syrian) are all more
naturally explained as meaning my father is God,
Yahwe, Melek, etc., and with this it agrees that Abijah
(.T3n) is also used as a feminine name, like the Sabrean

~^B3N, Vj?3N ; the Phoenician
S&amp;gt;

3:3K. moreover, un

doubtedly signifies our father is Baal (cp Qfoirdrpa),
and Abihu (mn*3tt) can be nothing but my father is

He. We also find Abi
( 3n) and Ahi (TIN) used in

proper names precisely like El (S) and Jeho (i,v), and
we are therefore obliged to regard them as appellations
of the Deity Abidan (fT3n) corresponding to Daniel

(^N ri)i Abida (j;v3X, Midianite) to Jeho-iada (jrnrr).
Abi-nadab

(3ir3J&amp;lt;)
and Ahinadab (3-irnN) to Jehonadab

(3i3i,v), Abiezer (-iiysN, of which lezer, -\iytt, is a con

traction, as Ewald has shown)
2 and Ahiezer (-IIJTHN) to

Eliezer (-iiy
l

?j&amp;gt;),
Abiram (cT3N) and Ahiram (CTIIN) to

Jehoram (CTI.T), Abi-asaph (PJON-IN)
and Eb-iasaph

(
r
|D&quot;3x)

to El-iasaph (ro&amp;lt;S{&amp;lt;),
Abishua (jrtr^N, on an

intaglio, j?s-3x) to Jehoshua (j-rirr), Abiner (-irax) and
Abner (nj3i) to Neriah (nnj, which is synonymous with

&quot;Ax w/3 in Judith 5s_^), Ahisamach (-CDTN) to Semach-
iah (I.TSCD), Ahikam (cp nn) to Adonikam (cp jnx).
Ahishahar (-ine Tm) to Shehar-iah (,T-ine

:

)- Compare
likewise ABISHUK (q.v. ), nv ltt, my father is a wall,

with the Palmyrene -mrSs (Bri\&amp;lt;Toi&amp;gt;pov),
Bel is a wall.

Abiathar (-.JT3N, Ebydthdr) appears to mean my father

is eminent, and so ini is used in several Sabrean names.
Ahishar (-ir ntf) should perhaps be read Ahisar (-it fin).

my brother is a prince.
3

Cp the Sabasan names
CN3N (like Hebr. irvicx, Amariah), j;ETfiN, the brother

raises (like Hebr. c p in , Jehoiakim), anann, the

brother is princely, etc. The very ancient name, Abram
(CISN), Abraham (c,Ti3), however, must signify high
father, since it stands in connection with Sarai

( ir),
Sarah (mi.

M
), princess, and Milcah 4

(nsSl). queen.
In those cases where the second part of the name is an

. ~ , abstract term the grammatical analysis
45. Second ,

L u j. A becomes more difficult. Here the
Dart abstract. ,

rendering my father is , my brother

is
, appears to be supported by the following two con

siderations. Firstly, the use of father in the sense

of possessor, one who has to do with a thing a use

which in ancient Arabic is rare,
5
though it is common in

the Arabic of the present day does not occur in Hebrew,
unless we reckon the obscure expression, -ijr

%3N, father

of eternity, in Is. 9s [6].
6 To employ brother in the

vague sense mentioned above would likewise be contrary
to Hebrew usage. Furthermore, names with the prefix

3N or TIM are borne, in some cases, by women.&quot; Hence
Abihud (-rt,T3N). Ahihud (-nrrrm), must mean my father,

brother, is glory, and similarly Abitub (3;a
%

3{&amp;lt;),
Ahitub

3i:rnN (where a?a. tub, is to be rendered happiness,
or else changed into 312, tob, good, as seems to be
indicated by the ancient Aramaic name, 3B 3K, com
pounded with aa, good ),

Abinoam (oj,T3K), Ahinoam

cp nx (cVJi pleasantness ), Abihail Crrr3N, masc. and

fern., ^ n, strength ), Abigail Crr3n, fem. S J, exulta-

1 For another view see Am (NAMES WITH, i).
2 Hebr. Gram. ed. of 1863, p. 667.
8 For another suggestion, see AHISHAR.
* On these names see also the special articles.
5 This use is a development of the kunya, a form of nomen

clature peculiar to the Arabs.
6 For another suggestion see ABIHUD; ABI, NAMES WITH, j i.

7 It is true that the modern Arabs, in certain districts, apply
abu, possessor, even to a woman, e.g., abul-uyfin alu ttfiin,
the woman with languishing eyes. The same meaning belongs

to the Neo-Syrinc phrase mar eni mare, where mar, master,
stands for mistress (see Socin, Ncuaramiiische Dialekte, 135,

10). It is very improbable, however, that this usage existed in

Hebrew.
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tion ),

Abishalom (ciStt :m) or Absalom (ciVtnx, mSr,
health, peace ),

which latter form is supported by
i Mace. 13n Ai/ dXwjiios (one of the Hasmonoeans, see

Jos. Ant. xiv. 44), and Ai/ dXa/uos (see Miller), whilst the

spelling A/3e&amp;lt;r&amp;lt;ra.\wyu.
in (5$ (BA and sometimes L) is by

no means inconsistent with it. To these may be added
Ichabod (inTx), my father is glory,

l and the feminine

Abital (Vcon). my father is dew. * In some cases, of

course, the real meaning is doubtful. Thus Abishai

(T;

3N), Abshai, RV &quot;K

(&amp;gt;e

;

3N), Ithamar (-OVK), Abishag

(^e
:%3N, fern.), Ahimaaz

(j yD nx), Ahi-thophel (SarrriN),

Ahiman
(JDTIK),

Ahban
(jarw, cp Eshban, prx), are

all obscure (see the several articles) ;
others are quite

uncertain. 2 Ahimoth (nia nn) may perhaps mean the

twin brother of a child born dead, or of a child who died

immediately after birth. 3 Ahilud (nS nx) is probably

nothing more than a brother is born i.e., Ah-yalud
4

(nS nx). The name of the Phoenician woman Jezebel

C?3i x) can scarcely belong to this category (see JEZEBEL) ;

cp two other Phoenician names, !?3TK7j;3 and ^ncw (both

fern.).
5

It is therefore in accordance with analogy to interpret

Hammu-el RV (Sxisn) as standing for Hamu-el C?mart,

TT 1
so a ready AV) brother-in-law of God,
like the Sabasan (V)xan, nnyan (see further

HAMU, NAMES WITH). The Sabceans also use Sp,

$&amp;lt;f/ avunculus, 6 as an appellation of the Deity, in the

names nax^n, yrSn, snsSn just as they use oy patruus
in lanai i 3iDDy. etc. This word cy (

amm) patruus
is common to all the Semitic languages and must at one
time have been employed in Hebrew also

;
in certain

phrases of the OT it still retains the general sense of a

kinsman by blood. 7 Hence we are led to interpret cy
or

&quot;ay ( ammi), in certain Hebrew names, as my kins

man, and to refer it to some deity (see further under

AMMI, NAMES WITH). Ammi-nadab (ntrey) corre

sponds exactly to Abi-nadab (3TT3R) and Jeho-nadab

(m:irr), Ammi-zabad (iaray) to Jeho-zabad (-an,-! ),
Am-

mihud (-nrroy) to Abihud (-nn
%

3K). The name Eliam

(cyVx),
8 in 2 S. Us, instead of which i C h. 85 has

Sx %

ay, Arnmi-el (found in several other passages), can

hardly mean anything but my God is the kinsman, or,

if we follow the other reading, my kinsman is God.
In the case of Ammishaddai (^iirey), it is possible that

the narrator who coined the name intended cy to be

understood as people, and the name of David s son,
EV Ithream (cyirr), may naturally be explained as the

people is eminent, although the analogy of Abiathar

(&quot;in 3N) tells in favour of the other interpretation (see
further ITHREAM). The names of the two rival kings
Rehoboam (cyarn, RShab am) and Jeroboam (ey3T,
Yarob am), however, certainly appear to mean the

people is wide and the people increases
;

it is con
ceivable that they adopted these names on coming to the

throne, or that one of them, at his accession, adopted
a name formed in imitation of his rival s.

9 On
see above, 30.

Perhaps Dodavah (WITH) in 2 Ch. 2037 ((S
1-

Aou5ioi&amp;lt;)

AT -r\nA may ke a mistake for irrTn (Dodiyyahu)^(. jjod. etc. / c . \ TT i 11
my cousin (or friend) is Yahwe ; on

shorter forms of the same see below, 51 (end). More-

1 If the forms are not corrupt (see ICHABOD, ABITAL).
2 The ancient Aramaic iD^nN and the Palmyrene TirrnN are

also of doubtful meaning.
Unless the word is corrupt; see AHIMOTH.

* For another suggestion see AHILUD.
5 It should be mentioned that the real sense both of ^37

Zebu!) and of Zebulon (n piai) is unknown.
6 See Praetorius, Neue Beitr. zur Erklar. der himjar.

Inschr. 2$.

1 Cp M. Krenkel, ZATir[ &8], 28o/: With some details in
this paper the writer of the present article is, however, not able
to agree.

8 Cp the Phoenician cySx, and also nyW which seems to
occur on an intaglio. The cy which stands at the beginning of
some other Punic names is merely a false spelling of CN, i.e., nCN
handmaid.
9 Foranother suggestion see JEKOBOAM.
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over, the name of the Edomite clan Oholi-bamah RV
(noa ^ftn) appears to contain a word corresponding to the
Arabic ah I kindred. A similar formation is Oh61i-ab
RV (sN Snn), whether it be genuine or not

;
on the

other hand, in Oholi-bah RV (nrrVrm), coined by Ezekiel,
the word SHK obviously has the sense of tent. The
ancient name Wijn (REUEL, q.v. )

we may suppose to

mean companion of God. Compare such Abyssinian
names as Arka Dengel, friend of the Virgin (Mary),
Bitza Hawareya, companion of the apostle.

Ben (p) son appears nowhere as an integral part
of a Hebrew proper name except in the case of Benjamin
.- (pc

1

:::), which perhaps means originally
those who dwell to the right i.e. , the most

southern portion of the tribes who went by the name of

Joseph (2 S. 19zo [21]). In the NT we find the Aramaic
forms Barsabas

( Bap&amp;lt;ra/3/3as
i.e. , Kasha, Barshabba],

born on the Sabbath and Ba/3fd/3as, a surname of

which the sense is obscure (see BARNABAS). There are

several instances of Aramaic names which designate the

bearer as the son of some god ;
but the only example

in the OT is the Damascene Tin
J3,

Ben-hadad (y.v.).

Compare such Abyssinian names as Walda Le ul,

son of the Most High, Walda Maryam, son of (St.)

Mary, Walda Gabreel, son of (the angel) Gabriel,
etc. Cases in which a man is called not by his own name
but by a patronymic (as happens several times in i K. 4 ;

cp BapiTjcrcws, Acts 136 and probably Bapa/3/3as also),
do not, of course, belong to this category. Bath (rn)

daughter occurs in Bath-sheba (JOB* rn) and Bath-shua

(jw m) I
but whether these really signify daughter of

the oath and daughter of help may be questioned.
Bith-iah (q. v. ; ,-rrn) would mean daughter of Yahwe ;

but the name is doubtful, though supported by the

analogy of the Phoenician ^yi ri3- Compare such

Abyssinian names as Walata Maryam, daughter of

(St.) Mary, Walada Madkhen, daughter of the

Saviour.

In all languages there is a tendency to shorten, or

otherwise to modify proper names. This phenomenon,
which has so often been observed in

the Indo-European languages, is like

wise conspicuous in the languages of

the Semites. To this cause it is largely due that, in the

vast majority of cases, Arabic proper names take the

form of nouns pure and simple. Thus when we find

the name Sad, fortune, used side by side with Sad
Manat, fortune from (the goddess) Manat (cp the

Nabatasan n^N -typ, and the Sabaean inny *IJ?D&amp;gt;
etc.

),

there can be no doubt that the simple Sa J is an abbrevi

ation. The same thing applies to Wahb and Arts,

gift (which are used sometimes alone and sometimes

with the name of some god), as well as to many other

words. Even a name like Alt, high (cp the Xabataean

V^y, A\flov) may be a shortened form of ^n^y (which
also occurs in Nabatasan) God is high, or of some
similar compound ; the Hebrew Eli

( Vj, )
is perhaps to

be explained in like manner, and so also Ram (m, as

compared with nii.T, Jehoram). An analogous case is

the Greek &quot;TTraros
( TTraTijs, TVa-n as), contracted from

TVaroSupos ;
these names were current at Thebes,

where Zei&amp;gt;s VTTO.TOS was worshipped (Fick, 271). The
fact that the shorter name, taken by itself, offers a

plausible sense constitutes no valid objection, for it not

unfrequently happens that proper names, with or without

change of form, acquire a meaning different from that

which they originally conveyed.

Particularly clear examples of abbreviation are to be found

49. Abbreviated
names.

hope, shortened from Tasfd Mdryiim, hope in Mary,&quot; or Tas/it

Hawnriyat, hope in the Apostles, etc.; often, however, the

termination ft, 5, or if is added e.f., Khailii, Khailic, for Khaila

Mikticl, power of Michael, etc., Habtfi, Hal to, Abfft, for

Habta Maryam, gift of Mary, etc., Tansie for Tansea.

Krestos, Christ is risen, and so forth. To these may be added
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the Syriac IQ ^SI cross, and 3 Vx&amp;gt;

f r N3t N3 ^Xi the cros

conquers.

In like manner the Hebrews abbreviated names, no
additional termination being primarily required e.g. ,

50. In Hebrew.
Nathan

([ru),
Zabad (131), Nadab

313, Asaph (tjDN),
1 Hanan pn,

Hoshea (yrin, which occurs also on an ancient Hebrew

intaglio], Azaz (ny), Shaphat (cstt ).
Palal (^s), which

are obviously abbreviations of compounds containing
some name of the Deity. The king who is called Ahaz

(mx) in the OT appears as Yauhazi i.e. , Jehoahaz

(tnNirr) in an inscription of Tiglath-pileser III. (see KB
220). Similarly Giddel (y^u) has reared, must be a

shortened form of some name in which God was men
tioned, and the same thing applies to Ezer (ity), Fekah,

(nps, also on an intaglio], Zecher RV (131, also in

Phoenician), Pelet (B^B), Shema, y&y (also on an

intaglio, cp the Sabtean yen), Ebed (i3y), Obed (tyy,

cp the Arabic and Sabrean Abd], Shemer (ice )-
The

name Zerah (mi) may be an abbreviation of Zerah-iah

(rrrnt) ; but it is also possible that it was, at least in the

earlier period, identical with Kzrah (rnin), indigena.
That all these abbreviations are correctly vocalised is

very unlikely, and we may therefore hazard the conjec
ture that

j-Vn, j
Sn, Helez (@ EXAifc or XeXXijj) is

really j-Vn (Hillez), a shortened form of some name

resembling the Phoenician
j-^n^yi, Vy3sSn Baal has

delivered. The shortened form ^n, which occurs also

on an intaglio, perhaps corresponds to Helis (Ephem.

epigr. 7 165). Azel C?SM) seems to be shortened from

Azal-iah (irr jsK). Anani (jjy) and Anan (py) from

Andni-jah, rrny (see above, 32, and cp the Palmyrene

33y and my, the latter signifying he has answered us
),

Sheba (y3C )
from some such form as Elisheba (jaeJ ^K).

Similarly nno. which is found on an ancient intaglio

probably of Hebrew origin, stands for irrnnc, and in like

manner we must explain JPC,
a common Phoenician

name. ZaXti/ttT; i.e.
, oW in the family of Herod and

in the NT, is doubtless shortened from VK DI^B , or some

thing of the kind. 2

In many names the second part is represented by the

termination a, K , thefirstpart beingsometimes preserved

_ entire and sometimes abbreviated.
51. Contrac- The fixky of the spelling favoui-

s
1 &quot;

the assumption that here the N was

originally pronounced as a consonant, like the Arabic

hamza (a slight guttural aspirate) ; only in a few

cases has the vowel-letter n been substituted for the N,

in accordance with the later pronunciation. But the

Aramaic abbreviations in K (c-g., the Palmyrene N13T,

Za/35Ss) were presumably pronounced with a simple a
;

the same termination is fairly common in Phoenician

names, and perhaps sounded as o. Thus we find Abda

(tmy. also in Phoenician and Aramaic), Shimea EV
(Hl Siy). Shimeah (nyct?). Shammah (net?), i S. 169

(probably for irrycB , Shemaiah), Uzza (wy), and Uzzah

(my), probably for imy, Uzziah), Gera (N-U, for some

compound with -u ally, cp the Phoenician
JODI:, mnirjru.

mpSs-ij), Asa (KOK. for some such form as *VNON,

Asa-el = &quot;7x3-,, Rephael), Shebna (KWP), and Shebnah

RV
(n33c&amp;gt;

for im3i?i Sheban-iah), Ishma EV (for

VKJCB&quot;. Ishmael), Ela RV (nVx) and Elah (rrVn, for some

compound beginning with
&quot;?x), Joha (xnr) for Johanan

(pnv), Mica RV (xrc) and Micah (ns a) for Micaiah

(i.TD n), cp N^D: (
n the Talmud) for ^N^CJ- Ara (NIK)

should perhaps be pronounced Ura for Uriah (UVHK).
Some of these forms are altogether obscure e.g. Baasha,

q.v. (NC&amp;gt;y3).
Amasa, q.v. (na-ay), Amasai

(&amp;lt;fcy),
where

they cannot be taken as the equivalent of a D, Ziba(3 s).

Ziha (NIT;;), the ancient Canaanite SiseYa (NID*D)P etc. In

1 Cp the Phoenician feminine name n2DN&amp;gt; *A&amp;lt;renr.

2 Cp the name of Herod s daughter SoAafii/dco i.e., Jvs nSt?

prosperity of Zion, Jos. Ant. xviii.54 and see Dalman,
Gram. 122, where some later Jewish corruptions of the name
are mentioned.
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Hannah (nan), the n of the shortened form serves as

the feminine ending, and the name therefore does not

correspond exactly to the Phoenician K:H Hanno.
Other abbreviations have the ending (/) or &amp;lt;

(ai),

the first part of the name being sometimes more violently

T
. . contracted. In these cases the vocal

isation is not to be trusted implicitly ;

moreover, it is often doubtful whether the * should be

regarded as a sign of abbreviation or as the adjectival

ending. Thus we find Zabdi
( lai) in the OT, but

Zabdai
(&quot;n3t)

in Aramaic (cp Ze/3e3cuos in the NT),
shortened from some such form as 1 Zebad-iah (mnsi).
and similarly Palti

( C^E) for Paltiel
( Straps), Ishi

( yr -
)

for Isaiah (i.Tyi? ) JeVemai, CT (probably to be pro
nounced Jirmi) (or Jeremiah (irrcT). Hanani

(&quot;::n)
for

Hftnan-iah (in
%

33n), Abdi (^2y, cp the PhoL-nician A/^Saios

i.e.,^y, Jos. c. Ap. 121) for Obadiah (inn3y), L ri

(nix) for Uriah (innut). Amzi
( SDK) for Amaziah (in sD).

Imri (-ICK) for Amar-iah (I.TTCN). Zichri
(

%
i3i) for Zechar-

iah (in 131). Bani
( 33) for Rena-iah (i,T33). Ahi (-nx) for

Ahi-jah (in nx), Bukki
( pn) for Bukkiah (,Tp3, see above,

38), Unni (^y) for Ana-iah (n-3y), Shilhi (-n^v) for

some name formed with nSc* he sent, Ahzai RV (-inx)

for Ahaz-iah (in tnx). Athlai
( Sny) for Athahah (in

%i

7ny).

Jaasai RV&quot;
: -

-i-y (Kt. iry) for *i,TE-y ,
CP Asa-iah

(,TB-y), Helkai (
-

pSn) for Helkiah (in p^n), Zaccai (TT,

Za/cxctros in NT) for Zchariah (in iDt), Zabbai (-31) for

Zebadiah (imnt), Shammai (-ec
;

)
for Shema-iah (in ycc

;

)&amp;gt;

*v* (EV
7

JESSE [^.t
1

.]) for Ishmael
(

I

?KJ,
&amp;gt;CB ?)I Amittai

OFCN) f r some name compounded with new. Similarly

we may explain the Phoenician Sich&us i.e.,
* %2D as

standing for Sicharbas i.e. , *Sj?3130i w th n^o, as usual,

instead of -\y. In many cases the contraction is such

as to render the discovery of the original form impossible.
The changes which proper names undergo in the mouths
of small children account for a large number of these

peculiar abbreviations who could guess, to take modern

examples, that Bob and Dick arose out of Robert and
Richard ? It would therefore be vain to inquire whether

Besai
( 03) is for Bes6d6-iah (nmoa). or Bezai

(
%

s3) for

BezalS-el (W?S3). Jaddai (&amp;lt;T, cp the Palmyrene &amp;lt;v,

Ia55cuos) might well be shortened from Jeda-iah (m 1

)

i Ch. 437 ; but this latter name is itself obscure. 2 Such
forms in ai were particularly common in later times e.g. ,

nr ( lavvcuos, cp. Jannai RV) for Jonathan (jruv), Tn
(Nartfcuos in the Epistle of Aristeas) for Nfthane-el

C?K3ru). and many more in the Talmud, which also

exhibits various other kinds of abbreviation.

There are some possible instances of shortened names
with the ending o e.g. , Iddo, Ezra 8 17 (IIK, perhaps

equivalent to the Phoenician JON), Iddo (veny, ny, the

prophet, etc.
),

of which the meaning is obscure ;
Dodo

(inn or vn), as well as Dodai
( in) and Dodi (ni), might

stand for *n Tn, Dodi-jah. Padon
(pie)

and Jadon

(p-p) possibly belong to the same category.
If we compare Joseph (spy)

with Josiph-iah (rrcDi ),

or Jarib (3 Y) with Jeho-iarib (S TI.T), we can hardly
... doubt that the shorter

( increases,
3

3. ADDrev.
. contends

)
are abbreviations of the

impert. names.
longer ^

. Yahwe increases, Yahwe con

tends
)
or of something quite similar. Cp also Izrah,

EV Izrahite (rnr), rises with Izrah-iah (,vm7 ) ; Jakim,

(a p*.
Sabaean cpn ),

raises with El-iakim (c-p Sx) ;

Jachin (ps )
fixes with Jeho-iachin (pa i.r) , Jephthah

EV (nns ) opens with the name contained in pNTiflE J

(valley of Jiphthah-el) ; Japhlet (nSs ), rescues, \\ith

*in aS3 (=i,Ta ?3, Pelat-iah) ;
Yirham (cnT, Yerahem ;

MT Jeroham) pities, with Jerahme-el (VxcnT) ;
Ibhar

(in3 ),
chooses (cp EKKptros), with the ancient Aramaic

; to these we may probably add Imrah (,-rc ),

1 In what follows the phrase some such form as is omitted

as superfluous.
-

I or some reduplicated forms, see below, 57.
3 Cp the Arabic name J ~aztd.
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resists, and Mfira-iah (imp), Yahboh (nan*), hides

(i Ch. 7 34, Kt.
;
see JEHUBBAH), and El-iahba (lorrSw,

pin , on an intaglio), and E/.ekiel (Supin*). The follow

ing names presuppose the Deity as the subject, and

perhaps originally contained some divine appellation

Jair (i-K&quot;), enlightens ; Jabin (| T), distinguishes,

perceives ; Igal (Sw), ransoms (cp inns, PSda-iah) ;

Jamlech (^D&quot;), gives dominion (cp the Palmyrene
ID^O . &quot;Id/xXixos, in Greek literature Id/u^Xixos

1

) ; Imna
(y^D ),

wards off
;
Imnah (ma )&amp;gt;

determines (properly,
counts ); Jaalah (,-r?y) or Jaala (tthy), is

high&quot; (cp
the Arabic YdId), which last name, however, may
possibly be from the Aramaic, and signify mountain-

goat (see below, 68). Jaroah (mv) should perhaps
be read Yarwah i.e.

, (God) enlarges cp the Sabaean
arn.T. To the same class may belong Jeush (thy* or

t5&quot;y&amp;lt;,

if it be really the equivalent of the Arabic Yaghtith,

Ityovffot in Miller i.e.
, helps, cp the Phoenician ny),

and also Jair (YJT, i Ch. 20s), awakes.
On the other hand, the bearer of the name seems to

be the subject in the following : Jibsam (cba-), is

54 Simple
fraSrant (

?
)

CP Basemath (nCBQ, Apw-

iinnerf /*aTl &quot; 7?) JaSIam (o^y), is youthful (?),

Jashub (3itr),
2 returns (cp EtWoTos),

Imla
(ttho&quot;)

or Imlah
(rr&amp;gt;D ),

is full (cp j^D as well as

K^c, Max?; in Palmyrene), Jephunneh (ms 1
, @

leQovvij), is brought back
(?), Izhar (inx )&amp;gt;

shines

(or oil
),
Ishbak (par ),

leaves behind, outruns 3
(?),

Ishua (niB ),
is worthy (?), from which Ishui

( its )
was

probably formed by the addition of the adjectival ending,
Isaac (pmr), laughs =

pnir, sports,
4
Jacob (ipy),

follows ; the last two appear to have been originally
names of gods. The following names, nearly all of
which occur only once (in Chronicles), are altogether
obscure Ishpan (|3tr),

Idbash (vsi-), Idlaph (n^-p),

Jaziz (rp), JalSn (p
1

? ), Jaakan (jptr
or

]py), Jachan

(|3jr)&amp;gt;
Ishbah (natr). The same may be said of the

national name Jfitur (-ntr), if at least it be derived
from TIB and not from -mi.

A feminine form of this class is Timna (pon, Edomite),
which perhaps originally presupposed some goddess

65. Prefixed t
e g Ashtoreth (mnry) as the subject.
In the case of Tahan

(jnn),
the true

pronunciation is possibly Tahon, she is gracious.
Teman (p n), south, is primarily the name of a place.

Instead of a sentence, a simple participle or adjective

expressing the same idea may often serve as a proper

56 Adiective
name

;
m sucn cases the Deity is usually

names the S ca subject. Thus we find Zabud

(im). given (by God) ;
fern. Zgbidah

(RV following Kt, riTai), Zebudah (AV following Kr,
mm), 2 K. 2836 (cp the Aramaic KTSI, Ze/3et5as, the
Arabic Zabid, also AcDpos, Aw/&amp;gt;u&amp;gt;,

the Aramaic NT,V,

etc.); Baruch (7p-o), blessed
;
Rehum (mm) ;

Hanun

Jpjn),
pitied

1

(cp the Talmudic pn , NJMn) ; Raphu
(Kim), healed

; Gamul
( &quot;710:1 )

benefited (scarcely
weaned, cp &quot;?jr!?Dj) ;

David (in, rn), beloved ;

5

probably Modad (TIID, as the Samaritan text and the
LXX read in Nu. 11 26/:, instead of the Masoretic
Medad, -ITO) ; perhaps Hobab 6

(330. cp the Aramaic
and Arabic 3 3n, etc.

, rnrtNi which occurs on an intaglio,
also

&amp;lt;bi\ou[j.ei os ; names which at least, in certain cases,

may have been intended rather to express love on the

part of men) ; Sfithur
(-flno), hidden (cp the Talmudic

1 lamttcus in C/ 8 3332, is probably a Palmyrene. The
Arabic name Tamlik (fem.) means only she has power she
rules.

- But 3jy, which is found on an ancient Hebrew intaglio, may
be 3? T , -e., a p; (for 3 irSN, Eliashib), according to iCh. 7i
(Kt.)

3 Cp p3iB&amp;gt;
which exactly corresponds to the Arabic Sdbik.

4 It would seem that the roots pnu and pnb were originally
distinct.

&amp;gt; For another possible explanation see DAVID (beg.).6 For other suggestions see HOBAB.
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Wino)- To the same class belong, in spite of the
different vocalisation, Zaccur (1131), remembered

;

Azzur (-MJ;), helped
1

; Shammua (jneef

). heard (or
rather, one with reference to whom a prayer is heard,&quot;

the prayer primarily being that of the mother) ;

1 Hasshub
(3i:yn), thought of; Jaddua (yw), known

; Amos
(oioy), borne. Probably we may add Meshullam
(nVe a), fem. Meshullemeth (noWo), kept safe

; and
Shallum (a&v). A slightly different example is Saul

C?iNr). asked (cp jN nVNB , Shealti-el), with its exact

equivalent in Aramaic
K&amp;lt;? KV, tt^v (2eet\ay, Zi Xas), cp

QeaiT-rjTos, &quot;ETTCVKTOS, etc.

It is possible that in several other cases laudatory
titles, used as proper names, were originally understood

57 Possible
as re err nS to some deity whose name

abbre
was conta ne&amp;lt;3 in them (see above, 49).
This might apply to Amoz (po), strong

(cp I.TSDK. Amaz-iah) ;
Zadok (pns)i just (cp pisi.T,

Jehozadak) ;
Ram (on) and SSgub (yiiy or aub), lofty

(cp mri 3Jt?:i. Is. 21117). More doubtful cases are
Adin (py), Adina (urny), and py, Eden, blissful (in

spite of
|Hyi,T, Jehoaddin RV ; pyin

1
, Jehoaddan AV) ;

Paruah (nns;), blooming in spite of the Talmudic

irrnB); Hariph (qnn), Hareph (rpn), sharp (? in spite
of

tprt^K, Elihoreph) ; Ethan
(jn N), perpetual. In the

case of the Edomite Hadad (tin), the name of the god
is all that has remained of the original compound, and
the same remark may apply to Melech (^e, cp i^D Sx,

Eli-melech), Malluch (^Vs), Baal (^ya, cp BaaX the

Tyrian, Jos. c. Ap.\2i), Addon (pw) and Addan (px,
cp the Palmyrene N:TIN), for which we should probably
read Adon. It is quite possible, however, that these latter

names mean nothing more than master, as applied to
human beings, like the Aramaic N-G, fem. Nrro, Mdp6a,
and its variations. The personal name Gad (13, and
Gadi nj ?) is probably to be regarded as the abbreviation
of a compound in which 11 was either a god or else

fortune. The tribe of the nj 33
- may also have

derived their name from the god.
Thus, there can be no doubt that very many Hebrew

proper names are in reality abbreviations. Among these

must be included those reduplicat^&quot;co T&amp;gt; j T
58. Redupli-r , , . ,

formswhich originatewith small children

59. Character
- , ,

ese re-

, ,,cated. lorms. / f , ,
, T ... , , T ,,.

(after the manner of Lib for Eliza

beth, Mimi for Marie, Lulu for Louisa
) e.g.,

Shavsha (NE ir),
3 Shisha

(ttv&amp;lt;v),
Sheshai

( E;E!

).
Shashai

(

%B;

r), Sheshan
(]vv),

Shashak (pvv), Zaza (NTT), Ziza

(NTt).
4 To discover the original forms of such names

is, of course, impossible. In Bebai (-33) we seem to

have the same term of endearment which, in the form

Babba, served as the nickname of a well-known Arab, 5

and is found also in a N. African inscription Babbe (for

Babbce) f(ilius), see Ephem.epigr.5^f&amp;gt;\ the word is

ultimately identical with Engl. baby, Er. /it inf, words
formed in imitation of an infant s first attempts to speak.
Of the names hitherto enumerated the vast majority

have a religious meaning, and this is true even of many
f th

.

ose J

,

n w^h n godj s exPress y
mentioned. I he same thing may be

saic] Of the Semites generally ;
nor shall

we be wrong in supposing that such was
once the case among the Arabs, though long before

Islam a great change had taken place in consequence of

the growing tendency in favour of simple names. In

Greek names also religious ideas are prominent, but less

so than in the names of the Semites. 6 Great importance,
moreover, must be attached to the fact that, as the above

1 Such abbreviations are common in names of this sort.
2 No importance can be attached to the fact that the Massoretic

vocalisation distinguishes Gad the idol, as well as Gaddi (Nu.
13 n), from the other Gad, Gadi (see GAD, i).

* For another explanation see SHAVSHA.
4 On reduplicated forms in the language of Arabian children,

see Goldziher in the ZDATG, 88607.
5 He derived the name from a verse uttered by his mother

when he was an infant.
6 It is remarkable how few theophorous names occur in Homer.
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parallels show, the names of the Hebrews hardly differ

at all from those of the other Semites with respect to the

religious conceptions therein expressed. These forma

tions, it is to be remembered, go back to a remote

antiquity ;
we must therefore be careful not to interpret

them in too spiritual a sense. Names like God has

helped, God has delivered, etc., referred no doubt

originally to the help afforded by the Deity to the mother

in granting her a child or in averting the peril of death.

It is true that from the time of the prophets onward a

more spiritual or at least a more general conception

began to prevail. Hut a name like the Palmyrene unSu

( ^unSSia), Bol ha-s wiped away, effaced, also belongs
to a more advanced stage of religious development, since

the reference is to the effacing of sin.

We may now pass on to names of other kinds,

mentioning some of those categories which are most

Oth important and most clearly defined. In well-

, nigh every case these names consist of a

single member only, though it will some
times be necessary to include compounds, and even to

refer back to names which have a religious meaning.
It may be taken for granted that the meaning of a name

applies, in strictness, only to the first individual who
receives it. When once a name has been coined, it is

liable to be used indiscriminately, that is to say, without

any special reference to its original significance. We
must admit, however, that among the Hebrews the real

meaning of indigenous names could never be forgotten
to so large an extent as has been the case among the

nations of modern Europe.
Some names refer to the special position which the

new-born child occupies within the family. If we were

_. better acquainted with the circumstances
61. .tirst-DOrn. -m %vm

-

cn names have been coined, we
should doubtless perceive that this class of names is

really much larger than might appear at first sight.

Thus, as was mentioned above, it is clear from Gen. 30 22

that Jephthah (nns = Grins , Yiftah-el) means the first

born. The same meaning obviously belongs to Becher

(nan, from which is derived the adjectival form 132,

Bichri), the equivalent of the Arabic Bakr, found also in

Nabataean and Sabctan ; cp IIpuroy tvv)S, UPWTOKT^TT;?,

11/3670005. For rni33, iS. 9i, some MSS. of
&amp;lt;g

have
Bax(e)t/&amp;gt;, i-e., T33 or 121. In i Ch. 838 (

= 944)
Bocheru (1133) is expressly stated to be the name of a

man, but it was no doubt originally nin, his first-born,

cp 830.

In the Semitic languages we find a considerable number
of names from the root

r^n, whereby a child is designated
. ,. as a substitute for one lost. The Nabataean

t t
nSxsWi, substitute of God (i.e., given

by God), proves that these names also

originally had a religious sense, like &quot;A^T/Soros, Avri-

Supos, which presuppose a giver ; cp likewise Avriyovos,

AvTKpdvris , AvriifxivTos. Among the Jews the earliest

specimens of names formed from the root above men
tioned are XaX^et (Chalphi RV), i Mace. 11 70 [AV],
and Alphaeus, AX&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;cuos

in the NT, which corresponds
to HsS ii in the Talmud. Probably, however, the

same meaning underlies several other names e.g. ,

Manasseh (nins), he who causes (a loss) to be

forgotten, Menahem (cms), comforter (found also

in Phoenician and ancient Aramaic, cp fern, reran

on an ancient intaglio, which is Palestinian but

probably not Israelite), Nahum (cin:, Phoenician era,

Ndou/nos of Aradus, C/&amp;lt;7, 2526), also vocalised Nehum

(cim) and Naham (om)i so likewise jcru (Nahamani)

derived from pro,
Tanhumeth 2

(nsran), comfort,

evidently an abstract noun (cp the Talmudic ciran.

NSiran, Qa.vovfj.ov], Nehem-iah(,Tam), in which the refer

ence to God still appears. The names Repha-iah (,TB~I),

Repha-el (Swn. cp Arabic Yatfd), perhaps convey a

similar idea; so also certain derivatives of yi& e.g.,

1 For other readings see BECHORATH.
2 The vocalisation can scarcely be correct.
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Mgshobab (33irc), Shobab (33ieO. and, if it be really

pre-exilic, El-iashib (3 trVK). This last, at a subsequent
time, no doubt, was supposed to denote restoration from
the Exile. Reuben (piio) probably belongs to the same
class, and may be explained as reparation like the

Palmyrenian rt3li Rubatis, the Arabic Kiiba; but the

interpretation, behold a son ! is also possible. The
Arabic names Jydd, Budail, the Abyssinian Fanto,

Fantu, Tikku, Afatakko, A dsa (the real name of King
Theodore), likewise signify compensation.

Jeshebe-ab [EV] (3N3B % i Ch. 24 13) appears to be

3N 3^ , he brings back the father =
At&amp;gt;riyovos. It is

true that IcrpadX in &amp;lt;5

AL seems to presuppose hyuw
(i.e. , Baal) ;

but in this case /3aa\ must be a scribal error,

for the Chronicler would scarcely have bestowed such a

name on a Levite.

Posthumous
( ETri-yfVTjs, Nerdyovos, etc.

)
is the most

probable rendering of Akkub
(sipj,

1

), Jacob (spy). In

the case of the latter the essential point is that he was
born after his brother.

The root
3pJ?,

which appears also in the Palmyrene

3py 73. 3pyriy ( AftjaitojSot), the Syriac KnSspJJi the Talmudic

!V3pJ7&amp;gt;
N3 pJ?i X3p1&amp;gt;

i
he Arabic Okba, Okaib, admits of various

oilier senses, and may perhaps also mean compensation.
1

Tu in occurs first in the NT name, 6w/uas (Thomas),
explained as Ai5u/ios (Didymus), which is

t f
itself a Greek proper name, corresponding

:

to the Phoenician cxn- Go^as is xcixn,
oirtn. T

.
i

a Hebrew form with the Aramaic termina

tion
;
the later pronunciation is Kern-

Azubah (miiy), forsaken, perhaps means a girl

whose mother died in giving birth to her. The same
idea may be conveyed by Azmaveth (niDty), death is

cruel, by Genubath :

(n3i33, cp the Talmudic and Syriac
N3 3i), and by the Aramaic form, Hatlpha (NS an,

Ezra 2 54 = Xeh. 7 56).
*

The name Geber (133, i K. 4 13 19) expresses the joy
of the mother on having a male child ; cp
Job33, ^J .&quot;nil- It is of course possible

that we should pronounce Gibbor, hero.

Cp the Palm. 133, the Ar. Jabr. On Ahimoth (jTO nN).
see above, 45 end. 3

Ben (p), son, in i Ch. 15 iS, is very doubtful
; per

haps it should be read -33 i.e., it may suggest more or

less distinctly the idea of my son, like the Abyss.
Gobdzie, my boy. Cp also the Talm. Npi3 , suck

ling, 3n3, little son, and the Ar. Walid, son.

Naarah (mjtt), girl, occurs in iCh. 4s/. , and

corresponds to the Talm. xnS (for Km? )- Cp the

Nabatasan n 33, little daughter.

Jaalam (n^jr, see above, 54) may mean youthful,

strong, and Japhia (ys ),
tall of stature, a name of

this kind being often bestowed upon an infant as a
bonum avgurium.

Instead of Ahiam (CN ON), we should probably read

Ahi-em (cK riN)i mother s brother, and instead of

Ahumai
( Dinx), the form &quot;CTIK, ac

cording to (5Aa ( AXA&quot; )
i.e. , -EN &amp;gt;nx

(Ahi-immi), my mother s brother.

So also in Aram, we find ncnN, nannK. not to mention
other varieties of spelling ; on this and similar ex

pressions of relationship used as proper names, see

an essay by the writer of the present article in the

WZA M, 6 307 ft* The idea is that the new-born child

will at some future time stand by his mother, as if he

were her brother. To this corresponds Ahab (ZN-.V

father s brother, of which the more correct form is

1 See also GENUBATH.
2 On the other hand the Palmyrene name ^333 means thief

like the Arabic Sdrffi. Such a name might perhaps have been

used by Israelites also at a very early period, when skill in

stealing, or at least in robbing, was very highly esteemed.
3 Instead of Gibbar (-133), Ezra 2 20, we find in Neh. 725

Gibeon
(pj&amp;gt;3J,

the name of a place), which is probably the right

reading.
4 A considerable number of fresh details might now be added.
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probably Ahi-ab (nxnn), since A^ ajSoy was the name

of a nephew of Herod, and in Jer. 29 21 /. &amp;lt;S

[BxAQ] has Ax d/3. Cp the Aram, ,113x1 xnx and
several varieties of the same name. To the same class

belongs Ah-ian
(pnn)

= Syr. Nrnx, relative, cousin,

which also occurs as a proper name.
We now turn our attention to a group of names

descriptive of physical peculiarities. Some of these may
_, . . have been originally nicknames, like

66 Physical . i ,

..
J ... the corresponding names in Latin

,
but

l68
Arabic usage seems to show that such

terms, even when they are far from flattering, often

served from the first as proper names in the ordinary
sense. 2 This applies also to many Hebrew names of

other kinds, such as those borrowed from animals.

Hakkatan
(jcpn),

Ezra 8 12, the small one
;

the

article is here not easy to explain. Cp the Phoen.

jap (doubtful), joop, the Talm. miyi, etc., also

Pumilio, Pusilla. Habakkuk (p?pan), or (after s

nftfttuutvp) pipan (Habbakuk), might be explained as

dwarf, from the Arabic; but the meaning is ex

tremely doubtful. 3

The very ancient name, Laban (p
1

?), white, corre

sponds to the Ar. Abyad, to AevKos and to Albinus.*
The Levitical name, Libni

( 33^, &amp;lt;5

BA
Ao/3ei/[e]t), which

has the adjectival ending, may perhaps convey the same
sense. Haruz

(pin) is probably yellow (
= Flavins }),

and Zohar (ins). reddish white
; cp the Talm.

KpOiDj the Ar. Ahmar, Kuwait, the Lat. Rufus, all

of which mean red. On an ancient Hebrew intaglio
we find the name ininc&amp;gt;, blackish, like the Syr.

NO31K, the Ar. Aswad, Suhaim (which is also Sab.),T T

etc., MAas, Niger.
Harim (cm, c %

in) might be derived from cm in its

usual meaning, inviolable, holy, etc. Since, however,

Harumuph (--p?in)
is probably to be explained, with

Gesenius, as
rj

Dim, we may conclude that the former
name also signified with pierced nose, like the Ar.

Ahram.
Heresh (cnn, more probably Heresh, cnn), or, in its

Aram, form, Nchn, Harsha (cp the Palm, NE&amp;gt;in, Apcrd),
dumb, =Ar. Ahras. Chimham (CHCD), Chimhan

([,123,
in Jer. 41 17 Kt. CTOD), blind

(?). Ater

(it3N= liter), left-handed, Z/ccuos, Scawola. Paseah

(nDS = Pisseah), halting, Ar. A raj, etc., Claudius.

Kareah
(
=

nij;
= Kereah, nip), bald, cp the Palm.

Nnn 33, the Ar. Akra&quot; , etc.
, Calvus. The Sinaitic imp,

nnip, admits of another meaning. K5rah (nip) appears
to have been originally the name of a place (

bare
surface

).

Ikkesh (vpy), crooked, cp Ar. Asar, Sit air.

GideSn
([iy-u)

= Ar. Jud dn, maimed.
Gareb (313), scabby, cp Palm. N313, N3 13, Ar.

Juraib, Jarbd.

Zeruah (nyns), leprous (fem. ),
like the Ar. Abras. 5

Among laudatory names may be mentioned Job
(ai N), assailant, i.e., brave warrior (cp Ar.

67 Laudatory
Muf!drib

\&amp;lt;

Barak (pia). lightning ;

J Mered (TTD), i Ch. 4 17, resistance,
6

unless this be the name of a place, of which in

Semitic countries there are several derived from the

root TO. To these may be added 3*73, CALEB
[&amp;lt;/.&quot; .]

(of which Chfilub, 3^3, and Chelubai, 3^3, are prob
ably incorrect variations), raging with canine mad
ness

; a brave warrior may be compared to a mad
dog, as is s*hown by the corresponding Arabic name
Aklab (which occurs also in Nabatasan). On the other

hand, Nabal (^33), fool,&quot; can hardly have been the real

name of the foolish man who refused his services to

David. On laudatory proper names, see also above,

1 For what follows many English, German, and other modern
European_/5zw//y names might be quoted.

2 Cp such names as Ilaraicrx^s, Ai&amp;lt;rxi*Aos
in Greek.

3 See also HABAKKUK. 4 For another view see LABAN.
6

See, however, ZERUAH. 6 For another view see MERED.

NAMES
57. To the same class belong N6ziah (rrx:), excellent

(Aram.); Naaman
([DJW, cp Ar. jVu mdn), and the

fem. Naainah (nap), pleasant, together with several
other Arabic names from the root cj, 3 ; Dfililah (n r n).
probably delicate. We might add Asher

(IB&amp;gt;N),
which

perhaps means happy ; but it may also be taken as
an abbreviation of the obscure name which appears as
Asar-el RV C?me-K) or Asri-el (Sun^x) in the MT. The
notion of long life seems to be expressed in Huldah
(rnVn, fem.), Heled (iSn, very doubtful), and Heldai 1

(nVn); cp Arabic Hdlid, Alahlad, Yahlud. Similarly
Amon (px), AMNON (q.v. ,

[UDN), may signify safe,
out of danger.
Names borrowed from animals (not always, it should

be observed, of the nobler and stronger kinds) are found
amon ^e Hebrews as well as among68 Animal

names.
the Arabs and other races. That the

106 3297

/. , .. ,name ot the lion is so used does not

appear certain, since Arieh (EV .TINI-I), 2 K. 1625, may
be open to question, on account of the article.

2
Apt,

Josephus, BJ, vi. 18 vi. 26 vii. 5s, may be an abbrevia
tion. Instead of Laish (tr

1

?) of i S. 2044 we find ri
1

? in

2S. 815 Kt.
, and &amp;lt;S

liL
diverges in both passages; but

B^S, corresponding to the Ar. Laith, lion, is prob
ably the right reading. The same meaning belongs to

Asad
(&quot;AcraSos, Miller), a favourite name with all

Arabs
; cp Aewv, Leo. Zeeb (3x1, a name said to have

been borne by a Midianite prince) is wolf
; cp Arabic

Dhi b, also AVKOS, Lupus. Zibeon (iiy3!), male

hyaena ;

3
cp Arabic Dubd a, Dubai a. Shual (Vjw),

fox
; cp Ar. Thii al, Gk. A\dnrr).

Eglah (n^y, fem.), cow, cp Ar. Ijl (masc. ),

Oja.il, Palm.
1*7-357 ( 0717X011, fem. OyijX?;), Sab. n^y,

Gk. II6prts, AdyiiaXis, etc., Vilnius.

Zibiah
(n&quot;3^)

fem. (x^i-, Zibia, masc. i Ch. 89), in

its Aram, form
Ta/3i&amp;lt;?d (Acts 9 36 40), gazelle. Cp

Phoen. N3i;, ArL Zabya, etc.
,

also Aop/cds, Ne/3pis,
etc. Similarly Epher (isy), and the diminutive form

Ephron (jnsj?), seem to mean young gazelle ; cp
Ar. Ghasdla Farkad, etc. Some animal of a kindred

species is denoted by Dlshon
(JIB&amp;gt;H, JEH),

Dishan
(JCH).

In like manner Leah (nxS, fem.) perhaps means
a kind of gazelle, corresponding to Lay, Luivaiy in

Arabic
;
Aron (px), Aran (pn, according to the Syr.

Arna), is mountain-goat, like Jael C?j? , fem.), of

which Jaala (n
1

?]; ), Jaalah (n^ ), may be the Aram.
form (see above, 53) ; cp Arabic \Vala (masc. form

OudXov). The Arabic Badan and Ar-wd (fem.) have

the same meaning.
Immer (nax), male sheep, corresponds to the Arabic

Hamal ; and Rachel (Vni), ewe, to the Arabic Ruhaila

(diminutive form).
Hamor (iicn), ass = Arabic Himar, Lat. Asellus.

Hezir (Tin), boar = Arabic Hinzir, and still at the

present day Hansir.* The name Tin 33i which may
seem strangely inappropriate in the case of the Jews,
is confirmed by an inscription of this very family ;

the

pronunciation Hezir, which is also that of
&amp;lt;5

hL
,
has

been adopted in order to distinguish the name from

Hazir. By the boar is here meant the wild boar, as

a type of combativeness. The names KaTr/sos, Aper
were similarly used

;
the corresponding term I ardz

appears frequently as a proper name among the aristo

cracy of the Sasanian Empire.

Shaphan (fas ),
the name of an animal similar to the

marmot (hyrax) cp the synonymous Arabic names,

VVabr, Ubair.

Achbor (-ii33j;), mouse cp 1335; on an Israelite

intaglio and several times in Phoenician inscriptions,

1 But see also HULDAH, HELED, HELDAI.
2 See ARGOB, 2.

3 The many animal names among the inhabitants of Seir

(Gen. 36) have been noticed by WRS (A7. 218). In some

points, it must be admitted, he has gone too far, and his ex

planation of the facts does not appear satisfactory to the writer

of the present article.
4 See Jones in the Record of the Bombay Government, 43 60.
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Arabic Akbar and the synonymous Far, etc., also

MCs, Mus.
Aiah (:TK), hawk, or some such bird of prey,

corresponds to the Arabic Hida ,
Kash am, Gk. I^pa.

Oreb (any, a name ascribed to a Midianite prince),

raven = Arabic Ghurab, Gk.
K6/&amp;gt;a,

Lat. Corvus.

Jonah (,i3v), dove, is a man s name, like the corre

sponding Arabic names Hamdm, Hamdma. The Arabic

Fahita, Gk. Ile/xcrrepd, Tpvyuv, Qdrriov, are names of

women.

Hoglah (,-tan). partridge the word may have the

same meaning when it is the name of a place, shortened

from nS:n n 3-

Zippor (IBS, TIBS, fem. Zipporah, max), small bird

= Palm. xn-ji-
(2e&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;&amp;lt;epa), Arabic, Usfur, Gk. DITTOS,

SrpoP^os.
Nahash (era). serpent, with its diminutive Nahshon

(firm), corresponds to the Arabic Haiya, Hanash, Afd,
etc., Gk. ApdKwv. Nehushta (untrra, fem.) is doubtful.

Saraph (nib) also denotes some kind of serpent.

Nun
(p3, Non,

|y),
fish. So ancient a name may

perhaps be connected with the worship of fish-deities

which is known to have prevailed in those countries
;
to

this Exod. 204 refers, or that is in the water under the

earth.

Hagab (3311), and, in its Aram, form, Hagaba
(N3jn), Hagabah n33n (cp AGABA, AGABLTS), grass

hopper, corresponds to the Arabic Jardd, Jundub, Gk.

AKpLdiwv. Gazzam (EJJ) is probably another form of

gdsiim, which has the same meaning (e.g., Joel 14).

Deborah (mil, rrfoi, better it would seem, Dibborah,

miai, according to (5 s form Ae/3^wpa), bee, cp

MAicnros, fem. MeXtcrcra.

Parosh (trjns). flea, cp SMXXos, ^XXa, and the

African priest, L. Cascil. Saturninus Pulex (Ephem.

Gaal (Syj) is explained by Wellhausen (IJG 26,

2nd ed. 44) as equivalent to the Arabic Jit al, dung
beetle

;
but this is uncertain, although Josephus seems

to have the form Fi dXTjs. Cp Kdvdapos, fem. KavOdpa,

Tola (yVm), worm, the Arabic names, Du dd,

Diiddn, perhaps have the same meaning.

Names borrowed from plants are much rarer.

Tamar (inn, fem.), date-palm, seems to have no

equivalent among Arabic proper names ;

69. riant
since names O f this class are many in

names. ^rahj c j t mus t appear strange that the

queen of trees is unrepresented. Allon
([i^x),

oak or

terebinth, i_Ch. 437, is perhaps properly the name of

a place, like Elon
(pSx, ji rx), Tappiiah (man, see 10),

and Eshcol (SspN, Gen. 141324), the representative of

the Va^x Sm, valley of grape-clusters ;
Wellhausen is

probably right in identifying Anub (yzy, i Ch. 48), with

the place called Anab (335;) in Josh. Il2i 15s (De gent.

34 /.}. Lebana (N33
1

?), Lebanah (,-133 ?),
is perhaps

poplar, properly the white tree, like the Aram. KTin ;

elsewhere the poplar is called libneh (,133S).

Rimmon (psi), pomegranate, cp Poto?, fem. Potw.

Zethan
(;n T), Zetham (cm), may signify olive, from

a similar form is borrowed the Arabic word Zaitiin.

Hadassah (nDin), myrtle ; cp MI^TT;, Mvpnov,

Mvpivvrj.

Zowrdwa, &quot;Lovcrdwa. (Susanna), in the apocryphal
addition to Daniel and in the NT is few or rtww,

lily ;
this name appears as ^wffdvr], in the old Semitic

myth from Ctesias, Diod. Sic. 26 ; cp \eipiov (fem.).

Koz (pp),
b ne Hakkoz (ppn 33), briar

; many
Arabic proper names are borrowed from thorny plants,

which symbolise men formidable to their enemies ; cp

It is not certain whether there are any Hebrew names

denoting a trade or profession ;
in Arabic we find only

a few such e.g., Hdrith, ploughman ; Najjdr,

carpenter. Carmi
(

%

c-o) probably does not mean vine-
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dresser, but is to be taken as an adjective designating

vt\ Tvario race (cp CARMI). c njrirrp(AV son of[one
6

of] the apothecaries ),
Neh. 3 8, is one

whose parents or ancestors were aromatarii ;

accordingly we should read, in the same verse, C eiitf.Tp.

son of the goldsmiths. Such appellations are not rare

in Syriac. The yn^n 33 (
sons of the lohesh ; see HALO-

HESH), traced their descent from a magician, the 33

mSDn (
sons of the Sophereth ),

from a female scribe (!),

whilst the SKID nns 33 (
sons of Pahath Moab

),
were

proud to call themselves after an ancestor who had been

governor of Moab. A singular nickname is given to

the mother of the family known as c 3xn rms 33 (
the

sons of Pochereth-hazzebaim ),
she who fetters the

gazelles, which seems to mean that she was so swift

of foot as to overtake these animals. 1 The above

designations are of course not to be regarded as real

names. Arah (mn) might be the Aramaic word for

wanderer (corresponding to the Hebrew Oreah).
Heber and Heber (130) appear to be wrongly vocalised ;

the form Hober might be a real name, meaning en

chanter, whereas Haber would be associate.

In Arabic, very many names are derived from objects

of various kinds. Such names are suggested sometimes
._ by a resemblance between the person

71. warn
an j tne O

jjj ect&amp;gt; sometimes by a purelyom ODjects. .^Qjfjgntai circumstance attending the

birth. The present writer was once informed by
Wetzstein that among the Bedouins a girl might be

named Tha/je, snow-flake, because it happened to be

snowing when she was born. It is, of course, impossible
in most cases to guess what gave rise to such names.

Among the Hebrew names hitherto unexplained, there

may be some which belong to this class, though it does

not seem likely that they are very numerous. We may
here mention Hotham (cnin), seal, liketheGr. 2

&amp;lt;ppay Is ;

the same meaning probably belongs to niyaa ( 33), sons

of Tabbaoth, where the plural form, strange as it

appears, is attested also by &amp;lt;. Purah [RV] (,TIE), if

correctly vocalised, is wine-press. Bakbuk (fnapa)i

pitcher (cp the Aram, name Xoufa[s], Chuza, i.e.,

N113, pitcher, Lk. 83). Rebecca (npai, Ribhkah, Pe-

(3eKKa), cord, especially such as was used for tying

sheep (that her daughter-in-law is called Rachel [Sm],

ewe, may be an accidental coincidence). Rizpah

(nan), pavement, Achsah (nB3y), anklet (for women).
This last belongs to a special category, namely, that of

names borrowed from articles of luxury, of which the

following also are examples : Peninnah (,i33E), probably
the singular of D 3 3S, corals,

2 Shoham (cnir). some

precious stone (perhaps the onyx). Keziah [RV]

(njrxp)i cassia, and Keren-happuch (^31 pp),
box

of face paint. The last two are ornamental titles

bestowed by the poet upon the daughters of Job.

Perhaps we may include in the same class the somewhat

doubtful name Zeri
( -is), which may be another form of

s6ri
(&quot;is),

storax, and Zeruiah (n ns fem.), which may
mean one who is perfumed with storax. Cp Mvpos,
fem. Mvpu, also Basemath [RV] (ncc-3).

The time of birth may have suggested the names

Nogah (333) and Moza (uxia). sunrise ;
but it is also

_. possible to explain them as metaphors. An
72. lime.

ana]ogous case is Shaharaim(c inB ), dawn,

if the form be correct. A similar assumption being

made, Hodesh (chn, fem. i Ch. 89) signifies born at

the feast of the new moon
; cp Phoenician cnn33 which

is rendered by Noi /uijcios. ShabbtHhai (TO;?. 2a/3-

pa.Ta.ios
in the Letter of Aristeas] is clearly one born on

the Sabbath like Baptra/3/ids in the NT (see above,

48). Haggi ( an), Haggai ( an), fem. Haggith (mn),
3

1 In old Arabic poetry a horse used for hunting is styled

Kaid al \\ivnbid, fetter of the flying animals.
2 See RUBY.
3 Haggiah (,-t an, the name of a man, i Ch. 6 15 [30]) can hardly

be correct ; the only possible rendering would be my feast is

Yahwe.
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probably mean born on the feast day. Perhaps
Moadiah (myiB, see 32) may have the same sense.

Names of this kind, usually compounded with den (p)
or bar (13) as the case may be, are employed by other

Semites, in particular by the Syrians.
An idea of direction is expressed in the names Jamm

(j
D ).

Ben -j
ami n (po :a), Min-iamin (po jo)

or Mijamin

73 Direction (i s
&quot;

-) and zcPh5n (ps*. p Bx Ziphion).
Both pa :3 and pas (a son of Gad)

seem to be properly names of districts, southern and
4 northern.

We may here add the strange names Jaakobah (ra py),
towards Jacob, and Chenaanah (HJJUD), towards

Canaan. Moreover in i Ch. 25 14 JSsharelah [so EV]
(nSxib ,

for which v. 2 has Asharelah, n ?NnB N) may natur

ally be taken to mean towards Israel.

The Arabs use also many abstract nouns as proper
names. To account for such names is sometimes even

mrc er than to account for those which
are borrowed from material objects. A

few examples of this class have already been mentioned

incidentally (cp Gr. IcroTTjs, Afipofftivi), &quot;Zutppoavvrj,

etc.). We may cite here, rma, Manoah, rest, (unless

it comes from the root ma, to present a
gift,&quot;

and there

fore belongs to the category in 57) ; Merab (ma)
probably increase

;
Mahlon (pSna) and Chilion (JV^D),

sickness and wasting (two persons who are intro

duced into the narrative for the purpose of explaining
how two young women came to be widows) ; Naboth

(ni33. masc.), perhaps height ;
Tikvah (mpn, masc.),

hope ; Rinnah (ran, masc.), shouting ;
Sacar (~\3iy),

reward (from God) ; TShinnah (n-inn, masc.
), request

or favour ; Hezion
(jrin,

an Aramaean), vision
;

Michal
C?3&amp;gt;e, fern.), perhaps power ;

Harhur (-iirnrt),

fever. That Mirmah [RV] (HOTD). deceit, should
be the right form seems very improbable. Tw/3[e]ir,

Tw/3a#, Tobit (masc.), goodness, appears in post-
biblical Jewish writings as ni3B, n 3B. Mahol (Vine)

might be dance, were it not that Mahlah (nSna,
masc. and fern.

),
Mahalath (rtSna, fern.

)
and Mahli

( Sna, the name of a family of Levites) point to

some other derivation than that from Sin ; the un

certainty of the vocalisation here renders it impossible to

draw any conclusions. Amongst the names ending in

oth (ni) there may be some abstract nouns which perhaps
should be pronounced with tith (m) ; but nearly all of

__ -r.. , these are very doubtful, and in some cases
75. Final m. .. c T-Ueven the form varies. Thus the man who

is called Meshillemoth (niaWa) in Neh. 11 13 2 Ch.
28 12, is called Meshillemith (rraWa) in i Ch. 9 12; in

this last passage (as in 2 Ch.
)

has -wf) [BAL], whereas
in Neh. 1113 one reading [X

c -ams- inf
-] is -iff.

1 In like

fashion the same man appears as Shfilomoth (niaW) and
Shfilomith (n cVc*), the former being used as a name
elsewhere. To settle the precise meaning is hardly
possible. Nor can we explain Meremoth (niana, masc.

) ;

though it is once spelt nana it may perhaps be com
pounded with ma, death. The same word is pos
sibly contained in J6rimoth (nia T). JSremoth (niar),
and doubtless in Azmaveth (maty, 63). Lappidoth
[RV] (nrrs

1

?, masc.), torches,
1

is no less suspicious in

appearance than Mikloth (ni^pc, Ma/ce\[\]u&amp;gt;0),
rods.

On the other hand, Jerioth (rrijrv), tents (i Ch. 2i8),

may be originally the name of a place. Nebaioth (nv3]),

heights (?), the name of a people, seems to be a real

plural, like the names of modern Arabian tribes in -at.

The plural forms Huppiin (c sn, csn, Gen. 4621 ;
i Ch.

7 15) and Shuppim (D BC, cstr, i Ch. 7 12 15 26i6, for

which Gen. 4621 has Muppim, n 3a) are proved incorrect

by the adjectives Huphamite (DB?n) and Shuphamite
(asic*). The form Shephupham [RV] (csiBtf, Samaritan

DBIIP) is found in Nu. 2639, and Shephuphan (JS^B?) in
i Ch. 85. Both form and meaning are here quite
uncertain. The same may be said of Shapham (DBB&amp;gt;,

l BN*A omit ; L has -108.
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the name of a man), Shgpham (CEIT) and Siphmoth [F.V]

(nlBBt?. names of places), and also of the adjective
Shiphmite ( Dfic&amp;gt;).

Whether the dual Diblaim (o Van),
as the name of a man, be correct, it is impossible to say,
since the meaning of the word is unknown.

Adjectives in -/ (gentilicia) appear to have been very
rarely used as names in the strict sense. Thus we find

76 Final i
Jehudi (&quot;&quot;

lT&amp;gt; J er &quot; 36 4 2I 23) I the man in

question is thereby designated as a real

Judaean, perhaps in consequence of the fact that his

great-grandfather, to judge by his name Cushi (-riD),
was a native of /Ethiopia. Similarly we find a Boeotian
named Botwros, a Molossian named MoXoacros, a
Thessalian named IIeT0a\6s (i.e., GerraXos); see Kick,

340. A Judith [EV] (rrar) appears even in Gen. 2634,
and in the well-known romance the heroine bears the

name Ioi&amp;gt;50, as being the ideal of religious and political
virtue. The Cushi who was a member of the royal family,

according to Zeph. li, very possibly had a mother be

longing to some black race. The man called jj isn (the

Cushite) in 2 S. 18 and insri -jVo 13V (Ebed-melech the

Cushite ; EV Ethiopian), who is mentioned several times

by Jeremiah, were no doubt of African extraction
; cp

55-3 in the Phoenician inscription of Elephantine, which
is contemporaneous with Jeremiah. We also find Beeri

(&quot;1N3,
or -a, fieri, i Ch. 7s6), belonging to the well,

or belonging to the place called Beer, and Gehazi

(vnM or im), which has the appearance of being derived

from the name of some place compounded with -j or

NU (Ge, valley) ;
we are reminded of the mysterious

phrase
j
vin j (Ge-hizzaion, valley of vision

)
in Is. 22 15.

On the many names ending in / in the genealogies,
see above, 52 these are used simply as adjectives.
So far as the form is concerned we must include in the

same class names like Omri (nay), Barzillai (-Vnaji
made of iron (cp the Punic Birzilis, genitive case,

Ephem. epigr.S^o) and Shimshai
( ^a;: ) solan s,

1

the

name of a non-Israelite
;

in later times Shimshai appears

among the Syrians as Za/ucrcuos , 2a,cwr6os, and the brother

of Simeon Stylites was called -rar. Though the

grammatical form of these three names offers no diffi

culty, their origin and meaning are quite obscure. 1

ITDI? might also be regarded as an abbreviation of some
name like ciiE Cc? (iciju.i/ fy^pa.juos), which was not rare

among the Aramaeans.
A considerable number of names end in

j
(an) or

|S

(5n), for which, in some cases, the archaic termination

77 Final an
tion c^~ ^&quot;&quot;^

or c
~

^&quot;^
1S suhstituted -

on dm dm Whether these terminations are really
identical is by no means certain. Some

times p appears to be a diminutive termination e.g., in

Ephron (jnsy), hinnulus
; Eglon vitulus,

Arabic Ojail; Nahshon
(p:?m),

small serpent ;
Samson

(pB Ca*. Shims/ion), small sun, like the Arabic buviais

(name of a man); Abdon
(jnay), diminutive form

of the abbreviated name Ebed (135;),
like the Arabic

Obaid. Other examples of these terminations are

Hemdan
(pan),

Gen. 8626 (so also in [ADL] and
Samaritan text), but Hamran (pan) in i Ch. 141 (&amp;lt;S

AU

follows Gen.
) probably desirable, like the Arabic Ham-

ddn ;
z Amram (ciay), probably in good condition ;

Chimhan
(fnDD)i

Chirnham (cnca), and Gideon (pjna);
see

above, 66. Malcham (caSa, i Ch. 89) is open to sus

picion. No definite meaning can be extracted from
Simeon (pyac

1

)
Gershom (citrij). Gershon

(ptnj).
Onam

(mix), Onan (pin), Hemam (cc n. Gen. 8622, for which

iCh. 1.39 has Hdnram, cain), Heman(jD n)i Bilhan
(jn*?3;

the fern. Bilhah, nrrSa, is also obscure), Balaam (cj;S3,

Bil am). As for Tram (cry) and Eran
(py), they are no

less difficult to explain than Ir (TJ;), Er (iy), Ira (NTP),
Iri (-TJ;), Eri (ny), Iru (n y), forms of which some are

doubtless incorrect. In Rguben
(pija,

as in
pi&quot;,

Yarden,

1 For other possible explanations see OMRI, BARZILLAI,
SHIMSHAI.

2 See also HEMDAN.
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EV Jordan), we seem to have a variation of An, if the

view expressed in 62 be right. The disappears
in naVe i Shelomo, EV Solomon (= Arabic Saldmdn),

peaceable or happy, and probably in i-irr, EV Jethro

(=Yithrdn, prr).
eminent.

Had all Hebrew names been transmitted to us in their

correct form, we should presumably be able to point out

A Vi
m t^lem rnany archaisms and dialectic

78. Arcnaic
pccunarities. As it is, the most note-

11
worthy phenomenon of this kind is the

retention of the ancient feminine ending n in a few OT
names a form which survives in Phoenician and even

in Moabite. Thus we find the masculine names GSnu-
bath (m:j)i Shimrath (mac )-

Goliath (n
&amp;lt;l

?J, a Philistine),

Manahath (nma, originally, it would seem, the name
of a place), Ginath (nrj, &amp;lt;5

Yuva.6 [BA] -w6 [L]) ;

the feminine names Basgmath (nafc 3). Mahalath (rrWia).

Of these names only a few admit of a satisfactory ex

planation. Taphath (nEB, fern, i K. 4 n) has a suspicious

appearance, as the words -im na: immediately precede.
It is interesting to notice that all the grammatical

persons occur in Hebrew proper names, though they

C c not a wa
&amp;gt;

s refer to the same kind of

matical
} The third person ^

is used of the

Deity in names like Azar-iah (imiy),
and also without any express mention of the Deity

e.g., in Joseph (JDV)
whilst in Jephunneh (njfl )

and
the like it refers to the bearer of the name.

ii. The second person occurs only in imperative forms
;

it is used of God in Shuba-el (Sj^sy) and jfiSjjn (if the ex

planations given above, 22, 30, be correct), and of

man in rrVsn (Hakke-le-yah, see above, 23), miin

(Hodu-jah; see 33), perhaps in piNT (Reu-ben; but

see above, 77, 62).
1

iii. The first person singular refers (a) to God in

the artificial names Giddalti
( nSu) and Romamti-ezer

(ity neon) i
see above, 22. (b] To the bearer of the

name in such cases as Ablhu (Ki,V3K)i Klihu (in Sn), and
in those which have nlor It e.g. , Hashabne-iah (n^atrn),
Tebal-iah (in San) ;

2
(c )

to the mother, or, in some cases,

tothe father, in ShSalti-el (VN n^Nw ) Hephzi-bah (n3 sEn),

Noomi
( oyj, EV Naomi), my sweetness,&quot; my delight ;

PSullethai [RV] ( n^ys, pron. Pfiullathi), my wages ;

Naftri (nyj), my lad
;
B6ni

( 33), my son (if we adopt
the view that these forms are to be substituted for the

Massoretic Naarai and Bunni respectively). -Among the

Abyssinians we find a multitude of such names express

ing motherly affection e.g. , my king, my crown, my
gold, my plum, my buffalo (i.e., my hero );

similarly in Palmyrene, &amp;lt;rnc. my mistress ; TDK , my
glory ; o an, my beloved

;
and in the Talmud Yyi,

my little one. Whether Cozbi
( 373) and Tibni

( izn)

belong to this class is doubtful. (d) The first per
son plural refers to the parents or to the whole com

munity in Immanuel C?N?:ey) I cp Phoen. ^333K, Syr. pax,

Talm. pa,
our father (a term of endearment used

by the mother, like N^N, father, etc.
),
Palm, nj^ia, Bol

is ours ; ijjy, he has answered us.

In conclusion something may be said about the

history of theformation of names among the Israelites.

Whilst the divine appellation El (Sx),

^ which was common to all the Semites,

appears even in the oldest names, such

as Israel
(Sine&quot;),

it would seem that

names compounded with jah (in*) came into use later

and gradually increased in number. 3
Jochebed (-ear)

is scarcely to be regarded as historical. In Jehoshua
(ycnrv). the name of the successor of Moses, we have an

apparent instance of Jeho- (I,T) as a divine appellation ;

1 Cp also BENINU.
2 These and many others may, however, really belong to c.

3 W. Max Mi iller has completely failed in hisattempt to produce
from hieroglyphic inscriptions examples of the use of n (sic, not

in ) in ancient names of places, and at least in one name of a

person (As. u. Eur. 312^).
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El and Yahwe
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but since the same man is also called Hoshea (yrin),
some doubt still remains. On Seraiah (n-ic

1

)
and

Reaiah (rrjo) in Chronicles no argument can be based,
for even if these names be genuine they belong to a later

period than that which might be supposed from their

connection with the patriarchs. Whether Gideon s son

Joash (C&amp;gt;NV),
and Samuel s son Joel C?KV) are cases in

point .is at least not quite certain (see above, 26,

37). In any case names formed with Jeho (in*) occur

shortly before the period of the kings, and after a
while they became more popular than any other class

of names.

Names formed with Baal (^3) were doubtless used
to a considerable extent in early times, and even under
the first kings. We may still perceive traces of the

attempt to abolish this name of the Deity, which had
become offensive in consequence of the feeling that it

stood in contrast to Yahwe (see also 41). It is there

fore quite possible that in several biblical names El or

Yahwe has been substituted for Baal.

Since the Israelites were at one time sojourners in

Egypt and ever afterwards continued to have intercourse

81. Egyptian.
th

.

that cou try- like
?

the neigh-
OJ r bounng peoples, we might naturally

expect to find a certain number of Egyptian names
in use among them. The only clear case, however, is

Phinehas (DTO E), a name which (according to informa

tion received by the present writer from Erman and

Spiegelberg) was extremely common in Egypt, and
has the singular meaning this negro (cp Cushi, cfta).

It might be plausibly conjectured that Moses (nsya) is of

Egyptian origin, although the Egyptian equivalent which
has been suggested for it, namely A/ose( or some such form),
has a different sibilant (see MOSES, 2). Putiel (VKTME)
bears a resemblance to the Egyptian names Potiphar

(IS DIE) and PotipheYa (yns aiE) ;
a name compounded

with El (SN) might be coined in Egypt as easily as one

compounded with some other Semitic appellation of the

deity. Ashhur
(-nni5&amp;gt;K)

is very probably Ish-hor, man
of Horus, an Egyptian god who undoubtedly appears
in the Phoenician name -im3y (cp notray. servant of

Osiris, and other Phoenician names). It seems therefore

quite possible that Hur (-)?n), who, like Phinehas, stands

in connection with Moses, is neither more nor less than

Horus, for, acccording to Spiegelberg, this name
occurs in Egypt as the name of a human individual, not

only as the name of a god.
1 The same scholar has also

corroborated the further suggestion that Pashhur RV
(vnc E-).

which certainly does not look like a Hebrew
name, is compounded with Horus

;
PShHR portion

of Horus, or Horus apportions, occurs once as a

proper name. Persons thoroughly acquainted both

with Egyptian and with Hebrew would probably be

able to point out a few more Egyptian names borne

by Israelites. 2

A reference to the Exile is contained in AssTr (nex),

prisoner, the name of a son of Jeconiah who was carried

captive to Babylon (see ASSIR). In Ex. 624
i Ch. 67 822 [22 23 37] the same name TDK

must have been suggested by some other circumstance.

The name El-iashib (TjrSx) was likewise used, at the

period in question, with reference to the return to Canaan.
Zerubbabel C?331T), according to Jensen, occurs several

times as a Babylonian proper name ; it signifies seed

_ , , of Babvlon. Of the same period
83. Babylonian.17 are the following Babylonian names

(on which see the special articles) : Sheshbazzar (-ii 3c*tr),

Sharezer [RV] nsmtr (Sareser) Zech. 7 2, Bilshan (jr^,

1 That -yin is Horus has already been suggested by Nestle, who

82. Exile.

Kigennamen/ which appeared after this article was set up (see

above, col. 3269, n. i) points out (75 f.) that the name yvnx is

compounded with the name of the great Egyptian god Ra .

It is to be noticed that this man belongs to the family of the

Naphtalites mentioned in Numbers.
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which is found also in an ancient Aramaic document,

CIS, 259, and corresponds to the Babylonian Belshun),

N6koda (xiip:, the Babylonian Nikudu, a kind of bird),

see Friedr. Del. Prol. 212, where the name Barkos

(bpia) is also explained as Babylonian.
1 On Sanballat

(BV23D), see Schrader, KAT&, 382. Mordecai
( 31-0.

MapSoxatos) is at least derived from the name of the

Babylonian god Marduk.

In Meshezabeel C?K3rBto. 29) the first part is doubt

less of Babylonian origin ;
but since the verb yv, 3W had

already passed into the Aramaic language, the name

must be regarded as Aramaic. It is certain that at

that time Aramaic was largely used in Babylonia.

Hence it is that several families of Jewish exiles mentioned

in Ezra 2 = Neh. 7 = i Esd. 5 bear Aramaic names

e.g., b ne HatTpha (xs tsn 33), b ne Hatlta (xtren -33)

( pointed ?), b ne Pgrlda (NTIS 33) or b ne PeYuda

(x-iriB 33, separated ?), etc. So also we find Aziza

(ttny) strong (Palm, ny, and, in its Arabic form

iriy), Z6bina (xr3t) bought (used in later times both

by Jews and Aramaeans), cp Palm. pin^N God has

bought ;
the name must therefore be included among

those mentioned in 56. We may observe here how

ready the Jews were, even at that period, to conform to

foreign custom in the matter of names, as in other

externals, while rigidly preserving their national char

acter.

No Persian names are borne by Jews in the OT ;

even Esther (TTIDK) is scarcely of Persian origin. See

ESTHER.
In the time of Ezra some ancient names reappear

e.g. , Shimeon (ppssr),
Ezra 10 31. The great popularity of

this name (in Greek, Sweu&quot; , Si/uuw,

the latter bdng a]so a genuine Greek

name
j

js probably due to Simeon the

High Priest, of whom Jesus bar Sira speaks with such

admiration, and to Simeon the brother of Judas the

Maccabee, who was himself a great
- grandson of

another Simeon. Joseph (tpi )
is found in Ezra 1042,

Neh. 12 14, and afterwards appears very frequently,

sometimes in its full form, sometimes shortened into

Jose (-DV), in the NT Joses, Iw&amp;lt;rr?s. Joshua (yc-in ),
the

name of the successor of Moses, occurs again in i S. 6

1418 and 2 K. 23 8; the same name, mostly written

Jeshua (jw-) according to the later pronunciation, was

borne by the high priest in the days of Darius I. About

340 B.C. it reappears in the family of the High Priests,

and occasionally in the period following. At the time

of Christ, and even later, it was extremely common

(Greek form, I^troCs, Jesus). The name Jonathan (|n:r)

had never dropped out of use. Of repetition of the name

Judah (rrnrr) the earliest instances are Judas the Macca
bee and one of his contemporaries (i Mace. 11 70) ;

in

subsequent ages it was very popular, as is shown by the

NT. Jacob (spy) seems to have come into use very late ;

the list in the Letter of Aristeas contains one Id/cw/Soy,

and the NT mentions three (EV James). Of ancient

names, moreover, the following were particularlycommon
at that period Hananiah (,T::n), Johanan (pnv). Iwdv-

vrj S (EV John), and, as a feminine name Iwdvva, Joanna,

(Lk. 832410), Eleazar (ity jK), Adffcpos (Lazarus),

Azariah (miy), Mattithiah (rrnna), Martfiaj (Matthias).
We also find in a considerable number of cases Menahem

(cms), Hezekiah (rrptn). Jeremiah (,TDT). On the

other hand, as has long ago been remarked, the Jews
continue for many ages after the Christian era to avoid

the sacred names Abraham and Moses, likewise Aaron
and David. The Letter of Aristeas , it is true, mentions

an
&quot;

A/3pa/uos (Abram), and in Tobit Zappa (Sara) plays
an important part. The name of Moses sister probably
owed its popularity to Mariamme, the last of the Has-
monaeans

;
in the NT we meet with several women

called Maptd/u or Mapta (Mary).
Since Ezra s time very few Hebrew names have been

1
See, however, BARKOS.
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coined. The following may be mentioned *rnn

t

known to us only in the shortened forms

Otas, Onias (min). Talmudic

86. Greek.

85. New
names.

(
wm-

ch latter represents the Babylonian

pronunciation); &quot;A/3&amp;lt;K /3os,
Abubus beloved (3?3n,

Hdbub], i Mace. 16 1 1
; &amp;lt;baffdri\os (^NSB, Plsael) ; Map-

7dXw0oj pearls (ni[ ]Snc), Jos. Ant. xvii. 62; Zwo-dwa,
^ovcrdwa, lily (j^itr

or nwier). At the same time

some Aramaic names became current e.g. , N TNE

(see above, 55), Neretpas (KTBJ) preserved (by God),

Jos. BJ iii. 7 21
;

but such names are fewer than we

might have expected.
Soon after Alexander the Jews began to adopt Greek

names ; this process doubtless originated in the upper
classes. A high priest called himself

Idffwv, Jason, attempting to imitate his

real name l7j(roOs, Jeshua (jntr), just as a certain Id/xos

(o p , Jakim) called himself &quot;AX/a/tos, Alcimus, and

ZiXas, Silas (N TNC )
in the NT was transformed into

2tXoi&amp;gt;ap 6s, Silvanus. From that time Jason became a

common name among the Jews. The brother of the

above-mentioned Jason, Ovtas, Onias (min), bestowed

upon himself the name of MevAaos, Menelaus. The
author of the Letter of Aristeas includes several Greek

names in his list of those who translated the Pentateuch

in the third century B.C., a list which, it is true, he

composed from his own imagination. The national

reaction of the Maccabaean period did not put a stop to

this tendency. A nephew of Judas was named
prfp

TpKavos, Johanan Hyrcanus ; his sons were jmirr

(shortened into xr) A\eavdpos, Jannai Alexander,

rmn Api&amp;lt;rT6/3oi&amp;gt;Xos, Judah Aristobulus, and Avriyovos,

Antigonus. The NT also contains double names of this

kind e.g. ,
SaCXos

C?INB&amp;gt;, Shaul) IlaDXoj, Saul Paul;

ludvvris (pnv) Map/cox, John Mark
; Zu/xeoj;/ (pycty) 6

Ka\oi&amp;gt;fj.evos ?\Lyep, Simon called Niger (Acts 13 i).
1 Even

in Palestine, however, many Jews of the time of Christ

bore only Greek names. Of the apostles, who were Gali-

lagans in an inferior social position, one was called 4&amp;gt;tXt7r-

TTOS, Philip, and another AvSp^as, Andrew. Among the

Jews of the more western regions, Greek names seem at

that period to have had a decided preponderance. Nor
was any offence caused by names connected with the

worship of heathen deities, since no one thought of the

meaning. It is true that in the Book of Daniel Abed-

nebo (133 I3y)&amp;gt;
f which the sense was only too obvious,

has been changed into Abed-nego ( 133 tny) ;
but just as

Ashhur (Tins?*) and Mordecai (-yro) were regarded as

unobjectionable, we read of strict Jews calling themselves

ATroXXwptoj, Apollonius, and AioSupot, Diodorus (names
borne by the envoys of the Maccabasan prince in Jos.

Ant. xiii. 92), whilst the associate of the apostle Paul was

named ATroXXws, Apollos. Similarly at a later period,

the father of a certain Rabbi Jose bore the distinctively

Christian name oita S. Il^rpos, Peter. Some names

which the Jews borrowed from the Greeks are ultimately

of Latin origin ;
a particular favourite was loDo-ros,

Justus, KBDV or UDV (which is the form of the vocative).

In the NT 2 and elsewhere we find many Greek abbre

viations used by Jews e.g. , AXeas, Alexas (ND^N) ;

AovK&f, Lucas; Apre/iay, Artemas ; KXeo?ras, Cleopas ;

KXwTras, Clopas ; 0eu5as, Theudas, which last is a

genuine Greek abbreviation of 9e65wpos, Theodorus, or

6eo56&amp;lt;Tios, Theodosius, whereas 6a55a(os, Thnddseus,

Kin, is formed after the Hebrew fashion. Soon after

the apostolic age, if not earlier, some Jews adopted the

practice of spelling their Hebrew names according to

the Greek pronunciation e.g. , po D, Simon, Ztyuwv, or

fi
D D, Simeon, Zvpeuv, for

pjEup,
Shim 5n

; po N, Isak,

for pns .
Yishak ; jar, Juda (vocative) or pr, Juda,n

(accusative) for rmv, Yehuda ; cp the name on iV,

Levites, AI^TT;S, for nVn, Hallevi. The fusion of Greek

1 On double names the one indigenous, the other Greek of

Jews and other Orientals, cp R. Herzog in Philologus, 66

2 See Winer, Gram.(^, 16, 9.
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and Jewish culture, a process of such vast importance
in the history of the world, is here, as it were, symboli

cally represented. The creative power whereby a nation

is enabled to coin new names had at that period long been

extinct among the Jews, even as it has become extinct

among the Christian peoples of the present day.
T. N.

B. PLACE-NAMES

In the following sections dealing with place-names,
as in the rest of the article, the aim is (i) to give the

right points of view for the study of the names, (2) to

show how they may be classified, with examples, (3) to

discuss in an introductory way some of the many difficult

questions which arise out of the subject, and (4) incident

ally to throw some light on certain names and so to

supplement the special articles.

The names of places recorded in the OT are, regarded
as a whole, different in character from the personal

names. Two differences in particular
87. Compared
with personal.

are worthy of notice.
(
i

)
A very much

smaller proportion of place-names con

sists of compounds forming a sentence (sentence-names) ;

for whilst the great majority of compound personal names
are sentences (e.g. , Elnathan), the great majority of

compound geographical names are combinations of two

(or more) nouns in a genitival relation (e.g., Bethel).

(2) Whilst in the case of personal compounds with a

divine name, the number of those containing the proper
name of the deity is larger than that of those making
use of one of the common divine terms (such as el,

baal) ;
in geographical compounds, on the other hand,

the proper name of a deity is very rare, and a common
term, such as el, baal, frequent.

Both these differences may be due to the great

antiquity of the place-names ;
for there are indications

that sentence-names were not the earliest type even of

personal names among the Hebrews (cp HPN 246 ff.),

and an early preference for the common rather than the

proper name of deity is also a probable inference from
the history of personal names. It would be hazardous,

however, to make the assumption that place-names were

generally derived from personal, or the reverse, the basis

of an examination of either group. The two groups

require in the first instance independent analysis and

examination, and only in the light of this can the deter

mination of the relation between them be profitably

attempted.
The rarity of sentence-names among the names of

places is one cause of -the greater obscurity in which

Oh &quot;t

geographical names are involved
;
for

scuri y. the combination of two terms into a

sentence limits the range of ambiguity of either more
than their union as construct and genitive. Another
cause is the greater antiquity and non-Hebrew origin
of at least many of the place-names ;

we have to

interpret them with but little or none of the literature

of the people who framed them to help us. Yet another

cause is the uncertainty attaching to the period in which

they originated ;
we can seldom fix more than a terminus

ad quern, the terminus a quo being absolutely undefined.

The textual tradition of place-names is frequently very
dubious.

A very large number of place-names at present defy

any reasonable interpretation. In other cases difficulty
arises from the ambiguity of the form ; and not un-

frequently from the uncertainty of the Massoretic read

ing. As an example of both causes of obscurity we may
take Migron. This name may come either

(
i

)
from the

root mgr with the substantival suffix on, or (2) from gry
with substantival prefix m and suffix on, or (3) from grn
with prefix m. As to No. i, it is true that the origin
from the root mgr is the barest possibility. It is un

likely that a root so Aramaic in character should have
entered into the name of a Mid-Canaanite town already

existing, in the time of Isaiah (1028). We may also
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dismiss No. 2 (root gry) on the ground of the lateness

of the noun formation (Barth, AH, 204), and, adopting
No. 3 (root grn), interpret the name as threshing-floor

(see We. on Is. 142). Next, as to the reading. This,

though retained by critics, cannot be held to be quite
certain. In the only two places where this name is

found, (5 in Is. and in i S. reads Megiddo, which
has suggested a new emendation of the text in i S. 142

(see MIGRON). Here then we have a typical instance

of the uncertainty of geographical names. For another
such instance take Madon (@

IiF
Marron) of which

possible roots are dun, mdw, mrw.
In dealing with the present subject it is most impor

tant to bear in mind this great ambiguity or uncertainty
of most individual names. It is as a rule only when
the instances are many that we can be certain that a

particular class of meanings was actually expressed by
place-names. There can, for example, be no question
that many place-names are identical with animal names.

Many of the individual instances even in this case are

uncertain
;
but the coincidences are too many to admit

of the reality and, indeed, of the considerable extent

of the class being doubted.

Still further uncertainty is connected with this and

many other classes when we proceed from determining
the meaning to inquire into the cause and origin of the

name. For instance : are these animal names due to

totemistic beliefs, or were they given because the animals

referred to abounded in the neighbourhood of the several

places, or because in some prominent feature the place
resembled the animal in question ?

It is impossible within the limits of the present article

to discuss the various theories or to examine in any way
exhaustively the various possible meanings of the whole
of the biblical place-names. All that we can attempt to

do is to arrange the names in classes and according to

meanings that are tolerably well established. More
over, we shall, generally speaking, exclude the names
of Egyptian, Assyrian, and other towns remote from

Palestine, confining ourselves to the names in the land

of Israel and the immediately surrounding countries.

Before we proceed to the classification, however,
certain points that have already been briefly referred to

call for discussion, and, especially,
tfle jjj story Of names Of Palestinian

places. It is difficult to say how

many of these were given by the Israelites. In a con

siderable number of cases we know definitely that they
were not. In other words, many of the names of places
in the land of Israel are pre-Israelitish. As to these

there are two main sources of information the Amarna
tablets (circa 1400 B.C.) and the lists of Thotmes III.

(not later than 15th cent.), Seti I. and Rameses II.

(predecessors of Mernephtah in whose reign the Exodus
is usually placed), Pap. Anastasi I. (temp. Rameses II.);

for references and details compare Winckler s edition

of the Amarna tablets with index (KB 5), and for the

Egyptian lists W. M. Miiller (As. u. Eur. , especially

154, 157-164, 181). Cp PALESTINE, 15.

Among names (of subsequently Israelitish towns)

occurring in the list of Thotmes, and therefore at least

as ancient as the fifteenth century B.C.
,
are Abel, Accho,

Achshaph, Ain, Aphek (?), Asthteroth-karnaim, Edrei,

Gath, Gaza, Hadid, Helkath, Ijon (?), Joppa, Kanah,
Makkedah, Migdal, Mishal, Rehob, Sharuhen, Socoh,

Zephath ; and among names mentioned in the lists

of Seti I. and Rameses II. are Beth-anath, Luz and

Secu, and perhaps also Jabneh and Heres. In the

Amarna tablets (i4th cent. B.C.) we meet with Aijalon,
Gath-rimmon (?), Hannathon, Hazor, Jerusalem, Kanah,
Lachish, Megiddo, Seir (?), Zorah.

The significance of these sources for our present

purpose, however, is not fully represented by the actual

identifications. Several of the names are typical instances

of considerable classes Ain (cp also Hi-ni-a-na-bi=
3:j; py,

Amarna 237 26) and Abel of the numerous com-

__ -
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pounds with these terms

; Aijalon and Zorah of animal

names ; Jabneh of names which consist of a third sing,

impf. Further, other names in these sources, though
not identical with biblical names, are instances of

other large groups of the latter
;

Bit-ninib (Amarna),
Ba -t -y -a (Thotmes list) of compounds with Beth

;

and Joseph-el (see JOSKPH i. , i) and Jakob-el (see

JACOB, i, and cp WMM As. u. Eur. 162 ff.\ of

compounds of an impf. and el. In brief, the biblical

place-names have so many and such close resemblances

to those early names that it is difficult, if not impossible,
in the absence of direct information to distinguish names

given to places by the Israelites from the names which

the} took over from the former inhabitants.

With regard to a few names, it is true, the biblical

writings contain statements or suggestions that certain

names were first given by the Israelites. Thus it has

generally been inferred (e.g. , by Di.
)
from Judg. 19 10

i Ch. \\ s, /. Josh. 158 181628 that Jebus was the

Canaanite name of the city which was subsequently
called by the Hebrews Jerusalem, and this was probably
intended by the Hebrew writers ;

but the occurrence of

the name Jerusalem in the Amarna tablets now shows
us that this was not the case.

The words their names being changed in Nu. 8238 may
be, as Dillmann suggests, a gloss directing that the two pre
ceding names Nebo and Baal-maon are to be so read as to

conceal their heathen origin ;
in any case the clause can hardly

mean that these two names are of Israelitish origin. To the

name Baal-perazim an Israelitish origin is attributed in 2 S. 5 20,
but perhaps erroneously (see BAAL-PERAZIM, and cp /// &amp;gt;Ar

i33).

See, further, BETHEL, SAMARIA. Joktheel was the name
given to Sela by Amaziah (2 K. 14 7); but whether the name
itself, which is borne by a Jewish town (Josh. 15 38), be pre-
Israelitish or not, we cannot say.

In any case, the number of names directly stated or

implied in the OT to have been of Israelitish origin is

small. In one or two cases the character of the name
itself clearly indicates such an origin ; perhaps the

clearest instance is Baal Judah (HPN 133 ;
see also for

a suggestion relative to Laish, ib. 102, n. 5).

Most of the pre- Israelitish names cited above are

clearly Semitic ;
but it is not improbable that some

. ... of the biblical place-names are not
90. Non-Semitic.

merdy pre . Isr

F
aelitish but non .

Semitic. Such a name as Ziklag, for instance, is diffi

cult to explain from the known Semitic vocabulary. Cp
ZIKLAG.
Names of Greek or Latin origin (in some cases substi

tutes for old names, in others names of entirely new towns)
are easily distinguishable. The ancient name Beth-

shean is already displaced by Z.K.vQ&v TroAis in Judith
3 10 (cp Judg. 127, &amp;lt;5) ;

and the NT refers to several

places with such names e.g. , Ptolemais, Cassarea,

Antipatris ;
see further, Schiirer G/VM 250-131.

Modern Palestinian names are Arabised forms of the

ancient names or fresh Arabic formations (cp Survey
of Western Palestine Special Papers, 254-258, and
the Name Lists).
To sum up, then. Apart from the Greek and Latin

names which are confined to the Apocrypha and the

91. Conclusion.
N
J-

a &quot;d are immediate y^^\able, the great majority of biblical

place-names are of Semitic origin ; of the Palestinian

names many are certainly pre-Israelitish, a few may be

non-Semitic, a few are certainly Israelitish
;
but with

regard to the great majority we are left in doubt whether

they were given by the Israelites or their Semitic pre
decessors. Hence from place-names we can infer

Israelitish belief and practice only with great caution
and under strict limitation. The precise origin of a
name is of course of less interest when it refers to un
changing physical features of a place ;

but it is of con
siderable importance when it refers to belief, practice, or
social characteristics which are subject to change. In
these cases it is seldom safe to infer more than is justified

by the consideration that, even when not given by the

Israelites, these names were intelligible to them.
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The interpretation of the names is to some extent

controlled and in some cases facilitated by certain more

92. Abbrevia-
f leSS Seneral characteristics. Many

... names (below, a, b, c) are abbreviations

of compound names (nJ3 = SO3 )
or

compound terms
(fB V

=
fry na) ; others

( 93) are expan
sions of simpler terms, e.g. , pyn *?ya

=
pyo. (For another

question relating to the form of certain place-names see

107).

(a) Abbreviation by omission of defining member?-
One of the commonest forms of abbreviation is the

omission of the art.cle, or the genitive, which originally
defined an appellative used as a proper name. In some
cases we still find both the full and the abbreviated form
of the same name in the OT

;
but it must be remembered

that where the definition is by means of the article the

EV never retains the distinction. Thus Gibeah (hill)

is the name of at least three different places mentioned
in the OT ;

one of these appears under these different

forms nyaan (the hill), iittv nyaj (Saul s hill), pc 33 njni

(the hill of Benjamin), nya.J (hill) the other two are

each mentioned but once : in the one case we find the

simple, undefined form nyin (hill), in the other the com
pound expression oru B nyaj (the hill of Phinehas).

Compare further, Kirjath and Kirjath-jearim, Bamoth
and Bamoth-baal. We have no doubt to explain certain

place-names of very general significance as the result of

this process of abbreviation e.g. , Adamah (
= land [of

. . .]), which was perhaps also the original form of the

names now appearing as Adam, Admah, and Adami
(in Adami - nekeb ); Ain = Well (of . . .); Gezer and
Helkath = Portion (of . . .

).

(d) By omission of defined members. A second type
of abbreviation is due to the omission of the substantive

in compound terms consisting of a substantive and an

adjective; thus Ashan (old) in Jos. 1042 etc. is an
abbreviation of the full name Bor-ashan (=old well,

unless indeed the name is to be explained with BDB as

smoking pit ; see COR-ASHAN), which occurs in OT
only in i S. 30 30. This instance shows how in some
cases fuller forms did actually lie behind adjectival
names. At the same time it is probably unnecessary
to assume that all adjectival names spring from original

compound terms.

The way in which tribal names became place-names
is illustrated by the abbreviation of Beeroth Bene-jaakan

(Dt. 106) into Bene-jaakan in a younger source (Nu.

333i/i, R) ; perhaps also by Addar as an abbreviation

of Hazar-addar (cp 105).

(c] The parallel forms Jabneh and Jabneel illustrate

another important class of abbreviations cp Earth, NB,
154-
Other types of abbreviations occur among the class

of names which constitute what we have termed ex

pansions (next ).

The existence of the various forms Beth-baal-meon,

Beth-meon, Baal-meon, and Meon (so read in Nu. 32s
_ . for Beon), taken in connection with

pan o .

t^e meanmg Of tne constant element

Meon (Dwelling), suggests that the full form is an ex

pansion from the original simple place-name which, like

so many others, is an appellative of wide signification

and was once no doubt defined by the article or a

genitive. Moreover, in other similar compounds the

final element is of a similar character
; cp Baal-hermon,

Baal-hazor.

These expanded compounds, however, as the above

parallel forms prove, were in turn subject to more than

one form of abbreviation ; the middle term Baal or the

first term Beth was omitted. The omission of Beth is

further illustrated by such alternative forms of the same

place-name as Beth-lebaoth and Lebaoth, Beth-azma-

veth, and Azmaveth. For further discussion of these

points see HPN 125-136 324; on the significance of

the Baal names see also below, 96.
1 Cp. Kcinig, Syntax d. hebr. Sprache, 295.
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We now come to the classification of place-names

according to their meanings ;
and we may first consider

I. Names originating in religious ideas
94. Meanings: Jr practices.

^
As we have seen, these names cannot

be indiscriminately used to illustrate Israelitish belief or

practice ; by themselves they merely prove that such

and such a belief or practice was at some time con

nected with such and such a place. In some cases,

however, the testimony of the meaning of the name
combined with other testimony renders much more
definite conclusions possible.

i. A considerable number of names reflects the wor

ship of certain objects or deities. As already remarked,
the deity is in most place-names re-

95. With divine
ferred J under a ^ term

(

proper names.
baal]

. but in a fcw a more definke

designation occurs.

Sun-worship pretty clearly accounts for several.

(i) Beth-shemesh (House or Temple of the Sun), the name of
a city in Judah (also called Ir-shemesh = City of the Sun, and,

perhaps, in Judg. 1 35 MT. HERBS [q.v.]), of another in Naphtali
and another in Issachar ; (2) En-shemesh (Well of the Sun), the

name of a well on the borders of Judah and Benjamin ; (3) the

ascent of HERES
[y.7&amp;gt;.]

on the E. of Jordan; (4) Timnath-
heres (Portion of the Sun), in the hill-country of Ephraim.

The distribution of these names is general ;
their

origin, no doubt, pre-Israelitish ;
for the last name

(Timnath-heres) is probably found as Hi-ra-ta in the list

of Rameses II., and Samsan (in the neighbourhood
of the southern territory of Dan) in the same list is

obviously of similar significance (VVMM As. u. Eur.

165, n. 4, 166). Perhaps, in spite of the different

sibilant (i? not o), the name of the Moabite city KIK-

HERES, or Kir-haraseth, is of similar origin. Cp, further

the Samsimurun of the Assyrian inscriptions, which may
lie concealed in the name usually read SHIMRON-MEKON
in Josh. 122o.

The worship of the moon may perhaps be traced in

Jericho, and Lebanon might be similarly explained ;

but the latter word can be explained quite satisfactorily,

and therefore more probably, by the primary meaning
of the root, to be white

;
see l&amp;gt;elow, 102. The

name of the Babylonian moon-goddess, Sin, is gener

ally detected in the names Sinai and Sin.

Other proper names of gods surviving in place-names
are : those of the Babylonian god Nebo in the Moabite

town and mountain, and in a town of Judah of that

name (but cp NEBO) ;
of Anath in BETH-ANATH, BETH-

ANOTH, ANATHOTH (the localities indicate the wide

spread of this primitive cultus) ;
of Ashtoreth in ASH-

TEROTH-KARNAIM and BE-ESHTERAH
;

of Dagon in

BETH-DAGON (represented both in N. and in S.
).

Rimmon, which appears in several place-names, is

ambiguous : it means a pomegranate ; but it is also the

name of a god. The use of the article (pain y^D in

Judg. 2045) favours interpreting the Rock of Rimmon
as the Rock of the Pomegranate ;

but in several of the

other names (En-rimmon, Rimmon, Rimmon-perez,
and Gath-rimmon) it is possible that Rimmon is a

divine proper name. It is true, the evidence of (5 is

rather against this view (JPTh. 334, n. i
;
but see RIM

MON). The name given as HADAD-RIMMON (q.v. )
is

too doubtful to quote, and the same remark applies to

the name ETH-KAXIN (q.v. ),
considered as a mark of

the cultus of the goddess Ath6. The Babylonian Bel

(as distinct from Baal) perhaps lies concealed in EBAL

(q.v.) and the RIBLAH (q.v.) ol Nu.34n
(&amp;lt;

. . . ap

/SrjXct); and a god Kush or Kish (=Ar. Kais) in KISH,
KISHON, and ELKOSH. Possibly Zur in Beth-zur is the

name (or title) of a deity. On the other hand, it is

very doubtful whether the am which we find at the end
of some place-name be the name of a deity ; see AMMI

[NAMES IN]. The altar-names, Jehovah-shalom and

Jehovah -nissi, and the names Jehovah -jireh and

Jehovah-shammah are hardly of the same kind
; cp

1 Cp Von Gall, Altisraelitische Kultstdtten.

33&quot;
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also Jer. 33 16. The only two instances occurring in

OT of actual town-names containing Yah, Yahwe, are

Jeshua and Ananiah. Both of these are mentioned for

the first, and, indeed, in each case, for the only time in

Neh. (112632); both are elsewhere personal names.
If the text be sound where they occur as town-names,
the names of the towns in question were probably
derived from persons. Unmistakably geographical is

Beth-jah, which, according to W. M. Muller (As. u.

l-.ur. 162, 312), occurs in the List of Thotmes, and is

consequently a pre-Israelitish name.

2. Of divine general terms el and bd al enter into

several place-names. In Bamoth-baal (the high places
of Baal) and Kiriath-baal (the city of

Baal) Baal is the second term of the

compound and defines the first. In the other compound
names it is the term defined ; thus Baal-hazor is the

Baal or owner of the place Hazor, Baal-tamar the

Baal of a particular palm tree, and so forth. For
further details as to the significance of the divine term
in question see BAAL. What we have to observe here

is that such names as those just cited are, properly,
names, not of places, but of deities. All names of this

type, together with the undefined names Baal, Baalah,
and Bealoth, when used as place-names, are abbrevia

tions, having arisen by the omission of Beth (cp 93).
The Beth which still survives in Beth-baal-meon most

probably referred in the first instance to the temple or

abode of the god (cp Judg. 9446), and the whole com

pound then became used of the town or village in which
the temple of the god stood

; cp other names consisting
of Beth and a divine name or title e.g. , Beth-anath,

Bethel, Beth-shemesh, and perhaps Beth-zur. The
omission of Beth, however, was not the only method of

abbreviation used
;
the divine term itself might be the

element omitted
;

Beth-baal-meon is abbreviated not

only to Baal-meon but also to Beth-meon. Obviously,
in the last instance, it is only the survival of the parallel

forms that proves Beth-meon to be a name originating
in religious worship. It would, therefore, appear very

probable that some of the compounds with Beth which

do not at present contain Baal are abbreviations of

forms that did ;
this theory, perhaps, does most justice

to compounds with Beth and a term (like Maon) which

by itself is a suitable place-name ; e.g. ,
Beth-rehob is

probably an abbreviation of Beth-baal-rehob, and

although it is not easy to select many particular cases

and say that they are necessarily or probably abbrevia

tions, it is at least likely that the considerable number
of Baal names of places which the OT mentions would
be increased if all the alternative forms of the Beth

names were preserved. On the other hand, it would
be unreasonable to suppose that all or even most of the-

Beth names have arisen from the omission of Baal ;

Beth does not necessarily mean temple, nor consequently
does it necessarily imply that the name of which it forms

a part has a religious significance ;
Beth-shittah is quite

suitably and sufficiently interpreted as meaning The

place which contains the acacia tree, Beth-marcaboth

as the place where the chariots are kept, Bethlehem as

the place of food, though the second element of the

last name has been identified by some with the Baby
lonian god Lahamu (see BETHLEHEM).
Some twenty towns or districts mentioned in the OT

__. . .. bear names containing el as one element.

These names are of three classes.

(i. )
Names in which el is a genitive defining the first

element of the compound.
These names are Bethel (cp 96), Nahaliel = the wady of El ;

Migdal-el = the tower of El; Penuel = the face of El, and two
names of obscure meaning, Neiel (ihe first part of which maybe
connected with Neah, nyjn) and BETHUEL [q.v.}.

(ii. )
Names in which el is part of a (compound)

genitive.

Such are the valley of Iphtah-el where IPHTAH-EL (?.r.)

seems to be the name either of a town or of a man, whiih

attached itself to the valley (cp Class iii., on the one hand, and
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the Sabaean personal name SunOS on l

.h
e other) ; the Tower of

Hananel (Hananel probably being originally a personal name) ;

and perhaps Beth-arbel.

(iii. )
Names in which el is the subject of a sentence.

These are Jezreel (
= let El sow ), a town in Issachar, and

another in Judah(cp also i Ch. 4 3) ; Jabneel (
= let El build ), a

town in Naphtali and another in Judah; Jekabzeel (
= let El

collect ), of which KAHZEEL (q.v.) is probably an abbreviated
form; 1

Irpeel (
= let El heal ), i.e., probably, Met El rebuild (cp

the use of us-) in i K. 1830) ; Iphtahel (cp n) = let El open.
Joktheel, the name of a town in Judah, which was also given
by Amaziah to the conquered Sela (2 K. 14 7), is obscure as far
as its first element is concerned (see JOKTHEEL).

If the first part of Elealeh be the divine term, so that
the name belongs to the present class, it would appear
to mean El doth ascend or hath ascended

;
but see

below, 107, end. With the exception of this doubtful

instance, however, in all place-names consisting of el

and a verbal element, the subject stands last, and the
verb is imperfect. Consequently, since there appears
to have been a strong tendency in earlier times to give
the divine subject the first place in a name intended to
make a statement, the translation of the verbal elements
in these place-names by the voluntative as above is pre
ferable to the commoner method of translating by the

imperfect El soweth, etc. The point is argued more
fully in HPN 215-218.
The el in all names of classes i. and iii. is probably

the numen of the place (cp the accounts of the theo-

phanies of Bethel and Beer-lahai-roi).
-2

An instance of abbreviation of the third type (iii., above)
of el names is JABNEH (q.v. ),

the full form of which (see
above, 92 c] also occurs. Similarly, both Iphtah and
Iphtahel are found, though not as the name of the same
place. We should probably also regard as abbrevia
tions Jazer (

= may [El] help )
and possibly JANOAH

(
= may [El] make resting-place here ); but scarcely
JABBOK (q.v.). The pre-Israelitish names Jakob-el
and Joseph-el (see JACOB, i

; JOSEPH i. , i
;

ii.
,

i
;

and cp 89) do not occur in the OT, nor are even the

corresponding abbreviated forms, Jakob and Joseph,
used as strictly geographical terms.

3. Names clearly due to religious considerations,

though not containing the name or title of a deity, are

98 Without
derivatives from the roots Kds and

divine name l}rm which exPress general Semitic

religious ideas. KADESH (q.v. ; pre-
Israelitish) and Kedesh (the name of at least two
places, one of which has a pre-Israelitish record

;
see

KEDESH) from the one root, Horem, Hormah, and
Hermon from the other, must all have been given to
the respective places on account of their sacred or in

violable character. Some less certain but possible
instances of names having a religious origin may be
added : Gilgal, the name of five places in different parts
of Palestine, and Geliloth of two, may be derived from
sacred circles (of stones) ; -Mishal (mentioned by Thot-
mes III.) may denote a place where (the advice or

judgment of a deity) is sought ; and Oboth may be
named in reference to spirits (ax). It is quite possible
that a very much larger number of names ought to be
included here (on the animal names, for example, see
below, 104) ; but we cannot admit as more than a
mere possibility what has sometimes been maintained
(most recently by Grunwald in Die Eigennamen des A T,
1895), that names denoting all sorts of objects or qualities
are survivals from Fetichism, Demonism, and the like.

II. Passing now from names originating in religious
ideas or practices, we note a second considerable class

consisting of names derived from the natural or artificial
features of the place.

i. Height, (a) Loftiness of situation is clearly indi-

99 Non-
cated by Ramah (from Dn= to be lofty)

religious-
~~Senerally with the article (n;nn), or

height
defined by a genitive (e.g. , ^ nOl), but
also (according to MT in Jer. 31-ig) unde

fined the name of seven places in different parts of Pales-

1 Cp Earth, ^227, n. 3.
2 Cp Stade, GVl 1 428, n.
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tine ; Ramoth and Rumah from the same root, and,
perhaps, Arumah from a cognate root ; Geba, Gibeah,
and Gibeon (several places, see the articles), all signi
fying hill. Naphath-(or Naphoth-)Dor (Jos. 11 2 etc.

AV, RVme-) would, if it were the proper name of a
town, be a further instance

; but Naphath is rightly
translated in RV s text

(
the heights [of Dor]). Terms

picturesquely indicating the lofty situation of the town
itself, or a lofty natural feature in the neighbourhood,
are Jogbehah (from 333, to be high), Sela (two places)= The Cliff, and perhaps Hadid (TJTIS eV 6povs Ka^v-q

Jos. Ant. xiii. 65) = the sharpened or pointed cliff with
which we might perhaps further compare En-haddah
(yet see PEFMI^}. Some would include SHAHA-
ZUMAH (q.v. )

in this list. Some metaphorical terms for
natural configuration became names of places and are
to be noticed here : Shechem = Shoulder, and, meta
phorically, a ridge (cp Gen. 4822, but see SHECHEM

;

the use of the synonymous qro in Nu. 34 n etc.
; and

Ges. Thes. 1407 ); Dabbesheth = a camel s hump&quot;

(Is. 306), which is also according to some (see BDB)
the meaning of Gilead ; Chisloth-tabor (-nan nVaj), or
abbreviated Chesulloth (rn^DD the different punctuation
adopted by MT in the case of the full and abbreviated
form is not supported by )

= the flanks ofTabor
; Aznoth-

tabor perhaps = the ears (and hence metaphorically the

peaks) of Tabor. If the last interpretation be correct, we
may probably (though against (5) add U/ZEN-SHEERAH
(q.v.}. Compare also Bohan (shape of a thumb).

(b) The indication of lowness of situation, or the

neighbourhood of some notable depression, is obvious
in all compounds with Ge

(N&amp;gt;J

= valley, and so translated

always in RV except Neh. 11 3S mg. and i Ch. 4 14),
which are, however, always names of valleys, not of

towns
; in Beth-emek = House of the valley ; and prob

ably in Horonaim and Beten (literally= belly). Jahaz,
if we may follow a cognate Arabic term (wahsa), means
terra rotunda et deprcssa (BDB). The names SHARON
(q.v. )

and BASHAN (q.v. )
seem to have arisen from the

absence of conspicuous irregularities of height over the
districts which they designate. Bithron (a district) prob
ably means cleft or ravine [but cp MAHANAIM] ;

and
Shepham possibly a bare height (7^7^^8275 [1883]).

2. The character or condition of the soil, the fruit-

fulness of the place, or the reverse, account for several

100 Nature
names - Horeb (a mountain) and Jabesh

of soil
m Jabesh-gilead (

a ci y) are both [but cp
SINAI] most naturally interpreted of the

dryness of the ground ; Argob perhaps indicates a rich

and earthy soil (cp Driver, Deut. 48), EKKON (q.v. , 3)
barren or unfruitful

;
the Arabah (the name of the

valley of the Jordan and its prolongation) means the

desert or waste country ;
hence the town - name

Betharabah abbreviated in Josh. 18 18 into the Arabah.
On the other hand CARMEL (q.v. , i, 9), the name of

the well-known, now thickly-wooded mountain range,
and of a place in Judah capable of supporting large
numbers of sheep, expresses the fertile character of the

places in question, and Ephraim and Ephrathah (if cor

rectly derived from ma ;
so Ges. -Buhl, but not BDB;

see EPHRAIM i., i /) have a similar meaning. The
following interpretations (some of which are discussed in

the several articles) may be mentioned here : Bozkath =
an elevated region covered with volcanic stones (BDB),
Zion = waterless (Lagarde, BN 84), Abel (= meadow)
by itself and in several compounds (e.g. , Abel-Shittim).

3. The presence of water accounts for many names, 1

most clearly for those which are compounded with
Beer

(
= well) or En

(
=a spring).

a. En. In some cases such as En-hakkore = the partridge s

(?) well (Judg. 15 19), En-rogel (Josh. 15 7), En-harod (RV the

spring of Harod ), as well as in a very large
101. TVater. number of modern Palestinian names in Ain,

the name appears to be that of a spring only.

1 The etymology of Arabian place-names refers mostly to

water, pasturage, plants, and trees, Jacob, Das Leben d. voris-

lamisclien Beduinen. 41.
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In most cases, however, the name serves also for the name
of the place containing the well or spring, or possibly in some
cases for a new township that sprang up nearer to the well
than the place from which the name was derived (? Hazor
and En-hazor, Josh. 19 j,b/.). En-mishpat (the well or spring
ofjudgment) was no doubt originally the name of the spring at
Kadesh ; but in Gen. 14 7 it is used of the place itself. Town-
names of this type are many, distributed over all parts of the
country, and were already in use before the Israelitish conquest
of Canaan. In OT we have mention of the following : En-dor,
En-gannim, En-gedi (2), En-haddah, En-eglaim, En-hazor,
En-nmmon, En-shemesh, En-tappuah. Ain is an abbreviated
name (perhaps from En-rimmon, q.v.). Enaim (

= Enam)
perhaps means Two springs (cp 107) and in any case owes
its origin to the presence of a spring, as also does Hazar-enon
(Hazar-enan) ac\& perhaps Anim.

b. Beer, which in Hebrew generally (though not exclusively:
see, e.g., Nu. 21 17) denotes a well rather than a spring, is less

frequent in names ; OT mentions Beer (two places in both
cases without the article) lieeroth (pi.

=
wells), Beer-lahai-roi,

Beer-sheba, Beer-elim, Beeroth -bene-jaakan. Berothah (
=

Berothai) is perhaps to be similarly explained.
c. Me (

= water) is found in Me-jarkon, Me-zahab (if we may
regard this name as only apparently personal, and really
geographical; Gen. 36 39, cp Dt. 1 1 Dizahab) and perhaps in
Medeba. Giah (to judge from the root-meaning) very probably
means a spring; so also Gihon. The presence of hot springs
gave rise to the names Hammath, Hammoth-dor and Hammon
(perhaps only two different places in all), and of a bitter spring,
if we may for once trust the biblical etymology, to Marah.
Nahalol means the watering-place.

4. Beauty of situation and appearance, for which some
of the Hebrew writers certainly had an eye (Ps. 482

102 Other
Cant. 64), or general attractiveness may

features
account f r some names e.g. , Shaphir,
Shepher (a mountain

)
= beautiful, beauty;

Tirzah i= she is pleasing; Jotbah and Jotbathah =
pleasantness ; and, more metaphorically, Ziz perhaps= the flower. Most of the names, however, that
have been or might be cited in this connection are really

very ambiguous or indecisive.

5. Colour appears to account for a few names.
Lebanon is most probably named from the whiteness of
its cliffs (or its snows?) ; and the root meaning to be
white seems at least as probable an explanation as any
of other proper names from the same root, viz.

, Laban,
Libnah (2), Lebonah. Kidron, the name of a torrent-

bed, may mean black or dull-, dirty-, coloured (cp Job
6 16) ; Hachilah (a hill), dark ; Zalmon (two hills accord

ing to MT
; but see ZALMON), dusky ; Adummim, red ;

Jarkon in Me-jarkon, yellow ; Hauran, black. None
of the foregoing instances, however, are really free from

ambiguity ; though in some at least the colour-meaning
seems the most probable.

III. Having dealt with religious place-names and
names indicating natural or artificial features, we must
consider next place-names derived from names of

trees, plants, etc.
, and of animals.

i. Trees, plants, etc. Some instances are unmistak
able : (Abel) Shittim = (the meadow of) the acacias,

103 Plant
^eth &quot;smttah = the house of the acacia

;
the

names
aPP^e tree (tappiiah) gives its name to three

places Beth-tappuah, En-tappuah and
Tappuah ;

the palm tree (tamar) to Tamar, Baal-tamar,
Hazazon-tamar, the city of palm trees (Judg. 1 16,

3i3=Jerich9, Dt. 34a), and probably also Tadmor (cp
Lagarde, Ubers. 125) ; the terebinth (or whatever large
tree may be implied by the Heb.

&quot;TN, rbx, pSn) to El-

paran (
= Elah, Elath, Eloth), Elim, Elon and perhaps

Allammelech. All of these are names of towns. On
the other hand Allon-bacuth appears to be simply the
name of a particular tree (cp in the Hebrew Gen. 126
13 18 Dt. llso Jos. 1933 Judg. 837 i S. 10 3, where similar

designations have been translated). The pomegranate
appears at least in the Rock of Rimmon (Judg. 20 45
etc.

)
and probably in other compounds with Rimmon

;

but for another possible interpretation of these, see
above

( 95). Olive trees give their name to the Ascent

(2 S. 1630) or Mount (Zech. 144 etc.) of Olives ; vine

yards to Abel-cheramim (the meadow of vineyards) in

Ammon and Beth-haccherem in Judah ; the grape cluster
to the valley of Eshcol

; and probably, the choice vine

(pie
1

)
mentioned in Is. 62 (cp Gen. 49n) to the fertile

NAMES
valley of Sorek and the Edomite town Masrekah. Anab,
too, probably means grapes in spite of the differing
punctuation of the proper name (335?) and the common
noun (335;). TAANATH-SHILOH (g.v.) is theyf^ tree of

Shiloh, if we may follow the Greek rather than the
Hebrew vocalisation. RITHMAH, a station in the wilder
ness, is the juniper tree, and AROEK (q.v. )

has been
interpreted bushes of dwarf juniper. EZION-GEBER
(q.v. ), another station, derives its name from the tree
called in Arabic gada. Thorn bushes of different kinds
are denoted by the names Atad, Shamir (2), and perhaps
also Seneh (see BUSH) ; the almond tree by Luz (which,
however, is otherwise explained by Lagarde, Ubers.

158). The balsam tree accounts for the name of the

valley of BACA (q.v.}, and perhaps also for Bochim (cp
Moore, Judges, 59 /. ).

Libnah may be named from
a tree (cp n:aS= ? the white poplar Gen. 3037, Hos.

4 13) or be more closely connected with the root-meaning
to be white. (For another view see LIBNAH.) In

the light of Aramaic we can without much difficulty

interpret Gimzo the Sycamore tree, and Dilan the
cucumber

; cp Low, Pflanzennamen, 387, 334, 351.
Betonim, especially in the Greek (/Joravet/u) closely re

sembles the Hebrew word (Gen. 43n) for pistachio
nuts (N UTS, 2). A water-plant (rpD ),

as most scholars

suppose, gave rise to the Hebrew name Yam Suph ;

see RED SEA
;
but cp MOSES, 10.

2. Animals. The following animals have given
names to places.

(a) Wild quadrupeds: the stag (Aijalon), the lion

(Lebaoth, Laish and? Shahazumah), the leopard (Beth-

104 Animal
nirnran

)
the Gazelle (Ophrah [2], Ephron

names ^ or 2^ the wild ass
(
Arad

)-
the fox

(Hazar-shual, the land of Shual, Shaal-

bim), the hyena (Zeboim).

(6) Domestic quadrupeds : Lambs (Telaim, Beth-

car), the cow (Parah), or calf (En-eglaim, Eglon), the
horse (Hazar-susah [or Susim]), the goat (? Seirah) or
kid (En-gedi).

(c) Birds : the partridge (Beth-hoglah, ? En-hakkore),
birds of prey (Etam [1-3]).

(if) Reptiles and insects: the serpent (Ir-nahash).
the lizard (Humtah), the hornet (Zorah), scorpions
(Akrabbim), the cricket (Gudgodah).
Names of animals applied to towns are much more

frequent in the southern territory of the Israelites than
in the northern : cp HPN 105 /. Names of this class

are also frequent as clan names (on the other hand
they are comparatively rare as personal names). This is

one of the reasons which favour tracing at least many
of them back to a totem stage of society.

IV. A considerable number of places derive their

names from what may be termed the social, political,
and industrial characteristics of the

place. Here we may notice first

the names consisting wholly or in

part of the terms Hazor or Hazar, Ir, and Kiriath.

Haser or Hasor 1 denotes the fixed settlement as
contrasted on the one hand with the movable en

campments of nomads, and on the other with walled
towns

; cp in the one case the contrast between the

hadariyy or ahlu l-hadar (with \vhich perhaps cp the

nan 3B&quot; of Jer. 493033) and the badawiyy or ahlu

1-badiyah (i.e., the Bedouin) and in the other, e.g. , Lev.

2631. Clearly the proper names can only be taken to

indicate the character of the place at the time of the

origin of the name
; in the case of the Hazor of Judg.

42 17 etc., at least, the name must have continued in

use long after the place had ceased to be an actual

hasor and had become a fortified city ; for it is

mentioned by Thotmes III. among his conquered towns,
in the Amarna Tablets as the seat of a prince (sar Ha-
zu-ra 1544i) and in the OT, more than once, in

1 isn (constr. isn) or Tisn, the latter only in proper names

but cp Lag. Vbers. 47.
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connections which indicate that it was a place of

strategic importance (e.g. , i K. 9 15 2 K. 1629). With

the exception of the place just mentioned, Hazar-enan

(or -enon) on the N. boundary of Palestine, and (Baal-)

Hazor in Benjamin, all names of this type are of places

in the S. of Palestine (being assigned to the territories

of Judah or Simeon) or in the wilderness ; many of

them, therefore, no doubt retained the character whence

they originally derived their name. The places are

Hazor (two places, one of which is also called Kerioth-

hezron), Hazor-hadattah (?
= New Hazor if the text

be right), Hazar-addar (
= Hezron), Hazar-gaddah,

Hazar-susah (or susim), Hazar-shual, Hazeroth.

Hazarmaveth (q.v.) is the name of a district in S.

Arabia, and is perhaps only apparently connected with

the type of name under discussion.

There are some indications that the second element

in the compounds is, as we might independently expect, a

clan or tribal name. Thus we note (i) the alternative

forms (Susah and Susim), (2) the two animal names

(Susah [horse] and Shual [fox], if the most obvious

meaning is correct ;
but cp HAZAR-SUSAH, HAZAR-

SHUAL) cp the many clan names of this type (HPN
97 ff-)- (3) Addar actually occurs as a clan name, if

the text of i Ch. 83 be sound. (4) Gaddah resembles

the tribal name Gad. Similarly Jair in Havvoth-jair

(the tent villages of Jair) is no doubt a clan name (see

JAIR). Other names originating in and reflecting much
the same stage in social development as Havvoth-jair

and the compounds with hazar are Mahaneh Dan (Camp
of Dan) and Mahanaim (two camps), Succoth (booths,

though the originality of this form of the name is con

tested, see SUCCOTH).
*Ir (TV), which forms the first element in the compound

names Ir-shemesh, Ir-nahash, the City of Salt
(n&quot;?Bn TV.

Josh. 1562), and the City of Palm trees (onsnn TV, Judg.
1 16), is a wider term, applicable to a camp or a watch-

tower (Nu. 13 19 2 K. 17g) as well as to fortified towns,

in which latter case, however, the term may be more

exactly defined (Lev. 2029). As to the second element :

in the first of the foregoing names (Ir-shemesh) it is an

object of worship, in the second (Ir-nahash) probably
tribal rather than personal, and in the last two (City of

Salt and of Palm trees) presumably derived from natural

characteristics of the place. The Ar (ny) m tne Moabite

name Ar Moab (or, abbreviated, Ar) is a parallel form

of the same term.

The klryah (mp), again, which constitutes, or forms

part of, several names, cannot be very closely defined
;

etymologically, it appears to mean simply meeting-

place. The plural form KERIOTH (q.v. )
is the name

of a Moabite city, and, compounded with Hezron, of a

city in Judah ;
the dual form Kiriathaim is the name of

a city in Reuben and another in Naphtali ;
three of the

compound names Kiriath-arba (Four cities cp 107),

Kiriath-jearim (City of Forests), also called Kiriath-

baal, and Kiriath-sepher (City of Books) are found in

Judah, and another Kiriath-huzoth (City of streets?) in

Moab. Kir, the Moabite word for city (MI n_/i 2429)

probably as a walled place (cp the Hebrew usage),

forms, by itself as an abbreviation, or in one of the

compound forms Kir-Moab, Kir-heres or Kir-hareseth,

the name of an important Moabite town. With Kartah

compare the word for city (nip) used in Job 29?. On
these names, as indeed throughout these introductory
discussions, compare the special articles.

The defensive character or feature of the town is

more or less clearly indicated by the names Bezer (2)
. -T , and Bozrah, which mean a fortified

106. Names due , / . J ., - f .-c ,

, , place (cp ir miesar= fortified city,

i S. 6 18 and often) ; Geder, Gederah ;

Gederoth, Gederothaim, Gedor all

of which are from fjgdr=\.o wall up, but some of them

perhaps with the specific sense of sheepcotes (so often

Heb. g derah) ; Hosah (place of refuge); the com

pounds with Migdal (=tower), viz., Migdal-el, Migdal-
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gad, Migdol (cp also Magdali, KD\. 23726); Mizpeh
or Mizpah (5), which signifies the watch-tower (cp the

field of Zophim, Nu. 23 14 and Di. ad loc. ; possibly
also Zephath). Azem and Azmon, if, as is likely, they

are to be derived from /J asm = to be strong, are prob

ably to be explained in the same way ;
of the meanings

enclosure or fortress suggested in BDB for Aphek
and Aphekah the latter may perhaps be justified by the

Assyr. epeku = lo be strong (Del. Ass. HWB 115^),
but scarcely (with Ges. in Thes.) by known usages of

the root in Hebrew and Arabic.

The size of the town appears to have been the origin

of the names Zoar and Zior (small), Kabbah (large) in

Judah (min) and in Ammon (fully pcv 33 nan). Rabbith

is perhaps also to be connected with the root of Rabbah.

En-mishpat, Madon, and probably Meribah, owed
their names to being places where disputes were settled.

The presence of one or more wine- presses gave their

names to the cities of Gath, Gath-hepher, Gath-rimmon

(2), Gittaim (in addition to the place so named in Neh.

11 33, cpGen. 8635 (5 re00cu/i = Heb. rny ;
see AVITH,

GITTAIM); cp further Judg. 7 25, swap . Similarly

the town of Migron is probably derived from a thresh

ing-floor (see 88); but it is not clear whether the

threshing-floor of Atad (Gen. 50 io/) and the threshing-

floor of Nacon (2 S. 66 = Chidon i Ch. 13g) are names
of towns or not (see ATAD, NACON). Madmen in

Moab, Madmenah in Benjamin, and Madmannah in

Judah, mean the dung-place or dung-pit,
1 and KIKIATH-

SEPHER (q.v.) should apparently be translated Book-

city.

Whether the stenches which appear to have given

their names to Zanoah (2), Ziphron, and Ophni
1 were

natural, proceeding from some well or cave or the like, or

artificial i.e., due to the life of the town is uncertain.

In the latter case, the names may have originated with

the Bedouins, who are sensitive to the smells of towns

(Doughty, Ar. DCS. l2io 438).

Many place-names are plural in form e.g. , Gederoth,

Akrabbim. In some cases the exact number of objects
.vhence the name was derived is perhaps

107. Plurals

and duals.
definitely indicated. Thus Kiriath-arba

may mean four-cities; Beer-sheba, seven

wells. Migdal Hammeah (EV the tower of Meah)
should mean the tower of the hundred

;
but on the

reading of MT see HAMMEAH. In the case of Sheba

(seven) and Eleph (a thousand) we have names con

sisting of a term of number only ; unless, indeed, as is

quite possible, the names are to be otherwise interpreted.

The question whether this class of names is at all large

depends on the actual character of certain names

apparently dual in form.

Such names are

Adithaim Knaim Kiriathaim

Adoraim En-eglaim Mahanaim
Almon-diblathaim Ephraim Mizraim

_

Beth-diblathaim Gederothaim Ramathaim
Diblaim Gittaim Shaaraim
Diblathaim Hapharaim Zemaraim. Cp also

Dothaim (DoTHAN) Horonaim SAMARIA, JEKU-
Eglaim Kibzaim SALEM, i

Does Kiriathaim mean two cities, Enaim, two wells,

as Kiriath-arba means four cities and Beer-sheba,

seven wells? The dual significance of this ending in

many or all of these proper names has been called in

question by Wellhausen (JDTh. 1876, p. 433), Philippi

(Z.DMG, 1878, pp. 63-67), Earth (KB 319, n. 5),

1 The occurrence of such names as Madmen, and perhaps we

may add Kibshan, furnace (see NIUSHAN), makes it plausible

(but cp the special articles) to hold that ZANOAH (2), ZII-HRON,

and OPHNI are so called from natural or artificial stenches. n3T

is a well-known Heb. root. For Ziphron cp &amp;lt;fa/ira
= to smell

(especially, though not exclusively, of bad smells) ; cp also

Syr. se/ihar={oetuit, a sense of which some trace is found in

certain derivations of Ar. zafira. With Ophni cp Ar. ajina =

to be putrid. We might add Hannathon if this name be from

the root hanan (but see below, 107); cp Ar. ^&amp;lt;z = foetorein

emisit ; Syr. hannind= rancid ; also in Heb. Job 19 17 (mi from

111 = to be loathsome).
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Kautzsch (Heb. Gram.W, 88 c), Strack (Genesis, Ex
cursus, i39/.). Cp also WMM, As. u. Eut. 251 f.

[Winckler, KATW, 28/.] The dual interpretation is

retained, sometimes with a ?, in certain cases by BDB
(see, e.g. ,

under D Jin, cnm), and defended by Konig
(Lehrgeb. d. Heb. Sprache, 2^6/. ).

The main reasons urged against the dual character

of the ending are these: (i) The dual in Hebrew, as

also, it is urged, in original Semitic, is confined to

things found in pairs ;
in many cases the proper names

cannot be naturally explained of a pair of objects. (2)
Such a form occurs in some cases side by side with a

singular e.g. ,
Mahaneh and Mahanaim, Ramah and

Kamathaim. (3) The forms also occur side by side

with forms in -an
(j )

and -dm (c )

This last parallelism has been explained indeed by
the supposition that -an and -dm are alternative dual

endings ;
but on the other hand it is argued with force

that the endings -an and -am are unquestionably
frequent in names in which there is no reason to assume
a dual meaning ;

and that in some names the ending
-aim is certainly secondary, as may be seen most

clearly in the case of Jerusalem (cp Amarna Urusalim
and MT Kt. form oSem ).

which was later pronounced

Jerusalaim (o ^PlT MT Kr.
),

and Samaria
(pints , but

in Aram,
piety).

Earth s explanation is somewhat

different ; he regards -aim (-ain) as an old locative

ending which was subsequently displaced by the more
familiar -on, -an.

The first of the foregoing objections (limitation of

Hebrew dual) cannot be pressed ;
the names in question

may be pre-Israelitish (cp 89) and sprung from a
dialect which, like Arabic, used the dual more freely
than Hebrew ; nor can a stricter dual-meaning be
considered in all cases inappropriate -e.g. , Kiryathaim
may mean The twin cities (cp use of the Heb. dual

in Q nv Ges.-Knutzsch, Gram.W ET, 88c).
The second objection (parallel singular forms) is far

from conclusive.

As to the third (parallel forms in dm, etc.) in view
of the history of the name Jerusalem, a certain tendency
to change a name so that it should resemble a dual

form cannot be denied. On the other hand, this

very tendency renders the prior existence of actual

dual names probable. Further, in many cases the

endings -aim, -dm, -an are attached to the feminine

inflection ; if these endings be duals, the forms of the

names are in accordance with the known laws of

inflection ;
but if they are substantival afformatives

the proper names in question are exceptional forma
tions ; Barth, at least, in his section (A

7

/?, 316-416)
on nouns with suffixes, cites no instance of nouns
formed by the addition of endings (such as -dm, -an,

-on) to the feminine inflection. Among proper names

might be cited some few ambiguous forms, such as

pmn, pmj.
The present writer therefore concludes that those

names in which the endings -aim, -dm, or -an are

attached to the feminine termination are dual forms ;

that several other names also may be duals, but that

the ending in their case is ambiguous. Though not

unaware of the divergence of some scholars, he would

interpret Kiriathaim, the two cities ; Gittaim,
the two winepresses ;

Diblathaim (in Beth-dibla-

thaim = Almon Diblathaim), the two assemblies (cp
BDB s.v. ); RAMATHAiM 1

(q.v. ),
the two hills.

Gederothaim is a name of doubtful genuineness, but,

if genuine, would mean the two walls or sheepcotes.
In the following (among other) names the ending is

ambiguous ; but the dual is in some cases appropriate
and probable Dothan

(jni firm), Enaim or Enam

(the two wells), Horonaim (the two hollows), Shaaraim

(two gates, or double gates ; cp St. Heb. Gr. 340 ).

1 Probably a later name of Ramah.
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The significance of place-names turns not only on

their meanings but also in some cases on their forms.
This is too complicated a question to discuss here. As
is remarked elsewhere, the names of two towns in

Judah (ESHTEMOA [^.v.]and Eshtaol) present the same
modification of the root as is found in the Arabic verb

(conj. viii.
) (and also in Mesha s Inscr. I. n); and in

three names of towns belonging to the southern tribes

(Eltekon, Eltekeh, and Eltolad), possibly also in the
Reubenite Elealeh, the first element may be the Arabic
article. 1

G. B. G.

C. DIVINE NAMES 2

The special importance attaching to the names of

God in the OT and the emphasis often laid on their

108 Sienifi- signification (cp Ex - 3l3^ 1^3 Is. 428

cance of 51is Jer. 882) finds a partial explanation
in the peculiar emphasis with which the

word name itself is there employed. The
name of a person or thing was for the Hebrew not simply
distinctive ; it was a revelation of the nature of the

person or thing named, nay, often almost an equivalent
for the thing itself. This is specially true of names of
God. A new special revelation of God leads to the
formation of a new name (Gen. 1613). Only so can we
explain many Hebrew forms of expression that either

seem to us pleonastic or peculiar, or else easily become
associated with a false meaning. [For other applica
tions of the term, some of them compelling attention by
their boldness, see NAME, 9.]

I. What is called the Tetragrammaton, ,n,T,
3
appears

in the OT 6823 times as the proper name of God as the

109 Y h
% God of Israel. As such it serves to

the d
( stm u i sh him from the gods of other

nations. It is the [sacred] name par
excellence (Lev. 24 n Dt. 28 58). In the

MT ni;v (YHWH) is almost always written with the

vowels of Adonai, JIN,
4 lord (YeHoWaH, rrirr), the

vowels of tlohim, DTiVx, God 1

(YeHoWlH, ,ii,-r) being

used when adonai itself precedes.
4 This was a direction

1 [It will not be surprising that the special articles, having
been prepared independently, do not always agree in their ex

planations of these names with the present critical discussion.

The reader will rightly infer that the question at issue is difficult.]
2 For other titles applied to God, see the several articles :

ABI-, ADONI-, Am-, AMMI-, DODI-, HAMU-, SHEM-, ZUR,
names in

; also BAAL, MOLECH, etc.

For epithets applied to God, see above 26 ff.
For designations of other supernatural beings, heavenly or

earthly, see ANGELS, AZAZEL, DEMONS, LILITH, SATYRS.
For names of deities other than Yahwe, see AN ATH, ASHERAH,

ASH-HUR, ASHTOKETH, BELIAL, CHEMOSH, CmUN, DAGON,
QUEEN OF HEAVEN, SICCUTH, TAMMUZ, FORTUNE, ABRAHAM,
ISAAC, SARAH, MILCAH, LAHAN, SAMSON, also above, \ojfjT.

3 So also MI /. 18. In the second half of compound Hebrew

proper names the name has the form 1.T ; contracted into ,V
T T

(only, in the case of some of the names compounded with fl

the final element fT or 1iT represents merely an emphatic
afTormative and not the divine name ; so Jastrow, JSBL
13 loiff. [cp the view often maintained in this volume that the

final TV or ITV is due to post-exilic manipulation of early names,
such as jrUi

31J?&amp;gt; DBS, of ethnic origin]). The contraction

fl occurs not only in the liturgical formula W iTTfl (written

rPl77jJ only in Ps. 104 35), praise ye Yah, but also twenty-four

times otherwise, though only in poetical (and probably all late)

passages. It is most probably to be regarded with Jastrow
(ZA W, 1896, p. ijff.) as an artificial post-exilic formation. It is

very doubtful whether (f-g., in JPC, etc.) occurs as a con

traction for &quot;V. Cp on this point Olsh. Lehrb. 6i2_/f., and

Grimine, Grundziige tier Heb. Akzent- und Vokallchre

(Freiburg, 1896, p. 146).
In the first half of compound proper names, on the other

hand, we find the form irv (from 1.1
, the equivalent of 1.1

j

contracted into
\&amp;gt; (e.g., in JD3V, etc.).

4 In 310 places (143 of them in Ezek.) TV.TV (originally probably
without vowels) is retained in the text after the Kr. i^N, which

has come to be regarded as a Kt-thib. The resulting combination
Adr.nni [substituted for] YHWH, Kr. Adonai YeHoWiH

i.e., Adonui Eluhlm appears in EV as the Lord GOD.&quot;
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to the reader always to substitute for the unpronounce
able 1 actual name either ddondi, &amp;lt;:IN (hence in

&amp;lt;S

6 Ki/pios
for nin )

or tldhim, D ri^K- On this Kre per-

petuum cp Gesen. Gram. 17s.

The controversy as to the correct pronunciation of the

tetragrammaton, whether as Yahwe, niiT, Yahawe, nin ,

Yahwa, nin , or Yahawa, nin ,

2 a con-
110. Its

pronunciation.
troversy ln whlch - as ln Ex.3i4 , the

derivation of nin from an imperfect
form of nin was always assumed, 3 has been gradually

brought to an end by the general adoption of the view,

first propounded by Ewald, that the true form is Yahwe,
nin . The abbreviated form, Yahu, ?,T, can be ex

plained only by the form, Yahw, in (with closed syl

lable
; cp \r\v from inb), and the s!ghol(i!} of the second

syllable is attested, to mention nothing else, by the fact

that, in Samaritan poetry, nin rhymes with words end

ing in that way.
4

A much more difficult point to decide is the original

1 As early as the beginning of the third century B.C. nin
seems to have been regarded as apprjroc, at least beyond the
sacred

precincts.
Thus is to be explained to a considerable

extent the avoidance of the Tetragrammaton in the latest books
of the OT, as e.g., in Daniel (except chap. 9), to some extent in

Chronicles, and, in consequence of editorial revision, in Ps. 42-

84, as well as in the Apocrypha generally. The NT follows LXX
in invariably substituting the Lord (6 Kiiptos) for YHWH,
nin - At the same time, however, the gradual change that
came over the idea of God as it became more and more universal,
had also a great deal to do with the suppression of the personal

name in favour of God, C il/N (so everywhere in Koheleth)

and other appellatives. What led more than anything
else, however, to men s avoiding the utterance of the sacred

name, was probably the dread of breaking the injunction
Ex.207. I would appear, indeed, from $5 of Lev. 24 16

that the very mention of the sacred name was threatened
with death. Probably, however, as in the original, all that
is meant is the employment of it in abusive language or in

witchcraft.

According to the Babylonian Talmud ( 1 *oma 39 /;) the name ni,T
had ceased to be pronounced even by the priests in the blessing
as early as the time of Simon the Just (about 270 B.C. ; cp, how
ever, on this date, ECCLKSIASTICUS, 7 [/;]). Philo, on the other

hand, declares simply that the sacred name was pronounced
only in the sacred

precincts, and according to the Jerusalem
Talmud (Ycma 87) it was lawful down to the very end for the

high priest to pronounce it though finally only below his

breath in the ceremonial of the day of Atonement. Moreover,
Josephus (Ant. ii. 124) seems to have known the true pronuncia
tion, though he excuses himself from giving it as being unlawful.
As late as 130 A.D. Abba ShaCil denied eternal bliss to any
one who should pronounce the sacred name with its actual
consonants. See on this especially Dalman, Der Gottesnatne

Adonaj und seine Gesch. (Berlin, 1889), and cp Che. OPs.
299-303.

2 Cp Franz Del. On the pronunciation of the Tetragram
maton, ZATWzf. (1883-84). Brinton reads Jahva, The
origin of the sacred name Jahva, Arckivfiir Rel.-Wiss,, 1899,

8226^3 Grimme alone (op. cit. 143^?!), on quite insufficient grounds,

explains nirr as a lengthened form of in
, Yahu, regarding it as

a sort of plural or collective form from the root in or l.Yl.
4 On this cp Kau. TLZ, 1886, no. 10, col. 223. Moreover,

Theodoret (quiest. 15 in Exodutii) states that the Samaritans

pronounced the sacred name lajSc, and the same pronunciation
is ascribed by P^piphanius (Adv. liter, i. 3 20) to a Christian sect,
and is to be found in Egyptian magic papyri (on this, as also on
the whole question, see the thorough investigation of A. Deiss-
mann, Griechische Transskriptionen des Tetragrammaton in
his Bibelstudien, Marburg, 1895, p. -^jff. ; Author. Transl. by
A. Grieve, 1901, p. 321 ff.). Clement of Alexandria (Strom.
v. 634, according to the better reading) attests the still more
exactly corresponding form laoue or laouai ; Origen, the form
larj. Burkitt s edition of fragments of Aquila shows that Acjuila
wrote the sacred name in archaic Hebrew characters. Finally,
on Jahwe is based also the form latoovrje in the Jewish-
Egyptian Magic-papyri ; cp L. Blau, das altjiidische 7.auber-
Tc,w (1898), 128. According to Blau, to appears in the third
place in order that the first three vowels may be sounded law
(
=

l,v)- The form Jnie occurring in Latin MSS (cp ZATW
1 346 [1881], 2 173 [1882]) at least testifies to an e in the second
syllable. On the other hand, the form lap, handed down by
the Gnostics, may be left out of account. Like all similar forms
(f.g. t Iev&amp;lt;o,

in Philo Byblius), it is simply the product of erro-
iii.-niis or misunderstood Jewish statements. On this cp Bau-
dissin, Der Ursprung des Gottesnamens lao, in his Studien
zur scmit. Rel. 2 i8i_^ 0876).
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meaning of the word Yahwe. In E of the Pentateuch

111 Supposed
nin transP sed from the third person
mto tne ^

rst&amp;gt; s explained by God him-
self first by I am that I am (nvm

frnx ivx), and then by the simple I am (.T.IN).

YHWH (nin )
is here obviously regarded as the third

person imperfect of the archaic stem HWH (mn=n n),

to be, in the sense of he is (and manifests himself)
continually,

J with the additional connotation of remain

ing the same, so that the name would express both the
attribute of permanence and that of unchangeability,
and especially unchangeability in keeping promises
i.e. , faithfulness.

This explanation offered in the OT itself has been felt

by many modern scholars (beginning with Ewald) to be

only an attempt to explain a primitive name that had
long since become unintelligible, and, further, to be

simply the product of a religious-philosophical specula
tion and far too abstract to be by any possibility correct.

Increased importance is given to these considerations

by the observation that the name is in no sense peculiar
to the Hebrews, and on other soil it must originally
have had a much simpler and in particular a much more
concrete signification.

Of the various hypotheses that maintain an adoption
of the name from some foreign nation, that which

112. SupposedJ* fr the cuhus of the Ke
.tes

foreign origin. *%*
* the Sreatest claim to me

&quot;-

tlon

(So Iiele, years ago; most recently in

his Gesch. der Rel. im Altertum, 1299 ; St. GVI, 1887,
1

*y&amp;gt;ff. ; cp Che. EBP) 5 [1876] 790). At Sinai Yahwe
revealed himself to Moses and then to the whole people ;

whence Sinai was what it long continued to be
; cp,

e.g., i K. 198^1 the proper seat of Yahwe. Accord

ing to the oldest tradition the Sinai district was in

habited by the Kenites (cp KENITES, MOSES, 14).
That indeed the name Yahwe was then revealed to Moses
and through him to the people is expressly asserted only
by the youngest Pentateuch source (P).

2 E does not

say this expressly, and according to J Yahwe was in use
from the beginning as the name of the god of the patri
archs ; even the interpolated Gen. 426 carries it back as

far as Enoch. It is, in fact, hardly conceivable that

Moses should have been able to proclaim a god that

was simply unknown, a new god, as god of the fathers.

Great uncertainty, however, attaches on the other hand
to the hypotheses of the occurrence of the related forms
Yahu

( Yau) and Ya in Assyrio- Babylonian or Canaan-
itish proper names. 3

1 The MS known as the Grtecus l
r
enetus finely renders nin

by inventing the substantive 6 OVTWTT/S i.e., probably the

really existing one ; hardly, as Lag. (Ubers. 138), comparing
Sov\6ta, supposes, with a causative signification, to indicate nin*
as a Hiph il.

2 When P nevertheless gives Jochebed (123V, Ex. 62o)as the

name of Moses mother, we must suppose this to be a name sub
stituted by a later editor for what P originally wrote. Others
take the name Jochebed as an indication that Yahwe was origin

ally the God of Moses family or his tribe. But cp JACOB, i ;

JOCHEBED.
3 In support of a Canaanitish Jahu the following cases have

been cited: the place-names mentioned by W. M. M tiller

(As. u. Eur. 162 312^) viz., from the list of Thotmes III.,

Ba -t -y- -d (iTTTa??), and from that of Sosenk, Ba-bi-y- d, Sa-

na-y-a, and Ha-ni-ni-d all equally doubtful; YaubTdi, the

name of a king of Hamath, also written llubi di: so Schr.

KA TT- I, 23^7:, and Wi. Gl^ff., who has also proved Azriyau
of Yaudi (accord ing to Schrader, Azariah of Judah) to be the

name of a N. Syrian king (AOF\ 13) ; but cp also Jastrow,
//*//&amp;gt;zVz and the supposed Jaulndi, ZA, 1895, p. 222^?! The

names adduced by Pinches, Ya and Jaina in Assyro-Baby-
Ionian inscriptions, PSKA 15 i pp. 1-13 (cp also Jager, Beitr.

zur Assyr. 1 452^ ; Grimme, Grundziige, etc., 145 ; Hommel,
AHT 115, and Kxp. T 104248144; Sayce, ib. 0522; [against

Hommel] Konig, the origin of the name nin ,
ib. 10 legjf.),

must for the present, on account of the uncertainty attending the

explanation, and often the reading as well, be left out of account.

Against the proposal of Frd. Del. (far. 158^) to derive a form

Jahu, common to all Canaanites, from an Accadian Ja-u, trans

formed by the Hebrew priests into nin ,
so as to render possible

its derivation from
,-j n, to be, cpPhilippi,Z.yC \~iilkerpsych. u.
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Ex. 3 14 being left out of account, Yahwe has been

explained variously.
1

(a) As nomen imperfecti Kal of run, to fall, either

in the sense of rushing, crashing down (Klo. Gl 70),
. or in that of falling (from heaven),

, as being originally the name of one of
etymological the objects (sge MASSEBAH&amp;gt; x d] called

ins&amp;gt;

Baityl (so, along with other possible

explanations, Lag. Orientalia, 227 ff.).

(b&quot;)
As a nomen imperfecti Kal of m,t, to blow (cp

Arabic hawa(y), to blow, hawd&quot;&quot;, air, breeze
),

the

Blower,&quot;
2 as a name for the storm-god, analogous to

the Assyrian Ramman.

(c) As a nomen imperfecti Hiptiil of ni,t, either as

he who makes to be, calls into existence, the Creator, 3

or, following (a), as he who makes to fall, who smites

with lightning,
4 and so, as before, the storm-god.

A Hiph il (or a causative form analogous to the

Hebrew HipRiP), however, from run (or rrn) cannot be

produced, apart from late Syriac formations, in any
Semitic dialect, and the signification fall occurs in

Hebrew only in the imperative Kin, Job 376 (where

Siegfried, SBOT, reads nn) ; and for the meaning
blow recourse must be had to Arabic ; whilst the

interpretation of Yahwe as creator would ill agree with

Hebrew usage, which employs the name Yahw6 chiefly
with reference to revelations of God to his people, or

the conduct of the people towards their national god,
whereas the cosmic working of God is connected with

other divine names.

It is not to be denied that nin may have had origin

ally another much more concrete signification than that

given in Ex. 814. Nevertheless it seems precarious to

suppose that while Hebrew was still a living language,
the people should have been so completely deluded as

to the meaning of the most important and sacred name.
The objection that Ex. 814 rests on a piece of too subtle

metaphysical speculation, falls so soon as we cease to

force into it the abstract conception of self-existence,
5

and content ourselves with the great religious idea of

the living God who does not change in his actions.

Of originally appellative names by far the commonest

(2570 times) is Slohim (nTtSx), the regular plural of

e&quot;lo&quot;h (ai^x), God, which (if we allow

for the modification of d to
&quot;&quot;)

corre

sponds to the more original Arabic ilah
leaning.

(Aramaic nSx). Of the fifty -seven

Sprach Miss., 1882, pp. 175^; Tiele, Th.T, 1882, pp. 262 ff. ;

Kue. Hibbert Lectures, -y&jf. Moreover, according to Winckler

.), niiT, with the meaning of Lord of eternal being, is

to be regarded as a spiritualising of the quite independent and
distinct popular form Jcihu.

1 Cp especially Driver, Recent theories on the origin and
nature of the Tetragrammaton, Stud. Bibl. \ : T. P. Valeton,
De Israelitische Godsnaam, Theol. Stud., May i88g.
2 So Wellh. IJGC-S.), 25, n. i, (

4
) 26 n. i : The etymology is

quite obvious ; he rides through the air, he blows.
3 So already Jn. Clericus (1696) on Ex.63; Schr., since 1862,

and in Schenkel s Bib.-lex. 3 167^ (cp, however, also KATP)
25); Lag. ZDMG l2^i, and most recently in Ubers.iyj ff.

(= he who calls into being what he has promised ). The equat

ing of ni.T and niD i
so as to obtain the meaning, the Vivifier,

distributer of life, must be rejected, for the interchange of n and

n at the beginning of a Semitic word is unheard of.
4 So Lag. Orientalia, 2 29 (alongside of the explanation as

imperf. Kal), and, doubtfully, Stade, GV/l+ig. According to

G. Margoliouth (rSBA, 1895, p. 57^), nl.T is one who sends
down things from heaven.&quot;

5
So, e.g., Di. {Gen., 1887, p. 74): he who exists absolutely

and lives In himself; Schultz, Alttest. Theol.P), 387, the im
mutable, self-centred existence ; the absolute personality. De
serving of mention, also, is the hypothesis of G. H. Skipwith
( The Tetragrammaton, JQR 10 662 Jff,~), according to which

fllil i he w ll oe
&amp;gt;

s tne elliptic form of the invocation of the

ancient Israelite warrior-god, to be completed by *?(&amp;lt;

and ?J2V

i.e., God will be with us. The Untersuchungen fiber den
Natnen Jehova of B. Steinfiihrer (1898), and \V. Spiegelberg s

eine Vertautung iiber den Ursprung des Namens ni,T (from
an Egyptian word for cattle ), ZDMG, 1899, p. 633^, are

quite valueless.
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places where the singular (aiSj&amp;lt;)

occurs, forty-one belong
to the Book of Job, and the rest (apart from the Kt. of

2 K. 17si) either to poetic passages or to late prose. It

can hardly be doubted, accordingly, that the singular

(ni^x) is only an artificial restoration based on the plural

(oTf^w).
1 The plural serves sometimes to denote the

heathen gods (Ex. 9i 12 12 20s etc.) or images of gods
(Ex.2023 etc.), but mostly to denote a single god (or

image of a god e.g. , Ex. 32 1, most probably also Gen.

313032), whether a heathen deity (e.g. , iS. 67, of

Dagon ; i K. lls, even of a female deity for Hebrew
never had a word for goddess) or the God of Israel. 2

In numberless places especially with the addition of

the article C rtSiKn (i.e., like 6 0eos in the NT, the

well-known, true God) is a sort of proper name and

equivalent for Yahwe. The usage of the language
gives no support to the supposition that we have in the

plural form Uluhim, as applied to the god of Israel, the

remains of an early polytheism,
3 or at least a combina

tion with the higher spiritual beings (the son of God
or sons of the gods i.e., according to Heb. usage,

simply beings belonging to the class of Elohim, Gen.

624 Job 16 2 1 887, cp Ps. 29 1 89? [6]). Rather must
we hold to the explanation of the plural as one of majesty
and rank (a variety of abstract plural expressing a com
bination of the several characteristics inherent in the

conception).
4

There is much difference of opinion as to the ety

mology, and therefore the proper signification, of the

word Elohim. A verbal stem, n^N,
115. Etymology. of %vhich Qne wouM naturally tnh;k

first of all, is not known in Hebrew
; and the Arabic

alaha, to worship God, is obviously a denominative
from the substantive ^ildh, God. On the other hand,
the derivation from the Arabic aliha, with medial i

(according to Arabic scholars an old Bedouin word

meaning to be filled with dread, be perplexed, and so

anxiously to seek refuge ),
seemed enticing. ildfi

(niSi*) would thus mean in the first place dread, then

the object of the dread with whom one nevertheless

seeks refuge.
5

Support for this view has been found in particular in several

allusions in the OT itself to the supposed proper meaning of the

word, since in Gen. 31 42 53 God is called the fear (ins) f

Isaac, and in Is. 8 13 Ps. 76i2[u], the object of fear (jnic).
The state of the problem is this. K ali/ia. along with the cog
nate waliha, to fear,&quot;

is really an independent verbal stem, the

above explanation has a greater claim to consideration than any
other. Possibly, however, aliha itself, along with waliha, is

only a denominative from Hah, and signifies originally pos
sessed of God (cp eV0ov&amp;lt;ria&amp;lt;Jei&amp;gt;&amp;gt;, Sai^ovav), as the Arabic ba ila.

means to be possessed of Ba l. & In this case, naturally,
Fleischer s explanation would be futile.

1 According to Baethg. (Beitr. 297) the poetic author of

Dt. 32 is to be regarded as the inventor of the sing. JTI.K.

2 The use of c nSx ( l S. 2813) in the sense of supernatural
being, ghost, is quite exceptional, and it is certainly an error to

assert that N sometimes indicates judges or magistrates in

general. In Ex. 216 22 7./ [8f.] iS.22s K invariably means

God, as witness of a lawsuit or dispenser of oracles. (We have

clearly a relic of the last-mentioned usage in Ex. 4 16 [J ?] and
even in 7 i [P?].) In Ex.227, to

.
tne parallelism shows that

what is meant is the reviling of God as the giver of decisions

on points of law. In Ps. 82 i 6 97 7 138 i, on the other hand,
the N are, like the holy ones of Ps. 8968 [5 7], the gods of the

heathen, which, in later post-exilic times, fell to a lower rank

(see ANGELS).
3 According to WRS (A

1

5(2), 445), the Elohim of a place

originally meant all its sacred denizens, viewed collectively as

an indeterminate sum of indistinguishable beings.
4 On this point cp Ges. Gram.Pi), 124^- and 132 h. In the

Phoenician inscriptions, too(cpG. Hoffmann, Ueber ein ige plwn.

Inschr., 1889, p. 17 jff.~), D^N (elim) indicates most probably the

universal conception of divinity, /f*, on the contrary, the in

dividual deity in the idol.
5 So especially the illustrious Arabist Fleischer (most lately

in Kleine Schriften,\ 154^-). and after him Franz Del. (most

recently in his Genesis, 1887, p. 48, where he explains 5i^{|
as awe or respect, and then object of awe ).

6 So Nold. ZDMGW 174, after We. Wakidi, 356, n. 3 (uliha.

an-irraguli, the fear of God has made the man harmless ).
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There is just as little proof, however, for the view of

Ewald, and after him Dillmann (on Gen. 1 1
; also in

Handb. d. ATlichen Theol.}, that a^x means to be

mighty, and is to be regarded as a by-form of the stem

n^K ( ^N), from which SN comes.

Nestle follows another course (Theol. St. aus Wiirt.,

1882, p. 243^!), explaining Hldhim as the plural, not

of the late artificially revived form Hldah, but of the

sing, el (see next g).
1

Nestle supposes the plural to have arisen from el by the artificial

insertion of a n (h), like Heb. ni.lCN, maidens, from nOM, Arab.

atakdt, fathers, Syr. s*mtihdn, names, etc. Nestle is thus able

easily to explain how the older language had no singular for

elohim but el, and no other plural for el but elohlm. The
explanation of this plural form would thus be dependent on that
of the sing, el (see below). To Nestle s hypothesis, however,
there is the objection- that at least the Arabic formations of this

kind have a short a before the termination, whilst the long 6 of
elohim would represent a long d

;
and above all, that all ex

amples with inserted n (if we ignore some secondary formations
in Syriac) have the fern, ending. Moreover, were this hypo
thesis accepted, the Ar. ildh and the Aram. n?N would have,

with Nestle, to be regarded as words borrowed directly or in

directly from the Hebrew.*

There is no less difference of opinion as to the ex

planation of el, God, a word which appears as a
_. divine name 217 times (73 in Ps. , 55 in Job,

and generally almost only in poetical passages,
or at least in elevated prose), and just like elohim (see

preceding col., n. 2) may denote either deities (D^K

e.g. ,
in Ex. 15 ii, etc., Ps. 58 1 [2] corrected text) which

have come to be viewed as subordinate divinities, or

the god of Israel. Sometimes it occurs with the article

(yet also without it ;
so especially in Deutero-Isaiah,

40 18, etc.), like the iflohlm (cTiSxn) in the sense of

the true God (e.g. , Gen. 46s), but specially often with

some attribute or other, whether a noun (e.g. , -1133 SN,

hero-god, Is. 96) or an adjective as in
&amp;gt;n *?K, the

living God, 4
[vSy Sx (see below, . 118), God most

high, vyy VN (see below, 117), God almighty (?), or

with a genitive, as ^Kiya JN, the God of Bethel 5
(Gen.

867), nVty V*i tne Sd of antiquity (Gen. 21.33), or

finally with a noun in apposition -e.g. , Gen. 463; cp
also 8820 where Jacob calls the massebdh (for in view of

-3X i we must read thus, not rain, altar
)
that he

erected el, god of Israel. Very frequent is the

occurrence of el (never aiSx or DTI^N) as first or second

member in proper names e.g. , f^nSx, &quot;lU^N.
in St*, Wv,

^MUay. etc. (see above, 25).

Against the derivation of the substantive el (?) from

W to be strong, with the meaning the strong one,
a derivation at one time common and in itself satis

factory,
6
objections have been raised. The most that

The other example from Lieder der Hudhail (ed. We. 123),
no. 278, /. 3, is less certain.

1
Conversely, Ewald had already explained 7K as abbreviated

from
aiSj? (DWJt); Lehre der Bibelvon Gott, 2&2j?f.

a Cp N5ld. SBA W, 1882, p. 1180.
3 Cp the detailed refutation of this theory by Nold. (SBA W,

1882, pp. 1183^), according to whom both el and ilak were
already in existence side by side before the parting of the
Semitic nations. Cp also Ed. Meyer, El in Roscher s Lex.
d. griech. u. rom. Mythol. 1223 ff. ; Baethgen, too, shows
(Beitr. 271, and in the excursus, 297^) that it is at best but
traces of the form il (el) that are to be found in the various
Semitic tribes and peoples, whilst ildk is cjuite wanting in some
languages. On the other hand, il has in some cases become
quite unfamiliar in the living language ; in others it is passing
out of use, its place being taken by ildh. It is only in personal
names that . . . il has established itself in all Semitic lan

guages, either alone as in some of them, or alongside of ildh as
in others.

* Cp El roi, Gen. 16 13 RVmg. ( x|
&amp;lt;?,&amp;lt;);

see ISAAC, 2.

5 On this usage of el, perhaps the oldest, where it originally
denoted the local divinity (afterwards identified with Yahwe)
of the several places of worship, cp Stade, GVI 1 428.

6
Wejlhausen says (Skizzen, 3 169) : the true content of the

conception
&quot; God &quot;

amongst the Semites generally is that of lord-
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can be cited in the way of evidence for such a use of
the substantive el is the expression &amp;gt;T ^vh-to\ it is in

the power of my hand (Gen. 8X29 and elsewhere). It

has been urged too, especially by Lagarde (Mitteilungen,
1884, pp. 96^&quot;.),

that the derivation of this particular
name from a neuter verbal stem is unthinkable (cp,
however, also

p
1

?, scoffer
; -\y, Demon

). Above
all it is objected that a participle or verbal noun from
&quot;JIN (or TN) would of necessity have an unchangeable i

,

1

whereas forms like Elhanan
(priSx),

Elimelek (^irSx)
and many others would argue for the e being simply a

prolongation of an original z. The last objection would

apply also to Noldeke s 2 derivation from SIN, to be in

front. Dillmann (on Gen. li) and Lagarde
3 derive

Sx from n^K (or &quot;?) ;
but for the meaning, assumed by

Dillmann, to be mighty, no authority can be found,
and Lagarde s connection of el with the preposition

(Vx) to, is open to serious question. (See NATURE-

WORSHIP, 2.
)

Lagarde maintains that el denotes: him after whom one
strives, who is the goal of all human aspiration and endeavour
(according to Deutscke Schriften, 222, the aim or goal ), or

(1888) to whom one.has recourse in distress or when one is in

need of guidance (Ulters. 170 : to whom one attaches oneself

closely ). Such an origin for the name would be no doubt con
ceivable on the basis of pure and strict monotheism ; it is,

however, inconceivable if //, el, originally served to denote any
god whatever,

1* and even a demon or local divinity.

We are no nearer a solution in the case of the divine

name Shaddai, &quot;TO. Whilst it occurs six times
&quot;

1 as an

v attribute of Sx, it occurs as an inde-
* ai.

pen (ien t divine name 39 times, of

which 31 belong to the poetical parts of Job (since here,

as is well known, Yahwe is avoided and its place taken

by other names). According to Ex.63 (1
J

)
it was by

the name el saddai (not Yahwe) that God revealed

himself to the patriarchs. It is in agreement with this

that four of the six Genesis passages belong certainly to

P (along with the three personal names compounded
with HE ), whilst, as @ shews, saddai in Gen. 43 14 is a
Redactor s interpolation into the text of E. The only

pre-exilic testimony for saddai is therefore Gen. 492$
Nu. 24 4 i6.

It is incorrect to appeal in support of the common
explanation Almighty to the Arabic root sadda, to

be firm, strong, for the Hebrew equivalent for this

would be not TIC* (SDD) but -ny (SDD). Nor is

much weight to be laid on &amp;lt;5 s rendering saddai by
Almighty (wa.i&amp;gt;TOKpa.Tup).

This occurs only in the

book of Job, and there only in 15 out of 31 places,
whilst in the Pentateuch saddai is simply rendered by a

pronoun (fnov, &amp;lt;rov, 6 f/uos) or passed over altogether.
6

Judged by its form, saddai could only be a derivative

ship. With this it agrees that Yahwe is also called in Is. 6 5

and elsewhere the king, and that in Ethiopic the fluralis
majestatis amldk has become a sort of proper name for God.

1 Yet Noldeke still in 1882 decided (SBA 11
, 188-2, p. 1188) that

SN \i^?&amp;gt;probably an originally long vowel. As a matter of fact the

punctuation of the Massora(in 3N 7N, etc., alongside of
&quot;?!*)

be founded on an error. Whether the Babylonian ihi,

Sir- -la-d Israelite as sufficient proof.
2 SBAW, 1880, p. 760ff., less definitely 1882, p. 1175^
3 Symmicta, 2 (1880), 101 ff. ; Orientalia, 2 (1880), *off.\

Mittheilvngen, 1 94 jf. 107 ff. 231 / 2 27 / 183 (1881-86); at

length (most recently) in Ubers. i$&amp;lt;)ff. According to p. 167 the

derivation of ?N from the preposition 7N was proposed as long

ago as by Josue de la Place (ti655).
4 According to Lagarde, it is true, VN was not a native word

amongst the Arabs, Idumaeans, etc., but only a loan-word from

the Jews (cp, however, above n. 3).
5 Five times in Gen. (for we must certainly read

&amp;lt;-jj ^x for

t? flN in Gen. 4925) and in Ex.63.
6 In Ezek. 10 5, probably an interpolated verse, retains the

form 2a6Scu. This, however, by no means furnishes any real

evidence for the originality of the pronunciation &.
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of the form

TIB&amp;gt;
with the suffix ay.

1 But this root

means only lay waste, destroy, and it is surely incon

ceivable that, for example, in the oldest passage (Gen.

4925), el saddai designates God as the devastator or

destroyer. Moreover, the pronunciation saddai is

perhaps purely artificial, intended to embody the ex

planation ne&amp;gt; (&)= what (or who) is sufficient. It is

only thus we can explain the remarkable rendering

(6 i/cavos ; cp iKai uOijvai [
=

&quot;]]
in Mai. 3io) of

&amp;lt;S in

Job21is 31 2 402 Ruthl2o/ of
&amp;lt;S

A in Ezek. 1 24 and
of Aquila, Symmachus and Theodotion (also R. Ishaki

on Ex. 63). To derive the name from a root mi? would

require the pronunciation saddai
( i\y, the so-called

nomen
o/&amp;gt;ificis\

But there is no such root in Hebrew,
though according to Frd. Delitzsch (Prol. 1896) there

is a root sadii to be high in Assyrian.
2 See SHADUAI.

Like saddai, the title ElySn (jvSj;),
the Almighty,

appears sometimes in connection with El (Gen. 14 18-20

n Pi R an&amp;lt;^ n aPPos t n with Yahwe in v. 22;
is. tiyon.

fe
(
ps. 7 Ig [, 7 ]

.

in 57 3
r 2

7856, too, Elohlm has been substituted by a Redactor,
as elsewhere in Ps. 42-84 for Yahwe : see PSALMS, 7),
sometimes standing alone (Nu. 24 16 Dt. 328 Ps. 21 8 [7]

46s [4] 77 ii [10], etc. ; as a vocative 9 3 [2]). That when
it stands alone elyon was felt to be a proper noun is clear

from its never having the article even after prepositions ;

cp, e.g. ,
Ps. 73 ii Is. 14 14 Ps. 50 14. With this agrees the

testimony of Philo Byblius (Eus. Prcep. evang. 1 10)

that among the Phoenicians EXioiV was in use as a

name for God. This is the simplest explanation of the

fact that in the single early passage where Elyon
occurs (Nu. 24 16) it is put in the mouth of a foreigner,
whilst the employment of the word as an Israelite

name for God belongs almost exclusively to post-exilic

usage.
Another word, occurring as a sort of proper noun

130 (or according to the Massora 134) times, not as

Ari ^ r - ^or Yahwe (see above note i) but
iai&amp;gt;

as Ktb., is (TIN, i.e.) according to

MT Adonai
( rix) but probably originally Adoni

( rw)
my lord. 3 Adon (pix)

without suffix is used only in

Ps. 114;, of God; and the Adon
(jiixn)

in Mai. 3i,and,

in connection with other divine names, in Ex. 23 17 8423
and five times in Is. (1 24 3i, etc.).

Of other terms indicative of lordship Baal (Vya) pro

prietor, lord (with the article Syan) was also in ancient

_
1

tmies used without hesitation as a desig-
lal&amp;gt;

nation for the god of Israel. This is

proved by a series of proper names compounded with

Baal, in the bestowal of which not the heathen Baal

1 So Baethgen (fieitr., etc., 294) who appeals to Palmj rene

and other parallels. He maintains that y can be explained
only as an Aramaism, an Aramaism that the Hebrews brought
with them from their Aramaean home.

2 NOldeke (SBA \V, 1880, p. 775; ZDMG 42 480) conjectured
that 1B&amp;gt; or (on the analogy of *3~lt&amp;lt;) &quot;l;?, my lord was the

original pronunciation. Cp G. Hoffmann, Phon. Inschr. 53-55.

But what explanation could then be given of IP 7N in the

mouth of God (Gen. 4^25 Ex. 03)? Cp SHADDAI.
s As Dalman has shown (Dcr Gottesname Adonnj it. seine

Gesch.), it is simply by Rabbinic arbitrariness, not yet known to

the Talmud, that we have the form ( 31N) with long a (commonly

supposed to be a means of distinction from the ordinary profane
form [ jlK] my lords ; but supposed by Nestle ZA TIV, 1896,

p. 325, to be a reaction of the a of fyfi such a form as fll
&quot;

1

being impossible; and by Lagarde, Dhers. 188, to be an

Aramaism, related to the Old Palestinian jilN like Syriac taalkiiy,

kingly to ntelekh) or even a plural suffix at all (in connection

with the plural of majesty D ilN). For with the suffix of the

first person sing, elsewhere only the sing. i^K is found, and

from this form the divine name had to be distinguished. The
common assertion that the suffix in

&amp;lt;px
is often, as in monsieur,

madaiite, etc., quite meaningless, is corrected by Dalman by
the observation that outside of the Book of Daniel and eight

critically doubtful passages, the suffix is never quite meaningless.

(Cp excursus on Adonai, Che. OPs. 299-303.)
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but Yahwe was certainly thought of. 1 See JERUBBAAL,
ISHBAAL, MERIBAAL, BEELIADA (forms retained in

Ch. ), but in the earlier books deliberately corrupted

by the substitution of El or Bosheth. 2
See, however,

MEHHIBOSHETH.
The title Abir of Jacob (apy Tax) the Strong One

of Jacob (i.e. , he whom Jacob must acknowledge and
honour as the Strong One

; cp ^Nnfc&quot; na
T &quot;

in all parts of the Book of Isaiah i.e.,

he whom Israel ought to treat as the Holy One), Gen.

4924 and four other times (cp Is. 124 SKIS&quot; x), occurs

only in poetical writing. Since no adjective dbir (THN)
is known, it is probable that we should read abblr (TSN),
but with the same meaning, the Strong One of Jacob,
not the Bull of Jacob as by itself it might mean.
Isaiah would certainly not have employed the expression
had it contained for him any reminiscence of steer-

worship. On the other hand it is very probable that

dtir (TDK) is so written in order to avoid the likeness to

abblr (rax) bull.

Another term used only in poetry as a kind of divine

name is sur
(111;), Rock. 3 It occurs attached to a geni

tive C?to:r -ns, 2 8.283 Is. 8029) or with

a suffix (e.g. , Dt. 32 30 ; in v. 31 also of a
heathen deity), and also alone e.g. , in Dt. 82418 even
as a vocative, parallel with Yahwe, Hab. 1 12 (if the

text is sound). On the other hand it is very question
able whether in the plainly very corrupt text of Gen.

4924 (Sins&quot; jat),
the stone of Israel is to be taken

(like -fin) as a name for God.

Special fulness is required in discussing, finally, the

combination of Yahwe or Elohim with the genitive
seMoth (jiiKax) hosts, from which

sprang a much used name for God. 4

The original appellative signification of sebaoth appears
still quite plainly in the full formula Yahwe the god of
the hosts (nixavn riSx m.T, with the article), Hos. 126 [5]

Am. 3 13 6 14 ; according to (5 originally also 9s.
Much more common is the form (nixas n^N )

without

article, and commonest of all Yahwe of hosts (nixas ).

5

Frequently, too, adonai is prefixed to this (probably in

most cases an interpolation to supply the place of the

original Yahwe, on which cp above 109, note 4),

sometimes also litNn, the lord (Is. 124 194, to which,

according to
, 10 16 is to be added).

Of the 282 places where the genitive sSbaoth occurs,
no less than 246 are in the prophets (55 in i Is., 81

in Jer. ),
and even the five that occur in Kings are in

speeches of prophets. It nowhere appears in the

Pentateuch, 6
Josh., Judg. , Ezek., Joel, Obad. , or

(apart from Ps. 24 10 and 15 places in the 2nd and 3rd
Books of Psalms and 3 in Ch. taken from i S.

)
the

whole Hagiographa.
1 In 2 S. 620 we have a place-name (BAAL-PERAZIM) contain

ing Baal governing a genitive (cp below, 123), although it is

Yahwe that is meant.
2 In 2 S. 11 21 we find the form Jerubbesheth = Jerubbaal.
3 Cp especially A. Wiegand, ZA TH IQ 8s/. The employ

ment of &quot;RS in the proper name Pedahzur (&quot;Msrn9 : Nu. 2 20

and elsewhere) specially favours its being a genuine divine
name. (On the difficult problems involved seeZuR, NAMES IN.)

4 Cp Katitzsch, Zebaoth in PRKM 17 423^ and ZATW
6 \Tjff. , Liihr, Jahve Zebaoth in Untersuchungen zum B.
Amos (1901), 37^ (with a thorough statement of the usage
of *).

Cp on this abbreviation Gesen. Grant. 26, 125/1. For the

grammatically impossible combination (Yaliwi) god, hosts

( S O H^X or ^ C .-jSfj &amp;lt;)

in Ps. 59 6 [5] and elsewhere (for the last

time 84 9 [8]) we must everywhere read Yahwe of hosts. Kl fihTm

( god ) was substituted for Yahwe throughout the 2nd and 3rd
Books of Psalms by some redactor without regard to Syntax ;

but then the original Yahwe was in some cases also retained in

the text. Cp PSALMS, 7.
6 The theory of Klostermann (Gesch. Isr. 76) is worthy of

notice. He thinks that the name was really removed from the

Pentateuch by a redactor just as in Josh. 81113 ^
7&amp;gt;

instead of
the ark of the lord of all the earth, there must clearly originally

have stood the ark of Yahwe of hosts.
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The old dispute whether the title Yahw6 Sgbaoth

designates Yahwe as God of the earthly (Israelite) or of

the heavenly hosts (angels or stars or both) may be

decided in this way viz. , that sgbaoth denotes in the

first place the earthly hosts, the hosts of Israel fighting

under the leadership of Yahwe. Apart from this divine

name, sgbaoth in the plural never means anything but

armies of men, 1 and indeed almost always Israelite

armies, whether at the Exodus (Ex. 626, etc., cp especi

ally 74 and 1241) or later (Dt. 209, etc., and so also

Ps. 44io[g] 108i2[n]), only in Jer. 3ig Ps.
68i3|&amp;gt;]

heathen armies. The heavenly host on the other hand is

without exception
2
designated by the singular (x:i*).

The above interpretation of Yahwe Sgbaoth is favoured

moreover by i S. 1745 where the God of the ranks of

Israel is plainly intended as an interpretation of

Yahwe Sgbaoth an interpretation not superfluous for a

Philistine and above all by the fact that of the n
occurrences of Yahwe Sgbaoth in the book of Samuel,

5 (i S. 1311 44 2 S. 6218) are directly or indirectly

connected with the ark, and 3 others (i S. 152 1745
2 S. 5io) with military transactions. The sacred ark is,

according to the earliest references (cp especially Nu.

lOss/. 1444 /. Josh. 64/. iS. 4 3 jf: and42i/ 2 S. 11 n),
the symbol, nay the pledge, of the presence of Yahwe
as the god of war, the proper leader of Israel

;
and in

i S. 4 4 and especially 2 S. 6 2 the name Yahwe Sgbaoth

is expressly connected with the sacred ark. The idea

that the appositional phrase who is enthroned above
the cherubim here designates Yahwe as leader of the

heavenly hosts, appears to us to be quite excluded by
i S. 17 45 (see above). On the other hand it cannot be

denied that even in the earliest prophetic passages there

is hardly a trace to be seen of this original meaning.

Nay, we may assume that Isaiah, e.g. , would not have
used the name so often, had its connection with the

former markedly naturalistic representation of the

sacred ark been expressly before his mind. On the

contrarv, the admission of the word into the prophetic

vocabulary must have been preceded by its transference

from the earthly to the heavenly hosts. At the same
time it can never be determined with certainty whether
sgbaSth denotes the angels

3 or the stars or both. 4

What is clear with regard to prophetic usage is that

with Yahwe Sgbaoth is associated the thought of super
mundane power and majesty. It is very significant in

this connection that Yahwe Sgbaoth is parallel with

the holy (one) (ernpn) in Is. 5i6, and with the holy

(one) of Israel C?N-iir trnp) in v. 24, whilst in Is. 63 it

has holy (trnp) for its predicate. The Holy

(anipn), however, in Is. likewise means exalted above

everything earthly. The most probable conclusion is

that in prophetic usage Yahwe Sebaoth agreeably to

its original meaning suggested in the first place the

angelic hosts of war, but that finally the thought of the

starry host, as the grandest proof of divine omnipotence
and infinity, prevailed. &amp;lt; appears to attach a still

more general meaning to Yahwe Sgbaoth, when it

renders it, as it often does,
5
by Lord of the powers

1 Against this view Borchert plausibly objects (St. Kr., 1896,
p. 619^!), that all the places where sebaOth is used of hosts of
men belong to the later or even the very latest literature, and
that, besides, sebuuth in P means not fighting hosts but the
masses of the Israelitish people, whilst for the former the sing,
saba is used. But we really know no other usage, apart from
the divine title, and the angelic host is called in Josh. 5 14 f.
i K. 22 19 Is. 242i saba in the sing. Certainly P regards the
masses of the people as fighting hosts (see Nu. 2).

2 In Ps. 10321 1482 for his hosts (vjoxX which the Massora
thought necessary on account of the preceding imperative plural,
read his host

(1N3!&amp;gt; : the language knows no plural C KDS).
3 So most recently Borchert explicitly (op. cit. 633^).4
According to Smend (Alttest. Rel.-gesch.fi\, 202), indeed,

the meaning lord of all the forces of the world is to be re

garded as the original. [Wellhausen thinks of the baipoves (D Stf)

who were attached to different localities, but were all subject
to Yahwe.]

5 In i S. and almost invariably in Is. (hence it appears also
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or forces (KI^/HOS TWV

5vva.fj.fui&amp;gt;),

1 or even by the

Almighty God (6 0eo$ 6 iravTOKpdrup), or Lord

Almighty (xtipios TravroKparup). That Yahwe Sgbaoth

early came to be felt to be a single proper name,
is shown by the invariable dropping of the article

(except in Hos. 126 [5] Am. 3 13 614 9s) and the almost

equally invariable dropping of the governing noun

(flty
The transition to the divine names of the NT is

effected by the title db, Father. This name cannot,
_ , , however, claim in the OT anything

ler&amp;gt;

like the wealth of meaning that belongs
to it in the invocation of the Lord s prayer, and in

countless other passages in the NT. Just as in the OT
(apart from the theocratic king, Ps. 2 7 ; cp 2 S. 7 14) it

is not the individual Israelite but the whole people that

is called son (or sons) of God (Ex. 422 f. Is. 12 Hos.

Hi, etc.), so also God is called father not of the

individual Israelites but of the whole people. Moreover,
the context of such passages as Dt. 326 Is. 64 7 [8] Jer. 31 9
Mai. 1 6 2 10 shows that in the name father what is

chiefly thought of is the formation of the nation i.e.,

its elevation to its historical position. Only in Is. 63 16

is there at the same time an allusion to the redemptive
acts of Yahwe, to his fatherly care for his people, whilst

in Jer. 8419 father is used as a sort of name of

endearment. The only reference to an individual

relation is to be found in 2 S. 7 14 (see above ;
and cp Ps.

89 27 [26], likewise with reference to the theocratic king).
The thought of the inexhaustible fatherly compassion
which is the significant idea in the name father in the

NT appears in the OT only in Ps. 686 [5] and 103 13, and
in both places merely by way of simile.

i. Concordances and Dictionaries. For the Hebrew text

Mandelkern s Concordance (Brecher s Concordantiie Nomimtm
Propriorum, Frankfort a. M. 1876, is

125. Bibliography, very defective) ; Gesenius, Thesaurus;
Brown - Driver - Briggs, Hebr. Lex. ;

and (for post-biblical Jewish names) Levy, Ncuhehr. Worterbuch.
For the (Jreek versions and Greek apocrypha Hatch and Redpath s

Concord, to Sept. (Supplement) ;
for the EV Strong s Exhaustive

Concordance.
ii. Text. This important part of the subject has never been

systematically treated, and as a rule is neglected or indifferently
handled in commentaries ; it receives much attention in many of
the individual articles in this work : see also Lists and Notes in

HPN, pp. 277-313, and Gray s article in JQK, 1901, pp. 375-391 ;

Smend, Die Listen d. BB. Ksra u. Neh. (1881); Marquart,
Fund. (1896), pp. 10-26. On the prefixes in a &quot;d V see Bonk,
ZA\TW 11 125-156.

iii. Interpretation and usage.- Lagarde, OS (including

Jerome. s Liber interpretation is hebr. noiiiinutii): M. Hiller,O&amp;lt;7-

masticum Sacrum (c. 1000 pp. ; Tiibingen 1706); Nestle, Eig.
(1876) : Gra.y,Studies in Hcbr. ProperNames (i 896) : Kerber, Die

religionsgeschichtliche Bedeutvng der heb. Eigennamen (1897).
For later Jewish names, see Zunz, Namen der Juden (1837)

reprinted in Gesaiinnelte Schrifien,Zi-%2 and H. P. Chajes,
Beitriige zur Nordsein. Onomatologie (1900). For discussions

of details, the reader may consult the separate special articles in

the present work, not neglecting the references ;
2 and the works

of Nestle and Gray. Here it may suffice to mention one or two
of the more important discussions in periodicals (chiefly JQK,
JRAS,JBLit. and especially ZDMG, ZATW) prior to the

latest of these publications and to some subsequent contributions

in Rom. 9 29 Jas. 64) retains [xvpios] ^.aftaiaO. It occurs for

the first time absolutely as a proper name (i.e., ignoring its

dependence as properly a genitive) in the Sibyl (1 304). In the

so-called Ophite Gnosis, Sabaoth is one of the emanations from
the world fashioner, Jaldabaoth.

1 In the other Greek versions it is Kiipios Toir oTpartui in

what sense is doubtful, but perhaps looking back to the a-rpana.
TOV ovpai oi) of .

2
[It is hoped that when the present work is finished, the

reader will have before him a more complete and up-to-date

survey both of the material at our disposal for solving the

problems of names and of the possible solutions of those problems
than can be found elsewhere, mainly through the co-operation
of scholars of different sections of the critical school. The
greatest difficulty has been the backwardness of textual criticism

(see TEXT AND VERSIONS), which has inevitably affected all the

current treatises bearing on names. The thorough criticism to

which in this work the text has been subjected has often led to

the adoption of new views of some importance, which, with all

deductions for possible errors, justify the editors in claiming
that here, as elsewhere, they have been able to carry the subject
at any rate a little beyond the point hitherto reached in print

(Preface to vol. i., p. n). ED.]
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on the subjects : \V. R. Smith in JPhil. 9 75-100 and Jacobs,
Studies in Bibl. Arch. (1894) chaps. 4 5 (Animal and Plant

Names); Noldeke in ZDMG 1886, pp. 148-157; 1888, pp. 470-

487 ; Kenan, Des Noms theophores apocopees, in REJ 5 161 ff.\

M. Jastrow in JKL 1894, pp. i&amp;lt;j Jf-, 101-127; 1 90:&amp;gt;&amp;lt; PP- 82-105

(on compounds with boshcth, -yah, and the name Samuel) ;

Homtnel AHT, and Die Siid-arabischen Alterth.iiier (1899)

21-27 (on Ammi) ; Gray s Criticisms of Hommel s AH T in Exp.
1897^, 173-190. Specially important for the subject of place-
names are Stade s article in ZA TW 1885, pp. 175-185, and von

Gall, altisraclitische Kultstiitten (1898). Further, for the com
parison of Hebrew with other Semitic names the following will

be found specially valuable : Lidzbarski, Handbuck li. Northern.

Epigraphik\ the notes in CAS&quot;; Del.,/Vy/. ; Hammer-Purgstall,
Ueber d. Namen d. Arabcr, We. Ar. Heid. G. B. G.

iv. The literature on the names of God is embarrassingly large.
On the name Yahwe may be mentioned WRS Proph. (1882),

pp. 385 ff. ; Wellh. IJGV1, 25 ; Dr. Recent Theories on the

Origin and Nature of the Tetragrammaton,
1

Stud. Bib. 1, pp. \Jf.\
Dalman, DerGottesnaine Adonaiitndseine Gesch., 1889; KiJnig,
Die formell genet. Wechselbeziehung der beiden Worter Jahve

und Jahu, ZA TW\1 \Tzff. I.Lag. Psalteriuin juxta Hehriros

fHeroitymi,\%J4\Or., 1879; Ubers., 1889; Baudissin,.SVv&amp;lt;Y. zur
scin. Rel.-gesch. 1(1876), pp. 181-254 ; Kuenen, (7&amp;lt;viW. (1869), 1 398

(ET, same reference) ; Lolir, Uiitcrsiich. zt B. Ainos, 2nd app.,

Jahve Zebaoth (tables showing where this name, in different

forms, occurs in OT, how (5 translates, and on what occasions it

is used) ; Giesebrecht, Die A Tliche Schiitzungdes Gottesnainens
it. Hire religionszesch, Grundl., 1901. Illustrative; Del., Par.

(1881); Pmchts,PSBA 15(1892), j 3Jf.; ViL,Gfljr
.i Hommel,

AHT 102; and Exp.T, 1899, p. 42; Sayce, ib. 1898, p. 522;

Philippi, Zt.f. I Mkerfisych., 14 (1883), 175^; Jastrow, ZA
10222^:, and ZATll ltii jf.\ Stade, Die E.ntsteh. des V.

Israel, Al h., 97 ff. On the other divine names El, Eloah, and

Elohim, Elyon Shaddai, etc., see the references in 108-124.

T. N.
( 1-86); G. B. G.

( 87-106, 125, i.-iii. );

E. K.
( 107-124) ;

T. K. c.( 125, iv.).

NANEA, RV Nan*a (NANAIA [AV] ; Syr. iUJ ),

the Grtecised form of Nana or Nanai, a goddess

worshipped in Elymais or Elam, in whose temple,

according to 2 Mace. 1 13, Antiochus Epiphanes was

by the deceit of Nanea s priests (see MACCABEES, slain

SECOND, 7, col. 2876). In i Mace. 61-4, indeed,

a different story is told, and the name of the deity whose

temple Antiochus sought to plunder is not given.

Polybius (31 n) and, following him, Josephus (Ant.
xii. 9i) give it as Artemis; Appian (Syr. 66) as

Aphrodite. Nana, however, was a primeval Babylonian

goddess the only one of the great Sumerian (non-

Semitic) goddesses who still retained her rank as lady
of the temple E-anna in her city of Uruk (Erech).

Kudur-nanhundi, king of Elam, robbed E-anna of its

lady s image (about 2280 B.C.), and it remained at

Susa till AUR-BANI-PAI.
(&amp;lt;/.v.)

recovered it. This

accounts for the permanence of the cultus of Nana in

Elam. The Assyrians and Babylonians, however, did

not forget the goddess. Tiglath-pileser III. sacrificed

to her under the title of lady of Babylon, after a

victorious campaign against Babylonia (h B\\. 67).

Originally distinct from Istar (Del. Par. 222), she came
to be regarded as a form of Istar (cp ERECH), so that

an identification with Artemis and Aphrodite lay close

at hand. See ELYMAIS, PERSEPOMS.
Two more references to Nana have been supposed in the OT.

Lagarde introduced her name by a very arbitrary emendation into

Is. 05 it (see FORTUNE AND DESTINY), and many have regarded
the obscure title C E 3 men, the delight of women, as belonging
to Nana (against which see Hevan, Daniel, 196).

For literature, cp COT2 159^, and add JSIaspero, Dawn of
Civ. 665-674 ; Jastrow, Kel. Bab. Ass. 81, 85, 206. T. K. C.

NAOMI, better No6mi
( PW, my sweetness, 79,

iii. c
; NtO/v\eiN [B], NOCMM, and A in 24317

NOGMMei, NOOMMI[N] [A], NOOMI [L]), wife of

Elimelech of Bethlehem, and mother-in-law of Ruth

(Ruth 1 2^). See RUTH.

NAPHATH-DOR (TNI nS3), iK.4n RVw-, RV
1

heights of DOR (q. v.
).

NAPHISH, in i Ch. 5 19, AV NEPHISH (BB3), a son of

ISHMAKL(?.V. ), Gen. 25 15 iCh. 131 5i9(NA&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;ec[BAE],

ee [&amp;gt;]. -4&amp;gt;eic [L]; in 5 19 N&amp;lt;\(|&amp;gt;eic&A&amp;lt;McoN [B],

N&4&amp;gt;IC&amp;lt;MCON [AL]). The name may mean wide

spread (cp Aram. DB3. Ass. napasu) ; it may also be a
distortion of rTBJi a collateral form of jv3J (

= Nebaioth)
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NAPHTALI
presupposed by the Assyrian form Napiati (Schr. KGP
104). Cp NEPHISIM. T. K. c.

NAPHISI
( N A&amp;lt;J&amp;gt;[e]ic[e]l [BA]), i Esd. 5 3 = Ezra

2 50, NEPHISIM.

NAPHOTH DOR (IH rilD3), Josh. 11 2 RV&quot;&amp;gt;e. RV
heights of DOR (ij.v. ). Cp 2 below.

NAPHTALI pnSi, 9 I N6&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;6AA[e]i [BNADFQL],
-M [BXAZJFrL; In Is.9i (823) Aq. Sm. Th.

], -CIN

n . [R
a in Ps. 67 (68) 28, -eM [E, Gen. 308] ;

in
l. ungin. Tob j i AV&amp;lt; NEPHTHALIi and in Mt 4 , 3 AV,

NEPHTHALIM), the tribe settled between Issachar and
the northern Dan. Why it was grouped with Dan is not

clear (cp BILHAH). If the genealogical scheme that has

reached us is on the whole an artificial device of compara
tively late times,

1 the fact that Naphtalites and Danites

were together in the N. would suffice as a reason for mak

ing them brothers. Indeed there need not always have

been a positive reason for such combinations. When a

company of about a dozen has to be broken up into four

groups, even enemies may find themselves side by side :

every one has to be put somewhere. No Naphtalite
traditions on the subject have been preserved. If, on the

other hand, the general genealogical system is in its main

points ancient, Naphtali s being a Bilhite clan may be

historically significant. Its brother Dan came from the

SW. of the Ephraim highlands. Is it possible that Naph-
tali did so too? The possibility has been suggested

(BILHAH). Indeed Steuernagel thinks he can point to

data that give it a certain plausibility. The Naphtalite
clan-names give no help : only one of them recurs any
where viz. Guni, which is also in the list of clans of

Gad, and Gad is Zilpite, not Bilhite (see ZILPAH). It

is noteworthy, however, that in the fragment treating of

Dan in Judg. 1 (v. 34 f. }
the towns mentioned are Aijalon

and Shaalbim, in the SW. of Joseph. If, then,

Naphtali was once settled along with Dan in its southern

seat we should expect to be told of Canaan ite cities in

the same district that Naphtali was not able to occupy.
Now the towns mentioned thus in v. 33 are Beth-shemesh

and Beth-anath. It has of course been usual to assume

that these must be in Galilee ;
but no Beth-shemesh has

been identified there. On the other hand, there is a

well-known Beth-shemesh 2 m. from the Danite city

Zorah (see BETH-SHEMESH, i). The case for Beth-

anath is not so good ;
but it is not unplausible. Beth-

anoth is mentioned in Josh. 15 59 as a city of Judah (see,

however, BETH-ANOTH), and there is Anathoth in

Benjamin. To point to the fact that Shamgar who
smote of the Philistines 600 men, like the great Danite

hero, is called ben Anath seems precarious. No doubt

the lateness of the insertion of Judg. 831, as Steuernagel

observes, does not preclude there being an old story

behind it
;
but the matter is probably too obscure to

serve as evidence. Further it has to be remembered that

Egyptian lists seem to mention not only a southern but

also a nothern Beth-anath, and that a Beth-shemesh is

said to have been a border city of Issachar. If Dan
and Naphtali ever were settled together on the SW. of

Ephraim, and if they grew out of the partition of a Bilhah

tribe, there should be some traces of the presence of a

Bilhah tribe. Now as a matter of fact there is a

Benjamite clan called Bilhan (cp BENJAMIN, 3),

which might be explained as representing a remnant

left behind when the rest of the Bilhah tribe migrated
northwards. In the same neighbourhood a certain land

mark bore the name of Bohan the son of Reuben, who
was said to have usurped Bilhah and would in all likeli

hood be said to have had a son of her. When we
remember the story of David it will seem natural that

it should be said that Reuben had to bear a curse (Gen.

493/.), and the son was turned to stone (so Steuernagel).

The geography would suit (see EDER [TOWER], REUBEN ).

Another support for the theory that Naphtali once

1 See the instructive discussion of Rernh. Luther in ZATW
21 ii [1901]. Cp now also Winckler, KA 7 (

3
J 213, 217.
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NAPHTALI
lived farther S. is found by Steuernagel, with some
diffidence, in Dt. 8823. On this theory Darom (cm)
can be taken in its usual Talmudic sense of the Shephela

(see SOUTH) : the words express the hope that Naphtali

may yet recover its old seat by the sea and in the

Daroma. Outside of Dt. 33, however, Darom occurs

only in Ezek.
, Job, and Eccles. Steuernagel, indeed,

argues that it is nevertheless probably an old word, for

the Daroma would not have been called south by Jews ;

but om may have been as far from meaning south

as Negeb. This argument hardly strengthens the case.

On the other hand there is nothing positive against the

theory. It is part of a wider question (see TRIBE).
How the name Naphtali was popularly explained is

not quite clear. Some one strove
;
but who ? and with

2 Na whom? and how ? Apparently, not Jacob,

although the doubtful expression god s

wrestlings,&quot; if that be the meaning, might very well

refer to such a story as that in Gen. 32. 1 In the present
text the speaker is Rachel, and it is the rule in the case
of Jacob s sons that the name is given by the mother.
If wrestle be the meaning of the hapax legomenon
O WiSJ,

2 Rachel wrestled with her sister (308) and came
out test. Was Reuben then in E Leah s only son at

this time and so Rachel s obtaining a second (Naphtali,
Dan being the first) constituted a victory (so Gunkel) ?

That would explain how it was Reuben that found the

duddim: he was at the time Jacob s only son. If, as

elsewhere, the verb means to act in a wily manner, per
haps Test. xii. Pair. , Napht. , i, correctly paraphrases
E s meaning because Rachel acted with guile and
substituted Bilha for herself. Similar is the explanation
of Josephus (Ant. i. 19?, 305) as if

&quot;got by strata

gem
&quot;

(? /uTjxaPT/ris , var. lect. a/x. , ei
/u.. ),

because of the

stratagem used against the fruitfulness of the sister (Sia
rb dvTiTfxvdffacrtfai 7rp6s rr]i&amp;gt;

evreKviav TTJS dde\(prjs).
The meaning of the name Naphtali is not known.

If there was really a tribe Bilhah, which broke up into

two portions after leaving its southern seat, the part
called Dan may have come to bear the name of the

deity whose cult was seated where it finally settled. 3

The Bilhites who came to be known as Naphtalites
4

may similarly have taken their name from some later

seat. They may, for example, as it has been con

jectured that the Asherites did (AsHER, 3), have
halted for a time near the plain of Megiddo. There
is in that neighbourhood a place-name Naphath or

Naphoth-dor (the vocalisation is uncertain) which is

usually supposed to mean eminence. May Naphtali
be a derivative of Napht as Karmel seems to be of
Karm ? Naphtali would then mean the people of the

Naphtal. Land (DeGids, Oct. 1871, De wording van
staat en godsdienst in het oude Israel, 20, n.

) thought
so, and (independently ?) Wright (

Was Israel in Egypt ?

251). It would be rash to assert that the difficulties 5

are insuperable. Where to locate the Naphath,
Naphoth of Joshua, is uncertain. It is usually supposed
to be the hilly country just under Carmel. If, how
ever, the suggestion of Dillmann as to the original con
struction of Josh. 17 it be accepted (see ASHER, 3)
we must look in Issachar. May the Dor referred to be

1 On supposed wrestling in prayer (cp the Syriac text cited

by^
Ball ([ShO T ad loc. ]) see Gunkel, ad loc.

2 May it not be, however, that *7WW, to which there is no

analogy in any Semitic language, is a corruption of VlflBJ, Niph.
inf. absol. ? c.-jSx and Q might then be variants of a misplaced

(
=

l).

3 Cp Bernstein, Sagcn von Abraham, 38, Kuenen, Th.T
6291, Kerber, Heh. Eigennatnen, 5968.

4 It is noteworthy that Naphtali is, like Levf, adjectival in
form. It never occurs, however, in the OT as an adjective, or
with the article, or in the plural. L, however, usually and
0BA often have ^oA[e ] t/u i.e., Naphtalites (?) (Ges.). The
text of Josephus gives i/e&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;0aAeis (cp Aeu[e]is, Gen. 35 23 fAEl)
var. lect. -Aet, -Ai^os, -AAeio..

5 The gentilic of SoiD is ^pis, not
^S&quot;\3. Moreover, if

the word nBJ means height, the final t is not radical.
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NAPHTALI
not that on the coast but some other that which gave
its name to a well? (see, however, ENDOR ]

)
or to the

hot springs at el-Hammeh?: HAMMATH
[&amp;lt;/.7

., i.]
seems to have been called more fully Hammoth-dor
(Josh. 2132). On the other hand there may have been

Naphoth in more districts than one, as there are more
than one Carmel. The country to the W. and N. of
the lake of Galilee might well be called hill country.
There is in fact a passage (Josh. 20?) where the mountain
land of W. Palestine is expressly divided into three

sections: Mt. Judah in the S. , Mt. Ephraim in the

centre, and Mt. Naphtali in the N. (cp EPHRAIM, 3).
Mt. Naphtali well deserved the name.

Tradition assigned Naphtali stirring deeds in the early
times. In conjunction with Zebulun, Naphtali had

3 Historv
fou8 l11 a Sreat fight and come off&quot; victorious

Y
(Judg. 4). Another story told of a great

struggle in which all the tribes settled round the plain
of Megiddo had taken part (Judg. 5). Trained to

daring in the exhilarating atmosphere of the open
heights, Naphtali joined Zebulun in reckless deeds of

valour (Judg. 5i8). Indeed Naphtali perhaps claimed
to have had the honour of providing the leader who led

to victory (46). To get beneath these legends, how
ever, down to the rock of actual facts almost seems to

become more difficult the more the question is studied.

See JABIN, SISERA, MEROM, TABOR, KEDESH, etc.

How Naphtali fared in the age when the Pharaohs
were founding their Asiatic empire we can only guess
(col. 3546, nos. 16, 32, 34, in). The Atnarna letters

may yield us in time a fuller knowledge of the course of
events about 1400 K.c. Letter 146 (rev. 12), complain
ing that all the cities of ... the king in the land of
Kades have been made over to the Habiri may refer to

Kedesh on the Orontes (so now Wi. A A7(3
&amp;gt;, 199) ;

but

Abimilki, governor of Tyre, complains of the relations of
Hazor or its king with the Habiri (15440-43). See also

JANOAH, 2. Later came the conquests of Sety in this

district, which led to its subjugation by Rameses II.

At that time not Naphtali but Asher was the general
name. According to Steuernagel the Bilhah tribe

entered Palestine in the van of the Jacob or Joseph
tribe, after the Leah- Habiri had settled in Mt. Ephraim
and southwards. According to this theory the events
in the hill country of Galilee during the Amarna period
concerned people who could in no sense be called

Israelite : the Habiri there may have been Aramaean.
How far David really succeeded in welding the high

lands N. of the great plain into his kingdom is not
clear. It is noticeable that there the prefectures in the
list in i K. 4 coincided with tribal divisions. 2 How
rich a province Naphtali was considered appears in the
statement that its prefect was a son-in-law of Solomon
(AHIMAAZ, AHILUD, BASEMATH [but see SALMA]).
Wherever the cities said to have been ceded to Tyre
(CABUL) lay (GALILEE, 2) Naphtali must in the early

monarchy have deeply felt the proximity of Phoenicia

(cp Wi. KA TW, 129). When the crown passed to ISSA
CHAR

( 4), however, Bir idri (BENHAUAD, i) adopted
an aggressive policy (i K. 15 20 : Dan, Ijon, Abel-beth-

maacah, all the land of Naphtali), which eventually
succeeded. Tibni, if Naphtalite

8 (EPHRAIM, 5, col.

1314, n. 3), may have been an earlier representative of

the later pro-Aramasan party, opposed to Omri (se3,

ever, KA 7&quot;(

3
, 247). In any case, being contiguous with

Aramaean territory, Naphtali was already largely Aram-
aised when Assyria at last formally absorbed Damascus

(732). When precisely Naphtali s turn came cannot be
made out from the mutilated inscriptions of Tiglath-

pileser III. (Ann. 150, 209, 228
; 3 R 10, n. 2, 6-8, 15-19).

1 This might even explain the intrusion of Endor which
critics have usually cut out as a gloss.

2 Bernh. Luther think* it was in some such way that the
tribal unities came into being (ZA Tll^ 2l n [1901]).

3 Guthe ((7K/ 138) suggests Ephraimite or Manassite;
Winckler (KA 7T}

), 247, n. i), of I\i&amp;gt;aia [Ex-GANNlM].
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NAPHTALI NAPKIN
2 K. 15 29 (Ijon, Abel-beth-maacah, Janoah, Kadesh,
Hazor, Gilead [?], Galilee [?], all the land of Naphtali)

may refer to its definitive annexation. 1
Possibly the

mutilated slab 3 R 10, no. 2, once mentioned this : the

wide-reaching [Naphta]li
s in its whole extent I made over

to the territory of Assyria.
3

Josiah may have dreamed
of recovering it for a glorified Davidic kingdom
(JOSIAH) ; but that was reserved for more fortunate

hands (see MACCABEKS, 4, GALILEE, 3). Tobit is

said to have been of Naphthalite descent (see TOBIT).
In Dt. 342, a (late?)

4 writer calls the whole country
N. of the land of Kphraim and Manasseh all Naph-
. T, j j.

tali. If Naphtali is really a geo-

graphical term the usage may perhaps
not be late. In i K. 15zo all the land of Naphtali

(
Ben -hadad) seems to have practically the same

meaning ;
so in 2 K. 1629 (Tiglath-pileser III.), especi

ally if JANOAH is really Yaniih.

The description of the Naphtali territory in Josh.

1933/1 is clearer than usual ; but unfortunately the places
named can seldom be identified.

The description may begin at the N\V. corner and cross to the

Jordan (see HKI.KPH, BEZAANANNIM, AnAMI-NEKEB, JABNEEL,
i, LAKKUM). The eastern border is supposed to be obvious:
the Jordan and its lakes. The southern border passes AZNOTH-

TABOR, to HUKKOK. The SW. limit was Zebulun. The western

border (after Zebulun, of course) is Asher (on the text see JUDAH
AT JORDAN).

Naphtali was thus roughly the eastern portion of the

mountainous country reaching along the W. 5 of the

lake of Galilee and the Jordan from the Issachar low

lands indefinitely northwards into Aramaic or Phoenician

territory. See TAHTIM HODSHI. Naphtali is not said

to have marched with Dan, though it extended along
the Jordan valley. There can hardly have been a tribe

Dan of any consequence in the N. (it is ignored by P).

Note the discrepancy as to the mother of Huram-abi.

i K. 7 14 makes her a Naphtalite (see DAN, 8, n. 3 ;

HIRAM, 2, n. i) like AHIRA (q.v.) of Nu. 1 15, etc.

Divided into upper (northern) and lower (southern)
halves by the remarkable mountain wall that overhangs
the plain of er-Rameh, Naphtali contains some of the

finest country in Palestine, well watered, fertile, salubri

ous, well peopled (see GALILEE, 4). The fruitfulness

of this land was proverbial : it supplies the matter for

the sayings about Naphtali in the Blessings of Jacob
and Moses whatever be the true text. 6 On the intimate

connection with the outer world secured for it by its

roads, see GASmith (HG 425 ff.) and cp TRADE.
Of the nineteen fenced cities promised in Josh. 19 38

the most liberal reckoning finds only sixteen.
K Mltilf^

Very roughly, the enumeration seems to

proceed northwards.

HAMMATH (prob. = Hammoth-dor [Josh. 21 32] = HAMMON
i Ch. 676 [61]) and KEDESH have been identified with some
assurance in the S. and the N. HAZOR may be Tell Khureibah ;

and IRON, Yariin near Hazor. For other less confident identi

fications see EDREI, EN-HAZOR, MIGDAI.-EL. CHINNERETH is

an interesting name applied also to a district of Naphtali.
Zmm.M and ZER (perhaps also HOREM) are probably corrupt.
For the other towns see the special articles (RAKKOTH, AUAMAH,
RAMAH, BETH-ANATH, BETH-SHEMESH).

1 A post-exilic writer has inserted an explanatory verse Is.

9 i [8 23] (cp Mt. 4 15) founded on this passage as an introduction

to the prophecy Is. 92-7 [1-6].
2 So first Hommel, CBA 685, n. i.

3 The preceding line, according to Rost s collated text (Plate

XXV.), is : [n]i-te (city) Ga-al-z[a] . . . [city] A-bi-il-ak-k[a] in

the territory (sa f&amp;gt;at)
of Israel (Hit IJumria).

4 See MANASSEH ( 2, n. 2).
5
Josephus, however, says that it reached E. as far as

Damascus (Ant. v. 1 22, 86). Was he misled by 2 K. 15 29?
6 In Gen. 4921, Ball (SBOT, 17 172^ [1855]) reads ^nBj

-I2B&amp;gt; 19 mn:n twko rns,
&quot;

Naphtali is a spreading vine That

yieldeth beauteous fruit.&quot; Cheyne (PSBA, June 1899, p. 242/1)
reads n=ny |

n M1 - inSn: nriy &amp;lt;(?nE: hEty=mB =mtEn belong

ing to next line], &quot;Naphtali luxurious is his possession; He
produces heaps of fruit.&quot; The geographical appendix to the say

ing in Dt. 33 23 is obscure. What is the cm of Naphtali ? (cp
above, i, end). Some think it means the Jordan depression.
Bertholet suggests that we should read Q -p-i,

the way of the

sea (cp Is. 9&quot;i [8 23]).

There was a famous sanctuary at Kedesh and, to

judge from the names, Beth-anath and Beth-shemesh
must have been sacred sites.

The Naphtali genealogy (Gen. 46 24= Nu. 2648/1 =
i Ch. 7 13) is very simple, containing only four names

6. Genealogies.
JAI

,

&amp;lt;

in
.
c
h; Jahzie1 )-

Guni - Je
.

zer
-.6 and Shillem. 1 The names, except Gum

(see above, i) do not recur in the OT. H. w. H.

NAPHTHA, the name given by the Greeks to a

highly inflammable oil (cp Pliny, NN2iog), which cannot
have differed much from the modern article of commerce

(see EliW, s.v.). It is mentioned only in Apoc. Dan.

823
(&amp;lt;

v. 46, va&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;6a. ; KBM Syr. ; ROSIN, AV).
2 With

it we may most probably identify the name NEPHTHAI
(RV ; ve&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;6a.i [V], ve&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;6ap [A], nEO [Syr.] ; NEPHI, AV
with Vg. ), which, according to 2 Mace. 136, was

commonly given to the liquid which, legend states,

Nehemiah found in the pit where the sacred fire had

previously been concealed. Nehemiah himself, on the

other hand, is said to have called it Naphthar (AV
NEPHTHAR, vetpOap [AV], nephthar, TTIEJIJ [Syr.]), a
name which admits of no satisfactory explanation. Ac

cording to the writer (v. 36) it means cleansing (110,60.-

pitTu.6s),
3 but is more probably a corruption of the form

Nephthai (similarly Eusebius writes nabor with an r

for Nebo ; cp also Acre, from Accho?).
The legend above referred 10(2 Mace. 1 18-36) narrates how the

godly priests before the captivity took of the sacred altar-fire and
concealed it,

1* which is quite in accordance with the ancient
belief that the nation s life and existence is coincident with the

preservation of the holy flame. 5 After the return, search was
made, and instead of the fire thick water (vSiap ira.\v,v. 21)
was found. At the offering up of the first sacrifice the liquid
was spread upon the wood and the other things on the altar ;

prayer was made, and when the sun shone the liquid ignited
and the sacrifice was consumed. 6 The consumption of the

offerings by fire was a sign that the sacrifice was acceptable, and
that the close relations between the Deity and his worshippers,
which had been in abeyance during their captivity in a foreign

land, were re-established. (Cp SACRIFICE.) In accordance with
a custom which finds analogies elsewhere, the Persian king
ordered the place where this marvel had appeared to be enclosed
and made holy (iepos); cp Diet. Class. Ant., s.v. Bidental.

NAPHTUHIM (DTiriW), Gen. 10i 3 i Ch. Inf.
In the original text (transformed by the redactor) the name may
have been Tappuhim ;

see MIZRAIM (col. 3164,0.1), NEBO ii., 2.

NAPKIN (cOYA&plON I Vg. sudarium] occurs in

Lk. 1920 Jn. 1144 20? Acts 19i2 (EV handkerchief in

last passage). The Greek word is adopted from the

Latin (cp KTJVGOS, fj.e/j.f3pdva,, etc.), and probably, at

first, had the same meaning with it, being derived from

sudo, to perspire, and thus corresponding to our word

(pocket) handkerchief.
The Greek rhetorician Pollux (180 A. D.) remarks that arovSdptov

had supplanted not only the ancient Greek word for handker

chief, T]/j.iTvftiov or rjfiiTVfiftiov, which he considers an Egyptian
word, but even the more recent term

Ka\jJiSpu&amp;gt;Tiov (Onom. 7 16).

The Roman influence caused the introduction of this word even

among the Orientals ; the rabbins have jOTtD ! in Pesh.

1 Is the Sa-ra-ma (WMM, As. u. Enr. 220) of the expedition
of Rameses II. in fiis eighth year to be compared?

2 The name in olden times was taken to be of Persian origin,

cp OS 196, 93 ; 203 21.

3 Possibly based on a supposed connection with
&quot;IBS, &quot;VE2,

although the representation of 53 by is against this. See Lag.
Ges. Abh. 177, ZDMG -&amp;gt;&amp;lt;5,

212.
4 Cp the similar tradition of the hiding of tabernacle, ark, and

altar of incense in 2 Mace. 2 4-8, and see Charles, Apoc. of
Baritch, 168.

8 On the sacredness of fire see Frazer, Pans. 1 392 ff., also

GBW. The altar-fire was one of the five things which, accord

ing to the early Rabbins, were possessed by the first temple but

lacking in the second. Another legend in the Kth. Book ofAdam
relates that Ezra on his return found the holy fire concealed

underneath the temple ; and a late tradition has identified the site

of the discovery of the Naphthar with Job s Well (Kir Eyynb\
which from the sixteenth century has been called by the Frank
Christians the Well of Nehemiah. See further FIRE in E&amp;lt;P&amp;gt;.

6 In the sanctuaries of Hierocajsarea and Hypa^pa, according
to Pausanias (v. 2&quot; 3), the sacred fires were kindled by the aid of

a magical invocation. One is reminded of the Inca s custom of

focussing the sun s rays by means of concave pieces of polished
metal to obtain fire(Prescott, fern, i., chap. 3 ; cp Plut. fiuma,
chap. 9, and Ew. Alterth. 3&/.).
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answers to the Hebrew nnBBD, wV (cp MANTLE), and in

Chaldee TI1D or KTJ1D &amp;gt;
s used for a veil or any linen cloth

(Buxtorf, Lex- Chal. 1442).

It is indeed but natural to expect that a foreign word

introduced into any language should be applied by
those who borrow it in a looser sense than that which

it bore originally. Hence, although the Latin word

sudarium is generally restricted to the forementioned

meaning, in Greek and Syriac it signified, chiefly,

napkin, wrapper, etc. These observations prepare us

for the different uses of the word in the NT.

(a) In Lk. 1920 it means a wrapper, in which the

wicked servant had laid up the pound entrusted to

him by his master. For references to the custom of

laying up money, etc., in ffovddpia, both in classical and

rabbinical writers, see Wetstein s NT, on Lk. 19 20.

(b) In In. 11 44 it appears as a kerchief, or cloth attached

to the head of a corpse. It was perhaps brought round

the forehead and under the chin. In many Egyptian
mummies it does not cover the face. In ancient times

among the Greeks it did (Nicolaus, De Grtzcor. Luctu,

ch. 3, 6, 1697). Maimonides, in his comparatively
recent times, describes the whole face as being covered,

and gives a reason for the custom.

(c) In Jn. 20? it is said that the aovMpiov which had

been about the head of Jesus was found in the empty
grave, rolled up, as if deliberately, and laid apart from

the linen clothes (^copts lvrerv\iy^vov els eva TOTTOV).

(d) In Acts 19 ii we read that aovdapta (handkerchiefs,

napkins, wrappers, shawls, etc.) were brought from the

body of Paul to the sick ; and the diseases departed
from them, and the evil spirits went out of them.

Many illustrations of the widely prevalent belief in the

possibility of such magical transmission will be found

in Frazer, Go/den Bought.

NAECISSUS (NARKICCOC; ^s a Syr. name cp
Cureton s Anc. Syr. Documents, no, 5 ;

and possibly
the Palm, name

D*p&quot;13, Vogue
1

, Syr. Centr. no. 75).

Those of the household of Narcissus who are in the

Lord are saluted in Rom. 16 n. It is not said that

Narcissus himself was a Christian. If the greetings in

Rom. 16 were really intended for the Roman community
(see ROMANS), it is not unnatural to think here of the

Narcissus who had been a favourite of the Emperor
Claudius and put to death in 54 A. D. (Sueton. Claud.

28 ;
Tac. Ann. 12 57 13 1).

The name, however, is not uncommon ; it was borne by a
favourite of Nero (Cass. Dio, (54 3), and appears frequently
among slaves and freedmen

;
see Sanclay and Headlam, Romans,

426. In the lists of the seventy disciples of the Lord by Pseudo-
Dorotheus and Pseudo- Hippolytus, Narcissus figures as bishop
of Athens. The fragments of the Gnostic IlepioSoi *iAi7T7rov,

preserved in the Greek Mcniea, represent him as having been
so consecrated by the apostle Philip (Lipsins, Apokr. Ap.-
Gesch. 3 37). In the ITepioSot Ilerpou (cat IlauAov he is a

?resbyter
of Rome and entertainer there of the apostle Peter,

n the Actus Vercellenses he is the disciple of Paul. (Cp
Lipsius, op. eft. 2 175, etc.)

NARD (N&PAOC), Mk. 14 3 Jn. 12 3 RV, AV SPIKE
NARD.

NASBAS(NAcB&amp;lt;\c[BA]),Tob. lliS.f SeeAMAN, i.

NASI (NAcei [B]), i Esd. 5 3 2 RV, AV Nasith
= Ezra2s4, NEZIAH.

NASOR (NACCOR [AV]), i Mace. 11 67 AV, RV
HAZOR (q.v. , i).

NATHAN (ID3, 50 ; He [Yahvve] gives, cp Ar.

iahb, etc., but cp NETHANEEL, NETHANIAH
; N&0&N

[BNAR TL]; A6AN [K*. i Ch. 17 1], NA0AM [R* Ps.

512]). i. A contemporary of David and Solomon,
nearly always distinguished as the prophet&quot; (cp 28.
12i, BAL

, and see SBOT) ; cp PROPHET, 4, 6.

There is some reason to think that he was of Jerah-
meelite origin (cp no. 4 below, see JERAHMEEL, 3),
and the name has even been regarded as a modification
of the Jerahmeelite name Ethan (so Cheyne) see

NETHANIAH, PROPHET, 6 and n. According to the
Chronicler (i Ch. 2929 2 Ch. 929) Nathan wrote a
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history of the times of David and Solomon ; but it is in

connection with the latter king that he stands out most

clearly (see i K. 1). Nathan was opposed to Joab and
Abiathar, who were favouring Adonijah s intrigue, and by
supporting Bathsheba s claims before David was ulti

mately able, in conjunction with /adok, to anoint her son

at Gihon. It is interesting to find a trace of Solomon s

practical gratitude in the fact that two of his prefects seem
to have been sons of Nathan (AZARIAH (6), ZABUD).
The position Nathan occupied with David seems to

have been by no means unimportant. In 2 S. 7 he is

represented in consultation with David about the building
of the temple, and in 2 S. 12 he visits the king to

reprove him for the sin with BATHSHEBA [q.v. ].

Chapter 7 is admittedly of later date (see SAMUEL
[BOOKS], 5), and the narrative in chap. 12 is not

beyond suspicion.
1 In fact, the occurrence of Nathan

as a. prophet in David s history seems to rest on as

obscure a basis as does the occurrence of the only other

prophet with whom the king was intimately acquainted
viz., GAD [q.v..]. On

N-ajn jm, see PROPHET, 6.

2. b. DAVID {q.v., n n.] (2 S. 5 14 i Ch. 3 5 144, cp Lk.

831); he is perhaps to be identified with the one whose house

(i.e., family) is mentioned in Zech. 12 12.

3. Father of Igal (^Nr), 2 S. 2836, but according to i Ch.

11 38 the brother of Joel ( JNV)- Which of the two is correct, is

doubtful ;
see JOEL [3].

4. b. Altai, a Jerahmeelite, i Ch. 2 36. His son was named
ZABAD, which, on the view that he is to be identified with

ZABUD [q.v.], has led some to connect him with the prophet
(i above); cp JERAHMEEL, 3.

5. Head of family, temp. Ezra (see EZRA i., 2, ii., 15 [i]d),
Ezra 8 16 (om. L)= i Esd. 844.

6. One of the bn e BANI in list of those with foreign wives

(see EZKA i., 5 end), Ezral039=i Esd. 9 34, NATHANIAS
(vaOavias [BA]). S. A. C.

NATHANAEL (NA0AN&HA [Ti. WH] ; cp

NETHANEKL), according to Jn. 145-51 21 2, one of the

first disciples of Jesus. In Jn. 21 2 he is called

Nathanael of Cana in Galilee. The supposition,

however, that he was a Galilean is not favoured by the

question attributed to him in Jn. 1 ;
a similar speech is

reputed to have been uttered at Jerusalem (Jn. 741),

and the evangelist evidently means that it was uttered

by Judaeans. Certainly, a Galilean Jew would have

remembered Is. 9i [823], and have admitted that some

good thing might come out of Nazareth (or, perhaps,
rather that the Holy One of God might come out of

Galilee ; cp Jn. 669 and see NAZARETH). Jn. 21 is

admittedly an appendix to the Fourth Gospel, and the

description of Nathanael as of Cana in Galilee may
be based on a conjectural inference from Jn. 22. All

that we are told in Jn. 145-51 is that Nathanael was an

Israelite indeed, in whom is no guile. Nathanael,

conscious of his own sincerity, asks how Jesus has

gained this knowledge of him. The answer of Jesus is,

Before Philip saw thee, when thou wast under the

fig-tree, I saw thee. The usual explanation of this

saying (see FIG-TREE, 5) is- perhaps hardly adequate.
If it simply means, when thou hadst retired under the

shade of the fig-tree for meditation or prayer, we ask

why the evangelist did not express the Master s meaning
more distinctly (contrast Jn. 4i8), for this Gospel, more

even than the others, is written with an eye to edification.

We may venture therefore to conjecture that there is a

mistake in the Greek text. The Fourth Gospel is a

composite work, and the narrative in 143-51 may have

been partly based on a translation from the Hebrew in

which -uf atta mithhannen (j|nnp nBi), when thou wast

making supplication (expanded perhaps by the ac-

1 In chap. 12 w. 10-12 are a gloss resting upon 1620-22 (so

We., Kue., Bu.), and according to Budde vv. 7-9 ( Thus saith

... in his eyes ) are equally intrusive. But the latter passage
constitutes the point to the apologue and can hardly be severed

from it. The language of v. j ( I have anointed thee, etc. )

points to i S. 1613 (a late passage), and it is probable that

Schwally is right in rejecting w. 1-150 as interpolated (see

SAMUEL [BOOKS], 6). Verse 25, which is a doublet to ? . 24^,

will stand upon the same footing. See, further, AJSL \i*f,f.

(1900).
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cidental repetition of nn) was mistaken for W attd

tahath halt? end (njKnn nnn nnxi), when thou wast

under the fig-tree. No critical scholar who has reflected

on the state of the text of the NT will any longer resist

the force of the argument for emendations as methodical

and circumspect, though not as numerous, as those

which have constantly to be made in the text of the OT.
On Nathanael s confession Thou art the Son of God, thou

art the king of Israel (which reminds us of Mt. 16 16, the con
fession of Peter) see a paper by Khees, JBL 17 (1898), 21-30,
with regard to which it may be remarked that to speculate,
however intelligently, on the ideas of the confession is hardly

safe, considering the unhistorical atmosphere which pervades
the narratives in connection with which the Nathanael episode
is introduced.

We have now to notice attempts to identify Nathanael

with known historical persons. It is quite possible that

the evangelist imagined the typical character of a

guileless seeker after truth, who comes at once to Jesus
to see whether he is really the Messiah. If so, we may
take the name Nathanael as an anticipative reference to

the success of his quest, and explain God has given

[the Messiah]. The traditional view that Nathanael is

the same as the apostle BARTHOLOMKW (whose ordinary
name seems to be only a patronymic) is adopted by
Zahn (Einl. 123), but chiefly rests on the consideration

that Nathanael is said (Jn. 145) to have been found by

Philip, next to whom, in the list of apostles, Bartholo

mew is placed by the Synoptists. It is more probable,

however, that this otherwise unknown name of a disciple

is due to the narrator, who cares far more for ideas

than for literal facts. So far we may agree with Spaeth

(7.\VT, 1868, i68fr, 309 /.} ; but we cannot admit

that Nathanael is synonymous with Johanan, and that

the person intended is the apostle John. Certainly,

whoever wrote Jn. 2X2720 did not hold this view, nor

could a son of Zebedee have asked the question in

Jn. 1 46. Yet Spaeth may be right in one-half of his

theory viz.
,
that Nathanael is that exquisite creation

of a devout imagination the disciple whom Jesus

loved (Jn. 1823 19 26 20 2 21 720). The difficulty in

admitting that John the son of Zebedee can have been

represented even imaginatively by the author of the
1

spiritual Gospel as having been on the closest imagin
able terms of intimacy with his Master (cp Jn. 1823 with

1:8, et s rbv KoXirov TOV Ilarpos) is not appreciably
diminished by referring to the achievements of literary

idealisation elsewhere. That Jesus, however, should

have loved one who leaped at once to such a height of

insight as the imaginary Nathanael has a fair degree
of psychological verisimilitude. Why did not the evan

gelist state this ? Possibly some narrative relative to

Nathanael was omitted by the redactor (if we may
assume such a person) of our present Fourth Gospel,
the restoration of which would at once have made things

clear. Problems should always be stated, though they
cannot always be solved.

To follow Hilgenfeld (ZH T, 1873, pp. 96-102) and Holtzmann

(in Schenkel s Bib. Lex. 4 297) who identify Nathanael with

Paul, the apostle of visions (cp Acts 2t3 16), who sought peace
in vain under the barren tig-tree (Mt. 21 19), but found it by
personal contact with Christ, is much more difficult.

At an earlier period Hilgenfeld (Lehrbegriffdes Evattg. Jolt.

271 ff. ; Die Evangelicn, 242 Jf!) identified Nathanael with

Matthew, or (Nov. Test, extra canonem, 4 i 93-106) with

Matthias. Strauss (Das Leben Jesuf. das deutsche I W/W2
), 417)

and Volkmar (Die F.vangelicn, 176) go further, and identify

Nathanael, Matthew, and Zacchaeus. Resch (Texte und Unters.

103 829-832) adopts Hilgenfeld s former view. Rovers (Th. T,
2 [1869], 653-661) is favourable to Spaeth s hypothesis.

T. K. C.

2. i Esd. 1 9 = 2 Ch. Sop, NF.THANEEL, 7.

3. i Ksd. 9 22 = Ezra 1022, NETHANEEI., 8.

4. A name in the genealogy of Judith (Judith 8 i).

NATHANIAS (NA9&NI6.C [BA]), i Esd. 9 34= Ezra

1039, NATHAN, 6.

NATHAN-MELECH (TjpCnJU as if the king has

given, 41 ;
but see below), a high officer (see EUNUCH)

under Josiah, near whose chamber were the horses

and chariots dedicated to the sun (2 K. 23 n :
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BACiAeooc TOY CYNOYXOY [BA], N. EYNOYXOY TOY

B&ClAeu)C [L. cp Pesh., reading ^/^ D
&quot;)P],

Xath-

anmelech [Vg. ]). On his functions see PARVAR.
, The name has been much discussed, but too much on the

assumption that the Hebrew names have escaped being worn
down by use or transformed. Who is the king intended? Is

it Yahwe (cp Malchiah)? Or are the names Kbed-melech
and Nethan-melech (cp Nethan-iah) survivals from the time
when the Hebrews worshipped a god called Melech distinct

from Yahwe? Gray (///Wi48) supposes that Nethan-melech
was a foreigner who had been engaged in the establishment of

the foreign god Melech. Hut experience in studying the proper
names from a fresh point of view suggests that Malchiah,
Hammelech, and Melech must be all popular corruptions of

Jerahmeel, and hence indicate the increasing prominence of the

Jerahmeelite element in the later period of Jewish history.

Kbed-melech is probably miswritten for Arab-melech (~7C&quot;3&quot;iy

i.e. Arab-jerahmeel (cp OBED-EDOM for Arab-edom); and
Nethan-melech is a corruption of Ethan-melech i.e., Ethfm-

jerahmeel. Ebed-melech is in fact called a Cushite i.e.,

a N. Arabian and we can well believe that his fellow-

chamberlain also was of N. Arabian origin. Ethan seems
to have been a Jerahmeelite gentilic name; cp i K.

y&amp;gt;f.

[5 iof.\, where in a list of the legendary wise men of Kedem
(a corruption of Jerahmeel) and Misrim (in N. Arabia) we find

the name of Ethan.
&quot;Cp NETHANEEL, NETHANIAH.

T. K. C.

NATIONS. See GENTILES, also GOIIM.

NATIVITY (-NARRATIVES)
The stories ( T/). Baptism story ( 14).

Their character ( 3/). Development (gjj 15-17).

Attempts to harmonise ($8 5-7). Incidents ( i8/.).

Implications of gospels ($g 8-n). The result ( 20).

The narratives later ( 127:). Bibliography ( 21).

The teaching and passion of Jesus had long been

subjects of written tradition before any attempt was

made to round off the picture of his life by describing

its beginnings. Not only in Mk. but even in Jn., the

latest of the gospels, the narrative begins with the public

appearance of the Baptist. Only Mt. and Lk. deal with

the birth and childhood of Jesus, and the two accounts

are irreconcilably at variance.

Mt. describes (1 18-25) in a summary way how Mary,

espoused (fj.vr)(TTevdfi&amp;lt;n]s)
to Joseph, was (before they

__. came together) found to be with child of the
1. In Mt.

Ho]y Gnost . her husband, being a follower

of the law (Skcuos wv) and still unwilling to see her sub

jected to the law s penalty, resolved to put her away

secretly. At this juncture an angel of the Lord appeared
to him with these words : Joseph, thou son of David,

fear not to take unto thee (7rapaXa/3e?c) Mary thy wife,

for that which is begotten in her is of the Holy Ghost.

And she shall bring forth a son, and thou shall call his

name Jesus, for he shall save his people from their

sins. In all this the evangelist finds the fulfilment of

the prophecy contained in Is. 7 14. which could be

adduced in this connection only in the interpretation of

the LXX
( virgin for young woman ).

He then pro
ceeds to tell how Joseph, awaking from sleep, did as

the angel had commanded, and took his wife to himself,

but did not enter into marital relations till she had

brought forth a son (DL : her firstborn son according

to Lk.
),
whom he called Jesus. At this stage we become

informed of the time and place of these events ;
it was

at Bethlehem of Judaea that Jesus was born and in

the days of Herod the king (2i). The divinity of the

child is forthwith confirmed by a sign. Magi came

from the East to Jerusalem their number is not

stated and asked : Where is he that is [even now]
born King of the Jews ? We have seen his star in the

east and are come to worship him. Troubled at the

tidings, Herod calls together all the chief priests and

scribes, who, appealing to Mic. 5i [2], declare Bethlehem

of Judjea to be the place where the Messiah promised
to the Jews should appear. After learning carefully

from the magi the time of the star s appearing, Herod

sends them away with the injunction to make diligent

search concerning the child, and to bring him word

again. Following the leading of the star till it stood still,

the magi come to Joseph s house (2n, eis TTJV
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find the child and Mary its mother, fall down and

worship him, and, opening their treasures, present him

gifts of gold and frankincense and myrrh. Warned by
a dream not to return to Herod, they depart into their

country another way.
To Joseph also (again) an angel appears in a dream

bidding him take the child and its mother and flee into

Egypt to escape the wicked devices of Herod. This

Joseph did, remaining in Egypt till the death of Herod
;

and thus was fulfilled the word of prophecy (Hos. 11 1),

Out of Egypt did I call my son. Then Herod, in his

impotent wrath, gave orders to slay all the male children
in Bethlehem and its borders, from two years old and
under, in accordance with the date which he had learned
from the magi. The sign for return from Egypt was
again received by Joseph through an angel in a dream.

Hearing, however, that Archelaus the son of Herod was
now reigning over Judaea, Joseph is afraid to return thither

(that is, to Bethlehem), and in accordance with a fresh

admonition received in a dream withdraws to the land
of Galilee, where he settles at Nazareth.

If we leave out of account the elements in the preced
ing narrative that have been derived by research from
the OT, there is nothing left which could not have been
drawn from living tradition, or, in other words, from

popular story. In fact, its vague and unclear statements
which perplex the interpreter and have been brought
into prominence by Conrady (see below, 6, 21)
seem even to preclude the possibility of any written
source having lain before the author, and are most
naturally explained as arising from careless repetition
of oral tradition.

The impression produced by the narrative of Lk. 1s-
2so is quite different. It is a product of literary art, an

2 In Lk art w^ cri shows itself in the whole structure
of the story, not merely in the reproduction

of the forms of a Hebresv psalm. The author con
structs his history upon the basis of the presuppositions
supplied in the gospel that the activity of John the

Baptist prefigured, as it preceded, that of Jesus, and
that the Messiah expected by the Jews had appeared in

the person of Jesus ;
he accordingly seeks to show the

fortunes of the two personalities, the Saviour and his

forerunner, as intimately interwoven with each other,
not only from birth but even from the womb.

Lk. describes with much detail how the angel Gabriel

appeared to the aged priest ZACHARIAS (q.v. , 10) as he
was ministering in the temple and announced to him
that his long-barren wife Elizabeth, now far advanced
in years, was to bear him a son who should go before
the Lord in the spirit and power of Elijah and prepare
his people for his coming. Zacharias unbelief is punished
with dumbness

;
but his wife becomes pregnant and

hides herself for five months. Next, while Elizabeth is

in her sixth month, the same angel, Gabriel, appears to

Mary, the betrothed but as yet unmarried spouse of

Joseph, with the annunciation that she is to conceive
and bear a son destined to sit upon the throne of his
father David, of whose kingdom there shall be no end.

Perplexed, because conscious of her virginity, she hears
from the angel that that which is to be born of her will
be by the Holy Ghost, and she is pointed to the coming
maternity of her kinswoman Elizabeth. To her Mary
in her gladness betakes herself in the hill-country of
Judaea, and there is prophetically greeted by her kins
woman as the blessed of the Lord

; and even the
unborn John leaps in his mother s womb for joy.
Then follows the Magnificat (146-55), a song of praise
in the genuine Hebrew manner, modelled upon that of
Hannah in \ S. 2ijf.

Following up the observations of Hillmann (ZPTM 197 ff.).D. Volter ( Th T 30 254-256) argued with much cogency that this
song belongs, not as the tradition of the MSS and of the church
would have it, to Mary, but to Elizabeth, and Harnack has
recently brought the question to a conclusion by showing that
the Mary of the MSS and the Elizabeth vouched for in its
place by ancient authorities are both alike interpolations of the
nature of glosses, and proving that the genuine tradition intro-
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duces the psalm simply by the words icai tine

, and said the
subject being given as Elizabeth by the context itself (SBAW.

1900, 27 538^).
After three months Mary returns to her home, and

the narrative goes on to relate the incidents of the circum
cision and naming of John, the unlooked-for restoration
of speech to Zacharias and his hymn of praise (167-79),
which speaks at once of the coming Messiah and of his
own son who is to prepare the way for him. The narra
tive closes, so far as John is concerned, with a single
sentence about his childhood and youth and his life in
the wilderness.

The place of Bethlehem in the narrative is accounted
for by the census ordered by Augustus for the whole
empire, and carried out in Palestine by Quirinius, the

governor of Syria ; this census rendered it necessary for

Joseph to go up along with his wife to Bethlehem the

city of David, because he himself was a member of the
house of David. There his wife is delivered of her first

born son, whom she lays in the manger. The shepherds
in the field, hearing the angel s message and the song
of the multitudes of the heavenly host, come and worship
the child in the manger, and Mary stores up these words
and ponders them in her heart. As prescribed by the
law, the child is circumcised on the eighth day, and at
the same time receives the name of Jesus which had
been given to him by the angel at the annunciation.
After the forty days of purification their (afrruv), not
her (avTrjs) ;

for the husband also is defiled by con
tact with the woman in childbed the child is presented
and the appointed offering made in the temple at Jeru
salem, on which occasion the aged Symeon, to whom it

had been promised that he should not see death before
he had seen the Messiah, and Anna the prophetess, bear
witness to the fulfilment of their hopes. Now at last,

all the precepts of the law having been satisfied, the

parents are free to set out with the child on their return

journey to Nazareth. There by the grace of God the

youth of the coming saviour is passed in uninterrupted
growth. Only one occurrence of this period has the

evangelist thought fit to record the scene in which the

boy, now twelve years of age, was found by his parents
among the doctors of the law in the temple at Jerusalem.

In the whole tone and character of the narrative its

leading conceptions, its repeated employment of the

3 Character
^el)rew psalm-form, its familiarity with

of Lk s Jcw sh and its defective acquaintance with
Roman conditions the hand of a JewishndrrtiLive. .--., ...
Christian is, as is now generally recog

nised, unmistakable. The matter of it also clearly
divides itself into two distinct sections : that relating to

the early history of John (ch. 1), and that relating to
the birth and childhood of Jesus (ch. 2). Whilst in

the first the foreground is occupied by Zacharias and
Elizabeth, and Mary s conception is brought in only as
an episode, the second makes no mention at all either

of John or of his parents. To separate the two sections
from each other, however, as has been proposed, is not

possible. They are firmly united
;
Zacharias song of

praise points to the Redeemer, and in the prophetic
words of the aged Symeon is repeated the same Hebrew
psalm-form as is seen in the hymns of Elizabeth and
her husband (see HYMNS). The space assigned to the

story of John is, it is true, larger in proportion to the

main subject that of the annunciation to Mary than
we might have expected in a writer who had addressed
himself independently to the task of describing the in

carnation of the Saviour.

It is very possible that the miraculous narrative of the promise
and fulfilment of the birth of John (Lk. 1 5-25 46-55 57-80) may
have already sprung up and gained currency within the circle of

John s disciples before it was brought into connection with the

story of the conception and nativity of Jesus. Had the com
position which was intended to correlate the beginnings of the
two lives been a unity from the first, it would certainly have
given larger space and greater prominence to the parents of the

Saviour, and would not have allowed the principal to be over
shadowed by the subordinate figures. The revelation to
Zacharias (1 14-17) proclaims in the returning Elijah the fore-
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Jn. l^of., the audience expressed themselves variously

Wh as f l ws some said : f a truth this

n +v,i v, o s tne Pr phet. Others said : this is the
17

Christ. But some said: Shall Christ

come out of Galilee? has not the scripture said, that

Christ comes of the seed of David, and out of the town
of Bethlehem, where David was? Even as early
as the triumphal entry into Jerusalem we find the

populace shouting their Hosannas to Jesus as the son

of David (Mt. 21 9, cp 21 15, Mk. llio, but cp

HOSANNA) ;
and the Pharisees know that the anointed

of the Lord can only be a son of David (Mt. 2242, Mk.

1235, Lk. 204i). From the prophecy in Mic. 5i [2]

was drawn the further inference that the Messiah must
come from the city of David, Bethlehem. The scribes

whom Herod, according to Mt. , calls to his aid, cannot

in view of this prophecy (Mt. 26) for a moment be in

any doubt as to the place where the newborn King of

the Jews is to be sought. The narrative of Jn. ,
where

the supernatural birth is still unknown, sets the actual

home of Jesus, Galilee, over against the theoretical

birthplace demanded by Jewish belief, and reveals the

hidden path by which Bethlehem had found its way
into the gospel tradition. Even while he was yet

alive, Jesus was regarded as the anointed of God
;

Peter himself had accorded the title (Lk. 9 20, cp Mk.

829; in Mt. 16i6 the Christ, the son of the living

God
).

The whole series of attributes which associated

itself with the idea of the Messiah in the Jewish mind
had necessarily to be transferred to Jesus as soon as

the conception that he was the Christ had come

effectively into being ;
it is a particular case of a general

law observable in the growth of legend. Above all

it was necessary that Tesus should be a descendant of

David, and thus of kingly origin. The genealogical
lists which brought Joseph the father of Jesus into

connection with David were the first literary consequence.
However unobtrusive the prose in which they speak,

they are nevertheless the earliest attempts at poetical

invention regarding the birth of Christ. The next in

evitable step was to transfer his cradle to Bethlehem.

When the accounts of Mt. and Lk. were written this

had already become a fixed article of faith, which, well

or ill, had somehow or other to be fitted in and
reconciled with the historical fact as to his actual home.
The contradictions (of the facts as made known to us

by the gospel itself) prove that at the time when the

narratives of the nativity and childhood
13. The narra

tives an
addition. wag already fixed These additions

must come from quite other hands the substance of

them that is to say, not necessarily the form. For

there remains the possibility -untouched by our

criticism that the present form is due to a reviser

before whom the various elements already lay.

This possibility does not seem to have been present to the

mind of Harnack when recently (SBAIV11 [1900] 547^), pro
ceeding upon the similarity of phraseology and vocabulary, he

thought it possible to prove that the first two chapters of Lk.

are due to the same hand as that which wrote the whole of the

rest of that gospel and Acts as well. It is utterly impossible to

think even of those chapters as indubitably coming from one
and the same hand. The ultimate decision of the question must
be left to criticism of the facts and analysis of the composition.

Whilst in Mt. the story of the childhood allows itself

to be recognised as an interpolation by the fact of its

being in contradiction with the rest of the gospel, in

the case of Lk. we are able to confirm the results

reached by criticism by referring to the testimony of

the author himself. His appeal to those who from

the beginning were eyewitnesses and ministers of the

word (12; cp la, &vu6ev} even apart from the ex

press interpretation of what he means by the expressions
from the beginning (aw dpxw) anc* from the first

(AvaBfv) which he gives in Acts 122 (d/^djuecos OTTO roO

|3a7rTi&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;iTos, beginning from the baptism ;
also 1037,

beginning from Galilee, after the baptism which John
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were given their present place the

kernel of the gospels of Mt. and Lk.

preached )
would leave no room for doubt that Lk.

began his gospel with the baptism and preaching of

John. This has in substance been correctly and con

clusively shown by P. Corssen (GGA, 1899, pp. 315-

327)-
The oldest written forms of the gospel knew, and

knew only, that Jesus was born at Nazareth as the son

14 E 1

^ J osePh and Mary ;

l but they also

h f- taught that he was the Messiah foretold
ap ism ^ tne prophets and expected by the

Jews, and they also were able to tell how
it was that Jesus himself came to be possessed with the

consciousness that he was the Son of God. In these

representations were contained the germs which found

a fruitful soil in the receptive minds of the ancient

Christian churches and were destined to develop com

paratively soon into the dogma of the divinity of Christ

and even into that of the pre-existence of the Son of

God.
As regards the Messiah, Jewish faith did not look

for any supernatural birth ; he had only to be a de

scendant of David and the chosen one of God (cp
Hillmann, JPT 17 [1891] 233 / )

From this, by and

by, followed, as a first and unquestioned consequence,
that the father of Jesus had to be a descendant of

David, and that Jesus must have been born in Beth

lehem. It became further necessary, in the second

place, that the chosen one of God should be brought
into closer relation with God. He who had been born

and brought up as man required a divine consecration

to his office. Hence the baptism in Jordan.
The appearance of John the Baptist, his preaching

and baptism, occupied the first place in the oldest

written gospels (see JOHN THE BAPTIST). The ex

ample of the Baptist was the means of awakening Jesus
to a perception of his own great task

;
the depth of

the impression made upon him by John is shown by
the elevation of the witness which he bears to him (Mt.

11?^ Lk. 724-35, cp Mt. 2132). It was not till the

coming of the tidings that the activity of John had been

brought to an untimely end by his imprisonment at

Herod s command that Jesus emerged from the obscurity
in which he had hitherto lived (Mt. 4 12 Mk. 1 14). Thus
there is nothing to prevent us from supposing that

Jesus also was among the multitude of those who

thronged to the preaching of John to l&amp;gt;e baptised, and
this fact was stated from the first in the gospels.

This baptism at the same time furnished the occasion

on which Jesus the man became also the anointed of

the Lord. There are two accounts of the manner in

which this came about.

1. According to Mk.
lio/&quot;. Jesus as he comes up

from Jordan sees the heaven opened and the Holy
Ghost descending upon him, and hears a voice from

heaven saying Thou art my beloved son in whom I am
well pleased.
These words, taken from the Hebrew text (not ) of Is. 42 i

and repeated also on the mount of transfiguration, are employed
to convey the testimony that God himself has chosen Jesus as

the Messiah, and the spirit of God enters into him in order to

bring to their fulfilment the words of Is. 42 i 11 2.

2. The procedure of the unknown hand by which

the short account of the baptism of Jesus in Jordan
was introduced into the Third Gospel (Lk. 3n /. )

was

bolder. He was not satisfied with ascribing the divine

vocation to the Messiahship ;
he wished also to give an

immediate divine testimony to the divine sonship of

Jesus.
For this end he made use of the words of the Psalmist (Ps. 2 7 ;

cp Acts 13 33), and introduced these words as spoken by God :

Thou art my son ; this day have I begotten thee. Thus the

passage in Lk. was read, in the Greek Church down to about

300 A.D. and in the Latin West down to and beyond 360 A.D.

The picture it conveyed led to the incarnation being
connected with the baptism in such manner that the

feast of the Epiphany the manifestation of God upon

l [See NAZARETH, 4, and cp GALILEE, 5.)
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earth came to be at once the festival of the baptism

and of the birth of Christ until the Christmas festival

began to come into vogue. At the same time, con

currently with this more highly pitched account, the

older version of the miracle at Jordan was amplified in

Mt. and in the Gospel of the Hebrews with new

wonders ;
the Fourth Gospel also goes far beyond the

original story.

The mythical pictures thus produced could not per

manently satisfy believing hearts. The conception of

_ , the divinity of Jesus which was gaining
15. Course 01

ever more and more ground found it

development. mcreas jngiy impossible to postpone to

his thirtieth year the consecration of Jesus as the

Messiah or his adoption as the son of God. It was

felt that he must have been God s chosen instrument

from his very birth. Thus arose the story of the

nativity. It arose and took shape at a time when

the consecration of Jesus to the Messiahship had al

ready become firmly associated with the baptism in

Jordan. If the two had arisen at the same time, or if

the story of the nativity had been the earlier to come
into currency, the miracle at the baptism could not

have received the shape which it now has, or could

not have arisen at all
;
the one excludes the other.

Here, also, there was a choice of paths. Just as in

the description of the baptism we have the divine

attestation on the one hand and the divine generation

on the other, so also here alongside of the miraculous

conception there was possible a mode of representation

more in harmony with Jewish modes of thought in

which divine revelations at his conception and birth

attested to the human son of Joseph and Mary his

election to be the Messiah.

Such a representation in point of fact lies before us

in Lk. If we bear in mind what we were able to ob-

_ , ... serve at Bethlehem we can become
16. Lk.: divine

free of the fetters laid upon us by iong
attestation.

habituation to a sacred tradition. To

Joh. Hillmann (ZPT 17 221 ff.} belongs the merit of

having conclusively shown that the two verses in Lk.

(134/. ),
the only verses in the Third Gospel in which

the supernatural birth of Jesus of the Virgin Mary is

stated, are incompatible with the entire representation

of the rest of chaps. 1 and 2, and thus must have been

interpolated by a redactor. These two verses once

removed, what remains is a purely Jewish -Christian

account of the birth of the Messiah, still resting upon
the foundation of the old and genuine tradition that

Jesus was the offspring the firstborn offspring of the

marriage of Joseph and Mary, and no word is to be

found in it which does not admit of full explanation
from Jewish ideas concerning the coming Messiah.

The angel Gabriel, sent by God, comes to Nazareth

to a virgin named Mary who is betrothed to Joseph, a

descendant of David (Q OLKOV AauetS, 127) ;
after words

of salutation he tells her that she is destined to conceive

and bear a son who shall be called the son of the Most

High and shall sit upon the throne of his (fore-) father

David (and so forth, 131-33), and then concludes by

telling her of what has happened to Elizabeth her kins

woman (1 36/1). The events in the house of Elizabeth

(139-56) and the psalm of Zacharias (168^) only serve

to glorify the Messiah even in the womb of his mother,

and to prepare the way for his future relations with

John. Shortly before Mary s time has come the journey
to Bethlehem explained, not well, as we have seen

( 10), by the census is interposed ; Joseph must be

take himself to the city of David in order to be entered

on the register there because he is of the house of

David&quot; (24), and this, too, along with Mary his wife.

&amp;lt;rirv Mapia/ii rfj yvvaiicl aiirov, 2 5, is the reading of the Syrian
palimpsest of Sinai discovered by Mrs. Agnes Lewis Smith, and
cum Maria uxore sua pregnante is also attested by the pre-

Hieronymian texts of Verona and Vercelli, as also the Colber-

tinus a reading which speaks for itself, even apart from the

weight of the testimony by which it is supported. In place of
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it was afterwards substituted the reading &amp;lt;rvv M. -rji ^ITJOTU-

/xfVr) aviT&amp;lt;3 (so KB and the Lat. vers. of Brescia), and, as we so

frequently find happening, in due course the two readings came
to be combined by contamination so that the &amp;lt;rvv M. TJ) f/u.i/rj-

&amp;lt;TTeii/u.eVr/
aural yvwuici of A, the Lat. vers. of Corbei, of Eusebius

and Cyril, Catech. 12, 31, arose. That we have here a case of

real contamination is seen very plainly in the old Kreising MS
in which the ancient variants

TJJ yvvaiKi avrov and
rjj efii ijorev-

fie i/T) auTui still stand together in immediate juxtaposition.

Since, then, at the beginning of the story (127) there

is twice prominently made, in accordance with unani

mous tradition, the statement that Mary at the time of the

Annunciation, although betrothed to Joseph, was still

a virgin, we are in a position to infer with certainty

from 2$ that in the original form of the narrative after

138 stood the further statement, hardly to be dispensed
with (even though judged inadmissible by the redactor

who interpolated 134 /. ),
that Mary was then taken to

wife by Joseph, and that she conceived by him ;
with

this best agrees the reminiscence in 2 21 that the name
of Jesus had been given by the angel before he was

conceived in the womb. That Jesus was the first child

of this legitimate marriage is expressly stated (2?),

and she brought forth her firstborn son ; TOP -rrpwrb-

TOKOV is the word, not such an expression as fAovoyevrj,

and tradition took no exception to the phrase, which

has even been interpolated in Mt. 1 25. Jesus is thus

recognised to have been the eldest of the sons and

daughters of Joseph, who are referred to in this very

gospel itself. In accordance with the Jewish ceremonial

law the circumcision and naming of the child follows

on the eighth day (2 21), and after forty days comes the

dedication of the firstborn and the offering in the temple
at Jerusalem (222^ );

the whole procedure presupposes
a normal birth from a legitimate marriage, and in 227

are the express words, When the parents brought in

the child Jesus. The salutations of the aged Symeon
(229-35) and Anna the prophetess (236-38) are entirely

in the spirit of the promise of the Messiah as given in

the words of the angel, alike to Mary (131-33) and to

the shepherds (2 ii, cp 214). Finally, the incident be

tween the parents and their son, now twelve years of

age, in the temple (241 /.}, which has already been

spoken of, stands upon the same footing.

We discern accordingly in Lk. s account a Jewish-

Christian endeavour to invest the birth and childhood

of Jesus with the miraculous halo that seemed to be

demanded by his call to Messiahship. The miracles,

however, are limited to miracles of divine revelation

brought by angels or inspired by the Holy Ghost. The
historical tradition which lay at the heart of the gospel

that Jesus was born as the eldest child of Joseph and

Mary of Nazareth is still faithfully preserved. Only,

the demand that Jesus should through his father belong
to the house of David and be born in David s city of

Bethlehem had already become the indispensable pre

supposition for the whole narrative, completely domin

ated as it was by Messianic ideas. The redactor,

while effecting a compromise with the legend as set

forth in Mt. by his interpolation of 134/. ,
at the same

time introduced an alien and irreconcilable trait into

Lk. s work if it is to be regarded as an artistic unity.

The narrative of Mt., on the other hand, is entirely

dominated by the presupposition that Jesus was con-

ceived by the power of the Holy Ghost

v!-,llv,
in the womb of the Virgin Mary. Joseph

Virgin birtn.
receives the revelation, that which is

begotten in her is of the Holy Ghost, and following

the divine direction, knew her not till she had brought

forth a son. It is possible to regard the divine beget

ting as a carrying back, in point of time, of the view

of the baptism-miracle which we find in Lk. There

is something entirely new, however, in addition that

he was conceived and born of a virgin. Here we un

questionably enter the circle of pagan ideas. Even

the Church fathers were unable to shut their eyes to

this. The idea is quite foreign to Judaism, whilst for

Grseco-Roman antiquity it continued in full activity till
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Jn. It/of., the audience expressed themselves variously

WTi as f l ws some said : of a truth this

. ,
y

is the prophet. Others said : this is the
17

Christ. But some said: Shall Christ

come out of Galilee? has not the scripture said, that

Christ comes of the seed of David, and out of the town
of Bethlehem, where David was? Even as early
as the triumphal entry into Jerusalem we find the

populace shouting their Hosannas to Jesus as the son

of David (Mt. 21 9, cp 21 15, Mk. llio, but cp
HOSANNA) ; and the Pharisees know that the anointed

of the Lord can only be a son of David (Mt. 2242, Mk.

1235, Lk. 204i). From the prophecy in Mic. 5i [2]

was drawn the further inference that the Messiah must
come from the city of David, Bethlehem. The scribes

whom Herod, according to Mt. , calls to his aid, cannot

in view of this prophecy (Mt. 26) for a moment be in

any doubt as to the place where the newborn King of

the Jews is to be sought. The narrative of Jn. , where
the supernatural birth is still unknown, sets the actual

home of Jesus, Galilee, over against the theoretical

birthplace demanded by Jewish belief, and reveals the

hidden path by which Bethlehem had found its way
into the gospel tradition. Even while he was yet

alive, Jesus was regarded as the anointed of God
;

Peter himself had accorded the title (Lk. 9 20, cp Mk.

829; in Mt. 16 16 the Christ, the son of the living

God
).

The whole series of attributes which associated

itself with the idea of the Messiah in the Jewish mind
had necessarily to be transferred to Jesus as soon as

the conception that he was the Christ had come

effectively into being ;
it is a particular case of a general

law observable in the growth of legend. Above all

it was necessary that Jesus should be a descendant of

David, and thus of kingly origin. The genealogical
lists which brought Joseph the father of Jesus into

connection with David were the first literary consequence.
However unobtrusive the prose in which they speak,

they are nevertheless the earliest attempts at poetical

invention regarding the birth of Christ. The next in

evitable step was to transfer his cradle to Bethlehem.

When the accounts of Mt. and Lk. were written this

had already become a fixed article of faith, which, well

or ill, had somehow or other to be fitted in and
reconciled with the historical fact as to his actual home.
The contradictions (of the facts as made known to us

by the gospel itself) prove that at the time when the

narratives of the nativity and childhood
13. The narra

tives an
addition.

%yas already fixed These additions

must come from quite other hands the substance of

them that is to say, not necessarily the form. For

there remains the possibility -untouched by our

criticism that the present form is due to a reviser

before whom the various elements already lay.

This possibility does not seem to have been present to the

mind of Harnack when recently (SBA IV 27 [1900] 547^), pro
ceeding upon the similarity of phraseology and vocabulary, he

thought it possible to prove that the first two chapters of Lk.

are due to the same hand as that which wrote the whole of the

rest of that gospel and Acts as well. It is utterly impossible to

think even of those chapters as indubitably coming from one

and the same hand. The ultimate decision of the question must
be left to criticism of the facts and analysis of the composition.

Whilst in Mt. the story of the childhood allows itself

to be recognised as an interpolation by the fact of its

being in contradiction with the rest of the gospel, in

the case of Lk. we are able to confirm the results

reached by criticism by referring to the testimony of

the author himself. His appeal to those who from

the beginning were eyewitnesses and ministers of the

word (12; cp 13, 8.v&amp;lt;a0ev)
even apart from the ex

press interpretation of what he means by the expressions
from the beginning (air apxrjs) and from the first

(&vu8fv) which he gives in Acts 122 (a.p^dfj.ei os diri&amp;gt; rov

/JaTTTtoyutTos, beginning from the baptism ;
also 10 37,

beginning from Galilee, after the baptism which John

3347

were given their present place the

kernel of the gospels of Mt. and Lk.

preached )
would leave no room for doubt that Lk.

began his gospel with the baptism and preaching of

John. This has in substance been correctly and con

clusively shown by P. Corssen (GGA, 1899, pp. 315-

327)-
The oldest written forms of the gospel knew, and

knew only, that Jesus was born at Nazareth as the son

14 Ea. 1 er
^ JoseP^ and Mary ;

1 but they also

taught that he was the Messiah foretold
baptism

narratives by the Pr Phets and expected by the

Jews, and they also were able to tell how
it was that Jesus himself came to be possessed with the

consciousness that he was the Son of God. In these

representations were contained the germs which found

a fruitful soil in the receptive minds of the ancient

Christian churches and were destined to develop com

paratively soon into the dogma of the divinity of Christ

and even into that of the pre-existence of the Son of

God.
As regards the Messiah, Jewish faith did not look

for any supernatural birth ; he had only to be a de

scendant of David and the chosen one of God (cp
Hillmann, JPTVt [1891] 233 /.). From this, by and

by, followed, as a first and unquestioned consequence,
that the father of Jesus had to be a descendant of

David, and that Jesus must have been born in Beth

lehem. It became further necessary, in the second

place, that the chosen one of God should be brought
into closer relation with God. He who had been born

and brought up as man required a divine consecration

to his office. Hence the baptism in Jordan.
The appearance of John the Baptist, his preaching

and baptism, occupied the first place in the oldest

written gospels (see JOHN THE BAPTIST). The ex

ample of the Baptist was the means of awakening Jesus
to a perception of his own great task

;
the depth of

the impression made upon him by John is shown by
the elevation of the witness which he bears to him (Mt.

117^: Lk. 724-35, cp Mt. 2132). It was not till the

coming of the tidings that the activity of John had been

brought to an untimely end by his imprisonment at

Herod s command that Jesus emerged from the obscurity
in which he had hitherto lived (Mt. 4 12 Mk. 1 14). Thus
there is nothing to prevent us from supposing that

Jesus also was among the multitude of those who

thronged to the preaching of John to be baptised, and
this fact was stated from the first in the gospels.

This baptism at the same time furnished the occasion

on which Jesus the man became also the anointed of

the Lord. There are two accounts of the manner in

which this came about.

1. According to Mk. 1 10 /. Jesus as he comes up
from Jordan sees the heaven opened and the Holy
Ghost descending upon him, and hears a voice from

heaven saying Thou art my beloved son in whom I am
well pleased.
These words, taken from the Hebrew text (not &amp;lt;S)

of Is. 42 i

and repeated also on the mount of transfiguration, are employed
to convey the testimony that God himself has chosen Jesus as

the Messiah, and the spirit of God enters into him in order to

bring to their fulfilment the words of Is. 42 i 11 2.

2. The procedure of the unknown hand by which

the short account of the baptism of Jesus in Jordan
was introduced into the Third Gospel (Lk. 3?i /.) was
bolder. He was not satisfied with ascribing the divine

vocation to the Messiahship ;
he wished also to give an

immediate divine testimony to the divine sonship of

Jesus.
For this end he made use of the words of the Psalmist (Ps. 1 7 ;

cp Acts 1833), and introduced these words as spoken by God :

Thou art my son ; this day have I begotten thee. Thus the

passage in Lk. was read, in the Greek Church down to about

300 A.D. and in the Latin West down to and beyond 360 A.D.

The picture it conveyed led to the incarnation being
connected with the baptism in such manner that the

feast of the Epiphany the manifestation of God upon

1 [See NAZARETH, 4, and cp GALILEE, 5.]
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earth came to be at once the festival of the baptism

and of the birth of Christ until the Christmas festival

began to come into vogue. At the same time, con

currently with this more highly pitched account, the

older version of the miracle at Jordan was amplified in

Mt. and in the Gospel of the Hebrews with new

wonders ;
the Fourth Gospel also goes far beyond the

original story.

The mythical pictures thus produced could not per

manently satisfy believing hearts. The conception of

_ , the divinity of Jesus which was gaining
&amp;gt;f

ever more and more ground found it

development.
increas ingiy impossible to postpone to

his thirtieth year the consecration of Jesus as the

Messiah or his adoption as the son of God. It was

felt that he must have been God s chosen instrument

from his very birth. Thus arose the story of the

nativity. It arose and took shape at a time when

the consecration of Jesus to the Messiahship had al

ready become firmly associated with the baptism in

Jordan. If the two had arisen at the same time, or if

the story of the nativity had been the earlier to come

into currency, the miracle at the baptism could not

have received the shape which it now has, or could

not have arisen at all ; the one excludes the other.

Here, also, there was a choice of paths. Just as in

the description of the baptism we have the divine

attestation on the one hand and the divine generation
on the other, so also here alongside of the miraculous

conception there was possible a mode of representation

more in harmony with Jewish modes of thought in

which divine revelations at his conception and birth

attested to the human son of Joseph and Mary his

election to be the Messiah.

Such a representation in point of fact lies before us

in Lk. If we bear in mind what we were able to ob-

T . ... serve at Bethlehem we can become
16. Lk.: divine

free of the fetters laid upon us by long
attestation.

habituation to a sacred tradition. To

Jon. Hillmann (7.PT 1722i ff.} belongs the merit of

having conclusively shown that the two verses in Lk.

(134/. ),
the only verses in the Third Gospel in which

the supernatural birth of Jesus of the Virgin Mary is

stated, are incompatible with the entire representation

of the rest of chaps. 1 and 2, and thus must have been

interpolated by a redactor. These two verses once

removed, what remains is a purely Jewish -Christian

account of the birth of the Messiah, still resting upon
the foundation of the old and genuine tradition that

Jesus was the offspring the firstborn offspring of the

marriage of Joseph and Mary, and no word is to be

found in it which does not admit of full explanation
from Jewish ideas concerning the coming Messiah.

The angel Gabriel, sent by God, comes to Nazareth

to a virgin named Mary who is betrothed to Joseph, a

descendant of David (^ O(KOV AaveiS, 127); after words

of salutation he tells her that she is destined to conceive

and bear a son who shall be called the son of the Most

High and shall sit upon the throne of his (fore-) father

David (and so forth, 131-33), and then concludes by

telling her of what has happened to Elizabeth her kins

woman (1 36/. ).
The events in the house of Elizabeth

(139-56) and the psalm of Zacharias (168^) only serve

to glorify the Messiah even in the womb of his mother,

and to prepare the way for his future relations with

John. Shortly before Mary s time has come the journey
to Bethlehem explained, not well, as we have seen

( 10), by the census is interposed ; Joseph must be

take himself to the city of David in order to be entered

on the register there because he is of the house of

David (24), and this, too, along with Mary his wife.

ai&amp;gt;v Mapia/ji rfj yyvaiiel avrov, 25, is the reading of the Syrian
palimpsest of Sinai discovered by Mrs. Agnes Lewis Smith, and
cum Maria uxore sua pregnante is also attested by the pre-
11 ieronymian texts of Verona and Vercelli, as also the Colber-

tinus a reading which speaks for itself, even apart from the

weight of the testimony by which it is supported. In place of
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it was afterwards substituted the reading &amp;lt;rvv M. 177 ifivriVTev-

fieVrj avroi (so KB and the Lat. vers. of Brescia), and, as we so

frequently find happening, in due course the two readings came
to be combined by contamination so that the criiv M. rjj i(j.t&amp;gt;r)-

a-Teu^cVr) aitria yvvaiici of A, the Lat. vers. of Corbei, of Eusebius
and Cyril, Catech. 12, 31, arose. That we have here a case of

real contamination is seen very plainly in the old Kreising MS
in which the ancient variants

TJJ yvvaucl OLVTOV and
rj? ifj.vi]&amp;lt;rrev

juteVr; avTcp still stand together in immediate juxtaposition.

Since, then, at the beginning of the story (127) there

is twice prominently made, in accordance with unani

mous tradition, the statement that Mary at the time of the

Annunciation, although betrothed to Joseph, was still

a virgin, we are in a position to infer with certainty

from 2s that in the original form of the narrative after

1 38 stood the further statement, hardly to be dispensed
with (even though judged inadmissible by the redactor

who interpolated 134 /. ),
that Mary was then taken to

wife by Joseph, and that she conceived by him
;
with

this best agrees the reminiscence in 2 21 that the name
of Jesus had been given by the angel before he was

conceived in the womb. That Jesus was the first child

of this legitimate marriage is expressly stated (2?),

and she brought forth her firstborn son
;
rbv irpuro-

TOKOV is the word, not such an expression as /j-ovoyevij,

and tradition took no exception to the phrase, which

has even been interpolated in Mt. 1 25. Jesus is thus

recognised to have been the eldest of the sons and

daughters of Joseph, who are referred to in this very

gospel itself. In accordance with the Jewish ceremonial

law the circumcision and naming of the child follows

on the eighth day (2 21), and after forty days comes the

dedication of the firstborn and the offering in the temple
at Jerusalem (222^); the whole procedure presupposes
a normal birth from a legitimate marriage, and in 227

are the express words, When the parents brought in

the child Jesus. The salutations of the aged Symeon
(229-35) and Anna the prophetess (236-38) are entirely

in the spirit of the promise of the Messiah as given in

the words of the angel, alike to Mary (131-33) and to

the shepherds (2n, cp 214). Finally, the incident be

tween the parents and their son, now twelve years of

age, in the temple (241 ff.}, which has already been

spoken of, stands upon the same footing.

We discern accordingly in Lk. s account a Jewish-

Christian endeavour to invest the birth and childhood

of Jesus with the miraculous halo that seemed to be

demanded by his call to Messiahship. The miracles,

however, are limited to miracles of divine revelation

brought by angels or inspired by the Holy Ghost. The
historical tradition which lay at the heart of the gospel

that Jesus was born as the eldest child of Joseph and

Mary of Nazareth is still faithfully preserved. Only,

the demand that Jesus should through his father belong
to the house of David and be born in David s city of

Bethlehem had already become the indispensable pre

supposition for the whole narrative, completely domin

ated as it was by Messianic ideas. The redactor,

while effecting a compromise with the legend as set

forth in Mt. by his interpolation of Is4/- ,
at the same

time introduced an alien and irreconcilable trait into

Lk. s work if it is to be regarded as an artistic unity.

The narrative of Mt. ,
on the other hand, is entirely

dominated by the presupposition that Jesus was con-

t
ceived by the power of the Holy Ghost

^~. I. in the womb of the Virgin Mary. Joseph
virgin Dirtn.

receives the revelation, that which is

begotten in her is of the Holy Ghost, and following

the divine direction, knew her not till she had brought

forth a son. It is possible to regard the divine beget

ting as a carrying back, in point of time, of the view

of the baptism-miracle which we find in Lk. There

is something entirely new, however, in addition that

he was conceived and born of a virgin. Here we un

questionably enter the circle of pagan ideas. Even

the Church fathers were unable to shut their eyes to

this. The idea is quite foreign to Judaism, whilst for

Greece-Roman antiquity it continued in full activity till
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after the Augustan age. The present writer has already

(see below, 21
) given the evidence for this, and he could

make it still stronger now. The expression in Is. 7 14

could not possibly have given occasion for the shaping of

this birth-story. The context of the passage says nothing
about an expected Messiah, and speaks merely of a

young woman, not of a virgin as the word is in

&amp;lt;5 (see IMMANUKI.). The efforts which have been

made to disprove the unwelcome intrusion of heathen

mythology into the substance of the gospels have been

ineffectual. It is dangerous to cite evidence that proves
the opposite of what it is asked to establish.

In a remarkable passage (De cherub. 13; li8o_/C) Philo,
while pressing the actual language of the OT, seeks to show
that it was God who had made Sarah, Leah, Rebekah, and

Zipporah to be fruitful. Though this does not teach virgin
birth it certainly teaches divine generation. It ought not, how
ever, to be overlooked that Philo designates this doctrine a

mystery, a sacred revelation, in other words something quite
new ; the new knowledge first dawned upon him in the Hellen

istic atmosphere of Alexandria, at the fountainhead of all those

ideas with which he was able to give a new depth to the tradi

tions of his people.

The embroidery comes from the same source as the

warp and the woof. The appearance of a new star in

the sky heralding the birth had been pre-18 Tns star~~
pared for by the popular faith of antiquity.

By astrologers it was even taught that a

new star rises at the birth of every man (see Julianus Halic.

in Rhein. Mus. 56328, /. n; cp Frazer, GBW, It? ff. ).

With an event so late even as the birth of Alexander

Severus was associated the legend that the future world-

empire of the child was foretold by the sudden appear
ance of a star of the first magnitude (Lampridius, ch. 13);

the story may be of Semitic origin. Also the recogni
tion and proclamation of the birth of a new king of the

Jews by the magi learned in star-lore finds its parallel

in a legend concerning Alexander recorded in Cicero

(de Divin. i. 23 47 ; cp 41 90). That the magi should

have come in person to do homage to the new-born

lord may perhaps, as has been pointed out to the

present writer by A. Dieterich, have originated in the

journey of homage made by the Parthian king Tiridates

to Nero in Rome, an expedition which attracted very

great attention (see Cassius Dio, 682 /. ), especially in

the provinces, such as Asia, which actually witnessed

the progress of the king with his royal train, and had

to entertain him in a manner suitable to his rank.

Pliny, who alludes to this event (AV/SOie), actually

calls Tiridates magus, and mentions that he had magi
in his suite (magos secum adduxerat}, from whom the

emperor hoped to learn the secrets of magic. The

reign of Nero may have been exactly the period at

which the legends of the divine birth of Jesus began to

take shape in the Christian world, and it is very possible

that tidings of the Neronic persecutions spread from

Rome may have had their share in bringing about the

introduction of the picture of a bloodthirsty tyrant into

the story of the childhood. A massacre of innocents

and, as the motive for it, fear of the threatened advent

of a new ruler, were already current material for legend,

as is shown by the romantic story of Marathus con

cerning the birth of Augustus (Suet. Aug. 94).

The flight into Egypt, or, to speak more accurately,

the return from Egypt, is ill-explained.

An angel of the Lord admonishes Joseph to return as

formerly he had warned him to flee for they are dead which

sought the young child s life (Mt. 2 20) ;

19. The Egypt but when he heard that Archelaus was

incident. reigning in Judza ... he was afraid to go
there, and being warned of God in a dream,

he turned aside into the parts of Galilee (Mt. 222). It is not

easy to understand why the command to return should not in

the story have been postponed till after the deposition of

Archelaus (6 A.D.) if it were not for the reason that, in that

case, there would be no motive left for the selection of Nazareth

as a home. Yet to explain the selection, there is introduced,

awkwardly enough, a double revelation to Joseph.

Why is it Egypt that is selected as the place of

refuge ? We may reply that in the first century, when

Jews had long been gathered together in great numbers
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in Alexandria, it was natural to think of this neighbour

ing land. Mythological ideas also, however, may have

had their unconscious influence
;

it is to Egypt that,

when attacked by the giant Typhon, the Olympian gods
take their flight.

Thus for the whole birth- and childhood-story of Mt.

in its every detail it is possible to trace a pagan sub-

TVi i*
stratum - I rnust have arisen in

**&quot;

Gentile-Christian circles, probably in

those of the province of Asia, and then was to some
extent legitimated by its narrator, in accordance with

the tendency manifested throughout the whole of the

First Gospel (see Resch, Kindheitscvang. 19 ff.), by
citation of prophetic words in its support.
Thus did the divine birth and nature of Christ receive

the stamp of authority for all time, and the Jewish-
Christian representation of Lk. , which knew the Messiah

only as a son of man, had to be heightened by the

introduction of the angelic messages and so brought
into conformity with the demands of faith.

The divine birth and nature of Christ thus became

gospel. To theosophic speculation the task which now

presented itself was that of bringing this dogma into

reconcilability with the fact of the humanity of Jesus.

It was only after a struggle lasting for centuries that

the church succeeded in setting up a unanimous doctrine

upon the subject. The struggle indeed would still have

arisen even if the gospel of the virgin-birth had not

lain before it in writing. Even before the gospel had

been written and attained currency the docetic doctrine

that the son of God had been sent down from heaven

and had lived only seemingly the life of a man in the

world, as also the Johannine conception of the pre-

existence of the divine logos, had already been formu

lated.

E. F. Gelpke, Die Jugendgesch. des Herrn, 1841 ; P. Lob-

stein, Die Lelire von der ubernaturlichcn Geburt Christi:

Christologische Studied, 1896 ;
A. Resch,

21. Literature. Das KindheitsevangtHut* nach Lucas .

Matthaeus, 1897 ( TU 10 5) ; L. Conrady, Die

Qiielle der kanonischen Kindheitsgesch.Jesu s, 1900 : H. Usener,

Religionsgcschichtliche Untersiichungcn , I. Das II eihnachts-

ft-st, 1889, pp. 69 ff. ; Ramsay, Was Christ born at Bethlehem ?

(1898) ; Hartland, Legend ofPerseus; letters by Allen, Badham,
Charles, Conybeare, etc., on the Sinaitic Palimpsest and the

Virgin-birth, in the Academy, from lyth Nov. 1894 to 29th June
1895; J. Hillmann, Die Kindheitsgesch. Jesu nach Lucas
kntisch untersucht in ZPT, 1891, 17192-261; A. W. Zumpt,
Das Geburtsjahr Christi, 1869. H. U.

NATURE -WORSHIP. In the article IDOLATRY

( 2f. )
the development of the ideas about nature

which become a factor in religion has been

outlined, from the earliest stage, in which

man conceives natural objects as animated

, by a demonic life, through one in which
progressoi tnese Objects anci localities are permanently

.

1. Nature-

religion. inhabited by a numen or frequented by it,

to that in which they are the visible symbols wherein

the presence of a god is graciously manifested, and,

finally, to the rejection of the symbol as incompatible
with the conception of a god whose invisible presence
fills earth and heaven. The first of these stages had

been left behind by the religion of Israel long before our

knowledge of it begins ; but innumerable customs of

social life and ritual observance that had their root

and reason in animistic beliefs survived even to the

latest times, and doubtless the beliefs themselves

lingered as more or less obscure superstitions among
certain classes of the people, as they do to the present

day among the peasantry in Christian Europe.
It is obvious that the nature of the object itself

determined how far it could be carried along by the

advancing religious conceptions. A holy mountain,

for example, most easily became the abode of a god,
whose power was manifested in storm and lightning, or

in the beneficent rain-clouds which gathered around its

top ; a cave near the summit might be in a special

sense his dwelling-place.
1 A natural rock which had

1 So perhaps at Horeb, i K. 19 9.
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been revered as the seat of a numen might become a
rock-altar or a massebdh, in which a deity no longer
bound to the spot received the sacrifices of his wor

shippers and answered their requests ;

l and might even

finally be understood by higher spirits as only the

symbol of the divine presence. On the other hand,
the sacred tree was not so easily dissociated from its

own life
;

its spirit might be very potent in its sphere,
but it was to the end a tree-spirit, even if some greater
name was given it. Consequently, the beliefs and
customs connected with trees and with vegetation

generally have been left behind in the progress of

religion and often put under its ban, though nowhere

extirpated by it.

We find this true in the OT. The mountains and
the sacred wells and springs which once had, as in

some instances we can still perceive, their
2. In Israel :

holy trees.
own numina, have been taken possession
of by Yahwe, and become his holy places,

seats of his worship ; no traces of a distinctive cultus

have been preserved ;

2 the rocks, so far as they have a

religious association at all, are his altars or memorial
stones. 3

Sacred trees, too, are found at the sanctuaries of

Yahwe ;

4 at Beersheba, by the holy wells, was a
tamarisk which Abraham planted with religious rites

(Gen. 2133);
8 at Hebron Abraham built an altar at the

elon Mamre (13 i8),
B where he dwelt (14 13); beneath

the tree Yahwe appeared to him in theophany (18 iff.).

At the elon mart at Shechem Yahwe appeared to

Abraham (Gen. 126 f.) ;
under the eldh at the same

place Jacob buried the idols and amulets of his Aramaean
household (Gen. 354) I

there Joshua erected a massebdh
beneath the eldh which is in the sanctuary of Yahwe
(Josh. 2426) ; by the same tree Abimelech was made
king (Judg. 96); near Shechem stood also an elon

mg onSnim (Judg. 937); the tomb of Deborah was
under a tree near Bethel named allon bakkitth (Gen.

358) ;
beneath the eldh at Ophrah the angel of Yahwe

appeared to Gideon, who built an altar on the spot

(Judg. 6 it 1924). Compare also the place-names, Elim

(Ex. 16i), Elath (2 K. 14 22
),

Elon (Tudg. 12n); see

r.lso Judg.4 5 i S. 142 226 31i 3 (i Ch. lOw). The
words TN, n^N ( eldh, alldh], p*?N (elon, allon},

1

ordinarily mean holy tree (cp Is. 129); the substitu

tions made in the Targums and by Jerome (i.e. ,

Jerome s Jewish teachers) show how keenly this was
felt at a late time. The etymological connection of the

word with JN ( el), numen, god, is very probable.
8

The names elon more, elon tnifdnenim, point to tree

oracles ; and though these names, like many of the

others, are probably of Canaanite origin, we may
observe that David takes an omen from the sound of

a marching in the tops of the bdkd trees (2 S. 5 24).

Of an actual tree cult we have no evidence in the

OT, the prophetic irony directed against the veneration

of stocks (ru) and stones more probably
3. Survivals ,. .

^,,14. A referring to aserahs or wooden idols.
in. cult and ,, ....
custom places of worship under every

luxuriant tree 9 had at least originally a

deeper reason than that the shade was good (Hos.
413) ; and we shall probably not err if we see in beliefs

1 See IDOLATRY, 4 ; MASSEBAH, 6.
2 This is far from saying that no such rites were practised.
3 See MASSEBAH, 5, 7.
4 For references to the literature see col. 2153, n. 9.
5 Stade and v. Gall (Kultstiitten, 47) would read, instead of

esel tamarisk, dscrdh, connecting the verse with 26 25 (Isaac).
6 &, fy&amp;gt;0s ; the plur. in MT is an alteration with a purpose

like that of Tg. Vg. plain. The holy tree sounded heathenish.
Abraham s oak (or terebinth) was an object of veneration in the
time of Constantine, who had the altars beneath it destroyed
(see Rel. Pal., p. 711 ff.\ An Abraham s oak is still shown
(sen Jewish. Encylofvedia, 193).

7 The diversity of pronunciation in MT is not a consistent
discrimination of oak and terebinth. See Moore, Judges
(Int. Comm.), i2iyi, and v. Gall, Kultstdtten, 24^

8 Levy, Phon. Stud. 1 19 f. (1856); and many.
9 See Jer. 220 8613 172 Ezek. 6 13 2028, etc.
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which in many other parts of the world have l&amp;gt;een

associated with the powers of tree-spirits and the life

of vegetation at least one root of the sexual licence

which at these sanctuaries was indulged in in the name
of religion.

1 Doubtless the custom existed, which still

prevails in Syria as in many other countries, of hanging
upon the trees bits of clothing, ornaments, and other

things which keep up the connection between the man
to whom they belonged and the spirit of the tree. 2 At
least one law the three years

*

orldh of fruit-trees when

they begin to bear (Lev. 1923-25) perpetuates a parallel
between the life of tree and man which was once more
than an analogy.

3 The prohibition of mixed planta
tions (kil dyim, Dt. 22g) is probably another instance

of the same kind. The prohibition of reaping the

corner of a field (Lev. 19g 23
22),&quot;* though now a

charitable motive is attached to it, had primitively a

very different reason : the corner was left to the grain-

spirit.
5 That the first sheaf of the harvest, the first

cakes made of the new grain, were originally not an

offering to the God of the land, but a sacrament of the

corn-spirit, is shown by similar evidence. 6

If all this belongs to an age which to the Israelites

was prehistoric, the gardens of Adonis (Is. 17 10, see

ADONIS) and the women s mourning for Tammuz
(Ezek. 814, see TAMMUZ) 7 show that in mythologised,
and doubtless foreign, forms, the great drama of plant
life the blooming spring, the untimely death under

the fierce midsummer sun, and the resurrection of the

new year, maintained its power over the Israelites as

well as their neighbours.
The holy wells and springs in Palestine,

8 like the

mountains, were taken possession of by Yahwe when
_.. , he supplanted the baals in their old haunts.

.. , .. No trace remains in the OT of distinctive

rites or restrictions connected with sacred

waters such as we know in abundance among the

neighbours of the Israelites. But one ceremony was
observed annually in the temple, at the Feast of

Tabernacles, which must be briefly mentioned here. 9

At this season water was drawn from Siloam, carried,

amid the blare of trumpets, into the temple precincts

through a gate called for this reason the water-gate,
and poured upon the altar,

10
running down through a

drain into the subterranean receptacle. The reason

for the rite is given in another place : The Holy One,
Blessed is he ! said, Pour out water before me at the

Feast, in order that the rains of the year may be blessed

to you.
u The libation was thus an old rain charm,

a piece of mimetic magic.
12 A very similar ceremony

at Hierapolis is described by Lucian. 13

On sacred animals and supposed survivals of totem

cults and superstitions see CLEAN AND UNCLEAN.
The heavenly bodies, especially the sun, moon, and

(five) planets, appeared to the ancients to be living beings
_, and since their influence on human welfare

, . was manifest and great they were adored as

neayenly deides
(
see wisd. 13 2 /:). The relative

16S
prominence of these gods in religion and

mythology differs widely among peoples upon the same

1 See, e.g., Hos. 413-15, etc.; cp HARLOT. On the subject
in general see Frazer, GBft) 1 zo^ff. Cp 1 igzff.

2 See Tylor, Prim. Cult.W 2223 ff. ; \VRS Rel. Sem.P)

iSsyC IQS ; Doughty, Ar. Des. 1 449^ ; cp DRESS, 8.
*

Incidentally it makes it probable that among the Canaanites
from whom the custom is doubtless derived circumcision was

originally performed at puberty (cp CIRCUMCISION, 6).

4 Perhaps the law which forbids the gathering of a forgotten
sheaf should be included (Dt. 24 19).

5 See Frazer, GBft\ Ivwff., especially 236 n.

6 Frazer, I.e., -$V)ff- 3 29-
7 See Frazer, I.e., ii^ff.
8 See IDOLATRY, 2.

9 See SACRIFICE, 36 ; TABERNACLES, 7.
10 M. Succa, 4 9 ; Bah. Succa, 48 a, ff.
11 Kosh ha-shanah, i6a, bottom ; cp Ta dnlth, 2 a.

12 On making rain see Frazer, GBW 1 8i_/f. 2 1217??
13 De Dea Syria, chap. 13, cp 48

;
WRS Rel. Sem.P) 23i/

14 See Tylor, Prim. Cult. (3) -2 285 ^. ; Scholz, GStzendienst,

Wff-
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plane of culture and even of the same stock

; they had
a different significance to the settled population of

Babylonia from that which they had for the Arab nomad, 1

and besides this economic reason there are doubtless

historical causes for the diversity which are in great part
concealed from us.

That the Israelite nomads showed in some way their

veneration of the sun is most probable ;
but there is no

reason to believe that sun-worship was an important

part of their religion. In Palestine the names of several

cities bear witness to the fact that they were seats of the

worship of the sun (Shemesh ;
see BKTH-SHEMESH, EN-

SHEMESH ;
also KlR-HERES, TlMNATH-HERES). The

best known of these is Beth-shemesh now Ain Shems
in the Judrean lowland, just across the valley from

Zorah, the home of Samson, whose own name shows
that Israelites participated in the cult of their Canaanite

neighbours, and perhaps appropriated elements of a

solar myth.
2 It may be questioned whether the worship

of the sun at these places was of native Canaanite origin,
or is to be ascribed to Babylonian influence, such as

we recognise in the case of the names Beth-anath 3

and, probably, Beth-dagon. If we may judge from the

evidence of Phoenician names, the worship of the sun

had no such place in the religion of Canaan as Shamash
had in that of the Babylonians and Assyrians,

4 and it

seems more likely that the god whose cult gives a dis

tinctive name to certain places was a foreign deity.

These considerations lend some additional probability
to Budde s surmise that the southern Beth-shemesh is

the place designated in the Amarna Tablets, no. 183,
/. 14/1, as Bit-Ninib in the district of Jerusalem.

5 The
name of the city of Jericho the most natural etymology
of which derives it from rrv, moon 6 may indicate that

it was a seat of moon-worship ;
but we have no other

evidence of the fact. The names of the Desert of Sin and
the holy mountain SINAI (q.v. )

bear witness to the fact

that the region was a centre of the cult of the moon-god
Sin, who was zealously worshipped in Syria (Harran),

Babylonia, and southern Arabia
;

in later times Greek
and Latin writers as well as Nabatoean inscriptions attest

the worship of the moon by the population of Arabia

Petrosa
;

the appearance of the new moon is still

greeted by the Bedouins, 7 as it was by Canaanites and
Israelites in OT times. The religious observance of the

new moon with festal rejoicings and sacrifices belongs

originally to a lunar cult
;

8
but, as in many other cases,

this festival and its rites were taken up into the religion

of Yahwe the national religion absorbing the nature

religion. Whether the Canaanite Astarte-worship was
associated with the planet Venus we do not certainly
know ;

the worship of the QUEEN OF HEAVEN [y.v.] in

the seventh century was evidently regarded as a new and

foreign cult. Cp MOON.
The opinion, formerly widely entertained and not yet

everywhere abandoned, that the Canaanite worship of

Baal and Astarte was primitive sun- and moon-worship,
is without foundation ;

the identification so far as it

took place in the sphere of religion at all is late and
influenced by foreign philosophy (see BAAL, 2 /.,

ASHTORETH, 4).

If the evidence of the worship of the heavenly bodies

in Israel in older times is thus scanty and indirect, the

case is otherwise in the seventh and sixth centuries. 9

1 In southern Arabia the worship of the sun and moon is

strikingly prevalent.
2 See Moore, Judges (Int. Contm.), 325 f. 364 ./I; and cp

SAMSON.
3 Notice the proximity of Beth-shemesh and Beth-anath in

Galilee, Judg. 1 33-
* See Baeth. Beitr. 61.
8 See HERES, MOUNT.
6 The form, shortened from

pnT, is related to nv precisely
as pe DB to C 2B - Cp JERICHO.

7 Doughty, A r. Des. 1 366.
8 See Spencer, De leg. rit., lib. 3 diss. 4, and Chrysost. Horn.

6 in Matt.
* Am. 5 26 cannot be taken as evidence that these cults were
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Jeremiah predicts that the bones of all classes in Jeru
salem shall be exhumed and spread out before the sun
and the moon and the whole host of heaven whom they
have loved and served and followed and consulted and

prostrated themselves to (Jer. 82). The deuteronomic
law pronounces the penalty of death against the man or

woman who worships the sun or the moon or the host

of heaven (17 3) ; cp also Dt. 4 15 19. The introduction

of this cult in Jerusalem is ascribed to Manasseh, who
built altars for all the host of heaven in the two courts

of the temple (2 K. 21 3 5) ;
the apparatus of this worship,

with other heathenish paraphernalia, was destroyed by
Josiah in his reformation (621 B.C.) and the priests put
out of the way (z K.23^/.). The altars of the astral

cults were under the open sky, frequently upon the flat

roofs of houses (Jer. 19 13 Zeph. Is);
1
probably the altars

on the roof the upper story of Ahaz (2 K.23i2),
2

apparently an addition to the temple, were of this

sort. Sacrifices were burnt upon them (2 K. 23s). The
heavenly bodies needed no idol, they were visible gods ;

3

and although various symbols of the sun are found in

Assyria as well as Egypt, it is not certain that there were
such in Jerusalem. Horses dedicated to the sun (cp

NATHAN-MELECH) were stabled at one of the entrances

to the temple, apparently in an annex on the western side

(2 K. 23 n), and with them chariots of the sun. The
horses, animals sacred to the sun (Bochart, 1 141 ./i, ed.

Rosenm.
),
were not kept for sacrifice but, harnessed to

the chariots, were driven in procession ; according to

the Jewish commentators, driven out (toward the E.
)

to meet the sun at his rising. These horses were prob
ably, as elsewhere, white. 4 The rite, one of those

imitative acts of cultus which have their ultimate origin
in mimetic magic, probably came to the Jews from

Assyria,
5
though the special sacredness of the horse to

the sun seems rather to be of Iranian origin.
6 Another

rite is described by Ezekiel (816) : in the inner court of

the temple, at the very door of the i&amp;gt;a6s, between the

prostyle and the great altar, men were standing with

their backs to the sanctuary of Yahwe and their faces to

the E., prostrating themselves eastward to the sun. The
words in the next verse, translated in RV they put the

branch to their nose, have been thought to refer to

another feature of the ritual, similar to the use of the

bunch of twigs called baresma, held by the Persians

before the mouth when at prayer ;
not only this interpre

tation, however, but the connection of the words with

the sun-worship of v. 16, is uncertain. 7 The throwing of

kisses to the sun and moon is alluded to in Job (31 26-28)

as a superstitious custom ;

8
it corresponds to the actual

kissing of an idol (i K. 19 18 Hos. 182).
In the references to this worship, beside sun and

moon, two other names appear which require a word of

comment. One of these, sfbd hds-samdim (c Cffn N3!i).

the host of heaven
(&amp;lt;S

in Dt. 6 /c6&amp;lt;r/uos TOV ovpavov,
elsewhere SiWjUij, ffTpand ; Vg. militia], is a collective

term, sometimes apparently including the sun and moon,
sometimes designating the other heavenly bodies

;
see

Dt. 4 19, the sun and moon and stars all the host

of heaven. The word host (sd&d) is the common
Hebrew word for army ;

the stars, conceived as living

beings, not only by their number (Jer. 3822), but also by
their orderly movement as though under command,

already established in the eighth century ; see AMOS, 5 13,
CHIUN. Nor, in view of the silence of the eighth-century
prophets, is 2 K. 17 16 sufficient proof that this worship was one
of the sins which brought destruction on Israel.

1 Cp Strabo, xvi. 426 (p. 784), Nabatsans, to the sun
; Isaac of

Antioch, ed. Bickell, 2 210 ; Tos. Zfhachim, 13 15.
2 The words inx fl Sl seem to be a gloss.
3 Lucian, Dea Syria, 34 ; Julian, Orat. 4

; Wisd. 13 2 f.,

cp \off.
4 See HORSE, 4.
&quot; See Jensen, Kosmol. 108 ff. ; cp Jastrow, Rel. Bab. Ass.

i 76/
6 See Hehn. Kulturflflanzcn u. Hausthiere^, 42 ff.
7 See Toy, Ezek. (.y&amp;lt;3:T); Kraetzschmar, Ezech. (HK).
8 Lucian, De saltatione, chap. 17 ; Tertull. Apol. chap. 16 etc. ;

Scholz, Gotzendienst, 55.
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6. History.

resembled an army in the field. 1 In at least one old

passage, the phrase the host of heaven designates
the beings (cp a certain spirit, v. 21) who form Yahwe s

court and execute his will (iK.22i9^, Micaiah s

vision; cp also Josh. 613 f. ).

2 It is unnecessary to

suppose that the author s conception here is essentially
different from that implied in the more common use of

the phrase, as though in the latter the stars were meant
as merely astronomical bodies and in the former angels ;

unnecessary, therefore, to seek a remote connection

between senses which only our modern ideas have

separated.
3 The host of heaven

1

are the ministers of

Yahwe. 4

The other word, mazzdloth, occurs only in 2 K. 23s

(ni^D, fj.a.ovp(*}0, Vg. duodecim signa, Pesh. mau-

zldthd,Tg. NnSto). and if the words are rightly identi

fied in Job 8832 (jrnia), and is variously understood of

the signs of the zodiac (so Jerome above), or the planets.
It appears to be a loan-word from Assyr. manzaltu,
station, abode, and points to the origin of the religion.

5

For another cult of this class see QUEEN OF HEAVEN.
We have seen that the worship of the sun and

moon and the whole host of heaven came in under

Assyrian influence in the seventh century ;

it flourished under Manasseh ; was tem

porarily suppressed, with other foreign religions, by
Josiah in 621 ; but sprang up again after his death, and
continued in full vigour down to the fall of the kingdom
of Judah in 586 ;

nor did that catastrophe extinguish it

(see QUEEN OF HEAVEN, i). We cannot doubt that

astrological divination, if not the worship of the heavenly
bodies, was one of the strongest temptations of heathenism
to the Jews in Babylonia (see Is. 47 13, cp Dan. 22 etc.

).

The development of theological monotheism involved
the assertion of Yahwe s supremacy over the heavenly
bodies : he created them, he leads out their host in its

full number, calls them all by name, so great is his

power not one of them dares be missing (
Is. 40 26, cp 45 12

Gen. 1 14^! Neh. 96). They are not mere luminaries set

in the sky, but superhuman beings ;
it is by Yahwe s

ordinance that the nations worship them (Dt. 4ig/. , cp
328 &amp;lt;, Jubilees, lost/) ;

the final judgment falls no
less upon the high host on high, who guide and govern
the nations in history, than on the kings of the earth on
earth; they shall together be shut up in prison (Is.

2421-23, Enoch 1813-16 21i-6, Rev.9i/. n
; cp Dan.

8to/).
Philo is therefore in accord not only with Greek

thinkers but with the OT in representing the stars as

intelligent living beings ; they are of a divine and happy
and blessed nature, nay, manifest and perceptible gods

expressions which, as he means them, are not incom

patible with his monotheism. 7 The Essenes are said to

have observed certain religious customs which imply
peculiar veneration for the sun

;

8 but whatever may have
been the origin of the practices, it may be assumed that

they had found in them some symbolical meaning in

harmony with the fundamental dogma of their Judaism.
G. F. M.

NAUM (N&OYM [Ti. WH]), Lk. 825 AV, RV
NAHL M (q.V.).

NAVE. I. 1$, gab; N60TON- NtOTOC I
I K. 7 33

AV, RV felloe.
1

See WHEEL, i a.

2. lirn, hiftur, i K. 7 33 RV, AV spoke. See WHEEL, i c.

NAVE (|U; NAYH [BKAC]; nave), Ecclus.46i,
AV, RV NUN (q.v.).

1 See STARS, 4.
2 See ANGELS, 2.
3

S.i, e.f., Driver in Hastings BDI^o.4 On later passages of similar tenor, see below, 6.
5 Del. Prol. 142 ; Ass. HWB 457 ; Jensen, Kosmol. 348 ; cp

MAZZALOTH, STARS, 3, d.
6 See Baudissin, Stud. 1 118^ ; Smend, ZA TW 4 200(1884) ;

Duhm, Jesaia, loc. etc.
? Drummond, Philo, 1 283 ; see also Baudissin, Stud. 1 116^.
Jos. BJ n. 8 5 ; see ESSENES, 5.
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NAVY. i. ^N, NAyC. classis, i K. 926 (EV navy
of ships ), 27, 10 1 1 22. See SHIP.

2. oroAos, i Mace. 1 17 (Vg. naviunt multitudo, RVmg.
armament ), 2 Mace. 12 9 (Vg. naves, RV fleet ) 14 i (Vg.

naves, RV fleet ). See SHIP.

NAZARENES (NAZCORAIOI [Ti. WH]), the sect
1

(cupecris) whose ringleader
1

(wpuroarar^), according
to the orator TEKTULLUS (q.v.), was Paul (Acts 24 5).

Nazarenes at once suggests Nazareth
; Blass thinks

that there is an implication of contempt. But was

Jesus of Nazareth a contemptuous title ? All that

we can say is that Nazarenes is specifically Jewish, as

Christians or Chrestians (see CHRISTIAN, NAME
OF, i) is specifically Gentile. It seems originally
to have meant Galiloeans,

1

and to have expressed the

same historical fact as the accusation formulated in Lk.

23s (cp Acts 1037), He stirs up the people, teaching

throughout all Judasa, and beginning from Galilee unto
this place.

1 A Jewish-Christian sect afterwards appro
priated the term.
At the time of Epiphanius the sect was to be found in Coele-

Syria, Decapolis (Pella), and Basanitis (Cocabe). According to

that authority (Pan. J J 7) they were Jews pure and simple, but

recognised the new covenant as well as the old, and believed in

the resurrection, and in the one God and his Son Jesus Christ.

Tertullus, however, is made to use the term Nazarenes in the
broad sense of followers of Jesus ; it is associated no doubt
with disparaging terms, but is not in itself disparaging.

NAZARETH (NAZApeO and
NAZ&amp;lt;NpT

are best

attested ; Nafapo. [Ti. WH] is found in Mt. 4 13 [N
b
B* 33], -aS

[A], -er [B2], -e0 [N*D]andinLk.4 i-a[NB* 33], -afl[A], -ar[A],
-eS [D] ; Keim, Jesu von Nazara, 1319 2421 8670 argues
strongly for Nafapa), whence Nazarene (Nafaprji/o? [Ti. WH],
Mk. 1 24 1047 [BLA], -oprjxos [D], -upcuos [NAC] ;

14 67 -apr^c?

[BCL], -oprji/o? [D], -ajpaios [A]; 166 -apjji/os [N, etc.], -lopaio?

[LA] ; Lk. 4 34 -op^i/os [D*] 24 19 [KBL], -wpatos [AD]. No^w-
palos [Ti. WH], Mt. 223 2l3 7 i Lk. 1837, -aprji/os |D, etc.]; Jn.
185, -aprji/os [D, etc.] ; 7; 19 19 ; also seven or, including Acts 9 5,

eight times in Acts)

A city of Galilee,
1

the residence of Joseph and Mary ;

known as Jesus own country (irarpis), because till

i A - * n s baptism he resided there with his
1. Associations
and history.

family (Mt. 4 13 21 n Mk. 1 9 Lk. 126

243951 4i6 Jn. 1 46/. [4S /.] Acts 10 38).
From Nazareth Jesus derived his Talmudic name of

Jesus the Nazarene
( Tiisn it? Sank. 43*2 107^, Sot.

47 a), and his disciples the name Nazarenes
1

(an^n
Tddn. 276). In the Gospels, too, and in Acts Jesus is

constantly called Jesus of Nazareth,
1

and in Acts 24s
Tertullus calls the Christians Nazarenes (cp Mt. 223,
on which see below).

1 Nazareth being thus closely
identified with Jesus, it is strange to find that until the

reign of Constantine (Epiph. adv. Har. 1 136) it had none
but Jewish inhabitants a fact which is obviously fatal

to the so-called traditional sites in the present town.

In the time of Epiphanius there were certainly Christians

at Nazareth
; but it was not yet much visited by pilgrims,

2

for Jerome in the same century speaks of Paula as

passing with all speed through Nazareth the Lord s

nursing-mother
(

(Ep. 86).
In the sixth century, however, a large basilica stood there

(Antoninus), and in the fifth a church over the house of Mary
(Arculf). The place suffered severely from the Moslem conquest ;

but the Crusaders honoured it, not only by erecting churches

there, but by transferring thither the see of Scythopolis. The
expulsion of the Franks again reduced Nazareth to insignificance ;

but since the eighteenth century it has gradually grown in

importance, and now numbers about 10,000 souls. Its secluded

position, however, and the want of springs (there is only one),
render this prosperity, which seems to have temporary causes,
rather precarious.

The modern en-Ndsira (as it is called by the natives)
is situated in Lower Galilee, N. of the

great plain of Esdraelon, and nearly mid

way between the Lake of Gennesaret and
the Mediterranean. It runs up the sides of a hill

1 The Oriental Christians, however, call themselves nasara
(sing, nasrdni).

2 Was this due to indignation at the obstinate unbelief of the

people of Nazareth, and their reported attempt on the life of
their Prophet (Lk. 4 28-30)?
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facing the E. and SE. , in a basin entirely shut in by
hills, except on the S.

,
where a narrow rocky gorge

leads to the great plain. Whether the earlier city

occupied the same site, is doubtful
;
there are said to be

traces of buildings just above. The monks of Nazareth

assert that in Christ s time the city extended as far as

the foot of the Jebel Kafsy (or if not, that it was

entirely situated there), a mountain with a precipice

overhanging the plain of Esdraelon, nearly 2 m. S. by
E. of the present Nazareth. This is connected with

the latest and clumsiest of all the Christian legends of

Nazareth, and such a devout Roman Catholic as

GueYin, though he treats the legend of the Mount of

Precipitation with respect, rejects without hesitation

the theory on which it has come to be based. l

As GueYin and Robinson agree, there is no reason

whatever why some precipice of the north-western hill

(the Jebel es-Sih] should not have been the scene of the

precipitation (KaraKp-r]fj.i&amp;gt;Lffai
to hurl headlong down )

intended by the writer of Lk. 429. There is a place by
the Maronite church where the hill breaks off in a

perpendicular wall 40 or 50 ft. in height ; this,

Robinson thinks, may well have been the spot whither

the Jews led Jesus. The difficulty is that in Mt. 1854-58
and Mk. 61-6 we have a form of the tradition which

is strictly inconsistent with that in Lk. 4 16-31. There
are indeed some features in Lk. s version which

have illustrative value for the ministry of Jesus (viz.

a, his choice of Is. 61 iza as a lesson in the synagogue ;

b, the use which he makes of the proverb, Physician,
heal thyself,

2 and c, his striking applications of details

in the lives of Elijah and Elisha) ;
but two even of these

appear to be inconsistent with the version in Mt. and

Mk. , and to have been misplaced ;
and most certainly

the story of the frenzied Nazarenes dragging their victim

to a precipice cannot be reconciled with the natural and

probable tradition in the two other Gospels. It is best

not to foster historical illusions ; a true life of Jesus can

well afford to spare the improbable story of the dis

honour put upon him by his own townsmen.
If sites consecrated by the presence of Jesus must be

had, the two spots which have most claim to be so

regarded are : (i) the spring known variously as Mary s

Spring, Jesus Spring, and Gabriel s Spring, and

(2) the summit of the mountain above Nazareth,

(i) Of the spring, Socin remarks that as this is the

only spring which the town possesses, it is all but certain

that the child Jesus and his mother were once among
its regular frequenters.

3
(2) Anyone oppressed by the

limited life of a village would naturally climb the Jebel

es-Sih (1602 ft. above the sea), and he would be amply
rewarded for his pains. Far and near, spots famous in

Israelitish history, as well as fair to look upon, are

spread out before the eye. Mt. Tabor, much of the

Great Plain, Mt. Carmel and the Bay of Acre, the fine

plain of el-Battof with Sefuriyeh (Sepphoris) at its S.

end, Safed on its hill, and the distant snows of Hermon
such is the noble panorama of the Nazareth mountain.

Most important is it, however, to remember that in the

time of Jesus, there were places not far off, throbbing
with the tumultuous industrial life of the present. If

1 Guerin (Galilee, 1 97) suggests that the mountain (TOU

opous) in Lk. 4 29 may mean all the heights around Nazareth

collectively ! The truth is, however, that the precipice was
selected solely on the ground of its prominence, when seen from
Esdraelon. The legend is of very late origin.

2 The natural interpretation of Ye will surely say to me,&quot; etc.

(Lk. 4 23), is that, according to the Nazarenes, their gifted
townsman ought to have proved his supernatural capacities by
doing something to raise himself in the social scale. Poverty
was no better than a disease. Thou clever physician, who
canst cast out demons from others, produce gold and silver and
fine clothes for thyself, and we will believe thee. Make thyself
fit for the highest society, and cease to consort with the meanest
and vilest. Then we will give up calling thee &quot;the carpenter,&quot;

and if thou shouldest aim even at the Messianic crown, the

Galileans shall be at thy side. The evangelist himself seems to

have misunderstood this traditional saying of Christ.
3 Baed. Pal.P), 282.
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the Nazareth which we know to-day is on the site of

the Nazareth of Jesus, we can understand, as we gaze
from that lofty observatory, the combination of sym
pathy with reserve or detachment which characterised

Jesus. Retired, but not shut off from the world

haunted, but not disturbed, by a sense of adjacent
populousness Jesus would have found leisure in such
a nook as this to brood over spiritual problems and the

true wants of his people. Dean P arrar has given
eloquent expression to the longing of the Christian heart
to feel that here at least are holy fields which the feet

of Jesus have trodden. 1

At this point, however, the warning of Dean Stanley
not to build our faith on symbols and sacred sites may
3 The name vve^ je re^errec^ to - * l s verv doubtful

d btf 1

whether the beautiful mountain village of

Nazareth was really the dwelling-place of

Jesus. No such town as Nazareth is mentioned in the

OT, in Josephus, or in the Talmud.
It has been suggested indeed that Nazareth may be a corrup

tion of En Sarid i.e., the fountain of Sarid ; Sarid is the
name of a place on the S. border of Zebulun in the MT of

Josh. 19ioi2.2 Unfortunately, the name is most probably in

correctly read (see SAKID), and the supposed corruption is

difficult to comprehend. As to the Talmud ; it is supposed by
some that Nazareth is the white house on the mountain 3

(&quot;1H3 JnS n 3), which was one of the places that supplied wine

for the drink-offerings ;
and this has been illustrated by the

statement of Quaresmius that Nazareth was formerly called

Medina abiat i.e., civitas alba&quot; (?). Quaresmius, however,
is no older than the sixteenth century, and the white house of
the Mishna is probably to be identified with LEBONAH (g,v.).

The earliest mention of the name Nazareth (mij) is thought to

be in an elegy of Kalir for the ninth day of Ab, where 3 rnSE O
is the designation of a course of priests settled at Nazareth.
Kalir s elate is perhaps 900 A.D., but the elegy is based on an
ancient Midrash now lost.* This, however, is rather vague ;

and the question would still remain, What is meant by Nazareth ?

Was Nazareth originally the name of a town (or

village) at all? There are two NT passages which may
well suggest a doubt. One is Mt. 223, And he came
and dwelt in a city called Nazareth, that it might be

fulfilled which was spoken by the prophets, He shall be

called a Nazarene. The passage has been much dis

cussed, but without sure result. Most commentators

have seen in it an allusion to the prophecy of the shoot

1S3, nfser) in Is. 11 ib ; so already eruditi Hebrai in

Jerome s time. It is hardly conceivable, however, that

the synonymous word stmah (nos), which had long been

in possession of the field as a Messianic title, should

have been displaced among the Christians by neser (nij).

It is rather an allusion to Is. 9i/ , the land of Zebulun

and the land of Naphtali, . . . Galilee of the Gentiles,

which is quoted in Mt. 4 13-16 with reference to Jesus

dwelling in Capernaum, but which was surely applied

by the first Christians to his early ministry by the

Sea of Galilee not to his residence at Capernaum, nor

to his earlier dwelling at Nazareth, but to his Galilcean

ministry as a whole. In a word, Nazareth ought to

mean Galilee, and Nazarene ought to mean Galilasan.

The other passage is Jn. 145/. ,
where Philip tells

Nathanael that he and others have found the Great One

spoken of in the scriptures, and Nathanael returns

answer, Can there any good thing come out of

Nazareth ? In passing, we cannot avoid correcting
the text of v. 46. It is plain, both from the context and

from the parallel passage Jn. 7 41, that Nathanael means,
not to put a slight on the moral character of the

Nazarenes, but to affirm as the result of his study of the

scriptures, that the Messiah cannot proceed from

Galilee. Therefore, n dya66i&amp;gt;
must have taken the

place of some title of the Messiah. The right reading
must be 6 #7105, the Holy One, which is a title of the

Messiah in Acts 814 Rev. 87 (cp John 669, reading
6 dyios TOV 0eoO, with WH and RV, Mk. 124 Lk. 434)-

1 Life a/Christ, 78.
2 Edersheim, Life and Times ofJesus the Messiah, 1 146.
3 Mishna, AlfndhStti, 9 7.
* Neubauer, Geogr. du Talmud, 82, 85, 190; cp 117.
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Tt in TI ayaSov was originally rat (a dittpgram) ; aya.9 is a cor-

ruption of ayios (0 and er were confounded in pronunciation) ; ov
may perhaps come from o, i.e., 6, transposed).

Thus the passage becomes, Can the Holy One pro
ceed from Nazareth, and Nazareth (cp Jn. 741, and
also Mt. 2669 with v. 71) means Galilee. We cannot,
indeed, prove this beyond dispute ; but we can perhaps
make it as good as certain from a critical point of view.
The form Nazareth is probably less correct than
Nazara, and Nazara implies a Hebrew form 1^3, which
is also required to account for nxu, the Talmudic word
for Nazarene (see above, i). It is probably the same
name which enters into the name Gennesar a more
correct form than GENNESARET (q.v. ),

found in i Mace,
lie/ [ANc -a c - b

], in Mt. 14 34 (D*), and Mk. 6 53 (D),
in Josephus, and in all the Jewish and Christian Aramaic
versions. 1

We can now understand an enigmatical phrase in
the Talmud. According to Neubauer, 2

n &quot;ix DnV TV3
(MSgilla, ?oa) is equivalent to mxj *? a i.e.

, Beth
lehem near Nazareth, or, in the district of Nazareth

;

it is to the Bethlehem in Zebulun that reference is

made. Gratz differs slightly from this
; he thinks that

the northern Bethlehem was, in the post-exilic period,
called Nazareth, so that mx. or rrnxj, somehow means
Nazareth. The truth surely is that Bethlehem nostrTyyah
means the Galilsean Bethlehem. Just as the southern
Bethlehem, however, was sometimes called Bethlehem
(of) Judah (so five times in OT, cp also Mic. 5 2), so, we
need not doubt, the northern Bethlehem was called
1X3 onWva, Bethlehem (of) Nazar (or Nesar) i.e.,
Bethlehem of Galilee.

This furnishes a key to the famous problem as to the

birthplace of Jesus. Why was Nazareth called the

4 The birth
7rar

/
K/s or fatherland of Jesus if he

place of Jesus.^ r

f&quot;?

bo
A
no

&amp;lt;l f Nazareth, but
at Bethlehem ? And how came Joseph

and Mary, who apparently felt a strong attraction
to Nazareth, to go to Bethlehem-Judah at all? Note,
by the way, that Mt. 1 18-25 does not name the birth

place of Jesus, and that Mk. and Jn. pass over the
birth of Jesus altogether, allowing us to suppose that
his childhood and youth were altogether passed at
Nazareth. To the question why Nazareth was called
the fatherland of Jesus, no direct answer is furnished.
All that Mt. can tell us is that Joseph was afraid to go
into Judaea because of Archelaus, and therefore turned
aside into the parts of Galilee, and came and dwelt
in a city called Nazareth. To the question why Josephand Mary went to Bethlehem-judah, Mt. virtually
replies that the Christ had to be born there because of
the prophecy in Mic. 5z[i], whilst Lk. s answer is that

Joseph, who had previously dwelt at Nazareth, was
obliged to go up (with his wife) to Bethlehem in

Judasa, because of the census of Cyrenius. The state
ment of Lk. is accepted by conservative scholars on the
ground that recent researches (see QUIRINIUS) have made
it probable that one of several periodical censuses took
place in Palestine as elsewhere in 8 B. c. or in 6 A. D.
But obviously the reasoning is imperfect. If the Gospels
agreed as to the main circumstances of the birth of
Jesus, so that we could assume a popular tradition, then
the historical plausibility of Lk. s setting would be an
argument in favour of the tradition. Such, however, is
not the case. The discrepancies of the evangelists
compel us to make some hypothesis, and the hypothesis
which best accounts for the phenomena is, not that
which is generally current among NT critics, and is

vigorously maintained by Keim (Jesus of Nazara, 2io8)
1 Cp Wellh. //(7I21, 25S) who thinks that the form Gennesaret

arose by contamination with Kinnereth or with Nazareth. He
refers to Halevy as the author of the explanation of nesar in

2
Geogr. tiu Taint. ^iSg.
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viz. that the birth of Jesus in Bethlehem was regarded

as an indispensable sign of the Messiahship, but that,
in the earliest form of the evangelical tradition, Jesus
was said to have been born in Bethlehem-Nazareth

(
=

Bethlehem of Galilee). The Bethlehem of Zebulun (Josh.
19 15), about 7 m. WNW. of Nazareth and a somewhat
less distance from Sefurlyeh, is the city meant (see BETH
LEHEM ii.

).
The title Bethlehem-Nazareth was mis

understood by some of the transmitters of the tradition,
so that while some said, Jesus was born at Bethlehem,
others said, Jesus was born at Nazareth. Bethlehem

1

without any explanatory addition was naturally supposed
to be the southern Bethlehem, and the well-known
narratives so poetic, so full of spiritual suggestion, in
Mt. 2 and Lk. 2 1-20 (which are unsupported by the
other Gospels) have arisen in consequence. To this

theory it is no valid objection that it involves going
behind the present evangelical narratives

; that is in fad
indispensable to historical criticism, we have to do so

continually in OT criticism, and no good reason has
been offered for invariably acquiescing in the oldest
extant forms of the evangelic traditions. We must also
avoid exaggerating the influence (real as it doubtless was)
of OT prophecy on the traditional narratives of the life of
Jesus. It is all the more necessary to confront the

complex critical problem bravely, because, in spite of
the existence of rock-cut tombs up the hill, towards the
W.

,
we cannot perhaps venture to assert positively that

there was a city called Nazareth in Jesus time.
What the meaning of Nazareth (i.e., Galilee) is, can hardlybe made out. The current explanations, guard, branch

flower (Jerome, Kp. xlvi. ad Marcellam, florem Galitez ),have a very insecure basis.

The historical result relative to Jesus birthplace here arrived
at agrees with that of Gratz (MGIVJ, 29 [1880], 481-484); it had
already been hinted by Neubauer, Geogr. du Talm., 1868 p
191.

Robinson, BR, 3 183-200 ; Guerin, Galilee, \ (1880), 83-102 ;

Tobler, Nazareth in Palcistina (1868); PEF
5. Literature. Mem. 1 275^ 328; KA&amp;lt;x?,\\e\-mJess the Mes

siah, 1 146 233 ; GAS, //(;, 432-435.
T. K. C.

NAZIRITE, AV Nazarite (TTJ, or D H^N ~V\l, i.e.,

consecrated to God
; ey^AMCNOC, HYrMENOC [in

1 Reeula
Nu -]- AflACMOC, HflACMeNOC [in Am.

tions
and in JudS- [A]]. NAzeip, N\z[e]i-
PAIOC, also A[-IOC [AF-ION] Geoy

1
[

Judg.]) was the name among the Hebrews for one
who had in a peculiar sense separated or devoted
himself to Yahwe 2

(in Nu. 6 2/, 5/, 12 T-TH to take
the Nazirite vow of separation or consecration

; cp
the noun nfzer pT3], applied in the same chapter
to the consecration of the Nazirite

; and cp CONSE
CRATE). The same word (nlzlr) occurs in Syriac

not as a mere loan-word; it is applied, e.g. ,
to

maidens consecrated to the service of Belthis
;

3 in
Hebrew the best rendering is devotee. Our first

question, in considering the nazlr or devotee, has
regard to the essential conditions of his state. The
special characteristics of a Nazirite devotee were unshorn
locks and abstinence from wine (Judg. 13s, cp Moore,
ad loc. ; i S. In Am. 2n 12) ;

full regulations for the

legal observance of the Nazirite vow are given in Nu. 6,
where every product of the grape vine is forbidden, and
the Nazirite is further enjoined to abstain from approach
ing a dead body, even if it be that of his nearest relative,
The law in question is not pre-exilic, and is plainly
directed to the regulation of a known usage. It con
templates the assumption of the vow for a limited

jeriod, and gives particular details as to the atoning
ceremonies at the sanctuary by which the vow must be
recommenced if broken by accidental defilement, and

1 So Judg. 13 7 16 17 [B] (i/ae]ipaw, AL). Nestle thinks
hat this use of ayios (ayioi&amp;gt;) may illustrate TO ytwia^tvov .

lytov in Lk. 1 35.
2 On the relation of 113, to consecrate, and -nj, to vow,

ee We. Heid.V), 143 ; and especially RSP), 482 f.
3 S. Isaac. Ant. (Bickell), 1 212 ; RS 1

, 483.
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the closing sacrifice, at which the Nazirite, on the expiry
of his vow, cuts off his hair and burns it on the altar,

thus returning to ordinary life. Among the later Jews
the Nazirite vow of course corresponded with the legal

ordinance, which was further developed by the scribes

in their usual manner (Mishna, Ndsir; cp i Mace. 849
Acts2l23 /., Jos. Ant. xix. 61, BJ\\. 15 1).

How far, we must now ask, does this ordinance agree
with pre-exilic (i.e., post-Solomonic

1
) usage? The two

Pro .-HI;,, passages generally appealed to are Judg.
i. rre-exmc

13 and x s L An ob
j ection&amp;gt; however,

will presently be raised to the acceptance
of the second as an authority for the early Nazirite

usage, and even as regards the first it is not impossible
that in its present form it may have received modifi

cation. This remark applies to Judg. 184 7 14, where
the details imposing an elaborately strict regimen may
perhaps be due to an interpolator (Bohme). This at

least is certain, that the only detail of the later Nazirite

vow which is authenticated by references in the Samson-

legends is the wearing long hair. That the hero was

regarded originally as an abstainer from wine is by no
means probable, and it is evident that he did not avoid

impurity, for he is said to have touched the carcase of a

lion, and to have been often in contact with the slain.

Of Samuel too (if I S. 1 may here be quoted) we are

only told that his mother vowed to give him to Yahwe
all his days, and that no razor should come upon his

head (iS. In; note the addition of (5, wine and

strong liquor he shall not drink
).

It is not strictly

critical, however, to refer to Samuel, for he is nowhere
called a Nazirite (Sirach s description [Ecclus. 46 13^]
a naslr of Yahwe in prophecy, nxu: YIJ, does not

count), and from Ezek. 44 20 we may probably infer that

letting the hair grow was an ancient priestly custom. 2

Rightly does Wellhausen assert that according to the

true text of i S. In Samuel was neither a nathin (5
Swcrw Sorbv, cp Nu. 89 186) nor a ndsir.

It is plain therefore that the conditions of Naziriteship
in ancient times were much less strict than afterwards

;

plain, too, that the framers of the legal ordinance had
no comprehension of the original Nazirite vow. In the

case of Samson, who is the only known example of a

Nazirite in early times, the long hair is a mark of con

secration to God (o liStt TU, Judg. 13s) for a special
service to his people. The hair being a symbol and
centre of vitality (see CUTTINGS OF THE FLESH, 2

;

HAIR, 2), to leave it uncut during an arduous under

taking in which the divine aid had been specially im

plored,
3 and to sacrifice it when success had been

obtained, were equally natural. Examples of this

primitive custom are given by Spencer, De Legibus Heb.

3 1, cap 6
;
but the most important parallels come from

Arabia.
There the vow was generally one of war or revenge (Hamiisa,

167 ; Antara, Mo al. \ 74 ;
Moh. in Medina, 201), and till it

was accomplished the man who vowed left his hair unshorn and
unkempt, and abstained from wine, women, ointment, and per
fume. Such is the figure of Shanfara as described in his

Ldniiya. The observances of the t/irdm belong to the same
usage (see Ency. Brit. 10674; WRS, Rel. Sem.W, 333), and
we find that at Tilif it was customary to shear the hair at the

sanctuary after a journey (Moh. in Medina, ed. Wellh. 381).

Cp also Schwally, Kriegsalterthuwer, i. (1901).

The difference which may be noticed between the

Arabic usage and the easy Naziriteship of Samson, need

not surprise us. After all, SAMSON \q.v. ] is not a

historical character, but a product of the popular wit,

which vivified dim historical traditions of a long contest

with the Philistines, and refused no detail suggested by
mythic or other stories of heroic men. That Nazirites

in pre-exilic times abstained from wine, need not be

doubted. Whether the enjoyment of every product of

1 Post-Solomonic, because the date of the documents is much
later than that of the events professedly described in them.

2 RSV), 483 ; Smend, A T Rel. Geich.V), 95, n. 2 ; cp HAIR,

See Judg. 5 2, according to WRS s interpretation,

however, HAIR, 3.
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the vine was forbidden by usage, seems more uncertain
;

the account of the Rechabites in Jer. hardly justifies us
in asserting this. 1

The spirit of warlike patriotism that characterised the

old religion of Israel naturally produced Nazirites, and

3 L t
we may assurne tnat tne vow f such

development,

unmistakable trace of this asceticism in parts of the life

of David (see 2S. llu and perhaps i S. 21 4/). We
need not suppose, however, that the ancient Nazirites

were exclusively warriors. They were also speaking
examples of the old Israelitish ideal of life, and may
therefore have been drawn from different classes. From
the allusions in Am. 2 n/.

2 we are led to suppose that

at one time they had an importance perhaps even an

organisation parallel to that of the prophets, which
the true servants of Yahwe recognised as divinely sanc

tioned, while, on the other hand, the Canaanised popular
religion of the eighth century B.C. made light of an insti

tution that lielonged to a very different religious type
from Canaanite nature -worship. The Nazirites de
scribed by Amos have also a parallel (so far as not

drinking wine is concerned) in the RECHABITES \q.v. ].

By the sixth century B.C. the Nazirite vow has lost

its old simplicity and much of its old importance. The
Priestly Code knows only of a temporary Naziriteship,
and presupposes that the vow may be taken by women

;

the directions are given in full in Nu. 6 (see above, i).

It may be noted here that in Lam. 4? the rendering
her Nazirites (AV) is altogether opposed to the con

text
;
RV gives her nobles. Whether, however, YTJ

ought to be interpreted thus widely, may be doubted.

It is possible to read rnn, her magnates ;
the trans

position of letters is very easy, and we are spared the

necessity of supposing a rare meaning, noble, for VT3.

In Lev. 25s n it is doubtful whether YTJ ought to be

rendered an unpruned vine. Gray, indeed, would use

this as a proof that the secondary sense of the word
Nazirite (a person with unshorn hair) had over

powered the primary sense of devotee. But surely it

is more natural (with Gratz) to emend YIJ into TS3

(vintage), corresponding in v. 5 to TSp (harvest).
On this we shall not dwell (see Dillmann s com

mentary) ; we pass on at once to the NT, and notice

that some commentators find the Nazirite
4. NT refer

ences.
vow referred to in Acts 21 23^ No less

a person than the apostle Paul is sup
posed by them to have taken such a vow, but without

waiting till he had fulfilled the minimum period of

thirty days residence in Palestine required by the school

of Shammai 3
(cp ACTS OF THE APOSTLES, 7). This,

however, is by no means certain. Cp also Lk. 1 15

(John the Baptist), and the traditional account of James
the Just (see JAMES, 3).

Dillmann, Num., Deut., Jos. ; Driver, Joeland Amos, \^2/.;
W. R. Smith, RSW, 332 /., 482; We. Heid.M, 117 ff. i66yl;

Stade, Gl f, 1479; Smend, Lchrbuch der
6. Literature, alttest. Rel.-gesch.^, 91-96 ; Nowack, Arch.

2 133 ff- (with reff.) ; Benzinger, Arch. 429
ff.; Grill, in Jahrbb. f. prot. Thcol., 1880, pp. 645^&quot;.;

G. B.

Gray, in Journ. of Theol. Stiuiies,\-2o\ff.; Griineisen, Der
Ahnencultus, 1900, pp. 46 71 92 ii2_^ ; Schwally, Kriegsalter-
thunter, 1901 (ingenious). w. R. S. T. K. C.

NEAH (TOSH; AOZA [B], NOYA [L], ANN. [A]),

in Zebulun (Josh. 19i3f), possibly a corruption of NEIEL

[^.T .], which appears in v. 27, very near the valley of

Iphtah-el (also mentioned in v. 14), in the delimitation

of Asher.

1 It may be questioned whether the Kenite kinsmen and
allies of the primitive bene Israel can have been really opposed
to the cultivation of the vine. The Negeb was, in parts, a vine-

producing country (see NEGEB).
2 The slight doubt expressed by G. B. Gray whether the

Nazirites in the time of Amos were compelled to abstain from
wine, seems hardly necessary.

3 The school of Hillel, however, declared that the residence

must be for the whole time to which the original vow referred.
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NEAPOLIS (NGA noAic. Actsl6u; WH, N e&-

TTOAic). the port at which Paul landed on the second

day from Troas, when he sailed thence in response to

the vision calling him to Macedonia. Originally be

longing, like all this coast, as far as the Strymon, to

Thrace, 1
Neapolis was at this time (about 50 A. D.

)
in the

province of Macedonia. Its name (
New Town

)
would

indicate that it was either a recent foundation or an

older and unimportant place awakened to new life by
the accession of fresh colonists perhaps from Daton,

which was in the neighbourhood (Strabo, 330, frag. 36,

Aar77J&amp;gt;cDi&amp;gt;
7r6Xts NectTroXis xal avrb rb AaTOc), if, indeed,

Daton was not the original name of Neapolis. Doubt

less the growth of Neapolis was closely associated with

the rise of Philippi, the centre of the mining district on

the farther side of Mt. Symbolum. Neapolis was the

port of Philippi, about 10 m. inland (9 R. m., Appian,

Z?C4io6 ; cp Itineraries}. It lay opposite the island of

Thasos (Dio Cass. 47 35, KO.T avrnrtpas Qacrov). These

indications point to the site of the modern Kavalla,

which is situated on the bay of the same name, on a

promontory with a harbour on either side. The tri

remes of Brutus and Cassius lay here at the time of the

battle of Philippi (44 B.C. ; Appian, I.e.). Remains of

a Roman aqueduct, etc., and many inscriptions, are

found at Kavalla ;
but these facts do not prevent

Cousinery from placing Neapolis at Eski-Kavalla (Old

Kavalla), a deserted harbour about 10 m. to the W.

( Vovage dans la Mactdoine, 2 119^ ).

Ramsay points out that the writer of the narrative in

Acts (in his view, Luke) hardly ever omits to name the

harbours which Paul sailed from or arrived at, even

though little or nothing in the way of incident oc

curred in them (St. Paul the Traveller, 21). Having
once mentioned Neapolis, he omits its name on the

subsequent journeys (
Acts 20 1 6). Here, as in other

sea- ports, Paul apparently found no opening (cp the

case of Seleucia, Acts 184; of Attalia, Act 1425 ;
of

Cenchrea, Acts 18 18).
w. j. w.

NEARIAH (n*&quot;lW, 37 ;
but is it not like PELATIAH

and SHEPHATIAH a distorted form of a gentilic? Cp
also NOADIAH [Che.] NCOAA[e]lA [BA], NeARlOY
NAARIAC [L])-

1. A descendant of Zerubbabel, i Ch. 3zzf.
2. A Simeonite captain, temp. Hezekiah, iCh. 442.

NEBAI, RV NOBAI (MT *313), Neh. 10 19 [20], called

in Ezra 1043 NEBO (y.v., iii. 2, end).

NEBAIOTH or NEBAJOTH (AV in Gen.
; flTin,

no?; NABAiooG, NABAIOTH], b. Ishmael, Gen.25is

(NAlBeoop [E])36 3 (NABAI60P [&amp;gt;]),
i Ch. l29 Is. 60 7.

A North Arabian nomad people, mentioned with KEDAR

[^.z/.], just as the Nabaiti are mentioned in Assyrian

inscriptions with the Kidrai and the Aribi. See NABA-

TVEANS, and cp ISHMAEL, 4(1), also Glaser, Skizze,

2z66/. , Hommel, AHTzjf, (who connects the name
with Nebo, on the analogy of Ashtaroth, Anathoth).

NEBALLAT (L^33 ; NABAAAAT [X
c -ame- inf

-], NABA-

AAT [I-], BS*A om.
),

a Benjamite town, named with

HADID and LOD, Neh. 1134. Now Beit Nebald,

situated on a low hill, 3^ m. NE. of Lydda, and nearly

2 m. N. of Haclid. See Rob. BR?,y&amp;gt;\ GueYin,

.

NEBAT (033, cp Sab. ^Xt233 B33O7K ; NABAT,

NABA6 [BAL]], the father of JEROBOAM I. [y.v.]

(i K. 1126 122 15 etc.), but properly a clan name of the

type of Ishmael, Jezreel (see below).
Neubauer (Stud. Bib.\22i) connects it with NABOTH [q.v.],

the confusion of a and n being not impossible, and suggests that

Nebat and Naboth may both be connected with NEBAIOTH

[f.v.], the N. Arabian Nabaiti (
= JV33) of Asur-bani-pal, and the

1B33 of the Nabatsean inscriptions (see NABAT^EANS). We
might almost as well compare the Babylonian Nabatu of the

inscriptions of Tiglath-pileser III., Sargon, and Sennacherib, 2

1 Pliny (HN4i8) reckons it Thracian ; but Strabo (330) and
Ptol. (813) connect it with Macedonia.

See Schr. KA TP), 147 ; KGF^ff.
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NEBO
who are Aramaeans. True, the above Sabaean parallels suggest a
different explanation: [God is] splendour ; cp Ass. nabdtu,
to shine (Del. Prol. 98). But we must perhaps not be too

confident of the originality of the formation with el, God.
T. K. C.

NEBO (133), a Babylonian deity (Is. 46 1,

[B Theod. Aq.], NeBOYC [Symm.], AAftON
Nabu, the patron of Borsippa, is meant. The proximity
of Borsippa to Babylon naturally led to the association

of Nabu with the still more popular Marduk (MERO-
DACH). In the later theological system Nabu became
Marduk s son. Every New Year s day the son paid a

visit to his father, on which occasion the statue of Nabu
was carried in solemn procession from Borsippa across

the river, and along the main street of Babylon leading

to the temple of Marduk ;
and in return the father deity

accompanied his son part way on the trip back to

E-Zida [the name of Nabu s temple at Borsippa].
1

With the Mandasans and Harranians Nabu was the

deity corresponding to Hermes or Mercury ;
with the

Babylonians, too, he was closely connected with the

planet Mercury. One of the ideograms connects his

name with nabu, to call, name, proclaim. He was

reckoned the originator of the art of writing on tablets.

According to Gunkel- the mention in Ezek. 9 2 of a

supernatural being (one of six) in human form, with a

writer s inkhorn at his side, is suggested by the descrip

tions of Nabu, who is not only the god of wisdom, but

the herald of the gods (hence his name Papsukal,

supreme, or sacred, messenger). His consort was

named Tasmitum, with whom ASHIMA [y.z
1

. ] is by some

identified. Whether we may venture to assume that the

name of this Babylonian god attached itself to the

Moabite and Judahite towns called Nebo, and to the

mountain known as Nebo, and also entered into some

personal names such as BARNABAS (for Barnebus?) and

MACHNADEBAI, seems to the present writer doubtful.

It seems more probable that mutilation has taken place

in some or all of these cases, and that Nebo conies in

the case of Mt. Nebo from Negbu (see NEBO ii.
, 2),

and in the case of the other names from Nadabu (an old

ethnic name ; see NADAB). Cp the identification of the

Moabite Nebo with NADABATH. See BABYLONIA, 26.

T. K. c.

NEBO (133, NABAY [BAFL]). Nebo in P is the

name of the mountain from which Moses surveyed the

promised land, and where he died (Dt.

32 4g/. 34i). It is also mentioned in the

theory.
i t jnerary (Xu. 8847) as a place before

which the Israelites encamped, in the mountains of the

ABARIM (q.v. )
a plural noun which is commonly

taken to mean the NW. part of the Moabite plateau

with Mt. Nebo. Among the ridges by which this great

plateau descends to the Jordan valley there is one which

specially draws attention by a headland, 5 m. SW. of

Heshbon, and 9^ m. due E. of the NE. end of the

Dead Sea, to the flat top of which, crowned by a ruined

cairn, the name Neba is attached. 3 By R (Dt. 34 1)

Mt. Nebo is identified with the top (or, as some think,

headland) of the Pisgah, which D2 ,
and probably also

J, regarded as the mountain of Moses death. About a

mile from Neba are the ruins (Byzantine) of Siaghah,

and half a mile to the SW. the ridge ends in a project

ing spur called Ras Siaghah, the slopes of which fall

steeply on all sides to the Jordan valley and the Dead

Sea (Conder, Heth and Moab, 132 f. ); it is usual to

identify this headland with the Pisgah (see PISGAH).

The view from both points is nearly the same ;
but the

Ras Siaghah commands a fuller view of the Jordan

valley beneath. It is admitted, however, by all that the

1 Jastrow, Rel. ofBab. and Ass. 127.
2 Der Schreiberengel Nabu im AT u. im Judenthum,

Archivf. Rcli^ions-wiss. 1(3)294-300.
This identification accords with the statement ot tus. (US

28293) that Mt. Nebo (i&amp;gt;a/3av)
was 6 R. m. W. of Heshbon.

Yet, until quite recent times, it has been usual, following Seetzen,

to identify Nebo with the Jebel Attfirus, about 10 m. to the S.

Against this see Tristram, Land ofIsrael (1866), p. 240.
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description of Moses survey in Dt. 34 1^-3 does not

entirely fit the prospect from any of the Moabite moun
tains. Conder says

If we make the simple change of reading towards instead of
unto in the cases of Dan and the western sea ... the

whole account reads as correctly as that of an eye-witness ; but
it is certain that Dan (if the site near Banias be intended), and
the utmost, or hinder, or most western sea, cannot be visible
from Nebo to any mortal eye (Het/t and Moab, 135).

Driver naturally enough passes over this improbable
suggestion, but thinks (Deut. 420) that the terms of
Dt. are hyperbolical, and must be taken as including
points filled in by the imagination, as well as those

actually visible to the eye, whilst Dillmann, Wellhausen,
and others regard the whole description as a later in

sertion which spoils the simplicity and naturalness of
the original narrative. Lastly, W. F. Birch, being dis

satisfied with the views of English scholars known to

him, surmounts the difficulties by proposing new sites

for Dan, the hinder sea, and Zoar, assuring us that if

we will only identify Pisgah with Tal at el-Benat, the
biblical description will be found to be literally true

(PFQ, 1898, pp. no/).
Certainly the last-named writer seems to be correct

in requiring the description to be taken literally.
1 It is

. _ essential that Moses should be compensated
2. A new t ,

theorv
exclusion from the Promised Land

by at least a sight of it in its full extent (cp
Dt. 827), and we are expressly told that Yahwe showed
it to him, and (Dt. 34?) that his eye had not grown dim
from age. Dillmann s suggestion may be plausible ;

the text, as it stands, has peculiarities, and these, to

critics of the text as it stands, may seem to point to a
later editor. If, however, there are traces in Ex. and
Nu. of an underlying story of the Israelites pre-
Canaanitish period which differs in important respects
from that which lies before us on the surface (see
MOSES, 16), we are justified in examining the text of
Dt. 34 1-3 rather more closely. The result of such a

searching criticism is that Moses, according to the

primitive story, no more drew his last breath on the

traditional Mt. Nebo than his brother Aaron did on the

traditional Mt. Hor. The corruptions of the text pre
supposed in the following attempt to restore the original

(see Crit. Bib.), which the late narrators transformed,

may all, it is believed, be justified by parallel cases of
the same kind elsewhere.
And Moses went up from Arabia of Musri to the top of the

mountain of the Negeb of Jerahmeel [fronting Jerahmeel].2

And Yahwe showed him Jerahmeel as far as Dan, and all Tap-
piihim [the land of Jerahmeel and Musri), all the land of Judah
as far as the Jerahmeelite sea, :i and the Negeb of Jerahmeel
[the land of Jerahmeel, the land of Musri].

This was, in fact, the land, the fairest part of which
the spies of the Israelites (surely two, as in Josh. 2 1)

had, according to primitive tradition, explored, and
which Moses, according to the same tradition, surveyed
before his death from a prominent mountain on the
border of the Jerahmeelite Negeb. The mountain may,
for shortness, have been sometimes called !3;rin, Mt.

Negbu ; its full name was the Mountain of the Negeb
of Jerahmeel.

There are three other passages which, when critically

emended, confirm the view which is here taken. These
are Nu. 21 20 281428 and Dt. 3249.

(a) Nu. 21 20. We can now supplement the articles BEER and
NAHALIEL. The stations mentioned are, most probably, Beer-

jerahmeel, Bamoth, the top of the Pisgah. The third of these,

however, has really a fuller title. As Gratz has seen, K lri ( the

1 He is also partly right, as will be seen, in supposing the sea
to be the Dead Sea i.e., the original story meant this, though
not the story as transformed in the traditional text.

- The words in square brackets are to be regarded as glosses.
For the reading ^NcrtT instead of njDDri cp MEPHIBOSHETH,
PASEAH ; for CTtlBn instead of jriSJ cp NAPHTUHIM ; and for

VKOIW instead of inT see JERICHO, 2.
3 The true original name of the Dead Sea; see SALT SEA.

For the reading S.NDnTrt DVT for Jlinxn D rt, cp inx aS J/ for

^NDriT in Ezra 2 31.
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valley ) is probably miswritten for 135 n. Following the
parallel passage, when corrected as above, we should read
and from Bamoth to the slopes of the mountain of the Negeb

of Jerahmeel, which looks forth towards the highlands of Edom.
JD B TI. 1 ke

jlO e&quot;
in Ps. 687 [8], is probably a corruption of

DIN .Tib-.

(/ ) Nu. 2814. And he took him to the highlands (nib) of

Zophim, to the top of the Pisgah. So the text stands. Zophim,
however (O SIX), should probably be Missur (IlltD), and the

Pisgah should be Jerahmeel.
(c) Nu. 23 28. And Balak took Balaam to the top of the

PEOR, that looks forth upon the desert. So according to MT.
But the Peor

(&quot;)ij&amp;gt;Sn) has, most probably, been corrupted out
of the mountain of Missur CNJtD), and the desert (fO trn)

should be the highlands of Edom (CtN .TIC )- Conder s account
of the view from his cliff of Peor (Heth ami Moab, 142) must
not tempt us to follow him. Balak was probably not a Moabite,
but a Misrite (see ZIPPOR).

((/) Dt. 3249. Go up to this mountain of the Abarim, to
Mt. Nebo, which is in the land of Moab, which fronts Jericho.
So MT. But the Abarim should probably be the Arabians

(O lny); Moab should be Missur ; Jericho should be

Jerahmeel.

We have now to ask how the geographical require
ments of all the passages referred to can be most satis

factorily met. The mountain, it appears, was in the.

Negeb; it was NK. of Kadesh-Jerahmeel (Kadesh-
barnea ); it looked forth towards Edom (cp Nu.

20 16) ;
it commanded a view of the Negeb of Jerahmeel

as far as the southern Dan (i.e., probably Halusah ;

see SHECHEM, ZIKLAG), and of Judah (the early,
diminutive land of Juclah) as far east as the Jerah
meelite Sea (i.e., the Dead Sea). Even if it be true
that the Moses clan itself did not take Zarephath
(Sebeita?), but left this to a kindred clan, we may
still venture to place the mountain not far from Zare

phath. Very possibly it is some part of the exten
sive mountain plateau called Magrah, which, though
intersected by several broad wadies, runs northward,
without any break, to a point within a few miles of

Wady es-Seba , where it is divided by Wady er-Rahama
(cp jerahme el) from the mountains of that name
(E. H. Palmer; cp NEGEB). There are certainly
different points in this great plateau from which impres
sive views might be obtained both towards Edom and
towards the Negeb of Jerahmeel and Judah. Thus the

interest of the Negeb is considerably heightened by the

results of a not merely negative, but reconstructive,
criticism. See PISGAH. T. K. c.

NEBO (133, N&BAY)- a hil1 town taken bY the

Reubenites with Heshbon, Elealeh, etc. (Nu. 32s ff. 38
A /3a/uw, F

t&amp;gt;a.pw ; BL om.], 8847 I Ch. 58. Omitted
in the Reuben list, Josh. 13 15). Mesha (inscr. /. 14)
boasts of having taken it from Israel and exterminated
its people (for Mesha s spelling of the name [mj], see text

of inscr. [MESHA]). It remained Moabite, and is men
tioned with the above places in the lament over Moab
(Is. 152 Jer. 48 1 22). Nebo was a hill town (Is. I.e.), and
situated, perhaps, near the mountain of the same name
(but see NEBO, MOUNT), although Eus. (OSW, 28893)
speaks of a ruined Nabau, 8 R. m. S. of Heshbon, 6
R. m. to the W. of which he locates the mount. 1

2. A city of Judah, the sons (citizens) of which are
mentioned after the men of Bethel and Ai, Ezra 229
(vafiov [B],

- w [A], -/Sou [L] ;
in i Esd. 621 @ om.).

In the
|| passage, Neh. 733, they are called the men of

the other Nebo (-irw 133, va^ia. aap [B, cp Sw.],

i&amp;gt;a.j3[e]ta
tKarov [NA], vaj3av [L]). Very possibly 13J

is a corruption of m:, Nadabu (cp NEBO, i. ); -IRK, the

other, in Neh. 733, is, according to Crit. Bib., a mis
understood fragment of SKCITV Jerahmeel

1

; if so, it

need not have been accidentally introduced from v. 34,

as Meyer (Rntst. 149) suggests ;
but cp L. The com

mune of Nebo
(
Nadabu ?) is represented in the list of

1 The notice in OSC^ 283 06 rests upon a confusion of Nebo
with Nobah (Nu. 8242), which goes back to
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NEBUCHADREZZAR NEBUCHADREZZAR
those with foreign wives (see EZRA i.

, 5 end
; cp ii.

,

I? [*]). Ezra 143 (&quot;a/3ou [BXA], -pav [L]), and

appears by error in Neh. 10 19 [20] as NEBAI, RV NOBAI

(Kt. &amp;lt;aij ;
Kr. 2-3).

T. K. c.

NEBUCHADREZZAR p-VKVP^i1 Jer-2l2 etc.,

and so Jos. and Strabo N&BOKoApOCOpOC- Abydenus

NABoyKoApOCOpOC, corresponding with Bab. form

[below]; incorrectly &amp;gt;

SiM&quot;}D
!Q3

&amp;gt;

~]%) Dan. 1 1 etc.

[see BOB], and so & N&BoyXoAONOCOp [with
various scribal corruptions], -NOCOpOC Jos. [see

Niese, Index]}, the Babylonian monarch Nabu-kudur-

usur, son and successor of Nabopolassar on the

throne of Babylon. He was second of the name,
Nabu-kudur-usur I. being of the Pale dynasty (about

1139-1123 B.C.). Nabopolassar had secured the throne

of Babylon, during the years of weakness and dissension

in Assyria which followed the death of Asur-bani-pal,

apparently by aid of the Chaldean party in Babylon.
While the power of Media was rising to the N. of

Assyria, the astute founder of the neo- Babylonian

Empire married his son Nebuchadrezzar to Amuhia,

daughter of Cyaxares, king of Media. 1 Hence, when
the crisis came and the enemy closed in upon Nineveh,

Babylon was able to claim alliance with Media and at

least lent a moral support to the overthrow of Assyria.
After that event had destroyed the balance of power in

Mesopotamia, the Medes or Manda nominally held the

northern kingdom, while Babylonia retained independ
ence. The decline of Assyrian power was always

Egypt s opportunity in Syria. Necho II., perhaps as

early as 608 B. c. , had begun to advance along the

coast ;
he was vainly opposed by JOSIAH [&amp;lt;7.z/.],

and by
the time that Assyrian resistance (606 B. c. ?) collapsed he
was probably master of all Syria. The power of Media

may have been exhausted by the struggle to capture
Nineveh

; at any rate it was Nebuchadrezzar (Berossus-

Josephus, c.
A/&amp;gt;.lig)

who successfully opposed the

Egyptian king at Carchemish, 605 B.C. 2 How far

Median troops assisted we do not know
;
but either the

alliance of Babylonia with the detested Manda had be
come very strong or the Manda were otherwise en

grossed by the rising Persian power. The powers in

Assyria must have been either actively allied or singularly

helpless for Babylonian troops to operate successfully
in Syria and beyond. In all probability the remnant
of the Assyrian troops took service under Nebuchadrezzar
rather than with the Medes.

It was on this expedition that Nebuchadrezzar was brought
into contact with the kingdom of Judah. On the difficulties in
2 K.. 24 \jf. (cp 2 Ch. 36 16) see JEHOIAKIM. The inscriptions
are unfortunately silent.

Nebuchadrezzar s succession to the throne of Babylon
seems to have been accomplished without difficulty, and
he entered on his long reign of forty-three years, 604 B.C.

to 561 B.C. He had probably recalled the greater part
of his troops from the W. , leaving only garrisons and
governors in the more important cities, after the Assyrian
model. His absence in Babylon and the necessity of

watching events in Media and Elam, where Teispis the

Persian made himself independent as king of Ansan,
600 B.C. , obliged Nebuchadrezzar to leave the W. alone.

Relieved of the pressure, Egypt recovered, and under
its new king Apries-Hophra began to adopt the usual

policy of inciting the West to rebellion. How far Nebu
chadrezzar had his hands tied by the troubles in Media
is not clear

; but, either by active assistance to Persia or

by maintaining a powerful frontier guard, he was able
to preserve peace in Babylonia ; and when his warlike

neighbours had once more quieted down he was able to

reach Palestine without danger to his line of communi
cations. A hostile power in Assyria, or a too active

ruler in Elam, must have paralysed an advance to Syria.

1 Abydenus in Eusebius, Chron. 1 9.
2

Jer. 462 2 K. 2829. See EGYPT, 68. [Some doubt, how
ever, rests upon the battle of Carchemish. See JEREMIAH
(BOOK), 14, PROPHET, 45.]
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Affairs in Jucloea had been in a very unsettled state for

some time. How JKHOIAKIM [y.v. ] rebelled, and left

a heritage of woe to his son and successor JEHOIACHIN
[g.v. ],

who after a three months reign surrendered to

the Babylonians, is told elsewhere (cp ISRAEL, 41).
Nebuchadrezzar had then arrived in person (2 K. 24 n)
to direct the siege of Jerusalem. He captured the city
in 597 B.C. This was only an event in the general plan
of reducing the W. to order

; Tyre and Sidon remained.

Egyptian influence was always strong there, and the

traders must constantly have carried sedition into the K.

unless Tyre was friendly. The traders could not be
interfered with

; they were too valuable. But Tyre
would be a rich prize, and once in Babylonian hands
the source of much mischief would be suppressed.
Sidon was soon dealt with : the Assyrian kings had
made that easy ; but though Nebuchadrezzar prosecuted
the siege of Tyre for thirteen years (under Ithobaal II.,

see TYKE), 585-572 B. c. , he could not take it (see BABY
LONIA, 66

; PHOENICIA, 20). This siege was the

outcome of a fresh outburst of activity on the part of

Egypt. Nebuchadrezzar having settled affairs in Judea
had returned to Babylon with his captives and spoil.
What kept him there so long, eight or nine years, we
do not fully know. Troubles in Elam, the death of the

king of Ansan and the division of Media between the

first Cyrus, his elder son, and Ariamna the younger son,

probably needed careful watching, if not diplomatic
interference. 1 But when Nebuchadrezzar was again
free, he seems, according to the views of some, to have
met and defeated the army of Apries, 587 B.C., and

proceeded to a further invasion of Egypt (see EGYPT,

69 ; BABYLONIA, 66). Like the Assyrian invasions

of Egypt, this was a punitive expedition ;
and though

fairly claiming to be a conqueror of Egypt, Nebuchad
rezzar could not govern it. Zedekiah had relied on

Egypt (Ezek. 17 15) and rebelled, only to bring on his

land an invasion that culminated in a second siege and

capture of Jerusalem in 587 B.C. Zedekiah fled, but

was captured (Jer. 39s), and, having witnessed the death

of his children, was blinded and carried to Babylon.
The city of Jerusalem was sacked, the temple and

palaces destroyed by fire, and the walls made a heap of

ruins. The country was placed under the Babylonian
governor Nabu-zer-iddin.

That Egypt was not long under Nebuchadrezzar is

clear from the fact that five years later the Babylonian
governor on his way to Egypt (Jos. Anf.x.9?) carried

oft&quot; more captives from Jerusalem, Jer. 52 30. This

was in the twenty-third year of Nebuchadrezzar s reign.
Almost the only historical inscription of this king

2

speaks of a further expedition to Egypt in the thirty
seventh year of his reign. Amasis seems to have been
able to hold the country outside the Delta. Lydia was

growing in power, and Nebuchadrezzar may have
influenced Media to attack Lydia ;

at any rate he

(Labynetus? Herod. 1 74), with the king of Cilicia,

mediated between them in 585 B.C., after the battle of

the Halys (see BABYLONIA, 66). On the theory
that he may have at one time conducted operations

against Kedar, to account for Jer. 492833, see JERE
MIAH (BOOK), 20, vii.

Unfortunately, in the fragments above noted, we

possess no proper history of Nebuchadrezzar. The
task of reconstruction is laborious, and must remain

unsatisfactory until further discovery. That his annals

found a native historian is almost certain. The inscrip

tions which have been preserved chiefly commemorate
his pious restoration of the temples and ruined cities of

his land. Temple restorations in Sippar, Kutha,

Erech, Larsa, Ur, and many other minor cities are

recounted at a length which bears eloquent witness to

1 Perhaps at this time Nebuchadrezzar made himself master
of Susa, and restored its I5tar image carried away to Erech by
Asur-bani-pal (?), when Susa was under Elamite supremacy.

2 Published by Strassmaier, Nbkd. 194.
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his power and the vitality of the religious feelings of his

people. Babylon itself benefited above all. It became
almost a new city. New streets were laid out, the

Euphrates banked, new walls and an outer line of

defence erected, which rendered the place impregnable.
The new palace, the famous hanging gardens (if Nebu
chadrezzar s work), and above all the restored temple of

Bel (see BABYLON, 5), were his pride and his great
claim to remembrance. Sir H. Kawlinson stated that

he had examined the bricks of the ruins of not less than

a hundred cities or temples near Bagdad, and scarcely
found any that did not bear the stamp of Nebuchadrezzar
son of Nabopolassar.
The references to Nebuchadrezzar in DANIEL [^.7 .] and the

later classical stories are not necessarily without foundation ; but
his name became the centre of much that is probably pure
romance. For example, the story of his madness receives no

support from the fact that lycanthropia has been attested else

where. 1 His own inscriptions speak only of a four-year-long
suspension of interest in public affairs, which may not be a refer

ence to his malady, though tradition of something of the kind

may have lent verisimilitude to the account of it in Daniel.
The text of his inscriptions will be found in KB 82, pp. 10-70,

and C. J. Ball, PSBA 11 124^ c. H. W. J.

NEBUSHASBAN RV Nebushazban (fafE na), one

of the officers of the king of Babylon (Jer. 39 13; om.

BNAQ, N&BoyCAZABAN [Theod. in Qm*-])- It appears
to be the Ass. nabu-slzib-annl, i.e., Nebo delivers

me, a name actually borne by the son of Necho I.,

king of Egypt, in token of his vassalage to the king of

Assyria.

NEBUZARADAN (pNllT-np,
Bab. Nabu-zar-iddin;

N&Boyz&pAAN ;
but -A&p in 2 K. 258 [A]; Nabu-

zardan], chief of the body-guard to Nebuchadrezzar ;

see 2 K. 258 n 20 Jer. 52 30, and, on his special relations

to Jeremiah, Jer. 39n 402 5. The name is good Baby
lonian) Nabu-zar-iddin, Nabii has given a seed, and
occurs often. Cp ISRAEL, 42 ; JEREMIAH, 2.

c. H. w. j.

NECHO (so AV in. 2 Ch. 352022, Neco RV ;
else

where PHAKAOH-NECHOH, RV PHARAOH-NECOH, but PHARAOH-

NECHO, RV PHARAOH-NECO in Jer. 462; 133 and [in 2 K.

2829 33-35.] ri-?, [and Manetho] Nex&amp;lt;&quot;&amp;lt;i, Vg. Nechao\Herod.

Diodor. Nexios, Jos. Nexavs, other MSS Ne^acos;
2 on the

Egyptian form and the Assyrian Niku, see below]).

Son of Psametik I. , second king of the 26th or

Saitic dynasty (610-594).
3 His royal names are,

Nem-eb-re* ,* renewing the heart of the sun -god,
Nk w* (phonetically something like Ne-ko-u, read

Nekou). The second or personal name was taken from

his grandfather Necho (I.), known in the Assyrian

inscriptions as Ni-ku-u, Niku, of Sai and Mempi, the

most powerful of the Egyptian nomarchs at the time of

the Assyrian conquest (Nechao in Manetho
; cp Herod.

2152). Like Psam(m)etik, it seems to be of Libyan

etymology ;

6 almost all Egyptian monarchs of that

period descended from officers of Libyan mercenaries. 7

Necho II. was, evidently, one of the most active and

enterprising Pharaohs ; but he had too short a reign

and lived under too unfavourable political constellations

to accomplish much. His attempt at conquering Syria
from the crumbling Assyrian empire during its last

struggles is referred to in 2 K. 2829-247 = 2 Ch. 35 20-

364 (with free additions). This expedition against the

1 See MADNESS, and cp Wi.
2 Wiedemann, Gesch. /Egypt. 628, quotes the mutilation

Nebad; Cramer, Anted. Par. ii. 20423, Nechaob; Cedren.

i. 197 12, Bekk., Necheito 1 i 195 9.
3 The statement of Herodotus is confirmed by Apis-stelae.

The number of years is corrupted from sixteen to six in Africanus

and Eusebius, to nine in Syncellus.

It is hardly identical with a name of the earliest period

N-kw, as Griffith has suggested (Xz, 34, 1896, 50).

7 Schafer, AZ, 33 [1895], 116, on very inadequate grounds,
assumed Ethiopian descent for that Saitic family.
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king of Assyria to the river Euphrates (2 K. 2829) was
undertaken early in Necho s reign (609-608) ; as is well

known, King Josiah of Judah opposed his march
;
he

did this, not from pious rashness, but as a vassal of

Assyria. On the question of the locality where he
fell, see EGYPT, 68, and JOSIAH, 2, and cp MVAG
3s4- Three months after the battle of Megiddo (the
name is correct) Necho performed divers authoritative

acts as suzerain of Judah. Jehoahaz was carried in

chains from RiBLAH, 1 and Jehoiakim had to pay a heavy
fine. See JEHOAHAZ, JEHOIAKIM. The allusion in

Jer. 47 1 to the time when Pharaoh smote Gaza is to

be referred to Necho s expedition.
2 Necho s Syrian

domination (of which a stone found in Sidon or Byblus
3

is the only monument) came to an end, three or four

years later (about 605), when the king of Babylonia,
as successor to Assyria, reclaimed the Syrian provinces.
The army of Necho suffered a complete defeat by
NEBUCHADREZZAR, at that time the Babylonian crown-

prince. The Jews, probably, still continued to cherish

hopes of Egyptian opposition to the Babylonians, but in

vain (2 K. 24 7).

On Necho s most important public work the digging
of the canal through Goshen to the Red Sea see

EGYPT, 68. The work certainly was not abandoned, 4

otherwise Necho could not have kept a strong fleet on
the Red Sea (Herod, li). The inscriptions of Darius

show too that the Suez-canal of this king (Herod. 439,

Strabo, 804) was only a restoration of Necho s work
which the sand of the desert had filled in, as happened
with various later attempts at connecting the Nile and
the Red Sea. 5 The sending of an Expedition under

Phoenician leaders around Africa (Herod. 442) confirms

the fact that Necho had great plans in Africa, of which
we know little. 6

The great canal seems to have left the king little time

for other constructions. Some traces of building in

Memphis (where also during his lifetime an Apis-bull
was buried) have been found. Necho s tomb in Sais

seems to have been destroyed together with his mummy
last century.

7 w. M. M.

NECKLACE. A compound term like necklace is

not to be expected in a version of the Bible which retains

the Hebrew colouring. Still it will be convenient to

bring together under this heading the different Hebrew
words which are used for ornamental chains (see

CHAINS) such as we commonly call necklaces, or for

neck-ornaments in general.
i. Strings of cylinders (see RING, i) are represented

on Assyrian sculptures.
8 Similar strings of precious

stones, pearls, or beads are described in Cant. 1 10 as

D mn hdnizim (AV chains of gold ;
RV strings of

pearls, &amp;lt; bp^LffKoi), and Q lin (AV rows, RV plaits,

(5 rpvy6vfs), Cant. 1 10. Probably
9 the apples of gold

(Toy, golden fruits
)
in Prov. 25 n (a corrupt passage)

should give place to a string of pearls, or beads,

D inn nin ; D mn means properly not strings, but

beads (or the like) strung together (cp Kon. , ii. 1 136).

For beads, however, we may, especially in Cant, lio,

1 Cp Winckler, AOF 1 504.
2 See GAZA. On the statement of Herodotus (2159), see

Wiedemann, Clio, 566 _/C

3 Published by Griffith, PSBA 16 91. On the vague possibility

of finding the Egyptianised name of a king of Byblus in it, see

W. M. Muller in Ml AG\ 190.
4 On the improbability of an oracle as the reason, cp Wiede

mann (Gesch. Ag., 627), who, however, believed in the abandon
ment and ascribed it to political difficulties.

5 See W. M. Muller, MI AGS 152.
6 Herodotus places the digging of the canal before the Syrian

expedition.
The opposite is more probable.

Wiedemann, 1 1.

8 As an instance of the sacredness of such ornament may be

cited the verse in the Babylonian Deluge -story where the

goddess IStar swears by the necklace (lit. jewel of my neck )

which her father had given her (Jastrow, Kel. ofBab. and Ass.

503, cp Jensen in A /?6i, 241 //. 164f.~).

For a discussion, see BASKETS, n. i ; Che. JBL 18 2o8f.

[1899].
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substitute silver ornaments ;

1 others (e.g., Renan,

Siegfr. ) prefer strings of coral, or (Now.) coral and

metal.

2. Neck-ornaments also took the form of crescents

(so RV D Jiw), Is. 3i8,
a
Judg. 826 f (AV round tires

[mg. , ornaments] like the moon ; &amp;lt;S Aq. /uijc/trjcoi, but

&amp;lt;S

A aiuvuv and
&amp;lt;

a7ro&amp;lt;r. in Judg. ; Sym. Kov/jiLuv in

Judg. , pavidKai in Is. ; Vg. lunulce
;
Aram, and Syr. Nino

i.e. , moon, like ino in Talm.
).

These were, per

haps, amulets ; crescent-shaped charms are still a

favourite Oriental protection against the evil eye. The
crescents were worn both by women (Is., I.e. ; cp 3)

and by Midianite men (Judg. 826 ?); also by camels (v.

21 ?). In fact, riding animals are still often decorated

with pendent metal plates.

Budde, however, well remarks that the words, Gideon arose,

and slew Zebah and Zalmunna, and took the crescents that were

on their camels necks, read very strangely. His remedy is to

suppose that the last clause is an addition suggested by v. 266,

in its original form (Bu. there omits all but beside the crescents

that were about their camels necks ). But how came this

C
articular term Q jine (appropriated to an ornament of the

idles of Jerusalem) to be used here? The more natural term

would have been
mp3y&amp;gt;

which in fact the later editor of v. 26

adopts. The only course left is to emend the text. The

original text of v. 21 must have had &quot;afftt JTnJJlfnviK nj3 l

D.TV1I3, and he took the bracelets which were upon their arms

(see. Crit. Bib.). Gideon, in fact, took these royal insignia
for himself as king. See GIDEON.

3. pjy, andk. Cant. 4g (0^ua), Prov. lg (/c\ot6j

Xpwreos), Judg. 826 1 (irfpidffj.a [B], K\. XP- [AL]),

perhaps a neck-ornament, not always a necklace (plural

in Prov. I.e.). In Cant. 4 9 pjy is certainly a ditto-

graphed fry. EV s rendering, with one chain of thy
neck is unjustifiable. Read, Thou hast terrified me,

my sister, with thine eyes (cp 65) ; thou hast terrified

me, thou hast struck me with blindness (o liapa). See

Crit. Bib.

4. 112)3, kiunaz (ejun-Ad/aoi&amp;lt;), Ex.3522 Nu. 31so,t perhaps a

necklace constructed of little golden discs ;
so RVmg. (see

ARMLET).
5. Vn, htili Cant. 7 2 (D NVn ; op/xiovcos), Prov. 25 12 (on &amp;lt;S see

n.),
3 Hos. 2 15 [13] rrSn (xafldp/iiia), perhaps a neck-ornament.

See the Lexicons.

6. T3&quot;l, rabid, Gen. 41 42 (Aoio? ; Aq. Sym. p.ai/ia(o)s), Ezek.

16 n (KaOffna), and, by emendation, 2 Ch. 3 i6 4 (Bertheau, Ki.).

Cp the golden collar bestowed by the sovereign as a reward,
like our orders ; see 7 i and cp i Esd. 36, and JOSEPH, 5, c.

7. MDrDn (Kr. NTJSn, hamnika, /u.afiaKr)s), Dan. 5 7 16 29 1.

A Persian loan-word in Jewish Aramaic and in Syriac. Polybius
(231) already recognised that the word was not Greek. A chain
of honour (cp 6). I. A. -T. K. C.

NECODAN (N6KCOAAN [BA]), i Esd. 5 37 = Ezra 2 60

NEKODA, 2.

NECROMANCER (D^nSiT^N BhM ; Dt.lSnf).
See DIVINATION, 3.

NEDABIAH (rVTtl, 27, Yahwe has given or

apportioned, or an expansion of O lJ, a Nadabite

[Che.]; cp NADAB), son of king Jeconiah ;
i Ch.3i8

UeNeeei [B], N&B&&IAC [A
a
], N&A& Bi& [L]). For

another Nedabiah see ANANIAS, 9.

NEEDLE, NEEDLEWORK. See EMBROIDERY.

NEEMIAS (Ecclus. 49 13), RV NEHEMIAH.

1 If we read (with Gra.) nipyj f r JinpJ (Cant. 1 n), v. n will

repeat v. 10, and will explain that the Q llD were of gold, the

Q TTin of silver. I. A.
2 In Is. 3 18 we also meet with ornaments called little suns

(D D 3B = D D &amp;gt;D^&amp;gt;

,
see Konig, ii. 1 144 ; but &amp;lt;B e^.7rAoKia EV

cauls, EVmg. networks
;
so Ges.-Bu.). These, however, can

hardly have been necklets.
3 tv bpfiiiTKut (Tap&iov in v. ii is probably, the original render

ing of QriD Vna ( Sni), for which &amp;lt;cai o-apStoi/ TroAvreAes now
appears. Compare GOLD (on criD)-

4 The lower border of the capital of a pillar is meant.

_

5
Xpuo-oCi/ i//6AAioi/ o

&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;opov&amp;lt;ri n-epl Tas x PaS Ka &amp;lt;- T v rpax^\ov
01 FaAarat. Cp Krauss, Griech. u. Latein. LehnvuSrter in

Talm., etc., 1 5.
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NEGEB (33|n and 3J3 [Gen.l3 3 iS.SOi]; EV

The South, but rather a technical geographical term

meaning the dry land, see GEOGRAPHY, 2 ; H

epHMOC, Gen.129 1813 Nu.l3i722 [1823] Dt.34s
Josh. 128 [L] ; A,^ Gen. 13 14 20i 2462 etc. ; NAfeB,
Josh. 10 4o ( NABAI, B) Jer. 32 [39] 44 33 [40] 13. Land
of the Negeb, Gen. 20 1 2462 [AV south -country ],

Josh. 15 19 [AV south-land ] ;
RV in all three passages,

the land of the south
). Perhaps intended by the

phrase the land of Ngb in Egyptian historical inscrip
tions (WMM As. u. Eur. 148).

Great misapprehension is inevitably caused by the

above renderings of the AV and RV. This
has been wel1 shown by Wilton and E. H.
paimer| but may be pointed out once more.

Can it be really true that the spies sent, as we are told, from

Katlesh, went up by the south in order to get to Hebron ? The
reader of the EV of Nu. 13 22 (cp 17) will think so until he learns

the geographical fact that Hebron lay to the N. of Kadesh. He
will also find the pointless phrase the south (or in RV the

South ) made parallel to the hill-country and the lowland in the

geographical descriptions in Dt. 1 7 and Josh. 10 t,of., and will

again and again miss the true geographical colouring which a
well-defined geographical term would have given.

Even if a doubt be permissible about the term

ShephOlah (RV lowland
)
for the sloping moorland

of Judah towards the Philistine Plain, there can be none
as to the propriety of introducing the term Negeb (as
Bennett has done in his Joshua), which is even more

indispensable than the universally recognised technical

term synagogue.
What, then, is the Negeb? It is the southernmost

of the natural divisions of Palestine the steppe region
which forms the transition to the true desert

;
and appar

ently it derives its name from its deficiency of water, the

only abundant springs being in a few of the larger wadies.

There is, however, a considerable amount of moisture

which has infiltrated into the soil in these larger wadies,

so that here at least the camels can always find pasturage.
We know, moreover, that though now so deficient in

verdure from the want of irrigation, the Negeb was, as

lately as in the Byzantine age, much better off. We are

also assured that between this district and the edge of

the Tih plateau there is a more barren region which

must anciently have borne to the then fertile region
of the Negeb a relation similar to that which is at

present borne to Palestine by the Negeb in its barren

ness. It is plain that except where the word Negeb is

used laxly for the south (see EARTH [FOUR QUARTERS],
i), there is no other course open to us but to adopt the

technical term the Negeb.
In the following survey we are concerned almost

entirely with the Negeb of pre-exilic times. The early
_ post-exilic community did not occupy the

Negeb any more than the Philistian Plain
Negebs.

^
cp 2ech. 7? [5 T/ dpeivri], and the pro

phetic prospect in Ob. 20). We have first to consider

the several names, of somewhat uncertain reference,

given to different parts of the Negeb. In i S. 27 10 we
read of the Negeb (@ v6ros) of Judah, that of the Jerah-

meelite, and that of the Kenite ;
in i S. 30 14 of the

Negeb (@ J^TOS) of the Cherethite and that of Caleb. 1

In Nu. 1829, however, the land of the Negeb (&amp;lt;5 VOTOJ)

is said without qualification to belong to the Amalekite.

This statement is perplexing. The truth appears to be

that phoy, Amalek, is really a miswritten form of

SNDHT, JERAHMEEL. From the probable evidence of

names we learn that the Jerahmeelites at one time spread
at least as far N. as the Wady Rahameh (cp HORMAH), in

which name both Wilton 2 and E. H. Palmer 3 have found

an echo of the name Jerahmeel, and to Kadesh- barnea

(K&desh-Serahmeel) i.e. , Ain Kadis, and the Judahite

1 As H. P. Smith acutely points out, David did not raid the

three Negebs spoken of on the same occasion. When Achish

asked where David had been raiding, he answered, Against the-

Negeb of Judah, or against that of the Jerahmeelite, or against
that of the Kenite. a The Negeb, 19.

3 T/te Desert of the Exodus, 426.
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Carmel (for this name too is perhaps a corruption of

Jerahmeel). The Jerahmeelites of Kadesh, however,

appear to have been dispossessed at an early date by
the men of Judah, on whom, as Judg. 813 tells us, they

subsequently took their revenge (cp JKKICHO, 2). Re
venge indeed was a fundamental element of primitive
life in these regions. Like David himself (who pos
sibly came from Debir on the border of the Negeb 1

)

we find the Amalekites making raids upon the neigh
bouring country. The narrative in i S. 30 14 (MT) men
tions as suffering from such a raid the Negeb of the

Cherethite and the Negeb of Caleb (otherwise called,
in v. 16, the land of the Pelistim [?] and the land of

Judah respectively). Thus we have five different

Negebs, or districts of the Negeb, mentioned. It is

our next duty to define, so far as the historical notices

permit, the geographical content of these several phrases.
The kinship between the populations no doubt places
some difficulty in our way.

(a) The country of the Amalekites (Jerahmeelites)
whom Saul is said to have overcome was between the

Wady of Beersheba and the Wady of Misrlm i.e.
,
the

Wady el- Arls (see EGYPT, RIVER OF) not including,
however, the Negeb of the Cherethite. 2

It is con
sistent with this that in i Ch. 4wf. (see JERAHMEEL,

4) the Jerahmeelites are said to have dwelt in Gerar

(the Wady Jerur). Their centre may be presumed to

have been the sacred well commonly but incorrectly
called BEER-LAHAi-ROi 3

(q.v. ,
and cp ISAAC, JEHOVAH-

JIREH), which may have been Ain Muweileh. 4 At one
time, however, they must have spread farther N. (see

above), and in the time of David we find cities of the

Jerahmeelite in the occupation of Judahites (i S. 8029).
Doubtless they had various sacred meeting-places, such
as the Ain Rahameh and especially the Ain Kadis (both
visited by Rowlands). Ain Kadis is the En-mishpat
(Gen. 14j) at KADESH-BARNEA (Jerahmeel), unless

indeed En-mishpat is an early corruption of En Sare-

phath ; at any rate Kadis is the famous Kadesh.

(b) The Kenites, whose Negeb is spoken of, came
originally from Midian (Ex. 2 is/. MT), or rather per
haps Musri (see KENITES) ; they were allied to the

Edomite tribe of the Kenizzites. Indeed, in i S. 27 10

3029
HL

actually reads Kenizzite where MT and
&amp;lt;

A

have Kenite. We may assume the Negeb of the

Kenite (or Kenizzite) to have lain to the S. of the Negeb
of Caleb (see d). This view accords with the statement
in Judg. 1 16 that the Kenites joined the Judahites in a

migration to the wilderness of Arad in the Negeb of

Jerahmeel (critically emended text ; see Crit. Bib., and
cp KENITES). As the result we learn that the cities of
the Jerahmeelite Negeb fell into the hands of the Israelites

(Nu. 21 3), more especially HORMAH (q.v.}, or rather

Rahamah, a name which seems to have suggested the

thought of the mercifulness (cm) of Yahwe to Israel.

Here, therefore, the Kenites, or Kenizzites, being friendly
to Israel, could safely dwell, and hence in i S. 3029 the

cities of the Kenites are mentioned between the cities

of the Jerahmeelites and the city miscalled in MT
Hormah, but marked out by its true name as of Jerah
meelite origin.

1 See 3.
2 This appears from the emended text of i S. 15 7 (see TRLEM).
3 The geographical definitions in Gen. 16 7 14 point away from

the En-mishpat-sephathTm i at Kadesh- barnea. Beer-lahai-roi
has to he between Kadesh and Bered ; Bered probably comes
from Midbar Shur i.e., the desert of Shur (but cp Niebuhr,
Gesch. \ 259). The site there is plainly marked.

4 About lohrs. beyond Rohcbeh(Ruhaibeh), on our road (i.e.,
10 hrs. camel s pace), is a place called Moilahi (or Moilahhi), a
grand resting-place of the caravans, there being water here, as
the name implies ( ?). . . . Shall I not please you when I tell you
that we found here Bir Lahai-roi? Rowlands, in Williams,
holy City, 1465. A writer in PKFQu., 1884, p. 177 offers an
impossible etymological theory for this Moilahhi. Rowlands
further states that the Arabs from near Gaza called the well
Moilahhi Kadesah, but that those of the country called it

Moilfihhi Hadjar (Hagar). It is not often that local traditions
are so well founded ! Here, too, is the site of a large and
populous city (Palmer, 356).
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One of the cities referred to it is only a short distance on

the way from Tell Arad to the Wady Rahameh has still a
record of its existence in the suggestive name&quot; Tell Milh (/and r
interchange), with which it is fair to identify the Ir ham-melah
( Ir Jerahmeel) mentioned in Josh. 1562 (see SALT, CITY OF).
Strictly, indeed, the Negeb of the Kenites was also the Negeb
of the Jerahmeelites ; see again Judg. 1 10 (where cy, people,
should be

JffOy,
Amalek = Jerahmeel ). The Kenites appear

also to have occupied Beersheba. 1

(c) The Negeb of the Cherethite is usually explained
as = Negeb of the Philistine, and this is plausibly
supported by the apparent equivalence of Cherethites
and Philistines in i S. 30 1416. It is no doubt hard
to understand how the Philistines came to be found in

the Negeb ; but Matthew Poole s Synopsis has an answer

ready the place pertained to the satrapy of Gaza (!).

The truth is, however, that just as nna (Cherith) has been

regarded (see CHERITH) as a corruption of ram (REHO-
BOTH), so VTID (Cherethite) may be a corruption of

ram (Rehobothite). The centre of the Negeb of the

Rehobothites was no doubt the Wady er-Ruhaibeh 2
(see

REHOBOTH). But this section of the Negeb also in

cluded ZIKLAG (i S. 30 14) or rather Halusah 3 on the site

still known as el-Halasa, west of the Wady er-Ruhaibeh,
in a wady the upper part of which is called Asluj

4 and
the lower Halasa, and the not less historic Zephath or
ZAREPHATH [q.v.~\ i.e. , Sebaita or Esbaita, S. of el-

Halasa, in the Wady el-Abyad. From Zephath it re

ceived the second title c nra px, land of the Zarepha-
thites, though in the text of i S. 30 16, by transposition
and corruption of letters, OTISI* has become n nc ?B.

Pelistim i.e.
, Philistines.

(d) The Negeb of Caleb was of course S. of Hebron,
and included the sites of Tell Zif, Ma in, and Kurmul ;

Nabal, who is connected with Maon and Carmel, was
a Calebite (18.253), and the name el-Kulab is still

attached to a wady 10 m. SW. of Hebron. Other names

may be added to the list from i S. 8027-31, for David s

friends, the elders of Judah, were of course his tribal

kinsmen
; David s connection with the Calebites is so

close that, in spite of tradition, we cannot help regarding
him as a Calebite (see DAVID, i, n. 2).

(e) The Negeb of Judah was probably identical with
that of Caleb ; the hills around Zif, Ma in, and Kurmul
are in fact the outposts of the hills of Judah. In i S.

30 16 the phrase the land of Judah is an alternative for

the Negeb of Caleb in v. 14, just as the land of the

Zarephathite [see c] in the same clause is equivalent to

the Negeb of the Rehobothite in v. 14. In 2 S. 24?,

however, the Negeb of Judah must be understood in

a large sense for the Negeb belonging politically to

Judah, which, for the writer, extends to Beersheba. It

should be remembered that David s bodyguard was (in
our view) composed of Rehobothites and Zarephathites

(in MT Cherethites and Pelethites
).

See REHOBOTH,
PEI.ETHITES. This implies that the Negeb from which
David s warriors came was thoroughly absorbed into

Judah. The list of places in the Negeb of Judah in

Josh. 1521-32 (P) may require a similar explanation.
This need not prevent us from admitting that a larger
section of the Negeb belonged, in post-Solomonic times,

not to Judah but to Israel (see PROPHET, 6). The
sanctuaries of the Negeb were largely resorted to by the

N. Israelites, and Jeroboam II. seems to have recovered

1 See i Ch. 4ny!, where TEHINNAH (y.v.) is probably a cor

ruption of Kinah (Kenite?) and IR-NAHASH (f.v.)of Beer-sheba.&quot;

The alliance of the Kenites with Caleb (Chelub) is also attested.

ESHTON (f.v.) comes probably from Eshlemoh.
2 Wilton (The Negeb, 21) deserves credit for connecting the

Cherethite Negeb with the Wady er-Ruhaibeh, though he had
nothing but geographical probability to guide him.

3 Targ. Jer. s equivalent for Bered, but rather the true form
for Ziklag, the current identification of which (see ZIKLAG)
shows anew how greatly geography has suffered from an un
critical view of the Hebrew text. Rowlands writes thus,
Khalasa (ancient Chesil I think) must have been a large city
the remains are very extensive heaps of stones and portions

of houses, etc. (Williams, 464).
4

Asluj is connected by Rowlands (Williams, 465) with the
name Ziklag.
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NEGEB
the Negeb for Israel (2 K. 1428 ;

for an emended text,

see PROPHET, 7).

It is generally held that the NW. limit of the Negeb
was a point S. of the present ed-Daharlyeh, a large

village between es-Semu on the E. and

wK &amp;lt;Anab on the W &quot;
which is Probably to

Negeb. be ideinified with Debi
r&amp;gt;

or ralher (in

our view) Beth-zur (one of several places bearing the

name ;
see KIKJATH-SEPHER). This is a reasonable

view, but must not be either supported or illustrated by
the passage (Judg. lis) rendered in RV for that thou

hast set me in the land of the south, give me also springs

of water, because this passage is corrupt. The Debir

or perhaps Beth-zur there referred to is not the Kirjath-

sannah, that is, Debir mentioned in Josh. 1049, Dut the

well-known BETH-ZUR (q.v. )
near Halhul, N. of Hebron,

and the springs of water which have played such a

large part in the question as to the identification of the

Debir of Josh. 1549 are non-existent in a sound text.

The only right basis of the perfectly legitimate assertion

that ed-Dahariyeh is the frontier town between the hill-

country and the Negeb,
1

is the observation of a physical
fact. It is characteristic of the Negeb that the vegeta

tion, meagre at the best, becomes almost completely
dried up in the heats of summer, and that the deteriora

tion of verdure begins to be visible S. of ed-Dahariyeh.
As Conder says, the district of Debir is [at the present

day] just the limit of the settled population and of culti

vation. 2
It was probably either here or at Carmel that

Jesse lived and David passed his early youth ;

3
here,

too, that Saul mustered his forces to go to war with

Amalek (i S. 164; see KIRJATH-SEPHER, TELAIM).
The Israelites themselves, however, did not place the N.

boundary at ed-Dahariyeh (
= MT s Debir) but at En-rimmon,

otherwise designated Rimmon ( from Geba to Rimmon, Zech.
14 10) and probably called a&o Baalath-beer-rimmon, which is

to be identified with ihniii er-Rainmailt, about 9 m. N. of

Beersheba, on a geographically important site (as Solomon, who
appears to have fortified it, recognised) near the boundary line

which separates the Terabin and Tiyahah territories on the S.

from the Henady Arabs and the hill-country on the N.*
On the reading BAALATH-BEER-RIMMON, probably to be re

stored in Josh. 198 and in i K. 9 18, see RAMATH OF THE SOUTH.
This is, we think, the full name of the place otherwise called

EN-RIMMON and (perhaps) Az.MON. 5 Rimmon may be a

popular corruption of Jerahmeel.

On the S. and SW. the boundary line of the Negeb
went by Kadesh-barnea (Kadesh- Jerahmeel) and
Hazar-addar (Hazar-Jerahmeel) i.e.

,
Ain Kadis and

(probably) Ain Muweileh respectively. The authority
6

from which we obtain this information adds that the

southern boundary line of the land of Israel passed on
to Azmont.e. (as we have just seen), Hazar-rimmon,
which is LJmtn er-Rammdmim and went round to the

torrent course of Misrim, which is the well-known Wady
el- Arls. There is also a passage of very late date, it

is true, and often greatly misunderstood in which the

southern limit of the Negeb is fixed at a more northerly

point than Kadesh viz.
,
at Zarephath or Sebaita (Ob. 20,

critically emended text), which appears to have been

regarded sometimes as the most northerly city of Musri 7

1 So GAS IIG 279.
2 PEf \\ 1875, p. 51.
a

Beth-zur, in our view, the true name of Debir, was per

haps also called Beth-el
(&quot;lli&quot;, sfir, and 7N, el, being synonyms

for God ), and Beth-el mistaken for Beth-lehem. It is,

however, simpler to suppose that Bethlehem in i S. 17 12 15
as well as in Mic. 62 [i](see MICAH [BOOK], 4 [e}) is a corrupt ion
of Beth-jerahmeel. Some place in the Negeb, perhaps Carmel
(
= Jerahmeel), may be meant.
* Wilton, 20.
5 & apparently had acreA^oji/a, (so FL in Nu. 344_/C) where

the final a. may be disregarded. A represents -\ ;
the second -\

dropped out.
6 Nu. A\i,f.; cp Josh. 15 %f. In spite of Wetzstein s geo

graphical learning, his explanation of the southern boundary-line
of Judah (Del. Gen.W, 586^) is very improbable. Without
textual criticism no progress could be made. Cp KARKAA.

7 On the traditional error respecting this place-n;ime see

OBADIAH, ZAREPHATH. Note, too, in this connection that

pTH, Zidon, in i K. IT 9 should probably rather be
&quot;Hlra,

Missur

i.e., Musri in N. Arabia (see MIZKAIM). Zarephath was
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(in N. Arabia; see MIZKAIM), sometimes as the most

southerly city of the Negeb of Palestine.

This way of regarding Zarephath agrees with the specification
in Josh. 11 17 of the southern boundary of the land conquered by
Joshua as the bare mountain (EV, the Mt. Halak) that goes up
to Seir, which Trumbull identities with the bare and bald ram
part of rock which forms the northern wall of the Wady el-

Fikreh (Kcuiesli-barnea, 1895).

Summing up, we may say that the Negeb is an irregu

larly shaped tract extending from the hill-country of

Judah on the N. to the wilderness of Zin (i.e., the

Azazimeh mountains) on the S. , and from near the

Dead Sea and the southern Ghor on the 1C. to the

Mediterranean on the W. , and that in the character of

its soil it forms a transition from the rich fertility of

Canaan to the wasteness of the desert.

We must, however, bear in mind the limitations

stated in Nu. 34 4/. (see 3), and we must allow room

p , () for the tract of land in SW. Palestine,

P 9
between the Negeb and the Shephelah,uesnur.
caUed , thg land of Goshen .

(j osh 104I
11 16), and

(f&amp;gt;)

for a district between the Negeb proper
and the edge of the Tih plateau which was less favoured

by nature than the Negeb. As to (a), to supple
ment what is said elsewhere (see GOSHEN, 2), it may be

suggested here, not as an assured result, but as a prob

ability, that
[t^j (Goshen) is miswritten for 1^3 (Geshur?).

In i S. 27 8 we find the Geshurites and the Girzites (where
one of the two names is obviously a doublet) mentioned beside

the Amalekites i.e., the Jerahmeelites and in Josh. 182 the

Geshurites beside the Philistines. It is difficult to find room
both for Goshen and for the Geshurites or Girzites (Girshites?),
and it is a simple expedient to identify them. The name
Girshites is probably a better form than either Geshurites

or Goshen.

As to (), we may safely assume that this district

belonged, as Kadesh and Zarephath may once have

Th V h belon8ed to the kingdom of Musri in N.

f M ^- Arabia, and the still existing traces of

the careful agriculture of its ancient in

habitants seem to show that it was not an unvalued

possession. The Wady Mayin and the Wady Lussan

(cp the name of the Roman station of Lysa in the

Peutinger Table) were apparently the most thriving

parts of this district, owing to the excellent wells in the

former Wady and the admirably constructed dams in

the latter. The Wady Lussan, it should be noted, is a

little to the S. of the Wady Jerur, the Gerar of Gen.

20 1 26 1, where Isaac had such large flocks and herds.

We must not speak too positively, however, of the times

of the Israelites
;
but it is at least reasonable to suppose

that this district was not worse off for vegetation then

than the Negeb is at the present day.
2

It is at any rate plain that in David s time the

Negeb was in its way a comparatively rich country (see

W 1th f
tne not ces m J S - 19279 30i6), and

^ for the Greek period \ve may perhaps
e Wegeb. cla jm tne w jtncss O f the Chronicler (2 Ch.

14 14 f. ).
These passages agree in speaking of the abun

dance of sheep, oxen, asses, and camels the wealth of a

pastoral people. No doubt the palmiest days of the

Negeb were in the Byzantine period. We have not the

means of contrasting the Byzantine cities with those of

the pre-Roman age, though where the dwellings consist

of rock-hewn caves, these are doubtless older than the

masonry of the buildings. The nawdmis, or beehive

huts of stone, with which every hill-side is covered (cp

K.IBROTH-HATTAAVAH, TENT) are assigned by Palmer

to pre-historic peoples ;

3 the duiviirs or stone-enclosures

he compares with the rtnsn or nomad villages of early

Israelite times, which are distinguished in Josh. 198

from any or cities.
4

probably the first town in the Negeb entered by a traveller from
Beersheba which belongs to Judah (i K.HI 3), which was

reckoned to the land of Musri.
1 On the use of the terms wilderness of Zin, wilderness of

Paran, see ZIN, PAKAN.
2 Palmer, ibid. 345 347.

3 Ibid. 392.
* Ibid. 316^. 321 ; cp Trumbull, Kadesh-barnea, rtoff.
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7. Eshcol.

The same explorer gives us a vivid picture of the

vanished prosperity of the Negeb (see Desert of the

Exodus, pt. ii., chap. 5). His descriptions of the

ruins of cities and of the remains of terraces, etc. ,

justify us in inferring that the later condition of this

region was far from contemptible. There are, indeed, no

grand remains at Kadesh
(
A in Kadis], and Beer-sheba

is absolutely destitute of ruins ; but Rehoboth (Ruhaibek),

Zarephath or Xephath (Sebaita), and /iklag (Halasa]
are still represented by the remains of fine cities of a

post-biblical age. Of Solomon s Tamar, or perhaps

(see 3) Baalath-beer-Rimmon \ve have nothing but

the probable site to point to ; the latter name may
suggest that even in the relatively unfertile Negeb
pomegranates (rimmon), may have flourished, unless

indeed Rimmon is a popular corruption of Jerahmeel.
That many of the strongly -embanked terraces at el-

Aujeh and elsewhere were once planted with fruit-trees,

there can be no doubt.
Such a nameas Anab i.e., grape-cluster is also thoroughly

justified. The towers so frequent in the Negeb are evidently
vineyard-towers (Is. 62), and Arabic phraseology still gives the
name Tuleilat el- anab, grape-mounds, to the small stone-

heaps covering the hill-sides and valleys for miles, along which,
anciently, vines were trained.

The fact just mentioned throws considerable doubt
on the common theory (see ESHCOL) that the Eshcol of

Nu. 1823/1 was at Hebron. The original
tradition surely did not mean that Caleb

brought the huge cluster of grapes, the pomegranates,
and the figs all the way from Hebron. It was,

probably, a journey of exploration in the Negeb that

was originally meant, and the spies brought the fruit

from the orchards and vineyards nearest to the camp.
If Kshcol be at Hebron, we must either suppose that they

brought the grapes through a grape-bearing country, or that

they brought them to a Kadesh N. of Ain Gadis [ Ain Kadis]
and situate at the present border of Palestine (Palmer, dp. cit.

353). The latter hypothesis is clearly unsuitable, as Palmer
well points out. It is also not improbable that Nahum the
Elkoshite was really Nahum the Eshcolite, the Negeb being
a veritable nursery of prophets (see PROPHET, tiff.).

Fully to understand the tradition of the spies we
must distinguish between its present and its original
form. As it now stands, it seems to represent Eshcol

as near Hebron. It is shown elsewhere (MAMRE,
RKHOBOTH), however, that Eshcol may be a distor

tion of Halasah/ and Hebron&quot; in the original story
relative to Eshcol and the spies a corruption of

Rehoboth.

The narrative in Nu. 1821-26 is composite, and 7&amp;gt;v. 21 25 26

are assigned to P, who apparently found Rehob, not Hebron,
in his authority, and misunderstood it as meaning a northern
Rehob (see REHOB), so that he had to allow forty days
(
= a long but indeterminate period) for the search of the spies.
Rehoboth and Halasah naturally go together, and coming from
the desert the spies might quite naturally be supposed to have
called this region a land flowing with milk and honey. [\Vi.

(Gesc/t. 2 4o_/T), however, maintains that the primitive tradition
mentioned not Hebron but Kirjath-arba, which (cp MAMRE),
like Rehob in v. 21, he places in the N., at or near Dan.]

We have done our best to explain the geography of

the Negeb, mainly from a historical point of view.

The task has been very difficult owing to the corruption
from which (we believe) the place-names have so fre

quently suffered. The reader will tear in mind that

one object of the present work is to contribute in some

degree to the rectification of the details of biblical

geography. Nowhere perhaps is so much rectification

needed as in the case of the geography of the Negeb.
The current identifications (e.g. ,

those of Ziklag,
Brook Besor, Telaim, Bealoth, Hazazon-Tamar, Tamar,
Ramath of the South, Hormah, Azmon, Karkaa, Mad-
mannah, En-gedi [in Samuel], Ir-ham-melah) cannot be

accepted. They are based on what we believe to be
textual errors. Not only the geography but also the

historical notices themselves relative to the Negeb need
to lie brought nearer to their original form. Some of

these have already been considered here
;
two more

may be mentioned in conclusion, (a) 2 Ch. 20, the

account of the victory of Jehoshaphat over the Moabites,
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the Ammonites, and the Meunim. A plausible view of

the main geographical points has been given by Conder

(PEFQ, 1875, p. 70/) and Buhl (Pal. 97) ; it may be
added here that in v. 16 the Chronicler perhaps wrote,
the wilderness of Jezreel ;

if we should not rather

emend Jeruel into Jerahmeel, and suppose the re

casting of an older narrative in which various place-
names were different e.g. , Jerahmeel for Jeruel,
Kadesh for Hazziz, and Kadesh -Jerahmeel for

1 Hazezon-tamar (see TAMAR}. It should be noticed

that in v. 2 En-kadesh is misread by the Chronicler as

En-gedi.
1 See Ziz, and cp L rit. Bib.

(i&amp;gt;)

2 K. 147, Amaziah s victory over the Edomites.

Here JOKTHEEI, [y.v.] should be read Jerahmeel. It

seems that in spite of the favourite legend connecting
the name Jerahmeel with the story of Hagar (see

ISAAC), narrators went on devising fresh explanations
of the name. One such is found in Nu. 21 3 ;

another

in 2 K. Hy. So inextricably are legendary narrative

and geographical fact interwoven
;
so impossible is it to

study geography without a critical view of the Hebrew
documents and their contents !

See especially Wilton, The Negeb or South Country of
Scripture (1863); E. H. Palmer, The Desert of the Exodus,

Pt. II. (1871): Trumbull, Kailesh-barnea
8. Literature. (1884); ( .. Williams, The Holy 0^(1849),

463-468 (Note on Southern Horder of Pales

tine, with letter from J. Rowlands on his exploration of Kadesh
and the surrounding country). T. K. C.

NEGINAH, UPON (n33r^7), Ps. 61, tit. AV, but

RV on a stringed instrument. The Massoretes, how
ever, took ru JJ (nlghlnatK) to be in stat. constr. ; they
connected it by the accents with TiiS, as if the phrase

meant accompanied with David s playing on stringed
instruments. (&, Sym. , Jer. , Tg. ,

render as if they
read riirjja. These views are all impossible ; the text

needs careful emendation ; see NEGINOTH. T. K. c.

; eN YMNOic[6,Theod.];
6N y&amp;lt;\\MOlC [Aq.]; AlA Y&ATHpiOGN [Sym.]; in

psalmis], Pss. 4 (eN Y&A/v\Oic) 6 (om. A) 54 55 61 (?)

67 76 ; (titles), AV ; but RV on stringed instruments.

But nrjj does not mean a stringed instrument, nor is

it used in the plural (in Ps. 69 13 [12] rnr.331 should be

JUEb ).

2 mrJ3 (Xeginoth) is corrupted from m St?

(Sheminith ;
see PSALMS, 26, 26), and this from C prm

(Ethanites). Thus in Ps. 6 i (tit. }
there is dittography.

The prefixed preposition was evidently altered as a

consequence of the faulty reading rvu j:. Observe that

the psalm in Hab. 3 is inconsistent. It gives rnrje ^j; in

v. i, but [ ] nirjJa in v. 19 (the title has by accident been

divided); see HABAKKUK [BOOK], 8. m scrr^j; (or

rather, nas n cv^y for the Sabbath-day )
should be

substituted. in Hab. has ev rr/ (pSy avrov. See

SHEMINITH, UPON ;
and cp Music, 6. T. K. c.

NEHELAMITE (Jer. 29 24 etc.
).

SeeSHEMAiAH (2).

NEHEMIAH (iVprn, 30, 62, Yahwe is consola

tion [or, a consoler], but originally no doubt an ethnic

name, cp NAHAM, NAHAMANI, and see note 3. Cl. -

Ganneau reports a late Jewish name irvom [Sceaux et

cachets Israelites, 1883] ;
BNAL Nee/V\l&C [genit.

NeeMlA I but in Neh. li, Bc - me- SUP- L, and in Neh.

1247 Nc -a L, NeeMioy]; Nee/v\ioc [B in Ezra 22],

NAIMI&C [i Esd. 540 B], NGMIAC [2 Mace. 136 V*]).
i. B. Hachaliah, 3 a leader in the reorganisation of

. the land of Judah. We are in a favour-
1011 OI

able position for studying his career,
his enterprise. because a ]arge port jon Of the book

which bears his name (Xeh. 1 i-7s 11 1227-1831) comes

1 En-kadesh is misread in the same way in i S. 23 29 24 i.

2
EC&quot;

fe &quot; out owing to niB (corrupted from[ipjy] flEC ) which

follows.
3 [The form is doubtful. See HACHALIAH. At any rate it

springs from an ethnic name, and, if identical with Hilkiah,
from one of the ethnics connected with the Negeb. Nehemiah,
if=Naham, has a similar origin.]
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from a work of his own composition [which, however,

we must not read with a blind belief in Nehemiah s

infallibility]. He was one of the cupbearers of King
Artaxerxes, i.e.

,
of the first king of that name l

(465-425

B.C.) [an important office see CUPBEARER which

gave him great influence with the king]. It so fell out

that while attending to his duties at the royal winter

palace at Shushan or Susa, in the month of Kisleu or

December, 445 B.C., he received a visit from a party of

lews from Juckea, led by a kinsman of his own named
Hanani, who told him of the sad condition of the Jews
in the province (Judah or Judasa), and of the defence

less state of Jerusalem. Greatly troubled by this news,

he betook himself to prayer and fasting [and from the

words of his prayer it appears, according to Kosters, that

it was not to any recent calamity that Hanani referred,

but to the old devastation by Nebuchadrezzar].

[This view of Kosters is rejected by We. (CGN, 1895,

p. 170) and by Meyer (Entst. 56). With most recent

critics they are of opinion that the wall and gates of

Jerusalem were rebuilt by Ezra, and that their destruc

tion (Neh. Is) was the work of the Samaritans (cp
Ezra 4, Neh. 47) acting with the sanction of Artaxerxes I.

It has also been held (Nold. Aufsiitze zur pers. Gesch.

56 ; Che. OPs. 71), that it stood in some connection

with the revolt of the satrap Megabyzos (448 B. c.
),
with

which the Jews may, rightly or wrongly, have been

suspected of complicity.
The latter theory, however, is too hazardous. If the Jews of

Jiuicea had been regarded as mixed up with this revolt, Artaxerxes
would not have been so ready to accede to the wishes of Nehe-
miah ; indeed, Neh. 2 19 implies that up to Nehemiah s time the

Jews had not committed any overt act of rebellion,-and we may
venture to suppose that the great king wished, through his

Jewish courtier Nehemiah, to reward the Jews of Judaea for not

having been drawn away from their allegiance by Megabyzos.
As for the former theory, we cannot safely base anything on the

narrative and official documents in Ezra 4, both of which are

most probably fictitious (see EZRA-NEH.), though Meyer and
Sellin have vigorously defended their genuineness ; see also

Winckler, AOF izioff.

The prevalent opinion, which assumes that Ezra came
to Jerusalem before Nehemiah, rests on an imperfect
criticism of the compilation of the Chronicler, and
has been rightly rejected by Marquart (Fund. 58)
and Winckler (AOF 2,2if&amp;gt; f. ).

To this it must be

added (i) that after Ezra s failure in respect of the

mixed marriages we cannot understand how he should

have succeeded in stirring up the people to restore the

wall, and put an impediment in the way of fraternising
with the Samaritans, and how, when Nehemiah takes

up and not without difficulty, carries through the work
of restoration, no mention should be made of Ezra

(Neh. 1236 has been tampered with, see 5); and

(2) that the conversation between Nehemiah and the

king in Neh. 2 makes no reference to a removal of a

royal prohibition to restore the walls. It is no answer
to this that Artaxerxes was good-natured but weak.

There is no evidence for this
;
the manner in which he

1 [The king under whom Nehemiah and Ezra lived must have
been the first Artaxerxes

;
otherwise the growth of the Pentateuch

and of the Psalter is scarcely explicable. It is true, Marquart
(Fund. 31) objects that if a son of Joiada was already married
in 433 (Neh. 1328), Joiada s grandson Jaddua could not possibly
have been high priest a century later under Darius III. But
why need we take Darius the Persian (Neh. 1 2 22) to be Darius
III.? It is not to the Chronicler that Neh. 12 1-26 is to be

assigned, but to an earlier writer. Jaddua may be an error for

Joiada (emend v. nf. accordingly). Joiada, son of Eliashib,
was apparently high priest in 433 (Neh. 13 28, where high priest
refers to Joiada ) ; his son Johanan may well have been high
priest in 424. Thus the reign of Darius the Persian (12 22),

corresponds to the days of Johanan b. Eliashib
(r&amp;gt;. 23). In

Neh. 12 1 1 Jonathan should of course be Johanan ( Jaddua
goes out). Johanan in Ezra 10 6, if correct, must be a brother
of Joiada ; but the name may be a mistake (due to the redactor
of Ezra s memoir) for Joiada. ]

- [The expression is designed. Tattenai may have given
reason for suspecting the Jews of a disloyal temper, which
may, indeed, account for the sudden disappearance of ZF.RUH-
HAHEI. (y.v.). More than this we cannot suppose, and persist
ent loyalty during the revolt of Megabyzos would wipe out
previous suspicions.]
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reached the throne certainly does not favour this view ;

but cp ARTAXEKXES, ad fin. (3) The language of the

Samaritans in Neh. 2igf. 833 [4i] seems to imply that

no previous attempt like that of Nehemiah had been
made.
Not less untenable is the theory which has lately been revived

by Sellin (Serubbabel, $\f. ; cp 197), viz., that the wall and
gates had been restored by Zerubbabel under Darius I., but
had shortly afterwards been destroyed, when the royalistic
mos-ement centering in this prince collapsed (to this he finds

an allusion in Ps. 8940). Long ago (1854) Ewald (/// VI 3 ) 4 156)

proposed the same view, which he supported by the very same
psalms as are appealed to by Sellin, viz., 44 tiO 74 711 80 89

(Ewald adds 85, Sellin 83 102) psalms which he had previously
(with more plausibility) referred to the destruction under
Bagoses related in Jos. Anf.xi.7i. This, however, is con
nected with a historical theory respecting the career of ZKKUB-
DAREL [f.v.], which has no evidence in its favour, and the view
about the destruction of the walls is inconsistent with Zech.

i^f. Cp PSALMS (BOOK), J 28, 32. We are now (1901) able
to add that the author himself has withdrawn this theory
(Studien zur Entstehungsgesch. etc., 2 181 186). His present
view is that the walls were being rebuilt under Cambyses (or

Cyrus) when they were destroyed by the Samaritans (p. 182).

Against this see (3) in the preceding paragraph.

Nothing therefore remains but to consider the claims

of the theory of Kosters.

1
i

)
That no recent destruction is referred to is plain

from the prayer of Nehemiah. The great object before

the mind of the suppliant is the return of the exiles

to Jerusalem. Until the wall had been restored, and
the community had adopted the same view of religious

purity as was current among the Jews of the Dispersion,
such a return was impossible. The first thing, there

fore, was to get the wall restored. Had this been done

earlier, a large body of exiles would have migrated
before the time of Ezra. They did not so migrate, for

Nehemiah evidently found no considerable Babylonian
element at Jerusalem ; therefore the wall cannot have
been rebuilt before the time of Nehemiah.

(2) The same result follows from the language of

Hanani in Neh. 1 2 f. He does not indeed underrate

the miserable condition of Jerusalem ;
but the main

point with him is the affliction and the insults suffered

by its inhabitants. That is the novel element in the

tidings which he brings. Shortly before Nehemiah s

governorship the relations between the Jews and the

Samaritans were becoming more and more strained.

There was as yet no regular feud ; but the tendency to

a feud was not wanting. There was an active, though
not as yet a predominant, orthodox party at Jerusalem,
and Sanballat and Tobiah had come to feel that the

differences which parted them were greater than the

resemblances which united them. 1
They did not

withhold taunts and insults, which were returned in

good measure to them and to their Jewish sympathisers

by Jewish prophetic writers (Is. 57 3 65 1-5 663).

Hanani, doubtless, feared that worse things would

follow, and attributed this to the want of a material

barrier to intercourse between the unorthodox party
in Jerusalem and the Samaritans outside. Hence,

probably, the stress which he laid, when visiting Nehe
miah, on the destruction of the wall (Neh. 13).
Both in Serubbabel and recently in Studien ii. Sellin con

troverts Kosters interpretation of Neh. 1 3, where the Jews of

Judaea are called the remnant that are left of the captivity

( 3PM JO nNB 3 &quot;WN D lXtfjn). Sebl ( 3!: ), according to Sellin,

means the same as goldh (rpia), those who had been carried

away. Kosters, however .(and so Marq. Fund. 35), takes the

phrase to mean those who have escaped the deportation in

(he time of Nebuchadrezzar. According to Sellin, Hanani

implies that a considerable number of Babylonian Jews

Jewish captives ( 3B*) had returned to Palestine, but (so

at least in Serubbabel) that many of these had lost their

lives in the troublous times of Zerubbabel a very forced

explanation. The true sense is shown by Ezra 9 7, we have
been given up ... to the sword, to captivity, and to

spoiling (RV), where to captivity clearly means
_to

be
carried captive. Kosters view is perfectly correct, and indeed

is required by the preceding word pflctah ( &quot;TE 73), those who
have escaped. ]

1 Jew. Rel. Life, 45.
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For three months Nchemiah remained a prey to his

own sad thoughts, and then his opportunity came.

Artaxerxes one day questioned him about his depres

sion, and Nehemiah, after secret prayer to God for

help, laid his case before the king. Artaxerxes and his

consort (who also was present) were favourable to the

request, but desired that Nehemiah s leave of absence

should be as brief as possible. It would seem, how
ever, that he left Susa invested with the governorship of

Judah for an indefinite period ; [though the text of

5 14 may perhaps require a closer inspection ; see 5].

Provided with letters to the governors of the region to

be traversed, and with a military escort, Nehemiah in

due course reached Jerusalem.
Within three days from his arrival he addressed

himself to his work. After making a nocturnal survey
of the walls, secretly and almost un-

2. Restoring
walls. accompanied, he began to stir up both

rulers and people to take in hnnd the

work of restoration. 1 This they declared themselves

ready to do (2n-i8). Prompt action was taken, and
not only Jerusalem, but also other places, such as

Jericho, Tekoa, Gibeon, Mizpah, joined in the work
;

high priest, priests and Levites, civil administrators,

and heads of guilds, and even women, became each

responsible for some part of the building (3 1-32).

[This passage, as well as the brief account of Nehemiah s

secret visit of inspection, deserves careful study from a topo

graphical point of view. Some of the proper names, too, are

most interesting; e.g., BKSOUEIAH, COL-HOZEH, HALLOHESH,
HARHAIAH, HASSENAAH.)
The difficulties, however, with which the governor had

to contend were still great. Influential persons of non-

n ... Israelite descent Sanballat the Horo-
3. Opposition nke Tobiah the Ammonite servant
from Without.

[EV
, the servant| the Ammonite ],

Geshem, or Gashmu, the Arabian, of whom at least the

first two had intermarried with leading Israelite families

- had regarded the coming of Nehemiah to seek the

welfare of the Israelites
(

-

2io) with no favour. They
vied with one another in ridiculing Nehemiah s under

taking ( 2 i9/. 833-35 [4 1-3]). Then, waxing bolder, they

planned a sudden attack on the builders of the wall

(4?/. ii [i /. s])- Nehemiah, however, was warned in

time by Jewish friends on the frontier. At once he sus

pended building operations, and posted his people behind

the walls with arms, so that the enemy was overawed

and had to abandon his plan. Henceforward Nehemiah
was continually on his guard. Of his people one-half

were in constant readiness to repel any onslaught. The
builders themselves had their weapons by their side,

and all the workers passed the night within the walls,

a precaution that had not previously been thought

necessary (415-23 [9-17]). The enemy s next resort [as

Nehemiah represents] was to cunning (61-14). Over

and over again they invited the governor to conference.

On one occasion they pretend that their object was

to counteract certain evil rumours which had been

circulated against him
;
on another they feed a Jewish

prophet to induce Nehemiah to seek refuge in a part of

the temple that was forbidden to the laity, so that he

might lose influence with the people. Nehemiah saw

through them, however, and did not fall into their traps.

[The section of Nehemiah s memoir on which the

above sketch is based needs a very thorough criticism.

It is no doubt plausible to assume that Sanballat and

1 [According to Wi. (A OF2 234^!), the object of Nehemiah s

mission was to introduce an important modification into the

purely hierarchical system of government lately introduced by
Ezra in the priestly code, the high priest Eliashib having shown
himself untrustworthy. Once more the land was placed under

a secular official a pclinli (.ins), or governor, appointed by

the court. When Nehemiah returned to Susa, Eliashib, who
coveted the support of other noble but non-Israelitish families,

renewed his intercourse with Tobiah the Ammonite ; and Nehe
miah, on his second arrival at Jerusalem, punished this by
banishing certain members of the high-priestly family on a

legal pretext. But Nehemiah s mission can be accounted for

without this hypothesis.]
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Tobiah were a Moabite and an Ammonite respectively,
and to illustrate the intermarriage of Jesvish families

with them by Neh. 13 1. It would seem, however, that

Sanballat and Tobiah were worshippers of Yahwe, and
from Neh. 4 2 [834] that Sanballat was a kinsman of

the Samaritans. These considerations throw some
doubt on Rosters view.

The most critical course is to emend the text of the passage
referred to (! 34 (4 2]), which is admittedly in some disorder, and
to read, And he said before the Jerahmeelites and Misrites,
What are the Jews doing? See Crit. Rib.; the proof of this

emendation lies in the interpolated C WlSK explained as cor

rupted D ^XDrTT (dittographed). Sanballat (if the name may

Ca.ss)

was a Alisrite of N. Arabia; Tobiah (or rather Reho-
othi?) was probably called a Jerahmeelite, not an Ammonite.
The servant (cp RV) is a corruption of the Arabian, which

is itself a misreading. See SANBALLAT, TOBIAH.

Whether Sanballat really believed that Nehemiah was
about to rebel against Persia (2 19 66) is uncertain

;

but it was, at any rate, a colourable pretext for his

opposition. The sudden disappearance of ZERUBBAREL

\q-TJ.~\ seems to have been caused by just suspicions of

his untrustworthiness, and some Jewish prophets may
possibly have represented Nehemiah as the destined

Messiah. 1 That Sanballat was unconciliatory cannot

fairly be said. Undeterred by a first rebuff, he made
four more attempts to bring about a conference with

the governor (62-5). Nehemiah s cause was better

than that of Sanballat ; but Nehemiah carried his

suspiciousness to an extreme. He was the man for

the time
;
but historical students will seek to do justice

not only to him but also to his opponents.]
Nehemiah had to contend with pusillanimity within,

as well as with hostility without. He had to listen to

_._ ... complaints of the difficulty of the work

\h (4&amp;gt; [4 ]) and to grievances of the poorwi m.
against the rich (5i^); nor could he

by any means certainly reckon on the fidelity of the

Jewish relatives of his enemies (617-19). But these

obstacles also he was able to overcome. By his

vigorous measures of defence, by the firmness of his

faith in his own vocation and in the help of God, he

inspired the timid with courage, and all with a spirit of

respect and reverence. Above all was he strong by his

generous disinterestedness ; thus, himself renouncing
all claim upon his debtors, he induced the rich Jews to

engage themselves to restore the possessions of their

poorer compatriots which they had received in pawn,
and not to exact payment of their debts ; the dues

which as governor he was legally entitled to exact for

his osvn use, he refrained from collecting ; he gave up
his personal servants that they might labour at the

building of the wall
; daily he received at his table Jews

from outside the city who came to Jerusalem partly to

hold council with him, and partly for the purpose of

sacrificing (chap. 5). In this way he was able to make
head against all difficulties and at last bring his great
work to a conclusion. On the 25th of Elul, after fifty-

two days labour, the restoration of the wall was com

pleted (615).

A solemn dedication ceremony ensued. Two choirs

of priests and singers, followed by the rulers and the

people, and headed, the one by
Hoshaiah and the other by Nehemiah,

marched from one fixed point in opposite directions,

with music and song, along the walls, and rejoined one

another for the solemn festival in the temple (1227-43).

[It is stated in Neh. 5 14 that Nehemiah acted as

governor of ludah from the 2oth to the 32nd year of

Artaxerxes the king, that is,&quot; 12 years. This must

surely be due to a later hand. Nehemiah s leave was

only for a set time, and the king evidently expected him
to return soon. The restoration of the wall was taken

in hand promptly, and was effected in fifty-two days

(Neh. 615). It is true Nehemiah had ulterior objects.

But apparently he had not communicated these to

1 Jrw. ReI. Life, if&amp;gt;f.
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Artaxerxes. If Josephus s date (see n. i) be correct,

Nehemiah s governorship lasted only seven years. The
context of Neh. 614, however, suggests that the memoir
was written soon after the completion of the wall (see

v. 16). Not improbably we should read in v. 14, for

thirty- second, twenty -second, thus allowing two

years for the governorship. This amply suffices for the

works ascribed to Nehemiah. The mistake thirty-

second would be caused by the fact that Nehemiah s

second brief governorship is placed in the 32nd year of

Artaxerxes (Neh. 136).]
The walls and gates once set in order, Nehemiah s

next care was for their being properly guarded, and for

the due opening and closing of the gates ;
he also saw

to the government of the city, devised means for aug
menting its population by immigration (7 1-5a lli/i),
and successfully induced many Levites, who still re

mained in other cities and villages, to transfer their

residence to Jerusalem (cp 13io/ ).

[Between Nehemiah s first and second visits Marq. and Che.

place Ezra s attempt at reorganisation. Nehemiah is nowhere
mentioned as present in Jerusalem in the records of Ezra ; Ezra
nowhere in those of Nehemiah. The reference to Ezra in

Neh. 1236 is an interpolation of the redactor; in Neh. 1233,
Ezra (=Azariah, 102) is a gentilic name. On the supposed
references to Nehemiah in the memoirs of Ezra, see TlRSHATHA.
That Nehemiah found no Babylonian element in the population
of Judah worth reckoning with, appears from his own record.

The only difficulty is in the date in Ezra 7 7 (cp Neh. 1 i). Per

haps we should read, for in the seventh year, in the twenty-

seventh year (J73C&amp;gt;1
C&quot;lb J? nJtt&amp;gt;3); similarly in v. 8. It is true

that Ezra 7 i-io comes to us in a revised form ; but we need not

assume that the date is the insertion of the reviser. Cp
CHRONOLOGY, 14.]

After a visit to Artaxerxes (Neh. 136) in the 32nd [or

possibly 22nd] year of his reign, 433 K. c. [or 443 ?],

, . ., Nehemiah returned to Jerusalem.
6. Second visit : T , , f ,

,. . - He now appeared more than formerly
religious reform.

as a religious reformer . The holders

of the higher offices of the priesthood learned what stuff

he was made of. The priest Eliashib had given the

use of one of the chambers belonging to the temple
to Tobiah. Nehemiah indignantly cast out Tobiah s

household utensils (184-9). Worse still, a grandson of

Eliashib l the high priest had married a daughter of

Sanballat. Him Nehemiah expelled from the sacred

city (13-28). In the same section (v. 29) the governor
makes reference to a number of priests who had
desecrated their office

;
we may assume therefore that

this was not the only drastic measure carried out by
Nehemiah in the temple. Certainly it is presupposed
in Ezra 9 f. Neh. 9 f. that shortly afterwards the

priesthood which served in the temple was of the right
sort. It is not impossible that Nehemiah even deposed
the high priest in favour of his son Jehohanan, the ally
of Ezra (Ezra 106). His next measures of reform were
directed against those who had married foreign wives ;

he made them swear that they would not suffer their

children to intermarry with foreigners, and did not

hesitate physically to assault the recalcitrant (1323-27).
He took measures to prevent traders with their wares
from entering the city on the sabbath day (1819-22);
secured that the Levites, who during his absence had

again left the city, should thenceforward no longer be

kept out of their dues (1810-14) ; and made certain

regulations with reference to the temple service, the

wood-offering, and the first-fruits (13ao/. ).

Nehemiah sactivity in Jerusalem after his return having
thus been so different from that of his earlier period,

Offi
anc^ so mucri more decidedly ecclesiastical,

it becomes a question whether during his

second period he still continued to hold the dignity of

governor. There is some reason for doubting whether
he did. He himself expressly says [in the difficult

passage, 5 14, on which see above, 5] that he was

governor in the land of Judah for only twelve years,
down to the 32nd year of Artaxerxes ; and in the parts

1 [No doubt the Manasseh, of whom Jos. Ant. xi. 8 2-4 tells

us.
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of the Book of Ezra- Nehemiah which relate to the time
of his second visit, he is called [if we may trust the text]
the Tirshatha and no longer peha or governor. See
TlRSHATHA.

It seems probable, therefore, that on the occasion of

his journey to court, Nehemiah had asked and obtained
a change of position. Why he desired this we are

not told ; but we are able to guess. From the outset

Nehemiah s programme had been the restoration of

Israel, to which the restoration of the walls was only

subsidiary. To this restoration the most serious obstacle

was the conduct of Nehemiah s non-Jewish adversaries.

Their efforts to frustrate the restoration were indeed in

vain ; still, their influence at Jerusalem continued to be

very great, because of their alliance with the ruling
families among the Jews, and even with that of the high

priest. Their Jewish relatives who had supported
Nehemiah in his rebuilding of the wall seemed dis

inclined to assist him in counteracting the foreign in

fluences, on behalf of which indeed they openly took

sides against him 1

(617-19). Nehemiah saw clearly,

however, that, if Israel was to be restored, the high-

priesthood must not be allowed to remain in the hands
of Sanballat s and Tobiah s relations, and that a re

ligious reformation had to be brought about. This he
desired to accomplish ;

but for the purpose he needed to

have a position that would enable him to come forward

in another capacity than that of governor of Judaea. It

was with reference to this that he made his journey up
to court, and we find him returning apparently with

permission to come forward as a reformer of the

religious condition of Judaea, not as Pehah, but as

Tirshatha. It is not inconceivable that, in connection

with his plans for reformation of the priesthood,
Nehemiah had asked the king to hand over to the high

priest some of those functions of governor which, in

point of fact, we find him exercising at a later period.

[This hypothesis depends to some extent on the cor

rectness of a very strange-looking word (hat-firshathd),
which in every passage where it occurs may be corrupt,
and in some of the passages may have been inserted

by a glossator. This at least, however, it is safe to

assume, when drawn a second time by patriotic anxiety
from Susa, Nehemiah came rather as special high
commissioner than as governor. See Jew. Kel. Life,

64.]
The conjecture that Nehemiah s journey to court was the

occasion of the return of Ezra and his band of exiles to Jeru
salem is natural. By what means could Nehemiah better

bring about the accomplishment of his aims than by such a

strengthening of the Jewish element in Judaea? That at all

events he gave his powerful aid to Ezra, co-operated with him
in the formation of the congregation, and also took part with
him in introducing the new law, we have endeavoured to show
elsewhere (EzKA, 6-8).

Nehemiah was a strong man
;

he achieved great

things, and conquered difficulties that were well-nigh

insuperable. It was faith that made him strong ;

though he is himself the chronicler of his own good
deeds (51918142231), we cannot doubt either the

genuineness of his piety or the purity of his patriotism ;

he sacrificed much for the restoration of Israel, the

object of his faith and prayers. No wonder that this

man was affectionately remembered by posterity. Ecclus.

extols him (49 13; see, however, Swete s text) as the

restorer of the city walls ; and in one of the two letters

with which 2 Mace, opens (1 i-2i8) he is even celebrated

as the man that rebuilt the temple and discovered the

altar-fire which, at the destruction of the temple, had,

at God s command, been hidden by the priests. More

over, in 2 Mace. 2 13, where it is said that he commenced
a library of accounts of the kings and the prophets, and

1 [All that Nehemiah says, however, is that the nobles of

Judah kept up a correspondence with Tobiah (Neh. 6 17). What
follows in v. 19 is incorrectly read. vri31B can hardly mean
his good deeds. Read Moreover Rehobothites (nTHim)

were (continually) speaking before me, and reporting my words
to him. In justification of this, see TOBIAH.]
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writings of David, and letters of kings concerning

temple-offerings, he is honoured as collector of part of

Israel s sacred literature. Thus he was regarded in later

times as the restorer, not only of Jerusalem and its

walls, but also of the temple and its services ;
and also

as the man who rendered important service towards the

formation of the sacred canon of Israel.

2. B. Azbuk, chief of half the district of Beth-zur, mentioned
in list of wall-builders (Neh. 3 16). See above, \f. ; also EZKA
ii., 16 [L], 15 d.

3. One of the leaders (see E/RA ii., 8 8e) of the Jews in the

reat post-exilic list (Ezra22 Neh. 77 = 1 Esd. J&amp;gt;8 Nehemlas).
ee EZKA ii., 9, and GOVERNMENT. W.H.K. T. K.C.

NEHEMIAH (BOOK). See EZRA AND NEHEMIAH-

NEHILOTH, with the [RV], or, upon [AY],

(ni^narr?!? ; ynep THC KAHPONOMOYCHC ; ATTO

KAHpoAocicoN [Aq.], ynep KAHpoYX&quot;*&amp;gt; N [Svn1 -]

pro htfreditatibus [Jer.]), Ps. 5 (title). Interpreters
differ precisely as in the case of MAHALATH

[&amp;lt;?? ,]

But we may be sure that (the) Nehiloth
1

is not the

first word
( heritages ?) of a well-known song, nor a

synonym for hUlilim, flutes (see, however, RVm
-),

nor miswritten for mtholoth, dances (so apparently

Tg. reads). As Griitz has pointed out, it is simply a

corruption of nioSjKn). The versions all agree in dis

allowing the in niV mn ;
it is true, they also disallow

the i, which, however, is of no significance. Tg. s

reading suggests that between niD^J/rrVy and ni^ rurr^JJ

there was a transitional reading nVrtDrrSjJ ; i. e, , Alamoth
first became M-h-l-th and then N-h-l-th. See further

PSALMS (BOOK), 26 [i]. T. K. c.

NEHUM (D-1H3), Neh. 7? = Ezra 2 2
,
REHUM.

NEIIUSHTA (Knt TO, 68), the mother of king

JEHOIACHIN (2K.248, Nec6&amp;lt;\ [B], N&IC6A [A],

NG6C9AN [L]). The readings quoted approximate

curiously to the name NEHUSHTAN [g. v.
],
and are on

this account strongly suggestive of corruption. Com
paring ctyin (which we take to be from cw) and prm
(from |E&quot;ID),

we may suppose NDBTU to be a corruption of

rrira- The queen-mother then was Cushith i.e., a

N. Arabian. Her father was Elnathan of Jerusalem.

Elnathan, however, is probably an expansion of Ethan

(cp NETHANIAH), and the very unlikely Jerusalem

(like Abishalom in iK. ISzio) is a corruption of

Jerahmeel. Cp MAACHAH. T. K. C.

NEHUSHTAN (IFIBTH ; N ece&amp;lt;\Aei [B], Nec6\N

[A], Neec0A.N [L] ; Nohestan, Naasthan}.
2 K. 184^ is rendered thus in EV, and he brake in

pieces . . . Nehushtan (with two marg. rends., Or,

. it was called, and That is, a piece of

brass
).

The implication is that when
HEZEKIAH [y.v. ] destroyed this idolatrous object, he

called it a mere piece of brass (bronze). It cannot

be denied that this view of i
1

? jnp i is plausible ;
it is

also favoured by &amp;lt;S

IiA
(KCU (KaXfvev). To suppose that

those who offered sacrifices (lap ;
see INCENSE, i) to

the brazen serpent called it Piece of Brass, is surely
absurd. Still, the grammatical structure of the sentence

favours the view that a statement respecting the name

given by the worshippers is intended (Klost. reads

jop i or iNtp i I cp L /cat fKa\fffav), and the question

arises whether [nt^m represents correctly the name given

by the worshippers to this sacred object. The theory
which is archteologically the most defensible as to

the religious significance of the brazen serpent has

suggested to the present writer that the original word

may have been jmS, Leviathan, and that the deutero-

nomist, who (probably) adopted 2 K. 184-53 from th

royal annals, out of a religious scruple changed jrn
1

? into

JDC m, which of course involved interpreting iS tnp l,

and he (Hezekiah) called it.
*

1 Or else if? in jmV fell out owing to the preceding iV&amp;gt;
ar&amp;gt;d

BTO was inserted by conjecture for the missing letters. This
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NEIGHBOUR
The early writer from whom the deuteronomist draws

in 2 K. 184 brings Nehttshtan (?) into connection with

the brazen serpent (nc*n: e m,
6&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;iv

*aXKoC &quot; [BAFLD mentioned &quot;in Nu.

219. Combining these two passages we
are justified in supposing that in the regal period the

superstitious Israelites sacrificed to the idol to obtain the

recovery of their sick (cp SERPENT). It would not,

however, follow that a healing virtue had always been

supposed to be inherent in this sacred object. The fact

(as we may venture to regard it)
that the brazen oxen in

i K.
&quot;25

were really copies of the oxen which symbolised
Marduk in Babylonian temples (from which the brazen
1

sea, also symbolic, was probably derived) suggests
that for an explanation of Nehushtan we should look to

Babylonia (see CREATION, 13, 19, 22). Now, it is

certain from very early inscriptions (A Z?3i, p. 143;
82, pp. 21, 35, 73) that Babylonian temples contained,

not only brazen oxen, but also brazen serpents. Some of

these (see e.g. ,
KB 2z, p. 35) may have been protective

serpents, such as were worshipped in the larger Egyptian

temples ;
but when, as in Solomon s temple, only a

single one is mentioned, it is reasonable to suppose that

it is the raging serpent (i.e., Tifunat) that is meant,

as in the inscription of king Agum-kakrimi (A Z?3i,

p. 143). If so, the brazen serpent (more properly called

LEVIATHAN, see above, i), which Solomon adopted
with the brazen sea, and the brazen oxen from Baby
lonia, was originally a trophy of the Creator s victory
over the serpent of chaos.

In later times it is very probable that the true meaning was

forgotten ; it appears from Am. 93 (see SERPENT, 3_/I) that

the prophet Amos had heard only an echo of the old dragon-

myth. A new meaning would therefore naturally become
attached to the venerated symbol the meaning suggested
above, which is supported by the etiological story

1 in Nu. 21

(cp Baudissin, Sim/. Sent. Rel. 1 288).

A less probable theory of the brazen serpent must not be un
recorded. W. R. Smith thought (/. of Tliil. !&amp;gt; 99) that Nehush
tan represented the totem of the family of David, and was

worshipped by members of that stock in the manner described

in Ezek. 88. This theory, however, is based on the traditional

text of 2 S. 17 25 (see NAHASH), so that the totem-theory needs
some modification in order to become plausible. Hence Ben-

zinger has suggested that there may have been a serpent-clan

among the tribes which united to form the Israelitish people, cp
Gen. 49 17, of which Nehushtan may have been the sacred

symbol just as the ARK \q.v.\ may have been that of the tribe

of Joseph. It is very doubtful, however, whether the so-called

serpent-names. NAHASH, NAHSHON, NUN, and NEHUSHTA
are textually sound ; all are in various degrees suspicious.
Was the brazen serpent in the temple really of primitive

origin? We may well doubt it. The presumption is that it was
neither more nor less ancient than the other sacred objects of

Babylonian affinities in the temple of Solomon (cp CREATION,
19).

2 T. K. C.

NEIEL pN&quot;

1

!?}, on the first part of the name see

ZALMUNNA ; INAHA [B], ANIHA [A], NACIHA [L]),

mentioned with Beth-emek in the delimitation of Asher;

Josh. 1927f. See BETH-EMEK andcp NEAH. Conder
finds Neiel at Kh. Ya nin, 9 m. E. of Akka, and

Robinson at the village Ali ar 2 m. E. of Ya nin.

Both are no doubt ancient sites (see Guerin, Gal.

1434436).

NEIGHBOUR (o TTAHCION) answers in the LXX to

nX \lh, JVpl? \lmith, in rea, JT3 }N 31115 karobh

el bdyith.

approaches Noldeke s suggestion, j3B VHJ (ZD.IfG, 1888, p.

482, n. i). But the combination of these two terms for serpent
could not have been original. Klost. is also at any rate on the

right track; he explains (jn
1 B m), ancient serpent.&quot; See

SERPENT.
1 The view here taken of Nu. 21 5-9 is not disproved by W.

H. Ward s discovery of a Hittite cylinder on which worship
is apparently represented as offered to a serpent on a pole.

Indeed, such a representation helps us to understand how the

story came to arise (cp SERPENT).
~ The writer has maintained these theories for several years,

nor is he under obligations to other critics. Only after writing
the above did he observe Stade s combination of suggestions in

GVI 1 467, one of which is that the idol Nehushtan might be

connected with the cultus of the sky-serpent.
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NEKEB
Three points in the teaching of Jesus connected with

this word deserve special attention.

1. In Mt. 543/, Jesus contrasts the precept given to

the ancients, Thou shall love thy neighbour and hate

thine enemy, with his own rule, Love your enemies.

The former part of the old principle is a verbal quotation
from Lev. 19i8@, and, as the parallelism clearly proves,

neighbour was there synonymous with compatriot.
The Jew was not at liberty to hate his personal enemies

(see, on the contrary, Ex.234/. ; Lev. 19 13; Prov.

2022 24i 7 29 252i /. ; Job3l29 ;
Ps. 74 [s]), nor is he

anywhere required in express terms to hate the heathen.

The scribes, however, may very well have thought such

feelings justified from the ban under which Canaanite

cities were to be put (Dt. 72), and from the language used

in Ut. 152/. 20 13-18 2017-19 Mai. 1 zf. ,
and especially

Ps. 139 21 f. All the more natural and indeed inevitable

was such an inference in the strong reaction against the

heathen power which held the chosen people in its grip.

Jesus, then, taking neighbour in its accepted sense,

pronounces the former half of the Jewish maxim in

sufficient and sweeps the latter half of it away. His

disciples are to love not only their countrymen, not only
even their private foes

;
their love is to reach even those

who hate them as members of the Kingdom of God.

Christianity is to overcome the very opposition which it

creates. The author of Lk. 627, as is his wont, omits

the reference to the Jewish law and sets the maxim at

the head of the discourse immediately after the intro

ductory beatitudes and woes.
The words Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself occur

in the summary of the law which Jesus gave the rich young man,
as reported in Mt. 19 16-30. They are absent, however, in the

parallel account in Mk. 10 17-31 (cp Lk. 1818-30) and the fact

that this is just the point in whicli the young man fails when
Jesus puts him to the proof, shows that the words in question do
not belong to the original tradition but have been added from
22 39. In any case they throw no light on the term neighbour,
as Jesus understood it.

2. In Mt. 2 2 34-40 (
= Mk. 1228-34) Jesus, when ques

tioned as to the kind of commandment which is greatest,

quotes as the great commandment Dt. 64 Hear O
Israel, the Lord our God is one Lord and thou shalt

love the Lord thy God, etc., connects with it another

commandment from another book, Thou shalt love

thy neighbour as thyself (Lev. 19 18), and declares that

the second is like i.e., in importance to the first.

All the law and the prophets, he says, hang on those

two commandments, i.e., proceed from them so that

multiplicity of enactment disappears in unity of spirit.

Here Jesus accepts the love of our neighbour as sufficient,

though to him, no doubt, the word had a wider sense

than it bore in the Hebrew Code.

3. Once, however, Jesus took occasion to develop
this wider meaning. Asked Who is my neighbour? he

replied by the parable of the Good Samaritan (Lk.

1029-37) and then himself asked the questioner, Which
of these three thinkest thou proved neighbour to him
that fell among the robbers?

1 The object of Jesus was

apparently to show that one of the heretic and hated

Samaritans could prove himself a better neighbour to a

Jew than a priest or a Levite, and that it is therefore

wrong to refuse them the title of neighbour. If this

interpretation be correct,
1

Jesus extends the term

neighbour in the command Thou shalt love thy

neighbour as thyself, till it is co-extensive with mankind.
This wider sense belongs to 6 ir\T\awv in the rest of

the NT. According to Paul (Rom. 189) all the law is

summed up in the command, Thou shalt love thy

neighbour as thyself,
1

and this, according to James (2 8),

is the royal or principal law. vv. E. A.

NEKEB Pj53n), Josh. 19 3 3 AVf, RV ADAMI-
NEKEB.

NEKODA (&nip3, a kind of bird? 83 ; NCKCoAA

[BKAL]).
1 It is the simplest, though not the commonest interpretation

of the passage. See B. Weiss, ad loc.
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NEPHI
1. The family name of a company of post-exilic Nethinim:

Ezra 2 48 (vf\- [B], ye&amp;lt;c&amp;lt;uSAi/[A])- Neh. 7 50 (&amp;lt;ccoa^ [ ])
- i Esd.

5 31 (i/oe/Sa [HA], KV NOEHA).
2. One of the three families from Tel-melah, Tel-harsha,

Cherub, Addon and Inimer, that were unable to produce written
evidence of their Israelite descent : Ezra 2 60= Neh. &quot;62= i Esd.

637 AV NECODAN, RV Nekodan (ctKioW [BA]).

NEMUEL (WDJ, 4 ; NAMOYHA). i. One of the

sons of Simeon; Nu. 26 12 iCh. 424. If these clan-

names are traditional records of ethnic affinities, a
better reading would be JEMUEL (&quot;?MD ; if/uouTjX ;

le/ziTjX [B], in Ex.) as in Gen.46io Ex. 6 15 i.e.
,

Jerahme el. This is confirmed by the circumstance
that a Reubenite bears the same name

(
Reuben prob

ably is a Jerahmeelite name
; Reuben seems to have

been originally a southern tribe). further evidence

might be produced. The patronymic Nemuelite
(i&amp;gt;a/j.ovr)\[e~\i)

occurs in Nu. 26 12.

2. A Reubenite, brother of Dathan and Abiram (Nu. Jtiq).

T. K. C.

NEOCOROS (NCOJKOpOC, Actsl9 3 s, a worshipper,
AV &quot;K- the temple keeper, RV temple-keeper ).

The
word Neocoros is an old religious term in Asia

Minor, adopted and developed in the imperial cultus

which was so important in the organisation of the

empire. Originally expressing the devotion of the city
to the particular deity whose worship was most zealously
cultivated, the term Neocoros, or Neocoros of the

Emperors, came to be connected with the politico-

religious imperial cultus almost entirely, and when the

title appears on coins and inscriptions under the empire
it signifies Warden of a temple dedicated to the

imperial worship. The temple had to be dedicated by
the Provincial Synod, whose president was (in Asia) the

Asiarch. It had also to be dedicated to the emperor
alone

;
it was not sufficient if a particular city dedi

cated a temple, apart from the Provincial Synod, nor

if the emperor was merely received as partner into the

temple of an older deity. Coincident with the dedica

tion of the temple and the appointment of the necessary

priests and other officials, was the establishment of

games in honour of the emperor. The title and per
mission to erect the temple was granted by decree of the

senate in Rome. When by similar decree permission
was granted for the erection of a temple and the estab

lishment of games in honour of a later emperor, the city
received the title 6is Neco/copo? ;

and rpis XewKOpos when
a third foundation was made. Apparently no city
received more than the triple Neocorate, which was

granted first to Pergamos (according to the boast on its

coins, which may not be true). Ephesus alone boasts a

fourth Neocorate
;
but the fourth refers to the worship

of Artemis, which was officially recognised by Hadrian. 1

It is with reference to this worship that the title is used

of Ephesus in the town clerk s speech for, of course,

the old signification of the word, in which sense it could

be used by any city that wished to express its devotion

to a particular deity, still continued even after it gained
the special meaning above explained (cp Wood,

.//&amp;gt;/&amp;gt;.

Inscr. vi. 6, p. s)- It is, in fact, doubtful whether so

early as about 56 A.D. Ephesus could claim the title in

its imperial sense.

Of the Asiatic cities mentioned in the NT, the title was

possessed by Pergamus, Kphesus, Laodiceia, Hierapolis, Phila

delphia, Smyrna.
See Biichner, De Neacoria ; Monceaux, De coiniintni Asiie

Provinciif, 1886; Ramsay, Cities and Bisk, ofThrygin, 1 5*.

w. 1. \V.

NEPHEG (JD3). i. A Kohathite Levite, Ex. 621

(vafcK [BAL], va&amp;lt;f, 7 [F]).

2. A son of David, 2 S. 615 i Ch. 3 7 146
(i&amp;lt;a$e/c, i&amp;gt;a&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;a6 [/&amp;gt;;&amp;gt;]

[B]; I aijieK, i
a&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;ey, va&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;ay

[A]; va&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;a.T [, iCh. 146]; va-fyet),

veey, va&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;eK [L]). See DAVID, n n., NOGAH.

NEPHI (2 Mace. 136), RV NEPHTHAI
;
see NAPH

THA.

1 Cp imperial silver coins of Ephesus bearing the type of
Artemis and the legend DIANA EPHESIA. See Rams. Church.
in Rom. Einp, 143.
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NEPHILIM NEPHILIM
NEPHILIM (D&amp;gt;mB:, nrANTec [BADEFL] ; cp

iO S: = Kesil or ORION [g.v.] in Tg.).

(a) Gen. 64: The Nephilim arose in the land

(or, on the earth) in those days (namely) when the

_.. . .

1
divine ones had intercourse with human
maidens ; those are the heroes, the

famous ones. (The words
p-&quot;inn

D3i and

oSiyo &quot;lE N are here untranslated ; see c and 3. )
The

passage to which Gen. 64 belongs, comes in its present
form from J,,

1 whose account of the early men appar
ently did not refer to a deluge (see DELUGE, 14).

J availed himself of an old mythological story, which,

however, did not in all respects please him, and from
which he therefore only took very small portions, such

as were in themselves unobjectionable and appeared
consistent with the other stories which he had to weave

together into a history of the early men.
The text must first of all be critically emended : even Rosters

(Th. 7&quot;10 42) infers from Q3E*3, for their sin (?), an early tradi

tion of the sin of the b ne Elohim (on D;C 2, see n. 2). Knowing
what we do of the early Hebrew and (still more) of the Baby
lonian myths, we can attempt to reproduce the outlines of the old

story, assuming the most reasonable corrections of an imperfect
text.

And so it fell out, that when men began to multiply on the

earth, and daughters were born to them, the divine ones

(jfne ha- i
lohii&amp;gt;i)

saw that the human maidens were fair, and
took as wives any that they preferred. [And they taught man
kind how to clothe themselves and how to forge brass and
iron. And their sons in after-time became heroes, and men
prospered under their rule. Now the cause wherefore the
divine ones had come down to earth was this. There had been
dissension among the divine ones, some being friendly to men,
some unfriendly. And those that were friendly came down to

visit men upon earth. But the lord of the divine ones doubted
in his heart whereunto the prosperity of men would grow.]
And Yahwe said, The spirit of the glorious gods shall not tarry

longer in habitations of flesh. 2 [I will sweep them from the

earth, lest they become too strong. But the divine ones spoke
soft words and counselled their lord to wait.]

According to this view of the story, the parents of

those primeval heroes, including Nimrod, whom Jj
identifies with the Nephilim, are the founders of

civilisation (see CAINITES), and their sons carry on the

arduous work. The supposed dissension among the

divine ones is in accordance with the Deluge story and
other Babylonian myths. The hesitation of the supreme
God Yahwe (who was portrayed as no better than Bel)
is in harmony with the survivals of primitive theology in

Gen. 822 116 (also J,). A later editor is the author

of 6 3^, where his days presupposes that DIN, man,

precedes i.e., that v. 3(1 has already become corrupted.
Verse 4 belongs to J ]t except the words and after

that, to which we shall return
( 3, ii.

).

Then, most probably, in this writer s narrative followed the

story in Gen. 11 i jf. which originally began thus, And the
whole earth was a single family in the wilderness of Jerahmeel,
and ends with and they left off building the city (see PARADISE,

7), after which may have come the account of the true Noah
(Gen. 9 20-27), and of Cush and (especially) Nimrod (Gen. 10 8-12)
who was regarded as one of the famous men, the heroes of

Jerahmeel. See NIMROD, NOAH.

(b) Nu. 1833 (E). The account of the episode of the

Spies also mentions the Nephilim. And there we
1 According to Olshausen the whole of v. 4 consists of glosses

{Monatsl-er. tier Berl. Akad., June 1878). Budde, Wellhausen,
Kautzsch-Sqcin, Holzinger, Ball are content with assuming that

*3 &quot;inn 031 s a gloss. This is only a step in the right direction

(see 3), nor may we follow Budde (Bibl. Urgesch. 30ff.) in

reconstructing the old tradition so as to include a part of v. 4.

The early pre-Yahwistic tradition may be gathered from ii&amp;gt;, 1-311.

Jl adopted the tradition, and connected with it the origin of the
heroes called Nephilim (?).

2 The present text contains two untranslatable words (TIT and

Q3B 3)- There has been some disarrangement, and, conse

quently, some confusion of letters. Read DTi^N fin T1*T ^
nba nurc sa D ynK. For T\K\ cp Nu. 91922; for IN I(

7K,

i S. 4s; for 3 acre, Job 4 18104. For other emendations of

JIT and C3C 3 see Di. s notes. None of them are satisfactory;
the corruption is more extensive than has been suspected. Yet
the material handed down is not irremediably corrupt. The
student should notice that C3V3, not 03BQ, isthebest Massoretic

reading (Geiger, Jiiti. Zt. 3 155, Ginsburg). Even that, however,
will not produce a good sense.
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saw the Nephilim, the sons of Anak, who come of the

Nephilim. Here the Nephilim is original ; the sons
of Anak, etc., is a (correct) gloss. According to this

passage the Nephilim were still to be found when the

Israelites entered Canaan (or the Negeb).
(c) Ezek. 3227 : And they lie not with the heroes

that are fallen of the uncircumcised, who went down to

ShCol with their warlike equipment. Cornill plausibly
reads c^tyo for D^IJTO (with ),

and also C SB3 for D ^BJ.

D^iyo at once reminds one of Gen. 64, where the same
word occurs ; but it is nevertheless wrong in both

passages : something much more definite is required

(see 3). D
I

7B3 (c
&amp;lt;(

?B3?) must be right. Ezekiel, if this

view be accepted, does not regard the Nephilim as lying
under the curse of God. He also tells us who they
were (see 3, end).

(d) Later writers, however, thought very differently.
In Ecclus. 167, Wisd. 146, Judith 16?, Bar. 826^,
3 Mace. 24, we find allusions to the giants and their

fate. The author of Enoch9_/i has much more to

say. He supplements Gen. 6 1-4 by the statement that

the giants at length turned against mankind to devour
them. Upon this the Lord himself interposed. The
chief fallen angel and his companions he punished in

the way described elsewhere (see AZAZEL) ;
their sons,

the giants, he caused to perish in internecine warfare.
This account is closely followed in the Book of Jubilees

(chap. 6). Both Jubilees, however, and the fragments of the
Greek Enoch differ from the Ethiopia Enoch in one respect
they mention three classes of giants viz., the Great Giants, the

Nephilim, and the Kliud (or, in Jub. 7, Giants, Naphil, and
EljO).!

We must at once dismiss all theories of the existence

of an early myth of a sin of the b ne Elohim. Neither

2 Oriein of
tnose suPernatural beings nor their off-

., spring were originally regarded as having
^ sinned. There is not even any trace in

Gen. 6 i/l of war in heaven ; any such myth which there

may once have been has perished. We cannot, there

fore, follow either Lenormant, 2 who compares the Greek

myths of the Gigantomachia and the Titanomachia, or

Sayce,
3 who suspects a connection between the Nephi

lim and the terrible beings described in the so-called

Cuthaean creation-story,
4 which, however, is no crea

tion-story at all. These terrible beings are the brood of

Tiamat the chaos- monster, and are represented (the
narrator has lost hold on the early myth, in which the bird-

like, raven-faced beings are, no doubt, storm demons)
5 as

oppressing a certain (Babylonian?) king till they are

cursed and destroyed. They are, in short, the de

stroyers, not (like the heroes of the Hebrew legend)
the founders, of civilisation. The true parallels to Gen.

6 if. lie close at hand
;
the sexual intercourse of gods

and men is a constant feature of ancient mythologies

(cp Plat. Cratylus, 33), including the Babylonian (see

CAINITES, 5/. ).
The later Jews (as the NT shows us)

naturally took offence 6 at Gen. 62. The first Yahwist

(Jj), however, hands on this part of the old tradition in

perfect simplicity.
It still remains

(i. )
to explain the name NSphilim,

and (ii. )
to account for the troublesome phrases ne-x

cSijC and
J3 nnt&amp;lt; D3i in Gen. 64 ; cp also Ezek. 3227.

i. It is not a matter of merely linguistic interest to ex

plain D Sl IsJ ; the race so designated, though mentioned
_ . . under this name only twice or thrice

N if1

in the OTi evidently filled a laree Place
in Israelitish tradition. It is a mistake

to regard the name as a mere appellative ; from Nu.

1 See Charles, Book of Enoch, teff. ; JQR 6 (1894) 195^ 202

(Jubilees), also Jubilees (about to appear).
2 Origines de rhistoire, 1 Jfyoff.
3 Crit. and Man. 91.
4 See CREATION, 16 ; Zimmern, ZA 12317ff.
6 Cp R. Brown, Primitive Constellations, 1 108.
6 [See Jude (,/. -2 Pet. 2 4, and especially Enoch 15 4, Whilst

you were still spiritual, holy, in the enjoyment of eternal life,

you have defiled yourselves with women . . . and produced
flesh and blood. ]
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NEPHIS
182833 it is plain that NCphilim (if the reading is

correct) has as definite a reference as the parallel phrase,

b ne Anak, 1 which, as Dt. 2n shows, was the name of a

branch of the REPHAIM [y.T
1

.].
It is therefore enough

simply to mention the supposed connection with ^/^BJ.
to fall (as if those who fall on the weak, or those

who have fallen from heaven, or those who had been
born contrary to nature

),

2 with sjn^s (as if extra

ordinary ones
),
3 and with /y/Ss: (

=
&quot;?3J
= Ass. nabdlu, to

destroy ).
The name has, very possibly, been distorted

through corruption of the text either of Gen. 64 or, more

probably, of Nu. 1833 (an editor adjusted the reading
of the other passage or passages accordingly). What
then are the best authenticated names of the pre-
Israelitish peoples of Canaan, and more especially of

that part of Canaan which was referred to in the original

story which probably underlies Nu. 1817-33? They are

Amorites and Jerahmeelites, and it so happens that the

city with which originally the b ne Anak were con
nected was the Jerahmeelite city of REHOBOTH [q. v. ].

Among the many distortions of the name Jerahme el or

Jerahme elim which the OT contains, it is very credible

that o ^an was one, 4 and from D-^ST to D ^SJ the step is

easy. This, consequently, was what E said in Nu.

1833, And there we saw the Jerahmeelites [gloss, the

sons of Anak, who belong to the Jerahmeelites ]; and
the true words of Jj in Gen. 64 are these, The Jerah
meelites arose in the land in those days. Cp JERAH-
MEEL, 4.

ii. It is now very easy to explain o^tyo &quot;iB N and QJI

iD-

inN. The former phrase comes from D !?KDrlTn. the

erahmeelites, and the latter is simply an editor s

endeavour to make sense of n ririND, the disarranged
letters of D^MDITT, Jerahmeelites, inserted as the earliest

editor s correction of D ^BJ- In Ezek. 8227 a similar cor

rection is necessary. n Stj D (like n ^ny in Judg. 14s
etc.

)
is a corruption of Q 7Kbm .

Thus the origin of the Jerahmeelites is traced by an

early Hebrew writer and also by Ezekiel to the semi-
divine heroes of primitive culture, such as NIMROD [^.v.],
the beginning of whose kingdom was Jerahmeel. The
idea that these heroes and their divine fathers are leaders
in sin is late. T. K. C.

NEPHIS
(Nei&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;6IC [B]), lEsd. 52i AV= Ezra2 3o,

MAGBISH, q.v.

NEPHISH(iCh.5i 9 ),
RV NAPHISH.

NEPHISIM (D^Bi; Kri D^p-lD} ; on name, see

below), the name of one of the families of NETHINIM
(q.v.}, Ezra2so (N&cpeiCOON [B], NecppyceiM [AL]),
miswritten Nephishesim or Nephushesim in

||
Neh. 7 52

(D DUB3, Kre; DD^S3, Kt.
; N ecpu)C&amp;lt;\cei [B],

-eiM [N], Ne4&amp;gt;ooc&amp;lt;\eiM [A], NecpoyceiM [L] ;
one

of the sibilants is clearly superfluous) = i Esd. 631

Naphlsi (i&amp;gt;a&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;ei&amp;lt;rei [B], i&amp;gt;a&amp;lt;pi&amp;lt;rt. [A], vfcpuireifj. [L]). Guthe
compares the name Neflsi or Nefusi on an ancient seal

in the Brit. Mus. (Rev. Arch., 1891, p. 109). Since
Meunirn precedes, Nephisim will probably be a tribal

name
; cp NAPHISH, a tribe of Ishmaelites.

T. K. C.

NEPHTHAI
( N ecpGAi ) ,

2 Mace. 1 36. See NAPHTHA.

NEPHTHALI
( N ecbe&amp;lt;\AeiM, Tob. li). See NAPH-

TAI.I. In Tob. 12 the city which is called properly
Nephthali [AV] rests upon the false reading icvpius T??S

vfcftQa^eifj. for Kvdius TTJS vt&amp;gt;6a\ei/j, [BX], or KvSiav r.v.

[A] ; RV has KEDESH NAPHTALI ; see KEDESH, i.

1 The conjunction of pjy 33 and S^Oy in Nu. 13 zzf. suggests
that pjy is really a corruption of

p^DJ? (Amalek) i.e., ^NDrlT
(Jerahmeel).

2 Views successively maintained by Del., the first in ed. 4,
the second in ed. 3, the third in ed. 5 (the new edition ) of his

Genesis. For the derivation from \/SE3i see Aq., Sym., and cp
the ru)i/ TrfTTTiaKOTuiv following rtav yiydi Twv in Ezek. 32 27 ((5),
fUTTLTTToi Ta in Gk. Enoch [Charles, 84, 350].

3 Tuch, Knobel, Lenormant.
4

3 corrupted from a, as in
*?ys&amp;gt; Gen. 21 22 etc. (see PHICOL).
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NEBEUS
NEPHTHALIM

( N ed&amp;gt;eAAeiM (Ti. WH]), Mt.4i 3
AV, RV NAPHTALI.

NEPHTHAR
(Ned&amp;gt;6Ap [AV]), 2 Mace. 1 36 RV, AV

NAPHTHAR (q.v.).

NEPHTOAH (nifiBJ), only in the phrase the

fountain of the waters of Nephtoah (
3 D j\tfD, nHfH

YAATOC NA4&amp;gt;0u) [BAL], MA(j&amp;gt;6co [B in 150]), a

locality on the border of Judah and Benjamin (Josh.
log ISist), generally identified with Liftd, a village
with a large fountain, the waters of which are collected
in a great walled reservoir of very early origin, and
situated about 2 m. NW. of Jerusalem on the slope
of a hill on the E. side of the Wady Bet Hanina.
The locality is undoubtedly ancient, and its situation

may be consistent with the description in the book of

Joshua. The equation, Nephtoah = Lifta, however, is

rather difficult, and the frequency of corruption in

the name -lists suggests caution. Certainly the name
Nephtoah (

an opened place ?) is improbable, and the

phrase the fountain of the waters of N. is tautological.
J O in ninSJ D probably comes from a dittographed yyQ (the

final forms of letters very slowly became prevalent). In the
list of the towns of Judah we find (Josh. 1634) a place called

Tappuah Enam, 1 which is grouped with Zanoah and En-gannim,
and must have lain somewhere near Timnah (Josh. 15 10) ; the
same place is also probably meant in Gen. 38 14,

^ as the place
visited by Judah s daughter-in-law Tamar. Most probably for

mna ryD *?X in Josh. ll.c. we should read (by transposition)

Cry rnarr?X to Tappuah (of) Enam. This may perhaps
throw fresh light on the boundary of Judah and Benjamin. Cp
TAPPUAH.
Conder has already noticed that Petah Enayim in Gen. 38 14

should be the name of a town, and be identified with Tappuah
Enam in Josh. 15 34 (PEPQ, 1876, p. 66). Nephtoah he
identified with Etam or Ain A tan, close to the Pools of

Solomon, SW. of Bethlehem, following Yonta 31 a (PEFQ,
1879, P- 9S)- But the Talmudic traditions are often untrust

worthy. T. K. C.

NEPHUSHESIM (D O^-IB? [Kt.]), Neh. 7 52 RV=
Ezra 250 AV Nephusim. See NEPHISIM.

NER 02- NHP [BAL], NHpei [B in iS.14 5o]),

the father of Abner (i S. 14 so/. 26514 2 S. 28 12 823
252837 i K.2 S 32 i Ch. 833 9 36 39 26 28t).

For two competing explanations of i Ch. 833 93639

(
Ner begat Kish

),
see ABNER, n. i, KISH, i. It

seems to the present writer extremely probable that the

true name of Abner s father was Nadab or Abinadab.
It will be noticed that in i Ch. 830 Ner is not men
tioned, but that Nadab is, while in 936 we read and
Ner and Nadab

;
Nadab in the latter passage is a

correction of Ner. Both in 830 and in 936 we meet
with jn3y (Abdon?) ;

this is a corruption of 3-uhbx

(Abinadab). Baal which comes between Kish and
Ner or Nadab is a fragment of Abibaal, one of

the two competing names of the grandfather of Saul

and Abner, and to be explained like Meri(b)baal ;
see

MEPHIBOSHETH. Similarly Nadab (of which Ner
is a corruption) might be a fragment of Abinadab (from
Nedabi one of the Nadab-clan ?). Both names were

probably written in the margin of some (late) document
used by the Chronicler as corrections of

jnsy. Cp
KISH, i, 2. T. K. c.

NEREUS (NHpeyC [Ti. WH]) and his (unnamed)
sister are saluted by Paul in Rom. 16 15 ; cp ROMANS,
EPISTLE TO.

Nrjpevs and Nrjpeis occur pretty often as names of slaves ; e.g.,
Domitia Nereis, wife of an imperial freedman and secretary
(CfL vi. 8698). Lightfoot (Philifpiatis

1

?}, 174) cites from Ace.
di Archeol. 11 376 a Claudia Aug. L. Nereis, related to a mother
and daughter Tryphffina (ibid. 11 375).

According to the (apocryphal) Acts of Nereus and
Achilleus, Nereus was a house-slave of the Christian

1 For crym msn. Tappuah and (the) Enam read

CJ J?n and Tappuah of (the) Enam. See TAPPUAH, i.

2 For cyy nnSS, in the gate of Enaim read y nS3ri3, at .

Tappuah (of) Enaim. Gen. 38 16 and he turned aside to her

does not favour the reading nnE3, in the gate.
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NERGAL NETAIM
princess Domitilla. A Nereus occurs in the Acta

Philippi of which the scene is laid in Asia Minor. His

ashes were believed to have been deposited in the Church

of SS. Nereus and Achilles at Rome. For other legends

cp the Bollandist, Acta Sanctorum, May 12.

NERGAL (Sill? ; THNepreA [B]- Swete, THN epreA,
A om., TON NlplfeA [L-]) tlle patron deity of CUTHA
(q. v.

),
still worshipped by the Cuthseans whom the King

of Assyria transplanted to the cities of Samaria (2 K.

l?3ot). Cp NERGAL-SHAREZKR. The planet sacred

to Nergal was Mars, which, like its god, was called

Karradu, warrior. He was the god of war ;
but

earlier he was the god of the heat of summer or

midday. Fundamentally he was identical with Gibil

the fire-god, and a title by which (apparently) he was
known in Palestine was Sarrapu burner (perhaps
connected with o sTB ;

see SERAPHIM). He was also

the god of pestilence, and as such, otherwise called

Dibbarra (cp na^), the god of Deathland. Jensen

(Kosmol. 476) thinks that Ner-unu-gal (of which ^-u
is a shortened form) was interpreted by the Babylonians
1 the mighty one of the great dwelling [of the dead].
His symbol, like that of Dibbarra, 1 was the lion. The
month sacred to him was Kisilimu (Kislev) i.e. , the

middle of November to the middle of December

possibly as containing the days when the sun appears
to die (Kosmol. 486). G. Hoffmann ingeniously traces

the divine name Nergal in the corrupt personal ABED-
NEGO, which should, according to him, be read Abed-

nergo (-nergal). Cp Uzza, rather Ezra (ZA \\2^f.).

NERGAL SHAREZER, or, rather, Nergal-sarezer

pVN~C 7313. So Ba., Ginsb. ; NHRfeA CAR&C&p

1. Rommel s
[NAQ] : Jen 39

^ ^PFANACAP [B],

thonrv M&pr-ANN&C&P [X ], NHpfCC CAR-
[Q]; Jer. 39 3^, NArAPfACNACep [B],

N&cep [KAQ], NHpeA CAPC&P [Q*;]i Neregel,

Sereser). The name looks like a Hebraised form of

Nergal-sar-usur ( Nergal, protect the king ),
which is

the name of Evil-merodach s successor, better known as

Neriglissar.
2

According to Hommel (in Hastings DB
l229&amp;lt;z)

and Kent (Hist, of the Jewish People, 867), this

prince may be identified with the officer mentioned in

Jer. 39313. The theory is tempting, because it vivifies

the somewhat dry account of the captains of the king of

Babylon in the Hebrew narrative (but see 3).

He was raised, to the throne by the priestly party, and
Nabu-na id 3

(Stele, col. v.
) recognised him as a true

and faithful friend of his country.

Neriglissar (559-555) reigned four years
all but four months. He was, like Nebuchadrezzar and
Nabu-na id, a great builder of temples, and evidently
bent on consolidating his kingdom rather than on

foreign conquests or alliances. See his cylinder,

KBm.lTiff. But there was also a Nergal-sar-usur,
son of Bel-sum-iskin, who plays an important part in

the private contracts of Amel-Marduk s reign. Cp also

SHAREZER.
The objection to the ordinary theory is, not that in

v. 13 Nergal-sarezer is called RAB-MAG (q. v.
),
a title of

3. Underlying
obs

,

cure s gnification &quot;hi &amp;lt;-h is &quot;nl
)

kely
,. to have been assigned by a Hebrew

narrative.
writer to so important a person, but

that the text of vv. 13513 has almost certainly under

gone both corruption and editorial manipulation. That
some of the names in vv. 3 13 are corrupt, is indeed

generally admitted ;
but it is almost certain that a bolder

theory is necessary. It has been maintained elsewhere

(e.g., OBADIAH [BooK], 7) that the Edomites and
Arabians took part in the capture of Jerusalem and the

carrying away of a part of its inhabitants as captives.

1 Jastrow, Rel. ofBah. and Ass. 529.
- See Berossus, Jos. c. Aft. 1 20; Eus. Chron. 49 22^ 5022^&quot;. ;

and Abycienus, Eus. Chron. 41 28-32 42 28-30.
3 See Messerschmidt, Die Inschr. tier Stele Nabunaids, p. 21.
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This gives us the key to the problems of several sections

of Jeremiah (cp PROPHET), and in particular 108913513.
The results of our criticism of these passages can now
lay claim to a high degree of solidity. We should

probably read nearly as follows :

Nebuchadrezzar king of Babylon and the king of Jerahmeel
came to Jerusalem and besieged it (v. i/&amp;gt;). (It came to pass
that) all the princes of the king of Babylon and all the princes
of the king of Jerahmeel came in, and sat in the middle gate,

the prince of Jerahmeel, the prince of Missur, the prince of

Nodab, the prince of Cushim, and the prince of the Arabians

(v. 3). And the Jerahmeelites and the Chalda:ans (Cushites?)
pursued them (v. sa). Then sent Nebuzaradan, captain of
the guard, and the prince of Nodab, and the prince of Cushan,
and the prince of the Arabians, and the prince of Jerahmeel,
and the prince of Missur (?

r
. 13).

With this we may compare the equally necessary
reconstruction of 34 1.

The word which came to Jeremiah from Yahwe, wlien

Nebuchadrezzar, king of Babylon, and the king of Jerahmeel,
and Missur, and the Ishmaelites, and the Edomites fought
against Jerusalem.

For parallels to some of these corruptions, see

JERAHMEEL, MIZKAIM. Nergal-sarezer appears to be
a very early emendation of a corrupt reading nsjnB Sro
(cp BK*), which proceeded from nso &quot;IB

1 Vxcnyhe l.

The editor, in fact, did his best to give a Babylonian

colouring to the passages, but had imperfect success.

T. K. C., i, 3; c. H. w. J., 2.

NERI (rsmpei [Ti. WH]), a name in the genealogy
of Jesus (Lk. 827). See GENEALOGIES ii., 3.

NERIAH (nn?, as if Yahwe is light,
1

35, 44;

cp Abner ;
but both names may be altered from the

ethnic Nadab, Nedabi, Baruch too being a Jerah-
meelite name ; NHp[e]lOY [BNAQ]), the father of Baruch

(Jer. 32 12, etc.
).

In Bar. 1 1 Nerias (Srjpiov [BAQ]).

NET. Nets of various kinds were used in ancient

Palestine in fishing, fowling, and hunting.

1. ncn, resetk, any kind of net (LXX gen. SIKTVOV) ; also

used of the brazen network in the altar (Ex. 27 $f. 38 4 ; C
tpyov SiKTviarov ; EV net-work ).

2. D&quot;in,
herein (something perforated), according to some

scholars a hand-net, but note s renderings (Ezek. 2*5 5 14 Eccl.

7 26, o-ayrjir) , Hab. 1 15, a.fi.&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;L^\ri&amp;lt;TTpov) ;
see FISH, 3.

3. &quot;lOIJp, mikntar, Is. 51 20 (a/u$. [Symm. in QmK-]) and &quot;C3D,

tnakmor (something twisted ? 1
) Ps. 141 10

(ap.&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;.),
as well as the

feminine forms rrT23D, Hab. 1 157: (EV drag ; AVmg. flue-net ;

cray.) and J1T33O, Is. 198(cray. and an$. ayKitrrpov , see Swete

ad /dc.) perhaps a drag-net ; in Is. 51 20, where apparently it means
a net large enough to catch an antelope ; but is32 NW3 s impos
sible (see Isaiah, Heb. SSOT 148, 201).

4. lisa, nidsod (from T)S, to hunt ) is rendered net by EV
in Job 19 6 (oxvpia/jM.) and Prov. 12 12 (AVrng. fortress ; RVniff.

prey ; the text is unsatisfactory : see Toy). The pi. D %
&quot;11J3

(0T)pev/u.a[Ta]) is rendered SNARES (q.v.) in Eccl. 7 26 (EV). From
the same root are derived : rniSO, specially used of fish in

Eccl. 9 12
(aju.&amp;lt;#).),

and ,THXS, rendered net in Ps. (16 1 1 (wayis) ;

but the text of the whole verse is unsatisfactory,
2 and in Ezek.

12 13 17 20 snare (jrepio\^).

5. C DDif, st fidkim, is applied in an architectural sense to the

ornamentation about the top of a pillar, i K. 7 17! (

&quot;

r V? ^
nD3b

,
nets of checker work, cp Jos. Ant. via. 84, SIKTVOV

cAarr) xaAicea irepin-eTrAeyimeVoi ). The text here has to be
corrected ; see Klo. ad lt&amp;gt;c. iy is properly some kind of lattice

work ; cp &quot;I33E
1

,
net-work (i K. 7 18 20 41) and lattice (2 K.

1 2) ; used also of the meshes of a net, in Job 188 (AV snare,
RV toils ).3

In the NT fishing-nets are denoted by the following : (i)

SIKTVOK, Mt. 4 20 Lk.5s Jn. 21 6 ; (2) ^ c/H/SArjo-Tpoi/, Mt. 4 18

Mk. lie (not Ti. WH) : and (3) crayTJnj, Mt. 1847, for all of

which see FISH, 3. See also Fowl. ING, 8.

NETAIM(D*rn?), i Ch.423 RV. SeeGEDERAH, 2.

1
V23 = 13D&amp;gt;

t twist. Del., however (and so Ges.-Bu.),

compares Ass. kaindni, to overpower (Heb. Lang, \off-).

2
niisp should certainly be .Y&amp;gt;1SD ( abyss ); r. n^ can

then be quite regularly emended (Che.).
3 Cp Ar. Xatal-at &quot;

, net, and MH ,1330 ? hair-net.
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NETHANEEL, NETHINIM
NETHANEEL, RY Nathanel (N3n3 ; cp irVJJTJ,

and see NAMES, 27 ; N&6&NAHA [BXAL] ; only in

P and in post-exilic literature, possibly, like Ammiel,
etc., based on an early tribal name; cp [n t*, Ethan,

Sflnrr, Jathniel, and
prr, Jithnan ; *? may be an affor-

mative
; so, too, NETHANIAH [q.v.] may = Ethani, as

Pelatiah = Pelethi or Pelathi [Che.]).
1. b. Zuar, a prince of Issachar (Nu. 1 8 2 5 7 18 10 15 [P]).

2. Brother of David and fourth son of Jesse (i Ch. 2 14). See

DAVII&amp;gt;, i, col. 1020, n. 3.

3. A priest of the time of David (i Ch. 15 24).

4. Father of Shemaiah, a Levite scribe (i Ch.246).
5. b. Obed-edom (i Ch. 2(5 4, i/an? leirjA [I!]).

6. C)ne of Jehoshaphat s commissioners for teaching the Law
(2 Ch. 1~7&amp;gt;.

He is mentioned with BEN-HAM, and MICAIAH,
both names indicative of Jerahmeelite affinities (Che.)

7. A chief of the Levites, temp. Josiah (2 Ch. 869); in

i Esd. 1 9, a captain over thousands, NATHANAEL.
8. A priest of the b ne Pashhur in list of those with foreign

wives (see EZRA!., 5 end), Ezra 10 22 = 1 Esd. 922, NATHANAEL
(yaflararjAos [B]).

9. Priest temp. Joiakim (see E2RA ii., 6l&amp;gt;, n), Neh. 12 21

(Kc.a mtf. inf.
; Om. BN*A).

to. A Levite musician in procession at dedication of wall [see

EZRA ii., 13.?-] Neh. 12^6 (om. BN*A, MaSai/arjA [
Nca m*- illf

-])-

NETHANIAH (r j, N&amp;lt;\9ANlAc[BAL],

see NETHANEEL).
1. The father of ISHMAEL (2), 2 K. 2623 (na.09a.viai; [A]) 25 :

Jer. 408-41 18).

2. An Asaphite musician, i Ch. 252 (i/aOaAias [B] ; v. 12

vaflaK[B]).

3. A Levite priest sent by Jehoshaphat to teach in the cities

of Judah (cp NETHANEEL, 7), 2 Ch. 178 G-tai/Oai ias [B]).

4. The father of JEHUDI (q.v.), Jer. 8614.

NETHINIM (D^n:); 01 N&6iNAioi [AK^L], in

i Esd. 01 lepoAoyAoi [BAL]; cp D&quot;J-in?, Nu. 819 RV&quot;&amp;gt;-

Nethunim . The members of the clerical order who
returned from the exile, according to the lists in Ezra-

Nehemiah, belonged to five categories priests, Levites,

singers, porters, and Nethlnim (temple-servants).
In one respect the -usus loquendi varies somewhat : in

Ezra 2 55 = Neh. 7 57 the children of Solomon s servants

are distinguished from the Nethinim and are separately
enumerated according to their families

;
but elsewhere

they are included under the designation Nfithinlm (e.g.,

in the subscription [Ezra2;o, Oavififj. (B), vaBivfi/j. (A)]
to the list already cited). A similar variation is seen

between Neh. 11 3 (

BN* om.)and H 2 i
(&amp;gt;&amp;lt;N*

A
om.),

the fact being that the children of Solomon s servants

belong to the class of inferior temple- servants called

Nethinim in any case, but are only sometimes singled
out as a separate group within it.

These Nethinim constituted a regularly organised
class of temple-servants organised, that is to say, in

, ~ . the manner in which all such classes
1. Orgamsa-

,9 were organised in those days, in the form
of families under family heads. Their

family registers are kept with the same care as those of

the other servants of the temple (Ezra 8 20, va.0[f]iveifj.

[BA ; vaOfiv Bb vid -

once]). The list given in Ezra

1\T,ff- (
v - 43 vafffivifj. [B] ;

v. 58 vaOeiviv [B], vaffivfi/j.

[A] ;
v. 70 Qaviei/j. [B], vaffivfift [A]) enumerates 35

such families, or subdivisions, of the Nethinim and 10

families of the servants of Solomon. The second
recension of this list in Neh. 746^ (va.6[e~\iveifj. [BA] ;

v. 6ovat)fiVfi.vet/n.[R*], vaOei (vel potius v\0i)veivei/ui [
Bb

],

vadivtveifj. [X], vadavei/ji, [A]) makes out only 32 families.

Unfortunately we are not informed whether the 220
Nethinim who returned with Ezra are included in these

figures or whether there were other subdivisions besides

those named in the list. In Neh. 11 21 it is stated that

the entire body was under two chiefs named Ziha and

Gishpa. The first of these two names is given in the
Ezra list (243) as that of the head of the first of the

subdivisions enumerated; whether GISHPA (q.v. )
is to

be identified with Hasupha the head of the second sub
division is very doubtful.

That the Nethinim were really regarded as forming
part of the privileged personnel attached to the temple-
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worship is shown not only by the manner in which they
are constantly named in conjunction with the other

classes, but also by the fact that they shared with the

priests and Levites immunity from taxation (Ezra &quot;24).

On the other hand, neither the heads of the Nethinim
nor those of the singers and doorkeepers figure as

signatories to the covenant, though they joined in the
oath that was taken (Neh. 10 30).

In Jerusalem, Ophel i.e. , the southern and eastern

slope of the temple hill is assigned to the Nethinim as
their habitation (Neh. 826, KaOeivei/j. [B], va.6[f]iv[e]ifj.

[NA] ; 11 21). More precisely, they inhabit that part
of Ophel which extends to the Watergate in the E.

and to the tower projecting from the royal palace
(Neh. 826; see JERUSALEM, 24). A house of the
Nethinim is mentioned in Neh. 831 (fiii6a.va6ti.iM [B],

pT)6a.va.6iu [K*
vid

-], rov prj0a.va.0L [N
c - a

], fiT]6a.i&amp;gt;va.(&amp;gt;ivi/j.

[A]), farther to the N.
, near the city wall to the E. of

the temple (a little to the S. of the Sheep Gate) ; by
this only some sort of official or service house can be
meant. A different representation is made in Ezra27o
(
= Neh. 7 73= i Esd. 5; cp i Ch. 92, oi dfdofj.(voi [BA])

where only a portion of the Nethinim, as also of the

priests and Levites, dwells in Jerusalem, the others

being distributed throughout the cities doubtless the

Levitical cities in the country. This would assume
that, like the priests and Levites, they were not on

duty all the year round, but rendered their services at

the temple in regular rotation. As to that, however,
we have no further details.

The Nethinim who returned from the Exile regarded
themselves (and were generally regarded) as descendants

of the temple slaves who had in ancient

times been given by David and his princes
for the service of the Levites (Ezra 820) ;

a small pro
portion of them, as already indicated, were thought to

be descended from slaves given by Solomon (Ezra2ss).
[For an attempt to solve the problem of the origin of

the Nethinim and the children of Solomon s servants,
from a new point of view, see SOLOMON S SERVANTS,
CHILDREN OF, and cp Amer. J. of Theol., July 1901.]
As to this, nothing is reported in the historical books ;

but it is to be taken for granted that from very early
times there must have been an inferior grade of

servants at all the greater sanctuaries, and above all at

the temple in Jerusalem. These were, of course, not

free labourers working for hire a class of person
unknown to Hebrew antiquity but slaves in the strict

sense of the word, the property of the sanctuary. Even
the child Samuel was given to the sanctuary by his

mother (i S. 128^!). It is manifest, however, that this

form of hierodulia was not common among the Hebrews.
The OT offers us no other concrete example of it, and
the later accounts make even Samuel to be something
quite different, a Nazirite, to wit. On the other hand,
another form of hierodulia was common enough : foreign

captives taken in war were given to the temple as slaves

as was customary also with other nations. In JE
(Josh. 923) we are told even of Joshua that he handed
over the Gibeonites to the sanctuary as hewers of wood
and drawers of water. Whatever the actual facts may
have been in this particular instance, we may be sure

that incidents of the kind were frequent, not merely
under David and Solomon, from the moment that

there was a great royal sanctuary in Jerusalem. In

all such instances these temple-slaves were invariably
of heathen nationality, not Israelites. The older age
found nothing to object to in this ; and, later, such a

writer as Ezekiel, by his rebuke of the practice, bears

witness to the fact that even in his day foreigners
rendered service of this kind at the sanctuary without

challenge. He brings it against the Israelites as a

particularly shocking charge that they did not themselves

take in hand the care of the sanctuary but delegated the

duty to others, foreigners uncircumcised in heart and
uncircumcised in body, whereby Yahwe s sanctuary
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NBTHINIM
was profaned (44 7 [cp Che. s reconsideration of the

passage in Amer. J. of Theol., July 1901]). The
precept of the law

(
Nu. 31 28 30) according to which a

definite proportion of the captives taken in war is to be

given to the priest as Yahwe s heave-offering is perhaps
also to be connected with this ancient usage, although
it is equally possible that the law may have had refer

ence only to the priests and Levites private property
in slaves.

In post-exilic times the practice which had given
offence to Ezekiel was, as was to be expected, abolished ;

plainly, however, not in such a sense as to banish those

foreigners altogether from the temple, but only in the

sense that they were admitted into the fellowship of

Judaism by receiving the rite of circumcision. At all

events, the names of the subdivisions preserved to us
in the lists in many cases betray quite unmistakably
their non- Israelite origin such, for example, as the
MEUNIM and NEPHISIM (qq.v.\ Ezra2so). That the

Nethinim enumerated in Ezra and Nehemiah were
reckoned as members of the community is a necessary
inference from the fact that they came up with the
others to Jerusalem at all. Perhaps it comes to this,

that reception into the community, which also carried

with it promotion to the position of free temple-servants

(see below, 3), was the reward for the return. In
Neh. 1029 (vadivfiij. [BA], vaOeivi/j. [N]) the Nethinim
are expressly reckoned as belonging to the community
and held bound to observance of the precepts of Yahwe.
Indeed, at a period when circumcision was required by
the law even in the case of private slaves (see SLAVERY)
such a demand in the case of temple-slaves became a
matter of course.

Their social position was, as already indicated, at the

same time necessarily raised. They no longer appear
o m,., as slaves in the strict meaning of that
3. Change in , , . , ,

_ word, but as free men of the common-
their position. weakh of Israe] R js of thdr Qwn
free choice that they accompany the others to Palestine

(Ezra 817 ff., v. 17 ruv affavei/j. [BA], v. 20 va.()eivei/j.[BA]).

As free men they pledge themselves to keep the pre
cepts of Yahwe (Neh. 1029). Such accession on their

part to the community was not, indeed, in every case

wholly spontaneous. In many instances special per
suasion was required to induce them to accompany Ezra

(Ezra 8 17^). Nevertheless, their number is very con
siderable ;

in the first list, in addition to 74 Levites, 128

singers, and 139 doorkeepers, we have 392 Nethinim
and servants of Solomon, and with Ezra there came
only 38 Levites but 220 temple servants (EzraSiS^).
The distinction of rank between the Levites and the

inferior grades of temple servants diminished more and
more as time went on. On the one hand, even in P,
the Levites figure merely as a special kind of Nethinim,
a gift made by the people to God and by God in turn

handed on to the priests for their service
;
and their

actual position is not in fact different from that of

temple servants (cp i Ch. 2828); all the characteristic

functions of worship are assigned to the priesthood (see

LEVITES). On the other hand, we find singers and

doorkeepers, who in the times of Ezra and Nehemiah
were still sharply distinguished from the Levites (cp
Ezra 2 a,off., 724, and often), soon gaining admission to

the ranks of the Levites (i Ch. 15 16 26 -iff,, and else

where). It is, therefore, not impossible that in the end
the Nethinim too became Levites. It is at least very
noticeable that the Chronicler (who also edited Ezra
and Nehemiah), in those parts of his work where he is

narrating in his own person and not simply reproducing
his sources, mentions the Nethinim only once (i Ch. 92)

not even when relating the assignment of the Levites,

singers, and porters to their several duties in the sanc

tuary by David, although this is precisely the place at

which some allusion to their having been given by
David to the temple might have been expected. In

the Greek Ezra, finally, even the Levites are spoken of
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as lep6Sov\oi (lEsd. l2/. )

as well as the Nethinim
(82248); this last word, moreover, is also rendered
Na.8iva.ioi.

(&amp;lt;

L in 629 85 49). It would seem as if the
author made no longer any such sharp distinctions as
had formerly been drawn between the two, but regarded
the Nethinim as a mere family (subdivision) of the

temple-servants as a whole, that is to say, of the Levites

(cp Wellh. Prol. 145).
The Mishna (yibanoth, 2 4 ; Kidd. 4i) oddly enough still

regards the Nethinim as pure heathen and prohibits inter

marriage between them and Israelites. This wholly unhistorical
theory rests probably on the view that the Nethinim were of
Gibeonite origin (see above, 2). How different was the
view of the post-exilic age is proved by Neh. lOigjf., where the
Nethinim are represented as uniting with the rest of the Jews
on this very point, recording their solemn vow never in time
to come to allow their sons and daughters to marry any but
Israelites.

j g_

NETOPHAH (HBb? ; NeTco(J&amp;gt;A [BK], NecfcooTA [A
in Ezra 2 22], aver. [A in Neh. 7 26 ; om. B], veTia&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;an [L]), whence

Netopbathite ( flSbJ; usually VfT&amp;lt;a&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;a9(()i
or

veT&amp;lt;o&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;a.T(()t,
but

in 2 S. 2328 efTw^areiTT)? [B], veir&amp;lt;a&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;a8fi-njt [A], o rov
^&amp;gt;ATI&amp;lt;X

[L], in 2 S. 2829 verovtfxidfi [BA om.], in 2 K. 2023 i/e^x/xifliemjs
[B], ve0taifra.9ei.Tris [A], vr&amp;lt;a&amp;lt;ba.9&amp;lt;.rr\&amp;lt;; [L], in I Ch. 2 54 fiT&amp;lt;a(f&amp;gt;a9.

[B], iCh.9i6 viareijiarei. [B], j-ero^ari [L], in i Ch. 1130 i/efliu-

&amp;lt;paTei. [B once], i/OTw^aflec [ once], in i Ch. 2&quot; 13 verou^ar

[BA], in Jer. 408 vewf&amp;gt;an [N] ; in Neh. 1228 BNA om.). In
I Esd. 5 18

i&amp;gt;ere/3as [BJ, veTia&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;ae [A].

A place or district mentioned with Bethlehem, Ana-
thoth, Beth-gilgal, and Gibeah (combining 28.2829
Ezra222 Neh. 726 i Esd. 5i8 [RV Netophas], Neh.

1228), the villages of which were inhabited by Levites

after the Exile (iCh. 9i6 Neh. 1228). Men of Neto-

phah rallied round Gedaliah (Jer. 408 2 K. 2623). Neto-

phah was also the birthplace of David s warriors
MAHARAI and HELEB (2 S. 2828/ i Ch. 1130 27 13 15).
The site is uncertain. It is plausible to identify Neto-

phah with Nephtoah, which was a place on the border
of Judah and Benjamin (perhaps Tappuah ; see NEPH
TOAH). This appears to suit the mention of Anathoth
and Gibeah as if not very far from Netophah, but would

require us to take Bethlehem in Ezra 2 21, etc., as a

Benjamite town of that name, which is otherwise un
known, unless, perhaps, it represents the Beth-jerahmeel
which may have been the name of the centre of the

clan to which king Saul belonged (see SAUL, i) ;

indeed, the Beth-gilgal of Xeh. 1229 (mentioned there

after the Netophathite ) may also have come out of

Beth-jerahmeel.
1

Conder, however, identifies Neto

phah with Umm Toba, NE. of Bethlehem (PEFMem.
852). Bet Nettif, a village in the Wady es-Sant, nearly

opposite esh-Shuweikeh (see SOCOH), has also been

thought to preserve the name Netophah. This may
very possibly be the Beth Netophah of the Mishna

(Sheb. 9s; cp Neub. Gtogr. 128), but is surely too far

to the W. to be the Netophah of the OT.
Schurer (&amp;lt;JK/(

3
)2i84) reminds us of the toparchy of Bethlep-

tenpha (TTIV Be0Ae;m)i &amp;lt;&amp;lt;o TOTrapxiav, Niese : Jos. BJ iv. 8 i,

445) or Betolethephenen or Betolethenepenen (Plin. v. 1470), a
name which (with Schlatter, Zur Topogr. u. Gesch. Pal. 1893,

p. 354 ; and Furrer) he identifies with the Netophah or Beth-

netophah of the Mishna. He also identifies both with Bet
Nettif, but does not meet the objection just now mentioned. A
confusion between Netophah and Nephtoah was natural.

T. K. C.

NETTLES, in EV the rendering of two different

words.

i. ^nn, Mrul (Job 307 Prov. 24ai Zeph.29t
2

)
is

rendered in RVm2- wild vetches. &amp;lt;S has (ppvyava

dypia, wild brushwood, in Job ; but in Prov. and

Zeph. they seem to have misread it as connected with

^in- Vg. has thorns (spince and sentes], as also

Pesh. in Job. Hdrul would appear to be the same as

Aram. Jlcu, and Ar. fcullar is probably akin. As

spince is used to render
Xd#i&amp;gt;/&amp;gt;os

in Geop. 186, and the

Arab, word denotes a vetch, it is now generally held

1 Both Lehem and Gilgal are possible distortions of Jer-
ahmeel.

2
[Gra., Du. read &quot;?1in for

[Tin
in Ps. 58 9 (10).]
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that hariil means some luxuriantly growing plant of the

vetch kind. For a list of the Palestinian species see

FFP 290 f. ; see also Noldeke, Mand. Gram. 55, and

Schwally in ZATWIQiSg.
To the view that harul is a vetch it is objected that (i) in Job

SO? a shrub or small tree must be meant, and (2) in Zeph. 2 9 the

plant is associated with saltpits, which would imply some sal-

solaceous shrub such as Anabasis articulata, Forsk. whereas
vetches like a good soil to grow on. Possibly, therefore, the
Heb. word was applied somewhat differently from its Aramaic
equivalent.

2. fc
isjp,

1 kimmos (Is. 34 13 Hos. 96), and pi. D Jtrep

(Prov. 243if, where EV has thorns
), may be a general

word for weeds of the thistle or nettle kind. Barth

(Nominalb. , 45) compares Arab, kumds, which denotes
useless material or rubbish. If, however, the meaning
is to be specialised, the most probable view is that of
Tristram (NHB 474) that kimmos is a species of Urtica,
the most common in Palestine being U. pilulifera,
which is peculiarly addicted to deserted and ruinous

buildings. It appears from Is. 34 13 that the plant
meant by kimmos is at least distinct from thorns.

N. M. w. T. T. -D.

NETWORKS.
1. C D IIC

,
s fasiiii, Is. 3 18 EVmg-

;
see CAUL.

2. V33, kfblr, i S. 19 13 16, RVmg. ; see BED, 3/.

3. lin, Iwray, Is. 19 9 AV ; see LINEN, 8.

4. n33C, sfbakah, in i K. 7 18 Jer. 52 22/. EV, and 2 Ch. 4 12

RV (AV wreaths ), used of the ornamentation on the capitals
of the pillars JACHIN AND BOAZ \q.v.\. On i K. 7 17, and the
further usages of this word see NET (5). The particular kind of
decoration intended is quite obscure

; for a purely conjectural
restoration see de Vogue s, reproduced by Perrot and Chipiez,
Art in Jutitfa, 1 251^ (fig. 164).

5. J1.cn n.C.Vp 1320, mikbar ma &seh reSeth, a grate (RV
grating) of network, Ex.274384; mikbar alone Ex. 35 16

885 30 3939 ((5 ia-\apa, but Trapa#ejua 384_/C, and om. in 35 16

88 30 39 39). What is meant by this appendage to the altar is un
certain ; see Di., ad loc., and cp ALTAR, 9. Mikbar may be
connected with inakber 2 K. 815 (cp BED, 3), or, more prob
ably, with mikniar (inso), for which see NET (3). The incense-
altar (see ALTAK, n), also, according to Jos. (Ant. iii. (is), had
a brazen grating (d&amp;lt;7xapa vpuo-eia) a detail unmentioned in

Ex. 30 1.

NEW MOON (CH; see below, i, small type).
The appearance of the new moon signified (see MONTH)
1. Lunar feasts.

for
.

he Hebrews from a very early
period the beginning of a new division

of time a new month. The festal observance of the

day on which this happened is also a very ancient

custom, certainly going back to a date earlier than the
settlement in Canaan, this festival along with the pass-
over being indeed the only one which in its origin and
meaning has absolutely nothing to do with agriculture

(see FEASTS, 2). Lunar feasts, it would seem, are
common to the whole of antiquity, and among them that
of the new moon is the most frequently attested (cp the
evidence in Dillmann, Ex.-Lev.W 633). The high
antiquity of the new-moon festival in particular is shown
by its diffusion throughout the Semitic peoples.

Lagarde (0r;V/a/. 2i3/) connected the Heb. ^n to begin
the festal-celebration with the Ar. hilal new moon,&quot; a deriva
tion which would certainly require us to assume the new moon
to have been the festival par excellence (cp on the other side,
Wellh. Skizzen, 3 107 ff.~). Heb. does not now designate the
new moon by a name cognate with hilal; it calls it BHh hddes,
the New [Moon], twice (in the plural) rase hodsekem, your
month-heads (Nu. 10 10 28 u ; vov^via, vto/j. .

; calendar, Vg.
sometimes momenta).

Still another circumstance speaks for the high anti

quity of the feast : its connection with the clan-sacrifices

(i S. 206; see below).
At all events, the New Moon, according to all our

sources, figures also in the historical period as a very
important festival, still ranking above the Sabbath. At
new moon Saul was wont to gather round him his whole
court for a common sacrificial meal (i S. 204/). At a

1 This not
ensf&amp;gt;

or
B&amp;gt;iSj3 appears to be the proper spelling

(Ba., Gi.). On the form of noun see Lag. Ueters. lijf., iSi/I
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new moon the clans also were accustomed to hold their

yearly family sacrifices
; so, for example, the Bethlehem-

ite clan to which David belonged (i S. 206). The
second day of the new moon seems also to have been
solemnly observed (i S. 202 7 34 ).

The story related in
1 S. 20 shows us clearly what importance was attached
to the feast

;
it was permissible to no one to absent

himself from court on this occasion without adequate
reason. Further, we see that in the life of the people
the new moon in one respect stood on the same plane
with the Sabbath

; on both days it was the practice to

suspend work-day labour, and thus time was made
available for other things, such as a visit to a prophet,
for which servants were not available on other days (cp
2 K.4a3). In the earlier of the literary prophets we
still find the new moon not only placed on a level with
the Sabbath as regards rest from labour and business,
but also ranked with the three pilgrimage feasts in

general as a religious festival
;

as part of the heavy
punishment of Israel it is said that in exile the new-
moon celebration also will come to an end along with
the other feasts (Hos. 2 13 Is. 1 13).

The great actual importance of the new-moon festival

for the religious and secular life of the ancient Israelites

2 lenored in
be nS l lus so abundantly evident, it

earlier laws.
becomes a11 the more surprising that

the new moon is nowhere mentioned
either in the Book of the Covenant or in the Deutero-
nomic law. Dillmann s explanation (Ex. -Lev. &amp;lt;

3
&amp;gt;

635) is

that both those bodies of laws are incomplete, and
above all that in the new-moon festival a widespread
pre-Mosaic custom persisted with great tenacity, the

regulation of which by positive law was not held to be

necessary.&quot; This cannot, however, be regarded as a

satisfactory solution of the difficulty, for similar ancient

customs, deeply rooted in popular usage, are frequently
enough dealt with in the law. In fact, the Book of the

Covenant is nothing else than a codification of customs
established in actual practice and of prevailing usages,

religious, legal, and other. We shall be nearer the
truth if we regard as applicable also to the earlier codes
what Dillmann says (loc. cit.

)
with reference to the depre

ciation of the new-moon festival in P namely, that the

increasing importance of the Sabbath and the preponder
ance it ultimately obtained, forced the new-moon festival

into the background. As soon as the Sabbath came
to be observed as an independent festival every seventh

day without reference to the new moon, its celebration

collided with that of the new moon, which fell to be held

every 2Qth or 3oth day (see MONTH). Yet even this

reason is not quite sufficient by itself, and we are com
pelled to fall in with the conjecture of Wellhausen

(Prol.C
2) 118) that the ignoring of the new moon in the

law is deliberate and intentional, being too conspicuous
to be due merely to chance. To understand the motive
of this silence it has only to be remembered that it was

precisely with the lunar festivals and more particularly
with that of the new moon, which dated from the very
remotest antiquity that, among the Israelites as among
the Canaanites and kindred peoples, all sorts of super
stitions could most readily be connected. Reference
has already been made to the connection between this

festival and the clan -worships, which in fact strictly

speaking were in competition with Yahwe-worship.
If in this ignoring of the new moon and its celebration

the intention of the legislation actually was to depreciate
, , it, or perhaps even to abolish it, the

an
,

ce
plan did not succeed. The new moon

maintained. . . .

continued to maintain its old import
ance in the religious and secular life of the Israelites

until long after the exile. If we find the later prophets
so often dating their utterances precisely by reference to

the new moon (Ezek. 26 1 29i? 31 1 32i Hag. li), the

fact is indirect but conclusive evidence of the popular
observance of the day. The prophets assume the con
tinuance of new-moon observance even in the Messianic
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time

(
Ezek. 46 1 ff. ,

Is. 66 23). For how long a time im

portance continued to be attached to it is shown by such

passages as Judith 86 Col. 2i6.

The legislation (i) of Kzekiel and (2) of P at last

takes up this festival, (i) According to the sacrificial

ritual of the day in Ezekiel (46 i /. ),
it would even seem

as if the prophet ranked the new moon above the

Sabbath. The offering he enjoins consists of a young
bullock, six lambs, and a ram ; the accompanying meal-

offering is one ephah for the bullock, an ephah for the

ram, and for the lambs according to his ability, and
moreover a hin of oil for every ephah. This is more
than the Sabbath offering by one bullock and the cor

responding meal-offering. (2) In like manner P (Nu.
28 11-15) enjoins for the new moon a larger offering than

for the Sabbath ; namely, two young bullocks, a ram,
seven yearling lambs with corresponding meal- and

drink-offerings, besides a he-goat for a sin-offering, and
of course the regular daily burnt -offering besides.

These offerings are the same as those prescribed for the

seven days of the Passover feast and of the feast of

weeks. When the offering is made the silver trumpets

(TRUMPET-BLOWING) are to be blown on new moon as

on the other high feast-days (Nu. 10 10).

With this we must compare the notices of the same

offering to be found in the Chronicler (i Ch.233i 2 Ch.

2s 813 31 3 ;
Ezra 3 5 Neh. 1034). On the other side, it

has to be conceded that in one point the new moon
comes short of the Sabbath and the great feasts : it is

not marked by a great festal gathering (rip tops) and

abstention from labour. But ought we not to regard
this as indicating an essential lowering of the new-moon
festival ? A festival of this kind is differentiated by
purely practical considerations. By the method of

determining the time of new moon (see below, 4) it

is often impossible to tell at the beginning of the very

day whether it is the festival day or not, and so to

sanctify it wholly by rest from labour. The appropriate

offering, on the other hand, could at all times be held in

readiness for the declaration of new moon. By thus

taking up the new-moon festival and giving it a place

among the other feasts the law may here, as in so many
other points, have been accommodating itself to an

already established custom that refused to be repressed.

We shall probably, however, find a better conjectural

explanation of the difference between the attitude of the

old law and that of the new to this feast in the considera

tion that the new moon now possessed for the regula
tion of the worship a greater importance than formerly :

when all the other festivals had come to be definitely

attached to fixed days of the month and so to be regu
lated by new moons, the observance of this becomes

of fundamental importance for all the rest of the cultus.

We do not know how the day of new moon was

determined in primitive times. As the length of the

lunar month varies from twenty-nine to
4. Details

thirty days (see MONTH), we must sup-
of practice.

pose that in the earliest jays as well as

in those of later Judaism, the punctual celebration of

the day depended on direct observation of the moon
itself. In later Judaism great care was expended in

ascertaining with precision the first visibility of the new-

moon (cp ;!/. Rosh ha-Shdna , \sff- 2). Thesynedrium
assembled in the early morning of the thirtieth day of

each month and continued sitting, if necessary, till the

time of evening sacrifice. Whoever first saw the

crescent moon was bound to let the synedrium know of

it at once. As soon as the fact was established by
witnesses, the word let it be sanctified was pronounced,
and the day was forthwith observed as new-moon day.

By fire-signals from the Mount of Olives, and afterwards

by couriers, the tidings were sent all over the country.

If, however, direct observation of the moon was rendered

impossible by cloudy weather, this thirtieth day was
forthwith reckoned as the last of the old month, and the

new-moon observances were held on the following day.
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It was not till some two centuries after the destruction

of the temple that the Jews began to reckon the new
moon by astronomy. The Karaites, however, continued

to follow the old method.

For the literature of the subject see FEASTS, 15.

I. B.

NEW YEAR (njpn V*C\, on which see below, n. 2).

On the civil and ecclesiastical year and the dates on
., . which they were held to begin at various

.
^

periods in the history of Israel, see YEAR,W
6 /. The present article will deal

with the New Year only as an ecclesiastical festival.

As is shown elsewhere (YEAR, 6), the year of the

ancient Israelites began in autumn
;

it was not until the

exile that there came in the custom of placing its com
mencement in spring. The ecclesiastical festival is

even after that still held in the autumn. The practice
of celebrating the beginning of the year with special

offerings and the like may have been ancient ;
it is,

however, a striking fact that no mention of any such

celebration is found (in the writings that have come
down to us) till Ezekiel and Leviticus (25g).

* The

passage from Leviticus shows that once, at some time

or other, probably during the exile, the beginning of

the year was ecclesiastically observed on the tenth day
of the seventh month, for the tenth is, according to

the law just cited, the first day of the year of Jubilee.
The blowing of trumpets which is enjoined is charac

teristic also of the later festival of the New Year (see

below, 2).

The same day, the tenth of the seventh month, is also

to be understood in Ezek. 40 1, although there the month
is not specified.

2 The day is designated as njc n VK~\,

which cannot mean anything but New Year s day.
It is certainly also not accidental that Ezekiel has his

vision of the new Jerusalem and the new temple on a
New Year s day. This New Year s day in Ezekiel is

preceded by an atonement solemnity and expiatory

offerings on the first day of the seventh month (in other

words, at the seventh New Moon), exactly as on the

first day of the first month (Ezek. 45 20;
3

cp ATONE
MENT, DAY OK).

In the further development of the post-exilic worship,
the two seventh-month festivals of Ezekiel by and by
simply exchanged places. The tenth clay became the

great day of Atonement, the first day the festival of the

New Year. How it was that this so fell out we do not

precisely know. Perhaps the change is connected with

the fact that it was on the first of the seventh month
that the returned exiles for the first time resumed the

regular religious services which had been so long sus

pended. It is natural to assume that a day of such

momentous importance was commemorated yearly. A
day of penitence had little appropriateness to so joyful
an anniversary, and doubtless, on the other hand, a

1 Verse gb is, according to Wellh. (Jahrbb.f d. Theol. 21 437),
a later interpolation, because the blowing of trumpets seemed

incompatible with the character of a day of atonement. The
addition comes from the time when the great festival of the

atonement was held on the tenth day of the seventh month.
2 A different view is taken by, e.g., Siegfried in Kautzsch s

translation, which here understands the tenth of the first month.
On this view, however, it is not easy to see how this day could
be designated as New Year s day. If the year began with the

first day of the first month, the tenth day of the same month
could not very well be observed as the ecclesiastical New Year.

If New Year was actually observed on the tenth day of a month,
this will betoken that the civil and ecclesiastical New Year fell

quite apart, and in that case all that we know compels us to find

here the ecclesiastical New Year in the seventh month, in

harvest. The civil New Year began on the first day of the first

month. The translation of 3:n 1^X12 by in the beginning of

the year, as in Kautzsch, is hardly possible. What is of im

portance in this passage of the prophet is precise dating; this

being so, the phrase In the twenty-fifth year, in the beginning
of the year, namely on the tenth day of the month, instead of

the simple In the twenty-fifth year on the tenth day of the

month, sounds strangely. Cp Smend and Bertholet, ad loc.

a The MT is here corrupt ; read with cnri^ inO y 2 3 ;

cp Smend, Cornill, Bertholet, ad loc.
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day of such associations as these was marked out, as

no other could be, as an appropriate beginning for the

ecclesiastical year. That somehow or other it came at

a comparatively early date to be thus observed may be

inferred also from Neh. 8 1 ff. ; that it was exactly on

this day that in 444 A. D. the first solemn reading of the

new law took place, hardly seems to be a mere coin

cidence.

However that may be, at any rate the law of P sets

apart the day in question the first of the seventh month
_ as a joyful festival. It prescribes, in the

first place, that in addition to the ordinary new
moon offerings and the daily burnt offering there be

presented, a young bullock, a ram, and seven yearling
lambs without blemish, along with the appropriate meal

offering ;
also a he-goat as sin offering. Further, the

day is to be sanctified by Sabbath rest and by a great
festal assembly at the sanctuary (Nu. 29i-6 Lev. 2623-25).
The day receives a quite peculiar distinction from the

fact that on it the trumpets are to be blown (Lev. 2824).
From this it derives its special designation as yom
fni dk (Nu. 29 1 ; cp TRUMPET-BLOWING). By this,

therefore, must be meant something different from the

blowing of the silver trumpets that marked every new
moon (see NEW MOON, 3) and all the great feasts

(Nu. lOio); doubtless, to judge by the analogy of the

trumpet-blowing at the beginning of the year of jubilee,

mentioned above
( i), what is meant is a blowing on

the sophdr (-\s&) as distinguished from blowing on the

Msostrah (rnskn). Cp Music, 5.

In the law the first day is never designated New
Year.&quot; We know, however, that it was observed as

such amongst the Jews, at any rate from the Seleucidan

era, and Jewish tradition has always regarded it in this

light. Dillmann
(
S/M IV, 1881, p. 919) has disputed this

interpretation of it, pointing out that the economical

year began later, and that the calendar year could have

begun regularly with the seventh new moon only if the

year were lunar, an assumption which cannot be made.

The seventh new moon, he argues, comes into account

in the law only because the autumn New Year did not

begin with the new moon. If, however, as has been

indicated above, the civil and the ecclesiastical New
Year were at that time separate, it was quite pos
sible that even in a solar year the beginning of the

ecclesiastical year should be fixed for the seventh new
moon. I. B.

NEZIAH (n^. excellent,
1

67), a family of Ne-

thinim in the great post-exilic list (see EZRA ii., 9), Ezra 2 54

(ca(roii&amp;lt;r[B], &amp;gt;&amp;gt;e0ie [Al, ;u.e&amp;lt;reia. [L]) = Neh. 7 56 (a.&amp;lt;reia [BX], veia-eia

[A], veo-ia [L])= I Esd. 532 (ya&amp;lt;Tet [B], va&amp;lt;ri.O [A], vecria [L] ;

AV NASITH, RV NASI).

NEZIB (2
&amp;lt;i

y3, probably sacred pillar or prefect,

see SAUL, 2, on i S. 10s), situated, according to Josh.

1543, in the lowland of Judah (Nec[e]lB [AL], NACeiB

[B]). The Onomastica mention a place Nesib, Nasib,

7 m. from Eleutheropolis, on the way to Hebron (OS^,
142 18

; 2838), and the ruins of Bet Nasib have been
found on the E. of Bet Jibrin (cp GueY. Jud. Ill 343^ ;

Buhl, Pal. 193), near Kh. Kila (see KKILAH). In the

list of Thotmes III. we find a place Kerti-nasena, and in

one of the Amarna tablets (Wi. 263) Na-si-ma, probably

meaning the same place, but hardly a town so far S. as

the Nezib of Joshua. In the Egyptian list the name
has a determinative, showing that the word means
stake. 3-i

1

:, then, was at one time a synonym for

mrx Asherah. 1

NIBHAZ (Trpj with large \ in MT ; THN eBA&zep
[B], THN A,B&A.zep K &amp;lt;M THN N&IB&C [A], THN eB-

A&iezep [I&amp;gt;1).
or Nibhan (jrQJ, Sanhedrin, 63^;

MSS, according to D. Kimhi), apparently an Avvite

deity (see AVVA), 2 K. ITsif- The Greek forms are

1 WMM, OLZ, May 1899, p. 137^? Robertson Smith takes

the same view of
3&amp;lt;sj

as a place-name ; cp Nisibis, the pillars

(,RSV\ 204, n. i).
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hardly more original than the Hebrew. (S - s form
seems remodelled after the type of Eliezer. The open
ing letter N (in all but &amp;lt;5

A s second form) fell out

through the preceding v. The second a in
&amp;lt;S

A
repre

sents n- The Talmud (Sank. I.e.) connects Nibhan

(final n) with m3, to bark, the idol being supposed
to have had the form of a dog ! Norberg (Onom. 99)
has referred to the obscure Mandasan Nebaz, an evil

demon. But of course it is only Assyriology that can

help us, and there being no Assyrian or Babylonian
divine name which approaches Nibhaz or Nibhan (per

haps the better form), we must make a closer study
of the phenomena of the text. Probably Nibhaz is a

corrupt reading for TARTAR (g.v. ).
T. K. C.

NIBSHAN (|Sr:?3n ;
N6.(1&amp;gt;A&amp;lt;5,Z6GN [B], N eBcS [A],

NeBCAN [L]), the fourth in order of the six cities in

the wilderness of Judah (Josh. 1062). For the ordinary
view of the site, see BETH-ARABAH

;
but note the caution

given below.
The name does not look right. Hitzig (Ps. 2 65) and Well-

hausen (ProI.W, 344) read jeban i.e., strictly, the furnace

(see Gen. 19 24 28 Wisd. 10 7 ; and cp DEAD SEA, 4, end). In

this case, the sites occupied by ez-Zmveiret el-foka and ez-

Zuiveiret et-tahta would be not unsuitable (see Baed. Pal. 144).

The ordinary view of the site, however, can hardly perhaps
be maintained (cp MIDDIN, end). It is probable that P has led

subsequent ages into a great misunderstanding by putting

Engedi for En-kadesh. Nibshan (Kibshan)and Secacah

(the preceding name) may possibly be corruptions, the one of

KABZEEL, the other of Halusah (see ZIKLAG). In reality, the

same place may be intended viz., Halusah. P, as elsewhere,
treats variants as names of distinct places. T. K. C.

NICANOR (NIKANOOR)- i. Son of Patroclus, a

Syrian general, who was sent by LYSIAS, together with

Ptolemy and Gorgias, against Judas the Maccabee, B.C.

166
(
i Mace. 838, cp a Mace. 88). He was again sent

in the reign of Demetrius (B.C. 161), and under the pre
tence of friendship endeavoured to bring about the fall

of Judas. In this he was discovered and defeated at

CAPHARSALAMA (i Mace. 726-32). He met with his

death at the battle of Adasa, on the 131)1 of Adar

(March, 161 B.C.), a day which was afterwards kept as

Nicanor s day (i Mace. 749 2 Mace. 1036, and cp

Meg. Ta amth, 30 ; Jos. Ant. xii. 10s). The account

in 2 Mace, differs from the above in several essential

particulars. In his first commission, Nicanor not

Gorgias is the chief general ;
and in the second,

no mention is made of the battle at Capharsalama.
Nicanor s friendship with Judas was free from deceit,

and it was against his will that he was obliged to

resume hostilities with him.
2. One of the seven deacons (Acts 6 5). His name is mentioned

in the lists of the seventy given by Pseudo-Dorotheus and

Pseudo-Hippolytus ; according to the former he was martyred
at the same time as Stephen.

NICODEMUS (NIKOAHMOC [Ti. WH]) occurs in

the NT only in Jn. Si./ 7 so 1939- The name is

sometimes said to have been not uncommon among
the Jews ;

but the only evidence alleged is Josephus,
Ant. xiv. 32 the only instance recognised in Niese s

Index to Josephus. Taanlth (Hor. Hehr. ad loc.)

derives the name of Nicodemon b. Gorion from a story

of divine answer to his prayer, interpreting the name as

a contraction of because there shone out for him the

sun
(pa&quot;ipj

i
1

? mpjty). Would such a legend have

arisen if the name had been not uncommon ?

Wetstein, who mentions several Greek instances oi

the use of the name, gives none from Jewish history

__, . except Nicodemon b. Gorion. These facts
1. Who 18

jnc]icate that the namewasuncommon among
meant ?

the jews but that it belonged, a little before

the siege of Jerusalem, to a son of Gorion, a man of

extraordinary wealth and high position, frequently men

tioned by the Talmudists. 1

1 Smith s DB (1863) says Some would derive it from
pj,

innocent, ci, blood {i.e.
&quot;

sceleris purus &quot;) ; Wetstein, JVTl 150 ;

but there is no mention of Nicodemtis in Wetst. 1 150, and no

mention of this derivation in Wetst. 1 850.
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Nicodemon the son of Gorion (Hor. Hebr. and

Wetst. ad loc.
)
was one of three (or four)

J sometimes

2. Nicodemon
called

.

Bouleu ai -* counsellors-

, _ . . sometimes rich men, sometimes great

T
1 ^ m men of the city, the wealthiest in

Jewish i- . , ,

, .... Jerusalem. His special duty was to

provide water for the pilgrims that came

up for the feasts. Besides the legend above quoted con

cerning the origin of his name, another was that As
the sun stood still for Joshua, so did it for Moses and
Nicodemon b. Gorion. On the other hand, his daughter,
at whose marriage vast sums were spent, became so

impoverished, she and her whole family, that she was
seen gathering barleycorns out of the dung of the Arabs
cattle. The preservation of this story would harmonise
with a Jewish belief that some sin of Nicodemus (who
would seem to have been dead at the time) was visited

on his children. Taanith, after explaining, as above,
the origin of Nicodemon, says that his real name was
Buni

( 313)- Now, according to Sanhedrim (Schottg.

2703), a Buni was one of five disciples of Jesus,
2
put to

death by the Jews. These statements, and the story
about the daughter, favour the belief that the Talmudic
Nicodemon was regarded by the Jews as a disciple of

Jesus. It is, at all events, probable that Jn. identified

him with the man whom he calls (3 1
)

a ruler of the

Jews, and describes as present at a council of the (7 45)

chief priests and Pharisees (i.e., the Sanhedrin) under

the name of Nicodemus.
With the aid of Josephus and the LXX it is possible

to indicate the way in which Nicodemon b. Gorion might
_ . . pass into the Fourth Gospel as Nicodemus,
, . under the shadow, as it were, of JosephJo annme

Q j- Arimathtea, with whom, in Jn. alone,
tradition. : ,

. . ,, he shares the honour of burying Jesus
a&amp;gt;

(seeJOSEPH[inNT],4). Joseph is called

by Mk.-Lk. (Mk. 1643) an honourable councillor, (Lk.
23 50) councillor, (Mk. 1643 Lk. 2851) waiting for the

kingdom of God, (Mt. 27s;) rich and made a dis

ciple of Jesus. Arimathaea, in i S. li, represents a

Hebrew (Ha)ramathaim-zophim, supposed to be 4 m.
NW. of Jerusalem. The Targum of Jonathan renders

this Ramatha of the scholars of the prophets
3
taking

Zophim as place of watching, and apparently identi

fying it with Mizpeh, from the root sph (nBs) which
means watch, wait, hope for. So here, Mk.-Lk.

appear to have taken D Siss, m-zophim as waiting

for (the kingdom of God), while Mt. paraphrased it as

implying discipleship to Jesus.

As regards the statement made by Mk.-Lk. (but not by Mt.

Jn.) that Joseph was a councillor, if it is not historical, it may
have arisen from a metaphorical explanation of Zophim as

watchers, rulers, counsellors. Cp the explanation of i S.

1 i (Levy 4 2ioa) one of two hundred seers (Zophim) who arose
for Israel (and Heb. 13 17). Or it may have sprung from a

gloss on Haramah, i.e., the Ramah, or the eminence. The
root of Ramah, in New Hebrew, is sometimes applied to

eminent people (cp your Eminence ) and once, at least, with
a special reference to taking counsel. 4

1 The four, mentioned in only one of several traditions, were
made up by reading Ben Gorion and Ben Nicodemon.

2 Another of the five was named (Schottg. 2 703) Nakai (pj)
i.e., innocent which (see note above) has been suggested by
some as an explanation of the first two syllables of Nicodemus.
The name Bunni (BuNNi) ^3 and

&quot;313
is given to Levites in

Neh. and Ezra and is sometimes translated vios, being naturally
confused with Ben, son of. See also HANI and BINNUI, with
which it is often confused. It betokens post-exilic and Levitical

connection.
3 [x N 23 H aSnO NDSIO &quot;in

Jp3&amp;gt;
Note, too, that Kimhi

interprets Q BlS as C N Hj, comparing Ezek. 3 17 etc.]
4 See Levy, 4453 where QT frequently = eminent, and especi

ally fiihre dein Nasiat nnter den Grosscn (Q&amp;gt;ma) um dich mit
ihnen zu herathen. For LXX corruptions in connection with

counsellor, cp 2 S. 8 18 Benaiah the son of Jehoiada (jn irvV
& Banai son of Janak (A, Jodte, L, Joad) counsellor (arvp.

/SouAos), apparently conflating. On the other hand, i Ch. 26 14
a counsellor (vyv) in wisdom (V^tio) s in changed into a

name, Soaz (A, Joias) to Melcheias, where L conflates, Joad
a counsellor m wisdom.&quot; (If counsellor was part of the original,
it may have referred to the local council of Arimathaca ; but it
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Finding one, Joseph, described as an honourable

councillor, and rich, evangelists familiar with Josephus

j , history might naturally identify the man
- with the famous Joseph, son of Gorion,interences. . , ...

mentioned by that historian as one of two

appointed to rule and repair the city just before the

siege.
1 Thus son of Gorion might be inserted in the

margin. But Josephus himself is supposed to confuse

Joseph son of Gorion with Gorion son of Joseph.
2 We

have also seen that one of the Jewish traditions about
the counsellors converted the son of Gorion into two

persons, calling one the son of Gorion and the other

the son of Nicodemon. Much more easily may we sup
pose that Christian evangelists, finding Joseph in the

text and son of Gorion in the margin, might explain
the words as Joseph and the son of Gorion. Then

they might take this son of Gorion to be the wealthy son
of Gorion, the celebrated Nicodemon (or, as they began
to call him, Nicodemus).
There appears no authority for the derivation, given above,
innocent from blood, for the name of Nicodemus ; but it is not

at all unlikely that, during the plastic period of interpolation,
Lk. confused the name with Nakemidam, innocent from blood

(DID pj)
tne words used by Delitzsch to translate Pilate s pro

test, Mt. 27 24 (innocentfrotn the blood of this just man and
paraphrased it accordingly (Lk. 2851, this man had not con

sented, etc. ).

Jn. s statement that Joseph was a concealed disciple
of Jesus can be explained as one of the many con
flations of the above-mentioned Zophim, the root of

which
(&amp;lt;BX) closely resembles, and is actually confused

with (Levy, 4 211) conceal
(jDs)- Moreover, when Jn. de

veloped Joseph into two persons, Joseph and Nicodemus,
he may have conflated two statements, (i) that Joseph,
a concealed disciple, came to seek the body of Jesus, (2)
that Nicodemus came to Jesus under the concealment of

night. The latter he may have supposed to refer to a

previous occasion.

i. Nicodemus, being the official provider of water for

the purposes of purification in Jerusalem, was a very
.... , appropriate character in a dialogue

. ico emus
sett jng forth tne doctrine of regenera
tion through something more thaa

water. He is introduced as a man of the Pharisees,

named Nicodemus, a ruler of the Jews, who came to

Jesus by night, and showed such incapacity to under
stand the doctrine of regeneration from above that he

was rebuked by Jesus in the phrase usually addressed

by the common people to incompetent teachers. In

view of the fact that the doctrine of a new birth was
familiar to the Jews, Nicodemus s apparent want of

intelligence has caused difficulty to commentators, who
have explained it (Hor. Hebr.) on the ground that the

Rabbis applied the doctrine only to proselytes, or

(Schottg.) on the ground of troubled times resulting
in ignorance of tradition. The former view is the more

probable. But Jn. may also be using hyperbole in order

to bring home to readers the perverse and wilful stupidity

(as he conceives it) of the Pharisees, by representing the

best among them, a man half convinced of the justice

of Christ s claims, as ignoring everything that is from

probably sprang from a gloss.) Ram(ah), being conflated as

eminent, might give rise to Hebrew glosses which would

explain Mt. s rich (see the present writer s Diatess. 518-19).
1 BJ ii. 203. If this son of Gorion was called Buni, as a

nickname, it is worth noting that the word may mean builder.

It is
applied

to the Sanhedrin (Levy, 1 241^) as Builders

(spiritually) of Jerusalem.
2 Schiir. i. 2 228. Gorion the son of Joseph,&quot; mentioned in

Jos. BJ iv. 89 is probably identical with Joseph son of Gorion
mentioned above i.e., BJ ii. 20 3. Gorion was killed by the

zealots (BJ iv. 6 i) ; at least if Schiirer (i. 2 230) is right as he

probably is in tacitly assuming that the Gorion (Niese, rovpi&amp;lt;uc,

Huds. Topuav) mentioned in BJ iv. 6 i is the same as that (Niese
and Huds. 1 ujpu.n , Big. Foppuur) mentioned in BJ iv. 89. Con
cerning the murdered man it is said that he was eminent in

birth and reputation, but democratic, and that his freedom of

speech (cp Jn. 7 50) was his ruin. Of course, all these tradi

tions could only be applied to the Johannine Nicodemus by
anachronism ; but in a gospel of spiritual types and tendencies,
anachronisms are to be expected.
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above l and bound up in the grossest materialism. See

(ii. )
below.

ii. Nothing comes of the Pharisee s interview, in

which he declared apparently describing the secret

conviction of the ruling class to which he belonged
We know that thou art a teacher sent from God. On

the next appearance of Nicodemus, he is sitting in

council when his fellow -councillors thus address the

officers who have failed to bring Jesus (Jn. 7 48), Have

any of the rulers or the Pharisees believed on him ?

Nicodemus, a ruler and a Pharisee, if he believed,

did not at least respond to this indirect appeal. The
Laodicean state of his mind is perhaps hinted at by
the words he came to Jesus (but he was) one of

them, that is, still a Pharisee. But he pleads though
not for one whom they knew to be a teacher sent from
God at all events for justice. The reply is that, since

he will not side with his party, right or wrong, he must
be on the side of Galilee. Then comes the astonish

ing saying, out of Galilee ariseth no prophet. If

the text is correct, the whole narrative is stamped as

unhistorical
;

for it is impossible that the Sanhedrin
could use such language in the face of the Galilean

origin of Jonah and Hosea, and possibly also Elijah,

Elisha, Amos, and Nahum. 2

iii. No mention is made of Nicodemus as protesting

against the resolution of the council (Jn. 1147-53) to put

Jesus to death. He is perhaps alluded to in the words

(1242), Even of the rulers many believed on him
; but

because of the Pharisees they did not confess [it], lest

they should be put out of the synagogue : for they
loved the glory of men more than the glory of God

;

but his name is not mentioned till the burial of Jesus.
Here he is subordinate to Joseph (see JOSEPH [IN NT] i.

),

who alone took away his body ; Nicodemus does not

come till afterwards. Apparently he is represented as

afraid to go to Pilate with Joseph.
3

Characteristically Jn.

repeats here the words expressive of the Pharisee s timidity
which he dropped when he described the protest of

Nicodemus (7 50 he that came to him before }
in behalf

of justice he who at the first came to Jesus by night.

Nicodemus, however, tries to compensate for want of

courage by the excessive costliness of his offering to the

dead body of Jesus, one hundredpounds weight of myrrh
and aloes a hundred times as much (measured by
mere weight) as the single pound (Jn. 12s) of Mary,
and yet the latter was valued at three hundred denarii !

Probably the ointment was more expensive than the same

weight of myrrh and aloes
;
but still the suggestion is

unquestionably that Nicodemus the son of Gorion,
who spent twelve thousand denarii on his daughter s

1 From above.
v

Ayu&amp;gt;#ei&amp;gt; may in certain contexts, mean over

again ; but (Field s Otium Nerv., ad loc.) St. John s writings
furnish no example of this use of the word, and . . . the Heb.
VtfOS s always local. Cp Jn.33i 19 n and 23, and tiT passim;
also Philo 1 482, 6 ica.Ta7n/eu&amp;lt;r0eis av&amp;lt;aOfv (and Phil. 1 263 and 498
2
442). Menander (Eus. HE 3 26) connects baptism with his own

mission avioOev, and see Hippol. 6 18 quoting Simon Magus.
Schottg. 2632 quotes Zohar commenting on the new spirit, and
on purification aquis mundis supernis. Against such evidence,
Artemid. Uneirocr. 1 13 (where the context demands the sense
from the beginning ) is futile. As to the argument from Justin,

see GOSPELS, 101 (2). As regards the rebuke, see the boy s

answer to R. Jeshua, Hor. Hebr. (on Jn. 3 10) ^B&amp;gt; D3n Kin nnN
SKI;? ,

translated by Lightfoot, Art thou a wise man in Israel?

(not, as Jn., the teacher ).
2 If we were to suppose an o dropped after the final s in

TaAtAaias, the meaning would be the prophet is not to arise
out of Galilee. The omission of o after (written c in uncial
MSS) is frequent in codex B, but not in Jn. In view of the

hyperdramatic hyperbole sometimes found in Jn. it is impossible
to deny that the text may be genuine. The actual order of the

words is uncertain, many MSS, e.g. ND, putting npo&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;.
before .

According to Tisch. the Sahidic version read 6 irpo^rfn]^.
3 Cp Acta Pil. (B), ii. I am afraid, said Nicodemus [to

Joseph], lest Pilate should be enraged. . . . But if thou wilt go
alone . . . then will I also go with thee and help thee to do every
thing necessary for the burial. It is only a conjecture, but a
reasonable one, that, if Nicodemus was the employer of the
water-carriers in Jerusalem during the Passover, the man bear
ing a pitcher of water (Mk. 14 13 Lk. 22 10) was regarded as his

emissary.
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wedding,

1
spent a great deal more on the dead body of

the teacher sent from God. Only it was by night.
It is implied that Mary s affectionate gift of a single
1

pound of ointment, given to Jesus openly while he

lived, outweighed the hundred pounds of spices offered

by the millionaire who gave him scarcely anything in

the way of support, and nothing in the way of public
confession, while he lived, but (Jn. 12?) kept his gift

against the day of his burial, ending, as he began, a
Laodicean. 2 He is a Johannine conception, represent

ing the liberal, moderate, and well-meaning Pharisee,
whose fate it was to be crushed out of existence in the

conflict between Judaism and its Roman and Christian

.adversaries. E. A. A.

NICODEMUS, THE GOSPEL OF, printed in Greek
and Latin from various MSS by Tischendorf (Evang.
Apocr. 1853, i876 (2

&amp;gt;)

is a true apocryphon, in the sense

that it does not come within the category of Old-Christian

Literature in the stricter meaning of that expression (see
OLD-CHRISTIAN LITERATURE). The book professes
to have been originally written by Nicodemus, in Hebrew,
from which language it was translated by a certain

Ananias about 425 A.D. It consists of three parts, the

first and second of which are entitled vTrof^vrnj-ara TOU

Kvpiov r]/j,wv Irjffov XpicrroO irpa^d^vra firl \\ovriov

IliXdrov ,
the third relates to Christ s Dcscensus ad

inferos. Chaps. 1-13 describe the trial of Jesus before

Pilate, his condemnation, crucifixion, and resurrection,

substantially in agreement with the canonical gospels.

Chaps. 14-16, originally by another hand, give a copious

report of the debate held by the Jewish authorities upon
the resurrection of Jesus and the liberation of Joseph of

Arimathea from prison. Chaps. 17-27, by yet another

hand, is a lively description of the brief stay of

Jesus in Hades (cp i Pet. 818-20). All three pieces,

originally written in Greek, are generally held to be

not earlier than the fourth century, and when they
were brought together to have been placed under

the name of Nicodemus which occurred frequently in

them and sounded well. Cp, however, APOCRYPHA,
27(1)-
In the Middle Ages this Gospel was widely read, as is shown

by the many still extant MSS both of the original text and of

translations, by the traces found in literature of acquaintance
with the work, and by widely diffused poetical adaptations. Cp
Tischendorf, Ev. Apoc., Prolegomena; Wiilcker, Das Ev.
Nicodemi in der abendliindischen Literatur, i872;,Gaston
Paris and Alphonse Bros, Trois Versions rimees de fEvangile
de Nicodeine, 1885.

The value of this writing for our knowledge of Old-

Christian literature lies in the fact of its containing some
traits relating to the gospel history of which we learn

nothing, or very little, from the NT. w. C. v. M.

NICOLAITANS, AY NICOLAITANES ( N i KO^AITAI

[Ti. WH]), are mentioned in NT only in Rev. 26 15,

_,. . and in other old Christian writers
1. tflaracter.

j ren;KUS Tertullian, and others only
in connection with these two passages. We may safely

identify them with the followers of Balaam and Jezebel
referred to in 2 14 20 (cp BALAAM, col. 464 ; JEZEBEL,
col. 2457). The persons aimed at are apostates who,

according to the author of the Apocalypse, had been

troubling and leading astray the churches of Asia Minor
and especially the seven addressed in chaps. 1.f. It

has been commonly, but erroneously, thought that such

a description must be intended for persons who
were in principle more pagan than Christian, and

might therefore be regarded as mere libertines in the

1 Wetst., ad lac., lectus erat stratus XII. M. denariis ;

Hor. Hebr. the furniture of whose bed was twelve thousand
denars. Another tradition mentions (Hor. Hebr. 2 449) a

daughter of Nicodemus b. Gorion to whom the wise men
appointed four hundred crowns of gold for a chest of spices for

one day.
2 If the obscure and probably corrupt Jn. 12 7 could be inter

preted Let her alone. Ought she to keep it (or, would you
keep it) till the day of my burial? this would bring out the

contrast between the gift of Mary and the gift of Nicodemus.
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ordinary sense of that word. What the writer actually

says of them and there is no other authority to whom
we can turn shows them to be Pauline Christians, in

other words, believers after the type with which we
become best acquainted through the Epistles that bear

the name of Paul. Like these, they too had arisen after

the churches had already subsisted for some considerable

time, a time long enough to make it possible to point
with thankful recognition to the good work the churches

had done in the past, their patience and fidelity under

poverty, oppression, and persecution in a word, to

their first works/ to their love and faith which, alas,

are now threatened with extinction (22 f. 5 9 10 13 19

83 /. 8 1082; cp PAUL, 35, 40). Their leaders

called themselves apostles, but in the estimation of

those who opposed them were not such, but were liars

(22). This same consideration it was that led Paul

to lay such emphasis upon his own apostleship and that

of those who wrought with him, and to defend it so

persistently (Rom. li 5n 13 i Cor. li 9i-i8 2 Cor. li

11s/. 12n-i2 Gal. li 28 Eph. li Col. 1 1 i Tim. li 2?
2 Tim. li ii Tit. li). In Rev. 220 it is brought as a

charge against Jezebel that she calls herself a pro

phetess ;
with no less distinctness does Paul claim

for himself mid his followers the gift of prophecy (Rom.
126 i Cor. 11 4 / 12io 28 /. 132 9 14i-6 1424 31 39).

The Smyrnaeans and Philadelphians are warned in

Rev. ~lf) 3g against those who say that they are Jews
although they are not, but lie and are a synagogue of

Satan
; precisely so does Paul designate his spiritual

allies irrespective of descent or birth as the true Jews,
the seed of Abraham, and the rightful Israel (Rom.
228/ 4 96/ Ili 7 i Cor. 10i8 Gal. 87-9829 422 28 31

6 16 Eph. 212), though very far from wishing to have
it forgotten that he himself is an Israelite according
to the Mesh and full of tenderness for his people (Rom.
9 1-5 10 11 i 2 Cor. 1122 Gal 2 15 Phil. 34/).
The Nicolaitans had their own particular doctrine

(dtdax^ ;
Rev. 21524), just as Paul had his (Rom. 617

_ , . 1617 i Cor. 4 17 7 17). Their gnosis, their
. octnne.

souncjj ng O f the jeep things of God
(
Rom.

1033 i Cor. 2io), could easily lead to the designation of

those who were opposed to it and to the new revelation

altogether as being those who know not the deep
things of Satan (oiVtves OVK

Zyvta&amp;lt;Ta.v
TO. J3a6ea rov

ffarava : Rev. 224). The stumbling-block which the

apostates cast before the Israelites is stated to be eating

things sacrificed to idols and committing fornication

((payflf eidwXodi To. KO.I iropvevffcu : 21420), not because

they made a mock of all that is holy and trampled
honour underfoot, but because they, like Paul, had
set aside the Jewish laws regarding foods and marriage,

freely using food that had been set before heathen

deities (Rom. 142 6 14 20 i Cor. 814 101925-27), and

contracting marriages within the prohibited degrees
which in the eyes of the author of the Apocalypse were

unchaste unions, just as in the eyes of the writer of

i Cor. 5 r the marriage of the Christian who had freed

himself from scruples with his deceased father s wife

(not his own mother) was so, or as in the eyes of so

many Englishmen the marriage with a deceased wife s

sister is at the present day. For the expressions, see

Acts 1520 29 2125 (cp also COUNCIL, n).
The reason why the identity of the Nicolaitans and

their allies in Rev. 2/. , with the followers of Paul has

TJ J.-.C not sooner found general recognition,
3 Identifica- ,

, although many scholars since Baur have
considered that Paul himself was aimed

at in the passage, is not far to seek. Paul s name
is not mentioned, and his personality not brought
before the reader s attention, so that it was natural

to see in the allusions a reference to later develop
ments. No one thought of suggesting Paulinism

such as is seen in the Epistles and must be dis

sociated from the person and period of the historical

Paul.

34&quot;

NICOPOLIS
Why the Nicolaitans were called so is unknown. Probably

the name was given by opponents, and, like Balaam and
Jezebel, was intended to express censure and reproach.
Perhaps it was originally bestowed by some one before the time
of the writer of the Apocalypse who had in view some well-known

though now forgotten personality of evil repute. We may be
sure that it does not come, as Irenseus and Tertullian will have
it, from the deacon Nicolas of Acts 6 5, nor

yet,
as many moderns

have conjectured, from NucoAaos (VIKO.V and Aoos)as a rendering
of Balaam = /3aAaa/i = Cy J?|?3 or CV tya This, however

ingenious, is a mere guess.
In the middle ages we meet with Nicolaitans who seek to

release the clergy from enforced celibacy ; in the fifteenth

century, in Bohemia, Nicolaitans anticipated the Quakers
in their repudiation of outward ordinances and in finding a place
for special revelations by the side of the written word. They do
not stand, however, in any real connection with the Nicolaitans
of the Apocalypse.
See for these PRE^, s.v. Nikolaiten ; for the first, W. C.

van Manen, 1 anlus, ii., 1891, pp. 244-251 ; for another view, W.
Bousset, Offenbarung Jokannis, 1896, 238-241. 278_/I

W. C. v. M.

NICOLAS (NIKO\AOC). a proselyte, of Antioch, one
of the seven named in Acts 65 (see DEACONS, 5).

His name but only the name occurs also in more
than one of the lists of the seventy (see Lipsius, Apocr.

Ap.-gesch.\2o$; Ergiinzungsheft, 2), and a large body
of tradition has been connected with it under the sup

position that he was the founder of the heresy of the

NICOLAITANS [?. .]

NICOPOLTS ( N i KonoAic [Ti. WH]). Paul, accord

ing to the traditional view,
1
writing to Titus expresses

_, .._ his intention of spending the approach-
i. laentmca-

jng winter at Nicopo ijs (Tit. 3 12), and
desires Titus to be diligent to come

to him thither. There were many towns called Nicopolis.
(i) One founded in Armenia by Pompeius on the field of his

victory over Mithridates (65 B.C.), a great military and civil

post and centre of the road system under the Kmpire (mod.
J urk/i. Strabo, 555 ; Ptol. viii. 17 40. Cp Murray Handbook to

AM 48). (2) In Egypt, near Alexandria (Strabo, 795 800, Jos.
BJ iv. 11 5). (3) On Mt. Amanus, in Cilicia (Strabo, 676, Ptol.

v. 87). (4) In Bithynia, on the Bosporus (Plin. HNbyi).
(5) On the upper Nestus, in Thrace (Ptol. iii. 11 13). (6) The
town still called Nicopolis (\ikup) near the Danube; 2

(7)

Nicopolis in Kpirus. This enumeration is necessary, as there

is no direct evidence as to the identity of the town mentioned
in Titus. The subscription to the Epistle to Titus, according
to which the letter was written from Nicopolis of Macedonia,
is of no authority.

Considerations as to the date of foundation or name,
or as to the situation, of most of the towns above

enumerated, are fatal to their claims ; and there is a

general agreement that the place meant was Nicopolis
in Epirus, for this agrees best with the meagre data as

to Paul s last years derivable from the Pastoral Epistles
on the assumption of their genuineness.

Nicopolis (the city of victory )
in Epirus was founded

by Augustus in commemoration of his victory over

Antonius and Cleopatra (Sept. 31 B.C.,

Suet. Aug. 1 8 ; Strabo, 325). The site
2. Environ-

chosen was that on which his land forces

had their camp before the battle, on the northern

promontory at the mouth of the Ambracian gulf (mod.
Gulf of Atba). The whole surrounding territory

southern Epirus, the opposite region of Acarnania with

Leucas, and even part of /Etolia was united in a single

urban domain, and the inhabitants of the dwindling

townships were transferred to the new city (Strabo, I.e. ,

Dio Cass. 51 1, Paus. v.233 vii. 188 x. 884, Anthol. Or.

Ssss)- Nicopolis was made a free city (like Athens

and Sparta),
3 and it possessed six out of the thirty votes

1 [However impossible, on critical grounds, the Pauline author

ship of the Epistle to Titus may be, many critics now hld that

Tit. 3i2/: is a genuine fragment of the work of Paul, written

shortly before 2 Cor., when Paul (in Ephesus?), unable to count

on the loyalty of Corinth, was planning to await the outcome in

Macedonia and Epirus (Bacon, Intr. to the NT 136; cp v.

Soden, HC iii. 181 221 c). Cp Rom. 1&quot;&amp;gt; 19. ED.]
2 Other places called Nicopolis will be found mentioned by

Ramsay, Hist. Geogr. of AM Palaeapolis in the valley of
the Cayster (105); in Pisidia (= Metropolis, 403); Emmaus
[mod. Amwas] in Palestine was known as Nicopolis in the third

century. Naturally these do not enter into the question.
3 Tac. Ann. 5 to, Arrian, Epict. Diss. iv. 1 14 IT) -rr[v Kcucrapo;

Tu\t\v, eAevOepoi ftTfiev.
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NIGER
in the Amphictyonic Council representing all Greece

(
Paus. x. 8 2 f. ). Furthermore, the old festival to the

Actian Apollo on the opposite promontory was magnifi

cently renewed and enlarged, a quinquennial festival

(ra A/crta), with musical and athletic competitions, and

chariot races and other contests, being instituted and

placed on the same level as the four great Games of

Greece (Strabo, I.e.
).

Herod the Great contributed to the

adornment of the city (Jos. Ant. xvi. 5 3). The result of

this imperial and other patronage was that Nicopolis
became the greatest city on the W. coast of Greece, far

exceeding in importance all other cities of the same name

(cp Strabo, 325).

Nicopolis was therefore admirably adapted to be a

centre of missionary work in western Greece a region

p ., as yet untouched. An additional reason
3. &quot;aul 8

jor the Decision attributed to Paul would be
visit.

founcj if j t were certain that Epirus and Acar-

nania had at this date been severed from Achaia and

constituted as a separate province.
1 The despatch of

Titus northwards into Illyricum
2

(cp 2 Tim. 4io, and

see DALMATIA) seems to indicate a reasoned plan of

far-reaching operations in this quarter. The above

remark assumes both that Paul himself reached

Nicopolis, and that Titus was able to go to him before

the expiration of the winter (probably that of 65-6 A.D. ,

or perhaps a year later) ;
but of this there is no proof.

Paul was certainly not at Nicopolis at the time of writ

ing Tit. 3 12 3
(see i, n. i above) ; probably Miletus

and Corinth (2 Tim. 4 20) were stages on the journey
thither. It would seem most probable that Nicopolis
was the scene of his arrest, in the course of the winter.

Nicopolis fell into decay, and, having been destroyed by the

Goths, was restored by Justinian (Procop. de sd. 4 2). During
the Middle Ages the site was deserted for one about 5 m. farther

S. on the end of the promontory, and thus the modern town of

Prevesa (TrpejSe^a) originated. There are many remains of the

ancient city.
See Journ. Roy. Geogr. Soc. 889, Leake, Travels in N. Gr.

1 178 8491, Murray s Handbook to Greece. For the foundation

of Nicopolis, consult Kuhn, Entstehung der Stadte der A lien.

W. J. W.

NIGER. See SIMEON NIGER.

NIGHT (fl^?), Gen. 1 5 etc. See DAY.

NIGHT-HAWK (DOOF1, tahmas; pAayS &amp;lt; noctua],

one of the unclean birds (Lev. \\\6 Dt. 14ist). The
true meaning of the Hebrew word is unknown. Tristram

thinks that AV meant by night-hawk the night-jar
4

(Caprimulgus), a bird of nocturnal habits, of which three

species are recorded from Palestine
;
but (55 and Vg.

suggest a reference to some species of OWL (q.v.).

Among the moderns, Bochart and Gesenius favour the

male ostrich (root- meaning, to treat violently ),
whilst

others, led by the same root-meaning, prefer the cuckoo.

Finally, others have thought of the swallow (so possibly

Targ. Jon. NnSBn, and Saad.
) ;

Niebuhr the traveller

states that the Jews in Mosul still call the swallow
tahmas. A. E. S.

NIGHT - MONSTER
LlLITH.

Is. 34 14 RV, RVme-

NIGHT-WATCHES (nrO?K), Ps. 636 [ 7] 119 148.

See DAY.

1 See Marq.-Momms., Staafsveriu.W, 131. Tac. Ann. 2 53(=
17 A.D.) calls Nicopolis an urbs A chaite, but Epict. Diss. iii. 4 i,

speaks of it as the headquarters of an en-iVpOTros Hireipov : cp
Zahn, Eiitl. 1 435.

2
[2 Tim. 4 6 (g)-22 may plausibly be regarded as a Pauline frag

ment, though i and 2 Tim., as wholes, cannot be the work of
Paul. See Bacon. Introd. to the NT. 135 : v. Soden, HC,
3 181. ED.]

3 Note the use of eicet, there, and the tense Keicpuca, I have
determined not the epistolary past, but expressing the mental
state at the moment of writing.

4 From the time of Aristotle, peculiar attributes have been
ascribed to the night-hawk or goat-sucker, and it was supposed
to come at night-time and tear nd eat the flesh off young
children s faces.
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NILE
NILE. The present name of the great river of F.gypt

conies from the Greek (6 NetXos). This is found as

., early as Hesiod
; Homer, however, Od.

SB
4 477, calls it yEgyptus (6 Ar-ywroj in

distinction from 17 AryuTrros, the country), indicating,

correctly, by this name that Egypt is only the Nile

valley. No derivation from the Egyptian is possible for

the name Nile. 1 Whether, according to a hypothesis
of Movers, NetXos comes from a supposed Phoenician

*nehel Hebrew ndhal
( brook, stream

)
must remain

doubtful
;
neither does a hypothetical Egyptian mutila

tion of nahar river (Lepsius, Chronologic, 275)

present more probability. If the Arabic name of the

canal Shatt-en-Nll in Central Babylonia has any con

nection with the Egyptian river, it would be due to a

comparison by the Arabs. The Egyptians call their

river Hp (something like
*t]jm)

or H fi (earliest ortho

graphy in the pyramid-texts ///), which, if we may
judge from Herodotus

Kpw&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;i
and M(00(, was probably

vocalised Ho /(z).
2

Although the latest theology tried

to explain the Apis-bull (Eg. Hp} as a personification
of the Nile, the two names are totally different (cp

NOPH).
S The river s sacred name lip began at an

early period to be used less than the simple designation
river yetor, later pronounced ye or, yo or (earliest

orthography ytrw, the addition of w being meant to

express the fact that w had taken the place of the lost

t
;

later spelling ywr], whence Coptic eiOOp branch of

the river, distinguished from
i&amp;lt;\pO.

S- Egyptian eiepo
the Nile

; originally y(e)tar-o() the great river.

This last expression is rendered by the Assyrians
iaru -A (Asur-bani-pal, 4X32; cp Delitzsch, Paradies,

31 2)
4

i.e. , N. Egyptian |&po or i^po) whilst the

other expression has become very familiar through the

Hebrews as -)isr IN (in Am. 8 8 mutilated into -IN).

)
is used exclusively of the Nile (Gen. 41 1 Ex. 1 22 2 3

pl
Is. 7 18 196 3725), only in Is. 8821 of ideal rivers

in as late passages as Dan. 12567 of the Tigris (in Job28io,
where the sense shafts of mines is forced on it by the com
mentaries, the text is hardly correct). That &amp;lt;5 mostly renders

iroTa.fj.6i; may be noted. On the name SHIHOR, see the article

on that word.

Naturally, the name Gihon of Gen. 213 does not refer to the

Nile, although already Ecclus. 24 27 and Josephus know that

application. Christian writers, of course, called the Nile Gt on
after the LXX, in order to show their knowledge of the Bible ;

but this is not to be considered as a tradition of any weight.
The question where that second river of Paradise is really to be

sought for, does not belong here. See GIHON, and PAKADISE, 5.

Personified, the Nile is frequently figured as a fat,

androgynous deity,
5 with skin painted blue (like water ;

_ .. , sometimes green), wearing a bunch of
2. I eliels and

aquatic plants on his head and the gird ie
ceremonies.

of a fisnernian arounci his loins, and

presenting fresh water (in vases), lotus flowers, fish, and

fowl. Such representations are found as early as on

statues of dyn. 12. One of the classic school-books,

dating from the middle empire, contains a hymn to the

good god Nile,
6 the creator of all good things ;

but he

received less regular worship than the local gods pre

siding over the watercourse of some districts (Satet near

1 W. GrofTs ne-il-u the rivers (Bnll. Inst. Eg. 1892, p. 165)

would, in correct pronunciation, be n-ierou, which has no
resemblance to Nile.

2 No etymology is possible. Paronomasias with the root lip.

(something like *rj&amp;lt;n) to hide, are, of course, not to be taken

seriously.
3 Wiedemann, Herodot s siveites Buck, 93, enumerates

various rare Greek designations for the river (Okeane, VEtos,

Neileus, Triton), and some ridiculous etymologies from the

Greek for the usual name Neilos.
4 Delitzsch s statement that a word ia-u-ri rivers (?) occurs

already in an inscription of Adad-nirari I. (about 1325 B.C.) is

retracted in Assyr. HandwSrterb. 203 303.
5 Mostly differentiated into the two Nile gods of Upper and

Lower Egypt.
6 Papyrus Sallier II. and Anastasi VII. ; cp Maspero, Hytnne

au Nil, 1868 (see also Records of the fasti1
), 4 105).
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NILE
the first cataract, for example). Temples are men
tioned at Memphis, Heliopolis, and Nilopolis.
At Silseleh (between Asuan and Edfu), where the

sandstone range, in pre
historic times, had separ
ated Egypt and Nubia,
certain ceremonies and
sacrifices from time im
memorial welcomed the

Nile at the yearly com
mencement of his rise

i. e. , at the entering of

the inundation into Egypt
proper. The Nile-

festivals (XetXcfSa)
1 were

celebrated through the

whole country at that

time.

Some of the religious
rites have survived to the

present day in Christian

or Muhammedan disguise,
such as the celebration of

the night of the drop

Nile Deity.

(falling now on the I7th
of June), originally the

night in which tears of

Isis weeping over Osiris

cause the Nile to rise. 2

Also the feast of cutting the dam in August must
date from pagan times. 3

The true causes of the yearly rise of the Nile were, of

course, not known to the ancient Egyptians ;
for this their

3. Sources and Se gfP
hical horizon was to narrow -

. . (In dynasties eighteen to twenty-one,
the pharaohs had a certain rule over

the valley as far S. as the sixth cataract, and even before

that time [EGYPT, 47] commercial expeditions may
have penetrated farther S. , but neither into the highlands
of Abyssinia nor to the equatorial lake-regions. )

The
ancient Greeks discussed the mystery with special
interest (Strabo, 136 ; Herod. 2 ^ff. t

etc.
) ;

the correct

explanation (the tropical winter-rains)
4

is found first in

Aristotle (Meteor, i. 1219). Herodotus (2ig) wonders
at the lack of interest in the problem which he found

among the Egyptian priests ; they were, indeed, per

fectly satisfied with the old mythological explanations,

exactly as they taught to the last days of paganism the

childish geography inherited from the most primitive

period : the Nile has his source or sources at the scat

of Osiris, in the realm of the dead, which is both in the

Lower World and in heaven
;

5
it comes to light at the

first cataract, flowing in two whirlpools from two
fountain-holes (Kerti} ; one river runs N. , the other

S. ; as the northern branch empties into the Mediter

ranean, so the southern river ends in the Indian ocean. 6

We see here the tendency to confine the name Nile to

the part flowing through Egypt N. and S. of Elephantine
and Philas. The endless course of the river is .alluded

1 Described by Heliodorus, 9 9. Cp Wiedemann, Herodofs
zweites Buch, 365.

2 Isis tears drop, according to this myth, from heaven, in the

night of weeping. According to another version, she mourns
in the lower world where her dead husband lies. A variant
makes the river come out of Osiris body itself. Thus the
statement of Greek times, identifying Osiris and the Nile, is

intelligible, as well as the importance of Isis in the preservation
of all organic life, due, in Egypt, entirely to the irrigation. See
below on the earliest form of these myths combining Osiris and
the invisible source. [Cp G. Margoliouth, Liturgy of the Nile,}

A strange tale of the Talmud to the effect that Joseph s

coffin rested in the depths of the Nile, has no parallel in

Egyptian customs. The sacred river seems to have been kept
from defilement by corpses, in great contrast to the negligence
of the modern Egyptians.

4 Half correctly Anaxagoras : the melting of snow in the

Ethiopian mountains.
5 Cp Odyss. 4477 fitijrTT)s irora/iidt?
6 This view is found in Greek writers, and already in the

Petersburg tale, written about 1900 B.C.
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NIMRIM, WATERS OF
to frequently,

1 so that the proverbial idea about its real

source- may be older than Greek times.

The true beginning of the White Nile (cp EGYPT,
6) is now sought in the Kagera river, 3 S. of the

equator, so that the total length of the Nile is about

4000 miles. Its six cataracts are all situated N. of

Khartum. Whilst it has many affluents S. of the roth

degree, N. of this it receives only the Atbara and the

Blue (tetter Black i.e. , turbid) Nile, the rivers

Astaboras and Astapus of the Ancients. The yearly
inundation is chiefly due to the Blue Nile, which brings
the water of the Abyssinian winter-rains. The swelling
of the river is noticed in Khartum in the first days of

May, near the first cataract about June ist, at Cairo at

the end of that month. The maximum is there reached
in October (EGYPT, 7). The classical writers are

approximately correct in speaking of 100 days of swell

ing. The water becomes turbid and red (for some days
it is coloured green by parts of rotten water-plants) ; it

turns clear again when the river begins to sink. With
the exception of the time of the green Nile, the water
is pleasant and wholesome.
The great importance of the yearly inundation, which

alone makes agriculture possible in Egypt, was well

known to the Greeks ; less generally known was the

necessity of artificial assistance by dykes, canals, and
machines for lifting the water, which makes the life of

the Egyptian peasant so hard. In antiquity, the in

undation seems to have been somewhat more abundant,
as old water-marks show, 3 but hardly more regular.
Too high inundation causes great ravages, especially in

the lowlands of the Delta
;
an insufficient rise, on the

other hand, brings a failure of the crops and famine.

The most desirable rise was considered to be 16

Egyptian cubits. 4 Bad years in consequence of a
small Nile 5 are mentioned frequently from the time

of the middle empire (see EGYPT, 7, n. 2, on a legend
of seven years of famine). The rising of the floods was

accordingly observed with great anxiety by means of

official Nilometers i.e. , graduated wells (most famous
are the ancient one of Elephantine and that from
Arabian times on the island of Roda at Cairo). Re

ligious services for the purpose of imploring the granting
of a great Nile are known from all ages, from pagan
down to Muhammedan times. Whether the annual
sacrifice (to the Nile) of a virgin at Memphis is historical

may be doubted at least for the Christian age of

Egypt, to which Arab writers wish to attribute it. Cp
for all the preceding remarks, EGYPT, 6f.

W. M. M.

NIMRAH (rnPJ), Nu. 323. See BETH-NIMRAH.

NIMRIM,WATERS OF (Dn3 VD, leopard waters ;

cp BETH-NIMRAH ; much less probably limpid waters
),

a stream in the land of Moab (Is. 156, N6MHpeiM
[BQm&-], NeBpiM [X], Ne/vxpeiM [AQ*], NeBnpeiM
[r]; Jer.48 34 . NeBpeiN [B], -M [N], Ne/wpei/yv [Q].

eBplM [A]). The elegy on Moab (see ISAIAH ii., 9)

complains that the waters of Nimrim are becoming a
desolation ;

withered is the grass, gone is the herbage,
1 The circle of gods does not know whence thou art, AZ,

1873, p. 129 ; only the souls of the dead will see Isis revealing
the Nile in his secrecy, Book of the Dead, 146.

2 Kniitgen, Die Ansickten tier Alien iilerdie Nilquellen, 1876
(Wiedemann, I.e. 113).

3 Cp especially those at Thebes, AZ 34, 1896, in and 95.
The strange water-marks at Semneh in Nubia (LD ii. 189),
which would show that, in dynasty 12, the Nile rose there

(above the second cataract, where the river may not yet have
broken through) 25 ft. higher than nowadays, are best left aside

(cp col. 1208, n. 2, end). In Egypt proper the (very slow)
raising of the ground by the alluvium may have changed the
conditions somewhat. The frequent assumption that the fields

are raised faster than thp bed of the river is, however, disputed.
4 Cp the sixteen children playing round the famous statue of

the Nile in the Vatican. The height varies, however, con

siderably according to the locality. Does sixteen apply to

Memphis? (Plut. fs. 43, Arist. 2361, give fourteen cubits for M.)
6 Decree of Canopus, /. 7, Greek text, /. 16. The Greek text

translates by a.fipo\ia..
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verdure there is none. It is not a prophecy of what

God will bring about ; the picture is not merely antici-

pative ;
the barbarity of foemen is to blame (2 K. 3 19 25).

The picture is completed in Is. 15g (emended text), which

states that the waters of Nimrim (see DIMON) are full

of blood ;
the warriors of Moab have teen cut down on

its banks, and the stream is reddened with gore (cp Jer.

482, where MADMEN
[&amp;lt;?.? ] should be Nimrim). This

apparently explains the cry of woe (v. 8) which echoes

from the S. to the N. of the land (see EGLAIM). Pre

sumably Nimrim itself is in the S. of Moab. It is there

fore not the same as BETH-NIMRAH (q.v. )
or Nimrah

i.e., Tell Nimrln at the foot of the mountains opposite

Jericho, though apart from its situation the Wady
NimrTn, as the lower part of the W. So aib (cp HOBAB)
is called, answers to the description of the former state

of Nimrim. 1 We must look for a trace of a Nimrim
farther S.

;
in fact, it seems doubtful whether Beth-

Nimrah is not too far N. to have been reckoned as

Moabitish.

According to Eusebius and Jerome (OSW, 28432 ; 143 n) the

place intended is one which was known in their day as fhivva-

jxapeiji, bennaineriuin, and lay to the N. of Zoar (at the extreme
S. end of the Dead Sea ;

see ZOAR). Either the reference is to

the Wfuly en-Numera, which traverses a region now waste and

stony, but perhaps not so in early times, or, if not, the name
which was once applied more widely has lingered here by the

caprice of fortune. 2

Tristram speaks of the plenteous brooks gushing from

the lofty hills into the Ghor en-Numeira (Land of Aloab,

46 /. ).
The name, which may possibly contain a relic

of totemism (cp LEOPARD), was apparently not very un
common. See OS^, 28422, 14232, for another evidence

of this (it is the great Wady Nimreh in Hauran, E. of

Shubha, that is meant). T. K. C.

NIMROD (TtipX &quot;lhO3 [iCh.lio Mic. 5 5]; NeB-

POOA, NeBpOON [E and D in Gen. lOg] ; N&BpCOAHC
1 Biblical [

? - /- NeBp.], Jos.). A son of Cush, and
* **&quot; *

one of the primitive heroes (Gen. 108/:
5es

[J 2],
i Ch. 1 iot). There is much that is

singular and exciting to the curiosity in the account of

Nimrocl. The sons of Cush in Gen. lOy (P) are the

representatives of peoples ; but here is a son of Cush
who, however legendary, is no mere genealogical fiction,

but apparently the first of the imperial despots known
to the Israelites. His name was evidently as familiar

to those from whom the tradition in Gen. 108^ is derived

as it was to the people of his own country ;
and if we

could only understand what is said about him, we ought
to be able to restore the name which underlies the form
Nimrod. It is stated in the tradition (vv. 10-12) that his

rule began in Babylon, and then extended to Erech,

Accad, and Calneh in the land of Shinar, from which

country he went to Assyria, and founded Nineveh,

Rehoboth-Ir, Calah, and Resen. Several of these names,
however, are obscure. Even SHINAR and ACCAD have
not been explained beyond question, whilst CALNEH,
REHOBOTH-IR, and especially RESEN still remain in a

high degree doubtful. The description of Nimrod in

v. &f. is also somewhat puzzling. He began to be a

mighty one (133, yiyas, see GIANTS) in the earth. He
was a mighty one in hunting (TS 132) before Yahwe

;

therefore, it is said, like Nimrod a mighty one in hunt

ing before Yahwe. We also meet with the phrase the

land of Nimrod, parallel to Assyria, in Mic. 56 [5].

This too has not been adequately explained (see 2,

end).
Bruston s supposition that Nimrod ben Cush is the name

symbolised by the mystic number in Rev. 13 18 is, we may fear,

only a curiosity.

That the name Nimrod must have suggested to the

1 This is the view of Ges., Hi., Del., Che. [formerly], Bad.-
Socin ( probably ), and especially Wetzstein (see Del. Gt fi.W,

572)-
2 Buhl (Pal. 272), Di. This view suits the identification of

Horonaim with the ruins near the Wady ed-Derfi a (Buhl, 272).
Horonaim is mentioned in the elegy just before Nimrim.
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Hebrews the idea of rebellion
( v/-no) is obvious. The

2 Earlier
connect on f l^e hero who bore it with

:,
, foreign cities, however, shows that it is

theories ,, , .
. merely a Hebraised form of a foreign name.

3&amp;lt;

Sayce formerly (TSBA 2m/.}, Grivel (ib.

8136^1), and Wellhausen (CH 309^) have combined
Nimrod with Merodach (Marduk), who was originally
the local god of Babylon, and is said to have had four

dogs (Jensen, Kosmol. 131). Apart, however, from the

reference to Nimrod s hunting (if TX is correct), there is

no parallelism between the two, and it was therefore a
more plausible idea of G. Smith the Assyriologist ( TSBA
1205 and elsewhere), Maspero (Dawn of Civ., 1899, p.

573), P. Haupt (Nimrod-epos), and A. Jeremias (Ixdvtar-

Aimrod) to identify Nimrod with the legendary hunter

king of Erech, whose name is now read as Gilgames
(see CAINITES, ENOCH), and with whom one of the

cities (Erech) mentioned in the traditional text of Gen.
10 10 is closely connected. liven this parallelism, how
ever, is incomplete, and the name remains unexplained.

1

Haupt and Hilprecht have, therefore, looked out for a
historical personage whose name might conceivably be
worn down into Nimrod. The hero selected is Nazi-

marattas 2
( I4th cent. B. C.

),
one of those warlike Kassite

kings of Babylonia (see CUSH, 2) who were constantly

invading Palestine, and continued their intrigues in that

country to the very end of the Egyptian rule.

The contract tablets of the Kassite period are said to abound
in such abbreviations as that of TC3 fur Na/imarattas. The
theory is well thought out. This Kassite king might conceivably
have been remembered as a representative of the Kassite kings,
and have been credited with the conquests of other Kassites. It

should be noticed, however, that the synchronous history of

Assyria and Babylonia states that NazimarattaS was defeated at

Kar-Istar-akarsal by Adad-nirari I., king of Assyria, which was
followed by an extension of the Assyrian frontier (A~.#li97;
J?P( l

), 830; cp BABYLONIA, 47).

This identification of Nimrod, however, is not free

from objection. If Nimrod had been represented solely

P Vi Kl
as a conc

l
ueror

i
it would be adequate on

&quot;_

. , the grounds mentioned above. He is

e &quot;

6 more especially represetited, however,
as a great founder or fortifier of cities, and Haupt s theory
does not throw any light on this representation. More
over, the difficulties connected with the names of the

cities and with the phrase gibbor sdyid, TX 133, remain,

and as a point of method we ought first of all to seek to

clear up these names in the light of probable conclusions

attained elsewhere in the criticism of traditional names

(see, e.g. , SODOM).

The least serious difficulty is that connected with TS 123 (EV
a mighty hunter) in Gen. 10 qa. This phrase can hardly be right.
Esau was surely the great mythical hunter of the Israelites. If

Gilgames, the hunting king of Erech, is to be identified with

Enoch (see CAINITES, 6, ENOCH), we must suppose that he
was despoiled of his reputation as a hunter to please Israelitish

taste. For TS 133 there are plausible alternatives to read

j
&quot;l3 133, as in v. 8}, or to regard TS as a corrupt fragment of

some word meaning ruler or leader (most probably J SJ3,

judge, general, prince ). The second alternative is preferable :

it was as an able ruler and general, not as a hunter, that Nimrod
made his reputation, and was remembered in a popular song.
The key to the names will be found by recognising the Arabian

Cush not only in Gen. lOeyT, but also in v. 8. It follows from
this that, as in Gen. 14 and elsewhere, the editors of the traditional

text have made a huge mistake, through starting with a wrong
theory. The following restoration may not be in all points

correct ;
but it probably approaches the truth. For J3

l we

should almost certainly read ^1, and he smote (to suit
| S(5).

The suggested restoration of the text makes the passage read

as follows : And the beginning of his kingdom was Jerahmeel
in the land of Seir. From that land he went forth into Geshur,

1 No one would now explain Nimrod as Namra-uddu, the

brightly shining, or Namra-zit, the brightly rising.
2 See Haupt, A ndover Review, July 1884 ( The Language of

Nimrod the Cushite ), and cp University Circulars (Baltimore),
vol. xi. no. 98 (May 1892), and Hilprecht, Assyriaca. This view

was accepted as probable by Sayce (Acad. March 2, 1895; cp
Pat. Pal. 269 ; Exp. T 8 180) and Cheyne (Acad. March 9 and

May ii, 1895). Marattas is stated to be the Kassite god of

hunting.
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NIMSHI
and smote Hebron, Rehoboth, Jerahmeel, and Beersheba, which

is between Hebron and Jerahmeel.
On the possible or probable connection of the Nimrod passage

with Gen. ti 1-4 and 11 1-8 see NKPHILIM, and on the Jerahmeelite

origin of early Hebrew stones see PARADISE.

Now as to the name of the conqueror. &amp;lt;S

AD
gives it

as Nehrod, which is almost certainly right. It is prob

ably a condensed form of Bir-dadda, which is given else

where (see BEDAD) as the probable original of Bedad.

Considering that the conqueror spoken of must have

been prominent in Hebrew tradition, we may without

undue boldness assume that the Husham ben Zerah and

the Hadad ben Bedad in the list of Edomite kings (Gen.

36 34 f. )
have been rolled into one by Hebrew legend.

Husham is probably the original of the CUSHAN-RISH-

ATHAIM [&amp;lt;j.v.]
of Judg. 87-11, whose name should be

read Cushan from the land of the Temanites. That

this oppressor was traditionally king of Edom, not

Mesopotamia, is probable from the Kenizzite origin of

Othniel. His real name may have been Bir-dadda ;

4 Cushan is a term descriptive of his origin, not his

name. So Hadad b. Bedad would be really the son

of the so-called Cushan-rishathaim, and his conquests

may have been added to those of his father to com

plete the legendary picture. The main point, however,

is that Nimrod led the Jerahmeelite migration from

Edom into S. Canaan ;
this may well be a historical

fact. We now understand the parallelism of land of

Nimrod and Assyria in Mic. 56 [5]. -iiB K (Asshur)

is constantly used in lieu of -iitr: (Geshur), and refers to

a district on the border of S. Canaan. Cp MlCAH

[BOOK], 4, MIZRAIM, zb.

The theories considered above differ radically from

one which had considerable vogue formerly, and was

accepted by Hitzig (BHw ff.), Tuch
4. Nimrod.

{
Genesisw t l83)j and Finzi (Kicerche, 542)

not a myth. __vi/ _
that ximrod was originally, not the

legendary first king of Babylon (?), but the constellation

of Orion. The Chronicon Paschale (ed. Dindorf, 64)

says that the Persians assert of Nimrod that he became

a god, and was identical with the constellation of Orion ;

cp the Arabic name of Orion jabbar = Heb. gibbar,

liaa. the title given to Nimrod in Gen. 108/ (see

ORION). It is just as plausible, however, to make

Nimrod into a solar hero (so Goldziher in 1876) on

the deceptive ground that it is said in a Midrash that

365 kings (equal to the days of the solar year) ministered

to him. Cp ENOCH, 2.

Jewish Aggada made Nimrod the founder of the Tower of Babel

(Jos Ant. \. 42/), and, by a still further licence, imagined him

to have persecuted Abraham, because the patriarch

6. Jewish would not worship his false gods (cp Josh. 242).

Ae-ffada The latter legend migrated to the Arabs (cp Koran,
Sur. 21 52-59), and several mounds of rums even

now bear Nimrod s name, especially the well-known Birs Nimrud

(see BAHRI-, TOWER OF).

On the name and application
of Nimrod cp also Lagarde,

Armemsche Studien in A bh. Ges. Gott. 22 77 and N old. ZDMG
28 270 (Persia called house of Nimrod in an old Syrian book) ;

and on earlier explanations of the name, cp Dr. in Guardian,

May 20, 1896.
T. K. C.

NIMSHI (
C 5

IM, N A/v\e[c]c[e]l [BAL]), ancestor of

JEHU (q.v. } ; cp ISSACHAR, 4 ;
i K. 19i6 (NAMecGei

[B, om. A]) 2 K. 9 2 (A./v\ecei [A]) 14 (NAMGCCA [A
a
])

ao( NAAA6[c]c[]lOY[BA])aCh.22 7 . The name should

probably be Amashai (a more plausible form than

Amasai).
3 Jehu was lien Jehoshaphat = ben Sephathi,

son of a Zephathite ;
also ben Amashai = ben Yish-

maeli, son of an Ishmaelite. Elijah and Elisha, who,

according to different versions of the tradition, pro

moted Jehu s accession, were both, it has been sug

gested elsewhere (PROPHET, 7), Zarephathites. Now

Zephath and Zarephath are designations of the same

famous place on the border of N. Arabia. See SHAPHAT,

1 There is much dittography, as often (e.g., i S. 1 i) where the

name Jerahmeel is concerned. See Crit. Bib.

2 On these see Winckler, GI 1 192.
3 The initial comes from dittography (accidental repetition

of a letter).

NINEVEH
TISHBITE, ZAREPHATH. Jehu (whose name perhaps
= Jehoel = Elijah = Jerahmeel) may therefore have been

an adventurer from the far south. T. K. c.

NINEVEH (H1V3, NiNeyH [NHNCYH, NHNCYI],
Ninive ; classical H NINOC, Ass. Ninaa, Ninua ;

Lk.

,. 1132, men of Nineve, AtsiApec NiNeyeiT&i
e

[Ti.WH], Lk. H 3oNineviteB; and so NiNey
name.

|THC [
ATob . Il2 ], MIN YHTHC [* Tob. 2*]).

No satisfactory derivation of the name has been given ;

nor can be till the question has been settled whether the

city was originally peopled by a non-Semitic race. The

ideogram seems composed of those for house and

fish (cp JONAH [BOOK], 4). This has suggested to

some (Tiele, BAG 84, 90) the connection of Istar, the

city goddess, with a fish-goddess, daughter of the god Ea.

A non-Semitic derivation of Ni-na-a has been attempted.

So far as -na is concerned, Delitzsch was of opinion

that it means resting-place (Par. 260). We might
also explain Nin-ia, my lady, comparing the many

by-names of Istar as the lady ;
if it could be shown

that Nin, lady, had ever passed into Semitic.

Nineveh is said (Gen. 10 n) to have been founded by
Nimrod in Assyria. This may be taken to assume the

previous existence of the old capital Asur. The mention

with it and Calah of Rehoboth-Ir and Resen as forming

the Assyrian Tetrapolis, may be due to a desire to

balance the Babylonian Tetrapolis (in Gen. 10 10). At

any rate, there is no reason to suppose that in early

times these four formed a continuous city. [For the

bearing of this remark and for criticism of the traditional

text of Gen. 10 10-12, see NiMROix] In later times with

such historians as Ctesias and Diodorus the name

Nineveh may simply have denoted a province, the

Assyria proper between the four rivers. There is,

however, no proof that, in the Sargonide period up to

the fall of Nineveh, Calah was subordinate. Each city

retained its separate Saknu or prefect, and in the

official lists Nineveh stands below Calah. Great

emphasis has been laid on the approximate correspond

ence of a tetrapolis formed by Nineveh, Calah, Khor-

sabad, and Keramlis with the dimensions of Nineveh

given by Diodorus, and with a forced interpretation of

the vague phrase in Jonah (83), an exceeding great

city, of three days journey.
1

Against this must be set

the results of Jones survey of the ruins and district

(JKAS15297/.).
There is no trace of a common

wall. Moreover, the separate cities of Nineveh, Calah,

and Khorsabad are fortified as strongly towards the

interior of the assumed city as on the exterior. In

sales of land in Nineveh itself, the road to Calah is as

frequently named as the king s highway to Arbela.

Nineveh was situated at the NW. angle of an irregular

trapezium of land which lay between the rivers Husur

(Khausar] on the NW., Gomel on the
2. Situation. NE and E Upper Zab on the SE. and

S., and Tigris on the S. and W. In extent this plain

is 25 m. by 15 m. , and contains the ruins of Nineveh at

Kuyunjik and Nebi Yunus, of Dur-Sargon at Khor

sabad to the NE. ,
and of Calah to the S. of Nimrud.

The whole plain has a gradual slope from the low

range of Jebel Maklub and the hill of Ain-es-safra to

the Tigris on the W. This plain was for those days

amply protected on three sides by the two rapid broad

currents of the Tigris and the Zab, the hills on the NE.

and the river Gomel at their base. The weak NW.
side was partly protected by the Husur, in winter

impassable but in summer easily fordable. The floods

caused by the Husur were frequent and destructive ;

on one occasion sweeping away part of the palace and

exposing the coffins of the kings. A series of dams

was therefore constructed (mapped and described in

Topography of Nineveh,
1

JRASyAf.} which con

trolled the floods and filled the ditches and moats of

1 [For the probable origin of the very strange topographical

note in Jon. &quot;3 36, see PROPHET.]
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Nineveh. One of these ditches runs over 2 m. with a

breadth of 200 ft. and was lined with a rampart on the

city-side. To these dams there may be a reference in

Nah.26[7], The gates of the rivers are opened.
The city on the river-side of the Tigris extended

about 2^ m.
,

its N. wall measured 7000 ft.
,

the

eastern wall was nearly 3 m. long, and the southern

about 1000 ft. The city thus formed a narrow long

strip against the Tigris, pierced at right angles by the

Husur, the waters of which could,

by closing the great dam, be sent

round the moats instead. The
actual extent of Nineveh proper is

about 1800 acres or about two-

thirds the size of Rome within

Aurelian s Wall. It would con

tain a population of 175,000 on
the allowance of 50 sq. yds. to a

person. Outside this citadel city

lay the outskirts (kablu), which

seem to have had an independent

municipal existence under their own
Saknu (or sakinlu lady-governor).
Farther afield and apparently close

to Khorsabad lay Rebit Ninua, or

the piazza (see REHOBOTH-IR). In

the case of a siege, doubtless the

whole population of this outlying

neighbourhood would take refuge
within the city moats and walls.

Nineveh was first localised in

modern times by Rich, Resident at

3. Modern f^ for the
J
as

, ,. IndiaCompanya
explorations.

ASUR-BANI-PAL, n), and the Kuyunjik collections

4 History
f taljlets m tne British Museum in-

^ elude many commercial documents, there
are materials from native sources for its municipal history
and topography. Till these are published and under
stood it would be rash to dogmatise on conjectural

grounds. Gudea, king of Lagas (about 2800 B.C.),
records having built (or rebuilt) a temple of Istar at

Nineveh (A Z?3s). Dungi, king of Ur (about 2700

c.- ,
1820. Sir H. Layard

by his explorations definitely fixed it

at Kuvunjik (1845-47 and 1849-
Si)-
The excavations were continued by

H. Rassam (1854), G. Smith (1873-76),
and again Rassam up to 1882. The
enormous mound of Juyunjik, separ
ated from that of Nebi Yfinis by the

Khausar, marks the site of Sennacherib s

palace, covering quite 100 acres. It

has been explored to the extent of about
60 rooms (5 are 150 ft. square), all

panelled with sculptured slabs of ala
baster. The entrances to the palace and
to the principal halls were flanked with
colossal winged bulls and human-headed
lions some 20 ft. high. Close beside
this palace was one built by Esarhaddon
where the sculpture was of the finest
character ; but the entire building has
not been explored. The mound of Nebi
Yitnis, surmounted by the tomb of

Jonah, is a sacred spot to the Moham
medans and could not be explored
properly. By sinking a shaft within
the walls of a private house, however,
some sculptured slabs were recovered
and the Turkish government opened out,
later, part of a palace of Esarhaddon.
Outside these mounds excavations were
made at two of the great city-gates and
showed them to have been built by
Sennacherib.

_
The architecture of these palaces is exhaustively dealt with

in Fergusson s Palaces of A ineveh and Persepolis Restored
(see also Perrot and Chipiez, Art in Chaldiea and Assyria).
It should be noted that each palace was in itself a fort, and
would require a separate attack. The mounds formed a sort of
Acropolis to the town which was walled, moated, and protected
by outlying forts.

Within this enclosure and surrounding the palaces were
extensive orchards and gardens. It is not possible to decide
from the superficial appearance of the ruins whether any part
was densely populated by dwellers in streets of houses. The
houses unless

alj
built of sun-dried brick without stone must

have left more evident remains. The inscriptions, however, imply
streets, as well as orchards in Nineveh, so that a house abutted
on three sides

again&amp;gt;t other houses.

The history of Nineveh is of course that of Assyria ;

but as most of the Assyrian documents known to us
come from Asur-bani- pal s palace in Nineveh (cp

NINEVEH & DISTRICT
.fter Jones, Rich, von Oppenheim

and others.

English Miles

0123456

Map of Nineveh.
Walker & Cocker

B.C.), left an inscription in Nineveh, unless indeed this

was carried there by some Assyrian royal antiquary.
The Amarna tablets (1500 B.C.) name Nineveh twice

(KB 5 ,
see under Nina

),
each time in connection with

Istar. The earliest native notices are on the votive

bowls of Shalmaneser I. (about 1300 B.C.). These
short notices (Klilg; 3 AJ

, pi. 5, no. 3-5) are to be

read in the light of Tiglath-pileser s reminiscences of

Shalmaneser (G. Smith, Ass. Disc. 248). Shalmaneser

claims to have renewed the temple of Istar (3 /? 5, no. 4).

From later notices we gather that Samsi-Adad (about
1821 B.C.) built a temple of Istar, E-Mas-mas and

may have renewed Gudea s. Shalmaneser I. (3 A&quot; 3,

no. 12) relates that his father Adad-nirari (about 1845

B.C.), after an expedition into Babylon, brought back
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the gods of Babylon, Merodach and Nebo, and built

them temples. He also built a palace in Nineveh as

well as at Asur and Calah. Mutakkil-Nusku and
Asur-res-isi (1150 B.C.) continued to build at Nineveh.

Sennacherib, however, found Nineveh still a wretched

poor place, and to him its chief development is due.

There were already a factory, an arsenal, a temple, and
some fortifications. The place was short of water in

summer and flooded in winter. The waters of the Tigris
and the Husur (Khausar) were unpalatable, being full

of salts, and the inhabitants depended on the rains of

heaven for drink ; Sennacherib, therefore, brought an

aqueduct from the hills (A Z?2n7) right into the city.

He raised both the wall and the rampart mountain

high. He erected there an unrivalled palace (Meissner-
Rost, Bau-insckr. Sank. }, built in two portions, one in

the Hittite style, the other in the native Assyrian. This

is now buried beneath the Nebi Yunis mound. He laid

out a paradise with all sorts of exotic plants, and

received with great caution till the data of the inscrip
tions have been worked out.

The date of the fall of Nineveh has been placed in

608-7 B.C. It was due to the overwhelming onslaught

Tt f 11
^ l^e ^ anc a hordes. Whether the Baby-

lonians took any active part in its capture
awaits decision. Nabonidus in his recently discovered

stele (Scheil, Keceuil de Travaux, 18 15^, and Messer-

schmidt, Mitt, der I arc/eras. Ges. , no. I
) gives us the first

published inscriptional reference to the fall of Nineveh.
The pious king regards it as a retribution from the gods
for the desecration and spoliation of their temples by
Sennacherib. He does not attribute any share in its

destruction to the Babylonians, but claims the invader

as an ally of Babylon, and emissary of Marduk.
Actual details as to the fall of Nineveh are scarcely

to be expected from its own inscriptions. The contri

bution made to the question by the state of the ruins is

small, but definite as far as it goes. Most of the

buildings laid bare in Kuyunjik had
suffered from fire

;
but no portion of the

walls seems to have been washed away
by water. The dykes and dams on
the Husur seem to have been the vul

nerable part, and once these were broken

by an unusual flood or the hostile

efforts of the invader the city must have
lain open to assault. A full discussion

of the fall of Nineveh cannot be given
here. For this and for other important
archaeological and historical details the

reader should consult Billerbeck and

Jeremias in the work referred to below,
on which, in its relation to the prophecy
of Nahum, see NAHUM.

For maps and illustrations (profuse), see
Billerheck and Jeremias s Der Untergang
Ninives in vol. 3 of Haupt s Beitr. z. Ass.
See now T. Friedrich s exhaustive art.

Nineve s Ende in Fcstgaben for Budinger.
H. C. \V. J.

NIPHIS
(N6I&amp;lt;J)6IC [B]), lEsd. 52i

RV = Ezra 2 30, MAGBISH (q.v. ),
or

possibly Xebo.

NISAN (tp i), Neh. 2i. See MONTH.

Plan of Nineveh.

established a kind of zoological garden. Stables for

the royal stud, magazines for war-material, extensive

offices for all departments of state were closely attached

to the palace. At the same time he repaired the king s

highway and made a new channel for the Husur. As
a consequence Nineveh became and remained the

capital and centre of Assyrian empire and culture,

soon rivalling in wealth and importance Babylon itself.

Here this same king, Sennacherib, brought the chief

spoils of his capture and ruthless spoliation of Babylon
and other Babylonian cities. Here also he was murdered

(68 1 B.C.). In what sense the word capital could
be applied to Nineveh before Sennacherib s time, it is

hard to see. It was the court-residence under Asur-
bel-kala (about 1050 B.C.), who has left an inscription

upon a statue found at Kuyunjik, probably that of a

captured goddess. Asur-nasir-pal (about 880 B.C.) also

made it his chief seat during the completion of his great
works at Calah. To Sennacherib is due its position as

capital without rival till its fall. Esarhaddon and

Asur-bani-pal maintained this position. Under the

last kings Asur-edil-ilani and Sin-sar-iskun, sons of

Asur-bani-pal, the history of Nineveh becomes very
obscure. The relations of classical authors are to be
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NISROCH Clpj ; in 2 K., ecApA\
[B]; ecGp. [A]; AC p. [L] ;

in Is.

NAC&P&X [B]- AC&p. [AOQ], ACARAK
[K] ; Jos. ARACKH [Ant. x. 1 s ]). An
Assyrian god, in whose temple SEN
NACHERIB (q.v. }

was worshipping when

hewasslain(2 K. 1937 Is. 8738). The two
most prominent explanations are : (i) to omit n and ch

as, possibly, accretions, and restore ncM i.e. , Asur,
to whom Sennacherib in his inscriptions repeatedly refers

as my lord (so Schr. KAT^, 329) ; or (2) to read

7J1DJ, the constr. state of Nusku, a god connected with

Nabu, and also identified with Gibil, the fire-god (so
in the main Sayce, Theol. Rev. 1873, p. 27; Hal.

REJ, Oct.-Dec., 1881, p. 183; Del. Calwer Bib.-

Lex., 1893, p. 630). On Nusku, see Jastrow, Rel. of
Bab. and Ass.; G. Hoffm. 7.A \\-zbo /. But to

ignore n and ch altogether is hazardous. On the
other hand, it is not likely that one of the less-known
deities should be specified as Sennacherib s god. We
must wait for further light, remarks Kittel (Dillm.
Jes. 329). Light on the name Nisroch, however, can

hardly be expected, the presumption being that, like

other names of Assyrian and Babylonian deities in the
later narratives, it is corrupt. We may suppose it to
be miswritten either (i) for ^a[i]:j?, Anumelech (the
Anammelech of MT, 2 K. 1/31; see SHAREZER),

or (2), more probably, for fro. Marduk (the Merodach
of MT). The pointing reminds us of -npj. which has

also been lately identified with -p-)O.
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NITRE
It may be pointed out here that the name Adrammelech,

given to one of Sennacherib s murderers, is almost certainly,
like Nisroch, a corruption of -pio Marduk. Probably it stood

originally in the margin as a variant to -pDj, and made its way
into the text at the wrong point. Cp Che. Exp. T 9 429
(1898).

Meinhold (Jesajacrzcihhingcn, 1898, p. fif.) thinks ach in s

form of Nisroch may represent aku, the Sumerian name of the

moon-god. The view is as improbable as a similar explanation
of MESHACH and SHADRACH (yy.v.). x. K. C.

NITRE (~irO, nither: Prov. 25 20 [RVms- SODA];
Jer. 222f [RV LYE]), as now used, denotes potassium
nitrate, which is often found as an efflorescence on the

soil in dry hot districts. The ancients, however,

certainly meant by vlrpov or nitrum a carbonate of soda

(natron). This salt occurs native in W. Europe, Egypt,
India, etc. ; the natron lakes in Egypt, dreary as the

country is, are visited for the sake of the famous
Christian monasteries. The best natron is that taken
from the low ground surrounding the lakes, which is

not covered by water, inj, ntther, as representing a

mineral alkali, is opposed to jvna, borith, which re

presents a vegetable alkali (see LYE and SOAP). Mixed
with oil, it was apparently used for washing clothes

(see Jer. 222).
What vinegar on nitre (or soda ) in the received text of

Prov. 2620 can mean, is not obvious. The effect of the acid

vinegar on the alkali natron would be to destroy the efficiency
of the latter, an idea quite unsuitable to the context. has as

vinegar for a wound. See Toy, ad lac.

NO. See No-AMON.

NOADIAH (nHiriJ, as if Yahw& promises,
1

33;

probably an ethnic, cp Moadiah, Maadiah, Neariah).
1. b. Binnui, a Levite, temp. Ezra, Ezra 8 33 (voaSfi [BA 1

],

VUIOL&O. [A*], icoa66eia [L])=MoETH son of Sabban [RV
SABANNUS] I Esd. 863 (/utoefl o-a/San/ou [BA], iiaiaSfia [L]).

2. A prophetess or
(&amp;lt;S) prophet, an opponent of Nehemiah,

Sia. TU&amp;gt; wpo^Tjrr) [BN], [TW] via.] T(u np. [A], [rfl]

[L]).

Neh. 6 14 (\T

*)5&amp;gt;) 77) 7rpo&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;

NOAH (HJ ; Nooe [BAL, occasionally NOAl]), son of

Lamech in the Sethite genealogy, chief survivor from

1 Name the De uSe an^ second father of mankind,
Gen. 628-32 (P, but in v.yg^), 68-91728

(P, J, R), i Ch. 1 4 ; also the first husbandman to plant
vines, Gen. 9 20-27 (D- Hommel has lately derived
Noah from Nuh-napisli, which he prefers to Sit-

napisti
1 as the name of the hero of the Babylonian

Deluge-story.
The ideogram (UD) before

na/&amp;gt;istt may in fact mean to

pacify, or quiet, pussuku ; and nfthu is a synonym for fussuhu.
In usage, however, nuhu is found only with libbi (heart) and
kabitti (liver), not with napisti (which, moreover, generally
means life, not mind ).

It is a more important objection that the hero of the

Deluge-story cannot have been the Noah of Gen. 9 20-27.
Either there were two Noahs a most improbable view

or Noah in the Deluge-story is incorrect (see below).
Ball s ingenious argument in favour of Nuh-napisti
(Teachers Bible, 1898) is therefore unavailing. This
scholar (in SBOT, Gen.

)
would correct ucnr in Gen. 629

into nr
(5ia.v&amp;lt;nra.u(re&amp;lt;.i]/ji8.s),

whilst Wellhausen retaining
the text imagines a second form of the name, Noham
comforter. 2 Wellhausen s view is the more plausible.

It is, however, not impossible to suppose that Lamech
merely plays on the name Noah (cp Gen. 17 5 ).

He
may be pointing prophetically to some refreshment
which man, wearied by his labour on the ungrateful soil,
will receive through Noah. Almost certainly his speech
alludes to the discovery of the properties of the vine (cp
the use of comfort in Jer. 167). It is true, such a
reference does not at all suit the role played by Noah

1
Sit-napisti should mean rescue of life ; the phrases ust

napisti and ana nafietti usu occur. But if Scheil s reading
of a fragment of a new Deluge-story is correct the name is Pir-
nanisti. See DELUGE, 2, n. 2, and 22.

2 We. De xcntibus, 38, n. 3 ; cp Ber. rabba, 25 (on Gen.
5 29) According to R. Johanan, name and explanation do not
tally. Either he named him Noah, or he named him Nahman.
See further, 3.
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in the Deluge-story of J2 . However, most probably the

original name of the hero of this narrative was not
Noah, but Enoch

; the final T in -pn became effaced, n
and 3 were transposed, and, other editorial reasons prob
ably facilitating this, the hero of the Deluge and the
inventor of wine (who belongs to a narrative of human
origines which had no Deluge) were, infelicitously
enough, combined (see DELUGE). It is worth noticing
that according to P the Deluge lasted 365 days i.e. , a
solar year whilst 365 years are stated in Gen. 623 to
have been the duration of Enoch s life. The coincid
ence is hardly accidental (cp also DELUGE, 16, n.).

Noah, however (i.e. , the true Noah mentioned by
Jj), was more than the inventor of wine

; he represents

2 Place in
l^e ^rst *ia t or ratner tne starting-point,

legends
n l^e m irat on of the group of peoples,
with which Jj connects the Israelites, from

their earlier home in Babylonia, or rather (see PARADISE)
in N. Arabia. He was, therefore, not a divine hero (like
other mythical inventors of wine) but personifies the

starting-point of the migrating Hebrews 1 which may in

the original story have been placed in the Jeralimeelite
Rehoboth, so that Noah would correspond to TERAH
in the document on which J2 appears to be based, just
as SHEM (q.v. ) corresponds to Abraham. There in

a soil suitable for the culture of the vine (cp NEGEB,
7), Noah began to till

2 the ground (Gen. 920) i.e.,

according to this early fragment he was the first nomad
who became a systematic agriculturist (a duplicate there
fore of Jabal). His name agrees with this. It describes
him as no longer a wanderer (-n ; cp Gen. 4 12), but

settled (n:) ; ru rest
(
= rm ; cp Driver, Sam. xxxii.

)

might refer to the dispersion referred to in 11 9. His

special service to civilisation was that he planted a vine

yard. The consequences are described in Gen. 9 21-23,

and, naturally enough, are not referred to by later

writers. It was enough for them that Noah was a

righteous and a blameless man, and, like Enoch,
walked with God (Gen. 6 9 P). As such he is well-

known to Ezekiel (who doubtless had a fuller JE than
we have); see Ezek. 141420, and cp ENOCH. He is

also one of the heroes praised by Sirach (Ecclus. 44 17 /. ),

who says that, in a time of extermination he became a

representative or successor
(tj^nn, avraXXay/jLa.), and

that for his sake there was a remnant. The second

Isaiah, or his continuator, mentions him as the hero of

the Deluge (Is. 54 9), and several didactic references

are made to Noah in the New Testament.
We can now arrive at a more definite conclusion as

to the name of this personage which was originally, not

3 As enonvm Noah
&amp;gt;

but Naham. The clans called
P NAHAM and NAHAMANI probably

revered this hero of legend as specially their heros

eponymos, and it may perhaps be more than a mere
chance that the prophet Nahum (whose name probably
sprang out of a clan-name) is called Tp jN.i, which (see

ELKOSHITE) admits of no certain explanation, and may
plausibly be corrected into ^C N.T ha-eskoii i.e. , the

Eshcolite. Cp PROPHET, 39.
Fragments of a lost Apocalypse of Noah (mentioned in Jubilees

1021) are to be found in the Book of Enoch ; cp APOCRYPHA,
17; APOCALYPTIC, S 24, 57. In one of these (ch. lOti) the

birth of Noah is described, and the description suggests that in

the Aggada of the time Noah had become assimilated to some
extent to Enoch. He appears, in fact, just like a solar hero or
even like the Ancient of days himself (see Dan. 7 9 ; cp 106).
See DELUGE; ENOCH

; SHEM ; HAM ; JAPHETH. T. K. C.

1 The suggestion of this theory is due to Budde, Urgesch.
446j?~. The whole chapter deserves a careful perusal ; cp Kue.
TA.T, 1884, pp. 126 jf. But the hypothesis that the earlier

tradition connected the ancestor of the Israelites, not with
SHINAR, UR OF THE CHALDEES, and HARAN, but with Geshur,
Ir Kadesh, and Rehoboth (also with Hnuran) necessitates a
change in the geographical setting of Budde s theory.

2 For B* N which cannot follow Srt l, read BHfP but render

this, not to plough, but to cultivate. The same meaning is

required in Job 48, Hos. 10 13. Cp Ass. ere^u, to plant, sow,
cultivate ; eresi (irisi) tillage (Am. Tab. 55 i).
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NOAH
NOAH (HW ; NOY& [

so to in L for Neah Josh - 19 13],

a daughter of Zelophehad (Nu. 2633 [37], NOYCA [F] I

27 i 36 1 1 Josh. 17s). Probably the name of a town or

district ; cp NEAH, which, however, was in Zebulun.

See HOGLAH, MENUHAH.

1. Name.

NO or NO-AMON ([jlK] N3) is the name of a

large Egyptian town. (55 in Nah. has part of Ammon
[fj.epis

1

Afifj,uv] ;
elsewhere Ai6s ir6Xu, Vg.

Alexandria (rendering Amon by popu-
lorum ;

so also AV with populous No ).

The passages are : Nah. 3 8, where the past power and the
recent downfall of No -Amon are held up as parallel to the
future destruction of Nineveh. Jer. 4625 threatens with future

punishment Amon from No (N3O, erroneously, TOV Afifjuav

(TOI&amp;gt;)
uiof auTTJs = rt33) Vg. tuiittiltum A lexandriir), and Pharaoh

and Egypt. Ezek. 30 14-16 mentions No (No, Hex. in various

forms) three times, once parallel with Zoan-Tanis, 2 twice with
SIN [y.v.], [On the possibility of going behind the present text,
and recovering an older form of these prophecies, see PATHROS,

2, PROPHET, 39, etc., and Crit. Bib. T. K. c.]

The tradition given by &amp;lt;55 Diospolis (i.e., Theboe,
Thebes in Upper Egypt) is doubtless correct, as the

combination of No with Am(m)on the local god of

Thebes sufficiently shows. Nahum, too, distinctly in

dicates that the great capital city of Upper Egypt is

meant
( Ethiopia was her strength and Egyptians in

numerable
).

Less favourable to the identification is

the description (v. 8) situated among the rivers (or

Nile-branches?), that had the waters round about her,

whose rampart was the sea, (and) her wall was of the

sea&quot; (better read: whose strength was the sea or

waters? 3 and [] water her walls). Here the prophet
iseems to represent Thebes after the model of most
Delta-cities i.e.

, situated on the plain on an artificial

mound, surrounded by canals.

It would be difficult to use the term D strictly in connection

with Thebes, which had the Nile only on one (the W.) side.

Thebes may indeed have had moats with water on two other

sides, but scarcely to the E. Evidently the prophet was not

acquainted with the locality of the remote city. (Brugsch, Diet.

Geogr. 291, insisting on the encircling waters, identified No with
a city in the N E. of the Delta in which he tried to find Rameses ;

but his only reason was that Amon once had a temple there.)

The Hebrew name No (cp the Hexaplaric form Nois)

is best elucidated by the Assyrian form Ni-
( + vowel?)

in Asur-bani-pal s reports (see Del. Par. 318, etc.).

The Assyrian Ni is clearly identical with the Egyptian
expression Nt, 4 the city, i.e., the metropolis
which is actually found on the monuments. 5

Probably
we should vocalise Ne e().*

1 Transposing and taking N2O as=!~nb. The Hexaplaric
versions have uTrep (

=
[C) AJU.CUI .

2 Cornill reads with Noph = Moph = Memphis mr&amp;gt;. 15 instead

of No. Certainly the threefold repetition of the name without

apparent reason is strange and unpoetical.
3 This connection with the sea led to an absurd identifica

tion with Alexandria per anticipationem Jerome said. C
,

sea, however, can be used of large rivers such as the Nile (Is.

1^ 5) &amp;gt;

or we niay emend into D C, water.

.p.
6 The earliest passage seems to be in the

4 ^^ Golenischeff papyrus of the twenty -first

dynasty (Kec. Trm&amp;gt;. 21, 99); Spiegelberg^^ I

(pp. cit. 53) has furnished an example from
about the same time. As for the pronunciation, the sign city
stood for mvt, nu&amp;lt;yt ; the word itself is written ny, n, etc. In
the royal name

&amp;lt;/&amp;lt;ou(reVT)s
it appears as &amp;lt;&quot;

,
in a Protocoptic

text (AZ, 1883, p. 103)35 N. On the demotic form which is

traceable to Roman times, cp Griffith, Stories of the High
Priests, 97. Evidently the Assyrian and Hebrew orthography
represents an earlier form. Cp Brugsch, Diet. Geogr. 316.

6 Brugsch (G. Ag. 373, etc.) supposed as the Egyptian proto-

type Xit-aa (i.e., the consonants nt- ()t; vocalise

approximately ne(()-o[m later pronunciation]), the great city,
the capital. The Assyrian transcription would permit also the

reading for , necessary for this etymology. The Egyptian
group of signs, however, is not found for Thebes in the inscrip

tions, and the Hebrew orthography, by its close identity with the

Assyrian form, makes it clear that we have no Ain at the end.
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As capital of the fourth nome of Upper Egypt, we

may assign to Thebes a very high antiquity, though
. . before the eleventh dynasty, which was of

L. is ry. -rheban origin and resided there, it was

nothing more than a mediocre country town. Its

greatness begins with the rise of the New Empire.
After the expulsion of the Hyksos the eighteenth dynasty
adorned it with temples and palaces which found no

equal in antiquity and, even in ruins, claim our highest
admiration. The nineteenth and twentieth dynasties
added to its splendour, though some kings now began
to reside in the N. of Egypt. The succeeding dynasties

neglected Thebes ; but it was still the largest city of

Upper Egypt, and the high priests of Amon, residing

there, were unrivalled in wealth, even after the failure

of their attempt (in 2ist dyn. )
to rule the whole country

as Pharaohs. Homer s glowing description of hun

dred-gated Thelses (//. 9382) may date from a much
later time. The repeated sieges in the wars between
the Ethiopians and the Assyrians seem to have largely
diminished its population. It is not certain to which
of these conquests by the Assyrians Nahum s oracle

refers. The first by Esarhaddon in 670 seems to

have been rather a peaceful occupation ;
the second by

Asur-bani-pal (667) and the third (663?)* were accom

panied by a plundering of the city, and might have

impressed themselves more deeply on the prophet s

mind, cp v. 10. Cp NAHUM, 2
; PROPHET, 39.

There is no evidence or probability that Cambyses
exhibited himself at Thebes in that character of sense

less destroyer in which he was represented to the

Greeks. The Ptolemies still did some building and

repairing at Thebes ;
but their foundation, Ptolemais

(or Psois.el-Menshlyeh), which becamethemost populous
city of Upper Egypt, seems to have contributed much
to the decay of the old metropolis. The various great
revolts against the Ptolemies, especially those under

Ptolemy V. Epiphanes and under Ptolemy X. Soter II.

(who is reported to have besieged Thebes for 3 [?] years),

finally, a siege and storming by Cornelius Gallus (29

B.C.), also an earthquake in 27 B.C., did much to bring
ruin to the great temples ;

the immense population of

former times seems to have dwindled down to some
scattered villages from 200 B.C. onwards. To Strabo

(24 B.C.
)
Thebes was only a city of ruins, exactly as now.

The modern ruins of Luxor, Karnak, and Medamut mark
the extension of the city proper from S. to N. The
suburbs on the western bank of the river may, at certain

times, have been considerable ; Rameses III. even seems
to have built his residence at the S. end of this part (at

Medinet Habu) ; but, in general, the W. side of Thebes

(called the Memnonia by classical writers) belonged only
to the dead and their worship. The long row of temples,

skirting the edge of the arable land like a selvedge, from
Medinet Habu to Kurnah, served only for the worship
and memory of defunct kings. Behind them, thousands
of tombs were hewn in the rocks of Drah abu-1-Negga,
Shekh abd-el-Kurnah, Kurnet-Murrai, etc. The kings
had their tombs in more remote valleys (at Biban el-

Muluk) which could easily be shut off by walls. The
frequent attempt to explain Nahum s description of No
(as surrounded by the Nile), by the situation of Thebes
on both sides, is, consequently, very weak. The ancient

name 2
is of uncertain pronunciation, probably to be

read Wese(t}. Why the Greeks called the city Thebes
is uncertain

; Lepsius s explanation by the name of the

quarter of Karnak, Ope(t), with the article t-ope, is

highly improbable.
The local divinities of Thebes were the triad Amon

(Ammon of the Greeks, &MOYN in later pronunciation),
3

Mut (or Maut), and Khonsu. Many other divinities

also had temples there. In earlier times the divinity of

1 See Winckler, AOF 1 480.
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NOB
the neighbouring Hermonthis, Montu, held the first

3. Divinities.

1. Name.

place also in Thebes
; later, Amon 1 ob

tained pre-eminence and, with the rise

of Thebes, became the official chief god of Egypt, a
function which he kept till after the time of Alexander.

Thus he was adopted as chief deity even by the Libyan

neighbours of Egypt, and the Ethiopians paid him a

fanatical worship as their national god. The Greeks

accordingly identified him with their supreme god Zeus,

and called his city Diospolis magna (in distinction from

Diospolis parva in Middle Egypt ;
mod. Hu). Amon

has, when represented in human form, a blue skin,

and bears two immense feathers on his head, evidently
in imitation of the earlier god Minu of Koptos. In

animal form he is represented as a ram, mostly distin

guished by the sun-disk on his head, thus indicating
his solar nature (which, of course, is secondary). On
the vehement persecution of Amon by Amenhotep IV. ,

who even tried to erase the name Amon on all earlier

monuments, see EGYPT, 56.
A description of the remarkable ruins of Thebes, among which

the great temple of Karnak (chiefly the work of Thotmes III.),

that of Luxor (built by Rameses II.), and that of Medlnet-Habu
(Rameses III.) are the most remarkable, cannot be given here.

W. M. M.

NOB pj ; NOMBA [BL], NoB& [A] ;
but in i S.

22 ii MOMMA [B], NOB&G [A]). The name occurs in

the story of David s wanderings (i S. 21 1 [2],

22g ii 19), also in a vivid prophecy commonly
assigned to Isaiah (Is. 10 32), and in a list of Benjamite
cities (Neh. 1132). There is also probable evidence of

the existence of such a name elsewhere than in Benjamin

(cp Guerin, Judte, 8349).
We find a Nab, NE of Flk in Jaulan, on the road to

Damascus, and a Bet Nfiba, a little to the right of Ydlo (Aijalon),
which Robinson identifies with the Peroavvafl or Bethannaba
of Eusebius and Jerome (cAST-), 218, 46 ; 90, 27), four (or, as

most said eight) R. m. E. of Lydda (Z&amp;gt;/v&quot; 854); Eusebius and

Jerome
themselves, indeed, connect this name with the Anab of

osh. 11 21 1650, but are in error (see ANAB). Jerome else

where mentions a place called Nobe (cp MX in i S. 21 1 H3J), near

Lydda, which he identifies with Nob the city of the priests (see

R, I.e.; Buhl, 198, and cp ISHBI-BENOB, NEBO).

If the name Nob (hitherto unexplained) is really a

mutilation of Anab, grape-town, as suggested else

where (see ATHACH), we cannot be surprised at finding
the name in different parts of the country.
The rather difficult task remains, however, of identify

ing the Nob mentioned in i S.
, Is., and Neh. It may

. T , ,.,. be plausibly inferred from Is. 1632 (@
2. Identification. ^^ .^ [corrupt]) and Neh . 11 32

(vo@ [N
c -ams- inf

-L] BN*A om.
)
that Nob must have lain

a little to the N. of Jerusalem, between Andfd (Anathoth)
on the E. and Bet Hanina (Hananiah) on the W. We
require some high point from which Jerusalem shall be
visible

; el- Isawlyeh, which has been proposed by
Kiepert and others (cp Baed.(2 ny/l), will therefore

not do indeed, this place corresponds rather to

LAISHAH (g.v.).
The favourite sites are (i) on the ridge on the N. side of the

upper Kidron valley (SW of el- Isawiyeh), called by the Arabs
sadr, breast (see Valentiner, ZDMG 12 169 ff. , Miihlau in

Riehm, HWB): (2) the hill of Scopus (or cra&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;ei.i
=D S^) from

which Titus and his legions looked down on the Holy City
(Wilson, PEFQ, 1875, p. 95 ; Buhl); and (3) the village of
Shafat, on the hill to the left of Scopus, where Guerin placed
the ancient Mizpah (Grove in Smith, DB ; Conder, PEFQ,
1875, p. 183).

There has, however, perhaps been a fault of method
in the investigation as hitherto pursued, and the fact

that there is no trace of the name Nob either in the

lists of priestly cities, or (except in a passage which
must refer to the NE. of Palestine) in the Talmud, 2 or

in the modern Palestinian topography, ought to have

1 The etymology of the name ( the hidden one ) which the

priests of the latest time assumed, certainly does not give the

original meaning. Perhaps, like the representation (see above,
$ 3), the name has some connection with the god Minu of Coptos.
Unaccented, it becomes Amen. The Amarna tablets write
Amanu.

2 See Neub. Geogr. 23 ; Buhl, 96.
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awakened the suspicions of critics. In the present state

of criticism we cannot make any use of Neh. 1132, for

the list in which Nob occurs is too probably the com
position of the Chronicler, and in v. 32 the mention of

Nob (omitted in BK*A of @) is evidently suggested by
Is. 10 32.

We have to ask, therefore, Does the name Nob
really occur in Is. 1032? The answer must be in the

3. Criticism
negati

,

ve - In
,

both Parts f v - 32 there

, . - are clear indications of corruption.
The text should run -icy- cTiSx nyrna

on the hill of God he takes his stand, and at the end
of the verse the inappropriate and superfluous phrase
dyVTP njnj is a corruption of D n^N nj, 3J hill of God,
which was originally a marginal correction of the faulty

reading which opens v. 32. Was there any specially
sacred hill in the line of march between Geba (now
Jeba] and Jerusalem ? Of course, it has to be very near

the city. There is one the northern summit of the

Mt. of Olives, identified elsewhere (see DESTRUCTION,
MOUNT OF) as the summit where one worships God
(2 S. 1632) and the mountain of those who worship

(2 K. 23 13 emended text). It is noteworthy that Dean

Stanley (Sin. and Pal. 187) had already proposed this

summit as the site of the city of Nob. Probably there

were houses near the sanctuary ;
but there is no evidence

of the existence of a town there.

Nob is also said to be referred to in i S. 21 1 22919.
In the first two passages, however, the Hebrew text has

,-Q:. which it is arbitrary to explain as

meaning to Nob (with the locative

ending), because not only here, but also in 22 1119 @ re

cognises a dissyllabic name. One is at first inclined

to read the name Nubbah and to identify the place with

Bet Nuba (see above) ;
but the situation of Bet Nuba is

unsuitable; the priests city
1

(i S. 22 19) cannot have

been very far from Gibeah of Saul (i 8.229). Poels

(see reference below) thinks that Nob was the name of

the summit, on which the sanctuary of Yahwe stood,

and that towns (viz., Gibeon and Kirjath-jearim) stood

on either side of this hill. This is too boid, but points
in the right direction. Plainly Gibeon is meant.

rnj is a corruption of ny^j or pynj !
from 2 S. 21 6 (We., Dr.,

Bu., Lohr, also H. P. Sm., read nin lna
J1J73J3)

we learn that

Gibeon stood on or near a mountain of Yahwe. Poels acutely

points out that the dread act of vengeance in 2 S. 21, which was
too important an event to have escaped record in the life of

Saul, must have been the massacre related in i S. 22. In

Gibeon, on the mountain of Yahwe, the offence of Saul was

expiated by his children.

Nob, therefore, the city of the priests, where Ahime-
lech of the house of Eli ministered (i S. 21 1 cp 14s),
and where David deposited the sword of Goliath (in

i S. 1754
1 in his tent should be in the lent of

Yahwe Snxn), was Gibeon, where, according to tradi

tion, was the greatest high place (i K. 84). No
inferior sanctuary can be intended

;
no other name than

Gibeon (or Gibeah) can be the original of the mutilated

and corrupted form Nob. This view will be confirmed

if the view presented elsewhere respecting the Shiloh

where Eli ministered be accepted. See GOB, SHILOH.
Besides the usual helps, cp H. A. Poels, Le sanctuairn de

Kitjath-jearim : etude sur Ic litu decultc, etc. (Louvain, 1894).

NOBAH (fa: ; Judg., NA B&I [B], -66 [A], -Be [L] ;

Nu., -BAY -Boo0 [BAL], NOB [Vg.]).

1. A (Manassite?) clan which conquered K.ENATH,
and gave it the name of Nobah (Nu. 8242). Cp MAN-
ASSEH, 9.

2. A place on Gideon s route in his pursuit of the

Manassite kings (Judg. 8 ii
). Though it is mentioned

together with Jogbehah, this does not prove that the two

places were near each other. See GIDEON, 2, where

reason is given for accepting the view thai Nobah is

the mod. Kanawat, in Hauran, NW. of Salhad (see

KENATH) ;
old names have a tendency to reappear.

T. K. c.

1 To Jerusalem should be to Saul
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NOBAI NOPH
NOBAI COia.Kt., or Nebai, TJ, Kr.

; Bo)NAi[BN],
rt&amp;gt;/3ai [AL], one of the signatories of the covenant (Neh. 10 19).

He corresponds to the fifty-two men of the other Nebo
(Neh. 733), or of the other Nob (Meyer). Nobai should

either be Gibeon
(jij 33),

or better see NEBO Nedabi

(:n?). T. K. c.

NOBLES. The rendering of :

1. O yj, htrim (lit. free, an Aramaism). The elders and

nobles of Jezreel are twice referred to in the story of Naboth s

judicial murder (i K. 21 8 n, where Ki. regards D inn as a late

post-exilic gloss, but cp Dr. Intr.V&amp;gt;\ 188) ; and the nobles and
rulers of Jerusalem are frequently conjoined in the narrative

of Nehermah (Neh. 2 16 48 13 [14 19] 67 7s). As Wellhausen

(//d-1
), 190) and Meyer (Knt. 132) have pointed out, Aflrlnt and

s ^iinim (Q-JJD) seem to be used as convertible terms (Neh.
617 compared with 1240, 13 n with 1817). In Is. 34 12 (400
B.C. or later) reference is made to the hdr*.m of Edom, and in

Kccles. 10 17 the land is said to be happy whose king is the son
of nobles, RV ng- a free man.

(&amp;lt;P
renders errtjuioi, except in

i K. 21 8 ii [A ; om. B], Neh. 13 17 Kccles. 10 17 eAevfltpoi, and
Is. 34 12.) See further, GOVERNMENT, 26.

2. D yiN, tuMirlin (v^TIN. to be wide, great ), are referred

to in Nah. 2 6 (EV worthies, AVmK. gallants ) 3 18 (RV
worthies, AVnig. gallant ones ) Jer. 14 3 (Judah and Jeru

salem) Jer.253436 (figurative) 3621 (RV prince ) Zech. 112
Neh. 85 (of Tekoa) 1030. The nobles of Judah took part with
the captains of hundreds and the governors at the corona
tion of Joash (2 Ch. 23 20). has

/otyi&amp;lt;TTo&amp;gt;
es thrice, ia\vpo-

Tepoi once, &VVO.TOI. (2 Ch.), Jm-dcrTai (Nah. 3i8), and atupr)ejm

[BN], -pr,v [A] (Neh. 3 5).

3. C DHIS, far(fntiin(cp PerK.fratama, first ; but Sym. and

Pesh. translate Parthians, and the originality of the reading
5 is strongly questioned in Crit. /&amp;gt;// .), Dan. 1 3 (AV princes )

Esth. 13 (19. (&amp;lt;B
has ei&amp;gt;6ofot

in Ksth.
; in Dan. ejriAeicToi [cod.

87], &amp;lt;/&amp;gt;op0OWui[e]i./, irop. [BQT, A Theod.].)

4. 5. TJ3, nagid (Job 29 10), 3-13, nadib (Nu. 21 18, etc.). See

PRINCE.

6, 7, 8. Dy SK, Ilsilim (Ex. 24 n, the chosen ones ? but see

BDB, s.v.), Vna, gadol, lit. great one (Jon. 3 7), 133:, //Wa^,

lit. honoured one (Ps. 149 8, cp Is. 23 sf.).

9. nn3, bariiih, Is. 43 14. See SSOT, Is. , Heb. ed.,adloc.

10. TT3, nfisir, Lam. 4 7, RV ;
see NAZIRITE, 3.

The NT terms are :

11. /Sao-iAticos, Jn. 446, lit. king s officer, so RVmg., and
12. eiiyen;, Lk. 19 12, EV nobleman (in Job 1 3, for no. 7).

NOD (113), Gen. 4i6. See CAIN.

NODAB (TfW; N&AAB&IWN [BA], N HAAB. K&amp;lt;M

NAAlB&amp;lt;MU)N [ !-]) the name of a tribe which adjoined
the trans-Jordanic Israelites, i Ch. 5 19 (see HAGRITES).
It is mentioned together with Jetur and Naphish, who
in Gen. 25 15 [P] and i Ch. 131, are two of the last three

sonsof Ishmael, thelast-named son being Kedemah(^.z .
).

Very possibly 3113, Nodab, is equivalent to 313, Nadab,
a Jerahmeelite name. Kedemah, being doubtless a

corruption of Jerahmeel (see KADMONITES, REKEM), is

a fitting alternative for Nodab. 1 Blau ventures to find

an echo of Nodab in the village Nudebe, SE. of the

Bosra in Hauran. T. K. c.

NOE(iMU&amp;gt;e[Ti.WH]), Lk. 3 36, etc., RV NOAH (,7.1-.).

NOEBA (isioeBA [BA]), i Esd. 5 31 = Ezra 2 48,

NEKODA, i.

NOGAH (Piab, as if sunrise, 72), a son of David,
I Ch. 3 7 146 (i/ayai, -yt6 [B], vayc, -6 [A], -T [14 6 (K)]; vfffi,

vaye [L]). In the parallel list 2 S. 5 the name is omitted in MT
(similarly &amp;lt;Z5

I!A
), it is supplied in L (vayeft) and in B s second

list (vayeS) ; cp Ei.irHEi.ET, i, and see DAVID, n n.

NOHAH(nnia, rest ; ICGA [B], N 60A [A]. NOY&A
[L,]), a name in a genealogy of BENJAMIN (q.v. , 9,

ii. ft), i Ch. 82 ; perhaps corrupted from Naaman (cp

JQR 11 109). Cp MENUHAH.

NON (|ia),
i Ch. 727. See NUN.

NOOMA (NOOMA [A]), i Esd. 9 3s RV=Ezra 10 43,

NEBO, iv.

NOPH (*p) occurs frequently in the prophets as one

1
Precisely so the improbable niJJ? in Ps. 22 25 [24] may be an

error for
npj?[xl
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of the principal cities of Egypt. Thus in Is. 19 13 it is

1 Name Paralle ^ w tn Zoan-Tanis, in Jer. 2i6 with

Tahpanhes, which proves that it must hare

belonged to northern Egypt. Jer. 44 1, enumerating
the places where colonies of fugitive Jews had been
formed in Egypt, proceeds from N. to S. (Migdol,

Tahpanhes, Noph, Pathros) ; Ezek. 30 16 (Sin [read

Syene?], No, Noph) seems to arrange from S. to N.
Hitzig, Smend, and Cornill try, however, to correct the name

here, w reads its consonants but does not recognise the name ;

Memphis, however, in (^ &quot;il. (see Swete) Sym. Vg. Syr. On
the other hand, Cornill wishes with (P to read Noph, V. 15,
instead of No, so that Noph would stand parallel with Sin.

Jer. 46 14 (Migdol, Noph, Tahpanhes) does not seem
to be arranged in strict geographical order

; but the

repetition of the statement that Noph belonged to those

cities in which the exiled Jews settled is important,

confirming the position near the Eastern frontier of

Egypt. Ezek. 30 13 mentions it, evidently, as the most

important city where the princes of Egypt reside.

All this points to Memphis, which the versions read for

Noph throughout. Strangely, the correct orthography
is found in MT only in one passage, Hos. 96, where

Moph (tp only here AV MEMPHIS, following the

versions) is the principal city or, perhaps, the political

capital of Egypt to which the Jews shall be led back.

[On the (possible) underlying text see PATHROS, 2,

PROPHET, and Crit. Bib. T. K. c.]
The consonants Noph of MT were defended by de Roug

(Rev. Arc/teal. New Ser. viii. 127; Lenormant, Ii 22*15;
K. Meyer, GA, 350), who tried to explain Noph as Napata.
This ought, however, to have the ending -/, -t/i ; moreover,
Noph is a city of Egypt, not of Ethiopia ; no Jews would flee

to Napata, etc.

The name of the city
1

is written in Egyptian Afn-nfr*
vocalise Men-nofer, later A/en-nufe or shortened A/en-

nefe, Afenfe. This abbreviation was borrowed by other

nations as M^tt^is (Mev0ty on coins ; cp Targumic
Alt-phis], Assyrian Afempi, Alimpi. The Copts wrote

Afenbe, Alembe, Afern*, Alefe, whence Arabic A/an/
(sometimes Munf?) and later A/dphe.

3 Thus \ve should

expect the pronunciation A/eph in Hebrew
; the present

punctuation Moph, Noph needs explanation.
4 On the

etymology in Egyptian, see below
( 2).

Memphis is one of the most ancient cities of Egypt
that is to say, a small city, called the White Wall

(cp Herod. 891, Thuc. 1104), stood there in
2. Origin. the earliest times as the capital of the first

nomos of Lower Egypt. In it stood the temple of

Ptah which gave the city (and later Memphis) the sacred

name Ha(t}-ka-ptah, temple of Ptah s likeness, whence
the name Egypt seems to be derived (cp EGYPT, i).

The antiquity of the temple and of the quarter of

Memphis in which it stood was proverbial.
5 The later

Egyptians used to call king Menes the founder (Herod.
299), and that claim is observable already on inscrip
tions of the nineteenth dynasty.

6 Whether it is his

torical truth may remain an open question ; Herodotus

report of Menes making a large dyke, 100 stadia S. of

Memphis, is certainly erroneous. It is questionable
whether any kings resided in the vicinity before the
third dynasty. Manetho calls the third dynasty Mem-
phitic, and, to judge from the pyramid of king Zoser
at Sakkarah, its kings built very near Memphis. We
can then, with the following Memphitic dynasties of

ManStho, notice a continual shifting of the royal palaces
and court -cities (traceable now only by the pyramids
which were built W. of those residences) in that region

1 Brugsch, Diet. Gtogr. 259.

j AO r* \l

3 See L. Stern, /.A, 1885, P- 148.
* After the analogy of No ?

rp may also have become *ip
and then *rij, whence rj.

5 Cp Pap. Anastasi, iv. 63.
8 7.A 30, 1892, p. 44, calling the god the Ptah of Men-na.

What name is intended by the Uchoreus whom Diodorus calls

the founder of Memphis is uncertain.
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NOPH
from Medum in the S. to Abu-Roash in the N. Finally
the great king Pepy(ApopyP) I. of the sixth dynasty
built his tomb and city directly W. of the White
Wall ; and this city lasted and imparted its name to
the resulting complex of earlier and later settlements.
From that time dates the history of Memphis, under
the classical name i.e. , from the time when the pyramic
Men-nofer, good -resting,

1 was erected. Although
the old temple of Ptah- Hephaestus and the surrounding
quarter, forming a kind of citadel by its separate wall,
was always recognised as the city proper and furnished
the religious name (see above), the new name Men-
xefe(r), even in the latest time, always written with the

sign of the pyramid, prevailed.

Memphis was situated some 10 m. S. of modern
Cairo, W. of the Nile. By position, between northern
and southern Egypt, near the S. end of the Delta, it was
well suited for being the capital. The mounds at the
modern villages of Mit-Rahineh 2 and el - Bedrashen
mark the principal part of Memphis ; that it really ran

150 stadia from N. to S. (Diodorus) is doubtful. The
mounds of Abadiyeh and En-Nagiziyeh seem to mark
the N. end of the city proper. Besides the quarter
mentioned above, we read of those of the Southern
wall, of the balance of both countries, of the life of
both countries. The life of both countries,

1

situated
on the bank of the river, contained, around the temple
of Ptah Nefer-ho (i.e., fair of face

),
a Phoenician

settlement, with a temple of the foreign Aphrodite
(=Astarte?). The description in Herod. 2 112 does
not enable us to determine whether this camp of the

Tyrians was a bazaar of the foreign traders or a colony
of deported captives given to the temple as serfs. The
many divinities and sanctuaries to which the inscriptions
and the classical writers refer cannot be enumerated
completely here. They include the local divinity Ptah

(figured in human form, usually standing, and explained
as the divine workmaster, and creator of the world
as demiurgos), who had three different forms and three

large temples here. Sokaris was the local god of the
western part, therefore of the necropolis (near the
modern Sakkarah, which name is, possibly, the same
as Sokaris

; cp ISSACHAR, 6). The latest theology
tried to find the emanation of the combined Ptah-
Sokaris-Osiris in the famous Apis (hap] bull. Origin
ally, this black bull with various mysterious marks,
after whose death a search for a successor was held

throughout all Egypt, sometimes for a long time, must
have been a separate local divinity.

3

Memphis was the most important city of Egypt and
the principal royal residence until the rise of the eight-

3 History
ee &quot; th

(
Theban

) dynasty. The kings of
y the eighteenth dynasty began to neglect

Memphis ;
but they still resided there occasionally, and

the second place among all Egyptian cities remained
undisputed to it. It does not seem that the storming
by the Ethiopian P[i] ankhy, by the Assyrians, by
Cambyses, etc., depopulated it very much. It outlived
Thebes and Sai s, and continued to be populous among
the Ptolemies, who treated it as a kind of second capital,

although Alexandria drew off all wealth from it. They
even were crowned there (cp Rosetta Inscription, /. 7,
etc.

)
as pharaohs. Sinking very slowly in population,

Memphis survived as a city until the Arab conquerors
built a new capital very near it, on the opposite bank
of the Nile, as Fostat or Old Cairo.
This completed the depopulation of Memphis. The stones

of its old palaces and temples were conveyed to the new capital ;

modern Cairo, too, has been very largely built with such

2 From an Egyptian name meaning alley of sphinxes (after
W. Spiegelberg). One of the mounds is said still to have the
name Tel(l)-Munf.

3 The Apis-tombs near Sakkarah were discovered by Mariette
in 1851.
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material. Thus the ruins of Memphis, still described by Abd
el-latif (about 1200 A.D.) and Abulfeda as very remarkable have
disappeared almost entirely. Of the city itself nothing of
general interest remains but two large fallen monolithic statues
of Rameses II., probably identical with the statues described
by Herodotus and Strabo as flanking the entrance to the great
temple of Ptah. The immense necropolis, on the border of the
desert, has been better preserved, containing the three great
pyramids and smaller remnants of some forty others the
mysterious, gigantic sphinx of Gizeh, and thousands of tombs
(although the earliest and most remarkable of these monuments
did not belong to Memphis proper ; see above).

W. M. M.

NOPHAH (nail), a place in Moab, mentioned with
Medeba in Nu. 21ao.t
The text, however, is very uncertain. has Kai at yvvaiices

(ai-Twc) en jrpoo-ffeicaixrai/ TrOp CTT I Mua/3; i.e., nDj becomes
inB&amp;gt;

Delitzsch, Dillmann, and Strack prefer l^N HBJ iy so that fire

was kindled as far as Medeba, whilst G. A. Smith (HG, 560),

suggests raj-TV, and changes K3TD ~\y to l^tO ^y on the

desert (cp Pesh.).

NORTH, NORTH QUARTER, NORTH [UTTERMOST PARTS OF THE], NORTH WIND. See EAKTH
[FouR QUARTERS OK], and WINDS ; also CONGREGATION [MOUNT
OF], and cp BAAL-ZEPHON, i.

NOSE JEWEL (S)Xn DT.3). Is. 821, and Nose-ring
(nn), Judg. 824 RVmg., EV earring, Exod. 35 22 RVmg., EV
earring. See RING.

NOVICE(Neod&amp;gt;YTOC I neophytus; i Tim. 36f). A
better rendering would be neophyte, literally newly
planted,&quot; newly put forth, a fresh sprout. The
meaning is, as AV n - has it, one newly come to the
faith. The metaphor is sufficiently explained by the
use of veixjiVTov to render yaj, ntia, Q-y&i, n fi im, in

Job 149 Ps. 144 12 Is. 5/, and S nr, sdtkil, in Ps. 128s.

ve6tf&amp;gt;.
is used by Aristophanes (Pollux) ; also in Egyptian

papyri of second century A.D. (Deissmann, Neue Bibel-

studien, 48).
The classical adjective novicius, almost equivalent to novus,

and applied to new wine, to a slave who has recently lost his

freedom, and the like, became, in ecclesiastical language, the
technical term for a candidate for admission to a coenobium, whilst
neophyte was applied to all the newly baptised (yeo&amp;lt;ioTi&amp;lt;7Tot).

NUMBER. The Hebrews, like the other Semites,

expressed numbers by the decimal system. That system

1 The Semite
was c ev se^ before the separation of the

svstem of
yemites from the Hamites, since it is

numbers
common to all the Semitic peoples and
to the hieroglyphic Egyptian. The

names even of some of the numerals are the same in the
two families of languages.
Thus in Semitic two is expressed by the root sn, tn, jn,

in Old Egyptian, Coptic, and Tamaseq by sn ; six in Semitic
by the root stis (contracted [except in Ethiopic] e.g., Heb.
ss), in Hamitic by si/s (which appears in Tamaseq, though con
tracted in Egyptian to ss) ; seven in N. Semitic by s6

, S.
Semitic s/&amp;gt;

, Egyptian sflt; eight, Semitic stun, stun, tjnn, ini,
Coptic, smn; nine, N. Semitic //

, S. Semitic is
, Tamaseq

tzz.

The method of treatment also is the same ; in both
the tens are formed from the units by using the plural
of the former. 1

The native Hamitic system is, therefore, the decimal.
Behind this there lay a quintal system based on the fingers of

one hand. This is still found in some of the languages of the
more backward of the Hamitic races, as the Kedza, Hilin, and
Chamir (cp Miiller, op. cit., 306). In the Semite-Egyptian group
the decimal system had developed before their separation.

The Sumerian system of numbers was sexagesimal.
The measurements of time in Babylonia, where day and night

.vere divided into six equal parts, cannot, as Ihering has pointed
out, have arisen among a people who used the decimal system,
lot, therefore, among Semites. His theory that these divisions
&amp;gt;f time arose in keeping the time of labourers 2

is, however,
uperficial. There are sexagesimal systems in many parts of the

1 Cp Erman, in ZDMG 4693-129, and his sEgyptische
raiKiitatik, 140-147; SteindorfF, KoptischeGratnmatik, 157^.;
Srugsch, Gramtnaire Hieroglyphique, 32-35 ; Zimmern, I er-

leicktnde GraMTttatik derseiititischen Sprachcn, 179-182 ; and
riedr. Miiller, Grundriss tier Spraclivuissenschaft, Bd. III.,

Abt. II., 305.
2 Cp Ihering, Evolution ofAryan, 121 fc
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world. They originate in a mystical addition of zenith and
nadir to the four points of the compass. 1

As the early Semitic Babylonians borrowed their

system of writing from the Sumerians, they also to some
extent borrowed this system of numbers. From the

period of the oldest known writing, the Semites, who
appear to have been in Babylonia in prehistoric times,

mingled elements from their decimal system with the

sexagesimal. This is shown by the presence of a special

sign for ten. 2 In later inscriptions the decimal system

gradually supplants the other. Thus in the Mesopo-
tamian valley the native Semitic system reasserted itself.

Among the Hebrews, so far as we know, it was the

system always in use
;
but before the time of the Macca-

mu TT i. bees there is no evidence that the
2. The Hebrew

system.
Hebrews expressed numbers by figures.

3. Three.

Numbers were, during these centuries,

written in words. This is the case on the Moabite

Stone, in the Siloam Inscription, and throughout the

OT, including the Book of Daniel. In later Hebrew
numbers were expressed by letters of the alphabet ; but

no such notation for numerals as that used by the

Phoenicians appears among the Hebrews. 3

At an early time in the history of man certain numbers
were regarded as having a sacred significance. In this

respect the Hebrews were no exception. Three, four,

seven, ten, twelve, forty, and seventy were either sacred

or had a symbolical force.

Three (ohv, sdlus ; Syr. Plath, rpeis) is the simplest of

these numbers, and was widely considered sacred. It was
so regarded by the Babylonians before the

birth of the Hebrew people, and its sacred

character in Israel may be due to Babylonian
influence, unless as is probably the case it goes
much farther back to primitive Semitic society. One of

the earliest indications of it in Babylonia is the great
triad of gods, Anu, Bel, and Ea, which appears in the

inscriptions of Gudea, about 3000 B. C. They represent

respectively heaven, earth, and water. 4

Probably the origin of the sacredness of the number
three is to be found in the fact that to primitive man the

universe appeared to be divided into the three regions

represented by these gods. This cause rendered the

number sacred among the Vedic peoples of India. 6

Its sacred or symbolical use among the Hebrews the

following instances will illustrate : David is given the

choice of three plagues into each of which the number
three enters (2 S. 24 13 iCh. 21i2);

6
Elijah stretches

himself on the dead child three times
(
i K. l?2i); Daniel

prays three times a day (Dan. 6 10) ;
Tartarus is divided

into three parts (Eth. En. 22g); there are three princes
of Persia

(
i Esd. 89) ; Ezra waits three days for a vision

(2 [4] Esd. I3s8 14 i); the plagues of the Apocalypse

destroy a third of all that they attack (Rev. 8 9 and

12) ;
the twelve gates of the heavenly city face three

towards each of the points of the compass (Eth. En. 34 2

35 1 and 861-2, also Rev. 21 13); and at last the divine

nature is under the same influence conceived by the early

Christians as a trinity (Mt. 2819).

Multiples of sacred numbers came in time to have a sacred or

symbolic character, as twenty-one (Eth. En. 69 2), thirty (Slav.

n. 36 if.), thirty-six (Eth. En. 00 i), and many others. Con
nected with the symbolic character of three is its use to indicate

that a course of action or a series of events has passed a normal

point (Am. 1 and 2 Prov. 30 15-31 and 2 Esd. 16 29-31).

1 Cp M Gee in American Anthropologist, \(j$(sff.
2 Cp the Blau Monuments, Am. Journ. of Arch, new ser.

4 pi. iv. v., and fAOS 22 n& ft, also Cuneiform Texts of
British Museum, pts. i. in. v. vii. ix. and x. passim, and the

inscription of Mainshtu - irba in Scheil s Textes dlamites -

iSmittfues.
3 .See Lidzbarski, Nordsem. Epigr. 1 igBft
4 Cp Jastrow s Religion of Babylonia and Assyria, 107 ff.\

and King s Babylonian Religion, 14.
8 Cp Hopkins, The Holy Numbers of the Rig Veda, in

Oriental Studies of the Oriental Club ofPhiladelphia, M,\ff.
6 MT in 28. 24 13 reads seven years ; but this, as H oubigant

saw long ago (1777), and all recent critics agree, is a mistake for

three, which and Ch. have preserved.
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5. Seven.

NUMBER
The sacredness of four

(y:n&amp;lt;,
arbd ; Syr. arba

was probably derived from the fact that the
_ compass has four cardinal points. It is re

garded as sacred in widely different parts of
the world more often than any other number (cp Amer.

Anthrop. 1 155). Cp the Bab. phrase the four quarters
of the world (kibrat irbitta, see EARTH, i

) ; and in

connection with this note the Hebrew ideas about the

four winds (see WINDS) and the singular theory of the

origin of the name Adam in Or. Sib. 824-26, Slav.

En.SOij/. (ed. Charles, 41). The number came to

denote completeness or sufficiency, which accounts for

many biblical details. Thus there are four rivers of

paradise (Gen. 2io); Jephthah s daughter is bewailed
four days (Judg. 11 40); Nehemiah s enemies sent to him
four times (Neh. 64) ; God sends four kinds of pestilence

(Jer. 15s) or four sore judgments (Ezek. 142i) ;
four

horns scatter Judah (Zech. Ii8/. ); four angels of

destruction are sent from heaven (Rev. 913-15).
The number four is used similarly (though by no

means exclusively) in the measurements of sacred furni

ture^. ,
in Solomon s temple (i K. 7), in Ezekiel s

temple (Ezek. 41-43), in the tabernacle of the P docu
ment (Ex. 25^ and36/:).

In like manner the guardians or bearers of the throne

of God appeared in fours to different seers (Ezek. 1 and
10 Eth. En. 4028 Rev. 468 56 814 61 15? 194).

Multiples of four were also used. Thus we have twenty-eight
in the measurement of the curtains of the tabernacle, forty as
indicated below ( 8), four hundred used to express the idea of a

large number (Gen. 15 13 Judg. 21 12 and often), and 400,000 in

great exaggerations (Judg. 202 17 2 Ch. 13 3).

Seven (jni?, Mbd ; Syr. s ba , ^irrd), the most sacred

number of the Hebrews, was also sacred among the

Babylonians, where seven planets were
known and each represented a god,

1 where
there were seven evil spirits,

2 and the underworld was
surrounded by seven walls. 3

The greetings in the Amarna tablets show that

seven had a sacred significance in Palestine at an

early date, and indicate that it was also sacred in

Egypt. We know that it was held sacred in India by
the Vedic people (Hopkins, op. tit.}. The sacredness

of seven probably originated in the fact that it is the

sum of three and four, but among the Babylonians a

great impetus must have been given to its use by the

fact that there were seven sacred planets ; by the influ

ence of Babylon it became very popular with other

Semites.

Ihering (Evolution of the Aryan, 113) holds that the Sabbath
was of Babylonian origin and arose from the sexagesimal system,
which we have seen was native with the Sumerians. They
worked six days and rested the seventh. If this be true, possibly
we should see in it the primary cause of the sacredness of seven.

Cp SABBATH. Some anthropologists hold that seven arose from
a sacred six by the addition of unity (cp M Gee, op. cit. 663/1).

The most liberal application of the number seven

among the Hebrews is found in comparatively late Apoca
lypses, where direct Babylonian influence is probable

e.g. ,
the seven planets appear (Slav. En. 27s); seven

planetary deities (Eth. En. 21 3-6); there are seven heavens,

one for each planet (Slav. En. 3 to 20) ; seven circles of

heaven (Slav. En. 48 1) ; then the earth and moon are

divided into seven corresponding parts (Eth. En. 73 5-8;

2 [4] Esd. 6 50 52). The week of seven days, early associ

ated with the seven planets,
4
gave to P the idea of the

creative week (Gen. 1 1-23). From these came the notion

that seven enters into the constitution of man he is

made of seven substances and has seven natures (Slav.

En. 30 8/.). Corresponding to this is the conception
that there are seven rivers in the world and seven islands,

and that frosts come from seven mountains (Eth. En.

77 4-8).

1 Jensen s Kosmologie, loijf.
2 J astrow, op. cit., 264.
3 Jeremias, Bab.-Ass. I orstellungcn i&amp;lt;om Leben nach dim

Tode, 15.
4
Jensen, he. cit. ; Gunkel, Schopfung und Chaos, 301.
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The sacred character of seven shows itself in every

period of the Hebrew ritual
;
we hear of seven altars

built, seven sacred wells, seven lamps, blood is sprinkled
seven times, etc. (Gen. l*f. 2128-30 i K. 1843 Dt. 169
Ezek. 4022 41 3 Lev. 14 Nu. 23 and 29 passim, and

elsewhere). Cp BEER-SHEBA, 3 ;
WRS Rel.Sem.W,

i8i/.
Closely connected with this is the thought that seven days is

a sacred or fitting period of time (cp Gen. &amp;gt;S 10 12 50 10 Exod. 7 25
Lev. 8 33 Dt. 10 4 Josh. C passim, Ps. 126 [7] Apoc. Bar. 20 5 2 [4]

Esd. 7 T,O/. Acts 21 4 27 Heb. 11 30, etc.).

From this usage seven came to express a complete or round

mimber(Job 1 2 Mic. 5 5 Esth. 1 io2g i Esd. 86 Tob. 3s 2 Mace.
7 i Mt. 22 25-28 Mk. 1220-23 Acts 6 3 19 14 etc.). Once (Dt. 7 i)

seven is equated with many.

Ten (~\n-y,
iser ; Syr. tsar, d^Ka) had a certain symbolic

character, in part because it was the basis of the decimal

_ system, and in part because it is the sum of

three and seven. l Its simplest use is to denote

a round or complete number, as ten lambs, ten shekels.

ten men, ten virgins, ten talents, etc. This usage
runs through both OT and NT (cp, e.g. , Gen. 24 1022

Josh.22i 4 Judg.l7io 2 K. 209-n Job 19s Jer.4l28
2 [4] Esd. 5 46 Mt. 25 1 28 Lk. 19 passim, Rev. 2 10 etc.

).

A more sacred use of ten is found in the ritual. Not

only were there tithes, but also sacrifices and many imple
ments of the sanctuary were arranged in tens (Exod.
26 1 16 Nu. 7 28 and 29 passim, i K. 6 and 7 passim,
2 Ch. 4 passim, and Ezek. 45 passim}.

Because of this sacred character ten is used in apoca
lyptic symbolism (Dan. &quot;72024 Rev. 12s 13i 17371216).

Twelve (-\c-y c V3, s netn dsdr ; Syr. t re sar, ScoSe/ca)

derived its sacred character from the fact that it is the

7 Twel e product of three and four, helped no doubt

by the fact that the Sumerian sexagesimal

system had made the number of months twelve. The
most obvious application of its originating principle is

found in the fact that the gates of heaven (cp Gen. 2817)
were conceived as twelve three facing each of the four

points of the compass (Eth. n.B42 35i 3d f. and
Rev. 21 12-14). From each of these in turn the sun goes
forth (Eth. En. 72s, Slav. En. 14 and 15 passim}. Of
kindred nature is the idea that the tree of life bears a
fruit for each of the twelve months (Rev. 222).

Because the number was sacred the tribes of Israel

were made up to twelve (Gen. 8022 421332 4928 Nu.

144). That this was in part an artificial reckoning, the

shadowy existence of some of the tribes, as Simeon,
shows. Similarly the tribes of Ishmael were made
twelve (Gen. l?2o 25i6). See GENEALOGIES i., 5;
TRIBES.

Many representative men and things were made twelve to
accord with the number of the tribes (Ex. 244 Nu. 1726 Josh.
4 passim, etc.). For this reason the disciples were twelve (Mt.
19 28).

The number twelve for all the reasons given entered
into Hebrew ritual (Ex.1527 Nu. 33g Lev. 245 Nu. 7

passim, Jer. 5220/. Ezek. 43 16 etc.).

As a symbolic number twelve was chosen to express
completeness (2 S. 2 15 i K. 10 20 Rev. 12 1).

The OT tribal usage and the NT apostolic are com
bined in the Apocalypse and produce twenty-four (Rev.
4 4 io 58 11 16 19 4 ).

Forty (D jniK, arbaim; Syr. arbe
ln, TeffaapaKovra)

was a symbolic, if not a sacred number. Its simplest

8 Fortv
use s to ^enote a somewhat indefinite period

*&quot; of time the exact length of which was not
known. Thus the wilderness wandering was forty

years (Ex.1635 Am. 2io 025 Ps. 95io etc.); but cp
MOSES, ii, e. Probably this and several similar periods
(e.g., Juclg. 3 n 631 828 13i and i S. 4 18) are intended
to represent a generation, since the period from the

Exodus to the building of the temple is counted (i K. 6 i)
as 480 years or twelve generations.

2 In some instances
a semi-sacred character attaches to forty; thus Moses was

1 M Gee would seem to account for it as nine plus unity
(i.e., 64-3+ 1). Cp op. cit. 664 672.

2 Cp Moore, Judges, xxxviii.
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in the mount forty days (Ex. 24 18 3428) ; Elijah fasted

forty days (i K. 198); Christ did the same (Mt. 42
Mk. 1 13 Lk. 4 \f. ) ; and the ascension occurred after

forty days (Acts 13).

Seventy (0728*, siffim; Syr. sab in, f^do^Kovra) has

a sacred or symbolical meaning in five cases. Seventy

9 Seventy palm trees grow in an old sacred sPot
*&quot;

(Ex. 1527) ; here 7 x 10 seems to be the

origin of the number
; seventy elders of Israel go up

into the mount (Ex. 24 t 9, J), and out to the tent (Nu.
11 24/1, E) ;

in the latter passage Eldad and Medad
(w. 26 f. )

make up the number to seventy-two ; 6x 12
or six for each tribe is, therefore, probably its origin here,

though the former explanation is also possible if

Eldad and Medad are not included
; seventy souls go

down to Egypt (Gen. 4627 Ex. Is (P) and Dt. 1022 : in

these passages the number is made up artificially to the
ideal 7 x 10) ;

l

seventy years (Jer. 25 n/. ),
or weeks of

years (Dan. 924 ff.}, must elapse before the restoration
of the kingdom (i.e., 7x10 years); and seventy dis

ciples are sent forth (Lk. 10i 17). On the seventy, or

seventy-one, or seventy-two peoples of the Table of

Nations (Gen. 10), and on subsequent Jewish and Chris
tian beliefs, S. Krauss has written with great fulness of

learning (ZATlVlQi-n 2038-43 [1899, 1900]; cp
Driver, Deut. 355 f. ).

In Lk. 10 i the reading is uncertain and the explana
tion difficult.

Many MSS, including NACL and other authorities read

efSSo^jjicoi Ta (so Treg., Tisch., Weiss), whilst HDMKand many
other authorities read d/SSofirj/coi Ta Svo (so WH). The number
may perhaps be chosen to represent the peoples of the earth,
each of which should have a Christian messenger ; cp Dt.
32 8, where makes the number of peoples equal that of the

angels 2
( jN 33 instead of VwHtT 33). Cp, however, Zahn,

inl. 2 392.

Two other numbers fall to be considered here on
account of the use made of them in the Apocalypses.

(a) The first of these is three and a half, with its deri

vatives. Scholars agree that the times, time, and half

a time (ny 3^3? ;\nj?i ny, Dan. 725;
10 Tlires and T

half ?n1 n
&quot;]^

ia &quot;Wis,
Dari- 127 &amp;lt; xa-ipov Ko.1

Kaipous KO.I ijfj.tffv Kaipou, Rev. 1214),
also the half week of Daniel 927, stand for three years
and a half. Meinhold (Dan. 304) holds, on the basis

of Dan. 927, that the three and a half is a broken seven. 3

Cornill holds that its origin is to be found in the three

and a half years of the persecution of Antiochus. 4 If

we could be sure of a Hebrew origin, one of these ex

planations might be accepted. Gunkel has, however,
with great probability traced the origin of this number
with other apocalyptic imagery to Babylon, and holds

that the three and a half represented the half of Kislev,

and the three months, Tebet, Sh6bat, Adar, the time

from the winter solstice to the festival of Marduk the

time covered by the period of winter i.e.
,
the period of

the supremacy of Tiamat. 5 If this be its origin, the

application to the years of oppression, on which all

scholars are agreed, would be most natural, as would also

its explanation as a broken seven (Dan. 927). There
have been various attempts to define more precisely the

three and a half : the 2300 evenings and mornings (

ii5odays: Dan. 814); 1290 days (Dan. 12n) ; 1335 days

(Dan. 12 12) ; with these we should put the 1260 days
of Rev. Us 126 and the 42 months of Rev. 112 13s.
Scholars who insist on the unity of Daniel explain these

differences of statement in that book by supposing that

the author conceived the coming of the kingdom as

a progressive event, the different stages of which are

1 Cp Dillmann, on Gen. 46 27.
2 According to Stade (ZATlVbioo [1885]) and Bertholet

(ad loc.), who prefer &amp;lt;B&amp;gt;
s reading, Dt. 32 8 is perhaps an inter

polation, as reflecting a late belief.

3 So also Behrmann, Dan. 50, and von Gall, Einheit d. Dfin.
92.

* Siefi. Jahrwochen Dan. 22 ff.
6 Scliopfung und Chaos, yx)ff. ; cp CREATION, 16 (b).
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ndicated in these numbers. 1 The theory of composite

authorship affords a more satisfactory explanation.

On the most probable view of the composition of Daniel (cp

JBL 17 62-86), the original use of three and a half is in 7 25,

where jSf means part, not necessarily half, This writer,

imbued with Babylonian learning, drew from Babylonian material.

His own explanation 1150 days is given in 8 14. A I

well-informed writer, imbued only with Hebrew lore, related it

to Heb. imagery in ch. 9, making it a broken seven (v. 27). 11

final editor and two later glossators are responsible for its intro

duction into ch. 12, and its varying explanations in w. n 12.&quot;

The numbers mentioned in Revelation are clearly

interpretations by the NT writer of the three and a half

of Daniel.

(b} The second number referred to above ( 10) is 666

(X&, f^K^ai [-101 -La] itfKorra ?, Rev. 13 18), variant.

6i6(Iren. v. 30i). Not to mention un-
11. Six hundred

cr j t ica i interpretations of this number
and sixty-six. which fimi H , j t references to the Pope,

to Napoleon, etc., the following explanations may be

noted: (i) Briggs explanation: a straining after

the holy number seven and falling short of it in

every particular, marking the beast, therefore, and his

subjects as deceivers.
3

(2) Adretvoj = 666 (Iren. v.

30 3), which makes the Beast the Roman empire. Cp
Clemen s similar theory and van Manen 7*. 7

1

85 477-

(3) Nero Czesar (nop p: = 666) has been widely accepted

since the omission of the final
j
of Nero would give the

variant 6i6. 4
(4) Volter thinks Trajan Hadrianus or

Hadrian the meaning (OU TON }WB
= 666. another spell

ing being oirmK pna
= 6i6).

3
(5) Zahn 6 and Spitta

7

hold 616 to be the original and Caligula to be the beast

(roibs Karap = 6i6). (6) Gunkel holds that the number

originated, like other apocalyptic material, in Babylon,

and originally referred to Tiamat or Primeval Chaos

( .TJiDip Di nn= 666
).

8 Other modern explanations which

need not be enumerated here may be found in Zahn.

Einl. 2622-626.

Of these solutions (2) and (5) hold that this part of

Revelation was written in Greek. If, as many recent

interpreters hold, and rightly, it was written in Hebrew,

these explanations would not be adequate (cp APOCA

LYPSE, 13). Of the others, that of Gunkel (6), in

view of the Babylonian origin of apocalyptic material

which he has proven, gives the best explanation. The

number would be likely to be perpetuated because it fell

just short of the sacred number seven at all points, and

would naturally be applied by apocalyptists to persecutors

like Nero (3) and Hadrian (4). When translated into

Greek the explanation of Irenseus (2) would be very

natural. The application to Caligula (5) may have been

made in some form in ancient times, but could only

have been made through the Greek. 9 G. A. B.

NUMBERS (BOOK)
Name and contents ( i). Laws and Institutions ( 17-20).

lE(2-o) Redaction (j) 21).

1&amp;gt; in 28-30 (g 10).
Greek version ( 22).

P in 1--27 ( 11-16). Bibliography (fc 23).

The name Numbers (Numeri, Apifyol) was given to

the fourth book 10 of the Pentateuch in the Greek Bible

because it begins with the census of

1. Name and
thg T sraelites taken in the second year

contents. of the Exodus, giving the fighting

strength of each tribe.

1 Cp Cornill, op. fit. 22 ff., Bevan, Bk. of Dan.

Boehmer, Reich Gottes u. Menschensohn t. B. Dan. 195-206.

2 Cp Gunkel, of&amp;gt;.
cit. 269 n.

3 Messiah of the Apostles, 324. .

4 Bousset (cp. APOCALYPSE, 43) still holds to it It was

first proposed in 1831 by Fritzsche (Annalen der ges. theol. Lit.

Problem der Apok. (1893), p. 215. Cp Aberle, Th. Quar-

talschr.. 1872. . _ . . ~. . ..

6 Zeit. fiir kirchl. V iss., 1885, pp. 595^ Cp his Einleitung

7 Offenbaning des Johannes, 392 ff.
8 SchdpfungM. Chaos, 378.
9 Cp discussion of this point in Am. Jour, of Theol. - 797 n.

10 In certain ancient listsoftheOT books Numbersstands third,

changing places with Leviticus ;
see Sanday in Stud. bio. ^241.
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The corresponding Hebrew name is D Tipsa B^Dh.

1

Book of Musters, Numbers (lit.
the mustered men,

1

1 21 23 etc. , cp 1429) ;
the book is more commonly cited

by a catchword from the first sentence, T3Ti or -13-1122.
2

The Book of Numbers covers, in the chronology of

the Pentateuch, a period of more than thirty-eight years ;

viz. ,
from the first of the second month in the second

year of the Exodus (1 1) to the latter part of the fortieth

year (3838, cp 2023-29).

Chaps 1-10 10 record things that were done and laws that were

given in the wilderness of Sinai ;
10 n-20 13, the departure from

Sinai and what happened in the way and at Kadesh, the sending

out of the spies and the unsuccessful attempt to invade Canaan

from the south ;
20 i 4 -27, the departure from Kadesh, the circuit

around Edom, the conquest of the Amonte kingdoms K. ot the

Jordan, and the hostility of Moab, down to the appointment of

loshua as the successor of Moses shortly before the death &amp;lt;

latter ;
28-3 contain additional laws and ordinances given in the

plains of Moab. .

In contrast to Leviticus, which is entirely legislative,

and in its present form belongs as a whole to the priestly

stratum of the Hexateuch, Numbers, like Exodus, com

bines history and law ; JE and P are both represented ;

the method of composition and the character of the

redaction, also, are similar to those in Exodus. Chaps.

1-1028 and 256-36 (with the exception of a few verses

in 32) belong wholly to P ;
in 1029-25s P and JE are

united. It will be most convenient to begin our investi

gation with the latter chapters.

The thread of JE s history of the Exodus, which was

dropped in Ex.34, is here resumed. Nu. 1029-32 is

from J ;
the sequel, Hobab s consent

(cp Judg. Ii6 4n), has been omitted.

The following verses 33* 35/ are prob

ably from E; 34 is a late gloss dependent on 9 is/-*

In J Nu. 1029-32 probably followed closely upon the

command to set out from Sinai for Canaan, Ex. 33 HZ ;

the Yahwistic legislation, which a redactor has incorpor

ated in Ex. 34, originally stood at an earlier point in the

narrative. Nu. 10 33 /. may come, in like manner, from

E s account of the departure from Horeb which is ordered

in Ex. 3234 ;
but the original sequence of E has beea

too much disturbed by additions as well as by redaction

to admit of a confident rearticulation. In the following

chapter the clamour of the multitude for flesh and the

sending of the quails (ll4- 3 5 18-242 31-34) is from J ;

but there are indications that the original narrative has

been expanded by different hands ; 7-9 are not improb

ably an archaeological gloss ; amplification is suspected

in both 18 ff. and 31 ff. ; it has been conjectured that

io-i2 15 originally stood in connection with Ex. 33 1.

The inspiration of seventy elders, who share with Moses

the gift of prophecy that they may assist him thus in

bearing the burden of the people (i6/. 24^-30) has no

thing to do with the miracle of the quails ;
it follows the

representation of E in Ex. 33 7-n (the tent without the

camp), and is perhaps a younger counterpart (E,) to the

appointment of judges in Ex. 18 13-26.* The destruction

of the murmurers at Taberah (1-3) is also probably from

E ; 35 is a fragment of the itinerary, cp 12 16. Chap.

12 is related to Ili6/. 24^-30, and may perhaps be

regarded as a caution against erroneous inferences : no

matter how many inspired prophets there may be. Moses

is the organ of revelation in a unique sense (cp Ex. 33 n

[E] Dt. 34 10 [RD])-
What the Cushite woman in 12 i

has to do with it is not clear.
6

2. JE: Chaps.
1029-12.

1 Origen in Eus. HE 625 Ani/Mtr&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;eicwim ; M. Yoma &quot;! i, M.

Menachoth 4 3, Sota 366 etc.

2 ferome, Prol. Gal., \~ayedabber; Massora.
* Verses 35 / are included in modern editions between inverted

nuns, which serve the purpose of brackets. As early as th&amp;lt;

second century the verses were marked off in some way to show

that they are misplaced ; see R. Simeon b. Gamaliel \aSlMrl,

Nu. 84. In they stand before v. 34- See Harris, JQR
1 i 36/ ; Blau, Masoret. Untersuch. 40 ff.\ Omsburg, Introd.

342 f.
4 Bacon, Exodus, 141 ff. . ,

6 The rare word SsN ( 2
5&amp;gt;

seems to connect these elders with

the nWn of Ex. 24 it ;
Wellh. CHM, 102 n.

6 The Cushite wife plays a considerable part m Hellenistic

midrash. See also MOSES, 4, ned.
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In the account of the spies the narratives of P and

JE are combined ; to the former belong 13 1-170 21^25

* Chans 1&amp;lt;J f
*6a

(
t0 Paran

) 3 2 14i/ (
in Part ) 5-7 &amp;lt;9)

th i
I026-38 (

with additions by R P ).
The

e spies. threats of Yahwe and the intercession

of Moses, 1411-24, are a secondary element in JE, prob

ably RJH ;

2 note the resemblance to Ex. 327-14 and the

quotation of Ex. 346/1 in 17 /. In the remainder of the

chapters (JE) two strands appear
3
(most clearly in 13 17^

ff.}, but even with the aid of Dt. 1 19-45
4 a clean analysis

is scarcely possible. In one account (E) twelve men are

sent up into the hill-country of the Amorites (cp Dt.

120) ; they go as far as the Valley of Eshcol and bring
back specimens of the fruit of the land, and report on
the population of the different regions of Palestine

(13 171:, 18 in part, 2023/1 26^* 2933*) ;
in the other (J)

men are sent up into the Negeb, penetrate to Hebron,
and bring back word that the land is flowing with milk

and honey, but the people are strong and dwell in

fortified cities (17^, 18 in part 19 22* 27* 28). Caleb gives
his vote for an immediate invasion

;
but his companions

declare the undertaking impossible (30/1 J ).
The people

are dismayed and propose to return to Egypt (14i* 3 J

4 E) ; 148/1, commonly attributed to J and regarded
as part of Caleb s speech (1830), are perhaps originally
a remonstrance of Moses (cp Dt. 129-31) in E (8^ RJE)-
The transpositions which have been proposed are then

unnecessary. The secondary passage 14 11-24 (
CP Dt.

134-40 and P in Nu. 1426^1) seems to have supplanted

perhaps in part incorporating the sentence of Yahwe,

only -2~,b (E, cp Dt. 140) remaining. The sequel, 39^-45,

seems to be from E, with some editorial amplification
and change; cp J in 21 1-3. [Cp MOSES, NEGEB,

7-]
The destruction of Korah and his supporters by fire

from heaven
(16i&amp;lt;z

b* 2 3-11 36-24 26a 273* 35) is from P,

_, though not all of the same age (see
_ . -rC ,u below, ii ); theuprisingof the Reuben-
Koran, Dathan, T^ f, , . [ , .

j la.- i ites Dathan and Abiram against Moses,and Abiram. , ,

and their late the earth opening and

swallowing them up with all that belonged to them -

from JE (cp Dt. 116). Doublets in the narrative (see

especially 32/1) suggest that both J and E have been
drawn upon, and many attempts have been made to

separate the two strands. 6 Others recognise but one
source, more or less amplified by later hands in 13/1 and

28^ ;
the indicia point on the whole to E (Schrader,

Kuenen, etc.
).

The beginning of the story is not intact ;

we do not learn what these men had said or done before

Moses summoned them, nor are the antecedents of 15

clear.

With P s account of the drawing of water from the

rock in 20 1-13, which is dependent on JE in Ex. 17 1-7,

6 Chan 20 f 7
are com kined fragments cognate to one
of the sources of the narrative in Ex.

;

these (\b* ja 5 ?S&) are generally attributed to J. The
name (Waters of) Meribah attaches to Kadesh (Ezek.
47 19 4828 Dt. 32si);

8 the narrative is, therefore, in

1 See Kosters, Historic -l&amp;gt;eschouiving , 37 ff. ; Oort, Th.T
82517?: (1869); Kayser, Vorexilisckes Buck, 81 ff. (1874); E.

Meyer, ZATW 1 139(1881); Kue. T/t.Tll ^ff. (\%77); Stein-

thai, Zl Ps. 12276^. (1880); We. CHV\ lojff. 336/7: ; WRS,
OTJCW 400 ff.; Bacon, Exodus, in ff.; Carpenter and
Harford-Battersby, ad loc.

2 Or perhaps a still later hand (Kuenen, 2 ; Carpenter and
Harford-Battersby, J s ).

3 Kuenen is alone in ascribing the repetitions and discrepancies
to interpolations and glosses in a single source (E).

4 Cp also Josh. 146-is Nu. 26 64/1 825-15.
8 Land, Godgeleerde Bijdragen, 1865, pp. 967 yfl ; 1866, pp.

4167?: ; Oort, ili. 1860, pp. 2057?: ; Graf, Gesch. Bucher, 1866,
pp. 89 (f. ; Kosters, Historie-heschouiving, 119 ff.; Schrader-
De Wctte, EM. 289; Kue. Th. 7

1

12 139 W.\ Hex. 6, n. 37,
16, n. 12; We. C//(2) 105^: 339^; WRS, OTJCM 402 yC;

fh.NDJ.loc.; Bacon, Exodus, \&amp;lt;)off.; Baudissin, Priesterthuiit,
34 f. 276 /. ; Kittel, History, 22 ; Carpenter and Harford-
Battersby, Hex. See also DATHAN AND ABIRAM, KORAH.

6 See Dillmann, Bacon, and Carpenter and Harford-Battersby.
On 20 1-13 see Co. ZATW\\ iff. (1891).

8 So Dt. 33 2 also is rightly emended
; cp &amp;lt;5.
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place here rather than before the advent at Sinai. 1 The
other name, Massah, associated with Meribah (Ex.177
Dt. 338), gives rise to difficult questions (see MASSAH
AND MERIBAH). From Dt. 922 it may be inferred that

in JE the provocation at Massah also followed the de

parture from Horeb. 2 P must once have contained a
clearer account of the fault of Moses and Aaron than

we now find ;
see v. 24 27 13 f. Dt. 32 51. The negotia

tions with Edom, 20 14-21, are in the main from E (cp

2121-23); 19 /, which sets in afresh, is probably an

expansion, rather than a fragment of J as has been
surmised. The conflict with the Canaanites, 21 1-3 (cp

Judg. 1 i6f. ), is from J, acounterpart of 1441-45 ; the fiery

serpents, 4^-9, from E, connecting with 20220. The
following itinerary is derived from JE (cp P in 33) ;

it

is not complete a fragment which probably preceded
12 is recognised in Dt. 106 f. nor unitary ; the pheno
mena are attributed to composition (i8^-2o,

3 or the

whole of 16-20 4
being ascribed to J) or to extensive

interpolation ;
18^-20 anticipate, and bring us to the

same point we reach in 22 f. The poetical pieces justi-
catives in 14^. 17 f. 27 ff. are noteworthy. The war
with Sihon, 21-31, is generally assigned to E

; 24^ 25

seem to be foreign to the source, perhaps containing a

fragment of J, 26 a later editorial note; 32 is connected

with 24^ (&amp;lt;S, Jazer), and in diction shows affinity to

Judg. 1 (J) ; 33-35 are an addition derived from Dt. 81-3.

Chaps. 22-24 are wholly from JE ; only 22 1 is from

P, and the reference to the sheikhs of Midian in 2247
- PerhaPs Rp~others suPPose that they
were named in J. The story of Balaam

contained in both j and E . 22

22-35 (the speaking ass) is from J, and the antecedents

of this version appear in 2-21 where many doublets give
evidence of the union of two sources (cp 30 3^, 20 46,

etc.),
6 in one of which (E) Balaam is summoned from

Pethor in Syria (5^, cp 23y Dt. 284 [5]), in the other (J)

from among the neighbouring Ammonites (5^, Sam.
Pesh. Vg. ).

God s revelation in the night (8^ J9/^)
has characteristic marks of E

; if f. (cp 24 11-13) s from

J, to which source 7 also, with a more or less considerable

part of the preceding verses, and probably n, is to be

ascribed. The four oracles in the following chapters
fall into two groups, distinct in the form of introduction

and somewhat different in character, especially when
manifest instances of contamination and redactional

adjustment are set aside.&quot; Those in 24, as is now

generally recognised, are from J,
the two in 23 from

E
;

8 a harmonistic connection imitated from 23 11-14 s

made by Rj F in 2827-30 ;
in 2235 also the same hand is

seen. Additions have been made to the last oracle,

probably in two stages, 2420-22 and 23 f. ;

9 on the age
qf these verses see BALAAM, 6.

Chap. 25 1-5, describing the seduction of the people

by the Moabite women, is from JE (cp Hos. 9io);
_. -

.
doublets indicate the presence of more

R 1 iu tnan one source - 3 5 may be ascribed
saai-peor. to The conclusiori| the nature Of

which may be inferred from 4 5 (cp also Dt. 43/i ),
was

omitted by RP , who put in its place as an instance of

the execution of 5 the story of the sin of an Israelite

prince with a Midianite woman and its consequences

1 In Ex. 176 Horeb is premature : cp 19iyC
2 See EXODUS, 5, EXODUS (BOOK), 3 v.

3 E. Meyer, etc.
* Bacon, and Carpenter and Harford-Battersby.
5 For the literature see BALAAM, 8

;
add E. Meyer, ZA T\V

1117^(1881); Stadetf. i 46^:,&amp;lt;;r/l H5J7V, Del. ^A X9 119

Jf. (1888); Bacon, Exodus, 218 ff. ; Carpenter and Harford-

Battersby, Hex. 1 224 ff. ; v. Gall, Zusamtnensetzitng u.

Herknnft d. Bileam Pericope, 1900 ; Steuernagel, St. l\r. 1899,

p. 340/T, Emmetntitntng d. israel. Stamitie, T*.f. (1901).
6 |On the difficulty here referred to, cp PETHOR.]
7 Kuenen is almost alone in deriving all four from one source

(E) ; see also Steuernagel, St. Kr. 72 340 (1899).

Di., We. CH( *&amp;gt; 346^, Co.
On 2421-24 see Hommel, Altisrael. Ueberlieferung, 245
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indistinctly reflects the fact that Caleb
alone reached its seats about Hebron from the S.

;
the

settlements of Machir and Jair (3239-42) and probably
also the cities of Gad and Reuben (34-38) represent tribal

movements or territories at a later time. The poems
in 21 are ancient ; whether they are rightly interpreted
is another question. The traditions of the sanctuary at

Kadesh do not yield as much as might be expected
little more indeed than the fact that it was long the

religious centre of the tribes, some memories of conflicts

with the population of the Negeb, and the legend of the

origin of the copious fountains, the Waters of Meribah,
which Moses by miracle caused to spring from the rock

;

the name
( controversy ), originally perhaps equivalent

to the later En mishpat (Gen. 147), suggested the con

troversy of the people with Moses. 5 Other stories are

explanations of names; so TABERAH
( burning )

and
KIBROTH-HATAAVAH

( graves of desire, 11) ; the origin
of the bronze serpent (21 $ff. )

is an etiological legend of a

different kind. 6 Stories with a distinct purpose are the

prophesying elders (11), Miriam s leprosy (12), the fate

of Dathan and Abiram, and of Korah (16). A theory
of the relations of Israel to the neighbouring peoples
finds expression in the embassies to Edom (20 14^) and
to Sihon (21 11 ff.) ; cp also the story and prophecies of

Balaam (22-24).
In Nu. , as in Ex. and Lev. , it is plain that P is

not the work of one author nor of one age.
7 In Nu.

. _ , 27 12-14 we come to the end of Moses
10. JT CflclDS. r

_ 1 career ; we are, in fact, at the same

point which is reached in Dt. 3248-52
:onaary.

j
p ^ Jn the redaction of the Penta.

teuch these verses could stand only after the promulgation
of the law beyond Jordan and the last admonitions of

Moses (Dt. ),
and they were accordingly transposed to

that place, where comparison shows that they are pre
served in their primitive form

; their original position in

1 Dt. 3 12-20 has been somewhat extensively interpolated. Cp
also Josh. 1 12^.

* Kayser, I orexilisches Buck, 94^(1874); Kue. Th.T\\ 478

^559^(1877); Hex. 6, n. 42,8 13, n. 29; We. C//(2) 115,351;
Bacon, Exodus, 234^ ; Addis, Hex. , Carpenter and Harford-

Battersby, Hex. \ vytff.
* Kue. Th. T 11 559,^. ; We. C7/(2) 351. Di., Ki., etc., regard

them as ultimately from J (worked over by a redactor) ; Patterson
attributes them to a deuteronomistic hand.

4 See HISTORICAL LITERATURE, 3.
5 If Massah be the same place it may signify ordeal waters.

See WRS Rel Sein.ft) 181.
B See IDOL, 4, NEHUSHTAN.
7 See EXODUS (BOOK), 5, LEVITICUS, 2, 32.
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(6-15), sacrificing at the same time the introduction of

the latter ; 1-5 itself is perhaps not unnmtilated.

We know from Dt. 3 12^ (see especially 18-20) that

JE contained the allotment by Moses to Gad and Reuben
f the conquered territories E. of the

,

Jordan, on condition that their armed con-

tinSent should co-operate with the other

tritjes n tne subjugation of western Pales

tine. Such an account is found in Nu.
32, but it is not easy to say how much of the deuterono-

mist s source presumably E has teen preserved in it
;

20-27, which in substance corresponds most nearly to

Dt. 3 18-20, can hardly in its present form be ascribed to

either E or J. The phenomena seem to indicate that a

late author has rewritten the account, following in the

main the representation of his source and to some extent

employing its phraseology ; 28-32 is from P. Verses

6-15 belong to an advanced stage in the history of the

redaction. a In 39 41 f. we have fragments of J, of the

same kind as several disconnected notices in Josh, and

Judg. 1 ; Budde puts them with Josh. 17 M- 8
; whether

other parts of 1-5 or 34-38 are taken from the older

narratives is questionable.
The sources from which J and E, drew their materials

are of various kinds and values. 4 The invitation to

_...,. . Hobab (10)29^) preserves the memory
,
e

of the historical relation of Israelites and
Kenites the story of the sPies

NUMBERS (BOOK)
P, however, was in Nu. , immediately preceding the in

stallation of Joshua (2715-23); after this nothing is in

order but the ascent of Abarim and the death of Moses,
P s account of which is preserved in Dt. 34. On the

other side, the position of the second census, with its

close the generation of the exodus had now all passed

away indicates that the late author (Ps )
found the

command to Moses (27 12^. )
in this place. It follows

that Nu. 28-36 are out of place, and there is a strong

presumption that they contain supplementary matter

appended by later hands at the end of the book.
An examination of the chapters in detail confirms this pre

sumption. Nu. 28-2940 [30 ij is a highly elaborated novel to
P s calendar of feasts in Lev. 23 (28 3-8

= Ex. 2l
.l 38-42). Chap. 30,

on vows by persons who are not suijuris, embodies a restriction

the necessity for which can only have grown out of the increas

ing religious independence of women ; formulation and diction

are late. Chap. 31, the vengeance taken on the IMidianites (cp
25 16-18), with precedents for the purification of warriors and
the division of the spoil, has all the characteristics of historical

midrash, resembling parts of Judg. 20 and numerous chapters in

Ch. The author of j . 2^ felt the inappropriateness of the intro

duction of this story after 27 i2_#7 Chap. 32, the assignment of
territories E. of the Jordan to Gad and Keuben, has been touched

upon above ( 8). It there seemed probable that the chapter is

based upon an older source (E?), but it is in the main the work
of a writer of the priestly school not far removed in age from the
author of the preceding chapter; 6-15 are not improbably still

more recent
; they presuppose 13yC substantially in their present

composite form.2 Chap. 387-40, a list of the marches and en

campments of Israel from Rameses to the Plains of Moab, pro
fessedly written by Moses (2), is in fact a compilation by a late

author not from P alone but from other sources in the Hexateuch
(especially Ex. 1522/ 27 Nu. 1134/ 21 10 / Dt. 106 /.).*
Others suppose that a list originally found in PC. has been

extensively worked over and interpolated by later editors.4 In
this difference of opinion the position of the list in this appendix
is not without weight. Several of the names do not elsewhere
occur in the Hexateuch. 5 The compiler has been singularly
unfortunate in the place he has given to 36-40. Chap. 8350-56:
extermination of the Canaanites.6 The hortatory character of
the verses is foreign to P ; 50-53 shows both in the introductory
formula and in contents affinity to H (cp Lev. 26 i tnaskith only
in these two passages 30 11*4) ; 54 has been brought over from
20 53./C ; 55 is to be compared with Josh. 23 13 Judg. 2 3 (for the

figure cp also Ezek. 28 24). The verses, with their composite
reminiscences, were prefixed by a late redactor to 34. Chap. 34 :

boundaries of Palestine, designation of a commission to divide
the land among the tribes. The chapter seems to be supplemental
to 2652-56, itself secondary. In what remains of P s account of
the division of the land in Josh, there is no allusion to such a
commission (cp Josh. 182

ff. JE, and 14 i ff. P), nor are the
actual N. and S. boundaries the same; cp also Ezek. 47 13-17
48 i. Chap. 35 i-8, forty-eight cities assigned to the Levites

including the six cities of refuge first mentioned in v. n ;
the execu

tion of these directions is found in Josh. 21. The provision con
flicts with 1821-24 2ti62, according to which the Levites were to

have no landed inheritance. Chap. 35 9-34 : cities ofasylum and
law of homicide (see Josh. 20). The law corresponds in substance
and intent to Dt. 11*1-13, CP a so Ex. 21 12-14. The casuistic

formulation is foreign to P, and resembles Ex. 21 or Lev. 25; nor
is the phraseology consistently that of the priestly legislation.
The phenomena suggest that the present law is founded upon a
law of homicide and asylum derived from H, or one of the collec

tions which served as the sources of H. The older toroth are in

part preserved with little change (see, e.g. , idff.) ; two strata of
editorial additions may be recognised, one akin to RH (see especi
ally 33 f., and observe the introductory formula, &amp;lt;)/.),

the other
a late representative of P s school, to whom is to be ascribed the

making of the congregation judges (cp Dt. 19 12) and perhaps
the substitution of the amnesty at the death of the high priest
for an older general pardon by a new king. Chap. 36, heiresses

must not marry out of their own tribe, is a novel to 27 T-II (see
also Josh. 17 3_f.) ,

like the latter, in the form ofa case decided by
Moses. It is dependent also on Lev. 25 \off. (reversion in the

J ubilee year), though the bearing of this provision is not altogether
clear.

Thus Nu. 28-36 appears to belong entirely to the

younger strata of the priestly law and history.

By no means all of P in Nu. 1-27 was contained in

the History of the Sacred Institutions, or belongs to the

oldest stratum of priestly legislation. The lack of

unity is conspicuous in the several passages which have

for their subject the setting apart of the Levites for the

1 See Klo. St. Kr. 44 256 /T (1871)= Pentateuch, 229^, see

also ii s/, cp We. C//&amp;lt;2) 115.
2 See especially Kue. Th. T\\ 559^ (1877) ; We. Cli
3 Demonstrated by Kayser, / orexilisches Buck, 97-99 ; cp

We. Cffftl 184 ; Kue. Hex. 6, n. 43.
* Dillmann, Kittel, Kautzsch.
5 See WANDERINGS, WILDERNESS OF.
6 Cp Ex. 34 12f. 23 24 Dt. 7 1-6 Josh. 234-13 Judg. 2 1-5.
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service of the tabernacle; viz., 147-53 (cp 33) 3s ^

11 P in chaos
48 5-26l7[17.6^]18i- 7 . Thethree

th passages in 1 3 and 4 have to do with

. .
l

the numbering of the Levites, their

substitution for the firstborn of Israel,

and the assignment of specific duties in the removal of the

tabernacle to the three Levite clans, Gershon, Kohath,
and Merari. At least three strata can be distinguished ;

2

the oldest is 85-10 11-13, later than this is 14-39 4-44&amp;gt;

youngest of all 4 ; the simple and general commandment
of the first is successively amplified and heightened ;

4 16-20 seems to be later than 1-15 21-49. Chap. 85-26 is

younger than 4 ; note the lower age of entering the

service (824, cp 4i ; see also i Ch. 2824 26), the extrava

gant purifications (8 6, cp Lev. 148/i ; 17, cp 19), and the

symbolical waving (n 13); 15^-22 23-26 are probably
a supplement to 5-15^. In Nu. 181-7 there is no allusion

to a previous choice and consecration of the Levites
;

the definition of their duties and careful discrimination

of their office from the priesthood are superfluous after

3 n/. 4 85-26 and even after 85-13 ; 181-7 must therefore

be ascribed to a different source. The relation of 18 iff.

to 16 f. (contention about the priestly prerogative) seems
to indicate that it was at this point that PG (see col. 2081,
n. 3) introduced the assignment of the Levites to the ser

vice of the sanctuary. The older representation of P in

16 is that Korah (a Judoean) at the head of two hundred
and fifty princes of the congregation opposes the exclusive

claims of Moses and Aaron to the priesthood ;
all the

congregation is holy. In the attempt to vindicate their

claims they perish (16 ia 2 [except the first words] 3-7^

19-24 [except the words of Korah, etc. ] v-ja 35). A later

redactor transformed Korah and his companions into

Levites who aspired to specifically priestly functions,
and otherwise worked over the story (especially in 8-n

16-18), adding 36-40 [17 1-5].

The story of the plague (1641-50 [176-is]) and the

miracle of the rod that budded (17i-n [16-26]) have the

same purpose ; they prove that Yahwe has chosen the

family of Moses and Aaron to minister to him. The
latter is perhaps a later addition; 17i2/ [27 /]
connect better with 1641-50 [17 6-15], and on the other

side contain the premises of 181-7. Chap. 181-7 ex
hibits some duplication in part contamination from

3, 4 /. and other evidence of retouching by late hands. 3

The rest of 18 deals with the support of the clergy ;

the dues of the priests (8-20), the people s tithes to the

Levites (21-24), and the tithe of the Levites to the

priests (25-32). The long catalogue of priestly per

quisites (cp Lev. 10 12-15) presents extreme claims;
4

it

is natural to suspect that an older and more modest
tariff has been enlarged, but in its present form the

passage appears to be homogeneous, unless we might
regard igf. as the original nucleus. 5 The tithe to the

Levites (21-24) is connected by 22 with 1-7 I7i2/. [27 /. ]

and the older form of P in 16 (Korah and his com
panions not Levites); the verses show dependence on
Ezek. 441013. The tithe of the Levites to the priests

(25-32) exhibits some features which suggest that an
older torah underlies 25-28 at least.

The gifts of the princes (ch. 7) were made on the

day that Moses made an end of setting up the taber-

12 Chan 7-
nacle (1108488); the place for the

tVio o-ift f chapter, therefore, is immediately after

Ex
&quot; 40 On the other hand the refer

ence to the census (2), the names of the

princes (12 1824610.), the wagons for the transport of
the tabernacle given to the Gershonites and Merarites
but not to the Kohathites (3-9),

6
presuppose Nu. 14.

1 Sea We. C//(2| 178^; Kue. Hex. 6, n. 35. For the general
literature see LEVITES.

2 See We. CffM 179.^
3 Dependence on Ezek. 44 is also apparent.
4 See Wellh. ProlM 150 ff.
scP 5 9y:
6 I he use of wagons is not contemplated even in the late

chap. 4, nor in 10 17.
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The whole character of the chapter stamps it as one of
the latest products of the school to which the amplification
of Ex. 35-40 is due; six whole verses are repeated verbatim
twelve times with only the change of the donors names.

Chap. 1 f. are in great part a mechanical enlargement
of an older and much briefer text, reminding us in this

13 Chan 1 f
resPect f ^x - 35-40 Lev. 8 ;

more than

fho oonsiiB
one staSe m the exPansion may be

orSerTcamp ?
bser

,

v

9
ed - The order of

&amp;lt;he tribe
f

and march a Presents curious variations
; 2,

which brings Judah to the head of the

list, is the younger ;
the parenthetical introduction of

the results of the census in the general orders of Yahwe
to Moses concerning the encampment is singularly inept ;

the circumstantiality of the whole is characteristic of the

epigoni of the priestly school (cp, esp. , 47). The
order of march is given also in 1013-28, at the moment
of departure from Sinai (10 n/. ),

2 and that is the place
at which, according to the usual method of Pc , we
should expect to find it

; but 1013-28 exhibit syntactical

peculiarities which indicate a very late date
;

it has
been surmised (by Uillmann) that these verses have

supplanted an older text. The details of the census
in 1 also appear to be elaborated by later hands

; the

order of the tribes in 17-47 differs from that in 5-15, and

agrees with 2 in the peculiar position of Gad (but cp ) ;

observe also the relation of 144-47 to 233/. The oldest

stratum of P in these chapters may have contained no
more than the command to number Israel, and brief

statistics of the several tribes with their totals. 3 The
relation of this to the census of 26 will be considered
below

( 15).
The rule regarding the passover is given in the form

of a precedent, the decision by Moses of a case brought

Ch &amp;lt; f
Def re him at the passover of the second

the postponed
yean The date in 9 1 conflicts with 1 1

nan^nvpr pto
where we are already Uvo weeks beyond

rer, et ,.

the Paschal Seas0n. An old lor&h, in

a formulation akin to H, is incorporated with much
expansion in 10^-14, and traces of phraseology kindred
to H rather than to P are easily discerned in 2 ff. under
that of Ps .

Verses 15-23 : the cloud over the tabernacle

gave the signal to march or to encamp. The passage
has no connection with the preceding ; 15^ sets in at

precisely the point we have reached in Ex.
4034/&quot;. ,

and
the following verses are parallel to Ex. 4036-38. It is

not unsuitably placed before the breaking-up of the

encampment at Sinai (10n/. ),

4 but in its present
form it can hardly be assigned to the oldest stratum
of P. Chap. 10 i- 10 : the silver trumpets. The
making of the signal trumpets seems to be part of the

preparations for the departure 10 nf., but precisely
the verses which establish this connection (5-7) are

proved by the abrupt change of person and the incom

pleteness of the enumeration to be an interpolation in

dependence upon 2; 2^/3 is harmonistic. There re

mains a law for the convocation of the congregation and
of the princes respectively (i 212 -$f. 8), the age and

original position of which are uncertain
;

it may perhaps
be put in the same class with 81-4. Verses $/., use of

trumpets in war and at festivals, are plainly older than

1-8, and apparently kindred to H (so Horst and others)
or its sources ; cp Lev. 2824 (H under PS?).
P s account of the departure from Sinai is found in \\f.

(13-28 are secondary or tertiary; see above, 13);
this was followed by P s version of the story of the

spies and the sentence upon the generation of the

wilderness (see above, 3, begin. ) ;
the narrative was

continued by the story of Korah and his abettors (in its

older form) in 16 ia 2* 3-711 19-24 27^ 35 (see above, 1 1
) ;

the plague (1641-50 [17 6-15]) ;
the miracle of the rod

that budded (17i-n [16-26]) perhaps secondary; the

1 Cp also 7 10 13-28 (both agreeing with 2). Ex. 12-4 Gen. 468^7
- Chap. 10 $/. is a gloss ; see below, 14.
3 The two references to the census in Ex. 30 11-16 and 38 24-26

are both in late contexts.
4 Compare the position of 10 35^. in E.
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designation of the Levites, 18i-7 (see above, n);
P s part of the story of the water from the rock (20 i* 2 36

6 8a* 10 12 altered by RP to obliterate the sin of Moses
and Aaron) ;

the death of Aaron (2622^-29 21 10 na 22 1

256-8 [9] 14 f. [10-13 16-18 later expansion]). Of the

narrative little more than this can be vindicated to PG .

The census in Moab (ch. 26) is not expressly said to

be the second, though this is implied in v. 64 (R).
1 The

_, chapter is formally connected by v. i with

,

&quot;

258/. (the plague). The numbering of
tne census

the tribes is the basis o{ tne Division of

the land (52-56), and is therefore in place
here, while the census in 1 has no manifest end. In

contrast to 1 the clans of the several tribes are named ;

cp Gen. 46 (Ps). A striking discrepancy is noted

between Nu. 26s8 and Ex.
l&amp;gt;\dff.

Nu. 817-20 (cp also

16 1 a) ;
the priority seems to be on the side of 26 (Wellh.

CHM 184/1 f.
There is some plausibility in the hypo

thesis that 26 is the oldest of the census lists. Verses

9-11, based on Nu. 16 in its composite form, are a late

interpolation; 59 is probably glossed from Ex. 2i and
otherwise; 64 f. is redactional, cp 1429 34.

As in several other instances in Ps ,
the law re

garding the inheritance of women is given in the form

_, _ of a decision by Moses establishing
. ,

P&quot;
T
i a precedent and rule. It is not

inheritance oi
unnaturally p]aced after the census

in 26; cp, especially, 26 33 ; 27s
refers to the story of Korah, apparently in the older

form of 162-7, in which his supporters were members
of the secular tribes. 2 An old law in formulation

resembling the toroth in H is incorporated in 83-n
; the

case is similar to the deferred passover in 9 and the

Story of the blasphemer in Lev. 24 T.off.

Many of the laws and institutions in chaps. 1-27 have
_ , already been discussed. 3 Of the rest

1.. ,. . it is doubtful whether any were con-
institutions in

tajned m the orjgmal HistQry of tfae

Chaps. 1-27.
Sacred Institutions .

Chap. 61-4: lepers and all other persons suffering
from uncleanness excluded from the camp. The latter

prescription goes beyond anything elsewhere in the

legislation in the stringency with which it draws the

consequence of the theory of the holiness of the camp
in the midst of which Yahwe dwells

;
the law for the

purity of warriors, Dt. 289-14, is quite a different

thing. Vv. 5-8 are a novel to Lev. 6 1-7 [620-26], to which
a general rule about the priest s dues (gf.) is annexed
from an older source (cp ISigf. ).

Vv. 11-31: the

ordeal of jealousy. The formulation of the tordh corre

sponds to that of laws in Leviticus which we have found
to be comparatively old ; the beginning (n 12^) and
close (29) suggest that it was taken from the same old

collection which was the principal source of H
;

it has
been expanded and glossed by later hands in a way
similar to Lev. 17 or 23gjF., and it is difficult to

separate the old law from the later accretions. In the

ceremony of the bitter water itself it may be suspected
that two forms of the ordeal have been combined. 4

Chap. 6 1-8 contain a tordh kindred to Lev. 13/1, and
not improbably, like the law of the leper, derived from

Ph fi
t ^ie cmef source of H

;
in 7 contamina-

.J
-j

&quot;

-j

21
tion from Lev. 21 uf. may be sus-

tne JNazarite
pectecj

.

9
. 12 are a novel to 1-8. Verses

13-21 prescribe a ritual similar to those

in Lev. 6/1 ; cp Lev. 2 ; igf. resembles 625/1 Old
customs in part underlie the law (the shaving of the

head, 18, the boiled shoulder, 19), but in general the

more elaborated rite has superseded the older rule.

Vv. 22-27 : the priest s benediction
; misplaced here

its natural position (in PG )
would be in proximity to

1 The allusion in v. 4 is a gloss.
2 Possibly, however, to the present composite text of P.

For those in 1 f. see 13 ; 3/. u ; 85-26 xi ; 9/ | 14 ;

18 $11.
* See Stade, Z^7&quot;/K15 166-178(1895); Carpenter and Harford-

Battersby, Hex. \ T.t)\ff. See JEALOUSY, ORDEAL OF.
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Lev.

922/&quot;. Chap. 8 1-4 : the candelabrum and
care of the lamps; cp Ex. 27 20 f. Lev. 24 1-4.

l All

three of these passages are astray; only Ex. 2631-40
stands in its proper place. The natural connection for

the directions in Nu. 81-3 is in the immediate sequel of

Lev. 9, but there is nothing to show that they ever

stood there ; probably the verses are secondary ;
v. 4 is

a gloss from Ex. 25 31 ff.

Chap. 15i-i6: the prescribed quantities of flour, oil,

and wine (minhah] to accompany various sacrifices.

Noteworthy agreement in formulation and
diction connects the law with H ; compare

the introduction with Lev.
23&amp;lt;)f. (cp Lev. 1923 262);

13-16 with Lev. 17 10 13 15. The phenomena seem to

indicate that an old tordh touching voluntary offerings,
which perhaps once stood in proximity to Lev. 23 (H s

feasts), has been used as the basis for a paragraph
regulating the minhah ; the expansion seems to have
been made by a writer of the same school as the priestly
reviser of Lev. 289^; the awkward form of 14-16

suggests the hand of a late editor or scribe. The
tordh 17-21, introduced as in i f (see above), is

assumed in Ezek. 44 30 to be familiar ; cp also Neh. 1 37.

An old law requiring first-fruits of barley grits has here

been modified ; the word halldh in 20 is a gloss, as

appears from its syntactical isolation and its absence
from 21 as well as from Ezek. Vv. 22-31 are attached

to the preceding without introduction, though upon an

entirely unrelated subject the sin-offerings of the con

gregation (22-26) and of the individual (27-31) respectively.
The la-.v is a partial parallel to Lev. 4 (cp5i-i3), but
both the formulation and the prescribed sacrifices are

different; cp Lev. 4 14 with Nu. 1624, Lev. 428 with
Nu. 1527.

2 The two belong to different strata of the

priestly legislation or the practice of different times.

Lev. 4 is undoubtedly late
;

3 Kuenen regards Nu. 1622-31
as later still. There are, at least in 22-26, traces of an
older torah having some resemblance to those in H, but
the evidence is not so clear as in the previous cases.

In its actual form the law seems to be younger than
Lev. 61-13, but probably older than Lev. 4. Verses

32-36 : the fate of the roan who picked up sticks on the

Sabbath, inserted here probably as an instance of sin

with a high hand
; character and language show that

the story is a bit of late midrash, similar to Lev. 24 toff.

(the blasphemer). Vv. 37-41, the tassels (sisith}: an
old tordh set in the distinctive motives and phrases of H
(see LEVITICUS, 24); 40 is perhaps an addition, and
in 38 the persons of the verbs have been changed.

Chap. 19 deals with the red heifer a means of

purification for those who have contracted defilement

from contact with a dead body (see

CLEAN, 17). The old law-book from
which Lev. 12 15 are taken must have

contained provisions for purification in such cases
;
but

the missing tordh can hardly be discovered in Nu. 19.

The chapter consists of two parts, 1-13, 14-22. In the

former we miss explicit directions for either the making
or the application of the purifying mixture

;
in the latter

we find both (1718^!), but without any allusion to the

red heifer. Verses 14-22 are not the sequel of 1-13, but

seem rather to be a parallel to it ; note the new

beginning (14), the more particular definition of the

causes of uncleanness (14-16), the preparation of the

water apparently from the ashes of an ordinary sin-

offering (17),
* and the method of application (18^).

Though the rite is crude, the law in both its parts seems
to belong to a very late stratum of P

;
the only refer

ence to it is Nu. 8123, cp 19.

Our examination of the Book of Numbers shows

1 See EXODUS [BOOK], 3 ; LEVITICUS, 14.
- The harmonistic explanation that Lev. applies to sins of

commission, Nu. to sins of omission, is not warranted by the
text.

3 LEVITICUS, 5.
* The last words of 9 are perhaps a harmonistic gloss.
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20. Chap. 19 :

the red heifer.



, T. j j.-
21. Redaction.

NUMBNIUS
that the process by which it reached its present form

was long and complicated. As in

Exodus j and E were united by a

redactor, RjE ,
who harmonised them where it was

necessary (e.g. , 282729), and sometimes introduced

speeches of his own composition (14 11-24 unless this

be from a later hand). E, at least, has a secondary
stratum represented by such passages as Ili6f. 24^-30

12. The narrative of JE was subsequently united with

the parallel history of P ; sometimes closely interwoven

with it, as in 13/1 16 20. But the simple hypothesis
of composition JE combined with a priests code

containing the history of P and the mass of priestly

laws nowhere proves more inadequate to explain the

actual phenomena than in Numbers. Very little of the

legislation or legal precedent in the book was included

in the History of the Sacred Institutions
;
much of it

was introduced after the union of JE and P, at various

times, by many different hands, and from diverse

sources. The same thing is true of considerable parts
of the narrative, such as the secondary stratum of 16,

the election of the Levites, census, order of encamp
ment, etc. The additions found their place in part in

the framework of PG , or at least within its limits
;

in

part in an appendix (
2S ft ,

see above, 10). Some
times they are introduced in an appropriate place,

frequently otherwise (e.g. , 19) ;
of systematic codification

there is no trace. 1

The modifications of the ritual are chiefly in the

direction of more numerous sacrifices and larger re

venues for the priesthood ;
these correspond in part,

no doubt, to actual changes in the practice ; in part

they manifestly represent the theories of scribes rather

than any more tangible reality. In the history, likewise,

the later additions, such as the war of vengeance upon
Midian, are properly described as midrash

;
the fiction

has a purpose and embodies a theory.
Frankel describes the Greek translation of Numbers as

poor and scrappy, as though by different hands.- Com
parison of Nu. 1 with 4 strongly suggests that

&amp;lt;!
in these chapters is the work of two inde-

22. Greek

pendent translators : thus E I nx Ntr:, Xci/3eTe

apx^v : Xd/3e rb Ketpa.Xat.ov ; cninErnS /caret avyyeveias :

Kara STJ/XOUJ, etc. An exhaustive examination of the

several strata of the book such as would be necessary
to determine whether here, as in Exodus 35^, (&

witnesses to the diaskeut of the Hebrew text, has never

been made. There are, at least, no such considerable

variations in the order as in Exodus.
(a) Commentaries. Vater (1805); A. Knobel (1861); C. F.

Keil (i86a,(2) 1870, ET 1867); F. C. Cooke (1871); J. P.

Lange (1874, ET 1879) ; E. Reuss, La Bible,
23. Literature. 82(1879), Das Alte Testament,?, (1893); A.

Dillmann (1886); H. Strack (1894).
(b) Criticism. Bertheau, Graf, Noldeke, Kayser, Kosters,

Colenso, Wellhausen, Kuenen, etc. (for titles see EXODUS, 7,
and DKUTERONOMV, 33); Bacon, Trip. Trad. Ex. (1894);
Addis, Documents of the Hexatench, 1 (1893), 2 (1898);
Carpenter and Harford-Battersby, Hex. 2 vols. (1900). In

vestigations of particular chapters are cited in the footnotes
to the respective paragraphs. G. F. M.

NUMENIUS (NOYMHNIOC [ANY], 72), son of

Antiochus, sent by Jonathan (about 144 B.C.) as high
priest and by the senate of the Jews on an embassy
to Rome (i Mace. 12 16^) and to Sparta (ib. 17, cp
1422 ; see SPARTA). He was afterwards sent on an
other embassy to Rome this time by Simon (about 141
B.C.) bearing as a present a large golden shield,

weighing a thousand minas, to confirm the treaty be
tween the Romans and the Jews (i Mace. 1424, cp
15 15^) Cp the decree of the Roman senate given by
Jos. Ant. xiv. 85, which Josephus, however, assigns to

the time of Hyrcanus II. See Schur. Hist. i. 1266^!

NUN
(j-13 ; as if fish [Aram., Ass.] ; but once

f
lJ,

1 The relation of these additions to the secondary stratum of
Ex. is frequently close.

2
Einfl-uss der paliist. Exegese auf die alex. Hermeneutik,

J6?$ ,
see also Popper, Stiftshiitte, 165/1 171 177^!
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NURSE
N5n, i Ch. 727 ; N&YH- an old corruption of N&YN [H
for N], cp Ges. Thes. 864; but in Nu. 13g[8] N&amp;lt;\YN&amp;lt;\

[F], in Ch. NOYM [BA], NOYN [L], NAYHKOC and

-XOC [Jos.]), father of JOSHUA (q.v. ),
Ex. 33n Nu. 11 28

Josh. 1 1, and often. No doubt a clan name, and

probably shortened or corrupted from NAHSHON (q.v. }.

The name is of much interest, for it takes us into the

heart of the question, Did the Israelites have names
derived from animal -totems? Does Nahash (lit.

serpent ),
the name of an Ammonite king, justify us

in supposing an Ammonite serpent-clan (cp WRS Kin.

221, 304)? If so, a fish-clan is not inconceivable, the
1

fish being perhaps the mythic serpent, such as the

Babylonian deity Ea (Cannes), the god of the subter

ranean deep which is coiled round the earth like a

serpent, and the source of wisdom and culture. 1 Well
hausen has even suggested that AMNON, or Aminon, a
name in David s family, means my mother is the ser

pent (//G
2

, 24, n. 2
; cp Heid.^i, 152, n. 7). There

is, however, an increasing body of evidence, the force

of which is cumulative, to show that the theory of

totemistic family names must be applied, if at all, with
the greatest caution, many of the names quoted (see

Gray, HPN, 88 ff. ) being strongly suspected of cor

ruptness. NAHASH, for instance, is very possibly a

corruption of Achish (see also IR-NAHASH), and
Amnon, or Aminon, of jiys, or ^ye. a man of Maon

(for an analogy see SHEPHATIAH) ; Maon was prob
ably in the district of Jezreel to which Amnon s mother
Ahinoam belonged. The theory, therefore, that Joshua s

father was named Fish or Serpent, or (we may add)
that Levi is connected with Leviathan (Skipwith), is still

more improbable than the theory that the name of the

Assyrian capital really means fish-dwelling (see NINE
VEH, i). On this ground, and on that of the wide

prevalence of corruption in clan-names, we are justified
in assuming pj (MT Nun) to be corrupt. What then is

most probably the true name of Joshua s clan ? The
present writer has already presumed to give a new
answer to this new question (see JOSHUA). Joshua was
the closest of the friends of Moses, and must have be

longed to the same clan, if we should not rather treat

both Moses and Joshua as the eponyms of kindred

clans. Now Joshua should be another form of Abishua
= Abi-sheba, which is an Aaronite name, and closely
resembles Eli-sheba, the name of a Juclahite clan with

which Aaron intermarried. That Abi-sheba and Eli-

sheba are really names of the same clan can hardly be
doubted. Now Eli-sheba is introduced to us as

daughter of Amminadab, sister of Nahshon. It is

very probable that according to another representation

Jo-sheba, or Abi-sheba, or Eli-sheba was the son of

Nahshorj, and that
pe-ru

was sometimes written in the

abbreviated form
pj.

NAHSHON (q.v.) probably has

arisen out of
jcha ; Joshua, like Moses, was probably

connected in legend with the N. Arabian Cush. Cp
MOSES, 6.

According to Toh. 1 i [A] one of Tobrt s ancestors was named
vauT). See ADUEL. T. K. C.

NURSE. The nurse or foster-parent occupied among
the Israelites as dignified a position as in ancient Greece
or Rome. Families were sometimes put under the cane

of male servants : cp 2 K. 10s, who brought up (^,
2 K. 106 ; cp Is. 1 2 Hos. 9 12 etc.

)
their charges. Such

a servant was JEHIEL (3). See FAMILY, 13. Nurse
is the rendering of two Hebrew words :

1. rUCN, cmeneth (lit. one who supports, TtSi^os), used of

Naomi (Ruth 4 16) who was nurse to Ruth s child, and of the
woman who had charge of Mephibosheth (2 S. 44).

2. nj7:rc, mcneketh (lit. one who suckles ); of DEBORAH

q.v.) the nurse of Rebekah (Gen. 358, Tpo&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;6i ) ; cp also 2 K. 11 2

1 On the fish of Ea (Nun-la; cp the Bab. name Nfinia,

(Hommel, AHT 300), see Jensen, Kosmol. ^T-ff. Cp the theory
of Nold. and Wellh. that njn (Eve) properly means serpent,

the primeval serpent. See ADAM AND EVE, 3, n. 3.
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NUTS OATH
(=2 Ch. 22 11) and Ex. 2 7 (rpo^evouaa). The pi. nip 3 p

occurs Is. 49 23 ( nursing mothers EV), together with Q 32N

( nursing fathers, or foster-fathers, n6r)voi), which in the sing.
is found only in Nu. 11 12 (Ti6T)t&amp;gt;6t). Cp FAMILY, 10.

NUTS. i. TiJK, igos (KARYA Ct. enf),
1 denotes,

according to the ancient versions and almost unanimous

tradition, the walnut-tree, Juglans regia, L. This is

the proper meaning not only of xapva by which (5

renders fgoz, but also of the words akin to the latter in

Aram, and Arab, (gausd and. gaits); these Semitic forms

have their origin in Persian. The walnut is native in all

the regions from E. temperate Europe to Japan, its S.

limit coinciding roughly with that of the vine. Though
found in the mountains of Greece, the walnut was not

much regarded by the Greeks until they obtained a

superior sort (named by them Kapvov fia&amp;lt;Ti\iKbv
or

wfpffiKov) from Persia ; the Romans also regarded it as

of Persian origin (de C. Orig. 342/1).
2. 3B3, botnitn (Tfptfj.ivBos or Tcptfiivdos ; Gen.

43 iif). are almost certainly pistachio nuts as in RVm -.

The word is akin to Syr. betm tha terebinth ; cp
Ar. butm (cp Ass. butnu], said to be borrowed from the

Syr. word (Frankel, 139). The nuts are the fruit of

Pistacia vera, L. , a shrub whose native country is

Palestine, extending into Mesopotamia ;
elsewhere it is

an importation.

These nuts would form a natural component in a

present carried from Palestine to Egypt ; in the latter

country they are still often placed along with sweet

meats and the like in presents of courtesy. See FRL IT.

13. N. M. W. T. T. -D.

NYMPHAS (EV, with Tisch., Treg., Lightf. , Zahn),
or (RVm - with Lachm., \VH) Nympha
may be either

NyM(J&amp;gt;&amp;lt;\N-
i.e., the masc.

,
or

i.e. , the feni.
;

see below), with the church that is in

his house (so AV ; but RV their house
), is saluted in

Col. 4 15. It is not quite clear whether the house

referred to was in Laodicea or in Hierapolis most

probably in the latter (cp Col. 413), as the brethren in

Laodicea are mentioned separately. Nymphas (masc.)
is enumerated in the Chronicon Paschale among the

seventy disciples of the Lord ; cp Holland, Acta

Sanctorum, Feb. 28. The name would be a contraction

from Nymphodorus or Nymphodotus.
The rare occurrence of the name (CIA 3 1105 n&amp;gt;/j. ,mv ; cp CJG

1290; CIL 2 57, Nyphas?) might lead to the alteration of avrov

(DEFGKL, etc.), in TT)V KCLT olKov avr.
&amp;lt;tAr)cria ,

into aifTrj?

(B 67*), whilst ainnv (NACP), though adopted by RV, Tisch.,
and Treg., is surely a mere reminiscence of i Cor. 10 19 Rom.
It) 5, for the brethren must have had more than one house.
The objection to vv^av is that the form is Doric (I.ightf.,

Abbott, Zahn); this is overruled by Hort
(A/&amp;gt;/&amp;gt;. 163 a), but

surely Martha and Lydda, being Semitic names, are not

quite parallel to Nympha (for Nymphe).

o
OABDIUS (ooABA[e]iOC [BA]), i Esd.92 7 RV [AV

om.]= Ezral026 ABDI (q.v., 2).

OAK (}i^N etc.), Gen. 358 etc. See TEREBINTH.

OAR. r. DttTO, mdsot, KOOTTH, Ezek. 276; and

oarsman, nHS D, missot, &amp;lt;cw7rr)AaTT), Ezek. 2~29t.

2. i3 !?&quot; 3N, out siiyit, fleet with oars, Is. 33 21. See SHIT.

OATH (Anglo-Saxon adh ; Goth, aiths ; etymology
uncertain). An oath may be defined as an asseveration

or promise made under non-human penalty or sanction

(EBW s.v. ; cp Heb. 616). The use of the oath,

mention of which is made throughout the OT, presup

poses a legal system in some stage of development.
At what precise date the oath came into vogue among
the Hebrews cannot be determined (cp Lev. 5i [P]) ;

but the need of it must have been felt as soon as a
case arose in which no witnesses could be found with

whom to confront and confound the accused (F,x. 226-n).
, See LAW AND JUSTICE, 10. The common
, Hebrew equivalent s bhftah

(nj??3;?) is

derived from the same root (yyy \ in Niphal
to swear

)
that supplied the word for seven (yiy,

mho&quot;).

Seven is a sacred number among the Semites, particularly
affected in matters of ritual, and the Hebrew verb &quot;to swear&quot;

means literally &quot;to come under the influence of seven things.&quot;

Thus seven ewe lambs figure in the oath between Abraham and
Abimelech at Beersheba, and in the Arabian oath of covenant
described by Herodotus (3 8) seven stones are smeared with
blood (WRS, Kel. Son.C-) ; cp BEER-SHEUA, and for the
number seven. Gen. 33 3 Lev. 46 Nu. 23 i 29 Josh. 64813 Zech.

89 Rev. 123 167 Mt. 1245, etc.). Cp NUMBER, 5.

Another word, dldh (,-iSn), which is often translated

oath, means literally curse, and, therefore, when it

is used something more awful than the ordinary oath is

intended.

Solemn as was the oath alone, its awfulness was

greatly increased when a curse was added. To express
this twofold idea Hebrew sometimes combines the two
words (Nu. 621 ; cp i K. 831 2 Ch. 622 Neh. 1029 Dan.

1 [In Cant. 6 1 1 garden of nuts is exactly parallel to garden
of pistacio-nuts (Est. 7 T/., D Jtran n|3 ; MT has the improbable

jrrari 3, cp 1 5 ijSari 383 j)].
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9n). In the case of dldh an imprecation was always
added

;
in the case of s*bhiidh there need be none.

The oath, as Benzinger says (art. Eid in PRK(^), played
a great part among the Israelites in ordinary life ; but on
common occasions the less severe form of oath was deemed
sufficient.

So, when a promise was made by one person to another (Gen.
248 Josh. 21720 2 S.217 i K. 2 43 Tob. 8 20), by one tribe to

another (Josh, it 20), by a people to its god, king, or priest (Judg.
21 5 i S. 1426 2 Ch. 15 15 i Esd. 89396 Judiths n 30 Jos. Ant.
xii. 1 1 xv. 10 4), or by Yahwe to Israel s ideal ancestors (Gen. 26 3
Dt. 7s i Ch. 16 16 Ps. 105 9 Jer. 11 5 Ecclus. 44 21 Bar. 234).

The meaning of the terms may be illustrated by
Mt. s version of Peter s denial of Jesus. Peter in the

first instance denied simply ;
in the second he denied

with an oath (Mt. 2672 ripvricra.TO /uera tipKov i.e., he

made use of the s bhii dh) ;
in the third he began to

utter an imprecatory oath (^paro Karaffffiari^tiv /cat

6fj.i&amp;gt;veiv
i.e. ,

he employed the dldh in addition to the

sfbhii dh). Peter did not, as might be inferred from EV,
use blasphemous language ;

what he did was to employ
the most solemn form of oath. The three denials,

indeed, represent the three Jewish methods of making
an asseveration. The first method was that used by
Jesus himself (Mt. 2663 /. ).

Of the forms which the oath took when expressed in

words several are mentioned in the OT. These are :

_ God do so to me and more also
( VTWySH

2. lorms.
TD;

, na1 DVTsK ,
i S.1444 1 28.835 i K.2 23 ;

variations of this are : God do so to thee, etc. i S. 3 17,

God do so to the enemies of David, etc. i S. 2522,

God do so to Abner, etc. 2 S. 89, and the Gods do
so [to me], etc. i K. 192). As Yahwe liveth

(nwTi. i S. 1439 196 ; variations of this are, nin -
n 2

TI?BJ nil as Yahwe liveth and as thou thyself livest
1

i S. 203, iSan 3HN m mnn,- as Yahwe liveth and as

my lord the king liveth 2 S. 15 21). Yahwe is a witness

between me and between thee for ever
( -ra [i;-] ,TI,T

oSijny I3 3i, i 8.2023; or, reading cSijny instead of

inserting -\y after m.T, Yahwe is an everlasting witness,

1 In i S. 1444
^&amp;gt;

is to be added after
,
or to be understood.

See the remarks of Driver, and H. P. Smith.
2 On the different punctuation of

&amp;lt;n
in these passages see

H. P. Smith on i S. 14 39.
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OATH
etc.

).
The God of Abraham . . . judge between

us
( rra Mssy crmx nSx). By myself have I

sworn, etc.
(

%

nj;3c&amp;gt;3 3i Gen. 22 16, Yahwe being the

speaker). That Paul used some kind of imprecation is

implied in 2 Cor. 1 23 Phil. 1 8 Gal. 1 20.

For these passages Tylor compares the words of Athanasius
I stretch out my hand, and as I have learned of the apostle, I

call God to witness on my soul (Apol. ad Imp. Const. ; see

Augustine, De Mend. 28
; Epist., cl. 89; cl. 4 250 ; Enarr. in

Psalm. 88 (4) ; Sertn. 307 319).
The Jews are said, moreover, to have sworn by heaven (cp

Dalman, Worte Jesu, 1 i68yC), by the earth, by the sun, by
Jerusalem, by the temple (see Mishna, Sliebudtk 42 ; Mt.5.34
23 16; Bfrakhotli 55 ; Kiiidushln 71 a \ Maimonides, Yad Ha-
Hdsaka, Hilkoth Shfbuoth 12), by the angels (Jos. BJ ii. 115 4)
and by the lives of distinguished persons (Gen. 42 15 i S. 1 26

17 55 2 S. 11 ii 14 19).

In taking an oath it was usual, in order to add

solemnity to the occasion, to lift up the right hand
towards heaven (Gen. 1422 Dt. 8240 Dan. 12? Rev.

]0s6 ; cp Homer, //. 19 254, Pindar, Olymp. 7 120).

Hence to lift up the hand is used as an equivalent of

to swear (Ex.68 Ps. 106 26 Ezek. 20s; cp Ps. 1448,
Their right hand is a right hand of falsehood, and

Ar. yamin an oath, lit. right hand
).

Sacrifice often

formed part of the ceremony of the oath (see SACRIFICE
and cp //. 8276). Sometimes it was the practice to

divide a victim and to pass between the pieces (Gen.
15 1017 Jer. 34 18; cp the Ar. kasam, an oath from

kasama, to divide into parts, aksama, to swear
).

Cp COVENANT, 5. With regard to the practice of

putting the hand under another s thigh, referred to in

Gen. 242 47 29 (cp Jos. Ant. i. 16 1),
it seems plain that it

grew out of the special sacredness attaching to the

generative organ ;
fruitfulness being of specially divine

origin, the organ of it in man could by the primitive
Semites be taken as symbolising the Deity.

Parallels are quoted by Ew. Alterthtttneifi), 26, and Knob.-
Dillm. ad loc. ; Tylor also gives a particularly interesting parallel
from Australia (see note in Spurrell s Genesisft), 217^).

According to Tylor, the practice is better described

as a covenant ceremony than as an oath-rite. But can

we, among the Hebrews, dissociate covenants or com

pacts from swearing?
The prophets did not conceive the possibility of doing

without oaths
;

indeed to proclaim the sgbii ah of

_ m , . ,. Yahwe was part of the prophet s work
3. Teaching of ... , r AT, V/ / i ,

tVi Vi t (Zeph. 2g ; cp Schultz, OT Theol, 1 266

and ofTesus tET^ Perjury is denounced b7 the

as putting a man outside of Yahwe s

religion (Ezek. 16 59 17 13 16 18 19 ; cp Ps. 154, that

swears to another [reading insn ?, (5, Pesh. ,
RVm -,

Wellh.], and changes not
; 244, and who swears not

deceitfully ).
In post-exilic times there were not wanting

men who scrupled to take any oath in daily intercourse.
See Eccles. 92, which would perhaps be interpreted in the

light of the principles of the later Essenes, who are said (Jos.
BJ \\. 8 6) to have esteemed swearing on ordinary occasions as
worse than perjury ; and cp Ecclus. 289-11.

This brings us to speak of Mt. 534 Jas. 612 (this

passage is important because it very possibly contains

the true form of a part of the saying in Jesus sermon).
The great teacher takes up a definite attitude of opposi
tion to the prevailing theories respecting oaths. As
F. C. Burkitt (Two Lectures on the Gospels, 1900), fol

lowing Dalman
(
Worte Jesu, 1 187), has well pointed out,

Jesus peculiar use of Amen must have arisen out of

this repugnance to oaths. Amen is no oath, but
involves a not less solemn asseveration of the truth of a
statement. Lk. sometimes uses dXrj^ws or ^Tr dXij^eias
where Mt. and Mk. have a^v (Dalman, 186

; cp AMEN,
2). Jesus, however, is also reported to have said that

whatsoever is more than yea or nay is of the evil one

(v. 37, TO 8 irepiirubv TOVTUV e/c TOV irovrjpov fffriv),

which could not possibly be said of a serious and
reverent oath by the living God. This most solemn oath

indeed, Jesus himself, according to Mt. , recognised in

his trial (Mt. 2663 /.; but cp Mk. 146i / =Lk. 22 70).

Perhaps a passage in the Mishna, Shfb. 4 13, may illustrate

its meaning. It is there laid down that if one man adjures
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OBADIAH
another with the words, By heaven and earth ! the

adjuration is not binding ; if, however, he adjures by
one of the divine names, it is binding. The first part
of this saying Jesus would certainly not have sanctioned ;

the second, he certainly would. To support this

statement it is enough to refer to Mt. 23 16^, where,
after denouncing the casuistry of the blind guides of

Jewish laymen he says, And he that swears by heaven,
swears by the throne of God, and by him that is seated
thereon. To say that Jesus meant that an oath by the
God of heaven and earth comes of the evil one, would
be beyond the power of any Christian theologian.
This binds our interpretation of Jas. 612 (on which
see above, and cp Mayor s commentary). Keim (Jesu
von Nazara, 2256) appears to give a sounder view of the

meaning of Jesus than B. Weiss (Matthdusevang. 166).
The protest of Jesus is directed, as Holtzmann points
out, rather against the lower, casuistical Pharisaism
than against the Pharisaism of a nobler type which we
know. See also Vows, and cp Nowack, HA, s.v.

Eid ; and for NT the article MINISTRY and Holtz

mann, NT Theol. 1 102 105 i 3g/
M. A. c.

,
i / ; T. K. c. , 3.

OBADIAH (iT-ny and WniV [nos. 2, 6, 8],

servant or worshipper of Yahwe, 37 ; cp ABUEEL,
and Ar. Abdullah, Taimallat ; but this may be a
later view, and originally the men afterwards known as

Obadiah may have borne a clan-name, perhaps Arab!
;

see OBED, and especially PROPHET, 7 ; &BA[e]lA
[BAL] generally).

1. The prophet (in title o/35ou [B*], -diov [Be]

a/SSiou [XQ], -Seiov [A]; v. i opSeiov [B], -diov [B
b
],

afidiov [NAQ] ; subscription o/35fiov [B*], -Siov [B
bc

],

afiSfiou [N], -Siov [A], -5cuov [Q] ; AKDIAS, 2 Esd. 139

EV). See below, OBADIAH (BOOK).
2. The comptroller of Ahab s palace, a devoted

adherent of the old Israelitish religion, in the days
when, prophetic legend said, that religion was pro
scribed by Ahab (i K. 183-16, imay, afidfiov [B],
-diov [AL]). Violent as the persecution was, Obadiah
ventured to hide a hundred prophets of Yahwe by
fifty in a cave. Many readers have been surprised by
Obadiah s (or Arabi s?) pusillanimous speech in i K.

189-14. But may it not be the narrator s object to

bring out the fierceness of Ahab and the superhuman
courage of Elijah ? Later tradition has more to say
about him, identifying him with the prophet (see Jer.
Comm. in Ob. , the third captain of fifty, who came to

Elijah (2 K. 113) ;
and the prophet s widow, for whom

Elisha wrought a miracle (2 K. 4i), was his widow.
His tomb was shown in Samaria with those of Elisha

and John the Baptist, and the EpUaphium Paulte
describes the wild performances, analogous to those of

modern dervishes, enacted before these shrines. The
true story, however, may have been much misunder
stood

; dI L makes a brave attempt to make 184 more

intelligible, but criticism has recovered the original

story of Obadiah, which later copyists distorted (see

PROPHET, 7).

3. b. Azel, a descendant of Saul (i Ch. 8 38 44).

4. b. IZRAHIAH (i].v.) of ISSACHAR (i Ch. 7 3 /tiet/36eia [B],

o/3&amp;lt;5ia fAl).

5. A Gadite who came to David at Ziklag (i Ch. 129).
6. Father of Ishmaiah

(//&quot; .) (i Ch. 27 19, irvuj,*, a6eiov [B],
-Siov [AL]).

7. One of the sons of Hananiah b. Zerubbabel (t Ch. 821,
o/SSias [L]), but according to

, Vg., and Pesh., he belongs to

the sixth generation from Zerubbabel.

8. A Merarite Levite (2 Ch. 34 12 WOtf, a/3Sias [AL]); cp
below (9).

9. b. Shemaiah of Jeduthun also Merarite (i Ch. 9 16, ofSSia

[A], ajSia [L]), see ADDA (2). On the occurence of the name in

Merarite lists see IBRI.

10. One of Jehoshaphat s commissioners for teaching the Law
(2 Ch. 177, a^iav [B]), mentioned after BEN-HAIL (q.Z .), i.e.,

Ben-jerahmeel. Was his true name Arfibi (see above)?
11. b. Jehiel, of the b ne Joab, a family in Ezra s caravan (see

EZRA i., 2, ii., 15 [i]rt^; EzraSg (aSfia [B], afaSia. fA],

a/35iov [L])=i Esd. 835 ABADIAS (a/SaStas [BA], a/3Siov [L]).
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Perhaps the priestly signatory to the covenant (see EZRA i., g 7),

Neh. 10s [6] (a06[e]ta [I5KA] o/3ia [L]); cp 12 25 (om. BA),
o/Mia [Kc -am8 ], o/35ias [L], if not, however, to be connected
with (8) above.

OBADIAH (BOOK)
Place in Canon (8 i) New text-critical basis ( 5).

Author and headings ( 2). Analysis ( 6).

Earlier criticism (8 3). Origin of parts i and 2 ( if.&quot;).

Earlier views of date (8 4). Literature ( 9).

In the Hebrew OT the Book of Obadiah stands

fourth among the twelve minor prophets, between

p. Amos and Jonah. The primary reason for

! , . this seems to be, not so much chronological
_ theory, as the reference at the close of

Amos (9 12) to the future occupation of the

Idumrean territory by Judah, an event which is the

climax of the so-called vision of Obadiah (Obad.

i8/. 21
).

In (5, however, Obadiah comes between Joel
and Jonah, and certainly the parallelisms between Joel
and Obadiah fully justify this arrangement.

Jerome (on Obad. i, cp Talm. Sank. 39), mentions

a current Jewish identification of Obadiah with the

, steward of Ahab s house (OnAi)iAH,

heading 2) &quot;
The scholion at ^ head f

Ephrem s commentary, however, states

that Obadiah was of the land of Shechem, of the district

of Beth-Ephraim. The I itce Prophetarum (for the

two forms of which see Nestle, Marg. 24 f.) instead of

Beth-Ephraim gives pri8a.xapa.fj. and fte0Ba.xa.in.ap

respectively, and further states that Obadiah was the

third captain of fifty, whom the prophet Elijah spared

(2 K. Ii3/^); and in the longer form of the Vitce it is

added that he became Elijah s disciple, and went

through much on his account. This, of course, has no
historical authority ;

but it seems possible that the

original tradition knew of a southern Shechem (see

SHKCHEM). Bryflaxapa/u represents Beth-haccerem,
which is probably a popular modification of Beth-

jerahmeel. The writer of the original prophecy may,
in fact, like some others of the literary prophets (to

judge from their names), have been of Jerahmeelite ex

traction. The Jerahmeelite element in Judah increased

after the Exile. The Talmud (Sank. 39) mentions a

view that Obadiah was an Edomite proselyte. Of the

headings, which are three, the last
(
Thus has the Lord

Yahwe said concerning Edom
)

is not quite accurate,

Yahwe not being the speaker, according to MT, except
in w. 2 4 8 13 16. The two others, Vision

(
= prophecy)

of Obadiah and Obadiah scarcely represent the

original form of the heading ; Obadiah, being so

vague in its meaning, would have been followed by
son of. Probably we should read niy, Arab! (cp

OBED), and find a trace of the view (see above) that

the prophet was an Edomite proselyte. T. K. c.

[The difficulty of this small book is out of all pro

portion to its length, and it will be well to glance at an
earlier solution of the complex problem
before attempting a more complete explana
tion. We will therefore throw ourselves

back into the point of view which was natural in 1884,
and see to what extent this enigmatical book had

yielded up its secret. That it should be left for other

critics to widen the earlier solution rather than for the

eminent scholar whose work we use as a starting-

point, is a matter of profound regret. Criticism, how
ever, like Dante among the shades, proves its life by
moving what it touches (OTJC(

V
&amp;gt;, preface, ix).]

We begin with a sketch of the contents. Yahwe has

sent forth a messenger among the nations to stir them

up to battle against the proud inhabitants of Mt. Seir,

to bring them down from the rocky fastnesses which

they deem impregnable. Edom shall be not only

plundered, but utterly undone and expelled from his

borders, and this he shall suffer (through his own folly)

at the hands of trusted allies (w. 1-19). The cause of

this judgment is his cruelty to his brother Jacob. In
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the day of Jerusalem s overthrow the Edomites rejoiced
over the calamity, grasped at a share of the spoil, lay
in wait to cut off the fugitives (w. 10-14). But now the

day of Yahwe is near upon all nations, Esau and all the

heathen shall drink full retribution for their banquet of

carnage and plunder on Yahwe s holy mountain. A
rescued Israel shall dwell in Mt. Zion in restored holi

ness ; the house of Jacob shall regain their old posses
sions

;
Edom shall be burned up before them as chaff

before the flame ; they shall spread over all Canaan,
over the mountain of Esau and the S. of Judah, as well

as over Gilead and the Philistine and Phoenician coast.

The victorious Israelites shall come up on Mt. Zion to

rule the mountain of Esau, and the kingdom shall be
Yahwe s (w. 15-21).

Sure criteria for determining the date appear to be

furnished by vv. 10-14. The calamity of Jerusalem can

_ .. only be the sack of the city by Nebuchad-
. rezzar

;
the malevolence and cruelty of

views o
E^ojn on tnat occasion are characterised in

similar terms by several exilic and post-
exilic writers (Ezek. 258 i2/. 35 Lam. 421 Ps. 137).
It is impossible to doubt that these verses were written

under the impression of the events to which they refer.

To regard the language as predictive (Caspar!, Pusey,
etc.

)
is to misunderstand the whole character of pro

phetic foresight. The opening verses, on the other

hand, present a real difficulty. Obad. 1-6 8 agree so

closely, and in part verbally, with Jer. 49 14-16 gf. 7,

that the two passages cannot be independent ;
nor does

it seem possible that Obadiah quotes from Jeremiah,
for Obad. 1-8 is a well-connected whole, while the parallel

verses in Jeremiah appear in different order interspersed
with other matter, and in a much less lucid connection.

In Jeremiah the picture is vague and Edom s unwisdom

(v. 7) stands without proof. In Obadiah the concep
tion is quite definite. Edom is attacked by his own
allies, and his folly appears in that he exposes himself

to such treachery. Again, the probability that the

passage in Jeremiah incorporates disjointed fragments
of an older oracle is greatly increased by the fact that

the prophecy against Moab in the preceding chapter

uses, in the same way, Is. I5f. and the prophecy of

Balaam. But according to the traditional view, the

prophecy against Edom in Jer. 49 dates from the fourth

year of Jehoiakim, so that, if Obadiah and Jer. 49

contain common matter, it seems necessary to conclude

with Ewald, Graf, and many others, that Jeremiah and

our Book of Obadiah alike quote from an older oracle

(see, however, 7). Ewald supposes that the treacher

ous allies of Edom are the Aramaeans, and the time

that of Ahaz (2 K. 166) ; but, if his general theory be

accepted ,
it would be more just to the tone of the prophecy

to refer it to a later date, when Edom had teen for some
time independent and powerful, and it is not improbable
that in Obad. 1-8 we have the first mention of that

advance of the Arabs upon the land E. of Palestine

which is referred to also in Ezek. 25. The prominence

given to Edom, and the fact that Chaldtea is not

mentioned at all, make it probable that the book was

not written in Babylonia. The same verse speaks of

exiles in SEPHARAD (q.v. ). Sepharad is probably
Sardis, the C,parda of Darius in the Behistun inscription.

The language is quite consistent with a date in the

Persian period.
The eschatological picture in the closing verses

equally favours a late date. The conceptions of the

rescued ones (p letah, na &quot;?B).
of the sanctity of Zion,

of the kingship of Yahwe, are the common property of

the later prophets. Like most of them, too, the writer

gives expression to the intensified antithesis between

Judah and the surrounding heathen in the prediction of

a consuming judgment on the latter the great day of

Yahwe. With Joel, in particular, he agrees in some

striking points, both material and verbal, so closely

that one of the two must be dependent on the other
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(JoelSig cp Obad. 1014, Joel 83 cp Obad. n, Joel 232

817 cp Obad. 17), and the language of Joel 832 [5]

certainly seems to imply quotation from Obadiah. It

is also plausible to see a point of contact between

Joel 36, which refers to sons of Judah and Jerusalem
as having been sold to the sons of Javan, and
Obad. 20 the exiled band of Jerusalem which is in

Sepharad. Nor can we pass over the fact that while

Obadiah still uses the phrases house of Jacob, and
1 house of Joseph, the northern tribes have become to

him a mere name
;

the restoration he thinks of is a

restoration of the kingdom of Jerusalem, and even

Gilead is to be occupied, not by Joseph, but by
Benjamin. W. R. S.

There are three critical processes which have to be

employed in order more fully to solve our problems.
We must first be searching in our textual

5. New text-

critical basis.
criticism

;
we must then ascertain the

component parts of the work before us,

if we suspect it of being composite ;
we must lastly

investigate the origin of each part, taking it in connec

tion with parallel passages elsewhere.

The principal textual corrections, so far as the present
writer can see, are as follows :

-

Verses 5-7 should probably run thus l

If thieves came upon thee,
Would they steal more than they needed ?

If vintagers came upon thee,
Would they not leave gleaning grapes?
How are thy purposes broken,
Thy wise thoughts become foolish !

All thy confederates have befooled thee,
All thy friends have deceived thee.

The wise have perished from Edom,
And those that understand from the mountains of Esau ;

Thy heroes, O Teman, are affrighted,
That every one may be cut off from the mountains of Esau.

In w. 10-14 the editor has even surpassed himself in the
endeavour to make sense out of a bad text, but he has handed
on to us what he found, and underneath his ingenious explana
tions we can trace, as it appears, with almost complete precision,
the original text, of which this is a rendering.

2

For cruelty to thy brother Jacob
Shame covers thee thou art cut off.

Jerahmeelites stand to look on,
Ishmaelites, Misrites, exult,
Rehobothites tread down thy cities,

Jerahmeelites make a mock of thee.

Triumph not over thy brother like the Rehobothites,
And rejoice not over the sons of Judah like the Arabians,
And mock not aloud like the Misrites,
And befool not his terrified ones like the Jerahmeelites,
And come not forward to cut off his escaped ones,
And betray not his fugitives like the Misrites.

comes from QTI2% a variant to c 33&amp;gt;
&quot;]

N H^
.&quot;irrai: &amp;gt;

s an editor s transformation of a corruptly written

Wn;?_ X^fl (cp Jer. 41)9). The key to v. 6 is to be found in

13 rm3n pN (by which We. confesses himself baffled). Read

?pru3n nj;33 1 nirna naso TTN. px comes from TN, 13

from
njpj

In v. 7 ^laamj^^HDrWi a gloss on the corrupt
word 1B&amp;gt;y. For -pri

1

?!? read Tj^SD ; for
&quot;I*?

1*73 read &quot;?3 (ditto-

graphed). The next four words should be
&quot;njfp

1

?Ni C^ r ^NSnV
ninrn

; a gloss. Verses 8f. have been made into predictions

by the editor. For ,1313)1 read C : 3D ; cp Jer. 49 7 (&amp;lt;B, Pesh.).

*?!;!?,
which has exercised so many minds, is probably a mis-

written ^Ncrrv a late gloss on -\yy.
2 In v. 10 (end) cViyS, which spoils the trimeter, should be

D*7HDnT &amp;gt; DV3 is a corrupt fragment of the same word (ditto-

graphed). For -pay read najT. The next clause should be

I7r Q lxa} B^HJSMfy and the next
?]iy JDUJ CTl3rrn (N13

and DU confounded). Then M ^JV Q
SNJflpe&amp;gt; I Syi (cp a

similar error in text of Ps. 22 19). In the next line read

CTCrn:) 7nN2 ; then, for D13X DV3, read D 3iy3 ; next,

D lsap 7] B3 rySn-SKl (V&quot;Unand rryhn are often confounded).

After this come some doublets. Then O ^KDrlTS I Vnaj VSDFT^XI.

In w. 14 p&quot;)S Sy comes from 7XDnV, which was a correction of

TVX DT1

,
and n~S QV3 from c*lxa3-
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A similar remark may be made on w. 19-21, which should

run, approximately, thus

And they shall occupy the Negeb and the Shephelah,
The highland of Jerahmeel and of Missur,
And they shall possess the land of the Kenites,
They shall possess the land of the Zarephathites ;

They shall possess the land of the Ishmaelites,
And Jerahmeel shall belong to Judah.

In ascertaining the component parts (if such there be)
of the work before us, we begin by noticing (i) that

/ A i
the first five verses also occur in Jer.

of book
813

49 14
~ 6 and 9 wnile vv - 6& 9a have points

of contact with Jer. 49 10 (viBc-n) 7 and
.221$ respectively, and (2) that there is a marked differ

ence of subject between vv. 1-14 and 15^ on the one
hand and vv. i^a and 16-21 on the other. It is evident,
not only that the former section was originally in

dependent of the latter, but also that the writer or (at

any rate) editor of Jer. 49 7-22 was only acquainted with

the former. This bisection of our Obadiah is supported
by Wellhausen and Nowack ; these scholars, however,
think that vv. 6 8/1 , and one or two phrases in v. 5 are

later insertions. This view is not favoured by a keener
textual criticism ; but Wellhausen s transposition of the

two parts of v. 15 is clearly right.
From our text-critical point of view, it is impossible to follow

either G. A. Smith (who makes vv. i-6 an independent prophecy
against Edom, used by Jeremiah), or Konig, who distributes the
contents thus: (a) 7m. i-io (but? . 7 an expansion, the closing
words being pleonastic beside v. 8 ; probably alsof. 96, because

of the late word 7!?J2), i6 18 iga ?ol&amp;gt;
; (^) vv. 11-15 J6^ 17 19^

2oa 21.

The difference of subject in the two parts may be

briefly stated. The first part speaks of the judgment
upon Edom as past (or at any rate imminent) and as

the just retribution of Edom s unbrotherly conduct
towards Israel. As Edom joined the neighbouring
peoples in triumphing over Israel (Judah) and deceiving
and capturing its fugitives, so, now that Edom is cut off,

the neighbouring peoples gather together to mock at its

calamity and tread down its cities. As thou hast done,
it is done unto thee ; thy deed returns on thine own
head. The second part represents the judgment as
still future

;
but Edom s punishment is only a specimen

of the punishment of all the nations with which Yahwe
is displeased. The only safe refuge will be Mt. Zion.

The house of Jacob (Judah) and the house of Joseph
(Israel) will unite in the work of destroying the arch

enemy Edom. The whole of the S. , SE. , and SW. of

Palestine, which has hitherto been occupied by peoples
hostile to Israel, shall now become incorporated into the

land of Judah. The style of the first part is vigorous
and full of colour

; that of the second is feeble and

prosaic in the extreme. In the first part Edom is dis

tinguished from Jerahmeel ; in the second Jerahmeel is

virtually identified with Edom, the reason being that (as
we shall see) the Edomites had in the meantime occupied
the territory which anciently belonged to the Jerahmeelites
and kindred tribes.

We have now to examine the origin, first of vv. 1-14

7 Oriein of I5^ anc^ next ^ vv
15&amp;lt;t

l6 21 taking each

P ft part in connection with parallel passages^arC L
elsewhere.

A comparison of the parallel portions of Obadiah and

1 Iby &quot;in nx and Dws-JIX are glosses (We.). For D TSX

and
pnD2&amp;gt;

read ^MDrlT and Hjra. ja J3 is a corruption of

. and ~\&1 a variant to JlSj. In v. 20 ^nirrWlfl and
..T

are both corruptions of }?n: ; B&amp;gt; J3 is a gloss. For

read rpn fnx (cp (5). In nsnx&quot;lj;, ~\y is a ditto-

graphed is ; n31i (c rSIs) is misplaced. The second rhy\

should also be
iVnjl.

D^IV should be C Svj;^^ ,
a variant

to a-riBli (which read, in lieu of T1BD3)- 3i3n IJTriN li?T is a
fuller repetition of 333,1 1ITV1 (? . 19). In ? . 21 iSyi is a corrup
tion of i^rul I JVS ins Q JTtra comes from D^Ni1 -!? pM
(words transposed), and BSO 1

? from nSIK 1

? (a gloss). IB J? &quot;irrnN

is also a gloss. For mri V read mvr^ ; rOl^On should be

(as in 2 S. 12 26).
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of Jer 49 7-22 proves beyond dispute that the author of

the latter work borrowed from Obadiah, or rather from
the original Obadiah, which was without w. 153 16-21.

If, therefore, Jer. 49 7-22 is by Jeremiah, who wrote it,

as is supposed (see Jer. 46 2), in the fourth year of the

reign of Jehoiakim (circa 606 B.C.
),

the capture of Jeru
salem (when the Edomites behaved so unmercifully),
and the danger to which (according to the prophetic

poet) Edotn is now exposed, must both be prior to the

Babylonian invasion of Judah. In this case it will be

natural to explain w. 10-14 of the same event that is

referred to in Am. 1 911, where Musur and Edom are

accused of cruelty to the kindred people of Israel in its

time of sore distress, and, if we could trust the narrative

in 2 Ch. 21 16 f. ,
we might suppose the capture of Jeru

salem by Philistines and Arabians in the reign of Jehoram
mentioned by the Chronicler to be the event intended.

Unfortunately, the pre-exilic date of Am. 19-12 and Jer.

497-22 is by no means secure (see AMOS, 9 ; JEREMIAH,
BOOK OF, 12-14), and the historicity of the Chronicler s

statement is not less questionable (see JKHOKAM, 5).

From the fact that the first part of Obadiah is used in

Jer. 49?-22 we may justly infer that, like Jer. I.e. , it is

post-exilic ; only we shall do well to assume a con

siderable interval between Obad. 1-14 15* and the appendix

(which was unknown to the Jeremianic writer). The
view that Obad. and Jer. 49 7-22 derive the elements

common to both from a prophecy older than either,

which has been incorporated with least alteration by
Obad., though still held by Driver (/ntrod.W, 319),
Wildeboer (Lct/erkunde^, 351 ),

and G. A. Smith
(
Twelve

Prophets, 2 171) is, from our point of view, unnecessary.
Our next step is to compare Obad. 1-14 15^ with certain

other parallel passages,
1 viz.

(&amp;lt;z)Mal. 12-5, (^)Mic.48^,
(c) Lamentations, (d) Is. 63 18 64 ion [g/], (e) certain

psalms, (/) Is. 21i-io, (^
r
)
a story in Jeremiah, (h) Esther,

(i) Judith. We adhere to the point of view which has

already led us to satisfactory results, starting from a

carefully emended critical text, not from the often corrupt
Massoretic text. A previous perusal of parts of the

articles LAMENTATIONS and MICAH will probably
assist the reader to realise the exegetical importance of

attention to the text-critical problems.

(a) From Mai. 12-5 we learn that shortly before the

date of Malachi s prophecy the mountains of Edom had
been laid waste, and it is reasonable to see in this an

allusion to an important stage in the displacement of the

Edomites by the XABAT.KANS (q.v. )
some time before

312 B.C. It is natural (as Wellhausen first pointed out)

to illustrate Obadiah by Malachi, and consequently by
Diodorus (see EDOM, 9).

(b) One of the later appendices to the prophecies of

Micah (Mic. 48-56 [5]) contains a definite announcement
of a siege of Jerusalem in which Zarephathites and other

hostile nations are concerned, and of a captivity of Jeru-
salemites in Jerahmeel (Mic. 4io). See MICAH, BOOK
OF, 4.

(c) and (rf) supplement each other, and fully agree
with the situation described in Obad. 11-14, and if we
further take (e) into account i.e., the psalms which (as

a searching criticism shows) relate to the oppression of

the Jews and the destruction of the temple by Arabians,

and which further speak of Jewish captives, or at least

enforced residents, among the Jerahmeelites or Edomites

it will be difficult to retain much doubt as to the

particular events referred to in this portion of Obadiah.

These events were the capture of Jerusalem by the

Babylonians aided and abetted by the Cushites, Jerah

meelites, and Misrites. The participation of these N.

Arabians in the destruction of the Jewish state is not

indeed mentioned in 2 K. 25 1^; but it may be referred

1
Joel 3 [41 19, where Misraim (Egypt) should he Misrim 1

(Musri); Am. 9 12, and Is. 34 (all post-exilic) might be added to

the list, also the prophecies on Misrim (Musri) and Jerahmeel
which appear to underlie those on Egypt, Elam, and Babylon in

Jer. 46 411 SOyC The investigation of these hidden prophecies
would involve too great a digression.
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to in 2 K. 242 J

(vv. 2-4 are not improbably misplaced),
and we seem to have an indirect confirmation of the fac

in the asserted invasion oi Judah in Asa s reign by
1 ZERAH (q.v.) the Cushite (i.e., the N. Arabian Zar-

hites), and in the asserted capture of Jerusalem by the

Philistines (Zarephathites) and the Arabians that were
near the Cushites (2 Ch. 14g 2\i6f.). Of the psalms
which refer to this and the following period it is enough
to refer to Pss. 42-43 74 79 120 137 140. A passage
from 42-43 (emended text) is quoted elsewhere (see

MIX.AR). The speaker is a company of Jews dwelling

among Jerahmeelite oppressors, and the value of this

and the parallel psalms (excluding Pss. 74 79) is that

they show the long continuance of Jerahmeelite i.e.
,
N.

Arabian oppression (cp also Is. 62 8/., and the references

to the hostility of neighbours in Nehemiah). Winckler

(AOFV+ss) even thinks that the Moabites, Ammonites,
and Arabians [rather the Misrites, Jerahmeelites, and

Arabians] were the agents in the destruction of the wall

referred to in Neh. 13; but see NEHHMIAH, i. At

any rate, a series of Jerahmeelite captivities may pretty

safely be assumed
;

it is to these that reference is made,
not only in Am. \g and Mic. 4 10 (emended text), but also

in Ps. 42 /. , as appears from the direct reference to a

hoped-for return to Jerusalem, and in Ps. 137 (emended
text). The improbability of the ordinary view of Ps. 137
has been well shown by W. E. Barnes.
The attempt of Barnes, however, to make Ps. 137 refer entirely

to Edom without touching the MT is unsuccessful. 2 Here, as in

some other passages, 733 (as if 733) is miswritten for /NCnV

which should be restored both in v. i and in v. 8. The passages
which best illustrate our present subject are i&amp;lt;v. 127 8

1. On the heritage ofJerahmeel we wept, | remembering Zion ;

2. The Arabs in the midst thereof had beaten
|

our harps to

pieces.

7. Remember, O Yahwe ! against Edom s sons
|
the wicked

ness of the plunderers,
Who said, Hreak down, break down

|
her sanctuaries,

ii. To thee also, O house ofJerahmeel !
| plunderers shall come ;

Jacob shall uproot thee, and shall overthrow
|

all thy
palaces.

Ps. 137 has a twofold reference ; it commemorates alike the past
and the present. Edomite oppression still continues (as Ps. 120

140, critically emended and explained, amply prove); but the
tradition of still greater calamities, of which Jerahmeel and Edom
are guilty, is still handed on. The temple itself fell a prey to the

plunderers in that fatal day when the Arabian Cushites and
Misrites profaned its holy precincts (Ps. 74, cp Is. 63 18), and the

blood of faithful Jews flowed like water (Ps. 79 3, cp Joel 3 [4] 19
Am. In). One would gladly avoid touching the traditional

text of so well-known a psalm ;
but a strict exegesis of that

text is impossible.

The Lamentations, too, and the not less affecting
than dramatic outburst in Is. 687-64 are also commemor
ative

;
but Is. 63 1-6 and Obad. 1-14 15*2 are prospective.

A connection of Obadiah with Pss. 74 42-43 79 44 60 61 84 63

80 was maintained by Vaihinger in 1869.

(/) Is. 21 i-io has been as much misunderstood as

Ps. 137. It is a poetic prophecy on the fall of Edom
(Crit. Rev. 11 [1901] 18). The plunderers seen in

prophetic vision, whose progress at first produces deep
alarm in the prophet (v. 3 f. ),

are not Elamites and

Medes, but presumably Nabata-ans. Verse zb appears
to be a gloss, concerning Jerahmeel

3 and Missur

(Musri) ;
all its palaces he destroys. Then the prophet

1 Yahwe sent against him bands of the Cushim, and bands of
the Arama:ans [Jerahmeelites], and bands of the Misrites, and
sent them against Judah to destroy it, according to the word of

Yahwe which he spoke by means of his servants the prophets.
The emendations have been pointed out already elsewhere ; Am
monites is not unfrequently miswritten for Amalekites,&quot; which
comes from Jerahmeelites, and is here a gloss on Aranutans.
The reference to the prophets must be very late ; it includes

especially Micah.
2 Winckler s study of Ps. 137. entitled Die golah in Daphne

(AOFZ^oS ff.~), dated Nov. 1899, is subsequent in origin to

the restoration given here. Winckler has perhaps attempted too

much ; his textual criticism is not as impressive as his very able

historical criticism. The Jewish captives by the myrtles (c 3~V )

of Daphne near Antioch (168 B.C.) have left us no record of their

religious and patriotic melancholy. See MVRTLE.
3 Elam and Madai both came from fragments of Jerah

meel ; cp the Elam in Jer. 49 34 ff., which should be, or at

least originally was, Jerahmeel. See PROPHET, 45.
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explains how Yahwe directed a seer to be set on the

look-out, and how at first he saw something which

apparently boded no good, but how, when he saw more

clearly, he exclaimed, Fallen, fallen is Jerahmeel ; its

palaces he has broken, has levelled to the ground.
Here, again, a strict exegesis of MT is impossible, and

only after much practice elsewhere should the corrector

try his fortune. See Crit. Bib.

(g) The story in Jeremiah is the awful one of which
the hero is Ishmael b. Nethaniah (Jer. 4C&amp;gt;7-41i8).

Else

where (JEREMIAH [BOOK], 6, col. 2378) the narra

tive is viewed as a Midrash. It may be so indeed
;
but

Jer. 41 jo seems to be based on fact. Ishmael, according
to the common view, was a member of the royal house
of Judah (cp ISHMAEL, 2). Really, however, he was a

Jerahmeelite,
1 and although temporarily employed as a

Jewish captain, his sympathies were with the Jerah-
meelites. The statement that he carried captive all

the rest of the people that were in Mizpah, . . . and

departed to go over to the Ammonites -
[Jerahmeelites ?],

may be a reminiscence of the fact which another writer,

in Obad. 14, describes as cutting off his (Judah s) escaped
ones.

(A) There is no doubt great attractiveness in the

mythological explanation of the Book of Esther (see

ESTHER, PURIM). It is possible, however, that under

lying the present story there may be an older one which
related to a massacre of Jewish captives in the land of

Jerahmeel. Hainan (Heman?) the Agagite is certainly
more at home in Cushan-rehoboth than in Shushan the

palace. Mordecai, too, must originally have been a

corruption of Carmeli or of some other modification

of Jerahmeeli,
3 and Esther may come from Israel ith.

This is not the place to examine fully into the basis of

the existing narrative ;
we simply adopt a theory, for

which there are many parallels in other parts of the OT,
and notably in the apocryphal Book of Judith. In

neither of its forms can the story of Esther have been
historical

;
but still it may have a historical kernel in the

tradition of barbarous cruelty shown by the N. Arabians
to Jewish captives. See PURIM, 7.

(z) The Book of Judith, too, in its present form may,
as Winekler thinks (AOF 2274 ff.}, contain mytho
logical elements. But the story of the siege of Bethulia

(Beth-el = Jerusalem ?) by Moabites, Edomites, and
Ammonites (Misrites, Edomites, and Jerahmeelites?)

may have been told long before it was committed to

writing, and so became the warp on which a great
romancer wove his richly embroidered tale. Missur

(the N. Arabian Musri) became Asshur, and so a

place was ready for the occupation of the famed.
Nebuchadrezzar (see Crit. Bib.

).

The origin of the first part of Obadiah has now been
shown. It is primarily a prophetic announcement of

tidings
(,IJ;IOB&amp;gt;)

which we have heard

P t II f
or as Jer * have heard] from Yahwe,
relative to a judgment upon Edom. In

setting forth the causes of this act of strict retributive

justice, however, the writer gives us a commemorative

summary of the facts of the great long-past catastrophe,
when Edom and its neighbours assisted the ruthless

Babylonians. As to the date, we can only say that it

must have been later than 588, but not so late as 312.

Cp LAMENTATIONS.
The second part, as we have seen, must belong to a

later period. Its literary weakness and the strong
interest which it reveals in eschatology, together with its

implied assumption that the Negeb is in the hands of

the Edomites (who have been gradually driven from
their ancient seats by the Nabatseans), and the absence

1
nai^Ofl jntO comes from ^KCrn jnJDi of the race of

Jerahmeel. Nethaniah, too, is probably a distortion of the
ethnic Ethani, Ethanite.

2 The confusion between Ammonites and Amalekites

(Jerahmeelites) already referred to.

3 See MOKDECAI. By near or distant origin, though not in

sentiment, the personage spoken of was a Jerahmeelite.
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of any trace of an acquaintance with it in Jer. 497-22,
combine to prove this. The expressions in MT (e.g.,

mn *?nn ni^J, and TIED. v. 20) which have often been used
as indications of date are valueless for us, because solely
due to corruption of the text. Several of the passages,
however, referred to for Pt. I. are almost, or quite,

equally illustrative for Pt. II. ; in particular perhaps
Joel 3 [4] 19, because Joel, or the writer who takes this

name, has apparently been influenced by both parts of

our Obadiah (see references in 4).

In taking leave of our book it may be remarked that

the fulness with which it has been treated has been partly
dictated by regard for the Book of Psalms. The back

ground of many psalms being similar to that of Obadiah,
we may venture to hope that we have in some measure

prepared the way for a more effective treatment of these

difficult but fascinating compositions. Perhaps we may
indicate Ps. 22 as a portion which will gain much from
a clearer view of the picture in Obad. 11-14.

Besides the introductions and general commentaries, see Jager,
Ueb. das Zeitatter des Ob. (1837); Caspari, Der Pr. Ob. aus-

gelegt (1842); Delitzsch, Wann weissagte
9. Literature. Ob.V in Zt.f. Luther. Theol., 1851, pp. 91

jff. ; Vaihineer, Zeitalter der Weissagungdes
Pr. Ob., in Merx s Archiv. 1(1869) 488^:

, Seydel, Der Pr. Ob.

(1869); Peters (R. Cath.), 1892; Bachmann, 1892; Winckler,
Obadja, AOF i^^ff.

W. R. S. 3 /. ;
T. K. C. I/. Sff.

OBAL (?&), Gen. 10 28t = i Ch. 122, EBAL, 2.

OBDIA (oBAlA [A]), i Esd. 5 38 = Ezra 26r,
HABAIAH.

OBED (*13Wi servant, might be a shortened theo-

phorous name ; cp Ar. abd, etc., 6oBHA [BAL], icoBniA

[A in 1-4] ; but it more probably comes from a clan-

name. Has it not been altered from Arab!, an
Arabian ? Cp OBADIAH, OBED-EDOM, and note that

6 is called b. Gaal i.e. , probably b. Jerahmeel; cp
GILGAL, GILEAD, both of which names may be similarly

explained). See, however, GAAL, i.

1. B. Ephlal, a descendant of Sheshan (i Ch. 2 37^.).

2. One of David s heroes (i Ch. 1147, ico/Srje [BN]). See

DAVID, ii, n. 3.

3. B. Shemaiah b. Obed-edom (i Ch. 267).

4. Father of Azariah [151(2 Ch. 23 i).

5. Father of Jesse (Ruth 4 17 2i/ [P], i Ch. 2 12, ioj/3r) [A])
6. Father of GAAL (17.1 .); MT, less correctly, EBED.

OBED-EDOM (DlN *ny, servant of DIN ; cp Ph.

DnX-Qi;, C/S i, no . 295, DIN PD, ib. 365, and

possibly Punic and MH ptN ; ABeAAARA, ABAeAoM.
etc., see below

; ooBeA&pOC [Jos. Ant. vii. 42]), as the

text stands, a Philistine of Gath, but according to an
emendation of MT, 2 a Rehobothite, mentioned in the

1 Is DIN the name of a deity? As in the case of D1~1N, the
name of the ancestor of the Edomites (see EDOM), opinions are
divided. It has even been doubted whether the two Edoms
are to be connected (Ncild., Buhl). ciN may conceivably be a

god, but not G1~IN ; or nilN, t&amp;gt;ut not 0~IN- The present writer

(following We., //C(3), 47, n. 2; St. GVI\\*\\ WRS, Rel.

Sem.W, 42, n. 4, and others) considers Q-IN to be at any rate

a divine name. It is true that not all compounds of -QJJ
are theophorous (Baeth. Beitr. 10, n.) ;

but Baethgen s render

ing servant of men has nothing to recommend it. Egyptian
inscriptions referred to by W. M. Miiller (As. u. Eur.

315 /.) seem to favour this view; we find a divine name
A-tu-ma, which reappears in a (N. Pal.) city compounded with

Samas (the sun-god). A-tu-ma appears to correspond to a

Hebrew divine name Q-IN. According to WMM, the older form
of Edom was oSo/i, but Thotmes III. and Amenhotep II. heard

it pronounced with an a (for 5) : the a in some of s forms will

be noticed. Possibly, Abdadum is as near the true pronunciation
as we can get. Following &amp;lt;ZS s readings, Klo. takes the name to

be a corruption of -n,i -\iy or
pltfl-nj;.

On the whole subject,

cp NSld. ZDMG 40 166 42470 and Baeth. Beitr. 10, n. 3, who
are on the side opposed to WRS. Reference may be made also

to Rosch, ZW(7 38 646 (1884) who treats Edom as a divine

name and identifies with Kozah (see EDOM, 12). See also

JFHOSHAPHAT, col. 2352, n. i.

2 [See Crit. Bib., and cp REHOROTH. According to this

theory, nan D1N&quot;ni? ( Obed-edom the Gittite ) has been cor

rupted out of %nzrrn D1*r:ny ( Arab-edom i.e., Arabia of

Edom the Rehobothite ). For a parallel to Arab-edom sec

SOLOMON S SERVANTS [CHILDREN OF]. Here, however, the
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history of the ark in David s time ; for three months he
is said to have sheltered the ark of Yahwe in his house

(2 S. 6 10
; a^edSado/ji [A], v. n, -dat&amp;gt; [L]). Difficult

as is the story to which this passage belongs (see ARK,
5, PEREZ-UX.ZAH, KEHOBOTH), there is almost greater

need for historical criticism in the narrative into which
it has been introduced (with little variation) by the Chron
icler (i Ch. 13 is/ ; afieSdapafji [B], v. 14 ; @ L substan

tially as above). That all Israel joined David in bringing

up the ark to Jerusalem, we know from 2 S. 615. The
older narrative in its present form does not state how
all Israel came to be with David, and the Chronicler

cannot be blamed for supposing that they had been
summoned to escort the ark. Then follows, according
tt&amp;gt; the Chronicler, the institution by David of a sort of

musical service. Priests, Levites, and singers in great
numbers are present, and among them we meet with

Obed-edom, 1 a singer and a doorkeeper (i Ch. 15i8;

afiaeSofj. [B], apdedw/j. [N], apdfddo/j. [L], v. 21 and v. 24,

apdoSofji [N in v. 24], afideSSofj., -w/j, [L], v. 25 a

[BXJ, apfdaddav [L] ; i Ch. 16 5 , apSodo/j.

afideSSo/j. [L]). See PORTER.
Obed-edom appears in Ch. as the son of Jeduthun (i Ch.

1638, afiSoSon [BNA], apSeSSovfJi [L], a Merarite Levite), and
the head of a house belonging to the Korahites (i Ch. 20 4 ff.
[afiSoSofi (BA throughout, except aftSfSofi, A once in v. 8),

a^SfSSofj. (L)] ; contrast the number herewith 1638); and it is

especially stated, i Ch. 2(3 5, that God blessed him, a state

ment obviously based on 13 14. Obed-edom is again referred to in

2 Ch. 2:124 (written plene QIIN y, la/S^eSo/u. [B], -SoSo/j. [Bb ],

a^SeSojj. [A], -f&Siafj. [L]), where, however, the text of the original
document (

= 2 K. 14 14) has been modified by the Chronicler or
the author of the Midrash, from which he may have drawn (see
Kittel in SBOT). Cp GENEALOGIES i., 7 [ii.] ; also PSALMS,
26 (10), where Cheyne discusses t+ie obscure name Jeduthun.

S. A. C.

OBEISANCE, to make, or do (rnnfiK H), Gen. 37?
4328 Ex. 187 etc., AV ; also in RV in several places where AV
has bowed himself, did reverence, or (2 S. 164, of Ziba)
humbly beseech. I humbly thank thee expresses Ziba s

meaning better. Prostration might, it appears, be performed
not merely on entering the presence of a superior, but also on

receiving a favour from him. See SALUTATIONS.

OG

OBELISKS (JTaSp), Jer. 43 13 RVme- See MAS-
SEBAH.

OBETH (coBHG [A]), i Esd. 8 32 = Ezra 8 6, EBED, 2.

OBIL (with long I
; TZllN, camel-driver, cp ABEL,

and Dozy, Israel, zu Mckka, 194, or possibly one of the distor

tions of Jerahmeel ; cp SHAPHAT [? . 29] = Zephathi, the name
of Davids keeper of the camels [Che.]), i Ch. 2730 (a/3tas [B],

oujS. [A], co/3iA [L]). See ISHMAEL, 2.

OBLATION. For HmD, minhah, J31J5, korbdn,

flD?&quot;W, teriintdh, iTBlTJJI, tlrumiyynh, see SACRIFICE. For

b D, tnaseth, see TAXATION AND TRIBUTE.

OBOTH (flhK), a stage in the wandering in the

wilderness, Nu. 33 43^ ((riaftiag [B, but
&&amp;gt;0.

B in Nu. 21 TO./],

&amp;lt;i&amp;gt;/3. [AFL]). Probably a corruption of rttnjj (or ITjJ??). See

WANDERINGS.

OCHIEL (oxmAoc [BA]), RV Ochielus, i Esd. 1 9 ,

= 2 Ch. 359, JEIKI,, 8.

OCHIM (DT!X), Is. 132i, AV&quot;g- See JACKAL, 3.

OCHRE, RED
(&quot;Tib ),

Is. 44 13, RVme-, RV PENCIL.

OCIDELUS (coKeiAHAOC [A]), i Esd. 9 22 = Ezra

1022, JOZABAD, 7.

OCINA (oKeiNA [BA], TOYC KINAIOYC [K
c -a

;

N* has a shortened text]), mentioned in Judith 228 along with

Tyre, Sidon, and Sur (see SHR), may represent 13y, or perhaps

jisj? (see PTOLEMAIS). So, already, Grotius.

most important point is the assumption that Obed-edom was
a native not of the Philistine city of Gath, but of a place in the

Negeb where Yahwe was known and worshipped (Che.).]
1 The reason for the transformation of Obed-edom, the Gittite

or Rehobothite, into a Levite may be gathered from i Ch. 15 2

(cp PKKEZ-UZZAH). It may be compared with the transformation
of ZADOK (y.v.) , cp GENEALOGIES i., 7 [v.]. See also We.
Prol.M, I74/. , Kue. EM. i. 2

\y&amp;gt;f.
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OCRAN, RV Ochran (H^: CXRAN [BAL] ; cp
ACHAR [AcHAN], an Asherite, father of Pagiel (Nu. 1 13,

etc. [P]).

ODED (&quot;nil?, cp Nnr, Iddo ; ooAHA [BAL]).
1. Father of Azariah, a prophet in the time of Asa (2 Ch. 15 i).

In v. 8 he himself appears as a prophet. Probably the words
(of) Oded the prophet or (of) Azariah, son of Oded the

prophet, should be placed in the margin as a gloss ; cp Kittel in

SHOT(l&amp;gt;, l,nSaS [A], v. 8, ofapiou [A], aSaS [B]).
2. A prophet of Samaria at the time of Pekah s invasion of

Judah (2 Ch. 28 9).

ODOLLAM (oAoAAAM [AV]), 2 Mace. 12 38 AV,
RV ADULLAM.

ODOMERA, AV Odonarkes, with mg. Odomarra
(oAoAAhtpA [ANV], oiAOMHp*. [N*] , Odaren), a chief

slain by Jonathan the Maccabee in one of his raids from
BETH-BASI (156 B.C.) ; i Mace. 966. Cp PHASIRON.

ODOURS (GYMIAMA), Rev. 58 etc. See INCENSE.

ODOURS, SWEET. i. D pb 3. btsamim, 2 Ch.

16 14 etc. See Si iCE, BALSAM.
2. rnrn, nlhath, Lev. 2631 Dan. 246, but more commonly

sweet savour. See SACRIFICE.

OFFERING. See SACRIFICE.

OFFICER. OFFICERS. The word is used in the

EV to render eight distinct Hebrew and Greek terms

most of which are elsewhere rendered otherwise
; indeed,

the OT terms which are used to represent official posi
tions are frequently so ambiguous or of so extended a

meaning, that a consistent translation would have been

almost hopeless.
The words in question are :

J - D lDi saris. See EUNUCH.
2. i[2C &amp;gt;

soter. See SCRIBE.

3- D!3, 3 !&amp;gt;:, nissab, nfsib. See DEPUTY ; SAUL, 2, n. i.

4- 31, ral&amp;gt;. See RAB, RABBI.

5-
TpS&amp;gt;

pakid. See OVERSEER.

6. Quite generally, rQK^Dn fety, Esth. 9 3, RV they that did

[the king s] business.

7. TrpdxTcop, Lk. 1258, RVmg. exactor i.e., strictly, exactor

of the fine assigned by the judge ; Symm. gives jrp. for nriJ,

creditor, Ps. 108 [109] n. The word also occurs in & of Is. 3 12,
and Aq. Theod. Is. fiO 17. In the Kgyptian papyri jrpoKTcop may
mean the public accountant. 1 Altogether the word is too

vague, and Mt. s vTn/peVr)? to be preferred. Cp Jiilicher,

Gleichnisreden, 2 242.
8. vjnjpen)?, lit. servant i.e., beadle or bailiff, Mt. 625;

Lk. s word jrpa/cTtop is misleading as suggesting a reference to a
fine. Cp Jn. 7 32 46 18 3 12 Acts 5 22.

9. Injn.446, RVmg. has king s officer for /3a&amp;lt;riAiicos. See
NOBLES, n.

On royal officers, officers of state, see COUNSELLOR,
DAVID, ii, GOVERNMENT, ISRAEL, 21, 64, also

ASIARCH, DUKE, 2 (70:), GOVERNOR, NOBLES,
PRINCE, SHEBNA, TIRSHATHA, TREASURER, 2

(py) ;

cp (for t6vdpxTis), DAMASCUS, 13, ETHNARCH
; (for

^Trapxos) SOSTRATUS ; (for ijye/j.ui&amp;gt;)
ISRAEL, 90 ; and

(for isb, -isr) SCRIBE.

Several general terms are used in referring to

ecclesiastical officers 2
(rps see OVERSEER ; N-G-J, nj?

see PRINCE, 2/. ) ; see further GOVERNMENT, 27, 31,

ISRAEL, 81, in, LAW AND JUSTICE, 9(7), PRIEST.

On the officers of the judiciary and parochial systems
see GOVERNMENT, 16, 19, 21, LAW AND JUSTICE,

8/, PROCURATOR.
On the various military terms see ARMY and cp

CAPTAIN, CHARIOT, 10
; (for rps) OVERSEER ; (for

TJ:) PRINCE, GOVERNOR.

OG (air, and [i K. 4 19], JJJ ; oof [BNAFRTL], see

below), king of Bashan, who was of the remnant of

the Rephaim, who dwelt at Ashtaroth and at Edrei,

etc. (Josh. 124), also referred to, with SIHON (q.v. ), as

a king of the Amorites beyond Jordan (Dt. 38 447).

1 Mahaffy, cited by Deissm. Bihelstudien, 152.
2 On the separation of church from state see EZEKIEL ii.,

24; the story of the revolt of KORAH
(&amp;lt;?.:&amp;gt;., S J, col. 2687)

shows the repugnance felt towards the exercise of civil authority
by the priestly party.
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For the history of Og ( Og) see BASHAN, REPHAIM ;

on the geography of his kingdom, see again BASHAN ;

and on his bedstead (?) of iron, see BED, 3. The

question whether the story of Og is not really due to an

early error in the text, and whether the original story of

Sihon-Og did not refer to the wars of Israelite tribes in

the far S. ,
will be briefly treated at the close of the

article.

It may be noticed here that though the tradition of the defeat

of Og at Edrei is probably pre-deuteronomic, it is only (as the

text now stands) by writers of the deuteronomic school, and
those influenced by them, that the tradition is referred to. For
the references, see BASHAN, 4, and observe that Nu. 21 33-35
is no exception (cp Dr. Deut. 47 ; Bacon, Trip. Trad. 211 ;

Di. Nu.-Dt.-Josh. 133). It is possible, however, that in Nu.
24 7, his king shall be higher than Agag, it is Og king of

Bashan who is meant, JJN (Agag) and ?\y (Og) being very
easily confounded (cp

H* Dt. 3 i 13 447; ywy).
1 It is also

noteworthy that the kingdom of Og is specially said to have
included Salecah or Salhad, which, it is maintained elsewhere (see

GILEAU, RAMOTH-GILEAD), probably filled a prominent place
in the earliest Hebrew traditions. Gen. 31 46jf. seems to point
to a peaceable occupation of Salecah by the Jacob-tribe (see

GILEAU); but the subsequent struggles for its possession between
Israel and the Aramaeans quite account for the rise of a different

tradition that preserved in Dt. 3 1-3 (Nu. 21 33-35).
As to the name Og, it seems possible that the interchange

of Agag (yiay ; see Nu. 24 7) and Og in @ IJ* Dt. 81134 27
was really justifiable. We cannot absolutely prove it ; but it is

rery probable that the REI&amp;gt;HAI.M (q.v.), to the remnant of
whom Og belonged, were identical with, or closely allied to, the

Jerahmeelites (the Habiri of the Amarna tablets?), who seem, if

our textual criticism elsewhere is sound, to have spread much
more widely in Palestine than has been generally supposed.
Now the identification of the Amalekites with a section of the

later Jerahmeelites is almost beyond doubt. If the Rephaim
may be identified with a section of the older Jerahmeelites,
we can well understand that in the far south land and in

the fruitful Bashan there lived chieftains who bore virtually
the same name Agag or Og. We can also now account for

the description of Og as a king of the Amorites. Waiving
the abstruse question whether the Amorites and the Jerahmeel
ites were not originally one and the same people, and assuming
that they were at any rate regarded in OT times as distinct, it

is worth while to point out that Mamre(?) the Amorite was
confederate with Abram (Gen. 14 13), and Abram originally the

hero of the Jerahmeelites, one branch of whom were the Zare-

phathites or Rephaites. The civic community of Jerusalem,
too, was probably partly Amorite, partly Jerahmeelite, or, as
Kzekiel puts it (1*1345) [its] father was an Amorite, and its

mother a Rehobothite (so we should read, for Hittite see

REHOBOTH), for the arguments in favour of which, derived from
2 S. 568, see Crit. Bib. and cp MEI HIBOSHETH, ZION.

As stated elsewhere (MosES, 18), it is probable that

the primitive tradition spoke of the conquest of the

Jerahmeelite or Arabian land of Gush (we simply state

the tradition, without criticising the facts). Sihon (q.v. )

is very possibly a corruption of Cushan
;

the early
tradition spoke of Og or Agag, king of Cushan, who
reigned at Heshmon (cp Josh. 1627). The text of the

written tradition came down to a deuteronomic, or

probably pre-deuteronomic, writer in a partly corrupt
form, and he, under the influence of a definite historical

theory, recast the imperfectly read tradition, and made
it refer to the E. of Jordan. This is only a hypothesis ;

but the phenomena which suggest it are parallel to the

phenomena which in other cases have enforced the

production of similar hypotheses. T. K. C.

OHAD (~inX), a son of Simeon; Gen. 46 10 (&CGA

[AD], &N6oo6[L]); Ex. 615 (IOOA\. [B], IAOOAAI [A],
AU)A [FL/D- The name probably comes from a ditto-

graphed ins 2
(ZOHAR) ;

hence it does not occur in
|| lists,

Nu. 26 12 i Ch. 424. T. K. c.

OREL pnX) is represented as one of the sons of

Zerubbabel in i Ch. 820 (OCA [B], OO\ [A], Ae* [L]) ;

but really, as so often, ^nx is a fragment of ^KCnr. So
also is the next name n Ti^ (cp Sto-n, Barachel, JOB,
BOOK OF, 9), and the question arises whether the
editor of i Ch. 820 did not misread his text, and split
SariT into supposed names of two sons, Ohel and
Berechiah. Cp ZERUBBABEL. T. K. c.

1 Nu. 24 23 also reads Kal iSiav rov fly [BA ; Ttay, L] Kal
ayaAa/Suif Tr\v 7rapa(3oAr)&amp;gt;/

K. T. A.
2 x and K confounded, as when CIS (iT)&amp;lt;rreiai/, &amp;lt;S)

becomes

IIK in MX of Is. 1 13 ; also n and ,1.
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OHOLAH (?nnN), Ezek. 23 4/ 11223644^ where

AV AHOLAH (q.v. }.

The usual explanations, she who has her own tent

(sanctuary), and she who has tents (sanctuaries), are against

analogy. The former requires aSnN. Read perhaps a V^N, tent

(or, dwelling) of Yah we, and observe that in compounds of SnN
in Sab. (nnny^nx, ^nx) and Phcen. (VjnSiK, -rVoS-m) the
second member is a divine name. See HU;H PLACE, 3, col.

2066, n. i. s. A. C. T. K. C.

OHOLIAB pN^riN, 47), Ex.316 etc. RV, AV
AHOLIAB (q.v. }. Cp HIRAM, col. 2074.

OHOLIBAH (rO^HX). Ezek. 23 4 &quot; &quot; 36 44t,

where AV AHOLIBAH (q.v. ).

She in whom are tents, can hardly be the meaning. Read

perhaps Sya Sntj,
tent (or, dwelling) of Baal. l Cp HEI H-

ZIBAH. s. A. C. T. K. C.

OHOLIBAMAH (niDT^nK, 47), Gen. 3&?ff. and

36 4 i i Ch. l52f, RV, AV AHOLIBAMAH (q.v., i and 2).

OIL. In the OT mention is repeatedly made, especi

ally in Dt.
,
of corn, wine, and oil as the three chief

-j products of the land of Canaan. By the
. ame.

jagt Q^ t^-s tr jacj of QOCJ S gOOCj gjfts js meant

exclusively olive oil ; for although, as we shall see, a
considerable variety of vegetable oils was known in later

times, the oil so frequently mentioned by OT writers,

with one late exception (Esth. 2 12, oil of myrrh ),
is

that expressed from the berry or drupe of the olive-tree.

For this reason the latter receives the name zeth semen.

(jcty rrt, Dt. 8s) or zeth yishdr (nna
1

i, 2 K. 1832 ;
see

OLIVE). Oil in its manifold applications is denoted by
the general term simen

(JOB
1

),
sometimes by the more

descriptive term Mmen zdyith, olive oil (Ex. 27 20 30 24

Lev. 242) ;
oil fresh from the oil-press received the

special designation yishdr, fresh oil, a term which
bears the same relation to stmen that tiros, must, new
wine, does to ydyin (see WINE). The place of the

olive which, in the older Hebrew as in English, bore

the same name as the tree (zdyith, Dt. 2840 Mic. 615) -

in the dietary of the Hebrews is discussed elsewhere

(FRUIT, 9 ).

When we consider the very many biblical references to

oil, it is certainly remarkable that there should be so

- -n , . few hints as to the mode of its prepara-
2. preparation. tion In ear]y thnes the Hebrews
seem to have been content to tread the olives with the

feet (Mic. 615) as they trod the grapes, in a rock-hewn

oil-press (cp ySea ru Bdbd Mfsl d 10 4 and the name

GETHSEMANE), from which the expressed oil flowed

into the adjoining vat (n (
T Joel 2 24; for details see

WINE). As the olive harvest was later than the vintage,
the same presses and vats were probably used for both
wine and oil. In later times perhaps as early as Job
24 it (see Budde, HK, in loc.

)
other and more effective

processes were adopted, although it is not till we reach

the Mishna that we find references to oil-mills and oil-

presses by name. From a comparison of the data in

the Mishna with the fuller statements of Roman writers,

on the one hand, and of the remains of ancient apparatus
with the present-day practice in Syria

2 on the other,

the following details have been gathered. The best oil,

then as now, was that yielded by the olives before they
were fully ripe. Berries that by the time of gathering
were still hard had to be softened by being left for some
time in a trough or vat (ma dten, jayp, TohSr. 9i and

often
; see Heb. Lexx. for obscure word atin, pipy,

Job 21 24, which some would connect with the jays of

the Mishna). From a passage in Mtnahoth (84/. )
we

1 Aholiab, P s artificer, a Danite like Hiram (y.v., 2), may
have borne this name (ax SnN for n^ SnN, the alteration was no
doubt intentional). See, further, HIRAM, 2.

2 For the modern processes of oil-making in Syria see the
works of such writers as Robinson, Thomson, Van Lennep, and
especially the details given by a native in Landberg, Proverbet
et dictons du peuple arabe, i^ff.
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learn that it was usual to subject the olives to three

successive processes for the complete expression of the

oil, which of course deteriorated in quality with each

process.
i. The first process began by gently pounding (rns)

the olives (o trnM DTn, Tirum. 1 8 / )
in a mortar ;

the pulp was then poured into a wicker or rush basket

(^p), which, acting as a strainer, allowed the liquid

(Svs. TohSr. 92) to run into a vessel underneath. The

oil which would presently float on the top was skimmed

off, we must assume, leaving the amurca (to use the

Latin term) behind. The oil thus produced was of

the finest quality perhaps alluded to in Am. 66

and was, we have little doubt, the rrro
JCB&amp;gt;,

the

beaten oil of the OT. Indeed, the Talmud expressly

gives the equation rvns jDB
= Bi?n3 & (Mfndh. 86^).

ii. In the second process, the basket with the pulp
was conveyed to the oil-press (see below, 3), where

a second quality of oil was expressed by means of the

press-beam.
iii. The third process we still follow the authority

above cited consisted in submitting the remaining pulp
to the action of the oil-mill (see below, 3), after which

it was submitted as before to the press-beam. The oil

in this case, needless to say, was of inferior quality. No
mention is made of the application of heat either by
the addition to the pulp of hot water, or otherwise

which is now universally used to expedite the flow of oil.

The processes described were carried through either in

the olive-garden itself, as the remains of oil-presses in

different parts of Palestine amply attest, or in a special

building, the nan n 3 or press -house of the Mishna,

attached to the owner s house.

In liaba Bathrd^ =
s (with which cp Mauser. 1 7) we

have an interesting inventory of the contents of such a

TVT ll H press -house, which was evidently con-
a

structecl on the same lines as the Roman
presses, torcularium (see details of construction

with illust. in HHimner s Technologic 1 328-348 and the

articles torcular, torcularium, trapetum in the dictionaries

of Rich
[&amp;lt;

H
&amp;gt;]

and Smith
[&amp;lt;

:t|

]).
The essential apparatus

of the press-house consisted of the mill and the press.

We have seen that the older mortar (see MORTAR) was

still used in NT times in the preparation of the finest

oil from the choicest berries ;
but we may safely assume

that, in the manufacture on a large scale, the berries

were crushed in the oil-mill (Tohtr. 98, more precisely

CTTT ^y S Zab. 42). In construction the oil-mill differed

little from the primitive mill still used in Syria.
The place of the mortar was taken by a circular stone trough

the CT or sea of the Mishna 6 to 8 ft. in diameter, to judge

from extant specimens. In this the olives were crushed by
means of a stone C?02), in shape like a millstone, of varying

diameter and thickness. This stone was placed vertically, not

horizontally as in the flour-mill, in the hollow understone or

trough, and was made to revolve, by means of a pole or beam
inserted through its centre, round the inner circumference of the

trough. The parts described are still found in all parts of

Palestine (see, besides writers already cited, Oliphant s Haifa,
95)-
The main feature of the oil-press, from which it

derived its name, was the press-beam (kordh, rnip.

prelunt), which was simply a lever of the second class.

To provide a fulcrum, one end of the beam was inserted

at a convenient height into the face of a monolith in the

garden, or into a wooden tie kept immovable by two

upright beams (btthuloth, niSna, the arbores of the

Roman torcnla), fixed into the floor of the press-house

(see diagrams of construction in Rich, Smith, etc.,

cited above). The crushed pulp or paste from the mill

was placed in special baskets (Sp, *??!?, etc.) which were

piled one upon another and covered with flat boards

(i pns?)
to distribute the pressure ; the press-beam was

then lowered and the requisite pressure brought into

play by means of a windlass (SiSa) operating by ropes
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attached to the free end of the beam. In a simpler

press of this kind (probably the aoip of Sk&ftth%6) a

less powerful pressure was obtained, as at the present

day, by hanging large stones to the end of the beam.
The press was worked by press-men (c Tna, TohSr. 98

10i). Still another form of press was, and still is, in use

in Palestine. Two upright stones were erected a few feet

apart and a third, of great weight, laid on the top, the

whole having the shape of a Greek II.
1

Failing the

last, a wooden cross-beam was inserted in the opposite
faces of the two upright stones. The baskets were

placed directly underneath the cross-beam, and the inter

vening space filled with logs of wood or heavy stones

(o Siay, D T3, etc.); the pressure was increased by the in

sertion of wedges between the logs or stones (see Schick s

description of the actual remains of lioth kinds of presses
in ZDPl lOnS ff. with plans). Every press-house con

tained, further, the necessary gutters or conduits (nriy

A/a aier. ly) for conducting the expressed liquid to the

vats (see Schick s diagrams, I.e.
),

in which it was allowed

to settle and the oil gradually separated from the

amurca and other impurities. When duly purified the

oil was stored in jars (see CRUSE) and skins (nuu
Shabb. 102). The refuse (nsa) of the oil-press was used

as fuel (Shabb. 3 1 4i); perhaps, also, as in modern

times, in soap-making (cp the washing-balls of Sus.

17). The oil produced at Tekoa and at Ragab in

Peraea was reputed the best in Palestine (Mfndhdth 83).

In warm climates nature has taught even the savage
to ward off the injurious effects of the sun s heat upon

the skin by the application of animal fat, in
uses.

Q.J. once at ieas t a]so denoted by the word
sdmen (Ps. 10924). In oil-producing countries, such as

Canaan, the more pleasant -smelling oil of the olive

took its place. In Egypt, also, oil was regarded as a

necessary of life, scarcely less important than bread

itself. The Egyptian workman, according to Erman

(Egypt, 231), had probably to be contented with native

fat
;
but by all but the very poor oil was extensively

used, its importation being one of the most important
branches of commerce. Among the Jews at the time

of the olive harvest it was not unusual for the olive

gatherers to squeeze the oil into one hand and so anoint

themselves, or even to squeeze it directly upon the body

(Mauser. 4i). From Mt. 617 anointing the head (cp

Ps. 141 5 Eccl. 98 Judith 168) appears to have been as

much a part of the daily toilet as washing the face.

To pour oil upon the head (Ps. 23s
2 141 5 Lk. 7 46) was

a mark of respect for an honoured guest.
In Egypt prevailed a curious practice which is thus described

by Erman : The oil was not used as we should imagine. A
ball about the size of a fist was placed in the bowl of oil;

the consistency of the ball is unknown, but at any rate it

absorbed the oil. The chief anointcr, who was always to be

found in a rich household, then placed the ball on the head of

his master, where it remained during the whole time of the

feast, so that the oil trickled down gradually into the hair.

On festival days, all the people poured &quot;sweet oil&quot;
:t on their

heads, on their new coiffures. At all the feasts cakes of ointment

were quite as necessary as wreaths (.Egypt, 231, with illustr.).

In the OT, however, the allusions are more frequent

to the use of oil in connection with the bath ;
thus

washing and anointing are named together in Ruth 3 3

2 S. 1220 Ezek. 169 Judith 10s Sus. 17, and the same

conjunction is probably implied in the more general

references, Dt. 2840 Mic. 615. In all these the word for

anointing is ^D, d\fi&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;&amp;lt;is

or XP LU&amp;gt; . For the omission of

this use of oil in time of mourning, and for other

details, see ANOINT, i. In the same article will be

found a full discussion of the important place occupied
by oil as the medium of consecration of kings and priests

only once of a prophet i K.. 19 16 of sacred objects

1 Remains of dolmens were often used for this purpose.
2 Here the verb is Jtn, lit. to make fat ; cp |

V*, J udg. 9 9,

of the fatness of the olive-tree.

3 Cp the Hebrew phrase jjjn JCC*, fresh, sweet, oil Ps.

92io[n].
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and utensils. To anoint, in this sense, is ne&amp;gt;c, XP^W

(hence in Aramaic oil^n^O, Ezra 69 722), and the

sacred oil nnvsn jot?,
oil of anointing, or more fully

cnp nnc D v, only in P. For its composition (Ex.

3623-25) see OINTMENT (i).

The practice of anointing was, however, not confined
to the living body ;

the lifeless corpse also, as among
Greeks and Romans, was anointed with oil, although
in this case oil was usually only the basis of a more costly

unguent (Mt. 26 12 Lk. 2856; cp Mk. \sff. Jn. 1940).
In Egypt, also, it was the invariable practice to pour oil

over the dead body when the process of embalming was
finished (Wilkinson, Anc. Eg. 8429^, with illustr.

).

In 2 S.I 21 Is. 21s the MT 1 refers to the practice of

anointing shields with oil.
2 This was done, according

to the usual interpretations, either to keep them in

good condition if they were of leather, or to polish them
if made of metal. In view of the sacred associations
of the verb used (neto) it is probable that we have here

an obscure reference to a consecration of the warrior s

weapons before setting out to war. The Babylonians,
we know, dedicated foundation-stones, thresholds, etc.

,

by libations of wine and oil. Similar libations may
have been part of the solemn dedication of houses

among the Hebrews (Dt. 20s).
There are surprisingly few references in OT to the

all-important use of oil in the preparation of food. It

5. Domestic use.
is

f

in

7
this &quot; nection that th

^ &quot;Ifot Zarephath s remnant of oil is

conjoined with the handful of meal (i K. 17 12).
Unfaithful Israel was fed with fine flour and honey
and oil (Ezek. 16 13 19), but gave no thanks to the
divine giver. Yet the fact that an early writer seeks to

explain the taste of the wilderness manna by comparing
it to some well-known delicacy cooked with oil (iiy^

]Syn Nu. 118, RV &quot;- cakes baked with oil
)
shows

that this use of oil was familiar to his readers. Oil, as
much as wine, formed part of the ordinary provision
for a journey (Judith 10 5 Lk. 1034).

Further light is thrown upon the daily use of oil for

culinary purposes by the place it occupies in the later

6 In the
ritual of the Priestlv Code. The gifts

ritual
fferecl as tfle f ocl of Yahwe were those

most esteemed by his worshippers in their

own daily life. Oil accordingly figures prominently
among the offerings to the deity not only among the
Hebrews but also among Babylonians and Egyptians as
.well. In the present arrangement of the Priests Code
it is by no means easy, perhaps impossible, owing to
the existence side by side of different strata, to reach a
consistent presentation of the development of the meal-

offering (see attempted scheme in Oxf. Hex. \2^ff.}.
It will be sufficient to note here that in a typical offering
the fine flour of which it was essentially composed
might be presented in no fewer than four different

forms, in each of which oil plays a part.
(i) The flour might, in its natural state, be mixed either with

oil (Ex. 2840) or (2) have oil merely poured upon it (Lev. 2 i);
(3) the flour might be first mixed with oil as before, and then

shaped into cakes (niWl) and baked in the oven (Lev. 24 etc.),

or (4) first baked in the shape of thin flat cakes (D
%

|Tj3&quot;l) which
were then anointed with oil

(|OB&amp;gt;3 nirJEJp Ex. 29 2 Lev! 24 7 12

etc.).

I n the special case of the leprosy-offering (
Lev. 1 4 \off. ) ,

in addition to a meal-offering of flour mingled with
oil, there appears an offering of a log of oil (v. 10),
which was first to be waved before Yahwe (v. 12) and
then used in the symbolical purification of the leper as

prescribed in vr. i^ff. Oil, however, is absent from
the ritual of the sin-offering (Lev. 5 \ ff.} and the

1 [On the text see the commentaries, and further TASHER, S 2.
and Crit. Bib.\

2 Since the above was written, Schwally also has expressed
the view that the anointing of. the shield was a religious rite

(Semit. Kriegsaltertumer Ugoi], 49).
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jealousy-offering (Nu. 5 n ff.}. For the oil required for
these purposes, provision is made in the scheme of
Ezek. 45 14

(|ot!&amp;gt;n pn). A grant of 100 baths of oil was
made to Ezra from the royal exchequer (Ezra 7 22

; cp
i Esd.6 3o).

Not the least important of the daily uses of oil was
to supply the household with light. The wick of

7. As an
twisted flax (Is. 42s), protruding from

illuininant.
the nozzle, fed itself from the oil in the

body of the lamp (see LAMP). The
lamp, if required to burn for a lengthened period, had
to be frequently refilled (Mt. 25 iff.}.
From Shabbath 24 we learn that for the sake of economy it

was usual to place an egg-shell, or a clay vessel of similar

shape, with a minute aperture at the bottom, upon the mouth
(nS) of the lamp as a receptacle for the oil that it might more

sparingly reach the wick. In the same section (22) we have an
interesting list of substitutes for olive oil for illuminating
purposes, among them oil of sesame, nut oil, fish oil, and even

naphtha (BB:) and castor oil, p p JOB/ (Shabb. 2 i). The oil

for the lamps of the tabernacle, and therefore of the temple, had
to be of pure olive oil beaten 1 for the light (Ex. 27 20 Lev.
24 2). It was part of the charge of Eleazar, the son of Aaron
to attend to this oil and to the oil of anointing (Nu. 4 ie). In
the time of the Chronicler the charge of the oil fell to the
Levites (i Ch. 9 29), to a particular division of the priests,
according to Pseudo-Aristeas (ed. Wendland, 92).

Oil was used also medicinally by the Hebrews, as by the

Egyptians, the Romans (Pliny, etc.), and other ancient

8 Medicinal Pe PIes - Wounds and bruises were
mollified with oil (Is. 16 RV

; ointment,

AV). The Good Samaritan employed a
mixture of wine and oil (Lk. 1034), an antiseptic familiar
also to his Jewish contemporaries (Otho, Lex. Rabbin.

n). Olive oil is mentioned, along with wine, vinegar,
and oil of roses (-ni V), as an antidote to pains in the

loins (Shabbdtk 14 4). An oil -bath was one of the
remedies by which Herod s physicians sought to relieve

his excruciating pains (Jos. Ant. xvii. 6 5 BJ i. 33 5).
The anointing of the leper, above referred to, was not
remedial but symbolical. Both ideas are probably to
be found in the two remaining NT references to the
curative properties of oil (Mk. 613 Jas. 5 14).

In order to avoid the risk of ceremonial defilement,
the straiter section of the Jews scrupulously avoided

using oil that had been prepared by a non-Jew (Ab.
Zdrd 2s Jos. Vita 13). In the course of the great
revolt (66 A.D.

) John of Gischala skilfully turned this

prejudice to his own advantage by buying oil at a cheap
rate in Galilee, where it was abundant, and selling it at

Qesarea Philippi and the neighbourhood at eight (Jos.
BJ\\. 21 2, 591) or ten times (Vita, I.e., 74 ff.} the

purchase price.

Oil, as this incident shows, was at all times an

important article of commerce, both in the home trade

9. In commerce,
( ?
K

&quot; 47
|

and
?
M
LeXp0^ ?

h s*
, the markets of Tyre (Ezek. 27 17),

the oil of Palestine found its way
to the Mediterranean ports, and was undoubtedly
among the oil from the harbour mentioned in Egyptian
literature (Erman, Egypt, 231 ; cp Herzfeld, Handels-

geschichte der Juden, 94 ff.}. As a valuable article of

necessity and luxury, oil was ever a welcome gift,

whether as between individuals (i K. 5n, Solomon
to Hiram; i Ch. 1240) or nations (Hos. 12 1, Israel to

Egypt). For the same reason it figures in the tribute

imposed upon a conquered state, as in that of Phoenicia
and Coele-Syria to the Persian king (i Esd. 630).
A word may be said in conclusion as to the place of

oil in Hebrew metaphors. To the poets the almost

in T~ TJ-UI- i proverbial abundance of oil in Canaan
10. In Biblical , .. ,. .

metaphors.
suggested the use of oil as a figure of

abounding material prosperity, as when
it is said that Asher shall dip his foot in oil (Dt. 8824),
or when oil is spoken of as flowing for God s favoured
ones from the rock (Dt. 32 13 Job296 ; cp Joel 22-4).

1 For this D HS JDB
;

, see above, 2, i.
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From the association, further, of oil with the toilet of
the feast, it became to the Hebrews as to the Egyptians
a symbol of joy (Erman, I.e.), which gives point to

such expressions as the oil of gladness (Ps. 45 7 =
Heb. Ig) and the oil of joy for mourning (Is. 61 3).

A. R. S. K.

OIL, PRECIOUS. See OINTMENT, i.

OIL TREE is the rendering in Is. 41 19 (RVmK-

oleaster
)
of

|DE&amp;gt; ]T ;
Neh. 8 15 AV pine, RV wild

olive. The name oleaster was formerly given to

the wild variety of Olea europea, L. the dypitXaios of
Rom. 1117-24; it is so used, e.g., in Virgil (Georg.

2182). In modern times the name has been transferred
to a plant quite distinct from the olive, though in external
features resembling it, viz., Eleagnus angustifolia ;

and this, which is common throughout Palestine, is

most probably the
JCB* j

V or oil tree of OT (see

Tristram, NHB 372).&quot;

Whether, however, by the
JCB&amp;gt; S(J|

ofi K. 623 31^ the wood
of this tree, or rather, as Tristram (ib. 377) thinks, of the olive is

intended, cannot be certainly determined. See OLIVE, 2.

N.M. W.T.T.-D.

OINTMENT, i. (JDK , Semen, Is. 16, RV oil
),

precious ointment (21DH |OU7I, 2 K. 20is ||
Is. 392 Ps.

133 2), oil of holy ointment Snp nnETD JOK (Ex. 302S ,

RV holy anointing oil
). See OIL, 4. The holy chrism

described in Ex. 3023-25 was composed of i hin of

olive oil, 500 [shekels] of flowing myrrh, 250 [shekels]

OLD-CHRISTIAN LITERATURE
of sweet cinnamon, 250 [shekels] of sweet calamus, and
500 [shekels] of cassia. See, also, ANOINTING.

It is usually supposed that the holy oil or ointment is referred
to in Ps. 133 2, which says that it trickled down on Aaron s

beard, where it lay on the collar (not skirt) of his outer garment
(Macalister, in Hastings, DB 3 593 /). No learning or ingenuity,
however, can make a reference to the holy oil or to Aaron s beard
any more probable than a reference to the dew of Hermun (see

DEW, end, col. 1096). |iairi Vttfby jSB;3 is probably the true

reading of v. 3 (so Che.), and both Aaron s beard, and Mike
the dew of Hermon are corruptions of it. A similarly impossible
phrase is the ointment of his right hand (Prov. 27 16) ; see

Toy, at/ loc., and cp WIND.
2.

nnp_~lp, as in the phrase C np_l, Ex.3025, RV a perfume

compounded. Cp i Ch. 30 2 Ch. 16 14, and see PERFUME.

3. nnpTOi Job 41 23 [31] , AV a pot of ointment
(&amp;lt;&

f^dXiirTpov [BNAC], ftdXeiirTpov [B
a -b

]), RV ointment.
The context is very corrupt. It is in a description of

Leviathan. Read (supplementing ABYSS, col. 31, and
BEHEMOTH, col. 521), He makes the sea like a
caldron (-insa, represented by TDD ; the second -\ fell

out), and continue, The bottom of the river is his

path, the dark places of the abyss are his road. 1

Rashi regards the root-meaning as to make a
mixture (cp Toy, Ezek. SBOT, Heb. , on Ezek. 24 10).

Apparently it is a denominative from npi, spice. Cp
Ass. rukku, to prepare spices, rikku, spice (Ges. -Bu. ).

4. fivpov Mt. 26 7 etc. Rev. 18 13. Perhaps from ); See
MVRKH and cp PERFUME.

OLAMUS (toAAMOC [BA]), i Esd. 9 3o=Ezra 1029 ,

MESHULLAM, 12.
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Old-Christian
,., .

By Old-Christian Literature 1
is here intended the

extant remains of Christian literature so far as these are

connected with the elucidation, defence,
oca

K
cy f the Chrf

ian reli

|
ion -

down to about the year 1 80 A. D. Since

no other description of Christian writ

ings has come down to us from within the period defined,
we may also say that the designation covers the whole

body of extant Christian literature, sacred or secular,

canonical or uncanonical, whether pages, books, or

collections of books. It is usual to isolate the NT and
to regard the twenty-seven books united under the title

as a group standing by itself and not belonging to the

Old -Christian Literature properly so-called; and in

accordance with this a distinction is commonly made
between the two studies, which are regarded as mutually
independent : Introduction to the NT and Patristic

the latter denoting the scientific investigation of such

writings of the early Christian period as were not

received into the Canon, and the first, whether as

Historical Critical Introduction to the NT, or as

History of the Literature or of the Books of the

NT, or simply as History of the NT denoting the

1 [The phrase Old-Christian fonaltchristlich, mtdchristelijk,
on the analogy of Old-Catholic, is preferred as a technical

term, less ambiguous than the more idiomatic Early Christian
or the not sufficiently colourless Primitive Christian. ]
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study, in the aggregate or in detail, of the works which
make up the NT, whether this study be limited to the

questions relating to their contents and origin, or ex

tended to those relating to their text and its history,

translation, interpretation, appreciation, etc.

The distinction, however, is not a just one, and its

maintenance as recently exhibited by Th. Zahn in his

article Einleitung in das NT in PKE^, 6270-4 (cp
Kanon des NT, ib. 9 769-73) cannot be recommended.

However powerful the practical considerations which
can be urged in its support such as the current usage
of language, the peculiar importance of the NT for the

faith and conduct of Christians, the place it occupies in

dogma, in religious instruction, in university lectures

and courses of study, the established practice of hand
books, it is none the less without scientific justification.
It does not, in point of fact, rest upon any real difference

in the character or origin of the writings concerned, but

only upon the assumption of their differing values as

sacred or non-sacred books, as if the NT contained the

records of a special revelation in the last result the only

argument of Th. Zahn whilst none of the other literary

productions of ancient Christianity can lay claim to any

; IN. for TK
,
and

(nearly as Du.), **

for nnp and also for

for 37U (so Gu.) ; 2trn3 for UK

for m-B- 1

?; see Che. Crit. Bib.\
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OLD-CHRISTIAN LITERATURE
such title. The justice of the separation may be granted
when the question is looked at from the dogmatic point
of view ;

but it is none the less purely dogmatic, and
on that very account inadmissible in a scientific research.

Moreover, the history of the origin and collection of the

books of the NT has long ago enabled us to see that

they arose one by one in the ordinary genuinely human
manner, and only gradually were gathered together.

Not at a single stroke, nor by any special divine or

human providence, nor yet in virtue of exceptional
talents or, if you will, supernatural gifts denied to other

Old-Christian writers or collectors, was this task achieved.

It was done by men moved after the same manner as

ourselves, men who were the children of their own time

and, be it said with all reverence for the priceless work

they accomplished, were gifted in very various degrees,

writers, speaking generally, of similar quality and similar

endowment with those to whom we are indebted for

the other literary productions of ancient Christianity ;

collectors who, governed by various views regarding
the interest of Christian society as they had learned to

understand it, brought together a group of gospels, two

groups of epistles the Pauline and the Catholic

neither of which, however, ever had fixed limits. To
these were added, though not immediately or even

unanimously, Acts of the Apostles and a Revelation of

John ; also, for a time, in one quarter or another, other

writings which in the end failed to gain admission into the

Canon. See CANON, 60-76; Zahn, PREW, 9768-796;

Van Manen, Handl. voor de Oudchr. Lett. 119-123.
The same history enables us to see that the books of

the NT were originally coincident with what subse

quently came to be described as Old-Christian literature.

They form part of it an essential and highly interesting

and important nay, the most important part. The
old distinction between canonical and non-canonical

books as regards this literature must be abandoned ;

NT Introduction and Patristic must no longer be

separate studies, they must be amalgamated in that of

Old-Christian literature.

In principle this has been recognised at various times

during the course of the nineteenth century, and especially

n j i within the last decades, under the influ-
2. Gradual /

... ence of a growing interest m the examples
lon&amp;lt;

of Old-Christian literature which had not

attained canonicity, however little the persons by whom
the recognition was made may seem to have been aware
of the full significance of their words. Authors of

Introductions to the NT were often obliged to discuss

more or less fully, besides the books received into the

NT, other gospels, Epistles, Acts, Apocalypses, which
had arisen in similar circles.

Some of these scholars, such as Eichhorn, actually called their

subject a history of Old-Christian literature. Hilgenfeld collected

a Novtim Testamentuin extra canonem receptuin 1866, iSS/^C
2
),

containing Epistles of Clement, Barnabas, the Shepherd of

Hermas, fragments of Gospels and other books.

The philologist Blass in writing his Grammatik des

NTlichen Griechisch (1896, ET, by Thackeray, 1898)
deemed it no longer fitting to confine his attention to

the text of the canonical books of the NT, but took

account also of the Epistles of Barnabas and Clement,
the Homilies of Clement, the Shepherd of Hermas, the

fragments of the Gospel and Apocalypse of Peter.

Harnack avowed on the first page of the first volume of his

Gesch. d. altchristlichen Litteratur (1893) although for

practical reasons he passed over the NT in giving his account of
the tradition of that literature, and in his writing on Chronology,
(Chronologic der altchristlichen Litteratur (1897), dealt with
it but in a stepmotherly way to the primitive literature of

Christianity belong above all the twenty-seven writings which
constitute the NT. G. Kriiger in his Gesch. d. altchristl.

Litteratur, 1895, would doubtless have devoted more than a
few pages merely to the books of the NT, had not Jiilicher been

contributing to the same series his Einleitung in d, NT.
Holland, meanwhile, had been more thoroughgoing.
As early as 1870-1871 an edition of the Apostolic Fathers,

translated with introductions and notes had been published by
A. C. Duker and W. C. van Manen, under the general title Oud-
Chrisielijkc Letterkunde. RauwenhofF in his sketch of a theo

logical encyclopaedia (Th. T, 1878, p. i7o)had substituted for NT
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3. Extent.

Introduction and Patristic, Original documents relating to
the founding of Christianity. The same two branches of study
ceased any longer to be officially recognised when the Hill

relating to the Higher Education was passed in 1876. The Act
speaks only of Old-Christian literature an expression including
both branches, as was set forth and vindicated by the present
writerin his inaugural &ddres*(De Leerstoelder Oud-Christelijke
Letterkunde, 1885). J. M. S. Baljon, ten years later, expressed
himself in substantial agreement with this view in his inaugural
address at Utrecht (De Oud-Christelijke Letterkunde, 1895).
The same author in issuing a Dutch edition of Cremer s Biblisck-

theolojrisches \VSrterlnich der NTlichen Griicittit made so many
additions as to make it in reality a first essay towards a Lexicon
of Old-Christian Literature (H oordenboek hoojiizakclyk van
de Oud-Christelijke Letterkunde, 1897-1899). Kriiger declared
himself convinced by the arguments of Van Manen, and wrote
under this influence Das Dogma vom Neuen Testament, 1896.

At I.eyden, since 1885, Hermeneutics and Textual

Criticism have been taught, not as formerly with ex

clusive reference to the NT, but with reference to the

whole body of Old-Christian literature. There also was

published the first edition of a manual of Old-Christian

literature, by Van Manen
( 1900), in which the old distinc

tion between canonical and uncanonical writings was dis

regarded, and the material that had formerly been divided

into these two was brought under a single category.
As regards the delimitation of this material no unani

mity has as yet been reached. In common parlance
the expression Old-Christian literature is

used so widely as to be supposed to include

all literary remains of Christian antiquity that can be

regarded as, say, more than a thousand years old.

Thus, for example, R. A. Lipsius entitled his great work Die
Apokryphen Apostelgcschichten n. Apostellcgenden, 1 883-90, in

which texts dating from the second, third, fourth, down to the

ninth century, and sometimes even of a yet later date, are dealt

with, a contribution to the history of Old-Christian literature

( ein Beitrag zur altchristlichen Literatur-geschichte). Harnack

placed upon the title-page of his largely planned Gescliichte der
altchristlichen Litteratur down to Eusebius, and in his

preface (I. 1893, pp. viii, x) explained the words as meaning
that he does not desire to include the Council of Nice in the

scope of his work although taking account of the writings of
Eusebius. Moreover, he leaves out of consideration all that

relates to the Manichscans, a portion of the Testimonia of

Origen and Eusebius, fragments of Julius Africanus, Origen,
Eusebius, some things relating to Clement of Alexandria,

Hippolytus, Cyprian. Kriiger confined his History of Old-
Christian Literature, 1895, to the first three centuries.

For the last sixteen years the arbitrary character of

any such limitation has been continually protested

against in Leyden. It is liable to alteration at any
moment and has nothing to justify it. Consistency
of language is, moreover, greatly to be desired. If

the subject of Old -Christian literature be accepted
as equivalent to that of NT Introduction plus Patristic,

the expression can no longer suitably be employed
to denote what might more properly be described

as Old -ecclesiastical, or, in a wider sense, later

Old-Christian literature the latter being divided

into Old-ecclesiastical and Heretical. The literary

remains of most of the church fathers and their con

temporaries the category of church fathers including,

according to Roman Catholic reckoning, writers down
to the thirteenth century, while in Protestant circles it is

limited to the first six centuries fall outside the limits

of Old-Christian literature. This embraces the NT and

all that, speaking generally, pertains to it, as dating
from the same or the immediately adjacent period, and

breathing on the whole the same spirit a spirit, that is

to say, the same, apart from all difference that arises

from mutual divergences in the personality, tendency,

aim, environment of the writers. The question to be

asked is as to what they have in common with one

another as distinguished from those who lived at a later

period. What spontaneously and immediately presents

itself as thus characteristic and distinctive is their atti

tude towards the NT canon. Irenoeus, Clement of

Alexandria, Tertullian, and those who followed them

hold towards this literature an attitude quite different

from that of the Old-Christian writers who preceded.

They not only, like some of the latter, show acquaint

ance with some, or many, of the books that now
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have a place in the collection called the XT

; they also

appear to recognise these, all of them or some of them,
as authoritative for faith and practice in a word, as

holy writ. Here we have a touchstone for discriminat

ing what is Old-Christian from what is not. In this

respect there is, as a rule, a marked difference between
the Christian literature of an warlier date and that of the

later date just indicated
;

let us say, before and after

the year 180 A.u. , the date of the principal work of

Irenasus, Against Heresies (IIp6s aip^fftis ; according to

iii. 83 written in the time of Kleutherus, 173 or 175-188
or 190 A. ix

).
Here we find a criterion for Old-

Christian which does not lie in the whim or fancy of

the historian, but in the nature of the case, being sup
plied by the material itself with which he has to deal.

We shall do well, therefore, to adhere to it even

should we occasionally find that it is difficult to draw
the line with equal precision at all points because in

point of fact, strictly speaking, it does not always
exist.

Harnack and Kriiger follow a classification of the

subject-matter which cannot be adopted here partly
because they extend their scheme so as to

4. Sub
divisions.

come down to Eusebius or to the end of the

third century, partly because in point of fact

they take no account, or almost no account, of the twenty-
seven books of the NT. Nor is it advisable to follow

them in their distinction between original (Urlitter-

atur), gnostic, and churchly literature, with further

subdivisions under each of these classes, in view of the

fact that before 180 A. ix it is hardly possible to speak
of churchly literature at all, that the line between

original and gnostic writings is difficult to draw,
and that the further subdivisions not the same in

Harnack and Kriiger bear witness more clearly to the

embarrassment of their authors than to any real en

deavour to subdivide the writings in question as far as

possible according to their contents.

Harnack, for example, begins with epistles of Paul that had
not been received into the Canon, and with gospels, including

apocrypha, certainly dating from the so-called post-apostolic

age; the Preaching and other non-canonical works of Peter,
the Acts and the Preaching of Paul, the Apocalypse of Peter,
further epistles of Paul, epistles of Clement, the Shepherd of

Hermas, the epistle of Barnabas . . . Papias, Polycarp . . .

Ignatius, the Didache . . . apologies of Quad ratus, Aristicles,

Justin . . . ; and apocryphal Acts of Leucius, . . . Thomas,
John. etc. This is what Harnack calls the Christian original
literature (Urlitteratur), which is followed by the gnostic, whilst

in the third division he deals with Christian writings from
Asia Minor, Gaul, and Greece, dating from the second half of

the second century, including epistles of Themiso and the

churches of Lyons and Vienna, apologies of Meiito and Athena-

goras.
Kriiger divides Original Christian (Urchristliche) literature

into Epistles, Apocalypses, Histories (Gospels and Acts), Di
dactic Writings, but discusses (to mention one or two examples)
the Gospels of Valentinus and Marcion under gnostic, the

apologies of Quadratus, Aristides, and Justin under churchly,
literature.

It is better to classify the writings according to their

different literary forms, and in doing so to adhere as far

as possible to tradition and thus avoid anticipating any
estimate we may have to form regarding the Old-

Christian writers at a later stage of our investigations.
Guided by these principles, we propose to adopt the

following classification of Old-Christian literature :
l

Gospels, Acts, Epistles, Revelations,
5. Survey.

Apologies, Didactic Writings. In the

present article it will not be possible to do more than

give a brief survey of the contents of these six classes,

further reference being made on many particulars to

separate articles in this Encyclopaedia (although the

present writer must not be held as in every case con

curring in the conclusions there formulated).

I. GOSPELS
( 6-8).

In Old-Christian literature, the gospels first demand

1 It is the classification followed in the University instruction

at Leyden.
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our attention. Besides the usual word gospels (cuay-

6 Gosnels V^&quot;
1

)
we ^ nc^ such designations as

the oldest
GosPel -writing (ypa-Ql tvayytXiov), Say-

, ings of the Lord (Xrryia KvpiaKa), Records

(dtriyriffeis), Memoirs of the Apostles
(a.Tro/j.i ijfj.oi fij/j.aTa Tuiv diroffToXwv), Traditions (irapa-

Sofffts), The Acts of Jesus (ai rov Iriaov irpd^tts), The
Book of Days (i) fiifi\os ruv

i]fj.fpu&amp;gt;v).
These writings

all relate to the life and work of Jesus Christ. They have
a twofold character historical and doctrinal-practical.

They are not mere memoirs, drawn up by disciples or

friends, for the purpose of preserving in the memory of

contemporaries and posterity the recollection of what

Jesus of Nazareth was, aimed at, did, said, experienced ;

they are more : they are handbooks in which each
writer in his own way sought to make known Jesus
Christ, the Lord, the Son of God, in all that he was for

the world. History here is employed in the service

of religious instruction.

As for their origin, the gospels, on close comparison,
point us back to

(i. )
an oldest written gospel (TO tvay-

y^Xiov) which unfortunately does not exist for us except
in so far as we can recover any traces of it preserved
in later recensions. Perhaps it began somewhat as

follows : In the fifteenth year of the reign of Tiberias

Caesar, Pontius Pilate being governor of Judaea . . .

in the high-priesthood of Annas and Caiaphas, . . .

there came down to Capernaum, a city of Galilee (fv

S^ye/jLovevovTos \\ovriov IleiXdrou TTJS Ioi 5cuas . . . tVJ

d.p^ipf(j}v &quot;A VVCL Kai Kaul0a, . . . KO.T^/\Ofv 6ts Ka0otp-
vaov/j. TroXcc r.,s IVXtXcu as ; cp Lk. Jji 2 431), Jesus
Christ the Son of God

;
and then proceeded to sketch,

somewhat in the following order, his appearance at

Capernaum, his casting out of devils, the proclamation
of the kingdom of God, the transfiguration, the final

journey to Jerusalem, his passion, death, and resurrec

tion. Nothing was said as yet of his origin, birth,

early life, meeting with John, baptism in Jordan,

temptation in the wilderness, nor much of consequence

regarding his mission as a religious teacher and preacher
in Galilee.

This work, presumably written in Greek, may be

conjectured to have arisen in the post-apostolic age in

circles which sought to combine their more developed

Christology (a free speculation of what would then have

been called the left wing )
with (ii. )

the still older

apostolic tradition not yet reduced to writing partly

historical, partly not, regarding Jesus of Nazareth as

the Messiah who had once appeared and whose return

was to be expected. As over against the friends of

this older tradition, who were able to point to it, those

whom we have described (i. )
as belonging to the left

wing felt the need of a clear setting -forth of what
had been done and suffered by the Son of God in his

manifestation in the world.

The gospel thus produced (the first to be written,

but, as we have seen, not the oldest form of what had
been the oral tradition concerning the

life, passion, and death of Jesus the

Messiah) was soon supplemented and improved in

various ways with the help and guidance of this older

tradition. The book appeared in new recensions, new
forms. Among others there was, probably, an Aramaic

recension, which still survives in a whole group of

extant (partly fragmentary) gospels : those of the

Hebrews (APOCRYPHA, 26 ; CANON, 73 ; GOSPELS,

155), of the Twelve Apostles and of the Ebionites

(APOCRYPHA, 26), of Peter( APOCRYPHA, 26 ; CANON,
73; SIMON PETER), of the Egyptians (APOCRYPHA,
26; GOSPELS, 156^), of Matthias (APOCRYPHA,
26; MATTHIAS), and those of the synoptists, which

were received into the Canon (Mt, Mk., Lk. ; see

GOSPELS).
In any case there lie behind the text of the three

synoptists one or more written gospels of which the
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respective authors made use, each in his own way, in

the composition of his work.

Among the later recasts of the original written gospel

ought also to be classed that used by Marcion. It bore
no distinctive name, and was afterwards maintained by
Marcion s opponents to be a mutilated form of Lk.

(see GOSPELS, 98), although it would be more
correct to say that it took its place alongside of that

gospel as an independent redaction of the common
source. This common source, along with its two

derivatives, Marcion and Lk. , may then be regarded as

constituting a distinct group, the Pauline, as distinguished
from the synoptic in the narrower sense of the word
i.e., the Old- or Jewish-Christian, immediately under

lying our canonical Mt. and Mk.
,
which have received

Pauline touches (see Van Manen, Handl. chap, i., 31).
A third current in the development of the written

gospel along the Old- or Jewish-Christian and the Paul
ine or Gentile-Christian lines, is the Gnostic, including
the Gospels of which we know practically nothing but
the names of Cerinthus, Carpocrates, Basilides, Apelles,
Valentinus (see GOSPELS, 99), as also the later

Gospels of Thomas, Philip, Eve, Judas Iscariot, the

Gospel of Perfection (Consummation?) (evayytXiov
re Xftwffews), the proper (tdia) gospels of the Severians,
and others, now lost, which also dated probably from the

second century. A main source for our knowledge of
the type of writing here referred to is, notwithstanding
its catholic colouring, our canonical Fourth Gospel (see
GOSPELS, and JOHN, SON OF ZEHEDEE).
As belonging to the same branch of Old-Christian

Literature ought also to be enumerated the extra-

canonical Words of Jesus, most recently collected with

praiseworthy diligence by A. Resch (Agrapha, 1889 ;

Aussercanonische Paralleltexte zu den Evangelien, 5

parts, 1893-97 ;
Die Lojia Jesu, 1898). Cp J. H.

Ropes (Spriiche Jesu, 1896), who criticises and classifies

them into seventy-three Agrapha without any, eleven of

perhaps some, and fourteen of distinct, importance (see
GOSPELS, 156^).

Also the so-called A&yia Irjcrov found in 1897 on a

papyrus leaf among the ruins of Oxyrhynchus (see
APOCRYPHA, 26, 6; GOSPELS, 86, 156 a

; PAPYRI);
the Fayum fragment (see APOCRYPHA, 26, 5 ;

GOSPELS, 156); in so far as one can venture to

hold its existence (which is not probable, or at least

is not certain), the Words of the Lord, collected by
Matthew and commented on by Papias (see CANON,
66; GOSPELS, 120, 122, 149, 150); and the

Diatessaron of Tatian (CANON, 68
; GOSPELS, 107;

Zahn, /^e&amp;lt;
3
) 5 653-661 ; van Manen, Handl. chap. i.

44).

Apocryphal gospels, even of a comparatively early date, such
as those of James, Thomas, Ni&amp;lt;:odemus(see APOCRYPHA, 27 ;

NICODEMUS [GOSPEL OF]), in which narra-
8. Apocryphal lives are given of the nativity and childhood,

gospels. passion and death of Jesus ; also concerning
his father Joseph, his mother Mary, his

descent into hell ; or about Pilate, fall beyond the limits of time
here assigned, although they occasionally contain noteworthy
reminiscences. Strictly speaking, they can at best be regarded
only as appendices.

II. ACTS
( 9-17)

The next class of writings to be considered is the

group of Acts (7rpds, Acta}, Circuits (ireploSoi,

9 Acts-
Itinera

}&amp;lt; Preaching (icripvyfj.a), Martyrdom

character. (naPPLO
&quot;}&amp;lt;

r

Passion (Passiv), Consum
mation (reXetwcris, Consummatio). These

writings relate to the life and career of apostles and other

prominent persons. They have, as a rule, a twofold
character

; they are narratives, but also works of edifica

tion, sometimes didactic and apologetic as well. The
oldest of them have disappeared, either wholly or in

part. The earliest of their kind, chiefly relating to the
life of Paul, most probably had, like the oldest written

gospel ( 6, i.
),

its origin within a circle of Christians
of a progressive or (if the epithet is preferred)
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Pauline type, who did not hold themselves bound
exclusively by (apostolic) tradition. This conclusion
is suggested by the consideration that the friends of
tradition feel no need of lives as long as the opposite
party do not feel it

; by what is known as to the course
of the development of the written gospel ; by the con
clusions of criticism regarding the canonical book of

Acts, and by the circumstance that Circuits
(TrepioSoi)

of gnostic origin lie at the foundation of Catholic

Apocryphal Acts (irpd^as). The remnants of the work
which we may call the Acts of Paul (PAUL, 37) are
to be traced in Acts 1 24 [D] 4 367. 61-15 751-83 9i-ao
11 19-30 13-28 ; but they have there undergone a change
of form. In any case, one or more previous writings
now lost underlie the canonical book of Acts (see ACTS,

i 8-12
; PAUL, 37 ; also van Manen, Paulus I.

;

De Hand, der app. , 1890 ;
Handl. chap. ii. 2-7).

Of the following works little more than the title is

known. An Acts of Apostles (irpd^eis a.Tro&amp;lt;TTt&amp;gt;\uv),

10 Fragments
accordinS to Epiphanius (30 16), was
used by the Ebionites. Probably a

counterpart (and therefore not a polemic) to the Acts
afterwards received into the canon

; a recast of the
same material but in another spirit the anti-Pauline.
An Ascents of James ( Avafia.6iJ.ol laKtafiov), ac

cording to Epiphanius (loc. cit.
),
contained blasphemies

against Paul and utterances of James against the

temple and the sacrifices and the fire upon the altar

(cp APOCRYPHA, 28).
An Ascents of Paul

( AvafBariKov IlavXov), accord

ing to Epiphanius (882), was in use among the gnostics

(cpaCor. 122-4).
An Acts of Paul (IldiAoi; 7rpdeis), mentioned by

Origen and others, perhaps closely related to the Acts
of Pau mentioned already ( 9, end) as having been

employed in the preparation of canonical Acts, unless
we are to regard it as the kernel of the (Apocryphal)
Acts of Peter and Paul.

The Preaching of Paul (Pauli Prccdicatio], mentioned

by Cyprian, is perhaps to be identified with the Acts

(Trpdijeu) just mentioned.
Clement of Alexandria makes us somewhat better ac

quainted with a work called The Preaching of Peter

11. Preaching {&quot;^T
V7/0- It represents a

of Pet
liberal view of the preaching of the

gospel, as designed for both Jews
and Gentiles, in which Paul is presented neither

in a favourable nor in an unfavourable light, and
no other apostolate than that of the twelve is thought
of. It seems to have proceeded from some one who
was not a Jew by birth, and who most probably was a

Greek, somewhere about 120-125 (
see APOCRYPHA, 31,

2
;
SIMON PETER

;
also E. von Dobschiitz, Das Kerygma

Petri, 1893; Loman, Th.T, 1886, pp. 71-78, 333-6;
Harnack, ACL 1, 1893, PP- 2 5~28 2, 1897, pp. 472-4).

Apocryphal Acts first appeared separately in con
siderable numbers, and afterwards came into col-

- . lections. A group of Gnostic Circuits
!&quot; Apocry- r*i * it/ / ~ ~ * i^

nhal Aft 01 the Apostles (Trepioooi. ruv aTroaToXuv),

embracing Acts of Peter, John, Andrew,
Thomas, and Paul, is attributed to Leucius Charinus ;

in a revised form and expanded into Catholic Acts of the

Apostles (irpd^eis T&V dTTOffroXiiiv), to Abdias.

The study of this copious literature (Apocryphal
Acts) discloses that it arose in Gnostic circles and that

much of it was taken over by the Catholics after it had
been duly revised (see R. A. Lipsius, Apokr. Ap.-gesch.

1883-1890 ;
R. A. Lipsius and M. Bonnet, Acta aposto-

lorum apocrvpha, 1 1, 1891, 2i, 1898).
The oldest of these Acts, probably old enough to fall

within the period covered by the present article, al

though scholars are not agreed as to this, are now lost

unless in so far as they survive in later editions and
redactions. Such were, it is conjectured, Circuits of
Peter and Circuits of Paul (IlepioSot Herpov and

Hepiodoi llavXov), absorbed into the extant Catholic Acts
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of Peterand Paul (Ilpdfeij Hfrpov xal Hav\ov); Circuits

of John (HfpioSoi Iwdvvov), which partially still sur

vive in Catholic and later Gnostic recensions
;
the Acts

of Paul and Thecla, preserved in a later redaction, un
less we are to hold what does not seem very probable

that this work was already used by Tertullian before

190 A.D. , or take it, with C. Schmidt (1897), for a
section of the Acts of Paul (IIpcieis llai&amp;gt;\ov) (see
Harnack, ACL 1136-8 2i 493-505; Bibl. World, 1901,

pp. 185-190).
Related to the category of Acts and in part belonging

to it are the Books of Martyrs (Alurtyria, Acta,

13. Martyrdoms : ^
assiones

&amp;gt;

*
&amp;gt;//)

f which Euse-

_, . -L . bms made a collection, now lost
i, i eter, i n

ffvyypa.fj.fw., Ka.rd\oyos) ;
some of them fall within or

just beyond our period. They are :

i. Accounts, known in various recensions, of the

Martyrdom of Peter and Paul, which are supposed to

have originally stood at the end of the oldest Acts of

Paul and Peter (cp Harnack, ACL 1130-134).
ii. A Martyrdom of the holy Polycarp (Maprtfjtxo?

rov ayiou Ylo\VKiipTrov), in the form of a letter from
. . p , the church of God at Smyrna, sent at its

o ycarp, Qwn rec)uest to t j]e cnurch O f philomelium
and also, unsolicited, to all other churches belonging to

the holy catholic church, within a year of the martyrdom
of Bishop Polycarp, circa 155, for the purpose of setting
forth the circumstances connected with it.

The Greek text has reached us in five MSS. ; in an abridged
form in Eusebius (HE 4 15), and in an Old-Latin translation ;

it

appears in various editions of the Apostolic fathers, the latest

and best being those of Zahn, 1896, and Lightfoot, 1889!-),

cp Funk, 1901. The genuineness and historicity have been

rightly questioned, either denied or disputed, by Steitz (JDT,
1861), Schiirer (ZlfT, 1870), Duker and van Manen (Oud-Ckr.
Lctt. l\b$, 1871), Keim (felsus, 1873, p. 145, and Urchr. 1878),

Lipsius(Z#T, i874),Gebhardt(.?//7-, 1875), Holtzmann(Z;* 7
,

1877), Jean Reville (De anno t ol., 1881), Rovers (Th.T, 1881,

pp. 451-7), and upon insufficient grounds maintained by Hilgen-
feld (?.\VT, 1861, 1874), Zahn (1876), Kenan (J. f.glise Chr. 452),

Lightfoot (iSSgl-t), Kriiger (1895), Harnack (ii. 1, 1897, p. 341).

The work is, whether we regard form or contents,

not a letter, nor even an account of Polycarp s death,
and certainly not written soon after that event

;
it is

a decorated narrative of the saint s martyrdom framed
after the pattern of the story of Jesus passion as given
in the gospels, and expanded into a writing in glorifica
tion of the true martyrdom and at the same time in

depreciation of the self-sought, superfluous martyrdom
commended by the Montanists. The legendary char

acter of the contents, which is not to be set aside by the

assumption of interpolations, as also the tendency of

the whole, brings it to a date some decades later than
that of the death of Polycarp (circa 155 A.D.

), yet still

within the second century, rather than in the middle of

the third century, or even later, as some would have it.

iii. A writing concerning Pionius (lliovios), who, we
learn, suffered martyrdom at Smyrna shortly after Poly-

15 p.
. carp, is mentioned by Eusebius (HE

- 4 15, 47), and is extant in a transcript at
C

Venice (Kriiger, ACL, 106).
iv. Memoirs of martyrs : Carpus and Papylus and a

woman Agathonice ( TTrOjitPTj/xara fj.f/m.aprvpriKorwi Kd/&amp;gt;-

TTOV KO.I IlaTri Xoi; KO.I yvvaiKOs A.ya.tiovi.K-q i}, mentioned

by Eusebius (HE 4is), edited by Harnack, who holds

it to have been written in the reign of Marcus Aurelius

(TU\\\. 8-4433-466).
v. Martyrdom of the holy martyrs Justinus, Chariton

. . . who were martyred at Rome (Maprvpiov TUV

aytuv fj-aprvpuv lovarrivov Xaptrowos XapiroOj Ei eX-

iriarov I^pa/cos Ilatai oj KO.L At/SeptovoO fj.a.pTvpijffa.vrwv

iv PUJ/U.T;), published with a Latin translation by Otto in

Justini OperaW, 2, pp. 266-279, 1 &79- I* &amp;gt; s thought to

have been written shortly after the condemnation of Justin
and his converts, which was between the years 163 and

167 A.D.

vi. A particularly noteworthy account of the sufferings
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of the Christians during the persecution they were

16 Vienna
sut)

J
ecte^ to about the seventeenth year

and L o
t 1e re 8n ^ Antoninus Verus i.e.,

according to the preface of Eusebius

(//5), Marcus Aurelius (177-8 A.U.). This writing,

partly preserved in Eusebius (I.e. 1-4), has the form of

a letter, written by the Christians at Vienne and Lyons
to their fellow-believers in Asia and Phrygia (oi iv

IWi i
ij /ecu

A.ovySo&t&amp;gt;if 7-775 I aXXfas wapoiKovi Tfs dovXoi

\piarov rots Kara. Affiav /ecu
&amp;lt;bpvyla.v

. . . ddt\(j)ois).

It is, however, no letter giving details regarding the

persecutions endured, but a writing (ypa.&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;-t)),
a com

position (ffiiyypa^i/j.a) written, as Eusebius says, in

other than a purely historical interest (OVK lffTopiK6i&amp;gt;

avrb fjiovov, dXXct KCU 5t5a&amp;lt;7/iciXiK7jc irepif^ov diriyijffiv).

The writer s desire is to instruct and to edify ;
to judge

by the portions taken over by Eusebius, he does not
seek merely to inform his readers as to what the

Christians in Gaul have endured, but also to make them
see and feel how these Christians suffered, with wonder
ful fortitude yet without seeking martyrdom and without

any trace of contempt or harshness towards those who had
failed to stand the test

; notwithstanding their greatness,
not wise in their own eyes, but ready to allow them
selves to be instructed, models of the true martyrship
as also of sober Catholic Christian-mindedness in the

whole conduct of life. The purpose is manifest : to

promote such a manner of thinking and of living ; to

warn against the Montanistic views and doctrines pre
valent in Asia and Phrygia and tending to spread from
these centres to Rome and elsewhere. This is the author s

reason for making use of his fresh recollections histori

cal even if here and there adorned with touches of art

of the sufferings of the Christians of Vienne and Lyons,
and especially those of Lyons. He speaks as if in the

very person of these two churches, yet frequently betrays
that he is really outside them, we are not told where and
can only guess Lyons or Rome. It is certain that he
was not, as is often conjectured, Irenaeus, whose style
cannot be discerned here, although he may have lived at

the same period ; to judge by the relationship between
this work, particularly as regards its tendency, and the

Martyrdom of Polycarp, it was probably written towards
the end of the second century, possibly, however, some
what later (see P. A. Klap, Theol, Stud., Utrecht, 1900,

PP- 423-435)-
vii. The sufferings of the martyrs at Scili in Numidia

in 180 A.D.
, written and published in various forms, the

latest in a (probably original) Latin text

viii. A martyrdom (ftaprupiov) of Apollonius, who
was put to death at Rome about 180-185 A - D - Lately

published, so far as extant, by E. T. Klette, TU
xv. 291-131.

III. EPISTLES
( 18-34)

The greater proportion of the literary productions of

the period of Christian history with which we are now

18 F tl
dea nS consists, in outward appear-

. - ance, of letters ; and many of these,
meaning o

though by no means all of them, are

still regarded as having really been
such actual letters sent at first to definite persons
and originally written with such persons in view and
as having penetrated to wider circles and become
common property only at a later time. Continued

examination, however, has led to the conclusion, first

with regard to some of these, then with regard to a

great number, and finally, in the opinion of the present
writer and others (see below, 19), with regard to the

whole of them, that they neither are nor ever were
letters in any proper sense. They were, from the

first, neither more nor less than treatises for instruction

and edification, bearing witness to the character, aims, ex

periences, adventures, of persons, opinions, tendencies,
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in the form of letters written to one or more recipients,

usually in a tone of authority, by men of name. These

authors are thought of as still alive although they really

belong to an earlier generation. Such letters there

fore seemed to be, even in the circle of their first

recipients, as voices from the past. Yet they bear un
mistakable marks of having been written in the later

time. They come from the pens of persons who are

unknown to us, and were designed like books which are

brought into the market, or otherwise circulated, for all

who take any interest in their contents ;
and more

particularly and specially designed to be read aloud in

religious meetings for the edification of the community
or to serve as a standard wherewith to regulate faith

and life.

As a literary device the epistolary form is an ancient

one. It is met with alike among Jews, Greeks, and

Romans, and was adopted also by Christian writers such

as the authors of Acts 1623-29 2826-30 Rev. 2 3 ;
Clem.

Horn. 69-19 20-26
;
the epistles of Peter and of Clement

to James with which Clem. Horn, is prefaced ;
that of

the Church of Smyrna concerning Polycarp s martyrdom ;

that of the Christians of Vienne and Lyons with refer

ence to the persecution under Marcus Aurelius (see

above, 14, 16) ;
and so forth

; cp also the epistolary
form of the introduction both to the first and to the

second work of Lk. (Lk. 1 1-4 Acts li), and also the

beginning and the end of the last book in the NT Canon

(Rev.l 4 5rt 2 2[i8-]2i). [Cp EPISTOLARY LITERATURE.]
The letter of edification, on the other hand, is a

peculiarly Christian product (cp Th. T 1897, pp. 413-5).
To compose letters under another name, especially

under the name of persons whose living presentment, or

real or supposed spiritual equipment, it was proposed to

set before the reader, was then just as usual as was the

other practice of introducing the same persons into nar

ratives and reporting their words, in the manner of

which we have examples, in the case of Jesus, in the

gospels, and, in the case of Peter, Paul, and other

apostles, in Acts. No one saw anything improper in

this, or thought of any intentional falsification, deception,
the playing of a part in which one had to be always on
one s guard against self-betrayal. Any one who had

anything to say wrote a letter without troubling him
self at any rate not more than other writers with

respect to his work, about a supposed defect in the

literary form he had chosen, not even about an address

left blank in the epistle when despatched, as for ex

ample in the canonical epistle to the Ephesians ; or

about the absence of a suitable epistolary beginning, as

in the canonical Epistle to the Hebrews
;
or about the

want of an appropriate close, as in the Epistle of James ;

or about the absence of both, as in the first Epistle of

John.
At first no one thought about the matter at all

whether to hold or not to hold such epistles as really

19 E t at Proceeding fr m and intended for their

of them ostensible authors and recipients. Some
times their real origin was known, some

times it was guessed, sometimes people were content to

remain in the dark. They used the epistles or left them
unread, just as they were, indifferently, without asking
any question as to their origin, knowing this only, that

they were intended for all who chose to give heed to

them.

Gradually the position changed as a result of a normal

change in the readers mode of thinking, their thirst for

knowledge, their reverence for the authoritative word,
and their exaltation of it to the dignity of canonical

scripture. From the time of Irenasus onwards the old way
of looking at things passed away for centuries, first with

regard to thirteen, anon fourteen, Pauline, and certain

Catholic, epistles, and others, written by apostolic
fathers ; next with regard to the whole body of Old-
Christian epistles so far as it was taken by the Church
under its protection, the most recent not excluded,

such as are now found in Acts, Revelation, Clem.
Horn.

,
even apocryphal writings such as the Epistle of

Paul to the Laodiceans, 3 Cor., that of Jesus to

Abgarus. All these epistles now came to be regarded
as proceeding from the writers whose name they bore,
and to have been originally intended for those who were
named as their first recipients in superscription, subscrip
tion, address, or tradition.

Here also the rise of the modern spirit wrought a

change, and the human mind had to retrace its steps

along the path it had for centuries been following. The
apocryphal epistles were all of them rejected soon after

the Reformation
;
the genuineness of those embodied in

the Clementine Homilies, Rev., and Acts was modestly
questioned ;

some pieces, such as the larger recension

of the Ignatian Epistles, and the second Epistle of

Clement, formerly classed among the Apostolic Fathers,

were no longer deemed to belong there
;
other epistles,

both Catholic and Pauline, were from the time of Semler
removed from the position they had so long occupied as

possessed of the highest, antiquity and indisputably

genuine. The process of disintegration steadily went
on. The Tubingen school left unchallenged hardly
more than the four principal epistles Rom., i and 2

Cor. ,
Gal. In the end criticism succeeded in removing

the veil of error and misunderstanding that concealed

the true character of even these (see PAUL, i zf.

33 ff-}-

r

l ne history of this criticism is the justification
of those who hold to it and at the same time the con

demnation of those who wholly or in part set it aside.

The time seems to be approaching when the question
as to genuineness in the sense now usually attached

to the word will no longer be discussed as regards

any of the epistles that have come down from the first

Christian centuries ; it will be enough to be satisfied

of their genuine antiquity.
i. The Old-Christian epistle as a literary pheno

menon seems, so far as we can discover, to have first

.. made its appearance in progressive

d Cthr Pauline circles. The first examples ol

...
1C

it have disappeared unless it be that
epistles. some portions survive in some of our

present canonical Epistles of Paul
(
EtriffToXai IlaiAou),

also the apostle (6 AirdffToXos) or the apostolic

(rd ATTOffTo\iK6v ; see ROMANS; CORINTHIANS, etc.;

PAUL). Perhaps there was an earlier group, to \\hich

reference is made in 2 Cor. lOg-n cp 1 13, and the

present group had not originally the same extent as now.

We know not by whom the collection was made, nor

yet what influence his work had upon the traditional

text. Perhaps we may suppose that it led to some

changes. Probably the collection was not wholly the

work of one person, but arose gradually through
additions. The oldest account to judge by what
Tertullian says (adv. Marc. v.

)
tells of a group of

ten epistles used by Marcion (about 140 A.D.
).

It is

known that Hebrews was for a long time set aside in

many circles.

ii. A second group of Old-Christian Epistles is that

known as Catholic
(
E-TrtcrToAcu KaOoXtKai). The word

must be understood as referring, not to the destination,

nor to the ecclesiastical use, but to the contents of these

writings. It was not originally intended to convey, as

is often still incorrectly supposed, the idea of general
or circular letters, nor yet of canonical ones, but

only (as a careful examination of the ancient employ
ment of the word shows) trustworthy, worthy of

acceptance, when judged by the standard of religion

and dogma. The group, after long hesitation, was

finally made up of seven: Ja. ,
i and 2 Pet., i, 2,

and 3jn.,and Jude (see JAMES (EPISTLE); PETER

(EPISTLES OF) ; JOHN (SON OF ZEBEDEE), 57-65 ;

JUDE (EPISTLE).
iii. A third group: Epistles of Barnabas

( 2if.),
Clement

( 23-27), Ignatius (
28 /), Polycarp (see

PHILIPPIANS, 10 14, and above, 14) : is usually
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included among the writings of the Apostolic Fathers.

At a later date was added an Epistle of the Church of

Smyrna (see above, 14) ;
on the same grounds might

be added the epistle of the churches of Vienne and
Lyons (see 16).

The epistle of Barnabas (Ka.pva.fia. fwiffTo\ri) referred

21 Barnabas
tO in CANON 3 6 5- 73 , GOSPELS,

8
89, 90, is found in several MSS.

It is met with in x, as also in the Jerusalem codex from which
the Didache comes (I); chaps. 5 7-( . . . TOV Aabr K. T. A.)-J1

in nine other Greek MSS, the so-called axe^oAoi (v o f p h c n s a
[
= (p|); chaps. 1-17 in an Old Latin version; some sentences

are also found in Clement of Alexandria and Origen.

The work professes to be a letter now by one who
is the spiritual father of the sons and daughters he
addresses (li), to whom he feels himself bound by the

closest ties, and among whom he has long sojourned

(l3-4&amp;gt; ; now by one who belongs to their own number,
who earnestly addresses the brethren, but not as if he
were the teacher who had been placed over them

(
1 8

469). The epistolary form, however well maintained,
and on that account usually accepted without question,
is, in view of the contents, seen to be fictitious ; in reality
the writing is a treatise intended for general use.

The writer s purpose is to instruct, to edify, to com
municate under the form of a letter that which he has
himself received, in order that his assumed readers, rich

in faith, may now arrive also at fulness of knowledge
(iva. /xera TT^S TrtVrecos i

fj,u&amp;gt;v
re\fiav ^XT7

&quot;

6 T
^l
v yuffiv :

1 5). This knowledge or gnosis concerns chiefly the

right attitude of Christians towards the OT, the religion
of Israel, the divine covenant with the fathers. On
these things they need to be enlightened, in connection
with the putting into practice of the new religious
ethical life. This end is sought to be accomplished by
means of a peculiar view partly allegorical, partly

typological, but always arbitrary of Scripture (the
OT and some apocrypha).
The epistle admits of being divided into a double

introduction (12-5 16-8) and two main portions of

a doctrinal (2-17) and a hortatory (18-21) character

respectively.
The doctrinal part begins by showing that what is of supreme

importance is not the offering of sacrifices or the observance of
fasts, but a life in conformity with the moral precepts of the
Lord (2-3). It is our duty to love righteousness, especially at
the present time when the days are evil and the end of the

present age is at hand (4 i-6). We Christians have been ever
since the days of Muses the true covenant people (4 6/^-14), kept
by the Lord, who suffered on our behalf after he had become
manifest in the flesh in accordance with what can still be read
in Scripture (5). There we can continuously read of his
manifestation in the flesh (ii). The fasts prescribed in the law,
the sacrifice of Isaac, the goat on the great day of atonement, all

are types of his passion (7). So also the red heifer that must be
slain and burnt, whilst the ministering servants prefigure the
twelve as preachers of the gospel (S). The precept of circum
cision must be spiritually understood

; the 318, circumcised by
Abraham, are a type of Jesus (9) ; the laws concerning foods are
to be taken metaphorically (10). At every moment one finds in

the OT hints of baptism and of the cross (11-12). In Jacob and
Ephraim we come to see that not Israel but the whole body of
Christians are the true heirs of the covenant broken in the days
of Moses but renewed in Christ (13-14). The true day of rest
is not the Jewish Sabbath, but the eighth day, the first of the
new week ; the true temple of God is not the building at Jeru
salem, but the spiritual temple, of which Christians form a part
(15-lii). After a short retrospect (17), passing on to another
knowledge and teaching (wwo-is &amp;lt;cai

SiSa^y), our author depicts
the paths of light and of darkness, and stirs up the children of

joy and peace to a walk in conformity with the precepts of the
Lord (18-21).

As to the (relative) unity of the whole, often denied
or disputed since le Moyne (1685) but also frequently
defended, no doubt need be entertained ; there is no
need for supposing chaps. 18-21 to be a later addition

or that the original epistle has been largely interpolated
or has undergone one or more redactions. It is obvious,
however, that in the preparation of 18-21 the writer

has made use of an older form of the Two Paths, as

also, there and elsewhere, of the OT, the book of

Enoch, 4 Ezra, and perhaps other works besides.

The author s name has not come down to us.
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Tradition, still clung to by many, suggests Barnabas,

22 Author-
^ companion of Paul, of whom mention

shin date
is alreacj

.
v in the /3 text of Acts 1 23

(see BARNABAS and BAKSABAS) ; but it

has no claim on our acceptance and has been often

controverted. The tradition is admittedly old, however,
and perhaps the name of Barnabas has been always
associated with this work. The unknown author
was probably a gentile Christian, by birth a Greek,

belonging to the Alexandrian circle. This conclusion
is pointed to at least by his language and his manner
of scripture interpretation, his ideas and some of his

expressions, such as as novices shipwreck ourselves

upon their law (ivrj\vTOL rip (Ktivuv
vo/u&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;, 36). It

is also possible, however, to think of him as living
somewhere in Syria or Asia Minor not far from the

environment within which the epistles of Paul arose.

There is nothing to indicate that he was a Jew by
birth, or one of the later inhabitants of Palestine.

Notwithstanding his love for gnosis, the author is a

practical man who has at heart before all else the
edification and the safety of the church. Neither things
imminent nor things that lie in the future (TO, eveo-riira

1) WXXopra) are of the highest importance, but present

things (rd wapuvra) and to know how to comport
oneself among them. See &amp;lt;&amp;gt;.. , l6-82i-io4i 17.

The author belongs neither to the right wing nor to

that of Paul, nor yet to that of the writer of Hebrews or
that of Marcion. Towards Judaism his attitude is one
of freedom

;
in his view Christianity came in its place

in principle, as early as in the time of Moses ; law and
prophets are binding on believers, almost always, how
ever, in the metaphorical interpretation only, not the

literal, even where a historical occurrence seems to be
described.

The date is earlier than that of Eusebius, Origen,
Clement of Alexandria, Celsus, or the present form of
the Didach6

;
but later than the destruction of Jeru

salem in 70 A.D. (chaps. 4 16) ; later than the time of
the apostles (5g 83) ;

later than Paul (see PAUL, 38-

42), including Hebrews
;
therefore not

&amp;lt;as
is still often

supposed) l&amp;gt;efore the end of the first century (see ACTS,
1 6), but rather, let us say, between 130 and 140 A.D.

It is not possible to gain a more precise determination
from chaps. 4 and 16, unless in so far as the silence

regarding the building of the temple of Hadrian at

Jerusalem, in honour of Jupiter Capitolinus, may be
taken as showing that the temple had not yet been
erected.

The value of the work, which, looked at either from
the aesthetic or from the edificatory point of view, is not

great, lies so far as we are concerned in the historical

evidence it affords as to the existence of an interesting

tendency not observable elsewhere in the direction of
free thought among the Christians of the first half of
the second century, and of a number of views, in the

domain of Christian dogma and history, which differ

from the usual opinions as to the contents of the Gospel
narratives.

The older literature of the subject will be found referred to in
the recent editions of the text by Gebhardt-Harnack (i8-8(2)),

Hilgenfeld (j\ T extra canonem receftuni, 1877!^ ), Lightfoot
(fletn. ifigol

2
,
2 503-512). See further Duker and Van Manen,

Oud. Chr. Lett. 1870, 1 1-02 ; Loman, van Manen, Volkraar
in Th. l

, 1884; Steck, Galaterbr., 1888, pp. 310-314; Volter,
JPT, 1888, pp. 106-144; Joh. Weiss, Der Barnal-asMtf
kritisch nntersucht, i88S;A. Link, TLZ, 1889, no. 24; Harnack
PRE^ 2, 1806, pp. 410-413 ; ACL ii. 1 410-428, 436-7. Cp A.
van Veldhuizen, De briefvan Barnabas, 1901.

Two epistles of Clement to the Corinthians (K\rnj.tvros

Trpos KopLi&amp;gt;6iovs
A and B), cited as witnesses in CANON,

23 Clement P 65? 73&amp;gt;
and GosPELS 8 7- are found

in Cod. Alexandrinus(A), in the Jerusalem
MS (J), and in an old Syriac version ; the first also in

an Old Latin version. It is claimed for them that they
were written by Clement, in name of the Church of

Rome, to the Church of Corinth in connection with

disputes which had arisen there on questions of govern-
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merit. They have in reality the epistolary form, though
not written by Clement.
The first, which from the moment of its recovery

from the Cod. Alexandrinus by Patrick Junius [
= Young]

_. . (Epistolce ad Corinthios, Greece, cumversione

tl
et notis ^atr -/un &quot; Oxford, 1633) was re-

P ceived with great distinction and accepted, in

accordance with tradition, as the work of the bishop-

martyr Clement, a disciple and one of the first successors

of the apostles Peter and Paul at Rome, itself claims to

have been written by the Church of God at Rome to

that at Corinth. The form is not fortuitous
; if the

contents be considered, it must be regarded as a literary

artifice merely. A church cannot write : usually it is

held therefore that Clement wrote in name of the church ;

of this, however, there is no evidence. The writing has

the semblance of a letter throughout, and calls itself so

(fTrioToXij : 63 2
; cp fTri&amp;lt;rT^\\o/j.{t&amp;gt;

and ^TrecrretXa/u.fi

7 i 62 i
) ; yet clearly this is not its real character, and

probably it was never sent as such. Rather it is a

book, in the form of an epistle ;
to speak more precisely,

in the form of a Pauline epistle, prepared for, and
made accessible to, all who cared to read it. It is an
exhortation concerning a peace and concord (&revts

Trepl eipfyris KO.I 6/j.ovoias), to use its own words (682)
about itself; a writing (ypa&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;r;),

as Eusebius (HE iii.

885) designates it; an admonition (vovOtcria), as

Dionysius has it in Eus. ii. 2f&amp;gt;8, designed to be publicly
read in the church

; cp 2 Clem. 19 i i Clem. 7 i.

The contents do not relate exclusively to the disputes
at Corinth, although these figure as having furnished

the occasion for the letter.

The writing begins, after the superscription and benediction,
with an apology, by reason of various troubles, for not having
attended to the Corinthians sooner (1 i); next follows an ideal

picture of what the Corinthian Church had been (12-28); its

fall is briefly described (3) ; a series of examples, drawn from
the OT and the history of Christianity, is given to show the
evils and misery wrought by jealousy and strife (4-0) ; a declara
tion that we not the persons addressed merely, but also

the church that is writing are suffering from the same cause is

made ; wherefore it will be well that we should pay heed to the
rule of tradition (KO.VUIV TTJS 7rapa6o&amp;lt;rf&amp;gt;s),

to attend to what God
demands of us and to fix our eyes on the precious blood of

Christ (7 1-4). This is the beginning of a long sermon in which
it is set forth how God has at all times demanded repentance
(75-85); how we must turn ourselves to him, giving heed to

what we read of Enoch, Noah, Abraham, Lot, Rahab (9-12);
must be humble (13) ; obedient to God and not to the schismatics

(14) ; must cleave unto those who are godly (15) and think upon
Christ who is described in language taken from the OT (16) ;

copying the examples of the prophets and of Abraham, Job,
Moses, David (17-19 a), laying to heart the example of peace
and harmony shown in the Divine ordering of the universe

(I!)/ -20); in all things bearing ourselves Christianly (21 22);

holding fast our faith in the second coming of Christ and in the
resurrection (23-27), fearing God and seeking to draw near to

him by faith and good works (28-35), finding Christ by this

road (30-39); observing how in Israel all things were orderly
done (40-41); the appointment of bishops and deacons among
Christians came of the will of God (42) ; Moses stilled a con
tention as to the priestly dignity (43) ;

what the apostles have
ordained for the regulation of the episcopal office (44&amp;lt;r) ; let no
regularly chosen leaders of the church be dismissed, let con
tentions be avoided, love be stirred up (44^-50); where needful
make acknowledgment of sin, be willing to yield, admonish one

another, submit to the presbyters (51-592). The exhortation
then passes over into a prayer (59 3-6!), followed by a retrospect,
renewed exhortation to submission (02-03), a benediction (04), a
word about messengers sent

; renewed benediction (05).

All that is here said about contentions at Corinth

belongs to the literary clothing of the document. Paul s

first epistle to the Corinthians may have suggested it

(cp chap. 47). Perhaps too, though this is very far from

certain, it is connected with disputes that had recently
arisen as to the continuance in office, dismissal, and
election of persons for the government of the church.

It was the author s main purpose to remove difficulties

of this kind wherever they might have arisen. He
spoke under the mask of the Church at Rome, as a

high authority, with growing emphasis, and finally as if

he were one with the Holy Spirit himself (682 ; cp
Acts 15 22-29).

The unity of the work has been disputed and the
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existence of large interpolations has been supposed
at various times, though without just cause. No
doubt the author, besides drawing much from the OT,
has borrowed here and there from various works both

Jewish and Christian, possibly also Pagan, without

careful acknowledgment to his readers, or perhaps even
to himself.

The author is certainly not Clement of Rome, what
ever may be our judgment as to whether or not Clement

25. Authorship. )T

as a bis

iP tyr
/
a
;
JSC

T
le f

* the apostles. The church of St.

Clement at Rome, where the relics of the saint are

reputed to rest, is evidently the third building on the

site, and not older than 1059 ;
the underlying second

building may possibly be the basilica of which Jerome
speaks (

Vir. ill. 15). The first, which in turn underlies

this, certainly exhibits traces of its having at one time
been dedicated to the worship of Mithras, but not of

any connection with the martyr-bishop Clement. The
martyrdom, set forth in untrustworthy Acts, has for its

sole foundation the identification of Clement of Rome
with Flavius Clement the consul, who was executed by
command of Domitian. (See the proofs of this in

Lightfoot&amp;lt;
2

&amp;gt;.

)

Clement, as bishop of Rome, be he the first, second,
or third after Peter, can no longer be maintained in

view of the discovery that the Church of Rome (see

ROME, CHURCH OK) had no monarchical government
at all before Anicetus (156-166?). The disciple of

Peter (and Paul) finds no support either in our present

epistle or in Phil. 43. He disappears in the diverging
versions of the tradition.

The possibility, still firmly maintained by such

scholars as Harnack and Lightfoot, that the writing

may have been the work of a certain Clement concerning
whom nothing is known except what can be gathered
from his epistle, has no real value

;
and to connect it

with the further supposition that this Clement was an
influential member of the governing body of the Roman
church the martyr-bishop of legend is not to be

recommended. The epistle furnishes no ground for it,

but rather the reverse. The oldest tradition as to its

origin knows nothing of an} such view. Irenasus

(iii. 83) had occasion to refer to it, had he known it,

when in that context he mentions the name of Clement
;

yet he speaks, with some emphasis, just as Dionysius of

Corinth does in Eus. HE\v. 23n, of the epistle as

having been sent by the Church of Rome in such a manner
as to make it, and it alone, responsible for the contents.

The first to express himself distinctly in another sense,

and to name Clement of Rome as the writer, is Clement
of Alexandria (Strom, i. 738).
From the work itself, all we can gather is that the

author probably belonged to the Church of Rome. He
was an educated man, well acquainted with the OT,
and the Pauline and other NT epistles ;

a friend of

peace and order ;
a warm advocate of the occasionally,

perhaps often, disputed rights of the presbyters and
deacons once chosen, who had adequately discharged
the duties of their office.

The date, with regard to which we cannot follow

Harnack in deducing anything from the lists of bishops,
which have been found untrustworthy,
cannot be sought as was done by the older

scholars, and more recently by Hefele, Wieseler, and

Mallinckrodt, in the time of Nero or immediately there

after, but considerably later. There is nothing to

compel us, with most scholars, amongst whom are

Lipsius, Gebharclt-Harnack, Lightfoot, to assign it to

the last years of the first century ;
with Kriiger to leave

it open till the reign of Trajan ;
with Volkmar to fix

definitely on 125 A. D. ; with Loman on the middle of

the second century. Rather let us say with Steck,

somewhere about 140 A. I). ; especially on account of

the author s acquaintance with the Pauline epistles

(including, of course, Hebrews) and also with i Peter.
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Whether he also had read the Shepherd, or whether, on
the other hand, it was Hernias that had read the

epistle of Clement, is not quite clear. It is clear,

nevertheless, that Polycarp, Hegesippns, Dionysius of

Corinth, and Irenaeus were acquainted with his work.
The value of the epistle, not insignificant from an

aesthetic or religious point of view, lies specially in what
it tells us regarding the development of Christianity in

the writer s time, and regarding the relation between

clergy and laity.

The second epistle was almost immediately on its

rediscovery in 1633 received with a certain amount of

070 , depreciation ; soon it came to be regarded

Clement
^v sorne as simply a homily which cannot
have teen written by Clement, and ulti

mately this view was adopted almost unanimously. The
epistle is, nevertheless, equallv with the first, so far as

form is concerned, a letter, although it be as regards
contents an edifying treatise designed to be from time

to time read in church (19i cp 15i/ 17 5).

The writer reminds his readers how they ought to hold high
their Christian profession, live in accordance with it, make no

Compromise with the world, have no fear of death (l-.
r

&amp;gt;)l
not

serving two masters the present world and the world to come
((&amp;gt;) ; struggle, seek repentance, believe in the resurrection of the

body, dp the will of God, have no fear about the future, but
rather live in expectation of the great day at every moment,
not put off the duty of repentance, make sure that they belong
to the true church (7-14). Looking back upon what he has

written, the writer calls it a counsel respecting continence&quot;

((ri)|u/3ouAia Trcpi fyxpareias). He anew exhorts to fidelity to
what has been learned, to diligence in seeking repentance both
for oneself and for others, to a joyful confidence in God (15-liO).

The unnamed author to whose Voice we are listening
here is not Clement of Rome, as Bryennius alone among
modern scholars would have it, nor yet another Clement
to whom Hermas refers in Vis. 2 4, as Harnack for

some time (from 1875) supposed, nor yet is he to be
identified with the author of the first epistle we have

just been considering ( 25). It is probable enough, no

doubt, that the writer was acquainted with the last-

named writing, and was in harmony with it. This view
is confirmed by many obvious points of agreement : its

being met with only in conjunction with the first epistle ;

the later yet still old tradition which unfalteringly assigns
both epistles to Clement ; and the older tradition in

Dionysius (see 31) where, in his epistle to the Romans,
he refers to the present epistle (just as Irenaeus did in

the case of the first) as proceeding from the Church of

Rome, but not, like the first, as written whatever the

words may mean through Clement (dia K\r/fj.fvros ;

Eus. HE iv. 23 1 1, cp 9).

However the anonymous writer may seem to change
his character now as adviser (15i), now as presbyter

(1/35), now as reader (19i) it is clear that he is a

Christian of gentile origin (16 26), an educated man
who interests himself in the growth of the religious life

of the community, and who when necessary stands up
for the defence of the existing ecclesiastical order.

In date the work belongs to the transition period -

approximately, after 140 but before 170 A. n. towards
the middle of the second century. Since we ought, in

all probability, to attach no weight to the mention of

Soter in Eusebius (loc. cit.), we may say, certainly before

about 160 A.n.

The importance of this letter, apart from the value

which it possesses for those who are in search of earnest

exhortation and edification in the Old-Christian litera

ture, lies mainly in the contribution it makes to our

knowledge of Christianity as it was about the middle of

the second century, the emphasis here again laid upon
conduct as compared with doctrine (though neither is this

depreciated), and the demand for good literature to be

used along with the OT and gospels in the public

meetings of the church.
The fullest and best studies of the two epistles are those of

Lightfoot (Ap. Fathers: S. Clement, iSgol
2
)), with which

compare Duker and van Manen, OCL \ 93-263 ; Hilgenfeld,
Cl. A om. 1876(21 ; Gebhardt-Harnack-Zahn, Pat. Ap. 187612) ;

Loman, Tk. T, 1883, 14-25; Steck, Gal.-br. 1888, 294-310; Mal-
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28. Epistles of
. r

, .

linckrodt. Gel. en V rijh. 1890, 85-143 , Harnack, ACL ii. 1 251-
255, cp Th. l

, 1898, 189-193 ; R. Knopf, Der erste Clftnensbr.

( / /, new series, 61); K. X. Funk, Die Apost. Veiter, 1901.

A large number of epistles of Ignatius, handed down
from antiquity in various forms, attracted much attention

ir v
.

eral groups
,
from 498 on

wards. I he protracted controversy,
not only as to the genuineness and value

of these writings, but also as to the relative antiquity of

the groups the longer, the shorter, and the Syriac
recension named after Cureton has at last resulted in

a practically unanimous conclusion that only seven

epistles of Ignatius, mentioned by Eusebius (///. 3 36)
and preserved in two Greek MSS or rather, properly
speaking, only in one, for the first gives six epistles
and the second one more in an Old Latin version, and

partially in Old Syriac, Armenian, and Coptic versions,

belong to the category of Old -Christian literature.

Towards the end of the fourth century they were
worked over and augmented by the addition of five

others, to which in turn at a much later date (nth or
i2th cent.) three more were added, in Latin. More
over, they were translated in an abridged form into

Syriac. The text of three of these Syriac abridgments
those to the Kphesians, Smyrnteans, and Polycarp

still treated with too great respect in LightfootO, was

published by Cureton in 1845.
The original group, cited as evidence in CANON,
65, and GOSPKLS, 92, has the aspect of being a collec

tion of seven epistles written by Ignatius when, after

having been thrown into prison for his Christian pro
fession and sentenced, he was on his journey from
Antioch to Rome, where he expected to suffer martyrdom.
Four of the seven those to the churches of Ephesus,
Magnesia, Tralles, and Rome appear to have been
written at Smyrna ;

the remaining three to the Phila-

delphians, to the Smyrnfeans, and to Polycarp at Rome.
The first three treat the subject of monarchical church

government with great earnestness, warn against here

sies, and urge to a Christian life. The fourth treats of

martyrdom, of which Ignatius must not be deprived.
The filth is chiefly devoted to the subject of church

unity, by all the members adhering to the bishop. The
sixth deals with docetism, and also with the recognition
due to the bishop. The seventh, with the reciprocal
duties of the church rulers and people, and of all to one
another.

The form of this seeming collection, and of each of

the epistles separately, however little prominence be

given to the fact even where the genuineness is definitely

given up, is artificial. The whole makes up a single

complete book, designed for the edification of the

readers.

To satisfy oneself of this it is enough to observe the

absence of all trace of any such collection having
been made of the epistles as has been assumed ; their

mutual relations as parts of a whole ; the reference in

the first to the second epistle as a second tract

(Sfiirepov (3i(3\idioi )
intended for the same readers (Eph.

20 1); the peculiar form of the addresses and super

scriptions ; the meaning of the words there employed :

who is also Theophorus (6 /cat 6eo06/x&amp;gt;s[Philadelphia]),

of Asia (TTJS Affias), on the Masander (irpoj

~MaidvSpij}) ; the forced character of the assumed rela

tions between writer and readers
; the improbability of

the details of the journey of Ignatius ;
its irreconcil

ability in various respects with the certainly older tradi

tion as such brilliantly defended by Volter against

Lightfoot in 1892 according to which Ignatius died

a martyr, not about 107 or no at Rome, but in the

winter of 115-116, at Antioch, by command of the

Emperor Trajan, who was there at that time
;
the fact

that the writer sometimes distinguishes himself from

Ignatius ;
the testimony of Ep. Pol. 9 and 13 regarding

Ignatius and his epistles ;
the points of agreement and

difference between Ignatius and Paul.
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After the example of Paul, who writes edifying and

doctrinal epistles, and is on his journey towards Rome,
where he looks forward to martyrdom as probable, onr

writer makes Ignatius of Antioch, well known as a

Christian martyr, bear witness to what lies in his heart

regarding the glorv of Christian martyrdom ;
the need

for close adherence on the part of all church members
to the bishop and presbyters of the church ; the purity

of Christian doctrine and the uprightness of a Christian

life to be secured in this way. Ignatius is not, how
ever, as many with Baur have held, the mere advocate

of the bishop or the mere assailant of docetism.

Who this writer may have been it is impossible to

ascertain or even to guess. Certainly not Ignatius.
So much was already recognised following in the footsteps of

Salmasius and Blondel (1645) by Daille (1666) in his contro

versy with Usher and Voss ; by Larroque
29. Authorship. (1674) against Pearson; in modern times

by Baur, Schwegler, Hilgenfeld, Volkmar,
Bunsen, Duker, van Manen, Keim, Killen, van Loon, against

Rothe, Uhlhorn, Junius, Zahn, Lightfoot, Viilter, Reville,
Harnack. Thirty years ago it seemed as if the time had wholly
passed by in which genuine epistles of Ignatius would be

spoken of at all. That the position has changed in recent years
seems to be due, on the one hand, to the advocacy of Zahn
{Ignatius von Antiochicn, 1873 ; Pat. Ap. 1876) and of Light-
foot (Ap. Fathers: S. Ignatius, iSSgC-l), whilst on the other,
no account has been taken of anything urged on the other

side by Dutch and American scholars ; also to the readiness to

accept various plausible yet baseless suppositions, as full and

adequate answers to objections. It is in reality, however, of

no avail, as has been frequently attempted, to separate, in the

interests of the supposed genuineness, the Epistle to the

Romans from the others, and to attribute either the former

only (so Renan), or the others only (so Volter), to the martyr-
traveller. It is also useless and contrary to all tradition to

regard Ignatius as having been bishop in the late years of

Hadrian (Harnack, Die 7.eit des Ignatius -von Antioch, 1878),
or to keep his date open to 125 A.D. (Harnack, 1897, ACL 11 1,

p. 406, 3) ; to regard his advocacy of monarchical church govern
ment as made on behalf of an ideal only (Jean Reville, tudcs
sur les origines de fepiscopat, 1891; cp van Manen, Th.T,
1892, 625-633: van Loon, ib. 1893, 278-284); to identify him
with a second Ignatius, who lived about the middle of the

second century (Volter, Th.T, 1886, 114-136), or with Peregrinus
Proteus in the days when he was still a Christian (Volter, Th.T,
1887, 272-320, also Die Ignatianischen Briefe, 1892 ; cp van
Loon, Th T, 1886, 509-581 ; 1888, 420-445 ; 1893, 275-316).

The unknown writer was, to judge by his work, an
earnest man with much zeal for martyrdom and all that

made for what he thought right in doctrine and life.

Perhaps he was a layman, and lived in Rome, at some
date intermediate between Eusebius, Origen, Clement
of Alexandria, Irenceus, and Polycarp, on the one

hand, and Peter and Paul, the apostles, Ignatius

(t 115-116), and a group of Pauline epistles, including

Eph. i Thess. i Tim. Titus, on the other. The im

portance the writer attaches to acceptance of monarchical
church government as a guarantee of purity of doctrine

and life, and his animadversions on Marcionite errors,

also point to a date near the middle of the second

century, though at the same time it does not seem
advisable to fix upon circa 175 as van Loon does.

The value of the little work lies in the region of

history, particularly in that of the external and internal

ordering of the life of the church. It speaks to the

existence of a strong desire for vigour and unity in the

government of the church in the interests of sound
doctrine and life.

The copious literature will be found registered for the most
part in Lightfoot (Ap. Fathers; S. Ignatius, iSSgl

2
)): cp also

Duker and van Manen, OCL2 5-154; Zahn, Ign. v. Ant. 1873
and/M, 1876; \V. D. Killen, The Ancient Church, i883&amp;lt;- i, and
The Ignatian I-.pistles entirely Spurious, 1886 ; R. E. Jenkins,
Ignatian Difficulties and Historic Doubts, 1890; Volter, fgn.
Br. 1892; van Loon, Th.T, 1886, 1888, 1893; Harnack, ACL
11.1381-406; Funk, Ap. Viit. 1901.

The epistle to Diognetus, cited in GOSPELS, 95,

belongs to the category of Apologies, on which see

T\- below, 41.
30. Diognetus, t, . *: , , 7 , t

.

Valentinus Epistles of \ alentmus, an Egyptian
__ gnostic who lived at Rome in the
Marcion. . , ,, , ,

Themiso
ml ddle of the second century, are

mentioned by Clement of Alexandria

(Strom, ii. 836 ii. 20 114 iii. 7 59), and were, it would seem,
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of a doctrinal character. So also an Epistle of Marcion,

dating from -his pre-heretical period, to which Tertullian

refers (adv. Marc. Ii 44, de Came, 2). A catholic

epistle (eTUOToXr) Ka0o\iKr)) by the Montanist Themiso
in imitation of the apostle (/j.i[j.ovfi(i&amp;gt;os

rbv Air6ffro\ov),

170, written, according to Apollonius (ap. Eus. HE
v. 18s), for the enlightenment of those who were opposed
to his views, is known to us only by this reference, and
is noteworthy as the latest example of its kind from the

time when epistles were still written without hesitation

in imitation of the manner of the Apostle i.e.
, Paul.

Catholic epistles to the Churches (Ka6o\iKai irpbs ras

tKK\n]&amp;lt;rias fTriffTo\ai) is the name given by Eusebius
_.. . (HE 423) to seven epistles, written by31. inonysius Dion sius&amp;gt; bishop Of Corinth, about (itof uorintin. i\ i

is conjectured)i70 A.D. , by request,
to the Lacednsmonians, Athenians, Nicomedians, the

churches of Gortyna and elsewhere in Crete, at Amas-
tris, and elsewhere in Pontus, the Cnossians and the

Romans.
The book is currently held to have been a collection of

actual letters. To judge, however, by the character of

the fragments preserved in Eusebius, we ought rather to

regard it as a collection similar in kind to the Ignatian

(see 28), containing a series of precepts, suggestions,
instructions regarding the true faith and right manner
of life, the constitution and government of the churches.

That Dionysius himself, and not that after the practice
of those times a later author, should have written them
and published them collectively under Dionysius s name
becomes increasingly improbable as soon as we en

deavour to do full justice to the complaint in the mouth
of Dionysius about the falsification of his epistles ; to

the reasons given why he, Dionysius, wrote to one

group of readers upon one subject and to another upon
another, and so forth. Perhaps substantially the same
has to be said of an epistle which Dionysius, according
to Eusebius (I.e. , 13), addressed to sister Chrysoptora.

i. An Epistle of Irentzns to Florinus, presbyter at

Rome and a pupil of Valentinus, known from Eusebius

(HE v. 20 1
)
and still regarded as genuine

by Harnack (ACL 1593-4) and Kriiger

(ACL 93), is a later treatise, in epistolary form, on the

unity of God, in connection with the question whether

God is the author of evil (trepl TTJS /J.ovapxia.s tf 7re/x roO

[J.TJ elpai. rbv debv TrotTjrV KCLKUV). The manifest exagger
ation to which Matthes years ago called attention (De
ouderdom van het Joh. Ev. 1867, 117, 162-3), coupled
with the fact that Irenoeus, moreover, never shows any
signs of acquaintance with Florinus, although he would

constantly have had occasion to controvert him in adv.

Hctr. had he known him, and the manner in which the

writer poses as Irenoeus in defence of orthodox doctrine,

all enable us to perceive clearly that a writer otherwise

unknown is speaking to us here and why he is doing so.

ii. In like manner the Epistle to Blastus, connected

with that of Irenceus to Florinus, and named only in

Eusebius (HE v. 20 1, cp 615), is also, probably, not the

work of Irenseus, but a later treatise on schism (irtpl

32. Irenseus.

iii. A third epistle, which according to Eusebius

(HE \. 24 n) was sent by Irenaeus in name of the

brethren in Gaul to Victor of Rome, and which is

partially preserved by Eusebius (loc. cit. 12-17), should

confidently be regarded as a later treatise about the

paschal feast (X670J irepi TOV Trdcrxa), an earnest

attempt at conciliation between contending parties in

the paschal controversy, in which in all probability the

name of Irenasus at first did not figure at all.

An Epistle of Ptolemy to Flora, preserved in Epi-

phanius (H&amp;lt;zr. 883-7), and printed by Stieren (Iren.
_, . 1922-936), and, in an improved text, by

33. rtoiemy. Httgenfeld(7W 7&amp;lt;

24[i88i]ai4-a3o),takes
the form of a friendly answer to the question : How
ought we to think regarding the Law of Moses?
Irenasus, in writing about the gnostic Ptolemy, head of
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the school of Valentinus in Italy, neither uses this

epistle nor shows any knowledge of it a reason for

regarding it as probably a treatise belonging to a some
what later date than that usually assumed (the middle
of the 2nd cent.

).
The same inference is suggested by

the peculiar use here made of the gospels of Mt. and

Jn. ,
and of the Pauline epistles Rom., i Cor., Kph.

(Cp A. Stieren, De Irencei adv. Hcer. operis fontibus,
etc., 1836, pp. 19-21 ; De Ptolemcci gnostici ad Floram
Epistola, 1843.)
As Apocryphal epistles the following may here lie

mentioned by way of Appendix : An interchange of

34. Apocryphal
letters

-

hetween AbSarus and Jesus

epistles.
(see APOCRYPHA, 29, and von
Dobschiitz, Z\\ T igoo, pp. 422-486) ;

between Seneca and Paul
;
between the Corinthians and

Paul
(
= 3 Cor.

) ;
from Paul to the Lacedaemonians

(see PAUL, 50).

IV. APOCALYPSES
( 35)

In Old-Christian literature a fourth class is constituted

by the writings usually known as Apocalypses, AiroKa-

, -o i j. Xi i/ eis, or Revelations, most of which
35. Revelations. %* partially or wholly lost . The

following are known : a Revelation ofJohn (see APOCA
LYPSE, and JOHN, SON OF ZEHKDEE, 1-15); part of

a Revelation of Peter (see APOCRYPHA, 30 ; CANON,
73 ;

SIMON PETER); the Shepherd of Hermas (see
CANON, 65, 72 ; SHEPHERD). Of the Revelation of
Paul (see PAUL, 50) and of the Revelation ofAbraham,
bbthmentioned by Epiphanius (Hcrr. 882), and both con
sidered to date from the second century, we know little

more than the names. Under this section we may
include those fragments of older Christian Revelations

which may be held to survive in Mt. 24 Mk. 13 Lk. 21 5-36
2 Thess. 2i-ia Barnabas 4i-6, and the Christian portions
of certain originally Jewish writings 4 Ezra, the

Testaments of the XII. Patriarchs, the Sibylline Oracles,
etc.

,
and the later or apocryphal Revelations edited by

Tischendorf, 1866, and others.

V. APOLOGIES
( 36-44)

The Apologies form a fifth group. One of the

_.. . , oldest, known only in a small fragment

Ouadratus (Eus &quot; HE 4
3&amp;gt;

claims tobe byQuadratus
X . ... and addressed to the Emperor Hadrian

on his visit to Athens about 125-6 A.n.

So also a writing of Aristides partially (chs. 1, 2)
extant in an Armenian version (1878), and wholly in a

Syriac version discovered by Rendel Harris in 1889, as

also in Greek in the romance Barlaam and Josaphat
discovered by Armitage Robinson in 1890 (ed. princeps
in TS\\, 1891). It has the form of a speech
delivered before an unnamed king (Ba&amp;lt;rtXei)s)

and

may be conjectured to have been published under the

title, Apology of Aristides for the Christians religion,
to Hadrian (Tou ApLcrreidovs d.Tro\oyia vwtp TTJS T&V

Hpicmavuv GfOfffjSeias Trpos Adpiavov) most likely with

the superscription To the Emperor Caesar Hadrian,
Aristides the Philosopher, of Athens (AvroKparopi,
Kcu crapt, Adpiavij} Aptcrra Sr/s &amp;lt;I&amp;gt;iXjcro0os A6r)i&amp;gt;a.ios).

The speaker begins with a short profession of his faith in God
(ch. 1). He premises that there are worshippers of so-called

gods, as well as Jews and Christians ; they fall into various
classes as Chaldaeans, Greeks, and Egyptians ; and all are in

error (2). Their gods have no title to be acknowledged or

worshipped (3-13). They belong to the visible, not to the in

visible world, and are creatures of God, perishable stoiclteia

(see ELEMENTS), or images of these (3-7). Amongst the Greeks,
they are often represented as human beings displaying all kinds
of objectionable attributes, vices and crimes (8-n). Amongst
the Egyptians, moreover, as irrational animals, plants, and herbs

(12, 13). The Jews know indeed the Almighty, the Invisible

who sees all things and has created all things, but although they
are nearer the truth they do not serve him with understanding, as
is shown by their denial of Christ the son of God who has come
into the world (14). It is otherwise with the Christians. They
live in accordance with the commandments of God engraved on
their hearts, and are conspicuous in every respect for their praise-
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worthy conduct (15). The discourse concludes with two sections
that seem to have undergone some alteration in transmission to
us (16, 17).

So far as the form is concerned, it may well be
doubted whether Aristides ever delivered such a dis

course, either at Athens or elsewhere. There is,

however, no sufficient reason for doubting also, with
Harnack (TLZ 1891, nos. 12, 13), the rest of the

statement in Eusebius, or for inferring from the super
scription in the Syriac version that Aristides delivered

his discourse to Antoninus Pius (138-161). We may
adhere to the date under Hadrian (117-138), but not
earlier than 125-6. With this assumed date agrees
what can be inferred from the contents (if the simplicity
of the discourse is noted), what the writer adopts from
the gospel narratives, and his attitude towards the books
he appears to have made use of (see CANON, 65 ;

van Manen, Th. T 1893, 1-56).
A Dispute of Jason and Papiscus concerning Christ,

attributed to Aristo of Pella, depreciatingly spoken of

37 Ari to of
bv Celsus, ancl defended by Origen, is

_ .. known to us in a fragmentary way from the

writings of Origen and others, and per

haps underlies the Altercatio Simonis Jitdcei et Theophili
Christiani which comes to us from the fifth century
( Harnack,A CL 1 92-95 ; PRF.W 2 47-48 )

and the Discourse
between Athanasius [bishop of Alexandria] and the Jew
Zacchceus (Conybeare, Expos. 1897, April, 300-323;
June, 443-463). It appears to have turned upon the

question whether Jesus was the Messiah foretold by the

prophets, and to date from 135-170, let us say about

140 A. D.

The Christian philosopher, Justin Martyr, born
about IOOA.D. , baptized about 133, died about 165

T .. (163-7), who is cited as a witness to

First Apology. l
he NT in

,

C
h
ANO

?
6? and Gos

f
K

:

s -

8 75 1
vvas tne author of two apologies

which are imperfectly preserved in a single MS. The
first vindicates our faith before Antoninus and the

Roman senate, according to Eus. HE iv. 83 11 3 18 2.

It is divisible into three parts : chs. 2-12 13-60 61-67,

preceded and followed by an introduction (1) and a
conclusion (681-2) to which was added at a later date a

transcript of Hadrian s letter to Minucius Fondanus

(683-10) and, later still, letters of Antoninus Pius and
Marcus Aurelius.

The orator-author maintains (i) that Christians ought
not to be persecuted for the name they bear seeing that

they are neither without God (adeoi) nor guilty of all

sorts of evil deeds. He states what their belief really

is, declares that Jesus Christ has foretold all things, and
announces his purpose of proving, for the instruction of

those who do not know it, the truth of his Christian

confession (2-12). (2) He then proceeds in the second

place to show that the Christian religion is rational and
leads to a life that is lovely as the precepts of Christ are

beautiful (13-22). In ch. 23 he lays down three pro

positions which he goes on to discuss in their order :

what he and his brethren have taught concerning Christ

and the prophets who went before is true (24-29);
all this was taught by Jesus Christ, the Son of God,
made man in accordance with the Divine purpose

(30-53) ;
before the incarnation men had wandered in

error under the influence of evil spirits (54-60). (3) In

the third portion he treats of baptism, the eucharist, the

observance of Sunday (61-67).
The assumed character of a spoken discourse is

merely literary form. The book is intended to advocate

the Christian cause with all who cared to listen to it,

especially with rulers (01 apxoirej) all of whom, not

merely one or two emperors, are addressed as pious
and philosophers (eiW^etj KO.I

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;i\6&amp;lt;To&amp;lt;poi}.
Where and

when it was written cannot be determined with certainty.

Probably it was at Rome about the middle of the second

century.
In the second apology the speaker, in consequence of
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a bloody persecution of three Christians under Urbicus,

_ . addresses himself to the Romans whose
. . governors (riyovftevoi) permit or perpe-
P Sj- trate such cruelties. He relates what has

happened (chs. 1 2), speaks contemptuously of what a

certain opponent called Crescens might be able to do

(3) ; disposes of the advice given to Christians to commit
suicide (4) ; explains why it is that in spite of all

calamities they maintain their faith in God (5); that

God is unnameable
;
who Jesus Christ is (6) ; why

Christians cannot accept the Stoical doctrine as to the

conflagration of the world and as to fate (7 8) ; why
they believe in the penal justice of God (9); that philo

sophers like Socrates in the olden time were also perse
cuted (10); how it is possible to learn from Hercules at

the crossway (11); of the fearlessness of Christian martyrs

(12) ;
and that it must be held a fitting thing that

answer should be made to the complaints of the

Christians (13-15).
This discourse is no mere postscript of the first, as

has often been supposed, nor a preliminary argument.
Rather is it an independent sequel, with constant

reference to what has been said in the first : perhaps a
work that at a later date (yet not much later) was

separately published when Urbicus was city prefect
that is to say between 144 and 160 (circa 153).

Both discourses, cited as witnesses in CANON, 67 and
GOSPELS, 75, are of great value for our knowledge of

the manner in which in those days Christianity was re

garded by mature and thoughtful professors. The first

has an additional value on account of what it tells us as

to the moral life of the Christians of that period as well

as their ecclesiastical customs and practices.
A third apology of Justin, in large measure preserved

in the same MS, is known as his Dialogue with Trypho
the Jew. To Trypho he tells the story40. Dialogue

with Trypho.
of his own baptism (2-8), and then he

goes on to show, in the first place that

the Mosaic law has had its day and must now give

place to the new law, the law of Christ (9-48), and in

the second place that Christ is rightly worshipped by
believers along with God, because the prophets had
foretold his coming and he is truly the Son of God
as is witnessed by his birth, bv his death on the cross,

his resurrection, and ascension (49_^).
This dialogue, cited in CANON, 67, was, according

to ch. 120, written after Justin s First Apology, probably
still within the reign of Antoninus Pius (138-161),

approximately about 155-160.
What is known as the Epistle to Diognetus reached

modern times in a single MS which was burned at

_ . ,. Strassburg in 1870 ; it is a particularly

to DioSus fine plea for Chl istifinity (&amp;lt;-? 30) in

which an unknown writer, who for a
while was wrongly identified with Justin, undertakes to

enlighten the equally unknown Diognetus on the religion
of Christians, the God in whom they trust, their con

tempt of the world and of death, their renunciation of

the gods of Greece and of the Jewish worship (5ei&amp;lt;ri5cu-

fiovia), their mutual love, and the reason why this new
kind or practice (yevos ?} eTrmySei /ua) of piety has

only now entered into the world (ch. 1). He insists on
the worthlessness of the gods made by human hands of

perishable matter (2); maintains that the Jews are in

error when they think to serve the Creator as if he had
need of offerings and desired the fulfilment of a multi

plicity of commands (3-4). He then goes on to sketch
the Christian manner of life so as to show the excellence
of the Christian profession (5-6). Their knowledge of

God is through the manifestation of the Word (7).
How greatly superior is the Christian revelation to all

that ever philosophers formerly taught (8). Before it

must come the fulness of transgression (9). Christian faith

brings a rich blessing (10). Finally there follows, from
another somewhat younger hand, a glorification of the

Word and of the preaching of the Word to men (11-12).
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42. Tatian.

The whole was, as plainly appears from the last lines

of ch. 1, originally designed, not to be sent as a letter,

but to be read and re-read in the religious assemblies of
the church. When we compare this anonymous writer

with Aristides and perceive how he seems to be ac

quainted with NT writings without ever quoting them
verbatim or as possessing authority, we have reason to

assign his date to the second half of the second century.
Tatian, already referred to in 7, was the author of

a still extant Oration to the Greeks (critically edited by
Schwartz in 1888) which may be dated
towards the middle of the second century,

not later than about 172 A.D. He there expounds what
he, the quondam philosopher, deems most proper to be
said on behalf of Christianity while criticising and con

futing the religion, ethics, philosophy, and art of the

Greeks.

An extant Oration of Athenagoras (also edited by
Schwartz, 1891) is represented as having been held

, AI.U before the emperors Marcus Aurelius and
43. Athena- T ^Lucius Commodus that is to say, some

where between the years 176 and 180.

In it the Athenian philosopher (of whom nothing further

is known) directs attention to the difference of treatment
meted out to Christians and pagans (1-3); he then

proceeds to vindicate Christians from the accusation

of being atheists (#0eoi) (4-30) and of being morally
inferior to pagans (31-36), and concludes with a fresh

appeal to the supreme rulers (37).

44. Miltiades, , Apo^Sif ^ Miltiades and Apol-
, lonius are known to us only by name :

that of Melito (circa 170) from a

quotation by Eusebius (HE iv. 265-11).

VI. TEXT BOOKS
Such Old-Christian writings as do not come under

the categories already dealt with Gospels, Acts,
_ , Epistles, Revelations, Apologies can be

, . conveniently grouped under the heading of

Text books, as having been written for the

instruction of their readers. In this class the first we
shall mention is the Antitheses or Separatio legis et

evangelii. Of this we know little more than the name,
and that it was the chief work of Marcion ;

it is men
tioned by Tertullian (adv. Afarc.\ig; see CANON,

69).

Four-and-twenty books of Basilides, or it may be, of

one of his followers upon the Gospel (eis TO

so Eus. HE\\. 7?) or exegetics
Clem. Alex. Strom, iv. 1283).

Letters, Homilies and Psalms, by Valentinus or his

adherents, are referred to by Clement of Alexandria,

Hippolytus, Tertullian.

A treatise against all the heresies that have existed

(cruvTay/j.a Kara iraffuv TUOV yeyevrj/jifruv aipecrecui ), by
Justin, is named by himself in Apol. 126.

Other works also are, rightly or wrongly, attributed

to Justin.

Philosophical, doctrinal, polemical, ecclesiastical

writings by Isidorus, Apelles, Agrippa Castor, Tatian,

Miltiades, Apollinaris, Melito, Theophilus, Rhodon,
and others in confutation of heretics or in recom
mendation of their errors.

Greater or smaller treatises wholly or partially in

corporated or worked into later Canones, constitutiones,

confessional writings, episcopal lists, etc.

The chief work of this description, known to us since

1883, is the Didache (see APOCRYPHA, 31 ; CANON,
65 ; Warfield, Bibl. Sacr. 1886, pp. looff. ;

Hen-

necke, ZNTW, 1901, pp. 58-72).
Five books of Memoirs or Commentaries

(&quot;TTrofj.vfifjLa.ra) by Hegesippus, begun under Anicetus

(154/5-165/7), completed under Eleutherus (173/5-

188/9), f which fragments are preserved in Eus. HE,
are more of a polemical, anti-gnostic, than of an

historical, character.
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The much discussed work of Papias was probably a

commentary on one or more of our canonical gospels

(s.-e GOSPELS, 65, 94).
Memoirs or Commentaries

( TTrotwTj/xaTa) by
Heracleon, according to Origen collected by Brooke

(7*514, 1891) belong to a commentary on the Fourth

Gospel (see CANON, 69).

On the Resurrection of the Dead (irepi dvcwrCierews

v(KpZv ; edited by Schwartz, TU 42) was written by
Athenagoras in answer to objections to the doctrine of

the resurrection and in exposition of the arguments in

its favour that can be drawn from the writings of philo

sophers, or from the constitution and destiny of man.
The literature of the subject is immense. It includes all

studies, whether older or more recent, on the NT, the Apostolic
Fathers and other Christian writers of the

46. Literature, first two centuries. For brevity s sake we
may refer to the Introductions to the NT

(see PAUL, 51); Harnack, ACL 1 1893, 2 1, 1897; Kriiger,

ACL, 1895, and Nachtrage, 1897. w. C. v. M.

OLEASTER (jOt?
5

}T). Is. 41 19 RVs-, EV OIL

TREE (q.v.). Cp OLIVE, 2.

OLIVE (JTT ; eAAiA Gen. 8n Ex.2?2o 30 24 etc.)

is often mentioned in OT as well as several times in NT.
_, . The Hebrew name (sdyith), is found in

i. btymoiogy.
Aram&amp;lt; Eth

_
and Arab _ but not jn Ass

In Arab, zayt usually stands for the oil, and a longer
form zavtiin for the tree.

Guidi s inference (Delia Sei/f, 37) that both the name and the
culture of the olive were a comparatively late importation into

Arabia supported by Strabo s statement (783) about the
Nabataxin country euicapTros T/ TroAAr; TrAiji/ eAaiou, and the
fact that various words for lamps were borrowed by Arab, from
Aram. is accepted by Frankel (147), but denied by Hommel
{Aufs. u. Abhandl. 99).

The origin of zdyith was formerly sought within the

Semitic languages in *Jnm, to be bright (cp rr, Ges.

Thes.
) ; but Lagarde in a brilliant article (Miith. 8214^ )

maintains a derivation from Armenian tscth, which may
also be the source of Egyptian djoeit or djoit, a word
which, in a slightly different form, is found in an early

Pyramid text (Hommel, I.e.}. If this etymology be

accepted, it has an important bearing on the history
both of language and of civilisation. The word would be

an example of a very early loanword incorporated from
without into the common Semitic stock, whilst the

knowledge of olive cultivation might be inferred to

have reached Egypt on the one hand and Palestine on
the other from some early seat in Asia Minor prob
ably Cilicia, Lagarde thinks, in view of the fact that on
the S. coast of Asia Minor the wild olive forms veri

table forests (De Candolle, Origine, 225). The
Arabic word passed along the N. coast of Africa into

Spain, and was also borrowed by Persian and Turkish.

The Greek and Latin words are of quite independent
origin.

Although in Gen. 8n a branch of wild olive seems to

be intended, everywhere else sdyith denotes the culti-

2 References
vated 7ariety- In Neh - 8l S this is

S&amp;gt;

distinguished from the oleaster (Ele-

agnus angustifolia), if that is the correct identification of

is Itmen (see OIL TREE). The two terms are brought

together in a distich of Ben Sira (Ecclus. 50 10, Heb.

text)

As a luxuriant olive (n l) full of berries,
And as a wild-olive tree

(jeer ? ! ) w ith branches full of sap.

No wonder that references to the olive tree abound ;
it

is as characteristic of Palestine (Dt. 88) as the date-

palm is of Egypt, and shares the notice of Hebrew-

writers with corn and the vine. Once we find the

phrase rr] D&quot;i3, olive orchard (Judg. 15s). The

special epithet of the olive is pjn
1

i-e. , luxuriant

not green, for the leaves of the olive are not strikingly

green. The uses of its oil, for lighting, as an ingredient
in food, and as a salve or ointment, are too familiar to

1 See Driver on Dt. 12 2.
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need illustration, nor need we refer here to GETHSEMANE
[q.v. ]. Olive trees stand as an image of fresh beauty
combined with fruitfulness (Ps. 528 [10] 128s Jer. 11 16

Hos. 146); the process of beating or shaking the

trees to bring down the ripe fruit is referred to l in Dt.

2420 (for the law about gleaning cp Ex. 23n) Is. 176
24 13 ; and the treading or pressing out of the oil in

Mic. 615.

In Rom. 11 17-24 we have an allusion to the process of graft

ing, which has since ancient times been applied in order to grow
branches of the finer cultivated olive upon the stem of the

oleaster (aypitAcuo?) ; the writer, for the illustration of his

argument, imagine s a reverse process the grafting of wild olire

branches upon the cultivated plant.

The area over which Olea europea, L. ,
is found grow

ing spontaneously is so large that it is almost impossible

TJ . to say where or how early it may have
3. iiome oi

been firs(
.

cultivated As De Candolle
Olive.

|^ c
-

( 222 ft ) shows, however, its range

may not in early times have been so extensive. The

Egyptians certainly knew it very early as a cultivated

plant. The Greeks believed Attica to have been its

earliest home (Herod. 682), and it was cultivated among
them from a great antiquity. The Syrian cultivation

may reach back at least as far as either of these (cp

Lagarde, I.e.
),

and Schweinfurth and other botanists

incline to the view that the olive was of African origin,

and thence spread along the Mediterranean region.
N. M.

[Two passages in the Psalms seem to require notice here : (a)
Ps. 52s[io] and

(l&amp;gt;) 1283. In passage a olive-

4. PSS. 528 trees in the temple-courts may justly surprise us,

1283. f r there is no trustworthy evidence that trees

were planted there. Most probably the text is

in disorder, as the vertical line called Pasek suggests. If we
may read
And I, the poor and needy one, JV3JO jy JW
In the courts of the house of my God, M^N ji 3

the difficulty is removed without violence (Che Ps.(2l).

In passage /&amp;gt;,

there may be an allusion to the way in which th

olive tree propagates itself. When the trunk decays, fresh stems

spring from the roots, and a group of olives takes the place of a

single tree. As the parent stem decays, the suckers grow up,
tall and strong, in their place, so that it may perhaps be a true

tradition that in the famous olive-grove of Gaza (see GAZA, 4)

no trees have been planted since the Moslem conquest.
2 T. K. c.]

N. M., 1-3; T. K. C., 4.

OLIVES, THE MOUNT OF (D JT-Tn in, Zech. 14 4

bis ; TO opos TU&amp;gt; eAaioif [, NT, Jos.]; mans Olirarum;
in 2 S. 15 30 C JVirt flTBO, ^ aya/3do-is T. e., clii us,

1. Names, ascent ; in Acts 1 12, opos TO KoAoiVet-or
eAaicoiMK, mons qui - ocatur Olivcti, the mount

called Olivet [Olivet also in 2 S. 15 3o AV ; cp Jos. Ant. vii. 9 2]),

afterwards called by the Jews nntt On &quot;in,
&quot;tons unctioms (on

the expression JVn& Sri in
i

2 K. 2813 see below, and cp DE
STRUCTION [MOUNT OF]), and still later, mons Itiminum (ex

plained in the Middle Ages as referring to the multitude of

lights burning in the various sanctuaries on the mount) or also

inons trium tutinni with reference to the triple light (a) of
the temple, (/ ) of the rising sun, (c) of the oil of the olive trees,

according to the rabbis ; cp PE^ Q, 1897, pp. 75-77, 307-308 or,
more correctly, according to Reland, mons trium culminunt
(from its three summits ; see below), and at the present day
Jebel ez-Zeitiln, or more commonly, Jebel-et-Tur (sometimes
Jebel I fir ez-Zeit).

The name applies primarily in a general way to the

whole ridge (on the limitation to a part of this chain,

_ see below [3]), coming from the NW. ,

2. Description. but stretchjng N and s for about

2\ m. on the E. side of Jerusalem, beyond the ravine of

the Kidron valley, thus forming a sort of rampart

parallel to the Bezetha and Temple Hills (see sketch map
above, col. 2410). Geologically the formation is a hard

cretaceous limestone (called by the Arabs mizseh], \\ith

superimposed strata of soft cretaceous limestone (Sen-
onian, called by the Arabs kakiileh), and quaternary

deposits sn the summit. The mount is easily climbed

in a quarter of an hour from the Kidron ; it is less stony

1 In many parts of Spain and Greece, and generally in Asia,
the olives are beaten down by poles or by shaking the boughs

~

8 Conder, Tent Ifort, 2 261.
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than some others near it, and formerly was rich in

various plantations, especially (as the name implies)
olive plantations ;

the number of these has greatly
diminished. There are three distinct elevations separated

by depressions in the ridge.

(1) The elevation on the N., where the house of Mr. Gray Hill

now stands (2690 ft. above sea level), currently known as Mt.

Scopus (hut wrongly, the true Scopus being more to the W., beside

the Nablus road, at the point called Ras-el-Mesharif ; cp PEFQ,
1874, pp. 94, in); the native name appears to be es-Suwiin.

(2) That on the S., now known as Jebel Batn el - Hawa
(Mount of the Belly of the Wind), 2395 ft., having the village
of Siloam on its western flank. By Josephus (BJ v. 12 2)

it is called the hill overlooking the ravine of Siloam ; by tradi

tion, opos irpo&amp;lt;ro\8i&amp;lt;riJ.a.Tos, (TKavKd^ov,
Sia&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;9opa.&amp;lt;;,

tiions offen-
sionis or scamiali, being identified with the hill spoken of in

i K. 11 7 as before (^S Vj;) Jerusalem, in connection with the

pagan sanctuaries set up by Solomon for his foreign wives,! and
also with the hill (to be regarded, however, as distinct), which

in 2 K. 23 13 is called JVnC SH irr (EV, mount of corruption,

RV ng-, or, destruction ). For a discussion of this phrase,
which was unintelligible to the translator of

,
see DKSTKUC-

TION [MOUNT OF] ; the hill intended by it was probably the

Mt. of Olives, properly so-called, and as for the sanctuaries

situated on its right hand i.e., to the S. they may have stood

on the Jebel Batn el-Hawa, but equally well may be supposed
to have been on the hill called by tradition the Hill of Evil

Counsel, now locally known as the Jebel Abu-Tor, to the S. of

Jerusalem beyond the Wady er-Rababi. The Jebel Batn el-

Hawa is separated from the Mt. of Olives proper by a sharp de

pression, through which passes the road to Bethany, and in

which are situated the new abattoirs of Jerusalem.

(3) Between the two already mentioned is the Mt. of

Olives proper the distance from Jerusalem is variously

given as 8 furlongs (Acts 1 12, a sabbath day s journey ),

5 furlongs (Jos. Ant. xx. 86) or 6 furlongs (Jos. BJ
T. 2s) described as before

( iS Sy) Jerusalem on the

east
(Dtj3p),

Zech. 144), on the east side (nipp) of the

city (Ez. 1123), and over against (Kartvavn) the temple

(Mk. 183). Here again three culminating points have

to be distinguished. The first, on the E. (2664 ft.),

is now marked by the conspicuous Russian tower ;
the

second (2636 ft.), farther to the W.
, exactly faces the

temple ;
here stand (a.) the chapel of the Ascension on

the site of various Christian buildings, the oldest of

which goes back to the time of Constantine ; (6) the

Arab village of Kefr et-Tur, first mentioned in the

fifteenth century ; (c) several other sanctuaries ;
the

third, more to the N. (2684 ft.), is locally known as

Karm es-Seyyad or Karm Abul-Hawa, and to tradition

as Viri Galilcei ; see below
( 5). A carriage road,

made for the Empress of Germany in 1898, leads from

the Nablus Road to Viri Galikei and thence onwards to

the Chapel of the Ascension. 2

The view from the Mt. of Olives is very extensive.

Westward, it commands a bird s-eye view of Jerusalem,
in the form of a theatre, as Josephus expresses it (the

summit is 218 ft. above the Haram). To the NW. is

seen Xeby Samwil, and to the N. the mountains of

Benjamin and Ephraim ;
to the S. are those of Judah,

and, in particular, the Frank Mountain (Bethlehem
is not visible

;
but from the top of the Russian tower can

be seen the bell-towers of the Church of the Nativity) ;

to the E. are the arid mountains traversed by the road

from Jerusalem to Jericho (Bethany is hidden), the

Ghor, the Dead Sea, the mountains of Gilead and
Moab. Those, however, who claim to have seen Jerash,
the greater Hermon, Ebal and Gerizim, the Mediter

ranean, are in error.

In the OT the Mt. of Olives is mentioned in four

OT places: (a) 2 S. l523-16i. David, in

- flight from Absalom, crosses the Kidron
ences.

aiul c ii rn^s up tne other side to where,

according to RV, God was worshipped (RVms-,

1 A later tradition, going as far back as 1283 A.D., places here
not the heathen sanctuaries, but the harem of Solomon.

2 The western flank of the Mt. of Olives has been from early
times, and still continues to be, used for purposes of burial.

The most ancient of the tombs, caves transformed into sepul
chres, are now called (baselessly) Tombs of the Prophets, and
are situated to the SVV. of the Latin buildings. Cp H. Vincent,
Revue Biblique, 10 (1901), pp. 72-88; PEFQ, 1901, pp. 309-317.
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where he was wont to worship God ; AV less cor

rectly, where he worshipped God
) ; on the other side

he descended to BAHUKIM (q.v. ; unidentified), (b)
Ezekiel (1123) sees the glory of Yahwe going forth

from the temple and resting on the Mt. of Olives ; cp
482, where, conversely, the glory of Yahwe comes to

the temple from the E. (c) In Neh. 815 it is said : the

people went to the mount for branches of olive, etc. ;

various interpreters understand the Mt. of Olives here.

(d) Zechariah (144) sees Yahwe in the great day plant
his feet on the Mt. of Olives, which is cleft by an east

ward and westward valley to make way for the fugitives.
Later rabbinical Judaism attached the rite of the red heifer

(Nu. 19 ; Mish. Para/t,36) to the Mt. of Olives, where also at
the appearance of each new moon a fire was kindled visible as
far as from Karn Sartabeh. A Jewish legend fixes the abode of
the divine Shekinah on the Mt. of Olives for three and a half

years.
The NT references are five: (a) Mt. 21 1 Mk. 11 1

Lk. 1929 (Jesus crosses the Mt. of Olives on the day of

_, his triumphal entry into Jerusalem) ; ()
Mt. 24 3 Mk. 183 (scene of his discourse

ences.
concerning the temp ie

) ; (c} Lk. 21 37

Jn. 8 1 (Jesus withdraws for the night as, according to

Lk. was his habit to the Mt. of Olives) ; (d) Mt. 2630
Mk. 14 26 Lk. 2239 (mentioned in connection with GETH-
SEMANE [q.v.]) ; (e) Acts 1 12 (after the ascension, the

apostles return from the Mt. of Olives). Christian

tradition, resting undoubtedly on the last-cited passage,
but also influenced by Zech. 144, has, since the time of

Eusebius (about 315 A. D.
), regarded the summit of the

Mt. of Olives as the scene of the ascension
;
a sanctuary

_ , was erected on the ridge (firl TTJS
o. ocene 01 , / \ , , . &amp;gt; Al_ r

,, . aKOwpaas), which varied in the course of
tne ascension. ... .

centuries
;
irom the fourth century on

wards there has been shown one of the footprints (now
right, now left) of Jesus on the rock (again an echo of Zech.

144). In Lk. 24so the scene of the ascension is placed

very definitely at Bethany (he led them &&amp;gt;$ Trpds HrjOaviav

AV, as far as to Bethany, RV less correctly, until they
were over against Bethany ).

Unless two conflicting
accounts be admitted, that of Lk. must rule, the passage
in Acts saying merely that the disciples returned from the

Mt. of Olives. There can be no doubt that Lk. means
to say that he led them to the place called Bethany
(Tobler, 83). It may be added that in the time of

Jesus there were houses on the top of the Mt. of Olives.

The tendency to multiply sacred sites, so often shown

by tradition, has caused the scene of the apparition of

the angels (
Viri Galilaei, Actsl n ;

see above, 2, [3]) to

be separated from that of the ascension itself. A further

designation, Galilasa (which is not to be confounded
with Viri Galilrei), is the result of a harmonistic effort to

bring Mt. 28 10 (cp v. 16), which speaks of an appear
ance of Jesus on a mountain in Galilee, into conformity
with the indications of Mk. and Lk. ,

which make Jeru
salem the scene of the manifestation. The attempt is

old and has been often repeated ; the last to make
it is R. Hofmann, whose argument is interesting but

unconvincing. Cp GOSPELS, 138.
From the fourth century (Bordeaux Pilgrim, 333) onwards

through the Middle Ages and down to the sixteenth century, 1

in accordance with the tendency of tradition to bring all the
biblical sites as near to Jerusalem as possible, pilgrims were
shown the scene of the transfiguration as well as that of the
ascension on the Mt. of Olives. The similarity of names (Mt.
Tabor, Jebel et-Tor ; and Mt. of Olives, Jebel et-Tur) may
possibly have contributed to this error. The interest of the Mt.
of Olives for the Christian lies more in the mountain as a whole
than in any particular part of it. As the Abbe Le Camus (/ oyage
aux Pays Bibliques, 1 252) has it : Quand les reliques sont des

montagnes, on pent admettre leur authenticite.

Tobler, Die Siloahqitelle und der Oelberg, 59-313; Reland,
Palcestina, 52 337-341 ; Robinson, Biblical Researches in Pales*

tinaC^I, 1274-275 604-605; Phys. Geogr.
6. Literature, of the ///,, 4os. ; Berggren, Reisen, 894-97 ;

Furrer, \Vanderungen( -},?,\-?&amp;gt;^\l art. Oel

berg in Schenkel s Bitel-Ltxiken, 4355-356; Thomson, The
Land and the Book, 2410-422 433-437 ; Schick, The Mount of

1 Hans Stockar, pilgrim of 1519 ; Heimfahrt von Jerusalem,
18, Schaffhausen (1839).
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OLYMPAS
Olives, FEFQ, 1889, pp. 174-184; PEFMZzio; Jerusalem

398-404; Doubdan, / oyaze de la Terre-Sainte, 115-116253-270,
with a map on p.

100 ; Wallace, Jerusalem the Holy, 117-124 ;

Buhl, Gcogr. ties alten Paliistina, 94-95; Fraas, Aus tiem

Orient, 57-58 202 (Geological); R. Hofmann, Galilira avf dent

Oelherg, 1896, 53 pp.; ZDPl 13 (1800) 98 (Van Kasteren) ;

Federlin, La Terrc-Sainte, xviii. (1901), nos. 2, 8-12.

LU. G.

OLYMPAS (oAYMTTAC- a contracted form of oAyM-
TTloAcopOc) is saluted in Rom. 1615; cp ROMANS,

4, 10. Later legend (see the ynOMNHMA of Peter

and Paul of the pseudo-Symeon Metaphrastes) said that

he was ordained bishop of Philippi by Peter, and

l&amp;gt;eheaded with Herodion at Rome when Peter was

crucified.

OLYMPIUS (oAyMTTioC [AV]), 2 Mace. 62. See

JUPITER.

OMAERUS (MAHPOC [B]), iEsd.9 34 AV= Ezra

1034, AMRAM, 2.

OMAR pOlK ; COMAp [BADEL]), one of the sons of

Eliphaz; Gen. 36 n (ta^av [ADE])is i Ch. 1 36.! Probably a

corruption of Jerahmeel, like IRAM (so Che.) in Gen. 8643 i Ch.

154-

OMEGA. See ALPHA.

OMER py), Ex. 1636 etc. See WEIGHTS AND

MEASURES.

OMRI CHE!? may either be an ethnic like Zimri, and

many of the names which now close with !&quot;l\
instead of

*
[see NAME], perhaps [cp OMAR] from Jerahmeel

[Che. 1: or, it may be put for il IDl?,
1 OT

worshipper of Yahwe, cp Arab, names
references.

,^mir and -Qmar, and see Robertson

Smith, Kinship, 265/ ;
in Aram, inscr. TO?* [6752,

no. 195] and -|Dl?n [ib., no. 173], cp JAMBRI ;

ZA/V\Bp[e]l [BA, but occasionally A/V\Bp(e)l]. AMBpl
[L], A.MAPINOC [Jos. Ant. viii. 12 5])- i. Father

of Ahab and King of Israel (900-875 B.C., Schr. ;

890-879 B.C., Kamph. ),
i K. 1615-28. He was

originally captain of the host, and was besieging

Gibbethon, a Philistine town, when he heard that his

royal master Elah had been slain by ZlMRl (q.v. ).
At

once he left Gibbethon and came to Tirzah and besieged

the usurper Zimri, who, finding himself unable to hold

out, closed his reign of seven days by a voluntary death

(see ZIMRI). But the victor had yet another rival to

fear. TIBNI b. Ginath and his brother Joram (cp i K.

1622
)
were in arms against Omri, and it was not

until they died that his authority was secure. 1 That he

had the eye of a statesman is clear from his selection of

SAMARIA
(&amp;lt;/.v.)

as capital in preference to TIRZAH.

His struggles against the Aramaeans of Damascus

were not particularly successful ;
he had to concede

certain privileges to them in his own capital (i K. 2034),

and was forced to surrender several Israelite towns, in

cluding, it would seem, the important Ramoth-gilead

(223); see BENHADAD, 2. The meagre accounts of

him in the OT are supplemented slightly by the Moabite

inscription.

From the stele of Mesha, we learn that Omri reasserted his

claim to Moab and gained a hold on Medeba and the surround-

in? district, which was retained by him for some years (cp AHAB).
The thoroughness of the subjection is proved by the enormous

tribute paid to Israel by Moab (cp 2 K. 84). See MESHA.

Omri is the first Israelite king to be mentioned on the

Assyrian inscriptions, and the widening of the political

horizon of Israel marks the commence-
2. Assyrian ment Qf a new epocn i t js possible that
references. Omri h jmseif pajd tribute to Assyria, and

through its help obtained the throne (cp Ki. 2259). On

inscriptions from the time of Shalmaneser II. (854)

down to Sargon (720) we find the northern kingdom

1 Knowing, as we do, the manner in which late revisers have

endeavoured to synchronise the events of the two kingdoms of

Israel and Judah, we cannot, by comparing v. 15 with z: 23, fix

the length of Omri s struggle with Tibni at four years (see

CHRONOLOGY, 7).
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ON
designated as mat Bit-tfumri, land of the house of

Omri
1

;
or simply mdl Humri, land Omri. 1

Jehu
even is called the son of Omri (Schr. A ATigofr).
The use of this phrase shows how great was the reputa
tion which Omri enjoyed abroad (Stade, however, sup

poses that the Assyrians did not learn of the existence

of Israel till Omri s reign, and that, as years went by,

they clung to the original name, without troubling to

change it [Gl-7 1 52 ])-
Another sign of the influence of

Omri would be the strange phrase of an anonymous
prophet in Mi. 616, the statutes of Omri ; but the

text is doubtless corrupt (see MICAH [BOOK], 3).

The dynasty which he founded lasted for half a century,
and was only overturned by the hatred of the prophets
to the worship of Baal. It is remarkable that we are

told so little about him. Cp HISTORICAL LIT. , 5, 7.

2. b. Becher, a Benjamite, i Ch. 7s (a^apMia [HAL]).

3. A descendant of Pharez, i Ch. 9 4 (anp[)i IBA], afi/3pi [L,

who appears to identify Omri and IMRI, a name which BA omits]).

4. b. Michael, of the tribe of ISSACHAK ( 4 n.), i Ch. 27 18

(oM0p[&amp;lt;MBL],
aMapi[A]).

ON (jiK ; AYN [B], &YNAN [AF], AMMAN [L]), b.

Peleth, a Reubenite, the associate of Dathan and Abiram

(Nu. 16 1). The name On seems to have attached itself

to Jerahmeelite territory ;
hence it is parallel with

Cushan and Missur, according to an almost certain

restoration of Hab. 87, On is affrighted, the tents of

Cushan are in dread, 2 the tent curtains of Missur

tremble. See DATHAN AND ABIRAM, and cp JERAH
MEEL, 3, PlBESETH.
The names On, Onam, Onan, Ono, Ben-oni point to

the existence of a clan and of a district in the far S.

called On, and there is a group of passages in the

Prophets, commonly much misunderstood, in which the

same S. Palestinian district is probably referred to,

viz., Am. 1 5 (
and inhabitants from Rehoboth-on

),

v. 5 (
Bethel [the southern Bethel in the district of On ?]

shall become Aven
),

Hos. 108
(

the high places of

On -Jerahmeel ),
Hab. 87 (

On shall be affrighted ).

Ezek. 30 17 (
the young men of On and Jerahmeel ).

For the explanation and justification of these readings

see Crit. Bib.; we can only mention here that the

Bethel of Amos and Hosea was probably the sanctuary

of the golden calf (cp PROPHET, 35), not far from

Halusah
(
= Dan?) in the Negeb. It is also by no

means impossible that under the present Egyptianised

story of Joseph, there lies an earlier story, which laid

the scene in N. Arabia, and gave Joseph for a father-

in-law a priest of On, a Zarephathite (jns t3ifl = rttns)-

Note that On in Nu. 16 1 is b. Peleth i.e., a Pele-

thite (= Zarephathite) and that REUBEN appears

originally to have been a southern tribe (see PELETH) ;

also that in Neh. 62, for reasons given elsewhere (see

Crit. Bib. ),
the place of meeting suggested to Nehemiah

was probably, not in [one of] the villages in the plain of

Ono, but in Jerahmeel, in Rehoboth of On (cp Am.

Is above); and lastly, that in Neh. 11 35 we should

probably read for Ono, Ge-haharashim [RVme ],
On

of the Geshurites (see GESHUR, 2). Every one of these

corrections throws light on a dark place in the OT
writings ;

hence their introduction into a work like the

present.
T - K - c -

ON (|1K, |.t ; HAioy noAic ;

3 HEUOPOLIS), the city

of POTIPHERA [y.v.], the father-in-law of Joseph (Gen.

414550 4620; also Ezek. 30 17 [6; see
1. Name. AVKN

-J)
aiso mentioned as Beth-shemesh in

Jer. 43 13 (so MT and
&amp;lt;85 ;

but the text needs correction ;

see BETH-SHEMESH), and in the true text of Is. 19 18

(cp x* Symm., see HERES, CITY OF), and in &amp;lt;S
of

Ex. In (KAI CON [U top (unless this is a misprint in

1 For the designation of a nation as the house of a king or

of a founder of a dynasty, cp Hos. 5 i. Mesha, too, speaks of

the house of Omri s son (/. 7). Cp Wi. KA T(3
&amp;gt;, 247.

2 So Perles (Analekten, 66) and Nowack ;
but -psO must also

be restored for JHD pN-
In Gen. 41 45 lou roA [A*], Uiov w. [AM, 5 46 20 Uiou

IT. [A].
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ON
Lag-)] H eCTlN HAlOY TToAlc) as well as in Jer. 4813

(a gloss on HAioy TToAlc)-
The name of the Egyptian On (for the S. Palestinian

On, see preceding article) is written mv l
(the initial

Alcph would admit also of being read as a y).

According to a famous mythological text (Destr. 19),
the name would be etymologically connected with the

word preserved in Coptic as eyNI. millstone, so that

the w would have to be read before the n. The
late pronunciation On is, at any rate, traceable, not

only in
&amp;lt;S,

but even in the Assyrian Unu (Asur-bani-

pal).
2 From the famous temple of the sun-god the city

was perhaps also called Pe(r)-Re ,
house of the sun-

god ; cp the Greek and Arabic designations.
3

On-Heliopolis, situated very near the southern end
of the Delta, E. of the Pelusiac branch of the Nile,

2. Importance
was PerhaPs - the oldest city of EgyPl-

We find, at least, that from the texts

of the pyramids to the latest theological writings it is

described as the holiest city, the favourite place of the

sun-god whence it is easiest to find access to heaven.
In its temple (

the House of the Prince
)
was a sacred

tree which is identified with the tree from the branches
of which the sun-god rises every morning, etc. 4 The
earliest divinity worshipped there seems to have been

Atum(u), figured in human form, and explained by
the later theologians as the setting sun. Re and
Harmachis were also worshipped. A god explained
as the Heliopolitan form of Osiris had the name
Sep (cp Osarseph, the name of Moses in Manetho

[JOSEPH ii. , i]). The most sacred animal there was
the bull called Mnevis by the Greeks. 5 The name of

the high priest (wr-m } greatest in seeing (i.e., ob

serving the stars) and his sacrificial costume, covered
with stars, point to the high reputation of the Helio

politan astronomers and astrologers. Even in Greek
times the learning of those priests (Mywrluiv Xoyitb-
TOLTOL, Herod. 2s) was so famous that Greek philosophers
like Plato and Eudoxus were said to have visited them
to study their wisdom. So important was the city
to which Potiphera (cp JOSEPH ii., 3, u) was said

to have belonged.

Heliopolis was the capital of a nome (the thirteenth

of Lower Egypt), but seems never to have played any

3 Historv P 1 ^ Part except, perhaps, in the time
*&quot; of the Hyksos who are said to have re

sided (?) there.

Being situated near the W. end of Goshen, on the
road from Goshen to Memphis, On had, later, a very
large Semitic population. As early as in the time of

Rameses III. a quarter inhabited by some thousands of

Asiatic Apuriu is mentioned, and before the foundation
of Alexandria Heliopolis doubtless ranked high among
the cities with a partly Jewish population.

6 The Jewish
city Onion and the temple ofOnias (see ONIAS, 13 ; cp

^^
, lirugsch, Diet. Geogr. 259.

2 Delitzsch (rat: 318) would compare this Unu with Hermon-
this near Thebes which had the same name in earlier times.

As, however, its name at a later period always received the
addition res(i), the southern or Montu of [the god] Month,
in opposition to the northern On, Delitzsch s idea is highly
improbable. Cp also CIS 102 a, 2 (Bloch, Glossar. 14) ms3 [x.

3 Diodorus 1 12 concludes from the name that the sun-god
founded the city. On the Egyptian form see Brugsch, Diet.

Geogr. yx)ff. (with caution).
4 It is, certainly, not accidental that, after the downfall of

paganism, the Christian Egyptians always reverenced a tree in

or near Heliopolis, claiming that it had protected the Virgin
Mary and the child Jesus on the flight to Egypt. The tree of

Mary, shown at present, was planted somewhat over 200 years
ago. No doubt it is a successor of the holy persea tree of

antiquity.
5 The sacred bird of On, the bnw, bynw (a crested heron),

was considered as a symbol of the morning sun ; the strange
fables attached to it by the classical writers (Herod. 2 73, etc.)
are not found on the monuments. Cp PHCENIX.

6 The statement of Juba (in Plin. 6177) that it was founded
by Arabs evidently refers to the same fact.
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ONIAS
DISPERSION, 6, and ISRAEL, 71) were near it, and
several neighbouring ruins have, at present, names

pointing to Jewish communities e.g. ,
Tell el- Yahudiye,

the hill of the Jewess ;
a Vicus Juckeorum occurs

already in the Roman itineraries. (5 s addition to

Ex. In is quoted above. Thus the eastern frontier of

the Delta was occupied by a continuous line of Jewish
settlements.

At the beginning of the Roman period, Strabo (p. 805)
describes the city as deserted, although the great temples
had still their population of priests. The ruins near
the modern village el-Matariye are, at present, very
insignificant ;

the only considerable remnant of the

great temple of the sun is an obelisk erected by User-
tesen I. of the twelfth dynasty. The Arabs called the

city Ain esh-Shems, fountain of the sun. Whether
the sweet well 1 near the sacred tree of el-Matariye
furnished the name, is doubtful

;
the ruins of Heliopolis

are, at any rate, too far N. for us to regard the well

as the sacred basin of the sun-temple. W. M. M.

ONAM (DJIX, 77 ;
on the name cp GENEALOGIES

i.
, 5, n. 2

; JERAHMEEL, 2/. ; and see ON i. , ONAN).
1. An Edomite clan (Gen. 30 23, &amp;lt;a/j.av [AEL], -^ [D] ; i Ch.

I 4o, &amp;lt;oi/a,&amp;gt;[BA],
uav. [L]).

2. A Jerahmeelite sept or clan (i Ch. 226, o^ofj. [B], ovvo^a.
[A], avav [L]). See JUDAH, JEKAH.MEEL, 2.

ONAN (JTIN, 77 ; AYNAN [BADEFL], cp ON i.,

ONAM), one of the five sons of JUDAH (q.v. ),
Gen. 884

8-io 46 12 Nu. 2619 i Ch. 2 3.

ONESIMUS (ONHCIMOC [Ti.WH]) according to

Philem. 10, is the name of a runaway slave Christianised

by Paul and sent back to his master with our canonical

Epistle of Paul to Philemon. Later tradition makes
him bishop of Ephesus. Another Onesimus is mentioned
in Col. 4g as a Christian at Colossae, who has recently
been with Paul. According to some he is identical

with the person called a slave in Philemon, and accord

ingly that epistle is held to be earlier than Colossians.
Attention has frequently been called to the meaning of the

name (Onesimus = useful ) and doubts on that account have
been thrown on the historicity of Onesimus, or, at least, of the
Onesimus of Philem. 10 ; so far as appears, however, without
sufficient ground. A slave called Onesimus is really intended,
although his presence in this place is probably a fiction, and the
name borrowed from Col. 49. See PHILEMON [EPISTLE].

W. C. v. M.

ONESIPHORUS (oNHCldwpOC [Ti. WH]) is men
tioned twice in 2 Tim. Apparently we are to suppose
that he was dead when the epistle was written, for in

both places his house (family), not he himself, is

placed in the foreground. (a) In 1 16-18 the divine

mercy is besought for his house as a reward for his

mercy to Paul (cp Mt. 5?). It is assumed that Timothy
knows the details of his ministry to Paul perfectly well,

but it is a pleasure to Paul to refer to his repeated kind

ness, not only at Ephesus but also at Rome : he oft

refreshed me and was not ashamed of my chain
; but

when he was in Rome, he sought me out very diligently
and found me.

(i&amp;gt;)

At the close of the epistle (4 19) this

kind friend s house or household is specially saluted

together with Prisca and Aquila.
Here two MSS

(4f&amp;gt; 109) contain the insertion, AeKrpav TI)V

yvvaiKa. O.VTOV /cat 2i|U.aiaf [2r;-] icat Zryi/tuva TOV? uious aurou,
which, though it stands after Prisca and Aquila, really belongs
to the house of Onesiphorus (cp Ada Pauli et Theclif, 2).

ONIARES (oN[e]iA APHC [A&quot;

J - X c - avid - V*. see

Swete]), i Mace. 1220. See SPARTA.

ONIAS
Name ( i). Murder of Onias II. (8 8).

References ( 2). Josephus and Onias IV. ( 9).

Date of Onias I. ( 3). Trustworthiness of 2 Mace.
Date of Onias II. ( 4). ( 10).

His official position ( 5). Conclusions ( n).
His relation to the Tobiads (6). Date of Onias IV. (S 12).

Identity of Onias II. and III. Temple in Heliopolis ( 13).

( 7)- Literature (S 14).

1 The Virgin Mary is said to have washed the child Jesus in

it, an indication that the well was sacred in pagan times.
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ONIAS
Onias (orsii&c) s tne Greek form of a Jewish name

which we find borne by various persons chiefly of

priestly origin in the third and second
1. Name.

centur jes B c j t stands sometimes for

Heb. pnr (Ecclus. 50 1
;

loviov [B*N*]) ;
sometimes for

Heb. mn, which occurs amongst the names in the

inscription of the Bne-Hezir on the so-called Sepulchre
of Jacob in the valley of Kidron near Jerusalem.

l Both
forms come from the same root

(jn, pn),
and the mean

ing of both is the same.
In the printed texts of the Talmud the name usually appears

as rjin (Honyo) ; but it is noteworthy that good MSS also ex

hibit the form
jvjinj (NehOnyon : Schiir. G/yftl 2546, (

3
) 899,

ET 4 288). As vjn s equivalent to the older Hebrew form
mn&amp;gt;

both the Hebrew forms (mn an^
pnv)

^e represented by the

Gk. Onas.

Unfortunately it is impossible to say in any individual

instance whether the Greek name (Mas represents the

one Hebrew form or the other.

The following is a list of the persons known to have
_

f
borne the name.

2. Keie rences. ^ Qnjas L son of jaddus or jad .

dua (Jos. Ant. xi. 87 [ 34?]. xii. 2s [ 43] I
CP Neh.

12 n); see 3.

(&) Onias II., son of Simon I. the Just (Jos. Ant.
xii.2 5 [ 44] xii. 4i-io

[ 156-224]}; see 4-8 n.

(c) Onias III., son of Simon II. (Jos. Ant. xii. 4io

[22 S](=xiii. 58 [ 167]), 5i [237]); see 7 /. n.

(d) Onias IV., son of Onias III. (Jos. Ant. xii. 5i

[
2 37]. 9? [ 38 7l). or son f Simon (Jos. BJ vii. 10 2

[423]); see 9-13.

(if) Onias, third son of Simon II. (Jos. Ant. xii. 5i

[
2 38 /-]). usually called Menelaus (cp xii. 9; [ 383-

385]); see 13(4
(f) Onias, a pious Jew, killed at Jerusalem in 65 B.C.

(Jos. Ant. xiv. 2 1 [ 22-24]).

(g) Onias, father of John, who was sent along with

others by Hyrcanus to Rome (Jos. Ant. xiv. 10 10

[ 222]).
Of these seven, (/) and (g) may be left out of account

in this article as being of no importance for our present

purpose ;
on the other hand it will be necessary to

bring together and to sift everything that our sources

contain with regard to the first five.

(a) Onias I. As regards Onias I., we know from

Jos. Ant. xi. 87 ( 347) that his father was Jaddus (or

3 Date of -Taddua Neh - 12
&quot;)

from Ant- xii - 2s ( 43)
. _ that his son was the high priest Simon the

Oniaa 1.

jus{ According to Ant. xi. 8 4/. ( 322^: ).

Jaddua was contemporary with Alexander the Great.

Of this synchronism, however, Willrich (Juden u.

Gricchen, 22) has argued that it must be given up, the

whole of the Jewish Alexander-legend being unhistorical.

This, no doubt, goes too far
;
the synchronism may be

correct even if the details of the story be imaginary.
We can no longer rely upon it, however, for determin

ing the date of Onias. Onias I. s son, Simon [I.]

the Just, appears in Ant. xii. 2s (43/-), as the pre
decessor of Eleazar who, according to the epistle of

Aristeas, lived in the time of Ptolemy II. Philadelphus

(285-247 B.C.). According to this, the date of

Onias I. would be somewhere about 300 B.C. The

epistle of Aristeas, however, cannot be regarded as

a first-rate chronological authority, and Josephus does

not seem to have had at his disposal any complete
list of the Jewish high priests from which he could

have taken Eleazar (Willrich, ut supr. in). We
next turn, therefore, to the Simon who is mentioned in

Ecclus. 50 1 : The greatest among his brethren and
the glory of his people was Simon, son of Johanan
(loviov t*B*X*], Oviov [BBi&amp;gt;N

c -a
]) the high priest.

By comparison with the high priests of the post-exilic

Jewish community named in Josephus, this Simon has

been identified with one or other of two persons either

1 [Chwolson, Corpus Inscr. Hebr. no. 6 ; cp Driver, TBS
23.]
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with the Simon [I.] the Just, already mentioned, or

with Simon [II.] whose father, according to Josephus

(Ant. xii. 4 10
[ 224]), would seem also to have been

named Onias (see below, j f. }.
The splendid eulogy

passed in Ecclus. 50i^i gives the idea of an important

personality whose merits did not allow him to be

forgotten by posterity. Now, unquestionably the

history supplies us with only one man answering such

a description Simon the Just ; Josephus also praises
Simon [I.] though briefly (Ant. xii. 2s [ 43]), whilst

as regards Simon II. he chronicles only his father s

name, his sons names, and his death (Ant. xii. 5i

[ 237] 4 10 [225]). In all probability, therefore,

those scholars are right who take Ecclus. 50 1 as re

ferring to Simon [I.] the Just (see, however, ECCLESI-

ASTICUS, 7). In that case we shall do well to place
him somewhere not too early in the third century. If

Simon lived somewhere about 250 B.C. then the ap
proximate date for his father, Onias I., will be about

280 B.C.

(b) Onias If. According to Jos. Ant. xii. 4i-io

( 156-224), Onias II., at first sight, appears to have
_ , been contemporary with Ptolemy III.

4. Date 01 T? &amp;gt; r&amp;gt;~i.. i\r nu;i

Onias II.
Euergetes (247-221), Ptolemy IV. Philo-

pator (221-204), ar|d Ptolemy V. Epi-

phanes (204-181). His father was Simon [I.] the

Just, but he did not succeed his father immediately,

being under age at the time of his death. On this

account, according to Ant. xii. 2s ( 44) and 4 1
( 157),

the high-priestly dignity was held first by Eleazar,

brother of Simon and son of Onias I. , the high priest

of the Epistle of Aristeas, and afterwards by Manasseh,
an uncle of Eleazar (perhaps a brother of Onias I.?).

Whether the succession of high priests, and in particular

the minority of Onias II. here given, rests really upon
tradition has been rightly doubted by Willrich (no/.)
and Biichler (40 ff.). Josephus seems to have as

sumed the minority of Onias simply in order to make
room for the Eleazar of the epistle of Aristeas ; of

Manasseh nothing is elsewhere known. It is therefore,

to say the least, doubtful whether these data have a
historical character. On the other hand, we do possess
a trustworthy narrative however amplified and dis

torted by various unhistorical anecdotes in the associa

tion of Onias II. with the rise of the Tobiad Joseph as

farmer of taxes (Ant. xii. 4i-io). Willrich (96 /. )
takes

the narrative as referring to the opposition between

Menelaus (= Joseph) and Jason (
= Onias). Wr

ellhausea

regards it (UGW, 242) as being on the whole un

historical although not on that account altogether

worthless. Biichler (43^, 91 ff.), on the other hand,

has successfully shown that the twenty-two years of the

revenue-farming of Joseph can be understood only of

the time of the Egyptian kings Ptolemy IV. Philopator

(221-204 B.C.) and Ptolemy V. Epiphanes (204-181
B.C.

}
and must be placed somewhere about 220-198 B.C.

This does not harmonise indeed with the words with

which Josephus (Ant. xii. 4 1
[ 154]) introduces the story;

the reference to the marriage of Cleopatra the daughter
of Antiochus III. (222-187) with Ptolemy V. Epiphanes
allows us to reckon backwards only from 193. Never

theless, the Egyptian revenue-farmer Joseph and the

things attributed to him in the story, are compatible

only with a period of Egyptian lordship in Palestine, in

other words before 198 B.C. We may regard it as

made out that the mention of Euergetes the father of

Philopator in 4i ( 158) is a later (and erroneous)
insertion in the text (see Niese, ad loc.

).

From this narrative (Ant. xii. 4i-io) can be drawn

the following details of the circumstances and conditions

. _ . . then existing. After the Egyptian
5. H Ciai

governor of Coelesyria, Theodotus the

position. ^to]ian had in 2I9 invited Antiochus

III. to the conquest of the Coelesyrian province, and

its southern portion had received Syrian garrisons in the

course of 218, Onias II. discontinued payment of twenty
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talents of tribute to Ptolemy IV., believing that the

Egyptian suzerainty over Jerusalem was at an end

(Ant. xii. 4i [ i58/]). Though this sum is spoken
of as in behalf of the people (6 virtp TOV \aov

06/&amp;gt;o$),

we are not to understand by it the tax or tribute which

the Jews as a whole had to pay to Ptolemy, but only a

due which Onias II. had to pay on his own account,
and which therefore he provides out of his private
revenue

(etc TUV idiwv). It is closely connected with

the personal position of Onias II., which is sometimes

described as a presidency ( wpocrrcurta TOV XaoC) and as

a rulership (dp^eiv), sometimes as a high-priestly dignity

(apxtepariKT) rt/xT?) or as a high-priesthood (dpxiepu-

ffvi&amp;gt;T)) (Ant. xii. 42 [ 161-163]). If he goes on with the

payment he retains his dignity ;
if he discontinues, he

loses his office and at the same time exposes to peril the

Jewish inhabitants of the land
( 159). We thus see

that the dignity he holds is dependent on the king and
mixed up with politics, and thus is not in any necessary
connection with the Jewish high-priesthood.
Such a state of matters is easily intelligible so far as the

expressions presidency (Trpooracria TOV AaoC) and rule

(ap^eii/) are concerned; but the phrases high-priestly dignity

(apxiepartKrj TI^LTJ) and high-priesthood (&amp;lt;ip^iepto&amp;lt;rvcr))
are

surprising ;
the position of ruler depended on the will of the

foreign overlord of the Jews, but that of high priest was purely an
internal affair of the religious community. The narrative of
Ant. 124, however, proceeds on the view that the presidency
(irpoo-racna TOV AaoO) and the high-priesthood (apxiepuxrvir;)
over the Jews were now at last inseparable, so that a high priest
who should become divested of his political position (at the

head of the people) conferred by the king was thenceforth no

longer in a position to retain the spiritual office.

Biichler seeks to solve the difficulty with regard to

the chief-priesthood (apxifpuvuvr)) by supposing that

the Ptolemies and Seleucids nominated for the separate

provinces governors-general (arpaTrjyoi) who, in addition

to their own proper (political) designation, bore also the

title of chief priest (dpxtepeiis) or even so far as Jeru
salem was concerned had to exercise certain rights as

regarded the sanctuary (cp 2 Mace. 84 : Simon is over

seer of the temple [TT/xxrrdTT/s TOV iepou] as an official

of the king). According to this view in support of

which Buchler (33) adduces certain inscriptions in

addition to 2 Mace. 84 in Ant. xii.4i f. it is only
this political chief- priesthood (dpx&amp;lt;-fpu&amp;lt;rvi&amp;gt;r))

that comes
into account, not the spiritual headship of the Jewish

community. Onias II. must in that case have been

chief priest (dpxtepei/s) in a double sense
;
but this is

hardly credible.

The decision of Onias II. to go over to Antiochus
III. was premature. His grand-nephew, the Tobiad

_. . Joseph, judged the situation more ac-

, . . . . curately. He cast in his lot unreservedly
1

^L- j
6

with the Ptolemies, was skilful enough
Tobiads. .

to ingratiate himself with the Egyptian
envoy in Jerusalem, and received from Ptolemy IV. the

official positions which until that time had been held

by Onias [Ant. xii. 43 ( 172/1 )] (and, moreover, had

nothing to do with the farming of the taxes in southern

Syria [44 ( 175^)]). This occurrence had an im

portant bearing upon the position of the high priests of

the Jews in Jerusalem. Until now the spiritual head of

the community had been at the same time its repre
sentative in its political relations with the foreign over

lord
;
now the care of these foreign affairs was

dissociated from the priestly office and committed to a
secular person the Tobiads were Benjamites (2 Mace.

84; and see 12). The change meant a substantial

diminution of the high priest s power and gave rise to

many disputes within the community, Joseph having
asserted and maintained his new position as fully as he
could as against the high priest.

The struggle between the elder sons of Joseph and the

youngest, Hyrcanus, as also the setting-up by Hyrcanus
of a dominion of his own in the trans-Jordanic territory

(182 B.C.), where in 175 he commmitted suicide from
fear of Antiochus IV. (Ant. xii. 47-911 [ 196-222,

228-236]) render it very probable, if not even certain,
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that Hyrcanus held by the Ptolemies to the end whilst

his elder brothers went over, very likely before 198, to

the side of the Seleucids. Only under such a presup
position can we understand the political attitude of

persons with whom 2 Mace, makes us acquainted. The
brothers Simon, Menelaus, and Lysimachus, that is to

say, necessarily (on account of Menelaus) belong to the

Tobiads; according to Buchler (34^!) they are the

sons of Joseph with whom the narrative of Ant. xii. 4911

( 2i8_^, 228^&quot;.)
deals. Simon under Seleucus IV.

(187-175) has the position of overseer of the temple
(irpoffTa.Tt]s TOV iepov . 2 Mace. 84) ; they must already,
therefore, at some earlier date have abandoned the

cause of the Ptolemies. The high priest Onias, on the
other hand, according to 2 Mace. 810 stands in connec
tion with the Tobiad Hyrcanus ; he is the opponent
of the elder brothers and now, therefore, in all prob
ability is a friend of the Ptolemies. According to
2 Mace. 3 the mission of Heliodorus, who is represented
as having attempted at the command of Seleucus IV.
to violate the temple treasure in Jerusalem, ought to

fall within the time of his priesthood. The legend, it

would seem, is designed in its own fashion to establish

the actual fact that in spite of the royal command the

treasure remained untouched. How this immunity was
secured remains uncertain ; perhaps it was on account
of the excellent relations subsisting betwen Helicdorus
and Onias II.

The personality of Onias II. appears in totally different lights
in Ant. 12 4 and in 2 Mace. By; In Josephus he figures as a narrow,
covetous man, in 2 Mace, as celebrated for his piety, his zeal for
the law, and his effective solicitude for the city and the com
munity. This diversity of judgment is to be accounted for by
the difference of the sources. The narrative of Josephus is

written in the interest of Joseph the tax-farmer, perhaps by a
Samaritan (Willrich, 99; Buchler, 86^); in zMacc. 3_/C we
hear the voice of an uncompromising friend of the temple at

Jerusalem.

(b and
c). In what has been said above, the Onias

_ ,, ... of 2 Mace. 3 has been identified with

of On &quot;a II
Onias II. The correctness of this idenfi-

, ,.,.,. fication must be further examined.
On the data of Josephus it is more

natural to take 2 Mace. Sf. as relating to Onias III.

For, according to Ant. xii. 4io( 224), Onias II. died in

the reign of Seleucus IV. , he was succeeded by his son
Simon (II.), who in turn was succeeded by his son
Onias (HI.) who died at the beginning of the reign of

Antiochus IV. Epiphanes (Ant. xii. 5i). On this view
the close of the high-priesthood of Onias II., the whole
of that of Simon II., and nearly the whole of that

of Onias III., all fell within the period of Seleucus IV.

According to 2 Mace. 4, on the other hand, no Jewish
high priest dies in the beginning of tne reign of Anti
ochus IV. ; it is only at the instance of Menelaus (after

172) that Onias is murdered (4 y&amp;gt;ff.},
that is to say, at

a period when, according to Jos. Ant. xii. 5i, Onias
III. had already been dead for some years. If, accord

ingly, the Onias III. of Josephus is the person intended

in 2 Mace. 3/., it would be necessary to suppose that

the events of 2 Mace. 3/1 happened precisely in the

closing years of Seleucus IV. Even so, however, the

contradiction between Josephus and 2 Mace, with regard
to the death of this Onias would remain.

A further circumstance, moreover, requires to be

noticed. Josephus names Simon (II.) as having been

high priest between Onias II. and Onias III. (Ant.
xii. 4 10 [ 224]) and informs us (4 n [ 229]) that Simon
II. held with the elder sons of Joseph on account of

relationship, and thus not with Hyrcanus. This state

ment remains unintelligible if we hold this Simon to

have been an Oniad ; for the Tobiad brothers were all

alike related to the Oniads through the mother of their

father Joseph (Anf. xii. 42 [ 160]).

Buchler (39^) seeks to dispose of this difficulty by
supposing the Simon II. of Josephus to be in truth

the overseer of the temple (JT/OOOTCITTJS TOV lepov)
named in 2 Mace. 84, the Tobiad who for kinship s
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sake held by his full brothers, not his half-brother

Hyrcanus (Ant. xii. 46 [ i86jf.]); that in the source

followed by Josephus he was called chief priest (dpx&amp;lt;--

fpfvs) as a king s officer named by the Seleucids that

Josephus had understood the word wrongly as referring
to the Jewish high-priesthood, and thus included Simon
in the list of the high priests. The statement of Josephus
in Ant. xii. 4n [ 229] really does speak in favour of

this supposition. In that case, Simon II. would have
to be deleted from the list of Jewish high priests. This
would carry with it the further consequence that Onias
II. was immediately succeeded by Onias III. It is

contrary, however, to old-Jewish customs for father and
son to bear the same name. Thus we are led finally to

the supposition that Onias II. and Onias III. are one
and the same person. The same conjecture has already
been put forward by Schlatter and Willrich (114).
The murder of Onias, however, spoken of in 2 Mace.

430 ff. is open to grave doubt. He is there represented

8 Murder of
as nav n Jeen cra^ ly Put to death by

. __ Andronicus at Daphne near Antioch
after the expulsion of Jason (175-173).

Formerly this datum used to be regarded as so certain

that, as a rule, the obscure words in Dan. 926 rna

rve 3 were explained by reference to it. Of late, how

ever, great doubts have been expressed. Wellhausen
and Willrich have pointed out that, according to

Diodorus Siculus (xxx. T 2) and Johannes Antiochenus

(ap. Miiller, Fr. Hist. Or. 4, p. 558) the regent
Andronicus puts to death the son of Seleucus IV.

at the instance of king Antiochus IV., and subse

quently is himself punished with death. Both scholars

are of opinion that the circumstances of the murder of the

prince have simply been transferred to the high priest,

and therefore that the narrative of 2 Mace. 4 30ft as to

the death of Onias is false. Certainly the account just

given of the end of Andronicus is more credible than

the story in 2 Mace. Strictly, however, it does not

follow that the murder of Onias at Antioch is a pure
invention : it is possible still to hold it true even if one
were to come to the conclusion that the participation of

Andronicus or other details in 2 Mace. 4 are unhistorical.

It is surprising, it must be admitted, that Josephus should
know nothing of this singular end of a Jewish high priest.
The words in Dan. ! 26 are, taken by themselves, so indefinite

that they cannot supply confirmation of what is said in 2 Mace. 4.

Moreover, they have recently, and doubtless with greater truth,
been taken by such scholars as Renan, Baethgen, and Well
hausen as referring to the cessation of the legitimate high-
priesthood altogether, in parallelism to v. 25, where the inaugur
ation of the high-priesthood after the exile is brought into

prominence.

Thus, the question of the death of Onias turns wholly
upon that as to the degree of confidence we can repose
in 2 Mace, as to this matter (see below, 10).

According to another view this Onias did not die at

all as high priest in Jerusalem, but having fled from the

hostility of his many enemies in Jeru
salem, the Tobiads, founded in Egypt,
under the patronage of Ptolemy VI.

Philometor, the Jewish temple in Leontopolis. This
view is based upon the short statement in BJ i. 1 1

( 31-33), and has recently been advocated principally

by Willrich and Wellhausen. Elsewhere (ISRAKL,
69 , col. 2261) will be found a brief statement of the

construction to be put on the events of 175-170 B.C.

according to this view. The struggle between Onias
and his brother Jason, of which neither Josephus nor
2 Mace, have anything explicit to say, is after Willrich

(88 ff.} to be drawn from the narrative which Josephus
(xi. 7i) gives regarding the high priest Johannes (

=
Onias) and his brother Jesus (= Jason).
The present writer is now, however, inclined to

question the justice of this view. In any case it must
be carefully borne in mind that Josephus nowhere
affirms that the founder of the temple at Leontopolis
ever held the high-priestly office in Jerusalem. In Ant.
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xii. 9? (387) 5 1 (237) xiii. 3i

( 62) and xx. 10 3

( 236) the Onias who migrated to Egypt is represented
as having been son of the high priest Onias III. to whom
at home the path to the high-priesthood was barred. In

BJ vii. 102
( 423) this OP :IS is the son of Simon (so

also in Talmud: /.ATW 6281), one of the chief

priests in Jerusalem (f ft TUIV iv
I(po&amp;lt;ro\ifjiois apx&amp;lt;-tp^uv) ,

this addition is found also in BJ i. li (31) (eis rQiv

dpxifptwv) ; only in 33 does the phrase run, more

briefly, the chief priest Onias (6 6 dpxtfpfus OWas).
There can be no question that this last expression has
to be interpreted in the light of what is said in 31 :

Onias is there for Josephus not one who is actually

discharging, or has discharged, the functions of a high
priest, but simply a member of one of the chosen
families out of which the high priests were selected

(Schurer, GJV^ 2221 ff. ; cp Buchler, 118). Nor does
the fact that he is described as son of Simon carry
us any further than this. An opinion has indeed
been expressed that Onias, son of Simon

(
Oias

^i/uawos wos) is here only short for Onias, son of

Onias, son of Simon
(
Ovtas TOV Oviov rou Z(yuwvoj).

This, however, is nothing more than a harmonising
co-ordination with Ant. xii. 9? xiii. 3i and no reliance

can be placed on it. Whether Simon the father be

really the high priest Simon (Ant. xii. 4io [ 224]) or
another person, it is impossible to determine. In any
case this at least is certain : the Onias who migrates
to Egypt is nowhere spoken of by Josephus as having
held the high-priestly office. Wr

e are therefore com
pelled, in the end, to distinguish this Onias from Onias
III.

It can hardly be merely accidental that 2 Mace,

says nothing of a flight of Onias into Egypt, but on the

10 T t
contrary relates the murder of the pious

worthiness high priest Onias at DaPhne whilst

f 9 TW Josephus repeatedly recurs to the flightacc.
Q J. Qn jas DUt savs notn ing Of the violent

end of a high priest at Daphne. This suggests that

the author of 2 Mace, (or his source) may have in

tended to depreciate the worth of the Onias-temple in

Egypt and for that purpose makes Onias the brother

of Jason, who was regarded as the founder of the

Onias-temple, to be murdered near Antioch so that the

connection between the high -priestly Onias and the

temple in Leontopolis may be completely severed.

Such an intention would be in excellent agreement with

the tendency of 2 Mace, to uphold the dignity of the

temple of Jerusalem. It would result that the murder
of Onias itself, not merely the attendant details, had
been invented.

Baethgen (ZA TW6 [1886] 280) has adduced the execution of
Onias-Menelaus (Ant. xii. 9 7 [ 384/1]) to explain the origin of
the statements in 2 Mace. 4

y&amp;gt;jf.
With this narrative, however,

fall to the ground at the same time two other assumptions :

namely, that the murdered Onias is identical with the high
priest Onias (II. or III.) and that Jason (2 Mace. 4 j) raised

himself to the high-priesthood as opponent of Onias. This is of

importance for our understanding ofthe events of the period. The
last high priest Onias, according to Ant. xii. 4 10 ( 224), died
in the beginning of the reign of Antiochus IV.

The result of our discussion of Onias II. and III.

may be summed up as follows. Onias II. was prob

ably the last legitimate high priest of

the Jewish community in Jerusalem.
He held this office for a long time, having entered upon
it in the time of Ptolemy IV. Philopator, at latest in

220, and continued in the discharge of it till the

beginning of the reign of Antiochus IV. (175-4 B.C.),

that is to say, some forty or fifty years. From this

period begins the series of those high priests whom the

Seleucid kings nominated in virtue of their own might
and in defiance of Jewish right : Jason, Menelaus,

Alcimus : the author of the book of Daniel refuses to

take account of them.

As objections to this solution of the problem may
conceivably be urged the length of the term of office

assigned to Onias, also the disappearance of the Simon
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named in Ant. xii. 4io. The student who finds these

objections too formidable to be overcome, may hold by
the statements of Ant. xii. 4io. According to what we
read there, Onias II. will have been high priest until the

first year of Seleucus IV., then Simon II. will have

held the office for a short time and been succeeded by
Onias III. as the last legitimate high priest till 175-4.

In that event the statements also of 2 Mace. 3/. will

have to be understood of Onias III., not as was said

above
( 5-8) of Onias II. On such a view, it is true,

one must abandon hope of explaining why it was that

Simon held by the elder sons of Joseph (did TTJV crvy-

ytveiav : Ant. xii. 4io [ 229]).
For the sake of completeness it ought also to be mentioned

that in Josephus (Ant. xii. 4 10 [ 225-227]) Onias III. receives

a letter of the king of Sparta, Areus, in which the Jews are

invited, on account of relationship through Abraham, to enter

into close alliance with the Lacedaemonians. The transaction

thus alleged vanishes on examination into air
;
Areus I. reigned

in 309-265, Areus II. died somewhere about 255, aged eight

years. Cp DISI-EKSION, 21, and Biichler, 126^., who explains
the fable of relationship between the Lacedaemonians and the

Jews by the settlement of Jews in the Dorian Cyrenaica.

(d) Onias Il
r
. We have already seen that Josephus

nowhere designates Onias IV. as an actual high priest.

_ -
( 9 above). In BJ 1 1

( 31) it is

12.
fate

01
recorded of him that he expelled the

Omas IV.
Tobiads from Jerusalem. The same

action is intended as is referred to in Ant. xii.5i

(
239/-) and 2 Mace. 5s/. where it is attributed to

Jason. Jason and Onias, according to Ant. xii. 5i

(
237/-) 2 Mace. 47, are brothers. The historical

accuracy of this relationship may be doubted ;
for the

closely connected assumption that Onias III., Jason,
and Onias = Menelaus, were all of them the sons of

Simon the high priest (Ant. xii. 5i [ 238 /.]) is certainly

false.

Two brothers with the same name are a. priori unlikely ;

Menelaus (
= Onias) is the well-known leader of the Tobiads

( 239 ; 2 Mace. 5 23^) and does not belong at all to the high-

priestly families (cp the contrast in Alcimus, 2 Mace. 14 3).

Josephus erroneously reckoned him as so belonging because he
felt bound to infer his high-priestly descent from the fact of his

bearing the high-priestly dignity ; but 2 Mace. 4 24^ is here

plainly right : TTJS fifv ap\iep(a&amp;lt;rvin)$ ovSfv afiof &amp;lt;j&amp;gt;fptav. Jason
is represented alike by Josephus and by 2 Mace. 4 as the

adversary of the Tobiads ; doubtless he belonged to the party
of the Oniads ;

he and the Onias who migrated to Egypt were

party allies ; whether they were brothers as well must be left

undetermined. It is at least possible, if not probable, that

Josephus inserted Jason s name in the list of Jewish high priests
for the same reason as that mentioned already in the case of

Menelaus. Jason was in any case, however, an Oniad and

belonged as such to the high-priestly families. Nevertheless

the question of his relationship to Onias III. is in a different

position from the same question as regards Menelaus.

The attempt to expel the Tobiads from Jerusalem

brings us down into the very thick of the conflicts under

Antiochus (cp Z?/vii. 10a [ 423]). It happened about

170 B.C. when Antiochus IV. had undertaken his first

expedition against Egypt and the report of his death was

being circulated in southern Syria. Jason hurried back

from the trans-Jordanic territory whither he had with

drawn from Menelaus in 172-1, received the support of

the people of Jerusalem, and compelled Menelaus and his

followers to take to flight. These betook themselves to

Antiochus IV. and induced him to restore Menelaus at the

point of the sword. This was done as Antiochus was

returning from Egypt in 170. Jason fled first to the E.

of the Jordan and subsequently to Egypt, probably to

Cyrene (Biichler, 126 ff.}, whilst Onias betook himself

to the court of Ptolemy VI. Onias flight thus falls to

be dated in 170-169 B.C. The situation is stated quite

differently in Josephus (Ant. xii. 9? [ 387] xx. 10 3

[ 236]).

Onias is represented in Jos. as not having left Jerusalem until

Alcimus had been raised to the high-priesthood by Antiochus
V. Eupator, and he saw himself superseded. This date (163-2

B.C.) appears to be too late. Still the intervention of the

Romans in 168 did bring about a certain cessation of hostilities

between the Seleucids and the Ptolemies, so that political

fugitives from Syria could no longer hope so readily for a favour
able reception at the court of Alexandria. Moreover, in Judsea
itself, about 163 the national resistance to the Seleucids was
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already organised, and it is difficult to see any reason why Onias
should at that date set off for Egypt in order to cool his hatred
of the Greeks.

According to what we learn from Josephus (c. Ap. 1 5

[ 49 ff-}) tnc Jewswho accompanied Onias to Egypt seem
to have played a prominent part in

13. The temple
in Heliopolis.

the army of Ptolemy VI. Josephus
speaks of Onias and Dositheus as

generals of the entire army and adds that in the war
between Ptolemy (VII. Physkon) and Cleopatra (the
widow of Ptolemy VI.) Onias adhered to Cleopatra and
took successful part in the operations in the field. The
sons also of Onias, Helkias and Ananias, were entrusted

by queen Cleopatra (108 and 104 B.C.
)
with the conduct

of the war against her son Ptolemy Lathurus (Ant.
xiii. 10 4 [ 285 -

287] following Strabo 13 i

[ 348^]). Special interest attaches to the building of

the Jewish temple in Egypt which is attributed to Onias.

It is fully dealt with in what so far as we can judge is a

genuine passage in Zf/vii. 162-4 ( 420^!). Onias seeks

to gain Ptolemy VI. to his purpose by urging political

considerations ;
the building of a Jewish temple, and

full freedom granted to Jews for the exercise of their

religion there, would win over all Jews to the Egyptian
side. Ptolemy accordingly granted him a site in the

nome of Heliopolis, 180 stadia from Memphis. Onias

caused this site to be fortified and erected his temple
in such style that it had the appearance of a citadel

sixty cubits high. As a whole it did not resemble the

temple in Jerusalem ; only the altar and the sacred

vessels (dcct^/tiara), apart from the golden candlestick,

were the same as in Jerusalem. The temple was
endowed with land so that the priests had a liberal in

come. Jealousy of Jerusalem is represented by Josephus
as Onias s motive. The whole district was called Onias s

land (17 Ofiov [xwpa]). This temple lasted longer than

that of Jerusalem.
The Jewish diaspora in Egypt was profoundly moved by the

fall of Jerusalem in 70 A. D., and Lupus the governor fearing
that the temple of Onias might become a religious centre for

revolutionary movements, received from Vespasian, in answer to

his own representations, orders to demolish the structure. Lupus
at first merely closed the temple ; but his successor Paulinus

made it completely inaccessible after having plundered it of its

furniture (afaO^ara). This was in 73 A.D. Josephus repre
sents it as having stood for 343 years, on which reckoning it

must have been founded about 270 B.C. This date, however, is

absolutely excluded by the foregoing data of Josephus himself;
there must be some error in the figures. It is usual to assume

243 as the original reading ;
this would give 170 B.C. as the year

of foundation. We may conjecture that the plan and its execu
tion were not earlier than the desecration of the temple in Jeru
salem by Antiochus IV. in 168, but also earlier than the granting
of freedom of worship by Antiochus V. in 163.

The data supplied by Josephus in Ant. xiii. 3ij^T

( 66-70) 104 ( 285) exhibit considerable discrepancies.

The two letters incorporated that of Onias to Ptolemy
and Cleopatra, and their answer to it are both without

a doubt mere literary fabrications, of which the answer

is still more worthless than the other. In Onias s letter

the site for which he asks is an old disused sanctuary
in the enclosure (oxi pw/xa) of rural Bubastis (dypia

B&amp;lt;w/3acms) ;
in the answer it is a ruined sanctuary of

rural Bubastis (dypia Botf/3a&amp;lt;ms)
in Leontopolis in the

district of Heliopolis (cp Ant. xii. 9? xx. lOs). It is

customary in accordance with this last statement to

speak straightway of the temple in Leontopolis ;
it is

questionable, however, whether the various definitions

of the site exactly agree. According to Ant. 3i
( 67),

104 ( 285), the temple was built after the model of

that in Jerusalem. The sole motive, according to 3 i

( 63) was the personal ambition of Onias ; its erection

is spoken of (82 [ 69]) as sinful and a transgres

sion of the law. The discrepancy of the accounts gives

Biichler (239^) occasion to conjecture the real question
to be whether it was a (Jewish) temple of Onias or a

(Samaritan) temple of Dositheus that was actually built.

From the indications regarding the temple in BJ vii. 10

Biichler is rather inclined to conclude that it was

Samaritan (255). Against this inference, however,
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weighty considerations can be urged. Had the temple
been Samaritan, assuredly the allusion to it in Is. 19 18

would not have been admitted into the Jewish Canon,
and the Mishna would not have found it necessary to

discuss the question whether sacrifices and vows in con
nection with the Onias temple were valid also for the

temple of Jerusalem (Schurer, (7/K&amp;lt;
3

&amp;gt;

899).

(e) For the Onias named by Josephus in Ant. xii. 5 i ( 238^)
as the youngest son of Simon II., see MENEI.AUS.

Besides the works on the History of Israel cited in ISRAEL,
$ 116, see Baethgen in ZA TIV 6 277-282 (1886) ;_

A. Schlatter,
in St.Kr. 1891, pp. 633^., in Jason von

14. Literature. Kyrene, 1891, and in ZA 7&quot;/F14 145 ff.

(1894); H. Willrich, Juden u. Griecken,
1895; Wellhausen, GGA, 1895, pp. 947-957; A. Bitchier, Die
Tobiaden u. die Oniaden int II. Makkaoforbuchi u. in der

vet*wandtenjiidi$ch-hellenistischen Literatur, 1899; B. Niese,
Kritik der beiden Makkabfierbiicher, 1900; H. Willrich,

Judaica, 1900. H. G.

ONIONS
(D^&amp;gt;*3,

bfidlim, for cognates see BOB;
KPO[M]/V\Y&) longed for by the mixed multitude and
the Israelites, Nu. 11 st- The onion (Allium Cepa, L.

)

of Egypt has always had a high reputation (Plin. NH
196/. loi, Juv. ISg; cp Wilk. Anc. Eg.W, 2*5 /)
Hasselquist (Travels, 290) speaks with enthusiasm of

their sweetness and softness. Very possibly, however,
the original story (see MOSES, 5/. )

meant the onions

grown in the Negeb near Zarephath, mixed multitude

being clue to corruption. See E. H. Palmer s descrip
tion of the country (NEGEB, 5 /.). Cp ASHKELON

(end), FOOD, 6, and see Low, 74, ff. and De Candolle,

Origine, 52 ff.

ONO (13lN or tofc ; cp ONAM, ONAN; usually o)NO&amp;gt;

or tavtav, generally avo&amp;gt; [L], once uivav [i Ch. 812, B, where L
has

*&amp;gt;v&amp;lt;av] ;
the Onus of i Esd. 5 22 E V, is simply a transliteration

of the Gk. genitive.

A town near Lydda (Neh. 62 ; fvu [B], wva [NA])
which, if the text be right, should include the so-called
1

valley of the craftsmen (Neh. 11 35 [BN*A om.] i Ch.

414). See CHARASHIM, VALLEY OF. The biblical notices

are all post-exilic ;
but the mention of the place (under the

form Auanau or, as W. M. Miiller gives it, O- no) in the

Karnak list ofThotmes III. (no. 65) proves its antiquity.

It may be safely identified with the modern Kefr And,
about 2 m. to the NNW. of Lod. It was in the

villages of the plain of Ano that Sanballat and
Geshem proposed to have their meeting with Nehemiah

(Neh. 62). See HADID, LOD. The text, however, is

very doubtful
;

for a probable restoration see ON, i.

(end).

ONYCHA (rbny, Phtleth; Ex. 30 34t ; ONy5 .

onyx; cp Ecclus. 24 15, ONYX, EV), one of the ingredients
of frankincense, generally believed to be the operculum
of some species of marine mollusc. The operculum is a

horny or calcareous plate attached to the foot of certain

Gasteropodous molluscs the function of which is to close

the aperture of the shell when the animal has withdrawn
into the interior. It is not possible to identify the

species of mollusc used ; very likely more than one

furnished the material. The name suggests a claw or

nail-shaped object
1 and this corresponds with the shape

of the operculum of the genus Strombus, one species of

which, S. tricorius, is found in the Red Sea
;

but its

operculum is small and insignificant. Fusus, another

genus which is common in the Red Sea, has also a claw-

shaped operculum and is known to have been used in

recent times as an ingredient in perfumes. Alurex,

another accessible genus, has a more substantial oper
culum which may have been put to the same use. When
burnt these opercula give off a strong aromatic or pungent
odour. They were well known to the ancients, by whom

1 For the root cp Ar. sahala, to peel (so Di.), less probably,

Syr. sehal, to drop, or more correctly to filter, whence Boch.

(erroneously) thought of bdellium. The meaning peel is

supported by Pesh. and Targ. ne 2&amp;gt;

he rendering of Targ.
Ps.-Jon., probably represents the Costus speciosus (Low, no. 305).

Cp Winer, s.v. Teufelsklaue, for the view that s heleth is

amber, see K. G. Jacob,

ONYX
they were sometimes used for medicinal purposes (cp
Diosc. 2io; Pliny, HNSZtf ;

the Arab. Kazwini, 1 140 ;

Ges. Thes. 1388 ; and Di. ad loc.
).

Onycha is still largely used throughout Nubia and
Upper Egypt as an ingredient in the complicated per
fumes with which the Arab women scent themselves. It

is gathered along the coast of the Red Sea and trans

ported inland. The method of scenting the person is

as follows : a small but deep hole is made in the floor

of the hut or tent and a fire of charcoal is placed at the
bottom of the hole

; upon this a handful of drugs, which
include ginger, cloves, myrrh, frankincense, cinnamon,
sandal wood, onycha, and a kind of sea-weed is thrown.
The woman then crouches over the hole enveloped in

her mantle or tope which falls from her neck like a tent.

In this hot air bath, the fumes of the drugs sink into the

skin, and the perfume is retained for a considerable
number of days; see Sir S. Baker s The Nile Tributaries

of Abyssinia, London, 1868. A. E. s. s. A. c.

ONYX (Dn B&amp;gt;).
This is EV s invariable rendering,

though RVme- gives beryl at Ex. 28 9 20 35 27 Job 28 16

1 Te t 1
x Ch. 292. For the versions (which differ

critic greatlv )
see BERYL, where Dillmann s

rendering beryl is supported. Kautzsch

(HS) retains the Hebrew term loham (stone) un
altered for cntr- This is perhaps the wisest course, if

we decide not to touch the Hebrew text, for there is

apparently no safe explanation of onir even from Assyri-

ology.
*

Experience shows, however, that the readings of the traditional
text in references to precious stones are by no means always to
be trusted. It is probable that the names of precious stones
became corrupted even in documents used by P, and one can

easily believe that this writer made up his list of precious stones

(as he made up his genealogical lists of names) by including
corrupt variants. We have already found one probable case of
this (see JACINTH), and we are now on the track of another.

Soham as a proper name is certainly corrupt (see

SHOHAM) ;
it is also corrupt as the name of a precious

stone, and the true form of the name is that with which
in Ex. 28zo 39 13 and Ezek. 2813 it is combined, viz.,

HSt? , yds pheh. The corruption was very easy, and

wherever the ydH pheh-stone was referred to outside the

lists in Exodus and Ezekiel the name appears to have
been editorially corrected (miscorrected) into soham.

What, then, is the_ya/ /AA-stone? Kautzsch replies,

the onyx. But let us reconsider the question in the

_ , , ._ light of our present result, which appears

ca ion.
to be new i.e. , taking into account the

35&quot;

passages in which (as the text stands) the

/J&zw-stone is specially mentioned, but not the ydS phch.
From Gen. 2 12 soham appears to have been plentiful in

Havilah. But both the situation of HAVILAH [q.v.~\

and the reading of the text are uncertain, and it would
take too long to discuss them here. The sMam-sione
is called the precious soham (Job 28 16), and is singled
out as the gem par excellence in Ex. 359272 i Ch. 292.

From Ex. 289^ it appears to have been specially

adapted for engraving upon (Ex. 289^.). Now it can

not be denied that the onyx would have been suitable for

the purpose mentioned in Ex.289, ar&amp;gt;d tnat the variety
called SARDONYX \t].v. ]

was very highly valued by the

ancients. But it must be remembered that every one of

the stones specified in Ex. 28 17-20 was to be engraved
with the name of one of the twelve tribes, so that there

is no compulsion whatever to prefer the onyx for the

Soham. So far as relates to the passages in which

yds pheh occurs, we have seen already (see JASPER) that

the opal best satisfies the conditions imposed by them.

Considering too that the opal specially deserved the title

of precious applied to the soham in Job 28 16 (where
it is even combined with the sapphire), we may safely

offer opal as a probable rendering, wherever MT gives
either vds pheh or soham.

1 According to Jensen (ZA 10 [1895] 372) sdham would repre-

sent an original suktn* which could not in Assyrian give

sa(d)mttt, the word which some (see BEKVL) connect with sdham.
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We must not urge in favour of the onyx that the finest onyxes

have for ages been brought from India, for the view that Havilah
and Pishon were in India is confessedly antiquated. The char
acteristics of the onyx are pointed out elsewhere (see CHAL
CEDONY, i). It may be added that it was probably that variety
of chalcedony which presents a red layer that originally suggested
the name onyx (from ovvt-

,
a nail ), since the contrast between

its layers remotely resembles that between the flesh-coloured

part of the linger-nail and the white lunula at its root.

ONYX is also used in Ecclus. 24 15 in the sense of

ONYCHA [?..]. T. K. c.

OPHEL 0E&amp;gt;yn,
the hill/ MI 22 [MESHA, 3]),

the SE. slope of the temple hill (see JERUSALEM, 19), 2 Ch.
27 3 33 14 Neh. 3 26f. 11 21 (wit/tout article in Is. 32 14, RV&quot; g.

Ophel, AV forts, RV the hill, and in Mic. 4s RVnig.

Ophel, AV stronghold, RV the hill ). In 2 K. 5 24 we read
of an Ophel (AV tower, EV hill ) at Samaria.

Three of the passages enumerated need consideration.

1
i

)
If the text of 2 K. 5 24 is right, Elisha s house stood

close to an Ophel (
hill

)
connected with the fortifications

of Samaria. But the statement that when he (Gehazi)
came to the Ophel, he took them from their hand, and be

stowed them in the house is too strange to be admitted

as probable. Klostermann s emendation
&quot;75~ty,

the

recesses (?) of the house, is hardly satisfactory ; nSyen,

the ascent (cp i S. 9n) is suitable and may be right !

D and s are easily confounded.

(2) In Is. 32 14 the hill and the watch-tower are

not to be found in @ ; they may be a later insertion

(Bickell, Marti); cp Neh. 825-27.

(3) Mic. 48 stands in a context full of textual error (see

MICAH, BOOK OF, 4).
In Crit. Bib. it is maintained that v, 8, in its original form,

probably ran thus :

And thou, O Jerahmeel [Jerahmeel], Zion s people thy
foes I will collect,

And there shall come the Ishmaelites, the Geshurites,
and the Amalekites.

Jerahmeel is the old name of Jerusalem; Isaiah (one may
venture to assert) plays upon it very beautifully (2il if. ; see Lo-
RUHAMAH), and the late prophetic writer of Mic. 4s^f. imitates
him. The first Jerahmeel is represented in MT by migdal,
tower, the second by eder ophel (flock, hill). Cp EDEK, and

for a similar suggestion in Gen. 35 21 see Crit. Bib.

T. K. C.

OPHIR (T SiN ;
in spelled in eight ways but usually

[in B always] with initial &amp;lt;r

; u&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;eip [AC], ovfaip [AEL],

r&amp;lt;o&amp;lt;Ke]tp [UNA], (roi^eip [BNAGTL, etc.],
&amp;lt;Tw&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;a.pa [A], &amp;lt;7&amp;lt;u0eipa

[BL], o-tax^rjpa [BAJ; Vg. always Ophir, except Ps. 45 10
iiea.ura.to

\ following (5
5ia^pv&amp;lt;rt}&amp;gt;], Job 22 24 aureos, 28 16 Indite,

Is. 13 12 obrizo^ [
= Ar. ibrlz t] ; Pesh. transliterates). There may

be a trace of the spelling Sophir in Gen. 10 30 (mSb, to Sophir
=

&quot;HEN, to Ophir ;
see GOLD, i c).

According to Gen. 1029 i Ch. 1 23 Ophir was a son of

Joktan. In the time of Solomon the place so called

was tne source of gold and other costly
ob

J
ects imported into Palestine (r K. 10

O. \ T U V * J -ir

1122). I he objects mentioned in i K.
1022 are gold, silver, senhabblm, kophim, and tukkiyyim.
Senhafrhim may be a combination of ivory and ebony
(see EBONY, 2

/&amp;gt;)
; but it may also be an error for

cnc&amp;gt;
%Jnx (Klo. ), onyx-stones (but see ONYX).

In this case o&quot;Dni D Sp will be best explained as corrupted
from adittographed ^sn, hipinilu (the name of a precious stone,

2

corrupted elsewhere in OT ; see TOPAZ). The usual explanation
of kophiin and tukkiyyim is extremely improbable ; it is not

supported by HL, nor are apes and peacocks referred to by
the Chronicler. In i K. 9 28 only gold is mentioned ; but in 10 1 1

almuggim-timber and precious stones are referred to. Almuggim
was most probably a rare hardgrained wood from Elam. 3 See
ALMUG, APE, PEACOCK, EIIONY, IVOKY.

1 On this word, and on airvpov, which some connect with

Ophir, see CRYSTAL, d; GOLD, i.

2 The peculiar appropriateness of this suggestion will appear
from a reference to Gen. 1 12, where, according to a critical

emendation which seems to represent at any rate one stage in

the history of the text, the /*///&amp;lt;f-stone as well as the suham
and gold, came from Havilah ; cp GOLD, i

(/&amp;gt;).

3 In MT of 2 Ch. 28 [7] Solomon sends for almug-timber from
Lebanon, instead of Ophir, and critics have reproached the
Chronicler for ignorance. But

pja^fl (the initial Q is ditto-

graphed) is simply an incorrect variant for D JD^Ki almuggim.
Exactly the same error is made in Cant. 89 where wood of
Lebanon should be almug-timber ; cp 3 10 where purple
( argama.il) should be alrnug. See Crit. Bib.
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Ships (unless, indeed, as Kittel supposes, it was only
a single ship; cp (S, fua . . . vavs) were despatched
thither by SOLOMON [q.v. ]

in conjunction with Hiram, 1

and at a later time JEHOSHAPHAT \_q.v.~\ would fain have
followed his example (

i K. 9 28 = 2 Ch. 8 18 i K. 1 1 1 22

= 2Ch. 9 10 21 i K. 22 48/.= 201.2035-37). Hence in

poetry and late prose gold of Ophir
1

fine
gold,&quot;

Is. 13 12 Ps. 45 10 [MT] Job 28 16 i Ch. 294, and even by
itself Ophir can mean fine gold ; so, e.g. , in Job 22 24,

and possibly in Ps. 45 10 (see GOLD, i e).

Respecting the site of Ophir there are five views which
claim to be considered :

1. Lassen (Indische Alterthumskunde, 1 538 f. ),
fol

lowed by Delitzsch, identifies Ophir with the Aberia of

., , Ptolemy, the Abhira of the Sanskrit geo-
2. oiues lor i , - i ^1 TTT f

r
y.-

graphers, which was on the W. coast of
&quot;

India, near the mouths of the Indus. To
this view there are serious objections.
That India is meant, was held long ago by Vitringa, Bochart,

and Reland, and has the authority of Jos. (Ant. viii. 64), who
says that the land formerly called iwi^upa, but now Xpucrij,

belongs to India.
, too, probably means this by its

&amp;lt;ru&amp;gt;&amp;lt;J&amp;gt;eip

(and the like); cp the Polyglot Arabic version of Is. 13 12

(Hind). It is usual to refer to the Coptic vocabularies in which
India is called Sophir,

2 and to the old city of ~S.ov-na.pa. (Ptol.) or

Oun-n-apa (Arrian), which was on the W. of Malabar in the

neighbourhood of Goa. There are, however, four serious ob
jections : (i) A maritime trade with India hardly existed prior to
the seventh century B.C., and the Jews at any rate cannot be as
sumed to have known India before the Persian period (see INDIA).
(2) The objects mentioned in i K. 10 n 22 do not at all necessarily
point to India (see ALMUC; TREES, APE, PEACOCK). (3) The
Indian gold that was exported took the form of gold dust. (4)
Gold was not imported from liarbarike the port for Aberia and
the Indian Delta. See Arrian, Periplus, 39, where a full list of
Indian exports is given, and cp Peters, 50 ; Keane, 53^

2. Peters (Das goldene Ophir Salomos, 1895) warmly
advocates the identification of Ophir with the mysterious
ruins of Zimbabwe in Mashonaland discovered by Mauch
in 1871 (31 7 30&quot;

E. long., 20 16
30&quot;

S. kit.), in a
district between the Zambesi and the Limpopo sown
broadcast with the ruins of granite forts and the remains
of ancient gold-diggings in the quartz reefs. Peters also

thinks that Ophir and the Punt of the Egyptian inscrip
tions are identical, and that they are situated in the

modern Rhodesia. Certainly gold was abundant there

in antiquity, and topazes and rubies are said to be found

in the Revwe river near Sofala. The very name Ophir
Peters finds preserved in the name Fura (about 15 m. S.

of the Zambesi), which he traces to Afur, by which name
the Arabs of the sixteenth century knew this district.

(Cp the summary and criticism in Keane, 30-35. )

There are two special objections, however, to this view : (i)
This SK. African district was unknown to the ancients, and even to

the Arabian geographers before the thirteenth century. (2) Punt
was, according to Maspero (Dawn ofCiv. 396, n. 6), the country
between the Nile and the Red Sea, though the name was after

wards extended to all the coast of the Red Sea, and to Somali-

land, possibly even to a part of Arabia. It is only in the extended
sense that Punt can come into consideration (cp EGYPT, 48).

3. Benzinger suggests identifying Ophir with the land of

Punt i.e. , the Ethiopian coast of the Red Sea with the

opposite coast of Arabia. This partly coincides with

Sprenger s view (Alte Geogr. Arab. 49 ff.} that Ophir
was on the W. coast of Yemen. It is quite true that

ingots of gold were sent from Punt as tribute to

queen Ha t-sepsut (
Hatasu, i8th dyn. ).

But Punt

was not, like Ophir, the land of gold par excellence ;

gold only figures amongst other precious objects, the

first of which are the good woods of Tanuter

(the land of the gods i.e., the holy land), kmy or gum
arabic trees producing green ana, ebony, and pure ivory.

4. To the preceding identifications there is this ad

ditional objection that the inclusion of Ophir among the

sons of Joktan points to an Arabian locality. It is not

enough, however, to prove the abundance of gold and

silver in ancient times on the W. coast of Arabia between

the Hijaz and Yemen. For, not to lay stress on the

1 The notice in i K. 10 22 was misunderstood by the Chronicler

(2 Ch. 9 21), who supposed the phrase Tarshish ships to mean
ships that went to Tjrshish. See TARSHISH.
2 Champollion, L Egypte sous les Pharaons, 298.
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three years voyage to Ophir and back mentioned in

I K. 1622 (see below, 3, end), we should have expected
the journey to this part of Arabia to be performed by a
caravan (cp 10 15) ;

the queen of Sheba came from SW.
Arabia by land (102).

5. Glaser (Skisae, 1m /. 368 ff.\ cp Sayce, PSBA,
Oct. 1896, p. 174, Keane, pp. 43^) places Ophir on

the E. coast of Arabia, stretching up the
3. Probable

theory.
Persian Gulf. So, too, Hommel (see

references in AHT, p. 236), who derives

Ophir from Apir, an old cuneiform name for that part of

Elam which lay over against the E. Arabian coast, and
hence for that coast itself. This he connects with a theory
that from an early date there was commercial intercourse

between Elam in the E. and Nubia in the W. by Ophir,
and, accepting the present writer s theory that almug as a

name for a rare kind of timber used for building is derived

from Ass. elammaku (see AI.MUG, vol. i. , col. 120) i.e. ,

Elamitish he claims the almug-timber as one of the

exports from Ophir. This is a rather attractive view.

Of course the objects taken in by Solomon s agents at

Ophir would not in all cases be products of Ophir.
From the inland region as well as from more distant

parts, merchants would bring their wares to the em

porium at Ophir. This was evidently the farthest

point of the voyage. There is nothing to prevent us

from supposing that Solomon s ships first sailed along
the Egyptian coast, then along the Somali coast, and at

last along the coast of Arabia till they entered the Persian

Gulf. l How they trafficked with the natives, we are not

told ; but Naville (Temple of Dcir el-Bahnri, 815) ex

plains how the objects brought by the men of Punt to

the Egyptians sent by Ha t-sepsut were goods to be

exchanged against the products of Egypt. Such, no

doubt, was the course pursued by the agents of Solomon.
A word must be added here on the remarkable statement of

i K. 1022, For the king had at sea Tarshish ships with the

ships of Hiram ; once in three years came the Tarshish ships,
and brought gold, silver, ivory, etc. Ophir is not mentioned

here, and the passage most probably belongs (see Kittel s com
mentary, but cp Burney in Hastings, DB 2 865 a) to a late re

dactor. If so, it would not be necessary to charge the redactor

with having exaggerated (through ignorance) the length of the

voyage to Ophir. To go all round Arabia, stopping perhaps on
the way, and at any rate waiting long at Ophir, must have

required a considerable time. The redactor possibly had an
old notice beside him, which he abbreviates. This old notice

probably used the expression Ophir-ship, which we may perhaps
find in (S of 9 26 (reading with Klo. vavv uxfttpu for vaiii un-ep ou).

See also J. Kennedy, Early Commerce of Babylon with India,

JKAS, 1898, pp. 241-288; Ophir (revised by Kessler)in Riehm s

H\VB$\ 2 1138 Jf. ; Soetbeer, Das Goldland Ophir, 1880; Leng,
Ophir u. die Ruinen von 7.iinl&amp;gt;abye, 1896 ;

A. K. Keane. The
Gold ofOphir, 1901 (virtually identifies Ophir with SEI-HAK).

T. K. C.

OPHNI
( pDr, meaning unknown ;

stench ? 106 ;

om. BA2
&(|&amp;gt;NH [L], uia-X [Pesh.], ophni [Vg.], cp

a/ni, &(J&amp;gt;Nei
OS& 94 10 22243), a Benjamite city, grouped

with Chephar-ammoni and Geba (Josh. 1824). Before

seeking to identify it, we must be reasonably sure of the

name.
&amp;lt;:sj&amp;gt;n

and jicjn stand side by side ;
the strong

probability is that dittography has come into play, and
that one or the other of the words should be cancelled.

Now Josh. 1811-28 belongs to P, in whose time the

existence of an Ammonite (or Jerahmeelite ?) village,

or a village which had been Ammonite, would not

surprise us (cp PAHATH-MOAB, TOBIAH). If, on the

other hand, we prefer ha-Ophni (so MT reads) to ha-

Animoni, how is ha-Ophni (i.e., Beth ha-Ophni, scarcely

Chephar ha-Ophni) to be accounted for? There is no
obvious meaning, no obvious identification. Probably
there is no such word as Ophni.
With Gophna(mod.//y&amp;gt;M ; see Baed. 214), Soimportant in later

times, we can hardly identify it ; Gophna would be rather too

far N. (so Buhl, Pal. 173). Besides, mod. Jifna presupposes an

ancient name
JB3,

vine or O JSJTTa, place of vines. The

valley in which Jifna stands is one of the most fertile in Palestine.

On Gophna see Neubauer, Gtogr. 157. T. K. C,

1 So Kessler.
2 H-P, however, citea^elt, acfai T) and ounces in certain MSS.
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ORCHARD
OPHRAH (rnEr. a hind ?; r oct&amp;gt;epA [BL]). i.

A town mentioned in i S. 13 17 as on one of the roads

taken by the marauding Philistines from Michmash.
It was towards the land of SHUAI,, and from the con

text we may infer that it was to the N. of Michmash.

Probably the same as 2.

2. A town in Benjamin, in P s eastern group of

cities, Josh. 1823
(i&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;pa.(&amp;gt;a. [B], a&amp;lt;ppa [A], a&amp;lt;papa [L]).

Perhaps the Ephraim of 2 S. 1823, and to be identified

with the mod. et-Taiyibeh (see EPHRAIM ii.
). Though

too far N. for a Benjamite town, the circumstance that

a place of this name is mentioned in i S. 13i6_/^ in con

nection with Geba of Benjamin may have seemed to P
to justify placing Ophrah in Benjamin (cp HPSm. ad

loc.). Whether it is the Ephraim of Jn. 11 54 is open
to question ; this place, near the wilderness of Judah,
was very possibly En-cerem 1

(
A in Karim).

3. The city of Gideon (Judg. 61124 827 9s), called

Ophrah of the Abiezrites (624). It lay in W. Man-
asseh, and was apparently within an easy distance of

Shechem (see 9s). If Fer ata, 6 m. WSW. of Nablus,
is not PIRATHON (q.v. ),

it is somewhat plausible
2 to

identify it with Gideon s Ophrah. The name Ophrah,
or perhaps Ephrath, may occur, disguised as Deborah
in Judg. 4/i
One of the many examples of the textual and consequently

historical errors of the early editors seems to be connected with
the name of Ophrah. Underneath the story in Judg. 4 there may
be a record of a great battle between the Israelites and the

Kenizzites under their king Jabin and his general (saris). The
patriotism of the Israelites was stirred up by the judge, or

ruler, of the time, whom we know, in Judg. 6-8, as Jerubbaal
or GIDEON (q.v.), but in Judg. 4 as Deborah i.e., Ophrah
(Ephrath). In Judg. ^\f. we should perhaps read And Ophrah
[a prophetess, a gloss\ wife of Zelophehad, judged Israel at this

time. She was of the family of Matri of the house of Jerahmeel,
in the land of Ophrah (Ephrath). It is probable that both

Jerubbaal and Ephrath are early corruptions of JERAHMEEL
(q.v.). Cp LAPIOOTH, and see Crit. Bib.

usually f$pa.6a;
A e^pai^i in 82795, and &amp;lt;0L

t&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;pa

in

6 ii 8 27.

4. (yo&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;opa [AT, e&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;pa0 [L]). The eponym of a Judahite clan

called Ophrah, which traced its origin to Meonothai (Maon?),
i Ch. 4 14!. The genealogy is Kenizzite. T. K. C.

OPOBALSAMUM (S)t3J, ndtaph}, Ex. 30 34 RVmf?-,

EVSTACTE (q.V. ).

ORACLE. For oracle in the sense of a super
natural message or advice obtained by supernatural

means, see DIVINATION, MAGIC. In EV the word

represents the following Hebrew and Greek terms :

1. The oracle of God (28.1623) is simply (so mg.) the

-word of God (C li^K H31, Aoyos TOU OeoC cp Jer. 1 2 and

often).
2. In NT, Aoyta,

3
literally words, everywhere rendered

oracles, is used of the Mosaic laws (Acts 7 38, cp Rom. 3 2),

the doctrines of the Christian religion (Heb. 612), and the utter

ances of God spoken by Christian teachers (i Pet. 4 n).

3. The word oracle (Tin, d blr) as applied to a part of the

temple at Jerusalem (i K. 6 5 16 19 /T 7 49 868 2 Ch. 3 16 [here,

however, Tin (Berth. Ki.), i.e., necklace, = lower border of the

capital, should be read] 4 20 5 7, 6&amp;lt;^[e]ip, once Sa/Sepp [A], once

XPWXTICTTTJPC [Ba? LiJing.] ; Ps. 2S 2, ruciv) we owe to Aq.,

Sym. and Vg.* who wrongly, but not unnaturally, derived

the Heb. from dibber to speak (hence \pr\t&amp;gt;.ari&amp;lt;r-ntpiov [so

Ba?b!mjj. i K. 86], oracitlum). The dfmr is properly the

innermost room of the temple (so RY ing. Ps. I.e. ; cp Ar. aubur,
dal&amp;gt;r, back) the holy of holies wherein dwelt Yahwe as mani
fested in the ark. A similar place was to be found in every

temple (e.g., of Baal, 2 K. 1025, L ace. to Klo.): it
js

the

Assyrian partikku (see Jastrow, KBA 627), the Gk. aSvrov

(adytutit), and is a survival from the primitive
times when the

temple was built before the cave wherein the deity was supposed

to dwell (cp Gr. /u.eyapoi from
&quot;i^

P, cave ). See TEMPLE.

ORATOR, i. t ;r6 fail,
ntton Idhas, Is. 83, RV

enchanter. See MAGIC.
2. prjixop, Acts 24 i. Cp TERTULLUS.

ORCHARD, i. D^IB, pardes ; TTARAAeiCOC.Cant.
413. See PARADISE.

2. (ojn-ot, Bar. 671 [70]. See GARDEN.

1 A corruption of the Greek text may well be supposed.
2 Conder, PEFQ, 1876, 197 ; cp GASm., HG 329, n. 3.

3 Often in for
|C n, the priest s breastplate.

4 Theod. oscillates between a/3eip and



ORDINATION
ORDINATION. See HANDS, LAYING ON OF.

ORE
p&amp;gt;*3), Job 2224, RVmK- See GOLD, MINES.

OREB P~iy, raven, 68 ; but see below; oopnB
[BNARTL]) and ZEEB pKf, wolf? 68, ZHB

[BNARTL]), two Midianite princes in one of the two
stories of GIDEON (q.v. ), corresponding to ZKBAH and
ZALMUNNA in the other (Judg. 725, cp Is. 1026). They
are said in the narrative to have been slain, the one

upon the Rock of Oreb (aTijnis ; aovp [w/3i?/3], crovpetv,

A), the other at the Winepress of Zeeb
(3x1-3,-) I ia.Kf&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;-

frfi [/SAL], TTJ KOiXddi TOV fi?/3 [Symm.], tcu-e/3 TT; K.

[Theod.]), but Isaiah (if the text is right) speaks of

the slaughter (defeat) of Midian at Oreb s Rock
(&amp;lt;5

v roirifi flXii/ ews, Symm. crovp Xwpyifi). The discrepancy
cannot be explained away. Stade and Wellhausen
assume a different tradition. But how improbable that

the defeat of an army should be localised at a rock,
either by a tradition or even by a late editor of Isaiah

(Che. Intr. Is. 55) !

Hence the probability that
ij^

and ap are corrupt, and this

justifies us in doubting the pointing of giy and the consonants
of 3NT- Raven and wolf are plausible names, no doubt, and
yet they must be wrong. The solution is plain, -HJJ is a cor

ruption of Ib
; 3D

.
of raj (a variant of 3Nt), and mi or 3N1

comes from 3 &amp;gt;

3t. The original story simply told of the capture
of Zebib ( the long-haired, from the Arabic), prince of the
Bedouins ( the desert-dwellers ), and the bringing of the head of
the prince of the Bedouins to Gideon on the other side of Jordan.
For Zebib, cp the well-attested reference to Zabibieh queen
(Sarrat) of Aribi, who, like Menahem of Samaria, paid tribute
to Tiglath-pileser in 738 B.C. (Schr. KA 7T2) 253 =COT 1 245).

Tradition loves to double; cp Mt. s two blind men of
Jericho with Mk. s Bartimajus. In the present case this was
facilitated by the presence of false readings side by side. In

Judg. 7 25 read simply, [TQ ^K BTV1 any ib 3 3rnN
n|S&amp;gt;1

\T& &quot;W? pjn&quot;

1

^ W3H
3^5?

&quot;&
B&amp;gt;tO..

In Is. 1026 we should

probably read |na &quot;IB 3liy 0223, like the defeat of Oreb prince

of Midian
; 3&quot;iy may already have been misread as 3TIJ7, raven,

when Is. 10 26 was written. T_ K&amp;gt; c&amp;gt;

OREB (Choreb), 2 Esd. 2 33 AV, RV HOREB.

OREN (nX, fir or cedar or more probably wild-

goaf ; &pAN [A], ApAiA KAI AMBpAAA [B], Ap&M [L]),
a Jerahmeelite family-name (i Ch. 225). See AkAN,
and cp JKRAHMEEL, 2 a.

ORGAN (3JW), Gen. 421, etc., RV pipe. See

Music,
4&amp;lt;5.

ORION (^D? ; oopeicON [Job 8831? also Is. 13 10];

on in Job 9 9 see STARS, 3 c n.
).

Since kfsil, P pS,
means fool, most commentators have supposed the
name to allude to a myth of a giant who strove with
God and was chained to the sky for his impiety.
Such myths do exist, and Tg. substitutes K^BJ, giant, for S D&amp;gt;

Cp NIMROD. K stl, TO?, however, ought not to be confounded
with nabdl, ^33 (see FOOL), and the term cords in Job 8831
is hardly that which would be most naturally suggested by such
a myth. Cp Delitxsch, ad lac.

KZsil has been thought to be a Hebraised form of ka-
sil, one of two Babylonian names of Orion, the other

being sugi or sibu ; with the former name some com
pare that of the wild hunter Sahu, in one of the

Pyramid texts
( Maspero, Dawn o/Civ^ioS ; cp Hommel,

Der Bab. Urspr. der Ag. Kultur, 40). Ka-sil is said
to mean opening of the path viz. , to the under-world
(on which and on the twofold application of the name
see Hommel, in Hastings, DB 1 218 a}. Stucken, how
ever (Astralmythen, 31 ), connects ktsil with kesel, thigh,
and compares an Egyptian name for the Great Bear
meaning thigh or club. Followed by Winckler
(G/282

)
he connects the story of Abraham with the

myth of Orion (not kfsil); Winckler (G/2i88) even
makes NABAL (q.v. )

a development out of Orion. The
plural form K6sHlm occurs only in Is. 13 10, The stars
of heaven and the Orions (EV constellations

) thereof,
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OSPRAT
where Orions is held to mean Orion and stars not
less bright. &amp;lt;S, however, has simply 6 iJp[f}iwv ;

[flpiov N*] ; possibly the text originally ran, The Bear,
Pleiades, and Orion (see Isa. SHOT, Addenda).
Egyptian theology placed the noble soul of Osiris in

Orion (Brugsch, Rel. u. Myth. 301). T. K. c.

ORNAMENTS. The ornaments mentioned in the
OT are treated in special articles. On ornaments for

the head, see CHAPLET, CROWN, TURBAN, VEIL
;
on

those for the neck, see CHAINS, NECKLACE, PERFUME,
RING ; on those for the nose and ear, see AMULETS,
RING

;
on those for the hand and arm, see CHAINS,

BRACELETS, RING ; on those for the body, see GIRDLE,
MIRROR

; on those for the feet, see ANKLETS,
SANDAL, etc. See also, in general, DRESS, 5,
STONES [PRECIOUS].

General terms for ornaments are : i. ^3, k ll (for

passages in which it occurs see JEWEL, 7), an orna
ment mostly of precious metal with perhaps a jewelled
inset.

1
AT*/* often has a very general meaning, vessel.

In NT KO(Tfji.os has the same sense of ornament in

general.
2.

HJ;,
ddl (my=noy, to put on

; cp n^3 myn, Is.

61 10 and Hos. 2 i3[is]) used of men, Ex.334, of women,
Jer. 232. In Ezek. 16 n adl is the generic name applied
to many forms of ornament.

3. nirnn, migdanoth. Gen. 24 53 2 Ch. 21s Ezra 1 6

( precious things ) may mean ornaments. In the first

of these passages they seem to form the mohar or price

paid for the bride
(
Di.

).

4. Special terms rendered ornament in EV :

1. ?n, halt, Prov. 25 12 etc.
;
see BASKETS, NECKLACE.

ii.
fPIJ, liwyah, Prov. 1 9, AV(RV chaplet ); see CHAPLET.

iii. H12X, aphudddh, Is. 30 22, AV (RV plating ). It is

properly the gold sheathing of the wooden idol-images ; cp Dt.
7 25. See EHHOU.

iv. -IN?, fe er, Is. 61 10, AV (RV garland ). See TUKHAN.

v. D Jlin:;
,
sahdronlm (of camels), Judg. 8 26, AV orna

ments, RV crescents. In Is. 3 18 (of women) AV has round
tires like the moon. See NECKLACE.

vi. C priy, iikdsii, Is. 3 18, AV tinkling ornaments, RV
anklets. See ANKLETS. The Hebrew prophets (Is. 3 18-23

etc.) rebuked the excessive use of ornaments by women. Cp
also i Pet. 841 Tim. 2qf. j_ A.

ORNAN (PT-]N), i Ch. 21 15 etc. See ARAUNAH.

ORPAH (HSnr; opcf&amp;gt;&amp;lt;\ [HAL]), daughter-in-law of

Naomi (Ruth 14 14). See RUTH.

ORTHOSIAS (opGcociAN [ANV]), RV Orthosia,
i Mace. 1037. According to Tab. Peut.

, 30 R. m. S.

cf Antaradus on the coast of Phoenicia.

OSAIAS (ooCAlAC [A]), i Esd. 8 4 8 = Ezra 819
JESHAIAH (q.v., 5).

OSEA. i. (yosr.-i) 4 Esd. 13 4o. See HOSHEA, i.

2. (Osee) 4 Esd. 1 39, RV Oseas. See HOSEA.

OSHEA , Nu. 138 AV, RV HOSHEA.

OSNAPPAR pSJDS), Ezra 4io RV, AV ASNAPPER

(q.v.).

OSPRAY (iTJW- osniyyah; AAl&ieTOC, form un
certain [see Swete]), one of the unclean birds (Lev. 11 13
Dt. 14izf). Evidently some bird of prey is meant, such
as the ospray (osprey) Pandion haliaetus, zoologically
one of the Pandionidae allied to the family Ealconidas.
This bird is essentially a fish-eater, and may be seen

poising in the air, then suddenly dropping like a stone
into the water, to emerge in a minute with its prey, just
as Pliny (f/Nl0 3 )

describes the haliaetus as doing.
Osprays, however, are somewhat rare in Palestine.

Tristram inclines to regard the term ozniyyah as generic,
and would include several species under it, such as

1 The setting seems to be intended by nr3t?D&amp;gt; Prov. 25 u ;

see BASKETS.



OSSIFRAGJG
the Short-toed, the Golden, and the Imperial Eagle.
The tirst-mentioned of these is specially abundant in

Palestine, and not unlike the ospray (NHB, 184).
Knolx:! rather boldly explains ozniyyah as the

bearded, and identifies the bird with the Ossifrage :

in this case ptres (D^ ; see OSSIFRAGE) would be some

other sort of vulture.

The ospray has also been recognised in Job 9 26 (|| 1B&amp;gt;3

vulture ), where, for iaN ni JK DJ? S^n, they pass like the

ships of reed (??), we may read nay_ nniJTCV Sl surely

they pass by like osprays (cp T\ &amp;lt;cai eariy).

T. K. C.-A. E. S.

OSSIFRAGE, RV GIER-EAGLF. (D^D breaker ;

PPYY ),
one of the unclean birds (Lev. 11 13 Dt. 14 izf),

is the Gypaetus barbatus, commonly known as the

Lammergeier, a most magnificent bird with wings
stretching 10 ft. across. In some respects this species
is intermediate between the Vulturidue and the Falconidge,
with one or the other of which it is classed by different

writers. Some authorities state that the Lammergeier
lives on offal and garbage ; but undoubtedly at times

it attacks living creatures. As the name Ossifrage
indicates, this bird is fond of bones, which, when small,

are swallowed, but, when large, are said to be carried

aloft and from a height dropped on a rock with the

view of breaking them. Snakes and tortoises are

subjected to the same treatment, and thus killed. The
Lammergeier breeds early in the year, the nest being

placed on an inaccessible ledge of rock amongst the

gorges it frequents. The species h;is a wide distribu

tion, extending across Europe and Asia; but it has been

exterminated, or is in process of becoming so, in many
places. This grandest of the vulture tribe is perhaps
referred to in the Eulogy on Wisdom.

In Job ^8 8 RV gives The proud beasts have not trodden it
;

but
J
ntJ pride is most questionable, and for fHK 33 we

should probably read D&quot;1S 33 2 the young vultures (lit. ossi-

frages) II the CORMORANT (q.v.\ See also OSPRAY.
It is also practically certain that in Job 925 the com

plaint of Job is that his days are swifter, not than a

post (p ap),
but than an ossifrage

3
(onsp).

1 We
thus get, in i&amp;lt;v. 25 /. , all the three swiftly-flying birds

of prey grouped together in Lev. 11 13 Dt. 14 12.

A. E. s. T. K. c.

OSTRICH. The ostrich (i.e., Struthio camelus) is

mentioned several times in the EV, and is the correct

rendering of three Hebrew words.

1. .-n^rma (n:jT a, ruy), bath yaandh, &amp;lt;TTpov06s(4 times)

creip&amp;gt;ji&amp;gt; (3 times); stmthio in Lev. 11 16 Dt. 14 15 Job 30 29
Is. 13ai 34 13 4320 Jer. 5039 and Mi. 18 RV, where AV
erroneously has OWL

[&amp;lt;/.v., i], AV&quot; sr- daughter of the owl.

The Hebrew name seems to mean daughter of greed, in allusion

to the bird s voracity, or daughter of the desert,&quot; cp the Arabian
name of the ostrich, father of the plains (see BDB).

2. D jy, a-rpovOiov (Lam. 4 3, Kri.), plur. of a form closely

related to the above.

3. Q 33~), Tepnofj.fvu&amp;gt;v,*struthio(]o\) 39 13, AV, PEACOCK [y.v.]),

supposed to be derived from the hoarse melancholy cry which

the ostrich makes ; but G. Hoffmann acutely suggests D JJT

(cp 2), which Budde and Duhm adopt. On the ostrich-section

cp Jon ii., 10.

4. nTDn, ao-i6a(Job39i3, AV), and

5. nsi, ve&amp;lt;T&amp;lt;ra. (ib. AV ng.)) receive antiquated renderings ; see

STORK.
The ostrich (Strulkio camelus) at the present day

hardly extends northward of the Syrian desert which
lies E. of Damascus, though there is historical evidence
that it was formerly more widely spread in the E.

1
Vpui// and yvi// of B yui// and ypvfy of A in Lev.

2 mS, miswritten T-IQ, became t nu under the influence of

^r\V in ? 8 b. On
JTIB

in Job 41 21, see LION.
3

] and B are confounded, e.g., nys, 2 S. 23 3S = iyj, I Ch.
11 37- 3 f course could with especial ease be miswritten for D.

4 It is equally probable that repironeviav= no Sj, J (transliterated

by Kc.c.A) and that the name of the bird has fallen out.
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OUCHES
portions of Asia. 1 Full details respecting the habits of
the bird would be superfluous here. It will be sufficient

to mention that in the breeding season ostriches assemble
in troops of four or five one cock and the rest hens.

The latter lay some thirty to forty eggs in a common nest

scooped in the sand, over which they brood in turns,

the male taking the main share. Around the nest are

scattered a number of unincubated eggs which are said

to serve as food for the young when hatched
;

their

presence may explain the reflections on the care of the

ostrich for its young, found in Job39is- The ostrich

is several times referred to as inhabiting desert places

(Is. 1821 34i3 4820 Jer. 6039), ar)d its great speed when

running did not escape the observation of the writer of

Job39i8 an allusion which would show that the ostrich

was hunted in his time. At night it emits a hoarse

melancholy note, compared by Tristram to the lowing
of an ox in pain, and on this account it is mentioned

along with the jackal in Mi. 1 8 Job3029.
The ostrich was one of the unclean birds (Lev. 11 16 Dt. 14 15),

and is not eaten at the present day, as a general rule, save among
the African Arabs. The fat of the bird is sometimes used as a
medicine. The feathers have always been esteemed, and at the

present day the Arabian chief will bind a tuft of ostrich plumes
around his spear-head as a sign of rank.

For later Hebrew details of the ostrich (Nrrcy:, rujHnal),
see Lewysohn, Zoo/, d. Taint., 240.

A. E. s. s. A. c.

OTHNI (WV; rooNei [B], ro0Ni [A], O6Ni
[L] ; cp OTHNIEL), a doorkeeper, son of Obed-edom
(i Ch. 26 7).

OTHNIEL (^nny, 39 ; roeoNiHA [BAL] ; cp

GOTHONIEI,), a Kenizzite clan (cp i Ch. 4 13), described

as the younger brother of CALEB, who settled at

Kirjath-sepher (Debir), and married ACHSAH [y.v,]

(Josh. 15 17 Judg. 113). His deliverance of Israel

(properly S. Judah) from the Edomites (read DIN for

GIN), or rather the Jerahmeelites (c&quot;ina
is probably a

corruption of Sxcm ,
a gloss on CIN), is briefly narrated

in Judg. 87-11 (see CusHAN-RiSHATHAiM, JUDGES, 5).

Comparing i Ch. 27 13 and v. 15, we are led to suspect
that Othniel and the Zarhites are closely connected.

Nor is it hard to justify this. Stony has not yet been

explained, but is probably only another form of
JJVK ;

ETHAN, we know, was an Ezrahite or Zarhite. The
southern clans became more and more prominent in

the later period. Cp KENAZ. T. K. C.

OTHONIAS (oeoNi&c [BA], i Esd. 9 28 - Ezra

1027, MATTANIAH, 7.

OUCHES (ni3*P, misb soth; x/pB&amp;gt;,
to inter

weave? Ex. 28 ii 13 1425 396131618; the word also

occurs in Ps. 45 14 [KpOC(c)ooTOc] ; cp also Ex. 2820,
D*V3C P, CYNAeAeMCNA, 6N XPYCico)- First, as

to the word ouche. It arose by a very early error

(
a nouche being mistaken for an ouche

)
from an

adopted Old French word nouche, nosche, clasp,

buckle, and seems to have acquired the sense of gold
ornament. In Ex. it is clear that the gold settings of

the engraved stones are intended ; these settings were
not solid pieces of gold, but formed of woven wire

wreathed round the stones in cloisonnee work, a sort of

filigree. How this wire was produced we learn from

Ex.393 (cp EMBROIDERY, 3).
In Ex. 39 6 13 has 7Tpi&amp;lt;r&amp;lt;7iaAu)/LiVovs and awSfSffjicva, but

in 28 13 f. 25 and 39 16 18 ao-n-iiicricas (which also occurs in

i Mace. 4 57, where EV, improbably, however literally. [small]
shields ). This appears to be a good rendering. By little

shields means what we call rosettes ; these were of filigree

work, and to them were attached the chains of gold by which
the hosen or BREASTPLATE

[&amp;lt;?.v.]
of the high priest was kept

firm.

In Ps. 45 14^ [131$] the same word occurs, AV render

ing her clothing is of wrought gold, RV . . . is in-

1 The ostrich appears on the elaborate decoration of the royal

robes, and upon cylinders. Perhaps it was considered sacred,

Perr. and Chip. Art in Ass. ii. 153, and figs. 75, 76.
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OVEN
wrought with gold. If, however, na JEJ in v. \t,a should

be read DT:B i-f-
, pearls, or perhaps (see col. 895 /. )

corals or corallites it becomes possible to combine

this word with v. nb, and render of pearls woven in

gold (3,17 rnsatfo) is her garment. But Wellhausen

(SBOT), in taking this view, disregards Hebrew metre.

It is surely better to follow MT s division of the verse,

and to render Brocade of gold is her raiment (Che.

/*.).
Duhm rearranges the clauses unsatisfactorily. In Prov. 25 n

niX3B&amp;gt;3 probably underlies the much-disputed word n.VDB D; a

line proverb is thus restored to the group of passages with which

we are dealing (see BASKETS, col. 499, esp. n. i). T. K. C.

OVEN (&quot;I-13R
tcitmur ; KAlB&NOC , clibanus ; Ex.

83 [728] Lev. 24 [not n] 7 9 [639] 1135 2626 Ps. 2l9[io) Lam.
5 10 Hos. &quot;46/1 Mai. 4 i [3 19] Mt. 030 Lk. 12 as). See FURNACE,
5, BREAD, g 2, c, and COOKING, 4.

OVERSEER, i. TpS, pdkld ( &amp;gt;/lpS,
in Heb. and

Ass. implying supervision or control), is used in Jer. 20 i 2926

2 Ch. 24 ii 31 13 Neh. 11 22 1242 of various temple officials

((caSecrrajiieVos, tmffTO/rqf, n-poaran)?, en-itr/con-os), superintend

ing Levites, singers, or the house of Yahwe ; see TEMPLE
SERVICE. The word is also met with in Neh. 11914 (e;n&amp;lt;r-

KOTTOS), is used of a military officer in Jer. 6225 ||
2 K. 25 19

(eTua-TcuTjs), and is applied to ZEBUI.
(&amp;lt;?.?&amp;gt;.),

Abimelech s officer

(eiriVfcoTTos), in Judg.il 28, to Pharaoh s overseers (roirdpxai.) in

Gen. 41 34, and to the officers (K&amp;lt;atnap\aC) appointed throughout
the empire by Ahasuerus to find a successor to Vashti (Esth.

23).

2. IBtilB
, safer, Prov. 6 7. See SCRIBE.

3. nXJD, m*nafflAA, 2 Ch. 2 is 34 12 (e7n.&amp;lt;rraTT)s), of super

intendents of the corvee. The word occurs also in the titles of

fifty-five Psalms, where it is rendered Chief Musician ;
but see

MUSICIAN, CHIEF.

4. eTri o-KOTros, Acts 20 28; cp Acts 1 20, AV, his bishoprick
(7ri&amp;lt;ricomj) let another take, but RV office with mg. Gr.

overseership. See BISHOP, MINISTRY.

OWL. The owl is mentioned at least twelve times

in AV
;
and though a strict examination of passages

displaces the owl for some of them, it reappears in

others where its presence has been forgotten.
The Heb. words to be considered are :

i. njJT (ni:3) na, bath (benoth) ya anah, Is. 13 21, etc. AV ;

RV OSTRICH [y.v.] ; 2. rrS 1
/
1

, lilit/t, Is. 34 14, AV Screech-owl,
but see LILITH ; and 3. lisp, kippoz, Is.

1. OT references. 34 15, AV Great Owl, undoubtedly a

reptile, see SERPENT ( i [8]). The re

maining names are those of unclean birds, mentioned as such
in Lev. 11 i 7 /. Dt. 14 i6/!

4. 1?i?3 i ynnsfiph. This bird is grouped in the legislation

with the silldk (see CORMORANT), and the kos (see below, 5), and,
like the RAVEN, is used by a prophet to typify the desolation of

Edom, Is. 34 1 1 ( pE r, yansoph, RVnig. BITTERN). The word

may be the same as the Ass. essepu (from ensepii), a bird which
frequents ruins (Del. Prol. 8o/ ; ZDMG 40719, n. i). Both
here and in Lev. understands the Ibis (see HERON).

5- Oi.3, kos, EV little owl. In Ps 1026 [7] the kos of the
ruins is parallel to the kaath of the desert (see PELICAN).

both here and in Lev. gives wKTiicopai; or screech-owl
; Tg.

Onk. in Lev.
K^1j3&amp;gt;

2 which is Ass. kadu. We cannot venture to

connect the name with 013 bag, and on this ground to identify
the bird with the pelican (Boch.).

6. nC!?3B, tinsemeth, RV horned owl ; AV swan (see

SWAN), Lev. 11 18 (n-op^iuptwc [B], -ptav [A]; Dt. 14i6f (e)tts
[BFL], i/3r)s [A]). The position of the name in the lists favours
RV, which has also ancient authority (Targ., Sam., see Di.-Rys.).
The restoration of the owl to certain passages where its

presence had previously been unsuspected is an important
result of textual criticism. In Is. 59 10 IC 33 (AV as in the

night ; RV as in the twilight ) should no doubt be JB VS like

the owl.&quot; It is II to n JCB JQ. which should certainly be nSe jnS-
The word nOB jn (see 6) has indeed been unfortunate. It is repre
sented in the text of Ps. 39 12 by DOni and

^&amp;gt;N ; in Ps. 58 8 by
DSP and riB N, and in Is. 59 10, as we have seen, by the hitherto

unintelligible D JOB N. The sense produced by the required
restorations is as follows : (a) Is. 59 10, We grope, as blind

men, by the wall ; like those who have no eyes, we feel our way ;

at noonday we resemble (ljS& Cj) the owl ; we are become like

1 The owl, however, is sometimeseatenin Arabia, see Doughty,
A r. Des. i. 305, 604.

2 Cp Di. on Lev. 11 17. Frd. Del. formerly (Ass. Studien, 100 ;

Heb. Lang. 33) connected 013 with Ass. kasftsu, but, as he

points out himself (Prol. 80), this is rather a falcon.
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unto the screech-owl 03 CT n?). The passage continues, We
all groan like bears, and mourn sore like doves.

(^) Ps. 31) 12 [n], In the midst of deep gloom I grope, I am
become like the owls. The passage continues, All my piety
is like spider s webs : surely a (mere) breath is all piety.

(c) Ps. 588, On the highway let them walk in obscurity, like

owls which never see the sun. In the third of these passages
Tg., which misunderstands DDn, imagines j-IE N to denote the
mole (see MOLE, 2). See Che. SBOT, Isa. Heb. 201 f. ;

Psalis(-}.

Next as to the identifications. We may plausibly

identify the yanSuph (4) with the Bubo ascalaphus.

I Ideations.^ftf . &quot;5ZTS
sometimes resorts to burrows in the ground, but also

frequents caves and mines, and is specially abundant
round the Idtimcean Petra. The kos (5) may be
Carine glaux (so Tristram), a sub-species of C. noctua,

a bird of grotesque actions and ludicrous expression,
which nevertheless was the classical emblem of Pallas

Athene, and is stamped upon the coins of Attica.

But we must not be too sure of any identifications.

The names of owls are generally derived from their

hoarse cry, and need not have been applied with

any strictness. Both the divisions of the sub -order

Striges (called respectively Strigince and Alucinee) are

represented in Palestine. To the Striginae belongs the

Slrix flammea, or Barn-owl, an almost cosmopolitan

species, which haunts the ruins of the Holy Land. In

Palestine Tristram also found the Ketupa ceylonensis, a.

species of an essentially Indian genus with bare legs
and fish-eating habits

; Asio otus, the O. vulgaris of

some, the Long-eared Owl, which inhabits woods,

especially in N. Palestine
;
A. accipitrinus, or Short-

eared Owl, found only in winter
; Syrnium aluco, the

Tawny Owl, 1 a woodland species which in Palestine

has a gray, not a tawny, hue
; Scops giu, whose

specific name is derived from its cry, common in the

spring ; and the Bubo ascalaphus and Carine glaux
(see above).

Frequent representations of the white and horned owl are
found in Egypt. The owl does not appear, however, to have
borne at any time a sacred character among the Egyptians,
although many mummies have been found in the necropolis of
Thebes. A. E. S. S. A. C. T. K. C.

OX
(u&amp;gt;5 [BKA], 1&quot;iy, cp Gen. 222i [A] ; Vg. WON),

ancestor of Judith (Judith 81).

OX
(&quot;lit?, etc.), Ex. 20 17 etc. See CATTLE.

OX, WILD, RV Antelope (1KR Dt. 14 5 ; DiO, Dt.

8817). See ANTELOPE, UNICORN.

OX-ANTELOPE
(DN&quot;J).

Nu. 2822 RVn
-, AV UNI

CORN (q.v.).

OX-GOAD pj53n TO?P). Judg.3 3 i. See AGRI

CULTURE, 4.

OZEM (DVK ; ACOM [BA]). i. B. Jesse, brother

of DAVID (q.v., i a, n.) ; i Ch. 2 ist (ao-o/n [L]).
2. A Jerahmeelite, i Ch. 225 (a&amp;lt;ra.v [B], acrw/u. [L]). See

JEKAHMEEL, 2.

OZIAS (ozteliAC [BAL]).
1. i Esd. 631 RV. See UZZA, 2.

2. i Esd. 8 2 RV. See Uzzi, i.

3. (i.e., Uzziah : oia? [B-bD D - Micah of the tribe of Simeon,
a governor of BETHULIA (Judith 6 15 7 23 89 2835). See JUDITH,
BOOK OF.

4. Mt. 1 8 9 AV. See UZZIAH.

OZIEL (ozemA [BNA]), ancestor of Judith (Judith

8!).

OZNI (3TK), and OZNITE (MTXH), Nu. 26 16. See

EZBON, I.

OZORA (ezcopA [BA]), i Esd. 9 34 AV, RV EZORA
(q.v.). See also MACHNADEBAI.

1 The name aluco has really been interchanged with that of
the Strix, so that .5&quot;. stridula is the Tawny Owl and Symiunt
aluco the Barn-owl ;

but in this article recent custom has been
followed.
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PAAEAI PAINT

PAARAI (ni?B; &amp;lt;J&amp;gt;A.
P A. I [A]; A^&pei [L] ;

for

u see below), one of David s heroes (28.2335), an Arbite

(i.e., a man of Arab in Josh. 1652 [?]), or rather Archite. The
reading Archite is suggested by the [oupatjoep^et of B, and
the 6 apa^eiets of A (see ARCHITES). In i Ch. 11 37 the name
is corrupted into Naarai ben Kzbai, where Ezbai ( 3in) plainly
comes from Arbi (Arbite). See NAARAI.

PACHON (n&amp;lt;\X^N [A, om. V]), 3 Mace. 638. See

MONTH, 4.

PADAN (RV PADDAN) -ARAM (DTO H
E^fr? ; (H)MCOTTOT*.MI&amp;lt;\ (THC) cypiAC [BAUEL],
less often without CYRl&C [ADEFL] ; c^ ^^3 every

where), a geographical designation found only in P

(see Gen. 25 20 28 2 5 6 / 31 18 33 18 35 9 26 46 15 48 7

[Sam., &amp;lt;, Pesh. , but MT only ps]).
A prophetic

writer (Hos. 12 12 [13] ;
see JACOB), speaking of Jacob s

flight, has the phrase DIN rnb, the field (or [see

FIELD], the highland) of Aram. There is no reason

to doubt that P, as the text of Genesis now stands,

regarded Jacob s family as settled at Haran before

entering Canaan, and when we consider the large
amount of corruption in the proper names of Genesis it

is not too bold to regard pa as a scribe s error for pn.
1

Paddan-aram may therefore mean Haran (Hauran ?)

of Jerahmeel. Cp NAHOR.
For attempts to identify Paddan-aram and to explain the

first part of the name, see ARAM, 3. The suggestion of
Tomkins connecting Paddan-Aram with the land of Patin on
the Orontes may also be mentioned. 2 Other scholars (e.g.,

Sayce, Crit. and Man. 200) compare Paddan with Assyrian
padanu, road, a synonym of harranu, high road. Delitzsch

(Par. 135), however, states that the ideogram kar, which in one

glossary is translated by Assyrian ginii, garden, eklu, field,
in another is explained by padanu, so that paiian might be the

equivalent of the Hebrew sadeh, field (but why not sedch

Aram, as in field of Aram in Hosea?). It is also stated that

an ancient Babylonian king Agu-kak-rime assumed the title of

king of Padan and Alvan (Rogers, Outlines ofHist, ofEarly
Babylonia, 1895, p. 40). T. K. C.

PADDLE (IJV).Dt. 23i3 EV,RVme. SHOVEL (q.v., 2).

PADON (}nS abbrev. name, 52 ; d^ooN [BKAL]),
a family of NETHINIM in the great post-exilic list (see EZRA ii.,

9), Ezra 2 44 = Neh.
&quot;47.;

in i Esd. 5 20 PHALEAS (rf&amp;gt;aAatou

[BAD.

PAGIEL PN WB,
4&amp;gt;Ai-Ai H A or Te H A [BAFL]),

prince of Asher
;
Nu. 1 13.

The name, if original, would come irom v/
j?j3,

to meet with,
1

and 7N, God. The old lists, however (especially P s), are

largely made up of corrupt and distorted names, and no name is

so frequently and so variously distorted as Jerahme el. Pagiel,
still further distorted, becomes PEI.EG. T. K. C.

PAHATH MOAB PN1E JinS, 70 ; i.e., governor
of Moab ;

&amp;lt;|&amp;gt;A.A.e
MGOA.B [BNA], cp. HfOYMeNOY M.

[L]), a Jewish family known in post-exilic times, which

consisted of two branches, Jeshua and Joab (see Ezra
26 i Esd. 5 ii Neh. 7 ii

;
also Ezra 84=1 Esd. 831, Ezra

lOso Neh. 3 ii 10 14 [15]). In Ezra 89 the Joab-branch
is reckoned apparently as a separate clan.

According to Ezra 8 4 the b ne Pahath-moab under Eliehoenai(?)
numbered 200 males, a figure which seems more credible than
the 2812 given in Ezra 2 6

(&amp;lt;|&amp;gt;aAa|3/nu)a8 [B]). Other members

of the family are enumerated in Ezra 10 30 (&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;aaS fj.uiafi [B**])=
i Esd. 931 (see ADOI, i), and another, HASSHUH (q.v.), is men
tioned in connection with the repairing of Jerusalem (Neh. 3 ii,

$aa|3 /uwa0 [BN]). It was represented amongst the signatories
under Nehemiah (Neh. 10 14 [15], &amp;lt;t&amp;gt;aaSn&amp;lt;aa.p [B]). In i Esd. 5 n
EV, the name appears as PHAATH-MOAH

(&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;6aAeijiioa/3 [B]), and
ib. 8 31 AV (Moa0/*wa/3 [B], 4&amp;gt;ao0 /uiu&amp;gt;a/3 [L]).

The interest centres in the origin of the names
Pahath-Moab, Jeshua, Joab. Many have supposed

1 Bruston (ZA TW1 [1887], 207) has already emended the

p3 of Gen. 487 into
pn.

2 Cp Sayce, RPV) 388
; Tomkins, Bab. and Or. Record, 3 3.
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that the first of these names records the fact that the

ancestor of the clan in pre- exilic times had been

governor of Moab
;
Smend (Listen, 20) compares the

obscure passage, i Ch. 422. There is no evidence,
however, that the official title pehdh, rms, was in use

before the exile, and i Ch. 422 is not very solid evidence
for pre-exilic history (see SHELAH). Probably there is

an error in the text
;

the different passages have no
doubt been harmonised by an editor.

Moab may probably be right; cp CHEPHAR-AMMONI in

Josh. 18 24 (P). Since, however, there are several cases of the

corruption of Missur (
= the N. Arabian Musri ; see MIZRAIM)

into
f
Moab, and in the lists of post-exilic families Pahath-

moab occurs near SHEHHATIAH (f.v.), which is probably a
disguise of Sephathi (

= Sarefathi belonging to Zarephath ), and
Arah and Elam (both disguised fragments of Jerahmeel ),

it is most probable that Moab should be Missur ; Pahath
can in this case very easily be corrected. For rinB &amp;gt;n Josh, read

nSFl, Tappuah ;
the Tappuhim are probably mentioned as a

N. Arabian tribe in the original text of Gen. 10 13 (see MIZRAIM).
Those of them who bore the name b ne Shua or Sheba (so we
should read instead of Joshua) were specially the inhabitants
of SHEBA or Beer-sheba. Probably Joab, which can hardly
mean the general of David (Meyer, F.ntst. 146), is a corruption
of Arabi (Arabian). Indeed, David s general may himself have
been really called Arabi. The name Pahath-moab is therefore

by no means an unsolved enigma (Hastings, DB3 639); it can
be explained by a textual and historical criticism. T. K. C.

PAI i Ch. 1 50= Gen. 8639, see PAU.

PAINT. The art of painting was but little developed

among the Israelites ; see COLOURS, 1-5. In Ezek.

8 10 EV speaks of idolatrous forms pour-
1. Art of

trayed (njsnp; *Jnpn, to cut, carve) upon a.

pain mg. wajj
. but ^ j;terai rendering is cut or

carved they were probably scratched upon the

plaster though a parallel passage (2814) suggests that

such carvings were often filled up with paint. Here
no doubt, as well as in the walls painted (rttfD, XP 6 &quot;

)

with vermilion in Jehoiakim s building (Jer. 22 14),

Egyptian and Babylonian influence can be traced. 1

The rude daubs found on old lamps and pottery in Palestine

can scarcely be called paintings, nor have we any reason for

supposing that the colouring of images referred to in Wisd. 13 14

(&amp;lt;caraxpiVas /ouATO) Kai
&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;vKei ; cp 164 trK&amp;lt;.aypd&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;iav

. . . eiSo

&amp;lt;nn\iadfv
xpu&amp;gt;na&amp;lt;riv)

was any more artistic. 2 See POTTERY.

It is in the Babylonian age, moreover, that we first

hear of eye-paint (Jer. 430); it is true, the context

permits us to conjecture that the
2. Eve-paint. , r t_J ~

custom was not much approved of by
respectable women (see v. 31), and it is probably to the

Persian age that we ought to refer the effective contrast

drawn in Is. 824 between the brand on the forehead or

hand of a slave-woman and the elegant paintings or

tattooings on the fair skin of a lady. The use of rouge

((pvKOs) is nowhere mentioned, except indeed once with

reference to idols (Wisd. 13 14, RVm tf-
;

see above).

Things have changed in Palestine since then. Even
in the time of Josephus painting the eyes was not

perhaps altogether creditable (cp the singular story
in BJ iv. 9 10) ;

at any rate, it was a special mark
of luxury. At the present day, however, it is general,
not only in Egypt, but also, among women of any
position, both in Palestine and in Arabia (see below).
The eye-paint which was used was composed of a black

powder, known in Egypt as tnestem,
2 and usually mixed

1 The statements in Nah. 2 3 [4] cannot be accepted without

criticism ; see Che. JBL, 1898, p. 106.
2 On the Grecian custom of staining images with red or

vermilion cp Frazer, fans. 3 20f.
3 Cp Copt. Sthn, etc., Eg. sdin or sdint ; cp WMM as cited

next col., n. 2. The act of painting the eyes was called tettitet,

and the part painted, semti. From these words are derived the

Gk. 0-Tt/iiju.i crTi /3i and our stibium, cp Ar. ithmid, itt/imd,

etc., whence, through the Romance languages, comes the word

antimony.
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PALACE PALACE
with oil to make a kind of paste. The idea was to

increase the prominence and beauty of the

.,? eye (jnp to rend, of the eyes, Jer. 4 30)

by staining the eyelids and brows with

the powder. This is clear from the enlarged form of

the eye in ancient Egyptian pictures (cp also Juvenal,
Sat. 293 ; Pliny, Ep. 62).

The elements of this powder were the sesquisulphuret of

antimony, the black oxide of copper, the sulphide of lead ; even
the powder of lamp-black, of burnt almonds, or frankincense

might be used. Antimony was the most precious kind, but had
to be imported from the most remote countries (India ? Europe ?),

and was extremely rare. See EGYPT, 39, Budge, Mummy,
229f., Wilkinson, Anc. Eg. 2348, Erman, Life in Anc. Eg. 230,
and ZDMG, 1851, pp. 236 _ff. For Arabia, see Doughty,
Ar. Des. 1 585.

In Hebrew this paint was called 7^3,
1
puk ; cp 2 K.

83 (&quot;P93 T^ y E^ 1

&quot;

11 R^ s^e painted her eyes )

2 and

Jer. 430. In post-biblical times the usual word is Vh3

(cp the verb Ezek. 2840 [cm/ftfo/ucu] = Ar. kahhala}?
Pnk occurs twice in an apparently different sense. In Is. 54 n,

it is foretold that the stones of the new Jerusalem shall be laid

i&quot;

t]}3 (EV fair colours, RVmjf- antimony ), which maybe a

figurative expression for the black asphalt -mortar that was
used in buildings of ancient Jerusalem (Guthe, Th.LZ, 1892,

p. 26). Ewald, Wellhausen (Prol. ET, 391), Cheyne (SBOT),
and Marti, however, after

,
would read HSJ, emerald, and

possibly the same change is required in i Ch. 29 2, for 7^3 JQK

(Aiflous TroAvreAets) ; cp commentaries ad loc.

Kohl bottles have been found in Egyptian tombs

together with needles for applying the powder ;
some

of the bottles are divided into cells to contain
(it

would

seem) mixtures of different colours or qualities. Similar

receptacles were doubtless used among the Hebrews
;

one of Job s daughters bears the characteristic name

^srqnp ( paint-horn ) ;
but see KEREN-HAPPUCH.

s. A. c.

PALACE. 4 Of the eleven words rendered palace,

2, 3, 4, and 9 offer some special points of interest.

1. (T|75 &quot;l)
JV3, beth (Jiammelek), a simple and natural phrase,

usually in EV and always in RV rendered the

1. Terms, king s house (i K. 9 i 10 10 12, etc. ; cp HOUSE),
though in 2 Ch. 9n and occasionally elsewhere

AV has king s palace.
2. Another word meaning royal or stately dwelling-place is

SDM, hekal (2 K. 20 18 Is. 13 22, etc.), ultimately perhaps a

loan-word through Ass. from Sumer. e-gal= great house ; so
UDB

; cp Haupt, Amcr. Journ. ofPhil., Oct. 1887, pp. 273/1 ;

G. Hoffm. Phon. Inschr. 25 n. i (from 7 3n, to inclose ).

3. pDTX artndn, /\/D1N, occurs mainly in the prophetical

books (Is. 252 32 14 Jer. 30 18 Am. 1 47 1012
;
see also Ps. 484 14

(313]). MT has
-]S:Dn JV3 J131N.

citadel (but EV palace )

of the king s house in i K. 16 18 2 K. 15 25. Here, however,
(avrpof, (vavriov [BA], iv [L]), and Jon. (pTVK

=
pTUN), may

point (see Klost.) to the conjectural reading pi-j3N
= L i/5pwi/ or

av&peuiv (Herod. 1 34, etc.), the men s apartment or banqueting-
hall(cp Moore s suggestion, PORCH, 3). In 2Ch.36i9,-j

&amp;lt;

r) l3O&quot;IN~ ?D&amp;gt;

all her [Jerusalem s] palaces, represents the VllJ n 3-^3, every
great house, of 2 K. 25 9., . .

4- mjox, almanoth, in Is. 1822! (AV desolate houses,
AV i g- palaces, RV castles ) ought probably to be read

rmOIN (Pesh., Tg., Vg. ; Di. and most). The alleged sense
castle for Ass. almattu (Frd. Del. formerly [cp BDB]) is not
made out.

5- pain, harmon, Am. 4 3, where AV takes
Jioin

as =
pOIN-

1 Perhaps from a root = to grind to powder ; cp Syr. ethpakkak.
May we connect with

&amp;lt;(&amp;gt;VKOS (orig. sea-weed) red colour
; cp

\Ja.t.fucus,fuca.re, rouge dye? Or have we a mere accidental
coincidence?

2 WMM in OLZ, 1900, p. 399, proposes to read cnonl (a

denpm. of QOD ; see preceding col., n. 3) instead of QCW ,
an in

genious but not altogether necessary change.
3 Whence (through the nouns kahl, kihal) by successive

changes of meaning comes the modern Alcohol. It is perhaps
hardly necessary to mention the old supposition that an allusion

to the practice is made in D 3 l? nnjSBO, Is. 3 16 (cp j
&amp;lt;*

&quot;&quot;.

/ucare).
4 Lat. PalatiHm

(\//&amp;gt;a, protect ), the name of the first of
the seven hills of Rome to be built on, that on which Augustus
fixed his residence.
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2. 1 K. 5-8.

But see HARMON, to which add that, according to Cheyne,

JlOin
seems to be a corruption of jNonT (Jerahmeel). See

PROPHET, 10, 35.
6. and 7. m 3, nVJT3, birah, blraniyydtli ; Gk. 0apt;. See

CASTLE, 3, and cp JERUSALEM, col. 2425 and n., col. 2428 ; also
TEMPLE.

8. ilTO, tlrdk ; Cant. 89 (RV turret, RVmg. battlements ),

Ezek. 25 4 (RV encampments ), Ps. 69 27 [25] AV&quot;ig. (EV habi

tation,&quot; RV i g- encampment ). See CAMP, i.

9. p.SX, appeden, in Dan. 11 45, of the 1J1BN SilN the tents

of his palace i.e., the tents which form his (Antiochus s) head
quarters. An Aram. loan-word = Old Pers. apadana palace
(? see BDB). But the supposed sense is not good, and the
loan-word is unexpected. See ELYMAIS ; PEKSEPOLIS.

10. aviAT) Mt. 263, etc. ; RV COURT \q.v.\.
11. TTpairiupiov Phil. 1 13, etc. See PlL&TORIUM.

Of David s palace all we are told is that it was built

by carpenters and masons sent by Hiram king of Tyre
(2 S. 5n). Of the palace buildings of

Solomon, on the other hand, we have a
somewhat detailed account in i K. 5-8 ;

this description,

however, is not such as enables us to form a clear con

ception of all the details. Apart from the fact that the

text has been greatly worked over and is very corrupt,
1

the description itself is very unequal. Whilst the

temple (upon which the attention of a later age naturally
concentrated itself) is described with great fulness,

we learn of various secular buildings little more than

the names. It is plain that the buildings intended for

the king s private residence were less known to the

author, simply because he had little or no access

to them. He seems to have been a priest, or at all

events not a palace official. As regards the royal

harem, moreover, it will be obvious that the author

could not be in a position to describe it. To this

must be added a certain want of skill on his part :

that he was unpractised in this kind of description is

shown, not only by the awkwardness of his style, but

also more particularly by the fact that he often leaves

out of sight and omits altogether those very points which
are most important of all for enabling the reader to

form a picture of a building. Finally, to us still more
than to the old copyists the technical expressions are

often very obscure, indeed quite unintelligible. In these

circumstances we must give up all hope of reaching
a complete understanding of our present text (cp below,

is/)-
So much, at least, we can clearly gather from the

description : that the buildings of Solomon formed one

great whole, a mutually connected

group. The group was all contained

within a single enclosure (nViari isrn),
2 made of three

courses of great hewn stones
(ring cnnx), and a course

3. The courts.

1 On the contents of these chapters, cp Stade in

8129-177 (1883), and the commentaries of Klostermann, Ben-

zinger, and Kittel. The narrative does not come before us in

its original form
; it has undergone much redaction and received

many additions, especially in that part which treats of the

temple and its furniture. Moreover, it has suffered greatly at
the hands of copyists, so that it is now one of the worst preserved
texts we have. There are various reasons for this ; but the main
one undoubtedly is that much of the architectural terminology,
and indeed much else of the often difficult technical description,
was no longer intelligible to the later copyists, who had not the

objects themselves before their eyes. To supplement the de

scription from other sources is possible only in the case of the

temple ; as regards the rest of the buildings now under con

sideration, we have no other accounts whatever.
As for the date at which the description was composed, Stade

lays weight principally on the fact that the temple by that time had

already absorbed all the main interest, and that the royal castle

had taken a place of only subordinate importance, which was far

from having been the case in Solomon s time, or that of his

immediate successors. On the other hand, however, it has to be
observed that in the description itself there is not wanting evi

dence which goes to show that this phenomenon is due to the
redaction merely, and that in its original form this predominance
of the temple was not observable. The present order, for

example, which makes the building of the royal residence, one

might almost say, a mere incident between the building of the,

temple and the preparing of the temple furniture, and brings in

the dedication of the temple as the closing scene of the whole

undertaking, cannot be the original one.
~

~\XH means both court, and also the wall enclosing it.
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of cedar beams above (r K.Tgiz ; cp Benz. ad loc.).
Within this enclosure lay all the separate buildings and,
more particularly, the temple, which in turn lay within

an enclosed court of its own. This is referred to as the

inner court (rrp JBn nxnrj or rrp psri m,v rra isn ; i K.

636 7i2&amp;lt;$).
In Jer. 36 10 this court containing the temple

is called the upper (AV higher ) court; one went
down from it through the New gate to the king s

house (Jer. 26 10). This is a fact to be borne in mind :

the palace lay on a lower level than the temple, and

accordingly we are to understand that the great court

was lower than the temple court, which rose above it as

a higher terrace. This temple court also was enclosed

by a wall of three courses of hewn stones, surmounted

by a course of cedar beams. Like the temple, the

royal palace, together with the harem, was surrounded

by its own enclosure. This is called in the description
of the buildings the other court (rnrutn isnn ; i K.

7S), but elsewhere (2 K. 264) the middle court

(ruj nn isnn). From the standpoint of this last narra

tive for Isaiah goes from the royal palace through the

middle court into the city the temple court is the

FlG. i Plan of the buildings of Solomon (after Stade).

i. Great court. 2. Second court. 3. Court of the Temple.
4. House of the forest of Lebanon. 5. Hall of Pillars.

6. Hall of Judgment. 7. Royal Palace. 8. Harem. 9.

Temple. 10. Altar.

inner, that containing the royal palace proper is the

middle, and that in which the state buildings are

situated is the outer court. To infer, however, that

this last was a distinct court separated off like the two
others by an enclosing wall of its own is not necessary ;

it is excluded by the formal description, which knows

nothing of any such court. As the subjoined plan
shows, it is perfectly possible that this court may simply
be identical with that portion of the great court which

contains these state buildings. Neither did the state

buildings require to be shut off from the great court by
a wall of their own ;

for access to them, as distinguished
from the temple and the king s private palace, was free

to every one. Further, as regards the relation of the

two smaller courts to the great court, it seems probable
that the great court enclosed the two inner courts on all

sides, so that the outer containing wall at no point
coincided with any one of the inner walls (see plan).

Conversely, there is much to be said for the view that

the two inner enclosures that of the temple and that of
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the royal palace were separated only by a party wall

(see plan), so that the king could go directly to his

palace-sanctuary and court-chapel without having to

pass through the great outer court that was open to

every one.

The architectural description enumerates, apart from
the temple, the following five buildings as belonging to

4 Position
l ie one &rouP we ^ave sP^en f :

(
a

)

. ., the house of the forest of Lebanon (i K.

several
7l^ ^ the hal1 of ^illars

&amp;lt;

76
) = ^

huilrlinc-a
the hal1 of judgment (&quot;7); (&amp;lt;/)

the palace
lng8

(78a); (e) the harem (7#). If we as
sume the writer to have followed a certain order in his

description, the enumeration just given will answer to

the respective situations of the buildings, so that the

visitor to the royal castle would first come upon the
house of the forest of Lebanon (4 in plan) ; next in

order he would come to the state buildings (the hall of

pillars and the hall of judgment : 5 and 6 in plan) ;

behind these, he found enclosed in a court of their own
the buildings set apart for the king s own use dwelling-
house and harem (7 and 8 in plan). Lastly came the

temple (9 in plan). Thus the king s palace lay in the

midst between the temple and the public buildings

(see above, 3). That the palace properly so-called

lay in immediate juxtaposition with the temple is

expressly testified moreover by Ezekiel, who charges it

as a sin against the kings of Judah that they had defiled

the holy name of Yahwe by setting their threshold by
my threshold, and their doorpost beside my doorpost,
and there was but a wall between me and them (Ezek.

1 he configuration of the ground enables us to draw
more precise conclusions as to the position of the

buildings. As has been shown elsewhere (JERUSALEM,
16-20, and plan), the city of David, Zion.and Moriah

are practically the same ; that is to say, the city of

David, the palace of David, the palace of Solomon, and
the temple lay all of them upon the eastern hill. The
ancient contour of this hill has been adequately ascer

tained by excavations (cp JERUSALEM, col. 2410, plan).
It is an exceedingly narrow spur of a high plateau which
first runs from NW. to SE.

, then, at a point a little to

the S. of the S. wall of the modern Haram, turns its

direction from NNE. to SSW. In this direction also

the hill gradually sinks in terraces, till it suddenly falls

away at its southern extremity. The eastern and
western flanks are still steeper than this abrupt southern

slope. By small side valleys the hill is divided into

three summits (cp Benz. HA 43), and of these only the

middle terrace, now occupied, broadly speaking, by the

Haram enclosure, presents an area level, or at least

capable of being levelled of appreciable size (about
100 metres, 328 ft. in length, and 40-50 metres, 131-

164 ft. in breadth), which is situated approximately in

the centre of the Haram enclosure. It is here that

nature on the last hill has provided her site for great

buildings. The fall of the ridge towards the SE. ,

moreover, was also not so great but that it was pos
sible, without excessive labour, to erect some additional

buildings on the ridge at a somewhat lower level.

Nowhere else on the E. hill was there space for any
considerable aggregate of buildings ; the ground would
have first required to be made by gigantic substructions.

Now, many considerations support the conclusion and
there are none against it that the temple of Solomon
stood approximately where the dome of the rock now
is more precisely that it stood to the W. of the sacred

rock, on which, doubtless, the altar of burnt -
offering

stood (see TEMPLE). With this as a starting-point, it

becomes practicable to infer the sites of the remaining

buildings with some degree of certainty. The whole

complex of buildings, we may be sure, occupied much
less space than the modern Haram. For the external

walls of the Haram are, speaking broadly, the work of

Herod, and he, as we know, considerably enlarged the
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temple area. Moreover, so far as Solomon s buildings

are concerned, we are precluded from assuming sub

structions similar to those which astonish us in the work

of Herod by the statement that the great outer wall

consisted of only three courses (see above, 3). Such

a thing could not possibly be said of any wall like that

which we now see. We shall therefore be fully justified

7
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For a hall of these dimensions the window openings
would have to be many and large. With regard to

these, however, as also with regard to the doors and to

the stairs for reaching the upper story, the present text

leaves us entirely at a loss, w. $b and 5^ being quite

unintelligible. All we can gather is that the windows
and doors were four-cornered, as distinguished from the

entrance (e.g. )
into the holy of holies, which was five-

cornered (631), the lintel being in two pieces and form

ing an angle. Very possibly the front wall, and perhaps
also the back wall, was broken by some pillars so as to

gain more light. This is assumed in fig. 2. This hall

of pillars no doubt served, as also Josephus informs us

(Ant. viii. 5 2, 133), as a place of assembly. The

upper story was, we may conjecture, divided into

separate chambers. We may perhaps conceive the

arrangement to have been that three longitudinal walls

rested upon the three rows of pillars on the ground
floor ; this is at least the most natural, architecturally

speaking. In these three walls, doors and window

openings facing one another must have been pierced
for the admission of light ;

this may perhaps be what is

referred to in w. ^b 56. In connection with the stairs

r\xvrvvvvrvvvvvvvvvvv\/v-^

Ti

Wfi?

Fu,. 4. House of the forest of Lebanon (after Stade).

which we must imagine somewhere, there will have been
in the upper story some corridor or passage from which
the chambers on either side opened. As to the dark
ness of the chambers on the inner side we need not
trouble ourselves, for we learn that this house of the

forest of Lebanon was not inhabited but served as an

armoury (
i K. 10 i6/ Is. 228; cp 392).

When we consider how few are the certain data we
possess regarding this building, it is not to be wondered

6 Other
at l^at ot^er interpreters of the text have

theor es
arr vec^ at quite different conclusions from

,. ., those suggested above, (i. )
Furthest re

moved from this conception of the building
as a large hall with pillars and an upper story, are

those attempted reconstructions which agree in assum

ing an open enclosure surrounded on all sides by a
shallow building. In the lower story this building was

arranged as a covered portico ; the three upper stories

consisted of series of chambers (so Keil, Thenius,

Klostermann). We are not called upon here to ex

plain in detail how the various writers have sought to

bring this reconstruction into agreement with the wording
of the text

;
but we may say that more or less violence

is done to it by all of them ; nowhere does it make any
mention of a courtyard or of a three-storied building or

of a portico ;
such a reconstruction, moreover, demands

the assumption of a greatly increased number of pillars

(Thenius for example gives 400 to his court of pillars).

(ii. )
More attention is due to a third attempt at recon

struction by Friedrich (see below, n); it is indeed

hard to reconcile with the present text, but as against
this difficulty it has to be said that it finds a strong

support in the history of architectural art. A close

examination of Assyrian buildings in particular leads

Friedrich to a characterisation of the Phoenician-Syrian
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architecture that differs considerably from that hitherto

current. He has adduced strong reasons for believing
that the most original and simplest form of the Phoe
nician and Syrian palace was a walled parallelogram,
the interior of which was completed by constructions of

wood in such a manner that chambers for dwelling and

storage were obtained by means of galleries running
round the walls. According to Friedrich the palaces
of the Philistines and of the Moabites conformed to this

type. He will have it that the temple also was built on
this plan (with a wooden framework in the interior), and
he brings together all the other buildings of Solomon,
alike the royal residence and the state buildings, into

one great building the house of the forest of Lebanon.
The main and characteristic part of this palace complex
he finds in accordance with this N. Syrian style of

architecture in the great hall stretching through the

whole enclosure of the house (throne-room and judgment-
hall) in the centre of the complex, having its roof sup

ported by many wooden pillars. All other apartments,
the royal residence, the harem, storerooms, and the

like, he regards merely as side-chambers connected

with this hall. That this collection of all the buildings
into a single large build

ing is not reconcilable

with our present text is

obvious
;
we read in it

quite clearly of various

separate buildings. On
the other hand, we must
concede the possibility
that the house of the

forest of Lebanon was
erected as one of the

separate buildings of

the citadel in this N.

Syrian palace style ; the

use of wooden pillars

was naturally an im

portation in S. Syria,
which was poor in timber.

n n
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(see above, 3), were the palace and harem (r K. 78).

_ Of the palace or residence of Solomon
9. Palace ,

^ ^ .^ -

n ,
&amp;gt; we are toid that it was

and harem. x ^
.

built after the same manner as the judg
ment-hall, thus, doubtless, with a hall in the lower

story and panelled with cedar. This palace seems also

to have served as residence for Solomon s wives
;

at

least we are not told of a separate house for them, only
the most illustrious of them all the Egyptian princess

received a separate dwelling, which was built in the

same manner as the throne-room and Solomon s palace

(i K. 78). Where it was situated we are not expressly

informed ;
but it cannot be doubted that it was in the

immediate vicinity of the palace and perhaps contiguous
with it (so Stade, see Fig. i) at any rate with the

court of the palace, the middle court (see above, 3).

With regard to all these buildings what is brought
into special prominence is that they were built of

TVT -1 costly *- e
-&amp;lt; Sreat stones. These

10. material
blocks were on both tne inner and tne

and style. omer side cut with the saw ^ K ^.^
whilst elsewhere, as the old Phoenician architectural

remains show, the Phoenicians often built with rough-
faced rustic work (rustica}. For the foundation, stones

of from 8 to 10 cubits (about 4-5 metres, 13-16^ ft.)

in length with proportionate breadth and thickness were

used. In the superstructure smaller blocks, yet still of

considerable size (rria rrnp? rvnp; D :aN, stones i.e.,

blocks hewn according to measure
;

i K. 7 n), and cedar

timber were employed. From foundation to cope only
fine large blocks were employed ;

this was the case even

with the wall of the great enclosure (see above),
1 whilst

elsewhere the Hebrews, little skilled in such construc

tions, were wont simply to superpose undressed stones

one upon another (cp Benzinger, HA 231 /.}. This

employment of large blocks is quite characteristic of

Phoenician architecture. It is a priori in the highest

degree probable that it was applied in the case of

Solomon s buildings. A Hebrew architecture as such

there never was ; stone-working and the art of erecting

detached houses was at that time something rather

unfamiliar to the Israelites. David and Solomon

alike, therefore, found it necessary to summon Phoe

nician masons to their aid, and these naturally built in

the style with which they were acquainted. Of this

Phoenician architecture Renan makes the remark, which

will apply also to the buildings of Solomon : The
fundamental principle of their architecture is the hewn

rock, not as in Greece the pillar. The wall takes the

place of the hewn rock without losing this characteristic

entirely. Hence the partiality for building with huge

square blocks ;
the greater the blocks the greater the

resemblance to the rocks. That these palaces of David

and Solomon, built of hewn stone, though insignificant

compared with the palaces and temples of Egypt,

Assyria, and Phoenicia, should have struck the Hebrews

in their then stage of culture as in the highest degree
wonderful need not cause us surprise.

For the older literature, see Biihr, Der Salomonische Temtel
mit Beriicksichtigung seines Verhiiltnisses zur hebraischen

Architektur iiberhaupt, 1849; see further

11. Literature. Stade, Der Text des Berichtes iiber Salomos
Bauten : ZA TIVA 129-177 [1883] ;

the

archaeologies of Jahn, Saalschiitz, Scholz, Schegg, Hamberg, de

Wette-Rabiger, &quot;Keil, de Visser, Benzinger, Nowack ; the com
mentaries of Keil, Thenius, Klostermann, Benzinger, and Kittel

on i K. 5-7 ; the Dictionaries of Schenkel, Winer, Riehm,
Herzog, and Smith, under the various headings. Also Stade,
Gl7fl 3ii./, Kittel, Gesch. d. Heh. 2 164^, Kohler, Lehrb. d.

bibl. Gesch. ii. 1 384^ ; Th. Friedrich, Tempel u. Palast

Salomos, 1887, and Die vorderasiatische Holztektonik, 1891 ;

Perrot and Chipiez, Histoire de I art, v. ; Perrot and Chipiez,
Le Temple de Jerusalem et la Maison du Bois-Liban, 1889.

1 MT, &quot;l!snrr ~l]l pnp, yields no sense, since the court cannot

in any case have lieen paved with colossal blocks. Delete fnp,
which : a. mere repetition, through oversight, of the pnD shortly

before, and translate lisnrr ~iy as above : bis auf die Hofmauer

hinaus.&quot; See Benzinger, adloc.
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1. Extent.

PALESTINE
PALESTRA (TTAAAICTPA), 2 Mace. 4 14 RV, AV

place of exercise. See WRESTLING, and cp HELLEN
ISM, 5.

PALAL
( ?73, 50 ; cp PALLU and PELALIAH ;

$a.KaX [B], (f&amp;gt;a\aic [], &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;a.\a [A], &amp;lt;j&amp;gt;a\^i) [L]), b. Uzai, one of the

repairers of the wall (Neh. 3 25).

PALANQUIN (finaS ;
&amp;lt;J&amp;gt;op[e]iOlsi)

Cant. 89 RV.
The Revisers appear to suggest as possible a connection of

appiryon with Sanskr. parayanka = palanquin. RVmif. car

of state (AV chariot, mg. bed ). See LITTER, i;

CANTICLES, 15.

PALENESS (lip V). Jer. 306. See COLOURS, n.

PALESTINE
Extent ( i). Fauna ( 14 c-li).

General geography ( 2). Political geography ( 15-17).

Geology ( 3). General names ( 18)

Physical divisions ( 4-12). Later divisions ( 19).

Water ( 13). Trade routes ( 20).

Climate ( 140). Population ( 21).

Flora ( 14^). Literature ( 22).

By Palestine 1
is to be understood in general the

country seized and mainly occupied by the Hebrew

people. We thus exclude the portion of

territory which they held only for a time,

or only according to an ideal demarcation (cp Nu. 34

[P]) by which the land of the Israelites was made to ex

tend from the river of Egypt to Hamath (?) ;
we accept,

on the other hand, another ancient tradition which

fixes the extreme borders at Dan (at the foot of Hermon)
in the N. and at Beersheba in the S.

,
thus excluding

the Lebanon district and a portion of the southern

desert. In like manner, though with certain limitations

to be afterwards mentioned, the country E. of Jordan
stretched from the foot of Hermon in the N. to the

neighbourhood of the Arnon. Towards the W. the

natural boundary purely ideal so far as occupation by
the Israelites was concerned was the Mediterranean ;

but towards the E. it is difficult to fix on any physical

feature more definite than the beginning of the true

steppe region. That the territory of Israel extended as

far as Salcah (E. of Bosra at the foot of the Hauran

Mountains) is the statement of an ideal rather than an

historical frontier (Josh. 13 n).
Palestine thus lies between 31 and 33 20 N. lat. ;

its SW. point is situated about 34 20 E. long. , some
distance S. of Gaza (Ghazsa], its NW. point about

35&quot;

15 E. long., at the mouth of the Litany (el-Kasimlye).
As the country W. of the Jordan stretches E. as far as

35 35 - it has a breadth in the N. of about 23 m. and

in the S. of about 80 m. Its length may be put down
as 150 m. ; and, according to the English engineers,

whose survey included Beersheba, it has an area of

6040 sq. m. For the country E. of the Jordan no such

precise figures are available. The direct distance from

Hermon to Arnon is about 120 m., and the area at the

most may be estimated at 3800 sq. m. The whole

territory of Palestine is thus of very small extent, equal,

in fact, to not more than a sixth of England. The

classical writers ridicule its insignificant size.

Palestine, as thus defined, consists of very dissimilar

districts, and borders on regions of the most diverse

character. To the S. lies a mountainous
2. General

dcsert| to the E the elevated plateau of

geography. thg gyrian steppe, to the N. Lebanon

and Antilibanus, and to the W. the Mediterranean.

In the general configuration of the country the most

striking feature is that it does not rise uninterruptedly

from the sea-coast to the eastern plateau, but is divided

into two unequal portions by the deep Jordan valley,

which ends in an inland lake (see JORDAN, DEAD SEA).

Nor does the Jordan, like the Nile in Egypt, flow

through the heart of the country and form its main

artery ;
it is the line of separation between regions that

1 On the name see below 18, PHILISTINES, i ; cp GASm.
HG p. 4 and n. 2.
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may almost be considered as quite distinct, and that

too (as will afterwards appear) in their ethnographic
and political aspects. This is especially the case in the

southern sections of the country ;
for even at the Lake

of Tiberias the Jordan valley begins to cut so deep that

crossing it from either direction involves a considerable

ascent.

The country W. of Jordan is thus a hilly and moun
tainous region which, forming as it were a southward
continuation of Lebanon, slopes unsymmetrically E.

and W. , and stretches S. , partly as a plateau, beyond
the limits of Palestine. The mountain range consists

of a great number of individual ridges and summits,
from which valleys, often rapidly growing deeper, run

E. and W. Towards the Mediterranean the slope is

very gradual, especially in the more southern parts,
where the plain along the coast is also at its broadest.

About three-fourths of the cis-Jordan country lies to the

W. of the watershed. Towards the Dead Sea, on the

other hand, the mountains end in steep cliffs
; and, as

the Jordan valley deepens, the country draining towards
it sinks more abruptly, and becomes more and more

inhospitable. The plateaus back from the W. coast-cliffs

of the Dead Sea have been desert from ancient times,

and towards the east they form gullies of appalling

depth. On the farther side of the Jordan the mountains
have quite a different character, rising from the river

gorge almost everywhere as a steep wall (steepest
towards the S.

)
which forms the edge of the great

upland stretching E. to the Euphrates.
The mountains of Palestine consist in the main of

strata of the chalk formation ; of older precretaceous

p . rocks can be mentioned only a few isolated
&j- instances of a breccia-like conglomerate,

consisting of fragments of archaean crystalline schists

and older porphyry, and traversed by dykes and veins

of old plutonic rock. These represent the oldest rocks

of Palestine. They are met with only to the SE. of the

Dead Sea (Gor es-Safiye) and on the eastern border of

the W. el- Arabah, where they are still covered by sand

stones and dolomitic limestones of the carboniferous

age. The chalk strata belong to the upper cretaceous

(Cenomanian, Turonian, and Senonian).
The strata include : (i) the Nubian sandstone on the E. shore

of the Dead Sea. (2) Limestone, marl, and dolomite, containing
many echinoderms, oysters, and ammonites. Fossils are found
in quantities at es-Salt and Ayfln Musa to the E. of Jordan, as

also in the region to the W. of Jerusalem (on this last the
so-called mizzi ahmar, der -

yiisini, and mizzi yehudi, with
Ammonites Rotomagensis). (3) Massive limestones, dolomites,
and silicious limestone, with Rudistes and Nerine;c(the Melelce,
or cave rock, and mizzi helii in the city of Jerusalem itself).

(4) Yellowish -white limestone (sometimes ringing under the

hammer), with ammonites (A. quinquenodosus), the kakule of
the Mount of Olives, used for inscriptions on the tombs. (5)
White soft chalk marls containing lamellibranchs (Ledaferefita),

gasteropods, and baculites. (6) Gray to blackish bituminous and

partly phosphatic limestones containing fish remains (asphalt
limestones of Nebl Musa), alternating with variegated red,

yellow, gray-green, and dazzling white marls, with much gypsum
and dolomite. (7) Flint beds alternating with limestones and
marls in the wilderness of Judaea.

Eocene nummulitic limestone occurs but rarely in

Samaria (Ebal, Gerizim), more frequently in Galilee.

Younger tertiary is entirely absent. The diluvial strata,

on the other hand, are very extensive : partly of marine

origin on the present coasts of Sharon and the Shgphelah
and southwards to beyond Beersheba, partly of lacustrine

origin, deposited by the formerly greatly extended Dead
Sea, which occupied the whole of the lower Jordan

valley as far as to the N. end of the Sea of Tiberias

and deposited beds in the form of terraces. Finally,

mention must be made of the dunes on the coast, and
the deposits left by the rivers.

Volcanic rocks are very extensively met with all

around the sea of Tiberias (Jaulan) and the plain of

Jezreel in Galilee, as well as on the plateau to the E.

of the Dead Sea (Jebel Shehan), and particularly in

Hauran and in Trachonitis. Cp BASHAN, 2, and
TRACHONITIS.
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The mountain system W. of Jordan must be broken

up into separate groups, which, it may be remarked,

4 Physical
are f Political ** wel1 ** Physical sig-

diviaiona
nificance - A first grouP- consisting of

Upper Gamee. 1^
country N

,&amp;lt;f

the plain of Jezreel

(see map of Galilee, above, facing col.

16317;), may be subdivided into a large northern

portion with summits reaching a height of 4000 ft.,

and a smaller southern portion not exceeding 2000 ft.

The northern, the Upper Galilee of antiquity, is a
mountainous region with a somewhat intricate system
of valleys, stretching from the Kasimiye in the N. to a
line drawn from Acre

( Akka) towards the Lake of

Tiberias. Of the valleys (more than thirty in number)
which trend westwards to the Mediterranean, the Wadi
Hubeishiye, Wadi Ezzrye, and Wadi el-Karn deserve

to be mentioned. Not far W. of the watershed is a

plateau-like upland draining northwards to the Kasimiye.
The slope to the Jordan is steep. Jebel Jermak, a
forest-clad eminence 3934 ft. above the sea, is the

highest massif. The whole territory is fruitful, and
forms decidedly one of the most beautiful as well as

best-wooded districts of Palestine. See GALILEE i. , 4.

The plain along the Mediterranean is on the average

hardly a mile broad
;
between cliff and sea there is at

times barely room for a narrow road, and at some places
indeed a passage has had to be cut out in the rock.

South of Ras en-Nakura, on the other hand, this plain
widens considerably ;

the portion named after the town
of Acre is, as far as the town itself, about 4 m. broad.

The mountain structure of the southern subsection,

or Lower Galilee, is of a different character low chains

(running east and west in well - marked

lines) enclosing elevated plains. Of these
5. Lower
Galilee.

plains the most important is that of Bat-

tauf (plain of Zebulun or Asochis), an extremely
fertile (in its eastern parts marshy) depression 9 m.

long and 2 broad, lying 400 to 500 ft. above the sea,

between hills 1700 ft. high. To the SW. , about 700
ft. above the sea, is the smaller but equally fertile plain
of Tor an, 5 m. long and i m. broad. Among the

mountains the most conspicuous landmarks are Nebi
Sa in (1602) near Nazareth, Jebel es-Sih (1838), and

especially, to the E. of this last, Jebel et-T6r or Tabor

(1843), an isolated wooded cone which rises on all sides

with considerable regularity, and commands the plain
of Esdraelon. Eastwards the country sinks by a suc

cession of steps : of these the lava-strewn plateau of

Sahl el-Ahma, which lies above the cliffs that look down
on the Lake of Tiberias, but is 300 ft. below the level

of the Mediterranean, deserves mention.

The principal valleys of the whole region are : (i) towards the

\V. the great basin of Nahr Na man (Helus of the ancients),
whose main branch is Wadi Khalzun, known in its upper course

as Wadi Sha ib or Wadi Khashab, and, farther S., the basin of

the Wadi Melek (Wadi Rummani). which flows into the Nahr
el-Mukatta* (Kishon) ; and (2) towards the E. the rapid-flowing
Wadi Rabadiye, Wadi el-Hamam, and Wadi Fejjas.

There is a certain connection between the plains

already mentioned (those of Battauf, Acre, etc.
)
and

the great plain which, with an average

height of 250 ft. above the sea, stretches

S. from the mountains of Galilee and separates them

from the spurs of the mountains of Samaria (the central

portion of the cis-Jordan country). This great plain

(see map, opp. col. 1631/1), which in ancient times was

known as the plain of Megiddo, and also as the valley

of Jezreel or plain of Esdraelon, and now bears the

name of Merj Ibn Amir (pasture-land of the son of

Amir), is one of the main features of the whole cis-

Jordan region (Josephus called it the Great Plain par
excellence ; cp EHHRAIM i. , 3), and presents the only

easy passage from the coast districts to the Jordan

valley and the country beyond. The larger portion lies

W. of the watershed, which at el- Afule is 260 ft. above

the Mediterranean. In the narrower application of the

name, the whole plain forms a large triangle with its
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southern corner near Jenin and its western near the

mouth of the gorge of the Nahr el-Mukatta (for here

the hills of Nazareth shoot out towards Carmel) ; and
connected with it are various small plains partly running

up into the hills. The plain to the S. of Acre, in which
marshes are formed by the Kishon and Na man, and
various other recesses towards N. and E. , really belong
to it.

To the NE. stretches a valley bounded in one direction by
Jebel Nebi Dahy (the Lesser Hermon, a range 15 m. long and
1690 ft. high) and in the other direction by the hills of Nazareth
and Mount Tabor, where lie Iksal and Deburiye (see CHISLOTH-
TABOK, DABEKATH) ; then to the E. of the watershed lies the
Eire valley, and the well -watered Wadi JSlud from Zer In

(Jezreel) falls away towards the Jordan between the slopes of

Jebel Nebi Dahy and the more southern range of Jebel Fukfi

(cp GII.BOA, MOUNT). Finally, towards Jenin in the S. lies the

secondary plain of Arrane.

In ancient times the whole country, with its rich

basaltic loam, was densely peopled and well cultivated.

See GALILEE i., 4.

To the S. of the plain of Jezreel, which still belongs
to the northern part of Palestine, it is much more dirfi-

_ f , , cult to discover natural divisions (see
7. S. oi Jezreel. c ., ,.,, rr, ,

map of the hill-country of Ephraim, opp.
col. i3ii/ , and cp EPHRAIM i. , 3). In the neighbour
hood of the watershed, which here runs almost regularly
in great zigzags, lie several plains of very limited extent.

The plain of Arrabe (700 to 800 ft. above the sea) connected
SE. with the Merj el-Gharak, which having no outlet becomes
a lake in the rainy season

; the plain of Fendekumiye (1200 ft.) ;

and the plain of Rfljib, E. of Shechem, connected with the plain
of Makhna (1600 to 1800 ft.

; cp MICHMETHAH) to the SW.
The highest mountains too are generally near the watershed.
In the E. lies the south-westward continuation of Gilboa. In
the W., Mount Carmel (highest point 1810 ft., monastery 470)
meets the projection of the hills of Nazareth, and sends its

wooded ridge far to the N\V. so as to form the southern boundary
of the Bay of Acre, and render the harbour of Haifa, the town
at its foot, the best on all the coast of Palestine.

The belt of land along the shore, barely 200 yards
o TUT * wide, is the northern end of the lowland
8. Maritime , , u , . ,

. . plain, which, gradually widening, stretches

S. towards Egypt.
At &quot;Athlit (9 m. S.) it is already 2 m. broad, and it continues

much the same for 21 m. to the Nahr ez-Zerka (named by the
ancients after the crocodile, which is still to be found in its

marshes), where a small ridge el-Khashm projects from the

highlands. South of Nahr ez-Zerka begins the marvellously
fertile plain of SHARON (y.v.), which, with a breadth of 8 m.
near Ca;sarea-and n to 12 m. near Yafa (Jaffa), stretches 44 m.
farther to the Nahr Rubin, and slopes upwards towards the
mountains to a height of about 200 ft. above the sea. Its surface
is broken by lesser eminences, and traversed by a few coast

streams, notably the Nahr el-Fillik.

Between the maritime plains and the mountains proper
lies a multiform system of terraces, with a great number

9 Wadis
^ sma^ ridges and valleys. In this the

only divisions are those formed by the

basins of the larger wadis, which, though draining
extensive districts, are here too for the most part dry.

They all have a general E. and W. direction.
First comes the basin of the Nahr el-Mefjir, bounded S. by the

Bayazid range, and debouching a little to the S. of Csesarea ;

and about 5 miles farther S. is the mouth of the Iskanderune,
which is distinguished in its upper portion as the Wadi esh-
Sha ir, running E. as far up as Nabulus (Shechem), hardly a
mile W. of the watershed. It is in this neighbourhood that we
find the highest portions of the mountains of Samaria Jebel
Islamlye or EUAL (q.v.), 3077 ft. high, to the N. of Shechem,
and Jebel et-Tur or GERIZIM (g.v.), 2849 ft. high, to the S.
Both are bare and rugged, and consist, like all the loftier

eminences in the district, of hard limestone capped with chalk.
It was generally possible, however, to carry cultivation up to
the top of all these mountains, and in ancient times the highlands
of Samaria are said to have been clothed with abundant forest.

From the watershed eastward the important Wadi Fari a(also
known as Wadi Karawa in its lower course) descends to the

Jordan (cp EPHRAIM i. 4).

Returning to the western slope, we find to the S. of Nahr
el-Falik the basin of the Auja, which after it leaves the hills is

fed by perennial (partly palustrine) sources (see ANTIPATRIS,
MEJARKON), and falls into the sea 5 m. N. of Jaffa. As at
this place the watershed bends eastward, this extensive basin
stretches proportionally far in that direction ; and, the right side
of the Jordan valley being also very broad, the mountains of the
eastern slope soon begin to sink rapidly.
On the watershed, not far from Jifna, lies Tell Astir (3378

ft. ; see BAAL-HAZOR), and with this summit of hard gray
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limestone begin the hills of ancient Judah (cp further EPHRAIM

. 3 /) South of the Auja comes the Nahr Rubin (near
Jabne), perennial up to the Wadi Sarar(SoREK ?), and reaching,
as Wadi Bet Hanina, as far as the country N. of Jerusalem ;

the Wadi el-Werd is one of its tributaries.

Farther S. begins the maritime plain of Philistia,
which stretches 40 m. along the coast, and, though
in T&amp;gt;v,in&amp;lt;,f o now but partially under cultivation, con-
J.U. JTIill ** r i* i_ *. i_ -11-

sists of a light brown loamy soil of extra

ordinary fertility. It is crossed by many ridges of hills
;

and to the S. of Ashdod (Esdud) the highlands advance
westwards, and form a hilly district composed of hori

zontal strata of limestone, sometimes considered part of
the lowlands (Shgphelah), and separated from the more
elevated region in the interior by a ridge more or less

parallel with the line of the watershed.

The basins to the S. of the Rubin are those of Wadi Sulcereir,
which runs up towards Tell-es- Safiyeh (see GATH, MIZPKH)
in one direction and to Bet Jibrin in another, of Wadi el-Hesy,
and finally of Wadi Ghazza, which forms the proper boundary
of Palestine towards the S., runs past Beersheba as Wadi es-
Seba

,
and receives the Wadi el-Khalll (Hebron) from the NE.

The mountainous district immediately N. of Jerusalem
1 1 T. !,,, &amp;gt; s now known as Jebel el-Kuds, of which
11. Jerusalem ., , ,... .

. . . . ,.
,

and outh loftiest point is the summit of the

wards Nebi Samwll (2935 ft.
), rising above the

plateau of El-Jib. Near Jerusalem
the watershed lies at a height of about 2600 ft.

Wild deep-sunk valleys descend eastwards to the

Jordan ; the Wadi el-Kelt (see ZEBOIM, VALLEY OF),
Wadi en-Nar (Kidron valley), Wadi ed-Dereje, and
southernmost Wadi Seyal deserve to be mentioned.
The country sloping to the Dead Sea falls in a triple
succession of terraces a waterless, treeless waste (in
ancient times known as the desert of Judah), which has
never been brought under cultivation, but in the first

Christian centuries was the chosen abode of monasticism.
To the N. of Hebron, in the neighbourhood of Halhul,
lie the highest elevations of this part of the central

highlands (up to 3500 ft.), which may be distinguished
as the mountains of Hebron. Towards Yutta (JUTTAH)
in the S. is a sudden step down

; there begins a

plateau at a height of about 2600 ft., 500 ft. below
the Hebron watershed. The plateau consists of open
wolds and arable land, the soil being a white soft

chalk
;

but there are no wells. Southward another

step leads down to the white marl desert of Beersheba,

abounding in caves. In ancient times this southern
district was called the NEGEB

;
it extends far to the S. ,

but is properly a part of Palestine. The country was
in former times a steppe region without definite

boundaries, and consequently the abode of nomadic
herdsmen. See NEGEB, and map opp. col. 3375^
The Jordan Valley having been described elsewhere

(see JORDAN, ARABAH), we may pass to a brief sketch

10 r f T A of the physical character of the country
an&amp;lt;

E. of Jordan (see map of Gilead, opp.
col. 1

7277&quot;. , and map of Moab, opp. col. 3167/. , and com
pare GILEAD, MOAB). This is a more difficult task for

several reasons : first, no connected series of investiga
tions and measurements has been made

; and, secondly,
as the ideal demarcation of the book of Joshua is a

hardly sufficient basis on which to build, and the

information about the actual state of matters supplied

by other ancient sources is insufficient, it is impossible
to determine the limits of the country as far as it was

occupied by the Israelites.

In the opinion of the present writer, the plain of

BASHAN (g.v.} can hardly be assigned to Palestine.

To the S. of the Yarrnuk (Hieromax of the Greeks
and Romans, Hebrew name unknown), which falls into

the Jordan below the Lake of Tiberias, begins the

cretaceous formation
; only in the E. of the country

the basalt of the Hauran territory stretches farther

south. Ascending from the Yarmuk, we first of all

reach a mountainous district of moderate elevatiqn

(about 2000 ft.
) rising towards the S. ; this is Jebel

Ajlun, which abounds in caves, and, according to
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recent explorers, is extremely well watered and of great

fertility the whole surface being covered with pasture
such as not even Galilee can show. Eastwards are

massive ridges as much as 4000 ft. in height Jebel
Kafkafa and especially Mi rad separating this territory
from the waterless desert lying at no great depth below.

The plateau stretches away to the S. of the deep gorge
of the perennial Zerka (Jabbok), and reaches a con
siderable height in Jebel Jil ad (Gilead in the stricter

sense). The landmark of the region is Jebel Osha

(3590), to the N. of es-Salt, so called from the traditional

tomb of Hosea (see GILEAD, 4). From the deep-
sunk Jordan valley the mountains rise grandly in

terraces, partly abrupt and rocky ; and, whilst fig trees

and vines flourish down in the lower levels, valonia

oaks, Laurus Pinus, cedars, and arbutus grow on the

declivities. Owing to its perennial springs, the interior

terrace of the country, the ancient Mishor, is a splendid

pasture land, famous as such of old
;
and abundance of

wood and water renders this whole middle region of

the trans-Jordan country one of the most luxuriant and
beautiful in Palestine. Only a few individual summits,
such as Jebel Neba (Mount Nebo), are noticeable in

the ridges that descend to the Jordan valley. The
country from the Zerka southward to the Mojib (Arnon)
is now known as el-Helka

; and beyond that begins
the land of Moab proper, which also consists of a steep
mountain-wall through which deep gorges cut their way
to the plain, and behind this of a plateau poorly watered
but dotted over with ancient ruins (see MoAB, 3-5).
In this district, too, there are a few individual summits.

Here also a mountain-wall separates the plain from
the eastern desert

;
and the mountain district continues

farther S. along the Araba (cp EDOM).
Palestine is not exceptionally deficient in water.

Perennial streams, indeed, are scarce, and were so in

antiquity ; but, except in certain districts, as

the desert of Judah, the country is not

badly supplied with springs. In keeping with the struc

ture of the rocks, the springs usually break out at the

junction of the hard and the soft strata. Thus abundant

springs of good water occur on the very summit of the

cis-Jordan country, as, for example, near Hebron, at

Nabulus, and in Galilee ; and, though few are found in

the immediate neighbourhood of Jerusalem, more than

forty may be counted within a radius of 15 to 20 miles

round the city. There is no water in the low hilly

country behind the coast region ; and, though in its

northern portion some fairly large streams take their rise,

the same is true of the coast-region itself. Rising as

they do at the foot of a great mountain range, the most
abundant springs in Palestine are those of the Jordan,

especially those near Banias and Tell-el-Kadi. The
mountains of Gilead are rich in excellent water.

A considerable number of hot springs occur through
out the country, especially in and near the Jordan
valley ; they were used in ancient times for curative

purposes, and might still be so used. The water of

the bath of el-Hammeh, about 2 miles S. of Tiberias,

has a temperature of 137 Fahr. , and the spring near

the Zerka Ma In, formerly known as Callirrhoe, as much
as 142 Fahr. Hot sulphur springs also occur on the

W. coast of the Dead Sea. Many of the springs in

Palestine are slightly brackish.

From the earliest times cisterns (bir, Heb. bSer] have

naturally played a great part in the country ; they are

found everywhere in great numbers. Generally they
consist of reservoirs of masonry widening out downwards,
with a narrow opening above often covered with heavy
stones. Open reservoirs were also constructed to

collect rain and spring water (see CONDUITS). Many
aqueducts, as well as many now ruined cisterns,

could be restored without much trouble, and would

give a great stimulus to the fertility and cultivation of

the country.

Climatically, Palestine may be considered part of the
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subtropical zone. At the summer solstice the sun stands

m-_ I0 south of the zenith
;

the shortest
i t a. oiinia.Le , .-, f .

day is thus one of ten hours, the longestand vegetation. of on ,y founeen Jn a few ^g ^
already remarked, there is a difference between Palestine

and the rest of Syria.
The extensive maritime plain and the valley of

the Jordan give rise to important climatic contrasts.

1. From its vicinity to the sea the maritime plain is

naturally warmer than the highlands. The mean
annual temperature is 70 Fahr., the extremes being
50 and 85. The harvest ripens two weeks earlier

than among the mountains. Citrons and oranges
flourish ; the palm also grows, though without fruiting ;

melons are largely cultivated
; and pomegranate bushes

are to be seen. Less rain falls than in the mountains.

2. The second climatic zone consists of the highlands

(from 500 to 3000 ft. above the sea), which were the

real home of the Israelites. The average temperature
of Jerusalem, which may be taken as pretty much that

of the upland as a whole, is 62 ; but the extremes are

considerable, as the thermometer may sink several

degrees below the freezing-point, though frost and
snow never last long. The rainfall of 20 inches is

distributed over about fifty days. In this climate the

vine, the fig, and the olive succeed admirably. Even
in the southernmost districts (of the Negeb), as well as

throughout the whole country, there still are traces of

ancient wine-growing. The mountain ridges in this

zone are for the most part bare
;
but the slopes and

the valleys are green, and beauty and fertility increase

as we advance northwards.

3. In regard to the climate of the third zone, see

JORDAN, 8. The barley harvest here ends with the

middle of April. The thermometer rarely sinks below

77, and it goes as high as 130.
4. The fourth zone, the elevated plateau of the trans-

Jordan region, has an extreme climate. The thermo
meter may frequently fall during the night below the

freezing-point, and rise next day to 80. The mountains
are often covered with snow in winter. Whilst the

rainfall in the Jordan valley is very slight, the precipita
tion in the eastern mountains is again considerable ;

as in western Palestine, the dewfall is heavy.
From this short survey it appears that Palestine is a

country of strong contrasts. Of course it was the same
in antiquity ; climate, rainfall, fertility, and productive
ness cannot have seriously changed. Even if we

suppose that there was a somewhat richer clothing of

wood and trees in the central districts of the country,
on the whole the general appearance must have
been much the same as at present. To the stranger
from the steppes arriving at a favourable season of the

year Palestine may still give the impression of a land

flowing with milk and honey.
1 The number of

cisterns and reservoirs is proof enough that it was not

better supplied with water in ancient times ; but, on
the other hand, the many ruins of places which were

still flourishing during the Roman period show that at

one time (more especially in the southern districts,

which now possess but few inhabited localities) cultiva

tion must have been carried on more extensively and

thoroughly (cp NEGEB, 6). In general the country

enjoyed the greatest security, and consequently the

greatest prosperity, under Western rule, which even

protected the country E. of Jordan (at present partly

beyond the control of the Government) from the inroads

of the Bedouins. The Romans also did excellent

service by the construction of roads, portions of which

(as well as Roman milestones and bridges) still remain

in good preservation in many places. Thus it cannot

be denied that the resources of the country were

formerly better developed than at present. Like all

the lands of the nearer East, Palestine suffers from the

1 On this phrase see above, col. 2104, n. 3, and NEGEB, 7.
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decay of the branches of industry which still flourished

there in the Middle Ages. A. s.
( 1-14 a).

The unique position of Palestine a narrow strip of

mountainous country connecting the three great con-
, _. tincntal areas of Europe, Asia, and Africa -

and its remarkable variations of surface

and climate within a comparatively small area render it

a fitting home for an exceedingly rich and varied flora.

There are at present known more than 3000 species of

flowering plants, and this number will certainly be in

creased by future explorations, particularly in Antilibanus

and the southern extension of the eastern range. So
varied is the flora that its relationships are found in no
less than three botanical regions.

i. Mediterranean area. The narrow strip of coast,

the slopes of Lebanon and Antilibanus, the tableland
of Galilee and the hills of Judaea, Gilead, and Moab,
constitute a fairly uniform area, the plants of which are

for the most part identical with or closely related to

those which flourish at corresponding elevations in Asia
Minor and southern Europe, particularly in Turkey,
Greece, Italy, and Sicily. This may be terr-cJ the
Mediterranean area. The relationship of Vne flora

with that of the maritime countries of the eastern Medi
terranean is most marked on the coast plains and on the

western slopes of the hills on the seaward side of the

Jordan. In the mountains east of the Jordan and on
the eastern slopes of the western hills the presence of

many wanderers of eastern affinity marks the transition

from the Mediterranean flora to that of our second

region, the Oriental.

1. On the coast plains and the western hills, including the
lower slopes of Lebanon, such well-known European genera as

Clematis, Anemone, Papaver, Silene, Hypericum, Rhamnus,
Medicago, Lotus, Lathyrus, Scandix, Lonicera, Anchusa,
Linaria, etc., are represented, in most cases by species identical
with those found in Europe. The indigenous trees of the coast

plains are very few
; among them are two British willows, a

Mediterranean alder, and the terebinth, which is probably
only a variety of the Mediterranean Pistacia Terebinthus, L.

2. On Lebanon dense forests are no longer to be seen, and on
Antilibanus forest-covered areas are now found only on its

eastern flanks. The most prominent tree is the oak, represented
by about half a dozen Mediterranean

species. Maples, pruni,
poplars, the Aleppo pine and the widely cultivated carob
(Ceratonia siliqua, L.) are also common. A large number of
herbaceous species are at present known only from these two
ranges, and they all belong to genera which are represented by
other species in southern Europe. On the western slopes of
Lebanon, between 300 and 3500 ft., occurs Erica verticillata,
the only heath found in Palestine.

3. The southern uplands west of the Jordan have few trees,
and those that occur do not grow gregariously, the land being
now practically destitute of forests. Hardly any plants are
found here which are not also known from the lower and middle
slopes of Lebanon.

4. East of the Jordan, especially on the flanks of the mountains
of Gilead, there are forests of oak, Aleppo pine, and terebinth.
The most characteristic plants on this portion of the eastern

range are those which are common on the western slopes of the
hills of western Palestine. Thus the flora of the hills of Gilead
and Moab is truly Mediterranean in character although its con
tinuity with that of western Palestine is abruptly broken by
the deep gorge of the Dead Sea, and it contains many species
of Oriental affinity mingled with the more numerous western
types.

5. Above 4000 ft. on the slopes of Lebanon and Antilibanus
the low-level Mediterranean species gradually disappear and
their place is taken by others which mark the approach to an
Alpine flora. Conspicuous among these is the famous cedar of
Lebanon, which, within our area, appears to be confined to the
middle slopes of Lebanon, where it is now found only in a few
small isolated groves. Its apparent absence from Antilibanus
is remarkable, though the comparative dryness of the climate
of this range is perhaps sufficient to account for it. At about
the same elevation are found our single species of rhododendron,
a cotoneaster, several roses, and two species of juniper.

6. Above 7000 ft., on Lebanon and Antilibanus, the flora
becomes Alpine in character. Trees and tall shrubs are want
ing ; such shrubby vegetation as there is consists of isolated,
small, frequently prostrate bushes of Cerasus prostrata,
Cotoneaster nuinmularia, and other woody species. Rounded
clumps of Acantholimon libanoticum, a member of the Leadwort
family, form a marked feature on the otherwise almost naked
summits. The vast genus Astiagalus is represented here by
many thorny species. In moist and sheltered crevices are
hidden several ferns, a family which elsewhere is very feebly
represented in our area. The most notable feature of the
Alpine flora of these ranges is the almost complete absence of
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arctic species such as characterise the Alpine zone in the Alps
of Europe and even in a range so far south as the Himalayas.
The northern genera which do occur are represented by Levantine
species ; one of the very few, perhaps the single, arctic species
being Oxyria digyna, L. The explanation of this remarkable
absence of arctic types, which is found also in the Alpine regions
of the high mountains of tropical Africa, is to be sought in the
geological history of the country.

ii. Oriental area. Our second botanical area is very
much smaller and less distinctly characterised than the

preceding. The plains of Coele-Syria (separating
Lebanon from Antilibanus), Hauran, and Damascus,
together with the lower eastern flanks of Antilibanus,

possess a flora which may be described as Oriental.

Although it includes many Mediterranean species and a
few from the Syrian desert, its most marked affinity is

with the plants of Northern Syria, Mesopotamia, and
Persia. The most characteristic genus is Astragalus,
which is represented by about thirty species. Next to

these, species of Verbascum and Phlomis are most
abundant. The plants of this area, which includes the
isolated volcanic range of Jebel ed-Druz, are very
incompletely known, and in the present state of our

knowledge its exact botanical relationship with the vast

plains and deserts to the east cannot be defined. Many
herbaceous species have thus far been found only in

these plains. Future exploration will doubtless extend
the range of many of these in an easterly direction.

iii. Tropical area. In the gorge of the Jordan and
Dead Sea there flourishes a tropical flora which has for

the most part African and Arabian affinities, but
includes a large number of species from the eastern

deserts, many of which are found as far east as the
deserts of North West India. On descending the steep
declivities of this remarkable cleft, the traveller leaves
the Mediterranean flora behind at about the true sea-

level.

Among the more remarkable plants which in Palestine are
found only in the gorge are Solatium coagulans, Forsk. ,

whose fruit has been called the &quot;Dead Sea apple,&quot; Balaniles
sEgyptiaca, Del., and Calotropis procera, W.

,
all of which are

tropical African and Arabian species; Salvadora persica, L.,
identified, probably incorrectly, with the &quot;Mustard-tree,&quot;

Zizyphtis Spina-Christi, the Christ-Thorn, and Populus
Euphratica, Oliv., which extend from Africa to India. The
genus Astragalus is represented by over 70 species, only about
three of which are Mediterranean.
On the shores of the Dead Sea there is a typically

tropical halophytic flora, composed largely of species of

Salicornia, Suaeda, and Atriplex. Higher up the valley
the tree flora includes several species of Willow and
Tamarix, which in places form a dense low jungle-
growth. This narrow cleft is, from a botanical point
of view, one of the most remarkable and interesting
features of the country. Isolated from the surrounding
area in the course of geological changes and by
reason of its depression possessing a torrid climate, it

harbours the descendants of a tropical flora which

probably flourished over a very wide area in an earlier

epoch. Its flora is further modified by the saline nature
of the soil of its southern end, due to the absence of a
natural outlet for the waters of the Jordan.

H. H. w. p.
( 146).

Of the six regions (based primarily on the distribution

of land-birds) into which the surface of the world has

.. P been subdivided by zoogeographers, Pales-

tine belongs to the Palasarctic. It lies not

far from the middle of the southern districts of the

Palcearctic region of Sclater and Wallace, and in the

Mediterranean sub-region. The Palcearctic region in

cludes all Europe, Asia north of the Himalayas, Northern

China, Persia and neighbouring lands as far E. as the

Indus and the extra-tropical parts of N. Africa, Egypt,
and Arabia. Of the sub-regions into which the Palae-

arctic region is divided the Mediterranean is by far the

richest, indeed by some authorities it is considered not

so much a sub-region as a transition region whose fauna

1 Some authorities group this vast expanse of land with the
N. American continent as one region (the Holarctic), thus

reducing the regions to five.
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is an association of elements derived from the Palcearctic,

the Ethiopian, and the Oriental regions, with each of

which the area is contiguous.
In its broader features, then, the fauna of Palestine is

that of the Mediterranean sub-region, which includes

Spain, the countries S. of the Alps, the Danube, and
the Caucasus. Eastwards this fauna extends over

Persia, Afghanistan, and Beluchistan, southward across

Arabia and Africa, its southern limit being the line of

the Tropic of Cancer. Almost in the centre of this

district, but a trifle to the E. , lies Palestine. Since

it is so near the gate which leads from Africa to Asia

one is not surprised to find a considerable intrusion of

Ethiopic forms. Still this is not so considerable as to

alter the dominant Palasarctic facies of the fauna, which

is still less modified by animals from the Oriental region.
As usual the tracts of desert which lie to the E. of

Palestine offer a very effective barrier to the dispersal of

both beast and bird
;
and but for this desert we should

doubtless find a greater admixture of Indian forms.

Palestine is characterised by a wide diversity not only
of climate

( 14 a), but also of soil. Large areas are

sandy deserts, and much is stony ground ;
but there are

also tracts of rich corn-fields and fruitful orchards, and

although there are now no large forests, there probably
were such in the past, and the smaller woods and thickets

are still sufficient to give shelter to many sylvan birds and
beasts. Both in climate and in the nature of the soil

and its products, the country is adapted to a rich and
varied fauna.

According to Canon Tristram, Palestine possesses
some 113 species of mammals, amongst which, however,

, __
1

are counted several species no longer
14ff. mammals.

{o ))e found there but for whose ex_

istence we have, as in the case of the Bos primigenius,
fossil evidence, or, as in the case of Felis leo, the

evidence of history. Of these 113, about one half are

characteristic of the Palrearctic region.
The mammals belong to the following classes : Hyracoidea, i ;

Ungulata, several species of which are probably introduced as
domestic cattle, etc., 23; Camivora, 21; Insectivora, 8;
Cheiroptera, 17 ; and Rodentia, 43.

The mammalian fauna is obviously rich and fairly varied

for so small an area, the most striking character perhaps

being the predominance of the Carnivores and Rodents.
One of the Carnivores, Ursus syriacus, as was indicated by

Canon Tristram, is not a true species. It is classed by
Trouessart as a variety of Ursiis isabellinus, which extends
from the Caucasus to Thibet. Some authorities even regard the

last named species as a mere variety of the European Brown
Bear, U. Arctos. In any case, U. syriacus can no longer be
reckoned as a species peculiar to Palestine.

Of the 43 rodents, a number which Canon Tristram thinks

may easily be increased, he counts no less than ten as peculiar
to the district. Some of these have, however, since been shown
to have a wider range ; thusSciurus syriacus is now recognised
as a synonym for Sc. persicus which is widely distributed in

Europe and Asia. Gerbillus tienhirus extends to the Euphrates
valley. Dipus hirtipes, the rough -footed jerboa, does not,

according to Trouessart, live in Palestine, where the fascinating
little jerboas are represented by J). tegyptius, D. gerboa, and
D. sagitta. Lepus judece is recorded from Palestine alone ;

but L. syriacus, L. sinaitictts, Gerbillus tceniurus, J sanuitomys
myosurus, Acoinys russatus, Jifus pra-textus, Elioiys inelan-
urus all extend into neighbouring lands such as Syria and the
Peninsula of Sinai, and some are found even farther afield.

The rodents thus not only are rich in number but

also show a marked proportion of peculiar forms.

This is largely due no doubt to the fact that they form
the dominant desert fauna. For the most part nocturnal

in habit, burrowing in their holes during the day, at

night they emerge and seek as food the succulent bulbs

and tuberous roots of the desert flowers.

The only peculiar Ungulate, Gazella arabica, and the coney,
Procavia syriaca, also extend through Syria and the Sinaitic

peninsula, and the latter throughout Arabia, in the southern

parts of which it is represented by a sub-species P. syriaca
jayakari. The 13 other species of Procavia which together
make up the class Hyracoidea are confined to the African
continent and are widely distributed throughout the continent

except along the northern border.

It may further be mentioned that of the 113 mammals
recorded by Tristram 34 are common to the Ethiopian
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region and only 16 to the Indian, a further proof of the

efficiency of such a desert as that which stretches out

E. of Palestine as a barrier to the dispersal of animals.

The birds are even more pronouncedly Palaearctic

than the mammals ; of the 348 species recorded by

jr rf
Tristram, 271 are also Palasarctic, 40
Ethiopian (10 of which are also Indian),

7 Indian, 30 are claimed to be peculiar. Thus the

avifauna is remarkably rich for so small a district, and
this is partly due to the wealth of bird life at times of

migration. Palestine has a winter season for many
birds that summer farther north and a summer season

for others that pass their winter in warmer climes.

The essentially Palaearctic character of the birds is

perhaps test brought home to us by the statement that

134 species are common to Britain and Palestine.

One of the interesting features of the avifauna is that of the

30 species common to Palestine and the Ethiopian region alone
18 are found only in the Jordan and Dead Sea basins. In fact

this deep cleft shelters the Ethiopian and Indian forms, very
few of which are found outside it, whilst in it, except for some
winter migrants, hardly any PaUearctic birds are found.
Thirteen of the 30 classed by Tristram as new or peculiar birds

have closely allied Pala;arctic forms. Eleven, however and
these are all found in the Dead Sea basin are allied to Ethiopian
or Indian forms, or to forms common to these two regions. On
the whole the approximation is greater to the African avifauna
than to the Indian

; but this is not so pronouncedly so as in the
case of the Mammalia.

Amongst the reptiles and Amphibia we find less

trace of an Ethiopic invasion.

Of the 91 reptiles and Amphibia recorded

14/. Reptiles by Tristram some n are peculiar, 49 occur

and Amphibia. a so in tne Palsearctic region, 27 in the

Ethiopian, and only 4 in the Oriental. There
are in Tristram s list 33 Snakes, 44 Lizards, many of which are

deserticolous in appearance and habits, 7 Chelonians, 2 of them

marine, and the single species of Crocodile, C. nilottcitt, which
is found nowhere out of Africa but in Syria and Palestine,
where judging from travellers tales it is much less common
than formerly.
The Amphibia include a newt, the beautiful Triton vittatus,

Bufo iiiridis s. variabilis, the green toad ; B. pantherina s.

mauritanica, the pantherine toad ;
Fclobates syriacus, the

Syrian spade-foot toad ; Rana esculenla, the edible frog, and

Hyla arborea, the tree frog. Doubtless further search would
be rewarded with other species of Amphibia.

The ichthyological fauna is by far the most char

acteristic of the five vertebrate groups. Of the 43
_. . species, only 8, and these found in the

itg. is e .

r jvers o|- the coae t
) belong to the ordinary

piscine fauna of the Mediterranean basin. Out of 36

species found in the Jordan system only one is common
to the ordinary Mediterranean fauna.

Two others, Chromis niloticus and Clarias macracanthus,
occur in the Nile ; 17 others are found in the lakes and rivers of

Syria and SW. Asia, whilst 16 species of the families Chromida,
Cyprinodontidte, and Cyprinidif are peculiar to the river

Jordan and its subsidiary streams and lakes. The discovery
of Chromis (7 species) and Hentichromis, typically genera
of the East African lakes and rivers, in the valley of the Jordan
is one of the most remarkable pieces of evidence of the con
nection of this gorge with the Ethiopian region.

A good deal of work has been done on the molluscan,

the arachnid, and certain classes of the insect fauna ;

but, as is usually the case, our knowledge
14/?. Inver-

tebrata.
of the Invertebrata lags behind that of the

Vertebrata. In many cases the divisions

of the land made in accordance with the distribution of

the various groups of Invertebrata, in no way corresponds
with the areas laid down by Sclater

;
and for this reason,

and because in the present state of our knowledge of

the invertebrates of Palestine it would be premature to

generalise, we shall not consider the invertebrate fauna

in this article. A. E. S. , i^c-h.
Evidence of Palestine s being inhabited at an early

date is afforded by many megalithic monuments similar

P Vf 1
m character to those so often met with

mticai
elsewhere in widely separated quarters

;eograpny: of the g]obe Jt wou,d ^ rash to
pro-Israelite. bage upon these toQ definite conclusions

regarding the primitive population of the country.
1

1 In this respect Conder s Syrian Stone Lore (1886), for

example, is much too positive.
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For thousands of years Palestine was an object of

conflict between the vast monarchies of western Asia.

As Egypt, whenever she sought to extend her power, was from
the very position of the country naturally led to make herself

mistress of the E. coast of the Mediterranean, so, on the other

hand, there were no physical boundaries to prevent the westward
advance into Palestine of the Asiatic empires. For both Egypt
and the East indeed the country formed a natural thoroughfare,
in time of war for the forces of the contending powers, in time

ofpeace for the trading caravans which carried on the interchange
of African and Asiatic merchandise.

It may, to a certain degree, be accidental that we
have no detailed reports of the Syrian expeditions of

the first pharaohs of dynasty 18 (cp EGYPT, 53).

From the time of the great conqueror Thutmosis III.,

we find lists of foreign countries or cities very frequently
as mural decorations of the temples. The most im

portant referring to Palestine (As. u. Eur. 157 /.) are :

i. The list of Thutmosis III. in Karnak (T), 118 names, em
bracing northern and middle Palestine. Socoh (No. 67) is the

southernmost city which we can determine ; ] (a)-ra-za (No. 60),

said to have been farthest S.
,
cannot be localised (As. u. Eur.

ii. The list of Rameses II. in Karnak (R), enumerating re

bellious Palestinian cities (chiefly in Middle Palestine) which he
had resubjugated (As. u. Eur. 165; copied in Medinet Habu
by Rameses III.: see Rec. de Trav. 20 114 [1898]). Both texts

will soon be republished by the writer in MVAG,
iii. Another small list (Ro) of such rebel cities in N. Palestine

and north of it, is found on a representation in the Ramesseum
(As. u. Eur. 220). It is much mutilated.

iv. The list of cities of Judah and Israel conquered by Sosenk
Shishak (Sh.: As. u. Eur. 166) ; strictly, the only list refer

ring to biblical times. It seems to go back to sources written in

Canaanitish (Phoenician) letters, whilst the other official lists all

show traces of cuneiform originals.
v. Finally, we might mention various small lists of Sety I.

(St.), pertaining more to Phoenicia (eg., As. u. Eur. 191), and
vi. The enumerations of cities and countries in the so-called

Travel of an Egyptian, in (hieratic) papyrus Anastasi I. (An.)
(time of Rameses II.; now generally understood as satirical and
fictitious in the part in question; As. u. Eur. 172).
The rest of our material consists of single occasional references.

For the criticism of these lists the writer must em
phasise more than ever (As. u. Eur. 157) that they
contain nothing but loose enumerations of names with

out any systematic arrangement. All attempts to find

in the order of the names larger geographical groups or

even the marches of the Egyptian armies have failed.

The popular character of the inscriptions, which were primarily
mural decorations, explains this deplorable lack of order and
precision. (Compare the sharp distinction which the Assyri-
ologist has to make between the strictly historical texts and the
Prunkinschriften or texts of general laudatory phrases. ) For

the mode of transcription, it must be borne in mind by the non-

Egyptologist that the consonants are fairly well rendered (cp,
on the principal equations, EGYPT, 12 a) as far as was possible
with the Egyptian alphabet which, unfortunately, does not dis

tinguish between r and /, or s and z, but on the other hand
keeps carefully asunder h. and //. (The weakest point is the

rendering of the dentals d, t, t~) The system of vocalisation,
however (EGYPT, I.e.), is always more or less arbitrary and
ambiguous, and. although far from being perfectly worthless,
as has sometimes been maintained, it is to be used only with the

greatest possible caution. The present writer transliterates it,

as much as possible, in imitation of the cuneiform system (which,
we know, exercised a strong influence on the Egyptian ortho

graphy of foreign names) and of the methods of Assyriologists.
2

Taking the list of Thutmosis III. (Th. )
as basis 3 and

marking the other lists with R (R2 ),
Sh.

,
St. (i.e. , Sety),

and An. (i.e., pap. Anastasi I.), we have the following
cities which allow certain identifications 4

:

i. Kad-su^ (An. distinguishes 4. K(!)e-ti-su-na, the Gada-
Kad-su on the Orontes su?ia of Amarna, 267, a
from fCa&amp;lt;/-si in Galilee). ritshn.

Y my v,wlll,Kln_l_t tilt Jl la-I Ul ff*s .\ ,T U-LI T%

Amarna, in N. Palestine).
7- T(f)-ti-y-na, bibl. Do-

tha(i)n.

1 French scholars commonly identify Y(a)-ra-za with an alleged
modern Yerza (?), Erzeh (?) ; but the name is doubtful.

2
Consequently, the grave accent indicates not stress but that

a sign can be used with the o or e vowel.
3 The numbers prefixed to the names indicate their position

in Thutmosis list.

4 Doubtful names which do not admit of geographical identi
fication or a reasonable etymology have been omitted.

&quot; Mistaken by the scribe for the Kades on the Orontes and,
therefore, placed first.
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8. Ra-bi-na, a northern Libnah 62.

Y(a)-/&amp;gt;u, Joppa-Japho (also
(or Lebonah?). An. and in a novel).

9. Kt:-r-tl-na3(&amp;lt;!)-n(!)a, a Kir- 63. K(e)-n-tu, a Oath (Sh.).

jath-Nasib; cp 6&amp;gt;Z,Z2i38. 64. Ru-te-n (hardly Lod).
12. Ma-ra-ma, a OllD not 65. O-nd, bibl. Ono.

Merom also in R2 .

T
&quot;O- A-pu-ke-n, an Aphikim or

13. Tl-mas-ku, Damascus (Aphek?).
mixed in here by mistake. 1 67- ^a-u-ka (Sh.), Socoh.

14. A-ti-ra(an Addir) ; cp Sh. 68 - &amp;gt; (&amp;lt;*)-A-*,elsewhere } (a).

15. O-bi-ra, an Abel
; cp on 90. ham, described as situated

16. IJam-tu, Hammath in in the plain between Joppe
Naphtali (not the great

and the Carmel.

Hamath on the Orontes, 7 - Ma-k-tl-ra, Migdol (St.,

cp As. u. Eur. 256). Sh., et &amp;lt;-

-)&amp;gt;
a frequent name.

18. Sa-ma-na is, perhaps,* the ^ %*$ ^ad
t

id
.

- ,77. Har, a mountain.
^am/tuna of Amarna,-* or

? 8. Y(a)-sa-fi-\e)-ra, now usu-
rather samcn, fat place ? a i|y understood as Joseph-

19. Bi-a-ru-tu, a Beeroth (in e l, although the s for
Benjamin?). Samekh would be un-

21. Sa-ru-na (not the plain usua i. Cp Winckler, GI
but a city of) Sharon ; cp ;&amp;gt; 68 against it (also JOSEPH
Amarna, 260, after Knud- ;. I( jj. g 1

\

tzon s reading. 80. k(e)-ru-ru (hardly Gerar).
26. A-0(also St.), Kanah in 81. H(e)-r-\e)-ra, God s

Asher. mountain.
27. A-ru-na (also Sh.), E-ru- 82. Ra-ba-d (or a), a Rabbah

na (i.e., Elyon), described
(W).

as covering the road across
83. Nii-ma- -na \ evidently

Carmel (As. u. Eur. 158). 84 . N(aY-ia-na] identical.
I. (E)-s-ti-ra-tu, Ashtaroth- The name Na(a)man28. ._,--- ,

Karnaim beyond Jordan.
30. Ma-ku-ta. Makeddah (of

Judia?).
31. Ra-ui-sa, Laish-Dan?
32. Hu-za-ra, Hazor of Galilee

(St., An.).

33. Pa-hu-ra, frequently men
tioned (St., An., etc.)(^j.
u. Eur. 192).

.

seems to point to the terri

tory of Benjamin.
85. Ma-ra-ma-i( &amp;lt;)m, heights.
86. /, a fountain

; py.

87. Ra-h-lm, Rehob in Asher,
Sh., An.

89. He-y-k-ra-y-m, double

temple (cp As. u. Eur. !

34. Ke-n-na-ra-tu, Chinnereth. 9- O-bi-ra, an Abel. Fre-

36. (A)-tl-m(e)-m (an Adum- 1uent CP sh -. S.
1 -. and

mini? cp An. A-da-mi-mi). 9 1 - -ta.-ra.-a, Edrei.

37. Ka-su-na, Kishion. 92 - O-bi-ra ; cp 90.

95. A-y(a)-na, Ijon.

above, col. 1310, n. 4).

42. Ta-a-na-k, Taanach (Sh.).

43. Y(a)-b-ra- a-mu, Yibleam.

44. Ke-n-tu-(e)-s-na, a Gath-
Ashna ; cp Amarna, 257.

46. A-y(a)-na. Ijon ; cp 95.

. -.9. 92-

ii-ra, elsewhere
written /lu-r(e)-n-ka-ru, in

southern Lebanon; cp As.
u. Eur. 200, 204.

---,--
- ----. -r

f^- JO2 } (a)- -k(e)-b- A-ra, the
47. A-a-k (correct A-ka), ^ -|i/cussed name

Accho ; cp St.

48. Ru-sa-kad-s, a holy moun
tain-top, KHp K NI I cp R.

49. K(e)-ri-y(e)-)iie-na, a
K(thus R.)aryamin.

50. JJa-ra, a Bor.

51. ^&amp;gt;tt-i~sa.- (t:)-ti-Hta (in a
text of Amenophis II.

Jacob-el, also in R ; cp As.

104. Ka-zi-ra, Gezer.

105. Ra-ba-tu, a Rabbah
; cp

Sh.

107. a-m-ku, a valley.

109. Bi- (e)-ru-tu ; see above,
19.

ma), two gods Shamash and
Edom joined.~. .v.... v t , , ,.

52. A-nu-k(e)-r-tu, Anaharath in. Ba-ti-n-tl (sic!), Beth-
Anath in Naphtali ; Sh.

correctly gives the Ain
omitted here.

112. Ha-ra-k-tu, Helkath in

Asher.

113. n-k-n(e)- a-mu (sic!), the
fountain of Jokneam in

Zebulun.

-
*y.

Sa-m-sa- (e)-ti-u [i.e., to]- no. Bi-tl-sa-(e)-ra, a Beth-
sha-el ; cp As. u. Eur. 193
(Sh., St., An., etc.).

__ _, . tu. Anaharath in.
in Issachar.

53, 54- -p-ra, Ophra (??).

55. Ifa-sti-bu ; cp Amarna Ha-
sa-bu in N. Palestine.

&quot;

56. Ti-su-ra-ti, the Tusulti of
Amarna ; N. Palestine.

57. Ne-ge-bu, not the desert

place, 3J3 (so As. u. Eur. 114. K~(e)-b- tt, a hill.

184, and often), but 3D3,
II6 Za-fn (elsewhere Ze-/-ti),

on mount Carmel
;
a north-

pass (cp Josh. 19 33 ?). ern Zephath.
58. (e)-su-s-h(e)-n, Sashimi in 117. Be-ra-k-na; cp Burkuna

Amarna. (thus Knudtzon) Amarna,
On 60, } ~(a)-ra-za, the Yurza 43, 164,which seems to have

ofAmarna, see above, 15, i. been situated in Issachar.

An. mentions, of strictly Palestinian places, also : Shechem
(cp As. u. Eur. 394) as Sa-ka-mii; J\a-(i)ra-tt- (E)-n-l&amp;gt;u, i.e.,

Kirjath- Enab (a place NW. of Jerusalem ; also in St.); ) ()-
a-ni-na (

= Kirjath Jearim ? evidently corrupted) ; Ba-tl (Beth,

sid)-fu-pa-(i)ra (i.e., Kirjath Sepher, cp As. u. Eur. 174);

1 Cp As. u. Eur. 234, for the mention in texts of Rameses III.
2 The Ain being omitted because the ma sign contained a

silent Ain. Cp the double value of the point of y with Cholem
preceding.

3 If Samhuna were a Simeon, pj ssy (Winckler), it would be
not the tribe but a city.
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Ki-y-na = (Gina, Amarna), cp As. u. Eur. 174 on the biblical

equivalent. A Zidiputi, mentioned between the last two places,
occurs in Sh. as Za-d-p-t-ru i.e., Zadpet-El. An Aduntma
is common to both sources, perhaps Adoraim in Juda.
On the list of Shoshenk, see further SHISHAK.
Gaza (Gazatu also in An.) is mentioned frequently, Askaruni-

Ashkelon twice, Sharohen (S.) in Simeon three times, Luz(A wsa)
once, the important fortress Zarethan on the Jordan (Za-ra-tu-
na) twice, also the modern Sannur, and a number of places
which admit no certain identification.

The list of Shishak (Sh.) enumerates of known cities besides

those mentioned before : Hapharaim (t/a-/&amp;gt;u-ru-i-A), Gibe on,

Beth-Horoii, Kirjathaim (see As. u. Eur. 166, on the necessary
emendation of A a -

d(e)- t(f)
-

i), Ajalon (Ay-yu ru a), Beth-

Tappuah (/&amp;gt;///-/&amp;lt;-/,
sic . ), Pnuel, Azmon (? A-d-sa-m-a), Arad

differentiated as great Arad ( A-ru-d-a ru-bi-t) and Arad
n(e)-l a-tii, perhaps Jerahmeel (Yu-ra-liu-ina). \v. M. M.

On the light shed by the Amarna letters (ISRAKL, 6)
and the Assyrio- Babylonian documents, see SYRIA, and
on Me(r)neptah s Israel inscription, see ISRAKL, 7.

On the ethnology of primitive Palestine, see CANAAN,
and on the relatively late and artificial details of the

geography of the various Israelitish tribes see the several

articles.

Down to a very late date (the time of the Maccabees)
the Israelites were almost entirely shut out from the sea-

T rf Vi
coast - 1 the N. of the land of the

11
Philistines the maritime plain was in

the hands of the Phoenicians; see

DOR. Even in the NT mention is made of a district

of Tyre and Sidon to which we must not assign too

narrow an extension inland. How matters stood in the

country E. of Jordan it is hard to decide. The stretch

from the N. of the Dead Sea to the Yarmuk (practically
to the S. end of the Lake of Tiberias) was the only

portion securely held by the tribes of Israel. See GlLEAD,
BASHAN, MANASSEH, GAU, REUBEN, MOAB, MESHA,
AMMON.
Our information in regard to the divisions of the

country during the regal period is very defective. At
, _ any rate, the list of Solomon s twelve

k d
officers in i K. 4 (see BAANA, BEN-

ing oms. HUR BEN-DEKER) is derived from
ancient sources. It is noticeable in this document that,

whilst the boundaries of some of the districts appear to

coincide with the tribal boundaries (cp TRIBE), the

political division was not based on the tribal. In the

account given in i K..11 mention is made of only one
tribe that remained true to David, by which must naturally
be understood the tribe of Judah. The boundary, in fact,

so far as it related to the tribal territory of Benjamin,
seems to have varied from time to time ; cp BENJAMIN
(col. 538, beginning). It was to the kingdom of Israel,

with its general superiority in strength and influence, that

all the Israelite districts beyond Jordan were attached.
That the northern kingdom consisted often tribes (i K. 12) is a

highly artificial computation. The small extent of the southern

kingdom is evident from a list (if indeed it be trustworthy) given
in 2 Ch. 11 of the towns fortified by Rehoboam. As regards the

capitals of the northern kingdom, the royal court was originally
at SHECHEM (Nabulus), from the time of Jeroboam I. at Tirzah

(not yet securely identified ; cp TIKZAH), and from the time of
Omri at Samaria (Sebastiye) ; the house of Ahab had its seat for

a season at Jezreel (Zer in).

To describe in detail the boundaries or divisions of

Palestine in later times is rather a historical than a

geographical task.

The lists for the post-exilic period (found in the books of Ezra
and Nehemioh), containing a series of new topographical names,
require a very careful examination, owing to the tendency of the

Chronicler to introduce late elements into his literary material. 1

That Edomites forced their way into S. Judah, is a known fact

(see EDOM) ; this part of the country came to be known as

Idumea. It also appears that there was a Jewish population not

only in a portion of the old territory of Judah and Benjamin, but
now to the N. of Bethel.

Before we proceed to the Grreco-Roman period it will

be well to consider the names by which the country in

general was called at different times.

1 On the difficult questions involved, cp Ed. Meyer, Ent. d.

Jud. (1896), p. 151. See also EZRA-NEHEMIAH, and special
articles on these new names in the present work.
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i. Gilead was the centre of the power of the Israelites on the

E. side of Jordan, and the whole country which they possessed
there bore this name. Gilead consequently is

18. General opposed to Canaan, the Promised Land (cp
names. col. 1585, n. i). The southern portion ulti

mately received the name of the individual tribe

of Judah, as indeed the northern kingdom was frequently called

after the most powerful tribe of EPHRAI.M (q.v. i. i ; JOSEPH i.).

ii. The name of the southern kingdom appears in cuneiform

inscriptions as mat (ir) Ya-u-du (di) ; and it is said (see AHAB,
4) that mat Sir lai occurs once for the land of Israel, though

more frequently it is called mat Humri (Land of Omri). That
even the Assyrians occasionally included Judah under the

designation Palastu or Pilistu (Philistia) has not been absolutely
proved ; but there is nothing improbable about the supposition.
It cannot be taken for granted, however, that the cis-Jordan
country bore the name of land of the Philistines at a time when
it was the scene of a great development of the Philistian power ;

the name was rather, as so often happens, extended by their

neighbours from Philistia proper to the country beyond, and
from the Egyptians it passed to the Greeks. In the OT Peleshet

(see PHILISTINES, i) is still always restricted to the Philistine

coast-plain ; the same is the case in Josephus ; and in Herodotus,
though the usage is not very explicit, Pal;estina appears usually
to have no wider application. Gradually, however, the designa
tion Pala;stina Syria, or simply Patestina, came into vogue, and
was made to include even the country E. of Jordan, and con

sequently the whole territory between Lebanon and Sinai.

See, further, PHILISTINES, i, etc.

We now return to the divisions of Palestine. Already
in the book of Kings (that is, by the time of the exile)

T
, the name Shomeron (SAMARIA) is applied

,. . .

a &amp;lt;r

to the territory of the northern kingdom,
divisions. ,-

for mention is made of the cities of

Samaria (2 K. 17 26 2819; cp the late narrative-passage,
i K.. 1832). In the apocryphal books of the OT, Judcea
and Samaria (^a/xaparts, &quot;Lo.fJiO.pL3, 2a/ua/&amp;gt;fia)

are op
posed to each other ; but the limits of the two divisions

at the time of Christ, and for centuries previously, can

hardly be laid down.
Thus in Josephus the Mediterranean coast as far N. as Acre

is assigned to JUD.A.(?.? .) ; towards the S. this country was
bounded by Idumea ; in the N. it extended to about 8 m. to the
S. of Nabulus (Shechem). Whether SAMARIA (f.~:) extended
from the Jordan to the sea is uncertain ; in the N. it reached
the southern edge of the plain of Esdraelon, the frontier town
being En Gannim (Jenin). Galilee was originally the district

in the neighbourhood of Kedesh, afterwards distinguished as

Upper Galilee. The Jewish population was there largely mixed
with Phoenicians, Syrians, Greeks, and even Arabs(see GALILEE).
The whole maritime region to the N. of Dor was still called

Phoenicia in the time of the Romans, and thus does not strictly

belong to Palestine in our sense of the word.

Along the coast, as well as more especially in the

N. of the country, many Greek colonies were established ;

how strong the foreign influence must have been in

Samaria and Galilee is evident from the preservation of

so many Grreco-Roman names like Neapolis (Nabulus),
Sebaste (Sebastiye), Tiberias (Tabarlye). Elsewhere

too, in the S. for example, the old nomenclature was
altered : ALlia. was substituted for Jerusalem, Azotus

formed from Ashdod, and so on
;
but the old names

were always retained in the mouth of the people. The
N. of the country and the trans-Jordan region were

much more thoroughly brought under the influence of

the Greeks and Romans than the south.

The Greek towns in some cases date from the time of
Alexander the Great, and others were founded by the Ptolemies ;

but most of them owe their origin to the Seleucids. One district

of the trans-Jordan region retained at that period its old name
in the Greek form of Peraea. Josephus says that this district

extended from the Jordan to Philadelphia (Rabbath Ammon,
Amman) and Gerasa (Jerash), went southward as far as
Machjerus (Mkaur on the Zerka Ma in), and northward as far

as Pella (Fahl opposite Beisan).

Adjoining Perasa, and mainly to the E. of Jordan,

lay the DECAPOLIS
(&amp;lt;j.v. ),

which was not, however, a

continuous territory, but a political group of cities occu

pied by Greek republics distinguished from the tetrarchies

with their Jewish-Syrian-Arabic population in the midst

of which they were scattered.

Little requires to be said about the division of the

countrv in later Roman times.

In the fifth century a threefold partition began to prevail :

Palaestina Prima (roughly equal to Judaea and Samaria),
Palzstina Secunda (the countries about the upper Jordan and
the Lake of Gennesaret), and Patestina Tertia or Salutaris

(Idumea and Moab). In the time of the crusades the same
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names were applied to three divisions (at once political and
ecclesiastical) of the country \V. of Jordan, Palaestina Prima
or Maritima being the coast region as far as Carmel (with
Caesarea as its archbishop s see), Palaestina Secunda comprising
the mountains of Judah and Ephraim (with the patriarchal see
of Jerusalem), and Palsstina Tertia corresponding roughly to

Galilee (with its bishop s see at Nazareth). The country E. of

Jordan was called Arabia, and was in like manner divided into
three parts lying N. and S. of one another.

Palestine is by no means so strikingly a country apart
as is usually supposed. It lay, as already mentioned,

on T H near tne grcat military highway from western
iraae

Agia tQ gypt an(j Africa. The traffic by
sea was also formerly of importance ; and

even in the Middle Ages something was done for the

protection of the harbours. At no time, however, was
the country in the proper sense of the word rich

;
it

hardly ever produced more than was necessary for home
consumption. The great trading caravans which passed
through were glad for the most part to avoid the high
lands, and that region at least was more or less isolated.

The following is a brief survey of the principal routes,

partly as they ran formerly, partly as they are used
still.

From Egypt a road runs by el- Arlsh (Rhinocolura) or the
RIVER OF EGYPT (?.? .) by Rafah (Raphia) to GAZA (y.v.).
From Gaza another runs by Umm Lakis, formerly identified
with LACHISH

(q.-&amp;gt;.),
and Bet Jibrln (Eleutheropolis) across the

mountains to Jerusalem. Northwards from Gaza the main
route continues along the plain at some distance from the sea

(which in this part has piled up great sand dunes) to el-Mejdel
(perhaps Migdal Gad) near Ashkelon, and so on to Ashdod
(Esdud, Azotus). From Ashdod a road runs by Akir (Ekron)
to Ramie, an important town in the mediaeval Arabian period,
and Ludd (Lod, Lydda). From these towns, which are con
nected with the port of Yafa (Japho, Joppa), there run to

Jerusalem three routes, of which the one most used in antiquity
was evidently_the northern one passing by Jimzu (Gimzo) and
the two Bet Urs (Beth-horon), not the one now followed viz.,

by Amwas (Xicopolis) and Wadi Ali. From Yafa a road
continues along the coast by Arsuf (Apollonia) to the ruins of
Kaisariye (Caesarea), then past Tantfira (ruins of Dor) and
Athlit (Castellum Peregrinorum of the crusaders) and round
the foot of the promontory of Carmel to Haifa and Acre (a
town of great importance from early times). Another route
starting from Ludd runs north, close to the mountains by Anti-
patris (now Kefr Saba or Ras el- Ain?) and Kakun, and ends at
Khan Lejjfm. The Great Plain offered the easiest passage
from the coast inland. el-Lejjun (a corruption of the Latin
Legio) was certainly an important point ; it is still generally
identified, according to Robinson s suggestion, with the ancient
MEGIDDO (q.v.). In the vicinity lie the ruins of Ta annuk
(Taanach), and farther S\V. the great centre of Jenln (see
(EN-GANNIM). From Acre there also runs a road directly
E. over the mountains to Khan Jubb Yusuf. The coast road
from Acre northwards passes through ez-Zib (Akhzib, Ecdippa)
and by the two promontories of Ras en-Nakura and Ras el-Abyad
(Scala Tyriorum), and so continues to the maritime plain of
Tyre.
To return to the S., from Egypt (Suez, Arsinoe) the desert

was crossed to Ruheibe (Rehoboth), Khalasa (Elusa), and
Bir-es-Seba (Beersheba), the route went northward to ed-
Paheriye (see ACHSAH) and el-Khalil (Hebron). In like
manner a road from Aila up the Arabah valley crossed the pass
of es-Sufah (see HALAK, MOUNT) to Hebron.
One of the most frequented highways traverses the central

mountain chain northwards, and, though somewhat difficult in
various parts, connects some of the most important places of
central Palestine. Starting from Hebron, it runs past er-Rfima
and Halhul through the Wadi el-Biar, and leaving Bethlehem
on the right holds on to Jerusalem, where a branch strikes E.
by Khun Hadrur (probably there was once another route) to

Jericho. From Jerusalem northwards it naturally continues
by Sha fSt past er-Ram (Rama) to el-Bire (Beeroth), and then
onwards by Ain el-Haramlye (see BACA, VALLEY OF), Sinjil,
and Khan Lubban through the Mukhna plain to Nabulus
(Shechem). From this point a route runs down to the Jordan
and es-Salt (Ramoth Gilead?); another passes by Tubas
(Thebez) north-eastward in the line of the Jordan valley to Beisan
(Bethshean, Scythopolis). The road across the highlands passes
a little to the E. of Sebastlye (Samaria, Sebaste), running along
the \V. side of the Merj-el-Gharak and past Tell Duthan
(Dothan) to Jenln. Thence the road northward to Nazareth
.skirts the E. side of the plain of Esdraelon, and from Nazareth
a path strikes to Acre. The caravan route proper passes from
el- Afule north-eastwards past Jebel et-Tur (Tabor) to Khan
et-Tujjar (where several roads cross), and reaches the Lake
of Tiberias near Mejdel (Magdala). It keeps by the shore
only for a short distance. Having traversed the small plain of
Gennesar, it begins again to climb the mountains where they
approach the lake at Khan Minye (which, however, for many
reasons, cannot be Capernaum [but see CAPERNAUM]), and then
it goes on to Khan Jubb Yusuf, strikes down again into the
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valley of the Jordan, and crossing the river at Jisr Benat
Ya kub holds on across Jebel Hish to Damascus.
The mountain district of Samaria is crossed by a great number

of small roads ; but none of them are true caravan routes or
worth particular mention. An old caravan route once ran
northwards up the Jordan valley from Jericho to Beisan ; and
from Beisan an important, now less frequented, road crossing
the river at the bridge el-Mejami struck NE. to Fik, Tseil, and
Nawa in Hauran, and finally to Damascus.

In the country E. of Jordan a great highway of traffic ran
from Petra (or really from the Elanitic Gulf) by Kerak (Kir
Moab) to Rabba (Rabbath Moab, Areopolis) ; in front of Aroer
( Ara ir) it crosses the Mojib (Arnon) and runs northwards
through the highlands to Hesban (Heshbon), and thence to
Amman (Rabbath Ammon, Philadelphia). A route also led
from Jericho to es-Salt (which could also be reached from
Hesban) and thence northwards to the Jabbok and Jerash
(GERASA) ; then from Jerash one stretched NW. by Tibne
to Mkes (Gadara) and the valley of the Jordan, and another
NE. to the Zumle and Hauran or more precisely to Bosra
(Bostra), and so on to Damascus. It must also be mentioned
that the great pilgrim s track direct from Damascus to Medina
and Mecca skirts the eastern frontier of the country.
A great many roads await more detailed investigation ; what

has been said may suffice to show what lines of communication
there were and still are between the more important places of
Palestine. See TRADE AND COMMERCE.

There are no trustworthy estimates of the number of

inhabitants in the country at any period of its history.

21 Ponulat on
Certain districts, such as Galilee, have,

P there is no doubt, from early times
been much more populous than certain other districts ;

the desert of Judah and some portions of the country
E. of Jordan must all along have been very sparsely

peopled. The figures given in the book of Numbers
indicate that the whole country contained about 2^
million souls, it being assumed that the statistics do
not refer to the time of the wandering in the wilderness,
and that the details may be suspected of being artificially

adjusted. The number z\ to 3 millions may indeed be
taken as a maximum

; the population can hardly ever

have been more than four times its present strength,
which is estimated at 650,000 souls. Thus, in the

most flourishing period, about 250 to 300 inhabitants

would go to the square mile, whilst at present there may
be about 65, a number which is rather above than below
the mark.
The population of Palestine, even at an early date,

was very mingled ;
for even at the time of the immigra

tion the Israelites included foreign elements, and later

they absorbed or were absorbed by the Canaanites.

The Philistines, Moabites, and others in course of time
were merged in the new nationality. From the period
of the exile colonies from the E. settled in the country,
and so powerful did the Aramnsan contingent gradually

grow that Aramaean became the popular tongue

(HEBREW, 7; ARAMAIC, 2/. ).
Next were added

Greek and Roman colonies.

The Arabic element exerted considerable influence even
before the days of Islam ; with the Mohammedan conquest it

became the dominant power, though it was only by slow degrees
that it obtained numerical superiority. The Arab tribes trans

planted to Palestine their old distinctions, especially that
between northern and southern Arabs (Kais and Yemen). The
Arab peasantry is still divided into clans ; for example, the
districts of the Beni Hasan and Beni Malik to the W. of

Jerusalem, those of the Beni Harith, Beni Zeid, and Beni
Murra to the N., and that of Beni Salim to the E. Till

recently the relation of the separate clans of fellahin was one of
mutual hostility, and, unhindered by the Turkish government,
they engaged in sanguinary conflicts.

In manners and in language (though Arabic is uni

versally in vogue) the Palestine peasants retain much
that is ancient. It is extravagant, however, to maintain

from the traditions they preserve that primeval Canaanite

elements survive among them. The prevalent type, in

fact, is Syro-Arabic, or in many districts pure Arabic ;

and their superstitious customs are partly remains of

Syrian beliefs, partly modern Arabic reproductions,
under similar external conditions, of ancient supersti
tions. These remarks are applicable to the saint

worship at present spread through the whole Oriental

world. A. s.
( 1-140, 16-21) ; H. H. w. p.

( 14 b) :

A. E. s.
( i^c-h) ;

w. M. M.
( 15).
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The older literature down to 1878 is registered by R.

Rohricht, Kibliotheca Gcographica Paltrslina (1890). In the
newer exploration of Palestine the credit of

22. Literature, having effectively led the way is due to E.
Robinson (/M*, 1841 ; Later Kiblical Re

searches, 1856). Of recent French work upon Palestine the

most important is that of De Guerin (Description tic la

Palestine, i868_^&quot;.).
The Palestine Exploration Society pub

lished in 1880 Conder and Kitchener s Map ofli estern Palestine

(twenty-six sheets; in 1881 in six sheets). The maps them
selves contain much that is precarious and doubtful ; but on the

other hand the Memoirs, Name Lists, etc., by which the larger

map is accompanied, are of permanent value. G. A. Smith s

//(/ is excellent and critical, and contains copious refer

ences to the literature of the subject. The J EFQ St. (from
1869 onwards), as also the ZDPV (from 1878) must also be
mentioned.
On Fauna : Brit. Mus. Cat. of Fishes, Reptiles; A. Heilprin,

Geographical and Geological Distribution ofAnimals; G. A.

Smith, Historical Geography of the Holy Land; H. H. Tris

tram, The Fauna and l-lora of Palestine, 1884; Trouessart,

Catalogits Maitalint, 1898-99; A. R. Wallace, Geographical
Distribution ofAnimals, 1876.
G. E. Post, Flora ofSyria, Palestine and Sinai.

PALISADE (X&P&Z). Lk. 19 43 RV&quot;*-. See SIEGE.

PALLU (tti?B ; ^AAAoyc [BADFL]),one of the sons

of REUBF.N, Gen. 40g Ex. 6 14 Nu.26s8 i Ch. 63 (in Gen.
&amp;lt;J&amp;gt;aA-

AouS [AJ, &amp;lt;|&amp;gt;aAAou [I,], in Nu.
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;aAAov [HAL, but

&amp;lt;J&amp;gt;avAov [BJ in

a. 8], in Ch.
&amp;lt;J&amp;gt;aAAovf [L]). The gentilic, Palluites ( N^B, &amp;lt;^aA-

Aou[e]i [BAFL]), occurs in Nu. 26 5.

Carmi and Pallu (sons of Reuben) both probably represent

fragments of Jerahmeel, viz., BJTV ar&amp;gt;d ?ND - Cp PELEG.
T. K. C.

PALMA CHRISTI, PALMCRIST (ft^|3), Jon. 46

EVmt
-, EV GOURD

(&amp;lt;/.? .).

PALMER-WORM (QT3, root meaning to cut off
;

KAMTTH I eruca ; \) Q^VS). mentioned thrice in the

OT (Joel 14 225 Am. 4gf)- Probably the leaf-eating

larva of some lepidopterous insect was intended
;

like

our word caterpillar, the term was probably used

vaguely.
The (ireek icdfiTri), which expresses the idea of bending or

looping, may perhaps denote a looper or measuring worm
the larva of some geometric moth.

Palmer -worm in the sense of caterpillar is said still to

linger in some local dialects (e.g. in that of the New Forest).

A. E. S.

PALM TREE. i. &quot;IOFI, tamar ((fcoiNlL
1 Ex. 15 27

Lev. 23 40 Nu. 33 9 Dt. 34 3 Judg. 1 r6 3 13 2 Ch. 28 15 Neh. 8 15
Ps. 92 12 [13] Cant. T 7/. [8/] Joell 12; alsojn. 12 13 Rev. 7gt).

In Hebrew, Syriac, and Ethiopia tamar is the name
_, of Phoenix dactylifera, L. ;

in Arabic it

l. me name.
denotes not the tree but its fruit

Arabic has two names for the tree dakal and nahl; the

former, which is also found in Aramaic and occurs in Gen. 10 27
as the name of an Arab tribe (see DIKLAH), has the special

signification of a palm bearing plentiful dates, but of an inferior

sort ; whence Guidi (Delia Sede, 20) has ingeniously conjectured
that it is the older Arabic name, derived from a time when the

palm received little or no cultivation, and bore inferior fruits.

Nahl, on the contrary, which is peculiar to Arabic, he connects

with the sense of excellence, and supposes it came into use later

to denote the cultivated tree which bore a larger and finer fruit.

The history of the Hebrew word is obscure. Some scholars

connect it with the verb itma arra to stand stiffly upright ;

but a more probable suggestion is Guidi s (t.c.) that tantr\s a
dialectic variation of tlianiar, which means fruit in general,
and came to be specially applied early in the history of the

Semitic languages to the palm and its fruit, as the fruit par
excellence.

The fact that this word is common to Hebrew,

Aramaic, and Arabic 2
proves it to be very ancient ; its

absence from Assyrian is one of the proofs on which

von Kremer, Guidi, and Hommel base their theory that

the Assyrians and Babylonians were the first of the

Semitic nations to quit the parent stock.

As the camel among animals, so the palm tree among
plants possesses primary importance in the life of desert

_, . . people like the Arabs. It has existed
2. Its cultivation.

since prehistoric times over a vast

area in the dry, warm zone which extends from the

1 In Ex. 1627 Nu. 33g, 4$ has for D&quot;ian, ar

2 Eth. tamart has by some scholars (e.g., Hommel, Siiuge-

thiere, 412) been regarded also as an ancient word ; but Guidi

gives reasons for supposing that it is a comparatively late loan

word from Arabic.
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Senegal to the basin of the Indus, chiefly between the

1 5th and 3Oth degrees of latitude (De Candolle, Origine,

240). There has been much discussion as to where it

was first cultivated (see esp. Th. Fischer s monograph
Die Daltelpahne, Erganzungsheft no. 64 zu Petermann s

Alittheilungen); but it is enough to say that we have
evidence of very early cultivation in Egypt, Babylonia,
and (so far as we can indirectly infer in the absence of

records) Arabia. Syria, on the other hand, lies some
what N. of the proper latitude for the palm ; and, with

the exception of the famous palm-group at Jericho, the

tree has probably never been common in Palestine,

though the biblical references are sufficient to show that

its appearance was not unfamiliar (note especially the

palm tree of Deborah, Judg. 4s, and its mention in

Joel 1 12 among common fruit-trees).
1

As is well known, the palm flourishes best in a dry
and even rainless atmosphere, provided that its roots

can reach a supply of subterranean water. This has in

some cases to \x provided by artificial irrigation ; in

others the need is supplied by nature. 2 The twelve

wells of Elim, beside which the seventy palm-trees grew,
seem to point to early cultivation in that region (see

ELIM). The place-names TAMAK (q.v. )
and Hazezon-

Tamar 3
(see EN-GEDI) confirm this inference, and

though the title city of palm trees was doubtless

applied to different places (cp Bertheau on Judg. 1 16

[and especially Greene, The Hebrew Aligration from
Egypt&amp;gt;

273]) one f which was ZOAR (q.v. ),
no place

bears it with so much justice as Jericho (Dt. 34s 2 Ch.

28is, and probably Judg. 1 16 813; but cp JERICHO,

2). The group of palms at JERICHO (q.v. , 10)
which has now entirely disappeared, must in ancient

times have been very large. It is referred to by
Theophrastus, Diodorus, Strabo, Pliny, Tacitus, and of

course also by Josephus, who remarks (BJ iv. 83) that

the fatter sort of palms, when pressed, yield a fairly

good honey (see BEE).*

[The abundance of palm trees in Babylonia, and the

veneration for sacred trees in the form of conventional

ised palm trees, is naturally referred to under PARADISE

(11, col. 3579). Tylor and Haupt have described with

much fulness of scientific and Assyriological knowledge
the sacred ceremony of the artificial fecundation of the

palm tree (PSBA 12383/1; note in Toy s Ezekiel,

transl. , SBOT 182 ff.}. Winckler s theory that the

tamar in Palestinian place-names has a mythological

explanation seems to be derived from the acute mytho-

logist Stucken (Astralmythen, 73-75) ; according to him

Tamar is the Palestinian counterpart of the Babylonian

goddess Istar (see, e.g., Wi. Gl 2 98 227). See, however,

n. 3, and cp TAMAR.]
In Hebrew poetry the palm tree is an image of pros

perous growth (Ps. 92 12 [13]) and tall comely stature

(Cant. 7?/ [8/.]). With the use of its

3. In poetry. branches at the feast of booths (Lev. 23 40

Neh. 8 15) we may connect the branches of palm trees

in Jn. 12 13 ; whence are derived the reference in Rev.

7 9, and the use of palms in the services of the Christian

church. Much information as to statements about the

palm in later Hebrew will be found in Low, 109^
The branches or date-stalks (AV boughs ) of the palm are

once referred to (Cant. V 8 [9]) by the name C JDJD. The cor

responding Aramaic word sisana is likewise specially appro

priated to the date-bearing stalks (Low, 119).

1 [Palms grew in the Middle Ages at Tiberias, according to

Makdisi (quoted by Del. Ein Tag in Kapernaum, 151), and

probably grew in ancient times, as Tristram states that they still

do, within Jerusalem (see FURNACE, 5)].
2 Trees naturally supplied are termed by the Arabs baal palm

trees (Rel. Sf&amp;gt;n.W 99).
3 [It is possible (see Crit. Bib.) that &quot;OR, palm tree, and

orn , Jerahmeel, have sometimes been confounded by the

ribes. This applies to Baal-tamar, Judg. 2033, near Gibeah ;

to Ir hat-temarim, the city of palm trees; and to Hazezon-

tamar, which should perhaps be read Kadesh -Jerahmeel (
= the

En-gedi of 2 Ch. 20?).]
4 See Schurer, GK/(2) 1 311-313.
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2. Whereas 13B, tantdr, occurs only as a noun in the absolute

state, 1pK timer, twice (Judg. 4 5 Jer. 10 st) appears as a con

struct ; it is difficult to believe that this traditional pointing
really represents the true original form. On Judg. 45 see Crit.
Bit.

3. rnb PI,
1 ttmorah (on the spelling see Baer on Ezek. 4022),

is repeatedly used (i K. (5 etc.) for the palm as an architectural

form. This tree played an important part in the development
of Egyptian architecture (Fischer, op. cit. 5). See TEMPLE.

[4. 7m, nti/iaf, according to Perles (JQR 11 [1899] 688 f.),

sometimes means palm tree ; so at any rate in Nu. 246 Ecclus.

50 12 (reading ^ru TOl D. like palm-branches, cp of Ecclus.

is areAexTj &amp;lt;j&amp;gt;oii&amp;gt;&amp;lt;. /ccoi&amp;gt;,
and see above, i, first note). Probably

this is right ; and, taking a hint from Schultens, who for a
time took y^rii A ^&amp;gt;

m Job29i8 to mean palm tree&quot; (Liber
Jobi, 1737, p. 813 ;

see PHCF.NIX), we shall do well to read

7/13 for Vin in Job (I.e.), rendering the whole passage,

And I said, I shall grow old like the cedar
(J fJW n CV),

Like the palm tree (?nj2) I shall multiply days.

On Nu. (Ac.) where for DJJ? read D JS.33 and Job (I.e.) see

Cheyne, Exp.T, Dec. 1899, and for the older views see
Dillmann. T. K. c.] jj. M.

PALTI
(&quot;tp

1

??, 52 ; 4&amp;gt;AAT[e]i [BAL]). i. Husband
of MICHAL (q.v. ),

described as a son of LAISH,&quot; that

is to say, probably, a citizen of Laish or LAISHAH (read,
however, Shalisha

),
to which iS. 2544 appends the

gloss which was of GALLIM i.e. , of Beth-gilgal (i S.

204428.315; (pa\Ti-ri\ [BA], (j&amp;gt;a\Tiov [L, gen.]). In

2 S. 815 he is called PALTIEL. See BAHURIM.
Note (i) that both Gallim and Bahurim are probably distorted

fragments of Jerahmeel (they are designations of the centre of
a Jerahmeelite clan) ; (2) that Michal and Merab are very
probably the same person, both names having sprung from
Jerahme elith, and consequently (3) that Paid (miswritten in
2 S. 815 Paltiel) and ADRIEI. (q.v.) are also the same person.

Probably Palti comes from Palti or Pelethi Cn/S) a corruption
of Sarephathi (see PELETHITE), and Adriel from Jerahme el.

The names are virtual synonyms ; in i Ch. 27 10 a Paitite is

described as of the b ne Jerahmeel (crit. emend.; see PALTITE).
See further MERAB, MEHOLATHITK, SAUL, 6.

2. b. Raphu, a Benjamite chief, one of the twelve spies (Nu.
189 [P]). Very possibly to be explained as no. i ; cp Japbleti,
which may have a similar origin. RAPHU probably comes either
from Jerahme el or from Sarephathi ; cp i Ch. 4 12, and see

PASEAH, REPHAEL. T_ j^ C.

PALTIEL (^P?9, 30 52 ; as if God s deliver

ance, but see PALTI). i. See PALTI (i). 2. b. Azzan, of

Issachar, one of the princes nominated to divide Canaan
amongst the tribes (Nu. 34 26[P]; &amp;lt;/&amp;gt;aAT[e]i)A [BALFvid. (0a .

TirjA)]).

PALTITE
( p^Sn ; o KeAooGei [B], o

&amp;lt;J&amp;gt;eA-

ACONCI [A], o 4&amp;gt;AAr~ONl [!-]) trie designation of Helez

(Hilles?), one of David s thirty (28.2826), meaning,
according to most scholars, a man of BETH-PALET
(q.v.).

The Pelonite Cpi^n) of i Ch. 11 27 (6 &amp;lt;eA&amp;lt;o.&amp;gt;ei [BN], 6

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;a\\&amp;lt;avt [A], o ^eAAcoKt [L]), 27 10(6 eic &amp;lt;&amp;gt;aAAou? [BA], 6
$aAAa&amp;gt;i/t

[L]), is, most commentators think, a corruption of Paitite

(so Kittel) ; Marquart (Fund. 19), however, would read Keila-
thite ( nSypn I CP B above) on the ground that man of Beth-

palet should strictly be nSs.l H 3- But Paitite seems to be the
name of the clan, and Beth-palet that of its chief settlement.
In i Ch. 27 10 Helez is further described as of the bne Ephraim ;

perhaps (as in i S. 1 i^Q ISK may be a corruption of [-^Norm-
PAI.TI (q.v.) seems ultimately to mean Zarephathite ; i.e., the
clan had a Zarephathite or Jerahmeelite connection.

T. K. C.

^PAMPHYLIA (nAMchyAiA, Acts 2io 13 13 14 24 15 3 8

27s. the sea of Cilicia and Pamphylia ;
i Mace. 1523).

1. Description.
PamPhylia was properly the strip of

plain bordering the bay of Adalia, that

remarkable indentation in the southern coast ofAsia Minor
between Capes Chelidonia and Anamur. The plain itself

retreats like a bay into Mt. Taurus at its back, and at the

eastern and western extremities of Pamphylia the hills

advanceand rise often sheer from the water
(
see PH ASELIS

).

The narrowness of the territory of the Pamphylians is

indicated by the fact that in 480 B.C. they provided
only thirty ships to the fleet of Xerxes, as against fifty

114

Plur. D %
-)bn or niibn.
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from Lycia.and one hundred from Cilicia, the neighbour
ing territories on the E. and the W. (Herod. Tgif.).
The Romans put Pamphylia under the governor of

Cilicia in 103 B.C. Cilicia at this period being the

2. History
Roman term for a great &amp;gt; ill-defined, half-

*&quot; subdued agglomeration of lands, comprising
parts of Cilicia, Pamphylia, and other regions (Rams.
Hist. Comm. on Galatians, 103 f.).

1
Coming down to

36 B.C., we find Pamphylia or rather the more inland
mountainous part of it, which apparently had been under
the surveillance of Polemon of Laodiceia (Rams. op.
cit. no) added to the territories of the Galatian

Amyntas(DioCass. 4932 ; Strabo, 571). When Amyntas
was slain by the Pisidians in 25 B.C. (see GALATIA,
3) Pamphylia was not incorporated with the Province
Galatia, but was treated as a separate governmental
district,

2 and subordinated probably either to the

governor of Galatia or to that of Syria and Cilicia.

It was apparently not until 43 A. D.
,

in the reign of
Claudius, that Pamphylia and Lycia were combined
as a separate imperial province (Dio Cass. 60 17 : see

LYCIA).
The character of the country, a narrow strip, about 80 m. long

(640 stades, Strabo, 667) and never more than 20 m. wide, separ
ated from the interior by the steep and lofty range of Taurus,
accounted for the fact that none of the Pamphylian cities
became important. The mountain wall of Taurus prevented
all heavy traffic from crossing the short lines between the plateau
and the southern sea, and turned it along the road that led to
the jEgean (Rams. Hist. Geogr. of AM, 58). The climate
also, with hot, damp, and stagnant air, was unfavourable to Greek
settlers. Consequently Pamphylia never became completely
Hellenised ; the native element, oriental in its sympathies and
character, triumphed over the Greek. The Pamphylians, in
these circumstances, showed a backward civilisation (Strabo, 570 :

though living S. of the Taurus, they have not quite given up
their robber-habits, and do not allow their neighbours to live at
peace ). See SIDE.

Pamphylia was visited by Paul and his companions,
in the regular course of their mission, after traversing

3. Paul s visit Cyp
,

ms (Acts 13l3
&amp;gt;-

Nevertheless
.
no

work was done in the province ;

Paul passed on to Antioch in Pisidia (v. 14). Taking
this fact in conjunction with the statement in Gal. 413,
that through infirmity of the flesh the Gospel was first

preached to the Galatians, Ramsay has plausibly sug
gested that the sudden plunge into the enervating
atmosphere of Pamphylia brought upon Paul an attack
of fever, and compelled him to go to the higher ground
of the interior (St. Paul the Traveller, 93 ;

Church
in the Rom. Emp.W 61 /.). This theory has the

merit of satisfactorily explaining the refusal of John
Mark to accompany Paul beyond the Taurus (v. 13, cp
Acts 1538). On the return journey mission work was

attempted in Perga, apparently with slight success (Acts
1425 ; cp NEAPOLIS). The only other Pamphylian
town mentioned in the NT is Attaleia. That a con
siderable number of Jews were found in the country
about 139 B.C., we learn from i Mace. 1623, as well as

from Acts 2io ; and, conversely, the slow progress made
by Christianity here during this early period is evidenced

by the fact that Pamphylia, as well as Lycia, does not
occur in the list of i Pet. 1 1.

(Pamphylia, in part, is elaborately described in Lanckoronski s

Stddte Patnphyliens und Piszdiens.) w. J. W.

PAN. For (i) TD , sir, (2) iva, kiyyur, and (3) -ins,

pariir, see COOKING, 5, i. a, b, and c (on sir see also ALTAR,
9 a). For (4) rana, iiahabath, and (5) QTOn. hiilntttm, see

COOKING, 7 ; for (6) rityrno, marheseth, see COOKING, 7 ;

for (7) nii^D, masreth (2 S. 13 9 t) see COOKING, 5, i. (where the

reading is emended), and for nnVsi selaJiah (2 Ch. 35 13) see

CRUSE, 3.

PANEL (rnJIDp), iK. 728 RV^-, AV BORDER.
See LAYER.

1 Cp Cic. Verr. ii. 1 38, quomodo Lyciam, Pamphyliam,
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PANNAG (23S ; KA[C]CIA [? BAQ]), in Ezek. 27 17 1

is taken by AV apparently as a place-name and by RV
as a common noun, untranslated, with the marginal
note perhaps a kind of confection (cp BAKEMEATS,

3- end
)-

The text needs correction, as most critics allow. Cornill

proposes to read JJ11, wax ; but almost certainly [S3,
vine is

the right word. For RV s and pannag, and honey, read and

grape-syrup (JS3 C^ll). The Hebrew phrase is parallel to the

Mishnic phrase for date-syrup (C&quot;1Dn CQ&quot;)). Bliss s view of the

apparatus traceable at the wine-presses at Tell el-Hesy is thus

confirmed. Cp HONEY, i (3). Observe that nOJ (see STORAX)
precedes, for so we should read for MT s jvjjj (see MINNITH);
in Gen. 43 1 1 the very same products are mentioned together.

Cp DAHBKSHETH. T. K. C.

PAPER (XARTHC). 2 Jn. i 2f. See PAPYRI, 2.

For the paper-reeds, RV meadows (nny) of Is. 19 7 1 see

REEI&amp;gt;, 2, and NILE.

PAPHOS
(TTA&amp;lt;}&amp;gt;OC,

Acts 136 13). The town visited

by Paul and Barnabas on the first missionary tour was

1. Site.
New Paphos (mod. Baffo], originally the port

2. Native cult.

of Old Paphos. The kingdom of Paphos, in

the extent of its territory, its wealth, and its fame, was
second only to that of SALAMIS (q. v.

).
It embraced

the western part of Cyprus, touching on the N. the

territory of Soli, on the S. that of Curium, and extend

ing inland a distance of 20 m. as far as the range of

Troodus. While under an independent king, its capital
was Old Paphos (IlaXcua llanos, later IIaAcu

7ra&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;os ; cp
Strabo, Paus.

),
the modern Kitklia, on the left bank of

the Bocarus (mod. Didrizo}, about 10 m. SW. of Baffo,

and 2 m. from the sea (cp Strabo, 683, oaov evotKa.

(rradiois virtp TT}S 6a\aTTrjs Idpv/J^vr), ij(f&amp;gt;op/j.ov %owa).
Paphos owed its celebrity to the temple and worship

of the Paphian Queen (TJ 0ed i] lla&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;ia,
or

rj lla&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;ia

simply, in inscrr. also fa.va.aaa.. See

Samml. der gr. Dialekt-inschriften,

\\ff-, 15^) whom the Greeks identified with Aphrodite

(see PERGA).
The temple was near Old Paphos (Paus. viii. 62), which thus

became the religious capital of the island. The kings of Paphos,
of the clan of the Cinyrads, were also hereditary high priests
of the temple, a dignity which they retained down to the annexa
tion of the island by the Romans in 58 n.c. 1

In course of time the old town lost its importance,
and the port usurped its position and became the

administrative capital of the island in Roman times

(cp Acts 13?) ;

2 but the wealth and greatness of the

shrine of the goddess were not thereby impaired (cp

Strabo, 683).
The cult was that of a nature -goddess similar in

character to the Babylonian Istar, the Phoenician

Astarte. She was a native goddess of the Anatolian

peninsula and the /Egean islands (cp Rams. Cities and
Bisk, of Phrygia, 1 89 ff. ;

Hist. Comm. on Galatians,

35/. ).
As the result of long and close intercourse with

Syria, this worship in Cyprus was overlaid with

Phoenician elements.
The characteristic of the worship lay in the strongly organised

college of priests or priestesses living, often in thousands, round
the temple (cp Strabo, 558, ofComana Pontica ; see DIANA), and
the sensual excesses of the devotees, and their self-mutilation

(cp Athan. Contra GriFC. 10, Tt]v firiOv^iav OeoTroirjcrai Tes

irpoo-Kvvovaiv, the Cyprian cultus the deification of lust ). As
at other centres of the worship, the goddess was represented

only by a conical stone (cp Max. Tyr., TO 6e a-yaA/xa OVK av

&amp;lt;iKacrais aAAui r&amp;lt;a 17 nvpafii&i Aeuicrj ; Tac. Hist. 2 3. Cp Coins,
and see PKKGA. So also at Pessinus in Galatia).

Models of the image were sold as charms (Athen.

15i8; cp the silver shrines at Ephesus, Acts 1924,

used somewhat differently). The fame of the Paphian
shrine attracted costly gifts and distinguished pilgrims

(for example, Titus visited it before undertaking his

campaign against the Jews, Tac. Hist. 2if.).

1 The modern Primate of the island is entitled fta&amp;lt;eapiaJTaTos,

and perhaps inherits his privileges from the pre-Christian

priestly guild (Gardner, New Chapters in Greek History, 172).
2 New Paphos in its turn gave way to a new settlement about

a mile to the N., the modern Ktita, the administrative capital
of the district.
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The apostles appear not to have come into direct

conflict with this worship, as Paul was destined to do
_ ., ... later at Ephesus. It should be re-

membered that an analogous cult must
have been familiar to them at Antioch in Syria.

Although a considerable time must be implied in the

expression go through the isle (Actsl36, AV, 5if\66i&amp;gt;Tfs

6\rjv rrjv vrjffov), this did not bring them into collision

with the native priests as the work was confined to the

Jewish synagogues (v. 5). The conflict with Elymas
(Bar-Jesus) before the Proconsul was, on the face of it, a

personal one. (See, further, BARJESUS, PAUL.)
See P. Gardner, New Chapters in Greek History; D. G.

Hogarth, Devia Cypria. All that ancient authors say about

Paphos gathered by M. R. James in Journ. of Hell. Studies,
9 l 75j7- For description of temple, excavations, etc., see ibid.,

158-215. W. J. W.

PAPYRI. 1 The use of papyrus as writing material

is very ancient. According to Kenyon,
2 the oldest of

_ the written papyri that have come
8 *B

. down to our day is a leaf containing
writing material.

accounts dating from the reign of

King Assa of Egypt (about 3580-3536 B.C.). From
these early times down to a late date in the Arabian

period papyrus continued to be, in a very special sense,

the characteristic writing material of Egypt. Although

apparently at first sight brittle and perishable, it is in

point of fact as indestructible as the pyramids and

obelisks, and it is to the magnificent power of resistance

possessed by the papyri that, to a large extent, we owe
the revival of knowledge of ancient Egypt which has

occurred in recent times.

As to the mode of preparation of papyrus leaves in

accurate statements are frequently met with. Very

recently it has been said,
3 but incorrectly, that they

were made from the bast of the papyrus plant. The
elder Pliny (HN 13 11-13) gives a description

4 of the

process of manufacture which technical examination of

extant papyri has made intelligible. It is thus explained

by Kenyon :

5

The pith of the stem of the papyrus plant was cut into thin

strips, the width of which was of course determined by the

thickness of the stem, while their length varied considerably
. . . These strips (Lat. philyra-) were laid side by side to form

a sheet. Each sheet was composed of two layers, in the one of

which the strips ran horizontally while in the other they were

perpendicular. The layers were attached to one another by
glue, moistened with water preferably, it would appear, the

turbid water of the Nile, which was supposed to add strength
to the glue. The sheets thus made were pressed, dried in the

sun, and polished so as to remove unevenness in the surface ;

and they were then fit for use.

The papyrus plant, from the pith of which the strips just

spoken of were obtained, Cyperus papyrus, L., Papyrus ^nti-
qnorum, Willd., besides occurring in Egypt, 6 is met with in

Sicily, especially near Syracuse, and also in Italy by the

Thrasymene lake.?

The size of a papyrus leaf is, as ought never to have

been questioned, variable. Kenyon 8 has brought to

gether some measurements. For most writings of a

non-literary nature (letters, bills, receipts, etc.
)
a single

1 The etymology of the word papyrus remains uncertain.

See Nestle, EinfuhrungV], 41 ; Lagarde, Mittheil. 2 260. [For

the etymology generally accepted among living Egyptologists,

cp EGYPT, 8. Bondi, starting from the Talmudic orthography

11&quot;B E. was tne first to propose to take the name papyrus as

a-p-ydr (for the better form yo or, cp NILE) the (thing or

product) of the river i.e., the river-plant. This etymology
is highly probable, or at least superior to all other etymological

attempts. w. M. M.]
2 The Pahrography ofGreek Papyri, 14.
3 Gregory, textkritik, 1 7 (1900).
4 This description has been popularised by G. Ebers in his

Kaiser Hadrian. Cp also Ebers, The writing material of

antiquity in Cosmopolitan Magazine, New York, Nov. 1893

(Nestle!
2

), 40).
8 Paleography, 15.
6 B. de Montfaucoti, Dissertation sur la plante appellee

Papyrus in Mem. de I Acati. royale des Inscriptions et Belles

Lettres, 6 (1729) 592 ff. ; Franz Woenig, Die PJlanzen int

alten ^Egypten, ihre Heimat, Gcschichte, Kultur, 1886, pp.

74 ff. [Cp EGYPT, 8 ; RUSH.]
1 See Hoskyns-Abrahall, Acad. igth March 1887, 776(Nestlei-&amp;gt;.

40).
8 Palaography, i6f.
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leaf was sufficient ;

for longer texts, especially of a

literary character, the required number of leaves were

glued together into a roll.
1 The papyrus-roll was the

classical form in which literary productions appeared in

antiquity. Ordinarily the writing was upon that side of

the leaf on which the fibres run horizontally (recto) ; the

back (verso) was made use of only on exceptional
occasions. 2 If a papyrus leaf is found to be written on
both sides and by different hands, it is, generally speak

ing, safe to assume that the writing on the recto side is

the earlier. It is only in rare cases that the leaves of a

papyrus roll are written on both sides.

Nestle* recalls Rev. 5 1 /3t/3AtW yeypa/j.fj.evov e&atQev Kai.

oir&amp;lt;.&amp;lt;r8(v where some MSS. have e&amp;lt;ru&amp;gt;0ei icai i^iaOfv or e/j.irpoaOev

Kai oTrivOev.

In the later centuries of antiquity the papyrus book
the Codex is met with as well as the papyrus-roll,
and ultimately, as we know, the codex gained the upper

Papyrus Plant (from living specimen at Kew).

hand. It is not accurate to say that the transition from
the roll to the codex began with the introduction of

parchment.
A few examples will suffice. The British Museum possesses

a fragment of a codex of the Iliati written upon papyrus and

S-obably
dating from the third century A.D. ;

4 amongst the

xyrhynchus Papyri there is a leaf from a codex of the Gospels
or of the NT, containing Mt. 1 1-9 12 14-20 and dating from the
third century ; the same collection Includes other biblical

codex fragments. The Heidelberg University Library possesses
twenty-seven papyrus leaves of a LXX codex dating from the
sixth or the seventh century. The famous so-called Logia-
fragment of Oxyrhynchus also comes from a codex.

Even if there were no allusions to the papyrus in the

OT, the immense importance of recent papyrus finds

2 Biblical
^or ^ stucty ^ biblical and Christian

, antiquity would fully account for the ex-
references. , . .

istence of an article on the subject in a
biblical encyclopedia. The Hebrew writers, however,
do occasionally refer to the papyrus plant (NDJ, Is. 182

RV, Ex. 2s RVm -

;
see RUSH), and as a writing material

we find a reference to papyrus in z]n. 12, where xaprTjj

(EV paper ) clearly indicates a papyrus leaf. Again,

1 Kenyon, op. cit. 17 ff.
2 U. Wilcken, Recto oder verso, Hermes, 22 (1887) 487^.
3

Einfiihrungft), 41.
4 Kenyon, Pal(fogra.phyt 27, where also other examples will

be found.
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in the well-known passage, 2 Tim. 413 (see PARCH
MENT), we cannot doubt that by TO. j3ift\ia papyrus
books are intended.

Since 1778 when an unknown European dealer in

antiquities bought from Egyptian peasants an original

3 Recent PaPvrus ro^ f 191-2 A. D. and at the
same time witnessed how they set fire to

some 1̂Y others and revelled in the
finds -their

aromatic perfume thus produced,
1 the

importance
lower valley of the Nile has yielded a

vast wealth of papyri written in all possible languages
and separated in time by thousands of years. Already
in the second and third decades of the nineteenth

century not a few papyri from Memphis and Setopolis
in Middle Egypt, and from This, Panopolis, Thebes,
Hermonthis, Elephantine, and Syen& in Upper Egypt,
had reached our European museums, though noticed by
few, and read and studied by still fewer scholars. Then,
to leave out of account various single finds in other

years, came the great discoveries in the province of el-

Faiyum (see EGYPT, 50) in 1877, when the heaps of

ruins to the N. of Medinet-el-Faiyum (^ r&v KpoKodeLXuif
TTO XIS, afterwards called

T] ruv Apffivoiruv 7r6/\is) yielded
hundreds and thousands of precious leaves and fragments
of leaves. Since that date find has succeeded find with

great rapidity. The most remarkable point to notice is

that most of the papyri have been unearthed with the

spade. From this we gain a most valuable hint as to

the light in which these documents of antiquity are to

be viewed. In the papyri which come to us from the

Faiyum, from Oxyrhynchus (el-Behnesa), and elsewhere

we are not to see the remains of great collections of

archives, but only what has survived from ancient waste-

paper-baskets and rubbish heaps to which had been

consigned old minute-books and ledgers from public
or private offices, second-hand and worn-out books

which were destined after a long slumber in oblivion

to possess in the far future an importance never dreamed
of by their writers.

The great mass of the papyri is non-literary. Law-

papers of the most various kinds leases and loans,

bills and discharges, marriage -contracts and wills,

certificates, magisterial orders, advertisements and
notices of penalties, minutes of law proceedings, assess

ments in large numbers
;

besides letters and notes,

school exercises, magical texts, horoscopes, day-books,
and so forth. The contents of these non- literary

writings are as manifold in their variety as life itself.

Those in Greek, numbering many thousands, cover a

period of about a thousand years. The oldest go back to

the early Ptolemies and thus to the third century B.C. ;

there are others that bring us down far into Byzantine
times. The whole shifting scene of Greek and Roman

history in Egypt during this long interval passes in these

leaves before our eyes. Of the significance of these

Greek documents alone not to speak of the abundance

of others in Coptic, Arabic, Latin, as well as other

languages for our knowledge of antiquity in the largest

sense of that word there can be but one opinion.

They mean a resuscitation for us of a large part of

ancient life. They bear witness to the conditions of

the past with an accuracy, a warmth, and a fidelity such

as can be predicated of no ancient author and of only a

very few of the ancient inscriptions. The tradition

handed down to us by the writers of antiquity is always,

even at its best, secondary ;
it is always more or

less artificial and sophisticated. The inscriptions are

often cold and dead things like the marble on which

they are carved. The papyrus leaf is alive ;
one sees

autographs, individual peculiarities of penmanship in

a word, men ;
manifold glimpses are given into inmost

nooks and crannies of personal life for which history has

no eyes and historians have no glasses. These insig

nificant-looking scraps give a vitality that was previously

1 Wilcken, Die griechischen Papyrusurkunden, 10 ; cp also

with what follows.
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wanting to the history of law in the first instance,
but also to the history of human culture in general, and
in a very marked degree to the study of historical

philology. It may seem a paradox ; but it can safely
be affirmed that the unliterary papyri are more im

portant in these respects than the literary. The peculiar
treasures of science which lie hidden in those new fields

are not the fragments of ancient art and literature which

they may perchance contain, but the fragments of living,

palpitating actuality which we may hope to recover

from them. It will be a matter of regret if, while every

scrap of any ancient book is forthwith treated as a sacred

relic and published in facsimile whatever its inherent

merit, the non-literary remains are only partially made
known. Any trivial lease, for example, may perhaps
contain a form of expression which supplies the long
sought missing link between a form of the Koivft in its

beginnings and another of a neo-Grecian dialect that

has been developed therefrom.

(a] In the prevalent tendency to over-value the literary
element it is not surprising that theological research

A -D-1.1- i j should have found its chief enrichment
4. Biblical and.
~i,j m,-- ^ m the fragments of biblical and old-
old-Christian ...... .__,.

papyri.
Christian books which have beeji re

covered. It is certainly true that we
have abundant cause to be thankful for every addition to

our knowledge in what concerns texts and sources.

The most important of the recent discoveries at least

so far as Greek is concerned may be here briefly enumer
ated. Inexhaustive lists are given by C. Haberlin 1

and F. G. Kenyon.
2

A. Septuagint.
1. Gen. 14 17, Brit. Mus. Pap. 212.

2. Genesis-fragments in Archduke Rainer Collection, Vienna.

3. Ps. 10 [11] 2-18 [10] 6 and 20 [21] i 4-34 [35]6 Brit. Mus.
Pap. 37.

4. Ps. 11 [12] 7-14 [15] 4, Brit. Mus. Pap. 230.

5. Ps. 39 [40] 16-40 [41] 4, Berlin Museum.
6. Fragments of Ps. 5 108 118 135 138-140 in the Amherst

Papyri, nos. 5, 6.

7. Fragments of psalms in Archduke Rainer Collection,
Vienna. 3

8. Jobl 21-22 and 2 3 in the Amherst Papyri, no. 4.

9. Cant. 1 6-9, Oxford Bodleian MS. Gr. Bibl. g. i (P).
10. Is. 883-5 13-16, Archduke Rainer Collection, Inv. no.

8024 (Guide, no. 536).
n. Ezek. 5 12-6 3 with the diacritical marks of Origen, Oxford

Bodl. MS. Gr. Bibl. d. 4 (P).
12. Zech. 4-14 and Mai. 1-4, twenty-seven leaves written on

both sides formerly in the possession of Theodor Graf, and now
in the Heidelberg University Library. 4

B. Septuagint and Aquila.

13. Gen. 1 1-5, Amherst Papyri, no. y.

C. Judaica.

14. Several fragments bearing on the history of Judaism in

Egypt : in Berlin, Paris, London, Gizeh, and in the Oxyrhynchus
Papyri; see 7XZ23 (1898) 6o2/

15. Fragments of Philo in the Bibliotheque
5 Nationale,

Paris.

D. Nnu Testament.^

16. Mt. 1 1-9 12 14-20, Oxyrhynchus Papyri, no. 2.

17. Fragments of Mt. in the Bibliotheque Nationale at the
end of the Philo Papyrus.

18. Fragments of Mt. in the Archduke Rainer Collection,
Vienna.

19. Lk. 530-64 in the Bibliotheque Nationale at the end of
the Philo Papyrus.

20. Lk. 7 36-43 and 10 38-42, in Archduke Rainer Collection,

Vienna, Inv. no. 8021 (Guide, no. 539).
21. Jn. 1 23-31 and 33-41, and 20 1 1-17 and 19-25, Oxyrhynchus

Papyri, no. 208.

1 Griechische Papyri in Centralblatt fiir Bibliothekswesen,
I* iff-

% 1 alieography, 131 fr.

3 The Louvre and the Bibliotheque Nationale of Paris also

possess papyrus fragments of psalms, which have not yet been
edited.

4 Will shortly be edited by the present writer.
5 Kenyon, Palaeography, 145, describes them as belonging

to the museum of Gizeh.
6 The fragments Mt. 15 12-16 18 Mk. 15 29-38 Jn. 1 29 spoken of

by Kenyon, Paleography, 1 32, are not on papyrus but on parch
ment. The library of St. Mark s, Venice, possessed a Book of
the Gospels on papyrus ; see Haberlin, no. 166.
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22. Fragments of the Gospels in Archduke Rainer Collection ;

see Haberlin, no. i68a and b.

23. Rom. 1 1-7, Oxyrhynchus Papyri, no. 209.

24. i Cor. 1 17-20 6
13-18 7 3 4 10-14, in the library of Bishop

Portiri Uspensky at Kieff.

25. i Cor. 1 25-27 2 6-8 3 8-10 and 20, Sinai.

26. Heb. 1 i, Amherst Papyri, 3^.1
27. An amulet containing passages from Ps. 90 [91], , Rom.

12 and Jn. 2, in Archduke Rainer Collection, Inv. no. 8033
(Guide, no. 528).

E. Other Old-Christian Literary Texts.

28. Fragments of an extra-canonical Gospel (?), in the Arch
duke Rainer Collection : portions of the narrative of Peter s

denial. A full discussion of this fragment with careful reference
to the voluminous literature that has appeared regarding it will

shortly be published by Dr. H. Miiller of Paderborn.

29. The so-called Logia - Fragment, Oxyrhynchus Papyrus
no. i, published also separately as Aoyia Ii)&amp;lt;roi&amp;gt;

: Sayings ofOur
Lordfrom an early Greek Papyrus disco^&amp;gt;ered ami edited, ivith
Translation and Commentary, by Bernard P. Grenfell and
Arthur S. Hunt, Lond., 1897. This fragment also has been
the subject of a voluminous literature of which it is impossible
to give an account here

; an exposition of the questions which
have been raised by this important discovery would far exceed
the limits of our space. This, however, may be remarked :

the crucial question is not as to the origin of the leaf (whether
from the Egyptian or some other extra-canonical gospel or
from some other writing) but simply as to the genuineness of
the words of Jesus which it records a question to be answered

only on internal grounds. The present writer takes a more
favourable view of them in this regard than is done by most of
his fellow-workers.

30. Fragments of a Hebrew-Greek Onomasticon sacrum in

the Heidelberg University Library.
2

31. The Shepherd of Hernias, Sim. 27-10 u. 42-5, Berlin
Museum.

32. Fragment of a book (by Melito of Sardes ?) upon Prophecy
with a citation from the Shepherd of Hermas, Aland, \\gf.p
Oxyrhynchus Papyrus, no. 5.

33. f ragment of a Gnostic (Valentinian ?) writing, Oxyrhyn
chus Papyrus, no. 4 verso.

34. Fragments of Basil of Ceesarea epp. 5, 6, 293, 150, 2, Berlin
Museum.

35. Fragments of Gregory of Nyssa fleoipia ecj -rov rov M&amp;lt;ov-

crews piov, Berlin Museum.
36. / itee Sanctorum, Paris Musees Nationaux, no. 7403, 7404,

7405, 7408, and Fond du Faioum, no. 261.

37. Theological Fragments in Brit. Mus. Pap. no. 455.

38. Il id. no. 113 ; neither this nor the preceding has as yet
been fully determined.

39. Fragments of Cyril of Alexandria, tie adoratione in spirit*
et vcritate, Dublin.

40. Cyril-fragments in the Archduke Rainer Collection.

41. Letter of a Patriarch of Alexandria to the churches of

Egypt, with citations from the commentary of Cyril on the

Gospel according to John, Brit. Mus. Pap. no 729.
To this list have to be added several liturgical and homiletical

fragments.
For theology great importance attaches also to the fragments,

in Coptic, of biblical, gnostic, and other old Christian writings
such as the Ac/a Paitli in the Heidelberg University Library

now being published by Carl Schmidt.

(b} The non-literary papyri also supply matter which

is of direct importance for the study of Christian anti

quity. This remark applies, to take one example, to

those documents ranging from the period of the

Ptolemies down to the late Ccesars which name

Jewish inhabitants of the most various places in Egypt
and thus contribute to our statistical knowledge of that

cosmopolitan Judaism which so powerfully affected the

spread of Christianity. Or again, those papyri which
enable us to settle the chronology of the prefect Munatius
Felix and thus to fix the date of an important work of

Justin Martyr s
( ATroXo^ia vtrep \pi&amp;lt;mavuv) ;

once

more, the famous Libelli of certain libellatici which have

reached us from the days of the Decian persecution are

highly important documents from a great period rich

in martyrs. Then, too, we have many private letters

of otherwise unknown Christians which have long been

published, but have never as yet received the attention

they are well entitled to claim. Even the legal docu
ments belonging to the Christian period contain in their

formulas, and occasionally also in details of their varied

1 The Louvre, Paris, possesses an as yet unedited fragment
of the Epistle of Jude.

2 About to be edited by the present writer.
3 So A. Harnack(.S\5^, 1898, 516-520). In Kenyon, Paleo

graphy, 137, the fragment is given as a portion of the Pastor
Hermie itself.
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contents, many fresh contributions towards the history
of Christianity.

In speaking in some detail of the importance these

5. Subsidiary
no&quot;-literary papyri have for the biblical

utility student, their value for Greek philology
in general and especially for the study

of the Greek OT and NT is what requires mention
first.

Until the papyri were discovered there were practically
no other contemporary documents to illustrate that phase
and form of the Greek language which comes before us
in the LXX and NT. In those writings, broadly,
what we have, both as regards vocabulary and mor
phology, and not seldom as regards syntax as well, is the
Greek of ordinary intercourse as spoken in the countries

bordering on the Mediterranean, not the artificial Greek
of the rhetoricians and litterateurs, strictly bound as it

was by technical rules. This language of ordinary life,

this cosmopolitan Greek, shows unmistakable traces of
a process of development that was still going on, and
in many characteristic respects differs from the older

dialects, as from the classical Attic. It is true that a
few extra-biblical specimens of this later Greek were not

wholly wanting ; there were for example inscriptions

dating from the period of the Diadochi and Roman
emperors, the vocabulary of which often shows surpris
ing affinities with that of the OT and the NT. Hardly
any attention was given to these, however, with the
result that a widespread opinion arose it may be
said to be the prevailing opinion even now that the
Bible or at least the NT is written in a special kind of
Greek called biblical or New Testament Greek.
Prof. F. Blass, as recently as 1894,

1 laid it down that
NT Greek is to be regarded as something by itself and
following laws of its own. This thesis is a factor of

great potency in exegesis, especially in that of the NT,
and at the same time a refuge and shelter for every
thing that is arbitrary and devoid of method. It will

not, however, be able to hold its ground long in presence
of the papyri. It is one of the pre-eminently valuable
results of the recent .finds -with which we may also

group the ostraka 2 and inscriptions, that they correlate
the Greek OT and NT with other contemporary texts,
and compel what used to be called Philologia Sacra
to become in the best sense of the word secular.

A few special points may be particularised.

(a) The papyri render possible a full realisation of
the fact that the LXX is an Egyptian book. The fact
itself of course is not new

; but it is by the unearthing of
these hundreds of leaves which we now possess, written
under the same sky, in the same air and at the same
time with the venerable Bible of the Jewish Dispersion
and of the most ancient Christianity, that we are able in

imagination to restore the book once more to its original
home. Every translation involves alteration. Luther s

Bible is a German Bible not merely because it is a
rendering in German but also because it could not pass
through the mediating mind and genius of its great
translator without receiving some impress of his per
sonality. So in like manner the LXX was not merely
a rendering into Greek, it is also an Egyptianisine of
the OT.

If in the MT of Gen. 50 2f. we read of physicians who
embalmed the body of Jacob and the translator has called them
embahners we see in this an added detail due to the influence

of their surroundings ; eira^cao-T&amp;gt;js was, as a papyrus datingfrom 99 B.C. informs us, the technical name for the functionary
whose business it was to embalm. 3 Or when D O p BN in Joel
1 20, and DV3 373 in Lam. 3 47 are rendered ai^e creis vSa.T&amp;lt;av we
have agam an Egyptianising trait : a papyrus of 258 B.C. shows
us that a&amp;lt;eo-is TOV iiSaros was the technical expression for the
freeing of water by opening the Nile sluices

; the translators
lead the Egyptian reader who knows no water-courses to think
of canals.*

1 Theol Lit.-Ztg. 19 [1894] 338.
U. VVilcken, Griechische Ostraka nits Aegypten u Nubien

vols., 1890. Cp Theol. Lit.-Ztg. 26 (igot) 65^3
Deissmann, BiMstudien, 117 (ET Bible Studies, 120 f.)*
Ib., of. cit. wff. (&ff.).
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(6) The papyri render possible a more accurate in

vestigation of the orthographical problems which come
before the editor of the canonical texts.

For copious illustrations on this point, see Deissmann, Neve
Bibelstudien, &amp;lt;)ff.(

= Bible Studies, i8i^C)and Moulton (Gram-
matical Notesfrom the Papyri, 31 Jf.; Notesfrom the Papyri,
281).

(c) The same remark applies to the morphological
problems (

Deissm. Neue Bibelstudien, 14ff., ET i86_^;
Moulton, Gramm. Notes,^ff.\ Notes, 281 /).

(d) The syntax also of the biblical texts is brought
into a clearer light (Deissm. op. cit. 22/. 194^! and
Moulton, op. cit. 282).
For instance, we know! from the NT of the manner of ex

pressing a distributive by a repetition of the cardinal number :

Kai.7Jpfo.TO atiTous an-oo-TeAAeii- Svo Svo (Mk. 67). This usage,
which we find Blass 2 still declaring to be Semitic, can be traced
hack to pre-Christian times : we find Svo Svo already in the LXX
(Gen. 7 15 and often 3

). The same usage survives in new Greek.
But Karl Dieterich 4 in adducing an instance from the long
interval between NT times and the period of the rise of the
New Greek from the Afophth. Pair. (500 A.D.) desiderates
some instance from inscriptions or papyri. An Oxyrhynchus
Papyrus (no. 121) now supplies the missing link: a certa
Isidorus writes to a certain Aurelius that he is to tie the twi
into bundles of three apiece (etW Sr/a~r] rpia rpia).

(e) Most notably of all is the Lexicon of the LXX and
NT enriched by the new discoveries. In this region the
unhistorical conception of biblical or New Testa
ment Greek characterised above is still very widely
prevalent. One of the main supports of such a con
ception has been the existence of so many biblical or
1 New Testament Hira.% elprmtva. These words, so it

is asserted, make it abundantly clear that the language
of every-day life was inadequate for the needs of the

apostolic preaching ; Christianity had to coin new words.
Now, it is of course self-evident, from the point of view
of scientific philology, that Christianity, like any other
new movement affecting civilisation, must have produced
an effect upon language by the formation of new ideas
and the modification of old ones. But we are not on
that account forthwith justified in isolating a biblical
or Christian Grascitas. Many of the so-called biblical

tt.ira.% dprjfdva are, as might have been conjectured
before, merely #7ra evprj/uLfva. which remained so only
until an inscription, a papyrus, or a passage formerly
overlooked happened to show the anxiously treasured

word-jewel to have been the property of profane*
Greek as well.

The following words still stand in the Lexica as special biblical

words, but as recent study informs us, are not so in point of
fact : dyaTTj), aKardycajo-Tos, aiTiArj/uirrajp, eAatiof, fvavri., ivd&amp;gt;-

niov, evdpe&amp;lt;7TOS, eutAaros, iepareuaj, /caSapuJw, xvpiaKo;, Aeirovp-
yticds, Aoyeia, i/eoc^vros, o&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;a\ij, 7rept6eftoi , aTrbn-epuac, Trpoo-euYiJ,
Truppdicr)?, o-iTo^erptoi , c^iAoTrptoTevw, &amp;lt;pean-dr&amp;gt;js.

5 This list

could even now be enlarged.

It is further to be observed that a large number of
words to which it has been customary

6 to give specifi

cally biblical or Christian special meaning can
now be shown to bear the same meaning also in con

temporary extra -biblical sources. In particular, the

category of lexical Hebraisms must, in the light of
the knowledge now available, be subjected to a careful
revision. 7

(f) There is yet another aspect of the value of the

papyri for the student of the OT and NT and of early

Christianity on which a word or two ought to be said :

their value, namely, as illustrating the character of a con
siderable part of the field in which the first missionaries
in the discharge of their world-mission first sowed their

seed. The men of the period of the fulness of the time
*

Gal. 44) are made to live again before our eyes in these

1 Cp Theol. Lit.-Ztg. 23 (1898) 63oyC
& Gramm. des NTlichen Griechisch, 141.
3 Winer-Liinemann, Gramm. des NTlichen Sprachidionu,

234, refers to /Esch. Pers. 981 : /oivpia /uvpia = Kara /ixvpidSat.
4 Untersuch. sur Gesch. der Griechischen Sprachc= Byzax-

tinisches Archiv, 1 188 (Leipsic, 1898).
5 The proofs will be found for the most part in Deissmann,

Bibelstiidien and Neue Bibelstudien.
6

See, for example, Hermann Cremer.
7 See art. Hellenistisches Griechisch in PREW 7627-639,

especially 637_/I
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priceless leaves

;
with their toil and their cares, their

farness from God and their yearning after him
;

especially the men of the middle and lower class, to

whom the gospel was chiefly addressed and amongst
whom it won its chief triumphs. If the Bible student

has more than a merely philological interest in what he

studies, and has an eye capable of discerning more than
the merely superficial aspects of things, he will find him
self a large gainer by the study of the papyri in all that

relates to the history of Christian religion and civilisation.

The value of such gain does not need to be insisted on
here
An excellent introduction to the study of the papyri will be

found in the little work of Ulrich Wilcken (Die grieckischen
Papyrusurkunden, 1897). For the palico-

6. Literature, graphy see F. G. Kenyon, Pal., 1899. For
the history of papyrus as writing-material

see K. Dziatzko, Untersuchungen iiber ausgeivahlte Kapitel
des antiken Buckivesens, 1900 : Th. Birt, Zur Gesch. d.

antiken Kuchw. in Centralblatt fur das Bibliothekswesen,
17 (1900) 545-565 ;

R. Wiinsch, Berliner philol. H ochenschriff,
21 (1901)684-592. The most careful account of the Papyri publi
cations and of the literature connected with them is that of Paul
Viereck ( Bericht iiber die altere Papyruslitteratur in Jahres-
ber. ii. d. portschritte tier classischen Alterthumsivissenschaft,
vol. 98 (1898), 8135-186, and Die Papyruslitteratur von den

7oer Jahren bis 1898 in the same work, vol. 102 (1899), 8244-
311). Everything further that may be required will be found in

1895, Neue BiMstudieti, 1897 ; both done into English by A.
Grieve in Bible Studies : contributions chieflyfrom Papyri and
Inscriptions to the history of the Language, the Literature,
and the Religion of Hellenistic Judaism and Primitive Chris

tianity, 1901). Further similar studies were given by J. H.
Moulton in Grammatical Notes from the Papyri in The
Classical Review, 15 (1901), 31-38 and in Notes from the

Papyri in The Expositor, April, 1901, 271-282. Cp also G. A.

De\Bf,mnnn,Diesfrachliche ErforschungdergriechischenBibel,
ihrgegenwdrtiger Stand und Hire A ufgaben, 1898.

G. A. D.

PARABLES. [The wide use of parable implied
in the EV of Nu. 23 7 (i^SO XB&quot;1, and he took up his parable )

1 Meaning s unfortunate. ^O (masal) is an elastic word,

of Word an^ w &quot; not kear a sms e rendering. It was a

pointed, versing speech that Balaam pronounced,
with the authority of a soothsayer, not a parable. What is a

parable&quot;? It is easier to define than masal, and yet a single
definition will hardly cover all phenomena. Konig, in his in

structive work, Stylistik, Rhetorik, Poetik in Bezug auf die

Biblische Litteratw (1900), defines it as a narrative whose sub

ject is personal but unnamed, and which is feigned in order to

present something [didactically important] with special vividness

(89). In this sense five sections of the OT are, according to him

parables, viz. 2 S. 12 1-4 \\(,f. i K. 20 39^ Is. 5 1-6 2824-28 (but
the last is no narrative). Ezekiel s parables are expressly

called D Wp (tnesallm) ; see Ezek. 2049 24 33, and though in

the latter passage the Tg. renders by i&quot;W3p,
a prophecy,&quot; there

can be no doubt that 24 3/1-5 is virtually a narrative ; the

commands are given to an unnamed person, who is of course

supposed to carry them out. Parabolic actions do in fact come
as close as possible to narratives ; 24 3^-5 may fitly be grouped
with 824^-26, and4i_/?: (see EZKKIEL, BOOK OF, 9). It is

worth noticing that the Syriac mathla, which exactly corresponds
to masal, is used for

jrap&amp;lt;^oAij
in Mt. 13 18 31 33, etc., 21 45 Mk.

4 2, etc., Lk. 5 36 6 39 14 7 etc., and the use of 9tJ O in this sense

is frequent in the Talmud. It is not, however, of the OT parables,
nor yet of those of the Talmud, that the reader will be thinking
when he turns to the present article, but of those of the NT,
with which, if opportunity permitted, it would be helpful to

compare the highly original parables (e.g., those of the sower
and the mustard-seed) of the Buddhist literature.]

The word parable occurs twice in the NT
(
Heb.

9g and 11 19) in a sense almost synonymous with type,

_ or antitype, or figure the lesser thing or
^ event whereby some greater future thing or

event is foreshadowed. Abraham by faith receives back

in a parable his son Isaac whom he has offered in

sacrifice, that is to say, he receives him as a prophecy
of the risen Christ ; and the tabernacle was but a

parable of the time that is now, a type of the era of

salvation. In both passages TrapafioMi is used as a

terminus technicus of that artificial exegesis which by
application of an allegorising method discovered a new
and deeper meaning in the persons and events of the

OT : comp. Gal. 4 21 ff., where Hagar and Sarah,
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without any implied denial of their historical existence

as wives of Abraham, are understood as signifying

respectively the covenant of Sinai, of which the essence

is bondage, and the new covenant with its heavenly
freedom.
The remaining passages of the NT where the word

parable occurs are all in the Synoptic Gospels : Mk. 4

3 Parables of
Mt &quot; 13 Lk

&quot; 8 make U clear that these

the SynoptiBt8.r
angel

V
StS

/
e^rded

,

the P &quot;*1 &quot;&quot;

J v form of teaching largely used by
Jesus. Twenty utterances three common to all and
two common to two are expressly called parables

by the Synoptists ; but the omission of the designa
tion in connection with other similar utterances is only
accidental : some interpreters have chosen to find as

many as 100 parables in the gospels, and even a
cautious enumeration brings the number up to about

60. Alike in compass and in character they vary

greatly; from the short saying, such as (Lk. 423)

Physician heal thyself, up to the story of the Prodigal
Son, contained in twenty-two verses of Lk. 15, all sorts

are represented.
The element they possess in common, according to

the evangelists, is their figurative, metaphorical character,
.. . ,

the fact that they signify something
4. hvangelists different S0mething deeper, than the
conception. words at first sight convey, that,

accordingly, like the allegory taken up in Gal. 4 ?\ff.,

they need an explanation, a key. An example of such

explanation is offered in Mk. 4i4^ Mt. 13i8^ Lk.

%\\ff., in connection with the parable of the sower,

according to which the seed is the word of God, those

by the wayside are the hearers out of whose hearts Satan

snatches away that which has been sown as soon as it

has been heard, and so forth. Still more striking is the

interpretation of the parable of the tares which is given
at the disciples request, Mt. 13 37^: : the sower is the

son of man, the field is the world, the good seed are the

children of the kingdom, etc.
;

trait after trait in the

parable is referred back to its true meaning which lies

concealed behind the words when taken literally.

Exactly the same thing is intended in Jn. 162529 where

Jesus is represented as speaking to his disciples in

similitudes (tv Trapoiftiau), and as indicating that frank

utterance is reserved for a coming time
;
the similitude

(wapoi/j-ia) of Jn. 106 (of the door and the shepherd),
as also the figure of the vine and the branches (15 iff. ),

are regarded by the fourth evangelist as identical in

nature with the parables of the synoptists. It is worth

noticing, however, that, according to him, Jesus em

ployed this form of figurative speech in speaking to his

disciples; whilst, according to Mk. 4 Mt. 13 Lk. 8, it

was exclusively reserved for the unresponsive masses

without a parable spake he not unto them but when

they were alone he explained all to his disciples (Mk.

434) ; the parable is of the nature of a riddle spoken so

that it may not be too easily understood, it is intended

to hinder conversion in fact, to harden (Mk. 4n/. ).

Mt. after his fashion finds this purpose already indicated

prophetically in Is. 69_/Iand, of parabolic speech generally, in

Ps. 18 2 ; but he cannot express its hardening tendency more

bluntly than it had already been expressed in Mk.
It is plain, however, that we have to do here with an

artificial construction [cp GOSPELS, 128^, col. 1866].
In fact there survive in Mk. 4 33 traces of

another view, however Mk. himself may
purpose. haye uncjerstood the words : with many

such words spake he the word to them as they were

able to hear it, that is to say, by means of the parable

he condescends to make it easier for them to understand

the mysteries of the kingdom of heaven. Indeed, the

evangelists are betrayed into self-contradiction, for they

by no means represent Jesus as speaking to the masses

of the people only in parables ; see, among other

instances, Mt. 6-723; further, according to Mt. 21 45,

for example, the high priests and Pharisees, who surely

deserved no better treatment than the common people,
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are represented as having understood the parables

that were addressed to them ; and, lastly, Jesus often

enough avails himself of the parable within the circle

of his disciples, as, for example, even in Mt. 1844^
47 ff. ; and no more, in those cases, than in Mk. 219-22

where he seeks to justify his disciples for their omission

of the observance of fasting, can it have been his pur

pose to conceal his meaning. Moreover it is inconceiv

able that Jesus who, in the parable of the sower,

whilst recognising the existence of very different kinds

of hearers, sees among them none who ought to be

unable to understand at all, should have desired thus

rigidly to exclude the masses from salvation the

masses who flocked to him so eagerly for the word,

who, moreover, according to Mt. 21 46 held him for a

prophet (so ardently, that the Pharisees out of fear

of them were compelled to hesitate in their plans for

his death), and (Mt. 22 33) were astonished at his

doctrine it is inconceivable that he should have so

desired when, as we read in Mk. 634, moved by com

passion for the sheep having no shepherd, he began to

teach them many things.

If, however, the evangelist s conception of the end

for which the parables of Jesus were used must be

f S ven UP as unhistorical, so also, along
6. Nature 01

with ^ must we aDanciori their views
the parables. of the nature of these parables.

If Jesus did not make use of parables with the sole purpose
of veiling his meaning, but rather precisely in order to make it

clear, elucidating new truth by means of the familiar and com

monly known, then the parable does not belong to the same

region of things as the allegory, where an interpretation is

requisite, but comes under the same category as the similitude

and the fable ;
it is, as the etymological meaning of the word

implies, that form of speech in which two statements or series

of statements, resembling one another yet drawn from distinct

spheres of observation, are laid alongside of one another.

The parable, in fact, is an amplified comparison.
When Jesus (Mt. 10 16) said, be ye wise as serpents,

or (17 20) spoke of having faith as a grain of mustard

seed, it was not to set his hearers a-searching for some

deeper occult meaning of the words serpent or

mustard seed, but only to bring these familiar images

^ vividly before their minds so that, thus helped, their

imagination might be better able to realise the amount
of wisdom and the degree of faith he meant to suggest.

If in-Mk. 1924, in order to give a vivid impression of the

difficulty the rich man has to overcome in entering the

kingdom of God, Jesus hyperbolicallycompares it with the

difficulty of a camel (see CAMEL, 5) in passing through
the eye of a needle, it is precisely in the same manner
and with the same effect that in Mk. 1828^ he uses the

parable of the fig tree ;
the certainty with which the

observer is able to conclude from the appearance of the

young and tender shoots of the fig tree that summer is

coming, is paralleled by the certainty with which we may
be sure that the signs of the coming parousia will be

followed immediately by the parousia itself. It is not

meant that the parousia is like summer, or that the

tender shoots of the fig tree have any resemblance to

the troubles of the last days ;
the point is that the

symptoms of the coming irresistibly lead to the coming
itself ; the law with which every one is familiar in its

relation to summer ought to be applied also with

reference to the parousia. A similitude and half

the gospel parables are simply similitudes is simply
consideration of one thing or one aspect, extended by
way of comparison to the relation of two things or

aspects. It is not necessary that the two halves of

a comparison, both of which require to be understood,

should each of them admit of being in every case

elaborated with scrupulous minuteness.
In Mk. 2

17 it is true that the proposition enforced namely, that

Jesus came into the world not for the righteous but for sinners

falls into exact parallelism with the corresponding proposition
that the physician exists not for those who are well, but for

those who are ill. But for Mk. 2 19 one must first go to v. 18

for the parallel to the thesis about the children of the bride-

chamber not fasting as long as the bridegroom is with them ;
in the

two parables of the old cloth on the new garment and of the
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new wine a\so(vv. 21 f.), it is left to the reader himself to exercise

his own intelligence in finding out why the folly of patching a
new garment with an old rag is brought thus vividly before him.

Sometimes there is simply a general indication of a

sphere of things wherein the course of events is similar

and where similar laws prevail, as, for example, the

familiar sphere of husbandry (Mk. 426/1 : the kingdom
of God is as if a man, etc.; Mk. 43o/. : whereto shall

we liken it? It is like a grain, etc.
)
where the formulas

that are used indicate clearly enough the simple point
of comparison that lies at the root of the parable.

Again, a large number of the parables of Jesus are in

narrative form e.g. , Mk. 4s (the sower), Mk. \ i\ff.

(the wicked husbandmen), and especially
7. Narrative

parables.
some of those which are peculiar to

Lk. (15-19). These last, indeed,

admit of being classed by themselves as a separate

group ; they are exactly what in profane literature are

usually called fables. The desire for visual presenta
tion here goes one step farther than in the ordinary
similitude ;

the law which is represented in the latter as

being, within its own field, of general validity, is in the

other case individualised, in the living form of a story that

makes a deeper impression ;
it is set forth in a concrete

instance which helps it to carry conviction to the mind

in the higher sphere of religious truth.

Here the parable does not speak of old wine or new bottles in

general, but of a certain father who had two sons, and who

passed through certain experiences which are described, of a
certain nobleman who went into a far country and handed over

his monies to be managed for him by his servants in his absence,
and so forth. Here again the nobleman, his talents, his servants,
and the rest, do not mean anything different from what the

words ordinarily convey, but the same judgment as we are led

to form on hearing the story we are called on to extend to

similar conditions of things in the religious sphere ; from the

lower we must learn to ascend to the higher truth.

A special variety of this second form of parable is

represented in four examples in Lk. : the Good Samaritan

(1030^!), the Foolish Rich Man
8. Illustrative

(12l6 /:), the Rich Man and Lazarus
instances.

(
! 6 19j^ ) ,

the Pharisee and the Publican

(18g^). Like the others they are narratives ; but here

the narrative moves from the beginning on the higher

religious and ethical plane, the laws of which are to be

set forth ;
the story is itself an instance of the propo

sition to be demonstrated. Here there is neither

comparison nor allegory, there is no laying alongside

of two things that they may be compared ;
if we are

precluded from using the word parable we must call

them illustrative instances which establish an abstract

religious or ethical truth by the evidence of a concrete

case. But any one finding parabolic stories in which

the comparison with the higher reality was entirely left

to the imagination of the readers placed in close juxta

position with illustrative instances which in outward

form are not distinguishable from them (cp Lk. 15 11-32

and Lk. 189^) might very easily regard the two sorts

as identical.

The frequent omission of the second half of the

parable the half in which the precise mystery of the

__. , . kingdom of heaven which it sets forth is

istaken
explicitly defined also explains why it

exegesis. wag that the character and object of the

parables of Jesus was so early misunderstood. Men
found it impossible to imagine that the Saviour of

the world should have indulged in long narratives

drawn from the events of everyday life, and even

narratives of the triumph of unrighteousness if only it is

associated with cleverness (Lk. \&if.}, almost (it
would

appear) for mere purposes of entertainment, or that he

should have seriously directed the thoughts of men to

such trifling matters. With him, it was thought, every

word ought to speak of the kingdom of heaven, and of

the way to everlasting life. In this way a second mean

ing came to be attached to his parabolic utterances ;

they were allegorised so that they no longer .(in spite of

the words) spoke of husbandry or fishing, but of God
and his word ;

that which in the intention of the speaker
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was to be suggested by them and thought of in con
nection with them, was actually introduced into them.

Having thus been turned into dark and mysterious
utterances, they now had assigned to them quite a
different purpose from that which they had fulfilled

when they were used as aids to clear understanding and
to conviction : the purpose, namely, of concealing the
truth from the uninitiated.

By this misapprehension endless difficulties for the

understanding of the parables were created ; the history
of the exegesis of the gospels from the earliest antiquity
downwards to the present day hardly anywhere shows
so great confusion, and so immense a variety of inter

pretations, as it does in the case of the parables.
Whilst some interpreters, following the example of interpreta

tion (which is due to the evangelist only) given in Mt. 1837^,
exercised all their ingenuity in discovering in a rigorously con
sistent manner the deeper meaning of even the smallest detail

as, for example, in Lk. 15 22, to find the spiritual significance
of the robe, the ring, and the shoe the exegetic tact of others
perceives the futility of such an undertaking and contents itself
with giving the meaning of the essential features

;
but in

doing so the parable is made a bizarre and inartistic mixture of
literal and figurative speech.

1

Here again, as in so many other points, it is

possible for us to reject the synoptists view of the

10 Genuine-
niatter anc* vet retam our confidence in

the trustworthiness of their tradition.

That they have handed down to us fully
and without alteration the parables as spoken by Jesus
is indeed a proposition that no one will venture to

maintain. That there must have been at least some
alteration is conclusively shown by the variations ob
served in the parallel traditions preserved by different

evangelists: for example, in Lk. 154^ as compared
with Mt. 18 12/:, or in Lk. 19 12^. as compared with
Mt. 25 i\ff. The very fact, however, that the parables,
as given by the evangelists, have retained so much that

is absolutely incompatible with their theory about them,

proves conclusively how conservative has been the

evangelists treatment of the materials lying to their

hand
; the same thing is evidenced by the admirable

clearness, the lively and vivid naturalness, which

distinguish the gospel parables as soon as they are

correctly apprehended, and cleared of some accretions
due to those through whom they have been handed
down. Most of them unmistakably declare themselves
to be creations of a unique originality, and what makes
them of very special importance for us is that almost

throughout they bear unmistakable evidence of genuine
ness, and thus tell us with no uncertain voice that which

lay nearest to the very heart of Jesus.
Among older exegetes the palm for textual elucidation is

carried off by Chrysostom, Calvin, and the Jesuit Maldonatus.
Of recent monographs the following may be

11. Literature, mentioned. (German) : F. L. Steinmeyer,
Die Parabeln des Herrn, 1884 (strongly

allegorising, but original) ; F. Gobel, Die P. Jesu methodised
ausgelegt, 1879-80 (steers an intermediate course) ; A. Jiilicher,
Die Gleichnisreden Jesu, i.(2i [generally] 1890; ii. [expository],
1899. (Dutch) : C. E. Van Koetsveld, De Gelijkenissen van den
Zaligmaker, 1869, 2 vols. fol. (an exposition distinguished by
learning and fineness of conception, but unfortunately without
criticism of the evangelical tradition). (English): E. Greswell,
An Exposition of the Parables of our Lord, 5 vols, 1834^
(vast accumulation of materials) ; R. C. Trench, Notes on the
Parables of our Lord^), 1841 ; (

14
I, 1880 (very able, but does

not keep within the limits itself lays down) ; A. B. Bruce, 77?*
Parabolic Teaching of Christ, 1882 (sounder in exegesis than
Trench, yet hardly clear enough in principle). A. T.

PARACLETE. The word TTAP&K\HTOC is met with,
in the NT, only in the Johannine writings (Jn. 141626
15 26 16 7 i Jn.2i).

In Job 162 Aq. and Theod. use it to render Cri3C, while has

napa.K\riT&amp;lt;ap (see below 3) ; and in Zach. 1 13 renders cin: by
irapa/cArjTKtos.

1 B. Weiss, in his commentaries on Mk. and Mt. (1872, 1876)
was the first to break with this method in principle ; but un
fortunately he failed to see clearly enough the impossibility of
holding to the theory of a hardening tendency as applied to a
form of speech which was expressly designed to make the

subject-matter plainer.
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From its form/cp (cArjTos, exAeicTos) the word can only have a

passive meaning^ called in, summoned to help. The Itala
translates advocatus, and in classical Greek it

1. The term, does not occur in the LXX it usually signifies
one who defends before the judgment* seat, the

counsel for the defence ; it has even found its way into the Targum
and into Talmudic Hebrew. One of the examples of its use in
the Targum is specially interesting, because it suggests a point
of contact between the NT expression and a late portion of the
OT. In the speech of Elihu (a late insertion in a late book
see JOB [Boon] 12), we find that in order to produce repentance,
and so to redeem a man from going down to the pit, a special
angelic agency is required that of a mediator or inter

preter
! (Job 33 2$f.). For this interpreter the Targum has

- =
ap&quot;K

A )To). The opposite agent in the Talmud is

In i Jn. 2 1 the rendering advocate for Tra/sd/cX^ros is

demanded by the context : if any man sin (and so has

2 Usa.se
exPosed himself to the condemnation of the

* divine Judge), we have an advocate with
the Father, one to speak for us, even Jesus Christ the

righteous ;
and he is a propitiation for our sins a mode

of representation that would very naturally present itself

as soon as the idea of the atoning death of Jesus, along
with that of his return to the right hand of the Father,
had begun to bear its fruit in the consciousness of
believers.

In the Fourth Gospel, however, it is not Christ who is

designated as the Paraclete
;
on the contrary, Christ dis

tinguishes the Paraclete in the clearest possible way from
himself as well as from the Father

; the word there is a
name (of which no further explanation is given) for the

Spirit of Truth, or the Holy Spirit, which the exalted
Redeemer is to send to his disciples from the Father
i. e.

, from the place where the Father is
(
who cometh

forth from the Father, 1526 167), or, otherwise, whom
the Father is to bestow on the disciples, at his inter

cession and in his name, as an enduring possession.
This Spirit the world will be unable either to see or to
know

;
unlike the Son he will descend unseen, and his

remaining with the disciples is more precisely spoken of
as an indwelling in their hearts (14 17). His work as

spirit of truth, it could not be otherwise is to testify of
Christ (1626), to bring to the remembrance of the dis

ciples all the words of Christ, and to instruct them in all

things ;
in other words, to carry on Christ s work un

interruptedly during the period that intervenes between
his lifting up and their final reunion with him

; indeed,
to bring that work to perfection on a higher level

according to 1613 to lead the disciples into all truth

inasmuch as Jesus, while with them, out of consideration
for their weakness had been compelled to leave much
unsaid (1612). The counterpart of his exalted work in

the disciples is that which he exercises towards the

world, where he has the function of an eX^xxwy (AV
reprove, RV convict

)
which he executes in three

decisive points sin, righteousness, judgment. A further

indication of the magnificence of the part assigned to

the Paraclete in the Fourth Gospel is given in
&quot;]$&amp;gt;/.

although the use of the name is there avoided.

Why now does this Holy Spirit, through whom,
though dependent on the Son as well as on the Father,

3. Interpre- !

he w rk of
.

God in
,

be
.

lievers is to **

tat on brought to its completion, receive the

name of Paraclete? The evangelist
cannot merely have taken over the name from some
source or other without further consideration as to its

meaning; in 14i6, the place where it first occurs, he

speaks of him as another Paraclete
; this does not

necessarily imply that he wished to keep the title of

irapd.K\7)Ts for Christ also, but he must have meant
at least that this other Paraclete was now to begin
discharging in a fuller measure the functions of a

ira.pa.K\T)Tos towards the disciples, whose fear is that thej
are about to be left orphans. In this there is not any
idea of a vicarious presence of Jesus, any more than

1 See Delitzsch, Hiob^-1, 441 ; Cheyne, Job and Solomon, 44./C

[See Jon (BOOK), 12, col. 2484. Whatever the original reading
may have been, the author of the present reading thought of an

angelic Paraclete.]
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there is of his being God s representative with men :

God never needs any advocate or spokesman. Older

and better grounded is the interpretation of TrapdK\-r)Tos

as meaning Comforter, or more generally, Exhorter,
1 one whose office is

ira.pa.K\ria&amp;lt;.s.
In the farewell dis

courses of the Master the reference to a Comforter as

about to be sent would be indeed appropriate, and

from Origen onwards many Greek exegetes have advo

cated this interpretation. Since Aquila and Theodotion

actually substitute for the TrapaKXijropes of Job 162 wapd-

K\r)Toi, it seems to be made out that in late Greek usage
the lexical impossibility involved that of taking wapd-

K\7]Tos actively, just as if it were
irapa.Ka\(*&amp;gt;v

had

actually become possible. We have no reason, how
ever, for expecting to find in Jn. any other meaning
of the word TrapaKXrjros than that which it has elsewhere.

It is indeed true that in no place does he point at the

work of the Spirit as being to defend believers in the

judgment,
1 in the manner in which we find this attri

buted to the son in i Jn. 2i ; but just as the Latin

Advocatus often occurs in a more generalised sense as

equivalent to helper or protector, we find similar

instances also in the case of wapd/cA^ros ;
in Philo, who

frequently makes use of the word, it is sometimes to be

taken in the broader and sometimes in the narrower

sense (see Hatch, Essays in Biblical Greek, 1889,

p. 82 f. ) ; in De mundi opif. 6, the only feasible

meaning is even something like instructor, adviser.

Just so is the word employed in the gospel ;
in place

of the Son about to return to the Father, the seemingly
forsaken disciples are to receive the patronus, the

helper /car Qo-^v, the spirit of truth, who will take

them up and lead them on, in the struggle for light and
life, step by step, from victory to victory.

2 A. J.

PARADISE
Expressions ( i).

Method of inquiry ( 2).

Ezekiel s Eden ( 3).

Is. 14 4-20 ( 4).

Gen. 2y: ;
text ( 5).

Jerahmeel story ( 6).

&quot;Jame Eden ( 7).

Babylonian theories ( 8).

Eden in Jerahmeel ( 9).

Gunkel s theory ( 10).
The two trees

;
the serpent ( 1 1).

Babylonian illustrations ( 12).

Object of present story ( 13).

Jerahmeel story ( 6). Object of original myth ( 14).
Name Eden ( 7). Influence of story on Jews ( 15).

Literature ( 16).

The Hebrew Pardes, DTjB (Syr. pardaisd, Gk.

TT&p&amp;lt;\AeiCOc) is from Old Pers. pairidacza, an en

closure, a place walled in {see Justi, Handbuch der

Zendsprache}.
The word occurs in Neh. 28 Cant. 4 13 Eccles. 2 5 in the sense

of park ;
in irapa&. =|3, garden (see GARDEN, begin.).

Evidently napaS. suggested the idea of
1. Expressions, abundance of water (cp Ecclus. 24 30 f. ;

Susan. is[Theod.]); the tree of life and the
water of life naturally go together. On the occurrence of the

1 B. W. Bacon (JJ3L, 1896, pp. 64 ff.) thinks that n-apaicA. in

Jn.1526 (the first occurrence of the word, according to his

theory of the displacement of Jn. 14) may have the ordinary
sense of an advocate, or helper, before a human tribunal. He
regards Jn. 15 18-164 as a recast or paraphrase of Mt. 1016-25.
In the opposition which the Church will encounter from the
world in her witnessing for Christ, she will be assisted by a
divine Paraclete, who will testify of Jesus ; for it is not ye
that speak, but the spirit of your Father which speaketh in

you (Mt. 1020).
2 Following up a suggestion of Gunkel, Zimmern (in Vatcr,

So/in, u. Fttrsprecher in der babylonischen Gottesvorstellung,
1896 ; see especially p. 13, n. i) has recently raised the question
whether the Jewish-Christian doctrine of the Paraclete may not
contain elements of Oriental speculation ; he recalls what the

Babylonian fire-god does, acting as the advocate of men at the
instance of Ea and Marduk. It is to be remarked, however,
that the idea of a heavenly being engaging in the work of
intercession for men is of such wide diffusion (see, e.g., Job 33 24,

quoted already, which certainly looks like a purely Jewish
passage) that we cannot take the Babylonian Nusku as its

source ; and, moreover, in the Fourth Gospel no intercessory
function is attributed to the Paraclete. The name Paraclete, at

any rate, will certainly not be of Babylonian origin ; Jn. s

employment of it is sufficiently explained, if explanation is

needed, from his acquaintance with Philo or with the Philonic

theology ; in Philo, however, it occurs (Vit, Mas. 814), not as
the designation of a third person in the Godhead, but as a

predicate alongside of rcAetoTaros TT) aperrji vcos, which re
minds us only of i Jn. 2 1.
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word pardesu in Assyrian, see PSBA, Dec. 1896; ZA 6290,
and on the late non-literary Greek usage, cp Deissmann,
Bibelstudien, 146. At the present day, TO napaSitri is still the

popular term for the valley descending southward from the
sacred hill-forest at Idalion in Cyprus (Ohnefalsch-Richter,
Kypros, no).
A paradise is properly a garden or orchard

;
but

we shall here restrict ourselves to what we may quite

simply and naturally call the mythical Paradise, a belief

in which sprang up ages before the birth of history, and
the significance of which is independent of historical

criticism. There are many mythic paradises ; the

region in which that of the Hebrews was located bears
the name of py, Eden, Gen. 28 io4i6 (eSe/u.

1

).
Hence

Paradise itself is called
pjrja,

the garden of Eden,

2is (TrapdSetcros), 823 /. (irapad. TTJS Tpv&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;TJs,
so

&amp;lt;S

L

in 2is), Ezek. 8635 (KTJTTOS rp.), Joel23 (ir. rp.}, or

more shortly jiy, Eden, Is.5l3 (irapdd.), Ezek. 2813

31 9 16 18
(i) rpixferi). In Ecclus. 40 27 the Heb. text says

that the fear of God is like Eden a blessing i.e. , full

of blessing (.ina pjn)-
We also find Paradise described

by the phrases (DTI^N) rn,T&quot;[a,
the garden of Yahwe

(or of God
),

Gen. 13 10 Is. 51 3 Ezek. 28 13 ;
and the

holy mountain of God, Ezek. 2814.
Sound critical method requires us to begin by ascertain

ing the form or forms of the Hebrew tradition, and in

&amp;lt; -mr iv j r order to do this we must examine the
2. Method of , . ,

classical passages respecting Paradise in
&quot; ** Ezekiel and in Genesis. We can build

to some extent on what has been already said in other

articles (see CHERUB, 2, 6
; CREATION, 20

;

DELUGE, 17), and here as elsewhere the amount of

reference to modern scholars and investigators is no
measure of our obligations to them for stimulus and
instruction. It has been necessary, however, to do all

the critical work afresh from the first. A mere register
of what is stated in books is not illuminative

;
in a

continually advancing study we cannot be bound by
authorities.

At the point which we have now, as a body of workers,
reached, an enlargement of our methods is enforced upon us.

It is our slowness to act upon this which is almost the chief
hindrance to our progress in biblical study. Old methods,
where sound, must not indeed be renounced, but new methods
must be applied, and that on an extensive scale (to avoid hasty
conclusions), for it must be confessed that even critics whom
one could not justly call unmethodical, have often gone astray
through relying too much on a single method, and deciding
questions before the whole body offacts layspread out before them.

(a) As to Ezekiel. In certain very remarkable

passages of this prophet,
2 two royal personages are

p , . ,, stated to have been (metaphorically) in
3. tzemeis

,

deni the garden of Elohim -_tne wise
lbaen

and wealthy king of Tyre (28i2/) and

Pharaoh, king of Egypt (318/. 111618). Why this

metaphorical description is selected for these two kings
is not clear. The king of Egypt, in particular, seems

misplaced there, for the Jews cannot be supposed to

have known that the Egyptians had their own very full

conception of the supernal Paradise,
3 and geographic

ally the OT Paradise is specially Asiatic. And why
too should it be said that the king (or prince, as

he is strangely called in 282) of Tyre was perfect in

wisdom (w. 3-5 7 12 17)? The explanation we can offer

is one which would be very surprising if there were not

parallels for it both in the prophetic and in the narrative

books. The prophecies in Ezek. 26-32 have probably
been edited by some later writer than Ezekiel, and made
to refer to Tyre and Egypt, whereas originally they
referred to the king (or prince) and people of the

N. Arabian Musri. 4 The case is precisely similar to

1 Cp a^eipcoi/, OT3N \ ai8a/j., JJV
M .

2 Cp the commentaries of Smend, Bertholet, Kraetzschmar ;

also Toy s Hebrew Text and new translation in SBOT. See
also Gunkel s Sckofifung und Chaos, 146 ; Genesis, -$of.

3 The Field of lalu (see Maspero, Dawn of Civ. 168, i8oy.,
183, 196).

4 is has been altered from
&quot;ISO,

and D lV? should be pointed
D &quot;1!&amp;gt;D see MIZKAIM, PATHROS.
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that of Jer. 46-51, and (as we shall see) to that of

Gen. 2 io- 14, as in Critica Biblica we shall develop at

some length. We can now understand the wisdom
ascribed to the divinely favoured king in Ezek. 28.

The Misrites, like the Edomites, enjoyed a high reputa
tion for wisdom ;

to say that Solomon was wiser than

the Jerahmeelites and the Misrites was the highest

possible eulogy
*
(r K.43o). Of course in his original

perfectness the king of Missur was just as exceptionally
wise as Solomon

;
he was indeed the equal of the

sons of God
;

for he dwelt in the mountain and

garden of Elohim (see CHKRUB, 2). No Baby
lonian monarch could be more conscious of his super
natural privileges than this king. There he walked
to and fro in his holiness, like the first man before

he yielded to temptation. His guilty acts,&quot; however,
or, more precisely, his unrighteous traffic here we

pass from allegory into history offended Yahwe, and
the cherub (the mythic allegory resumed) which guarded
the sacred mountain and its precious stones, destroyed
him, by casting him, like the Etana of a Babylonian
legend (see ETHAN), with his holiness profaned

2 to

the lower earth ; or, to leave mythology, a fire came
forth from the very midst of his kingdom which con

sumed him.

To understand this passage it will be well to com
pare it with Is. 144-20, which, as is pointed out else-

... where, 3 refers not to some Babylonian
or Assyrian king but to the king of

Jerahmeel in X. Arabia, by whom in the Chaldaean

period the Jews were oppressed. Tn v. 12 this king is

called, not Lucifer or the daystar, but Jerahmeel,
1 4

and the mount of congregation (ti io ~n i.e.
,
the

mountain of Elohim) where he claims to dwell, but

from which (cp Ezek. 28 16) he shall be cast out, is

described as being pss n2T3 i-e., probably, in the

recesses of Safon (Safan) which seems to have been a
name nearly equivalent to Missur (the ethnic belonging
to it is 6V/bwz = Sefani) ; cp SHAPHAN, ZAPHON,
ZKPHANIAH. It is not impossible that a very unlikely

phrase in Ezek. 2814 (EV, thou art, or wast, the

anointed cherub that covereth
)

5
should, by critical

emendation, be read (thy dwelling was) in the recesses

of Cusham [see CUSH, 2] ; thy throne (thou exaltest).

See further Crit. Bib. It may be noted here that a particular

phrase (C S 3^2) which at first sight appears destructive of

the above hypothesis is corrupt. Any one can see this in Ezek.
28 2, where I sit in a seat of God in the heart of the seas
cannot be right. But if one passage in the group is corrupt,
all the other passages are so too i.e., the original prophecy
became corrupt in one place, and because it suited the editor s

interest to read Tyre for Missur, he harmonised the other

passages (27 4
s 25 27 28 s) with it. The original reading most

1 In i K. 4 30 Solomon is said to have been wiser than the
sons (son?) of Jerahmeel (see MAHOL, SOLOMON). In Ezek.
28 3 (emended text) we read, Behold, thou art wiser than

Jerahmeel ; (even) those of Halusah cannot reach thee

(j;iN*;r X
1

? c ns^n ^Ksrryp nnx cjn njn). Cornill s correction

C Hpin, magicians, is brillant, but n itself is a suspicious

word. Kraetzschmar keeps MT s DWD 73, but emends ?;?2J?

into *i S
s

J?, which is not very plausible. A historical key was
wanted for a satisfactory emendation. Halusah (see ISAAC, i,

ZIKLA( I) was a city in the Negeb renowned in the Jerahmeelite
and Hebrew religious legends.

- Read
&quot;Bnp

(? 18) with Toy.
3 The view given in ISAIAH ii., 9 (9), with which the views

of Marti and Dillm.-Kittcl may be compared, plausible and
reasonable as it is, needs rectification. The passage thus
becomes a member of a large group of passages, the obscurities

of which can now for the first time be fully removed. See
Crit. Bib.

4 Read ^NSrrV or V^ .T I see LUCIFER.
5 O covering cherub

(?&amp;gt;. 16, EV) is due to an absurd error of
the text. 2 K J3N THD 131DH is a corruption of 33^ -jrnDp
t&amp;gt; N&amp;gt; thy coverings were stones of fire i.e., precious stones

; this

is a repetition of the clause at the end of v. 14 (a similar cor

rection).
6 In 274 Cornill most wisely reads rfall for MT s T^13J,

but omits the corresponding correction S3I3, for 393&amp;gt;
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probably was D ri?K 7313, in the mansion of God, except in

288, where we must read ^K ?3?D /MCTTV rHOni, and thou
shall die, O Jerahmeel, (cast out) from the mansion of God.
There is also corruption in Is. 148, which in its original form
referred probably to the songs of the cities of Benjamin, which
had suffered so greatly from the raids of the Cherethites (i.e.,

Rehobothites), a section of the Jerahmeelites.

This form of the Paradise-story is remarkable for

its mention of the divine mountain in Eden with its

garden or grove (on the summit?) and its stones ot

fire
1

(i.e., precious stones; see CHKRUB, 2, n. 2),
also from its affirmation of the original blamelessness ol
the man who dwelt in Eden. This important feature
of the story may perhaps refer to the time when the
Kenites were the tutors of the Israelites in the worship
of Yahwe (see MOSES, 14). The unrighteous
traffic by which the Misrite king provoked Yahwe may
be the traffic in Israelite slaves captives of war (Am.
lg, reading -ijtp

for -is). Plainly the garden of Eden
was, according to Ezekiel, in the Jerahmeelite land i.e. ,

in X. Arabia.

(b) As to Genesis. The writer of Gen. 24^-8 assumed
that the original occupation of man was agriculture ;

*

5 Gen 2 f
^ut m ^ 4*~ 7 ^e iniag nes a time before

text examined. |he
commencement of agriculture, and

he is apparently indebted to an older
and fuller narrative which began with a description,

only slightly exaggerated, of the physical phenomena
witnessed by the first colonists of Babylonia (see col.

949). Gunkel, it is true, thinks that the mention of
bushes (n*v) and herbs (ivy) in v. 5 points specially

to Palestine. But rnis-n n ty is almost certainly a cor

ruption
- of Tsn, grass (cp Is. 156 ; Ps. 37 2). Grass

and herbs the only natural parallels are as ap
propriate in Babylonia as in Palestine, while -IN (if

rightly explained as = Bab. edit flood 3
)
must come

directly from a Babylonian story. Instead of pNrqe,
from the earth, we should perhaps with Haupt read

.vSy, upon the earth
;

4 so the full Babylonian

colouring is restored.
Like Holzinger (see below) the present writer was once

inclined to read
|

J? for IN (, Pesh., Vg., actually render

fountain ), and fin for nOiKH. He rejected this solution,

however, (i) because the explanation given on col. 949 (not
considered by Holz.) is perfectly valid, (2) because he hopes to
have made it probable that the substratum of ?&amp;gt;v. 10-14 is not

secondary, and (3) for the reason mentioned above. Holzinger
thinks that the mention of the want of rain and of the drenching
flood (IN) side by side is incongruous. If there was a flood,

plants would surely have appeared. But such an excessive
flood as is supposed was a poor substitute for orderly rain, and
it is admitted on col. 949 that water-plants must have appeared
for a time in short, the description is not without some mythic
exaggeration.

Of course, something which the narrator has omitted
must be supplied mentally ;

the flood spoken of
must have been subjugated by Yahwe before he planted
the garden or park in Eden, and we should expect a
reference (such as we find in one of the Babylonian
myths

5
)
to the setting of the streams in their places.

We have now to study the great geographical enigma
in 2 10-14. The passage is rendered thus in RV :

And a river went out of Eden to water the garden ; and
from thence it was parted, and became four heads. The name
of 1 1 first is Pishon ; that is it which compasseth the whole
laiui ,i( Havilah [rather Hahavilah], where there is gold ; and
the gold of that land is good ; there is bdellium and the onyx
stone. And the name of the second river is Gihon : the same
is it that compasseth the whole land of Cush. And the name of

1 This is enough to show that the Paradise-story did not

originate either among the Hebrews or among the Jerahmeelites.
Cp Wellh. Prol. 324, n. i.

2 Note the warning Pasek. mcfn springs from Tsn&amp;gt;
an early

correction of n t?-
3 See CREATION, soc, with n. 3 ; GARDEN, 5 ; Ball s note

in Genesis, SHOT Heb. 47, and Haupt s, ibid., 118.
4 Proceedings cf the American Oriental Society, 1896, pp.

,

-

9.

6 See CREATION, 5.
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the third river is Hiddekel : that is it which goeth in front

of Assyria.
1 And the fourth river is Euphrates.

Most recent critics agree in thinking that this is not

a part of the original narrative (so Ew. , Di., Bu. , Toy,

Bacon, Oxf. Hex., Holz. ,
Gunkel ; cp GARDEN, 5).

They remark that it is too learned for its context and

interrupts the story, and Holzinger thinks that the

contents are, partly at least, a creation of the writer s

fancy. This able critic also thinks that i&amp;gt;. 6 once stood

somewhere after v. 8, in the description of the garden.

Of these suggestions, the easiest to deal with is the last,

which indeed has also occurred to the present writer

(see above). The objection to placing v. 6 elsewhere is

that it needs to be explained how Yahwe could get the

trees to grow ;
in perfectly dry soil this would of course

be impossible. As for the learning of the passage,

the word must at any rate be used in a qualified sense.

It is presumably meant that the writer reports the

fantastic geographical notions which have reached him ;

and certainly Delitzsch, Haupt, and Sayce have done

their best (see below) to make this view acceptable.

But textual criticism must precede and clear the way
for archaeology, and it is in textual criticism that we are

still somewhat behind. The signs of probable cor

ruption in vi&amp;lt;. 10-14 are so striking (in v. 10 they have

been pointed out already by Holz.
)
that we are bound

to apply the methods of correcting the text which

have already served us so well in many other cases.

Verse n/t has been emended elsewhere (GOLD, i
;

TOPAZ) ;
but the form of text there proposed can only

represent the intermediate stage between the original

and the present text. Verses 10-14, in their original

form, probably ran nearly as follows :

And a stream went out from Eden to water the garden, and
afterwards it spread itself out - and watered the whole of Misrite

Arabia (nnso 3njrS|-nN njJtrrn -na&amp;lt; DB DI).

By a mistake such as occurs again and again,
3

i-iy,

Arabia, was misread
nyaiN,

four
; D en (which our

dictionaries boldly render arms or branches
)
comes

from n&quot;iB
:K ; ii^ X is frequently substituted in the tradi

tional text for
i?jtp

or -nate (one cannot always be quite

sure which is right). When the four heads had thus

been brought into existence, it only remained to identify

them. The old Babylonian myth had been naturalised

in Jerahmeel, and, even when adopted by the Hebrews,

its geography long continued to be purely Jerahmeelite.

Consequently, if Jerahmeel, as known to the editor of

the corrupt text, could not furnish the requisite four

Streams, all that could be done was to imagine that, at

a distant period, while the enchanted garden existed,

there were four streams. The following may be nearly

what the editor, and the interpolator who followed him, 4

wrote in explanation of the partly misread words in

v. 10, it spread itself and became four heads :

The name of the first is Pishon ; that is it which encircles

the whole land of Hahavilah [the land of Cusham, Missur,

Jerahmeel, and the bne Ishmael]. And the name of the second

stream is Rehobothon ; that is it which encircles the whole land

of Gush. And the name of the third stream is Jerahmeel ; that

is it which flows E. of Geshur (or Missur?), and the fourth

stream is Ephrath. 5

1 -IIB N nDljp. AV and RVme- toward the east of Assyria,

so Aq., Targums, Pillm.l1
), Del., Kautzsch, Reuss, Gunkel;

AVniK. eastward to Ass. ; Strack, in front of Ass. , cp
Ko.Tfvo.vTt. ; Kautzsch -Socin(i), along Ass. ; Kau. - SocmP),
hitherward from Ass. Whitehouse (Expos. 7 [1888] 135)

follows (B. Dillm. G2 ) and Holzinger are uncertain. Evidently

there is some error in the text ; the suspicious word is &quot;WN.

2 The same sense as in Ezek. 1 n (nTPS). See BDB, and

Ges.-Bu., s.v. TIB-
3 Usually D 3iy (Arabians) is misread D J?aiN, forty. So

in Gen. 7 4, where read on the land of the Arabians and the

Jerahmeehtes ; i K. 108, where Elijah s journey is described
as in the road (?) of the Arabians and Jerahmeelites ;

also the

passages, quoted in MOSES, u, to which we may doubtless
add Gen. 15 1 3 (reading and the Arabians and Jerahmeelites
shall afflict them ; ci~nj, [i]

= Q iny)-
4 The interpolated gloss is placed in square brackets.
5 Ephrath is one of the popular distortions of Jerahmeel (cp
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We shall return presently to the very different form

of text which now represents this early insertion. What
, ... it is most important to call attention

6

f

Jerahmeelite
to just now js {he fact that the eady

* Hebrew legends are predominantly

Jerahmeelite. We do not of course deny the potent
influence of Babylon, which indeed we have already

pointed out in 24^-7. We also affirm the probability
of a revival of Babylonian influence on Hebrew traditions

at a later period (cp CREATION, 23). But we assert

that the original Hebrew legends were received from

the Jerahmeelites, among whom, both on the N.

Arabian border and in Palestine itself, the early Israelites

lived. The Jerahmeelite colouring of the Hebrew

legends may have been injured by scribes, but by no

means have all traces of it been effaced. Thus the

traditional text may tell us that Yahwe [Elohim]

planted a garden in Eden eastward (Gen. 28); but it

is certain that cip and cp-]
are common corruptions of

SKDPIT I
and with the Paradise-story of E/.ekiel before

us we cannot hesitate to read, Yahwe [Elohim] planted
a garden in Eden of Jerahmeel. A recent writer,

1

noticing features of the Paradise-story which every
scholar feels never originated on Jewish soil, and for

which Babylonian lore fails to account, asks what

inland country in or near a desert like Arabia can have

been the source of the narrative. It may be hoped that

this question has been answered.
So too, it is plausible to hold that the deluge was originally

described as overwhelming the land of the lerahmeelites (see

col. 3573, n. 3), and the ark as settling on the mountains ot

Jerahmeel (^KDlTVi partly miswritten, partly emended in the

traditional text as QVIN, Ararat ). So too the beginning of Nim-
rod s kingdom was Jerahmeel (on this reading of Gen. 10 10 see

NIMROD), and it was as they journeyed in Jerahmeel (Gen. 11 2,

text, oipO
2

&amp;lt;
r-.( I ) eastwards, Dillmann ; (2) in the E., Kalisch,

Kautzsch, Holzinger; (3) from the E., Gunkel; cp dn-b

aixxToAwi-) that the primitive men found a plain in the land of

Geshur &quot;(text, SHINAR, q.v.). So too the warlikestory in Gen. 14

is largely concerned with Jerahmeel, and the region chosen by
Lot (18 io./C), where lay the cities destroyed by a judgment,
was originally placed in Jerahmeel (133 and 123 -&amp;gt;D

in ?/? . io_/I

and mpa in v. n being corruptions of ^xsm la] ,
see SODOM,

MELCHIZEOEK).
We have still to ask, How does the name Eden fit

into our present theory ? According to Reuss and

(
_ .

,
Dillmann it is a purely symbolic name

7. Name fcden.
invented by the Hebrew narrator,

and meaning pleasure (Tpvfiri).
3

Certainly we can

easily imagine that later Hebrew writers (but hardly

Ezekiel) gave the name this interpretation (cp 4 Esd.

753), and both Delitzsch and Duhm have seen an

allusion to this meaning in the phrase (not, it is to

be feared, beyond critical questioning) ?rrij? Sru, the

stream of thy pleasures, in Ps. 36 9 [8]. But purely

symbolic names in ancient myths are improbable ; iij

(Xod) may suggest the sense of wandering, and
Eden that of pleasure, but the names were origin

ally geographical. The father of Assyriology (Sir H.

Rawlinson) conjectured that Gan-Eden was a popular
Hebraised form of Gundunis= Kar-dunias. This is the

name of an extremely fruitful territory which, like

Frd. Delitzsch in 1881, Rawlinson supposed to be

RACHEL). Why has the fourth stream no geographical descrip
tion? Either because it was so well known (was it the so-called

RIVER OF EGYPT?), or because no fresh variation of the

previous description appeared possible ; Jerahmeel and

Ephrath are in fact the same.
1 Worcester, The Book o/Genesis, etc. (1901), p. 157.
2 Kalisch supports the rendering in the east by a reference

to 13 n Is. 9 ii [12]; but in both places Sworn s surely the

right reading. The corruption, however, is an early one, and

Jensen (Kosmol. 214, n. i) even thinks that this D^S has

influenced the view of the situation of Paradise given by Cosmas

Indicopleustes, ire pilf] 6e TraAti TOV flicfai ov TTJI- yijv rrji/ nepav
ev0a Kai 6 7rapa6eiox&amp;gt;?

Kara ai/aroAa? KCITIC. Similarly, according
to Kohut (/(OA&quot;2 224_/7 [1800]), the statement in the Vendidad

(224) that Yima, the first man, went to meet the sun, is sug

gested by CHP..D.

3 Reuss (La Bible) would emend ftja fa
into

garden of pleasure.
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close to Babylon, but which, as Tiele and Winckler
have shown. 1 was in 8. Babylonia, close to the Persian

Gulf, and means Kaldi-land. Obviously this will not

accord with our present theory; but who any longer
defends it ? \\&quot;e might, however, if no better course

presented itself, accept Frd. Delitzsch s comparison of

the Bab. word fJinu. a synonym of sfru, meaning
field, plain, desert (Par. 79). Eden-jerahmeel in

the text as restored above would then mean the desert

of Jerahmeel, and we might venture to compare Gen.
11 1. where we should not improlnbly read, Now the

whole human people was (of) one speech in the

wilderness of the Jerahmeelites (c
sKSrrT 12&quot;C2 for

C&quot;ni c~CT&amp;gt;l-~ The explanation is nevertheless almost

certainly wrong ; Eden is the name of a part of N.
Arabia, and virtually equivalent to Gush or Missur,
or perhaps (see Che. Ps.&amp;lt;* on Ps. 74 15) to Ethan.

There is a difficult passage in Amos (\4/.), which has
hitherto not been satisfactorily explained,* but which
becomes clear if the Hazael mentioned is a N. Arabian

king (see Schr. A .-IT1 - 1

, 207), and if Dammesek las

in i K. 19 15) is miswritten for Cusham, and Aven
for &quot;On&quot; (as in Hab. 87); in this case Beth-eden

will of course be on the N. Arabian border, and Aram
will be = Jerahmeel. See also 2 Ch. 29 n, where
Eilen

(p^)
ben Joah is a Gershonile. and cp the

name Adonijah (rvnuK which is at any rate most

probably an expanded ethnic. 4

Here it is necessary to guard ourselves against mis

conception. \Ve have no objection whatever to explain
- _ . , . tt 1

. 10-14 in their present form in the
8. Babyloman ^ ht of Rlbvlonian lore ^ far ^ we

theories. ~.
can. The nucleus of these verses had

come down to their second (?) editor in a corrupt form,
and he edited it presumably in the same way as Gen.

11 1-9 i.e., on the theory that it had some reference to

Babylonia. He had prolxibly heard of the Babylonian
belief, expressed at the end of the great Deluge-story.
in a terrestrial Paradise at the mouth of the streams

(&amp;lt;i //&quot;
njr&amp;lt;iti\

; see DELUGE, 2. 15, 17. These
streams were, according to Jensen \Kosmol. 213), no
other than the Tigris and the Euphrates.* It is reason

able to suppose that a Hebrew editor of Gen. 210-14
would (like the writer or compiler of Dan. 10! 6

identify
Hiddekel with the Tigris, in spite of the initial Hi

[see HIDDEKEL], and Perath with the Euphrates.
Thus he would provide himself with two out of the

four streams required by r. 10, as he read it. The
present writer cannot satisfy himself that he attempted

anything more than this. Still, when we consider that

Alexander the Great supposed at first that the sources

of the Egyptian Nile were in N\V. India, it becomes

barely conceivable that a Hebrew writer might regard
the imaginary upper course of the Nile in Asia r.s one
of the streams of Paradise, and connect the (corrupt)
name Gihon with it.&quot; We can even imagine with

1 Tiele, BAG~&amp;lt;)/.; Winckler, l~Httrs. 135/7
-

&amp;lt;8 gets over the difficulty of the traditional text by a

paraphrase, icai 6o&quot;-n ma -o&amp;lt;rir: Dillmann renders, the same
words, or expressions. Holzinger admits the harshness of the

phrase. Can we acquiesce in it when T,K and 2&quot;1~K ( r tne like)

are obviously such common corruptions of
&quot;&quot;KCrn*

ail|i C***K2rn**
3 See Driver in the CMm rjJge Bible and Nowack in

//A&quot;,

ad lx.
* A close inspection of the names of David s sons will justify

the statement. See special articles.
5
According to the Bundahis (ch. 20 in West s translation)

two chief rivers, called the . .rag and the Yen. rise in the

Iranian sacred mountain Albiirr. but also eighteen other streams,
the list of which begins with the Diglat (Tigris) and the Frai

(Euphrates! Alburz is the later contraction of Hara-bereraiti,
above which (for there is no favouritism as in Babylonia) the
souls of all the righteous go up O&quot;end. 19 30).

6 Very possibly, however, in a document used and misunder
stood by the editnr of Daniel. Hiddekel may have been corrupted
out of JerahmeeL Cp PI/RIM, $ 6 (end).

&quot;

Halevy. however (Rmtt sftnitigue, 1893, p. -53), identifies

the Persian Gulf, continued westward towards the Red Sea,
with the Gihon, which compasses the whole land of Cush.
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Haupt

1 that he might connect the remaining (corrupt)
name Pishon with the Persian Gulf (the Bab. naru
marratu ; see MKKATHAIM). or rather with the Persian

Gulf joined to the Red Sea. which, he may have thought,
formed one great river encircling the whole of Hahavilah

(i.e., Arabia a
except the northern part), and springing

from the same source as the (supposed) Asiatic upper
course of the Nile.

To complete our account of Haupt s theory, it should be
added that he lays great stress on the phrase in Is. 14 13 which
we have translated above in the recesses of Siphon : like other

scholars, he adheres to the usual rendering of pEi , north, and,
to explain this phrase as well as that in Ps. 48 ^ Is),* supposes
(with Hitzig. Stade, and Sniend) that the Jewish exiles in

Babylonia l&amp;gt;elieved that Yahwe dwelt in the N., not (as of
old) at Horeb. As a consequence, he thinks that the exiles
transferred the gan-Eden to Armenia (i.r.. the XE.), near the
common source of the Euphrates and the Tigris. From this

great body of water, according to Haupl. the Jews believed two
other streams viz., the Asiatic course c&amp;gt;l&quot; the Nile and the Persian
Gulf to have branched off, to the E. of the Tigris. But the

exegetical and critical objections to this view of the transferred

dwelling-place of Yahwe (for some of which see Kraetzschmar,
.ztck. 9) are insuperable.

A brief mention must also be given to the view of

Frd. Delitzsch in 1881 (in his 110 lag das Parodies f)
which for a time attracted Prof. Sayce.

4
Taking the

Heb. tJtn as = Bab. edinu plain. he locates Paradise

in the plain of Babylonia, the northern part of which is

watered exclusively by the Euphrates. The Pishon
and the Gihon he identifies with the Pallacopas (the nar
Pallukat of the inscriptions) and the Shall en-Nil

canals. 5 which may have been river-beds before ihey
were made subservienl lo Babylonian irrigaiion. Bui
Delitzsch s altempt to explain ihe names PISHON [^.t-.]

from pisan(n}u and Gihon from Gug dna or Gkhdna. a
name of the Arahtu, is admitted to have been unsuccess

ful. Sayce therefore (Crit. Mon. 101) would now place
the garden of Eden in the neighbourhood of Eridu. the

sacred city of Ea. This is certainly plausible. Eridu

(now Af&amp;gt;u Skaknim), though at present far inland, was
once on the sea-coast, and Jensen (A osmol. 213) refers

to a place in the inscriptions where the mouth of the

streams is mentioned in connection with Eridu. ll

is here lhal we should most probablv place the

enchanted island where Par-napistim, the hero of the

Deluge-story, was placed by the gods, and where,

according to a hymn or incantation, a magic palm grew,
with precious stones for fruits (cp Ezekiel s stones of

fire = precious stones). Sayce thinks lhal the river of

ihe Hebrew Paradise is Ihe Persian Gulf, inio which
four streams flowed viz,, the Euphrates, the Tigris,

the Kercha
(
= Choaspes), and ihe Pallakopas canal.

Unfonunalely for this theory, there appear to be no

Babylonian names for the last two of these streams

from which Pishon and Gihon might fairly be
derived.

With regard to Lenormant s theory (Les oHgints, vol. i.) that

the primitive Paradise lay where Zend tradition placed it, in

the highlands of the Hindu Rush, it may safely be said that

whatever resemblances there may be between Gen. If. and the

account in Fargani 2 of the Yendidad. are much more likely to

be due to borrowing (possibly at mote than one period) on the

part of the Iranians, than to the derivation of both accounts from
a. common Aryan source. Babylon must be the parent of the

Paradise-myth as known to the Iranians, the lerahmeelites, and
the Hebrews ; otherwise, why should this mvth have been known
only to a. favoured few of the Aryan and th.e Semitic peoples?

The theories which make the Hebrew Paradise-story

1 H o log das Parodies (from L tbtr Land ttltd Merr, 1894-95,
no. 15), f f. Haupt adopts Nestle s etymology of PISHON [?.r.)t

and explains it as the stream with high waves.
* It is significant, however, that we never hear again of the

gold of Hahavilah.
3 On this much misunderstood passage see CONGREGATION

(Mofxr orX When will Bredenkamp s aspiration (6V-f.-

Prcfketen. 145) be fulfilled, and the fatal mountain of the gods
be banished from the hymn-book of Israel?

* See review of Del. s Parodies in AcatJ., Nov. 5, iSSi, p. 349.
5 Delit/sch identifies the Shatt en-Xil with the ancient

canal called Arahtu : but according to Haupt (note in

Ezekiel, Eng. edi, SBOT&amp;lt;)i/.\ the Arahtu was to the X. of

Babylon, and the Shatt en-Xil is probably the (naru) Kabaru,
at Xippur (see CHEBAR).
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simply a loan from Babylonia having failed, we return

, . to the hypothesis of a partly Babylonian,
9. c en 1

part jy Jerahmeelite tradition. The Jer-
rr Be .

anmee]jt
es&amp;gt;

from whom the Israelites took

the story, probably located Paradise sometimes on a

vastly high mountain, sometimes in a garden (at its

foot ?), in some part of the Jerahmeelite territory. Cp
Che. Ps.W on Ps. 74 15. The mountain (with a sacred

grove on its summit) has dropped out of the story
in Gen. 2/. , but is attested in Ezek. , and in the Eth.

Enoch 24/. (cp 186-9) the tree of life is placed in

a mountain-range in the S. l As to the locality, if it

be correct that by the Hebrew phrase a^n mi pK,
ran. a land flowing with milk and honey, a part of

the Negeb was originally meant (Nu. 182327, on
which see NEGEB, 7), we might infer that this

fruitful land, with its vines, pomegranate-trees, and Jig-
trees (cp Gen. 87), had once upon a time been the Jer
ahmeelite Paradise. The phrase quoted from Nu. 1827

may seem an exaggeration ; but we can hardly doubt

that the river of milk and honey which (cp Secrets of

Enoch, ch. 8) flowed through Paradise is the earthly

antitype (the ancients would have said, the continuation)
of the river which flowed through the Elysian fields of

the Milky Way 2
(cp col. 2104, n. 3).

This view is in essential agreement with that of

Sayce that the four rivers of Paradise were originally
the rivers of the four regions of the earth, which were
fed by the ocean-stream that girdled the earth and
descended from the sky (Accid. , Oct. 7, 1882, p. 263).
The Paradise-myth belongs in fact to the same cycle as

the Creation and Deluge stories. All these narra

tives come from Babylonia; but in spite of their present

scenery, all are connected with sky-myths, the first men
being originally viewed as divine men, the companions
of the sky-god, and the flood, equally with the great
ocean-stream, being the counterpart of the heavenly
ocean fcp DELUGE, 18).
At the same time we must bear in mind that Paradise is, by

its very conception, an enchanted land. From a mythical point
of view, it was quite conceivable that more distant parts of N.
Arabia than that referred to above, though bleak and bare after

wards, might, in the world s childhood, have been covered with

pleasant trees. Certainly the language of Is. 14 13 (end), which
may well be drawn from tradition, would seem to suggest a
somewhat remote part of the region called Saphon.

Gunkel s theory (Gen. 33) is unsatisfactory in so far

as it places the mountain of Elohim in the far N. ,

10 C It 1
identifying it with the north pole

3
(theU e

station of Bel in Babylonian cosmo-

logy). Another part of it, however, is

well worth considering viz. , the view that the Paradise

of the Hebrew writer is no narrower region than the

earth itself. This may indeed be, strictly regarded, an

exaggeration ; but it contains an important truth which
is often overlooked. It is true that, just as the upper
river of milk and honey belonged to the whole sky, so

far as it was inhabited by gods and by blessed souls, so

the river of Paradise belonged, theoretically, to nothing
of less magnitude than the earth ; originally indeed the

earth, viewed as a great mountain, may have been the

har flohlm. The Hebrew story itself (see the short

form of vv. 10-14, 5) by no means states that the

course of the river was confined to the garden. Thanks
to this beneficent stream, N. Arabia (the representative
of the outside world) was delightful as compared with
the earlier time described in Gen. 25. Thus room was
left for other myth -makers to devise different geo
graphies of Paradise. The myth is at home, not only

1 Charles (Enoch, p. 98) expresses surprise that the tree should
be in the S. From the old Hebrew point of view, however, it

is not wonderful. It is the moderns who have confused our
ideas through false inferences (see 8, 10).

2 Cp Hymn to the Nile (Guieysse s transl., RP&, 848),
Watering the orchards created by Ra, to cause all the cattle

to live, thou givest the earth to drink, inexhaustible one ! path
that descendest from the sky ; cp Gunkel, Genesis, 33.

3 Cp EARTH (FOUR QUARTERS), 5 2; Jensen, Kostnol.
25.

But the Babylonian Paradise was in the south, and so too is

Horeb, the mountain of Elohim.
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among the Iranians (who derived it from Babylon, but
modified it to suit themselves), but also among the
American Indians, the Sioux and the Aztecs, the Mayas.
the Polynesians. Brinton, who points this out, adds,
with theoretical accuracy, that the four rivers are the
celestial streams from the four corners of the earth,

watering the tree as the emblem of life.
*

We now pass on to other details. Chief among the
trees of the garden were the tree of life in the midst of

1 1 TVi t
tne al&quot;den

-
ar&amp;gt;d tne tree f knowledge of

trees the good and evi1
&amp;lt;

2 ^)- Of any of the

n nt
lrees l^e man w^ was P aced m l^e

garden was permitted by Yahwe to eat,

except (as the text now stands) of the tree of knowledge
of good and evil. It is obvious (though Winckler 2

apparently thinks otherwise) that there must have been
an earlier form of the Hebrew myth in which only one
tree was specially named. Budde and Gunkel agree in

fixing upon the tree of knowledge of good and evil ;

Kuenen, more wisely (
Th. T 1 8 136), prefers the tree of life.

Of course, as Budde remarks, the original narrator

cannot possibly have reported that the man had been per
mitted to eat of the tree of life as well as of the other

trees of the garden.
3

Consequently, it being probable
on various grounds (see, e.g., 823/1, and cp Gunkel) that

our present narrative is composite, it is assumed (at
least by Gunkel) that in one of the literary sources only
one tree that mentioned above was specially named,
whilst in the other two trees were mentioned. 4 There is

much to be said for this theory. Still, it must be con

fessed, not only that the closing words of 29 appear to

drag,
5 but that the phrase the tree of knowledge of good

and evil is both obscure and (in a myth like this) im

probable. The worthiest, but at the same time the least

defensible, interpretation is no doubt that of Jastrow

(Rel. Bab. and Ass. 553, note) viz., that good and
evil means our everything, or the Babylonian secrets

of heaven and earth. The poorest, and yet on the

whole the easiest, is that knowing good and evil means
the art of living smoothly e.g. ,

with reference to the

sexual distinction. But can we believe that any good
Hebrew writer would have devised such a phrase as

this out of his own head? In all such cases textual

corruption is the root of the evil.

The narrative in its present form does not require emenda
tion ;

even the repellent phrases in 3 5 22 have to stand. But
in the original narrative the words which closed 2 9 were probably

parallel to
JJ.T &quot;ifinz,

in the midst of the garden. Is there any

probable Hebrew phrase which can underlie j,vi ye n&amp;gt;&quot;!&quot;

fJ1&amp;gt;

having regard to the habits and dangers of the scribes? There

is one may very plausibly read pKJ T2?2,6 in the navel of

1 Religions of Primitive Peoples, 126. Cp Sayce, review of
Lenormant s Les origines, vol. ii., Acad., Oct. 7, 1882, p. 263.

2 In the Alexander legend Alexander receives his oracle from
two special trees in a Trapo5ei&amp;lt;ros.

Winckler (6Y2 108) compares
these two oracular trees with the two trees in the Hebrew
Paradise, both called (according to him) tree of the knowledge
of good and evil. One of them, he says, became the tree of

life, by a confusion with the (Babylonian) plant of life (see S 12).

May we not rather say that the original tree of life declined

into a plant in the S. Babylonian myth, as with the Hindoos it

shrivelled up into the lotus-flower on which Krahma rests?
3 Die biblische Urgeschichte, 53. It may be noted that from

a feeling of the inconsistency of magic with moral religion all

mention of the magic tree of immortality the Gaokerena is

excluded from the ancient Zoroastrian hymns called the Gathas.

Cp OPs. 400 439.
4 This view is at any rate simpler than that given by Budde

in 1883.
5 Driver has made a gallant attempt (ffelmtica, Oct. 1885,

p. 33) to save the text ; he quotes a number of examples to showr

that the order is quite regular and natural. But is it quite
natural in this context? It is certainly awkward not to be told

expressly whether the tree of knowledge of good and evil was
in the centre of the garden, or elsewhere. Kautzsch and Socin

(Genesis), 4) remark, One cannot help noticing that these

words drag ; one of the two trees seems to be alien to the

original context.
* nyn yy\

comes from umnxm &amp;lt; JTil 21Q from fflK&quot;!~3TO-

The uncommon phrase {HJM &quot;122 was dittographed ; corruption

followed.
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the earth. In the Book of JulvN-es, chap. 8, Jerusalem the holy
city is called the navel or

6/u&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;aAo? of the earth (like Delphi in

Greece); cp also Eth. Enoch 20 i, with Charles s note. It is

quite probable that the centre of the Jerahmeelite Paradise was
similarly described, and that it was marked out by the tree of
life i.e., everlasting life 1 which grew there. The editor had
before him a corrupt text, and instead of inventing he made the
best possible sense of his doubtful material, using the very
gentlest manipulation.

The sense which the editor put upon his text was in

fact not unnatural if he knew of another form of the

Paradise-story, according to which Yahwe, like Ea in

the Adapa myth, endowed his creature man with wisdom

(Job 15?; cp CREATION, 21), but denied him im

mortality. This parallel story may at least have given
him the idea of a tree of knowledge, though the range
of knowledge had to be limited. He did his little best

with the text, and what is more important he sought
to lift up the story in its revised form to a higher level.

Though the serpent accuses Yahwe of deception (Gen.

34/. ),
and though deception on the part of Yahwe

was very possibly asserted in the original myth, the

narrator does not mean us to admit the truth of the

accusation. The penalty of death may be delayed ;
it

is not removed. The narrator also gives no hint as

to the kind of tree meant by the tree of life information

which might perhaps have been injurious to the interests

of religion.

Can we go behind the narrative, and try to identify
the trees? From the mention of fig-leaves (87) one

may perhaps infer that the narrator (i.e. , the editor)
meant the fig-tree, one of the most valued trees of

Palestine, and also, as it happens, one of the sacred
trees of Babylonia.

2 The tree of life might well, in

Palestine, have been the terebinth ; the sacred tree of

MAMRK (q.v. )
was a terebinth. But in any Babylonian

version of the myth the tree of life would naturally be
the date-palm. Here (i.e., in Babylonia), says Sir G.

Birdwood, 3 if I may judge from the banks of the Shatt

el- Arab, along which I botanised for more than a week
in 1856, the only true native tree is the date-palm.
Its fruit in antiquity formed the staple food of the

people, and date-wine was their drink. 4
It was also

chief among the sacred trees
;
the famous mythic palm-

tree of Eridu has been referred to already. In Enoch

(244) we read of the tree of life that its fruit was like

the dates of the palm ;
this was the most natural way

of supplementing the old Hebrew story.
The result at which we have arrived removes some serious

difficulties. It is satisfactory to have reason to believe that
life and wisdom were not in the original story regarded as

separate. Knowledge, no doubt, has different meanings. But
it was a true insight which dictated the statement that Enoch
passed away from earthly view, because God had taken him
(Gen. 5 24). He who shared God s wisdom (see ENOCH) ought
also to share his immortality, a statement which, in the fulness
of time, becomes transfigured into the truth, This is life eternal,
to know thee the only true God.

But can no fresh light be thrown on the serpent, who
is classed among the beasts of the field (3i), and yet

possesses such extraordinary faculties ? We are only
able as yet to express suspicions, and this can best be

done in the form of questions (cp SERPENT). Was the

serpent originally the semi-divine guardian of the tree

of life, like the dragon of the garden of the Hesperides ?

Was the temptation in the primitive story a friendly

counsel, which presupposed indeed that the words of

Yahwe were deceptive (cp the Adapa-myth), but which
is not to be judged as a deliberate act of rebellion

against the supreme Will ? We know not. But we
may at least reject a recent theory ascribed by Jastrow
to Haupt, based on the interpretation of ,nn (Eve) as

1 The limitation of life in Eth. Enoch (see 256) is not in

accordance with Gen. 2-3. The divine beings themselves eat of

the fruit of this tree, and certainly they live for ever (D7J7
1

?, 3 22,

not for a long time ).

2 See the sacred tree (a conventionalised fig-tree) represented
on p. 182 of Toy s Ezckiel, translation, SBOT.

3 Asiatic Quarterly Review, Jan. 1886, p. 41.
* Cp Lenormant, Les origines, 1 81 f. ; Maspero, Dauut of

Civ., 555/
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serpent (see col. 61, n. 3) viz., that the serpent

was originally the woman, who, by arousing the sexual

passion, leads man to a &quot;

knowledge of good and evil.&quot;

Surely the speaking serpent
l

is no afterthought, but a

primitive element in the story. That the curse pro
nounced on the serpent is primitive is not equally clear,
and it is perhaps all the more permissible to allegorise
it for edification. Nor can we add anything fresh on
the cherub and on the flashing sword (on both, see

CHERUB).
No Babylonian tree of wisdom is known to us. But

(a) in the Babylonian earthly Paradise there was both

12. Babylonian
%v;U

,

er of life2 and a Plant which

illustrations.
nmkes the d

&amp;gt;

oun
g.
~a Pla &quot; 1 u

f

hit
;
h

is presumably the original both of the
Hebrew tree of life and of the Iranian tree of immortality
called Gaokerena. 4 And when Par-napistim and his

wife were placed in the Babylonian Paradise, it followed
that they had free access to both. 5

(6) This was not the
case with the hero of another r~niarkable myth, named
Adapa, who, though permitted to see the secrets of
heaven and earth, \\as prevented by his divine father Ea
from partaking of the food of life and the water of
life. When thou comest before Anu, said Ea, they
will offer thee food of death. Do not eat. They will

offer thee waters of death. Do not drink. Adapa
obeyed his commands

;
but it was a deception on Ea s

part, and the sky -god Anu is represented as being
astonished (or grieved ?) that Adapa should have

foregone the privilege offered to him. 6
Sayce

(Crit. A/OH. 94, and elsewhere) has considerably ex

aggerated the illustrative value of this myth, and there
is a great gulf fixed between Adapa and Adama.
It is quite possible, however, that the threat of death
as the penalty for eating the forbidden fruit was sug
gested by the speech of Ea to Adapa, quoted above

;

at the very least, the two tales are too much akin not
to have a common source.

(c) Another story which deserves to be mentioned is

that of Eabani. But beyond the point already used as
an illustration (the formation of Eabani out of clay,

CREATION, 20, n. 4) it appears unsafe to venture.

Jastrow s use of the comparative method has perhaps
led him to some serious misinterpretations of the story
of Adam and Eve. 7 Into these we need not here enter.

But two points on which he has suggested a new theory
can hardly be passed over, (i) As to the naming of the

animals (Gen. 2 igf. ).
Is this really a euphemism to be

illustrated by the story of Eabani (but cp Maspero,
Dawn of Civ.

, 576 ff. }
? The passage in Gen. is no

doubt difficult, but only through its present context. It

seems to have come from another Paradise-story accord

ing to which the first man was endowed with extra

ordinary intelligence. It has, properly speaking, no
connection with the creation of Eve. The passage
should probably run thus, And out of the ground . . .

and brought them to the man, but for man (?) he found
no help corresponding to him. The naming of the

1 The Book of Jubilees says (contrary to the spirit of the

underlying myth) that all animals spoke before the Fall.
2 See Zimmern, Lebensbrot und Lebenswasser im Babylon-

ischen und in der Bibel, Archiv fur Relig.-ivisseHschaft,
Bd. 2; Jeremias, Die Bab. -ass. I orstcllungcn, etc.

&amp;lt;)iff.
The

Hebrew story must also once have referred to this water ; see

Prov. 10 it 13 14 14 27, and cp Rev. 22 iyC, 17. Elsewhere, too,
the tree and the fountain of life go together (e.g., according to

Schirren, in New Zealand), and every sacred tree, properly, has

near it a sacred fountain.
3 On Winckler s theory see col. 3578, n. 2.

4 This was a white Haoma tree, said to grow in the middle of

the mythic sea Vouru-kasha. By drinking of its juice on the

day of the resurrection men would become immortal. The
Haoma plant used in the sacrifices was the yellow Haoma which

grows on the mountains. See I ast, 23 ; 1 asna, 106-io ;
ZenJ-

avesta(SBE\ i., Introd. Ixix.
5 Cp Jensen, Kosmol. 227, 383 ; Jeremias, op. cit. 87-95.
6 Jastrow, Rel. of Bab. and Ass., 549, 552; cp Zimmern in

Gunk. Schopf. t,-2ojf. ; Jensen, A&quot;/&amp;gt;, i, f)j,ff.
1 Adam and Eve in Babylonian Literature, AJSL, July

1899, 193^&quot;.
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animals is a mark partly of the wisdom of the first man,

partly of his lordship over the animals (cp NAME,
NAMES). We are reminded of the version of the

Paradise-story in Ezekiel, where the first man has also a

splendid state-dress (not a mere coat of skins), and who,
if he sins, sins in a grand way. (2) As to the name
of the first woman. Jastrow connects mn, Hawwa,

with Ukhat in the story of Eabani, but prematurely (as

well as most unsuitably). Before we try to account for

the name we must apply criticism to the text. Now
rr^a DN (EV the mother of all living )

in Gen. 820 is

just as corrupt as &amp;lt;NI n
1

? 1K3 (EV Beer-lahai-roi) in

16 T4. The passage probably ran originally, And Jerah-

meel called the name of his wife Horith (rnn), that

is, a Jerahmeelitess
l
(n SKCrrv Kin). Jerahmeel and

Horith the original first men became Ha-adam
and Havvah (AV, Adam and Eve). Almost through

out, the story has been adapted to the new reading Q-ixn

(instead of Wsnv), but here and there passages occur

which have become hopelessly obscure through the

alteration.

And what, we may now ask, is the object of the

beautiful Hebrew story of Paradise? As it now stands,

-... - it gives an account of the origin of the
13. Object 01

gravest phenomena ofhuman life. We
present story. see the toiling marii the subject woman,
the pains of childbirth, the sad farewell of death. Yet

we know that the man was God s son (Lk. 838) and

dwelt in his garden ;
how is it that paradise joys and

paradise simplicity have disappeared ? The sense of

shame, too, so specially human, how is this to be

accounted for ? And the serpent how comes it to be

at once so intelligent (&amp;lt;5 ^poi t/u.wraros ; cp Mt. 10i6,

(f&amp;gt;p6vLfj.oi
ws oi

6&amp;lt;peis)
and so hostile and dangerous to

man? It is all owing to fateful events which occurred

in the primitive age. The narrator has no special

curiosity about sin. He only brings in the sin of the

first man to explain the expulsion from Paradise and

the rest. Of course, we do not accuse the narrator of

being indifferent to sin. In a style which is far more

impressive than that of a preacher he inculcates the fear

of God and obedience to his commandments, and he

acquiesces in the justice of the punishment of the

offenders. But the existence of sin is not one of his

problems ;
there is an intellectual chasm between him

and Paul. One must admit that there is also a

difference between this somewhat pessimistic story and

many of the narratives which follow. Abraham especi

ally is, in the eyes of the narrators, no sinner, and is

very near and dear to God. One may venture to add

that the illusion which tempted the first man was a

relatively modest one it was not to become God (the

exaggerated aspiration of the Indian), but to become as

God in a single point ;
and that, after his doom had

been pronounced, he exhibited no Titanic insolence,

but, as Milton has rightly noticed, was humble and

resigned towards the supreme will.

Such is the primary object of the story of Paradise,

and such is the explanation. But the primitive myth
,. , had that no object? and was the

14. Object 01
orjginal obj

-

ect who ily lost through
original mytn.

being elevated moraiiy by the Hebrew
narrator ? No. The original object was partly to put
man on his guard against exciting the

&amp;lt;pdbvos
of the

Deity, partly to cheer him by describing the felicity of

the golden age, which golden age may and must in the

drama of history return (cp 4 Esd. 852, but also Is.

116-9 6525 51s). Look where we will, we find that

man has ever looked on this present world as a passing
scene in the shifting panorama of time, to be ended by
some cataclysm, and to be followed by some period of

millennial glory.
2 This millennial glory is the restora-

1 m Kin is a perfectly correct gloss, in being probably a

fragment of SNDrrY- Cp the name of Esau s wife, Gen. 26 34

(emended under JUDITH)
2 Brinton, op. cit., 122.

PARADISE
tion of Paradise (cp MILLENNIUM). The

(/&amp;gt;0jvos
of the

Deity is not indeed a Christian conception ; but something
slightly resembling it is not wanting elsewhere in the

OT (see, e.g., Gen. 116^., Is. 2 12-21). The restoration

of Paradise, however, is thoroughly congenial to the

Christian ; only it is to the heavenly, not the earthly
Paradise, that he aspires to enjoy God and be with

him for ever.

That the details of the Paradise-story took hold of the

later Jews is obvious ;
we cannot, however, show that

15. Influence of
it exerted any influence on the pre-

_ exilic Israelites. It may, nevertheless,

in some form, have been widely known
at any rate in Judah, though the prophets apparently
did not think it important to refer to the story.

Among the later references Job 15? f. can hardly be

quoted ;
it is not the same but a parallel myth that we

there have before us (CREATION, 21). The fountain

of life in Proverbs (see above, col. 3580, n. 2) is a detail

not found in Genesis; Proverbs (3 18 11 30 13 12 164),

however, also refers to the tree of life, though accident

ally the expression is simply a figurative synonym.
1

In Enoch the tree of life and that of wisdom

(tppbifTjcris) are separately described. The tree of life is

represented as one of a number of fragrant trees,

encircling the throne of God, which throne is the middle

and highest of seven mountains in the south (243-25? ;

cp 9, n. i). The tree of wisdom (fipovyffis) in the

garden of righteousness is like the carob tree (see

HUSKS) ;
it imparts great wisdom to those who eat of

it
;
Rufael expressly identifies it with the tree of which

Adam and Eve ate (32). In the Secrets of Enoch

(8) we again hear of the tree of life. It is in Paradise,

which, as in 2 Cor. 122 4, is placed in the third heaven.

It is further described as in that place in which God
rests when he conies into Paradise, and as on all

sides in appearance like gold and crimson, and trans

parent as fire, and as covering everything.

For the different statements of the Ethiopic Enoch as to

Paradise, see Charles s note on 60s. It is a remarkable illustra

tion of the permanence of mythic phraseology that in the book
Secrets of Enoch (8 sf.) we read of four (or two) streams

going forth, which pour honey and milk, oil and wine, 2 and are

separated in four directions, and go down to the Paradise of

Eden, between corruptibility and incorruptibility, and thence go
along the earth. To Moses, too, the greatness of Paradise is

revealed in the Apocalypse of Baruch (59 8) ; cp Ta cinith, loa.

See also 4 Esd. 753852; Test. Levi 18 ; and note the gloss

upon as the days of the tree (Is. 65 22) in (P and the Targum.
Lastly, note a fine passage in the Psalms of So
6 7rapa6ei(ros TOU Kvpiov, TO. uAa rijs

magic element is here entirely removed.

The NT references are Lk. 2843 2 Cor. 124 Rev. 2 7.

Here irapaSeiffos is used in a technical sense (not so oils

in MH). On Paul s reference see above, and on the

heavenly Paradise as the abode of the righteous see

Weber, Jiid. Theologie, 344 /. The Midrash on the

Psalms says that the dwellers in Paradise see the face of

God ; they are indeed nearer than the angels. It is the

antithesis to Gehinnom, and was created before the

world. See ESCHATOLOGY, 20, 63, 75, 79, 103 ;

and on the Reformation antipathy to allegory, on the

NT treatment of the Paradise-story, on the story itself,

and on the names of the first two human beings, ADAM
AND EVE.

While this article was passing through the press, appeared an

essay by Hommel entitled I icr neiie Landscliaftsnaiuen im
A T, nebst einem Nachtrag iiber die vier Paradiesesjiiissc in

altbab. u. altarab. Ueberlieferung(s\*a to be found in Aufscitze

u. Abhandlungen, 3 1), in which it is maintained that the

Babylonians knew four Paradise-rivers, analogous to the four

Paradise-rivers of the Hebrews. These rivers Hommel localises

(cp AHT 314 ff.) in northern and central Arabia, the tm and

-IIB-K of Gen. being, according to him, central Arabia and Edom

respectively. Hommel, however, equally with Wmckler, fails

to notice the strong evidence of a Jerahmeelite origin of the

1 Cp Budde, Die bibl. Urgesch. 85.
2 Charles well compares Koran, Sur. 47 15 where Paradise

is described as having rivers of incorruptible water, milk . of

changeless taste, delicious wine, and clarified honey.
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story of Paradise and other related narratives in the early pan
of lienesis.

A complete bibliography for Gen. 2 4^-3 and the questions
which this section has produced would be a contribution to the

history of exegesis but would not greatly

16. Lit6TatUre. help the pursuit of critical truth. Besides

the important works referred to in the article

we may mention a few articles or portions of books which might
easily &quot;be overlooked. Spiegel, &amp;gt;-.i ;&amp;gt;. &amp;lt; A itrrttmms&*i*/f,

14737^ 5&quot; jf-~- Schrader, jft T 1 124.^ ; Baudissin. St*&amp;lt;fif*

xmr sfiHit. /?/.-&amp;lt;*&-*. 2
i*&amp;gt;S. , Glaser, St-issf, 323^ 34/^:

Hommel, \f*f firvU. Zt. 2*)3J^ : Stade, C.l l \ *$*f. : ^ ell-

Gen. 2 X, fBL 10 t-io [iSoi], Kuenen. 7*. T1S 1*0-143 1&amp;gt;SS4],

Vo:i Budde s theories); Nestle, M*rgi&amp;lt;talie*, pp. 4-6 [iJj;];
. ~lu /*** of GfHtsis t* tin Lig*t tf MfJem
pp. 148-256 [1901]. T. K. C.

PARAH &amp;lt;rnan, i.e.. -thecow ?; d&amp;gt;d.pA.[B],

[A], AtppA [L]), a town in the territory of Benjamin
mentioned with OPHKAH (

fawn ?), Josh. 1823. Identi

fied by Guerin with the ruins called /&quot;.ira, in the lower

part of the II&quot;. FJra. on a hill in the middle of the

valley, about 3 m. NE. of Anathoth. The valley is

always fresh and green from the beautiful Ain Far*

(see EUPHRATES, a), and though to-day nothing is

more austere than this savage gorge, haunted by birds

of prey, and at evening by wild beasts from the

mountains, numerous relics of ancient buildings are

visible (Guerin, Judtt, 871-73: Pf.FM 3 174). There

is another Kara, SW. of Kedesh-Naphtali, not far

from Kefr-Bir im. The name Parah or Happarah is

scarcely in its original form. Probably the article is

prefixed to the Benjamite Parah to distinguish it from

the other Parah (Kara \.

PARAN ipS3 ; cp the Arab tribal names, fiirrjn,

fjrj* [Ges.-Bu. ]; Wet/stein, in Del. &amp;lt;rifJ
41
587 n..

derives from X &quot;TN2. todigout :
&amp;lt;J&amp;gt;APAN [B4t*ADFQL]).

It is not easy to understand all the OT passages relative

to Paran. Most scholars will agree, however, in identi

fying the wilderness of Paran with the lofty tableland of

limestone called et-Tih. which is bounded on the S. by
lebel et-Tih, on the \V. by the lebel Helal and the

Jebel Yelek (towards the Wady el- Aris), on the N. by
the &quot;Azazimeh mountain plateau (see Zix), and on the

E. by th Arabah. In a larger sense it appears also

to have inc uded the wilderness of Zin in which Kadesh
is located t Nu. 20 1 . etc. I. and therefore to have stretched

up to the NEGEB
(&amp;lt;/.

r. \. This wider sense is pre

supposed in Gen. 21 21. and he (Ishmael) dwelt in the

wilderness of Paran. and his mother took for him a

wife from the land of Misrim. The narrator means

trrat Paran and Misrim are virtually synonymous, so

that if Misrim included Kadesh (which has been else

where see MIZKAIM assumed K Kadesh can be said

with equal justice to have been in the wilderness of Zin

and in that of Paran. In fact. Nu. 1826 states that the

spies came to Moses to the wilderness of Paran. to

Kadesh. Here, it is true, rsh. to Kadesh,
1

is a

redaction.il insertion (
Rr , see Bacon) ; but the insertion

is geographically correct,
Dt. S3 i

.&quot;.
Yahwe came from Sinai, and beamed forth from

Seir upon them : he shone brightly from Mt. Paran, and came from
Meriixith- Kadesh (see KADESH, 2, &amp;gt;! ASSAM. 3.f-\ The
passage onlv become* perfectly clear when we admit that Kadesh
and Par.\n are geographically connected. i S. 24 i, Behold,
David is in the wilderness of En-Kadesh (so we should probably
read, for &quot;En-^edi&quot;:

1 see KADESH [BameaD: 35 i, And David
arose and went down to the wilderness of Paran. Most critics

(.tf., \Ve., Dr., but not H. P. SmittOfollow9 K in emending MT s

p2 into
T&amp;gt;^&amp;gt;

w hich occurs in the next verse (cp MAOX). But

the harder reading is to be preferred. From the wilderness of
Kadesh David went down to the wilderness of Paran (in the

narrower sensed It should be noticed that 25 1 and r. iff.
come from different sources.

1 Greene ( Hff-rfcr .^fig-ratifm fn^m Egrft, 1879, p. 371} sees

very clearly that the mM/*tr of Paran &quot;and that of En-gedi
were not fiir apart. He also (273) suggests that En-gedi may
be a corruption of En-Kadesh. We cannot, however, with
Greene abolish the traditional En-gedi altogether.

PARAS
Nu.20t 27 M (

= Dt.82 5 i) 333344 (cp Josh. 15 3);
in these passages (all P or R p ) Kadesh is distinctly

said to lie in the wilderness of Zin (Nu. 8836 even says,

in the wilderness of Zin. that is, Kadesh ). Nu.

10 12 12 16 183 26 (all Pi place Paran between Sinai and
the Negeb. In Dt. 1 1 a new usage (but on the text see

St PH) appears. Paran may here designate a locality in

the wilderness of Paran (Buhl. etc.
) ; so, too, if the text

is right, in i K. 11 18, but here pjts
is very possibly mis-

written for
j-iss

or c TsS *&amp;lt;-. the N. Arabian Misrim

(see HADAO. MIZRAIM, aH
The description of Paran given by Eusebius and Jerome

(( .y 298^4 lii 2.&amp;lt;)
is surprising. Pharan is a town over against

Arabia southward, three days journey from Aila eastward.

HoreH, too, according to Eusebius
(&amp;lt;

.S&quot; 301 40), was beyond
Arabia, ami Jerome adds (112 23) that it was near the mountain
and the desert of the Saracens called Pharan. Eusebius and
lerome were evidently misled

l&amp;gt;y
the name, Feiritn, of the

principal wady in the Sinaitic peninsula, on the X. side of the

lebel Serbal.&quot; Rephidim, they say ((V&amp;gt;~287ab 14525), is near

! Pharan i.f., near the walled episcopal city of Pharan (cp
KETHIDIMX It is very strange that Greene (Htt Tit- Mifnttitm,

\
ii&amp;lt;))

should think this tradition defensible. The Mountain of

Elohim. he says, was indifferently called Sinai. Horeb, Paran.

Cp SINAI.

Mt. Paran is mentioned twice : Dt. 882 (see above),
and Hab. 83 (! TEMAN). The latter passage favours

the view of Buhl that Mt. Paran means the range
of hills between Sinai and Seir, which stretches beside

the Elamitic Gulf as far as Aila (Elath).
1

This very
late passage, however, is merely a new and condensed

edition of Dt. 882, \\here Mt. Paran is parallel to

Kadesh. It is better to explain Mt. Paran in accord

ance w ith this earlier passage as meaning Jebel Makrah
l

, (Palmer s Magrah), an extensive plateau which, though
intersected by several broad wadys, runs northwards,

I without any break, to a point within a few miles of

j
Wady es-Seba . It may he added that, as Holland dis

covered in 1878. the Jebel Makrah and the Jebel

Terafeh (SE. of the Azazimeh mountains) do not form

one continuous ridge, but are separated by a wady, and

that this wady is probably the road of Mt. Seir

mentioned in Dt. l2. a This enables us to understand

better how Teman
(
= Edom) and Mt. Paran could be

regarded as parallel, though they are less strictly parallel

than Mt. Paran and Kadesh.

We also meet, in Gen. 146, with El-Paran I;-KS
s&amp;gt;x.

fore [TTJJ] rep(f]fi[ji]irQov r^$ (papar ; Onk. Sam. plain

t~r c] of Paran [see MOREH. PLAIN OF]), a point

described as being -j-crr^. by the wilderness. at

j

which, according to the present text, Chedorlaomer

turned in order to reach En-mishpat or Kadesh, and

:
the country of the Amalekites and of certain Amorites.

It is usually identified with the famous ELATH (nS N^ at

the N. end of the Elanitic Gulf. This is not un-

plausible, according to the geographical view suggested

by the present text. Still, the assumption that the full

name of Elath was El-Paran ( palm(s) of Paran ?) is by
no means likely ; we should have expected Eloth-

Arabah. That the wilderness of Paran was considered

to extend to the Elanitic Gulf, is also unlikely. It is

probable that we have here one of the many corruptions

which disfigure the text of Gen. 14. The point intended

may have been somewhere in the low hills near the

WSdies Ghamr and Jerafeh. in the ancient road of

ML Seir (see above, also Palmer, Desert of the Exodtts.

424. ). But cp SODOM. T. K. c.

PARAS, EV Persia (D?9 ; rrepCAi :BAQ] ;
Ezek.

27 to 885). according to Dillmann (Schenkel s BL
4470) a N. African people ; he compares the Perorsi

and Phanisii of Pliny (58). EV cannot be right;

certainly, too. Ezekiel mentions Paras in connection

with Lud and Put which Dillmann regards
- \

African peoples (in Ezek. 885 Lud may have accident

ally dropped out of the text ; cp 5
A V When, however.

we consider the frequent errors of MT, we have no right

1 Palmer. Dtsrrt e/tkt Extxiits, ;io.

Guthe, ZDPl Sus (iSSs) ; cp Palmer, of. tit. .



PARBAR
to suppose the reference to be to a people nowhere else

mentioned in OT. According to Gratz, in 27 10 DIB is

simply a corruption of B^O, whilst in 885 the word was
also by an error written twice over (dittographed).
Elsewhere (see PARADISE, 3, and PROPHET, 27) the

present writer has maintained that certain prophecies of

Ezek. have been recast so as to refer to peoples not

meant by the prophet. If so, DIB and BIB will both be

corruptions of n*nx, ZAREPHATH (q.v. ). Cp PUT.
This is of importance, because Winckler bases his denial of

Ezekiel s authorship of
A9&amp;gt;/. partly on the incorrect geography

implied in Paras, Cush, and Put (AO1- 2 165.) T. K. C.

PARBAR p3&quot;1S) and PARVARIM (AV suburbs,

RV precints, D &quot;VnS
; (JxNpoypeiM [HAL], (ppoyplON

1 Suburbs [S &amp;gt;

m ] ; K&quot;&quot;&quot; [ pesh -]&amp;gt;-
These two

. , names, which occur in i Ch. 26 18 and
or mules ? v 002 K. 23 ii respectively, are usually

identified. It is pointed out that -111-19 (iris) in New
Hebrew means suburbs and precincts, and that

iKhns is used in Tg. for Heb. y-\is, etc., and from

Ezek. 41 12 15 it is inferred that there were outbuildings
on the W. of the temple. In the temple of Herod
two of the gates on the W. are said to have led to the

irpodffTeiov (Jos. Ant. xv. 11 15). This explanation of

Parvarirn is certainly rather incomplete, and the question
arises whether scholars have not been too hasty in

assuming that c inDa &quot;wx describes the situation of the

chamber of Nathan-melech and does not rather com
plete the very imperfect description of Nathan-melech s

office. It has also perhaps been premature to assume
that the horses which the kings of Judah gave to the
sun were of bronze, when one considers the pointed way
in which it is stated that the chariots of the sun were
burned with fire. Of the horses, in fact, it is only

said that Josiah put them down (risen). It has also

not been adequately noticed that K3D is corrupt, and
that if the position of the horses of bronze (?) had been
described at all, a more precise expression than JOE (so

Kittel) would probably have been used. The most
obvious new explanation is to emend KOO into aiys, on

the west of, and c*nfi3 into C&quot;nB3- The passage then

becomes, And he put down the horses which the kings
of Judah had given to the sun, on the W. of Yahwe s

house towards the chamber of Nathan-melech, the

official, who was occupied with the mules (the king s

riding animals), and he burned the chariots of the sun
with fire. See NATHAN-MELKCH. We have thus
obtained fresh light on a passage of much interest for

Jewish history ; but we have lost a supposed source of

light for the Parbar of i Ch. 26 18, and we shall now
hardly be bold enough to compare the Pers. parwar or

parbdr (both forms, besides fifteen others, are given in

Richardson s Persian Dictionary), which means an

open gallery or balcony on the top of a house, an upper
9 Anmonf r m Pen Otl a11 sides to the air - etc -

versions
(see Ballon r Ch l

:
c

&quot;
in EHieotfs OT

Commentary, vol. iii. [1883]).
The word -ais 1

? was apparently unknown to
&amp;lt;5, and,

where it occurs first, appears to be a corrupt dittogram
of 3iysV-

It still remains to consider the readings of the ancient
versions.

The readings in ccllulis janitorum [Vg.] and
&amp;gt;O3 sS2 [Tg.,

dividing -13 D()S, so Levy, Targ. HWB 367] are guesses.
Pesh. simply transliterates. In w. 16-18 (5 presents here and
there a simpler text than the MT, and v. 18 (the opening words
eis iioiexo/ieVovs apparently belong to v. 17) consists of a repeti
tion of 16-17 followed by &amp;lt;cai n-pos Svoyiats Tf&amp;lt;rtrap(s, ai &amp;lt;J TOV
rpifiov &vo Siabexofjievovs. The last two words represent C JB
P&quot;:e

(so read in v. i8/ )- The repetition of Parbar in one verse
is unaccountable, and unless it is the corruption of some gloss
upon n 38 D JC&quot;

and therefore expressed in the
&amp;lt;taj&amp;lt;rxop.eVovt (in

which case the first mention of it belongs to the end of v. 17),
it would appear that it has been ignored or not read by .

T. K. C. I
; S. A. C. 2.

PARCHED CORN. See FOOD, i.
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PAROSH
PARCHMENT (TA BiBAiA M&AICT& TAG

Bp&N&C ; Hbros, maxime autem membranas : 2. Tim.
4 13)-

Parchment was prepared from the skins of goats,

sheep, calves, asses, swine, and antelopes ;
the codex

Sinaiticus is written on the finest prepared antelope
skins. It owes its name lirepya.^^, charta pergamena)
to Eumenes II., king of Pergamum (197-159 B.C.), who
revived the ancient use of skins, and improved the
method of their preparation. Pliny s story (HN 13 n),
for which he claims the authority of Varro, is that

Eumenes wished to found a library in his capital which
should rival that of Alexandria. To prevent this

Ptolemy Epiphanes forbade the export of papyrus, and
so compelled him to revert to the ancient custom. The
new material was prepared in such a way as to be fit to

receive writing on both sides, and thus be conveniently
made up into book-form, the yu/jAnov. The name
pergamena first occurs in Diocletian s Price-list and in

Jerome. The earlier word was
8i&amp;lt;fjOtpai (Herod. 5 58),

or Stppfit (cp Mk. 16 in cod. D), or fj.tp.ftpdva.1 (Lat.

membrance) ; gradually parchment supplanted papyrus,
and with this came also the change from the roll to the

codex. The first scholar to possess a whole library
in codices was Jerome; and shortly before his time
the library of Origen had to be rewritten in parchment
volumes oy two priests. What the

p&amp;lt;.p\{a (i.e. , papyrus-
rolls) or the more valuable jte/i/Spdrot mentioned by
Paul (in a section which may possibly have formed part
of a genuine letter of the apostle) actually were it is

impossible to say. What they may have been can

easily be conjectured ; but the hypotheses of scholars
differ. Thiersch thinks of notes on the life of Jesus,
Maier of portions of the OT, Bahnsen of apocryphal
writings, Wieseler of legal documents, Baumgarten of

works of Greek literature (cp von Soden, ad loc.
).

Birt, Das antike liuchweien ; Sanday, Studia Hiblica et
J- cctesta*tica, A -z^ff. ; Nestle, Ein/iihrvng in dai Griechische

-

PARK fD HB;, Neh.23, RVm*-, Eccl.2 S , RV. See

GARDEN, PARADISE.

PARLOUR (n

CHAMBER, HOUSE.

PARMASHTA

etc.), Judg. 820. etc. Sec

; MARMACIMA [BL/s],

fio.pfj.air i
fj. [K], fuiptuurif.ra[A] ; pfter&amp;gt;rtesta[\ %, ]), son ofHAMAN,

Est. 9g. For the name some compare Sansk. parameshta,
chief (Benary). An old Pers. original would be better; but

see PLTRIM.

PARMENAS fnARMCNAc [Ti. WH]) = Parmenides.
one of the Seven, Acts 6 5.

The list of the Pseudo-Hippolytus makes him bUhop of Soli ;

in that of the Pseudo-Dorotheas he is said to have died in his

deaconship in the presence of the apostles.

PARNACH CJjriS; djARNAX ;BAF], d&amp;gt;Ap&NAX [LD-

Elizaphan, ndsi of Zebulon, is called ben Parnach (NiL
3423t, P).

The name can hardly be the land of Parnak mentioned by
Esarhaddon (KH 2 128) in connection with Tul-Asur (i.e.,
TELASSAR [?.v.]). See Del. Par. 265 ; Wi. GBA 269.

PAROSH (B inS, 68, flea, cp Ass. parsuu,
flea, also a personal name, Del. Ass. H WB, 546 ;

for a more attractive explanation, see below
; usually

(popoc or cpApec [L], whence PHOKOS in EV of Esd.,
but in Ezra 3 [B] and lOas [K

ca
] d&amp;gt;A.pec.

and in

Neh. 825 (popecoc [L]. and 10 15
&amp;lt;|&amp;gt;opC \\*\}&amp;gt;

{he name
of the most eminent non-Levitical father s house in

the post-exilic Judaean community, Neh. 10 14 [15], else

where called sons of Parosh (Ezra 2j = Neh. 78 =
i Esd. 09, and Ezra 8 3 [AV PHAROSH]= i Esd. 830 [AV
PHAREZ]). One of their number had a share in the

building of the wall under Nehemiah (Neh. 825, see

PEDAIAH) ; and certain B n Parosh took part in the

league against alien marriages (Ezra 10 25= i Esd. 9 26).

Meyer (Entst. d. Jud. 157) thinks that the family was
of pre-exilic origin. This is probable, but not on the
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PABSHANDATHA
ground which he gives. For the Assyrian parallel men
tioned by Delitzsch seems to show that Par osh may really

have been a personal name among the Israelites.

Meyer s right course would have been to deny that a

family called the Flea-clan, can have been the first

family in the land. He might then have gone on to

propose a better explanation of the name. w and n

being phonetically akin, B jns may be miswritten for

njns, Pir ath or Par ath, a name which is presupposed

by PIR ATHON
(g.i&amp;gt;. }

mentioned in Judges.
1

Cp FLEA, where it is maintained that the insect is nowhere

expressly mentioned in the OT. T. K. C.

PARSHANDATHA (NrnjEHB ;
&amp;lt;}&amp;gt;APC&amp;lt;\N

KM
vttrraLiv [I?], ^&amp;gt;a.p&amp;lt;ra.vve&amp;lt;TTa.v [N* vicl.], -Tail/ [Nc -a

], &amp;lt;t&amp;gt;ap&amp;lt;ravf&amp;lt;rrav

[AlJ5
]), eldest son of HAMAN (q.v.) Esth. 97. For the name

compare perhaps Old Peruan
&amp;lt;/$Vf*M data granted by prayer

(Kenfey).

PARTHIANS (n&pGoi), Acts2iof. See PERSIA.

2. OT references.

PARTRIDGE (XTUp, kore], i S. 2620 (

but see below), Jer. 17n and Eccles.
\\y&amp;gt; (nepAli)-

_ . No one could be surprised to find the part-
leB&amp;lt;

ridge referred to in the OT. The Caccabis

chukar (a sub-species of the more widely-distributed
Caccabis saxatilis) is the commonest game-bird in

Palestine. A smaller species, Ammoperdix heyi, takes

the place of the C. chukar in the Dead Sea area and the

Jordan valley, where it is abundantly represented. A
third kind, Francolinus vulgaris, the black partridge
of N. India, occurs in several parts of Palestine, but is

not numerous, and another species of Caccabis, C.

melanocephala, is found in SW. Arabia.

It is certainly a thoroughly natural expression that

is assigned to David in I S. 2620. Of the Caccabis

chukar it is said that its ringing call-

note may be heard everywhere in

the hill-country of Judah. When hunted, these cheery
birds scud up the hills with great rapidity ;

at last,

wearied out, they can be knocked over with a stick.

More generally, however, they are captured by long
narrow runs, carefully formed of brushwood, leading to

the cave in which the decoy-bird is concealed

(Tristram) ;
often indeed partridges themselves are the

decoy-birds (as is mentioned, for classic antiquity, by
Aristotle and /Elian) ; cp Ecclus. 1130, and see Fowl.,

I/
One of the three passages of EV in which partridge

occurs gives a perfectly satisfactory sense. In Ecclus.

llso the guile of a proud man is compared to a decoy

partridge in a cage and to a spy. In i S. 2620, however,
we have a slight feeling of surprise that Saul s pursuit of

David should be compared to nothing nobler or harder

than the chase of partridges, and in Jer. 17 n the

reference (in RV) to a partridge that gathereth young
which she hath not brought forth has met with no

adequate explanation. The partridge has far too many
eggs of her own to care to steal the eggs of other birds.

No popular superstition suggestive of such an idea as

that given in the prevalent version of Jer. 17 n is in the

least likely to have arisen among such observant people
as the Israelites ;

we may sajely let Bochart s Hierozoicon

repose on its shelf.

A doubt will naturally arise as to the state of the text,

more especially when we find in Judg. 15 19 the term En-

hakkore, which, against the context, is explained by
some Partridge -spring,&quot; but which must either be

Well of him that called or be a corruption (in com
bination with Lehi) of Jerahmeel (see LEHI).

In i S.2620 our choice seems to lie between inserting p, a

hawk (as suggested by a marginal note to Tg. Jon. in Lag. Proph.
xviii), so that Saul would be compared to a hawk and David to

a partridge, or (since r,-n is not the right verb to be coupled

with p) changing Nip into NTE, a wild
ass,&quot;

in accordance

1 We must not compare Parsua, the name of a land in W.
Media.
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PASEAH
with the critically emended text of i S. 24 15 [14! (see FLEA, col.

533 foot). In Jer. 17 n a more searching examination of the
text is required. Cornill (SHOT, Jer., Heb.) says that this is

one of those passages which have been misplaced by an error of
the scribes, whilst Giesebrecht denies it to Jeremiah altogether.
We may indeed reasonably deny it to Jeremiah (see JEREMIAH
[BooK], 18, col. 2389); but we must not deny its con
nection with vv. 5-8. It is in fact parallel to zn&amp;gt;. sf., and
should probably run, Cursed is the pernicious man who acquires

riches, but not rightfully, etc. i.e., iS uSi IJT 1p is corrupted
out of Vy;

1

?!! 123 &quot;inN. It is surely better to try to restore

what the prophetic writer may have said than to spend time in

seeking to explain what no Hebrew writer can have said.

In i S. 20 20, H. P. Smith (Samuel, 233), after Klost., would

emend ll^ND into &quot;lt?33 ( as the eagle hunts the partridge ).

Hut (i) rpi is the wrong verb ; (2) vvKTiic6pa () nowhere else

represents -ujij ; and (3) the vulture (nc j) &amp;gt;s a carrion-feeding
bird. T. K. C. A. E. S.

PARUAH (H-l-lB; &amp;lt;J&amp;gt;AppOY [A], BAPC&OYX [I-].

4&amp;gt;OY*.COyA [K]), the father or clan of the prefect of

ISSACHAR (4, n. 4) under Solomon (i K.4i7).
If Jehoshaphat is really a late transformation of Zephathi

(see SHAI-HAT), Paruah probably comes from Hareph ( pn), or

Haruph (niin), a Calebite clan-name (i Ch. 2 51). Note that in

1 Ch. 125 Shephatiah (i.e., Zephathi) is called a Haruphite.
Paruah ( blooming, NAMES, 57) is surely miswritten.

T. K. C.

PARVAIM (DM-IQ; ^APOY^IM [BA], -CIM [L] ;

Vg. Pesh. Ar. take it as an adj. decore multo, etc.).

2 Ch. 36 states that Solomon overlaid (]s i)
the house,

or temple, with mp p or costly stones, for adornment,
and the gold was gold of Parvaim. The statement

respecting the gold is unconnected with what precedes.
We must, however, resist the easy hypothesis of a gloss,

and seek for a solution of the problem which brings the

clause into relation with the immediate context. In

vestigation leads to the theory that Parvaim is a corrup
tion of bf/vsim fir-trees, whilst and the gold was gold
of must be changed to and covered (it) with timber

of. The passage belongs to the Chronicler s account

of the building of the temple.

The Pasek after jiNl in v. 5 indicates that the text is in

some disorder, and the fact that closely similar words recur

at intervals in vv. 4-7 suggests that corruption and dittography
may very possibly have combined to produce the present text.

mNBn 1

?) being such an unnecessary appendage, is specially sus

picious. niNEn certainly comes from [cltt na, fir-trees. This

appears originally to have stood in the margin as a correction

of C&quot;nS, for which weshould also read CE lil~)3 ; it is dittographed

from 7 . 5/z which suggests that yft\ 3,11 ~1 is probably corrupted

from sy ^[Tl.
From insm to jruS lE l must evidently be trans

ferred to v. 4 (the opening words are of the nature of a dittogram).
V. $f. may have been nearly as follows, and he covered the

greater house with costly stones (?) and with fir-timber. All

besides is either misplaced or dittographed.
If the rest of the text of 2 Ch. 36 were sounder, Glaser s identifi

cation of Parvaim (Skizze, 2 347) with Sak-el-Karwain, of which
we hear from the Arabian geographer Hamdani, would be more

plausible. T. K. C.

PASACH (TIPS ; BAICHXI [
RL &amp;lt;t&amp;gt;ecHXi [A], cbacex

[L]), a name in a genealogy of ASHER (y.v. 4ii.
),

i

Ch. 7s3t.

PAS-DAMMIM (DV3TDS; cbAcoAoMH [BN],
-m

[A] TOIC cepp&N [L]- U^3? ^tvvft [Pesh.], pfiesifomim

[Vg. ]), the place where Eleazar ben Dodo (Dodai) per
formed an exploit during the war with the Philistines,

i Ch. 11 13. The
|| passage (2 S. 289) has csiw (

when

they defied, so &amp;lt;5

1!A fv
T&amp;lt;^

oveidicrai ; ev ffeppafj. [L]).
The original reading was probably either c KBT pey3, in

the valley of Rephaim (Marq. Fund. 17), or trsiN pOi 2.

in the valley of the Arammites
( =Jerahmeelites),

or more probably both readings were current (Che. ).

See Crit. Bib., and cp REPHAIM, VALLEY OF, and cp
EPHESDAMMIM, LEHI.

PASEAH (Plpa, 66 halting, i.q. Claudius).

i. Brother of Beth-rapha (from Beth-sarephathim ?
)

and TEHINNAH [?.v.] in a Calebite genealogy, i Ch.

4 12. Paseah is possibly a corruption of JERAHMK KL

[Che.]; cp Pisseah, an assumed link in the develop-
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PASHHUR
ment of MEPHIBOSHETH (q.v.) out of Jerahme el

(|3e&amp;lt;r-

ffrjf [B], &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;ffffij [A], (paaae [L]).
3. The B ne Paseah are mentioned among the post-exilic

Nethinim; Ezra249 WHCTOI/ [B], &amp;lt;/&amp;gt;OCTT) [A], &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;acr&amp;lt;ra
[L]); Neh.Tsi

(Phascah [AV], ^etrr) [B], ^.aicn) [X], &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;fo-&amp;lt;rr) [A], $a.a&amp;lt;ja. [L]).

In i Esd. 031 the name appears as PHINOE
(&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;ivo( [BA], so RV,

but AV PHINEES).

3. Father of Jehoiada, 3 : Neh. 36 ($acr [BNA], &amp;lt;e&amp;lt;ro-e [L]).

PASHHUE ;
so RV, but AV PASHUR

TTACXCOP eAeyGepoc.
OS 204, 25 ; &amp;lt;S

generally). It is natural to compare ASHHUR [i/.v.],
1

but some of &amp;lt;

L s readings (see 3) suggest a corruption of

PEDAHZUR [Che.]; cp Jer. 20s. See also HAPPIZZEZ.
i. Pashhur, one of the B ne IMMER (q.v. ),

was chief

officer in the temple in Jeremiah s time, probably there

fore second only to the chief priest
2

(Jer. 20 1-6). He
was also a prophet, but of quite another type from

Jeremiah (v. 66 ; cp v. 31), whom he caused to be put
into the stocks for his prophecies of woe, and thereupon
received the name MAGOR-MISSABIB (contrasting with

Pedahzur, God hath ransomed
),

and the warning
that he would share the general fate of captivity. He
is identified by some with the father of another opponent
of Jeremiah, named Gedaliah (Jer. 38 1), but on no

special grounds.
2. Pashhur b. Malchiah was one of two sent by Zedekiah to

Jeremiah imploring him to inquire of Yahwe on behalf of the

nation (Jer. 21 1 38 i). Some identify him with the Pashhur
b. Malchiah, mentioned in a document of the age of Nehemiah
which forms the basis of i Ch. 93-17 and Neh. 11 4-19: i Ch.
9 12

(&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;a&amp;lt;rx&amp;lt;0p
[A], &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;a&amp;lt;reovp [L]); Neh. 11 12 (&amp;lt;acrcrovp [B],

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;a&amp;lt;reovp [KA], &amp;lt;Ja&amp;lt;Tovp [L]). That personage certainly belonged
to a priestly family ; but since Pashhur is not called so in 21 1 we
may assume that he did not exercise priestly functions. It

may be doubted whether Pashhur was properly a personal name
(see 3) ; identifications are therefore uncertain.

3. The B ne Pashhur, a post-exilic family : Neh. 741 (&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;atTf&ovp

[B], &amp;lt;&amp;lt;xcreovp [&quot;A], &amp;lt;j)aSa&amp;lt;T&amp;lt;Tovp [L])=Kzra238 ((acr&amp;lt;Tovp [B?],

ifiaa-a-ovpa [B*], &amp;lt;j&amp;gt;acrovp [A], &amp;lt;j&amp;gt;a66as, [L])=i Esd. 5 25, PHAS-
SARON, RV PHASSURUS (&amp;lt;acrtropov [B], &amp;lt;a&amp;lt;rcrovpou [A], tfraSacr-

trovp [L]). Six of their number are mentioned as having

married foreign wives, Ezra 10 22
(&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;a&amp;lt;rovp [BNA], &amp;lt;j&amp;gt;apa-r&amp;gt;vp [L])

= i Esd. 922, PHAISUR
(&amp;lt;ai&amp;lt;roup [B], &amp;lt;arov [A], ^afiacrcroup

[L]) ; the family itself is referred to at the closing festival under

Nehemiah (Neh. 10 3 &amp;lt;/&amp;gt;a&amp;lt;rovp
[BNA], cf&amp;gt;acrcrovp [L]).

PASS, PASSAGE, PASSAGES. In iS. 1823

itiaiibar, ~apc, and in i S. 144 I s - 10 29 mabarah, mays, is in

AV passage ; in all three cases RV has pass. See MICH-
MASH. In Gen. 3222 [23], Josh. 2 7 Judg. 828 Is. 162 EV gives
ford for (rt)l3j, D, as also does RV in Judg. 12 syC where AV

has passages. See FORD. RV g- also has fords in Jer.
51 32 where EV has passages (of Babylon). On Jer. 22 20 (AV
passages RV Abarim ) see ABAKIM.

PASSOVER
and

FEAST OF UNLEAVENED BREAD
Harvest festival ( i). Sacrifice of first-born theory
Unleavened ( 2). ( 8).

The offering ( 3). Pesah ritual ( 9).

Canaanitish origin ( 4). Meaning of blood rite ( 10).
A hag ; no fixed day ( 5). Why an evening rite ( n).
Commemoration theory ( 6). Courseof development( 12-17).
Passover ( 7). Literature ( 18).

The old legislation in the so-called Decalogue of J

(Ex. 34 18-26 : see DECALOGUE) and in E (Ex. 23 14-16)

1 Ha e t &lves ^6 ^rst place among the great
, feasts of the year to the feast of un-

estivai.
leavened bread

Many scholars, however, regard Ex. 34 18, the verse of primary
importance in connection with the present subject, as not

original (see for example Steuernagel on Dt. 16 1). According
to Steuernagel J knows nothing of a feast of unleavened bread
(massoth) but only (v. 25) of a passover festival in which the

firstlings of the herd and of the flock were sacrificed. Even on
literary grounds, however, we cannot accept this view. Accord
ing to i . 23 J knows of three annual festivals. If v. 18 is deleted

1 [Names with pas (earlier form /&amp;gt;ass) portion (Ac., property)
of a divinity (Manet, Isis, Me it f. Liebl. 25 25) are far from being
uncommon in Egyptian. w. M. M.]

2 Zephaniah, who in Jer. 29 26 is call :d an officer (Tps)i in

62 24 is called second priest (n:sj&amp;gt;cn
J

13).
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only two of these are named and the third distinguished only by
the character of its offerings. The structure of v. 23, however,
quite plainly presupposes that this last also has been named,
and that, too, in the first place and before v. 19. We .shall have
to suppose, accordingly, that originally the passover festival was
named in i: 18, which according to J also had reference to the

Exodus, and that at a later date the massoth festival was intro
duced in its place from Ex.23. No substantial reason for such
a correction can be suggested ; for the idea of seeking to super
sede the passover festival by the massoth festival could never
have occurred to anyone ; nor yet can the purely literary motive
that of bringing into line with Ex. 23 \i,f. be alleged here, for as
will be shown immediately it is Ex. 23 14-16 that has been itself

corrected, or, let us say, supplemented by the addition of 77 . ijf.
and thus again brought into agreement with J. Finally, it is

exceedingly doubtful whether in Ex.3425 (J) the name /fsab
for the festival in question is original (see below, 7) ; if it is an
insertion, it is doubly difficult to understand why it should pre
viously have been deleted in v. 18. The tendency of the redaction,
as of the whole development, is much rather in the direction of

E
lacing the passover, as distinguished from the feast of unleavened
read, more and more in the foreground (see below, i2_/^).
On the questions as to whether Ex. 23 14-19 belongs to the

Book of the Covenant and to E generally, and as to the relations
between these verses and Ex. 34 18-26, no agreement has as yet
been arrived at. It is often supposed that the passage in the
Book of the Covenant is not original but a later introduction
from J (Baentsch, Das Bundesbuch, S?f- 99 f- &amp;gt; Kautzsch, US ;

and others). Ex. 2814-19, however, is not a unity ;
vv. 14-16 are

to be held separate from w. 17-19. This appears immediately
from a comparison of irv. 14 and 17, which are doublets though
they do not say quite the same thing. Still more clearly does this

appear when the phraseology is compared with that of J. I v.

17-19 are, apart from the absence of the word pesah, word for

word coincident with Ex. 34 23 25 26
;

7&amp;gt;e;. is./, on the other hand,
diverge from J not only by their omission of the precept about

firstlings but also expressly by their designations of the festival

in v. 16, whilst v. 14 is altogether absent from J. Thus, whilst
there is everything to suggest that w. 17-19 are taken from J,
w. 14-16 cannot possibly have come from that source, but must
belong to E. In the present case, therefore, it is E that has
been subsequently brought into conformity with J by introduc
tion of the precepts of 111. 17-19, which were foreign to the original
law. If this be so, we must go back for the form of these verses

to their original form in Ex. 34 23^. in other words, the name
pesah was not originally used in Ex.3425. In taking over the
verses nothing, it is certain, was changed, for the very object of
the transference was to correct E in accordance with J.

The name of the feast of unleavened bread (^ri

niva.ii fopTT] TUI&amp;gt; d^vfj.wv [Lk. 22 1, Jos. Z?/ 2 12], ^uepat

r(av d^vfj.(av [Actsl23 206], festus [or diei\ asymornm)
has reference to the massoth 1 which were eaten while

the festival lasted. For the meaning of the feast in the

passages just cited we must look to the connection with

the two other great annual feasts that of weeks and
that of the ingathering in which it is there found.

These last are quite unmistakably connected with hus

bandry (see PENTECOST; also TABERNACLES, i).

This establishes an antecedent probability that the third

feast also had the same underlying idea was, in fact, the

festival of the beginning of harvest. The date, in the

month of Abib though no doubt it may have been a

later addition to the law points to the same conclusion.

This interpretation of the feast conies still more clearly

to the front in Dt., where the law as regards all three

festivals is (Dt. 16 16/. )
that the celebrants shall not

appear before Yahwe empty-handed ; every man shall

give as he is able according to the blessing which Yahwe

thy God has given thee. The offerings of the niassoth-

festival are thus, according to D, thank-offerings for

harvest blessings just as are those of the other great

feasts. Dt. 16g tells us, more precisely, that the massoth

festival was the festival of putting the sickle to the

standing corn. It fixes the date of the feast of weeks,

so called because celebrated seven weeks after massoth

(see PENTECOST, i), by the formula seven weeks

shall thou number unto thee from the time that thou

beginnest to put the sickle to the standing corn ; cp
also Lev. 23 15, where the day from which these seven

weeks are to be reckoned is still more accurately fixed

(see below, 14). That its relation to the harvest was

1 nlSO is the opposite of
j
Cn (.ha tes) ;

see LEAVEN. The

original meaning of the word is uncertain. Ges. explains it as =
sweet, Bochart (Hicroz. 1 6897:) as = clean, pure, Fleischer

(see Levy, NHWB 3 315) as = exhausted, strengthless,&quot;

desiccated.
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not incidental merely is shown by the ritual of the feast,

as still presented in Lev. 23g (H), by which the people
are enjoined to bring a sheaf of the first fruits with
sacrifices on the day after the first Sabbath of harvest

(see below, 14). Before this date it was not lawful

to eat either bread or parched corn or fresh ears (v. 14).

This offering of the first fruit sheaf is so fully regarded
as the characteristic and main rite of the festival, and
the day of its presentation as that of the proper feast,

that the seven weeks to Pentecost are reckoned from it

(v. 15).

The characteristic custom of eating only unleavened
bread at the festival is thus explained easily and natur-

2 Unleavened ally The m
-???

th are uPon the

same plane with the parched corn

(^Si kali, see FOOD, i), a favourite food during harvest

(cp Ruth 2 14 Lev. 23 14), the use of which at this season
still survives in Palestine. In the midst of the labours
of the harvest-field, when the first barley sheaves were

being reaped, people did not take time to wait for the

slow process of leavening the dough, but baked their

bread from unleavened dough, just as at other times

unleavened cakes were wont to be baked when time

pressed (cp Gen. 186 19 3 ).
In Ex. 12 33 /: [J] also the

practice of eating massoth and the customs connected
therewith are traced back to the Exodus, and the narra

tive still retains the right conception of this unleavened
bread as being bread of haste. In Josh. 5 if. , where the

first passover of the Israelites in Western Palestine is

described, the eating of unleavened bread is mentioned
in conjunction with that of parched corn as both be

longing to the festival : it is the first of the fruit of the

land to be eaten after that has been sanctified by the

preceding ptiafi ; henceforth the manna ceases and the

people live on the produce of the land.

Thus the meaning of the festival in all its details be
comes transparent ;

of the new harvest nothing was eaten

3 The offe
until a consecration sheaf had been

presented to Yahwe and thus the whole

crop had been sanctified (see TAXATION). This once

done, no time was lost in proceeding to enjoy God s

gift. The only point about which any uncertainty can
still be felt is as to whether the presentation of a sheaf
at the sanctuary, mentioned in Lev. 23 10, is the oldest

form of the celebration, or whether perhaps the consecra
tion gift did not originally consist of unleavened barley
cakes. The latter view is suggested by the parallel case
in which unleavened wheaten cakes were presented at

the close of the harvest at pentecost (Lev. 23 17 ; cp
PENTKCOST, 3); as also by the fact that in later times
there still subsisted the custom of presenting to Yahwe,
as a meal -offering of the firstfruits, corn in the ear

parched with fire, bruised corn of the fresh ear (Lev.
214). There is also a more general consideration which
tends to the same result

;
in the oldest period we find

the usual gifts to the deity consisting of various kinds of

food, and these in the form in which the human offerers

were in the habit of using them
; leavened bread, wine,

oil, boiled flesh. The offering was a meal for the deity
the food of Yahwe, as the expression still runs in

Lev. 3 it (cp Benzinger, HA 432 f. ; also SACRIFICE).
When accordingly the old law of Ex. 34 18 lays

special stress upon the eating of unleavened bread, the

sacrificial presentation of massoth at this festival may
almost be assumed as a matter of course. In process
of time a more delicate material was preferred ;

un
leavened bread was presented instead of leavened, and
in many cases the place of bread is altogether taken by
meal (Benz. HA 450 f. ). The substitution of a first-

fruit sheaf for the massoth would admit of ready explana
tion from the course of this development.

In what has been said we have at the same time

. n ... , reached a secure conclusion as to the
4. Canaamtish - , , .. , .

. . origin of the massoth festival. As a
harvest feast with the ritual presenta

tion of first-fruits of the barley harvest, the feast of
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massoth presupposes agriculture and a settled life in

Canaan. Elsewhere(see FEASTS, 3)expression has been

given to the conjecture that massoth, as well as the other

feasts, was of Canaanitish origin. We have, it is true,
no direct evidence of the existence among the Canaanites
of any such spring festival

; but a thanksgiving harvest
festival is attested in JudgQz;, and to presume a cor

responding festival at the beginning of harvest is not
too hazardous. The Israelites themselves, as will be
shown immediately ( 7), brought with them out of the
wilderness an entirely different festival which they subse

quently combined with that of massoth. The very
fact that their passover was not changed into a
harvest festival, that the harvest festival as an inde

pendent feast was combined with the passover, points

conspicuously to the conclusion that this spring festival

was not an institution which the Israelites had developed
on their own account that it had been found by them
when they came, and taken over by them, as an old-

established custom. They learned all the practices of

agriculture from the Canaanites, and so also in the

forefront of these the custom of presenting to the deity
their tribute of the produce of the soil. Elsewhere

(PENTECOST, 6) the conjecture is offered that origin

ally perhaps the Canaanites and the Israelites had only
one harvest festival in spring, with the meaning just
indicated, and that this spring festival divided itself into

two only in the course of the subsequent development.
It is obvious that, thus interpreted, the massoth

festival could not originally have been connected with

any definite day. In the ancient ordin-
5. A ; no
nxed day.

ances of J and E, referred to at the

beginning of this article
( i), it is

assigned, in a quite general way, simply to the month
Abib

( green-ears month, or harvest month 1

).
Neither

is it a festival celebrated in common by the entire

people at once. In Palestine harvest falls at very
different dates according to the locality.

In the Jordan valley it may occasionally begin as early as in
the end of March, and normally in the beginning of April ; in
the hill country and on the coast it falls, on an average, some
eight to ten days later, whilst in the colder and more elevated
districts, such as those about Jerusalem, it may be even three or
four weeks later. Cp AGRICULTURE, i.

Thus, the feast of the beginning of harvest was cele

brated at very different dates at the various sanctuaries

throughout the land ; but in every case it was celebrated

as a hag i.e. , as a mirthful festival with dances and

processions and joyous sacrificial meal (see FEASTS).
As distinguished from the family festivals, properly so

called, which were celebrated within the domestic circle,

and from the clan festivals which were attended only by
the members of the clan, this festival was, like the two
other great feasts of the year, a public one which brought
together the entire community of the place. Hence
also the precept in J, that all the males are to appear
before Yahwe. An appearance before Yahwe could
not be made at every village or on every bantah (see

HIGH-PLACE) where perchance some sacrifice had at one
time or another been offered

;
it could be made only at

one of the greater sanctuaries where there was a bcth

Yahwi, a house of Yahwe of some sort, with an

ephod or other sacred object, as, for example, at Shiloh.

In the older time, it is true, pilgrimage was wont to be
made only once a year to such a sanctuary (i S. 1 3) ;

in

this respect therefore the precept of J expresses not the

oldest prevailing custom but a later development.
Alongside of this explanation of the feast as a harvest

one, there arose also, at a comparatively early date,

6.Commemora-
another

;
vhich

f

interPre^
d il as com

tion theory. &quot;\

el
&quot;.

ra lve
,

f
.

the Lxodus
J 34 18, indeed, the more precise specifica

tion of the date of celebration
(

in the month Abib, for

in the month Abib tbou earnest out from Egypt )
is by

many scholars attributed to the deuteronomic redaction

(Wellh. CY/f 2
331 f.

&amp;lt;

3
333 f. ; in this case the same

will apply to Ex. 23 15). Still, even should this be so,
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the fact remains that J

1 in Ex. 12 34 relates how the

Israelites in the hurry of their departure had no time to

leaven their dough but had to carry it with them, un

leavened, in their kneading troughs. The reference

here to the massoth festival and its characteristic feature

is unmistakable. Thus in the addition to Ex. 34 18

substantially all that can be attributed to D is merely
the extension of the celebration over a. period of seven

days.
In the preceding paragraphs the massSth festival has

been, so far, disposed of; not so the entire spring
_ festival as it had come to be celebrated

s
at the beginning of harvest, even at so

early a date as that of the old legislation. For this

spring festival, as is explained elsewhere (FEASTS, 2)

had belonging to it another integral part, with another

name, other rites, and another meaning to wit, the

feast of the passover.
In the old legislation of E (Ex. 23 14-16) this latter

feast is not expressly mentioned by the name passover.
In the festal legislation of J (Ex. 34), the passover feast

is indeed named in v. 25, but only by a later interpola
tion (see above, i). It would be premature to conclude

that the thing itself, or even the name, was not known
till the time of D. In D s ordinance (Dt. 16 1/. sff.)

what has to be regarded as an innovation upon previous
custom is undoubtedly the injunction not to keep the

passover at home, since it is accompanied by the pre
sentation of offerings such as is lawful only at the

sanctuary. What has to be offered is indicated only

vaguely (sheep and cattle), the amount being left un

determined. For greater precision we may turn to the

precept of J (Ex. 34 igf. ),
where in immediate connection

with the appointment of the massoth festival in the

month Abib the sacrifice of the firstlings of cattle and
the redemption of the human firstborn is enjoined. The
existence of a real inner connection between the festival

and the offering of the firstborn is attested by Ex. 13 i2/.,

a passage which is perhaps older than Dt.
,
and at any

rate has been heavily redacted in a deuteronomic sense.

There the offering of the firstborn is explained by
reference to the slaying of the firstborn of Egypt and
the sparing of the firstborn of Israel at the Exodus.

On the strength of these various indications the pass-
over is accordingly now explained by the majority of

._ , modern scholars (W. R. Smith,

fi ^ 463/ -
Wellh ProL(*

} 86/ Nowack,
)rn HA 2 147, and others) as a sacrifice of

tneory. the firstlings of the herd Dt un _

doubtedly also has this view of the meaning of the

festival, and therefore finds it unnecessary to say any
thing further as to the offerings to be offered. So also

J, who for the same reason does not require to mention

the passover expressly at all alongside of the massoth

festival, but regards it as coincident with the festival of

spring. In the case of E, on the other hand, it is

possible to ask whether this is really his view. Here
we have rather, as regards the offerings of firstlings of

the herd, the quite differently conceived precept (Ex.

2229/5) that these animals are in each case to be given
to Yahwe on the eighth day after birth. In view of this

it has been suggested (e.g., by Nowack, HA 2147 n.
)

that this regulation is a later addition, in accordance

with Lev. 2227, made when passover and sacrifice of

firstlings had at last come to be completely separated

(see below, 15). The possibility, however, that E
should indeed have been acquainted with the passover,

yet not with the passover as the feast of the sacrifice of

the firstborn but only in a different meaning, and that

this is the reason why he does not cite it at all as

belonging to the three great harvest festivals, must be
left open.

1 True, the assignment of this passage to J is not undisputed ;

it is assigned also to E. The case is not substantially altered,

however, by this ; it makes relatively but little difference in

point of time whether we decide that the view in question first

finds expression in J or in E.
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This view of the festival as being the sacrifice of the

firstborn does not, however, give any satisfying explana
tion of its origin. For the inferences usually drawn in

this connection from the meaning of the festival seem
on other grounds to be insecure. It is usually assumed
that the sacrifice of the firstborn of the herd means for

a pastoral people quite the same thing as the offering
of the firstfruits of the field in the case of an agricultural

people, and that therefore also this passover festival

reaches back into the primitive period of Israel s history
before the settlement in Canaan. A trace of this is

found in Ex. lOg and in other passages of similar import

(in J and in E), where it is related that the custom of

holding a spring feast to Yahwe gave the occasion for

the Exodus. In these passages, however, an essential

point is left out namely, the proof that an offering of

firstborn was here in question.
Wellhausen (as above) has sought to show this from the con

nection of the entire narrative of JE, interpreting the course of
the thought as follows : Yahwe has a claim to the human first

born in Israel (who are to be redeemed) and to the firstborn of
cattle. The Egyptians hinder Israel from offering the firstborn

to Yahwe ;
in compensation for this privation Yahwe takes to

himself all the firstborn of Egypt. If it is afterwards said that

the passover is observed in commemoration of this act of God,
all that is meant is that the passover is in full harmony with that

old festival and continues it.

Such a connection, however, of the early spring
festival with the passover, and of both with the idea of

a sacrifice of firstborn, is by no means necessarily im

plied in the text itself, however well it may harmonise

with it, and it will therefore have to be given up as soon

as from more general considerations it is found to be

improbable. Considerations of this sort are set forth

with some fulness elsewhere (TAXATION). Of chief

importance is what W. R. Smith (tfS
1?) 463) has em

phasised that the idea of a payment of tribute, a due
to the deity such as finds expression in the offering of

the firstlings, is wholly foreign to the original worship
of Israel, and did not arise till after the settlement in

Canaan. A yearly offering of the firstborn in which

this idea is expressed is thus quite improbable for the

earliest period. Robertson Smith, it is true, has sought,
in order to escape this difficulty, to explain the offering

of the firstborn of cattle in a wholly different way,

namely from the sacred (taboo) character attaching to

the first birth. That, however, is quite superfluous

labour, for we have no evidence of any other offerings

of firstborn from the time before the immigration besides

the passover itself, and in the case of the passover there

are further reasons to be mentioned immediately ( 9)
which make this very explanation impossible for the

period in question.
Neither does the parallel with the Arabian spring

festival compel us to adopt the explanation of the pass-

over as a sacrifice of firstborn.

Formerly Ewald (Alt.* 467) and more recently W. R. Smith

(RSW 227 f. 465) connected the passover with the yearly

offering of the atdir among the ancient Arabians in the month

Rajab which corresponds to the spring month Abib. It is, how
ever, by no means absolutely certain that in the case of this

Arabian sacrifice we are dealing at all with a regular sacrifice

of firstborn, even if it be the case that in Arabia the time of

bearing is in spring (W. R. Smith, as above).

Even if, therefore, at the time of D and even earlier,

the passover was unhesitatingly regarded as an offering

of the firstborn, we still have no evidence of the existence

of such an offering for the period before the immigra
tion, nor can it be established as a probability. Much
rather is it probable that the custom of offering the

firstlings was only a secondary extension of the practice

of offering the fruits of the field. If therefore the pass-

over was an ancient Hebrew festival, as Ex. 1221-27 and

all Israelite tradition assume, it must have had another

meaning.
In order to see that it had another meaning we have

only to turn to the characteristic ritual of

the ptsati festival, which has no appropri
ateness in connection with a celebration of

the offering of first-fruits and does not admit of explana-
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tion by means of this conception. The ritual, as pre
scribed in Ex. 1221-27, is as follows : The Israelites

are to take a sheep (si&amp;gt;n, fa ; vpo^arov ; Vg. animat)
according to their families and kill it as the passover

(npsn). Then with a bunch of hyssop some of the

blood is to be struck upon the lintel and door-posts
the sign for [the angel of] Yahwe (see DESTROYER) of

an Israelite dwelling. This is to be observed as an
ordinance for ever.

The age and literary constitution of this passage has been
much discussed (cp Budde, ZA 7V/ 11 197 /. [1891]). Whilst
some maintain it to be old and assign it to J, others (e.g., Well-

hausen) regard it as of late date and an appendix to the preced
ing narrative of P. Here also, however, the literary question is

again unimportant, for in substance the ritual is certainly more
ancient than that given in Ex. 1:2 2-20 [P]. For in P the rite

that is to be kept up consists in the eating of the paschal lamb

(Hb; npofiaTov , agnus), for which minute directions are given,

whilst the sprinkling of the lintel and door-posts with the blood
is relegated to a quite subordinate place. In Ex. 1221-27, on
the other hand, the chief emphasis is laid precisely upon this

sprinkling as the rite to be repeated every year, and the eating
of thej sacrificial flesh is not enjoined at all; plainly, with the
framer of this law it did not require to be mentioned, being
regarded as quite a matter of course.

There can, however, be no doubt that this rite as

depicted in Ex. 122i / was very old, even although
there is no mention of it elsewhere in J, E, and D.
Practices of this kind can never have been the free

inventions of a later time
; indeed, the whole rite from

the point of view of P and the later age was obviously

something weird and unintelligible. In I* ceremonies
with sacrificial blood can be performed only by the

priest and at the sanctuary, not in private houses by
laymen ;

and this is the reason why P represents the

entire ceremony as valid only for the first passover in

Egypt, and makes the celebration for all subsequent
time to consist in the solemn eating of the paschal
lamb.

Obviously, the rite in question can have nothing
whatever to do with the conception of an offering of

.. __ first-fruits, and has to be explained, if
10 Meaning
... , . explained at all, in some other way.

The narrative itself in Ex. 122i/. offers

the explanation we need. Here the sprinkling with

the blood is represented as the means by which the

Israelites were protected from the Destroyer.
The narrative will also have it that the name pesah comes

from pasah because Yahwe will pass over ( npSl) the door,

and will not suffer the Destroyer to come into your houses

(v, 23). On this view the passover was not originally a regular
spring festival, but rather a solemn observance by which it was
sought to gain protection in times of pestilence and the like (so
also Marti, Gesch. Israelit. Rcl.t^

if&amp;gt;f.).
The idea lying at its

foundation is quite the same as in the case of sacrifice in general ;

by means of the blood-rite is to be re-established that close

fellowship with the deity by which just at such times as these

the most effective protection is secured. The sprinkling of
the blood upon the door-posts and lintel rather than elsewhere

may perhaps have had its origin in the thought that there

the household gods whose protection it was sought to secure

had their seat. The ceremony observed in the case of the
slave who voluntarily chose to continue in his master s service

points also in the same direction : his master shall bring him to

the eldhnn and place him at the door or door-posts (Ex. 21 6) ;

by the eld/um we ought probably here also to understand the
household gods.
We have the less reason for declining this explanation

of the passover, laid to our hand by the narrative itself,

since similar usages are met with also in ancient Arabia.

Marti (op. cit.
) justly points to the custom there of

sprinkling the tents of an army setting out on its march
with blood, as also to the practice of the Bedouins,
in time of pestilence, of besprinkling their camels on
the neck and side with sacrificial blood in order to pro
tect their herds.

Another possible interpretation
1 of the passover

1 A complete list of explanations of the passover (pesali) can
not be attempted here. A few may be singled out. Chr. Baur
(Tiib. Ztschr. f. Theol. 1832, p. 40 f.) regarded it as a pro
pitiatory sacrifice, connected with the spring festival, which was
offered to God as a substitution for the human male first-born.

Vatke (Rel. d. A T 492 f.) and others bring the passover into
line with the spring festival held among many peoples at the
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would be that put forward by Ewald (Alt.W 460 /)
and others, that it was a sacrifice of propitiation and

purification (which preceded [so Ew. ] this offering of

the first-fruits). In support of this view reference is

naturally made to the fact that hyssop is employed else

where In connection with purification ceremonies (Lev.
146 +gf. Nu. 196, cp Ps. 51 9 [7]). Here too analogous
rites among the Bedouins can be pointed to (sprinkling
with blood a rite of lustration, Palmer, The Desert of
the Exodus, 118

; Goldziher, Le culle des saints chez les

A/usu/mans, 31). It does not seem necessary, however,
to travel beyond the account given in Ex. 12

2i/&quot;.
itself

for an explanation.
One other point in the ritual demands particular

notice : viz. , the fact that the ptsah has to be slain in

the evening a regulation which does
11. Why an

evening rite.
not occur in the case of any other sacri

fice. True, this regulation is first met
with in D (Dt. 166) ; but the custom as such was cer

tainly ancient, and the narrative o* Ex. 12 21 /. also

makes it clear that evening was the proper time for the

paschal sacrifice (cp v. 226), and Ex. 12423 may be cited

in addition, to the same effect. Here what is being
said is that the night is to be for Israel a D laE rj?.

In

42^ the rendering night of vigil of Yahwe, etc., is

questionable, indeed, as also is the other point whether
this half of the verse conies from the ancient source.

The importance attached to the observance of this time-

determination in Dt. 166 shows that the matter is not

merely secondary but is essentially connected with the

observance of the festival, and thus with its fundamental

significance. The custom accordingly can have its origin

only in this, that the festival was somehow connected
with the phases of the moon, doubtless in the sense that

the practices were carried out at new moon or at full

moon, and were then held to have special efficacy.
Let us briefly summarise our results as to the develop

ment of the great spring festival down to the time of D.

Among the ancient nomad Hebrews it
12. Result :

early
development.

had been the practice on special occa

sions, for protection against pestilence
and the like, to sprinkle the door

posts (tent-poles) with the blood of a sheep. The
custom afterwards became fixed ; every year in spring
such a sacrifice came to be offered by each separate

family. In this transformation the meaning of the

custom of course came to be obscured, and it is always
possible that the idea of a lustration gave new contents

to it. In any case the passover was, and continued to

be in the first instance for some time after the immigra
tion into Canaan, a family festival having absolutely

nothing of the character of a popular festival, a hag.
In Palestine the immigrating Israelites found among the

agricultural Canaanites the custom of consecrating to

the baal of the district, every spring at the beginning of

harvest, the first-fruits of the corn, and of celebrating
a festival in this connection. The idea lying at the

foundation of the observance that the first-fruits belong
to Yahwe was soon carried over by them to the first

lings of the herd also. In offering these first-born the

practice does not seem to have been in the first instance

uniform
;
whilst the Book of the Covenant enjoins that

time of the equinox: pesah (
= passing over, transit) according

to this view means the triumphant passage of the sun through
the equinoctial point into the sign of Aries. [According to Toy
(JBL 16 178 /. [1897]), npS, from ~C2, to leap, limp, denotes

properly a peculiar ritual dance, and hence became the designa
tion of the old nomadic Hebrew spring festival. The lamb
offered would thus be the lamb or sacrifice of the pesah, and

finally the term nDS would come to designate the feast or the
lamb. Cp DANCE, 4, 5.] On dogmatic grounds, so as better

to controvert the Roman Catholic doctrine of the sacrificial

character of the eucharist, the sacrificial character of the pass-
over has often been denied altogether (Lundius, Jiidische

Heiligtiimer, 61280; Hofmann, Sckriftbeweisfa, 1270, and
others); but this certainly cannot be maintained, as can be seen
even from the expression used in Ex. 1^27 ( the sacrifice of
Yahwe s passover ).
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the offering be made always on the eighth day after

birth (see above, 8), J orders that offerings of this de

scription are to be made yearly at the spring festival, the

feast of massoth. At the same time also, or perhaps
even at an earlier date, this spring festival is changed
from being a mere harvest celebration to being a feast

commemorative of the F.xodus. This last change

happened also, contemporaneously or perhaps even

earlier, in the case of the passover feast. As early as

the time of J at any rate we find it already interpreted

n this commemorative sense and the characteristic

customs explained by this reference (Ex. 122i/~. ).

Thus in the time of J there were two adjacent festivals :

(i) a popular hag, the feast of massoth, at which also

the firstlings of cattle were offered, and (2) a sacrifice

celebrated within the family circle, the ptsah, at which

the sacriticial victim was slain with a specially solemn

ritual. Both festivals fell approximately at the same

time, the beginning of spring ; both were commemora
tive of the Exodus ;

and thus it becomes easy to under

stand how the two should ultimately have been brought
into immediate connection and the ptsah slain at the

beginning of the massoth feast. Then followed quite

easily and naturally the fourth step that of bringing
the offering of the first-born into connection with the

phah, which then came to be taken quite generally as a

firstling-sacrifice, but, of course, with retention of the

ancient ritual. If at this stage it was still desired

to retain the commemorative association with the

Exodus, it became expedient to substitute for the old

reference to the sparing of the people the new explana
tion that all the first-born belonged to Yahwe because

at the Exodus he had slain the first-born of the Egyp
tians, but spared the Israelites.

We find this last step, with all the features we have

mentioned, in D as we now have it in Dt. 16 if. (The

question whether this whole passage is of one and the

same origin need not be gone into here, for if we
assume that it is not, the union of the two festivals will

in any case have to be placed soon after the date

of original D.
)

The stage immediately preceding this

is represented by J, and the Book of the Covenant in

dicates the still earlier steps in the development.
In our attempt to picture to ourselves the course of

the development we must not, however, forget that we
are unable to pronounce with certainty and in detail as

to the transition from one to another of the various

conceptions of the two festivals.

It is, for example, quite possible to imagine another course of

the development from the stage which we find in E, where the

passover as well as the sacrifice of the first-born both still appear
as distinct from the massoth feast ; the next step may have been
that the passover was first brought into connection with the

offering of the firstlings of the herd, and only subsequently, after

receiving this interpretation, became amalgamated with the

massoth feast. What specially stands in the way of any more
accurate knowledge of the intermediate stages of this develop
ment is our ignorance as to the exact form of the legislation of

J. The rest of the older literature is silent altogether as to the

passover ; and we are expressly informed that the passover as

enjoined in D was felt to be something wholly new at the time

of the finding of the law : surely there was not kept such a

passover from the days of the judges (2 K. 23 21 _/?).

After the amalgamation of the two feasts, the ritual

of the spring festival is laid down in D as follows : The
festival begins with the pdsah ; sheep

|Ns)
are to be sacri

No leaven is to be

eaten, nor may any of the flesh sacrificed at the sanctu

ary remain over until morning ;
it is to be eaten there,

boiled, that same night. The day after, the participant
is free to go home. At home the festival is continued ;

for seven days no leaven is to be seen, on the seventh

day there is to be another festal gathering, and, as

being a special festival, this day is to be observed by
Sabbatic rest (Dt. 16i-8). The extension of the festival

over seven days we may safely take to be an innovation

on J and E.

The development of D s fundamental idea that of
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the centralisation of the worship is seen more plainly
here than in the case of the other great feasts. The
passover completely loses its specific and characteristic

rite that of the sprinkling of the lintel and door-posts
with blood. With a celebration no longer at the separ
ate home but at the common sanctuary, this rite ceases

to be practicable. Precisely here, however, we must
not regard it as impossible that this particular piece of

ritual may already have fallen into abeyance before the

time of D. If the conception of the passover as an

offering of the first-born may be presumed to have
arisen before the time of D, the rite in question must

already have lost its peculiar importance. Another
inevitable consequence of the centralisation of the wor

ship is the fixing of the date of the feast
;
as early as

Ezekiel we find the fourteenth day of the first month

already presupposed as fixed (Ezek. 45 21). In other

respects the feast participated in the general changes
which resulted from the centralisation of the worship

(FEASTS, gf.} ,
but the change entitled to special

prominence is that it has to be observed at the sanctuary.
The development subsequent to D is clear. Ezekiel

does not deal with the ritual in detail, determining only
. . _ what the sacrifices are to be. On the

14. Alter i).

I4th day of the month
|
first of the

festival), the prince is to slaughter, for himself and all

the people, a bullock for a sin-offering, and then on
each of the seven days of the feast a he-goat for a sin-

offering, seven bullocks and seven rams for a burnt-

offering, each with the appropriate meal-offering, an

ephah of meal and a hin of oil for every bullock and

every ram.

Singularly enough, H has nothing to say about the

passover (Lev. 2.39-14). It speaks only of massoth, as

an agricultural festival at which the first-fruit sheaf is to

be brought to the priest, who shall wave the sheaf

before Yahwe to make you acceptable. This is to be
done on the morrow after the sabbath, and on the day
of the waving a yearling lamb is to be offered as a burnt-

offering, along with a meal-offering of two-tenths of an

ephah of fine flour mingled with oil and the fourth part
of a hin of oil as a drink-offering. The specifications of

this law go back accordingly to a period earlier in time

than the amalgamation ofphah and massoth, which we
now find in the existing text of D. Verses 4-8 are a

later addition to H from P.

In P, finally, the amalgamation of the two feasts is

complete, quite as in D
;
but in one noteworthy point

the law of P marks a retrogression from D.

The passover is again made a domestic

festival. The regulations laid down in connection with

the narrative of the Exodus are given in Ex. 12 1-2043-50

(cp Lev. 284-8 Nu. 9 10-14).
On the tenth day of the first month every Israelite family is to

provide for itself a yearling lamb or kid without blemish. If the

household is too small for a lamb, neighbours are to be called in

to make up the deficiency. The festival, properly so-called, is

to begin on i4th of Nisan, when the lamb is to be slaughtered at

even. The lintels and door-posts of the houses are to be sprinkled
with the blood ; the flesh must be eaten the same night

roasted, not raw or sodden with water. No bone of it is to be

broken, and jhj head must not be severed ; nothing of the flesh

may .be carrjS^from the house. It is to be eaten with un-

leavopW,bre(| a*d bitter herbs; all participants are to present

therrHHMtjit the meal equipped as for a journey. Of the flesh

nothin^fl^lp remain over till the morning ; anything that

happens io remain uneaten must be burnt.

The meaning of some of these details is no longer

clear. We do not know, for example, why the lamb

had to be chosen exactly on the tenth day of the month.

Dillmann (ad loc.
) suggests that the tenth day, generally,

had a certain sacred character in ancient times traces

of which sanctity still survive in Islam. That the lamb

has now to be roasted, not boiled as in D, is merely a

particular instance of the general principle by which

sacrificial flesh ceased to be boiled (Benzinger, Archaol.

451 ; see further, SACRIFICE). The injunction that no

bone is to be broken, nor the head severed, may perhaps
be intended to symbolise the oneness of all participants
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in the meal. The command to burn whatsoever remains

over doubtless has in view the keeping of what is sacro

sanct from profanation (cp the precept with reference to

the flesh of the sin offering, Lev. 817). The bitter

herbs at first meant only that such herbs were the

usual condiments accompanying a meal ; the custom,
without any particular meaning in itself, ultimately rose

to the dignity of a law. (5 renders irtKpiSft, wild

lettuce (cp Plin. HN 841) or endive (Dioscor. 2i6o,

Theophr. H.Pl.
7&quot;).

Both herbs are found in Egypt
and Syria. Cp further BITTER HERBS.

Participation in the passover was strictly enjoined on

every male Israelite (according to later usage, from the

fourteenth year onwards). AH participants had of course

to be ceremonially pure. So much weight is laid on
this participation by every individual, that special regu
lations are given for cases in which participation was

impossible.
The individual who is unclean or on a journey is bidden to

observe the rite on the fourteenth day of the second month ; but

unless these sufficient reasons can be alleged the penalty of

omitting the observance is that of cutting off (see CUTTING OFF).
No foreigner is allowed to eat the passover ; but the circumcised
slave may, and indeed, all non-Israelites who have accepted
circumcision.

The main difference from the old ritual lies in the

fact that the characteristic rite with the blood which

formerly was the central one is no longer so. Looking
at the letter of the law one can even doubt whether this

particular rite was ever intended to be observed for all

time. In the first instance, it is enjoined only for the

first celebration of the passover, whilst in the detailed

regulations as to the manner of eating, it is continually

repeated that they are to be constantly observed. On
the other hand, the eating now so much emphasised,
for which quite precise instructions are given, is not so

much as mentioned in the old legislation. It need

hardly be added that the passover is now divested of its

sacrificial character ;
it is henceforward to be slain no

longer at the temple but at home.
The massoth feast likewise is conjoined with the

passover in a manner differing somewhat from that of

D. It begins on the day after the passover (not with

the passover itself), so that henceforward passover and
ma.ssoth together extend over eight days, whilst in Exodus
and D they last only for seven (Nu. 28 17 Ex. 12 18).

The main thing in the massoth feast is the eating of un
leavened bread.

No leaven may be seen in Israelite houses during all these

days, and whoso even eats leaven during this period is to be
cut off. On the first and on the seventh day of the feast a
solemn assembly is to be held at the sanctuary and a sabbath
rest observed. For each of the seven days sacrifices are enjoined
on a large scale (Nu. 28 17 _ff.), daily two bullocks, one ram,
seven yearling lambs without blemish as a burnt offering,
besides one he-goat as a sin offering ; the accompanying meal-

offerings are three-tenths of an ephah of fine flour with oil for

the bullocks, two-tenth parts for the ram, one-tenth for the lamb
all this of course over and above the daily burnt-offering and

drink-offering.

In one part of the ritual we still find a trace of the

original meaning of the feast in that part, namely,
where the sheaf of first-fruits is offered on the day after

the sabbath (Lev. 289). Which day is here meant is

much disputed.
The prevailing view of Jewish tradition is that the sabbath*

means the first day of the festival itself, in other words the day
after the slaying of the passover lamb i.e., the isth of Nisan.
It is held to be called a sabbath as being a principal feast-day.
Such aderignation for the days of the feast, it must however be

observed, is nowhere else met with. The Sadducees and Kara
ites, on the other hand (Mcnack. 65 a, 1 a iinltli i, 2) understand

by the expression the first ordinary sabbath day falling within

the period of the festival, with this difference, that the Karaites

when the first day of massoth is a day after the sabbath i.e. ,

a Sunday cause the offering of the sheaf to be brought, whilst

the Sadducees in this case hold the seventh massoth day to be
the sabbath of the law, and postpone the offering of the sheaf

till the day after : both alike are inconsistent with the letter and
the meaning of the law.

To interpret the law, we must not take it in connec

tion with the other regulations of P which fix a definite

date, for the law itself determines the occurrence of the
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feast only in accordance with the beginning of harvest.

If we are not to resort to violence, we can therefore only
understand the sabbath as meaning the first sabbath in

harvest. As the harvest, of course, never began on a
sabbath, the offering of the sheaf could never fall out

side the period of the massoth feast. This last is a

possible eventuality in the interpretation of Nowack and

others, according to which the first day of the harvest

week, that is, of the week on which the harvest begins,
is intended. See further, Dillmann on Lev. 23 n, and
Nowack, HA 2 176/1

In the later observance of the feast it is a remarkable
fact that not P but D was followed at least in the

, _ . main point, that of the slaying of the

lamb at the temple. As early as in

2 Ch. 35 i f. at Josiah s passover we find the slaughtering

represented as being done in the court of the temple
and by the hands of the Levites. The blood of the

paschal lambs is as in the case of every other sacrifice

sprinkled by the priests on the altar and the fat burnt
;

besides the paschal lambs other animals also are

sacrificed as burnt offerings. It will hardly be assuming
too much to suppose that the Chronicler here had in

view the passover celebration as it was in his own time.

The sacrificing of the passover by Levites and priests is

confirmed also by Ezra 6 19 for the time which it covers,

and by the practice of later Judaism (cp Pes. 5 iff.

634).
The celebration at the time of Christ was in this wise.

The passover could be slain only at Jerusalem ;
this

brought an immense concourse together.
17. Time
of Christ. Josephus (BJ\ \. 93) tells us that on one

occasion (some years before the siege of

Jerusalem by the Romans) the number of paschal lambs
rose to 256,500 ; as at least ten men must be reckoned

to each lamb this would give us more than two millions

and a half of men, not counting those who were

ceremonially disqualified. Plainly this is a great

exaggeration. Still it is certain that the concourse was
so great as to make it impossible for it to find room
within the city itself. Till midday on I4th Nisan the

houses were being rid of all leaven (Pes. 1 3 f. 36).
In the afternoon the paschal lambs were slaughtered in

various quarters of the town, their blood poured out by
the priests at the altar, and the sacrificial portions offered.

Then the lambs were again taken back by the several

families to their homes. Not fewer than ten men and
not more than twenty ate one lamb together. The
bitter herbs and unleavened cakes were dipped into

a kind of sweet sauce called haroseth* The meal

began with a cup of red wine, blessed by the head
of the house. The eldest son then asked the father

what was meant by this feast and the answer was given

by the father or, it might be, by the person who read

the narrative of the institution. The Hallel (Pss.

113-114) was then sung, the second cup was drunk, and

thereupon the meal strictly so-called was eaten. This

over, with a praver of thanksgiving the third cup was

brought forward, and blessed as before by the head
of the house. While Pss. 115-118 were being sung, a
fourth cup was drunk. The Samaritans have preserved
a survival of the ancient blood-rite in so far as they
mark the foreheads of their children with the blood (cp
the description of the Samaritan celebration in Baed.

Pal.C-t 2-26 /.}.
Bochart, 11icrozoicon. (1663), 1 551^ ; Spencer, De legibits

Hebrteoruin ritualibus (1685); Hitzig, Ostern und Pfingsten
(i837- 38); Bahr, Syiitbnlikdes mosaischtn

18. Literature. Kltus, 2 (1839) 613 ff 627 jf. ; Hup-
feld, Comment, de fritnith-a, ft ~

tm
festorum afuet Hebrtros ratione, 1-3 (1852^.) ; Kedslob, Die

f&amp;gt;iliUseheit Angaben iil&amp;gt;er d. Stiftung der Fasaahfeier (1856);
Hachmann, Die Ftstgesetze des rent. (1858): Kurtz, Der
ATlicke Opferkultns (1862), yaiff. \ Franz Delitzsch, in Z.J.
kirchl. Wiss. u. kirchl. Lelen (1880), 337-347; Wellhauseii,
Prol. 82 ft. ; Stade, G I ! 1 498-503 ; Green, llebrnv Feasts in

1 [A cake of fruit beaten up and mingled with vinegar (cp Ar.

hurasat); cp Pes.
t^&amp;gt;b/. n6a.]
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rel. to rcc. crit. hypotheses concerning Pent. (1885) ; J. Miiller,
Versuch. tib. d. Urspr. u. die geschichtl. Entwickl. ties Pesach-
Mazzot-Festes (1883); R. Schafer, Das Passah-Mazzot-l&amp;lt; est

nacli seinem Ursprung u. s. m. (1900); Trumbull, The Blood-
covenant (1893), 230-238; The Threshold Covenant (1896),

203-222; the Commentaries on Exodus, Leviticus, and
Deuteronomy ; the Archaeologies of Saalschiitz, De Wette,
Ewald, Keil, Benzinger, Nowack, De Visser ; the relative

sections in the works on biblical theology by Vatke, Oehler,
Schultz, Smend, Marti, Riehm ; the article Passah in the

dictionaries of Wiener, Schenkel (Dillmann), Riehm (Delitzsch),

Herzog. For the later Jewish customs see Hartolocci, Bil liotheca

iitagna rabbinica (1657^), ^736^; Lund, Die alien jiidischen
Heiligtiiiner, herausgtgeben von Muhl (1704), 991^&quot;. ; Otho,
Lex. rabbin. ; Schroder, Satzungen und Gebrauche des
talmudisch-rabbinischcn Judentunts (1851); Franz Delitzsch,
Der Passahritus zur Zeit des zweiten Tempels in Ztschr. fur

luth. Tkeol. und Kiiche (1855), 257 ff. \. B.

PASTOR. See SHEPHERD, MINISTRY, 47.

PASTORAL EPISTLES, the name given to three

epistles which bear the name of Paul, and of which two
are addressed to Timothy and one to Titus. They are

marked off from the other Pauline epistles by certain

common characteristics of language and subject-matter,
and are called pastoral because they consist almost

exclusively of admonitions for the pastoral administra
tion of Christian communities. None of the Pauline

epistles have given greater ground for discussion. As
they now stand, they are commonly denied by modern
critics to Paul, though efforts are being made to

find some partial justification of the church tradition

(cp EPISTOLARY LITERATURE, 7, n. 2 ; col. 1327).
See TIMOTHY (EPISTLES), TITUS (EPISTLE).

PATARA (n&TARA,
1 Acts 21 i). Patara is de

scribed as a great city with a harbour, and temples
of Apollo (Strabo, 666). It lay 5 or 6 m. SE. of the

mouth of the river Xanthus, and was, in fact, the port
of the city of Xanthus which lay 10 stades up the river

(Appian, BC-iSi, BpoOros es Ildrapa d?r6 EdvOov

/carpet, TTO\LV eoiKvlav einvfii^ Za.vdluv). It gained its

importance from its situation on the SW. coast of

Lycia, due E. of Rhodes, and consequently on the

track of ships trading between the yEgean and the

Levant. Therefore Paul, after passing Rhodes, came
to Patara, voyaging from Macedonia to Palestine, and
there found a ship sailing over unto Phoenicia. 2 The
course thence was S. of Cyprus directly to Tyre (v. 3).

It would seem that, for ships sailing to Syria, Patara
was the point of departure for the direct run through
the open sea (correct force of

di&amp;lt;nrepu&amp;gt;i&amp;gt;
in v. 2) ; whilst,

for those going in the opposite direction, Myra, which

lay about 35 m. to the E. , was the point at which the

Kararnanian coast was struck (cp Acts 27 5). A good
parallel to the entire voyage of Paul on this occasion is

found in Livy 37 I6,
3 for this must at all times have been

the highway of maritime traffic. The connection of
Patara with Phoenicia is illustrated by the fact that,

during the war of Rome with Antiochus (190 B.C.),
C. Livius was stationed there in order to intercept the

Syrian fleet (Livy, 37 15).

Owing to its commercial importance, Ptolemy Philadelphus
of Egypt improved the city, and renamed it the Lycian
Arsinoe ( Ap^ii/di) y ei- Au/a

&amp;lt;i, Strabo, 666); but this title soon fell

into disuse. The temple and oracle of Apollo at Patara were
celebrated (cp the later

coin-types, and Herod. 1 182, Verg. sEtt.
4 143, Hor. Off. iii. 4 64, Paus. ix. 41 i). A large triumphal arch
with three openings, still standing, bears the inscription Patara,
the metropolis of the Lycian nation ; and there are many other
remains, including those of baths built by Vespasian.

For description, see Beaufort, Karamania, $/. ; Spratt and

1 Pliny 5 100, Patara, qute prius Pataros. On coins
pttaraze; cp Kalinka s Zur historischen Topographie Lykiens,
in Kiepert s Festschrift, 1898, p. i6if. The coins begin about
440 B.C. Ildrapa is, of course, a neuter plural.

2 The reason for Paul s transshipment at Patara lay in the
fact that he hasted, if it were possible for him, to be at
Jerusalem the day of Pentecost (Acts 20 16). The ship in which
he had come to Patara was either going no farther, or was
intending to call at the Pamphylian and Cilician ports.

3 Civitates, quas pnetervectiis est, Miletus Myndus Hali-
carnassus Cnidus Cous. Rhodum ut est ventuni . . . navigat
Patara.
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PATHRUSIM
Forbes, Travels, \

y&amp;gt;f., Fellows, Lycia, 179/1 416^, Henndorf
and Niemann, Lykia. \y_ j. vv.

PATHEUS
(rr&amp;lt;Ne&amp;lt;MOC [B]), i Esd. 9 23 = Ezra 10 23.

PETHAHIAH, 2.

PATHROS (DhriS) is referred to in four passages :

Is. 11 i (0aj3vAuwa? [BNAQ], Phethros) ; Jer. 44 i (jrafloup^

[gen.] [BNAQ]), v. 15 (Trafloupt) \ib. -6vpi], N*], y)} jra0oup&amp;gt;)s |QJ,
Phatures); Ezek. 29 14 (&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;a0cop7)? [gen.] [BQ], n-aflovp.)? [A],
adnot. v|o/u.ov narri^a IQ i tf ]), 30 14! (d&amp;gt;a0cupj)s [lij, iraOovpns
[A], &amp;lt;#&amp;gt;a0oup&amp;gt;)s [Q], Phathures).

It is usually held that Pathros
(
= Eg. pi tl rsii, the

south land, Copt, pto res or pteres ; Ass. paturisi)
means Upper Egypt (see EGYPT, 43 ; GEOGRAPHY,

15 [6]; Erman, ZATW 10n8 [1890] ; Del. Par.

310; Schr. KGF-z%3f.). Plausible as the theory is,

it must be re-examined in the light of the belief 1

that prophecies as well as narratives have sometimes
been so edited as to obtain a new and very different

geographical and historical reference. That Pathros
means upper Egypt in the passages as they now
stand, cannot be denied ; but it has yet to be ascertained
whether the original writer really had upper Egypt in

his mind, (a) In the first passage (Is. 11 n) there is

clearly no certainty that this is the case. Now that

it has been maintained that there was probably an
Edomite captivity of the Jews (see OBAUIAH [BOOK], 7),
and that Asshur is not unfrequently miswritten for

Geshur, and Babel and Elam for Jerahmeel,
and also that in Gen. 10i4 PATHRUSIM [t/.v.] is most

probably a distortion of Sarephathlm, it becomes, to

say the least, possible that the original reading of Is.

11 ii was, from Geshur and from Misrim, and from

Zarephath, and from Cush, and from Jerahmeel, and
from the Zarhites, and from the Arabians (cp s

/3a/3uXwvtas= l

73a = ?NCnT, and see Crit. Bib.}. \b] In

Jer. 44 1 we read of all the Jews who dwelt in the land
of D isD. who dwelt at Migdol, and at Tahpanhes, and
at Noph, and in the country of Pathros, and in v. 15

of all the people that dwelt in the land of D ISD, in

Pathros. Beke, however, has already expressed the

view (Orig. Bib. 1307) that the places referred to are

in a N. Arabian DHSD. This appears to be correct
;

only it must be added that the names, except Migdol,
have been corrupted. Migdol (a common Hebrew

term) is not improbably the Migclal-cusham which under
lies the Migdal-shechem of Judg. 946 (see SHECHEM,
TOWER OF) ; Tahpanhes and Noph have arisen out of

NAPHTUHIM \_q.v.~\\ Pathros = Zarephath. (c) Ezek.

29 14 occurs in a prophecy which (like that in Jer. 46)
has not improbably been altered and expanded from a

prophecy on Misrim (Musur in N. Arabia) ; cp
PARADISE, i. The original reading must have been

very different from what now stands in MT, and very

possibly was, and I will cause them to return to the

land of Zarephath, to the land of Jerahmeel. (d] In

Ezek. 30 14 the traditional text reads Pathros, Zoan,
No. But the original reading of the second name was

probably Zoar i.e., Missur (see ZOAR), whilst

No-[amon] seems to have come from Ammon (a
not uncommon corruption of Jerahmeel), and Pathros

from Zarephath. Cp Pl-BESETH, TAHPANHES. The
student will remember that when the ancient editors

have been proved to have used much uncritical con

jecture, it is the duty of modern critics to employ the

ordinary means of critical restoration of the original
text. T. K. C.

PATHRUSIM (D D-inE), a son of Mizraim, Gen.

10i4 (TTiVrpOCCONieiAA [A and Aa? in i Ch.],

coNoeiM [E], -iei/v\ [L]), i Ch. Ii2t ((hAee

[L, om. B]). If, however, we are to point D liO, Misrim,

ns will be a corruption of D nBns. Sarephathim (the list

containing only S. Palestine peoples). See MIZRAIM.
2^.

1 See Crit. Bib., and cp GII.F.AD, MERATHAIM, PARADISE,
SHECHEM, TYRE.
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Marquart (Fun:/. 26) would read C DinB n Jer - 46 9^ for the

superfluous t ED- If so
&amp;gt;

would be best to go a step farther

and read C nsiSj and suppose that a prophecy against Misrim
has been altered and expanded into a prophecy against
Mizraiin. Cp PKOI-HET, 45. T. K. C.

PATMOS (H TTATMOC ;
Rev. 1 9 ). Patmos, now

called Patino, is a barren rocky island, about 10 m.
_.

f long and 5 m. wide (Pliny, HN 423, Patmos,
circuitu triginta miIlia fassuum), in that

section of the yKgean which was called the Icarian Sea,
between Samos and Cos (Strabo, 488). It would, there

fore, be a feature in the scene viewed by Paul in his voyage
from Samos, 20 m. to the N., to Cos (Acts 20 15 21 1

;

cp E. D. Clark, Travels, 2 194). It is first mentioned

by Thucydides (833 = 428 B.C.) its sole appearance
in ancient history, though the ruins of the Hellenic

town on the height between the inlets of La Scala (E. )

and Merika (W. )
would point to a certain degree of

prosperity, of which we have otherwise no hint. The
island must, in fact, have been of some importance, as

its harbour is one of the safest in all the Greek islands.

In the Middle Ages also it flourished, and from its palms was
known as Pahnosa: the degradation of the vegetation is some
what foolishly attributed to Turkish rule. The northern and
southern portions of the island are united by two isthmuses, only
a few hundred yards wide, between which rises the ruin-crowned

height above mentioned. On the E. of the southernmost
isthmus lies the port : the town is farther S., round the

Monastery of St. John.

Patmos owes its celebrity in NT history entirely to

the mention of it in Rev. 1 9. Under the Empire,
_ . .. islands were largely used as places of

_ , banishment e.g., Domitian banished
tO J 01111 -r^l -^ ,, f 1

I- lavia Domitilla, suspected of being a

Christian, to Pontia (Eus. HE iii. 18 5 ;
Dio Cass.

67 14 )
It has been suggested by some writers that the

influence of the natural features of the view from the

highest summit of the island may be traced in the

imagery of the Apocalypse : references to the sea are

unusually frequent (Rev. 46 614 13i 152 16zo). [But
see APOCALYPSE ; also JOHN (SON OF ZEBEDEE), 9.]

The entire southern section of the island belongs to

the Monastery of St. John the Divine (founded by
St. Christodulos in 1088, on the site of an ancient

temple), on the summit of the highest hill (St. Elias,

about 800 ft.
).

Lower down is a second monastery,

that of the Apocalypse, in which is shown the cave

(ri&amp;gt; (TTTTjXcuoj rrfi AraraXttyvtM) wherein the Revelation

was delivered. The cave is now a chapel : in one

part of the roof a rent is pointed out, where the rock

was broken at the commencement of the Revelation,
and from a somewhat deeper cleft in this the Divine

voice is said to have proceeded (Tozer, The Islands

of the sEgean, iy8/.).
For description of Hellenic ruins, see Memoirs Relating to

Turkey, ed. Walpole, 229437:; H. F. Tozer, The Islands a/
the sKgean, 1890, p. ijSf. Most complete account by
V. Guerin, in his Description de I lie tie J atmos et tie Samos,
1856; with map of the island. For the legends of St. John at

Patmos, see the MS of the monastery, entitled At TrepioSot TOU

QeoAdyou, composed by Prochorus his disciple (analysed by
Guerin, op. cit. 20f. ; it contains the composition of the Gospel
only, not the Apocalypse). \v. J. w.

Io-aaic, la/cio/J, and in 4 Mace. It) 25 of A. KOI I. ai I. icai

oi irarpiapxai. In i Ch. 24 31 tTiOri HUN ( principal fathers )

is represented by Trarptdp^ai \paaf) [ H], Trarpiat Apcof [A], Trarpici
TOU npiarov [ L] ; in 2 Ch. 198 20 12 Trarpidp^at (oi apxoyres
Tiav Trarpiiav [I,] in 2 Ch. 20 12) renders pl^Kn E XT (AV chief of
the fathers, RV head of fathers [houses] ), in i Ch. 27 22 C ~C
(AV princes, RV captains, oi

ap\oi&amp;gt;Te&amp;lt;; [I/I), in 2 Ch. 2820

niNC/l 1C (KV captains of hundreds, TOUS iKtnovrdpxovs [L]).

PATROBAS (rrATpoB&C. abbrev. from Patrobius)
is one of five who with the brethren that are with

them are saluted in Rom. 1614. They seem to have
been heads of Christian households, or perhaps class

leaders of some sort.

The lists of Pseudp
- Dorotheas and Pseudo- Hippolytus

represent Patrobas as bishop of Puteoli. Cp ROMANS.
The name was borne by a contemporary of Nero, a freedman ;

cp Tac. Hist. 1 49 2 95.

PATROCLUS (TTA.TPOKAOY [
AVD- the father of

NICANOR [q.v. ] (z Mace. 89).

PAU (WD; (J&amp;gt;orcop[ADEL]), Gen.3639. or PAi 1

(&quot;rS; (hopcop [HA], C}&amp;gt;AOYA [
L l). * Ch - 1 so, the

name of the city of Hadad, a king of Edom. Probably
we should follow

&amp;lt;
and read

-iij?p,
Pe or (so Ball).

See BELA, 2, HADAU (2), PEOR.

The older view ( i).

Origin and name ( 4).

Education and inner life

Outer life ( 7).

Cons ersion and mission

Autobiography ( 10).

Supplemented by Acts ( n).
Affairs at Antioch ( 12).

PAUL
CONTENTS

INTRODUCTORY
( 1-3).

Criticism in first half of nineteenth century ( 2).

A. EARLIER (i.e. , TUBINGEN) CRITICISM
( 4-32).

F. C. Baur ( 3).

W. C. v. M.

Paul s position ( 13).

Journey to Cyprus ( 14).
Value of narrative ( 15).
Relation to Twelve ( 16).

Peter and Paul at Antioch ( 17).

Paul s missionary labours
(&amp;gt;j 18-22).

First and Second Thessalonians ( 23).

Ephesus, Macedonia ( 24^).

B. LATER CRITICISM 33-50)

Transitional views
(j&amp;gt; 33). Of the epistles ( 38).

A new school ( 34). Their form
(jjt 39).

Its relation to redaction and interpola- Their contents : Paulinism ( 40).

tion hypotheses ( 35). Paul s life and work ( 41^).
Its proposed task ( 36). The historical Paul ( 43).

Its view of Acts ( 37). The legendary Paul ( 44).

Literature ( 51).

Corinth
; Epistle to Romans ( 26).

Alms ($ 27).

Journey to Jerusalem ( 28).

Account in Acts ( 29).
Doubtful epistles ( 30).
Later life (31).
Personality ( 32).

E. H.

In Acts of Paul ( 45).
Home of Paulinism ( 46).
Paulinism characteristic of Epistles ( 47).

History of Paulinism ( 48).
Post- Pauline epistles ( 49).

Apocryphal Epistles, Acts, etc. ( 50).

W. C. v. M.

Paul, an apostle of Jesus Christ, though not one

of the original twelve, but only at a later date added

_, . , by the Lord himself to the circle of his

more intimate followers, soon became one
vl

of the most zealous, if not the most

zealous, of them all. A Jew by birth, brought up in

1 Especially so used were the islands of Gyara (Gyaros) and

Seriphos in the /Egean (cp Tac. Ann. 368 430 1671 : Juv. Sat.
1 73, antic aliquid brci ibus Gyaris et carcere dignuin, and id.

6563 10170).
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accordance with the strictest precepts of the law,

bitterly opposed to the Christianity then beginning to

emerge into prominence, as a youth he was one of the

witnesses of the martyrdom of Stephen (Acts 758-83).

Anon, while breathing threatening and slaughter

against the disciples of the Lord (ActsQi), his career

is arrested and he is converted on the road to Damascus

(Acts 92-8). Once a preacher of the gospel, he hence-

1 The reading is certainly false. Targ., Pesh., V g., and

many Heb. MSS read
1^-3.
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PAUL
forth, without hesitation or delay, devotes to its service

for all the rest of his life all his rare gifts of intellect

and heart, his unmatched courage, his immovable

fidelity. Finally, after long and indefatigable wander

ings, including three great (missionary) journeys,

probably about the year 64 A. D. ,
while still in the full

vigour of manhood, he suffered martyrdom at Rome.
Further details will be found in the Acts of the Apostles,

and in his 13 (14) canonical epistles. Apart from one

or two comparatively unimportant traditions, these are

our sole and abundantly sufficient sources of information.

So thought and spoke almost all scholars of all

schools, whether Protestant or Catholic, down to the

beginning of the nineteenth century. All that was left

for scholarship was to determine as exactly as possible

the precise order of the events in detail and the proper

light in which to view them, so as to gain a picture as

faithful and complete as possible of the great apostle s

life and activities. That Acts and the Epistles might
be regarded, on the whole, as credible throughout, was

questioned by no one.

Towards the middle of the nineteenth century the

situation was completely altered. Criticism had learned

_ . . . to concern itself seriously with the

fi t fa

8

If
contents of Acts and to inquire as

&quot;V to the genuineness of certain of the
of nineteenth

( }
Pauline jstles as read in

century. th
J
e^

The epistle to the Hebrews had already been excluded from
the group by Carlstadt (1520), and among those who followed

him in this were Luther, Calvin, Grotius (06. 1681), and Semler

(ob. 1791). E. Evanson in 1792 raised some doubts as to the

Pauline origin of Romans, Ephesians, Colossians ; J. E. C.

Schmidt in 1798 as to that of i and 2 Thessalonians ; Eichhorn

(1804), Schleiermacher (1807), de Wette (1826) as to Timothy
and Titus ; Usteri in 1824, as alsode Wette and Schleiermacher,

following Evanson, as to Ephesians. By 1835 F. C. von Baur
had given the cnup de grace to the so-called Pastoral Epistles,
Kern to 2 Thessalonians in 1839 ; Semler in 1776, followed by
others, denied the unity of 2 Corinthians.

Baur, incidentally in his Pastoralbriefe (p. 79), declared

that we possess only four letters of Paul with regard
to the genuineness of which there can be no reasonable

doubt Galatians, i and 2 Corinthians, Romans. This

thesis became the corner-stone of the new building.
F. C. von Baur, the founder of what was called, from

the university in which he taught, the Tubingen school,

laid the foundation in his Paulus (1845 ;
&amp;lt;

2
,

after the author s death in 1860, by E. Zeller,

1866-1867; ET by Menzies, 2vols., 1873-1875). In

Baur s view, Acts, and also such epistles as were not

from the pen of Paul (Peter, or James) himself, ought to

be regarded as tendency -writings, designed to make

peace or to establish it, as between Peter and Paul,

the assumed heads of two parties or schools in early

Christianity which were called by their names
Petrinists and Paulinists, Jewish Christians and Gentile

Christians
; parties which he held to have lived, like

Peter and Paul themselves, and for a considerable time

after the decease of these great leaders, in bitter hostility

towards one another until, so far as they did not lose

themselves in various heresies to right or to left, they
became merged in one another in the bosom of the

Catholic church. For the historian the all-important
task now became that of discerning clearly the un

questionably genuine element in the Pauline Epistles,
on which alone weight could be laid. With them could

be combined only those elements in Acts which were
seen not to be in contradiction with the epistles.

This standpoint, if we leave out of account divergences
of subordinate importance, was accepted in Germany
and Switzerland by many scholars

; among others by
E. Zeller, A. Schwegler, K. R. Kostlin, K. Planck,
A. Ritschl (I849),

1 A. Hilgenfeld, G. Volkmar, H.

Lang, A. Hausrath, K. Hqlsten, R. A. Lipsius, C.

Weizsacker, H. J. Holtzmann, O. Pfleiderer we may

1 In the second edition of his Entstehung, however, Ritschl
abandoned the Tubingen position.
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safely say, in short, by the entire old guard of liberal

theology so, too, in France; in Holland also, until

quite recently, by the whole modern school
;
and in

England among others by W. R. Cassells, the long

anonymous author of Supernatural Religion (vols. i

and 2, 1874 ; vol. 3, 1877), and by S. Davidson

(Introduction to the Study of the NT, z vols. ;
&amp;lt;

:l)
, 1894).

This also was, on the whole, the point of view

occupied by E. Hatch when he contributed to Kncy.
Brit.^, 18 (1885), the article Paul, from which the

following (4-32) of the present article are taken, a few
short notes only being added within square brackets.

W. C. v. M.

A. Earlier (i.e., Tubingen] Criticism.

Saul, who is also (called) Paul [ZaDXos 6 /cal

IlaOXos, Acts 13g] was a Hebrew of the Hebrews

./ , i.e., of pure Jewish descent unmixed
4. origin ana wjth Genti]e b iood_of the tribe of 1^.

name.
j
amin

(
Rom llr 2 Cor Il22 Phil. 3 5 ).

In Acts it is stated that he was born at Tarsus in

Cilicia (9n 2139 22s); but in the fourth century
there still lingered a tradition that his birthplace was
Giscala, the last of the fortress-towns of Galilee which
held out against Rome (Jerome, De vir. illustr. 100s ;

Ad PAi/em.5^)-
1

The fact that Paul was called by two names has been

accounted for in various ways. Saul (the Aramaic

form, used only as a vocative, and in the narratives of

his conversion, Acts 94 17 22713 2614; elsewhere the

Hellenised form, SaGXoj) was a natural name for a

Benjamite to give to his son, in memory of the first of

Jewish kings ; Paul is more difficult of explanation. It

is first found in the narrative of the conversion of

Sergius Paulus, the proconsul of Cyprus (Acts 13 7),

and it has sometimes been supposed either that Paul

himself adopted the name in compliment to his first

Gentile convert of distinction, or that the writer of

Acts intended to imply that it was so adopted. Others

have thought that it was assumed by Paul himself after

the beginning of his ministry, and that it is derived

from the Latin paulus in the sense either of least

among the apostles, or little of stature. These and

many similar conjectures, however, may probably be set

aside in favour of the supposition that there was a double

name from the first, one Aramaic or Hebrew, and the

other Latin or Greek, like Simon Peter, John Mark,
Simeon Niger, Joseph Justus ;

this supposition is con

firmed by the fact [that in those days many people had
in Greek and Latin two or more names, of which there

are many examples in the Oxyr. Pap. i. ii. ; and] that

Paul was not an uncommon name in Syria and the

eastern parts of Asia Minor (instances will be found in

the Index Nominum to Boeckh s Corp. Inscr. Grcrc.

[Oxyrhynchus Papyri, i. 98 205, bis, ii. 9 308]). Whatever
be its origin, Paul is the only name used by himself, or

used of him by others when once he had entered into

the Roman world outside Palestine. Acts speaks of

his having been a Roman citizen [ Pw/xcuos, like Attalus

6 Xpicmai ij, condemned to be thrown before the wild

animals at Lyons, Eus. HE v. 1 44 47 50] by birth (Acts
2228 ; cp 1637 2827), a statement which also has given
rise to several conjectures, because there is no clue to the

ground upon which his claim to citizenship was based.

Some modern writers question the fact, considering the

statement to be part of the general colouring which the

writer of Acts is supposed to give to his narrative ;
and

some also question the fact, which is generally con

sidered to support it, of the appeal to the emperor.
That Paul received part of his education at Tarsus,

1 It was an Ebionite slander that he was not a Jew at all,

but a Greek [who wished to marry a Jewish priest s daughter at

Jerusalem, for that reason became a proselyte and had himself

circumcised, but, when the girl refused to marry him, got angry
and began to write against circumcision, the Sabbath, and .the

whole law] (Epiphan. Heer. 30 16).
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which was a great seat of learning, is a possible in

ference from his use of some of the

technical terms which were current in

the Greek schools of rhetoric and philosophy ; but,
since the cultivation of a correct grammatical and
rhetorical style was one of the chief studies of those

schools, Paul s imperfect command of Greek syntax
seems to show that this education did not go very far

fcp HKLLENISM, 9]. That he received the main

part of his education from Jewish sources is not only
probable from the fact that his family were Pharisees,
but certain from the whole tone and character of his

writings [though his language and style betray the

genuine Greek
; cp W. C. van Manen, Paulus,

2186-190 8156-160; A. Deissmann, GGA, 1896, pp.

767-769; E. L. Hicks, Stud. bibl. 5 (1896), pp. 1-14].

According to Acts, his teacher was GAMALIEL, who, as
the grandson of Hillel, took a natural place as the head
of the moderate school of Jewish theologians ; nor, in

spite of the objection that the fanaticism of the disciple
was at variance with the moderation of the master,
does the statement seem in itself improbable. A more

important difficulty in the way of accepting the state

ment that Jerusalem was the place of Paul s education is

the fact that in that case his education must have been

going on at the time of the preaching and death of

Jesus Christ. That he had not seen Jesus Christ

during his ministry seems to be clear, for a comparison
of i Cor. 9 1 with 158 appears to limit his sight of him
to that which he had at his conversion, and the

knowing Christ after the flesh of 2 Cor. 5 16 is used
not of personal acquaintance but of carnal as opposed
to spiritual understanding ;

nor does the difficulty
seem to be altogether adequately explained away by the

hypothesis which some writers have adopted, that Paul
was temporarily absent from Jerusalem at the times

when Jesus Christ was there. Like all Jewish boys,
Paul learnt a trade, that of tent-making ; this was a
natural employment for one of Cilician origin, since

the hair of the Cilician goat was used to make a canvas

(cilicia) which was specially adapted for the tents used

by travellers on the great routes of commerce, or by
soldiers on their campaigns (cp Philo, De anim. idon.

sacrif. i. 2238 ed. Mang. ; and see CiLlCiA, 3, end).
Whether he was married or not is a question which
has been disputed from very early times ; the expressions
in i Cor. 78 9s were taken by Tertullian to imply that

he was not, and by Clement of Alexandria and Origen
to imply that he had once been, but had become a
widower.

The beginning of Paul s active life was doubtless like

its maturity ;
it was charged with emotion. He himself

_ T .... gives a graphic sketch of its inner history,o. inner 1116. [t y-.iHis conversion to Christianity was not
the first great change that he had undergone. I was
alive without the law once (Rom. 7 9). He had lived

in his youth a pure and guileless life. He had felt that

which is at once the charm and the force of such a life,

the unconsciousness of wrong. But, while his fellow-

disciples in the rabbinical schools had been content to

dissect the text of the sacred code with a minute

anatomy, the vision of a law of God which transcended
both text and comment had loomed upon him like

a new revelation. With the sense of law had come
the sense of sin. It was like the first dawn of con
science. He awoke as from a dream. The command
ment came. It was intended to be unto life, but he
found it to be unto death

; for it opened up to him
infinite possibilities of sinning : I had not known lust

except the law had said, Thou shall not lust. The
possibilities of sinning became lures which drew him on
to forbidden and hated ground : sin, finding occasion

through the commandment, beguiled me and through
it slew me (Rom. 7 7-11). This was his inner life, and
no man has ever analysed it with a more penetrating
and graphic power.
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In his outward life this sense of the law of God

became to Paul an overpowering stimulus. The

7 Outward life
stronger the consciousness of his

personal failure, the greater the im
pulse of his zeal. The vindication of the honour of
God by persecuting heretics, which was an obligation

upon all pious Jews, was for him a supreme duty. He
became not only a persecutor but a leader among
persecutors (Gal. 1 14).
What Paul felt was a very frenzy of hate ; he breathed

threatening and slaughter, like the snorting of a war-horse
before a battle, against the renegade Jews who believed in a
false Messiah (Acts 9 i 26 n). His enthusiasm had been known
before the popular outbreak which led to Stephen s death, for
the witnesses to the martyr s stoning laid down their clothes
at his feet (Acts 7 58), and he took a prominent place in the

persecution which followed. He himself speaks of having
made havoc of the community at Jerusalem, spoiling it like

a captured city (Gal. 1 1323); in the more detailed account of
Acts he went from house to house to search out and drag forth
to punishment the adherents of the new heresy (8 3). When his
victims came before the Jewish courts he tried, probably by
scourging, to force them to apostatise (20 n) ;

in some cases he
voted for their death (224 26 10).

The persecution spread from Jerusalem to Judaea,
Samaria, and Galilee (931); but Paul, with the same
spirit of enterprise which afterwards showed itself in his

missionary journeys, was not content with the limits of
Palestine. He sought and obtained from the synagogue
authorities at Jerusalem letters similar to those which,
in the thirteenth century, the popes gave to the militia

Jesu Christi contra hzereticos. The ordinary juris
diction of the synagogues was for the time set aside ;

the special commissioner was empowered to take as

prisoners to Jerusalem any whom he found to belong
to The Way. Of the great cities which lay near

Palestine, Damascus was the most promising, if not
the only field for such a commission. At Antioch and
at Alexandria, though the Jews, of whom there were

very many, enjoyed a large amount of independence
and had their own governor, the Roman authorities

would probably have interfered to prevent the extreme
measures which Paul demanded. At Damascus, where
also the Jews were many and possibly had their own
civil governor (2 Cor. 1132), the Arabian prince Aretas

(Haritha), who then held the city, might naturally be

disposed to let an influential section of the population
deal as they pleased with their refractory members.
On Paul s way to Damascus occurred an event which

has proved to be of transcendent importance for the

R . religious history of mankind. He
. onversion.

became a Christian by what he believed

to be the personal revelation of Jesus Christ. Paul s

own accounts of the event are brief; but they are at

the same time emphatic and uniform.
It pleased God ... to reveal his Son in me&quot; (Gal. 1 16);

have I not seen Jesus our Lord (i Cor. 9 i) ; last of all he
was seen of me also as of one born out of due time (i Cor. 15 8,

where
o&amp;gt;$07) xofioi must be read in the sense of the parallel

expressions u&amp;gt;&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;07j KJJ&amp;lt;O, etc. ; in other words, Paul puts the

appearance to himself on a level with the appearances to the

apostles after the resurrection). These accounts give no details

of the circumstances. Paul s estimate of the importance of such
details was probably different from that which has been attached
to them in later times.

The accounts in Acts are more elaborate
; they are

three, one in the continuous narrative (93-19), a second
in the address on the temple stairs (226-2i), a third in

the speech to Agrippa (2612-18); they all differ in

details, they all agree in substance
;
the differences are

fatal to the stricter theories of verbal inspiration, but

they do not constitute a valid argument against the

general truth of the narrative.

It is natural to find that the accounts of an event

which lies so far outside the ordinary experience of men
have been the object of much hostile criticism. The
earliest denial of its reality is found in the Judaeo-
Christian writings known as the Clementine Homilies,
where Simon Magus is told that visions and dreams

may come from demons as well as from God (Clem.
Horn. 1713-19). The most important of later denials
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are those of the Tubingen school, which explain the

narratives in Acts either as a translation into the

language of historical fact of the figurative expressions
of the manifestation of Christ to the soul, and the

consequent change from spiritual darkness to light (e.g. ,

Baur, Paul, ET 1 76 ; Zeller, Acts, ET 1 289), or as an
ecstatic vision (Holsten, Zutn Evangelium d. Paulus u.

d. Petrus, 3-114). But against all the difficulties and

apparent incredibilities of the narratives there stand out

the clear and indisputable facts that the persecutor was

suddenly transformed into a believer, and that to his

dying day he never ceased to believe and to preach that

he had seen Jesus.
Nor was it only that Paul had seen Jesus ; the gospel

which he preached, as well as the call to preach it, was
. . due to this revelation. It had pleased

9. Mission. God to reveal hjs Son jn him .

that he
1

might preach him among the Gentiles (Gal. 1 12 15 f. ).

He had received the special mark of God s favour,
which consisted in his apostleship, that all nations

might obey and believe the gospel (Rom. Is, cp 12s
15 is/.). He had been entrusted with a secret

(fj.v&amp;lt;TTr)piov)
which had been kept in silence through

times eternal, but which it was now his special office

to make known (Rom. 1125 ]62s/. ;
and even more

prominently in the later epistles, Eph. \g 82-9 619 Col.

126/. 43). This secret was that the Gentiles are

fellow-heirs, and fellow-members of the body, and

fellow-partakers of the promise in Christ Jesus through
the gospel. This is the key to all Paul s subsequent
history. He was the apostle of the Gentiles, and
that not from men, neither through man (Gal. li);
and so thoroughly was the conviction of his special
mission wrought into the fibres of his nature, that it is

difficult to give full credence to statements which appear
to be at variance with it.

Of his life immediately after his conversion Paul
himself gives a clear account : I conferred not with

A *
flesh and blood, neither went I up to

1U. AUuO- T , , . ,

biosranhv J erusalem to them which were apostlesP &amp;gt; before me
; but I went away into Arabia

(Gal. 1 16/ ).
The reason of his retirement, to what

ever place it may have been 1

(see ARABIA, 4), is not
far to seek. A great mental, no less than a great bodily,
convulsion naturally calls for a period of rest

;
and the

consequences of his new position had to be drawn out
and realised before he could properly enter upon the
mission-work which lay before him. From Arabia he
returned to Damascus (Gal. 1 17), and there began not

only his preaching of the gospel but also the long series

of perils from his own countrymen, which constitute

so large a part of the circumstances of his subsequent
history (Acts 923-25 2 Cor. 1125 32^ ).

It was not until after three years, though it is un
certain whether the reckoning begins from his conversion
or from his return to Damascus, that he went up to

Jerusalem ; his purpose in going was to become ac

quainted with Peter, and he stayed with him fifteen days
(Gal. 1 18). Of his life at Jerusalem on this occasion
there appear to have been erroneous accounts current
even in Paul s own lifetime, for he adds the emphatic
attestation, as of a witness on his oath, that the account
which he gives is true (Gal. 1 20). The point on which
he seems to lay emphasis is that, in pursuance of his

policy not to confer with flesh and blood, he saw none
of the apostles except Peter and James, and that even
some years afterwards he was still unknown by face to
the churches of Judasa which were in Christ. 2

1 To Hauran (Renan), to the Sinaitic peninsula (Holsten).
[Fries (ZNTW, 1901, iso/) thinks that what Paul wrote was
*Apa0a, and that the place intended was the yyy of the Talmud,
the

v

Apa/3a of Josephus(Neuhauer, Geogr. 204f. ; Jos. l- it. 51).
Fries points out that the Great Rabbi Johanan b. Zakkai
taught for several years at this Araba ; and that according to
one tradition Paul himself was a Galilean, born at Gischala.J

2 A different account of this visit to Jerusalem is given in
Acts 9 26-30 26 20 ; the account of the trance in the temple, Acts
22 17-21, is in entire harmony with Paul s own words.
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From Jerusalem Paul went into the regions of Syria

and Cilicia, preaching the gospel (Gal. 12123). How
11 Sunnle

muc^ ^at brief expression covers is un-

mented bv
certa n l may re^er on y to l^e nrst ^ew

. .

y months after his departure from Jeru
salem, or it may be a summary of many

travels, of which that which is commonly known as his

first missionary journey is a type. The form of ex

pression in Gal. 2 1 makes it probable that he purposely
leaves an interval between the events which immediately
succeeded his conversion and the conference at Jerusalem.
For this interval, assuming it to exist, or in any case
for the detail of its history, we have to depend on the

accounts in Acts 1120-30 1225-1428. These accounts

possibly cover only a small part of the whole period,
and they are so limited to Paul s relations with Barnabas
as to make it probable that they were derived from a
lost Acts of Barnabas. This supposition would prob
ably account for the fact that in them the conversion

of the Gentiles is to a great extent in the background.
The chief features of these accounts are

(i. )
the for

mation of a new centre of Christian life at Antioch

( 12), and
(ii. )

a journey which Paul, Barnabas, and
for part of the way John Mark took through Cyprus
and Asia Minor

( 14).

i. The first of these facts has a significance which
has sometimes been overlooked for the history not only

12 Aff
^ Paul h mself but a so of Christianity in

, . , general. It is that the mingling together,
in that splendid capital of the civilised

East, of Jews and Syrians on the one hand, and Greeks
and Romans on the other, furnished the conditions

which made a Gentile Christianity possible. The re

ligion of Jesus Christ emerged from its obscurity into

the full glare of contemporary life. Its adherents
attracted enough attention to receive in the common
talk and intercourse of men a distinctive name. They
were treated, not as a Jewish sect, but as a- political

party. To the Greek equivalent for the Hebrew
Messiah, which was probably considered to be not

a title but a proper name, was added the termination

which had been employed for the followers of Sulla, of

Pompey, and of Caesar [see CHRISTIAN, 4]. It is

improbable that this would have been the case unless

the Christian community at Antioch had had a large
Gentile element ;

and it is an even more certain and
more important fact that in this first great mixed com
munity the first and greatest of all the problems of

early Christian communities had been solved, and Jews
and Gentiles lived a common life (Gal. 2 12).

What place Paul himself had in the formation of

this community can only be conjectured. In Acts he

p ., is less prominent than Barnabas; and al

though it must be gathered from the Epistle
position. to the Galatians that he took a leading part

in the controversies which arose, it is to be noted that

he never elsewhere mentions Antioch in his epistles,

and that he never visited it except casually in his travels.

It may be supposed that from an early period he sought
and found a wider field for his activity. The spirit of

the Pharisees who compassed sea and land to make
one proselyte was still strong within him. The zeal

for God which had made him a persecutor had changed
its direction but not its force. His conversion was but
an overpowering call to a new sphere of work. It is

consequently difficult to believe that he was content to

take his place as merely one of a band of teachers

elected by the community or appointed by the Twelve.
The sense of a special mission never passed away from
him. Necessity was laid upon him (iCor. 9i6).
Inferior to the Twelve in regard to the fact that he
had once persecuted the church of God, he was not
a whit behind the very chiefest apostles (2 Cor. 11s)
in regard to both the reality and the privileges of his

commission, and to the truth of what he preached

(i Cor. 9 1-6 2 Cor. 3 1-9 Gal. 1 12). It is also difficult
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to believe that he went out with Barnabas simply as

the delegate of the Antiochean community ; whatever

significance the laying on of hands may have had for

him (Acts 13s), it would be contrary to the tenor of all

his writings to suppose that he regarded it as giving
him his commission to preach the gospel.

ii. The narrative of the incidents of the single journey
which is recorded in detail, and which possibly did not

. T occupy more than one summer, has given
14. Journev

, _ J rise to much controversy. Its general
,0 yprus. cret]i[,jijty js supported by the probability

that in the first instance Paul would follow an ordinary
commercial route, on which Jewish missionaries as well

as Jewish merchants had been his pioneers. For his

letters to his Gentile converts all presuppose their ac

quaintance with the elements of Judaism. They do
not prove monotheism

; they assume it.

According to the narrative Paul and his companions went
first to Cyprus, the native country of Barnabas, and travelled

through the island from its eastern port, Salamis, to its capital,

Paphos. At Paphos a Jewish sorcerer, Bar-jesus, was struck
with blindness, and the proconsul, Sergius Paulus, was con
verted. From Cyprus, still following a common route of trade,

they went into the SE. districts of Asia Minor, through Pam-
phylia to Antioch in Pisidia. At Antioch, on two successive

Sabbaths, Paul spoke in the synagogue ;
the genuineness of the

addresses which are recorded in Acts has been disputed, chiefly
because the second of them seems to imply that he turned to
the Gentiles (Acts 13 46), not as a primary and unconditional

obligation, but owing to the rejection of the Gospel by the Jews
[cp ACTS, 4]. Kxpelled from Antioch, they went on to

Iconium (where the apocryphal Acts of Paul and Thecla place
the scene of that improbable but not ungraceful romance), and
thence to Lystra, where the healing of a cripple caused the

simple and superstitious Lycaonians to take them for gods.
Their farthest point was the neighbouring town of Derbe, whence
they returned by the route by which they had come to the

sea-coast, and thence to Antioch in Syria.

Although the general features of the narrative may
be accepted as true, especially if, as suggested above

IK V 1 A nf (
IJ

)
ts basis is a memoir or itinerary10. vame 01

not of Paul but of BarnabaS) it niust
narra ive.

1)e concecjeci lnat ^jg p0rt j OI1 O f Acts
has large omissions. It is difficult to believe that the

passionate zeal of an apostle who was urged by the

stimulus of a special call of Jesus Christ was satisfied,

for the long period of at least eleven years, with one
short missionary journey, and that, with the exception
of a brief visit to Jerusalem (Acts 11 30), he remained

quietly at Tarsus or at Antioch (112$ 13i 1428). In

this period must fall at least a portion of the experiences
which are recorded in 2 Cor. 1123-27, for which no place
can be found in the interval between the conference at

Jerusalem and the writing of that epistle. The scourg
ing in the synagogues, the beating with the lictors rods

in the Roman courts, the shipwrecks, the night and

day in the deep, the perils of robbers and perils
in the wilderness, belong no doubt to some of the un
recorded journeys of these first years of Paul s apostolic
life. A more important omission is that of some of the

more distinctive features of his preaching. It is im

possible to account for his attitude towards the original

apostles in his interview with them at Jerusalem (Gal.

2i-io) except on the supposition that before that inter

view, no less than after it, he was that which he had
been specially called to be, the apostle of the Gentiles

and the preacher of the gospel of the uncircumcision.

At the end of fourteen years, either from his con
version or from his visit to Peter at Jerusalem [see

p ,, CHRONOLOGY, 73], the question of the

. , . ,, relation of the communities which he

Twelve
had formed - and of the SosPel which
he preached, to the original Christian

communities, and to the gospel of the Twelve, came to

a crisis. His position was unique. He owed neither

his knowledge of the gospel nor his commission to preach
it to any human authority (Gal. 1 : n /. ).

As Jesus
Christ had taught and sent forth the Twelve, so had he

taught and sent forth Paul. Paul was on equal terms
with the Twelve. Until a revelation came to him he
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was apparently at no pains to co-operate with them.
Between their respective disciples, on the other hand,
there was evidently a sharp contention. The Jewish
party, the original disciples and first converts, main
tained the continued obligation of the Mosaic law and
the limitation of the promises to those who observed it

;

the Pauline party asserted the abrogation of the law and
the free justification of all who l&amp;gt;elieved in Jesus Christ.

The controversy narrowed itself to the one point of

circumcision. If the Gentiles were, without circum

cision, members of the kingdom of God, why was the

law obligatory on the Jews? If, on the other hand, the

Gentiles had to be circumcised, the gospel had but a

secondary importance. It seemed for a time as though
Christianity would be broken up into two sharply-
divided sects, and that between the Jewish Christianity,
with its seat at Jerusalem, which insisted on circum

cision, and the Gentile Christianity, with its seat at

Antioch, which rejected circumcision, there would be an
irreconcilable antagonism. It was consequently by
revelation (Gal. 22) that Paul and Barnabas, with the

Gentile convert Titus as their minister or secretary,
went to confer with the leaders among the original

disciples, the pillars or them who were of repute,

James, and Cephas, and John.
Paul put the question to them : Was it possible that he was

spending or had spent his labour in vain ? (jirjjnos . . . f&panov
in Cial. 2 2 form a direct question depending on ave0tii.i)v). He
laid before them the gospel of the uncircumcision. They
made no addition to it (Paul says of himself avtOifiifV, and of
them who were of repute ov&ki irpotTai&amp;gt;e6fVTO, Gal. 2 2 6), but

accepted it as Paul preached it, recognising it as being a

special work of God, and as being on the same level of authority
with their own (Gal. 2 7-9). The opposition was no doubt

strong ;
there were false brethren who refused to emancipate

the Gentile world from the bondage of the law ; and there was
also apparently a party of compromise which, admitting Paul s

general contention, maintained the necessity of circumcision in

certain cases, of which the case of Titus, for reasons which are
no longer apparent, was typical. But Paul would have no

compromise. From his point of view compromise was impos
sible. Justification was either of faith or by the works of
the law ; it was inconceivable that it could be partly by the one
and partly by the other.

Paul succeeded in maintaining his position at all

points. He received the right hand of fellowship, and
went back to Antioch the recognised head and preacher
of the gospel of the uncircumcision. Within his own

sphere he had perfect freedom of action ; the only tie

between his converts and the original community at

Jerusalem was the tie of benevolence. Jew and Gentile

were so far one body in Christ that the wealthier

Gentile communities should remember the poor.
1

When Paul returned to Antioch, Peter followed him,
and for a time the two apostles lived in harmony.

p . Peter did eat with the Gentiles. He
,

an
,

a
shared the common table at which the

Jewish distinctions of meats were disre

garded. He thereby accepted Paul s

position. When, however, certain came from James
he drew back

[&amp;lt;poj3ov/j.fi&amp;gt;os
roi)s K irfpiTOfj.TJs, Gal. 2 12.

Barnabas and the whole of the Jewish party at Antioch

followed him]. Paul showed that the position of Peter

was illogical, and that he was self-convicted (Kareyvwff-

/j.fvo$ fy, Gal. 2n).
Paul s argument was that the freedom from the law was

1 Few passages of the NT have been more keenly debated

during the second part of the nineteenth century [cp CoL .sciL]

than the accounts of this conference at Jerusalem in Acts 15 4-29
and Gal. 2 i-io. Almost all writers agree in thinking that the
two accounts refer to the same event ; but no two writers pre
cisely agree as to the extent to which they can be reconciled.

The main points of difficulty in the two accounts are these : (i)
Acts says that Paul went up by appointment of the brethren at

Antioch ; Paul himself says that he went up by revelation.

(2) In Acts Paul has a subordinate position ; in his own account
he treats with the three on equal terms. (3) In Acts Peter and

James are on Paul s side from the first ; in Galatians they are so

only at the end of the conference, and after a discussion. (4)
Acts makes the conference result in a decree, in which certain

observances are imposed upon the Gentiles ; Paul himself ex

pressly declares that the only injunction was that they should
remember the poor.
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complete, and that to attach merit to obedience to the law was
to make disobedience to the law a sin, and, by causing those who

sought to be justified by faith alone to be transgressors, to make
Christ a minister of sin. Obedience to any part of the law

involved recognition of the
1 whole of it as obligatory (Gal. 5 3),

and consequently made void the grace of God.

The schism in the community at Antioch was prob

ably never healed. It is not probable that Paul s

contention was there victorious ; for, whilst Paul never

again speaks of that city, Peter seems to have remained

there [?], and he was looked upon in later times as the

founder of its church.

This failure at Antioch served Paul as the occasion

for carrying out a bolder conception. The horizon of

_ ., his mission widened before him. The
fulness of the Gentiles had to be

missionary
brought jn H ;s diocese was no longer

labours. ^nt joch
;

it was the whole of the Roman

empire. The years that followed were almost wholly

spent among its great cities, preaching among the

Gentiles the unsearchable riches of Christ&quot; (Eph. 38).

Paul became the spiritual father of many communities,

and he watched over them with a father s constant care.

He gathered round him a company of faithful disciples,

sharers in his missionary work, whom he sent sometimes

to break new ground, sometimes to arrange disputes,

sometimes to gather contributions, sometimes to

examine and report. Of his travels, whether with

them or alone, no complete record has been preserved ;

some of them are minutely described in Acts, others

within the same period are known only or chiefly from

his epistles. In giving an account of them it is

necessary to change to some extent the historical per

spective which is presented in Acts
; for, in working up

fragments of itineraries of Paul s companions into a

consecutive narrative, many things are made to come

into the foreground which Paul himself would probably
have disregarded, and many things are omitted or

thrown into the shade to which, from his letters, he

appears to have attached a primary importance.
1

The first scene of Paul s new activity, if indeed it be

allowable to consider the conference at Jerusalem and

_ the subsequent dispute at Antioch as
19. in uaiaua.

naving given occasion for a new de

parture, was probably eastern Asia Minor, more

particularly Galatia. Some of it he had visited before ;

and from the fact that the Galatians, though they had

been heathens (Gal. 48), were evidently acquainted with

the law, it may be inferred that Paul still went on the

track of Jewish missionaries, and that here, as else

where, Judaism had prepared the way for Christianity

[though it was resolved that he should go to the

Gentiles only, Gal. 1 16 2289]. Of his preaching Paul

himself gives a brief summary ;
it was the vivid setting

forth before their eyes of Jesus as the crucified Messiah,

and it was confirmed by evident signs of the working of

the Spirit (Gal. 815). The new converts received it

with enthusiasm ;
Paul felt for them as a father ; and an

illness (some have thought, from the form of expression
in Gal. 4 15, that it was an acute ophthalmia) which

came upon him (on the assumption that this was his

first visit) intensified their mutual affection. What we
learn specially of the Galatians is probably true also of

the other Gentiles who received him
;
some of them were

baptized (Gal. 827), they were formed into communities

(Gal. 12), and they were so far organised as to have a

distinction between teachers and taught (Gal. 66).
An imperative call summoned Paul to Europe. The

western part of Asia Minor, in which afterwards were
formed the important churches of

20. In Macedonia.
EphesuSi C&amp;lt;AQ H ierapolis, and

Laodicea, was for the present left alone. Paul passed

1 The most important instance of this is probably the almost
entire omission of an account of his relations with the community
at Corinth ; one of his visits is entirely omitted, another is also

omitted, though it may be inferred from the general expression
he came into Greece (20 2) ; and of the disputes in the com

munity, and Paul s relations to them, there is not a single word.
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on into Macedonia. The change was more than a

passage from Asia to Europe. Hitherto, if Antioch

be excepted, he had preached only in small provincial
towns. Henceforward he preached chiefly, and at last

exclusively, in the great centres of population. He be

gan with Philippi, which was at once a great military

post and the wealthy entrepot of the gold and silver

mines of the neighbouring Mount Pangruus. The testi

mony of the eyewitness whose account is incorporated
in Acts 1612-18 tells us that his first convert was a Jewish

proselyte, named Lydia (see LYDIA) ;
and Paul himself

mentions other women converts (Phil. 42). About the

community which soon grew up there is the special

interest that it was organised after the manner of the

guilds, of which there were many both at Philippi and

in other towns of Macedonia, and that its administrative

officers were entitled, probably from the analogy of those

guilds, bishops and deacons. [Cp MINISTRY, 57.]

In Europe, as in Asia, persecution attended him. He
was shamefully entreated at Philippi (iThess. 2 2),

and according to Acts the ill-treatment came not from

the Jews but from the Gentile employers of a frenzied

prophetess, who saw in Paul s preaching an element of

danger to their craft. Consequently he left Philippi,

and passing over Amphipolis, the political capital of the

province, but the seat rather of the official classes than

of trade, he went on to the great seaport and commercial

city of Thessalonica. His converts there seem to have

been chiefly among the Gentile workmen (i Thess. 4n
2 Thess. 810-12), and he himself became one of them.

Knowing as he did the scanty wages of their toil, he

worked night and day that he might not burden any of

them (r Thess. 2g 2 Thess. 38). For all his working,

however, he does not seem to have earned enough to

support his little company ;
he was constrained both

once and again to accept help from Philippi (
Phil. 4 16).

He was determined that, whatever he might have to

endure, no sordid thought should enter into his relations

with the Thessalonians ;
he would be to them only what

a father is to his children, behaving himself holily and

righteously and unblameably, and exhorting them to

walk worthily of God who had called them
(
i Thess.

2 10-12). There, as elsewhere, his preaching was in

much conflict. The Jews were actively hostile. Ac

cording to the account in Acts (17 5-9), they at last

hounded on the lazzaroni of the city, who were doubt

less moved as easily as a Moslem crowd in modern

times by any cry of treason or infidelity, to attack the

house of Jason (possibly one of Paul s kinsmen, Rom.

1621), either because Paul himself was lodging there,

or because it was the meeting-place of the community.
Paul and Silas were not there, and so escaped ;

but it

was thought prudent that they should go at once and

secretly to the neighbouring small town of Bercea.

Thither, however, the fanatical Jews of Thessalonica

pursued them ;
and Paul, leaving his companions Silas

and Timothy at Bercea, gave up his preaching in

Macedonia for a time and went southwards to Athens.

The narrative which Acts gives of Paul s stay at Athens

is one of the most striking, and at the same time one of

the most difficult, episodes in the book.
21. At Athens. What ;s the meaning of the inscription

on the altar? [see UNKNOWN GOD]. What is the

Areopagus? How far does the reported speech give

Paul s actual words? What did the Athenians under

stand by the Resurrection? These are examples of

questions on which it is easy to argue, but which,

with our present knowledge, it is impossible to decide.

One point seems to be clear, both from the absence

of any further mention of the city in Paul s writings,

and from the absence of any permanent results of his

visit : his visit was a comparative failure. It was

almost inevitable that it should be so. Athens was the

educational centre of Greece. It was a great university

city. For its students and professors the Christianity

which Paul preached had only an intellectual interest:
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They were not conscious of the need, which Christianity

presupposes, of a great moral reformation ; nor indeed

was it until many years afterwards, when Christianity
had added to itself certain philosophical elements and
become not only a religion hut also a theology, that the

educated Greek mind, whether at Athens or elsewhere,
took serious hold of it.

Of Paul s own inner life at Athens we learn, not from

Acts, but from one of his epistles. His thoughts were
not with the philosophers but with the communities of

Macedonia and the converts among whom he had

preached with such different success. He cared far

less for the world of mocking critics and procrastinating
idlers in the chief seat of culture than he did for the

enthusiastic artisans of Thessalonica, to whom it was a.

burning question of dispute how soon the Second Advent
would be, and what would be the relation of the living

members of the church to those who had fallen asleep.
Paul would fain have gone back to them ;

but Satan

hindered him (i Thess. 2 17^ ) ;
and he sent Timothy

in his stead to comfort them as concerning their faith,

and to prevent their relapsing, as probably other converts

did, under the pressure of persecution (i Thess. 3 2^.).
From Athens Paul went to Corinth, the capital of the

Roman province of Achaia, and the real centre of the

oo At r th l)USV h fe ^ Greece. It was not the
**

ancient Greek city with Greek inhabit

ants, but a new city which had grown up in Roman
times, with a vast population of mingled races, who had
added to the traditional worship of Aphrodite the still

more sensuous cults of the East. Never before had
Paul had so vast or so promising a field for his preach

ing ; for alike the filthy sensuality of its wealthy classes

and the intense wretchedness of its half-million of paupers
and slaves (TT}V /3de\vpiai&amp;gt;

rCiv eKelcrf irXovviuv /ecu rCiv

irevriTUv d#XtoT7pra, Alciphr. 3 60) were prepared ground
upon which his preaching could sow the seed, in the

one case of moral reaction, and in the other of hope.
At first the greatness of his task appalled him : I was
with you in weakness, and in fear, and in much

trembling (i Cor. 2s). He laid down for himself from
the first, however, the fixed principle that he would

preach nothing but Jesus Christ, and him crucified

(i Cor. 22), compromisingwith neither the Jews, to whom
the word of the cross i.e. , the doctrine of a crucified

Messiah was a stumbling-block, nor with the Gentile

philosophers, to whom it was foolishness (
i Cor.

1 18 23). It is probable that there were other preachers
of the gospel at Corinth, especially among the Jews,
since soon afterwards there was a Judaising party ;

Paul s own converts seem to have been chiefly among
the Gentiles (i Cor. 122). Some of them apparently

belonged to the luxurious classes (i Cor. 6n), a few of

them to the influential and literary classes (i Cor. 126) ;

but the majority were from the lowest classes, the

foolish, the weak, the base, and the despised

(i Cor. 127/1). Among the poor Paul lived a poor
man s life. It was his special glorying (i Cor. 9 15

2 Cor, 1 1 10) that he would not be burdensome to any
of them (i Cor. 9 12 2 Cor. 11 9 12 13) : he worked at his

trade of tent-making. It was a hard sad life
;
his trade

was precarious, and did not suffice for even his scanty
needs (2 Cor. 11 9). Beneath the enthusiasm of the

preacher was the physical distress of hunger and cold and

ill-usage (iCor. 4n). In
J
all his distress and affliction,&quot;

however, he was comforted by the good news which

Timothy brought him of the steadfastness of the Thes-

salonian converts ; the sense of depression which pre
ceded it is indicated by the graphic phrase, Now we
live, if ye stand fast in the Lord (i Thess. 36-8). With

Timothy came Silas, both of them bringing help for his

material needs from the communities of Macedonia

(2 Cor. 11 9 Acts 18s; perhaps only from Philippi,

Phil. 4 15), and it was apparently after their coming that

the active preaching (2 Cor. 1 19) which roused the Jews
to a more open hostility began.

Of that hostility an interesting incident is recorded in

Acts 1812-16 ;
but a more important fact in Paul s life

oo rs..= ,*A was the sending of a letter, the earliest
ZtO. r ITSu 3,11 Cl f 11 i_ i . . 1*11
Second Thess.

f a11 h S

f
ters whlch have come down

to us, to the community which he had
founded at Thessalonica. Its genuineness, though per
haps not beyond dispute, is almost certain. Part of it

is a renewed exhortation to steadfastness in face of

persecutions, to purity of life, and to brotherly love ;

part of it is apparently an answer to a question which
had arisen among the converts when some of their

number had died before the Parousia
; and part of it is

a general summary of their duties as members of a
Christian community. It was probably followed,
some months afterwards, by a second letter

; but the

genuineness of the Second Epistle to the Thessalonians
has been much disputed. It proceeds upon the same

general lines as the first, but appears to correct the

misapprehensions which the first had caused as to the

nearness of the Parousia.

After having lived probably about two years at Corinth
Paul resolved, for reasons to which he himself gives no

ta. Af -p T,
c ue to change the centre of his

IUS&amp;gt;

activity from Corinth to Ephesus.
Like Corinth, Ephesus was a great commercial city with a

vast mixed population ; it afforded a similar field for preaching,
and it probably gave him increased facilities for communicating
with the communities to which he was a spiritual father. It is

clear from his epistles that his activity at Ephesus was on a
much larger scale than the Acts of the Apostles indicates.

Probably the author of the memoirs from which this part of the
narrative in Acts was compiled was not at this time with him ;

consequently there remain only fragmentary and for the most
part unimportant anecdotes.

Paul s real life at this time is vividly pictured in the

Epistles to the Corinthians. It was a life of hardship
and danger and anxiety.

Even unto this present hour we both hunger, and thirst, and
are naked, and are buffeted, and have no certain dwelling-place ;

and we toil, working with our own hands ; being reviled, we
bless ; being persecuted, we endure

; being defamed, we entreat ;

we are made as the filth of the world, the offscouring of all things,
even until now (i Cor. 411-13). I was almost more than he
could bear: We were weighed down exceedingly, beyond our

power, insomuch that we despaired even of life (2 Cor. 1 8). He
went about like one condemned to die, upon whom the sentence

might at any moment be carried out (2 Cor. 1 9). Once, at least,
it seemed as though the end had actually come, for he had to

fight with beasts in the arena (i Cor. 15 32) ; and once, if not on
the same occasion, he was only saved by Prisca and Aquila, who
for his life laid down their own necks (Rom. 164).

What filled a larger place in Paul s thoughts than the

perils of either the past or the present was the care

of all the churches. He was the centre round which a

system of communities revolved
;
and partly by letters,

partly by sending his companions, and partly by personal
visits, he kept himself informed of their varied concerns,

and endeavoured to give a direction to their life.

Paul probably went from Ephesus to the churches of

Galatia and others in Asia Minor. He wrote the

.. Epistle to the Galatians and the first to
. Leaves

the or jntm
-

aris About the particulars,
P however, of his relations with these com

munities at this time there are differences of opinion.
Seldom do we find more than two of the better known
authors agreeing on any view.

An emeute which occurred at Ephesus was, according to

Acts, the occasion if not the cause of his leaving that city ; a

great door and effectual had been opened for him there (i Cor.

1(&amp;gt;9),
and the growth of the new religion had caused an appreci

able diminution in the trade of those who profited by the zeal of

the worshippers at the temple (Acts 1023 to 20 i). Paul went
overland to Troas, where, as at Ephesus, a door was opened
unto him in the I,ord (2 Cor. 2 12) ; but the thought of Corinth

was stronger than the wish to make a new community. He was

eager to meet Titus, and to hear of the effect of his (now lost)

letter ; and he went on into Macedonia. It is at this point of

his life more than at any other that he reveals to us his inner

history. At Ephesus he had been hunted almost to death ; he

had carried his life in his hand ; and, even when we were come
into Macedonia, our flesh had no relief, but we were afflicted

on every side ; without were fightings, within were fears

(2 Cor. 7 5). But though the outward man was decaying, the

inward man was renewed day by day ; and the climax of

splendid paradoxes which he wrote soon afterwards to the
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Corinthians (2 Cor. 6 3-10) was not a rhetorical ideal, but the

story of his actual life. After a time Titus came with news
which gladdened Paul s heart (2 Cor. 7 7). He had been well
received at Corinth. The letter had made a deep impression.
The admonitions had been listened to. The Corinthians had
repented of their conduct. They had rid themselves of him
that did the wrong, and Paul was of good courage concerning
them (2 Cor. 78-16). He then wrote the second of his extant
letters to them, which was sent by Titus and the unknown
brother whose praise in the gospel is spread through all the

churches, and who had been elected by the churches to travel
with Paul and his company (2 Cor. 8 i8yC).

It was probably in the course of this journey that

Paul went beyond the borders of Macedonia into the

26. At Corinth ^bounng province of Illyricum
.

. (Rom. 15 19); but his real goal was
. T, Corinth. For the third time he went
Romans. it ., , f

there, and, overcoming the scruples of

his earlier visits, he was the guest of Gaius, in whose
house the meetings of the community were held (Rom.
1623).
Of the incidents of Paul s visit to Corinth no record

remains
; Acts does not even mention it. It was the

culminating point, however, of his intellectual activity ;

for in the course of it he wrote the greatest of all his

letters, the Epistle to the Romans. As the body of that

epistle throws an invaluable light upon the tenor of his

preaching at this time to the communities, among
which that of Rome can hardly have been singular, so
the salutations at the end, whether they be assumed to

be an integral part of the whole or not, are a wonderful
revelation of the breadth and intimacy of his relations

with the individual members of those communities.
But that which was as much in his mind as either the

great question of the relation of faith to the law or the

needs of individual converts in the Christian com-

27 Aim f
niunities was the collection of alms

, .,. for the poor among the saints that
Christian poor. wereatjSuln 1

(Rom.l5rf). The
communities of Palestine had probably never ceased to

be what the first disciples were, communities of paupers
in a pauperised country, and consequently dependent
upon external help.

All through his missionary journeys Paul had remembered
the injunction which had sealed his compact with the three

(Gal. &quot;2 10). In Galatia (i Cor. 16 i), among the poor and perse
cuted churches of Macedonia(Rom. 1526 2 Cor. 8 1-4), at Corinth,
and in Achaia (i Cor. 161-14 2 Cor. 8 and 9), the Gentiles who
had been made partakers with the Jews in spiritual things had
been effectually told that they owed to them also to minister
unto them in carnal things (Rom. 1027).

The contributions were evidently on a large scale ;

and Paul, to prevent the charges of malversation which
were sometimes made against him, associated with him
self in the matter of this grace a person chosen by the
churches themselves (2 Cor. 819-21 12 1?/. ); some have

thought that all the persons whose names are mentioned
in Acts 204 were delegates of their respective churches
for this purpose.

Paul resolved to go to Jerusalem himself with this

material testimony of the brotherly feeling of the Gentile

28 Sets out communities, and then, having no

for Jerusalem
more any Place in Greece to 8 to

the new mission fields of Rome and
the still farther West

(
Rom. 1623-25). He was not certain

that his peace-offering would be acceptable to the Jewish
Christians, and he had reason to apprehend violence
from the unbelieving Jews. His departure from Corinth,
like that from Ephesus, was probably hastened by danger
to his life

; and, instead of going direct to Jerusalem (an
intention which seems to be implied in Rom. 1025), he
and his companions took a circuitous route round the
coasts of the /Egean Sea. His course lay through
Philippi, Troas, Assos, Mitylene, Chios, Samos, and
Miletus, where he took farewell of the elders of the

community at Ephesus in an address of which some
reminiscences are probably preserved in Acts 20 18-35.
Thence he went, by what was probably an ordinary
route of commerce, to the Syrian coast, and at last he
reached Jerusalem.
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The narrative which Acts gives of the incidents of Paul s

life at Jerusalem is full of grave difficulties. It leaves

29. Account
alt gether in the background what Paul

in Acts
himself mentions as his chief reason for

making the visit
;
and it relates that he

accepted the advice which was given him to avail him
self of the custom of vicarious vows, in order to show,
by his conformity to prevalent usages, that there was
no truth in the reports that he had told the Jews not
to circumcise their children, neither to walk after the
customs (Acts 2120-26). If this narrative be judged
by the principles which Paul proclaims in the Epistle to
the Galatians, it seems hardly credible. He had broken
with Judaism, and his whole preaching was a preaching
of the righteousness which is of faith, as an antithesis

to, and as superseding, the righteousness which is of
the law. Now he is represented as resting his defence
on his conformity to the law, on his being a Pharisee
and the son of Pharisees, who was called in question
for the one point only that he believed, as other
Pharisees believed, in the resurrection of the dead.
What colouring of a later time, derived from later

controversies, has been spread over the original outline
of the history cannot now be told. Whilst on the one
hand the difficulties of the narrative as it stands cannot
be overlooked, on the other hand no faithful historian

will undertake, in the absence of all collateral evidence,
the task of discriminating that which belongs to a con

temporary testimony and that which belongs to a sub

sequent recension. From this uncertainty the general
concurrence of even adverse critics excepts the we
section (Acts 27 i 28 16); whoever may have been the
author of those we sections, and whatever may be the

amount of revision to which they have been subjected,

they seem to have for their basis the diary or itinerary
of a companion of Paul, and the account of the voyage
contains at least the indisputable fact that Paul went to

Rome.
Paul s life at Rome and all the rest of his history are

enveloped in mists from which no single gleam of certain

30. Doubtful
1

?
ht

u
emeries -

.

Almost
.

eve!7 writer -

epistles.
whether apologetic or sceptical, has some
new hypothesis respecting it

; and the

number and variety of the hypotheses which have been

already framed is a warning, until new evidence appears,
against adding to their number. The preliminary
questions which have to be solved before any hypothesis
can be said to have a foundation in fact are themselves

extremely intricate
; and their solution depends upon

considerations to which, in the absence of positive and

determining evidence, different minds tend inevitably
to give different interpretations. The chief of these

preliminary questions is the genuineness of the epistles

bearing Paul s name, which, if they be his, must be

assigned to the later period of his life viz.
, those to the

Philippians, Ephesians, and Colossians, to Philemon,
to Timothy, and to Titus. As these epistles do not

stand or fall together, but give rise in each case to

separate discussion, the theories vary according as they
are severally thought to be genuine or false. The least

disputed is the Epistle to Philemon ; but it is also the

least fruitful in either doctrine or biographical details.

Next to it in the order of general acceptance is the

Epistle to the Philippians. The Epistles to the Ephesians
and to the Colossians have given rise to disputes which
cannot easily be settled in the absence of collateral

evidence, since they mainly turn partly on the historical

probability of the rapid growth in those communities of

certain forms of theological speculation, and partly on
the psychological probability of the almost sudden de

velopment in Paul s own mind of new methods of

conceiving and presenting Christian doctrine. The
pastoral epistles viz. , those to Timothy and to Titus-
have given rise to still graver questions, and are prob
ably even less defensible.

Even if this preliminary question of the genuineness
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of the several epistles be decided in each instance in the

T t Vf affirmative, there remains the further

question whether they or any of them

belong to the period of Paul s imprisonment at Rome,
and, if so, what they imply as to his history. It is held

by many writers that they all belong to an earlier period
of his life, especially to his stay at Caesarea (Acts
2423 27). It is held by other writers that they were all

sent from Rome, and with some such writers it has

become almost an article of faith that he was imprisoned
there not once but twice. It is sometimes further

supposed that in the interval between the first and
second imprisonments he made his intended journey
to Spain (Rom. 1524 ; it is apparently regarded as an

accomplished fact by the author of the Muratorian

fragment) ;
and that either before or after his journey to

Spain he visited again the communities of the /Egean
seaboard which are mentioned in the pastoral epistles.

The place and manner and occasion of Paul s death

are not less uncertain than the facts of his later life.

The only fragment of approximately contemporary
evidence is a vague and rhetorical passage in the letter

of Clement of Rome (100s) : Paul . . . having taught
the whole world righteousness, and having come to the

goal of the West ((Tri TO rtpfj.a Trjs 5i!&amp;lt;rews),
and having

borne witness (yuaprupT^ras) before the rulers, so was
released from the world and went to the Holy Place,

having become the greatest example of patience. The
two material points in this passage (i) the limit of the

West, (2) having borne witness, are fruitful sources

of controversy. The one may mean either Rome or

Spain, the other may mean either having testified or

having suffered martyrdom. It is not until towards

the end of the second century, after many causes had

operated both to create and to crush traditions, that

mention is made of Paul as having suffered about the

same time as Peter at Rome
;
but the credibility of the

assertion is weakened by its connection in the same
sentence with the [rhetorical] statement that Peter and
Paul [both taught in Italy in the same spirit as they

planted and taught in Corinth] (Dionysius of Corinth,

quoted by Eusebius, HElz*,}. A Roman presbyter
named Gaius speaks, a few years later, of the martyr-
tombs of the two apostles being visible at Rome (quoted

by Eusebius, I.e.] ;
but neither this testimony nor that

of Tertullian
(
De prtescr. 36, Scorf&amp;gt;. 15, Adv. Marc. 4s)

is sufficient to establish more than the general prob
ability that Paul suffered martyrdom. There is no
warrant for going beyond this, as almost all Paul s

biographers have done, and finding an actual date for

his martyrdom in the so-called Neronian persecution of

64 A.D. 1

The chronology of the rest of Paul s life is as uncertain

as the date of his death. We have no means of knowing
when he was born, or how long he lived, or at what
dates the several events of his life took place.

The nearest approach to a fixed point from which the dates of
some events may be calculated is that of the death of Festus,
which may probably, though by no means certainly, be placed
in 62 A.D. ; even if this date were certainly known, new evidence
would be required to determine the length of time during which
he held office ; all that can or could be said is that Paul was sent

to Rome some time before the death of Festus in 62 A.D. (cp
further CHRONOLOGY, 64-84).

-

1 The Martyrium Paul! in Zacagni, Coll. tnon. vet. eccl.,

Rome, 1698, p. 535, gives not only details but also an exact date

viz., 2gth June 66 A.D. ; the day has been adopted by the Latin
Church as the common anniversary of St. Peter and St. Paul.

All the early evidence which bears upon the point has been
collected by Kunze, Prtpcifiua patrtim ecelesiasticontm testi-

nionia quit ad mortem J auli apostoli spectant, Gottingen,
1848 [cp Harnack, Chronologic (1897), pp. 240-3].

* How widely opinions differ as to the rest of the chronology
may be seen by a reference to the chronological table which is

given by Meyer in the introduction to his Commentary on the

Acts, and after him by Farrar, St. Paul, vol. ii. 624. The
literature of the subject is extensive; the most convenient

summary of the discussions, for English readers, will be found
in the introduction to Meyer s Commentary just mentioned of
which there is an ET [cp Harnack, Chron. pp. 233-9 &amp;gt; Meyer-
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Of his personality Paul himself tells us as much as

need be known when he quotes the adverse remarks of

. his opponents at Corinth : his letters,

nersonaUtv lhey say are wei
?
hty and stronl : but his

*&quot;

bodily presence is weak, and his speech
of no account (2 Cor. 10 10). The Christian romance-
writer elaborated the picture, of which some traits may
have come to him from tradition : a man small in

stature, bald-headed, bow-lrgged, stout, close-browed,
with a slightly prominent nose, full of grace ; for at one
time he seemed like a man, at another time he had the

face of an angel (
Acta Pauli et Theclae, lOOs ;

Tisch.

A eta Apost. Apocr. 41); and the pagan caricaturist

speaks of him in similar terms, as bald in front, with

a slightly prominent nose, who had taken an aerial

journey into the third heaven (pseudo-Lucian, Philo-

patris, 100I2}.
1

That Paul was sometimes stricken down by illness is

clear from Gal. 4 13 (some have thought also from
2 Cor. 24) ; and at his moments of greatest exaltation

[not only did he enjoy visions and revelations, being
elevated into the third heaven, paradise, where he heard

inexpressible words ; but also] there was given to him
a stake in the flesh . . . that he should not be exalted

overmuch (2 Cor. 127). The nature of this special
weakness has given rise to many conjectures ; the most

probable is that it was one of those obscure nervous
disorders which are allied to epilepsy and sometimes
mistaken for it.

v!
E. H.

B. LATER CRITICISM.

From the first, both in Germany and elsewhere, the

Tubingen criticism met with strong opposition as well as

33 Transitional
with COT^ accePtance - The r ght

wing, which protested against it on
behalf of tradition, spared (and

continues to spare) no effort to recover the invaded

territory and to protect it, so far as may be, from
further attack. The most powerful champion of this

conservative attitude in recent years has been Th. Zahn,
author of the Einleitung in das neue Testament (2 vols.

1897-99, &amp;lt;- 1900).
Those w:ho were not so timid about breaking with

traditional views or with opinions that had been judged
to be no longer tenable, inclined, nevertheless, especially
in recent years, to consider that Baur had gone to the

extreme limit of criticism and to think that some retreat,

along part of the line at least, from his extravagances
was necessary. They did not shut their eyes to the

great merits of the Tubingen school ; but neither would

they be blind to their faults and shortcomings which
seemed to admit of being summed up in the single word

exaggeration. They called themselves by choice the

critical school, and could appropriately enough be de

scribed as indeed moderately so. Those who have

in recent years gone farthest in this reactionary direction

(or, let us call it, retrogression) are, in practice, A.

julicher in his Einleitung in das NT, 1894, igoi*
2

.

and, in theory, A. Harnack in the Preface (which is

not to be confounded with the contents which follow) to

his Chronologic der altchristlichen Litteratur (ACL
2i, 1897).

Later criticism that may fairly enough be called

advanced, in the sense that its conclusions differ

Wendt, Kflntmentar AG(^ 1899, pp. 53-60; Th. Zahn, Kinl.
in das NT(l

) ii. (1900) 629-47] and CHRONOLOGY, S 64-84.]
1 Some early representations of him on gilded glasses and

sarcophagi still remain ; accounts of them will be found in Smith
and Cheetham, Diet. Chr. Ant. 2 1621 ; Schultze, Die Kata-
komben, Leipsic, 1882, p. 149.

2 See Krenkel, Das korperliche Leiden des Paulus, in the
ZW T, 1873, p. 238, and in Beitrage z. Au/hellutig d. Gesch. u.

397-402 ; Ramsay,.?/. J anlthe Traveller and Roman Citizen,**)

1898, 94^ ( a species of chronic malaria fever )]. Cp EYE,
DISEASES OF, 4.
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more than those of others from traditional opinion starts

.

I, i
fr m the same principles as the criti-

&amp;gt;OL

cal school, though its opponents

prefer such expressions for it as scepticism, the radical

or the Dutch school, hypercriticism, uncriticism or

(as Jiilicher has it recently) pseudo-criticism. The

way for it was prepared, not to speak of Evanson (1792),

by Bruno Bauer, A. Pierson, S. A. Naber, and others.

By Bruno Bauer in his three volumes entitled Kritik tier

faulinischen Bricfe (1850-52), and again after a silence of many
years in his Christus und die Caesarcn (1877 ; see especially

PP- 37 -387); by A. Pierson in De Bergrede en andere syno/&amp;gt;-

tische fraginenten (1878; pp. 98-110); by him and Naber in

their Verisimilia (1886); by others in dissertations and dis

courses on various public occasions in Holland of which some
account is to be found in _// /

, 1883, pp. 593-618 ; 1884, pp.
562-3 ; 1886, pp, 4i8-444(L)mch : W. C. van Manen, HetNieuive
Testament sedert 1859, 1886, pp. 89-126, 225-7, 265).

The Pauline question, however, was first brought
forward in a strictly scientific form by A. D. Loman
of Amsterdam in his Quasstiones Paulinae, published
in Th. T in 1882, 1883, 1886. This broadly - based

study, however, in the beginning still intimately con
nected with the writer s much discussed hypothesis of

the symbolical character of the Gospel history and the

person of Jesus, Loman did not live to complete. The
portions published by him were the Prolegomena to

a book on the principal epistles of Paul, in which the

necessity for a revision of the foundations of our know
ledge of the original Paulinism and the expediency, for

this purpose, of starting from the Epistle to the Galatians

are fully set forth (1882, pp. 141-185, cp 593-616);
a first chapter in which the external evidence for and

against the genuineness of that Epistle is exhaustively
discussed (1882, pp. 302-328, 452-487; 1883, pp.

14-57 ; 1886, pp. 42-55), and a second chapter in

which the same question is considered in the light of

the Canon (1886, pp. 55-113, cp 319-349, 387-406).
At a later date an unfinished study, De Brief aan de

Galatiers, was posthumously added to these as Loman s

Nalatenschap (1899). Meanwhile various scholars J.

C. Matthes, J. van Loon, H. U. Meyboom, J. A. Bruins
had signified their agreement with him wholly or

partially, and he was followed in the path of advancing
criticism he had opened up, as regards the question of

the sources of our knowledge of Paul, his life and his

work, though without for a moment committing them
selves to Loman s hypothesis respecting the gospel
history, by Rudolf Steck of Bern, D. E. J. Volter of

Amsterdam, and W. C. van Manen of Leyden.
Steck s well-written book Der Galaterbnef nach seiner

Echtheit untersucht, nebst kritischen Bemerkungen a us
den paulinischen Hauptbriefen was published in 1888

;

Volter s Ein Votum zur Frage nach der Echtheit,

Integritiit u. Composition der vier paulinischen Haupt-
briefe was published in Th.T m 1889 (pp. 265-325),
but still remains unfinished in its revised form Die

Komposition der paulinischen Hauptbriefe : i. Der
Romer- u. Galaterbrief (1890). Van Manen, as yet
hesitatingly in 1886-87, but decidedly in 1888 as a
contributor to Th. T and other periodicals, and subse

quently in connection with his academical work, has

participated largely in the present discussions. 1

See especially his Paulus in three parts : De Handelingen
der A/&amp;gt;ostelen(.\ci*\ 1800; De brief aan de Romeinen, 1891 ;

De brieven aan de Korinthiers, 1896 ; followed by a condensed
summary of the results arrived at in his Handlciding voor de
Oudchristelyke letterkunde, 1900. For a somewhat fuller

survey of the earlier history of this criticism and of the reception
it met with in the learned world the reader may consult his
articles entitled A Wave of Hypercriticism in Exp.T^, 1898,
pp. 205-211, 257-9, 3M-9-
The same critical principles of the later criticism

recently adopted also by Prof. W. B. Smith of Tulane
University, New Orleans (see ROMANS) have likewise
been in some measure followed, however unconsciously
in the main, by all those who at one time or another have
sought, by postulating redactions, interpolations, and

J
1 To such an extent indeed as would justify him in saying

without immodesty quorum pars magna fui.]
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additions, to escape from the difficulties in the way of

accepting the Pauline authorship of one or more of the

35. Its relation Principal epistles.

to redaction 7
11

s^ce
to mention

( )
with

and regard to all the four epistles : the

interpolation
v ew of

J&quot;

&quot;;

*-.
Michelsen

&amp;lt;

7.
jr.

hypotheses.
8^

P;

2 that
f

m^*e
1^ve

!
he

original epistles of Paul published after

his death with elucidations and notes ; also conjectures

by Straatman, Baljon (1884) and Sulze (Prof. Kirch. -

Ztg., 1888, pp. 978-85).

(2) So far as Romans is concerned, we have the

conjecture of Semler, Baur, and others, that chaps. 15

16, wholly or in part, do not belong to the fourteen

preceding chapters, and, according to many, are not
from the hand of Paul

; that of C. H. Weisse, that

chaps. 9-11, of Straatman, that chaps. 12-14, do not

belong to the original epistle ;
of Laurent (1866), that

the epistle at a later date was furnished with a number
of marginal glosses ;

of Renan, that it was issued by
Paul in more than one form (e.g., 1-11 + 15, 1-14 + part
of 16) ;

of Michelsen (Th.T, 1886-7) that we have to

distinguish five or six editions in the original text
;
of

E. Spitta (1893) that it is a combination of two letters

written by Paul at different times to the Christians of

Rome, one before and one after his visit to that city.

(3) With respect to i and 2 Corinthians, we have
the conjecture of Semler (1776), E. J. Greve (1794),
Weber (1798), C. H. Weisse (1855), Hausrath (1870).
Michelsen (1873), Baljon (1884), O. Prleiderer (1887),
W. Bruckner (1890), M. Krenkel (1890), P. W.
Schmiedel (1892), J. Cramer (1893), A. Halmel (1894),
J. Weiss (1894), H. J. Holtzmann (1894), H. Lisco

(1896) that 2 Cor. is made up of two or more pieces
which originally did not belong to one another

;
of

Lipsius (1873), Hagge (1876), Spitta (1893), Clemen
(1894) that the same holds true of i Cor. ; and of
Straatman (1863-5) and J. A. Bruins (1892) that both

epistles contain a vast number of interpolations.

(4) As regards Gal., the same opinion has been held,

by Weisse, Sulze, Baljon (1889) and Cramer (1890)
the last two in their commentaries.

Yet, however obvious in all this be the unconscious

preparation for and transition to the criticism spoken of

_.. T . in 34, this last does not occupy itself
uo. its pro- ., , . , .

posed task
S conjectures as those just sug

gested (in 35), unless perhaps in special
cases, and never with the definite object of escaping by
such means from difficulties touching what is called the

genuineness of the Epistles. It is ready to submit all

such hypotheses to a candid examination, but does not
value expedients whereby objections can be silenced

temporarily. It does not start from the belief that the
non plus ultra of critical emancipation has been realised

by the Tubingen school
;
but neither does it think that

that school went too far. For it, there is nothing a

priori too far in this field
;
and it believes that

criticism is ever in duty bound to criticise its own work
and to repair its defects. It recognises no theoretical

limit whatsoever that can reasonably be fixed. It ranks
the critical labours of Baur and his school, notwith

standing all shortcomings and defects, far above those
of older and less critically moulded scholars. It wishes

nothing better than, mutatis mutandis, to continue the

research pursued by the Tubingen school, and, standing
on the shoulders of Baur and others, and thus pre

sumably with the prospect of seeing clearer and farther,

to advance another stage, as long a stage as possible.
towards a real knowledge of Christian antiquity.
That is not to be attained, in the judgment of this

school of critics, by a simple return to the old views, by
accepting the opinions of those scholars who busied
themselves with researches of this kind before Baur (in
the first decades of the igth century or in the last of

the i8th), nor yet by adopting the traditional con

ceptions current at a still earlier period whether amongst
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candid Protestants or thinking Roman Catholics. No
error committed by a younger generation can ever make
to be true anything in the opinions of an older genera
tion which has once been discovered to have been false.

Still less does the criticism with which we are now
dealing cherish hopes from any mediating policy of

give and take. It has found that it does not avail,

in estimating the Tiibingen theory, in one point or

another, to plead extenuating circumstances in favour

of tradition whether churchly or scientific, and to offer

here or there an amendment on the sketch drawn by
Baur (or others after him) of the state of schools and

parties in Old Christianity, or to extend the number of

the indisputably genuine epistles of Paul from four to

six or seven (the principal epistles + Philippians,
Philemon and i Thess.

), eight ( + 2 Thess. or Col.),
nine

( + both 2 Thess. and Col.), ten (rl-Eph. ),
if not

even augmented by genuine Pauline fragments in the

Pastoral Epistles. The defects of the tendency
criticism passed upon the NT writings and other

documents of early Christianity which have come down
to us, whether the criticism in which Baur led the way
or that of others like Volkmar, Holsten, S. Davidson,
Hatch (who followed Baur, while introducing into his

criticism corrections more or less far-reaching), demand
a more drastic course. It is needful to break not

only with the dogma of the principal epistles in the

order suggested by Baur and afterwards accepted by
Hatch Gal., i and 2 Cor., Rom. but also with the

dogma of there being four epistles of Paul in any
order with regard to the genuineness of which no

question ought to be entertained. It was a great
defect in the criticism of the Tiibingen school that

it set out from this assumption without thinking of

justifying it. It can be urged in excuse, that at the

time no one doubted its justice ; Evanson was forgotten
and Bruno Bauer had not yet arisen ;

but none the less

the defect cannot be regarded as other than serious. It

has wrought much mischief and must be held responsible
for the song of triumph now being prematurely uttered

even by those whose opposition to criticism is by no
means trenchant, the burden of which is, Tubingen
itself has alleged nothing against these epistles. The
latest school of advanced criticism has learned not to

rejoice over this but to regret an unfinished piece of

work that ought to have been taken in hand long ago
and demands to be taken up now. It regrets that Baur

and his followers should not have stopped to consider

the origin of the principal epistles. It holds that

criticism should investigate, not only those books which

have been doubted for a longer or shorter period, but

also even those that hitherto it may even be, by

every one have been held to be beyond all doubt,

whether they be canonical or uncanonical, sacred or

profane. Criticism is not at liberty to set out from the

genuineness or the spuriousness of any writing that

is to be used as evidence in historical research as long
as the necessary light has not been thrown upon it,

and least of all may it do so after some or many
writings of the same class have already been actually

found to be pseudepigrapha. It was and is in the

highest degree a one-sided and arbitrary proceeding to

go with Baur upon the assumption of the genuineness
of the principal epistles as fully established, and in

accordance with this to assume that Acts must take a

subordinate place in comparison with them. It is not

a priori established that Paul cannot be mistaken, at

least as long as we do not know with certainty whether

he and the writer of the epistles that have come down
to us under his name are indeed one and the same.

The investigation of Acts must be carried on independ

ently of that of the Epistles, just as that of the Epistles

must be independent of that of Acts. This rule must

be applied in the case of every epistle separately as well

as in connection with the other epistles which we have

learned to recognise as belonging to the same group.
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The four principal epistles are not a fixed datum by
which Acts and other Pauline writings can be tested

unless one is previously able to prove their genuineness.
This point has not been taken into account by the

Tiibingen school greatly to their loss. As soon as it

is observed, it becomes the task of criticism to subject
to a strict examination the principal epistles one by one.
from this point of view. What, then, is the criterion

which may be employed in this investigation ? None
of the so-called external evidences. These do not avail

here, however valuable may be what they have to tell

us often as to the opinion of antiquity concerning these

writings. So much Baur and his followers had already

long ago learned to recognise. The critical school

had confessed it, even by the mouth of those among its

adherents who had found themselves nearest to the

thorough-going defenders of tradition. Where then

must the determining consideration be looked for ? In

the direction where in such circumstances it is always
wont to be found : in the so-called internal evidence.

It is internal criticism that must speak the last, the so

far as possible conclusive, word.

The demand seemed to many too hard, as regarded
the principal epistles. The Tubingen school and the

critical school alike shrank from making it. The
progressive criticism which had meanwhile come into

being, submitted to the inevitable. It addressed itself

to the task imposed. To the question, with what
result ? the answer, unfortunately, cannot be said to be

wholly unanimous. True, this is a disadvantage under
which the opposing party labours no less than the other.

There is no criticism in the judgments of which no trace

can be found of what can be called a subjective side.

Viewed broadly, and with divergences in points of

detail left out of account, what the recent criticism now
described has to say regarding Acts is in

37. Its view
of Acts.

substance as follows. The book professes
to be a sequel to the third canonical

gospel, designed in common with it to inform a certain

Theophilus otherwise unknown to us, or in his person

any recent convert to Christianity, more precisely with

regard to the things in which he has been instructed

(Acts 1 1-5, cp Lk. 1 1-4 2436-53). We find in it in

accordance with this, a by no means complete, yet at

the same time (at least, in some measure) an orderly
and continuous sketch of the fortunes of the disciples of

Jesus, after his resurrection and ascension ;
of their

appearances in Jerusalem and elsewhere ; and in par
ticular, of the life and work of Peter, in the first part

(Acts 1-12), and more fully and amply of the life and
work of Paul, in the second part (13-28).

Even leaving aside any comparison with the Pauline

epistles, we cannot regard the contents of Acts, viewed

as a whole, and on their own merits, as a true and
credible first-hand narrative of what had actually

occurred, nor yet as the ripe fruit of earnest historical

research not even where, in favourable circumstances,

the author might occasionally have been in a condition

to give this. The book bears in part a legendary-

historical, in part an edifying and apologetical character.

The writer s intention is to instruct Theophilus concern

ing the old Christian past, as that presented itself to his

own mind after repeated examination, to increase

the regard and affection of his readers for Christianity,

and at the same time to show forth how from the first,

although hated by the Jews, this religion met with

encouragement on the part of the Romans. Of a

tendency, in the strict sense of the word, as under

stood by the Tubingen school, there is nothing to be

seen. The book does not aim at the reconciliation of

conflicting parties, Petrinists and Paulinists, nor yet at

the exaltation of Paul or at casting his Jewish adversaries

into the shade, or at placing him on a level with Peter.

Of the substantial unity of the work there can be no

question. We have not here any loose aggregation of

fragments derived from various sources. Still less,
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however, can we fail to recognise that older authorities

have been used in its composition. Amongst these are

prominent two books which we may appropriately call

(a) Acts of Paul, and (&) Acts of Peter. From a is

derived in the main what we now read in 1 23 (D),

436-37 61-15 751-83 9i-3o 1119-30 13-28 ;
from b, more

particularly, much of chaps. 1-12.

(a) The first and older of the two books included mainly a
sketch of the life and work of Paul, according to the ideas of
those Christians who placed him high, and who, as compared with

others, deserve to be called progressive. With this was worked
in but not incorporated without change (unless the corrections
which can still be traced are to be laid to the account of the
author of Acts) a journey narrative, very possibly the work of
Luke the companion of Paul. See 1127{D), 10 10-17 205-15
21 1-18 27 i-28 16.

(b) The second book, written in view of the Acts of Paul just
described, was an attempt to allow more justice to be done to

tradition and more light to be thrown upon Peter.

Perhaps the author of the entire work, as we now
know it, in addition to oral tradition, had still other

means of information at his disposal (such as Flavius

Josephus) and borrowed here and there a detail, but

certainly not much, from the Pauline epistles.

Alternately free and fettered in relation to his

authorities, the author sometimes used their language,

yet, as a rule, employed his own. He followed in their

footsteps for the most part, yet frequently went his own

way, transposing and correcting, supplementing and

abridging what he had found in others. To ascertain

the details of the process in every case is no longer

possible. On the chief points, a fuller discussion will

be found in W. C. van Manen, Paulus : 1. De Hande-

lingen der Apostelen, 1890.
The spirit in which Lk. set about his work is that of budding

Catholicism, which has room alike for Paul and for Peter,
and does not shrink from bringing to the notice of the faithful

a writing the Acts of Paul just referred to devoted to the
commemoration and glorification of the apostle of the heretics

as Tertullian still called him, albeit clothed in a new dress

whereby at the same time reverent homage is rendered to the
tradition of the ancients.

Lk. s true name remains unknown. His home was probably
in Rome; but perhaps it may have been somewhere in Asia
Minor. He flourished about the second quarter of the second

century. There is no necessity for doubting the correctness of
the representation that he is one and the same with the author
of the Third Gospel.

In the clays when the contents of sacred books were
held exempt from criticism, the historical value of Acts
was much overrated

;
more recently under the influence

of Tubingen criticism it has been unduly depreciated. It

is entitled to recognition in so far as it is a rich source

of information as to how the Christianity of the first 30
or 35 years after the crucifixion was spoken about,

estimated, and taught, in influential circles, about the

years 130-150 A.D. It is entitled to recognition also,

in so far as we are still in a position to trace, in what
has been taken over with or without alteration from
older works, how it was that men of that period thought
about implied, or expressly mentioned persons, things,
and relations. In estimating the value of details, it is

incumbent on us always, so far as possible, to distinguish
between the original historical datum, the valuable
substance of a trustworthy tradition, and the one-fold,

two-fold, threefold, or it may be manifold clothing with
which this has been invested by later views and opinions,
and in too many cases, unfortunately, concealed by
them, in such a manner that it is not always possible,
even for the keenest eye, to discriminate as could be
wished between truth and fiction.

With respect to the canonical Pauline epistles, the
later criticism here under consideration has learned to

38 Of the
reco&n se that ^ey are none of them by

enistles
^anl ne ther fourteen, nor thirteen, nor
nine or ten, nor seven or eight, nor yet even

the four so long universally regarded as unassailable.

They are all, without distinction, pseudepigrapha (this,
of course, not implying the least depreciation of their

contents). The history of criticism, the breaking up of
the group which began as early as 1520, already pointed
in this direction. No distinction can any longer be
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allowed between principal epistles and minor or
deutero-Pauline ones. The separation is purely arbi

trary, with no foundation in the nature of the things
here dealt with. The group not to speak of Hebrews
at present when compared with the Johannine epistles,
with those of James, Jude, Ignatius, Clement, with
the gospel of Matthew, or the martyrdom of Polycarp,
bears obvious marks of a certain unity of having
originated in one circle, at one time, in one environ

ment
;
but not of unity of authorship, even if a term

of years were it even ten or twenty be allowed. It

is impossible, on any reasonable principle, to separate
one or more pieces from the rest. One could immedi

ately with equal right pronounce an opposite judgment
and condemn e.g. , Romans or Corinthians, compared
with the rest, as under suspicion.- Every partition is

arbitrary. However one may divide them, there will

always remain (within the limits of each group, and on
a comparison of the contents of any two or three

assumed classes), apart from corrections of subordinate

importance, clearly visible traces of agreement and of

divergence even on a careful &quot;examination of the

famous four: Rom., i and 2 Cor., Gal. There is no
less distinction in language, style, religious or ethical

contents between i and 2 Cor. on the one hand, and
Rom. and Gal. on the other, than there is between
Rom. and Phil.

, Col. and Philem. On the contrary,
in the last two cases the agreement is undeniably
greater.

Tradition does not assert the Pauline origin of the

principal epistles more loudly than it does that of the

pastoral or of the minor epistles. External evidences

plead at least as strongly, or, to speak more accurately,

just as weakly, for the latter as for the former. The
internal point just as strongly in the case of Rom.

,
i and

2 Cor. , and Gal. , as they do elsewhere to the one con
clusion that they are not the work of Paul. This
deliverance rests mainly on the following considerations,

each of them a conclusion resulting from independent

yet intimately connected researches.

The principal epistles, like all the rest of the group,

present themselves to us as epistles ;
but this is not their

Th &quot; rea^ c^aracter m the ordinary and literary

V. meaning of the word. They are not letters

originally intended for definite persons,

despatched to these, and afterwards by publication made
the common property of all. On the contrary, they
were, from the first, books

;
treatises for instruction,

and especially for edification, written in the form of

letters in a tone of authority as from the pen of Paul and
other men of note who belonged to his entourage:
i Cor. by Paul and Sosthenes, 2 Cor. by Paul and

Timothy, Gal. (at least in the exordium) by Paul and
all the brethren who were with him

;
so also Phil., Col.

and Philem.
, by Paul and Timothy, I and 2 Thess. by

Paul, Silvanus, and Timothy. The object is to make
it appear as if these persons were still living at the time

of composition of the writings, though in point of fact

they belonged to an earlier generation. Their epistles

accordingly, even in the circle of their first readers, gave
themselves out as voices from the past. They were
from the outset intended to exert an influence in as wide

a circle as possible ;
more particularly, to be read aloud

at the religious meetings for the edification of the church,

or to serve as a standard for doctrine and morals.

Hence it comes that, among other consequences, we
never come upon any trace in tradition of the impression
which the supposed letters of Paul may have made -

though, of course, each of them must, if genuine, have

produced its own impression upon the Christians at

Rome, at Corinth, in Galatia ; and the same can be said

of all the other canonical epistles of Paul. Hence, also,

the surprising and otherwise unaccountable features in

the addresses of the epistles : to all that are in Rome,
beloved of God, called to be saints (Rom. 1?), to the

church of God which is at Corinth, them that are
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sanctified in Christ Jesus, called to be saints, with all

who invoke the name of our Lord Jesus Christ, in all

places, theirs and ours (i Cor. 12); to the church of

God which is at Corinth, with all the saints in the whole

of Achaia (2 Cor. li), to the churches of Galatia

(Gal. 1 2). The artificial character of the epistolary form

comes further to light with special clearness when we
direct our attention to the composition of the writings.
I n such manner real letters are never written.

i. In a very special degree does this hold true no doubt of
a Cor. Many scholars, belonging in other respects to very
different schools, have been convinced for more than a century
and have sought to persuade others that this epistle was not
written at one gush or even at intervals ; that it consists of an

aggregation of fragments which had not originally the same
destination.

ii. i Cor. allows us to see no less clearly that there underlie

the finished epistle as known to us several greater or smaller

treatises, having such subjects as the following : parties and
divisions in the church (1 io-3 23), the authority of the apostles

(4), unchastity (;&quot;&amp;gt;-l&amp;gt;)i
married and unmarried life (7), the eating

of that which has been offered to idols (8-11 i), the veiling of
women (11 2-15 [16]), love feasts (11 17-34), spiritual gifts (1 2-14),

the resurrection (15), a collection for the saints (Iti 1-4) other

passages being introduced relating to the superiority of the

preaching of the cross above the wisdom of this world (1 18-31),

the spirit in which Paul had laboured ( 1 1-16), the right of litiga

tion between Christians(&amp;lt;&amp;gt; i-u), circumcised and uncircumcised,
bond and free (7 18-24), tne apostolic service (ft), Christian love

(13).
iii. With regard to Rom. it is even more obvious that the

author accomplished his task with the help of writings, perhaps
older epistles, treatises, sayings handed down whether orally
or in writing although we must admit, as in the case of so

many other books, both older and more recent, that we are not

in a position to indicate with any detail what has been borrowed
from this source and what from that, or what has been derived

from no previous source whatever, and is the exclusive property
of the author, editor, or adapter.

iv. With Gal. the case is in some respects different, and
various reasons lead us, so far as the canonical text is concerned,
to think of a catholic adaptation of a letter previously read in

the circle of the Marcionites, although we are no longer in a

position to restore the older form. We have in view the employ
ment of such words as Peter (IleYpo?) alongside of Cephas
(Kr)&amp;lt;|&amp;gt;as),

of two forms of the name Jerusalem ( lepocroAv/ua

alongside of Iepou(7aArjjn), the presence of discrepant views (as
in 3 7 29 and 3 16) of Abraham s seed ; the zeal against circum
cision in 5 2-4 t&amp;gt; 12-13 alongside of the frank recognition that it is

of no significance (,
r
&amp;gt;66i5) the cases in which the ancients

charged Marcion with having falsified the text, though the

textual criticism of modern times has found it necessary to

invert the accusation.

There are to be detected, accordingly, in the com

position of the principal epistles phenomena which,

whatever be the exact explanation arrived at in each

case, all point at least to a peculiarity in the manner of

origin of these writings which one is not accustomed to

find, and which indeed is hardly conceivable, in ordinary
letters.

The contents of the epistles, no less than the results

of an attentive consideration of their form,
40. Their
contents :

Paulinism.

i. Is it likely that Paul, a man of authority and recog
nised as such at the time, would have written to the

Christians at Rome men who were personally unknown
to him what, on the assumption of the genuineness of

the epistle, we must infer he did write ? That he would

have taken so exalted a tone, whilst at the same time

forcing himself to all kinds of shifts in writing to his

spiritual children at Corinth and in Galatia ? One
cannot form to oneself any intelligible conception of his

attitude either to the one or to the other ;
nor yet of the

mutual relations of the parties and schools which we
must conceive to have been present and to some extent

in violent conflict with one another if Paul really thought
and said about them what we find in the principal

epistles.

ii. Even if we set all this aside, however, the doctrinal

and religious-ethical contents betoken a development in

Christian life and thought of such magnitude and depth
as Paul could not possibly have reached within a few

1 Cp 47 .
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lead to the conclusion that the principal

j epistles cannot be the work of the apostle

years after the crucifixion. So large an experience, so

great a widening of the field of vision, so high a degree
of spiritual power as would have been required for this

it is impossible to attribute to him within so limited a
time.

It does not avail as a way of escape from this diffi

culty to assume, as some do, a slow development in the

case of Paul whereby it becomes conceivable that when
he wrote the principal epistles he had reached a height
which he had not yet attained fourteen or twenty years

previously. There is no evidence of any such slow

development as is thus assumed. It exists only in the

imagination of exegetes who perceive the necessity of

some expedient to remove difficulties that are felt

though not acknowledged. Moreover, the texts speak
too plainly in a diametrically opposite sense. It is only

necessary to read the narrative of Paul s conversion as

given by himself according to Gal. 1 10-16 in order to see

this. The bigoted zealot for the law who persecuted the

infant church to the death did not first of all attach

himself to those who professed the new religion in order

to become by little and little a reformer of their ideas

and intuitions. On the contrary, on the very instant

that he had suddenly been brought to a breach with his

Jewish past, he publicly and at once came forward with

all that was specially great and new in his preaching.
The gospel he preached was one which he had received

directly. It was not the glad tidings of the Messiah,
the long expected One, who was to come to bless his

people Israel ; it was the preaching of a new divine

revelation, and this not communicated to him through
or by man, but immediately from above, from God
himself, God s Son revealed in him. With this revela

tion was at the same time given to him the clear insight
and the call to go forth as a preacher to the Gentiles.

iii. Underlying the principal epistles there is, amongst
other things, a definite spiritual tendency, an inherited

type of doctrine (Rom. 617) let us say the older

Paulinism with w^hich the supposed readers had long
been familiar. They are wont to follow it, now in

childlike simplicity, now with eager enthusiasm, or to

assail it, not seldom obstinately, with all sorts of

weapons and from various sides. Some have already

got beyond this and look upon Paulinism more as if it

were a past stage, a surmounted point of view. One
might designate them technically as Hyperpaulinists.

They are met with especially amongst Paul s opponents
at Corinth according to i and 2 Cor. Others remain

in the rear or have returned to the old view, the Jewish
or Jewish-Christian view which had preceded Paulinism.

The\r are the Judaisers against whom above all others

the Galatians are warned and armed. Both are groups
which one can hardly imagine to oneself as subsisting,

at least in the strength here supposed, during the life

time of Paul. Plainly Paul is not a contemporary, but

a figure of the past. He is the object or, if you will.

the central point of all their zeal and all their efforts.

iv. Paulinism itself, as it is held up and defended in

the principal epistles, apart from diversities in the

elaboration of details by the various writers, is nothing
more or less than the fruit of a thorough-going re

formation of the older form of Christianity. Before

it could be reached the original expectations of the

first disciples of Jesus had to be wholly or partly given

up. The conception of Jesus as the Messiah in the old

Jewish meaning of the word had to give place to a

more spiritual conception of the Christ the Son of God ;

the old divine revelation given in the sacred writings of

Israel had to make way for the newer revelation vouch

safed immediately by God, in dreams and visions, by
day and by night, and through the mediation, if media
tion it can be called, of the Holy Ghost : the law had

to yield to the gospel. For these things time no little

time was needed, even in days of high spiritual tension

such as must have been those in which the first Christians

lived and in which many are so ready to take refuge in
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order to be able to think it possible that the principal

epistles, with their highly varied contents could have

been written so soon after the death of Jesus as the

theory of Pauline authorship compels us to assume.

v. Writers and readers, as we infer from the contents,

live in the midst of problems which most of them at

all events when carefully considered are seen not to

belong to the first twenty or thirty years after the death

of Jesus. We refer to questions as to the proper relation

between law and gospel, justification by faith or by
works, election and reprobation, Christ according to the

flesh and Christ according to the Spirit, this Jesus or

another, the value of circumcision, the use of clean or

unclean things, sacrificial flesh, common flesh and other

ordinary foods and drinks, the Sabbath and other holy

days, revelations and visions, the married and the un
married condition, the authority of the apostles, the

marks of true apostleship and a multitude of others.

We must not be taken in by superficial appearances.

Though Paul is represented as speaking, in reality he
himself and his fellow apostles alike are no longer alive.

Everywhere there is a retrospective tone. It is always
possible to look back upon them and upon the work

they achieved.
Paul has planted, another has watered (i Cor. 36). He as

a wise master-builder has laid the foundation ; another has
built thereupon (3 10). He himself is not to come again (4 is).

He and his fellow-apostles have already been made a spectacle
unto the world, both to angels and to men, God has set them
forth as men doomed to death, lowest and last i.e., given them
the appearance of being persons of the lowest sort (4o). Their

fight has been fought, their sufferings endured. It is already
possible to judge as to the share of each in the great work. Paul,
to whom Christ appeared after his resurrection last of all, the
least of the apostles, has laboured more abundantly than they
all (15 8-10) ; he has run his course in the appointed way (! -zbf.),
a follower of Christ (even as others may be followers of himself,
11 i), whose walk in the world can readily stand comparison with
that of others, even the most highly placed in Christian circles

(2 Cor. 1 12 11 5 12 n), who has been ever victorious, whom God
has always led in triumph, making manifest the savour of his

knowledge by him in every place ; unto God a sweet savour of

Christ, by his coming forward testifying, as in the sight of God,
of the sacrifice made by Christ in his death ; sufficient for all things
(2 14-16) ; a pattern of long-suffering, patience, and perseverance,
who had more to endure than any other man (48-io 04-5 &quot;5

11 23-27), an ideal form whose sufferings have accrued to the
benefit of others and been a source of comfort to many (4 iof.
1 4-7).

vi. A special kind of Christian gnosis, a wisdom that

far transcends the simplicity of the first disciples and
their absorption with Messianic expectations haunts and

occupies many of the more highly -developed minds

(
i Cor. 1 17-31 26 16 and elsewhere). In Rom. 9-11 the

rejection of Israel is spoken of in a manner that cannot
be thought to have been possible before the fall of the

Jewish state in 70 A. D. The church is already con
ceived of as exposed to bloody persecutions, whereas,

during Paul s lifetime, so far as is known to us, no such
had as yet arisen (Rom. 63-5 817-39 12 12 14 2 Cor. 13-7) ;

she has undoubtedly been in existence for more than a
few years merely, as is usually assumed, and indeed

requires to be assumed, on the assumption of the

genuineness of the epistles.
The church has already, from being in a state of spiritual

poverty, come to be rich (i Cor. 1 5). Originally in no position to
sound the depths, consisting of a company of but little developed
persons, the majority of its members though still in a certain
sense carnal are able to follow profound discussions on questions
so difficult as those of speaking with tongues, prophecy, or the
resurrection (i Cor. 12-15). There are already perfect ones
who can be spoken to about the matters of the higher wisdom ;

spiritual ones who can digest strong nourishment ; understand
ing ones who have knowledge (26-i6 3 1-3 10 15). The church is

in possession of their traditions (11223 15 3) : epistles of Paul
which presented a picture of him different from the current
tradition received from those who had associated with him
(2 Cor. 1 13 10 10). There is an ordered church life to the follow

ing of which the members are held bound. There are fixed and
definite customs and usages such as regular collections of
charitable gifts (2 Cor. 9 13) or the setting apart, when required,
of persons whose names were in good repute, and who had been
chosen, by the laying on of hands (8 18f.).

In a word, the church has existed not for a few years

merely. The historical background of the epistles, even
of the principal epistles, is a later age. The Christianity
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therein professed, presupposed, and avowed, in a number
of its details does not admit of being explained by refer

ence to the period preceding the date of Paul s captivity
or even that of his death in 64 A. u. Everything points
to later days at least the close of the first or the be

ginning of the second century.

Necessary limitations of space do not allow of fuller

elucidations here. The reader who wishes to do real

justice to the view here taken of the question as to the

genuineness of Paul s epistles will not stop at the short

sketch given here, but will consult the following works

among others :

(a) On the subject as a whole, Loman, Qusestiones Paulinae
in Th.T, 1882, pp. 141-185; cp 593-616, 1886, 55-113; cp 319-
349 and 387-406 ; Steck, Galaterbrief, 1-23, 152-386. (l&amp;gt;)

On
Rom. and Cor., Van Manen, 1 aulus, 2 and 3. (c) On Gal.,
Steck, Galaterbrief; cp Loman, Quaest. Paul. in Th. f, 1882,
pp. 302-328, 452-487; 1883, pp. 14-57; 886, pp. 42-55; and
Loman s Nalalenschap, 1899; (&amp;lt;/)

for a general survey of the
entire Pauline group, Van Manen, llandleiding, iii., 1-98

(pp. 30-63).

To the question as to the bearing of the conclusions

of criticism upon our knowledge of the life and activity

p v vf f Paul- the answer must frankly be
41. Jr-auis me

that jn the firgt instance the resu]t is of
an wor .

a purejv negat ive character. In truth,
116

jJ.

Ve
this is common to all the results of

criticism when seriously applied. Criti

cism must always begin by pulling down everything that

has no solid or enduring foundation.

Thus all the representations formerly current alike

in Roman Catholic and Protestant circles particularly

during the nineteenth century regarding the life and
work of Paul the apostle of Jesus Christ, of the Lord,
of the Gentiles, must be set aside, in so far as they rest

upon the illusory belief that we can implicitly rely on
what we read in Acts and the 13 (14) epistles of Paul,

or in the epistles alone whether in their entirety or in a

restricted group of them. These representations are

very many and let it be added in passing very
various and discrepant in character : far from showing
any resemblance to one another, they exhibit the most
inconsistent proportions and features. But, however
different they were, they all of them have disappeared ;

they rested upon a foundation not of solid rock, but of

shifting sand.

So, too, with all those surveys of Paulinism, the

ideas, the theology, the system of Paul, set forth

in accordance with the voice of tradition, as derived

from a careful study of the contents of Acts and the

epistles, whether taken in their entirety or curtailed or

limited to the principal epistles alone. Irrevocably

passed away, never more to be employed for their

original purpose, are such sketches, whether on a large
or on a smaller scale, whether large or narrow in their

scope, sketches among which are many highly important
studies, especially within the last fifty years. Hence

forward, they possess only a historical interest as

examples of the scientific work of an older school.

They do not and could not give any faithful image or

just account of the life and teaching of Paul, the right

foundation being wanting.

This, however, does not mean, as some would have

us believe, that the later criticism has driven history

from the lists, banished Paul from the world of realities,

and robbed us even of the scanty light which a somewhat
older criticism had allowed us, to drive away the darkness

as to the past of early Christianity. These are impos
sibilities. No serious critic has ever attempted them or

sought to obscure any light that really shone. The

question was and is simply this : what is it that can be

truly called history ? Where does the light shine ? To
see that one has been mistaken in one s manner of

apprehending the past is not a loss but a gain. It is

always better, safer, and more profitable, to know that

one does not know, than to go on building on a basis

that is imaginary.
The results of criticism, even of the most relentless
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criticism, thus appear to be after all not purely negative.

42 Positive
Thou8h at first s Sht they may- and

., indeed must, seem to be negative, they
_ , . . are not less positive in contents and

i a ions.
tencjency. j-ne ultimate task of criticism

is to build up, to diffuse light, to bring to men s know

ledge the things that have really happened. As regards
Paul s life and work, now that the foundations have
been changed, it teaches us in many respects to judge
in another sense than we have been accustomed to do.

Far from banishing his personality beyond the pale of

history, criticism seeks to place him and his labours in

the juster light of a better knowledge. For this it is un
able any longer in all simplicity to hold by the canonical

Acts and epistles, or even to the epistles solely, or yet to a
selection of them. The conclusion it has to reckon with

is this : (a) That we possess no epistles of Paul ; that

the writings which bear his name are pseudepigrapha

containing seemingly historical data from the life and
labours of the apostle, which nevertheless must not be

accepted as correct without closer examination, and are

probably, at least for the most part, borrowed from
Acts of Paul which also underlie our canonical book

of Acts (see above, 37). (ft)
Still less does the Acts of

the Apostles give us, however incompletely, an absolutely
historical narrative of Paul s career ; what it gives is a

variety of narratives concerning him, differing in their

dates and also in respect of the influences under which

they were written. Historical criticism must, as far as

lies in its power, learn to estimate the value of what has

come down to us through both channels, Acts and the

epistles, to compare them, to arrange them and bring
them into consistent and orderly connection. On these

conditions and with the help of these materials, the

attempt may be made to frame some living conception
of the life and work of the apostle, and of the manner
in which the figure of the apostle was repeatedly re

cast in forms which superseded one another in rapid
succession.

Towards this important work little more than first

essays have hitherto been made. The harvest promises
to be plentiful ;

but the labourers as yet are too few.

We must, for the time being, content ourselves with

indicating briefly what seem to be the main conclusions.

Paul was the somewhat younger contemporary of

Peter and other disciples of Jesus, and probably a Jew
mi. !_ by birth, a native of Tarsus in Cilicia.

43. The his

torical Paul.
At first his attitude towards the dis

ciples was one of hostility. Later,

originally a tentmaker by calling, he cast in his lot with

the followers of Jesus, and, in the service of the higher
truth revealed through them, spent the remainder of a

life of vicissitude as a wandering preacher. In the

course of his travels he visited various lands : Syria, Asia

Minor, Greece, Italy. Tradition adds to the list a

journey to Spain, then back to the East again, and once
more westwards till at last his career ended in martyr
dom at Rome. With regard to his journeys, we can in

strictness speak with reasonable certainty and with some
detail only of one great journey which he undertook

towards the end of his life : from Troas to Philippi, back
to Troas, Assos, Mitylene, Samos, Miletus, Rhodes,

Patara, Tyre, Ptolemais, Cresarea, Jerusalem, back to

Caesarea, Sidon, Myra, Fair Havens, Melita, Syracuse,

Rhegium, Puteoli, Rome (Acts 1610-17 20s-is21i-i8
27 1-28 16).

Perhaps at an earlier date he had been one of the

first who, along with others of Cyprus and Gyrene,

proclaimed to Jews and Gentiles outside of Palestine

the principles and the hopes of the disciples of Jesus

(Acts llig/!). Possibly, indeed probably, we may
infer further details of the same sort from what Lk. and
the authors of the epistles have borrowed from the

Acts of Paul,&quot; as to the places visited by Paul, and the

measure of his success in each
;

in which of them he

met with opposition, in which with indifference
;
what
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particular discouragements and adventures he en
countered ; such facts as that he seldom or never came
into contact with the disciples in Palestine ; that even
after years had passed he was still practically a stranger
to the brethren dwelling in Jerusalem ; that on a visit

there he but narrowly escaped suffering the penalty
of death on a charge of contempt for the temple,
which would show in how bad odour he had long been
with many.
As regards all these details, however, we have no

certain knowledge. The Acts of Paul, so far as known
to us, already contained both truth and fiction. In no
case did it claim to give in any sense a complete account
of the doings and sufferings of the apostle in the years of
his preaching activity. The principal source which
underlies it, the journey narrative, the so-called We-
source, is exceedingly scanty in its information. It

says not much more, apart from what has been already
indicated about the great Troas-Philippi-Troas-Rome
journey, than that Paul, sometimes alone, sometimes in

company with others, visited many regions, and preached
in all of them for at least some days, in some cases for

a longer period.
It does not appear that Paul s ideas differed widely

from those of the other disciples,
1

or that he had

emancipated himself from Judaism or had outgrown
the law more than they. Rather do one or two

expressions of the writer of the journey-narrative tend
to justify the supposition that, in his circle, there

was as yet no idea of any breach with Judaism. At any
rate, the writer gives his dates by the Jewish calendar

and speaks of the days of unleavened bread (i.e. , after

the passover), Acts 206, and of the fast (i.e. ,
the great

day of atonement in the end of September), 27 9. He
is a disciple among the disciples. What he preaches
is substantially nothing else than what their mind and
heart are full of, the things concerning Jesus (TO. irepl

TOV Irjcrov). It may be that Paul s journeyings, his

protracted sojourn outside of Palestine, his intercourse

in foreign parts with converted Jews and former heathen,

may have emancipated him (as it did so many other

Jews of the dispersion), without his knowing it, more or

less perhaps in essence completely from circumcision

and other Jewish religious duties, customs, and rites.

But even so he had not broken with these. He had, like

all the other disciples, remained in his own consciousness

a Jew, a faithful attender of temple or synagogue, only
in this one thing distinguished from the children of

Abraham, that he held and preached the things con

cerning Jesus, and in connection with this devoted
himself specially to a strict life and the promotion of

mutual love. What afterwards became Paulinism,
the theology of Paul, was not yet. Still less does it

ever transpire that Paul was a writer of epistles of any
importance ; least of all, of epistles so extensive and

weighty as those now met with in the Canon. So also

there is no word, nor any trace, of any essential difference

as regards faith and life between him and other disciples.

He is and remains their spiritual kinsman
;

their

brother, although moving in freedom and living for

the most part in another circle.

For doubting, as is done by E. Johnson, the formerly

anonymous writer of Antiqua Mater (1887), the

historical existence of Paul and his activity as an
itinerant preacher outside the limits of Palestine, there

is no reason. Such doubt has no support in any ancient

document, nor in anything in the journey-narrative that,

in itself considered, ought to be regarded as improbable;
on the other hand, it is sufficiently refuted by the

universality of the tradition among all parties regarding
Paul s life and work (cp Van Manen, Paulus, 1 192-200).

It is true that the picture of Paul drawn by later

times differs utterly in more or fewer of its details from

the original. Legend has made itself master of his

person. The simple truth has been mixed up with

invention
;
Paul has become the hero of an admiring band
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of the more highly developed Christians

;
the centre,

44. The
legendary

Paul.

at the same time, of a great movement in

the line of the development of the faith

and expectations of the first disciples ;
the

45. In Acts of

Paul.

father of Paulinism that system which,

at first wholly unnoticed by the majority, or treated

with scorn and contempt (cp 4, n. 2), soon met with

general appreciation, and finally found world-wide fame,
however at all times imperfectly understood.

It is difficult, or almost impossible, to indicate with

distinctness how far Paul himself, by his personal inrlu-

ence and testimony, gave occasion for the formation of

that which afterwards came to be associated with his

name, and which thenceforward for centuries indeed

inseparably for all time, it might seem has continued

to be so conjoined, though very probably, if not cer

tainly, it had another origin. We find ourselves here

confronted with a question involving a problem similar

to that relating to the connection between John, origin

ally a simple fisherman of Galilee, one of the first dis

ciples of Jesus, and John the Divine, the father of the

illustrious Johannine school which speaks to us in the

Fourth Gospel and in the three epistles bearing his

name.
The following seems certain : Paul, of whom so little

in detail is known, the artisan-preacher, who travelled

so widely for the advancement and
diffusion of those principles which,
once he had embraced them, he held

so dear, was portrayed in a no longer extant work
which can most suitably be named after him Acts of

Paul, based partly on legend, partly on a trustworthy
tradition to which the well-known journey-narrative may
be reckoned. There he comes before us, now enveloped
in clouds and now standing out in clear light ;

now a

man among men, and now an ideal figure who is

admired but not understood. At once the younger
contemporary of the first disciples, and yet as it seems

already reverentially placed at a distance apart from

them; a disciple like them, yet exercising his im
mediate activity far outside their circle

;
full of quite

other thoughts ;
in a special sense guided by the Holy

Spirit ; a Christian who bows the knee before the

Son of God and is entrusted with the gospel of the

grace of God (Acts 20 24) ;
in the main, perhaps, so

far as his wanderings and outward fortunes are con

cerned, drawn from the life, yet at the same time, even
in that case, in such a manner that the reader at every

point is conscious of inaccuracy and exaggeration, and
finds himself compelled to withhold his assent where he
comes across what is manifestly legendary.
So in the story of Paul s conversion, his seeing of Jesus in

heaven, his hearing of Jesus voice, his receiving of a mandate
from him (Acts 22 21 2(5 16-18) ; the word to Ananias that he
is to be instructed by Jesus himself and filled with the Holy
Ghost (9 16-17) ; the representation of Paul as receiving visions
and revelations (2217-21 It5g_/. ]&&amp;lt;)/. 2*23); the record of
how he was wont to be led by the Holy Spirit (184 16 t,f.

192i 2022 21410-12); the description of his controversy with

Elymas Barjesus, whom he vanquishes and punishes with
blindness (186-12); the healing of the lame man at Lystra
and the deification that followed (148-is); the vision of the
man of Macedonia at Troas (16 g) ; the casting out of the evil

spirit at Philippi (16 16-18) ; the liberation from prison at the
same place (1625-34); the imparting of the Holy Ghost to

disciples of the old school at Kphesus by the laying on of hands
(19 1-7) ; the cures there wrought and castings out of evil spirits

(19 T.T./.) ,
the vengeance of the evil spirit who recognises

indeed the superiority of Paul, but not that of other men (19 ie) ;

the giving up and burning of precious books at Ephesus (19 19) ;

perhaps also the affair of Eutychus at Troas (207-12), and the
details respecting Paul s sojourn at Melita (28 i-io).

1

We are here already a good distance along the road

upon which a younger generation, full of admiration
for its great men, yet not too historically accurate, is

moving, setting itself to describe the lives of Peter,

Paul, Thomas, John, and others, in the so-called

apocryphal Acts, or, more particularly (Gnostic), cir

cuits (IlepioSot).

1 For a fuller list see Van Manen, Paulus, 1 176-192.
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Lk. also moves m the same direction, but with this

difference, that his Paul (see Van Manen, Paulus,
1 164-169), under the influence of the current in which
his spiritual life is lived, stands nearer again to Peter,

yet in such a manner that it is still more impossible to

present before one s mind an image of anything recorded
of him among the often discrepant and mutually con

flicting details, not a few of which are manifestly
incorrect (id.. I.e. 169-176).
The writer of the Acts of Paul never shows any

acquaintance with epistles of Paul, however much one

might expect the opposite when his way of thinking
is taken into account. On the contrary, the historical

details in the epistles, or at least a good part of

them, appear themselves to be taken from the Acts
of Paul, since they are not always in agreement with

what Lk. relates in his second book, although they
are manifestly speaking of the same things. Lk. must
have modified, rearranged, supplemented, perhaps also

in some cases more accurately preserved, what he
and the writers of the epistles had read in the book
consulted by them, a work lost to us, or, if you will,

surviving in a kind of second edition as the Acts of

the Apostles. In this lost Acts of Paul, Paul had be

come (in contrast to what, even by the admission of

the journey-narrative, he really was) the hero of a re

forming movement, the exponent of wholly new prin

ciples in the circle of those who wrought for the

emancipation of Christianity from the bonds of Judaism
and its development into a universal religion.

Where that circle, under the patronage of Paul,

must be looked for cannot be said with certainty.

, Probably it was in Syria, more particu-
. pme jarl in Antioch

; yet it may have been
Paulinism. . ,, rsomewhere in Asia Minor. We may

be practically certain, at all events, that it was not in

Palestine
;

it was in an environment where no obstruc

tion was in the first instance encountered from the Jews
or, perhaps still worse, from the disciples too closely

resembling them
;
where men as friends of gnosis, of

speculation, and of mysticism, probably under the

influence of Greek and, more especially, Alexandrian

philosophy, had learned to cease to regard themselves

as bound by tradition, and felt themselves free to extend

their flight in every direction. To avail ourselves of a
somewhat later expression : it was among the heretics.

The epistles first came to be placed on the list among
the gnostics. The oldest witnesses to their existence, as

Meyer and other critics with a somewhat wonderful

unanimity have been declaring for more than half a

century, are Basilides, Valentinus, Heracleon. Marcion
is the first in whom, as we learn from Tertullian, traces

are to be found of an authoritative group of epistles of

Paul. Tertullian still calls him hasreticorum apostolus

(adv. Marc. 3s) and (addressing Marcion) apostolus
vester (1 15).

Whencesoever coming, however, the Paulinism of the

lost Acts of Paul and of our best authority for that way of

. i thinking, our canonical epistles of

Paul, is not the theology, the sys
tem of the historical Paul, although

characteristic

of epistles.
it ultimately came to be, and in most

quarters still is, identified with it. It is the later

development of a school, or, if the expression is pre

ferred, of a circle, of progressive believers who named
themselves after Paul and placed themselves as it were

under his aegis. The epistles explain this movement
from different sides, apart from what some of them,

by incorporating and working up older materials,

tell us in addition as to its historical development and
the varying contents of its doctrines.

i. Romans, with its account of what the gospel, regarded as a

religious doctrine, is (1 i8-ll 36), and of what those who profess
it are exhorted to (12-15 13), throws a striking light upon what

1 Cp 40.
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Paulinism is, both dogmatically and ethically, for the Christian
faith and life.

ii. i Cor. shows in a special way how deeply and in what sense
Paulinism has at heart the practice of the Christian life, as

regards, for example, parties and disputes within the church

(1 io-3 23), the valid authority in it (4), purity of morals (5 and
612-20), the judging of matters of dispute between Christians

(61-11), their mutual relations, such as those of the circum
cised and the uncircumcised, of bondmen and freemen (7 18-24) i

the married and the unmarried life (8-11 i), the veiling of women
(11 2-15 [it&amp;gt;l),

the love feasts (11 17-34), spiritual gifts (12-14), and
the collection for the saints (Hi 1-4), along with which only
one subject of a more doctrinal nature is treated : the resur

rection (15).

iii. 2 Cor. gives above all else the impression how the person
and work of Paul in the circle addressed, or, rather, through
out the Christian world, had to be defended and glorified

(1 3-7 16 10-13 10) ; and, in a passage introduced between its two
main portions, how the manifestation of mutual love, by the

gathering of collections for the saints, must not be neglected

iv. Gal. gives us an earnest argument on behalf of Paul and
the view of Christianity set forth by him, particularly his

doctrine of justification by faith, not by the works of the law ;

as also for the necessity for a complete breach with Judaism.
v. In Eph. it is the edification of Pauline Christians that

comes most into prominence. So also in Phil., although here
we have also a bitter attack on the apostle s enemies, and, in

close connection with this, a glorification of his person and work
(3 i-4 i). In Col., along with edification and exhortation, the
doctrinal significance of Christ is expatiated upon (1 13-22

211-15); a so that of Paul (1 23-2 5) ; and an earnest warning
is given against doctrinal errors (26-23).

vi. In i and 2 Thess.
, respectively, the condition of those who

have fallen asleep (i Thess. 4 13-18) and the exact time of the

parousia (5 i-n) on the one hand, and the things which may yet
have to precede that event (2 Thess. 2 1-12), on the other, are
discussed.

vii. The Pastoral Epistles occupy themselves chiefly with the

various affairs of the churches within Pauline circles ; Phile
mon with the relations which ought to subsist between slaves

and their masters in the same circles.

Here we have variety enough, and many historical

traits which, otice arranged in proper order, can supply
us with a conception of what Paul, through all the

vicissitudes of earnest opposition and equally earnest

support among Christians, finally became first in

narrower, anon in wider circles, and at last in the

whole catholic world the apostle (6 ATrocrroXos), the

equal of Peter, or, strictly speaking, his superior.
At the outset we find Paul standing outside the

circle of the Catholic church just coming into being,
. , - but held in honour by Marcion and

PauhS hisfoll ers. Already however, Lk
in virtue of the right he exercises of

curtailing, expanding, modifying aught that may not

suit his purpose in the material he has derived from
other sources, has in Acts given Paul a position of

pre-eminence. Older fragments, whether of the nature

of acts or of the nature of epistles, that had passed
into circulation under Paul s name were, in whole or in

part, taken up into writings on a larger scale, and
remodelled into what are now our canonical Epistles of

Paul. A Justin can still, it would seem, pass him over,

although spiritually Justin stands very close to Paul

and shows acquaintance with him. Irenasus in his turn

has no difficulty in using the Pauline group of Epistles,
at least twelve of the thirteen Philemon is not spoken
of, nor is there as yet any word of Hebrews as

canonical, although not from predilection for their

contents, but simply because he wishes to vanquish his

great enemies, the gnostics, with their own weapons.
That in doing so he frequently had failed to understand
Paul is clearly manifest (see Werner, Der Paulinis-

mus Jes Iren&us, 1889). Tertullian advances along
the path opened by Irenceus. Without really having
much heart for the Paul of the Pauline Epistles, he

brings out the apostle of the heretics against the

heretics, though, as regards history, he holds to the

older view that Christianity owed its diffusion among
the nations to the activity of the Twelve. In association

with these in their solitary greatness no one deserves

for a moment to be mentioned, not even the historical

Paul, unless, indeed, as their somewhat younger con

temporary, posterior apostolus, who might be regarded
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as having sat at their feet (adv. Mare.-2?\ see van
Manen, Paulus, 2262-276). In the so-called Muratorian

Canon, among the authoritative writings of the NT,
thirteen epistles of Paul are enumerated. Apollonius,
about the year 210, brings it against the Montanist
Themiso as a particularly serious charge that some

forty years previously he had ventured to write an

epistle in imitation of the apostle (fjufnov/j.fvos rbv

AiroffroXoif ; i.e., Paul; Eus. HE\. 18s). In truth,

from that time onwards, in orthodox circles no one
doubted any longer the high authority of Paul the

assumed writer of the thirteen (fourteen) epistles. It

was only with regard to Hebrews that a few continued
to hesitate for some time longer.

For our knowledge of Paulinism the thirteen epistles
are of inestimable value. They are, when thus regarded,
no less important than they were when they were con
sidered all of them, or some of them as unimjjeach-
able witnesses for the life and activities, especially the

Christian thoughts and feelings, of the historical Paul,
the only slightly younger contemporary of Peter and
other original disciples of Jesus.

In a complete study of Paulinism there come into

.. p . consideration also Heb. i Pet. Ja. and
,
_ ..

&quot;,

other writings which breathe more or less

_ . . . the same spirit, or, as the case may be,
pis es.

take a p iem jca i attitude towards it.

i. Hebrews, as being the expression of an interesting variation
from the older Paulinism ; a doctrinal treatise, rich in earnest

exhortations, given forth as a word of exhortation (Ad yos TTJS

jrapa/cATJtreujs, 13 22) in the form of an Epistle of Paul, though
not bearing his name.

ii. i Pet., as being a remarkable evidence of attachment to
Paul among people who know that the group of letters as

sociated with his name is closed, although they desire to bear
witness in his spirit ; in point of fact, a letter of consolation
written for those who stand exposed to persecution and
suffering.

iii. James, as an instance of seriously-meant imitation of a
Pauline epistle, written by some one who had misunderstood
and was seeking to controvert Paul s view of the connection
between faith and works (2 14-26).

On the other hand, there is a great deal that must be

50. Apocryphal
iarded as the product of a later

_ . ,, . , time, and, however closely associated
Epistles, Acts. ... ., r r&amp;gt; i i u

iJ with the name of Paul, as lying beyond
the scope of the present article.

i. (a) Epistle to the Laodicean s. Antiquity knew of

such an epistle, alongside of (6) the epistle ad Alex
andrines, mentioned in the Muratorian Canon (63-65)

with the words added Pauli nomine fictne ad ha?resem

Marcionis, feigned in the name of Paul to the use of

the heresy of Marcion. This epistle to the Laodiceans,
mentioned also in Jerome (

Vir. 111. 5, and elsewhere) was

very probably our Epistle of Paul to the Ephesians,

just as that to the Alexandrians was probably our

Epistle to the Hebrews, or, it may be, a Marcionite

redaction of it.

(c) Another Epistle of Paul to the Laodiceans occurs in

many Latin MSS of the NT, and in old printed editions of the

NT; in Luther s Bible, Worms, 1529; in the Dutch of 1560
by L.D.K. probably Leendert der Kinderen

;
in 1600, after a

copy by Nicolaus Biestkens van Diest ; in 1614, Dordrecht,
Isaack Jansz. Canin ; and in English, cp Harnack, ACL 1(1893)
33-37. See, further, Anger, Ueber den Laodicencrbrief^iZ^),
and Lightf. Colotsiasu. 274, who also gives a convenient sum
mary of the views which have been held respecting this letter

(Hatch). The writing is composed of NT words of Paul,
probably to meet the demand for an epistle to the Laodiceans
raised by Col. 4 16, and actually dating from the fifth, perhaps
even from the fourth century.

ii. An Epistle from the Corinthians to Paul and the

apostle s answer
(
= 3 Cor.

)
which is brought into con

nection with the epistle named in i Cor. 5g, were included

in the Syrian Bible in the days of Aphraates and Ephraim,
and centuries afterwards were still found in that of the

Armenians.

They occur also in a MS of the Latin Bible dating from the
fifteenth century and have been repeatedly printed, the best

edition being that of Aucher (A rmenian ami English Grammar,
1819 p. 183). An English translation will be found in Stanley,
Epistles of St. Paul to the Corinthians, 593 (Hatch). There
are German and French translations in Rinck (1823) and Berger
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(1891). They appear to belong to the third century and are

conjectured to have been written against the Kardesanites,

originally in ( .reek or Syriac, perhaps as portions of the Acta
Pauli. Cp Harnack, ACL 1 37-39 ; Kriiger, ACL, 1895, p. n ;

Nachtriigc, 1897, p. 10 ; also Sanday, above, CORINTHIANS,
19, 20 b.

iii. Fourteen epistles of Paul and Seneca are given in

a number of later MSS
;

first named and cited by Jerome,
/ 7&quot;12, although hardly by that time read by very

many.
. The correspondence is reproduced in most editions of Seneca

e.g., ed. Haase, 1878, vol. iii. 476-481 and discussed by (among
others) Funk, Der 15riefwechsel des Paulus mil Seneca, J heal.

Quartalschr., 1867, p. 602 ; Lightf. Phil/ppiansC*), 327 ; Kreyher,
Seneca u. seine Beziehungen zum Christenthuni, 1887 ; Harnack,
ACL 1 763-765. Their genuineness is not for a moment to be

thought of.

iv. Other special writings of a later date relating to

Paul are found (apart from the Ebionite Acts of the

Apostles already alluded to, mentioned by Kpiphanius,
ffaer.SQib, and the Acta Pauli = Ilai/Xoi; 7rpdeis [also

lost] mentioned by Origen, perhaps identical with the

work called Pauli Prcsdicatio in Pseudo-Cyprian) in the

Acts of Peter and Paul ; the Acts of Paul and Thecla ;

the Apocalypse of Paul ; Ava/SariKoi Hai Xou mentioned
in Epiphanius (see 2 Cor. 124 cp PR^ 1670).
The Acts of Peter and Paul, as also those of Paul and Thecla,

are printed in Tischendorf (Acta Apostolorum Apocrypha denuo
ediderunt R. A. Lipsius et M. Bonnet, 1, 1891 ; cp APOCKYI HA,

28, 2) ; the Revelation of Paul in Tischendorf (Apocalypses
Apocryphif). [References to the literature of the Apocalypse
of Paul in Lat. Syr. Gk. and Ar. will be found in Catalogue
of Syr. MSS Univers. of Camb. (1901), p. n67yC ET of all

three by A. Walker, The Apocryphal Gospels, Acts, and
Revelations, (1870).]

The best and most exhaustive discussion of the con

tents of these writings, alike with regard to Paul s life

and activity, and with regard to his relation to Peter

and other disciples of Jesus, though too exclusively
under the influence of the Tubingen construction of

history (see van Manen, Th. T, 1888, pp. 94-101), is

given by R. A. Lipsius in his standard work Die

apokryphen Apostelgeschichten u. Aposteltegenden, 1883-

1890 (reviewed in Th. T, 1883, pp. 377-393 ; 1884,

pp. 598-611 ; 1888, pp. 93-108 ; 1891, pp. 450-451),
with which cp also the Prolegomena to the second
edition of the Acta i, 1891, and PRE^ 1664-666.

The literature which bears upon St. Paul is so extensive that
a complete account of it would be as much beyond the compass

of this article as it would be bewildering to

51. Literature, its readers.&quot; So, rightly, Hatch at the close

of his article Paul in Ency. Brit.P), 1885.
i. For the life of Paul Hatch cited A. Neander, Pflanzung, etc.,

vol. i.!
1*

, 1847, ET in Bonn s Standard Library and New York,
1889 ; F. C. Baur, Paulus der Aposteljesu Christi, 1845, 1866-

i867&amp;lt;

2
), ET 1875-1876; E. Renan, Les Apotres, 1866, and

Saint Paul, 1869; Krenkel, Paulus der Apostel der Heiden,
1869; A. Hausrath, Der Apostel Paulus, 187212), and art.

Paulus in Schenkel s BL ; J. W. Straatman, Paulus de Apostel
Tan Jezus Christus (1874); Beyschlag in Riehm s HWB; W.
Schmidt in PRE^ ; Conybeare and Howson, Life and Ef&amp;gt;p. of
Sf. Paul, 1851 (and often); F. W. Farrar, Life ami Work of
St. Paul; Lewin, Life and Epp. ofSt. Paul; [W.M.Ramsay,
St. Paul the Traveller and Roman Citizen, 1896].

ii. With regard to the theology of Paul, in addition to several
of the works already named : Usteri, Die Entu ick. des paulin.
Lehrbegriffs, 1824, i8si(

6
); Dahne s book with the same title,

1835 ; A. Ritschl, Die Entsteh. der altkathol. Kirchel?), 1857 ;

E. Reuss, Hist, de la theol. chrctienne au siecle apostolique^&quot;),

1864; the essays appended to Jowett s Epistles ofSt. Paul to

the Thess., Gal., and R om.(?), 1859; C. Holsten, Zuin Evang.
des Paulus u. Petrus, 1868, and Das Evang. des Paulus, 1,
1880 [-2, 1898] ; O. Pfleiderer, Der Pavlinismus, 1873, ET 1877 ;

Sabatier, L apotre PaulC2), 1881 ; Menegoz, Le Peche et la Re-
dfinptiond afiresS. Paul, 1882; Ernesti, Die Ethikdes Apostels
Paulus, 1882(8).
To these may be added C. C. Everett, The Gospel of Paul,

1893, and a number of other studies in books and periodicals;
general works on Old Christianity, such as [W. R. Cassels]
Supernatural Religion(), 3 vols. 1875-1877 ; R. J. Knowling,
The Witness of the Epistles, 1892; C. Weizsiicker, Das Apostol-
ische Zeitalterl?), 1892, ET 1894-1895; J. B. Lightfoot, Disser
tations on the Apostolic Age, 1892 ; F. J. A. Hort, Judaistic
Christianity, 1898, and The Christian Ecclesia, 1898; O. Cone,
Paul: the Man, the Missionary, and the Teacher, 1898; the
various works on New Testament Introduction, such as those of
Credner (1836); Reuss, i874( ); ET, 1884; Bleek-Mangold,
i8860*); Hilgenfeld, 1875 ; B. Weiss, 1897(8) ; ET, 1880, i88g(2) ;

G. Salmon, 1896(7); S. Davidson, 1894^) ; H. T. Holtzmann,
1892(3); W. Bruckner, 1890; A. Julicher, 1901^); Th. Zahn,
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1900(2) ; the commentaries on Acts and the Pauline Epistles,
such as those in the later editions of Meyer, in the Hand-Corn-
mcntarzum JV7 ((~) 1899^; Acts in () 1901), or in the Interna
tional Critical Commentary (in which Romans [1895], Ephesians
and Colossians [1897], Philippians and Philemon [1897], have
already appeared); C. J. Ellicott, Crit. and Exeget. Comm.on
St. Paul s Epistles [except Rom. and 2 Cor.], 1889-1890, etc.,
and cp the bibliographies in ACTS and the separate articles on
the several epistles in this work. For advanced criticism see
further the discussions already referred to( 34) by Bruno Bauer,
Pierson, Naber, Loman, Steck, Volter, and van Manen.
The student who wishes further information upon the Pauline

literature of recent years is recommended to consult the sections

Apostelgeschichte und apostolisches Zeitalter and Paulus
under the heading Literature of the New Testament in the

Theologisches Jahresbericht (vol. xix., edited by Holtzmann
and Kriiger, was published in 1900), which regularly, for the
last nineteen years, has given a survey of the principal publica
tionsmainly German, but not to the exclusion of foreign works

of the preceding year. A selection of the most recent literature

relating to Paul, which is to be from time to time revised and
supplemented, will be found in a list of the best books for

general New Testament study at the present time in The Bibli
cal

IVorld,^ July 1900, pp. 53-80. Cp Theological and Semitic
Literature for the year iqoo, a Supplement to the American
Journal of Theology, April 1901, especially the NT and The
First Three Centuries, pp. 35-49.

E. H., 4-32 ;
w. c. v. M., 1-3, 33-51.

PAULUS, LUCIUS SERGIUS, deputy
1

(AV) or

proconsul (RV ; ANGyTTATOc) of Cyprus at the time
of Paul s visit, about 47 A.D. (Acts 13 ?t). See CYPRUS,

4-

PAVEMENT. The word is used occasionally in

OT to translate
HSV&quot;), rispah ( X /C|V&quot;1,

Ass. rasdpu,

, to join together ; cp Ar. rasafa, to

. put together stones in building), 2 Ch.

7 3 Ezek. 40 1 7/. 42 3 Esth. 16.

In 2 K. 16 17 occurs the compound phrase C 32N nSilO (CP
Syr. rdsiphtii if kephe in Jn. 19 13 for KiQoarpia-rov) ; in Jer.

43g RV iiT- gives pavement for J3/D, but RV has brick

work and AV translates the word here as elsewhere brick
kiln ; see BRICK.

&amp;lt;E&amp;gt; has in Ezek. 40 17f. 42 3 TO irfpiarvkov, in 2 K. 10 17 fia&amp;lt;riv

\idii&amp;gt;T)v, and in 2 Ch. 7 3 Esth. 1 6 and Cant. 3 10 (in the last

passage for nisi) AtOooTpajToc. For Esth. 1 6, see MAKHLK, and

for Cant. 3 10, LITTER.

The word XiBoarpbiTov occurs once in NT, in a

passage peculiar to the fourth gospel (Jn. 19 13). The

T th t ~t
writer tells us that after Pilate had

n
questioned Jesus in the PR^ETORIUM

[(/.?/.] (Jn. 1828), he led him outside and sat (or set him ?
;

see Blass, Gramm. of NT, 54, cp Justin, Apol. 135)

upon the bema in a place called lithostroton, but in

Hebrew GABBATHA (ei s rbwov \fyofJLevov KiObaTpurov

Tatian (Diatess. 136) uses the same words; OS 18987

. . . Gabbatha; Pe sh. rdsiphtd &amp;lt;f kcphe . . . gfphiphtd,
pavement of stones, etc. ; Delitzsch (tleb. Ne^u Test.P*)

renders by nDST
Here

\idb&amp;lt;TTpuTov
is generally taken to mean a

pavement on which the bema was placed to give it a

suitable elevation. Borrowed from the Greeks, the

word was used by Latin authors to denote a pavement
of natural stones or of different coloured marbles 1

(see

Rich, Diet, of Gk. and Latin Antiqq., S.T., Litho

stroton
).

Such pavements were first introduced into

Rome, according to Pliny (7/^8664), in the time of

Sulla ;
in Pliny s own day there were fragments of a

pavement dating from Sulla s time still at Pragneste.

Glass mosaics came into use later. Julius Caesar

is even said to have carried about with him on his

military expeditions tessellata et sectilia pavimenta to

be laid down, wherever he encamped, in the prnetorium

(Suet. I it. Div. Jul. 46) ;
and we are told by Josephus

(Ant. xviii. 46) that Philip the tetrarch s tribunal on
which he sat in judgment, followed him in his progress.

Now it is thought by some scholars that Pilate, like

Caesar, had a portable pavement in the place (r6iros

\id6&amp;lt;rrpuTos)
where his tribunal was set up. It is

1 Cp Farrar, Life ofChrist, the elevated pavement of many-
coloured marble in this case a picturesque but doubtful

description.
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Gabbatha.

PAVEMENT
difficult, however, to understand how a mere portable

pavement could have given a name to a locality.

Other commentators think that the forecourt of the

temple (BJ vi. 18 and 82), which is known to have been

paved, is intended. 1
Pilate, however, can hardly have

held his inquiry on a spot consecrated by the Jews.
Nor is there much to be said in favour of the view that

the n TJJI Bai?
1

?. the meeting-place of the great Sauhedrin,
which was half within, half without, the temple forecourt

(see Schiir. &amp;lt;

2 2 163, &amp;lt;

3
2n) is meant (Lightfoot, Selden).

Again, the view that the pavement intended was inlaid

on a terrace running along one side of the pnctoriuiQ
does not seem to do justice to the Greek expressions.
The author speaks of a locality. It may be presumed,

therefore, that he was thinking of some public place

paved-with-stones (cp BJ \\. 9$, where we are told

that on the occasion of the Jewish uprising when Pilate

introduced the so-called ensigns into Jerusalem, he

sat upon his tribunal in the open market-place )
where

it was customary to place the bema. i

We now have to consider the relation of this word
to Gabbatha. Two views of this relationship have

been held.

i. The words have been supposed
to be practically synonymous. But

the word Gabbatha does not seem to mean pavement
or the like.

An Aramaised form (Nnn) of Heb. 33, back, elevation,&quot; is

unknown. Nor is it likely that Nn33 &amp;gt;

s f r Nnrn;i with some

such meaning as open space (cp Heb. H33, and see Dalman,
Worte Jesu, 6). To suppose, again, that Gabbatha, if it can
bear this meaning, means elevated place = elevated pavement
is equally unsatisfactory. If the word means elevated place

the correct form would be Nn3? (st. emph. of a fern. N33 from

333); so Zahn, Winer. Nestle, however, points out (Hastings,
/)/&amp;gt;

,
under Gabbatha 3) that both origin and meaning of the

word are doubtful. Winer gives as an alternative Kn3J-= Nnjnjl ;

but this could only mean hill or the like.

2. The terms have been thought to be different

names of the same spot. On this view elevated place

might, some commentators think, mean terrace, the

pavement (XiOoffTpurov) being set in the terrace. But
we have already found terrace unsuitable.

Brandt translates terrace, but explains the use of 33
differently. He thinks that the evangelist perhaps misunder
stood some notice about the place where the sittings of the

college of elders were held (he quotes Sank.
i8&amp;lt;/), and that he

has made use of it in his narrative in a false connection.

There is perhaps more to be said in favour of the

view of Meyer and Grimm viz. , that the different

names were chosen from different characteristics of the

place. Grimm thinks the Aramaic name was given to

the spot from its shape, the Greek name from the nature

of its pavement.
1

But here again, even if the Aramaic
name means elevation, it is too indefinite, one would
think, to be a likely one.

Nestle is of opinion that the exact form and mean

ing of the word must be left in suspense.
It has been suggested as the most probable solution

of the difficulty (Riehm, HWB) that the author thought
of the proceedings as having taken place in the palace
of Herod. In this case we are to understand by
\idoarpurov a paved, open space, either immediately in

front of the palace or at a short distance from it. But
Lk. 236-i6, if historical (see, however, GOSPELS, 108),

hardly seems to favour this. Josephus, indeed, tells us

(BJ\\. 148) that Florus took up his headquarters at the

palace, and on the next day had his tribunal set before

it. But we have no good reasons for supposing that

1 So apparently Westcott (Conun. 272), who(comparingTalm.
Jerus. Sanh.f. i8rf, quoted by Wiinsche) thinks Gabbatha re-

presents(7a&amp;lt;$ Kaitha, Nn 3 33, the ridge (back) of the House,
i.e., of the temple. Westcott ignores the difficulties of the word,
both here and in his Introduction (p. xii).

2 Cp Renan, Vie de Jtsus, 412, Pilate, avert! de leur

presence monta au biina on tribunal situ6 en plein air a 1 endroit

qu on nommait Gabbatha ou, en grec, Lithostrotos, a cause du
carrelage qui revetait le sol.

3 The article treats fully the philological difficulties of the

word.
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Pilate was so privileged ; and had the author been

thinking of Herod s palace he would surely have been
more explicit.

No such place as \i66ffTpurov- Gabbatha is known
to have existed. The NT narrative in which the words

occur is hardly to be relied upon as a
historical source

;

l
it consists, as Keim

has pointed out, of a series of dialogues. It seems not

unlikely, therefore, that the place Lithostroton-Gabbatha

existed, as a definite locality, only in the mind of the

author. The writer realised that he must represent
the sentence as given, after the Roman custom, in a

public place. He knew that such open spaces were
often paved with stones

;
whence the name \i06ffTpuTov.

He, or some editor, added as a Hebrew name Gabbatha.
What suggested this name it is difficult, if not im

possible, to determine. It may have been a purely
artificial formation, the writer himself attaching no

meaning to it.
a Or possibly the bema itself was some

times alluded to as nsjn (Aramaised NJ-QJ), the [artificial]

hump (fern, from 33),
3 and this suggested the name

Gabbatha. M. A. c.

PAVILION, i. H3D, sukkah, is rendered pavilion

in i K. 20i2i6 (cp SUCCOTH, i), Ps. 18n [i 2 ]
= 2S. 22ia

Ps. 27s 3l2o (also Job 8629, which alludes to Ps. 18n
and Is. 46, RV). AV, in fact, takes n-p as a synonym
of SnN, and like Milton uses pavilion as well as taber

nacle as a choicer expression for tent. Elsewhere
rendered booth (Jonah 4s and often), covert (Job

8840), hut (i K. 20 12 16 RV e- a misread passage;
see SUCCOTH, i), tabernacle or tent. See TABKR-
NACLE, TENT.

2. nap, kubbah, Nu. 25 8f RV. RVme alcove

(Sp. a!cova = Ar. al-kobbah, vaulted recess
).

The

antiquity of the reading is vouched for by &amp;lt;S (if for ejj

TT]v icdfuvov we may read et s TTJV Ka^dpav [cod. 15 has

ffKijvr)i \ ,
so Rodiger). But what can an arched

pavilion do in this narrative? Nothing indicates that

a sacred tent of Baal-Peor or anything like it is

meant. 4 Kubbah must be a corruption due to the

neighbouring word nap. The true reading is clearly

nan, which is practically nuptial chamber. See TENT.

3- TISB*. saphrir (from \7nsc-, to glitter), Jer. 43iof

EV. The word probably means the glittering hangings
of the royal canopy (G. Hoffmann, ZATH

2(&amp;gt;&), an.d

possibly occurs again in Mic. In (see SHAPHIR). See

THRONE. T. K. c.

PEACE OFFERING. See SACRIFICE.

PEACOCKS (D
s&amp;gt;3n, DV?W ; TACONCC ; /*)

i. Peacocks are mentioned, if an old opinion is correct,

with apes or monkeys among the rarities brought
to Solomon by the navy of Tarshish (i K. 1022 ; cp
v. ii ; om. BL ; and 2 Ch. 92i ;

om. BA, rex&quot;/* [! ])

The rendering peacocks is favoured by most moderns,

1 Brandt (Evang. Gesch. 133) says it presupposes a regular

government-building, with a raised terrace, where the procurator
had a sella curulis set up and performed the duties of his judicial
office a building, which, so far as we know (and the elaborate

histories of Flavius Josephus would hardly fail us here), did not

exist. But if we are unable to accept his explanation of jtri3J

(
= terrace ), Brandt s words lose some of their force. On the

whole question of the value of the fourth gospel as a historical

source, see besides JOHN (SoN OF ZEBEDEK), 37, Oscar
Holtzmann s recently publjshed Leben Jesu (1901), 31 ff., and

J. Reville, Le quatrienie Evangile (1901 ; for Jn. 19, especially

pp. 265^).
2 The writer would naturally wish, with no idea of deceiving

his readers, to give a certain definiteness to the narrative,

especially as he was making its general form so artificial. On
the ancient Idea of history cp Bolingbroke, Letters on the Study
and Vse of History, 1-4; Tylor, Anthropology, chap. 15.

3 The forms 0033, Ezek. 1 18, and ni33 perhaps presuppose

a feminine H33.

* Aq. rfyos ; Sym. vopveiov (irvpiviov, etc.); Vg. lupanar;

cp AVmg. s view of 33 in Ezek. 1(5 24 etc.; see HIGH PLACE,

6, n. 3.
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following Tg. , Pesh. , Vg. , and the Jewish expositors.

The philological basis of the theory, however, is very

weak.
It is supposed that an (tukktf) is derived from the Tamil

tokei, which in the old classical tongue means the peacock,

though now it generally signifies the peacock s tail (so, e.g.,

Max Miiller, Sc. of Lang., 209). Of course, if Ophir is some
where on the Indian coast, as Lassen supposed, a Tamil origin

gains in plausibility; but OHHIR \q.v.\ is at any rate not in

India.

It should also be noticed that
&amp;lt; (except u in i K.

)

knows nothing of apes and peacocks, and that c arw,
which precedes n&quot;ani D Spi,

is certainly corrupt (cp

EBONY, 2 (b), IVORY, n. 3). In i K. 10n we read

of precious stones as coining from Ophir. It is

therefore neither rare animals nor vessels full of

aromatic oil, etc. (Hatevy ;
see APE), that we should

expect to find mentioned in v. 22, but some precious

stone. If Klostermann s emendation of the corrupt

C 3n:B&amp;gt; be accepted, we shall do well to look out for the

name of some precious stone which might be corrupted

both into o flp
and into o3n (

for these words probably

represent the same original}. Probably (see OPHIR)
we should read ijEnli] lasm i.e., and the hipindu
stone (written twice over in error). Cp HAVILAH.
On the peacock of Ceylon (Pavo cristatus), see Tennent,

Ceylon, 1 165. In the Talmud this bird is called D1JB ; cp TOWS,

Persian tavtts. The Greeks called it Persian bird (Aristoph.

Aves, 484).

2. Peacock* (C MI) in Job 39 13, AV, should rather be

OSTRICH [y.v.]. T. K. C.

PEARL. Pearls (/uapyapiTctt) are referred to in the

NT several times (Mt. 76 1845/ i Tim. 2 9 Rev. 21 21),

and in a manner which shows the great value then as

now attached to them.
That they were well known in OT times also may be taken

for granted, though the word fiapyapirat does not occur in &amp;lt;&.

In AV pearl renders gdbis in Job 28 18 ; but see CRYSTAL.
In RVmi;. of Job 28 18 it is suggested as a possible rendering
for peninlm; see COKAL.I Pearl or mother-of-pearl is at any

rate probably the correct interpretation of the &quot;H of Esth. 1 6 ;

cp Ar. durr&quot;, and see MARBLE.

Pearls are formed from the inner nacreous layer of

the shell of a species of bivalved mollusc, Avicula

margaritifera, which, although allied to the Ostreidae,

is not a true oyster. They are not produced in perfectly

healthy animals, but are, as a rule, met with where

overcrowding and the presence of parasitic worms, etc.
,

have induced abnormalities. The inner layer of the

shell of the same mollusc is known commercially as

mother-of-pearl ;
this is still an article of commerce in

Palestine, where it is frequently carved into religious

ornaments. The shells are usually obtained by divers,

and to this day the pearl-fisheries of the Red Sea and

the Gulf of Persia rank amongst the most important.

Pearls of an inferior colour and size are produced by
several other species of mollusc. A. E. s.

PECULIAR TREASURE, PECULIAR PEOPLE.
The former is the (Latinising) rendering (in EV of OT)
of two Hebrew phrases ;

the latter, in AV of NT, of

two Septuagint Greek phrases. It was only to be

expected that expressions of such an origin would

obtain a deeper significance in NT. This is not so

marked, perhaps, in the case of the phrase in i Pet. 2 9,

where Xa6s s irepLiroii]&amp;lt;Tiv (AV peculiar people, RV
people for God s own possession ) mainly expresses

ihe fact that the Christian body, like Israel of old, is

God s purchased possession a privilege, however,

which involves moral duties but certainly in the case

of that in Tit. 2 14, where Xaos ireptownoj (EV as before)

is primarily, not a people acquired as a possession (6

^yKTijros, Suidas), but a people fit to be God s own.

This is in fact the explanation of Vg. ( acceptabilem ;

Wycliffe, acceptable ), which, although Bishop Ellicott

1 The Targ. reads J^HD fc*. f really precious stones. In

Syr., too, the word has an extended meaning and includes

chrysolite (cp Payne Smith, Thes., s.v.).
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thinks it too remote from the primary meaning, seems

fairly to express the writer s meaning. Render, there

fore, in Tit. 2 14, and (that he might) purify for himself

a people fit to be his own, zealous of good works, and
in i Pet. 2 9, a nation devoted to God, a people owned

by him (cp CLEAN AND UNCLEAN, i [6]). This

last rendering (a people owned by God) is also the most
suitable in Dt.?6 14a 26i8. In Ex. 19s Mai. 817 Ps.

1354 render a prized possession ;
in Eccles. 2 8

treasure will suffice. So also in i Ch. 29s- RV of

OT needlessly retains, or even inserts, peculiar every
where except in iCh. 29s; in Dt. 76 special

1

takes

the place of peculiar, and in Mai. 817, mg. , jewels
becomes special treasure (RV a peculiar treasure

).

The primary meaning of rt?JD (8 times in OT) is no doubt

possession (pteiilium; cp Ass. sugul/iite, herds, Del. Ass.

J/H H 490). In i Ch. I.e. (6 TrepureTToiijuoi) and Eccl. I.e.

(n-epioucrtacriuous ) it denotes the private property ( privy purse )

of a king. Elsewhere it is applied metaphorically to Israel (rrVjO,

Ex. 19 5 Mai. 3 17 [AV, jewels ], Ps. 135 4; nVjD DJ7, I)t.76l42

26 18 ; Aabs jrepiovKTios in Ex. and Dt. [also Ex. 23 22], cp Tit.

214; eis TrepiTrotijffii in Mai. ; ti nfpiovtTia.cr^ov in Ps. ; Vg.
feculiuni, peculiaris, except in Ps. [possessto], and Eccl. [sub

stantial]).

PEDAHEL (?rnB [see Ginsb.], 30; as if El

has redeemed, cp PEDAIAH
; (b&X.&HA [BAFL]), a

Naphtaiite prince ; Nu. 3428f.

Lagarde (Sym. 1877, p. 107) supposes a Pedahel to have
written Ps. 25, which closes with a supernumerary /Vdistich

(D p7M mS). The suggestion, however, might produce an em

barrassing crop of similar theories elsewhere (B. Jacob, /,A TW
16 [1896], p. 153, n.). On the origin of the name see PEDAHZUR.

PEDAHZUR p-IVrnS, 43 ;
as if the Rock

[God] has redeemed, but see below; 4&amp;gt;&AACCOYP

[BAFL]), a Manassite prince; Nu. 1 10
(4&amp;gt;&AACOYP

[B]), 22o75459 102 3 , fall P.

The other names containing the divine title ^jj (Zun) having
aroused suspicion, it is not unlikely that Pedahzur may also

be a corrupt form. The meaning given above is indeed plaus
ible ; but it was natural that P, like the Chronicler, should
endeavour to suggest a possible meaning for distorted names.

If iE&quot;iis (Zi RiSHADDAi) and ^N llS have arisen out of Asshnri

(
= Geshuri), Pedahzur probably sprang from some S. Palestinian

or N. Arabian ethnic. Pedah/ur s son is called Gamaliel, which
is probably (like Gemalli and Ammiel in Nu. 13 12) one of the

many distortions of Jerahmeel. Observe, too, that in Nu. 34 23
Hanniel b. Ephod corresponds to Gamaliel b. Pedahzur in

Nu. 1 10. Ephod p2N) is probably a corruption of Rephael

(^KBI), Hanniel (^K Sn) of Hamael (&quot;?NCn&amp;gt; i.e., Jerahmeel.

Very possibly then Pedahzur, Pedahel, and Padi came out of

Sarephathi (/ seems to be an afformative). The Jerahmeelites,
also called Zarephathites, were most probably one of the most

widely spread of the tribes of Canaan. See JERAHMEEL; cp
also PASHHUR. T. K. C.

PEDAIAH (rVH3 and -inHB no. 3, perhaps [so Che.]

adapted from an ethnic name Padi [so a king of Ekron.

temp. Hezekiah, is called], but as it stands = Yahwe
has redeemed, see NAMES, g 30, 53, and PEDAHEL).

1. of RUMAH, father of Jehoiakim s mother Zebudah (2 K.

23 36). In 2 Ch. 3(5 5 (
BA

) the name is given as Neriah (5 and j

confounded), whilst (5L both in K. and Ch. introduces from

2 K. 24 18 Amital (Hamutal) the daughter of Jeremiah (itptfjuov)

of Libnah, and (SBA substitutes JIDLAHH, the daughter of 6ei\

[B], or eieSSiAa [A], which perhaps comes from Phadael (
=

Phadaia), a variant to Jidlaph (Che.).

2. b. JECONIAH [?.? .] (i Ch.3i8/, &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;a[A]Saias [BA], &amp;lt;f,aa.a

[L] ; in v. 19 UA substitutes o-oAa^DjA).

3. Father of JOEL [,7.7*.],
a Manassite (i Ch. 27 20 WT^S,

(fxxAaSeua [B], &amp;lt;J&amp;gt;aX8u [A], &amp;lt;j&amp;gt;aSaiov [L]).

4. b. PAROSH [q.v.} (Neh. 825, ^aSaifa] [BNAL]).

5. A priest (Neh. 84, ^a&xias), in i E*d. 9 44 PHAI.DAIUS, RV
PHALDKUS (&amp;lt;aA[al5euo9 [BA], &amp;lt;i&amp;gt;aSaia? [L]). Was he also a

Psalmist? Lagarde thought so (see PEDAHEL), deducing this

from the supernumerary distich beginning with the letter pe in

Ps. 34.

6. A Benjamite (Neh. 11 7, ^oAata [BN], -5. [AL]).

7. A Levite overseer (Neh. 13 13, &amp;lt;/&amp;gt;a6ota
[BNAL]).

PEDESTAL (p), iK. 7si RV, AV BASE. See

LAYER.

1 Cp Judith 15 14 [n], where Vg. has universa qua: Holo-

fernis peculiaria probata sunt.
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PEDIAS (neAiAc [B], muAeiAC [A]), iEsd.9 34

V = Ezral0 3 5, BEDEIAH.

PEKAH (n[3S, 50, see PEKAHIAH ; 4&amp;gt;&Kee

[BXAQL], &amp;lt;J&amp;gt;&amp;lt;5,Kec [T])- Son of Remaliah. king of

Israel (735-730? See CHRONOLOGY , 32, 34), perhaps
a Jerahmeelite or Gileadite (see RKMAI.IAH, ARGOB, 2),

2 K. 15a5^, 16 1 5 Is. 7 i 2 Ch. 28 6t. We hear more
than usual of the successful usurper (originally a sallf 1

or high officer under PEKAHIAH) because he came
into collision with the kingdom of Judah (see AHA /., i).

A few years afterwards another revolution hurled him
from the throne. His death is referred to by Tiglath-

pileser, who, according to Schrader
(COT&quot;

1

1247; KB
232), claims to have killed Pekah himself. Winckler,
however, reads differently, and makes Tiglath-pileser
ascribe Pekah s death to his subjects, who probably
felt the necessity of having a ruler who was acceptable
to the Assyrian king (cp HOSEA). See ISRAEL, 32,
and on the war with the kingdom of Judah, in which
Pekah is said to have taken part, see R.EZIN.

T. K. c.

PEKAHIAH (HTlpS, Yahwe opens [or enlightens,

the mind],
1

26, or else a clan-name= Pikhi ; 4&amp;gt;AKeciAC

[B], 4&amp;gt;&K6IAC [A], 4&amp;gt;AKIA [L,]). son and successor

of Menahem, was murdered by Pekah (cp AKGOB, 2)
after a reign of two years (737-736 B.C.) ;

but &amp;lt;5

L
gives

him ten years (2 K. 1622^!).
It may be questioned whether this king does not owe his

literary existence to a misunderstanding. The author of Kings
made Jotham and Ahaz of Judah contemporaneous with Zech-
ariah, Shallum, Menahem, Pekahiah, and Pekah, kings of
Israel. We infer this from the circu,usance that 2 K. 168-31,
which relates to these five kings, is interposed between 2 K. 15 7

(accession of Jotham) and lt&amp;gt; i (accession of Ahaz). This allows

very short reigns for these five kings, and although the revolu

tionary tendencies of N. Israel, produced by the swift alterna
tions of political parties, may partly account for such short

reigns, it will be some slight gain to remove Pekahiah from the

list, as due to the error of a Jewish chronologist, who found the
bold usurper Pekah sometimes referred to by the fuller name
Pekahiah. T. K. C.

PEKOD (lips ;
in Jer. eK&IKHCON (BXAQ], visita

[yg-]; v*^U/ :
&amp;gt;
n Ezek.

&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;AKOYK [B], KM 4&amp;gt;oyA

[A], (J&amp;gt;AKOYA [Q] I whiles [?], ka3), a Babylonian
district mentioned in Jer. 5021 Ezek. 2823. f Granting
that Merathaim should be Marrathim, S. Babylonia,
we may naturally hold that Pekod, or rather Pekiid, is

not a symbolic name meaning punishment, but a

geographical name=Pukudu. In the Taylor cylinder

inscription of Sennacherib, col. i, line 45 (A /?284/.), a

people called the Pukudu are mentioned with the

Hamranu, the Hagaranu, and the Nabatu
; and one

of the Egibi tablets refers to a city called Pikuclu

(Pinches, A / xi. 92) which is evidently in Babylonia.
At the same time, it is not certain that the prophetic
writers meant this place. Both Jer. 50 and (partly)
F^zek. 23 have probably been edited so as to refer to

peoples not originally meant (see PROPHET, 45).
For iipa the prophets may have written [njairn, Reho-
both. See MEKATHAIM

;
also Crit. Bib. T. K. c.

PELAIAH. i.
(n;Ss,

as if Yahwe has done a

wonder [cp 2 iTN^S], but originally an ethnic name to be ex

plained like PALI.U [q.v.] , the n is an accretion [Che.D, a
descendant of Zerubbabel ;

i Ch. 3 24 ((jtapa [B], dxxAcua [A],

$aS.[LT).
2. (ITSOS, $aAaiat [L]), a Levite, expounder of the law (see

EzRAii.,i 3 [/]; cp i., 8, ii., i6| 5 l, i 5 []c); Neh.S 7

(RNA om., 4&amp;gt;aA&amp;lt;jua? [L])=i Esd. 9 48, BIATAS, RV PHALIAS
(4&amp;gt;iAia? [B], &amp;lt;/&amp;gt;ia0as [A], &amp;lt;/&amp;gt;aAaia [ L]), and signatory to the

covenant (see EZKA i., 7); Neh. 10io[n] (BN* om., $eAeia

[Xc.aiiK.A], ^xxAaia* [L]).

PELALIAH (iv!?7B, as if Yahwe judges, 36;
but this name, like Jeroboam, presumably comes from

Jerahmeel, cp PELAIAH), a name in the genealogy of

1 For the origin of this term see EUNUCH.
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Adaiah
;
Neh. 11 12 (BN* om. ,

4&amp;gt;A.AA.Ai&amp;lt;\ [X
c ame- inf.

A],

&amp;lt;J&amp;gt;AAA&amp;lt;\AiOY [L,])- T. K. c.

PELATIAH (.Tt^&amp;gt;3.
as if Yahwe delivers. 30,

53, but really an ethnic name= PALTI
[&amp;lt;/* ]

tne &quot;&quot;I

being probably an accretion [Che.]).
1. A descendant of Zerubbabel ; i Ch. 3 21

(&amp;lt;^aAAfri IB), &amp;lt;aA-

Atria [Aj, &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;aAaTia [L)).
2. A Simeonite captain, temp. Hezekiah

;
I Ch. 4 42((/&amp;gt;aAaTTfia

[B], &amp;lt;&amp;gt;aAtTTta [A], &amp;lt;/&amp;gt;aA

Tia* [L|).

3. Signatory to the covenant (see EZRA i., g 7); Neh. 10 22

[23], (4&amp;gt;aA
Tla IBA], &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;aAeta | |, ^aArtm [?], &amp;lt;fraATia 1 1.|).

4. b. Benaiah, a prince of t lie people ; Ezek.lli 1 3 (iba\Tiav
[BAgrj, cWT.a |B* in v. i)).

Pelaliah and Jaazaniah are mentioned as belonging to a party
of twenty-five men whom Ezekiel saw (in an ecstasy)at the door
of the gateway of the temple. And while I was prophesy
ing, says Ezekiel, Pelaliah ben Benaiah died. And I fell on

my face, and cried with a loud voice, Alas, O Lord, Vahwe,
wilt thou make an end of the remnant of Israel? Possibly
Ezekiel regarded this as prophetic of the lot in store for

those who resembled Pelatiah. See Davidson, Kraetzschmar,
Bertholet.

PELEG (^S, ct)&A6K [AEL] Pkaleg), elder son of

EBER, brother of JOKTAN, and father of REU ; Gen.

1025 11 16^
(&amp;lt;J&amp;gt;

AAK A* in v. 17) i Ch. 1 19 25
(4&amp;gt;

AAex
[B*

b
], 4&amp;gt;&Aer [B^L]); Lk. 3 3st (AV PHALKC).

Taking this to be a geographical name, Knobel con
nected it with Phalga, a place situated at the confluence

of the Chaboras and the Euphrates ;

* for another sug
gestion see Lagarde, Or. 2 50. The root-meaning is

commonly thought to be division (cp Gen. 1025 [Rj] ;

in his days was the [people of the] earth divided,

n^Bj); CP- Judg- 5 15^, ni-iSs, tribal divisions ?

(Moore, Bu. ; AV divisions; RV watercourses );

cp DISTRICT. In connection with a wider study of

the names in Gen. 10 /. , however, it is doubtful whether
we can attach weight to conjectures based on the

traditional reading Peleg. Arpachshad is very

possibly a corruption of Arab-cush or Cush-arab.

When we consider how often, in the OT genealogical
lists, old names are split into two, it is very possible
that Peleg and his son Re u represent different fragments
of Jerahme el C?nDrrr) i-e.

, i
l

?s= n
(

?0, and ijn= K-!.

Cp PAGIEL. T. K. c.

PELET (t37S, 50). i. Perhaps a secondary
Calebite clan; cp BETH-PALET (i Ch. 247: 4&amp;gt;aAcx [B], &amp;lt;aAcT

[A |, (/rnAeylL]).
2. b. AZMAVETH, one of David s warriors ; I Ch. 1 2 3 (iax|&amp;gt;aAT;T

[Bu], &amp;lt;/&amp;gt;aAA7/T [A], &amp;lt;t&amp;gt;a\cr [L]). See DAVID, u (c).

PELETH (J&quot;l72 ;
on the origin of the form see

ZAREPHATH).
1. A Reubenite, father of On, the associate of Korah, Dathan,

and Abiram ; Nu. Hi i ((fxiAefl [BAF], 4&amp;gt;aAe* [L]).

2. A Jerahmeelite; iCh.233 (0aAe0 [B], &amp;lt;j&amp;gt;a\tO [A], &amp;lt;J&amp;gt;aAaT

[L]). Cp JEKAHMEEL, 3.

PELETHITES, constantly coupled with the CHE-
RETHITES [?.f.], 2 S. 818 and elsewhere i.e., prob
ably, the Rehobothites (see REHOBOTH). The con

nection of the Pelethites with the Negeb, and more

particularly with Zarephath, may be regarded as in the

highest degree probable (see ZAREPHATH). Their true

name indeed was Zarephathites, and a severe struggle
seems to have been necessary before they became David s

faithful servants.

This depends, however, on the correctness of the view (in

itself extremely plausible; see ZAREI-HATH) that Pelethites

or Zarephathites should be restored in place of Philistines,

not only in i S. 23 i /. etc., 30 17, but also in 2 S 21 i$ff.

Cp PEI.KTH : SAUL. 3.

Winckler (GI 2 185) supposes that Plethi (or rather Palti) is

derived from Peleth, and that Krethi (original form Karti?)
and Palti are the names of the gentes of the Negeb from which
David was descended. Peleth, according to him, is the same as

Pelet in Beth-pelet (cSsTl 3), a place in the far S. of Judah to

wards Edom (Josh. 1627). This ingenious view, however, does
not take account of all the difficult textual phenomena. Prob

ably Pelet = Peleth = Zarephath. For another view see JF.RAH-
MEEL, 3. T. K. C.

1 On the site of Phaliga see Peters, Nippur, 1 123, 311.
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PELIAS (neAiAC [B], n&amp;lt;M^eiAC [A]), AV i Esd.

934=Ezra 1035, BEUEIAH.

PELICAN (HSi? ; neAeKAN. OPNCON, KATA-

PAKTHC, XAMAlAeooN [or KOp*5 ? transposition ;
see

Zeph. ]; onocrotalus, but in Ps. pellicanus]. One of

the unclean birds, Lev. 11 18 Dt. 14 17- The reference

in Is. 34 ii. however, seems due to thoughtlessness,

at least if kd Atk means the pelican, for this bird (like

the bittern) loves marshy ground, whereas Edom (to

the fate of which Is. 34 is devoted) was to become

parched. On the other hand, the pelican is well

placed in the ruins of Nineveh (Zeph. 2 14), for there

are many reedy marshes near the Tigris. In Ps. 1026,

again, the reference to the pelican (if nxp means this

bird) indicates a conventionalised zoology ;
for though

it may be true that the term naiD (EV in Ps. wilder

ness
)

does not convey the meaning of desert, it

is certainly applied to relatively dry districts where the

pelican would not be at home. The rendering pelican,

however, is by no means free from doubt.

It has been suggested by the supposed etymology of
nNj5&amp;gt;

kaiith, viz.
xipi

to vomit, which accords with the pelican s

well-known habit of regurgitating its food ; cp Talm. p?p (
=

riNp). One would certainly have expected, however, to find the

pelican indicated by more characteristic features in the OT
literature. Noticing that in Ps. 1026 the kil tltli and the kas

(i.e., owl ) are mentioned in parallel lines, the question arises

whether the former word may not be a mutilated form of

kadydth, and mean owl. We find trip, kadya (Ass. kadii),

in Tg. Onk. of Lev. 11 17 for 013, kits, and it is not impossible
that two species of owl (a great and a small ?) may have been

combined by the psalmist as images of desolation.

The pelican s habit of storing great quantities of fish

in the capacious pouch under its lower mandible, and

then disgorging them to feed its young is well known ;

the fable of its feeding its young with its blood arose in

Egypt, and was attached originally to the vulture (see

Houghton, letter in Acad., Apr. 5, 1884, p. 243 /. ).

There are, according to Tristram, two species of pelican

found on the coasts of Syria Pelicanus onocrotalus, or

the White Pelican, and P. crispus, the Dalmatian

Pelican, both birds of enormous size, about 6 ft. long,

and the spread of their wings reaching over 12 ft.

Tristram thinks that the allusion in Ps. 1026a is to

the melancholy attitude of this bird as, after gorging
itself, it sits for hours or even days with its bill resting

on its breast (NHP 251). T. K. c. A. E. S.

PELONITE (*3[l6a). i. i Ch. 11 27 27 10, a cor

ruption for PALTITK (q.T.) i.e., man of BETH-PELET (q.v.).

2. i Ch. 11 36, a corruption for GILONITE i.e., man of GILOH
(g.v.) , see EI.IAM, i, AHITHOPHEL (end).

PELUSIUM (pp), Ezek. 30 15 AVme- EV SIN.

PEN. The earliest writing implement was probably the

stylus (rp&cfric,
1

rPA&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;[e] ON, in late writers CTyAoc),
a pointed bodkin of metal, bone, or ivory, used for

making incised or engraved letters on lead, clay, stone,

wood, or wax. Such was the pen of Isaiah (Is. 81 ;

Bnn,
ypa&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;is, stylus). The same word occurs m Ex. 324

(liV graving tool
;
the implement with which the

molten calf was fashioned
;
F has pact s), and should

perhaps be read in Is. 44 13. See PENCIL. The iron

pen (Spa uy, y[ia&amp;lt;pflov ffiSrjpovv, stylus ferreus) is also

mentioned in Job 1924 Jer. 17 i. The calamus or

arundo, the hollow tubular stalk of grasses growing in

marshy lands, was the true ancient representative of

the modern pen. The use of such reed pens can be
traced to a remote antiquity among the civilised nations

of the East. 2 To make and mend them, a penknife

(is.n &quot;ijw
: Jer. 8623!) or scribes razor (see BKARU)

was required. A reed pen is probably intended in Ps.

4f&amp;gt;2 (ay, Ka\afj.os, calamus] and in Jer. 88 (ay ; ayjoivos ;

stylus], and in 3 Jn. 13 (/cdXa^os). The earliest specific
allusion to the quill pen is in the Etymologies of Isidore

1
ypac|u9 was also used for a fine brush {penicilliis, pencil)

used in d rawing.
* Hollow joints of bamboo were similarly employed.
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of Seville, who died 636 A.n.

(
instrumenta scribae

calamus et penna . . . sed calamus arboris est, peona
avis, cujus acumen dividitur in duo

). That, however,
does not prove that the quill pen was not in use earlier.

A bronze pen, nibbed like a modern steel pen, found

at Pompeii, is now preserved in the Museum at Naples.

On the pen of the writer (Judg. 5 14, ISO B3B1 KV marshal s

staff ) see SCRIBE, 5.

PENALTY (Pr. 19i9 RV). See TRIBUTE, 7; cp
FINE.

PENCIL
(&quot;nfe i sired; incomplete and corrupt ;

Is.

44 13! RV), the instrument with which the wood-carver

made his first rough sketch of the image he was to pro
duce. Kimhi and others think of a red-coloured thread

(hence AV s line ); RV &quot;- records the sense red

ochre
;
RV gives pencil (cp Aq. irapaypatyis i.e.,

stilus); Vg. runcina i.e. , plane. All plausible mean

ings, if justifiable.

TIB
, however, seems to be corrupt ;

the root would mean to

weave together.
1 We should expect 0~in (see PEN). Haupt,

however, would render -nt? compasses, and connect Ass. sirdu

yoke (see SBO 1\ Isaiah, Heb. 137).

PENDANTS (niD 12:, Judg. 826 RV, AV collars ;

riiBBJ Is. 819 RV, AV chains ). See RING, 2.

PENIEL (bfiWSJ.Gen. 32 30 [31], in v. 31 [32] PENUEL.

PENINNAH (H332, 71 ; cJ&amp;gt;eNNAN& [HAL]),
wife of Elkanah (i S. 12).

1 The name is apparently the

singular of peninim, a word of doubtful signification,

in AV rubies (see RUBY). As a woman s name it

probably alludes to the complexion ; cp Lam. 4 7.

W. K. S.

PENKNIFE (iSbn Tim ; TO ?YPON TOY rP&amp;lt;w\-

M&TeooC ; scalpellum scribes], Jer. 8623!. See PEN.

PENNY. Under this head we treat of the various

coins of which the (ireek names are translated by penny,

farthing, and mite respectively, reserving the drachm

and stater for separate discussion (see STATEK).
. Penny is used in both AV and RV to represent

Sf]vdpiov (denarius], the silver coin issued by the Roman
. , Imperial mint; it was current in all parts

1. Denarius.
of the Emp j rei and j,-, terms of jt and jts

sixteenth part, the as, all public accounts were presented.

Its normal weight during the time of Christ and until

the reign of Nero was s t of the Roman pound i.e.,

60 grains troy.
2 Its nominal value was ^ of the

Imperial gold coin, or aureus ; of lower denomina

tions, which were issued in bronze or copper, it con

tained 4 sestertii, or 16 asses. As an almost invariable

rule it bore on one side (the obverse] the head of the

Emperor or some member of the Imperial family, with

titles the image and superscription mentioned in

Mt. 2220 Mk. 12 16 Lk. 2024. On the rererse is a

representation (usually historical or mythological) with

an inscription either alluding to the object represented,

or amplifying the titles of the person who figures on the

obverse.
The denarius of Tiberius reproduced in next col. was issued

between 16 and 37 A.D., and therefore current about the time of

Christ. Around the laureate head of the Kmperor runs the

inscription TI . CAKSAK . uivi . Avr, . F . AVGVSTVS ( Tiberius

Caesar Augustus, son of the deified Augustus ). On the reverse the

inscription poNTip(ex)MAX(imus) completes the titles ofTiberius,
whilst the seated figure, with her riijrit hand resting on a sceptre,

her left holding a flower, is the Kmpress Livia.

This then is the kind of coin in which the tribute was

paid. A standard silver coin of the same normal weight

(60 grs. troy) would at the present time be equivalent

to 8Jd. The legal value of the denarius, however, is

better estimated by its relation to the aureus. That

coin weighed normally 126.3 grs - troy, and the denarius

1 Bateson-Wricht (U as Israel ever in Egypt? 231) connects

Peninnah with lephunneh, Klkanah being a son of Jeroham.
2 The standard weight of the British shilling is 87.27273

grains, that of the sixpence 43.63636.
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was therefore legally equivalent to -fa of the same amount
of gold, which, at the present rate of 3 : 17 : ioj for

the ounce troy, works out at 9. 83d. The best idea of

the actual purchasing power of the denarius is gained
from its employment as a fair day s wage for the agri
cultural labourer (Mt. 202-14), from the payment of two
denarii by the good Samaritan, and from the fact that

the Roman legionary s pay in those times was 225

Denarius of Tiberius.

denarii a year, or
-|
denarius a day. Hence it is clear

that the American RV translation shilling, if not

entirely satisfactory, is nearer the mark than the English

penny.

Farthing is the rendering adopted for two Greek

words, the KoSpdvrijs, kodrantes (rbv ^a^arof Kodpavrrji ,

,_ ... , the last farthing, Mt. 26; \cirTa 5vo
ar mg. ^ffTil/ K0^p^VTri ^ t

&amp;lt;

t \Vo mites, which
make a farthing, Mk. 1242) and the dffffdpioi ,

assarion

(Svo crrpovDia dffffapiov iruXeirai, two sparrows sold

for a farthing, Mt. 1029, cp Lk. 126). Both names are

of Latin origin, assdrius being a by-form of as, and quad-
rans representing the fourth part of the as in the Roman
divisional system. Assarion must be the name of a pro
vincial coin which corresponds in some way to the Roman
as. In the Hellenistic system the unit was the silver

drachm (for ordinary purposes ranking as equivalent to

the denarius, but by the Romans for official purposes
tariffed at f denarius or 12 asses). This drachm con

tained 6 6po\oi or 48 ^aX/cot. Now the evidence of

the coins of Chios (see Imhoof-Blumer, Griechische

Miinzen, 660) shows that, in that island at least, the

obol was equivalent to 2 assaria, and the drachm to

12 assaria. Since assarion thus corresponds to as, it

follows that the ^aX/coCs, chalkous (or \ of the obol of

2 assaria) corresponds to the quadrans (or \ as). Kod
rantes may therefore be regarded as an alternative name
for this chalkous, used especially where it was desirable

to be understood by non- Hellenistic readers. Hence its

occurrence in the explanatory clause in Mk. 1242 ; its

use by Mt. 626, where Lk. 12s9 has \eirr6v (see 2), has

been explained by Mt. s familiarity with the Roman
system of accounting. As regards the quadrans itself,

the Roman coin of that name ceased to be issued early
in the first century B. C. , and was revived for a short

period under the Empire (from Nero to Trajan). There
is no good evidence of its existence in the Roman currency

during the time with which we are immediately con

cerned, nor is there any probability that a provincial
coin was at any time known in common speech by
the name of kodrantes. The bearing of this point on
the text need not be discussed here.

The word XCTTTOV, lepton, already mentioned, is fittingly

translated mite (Mk. 1242 Lk2l2 and 1259). As to

, this coin there is much evidence confirming
the equation of two lepta to one kodrantes

given in the first passage, although most of that evidence

seems to be derived from the same source. In Hebrew
literature, however, we find the smallest Jewish coin,

perutah, equated with \ Roman as. We need not

hesitate to identify lepton and ptrutah. From this,

since we have identified chalkous and quadrans, it

would seem to follow that the lepton was half the

chalkous. Nevertheless, numismatists have serious

difficulty in finding, among the small coins of Judsea,

separate denominations for chalkous and lepton. The
minute pieces of the HasmonseED and Idumasan rulers,

which it has been proposed to regard as a different
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.

and

denomination from the larger, seem to owe their small
size and low weight to carelessness on the part of the

moneyers, or to long circulation. On the other hand,
the following consideration will show that chalkous and
lepton are probably the same, and that the apparent
discrepancy is due to different systems of valuation.

In addition to the system (A), in which the drachm
was equivalent to 12 assaria-asses, there was in

Judnea, at least during the second century,
another system (B

&amp;gt;

According to il

(see Kennedy, 429) the drachm was
divided into 6 obols (ma oth) and 24 assaria (issarlm).
To the same system presumably belonged the lepton-

perutah, which would bear the same relation to the

assarion of system B as the chalkous-kodrantes did to

the assarion of the system A.
There is much probability in the view advocated by Ken

nedy that we have in this double system a case of tariff

and current values. System A represents the values adopted
for accounting, B those according to which coins passed in

ordinary transactions. The three systems with which we have
to reckon may thus be stated in tabular form, where in each
column r is placed opposite the unit in terms of which the other
denominations in that column are calculated.
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of corn bound together ;

on the reverse is the name of Julia
(Livia), mother of the Emperor IOYAIA KAICAPOC.
The assaria may have been coins like the larger

pieces of Herod I. (Madden, 107; two specimens in the

_ . . British Museum weigh 107.9 anc 97 rs -

respectively). More probably, however,
these were pieces of three ^aX/co?, chalkoi (Madden, 108),
and the commonest assaria were coins of the Syrian
Antioch. In addition to its coins with Greek inscriptions
meant chiefly for local use, this mint issued a series with

Latin inscriptions, and with the letters S. C. (i.e. , Sena/us

consulto}. These coins, resembling the issues of the

Roman mint, were meant for more than local circulation.

Under Augustus and Tiberius we find two denomina
tions ; the larger weigh from over 300 to 225 grs. , and
measure li to i^ inch

;
the smaller, from 150 to 114

grs., measure I to T
9 inch. The two denominations

are generally supposed to be the sestertius and the as. In

the smaller, therefore, we probably see the assarion of

the NT.

on of the year 31 A.D.

The assarion here illustrated was struck in the year 31 A.D.
On the obverse, it bears a laureate head of the emperor with the
titles Tl(berius) CAESAR AVG(iistus) TR(ibunicia) POT(es-
tate) XXXIII ;

on the reverse the letters S C within a wreath.
Litt mture. See. especially F. W. .Madden, Coins of the Jews

(1881); A. R. S. Kennedy s art. Money
1

in Hastings DB 3

(1900), 417^ G. F. H.

PENTATEUCH. See HEXATEUCH.

PENTECOST. In J and E 1

(Ex. 34i8- 26, cp 23 10-

37) the feast of weeks is the second of the three festivals

, T T , _ to be celebrated by the attendance of all
1. In J and E. ,

males at the sanctuary. The expres
sions in the two forms of the law are not quite the same.

Ex. 34 22 runs thou shalt observe the feast of weeks

(niy3C&amp;gt; jn), [the feast] of the first-fruits of the wheat -harvest

(Q tpn Tsp ni33) ;
Ex. 23 16, on the other hand, has the feast

of harvest, the first-fruits of thy labours which thou sowest in

the field (1 B^D ni33 TS(3rt jn).

Substantially, both come to the same thing ; Ex. 3422
is merely expressed more precisely. It is not the feast

of corn-harvest as a whole that is spoken of, but the
festival at its conclusion, the wheat-harvest being the last

to be reaped.
The time of celebration is thus clearly and distinctly

fixed for the end of harvest. The first-fruits of the new
harvest (fsyyo 133) are now presented more precisely,
the first-fruits of the wheat-harvest, for the first-fruits of
the barley-harvest are presented at the beginning of

harvest, at the feast of unleavened bread. A more
exact, yet equally relative determination of the date
seems to lie in the plainly ancient name Sabu oth

;
at

least it ; s so taken in Dt. 16g, where the feast of weeks
is brought into a close time connection with the feast at

the beginning of harvest. The duration of the corn-
harvest (it is only the corn-harvest that is to be taken
into account) is computed at seven weeks an estimate
which still answers fairly well to the climatic conditions
of Palestine. These seven weeks of the harvest are the

great annual season of gladness, the weeks of joy, the
weeks /car eo\r)v. The joy of harvest is proverbial
among the ancient Hebrews (cp Is. 9a[2]) ; the period
opens and closes with the two feasts we have named.

PENTECOST
The old law contains no further detailed enactment of

any kind regarding this feast, the manner of its celebra

tion, the sacrifices to be offered, or the like. Indeed,
this is no case where definite offerings and legally fixed

dues are to be rendered
; it is a question of voluntary

presentation of first-fruits, as it still stands enacted in

Dt. (16 10) : Thou shalt keep the feast of weeks unto
Yahwe thy God with a tribute of a freewill offering of
thine hand which thou shalt give according as Yahwe
thy God hath blessed thee.

The meaning of the gifts and of the feast as a whole
is easily recognised when we hear in Hosea (94), that in

exile the people shall have nought to eat but mourners
bread, since none of it shall have come up into the house
of Yahwe. By this gift made to God, a gift which in turn
is consumed by men in the joyous sacrificial meal, the
whole is made holy (see TAXATION). That at the same
time the gift has the character of a thank-offering is also

manifest. The next step is easy : such an offering came
to be regarded as a tribute of homage in which the deity
is recognised as the lord, the Baal of the land, and
the bestower of the gifts of the soil. At how early a date
this last conception came to be the leading and normative
one we do not know. It finds explicit expression first

in the passage of Dt. already quoted, where the offering
to be offered at the feast is determined by the wealth of

the offerer, in other words by the produce of his fields.

The law of Dt.
,
as already seen, adds nothing to the

ancient custom
;

all that it does is to lay greater stress

o Tn T)
on the character of the offering as a divine

tribute which may be rightly claimed by the

deity as due to him out of that which he has bestowed
on his human vassal. This appears also in the precept
of Dt. 26 1 f. (see below). In spite of the general

tendency of Dt. to assign a historical origin to the

feasts, we do not find in it in the present case any such
definite reference to the Exodus as is found in that of
the passover (see PASSOVER, 6). Even here it is only in

a quite general way that reference is made to the exodus
when in Dt. 26 1 there is prescribed a sort of confession
to be made at the bringing of the first-fruits

(
= tithes

;
see

TAXATIONS), in which amongst other things the offering
of the produce of the land is represented as a thanks

giving for the bestowal of the land. After the offering
of the first-fruits at the autumn festival (see TABER
NACLES, FEAST OK) had come to be so regarded, only
a very short step was needed in order to bring the

offering of the first-fruits at the harvest festival into

connection with the same thought.
More important, however, than the points just

mentioned are the changes which, though not indeed
intended and enjoined by Dt. , inevitably arose in the

case of this feast as a consequence of the concentra
tion of the worship at a central sanctuary ; the fixing
of a definite day in the calendar, and the transformation
of the celebration from being a popular festival to being
an act of public worship. On these points see, further,

FEASTS, 10.

The third stage in the development of the three feasts

is marked by H in Lev. 23 15-21. Here again we find

o T TT j the date of the feast of weeks still left

. p . vague, just as it is in Dt. On the other

hand, the amount and kind of the festal

offering is more precisely determined in the law of H
than before. It is no longer left to the discretion of

the individual to bring as he chooses according to the

yield of his land this tribute of first-fruits has already
become a fixed tithe to be paid at the sanctuary (see

TAXATION) but it is now laid upon the entire commun
ity

1 to bring a definite first-fruit offering ;
two first-fruit

loaves (cn?33rt cnS) of new meal, of two tenths of an

3^49

1 Out of your dwellings (Dp rVaCNes) in Lev. 23 17 does not

mean, as has been supposed (so Graf and others), out of each
several house, so that every householder or owner of land would
have had the duty of bringing this offering ; it means out of

your land i.e., of home-grown flour (see Dillm. ad loc.).
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ephah, baked with leaven. With the loaves is performed
the ceremony of waving, whence the loaves are called

wave loaves. They were to be leavened, for they
were to be taken from what was in common daily use.

In this we may safely conjecture a survival from ancient

custom : at the beginning of harvest in the feast of

unleavened bread the grain was offered raw, or roasted,

or in the form of quickly-baked unleavened cakes (see

PASSOVKR) ;
at the end of the harvest what was offered

was fully prepared bread. It must not be taken as

an argument against the antiquity of this religious
custom that it is not mentioned in D or JE ; JE has

no ritual prescriptions at all as to the bringing of these

offerings, and U has them only in the case of the

passover, not in that of the harvest festival or of the

autumn (ingathering) festival with its peculiar customs.

For the pentecost offering H (Lev. 23 19) further orders

two yearling lambs * as a sacrifice of peace offerings.
The bread and the flesh, after having been presented to

Yahwe, fall to the lot of the priests.

In the programme of Ezekiel, singularly enough,
the pentecostal offering finds no mention; in 452i,
it has been introduced by a later hand and is absent
from (.
The omission is perhaps connected with the fact that

Ezekiel divides the entire ecclesiastical year into two portions,
with two parallel series of feasts ; thus no suitable place is left

for pentecost. In any case, however, this proves that Ezekiel
does not regard the feast of pentecost as of particular interest

;

and from this we can infer further that in his time it was the
least important of the great yearly festivals.

In P (Nu. 28 26/. ) pentecost still continues to be a

purely harvest feast. In agreement with the name
. p feast of the first-fruits is the specific ritual

prescription, the bringing of a meal offering
of new meal. To this characteristic pentecostal offering
P adds, besides the stated daily offering, an accumu
lated series of animal sacrifices, just as in the case of

the passover : two young bullocks, one ram, seven he-

lambs of the first year as a burnt offering, besides a
meal offering of three tenth-parts mingled with oil for

each bullock, two tenth-parts for the ram and one tenth-

part for each lamb. Lastly, there is a sin-offering,

consisting of one he-goat. The fixing of a definite date

is in the case of pentecost the natural consequence of

the passover being fixed for i5th-2ist Nisan. In P
also we observe that a less value is attached to this

feast than to the others : it is held only for one day,
whilst the passover and tabernacle feasts are spread over

a longer time. This valuation is also reflected in the

fact that no significance as commemorating any event

in the redemptive history of the nation is assigned to

the festival.

Later Judaism made up for what was lacking in the

_ . . , law in this respect, and gave the feast

1 , . the historical interpretation which it had
Judaism.

n jtnerto iacked.
It was assumed, in accordance with Ex. 19 i, where the giving

of the law is dated on the third month after the Exodus, that the

promulgation of the law on Sinai was on the sixth or seventh of

Siwan, the day of the feast of pentecost (Pesach. 68 b ; cp Juhil.
li 6 i 17 14 i 15 i where God s covenants with Moses, Noah,
Abraham, are made at new moon, or, as the case may be, on the

sixteenth day of the third month). It is certain, however, that
this metamorphosis of the feast of the corn harvest into the
feast of the law-giving was late, probably not earlier than the
destruction of the temple when the system of sacrifices and
offerings came to an end. Even in Josephus and Philo we
still find no trace of it. In Josephus (Ant. iii. 106, 252) the

feast is called Asartha (ao-ap0a
= Heb. rmy, Aram.

KJJPISJ7);
so

also in the Talmud (Pfsack. 42 b and often). This expression
will be intended to characterise the feast either as the con
clusion of the great feast of unleavened bread, or as the closing
harvest festival. In the more precise dating of the feast the
second day of the feast of unleavened bread was taken as the

starting point for which the fifty days were reckoned and the
sabbath of Lev. 23 15 was taken to mean the first day of that

feast.

We have dealt so far with the development of the

1 In w. 18 19 various other offerings are also enjoined as in

Nu. 2827_/C These, however, do not belong to the original text.

See Dillm. ad loc.
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feast as shown in the various stages of the written

6 Probable
leg slation - Unfortunately, in the case

oriein.
^ the ^east ^ Pentecost we are no* in a

position to show from the historical books
at what period it began to be celebrated, or what part
it played in the religious life of the Israelites, although
many passages allude in quite general terms to various
feasts. It is not till the period of later Judaism is

reached that we are expressly informed of its regular
celebration. The narrative in Acts shows a multitude
of worshippers from foreign parts as attending the
festival in Jerusalem (Acts 2

; cp Jos. BJ ii. 3i, Ant.
xiv. 134xvii. 152). The silence of the older literature of
course proves nothing against the observance of the
feast in earlier times as attested by Josephus. As
bearing on the question of the antiquity of the festival,

however, the following circumstance is not without
interest. So far as the great spring festival at the be

ginning of harvest is concerned, we hear that even the

pre-Mosaic period knew something of the kind (see PASS

OVER) ; of the autumn feast we are told that even the

Canaanites had observed a closely allied festival and
this festival had already become almost fully naturalised
in Israel at the time of the division of the monarchy,
as we see from i K. 1232 (see TABERNACLES, FEAST OF).
Pentecost, on the other hand, is not only relegated to a

very subordinate part in P and passed over in complete
silence by Ezekiel, but is also left unmentioned as

existing in the older time. It would be too much to
infer from this single circumstance that the feast was of
late origin ; and even from the difference of name in J
and E (see above, i) it is by no means safe to conclude
that it did not arise till after the revolt of the ten tribes

(so Steuernagel on Dt. 16 1). Even on the assumption
that E belonged to the northern kingdom and J to the
southern (though this is by no means certain), all that

could with certainty be inferred, would be a diversity
of local designation, which there may very well have
been, even in the case of an ancient feast.

There are other considerations, however, which, taken
in conjunction with what has been already adduced,

suggest the secondary character of pentecost. Under
P&quot;EASTS (q.v. )

the general thesis has already been

propounded that all three feasts of harvest and in

gathering were of Canaanite origin. This applies to

pentecost in particular, in so far as it at least presupposes
settlement in the country, and if it is of equal antiquity
with the feast of the ingathering it will in all probability
have had its origin also in the Canaanite worship. If,

however, we closely scrutinise the significance of the
feast we shall find that, coming between passover and
tabernacles, it is, strictly, a superfluity. For this

reason Ezekiel is able quietly to set it aside. If the

purpose of the feast is to consecrate the harvest by
offering the first-fruits to God, that has already been
done at the passover feast, and very fittingly, at the

beginning of harvest. If the chief stress is to be
laid on its character as a harvest thanksgiving, then

again it seems somewhat superfluous alongside of the

great feast of the ingathering which was held at the

close of the entire year s husbandry ;
there was no real

occasion for a special feast of thanksgiving or consecra
tion for each separate kind of produce. Strict symmetry
is somewhat broken if a feast is held at the begin

ning and at the end of the corn harvest whilst there

is only one to celebrate the ingathering of the fruits of

vineyard and orchard. Thus arises the conjecture that

perhaps the opening and closing feasts connected with
the corn harvest were not, originally, essentially distinct

feasts celebrated invariably and everywhere as separate ;

that it was one and the same feast celebrated at

different times, according to the nature of the case,

in different parts of the country. The difference

between the times at which harvest begins is in

Palestine very considerable ; between the climate of the

Jordan valley and that of Jerusalem and the colder
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districts of the hill country it amounts to some three

or four weeks. The beginning of the harvest at

Jerusalem and the close of the harvest in the Jordan

valley approximately coincide. In this way it becomes

easy to see how, out of a single harvest festival, when
celebrated at such different times, there should ulti

mately have arisen, as the separate districts of the

country were brought into closer relations and religious

customs tended more and more to be assimilated, a

double feast, or to speak more accurately, a double

celebration of the same festival idea. The connection

of the passover with the feast of unleavened bread a

connection whereby the latter was thrust into the back

ground by the passover feast could not but favour the

rise of an independent harvest festival.

See the relative sections in the Archaeologies of Saalschiitz,
De Wette, Ewald, Keil, De Visser, Ben-

7. Literature, zinger, Nowack ; Orelli s art. Pfingsten in

PRE(^, vol. xi.; also the literature cited

under FEASTS and PASSOVER. I. B.

PENUEL or PENIEL (KB, 3B [Gen. 32 3o[3 i]

31 [32]] ; Egypticised as Penu aru [WMM, As. u. Eur.

168] ; (J)&NOYHA [BNAL], but in Gen. eiAOC TOY

i. A place mentioned in connection with Jacob s

wrestling with a divine being (Gen. 32 31 [32], cp 33 10),

and with the story of Gideon (Judg. 88/, 17) ; fortified,

it is said, by Jeroboam (i K. 1225). In Phoenicia the

name Qeov irpoffujrov was given to a promontory near

Tripolis (Strabo, xvi. 2 15f. ), perhaps because in profile

it suggested a huge face. The god referred to in

Penuel, face of God, would be the God, originally
hostile to the Jacob-tribe, who was worshipped at the

sanctuary of the city (?) of Penuel. Where was this city

situated ? From the story in Genesis, as it stands, no
sure conclusion can be reached, since it is uncertain (i)
on which side of the JABBOK (q.v. ) J s narrative means
us to place Penuel, and (2) whether originally the story
of Jacob at Penuel may not have been quite unconnected
with the crossing of the Jabbok (or Yarmuk?). Conder
thinks of the summit of the Jebel Osha in S. Gilead ;

Merrill (East of the Jordan, 370) of the Tulul ed-Dahab

(
Hills of Gold

),
between which the Jabbok forces its

way into the Jordan. It was at any rate on a hill

(Judg. 88), and it was near Succoth (if the received

reading is correct), as both the Gideon-story and the

Jacob-story agree. If the present writer s view of the true

form of the name now read Succoth be accepted, Penuel
will be the Hebrew name of the tower, or castle, of

Salhad (the true reading, notonly for JEGAR-SAHADUTHA
in Gen. 3147, but also for Succoth in Gen. 33 170,

Judg. 8 sff.}. See SUCCOTH, and cp WRESTLING.
The reference to Penuel in i K. 1225 is due to corruption of

the text. *?Ni:B should probably be ^Nits&quot; 33, the Israelites.

2. Penuel appears twice as a personal name : (a) in the gene
alogy of Judah, i Ch. 44, cp v. 18 JERED ; (t) in that of

BENJAMIN ( 9, ii. /3) in i Ch. 825 6n&amp;lt;js [Kt.] ; (/&amp;gt;eA.iT)A. [B]).

T. K. C.

PEOPLE (Dlf). Gen. 116. See GENTILES.

PEOR (&quot;m?Sn, the Peor, as if the cleft
; or, if the

name is correct, cp f&quot;^S,
PARAN

; (^opwp
1

)-

i. A mountain that looketh toward Jeshimon (AV),
or that looketh down upon the desert (RV), i.e.

,
NE

of the Dead Sea (Nu. 2828); cp Baal (of) Peor. It

was on the top of the Peor that Balaam is said to

have delivered his third oracle, and though a Mt. Peor
is mentioned nowhere else, it is conceivable that a
mountain not far from Beth-peor might have borne this

name; Eusebius (28879 ; 300 2) at any rate asserts this.

It is, however, as Bennett (Hastings, DB, 8743(2) truly

says, not certainly identified. Conder s eloquent
description of the prospect from his cliff of Peor i.e.

,

the narrow spur which runs out to Minyeh, overlooking
the Dead Sea (Heth and MoabW, i^bf. ) may indeed
make one wish to adopt his view of the scene of Balaam s

1 There is mention of a
&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;oy(ap

in Tobit 1 2 [x].
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prophecy ; but, even if we accept the text as it stands, there
are reasons against it, as well as against rival theories.

Cp BETH-PEOR
; Driver, Dt. 62, Buhl, Pal. 123. Well-

hausen(C7/ 113) and Ed. Meyer (ZAT 1 129) assume the

identity of Peor and Pisgah, which may be practic

ally right, but raises a serious critical problem. Recog
nising this, B. W. Bacon (Trip. Trad. 229) supposes
the Peor in Nu. , I.e., to have been substituted by RJH

for the Pisgah (cp Nu. 21 20). The problem of Peor,
however, cannot be treated alone

;
the set of names to

which it belongs needs critical examination. Peor,
wherever it occurs, may be corrupt. See NEBO, 2.

2. A late abbreviation of BAAL-PEOR (.q.v.), Nu. 25 is 31 16

Josh. 22 1 7 (cp Dillm.).

3. See PAU.
4. A Judahite town, mentioned only by &amp;lt;S

BAL in Josh. 15 59*
(&amp;lt;ayu&amp;gt;p)

and by Eusebius (OS 300, 4 &amp;lt;j&amp;gt;oy(ap),
identified with the

mod. Kh. Fdghfir, SW. from Bethlehem on the way to Hebron.
T K C

PERAZIM, MOUNT (D Vna~in ;
for see BAAL-

PERAZIM), Is. 282if, commonly identified with Baal-

perazim.

In Crit. Bib., however, Cheyne reads for D iTS
&quot;n,

D inS TV,

(against) the city of liars, || DHJ3 QJ7. (On
{&quot;TB

see Cheyne,

/V.(2), on

PERESH (tlha ;
B om.

(J)Apec [AL] ; Phares) a

Machirite name
;

i Ch. 7 i6f. Peresh has a brother
called Sheresh, and yet the text continues his sons were
Ulam and Rekem. Sheresh is possibly a corrupt
variant of Peresh (Che.). Cp MANASSEH, 9, ii.

PEREZ (f~|a, apparently a breach,&quot; but see below;

4&amp;gt;&amp;lt;\pec)&amp;gt;

son of Judah by Tamar (Gen. 38 29 [J], 46 12 [P],
Ruth 4 1218, where AV PHAREZ

; Mt. 13 AV PHARES).
In Neh. 11 4 (crepes [B], cp Peresh and Sheresh in last

article) the children of Perez, are the Perez clan,

called in Num. 2620 [P] the PHARZITE, RV Perezite

( snsri [gentilic], d
&amp;lt;ape&amp;lt;r[i] [L]). Probably a place-

name as well as a clan-name
; see 2 S. 5 20, where,

perazim in BAAL-PERAZIM is popularly explained by
perez-maim (an outburst of water). In 2 S. 623/1,

it has been maintained elsewhere (see MULBERRY), we
should probably restore a place-name Perez-jerahme elim

(see below), and the same place-name meets us in

28. 68 as PEREZ-UZZAH. The special mention of the

house of Perez in Ruth 4 12 and the appending of the

generations of Perez in Ruth4 18-22 (cp RUTH, BOOK
OF) are completely accounted for by the theory that there

is an older story underlying the narrative of Ruth, in

which certain members of a Jerahmeelite family were
made to take a journey to Missur (not Moab). Zarephath
of Missur was a natural refuge for a Jerahmeelite family.
Bethlehem (a corruption of Beth-jerahmeel ?) had a

Jerahmeelite or Calebite connection (i Ch. 2192450/1),
and the post-exilic genealogical theorists regarded Hezron
b. Perez as the father of Jerahmeel and Caleb (i Ch. 2g).
See RUTH.
As to the origin of the name : the origins suggested in Gen.

8829 and 2 S. 620, to which we may add 2 8.67 (on the theory
that the Zarephathites and not the Philistines were the captors
of the ark) are popular fancies. Perez, we may reasonably
conjecture, is a mutilation and corruption of Zarephath, just as
TAMAR

(q.v.) is perhaps a corruption of Jerahme elith. It is

very significant that in Neh. 11 4 Shephatiah, who in Ezra 8 8 is

closely related to Michael i.e., Jerahmeel (see MICHAEL, 10)

appears as son of MAHALALEEL (y v.) which is another popular
or literary distortion of Jerahmeel, and that Mahalaleel is called
a son of Perez. Perez Jerahmeelim is therefore fully justified.

Cp SHEPHATIAH, 9. T. K. C.

PEREZ-UZZAH (2 S. 68, or Perez-uzza i Ch. 13 n;
Ai&KOTTH [BNAL] OZA [or &ZZA]). as if Breach of

Uzzah. The name of the place where Uzzah (q.v. ) died,

on the way from Kirjath-jearim to the city of David.

Probably, however, the name was rather different in the

ancient story on which 28. 61-13 is based. The name
which seems to be required is Sarefath (nflix), out of

which Peres (ps) may easily have arisen
;

Uzzah has

perhaps come from azzah (my), which was appended to
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Sarefath, as rabbah

( great )
was appended to Sidon

(Josh. 118 1928). Perez-uzzah thus became Strong
(city) Zarephath. See ZAREPHATH.
Winckler s view (GI 2 199) may be compared ; see also H. P.

Smith s Commentary. T. K. C.

PERFUME (n\T\. rokah; MypON MYPeyiKON,
MypeyiKON, unguentum, Ex. 802535!; or

D*nj3&quot;],

rikkuhim, royc MAKpAN ATTO COY [BNAQ], TA
MYpeyiA coy [Symm. in Q &quot;K-

;
So Aq. cyNOeceiC,

Theodot. MYpeyoycJ. pigmenta tua. Is. 57 9 1)-
The art of manipulating and compounding odori
ferous substances for the gratification of the sense of

smell, is (needless to say) very ancient and very widely
diffused, especially in the East, still the principal
source of supply. For their supply of odoriferous
materials the ancients, like ourselves, were dependent
mainly on the vegetable kingdom most frequently
the odoriferous gum-resins or balsams which exude

naturally or from wounds in the trunks of various trees

and shrubs, but sometimes the wood, bark, or leaves

themselves, rarely the flowers or seeds. There is no
evidence of the Israelites having been acquainted with
the use in perfumery of the animal products which else

where have played so great a part, such as Ambergris,
Castor, Civet, Musk

; perhaps the only animal substance
so employed by them was ONYCHA (q. v.

).

See AI.OES, ALMUG, BALM, BALSAM, BDELLIUM, CALAMUS,
CANE, CASSIA, CINNAMON, FRANKINCENSE, GALBANUM,
LADANUM, MYRRH, SAFFRON, SPICE, SPIKENARD, STACTE,
STORAX. The list supplies important evidence as to the geo
graphical extent and limits of Hebrew trade and commerce (see
TRADE AND COMMERCE).
As for the modes of preparation : some of the most

important modern methods such as those of distillation,

infusion, tincture, enfleurage were wholly unknown.
The method of treatment with boiling oil or heated fat

so as to produce a precious oil or ointment was, however,
familiar ; the process is apparently alluded to in Job
41si [23]. The pestle and mortar (Prov. 11 22], too,
were indispensable for the preparation of the powder
of the merchant

[ perfumer, see
&amp;lt;S]

Cant. 36.

Perfumes may be applied either as fumigations or as

unguents. On the former compare INCENSE. 1 On the
latter compare OIL, ANOINTING, PERFUME BOXES.
On the religious symbolism of perfume and its use in

divine service and in exorcisms see INCENSE, MAGIC,
and SACRIFICE, 2 and on its place in social and festive

life compare DRESS, 4, and MEALS, ir.

PERFUME BOXES, AV tablets (^SSH ^2,
batte hanntphes, Vg. olfactorlola], Is. 32of. A bag of

myrrh was sometimes suspended from the neck (Cant.
1 13). But there is no other passage in which jysj, ntphes
can be proved to mean perfume ;

the supposed refer

ence to scented words in Prov. 27 9 (vsrnxy) is ex

tremely doubtful. Hence Haupt (on Is. 820 in SBOT,
Heb.

)
would connect this E-BJ with Ass. pasasu, to

anoint oneself (cp napsaStu, Del. HWB, 551).
Boxes of unguents may perhaps be meant. W. R.

Smith thought that some kind of amulet was intended.

PERFUMERS. RV s substitute for AV s APOTHE
CARIES (q.v. ).

By one of the curiosities of textual corruption the Jerah-
meelites (who stepped into fresh prominence after the exile)

have become in the text of Neh. 38 Q PI|Tin, the perfumers ; by
a similar corruption in 7 . 32, they have become D 7p1rt, the

merchants (Che.). Cp SPICE MERCHANTS.

PERGA (neprn, Acts 13i3/., 1425 ; PERGJ}.*
Perga lay, according to Strabo (667), on the river

1 Thernapof Ex.3035, perfume
1

in AV, is in RV rightly

translated INCENSE. So also Ecclus. 49 1; RV incense pre
pared by the work of the apothecary, Heb. salted, the work,
etc., npn ne yo nSocn D oo map-2 See Tobit 83 Ecclus. 8848 and reff. in Kel. Sent. 453, and
on the

&quot;IT|JN
(cp FRANKiNCENSE)see INCENSE, 4(i),SACRiFiCE.

3 But Perge in Plin. HN5 26, Perga, Pomp. Mela, 1 14.
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Cestrus, 60 stades, or 7^ m. , from its mouth, the river

being navigable as far as the town. As a matter of fact,
the ruins of Perga at Mnrtana, about 12 m. NE. of
Adalia (Attalia), are about 5 m. W. of the Ak-Su
(Cestrus), but about the distance inland indicated by
Strabo (hence Ptol. v. 5 7 reckons Perga among the in

land towns /j.fff6yfioi). The acropolis of the city was
one of the heights on the fringe of the plateau between
the Cestrus and the Catarrhactes : the town, in Strabo s

time, and in the time of Paul, lay on the plain to the
south of the hill.

On the hill itself stood the great temple of Artemis (Strabo, 667 ;

iri fitrfiapov TOJTOV TO rrjs Ilepyoias ApTfft Sos ifpor) ; six

fragmentary granite columns on a platform to the SK. of the
hill have been considered to belong to the Artemisium

; but
this opinion is rejected on grounds of style by Petersen, in
Lanckoronski (Stadte Pantph. 136).

The greatness of the city was closely connected with
the worship of Artemis (cp coins). Though called
Artemis by the Greeks, this deity was similar to the
Artemis of Ephesus (see DIANA), and the same as the

Cybele of northern and eastern Phrygia. On coins she
is sometimes Vanassa Preiia (written in the Pamphylian
alphabet), the Pergaean Queen (according to inter

pretation given by Ramsay in /. Hell. Stud., 1880,

p. 246, now commonly accepted), sometimes Artemis
of Perga ( A/xr^utSos Ilepyalas : see coin figured by
Conybeare and Howson, 1 194). The type is either

that of the Greek huntress Artemis, 1 with sphinx or

stag by her side, and armed with the bow, or a native

type representing the cultus-image, a stone column

bearing a rude resemblance to a human figure (see
PAPHOS, 2). It is to this same deity that the name
Leto belongs (cp inscr. published by Rams, in Bull, de

Corr. Hell., 1883, p. 263 : lep^a dia fiiov 0eSs Ar/rovt

rrjs Ilepyalwv TroXews
;
and see Rams. Cities and Bisk.

of Phrygia, Igof. ).
An annual festival was held in her

honour (Strabo, I.e.}. It is clear from this that Perga
would be a centre of native feeling, in opposition to the

Hellenic city of Attaleia, a later foundation. Hence
the preaching of Paul and Barnabas made apparently
no impression during their short stay ;

and the town
was not sufficiently important to call for long-continued
effort (contrast the case of Ephesus). For the probable
route of Paul northwards, see PISIDIA.

Perga and SIDE (y.Z .)seem to have been rivals in dignity, and
both on their coins claim the title metropolis, and in ecclesiastical

administration (but apparently not in civil) Pamphylia was
divided between the two cities, Perga being the metropolis of
the western part ; when this division of the bishoprics between
the two metropolitans was made, is not known. During the

Byzantine period, Perga gradually fell into decay, and Attaleia
took its place as the seat of the metropolitan and the chief city
of Pamphylia. (For the history of Christian organisation in

Pamphylia, see Ramsay, Hist. Geogr. pfAM^i^ff., and papers
by Gelzer \nJPTx\\.). w. J. W.

PERGAMOS (etc neprAMON. Rev. in; N
Tlepyafita, Rev. 2 12, thus leaving the nom. uncertain. AV
Pergaitios= i) nepyapof [Lat. Pergamus], found in Paus. v. 13 3,
ei/ rf) Uepyajucu 777 vnrep jroTa/aou Katieov ; id. vii. It) i, viii.49,
etc., and in other authors. RV Pergaiui&amp;gt;i

= ?b \\fpyaiiov [Lat.

Pergamuni\, the usual form in inscriptions and authors [so

always in Strabo and Polybius]).

A Mysian city, about 15 m. from the sea, command
ing the valley of the Caicus (Bakir Chai], from which

_. . river it was distant about 4 m. to the N.
ory- -phis district was the richest land in Mysia

(Strabo, 624). The earliest settlement occupied the

conical hill, 1000 feet high, which rises between the

Selinus on the W. and the Cetius on the E. , both flowing
southwards into the Caicus. The later Hellenic and
Roman city spread over the ground at the foot of the

hill, south-westwards beyond the Selinus. The modern
town of Bergamo, covers part of the site of the lower

town. The hill was the Acropolis of the later city.

The town was of little importance until after the

1 Sometimes this type shows the variation of a long tunic, in

place of the ordinary short tunic appropriate to the huntress

goddess.
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death of Alexander the Great. On its strong hill King
Lysimachus deposited 9000 talents of his treasure, and
this was appropriated by its guardian, Philetasrus of

Tion in Pontus to found the independent kingdom of

the Attalids (Strabo, 623 /. ).
With the support of

Seleucus, the King of Syria, Philetrerus consolidated

his power (284-263 B.C.) and bequeathed it to his

nephew Eunienes I. (263-241 B.C.). The glory of

Pergamos began with the reign of Attalus I. , another

nephew of Phileteerus (241-197 B.C.). The prestige of

the Pergamene kings was gained by their championship
of Hellenic civilisation against the Gauls or Galatians,
who for long terrorised western Asia (see GALATIA, i).

After defeating the Gauls near the sources of the Caicus

(cp Paus. i. 82), Attalus took the title of king. His
success inspired Pergamene art. 1 Other victories added
to the dominions of Attalus a large part of western Asia

Minor, as far as Pamphylia (Pol. 1841) ;
and he enlarged

his capital so that it became the fairest city in the East.

Then the Seleucid power increased, and the Pergamene
kingdom was reduced to its original narrow limits

;
but

having sided with Rome in the struggle with the Seleucid

monarchy Attalus gradually reconquered his lost posses
sions, and by the peace of 189 B.C. received from Rome
all within the Taurus. Under his son, Eumenes II.

(197-159 B.C.), Pergamos reached the zenith of her

splendour. He carried on the artistic and scientific

schemes of his father. He it was who built the great
Altar of Zeus, and beautified the temple and grove of

Athena Nicephorus below the Acropolis (cp Strabo, 624,
Pol. 16 1). He also enlarged the library founded by
Attalus, which rivalled ultimately that of Alexandria, and
contained 200,000 books (Strabo, 609). Attalus II., his

brother (159-138 B.C.), founded Attalia and PHILA
DELPHIA (q.v. ).

Attalus III., the last king (138-133
B.C.

),
who inherited little of the capacity of his ancestors,

left a will 2
stipulating that Pergamos and other cities

should be free, whilst the rest of his kingdom was be

queathed to the Romans. One Aristonicus, who
claimed to have the blood of the Attalids in his veins,

made an abortive attempt to seize the kingdom.
Pergamos continued to be the capital of the Roman

province
3

(from 129 B.C.), even as it had been the

capital of the Attalid monarchy a position which had
its justification in history, and was recognised for at

least the next two hundred years. There is, however,
nowhere any express statement to this effect. 4

The three cities, Smyrna, Pergamos, and Ephesus were in

fact rivals for the honour of being capital of the Province (each
called itself TrpuJrr) Acn as), and in this struggle Pergamos had
nothing but her history to set against the steadily growing com
mercial supremacy of her rivals

; and in the end the rivals won.
Ephesus, lying on the main route of eastern trade, asserted her

superiority over both Smyrna and Pergamos. 5 Probably the

practical fact of the supremacy of Ephesus was recognised
popularly long before it became the official view, and the change
came about gradually and without any official imperial enact
ment. The order of enumeration in Rev. 1 n, Ephesus, Smyrna,
Pergamos, etc., is true to the facts of the time, and the two
commercial cities stand at the head of the list.

That for the first two centuries of the Roman occupa
tion of Asia Pergamos was in the official view the chief

1 Plin. //.W3484; Paus. i. 25 2. See Harrison, Myth, and
Man. ofAnc. Athens, 474^; Gardner, Hist. ofGk. Sculpture,
452/

2 Suspicion has sometimes been cast upon the genuineness of
the will

; but an inscription has vindicated the honour of Rome
(see Frankel, Insckriften von Perg. i., no. 249).

3 Phrygia Magna had been separated from the rest of the
Pergamos realm

; it was given to Mithridates of Pontus until
120 B.C., when he died. It was not definitely attached to the
Province of Asia until Sulla s time, 84 B.C.

4
_For the expression of Pliny, HNb^o, longe clarissiinum

Alice, is simply on a level with that of Strabo, 623, e7u&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;ai r)S

iroAis, both primarily referring to the place of the city in history
and art. Strabo s remark, I.e.

, e^ei fie TLVO.
mtfua&amp;gt;iaa&amp;gt; Trpbs TOUS

TOTTOUS TOVTOVS TO llfpya/jLOv, shows how little we have to do
with any definite officially-fixed status.

^ The long struggle for supremacy has continued, and
Ephesus has had to yield the palm to Smyrna, which is now the
greatest city in Asia Minor (see Murray, Handbook to AM, jof.,
and cp SMYRNA).
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city of the province, is to be gathered indirectly from

2 Reference
the ^act tllat as ear y as 29 B - c-- l^e city

in Rev &amp;gt; i
Possessed a temple dedicated to Rome and
Augustus by the Provincial Synod (\Hoivbv

Acr/aj) as its place of meeting (Tac. Ann. 4 37).

Ephesus was not then recognised as a leading city.

Pergamos thus gained the honour of the Neokorate
before either Smyrna (temple erected to Tiberius, 26
A.D. , Tac. Ann. i 56) or Ephesus

1

(temple to Claudius,

41-54 A.D. possibly). The second Neokorate (and
second temple of the Emperors) in the case of Pergamos
dates from the reign of Trajan ;

in the case of Ephesus
only after 127 A.D. , in the reign of Hadrian (see NEO-
COROS). The discussion of this point is necessary as

upon a correct appreciation of the position of the city

depends the interpretation of the striking phrase of Rev.
2 13, thou dwellest, even where Satan s seat is (so
AV

; better, RV where Satan s throne is, STTOV 6 6pbvos
TOU Zarai/a).

Various interpretations have been proposed.
(a) In view of the special prominence at Pergamos

of the worship of four of the greatest deities 2 of the

pagan religion Zeus, Athena, Dionysus, and Asclepius
some have referred the phrase thereto. Zeus Soter

(the Saviour), Athena Nicephorus (Bringer of Victory)
were honoured as having given victory over the Galatai.

Athena s greatest temple as Warden of the City (Polias)

occupied nearly the highest point of the Acropolis.
This view must be rejected on the ground that Pergamos
in no wise stood in the position of champion of pagan
ritual against Christianity. Moreover, in Asia Minor
the most formidable rival of the new religion was not
the religion of Greece, but the development of that

primitive Oriental nature-worship which presented itself

with overpowering might in the cult of the so-called

Aphrodite of Paphos and Diana of Ephesus.
If any city and worship merited the figure in the Apocalypse,

it was Ephesus with her goddess Diana ; more especially as

perhaps already at the time of the composition of the Apocalypse
there had occurred a pagan revival at Ephesus (this revival took
place as early as 104 A.D. See Hicks, Inscr. of Brit. Mus.
867-87, and cp Rams. Ch. in Rom. E,ip. 143).

(b) More specifically, some have seen in the phrase a
reference to the great Altar of Zeus on the terrace below
the temple of Athena Polias.

The sacrificial altar proper consisted, like that at Olympia, of
the ashes of the sacrifices (Pans. v. 138), but rose in this case
from the centre of a platform about 90 feet square and 20 feet

high, with a flight of steps cut into it on the western side. This
substructure has been recovered, together with the famous frieze

of the Gigantomachia which ran round it. This frieze is a
theatrical work of tremendous energy (Holm, Gk. Hist., ET,
4 468) : in it the whole Hellenic pantheon appeared in conflict
with the Giants, many of the latter being represented with a
human body ending in serpents coils (see Mitchell, Hist. ofGk.
Sculpture, 57 3/.).

Artists skill combined with the natural grandeur of

its position to make the great altar a fit emblem of the

kingdom of Satan as the smoke of the sacrifice rose into

the air from the huge platform 800 feet above the city.

Still, we must be on our guard against our modern feeling
for what is picturesque or grand. Would a dweller in

the great cities of Asia, among the treasures of an art

which lived only through its connection with religion,
feel that the altar at Pergamos was something apart and

typical ?

(c) A third view is that the reference is to the worship
of Asclepius, whose temple was, as usual, the centre of a
medical school, with the right of asylum (Tac. Ann.
863; Paus. ii. 268). Under the empire this cult was
fashionable (cp coins), and Asclepios ultimately became
the representative deity of the city. The snake was his

special attribute (cp art. Asklepios in Reseller s Lex.

1 The temple dedicated to Augustus some time before 5 B.C.

was not one that entitled the city to be called Neocoros, because
(1) it was a dedication by the city merely, not by the K.OLVOV,

(2) it stood in the precinct of Artemis, not independently. Cp
Hicks, Inscr. ofBrit. Mus., no. 522.

2 Cp the oracle in Frankel, Inschr. z&amp;gt;on Perg. 2 239, of date
about 167 A.D., where all four are mentioned.
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dtr Myth. \

(&amp;gt;is ff. ,
and Pauly-Wiss. Realenc . 2 1642 ff. ;

Farnell, Cults of the Greek States), and the snake was
to the Christians the symbol of evil (cp Rev. 12g 20a
2 Cor. Us). His special title was Saviour (2uT7J/j, or

2wrrj/j TUV 8\uv), which would have very different

associations for the Christian. In spite of these striking

features, the reference in Rev. can hardly be to this

worship.
Laodiceia also had an Asklepieion, and SMYRNA

(y.v.).
The

word Opovos also undoubtedly refers to the Acropolis hill ; but
the temple of Asclepius lay in the plain, at some little distance
from the town (Pol. 3 2 27, cp Paus. v. 13 3).

(d) The reference is to the primacy of the city as a
centre of the worship of the emperors ;

it was the earliest

and the chief centre of that worship, which was the out

ward expression of loyalty to the imperial system.
4 Refusal to comply with the established and official

worship of the emperors became the regular test and
touchstone of persecution (Rams. Church in the Rom.

Emp. 250 f. ),
for the imperial cultus was part of the

machinery of government, and such refusal constituted

treason. The whole history of early Christianity is the

story of the passage from legality to absolute proscrip
tion. If Rev. 2 13 was written after the accession of

Trajan (98 A.D.
)

the expression throne of Satan
becomes specially appropriate. For, towering at the

very summit of the Acropolis, there had recently been
erected the temple of Trajan, a symbol visible far and
wide of that worship which was the declared foe of

Christianity. The primacy of I ergamos in the province,
and as the seat of the imperial cult, explains the allusion

to the martyr Antipas. For Antipas must be taken to

typify a long series of faithful witnesses who had
defied the power of Satan at the tribunal of the

Roman governor, whose duty it was to proceed against
the illegal religion. The reference of v. 13 may be to

the persecution of Domitian (after 95 A.D.
). [Cp

ROMAN EMPIRE.] The thought of official persecution
has suggested the words of v. 12, he that hath the

sharp two-edged sword, selected from the description
in Rev. Ii2^ (cp v. 16). The actuality of the message
to Pergamos as compared with the colourlessness of

most of the other messages (especially of that to Ephesus)

probably throws somelightupon the placeof composition.
For the history of the Pergamene kingdom see Holm, Gk.

Hist., KT, 4279^, 464^, with references there. Good account
of history and recent discoveries by Ussing, Pergantos (1899).
The results of the German excavations are as yet only partially

published. W. J. W.

PERIDA (cpepeiAA [BK]), Neh. 7 57 = Ezra 2 55

PERUDA (q.v. ).

PERIZZITES, RV PERIZ/.ITE (T)?ri; 01
(}&amp;gt;epez&amp;lt;MOi

[or -zeoi] [BNADEFL]; in Ezra 9 1
cj&amp;gt;epec9ei [B],

-pezi [A]), one of the pre- Israelitish populations of

Palestine (Gen. 1620 Ex. 8817, etc.; see AMORITES) ;

also PnERESiTES 1

(in i Esd. 869 ;
RV -EZITES, so EV

2 Esd. Izi and AV Judith 56). The name, however,

requires renewed investigation, the prevalent theory

being open to serious objection.
We begin by collecting the biblical notices. Accord

ing to Judg. \4 /. the Perizzites were overcome by
Judah and Simeon; but Josh. 17 15 (as

-

the text now stands
; 6BA omits the

two names) mentions the Perizzites and the Rephaim
as occupying a wild un-cleared region (ny), perhaps N.

of Shechem, which was to be taken from them and
cleared by the b ne Joseph. According to Josh. 11 3
they dwelt in the hill-country (like the Amorites, etc.).

In Gen. 187 8430 (J) the Canaanites and the Perizzites

are mentioned together; also in 2 Esd. 1 21 (ferezei),
with the addition of the Philistines. In Gen. 10 16/
(R) the Philistines are not mentioned at all (but cp
v. 14), and the Perizzites too are conspicuous by their

absence.

Some of these data have been thought (e.g. , by Dill-

1 i Esd. 869 agrees with Ezra 9 i (glossed, see Guthe, SSOF).
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mann and Kautzsch 1

)
to favour the theory that the

2 Earlier
Perizzites were survivors of the pre-Canaan-

theory
itish PPulation of w- Palestine, which,

* after the Canaanitish invasion, could main
tain itself only in the open country. But to infer from
Gen. 10 15, where the Perizzites are not mentioned, that

they were pre -Canaanitish, is difficult in the face of
Gen. 13? 3430 (see, however, Kautzsch). J no doubt
believed that the Perizzites (if that be really the name)
were a separate people, contemporary with the Canaan
ites. As to the reference to the Perizzites and the

Rephaim in Josh. 17 15, it gives no support to Dillmann s

theory, &amp;lt;riBn and c KBin being most probably alternative

readings (cp REPHAIM).
Since ns, Dt. 85 iS6i8(cp VILLAGE), means the

inhabitants of unwalled villages, it is plausible to deny
any distinction between ns and TIS, and to

Tj3.t6T
&quot; T!

. suppose that the term Perizzite is really a
clan -name equivalent to ns (so Moore,

Judges, 17). But there are still stronger grounds forthink-

ing that &amp;lt;jns is really an early corruption of TIJ. GIRZITE.

may be quoted for the theory that Perizzite is the name
of a clan, for in Dt. and i S. it has

&amp;lt;epe&amp;lt;Jaioi (-&amp;lt;Je.

A Jn Sam.) ;

the other Gk. versions have
a.rfi.\&amp;gt;.&amp;lt;noi, anixtoTOf (cp Symm.

in Judg. 5 ii Zech. 24). It appears to be more probable, how
ever, that the older view that Perizzites is the name of a people
is nearer the truth.

&amp;gt;ns may be a corrupt form either of TIB-IS,

Zarephathite (see PELETHITES), or of nj, Girzite (i.e.,

Geshurite). It is somewhat in favour of Zarephathite that in

Josh. 17 15 Perizzite and Rephaim are put side by side for

the same people, and that TlB
i

7B is almost certainly (like Q NSl)
a corruption of C nSli - It s also true, however, that j and j

are liable to confusion, and in i S. 278 H. P. Smith proposes to

emend nj into *ns (the Perizzites and those dwelling in Gezer
are combined in &amp;lt;S of Josh. 16 10). At any rate, the people
referred to cannot be safely described as a remnant of the pre-
Canaanitish population of Palestine. T. K. C.

PERSEPOLIS (nepcerroAeiN [A], nepcipoAiN
[V], in accus.

).
The city where, according to 2 Mace.

9 2f, Antiochus Epiphanes attempted to plunder a

temple (or temples, iepovvXeiv) ;
he was put to flight

by the people of the country, and broke up his camp
with disgrace (shortly before his death). See ELYMAIS,
where it is pointed out that the name Elymais in the

|| passage, i Mace. 6 1, is probably corrupt. From
2 Mace. 1 13 it appears that a temple of Nanaea was
meant. Now NANJEA (g.v. )

was an ancient Elamite

goddess. It would be not unnatural that out of the

statement Persepolis is a city renowned for wealth

(ne/&amp;gt;&amp;lt;r^7roXs
iffTi TroXis fr So^os Tr\ovT&amp;lt;fj)

should arise

the corrupt reading, Elym(a)is in Persia is a city
renowned for wealth (tariv e\i /u.(a)ts

2
IT. e. TT\.

).
But

that there was a temple of Naneea near the ruins of Per

sepolis in 164-163 B.C. is not probable. For Persepolis
was not in Elymais ; it was the capital of Persia proper,
and had long since been shorn of its splendour by
Alexander the Great, who gave up the city to be plun
dered, and caused the royal palaces (those can hardly
have been temples only fire-altars) to be set on fire.

It is, therefore, not as having any direct connection with

biblical history (like Susa), but simply as the original
home of the Achaemenian dynasty, and as the seat of

the sepulchres of its kings, that Persepolis with its still

magnificent ruins interests us.

See Noldeke, art. Persepolis, EBP) ; Stolze, Persepolis,
2 vols., Berl. 1882 (an account of the expedition of F. C.

Andreas, with introd. on the inscriptions by Noldeke) ; Flandin
et Coste, Perse ancienne, and I oyage en Perse (1851-52);
Dieulafoy, L art antique de la Perse (1881); Curzon, Persia

(1892), 2248^ T. K. C.

PERSEUS (rrepceyc). king of Chittim (see

KITTIM, end), is alluded to in i Mace. 85. The
reference is to the battle of Pydna (168 B.C.

),

3 in which

1 Riehm, HWBC& 1211.
2 en-oAis would be confounded with Av/n[a]n (f/iiuA[alis) under

the influence of the tradition that Nanaea s was the temple re

ferred to.

3 Near modern Azam on the coast-road on the west shore of
the gulf of Salonica.
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Perseus was defeated and the Macedonian kingdom

brought to an end (cp MACEDONIA).
His conqueror was L. ./Emilias Paullus. At SAMOTHRACB

[q.i .\, Perseus surrendered to the victor, and was taken as a

captive to Rome, but allowed to pass the remainder of his days
as a state-prisoner at Alba on Lake Kucinus. This was the end

of the empire of Alexander which had lasted for 144 years. For

the character and aims of Perseus, see Mommsen, Rom. Hist.

ET2287/293/ W. J. W.

PERSIA
Name ( i).

Biblical references ( 2).

Land and people ( 3).

Religion and culture I

Chronology ( 10).

History ( 11-20).

7-9).

1. Name.

Language and literature ( 4-6). Bibliography ( 21).

Under the name Persia Media also is included,

Persia and Media, when known to the Hebrews, having
been closely united.

Media in Hebrew is ID : ethnic, HO a Mede.

Persia is D&quot;1S ; rrepCCON [BKAL ;
bothTheod. and

in Dan.], bu^in Dan. 11 2 17; nepa-iSi [BAQ, 87], in 2 Ch.

8620 priSiav [BAL] (so, in the reverse way, Ilepo-wr for ID in

Is. 212); adj. Persian, pis, Neh. 1222; N;D-IS [A /.], .&quot;IND-IS

[A&amp;gt;.] in Dan. 6 28 [29] (Aram.) ;
TOU Hepo-ov [BNAL] ;

five times

plur. in EV Persians. In the inscriptions of the Achaemenids,
O. Persian Parsa uta. Jlfarfa, Semitic version Parsu (gentilic

Parsa), 3.nAMaddi(da-a-a) [Nabfin. Cyl. f arsii], Sus. orElam.
version Par-sin and Afnfa (gentilic Parsir).

Persia and Persians are the designations of the

kingdom and dynasty (respectively) of Cyrus and his

successors after the commencement of the Greek period

(on DIB in Ezek. 27 10 see PARAS).

The passages both Hebrew and Aramaic are 2 Ch.

36 2022 /. =Ezral if. 8 .87 435724 614 7i 9g Neh. 12 2 2,

besides Dan. (11 2) and Esth. (5 1 10), which are later than

the Chronicler. The only one of the passages in Ezra-

Neh. that appears on the surface to be free from the

Chronicler s redaction is Ezra 9 9, and even if this

passage be really from Ezra s hand, the presumption
from the usage as exhibited is strong against the

authenticity of the word DI_S ;
of course, if the conten

tion of C. C. Torrey (see EZRA, i, n. 2) be right,

and the Chronicler s hand is the only one to be recognised
in Ezra, the case is still clearer. Even in Dan. 9 1

,
where

Darius is said to have been made king over the kingdom
of the Kasdlm, he is called not the Persian, but son

of Ahasuerus, of the seed of the Medes.

With these phenomena agrees the usage of Babylonian
contract tablets from Cyrus to Artaxerxes, where the

king s name appears as Cyrus (Cambyses, Darius,

etc.
), king of Babylon, king of the countries, or simply

king of the countries (see AT? 4, 1896, p. 258 ff.,

Peiser s transl.
).

No doubt Cyrus is called king of Persia (Parsu) in the

Chronicles of Nabonidus, 2, L 15, but also king of Ansan (an
Elamitic province ; on the relation between these see Tiele,
BAG 469), Id. ib. I. i, Cyrus Cylinder, /. 12

;
but these both

represent him prior to the capture of Babylon. The Cyrus
Cylinder, //. 20-22, gives his formal title thereafter : Cyrus,
king of hosts, great king, mighty king, king of Babylon (lit.

Tintinki), king of Sumer and Akkad (entire Babylonia), king
of the four quarters (of the world), son of Cambyses, the great

king, king of (the city) AnSan, grandson of Sispis (
= Old Pers.

Cispis, Gk. Teispes), the great king, king of [the city] Ansan,
etc. (For all these see KB 82 ff. izojjf., and especially Hagen
in Delitzsch and Haupt, Beitr. 2205^)

Even in the Old Persian inscriptions, where we find

Darius naming himself king in Persia&quot; (Pdrsaiy], this

title does not appear alone.

Thus, Behistun, 1 i, I, Darius, the great king, the king of

kings, king in Persia, king of the provinces, and the much
more common expression I, Darius, the great king, king of

kings, king of the countries of many tribes, king of this great
earth far and wide (Inscr. Alvend, //. n jf.), or more briefly
the great king, king of kings, king of these many regions

(Inscr. Persepolis, 2, //. i ff.), and the like, in connection with
which he sometimes calls himself a Persian (as Inscr. Naksh-
i-Rustam, 1, /. 13); these more general titles are those exclu

sively found in the (Persian) inscriptions of Xerxes and his

successors, Artaxerxes I., Artax. Mnemon, and Artax. Ochus
(see for these Spiegel, APK, esp. 2, 42, 46, 48, 50, 52, 58, 60,

62, 64, 66, 68 transl. on opp. pp. ; especially Weissbach and
Bang, APK 12, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46 transl. on

opp. pp.).
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Persia (Parsa) is mentioned repeatedly as one province

of the empire (Behistun, 1143427, etc.). In the first in

scription of Persepolis (Spiegel, 46^, Weissbach, 34 /. )

Darius speaks of this land Persia more particularly,

as is natural. In accord with these facts is the assump
tion by the Greek kings of a title similar to that of the

earlier Babylonian kings ;
so Antiochus Soter (280-260

B.C.) in his cuneiform inscr. 1 i ff. (Schr. KB 82136,

transl. by Peiser) : Antiochus, the great king, the

mighty king, the king of hosts, king of Babylon, king
of the countries, . . . princely son of Seleucus the

Macedonian (Makkadunai) king, king of Babylon.
It seems probable that the Chronicler s frequent use

of the name 013 is intended to distinguish the empire

that began with Cyrus from the Macedonian power that

overthrew and assumed it. F. B.

Some scholars identify the Persians with the Parsuas

or Barsuas of the Assyrian inscriptions ;
but this is very

doubtful as, even in the time of the Sargonids, they still

lived much more to the N. than the Persians did during
the Median rule. Parsuas seems rather to be an Assyrian
form of Parthavas, the Parthians, called HapSvaiot by
the Greeks.

In Gen. 102 MADAI \q.v, ] is named among the sons

of Japheth, following Gomer and [Ma]gog i.e., the

Gimirrhi and the Lydians and preced

ing Javan i.e. , the lonians and others.

Persia is not mentioned, but is certainly re

garded by the author as belonging to Media. 2 K. 176
and 18 ii relate how the king of Assyria, after having

conquered Samaria, transferred the captives from the

kingdom of Israel to the towns of Media. In Is. 13 17

the Medes who do not care for silver nor desire gold
are called upon by Yahwe to fight the Babylonians. Cp
Is. 21 2, where Elam is added to Media. The kings of

Media are mentioned among others in Jer. 25 25 and
51 ii as enemies of Babylon. In Ezra 6 2 a decree of

Cyrus is found at Ahmetha (Ecbatana) in the country
of Media.

The references in the OT to the Persians, either singly
or joined to the Medes, are rather many, but only in

the later historical books and in Daniel and Esther.

It is very improbable that they are meant in Ezek.

27 10 885, where they are said to serve in foreign armies

with LUD and Put or with Cush (cp PARAS). Perhaps
Dins should be read instead of DIE-

Kings of Persia are mentioned in Ezra9g; Cyrus in2Ch.
36 22./: EzraliyTs 87 435; Darius in 424 Neh. 1222; Ar
taxerxes in Ezra? i

;
all three in 6 14. Cyrus the Persian also in

Dan. 629 [28] 10 i, and passim. For Darius the Mede in Dan. 6

and passim, see DARIUS. The prince or angel of the Persians

is mentioned in Dan. 101320. By the kings of Medes and

Persians, Dan. 820, is meant the whole Medo-Persian empire.
Belshazzar s empire is given to the Medes and Persians, Dan.
5 28. The immutable laws of the Medes and Persians are

referred to in Dan. 69 13 16 [8 12 15] (cp Esth. 1 19) ;
their army,

seven princes, princesses in Esth. 1 3 14 18, and the chronicles of

their kings in 10 2.

In the NT the Persians and Persia never occur, only,

in Acts 2 9, M^Sot with the Parthians and Elamites.

The Medes and Persians mentioned in the Bible in

habited in historical times only a part of Iran or Eran,

the land of the Aryans, which extended
3. Land and W. to E. from the Zagros range to the

people. Hindu Kush and the Indus, and N. to S.

from the Caspian Sea and the Turanian steppes to the

Erythraean Sea or Persian Gulf. The western countries

Persia, Media proper, and Little Media (Atropatene) are

separated from the eastern provinces, of which Bactria,

Margiana (Merv), and Sogdiana (Sughda) are the best

known, by an immense barren desert, running from N.

to S. and ending only where the coastland, in a corre

sponding degree inhabitable, of the Persian Sea begins.

It is only along the SE. shore of the Caspian Sea that

the land of the Hyrcanians unites the eastern and western

parts of Iran.

As a whole, Iran, lacking large rivers and extended

valleys, and for the most part mountainous and cold , is
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not particularly fertile. There are several exceptions,

however, such as Persia itself, and especially the north

eastern provinces, Bactria and Sogdiana, where the

climate is mild and the soil rich. It is remarkable that

just those two important satrapies did not rise against

Darius, whilst rebellion everywhere prevailed. In general
it may be said, that Iran was a country well fitted to

foster an industrious, proud, manly, and warlike race, and
to be for some centuries the centre of a mighty empire.

It is quite certain that the founders of this empire,
the Medo- Persians, were not the original inhabitants of

the country. They belonged to the Aryan stock. When
the Assyrians, as they often did, directed their expeditions
to Media, and even built there some strong places to

maintain their supremacy, the kings they fought did not

bear Aryan names, which become more frequent only in

the time of the Sargonids. Aryan tribes, coming from

the NW. or the N. , and spreading first in the eastern

part of the land, seem to have conquered the western

regions little by little, and to have settled there in small

independent kingdoms, before the Median monarchy was
established. If there is any truth in what Berossos tells

about a Median dynasty reigning over Babylon in the

remotest times, this dynasty has nothing in common
with the Aryan Medes, but probably was of the same

origin as the Kassites, Elamites, and other eastern

neighbours of Babylonia.
A complete ethnology and glossology of the Iranian

peoples would be out of place here, as our scope is

_ limited to the two nations with whom
n ua

the Hebrews came into contact. The
Old Persian language we know from the inscriptions of

the Achremenids and from the proper names and sundry
words recorded by the ancients. It is closely allied to

the Avestan language (the two dialects of which seem to

have been spoken in the eastern and northern parts of

the empire), and more remotely to the Vedic and Sanskrit

languages. About the language of the Medes we know

very little. Judging from the Median names that we
know, and from the fact that Darius used the same

Aryan language for the great Behistun inscription in

Media as he did for those he had incised in Persia, we

may assume that the Old Median language differed only

dialectically from the Old Persian. Still, the inscriptions

of the younger Achoemenids show that the Old Persian

was then already in decline, and perhaps supplanted

by a younger dialect or by the widespread Aramaic.

Some scholars call the second of the three languages
used in the Achaemenian inscriptions Median. If so,

it would not be the language of the rulers, who were

certainly Aryans, but the idiom of the conquered race,

who may have constituted the majority of the population.
In all probability the second language is better called

Susian or Neo-Susian, as the idiom of the province
where the Persian kings had their principal residence

could hardly be wanting in their inscriptions.

The system of writing used for the Persian text of the

Achaemenian inscriptions is one of those commonly called

_ cuneiform. It has been taken for granted
5 System that it wag taken by thg Pers jans eitner

writing. from ^g Babylonian or Assyrian, or as

some think, from the Susian, cuneiform. An accurate

comparative study of the three systems, however, shows

clearly that this is not the case. The Susians reduced the

many hundreds of Babylonian signs to some hundred

and twelve, but retained the syllabic character of the

writing, the same signs for the same or cognate sounds,

and the use of determinative signs with the same signi

fication. Not so the Persians. All they took from their

predecessors was the wedge in three shapes I
,

,

and /. They rejected all determinatives, only

separating the words by a sloping wedge
&quot;\^

, and,

instead of a syllabary, they composed a real alphabet of

thirty-six signs, none of which corresponds to the sign
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expressing the same sound in the Babylonian or Susian

writing, or looks like a modification of it. If they had
intended only to simplify the older syllabaries, they would
at least have retained the simple vowel signs of the

Babylonians ; but for a, i, and u they write TTT, T T ,

and /yy instead of
Y^, ^fc and J . Therefore,

it is clear that they made independent combinations of

the wedges. It is hardly conceivable, however, that they
would have taken such trouble, only for the purpose of

incising a few inscriptions, as the cuneiform, being only
destined to be carved in stone or on clay tablets, could
not be used for what had to be written on other material.

They wrote royal annals, official documents, letters, and
communications from the king to the Iranian satraps in

their own language, and even the Aramaic or Greek

despatches sent to the satraps and other governors of

Western Asia and Egypt were translations of Persian

originals. Now, for this purpose they apparently used,
not the old Pahlavi, which appears first on the coins of

the Arsacids, and, as its name indicates, is of Parthian

origin, but one of the Aramaean alphabets of Babylonia
or Assyria, adapted to their own idiom, and it is on such

an already existing alphabet that the Old Persian cunei

form appears to be based. At any rate, in adopting this

simple and practical method of writing instead of the

clumsy system of their new subjects, the Persians

showed great originality and a sound sense of the

character of their language.

Weissbach (in ZDMG 48 664) tries to prove that the Persian
cuneiform was invented not earlier than under Darius Hystaspis.
Hut if the inscription of Cyrus, found at Murghab, refers to

Cyrus the Great, which is most probable, not to Cyrus the

Younger, the brother of Artaxerxes I., as Weissbach holds, the
Persian cuneiform must have been in use at least in Cambyses
time. Other arguments against Weissbach are urged by Ed.

Meyer, GA 3 49.

We do not know whether there ever was a written

literature, properly so-called, in this Medo-Persian idiom.

6. Literature.
If there was, it is now irretrievably lost.

That is not very probable. Though
no longer barbarians, the subjects of the Median and
Persian kings were a simple, hard-working people, and
even the higher classes were given to riding and shoot

ing more than to the cultivation of fine arts and letters.

The great kings themselves were totally absorbed by
the founding, organising, and maintaining of a large

empire, and by constant warfare against rebels and

foreign nations.

National songs, epic and lyric, they certainly had ;

but these may have been transmitted orally from one

generation to another. According to Pliny (/jW30i),
the Greek author Hermippus compiled his description
of the Persian religion from two millions of original

verses, and a well-known Persian tradition mentions

two official copies of the holy scriptures of the Zoro-

astrians, preserved by the Achaemenian kings, one of

which was burnt by Alexander, whilst the other was sent

by him to Greece, to be studied and translated. There
is some truth in both statements, however exaggerated

they may be. But the religious documents of the

Iranians were certainly composed in the language of

the Avesta, even if they were not the same as the

books, of which the Avesta known to us contains only
the scanty remains, and this religious literature may
have been the only one extant at the Medo-Persian

time.

The inscriptions of Darius Hystaspis and his suc

cessors prove that they were worshippers of Aura-

_ .. . mazda, the great God, who created
7. Keligion.

tji js eart j1| ^.JJQ created this heaven, who
created happiness for man, and to whom they owed

their royal dignity as one king, one monarch over

many. It was this God who intrusted Darius with

sovereign power over the land when it was full of

lying rebels, and who helped him to smite them and to
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smother all revolt. Darius admonishes his subjects

to obey the commands of this God, and to walk in

the straight path unhesitatingly. Now a God thus

described has ceased to be a nature-god ;
he is the

supreme being of an ethical religion. It is true that

the Achremenids, as well as Darius, continued to wor

ship their old clan-gods (hadd bagaiblt vithibis) ;
but

even in the Avesta Mazda, the all-wise Lord, is sur

rounded by a staff of minor heavenly powers, Amesa-

spSntas and Yazatas, partly personifications of his own

attributes, partly old Iranian gods, too popular to be

neglected, and therefore assimilated with some modifi

cations by the new creed. There is no essential differ

ence between the theology, the demonology, and the

moral doctrines of the inscriptions and those of the

Avesta. The Persians may not have followed all the

precepts of the holy scriptures as perhaps only the

Magi did
;
but even the Avesta states that they were

not observed everywhere among the Iranians, even in

countries belonging to Mazda. The Auramazda of the in

scriptions is no other than the Ahura Mazdaof the Avesta.

And if the Persians were Mazda-worshippers, as the

younger Ach?emenids certainly were, they were also

Zarathustrians, for there is no other Mazdaism than the

Zarathustrian. All suppositions to the contrary must

be rejected as unhistorical. It has been said that the

religion of the Persians, as described by Herodotus and
other Greek writers, differs too much from the religion

taught in the Avesta to be considered as identical with

it. But there are manifest errors in Herodotus

description, and it must be taken into consideration

that the Greek historian only states what he had heard

about the real religion of the Persian people, whilst the

Avesta contains the ideals of the priests. The same

argument might be used to maintain that the Bible was
unknown to or at least not acknowledged as the Word
of God by not a few Christian rulers and nations.

Moreover, the Avesta was certainly not composed in

Persia, nor even in Media proper, and the religious

observances may have differed in the various provinces,

according to the divergent local traditions that could

not be disavowed even after the new faith was accepted.
So the same gods are called bagas in Persia and Media,

yazatas in the country where the Avestan language was

spoken. And though the name for priests in the Avesta

is only atharvans and the name magus is wholly un
known to it in that sense, it is the only name for priest

in use as well in Persia as in Media, where the Magi
formed a kind of tribe.

Whilst it is evident that the younger Achoemenids
were Mazdayasnans \ve are not certain whether the

same may be said of their predecessors of the older

branch and of the Median kings. Those scholars who
think that Zarathustra was a contemporary of Darius

father Hystaspes (Vistaspa) cannot but regard them as

the first confessors of the reformed religion, and others,

though rejecting the premiss, equally hold that the

Zoroastrian faith did not spread in Media and Persia

till Darius I. ascended the throne, perhaps even later.

According to both, Cyrus, Cambyses, and the kings of

Media were polytheists, daevayasnans as the Avesta
calls them. Others again, and among them such

historians as Noldeke and Ed. Meyer, think it most

probable that, at least from Phraortes (Fravartis)
which even means confessor downwards, all the

rulers of Media and Persia were Mazda-worshippers.
The writer of this article is of the same opinion, on

grounds developed elsewhere (see 21, below) more

amply than is here possible. If Cyrus, on his Baby
lonian cylinder, calls himself a worshipper of Marduk,
as Cambyses appears on Egyptian monuments as an
adorer of the gods of Memphis and Sais, it was only
the priests diplomacy to which the kings did not

object for political reasons. It has been truly said

that trained historians (historisch geschulten, Noldeke)
could not be led astray by such royal decrees. Besides,
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Darius and Xerxes, though avowed Mazdayasnans, did

quite the same.

Still, if the Zoroastrian religion was that of the kings
and of the ruling race and the upper classes in Persia

and Media in a Susian inscription Auramazda is called

the god of the Aryans (annap arryandni] it cannot be

denied, and even the Avesta admits, that the worship
of the old gods subsisted among the nomadic tribes and
in various of the more remote parts of Iran. Mazda-
ism was never the generally accepted faith of all the

Iranians. Not before the Sasanids was it the only
tolerated religion of the State, and even under the

Achaemenids it may have been divided into different

sects. (For a description of the Zarathustrian religion,
see ZOROASTKIANISM.

)

Like the religion of the Hebrews, the national religion
of the Aryans of Iran, with its tendency to monotheism,

4^4- A ts vague personification of ethical
o. A.L u anci

, c .,
... ideas, and powers of nature, its sober

architecture. and generally prosaic character, was
not fitted to create or develop a national art. Its cult

required no large and splendid temples, but only some
small and simple places of worship and altars in the

open air. The only image of the deity we know of is

the human figure in the winged circle, which is fre

quently seen hovering about the king s head, and
is commonly thought to represent Auramazda or his

fravasi, but may as well be meant for the fravasi of

the king himself. Even this is borrowed from the

Assyrians, who themselves had imitated it from the

Egyptians. The statues of the goddess Anahita, which,
as Berossos (frg. 16) tells us, were erected by Arta-

xerxes Mnemon at Babylon, Susa, and Ekbatana, and
to which a passage of her Yasht seems to allude, were

doubtless of foreign origin, as (it is all but certain)
was the new cult and even the goddess herself, in spite

of her pure Iranian name. Nevertheless, it cannot be
said that Persian architecture and sculpture have been

borrowed or even imitated from their western neighbours,
for they have indeed a character of its own. It is called

eclectic by high authorities, and in a certain sense it is.

But it is not entirely deficient in originality. The able

artists who planned and adorned the admirable palaces
of Persepolis and Susa were mostly inspired by Assyro-

Babylonian models, and they asssimilated also not a few

Egyptian motives
; but, perhaps under the influence of

what they had learned from Greek art in Asia Minor,

they created a new style of building and sculpture

which, by its elegance and taste, its boldness and

finish, surpasses all oriental art in antiquity. It has

been suggested that only Greeks, either captives or

adventurers, could have done this, and that no Persians,

tillers of the soil and warriors as they were, could ever

have produced works of art of such excellence. This

may be true in a measure. Whilst they may have had
Greeks as technical advisers, and even as craftsmen of a

higher class, it is improbable that a Greek would have

conceived a plan of building so far different from his

own standard of beauty, that, notwithstanding all its

merits and charm, it must have seemed to him only

adapted to the taste of barbarians. At any rate,

Persian art is an artificial growth ;
it is a hot-house

plant. It was invented only by the king s command,
and lived only by the king s grace ;

therefore it did

not develop. In two centuries it was not improved, but

gradually decliaed. With the Achsemenids it rose, and

with them it disappears.
What is true of Persian art and architecture may also

be said to a certain extent of their civilisation in general.
The Medes led the way, and the

9. Civilisation.
Persians for a long time their vassals,

followed, not only imitating the Median equipment,
but adopting also the organisation Cyaxares had given
to the atmy and (we may be sure) much more that was

new to them before, and that was borrowed by the

Medes from the older nations they had conquered.
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Not that the Medo-Persians, before they came into

contact with a more refined culture, had been an un

civilised nation. As Aryans proud of their Aryan

descent, feeling their superiority to the aborigines whom

they brought under their rule, they were a young,

healthy, vigorous people, chivalrous and valiant,

generous even to their enemies, though severe and even

cruel to rebels and traitors. Their manners, while

still unspoiled by opulence and luxury, were simple,

except that they freely indulged in spirituous liquors.

They hated nothing more than lying, and their given

word was held sacred even where others proved false.

But, as Herodotus tells us, they were prone to imitate

strangers and to adopt foreign customs. The Mecles

inherited, with the empire of the Assyrians, their ancient

civilisation. The Persians, after the conquest of Susa,

found themselves in the capital of a still more ancient

monarchy, known for its love of splendour and rich

attire, and could hardly escape its influence. Then

came the invasion of Babylonia, of Lydia and the

Greek cities of Asia Minor, of Egypt. This led to the

awakening of slumbering powers, but also, and perhaps

in a greater degree, to moral degeneration. In marry

ing their nearest relations the Achsemenids of the

younger branch followed the example of the Egyptians,

for if the next-of-kin marriage (hvaetvadata], mentioned

in the Avesta, was in its origin an Iranian institution, it

was certainly restricted to the second degree of kinship,

and only meant to keep the Aryan blood pure. From

the Greeks the Persians learnt other sexual aberrations ;

and their court, where the heads of the first families

were expected to appear regularly, and where even the

young nobles were educated, soon became depraved by

the bad consequences of harem life, by the arrogance

of the eunuchs, and by the intrigues of foreign favourites

and ambitious politicians.

For the chronology of the Median empire we are

dependent entirely on Herodotus and Ctesias, though
some synchronisms with Assyrian

10. Chronology.
history may heip us in a few cases.

Ctesias is not to be trusted ;
his list of Median kings

and the more than three centuries assigned by him as

the total duration of their reigns, are equally fantastic.

The computation of Herodotus is better, but also

partly artificial. The reigns of 22, 40, and 35 years he

assigns to Phraortes, Cyaxares, and Astyages may be

nearly correct ;
but the 53 years for Deioces serve only

to fill up the round number of 150. The date of 647

B.C. for the beginning of Phraortes reign corresponds

with the date of the subjection of Babylon by Asur-

bani-pal, and the troubled state of the Assyrian empire

during the gigantic struggle against a mighty confedera

tion was indeed very favourable to the founding of some

central power among the chieftains of Media. Though
victorious over its rebellious vassals and afterwards over

Elam, its hereditary foe, Assyria seems to have exhausted

its own powers in those wars and to have rapidly

declined during Asur-bani-pal s last years. Under the

Sargonids who preceded him, Media appears still to

have been divided into small principalities. It cannot

have been a monarchy before 647 ;
but this may be the

date of its foundation.

For the chronology of the Persian empire we have

the Canon of Ptolemy, which is certainly to be trusted,

the Babylonian contract tablets dated under the reigns

of the Persian kings, and the synchronisms of Greek

history.
See CHRONOLOGY, 25, Table iii. Best edition of Ptolemy s

Canon in Wachsmuth, KM. in das Stud. d. alt. Gesc/t., 3057.

Cp also Ed. Meyer, Forschungen z. alt. Gesch. n., en. 6,

Ckron. Forschungen, ^ifrff-

We now give a short survey of the history of the

Median and Persian empires.

According to Herodotus the Median tribes, living in

a kind of anarchy and constantly quarrelling, but

wishing to stop these everlasting raids and robberies,

and to unite against the common foe, chose a king
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Deioces, the son of Phraortes, who fixed his residence

in Ecbatana and held a regular court.

The name Deioces appears in Sargon s Annals as Dayaukku,
a Saknu or governor of Man, who with Rusa the

11. History : Urartian plotted against Ullusun, the king of

Man and vassal of the Assyrians, but was ledeo. ,

captive by Sargon with his whole family and

brought to Hamate (Hamath in Syria?). It is clear that this

Manna;an conspirator, who was deported by the Assyrian king,

cannot be the king who founded the Median empire.

Elsewhere a Blt-Dayaukku is mentioned in south

western Media, near Ellip. This Dayaukku, after

whose house the Assyrians called his country, as e.g. ,

they called Israel Bit-Humri and southern Chaldea or

Sealand Bit-Yakin, must have been the head of a

princely or royal house of some importance, unless

Dahvauka (as the Iranian form would be) were only a

general title, corresponding to the Avesta dahzyuma,

and meaning the lord of the land (der Landesherr),

as the present author suggested in his Bab. -Ass. Gesch.

263, n. 3. Glorified by popular tradition, this Dahyauka

(he may have been the head of a dynasty or the chosen

r]yffj.div of the Median tribes) grew into the founder of an

empire, the Deiokes of Herodotus. The real founder of

the monarchy, however, can have been only Phraortes,

though a series of leading chieftains presiding over a

confederation of tribes may have preceded him for even

a much longer time than the fifty-three years assigned

to Deiokes by Herodotus. However inviting it might

be to regard the list of Median kings before Astyages,

given by Ctesias, as comprising the names of such

leading chieftains, the idea must be rejected, as the

whole list is apparently a product of Ctesias fancy,

invented only to contradict Herodotus.

Phraortes (Fravartis, cp the AveslA/ravarfta, con

fessor, which is only etymologically connected with

fravasi, guardian spirit )
is said to

12. Phraortes, haye first subjugated Persia and after-

647-625.
warcjs , little by little, nearly the whole

of Asia. At last, however, the Assyrian power, though

already on its decline, proved too strong for him. An

expedition against a king of Assur, whom Berossos calls

Saracos, was unsuccessful, and Phraortes himself suc

cumbed. We may accept these statements as historical,

though admitting that there is some exaggeration in

what is told of Phraortes conquests, and though we

cannot explain why Sardanapalus (Asur-bani-pal) is

called Saracus. For it is this king only who can be

meant. The subjugation of Persia most probably falls

in the reign of Teispes (Cispis) who is the first Persian

ruler, called by Cyrus the Great King of Ansan or a

short time earlier. Elam, to which Ansan certainly

belonged, had just been annihilated by Asur-bani-pal,

and was bereft of all its old splendour and power ; it

therefore fell an easy prey to a young and valiant nation

like the Persians, who, though unable to resist the

Median conqueror, may have striven to extend their

power, as a compensation for the loss of their independ

ence. They found an opportunity to do so in the

year 6258.0., when at the same time Media w-as

defeated by Assyria and lost its king, Asur-bani-pal

died, and Babylon under Nabopolassar threw off the

yoke of Assur, so that none of the three neighbouring

powers could prevent the Persians from penetrating into

the very heart of Elam. It is understood that a large

part of Elam may have remained independent for many

years afterwards.

Jer. 4935-38, where the fall of Elam is
prophesied,

and

which the redactor ascribes to Jeremiah as being spoken by

him about 597 B.C., cannot refer to this first invasion of tn&amp;lt;

Persians, at least if the date is accurate. Twelve years later

Ezekiel (8224) speaks of Elam as having already descended

into Sheol. [On these passages see PROPHET.] Is. 226, re

garded by some scholars (Prasek, and others) as belonging

to this time, is much older and dates from the time of Sen

nacherib and Hezekiah. Forty years later Cyrus the Great

was master of the whole country.

Phraortes son and successor Cyaxares (Uvakhsatara)
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saw at once why his father, though victorious in his

_ struggle with the rude and semi-

SMsaa
68

barbarous tribes of Iran -
was over

come by the veteran-warriors of such a

military state as Assyria. His army was, in fact, deficient

in training and organisation. Wishing to avenge his

father, Cyaxares set himself to work, divided his troops
into lancers, archers, and horsemen, and fortified his

capital Ecbatana ( Hagmatana, the place of gathering ).

Then, feeling stronger, he renewed his attack, defeated

the Assyrians in a pitched battle, and invested Nineveh.

Soon, however, he had to raise the siege. A wild

horde of those northern nomads, included by the Greeks

under the common name of Scythians and called by
the Persians Saka, had invaded Media, and Cyaxares
had to hurry home.
Whether this invasion was connected with that other

more terrible irruption of Scythians by which western

Asia was devastated, is not certain. The Scythians
with whom Cyaxares had to deal probably came from

the NE. of the Caspian Sea, and, though of the same
kin as the Iranians, were savage or at least barbarous

nomads. They did not reign in Media, for Cyaxares
was neither dethroned nor banished by them. They
seem, however, to have domineered over the peaceful

householders, and as a kind of Janissaries or Mamelukes
to have even held the court in check. It is said that

the king got rid of them by killing their chiefs at a

banquet, after having made them drunk. It is an old

and very common folk-tale, and is only the popular
substitute for the historical fact that such a gang of

barbarians, rendered careless by an easy victory, and
enervated by indulging too freely in all the unwonted
luxuries of civilised life, could not but be overpowered
at last by the shrewd policy and the superior tactics

of a real king. It seems that Cyaxares did not

chase the Saka, but that they submitted to him and

joined his army. In a few years this result was
obtained. The whole drama was played between the

first and second expeditions to Assyria. The second

ended in the fall of Nineveh (607 or 606 B.C.), the

first, preceded by the military reform, cannot have

happened much earlier than 620 B.C., 625 or 624 being
the year of the accession of Cyaxares. If Herodotus is

right in stating that the Scythians ruled Asia for twenty-

eight years, this cannot refer to Media, where they did

not even rule.

Cyaxares now felt able to renew his attack on

Assyria, which, though no more than a shadow of

what it was before, still hindered the Medes in extending
their empire to the NW. This time he was successful

and destroyed Nineveh about 607-606 B.C. For it

was to Cyaxares, not to Astyages, as Berossos and
those who depend on him have it, that the fall

of the old imperial city was due. It is difficult to

decide whether Nabopolassar and his Babylonians

joined the Medes as allies against the common foe.

Both Ctesias and Berossos tell us so, and even without

their testimony we should expect it. Allies they were,
and the prince royal of Babylon was married to

Cyaxares daughter. The rising power of the Chaldeans
was not to be neglected, and on the other side it was
their interest to take an active part in the proceedings
against a dynasty which, though paralysed, always
claimed the suzerainty over Babylonia. If Herodotus
does not mention the Chaldeans, he may have followed

a one-sided Medo-Persian tradition. Lastly, it may be
doubted whether Media would have left the Chaldeans
in undisturbed possession of all the southern and south
western provinces of the Assyrian monarchy, which

Nabopolassar s great son not only maintained, but

extended, if they had remained inactive in this final

struggle for the hegemony of Western Asia. At any
rate, Media played the principal part, and it would
now direct its victorious arms against Armenia, Cappa-
docia, and the rich and mighty kingdom of the Lydians.
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The Lydian frontier, however, was destined to be the

limit of the Median conquests. After five years of

fighting the war was still undecided, and both parties
seem to have been rather tired of it. At least, when,
on 28th May 585, a great battle, probably near the

Halys, was interrupted by a total eclipse of the sun

the same that Thales the Milesian is said to have pre
dicted they accepted it as a divine warning and ceased

all hostilities. Syennesis of Cilicia, probably chosen

by Lydia, and Nebuchadrezzar, erroneously called

Labynetus by Herodotus, chosen by Media, acted as

arbiters, and peace was concluded by their mediation.

Astyages, who seems in the meantime to have ascended
the throne, since Phraortes is said to have died in the

year of the battle, married the daughter of Alyattes, the

king of Lydia.

Astyages (Istuvegu in the Nab. Cyr. Annals, cp
Ctesias Astyigas) is called by the Greeks (Herod.,

^isch. Pers. 766/1) a son of Phraortes.

since however he is called bv the Bat&amp;gt;y~
lonians king of the Ummanmanda

which, whatever it may mean, cannot have indicated the

Medes, but rather (probably) the Scythians, as Cyrus is

said to have slain the numerous Ummanmanda with his

few troops since moreover the rebels, who, in the reign
of Darius, rose in Media and Sagartia do not call them
selves sons of Astyages, but pretend to belong to the

family of Cyaxares, Winckler (Unters. z. alt. Gesch,

1 24/1) suggests, that Astyages was neither the son

nor the lawful successor of Phraortes, but revived the

Scythian supremacy in Media. It cannot be denied that

this hypothesis is very alluring. To the arguments of

Winckler may be added, that Cyrus himself, in his

cylinder, glories in having defeated the Guti, the

nomads of Mesopotamia, and the widespread Umman
manda, the nomads of Iran, so that he himself seems
to have regarded his conquest of Media as the liberation

of that country from the yoke of a usurper. The man
who delivered the greater part of the army of Astyages
into the hands of Cyrus, Harpagus, belonged to the

royal family. Finally, the name of Astyages has no
Iranian sound, and is altogether unlike those of his

predecessors. Be this as it may, Astyages reign seems

not to have been a glorious one. The only thing we
know of it is, that he encroached on the dominions of

Babylonia, then weakened by internal troubles and by
the government of a mere antiquary, and placed a

garrison in Harran, which the Chaldean kings regarded
as belonging to their empire. As soon, however, as the

Persians under Cyrus revolted, the Ummanmanda from

all parts of the empire were ordered home to reinforce

the army. Astyages may at the outset have defeated

the Persians, and even have chased them as far as

Pasargadag ;
we could believe it, if it were not Ctesias

who told it. It is certain, however, that Astyages own

troops gave him up to the enemy, and that the man who

betrayed him was Harpagus, whom Cyrus afterwards

rewarded by bestowing on him an all but royal dignity
in Asia Minor. In this the Babylonian account and
Herodotus agree ; they are mutually complementary.
The history of the Median empire, very little of

which unfortunately is known, is interesting as the

first attempt of an Aryan or Indo-
15 - Significance

European people to found a great

^Meclian an(J conquering monarchy. But it

was not much more than an attempt.

In itself, the Median empire had no such great import
ance. Compared with the Assyrian empire which

preceded, or with the Persian which followed it, it seems

rather insignificant. It did not supplant the Assyrians,
for this had been done already by the Chaldeans.

All it could do, and this only after having failed at first

and with the aid of the king of Babylon, was, to give
the death-blow to the dying capital of the old empire,
and to appropriate a part of the booty It was un

able to conquer Lydia and felt obi ged to respect the
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16. Cyrus.

still mighty dynasty of Nabopolassar. Still, what it

achieved was by no means contemptible. It liberated

Iran from the Semitic suzerainty ;
it united the ever

quarrelling tribes under a central power ; it laid the

foundations of a higher civilisation, and so paved the

way for that Persian empire, which in a short time

equalled, if it did not outrival, the once supreme
monarchies of Babylon and Assyria.
With the title king of Ansan and Parsu,&quot; Cyrus, a

descendant of AchaMnenes (Hakhamanis], ascended the

throne of the empire. This does not mean
that a new monarchy, the Persian, sup

planted the Median, but rather that there was a change
of dynasty, by which the Median was developed into a
Medo- Persian empire, differing from the former only in this,

that the Persian branch, hitherto subject, was henceforth

uppermost. The Greeks make scarcely any difference

between Medes and Persians, and the latter ever re

garded the Medes as their nearest kin, and, provided
they respected the Persian supremacy, treated them
with marked distinction, and entrusted them with high
offices and honours.

Cyrus (O. Pers. Kurusm the nominative, Bab. Kuras}
was certainly of royal descent.

When Herodotus makes him the son of a private Persian
noble married to the daughter of Astyages, and Ctesias the
son of a common herdsman, they only repeat two different

traditions of a popular story, such as Orientals especially and
not only they like to tell about the origin of great monarchs
and conquerors, who, from an obscure and modest position,

unexpectedly rose to large power and world-wide renown. (See
CYRUS, i, to which must be added, that Darius calls Hakha
manis thefatber of Cyrus s great-grandfather Cispis,

who is

therefore not merely his descendant ; he always distinguishes
between fvtra, son, and tauiniiya, of the family, descendant
of. )

After having taken Ecbatana, the first care of Cyrus
should have been to secure his supremacy over the

Iranian provinces of the Median dominion. Before he

could bring this to an end, however, he was compelled to

wait for a more convenient season, since Croesus, the king
of the Lydians, had invaded Cappadocia and devastated

certain cities which, by the treaty between Alyattes and

Astyages, belonged to the Medes. Cyrus hurried to

the frontier, and a battle was fought in the district of

Pteria, near Sinope, which, according to Herodotus,
remained undecided. Croesus, however, seeing that

the Persian army exceeded his own in number, thought
it wiser to retreat, and to wait till the auxiliary troops
of his allies, on which he reckoned, should have arrived.

But he made the mistake of disdaining his enemy, and
disbanded his army, feeling sure that Cyrus would not

venture to march upon Sardis. This proved a fatal

error. The Persian army advanced with great speed,
invested the capital, and took it within a fortnight.

Croesus was taken prisoner, but not put to death by
the conqueror, who treated him kindly, and even

assigned him a city for his living.

The well-known narrative of Herodotus and Xanthus about
the pyre on which Croesus was to be burned with some of his

subjects, but from which he was released by Cyrus s curiosity
and the favour of the gods, cannot be regarded as history.

Ctesias, though not partial to Cyrus, knows nothing of it, but
ascribes the liberation of Croesus to another miracle.

Cyrus being now master of Lydia, returned to his

country, where much had still to be done before the

whole of Iran had submitted to his rule. The conquest
of the Ionian cities, which had refused to accept his

suzerainty instead of that of the Lydians, and the sub

jugation of the valorous Lydians, he left to his generals,

principally to Harpagus. Even the government of

Lydia, where there was a single and last revolt, was safe

in their hands.

It was only (seven or. eight years after the fall of

Sardis) in 539 that Cyrus could venture to grapple with

the power which even Cyaxares had not dared to

assail Babylon. The overthrow of this monarchy
and the capture of the imperial city is related elsewhere

(see DARIUS, 2
; BABYLONIA, 69). It brought Cyrus
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to the acme of his power, and made it easy for him to

extend it to the shores of the Mediterranean S. of Asia
Minor. There is no record of any serious resistance on
the part of the nations subject to Babylon ; and certainly
the Phoenician cities, though so often rebellious against

Kgypt, Assyria, and Babylonia, seem to have borne the

light yoke of the Persians without reluctance.

On Cyrus s relations to the Hebrews see CYRUS,
3-6-
Next to nothing is known about Cyrus s doings after

the fall of Babylon in 538. It appears that he did not

make it his residence, but installed his son Cambyses as

viceroy, preferring to live at Susa, and especially perhaps
at his own Persian capital Pasargadas, which he had
built and adorned out of the plunder of Ecbatana.

Probably he was for most of the time engaged in

one or another military expedition. He died on the

battlefield about 529, nobody knows where, and the

various sources mention different names for the remote
and barbarous tribe which at last defeated and killed

him. Whether his tomb at Pasargadct (Murghdb) was

only a mausoleum erected by his son to his memory,
or whether it really contained his last remains, it is

difficult to say.

Cyrus was neither the bloodthirsty tyrant he is represented
in some stories current among the (ireeks, nor the ideal ruler of

Xenophon s Cyropietiia. It may be even doubted whether he
was a great ruler, as he seems not to have done much for the

organisation of his colossal empire. But that he broke with the
hated Assyro-Babylonian system, respected every nationality,
allowed every people to retain its own religion, laws, customs,
language in its own home, proves him to have been a man of

large views and, as such, a real statesman, highminded and
generous, an Aryan of the Aryans. At any rate he was a

great commander, and, if we may believe Herodotus, also a

good tactician, one of those military geniuses who are born,
not made.

Cambyses (Kambujiya, or perhaps better Kabujiya),
the son of Cyrus and Kassandana (also of Achaemenian

_, , descent), followed his father as ruler of the
. am yses. eni pj rei and devoted the first four years

of his reign to the preparation of an expedition against

Egypt, which, as long as it was independent, threatened

his south-western frontier. Polycrates of Samos, the kings
of Cyprus, and the Phoenician cities were his allies, and
with their help he gathered a large fleet, commanded by
the Halicarnassian Phanes, who, till then in Egyptian
service, had gone over to him. Before he left Persia,

Cambyses secretly killed his own brother Bardiya, called

Smerdis by the Greeks, who therefore, according to an

ingenious remark of Ndldeke, cannot have been the

governor of the eastern provinces of Iran, as Ctesias

pretends. Then he put himself at the head of his

army, entered Egypt, defeated the Egyptian army near

Pelusium, and was soon the lord of the whole country.
The Egyptian priests represented him to Herodotus as

a brutal and cruel tyrant, an epileptic, unable to com
mand his passions, as rude to his own wife and kin as

to others, a scoffer, who laughed at the images of Ptah

in Memphis, burned the mummy of Amasis, and with

impious hand killed the sacred Apis. On the contrary,

genuine Egyptian monuments depict him as a pious

worshipper of those same gods, and a high priest of Sais

praises him as the protector of his cult. The official repre
sentation on one side, popular gossip, inspired by national

hate, on the other, neither the one nor the other is

to be trusted. But we may be sure that Cambyses
action in Egypt was unwise and impolitic, and that he

could not control his violent passions. Certain it is,

that even at home he was not popular. His successor

Darius states that as soon as the king had left his

country a rebellious spirit showed itself in all the

provinces, Persia and Media not excepted. At last a

Magus, called Gaumata (Gometes, Justin), who knew
of the murder of Bardiya, and indeed may have per

petrated it himself, put forth a claim to be the real

Smerdis, and was speedily acknowledged as such by
the whole empire. Those who doubted kept silent,

for they knew that their life was in danger, the Magian
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having killed every one to whom the secret was known.

That he really reigned is proved by Babylonian contract

tables dated from the first year of Barziya. In the

meantime Cambyses was hurrying home, though not yet

aware of all that had happened ;
but when the terrible

news reached him in Syria, he killed himself.

Upon this a member of a side -branch of the

Achasmenids, named Darius (Ddrayavaus], son of

Hystaspes ( ViStdspa), aided by six other re-
18. Darius.

presentat ives Of the highest Persian nobility,

succeeded in murdering the false Smerdis, and ascended

the throne (522). (Cp DAKIUS.
)

Darius states in his

inscription at Behistun, that he restored the temples the

Mage had destroyed and set right everything else that the

usurper had altered
; though it is not clear what kind of

religious and social reforms Smerdis had introduced.

This, however, was only a first step. An arduous task

awaited the young king. A spirit of rebellion was fer

menting through the whole empire. There was much

lying in the land. In nearly every province, except those

of western Asia, a pretender rose, and had to be put down.

The history of these struggles and of the pacification of

the empire cannot be narrated here in detail. Nor can

we follow Darius in his useless and unsuccessful ex

pedition against the Scythians, his crushing of the

Ionian revolt, and his war with Greece ;
all this rather

belongs to the history of Greece than to that of Persia.

Darius was not so great a general as Cyrus, but he was

a greater king. He defined the rights and duties of the

Satraps (Khsathrapdvan, jamc*nn),
the governors of the

provinces, who were allowed a large autonomy, but

were controlled by the eye of the king, the first

counsellor of the realm or other high officials, and,

though themselves commanders of an army corps, were

held in check by the garrisons of the fortresses, im

mediately under the king s command. To keep the

reins of government in the hands of the central power,
Darius constructed a net of highways and instituted a

regular system of posts. He substituted a new and
better coinage for that of the Lydians, which was more

primitive ;
did his best to promote navigation and

commerce for example, by digging a canal between

the Nile and the Red Sea. Instead of the compulsory

presents which had in the olden time been extorted

from the population, he assigned taxes for each province.
The Persian nobles sneered at this and called the king
a chaffer (/cd-TTT/Xos) ;

it seemed to them undignified,

just as the mediaeval knights would have thought it
; but

the people and certainly the state profited by it. Darius

did not enlarge the empire of Cyrus ;
but he maintained

it under great difficulties, and made it into an organised
state. He could not indeed undo the mischief wrought
in Egypt by Cambyses ;

his wise policy and accumulated
favours could not withhold it from revolting ; but

perhaps if he had lived he would have recovered

possession of it. The character of Darius stands very

high ;
even the Greeks, whose national feelings he

severely hurt, spoke of him with respect. And it was
no vain boast when he claimed to have been neither a
liar nor a despot, but to have ruled according to the law.

Unhappily, the son who succeeded Darius on the

throne was in all points his inferior Xerxes (Khsaydrsd],

,0-57-
who reigned from 485-464. He is the king*
called Ahasweros in the book of Esther (cp

AHASUERUS). With him the decline of the monarchy
began, and it was only the solid foundation Darius I.

had given it that held it together for so long a time.

Of Persian history after Darius we know nothing
except from foreign, and especially Greek, sources.

Some of his successors record in their inscriptions the

buildings they erected, either for their own use or in

honour of the gods, and Xerxes, like his father, gives
a list of the nations he ruled

; but upon the events

of their reign they are silent. Their struggles with the

Greeks, who more than once withstood them bravely, and
whom they never were able to subjugate, belong to the
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most interesting parts of ancient oriental history, but do
not fall within the scope of the present work. Perhaps
the Greeks, if they had been less divided by internal dis

sensions and had not had so many traitors in their ranks,

disappointed in their ambition and greedy for money,
might have succeeded in wresting from the Persians

at least the supremacy of Asia Minor. What we gather
from classic writers as to the affairs of the Persian court

is a sad history of alternate weakness and cruelty, cor

ruption, murders, intrigues, and broken faith. The
vainglorious and at the same time cowardly Xerxes was
succeeded by Artaxerxes (Artakhfathra) I., of the Long
Hand, under whose reign Nehemiah his cupbearer and.

Ezra the scribe were allowed to go to Jerusalem to help
their fellow-countrymen in their miserable state (cp

ARTAXERXES). He was not a bad, but a very weak
man, governed by courtiers and women.
We may pass over the short reign of Xerxes II. , who

was murdered like his namesake. His successor was
_ . Darius II., surnamed Nothus, who left

TT XT j.u j tne supreme power in the hands of his
II. Nothus and
, . cruel and troublesome sister and con-
his successors.

sort Parysatis. Perhaps if she had
succeeded, after her husband s death, in putting the

sceptre in the hands of her beloved son, the ambitious

but energetic and able Cyrus, the fate of the empire
might have been different. But Artaxerxes II. , surnamed

Mnemon, ascended the throne, and during the long

reign (404-358) of this mild and friendly but lazy
monarch the power of Persia rapidly declined. It was
he who suffered the foreign semi-idolatrous cult of the

goddess called Anahita by the Iranians to be introduced

even in Media and Persia. Under his son and suc

cessor Ochus
( Vahuka), who as king adopted the name

Artaxerxes III.
, the monarchy seemed to revive. Cruel,

harsh, murderous, indifferent as to the means which he
selected to realise his plans, he was intensely hated.

By his energy he smothered every revolt, humiliated

the Egyptians (whom he deeply offended by ridiculing
and persecuting their religion), the Phoenicians, and

probably also the Jews (cp ISAIAH ii., 9, n, 21), and

really restored for the time the Persian supremacy. Just,

however, when the Macedonian power was rising, and
with it the greatest danger that ever threatened the

empire, Artaxerxes was murdered by Bagoas, an

Egyptian eunuch, the same who pacified Judcea in 348,
and (when Johanan the high priest had killed his

brother Jesus) entered the temple to the great offence

of the pious (Jos. Ant. xi. 7i, 297 ; cp ISRAEL, 66).

Bagoas placed on the throne Arses ;
but when the king

tried to get rid of his patron, Bagoas poisoned him.

Bagoas then gave the crown to a great-grandson of

Darius II., Darius surnamed Codomannus, the worst

choice he could well have made. Only a Cyrus,

perhaps not even a Darius Hystaspis, might have
held his own against the terrible onslaught and the

tactics of such a general as Alexander the Great, and so

saved the empire. Here, however, was a king no better

than Xerxes, valiant perhaps in ordinary fights, but quickly
confused in great emergencies, and in no wise equal to

the gigantic task imposed on his weak shoulders. His

tragic fate cannot make us blind to his great faults
;
but

at the same time we cannot but feel disgusted at the

burning of Persepolis by the conqueror. The flames

which devoured the graceful buildings of the imperial

city were to announce to the world that the lance of the

Persian, which formerly reached so far, now lay broken

for ever.

The best surveys of Medo-Persian history down to the time of

Alexander are those of Th. Noldeke (art. Persia, Pt. i. in EBP)
[reprinted with emendations and ad-

21. Bibliography, ditions in A/seitze zitr fers. Gesch. 1,

1884]) and F. Justi ( Geschichte Irans,
in Gr. d. iran. Philologie, 23-4 1900); cp his Gesch. d. alt.

Persiens in Oncken s AG 1 1 4. F. Spiegel, Eran. Alterthnms-

kunde, 2, Bk.5, pp. 236-632, Masp. 3, and above all E. Meyer s

GA 1-3, 1884-1901 (cp Entstch. and {orschungen z. alt. Gesch. 2

437-511 [Chronology]), should also be consulted. Interesting
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monographs are (among others) : V. Floigl, Cyrus and Herodot

(1881). J.V. Prasek, Media u. d. Haus des Kyaxares, 1890;
Forschungen z. Gesch. d, Alterth. 1. Kambyses u. d. Ueber-

lieferung, Leipz. 1897,8, Z. Chronologic d. Kyros, Z. der

Behi.stuninschrift, 1, Leipz. 1900, Die ersten Jahre Dareios des

Hystaspiden, u.s.w., in Beitrdge z. alt. Gesch., ed. by C. F.

Lehmann, i., 1 26-50. Th. A. Lincke s endeavour to re

habilitate Cambyses in Zur Ldsung der Kambysesfrage (1891)
is ingenious but not convincing.
The O. Pers. cuneiform inscriptions first deciphered by Sir

H. Kawlinson, Lassen,and Henfey have been satisfactorily edited

by Fr. Spiegel, APK, 18811^ ; more recently by Weissbach and

Bang (1893). Cp Weissbach, Die Achiiinenideninschriften
zweiter Art (1890), and Bezold and Haupt, Die Ach. Inschr.

Babylon, text (1^2).
For the bibliography of Zoroastrianism, see ZOROASTRIANISM,

and Tiele, Gesch. v. d. Godsdienst in de Oudheid, 2, 1901.

F. B. , I
; C. P. T. , 2-21.

PERSIS (nepcic [Ti. WH]), probably a deaconess,

commended for her labours in the Christian cause

(Rom. 1612).

PERUDA (Nn-115, separated ;

The b ne Peruda, a group of Solomon s servants (see

special article) in the great post-exilic list (see EZKA ii., 9);

Ezra 2 55 (RV&amp;gt;ng. PEKIUA ; &amp;lt;}&amp;gt;aSovpa [BA]) = Neh. 7 57 (NTns ;

EV PERIDA ; &amp;lt;^epei8a [BN], &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;ap.
[A])=i Esd. 5 33 (AV PHARIRA,

RV PHARIUA, RVmtf. PERUDA ; &amp;lt;j&amp;gt;ap(e\i&a. [BA]).

PESTILENCE. The different biblical terms for

pestilence having been considered elsewhere (see Dis-

EASES), we are able to confine our-
* selves here to historical and exegetical

details. The frequency of pestilences in ancient Pales

tine is strikingly shown by the words of Gad, David s

seer, to his king, Shall seven years of famine come to

thee in thy land ? or wilt thou flee three months before

thy foes ? or shall there be three days pestilence in thy
land? (2 S. 24i3). There is no doubt a gradation in

the calamities specified. To be three months at the

mercy of a victorious foe, burning and spoiling in all

directions, was worse than even seven years of famine
;

and even three days pestilence of the most acute sort

would be enough to destroy or to weaken a large part

of the population of a city. The less severe calamity
would also be more frequent than those which were more

destructive. The fact remains, however, that famine,

desolation from war, and pestilence, were three well-

known terrors, and this is confirmed by i K. 837, Ezek.

5 12 17, Am. 4 10, in which these three calamities are again

given as parallel misfortunes.

The last of these passages (Am. 4 10) is historically

very suggestive. EV renders I have sent among you the

pestilence after the manner of Egypt (~~n3
2. Egypt.

D,^.s ). G- A Smith, by way of Egypt.
1

A pestilence would be better. It is a pestilence of a

bad type that is meant, just as in Is. 10 26^ the rod

lifted up in the manner of Egypt is a divine judicial

act such as Egypt experienced. The NE. corner of

the Nile delta was justly regarded in antiquity as the

home of the plague. G. A. Smith has well described

the conditions which favoured the outbreak of plague in

that district.

The eastern mouth of the Nile then entered the sea at

Pelusium, and supplied a great stretch of mingled salt and fresh

water under a high temperature [always accompanied by fevers,
as round the Gulf of Mexico]. To the W. there is the swampy
Delta ; and on the Asiatic side sandhills with only brackish

wells. Along the coast there appear to have been always a
number of lagoons, separated from the sea by low bars of sand,
and used as salt-pans. In Greek and Roman times the largest
of these was known as the Serbonian Bog or Marsh. ... In

Justinian s time, the
&quot;

Bog&quot; was surrounded by communities of

salt-makers and fish-curers ; filthy villages of underfed and
imbecile people, who always had disease among them. The
extremes of temperature are excessive. *

In such a country plague must always have been

ready to break out, and the infection must often have

been brought by trading caravans to Palestine. This

illustrates, not only Am. 4 10, but also a passage mistrans

lated both in AV and in RV, owing to the influence of

the traditional prejudice of the Mosaic authorship of

1 HG 157. Cp Book ofIsaiah, 1 361. .
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Deuteronomy. The threat which is dramatically attached

to the non-observance of the Deuteronomic law is that

Yahwe will bring upon Israel all the diseases of Egypt
which thou wast (not art ) afraid of (Dt. 286o).

It may be partly owing to the consequences of plagues
that we have so little historical evidence as to particular

outbreaks of pestilence in ancient Palestine.
3. OT

references.
The references to plagues in Ex. 11 4

1229 /. (the Tenth Plague), Nu. 11 33

(sickness following the quails), 25i826i (plague through
Baal-peor), belong to a cycle of highly legendary didactic

narratives (see PLAGUES [TEN]). The story of the boils

in i S. 69-12
*

is also legendary. The honour of the ark

of God had to be rescued
;

the offenders against the

sanctity of Yahwe are naturally punished by pestilence,
and possibly would have been represented as so punished,
even had they dwelt in the N. of Palestine, and not in

a part which was closely connected with Egypt by the

avenues of commerce. 2 The passage describing the

punishment of David s numbering of the people (2 S. 24)
is also a didactic narrative

;
but we cannot deny that a

pestilence may have coincided chronologically with the

unpopular act of the king. A more authentic witness

to a pestilence is the retrospective statement of Amos
(4io), referring to N. Israel. Lastly, we have the

famous reference to a pestilence by which Sennacherib s

army suffered greatly in 2 K. 1935 (
= Is. 37 36) a

reference which, in the light of literary and historical

criticism, is most probably altogether legendary.
It may be well to pause for a little on the Sennacherib

passage, because of the new tradition which has sprung
_ .. - up among critics, to the effect that the

4. criticism oi
main fact of 2 K has received inde.

Sennacherib s
... pendent confirmation from an Egyptian

pestilente. source- Herodotus, indeed, says (2 141)

that when Sennacherib, king of the Arabians and

Assyrians, invaded Egypt and besieged Pelusium in the

days of king Sethos, field-mice gnawed the quivers and
shield-handles of the invaders, who fled precipitately.
As Skinner puts the common theory

Since the mouse was among the Egyptians a symbol of pes
tilence, we may infer that the basis of truth in the legend was
a deadly epidemic in the Assyrian camp ; and this is the form
of calamity which is naturally suggested by the terms of the

biblical narrative. The scene of the disaster is not indicated in

the OT record, and there is no obstacle to the supposition that

it took place, as in the Egyptian legend, in the plague-haunted
marshes of Pelusium (fsa. i.-xxxix., p. 275).

To this view there are several strong objections,

(i) The mouse was not a symbol of pestilence ;
it is

unwise to attempt to prove this by such a late authority
as Horapollo (Iso), and such an obscure and corrupt
narrative as that in i S. 6 (see EMEROUS). The story
of the field-mice is merely a mythological way of saying
that Horus, to whom the mouse was sacred, repelled

the foes of Egypt in an unaccountable way.
3

(2) The

theory takes no account of the composite character of

the Hebrew story. Two narratives of Sennacherib s

dealings with Hezekiah have been welded together.

According to the one (Is. 36i-379). a report which Sen

nacherib heard, whilestill at Lachish, 4 caused him to move

camp, and depart on his return to Nineveh
(

Isa. SBOT
[Eng.], p. 49). According to the other

(
Is. 3790213336),

1 The text has suffered in transmission (see EMERODS).
2 G.A.Sm. (HG isSyi) supports the historicity of the narrative

by the considerations that Philistia was closely connected with

Egypt, and that armies are specially liable to infection. The
Philistines, he thinks, were struck while they were in camp
against Israel. If so, the tradition in i S. 5 seems to be not

quite accurate (see vv. 6, 9, jo).
3 Use was made of the essay of A. Lang on Apollo and the

Mouse in Custom and Myth by the present writer in his Introd.

to Isaiah, 333. More recently, Meinhold has, with German
elaborateness, worked on the same lines (Die Jes.-erzahlungen,
Jes. 36-39 33-42). He is not perfectly clear on the narrative of

i S. 5 /., but inclines to follow Klostermann. In the article

EMERODS, the investigation of the textual problems has been
carried further. Wellhausen s treatment of the text of i S. 5 6

leaves much to be desired.
4 2 K. 19s (Is. 378) has been recast by the editor. See Isa.

S8OT(Eng.), I.e.
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on the night after Isaiah had prophesied Sennacherib s

failure to enter Jerusalem, a destroying angel went out

and slew 185,000 warriors in the Assyrian camp. Both

narratives are very late, but the former (rumour), being
less didactic, is to be preferred to the latter (pestilence).

For the origin of the story of the pestilence,
1 see

HEZEKIAH, 2.

The prism-inscription of Sennacherib may also be

quoted against the historicity of the pestilence narrative.

If Hezekiah troubled himself to send a special messenger
with tribute to Nineveh, it is by no means likely that

Sennacherib had been compelled to return by a calamity
which almost destroyed his army, and would doubtless

be regarded by Hezekiah as a special act of God. On the

other hand, the contemporary history of Assyria confirms

the accuracy of the rumour narrative. In the follow

ing year Sennacherib had as much as he could do in

counteracting the restless Chaldoean princes, and we can

well believe that the rumour which caused him to move

camp from Lachish was really concerned with the

machinations of these opponents. The assassination

of Sennacherib in the first narrative, too, is undoubtedly
historical. Not knowing of it, the second narrator was

obliged to represent the pestilence as a just punishment
of the enemy of Yahwe.

Many writers have held that the sickness of Hezekiah,
referred to in 2 K. 20 (Is. 38), was the plague; and

some, following Hitzig, have supposed
that k was a CaSS f the Same Pla&ue

e Assyrian arniy ;s ^id to have
suffered from, which had got among the people
of the country, as sickness in the train of an army
usually does. This view is at first sight plausible.

The compiler of the second (the pestilence) narrative

certainly held it (cp Isa. SBOT), and it is confirmed

by Is. 386, which implies that Jerusalem is in great

danger from the Assyrians. This, however, is, if recent

criticism may be followed, an error. The embassy of

Merodach Baladan must have preceded the Assyrian
invasion. It cannot have had any smaller motive than

the wish to organise a general resistance to Assyria (see

MERODACH-BALADAN).
2

It is, however, by no means necessary to accept the

compiler s arrangement of his material, any more than
we always accept the arrangement of material in a

gospel. The idea of the writer of 2 K. 19 35 is that the

Assyrians who were attacked by the plague died sud

denly. The boil (sthln }
of Hezekiah seems to have lasted

some little time, and need not have been a plague-boil.
There are various boil-diseases, sometimes called after

the respective cities where they are prevalent. That of

Hezekiah may, for instance, have been a malignant
carbuncle, for which (not less than for a plague-boil) a

poultice of figs would be an appropriate remedy.
Dr. Lauder Brunton :t has been led to view the disease

as tonsilitis from the similarity of some of the symptoms
described in the Song of Hezekiah (Is. 8810-20) with
those of some cases of quinsy. Unfortunately, the

connection of the Song with an event in the life of
Hezekiah is plainly a scribe s fiction, and the psalm, as
we may call it, should be grouped with other national

psalms of thanksgiving for deliverance. We should

hardly think of discussing the symptoms of disease im
plied in Ps. 6 30 and 88. T. K. C.

PESTLE
),

Prov. 27 22. See MORTAR.

PETER. See SIMON PETER.

PETER, THE EPISTLES OF. i Peter. TDK so-
called first General Epistle of Peter is addressed to the

1 Gesenius has already explained this. It should be observed
that in Is. 3736 the words that night (see 2 K. 1935) are
omitted.

2
Cp Che. Intr. Is. 221, 227 ; Marti, Jesaia, 265.

3 Sir Risdon Bennett, M.D., The Diseases of the Bible,
144.
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elect who are sojourners of the Dispersion in Pontus,
Galatia, Capadocia, Asia, and Bithynia. The hypo-
i rsr-of r&amp;gt;+, ,

thesis that the letter was written by
j.. r irsL ireoer ; ..- ,

.

its readers
^ n1011 P*ter naturally carries with it the

presumption that the persons addressed
were Jewish Christians, and the expression sojourners
of the dispersion (Tra/jeTriSiJ/xots dia.(nrop8.s, 1 1) lends it

some support. But sojourners (cp 2 n ; Heb. 11 13) is

probably employed figuratively of Christians in general
as earthly pilgrims or strangers, and Weiss stands
almost alone in supporting the opinion that the writer

had in mind as his readers communities composed chiefly
of Jewish Christians. Apart from the fact that the

provinces referred to were the field of the Pauline

mission, and the improbability that there were separate
Jewish-Christian churches there, the epistle contains un
mistakable indications that it was addressed to gentile
believers, to whom alone are applicable the references
to former practices and errors (1 1418 2gf. 3 f. ).

The
readers are represented as persons who had not seen

Jesus, who had been redeemed from a former vain
manner of life and called out of darkness, and who
as strangers and foreigners had a time of sojourn to

accomplish in the world, whilst their true fatherland was
heaven.

The epistle has been variously interpreted as to its

object. On the ground of 11225 and 5 12, it has been

2 Obiect
maintamed tnat tne author, whether Peter

* or another, wished to establish in the

churches of Asia Minor, which had been founded by
Paul, the authority of this apostle, so far as it could be
confirmed by the approval of the great pillar of the

Jewish Christian community, and to show the essential

agreement of the two. This view has been to some
extent supported by a few scholars who believe that

Peter was the author of the epistle. To the older

Tiibingen school the writing had no other object than
to mediate between the Pauline and Petrine factions in

the early church. Schwegler accordingly says of the

epistle that it is an apology for Paulinism written by a
follower of Paul for the adherents of Peter an apology
which was effected simply that an exposition of the

Pauline doctrine might be put into the mouth of Peter

(Nachap. Zeilalter, 22). A testimony from Peter to

the orthodoxy of Paul was regarded from this point of

view as a very effective means of reconciling the

adherents of the two great teachers. If, however, such
were the object of the writer, it is to say the least sur

prising that he did not make it more apparent and con

spicuous. The passages referred to are too vague to

admit of any such special application, and nothing
seems to be farther from the writer s thought in general
than the Pauline and Petrine controversy, which he
stands far above and beyond. In 5 12, the grace of

God (xapiv TOU deov) does not necessarily refer to the

Pauline gospel, but may be explained by 1 13 (the words
ei s ty ffTTJre, wherein ye stand, are with doubtful pro

priety rendered in RV stand ye fast therein
).

Without
a distinctive dogmatic purpose, the writer addresses him
self zealously to the comfort, admonition, and encourage
ment of his readers, who are assumed to be in need
of such an exhortation on account of the persecutions
which they are suffering for the sake of their Christian

profession (81216 44I2/&quot;. 5 8-10). These persecutions
are represented as proceeding from gentiles, and the

writer s chief object is, as Lechler remarks, to im

press upon his readers the indissoluble connection and
succession of suffering and glory in the life of the

believer as in that of Christ himself (In 221 3 18).

Naturally related to this purpose is the prominence
given to hope both expressly and indirectly (1321 815
4 13 5io).

If, however, the epistle shows distinctively neither a

dogmatic nor a mediating purpose, it is not without

traces of the influence of Paul s theological ideas, and

may properly be classified with the deutero- Pauline litera-
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ture of the NT, which represents a weakened Paulinism,

_. . and may be regarded as denoting the transi-
el* ero-

tion from the thought of the great apostlePauline
tQ {hat of the p-ourtn Gospel. Faith is made
prominent, as unto, and the end of

salvation (159) ;
but its distinctively Pauline contrast

with works is not expressed. The doctrine of atonement
as set forth by Paul underlies the writer s apprehension
of the death of Jesus, which he regards as fore-ordained

from the foundation of the world
;
but it is weakened in

the direction of an ethical significance (1 2 224 3i8 4i).
The idea of substitution is scarcely expressed, and the

blood of Christ is conceived as having a purifying

efficacy. He suffered that he might bring us to God.

Accordingly, the Pauline doctrine of justification does

not find distinctive expression, and the apostle s ter

minology (5iKaio()(r()a.i, diKaioffuvij) is avoided.
The writer s Christology is only partially disclosed by a few

intimations which show its general similarity to that of the
deutero-Pauline Epistles to the Hebrews and the Kphesians
(3 22 4 ii ; cp Eph. 1 20 Heb. 13 21). The legend of the descent
of Christ to the underworld (3 19) appears to be a development
of Eph. 48-10. In the vague eschatology the prominent Pauline
features do not appear ; but the idea of partaking of Christ s

sufferings and rejoicings at the revelation of his glory (4 13) is

probably a reminiscence of Rom. 8 17, we suffer with [him] that

we may also be glorified with [him] (irv^TTa.cr\otiev Iva Kal ervv-

Soa&amp;lt;T0ianei&amp;gt;).

The literary relations of the epistle to the NT literature

are many and unmistakable, though the question of

dependence is in some cases indeterminable. That the

author was familiar with several of the epistles of Paul,

and adopted to some extent their ideas and terminology
is generally conceded.
Weiss s contention that Paul borrowed from i Peter has few if

any supporters, and has been characterised as the most

desperate step taken by modern apologetics. The parallels
with Romans both in thought and phraseology leave no room
for doubt of dependence on that epistle. Especially is this true

of Rom. 1 2 i-13 14 : cp 1 14 with Rom. 12 2
(&amp;lt;rv&amp;lt;r\T)/ii.aTie&amp;lt;T#at,

not
elsewhere in NT); 4 \af. with Rom. 123-8 (after the appropri
ation of an idea from Rom. 12 13) ; 48 1 22 with Rom. 12 9 ; 89
with Rom. 1217; 2i3_/C with Rom. 13 i

;
2 19 with Rom. 185

(610. (rvce&amp;lt;.
6i7&amp;lt;rti&amp;gt;) ; 2 i and 4 i 3 (reminiscences of Rom. 13 i2_/I) ;

15413 with Rom. 8i;yC; 224 with Rom. 62818; S^f. with
Rom. 2 1629 (itpi/Trra, xpuTTTos, iv KpuTrTtp) ; 26 with Rom. 9 33
(citation from OT with Paul s deviations from the Septuagint).
Several accords with other epistles of Paul indicate the writer s

familiarity with Pauline ideas and forms of expression : cp 1 3,

2 Cor. 13 ; 22, i Cor. 82; 24/, i Cor. 3i6/.; 2n, Gal. 617 ;

2 16, Gal. 613; 2 24, Gal. 813; 36, Gal. 4 26 ;
3 7, i Cor. 735;

89, i Thess. 615; 43, Gal. 5 21
;
5 14, i Cor. 1620. The writer

employs a considerable number of terms specifically Pauline,

among which may be mentioned aTroxaAui/iis, eAevflepia, erraii/os,

fiofa, Ka\eii
, K\r\povojiia, KarapTtfeir, Tifirj, vapio-jaara, &amp;lt;rvcei-

6170-15, iv xpitTTta. The plan and grammatical structure of the

epistle also are Pauline.

i Peter contains, in proportion to its length, a large
number of words not used elsewhere in the NT. The

_,. writer s acquaintance with Mt. , Lk. , and
r

Acts is probable from 2 12 3 1416 4 is/ (cp
literary Mt 5 io_i2 j6

^

. 56
| cp Mt 23 12 ^ l io y- (Lk .

eiations.

(Acts 103435). The accords with Hebrews do not neces

sarily show a literary relation of the two epistles. Those
with Ephesians have been investigated in great detail with

out a conclusion on which scholars can agree. Perhaps the

most that one is warranted in saying is contained in von

Soden s remark that so many related expressions,

thoughts, and interests indicate that both writers breathed

the same atmosphere, and that possibly the writer of

one of the epistles knew the work of the other. On
relation of James see JAMKS [GENERAL EPISTLE].
The dependence of the epistle upon the letters of Paul,

and its Pauline tone, style, and doctrinal basis, indicate a
_ . writer who had made himself familiar

5. Not retrine. ^^ t^at apOStje s W0rks, and was in

sympathy with his thought. The absence of the mystical

profundity of Paul and the softening of some of the

harder lines of his teaching as well as several striking
accords with Hebrews, show the writer to have been in

contact with the later Paulinism which marks the

transition to the Johannine theology. Distinct fore-
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shadowings of the ideas of the Fourth Gospel and the

epistles ascribed to John are indeed not wanting,
although there is no indication of the author s ac

quaintance with these writings. Cp 123 with i Jn. 89;
122 with i Jn. 83 ; 62, Jn. 10i6 21 16

; 3i8, i Jn. 87 ;

1 19, Jn. 1 29. These considerations render the Petrine

authorship of i Peter very improbable. It is very
unlikely, besides, that Peter should have written at all to

the Pauline gentile churches in Asia Minor. But if he
wrote this epistle to them after the death of Paul, as is

generally assumed by the advocates of the traditional

view, it is surprising that he should not have mentioned
to them their revered teacher. Apart from the address

there is nothing in the internal character of the epistle
to indicate its Petrine authorship. An independent

type of doctrine which can with propriety be called

Petrine is wanting.
There is no trace of the questions mooted in the

apostolic age. Whilst the writer shows some contact

. T i * with the Gospel- literature, there is
6 Notj 01 .,. - *-i &amp;lt;- i ,&amp;lt;

... no indication of the fresh and vivid
C a^e recollections of an eye-witness of the

life of Jesus, and the conspicuous ideas of Jesus

preaching, the kingdom of God, eternal life, the Son of

Man, repentance, and the Son of God, find no expres
sion. The author s conception of faith is unknown to

the synoptics. The goal is not the synoptic eternal

life (fwTj atwctos), but the Pauline glory (36a). The

sympathetic student of Paulinism by whom this epistle

to Gentile churches was written cannot have been Peter,

the apostle of the circumcision (Gal. 2?), who stood

condemned before Paul at Antioch for dissimulation

(Gal. 2n/) as to the vital question of the primitive
Christian economy. The argument for an apostolical

authorship based on 13821 and 221-23 is groundless
in view of analogous expressions in Hebrews. It is

altogether improbable that the fisherman Peter who,

according to Papias, required an interpreter should have

command of a Greek style of the character of this writing.
1

1 am writing by Silvanus (Aio. ZiXova.vov i!ypa.\j/a: 5 12)

indicates Silvanus not as a translator or an amanuensis,
much less as the author 1

92-96 A.D. (v. Soden), but

probably as the bearer of the letter (see Acts 23).

The reference to Silvanus and to Mark (5iz/. )
doubt

less belongs to the fiction of the authorship (1 1).

The historical conditions and circumstances implied
in the epistle indicate, moreover, a time far beyond

the probable duration of Peter s life.
7. The

persecutions.
Ramsay (Church in Roman Empire,

284) calls attention to the fact that

the history of the spread of Christianity imperatively
demands for i Peter a later date than 64 A.D.,

1

the date

generally assumed by the defenders of the Petrine author

ship. These maintain that the persecutions implied in

the passages previously referred to belong to the time of

Nero. But the references to the trials to which the

persons addressed are exposed do not well fit this period.

The persecution is of wide extent, accomplished in the

brethren who are in the world (5q), whilst that under Nero was
limited. It was not until later that the Christians were sub

jected to a judicial inquiry such as is implied in 815, and that

they were put on trial for their name (iis XptoTiayos, 4 16 ; cp
CHRISTIAN, 6). In the Neronian persecution they suffered

for a special offence charged by the emperor in order to remove
from himself the suspicion of having set fire to the city aboltndo
titinori Nero subdedit reos, etc., Tac. Ann. 1544), whilst in

i Peter the Christians of Asia Minor are admonished not to

subject themselves to punishment as evil-doers, but to glorify
God in this name if they suffer as Christians.

There is really nothing in i Peter which, fairly

considered, applies to the Neronian period. As to the

precise later time, however, to which the writing should

be assigned one can hardly be very positive. Holtz-

mann, Hilgenfeld, and Pfleiderer, following Schwegler

1 [Cp Zahn, Einl. 2 10, 38; B. W. Bacon (fntrod., 1900,

p. 157), who says, all things considered, i Peter may still re-

E
resent to us the adoptive work of Peter, writing

&quot;

by Silvanus
&quot;

om Rome to the churches of Paul in Asia. ]
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and Baur, are quite certain that it could not have been

written earlier than the time of Trajan (about 1 12 A. D.
) ;

and it must be conceded that the state of affairs regarding
the Christians at that time, as set forth in Pliny s letter

to the emperor, accords with certain indications in

i Peter. Ramsay, (op. cit. 288), whilst admitting the

force of Holtzmann s argument so far as it bears against
the date 64 A. u.

,
decides very positively in favour of 75-

80 A. D. (cp PONTUS, 2), thus doubtless excluding the

Petrine authorship. His reason for this judgment is that

there were conditions similar to those described in

i Peter earlier than the time of Trajan, that is, in the

last quarter of the first century. But since they also

fit the later date, they furnish no ground for excluding
it in favour of the earlier. The data supplied in the

epistle and in known and precisely determinable historical

circumstances do not warrant us in placing its com

position more definitely than in the last quarter of the

first, or the first quarter of the second, century. The

vague greeting (5 13) has given rise to uncertainty as to

the place from which the epistle was written. The words
the elect (one) in Babylon (i] tv Ba[3v\&vi crweK-

\eKTr)) have been interpreted as referring (a) to Peter s

wife, (ft)
to the church in Babylon, and (y) to the church in

Rome. The view (a), though defended by Mayerhoff
and Neander, has deservedly found little other support

(see Zahn, Einl. 2
is/&quot;.

, 38), and the view
/3

is without

probability even on the presumption of the Petrine

authorship, since there is no historical evidence of a

residence of Peter in Babylon. The later date of the

epistle renders it very probable that Babylon is em
ployed figuratively for Rome, accordingto Rev. 148 16 19

17s 1821021.

[i Peter 613, d&amp;lt;r;reuJeTai v^ias T\ ev Ba/3uAa&amp;gt;i t
&amp;lt;rvi&amp;gt;eK\(Krrj.

Babylon might mean : (i)the Kgyptian Babylon, a view which
Chase (Hastings, DB 8213/1) dismisses perhaps too quickly.
For the Roman fortress of Babylon in old Cairo see Butler s

Ancient Coptic Churches in Egypt. The city was of some im-

portance(Strabo, 17, p. 807), and is sometimes mentioned inecclesi-

astical literature; Epiphanius (Man. ,
eel Dressel, 6) even calls

it TT\V /aeyoAr)!/ Ba. The Talmud confounds the Alexandrians
with the Babylonians (MUnahdth, ioo&amp;lt;r),

because of the Egyp
tian Babylon. Could a similar confusion have been made by
the writer of i Peter . To be sure, we should have to give up
the opening verse in order to hold this theory, for tradition

connected not Peter but Mark with the church at Alexandria.
It is true the above-quoted passage adds, /cat MapKos o vios jxou.
But cp 2 Tim. 4 ii

(2) Babylon on the Euphrates. But what evidence is there
that Peter was ever at Babylon? Besides, we have sufficient

evidence of the growing decadence of ancient Babylon (see
Strabo, 16, p. 738 ; Plin. NH t&amp;gt; 122 cetera ad solitudinent rediit ;

Pausanias, viii. 883, cp i.
1(&amp;gt;3).

The Jews dwelt chiefly in the

neighbouring cities of Seleucia and Nehardea, and in villages
(Jos. Ant. xviii. 9 1-9).

(3) The evidence, both external and internal, in favour of Rome,
seems to most scholars overwhelming. See Zahn, Einl. liiff,,

39. Asiatic Christians too would probably give this interpreta
tion to the name (see Rev. as above ; cp ROMAN EMPIRE).]

The mention of i Peter in the spurious 2 Peter

(3i) as if written by the same author and addressed to

8. Extent of use.
the same readers, cannot of course

be regarded as a witness for its

authorship. The relation between i Peter and i Clement
is doubtful (2g 48 cp i Clem. 862 and 49s). The
writer of Hernias furnishes a testimony only to its exist

ence in the second quarter of the second century, and

Papias and Polycarp were acquainted with it, according
to Eusebius (HE 839 414) traces of this knowledge
being found in fragments of Papias and the epistle of

Polycarp. In the absence, however, of direct citation,
and in view of the wavering and unsettled state of

opinion as to canonicity during the second century, this

use of i Peter by the writers in question furnishes
no evidence even as to their own judgment regarding
its authorship, if indeed, they may be supposed to have
formed one. The case is similar with regard to Justin,
i Peter is quoted as Peter s by Iren. , Clem. Alex.

,
Tert. ,

and Orig. As to Tertullian, however, there is some
doubt, and according to Westcott the actual traces of
its early use in the Latin churches are very scanty
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(Canon, p. 263 n.
).

It is not mentioned in the Muratorian
Canon.

2 Peter. 2 Peter, like the epistle ascribed to Jude, is

vaguely addressed to Christians in general to those

9. Second Peter ?.
at

.

hav* obtained the like precious

-its object,
kith with .us

fc
(li)-aud there ,s

nothing in the contents to indicate

that Jewish or Gentile believers were especially intended.
Yet in 3 1 the writer inconsistently assumes that the First

Epistle was addressed to the same readers, and tells

them (Ii6 815) that they had received instruction from
him (ostensibly Peter) and letters from Paul ! 2 Peter
was plainly written partly for the same purpose as
was Jude to warn the Christians of the time against
certain persons whose false teaching and loose living
were a menace to the church. This note is struck in

1 16
(crecro$i&amp;lt;r/u& ots /j.6dois), in 2i (ifstvSodiSdcrKaXot,

cupetreis aTrwXetas), in 22 (rcuy d&amp;lt;re\7etat5), and is em
phasised, apparently in imitation of Jude, in 2 10-22. The
warning is resumed in 814-18. The readers are put on
their guard against mockers . . . walking after their

own lusts, as in Jude 18, with the additional indication

that their mocking is at the delay of the coming (wap-
ovffia) of Christ. These mockers forget the Deluge,
and are unmindful of the judgment of fire reserved
for the heavens that now are and the earth (857).

In this connection appears another purpose of the writing,
upon which some think the chief emphasis to have been placed,
that is, to assure the readers of the certainty of the Parousia in

opposition to the scoffers who, it appears (84), were talking ot
its non-arrival or indefinite postponement. The delay, the
writer assures them, is due to the Lord s long-suffering, in order
that all should come to repentance (89) before the day of

judgment and destruction of ungodly men (87).

Peculiar to the author is the eschatological catastrophe
depicted in 810-12, which he thinks should be earnestly
desired and prepared for by holy living and godliness.&quot;

In the peculiar reference to Paul (3 is/. ), Schwegler
finds the real literary motive of the epistle to be
the reconciliation and blending, the final and enduring

conclusion of peace between the Petrine and Pauline

tendencies (Nachap. Zeitalter, 1505). This reference,

however, is too plainly incidental to the discussion of the

Parousia to be regarded as the motive of the letter.

Baur reaches the same conclusion on the ground that

the connection of the theoretical knowledge (fTriyvuffis)
and the practical virtue (apfrri) or love (d-yaTrr/) in

the Epistle is only another expression for the formula
faith and works (Tritrrts /ecu Zpya), which in the

formation of the Catholic church represented the union
of Paulinism and Jewish Christianity (NT Theol. 297).
This view perhaps shows a correct insight into the

character, tendency, and age of the epistle ;
but as an

interpretation of a conscious purpose of the writer it

must be regarded as somewhat fanciful.

The relation of 2 Peter to i Peter renders a com
mon authorship extremely doubtful. The name and

. _ , , . title of the author are different. There
10. Relation

, p are only a few words common to both
to eter. wn jcn ^ not belong to the Christian

vocabulary of the time or are not also found in the verses

in Jude corresponding to a portion of 2 Peter. The

style of the two epistles is different, that of i Peter being
more facile, Hellenistic in vocabulary and form of words,
and richer in thought, and that of 2 Peter showing an

attempt to write in pure Greek, the formation of new
words some of which belong to the technical-medical

usage of the later Greek (see ^^pa/j.a, 222 and Kav&amp;lt;rovff-

6ai, 810), and repetition of the same words, particularly

prepositions.
In i Peter the second coming of Christ is regarded as

nearer than in 2 Peter, and is called
ajro&amp;lt;cdAvi/&amp;lt;is,

whilst in

2 Peter it is designated irapowia. (i Pet. 1713 4 13; 2 Pet.

11684). The terms K^povofiia (i Pet. 14) and altut&amp;gt;ios /3a&amp;lt;ri-

Aeia (2 Pet. In) also are significant, as well as the two forms

of expression en- ecrxaTOU riav \pov(av (i Pet. l2o[BNA; N* TOW

Xpoi ou]) and eir
e&amp;lt;7X&amp;lt;xT&amp;lt;oi

ruv rujLtpaiv (2 Pet. 83 [BNA]). The.

prominent eAn-is of i Peter gives place to
yvu&amp;gt;&amp;lt;ris

or
firiyv&amp;lt;o&amp;lt;ns

in 2 Peter and pai/ricr^ios to (caSaptcr^ids. In the first Epistle
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the diction shows the influence of the OT throughout, in the
second not at all.

These differences in words and style have been noticed

since the time of Jerome (Holtzmann, Einl. 526, and von
Soden, HC 8^193). Moreover, as to doctrinal differ

ences, the atonement of Christ which is made prominent
in the first Epistle is barely touched upon in the second.

In contrast with the first Epistle the OT is little quoted
in the second (222 38); but dependence upon it is

apparent in several instances (119-21 2115168256), and
the apocryphal is not distinguished from the canonical

literature (84-8). The familiarity with the Pauline writ

ings evident in the author of the first Epistle does not

appear in 2 Peter, and apart from Jude the accords with
the NT literature are unimportant. The reference in

1 14 to Jn. 21 18 is doubtful.

Whilst all the indications point to a date later than
that of the first Epistle, they do not serve for its precise

11 Lat d determination. ^n advanced period
... in the second century, perhaps the

Cl
latter half, is indicated by the warning

against false teachers who are not mentioned in i Peter.

The manner, however, in which they are character

ised is so confused and vague that it is hazardous
to attempt to apply the features indicated to any par
ticular sect, although the opinion that the writer had
antinomian Gnostics in mind is well-grounded. He be

trays uncertainty and want of independence in having
recourse to the figures and allusions of Jude which he
distorts and confuses (cp 2 n with Jude 9 ; 2 12 Jude 10

;

2 17 Jude 12 f. ; 82 Jude 17), and it is probable that he
had in view the heretics against whom that Epistle was
directed. They are false teachers who bring in destruc

tive heresies (2i), and carry on their work of enticing
unsteadfast souls in a love of gain (214). The refer

ence to Gnosticism is scarcely mistakable in
trfcro&amp;lt;pi(r-

jU^i ois /mtidois (1 16
;
EV cunningly devised fables

),
and

its phase is indicated in the charge that the false teachers

promise a certain (false) liberty (\ev6epia) while

they themselves are bondservants of corruption (2 19),

and find support in the Pauline teaching, wresting
it to their own destruction (3 16). The opinion appears
tenable that this appeal of the writer to our beloved

brother Paul (815) indicates a disposition not so much
to mediate between the Pauline and Petrine parties
a matter which was doubtless far from his thought as

to combat the Gnostic and libertine tendencies of the time

by placing the great apostle at his side against those

who as Antinomians were perverting that apostle s

teachings.
The reasons based on the character of the Epistle for

doubting its Petrine authorship have been repeatedly
stated and elaborated by the critical school, and no
valid refutation of them has ever been effected. Although
the writer s dependence upon Jude cannot now, as in

Schwegler s time, be regarded as an axiom of NT
criticism, its probability and the consensus of authori

ties may be said to furnish a presumption against an

apostolical authorship. The author endeavours rather

too earnestly to make it appear that he is the original

apostle Peter (111418815), and yet his appeal to an

apostolic authority does not accord with this assumed
role (82), even if your (VIJ.QIV [BNA]) be the correct

reading. The doubts regarding the Parousia implied
in the Epistle and the expedient resorted to in order to

answer them belong to a time far beyond the apostolic age.
The classification of the Pauline Epistles with Scrip
tures indicates a period not very remote from that of

a developed conception of the canonicity of the NT
writings, as does also the apparent reluctance to follow

the writer of Jude in quoting the apocryphal Enoch.

The supposition that an apostle should have written a

letter like this addressed to no churches with which he
had ostensibly had relations, touching no special needs

or conditions of theirs, and warning against false

teachers located nowhere and described partly in a vague
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and confused manner, partly in terms borrowed from
another Epistle, is in the highest degree improbable.
The tardy recognition of 2 Peter in the early

church supports the judgment of the critical school as

12. Recognition.
&amp;lt; *s unapostolical authorship. The
few verbal accords in Clemens Rom-

anus do not even show a literary dependence, much less

the priority of 2 Peter. The case is similar with Hernias,
2 Clement, and the Klartyrium Polycarpi. The ap
parent contact in Barnabas 154 (^ yap i)/j.tpa irap airrcp

X&ia frr)), and in Justin and Irenaaus is explicable from
Ps. 904. The passage in Theophilus adAutol. 29, cited

by Zahn, is questionable. According to Cassiodorus
Clement of Alexandria commented on the writings of
the Bible ab ipso principio usque adfinem, and Eusebius

says that he explained all the canonical Scriptures, not

omitting those which are disputed the Epistle of

Jude and the other Catholic Epistles. These statements
render his acquaintance with 2 Peter probable but not
certain. It is, however, worthy of note that in a pass
age in the Stromata Clement appears, like Irenasus, to

have known only one Epistle of Peter (6 Tlirpos ev rrj

67rt&amp;lt;TTO\77
. . . X^yei). His attitude toward the second

Epistle, if he knew it, was probably that of Origen,
who speaks of it as doubted (d/j.(pi^d\\fTai ydp, Eus.
HE 625). Eusebius says it was controverted and not
received into the canon (owe fvdidOrjKov (ttv elvat, HE
8325). Didymus mentions it as a fact not to be con
cealed that it was regarded as forged (fa/satam) and was
not in the canon, and Jerome says that most persons
deny it to have been written by Peter on account of its

disagreement in style with the first. It does not appear
in the Muratorian canon or in the PCshTtta.

Besides the standard German and English Introductions to
the NT and the works referred to in this article, the most impor

tant discussions of the two Epistles are con-
13. Literature, tained in the commentaries or special works

of Dietlein (1851 ; 2 Pet. only), Schott (1863),
Huther in Meyer (1852, ET 1881), Frohnmiiller 3 in Lange(i87i),
Ewald (Die Sieben Sendsckreiben, etc. [1870]), Hundhausen
(Die beiden Pontifical-schreiben, etc. [1873-1878]), Keil (Pet. u.

Judas [1853]), Holtzmann and Schenkel (Bib. Lex.), SiefFert

(PRAT- ) [1883]), B. Weiss (Der Petrinische Lehrbegriff [1855],
and St. Kr., 1866, pp. 256^7, Die Petrinische Frage ; Das
Verhaltness zum Judasbrief ), Spitta (Der 2 Brief des Pet. u.

der Br. des fudas [1885]), Hilgenfeld (ZWTh. [1873]), Immer
(NT TheoL\ Pfleiderer (Das Urchristenthuni), E. A. Abbott
(Expositor, 2nd Series, 849^, on relation of 2 Peter to Jos.),
Deissmann (tiiMstitftien [1895], 2447: 277^), M Giffert (Hist,

of Christianity in the Apostolic Age [1897], 482^ 596^ 600
ff.), Harnack (Die Chronologie [1897], 450-475, Die unter dem
Namen des Petrus fiinf Schriften ), Bigg, Peter and Jude
( Intern. Crit. Comm. ), J. Monnier, La frem. /&amp;gt;.

de l af&amp;gt;6tre

Pierre (1900), Hort (a fragment, on i Pet. Ii-2i7, published
posthumously 1898), and F. H. Chase (articles in Hastings,
DB, vol.3; non-Petrine authorship of 2 Peter is granted).

[See also van Manen, Handleiding voor de oudchristelijke
Letterkunde (1900), pp. 64-67 ; i Peter probably written in Asia
Minor between 130 and 140, 2 Peter about 170, perhaps in Egypt.
Van Manen regards the stay of Peter at Rome as highly un
certain, not to say, improbable, in spite of what Lightfoot brings
forward in Clement ofRome, ii.493.] o. C.

[The present position of conservative criticism may be seen
from the sixth edition of part 12 of Meyer s commentary on the

NT, which is the work of Prof. E. Kiihl (1897). The attempt
is there made to prove critically the authenticity of i Pet. and
ofJude, as well as of 2 Pet. 283-18. The first Epistle of Peter was,
Kiihl thinks, addressed to Jewish Christians, and the passages
1 i 225 43 22 1 14 18 Igf. 36 are carefully studied in order to

prove this. Unfortunately there is no trace of Jewish-Christian
views (maintenance of the political forms of Judaism, of the pre
rogative of the Jewish people, and of the Mosaic Law as neces

sarily to be observed by those who are born Jews) anywhere in

the epistle, which (as Weiffenbach has pointed out) may much
more correctly be regarded as a monument of a mild and liberal

Petrinism (cp Gal. 2 7 ff.), which made salvation depend exclu

sively on faith in Christ, and transferred the observance of the
law by born Jews to the domain of custom. But this view of

Christianity is not even conceivable apart from the influence of
Paulinism. Nor has Kiihl succeeded in making the existence
of Jewish-Christian communities in the provinces of Pontus, etc.

(li) in the pre-Pauline peiiod at all probable. The opening
verse (with the address of the epistle), together with the literary
relation of i Peter to the Pauline epistles, points decidedly to
the later i.e. , post-Pauline period. See further Chase, Peter,
First Epistle, Hastings, DB 8782^ (small type passage).

In his introduction to 2 Peter, Kiihl begins by discussing the
relation of 2 Peter to the Epistle of Jude and also the question
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of its unity. His result is that at any rate 2 Pet. 2 i-3 2 was
written under the influence of the Epistle of Jude. The
picture of the libertines in Jude is evidently a description of

phenomena actually present to the writer ; it has in a high degree
the note of unity. The second chapter of 2 Peter, however, has
a Janus-face, inasmuch as the first half of it deals with the lying
teachers of the future, and the second with the errors of the

present. It is, therefore, as compared with Jude, secondary.
On the other hand, there are passages in the other parts of
2 Peter which either are (23, cp Jude ijf.) or, apart from pre
conceived theory, may possihly be original as compared with
passages in Jude. On the whole, the second Epistle of Peter,
without this interpolation, is to be regarded as authentic.

It should be added that Bertholdt (Kinl. [1819], pp. 3157^)
had already declared 2 Pet. 2 to be an interpolation dependent
on Jude, that Ullmann (Krit. Unters. lies 2 Pet. [1821]) would
only allow chap. 1 i to be the work of Peter, and that Gess (Das
apost. Zcugniss von Ckr. Person, 2 2 [1879], PP- 4 I2 ff.) regarded
\2o6(oTL n-acra) 3

3(yii&amp;gt;ai&amp;lt;7/coi Te)asan interpolation. Weiffen-
bach, too (TLZ, Nov. 26, 1898, col. 364^), agrees with Kiihl
that 2 Pet. 2 1-82 is an interpolation dependent on Jude.]

PETHAHIAH (JTnn?, 27; Yahwe opens [the

womb], but adapted perhaps from an ethnic name
such as n-ISFl, a Tappuhite [Che.J).

1. Eponym of one of the twenty-four priestly courses
;

i Ch-
24 16 (^eraia [H], 0e0&amp;lt;:ta. [A], &amp;lt;a0ia [L]).

2. A Levite, temp. Ezra; Ezra 1023 (&amp;lt;oSaia [B], &amp;lt;aata [],

Aefleiafs] [AL]), Neh. 9s (BKA om.; 4&amp;gt;e&amp;lt;r&amp;lt;rta? [L])=i Esd. 9 23
PATHEUS

(7ra0&amp;lt;uo [B], $a0. [A], c^efoia.; [L]).
3. b. Mesbezabel, of the Zerahite branch of the tribe of Judah,

was at the king s hand in all matters concerning the people, by
which expression we are most probably to understand that he
acted as commissary of the Persian king at Jerusalem in the
absence of Nehemiah (Neh. 11 24, Traflcua [B], $a0. [AL], jrafoia

K], $0.6. [Nc.a]).

PETHOR pinS ; ^AGOYPA [
BF L]), a place by the

river, where, according to the present text of Nu. 22s

(BaeOYPA L
A ]). Balaam dwelt. In Dt. 23 4 [ 5 ] (@ AL

om.
)

it is called Pethor of Aram-naharaim, a phrase
which seems to imply an identification of Pethor with a

place called Pitru (see inscr. of Shalmaneser II., JtPM
440, KB i. 133i62 /:, and cp Schr. KGF 220 ff., and,
for Egyptian notices, RPC^ 638 632 ; WMM, As. u.

Etir. 98 267). This important city lay on the \V. of
the Euphrates, or, more precisely, at the point where
that river is joined by the Sagur (mod. Sdjiir), therefore

a few miles S. of Carchemish. The district containing
it belonged to the Aramaeans, who had been expelled by
Tiglath-Pileser 1.

,
but had won Pitru back from a later

Assyrian king. Shalmaneser II. adds that he himself
recovered the place, and settled it anew with Assyrian
colonists. In modern times this identification was first

made by E. Hincks
;

it has been adopted by Sayce,
Schrader, and Frd. Delitzsch.

See especially Sayce, The Site of Pethor, Acad. Sept. 16,

1876, p. 291 ; Schr. KGF 220ff.; Del. Par. 269.

That Pethor rightly stands in Dt. 23 5 [4] cannot be
doubted, and it must have been read very early in Nu.
22s, for on this passage Dt. 23 5 [4] is based. Neverthe
less the earliest form of the story of Balaam cannot have
traced his origin to a place called Pethor. For no such

place as Pethor existed in the Euphrates region. P&thor
would be in Assyrian Pitaru, while Pitru would be in

Hebrew Pether (Pathar). Nor is it even certain that
the true text of Dt. 23 5 placed Pethor in the far north

;

D vo. in the phrase D lriJ Ditf (Aram-naharaim), may
perhaps be a corruption of jxsnT, a frequent gloss on
DIK. If so, Pethor of Jerahmeel refers to some place
on the N. Arabian border.
The Euphrates is not the only stream called par excellence

&quot;in|,l,
the river

; there is another that near which Rehoboth

lay, the city of the Aramite king Shaul (see SAUL, 2). It was
in short the river of Misrim, miscalled traditionally the river of
Egypt (see EGYPT, RIVER OK). This is the Wady el- Arls, the
border-stream of the N. Arabian land of Musri or Musur (see
MlZRAIM). To obtain a clear and consistent geography the
river beside which was the home of Balaam, must be the river

by which Rehoboth lay. This is confirmed by the fact (as we
may fairly regard it) that Misrim (i.e., Musri) occurs twice in a
corrupted form in the list of Edomite (or perhaps, rather, Aramite

i.e., Jerahmeelite) kings in Gen. 8631-39 (see BEI.A, DINHAHAH,
ME-ZAHAB). No such place-name as Pethor, however, is known
to have existed S. of Palestine. The name suggests a connec
tion with -ins. to interpret (a dream), and is improbable ;

indeed, in Nu. 225 Pesh. renders, not to Pethor, but an
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interpreter of dreams (fxisflra). There must be a corruption
in the text. Probably mins is due to an accidental shifting
of the letters of the true word, which must have been nnS&quot;lX,

to Zarephath. The earlier form of Nu. 22 5 was, Soh^sent
messengers to Bil am ben Beor (or rather Achbor) to Zarephath,
which is by the river, to the land of the b ne Jerahmeel (icj;comes from

pot;,
which is not unfrequently a corruption ~o{

7KCm ). C. Niebuhr s bold conjecture (Cesch. 1 295), Pathros
for Pethor, at any rate implies a just disbelief in Pethor.
See Che. The Land of Musri, etc., OLZ, May 1899.

,

T. K. C.

PETHUEL (AS-in?, God s simple one ? cp Ps.

197 [8]; Merx and Nowack prefer s B&6OYHA [see
JOEL, i]), father of the prophet Joel (Joel 1 1).
An examination of the occurrences of the name JOEL (&amp;lt;?.v.)

suggests that it was a favourite S. Israelitish name, and it may
even be held that there is a group of similar names, such as
Eliel, Elijah, Elihu, and Eliab, and also Joel, which arose out
of corruptions of Jerahmeel. It is noteworthy, as indicating
one stage in the process of development, that one of the Joels
also appears under the name IGAL (Sxr) ; see 2 S. 23 36 ; his

[B]), i Esd. 922 = Ezra 10 22,

father s name was Nathan (an expansion of the Jerahmeelite
name Ethan). Kuenen (Otu/.fi), g 69, n. 14, p. 354) has already
suggested that Joel may be an assumed name&quot;, and that the
writer of the prophecy (who in 2 n 31 [84] alludes to Mai. 4s
[823]), may call himself Joel (= Elijah) to indicate that he is
the teacher for righteousness (Joel 2 23 ?), the true Elijah

announced in Mai. 45 [3 23). Now it is far from improbable
that Elijah was a Jerahmeelite of Zarephath-jerahmeel (see
THISBE) and that not only Elijah and Joel [see above] but
also Bethuel (see LABAN) or Pethuel is a worn-down form of
Jerahmeel. The impulse to prophesy was perhaps specially
strong among Jerahmeelites. Cp PKOPHECY, 7. T. K. C.

PETRA (y;D), Is. 16 1 AV&quot;g-, EV SELA.

PEULTHAI, RV Peullethai (TI^B, like *rbs), a
distortion of OS li

, Zarephathite, X and J?, T and 7 being con
founded ; la^Soo-Aaafli [B], &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;o\\a9i [A], $eAAa0i [L]), one of the
sons of OBED-EDOM (q.v.), i Ch. 20 st, in a context full of dis
torted ethnic and gentilic names. T K C

PHAATH MOAB (cp&Ae MOO&amp;lt;\B [A]), i Esd. 5n =
Ezra 26, PAHATH-MOAR

PHACARETH (cpAKApee [BA]), i Esd. 5 34 = Ezra
257, POCHEKETH-HAZZEBAIM.

PHAEZELDAEUS
(cp&HzeAA&amp;lt;MOY [

R
J)&amp;gt;

I Esd - 5 38

RVme- = Ezra 26i, BARZILLAI.

PHAISUR
PASHUK, 3.

PHALDAIUS, RV Phaldeus
(cpA.A(&amp;lt;5,)A&amp;lt;Moc

i Esd. 944 = Neh. 84, PEDAIAH, 5.

PHALEAS
(&amp;lt;J&amp;gt;\A(MOY [BA]), i Esd. 5 29 = Ezra 2 44 ,

PADON.

PHALEK
(4&amp;gt;\AeK [Ti. WH]), Lk. 3 35 AY, RV

PELEG
(&amp;lt;/.*.).

PHALIAS ((PA.AIA.C [B]), i Esd. 9 4 8 RV = Neh. 87,
PELAIAH, 2.

PHALLU
(N-1j&amp;gt;B),

Gen. 46 9 AV, RV PALLU (q.v.).

PHALTI
( P^S), i S. 25 44 AV, RV PAI/TI

(&amp;lt;j.v.).

PHALTIEL
( pJOp pS),

2 S. 3 15 AV, RV PALTIEL.

PHANUEL ((}&amp;gt;ANOYHA t
ri - WH

1 :
CP PENUEL), of

the tribe of Asher, father of Anna the prophetess (Lk.
2 36). See ANNA.

PHARACIM, RV Pharakim
(c}&amp;gt;&amp;lt;Np&amp;lt;M&amp;lt;eM [B], 4Ap&amp;lt;\-

KEIM [A], om. L), a post-exilic family of Nethinim

(i Esd. 631) unmentioned in Ezraand Nehemiah. Sons
of Pharakim perhaps represents an original c ^ibn J3

the guild who had the care of the temple-hangings ;

cp C3ia in Phcen. CIS i. no. 86 A 5 10. See NETHINIM.
s. A. c.

PHARAOH (njr)S ; (J&amp;gt;Ap,\co
; Pharad), the name

given to all Egyptian kings in the Bible. Evidently
_. . like our expressions the Tsar, the Mogul,
,

^ etc.
,

it must have been a native word for
o name.

.

j^g^ or one Of the chje f titles of the

Egyptian rulers. The omission of the article shows its
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stereotyped use among the Hebrews. Later, the con

nection : Pharaoh, king of Egypt (Ex. 6n, etc.), shows
a tendency of the word Pharaoh to become a proper
name, as which it seems to stand in the NT, etc.

Josephus (Ant. viii. 6 2, 155) correctly states that

Pharaoh meant king in Egyptian.
We are now certain that the word is derived from

the expression for king used by the later Egyptians.
The Coptic form is (e)ppo, Lower Egyptian GYRO. w h

the article n(e)ppC), (J&amp;gt;OYPO. So, already, Tablonski

(Ofiusc. \
376). The group of signs corresponding to this in the

latest writings of the pagan Egyptians can be traced back

through its representatives in demotic and hieratic to the early
form J er- 0l (originally, n, final Aleph having fallen away)
the great house, the palace. This hieroglyphic group was

first compared with the Hebrew word by de Rouge (cp Ebers,

Ag. u. Biicher Mosis, 264). It is remarkable that the Greek
tradition in Horapollo still knew that OIKOS /u.e yas

= king.

The expression occurs already in the texts of the

pyramid-period from dynasty four onwards (later, e.g.,

in the famous inscription of Una, /. 8) in titles like

only friend of the Great House. Great House is a

paraphrase for king due to reverence, exactly like the

modern expressions the holy see for pope, the

Porte or the Sublime Porte, etc. In the early period
referred to, it was not yet possible to use great house

as perfectly synonymous with king. Expressions
like to follow the Great-House on his chariot (Pap.

Orbiney, 17s ; dyn. 19), in which the etymology begins
to be forgotten, do not occur in the time of the Old or

the Middle Empire. It is only in the vernacular style
of the New Empire that the title can be used in the

loose way quoted above ;

2
it becomes the usual word

for king, superseding the earlier expressions like hnf
(

His Majesty )
and stn, only at a much later date.

Consequently the Hebrews can have received it only
after 1000 B.C.

In confirmation of this, we see from the Amarna letters that
the title was unknown in Asia about 1400 B.C. The absence of
the word in the Assyrian texts (the alleged / ir u, king of Egypt,
belongs rather, as Winckler has shown, to the Arabian country
Musri) is, however, no cogent argument. No Semitic language
except Hebrew adopted the word ; the Koranic form Fir aun
shows the influence of Syrian Christianity.

The rendering in Hebrew orthography is remarkably
good and archaic. The strange vocalisation is sup

ported by (5 and, therefore, must not be abandoned
too lightly ;

3
perhaps it represents an archaic pro

nunciation.

Other Egyptian etymologies which have been suggested
cannot be upheld. /-AY the sun (Kosellini, Wilkinson, etc.),

for example, never was the common designation of the king, and

would, in Hebrew letters, give only y-\s- Lepage Renouf,
PS ftA 10421, proposed a Hebrew derivation from the root jns,
( to be noble ) with little probability.

We proceed to an enumeration of the various

Pharaohs mentioned in the OT.
i. Abraham s Pharaoh (Gen. 12is f. )

has, on the basis of a computation of the
. r .1 a. i v i i
lives of the patriarchs, been placed in

dynasty 12. If the latest chronology is to be followed,
we ought rather to go back to dynasty u. As, how
ever, this Pharaoh seems to be only a misunderstood

prince of southern Palestine (cp the parallel Gen. 26 and
see MIZKAIM, 26), all discussions are idle.

2. Joseph s Pharaoh lived, according to Ex. 1240,

The later Egyptians omitted the initial p, a

popular etymology talcing it for the article, which
was felt to be ungrammatical as long as the expres
sion was used for ///eking i.e. of Egypt, i \ i i

2 In this period it is frequently written playfully
the great (double) house, which does not alter the

&amp;lt;=
&quot;e^

pronunciation. In Greek times, even a feminine t-[p]er- o, Copt.

TppO the queen can be formed.
;i The only analogy would be pe/VXACO rich man. This

stands, however, for remc- o, and the short vowel has been
coloured to a by the Ain. Per, house, on the other hand, has
in nil cases been shortened down to P (cp PIHKSETH, PITHOM)
and does not seem ever to have had two syllables. The question
remains open. The king Pheron of Herodotus may be one of
that historian s many misunderstandings, and may simply have
meant king.
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some 430 years before the Exodus. The usual theory
with regard to the Exodus (see below, 3) would bring
us down to about 1700 B.C. That would correspond
with the period of the Hyksos dynasty, perhaps more

accurately with the reign of its first kings. The
tradition of Apophis (EGYPT, 52) whether it rest on
a correct calculation or on Josephus confusion of

Hyksos and Israelites is remarkable, but would bring
us to the end of the Hyksos-time, which does not seem
to furnish a smooth calculation. All this depends,
however, on the Exodus-chronology.

3. The Pharaoh of the oppression and his successor

(cp Ex. 223 4ig) would according to Ex. In be un

doubtedly Rameses II. and his son, Me(r)neptah.
This theory has now, hosvever, been finally upset by
the discovery of the Israel-stele which proves that in

Merneptah s fifth year Israel was in Asia. See EGYPT,

58-60, on this conflict. It may be mentioned that

the mummy of the alleged Pharaoh of the Exodus

(Merneptah) has recently been found in Thebes and is

now in the museum of Cairo. A theory of Bunsen,

placing the Exodus in the troubled time of Amenophis
IV. and his immediate successors (1400 B.C. and later ;

EGYPT, 56), might be supported by Josephus s

extract from Manetho ; but its four or five kings are

in such inextricable confusion that nothing can be

proved by the passage. For the rest, there is much
that militates against such theories. [Cp MOSES.]

4. The Pharaoh contemporary with Solomon, father-

in-law of the Israelite king (i K. 91624 11 1, etc.), and
also of his adversary Hadad (11 18), if one and the

same person are meant, would be one of the last kings
of the twenty-first Tanitic dynasty, or Shoshenk I., the

founder of dynasty twenty-two (EGYPT, 63). It is,

however, again very doubtful whether originally the

reference was really to some Egyptian ruler(s) and not

rather to Musrites (see HADAD, MIZKAIM, 2 b).

5. In i K. 1425, it is very remarkable that Shishak

Shoshenk I. is called not Pharaoh, but simply king of

Egypt. Griffith (in his most valuable article Pharaoh
in Hastings BD) draws the conclusion that the verse

containing the expression belongs to a source earlier

than the Pentateuchal sources, which employ regularly
the expression Pharaoh. [But cp Crit. Bib., where it

is held that there is a confusion between Cushi, king of

Misrim, and Shishak, king of Misraim. ]

6. On Pharaoh - Necho see NECHO, and (7) on
Pharaoh Hophra see HOPHKA. The latter is meant by
the Pharaoh of Ezek. 29 32. [Cp, however, PROPHECY,
and Crit. Bib.} w. M. M.

PHARATHON
(4&amp;gt;ApAeu&amp;gt;N [ANc - a

V]), i Mace. 9 50

RV, AY Pharathoni. See PIRATHON.

PHARES (cpApec [Ti. WH]), Mt. 1 3 Lk. 833 AV,
RV PEREZ (q.v.).

PHAREZ. i.
(} -))), Gen. 8829 AV, RV PEREZ.

2.
(4&amp;gt;ap&amp;lt;rs [BL]), i Esd.

T

S 3o AV = Ezra83, PAROSH.

PHARIDA
(&amp;lt;}&amp;gt;Ap[e]iAA [BA]), i Esd. 633 RV, AV

Pharira = Ezra 255, PERUDA (q.v.).

PHARISEES. See SCRIBES AND PHARISEES.

PHAROSH (trinS), Ezra 8 3 AV, RV PAROSH (q.v. ).

PHARPAR pans ;
A4&amp;gt;Ap4&amp;gt;A [B], &amp;lt;}&amp;gt;Ap&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;A [B

ame- b
],

&amp;lt;bAp4&amp;gt;ApA [A], &amp;lt;J&amp;gt;APCpAp [L] ; Pharphar [Vg.]), one of

the streams (nm:) of Damascus, 2 K. 5 12. The
identification of the Pharpar can hardly be doubtful,

though it has not been so unanimously agreed upon as

that of its fellow-stream, the ABANA or AMANA [?. .].

Those who insist on interpreting Damascus in the

question of Naaman to mean the city of that name have

to identify the Pharpar with the Nahr Taura, 1 which is

one of the principal streams into which the Nahr Barada

1 So Rev. W. Wright of Damascus, Leisure Hour, 1874, p.

284 (cp Expos., Oct. 1896, p. 295^), and long ago Benjamin of

Tudela. This identification is supported by the Arabic version.
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is divided, and contributes largely to the fertility of

tfie meadow-land (el-merj) of Damascus. It may of

course be permitted to assume that there was a time

when the Nahr Taura flowed through Damascus,
not merely, as it does now, a little to the N. , for the

site of the city of Benhadad cannot have been exactly

coincident with that of the Damascus of to-day.
1 But

how unnecessary it is to put this limitation on the

meaning of Damascus, will be seen by comparing
2 S. 8s/ i Ch. 18s/ Is. 78 Am. Isfr), where Damascus
is used as the name of the leading Aramaean state. In

the question of Naaman, it is not Damascus the city

but Damascus the country that forms the natural

antithesis to Israel. As soon as these facts are grasped,
it becomes natural to identify the Pharpar with the Nahr
el-A waj (

the crooked ),- which is the only independent
stream of importance in the required district besides the

Barada. This river has two principal sources.

One source is near the village of Ami, on the E. side of

Hermon, the other, in a wild glen, 2 m. above the village of
Beit Jenn, known to travellers on their way from Banias to

Damascus. The two streams, called the Nahr Ami and the

Nahr JennSni, unite at Sa sa and form the A waj which flows

from this point onwards in a general direction NW. by N. ; it

is no brawling brook (VV. Wright) but a copious stream, from

which, according to Porter, ancient canals carry the water to

places in the neighbourhood of Damascus. It dies out at last

in a marsh a little to the S. of that in which the Barada dis

appears.

The name Pharpar has been thought to survive in

that of the Nahr (Wady) Barbar, which also rises on
the E. side of Hermon, but farther to the N., and flows

S. of Damascus. 3 Burton indeed declares, There is

absolutely no \ Vady Barbar. . . . But there is a Jebel

Barbar which may be seen from Damascus
( Unexplored

Syria, 1 115, n. 8). This, however, does not really touch

the identification of names. T. K. c.

PHARZITES C VJSn), Nu.262o AV, RV PEREZITES.

See PEREZ.

PHASEAH(npS), Neh. 7si AV, RV PASEAH (q.v.}.

PHASELIS (chACHAic [KV], B^ciAeiAAN [A],
i Mace. 1023), a Dorian colony on the confines of Lycia
and Pamphylia, standing on a small peninsula, the first

land sighted on the voyage from Cilicia to Rhodes

(Livy, 3723), over the sea of Cilicia and Pamphylia
(Acts2/s). It was not originally Lycian (cpStrabo, 667) ;

but later it was incorporated, and finally became a
member of the Lycian League (cp coins, and CIG 4324,
4332 : so Kalinka in Kiepert s Festschrift, 1898, p.

1 67/1 ),
and marked the eastern limit of Lycian extension.

The town possessed no fewer than three harbours, and
was a great place of maritime trade (Strabo, 666

;
Thuc.

26g, rbi&amp;gt; TrXoOf T&V 6\KaSwv TUV dwo t acr^XtSos, and
id. 888; Pol. 30g). A testimony to its far-reaching
commerce is the fact that, before the middle of the

sixth century B.C., it shared in the Hellenion, or

sanctuary and emporium of the Greeks at Naucratis
in Egypt (Herod. 2178).

5 Hence Phaselis had a Jewish
colony in 139 B.C. (i Mace. 1523).
The importance of Phaselis lay not solely in commerce.

Above it rose the Solyma mountains (Takhtati Dagli), which
left only a narrow passage by the sea the pass of Mt. Klimax

which was often overflowed by the waves when the wind was
E. : here Alexander and his army barely escaped with their

1 Cp Sayce, Patriarchal Palestine, p. 24.
- So Ncildeke, Robinson, and especially Porter (Five years in

Damascus, 1 2QQ ; The Rivers of Damascus, Journ. o/ Sacred
/.if., July and Oct., 1853). Burton doubtfully identifies with
the stream of A in Fijeh (Unexplored Syria, 1 115). But this
stream joins the Barada.

3 It lias been surmised that anciently the stream joined that now
called the ffakr A ttMJ, and was popularly confounded with it,
and Dr. Thomson (LBS^o) states that one of the existing
smaller tributaries of the SabirdnJ (the name of the Nahr A -.iiaj
in the first pait of its course) comes down the ll ady Barbar.

*
&quot;I acrrjAi;, authors

; &amp;lt;l&amp;gt;a&amp;lt;n)Ais,
inscrr. ; &amp;lt;t&amp;gt;a&amp;lt;rT)A(e)tTuH ,

coins.
8 It struck coins with a variety of types in the sixth and

early part of the fifth century B.C., ceasing on the rise of the
Athenian empire (about 466 B.C.). Cp Hill, Brit. Mus. Cat.
ofGreek Coins, [Lycia].
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lives in 334 n.c. (Strabo, 666/. ; cp Spratt and Forbes, Travels,
\ igsf.). In Roman times the commerce of Phaselis had
degenerated into piracy, with the result that the town lost its

independence in 77-75 u.c.l

The place is now called Teltir-ova : it shows con

siderable remains of its harbours, and of a theatre,

stadium, and temple. The temple of Athens at Phaselis

claimed to possess the spear of Acnilles (Paus. iii. 38).
See further description in Beaufort, Karaiaania, 56/1

W. J. W.

PHASIRON, THE SONS OF, an unknown Arabian
tribe whom Jonathan the Maccabee smote

(
i Mace.

966
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;&Clp6GN [A], (pACeipCON [N], (b&plCOON [V]).

if sons of Pharison (so V) is not due to a misunder

standing of D sns JO- members of a robber-band ; cp

Dan. Hi 4. T. K. c.

PHASSARON, RV Phassurus ((bAccoypoy [Al)

i Esd. 5 25 = Ezra 2 38, PASHHUK (RV), 3.

PHEBE
(&amp;lt;J&amp;gt;oiBH [Ti. WHJ), Rom. 16 i AV, RV

PHCEBE (q.v.).

PHENICE. i. (cboiNiKH [Ti.WH]), Acts 11 19.

etc., AV, RV PHOENICIA (f.v.).
2.

(4&amp;gt; ri/i, or *oi.Vtf [Ti. WH]), Acts 2V 12, AV, RV PHCENIX.

The corn-ship from Alexandria in which Paul was

being conveyed to Italy (Acts 276) was so long weather

bound at Fair Havens on the S. coast of Crete that the

voyage could not be accomplished that year (v. 9), and it

became necessary to select a harbour in which to winter

(v. 12). The centurion, who in a ship of the imperial
corn-fleet ranked as senior officer (Ramsay, St. Paul
the Traveller, 323 f. ),

took the advice of the captain
and the sailing-master (EV wrongly the master and
the owner for Kv^fpvqr^ and vavK\T)pos of v. n), and
resolved to run westwards if possible to port Phosnix

(in which attempt, however, they failed).

To this course Paul himself was opposed, on what grounds
we are not told ;2 nor again is his precise position in the ship
made clear.

The expression in v. 12 (oi irAeioves, the more part advised
&quot;)

must not be taken to imply a general consultation of the entire

ship s company (Weiss, Apostelg., I.e.). Nor can we accept
the vague statement that Paul was a person of rank whose
convenience was to some extent consulted, and whose experi
ence as a traveller was known to be great (so Ramsay, op. cit.\
as helping to explain how a prisoner should have taken part in

a council of experts. The liberty accorded to Paul at Sidon

(v. 3) obviously stands in a quite different category. Paul had

absolutely no experience of the central or western Mediterranean ;

and captains and sailing-masters were scarcely likely to ask
the opinion of amateur sailors. We must be on our guard
against the falsity of the perspective of the writer of Acts, who
of course looks at all from the point of view of his hero, and
depicts Paul everywhere as the central figure. It may be
doubted whether anything more ought to be extracted from the
narrative of events at Fair Havens than the fact of a general

objection urged by Paul with characteristic vigour and direct

ness against the proposal when it became known to the ship s

company. Is it possible that Paul s desire to remain at Fair
Havens had its origin in a prospect of missionary work ? The
important town of Gortyna was only a few miles from this point
of the coast (Strabo 478. See GORTVNA).

It is clear from a general consideration of the cir

cumstances (see FAIR HAVENS) that Phoenix must be

sought to the westward of the great gulf of Messara,
which begins at Cape Matala, about 6 m. W. of Fair

Havens. It was during the run across this gulf that

the squall broke which drove the ship off her course

(v. 15), and ultimately caused her to drift upon the coast

of Malta (v. 27).

Phoenix is mentioned by Strabo as a coast settlement

on what he calls the isthmus of Crete i.e., the

narrow part of the island between Mount Ida and the

mountains of the broad western end (475, KaroiKiar

1 Cic. Verr. iv. 10 21, Phaselis ilia, quain cepit P. Se&amp;gt;i ilius,

nan fuerat urbs antea Cilicum ft prifdonutit : Lycii illam,
Grceci homines, incolebant . . . asciverunt sibi illud oppidum
piraice primo commercio, dcinde etiat societate.

2 Acts 27 10 merely gives his summing up of the consequences
foreboded by him if the present anchorage was abandoned :

voyage (TOV TrAoOi/) refers of course only to the proposed run
to port Phoenix, not to the entire voyage.
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. . . irpbs rri vorup QoiviKa rbv Aa/jLTr^uv).

1 Phoenix

is commonly identified with the modern village and
harbour of Loutrd some miles to the SW. , a position
in conformity both with the notice in Strabo and with

that of Ptolemy (iii. 17 3).

Ptolemy locates in this part of Crete a harbour Phoenicfis

(4&amp;gt;oii
icou5 Aijurjy) and a town Phoenix (4oiVi TrdAts). In the

Synecdcnius of Hierocles (14, ed. Parth) Phoenix appears, under
the form Phcenice, as a bishopric, along with a place Aradena

both in the neighbourhood of the island of Clauda
(4&amp;gt;otci&amp;lt;oj

TJrot \paSeva, nij&amp;lt;7os KAaC6os). Aradena is further mentioned

by Steph. Hyz. ,
under the name Araden, as a Cretan town which

was also called from its position Anopolis, Upper Chy ( \paSrjv
jroAts KprjTrjs t\

6f AyouroAts Aeyerai 610 TO elvai avia). Hoth
the name Araden or Aradena and the name Anopolis survive

unchanged Anof&amp;gt;olis or Anaf&amp;gt;olis being that of a group of

villages on the plateau N. of Loutrd, W. of which, about a mile
inland from the harbour, is the village of A radhena. Both at
Aradhena and at Loutrd are found ancient remains (those at

the latter place Roman) ; but the chief ancient Greek site is on
a hill on the southern edge of the plateau. Here was the ancient
Araden to which was transferred the name of the harbour
Phoenix (Loutrd).

2

Loutr6 is described as the only secure harbour in

all winds on the S. coast of Crete (cp Smith, op. cif.,

261), and Captain Spratt writes that it is the only bay
to the westward of Fair Havens in which a vessel of

any size could find any shelter during the winter months

(quoted by Smith, op. cit., 92, where similar testimony

by others is collected). That imperial ships were some
times to be found there is proved by an inscription

from Loutr6 (dating from the reign of Trajan) given in

full by Smith, op. cit.
, 269^

It is all but impossible, however, to make the identi

fication which thus appears so conclusive agree with

the description of the harbour in Acts 27 12.

There it is described as At/ueVa rjs Kptjrrjs /3A jrOVTO Kara AtjSa
icai. Kara vwpoi (AV and lieth toward the south west and north
west ;

RV looking north-east and south-east,
1 RVmg. Gk.

dcnvn the south-west wind and dtnvn the north-west wind ).

1. If we adopt the rendering of AV, the identification of
Phoenix with port Loutrd must be surrendered ; that harbour
faces E. i.e., is open to winds ranging from NE. to SE. We
must then identify with the harbour W. of the promontory of

Loutrd (ending in Cape Muros), called Phineka Hay in the

Admiralty Chart. :{ Soundings ranging from three and a half

fathoms to one would make it as good an anchorage as Loutrd

port. If the objection to wintering at Fair Havens was that it

lies open to the E. (Acts 27 12), the same objection would apply
to port Loutrd. 4 The evidence of navigators acquainted with

the coast (cp Smith, I.e.) is against the actual existence of a

sheltered anchorage on the W. of the peninsula, and the charts

do not decide the point.
2. If we adopt the rendering of RV ( looking NE. and SE. )

we must interpret Kara. AijSa and Kara \iapov as looking down
the direction of the winds named.

This translation is supported by reference to Herod. 4 no,
they were borne along by wind and wave

(i&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;epovTO
Kara KU/UO-

(eat ai ffiov), to which objection is made on the ground that

there the usage is of a ship in motion (the objections urged by
Page, Acts of the Apostles, note in loc., that a harbour does

not move and must look Kara. Ai/3a whether At
i|&amp;lt;

is blowing or

not,&quot; and that if At
i/;

and \wpos represent, not points of the

compass, but winds in motion, then Kara AijSa Kai Kara xuipov in

volves the assertion that two winds are blowing at the same

time, are surely in the highest degree sophistical). The ex

pression of Arrian {Per. Rux. 3, a^via vf&amp;gt;t\i)
(irava&amp;lt;na.cra. ep-

pa-yj) (car eupoc) is not clear (see Smith, op. cit., 89, note, for

discussion). Josephus, speaking of the places between Joppa
and Dora, says that they were all

6u&amp;lt;rop^a
Sia ras Kara Ai/3a

7rpocroAas (Ant. xv. 9 6). Thucydides describes a steady N.
wind as KO.TO. {Sopeav etmjitui? ((5 104).

In spite of the examples quoted, however, the phrase in Acts
is obscure : it seems due to a confusion of ideas. Just as in

English to look down the wind means to look in the direction

in which it is blowing, so in Greek ; nevertheless, |3AeVa&amp;gt;
used

of a harbour would naturally imply facing, turned towards.

3. The explanation of Conybeare and Howson (Life and E/&amp;gt;.

ofSt. Paul, 2 400) is that sailors speak of everything from their

own point of view, and that such a harbour [as that of Loutrd]
does &quot; look

&quot;

from the water towards the land which encloses it

1 Lampa (Lappa, coins and inscrr.) was at a site in the in

terior now called Palis.
- There is some evidence that the name Phoenix still survives

in the locality (cp J. Smith, I oyage and Shipwreck of St.

PauK^, 258); it probably bears reference to the existence in

early days of a Phoenician trading-post at this point.
3 (Pub. 1861, from survey by Mr. Millard in 1859; large

corrections, July 1864.)
4 This objection would be met, however, by what we read in

Smith, 261, 269.
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in the direction of south-west and north-west. (Similarly

what we read in Farrar [St. Paul, 711] is surely not to be

justified by appeals to the natural phraseology of v. 27 ; cp
Page, /.c.)l

It must be remembered that neither Paul nor the

writer of Acts ever saw the harbour.
Literature. Chiefly J. Smith s Voyage and Shipwreck of

St. PaulW, 1880. Bursian, Geogr. v. Griech., with authorities

therein mentioned. w. J. W.

PHERESITES ((})pezAloi [BAL]), i Esd.Sog AV.
(RV Pherezites) = Ezra9i, PEKIZZITE.

PHICHOL (fe S;
&amp;lt;|&amp;gt;IKO\ [AD], 4&amp;gt;| XOA [DEL]),

general of Abimelech, king of Gerar (Gen. 212232 [RV
Phicol]; 2626). The name, like MICHAL (q.v. ),

is

probably corrupted from ^ n 3K, Abihail, but ultimately,

like Abimelech, from Jerahmeel.
The absurd rendering mouth of all (cp Gen. 41 40) is as old

as the Midrash (Ber. raliba, on Gen. jl 22). Whiston, the
translator of Josephus, connects Phicol with

*I&amp;gt;iicoAa,
the name

of the native village of Joseph, the famous tax-collector under

Ptolemy Euergetes (Jos. Ant. xii. 4 2); so also Fiirst. An
Arabic etymology (fakala, 8, to give attention to ) has also
been ventured. Delitzsch (Par, 270) compares the Hittite

name PIsiri ; but we require a Semitic name like Abimelech.
T. K. C.

PHILADELPHIA (cJxAAAeA^iA, Rev. 1 3 7 [WH],
4&amp;gt;iA&AAcbei&i

most minuscules, inscrr. and classical

. . authors), a Pergamene foundation, as is
&quot;

evident from its situation on the gentle

slopes at the base of the steeper hills (Mt. Tmolus)
commanding the site, a position dictated, not by
military, but by commercial considerations (Ramsay,
Hist. Geogr. of AM 86, Cities and Bish. of Phrygia,

2353 n. ; cp Holm, Gk. Hist. ET 4477). It was built

by Attalus II. Philadelphus (159-138 B.C.), who also

founded Attaleia in Pamphylia (see ATTALIA). The
town lay on the southern side of the valley of the

Cogamus (or Cogamis : Ramsay, Cities and Bish. of

Phryg. 1 196 n.
),

a tributary of the Hermus, near the

road uniting the Hermus and Mreander valleys. It

stood, therefore, on the confines of Lydia and Phrygia,
on the south-western edge of the volcanic region called

Katakekaumene, or Burnt Region : it was, however,

properly a Mysian town (Strabo, 628) separated from

the bulk of the Mysians by the aforesaid Burnt Region,
which itself also was variously claimed as Lydian,

Mysian, or Phrygian, from the interlacing of the bounds
of the three peoples in this district. The volcanic

nature of its soil was the cause alternately of the pros

perity and the misfortunes of Philadelphia.

Philadelphia s staple export was wine : its coins show the hed
of Dionysos, the type being doubly appropriate, as Dionysos
Kathegemon was a great deity at Pergamos (cp the coins of

Dionysopolis, also founded by Attalus II., Ramsay; op. cit.

1 126). Some part of its prosperity was doubtless derived from
its hot springs (cp Joan. Lyd. 75, 349, where the hot springs of

Hierapolis and LAODICEA [q. T.] are also mentioned), which
are still much used ; probably connected in some degree with
these was the celebrity of the city for its festivals and temples,
the number of which gained it the title of miniature Athens.

Frequent destructive earthquakes, however, threw heavy burdens
on its finances (Strabo, 579, 628). The status of the town is

evidenced by the fact that the Koinon of Asia, which, according
to some unknown rule of rotation, held its festival in the chief

cities of the Province (e.g., Ephesus, Smyrna, Sardis, Pergamos,
Laodiceia), met also at Philadelphia (CIG 1068, 3428). For
some time the town even changed its name to Neoc&amp;lt;esareia,

and struck coins under that name during the reigns of Tiberius,

Caligula, and Claudius (Ramsay, op. cit. 1 201). The change
was made in recognition of the aid rendered by Tiberius on the

occasion of the great earthquake of 17 A.D. (Tac. Ann. -47).

In later Byzantine times, Philadelphia was a large

and warlike city (Georg. Acropol. in, neylff-nr) KOI

iroXudvOpuiros), and was a bulwark of civilisation in

this quarter, until, in 1379 or 1390, the united forces of

the Byzantine Emperor Manuel II. and the Osmanli

Sultan Bayezid I. compelled its surrender to the Turks.

1 Ramsay (St. Paul the Traveller, 326) suggests that the

sailors described the entrance as one in which inward-bound

ships looked towards NW. and SW., and that in transmission

from mouth to mouth the wrong impression was given that

the harbour looked NW. and SW.
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Possibly this energy, bravery, and self-reliance is trace

able to the infusion of Macedonian blood ;
for

Macedonian colonists (the Mysonmkedones of Pliny,

//.V5i2o, and Ptol. v. 2 15) were planted among the

Mysians by the Seleucid kings, S. of Philadelphia, on

the road to Ephesus, in the modern Uzum-Ova (Ramsay,

op. cit. 1 196).

The church of Philadelphia, though not unreservedly

praised, like that of Smyrna, stands second in point
of merit in the list of those addressed in_

references.
the Apocalypse. Both Smyrna and

Philadelphia were troubled by those

who say they are Jews, and are not (Rev. 2 9 89).

Ignatius, writing a few years later, also found it

necessary to warn the Philadelphians against the

preachers of Judaism (ad Phil. 6) as well as against
disunion (chap 7). In Philadelphia the Jewish element

predominates, as against the Hellenism rampant in

Pergamos (Rev. 2 13). The town is still to a large
extent Christian (cp Rev. 812). Its modern name is

Ala-Sheher. 1

See Curtius, Nachtrag zu den Beitr. zur Gesch. u. Topogr.
Kleinas., 1873. W. J. W.

PHILARCHES (o cpyAARXHC [VA]), 2 Mace. 832

AV, regarding the word as a proper name
;
but RV

the phylarch.

PHILEMON, EPISTLE TO (npoc (piAHMONA ;
so

Ti. WH with NA and other MSS, but fuller superscrip
tions also occur mainly to indicate that the

1. History.
Epistle was written by the apostle Paul

and at Rome, see Tisch. Sa) is the name of a short com

position which has come down to us from antiquity as

the thirteenth in the NT collection of Epistles of Paul.

Tertullian (adv. Marc. 621) is the first who expressly
mentions the writing as included by Marcion among
the ten epistles of Paul accepted by him, adding the

remark that this was the only epistle whose brevity
availed to protect it against the falsifying hands of the

heretic
(

soli huic epistolae brevitas sua profuit ut

falsarias manus Marcionis evaderet
).

It retained its

position undisturbed, although now and then (as, for

example, by Jerome) its right to do so had to be
vindicated against some

( plerique ex veteribus
)
who

thought the honour too great for an epistle having no
doctrinal importance. Others did not fail to praise
this commendatory letter of the apostle on behalf of a

runaway slave as a precious gem showing forth Paul s

tenderness and love for all his spiritual children, even
those who were the least of them if judged by the

standard of the world.

F. C. Baur was the first (Pastoralbr. 1835 ; Paulus,

1845} who found himself led by his one-sided preoccupa
tion with the four principal epistles (see PAUL;
PHILIPPIANS, EPISTLE TO THE, i) to raise difficulties

with regard to the Epistle to Philemon. Its close

relationship to Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians,

especially the last-named, which he found himself unable
to attribute to Paul, was too much for him, although in

this case his tendency -criticism failed him. The
considerations he urged in addition were certain et7ra

Xe76/aei a,the romantic colour of the narrative, the small

probability of the occurrence, some plays upon words
and the perhaps symbolical character of Onesimus,
points which, all of them, can be seen set forth in detail

in Paulust-i, 2 88-94.

Thorough-going disciples of the Tubingen school, such as
Rovers in his Nieuuj Testatnentische lettcrkunde(\ & &&), followed
in the footsteps of their leader although with occasional modi
fications in detail. Rovers saw in the epistle a concrete illustra
tion of what is laid down in Colossians as to the relation between
masters and slaves. Pfleiderer (Paulinisinus, 1890, pp. 42^),
although impressed by the simplicity and naturalness of the
motive of Philemon, could not get over its agreement with
Colossians, and, taking refuge in the consideration that Onesimus
seemed to betray an allegorical character, ended by regarding

1 Ala-Sheher the spotted (or parti-coloured) city (see
Murray s Handbook to A.M. 83). Older books call it, by a
mere error, Attah-Shehcr the City of God.
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the epistle as a symbolical illustration of the relation between
Christian slaves and their masters as set forth in Col. 3 22-4 i.

Similarly Weizsacker (Apos t. ZfitalterP), 1892, 545), who found
himself compelled in view of Colossians to regard Philemon as
an illustrative example of a new doctrine bearing on the Christian

life, the allegorical character of which is already shown by the

very name of Onesimus.

Those who did not adopt the Tubingen position in

its entirety, but endeavoured to rescue at least some of

the minor Pauline epistles such critics as Hilgenfeld
and S. Davidson either argued for the genuineness or

sought a way out of the difficulty of maintaining its

genuineness as a whole by a hypothesis of interpolations.
So Holtzmann ZWT, 1873, pp. 428-41 (with regard
to W. 4-6, controverted by Steck JPT, 1891, pp.

570-584), and W. Bruckner, Chron. Reihenfolgc, 1890,

pp. 200-3 (as regards vv. $/., controverted by Haupt,
Komm. 1897, p. 10).

The conservative school carried on its opposition to

Baur and his followers with greater or less thorough
ness in various introductions and commentaries, the

most recent being that of M. R. Vincent who (Comm.
160 [1897]), after briefly summing up the objections,

proceeds : It is needless to waste time over these.

They are mostly fancies. The external testimony and
the general consensus of critics of nearly all schools are

corroborated by the thoroughly Pauline style and diction

and by the exhibition of those personal traits with which
the greater epistles have made us familiar. So also

Zahn (Einl.W 1322 [1900]), with the usual pathos, and

adding a couple of notes : That this epistle also, with

its fullness of material which could not have been

invented (note 7), should without any support for

tradition and without any adequate reason whatever

having been suggested for its invention, have been

declared to be spurious, does not deserve more than a

passing mention (note 8). J. P. Esser also expresses
himself in a similar manner in an academic thesis that

seeks to treat the subject with the utmost possible

exhaustiveness, De Brief aan Philemon, 1875.
The criticism which refused to accept as an axiom

the doctrine of the four principal epistles of Paul (see

PAUL, 30, 32, 34) did not make itself much heard.

Bruno Bauer was quite silent, and its other repre
sentatives contented themselves, as a rule, with the

declaration sometimes more, sometimes less, fully

elaborated that we do not possess any epistles of Paul

at all. R. Steck wrote the treatise already referred to

(JPT, 1891) in which he concentrated attention upon
the double character of the epistle, as a private letter

and as a writing apparently intended for the Pauline

church ; repeated some of the objections of Baur and
others

;
maintained that the ultimate design of the

author was to present vividly the apostle s attitude

to the slavery question, as seen in i Cor. 7 21 /. ;

and took special pains to emphasise the view that the

unknown writer had made use, in his composition, of

a correspondence between Pliny and Sabinianus pre
served in the Epistles of Pliny (21 24) to which Grotius

had long ago called attention (see below, 4). Van
Manen (Handl. 59 [1900]) devoted two sections to a

statement of his views as to Philemon.

On the assumption of the correctness of the received

tradition regarding the canonical epistles of Paul,

and of the identity of the Onesimus
of Philem. 10 with the person named in

Col 4 ^ the statement usually met with

is that Onesimus, a runaway slave, christianised by
Paul and sent back by the apostle to his master with

our present letter to Philemon, originally belonged to

Colossas, where also lived his master Philemon, a man
of wealth inasmuch as he owned a slave (!), who, either

from Ephesus or perhaps at F phesus itself (for we

cannot be certain that the apostle ever visited Colossae),

had been converted by Paul.

Any one, however, who will allow the epistle to tell its

own story must receive from it a somewhat different
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impression. There is in it no information as to who
Philemon was he is mentioned in the NT nowhere else

and is known only by later tradition nor as to where

he was living when Paul, according to Philem. 10-20,

sent back to him his former slave Onesimus, after he had

christianised him and so made him a brother of the master

who could be spoken of as a beloved fellow-worker of Paul

and Timothy, owing his conversion to Christianity to

the former (vv. i 19). The reader is not further ad

vanced in his knowledge when Philemon is named by
the tradition of a later age as a presbyter, a bishop,

a deacon, or even an apostle, and Onesimus is reputed
to have been bishop of Ephesus. For the unpreoc-

cupied reader this little document of ancient Christianity

represents itself in various lights, now as a letter written

by Paul and Timothy to Philemon, Apphia, Archippus,
and a domestic church (vv. i -20. 3 22^ 25), now as written

by Paul alone to Philemon (r-v. 26 4-22(1 23 24). Sister

Apphia and Archippus, the fellowsoldier of Paul and

Timothy according to v. 2, are nowhere else met with

in the NT, unless Archippus be, as many suppose,
identical with the person named in Col. 4 17 which may
or may not be the case. That Apphia and Archippus
should be respectively the wife and the son of Philemon,

as many are ready to assume, is a gratuitous supposi
tion which has no solid ground, and has against it

the strangeness of the collocation Apphia the sister,

Archippus our fellowsoldier and the church in the house

that is thine, Philemon
(&amp;lt;rov).

Paul a prisoner of Christ Jesus and brother Timothy, so we
learn from the epistle, address themselves with words of blessing
to the persons named (w. i 211 3), or otherwise Paul alone does

so to Philemon (2^). Next Paul goes on to say to Philemon
that he thanks God always for his well-known love and his

exemplary faith (w. 4-7), upon which he, as Paul Trpe^/SOrr;?

(the aged) and a prisoner of Christ Jesus, beseeches him to

receive his son Onesimus whom he sends to him, though he
would willingly have kept him beside himself, as a beloved

brother (pz . 8-16). Whatsoever expenses may have been in

curred the apostle promises to defray (77 . 17-20). He might
enjoin ; but he trusts to the goodwill of Philemon, of whose

hospitality he hopes ere long to be able to partake (rw. 21-22^1)

through the mediating prayers of all of them (6ia rtav irpoaevxiav

vfjuai , 2?b) ;
next he conveys to him the greetings of Epaphras,

his fellow-prisoner in Christ Jesus, and of Mark, Aristarchus,

Demas, Luke, his fellow- workers (TV. 2324), and the epistle
closes with a word of blessing upon all

(z&amp;gt;. 25).

A surprising mixture of singular and plural both in

the persons speaking and in the persons addressed.

... This double form points at once to
3. composition. some pecu iiarjty in the composition of

the epistle. It is not a style that is natural to any one

who is writing freely and untrammelled, whether to one

person or to many. Here, as throughout the discussion,

the constantly recurring questions as to the reason for

the selection of the forms, words, expressions adopted
find their answer in the observation that the epistle was
written under the influence of a perusal of Pauline

epistles, especially of those to the Ephesians and the

Colossians. Take the examples in which one or more

persons near Paul are named as the writers :

Col. 1 i as Philem. i Brother Timothy. Again, why does
Paul call himself in Philem. 9 6e cr/xios \punov IijtroO, and not

as elsewhere SoOAos or aTrooroAos ! The answer is found in Eph.
3 i 4 i. What is meant by the inclusion of other names besides

that of Philemon among the addressees? For answer see i Cor.

1 2 2 Cor. 1 i. Archippus comes from Col. 4 17, the epithets

&amp;lt;ruvepyo&amp;lt;;
and &amp;lt;TW0TpaTiioTT)s from Phil. 2 25. The church

which is in the house from Col. 4 15. The prayer in v. 3 from
Rom. 1 7 i Cor. 132 Cor. 1 2 Gal. 1 3 Eph. 1 2 or Phil. 1 2. The
thanksgiving and commemoration of v. 4 from Rom. 1 89 i Cor.

1 4 Eph. 1 16 5 20 Phil. 1 3 Col. 1 3. The continual hearing of

Philemon s love and faith towards all the saints (y. 5) from Eph.
1 15 Col. I 4. The expression &quot;ov eyfrnjo-a (v. 10) from i Cor.

4 15 cp Gal. 4 19. The sending of Onesimus in w. \of. from
Col. 4s or Eph. 621 f. although in these passages it is Tychicus,
a free man; Trpbs iapav of v. 15 from 2 Cor. 78 Gal. 2 5 ; the

brother beloved and servant in the Lord of v. 16 from Col.

479. The reckoning of v. 18 from Phil. 4 15; I Paul w.
19 from Gal. 62 Eph. 3 i

;
with my hand from i Cor. 1621

Gal. i ii Col. 4 18 ; the names in in&amp;gt;. 23 f. from Col. 17 4 10 12 14

although now Epaphras takes the place of Aristarchus, the

fellow-prisoner, as Onesimus a slave takes the place of the free
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man, the brother beloved in Col. 4 9. The final benediction
comes from Phil. 4 23.

Such phenomena are adverse to the supposition that

Paul can have written the epistle. The thing is possible
... . . indeed, but certainly not probable.

mip Rather may we say that no one could

repeat himself so or allow himself to be restricted to

such a degree by the limitations of his own previous

writings. Nor can we think of Paul, however often we
are told that he did so, as having put a private letter,

after the manner here observed, into the form of a
church epistle. We need not pause to conjecture what
was the relation between him and Philemon, or where
the latter had his home whether in Colossce, Ephesus,
Laodicea, somewhere else in Asia Minor, or perhaps
even somewhere beyond its limits

;
nor yet as to the

circumstances and date of his conversion by the apostle,
or as to the reason why the runaway slave Onesimus,
who as yet was no Christian, should have betaken

himself precisely to Paul the prisoner at Caesarea,

shall we say, or at Rome? The romantic element in

the story does not need to be insisted on. It is to be

put to the credit of the writer who may very well

perhaps have made use of the story which has been so

often compared with it (see above ; Plin. Epist. 9zi 24).

A freedman (liberttts} of Sabinianus makes his escape
and seeks refuge with Pliny, who was known to him as

a friend of Sabinianus who also lives in Rome, where

upon Pliny sends him back with a commendatory letter

in which he pleads for the runaway from the standpoint
of pure humanity. Our unknown author makes the

freedman into a slave whom he brings into contact, at

an immense distance from his home, with Paul,

Philemon s spiritual father, who converts Onesimu^

also, and thereupon sends him back with a plea for

the slave from the standpoint of Christian faith and
Christian charity. He has thus presented us with an
ideal picture of the relations which, in his judgment,
that is according to the view of Pauline Christians,

ought to subsist between Christian slaves and their

masters, especially when the slaves have in some

respect misconducted themselves, as for example by
secretly quitting their master s service. One might
also add that he thus has given a practical commentary
on such texts as Col. 3 22-25 Eph. 65-9 i Cor. 7 21-22

(see Steck).
The author s name and place remain unknown. He

is to be looked for within the circle from which the

epistles of Paul to the Ephesians, Philippians,

Colossians, emanated ; nor can Philemon be much
later in date. Probably it was written in Syria or, it

may be, in Asia Minor about 125-130. In any case,

later than Paul s death about 64 A. u. and at a time

when men had begun to publish letters under his

name, when also they had formed the habit of adorning
him with titles of honour such as bondman (d^cruios)

of Christ Jesus, aged (irpeafivTris}, being such an
one as Paul, etc. (roioOTOs &v ws IlaPXoj, K.T.\.), the

I Paul (e7cb HaOXos) implies a name of high authority

(w. i 9 19), when further the Christology of the church

had already so far developed that it was possible to

use convertibly the designations Christ, Jesus, Christ

Jesus, Jesus Christ, and to speak of him as the fountain

of grace and peace as God himself is (w. 325) and as

the Lord who is the centre towards whom all the

thinking and striving of believers is directed (TV. 35-9
20 23). On the other hand, it is of course earlier than

Tertullian s Marcion.
If the epistle can no longer be regarded as a direct

product of Paul s spirit, so full of Christian charity, it

nevertheless remains to show by an example
what Christianity at the time of its com

position had been able to achieve as a guiding and

sanctifying force in the case of certain special problems
of life, and what the several relations were amongst
believers of that time.
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The commentaries of J. B. Lightfoot (Philippians, 1868, (

10
)

1890), H. von Soden (HCft), 1891), Ellicott (P/tilityians, 1861,

1888), E. Haupt {Gefangenschaftsbrieft:,
6. Literature. 1897), M. R. Vincent (PhUippians, 1897)

will be found useful, though all of them ac

cept the Epistle as genuine. Cp also Holtzmann (AY/.(3
I 246-7),

S. Davidson (Introii.^ 1 153-160), Zahn
(&amp;gt;

/. (
2

) 1 pp. 311-326),
Steck (//

J 1
, 1891, pp. 570-584), Van Manen (Handl. 59).

W. C. v. M.

PHILETUS (4&amp;gt;iAHTOC [Ti. WH]), mentioned with

Hymenasus in 2 Tim. 2 17!- That he was really a
teacher opposed to Paul, is altogether improvable (see

HYMEN.-KUS) ; he is but a type of Gnostic teachers who
obtained influence after Paul s time. He takes the

place of the Alexander coupled with Hymenceus in

i Tim. 1 20 why, it is useless to conjecture. T. K. c.

PHILIP
(&amp;lt;J&amp;gt;iAlTTTTOC [ANV]). Two of the five

Philips of Macedon are named in the Apocrypha.
1. Philip II., father of ALEXANDER the Great,

i Mace. 1162; see ALEXANDER, i.

2. Philip V.
,
mentioned together with his (illegitimate)

son PERSEUS (q.v. )
in r Mace. 85 as an example of the

warlike success of the Roman arms.

As is well-known, Philip V. was finally defeated at Cynos-
cephalae in Thessaly (197 B.C.), Perseus at Pydna (168 B.C.).

See further Smith s Diet. Class. Biog., s.v., and Ency. Brit.W),
s.v. Macedonian Empire.

3. One of the friends (or, according to 2 Mace. 929,
a foster-brother) of Antiochus Epiphanes to whom was
entrusted the bringing up of the child afterwards known
as Antiochus Eupator (1646.0., i Mace. 614/1 ).

In

thus designating Philip and not Lysias (cp 832^) as

regent and guardian to the minor Antiochus, he may
have been influenced by the utter failure of the campaign
conducted by Lysias against Judaea (Camb. Bible,

ad loc.
).

For his fate see LYSIAS. Another tradition

tells that fearing the young son he fled to Ptolemy Philo-

metor (2 Mace. 9 29). He is commonly identified with :

4. A barbarous Phrygian whom Antiochus Epiphanes
left in charge of Jerusalem (about 168 B.C.), which he

governed with great cruelty (2 Mace. 622, cp 6u).
Fearing the growing strength of Judas the Maccabee he

sought help from PTOLEMY
[&amp;lt;?.

v.
, 4(1)], the governor,

of Coele-Syria, who sent GORGIAS and NICANOR (88^ ).

It is not improbable that he was the messenger who
brought the tidings of the ill success of Lysias to

Antiochus (i Mace. 65), which makes the account of

his advancement to high office more intelligible.

5. The chancellor of Antioch whose excesses caused Lysias
and Antiochus Eupator to withdraw from the invasion of Judtea
(2 Mace. 13 23). In spite of the difference in the traditions he is

possibly to be identified with (3) and (4) above.
6. For Philip (Herod), see HEROD, FAMILY OF, 9, n.

PHILIP, THE APOSTLE, and PHILIP, THE
EVANGELIST. In the NT two followers of Jesus,

_. ,. . both bearing the name of Philip, are
1. Distinct

dearly distinguished. (i. )
The name

persons. holds the fifth place jn alj four ljsts of

the twelve apostles; in Mt. (10s) Mk. (3i8) and Lk.

(614) that of Bartholomew is coupled with it, in Acts

(lis) that of Thomas (see APOSTLE). Nothing further

is related concerning this apostle, save in the Fourth

Gospel (see below, 5). (ii. )
In Acts 65 a Philip is

reckoned as one of the seven at Jerusalem. Accord

ing to 85-40 he labours as a missionary in Samaria
after the death of Stephen his fellow deacon (by vv.

i 14 18 he is expressly distinguished from the apostle),
and baptizes the Ethiopian eunuch. In2l8/i (belong

ing to the we -source) we learn that he received Paul
on his last journey to Jerusalem as his guest at Csesarea,
and that his four unmarried daughters, endowed with

the gift of prophecy, were there with him. In this

passage he is described as one of the seven and also as

the Evangelist (on the title see EVANGELIST, and
MINISTRY, 3911, b}. Ewald attributed to him an

original gospel (see GOSPELS, 157 A, \\d).
In the account of Philip in Acts there are various

points demanding attention.
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(a) In the first place it is surprising to find that in Acts

2 Credibility
21 10 ASabus is brought in to foretell to

of Acts.
Paul his destiny.
This is no sufficient reason, however, for

regarding the mention of the prophetic daughters of Philip in
v. 9 as (i) a mistake of the author s, or (2) as a gloss. Both
allegations are simply bold attempts to escape the difficulty
involved in the statement in the verse, that the evangelist had
prophetic daughters, as against the assertion of the Church
Fathers that the prophetic women were daughters of the apostle
(see below, 4 /&amp;gt;, c) The deletion of v. 9 would not in any case
remove the difficulty that Agabus is in this chapter introduced
as if he had never been mentioned before, while yet his name
is actually met with in 11 28. A much preferable supposition
would be that according to the we -source it was the daughters
of Philip who made the prediction to Paul and that a redactor
ofActs bearing in mind i Cor. 14 34 (women to keep silence) found

something objectionable in this and therefore put the prophecy
into the mouth of Agabus.

(b) Whilst 840 prepares the reader for the presence of

Philip in Caesarea it is not easy to, see why Ashdod is

named as the place to which he was caught away.
If an interval of time (a short interval, of course) had been

specified within which Philip had been found at Ashdod, we
might suppose the true explanation to be that that city was named
on account of its considerable distance from the place where the
eunuch had been baptized. This specification of time being
absent, perhaps the source used by the author of Acts at
this point contained an account of some occurrence in Ashdod
which has not been preserved to us.

(c) The statement of 814-17 that the converted

Samaritans were not able to receive the Holy Ghost
save by the laying on of hands of the apostles, as well as

the whole story of Simon Magus (see MINISTRY, 34 c

and SIMON MAGUS) must be regarded as quite un-

historical. The account of Philip s missionary activity
in Samaria, on the other hand, is not similarly open to

question, nor yet that of the conversion of the eunuch,

although it will hardly be denied that this last seems to

have received later touches. Such a touch, in particular,

may be seen in the miraculous rapture of Philip,

parallel to that of Habakkuk in Bel and the Dragon
(v. 35 [36]) or to the sudden appearances and disappear
ances suggested by i K. 18 18 2 K. 2i6; clearly it

serves to bring the narrative to an effective close.

Even as regards those statements about Philip, how-
. ... ever, which are not in themselves

f

l

p^
caPce incredible, it is necessary to bear

. ,

&quot;

always in mind their obvious suitability
to the purpose of the writer of Acts.

The Samaritans occupy an intermediate position between

Jews and Gentiles. As for the eunuch, he is indeed a Gentile,

yet a Gentile of the class which already stands very near to

Judaism (827^). The person specially fitted to be the first

missionary of the gospel to people of this description will be not
one who comes from the straitest Jewish circles but one who is

represented ((5 1) as having been chosen in the interests of the

Hellenists, that is, of the Jews of the Dispersion resident in

Jerusalem, and who therefore also, after the manner of so

many other Jews having relations with Greeks, bore a Greek
name (cp NAMES, 86).

Thus Philip comes to be the character in Acts to whom
the preliminary stages of the mission to the Gentiles are

assigned. The original apostles take knowledge of the

Samaritan mission and give it their sanction only at a

later stage. The difficulty as to whether a Jewish-
Christian missionary may or may not enter a Gentile

house is not raised so far as Philip is concerned, but

only afterwards in the case of CORNELIUS (q.v.), who
in 102 is designated as proselyte indeed, but throughout
the whole of the rest of the narrative is treated as a

Gentile pure and simple. Thus the story advances

step by step. This, however, raises the question
whether in what we are told about Philip there may not

be much which, if not freely invented, has at least been

arranged and combined to suit the plan of the author.

Before passing on to what the Fourth Gospel has to

say about Philip, it will be well that we should notice

at how early a date in the writings of

the church fathers the evangelist Philip

begins to be taken for the apostle of

4. Statements
of the oldest

fathers.
the same name, the explanation being,

obviously, to be sought in the conscious or unconscious
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wish to have an apostolic head to whom reference can

be made, especially in dealing with heretics.

(a) Whether I apias shared the confusion is uncertain.

According to Eusebius (HE iii. 39 9) Papias recorded in his

book that he had received from the daughters of Philip the

account of a raising from the dead (i/expov a.va&amp;lt;rra&amp;lt;Tii&amp;gt;)
which

had occurred in their father s time and neighbourhood (Kar aiirop ;

not through his instrumentality ), as also the information that

Justus Barsabas drank deadly poison with impunity. The
excerpt from Papias published by de Boor in TU v. 2 170 which

goes as far back perhaps as to Philip of Side (circa 430) proceeds
in immediate continuation of the words cjuoted under JOHN, SON
OF ZEBEUEE ( 4 h) to say : The said Papias recorded, as

having received [it] from the daughters of Philip, that Barsabas,
who also is Justus, having when put to the trial by unbelievers

drunk the poison of a serpent, was kept unharmed in the name
of Christ. He records, moreover, yet other wonders and especi
ally what happened in the case of the mother of Manaimus
[Actsl3 i ?], she who rose again from the dead. 1 As Papias
carries back his information only to Philip s daughters, he would

appear not to have been personally acquainted with their father.

Zahn s view (horschungcn, (j iddf.) that the words of Eusebius

(HE iii. 3!) 9) Papias being a contemporary of theirs (Kara. TOUS
OUTOUS i.e., of Philip and his daughters [not Kara ras auras, of

Philip s daughters] 6 llanias -yefd^eyos) are to be taken as

proving that Eusebius found in the book of Papias attestation

of that writer s acquaintance, not only with the daughters of

Philip but also with Philip himself, becomes all the more improb
able if Zahn (109) is right in his conjecture that Papias had been

brought up in the same city of Hierapolis in Phrygia where he
afterwards came to be bishop, and where Philip, after spending
the whole of the latter part of his life there, was also buried

(so Polycrates ; see b, below). 2 It thus becomes a possibility
that by the Philip whose utterances, just like those of Andrew,
Peter, John, the son of Zebedee, and the rest, he had learned

only at the mouth of third persons (see JOHN, SON OF ZEBEDEE,
4^ begin, and b), Papias may have intended the evangelist at

Hierapolis.
3 He does not use, however, the distinctive designa

tion apostle (arroo ToAos), but calls all his authorities simply
disciples of the Lord (/u.a0r/Tai rov Kvpiov), and distinguishes
them simply as living or dead.

(b) In Polycrates of Ephesus (circa 196 A.D.
)
the

confusion of the two Philips is express and complete :

Philip, him of the twelve apostles, who lies buried in

Hierapolis, and two daughters of his who grew old as

virgins, and that other daughter of his who after having

discharged her citizenship in the Holy Ghost is at rest

in Ephesus.
4

Eusebius who has preserved these words for us (HE\\\. 31 3
=

v. 24 2) not only utters no caveat, as he is careful to do in the

parallel case where Irenajus confuses the two Johns (JoHN, SON
OF ZKHEDEE, -ja, end), but actually in his own words with
which he prefaces and closes the citation in iii. 3126 (notwith

standing the reference he makes in the intermediate passage
iii. 31 5 to Acts 21 8_/C) as also in iii. 39 9 designates the Philip
referred to by Polycrates as the apostle (rov aTroo-roAop). It

is in the highest degree improbable, notwithstanding the con
tention of Zahn (I.e. 162/1), that he is here using the word
apostle in its wider sense in which it is equivalent to evangelist

(see MINISTRY, 39^). Zahn (p. 7 n. 2) is able to adduce but
one solitary passage in which Eusebius follows this wider usage,
and here he is following another writer pretty literally (HE
i. 13 n) : Thadda:us an apostle, one of the seventy (QaS&alov
ajrdo-roAop eVa riav fjSo ojU.Tjicoi Ta).

(c) Clement of Alexandria (Strom, iii. 652^, p. 535,
ed. Potter ; also in Eus. HE iii. 30 i

)
enumerates

Philip along with Peter and Paul as belonging to the

category of married apostles : for Peter indeed and

Philip both became fathers, and Philip also gave his

daughters to husbands
;
and Paul in like manner, etc,

(HfTpos/j,ev yap K. I tXtTrTros dwaidoTroiriaai To, &amp;lt;$&amp;gt;i\nnros 8f

K. ras Ovyartpas dvdpdaiv e^dwKf. KaiSye IlaOXos, etc.).

According to Zahn (173) Clement here really intends the

1 IIa;n.a 6 fipij/ouVos i&amp;lt;rr6pr)&amp;lt;rev
(us 7rapaAa|3u&amp;gt;p

aTrb TOP

Ovyarepiav &amp;lt;I&amp;gt;iAi7r;rov on Bap(raas 6 Kal Iou&amp;lt;TTO? 6o/cijua&amp;lt;Jojuepos

VTTO riav aTri&amp;lt;rrtai&amp;gt; lop eviipjji irilov iv bvofiari rov Xpio-rou an-aSr;?

&Lf&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;v\d\9ri. Icrropei 6e ica! aAAa 0av/j.ara Kal judAiora TO Kara

riji /J.r)rfpa Mai/aijoiov TTJI fK vexpiav avaaraaav.
2 Even if we hld with Corssen (ZNTW, 1901, p. 292) that

Harnack (ACL ii. [
= Chronol.] 1 3-25) has proved that in Euseb.

(f.c.) we must after aurous supply ^popovs, and that in all such
cases the time of the emperor last mentioned is meant, the pas
sage would not involve the view that Philip was still alive.
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apostle Philip, since he states about his daughters something
different from what was known about the daughters of the

evangelist. We find, however, that Zahn himself (170) infers

from Polycrates that the fourth daughter of Philip the Evangelist
must have died or remained in Palestine as a married woman ;

and it has further to be observed that Polycrates regards the
third daughter as having been married, for he mentions only
two as being virgins. Thus the discrepancy between Clement
and Polycrates is not so great as had been supposed.

In fact, Lightfoot (Colossians 45 /. [1875]) found him
self able to make the assertion that Polycrates intended

by the Philip who lived in Hierapolis, not the evangelist
with his four prophetically -gifted daughters, but the

apostle, who had three daughters, not so endowed, one
of whom was a married woman, and that there has
been no confusion between the two men at all.

1
This,

however, is quite unlikely, as the church fathers never

bring the two men into contrast as Lightfoot does,

but invariably speak of only one Philip as having had

daughters about whom there was something to say.
The variations in the accounts of these daughters

(according to the Montanist Proclus in the Dialogue of

Gaius directed against him [ap. Eus. HE iii. 31 4] all

four daughters of Philip were buried in Hierapolis) are,

we may rest assured, merely variants of an identical

story relating to one family only.
This, however, being granted, we must not overlook the

further circumstance that Clement (Strom, iii. 425, p. 522 ed.

Potter) declares Philip to have been the person to whom Jesus,
according to Mt. 8a2 = Lk. 9 60, said leave the dead to bury
their own dead, and follow me. This identification rests

assuredly on the simple fact that in Jn. 1 43 Jesus is represented
as saying to Philip follow me (the other cases where the word
is employed are those of Levi or Matthew, in Mk. 2 14= Lk. 627
= Mt. 99, and of the rich man in Mk. 1022 = Mt. 192i = Lk.
18 22). Thus here also Clement is thinking of the apostle, and
nowhere seems to mention the evangelist as a different person ;

so also later writers (see in Zahn, p. 171, n. i).

(d) According to Heracleon (circa 190 A.D. in Clem.
Strom, iv. 9 73, p. 595, ed. Potter) Philip died a natural

death (see JOHN, SON OF ZEBEUEE, 5, end). Whether
Heracleon intends the apostle or the evangelist or does
not at all distinguish between the two remains uncertain.

(e] The Montanists towards the end of the second

century referred to the four daughters of Philip, along
with Agabus and other Old-Christian prophets in justi

fication of their claim that the gift of prophecy was still

among them (Eus. HE v. 17 3 iii. 314, Orig. in Catenas

[vol. 5] in Epist. ad Cor. [Cramer, p. 279]).
The Fourth Gospel, in virtue of its repeated references

to Philip, would supply material for some characterisation

_ .. of the apostle were it not that unfor-
U

tunately all the most important of the
i

narratives in connection with which his

name occurs must be regarded as unhistorical.

To this category belong that of the feeding of the five thousand

(65-7), that of the visit of the Greeks (1220-22; cp GOSPELS,
140^; JOHN, 27), that of the call of Philip (143-46), a

narrative which so far as its connection with the calling of Peter
and Andrew (1 35-42) is concerned is wholly irreconcilable with
the synoptists account of the call of the brothers (Mk. 1 16-18

and |ls); the narratives cannot refer to distinct incidents (it is

inconceivable that disciples, once called, should have left Jesus
and then have been called by him once more just as if they had
never been with him). Equally unhistorical is it that Jesus
ever said: he that hath seen me hath seen the Father (14 9).

If, however, we decide that the figure of Philip serves

in Jn. as the embodiment of an idea, then we shall find

the idea so expressed to be the same as that in Acts ;

it is he who makes the first preparatory steps for the

admission of Gentiles to Christianity by being, along
with Andrew (the only other of the twelve who bears

a Greek name), the intermediary through whom the

inquiring Greeks are brought to Jesus. Perhaps this

is also the reason why his home is given (as also that

of Andrew) as having been a city of Galilee with

a mixed Gentile population (Jn. 144, recalled also in

122i).
- The same point of view would be disclosed in

1 Similarly Corssen (ZNTH , 1901, pp. 289-299), who, how
ever, charges the Montanists (below c) with identifying the two
Philips.

- It must not be overlooked that in Mk. 4 16-21 it is Caper
naum rather than Bethsaida that appears to be the home of

Andrew, and that in the time of Jesus Bethsaida did not belong
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its being Philip who brings NATHANAEL {q.v.~\ to Jesus,

if indeed we are to understand by this mysterious

personality the apostle Paul for whose activity Philip

prepares the way in Acts. 1
Philip s appearing also

among the seven may moreover explain why it is to

him that the question of Jesus in 65 is addressed:

whence are we to buy bread? It is thus the figure

of the evangelist that underlies the Philip of the Fourth

Gospel. Since, however, he is represented as an

apostle, we see that the confusion of the two persons

already spoken of can be traced back even to this

gospel. After the same fashion as the non-apostolic

John of Ephesus (see JOHN, 3-7), the other non-

apostolic church-head of Asia Minor is elevated to the

apostolic dignity. Finally, as Philip has assigned to

him a rank in the apostolate that is inferior to the

highest, we can perceive that both in 67 and in a

less characteristic passage, 148-io (Lord, shew us the

father), he is intended to figure as one of the many
persons in the Fourth Gospel who are still deficient in

the true knowledge of the divinity of Christ.

(a) Philip the evangelist is usually reckoned as one of the

seventy (Lk. 10 i). (l&amp;gt;)
As for the apostle the apostle at least

of Jn. 1 44 12 21 the only reminiscence in tra-

6. Later dition is the statement that he began a mission-

traditions. suryjourneying from Galilee, (c) All the other

legends relating to the apostle rest upon what
we are told of the evangelist. Whilst Tischendorf (Acta apost.

apocr., 75-104; Apocal. apocr., 141-156) and Wright {Apocr.
Acts of the Apostles, 1871, pp. 69-92 of the English translation)

give fragments only, and Lipsius {Apokr. Ap.-gcsch. ii. 2 1-53 and

passiiii) had access to no further materials, a large part of a
consecutive work viz. the first to the ninth and also the fifteenth

and last n-pafi? of the Acta. Philippi was published by Batififbl

in the Analecta Bollandiana, 9(1890)204-249, and dealt with

by Lipsius (in his Erganzungsheft, 1890, pp. 65-70), by Stolten

(inJPT, 1891, pp. 149-160), and by Zahn (6 18-24). The basis of
this work is gnostic ;

but it has undergone much revision in the
catholic sense. It represents Philip as having exercised his mis

sionary activity not only in Phrygia (particularly at Hierapolis)
but also in almost every other province of Asia Minor as well as
in the city of Asia, in addition to Samaria, Ashdod (cp Acts
8 5-40), from Parthia to the cities of the Candaci by the sea,
or in Parthenia by the sea of the Candaci (cp Queen Candace
in Acts 8 27), in Carthage (a corruption from Kai fiaKwi ?) which
is in Ashdod, in Hellas the city of the Athenians (plainly due
to the &quot;EAArji/e? of In. 12 20), in Nicaterapolis in Hellas, in

Scythia, in Gaul (
= Galatia?), etc. He is accompanied by his

sister Mariamne instead of his daughters. His death is repre
sented at one time as having been a natural one, at others as

having been by hanging, or crucifixion, head downwards, along
with stoning. When at a later date it came to be perceived
that the evangelist was a different person from the apostle, a
see and place of burial were assigned to him at Tralles in

Caria. (//) On the Gospel ofPhilip see APOCRYPHA, 26, 9.
In the Pistis Sophia there mentioned (32, 70f. of the MS trans
lated by Schwartze, ET by G. R. S. Mead, 1896) it is Philip
(along with Thomas and Matthew) who has to write out all the
words of the risen Jesus. Zahn s view (Gesch. d. NTlichen.
Kanons, ii. [761-] 768) that the gospel of Philip came into exist

ence in the first decades of the second century rests on no solid

basis (cp Harnack, ACL ii. (
= Chron.)\ 592^). p. \v. s.

PHILIPPI (d&amp;gt;iAiTTTTOI [Ti. WH]) in early Christian

times was a considerable city of Macedonia not far from

the^Egean. It took its name from King
Philip (the father of Alexander the Great)

who towards the middle of the fourth century B.C. had
made himself master of the neighbouring gold mines and
the ancient Crenides (Kpyvides) or Fountains, upon
the site of which he founded a frontier city which was
called after himself. About 167 B.C. it came into the

possession of the Romans, who divided Macedonia into

four regions or free republics having for their respective

capitals Amphipolis, Thessalonica, Pella, and Pelagonia

to Galilee at all but to the tetrarchy of Philip. Perhaps Jn.
names Bethsaida because of the identity of name of tetrarch and
apostle (see BETHSAIDA, 3), but perhaps on account of the

etymology, as both Andrew and Peter were fishermen.
1 Holtzm. BL iv., 1872 ; O. Lforenz], ZWT, 1873, pp. 96-102 ;

Schwalb, Unsre 4 EvdHfelifn, 1885, pp. 358-360; Pfleid.,

1. History.

the prophets did write, v. 45, cp Rom. 821; with come and
see, v. 46, cp i Cor. 9 i.
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the inhabitants of which, however, were not allowed

to have connubium or commercial dealings with each
other outside the limits of their respective regions (see

Livy, 4529). This policy ot isolation broke the power
of free Macedonia. In 42 B.C. Macedonia became
the scene of the struggle between the opposing forces in

the civil war
; and by the beginning of the Christian

era we find it a Roman province governed now by a
senatorial, now by an imperial legate (see MACEDONIA,

2, end). Philippi was fortified and raised to the rank
of a military colony by Octavianus, the conqueror on the

adjoining plains of Pharsalia, under the title of Colonia

Julia Augusta Victrix Philippensium. The inhabitants

both old and new and the latter class was exceptionally
numerous received the jus Italicum, whereby they

practically enjoyed equal privileges with the citizens of

Rome itself. As a colony Philippi henceforth became
much more than a mere city with suburbs ; rather it

became a great department, with boroughs and

secondary towns of which it formed the administrative

centre, as Vincent remarks
(
Comm. on Phil.

, xvi. [ 1 897]).
There were at that time cities of first and second, third

and fourth rank, and perhaps even of still lower grade.

Marquardt (Rom. Sfaatsverw. 1 188 [1873]) himself

speaks in one case of a seventh alongside of the first

the title borne by Ephesus, Pergamus, and Smyrna
in Asia. He regards it as indubitable that the expression
first (TrpuTTj) had reference solely to the precedence in

the festival with which the games of the KOIVOV Acrias

were inaugurated. However this may be, we now
understand what the much discussed expression (irp&T-r]

TTJS MdKeSoptas TroXis) used with reference to Philippi
in Acts 16 12 means.

It is not said that Philippi was the first city or the

capital of Macedonia, or the first city of Macedonia -

2 Exnla t&quot;

Pau l being supposed to have begun his

, .&quot; , , labours in Europe there, because he had
&amp;gt;I2

not halted at Neapolis or because that

city did not count, belonging as it still did to Thrace (?).

All that is said is that Philippi at that time was regarded
in those parts as a first, that is, first class city. The
variants clearly show how very soon the key to the only
true explanation had been lost.

Ti.WH and Nestle read, with NAC etc. JJTIS cariy TrpoJTT/ rrj?

fieptSot Meucefioi tas TroAis, KoAuwa ;
B has nptarrj /xepiSos Trj?

M. ; E
TTpu&amp;gt;Tr) juiepis M. ; D Kt&amp;gt;a\rf TTrjs M. TroAi? icoA. ; and

some cursives and translations follow D in taking no account at

all of /tteptSos or fiepis- This word can safely be regarded as a
correction just like D s

Kj&amp;gt;a\ri
or Blass s conjecture TrpuJTT)?

again adopted by Zahn (AV/. I
2

) 1 376), as if, the division of
Macedonia in 167 B.C. into four regions being called to mind, it

were still possible to speak of the first /nepis, or Hort s conjec
ture of TTJS IliepiSos Max. No conjecture is necessary, nor need
we, with WH, seek the possible corruption in irpcurr/ rrjs /iepifios.

If we simply read with MSS which is a first (class)

city of Macedonia, a colony (rjris tariv Trpurr) rrjs

M. Tr6\is, KoXuvia), all the variants are explained, the

meaning being perfectly intelligible.

The name of the ancient Philippi long survived in

that of the now extinct village of Filibedjik or Filibat.

Of the city colony only a few ruins are extant.

In Old-Christian writings Philippi was mentioned as

the seat of a church, the first in Europe, founded by

p ., Paul on his so-called second missionary
. ., journey. Here on a certain Sabbath day,

at a place of prayer by the river, outside

the city gate, he is said to have come into contact with

the worshippers, especially the devout women, and to

have made the acquaintance of a certain Lydia, a seller

of purple from Thyatira in Asia, who worshipped God
and after having been baptized along with her family by
Paul received him in her house. Then comes the narra

tive of the maid probably a slave with a spirit of

divination who had brought her masters much gain by
her soothsaying. These men now came forward as

accusers and prosecutors of Paul and his companion
Silas, who are beaten with rods and cast into prison,
but delivered from it in a miraculous way, the jailor and
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his household being baptized and the apostles honour

ably restored to freedom. This narrative may embody
some kernel of truth, taken from the journey-narrative
which was incorporated with the lost Acts of Paul

underlying our canonical book of Acts (see PAUL,

37[&quot;]); but as we now read it in Acts 16 12-40 it is

assuredly not credible in its entirety, but has been

palpably retouched, and dates from a later time (cp
PAUL, 33 ;

and van Manen, Paulus, 1 109-111).

In Acts mention is made a second time of a visit by
Paul to Macedonia, in which connection Philippi is

again named
;
this was on the third so-called missionary

journey, and when Paul was turning his steps for the

last time towards Jerusalem (Acts20i-6).

Philippi is once more mentioned in iThess. 2z with

manifest reference to the events descriljed in Acts 16 12-40;

in Phil. 1 1 (cp 4is/^) as the abode of Christians who
have been long known to Paul (see PHILIPPIANS

[El isT.
], 3); and in the superscription of the epistle

of Polycarp as the seat of the church of God to which

Polycarp and the elders with him are represented as

having sent an epistle when Polycarp had taken over

from Ignatius the task laid upon him of sending epistles to

various churches (\gn. ad Pol. 8 ; see PHILIPPIANS, 12).

w. c. v. M.

PHILIPPIANS (EPISTLES).
I. PAUL S EPISTLE (8 1-9). Value ( 8).

History of criticism ( i). Bibliography (8 9).

What Phil, seems to be ( 2). II. POLYCARP S EPISTLE (

Contents ( 3). 10-14).
Difficulties (g 4). Text ( 10).

Not a letter ( 5). Form and contents ( n).
Composition ( 6). Authorship ( 12^).
Authorship ( 7). Bibliography (| 14).

There fall to be considered two Old-Christian docu
ments those bearing the names of Paul and of Polycarp

respectively.
/. Pants Epistle.

The first of the two constitutes one of the NT group
of epistles of Paul (eTTtcrroXcu HavXov), to Philip-

1 Hi torv of P ans
(

&quot; po* ${A&quot;rjnj(T/ow) being the

shortest form of the title adopted by5m
Ti. WH after NABK, etc. Down to

1845 or, shall we say, to 1835? no one had doubted
its right to this position. Men saw in it an expres
sion, greatly to be prized, of the apostle s love for a
church which he had founded, \\ritten while he was

languishing in prison, probably in Rome, and sent by
the hand of Epaphroditus who had been the bearer of

material and spiritual refreshment for Paul, had fallen

sick, and was now on the point of returning to his home
in Philippi. The only point on which doubt seemed

possible was as to the place of composition whether
Ca_sarea or Rome.

Paulus (1799), Bbttger (1837), Thiersch, and Bbhmer
declared for Ccesarea

;
elsewhere the voice was unani

mous : the apostle s testament
;
written in Rome (Holtz-

mann). The testament of the apostle and the most

epistolary of all epistles der brieflichste aller Briefe.

Then came F. C. von Baur with his thesis that only
four of the epistles of Paul (Gal., i and 2 Cor., Rom.)
could be accepted as indisputably genuine a thesis that

he employed as a criterion in determining the genuineness
of all the rest (Die sot&amp;gt;en. Pastoralbr. 1835^.79; Paulus,

1845). Tried by this standard Philippians had, in Baur s

view, to be at once rejected (Paulus, 1845, pp. 458-

475 &amp;gt;

The replies of Liinemann (1847), B. Bruckner (1848),
Ernesti (1848 and 1851), de Wette (1848), and others

were not effective. Indeed, the support given to Baur

by Schwegler (1846), Planck (1847), Kbstlin (1850),
Volkmar (1856) did not advance the question more
than did Baur s own reply to Ernesti and others

published in Theol. Jahrbb. 1849 and 1852, and after

wards incorporated in Paulus^, 1866-7, 2 50-88.
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Hoekstra

(
Th. T, 1875) and Holsten (JPT, 1875-6)

sought to base the Tubingen position as to Phil, upon
the solid foundation of a more strict and searching

exegesis, rejecting all that in their judgment could not

be relevantly urged, and adding such other arguments as

seemed to them to have weight. Both these critics,

however, still started from the genuineness of the four

principal epistles.&quot;
So Hitzig, Hinsch, Straatman,

Kneucker, Biedermann, and various others ranged them
selves more or less decidedly upon the same side.

At the same time, not merely among thorough
going apologists, but also among friends of the Tubingen
school, such as Hilgenfeld, Schenkel, Pfleiderer, Lipsius,
Hatch (Ency. Brit.W, 1885), S. Davidson (Intr.W,
1 894), and others, there were very many who found them
selves unable to accept the result of Baur s criticism so

far as the Epistle to the Philippians was concerned.

Without realising it very clearly, both advocates and

opponents of the genuineness found their stumbling-
block, from the beginning, in the axiom of the genuine
ness of the principal epistles of Paul. Of necessity,
however closely attached to Baur and his school, or

however little bound to one another by common prin

ciples, they at once fell into two groups- each of them,
in itself considered, most singularly constituted which
felt compelled to maintain or to reject the Pauline origin
of our epistle, in the one case because it did not appear
to differ from the principal epistles as a whole more than

did these from each other, in the other case because

assuredly, whether in few or in many respects, it seemed
when compared with them to breathe another spirit, and
in language and style to betray another hand.
A way of escape has been sought but unsuccessfully

by means of the suggestion, first made by le Moyne in

1685 and afterwards renewed by Heinrichs (1803),
Paulus (1812), Schrader (1830), and Ewald, that the

Epistle was not originally a unity.

C. H. Weisse saw in it (Beitr. z. Kritik dt-r fiaul. Br. 1867),
besides some later insertions, two epistles: Phil. 1-3 la and the

fragment 3i/&amp;gt;-4. Similarly Hausrath (N l liche Zeitgcsch.^-)
3 3Q8_/!) : one letter written after the first hearing, a second
some weeks later after the gift of money from Philippi. W.
Bruckner (Chron. Rcihenfoige, 1890) assumed various interpo
lations ; Volter (TV;. 7 , 1892), a genuine and a spurious epistle
which have been fused together in that which we now possess.
Names and titles will be found more fully in Holtzmann, Kinl. (

:i
),

1892, 266-272; S. Davidson, Introd.^1), 1894, 1 161-182; Vincent,
Coiniii. 1897; Zahn, .//.(-), 1900, 1369-400; and other writers
of introductions and commentaries.

A newer way, at first allowed to pass unnoticed, was
shown by Bruno Bauer (Kritik der paul. Briefe, iii.

(1852), 110-117, cp Christus u. die Casaren, 1877,

pp. 373-4), when he determined to make his judgment
upon this epistle independently of that upon the four

principal epistles, his main conclusion being that it

was not earlier than the middle of the second century.
He was followed, so far as his leading principle was
concerned, by Loman, Steck, van Manen.

Loman, however, did not go more closely into the

question of the origin of Philippians. Steck intimated

his adhesion in an incidental statement in his Galatians

(p. 374) that in Philippians we hear some echoes of the

controversy between Paulinism and the older party of

the followers of Jesus. Van Manen s view was set

forth in his Handleiding, 3, 51-58.

Thorough criticism has no other course open to it

but that of condemning any method which ties the hands
in a matter of scientific research. Before everything
else it demands freedom. Exegesis must not be content

to base itself on results of criticism that have been

arrived at in some other field ; rather is it the part of

exegesis to provide independent data which may serve

as a foundation for critical conclusions. The epistle to

the Philippians, like all other Old-Christian writings,

requires to be read and judged entirely apart and on
its own merits, independently of any other Pauline

epistles, before anything can be fitly said as to its prob
able origin (cp PAUL, 34, 36).
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The writing comes before us as a letter, not of course

of the same type as those commonly written at the

2 What Phil. period&amp;gt;

,

of which we hav
,

e recent y
. received so many examples in the

ems to De.
Oxyrhynchus papyri

(,.
an(i ._

1898-99; cp PAPYRI, and EPISTOLARY LITERATURE),
but as a letter of the sort that we know from the New
Testament, and especially from the Pauline group (see
OLD-CHRISTIAN LITERATURE, 18 ; PAUL, 39);
a letter, to judge from the opening sentence, written

by Paul and Timothy, but, to judge from all that

follows, by Paul alone. In it we find Paul speaking,
as a rule, as if he were a free man, yet sometimes,

particularly in 17-17, as if he were a prisoner. He is

full of sympathetic interest in those whom he is address

ing. He tells them that his thoughts are continually
about them and their excellences (13-11 2 12), how he

yearns to see them once more (18 26 224 26), how they
are properly speaking the sole object for which he lives,

his joy and his crown (124 4i). The epistle purports
to be addressed to all the saints in Christ Jesus at

Philippi with the bishops and deacons (li 4s), known
and loved brothers, disciples, and friends of the apostle ;

still, the impression it gives is rather as if it had been
written for a wider circle of readers, among whom the

Philippians play no other part than that of representing
the excellent Christians addressed, who nevertheless re

quired to be spoken to seriously about many and various

things that demanded their unremitting attention.
The writer, as Paul, declares his thankfulness to God for the

fidelity of his readers to the gospel, and his earnest yearning
after them all and their continued spiritual

3. Contents, growth (13-11). He refers to the misfortunes
that have recently happened to him and to

that which in all probability lies before him, pointing out how
his bonds have served to promote the cause of Christ both

amongst unbelievers and amongst the brethren, and how Christ
to his great joy is being preached, whatever be the reasons and
however diverse be the ways ; how he is in a strait between his
desire to be released and his desire to go on with life, whilst in

any case hoping to be able to glorify Christ in his body (1 12-26).

Next, he exhorts his readers, whether he be present or absent,
and very specially in the latter case, to let their manner of life

be worthy of the gospel of Christ, after the example of him who,
being in the form of God, had humbled himself by taking the
form of a bondservant, being found in fashion as a man, and
becoming obedient even to the death of the cross (1 27-2 is). He
then proceeds to speak of his intention to send Timothy joint
author of the epistle, according to 1 1 whom he highly com
mends, and Epaphroditus his brother, fellow- worker and
fellow-soldier, and at the same time the messenger (aTrocrroAos)
and minister of the Philippians to the need of Paul.

Epaphroditus has been sick nigh unto death, and sore troubled
because they had heard he was sick, and yet he is recommended
to the Philippians as if he were a stranger (219-30). The
writer, as Paul, goes on, abruptly, to a vigorous onslaught on
his enemies, prides -himself upon his Jewish birth, glories in
his conversion, describes his unremitting efforts towards the
Christian goal, and exhorts to imitation of his example. For
those whom he addresses he is himself a type, his conversation
a conversation in heaven (3i-4i). Lastly, comes a new
series of exhortations, to Euodia and Syntyche, Synzygus and
all the other brethren, to conduct themselves in all things in

accordance with the word and example of Paul who is address
ing them (4 2-9) ; an expression of thanks for the gift, received
from them by the hand of Epaphroditus, which has recalled the

memory of previous kindnesses, and has been welcome at this

time, although not indispensable (4 10-20) ; greetings to and
from all the saints, and a benediction (421-23).

Some things here are certainly not easily intelligible
or very logical, whether we regard the form or the sub-

4. Difficulties.
stanc

,

e - We may p
,

oint for examPle -

to the unusual although genuinely
Pauline Grace to you and peace from God our Father

and (the) Lord Jesus Christ in the exordium (12), Now
unto our God and Father be the glory for ever and ever,
Amen at the close (4 20), followed by the prayer The
grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with your spirit

(423) instead of the well-known customary formula of
salutation and greeting. The address, moreover, to all

the saints of Christ Jesus at Philippi, with the bishops
and deacons (li) seriously raises the question, Who
are they? Where do they live? Contrast, too, the
double authorship (Paul and Timothy) of the Epistle as
seen in li with the fact that from 12 onwards Paul
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alone speaks and in 2 19 speaks of Timothy as if he had

nothing to (to with the Epistle. Observe also the

peculiarly exaggerated manner in which the Philippians
are addressed, as if they and they alone were by way of

exception Christians, worthy to absorb the apostle s

every thought, and as if it was for them alone that he
lived and endured, and how, once more, towards the

end (4 15) he names them in a singularly lofty tone as

ye Philippians. How he again and again praises
himself, holds himself up as a pattern, as the best

example that can be given for the imitation of his

disciples and friends : not only when he speaks so

ecstatically of his thanksgivings and prayers, the

significance of his sufferings and possible death, the tie

between him and his present or absent readers (12-30
2 i 12 i6/. 27/1 ),

but also when he boasts of his pure
Hebrew descent, his faith, his unceasing effort to be

perfect, and to \valk as an example (85-21 49-14).
Note how the writer salutes every saint in Christ

Jesus and sends greetings from all the saints, especi

ally those that are of Caesar s household (4 21 /I), he

being a prisoner yet apparently in free communica
tion with the people of the Prastorium, the imperial

guard in Rome to whose charge he had been committed

(1713/1 17). Consider how impossible it is to picture

clearly to oneself his true relation to the supposed
readers at Philippi, the circumstances by which he and

they are surrounded, the occasion for writing or sending
the epistle, unless a considerable part of its contents be
left out of account. All is confused and unintelligible
as long as one thinks of it as an actual letter written in

all simplicity and sent off by Paul the prisoner at Rome
to his old friends at Philippi after he has been comforted
and refreshed by their mission of Epaphroditus to him.

Wherefore, in that case, the bitter attack and the self-

glorification so intimately associated with it (42-21)?
Wherefore the Christological digression (26-n), with

the substance of which (on the assumed data) one might
presume the reader to have been already long familiar ?

Why the proposal to send Timothy shortly (rax^ws).
whilst yet the writer himself hopes to come shortly,
and Epaphroditus is just upon the point of setting out

(21924/1)? Could not Epaphroditus, if necessary by
letter, have sent the wished -for information touching
the Philippians which is spoken of in 2 19? What was

Epaphroditus in reality ? a fellow-worker of Paul ? or a

messenger of the friendly Philippians (225)? Why did

he need to be warmly recommended to the Philippians
as if he were a stranger, though they had already
been full of solicitude on account of the illness from
which he has now happily recovered (226-30)? How
can this give occasion for the exhortation to hold such
in honour (230)? Even Euodia and Syntyche, Synzygus
and Clement (42/1), simple though they seem, have

long been the subjects of various perplexing questions.
Who were they? symbolical or real persons? In what
relation did they stand to one another, to Paul, to the

community addressed? Why the reminiscence of what

Philippi had previously done for the apostle (4 is/!)?

Only to give him an opportunity to say that he valued

the good-will of the givers more than their gift (417)?
The solution of these and other riddles of a like

nature raised by the Epistle lies in the recognition that

xr t i ft it is not really a letter, in the proper
5. inot a letter.

sense of that word (gee above&amp;gt; ^
but an edifying composition in the form of a letter written

by Paul to the church of Philippi and intended to stir

up and quicken its readers. Or rather, let us say, its

hearers
;
for epistles of this sort were designed first and

foremost to be read in the religious meetings of the

congregation. No more precise determination of the

occasion for the composition and sending of the epistle
such as is usually sought in the receipt of the gift

alluded to (for the first time) in 4io-i8 (cp 225 30) can
be given. The writer knows the proper form of a
Pauline epistle and he follows it without troubling-
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himself as to whether everything that he says exactly
fits its place or not. Hence his naming of Timothy as

joint writer of the Epistle (li) although he makes no
further mention of him, apart from 2 19 23, where he

speaks of him as if he were a third person. Hence,

too, his vague expression all the saints in Christ Jesus
at Philippi and the strange addition, explicable only
from i Cor. la and 2 Cor. 1 1, With the bishops and
deacons (li), his benedictions (12 423), his greetings

(4ziy. ),
his thanksgiving for, and high praise of, the

church he is addressing, which yet has to be admonished
with such earnestness ;

his exaltation of Paul and his

relation to the whole Praetorian Guard and all the

rest (1 13), his intercourse with them that are of Caesar s

household (422) ;
his praise of Timothy (220-22), of

Epaphroditus and of the always attentive Philippians

(225-30 4 10-18) ;
in a word, everything that strikes the

reader as strange and perplexing as long as he is

endeavouring to regard the epistle as a genuine letter of

Paul to the church he had founded at Philippi. His

Philippians are ideal Christians of the good old times

to which the living generation may acceptably have its

attention directed, and at the same time they are the

you amongst whom are found faults and shortcomings,
and even dogs, evil workers, and concision (32).

The aim of the writer is no other than to edify, to incite

to patience and perseverance by pointing to the example
of Paul and others, including the church addressed,

with its illustrious past.

The author is acquainted with the canonical epistles

to the Romans, the Corinthians, the Galatians, perhaps
also the Ephesians, as is shown by

6a. Composition. the ,

paral r pass
.words atld aUu.

sions, to which defenders as well as assailants of the

genuineness are accustomed to point in order to prove
either the identity of the writer with the author of the

principal epistles or his dependence on those writings.

A careful examination makes it evident that many of

the phenomena can be accounted for only by imitation.

For example : the naming of Timothy (1 1) as joint writer of

the epistle although its further contents show that he was not so,

cp 2 Cor. 1 i
;

the expression with the bishops and deacons,

alongside of all the saints at Philippi (1 i, cp i Cor. 122 Cor.

1 i) ; the expression Jesus Christ in 1 2 after Christ Jesus in

v. i, cp Rom. 1 7 (i Cor. 13 2 Cor. 1 2 Gal. 1 3 Eph. 1 2) ; the

calling of God as witness of the sincerity of Paul s desire towards
his readers (1 8, cp Rom. 1 9) ;

the expression test the things
that differ (Soxifjid^eiv TO.

Sca(j&amp;gt;epoi Ta, 1 10), elsewhere only in

Rom. 2 18, cp 12 2 ; the bonds (oi fiecr^oi) of the prisoner, who
nevertheless seems to walk at liberty (cp 6 6e o&amp;gt;uo5 Eph.3i) ; the

strange word (and therefore explained by eArn?) expectation

(oLTTOKapaSoKia) 1 20, elsewhere only in Rom. S 19; the great

importance attached, without any apparent reason, to Paul s

coming (1 26, cp Rom. 1 10-13) &amp;lt;

* e expansion the same love,

etc. (riji auTTjc ayd.7n)i&amp;gt; K.T.A., 23-4) as compared with the

exhortation, originally standing by itself, to mind the same

thing (TO avrb
&amp;lt;}&amp;gt;poveii&amp;gt;), cp 2 Cor. 13 n Rom. 12 16

;
the use of

such words as form (jj-op^rj), opTrnyjuo; (AV robbery, RV a

thing to be grasped at ), equality (icro), empty himself

(Kevovcrdai), greatly exalted (virepv^/ovv) in 26-n, even though
perhaps not borrowed from our existing Pauline epistles ; the

likeness of men (2 7), cp with the likeness of sinful flesh (Rom.
83); the words in 2 \of. borrowed from the OT in accordance

not with the text of Is. 4623 &amp;lt;5 but with that of Rom. 14 n ;

the stringing together of purely Pauline expressions (such as

cijo~Te, UTrTjicoucrare, 7roAAu&amp;gt; jaaAAoy, TJ irapovtria. and 17 aTrovcria /xou)

for which no reason is apparent in the context (2 12); the echo
of Rom. 7 18 in ~i i-zf. ; the expression to run in vain, to

labour in vain, praise in the day of Christ, 2 16, cp Gal. 2 2

4 n 2 Cor. 1 14 ; the sending of Timothy and the praise accorded

to him 2 19-22, cp i Cor. 4 17 16 10 ; the assurance, very

strange in the connection in which it occurs, that the writer

himself will speedily come 224, cp i Cor. 4 19 ; the supposed
to be necessary and speedy sending of Epaphroditus (22528,

cp 2 Cor. 9 5 8 22) ; the unintelligible imperative (Trpo&amp;lt;rSexe&amp;lt;r9f)

npo: . . _
(TO. avrd) in 3 i otherwise than as referring to what occurred else

where in some previous passage in the group of epistles to which
this originally belonged ; the keenness of the attack in 3 2-6 19,

which is fully in harmony with much in 2 Cor. 10-13 and Gal.

but not with the present epistle ; the unintelligibleness of the

assurance for we are the circumcision, 83, as long as we do
not bear in mind such words as those in Rom. 2 25 v%f. ; the

necessity for explanation of glorying in Christ Jesus and not

trusting in flesh
(Ka.v\ti&amp;gt;ij.evo&amp;lt;,

ec Xpicrrw I)o-oi/ KO.L oiix ei&amp;gt;

crap&amp;lt;cc
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irejroiOores), 83, by referring to such texts as Rom. 21723 Hi
2 Cor. 11 21-23 ^a - 1 I 3-/- &amp;gt;

a &quot;d so forth.

Perhaps the special features connected with Paul s

sojourn as a prisoner in Rome, as also the allusion to

succour previously received by him from the Philippians

according to 4 is/. , may be both borrowed from some
written source ;

if this be so, the source in question

cannot, in view of the discrepancies, be the canonical

book of Acts, but must be rather a book of Acts of

Paul which underlies it (PAUL, 37).
However many the traces of the writer s use of earlier

materials, it does not seem advisable, and certainly in

, -_ no case is it necessary, to regard his

, work as a chance or deliberate combina-
patcnworK.

t jon Q^ twQ Qr more epjst]es or portions
of epistles. The epistle as a whole does not present
the appearance of patchwork. Rather does it show

unity of form
;
we find a letter with a regular beginning

and ending (1 1/ 420-23) ;
a thanksgiving at the outset

for the many excellences of the persons addressed

(l3-n, cp Rom. 18-12 i Cor. 14-9) notwithstanding the

sharp rebukes that are to be administered later ; per
sonalia ;

exhortations relating to the ethical and

religious life ; all mingled together yet not without

regard to a certain order. Here and there some things

may be admitted to interrupt the steady flow of the

discourse ; 3 1 or 3 16 raises the conjecture of a new

beginning ;
the things spoken of here are not

different from those which we meet with elsewhere in

other Pauline epistles -even in Rom. ,
i and 2 Cor. , Gal.

There also, just as here, we repeatedly hear a change
of tone, and are conscious of what seems to be a change
of spirit. Yet even apart from this, to lay too great

stress upon the spiritual mood which expresses itself in

82-6 as contrasted with that of 13-11, or, on the whole,

of 1-2, would be to forget what we can read in 11517

22i and the calm composure shown in 3/.
No unmistakable trace can be shown of conjunction

or amalgamation of two or more pieces of diverse

origin, apart from what admits of explanation from use

having been made of existing writings say, the reading
of certain Pauline epistles. Rather does everything,
even that which has been borrowed, reach the paper

through the individual brain and pen of the writer.

Witness the unity of language and style which becomes

all the more conspicuous whenever we compare the

work with, for example, a Johannine epistle or a

chapter from the synoptical gospels.
There is but one so-called conclusive proof that there

were originally more than one epistle whether genuine
or not genuine of Paul to the Philippians : the much-

discussed testimony of Polycarp (Phil. 82). There we
read of Paul that he had not only in his time orally

instructed the Philippians but also written them letters,

into which if you look carefully you will be able to have

yourselves built up into the faith that has been given

you
1

(eTrtcrroXas, et j &s ai&amp;gt; eyKpviTTrjTf, duvrjOrifffffde

OLKoSo/AfiffOai et s rr\v Sodeiffav V/JLIV viffTif). It is not

necessary, however, as is done by some scholars, to

explain the plural number (letter[s]) by reference to

Latin idiom (epistoltf], or, with others, to think that

Polycarp is exaggerating. Chap. 182 clearly shows

that he well knows the difference between eiriffTO\ri

and {jriffToXai ; 11 3 (qui estis in principio epistuke

ejus), that he knows of but one epistle of Paul to the

Philippians ; 11 2, that he regards i Cor. 62 as belonging
to the instruction given by Paul to the Philippians,

whilst we moreover meet with other traces of acquaint
ance with Pauline epistles. The inference lies to our

hand: the plural form ((iriffTo\al) in 82 is to be

explained by the writer s intention of pointing to a

group of epistles by Paul which his readers might read

for edification, and the Philippians also might regard
as written for them. A remarkable evidence indeed,

not of the earlier existence of more than one epistle of

Paul to the Philippians, but of the way in which in the
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middle of the second century the group of Pauline

epistles was regarded not as a chance collection of

private letters, but as one destined from the first for the

edification of various churches.

After what has been said it is hardly possible to

think of Paul as the writer of Phil.

In itself considered it is possible indeed that the

apostle should have written in the form of a letter to a

,, particular church a composition which was
73. Author -

, _. , in truth no real letter, but a writing designednot Paul. r &amp;lt; ./ TM
for purposes of general edification. This

is not impossible ;
but it is hardly at all probable. The

same remark applies to the writer s method of borrowing
one thing and another from extant Pauline epistles
even if sometimes the borrowing amounts perhaps to no
more than a slight unconscious reminiscence of what he
had at some time read. Possible also, but still less

probable, is it that he should have written in so im

palpable a manner regarding his then surroundings his

recent vicissitudes, what might be awaiting him in the

future, his relation to the community addressed, what
was happening within it and above all that he should

write in so exalted a tone of himself as an example
whose sufferings are significant for them all.

What finally puts an end to all doubt is the presence
of unmistakable traces of the conditions of a later period.

Amongst these are to be reckoned in the first instance

all that is vague and nebulous in the supposed historical

situation, the firmly held conception of Paul, his

bonds, his presence and absence. More particularly,

everything that points to a considerably advanced stage
in the development of doctrine. Christianity has freed

itself from Judaism. Saints may be called so, not

because of their relation to the law, nor as children of

Abraham, but in virtue of their standing in Christ

Jesus (li 421). Righteousness, or the fruit of

righteousness, is attained not through the law but

through Jesus Christ (In, cp 89). Not the Jew but
the believing Christian belongs to the true Israel (83).

It is no longer Jesus who is by preference spoken of

the expression occurs only twice (2ioio) according to

Tischendorfs text
; usually it is Christ Jesus, or

Christ, sometimes Jesus Christ. God is in a

special sense his father (12). His day is spoken
of(l6io2i6), the righteousness obtained through him

(In), the abundance that is had in him (126). He can
be the subject of preaching (1 15 17 f. ) ;

the life (1 21) ; his

spirit a stay for believers (lig), and he himself glorified
in the body of the apostle (120). In him is comfort

(2i), he is the highest object of human striving (22i),
whose work must be done (230), in whom alone can
there be glorying (83), for whom everything may well

be sacrificed (87), the knowledge of whom is worth all

else (38), who lays hold of those who are his (812), in

whom is the calling of God (814), to be hostile to whose
cross is the saddest of all things (818), who is to be
looked for from heaven as Lord and Saviour (820), who
shall make us like unto himself (821), in whom we
must stand fast (4 1), whose thoughts (poT^uarct) we
must have (4?), through whom or in whom God blesses

us (4 19), whose grace may be invoked upon us (423),
our Lord at whose name every knee must bow (2iof. ),

who came down from heaven, who was in the form of

God and who humbled himself, became man, suffered

and died, and was glorified above all (26-n).
The church already possesses its bishops and

deacons (li), its factions, its parties and schools

(11517 82), its good old times (Is 2 12). The unity of
the faith is in danger (la?/, cp 2-.;/. ),

there is suffering
on account of the faith (1.29/), there is an aiding of

prisoners (22530), with regard to which we find a

testimony in Lucian s De Morte Peregrini.
In a word : all points back to an Old-Christian de

velopment that cannot at so early a date as 64 A. D.
,

the assumed death-year of Paul, have attained to such a

degree of maturity as we see it here possessing. Let it
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not be said, however, on this account, that the unknown
writer who conceals himself behind the name Paul or,

if you will, Paul and Timothy, was a forger or fraudu
lent person. Nothing gives us the smallest title to cast

any such imputation on his character. He simply did
what so many had done before him, and so many
others were to do after his day ; more from modesty
than from any arrogance or bluntness of moral sense do
such men write under the name of some one whom they
esteem, in whose spirit they wish to carry on their

labours, and under whose spiritual protection, as it

were, they wish to place their literary efforts. The
Paul whom this author brings before his readers

is the motive indispensable or at least desirable

for glorying over against those who are accustomed to

exalt themselves over well-known predecessors, as we
learn from 2 Cor. 012.

The author himself lived at a later date
;
we know

not where. Presumably in the same circle as that in

_, _
j
which the principal epistles had their origin,

author
anc^ not lon^ a ^ter production of these,

probably in Syria or Asia Minor, about the

year 125 A. u. In any case not earlier than the

beginning of the second century and not later than the

testimony of Polycarp already cited, dating from the

middle of the century, or indeed, when we bear in mind
Marcion s use of the letter, not later than 140 A.D.

What we can securely infer from the epistle itself is no
more than this

;
that it appeared after the principal

epistles, and in dependence on them, yet by another
hand than any of those which we find at work there, as

is shown by the divergences by which, notwithstanding

many things they have in common, its language and

style are distinguished.
1 Our author, like the writers

of the principal epistles, belonged to the Pauline

school. Yet he was, so far as we can judge, less

dogmatically inclined than these writers, or at least than
the authors of Rom. and Gal.

;
rather was he one who

directed his thoughts by preference to the practice of

the Christian life. He knows well of conflicting
tendencies and divergent schools and parties, yet he

glides lightly over them and in the character of Paul

unhesitatingly places himself above them all (Ii8), if

only his readers are obedient and adhere to that which
has once been taught (2 12 3i6/~. 4g). Questions of

doctrine leave him unmoved, if only his readers will

bear in mind the watchwords : struggle, ceaseless

struggle (812-16) ;
a walk in accordance with the

gospel of Christ, in unity of the spirit (127) ;
after the

pattern given by Paul (passim, especially 1 21-26 2i7/~.

817 49-13), Timothy, Epaphroditus (219-30), and other

Philippians of the good old days (la-n 4io-i8), only
thinking the thoughts which were in Christ Jesus

(2s).
The historical as distinguished from the abiding re

ligious and ethical value of this writing, even although
_. . it makes no contribution to our knowledge

of the life of Paul, is not slight. It throws

light for us upon the history of Paulinism and the course

of this quickening practical movement within Christianity

during the first half of the second century.

Useful commentaries, though all written from the standpoint
which accepts the genuineness as proved, are those of R. A.

Lipsius (/7C(2 &amp;gt;, 1892), Meyer-Haupt (1897),
9. Literature. M. R. Vincent (1897), J. H. Lightfoot (1868,

1891), A. Klopper, Der Brief des Apostels
Paulus an die Philifptr (1893). Valuable discussions will be
found in F. C. Baur (Paulusft), 250-88, 1867), Hoekstra (Th. T,
1875), Hohten(fPT, 1875-1876), Grimm (ZWT, 1873), Hilgen-
feld {ibid., 1873-1877-1884), J. Cramer (Nieuwe Bijdragen, 1879,

1-98); cp Holtzmann (AY/.(3), 1892, p. 266-272), S. Davidson
(Inir.P), 1894, 1 161-182), Zahn (Einl.ft), 1369-400), Van Manen
(Handl. 49-51).

1 The divergences are best set forth by Hoekstra, Th. T, i87_5,

pp. 432-435 and Holsten, JPT, 1876, pp. 297^, although in

using either of these studies, one cannot escape the feeling that,

throughout, both of these scholars have given too much weight
to the dogma of the genuineness of the principal epistles.
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//. Polycarp 3 Epistle.

The Epistle of Polycarp to the Philippians has long
held a place, by universal consent, among the writings

of the Apostolic Fathers. Its title in

that group according to Zahn (ed.
-

Gebhardt-Harnack-Zahn, 1876, p. no,
also in the editio minor (3)

, 1900, p. 114), runs: rov

ayiov \lo\vKapTrov eiriffKoirov ^/UI/PCT/J KO! iepo/j-dpTvpos

Trpos &amp;lt;t&amp;gt;i\nnrr)criovs fmffTO\rj. In Lightfoot*
2

(1889,

pt. ii. vol. 3, p. 321) it is simply wpbs 4&amp;gt;t\t7r7r7;crioi S.

Neither the longer nor the shorter title can be regarded
as original. The epistle is now extant in its entirety

only in a faulty Latin rendering by the same hand as

that which translated the longer recension of the Ignatian

epistles. We know the Greek text of chaps. 1-9 from

nine MSS, which all go back to the same ancestor

(vofgbcns a = G), and are usually called cl/c&amp;lt;a.Xoi

because they contain the Greek text of the acephalous
Barnabas i.e., of Barn. 5 7 (

. . . rbv \abv K.T.\.)
21. Chap. 13 is found in Eus. HE\\\. 36 14-15.

The work is in the form of an epistle written by
Polycarp and the presbyters who are with him, or by

Polycarp alone, to the church of God
at Philippi which had invited him to

11. Form and
contents.

wnte the epist)e (3i 132)&amp;gt;
we are not

told how or why. The presbyters are mentioned as

joint writers of the epistle only in the exordium ;
for the

repeatedly recurring we elsewhere does not necessarily

imply them. Polycarp speaks in chaps. 1-14 to

brethren, to whom his attitude is after the manner of

Paul in his epistles. He declares his joy at their

friendly reception of Ignatius and his companions on
their journey to Rome (1), gives some exhortations

(2), declares that he cannot compare himself with Paul

(3), gives directions and precepts for married %vomen
and widows (4), for deacons, youths (i.e., laymen) (5),

presbyters, himself and others (6). He warns against
Docetism and exhorts to faithful adherence to the views

that have been handed down (7). He points to the

perseverance of Christ Jesus, the blessed Ignatius,

Zosimus, Rufus, Paul and the rest of the apostles

(8/. ), urges his readers to follow their example (10),

laments the falling away of the former presbyter Valens

and his wife, yet desires that they should be gently
dealt with (11). He incites to the examination of the

scriptures, to a holy walk, to prayer for others (12).

He will take care, on the request of the Philippians
and Ignatius (see Ign. ad Pol. 8), that letters should

be sent to Antioch in Syria, and says a word in com
mendation of the epistles of Ignatius accompanying his

own
;
also of Crescens, the bearer, and his sister (13/1 ).

The author of this epistle, according to tradition, was

Polycarp, a disciple of the apostles, especially of John,
who made him bishop of Smyrna, where
about 166 or 167-168 A.D. , he suffered

martyrdom at an advanced age. The
difficulties, however, in the way of our accepting this

tradition are insuperable.
In the first place, it has to be asked what motive

was there for Polycarp, the bishop of the church at

Smyrna, to address such an epistle at all to the church

at Philippi with which so far as we can trace, he had

nothing to do? What is said in 3i (cp 13 2) about the

epistle having been invited is manifestly invention.

Further, we must not overlook that, though doubtless

the writing gives itself out to be a letter, it is in reality

nothing of the sort, but rather, in the author s own

language, a treatise concerning righteousness (wept

rr)s SiKcuocrvvris, 3i, cp 9i). The form is taken from
the Pauline epistle, on the whole coinciding most with

that of the pastoral letters, or those of Ignatius, though
also now and then showing affinities with the first

Epistle of Clement to the Corinthians. Its dependence
on all these continually strikes the eye.

Now, it is, in itself considered, certainly possible,
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yet at the same time it is not at all likely, that Polycarp,
under his own name or as Polycarp and the presbyters
that are with him, should have written a treatise con

cerning righteousness in the form of an epistle to the

church at Philippi. Rather does it lie in the nature of
the case that a third person should have made use of

his name in this manner.
The same observation has to be made upon the

circumstance that the writer, in the character of

Polycarp, refers to the charge laid upon him by
Ignatius. Ignatius himself, however, in his letter to

Polycarp (81) had said that on account of his hasty

departure from Troas for Neapolis he was no longer
able to write to all the churches, wherefore he, Polycarp,
must now instead send letters to the churches in front

a fiction upon which the real Polycarp could hardly
have proceeded, though for a third party this would
have presented no difficulties. Or if it be held that we
are not at liberty to speak of fiction in this connection
because Ignatius had really said what we read in the

passage cited above, how then could his friend Polycarp
have passed over his words, have written a treatise in

place of an epistle to the Philippians, and in the so-

called letter assume the appearance of having written,
not to please Ignatius, but because the writing had
been called for by the persons addressed (3i, cp 182)?

There are other difficulties also. The date of Poly-

carp s death is unknown.
The tradition that speaks of 166 or 167-8 as Polycarp s death-

year rests upon some indications of Eusebius (Cliron. and HE
4 n_f. 5 5 20), yet it appears to be inadmissible. The same
authority, however, speaks (HE 3 36) of Polycarp not only as a

contemporary of Ignatius and Papias, but also as already in the
third year of Trajan (98-117) bishop of Smyrna and at that time
in his full vigour. For this reason many scholars, such as Hase,
Wieseler, Duker, Keim, Uhlborn, J. Reville, Rovers (7V*. / ,

1881, pp. 450-464), Killen, van Loon (Th. T, 1803, P- 3 I2 -/-)&amp;gt;
have

during ever so many years not hesitated to use their freedom in

this connection, and have assigned as the death-year of Polycarp
various dates between 147 and 178 ; more particularly, however,
many scholars since Waddington (1867) such as Renan, Aube,
Hilgenfeld, Gebhardt, Harnack, Volter, Lightfoot, Zahn, and
again Harnack (ACL, 2 i [1897], pp. 325-9, 334-356 have fixed

upon the year 155-6 as the date, basing their conclusion on what
they read in the Mattyririm Polycarpi, chap. 21. Unfortunately
it is not possible to place reliance even on this passage. The
purport of the supposed statement is uncertain ; it requires a
number of guesses to be made before it can be taken in the sense
that is desired ; and in the most favourable event yields a state

ment that stands and falls with the twofold, far from probable,
view (i) that chap. 21 is an integral part of the main work,
although it was still unknown to Kusebius and Jerome ; (2) that
the Martyrium itself is as old as it claims to be, and was written
within a year after the martyrdom of Polycarp (see OLD-
CHRISTIAN LITERATURE, 14).

The oldest tradition we possess regarding the date of

Polycarp is that given by Irenaeus, who (Adv. HOT.

83-4, written about 180) speaks of him as one whom he
had known in his earliest youth (eV TJ; wpurri ijfjuav

rjXiKlg.), who at that time was bishop of the church of

Smyrna, and of whose successors down to the present
time (oi fJ-^XP 1- v^v Siadedfy/afvoi rov \\o\vKapirov) he
is able to speak. To what is said by Irenasus here and
elsewhere, as also in the Epistle to Florinus wrongly
attributed to him (see OLD-CHRISTIAN LITERATURE,

25), Eusebius has nothing new of any consequence
to add, beyond his indications as to the death-year in

167-8, which are certainly not to be accepted. Irenoeus

names no such year.
We should certainly not go very far astray if, in

view of what Irenasus tells us about Polycarp, we were
to seek his death about the middle of the second

century. At that date the Ignatian letters, with which
our present epistle is connected, had not yet been
written (see OLD-CHRISTIAN LITERATURE, 22), and
thus the latter cannot have been the work of Polycarp.

It is of no avail to attempt as some scholars have

done, with Dailte (1666), and others with A. Ritschl

(1857), Volter (1892), Meyboom (1897) to meet these

difficulties by assuming our present epistle to be greatly

interpolated, so that in its original form it can still be

regarded as older than the Ignatian Epistles. The
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assumption of the many interpolations required finds

no support in the MS tradition nor yet in the textual

phenomena or in external testimony as has been rightly

pointed out by Zahn and Lightfoot among others.

The conclusion remains notwithstanding Zahn and

Lightfoot, who (albeit supported by Harnack) have not

succeeded in proving the genuineness
13. Author
unknown.

that our Epistle of Polycarp to the

Philippians is the work of an unknown
hand, in the spirit of the epistles of Ignatius, though
not, in view of the differences in style and language, by
the same author, as a sequel to that group, and not, as

has been conjectured, with the object of recommending
them, or of controverting Docetism. The Pauline

epistles are much more strongly recommended (83)
than the Ignatian (182); and the polemic against
Docetism in chap. 7 comes too little into the foreground
for us to be able to regard it as one of the main objects
of the writing. The epistle is a well-meant, though by
no means important, composition of the edifying order,

made up in great part of borrowed words, and in no

-respect showing much independence, written after

Polycarp s death about the middle of the second

&quot;century, and before Irenasus, who (Adv. Hcsr. iii. 84)

praised it as an able epistle (eiriffToXri i/ccu wraT??) from
which we can learn the manner of Polycarp s faith and
how to preach the truth ; probably, therefore, about

160 A.D.
The best editions, with introductions and running commen

taries, though from first to last dominated by the view that the
work is really an epistle written by Polycarp

14. Literature, and sent to the church at Philippi, are those
of Theod. Zahn (fgnatii et Polycarpi Epis-

tulce, in Patrunt apostolicorum opera, ed. Gebhardt, Harnack,
Zahn, Fasc. ii. 1876) and J. B. Lightfoot (Tke Apostolic
Fathers: ii. S. Ignatius, S. Polycarp, vol. i. and iii.(2), 1889).

Cp Zahn, Forschungen, 4(1891)249-283, Zur Biographic des

Polycarpus und des Irenaeus ; Harnack, ACL 1(1893) 69-74,
on the transmission of the text, and ACL ii. 1 (

= Chronologie,
1897) 325-9, 334-356, 381-406 on Polycarp s person, his death-

year, and the genuineness of the epistle ; G. Kriiger, Gesch. d.

altchristl. Lift. 1895, p. 17/ ; G. Uhlhorn, PREP), s.v.

Polykarp ; Waddington, Mem. sur la Chronol. de la vie du
rheteur /Elius Aristide in Mem. de I inst. imp. de la France, t.

xxvi., 1867; J. Reville, DC anno dieque quibus Polycarpus
Smyrna martyrinm in lit, 1880; Rovers, Th.T, 1881, pp. 450-

464 ( De marteldood van Polycarpus ); W. D. Killen, Anc.
Church, 1883(4) ;

van Loon, Th. T, 1893, p. 312^ ; Van Manen,
Handl. d. Oudchrist lett., 1900, pp. 82-84. W. C. v. M.

PHILISTINES
Name ( i).

Country ( 2).

Purusati ( 3).

Whence come?( 4-6).
When? (7).
Earlier history ( 8-n).

Civilisation ( 12 ; cp 6).
Later OT reff. ( 13).
Relations with Assyria ( 14).
Persians and Greeks ( 15^).
Greek civilisation ( 17).
Asmonsans and Romans ( i8_/I).

Literature ( 20).

Philistines is the name of a people whose territory in

the time of the Israelite kingdoms adjoined that of
Israel on the SW. and separated Judah from
the sea. 1

Q ntJ&amp;gt;73&amp;gt; pelishtlm (seldom with the article), rarely D&quot;BB&amp;gt;7S,

pelishtiyyim ; sing. n&^S , HK 7S, Pelesheth, the country, or

its inhabitants collectively, appears so far as OT usage goes

tobeapoetical back-formation from rip* 73, Pelishti, Philistine,

taken naturally as a gentile adjective ;
2

&amp;lt;@ in the Hexateuch
also Ecclus. 46 18 47 7 50 26 i Mace. 3 24 and cod. B in Judges
PuAioriei/x, occasional variant ^lAco-Tiei/a, elsewhere $5 aAAo-
&amp;lt;uAoi ;

:i Aq. Symm. ^uAta-Ttaioi ; Jos. naAaitrTivot ; Vg.
Philisthiim, Philistini, Palcestini.

1 [On certain questions raised in other articles, such as the
possibility of a confusion between the rightful possessors of the
name Pelishtim and a people with whom the Israelites were in

frequent relation, dwelling in N. Arabia and especially in the
NEGEB (f.v.), and called properly Sarcphathlm or Jerah-
me elim see Critica Biblica, and for the data on which in
other articles frequent emendations of MT have been proposed,
leading up to new views of Israelitish history see a series of
articles in the present work, especially SAUL ; cp also JERAH-
MEEL, 4, LAMENTATIONS, OBADIAH, PELETHITES, PSALMS.]

2
Possibly a poetical archaism ; cp Assyr. Palastu. Pilistu.

3 On the usage of aAAd$vAo in Greek and the significance of
this rendering in

,
see Stark, Gaza, djff., Rel. Pal. -j^f. In
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The Philistine country at this period embraced the

maritime plain from somewhere near Joppa in the N.
to the desert S. of Gaza, a district about 40 m. in length ;

the line of low hills between the plain and the Judsean
highlands, with the broad valleys running inland, was
debatable ground between Philistines and Israelites (see
below, 13); the boundaries except on the S.

, where

they are fixed by nature shifted at different times

(see GASm. HG, chaps. 9/). To this country the

name Palceslina, properly equivalent to Philistia, and
so used in AV (Palestina : Ex. 15 14 13.142931), was
first applied by the Greeks

;
in a less precise use it

was, however, early extended to the hinterland as far

as the Jordan, thus including Judaea (see Rel. Pal.

38 ff.; Stark, Gaza, 58/).
The southern part of the maritime plain is level or

gently undulating, with a rich soil, well-watered, and

2 Country J
nearty a^ caPable of cultivation. Between
the plain and the steep western slope of

the Judaean plateau, separated from the latter by a
series of longitudinal valleys, is a curving line of hills,

rarely rising to an elevation of 1000 ft.
,
cut through in

three or four places by wide valleys which run to the

very foot of the mountains of Judah, whence a defile

ascends to the central highland. The coast from Carmel
to Gaza, a line of sandhills and cliffs from 30 to 100 ft.

high, is without a natural harbour even for small vessels
;

the cities near the sea (Gaza, Ashkelon, Ashdod, Joppa,

Dor) provided themselves for their need with such
havens (fj.aiovfj.as) as they could, but never rivalled

the Phoenicians in commerce or sea-power. One of the

world s great thoroughfares of land traffic, however,
traversed the country. At Gaza the road from Egypt,

through the desert and the roads from Arabia over

which were brought the products of Yemen and yet
more distant climes met

;
thence led N. along the coast

the route to Phoenicia, Syria, and the East. The
position of Gaza gave it also great political and military

importance (see GAZA).
There can be no doubt that this part of the coast was

settled and civilised at a very remote time. The Amarna
despatches (about 1400 B.C.) by their very form prove
that, with the whole of Western Syria, it had been, at

an earlier period, for many generations under the in

fluence of Babylonian culture, and doubtless under

Babylonian dominion. The Pharaohs of the eighteenth

dynasty included it in their empire as part of the

district which in their inscriptions is called Haru (Hor),
and some of its cities are repeatedly mentioned on their

monuments as well as on those of their successors (see

WMM, As. u. Eur. 148^) In the Amarna despatches
we find the names of Gaza, Lachish, Ashkelon, Gath,

Gezer, Jabneel, Joppa, Aijalon, and other cities. The
inhabitants belonged as names of places, persons, and

deities, as well as expressions and idioms in the corre

spondence, prove to the stock which we call compre
hensively Canaanite.

In Dt. 2 23, in a catalogue of the former populations of Pales
tine and its neighbour lands, an antiquarian author tells us that

the Caphtorim (i.e., Philistines, see below, 4) exterminated the

AVVIM (Q iy&amp;gt; Evaioi) who dwelt in villages as far as Gaza ;

and Josh. 13 3 includes the Avvim with the five tyrants of the
Philistines as occupants, at the time of the Israelite settlement,
of the southern end of the maritime plain which is reckoned to

belong to the Canaanites. The author apparently does not re

gard the Avvim as Canaanites ;
whether they were an historical

people, or, like the giant Rephaim in the land of Ammon (Dt.
2 20), a legendary race,

2 can hardly be determined.

the age of the translation the hellenised population of the sea

board were in a peculiar sense aliens to the Jews ; cpls. 9n [12],

where gives EAAr)&amp;gt;/es.
The hatred expressed in Ecclus. 5026

is not a mere reminiscence of ancient wrongs, as the deeds of the

Maccabaean time prove. The translation aAAd^vAoi is therefore

not an etymological attempt on the name Q jiB TB or TI7S, as has

sometimes been surmised, nor does it preserve the historical

memory that the Philistines were of a different (non-Semitic)
race. An ancient etymology is found in Onom. Vatic. (Lagarde,

20099), eaujuao-TOi (N 7S&amp;gt;-

1 See GASm. HG i 48/ 201^
2

So, e.g., Bertheau, Zur Gesch. d. Israeliten, 142.
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Hebrew tradition preserved the memory of the fact

that, like the Israelites and the Aramaeans, the Philistines

,. were immigrants or invaders in historical

p,
. ,. . times. They came, according to thisrmnstme

tradition| from Caphtor (Am.9 7 , cp Dt.mva era.
223).

l In both ancient and modern times

there has been wide divergence of opinion as to the

country intended by this name Cappadocia, the

Egyptian delta, Cyprus, Crete. 2 The question can be
settled only by other evidence about the origin of the

Philistines, and fortunately such evidence is not altogether

lacking. From the monuments of Kameses III. we
learn that in his eighth year he carried on a campaign
in Palestine against foes who had invaded Syria from
the N. , overwhelming the kingdoms which lay in their

path :
3

No country,&quot; we read could withstand their arms Heta,
Kode (the coast N. of Arvad), Carchemish, Arvad, nor Alashia.
The invaders annihilated them, and all encamped in the heart
of Amara (i.e., the region of the southern Lebanon and the
Bikii

, on the borders of territory which acknowledged the
dominion of Egypt). Their main force was made up of Puru
sati, Takkara (pronounced, perhaps, Zakkara), Shakrusha,
Dano(elsewhere Danona), Vashasha ; in another text the Shar-
dana also (who probably came by sea) are named. The Pharaoh
marched against them into Palestine ; he commemorates in

reliefs as well as inscriptions a battle on both land and sea,
1*

in which he gained a great victory over the invaders. The
scene of this battle at the Tower of Rameses III. is not

certainly known ; it seems clear, however, that it was in Palestine
or Phcenicia (De Rouge, Brugsch), not on the coast of the Delta

(Chabas and many after him); Miiller (As. u. Eur. inf.)
locates it on the Phtenician coast ; Maspero (Struggle, 466f. ;

cp 470, n. 4) somewhat farther S., possibly at the mouth of the

Belos, in the Bay of Acre, or in the vicinity of Turris Stratonis. 5

The Purusati were manifestly the leading people

among the invaders ; they are always named in the first

place, and sometimes alone. Champollion recognised
in the name Purusati the Pflishtim of the OT, and the

identification of the names has been accepted by an

increasing number of Egyptologists and biblical scholars. 6

It is formally unimpeachable ;
the Egyptian r in proper

names often represents a foreign /, a sound which the

Egyptian language did not possess. Historically, also,

as we shall see, the combination has a very high degree
of probability (see 8, and cp CAPHTOR).
Purusati is then the national name of this people (observe

also the regular anarthrous use in OT). Therewith the etymo
logies which derive the words C RI? ?S n?S from a Semitic root

(Eth. falasa, migrate, emigrate, wander abroad
; felasatc,

migration, wandering ; faldsi, sojourner, foreigner ; cp Arab.

falasa, falata, Heb. palat [Ges., Movers, Stark, and many]),
assuming that the name was given to these immigrants by an
indigenous Semitic people (Canaanites or Hebrews), fall to the

ground ; and formal objections, though of themselves decisive,

may be waived. 7 On other etymological conjectures, see below,
4-

In the representations of these peoples on the monu
ments we find peculiarities of garb, armour, and type

4. Whence did
f feature which by the aid f

.

other

monuments, we recognise as distinctive
they come?

of the populations of the southern coasts

of Asia Minor and the islands of the ^ga;an.
8 This

is confirmed by the names of these sea peoples so

far as they can with any confidence be identified
; in

1 In Jer. 4~4 (
= 294 ), Crt////o&amp;gt;-is not in . InGen.lOi4

the gloss, whence proceeded the Philistines, was probably
meant to be attached to Caphtorim rather than to Caslukim as
in the present text.

2 See CAI-HTOK ; Stark, Gaza, T$ff.; Dillm. on Gen. 1014.
3 See WMM, As. u. Eur. 359/.J MVG v. (1900) 1 32 ff. ;

Maspero, Struggle a/ Nations, 465^
* See, however, WMM, As. u, Eur. 177 n. : the inscription

would seem to imply that the two engagements were distinct.
5 The brief statement of Justin (xviii.Ss) that the Sidonians,

driven from their city by a king of the Ascalonites, founded

island-Tyre (1209 B.C.) has often been thought to refer to the
invasion or early conquests of the Philistines. See Movers,
Phonizier, ii. 1 315/1 ; Stark, Gaza, 155 ; WMM, As. u. Eur.
388 ; contra, Winckler, GI 1 223.

6 See Maspero, Struggle ofNations, 463, n. i.
&quot;

Against the whole theory see Hitzig, Kneucker, etc. ; most

recently WMM, M VG v. (1900) 1 3 n.
8 See WMM, As. u. Eur., chaps. 26-29; MVG^ff.;

Maspero, Struggle, 461 ff.
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particular instances the identifications maybe questioned ;

but several of them are seemingly beyond dispute, and
the concurrence cannot be fortuitous.

De Rouge saw in the Ruku of Merneptah the AVKIOI ; his

Akayvas may perhaps be &quot;A^ai^oi ; Danona has been combined
with Aui iuu, the Takkara with

Tev&amp;lt;cpoi the last very improb-
ably.l At an earlier time Lycians, lonians, Dardanians,
Sardinians, Tyrsenians, appear among the foes of the Egyptians
as mercenaries or as pirates.

8 The Cherethites of the OT are
not improbably islanders from Crete, as &amp;lt;B in the prophets
understands (see CHKKETHITES) ;

the connection of the
Cherethites with the Takkara (CAPHTOR, 2) is phonetically
impossible (Miiller, MVG 5, n. 2). The attempt to connect
the name I elisttm with II eAatryoi (Hitzig, Urgesch. 22_/I), or
with the Hepetrrai in Thessaly(Hitzig, GVl \ 38; see Kneucker,
BL 4 542) requires no discussion. Renan traces to the Philis
tines some European words very early naturalised in Hebrew
such as par/tar (Trtpi^oAo?), tnckerah (Gen. 49 5, fiix&amp;lt;iipa),

pileges(pellex), liskdli (AeV^jj), kaphtar(capitul; Hist. \ \y]f. ,

cp 2 33).

The southern coast of Asia Minor is called in the

Egyptian inscriptions Kefto,
3 a name which we are thus

warranted in connecting with Caphtor, whence, accord

ing to Hebrew tradition, the Philistines came. 4 A form
still more closely approximating to Caphtor occurs in a

catalogue of African and Asiatic names with which the

walls of a temple at Ombos are decorated viz., Kptar
(Sayce, Crit. Mon.M 13, WMM, J/G^S/.). The
material of these lists, compiled in the last century
B.C., is taken from older sources

;
no principle of order

is observed, and the position of the name gives no
further clue to the situation of Caphtor. That in the

ethnographical table (8th cent.) in Gen. 10 (v. 14) the

Caphtorim are set down as descendants of Misraim-

Egypt can no more be used to determine the position
of Caphtor than to establish the ethnic affinities of the

people ;
the Caphtorim are here simply the Philistines

of the author s time, whose dependence upon Egypt is

expressed in the familiar genealogical scheme, just as

in P s table the intimate political and commercial rela

tions of the Canaanites to Egypt are expressed by
making Canaan a brother of Misraim.

To what race the Purusati and their allies belonged
is again a question upon which the monuments cast

Of h t
some I S^ 1 - The Egyptian artists mani-

9 festly meant to represent the sea peoples
as distinct from the Semitic populations

of Palestine and Phoenicia in complexion and physi

ognomy as well as in civilisation ;
their traits differ

hardly less from the Heta, and resemble those of

peoples whom we have good reason to regard as

European. Their armour also is of a Western type

(WMM, As. u. Eur. 362 /. ; MVG n/.).
The evidence of language unfortunately fails us. The

names of the peoples which took part in the invasion

have been referred to above
( 4) ; no personal names of

kings or chiefs occur in the Egyptian inscriptions.
5 In

the OT not only are the names of places in Philistia

as we should expect native, that is, Canaanite (see

above, 2), but also, with very few exceptions, the names
of persons who figure in the story as Philistines. The
same is true of the names in Assyrian inscriptions. To
infer from this, as has sometimes been done, 6 that the

Philistines were ab origine a Semitic race is unwarranted ;

the utmost that the facts prove is that they early

adopted the language of the country in which they
settled (see below, 12). Almost the only certainly
Philistine proper name in the OT is Achish (a -pj*, Ay\ovs,

AKXOVS) king of Gath in the time of David and Solomon

1 See De Rouge, Revue archtologique, new ser., 1631-45

81-103 ( 867); Maspero, Struggle, 464, n. 3; WMM, As. u.

Eur. 357, 368 ; cp Ml* G 3.
2 WMM, As. u. Eur. 369^
3 See WMM, As. u. Eur. $& ff.\ especially MVG 9 ff. t

where it is shown that this name is not applied to Cilicia alone.
4 On this point see the new evidence adduced by Miiller,

MVG 6ff.
5 The ruler of Dor in the Papyrus GolenischefT is Bidir.

6 See especially Schwally, Die Rasse der Philistaer, ZH T
34103^(1891).
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(i S. 21io[n]^ i K. 239/.),

1 with which we may
compare Ikausu king of Ekron in the seventh century (in

inscriptions of Esarhaddon and Asur-bani-pal ;
KB

2 148 240) and Ekaso in a recently published Egyptian
text, containing names from Kefto. 2 The title se&quot;ren

(]~\o),
used in the phrase the five lords of the Philistines

(see below, 12), is probably a word of their own
language, and may be connected with rvpavvos, by
which it is rendered in the Targum and the Peshitta. 3

Another fact which is not without a bearing on the

question of the origin of the Philistines is that they did
not practise circumcision (i 8.1825^) : in the older
historical books of the OT (Judges, Samuel) the oppro
brious epithet uncircumcised

C?&quot;iy}
is applied only to

them (Judg. 143 i S. 1726), and is repeatedly used
alone as a self-evident equivalent of Philistine (Judg.
15i8 i S. 146 314, especially 28. l2o).

4 This usage
shows that they differed in this respect from the other

neighbours of Israel in that age (cp Jer. 925 [24] / ) ;

it may with some confidence be inferred that the
Philistines were neither Semites nor Egyptians.

5 The
sea-peoples of Merneptah s monuments were uncircum

cised,
6 and the same may safely be affirmed of their

successors in the time of Rameses III. among whom
the Purusati appear.

If the opinion that the Philistines came from southern
Asia Minor and the regions beyond be correct, we

6 Not
sna l not; think of their appearance in

barbarians
Palest ne as tne irruption of a horde of

barbarians. Their homes lay within the

sphere of that ancient ./Egean civilisation which re

searches on the continent and the islands have brought
to light in our own time. The vases and other products
of the art of Kefto depicted in the tomb of Rehmire
give evidence that its inhabitants were not inferior in

taste or skill to those of Western Asia Minor and
Greece in the Mycenaean age (see WMM, As. u. Eur.
347 ff.}. Recent excavations in Crete have added
greatly to our knowledge of this civilisation

; and it is

not unreasonable to expect that from them some fresh

light may fall on the problems of these paragraphs.
7

What we learn of the Philistines from the OT gives
no ground for the common opinion that they were
merely warlike barbarians. The rapidity and perman
ence of their conquests, their political organisation and
administration, may fairly be urged on the other side.

We have seen
( 3) that the Purusati first appear on

the Egyptian monuments in the reign of Rameses III.

7 Time of (see bdow 8; WMM - MVG
35&amp;gt;-

From

invasion
his mscr Ption we learn that they had already
conquered all northern Syria W. of the

Euphrates. There is good reason to believe that the
Hittite empire, which even in its decadence must have
been a considerable power, was broken up by them. 8

It is not likely that this was the work of a single year,
nor that the Pharaoh intervened at the first appearance

1 Other names commonly regarded as Philistine are PHICHOL
(73 S, Gen. 2122 2626), MAOCH (TflJ7D, i S. 27 2), ITTAI OnN,
2 S. 15 19 18 2, etc.), GOLIATH (JV^3, i S. 17). See the special
articles.

2 WMM, As. u. Eur. 389 n. ; MVG %f. The connection
of Achish with Anchises suggested itself to the adherents of the
Pelasgic hypothesis (Hitzig, Kneucker).

3 Klostermann on i S. 5s; WMM, MVG 12. Others, re
garding seren as a Semitic word, consider it a dialect equivalent
of Hebr. stir ; or connect it with seren, i K. 7 30, axles.

4 If in Herod. 2 104 the people of the coast are meant not
merely the Jews, as is possible it would only prove that theyhad fallen into the custom of their neighbours in later times.

5 See CIRCUMCISION, 3. It is remarkable that Gen. 34
assumes that the inhabitants of Shechem were uncircumcised
cp, however, Josh. 5 iff.

6 See (against Hrugsch) WMM, PSBA 10147 ;?: (Jan. 1888)
As.u. Eur. i$7f.

The surmise has been hazarded somewhat prematurely
that the Philistines brought with them the Cretan linear script,from which the Phoenician alphabet was developed.8 See E. Meyer, GA 1319; Maspero, Struggle, 466; WMM,MvG 35.
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of the invaders (see WMM, MVG 327.). What were
the immediate results of the successes of which Rameses
boasts we cannot say ;

1 in his twelfth year he was
again engaged in a campaign against Amara ;

the later

years of his reign passed in peace. Under his feeble
successors the Egyptian possessions in Syria were lost ;

a century after Rameses III., the king of Byblos boasts
that neither his father nor his grandfather had been

subject to the Pharaoh. In this period the Philistines

and their allies must have established themselves in

Palestine
;
for the last years of the 2oth dynasty an

Egyptian official, Wen-Amon, who touched at Dor on
his way to Phoenicia, calls it a city of the Takkara (see
above, 3), and his report makes the impression that

they had been for some time settled there. -

This date (i2th cent. B.C.) agrees well with the
indications of the OT history, where the Philistines

appear in the half century preceding the establishment
of Saul s kingdom as invaders of districts long occupied
by Israel (Movers, Phon. ii. I 3 i 5 / ; cp Ewald GVI
1
348^- ) ;

the necessity of a united defence against them
was, indeed, the cause of the kingdom (i S. 4 9i6 ; see
further below, 9). The story of Samson represents
them a generation earlier as in full possession of the
maritime plain and the valleys of the Shfiphelah, and
ruling over Judah (Judg. 13-16, cp 10 j).

3
It has

often been surmised that the migration of the Danites

(Judg. 18) was occasioned by the conquests of the
Philistines who, if they did not themselves dispossess the
tribe of its settlements in the lowlands, pressed the
Canaanites back upon them (Judg. \nf. Josh. 1947).
The references to Philistines at a much earlier time must be

regarded as anachronisms. The ruler of GEKAR [y.v.] in the
time of Isaac is called in Gen. 26 (J) king of the Philistines ;

*
in Gen. 21 (E) also, where the same story is told of Abraham,
the king is supposed to be a Philistine (see w. 31 34). The name
of the king, Abimelech, however, is Canaanite (cp Abimilki, of
Tyre, in the Amarna despatches). The Amarna despatches
(about 1400 B.C.) and the monuments of Rameses II. (about
1340-1273) recording his Syrian campaigns prove conclusively
that the Philistines had not yet appeared in Palestine. All
that Gen. 21 26 shows is that Gerar lay in territory which, at the
time the legends arose, was subject to the Philistines. 6 In Ex.
13 17 (K) the Philistine route is a natural way for the author
to describe the direct road from Egypt to Canaan, but cannot
be taken as evidence that at the date of the Exodus the Philis
tines were already in their later seats. A like observation may
be made about Josh. 183. The ode of triumph, Ex. 15 14, is

from too late a time to be taken as evidence to the contrary (see
Exoous, 6).

What set the Purusati and their confederates in

motion we can only uncertainly conjecture. From the

8 The
^act tliat l^e^ aPPear on the monuments

con t
of Rameses III. accompanied on land by
their wives and children, who, together with

their effects, are transported in carts drawn by oxen

(see Maspero, Struggle, 462 ; WMM, As. u. Eur. 366),
their movement has generally been regarded as a true

migration, whole tribes leaving their homes in a venture
of new fortunes (so, e.g. ,

E. Meyer, GA 1317), and it

has been conjectured that the pressure of the great
northern Volkerwanderung which brought the

Phrygians into the central table -land of Asia Minor
thrust out before it the peoples nearest the sea or the
confines of Syria (Maspero, Struggle, 461 /. ). Others
have thought that the invaders were not migrating tribes

but soldiers by trade mercenaries to-day, robbers to

morrow who after the manner of their kind in later

times carried their homes with them (WMM, As. it.

Eur. 3607;). Some of them, or of their kinsmen, had
served in the armies of the Hittites in their wars with

1 Maspero s opinion (Struggle, 470 ; cp 466, n. 3) that the
prisoners taken by the Pharaoh in the war against the Purusati
and their allies were planted by him in the Shephelah and at
Dor is highly improbable.

2 Papyrus GolenischefT; see Gol&amp;lt;5nischefT, fteciieilde Travaux.
1\14ff. ; Erman, ZA SSiJ?. ; WMM, v. 1 igff.

3 The exploit of Shnmgar (Judg. 831) properly stands after
the story of Samson, as in many MSS of (S.

4 The title is a parallel to Jabin king of Canaan, Judg. 42.
5 According to Gen. 21 34 this was the case with Beersheba

also ; but this redactional verse conflicts with v. 32.
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Rameses II. (WMM, I.e. , 354^); and they had now
perhaps discovered the weakness of the decadent empire.
Their successes opened to them new fields of conquest
and plunder, and brought them at last to the very doors
of Egypt.

It is certain, at least, that they did not long occupy
the old Hittite territory, and left no permanent traces

there. In the early years of Rameses III. they were in

force in the southern Lebanon or perhaps even in

Galilee. A hundred years later we find the Takkara
established at Dor, on the coast south of Carmel (see

above, 3, 7). Their allies, the Purusati, had kept the

advance
;
the maritime plain farther south was in their

hands
;
the Cherethites occupied a region farther inland,

in the Negeb. The first movement probably followed

the coast, where their sea force could co-operate with

them. Soon, however, they extended their conquests to

the interior, and we may be sure that it was not the hills

of Judaea that first attracted them, but the Great Plain and
the rich and flourishing Canaanite cities which stood at

so many avenues of entrance into it, from Jokneam and

Megiddo to Beth-shean, for an attack upon which Dor
on the coast might well serve as a base. When, at the

end of Saul s reign, we find Beth-shean commanding
the descent to the Jordan valley and the great East road

in the hands of the Philistines (i S. 31 10), we may
safely assume that the cities between it and the coast

plain had not been left in peace to their native rulers. 1

The brunt of the invasion thus fell at the outset on the

Canaanites ;
and that the blow was severe may be inferred

from the fact that when the Philistines were forced to

relinquish them, these cities passed seemingly without

a struggle into the power of Israel (see below, n).
This conception of the course of Philistine conquest

finds support in the fact that the earliest invasion of the

, . territories of the Israelite tribes of which
9. bUDjectlon h historical testimony (iS. 4)

of Israel
was by way of Aphek in the plain of

Sharon (see APHEK), not by the southern valleys. The

Ephraimite peasants made a poor stand at Eben-ezer

against these formidable warriors
;
the Ark of Yahwe

was captured ; and, seemingly by one victory, the whole

of the central highlands came under Philistine supre

macy.- Judah was probably subdued about the same
time. The conquerors established posts throughout the

land, where a Philistine officer (ntsib], probably with a

few soldiers, collected imposts and kept watch upon the

doings of the inhabitants, very much, we may suppose,
as did the Egyptian officials in Palestine in the days
of Amenophis III. and IV., whose reports were found

in the archives of Tell el-Amarna (so at Gibeah in

Benjamin, i S. 10s 13s/; at Bethlehem, 28.2314).
At any symptom of revolt a larger force was sent to

punish the attempt by plundering the land and laying
it waste (i S. 13 1?/. 14 15). So firmly established was
their power that Hebrews served in their armies even in

such razzias against their own countrymen (i S. 14 21),

as David came near doing at a later time (i S. 29).

Saul and Jonathan, at the head of a small body of

tribesmen, took up arms against their masters; the

daring exploit of Jonathan and his

armour-bearer led to a general rout of the

Philistine punitive expedition which was

operating from Michmash (i S. 14) ; but the victory was
not followed up (1436-46). A battle in the Valley of

Elah (probably the modern Wady es-Sant ; see ELAH),
near Socoh, is famous in story as the scene of the single

combat of David with Goliath, the giant of Gath, i S.

17 (see GOLIATH). We are told that there was sore

war against the Philistines all the days of Saul (i S.

14sz); but few particulars are given us (see ISRAEL,

1 i S. 8X7, where Klostermann, Budde, and Smith emend the

text ( in the cities of the plain ; i Ch. 167 in the plain ), can

hardly refer to the strongly fortified cities.

- The story of Samuel s crushing defeat of the invaders and
its results (i S. 1 5-14) is a pragmatic fiction which is contra
dicted by the whole history of the period.
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. SAUL). David, who distinguished himself

as the leader of a partizan corps in this struggle

(i S. 18 198), and still found opportunities, in the free

booter s life which he led in the south after his breach
with Saul, to deal a blow to his people s foes (i S. 23),
was in the end constrained by the persistent enmity of
Saul to go over to Achish, the Philistine king of Gath,
in whose contingent he, with his six hundred followers,

appeared at the rendezvous of the Philistine armies at

Aphek at the opening of the campaign in which Saul
lost his life, but was turned back by the suspicions of

the council of chiefs (i S. 28i/. 29). The Philistines

entered the Great Plain probably by the way of Dothan
and struck the army of Saul near Jezreel ; the Israelites,

dismayed perhaps by the chariots, fell back to Mt.

Gilboa, and, in the battle which followed, the Philistine

archery decided the day ; Saul and three of his sons
were slain (i S. 31). The decisive victory made the

Philistines again absolute masters of all central Palestine ;

the Israelites in the plain and the Jordan valley fled

from their towns (i S. 317); Abner, Saul s cousin and
marshal, established ISHBAAL (y.v.), the only remaining
son of Saul, at Mahanaim in Gilead (2 S. 28), wheie
he reigned for a few years, perhaps as a vassal of the

Philistines. 1 A new kingdom was erected in Judah
over which David became king (2 S. 21-4). Since this

was accomplished without interference from the Philis

tines, it is safe to assume that it was with their consent,
and as a consequence that David ruled in Hebron as

a Philistine vassal, as he had previously held Ziklag as

a feof from Achish (see DAVID, 6). The elevation of

David was resented by Saul s house ; the Philistines

doubtless saw no reason to intervene in the quarrel.
The opinion, based on 2 S. 2 9, that Abner reconquered
for his master from the Philistines the highlands of

Ephraim
2
is not reconcilable with the well-attested facts.3

When David, after the assassination of Ishbaal, raised

his ambition to a national kingdom of all Israel (2 S. 5),

Of Tl A tne Philistines immediately invaded Judahavl
to chastise their rebellious subject, mov

ing up the valley of Rephaim. There David, who at

the news of their approach had taken refuge in his

mountain fortress
(

the HOLD, i S. 22 4/. , etc.), at

tacked them at Baal-perazim and routed them so com
pletely that they left their gods in the field (2 S. 617-21).
A second engagement in the same valley had a similar

issue, David pursuing the retreating foe as far as Gezer

(2 S. 522-25). Incidents of other conflicts are related in

2 S. 21 15-17 18 19-22 (cp i Ch. ZO + fr) ; and the roll of

David s brave comrades in 2 S. 238^ preserves the

memory of many daring deeds in battle with the

Philistines (see DAVID, 7) ; but, taking it all together,
we find far less about this war of independence than, in

view of the comparative fulness of our information con

cerning David and his reign, we should expect. In

2 S. 8 1 a deuteronomistic editor tells us that David
defeated the Philistines and subdued them (cp Judg.

423); unfortunately the more specific statement in his

source has been transmitted to us in a corrupt text :

the bridle of the metropolis if it be legitimate to

render thus [cp METHKG-AMMAH] which David is said

to have taken from the Philistines, is a most improbable
expression for the hegemony, even if the latter were

itself intelligible in this connection. The parallel pas

sage in i Ch. (18 1) has Gath and its dependencies,
which may be substantially right (see DAVID, I.e.).

There is much probability in the surmise that the

liberation of Israel from the Philistine yoke was not

achieved by its own unaided efforts. Egypt about this

time began to reassert its dominion over Palestine,

and first of all, necessarily, over the Philistine plain.

We have, indeed, only indirect evidence of this ;
but

1 Kamphausen, Z.4 77r (144 (1886).
2 Ewald, &amp;lt;;r/|3&amp;gt;3i54 ; Ed. Meyer, GA 1 361 ; Kohler, Bibl.

Gfsc/i.2246 ; Wellhausen, //&amp;lt;7(2l
1 58.

3 See Kamphausen, ZA TU &amp;lt;o\4ff. (1886) ; Stade, Cr/l26o;
Kittel, Hist. i. 43.
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it is convincing. The list of Shoshenk s conquests
in Palestine in the reign of Jeroboam does not

include any of the Philistine cities
;

it seems impossible
to understand this in any other way than that this

part of the country had been previously subjugated.
The capture of Gezer, i K. 9 16, also implies that

the cities farther south had been already subdued by
the Egyptians (see WMM, As. u. Eur. 389 /., MVG
38/). The Philistines, thus forced to defend their

own territory, must have given up the attempt to

resubject the Israelites. The relations of David to

the Philistines after his independence was achieved

seem to have been uniformly friendly ;
his bodyguard

was recruited from among them (see CHERETHITES
AND PELETHITES) ;

and in Absalom s revolt not only
vras this corps faithful to the king but besides them
six hundred men of Gath were in David s service,

their colonel, Ittai, commanding one of the three

divisions in the battle in which Absalom fell. The

Egyptian conquest seems to have ended the Philistine

peril to Israel ;
the Phoenicians probably at this time

recovered Dor, the Israelites fell heir to the cities along
the Great Plain (r K. 4 12) ;

J henceforth we find the

Philistines only in the southern half of the maritime

plain, between Gaza and Joppa. It is not true, however,
that this region was included in the empire of Solomon
as has sometimes been erroneously concluded from i K.
42i [5i] (MT, cp 246^, also 2 Ch. 926), and from
i K. 4 9 .

2

The Philistine invaders were conquerors of an alien

race, who were doubtless numerically a small minority
_. ... , . among the peoples they had subjected ;

. ivi isa ion.
ant^ as go O ften m s jm jiar cases, the

vanquished gave laws to the victors. Of whatever stock

and speech the invaders may have been, in Palestine they

very soon adopted the language of the country ; the

Philistine names in the OT and the Assyrian inscriptions

are, as has been observed above, almost without excep
tion Semitic specifically, Canaanite. The Philistines

worshipped the gods of the country, also. DAGON
(
i S. 5

Judg. 1623^;) was not the national god of the invaders

but a Semitic deity who had long been worshipped in

Palestine; Astarte (i S. 31 10
;

see ASHTORETH) and
BAAL-ZEBUB (2 K. l2/.) are Canaanite divinities. Of
the religion we know little beyond this. They had

temples (1 S. 5 31 10 Judg. 16) ;
Herodotus (1 105) heard

that the temple at Ashkelon was the oldest seat of the

worship of Aphrodite Urania. There were images in

the temples (i S. 5i ft), and they carried idols with them
into battle (2 S. 52i), as the Israelites carried the ark

;

the oracle of Baal-zebub at Ekron was highly reputed
in the ninth century (2 K. 12) ;

their soothsayers were
famous (Is. 26). Priests and worshippers on entering
the temple of Dagon at Ashdod were careful not to

set foot on the threshhold (i S. 5s; cp Zeph. lg).

Politically, the five chief Philistine cities, ASHDOD,
GAZA, ASHKELON, GATH, EKRON (i 8.617; see also

Josh. 13s Judg. 3s), which had not improbably been
settled by different tribes, formed a confederation.

Ashdod seems to have been at first the foremost city of
the league ; it is named first in the oldest list of Philistine

cities (i S. 617) ;
in the temple of Dagon in Ashdod the

ark of Yahwe captured at Ebenezer was deposited
(i S. 5). This pre-eminence was probably due to

political causes, such as the settlement of the leading
Philistine tribe, or perhaps the choice of Ashdod as the

meeting-place of the council of chiefs. The situation of

Gaza, the key of Syria both commercially and strategi

cally, could not fail in time to give it the advantage (cp
Josh. 13s). It does not appear that any one of the cities

had an actual hegemony in the confederation. In the
vicissitudes of later centuries the relative power and im

portance of the cities frequently changed (see Stark,
Gaza, 142). Gath and Ekron never attained the same

1 Compare Shoshenk s list, Miiller, As. u. Eur. \f&ff.
2 So Thenius

; see against him Stark, Gaza, 173.
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rank as the cities nearer the coast

;
but their position

brought them into closer connection with Israelite

history. Gath disappears after the eighth century ; it

had probably sunk into insignificance.
Each of the five cities was mistress of the adjacent

territory, other cities and villages being subject to it

(i S.QiT/.).
1 The rulers of the five cities are called

slrdnlm (c np, (55 ffarpaTrai [@ B in Judg. &pxovTfs, but

ffaTpawiat in 3s], Vg. reguli, satrapce, prindpes, Tg. ,

Pesh. tyrants ).
In war each doubtless commanded

the contingent of his own city ; matters of common con
cern were decided by them in the council of the chiefs

(i S. 293^) ;
in time of peace also they acted together

in the public interest (Judg. 16) ;
the citizens of Ashdod

and of Ekron call them together to determine what shall

be done to relieve those cities of the plague which the

presence of the ark had brought upon them
; they consult

the soothsayers and carry out the directions of the re

sponse (i S. 5/. ).
That their office was hereditary is

nowhere said, but may probably be assumed. Achish
of Gath is called king (mdlek, i S. 21 10 [u] 2?2),

though as ruler of Gath he was one of the sfninfm ;
z

the title king would naturally be given by the Hebrew
historian to the ruler of any city, whether one of the

five or not.

We see from the Egyptian monuments as well as

from the OT that the Philistines had an effective

military organisation, and a tactical skill which Asiatics

have seldom displayed (see WMM, As. u. Eur. 365).
The army in column, by regiments and companies,
under their officers (sdrrrn), passes in review before the

sgrdnim (i S. 292). They had chariots (i S. 13s [read

3000], 2 S. 16), in which, as in the Hittite chariotry, a
shield-bearer stands beside the spearman (see CHARIOT,
col. 729). Their strength, however, was in their well-

armed footmen
;

3 their archers were of formidable skill

(i S.Sls), reminding us of the fame of the Cretan

bowmen. The Takkara at Dor maintained a fleet,

which followed Wen-Amon to Byblos and blockaded

the port to prevent his returning to Egypt (Papyrus

Golfinischeff).
The Egyptian conquest probably broke up the

Philistine confederacy ; the descendants of the invaders

mingled with the native population of the
13. Later OT
references. region and disappeared in it, while leaving

it their name, and, doubtless, infusing into

it something of their character. Henceforth the history
is that not of a people but of a country, or rather of the

individual cities in it. (See ASHDOD, ASHKELON,
EKRON, GATH, GAZA.

)
It must suffice here to refer

very briefly to some notices in the OT of the relations of

Israel to its neighbours on the SW. side. Gezer, as we
have seen already ( n), was added by the Pharaoh to

the territory of Solomon (i K. 9i6) ; according to 2 Ch.

118 Rehoboam fortified Gath as well as the cities in the

Judcean Shephelah ;
Gibbethon was besieged by Nadab

ben Jeroboam (i K. 1627), and again a quarter of a

century later in the reign of Elah ben Bansha (i K.

1615^&quot;.) ;
the Chronicler records that some of the

Philistines brought voluntary presents to Jehoshaphat

(2 Ch. 17 ii
) ;

in the reign of Jehoram of Judah they are

said to have invaded Judah, and carried away the royal
treasure with the king s wives and children (2 Ch.

21 16/);
4 in the time of Jehoash Hazael king of

Damascus took Gath, and invaded Judah on that line

(2 K. 1217); Uzziah broke down the walls of Gath,

Jabneh, and Ashdod, and built cities in the territory of

Ashdod (2 Ch. 266, from an old source) ;
in the days

1 Cp Jos. 13 2 (geliloth), 15 45-47 Judg. 1 18.

2 The difference of opinion between Achish and the serdnlin

in i S. 29 does not imply the contrary.
3 See the figures in As. u. Eur. 364f. ; and cp the descrip

tions in i S. 17 4-845 2 S. 21 16.
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of Ahaz the tables were turned, and the Philistines

conquered and occupied many cities in the Judoean
Shephelah and Negeb (aCh. 28x8); Hezekiah waged
successful war on the Philistine cities, even as far as

Gaza, if we may trust the brief notice in 2. K. 188 ;

J

but the Assyrians soon deprived him of his annexed

territory. Amos (16-8) denounces the judgment of

Yahwe on the Philistine cities, because in some recent

war they had carried away the population of whole
districts and sold them to the Edomites

;

2 such a thing

might have happened under Amaziah, when Judah was

greatly weakened by the disastrous conflict with Israel

which the king had provoked (2 K. 14n_^). Am.
62 (later than Amos) perhaps refers to the catastrophe
which befell Gath at the hands of Sargon in 711 (see

GATH, i). Isaiah, in an early prophecy (9 12 [n]),
sees the Philistines on one side, and the Syrians on the

other, devouring Israel
;
whether the Philistines actually

assailed the northern kingdom at this time is not known.
Is. 20 is dated in the year in which Sargon s Tartan

besieged Ashdod (711 B.C.), and predicts the failure of

its vain reliance on Egyptian aid. In later prophecies
the judgment that is to come upon the Philistines as

well as on other foreign nations and lands, is foretold,

and sometimes depicted in lurid colours ;

:f

but, apart
from the fact that the genuineness and age of many of

these passages are controverted questions, the language
and imagery are of too general we might say, typical

a character to enable us to recognise a specific
historical situation.

Philistia, together with Israel and Edom, was con

quered and made tributary to the Assyrian empire by
Ramman [Adad] -nirari III., in the last

14. Relations
with Assyria.

years of the ninth century (KB 1 190 ;

ASSYRIA, 32). Tiglath-pileser III.

(745-727) enumerates among his vassals about the year

734, Mitinti of Ashkelon and Hanun of Gaza (KB
220). Both took part, with Rezin of Damascus and
Pekah of Israel, in the revolt which the king put down
in 734-732. Ashkelon, where Mitinti was succeeded

by his son Rukipti, probably made its submission (see
Tiele, BAG 235) ; Hanun fled to Egypt at the approach
of the Assyrians, and Gaza was captured and plundered ;

from the language of Tiglath-pileser in his account of

these events it has been inferred that he set an Assyrian
governor over it (Winckler, GI 1 219). Hanun must,

however, soon have recovered his throne, for in 720, in

alliance with the Egyptian Sib u the same So (NID,

perhaps to be pronounced Sewe
; see So) in whom

Hoshea the last king of Israel had vainly trusted

(2 K..174) was defeated and made prisoner by Sargon in

the battle at Raphia (KB 254). It was, perhaps, about
the same time that Sargon deposed Azuri king of Ashdod,
and set his brother Ahimiti on the throne ; the anti-

Assyrian party shortly expelled him and made a certain

Yamani (or Yavani) king. The war thus provoked
ended in 711 with the capture of Ashdod, Gath, and
other cities, and the deportation of their inhabitants,
their places being filled by colonists from the E. of the

Empire, and the district placed under an Assyrian
governor (KBIb*/. ; see also ASHDOD). This imme
diate administration did not continue long ;

for Mitinti

of Ashdod appears among the vassals of Sennacherib.
In the great revolt against Sennacherib, in which

Hezekiah of Judah played a prominent part, Sidka of

Ashkelon was involved, with disastrous consequences to

himself; he was carried prisoner to Assyria, and Sar-

ruludari, the son of a former ruler, made king in his

room ; Sennacherib, in his inscription, names as cities

of the kingdom of Sidka which he had taken, Beth-

dagon, Joppa, Benebarak, Azuru (KBIg?}. In Ekron
1 See HEZEKIAH, 2 ; Winckler, GI 220 226.
- Winckler (Alttest. Unters. i%j,f., GI 1 199) emends and

interprets, because they totally depopulated Edom ; see also

Liihr, Unters. z. Amos, 4.
a See Jer. 25 15^. 47 Zeph. l^ff. Ezek. 25 \$ff., also Zech.

85-7 Obad. 19.
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the anti-Assyrian party had seized their loyal king
Padi and sent him a prisoner to Hezekiah. Sen
nacherib severely punished the insurgents of Ekron,
compelled Hezekiah to deliver Padi up, and restored
him to his throne, 701 (KBI^ ff.}. When Hezekiah s

turn came, Sennacherib annexed the Judasan cities he
had taken and plundered to the territories of the loyal

kings, Mitinti of Ashdod, Padi of Ekron, and Silbel of
Gaza (A j?294; see ISRAKL, 34 ; HEZEKIAH, 2.

and references there). After the time of Sennacherib
the cities of Philistia seem not again to have revolted

against the Assyrians.
Esarhaddon names among his western vassals Silbel

king of Gaza, Mitinti of Ashkelon, Ikausu of Ekron,
Ahimilki of Ashdod, together with Manasseh of Judah,
the kings of Edom and Moab, and others (AT? 2 148).

The same names appear under Asur-bani-pal (ib. 240).
It was the time of the long peace in Manasseh s reign.
In the attempt of Egypt under Tirhakah to throw off the

yoke of Asur-bani-pal (see EGYPT, 666), the cities on the

coast remained loyal to Assyria, as also in the revolt of

Phoenicia, and the Arabian war (A7?2i6o 168^: zibff.).
The account of the long siege of Ashdod by Psam-
meticus (29 years ;

Herod. 2 157) attests renewed attempts
of Egypt to subject this coast (see EGYPT, 67).

During the Scythian irruption Ashkelon was taken, and its

great templeof Aphrodite Urania spoiled (Herod. 1 105).

The collapse of the Assyrian empire in the last

quarter of the seventh century, enabled Necho II. to

carry the Egyptian arms to the Euphrates (608) ; in the

course of this campaign he took Gaza (KctSrm, Herod.
2 159). Necho s defeat at Carchemish (605) was speedily
followed by the reconquest of all Western Syria from
the Amanus to the borders of Egypt (cp 2 K.24?) by
Nebuchadrezzar. So far as our sources go, the southern

coast cities offered no such resistance as the Babylonians
encountered at Tyre and Jerusalem.

1 The demonstra
tion of the Pharaoh Hophra (Apries) had at least no

lasting results. Nabonadius called upon his tributaries

as far as Gaza to contribute to the building of the great

temple of Sin at Harran (A7?iii. 2g8).
After the fall of the Babylonian empire, Gaza, alone

opposed the advance of Cambyses on his way to Egypt

TT d (Polyb. 1640). In the provincial organisa-

p . tion of Darius, Palestine (with Phoenicia and
. Cyprus) was included in the fifth satrapy

(Herod. 891) ; it furnished its quota of ships
to the fleet of Xerxes (Herod. 7 89). Ashkelon was, for

a time at least, subject to Tyre (Scylax, in Geogr. min.
ed. C. Miiller, 179) ; Eshmunazar records the cession of

Dor and Joppa to Sidon (CIS no 3 1. igf. ). Gaza (q.v. )

was autonomous, and so prosperous that Herodotus
found it not inferior to Sardes

(
Herod. 3 5 ;

see E. Meyer,
GA 8139). What part these cities took in the repeated

attempts of Egypt to shake off the Persian yoke, and in

the revolts of Megabyzus and Evagoras (see PERSIA,

20), our scanty sources do not tell us
;

in the great
rebellion of the Syrians and Phoenicians, and almost

all the peoples of the sea board in the last years of

Artaxerxes Mnemon (Diod. Sic. 1590) they may have

been involved ;
without at least their benevolent neu

trality, Tachos could scarcely have engaged in his opera
tions in Phoenicia in 361.- If they joined with the

Phoenician cities in the rising against Ochus as is

not improbable, since the Jews also seem to have been

implicated they at least offered no opposition to the

Persians in their advance against Egypt ; the exemplary
fate of Sidon may have warned them to submit while

there was time (see PERSIA, 20).
When Alexander, after taking Tyre, marched down

the coast on his way to Egypt, it was again Gaza alone

1 See, however, Stark, Gaza, 22^f. ; Berossus names among
Nebuchadrezzar s captives not only Jews and Phoenicians, but
also Syrians and the peoples near Egypt (Jos. Ant. x. 11 1); cp
also Philostratus ( af. Syncell. 221 D).

2 See Judeich, Kleinasiatische Studien, \(^ff,
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that resisted his passage ; it was taken only after a siege

of two months duration ;
the city was

16. Alexander
sacked&amp;gt; anci tne remnant of its in

habitants sold into slavery (332 B.C.).
1

successors. ^e strategjc importance of Philistia

made it the scene of frequent conflicts between the suc

cessors of Alexander.
In the assignment of satrapies after Alexander s death (323),

Syria fell to Laomedon ; in 320 Philistia and Judsea, with the

rest of Coele-Syria and Phoenicia, were seized by Ptolemy I.,

who garrisoned Gaza and Joppa. Antigonus, in 315, took these

cities without much difficulty, though Tyre stood a fifteen

months siege. In 312 Ptolemy reconquered the country ;_
a

pitched battle being fought in the spring near Gaza (Diod. Sic.

198ojf;); but in the autumn he was driven out again by Deme
trius and Antigonus, dismantling the fortifications of Acco,

Joppa, and Gaza in his retreat (Diod. 1093); the peace of 311

left Antigonus in possession of this coast ; Gaza was refortified

by him, and was the base of his unsuccessful operations by land

and sea against Egypt in 306. In 302 Ptolemy invaded Syria
and laid siege to Sidon, but retired upon an erroneous report of

Antigonus s advance, leaving garrisons to hold the cities he had
taken.

The disposition of Syria in the partition after the

battle of Ipsus (301) was disputed, both Seleucids and

Ptolemies in later times claiming that they had acquired
the right to it ;

2 the question of actual possession at the

moment lay between Ptolemy and the remaining garrisons

of Demetrius. Ptolemy in no long time acquired southern

Palestine, and perhaps some points in Phoenicia, which

he administered by a strategos. The theatre of the

Syrian wars of 275-274, 261-250, 246-240, was farther

north
;
and their outcome strengthened and enlarged

the Ptolemaic empire in Syria.
3 A determined attempt

to wrest these possessions from Egypt was made by
Antiochus the Great, beginning in 219. The Egyptians

strengthened the fortifications of Gaza, which was

necessarily the base of their defensive operations ; but

the campaign of 218 must have brought it, along with

most of southern Palestine, into the power of Antiochus
;

since we find him preparing at Gaza for the projected
invasion of Egypt. One of the great battles of antiquity
was fought at Raphia in the spring of 217 ;

Antiochus

was completely defeated, and Ptolemy recovered southern

Syria (Polyb. 582-86). In 201 Antiochus resumed the

attempt ; Coele-Syria fell into his hands almost without

a blow ; Gaza, however, held out, and was taken only
after a stubborn resistance. The Egyptians made an

effort to recover the territory ; but their defeat at

Paneion in 200 4
put an end to a rule which had lasted

for a century ;
all Syria was henceforth embraced in the

empire of the Seleucidas. The revenues of Ccele-Syria
were assigned by Antiochus as a dowry to his daughter,

Cleopatra, whom he married to the youthful Ptolemy.
The ambition of the Egyptian court to reconquer the

country precipitated the fresh attacks on Egypt by
Antiochus Epiphanes in 170-168.

Long before the Macedonian conquest, commerce
had doubtless brought to the coast, as it did to the

cities of the Nile delta, considerable

numbers of Greeks ;
the importance of

the trade with Greece, which was prob

ably chiefly in their hands, may be judged from the

fact that in the Persian period Gaza struck coins of

Athenian types and of Athenian standard weight and
fineness (see Schiirer*3

, 284). In the following centuries

the influence of Greek civilisation was much more

profound and wide-reaching. The city government
was framed upon Greek models, the types and legends
of their coinage are mainly Greek ;

the gods whom they

worshipped are for the most part the great gods of

Greece : Zeus, Poseidon, Apollo, Athene, Aphrodite,

Helios, and others ; the Greek language was doubtless

extensively spoken in the cities
;
Ashkelon had, in Roman

17. Greek
civilisation.

1 Diod. Sic. xvii. 487 ; Arrian, 2 z6f. ; Curtius, iv.

2 See Niese, Griech. u. Makedon. Staaten, 1 352 2 124 377.
3 The era of Tyre (275 or 274 B.C.) is probably connected

with the occupation of Phoenicia by Ptolemy Philadelphus ; see

Schiirer, GJlfa 274.
4 On the date see Niese, 2 578^
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times, famous schools, and not a few men of distinction

in Greek literature were educated there (Steph. Byzant.

s.v.) in short, it might appear on a superficial survey
of these facts that the region was completely Hellenised.

Such a conclusion would, however, be a serious ex

aggeration. Greek was the language of commerce and
of culture ;

in the cities, probably, most men were able

to speak as much Greek as they needed ;
but as late as

the end of the fourth century A.D. , the country people
about Gaza spoke only Aramaic which in the Persian

period had gradually supplanted the older Canaanite

vernacular (cp ARAMAIC, zf. )
while even in the city

the lower classes spoke Aramaic, and there were those

who understood no other tongue.
1 The same was true

at Ashkelon, and doubtless elsewhere, generally.

In religion, also, the fact that the gods bear Greek

names does not necessarily indicate that the gods and

their worship were purely Greek. In many cases, un

questionably, the name has been given to a native deity

and the cult was either native or syncretistic. The
chief temple of Ashdod in Maccaboean times was

Dagon s
;

the great god of Gaza was Mamas an

Aramaic title
;
the identification with Zei)s KpriTaytv-ri?

is part of the late legendary connection of Gaza (Miv^a)
with Crete

;

2 the Aphrodite Ourania ofAshkelon is in all

probability Atargatis-Derketo, also a Syrian deity,
3

just as in the Persian period the Aramaic names Mamas
and ATARGATIS (q.v. } superseded a Canaanite Baal

and Astarte, so they became in turn Zeus and Aphrodite
without changing their nature.

During the Maccabasan struggle the Syrian armies

operated in general from the Philistine plain, ascending

by the pass of Beth-horon or Emmaus,
18. The

Asmonseans.
or farther S. by Beth-zur. Levies from

the country fought on the Syrian side ;

slave-traders accompanied the army to buy the expected

prisoners (i Mace. 3 41).

In a raid into the lowland Judas took Ashdod, plundering the

city and destroying the images of the gods (i Mace. 568). To
prevent such excursions of the Jews, Bacchides fortified and

garrisoned Emmaus, Beth-horon, Thamnatha, Pharathon, and
Gazer (i Mace. 9 50-52). In 147 Jonathan, fighting in the cause

of Alexander Balas against Demetrius, made an expedition

against Joppa, but found the city too strong to be carried by
assault ; turning back he defeated Appllonius near Ashdod,

pursued the retreating enemy into the city, and burned it with

its great temple of Dagon (i Mace. 10 75-85, cp 11 4) ; Ashkelpn
received him with open arms (1086). Alexander rewarded him

by bestowing upon him the city and district of Ekron (10 89).

Later, as a supporter of Alexander s son Antiochus, Jonathan
received the submission of Ashkelon, and besieged Gaza and

compelled it to sue for terms (between 145-143 B.C. ;
i Mace.

ll6o-62); shortly after, Simon took Joppa and put a Jewish

garrison in it (i Mace. 12 33./J ,
after the treacherous murder of

Jonathan by Trypho at Ptolemais, Simon drove out the inhabi

tants of Joppa, settling Jews in their place and annexing it to his

own territory (i Mace. 13 ii
;

see JOPPA, 2) ; haying taken

Gazer by siege, he pursued the same course with it (i Mace.

1843-48). Antiochus Sidetes seems to have taken these places
from John Hyrcanus,4 but was constrained by Roman interven

tion to restore them. Alexander Jannaeus at the beginning of

his reign besieged Ptolemais, but was compelled by Ptolemy
Lathurus to retire from it. The subsequent withdrawal of both

Lathurus and Cleopatra, however, left him a free hand, and he

conquered Raphia, Anthedon, and finally Gaza, which after a

siege of a year he took by treachery and gave over to pillage

and flames, 96 B.C. (Jos. Ant. xiii. Vi^BJ i. 42). In Josephus
(Ant. xiii. 164) we have a list of the cities which were subject to

Alexander Jannaeus; it includes all the cities from Carmel to

Rhinocorura (with the single exception of Ashkelon) Strato s

Tower, Apollonia, Joppa, Jamnia, Ashdod, Gaza, Anthedon,

Raphia, Rhinocorura.

Pompey freed these cities from Jewish rule, restoring

them to their own citizens and incorporating them in

the province of Syria (63 B.C. ; Jos.

BJ\. 7?). Gabinius (57-55 B.C.
)
rebuilt19. Under the

Romans. many Of these places which had been

wholly or in part demolished by the Jews (Ant. xiv. 5s ;

BJ i.84&amp;gt;.
Caesar restored Joppa to the Jews (Ant.

1 Marcus Diaconus, VitaPorphyrii, ch. 66jf. See SchiireH3),
2 64 95.

2 On Mamas, see Drexler in Roscher, Lex. 1 2379.
3 Diod. Sic. 2 4, Pausan. i. 146.
4 See Schiirer, 2 101.
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xiv. 106). Antony bestowed on Cleopatra the whole

coast from the Egyptian desert to the Eleulherus except
the cities Tyre and Sidon (36 B.C. ; Plut. Ant. 36; Jos.

BJ i. 18s). Augustus (in 30 B.C.
)
added to the kingdom

of Herod Gaza, Anthedon, Joppa, and Strato s Tower;
the last Herod rebuilt and named Caesarea. In the

division of Herod s kingdom Gaza was put immediately
under the governor of Syria ;

the same disposition was
made of Joppa and Cresarea when Archelaus was de

posed (6 A. D. ); Ashdod and Jamnia were given to

Salome ; upon her death their revenues were paid to

the empress Livia and subsequently to Tiberius (see

Schiirer, (7/F(3
&amp;gt;

2?8). Ashkelon enjoyed the privileges

of a free city during all these changes, maintaining the

liberties it had gained in 104 B.C. In 66 A.D. ,
at the

beginning of the war with Rome, the Jews in Cassarea

were slaughtered by their fellow-townsmen, with the

connivance of the procurator, Gessius Florus. 1 In

revenge the insurgents set fire to Ptolemais and Ash

kelon, and demolished Anthedon and Gaza, 2 with many
unwalled towns in the country (BJ ii. 18 1). Joppa was
taken by the Romans under Cestius Gallus and its

Jewish population massacred (BJ ii. 18 10); it was re-

occupied by the Jews (see BJ ii. 204), who held it until

its destruction by Vespasian (BJ\\\. 9 2 _/.).
After the destruction of Jerusalem in 70, Jamnia,

which since the Asmoncean times had been inhabited

chiefly by Jews, and Lydda became the seats of the

most famous Jewish schools ; and in the other towns

of this region there was a considerable Jewish popula
tion, among whom Jewish Christians are frequently
mentioned.

Calmet, Dissertatio cle origine et nominibus Philistaeorum,&quot;

in Proleg. et dissertt., etc., ed. Mansi, 1 180-189; Movers, Die
PkSnizier, 1 T,/. ^ff. (1841) ; Bertheau, Zur

20. Literature. Gesch. tier Israeliten, 186-200, 280-285, 3

308, 354/ (1842); Hitzig, Urgesch. u. My-
thai, der Philistaer (1845); GVI\i,bff. izaff. etc. (1869);
A. Arnold, Philister in Ersch u. Gruber s Encyklopiedie,
Sect. iii. 23 321-329 ; A. Knobel, I olkcrtafel der Genesis, 98,

208^,215^ (1850); Stark, Gaza u. die philistfiische Kiiste

(1852); [older literature in full, gff. 31/244335^ 53j0-
6H/] ;

A. Baur, Philister in Riehm s Jflt B; cp Der Prophet
Amos, 76-94 (1847); Kohler, Bib. Gesch. 1 *.\ ff. (1875); De
Goeje, Het tiende Hoofdstuk van Genesis,&quot; ThT \iT,-$ff.,

especially 257.^ (1870); Fr. W. Schultz, Philister in PREW
11618-636 (1883); Kneucker, Philistaer in Schenkel s BL
4541-559; Ewald, GK/&amp;lt;3)l348j (1864) 3 42^C etc. (1866);

Schwally, Die Rasse der Phifistaer, Zl\- TM\o-$ff. (1891);

Ebers, Ae^vpten unddie Biichcr Mosis, \yjff. (1868); Brugsch,

Egypt under the Pharaohs, ch. 14/ (1881); W. M. Miiller, As.
u. Eur. ch. 2t&amp;gt;-29 (1893); Die Urheimat der Philister ; Der

Schiirer, G/IW 2 22/ etc. G. F. M.

PHILOLOGUS (cpiAoAoroc). greeted in Rom. 16 15,

together with JULIA [&amp;lt;?.v.].
It is a common slave-

name, and occurs not unfrequently in the inscriptions

of the imperial household (C/LQ^n6, etc). According
to Pseudo-Hippolytus he was one of the seventy dis

ciples, and tradition makes him bishop of Sinope.

PHILOSOPHY. See HELLENISM, WISDOM LiTERA-
TURK.

PHINEES. i. i Esd. 5 5 2 Esd. 1 26, also i Esd. 8228
= Ezra&quot; 5 8 2 PHINEHAS ($ 3), i.

2. i Esd. 631, RV Phinoe = Ezra 2 49 PASEAH, 2.

3. i Esd. 8 63 = Ezra 8 33 PHINEHAS, 3.

4. 2 Esd. 1 2a. See PHINEHAS, 2.

PHINEHAS (DnrB, once Dm S, iS.! 3 ; 4&amp;gt;[e]iNeec

[BAFL]).
The name is very un-Hebraic, and since the mother

of Phinehas ben Eleazar is described (Ex. 625) as one
of the daughters of Putiel (cp Poti-

phera
-

) u is plausible to seek for

an Egyptian origin _ Hence Lauth

(Z.DMG 25 [1871], 139), followed by
Nestle (Eigennamen, 112 [1876]), and formerly by

1 See also the slaughter at Ashkelon and Ptolemais, KJ ii. 185.
2 In the case of Gaza, at least, this demolition can have been

but partial ;
see Schiirer, 2 88.
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T ,

i.is sname
Egyptian or

PHINEHAS
Cheyne (Proph. Is. &amp;lt;

3
144), explained Phinehas as the

negro, the corresponding Egyptian form being well-

attested (see 2). All such theories, however, seem
to be inferior in probability to the rival hypothesis.
The present writer ventures to think that, if the name were

Egyptian, it must have honorific meaning. We might perhaps
suppose omB t be an early corruption of rtJJJEi which in riJEX

rnyD (ZAPHNATH-PAANEAH) may be a misvocalisation of the

Egyptian name Pianhi (or some similar form); Q and y were
often confounded. But considering that the evidence before

us (see MOSES, 6) seems to favour a N. Arabian origin for

Moses and his relatives, and that Phinehas in the Hexateuch
is the name, not only of an individual, but also of a hill with

which, not the individual, but his father (though Eleazar

really comes from a clan-name) is associated,! also that the
I,evites certainly had Jerahmeelite affinities, and that the father

of the second Phinehas bears a name which is probably a mutila

tion of Jerahmeel, it becomes more probable that orufl s to

be explained as a mutilated and corrupt form (through jons)
of

SuCnT (Jerahme el). The name Jerahme el could of course be

given both to an individual and to a locality. Cp TIMNATH-
HERES. PUTIEL (cp note 3 below), is nSs with the afformative

SK- It is possible, however, that Putiel and POTIPHERA (q.v.)
were early explained as = devoted to El, or to Re&quot;. On the

supposed Ephraimite connection of the second Phinehas see

SHII.OH, and note that Ephraim is not unfrequently a cor

ruption of Jerahmeel (e.g., Judg. 17 i 1 Ji i S. 1 i).

T. K. C.

On the assumption, however, that the name Phinehas

is of Egyptian origin the following details deserve

. , consideration.

, It seems to stand for Egyptiananswer to the^_^/2 ,ater without the
s4Hcalic

ending, in Coptic letters TTeNgHC (cp

Ptoemphaneis, Ptol. iv. 7 34, mutilated Ptcemphce, Plin.

6 192, the country of the negro ).

The T of the biblical punctuation could be an archaic render

ing of e, which stands mostly for old a. The fact that the

article is often written (pit or even ply, Liebl. 884 add.) like the

demonstrative must not be misunderstood ; it is only an attempt
at expressing the helping sound e before two double con

sonants, notwithstanding the biblical i a scriptio plena which
seems to show that the name was felt to be foreign. The
meaning the negro does not imply black skin, the desig
nation n(e)hcsi applying also to all brownish Hamitic tribes of

Eastern Africa (WMM, As. u. Eur. 112). Therefore, the name
means nothing but a child of darker (brunette) complexion.&quot;

The name begins to appear in dynasty 18 and becomes
most frequent in dynasty 19 to 21. By the time of dynasty
26 (about 666 B.C.) it seems to be rare, if not obsolete. It

was superseded by P-ekos
(7re&amp;lt;cv&amp;lt;ris),

the Cushite.

\V. M. M.

i. Son of Eleazarand ofone of the daughters of Putiel.*

He is mentioned as accompanying the Israelites against
Midian (Nu.316^), and as sent to

3. Bearers
of the name.

admonish the trans-Jordanic Israelites

for erecting their altar by the Jordan

(Jos. 221330 ff.\ He is, however, more especially
renowned for his zeal and energy at Shittim in the

matter of the Midianitess Co/.Bl (tf.v. , Nu. 256 _^i),

to which repeated allusion is made in later Judaism, cp
Ps. 10630/. i Mace. 226 (0tfews [A]) and Ecclus. 4623.

The story (the opening of which is lost) is a later

addition by P to the already composite 25 1-5 (JE), and
is probably an artificial attempt to antedate and fore

shadow the zealous endeavours of Nehemiah to purify

the remnants of the Jewish Golah (cp Bertholet, Stellung
d. Israeliten, 147). See NUMBERS, 7, and Oxford
Hex. ad loc.

1 On the analogy of Josh. 19 50 we may assume that the hill

of Phinehas (Jerahmeel) in Josh. 24 33 was traditionally

assigned to Eleazar. Originally, however, -uy^N must have

been
S[&amp;lt;]-itj; ; i.e., it was a clan-name.

2 Written mostly 1PJ*
3 For a view of the name Putiel which implies two stages in

the history of the name, see above, i. According to the

ordinary view, the second of the two stages represents the

entire history of the name. Both views are illustrated by the

fact that in Eg. -Aram, inscriptions and papyri of the fifth and

fourth century B.C. ms, devoted to, appears in the form eB1

e.g.,
%DNEB ( f Isis, etc.). An earlier example is &quot;iDEB (in Gk.

inscr. 7TTO&amp;lt;7ipis)
in an inscription found at Teima in Arabia

(CISu. no. 113).
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The importance of Phinehas in P lies in the fact that he is in

the direct line from Aaron, and hence (as the father of Abishua)
enters into the genealogy of the high-priests (i Ch. 64 [630] 50
[6 35] Ezra 7 5

= i Esd. 822 Esd. 1 26 Phinees). The Chronicler,
moreover, speaks of him as the ruler over the porters in time

past (i Ch. 9 20). In the days of the return the b ne Phinehas
form one of the priestly classes (Ezra 8 21 Esd. 65 829, $opo?
[B], PHINKES), at the head of whom stands Gershom (see
GERSHOM, GERSHON).

Like his father Eleazar, Phinehas rarely appears
previous to P. In Judg. 2028 the statement that he
stood before Yahwe in the days of the Judges is no
doubt a gloss (cp SHILOU) ;

the whole chapter in its

present form is post-exilic. (Cp Moore, Judges, 434,
and see JUDGES, 13.) Ancient, on the other hand,
is the announcement affixed to Jos. 24 (E2 )

of the death
of Eleazar and his burial in the GIBEAH OF PHINEHAS 1

[q. v. ] which was given to Phinehas in the hill-country
of Ephriam (v. 33).

HAL acjds also that Phinehas
himself was afterwards buried in the same Gibeah

(4v yafiaap [-0.6 [A], ytj /3actp, L] ry [777 Bab
] eavrCiv

[eavrov A]) : Dt. 106 (Eleazar succeeds Aaron at

Moserah) is probably also E.

2. Phinehas b. Eli 2 and his brother HOPHNI [q.v. ]

were sons of Belial who, for their wickedness and
wantonness towards the offerers of sacrifices, incurred
the wrath of Yahwe and perished together at Eben-ezer
when the ark was taken by the Philistines (i S. 1-4).
The son of Phinehas born upon that fateful day receives

the name ICHABOD [q.v. ].

According to Budde s analysis (SBOT), the old narrative in
1 S. 4 related the loss of the ark without further comment ;

it is a later writer (Eo) who in if. ascribes the disaster to the
wickedness of Eli s sons and to their father s laxity (esp. 3 14^),
and finally it is a Dt. writer who lays even greater stress

upon their iniquity and actually foreshadows their fate. There
is much to be said, however, in favour of H. P. Smith s
view that i 8.212-17 22-25 [27-36?], 4 1&-7 1 is a fragment
of an independent history of the Elidae. This torso (which
is already composite) contains two peculiarities : (a) the
association of the family with Moses, and (^) the prominence of
Shiloh. It may, therefore, be conjectured that this narrative

formerly stood in the closest connection with another in Judg.
\8f. where, too, a descendant of Moses and the foundation of a
shrine (perhaps in the original story that not of Dan but of
Shiloh) play an important part.

3 The Mosaic associations and
the unique description of the power of the ark (i S. 4 ^ff.) may
further suggest that the narrative is a fragment of that account
of the Exodus a trace of which survives in Nu. 10 29-36 (itself
also composite) ; cp EXODUS i., ^Jf., KADESH, 3.

Another son, Ahitub, was the father of Ahiah

(=Ahimelech),
4 who appears as a priest in the time of

Saul (i S. 14s).
5

It is a remarkable fact that the
famous line of priests from Eli to Abiathar is ignored in

the later genealogies, with the curious exception of
2 Esd. li, where Phinehas b. Heli

(
=

Eli) and Phinehas
b. Eleazar occur in the ancestry of Ezra (see GENEA
LOGIES i.

, 7 [4]).

An interesting question arises as to the precise
relation between Phinehas (i) and (2). The latter,

according to MT an Ephraimite, seems to disappear
from history only to be represented in a later age by the

former, a shadowy and unreal character whom also

tradition connects with Ephraim. At all events the

iniquity of the Ephraimite son of Eli (cp esp. i S.

222&amp;lt;5)
is amply atoned for in later tradition by the zeal

(cp esp. Nu. 256/:) of the younger namesake. That

1 Prof. Cheyne, however, proposes to read Gibeah of
Jerahmeel, regarding both Phinehas and Eleazar as cor
ruptions of clan-names (see i).*

Eli s origin is not given, no doubt because he was previ-

(see ELKANAH i., JEKOHAM i., SAMUEL). Is v. i a confused
combination of marginal notes giving the parentage and origin
of both Elkanah (v. i) and Eli (v. 3) ? [Note, however, the view
respecting the name Eli in i, and compare SHILOH.]

3 For a parallel but somewhat different theory depending
on emended texts, see MICAH, SHILOH ; cp also MOSES.

4 Prof. Cheyne has suggested that both Ahiah and Ahimelech
may be popular corruptions of Jerahmeel.

5 The statement, perhaps, does not belong to the original
document (J). It has nothing to do with the chapter, and is

more probably a gloss introduced on account of the priest in
w. 19 36^.
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(i) is an image of the son of Eli is denied however by
We. (Prol.i

4
)

142), but there are at all events certain

considerations which point to a connection between the
two. The names Eli, Hophni, and Phinehas are of
the same un-Hebraic cast as Moses and Gershom, and
(unless we have recourse to emendation) find their only
explanation from Egyptian, or from S. Palestinian
dialects (Sabasan, Sinaitic, etc.) ; the tradition in i S. 227
(although due to RD ; see We. ,

I.e.
) seems, moreover, to

connect the house of Eli with Moses (cp also Jochebed
and Phinehas son ICHABOD [y.v.]).

1 The relation of
Phinehas b. Eli to Phinehas the grandson of Aaron
finds an analogy in the cases of Eliezer and Gershom
b ne Moses compared with Eleazar and Gershon b ne
Aaron. 2 The conjecture is perhaps a plausible one that

the stone of help (Eben-ezer) in i S. 4 has some connec
tion with the grave of Eleazar (Josh. 24 32), also the burial-

place of the Aaronite Phinehas ; note the explanation
of the name in i S. 7 12.

3. Eleazar b. Phinehas, a priest temp. Ezra (Ezra 8 33= i Esd.
863, PHINEES).

T. K. C. , I
;
W. M. M.

,
2

;
S. A. C. , 3.

PHINOE (cpiNoe). i Esd. 5 3 i RV, AV PHINEES;
see PASEAH, 2.

PRISON
(4&amp;gt;[e]iccoN [BNA]), Ecclus. 24 25 AV, RV

PISHON. See PISON.

PHLEGON (cpAeftON) is saluted in Rom. 16i 4 .

Cp ROMANS (EPISTLE). His name occurs in the

apocryphal lists of the seventy given by Pseudo-
Dorotheus and Pseudo-Hippolytus. Tradition made
him bishop of Marathon, and the Greek church com
memorates his martyrdom on April 8th.

PHCEBE (cpoiBH). the sister, deaconess (RVm&-
:

Al&KONOc) of the church at Cenchreas, who, according
to Rom. IQif., had been a helper for patroness ]

of

many, including the writer. See further, ROMANS and

(for the nature of her diaconate) DEACON.

PHCENICIA.
CONTENTS.

Names ( i). Trade, art, navigation ( 7-9).

Origin and nationality ( 2). Religion (g 10-15).

Beginning of history ( 3). Constitution ( 16).
List of towns ( 4). Sources ( 17).

Egyptian dominion (is 5). History ( 18-22).
Phoenician colonies ( 6). Bibliography ( 23).

By the Phoenicians are meant the inhabitants of the

commercial coast towns of Canaan. The name is of

1 Names Greek origin- For a long time its proto

type was thought to have been found in the

Egyptian Fenh-u (vocalisation unknown), but it has
since been shown (notably by W. M. Miiller, As. u.

Eur. 208 f.} that this Egyptian word is not the name
of a nation but a poetical designation of the (Asiatic)
barbarians possibly indeed only a traditional scribal

error for Fehu. The name 4&amp;gt;cVi is rather a Gk.
derivative from

&amp;lt;poivbs,
blood -red, with the common

old suffix, -IK.

The name Phcenix is by no means rare in the ancient Grecian
world as a place-name indicating the presence of a reddish
colour. Thus there was a brook Phcenix near Thermopylae, a
mount Phcenix in Bceotia and in Caria, a town PhtEnike in

Epirus, and so on (cp Meyer, GA 2, 92) where it is out of the

question to suppose that Phoenician settlements are meant.
This name was given by the Greeks to the Canaanite

seafaring men, as well as to the most highly-prized of

all their imports, purple, and to the palm, which was
likewise introduced by them (first at Delos, Od. 6103).

Probably &amp;lt;poivi
denoted first the purple, then the

purple-men, and finally the tree they imported.

1 The identification of these names has been also made by
Wellh. CY/l :i

) 371 (1899). See also ICHABOD, JOCHEHED.
2 If Eli s genealogy has indeed found its way into i S. 1 i (see

S 2, n. j, above), we might venture to find a trace of it in

Dm pi
which name is no other than Jerahmeel. Eli may have

been a Jerahmeelite ;
the relation between the Kenites, Jerah-

meelites, and other clans of the south appears to have been ai

close one (see JERAHMEEL, 3).
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The Greek genealogic poetry provided the Phoenicians with

an eponym Phoenix king of Sidon, who was identified with a
Cretan god and hero Phoinix, whose daughter Europa, origin

ally a Koeotian and Cretan goddess, thus became a Sidonian

princess. For what reason Cadmus, the son of Agenor, the

eponym and founder of the Cadmeia of Thebes, was made the

brother of Phoenix we do not know ; he had, at any rate,

nothing to do with Phoenicia. At a still later time Cadmus
became the brother of Europa, which resulted in the latter s

becoming the daughter of Agenor, and her father Phoenix

becoming her brother. A further analysis of this legend does

not belong here; cp Meyer, GA2Q3_fi The Latin Poenus is

probably rather a contraction of Phoinix than an older form
without the suffix.

Kaft, which frequently occurs in the Egyptian in

scriptions of the New Empire, passed for a long time

as another old name for Phoenicia ; &amp;lt;$&amp;gt;oivlKr]
is thus

rendered in the hieroglyphic text in the bilingual decree

of Canopus. There are cogent reasons, however, for

rejecting this view, and seeking for Kaft outside the

Semitic world, perhaps in Cilicia (cp CAPHTOR, 4).

The name may be connected with the enigmatical name

JAPHETH [q.v.~\, and the Gk. Icbrrros (the name of a

Cilician god, in Steph. Byz. ,
s.v. &quot;Adava and Ayx^^)-

In the OT the Phoenicians generally are named

D JTX. Sidonians
;
for instance Itoba al, king of Tyre,

is called King of the Sidonians in i K. 1631 ; cp

Judg. 106 12 187 i K. 520 11 1 5 33 2 K. 2813; and in

the genealogy of the nations, Gen. 10 15 (cp Judg. 83 =
Josh. 184-6). In the same way King Hiram II. of

Tyre is called in an inscription cjixi^a, King of the

Sidonians, and on coins of the time of Antiochus IV.

Tyre is called ens ctt&amp;gt;
the metropolis of the Sidonians

i.e., Phoenicians. In Homer the Phoenicians are

often called ZiS&amp;gt;iot (77.6290 Od. 15n8 46i8), their

land Zidovlri (II. 6291 Od. 18285); but 4&amp;gt;oiViKej is also

found (//. 28743/1 Od. 18272 14 288 ff. 15 415^)-
Both names occur together in the celebrated verses

concerning Menelaus wanderings (Od. 4 84/1 ).
The

name of the town Sidon is found in Od. 1^425. From
the fact that Sidon, not Tyre, is mentioned, we must

not draw political conclusions as some have done ;

through the influence of the ethnic name Sidonian

the name of Sidon was familiar to the Greeks at an

earlier time than that of Tyre, although the latter was
then much the more important. Roman poets, too,

frequently use Sidonius&quot; (as a synonym for Poemts
)

in the sense of Phoenician (cp Ovid, Fast. 3 108 etc.
).

A precise definition of Phoenicia can hardly be given.

The boundaries assigned by Herodotus, Scylax, Strabo,

Pliny, and Ptolemy vary greatly. The last-mentioned

(v. 104) reckons Phoenicia from the Eleutherus to the

brook Chorseas S. of Dor. Accepting this view, we

may describe Phoenicia as the coast-land at the foot of

Lebanon and of the hill-country of Galilee down to

Carmel. Marathus and Arados, however, lie N. of

this territory, and in the S. the border is fluctuating

and arbitrary. The impossibility of fixing a definite

boundary line between the Phoenicians and the other

Canaanites is specially obvious in the more remote

times before the settlement of the Israelites and the

Philistines. The limits above assigned correspond

roughly to the name 7.ahi by which the Egyptians at

the time of their conquests designated the Phoenician

coast (cp WMM, As. it. Ear. \-jbff.}. The origin of

this name is unknown.
Herodotus relates that the Phoenicians, as they them

selves declare, were originally settled upon the Red
. . , Sea, and came thence to the Syrian

2. Origin and
coast (1 x 7gg) _ The ,

Red&amp;lt; gea fe of
nationality. course tne i ncjian Ocean, more especi

ally the Persian Gulf. It would seem therefore that

there once was a Phoenician tradition which, like that

in the OT, made their ancestors immigrants from

Babylonia.
l

1 The story was afterwards further embellished ; support for

it was found in the names of the islands Tylos and Arados of

Bahrein on the Persian Gulf (Slrabo, xvi. 3 4 if-). On the story
of Trogus Pompeius, see SODOM AND GOMORRAH.
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The long prevailing derivation of the name Phoenicia from the

Egyptian Punt (Lepsius), a land that was located by older
writers in S. Arabia, is quite impossible. The Egyptian Punt
is the incense-bearing Somali-coast in Africa, whose inhabitants

(Eg. Punti, Lepsius wrongly Puna) have nothing whatever to

do with Pa;ni, *oifiKs.

The Phoenicians themselves reckoned their land to

Canaan (for the evidence, see CANAAN, i), and with

perfect justice. They are, in fact, a branch of the

Canaanites, which, at the beginning of the time

historically known to us (about 1500 B.C.
),
had occupied

many places on the coast, while the intermediate region
was still in the hands of an Amorite population (cp
AMORITES, CANAAN).

1

One evidence of this is supplied by the Phoenician

language, which differs only dialectically from the other

Canaanite dialects known to us (Hebrew and Moabite) ;

see WRITING. Though it exhibits in many instances a

younger vocabulary (e.g. ,
jjv,

to give, jStf, God), it has

frequently retained older grammatical forms and words
which in Hebrew have become obsolete. 2

In fact it was simply the difference between the

conditions of life of the coast -land and those of the

interior, that gradually separated the Phoenicians from

their fellows who had settled farther inland much in

the same way as the Dutch were severed from the other

N. Germans. Their different historical development,
and above all the occupation of Palestine by the

Israelites, enlarged the breach.

As to the age of the Phoenician towns we possess no

information, for of course no historical value attaches to

the statement of Africanus (in Syn-
3. Commence
ment of the

history.

cellus, 31) that the Phoenicians said

they had a historical tradition reaching
back for 30,000 years. Far more

moderate is the assertion of Herodotus (244) that,

according to native tradition, Tyre and its temple of

Hercules had been founded 2300 years previously
i.e. , about 2730 B.C. Even in this, however, no one

will venture to find a real tradition. According to

another statement the founding of Tyre was much later.

Justin (182) relates that for a long time after their

immigration (see above, 2) and the founding of Sidon

the Phoenicians lived on the coast, but that being then

overcome (expugnati] by the king of Ashkelon, they
took to their ships, and founded Tyre the year before

the fall of Troy. To what year the latter event is

assigned here cannot be gathered from the context ; but

when we find in Menander of Ephesus, the historian

of Tyre, a Tyrian era that begins in the year 1198-7
B.C. (Jos. Ant. viii. 81, 62, c. Ap. i. 18, 126; and

thence Eus. a. Abr. 745) we may regard it as almost

certain that this is the epoch intended. Now it was at

this time that there occurred the great movement among
the nations which resulted in the occupation of Ashkelon

and the neighbouring places by the PHILISTINES (q.v. )

and also affected the Phoenician cities (see 5). It

is possible, therefore, that the statement of Justin

and Menander s era preserve a recollection of these

events. On the other hand, the date may rest simply
on some chronological combination no longer known
to us. It is, at any rate, historically certain from

the Amarna tablets that, in the fifteenth century, the

island-city of Tyre was already extant, and one of the

most powerful cities of Phoenicia.

Whether the lists of Phoenician kings mentioned by later

writers (Tatian, adv. GrtfC. 37 ; Porphyry ap. Eus. Pnep. ev.

x. 9 12, from Sanchuniathon) possessed any value for the older

period, is uncertain. If there were any historical lists going

1 This is probable on the following ground. As late as the

last millennium B.C., new Phoenician towns were planted upon
the northern foot of Lebanon Kotrys under Hiram I. of Tyre,

Tripolis probably not until the time of the Persians. How to

account for the existence of a (much mutilated) Phoenician

inscription in N. Syria
two hours W. of Zenjirli (Winckler,

AO/&quot;\y&amp;gt;5), is not clear. The inscription belongs to the time

about 750-700 B.C.
2 Cp Stade, Erneute Priifung des zwischen dem Phoen. u.

Heb. bestehende Verwandtschaftsgrades, in Morgenliindische

Forschungen, 1874.
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back to the second millennium or even farther, they must have
been written in cuneiform, which it is hardly likely that anyone
in later times could read.

Should the Babylonian archives at any time give us

any authentic information regarding the expeditions
of Sargon and Naram-sin into Syria (according to

Nabonidus inscription about 3750 B.C.), we may
expect to find that there was in Phoenicia in the

fourth millennium a state of things more or less similar

to what we find two thousand years later when the

Egyptians came to Asia. That the relations between

Babylonia and Syria were exceedingly ancient and
were never interrupted, is shown by the Amarna
tablets ; presumably every great power which took

shape in Babylon sought to extend its dominion over

Syria as well
; we know that this is true also of the

Elamite conquerors (about 2200 B.C.). Hence the use

of the Babylonian language and script was familiar at

the court of all the Syrian princes whether Semitic or

not. It is specially, however, in the sphere of art and

religion that we can see how ancient and deeply-rooted

Babylonian influence was, and we shall find this to be
the case in Phoenicia as well as elsewhere. But there

must always have been close relations also with the

empire on the Nile. 1

These long ages are, however, gone beyond recall.

Our information regarding the history of Syria, and
therefore of Phoenicia, begins with the Egyptian con

quest in the sixteenth century. Even then, however,
the details supplied by the triumphal inscriptions of the

victorious Pharaohs are meagre to the last degree ;
it is

only the annals of Thutmosis III. that yield somewhat
fuller material, to which are to be added notices in

Egyptian works, such as pre-eminently the papyrus
Anastasi I. (see PALESTINE, 15), where Phoenician

(among other) places are named. Our store of facts

receives important additions from the Amarna tablets.

For the centuries from the ninth to the seventh we
have good information in the Assyrian inscriptions (cp
Fr. Del., Wo lag das Paradiesf 281 ft); and, more

over, most of the Phoenician towns are occasionally
mentioned in the OT.
From these sources, we obtain the following list of

Phoenician towns from Carmel northwards :

i. Acco (135;, Judg. 131; Josh. 1930 corr. for
4. List 01

^j.), a separate principality in the Amarna
Phoenician tablets. See PTOLEMAIS.

towns. 2 - Akzib (n TDN, Egyptian Aksapu, Ass. Ak-
zibi). See ACHZIB.

3. Mahalliba (so in Assyrian ; ^3nD&amp;gt; in Josh. 19 29 [see

AHLAB, n.] ; corrupted to a^nN in Judg. 1 31).
Akzib and Mahalliba do not occur in the Amarna letters ;

they were small towns probably belonging to one of the

neighbouring principalities.

4. Kana
(n:p, Jos. 19 28)= Eg. Kand, a separate principality

in the Amarna letters. See KANAH.
5. Tyre (^j, the rock ; old Latin Sarra), on a rocky island

in the sea, about half an English mile (4 stadia) from the shore,
with an area of about 130 acres, without wells or vegetation,
In time of war, when the mainland was in the hands of the enemy,
the Tyrians had to depend on water from cisterns ; in ordinary
times the water supply was carried over in boats, as is already
mentioned in pap. Anastasi. On the coast was a suburb which
the Greeks called Patetyros. They wrongly supposed the
settlement on the shore to be older than that on the island.

The local name was Usu or Uzu (Ass. Ushu = Eg. Authu), often
mentioned in the Amarna tablets. There is much proba
bility in the suggestion of PraSek and Cheyne (see ESAU,
HOSAH), that Usoos, the brother of Hypsuranios of Tyre in

Philo s story, the man who first ventured to sea on a log, is

simply the eponym of Palajtyros.
6. Sarepta (nsis), a place at the foot of Lebanon belonging

toSidon(i K. 17 9)= Eg. Zarpta, Ass. Sariptu, not mentioned in

the Amarna tablets. Cp ZAKEHHATH.
7. Sidon (p s), the greatest of the Phoenician or Sidonian

towns, and already in the time of the Amarna letters the

principal rival of Tyre, with a harbour secured seawards by a
range of rocks. See SIDON.

1 This is sufficiently proved by the fact that from very early
times Byblos was known to the Egyptians (as Kupna ), and
that the prescriptions preserved on the papyrus Ebers (written
about 1550 B.C.) mention a remedy of a Semite from Byblos in
which several Semitic loan-words occur (cp WMM,
77 ff-\ See GEBAL i.
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8. Berytus (Biruta in the pap. Anastasi, Birutu and [much

more frequently] Biruna in the Amarna letters), the modern
Beirut. In ancient times it was not an important place. In
the time of the Amarna letters it belonged originally to the

principality of Byblos, and afterwards became independent ; it

does not occur in the OT or in the Assyrian inscriptions.

9. Byblos (Phcen. Gebal; see GEBAL, i.
; *?n, Josh. 13 5

i K. 5 32 Ezek. 27 9, Ass. Gufrlu, Egyptian Kupna), the seat of
a great goddess, the mistress of Byblos (Baaltis), mentioned
in pap. Anastasi and very often in the Amarna letters. Byblos
stood in relation with Egypt from very ancient times (see
col. 3733, n. i), and always was one of the principal Phoenician
towns ;

it was in possession of the greater part of the shore of Mt.
Lebanon from Beirut northwards. In the time of the Armarna
letters it was lord of Berytos and of two other places on the

coast, Sigata and Ambi. Southwards of Byblos runs the stream
Nahr Ibrahim, the ancient Adonis, associated with the death
of ADONIS (q.v., 2). At its sources lay the sacred Apheka,

pEN&amp;gt;
Josh. 184 1930 Judg. 131 (see APHEK, i). The town

Tripolis is of much later origin (see below, 21).
10. Arka at the northern end of the Lebanon range on the

plain of the Eleutherus (Nahr el-Kebir), by which the main
road led from the coast to the Orontes-valley. This route is

called by Thutmosis III. the coast-road, by which he attacks
the town Arkantu. This town can be no other than Arka.
In the Amarna tablets it is called Irkata and has its own king;
the Assyrians call it Arka ; only Shalmaneser II. uses the older

form Irkanata. In the OT the Arkites, pnyn,
are mentioned

in Gen. 10 17 (see ARKITE).
n. Simyra, at the northern end of the Eleutherus plain

(
= Eg. Zamar, Ass. Sumuri and Simirra), is often mentioned

in the Amarna tablets ; the Simyrites, icxn in Gen. 10 18 (see

ZEMARITE).
12. Arados, on a small rock-island opposite Jebel Nosairlye,

in position and importance equal to Tyre, and already in the

Egyptian period one of the principal seafaring places of Syria.
Its Phoenician name was -mx, Arwad (now Rufid), HIIXH, Gen.
10 18 Ezek. 27 8 ii = Eg. Aratu(f), Ass. Arvada. See ARVAD.
Opposite to it lay a place called by the Greeks Antaradus

(later Tortosa, now Tartus) ; farther southwards, Marathus
(now Amrit) belonged toils territory. Marathusacquired import
ance and independence only in Hellenistic times (see below, 22).

13. In Gen. 10 17 between the people of Arka and Arados are

mentioned yon, the Sinites, the inhabitants of Sin (see

SINITE). This town, identified by Delitzsch (Par. 282) with
Sianu in the Assyrian inscriptions, is not otherwise known.

The names of the dynasts of Tyre, Byblos, Arka, in

the Amarna letters show that the inhabitants at that time

were Canaanites i.e. , Phoenicians. For Arados we
have no direct proof ;

but its position is characteristic

ally Phoenician, and no one will doubt that, as in later

times (in the Assyrian inscriptions its kings have
Phoenician names), so already in the sixteenth century
it was inhabited by Phoenicians.

The Pharaohs of Egypt began the conquests of Syria
at the end of the sixteenth century, a short time after

_. the final expulsion of the Hyksos (see EGYPT,
Ot 1. HG

Egyptian

the Euphrates, and received the tribute of

its dynasts. His son Thutmosis III. (1503-1449), in his

twenty-second year, had to begin the conquest anew. He
first defeated the Canaanites in the battle of Megiddo, and
then conquered the northern parts of Syria. Thutmosis
III. is the founder of the great Egyptian empire. Most
of the Phoenician towns appear to have acknowledged his

sovereignty without much fighting ; only Simyra and
Arados had to be taken by force. Simyra received an

Egyptian garrison and became the principal stronghold
of the Egyptian dominion on the coast. All the kings
and petty princes of the Syrian and Phoenician towns

became vassals of Egypt ; they had to pay tribute and

supply provisions for the Pharaoh and his army ;
their

sons were educated at the Egyptian court and received

their principalities from the hands of the Pharaoh, even

if they succeeded their fathers. Under Amenophis II.,

who suppressed a great rebellion, and Thutmosis IV.

the Egyptian supremacy remained unshaken ; but

during the long and peaceful reign of Amenophis III.,

at the end of the fifteenth century, its strength began to

decline ; and under his son Amenophis IV. , whose
interests were absorbed by the religious reformation he

attempted in Egypt, it broke down altogether. From
the north the Hittites invaded Syria and took one place
after another

;
and they were supported by the nomads
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of the desert, and by many of the local dynasts who
longed for independence (see HITTITES, 8^ ). Among
these, Abdasirta and his son Aziru, the dynasts of the

Amorites, in the northern part of the Lebanon, took -a

leading position. The Phoenician towns were divided
;

all their kings tried to gain as much as they could for

themselves, but they all pretended to be faithful vassals

of Egypt, even if they did as much harm to its interests

as was possible to them. The Amarna tablets give a

very vivid picture of these troubles. We see that Arados
made itself independent ; Simyra was conquered and

destroyed by Aziru
;
the king of Arka was slain

;
the

king of Sidon supported the rebels, in spite of his loyal

letters, while Rib-hadad of Byblos held out to the last on
the Egyptian side. In Tyre the king and his wife and
children were slain ; but here the Egyptians gained the

supremacy again, and the new king Abimelech proved
a faithful vassal like Rib-hadad. Both were pressed hard

by the rebels. Usu was occupied by the Sidoniar.s, who
were supported by a fleet from Arados, and the Tyrians
on their island suffered severely for the want of wood and
water. Rib-hadad lost one part of the Byblian territory
after another, and the inhabitants of Byblos had to

sell their sons and daughters in payment of the pro
visions they imported from the sea. At last, when
Rib-hadad had gone for help to Berytus, where an

Egyptian officer was posted, his subjects revolted, shut

the gates against his return, and joined the enemy.
1

In the religious troubles under Amenophis IV. and
his successors, the Egyptian power in Asia was reduced
to nothing. Sethos I. (Setoy, about 1350 B.C.) had
to begin the conquest anew. He slew the Bedouins,

occupied Palestine and southern Phoenicia, made the

Syrian magnates cut trees on the Lebanon for his

buildings in Egypt, and fought, as it seems, with

varying success against the Hittites. Neither Sethos,

however, nor his son Ramses II., in spite of his

victories, was able to subjugate the Hittites and the

N. of Syria again. At last Ramses II. concluded a

treaty with the Hittites, by which both empires re

cognised each other as equals and became friends.

From that time (about 1320) onwards, Palestine and
southern Phoenicia were for more than a century in the

possession of the Egyptians. The boundary seems to

have been formed by the Nahr el-Kelb, N. of Beirut,

where three tablets of Ramses II. allude to his victories

and fix the frontier
; unfortunately, they are in very bad

preservation. A visit which the king of Tyre paid to

Egypt is mentioned in pap. Anastasi IV. -verso 6, /. 3.

The peaceful state of Syria was again disturbed, first

by the decay of the Egyptian power under the weak suc

cessors of Ramses II. and by the internal troubles which
led to the rise of the twentieth dynasty with Setnekht

and Ramses III., and perhaps also by a similar decay
of the very loosely organised Hittite empire. Then
followed the great invasion of Syria by a migration of

peoples from Asia Minor and Europe, who came both

by land and by sea
;

a migration about which some
information has come down to us in the inscriptions

of Ramses III. (about 1200 B.C.), who defeated the

invaders on the frontier of Egypt. The final result of

this migration was the occupation of the coast of

Palestine by the Zakari (in Dor) and the Philistines (in

Ashkelon and the neighbouring towns).
The empire of the Hittites henceforth disappears ; it

is dissolved into a great number of smaller states.

Ramses III. still maintained a part of Canaan and

fought against the Amorites ;
but under his feeble

successors the power of the Pharaohs in Asia was

again reduced to nought, although they never gave up
the claim of supremacy over Palestine and Phoenicia.

We possess part of an account of an official of the

temple of Amon in Thebes, 2 who was sent by the high

1 For the chronology of Rib-hadad s letters see Knudtzon in

Beitrdge sur Assyriologie, 4 288ff. (1901).
2 Published by Golenischeff, Receitil dc Travaux, 21, 1899 ;
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priest Hrihor and the prince of Tanis Smendes (after
wards the first king of the twenty-first dynasty, about 1075
B.C.), to Byblos in order to get timber from Lebanon
for the sacred bark of the god, and brought a statue of

the god with him for his protection. The Phoenicians
still regarded the great god of Thebes with some awe ;

nevertheless the Egyptian messenger was received with
bad grace by Beder, prince of the Zakari of DOR (q. if.

),

and worse still by Zekar-ba al prince of Byblos (see
GEBAL i.

).
The latter proved that neither he nor his

ancestors had been subjects of the Pharaohs, and when
at last he gave the timber on religious grounds, he ex

acted the promise that he should be paid for it on the

envoy s return.

The father-in-law of Solomon, and afterwards, in

Rehoboam s time, Shishak, the first Pharoah of the

twenty-second dynasty, once more renewed the Egyptian
campaign to Palestine, but only with momentary
success. Farther northward no Egyptian army again

penetrated until the time of Pharaoh Necho in 608.

There was no dominant power in Syria either, and the

invasion of Syria by Tiglath-pileser I. who came to

Arados and hunted in the Lebanon, was only a passing

episode. So the Phoenician towns were left to them
selves ; the period of their rise and greatness begins,
and with it the dominating position of Tyre in Phoenicia.

The prosperity of Phoenicia was the result of sea-

trade and colonisation. For a long time, scholars

6 Phoenician
Were inclined to Put the beginning
of Phoenician colonisation into much

colonies. T
earlier times, and to suppose that in

the second millennium B.C. they were dominant on all

the islands and shores on the yEgean sea. We have

since learnt, however, that this was a mistake. Cer

tainly the Phoenicians went to sea as early as in the

time of Thutmosis III. and his successors, and on the

other hand, numerous remains in Greece and Egypt
prove that there was a lively intercourse between the

E. and the Greeks of the Mycenaean period during
the whole time of the Egyptian empire ;

but the

Oriental people, which at this time was most nearly-

connected with Greece, were the inhabitants of Kaft ;

and we know now that this was not Phoenicia, but

another country farther to the W. (cp I
).

On the other hand, the Greeks of the Mycenaean
time (with Crete and Argos as the great centres of their

civilisation) were far more enterprising than scholars

had supposed ; they came to the E. as mercenaries,

pirates, and tradesmen, and brought their wares

(Mycenaean pottery, arms, etc.) to Cyprus and Egypt.
There can be no doubt that at a very early period

(perhaps in connection with the great migration under

Ramses III.) they settled on the southern coast of Asia

Minor (Pamphylia)and in Cyprus, before the Phoenicians

had any colonies there. In the time of the Amarna
tablets there were no Phoenician colonies ; probably
their colonisation did not begin before the twelfth

century, and it never reached the extent which used

often to be dreamt of. In Cyprus they founded Citium

and some other places ; but to the ^Egean sea they

always came only as traders (as we see in Homer), and
never possessed more than a few factories (probably on
some islands, on the Isthmus of Corinth, etc.

),
from

which they carried on their trade with the Greeks.

This is the character of Phoenician colonisation gener

ally ; by far the larger number of the Phoenician

colonies were mercantile settlements, factories, planted
at sheltered points of the coast, or, still better, on a

rocky island off it, like the towns of Phoenicia itself.

For the task of occupying extensive territories, for

subjugation of foreign peoples or even assertion of

political supremacy over them, the Phoenician cities

were not powerful enough ; they did not even possess

cp Erman, Eine Reise nach Phoenicien im elften Jahrhundert
vor Chr. in ZA, vol. 38 (1900).
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the interior of the country adjacent to themselves.

Never, for example, could such an idea have occurred

to them as that of bringing a people like the Greeks to

a. condition of dependence. The history of Phoenician

trade and colonisation presents many analogies with

those of Portugal and Holland. The territory dis

covered by the Phoenicians and opened up to their

commerce was much too large to be acquired by them.

As a rule they were quite satisfied if they could carry on
business in a peaceful way, exchanging the native raw

products for the articles of industry and luxury pro
duced by the East ;

and for this purpose the small

settlements they possessed furnished a sufficient basis of

operations. This fully explains (i) why the colonies

continued to be dependent on the mother country ; (2)
how it came about that, when the nation within whose

territory they lay gained in political and commercial

strength, these colonies could, quite easily and without

a struggle, disappear completely and leave no trace (as
for example on the yEgean, and for the most part also

in Sicily) ; (3) how it was that their influence on the

nations with Whom they had dealings was always so

slight and for the most part limited to trade trans

actions and the transmission of manual dexterities.

Colonisation of a more thorough order, out of which sprang
large and flourishing new commonwealths, occurred only in

Cyprus and on the north coast of Africa. Besides this, Gades,
and some other colonies in the land of Tarshish i.e., Southern

Spain ought to be mentioned here. When we consider the
smallness of the mother-country, this achievement was indeed
of itself no inconsiderable performance, rendered possible only
by the fact that a great proportion of the settlers came from the

Syro-Palestinian interior, the Phoenician towns in many cases

supplying only the leaders and mercantile aristocracy of the new
community. Occasionally also, as the legendary story of the

founding of Carthage shows, internal disputes may have led to
the migration of the defeated party.

All the Phoenician colonies were anciently regarded
as having been founded from Tyre, and so far as the

towns of Cyprus and North Africa are concerned this

is confirmed by all our other information. It cannot be
shown that any other of the Phoenician towns planted
colonies. 1 We shall see that within the same period
Tyre had a leading position also in home politics.
A splendid picture of the commerce of Tyre is given

by Ezekiel 2
(27). The prophet represents the nations

_ rri j as the servants of Tyre ; but this is only

industries
to ne &hten the impression of the queenly
city s greatness. It is plain that the

Phoenicians had commercial relations with countries in

which they neither had nor could have any colonies.

Apart from Ezekiel, and from the evidence of Greek writers,
we have the four Greek words

x&amp;lt;-

v (nJHD), xpuo os
(i &quot;&quot;&quot;0, o06i/rj

(pON), and TraAAaicis (B JTB), as records of early Phoenician trade

with Greeks. In Egypt we are told of a Tyrian quarter at

Memphis (TupiW &amp;lt;npa.T6ire&ov, Herod. 2 112). The friendly
relations between Hiram and Solomon (who had command of
the harbours of Edom) enabled the Phoenicians to carry out
(with Solomon) naval expeditions to the coasts of the Arabian
Sea and the Indian Ocean as far as Ophir (i K. 9 zbff. 1022).
With the loss of Edom this field of activity was closed ; on a
later attempt of the men of Judah to reopen it see JEHOSHAPHAT.
The Phoenicians had also an overland trade, though

this was less important than the waterborne. First in

importance as Phoenician marts were the great trading
cities of Syria Damascus, Hamath, etc. It is certain,

however, that Phoenician merchants had also direct

1 Two apparent exceptions (i.) Leptis between the two
Syrtes, the founding of which is attributed by Sallust (Jug. 78)
to Sidonians whom internal dissensions had driven from their

home, and (ii.) the island Oliaros near Paros which is called by
Heraklides Ponticus in Steph. Byz. SiSionW an-oiKia are to
be explained by the extended use, mentioned above, of the name
Sidonians. Leptis, which Pliny (676) speaks of as a Tyrian
settlement, was really founded by the Carthaginians about
512 B.C. Nor is any weight to be attached to the facts that
according to Steph. Byz. the island Melos was originally called
Byblis from its mother town, and that Tarsus (which was not
Phoenician at all) is in Dio Chrysost. (Or. 33 14) represented
as being colonised from Aradus, not, as the other authorities
have it, from Argos.

2 The text is unfortunately not free from corruption (see
especially m&amp;gt;. 19 23). See CANNEH, CHILMAD, JAVAN, i, etc.
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relations with regions much more remote Babylon,
Nineveh, and various trade centres of Asia Minor and
Armenia, as well as of Arabia. Detailed information,

beyond what is known of ancient oriental commerce in

general, is wanting here. The sketch given by Ezekiel

(27) tells us only that all the peoples there enumerated

brought their wares to the Tyrians, and this is quite
accurate. It does not often occur that a centre of sea

trade is also at the same time a city with extensive inland

commerce. There can be no doubt whatever that the

land commerce of the Semitic world was mainly in the

hands of Syrian (Aramcean) merchants, and, next to

these, in the hands of Arabian tribes living in the desert.

It was by this agency that the wares of the East were

brought to Tyre and the other cities of Phoenicia, where
the products of the West, and of the native industries

of Phoenicia, were received in exchange for them. In

particular it may be regarded as certain that, apart
from a short-lived attempt under Hiram, the Phoenicians

never themselves brought from the country of its pro
duction the frankincense with which its merchants

supplied the Mediterranean coasts (Herod. 8107).

Originally the incense- trade was from hand to hand;
but afterwards, from the beginning of the last millen

nium B.C., the S. Arabian tribes the Sabosans, and
still more the Minasans themselves took it up and
sent yearly caravans to the Mediterranean centres of

civilisation.

Herodotus (1 i) narrates : the Phoenicians as soon as

they had arrived on the Syrian coast from their original
seat on the shore of the Erythasan (Arabian) Sea at once

began to make extensive voyages, and exported Egyptian
and Assyrian (i.e., according to the terminology of

Herodotus, Babylonian) wares. The picture thus given,

though anachronistic, quite accurately expresses the

essential features of Phoenician trade. Just as the history
of the Syrian countries and the course of their civilisation

was determined by their intermediate position between

Babylon and Egypt, the two great foci of civilisation,

so also it was from these countries that the Syro-
Phoenician merchants derived not only many of their

wares but also above all the patterns from which they
worked, and their first artistic processes and methods.

By the Greeks the Phoenicians were regarded as the masters of
invention ; not only glass-making (cp GLASS, i), the preparation
of purple and metal-work, but even weights, measures, and the art

of writing (see WRITINC;) were carried back to them. The actual

state of the case is certainly quite otherwise ;
not one of these

discoveries was of Phoenician origin. All these conveniences the

Phoenicians in common with the other Syrian peoples borrowed ;

but they carried them much farther after the appropriation.

Although the Phoenician cities drew a large pro

portion of their commercial wares from the interior,

an extensive and busy native industry soon arose.

Phoenician purple, Phoenician garments in colour, and
Phoenician metal-work were specially famous, as the

Homeric poems abundantly show (see //. 6289, Od.

15415; //. 28741, Od. 46i8, 18288 1546o, //. Il2o). In

Od. 15425 Sidon is spoken of as rich in copper&quot;

(Trd\i&amp;gt;xa,\Kos). Similarly the bronze and silver paterae
with engraved work after an Egyptianising style

which have been found in the palace of Kalah

(Nimrud), at Proeneste in Latium, and elsewhere, are

of Phoenician workmanship. The Egyptian monu
ments, too, frequently mention, in catalogues of tribute,

Phoenician vessels of gold and silver, as also of iron and

copper, often with blue and red enamel (WMM, As. u.

Eur. 306).
The character of the Phoenician merchant nation, so

receptive, so practical and soberminded, is nowhere

more strikingly seen than in the region of

art. The question as to the essential nature

of Phoenician art has for long been one of the most

burning and difficult in the whole field of archaeology.
The difficulty lay partly in the fact that until now
from Phoenicia itself only a very few monument?,
none at all of a date earlier than the Persian period,
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have come down to us. The chief trouble, however,
was created by the investigators themselves, who set

out in search of a Phoenician style and could not

find one. The solution of the problem is very simple ;

we are now able to say very positively that there never

was such a thing as a Phoenician style. Phoenician

art, like that of Syria in general, simply exhibits in

combination the motifs derived by it from a variety of

quarters (in the first instance mainly from Babylon and

Egypt), without any attempt at fusing them into any
higher essential unity.

The stele of king Yehawmelek of Byblos (Persian period)
represents the king, in Persian dress and bearing, before a seated

goddess who is exactly reproduced after the pattern of Isis and
Hathor with cow s horns and the sun-disk upon her head. Over
her head hovers, as in all Egyptian steles, the winged sun-
disk (I errot and Chipiez, Art in Pitirnicia, 1 69, fig. 23). This
is typically Phoenician. A stele of Marathus exhibits a god in

Egyptian dress, wearing an Egyptian helmet with the uraius

serpent, and holding in his right hand an Egyptian hooked sword.
With his left hand he holds, in Assyrio-Babylonian fashion, a
lioness by the legs ; his feet rest upon a lioness who in turn stands

upon a hill-like pedestal motifs which Hittite-Asiatic art de

veloped still further from Babylonian models. Above the god
hover two Egyptian emblems ; the moon (crescent, with full moon
shown within) and the winged sun-disk (pp. cit. 2n, fig. 7).

A few examples may be given of the way in which
borrowed artistic symbols were so modified as to lose

their original meaning. The Egyptian emblem of the

moon became a half-moon, with the sun or a star above
it ; the sphinx became womanlike in form

;
the uraeus

serpents dependent from the winged sun-disk were

changed into a bird s tail
; out of the cross grew

LOJ
the symbol c^ so familiar on Phoenician seals and

Carthaginian steles, having, apparently, arms and legs
added to it. In decoration, however, Phoenician art

(and Syrian art generally) shows a certain independence
in its employment of flower-like ornaments -lotos

blossoms and rosettes or of ornaments taken from
the animal world, such as heads of wild goats, oxen,

lions, and 30 forth. In this field a decorative Western-
Asiatic mixed style was developed, which, as already
indicated, began to exert an influence on Greek art from
the ninth century onwards.

For the rest, the art of Syria and Phoenicia follows

the fashion,&quot; that is, the ruling power. In the second
millennium p. c. Egyptian models prevail ; with the rise

of Assyrian ascendancy, Assyrio-Babylonian motifs come
more strongly into play ;

and these in their turn had to

give place to the influence of Persia. Alongside of these

Asiatic models, however, from the sixth century onwards,
the influence of Greek art made itself increasingly felt,

and had already become predominant within the Persian

period, in the first instance in the technique (e.g. , in

coins), and soon afterwards in motif as well.

In one department the Phoenicians maintained their

superiority that of navigation. Even in Xenophon s

9 Navigation
t me when tne Greeks, especially the

*
Athenians, had long been keen rivals

of the Phoenicians by sea, and had defeated them in

naval battles, a great Phoenician merchantman was re

garded as a pattern of order and of practical outfitting

(Xen. CEc. 8n); and still later even Strabo speaks of

the absolute supremacy of the Phoenicians in the arts of

seamanship (xvi. 2 23)- When Sennacherib caused Syrian
carpenters to build him a fleet upon the Tigris for the

subjugation of the Babylonians, he manned it with

Tyrian, Sidonian, and Greek (Cyprian) sailors, just as

Alexander brought Phoenician ships to Thapsacus on
the Euphrates for his projected Arabian campaign
(Arr. vii. 19 3). When the Egyptians under Psam-
metichus and Necho brought together a fleet it consisted

mainly of Phoenicians ; and it was by Phoenicians that,

under Necho, the circumnavigation of Africa was ac

complished (Herod. 442). In the fleet of Xerxes the

Phoenicians (and of these the Sidonians) supplied the
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best vessels (Herod. 796). The war between the Greeks
and the Persians was pre-eminently a struggle between
the sea-power of Greece and that of Phoenicia.

We proceed now to a brief survey of the Phoenician

religion.

The Phoenicians applied to their gods the term Him l

less frequently than the longer form, alonim (so in

_ .. . the inscriptions of Eshmunazar and
&quot;

Yehawmelek), fem. alo*ot(m Plautus),

J ust as in Heb the PIu - oi* d &
Aram, the lengthened form ilah\ came

to be the forms in common use (cp NAMES, 114^).
The general word for goddess in the Semitic dialects

is either Hal (cp below) or Astar (Bab. istar) ;
but the

Phoenicians employed exclusively the form Aftart,
Astoret (with the feminine terminations added to the

feminine word).
Like other Semites, they believed that these divine

powers can enter into relations with human communities,
and that when they do so they accord them their pro
tection and live a common life with their clients. They
bestow blessing, prosperity, and victory, grant increase

of the flocks and herds, and of the field, and in return

have a share in all that their worshippers acquire or

enjoy, above all in the common meal and in the spoil.
In this, essentially, do worship and sacrifice consist (cp

SACRIFICE). The tutelary deities are the lords and

kings of the community which worships them
;

the

community and each individual member of it are their

servants or handmaidens or even their Metoikoi (ger,

very common in Phosn. proper names), their proteges,
taken up and cared for by them. [Cp STRANGER.]
Connected with this is the idea that the gods are the blood-

relations of their worshippers an idea which the Phoenicians
shared with the rest of the Semites, as is shown in the proper
names which designate an individual as the brother or sister,
father or mother, son or daughter of the divinity (see ABI-,
AM.MI-, NAMES IN, etc.). These names, however, are not of

frequent occurrence among the Phoenicians ; the idea that
underlies them had plainly ceased to be intelligible.

The gods manifest themselves to men in objects the

most diverse. Not unfrequently in rocks and
mountains ; thus the name given by the Greeks to the

conspicuous headland between Byblos and Tripolis

( Theoupros5pon ), plainly represents the Phoenician

Plnu el ; see PENUEL. Near Theouprosopon there is a

dedicatory inscription to Zeus (Renan, Miss, en Phtn,

146), obviously the El of the headland. Another form
of manifestation was in trees and animals, especially in

serpents. Still more prevalent, and manifestly also of

greater antiquity, is the idea that the god has taken up
his abode in movable stones or bits of wood. These
are veritable fetishes, which can be carried about every
where, and in which, accordingly, the divinity in the

primitive nomad stage could accompany the tribe on its

wanderings. Such animated stones were supposed
to have fallen from heaven, and were called by the

Phoenicians /ScuruXta i.e., bait-el, God s house ; cp
Jacob s pillar at Bethel 2

(see MASSEBAH). These
stones may originally perhaps have remained unhewn ;

but in later times it became usual to give them a
certain form either a cone, or an obelisk with a

pyramid-shaped head, or even a simple stele.

Such set-up stones were to be found in every cult 3 and at

every altar ; they form the most usual dedicatory offering to the

1 More particularly in the names Abifelitn ( \fKrj\ifiof,

Renan, Miss, en Phen. 709, in meaning identical with Abd alonim

A/36aA&amp;lt;oi&amp;gt;u/io),
servant of the gods; Amat elim, maidservant

of the gods, Mattdn ellm (gift of the gods, cp Mutkunilin:, CIL
8 10525), Kalb ellm, dog of the gods (CIS 1 49 ; abbreviated to

kalbd, ib. 52).
2
Cp Philo Bybl. fr. 2, 19, where the baitylia are spoken of

as an invention of Uranos ; Damascius (I it. Isid., ed. Wester-
mann [ap. Didot], 94, 203) has it that riav fiaiTV\iiav aAAop aAAu
arafteicrtfcu

6f&amp;lt;a, Kpofiii, Alt
, HAia&amp;gt;, roif aAAoif. Hence batulus,

a species of magic stone, in Pliny (37 135 etc.).
3 Thus from the coins of Byblos we know of the cones in the

court of the great temple, where the goddess of the town had
her seat, and similar objects were to be found in the sanctuary
of Aphrodite at Paphos, which, though Greek, was strongly
influenced by Phoenicia.
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divinity. By the Phoenicians, as by the Hebrews and other
Canaanites, they were called masscbath (cp CIS \ 443
massebahat Kition dedicated to Eshmun ; for votive and burial

steles, as in the Piraeus Inscr., see Rev. Arch. 3 ser. 11 5 ; CIS
1 116 etc.) or, otherwise, naslli (CIS 11393 nasib at Kition
dedicated to Baalshamem ; cp the Malkiba al steles [see below] ;

Steph. Byz., s.v. NiVt/3is [called Ndo-i/Si? by Philo, 8];

oyiinivti ie, w?
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;)ort 4iAuc, Natrc/Sif rot? &amp;lt;rrr;Aas ; o e Oupai/ios

v &amp;lt;ri/3ts, &amp;lt;|7&amp;lt;Ti, (Tij^iaiVei. 777 Qowiiuav
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;iavfi

Aidoi
&amp;lt;7uy&amp;lt;cetju.ei/oc

ov(i&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;opr]Toi,
in other words, cairns or stone-heaps like the Gr.

cp/uara, out of which on a precisely similar manner arose the
hewn Hermae or symbols of Hermes). Another name is

Hamnitln, which in Phoenician must have been quite current

(see below); it occurs also in OT (Is. 178 27 9, etc.) in con
junction with the Asherim ; so too in Palmyra. The name is

probably identical with the Afjifiovveif of the Phoenician
temples, from whose mystic inscriptions, according to Philo
(1 5), Sanchuniathon derived his wisdom. The origin of the
name is uncertain

;
Hammanim in the OT is best translated

hammun-pillars. 1 Stone -cones of the kind described are
often found delineated in the Carthaginian steles, also upon
a stele from Libybaeum (C/S 1 138). Cp MASSEBAH.

In close association with the stone-pillar we find the
erected pole, or the tree-stump, precisely as in the
Grecian cultus. This is called Asherah (me *) as in

Hebrew (see ASHERAH). Copies of it in clay are very
often found in the ruins of the temples of Cyprus.
A representation of a goddess, in clay, has been found in

Cyprus, sitting within the tree-trunk of Ashera (cp Ohnefalsch-
Richter, Ky/&amp;gt;ros, 1171; 2 Tab. 172), and we hear in the in

scription of Ma sub of the Astarte in the Ashera. The word
Asherah might therefore be used as a divine name. The only
known instance of this, however, is Abd-asrat (also Abd-asirta) in
the Amarna letters, where Asrat is always written with the deter
minative sign of deity.

A variety of these poles may plainly be seen in

Carthage steles
;

and closely associated with them,

perhaps, are the quickly fading flowers and rootless

plants of the Adonis gardens at the Adonis festival (cp
ADONIS).
As to the origin of these modes of worship, Philo (28)

relates that Usoos the brother of Hypsouranios of Tyre
(cp below, 12), after a sea voyage on a tree-trunk,
erected two steles to the Fire and the Wind, worship
ping them and making an offering of the blood of
beasts. After the death of the two brothers, staves
were consecrated to them, the steles adored, and their

memory commemorated in a yearly feast. These staves
and steles are the Asherim and Massebahs or Hammanim

in the first instance doubtless, in Philo s view, some
specially holy and ancient objects in Tyre.
When a people becomes settled, not only does it

itself undergo a change as it accommodates itself to the
land which it tills, the city it inhabits, the mountains
and streams of its chosen home

; its gods also no
longer continue the same. They too abandon their

nomadic life, settle, and become the lords of the soil

upon which they are worshipped.
Thus an El or Hat (or Astarte) becomes the ba al or

baalat of a definite locality, the god or goddess of

11. Gods without
some Particular town or hill. Such

proper names, ^v.mt.es
are

&quot;y
n Phoenicia.

Thus the god of Sidon is called
Baal-sidon (CIS i. 3 18 [Eshmunazar], Inscr. of

Piraeus, Rev. Arch. 3 ser. 11s; on the gods of Tyre
see below). The goddess of Byblos is invoked as
the mistress, the Ba alat of Gebal (C/S li, cp

GKBAL, i). Rib-hadad too gives her this title in all his

letters (the name is always written ideographically).
In Karthadast (Kition) of Cyprus the people worship
the god of the Lebanon on the mainland opposite, as

1 Baal-harnman was the chief deity of Punic N. Africa
(found also in Libybscum, CIS \ 138). He is the god of the
hanunan-stele in which he had his abode, and the steles
dedicated to him frequently bear the enigmatical name

3&amp;lt;jj

7UnD70 (CIS 1 123 147 1 94 195 380 ; ffatifumetum, 9). Similarly
the god Melki astart in Umm el- Awamid, S. of Tyre (C/S 1 8)and in the neighbouring Ma sub are designated El-hamman.
His female counterpart is the Astarte in the Asherah of El-
hamman. Melki aStart is in fact the El-hamman. The numen
occupying his /iaunan.pi\]a.r (Ba al-hamman) is naturally his
inferior, who in turn has an Asherah in which dwells a female
being, an Astarte.
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Baal-libanon, their lord (CIS Is).
1 Among the hills

behind Sidon there occurs a Zevs 6peios i.e. , a
mountain-god pure and simple to whom in an
inscription (Renan, Miss. 397) two lions are dedicated.
A god can also take his name from specified

attributes ascribed to him at a particular place of

worship, or from his association with some particular
religious object or custom.
A well-known instance of this kind is the BAAL-BERITH

[q.-u.} at Shechem : there was also a god of dancing (Lat.
Jupiter Balmarcodes, Ok. BaA/aapictus Koipapo; Kuifjuaf), a god
worshipped with festal dances at the sanctuary of Der el-

(see above, 10).

All these gods and goddesses are strictly nameless,
and are merely powers possessing a specified sphere of
influence. So also with Ba al-saniem (see below, 12).
There is no god Ba ?l and goddess Ba alat. It is only
very rarely that a genuine proper name occurs at all.

The God of Tyre (Ba al Sor) indeed bears the name
Melkart (cp 12); but even this is really no proper
name but a compound of Alelek Kart, king of the city.
For worshippers, the god of their home, or of the

temple which they frequent, is the Ba al or the
Ba alat without qualification, and in ordinary life no
other phraseology is used (cp i K. \1 ff.}
There is no need to specify what particular god is intended.

cases the giver as a rule has in his mind some such god as
Ba al-hamman, Ba al-samen, Ba al-sidon, or the like. Often
enough too, the god s name falls away altogether, and we get
such names as Hanan or Hanno, Abdo, etc.

It is easy to understand how, ultimately, this should
have given rise to the feeling that there was an absolute

god Ba al of whom the individual Ba alim are only
forms. This feeling must have developed greatly in

Babylonia, and, to a certain extent, also among the

Aramaeans, where Bel, Aram. B el, actually became the

proper name of a definite deity. It found its way into
Phoenicia as well. In the first instance foreigners
naturally formed the belief that there was a single
Phoenician deity Ba al. The Egyptians took over his
cult and in the new kingdom worshipped him as
identical with Sutekh (Set). The Greeks always desig
nate him by his Aramaic name as Belos,* and identify
him with Zeus, and rightly, for everywhere the Baal
of a place is the highest god of its proper pantheon.
Similarly they explained BaaXn s (so Philo, 225) or B??\0ij

(Melito in Cureton, Spic. Syr. 44; Hesych.) as the

proper name of the goddess of Byblos. At last the
Phoenicians themselves followed the example, at least

in their system of the gods the idea is found in Philo.
In the native inscriptions indeed, and so, we may infer,
in their worship, it never found a place ; only one
Greek inscription, from the neighbourhood of Antara-
dos, mentions an altar of B^Xoy ; here doubtless the

Syrian, not the Phoenician, deity is intended (Renan,
op. cit. 104).
Ba alat is never employed in the formation of proper

names, and is indeed of somewhat rare occurrence

anywhere ; to denote the feminine divinity the name
Astart is ordinarily used. In the religious conception,
indeed, there is no difference between the two, only
Astarte needs no complement of the name of a place ;

but the Astarte in the Asherah of El-hammdn mentioned
1 In Philo 2 7 these gods appear as mighty primaeval

men, from whom the mountains which they occupy (!av

fxpa-nja-af) took their names. Thus the Lebanon, Antilibanus,
Kasius, mount BpafhJ.

2 It may here be remarked once for all that, later, the
Aramaic form crept into use in all divine names. Philo has
only the form BrjAo?. A late inscription from Berytus (Lebas,
III. 1854 if) presents both forms in the two contiguous names
A/3i/3r)Aou and O&amp;lt;JepaAou. In Africa the pronunciation Mai
alone is found : cp Hannibal, Hasdrubal, etc. Serv. ad sn.
1729; Saturnus . . . lingua punica Bal deus dicitur. The
identification of Kronos and Ba al is rare.
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above might equally well have been called baalatk
hd-asherah.
The Greeks were quite correct when for the most part they

applied the designation Astarte to the goddess of Byblos (Cic.
Nat. Dear. 859, Plut. tie Is. 15). In Tyre Hiram I. built a
temple to Astarte (Menander ap. Jos. c. Ap. 1 18, cp Philo
224). Itoba al I. was priest of Astarte before he became
king. In Sidon Astarte is the principal divinity (so throughout
the OT ; similarly, e.g., Lucian, Dea Syr. 4). The Kings Esh-
munazar I. and his son Tabnit are priests; the latter s sister, the

queen-mother Am astart, is priestess of Astarte (cp inscr. of
Tabnit and Eshm. II.); the king Hod astart raised a building
to her (C/S 1 4). By the side of the goddess of the city we
find also in Sidon an Astarte of the Baal of Heaven (see
below). From what we know we may presume that all the
Phoenician towns had an Astarte as tutelary deity.

Alongside of Astarte is found the name Hat, goddess
(cp above). Hat had her priests in Carthage (CSS
1243/), and, under the name the lady Hat, a temple
in Sulci. On the other hand, El is never found as the

designation of any definite deity, and, even in personal
names, occurs only in inscriptions from By bios, in

striking contrast to the Hebrew and Arabic usage
J
(cp

NAMES, 25). The same remark applies to adon,
lord. The true name of the god known to the

Greeks as ADONIS [y.v. ] is undiscovered. Perhaps he
remained nameless in the cultus, and it may well be
that the case is similar with El. The ancients, indeed,
have much to tell us of El (whom they identify with

Kronos). Philo informs us that HXos was made with
four wings, of which two are at rest and the other two
outstretched

; also, he had two eyes open and two
closed, so as to show that in sleeping he also waked
and in resting flew. Upon his head he wore (after the

Egyptian manner) two feathers. From this description
De Vogiie (Melanges d Arch. Orient. 109) has identi

fied him, perhaps rightly, upon Phoenician seals. His
first seat was at Byblos ;

later he presented Byblos to

Baaltis, Berytus to Poseidon and the Cabiri. In

conformity with this, we find in Steph. Byz. the

founding of Byblos and Berytus ascribed to Kronos.
Thus the El of Byblos is probably one of the gods
of the Byblos district. Accordingly El forms an ele

ment of the name of the king of Byblos, Elpa al

(^ya^x). known to us from coins
; and also probably,

in spite of the elision of K, in ^yy, &quot;Evi Xoj (Arrian,
ii. 156) i.e. , Ain el, Eye of El. In this case El (as
Ba al elsewhere) must be regarded as the abbreviation
of some fuller divine name. But a similar El must also

have been worshipped in other towns. It is stated by
Philo

(ii. 1824; fr. 34/. )
that human sacrifices were

offered to Kronos, and the Greek historians constantly
speak of Kronos as the god to whom in Phoenicia,

Carthage, and Sardinia, children were sacrificed. 2 This
Kronos is certainly El, who, according to Philo,
offered up his only son leovd (cp ISAAC, 3) in time
of famine to his father Uranos, and also killed his son
Sadidos and a daughter. Whether there was a separate
El in every individual town, or whether he, too, had a
no longer ascertainable proper name (such perhaps as

El-Hamman Melki astart) we cannot say.
As man s civilisation and culture advance, the great

cosmical forces, on which the course of the world

depends, acquire for him increasing interest and im

portance. At first the community of worship takes no
account of them at all. Sun, moon, and stars, it is

thought, roll on in their courses unconcerned about
men

; the seasons come and go whether man sacrifices,

or refrains from sacrificing, to the celestial powers by
whom these changes are ordered. It is on the local

1 On the other hand in Syrian territory a god ^N is found in
the inscriptions of Zenjfrli and Gerjin, among the gods of

Ja udi, but always mentioned after the god Hadad. Along
with El is named the god Rkb- el (pronunciation unknown),
who seems to have been the chief divinity of Sam al (Bauinschrift
ed. Sachau, SRAW, 1896, p. 1051) and bears the title n 3 ^JQ,
lord of the house (inscr. of Panamu)[cp WRS, Rel.Sem. 94n.J.
2

Plato, Minos, 315; Diodor. 1386 20 14; cp Justin, 186;
Plut. de superst. 13 ; Porphyr. de abstin. 2 56 ; Suidas,
iap6ai/tos yAu)j = schol. Od. 20302, etc.
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powers who stand under these greater powers that the

prosperity a man desires in his own immediate circle
and in the home depends fruitfulness of field and
flock, success in trade, victory in war. To these
local deities prayers are made and sacrifices offered,
and to them the grateful worshipper returns thanks
when the god has heard his voice and blessed him, as
the standing formula in the Phoenician inscriptions runs.
Hence these local gods live with, and in, nature, like

the Lord worshipped at Byblos (see ADONIS), who
according to the legend, was killed while hunting the
boar far up in Lebanon, near the fountain of Afka,
whereupon the spring became red with his blood

(Lucian, I.e.
).

Similar religious observances are met with elsewhere
also. In Tyre the awaking (tytpo-is ; Menand. , ap.
Jos. c. Ap. Ii8, 119) of Melkart-Heracles was cele

brated in the Macedonian month Peritios (Feb. -March,
according to the Tyrian calendar

; cp Gutschmid,
Kl. Schr. 4474^) ; his death in the West occurs in

colonial legends. In other places the gods are associ

ated with other elements. Thus the god of Berytus
doubtless a Baal Berut, is treated as god of the sea

(Poseidon; Philo, 225). A Poseidon, to whom offerings
were thrown into the sea, is found also in Carthage
(Diod. 1883, Polyb. 7g); but the name by which he was
there called is not known. Similarly, in Sidon honour
was paid to a 0a\dcr&amp;lt;rtos Zei/s (Hesych. , s.v.

).
In

Berytus, according to Philo (2n 172527), he has associ

ated with him seven other gods, the sons of Sydyk, the

righteous (2 n 20 i.e., pnx), the discoverers and patrons
of navigation, called the Kabiri, great gods. We know
that their worship also reached Greece

;
but its Phoenician

form is quite obscure.
No such deities are found upon the inscriptions ; perhaps we

should identify them with the Phoenician Pataikoi mentioned by
Herod. (837), dwarf-like images placed at the bows of the

ships (see CASTOR AND POLLUX) modifications of the grotesque
Besa (Bes) figures (which the Egyptians of the New Kingdom
borrowed from the Semites and prized so highly) which appear
so frequently upon Phoenician monuments. 1

Wr

hen, with the advance in civilisation, the good
things of life for which man cares and toils increase,
when his interests and connections, both political and
commercial, are extended, and the community steps
forth from its narrow isolation into a larger world, the

local gods no longer suffice. There arises the need for

higher powers who can exert their influence and extend
their protection everywhere throughout the world. At
the same time the religious conceptions are raised and
intensified

;
man begins to realise his dependence upon

the great cosmic powers, and feels the necessity of

coming into close relations with them. Its influence is

shown in two opposite directions ; in the elevation of

the local deities to a rank in which their influence is not

local, or at least not exclusively so, and in the intro

duction into the local worships of the great cosmic

powers, with the development of a worship specially
dedicated to them, which gradually pushes into the

background and ultimately supersedes the cults of the

old local deities. Among the Israelites the first of

these two processes triumphed and obtained undivided

supremacy ; the tribal-god Yahwe became the universal

God the ruler of heaven and of earth, besides whom
there is no other. Elsewhere we usually find the two

processes going on side by side, with no consciousness

of their mutual opposition. So it was in Phoenicia.

We have already seen how it came to pass that the

local deities rose to a position of larger significance.
It was quite natural that the god who had protected

Tyre and made it great and prosperous should continue

to grant his aid when his worshippers removed to

distant lands and founded cities there
;
and that the

goddess of Byblos and other Astartes should manifest

1 W. M. Miiller s conjecture (As. u. Etir. 310) that they are
derived from the Babylonian Izdubar-type seems highly
probable.
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themselves as givers of prosperity and fruitfulness, and
as patrons of sexual life, not within the narrow confines

of the city alone ; to those who worshipped them they
became gods capable of showing their power far and wide

over the earth. For this reason it was that foreigners also

turned to them and, to gain their protection, dedicated

to them altars and temples. The festival of Adonis,
for example, was celebrated throughout the Phoenician

world ; the god of Lebanon was worshipped in Cyprus,
etc. Of still greater importance in this connection is

the similarity of the functions of the various gods, the

Baals, Astartes
( Astaroth), etc., leading as it does

inevitably to the view that they are all but forms of

one and the same mighty universal being. They are

deemed to be the gods who rule the world and regulate
all the phenomena of the cosmos. Here, especially,

the Babylonian conception that the gods manifest

themselves in the stars, finds a place (so Astarte,

according to Philo, 224). In the cultus all these views

are represented ;
but the local tie, by which their

worshippers stand to them in a quite different relation

from that which they occupy towards similar gods of

neighbouring places, still subsists. In feeling, how
ever, and in religious idea, the sense of this local tie

retreats more and more into the background, and

ultimately its place is taken by the larger, more

generalised conception of the Baal, the Astarte, etc. ,

spoken of above.

There are instances, however, of the opposite develop
ment also. In isolated cases in the Phoenician cities,

on the evidence of proper names, we can trace the

worship of the sun -god Shemesh (Adoni-semes, CIS
188 [Idalium] ; Abd-semes, ib. 116 [Sidon] ; 107

[Citium]), and of the moon-god Yerah 1
( Abd-yerah,

on a seal, TSBA 5456). Reference in this connection

may be made also to the earth -goddess, invoked ia

Carthage, along with the sun and the moon (Polyb.

79), of whom Philo has much to say.

Above all, however, worship was given to the god
of heaven Ba al-Samem.

His temples are found in Tyre,2 in Umm el- Awamid (CIS
1 7), Carthage (ib. 379), on the Hawk s Island near Sulci in

Sardinia (ib. 139). He is the Zeus en-oupai/tos of the altar in

Sarba beside the Nahr el-Kelb near Beirut (Renan, op. cit.

332). Carthage borrowed his cult from Cyprus (Just. 185).
To the religious consciousness of a later age he became the
chief deity, equivalent to the Greek Zeus (cp Plautus, Paen.
5 6f.) ; he alone of all the gods is by Philo explained not
as a deified man, but as the sun, who has been invoked from
the earliest times (2s). This narrows the conception far too

much, although we may assume that he was believed to manifest
himself particularly in the sun.

Corresponding to the god of heaven we have the

goddess of heaven, the Astarte of the heaven of

Baal (Vya 0(7 mwy)i to whom we find Esmun azar

setting up a temple by the side of the sanctuary of

Ba al-Sidon a temple which is not to be confounded
with that of our lady Astarte in the sea-land (coast-

land). This goddess was worshipped by other Syrian
tribes as well.

Herodotus calls her Aphrodite Urania (i. 106131), and (very
incorrectly) regards the sanctuary of the goddess of Askelon
[Atargatis i.e.

, the Attar (Astarte) of the god Ate (see ATAR
GATIS)] as the centre of diffusion from which her worship passed
to Cyprus and Cythera. Compare also the Atarsamain i.e.,
Atar of heaven (an Aramaic form) worshipped by an Arabian
nomad tribe (Asur-bani-pal, col. viii. 112124: cp KA 7&quot;(

2
)

148 414), and the queen of heaven,&quot; worshipped in Jerusalem
(Jer. 7 18 44 17$.). The merchants of Citium brought the cult
of their goddess with them to Athens and erected a sanctuary
to her there in B.C. 333 (CIA 2 168). In CIA 2 1588 (a tolerably
old votive-insciption erected by Aristoclea of Citium) she is

called A&amp;lt;po6tYr) oupai/io. See QUEEN OF HEAVEN.
This Astarte was pre-eminently worshipped in Car

thage and all over Punic North Africa. In Latin authors
and inscriptions she is called Coelestis, the heavenly
goddess.&quot; She is a virgin (Aug. Civ. Dei, ii. 4 26 ;

1 The name Ben-hodes&quot; (Gk. Nou/u.iji ios), so frequently found in

Cyprus, has nothing to do with a cult ; it merely denotes a child
born at the new-moon. See BAR-SABBAS, NAMES, 72.

2 Menand., ap. Jos. c.
Aj&amp;gt;.

1 18, kv TOU TOU Aids ; Dios, ib.
1 17, TOU OAufiTuou Aids TO icpop.

120 3745

CIL 89796; Dene magnae virgin! ccelesti, etc.), and
so not the wife of Ba alsamem ; but she stands in the

inscriptions by the side of Saturn (i.e., probably,
Ba al-hamman) as the chief goddess of N. Africa. In
the treaty with Philip (Polyb. 7 19) the two appear as

Zeus and Hera at the head of the Carthaginian pantheon
(cp Aug. in Heptateuch. 7 16 : lingua punica Juno Astarte

vocatur
).

Ancient writers identify her more commonly
with Urania. Her image, probably a cone of stone,
was brought by the emperor Elagabalus to Rome,
and wedded to the stone fetish of Emesa which was
an object of veneration with him (Herodian, 56,
Dio Cass. 79 12). For her aspect as moon-goddess, see

below, 13.

The divinity is king as well as lord. He stands

over the community which he protects, in the same way
as the earthly ruler does, only that the latter also is his

subject. King and queen (Melek and Milkat) are

used with extraordinary frequency in Phoenician personal
names to denote some divinity (thus we have the name
Abi-milki of Tyre as early as the Amarna tablets), just as

in Israel down to the exile Yahwe was very often invoked

as Melek (wrongly vocalised Molech). But here also

we meet the same phenomenon as in the cases of El,

Ba al, and Ba alat ; there is not a single inscription in

which any god named Melek or Milkat is invoked.

These, like the others, were obviously mere titles,

whilst the names by which the deities were invoked

varied. Perhaps we may co-ordinate Melek with the

Melki- astart mentioned above (but not with Melkart,

which, when occurring in proper names, remains un

changed),
1 and Milkat with the queen of heaven (Jer.

I.e.] i.e.
,
the Carthaginian Coelestis. Here, too, no

certainty is possible. See MOLECH.
None of the divine names hitherto mentioned have

been genuine proper names
;

but such names are,

_ , ... nevertheless, abundant enough. To
is witn

this dass bdongs that of Meikart of
proper names.

Tyre ^ee ^ ^^ wkh reference to whom
it may here be added that according to Philo he is the

son of (the otherwise quite unknown) Damarus, son

of heaven and earth (222, rip 5e Ari/mapovvTi yiverai

MeA/cdfy&amp;gt;oy
d /cat Hpa/cXi}s) ;

and according to Eudoxus

(ap. Athen. 9392) son of Asteria (Astarte) and of Zeus.

Another name of this class is that of Esmun, one of the

chief gods of Sidon, where Esmun- azar (/. 17) built him
a temple.

In personal names Esmun is exceedingly frequent (for the

pronunciation cp A/36u)oiouj&amp;gt;os ; Lebas, 31866*:). He was also

worshipped in Citium (CY.V 1 42 Jf.), and had a temple in

Carthage (ib. 252). A trilingual inscription in Phoenician,

Greek, and Latin, from a temple in Sardinia, gives him the

enigmatical cognomen rnN!D&amp;gt;
which is simply retained in the trans

lations (/Escolapio Merre, AcncArjTruo Mrjppr;), plainly because
even then unintelligible. The inscription shows that Esmun
was identified with Esculapius, whom Philo (2 20 27) names as

son of Sydyk by a daughter of Cronos (El) and Astarte, and as

brother of the Kabiri. On Esmun- Astart and Esmun-Melkart,
see below.

Another deity frequently found in compound proper
names is -\x (prooably to be pronounced sid).

A Tyrian living in the Egyptian On is called Sidyaton ( Sid

gives ), son of Ger-sid ( metoikos of Sid ) cp CIS 1 101.

Yatonsid and Abdsid are very frequently met with in Carthage ;

for Han -sid cp CIS 1 292. We do not find any trace of a

worship of Sid ;
but the gods Sid-melkart, and Sid-tnt are both

met with (see below). We may hazard the conjecture that

Sid is the Aypeus of Philo (2 9), the hunter, or his brother

AXieus, the Fisher, who figure in that work as men of the

primaeval time.

The name can scarcely be separated from that of

SIDON [g.v.]. Is it not most probable that both town

and people have taken their designation from the god

(cp the tribal names Asher, Gad, Edom, etc., derived

from deities) ? It may also be noted that Cheyne
(ZATIV17 189) has rightly discerned the eponym of

Usu=Palaetyrus in the Usoos named by Philo (28) as

1 The Melekbaal and Melek osir mentioned above cannot

help us here.
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the brother and rival of Samemrumos 1 of Tyre, who
settled upon the mainland opposite and became the

first seafarer (see above, 10). This being so, the

identification with Ksau disappears, unless perhaps the

region took its name from this deity
2
(see ESAU).

We are still less in a position to speak of the rest of

the deities found in the Phoenician inscriptions.

Sankun, in
2ayxouna#&amp;lt;u&amp;gt;/,

written pQ, Sakkun, in the very

frequent Carthaginian proper name Ger-sakkiin (op also Abd-

sakkun, CIS 112 a [Abydos]), and pox (Eskfm)inan inscription

from the Pirsus (ib. 1 18), where an altar is set up -\-\R pON
1

?-&quot;

i.e., doubtless to the mighty Eskun (cp &quot;ni&amp;lt;7jn).3 CD
is found in many Cypriote names, but also in Carthage (C/.S

1197617670), in the names Pmy-sama and Pmyaton ; it is

written P m in Abdp m in Abydos (ib. nzc). Ykn occurs in

Ykn-sillem in Citium (C/S i. 10 13) and Carthage(/^. 484), L) m in

D m-silleh (cp above), son of D m-hanni, Gr. Ao^icraAu; Ao^uriu
from Sidon (Athens, C/S I 115), and in

&quot;jJQJfii
U rn-malak in

Tyre (/.DMG 39317). QQp (perhaps susini, horses, cp i K.
23 n) appears in Abd-ssm in Cyprus (C/.S 1 46 49 53 93); see

SISMAI. Again, we have
i3D3&quot;lHn&amp;gt;

a gd or goddess who
possessed a temple in Carthage (C/.S 1 253/1) ; the first part of
the name according to the editors is connected with the Egyptian
Hathor, whilst the second part appears in the name Ger-mskr
(//&amp;gt;. 267 372 886; cp ISSACHAK, 6, end).

Of the female deities, only one, Tnt, claims attention.

It has become customary to pronounce the name as

Tanith ; but there is no authority for this. 4

In the name of the Sidonian Abd-tnt, Gr. AprejAiSiopps (CIS
1 1 16: Athens) the goddess is interpreted as Artemis; but
whether the seven Tirai iSe? rj Apre/utSes of Philo(2 20), daughters
of El and Astarte, have anything to do with her we do not
know. She is elsewhere found only in Carthage where, as
the lady Tnt of the Pne ba al 5 (that is, as Halevy has recog

nised, a place-name face of Ba al corresponding to PF.NUEL),
she has a temple which was held in high repute, and is invoked,

along with the lord Baal hamman, in countless inscriptions, in

which she is always given the first place.

Once (CAS 1380), in her stead, we find mention of

the mother, the mistress of Pne ba al
6
(^jn^s PHI*? DN 1

?

jon VjnV pN^i).
From this it would appear that the

lady mother (NSN) who in Carthage (C/S 1177) is in

voked along with the goddess of the cella (rrnnri nSjn),
is only another name of Tnt

;
but whether the mother

of the Ashera in Citium (rnB NH en so read for miNn ;

CIS 113) is so also, remains undetermined. If further

combinations are sought, we may perhaps discern in this

motherly divinity the earth-goddess.
Whether we are to assume that the Phoenicians had

also a goddess of Fortune or Fate, Gad (=Tt/x ?). we
cannot say. The frequent feminine name Gadna mat
with its variations (in Plautus Giddeneme pleasant
fortune

)
is no proof of this. 7

A large class of Phoenician divine names is formed

by combining two simple names. Other Semitic tribes

also thus combined names of opposite sexes. The
often -quoted Phoenician divine name Melki astart is

doubtless to be explained in the same way, as meaning
the Melech who is the husband of Astarte. So also

in Carthage we find a god Esmun- Astart (C/S 1245);
another Sid-tnt of Ma arat (Megara, the lower town of

Carthage ;
ib. 247-249).

There is more difficulty in explaining similar combinations of

1 There was most probably a god bearing this strange name
(Philo translates it

Yi//ovpovios)
in Tyre.

- Esau is as much a divine name as Edom. WMM rightly
sees his female counterpart in the Syrian goddess Aslt (see

EDO.M, 2 ; ESAU, i, n. 6). Whether the oijnay of the

Carthaginian inscription (C/.V1 295 ; text difficult) should really
be read Abdedom or Obed-edom (cp OHKIJ-F.DOM), and taken
as proving the existence of a Carthaginian god Edom, the present
writer does not venture to decide.

3 In Cirta, CIS 1 145, Baliddir, CIL 85279 19121^
* Hoffmann s acute combinations regarding this and other

names ( Ucber einige Phcen. Gutter, 32^.) seem to the present
writer quite untenable. At all events, they admit neither of

proof nor of disproof.
5 Written VyDNSS) Euting, Carthagische Inschriften, 100.
6 This shows at the same time that P ne-ba al is really a

locality, and that the rendering face of Baal in which some
have sought to find a mystic doctrine of theology is untenable.

7 Whether the masc. name njTU in Idalium (CIS I 93) ought
to be pronounced Gad ate, and is compounded from the Syrian
divine name Ate (cp ATARGATIS), is doubtful ; see Noldeke,
ZDMG 42471 [1888], who compares Gid on (see GIDEON).
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two masculine names, ESmun melkart in Citium (CIS\\f&amp;gt;b,

23-28), Sid-melkart in Carthage (it. 2&6), Melkart Rcseph (prob
ably for ReSepn) on the old seal of Ba alyaton man-of-the-gods
(i.e., divine servant) of Melkarth-reseph : K K C^K E N jrrSjn

1

?

fJXl mp^&amp;gt;!2^&amp;gt;
(De Vogiie, Mel. 81

; \JKfftSifftt u. Gemnten, 31,

no. 18, from Tyre). Perhaps we should reckon also to this class
such names as Ba al-adir, Alelek-ba al, Melek- osir, and the like.
In the case of these names there is hardly any other course open
than to assume an identification of the two gods to be intended

not a very Semitic idea.

The Phoenicians showed in religion, as in so many
other directions, their readiness to appropriate what

so also here, the

(in the form in

, r. was foreign. As in art,
13. Foreign .

,, , ,, , .

, , influences of Babylonia, ,

which these had reached Syria) and of

Egypt are most apparent (though there are also Syrian

gods). The influence of the two civilisations upon the

character of the deities and of the religious symbols and
amulets employed, has been referred to already ( 8).

In this instance it is the Egyptian element that pre
dominates. The Ba alat of Byblos is modelled exactly
on the pattern of Hathor or Isis with cow-horns on
her head, between them the sun-disk, in her hand a

sceptre with flowers.

Astarte was often similarly represented (see ASHTAROTH-
KARNAIM) ; as she was also in the Syrian interior for example,
at Kadesh on the Orontes, where the goddess of the city was so
fashioned. Hence the statement of Philo (224) that Astarte
assumed as royal ornament the head of an ox. The symbol,
later, ceased to be understood and was taken for a crescent moon
(whence Lucian s designation of Astarte as SeATjvouj), De Dea
Syr. 4), which along with the interpretation of Ba al-samem as

meaning Sun-god (see above) led to the result that the heavenly
Astarte (ovpdvia) came to be regarded as a moon-goddess ; so
Herodian56 : \iftvtf ftivo^vavnivOvpaviafKa^ovtn. 4&amp;gt;oiriKf56e

AcrTpodp\r)v [corrupted from Astarte, the reference being to her

star, see above] 6i 0fidou&amp;lt;ri, &amp;lt;reAijir)K
eiyou OcAopTCf. Modern

scholars have long mistakenly sought to find in this identification

with a moon-goddess the central conception of Astarte-worship.

Ba alat oi Byblos was connected with Isis and Osiris.

Later we find the name of Osiris frequently present in

proper names (C/S 1913 [Umm el Awamid]; 122

[Tyre]; 465865 [Cyprus]); also Bast 1
(Bubastis),

Horus
( Abdhor, ib. 53 ; Cyprus ; cp 46), Isis (perhaps

in Abdis [?] oiay, from Sidon in Carthage, ib. 308).
The god TdafTos son of Misor (Egypt), that is, the

Egyptian Thoth, who plays so great a part in Philo

(14 2 11 25^! 69) as inventor of writing and all wisdom,
has not as yet been met with in the inscriptions.

It was from Syria that two deities zealously worshipped

by the Phoenicians in Cyprus originally came Resep
(pronounciation uncertain) and (possibly from Babylonia)
Anat both ofwhom the Egyptians of the New Kingdom
adopted as war-gods

2
(see RESHEPH, ANATH).

Anat has a temple in Citium (Euting, SBA W, 1885,
no. 130), and another in Idalium characterised by the

absence of any of these votive images of the god so

common elsewhere in Cyprian temples.
3

To Babylonia is due the influence exerted on the

ritual of Adonis of Byblos by the legend of Tammuz.
From the same source also came the cultus of Hadad

(for such appears to be the right pronounciation of the

Babylonian-Assyriandeityusuallycalled Ramman), which

we meet with not only in Syria but also in Phoenicia at

Byblos in the name of Rib-addi in the Amarna tablets

1 DD3N in
nD3K13j;&amp;gt;

CIS 1 86 B 6 [Kartha-da.st in Cyprus]
ib. ic2 [Abydusl ; Gk. A/36ov/3aoros [Lebas, 3 i866c ; Sidon].

- See WMM, As. u. Kur. 311^?. Resep is included, in the

Hadad-insctiption of Panamu, among the gods of the land of

Ya udi
[Zenjirli].

He is identified with Apollo in the bilingual

inscriptions, and has several names that are in part borrowed

from the Greeks (MkU AnvftAos {CIS \K)ff., Idalium], n -^K
= EAei Tas, and Qn &amp;lt;n l

7X = AAa&amp;lt;7tu)Tas i.e., of Alasia? [Euting,

SBAW, 1887, p. 119^; Tamassus]). In Carthage he has a

temple under the form rc-in, Arsaph (CIS 1 251 ; cp Abd arsap

ib. 393). Noldeke (ZDMG 42 473 [1888]) rightly adduces also

the name of the Palestinian town Arsuf (the Greek Apolloma);

possibly the god had a temple there. [So, before Noldeke,

Clerm.-Ganneau, Horns et saint Georges, i6/. (1877).]
3 See Ohnefalsch-Richter, Kyfros, 16. In a Lapathos in

scription we find c n iy n:i ; cp c %n TN rnnsry an
.

d Dt.302o.

That is, approximately, Anath in her fulness of vigour ; she

is taken as the equivalent of Adqva o-wreipa W KTJ (ib. 95). She is

not elsewhere met with in Phoenician territory.
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(see HADAD, RIMMON). His name does not occur in

Phoenician inscriptions; but Philo (224) knows him as

king of the gods who, with the greatest Astarte

(77 neylffT-r) AffTdpTr/) and with Zeus son of Demarus,
rules the land by the authority of Cronos (El). Philo

mentions also DAGON
[(/.

v. ],
whom he takes for a. corn-

god, but who is of Babylonian origin, and whose cultus

came to Philistia before the Philistine settlement (Dagan-
takala, Am. Tab. 2i$f.).
On Assyrian gods in Sidon, see below, 21. Here

and there also we find traces in the later period of the

deity, originally from Gaza, known as Marna, our
Lord in the proper names Abdmarnai

( jin-ny, C/S
1:6^) and Mary^hai (i6. 93 [Cyprus]; cp the Tyrian
lamp with the dedication 6e$ BeeX/tapi C/S 1 p. in).
With the Macedonian period the Greek deities began
to be introduced and, as we have already seen, to be

put as much as possible on a level with the native ones.

Such, apart from a few other figures in Philo quite

unintelligible to us, are the deities known to have been

i/i T&amp;gt;^-*V.^, worshipped among the Phoenicians.
14. Pantheon, ^,

worship-
Though the general type, however,

stat aft
was l^e same everywhere, the details

death
^ tne Pantneon were, as might be

expected, different in each individual

city. The only one of these pantheons about which we
possess precise information is that of Carthage, which
we know through the Greek translation of the treaty
between Hannibal and Philip of Macedon (Polyb. 79).
In that treaty the gods of Carthage are arranged in

groups of three, invoked in the following order: (i)
Zeus [Ba al-samem], Hera [ Astart sme Ba al= Coelestis],

Apollo [unknown : hardly Resep ; many have thought
of Ba alhamman, but Esmun is also possible] ; (2)

So.lfj.wv KapxySoviuv [Astarte of Carthage], Herakles

[Melkart], lolaos [unknown ;
in any case he is thought

of as a constant attendant of Melkart] ;

*
(3) 0eoi ol

ffVffTpa.Tfvbfj.fvot by which we are to understand
fetishes carried along with the army to the field as was
the ark of Yahwe , sun, moon, earth

; (4) rivers, har

bours, streams
; (5) all the gods who inhabit (/raT^xowi)

Carthage. The name most conspicuous by its absence
is that of Tnt for it cannot be represented by any of
the deities mentioned.
The Phoenician worship differs in no essential particu

lar from that of the allied members of the Semitic

family. Sacred territories are dedicated to the various

gods, and altars and massebahs grow up. Out of
these the image of the god is gradually developed, often

(as we have seen) borrowing its forms from the nations
more advanced in civilisation. The image of the god
demands also a house for the god, a temple, which in

the Phoenician cities was built throughout in the Egyptian
style. Alongside of the newer, however, the older
forms of religion continued to hold their ground. The
arrangements of a Phoenician temple, as we learn from
the coins and excavations in Cyprus (see Ohnefalsch-
Richter ; especially instructive is his [partly recon

structed] temenos of Idalium, Plate Ivi.
),

included a

large open court, in which stood the stone-fetish of the

god and the worshippers set up their votive pillars (mas
sebahs) and divine images. Limitation of space forbids

a lengthened discussion as to the various sacred animals

(doves to Astarte, etc.
),

or of the festivals or the ritual.

From Carthage have been recovered several fragments of sacri
ficial ordinances (C/S 1 165 167-170 amongst them the great
sacrificial tariff of Marseilles) which fix with exactitude the
various dues of the priests, just as in P, or in the Greek ordin
ances relating to the same subject. Moreover, we have from
Citium fragments of a list of expenses for temple servants and
sacrifices (ib. 86), and from Carthage a fragment of a sacrificial
calendar

(/7&amp;gt;. 166), as also of a list of large expenditures by the
citizens on the temple (16. 171). Amongst the personnel of the

temple, the hair-cutters (barbers) of the gods (c^N 3
1

?}, C/S
l86a(12), 257-259588) have a prominent place (cp BEARD); as

1 The existence of a God
*&amp;gt;{{ (as conjectured by Berger in a

dissertation cited by Noldeke in ZDMGii 471 [1888]) can hardly
be said to have been sufficiently proved.
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also have the temple -servants (86247^, etc.); other official

designations (e.g.,
260 f. 377 ; and some in the passages already

cited) still remain obscure (cp DOG, $ 3).

Of all that the individual or the state receives by the
favour of the god, a certain portion, and that the first

and best an dirapxr/ or n trio (C/S 1 5, as in OT)
is rendered to the giver. So also the deity receives
a share of the spoils of war. The practice, the
existence of which we know from the OT, of sacrificing
to the god after any great victory or deliverance, if not
all the prisoners, at least the best and choicest of them,
upon the altar before the holy tent was still followed in

Carthage in 307 B. c.
, after the victory over Agathocles

(Diod. 206s). When angry, however, the godhead
demands for propitiation also the blood of the wor
shipper s own kin. The maxim every firstborn is

mine plainly held good in Phoenicia also, and applied,
as amongst the Israelites, to the firstborn of men as
well as of earth (see EIRSTBORN). In ordinary times
no doubt the debt was redeemed, as in Israel

;
but in

times of extremity a man would offer to his god his

own grown-up son. See MOLECH.
If it were his only son, the sacrifice would be all the more

efficacious, as we learn from the story of El (like that of
Abraham

; see ISAAC) in the legend narrating the institution of
this kind of offering (see above, n, col. 3743). As civilisation ad
vanced, the Carthaginians sought to escape thedire obligation by
setting apart for sacrifice children of slaves whom they brought up
as their own. In 310, however, when Agathocles had reduced the
state to the utmost straits and the enemy lay encamped before the

city, they once more laid 200 boys of their noblest families upon
the arms of the brazen image of Cronos where they were allowed
to fall into the fiery furnace flaming beneath (L)iod. 20 14).
This seems to have been the last occasion on which matters
were brought to such extremity ; in the agonies of the Punic
wars we do not read of any similar measure being resorted to.

In other cases, when a catastrophe threatens or has

already befallen, the head of the state offers himself as

a sacrifice to the offended deities and ascends the

sacrificial pyre. So, according to the legend, did Dido-

Elissa, the foundress of the city ;
so did Hamilcar after

the battle on the Himera
;
and a similar step was

meditated by King Juba of Numidia after the battle of

Thapsus, and would actually have been taken by him
if Cirta his capital had not shut her gates upon him.
The deity demands yet other sacrifices besides. Among

these was circumcision a practice borrowed
&quot;by

the Phoenicians,
as by the Israelites, from Egypt (Herod. 2 108), and according
to Philo (224) performed by El upon himself in the first instance
and so imposed upon his subjects. We find no allusion, however,
to the practice of castration in honour of the gods so frequently
found in Syria and Asia Minor. On the other hand ecstatic

prophets who in honour of the Ba al perform wild dances
and wound themselves with swords and spears in orgiastic

frenzy, as was done by the followers of the goddess of Comana,
and is even now done by the Persians at the mourning festival

of Hasan and Husein, were known to the Phoenicians also (cp
i K.1826J?.). In the Golenischeff Papyrus (see 5) a page of
the King of Byblos, seized by the god during a sacrifice, gives
an oracle in his ecstasy. Another sacrifice to the deity is the re

quirement that virgins should prostitute themselves in the service
of the great goddesses and make over the profits to the temple
treasury a practice that was widely diffused among the
Semites and the peoples of Asia Minor. Perhaps Robertson
Smith is right in finding here a religious survival of primitive
conditions, under which fixed marriages were still unknown and
the sexual coitus was considered as a manifestation of the

divinity in human life. We have direct evidence of the existence
of the custom at Byblos (Luc. De Deo. Syr. 6) and in Cyprus
(Herod. 1 199, Justin 18 5). For another analogous practice in

the service of the deity which seems to have been current in

Phoenicia cp Eus. Vit. Const. 3 55.

With regard to what happens to men after death the

views of the Phoenicians, as of the other Semitic peoples,
remained quite undeveloped. From the sepulchral

inscriptions of Eshmunazar and Tabnit we see that

undisturbed rest in the grave was desired, and to ensure

it imprecations were employed ;
to open a grave or

coffin is an abomination unto Astarte (Tabnit 6). It

is, however, but a comfortless, shadowy existence that is

lived in the dark kingdom of death among the ghosts
or Rephalm (Mot, niD, the god of death, son of El,

mentioned in Philo, 2 24). The Phoenician, like the

Israelite, had no more heartfelt longing than for a
descendant to continue his family and with it his earthly
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existence ; to have no son or seed is the heaviest

curse the gods can inflict (Esmun. 8 n 22, Tabnit 7).

In connection with the cultus, among the Phoenicians

.as elsewhere, there gradually developed a body of

theological doctrines. The few allu-
15. Theology

and cosmogony.
sions to these in the inscriptions, how
ever, are practically unintelligible, as

is shown by the texts of the Malakba al-steles,
1 and still

more by the inscription of Ma sCib (see above, 10).
This last would almost seem to suggest that the Israelite

conception of an apostle or messenger (IN^S) of the

deity was not unfamiliar even in Phoenicia (cp the name
Ba al-mal ak, CJS\ 182 455, etc.

).
In Cyprus arose the

singular conception of a divinity in which man and
woman are united, and which accordingly was repre
sented as a bearded goddess.
The theologians of the Hellenistic period dragged this to

light, calling the deity in question Aphroditus (1 hilochorus and
Aristophanes np. Mineral , iii. 8 ?f., Hcsych. ..? .

A&amp;lt;&amp;gt;pd6tTos, etc.),
and the church fathers are very ready to refer to the subject ;

but this deity never possessed much importance. It is portrayed
on no monument, and the attempt to associate it with any of
the divinities named above, still more to find it (as has sometimes
been done) in the compound names of gods, is very precarious.
It is not even certain whether it is really Phujnician at all,

since, according to Hesych. (/&amp;lt;&quot;.),
it seems to have belonged

originally to Amathus, which was not a Phoenician town.

Phoenician theology had its speculations about the

origin and growth of the world, of mankind, of

civilisation, and of its own home. Presumably these

were embodied in a religious literature of the subject,
which dealt with it somewhat after the manner of the

narratives of Genesis. All our actual information on
the subject, however, has to be taken from late recen

sions of it, written in Greek, and showing marked traces

of foreign influences. In these writings, as in the many
Jewish writings of the Hellenistic age, we have native

scholars with patriotic arrogance seeking to exhibit to

the then dominant race the antiquity and depth of the

native traditions, and to prove that the Greeks really
stole their wisdom and theology from the East, at

the same time distorting it in the process. That these

writings, however, rest not only on native traditions,

but also, as was the case with the Jews likewise, on
native written documents, is not to be questioned. On
the other hand, the names of wise men of remote

antiquity, who are alleged as authors of these works,
are of very problematic authenticity.
Two cosmogonies have come down to us, the one

from Sidon, the other from Byblos.
2 The former was

narrated in Greek by Eudemus a pupil of Aristotle,

and from him it was borrowed by Damascius (De pr.

prin. 125) who subjoined a Neo-platonic interpretation.
In a. somewhat modified form the same Sidonian

tradition is cited at a later date as the work of the

ancient Sidonian Mochos (Mu&amp;gt;xs)
3 which had been

translated into Greek, ostensibly by a certain Laetos,

along with other unknown Phoenician authors 4
(Theo-

dotos, Hypsicrates) in the time of Posidonius of Rhodes

(first half of the last century B.C.). Damascius (De pr.

prin. 125) has preserved for us an extract from this cos-

1 Berger in his discussion of these has doubtless established
the literal meaning correctly enough ; but that does not solve
the whole problem (/. As. ,

ser. 7, tome 8 [1896)).
2 It is no proof of Byblos being the religious metropolis of

Phoenicia that we usually find on its coins, from the Hellenistic

period onwards, the surname the holy (riEHp *73JS iepis Bv/3-

Aou); for similar expressions occur on the coins of Sidon and
Tyre (2i6u&amp;gt;i os rrjs iepas icai atrvAou [also with personification of
the city-deity iu&amp;lt;5J&amp;gt;i O? fleas iepas KO.L a&amp;lt;rv\ov &amp;lt;cai fauapxiSos]
and Tupou iepas &amp;lt;cai acrvAou).

3 According to Posidonius (Strabo, xvi. 2 24) he lived irpb rcof

Tp&amp;lt;iHKiii&amp;gt;.
He passed into the later handbooks as one of the

oriental founders of Philosophy ; Diog. Laert. proem, i (mis-
written *fix ? .

followed by Suidas, s.v.), lamblich. I it. Pyth. 14

(6 ^v&amp;lt;7i6\oyoi,
ancestor of the Sidonian prophets, and the rest

of the Phoenician hierophants), Jos. Ant. i. 39(with an unknown
Hestioeus, and the Egyptian Hieronymus, and other writers of
various nationalities, as alleged authorities for the story of the

flood) ; Athen. 3 1263 (with Sanchuniathon).
4 Tatian, adv. Gnecos, 37 [copied by Clem. Alex. Strom.

i. 21 117] ; cp Riihl zu Menander von Ephesus u. Letos, Khein.
Mas. 00141^:
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mogony also. Posidonius detected in it the atomic theory
(Strabo, xvi. 224), just as Damascius found in it the

Neo-platonic conception of the world. It does not at all

follow from this, however, either that the writing of Mochus
contained a single word about atoms how Posidonius
arrived at his view can be perceived clearly enough
from the fragment which has come down to us or that

the writing was a literary fraud as Riihl supposed.

Considerably later is our authority upon the Byblian
traditions Philo of Byblos, the well known writer of

the period of Hadrian. He relied for his information

upon an ancient sage, Sanchuniathon, who had drawn
the primaeval wisdom of Taaut from the writings of the

Afj.fj.ovveis in the temples (see above, lo).
1 Whether

there ever really was a Phoenician writing under the

name of Sanchuniathon we do not know ; in any case

the tradition has been very greatly manipulated by
Philo with two objects ; first, to explain all mythology
in the Euhemeristic sense, by making out all the gods
to have been men kings and others of primitive times

who had been raised to divine honours after their death
and secondly to make out that the Greek mythology

was only a depraved copy of the Phoenician.
The lateness of his traditions is shown also by the fact

that he uses Aramaic forms of names (BetAo-a^y, 7.co&amp;lt;^a&amp;lt;j-&amp;gt;)/iiiV,

BrjAos ; only SajurjupoC/xos is the Phxtnician pronunciation of
Shamemram), and that he says the companions of El or
Kronos bore the name EAoei/u., i.e., Kpdi-iot. This is of course
the Heb. D n.Stf, Klohiin, which is not met with in Phoenician,
and thus Philo here betrays a Jewish influence not discernible
elsewhere. From Philo we still possess large extracts in Kus.

Pru-p. Kv.
,
which in their turn seem to have been taken from

Porphyry.

In details the Sidonian cosmogony and that of

Byblos differ from one another at many points.

Eundamentally they are in closest agreement not only
with each other but also with the old Hebrew myths
which can still be clearly enough detected -behind the

narratives of Gen. 1 2 (see CREATION, 7).

Of the Phoenician constitution and government we
know almost nothing, even in the case of Carthage,

_ not to speak of the other cities.
16. Constitution.

That thejr poHty had & tnorougnly
aristocratic character might be presumed from the

whole character of Semitic civil life, and is confirmed by
the weight everywhere laid upon descent ; this comes
into special prominence in the long genealogies of the

inscriptions. The eldest ones (cp the irptafivraToi
in Marathos and Aradus

;
Diod. xxxiii. 623) who form

the council of the king are the representatives of

families ; in Sidon the council seems to form a college
of 100 members (Diod. 16 45). The most distinguished

family is of course the royal ;
in Tyre the priest of

Melkarth ranks next the king (Justin. 184). In these

little city-states, however, with their many wealthy
merchant families the power of the king was limited in

many directions by the council and the nobility. In

Tyre at the time of the Chaldean suzerainty the

monarchy was for a time abolished and a judge
(sophet] took his place as supreme authority (Jos. c. Ap.
1 21

). Presumably the office was responsible, and limited

in time, although in Tyre the tenure cannot have been
for a fixed period, since we find individual judges ruling
for 2, 10, 3 months, and then, apparently, two together

ruling for 6 years (see below, 20). Something similar may
have occurred in other cities also, just as in Carthage from
the time that we know anything of its history two suffetes

(usually called kings by the Greeks) figure as yearly
officials at the head of the state ; so also in other

colonies, such as Gades. To the Hebrews also, as

1 Compare the strange statement of Porphyry (Eus. Prerp. Ev.
i. 9vi and x.9i2&amp;gt; that Sanchuniathon, here called a native of

Berytus, derived his account of the Jews from a writing ofJerombal
(
= Jeruba al) the priest of God, of Teuo (iepeus SeoO TOV Ievi)

that is, Vahwe, who had dedicated his work to King Abelbal or
Abibal of Berytus. Whether this absurd story was Porphyry s

own, or due to the inventiveness of others before him, we cannot
tell ; in any case it has nothing to do with Philo s Sanchuniathon.
Its lateness Is shown also by the part assigned in it to Berytus.
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the Book of Judges shows, the conception of judges
as rulers of a state, with royal but not hereditary powers,
was not unfamiliar.

Of the native histories written by the Phoenicians

themselves nothing has come down to us, even in Greek

translations, except a few extracts (pre
served by Josephus), from the Chronicles

of Tyre, which Menander of Ephesus had translated

into Greek ; they relate to the period extending from

969 to 774 B.C. (c. Ap. 1 18
;
Ant. viii. 5 3 [also viii. 3i on

the era of Tyre], Ant. viii. 182) and to the siege under
Klulasus (Ant. ix. 142). Josephus also (c. Ap. l2i)

gives the list of kings during the period from Nebuchad
rezzar down to Cyrus (585-532 B.C.), but here, too, is

doubtless dependent on Menander, although a little

before (c. Ap. \?o= Anf.y.. 11 1) he refers for the siege
of Tyre by Nebuchadrezzar to the otherwise unknown

Jewish and Phoenician history of one Philostratus.
In addition to these Josephus cites (Ant. viii. 53 = c. Afi. 1 17),

for the period of Hiram I., the Phoenician history of Dios, who
is closely dependent on Menander. He also is not otherwise
known. It is probable that Josephus took all these fragments
directly from a compilation by Alexander Polyhistor (v. Gut-
schmid

; cp VVachsmuth, Einl. in dit ttlte Gesch, 4037^). These
short fragments contain little that relates to the history of
Phoenician colonisation.

We return now to the history of the mother country
from the end of the Egyptian period onwards. The

n T&amp;gt; j c little we know for the immediately
18. Period of

independence.
succeeding centuries relates only to

Tyre. Tyre was successful not only
in founding a colonial empire, but also in gaining the

supremacy in the mother country. Our accounts begin
since they concern themselves with merely biblical

interests with the first HIRAM (q.v. ).

l

Of him we learn that he extended the city territory by mounds
in the quarter Eurychoros (Jos. c. Ap. 1 is), substituted new
temples for old, to Melkarth and Astarte, dedicated a golden
stele (Kiiav) to Ba alsamem in his temple and instituted the
festival of the awakening of Melkarth. He brought back to its

allegiance the city of Utica which had refused to pay the
usual tribute. Mention has already been made of his relations

with Israel, and of his Ophir voyages (see also CABUL, HIRAM).

Josephus, in speaking of the successors of Hiram,

gives only the duration of the life and of the reign of

each down to the founding of Carthage. We may
be sure, however, that Menander gave some further

particulars. It is, at any rate, clear from the list of

kings that usurpations and struggles for the succession

were not unknown. Hiram s grandson was put to

death by the four sons of his foster mother
; of these

the eldest held the throne for twelve years. Then
followed further confusions, with regard to which
tradition is very uncertain, until the priest of Astarte,
Itoba al, by violent means (see ETHBAAL) founded a
new dynasty. Owing to his relation to Ahab, one or two
facts respecting him have been preserved by Josephus.
The length of his reign is unfortunately not known

;

Riihl, following the tradition of Theophilus, assigns
him twelve years (876-866 B.C.

),
but according to most

MSS he reigned thirty- two years (though the length
of life assigned by tradition to him and to his son makes
this doubtful) from 885-854 B.C. The three years
famine of the period of Ahab and Elijah (i K. 17/. )

is

mentioned by Menander as having lasted one year.
Hiram I. is in the OT invariably called king of Tyre

{28. 52i i K. 5 15 9io); Ethbaal, on the other hand, is

king of the Sidonians (i K. 1631). This last is also the

title borne on the oldest extant Phoenician inscription

(C/Sls) by Hiram II.
2 who is also named by the

Assyrians in 738 ;
it is the inscription of a bronze

sacrificial vessel which the governor (530) of Karthadast

(Citium), servant of Hiram king of the Sidonians, dedi-

1 The individual items in Menander s list of kings vary in the
tradition. We here follow the reconstruction of Riihl (Rhein.
Mtts. 48 565 ff. although by no means certain at all points).
In their original form the data seem to be quite authentic.

2 That Hiram II., not Hiram I., is intended in the inscrip
tion has been shown by von Landau, Beitr. zur Alterthums-
kunde des Orients, 1 (1893).
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cated to his lord the god of Lebanon (Ba al-lebanon) as
a &quot;

first fruits
&quot;

(dirapx n) of copper (ne&amp;gt;m nc Nia) in the

temple upon the hill Muti Shinoas near Amathus (Ohne-
falsch-Richter, Aypros, lig). The Tyrian dominion in

Cyprus must accordingly have extended thus far. These

designations show that, in the interval between Hiram I.

and Ethbaal, the kings of Tyre had become kings
of the Phoenicians, and thus had considerably extended
their authority, in particular by acquiring the sovereignty
of Sidon. This is confirmed by the Assyrian data, that

the whole coast from Akko (near the Israelite frontier) to

near Berytus was in the possession of Tyre.
! Of Ethbaal

we are told that he pressed even farther north
; having

founded the city of Botrys, to the N. of Byblos, in the

neighbourhood of the Theouprosopon. Plainly the

intention, which was not, however, effected, was to reduce

Byblos also to dependence on Tyre. Of Ethbaal we
learn further that he founded Auza in Libya. Under the
third of his successors, Pygmalion (820-774), Timaeus

(and, following him, Menander) placed the founding
of Carthage in 814-3 ts mythical foundress is called
the sister of the king. With Pygmalion Josephus s

extract from Menander (Jos. c. Ap. 1 18) ends.
For the next century we get some information from

the Assyrian data. The great westward campaigns

19 The Assyrian
of the Assyrians began in the beg n-

suzerainty ning of the ninth century-
2 In 8?6

J
Asur-nasir-pal invaded Syria and the

dynasts of the interior as well as the kings of the sea-

coast, of Tyre, Sidon, Byblos, Mahallata (sic), Maisa
(unknown), Kaisa (unknown), Amuri, Arvad in the

sea, brought tribute brazen vessels and parti-coloured
and white linen garments as well as silver, gold, lead,

copper, and cedar wood. Shalmaneser II. (860-824)
undertook the subjugation of Syria in a more thorough
going way. Only the more northerly, however, of the
Phoenician dynasts were represented in the army of the
allied Syrian princes which fought at Karkar in 854
(see AHAB, SHALMANESER). The remaining cities

preferred to submit quietly and in 842 and 839 paid
tribute to Shalmaneser as they also did later to his

grandson Hadad-nirari III. (811-782) when he marched

upon Syria.
As yet these expeditions led to no enduring suzerainty

(see ASSYRIA, 32). In the first half of the eighth
century the movements of the Assyrians were restricted

by the powerful opposition of the kings of Urartu. With
Tiglath-pileser III. began those systematic invasions

which ended in the virtual subjugation of the whole

Syrian territory.
It is within this period that more precise information

regarding Phoenicia first becomes accessible. Whilst
the older Assyrian kings, as we have seen, mention

(correctly or incorrectly) the names of a large number
of Phoenician cities and dynasts, under Tiglath-pileser
III. and Sargon there are only three Phoenician states

Aradus, Byblos, and Tyre. The coastland of the

Eleutherus region, along with Simyra, Arka, and

Siyana, now belongs to the kingdom of Hamath (Annals
of Tiglath-pileser: 3 R. 9, 3 //. 26 46), but is made
by Tiglath-pileser into an Assyrian province. The
Phoenician cities appear to have submitted without

striking a blow. In 738 we find, amongst many other

dynasts, Matanba al of Arados, Sibittiba al of Byblos,
and Hiram II. of Tyre paying tribute to Tiglath-pileser.
Soon afterwards Tyre showed signs of a longing for

independence ;
a heavy tribute was exacted from Metinna

(Mytton i.e. , Mattan) of Tyre in consequence (about
1 As cities taken by him from Tyre, Sennacherib (Prism

Inscr. 2 38^!) enumerates : Great and Little Sidon, Betzitti,

Sarepta, Mahalliba, Usu (pr. Usu), i.e., Patetyrus, Akzib,
Akko. In Menander (Jos. Ant. ix. 14 2 285) we must, therefore,
read ajreorr; re Tvpiiav Si.8iav xai Axr; Kal 17 FlaAaiTvpos Kal
TroAAal aAAat rroAeis (so LV), and not with the other MSS
*Ap/cT)

= Arka.
2 Various kings of Assyria set up steles by the Dog river near

Beirut ; but these are in such bad preservation that not even the
names can now be deciphered.
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730 B.C.). The main portion of the Phoenician coast-

land still owned the sovereignty of Tyre ; Elulaios

(Ass. Lule), who reigned, as Menander says (Jos. Ant.

ix. 142), thirty -six years (say 725-690), is therefore

called by Sennacherib King of Sidon (cp SIUON).
On the other hand, Tyre lost its hold on Cyprus ;

seven

Cyprian princes did homage to Sargon,
1 who set up a

statue of himself in Citium. That Citium was lost to

Tyre for a time is attested also by Menander.
Under Shalmaneser IV. (727-722) and Sargon (722-

705) the Phoenicians appear to have remained quiet.
2

Under Sennacherib (705-681), however, when an anti-

Assyrian league was planned in South Syria, Elulaios of

Tyre gave in his adhesion to the project. The result is told

elsewhere (see SENNACHERIB). It may suffice to quote
the words of Sennacherib, From Lule king of Sidon I

took his kingdom (CO7~\2jg). Menander informs us

that Elulaios again reduced Citium to subjection, and so

reopened hostilities. In thegreat campaign of 701, how
ever, Sennacherib in all essential respects recovered the

supremacy, though Tyre, like Jerusalem, escaped being

captured. The Tyrians lost the whole of their territory,

and in Sidon a new king was installed, Tuba lu (Ituba al),

who had to pay a fixed annual tribute. Elulaios

himself fled to Cyprus, evidently to the recently re-

acquired Citium. Here again Menander comes to our

aid. He tells us that the Assyrian king Selampsas, after

conquering all Phoenicia, made peace and returned

home. Selampsas can only be Shalmaneser IV., as

Josephus also assumes. 3 Therefore, doubtless, what is

referred to is his campaign against Hosea of Samaria,
who formed an alliance with Egypt against the Assyrians
in 725. Perhaps the Phoenicians also at first participated
in this action it is to be observed that we learn nothing
about Shalmaneser from Assyrian sources but made
their peace in good time. 4

Next, however, Menander goes on to relate taking no ac
count of the intervening period, and without any knowledge of

the wider political relations that Sidon, Akko, Palzctyrus, and

many other cities of the Tyrians, revolted and yielded themselves

to the Assyrian king. Accordingly, when the Tyrians themselves

rebelled, and the king took the field against them, he was

supported by 60 ships and 800 rowing boats, manned by
Phoenicians. With only 12 ships, however, the fleet was

scattered, and 500 were taken prisoners. The Assyrian king,

withdrawing, stationed a garrison at Palaityrus (en-i rov Trorafiou

Ka\ TU&amp;gt;I v&payuiyfitav) to cut off the water supply. The Tyrians,

however, with their reservoirs held out for five years (701-606),
and presumably obtained satisfactory conditions. Thus one
sees that the war followed the same course as under Abimelech
at the time of the Amarna letters. The sea-fortress was im

pregnable a fact admitted by Sennacherib himself, who passes
over Tyre in eloquent silence. The possessions of Tyre on the

mainland, however, were lost to it ; in Usu Sennacherib received

the tribute of the kings of the West, among others of Abdili ti of

Aradus and of Urumilki the correct name also (nSaWx) of the

grandfather of Vehaw-melek of Byblos (C/.S&quot;
1 i) of Byblos.

5

Her Cyprian possessions also Tyre had to forfeit ; among the

other names in the list of Cyprian vassal princes under Esar-

haddon and Asur-bani-pal appear these of Damisu, king of

Karthadast (Citium), Kistura of Idalium, and Rumisu of

Tamassos.6 From this date the Tyrians never again exercised

sovereign rights in Cyprus.

1 [Does this explain, even there (in Cyprus) thou shall have no

rest, Is. 23 12? See Che. Intr. Is. 140 ; but cp Duhm, ad loc.\
2 The general expression who pacified Kue (see CILICIA) and

Tyre [cp Che. Intr. Is. 144! supplies no sure evidence to the

contrary.
3 [So Tiele, RAG 237 314 ; Che. Intr. Is. 144.]
4 In C,A 1 (1884), p. 467, a different view is assumed ; but

the above now appears to the present writer the most probable
solution. It is an untenable assumption of von Landau, in his

study on the siege of Tyre by Shalmaneser in Menander

(Rcitrcige, 1), to suppose that in the closing portion of his

account Menander passes from Sennacherib s campaign to the

war of Esarhaddon and Asur-bani-pal against Ba al of Tyre, so

that Menander has compressed into one the various Assyrian

campaigns against Tyre. That the same occurrences should

repeat themselves in sieges of Tyre lies in the nature of the case ;

the Amarna letters and the history of Nebuchadrezzar bear out

this view. Alexander was the first to contrive the means for the

thorough subjugation of the sea fortress.
5 Under Esarhaddon and Asur-bani-pal these places are taken

by Matanba al and Yakinlu of Arvad (see below) and Milkiasaph
of Byblos.

fi Cp Schrader, SBA H
, 1890, pp. 3S7^C It is not inconceiv

able that these three principalities may only then for the first
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Under Esarhaddon (680-668) arose new conflicts.

Firstly, Sidon rebelled under king Abdimilkut (i.e. ,

Abdimilkat with the usual obscuration of the a), but
after a long siege the city was conquered, and the king,
who had taken refuge beyond seas with a Cilician

dynast, was taken prisoner together with his host, and

put to death (675). The rebellious city, which had so
ill requited the Assyrians for its deliverance through
them from the Tyrian ascendency, was destroyed, and
its population deported. An Esarhaddon s town was

newly built on another site, and peopled with foreign
settlers. Henceforward an Assyrian governor ruled

here as well as in Simyra. The possessions of Tyre on
the mainland were now (if not before) placed under a
similar officer, who received the high-sounding title

governor of Tyre although the city proper was never

under his rule. 1
Tyre still remained unconquered, even

though (presumably) compelled to pay tribute. The
king, Ba al (an abbreviation of some composite name),
was attacked by Esarhaddon, probably on his second

expedition to Egypt (670). The triumph stele of Zenjirli

represents the king as leading captive the Ethiopian king
Taharka and the king of Tyre

2
by a cord passed through

rings on their lips ;
but in reality neither the one nor the

other ever was his prisoner. Esarhaddon, however,
caused the shore to be fortified, and cut off the Tyrians
from water and supplies as his father had done. Neither

he nor Asur-bani-pal (668-626), however, met with more
success than Sennacherib. On the subjugation of

Egypt, however, Baal gave up the struggle, submitted

to a heavy tribute, sent his daughter and nieces to the

harem of the great king, and despatched his son

Yahimilki (Yehaumelek) to court, where Asur-bani-pal
received him to favour and dismissed him. At a later

date we find Asur-bani-pal, like Esarhaddon before him,

placing Baal of Tyre at the head of the list of his

Syrian and Cyprian vassals. Yakinlu of Arados, who
seems to have made common cause with Baal, was less

fortunate. He had to send his daughter and all his

sons with rich gifts to the great king, and abdicate in

favour of his son Aziba al. Opposite Arados, at

Antarados, Asur-bani-pal raised a memorial stone

(PSBA 1 141). These events belong to the earlier years
of his reign. At a later date, after his expedition

against Uaiti of Kedar, Asur-bani-pal called to account

Usu and Akko which had been insubordinate, put to

death the offenders, and deported some of the remaining
inhabitants to Assyria.
The next decades are a blank. We have no precise

information as to what occurred in the Phoenician

_. _,, . cities during the period of the decline
20. me cnai-

nnd fall of the Assyrian emp jre
; this it

asean period, ^.^j^ seem was materially hastened by
the great Scythian invasion which in 626 extended to

Syria (see SCYTHIANS). At any rate the Phoenician

cities, like Judah and its neighbours the four Philistine

cities, Edom, Moab, Ammon recovered their independ
ence for a while ; in the list of all the existing states of

which he prophesies the downfall, Jeremiah (in 604 B.C.
)

includes the kings of Tyre, of Sidon, and of the isles

beyond the sea i.e. , Cyprus (Jer. 2522 ; cp 2/3 Ezek.

25-29). The inference is plain ; Sidon also must have

regained independence and received kings of its own

presumably of Phoenician origin (see below, 21
).

3

The time, however, for the independent life of petty states

was past. When Assyria collapsed, Egypt sought once

more to acquire the suzerainty of Syria (see EGYPT, 68
;

JOSIAH). Its success was brief, though in 588 Apries

time have been added to the list of the seven which had done

homage to Sargon.
1 Wi. Gt\ 201, n., corrected by Wi. AOF\ 441, n.
2 The intention of the representation was first perceived by

Pietschmann (Gesch. Phtrn. 303). See Ausgrabungen in

Zendschirli in the Mittheil. aus d. Oriental-Saml. d. Berl.

Mus. Hft. 11 17 (von Luschan).
3 Winckler s attempt to set aside this evidence (Alt. Unt.

ii^ff.) seems to the present writer inconclusive.
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(Pharaoh-Hophra) still hoped to preserve Palestine

from becoming a prey to the Babylonians. He pene
trated into Phoenicia, the cities of which were on the

opposite side, and fought successfully against Sidon and

Tyre (see Herod. 2I6IJ.
1 When Nebuchadrezzar s army

approached, however, Apries retired, leaving Syria to

its fate. No sooner had Jerusalem fallen (586) than

Nebuchadrezzar marched upon Phoenicia. The other

cities would seem to have again submitted
;
but King

Itobaal II. of Tyre once more defied the apparently
inevitable. For fifteen years (585-573) Nebuchadrezzar
laid siege to Tyre.

E/ekiel, who in 586 had prophesied the approaching assault

(2(i-2!l), expected the annihilation of the haughty city. He was
mistaken, however ; once more the sea-fortress asserted her

strength ;
the prophet was constrained in 570 to confess that

Nebuchadrezzar and his army had had no recompense for the
manifold fatigues of the siege (Ezek. 29 is). Yet it is evident
that in the end Tyre became more dependent on the Babylonian
King than it had previously been.

The list of kings which here again has been pre
served to us (Jos. c. Ap. 121) shows that with the close

of the siege Itobaal s reign came to an end doubtless

he was deposed. His successor was Baal II. (572-563)
after whom judges (see 16) took the place of kings, at

first, single judges for a few months, and afterwards, if

the reading be correct,
2 two priests (or brothers) for

six years ; between them (according to Gutschmid,
1

after them
)
Balatoros was king for a year. Then a

ruler Merbaal was fetched from Babylon (555-2), who
in turn was succeeded by Hiram III. (551-532), under
whom the Chaldaean fell into the hands of the Persians.

In the struggles of the Assyrian and Chaldasan period,
the political power of the Phoenician towns, and the

position of ascendancy which Tyre had occupied in the

Phoenician world, came to an end. Nor could the

sway of Phoenicia over its colonies be any longer
maintained. The spread of Greek trade and the

development of the Greek naval power, broke up their

solidarity, and when, even during the continuance of

Chaldsean suzerainty, the Phoenicians of the west com
bined to withstand the Greeks, it was no longer Tyre
but Carthage that stood at their head. Carthage never
indeed broke with Tyre,

3 and for a long time continued
to send tithes to the Melkarth of the mother city ;

but

politically the relations came to be inverted
; Carthage

was a great power, Tyre a city-community subject to

foreign lords. Even when, in consequence, the trans

mission of the tithes had been reduced to that of a

trifling present, Carthage still continued to show filial

piety by regularly sending festal embassies to Tyre
(Arr. ii. 24s Polyb. xxxi. 20 12) until, after the defeat

by Agathocles, the Tyrian Melkarth again once more
received propitiatory offerings (Diod. 20 14).

The prosperity and commercial importance of Tyre
suffered much less by the vicissitudes of war than is

often supposed. Even if the connection of the city
with the shore was cut off repeatedly for periods of

years, the Assyrians and Chaldasans could do little to

her sea power and her trade
;
the attempt to overwhelm

her by the aid of the fleets of the other Phoenician
owns was an entire failure. As soon as peace was
restored the old relations with the interior were re

sumed
;

in fact, the import and export traffic forthwith
became all the brisker from the temporary check. As
for Sidon, which otherwise might have been a formid
able rival, it needed a long breathing time in order to

1 In Aradus has been discovered a fragment referring to his

deputy Psamtik-nofer (Renan, Miss. en. Phen. 26 ff.) De
Rouge connected it with Psamtik I., but hardly with justice.
W. M. M tiller (Mitth. d. vorderas. Ges. Hft. 4, 1896) tries to
detect a king of Byblos on a very mutilated Egyptian monu
ment of this time from Phoenicia (published TSBA 1(3 91); but
this is highly problematical.

2 See Riihl, Rhein. Mus. 48577. It is perhaps significant
that the reign of Baal II. came to an end with that of Nebuchad
rezzar, whilst Merbaal s begins with that of Nabuna id.

_

3 In its second treaty with Rome (348) Tyre is named along
with Carthage, though it is not mentioned in the first, about
503 (?) (Pol. 3 24).
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recover from its catastrophe under Esarhaddon. We
must not forget, moreover, that during the period
between Tiglath-pileser III. and Cyrus for 20 years
of war there were 180 years of peace, in which trade

and the general well-being must have prospered, the

more because the connection with the great continental

empire made business relations easier and more ex

tensive ; the sovereigns, too, were energetic in protect

ing the safety of the routes of traffic. Finally, her loss

of colonial supremacy affected Tyre s commerce but

little because it came about without any violent shock,
and the community of speech and sentiment as well as

the sharp antithesis to the Greeks kept the two portions
of the Phoenician nationality together. If in Carthage
the wares and art-products of Greece were imported in

ever increasing quantity, neither could that city dispense
with the products of the East ; and it need not

be said that the Carthaginian merchants sought for

these at the fountain-head of Phoenician life rather than
from Greek middle-men.
How prosperous Tyre was, and how dominating was

her position in Phoenicia in 586 B.C., is visibly shown

21 Persian by Ezekiel1
(
27

)-
II was not by a single

. , blow that this queen of the seas lost her

imperial state
;
the transference of power

was gradual. When the Persians in 539 entered upon
the inheritance of the Chaldasans without meeting with

any resistance from the peoples of Syria and Phoenicia,
Sidon became the first and richest city of Phoenicia (cp
Diod. 1641). The best ships in the fleet of Xerxes
were contributed by the Sidonians, whose king took the

place of honour next the great king. Next in order

came the king of Tyre, and after him* the other vassal

princes (
Herod. 7 44 96 98 867; cp also 8136 7 100128;

Diod. 1479). This superiority of Sidon is doubtless

chiefly to be accounted for by the fact that the advantage
of situation which remained with Tyre during the period
of the wars became a positive disadvantage when peace

prevailed, and all the Phoenician cities equally belonged
to a great empire.

It then became a positive disadvantage that Sidon was able
to expand freely while Tyre was confined within a narrow space
(in Strabo s time it was very closely built, the houses having
more stories than in Rome) ;

the many purple manufactories
were indeed a great source of income, but did not add to the

amenity of the city as a residence (It) 2 23). Above all, the
merchants and caravans must have found it much more con
venient to expose their goods in Sidon than to ship them over to

Tyre. Sidon accordingly became a successful competitor with

Tyre. That the Persian kings deliberately set themselves to

advance Sidon at the expense of Tyre is hardly likely ; the
situation existed before they came, and was not of their making.
But they promoted its development ; in Sidon the Persian kings
had a park (rrapafienros), and it was here that the satraps of

Syria resided when they came to Phoenicia.

Perhaps there was another factor in the change. As
a result of its destruction and re-foundation by Esar

haddon Sidon received a very mixed population ; and
even although, after the fall of the Assyrian monarchy,
the Phoenicians recovered the ascendancy, the foreign
elements (as in Samaria) continued strongly to assert

themselves ; indeed, we can still trace them even in

the scanty materials that have come down to us. 2 We
can thus understand how in Sidon the national narrow
ness may have been counteracted, and the rejuvenated
commonwealth have acquired an international character

which had a favourable influence also upon its trade.

Hence we find in Sidon, during the whole Persian

period, in spite of the opposing political interests and
1 The oracle on Tyre (Is. 23) is too uncertain to be referred

to here (see Isaiah in SBOT, and cp Che. Intr. Is. 138-145,
and the commentaries).

2 The fact has been recognised by Winckler (A T Unt. 1892,

p. 117). The tomb of AtreTTTe 2u/i&amp;lt;TeAij^iou ^,iSiavia{i.e., Asephat,
daughter of Esmunsillem, of Sidon) in Piraeus (C/S lug ,

CIA 2119) was erected by Yatonbel, son of Esmunsilleh,
chief priest

of Nergal (&quot;ij-ij
p^j&amp;lt;

03:12 31). We see that the

Assyrian god Nergal is worshipped even in the Sidonian colony
at Athens. Moreover the name Yatonbel is compounded from
that of the Assyrian Bel, not from that of the Phoenician Baal.

Similarly a Sidonian in Carthage (CIS \ 287) bears the name of

Abdbel.
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repeated hostility between the Greek and Phoenician

fleets, the traces of a singularly strong and ever grow
ing Fhilhellenism. 1 We find this in its highest degree
under King Straton (probably a corruption for Abd ast-

art) in the first half of the fourth century. He main
tained a most luxurious court, and brought together
from all parts of Greece singing and dancing women,
who competed at his feasts for prizes in their art

(Theopomp. fr. 126 in Athenseus 12531 ; ^Elian, Var.

kist.l*).* He had close relations \vith Athens, and

gave his support to the embassy which went to the

Persian court in 367. In return the Athenians granted
him and his successors the right of proxenia and the

Sidonian merchants staying at Athens were exempted
from all taxes (CIA 2 86.) The same king s name

probably occurs in the bilingual inscription from Delos

in CIS 1 114, where only the beginning of his name
. . . jnuy is preserved ; perhaps also in CIS 1 4.

In other respects the conditions of Phoenicia seem to

have altered but little under the Persians. Now as

before it consists of four states Tyre, Sidon, Byblos,
Arados. All four are in separate existence in the time

of Alexander the Great (Arr. ii. 13? 156/. 20i=Curtius

4i6^), whilst Herodotus (798) in his catalogue of

Xerxes fleet mentions only the kings of Sidon, Tyre,
and Aradus. He does not name Byblos at all ; plainly
in his time this city occupied politically and commercially
a very subordinate position, and partook of the character

rather of a country town.
Also the cities which took part in the settlement of a level

strip of coast near the northern end of Lebanon beyond the

Theouprosopon, called by the Greeks Tripolis (its Phoenician
name is unknown) were the same three Arados, Tyre and
Sidon. Each of these had a special quarter to itself, surrounded

by a wall and separated from the others by an interval. Here,
as Diodorus (following Ephorus) informs us, the Phoenicians

were wont to hold a federal meeting and joint political council ;

the king of Sidon attends it with 100 councillors. (Scylax,

104; Diod. 11)41 45 ;
StrabolOa 15.) It is hardly probable that

the town, or this attempt to bring the whole nationality under a
combined organisation, was older than the Persian period.

From the end of the fifth century the Phoenician

states also began to introduce the employment of

coinage that is, the issue of pieces of precious metal

of a standard money weight, bearing the emblem and
often also the name of the state or of the lord of the

issuing mint. The Persian kings since Darius had

already, as we know, been in the habit of coining, and

reserving the right of gold coinage as a royal privilege,

whilst the issue of silver money was left to the discretion

of the vassal princes and communities and of the satraps.

Arados coined by the Persian standard, the three other

cities by the Phoenician. We are able to determine

with absolute certainty, however, only the coins of

Byblos, which invariably bear the name of the king

(Elpa al, Adarmelek, Azba al, and Ainel) and of the

city ;
the names of two other earlier kings of Byblos

we know through the stele of Yehawmelek. Of Tyre,
Sidon, and Arados, also many coins are still extant

;

but the name of city and ruler is either absent or

inscribed in characters that cannot be clearly made out.

Their assignment to the three cities seems to have been

satisfactorily determined by the researches of Six and

Babelon ;

3 on the other hand the attempt to determine

the name of the individual king, and hence establish

fresh historical data, as for example the reign of a

certain Euagoras in Sidon, is highly precarious.

1 This is visibly brought before us in the sarcophagi of the

Sidonian royal sepulchres discovered by Hamdy Bey. See

Hamdy-bey and Th. Reinach, Necrof&amp;gt;olc royale ii Sidon. On
the interpretation and on the place of the sarcophagi in the

history of art, see especially Studniczka, Ueberdie Grundlagen
der geschichtlichen Krklarung der sidonischen Sarkophage in

Jahr. d. archaeol. Inst. 10
(1894).

But the present writer

cannot concur in Studniczka s dating of the tombs of Tabnit and
Eshmuna zar (see below).

- Probably the sarcophagus of the Mourning Women dates

from his reign.
3 Six, Nuinism. Chron. 1877 ; Rev. nuinisin. 1883 ; Babelon,

Bull, de cvrrfs/i. hellen. 15, 1891, and in Cat. ties tnonnaies

grecques de le Bibl. Nat. 2 ( Les Perses Achdmenides, 1893).
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It is clear that Berytus throughout belonged to the

kingdom of Byblos. Then comes the territory of Sidon
to which also Ornithopolis N. of Tyre belonged, whilst

Sarepta nearer Sidon was a possession of the Tyrians.
The coast down to Akko and Carmel is Tyrian. The
Palestinian maritime plain during the Persian period
was also shared by the two states. Dor, probably also

Joppa, was Sidonian
;
Ashkelon and presumably Ashdod

(Azotus) to the N. of it \vere Tyrian.
1

Only Gaza
formed an independent commonwealth of very cosmo

politan character which steadily rose in importance,
above all as the goal of the S. Arabian caravans.

During the Persian period it issued coins of Attic type
and Attic standard.

Of Sidon we have already spoken. Regarding Tyre
we possess only the quite legendary narrative preserved
in Justin (183).
According to Justin s story, the city was long and variously

attacked by the Persians, and came off from the struggle,
victorious indeed, but so exhausted that it fell into the hands of
the slaves who rose in insurrection and massacred their masters.

Only one, a certain Straton, was saved by his slaves, and after

wards, after he had shown the superiority of his gifts, made
king by the insurgents. In consequence, Alexander at his con

quest of Tyre, by way of exemplary punishment, caused all the

survivors to be crucified with the exception of the descendants
of Straton, whom he reinstalled as rulers. If this narrative

contains any historical element at all, the struggles with the

Persians of which it speaks can in reality only be the Assyrian
and Chaldaean sieges, and it might perhaps be assumed that

after these a revolution may have broken out, in which the

dependent population made themselves masters of the city.

Possibly the introduction of Suffetes in the Chaldaean period
may have been connected with this. The whole story, however,
is of so dubious a character that it is hardly possible for us to

give it any place in history.
2

Arados rose in importance during the Persian period ;

the whole of the opposite coast was subject to it : on
the N. Paltos and Balanaia

; then, opposite Arados,
Karnos or Kama (so Plin. 678), which in the second

century B.C. for some time issued coins inscribed pp
(Ant-Arados, mod. Tartus, is of later origin and is

mentioned only in Ptolemy) ;
then Marathus (on

Hellenistic coins rno), which though never mentioned

in the older period had in Alexander s time become a

great and prosperous town ; finally, Simyra and the

regions of the Eleutheros (Arr. ii. 13 7/ = Curt. iv. 1 6 ;

Strab. xvi. 2i2 2i6).
Under the Persian rule Phoenicia, in common with

all Western Asia, enjoyed for a period of a century and
a half an epoch of peaceful prosperity, within which,

apart from the intervention of the Phoenician fleets in

the struggle with Greece (480-449) and afterwards in

that against Sparta (396-387), there is nothing of im

portance to relate. It was not until the decline of the

Empire had become growingly evident under Artax-

erxes II. (404-359) that Phoenicia also became involved

in the confusions and contests which again broke out.

Euagoras of Salamis, who in the unceasing conflict between

Greeks and Phoenicians for supremacy in the island had once

again for a short time secured the ascendancy for the Grecian
element in 387, supported by Akoris of Egypt, conquered Tyre
also and ruled it for a time (Isocr. Euag. 62 ; fane?. 161 ; Diod.

15 2). Straton of Sidon (see above) held close relations with his

son Nicocles ;
both became involved in the great Satrap revolt

of 362 and, on the victory of the Persians, were compelled to

seek their own death Straton by the hand of his wife (Jer. adv.

Jm&amp;gt;in.
1 45).

Most disastrous was the revolt of all Phoenicia which

in 350 Tennes of Sidon in alliance with Nectanebos

of Egypt stirred up, embittered by the harsh oppression
exercised by the Persian kings over Egypt and by the

deeds of violence perpetrated by the satraps and generals
in Sidon. The outbreak in Sidon was one of great
violence ; the populace wasted the royal park, burnt

the stores at the royal stables, and put to death as

1 See the (unfortunately very fragmentary) notice in Scylax,

104.
- One is strongly tempted to suspect that it is in some way

connected with the story of Abdalonymos (referred by Diodorus
to Tyre) and derived from that. This appears to be the

supposition of Judeich also (Ja/trb. d. archtfol. Inst. 10 167,

n. 2).
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many of the Persians as fell into their hands. At first

the movement seemed likely to succeed. When, how
ever, Artaxerxes III. advanced at the head of a great

army, Tennes and his captain of mercenaries, the

Rhodian Mentor who afterwards played so great a

part, as also did his brother Memnon, in the Persian

service surrendered the city to the king, who gave
free course to his vengeance. Sidon was given up to

massacre and flame. More than 40,000 inhabitants

are said to have perished chiefly by their own hands
or in the flames of the conflagration they themselves

had kindled. The traitor Tennes himself, after he had
served his turn, the Persian king caused to be put to

death. Hereupon the other Phoenician cities sur

rendered (Diod. 1641^:). In Sidon we again at a
later date find a king Straton installed by the Persians.

When Alexander, after the battle of Issus (Nov. 333),
marched on Phoenicia, the city-kings with their con-

-_ , . tingents were with the Persian fleet
22. Macedonian

jn \he ^^ The ^^ however&amp;gt;
ana oman

Openecj thei r gates to him and the

Persian fleet dispersed. In Sidon

Alexander was received with enthusiasm ;
he deposed

king Straton and elevated to the throne a descendant
of the old royal house, Abdalonymos, who is alleged
to have been living as a gardener in very humble
circumstances. 1

Tyre alone was recalcitrant, and de

clined to admit Alexander to the island city, where
he wished to make an offering to Heracles

; plainly its

hope was to regain its independence, and as in former

days to be able to defy the lords of the mainland.

Alexander, however, was too strong for it. The fleets

of the other Phoenician cities, those of the kings of

Cyprus, as well as ships from Rhodes and Asia

Minor, were at his disposal. By a causeway which he
constructed in the sea it has ever since connected
the island with the mainland he brought his siege

engines to bear. After a seven month s siege the city

was carried by storm (July 332). The entire popula
tion, so far as it had survived the horrors of the siege,
was sold into slavery, to the number of 30,000 ; mercy
was shown only to those who had sought asylum in the

sanctuary of Herakles, among them king Azemilkos,
the higher officials, and the members of a festal embassy
from Carthage. The city itself had a new population
sent to it, and in the period immediately following Tyre
figures as one of the chief garrison-cities of the Mace
donians.

The subsequent history of Phoenicia can be told very

shortly. After Alexander s death the satrapy of Syria
fell to Laomedon

;
but in 320 he was displaced by

Ptolemy of Egypt. In 315 Antigonus made himself

master of Syria, and maintained himself there despite

repeated attempts of Ptolemy to dislodge him. He died

on the battlefield of Ipsus (301), and his kingdom
fell to pieces. Demetrius secured, amongst other

fragments, Sidon, Tyre, and portions of Palestine
;

it

was not until he went to Greece in 296 that Seleucus
came into possession. Among the many cities which
he founded, we must probably reckon Laodicea, to the

S. of Tyre, the ruins of which are now known as Umm
el- Awamld. After the death of Seleucus (281 ) Ptolemy
II. became master of Palestine, Coelesyria, and Phoenicia,
and not only he but also his successors continued to

hold them despite all efforts of the Seleucidoe to dis

possess them, till 197. Aradus alone and its territory

(also Orthosia
;

see Euseb. Chron.\-2^\, ed. Schoene)
were retained by the Seleucidas, who greatly favoured
that city.

The era of Aradus dates from the year 259, which may be
taken as marking the termination of the native kingdom ;

it is probable that in that year the city along with the republican

1 The story is related in thoroughly romantic style by Curtius
(iv. \i^ff.) and Justin (11 10). In Diodorus (1747) &amp;gt; l &amp;gt;s re
ferred to Tyre, and in Plutarch (De fort. At. 2s) even to

Paphos, and the house of the Cinyracte. Abdalonymos of Sidon
is mentioned also in Pollux (G 105).
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constitution granted by Antiochus II. took at the same time the

position of a free city i.e., became exempt from the jurisdiction
of the satraps, like the cities of Ionia. Seleucus II. (247-225),

having been supported by Aradus in his struggle with his

brother Antiochus Hierax, added the further privilege that it

was not compelled to surrender a subject of the Seleucida: who
had taken refuge there, but was permitted to intern him a
concession that greatly raised the prestige of the city (Strabo,
xvi. 2 14). In 218 the city is completely free, and enters into a

treaty of alliance with Antiochus the Great in the war against
Ptolemy IV. (Polyb. 568).

Marathus, on the other hand, seems to have made
use of the political situation to emancipate itself from
Aradus

;
from 278 onwards it coins money after the

Seleucid era, but with the heads of Lagid kings and

queens.
l The other Phoenician possessions of Aradus

also seek to gain independence ; in 218 Antiochus the

Great mediates between them and Aradus. At a later

date Karne also for some time issued autonomous
coins. But the Aradians were in the end successful in

reasserting their supremacy. About 148 they attempted,
after having bribed Ammonius the minister, to destroy
Marathus with the help of the royal troops by an
assault which, at the last moment, after the Aradians

had already put to death the ambassadors of the hated

city contrary to the law of nations, was frustrated by
the warning of an Aradeean sailor, who by night swam
over to Marathus (Diod. 885). finally, in the time of

Tigranes, with whom (or soon afterwards) the coins of

Marathus come to an end, they achieved their object,
Marathus was destroyed and its territory like that of

Simyra divided into agricultural lots (Strabo, xvi. 2 12).

Under the Roman rule, the whole coast from Paltos to

the Eleut herns belonged to them.

Of the cities of the Ptolemasan domain Sidon is again
the only one of which we know anything. Here the

kingship continued to subsist for a long time. When
Ptolemy I. in 312 became for the time lord of Phoenicia

he appears to have made his general Philokles, son of

Apollonides, king of Sidon, for this title is borne by
Philokles in inscriptions of Athens and Delos(CA4 2 1371 ;

Bull. Corr. hell. 4327 14409, cp 407, etc.). His rule

can have been only quite transitory, however, although
he continued to take the title, for in 311 Phoenicia and
all Syria had already been reclaimed and readministered

by Demetrius the son of Antigonus. Philocles, although
as already said he continued to wear the title, appears
in the immediately following years as Ptolemy s com-
mander-in-chief on the ^Egean.

2 In the third century
we again meet with a native royal family which also

exercised the priesthood of Astarte (see above) ;
to it

belong kings Eshmunazar I., Tabnit (pronunciation

quite uncertain
; perhaps identical with lYvi T/s) and

Eshmunazar II., all of whom we know of through the

sarcophagi of the two last named.

The sarcophagi are Egyptian, in mummy form : that of

Tabnit bears the epitaph of an Egyptian general Penptah, and
seems to have been stolen from an Egyptian tomb, perhaps in

the conquests of Artaxerxes 111., and then to have passed into

the hands of the king of Sidon. I&amp;gt;oth coffins bear a Phoenician

inscription with imprecatory formulas against the violator of

tombs ;
3 that of Eshmunazar also enumerates his buildings and

other benefactions to Sidon. The date of these inscriptions has
been much disputed, but should most probably be assigned to

the Ptolema;an period and to the middle of the third century
D.C. 4 The preference shown for poor Egyptian coffins, and
these stolen, over the splendid Greek works of art which the

kings of the Persian period had caused to be made, certainly
shows an amazing degeneracy of taste, a native reaction against
the Greek polish of Straton and Abdalonymus. In priests of

1 For this and subsequent data derived from coins see Babelon,

op. cit.
2 That the case was so has been shown by Homolle in Bull.

Corr. hell. 15 137. Formerly a later date was given to him.
3 [For the inscription of Tabnit, cp Driver, TBS, Introd.

pp. xxvi-xxix.]
4 Eshmunazar designates his overlord as Lord of kings

(n^D
JIN)&amp;gt;

which is the standing title of the Ptolemies in

Phoenician inscriptions (CIS i. 93 95, inscriptions of Ma sub.

and of Larnax Lapithu ; transferred to the Seleucida;, CIS 1 7).

So far as we know, the Persian king always took the title king
of kings, ca^o [So-

At present we must allow decisive weight
to this argument of Clermont-Ganneau.
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Astarte, however, and under the rule of the Ptolemies such a

phenomenon presents nothing surprising. The Ptolemies were
never favourable, as the Seleucida: were, to Hellenism and the

fusion of nationalities and civilisations, but dealt with the native

populations as subject races sharply separated from the ruling
Macedonian Greek race.

Eshmunazar II. reigned for 14 years in conjunction
with his mother Am astart the sister and wife of Tabnit.

In compensation for the great tribute paid by me, the

lord of kings presented us with Dor and Joppa, the

magnificent grain lands 1 in the plain of Sharon, and

we added them to the territory so that they became
for ever the possession of the Sidonians.

1 The old

Sidonian possessions on the Palestinian coast thus came
back to them once more. Eshmunazar died while still

young, leaving apparently no children. On his death

perhaps, or at all events not long afterwards, a republican
constitution was introduced in Sidon.

To this, not to the later era of in H.C., must be referred the

era by which a bilingual honorary decree of the Sidonian colony
in the Pira;us is dated: in the igth year of the people of

Sidon. 2 The inscription (Kenan, Rev. Arch. 3 ser. t. 11 [1888],

p. $/. ; Hoffmann, Ueber einige Phcen. Inschr., in Al&amp;lt;h. Gott.

Ges. 1889, p. 36) belongs, as Kiihler observed (CIA ii. suppl.

1335 l&amp;gt;),
to the third century or only a little after it.

In Tyre the same thing occurred in 274 ; it is by
the era of the people of Tyre (274-3) ^lat one f

the inscriptions of Umm el Awamid (CAS 17) and of

Ma sub is dated. This district accordingly must have

remained Tyrian. On the other hand, Akko became

independent. Coins are extant, with Phoenician legends

(nay), dated most probably according to the Seleucidan

era, down to the year 47 (
= 267 B.C.),

3 when Akko
was changed by Ptolemy II. into a Greek city bearing
the name Ptolemais (first mentioned Polyb. 437). With

regard to Byblos we have no information. Tripolis

had doubtless been an independent commonwealth
from the beginning of the period of the Diadochi

(
Diod.

195885); Babelon attempts to make out for it an

independent era from the year 156, the place of which

was afterwards taken by the Seleucidan era. Berytus
also issued autonomous coins for some time during the

second century.
From 197 onwards all Phoenicia belonged to the

Seleucidce ;
but not for long. Soon after, with the

death of Antiochus Epiphanes (164 B.C.), began the

collapse of the kingdom the revolt of the Jews, the

appearance of rival claimants to the throne, the loss

of the eastern provinces. At last came the complete
break up at the end of the second century. For some
time the kingdom was in the hands of Tigranes of

Armenia (82-69).
Phoenicia was affected in various ways by these con

fusions. Berytus was destroyed by Diodoros Tryphon
(141-138 ; Strabo, xvi. 219). On the o.ther hand Tyre,

probablyin 126 B.C., forasmall sum (Strabo, xvi. 223),

and Sidon in in, received complete autonomy; with

these years new eras begin for each of the respective

cities. Aradus in the time of Tigranes destroyed
Marathus (see above), and regained all its old territory.

On the other hand Arabian robber tribes established

themselves in Lebanon, wasting the territories of Byblos
and Berytus, and seizing Botrys and other places on

the coast (Strabo, xvi. 2 18). In Byblos and Tripolis

usurpers or tyrants (Strabo, I.e. ; Jos. Ant. xiv. 3 2)

arose, as in so many other places in Syria.

To this intolerable state of affairs an end was put by

Pompey in 64. He made Syria a Roman province and

established order everywhere. The robber tribes were

subjugated, the tyrants of Byblos and Tripolis put to

death. The privileges and the territories of Aradus,

Sidon, and Tyre were confirmed and enlarged (Strabo,

xvi. 2 14 223; Jos. Ant. xv. 4i). In an inscription

1 Or lands of Dagon ; see DAGON, DOR, 3.
2 As long as the kingship lasted, dates were given by the

regnal years ; when it ceased the dating was given according to

the years of the
people i.e., of the republic (where not along

with, or exclusively by, the Seleucidan era).
&amp;gt; Cp Babelon, op. cit. clxxvii.
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Tripolis also is called iepa /cat d&amp;lt;ri&amp;gt;Xos /ecu aiV^vo/uoj
ai vavapxis. In the main these arrangements proved

permanent, though of course not without certain modi
fications. Thus Augustus on account of internal dis

turbances deprived Tyre and Sidon of their freedom
;

that is, he placed them under the direct oversight of the

imperial legate (Dio Cass. 547; in 20 B.C.). Their

civic self-government, however, with aristocratic insti

tutions, he preserved and maintained in the Phrenician

communities as elsewhere throughout Syria.
In the centuries that followed Alexander s time, the

Greek influence in Syria became continually stronger.
The Phoenician language occasionally appears in con

junction with the Greek legends on coins down to the

second century A. ix
,
and in the mouth of the common

people was superseded, as in the case of the Jews, not

by Greek but by Aramaic, as Philo of Byblos shows (see

above, 15). Greek everywhere makes its appearance

alongside of it, however, and in the inscriptions Greek
rules alone from the

l&amp;gt;eginning
of the Roman period.

Relations with the Greek world become continually
more and more active

;
here Sidon takes the pre-emin

ence by far. Among the Phoenicians who are named in

Greek inscriptions the Sidonians form a majority.
As early as the end of the fourth century we find a Sidonian

Apollonides son of Demetrius (he may have been the father of

king Philocles mentioned above) receiving, on account of the

services he had rendered to Attic merchants and sailors, the

honour of a Proxenos and Benefactor, and the right to acquire
landed property in Attica (CIA 2 171). Of a still earlier date is

the decree in favour of two Tynans (il&amp;gt;. 170).

From the second century the sons of Sidonians,

Berytians, and Aradians enter the corps of the Attic

ephebi (CIA ii. 482467 469 471 482), and among the victors

in gymnastic games there figure in Athens (ib. 448498966

968 970) and elsewhere (Bull. corr. hell. 5 207 [Cos],

6146 [Delos]) Sidonians, Tyrians, Berytians, Byblians.
Soon we meet with artists (e.g. ,

CIA 2 1318) and

philosophers who come from Sidon and Tyre (Strabo,
xvi. 2 24) ; and, however much they may try to preserve
their native traditions, they become imbued with Greek

elements, as Philo s exposition of the Phoenician religion

visibly shows.

The Roman rule introduced also a Latin element.

Augustus in 14 B.C. caused Berytus to be rebuilt as a

Roman colony, and settled in it two veteran legions

(Strabo, xvi. 220, etc.). From that time Latin became
the official and prevailing language of the city, which

was endowed with an extensive territory reaching as far

as to the source of the Orontes. Under Claudius,

Ptolemais, under Septimius Severus, Tyre, and under

Elagabalus, Sidon became Roman colonies.

The trade and prosperity of the Phoenician towns

received a great impetus under the peaceful, orderly

rule of the Roman emperors and their governors. On
the other hand the Phoenician speech and nationality

like so many others became extinct within the same

period. In X. Africa alone did they continue to drag
on a further existence for some centuries longer how

degenerately, is conclusively attested by the language
and writing of the inscriptions.

Among works dealing with Phoenician history or portions of

it, after Bochart s Phaleg et Canaan (1646), special mention is

due to Movers Die Plwnizier (1842-1856),

23. Literature, which long enjoyed a great reputation. In

reality it is quite uncritical and unscientific,

and at every opportunity falls into the most fantastic combina
tions ; it is impossible to warn the reader too earnestly of the

need for caution in its use. Good and very useful, on the other

hand, are the short surveys by von Gutschmid (art. Phoenicia

in EfiW\\%9o\ff.\ in German in the 2nd vol. of his Kleine

Schriften) and by Pietschmann, Gesch. der Phoenizier, Berlin,

1889 (in Oncken s Allgem. Gesch. in Einzel-darstellungen).
See further the Phoenician sections of the larger works on
ancient history ; in particular, Duncker s Gesch. d. Alterthiitus.

Maspero s Hist. anc. des pcufles de fOrient, and E. Meyer s

Gesch. d. Alterthums. Also H. Winckler s Zur phonm-ch-
Karthagischen Geschichte, a number of often very bold

hypotheses (Altar. Forschungen, 1 [1897] 421-462). For Carthage
Meltzer s Gesch. d. Karthager (2 vols. as yet ; 1879, 1895) is

thorough. On Phoenician religion see further Baudissin. Stud.

zur sentit. Rel.-gesch. 1 [1876], 2 [1878], Baethgen, Beitr. zur
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son. Rel.-gesch. [1888], Noldeke in ZDMG 42 470 ff., several

articles of E. Meyer in Roscher s Lex. d. Griech. u. Kot.

Mythologie^ in particular the article Baal, \y&T ff. (the older

articles
? Astarte and El are antiquated) and W. R. Smith,

Rel. Sem.W, 1894. E. M.

PHCENIX (bin, or [the reading of the Massoretic

school of Nehardea and of the Western recension, Ginsb. Introd.

515, but cp Kimhi, Bk. of Roots, who attests only the

former] ^n, below).

The name of a certain long-lived bird, Job29i8
RVms-

(text of EV has sand, which can hardly be

right). This rendering harmonises with the preceding
stichus in MT, which EV renders, Then I said, I shall

die in my nest (i.e., in my home), but RVme- more

correctly, . . . beside [Heb. with] my nest.&quot; An
allusion is supposed (Ew. , Hi., Del., Bu., Du.

)
to

the story of the bird called the Phoenix (Herod. 273),

which lived 500 years, and then consumed itself and

its nest with fire, to rise again as a young Phoenix

out of the ashes. Franz Delitzsch even produces

linguistic justification for the identification of yin, hoi,

or V?rii hitI (so pointed to preclude the rendering sand
)

with the Phoenix. But though Ezekielos, the Jewish
dramatist of Alexandria (2nd cent. B.C.), introduces

the Phoenix into his drama on the Exodus (Del. Gesch.

d. jiid. Poesie, 219, quotes the passage in its context),

it is most unlikely that the Phoenix myth was known
to Jewish writers as early as the composition of Job.

There are three further objections to Ewald s view

viz. (i) that the next verse leads us to expect a figure

from a tree rather than from an animal, (2) that there

is considerable difficulty in explaining with my nest,

in the first stichus, with reference both to Job and to

the Phoenix, and (3) that (5 points to a different and

much more natural form of the text.

renders v. 18 thus,
eiTra Se, T] ^AiKia /uov yr)pa&amp;lt;rei

This suggests reading for
3p&quot;Qtf,

with my nest, 3p 3, in

my old age, and for ^inpl, and as the sand or and as the

phoenix, SrU21, and as the palm tree 1 (cp Che. JQR, July

1897). When we remember that the Phoenix of later literature is

merely a materialised form of one of the fine old Egyptian
symbols of the sun-god (of which another is the CROCODILE

[y.7 .]), we can give up Job s supposed reference to the fable

without a pang. On the Phoenix, see art. Phojnix in KB 1?)

(where references are given) ; Delitzsch on Job 29i8; Bochart,
Hieroz. 65; Charles, Secrets of Enoch, iv.f. , James, Texts
and Studies, v. 1 88 (4 Bar. 6), and cp ON, 2. For the Midrashic
stories see Hamburger, RE des Jridenthutns, 2 908.

T. K. C.

PHCENIX, Acts 27 12 RV, AV PHENICE (q.v.).

PHOROS (4&amp;gt;opoc [BA]).
i. i Esd. 5 9= Ezra 2 3, PAROSH (y.v.).

2. i Esd. 8 30 RV = Ezra 8 3, PAROSH (.q.v.).

3. i Esd. 9 26 = Ezra 10 25, PAROSH (y.v.).

PHRURAI
PHURIM. See PURIM.

-
Esth - - AV

PHRYGIA ((JjpYriA [WH Ti -l- Acts 166, 1823,
doubtful whether as noun or as adjective [xoop^ under-

_ , stood]. In 2 Mace. 5 22 the ethnic
Ograp y*

[ tpi .] is applied to Philip, governor of

Jerusalem under Antiochus Epiphanes i.e., about 170

B.C.). Phrygia, the country of the Phryges, was the name

given to a vast and ill-defined region in central Asia

Minor. Speaking generally, we may say that it em
braces the extreme western part of the plateau and the

fringing mountains, from the confines of Bithynia to

those of Pisidia. The more eastern portion of this

country consists of broad open valleys, gradually merg
ing into the great steppe which forms the centre of Asia

Minor
;
to the west it is more broken

;
it has several

important mountain ranges ;
and its cities lie in moun

tain valleys, through which pass the main-lines of com
munication {e.g. ,

the valley of the Lycus]. Throughout
it run the two great roads [the old Royal Road, and
the Eastern Trade Route] which have at different

1 Cp Ecclus. 00 12, where ^r\l
=

&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;olvi..
See PALM.
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periods connected the sea-coast and the interior ;

and

Phrygia has in consequence always had a double history

on the one side linked with the central plateau and

the East, on the other with the sea-coast towns and

the Greek peoples of the West (Headlam, in Authority
and Archaolugy, 363^). The original extent of

Phrygia was much wider than is indicated above ;
but

it was only for a short time that there was an independent

Phrygian kingdom.
The Phryges were a group of invaders from Macedonia

(Herod. &quot;73)
who split up the old empire (Hittite?) that had its

capital at Pteria in Cappadocia. Crossing the Hellespont, the

Phryges spread over Asia Minor, eastwards across the Sangarius
as far as the Halys, and south-eastwards to Lycaonia and the

Taurus. In the south-east, Iconium was the last city of

Phrygia. In the opposite direction, they bordered upon the

Hellespont and the Propontis (cp the Greek tradition of a

Phrygian Thalassocracy lasting twenty-five years from 905 ii.c.;

Diod. 7 ii ; Horn. //. 24 545). The Trojan city and the dynasty
of Priam belonged to this people. Tribes from Thrace, the

Mysi, Thyni, and Bithyni, crossed the Bosporus and severed

Phrygia into two parts Hellespontine or Little Phrygia, an
undefined strip along the southern shore of the Propontis, of

no account in history, and Great Phrygia (.Phrygia. Alagna) the

remainder (Strabo, 571).

The centre of power of Great Phrygia lay in the

region of the Midas Tomb (see Murray s Handbook to

AM, 134^-): with this kingdom are connected the

names of Gordius and Midas
;
and to it the early kings

of Lydia (the western fragment of the old Hittite [?]

monarchy) owed allegiance. (For echoes of the Phrygian

power, cp Horn. //. 8187 2862 ;
Horn. Hymn to Aphro

dite, 112.)
The Cimmerian invasion (about 675 H. c.

)
broke the

Phrygian power, and caused a reversal of the relations

. , with Lydia, which now developed into a
2. History.

great kingdom, and ruled as su/erain over

Phrygia as far as the Halys (see LYUIA). There was

henceforward no unity in Phrygian history ;
for the old

conquering race itself was absorbed by the native race

which it had conquered : the Phryges sank to that

placid level of character which belonged to the older

subject population and is produced by the genius of the

land in which they dwelt the character of an agri

cultural and cattle-breeding population of rustics, peace
ful and good-humoured (E. Meyer, GA 1300). This

absorption was already complete when, in 278 B.C., the

Gauls entered Asia Minor. As the result of their victories

over the then unwarlike Phrygians,
1 and of their defeats

at the hands of Attalus I., king of PEKGAMUM (q.v.),

the Gauls were finally restricted to north-eastern Phrygia,
which thus became known as Galatia. 2 The northern

part of Phrygia also gained a special name about 205
B.C. As the outcome of war with Prusias, king of

Bithynia, Attalus I. made himself master of the region
in which lay Coticeum and Dorylseum, which hence

forth was called Phrygia Epictetus (Acquired Phrygia :

Strabo, 576).
The south-eastern corner, between the ranges now called

Ewir-Dagh and Sultan-Dagh, was called Phrygia Paroreus

(Ilapwpeios) ; it contains the cities Polybotus, Philomelium,

Tyria;um, and others (Rams. Hist. Geogr. ofAM iy)f.). S.

of the Sultan-Dagh, as far as the Taurus, came the district

known as Pisidic (Pisidian) Phrygia, or Phrygia towards Pisidia

(Strabo, 576, ^ jxe^aAj; &quot;tpuyi
a . . . i- ft

earn/ TJ re Trapwpeios

AryojueVrj 4&amp;gt;pvyi
a icai T; Trpbs IU&amp;lt;ri6ia. Cp Polyb. xxii. 5 14, Ptol.

v. 54); 3 its one important city was Antioch ( Airioxeia r\ n-pbs

IltCTifita, Strabo, 557, 569, 577).

When Phrygia came to form part of the Roman pro
vincial system it was dealt with in a way that did violence

to history and ethnology. For, on the one hand, the

eastern portion in which lay Iconium, and the southern

portion in which lay Antioch, were attached to the pro
vince Galatia, whilst the rest fell to the province Asia ;

on the other hand, the name Phrygia was extended in

the W. to embrace all the Lycus valley, and in the SW.
to embrace all the country towards Lycia. That part

of Phrygia which belonged to Galatia was called Phrygia
1 Cp Herod. 9 32, App. Miijtr. 19, ai&amp;gt;Spd&amp;lt;riv

aTroAejuois.
2 The Gauls also extended their conquests eastwards, over

territory claimed by the Pontic kings and the Cappadocians.
3 See Rams. Cities and Bish. ofPhrygia, 1 316^
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Galatica ; that which belonged to Asia was Phrygia
Asiana (Galen, 4312 [Kuhn, 651s]).

1 Hence many
inscriptions enumerate Phrygia as a component part of

the province Galatia (e.g. , c&quot;/Z.368i8, where the parts
are Galatia, Pisidia, Phrygia, Lycaonia, Isauria, Paphla-

gonia, Pontus Galaticus, and Pontus Polemoniacus ;

date, after 63 A. I).
). Phrygia experienced many vicissi

tudes ;
but these fall outside the province of the student

of NT history (for details, see Rams. Hist. Geogr. of
AMi$iff.).
The (ews were much favoured by the Seleucid kings,

who planted large colonies of them on the routes leading
_ . from the Syrian Antioch through Lycaonia

J*

ews
.

m
into Lydia and Phrygia. Antiochus the

rygia. ^reat settled 2000 Jews in the cities of Lydia
and Phrygia about 200 B.C. (Jos. Ant.\\\. 83, 148/1).
Seleucus Nicator had granted the Jews full rights of

citizenship, equal to those of Greeks and Macedonians,
in all his foundations (id., Ant. xii. 3i, 119), and the

later kings maintained this policy. Hence the Jews were
members of the aristocracy in the Phrygian cities (see
on this Rams. Cities and Bisk, of Phrygia, 1 66? Jf.).

The Phrygian Jews were considered in the Talmud as

the Ten Tribes (for many of them had been transplanted
from Babylonia) ;

and it is said of them that the baths

and wines of Phrygia had separated them from their

brethren by which we must understand that they had
failed to maintain their own peculiar religion, and had

approximated to the Grseco-Roman civilisation by which

they were surrounded (cp Neubauer, Gt ogr. du Talmud,

315; Rams. St. Paul the Traveller, 142^). The

marriage of the Jewess Eunice to a Greek at Lystra, and
the fact that Timotheus, the offspring of the marriage,
was not circumcised, is an illustration of this declension

from the Jewish standard (Acts 16 1). The result was
that the Jews had in their turn strongly influenced their

neighbours, and thus prepared unconsciously a favourable

field for Paul s teaching (cp the many proselytes at

Antioch, Acts 1843 50). On the other hand, the Phrygian
Christians were strongly inclined to Judaism (Gal. 1649),
for there was no strong racial antipathy between the

natives and the Jews (cp Rams. Hist. Comm. on Gal.

The distinction between Galatic and Asian Phrygia
which held during the first century A.n.

( 2), explains
_, . the passage in Acts 166 (rr]v $&amp;gt;pvyia.v

Kal

I ti MT&quot;
I nXdTiKV xcipo^, AV Phrygia and the

mtneJNl.
rt&amp;gt;gion

of Galatia ; RV the region of

Phrygia and Galatia ).
The word Phrygian is here an

adjective, connected with the following country (xd/pav);
and the whole phrase denotes that territory which was at

once Phrygian and Galatian Phrygian from the point of

view of history and local feeling, Galatian from the

point of view of the Roman provincial classification, i.e. ,

the Phrygo- Galatic Region, or, the Phrygian or

Galatic Region.&quot;

Kven if Phrygian (fcpvyiai ) in this passage he regarded as

a noun, the interpretation must be the same. Paul was at Lystra
(z. 3); and unless he abandoned his intention of visiting the

brethren in every city in which the word had been preached
(Acts 15 36), he must necessarily have crossed the frontier of

Lycaonia a few miles N. of Lystra (cp Acts 146) into Galatic

Phrygia, the region (x&amp;lt;apa, I?egio)in which the cities of Iconium
and Antioch lay.

This interpretation is entirely independent of any view

that may be held with regard to the whereabouts of the

churches of Galatia. [See, however, GALATIA, 10-

I4-]
More difficult is the explanation of Acts 1823, where

the same words are found, but in reverse order (TTJV

Ya\a.TiKrii&amp;gt; x^Pa &quot; Ka ^ ^pvyiav, AV the country [RV
region] of Galntiaand Phrygia ).

The phrase in Acts 18 23

covers a larger extent of ground than does that of Acts

166 ; for the latter, we saw, fell NW. and W. of Lystra,

but Derbe and Lystra are now included. The order of

words is also important; whereas in Acts 166 two

1 4
AopuAeuoi rj tori /nf e

crxT&amp;gt;} nrjs Aerials &amp;lt;I pvyias.
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epithets are attached to one noun following them, in

Acts 1823 an epithet and noun are connected by and
with a following epithet (if fypiryiav be an adjective here

also) to which the preceding noun must be supplied.
1

The explanation set forth by Ramsay is that t pifyiav is

here an adjective the Phrygian Region being simply
the briefer description of the territory spoken of in Acts

166 as the Phrygo-Galatic Region. The region is

combined with another, lying E. of it, the region con

taining the towns of Derbe and Lystra i.e. , Galatic

Lycaonia, as opposed to Antiochian Lycaonia which
was ruled by king Antiochus (see LYCAONIA). This

explanation involves the assumption that the titles Lyca
onia Galatica and Lycaonia Antiochiatia could Ijecome

Galatic region (TaXa-nxr; X^pa) and Antiochian

region (
Ai Ttox cii Tj xupa), respectively, in the mouth

of a Greek (or of Greek-speaking Paul) passing through
the country. Put in this way the parallelism is deceptive.
On the one hand, of the Latin titles only the second,

Lvcaonia Antiochiatia, has been found (CIL 10 8660),

whilst the other is inferred from the analogy of Pontus
Galaticus ; on the other hand, of the Greek terms only
the second

&quot;(Aj Tiox ci.j Tj x^Y&quot;*
: Ptol. v. 6 17) occurs. The

use of the term Galatic region (raXariKTj \wpa) for

the Roman part of Lycaonia (and even its supposed
Latin equivalent, Lycaonia Galatica}, however possible
on grounds of analogy and desirable in the interests

of symmetry, is not yet proved. On this ground, not

on that of its complexity, we reject Ramsay s explanation.
Its weakness lies in the necessity of taking the passage
in close connection and comparison with Acts 166.

Still, even so, what is there to suggest the contrast with the
non- Roman part of Lycaonia whereby alone the expression
1 Galatic region (I aAartKT) \iupa.) is justified and explained ? In
Acts 166 Galatic region&quot; (raAajiKT) ^copa) receives its explana
tion and limitation precisely from the word Phrygian&quot; (4&amp;gt;pvytar)

with which it appears in combination; but in Acts 18 23 the

defining words of Lycaonia (TTJS Avxaoftat ; cp Rams. St. Paul
the Traveller, 104) have to be supplied by reference to Acts 14 6

(where Lystra and Derbe are called cities of Lycaonia ). On
formal grounds also the expression the (jalatic region and

Phrygian (TTJI PaAaTUtnv \iupav KOL typvyiav) becomes objec
tionable if explained as Ramsay explains it. For the adjective
Galatic in the first member of it indicates the province, and

the part (Lycaonia) is to be supplied by the reader; but the

adjective Phrygian (QpvyCa.v) in the second member of it

indicates the part, and the province (Galatia) is to be supplied
by the reader ; for, according to Ramsay, the expression means
the Galatic Region (of Lycaonia) and the Phrygian Region (of

the province Galatia). Cp GALATIA, 12.

It is a mistake to insist upon the parallelism of the

two phrases; Acts 18 23 must be interpreted indepen

dently of Acts 166. In 16 6 Phrygian (4&amp;gt;ptryt
oi

)
is an

adjective, in 18 23 it is a noun. In Acts 1823 Phrygia
is not Phrygia Galatica but Phrygia Asiana ; the words

the Galatic region
&quot; sum up the whole breadth of the

province Galatia from Derbe to Antioch, including,

therefore, both the Galatic part of Lycaonia (which,
in Acts 146, is described as Lystra and Derbe and the

region that lieth round about
)
and the Galatic part of

Phrygia (which, in Acts 166, is described as the Phrygo-
Galatic Region ).

See GALATIA, 9, col. 1598. On
this view, Paul travelled westwards from Antioch

(Pisidian) and struck the eastern trade route perhaps
at Metropolis (in the Tchal-Ova) ; but, instead of

following the road through Apameia and the Lycus

valley, he took the more direct road through Higher

Phrygia, by way of Seiblia (see Rams. Cities and
Bish. of Phrygia, 2s79/. ).

This journey through

Phrygia is described in Acts 19 1 as a journey through
the upper coasts (TO. dvurepiKO. fitpi), RV the

upper country&quot;). It is vain to explain this phrase as

having reference to the distinction between High Phrygia
and Low Phrygia (Rams. Church in Kom. Emp.W 94)
if non-Galatian Phrygia has not previously been men
tioned, but only Galatic Phrygia ;

for that distinction

had no validity for Galatic Phrygia. The phrase in

1 For the grammatical point here involved, see Ramsay,
Church in Rom. Etnp.P) 486 ; St. Paul the Traveller, 210/.
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Acts 19 1 refers back to, and is an expansion of, the

word Phrygian (Qpvyiav) in Acts 1823.

Phrygia is also mentioned in Acts 2 io(on this list, see PONTUS).
If we are not to admit here a cross-division (the names of Roman
provinces being used indiscriminately with pre-Roman national

divisions embraced by them), Phrygia must be taken to stand
for Galatia ; Phrygia Galatica being, from the point of view of

lews, the most important part of the Phrygian province (cp
Acts 13 14f. 14 i).

Christianity was introduced into Galatic Phrygia by
Paul and Barnabas on the first missionary journey (Acts

. n\. x- -A 13 14 /I, Pisidian Antioch
; Actsl4i/.,

5. Christianity Icoiiium . both revisitedi 14ai)&amp;gt;
On

in V rygia. the , second
j
ourney Paul and Silas

traversed Asian Phrygia, probably from (Pisidian)
Antioch to Dorylaeum (Actsl66/. See MYSIA) ;

but

no public preaching was attempted as they were for

bidden to preach the word in Asia. On the third

journey, Phrygia Galatica was traversed a fourth time,

and Phrygia Asiana a second time
;
but we have no

record of the establishment of churches in the latter

region. There is, however, no reason at all for imagin
ing that the churches of the Lycus valley (Colossas,
Laodiceia, and Hierapolis) were the earliest foundations

in Phrygia ; although it is clear from Rev. 1 n that

Laodiceia was the representative church, at any rate in

SW. Phrygia, in the first century A. n. The tradition

that Bartholomew was the apostle of the Lycaones
makes it probable that central Phrygia was the scene of

his labours, for the Lycaones lay NW. of Synnada
(Rams. Cities and Bish. of Phrygia, 2709). In the

history of Christianity in Asia Minor, Phrygia holds an

important place, and from it comes a larger number of

inscriptions claimed as- Christian than from any other

part of the world except Rome itself.

Christian remains come from four districts : (i)central Phrygia,
the region of the Pentapolis. From it comes the famous tomb-

inscription of Avircius Marcellus, bishop or presbyter of Hiera
polis (192 A.D.). He was the leader of the an ti-M on tanist party,
a

disciple of the pure Shepherd, who feedeth flocks of sheep on
mountains and plains, who, with Paul for a companion followed
while Faith led the way (Rams. Cities and Bish. of Phrygia,
2 709 ff.) ; (2) the districts of Eumeneia and Apameia ; (3) Icoiiium
and the country N. and NE. from it (Rams. Hist. Conim. on
Gal. 220); (4) N. Phrygia, the valley of the Tembris (Rams.
Expo*., 1888, 2401 /.).

These facts point distinctly to three separate lines of

Christian influence in Phrygia during the early centuries.

The first comes up the Maeander valley, and reaches on
different lines as far as Akmonia, and the Pentapolis and

Apameia and Pisidian Antioch ; the second belongs to

Lycaonia and the extreme SE. district
;
the third belongs

to the NW. The spheres of these three influences are

separated from each other by belts of country where early
Christian inscriptions are non-existent (Rams. Cit. and
Bish. 2sn). Ramsay would trace all three centres to a
Pauline source (ibid, and 715). The persecution of

Diocletian practically destroyed Christianity throughout
Phrygia.
See Ramsay s monumental work, The Cities and Bish. of

Phrygia, of which only two parts i., Lycos Valley ; ii., West and
West-Central Phrygia have as yet appeared. w. J. W.

PHUD
(4&amp;gt;OYA [BKA]), Judith 2 23 AV, RV PUT (q.v.\

PHURAH, RV Purah (ITIS; as if vat
; cp 2\

3XT, Judg. 725, but see below
;

(J)&p&amp;lt;\ [BAL]), Gideon s

attendant, or armour-bearer, Judg. 7 io/. That a mere
attendant s name is recorded, is remarkable. Purah
must either be, or spring from, some clan-name, either

.TJ9 (see GIDEON, i, n. 2, PUAH), or more probably

Ophrah (Judg. 6 n etc.) or Ephrath. Cp MEONENIM,
MOREH. T. K. c.

PHURIM
(cppOYP&amp;lt;M [BL/3

]), Esth. 11 1, AV. See
PURIM.

PHUT (O-1S), Gen. 106 i Ch. 18 AV, RV PUT (y.v.).

1 [The view that this inscription owes its origin to a Christian
is extremely doubtful. A mass of literature on the subject is

cited, for example, in Rerr. de fhist. des rel. 1897, p. 418f. The
most noteworthy defence of its pagan origin is in Dietrich, Die
Grabschrift des Aberkios, Leipsic, 1896.]
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PHUVAH (rnS), Gen. 46 13 AV, RV PUVAH = i Ch.

7 1 PUAH (q.v.}.

PHYGELLUS, RV better, Phygelus
NCD), is mentioned in 2 Tim. 1 isf beside Hermogenes
as having become alienated from Paul. Pseudo-Doro-
theus speaks of both (see HERMOGENES), and represents

Phygelus as having been a follower of Simon (Magus),
and afterwards bishop of Ephesus. Otherwise the voice

of legend is silent.

PHYLACTERIES
FRONTLETS.

(&amp;lt;}&amp;gt;YA(M&amp;lt;THpi&amp;lt;\).
Mt. 23s. See

PHYLARCHES (o
&amp;lt;J&amp;gt;YA&PXHC),

2 Mace. 832 RVme ,

AV PHILARCHES, RV the phylarch.

PHYSICIAN (XE, Gen. 50 2 etc.; (AT poc, Mt. 9i2

etc.). See MEDICINE.

PIBESETH (npTB ; BoyB&CTOC [BAP], CTOMA
[Q] ; Bubastus), a city of Egypt which along

j,
with On-Heliopolis is threatened with

&quot;

destruction by the Babylonian armies

(Ezek. SOi?). In view of the connection with cities on
the Western frontier of the Delta (Tahpanhes, v. 18)

and the renderings in the versions, we must recognise
here the famous city not far from the W. entrance to

Goshen. Its ruins, which are still known as Tel(l)
Basta, are situated just S. of the modern city and

railway-centre Zakazik.

The earliest Egyptian name of the city was ( \V}bsf
l

(signification unknown), probably to be pronounced
Ubese.t. The place acquired a religious importance so

high that its divinity, a cat (sometimes also in form of

a lioness) or cat-headed goddess, had no other name
than (W^stt? Ubastet, the one of U beset. Later,

the city was called house (or temple)
a of Ubastet,

P (originally Per]-ubaste(t). The Greek rendering
of this form changes the P to B, as always before

w, 4 and drops the ending in accordance with the

vulgar pronunciation. The Coptic version of the OT
gives the rather old form cboYB&c9i- The Hebrew

orthography has hardly been handed down correctly ;

it is certainly influenced by the analogy of *3, mouth,

(cp Q as above). Besides, the vocalisation -beseth

instead of -bast must have been introduced at a quite
recent date after an analogy of Hebrew grammar.
Originally, the name must have been pronounced by the

Hebrews also like Pubast(eP). The modern shorten

ing Basta(h) is as old as the Arabian conquest.
Our knowledge of Bubastus has been greatly increased

by the excavations of Ed. Naville, in the winters

1887-89, described in Memoir 8 of_. ,

2. History.
Egypt Exploration Fund

where also the literature relating to the city and its

history are collected.

The city, the capital of the eighteenth nome of

Lower Egypt, must have been very old. Naville

found remains of buildings by the pyramid -builders

Cheops and Chephren (Hivfu\i?\ and Hdf-re). At a

still earlier date, the local goddess f/fej/^-Bubastis

(presupposing the existence of the city) is mentioned in

the texts of the pyramids (cp EGYPT, 46). This

goddess was called Artemis by the Greeks ; the

fl
Cp Brugsch, Diet. Gcog. 206.

The singular freedom of Egyptian
writing allows the suppression of the ini-

tial in the common orthography. Occas-

ionally, however, it is written, and the

form of the name is made certain by the foreign transcriptions.
3 i i .

* Cp ETHAM. Notice that the classical writers

^ 7
tlJ M
U ^ csj

give Bubastws for the city, Bubast/s for the goddess.
The confusion between the forms which, unfortun

ately now prevails, is due to Herodotus, who does
not distinguish (in the present text).
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Egyptians emphasised her joyous and benign nature as

contrasted with various warlike goddesses in lioness-

form. Cp the feasts of Bubastis at which hundreds of

thousands of pilgrims from all Egypt assembled for the

revelries so vividly described by Herodotus (26o). Of
course, the goddess, like all important divinities, soon
received a solar character, and one of her chief titles is,

eye of the sun-god, by which evidently she is designated
as the sun-disk itself. The cat was sacred to Bubastis,
and consequently there was near the city an enormous

cemetery for cats (and ichneumons), which in our

prosaic time has \tecn exploited for manure. That the

cat was considered sacred not only in Bubastus but
also throughout all Egypt proves the general worship
of Bubastis. Male divinities worshipped along with
her were Nefer-tem and Ma-hes, in lion-forms.

Various kings of all dynasties (6, 12, etc.) built at

Bubastus, even the Hyksos-rulers Heyan and Apopi ;

above all, however, the pharaohs of dynasty 22

among whom Lower Egypt had completely gained the

upper hand over the Thebaid. Osorkon II. erected

there a very large hall in commemoration of one of

those jubilee-festivals called heb-sed by the Egyptians,

Tpia.KOi&amp;gt;TO.fTripidts (Inscr. Rosettana, 3) by the Greeks.
See for the curious sculptures of that building Memoir
10 of the Egypt Exploration Fund. The twenty-second
and twenty-third dynasties seem to have had their resid

ence in Bubastus ; for the question, why Manetho calls

them Bubastide kings, see EGYPT, 64. Herodotus

gives a very impressive description of the temple.
Later it was enlarged by Nectanebes (Nehtncbef], one
of the last Egyptian kings. Diodorus (1649) narrates

the capture of the place by the generals of Artaxerxes
Ochus. Although the Greek and Roman rulers do not

seem to have expended much on the temple, Bubastus
continued to be a flourishing city down to Arab times.

During the middle ages, it was abandoned ; the present
ruins do not offer many attractions to tourists.

W. M. M.

PICTURES. The rendering is found only in AV.
i. nVri;1

, sekiyyoth, Is. 2 16, RV imagery, RV&quot;ik - watch-

towers. Figured works would be the most natural rendering ;

but we expect something tall to be mentioned. There seems to

be corruption in the text. Ships of Tarshish in i&amp;gt;. idti cannot
be right ; they do not come in at all naturally after high towers

and steep walls. Tocorrect JVfyy into nij BD, ships (Siegfr.-

Stade), is therefore unsatisfactory, even apart from the fact that

this word, well known in Aramaic, only occurs in the late Book

of Jonah l
(Jon. 1 6). We can hardly defend it by (E&amp;gt;BN

A
,
-rraa-av

Oeav TrAoiiui /coAAous, which is paraphrastic. See EBONY, 2 (f).

2. nVSb S, niaskiyyoth. (a) Nu. 8852 (cnconiai), rather

figured (stones), as RV ; cp Lev. 20 i, n 2C D
J3X&amp;gt;

figured stone&quot;

(AV ng., RV), and see IDOL, i/ (b) Prov. 25 1 1 (on &amp;lt;S see

BASKET), RV baskets
; but the baskets of silver are as

doubtful as the pictures. See BASKET.

PIECE OF MONEY, PIECE OF SILVER, or OF
GOLD.

i. iTO e-p,
k siiah (Gen. 33 19 and I! Josh. 24 32 [RV ; AV has

pieces of silver ]; also Job42n). A doubtful reading. See
KESITAH.

2. a-Tarrip, Mt. 1727! AV, EVmg. stater, RV SHEKEL (f.v.).

3.
P
jp3 miiX, agorath kcscph (6j3oAoO apyvptou ; nutninum

argenteum, i S. 2 36 ;
EV a piece of silver ). Doubtful (see

SPELT).
4. In 2 K. 5 5 EV has six thousand [pieces] of gold for ntJ B

am D B^K- RVmg. suggests shekels for pieces ; cp Zech.
11 12f. [pieces] of silver. See MONEY.

5. In Lk. IDs yl the piece of silver is Spa\n^ (EV&quot;
.

drachma; a coin worth about eightpence ). The pieces of
silver of Mt. 2(5 15 27 3^ are apyvpia ; the fifty thousand pieces
of silver in Acts 19 19, apyupiou /AupidSes TreVre.

PIGEON (brt3, Gen. 15 9 ; iW, Lev. 128). See

DOVE, FOWL.

PI-HAHIROTH (riTPirPB ;
in Ex. THC errAyAecoc

[BAFL], in Nu. CTOMA 6TTipu)9 [B], CT. 6lpco9

1 Gunkel (Sc/wff. 50) thinks ni 3C to be a rare word for

ships ; but his theory has no solid basis.
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[B

abAFL]; Phihahiroth] Ex. 14 29 Nu. 33 7 ;
also

HAHIROTH (DTlin ; eipooG [BAFL]; Phihahirotfi)
Nu. 338. See EXODUS i., u ; also BAAL-ZEPHON.
and MIGDOL, i.

PILATE, PONTIUS (TTONTIOC TTiA&TOc [rrei-

In Mt. 272 IlfiAoru)
T&amp;lt;p riyffiovi ; thereafter o rUtAaros or 6

Tfyeii.&amp;lt;av simply ; Mk. 15 i UtiAaru simply, thereafter 6 II. ; Lk.
3 i

rj-yep.ot euoi TOs flovriov IleiAarou (here only
1. Name and Acts 427 the double name); for the title

and titles. CP 2020 ; in other places o II. as in 23 i ff. or
II. simply (as also in Acts3i3); Jn. 1829^

has 4 27 only oil.

The NT, as above shown, uses only the title rjyffj.wv,
= Lat. prases, a general term (cp -ijyf/jioi&amp;gt;ia

used in Lk.

3 i of the emperor, in which place it is translated reign,

EV), used also by Josephus in speaking of the governor
of Judaea (Ant. xviii. 3 1, 55). Josephus also often

employs the word 1-ira.pxos (Ant.xix.9z, 363) or

fTn./j.e\r)Tr)s (Ant. xviii. 42, 89) ;
but the specific title of

the governor of Judaea was procurator, in Greek ewi-

rpoiroy, and so he is called by Jos. Ant. xx. 62, 132,
BJ ii. 8 1, 117, 92, 169 and elsewhere (cp Tac. Ann.
1544 the only passage in which Pilate is mentioned by
a Roman writer). For an account of this office see

PROCURATOR.
Pilate s birthplace is unknown

; but the legends offer

an ample choice (Miiller, Pont. Pil. 48^.). His nomen
Pontius suggests a connection with the famous Samnite

family of the Pontii
;
his cognomen Pilatus, if it were really

derived from the word pileatus (pilleatus), wearing the

pilleus, or felt cap of the manumitted slave, would

suggest the taint of slavery in the history of his family

(cp the case of Felix, who although actually only a
freedman held the procuratorship of Judaea). The word
Pilatus may, however, just as probably be connected
with pilatus (pilum] or pilatus (pilo], either of which
derivations would start us upon a very different train of

imagination, the conclusion of which would equally
have no historical validity whatever.

On the death of Archelaus in 6 A.D. his kingdom,
which had included Judaea, Samaria, and Iduma-a, was
made a Caesarian province (see HEROD [FAMILY], 8).

Of the seven procurators who administered the province
between 6 A.D. and 41 A.D. Pontius Pilate was the

fifth
;
he held office for ten years (26-36 A.D. Cp Jos.

Ant. xviii. 42, 89).

According to Philo, Agrippa I. in his letter to

Caligula describes Pilate as inflexible, merciless, and
, - obstinate

(TT)I&amp;gt; tpvcriv d/ca/otirTjs jcat fjara.

. . rod avOddovs d/uei XiKTOs), and charges
.

&quot;

him with corruption, violence, robber}-,

ill-usage, oppression, illegal executions,and

never-ending most grievous cruelty&quot; (Phil. Leg. ad
Caium, 38). The few incidents recorded of his career are

supposed to furnish completely satisfactory evidence of

this undoubtedly overdrawn characterisation. So the

very first act by which Pilate introduced himself into office

was characteristic of him who treated with contempt the

Jewish customs and privileges (Schtirer, GJV\t,oo;
ET 1.283). In order to satisfy Jewish scruples it was
a standing order that the image of the emperor borne

upon Roman military standards should be removed
before troops entered Jerusalem ; but on one occasion,

probably soon after Pilate s entry upon office, it was
discovered that this rule had been evaded by a detach

ment which had entered the city by night (Jos. Ant.
xviii. 3 1, 56 ; Z?/ii. 92, 169). For five days Pilate

was deaf to the protestations of the crowd which

gathered before his palace at Csesarea. On the sixth

day the malcontents were surrounded by troops in the

race-course
;

but their fanatical obstinacy was proof

against this display of power, and Pilate was obliged to

give way. It was his first experience of that strange
intractable temper which made the Jews so difficult to

govern ; he learnt now, at the outset of his career as

governor, how far the people were prepared to go for
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the sake of their religious scruples. That a massacre
of the mob was seriously contemplated, it would be

foolish to assert
;
for the imperial system was a sensible

attempt to govern by means of sensible men. The
utmost that can be extracted from the narrative, in our

ignorance of the exact circumstances of the breach of

regulations, is the conclusion that the procurator erred

through inexperience of the people and an inopportune
insistence upon a point of honour. Pilate s Roman
sentiments must claim weight equally with the punctilios
of the Jewish mob

;
but this is often overlooked.

The other instances of friction will be found upon a

fair review to bear a very different interpretation from
that usually put upon them.

The treasure accumulated in the temple was in part

appropriated for the construction of an aqueduct to

_,, Jerusalem. This excited vehement opposi-
, . tion, and a visit of the procurator to the

city was made the occasion of a great

popular demonstration. Pilate having received previous
information of the intended outburst issued the necessary
orders, and the soldiers mingling with the crowd dispersed
the rioters with bludgeons, and effectually silenced all

open opposition to the scheme
;
this was not accomplished

without some loss of life (Jos. Ant. xviii. 82 ;
/&amp;gt;/ ii. 94).

The incident to which reference is made in Lk. 13 1

(
the Galilruans, whose blood Pilate had mingled with

their sacrifices
)

is not elsewhere recorded. When
account is taken of the disturbed state of the country,
due to the fanatical mutual hatred of the various religious

groups (op, for example, the act of the Samaritans who
threw bones into the temple just before the Passover
in order to pollute it Jos. Ant. xviii. 22, 30), we
must recognise in the incident only the strong hand of

a governor concerned to carry out impartially the duty
which was in fact the prime requirement of a provincial

governor the maintenance of order (cp Ramsay, ll us

Christ born at Bethlehem? ij^f.]. The permanent
difficulty of this task in the case of Judosa is evidenced

by the insurrection in which Barabbas had been pro
minent (Mk. 1&quot;&amp;gt;7

Lk. 2819), and also by that collision

between the government and the Samaritans which led to

Pilate s recall. These Samaritans, under the leadership
of an impostor, who promised to reveal the sacred

utensils which were supposed to be concealed on Mt.
Gerixim since the time of Moses, gathered in great
numbers armed at the mountain, but were dispersed
with bloodshed by Pilate s troops, and those of repute
and influence among them executed. The Samaritans
made complaint to Vitellius, who had come as legatus
to Syria, and Yitellius sent Pilate to Rome to answer
for his conduct, making over the administration of

Judaea to Marcellus (Jos. Ant. xviii. 42).
The true nature of the two incidents last sketched is

clear. Upon the whole, we must refuse to subscribe to

p..
, , thatunfavourableverdictwhichhasbeen

administration. pasfd uP n Pila e &amp;lt;&quot; the strength of

evidence derived from hostile sources,
whether Jewish or Christian. The peculiar misfortune
of Pilate, that he was connected with the tragedy of

Jesus (see ROMAN EMPIRE), has resulted in all treat

ment of his career being merely a search for evidence in

support of a foregone conclusion. His ten years
tenure of office (a length of tenure equalled only by
that of his predecessor Valerius Gratus, 15-26 A.n.

)
is

evidence of the general success of his administration
;

for the reason assigned by Josephus (Ant. xviii. 65), that

long tenure was due to deliberate intention on the part of
Tiberius to secure if possible a mitigation of official

rapacity, on the principle that it is better to leave the

gorged flies on a sore than to drive them off is simply
foolish if taken as more than ihejeu d esprit of a mal
content (for other assigned reasons, cp Tac. Ann. I8o).
Pilate s suspension and dismissal to Rome just before
the death of Tiberius (Tac. Ann. 632) proves only the

greatness of the pressure brought to bear upon the
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newly-appointed legate of Syria, or at most the desire

on the part of the central government to go still farther

on a path of conciliation, signs of which tendency had
not been wanting even before this event. For Pilate

had already been compelled by imperial mandate to

remove to Cassarea certain votive shields, without figures,

gilded only and inscribed with the emperor s name,
which he had hung up in the palace at Jerusalem, less

for the honour of Tiberius than for the annoyance of the

Jews, as the letter of Agrippa I. unfairly puts it (Pliilo,

Leg. ad Caiitm, 38). This was probably after the death
of Seianus (31 A.I).

)
if it be true that Seianus was an

arch-enemy of the Jews (cp Schiirer, (/ / / ] 4 n ;
ET

i. J86 note). Here a correct interpretation will see,
not a piece of purely wanton bravado on the part of

Pilate, but a small concession on the part of his

imperial master overriding and correcting the attitude

of a subordinate, in deference to a petition supported
by powerful names. This new departure was entered

upon very energetically by Vitellius (for the details, see

Jos. Ant. xviii. 4 3), and had its natural sequel in the

favour shown by Caligula to Agrippa 1. and the great
advancement of Agrippa by Claudius (see IlKkon,
FAMILY OK, 12).

Pilate has won notoriety through his connection \\ith

the trial and sentence of Jesus (Mt. 21 -2 f. Mk. Ifu/. ;

more fully in Lk. 23 if. Jn.lSaS/. adds much to the

Synoptic accounts). See, further, ROMAN EMHKK.
Of Pilate s end nothing is known. Before he reached

Rome Tiberius was dead (fos. A/it, xviii. 42). Various

,. y
, traditions were current. Eusebius ((. hron.

&amp;gt;. legends.
asserts, on the authority of

unnamed Greek or Roman chroniclers, that he fell into

such misfortunes under Caligula that he committed
suicide. In the apocryphal Mors Piliiti, his suicide

follows upon his condemnation to death by Tiberius

for his failure to save Jesus. His body was cast into

the Tiber
;
but evil spirits disturbed the water so much

that it was carried to Vienna
(

I ienne) and cast into the

Rhone, and after various vicissitudes, ended in the re

cesses of a lake on Mt. Pilatus, opposite Lucerne (for
this legend and its origin, see Mtiller, I ont. J il. 82 /. ;

Ruskin, Mod. Paint. 5 128). In the apocryphal llapd-
Socris IhXdrov it is related that Tiberius called Pilate to

account for the crucifixion of Jesus and condemned him
to death ; and both he and his wife died penitent, and
were assured of forgiveness by a voice from heaven

(see Tisch. Evang. Apocr. 449 /&quot;. ). According to other

accounts, Pilate s execution occurred under Nero (so

Malalas, ed. Bind. 250 f. ;
and authorities quoted by

Schiirer, op. cit. 88 n.
).

The tendency of the tradition

to represent both Pilate and his wife as embracing
Christianity is easily understood, and is in contrast with
the unsympathetic estimate of later times (cp Tertull.

Ap. 21, jam pro siia conscientia Christianas, already
in conviction a Christian, at or immediately after Jesus
death

; Gosp. of Nic. 2
; Orig. Iloin. on Mt. 35 ;

Stan

ley, East. Ch. 13). Tradition gives the name of Pilate s

wife as Claudia Procula or Procla, and by some she has
been identified with the Claudia mentioned in 2 Tim. 4 21.

G. A. Miiller, Pontius Pilatus der ffinftc Procurator von
Judit-a, etc., 1888 ; with full list to date of the literature on

Pilate. Arnold, Die ncronische Chi istenver-

6. Literature, folgung, n6_/: Articles in Exfos. ser. 2. vol.

8 (1884), 107f. (Cox), and ser. 6, vol. i (1900),

59_/I (Macgregor). Taylor Innes, Trial of Jesus Christ, a
legal HIallograph, 1899. The many Lives of Christ may also
be consulted, hut with little profit as regards obtaining a correct
view of Pilate himself. For the so-called Acts ofPilate (Gospel
of Nicodeiints) consult J. C. Thilo, Codex apocr. NT \.

, 1832,

nSf. 4$if.\ R. A. Lipsius, Die Pilatus-Akten, 1871.

. ,

W. J. VV.

PILDASH (B^JpB), b. NAHOR (Gen. 22 22 :
c{&amp;gt;&amp;lt;\AAAC

[AD ?
L], -A [D*]). The name, however, looks doubt

ful, and may have been partly assimilated to the name

fj^T
which follows (Che.).

1

1 Dillmann (ad loc.) cites a Nab. name
is more than doubtful.
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PILEHA, RV Pilha (nnSs; cp Palm. KI17B),

signatory to the covenant (see KZKA i., 7), Neh. 1024(25]

(fa&ae^ [B], -eio [], &amp;lt;/&amp;gt;oAai
[A], aAA. [L]).

PILLAR, i. o-irar, nsr, *&amp;lt;*
[V&quot;&quot;3V,

to

stand]; cTyAOC I
thrice KICON ;

once cTACic)- See

Judg. 1625^ i K. 72621 (Jnchin and Hoaz) Job96

(pillars of earth), 26n (pillars of heaven) Vs. 75 3 [4]

etc. Judg. 1625^ gives the story of Samson s last feat

of strength. The Philistines, both men and women,
were making merry (at Gaza) at a sacrifice to Dagon,
and Samson was sent for to make sport before them,

and was stationed between the two middle pillars on

which the house rested. But it was deadly sport that

he made, for he took hold of the pillars, bracing

himself against them (Moore s rendering), and the

house fell upon the lords and upon all the people.

Perhaps these two pillars are analogous to the pillars

called Jachin and Boaz in the temple at Jerusalem (see

JACHIN AND BOAZ), which appear to have been symbols
of the vast mountain of God (or, of the divine beings).

See CONGREGATION [MOUNT OF THE]. To pull down

these pillars, which represented the most immovable

thing in the material world (there is a moral world too

which has its pillars, Ps. 75 3 [4]). was a proof of

supernatural strength, which justifies us in supposing a

(perfectly harmless) mythical element in the Samson

story, to some extent analogous to the mythical element

in the Babylonian story of Gilgames. For only of a

divine being can it be said, who shakes the earth out

of its place, so that the pillars thereof (here the

mountains) tremble (Job 96). Cp SAMSON.
For pillars of the tabernacle and temple, see TABERNACLE,

TEMPLE. By the C pltrn, /ulsilklm (EV fillets ) of the taber

nacle Gesenius ( 77/.) and others understand connecting rods

joining the tops of the pillars, from which curtains were hung.

Dillmunn, Holzinger, and others (see BOB) prefer the meaning
fillet or ring (clasping or binding the pillars) ; to these

rings the nails bearing the curtains were fastened.

A pillar is the emblem of firmness and steadfastness

(Jer. 1 18 Rev. 812), and of that which sustains or

supports (Gal. 2g i Tim. 815).

In i K. 7 18 RV reads C&quot;isy
for D JDI; the clause, however,

should be transferred to v. 17 (The., Sta., Klo., Ki.). D llSJfn

at the beginning of 7 . 18 should be C JJnn (cp ). Cp POME

GRANATES.
2 .

pi sa, mdsftk, i S. 28 ( otherwise ;
of the pillars of the

earth). The only other occurrence of the word is in i S. 14 5,

the one crag rose up (RV for
pisa),

on which see MICHMASH,
2, adfin.

3. naSB, massebah. See MASSEBAH.

4. 3 sp,
ncsib ((TDjArj), Gen. 19 26 (pillar of salt). On i S. 10 5

1837;, see SAUL, 2, note ; cp EZION-GEBER.

5. 3SS, mussab, Judg. 96 (ordcris), see GARRISON ; cp Is.

293, AV mount, RV fort.

6. nijSN, cim noth, 2 K. 18 i6t = doorposts ; ccm)piy^eVa.

7 . lyps, mis ad (v^D, to support), i K. 10 12* ; EVmg. rails,

props ;
BOB precise meaning unintelligible, virotTTr)piyna.Ta..

8 and 9.
rnB H,* pillars of smoke, Cant. 3 6 (ore Aex)&amp;gt; Joe l

3 3 [2 30], Acts 2 19, vapour (ar/ous) of smoke, and nCFI, Jer.

10s, RV ntf. See SCARECROW. T. K. C.

PILLAR, PLAIN OF THE
p-&amp;gt;* $?K), Judg. 96

AV, RV OAK OF THE PILLAR. See TEREBINTH, 3 (4),

and MASSEBAH, i.

PILLAR OF CLOUD AND FIRE. In the stories of

the Exodus and the subsequent wanderings in the

wilderness, cloud as indicative of the divine presence is

frequently referred to. The pillar-like form of the

appearance is alluded to only in the two earliest Hexa-

teuchal strata (J, E) ;
but the references to the cloud

in the later narratives (D, P) as well as in some narra

tives outside the Hexateuch are so closely related that

they must be discussed together.
In immediate connection with the Exodus, J relates

1 For conjectures respecting this house,&quot; see Moore on v. 27,

and cp VESTRY.
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that Yahwe led the people by going before them in a

pillar of cloud
(jjy -msy) by day, and a

111^ f fire & *&amp;gt;
by night :

and

that this mode of guidance was con

tinuous (note the participle Tj^n,
Ex. 1821), and per

petual (Ex. 1822) i.e., presumably, till the end of their

journeyings. One exception to the continuity is related.

When the Hebrews, on becoming aware that the

Egyptians were in pursuit, were seized with fear, the

pillar of cloud removed to the rear and prevented the

approach of the Egyptians (Ex. 14 igb 206). In the

morning watch of the same night Yahwe looked out on

the Egyptians and confounded them (Ex.1424), the

narrative perhaps implying that the confusion was

occasioned by terrifying phenomena connected with the

cloud (cp Di. ad loc.; Ew. Hist.
2?4&amp;gt;.

The only other

reference in J to cloud as indicative of the divine presence

is to a different phenomenon : when Moses ascended

Mt. Sinai Yahwe descended in the cloud and stood

with him (Ex. 34s). In this case, the purpose of the

cloud was no doubt to conceal the form and dangerous

brightness of Yahwe.
In E the appearance of the pillar of cloud is regarded

as intermittent : moreover it serves a different purpose
_ and appears in a different place from that

2. In E. mciicatecj by j
. nor is any fiery appearance

of it ever alluded to. It came down from time to time

and stood at the door of the tent of meeting, which

was pitched without the camp. When Moses went

thither to consult Yahwe and Yahwe spoke with Moses.

as often as the people observed it they rose up and

worshipped at their tent doors, Ex. 33?-ii (the tenses

are throughout frequentative). For special instances

of the appearance of this pillar of cloud, see Nu. 12$

Dt. 31 15 ; and of the cloud Xu. 11 25 ;
note also the

reference to the departure of the cloud in Nu. 12 10.

There is therefore no real point of contact between

the representations in J and E beyond the fact that both

record a pillar-like appearance of cloud as indicating

the divine presence. The theophanic character of the

pillar of cloud is particularly marked in E in Ex. 889,

where it speaks with Moses ; cp the identification of the

angel of Yahwe and Yahwe (see THEOPHANY).
There are, however, other references to cloud in E. As in J,

so in E, cloud accompanies the theophany on Sinai, Ex. 19 916.

Dt. 133 is dependent on J, though the term pillar is

not used. The only other references

are to the C \OU(̂ S on sinai, 4n3. References

As in the earlier narratives, so in P, cloud covers

Mt. Sinai at the giving of the law (Ex. 24i6-i8) ;
it

_ forms the accompaniment of the fiery appear-
4. In F.

ance of the g]ory of Yahwe (v. 17), and the

envelope of the divine being (v. 16). This forms the

starting point of P s narrative of the cloud which

indicates the divine presence : subsequently it is fre

quently, as in this first instance, associated with the

glory of Yahwe. It first appears in the camp on the

day of the completion of the tabernacle ;
it then

covered, while the glory of Yahwe filled, the building,

preventing Moses from entering (Ex.4034/. Nu. 9 15).

For other instances of the association of the cloud

and the glory of Yahwe, see Ex. 16 io,
2 which belongs

to a narrative that must originally have followed the

record of the completion of the tabernacle in Ex. 40

(Di. , We., Bacon, etc.), and Nu. 1642 [17 7]. and in ,

14 io. The presence of the cloud, which became fiery

at night, was permanent from the day of the completion

1 The account of the different conceptions given in the text

rests on a critical analysis which has commanded very general

acceptance. The only disagreement of importance is KueneiVs

reference (Hex. 151) of the whole of w. 19-22 of Ex. 14 to E.

We have followed Dillmann in regarding the phrase -|OV 1MP1

DrvSy in Nu. 14 14, and the present form of Nu. 10 34 as due to R.

2 Where restore |3!?8?, the tabernacle, for the senseless

redactorial &quot;linan, wilderness.
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PILLAR OP CLOUD AND FIRE
of the tabernacle till the journeys of the Israelites were

over, Ex.4038 Nu. 9i6; with this Nu. 1642 [17?] might

appear to conflict, but cp Di. (ad loc.
),

who dis

tinguishes between the permanent abiding of the cloud

over the tabernacle and the intermittent complete

envelopment of the tabernacle by the cloud indicated

by the word cover. This explanation fails to take

account of Nu. 9i6, or the equivalence of Ex. 40 34 f.
In any case the permanence of the cloud is quite

unambiguously asserted in Ex. 40 38 Nu. 9:6.

Thus P differs from E in making the phenomenon permanent
and connecting it with the centre of the camp, where according
to P the tabernacle was placed ; and from both E and J with re

gard to the form of the phenomenon. Not only does P never use
the term pillar ; he speaks of the cloud in ways which do not

suggest, and perhaps exclude, such a form : thus the cloud
covers (nDj) or abides over C?y pc*),

or goes up from resting

over
(^&amp;gt;j;j2 nSw) l le tabernacle

; contrast with these expressions
those of E with whom the pillar of cloud stands (icy) at the
door. With J, P agrees in making the phenomenon permanent
and a means of guidance on the march ; he differs, however, as
to the place of appearance, the time of its first appearance (in J
it appears directly after leaving Egypt, but in P not till after

Sinai has been reached), and the manner in which it directed
the march in P it simply indicates by rising or falling that the
march is to begin or cease (Nu.9 15-23 10 \\f.), in J it actually
precedes and leads the host.

The appearance of Yahwe over the mercy-seat also is

in cloud (Lev. 162). Whether this cloud is rightly
identified by Dillmann with the cloud perpetually resting
over the tabernacle may be questioned, though he is

probably right in rejecting the suggestion that the

cloud intended by the writer is the cloud of incense

(cp Lev. 1613).
Such are the various accounts of the cloud in con

nection with the wanderings. It must suffice to allude,

without discussion, to (i) similar accounts of the later

history viz., those of the cloud that filled Solomon s

temple when the ark was brought in
(
i K. 811 = 2 Ch. 5 14,

cp Ezek. IDs), and of the great cloud of fiery appearance
that enveloped the chariot of Ezekiel s vision (Ezek.

14) ; (2) allusions in biblical literature to the cloud of

the wanderings (Is. 4s Ps. 78 14 105 39 Wisd. lOi?
i Cor. 10 1/ ) ; (3) the part played by the cloud in the

transfiguration (Mt. 17 5 Mk. 9 7 Lk. 934), the ascension

(Actslg), and pictures of the Parousia (Mt. 24302664
Mk. 1826 1462 [all modified citations from Dan. 7 13]
i Thess. 4 17).

It has been very generally held that the idea of a

pillar of cloud preceding the people in the wilderness

5 Griffin of
^ac^ ts or n m l^e custom of carrying

concention
1)raz ers containing burning wood at the

head of an army or a caravan, the smoke
by day, the fire by night serving to indicate to all the
line of march.
Such a custom is vouched for by ancient authorities and

modern travellers ; Curtius (v. 2 7) relates it of Alexander s

march through Babylonia and (iii. 3 9) of the Persians generally ;

Harmer ofArabian caravans, and Pococke of a night-journey made
by himself from the Jordan to Jerusalem (Pitts in Harmer, Obser
vations (*

,
2 278). The accounts given by Clement of Alexandria

(Strom, i. 24) of a fiery pillar guiding Thrasybulus by night,
and by Diodorus Siculus (1666) of Timoleon being guided to

Italy in a somewhat similar manner, may be cited as legendary
parallels to the biblical story.

1

The form which the story has assumed in the
narratives as we now possess them evidently owes much
to the more general ideas concerning theophanies (see

THEOPHANY), and in particular to the idea that, even
when God manifested his presence by a physical
appearance, some screening of the effulgence of his

brightness was requisite. In brief, the cloud was the

physical sign of Yahwe s presence, and its movement in

guidance of the host, the indication that Israel s way
through the wilderness was of Yahwe s ordering. In P s

conception of the cloud that abode over or covered the

tabernacle, the smoke rising from the altar may have
been the physical basis, for the Heb. dnan denotes a

1 For further references to earlier literature on these points,
see Rosenmiiller, Kautzsch, or Di. on Ex. 13 21. [Cp also

Frazer, Golden Bought, 1305.]
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PIRAM
cloud of smoke (e.g. , Ezek. 811) as well as atmospheric
cloud

;
but here again the writer of course intends

much more
;

it is the visible sign of Yahwe s presence
in the camp and, at the same time, the covering of the

brightness of his glory. G. B. G.

PILLOW (TO? [constr.], iS. 19 1316; jfinp3
[plur.J, Ezek. 181820). See BED, 4.

PILOT (?3h), Ezek. 2782729 ; also Jon. 16, where
EV shipmaster. See SHIP.

PILTAI
(
B pa ; cp PALTIEL), head of the priestly

b ne MAADIAH (f.v.), Neh. 12 17 (om. BN*A, ^eAijret [Nc.amg.jj
a^Arj^i [L]).

PIN (ID*), Ex. 35 18; also tent-pin, stake. See

TENT, 3.

T

PINE occurs in AV as the rendering of two words.
1. es Umen, JOB* fV,

the oleaster, in Neh. 815 AV
pine, but oil tree in Is. 41 19. See OIL TREE.
2. tidhdr, irnn (Is. 41 19 60 ist, RV &quot;g- in 41 19 plane,

Tg. f\nip)i
is the name of some large tree growing on

Lebanon. The word has been very variously interpreted,
Celsius (2271^) finds the uncertainty too great to allow
of his offering an opinion. Lagarde (

Uebers. 130), how
ever, has thrown fresh light upon the matter by comparing
and indeed identifying irnn with Syr. daddar, deddar

(see Payne Smith, Thes.}, which denotes occasionally
the oak, but usually the elm (Low, 98^ ).

The TrreXea
of Sym. and ulmus of Vg. in Is. 41 19 would thus be

justified as against the Tretf/oj of (5 (60 13 ;
where Sym.

has TTUOJ with irevK-r) for -IIBWI). The only difficulty is

that the common elm Ulmus campestris, L. though
found in northern Palestine, is uncommon (FFP, 411).

N. M.

PINNACLE, i.
fay, semes, Is. 54 12, RV. See

BATTLEMENT.
2. nrepvyiov, Mt. 45, RVmg. Wing. See TEMPLE.

PINON(}3 B), a duke of Edom (Gen. 8641 ;
(|&amp;gt;iNec

[A], &amp;lt;|&amp;gt;[e]iNa&amp;gt;N [DEL]; i Ch. 1 S2 , 4&amp;gt;[e]iNOON [BA],

(J&amp;gt;INA [L]). Eusebius and Jerome (OS 2998s; 1289)
speak of a little village called Fenon

(&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;cnvuv
or

&amp;lt;pivui&amp;gt;)

in the Idumaean desert between Petra and Zoar, where

mining was carried on by convicts
; cp the ruins called

Kal at Phenan (Lagrange, Phonnon, Revue biblique,
7 [l8 98] 112^).
The

Qtvvytria. fxernAAa, metalla ad Phoenum,&quot; are referred
to by classical authors among the places to which Christian
confessors were often condemned.

This Pinon is doubtless the PUNON
(pis)

of Nu. 33 42f.

(|rs [Sam.], &amp;lt;p[e]iv&amp;lt;i3 [HAL], &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;iv(av [F]), a station of the

Israelites in their wanderings.

PIPE. i. r jn, haliI \J^n, bore, pierce ; av\6s ;

tibia : i S. 10 5 i K. 1 40 (&amp;lt;B

RA xopoc? ,
so xPV n tne two Psalm

passages ; cpalso N in Is. 5 12) [Ps. 1493 1 & 4- reat S Snfor yinDi
with Che.]; Is. 612 8029 Jer. 4836 i Esd. 5 2 Ecclus. 40 21

i Mace. 845 i Cor. 147; cp Mt. 823 Rev. 1822 avAT/TTJs.t See

Music, 4 a.

2. 331J7, ftgnl&amp;gt;, Vg. organum; AV organ ; Gen. 4 21

(Ki0&amp;lt;ipa); Job 21 12 3031 (v^aA/ids), Ps. 1504 (opyavov). See

Music, 4 6. In Ps. 1004, for 33V1 D ja3 Cheyne (Ps.W)

reads 33J7 nD J733, with the sweet sounds of the flute ; cp
Ecclus. 469 (Heb.). E

ilp, strings cannot be defended by

Ecclus. 39 15 (Heb.), where TD ^&amp;gt;3 is a corruption of JVn 133,

ep Kivvpa.it (Hal.); nor by Ps. 45 9^, where we should perhaps
read 7[7 D CSpS 3D, minas of Carchemish (they will bring) unto

thee (Che. Ps.P)); Cp MANEH.
3. 3jy, nekeb, Ezek. 28 i3t a7ro0&amp;gt;JK&amp;gt;]

? foramen ? Most, as

BDB, explain as a term techn. of jewellers work, probably
some hole or cavity ; it is best at present, to abstain from a
translation, the text being corrupt (see CHERUB, 2).

PIRA (neip&c [B]), i Esd. 5 19, AV = Ezra 225 ,

CHEPHIRAH.

PIRAM (DN~)E), i.e., perhaps, stripping off the

gentilic ending, JOS, wild ass ; but cp Ass. pnrimu
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wild ass, and fir u, a sprout, scion, also used as a

prop, noun [see below]), the king of JARMUTH (q.v. )

defeated by Joshua (Josh. 103 ; 4&amp;gt;eiAcoN [H], (J&amp;gt;ep&&amp;lt;\M

[A], &amp;lt;J&amp;gt;eA&M [L]). ^ n tne time of Sargon the king of

the N. Arabian land of Musri was called Pir u (see

MIZRAIM) ;
but this gives no support to the view that

the Jarmuth of Josh. 10s was in the coast-lying region
to the S. of Palestine, where it is possible (but not

certain) that the Yarimuta of Am. Tab. was situated.

For Max Miiller s bold suggestion that the original reading
in Josh. 103 was Pharaoh of Jarimuta, and that king was
inserted after the name had become unintelligible, see MVG,

PIRATHON (|inina ; [B], 4&amp;gt;p&amp;lt;N&6coN

[AL], (J^p&eoo [J os -])&amp;gt; originally no doubt a clan-

name
(
= Pir ath), but in Judg. 12is, and virtually in

i Mace. 9 50, a place-name.
1. ABUON (q.v. ),

the Pirathonite
( :injns; Judg.

121315 6 {jtapaduvfirys [B], 6 tppaBwviTrjs [A], 6
f&amp;lt;ppa-

aGiiiviT^ [L]), was buried in Pirathon in the land of

Ephraim, in the hill-country of the Amalekites (RV),
Most scholars identify this Pirathon with the mod.

Feratd, 6 m. WSW. of Nablus (but see OPHRAH, 3).

It is to tie observed, however, (i) that in i Ch. 823

830 ( =936) Abdon appears as a Benjamite family name.

Benaiah, one of David s thirty, was also a Pirathonite

(^hinp ;
2 S. 2830,? TOV

f&amp;gt;pa6aiov [BA ;
om. L] ;

i Ch.

list, &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;a.pa.duv[e~\i [BAL], &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;apa.6u&amp;gt;6eL [N*], &amp;lt;papa&amp;lt;puvei

[N
c -a

]; i Ch. 27 14. t
&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;apa.0uv

TUV viCiv
e&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;p.

[BAL]) ; surely he was more probably a Benjamite
than an Ephraimite. That Abdon was really an

Ephraimite, now becomes doubtful. (2) Another im

portant point is that the situation of Pirathon is described

twice over, and that the second description is extremely
difficult to reconcile with the first.

1 The text therefore

must be suspected. D lEj* may be a corruption of

^KOrrv (as in i S. 1 n 94, etc.). Saul s hill-country (see

SAUL, i
) appears to have been known as Jerahmeelite ;

in this region Pirathon may have been situated. Prob

ably we should read in Judg. 12 15, in Pirathon in the

hill-country of Jerahmeel, in and px being variants,

and ptey, like c ^EN, a corruption of S^crn*. Judg. 12 15

is thus reconciled with i 11.82330. Were it not for

the passage in i Ch. we might place Pirathon in Judah,
where there seems to have been a clan-name nyis or

njns (Par ah or Par ath) ;
see PAROSH, BITHIAH.

2. We also meet with PHARATHON (AV PHARA-

THONl), i.e., Pir athon, in i Mace. 9so; it was one of

the strong cities in Judaea fortified by Bacchides.

Perhaps, as G. A. Smith suggests (HG 355), it stood

at the head of the Wady Fari a, an important strategical

position.

In i Mace. 9 30 &amp;lt;E5*NV gives KOI. TT\V 8afj.va.6a. &amp;lt;j&amp;gt;apa.Q&amp;lt;av,
Prob

ably itat has dropped out before
&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;ap. ; it is supplied, with

correct insight, by Jos., Syr., and Vet. Lat. (The absence of

n)f is of course unimportant ; cp Jos. Ant. xiii. 1 3. So Schii.,

GJV\ 170). T. K. C.

PISGAH (napSri; (hAcr*)- In Dt. 34 1 as the text

stands, the top of the Pisgah (KOPY4&amp;gt;HN (pACf*.

[BAFL]) is identified with MOUNT NEBO (tf.v.). Else

where (in D) the Pisgah appears as the mountain
from which Moses surveyed the promised land, Dt. 827

(\e\a^fvjjievov [B], TOV X. [AFL]), and was perhaps so

regarded by JE (Kopv&amp;lt;p-r)v &amp;lt;p. [BAFL]), who certainly
name it as a station in Nu. 21 20 (TOV XeXaeii/u.ecoi&amp;gt;

[BAFL]) and, as a place where Balak sacrificed (cp

ZOPHIM, BAMOTH-BAAL) in 23 14 (\f\aevfj.evov [ibid.]).

Elsewhere in D it is a boundary mark
;
we hear of the

slopes of Pisgah Dt. 817 (affijowQ Tfjv &amp;lt;p. [BAL], a. T.

(papayya [F]), 449 (a.ffT}?)taO TT\V Xaei&amp;gt;Ti7P [BAFL]),
Josh. 123 (nrjdwO 0. [B], ao&quot;r)8u6 &amp;lt;t&amp;gt;. [AF], yu.e&amp;lt;ri5w0 tf&amp;gt;.

[L]) ; cp also Josh. 1820 (P : aayouB $. [BA], affidwO

&amp;lt;p. [L]).

(t&amp;gt;a.&amp;lt;Ty&amp;lt;a, Fasga, was still used for the region of Mount Nebo

1 Cp AMALEK, and Moore, Judges, 311.
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in the time of Eusebius (OS21669 89 1013). The name has
disappeared ; for the combination of it with Ras el-freshkha
on the N W. coast of the Dead Sea (Buhl) is surely very doubtful.

(For a suggestion of new critical problems connected with the
names of Nebo and Pisgah, see NEBO.) y. B.

PISGAH, SLOPES OF (n|DSn rill^N), Dt.3i 7 ,

etc. RV, AV ASHDOTH-PlSGAH (q.V. ).

PISHON, AV Pison (}te*3 ; (J&amp;gt;[e]icooN, PHISON),
one of the four arms of the river of Paradise, Gen. 2n ;

coupled with Tigris, Ecclus. 24 2sf. Eusebius (OS
298 59) copies Josephus, who says (Ant. i. 1 3) that

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;fiffiav
means multitude, and identifies it with the river

called by the Greeks Ganges. The current explanations
of the name are: (i) from the Ass. pisan(n)u,
(a) a repository of clay, (b) a conduit of clay or wood
(Del. Ass. HWB 5327., but with?). Cp Del.

Par. 77. To this Nestle (A/arg. 5) objects that we
should in this case have expected the form p B, cp

JVD JD : ; (2) from *Jshs, to spring up (@ ffKtprdu),

of calves, as Jer. 50 n Mai. 3 20 [4 2], or of horses, as

Hab. 18, and (cp Syr. fas) to spread oneself, as Nah.
3i8. Nestle (I.e.) renounces Nah.3i8 and Hab. 18 as

probably corrupt, but thinks Jer. 50 n Mai. 32osafe. In

both passages, however, the text probably needs a

slight alteration, so that we should read ic&amp;gt;2En, cnrcc,

from B&amp;gt;EB, to be fat (so too Gra. in Mai.
).

The
presumption therefore is that Pishon is corrupt. For
a probable key to its meaning, see PARADISE.

T. K. c.

PISIDIA (H TTiciAiA [WH], Acts 14 24; Actsl3i 4 ,

ANTIOX6IAN THN TTiCiAl&N [Ti.WH after NABC],

1 GeoeraDhv THC TT C ^ 1 * t
TR

] ; on the ethnic
.ograpny. jn Actsl3l4 see end of art

)
the

broad mountain-region of the western Taurus, inter

vening between the plateau of Phrygia and the coast-

plain of Pamphylia, and extending for about 100 m.
between Lycia and Isauria (Cilicia Tracheia). It is

one of the wildest and most picturesque regions of

Asia Minor, the birth-place of the three Pamphylian
rivers (the Cestrus, Eurymedon, and Melas), and the

country of the beautiful lakes Egirdir Gol (ancient

Limnai), Bey-Shehr G. (anc. Caralis), Buldur G. (anc.

Ascania), and others of less size. (See Murray s

Handbook to AM, 150^! )

The Pisidian highlanders occupied the ridges of the

Taurus, and its offshoots on the N. and S. (Strabo, 570 :

2 H storv ^v &quot;fft Te^a)S opfivoi, ol dt /cat /J.txpi

TUV virupeiGiv /ca^r)/covres f&amp;lt;f&amp;gt; fKarepa).

They were ruled by hereditary chieftains, and, like the

western Cilicians, were born brigands, continually

descending upon the lowlands and defying subjugation

(Strabo, 571 : virtp 8 rrfi KO.TU TTJS re iv rrf IIa/x0i X({i

/cat TTJS eVrds TOV Tavpov 8iefj.dxovTo Trpoj TOI)S ^SaatX^aj

dei). Their conquest was taken in hand by the

Galatian Amyntas, who reduced many of their fastnesses

(Strabo, 569), but finally lost his life in operations

against the Homonades lying on the skirts of Lycaonia
(25 B.C.). The Romans were thus compelled to

undertake the work of pacification themselves.

To this end Augustus, in 6 n.c., established a series of Roman
Colonies or garrison towns on the flanks of Pisidia. In western
Pisidia he founded Olbasa, Comama, and Cremna, all connected

by a military road with the Pisidian Antioch. From Antioch
another military road ran south-eastwards to Parlaisand Lystra,
the Colonies which held in check eastern Pisidia and Isauria

(see Ramsay, Ifist. Gcog. ofAM, 398).

The policy of the Imperial government was to protect
the existing Hellenic civilisation of Asia Minor, without

attempting to force Roman civilisation upon the people
in its place. The mountaineers of Pisidia, however,
were practical!} untouched by Hellenic influences, and
the attempt directly to Romanise this region was im

peratively demanded in the interests of peace. Inscrip
tions show that the rural population, here as in Phrygia,

spoke little or no Greek (cp Ramsay Inscr. en Langue
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PISPAH
Pisidienne, in Rev. des Univ. du Midi, 1895, p. 353^;
cp id. Hist. Comm. on Gal. iso).

1

Politically the whole country formed part of the Roman
Province of Galatia, until 74 A. D., when great part of it was
joined to the new double province Lycia-Pamphylia. After this

date the name Pisidia gradually drifted northwards until it

included most of southern Phrygia.

On his first journey Paul passed through Pisidia,

apparently without stopping on the way, to Antioch

p ., (Acts 13 14). On the return, Paul and
. . . Barnabas passed throughout Pisidia (Acts

1424 AV, 5ie\66vTes TT\V IL&amp;lt;ri6iai&amp;gt; ;
RV

passed through ),
which seems to imply preaching (see

Ramsay in Exp. May, 1895, p. 385) ; but apparently
little success attended the effort. 2

Nevertheless, there seems to remain a trace of Paul s presence
in Pisidia, in the name Kara Bavlo given to the imposing ruins
of the town Adada (&quot;ASa&a), the only important city on the
direct road from the Pamphylian coast to Antioch. Bavlo is

simply ITauAo : the modern town, also called fiarlo, lies 5 or
6 m. to the S. of the ancient site. A fine church of early date
stands in ruins about i m. S. of the remains of Adada. (See
Ramsay, Church in the Rom. Emp.$) 20f.)

In passing through this region, Paul may have

experienced those perils of waters, and perils of

robbers, of which we hear in 2 Cor. 11 26 (KIVOVVOLS

TroTa.fj.Cov, KivSvvois Xr/crrwc). The perils of waters
are very real in this country of mountain torrents (cp
the implication in Strabo s remark, p. 571, yt(f&amp;gt;vpai

S eiriKeivTai TCUS 65o?s. See also the dedication in Bull.
de Corr. Hell. 8479). The danger from robbers is

illustrated by the inscriptions referring to the corps
guarding estates (bpo(pv\a,Kes, irapa.(f&amp;gt;v\a,KiTa.i.

: Ramsay,
Hist. Geogr. of AM, 174) ;

and by the epitaph on
a tomb near Hadrianopolis dedicated by his parents to

Sotiaov vlijj 6po&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;ti\a,Ki icrfiay^vTi inrb \rjffrwv (Sterrett,

Epigraphic Journey in AM, no. 156 ; cp Ramsay,
op. cit. 178). An inscription found on the borders
of Pisidia proves that in later times there was a distinct

corps charged with the maintenance of order in the

mountains (Ramsay, Cities and Bish. of Phryg. 1328,
no. 133 : AOp. Eipr/i/cuos eiVrpcmaiTT/s tarpareticreTO

ev86i;&amp;lt;i]s, 7To\Xoi)s &\ecre Atords 5td ~x.ipGiv K.T.\.
).

In Acts 13 14 occurs the ethnic Ilia-iSta, Pisidian, applied to

Antioch, the proper style of which was &quot;Aimdxeia rj Trpb? riicrtSio.
The adjective was used by a natural development in order to

distinguish the town from others of the same name. It was not
until a much later period that it could be correctly described as
Ttjs nicriSias in Pisidia as translated in AV (see ANTIOCH, i,
col. 184, and col. 1597, n. 2).

In Mk. 143, vdpSov Trio-Tucrj? (cp Jn. 123), Jannaris conjec
tures

rii&amp;lt;ri6ucTJs, and refers to Strabo 5707^ (the ointments of
Selge). w j w
PISPAH (ilSpS), b. Jether, in a genealogy of ASHER

(q.v., 4, ii.),Ych. 7 38
(4&amp;gt;AC(t&amp;gt;(M [B], -d&amp;gt;A [AL]).

PISTACHIO NUTS (D JB^), Gen. 43 u RV&quot;*, EV
NUTS (q.v. ).

PIT. The words to be noticed are :

1. TQ, dor. For its uses see CONDUITS, i, i, and
cp PRISON. The phrase those that have gone down
to the pit (Is. 38 18 Ps. 28 1 cp 30 4 [3], 884 [5]) sounds
strangely. Pits were not commonly used for burial

;

Jer. 41 9 is of course no proof that they were, nia pit
or cistern and 1x3 well are used metaphorically for

Sheol, which was regarded as spacious below but narrow
at the top (cp Ps. 69 16 [15]). See Gunkel, Schopf. 132,
n. 8, and cp 2.

2. -INS, be&quot;er. See SPRINGS. Note that 1x3, like

113, sometimes = Sheol (Ps. 5f&amp;gt;24 [23], 69i6 [i 5 ]j.
In

the latter passage the mouth of the INS is spoken of.

3. nna&amp;gt;, sdhath, .inur suhdh and rwo sihah (\/mw, to

sink down, to be sunk into mire), literally a pit made
to serve as a snare for animals or for men by being
deceptively covered over with branches or with slight
matting. Hence used figuratively (cp Eccles. 9 12),

1 Cp id. Phrygian Inscriptions of the Roman Period, in

Zeitschr.f. vergl. Sprachf., 1887, p. 3817:
2 If any church was founded, it would be accounted Galatian,

and be included among those to which the Ep. to Gal. was sent.
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Ps. 16 10 30io [9] 49 9 [w] 5524 [23] Jobl7i4 882428.
In some of these passages EV, following @ (which
in Ps. 9i6 16 10 30 10 has

dia&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;6opd,
but in Ps. 7i6 94 13

15 Prov. 26 27, p66pos, and in Job 14 7 33 18, etc.
, 6a.va.Tos),

gives corruption ;
but the supposed derivation from

\/nntr to destroy, corrupt is unnecessary and im
probable.

4. N33, gebhe (\/N33, to gather together), rendered pit in

AV Is. 30 14. See CONDUITS, i, 2.

5. *?!!&amp;gt;,
st ol. See SHEOL.

6. fSU, gammas, /3o(?pos, Eccles. 108.

7. J\n3,pdJiath (2 S.179 1817). Used figuratively in Is.

2417^:, Jer. 4843/1, Lam. 847. Cp SNARE. On Jer. 4828
see DOVE, 4, iv.

8. The Gr. p66vvo&amp;lt;; (Mt. 15 14, etc.)= /3o0pos (no. 3 above),
signifies any hole or hollow.

9. &amp;lt;j&amp;gt;peap (Lk. 14 5 Jn. 4 n) corresponds rather to no. 2 above,
an artificial excavation ; for TO

&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;peap nijs a/3ii&amp;lt;r&amp;lt;rov (Rev. 9 i f.)
see ABYSS.

10. For vTroATJi/ioi (Mk. 12 i RV) see WINEPRESS.

PITCH, i. nQT, zephelh, Ar. zift, perhaps a loan
word from Aram, ziphta (Frankel) ; Ex.23 (10112
nSTll

&amp;lt;\c4&amp;gt;&XTOTTICC&amp;lt;\,
bitumine ac pice], Is. 349

(nice*, p**); Eccius. i3i(Heb. TT pmn nsn wo,
Whoso touches pitch, it cleaves to his hand [so

Syr.]; &amp;lt;S, o ATTTOMeNOC TTICCHC MOAyNQHCeTAl);
also Bel 27 Dan. 846 &amp;lt;S [Song of Three Children, 23].

A wide term including both vegetable and mineral

pitch (see Is. J4g, which Sir W. J. Dawson regards as
a description of a bitumen eruption, Exp., 1886 b, p.

76). On Ex. 2s cp BITUMEN.
2. 123, kopher, a&amp;lt;r&amp;lt;&amp;lt;x\TOs, bitumen, Gen. 6 14!. See

BITUMEN.

PITCHER. i. is, kad, idpia, Gen. 24 14. See

CRUSE, i.

2. 733, nebhel, Lam. 4 2. See BOTTLE.

3. xepa^ioi Mk. 14 13 Lk. 22 10. See POTTERY, cp BOTTLE.

PITHOM (DrPS; neiGa) [B], rrieooM [A], ni6a)9
[F*], 4)10600 [F

lm
g], TTI0CO [L], TT6l0tON [etc., cp

pJVQ, Sam.]), one of the store (? see below) cities

built by the Israelites during the Egyptian oppression,

according to Ex. In. We assume it to have been
identical with ETHAM (q.v.}.

Uncertain as the geography of Goshen and of the

Exodus remains in most points, the locality of Pithom

1 T 11 1
s now enera^y assumed to have been

TUT i -ui determined by the excavations of E.
Maskhuta. XT ... ,. ^,

J
, 00 &amp;gt; ...

Naville (in the spring of 1883), described

by him in vol. i of the Egypt Exploration Fund Memoirs
under the title : The Store City of Pithom and the

Route of the Exodus, to which the reader is referred

(ist edition 1885, reprinted and revised three times

since then).
The ruins excavated by Naville are situated in the E.

of the Wady Tumilat, between the railway to Isma iliye-

Suez and the new (Isma iliye) sweet-water canal. The
place is now called Tel(l)-el-Maskhuta, hill of the

statue, from a granite group of Rameses II., which

represents the king standing between the two sun-gods
Re -Harmachis and Atum. Lepsius (Chron. 348, etc.)
concluded from this sculpture that it indicates a place
where Rameses II. was worshipped as a local deity (no
cogent argument), and that, consequently, we have here

the locality of the biblical city of Rameses. This

hypothesis led the engineers engaged in excavating the

Isma iliye canal to call the temporary railway-station at

that place Ramses, and some maps still retain that

name, although Lepsius s theory has not been confirmed

by the excavations. Some former visitors called the

place Abu-Keisheib (or Kashab, Keshe&amp;gt;, Keisheid) ;

the correct Arabic form seems to have been hasab.

After the removal of the monuments (the group just

mentioned, sphinxes, etc.) to Isma iliye, very little re

mained to indicate the site of the city. Naville, how
ever, traced a great square brick wall, enclosing about

55,000 square yards, and inside of it ruins of a temple and
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of store chambers (see below, 4). Several inscriptions

2 Old
were found, from which Naville concluded

a es.
tha{ t^e name O f tne c j ty was p_at m i

(or etdm, earliest form etomu], house (i.e. , abode) of

Atum. 2 The city Pithom had its name from the sun-

god of Heliopolis, the protector of the whole valley of

Goshen, which was considered as a dependency of On-

Heliopolis. The god Atum, represented in human
form with the royal crown of Egypt on his head, was

by later theology distinguished from other solar deities

as the representative of the sinking sun. See ON. It

is to be observed that the Coptic version of the OT has

the more correct form TT60a)M (see below). Herodotus

(2158) states that the canal dug by Necho and Darius

ran somewhat above the city Bubastis at the side of

Ilaroi /xos, the Arabian (i.e., eastern) city. It runs into

the Red Sea. This description is evidently very vague.

Formerly scholars inferred from it the identity of the

place where that canal branched off to the E. with

Patumos. 3 This conclusion was, however, always un

certain, Patumos being probably mentioned by Herodotus

only as the most important city on the shore of the

canal to determine its direction. 4

The geographical lists of the ancient Egyptians men
tion P(er)-atiim (or etom\_u~\, see above) as the capital
of the Heroopolitan nome of Ptolemaic time, the 8th

of Lower Egypt, and describe it as situated at the

Eastern entrance of Egypt. For the most part the

name Tku (read Tuku ?) is connected with that place.
Elsewhere

( EXODUS, 10) the question of identity or

distinction of the names Pithom and T(u}ku (Succoth?)
has been touched on. It might almost be assumed
that the one was the sacred, the other the profane
name. Naville s (p. 5) hypothesis is that T(u)ku was

originally the name of the region and was at a later

date transferred to the town. The present writer would
rather prefer the theory that the two names marked two

neighbouring places (Petom being evidently the younger
foundation) which had grown together by expansion so

as to form one city. Cp the passage, Pap. Anastasi,

6416, speaking of a royal frontier castle (htm] of T-ku
close by the pools of Pithom. In the monuments
found by Naville at Tel(l) el-Maskhuta the name Tku
is used very often and refers undoubtedly to the place
of the excavations, whilst the other name, house of

Atum, occurs rather rarely, in the great inscription of

Ptolemy II., /. 14, together with Tku. Thus we seem
to have the two biblical places Pithom and Succoth so

closely adjoining each other that their names might be

interchanged (as is done in the geographical lists) with

out their being fully identical. Finally, the biblical

ETHAM seems to be the same place. Ex. 1820 could,

of course, not indicate a full day s march between

Succoth and Etham, notwithstanding Nu. 336 which is

usually understood thus.

The excavations have shown that the city was founded

by the coloniser of Goshen, the great Rameses II. See
. , GOSHEN. It has to be added that the

&quot;

tradition in Strabo, 38 (Sesostris first con

nected the Nile with the Red Sea) contains an element

of truth. It refers to the construction of a canal through
Goshen to the Bitter Lakes, which canal, however, was

evidently intended only to furnish a regular water supply.
We have no proof that Rameses II. connected the Bitter

Lakes with the Red Sea, which connection alone would
have allowed successful navigation to the E. The traces

of a large ancient canal, near Tel(l) el-Maskhuta, belong,

1 Formerly f&amp;gt;r, per. Cp ETHAM, PIBESETH, etc.

i H . i

3 Lepsius, accordingly, tried to identify Pithom with the

ruins of Tel(l) Abu Isleman near that junction, before the en
trance to the valley of Goshen.

4 Naville tried to alter the text, so that it would read : at
the side of Patumos, etc., it (the canal) runs into the Red Sea.

Unfortunately, this alteration is rather violent.
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probably, to the later constructions of Necho, Darius,
and Trajan. The kings of dynasty 22 left traces of their

building activity in Tel(l) el-Maskhuta, later Nectanebo.
It must have been a very important place under the

later dynasties and the Ptolemies, after the connection

between the Bitter Lakes and the Red Sea had made it

a port of trade. The Greeks, who called it Heroopolis
or Heroonpolis,

1 describe it as such. Passages which

speak of Heroopolis as a port of the Red Sea seem to refer

to its situation on the canal (about the middle of its

course) and not to mean that it was actually on the Red
Sea. For the objections to the popular theory that a

gulf of the Red Sea extended, at that time, as far as to

Pithom-Succoth, see EXODUS. [A large inscription of

Ptolemy II., Philadelphus, was found there, commemor
ating various expeditions to the coast of Eastern Africa

sent forth from that place. ]
The Romans built there a

large fortified camp, Hero Castra, for which they seem
to have destroyed most of the earlier monuments, much
to the disadvantage of modern archaeology. The Thou
of the Itinerarium Antonini, however, does not seem to

be Pithom as was assumed by Lepsius, etc. Only two
MSS read Thoum ; the Notitia Dignitatum has the

better reading Thohu, and the situation, 50 R. m. from

Heliopolis, 48 from Pelusium, does not agree with our

Pithom (thus, correctly, Naville). The Coptic versions

render the Heroonpolis of Gen. 4629 (5 by rreGcoM.
thus proving that the place retained its old Egyptian
name by the side of the Greek one, even in the Christian

period.
It remains to speak of the designation of Pithom,

Rameses (and On, (5) as treasure (AV) or store

cities. The word used in Ex. In is

ich seems to mean cities for
4. btore cities,

magazines. Cp STORE CITIES. The translation of (5,

fortified cities, is inadequate (although, of course, such
frontier places must have been fortified, and we have read

of fortifications above, Papyrus Anastasi, 6). It is very
remarkable that on the spot of Naville s excavations large
store-houses or granaries were found for the first time.

Naville (p. 9-10) describes them : large buildings with

thick walls, 2 to 3 yds. thick, of crude bricks, consisting
of a great number of rectangular chambers of various

sizes, none of which had any communication with each
other. These are the granaries which, according to

numerous pictures, were filled from the top and could

be emptied from above or through a reserve door in the

side. The hieroglyphic sign snwt,- granary, repre
sents two such magazine chambers without connection

between each other, constructed on a thick layer of

beaten clay to keep the rats from digging into them.

No other examples have been excavated besides those

in Tel(l) el-Maskhuta, which is a very significant fact,

and may serve as a confirmation to the translation given
above. Whether those large royal granaries of Pithom-

Succoth had a special (military or other) intention cannot

be determined at present [cp Crit. Bib.
].

W. M. M.

PITHON (PIT S, i Ch. 835, I
TVS 9 4 if, cp PUTHITE

[niSl; &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;lali0oH [B; N in 9 4 i], &amp;lt;M&amp;lt;-&amp;gt;&quot; [A], $&&amp;lt;*& [L]), descen
dant of Saul mentioned in a genealogy of BENJAMIN (y.v., 9
ii. ft), i Ch. 835-941.

PLACE, ABSALOM S (Dl^bN 11), i S. 18 18. See

ABSALOM, end
;
and MONUMENT.

PLAGUE (M3, 51.33, nQ3?D, H3D), cp DISEASES, col.

1104 ; also LEPROSY, and PESTILENCE. For Plague-
boils (D^SJ? ; Dt. 2827 RV&quot; g-, i S. 5/) see EMERODS,
begin.

PLAGUES, THE TEN. 3 The signs and judgments
which preceded the deliverance of the Israelites from

1 We have other examples in which the Greeks translated the

name Atum, Etom, by hero.

3 CP EXODUS (BOOK), 3, ii.
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the Egyptian bondage. They are described in detail

in Ex. 7 8-11 10, to which 1229 1426-29 form an appendix,
and are epitomised in Ps. 7842-51 53 b, 10527-36

1
;
see

also rhetorical references in Wisd. 16-19. The common
term plague is not strictly accurate. Some of the

occurrences referred to have the character of reprisals ;

they are divine strokes (jn:, nlgd , nS30, maggephati)
or judgments on the obstinate king of Egypt. Others
are rather signs, portents, significant wonders

(nsio, mopheth] and serve to accredit Moses and Aaron

as Yahwe s ambassadors
; they are, however, not without

a strong magical tinge, and it is even possible for the

Egyptian magicians to reproduce, or at least attempt
to reproduce, the same thing at Pharaoh s command.
So much by way of preliminaries. Further details

will follow as soon as we have given some attention to

, _. the circumstances under which the
1. Circumstances.

events are reported to have occurred.

It should be noticed that, however patriotic the writers

are, they enable us to look at things to some extent

from Pharaoh s point of view
; probably enough, the

story which they severally reproduce is based on a much
simpler tradition, which said nothing of portents or

plagues, and traced the Exodus of the Israelites to

the apprehensions caused to the Misrites -
by the

excessive multiplication of their visitors, which occasioned

frequent and bitter racial strifes, and also to a matter
of profound religious importance to which we shall

return. The later editors of the tradition are therefore

perhaps, in spite of themselves, not wholly unjust to

Pharaoh. This is what stands in Ex. 18 (J) :

Now there arose a new king who knew not Joseph. And he
said to his people. Behold, the people of the b ne Israel are too

many and too mighty for us ; come, let us deal cleverly with

them, lest they multiply (further), and when any war happens,
they join themselves to our enemies, and fight against us, and
(so) withdraw from the land.

We learn in the sequel that Pharaoh set the Israelites

to great public works, treating them with the oppressive
ness usual to Oriental rulers in such cases, and that

Moses, who enjoyed the immunity from personal violence

proper to a prophet, and could therefore approach
Pharaoh, asked leave for the Israelites to go three days
journey into the wilderness to hold a hag (see FEASTS,

6, DANCE, 3) to their God. Now begins that

strange contest between the two great powers, in which
we cannot but blame the imperfect truthfulness (cp
MOSES, 9) alike of Pharaoh, who breaks his word,
and of Moses, who (according to J) attempts to

mystify the Egyptian king by making believe that

the Israelites only desire to go three days journey
into the wilderness. It must be admitted, however,
that both E and P ascribe a higher moral standard
to Moses, whom they represent as saying with the

utmost plainness, Thus saith Yahwe, Let my people
go

3
(5 1

; cp 6n), and that the imperative demands of

Egyptian patriotism explain, if they do not altogether
excuse, the conduct of Pharaoh. All Egyptian kings
understood the danger to which the state might be

exposed by the machinations of fugitives from Egypt.
Ebers has already referred to a provision in the treaty

1 The epitome in Ps. 78 is the more important ;
that in

Ps. 105 appears to imitate Ps. 78. The writer of Ps. 78 draws
his material from J, on which Rothstein (ZWT, 1890) bases a
theory that underlying our Ps. 78 is an earlier and shorter psalm
of pre-exilic origin. It is perhaps more probable, however, that
the contents of our Ps. 78 are a selection from a longer poem on
the edifying use of the history of Israel, and that this poem had
a wider range as regards the Egyptian plagues. Duhm s theory
that 78 49yC is an interpolation which originally had probably
nothing at all to do with the Egyptian plagues is based on the
unemended MT. Their soul, however, in v. 50 refers, not to
the Egyptians in general, nor to godless Israelites, but to the
firstborn of the Egyptians, who are described in the (doubtless)
true text as the sons that they delighted in, jvilE D IN^D

1

? IS !

CHlNn fZ^BVrh- (See Che. Ps.Vl)
2 Misrites, to leave the question open, whether Egyptians or

Musrites of N. Arabia are meant. See MOSES, 6.
3 We assume (with Bacon) that the words that they may

hold a feast
(llhjl)

to me in the wilderness (5 i) are a harmon-
istic insertion.
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between Rameses II. and Hetasar, the prince of the

Heta, relative to such fugitives (Durch Gosen, 86).
Pharaoh might well have thought that a combination
of the Israelites with other Semitic tribes would have

imperilled his kingdom. Hence, we can understand
how, trusting in the protection of his own great god
(Amen-re ?), and acting on the advice of his priests and
prophets, the Pharaoh of the Exodus could turn a
deaf ear to the Semitic prophet. It was only natural
too that, when entangled in a net which enfolded him
the more tightly the more he sought to break from it,

he gave way for a moment, and sought to impose
conditions on the spokesman of the Israelites. At first

they were not all to go ; then, they were not to go very
far away (i.e. , not to leave the land of Egypt) ; then,

they were to leave their flocks and herds behind as a

pledge of their return. To this last demand Moses
replies that not a hoof shall be left, and the enraged
king threatens even Moses with death if he enters his

presence again.
1 The Hebrew leader rejoins with

cutting irony, Thou hast spoken well
;

I will see thy
face again no more. Thereupon Moses announces
what should be Yahwe s final judgment the death of
the firstborn (though Yahwe still has in reserve another
known only to himself). The threat is fulfilled. In
hot haste the Israelites are dismissed apparently how
ever, in Pharaoh s intention, only for a time,

2 and the

king even beseechingly says, as he dismisses them,
bless me also i.e., save me by your potent influence

with your God from a prolongation of his wrath.

We now return to the plagues. It has long ago been
remarked that, with the exception of the first (the rod

2 Threefold
and the serPent - 78-i 3 ),

which has the

representa-
character of a magical performance, all

t on
stand connected with definite natural

occurrences, and that the plagues related

by P have a specifically Egyptian character. Never
theless all these natural events have such intensifying
details and occur in such rapid succession that we feel

that we are not reading the record of an extraordinarily
bad year but that a supernatural agency is at work. It

is, however, a threefold representation that \ve have
before us. The purpose of the wonders, as we have

seen, is expressed in two different ways. It may be
added that the agency is represented in three modes.
At one time it is Aaron who is the wonder-worker,

stretching forth his rod at the bidding of Moses
;

at

another it is Moses himself who does so at the command
of Yahwe ; in yet other cases it is Yahwe who works
the wonder after having announced it by Moses.

This threefold mode of representation corresponds to

a threefold literary source (P J E). According to

E, Moses has received from Yahw6 the potent rod, or

staff, of God (cp 41720, and cp MOSES, 8). We
may therefore attribute to E all those instances in

which Moses is the wonder-worker. According to P,

Yahwe sends Moses and Aaron to Pharaoh (cp 1 T- ff.} ;

thus we may assign to P all the passages in which
A*on works the wonders on the instructions of Moses.
To J there will belong all those plagues properly so

called which are sent directly by Yahw6 after being
announced by Moses.

It is fortunate that in some cases the narratives of P
and J have been preserved intact, so that we know the

scheme or plan of representation adopted in these two

documents, and, where there is a fusion of elements,
can restore the original form of the respective accounts.

The usual frame-work of P is as follows :

3

1 Moses, then, can hardly have been resident in an outlying
province of Egypt. The old tradition seems to have placed the
Israelites in the midst of the land of their sojourn (see Beke,
Orig: Biblicef, 1 277 ; MOSES, 4).

2 Only for a time, otherwise 12 31^ and 32 would be super

fluous; note also Dni3T &quot;VVKlty. 32, om.)and 031313 (v. 31,

Knob. Di. Rys.).
3 See Baentsch s full and lucid note on the Plagues in his

commentary.
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Then Yahwe said to Moses, say to Aaron, Stretch forth thy

rod . . . and there shall be ... And they did so and Aaron
stretched forth his rod and there was . . . And so did the

magicians witli their enchantments . . . And Pharaoh s heart
was hardened, and he did not listen to them, as Yahwe had
said.

J s formula is quite different :

And Yahwe said to Moses, Go in to Pharaoh, and say to him,
Thus saith Yahwe, the God of the Hebrews, Let my people go
that they may worship me, and if thou refuse to let them go,
behold I will . . . And Yahwe did so and sent . . . And
Pharaoh called for Moses and said Entreat for me that Yahwe
cause to depart . . . And Moses went out from Pharaoh and
cried to Yahwe. And Yahwe did according to the word of
Moses and caused to depart . . . But Pharaoh hardened his
heart and did not let the people go.

It is noticeable here that the delivery of the divine

command to Pharaoh by Moses and the refusal of
Pharaoh to let the people go, are not expressly stated.

The formula of E is best seen in lQ2i f. :

And Yahwe said to Moses, Stretch forth thy hand to ...
that there may be ... And Moses stretched forth his hand
to ... and there was . . . But Yahwe made Pharaoh s heart
firm and he was not willing to let them go.

With these data as a clue we are able to assign the

various portents and plagues to their several sources

thus :

P J E
1. Rod and serpent.
2. Water into blood, i. AVaters smitten ; i. Nile water into

fish die. blood.

3. Frogs. 2. Frogs. [2. Frogs ; perhaps.]
4. Lice.

3. Flies.

5. Boils. [3. Boils ; perhaps.]
4. Murrain.

5. Hail. 4 . Hail.
6. Locusts. 5. Locusts.

6. Darkness.

7. Death of firstborn. 7. Death of firstborn.

It will be noticed that in P there are only five plagues.
P s object is to make them all specifically Egyptian.
The second, third, and fourth follow the natural order

of certain phenomena which are of regular recurrence

in Egypt (cp Macalister, Plagues, Hast. DB 8892^,
but see criticism below, 3). They are also wrought by
Aaron by means of his rod or magic staff. Hence their

co-ordination with the rod-and-serpent miracle, and
their separation from the death of the firstborn and the

destruction of the Egyptians in the yam suph (see RED
SEA). These two events, however, serve as an appendix
to the list of portents ;

in the case of the yam suph
the stretching forth of the rod is specially mentioned.
Thus even with P the sacred number seven is duly
recognised.

In J the plagues strictly deserve the name: their

one object is to break down the resistance of Pharaoh.
Hence nothing is said about the rod and the serpent,
and the death of the firstborn can be included. There
is no human agency in the sending and in the removal
of these calamities. All that Moses has to do is to

announce the plague, and at Pharaoh s request to

intercede for its removal. Moreover the events are

described realistically. It is only in the circumstances
that the miraculous element appears. Natural succession

has nothing to do with this arrangement ; they are in

an ascending scale of severity. Moreover, it is only the

first three that are quite specifically Egyptian.
E, as we have seen elsewhere

( MOSES, 8), coin

cides to some extent with P in the importance attached
to the wonder-working staff. Hence the wonderful
works are at once credentials of Moses (who is the agent),
and proofs of the might of him by whom Moses is sent.

That E s heptad is less perfectly preserved than J s is a
mere accident.

The last of the plagues is the only one that is dated ;

the death of the firstborn was in the spring in the month

3 Period
^ ^ib. P gives one the impression that

blow follows on blow without any pause.
E, too, since there is no mention of constantly renewed

negotiations, presupposes a rapid succession of blows.

Still, one of the plagues requires three days (Ex. 10 22f. ),
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and afterwards the Israelites have time enough to obtain
ornaments from the Egyptians. It is in J that the

longest time is required for the due observance of solemn
formalities, etc. Even in J, however, it is a question

only of days, not of months
; otherwise, indeed, Pharaoh

would have had time to plan new measures of oppression.
We can hardly therefore venture with Macalister (Hast.

Z&amp;gt;/73392^) to suppose that, in the intention of the nar

rators, the plagues are to be spread over the period
between August and the following April.

It is unnecessary to give a complete investigation here
of the natural phenomena described in the narratives.

_ , .. See the various illustrative articles e.g. ,

LICE, ELY, BOIL, HAIL, LOCUST, FIRST
BORN. Let us notice, however, that P s first sign that

of the rod and the serpent (Ex. 7 9) is the converse of the
common juggler s trick of benumbing venomous serpents
so that they are as stiff as rods (cp SERPENT, 3).
Macalister (Hast. DB 388oa) states that he has seen both
a snake and a crocodile thrown by hypnotism into com
plete rigidity. Unintentionally supplementing this,

Ohnefalsch-Richter (Kypros, i95/. ) compares the snake-
staves (staves ending with the heads of snakes) of

Cyprus, which he thinks originally belonged to sorcerers.

The plague of the water made blood is no mere natural

phenomenon, though it may seem to resemble one. The
Nile in Egypt towards the close of June changes colour
from the successive floods turbid with mud. In eight
or ten days it has turned from grayish-blue to dark red,

occasionally of so intense a colour as to look like newly
shed blood. The Red Nile, however, is not unwhole
some like the Green Nile (Maspero, Dawn of Civ. 23),
and when a famous hymn to the Nile (RP^ 43 ;

RPW
851) speaks of the unkindness of the Nile as bringing
destruction to the fishes, it is the Nile at its lowest (first

half of June) that is meant.
The plague of frogs is one that would frequently occur

in Egypt but for the ibis. The bird, by seeking its

proper food, does the country a singular service, freeing
it from vermin, which, were they to remain and rot,

would certainly occasion a stench mortal to men and
beasts (Hasselquist, Voyages, 86).

It is stated respecting the locusts that they were

brought by an east wind (onp rrn, 10 13). It is not
often that this wind brings locusts to Egypt ;

on the

other hand, it would be a perfectly natural phenomenon
in Palestine where the writer lived. The writer of ,

living in Egypt, substitutes the VOTOS or south(-west)
wind. That locusts were in fact dreaded by ancient

agriculturists in Egypt is attested by Erman, though
Hasselquist ( Voyages, 233) states as the result of inquiry,
that they at least never occasion a plagus to the country
(Egypt), as they do in other places.
The plague of darkness reminds one forcibly of the

darkness of a great sand-storm such as the Hamsln (S.
or SW.

) brings in early spring. This electrical wind

may be expected during the twenty-five days before and
the twenty-days after the vernal equinox (hence its name
Aatnsin = $o). It blows, however, only for two or three

or four days at a time. The Erench traveller Denon

(Voyages, ap. Di.
)
remarks that the dust-clouds of the

Hamsln sometimes travel in streaks, so that some parts
of a country might be free from the pernicious blast (cp
Ex. 1023^, but all the bne Israel had light in their

dwellings ).

1

It has been thought by some that the death of the

firstborn was due to plague. The parallelism of 2 K.
1935 Is.3736 might suggest this; but though a pesti
lential disease might, as Dr. C. Creighton points out,
fall upon one class of people and spare another, the

narrative distinctly confines its incidence to the Egyptian
firstborn of men and beasts, which cannot be called a
class in Dr. Creighton s sense. We are evidently to

suppose the direct agency of a supernatural being called

1 Elsewhere E presupposes that Israelites and Misrites dwelt

together. See Baentsch s note, and Beke, I.e.
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PLAGUES, THE TEN
the destroyer (see DESTROYER); cp Ex.1223 Ps.

7849/. (for emendation see col. 3785, note i).

A fresh light, however, seems to be thrown on the

story by the well-grounded theory that the scene of the

T tVi f string narrative in Gen. 22i-i4wasorigin-

|| ally placed in Jerahmeelite or Musrite
rn -

territory, not far (probably) from Kadesh ;

see MORIAH, and cp Winckler, GI 244, n. i.

The object of that legendary narrative was to oppose
the practice of sacrificing firstborn sons which must have

been prevalent in the land of Musri where Israelitish

clans (represented alike by Abraham and by Moses) prob

ably sojourned (cp ISAAC, JACOB, MOSES). It is difficult

not to think that the tradition on which the narrative in

Ex. 1229-36 was based had a similar object.
1 The clans

of Israel, it was probably said, came out from Misrim,
from the house of the Arabians (Ex. 13s, emended, see

MOSES, n), because Yahwe had told them not to go
on sacrificing their firstborn sons, but to redeem them

(Ex. 13 n^). There was a time when the divine voice

had spoken otherwise (cp Gen. 222) ;
but now that voice

bade them leave their native land, like Abraham, rather

than persist in an antiquated and undesirable religious

practice. When the story of the peaceful Exodus (see

MOSES, n) from Misrim (Musri) was transformed into

the story of an Exodus in trembling haste from the

land of Misraim (Egypt), from the house of servants, it

became necessary to reshape the old tradition, so as to

make the slaying of the firstborn of the Egyptian Misrites

the punishment inflicted upon the foreign oppressors by
the offended Yahwe. In a word, it became a plague,
and the imagination of great narrators was at once stirred

to produce other plagues to accompany it.

Taking the institution of the Passover (p/safi] in con

nection with the slaying of the firstborn of the Misrim,
one may ask whether the original tradition must not have

represented the paschal sacrifice as Israel s substitute for

the sacrifice of the firstborn of men (cp Gen. 22 13). We
are not at all obliged to accept this representation (cp
y?5(2 365) ;

the simplest and most natural view of this

characteristically Arabian practice (cp RS^ 227) is

different. See FIRSTBORN, PASSOVER. But it is one
which would naturally suggest itself at a certain stage of

religious reflection.

It is useless to appeal in behalf of the historicity of

the ten plagues to the threefold tradition of JEP, or

to the comparatively accurate local colouring. Egypt
ologists inform us that Min-mes was the name of the

chief magician under Rameses II., and that Me(r)neptah
lost a son. What critical use can we possibly make of

these facts ? Egyptian history is silent on all the points
of real critical importance. Even OT critics have thought
it worth while to conjecture that some calamities which

may have fallen upon Egypt and facilitated the Exodus

may have been transformed into the so-called plagues.
A needless suggestion, even from a conservative critical

point of view. The fact of the migration, and the super
natural powers of the leader being granted, it was natural

to make the departure of the Israelites as full of the

marvellous as possible, in order to enhance the greatness
of Yahwe.

In truth it is a theologoumenon that we have before

us, and as such the story of the plagues is of deep interest.

P ,. . Let us close this article with a descrip-

charactefisScs.
tion (f.^ 1^ P- 57) of the dis-

tmctive religious characteristics of the

three great narrators.

The Yahwe of J is the Yahwe who personally inter

feres with the course of nature, and manifests himself as

lord of the elements, who makes his personal presence

everywhere felt, and transacts history under our very

eyes. E s conception of God is more abstract ; still

moreo is that of P. In both Yahwe is seated above

1 The connection between the story in Ex. 12 29^ and that
of the sacrifice of Isaac has been pointed out by Frazer, Golden

Bought), 2 49, who, however, works out the idea quite differently.
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the world and does not interfere personally in its affairs.

The growing tendency to introduce intermediate agents
between God and the world finally led to the later de

velopment of the doctrine of angels. Above all let us
in conclusion remember that God is not banished from
the history of Israel even if the Exodus was attended

by no physical signs and wonders, no slaughter of the

Egyptian firstborn, no drowning of a hostile king in the

Red Sea. T. K. c.

PLAIN, corresponds to seven Hebrew words in OT
and one Greek word in NT.

1. 73X, dbel, a meadow ( 89-100); so Judg. 1133, mg.

(ABEL-CHERAMIM).
2. J17N, clan, oak (?), or perhaps rather sacred tree (see

OAK, TEREBINTH). Only in place-names; thus Gen. 126, see
MOKEH ; 13 18 14 13, see MAMKE ; Judg. 4 n 06 37, see BEZAA-
NANNIM

; 18.103, see TABOR, ALI.ON-BACHUTH. Here AV,
like Vg. ,

is guided by the euphemistic rendering of the Targg.

( &quot;Ity C), but & and Pesh. render correctly.

3. HJ?p3&amp;gt;
bik ah, a highland plain (see VALLEY).

4. &quot;133, kikkdr, circle, often applied to some part of the

Jordan valley, primarily the district of Jericho, see JORDAN, 2

(&amp;lt;S generally^ Trepi^wposor rairepixcopa [BNADEFL], less often

YI jrepioifcos [BADEL], and in two passages treated as a proper
name

;
2 S. 18 23, Ke\ap [BL], Kai\ap [A] ; Neh. 3 22, axeXaP [B],

aXXex aP [A], XeXaP [N]. where &amp;lt;5

L confusing 3 with 3 has irpiaro-

TOKOV) called by Jos. (BJ iv.82) TO jx.eya TreSiov a still common name
for which is no. 6. In Neh. 3 22 the word plain, RVmg- circuit,

probably means district (of Jerusalem). On 2 S. IS 23 ( by the

way of the plain, RV) see MAHANAIM, and cp Wi. GI 2 235.

5. IV^ D, miser, level land, as, e.g., in Is.404( the rugged
shall become a level land ; AV the crooked shall be made
straight ), but very often in the specialised sense of the table
land of MOAB {q.v., and cp SHARON], e.g., Josh. 13 9 ihf, (AV
inDt.443, plain country =

77777} TTJ neSivfi [BAL]). oftenest

treats it as a proper name (ju.fc]icra)p [BXAFQL], fiiaiap [A once]),
but sometimes renders neSiov, TreSioj.

6.
illHJ!, drdbdh, preserved in RV (and Josh. 18 18 AV) as a

proper name, Arabah, meaning the whole depression from the
Sea of Galilee to the Gulf of Akaba, the S. part of which is still

called W. el Araba ; see DESERT, jj 2 (4), 3 (2). We also hear
of the plains (^arbotli) of Jericho (e.g., 2 K. 25 5) ; for this

phrase and also for s renderings see ARABAH, but cp MOAB,
i, n. i. In 2 S. 1.) 28 and 17 16 Kr., the plains of the wilder

ness (l3TDrT ni3iy) might mean the plains of Jericho (cp
2 K. 25 5) ; still, though the versions (but see L) support Kr., the
Kt. reading, the fords of the wilderness&quot; (adopted by RV ; AV
plain, plains ), is preferable. See FORDS; FERRY-BOAT. L

in 2 S. 1528 eTrl rrjs eAcuas iv rrj epjjfia) (cp W. 18 23).

7. rPBC
,
sephclah, lowland, very frequent, e.g., Jer. 1726

Ob. 19 Zech. 7 7 ; usually rendered in AV vale, valley, valleys,&quot;

by RV everywhere correctly lowland. See SHEPHELAH.
In EV ig- of Gen. 145 nil? ( a level place ), regarded in the

text as part of a pr. n. (see KIRIATHAIM and cp SHAVEH in v.

17), is rendered plain, as is vjf, tree (Tep[e]/xtV#ou [AK], repe-

fiivdov [L], similarly Pesh. ; Vg. campestria) in AV lf. of Gen.
146. See EL-PARAN, and cp the explanation above under (2).

8. The only Greek word in the NT to be recorded is TreSipo?

(both 7reS[e]ii&amp;gt;d? and irefiiW are frequent in (B and Apoc.). In
Lk. 617 AV, stood in the plain should be stood on a spot in

the plain (en-i TOTTOU -rre&ivov), i.e., at the foot of the mountain

(according to Mk. and Lk. probably some definite hill near

Capernaum) referred to in v. 12. RV renders on a level place,
as if some flat place on the side of the mountain. Plummer
remarks that this would suit the multitudes bringing sick people
to be healed better than a plateau high up the mountain, irf&iov

Judith 1 5 (borders of Ragau) 1 6 (of Anoch) 1 8 (of Esdraelon)
2 2 i (of Bectileth) 2 27 (of Damascus) 83 [BA] (fields of wheat) 4 5

(fields) 4 6 (open country near Dothaim) 5 i (champaign countries)

4 (fields) ti ii (plain) 7 18 (plain) S 3 (field) 14 2 (field) 15 2 (plain)
Wisd. 19 7 Ecclus. 24 14 i Mace. 3 24 (plain

= Shephelah) 4 6 14f.
21 552 1071 73 77 83 11 67^ 1249 13 13 148 165 ii 2 Mace. 1433.

PLAIN, CITIES OF THE (ifc^BPI ny), Dt.3io.

See ADMAH AND ZEBOIM, SODOM AND GOMORRAH,
BELA, ZOAR ;

also (Dt. 3io) MOAB.

PLAISTER. Passing over with brief mention the

plaister (Dan. 5s, &quot;V3, glr ; KONI&M&) of the wall

on which MENE, MENE (q.v. )
was written, directions as

to plaistering anew the leprous house (Lev. 1442,

n-1D, e5&amp;lt;\Aeichco), the plaister in Jer. 30i 3 (RVm -

for n?yri, but inconsistently not in 46 n), and the verb

to plaister (l&quot;n?D)
in Is. 8821, the last two of which

references have to do with wounds (see MEDICINE, and for
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Is. , I.e. , FlG, 3), we pause on the command of Moses in

Dt. 27 2 that the Israelites set up great stones andplaister
them with plaister (T I1 7T&, KONIAC6IC KONI&.
cake levigabis}. If the text is correct, the plaistering

which means here giving a coat of gypsum (see LIME)
stands in close relation to the recording of the words

of this law. The word used for this recording is ana,

which, according to Dillmann, means writing with ink

(cp 17 18 Sig), but, according to Driver, inscribing with

some special pigment analogous to that employed in the

wall-paintings and inscriptions of Egypt. The exegetical

question, however, must be subordinated to a historical

and text-critical one.

If as many converging phenomena show there was an older

story of the migration of certain Israelite clans, which said no

thing of crossing the Jordan, and represented the immediate

goal of the migration to be the Negeb (see MOSES, 6 ;

NEGEB), and if the text of Dt. 1 i and 11 29 has been correctly
restored elsewhere (Sui H, MOREH), it follows that the text of
Dt. 27 2 needs careful revision in accordance with those passages.
The duty is in fact urgent, for the commentaries are by no means
satisfactory, and we are justified in building on the well-grounded
textual emendations referred to. The scene of the address
of Moses to the Israelites was originally represented as opposite
Zarephath (1 i), and the mountains spoken of in 1129
were in Arab-jerahmeel, at the entrance of Cusham, in the

I

land of the Kenites. Consequently it becomes natural to

emend 27 2 thus, When ye have passed through Jerahmeel
to the land . . . thou shall set thee up great stones in

Zareplifitlt of Missur. (Cp ZAKEPHATH.) See Crit. Bib.

The words of this law were presumably to be engraved (cp
Now. Arc/i. 1290, and WRITING), not, however, on the altar-

stones (as the writer of Josh. S 32 supposed), but on the great
stones, which were of course not unhewn like the altar-stones.

T. K. C.

PLAITS (Dnin), Cant. 1 10 f. RV. See NECKLACE.

PLANE (nWXpO, TTApArPM&amp;gt; C P Aq. in Q*]
BNAQl

1 om.
),

Is. 44 13!. incomplete and corrupt.

Cp HANDICRAFTS, 2.

PLANE TREE AV Chestnut Tree (flltf, armdn;

TTAATANOC- Gen. 3037 \ eAATH, Ezek. 31 8f [Th. nA&amp;lt;\-

TANOC])- The Hebrew name is most likely connected

with a root meaning to scale off (Ges. Thes.
),
and is

thus appropriate to the plane (Platan/is orientalis, L.
)

which peels annually. According to Tristram (NHD,
345) who says we never saw the chestnut in Palestine,

excepting planted in orchards in Lebanon the plane
is frequent by the sides of streams and in plains, both

on the coast and in the northern parts of the country.
... It is common on the banks of the Upper Jordan,
and of the Leontes, where it overhangs the water. The
identification is supported by nearly all ancient authorities,

though goes astray in Ezek. 318. The mistaken

rendering of AV is of Jewish origin.

For the &quot;Win, tidhdr, of Is. 41 19 60 :3t RVnig-, see PINE, 2.

. N. M.

PLANETS (nftjD), 2 K. 23 5 EV. See STARS.

PLANTINGS OF ADONIS (D JDW TIM), Is. 17 10

RVm~- See ADONIS.

PLATE, i. EV rendering of
j-s, sis; Trera\ov ;

lamina), the golden object in the high priest s mitre, Ex. 28 36 etc.

See MITRE, if.
2. ra

1

?, Ifiiih
(&amp;lt;B om.), an obscure term in the description of

the bases of the molten sea, i K. 7 36.

3. C 3~!D, sfranim (TO. irpo(re\ovTa.), axles of bronze belonging
to bronze wheels, i K. 7 30.

4. D nB, pallium (AeTriSes), thin plates of metal, Ex.393 Nu.

1~3 [1638]. Cp EMBROIDERY, OUCHES.

PLATFORM (TlBy), 2 K. 11 14 23 3 RV&quot;
1

*-, EV
PILLAR (q.v. ).

PLATTER (niN&amp;lt;\2), Lk. 11 39 . See CHARGER, 3;
also meals, 9.

PLEDGE (73n, habol; eNeXYP^CMOC or-MA , Ezek.

18 12 16 33 15 [A jpexvpoi ], or B13JJ, iibot, ivf\vpov, Dt.

24io^:; also
Jijj?, erdbon appafiuv, Gen. 38 17 1820, whilst

n3&quot;lj?, arubbah, occurs once in a general sense (i S. 17 18, token,
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1. Practice.

PLEDGE
see BDB ; (ZSAoo-a av \pjjta&amp;lt;riv, &amp;lt;B

I! omits, (B L TO epov/3a) and
when used in a technical legal sense means security (Prov.
17 i8f). The corresponding verbs are 315;, to give in pawn,
to pledge, and also to become security, and

^an&amp;gt;
to take

something in pawn or pledge.

Elsewhere (LAW AND JUSTICE, 16) it is pointed
out that the old legislation as to pledges goes on the

supposition that indebtedness between
Israelites can only have its origin in the

poverty of one of the parties which compels him to have

recourse to his more prosperous brother for a loan

of the means of subsistence. The provisions even of

the oldest legislation on this subject, and still more
those of Dt. , have therefore the express tendency and
intention to protect the poor debtor against the oppres
sion of his creditor. The usual method adopted by the

creditor to secure his money was to exact a pledge.
Houses and vineyards were so given (Neh. 5 3), although
as to the form in which this was done we learn nothing.
From Neh. 5s/l compared with 5s it would appear
that the mortgaged land passed into the possession of

the creditor and was redeemed only by repayment of

the loan. So far as earlier times are concerned, we
read nothing about the mortgaging of lands, nor yet
does the law mention such a thing ;

we are thus left in

ignorance as to what the ancient custom was in this

respect. If the needy person had no land he could

give his sons and daughters in pledge ;
when this

happened they passed into the possession of the creditor

as slaves (Neh. 5s ; see SLAVERY) ;
where loans of

comparatively small amount were concerned the creditor

took such pledge as suited him from the household

goods of the debtor such as clothing, hand-mill, or

other domestic implement, staff or signet-ring (cp Gen.

8818).
The old law in the Book of the Covenant intervenes

in behalf of the debtor so far at least, as to enact that if

_ the pledge be the upper garment or mantle
. aws.

j t must be returneci to j ts owner before

nightfall, for it is his only covering : wherein shall he

sleep? (Ex.2226/.). Garments seem, as a rule, to

have been favourite pledges (Am. 28 Job 226 Prov.

20x627x3).
Dt. , with the humane disposition which it everywhere

displays (cp DEUTERONOMY, 32, col. 1093), extends

the law of the Book of the Covenant just stated so as to

prohibit the pledging of necessaries altogether. That
articles necessary to life must not be pledged is the

plain meaning of Dt., although the law does not express
this generally but only in a series of detailed enactments :

the garments of a widow, the hand-mill, or even only a

part of it, may not be taken in pledge, for that would
be to take a man s life in pledge (Dt. 24617). In

particular and this is an important check upon the

exorbitance of the rich creditor the creditor is no

longer to have the right he seems formerly to have had,
of going in person into the house of the debtor and

choosing a pledge at his own discretion, but must stay
outside before the door of the borrower and wait to

receive what the latter may choose to give by way of

pledge. The proviso that the pledge must be restored

before nightfall is repeated here also
; although the ex

pression is worded general 1} , we ought, no doubt, to

see here a reference to the mantle in the first instance,

as in the case of the earlier law, for it is added : that he

(the debtor) may sleep in his own garment (Dt. 24 10-13).

That the law was abundantly justified in its interposition

against the merciless abuse of the system of pledging,
but also that on the other hand it did not succeed in

doing away with all hardship and even sometimes

played into the hands of the unjust rich in their oppres
sion and overreaching of the poor is clear from the

many complaints upon the subject (Am. 28 Ezek.

1871216 33 15 Job 226 24s Prov. 20 16 27 13 Neh.52/!).
In later Jewish times the law of pledges often supplied the

means of evading the strict sabbath law which forbade any pay
ment of money on that day ; the buyer gave, instead of the
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PLEIADES
money for goods received, a pledge usually his upper garment
which was redeemed when the sabbath ended, at sunset.

Security, that is a pledge given by a third party, is

strangely enough never mentioned in the earlier period,
_ . . nor alluded to in the Book of the Covenant

r * or in D. It is not till the later literature

is reached that many warnings against the danger
of suretyship show how common it was, and with what
disastrous results it was often attended (Prov. Gift 11 15

17 18 20 1622 26 /. Job 17s Ecclus. 8i2/. 29 M^). Cp
DEPOSIT, EARNEST. i. B.

PLEIADES (niO 3 ; TTANTA [BAQ]in Am. 58? ARK -

TOYPON i&quot; Job 99? [so Aq. Am. 58] nAei&Aec in Job
8831 ? with Sym. and so Sym. Th. Am. 58), either Sirius,

if this is not rather the bow-star of Job 38 36, or the

Pleiades (which may, however, bethe Ayish of Job 8832;
see STARS,

3&amp;lt;r,
and Che. JBL 17 [1898] 105).

PLOUGH. See AGRICULTURE, 3/
PLUMBLINE (^ ; A^AMAC [BAQ], trulla [trowel]

ccementarii}, Am. 7?/t- See LEAD and HANDI
CRAFTS, i, 2.

PLUMMET. 1
i. n^peHp, miskdletk (2 K. 21 13,

0ra0/iioi&amp;gt; [B], orator [AL]), or ri.^WD, misktleth (Is. 28 17,

&amp;lt;TTa9fj.oi [BNAQT], mensura). See HANDICRAFTS, if.
2. In Is. 34 1 1 RV has plummet of emptiness for ?ni&quot;32N,

abne bohu (AV stones of emptiness ; reads differently, but

yecojueTpta seems to stand for mx, perpendiculum in desola-

tionetii).

3. ^&quot;lari J3NH, ha-eben habbedll, Zech. 4 10
;

lit. the stonei

the tin, so AV&quot;ig-
; TOV \i&ov TOV Kacro-iTepivov [BNAQr, KO.V-

&amp;lt;ri.ofpi.ov N*] ; lapidem stanneimi). But the stone of tin

(AVmg.) is scarcely grammatical, 2 nor is plummet the term
that is wanted here, but rather E Nin |3Nn (cp r/. 7) i.e., the

top-stoning. px, however, would suffice here, and since ^H3?l
cannot have sprung out of

e&amp;gt;n-in, it is better to suppose that it

is either an incorrect gloss (Marti, Nowack) or a corruption of
SzniT T3i or of some name corresponding to ^3317 (see ZERUB-
BABEL).

T&amp;gt; K c
POCHERETH-HAZZEBAIM (D^-yn rm S, or,

Neh.
, D^^-yn) AV, RV POCHERETH OF ZEBAIM. The

names of two families reckoned among the sons of
Solomon s servants (or rather men of Salmsean
Arabia, see SOLOMON S SERVANTS, CHILDREN OF)
rolled into one.

Ezra 2 57 (viol &amp;lt;j&amp;gt;aa-pad
viol acre/Suet)/ [B], . . .

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;a.K&amp;lt;-pa.9
. . .

atrefttaeifi [A], . . .
&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;aKepa.9

Ttav arafiioeifji [L] ; Neh. 7 59 . . .

&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;a.Kapad [B], &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;axapa.T ({&amp;lt;],
&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;axapa.O [A], . . .

&amp;lt;7a/3aei|U. ; . . .

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;a.icepa.9
. . .

&amp;lt;ra/3ioei/u. [L]).
In i Esd. 534, however, as in

&amp;lt; above, Zebaim (AV
SABI, RV SABIE

; &amp;lt;ra/3(e)t7/ [BA], r(av
&amp;lt;ra/3wet/x [L]) is

distinct from Pochereth (AV PHACARETH
; &amp;lt;pa.Ka.pfO

[BA], (ftaKfpad [L]). and the sense hunter of gazelles
is in itself improbable for a family-name (see, however,
NAMES, 96). AV is, therefore, more correct than RV,
except that sons of should have been prefixed to

Zebaim. Pochereth is parallel IO.HASSOPHERETH (q.v. )

in v. 55, which we take to mean ZAREPHATH (a N.
Arabian place). It is grouped with Shephati[ah] (i.e. ,

Zarephathite), with Hattil (i.e., Ahit[al] = Rehobothi),
with Zebaim, and with Ami or rather Adlon (see i Esd.

534, viol ad\ui&amp;gt;, cp SHAPHAT, S) = Q^J;, probably a

corruption of &quot;jxcrrT (MT o^iy, Adullam). On the

analogy of SOPHERETH for Zarephath, we may read
Rehoboth for Pochereth, so that two Rehobothite

clan-names (misread Hattil and Pochereth) are men
tioned together. Zebaim, too, seems to be a place-
name

; cp c Nzs (see ZEBOIM). T. K. c.

POETICAL LITERATURE
Its amount ( i). Prophetic ( 5/).
Survey incomplete ( 2). Later ( 7).
Three periods ( 3). Metre ( 8).
Six species ( 4). Other artifices ( 9).

Bibliography ( 10).

Poetry occupies a large space in the OT, even if we
1

i.e., plumbet.
2 Cp C. H. H. Wright, Zechariah, p. 550.
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take note only of the poetical books in the stricter sense,

1 Amount of
V z

&quot;
Psamis

&amp;gt; Proverbs, Job, Canticles,

noetrv in OT Lamentations. The number of these

will be increased if we include Ko-
hdleth on the one hand, in which the restraints of

metrical form give place to the freedom of poetic prose,
and on the other hand Ecclesiasticus, Wisdom, and the
Psalms of Solomon, which were not received into the
canon.

In reality, however, poetry plays a much greater part
than this in the literature of the OT. In the Torah
and the Former Prophets (Josh.-2K.) we find many
songs and lyric fragments, and the Later Prophets
(Is. -Mai. )

are full of poetry.
Yet we have not the means of obtaining a complete

survey of the history of Hebrew poetry, and for the

following three reasons :

(i. )
Much lost. First, it is plain that

2. Complete
survey

impossible.
only a small fraction of the poetical

pieces once in existence has been pre
served in the OT. The earliest collections are lost.

We no longer possess the Book of the Righteous
(AV of Jasher ;

RV of Jashar ; ne&amp;gt;n nso, Josh.

10 13 [om. BA] ;
28. 1 18 [/St/SXiV TOV fvdovs, or ei)Wws]

i K. 853 [/3. rrjs ydrjs : BAL] = TE n, i.e.
, -itrn, the

whole phrase being omitted in MT [see JASHAR, BOOK
OF]), or the Book of the WARS OF THE LORD
(Nu. 21 14, ,TI,T nbnSp nap ; /3i/3Xty II6Xe/uos TOV Kvpiov

[B], /ft^SXcp II. [TOV] Kvpiov [AL]), or the 3000 proverbs
and 1005 songs that i K. 5i2/. [432 /.] assigns to

Solomon which have nothing in common with the

collections traditionally associated with his name that

are still extant. Of the wealth of popular poetry

wedding - songs, dirges, drinking-songs (Am. 65),
recitations of rhapsodists (Nu. 2127) nothing has
reached us but a few specimens and illustrations. Of
the older devotional poetry too (Am. 523) we have not
now the means of forming any true idea. Naturally
the men to whom we owe the selection and arrangement
of the sacred writings sternly suppressed all those old

poetic productions that were too obviously in conflict

with the spirit of the (later) religion of Yahwe.

(ii. )
Uncertain date and authorship. Secondly,

even in regard to the poems that have been preserved,
we can only occasionally determine the date of composi
tion, still more rarely the authorship. Much as the

Israelites wrote, they were devoid of the real spirit of

the man of letters, and never cared for what we call the

history of literature. Neither did the poets themselves
work for future literary glory, nor did the general public
trouble itself much about the authorship of what it read
or sang. We must not be misled by the superscriptions
in Psalms and Proverbs. It is not on any tradition or

even a primitive literary criticism that they rest. They
are prefixed to the poems with the arbitrariness and

undiscerning recklessness that characterise the historical

attempts of the last centuries, B.C. [Cp PSALMS,

PROVERBS.]

Besides, a comparison of the Hebrew, Greek, Syriac, and
other Aramaic texts, shows that the superscriptions varied greatly
indifferent MSS. So long, therefore, as we know hardly a single

poet, and only exceptionally the occasion and object of the

poems, and their date and manifold mutual relations, a history
of poetry cannot but be incomplete.

iii. Lack of information about metre and music.

A third consideration adds to our uncertainty. We
know that the Israelites used definite metrical forms,
and that their songs were provided with an accompani
ment of more or less artistic instrumental music (see

Music). We have, however, but few positive data on
the subject, and these, some of which are concealed in

the Psalm superscriptions, are, for the most part, unin

telligible to us. We are consequently often in doubt
where prose passes into metrical poetry, and one com
mentator will find clearly marked verses and strophes,
where another will find plain prose, or at best a poetical
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style. Almost the whole of the prophetic literature is

involved at the present time in this ambiguity.
If, notwithstanding these difficulties, the attempt

3 Th e
must be made to determine the great out-

. , standing periods in the history of Hebrew

poetry, the following must be distinguished.
i. The period of popular poetry, from the beginning

of Israelitish history to the age of written prophecy.

[Cp 10, B. Popular poetry. ] From the earliest

times down to Solomon we may call the pre-literary

age ; much was sung, but little written. Its most

important documents are the Song of Deborah

(Judg. 5), the Blessing of Jacob (Gen. 49), and the

elegies of David (2 S. 13).
1 From Solomon onwards

the art of reading aud writing seems to have spread

widely in Israel. Since the popular connection attested

by the author of i K.
5i2/&quot;. [4 32^] of the proverbs

and songs referred to above with the name of Solomon,
can hardly be entirely destitute of foundation of some
kind, we may probably assume that Solomon had the

3000 proverbs and fables treating of all beasts and

plants written down, either in whole or in part, for the

glorification of his power, though it is quite improbable
that so many fables and maxims replete with cosmo

politan wisdom should have originated within the limits

of Israel, much less have been composed by the king
himself. If we are to credit Solomon with this step it

could not fail to lead to further production, and may
have laid broader foundations for the rise of a poetic
literature, of which unhappily we possess few relics.

ii. The second period, from Amos to Ezra, we may
call the prophetic. Judged by such remains as have
reached us, the prophets are, in both the stricter and
the wider sense of the term, the most distinguished

poets of this age, and even the poems that we owe to

other authors Job, Lamentations, the songs of the

Servant of Yahwe are subject to their influence. If

we exclude a very few narrative pieces, Amos, Hosea,
Micah, Isaiah, Nahum, Habakkuk, Deutero-Isaiah,
and (to coin a new term) Trito-Isaiah (Is. 56-66) write

in strict poetic form. The same seems to be true

of the original notes of Jeremiah, although these are

now indeed in great measure obscured by additions,
made either by himself or by others, which are more or

less of the nature of prose. Ezekiel frequently inter

sperses poetical pieces among his prose writings.
iii. The third period likewise contains many prophetic

poems ; but it is pious lyric and didactic poetry that

preponderates poetry founded on the Law and on a

scheme of ethics, the key-word of which is the fear of

God. Little secular poetry has found a place in the

Canon (examples are Ps. 45 Is. 23 15/. ).

We should reach about the same results if we

adopted as a principle of classification the various

4 Snecies of
sPecies of PoetT-

i. Common life. The poetry of com-
TDOGtrV* J man life is common to all periods.

Mourning women skilled in the dirge, wise women,
mothers, teaching their daughters to lament the dead,
are known to Amos (016) and Jeremiah (9 17 19) as well

as to the NT (see MOURNING CUSTOMS, i). And
equally common will have been the songs of joy to

which women in their processional dances played the

tabret and carousers plucked the guitar (see Music,

3 [ J
] ; DANCE, 5). The Song of the Well (see

BKER), which Nu.
Sli;/&quot;. assigns to nomadic times,

could also have been produced 1000 years later.

ii. Epic. On the other hand, epic poetry is for us

confined to the first period. Unfortunately so little of

it has been preserved that before the decipherment of

the cuneiform literature it was even supposed that the

Semites had no epic poetry.

(i) In reality, however, Israel actually possessed epic

poems with mythical features. The reference to the

primeval contest between the god of light and the

1 See JUDGES, 7 ; GENESIS, 8(6) ; SAMUEL (BOOKS).
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powers of chaos in Is. 51 9 and in Job 7 12 9 13 26
reminds us of the cosmogonic myths of the northern
Semites (see CREATION, LEVIATHAN, RAHAH). These

myths, however, which, though a product not of

religious instinct, but of poetic philosophic thought,

spring up only on the soil of nature-religion, must have

undergone a radical transformation when poetically

wrought up by an adherent of Yahwe, the god of plain

history. In Gen. 61-4, too, we seem to detect features

of the poetry of mythic epos ;
it bespeaks a poetic

original, e.g. , when we read in 7 . i that daughters were
born to men a prose writer would have spoken of sons

and daughters.

(2) Other poems again take us from the realm of

myth more into that of legend. From the culture-

legend of the people of Kain (cp CAINITES), of which
we have an abridgment in Gen. 416-24, we have (a) the

Song of Lamech (v. 23/1 ).
Then there are frag

ments of song telling of Yahwe s coming down from
heaven, the material of which is not Israelitish in origin.
One of these underlies the narrative of () the Baby
lonian tower-building

1

(Gen. 11 1-9), the author of which
rather clumsily mixes up prose and verse. The follow

ing is in verse :

v. 3. Come, we will make brick,
And bake them till they are hard.

v. 4. Come, let us build a city,
And a tower with its head in heaven,
And let us make us a landmark,
That we be not scattered over the earth

v. 7. Come, let us go down.
And confound there their speech.

It is clear that the last distich belongs to the poetic

original, as the prose writer has already made Yahwe
come down in v. 5. Some strophes of (c) a second

song have been subsequently inserted into the Yahwistic

story of the overthrow of Sodom (Gen. 18 /. ),
a story

which they do not at all suit. The first strophe

(1820f.) plants us in heaven :

The cry of Sodom and Gomorrah, ah ! it is great ;

And their sin, ah I it is very grievous ;

I will g down and see whether . . .

Or, if it be not so, I must know.

Here the poet must have told of Yahwe s coming
down. Farther on we read (19 24 f. )

:

And Yahwe rained on Sodom and Gomorrah,
Brimstone and fire came from Yahwe out of heaven,

And he overthrew the cities and the whole district,
And all that dwelt in the cities and all the fruit of the ground

That these strophes are not the work of the Yahwist is clear,

apart from their poetic diction, from the following considera
tions : (i) 19 24^ separates the prose account of Lot

(r&amp;gt;. 23) from
that of his wife (v. 26) ; (2) the Yahwist always speaks simply of
Sodom, whilst these strophes, and later allusions to them, speak
also of Gomorrah ; (3) according to the Yahwist Sodom is

destroyed by the two men that came thither, whilst, according
to the poet, this is the work of Yahwe from heaven

; (4) the
determination of Yahwe (IS 2oyC) to go down conflicts with the

prose narrative it is either a descent into the vale of Sodom
that is meant, in which case the Yahwist does not after all make
Yahwe go down at all, or it is a corning down from heaven to

earth, in which case the determination is quite out of place in

chap. 18, where Yahwe is already on earth.

That the subject-matter of the poems is not old

Israelitish seems sufficiently proved by the fact of

Yahwe s being thought of as dwelling in heaven. The
Sodom legend is pre- Israelite

; the story of the Tower of

Babel must have grown up among people to whom the

tower served as a landmark the caravans of the desert.

(3) Not only myth and legend, however, but also real

history is represented in song. The rhapsodists, whose
recitations kept alive the lays of popular history, are

called in Nu. 21 27 Mo&lim (oWto)i and would seem,

to judge from the usage elsewhere of the word masdl (cp

PROVERB), to have also recited satirical songs on living

persons. In the earlier days songs, treating of the fights

and heroes so dear to the heart of peoples still in their

youth, are, for the most part, improvised by the women,
1 See BABEL, TOWER OF, and cp Crit. Bib.
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and naturally only in exceptional cases handed down to

later generations. It appears to the present writer

possible that (a) Ex. 152i, the couplet that extols in

glad wonder the unimagined might of the desert god :

Sing to Yahwe, for he hath greatly exalted himself;
The horse and his rider hath he cast into the sea,

is really to be attributed to Miriam, whilst the long poem
w. 2-19 is certainly a quite late artificial product (cp
EXODUS [BOOK], 6). Moreover it is probable that a

poem underlies the description of
(i&amp;gt;)

the Red Sea

catastrophe in Ex. 14 24/1 The song (c) in Nu. 2127-30

is, perhaps, not earlier than the monarchy. Of the

ancient song of victory on (d) the fight at Gibeon we
have some fragments in Josh. 10 10^ which do not

everywhere stand out from the prose framework, but

are still sufficient to show that the supposed marvel of

sun and moon standing still, rests on the early poetic

conception of the stars as warlike beings lingering here

as sympathetic spectators of the deeds of Yahwe, just

as in (e) the Song of Deborah they actually take part in

the fight (Juclg. 020).

This Song of Deborah (Judg. 5) is the most important docu
ment of the whole period from Moses to David. In support of
the view that it is of later date than the age of Deborah, no
serious grounds have as yet been adduced. The song is the

composition of some one who was more interested in the mar
shalling and organising of the forces than in the fight itself, and
who had authority to speak in the name of the mal ak Yahwe
(see THEOPHANY); for this reason we are justified in regarding
Deborah herself as the author. The song spoken of in v. 12,

however, cannot be urged in proof of this
;

it is rather the war
like benediction with which this Veleda of ancient Israel sends
the warriors to the fight. The poem is composed in six-line

strophes, the dialect is N. Israelitish (according to v, 15 Deborah
belonged to Issachar), the text very corrupt. Cp JUDGES
(BOOK), 7.

It is to the early days of the monarchy, when David
was king at Hebron, that we are inclined to assign (_/&quot;)

the Blessing of Jacob (Gen. 491-27), which, though
inferior to the Song of Deborah from an aesthetic

point of view, does not fall far below it in historical

value. Its author, who prophesies a time of glory for

Shiloh and Judah, might conceivably be Abiathar, the

last scion of the priestly clan of Shiloh, and faithful

friend of David. Cp GENESIS, 8 (b).

The author hopes that Judah, brother of the Israelitish tribes,
enriched and become great by plunder, may not lose its leader

David, as Benjamin lost its Saul, till at Shiloh he attains to

the hegemony of the tribes. The early monarchy suits the utter

ances about the other tribes : Issachar, which, fleeing from its

seat on the overthrow of Saul (i S. 31 7), returns later to its but
too attractive abode, only to submit to the yoke of the Philis

tines ; Gad, which under the leadership of Abner gallantly
defends itself; Reuben, which has lost its leading position (see
i Ch. 5 10) ;

Levi and Simeon, whose stubborn adherence to the

old, wild, Bedouin life was irreconcilable with the milder spirit
of a now agricultural people ; Dan, clearly no longer living, as
at the time of the Song of Deborah, by the sea, but already
removed to Laish (Judg. 17 is), and yet still self-governed a

proof that a monarchy after the Solomonic type does not yet
exist. Only the saying about Joseph, differing as it does also

in other respects from what is said of the other tribes, may be

assigned to the days of the monarchy, at least if the expression
VRN Tip (EV him that was separate from [RVmg. that is

prince among ] his brethren ), v. 26, is to be rendered the
crowned one of his brethren.

To the category of historical songs of the first rank

belong also (g }
David s lament over Saul and Jonathan

(2 S. 1 19-27), and (h] the lament on the death of Abner,
of which only a four-line fragment (28. 833^. )

has reached

us, unless part of v. 3%f. also should be assigned to it

songs that give us a most favourable idea of David s

character and poetic gifts. Much less certain, though
not after all impossible, is the Davidic origin of (?) the

swan-song, 2 S. 281-7. See DAVID, 13; JASHAR,
BOOK OF, 2.

What remains is confined to some fragments. Men
tion should be made of (j] the song about Saul and
David that the women sang as they danced (i S. 187) ;

(k] the insurrectionary song of Sheba with which the

Israelites renounced their allegiance to the Davidic as

an alien dynasty (2 S. 20 1 i K. 12i6) ; (/) the tetrastich
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on the temple building put into the mouth of Solomon, 1

though certainly belonging to a later time, i K. 812 (see
&amp;lt;& i K. 853) ; finally (m) the popular song of N. Israel

mentioned in Is. Qgfio] :

Bricks are fallen

But we build with hewn stone,
Sycamores are cut down
But we set in their place cedars.

(4) Of the didactic poetry of the earlier times once so

abundant (i K. 012), all that remains to us, if we pass
over the unmetrical fable of 2 K. 14 9, is the fable of

Jotham (Judg. 9) and perhaps the riddle of Samson

(Judg. 14i4). Jotham s fable marks the Israelitish

peasants low estimate of the monarchy, to win which
none would give up his useful work. The determination

of its date is, as always in the case of fables, a precarious

undertaking.

(5) The question whether the Israelites possessed a
dramatic literature, may most probably be answered
in the affirmative. It is true the OT gives not the

slightest hint that they had a theatre like the Greeks
or Indians. But a dramatic character belongs even to

the primitive cultus, the festive processions and dances,

certainly also many rites in which pilgrims to the various

shrines had to take part, a liturgy making use of question
and answer (cp, e.g. ,

Ps. 24), and those songs, mostly
improvised, in which leader and choir alternately

perform. If here those taking part do so in their own
proper persons, the women who yearly bewailed the

daughter of Jephthah (Judg. 11 39/1 ) played the part of

another, and the same is true after all of the mourning-
women when they raised the common cry for a stranger :

Ah, my brother! Ah, Lord! (Jer. 22i8) ;
and every

wedding was a small drama. It is therefore not with

out reason if the question whether the so-called Song
of Solomon is a kind of drama, is more and more

generally answered in the affirmative. Difference of

opinion is practically confined now to the question
whether it is a sort of peasant s drama, like those still

performed in Syria at weddings, perhaps, too, simply a
collection of songs composed for such occasions, or on
the other hand, a drama in the ordinary sense, or rather

a sort of operetta akin to the miracle-plays of mediaeval

times. The second alternative appears to the present
writer the more natural [cp Driver, Introd. ch. 10,

i] ;
it does not of course require us to assume an

artificial stage or other theatrical accessories, nor any
professional actors. The Song, or operetta, falls into

twenty lyrico- dramatic passages, developing a very

simple plot, in which true love gains the day over all

the efforts of Solomon to part the attached lovers, and
make the maiden of Shulem (Shunem ?) his favourite

wife (see CANTICLES). The songs are sung partly by
individuals the Shulamite, Solomon, the young swain
-

partly by choruses : the maidens of the harem, the

women of Zion, the friends of the bridegroom, the

bridesmaids, the kinsmen and kinswomen of the lover.

Some of the songs are in dialogue form
;
but the dialogue

remains throughout in the background as in the oldest

dramas of the Greeks.
The composition is of N. Israelite origin, and belongs to the

century following Solomon, when the bitterness engendered
among the N. Israelites by the severity of that king s rule had

disappeared, but when it was still not unpleasing to give a

burlesque description of his character. In spite of a certain

Oriental redundancy the work contains many passages of a

graceful and tender poetry. Specially worthy of mention is the
fine psychological insight in the poetical treatment of the heroine.

(On the disputed questions involved, see CANTICLES.)

(6) With Amos begins for us the age ofprophetic poetry.
We refer not merely to poems explicitly indicated as

such by the prophets themselves, such as Am. 5i/i Mic.

I&fr 24 Is. 5ijfi Jer. 9i9_# etc. On the contrary, by
far the greatest part of the prophetic literature consists

of poems, which, if not sung, were also not declaimed

1 [See JASHER, BOOK OF, 3, and cp Cheyne, Or. Ps. 212,

475, where further references are given; Driver, Intr.() 192.;

Expositor, 1891 (i), pp. 398^]
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after the manner of Demosthenes, but delivered with
ecstatic fervour. Probably the hithnabbe (N23nn, see

PROPHET, i [i]) or
y\u&amp;lt;r&amp;lt;r&amp;lt;us

\a\fiv of the NT (see
SPIRITUAL GIFTS) resembled in the first place the ecstatic

babbling of the Pythia, and was then, if the subject-
matter were sufficiently important, brought, as in the case

of the Pythia, into a certain metrical form, when the

ecstasy (i&amp;gt;ri nj5iri3,
when the hand grasped Is. 8n)had

ceased, but the exaltation of spirit had not yet vanished.

Hence the earliest oracles (cp, e.g., Gen. 2623, or the

Balaam speeches [Nu. 23/1], as well as the Blessings
uttered under divine influence [Gen. ?.$ ff. 24 60 27 27

etc.]) are also in poetic form
;
and the musician who

was set to excite the enthusiasm of Elisha will have
likewise accompanied his words. The prophets were,

moreover, aware that, like the vates of the Romans,
they were prophets and poets in one, since they not

seldom make use, in speeches designated the word of

Yahwe,
1

of poetical artifices such as the refrain (e.g.. Is.

9 8 [7]^ Am. \i, ff. 46/[). In fact religion is the

mother of all arts, and it was originally not a form of

speech when poets addressed the gods as the actual

source of their creations.

That the prophetic addresses are really not speeches
but songs, is sufficiently clear from their brevity, but

5 True nature
sti11 more from their being divided

, .. into equal strophes. Most common
ot oroDuetic

r, r are the four-line strophes in which, e.g.,
5CS

Hosea invariably writes
;

but more
artificial forms are quite frequent. In so far as the

utterances of the prophets give expression to the objects
and demands of the divine ruler, and are addressed to

the body of the people or the ruling classes, dealing
therefore with foreign and home politics, they are

political poems. Often indeed must the poet speak for

himself, and in the case of Jeremiah the political element

often gives place to the personal and even the lyric, so

that of all the prophets he is most markedly a poet in

the proper sense of the term. From the time of the

exile, however, when the nation as a political power
ceased to be, there begin to make their appearance

e.g., in a Deutero- Isaiah those elements which suggest
the spiritual song of a later time : it is to Jeremiah and
Deutero- Isaiah, therefore, that such spiritual song traces

its pedigree. Unhappily it was for the most part with ill-

preserved, mutilated, and illegible texts that the later

collectors of the earl} writings had to deal, and they
made them still worse by glosses, additions, erroneous

conjectures, and transpositions. Hence not seldom, in

addition to internal criticism and comparisons of the

Hebrew text with that of the LXX, metrical considera

tions have to be laid under contribution to secure a text

representing in some measure the original. What a

confusion, for example, now prevails in such passages
as the following: (a) Am. 54-17. In vv. 4-6 n/. we
have the following poem :

Seek Yahwe and live,
And seek not Bethel,
And to Gilgal come not,
And to Beersheba go not over.

Seek Yahwe and live

Lest there break out a flame,1

Fire in the house of Joseph,
And consume with none to quench.
Seek good, not evil,
That ye may live,

And so Yahwe be with you,
As ye have said.

Between w. 6 and 14 has been inserted a genuine piece (w. 7

10-13) belonging to v. i6f., and a later addition (v. 8/1). Only
v. 15, though its beginning is different, may belong to the same
poem :

Hate evil and love good,
And establish in the gate justice ;

Perhaps Yahwe will be gracious,
The god of hosts to the remnant of Joseph.

1 Read 5?K 3nV nSs and take t^N with the next clause.

The letters
nj?

w i&quot; have fallen out from their resemblance to the

preceding pair.
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We add some further examples of prophetic poems

(*) Hos. 5 14-66:

I am like a lion unto Ephraim,
And like a young lion unto the house of Judah ;

I, I rend and go away,
I carry off, none rescuing.

I will go back to my place,
Until they are brought to nought, 1

And seek my face,
In their distress search after me :

Up, let us return
To Yahwe our God ;

For he hath rent, and will heal us,
And smitten, 2 and will bind us up.

He will revive us after two days,
On the third day make us stand up,

That we may live before him,
And know . . .

We will pursue after Yahwe ;

As we seek him, so do we find him ;3
And he will come as a winter rain for us,

Like a late rain that waters the earth.4

What should I do unto thee Israel (Ephraim?)
What should I do unto thee, Judah,

Your love being like morning clouds,
And like dew that early disappears?

(c) Mic. 89-12 :

Hear, ye heads of Jacob,
And chiefs of the house of Israel,

Who abhor judgment,
And make all that is straight crooked ;

Who build 5 Zion with blood,
And Jerusalem with iniquity,

Where the chiefs give judgment for a bribe,
And the priests give counsel for hire

;

Where the prophets prophesy for silver,
And lean on Yahwe saying :

Is not Yahwe in our midst ?

There cannot befall us any evil !

Therefore on your account
Zion like a field shall be ploughed,

And Jerusalem become heaps,
And the temple mount a wooded height.

6

(d) Jer. 423-26 :

I saw the earth and lo a chaos !

(I looked) to the heavens, and their light was gone ;

I saw the mountains, and lo, they quaked,
And all the hills had begun to totter.

I saw and lo man was gone,
And all the birds of heaven were fled ;

I saw and lo, the fruitful spot was desert, 7

And all its cities were overthrown before Yahwe.

(e) Jer. 207-12:
Thou didst infatuate me, Yahwe, and I became infatuated,

Thou sei/edst me, and didst prevail ;

I became a laughing-stock every day ;

Every one mocks me.

As often as I speak I cry out violence,
I bewail outrage.

The word of Yahwe became to me a reproach,
And an insult every day.

And I said : I will no more think of him,
Nor speak in his name ;

And it became in my heart as burning fire,

An oppression
8 in my bones.

And I became weary of bearing it,

And hold not out ;

For I heard the whisper of many :

Denounce ! we will denounce him.

All men of mine acquaintance
Watch for my fall ;

Perhaps he will be infatuated, and we can master him,
And take our revenge.

But Yahwe [of hosts] 9 is with me
As a mighty hero,

1 So .
2 Read Tjn with Wellhausen.

3 Read with Giesebrecht (cp &amp;lt;B)
nNSD3

[3 MIWB.
4 Read fllT. 6 33.

6
&amp;lt;S naa for nC3. 7 Read 131D (without article).

8 Read isj? for
1SJ7.

9 niN3S has in MT made its way from here to r. 12, where it

is lacking in .
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Therefore shall my pursuers stumble

And not prevail :

They shall be greatly ashamed, 1

For they have no insight ;

Their shame lasts for ever,
2

Will not be forgotten.

Yahwe is a righteous judge,
Seeing reins and heart ;

I shall see my revenge upon them,
For on thee have I rolled it.3

To the prophetic period belong (a) the five Lamenta

tions, which, it is true, exhibit a metre favoured by
. Jeremiah, and are in the Greek

6. Lam Servant
ext ascribed to hinip but are a

we, JOB.
]ater artificial product and come

probably from different authors. So also (6) the Servant

of Yahwe Songs (Is. 42 1-4 49 1-6 50 4-9 52i3-53i2), pro

phetic lyrics of deep import and noble diction, belonging
to the time of the post-exilic community. Probably
also (c) the Book of job (apart from the pre-exilic prose
introduction and conclusion) was written before Ezra,

although a later date is possible. The poem deals with

that deep problem which called Buddhism into being
the problem of misfortune in an unrestrained, yet deeply

religious, anything but philosophical spirit, and with a

keen polemic against the Deuteronomistic theory of

retribution. See JOB [BOOK].
Noteworthy, in a poem wholly based on the ethics of the

prophets, is the absence of any reference to the prophetic hope
of a better world ;

this lack of the thought of a redemption,
which gave such immense help to Christianity, as it did to

Buddhism, explains how the theodicy does not turn out satis

factory, and the poet found more opponents than followers. The
text is very badly preserved and has received many foreign addi
tions (especially 12 4-6 7-10 24 1-24 30 2-8 28 32-37 40 15-4! 26 [34]) ;

both the original and the added speeches are in tetrastichs, only
124-6 24 30 2-8 being written in tnstichs.

If some prophetic poems were still produced in the

time following Ezra, most of the poems of this period
- , belong to lyric and didactic literature.

j-j j.- Single specimens are to be found in the
didactic. , ,

historical books as well as in the prophetic
collections. In an age when pseudonymous authorship
is prevalent it is a favourite practice to assign to

celebrities of the past, not merely prophecies and

prayers, but also religious songs, without always
noticing whether the songs suit the person or the situa

tion (cp, e.g. , i S. 2i-io Jon. 22-9). This predilection
for the names of illustrious poets of the past finds special

expression in the two great collections of the time the

Psalter, containing the lyric, and Proverbs containing
the didactic poetry. Both collections have grown out

of smaller collections for the most part still discernible.

How late the smaller collections were united appears
from i Ch. 168-36 (see PSALMS [BOOK], 8).

4 But the

songs themselves are also late and refer to the inner and
outer struggles of the community of the second temple.
Had the second temple been preserved and with it

the temple song, we should perhaps have had better

Q TUT t
traditional information regarding the metrical

form of Hebrew poetry than is afforded us

by the marginal notes of a musical nature, and the late

accentual system devised for use in liturgical recitation.

Only a few poems are stichometrically arranged (Judg. 5

Ex. 15 Dt. 32 33 2 S. 22), and not even the Psalms. 5

Still less are the strophes indicated
;
even the refrains,

recurring after a definite number of lines and indicating
the end of the strophes, have through the excessive

carelessness of the old copyists often fallen out (e.g. , in

Ps. 46 49 Job 28). Still, the expositor of the OT is in

1 Read ^3.1 B&amp;gt;13.
2 Read with &amp;lt;S

oVlJ^&amp;gt; Dn8^3.
3 Read Ifn for a revealing of the quarrel is unnecessary

when Yahwe sees heart and reins.
4 On the still later so-called canticles of the Apocrypha and

NT, see also HYMNS, PSALMS [BOOK], 44.
5 See, however, Ginsburg, Introduction to the Massoretico -

critical Edition of the Hehrejv Bible (London, 1897), p. 17.7? :

In the best MSS the lines [in the Psalter, Proverbs, and Job]
are poetically divided and arranged in hemistichs.&quot;
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duty bound to take note of the metre, not simply
because it offers the greatest assistance to the textual

critic but also on (esthetic grounds, and above all out of

respect for the authors who certainly did not choose
without reason to submit themselves to the restrictions

of metre.

(i. )
Distich. The real basis of Hebrew metre is the

distich. This was already known to the older theo

logians, who found the characteristic of OT poetry
in the parallelismus meinbrorum, the device namely of

having the second stichos reproduce the first not in

identical but in similar terms e.g., Dt. 32 1,

Give ear, ye heavens, that I may speak,
And let the earth hear the words of my mouth.

This parallelism, in stricter or looser form, may be due
to the earliest improvised verses having originated in

responsive song amongst the women, the chorus taking

up, modifying, supplementing, the thoughts expressed

by the leader.

(ii. )
Scansion. The first question at issue is how the

stichos is to be scanned. Opinion has latterly come to

be unanimous that the stresses are to be counted
;

all

that remains to be determined is whether the unaccented

syllables are also to be counted. Bickell, to whose
work we are far more indebted than to that of any
other for our understanding of Hebrew metre, holds

that they are [so Merx, Gietmann], and since he assumes
an unaccented between every two accented syllables, he

recognises only iambic and trochaic measures. But

although he has succeeded in carrying his system
through with wonderful consistency and without exces

sive violence, it seems to the present writer more prudent
to give up counting the unaccented syllables and the rule

that between each two accented syllables there must stand

one and only one unaccented syllable. It is simpler and
less exposed to the risk of artificiality to suppose that

Hebrew poetry, just like the German / olkslied, attended

only to the number of accented syllables, and not to the

number or position of unaccented, and allowed the

greatest freedom in the treatment of long and short,

permitting long syllables in the thesis and even like

German popular poetry short syllables in the arsis.

[So Ley, Neteler, Grinime, and (as repeatedly stated by
himself) C. A. Briggs.] In this case we must of course

give up the idea of definitely determining the tone

syllable in each case
;
but that is in any case wise, for

we do not now know where the word -stress, which

probably did not always agree with the system followed

by the Massoretic punctuators, originally fell.

[Sievers claims to have found a uniform and definite

rhythm which may be called pseudo-anapa;stic, two
unaccented syllables of any quantity being followed by
a long accented syllable e-g-, J2l 3 i jnE JCE&quot;1,

Dt.

32 15. Sievers researches (on which see Buhl, op. cit.,

Zimmern, 7.A, 1897, p. 383) are based on the MT ;

see Metrische Studien in the Abhandl. of the Saxon
Gesellsch. d. Wissenschaften, vol. 21.]

(iii. )
Various metres. The distich spoken of above

would accordingly have to be regarded as a verse of

3 + 3 accents, or (as Josephus says) a hexameter. Many
poems are in this measure e.g. ,

the whole of Job.
Distichs of 2 + 2 accents are not so common, those of

4 + 4 again frequent the former chiefly in lightly

moving popular songs, of which indeed not man} have

survived, the latter often in the utterances of the prophets.
On this simple basis somewhat more artificial forms

of verse were easily reared. The distich could become
a tristich, the two stichoi might differ in the number of

accents. Specially attractive is the long line produced
out of the ordinary hexameter by the dropping of one

accent in the second stichos, and containing therefore

3 + 2 accents it might be called pentameter. It is the

favourite verse of Jeremiah, and is also often used else

where in poems where feeling predominates, expressing
with equal ease the energy of triumph and scorn

(Is. 14 47) and the intensity of pain (cp Jer.
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above), the rapture of joy (Is. 40 1-4 9-11), and idyllic

repose (e.g., Ps. 23 27i-6). To call this measure the

AVaA-metre (nrp, elegy) would therefore be a mistake,

all the more that it is by no means universally chosen
for elegies. [See LAMENTATION ; but cp Konig,
Stylistik, 315 ff. According to Grimme, the halting
metre took its origin in prophetic oracles.]

(iv. ) Strophes. A remarkable controversy has also

broken out as to whether or not OT poetry combined
those stichoi into strophes. It is indeed easy to under
stand how gnomic poetry could content itself with the

distich form
;

but that lyric poetry should also have
done so would be very strange. The poems, however,

by no means rare that intersperse refrains after

every so many lines, are of themselves enough to prove
the opposite. In fact, in spite of the frequent dis

figurement of the text, it will force itself upon every
reader that it is much easier to find symmetrical strophes
in Hebrew poetry than in Greek choruses. The simplest
and commonest strophe is naturally the tetrastich

originating in the doubling of the distich. [So, e.g. ,

not only in Job and often in Psalms, but also in

Ezek. 15 ; cp Bertholet and Kraetzschmar. ] The pro
phets probably further combine two tetrastichs together,
and in Is. 98 [7]^ every three tetrastichs are held

together by a refrain of two stichoi, the result being a

strophe of fourteen stichoi
; similarly in Job 28, except

that the refrain, which in this poem begins each strophe,
has fallen out before v. i and v. 7. In Am. 13 2io, too,

the refrain precedes, and is followed by two tetrastichs,

which in turn repeat certain phrases. Of strophes of

more than fourteen lines, as far as the present writer is

aware, there are none.

Tristichs are comparatively rare (e.g., Job 24 1-24 30 2-8 Cant.
3 1-4). Six-lined strophes have arisen from the combination of
three distichs, rarely of two tristichs. A stately effect is pro
duced by a strophe of 7 pentameters, as in Is. 182-22 144-21 47

in the first two cases subordinate groups of 2+ 2+ 3 being
combined to form each strophe. Five-line strophes of many
kinds are also to be met with.

These are the outlines of the Hebrew metrical system.

Simple as it is it cannot be charged with monotony,
even when we must do without such artificial versifica-

9 Other
t on as s mcml&ed m

&amp;gt;
&amp;lt;

in Is. 261-19

artifices
lon^ mes f 3 x 2 or 2 x 3 accents, in imi

tation, it would seem, of Greek hexameters.
That advantage was taken of word-plays, assonances,
even rhyme, to heighten the colour, every student of

the Hebrew text knows, as also how many alphabetic

poems were written. There is at least one acrostich

(Ps. 119), whilst occasionally a writer of alphabetic

songs seems to have interwoven his name (Ps. 2622

3423 [22]: Pedaiah). Artifices of this kind show that

art is conscious. A complete knowledge of Hebrew
versification we could hope to attain only if we were

acquainted also with Hebrew music and the way in

which prophets recited their productions. Here our

knowledge must always be more fragmentary than in

the domain of literary history.

A. General. E. Meier, Gesch. der poet. National-Kit, der
Hebriier (1856); E. Reuss, Hebr. Poesie, in PRE& ^b-jiff. ;

Fr. Buhl, Dichtkunst bei den Israeliten,
10. Literature. PREM 4 [1898] 626-638.

H. Popular poetry. Budde, Das Volks-
lied Israels im Munde der Propheten, P-reuss. Jahrbb. Sept.
1893; Noch etwas vom Volksliede, ibid., Dec. 1895; The
Song of Songs, New World, 1894, pp. &amp;lt;ff.

C. Form uf poetry. Clericus, Diss. critica de poese Heb-
rceorum (1688) ; J. Ley, Die metr. Formen der hebr. Pcesie

(1866); Casanowiez, Paronomasia in the OT (Boston, 1894;
also in JBL).

D. Metre. Gomarus, David s Lyra, sen nova Hebr. Script.
ars poetica (1637); Hare, Psalmorum liber in versiculos
metrice tihnsits (Lond. 1736); Bellermann, Versitch -iiber die
Metrik der Hebriier (1813); Saalschiitz, von der Form der
hebr. Poesie(iZ2=,) ; Form und Geist derbibl.-hebr. Poesie(\^&amp;gt;^ ;

E. Meier, Die Form der hebr. Poesie nachgemiesen (185?); J.
Ley, Grundziige des Rhythmus, des I ers- n. Strophenbaues in

der Hebr. Poesie (1875); Leitfaden der Metrik (1887) ; Merx,
Das Gedichtvoti Hiob (\&T\\ pp. \xxxivjffl , Neteler, Grundziige
der Metrik der Pss. (1879); Bickell, Carmina V.T. metrice

(1882) ; Dichtungen der Hebriier . . . nach dent Versmasse des
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Urtextcs iibcrsetzt (1882); Kritische Bcarbeitungen der Texte
der Klagelieder, der Spruche, u. d. B. Hiob, WZKM 5-8 ;

Budde, ZATW, 1882, pp. i jf. ; 1891, pp. 234^; Schlottmann,
Ueb. den Strophenbau (1884); C. I. Ball, Text of Lamenta
tions. PSBA 9 [1887] 131^!; P. Vetter, Die Metrik des B.
Hiobs (1897); Zimmern, Ein vorlaufiges Wort iib. babyl.
Metrik, in ZA 6\z\ff. (The Babylonian creation -story con
sists almost throughout of strophes or stanzas of two verses
each, in which each half-verse has two beats.) C. A. Briggs,
Biblical Study W&$, and articles in Hcbraica (1886-1888), see
also his forthcoming Book of Psalms (General Introduction);
Konig, Stylistik (1900), 312^
E. Strophes. Kiister, Theol. Stud. *. Kr., 1831, pp. 40^;

Sommer, Bibl. Abhandlungen, 1 ivfrff. ; Merx, Hiob, 75^;
Delitzsch Die Psalmen(^, 21 ff. ; Das B. lobW, \ijff.; Budde,ZATW i^ff.; D. H. Mailer, Die Propheten in ihrer
ursprungl. Form (1896); Strophenbau u. Responsion (1898);
Perles, Zur althebr. Strophik (1896); Zenner, Die Chorgesange
im B. der Pss. ( i 896) ; P. Ruben, Strophic Forms in the Bible,
JQR 11(1899)431^:; Konig, Stylistik (1900), pp. 347^ (on
Miiller and Zenner). H. D.

POISON, i. non, hem&h ; GYMOC, ioc U/DIT.
to be hot ; Aram. NIV, Arab, liuma

&quot;&quot;,
Ass. initu spittle,

breath, poison ), only of animal poison in the phrases rcn

&quot;W I (Dt. 3224), o ran n (Dt. 32 33), B*m n (ps. 58 5 [4&quot;]),

31COy n (Ps. 1404), all referring to the venom of snakes (see

SERPENTS, especially 2), unless Ps. MO 4 be an exception (see
SPIDER).

2.
E&amp;gt;lh,

rfl s, in the expression D*:nS B*K1 (Dt. 32 33 Job 20 16 ;

also, apparently, Ecclus. 25 i
&amp;lt;;).

See GALL, i.

3. ios, Rom.3i3; cp, Ps. 1393 J as. 3 8 (the tongue : full of

deadly poison ).

POLITARCHS(rroAiTApx&amp;lt;M).Actsl76t, EV rulers

of the city. See THESSALONICA.

POLLUX. See CASTOR AND POLLUX.

POMEGRANATE, tree or fruit (|isi, po& ; Ex.

28 33/ 3924-26 Nu. 1323 20s Dt.88 i S. 14 2 i K.

i TV,^ , 7182042 2 K. 25 17 2 Ch. 3 16 4 13 Cant.
1. Derivation. . * r i a T EO ^ T i

4313 6711 7 12 [13] 82 Jer. 5222/ Joel
1 12 Hag. 2i9f), bears the same name in Heb. , Aram.,
Arab, and Eth. , and might therefore be supposed to

belong to the group of plants vine, olive, fig, palm
which were known to the common stock of the

Semitic peoples before they separated (except the

Assyrians and Babylonians ;
see Hommel, Aufs. und

Abh. 93), were it not that there is special reason to

doubt whether rummdn (like tuffah man) is a genuine

Arabic word at all, and not rather borrowed from

Aram, or Heb. (cp Frankel, 142). The origin and
first home of the word are uncertain (Noldeke, Aland.

Gr. 123 ; Guidi, Delia Sede, 19 ;
Hommel conjectures

a source in Asia Minor, op. cit. 98). The connection

with the divine name Rimmon if such connection there

be (it is denied by H. Derenbourg) is obscure and
throws no light on the etymology (cp Baudissin, Stud.

1306). Cp RIMMON.
The pomegranate tree (Punica Granatum, L.

)
is

indigenous in Persia, Kurdistan, Afghanistan, and

perhaps Beluchistan, also S. of the Caspian Sea and
the Caucasus ;

farther west its growth is mainly con

nected with cultivation (De Cand. Origine. 189). It

has been since early times cultivated in Egypt
l

(cp
Nu. 20s), Assyria, Palestine, and most countries round
the Mediterranean.

[The pomegranate is a shrub or low tree with small

deciduous dark-green foliage, which well sets off the

_ crimson calyx and petals of the flowers,
:ription. whj]st {he ]arge reddish .co ioured fruit,

filled with many seeds, each surrounded with juicy

pleasant-tasted pulp, gave it additional value in a warm

country. The rind and bark and the outer part of the

root are valued as astringents for the tannin which they
contain. The fruit is frequently represented on Assyrian
and Egyptian sculptures, and was a religious symbol in

several ancient cults (see Baudissin, Studien, Zzoijf.,

but cp HADAD-RIMMON).
According to Ohnefalsch-Richter (Kypros, Text, 115) the

It was imported in historical times ; see EGYPT, 8 n.
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pomegranate was sacred to Adonis in Cyprus, just as in Crete

it was sacred to Dionysus, which throws light, as he holds, on

the confusion made in MT between
f\GTl, pomegranate-tree

and ]&], Ramman (the Assyrian storm-god). See RIMMON.]

The biblical references especially Dt. 88 Joel 1 12

Hag. 2 19 show that the pomegranate was one of the

__ common fruit-trees of Palestine. 1 There

was a large tree at Gibeah in the time of
reterences.

Saul
|
x S- j 4 2

)_
\ve hear of a pomegranate

orchard or garden (0^-13
= irapadfiaos ;

see GARDEN) in

Cant. 413; the beautiful flowers are referred to in Cant.

6 ii 7 12 [13]. Thejienn nSs, Cant. 4367 (EV piece of a

pomegranate )
is explained by Wetzstein (ap. Delitzsch,

437^) as referring to the cleft in the ripe pomegranate,
which shows the flesh of the fruit with the seeds shining

through it. The mention of pomegranate wine, Cant.

8 2
(
EV juice ),

is illustrated by the account of poirrjs

olvos in Diosc. 634.

As is well known, the pomegranate supplied forms

(
i

)
for the embroidery at the base of the robe of the

ephod, Ex. 2833, etc. (see BELLS, i), and (2) for metal

ornamentation on the tops of pillars in the temple,
i K. 7i8, etc.

[According to Flinders Petrie the design of bells and pome
granates is the old Egyptian lotus and bud border, such a

pattern having lost its original meaning in course of transfer to

other lands (Hastings, DB 1 269). If so, the design is mis

named. As the text stands, a small golden bell was to be
attached to the hem between each two of the pomegranates
(i.e. ,

balls like pomegranates made of threads of the three

colours mentioned).] N. M.

POMMELS zCh. 14i2/ AV, RV BOWLS

POND. i. D2N, Xgam. See POOL, i.

2.
&quot;VpD,

mikvieh (v/Hlp, in Niph, to gather, collect ), in

Ex. 7 19 RV (AV pool ; &amp;lt;rweoTT)icbs uS&amp;lt;op ;
lacus aquarurii) ;

used also widely in Gen. 1 10 Lev. 11 36 [see RV]. Cp nlj3D,

mikwah, reservoir, Is. 22 n Ecclus. 43 20 d\ (Heb.); see CON
DUITS, i (5).

PONTIUS PILATE. See PILATE.

PONTUS (TTONTOC, Acts 29 i Pet. li ; TTONTIKON
TOO peNe Acts 182). The maritime state, in the

. NE. corner of Asia Minor. It was, in
1. Geography. fact ^ merely ^& coast-land of Cappa-
docia, lying N. of the mountains which separate the

central plateau from the sea-board : hence it was called

Cappadocia on the sea (Pontus) Ka7r7ra5o/da i] Trpos

T Ilocrcfj (Strabo, 534). It is a land of mountains and

well-watered fertile valleys, and of great natural wealth.

The chief river was the Iris (Yeshil Irmak), with its tributary
the Lycus {Kelkit Irntak). Amaseia (Amasia) and Comana
Pontica (near mod. Tokat) were centres of trade (cp Strabo, 559,

ifj-iropiov TOIS O.TTO rrjs Ap/aei/tas afidAoj/oi ,
of Comana) : the

former was the cradle of the power of Pontus, the latter the

chief seat of the worship of the great goddess Ma, around whose
shrine dwelt six thousand consecrated courtesans (Strabo, 557./J ;

cp Comana in Cappadocia, id. 535, and the cult of Anaitis in

Armenia, id, 532).

On the coast were flourishing Greek settlements, of

which the most important was Amisus (mod. Samsun),
the natural outlet for the products of eastern Asia Minor

northwards. Farther E. was Trapezus (Trebizond),
and W. , Sinope (Sinub], which ultimately became the

capital of the kingdom.
The independent career of Pontus dated from the

overthrow of the Persian monarchy (Strabo, 534). Under
j

_. the sway of the family of Mithridates
2. History.

^
from abom 2go RC

|
its importarice ;

gradually grew, at the expense of its eastern and western
j

neighbours (see sketch by Holm, Gk. Hist. ET428s/. ).

The glorious period of Pontic history was during the

reign of Mithridates IV., Eupator (111-638.0.), who
created a great maritime kingdom (cp Holm, op. cit.

4569), and extended his power westwards over the coast

1 [See also Nu. 13 23, where the spies are said to have brought
pomegranates and figs, as well as grapes, from Eshcol. Cp
NEGEB, g 7.]
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beyond the river Halys and over the inland country
(Paphlagonia : of which he ruled TTJV eyyvrdrw, Strabo,

544 J,

1 to the borders of Bithynia (Strabo, 540). The
campaigns of Lucullus and Pompeius overthrew the

Pontic Kingdom, and in 65 B.C. Pompeius organised the

double province Bithynia-Pontus.
This was created by combining with the former kingdom of

Nicomedes III. (see BITHYNIA) all the western part of the

kingdom of Mithridates viz., the coast-land of Paphlagonia
from the Pontic Heraclea (mod. Eregli) as far as Amisus,
inclusive,

2 together with those parts of inner Paphlagonia that
had been acquired by the Pontic kings. The rest of Paphla
gonia, together with eastern Pontus, remained non-Roman,
being handed over to semi-independent, in some cases priestly,

dynasts (Strabo, 541). These territories were, however, from
time to time incorporated, not with the province of Pontus-

Bithynia, but with that of Galatia.

In 5 B.C. the Paphlagonian kingdom of Deiotarus

Philadelphus, brother of Castor, the capital of which
was Gangra (mod. Chat/gra), was thus incorporated ;

in 2 B.C., the kingdom of the Gaul Ateporix i.e. , the

territory of Karana which had formerly belonged to

Zela (mod. Zi/leh, S. of Amaseia) ;
at the same date the

territory of Amaseia was absorbed, along with the district

of Gazelonitis (with the exception of its seaboard) on the

lower Halys; in 34 or 35 A. D. Tiberius incorporated
Comana Pontica and its territory ; finally, in 63 A. D.

,

Nero incorporated the kingdom of Polemon II., the

only remaining part of Pontus as yet unabsorbed

(Pontus Polemoniacus was its name after absorption, to

distinguish it from Pontus Galaticus. See GALATIA,
3)-

The word Pontus in the NT has, therefore, two

possible significations. It may indicate that part of the

Pontic Kingdom which was added to
3. NT

references. Bithynia (TTJS Hovmcfjt &amp;gt;Xias TT?S

rrj KiOvviq. Strabo, 543) ;

or it may stand for the full title of the double province

Pontus-Bithynia, just as is the case with the word

Bithynia (see BITHYNIA). It is in this latter sense that

the word is used in Acts 2 10, in the list of regions from
which came certain Jews and proselytes present in

Jerusalem at the Feast of Pentecost. That list (cp
GEOGRAPHY, 26, end), in spite of some irregularities,

is made on the principle of naming the regions according
to four groups (so Page, Acts of the Ap., note in loc.],

and follows a natural geographical order from Cappadocia
in the E.

,
round by the N. ,

and southwards to Pamphylia.
Pontus stands for the Province Pontus-Bithynia, in the

coast-towns of which Jews would be settled for purposes
of trade (cp Acts 182). On the other hand, in Acts 182,

where Aquila is said to have been born in Pontus (so
AV

; RV, a man of Pontus by race
),
we must under

stand the word in the first sense, of Roman or western

Pontus, the eastern section of the double province. We
may conjecture that Aquila, who was a tent-maker

(ffKT]voTroi6s, Acts 18s), came from the district E. of the

Halys, in which Amisus lay, for there alone in the

province was wool raised in any quantity (cp Strabo,

546, Gazelonitis fyei 5e KCU Trpo/So.Teiai VTro5i&amp;lt;pdepov

Kdl /u,aAaK??s peas, TJS nad 6\tjv T\\V K^awiradoKiai tcai

TOV \\OVTOV fftpbdpa TroAA?; crrrdvis eaTi).

There remains the mention of Pontus in i Pet. 1 i.

The enumeration Pontus, Galatia, Cappadocia, Asia,

and Bithynia employs the terms in the Roman sense

and sums up the whole of Asia Minor N. of the Taurus

range (Rams. Church in the Rom. Emp.W no).

Why then are the two names Pontus and Bithynia both

employed, and so widely separated ? The question

depends to some extent upon the date of i Peter (see

PETER [EPISTLES OF]). If it was written as early as

63 A. IX, it is conceivable that Bithynia is used for the

double province (as in Tac. Ann. 174 16 18), and that

Pontus = the kingdom of Polemon, the last free relic of

1 Light is thrown upon the geography of this region by
Anderson and Munro mjourn. pfHell. Studies, 20 150^ (1900).

2 Relying on Strabo, 544, Momms.-Marquardt (Roin. Staatsv.

1 350) say that Amisus was not included in the province until

after 33 B.C.
;
but see Rams. Hist. Geogr. ofAM, 191f.
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the old Pontic realm. It is at least more probable,

however, that the Epistle belongs to a period not

earlier than 75-80 A.D. Pontus will therefore be the

eastern part of the double province Pontus- Bithynia,
and Bithynia the western part, which bore the name

Bithynia before its erection into a province. Nor is

such separation without justification in point of fact, for

the two parts of the province had a certain independence.
Amastris was the firjrpon-oAis of the Pontic part, as Nicomedeia

of the Bitbynian, and the provincial synods (consilium, KOLVOV)
met separately in those towns (see Momms. -Marq. J\oi.
Staatsv. l355_X). The only difficulty is then to account for the

order of the names. On this point the view put forward in

Hort s dissertation, The Provinces of Asia Minor included in

St. Peters address (i Peter, 157-184) is the most satisfactory.l
He shows that the order of names indicates the course of the

journey projected by Silvanus the bearer of the letter. Silvanus
was to enter Asia Minor by a seaport of Pontus, and thence to

make a circuit till he reached the neighbourhood of the Euxine
once more. He would, perhaps, land at Sinope (more probably
at Amisus), and leave Asia Minor by a port ol Bithynia.

As to the date of the planting of the church in Pontus

we have no information. Paul had been forbidden to

._..,. .. set foot in the western part of the
4.

ynristi aity Province (Actsl6 7 ).
We gather from

&amp;gt;US&amp;gt;

Col. 4 10 and 2 Tim. 5n that Mark s

work lay in Asia during the years succeeding 61 A.n. ,

and he is mentioned in i Pet. 613 in away that suggests
that he was known to the eastern congregations. Hence
we may conjecture that Mark laboured in the eastern

provinces of Anatolia, and that the evangelisation of

Pontus was due in part to him. Possibly it was

suggested to him by Aquila, who probably saw him
in Rome on the occasion of Paul s first imprisonment

(cp Rom. 163 Col. 4 10 Philem. 24) and at Ephesus
some years later (cp 2 Tim. 4 12 and 19).

The tradition of Peter s work, in association with Andrew, in

Pontus and the Provinces of Asia Minor is, probably, merely an in

ference from the Epistle itself. See SIMON PETER. The earliest

authority for the statement is Origen (cp Eus. //A&quot;3i), who
simply repeats the list of i Pet. 1 i (with changed order) and

says that he seems to have preached (xeiojpvxeVai eoiKei/). The
Syriac Doctrine of the Apostles (Cur. Anc. Syr. Doc. 33) says
that Peter laid the foundation of the Church in Antioch,
Syria, Cilicia, and Galatia, even to Pontus ; and the route
followed is given as starting from the Syrian Antioch and going
by way of Tyana in Cappadocia to Sinope, where there was a
tradition of Peter s presence (see Lipsius, Apokr. Apostelgesch.
ii. 1 iff.).

The route is indeed quite correct, as the road from

Syria, through the Cilician gates, and then by way of

Tyana and Caesareia in Cappadocia, was the great N.

route to the Euxine, and is to-day the only road between

Ccesareia Mazaca and Samsun that is practicable for

arabas (see Rams. Hist. Geogr. ofAM, 268, 446). The

point of issue upon the Pontic coast -land was not,

however, Sinope, but Amisus, for Sinope is cut off

from the interior by broad and lofty mountains, most
difficult to traverse (Rams., op. cit., 28).

We learn from Pliny s correspondence with Trajan
that in 112 A.D. renegade Christians were found at

Amisus in considerable numbers
;
and that some claimed

to have abandoned Christianity even twenty-five years

previously (Ep. 96). This would prove that Christianity
had obtained a hold in Amisus as early as 87 or

88 A.D.

Ramsay (Church in the Rom. Entp. 225) concludes that we
may place the introduction of the new religion into this

part
of

Pontus between 65 and 75 A.L&amp;gt;. ; but he appears to take too

narrow a view in ascribing the evangelisation of Asia Minor too

exclusively to Paul and Pauline influence, as though Christianity
in the northern provinces was due only to infiltration from

Ephesus and other centres (Id., op. cit., 284/1).
For the history of the Pontic Kingdom, Th. Reinach, Mith-

riilate Eupator, roi de Pont (Paris, 1890). w. J. W.

POOL.2 The words are :

i. C3K, again (\/Q3N troubled sad ?; Ass. againu ;

1 The secret of the peculiar order of the list was divined first

apparently by Ewald, in his Sieben Sendschreiben des NB, iff-

(see Hort, I.e., 168 .).

- Cp POND. When RV in Ex. 7 19 substitutes pool for

pond as a rendering for again and pond for pool as a

rendering for mikiveh, it seems to be guided by a sense of the

probable etymology of pool as akin to TnjAds and/a/wj.
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properly of troubled or muddy pools or marshes

; see BDB),
applied,

for example, to the pools left by the inundation of the
Nile (Ex. 7 19 8 i [5] : AV pond ; eAos ; palus) and probably
to the marsh of Jordan (i Mace. 942 4^ ; palus ; see Cotniit.).

Frequently used in poetry in contrast with the dry sand of the
desert (Is. 14 23 35 7 41 18 42 1 5 ; in last three cases eAos, stagnum) ;

Ps. 107 35 (Ai/neVa iiSdriav, stagna aquarut), 1148 (Ainms vS.,
st. ay.). In Jer. 51 32 (&amp;lt;rvo-T(fia.Ta) AV renders reeds (cp
REEIJ, 3), but RVmg. has or marshes, Heb. pools On the

U 23 &quot;C3N, AV ponds of fish, of Is. 19 10 see under SLUICE ; also

FI&quot;H,&quot; 5.

2.
i&quot;I3&quot;13,

l#reka.h (?v/T3, of camels kneeling to drink, but cp

Tjes.-Bu.) ; Kp7Jf&amp;gt;;, KoAu/uj3&amp;gt;7(?pa ; once Ai
/oiv&amp;gt;),

Cant. 74; Vg.
piscina; once aquifdnctus, Neh. 2 14 ; cp Arab, birkeh and
Span, alberca. See CONDUITS, i, 3 ; also, on the pools
(icoAuju/3&amp;gt;)0pa) of Bethesda and Siloam, see JERUSALEM, n, and
SILOAM.

3. nipp iitikweh. See POND, 2.

POOR. Dismissing with a bare notice the word
en t Ni, rdf, which is the proper term in Hebrew for

_, poor in the sense of indigent, without

means (i S. 1823, etc., esp. frequent in

Proverbs
; irtvys, TTTUXOS, Ta.irfi.vbs) we come to an in

teresting group of words
jrax, etyfrt (irtvr)s, irrw^bs,

raTreiyos, evotris}, 71, dal
(a&amp;lt;jdevq&amp;lt;i, TT^CTJS, irtvixpbs,

TTfvofj^vos, wovrjpbi, TTTWXOS, Ta7retv6s) and
&amp;lt;:y,

ant

(irtvrjs, TTevixpbs, Trpaus, irruxbs, ra.irei.v6s) all three

synonymous in usage but with a different significance
and denotation in different books. In legal documents
where it is in the absence of material goods that the

point of the reference lies, all three terms denote the

poor man in the material or legal sense.

So in the Book of the Covenant
([V3N,

Ex. 236 n, ^i, Ex.233,

jy, Ex. 2 2 24 [25]), the Law of Holiness
(&amp;lt;jy,

Lev. 19 10 23 22 ), the

Priestly Code (*?-], Ex. 30 15 Lev. 14 21), or Deuteronomy (rvan,

Dt. 1&4, etc., jy, Dt. 15 n, etc.), and generally in the Wisdom
Literature

(|V3K, Job29i6 Prov. 1431, etc.; S-|, Prov. 10 15

28n,etc.; jy, Job 24g; Prov. 14 21, etc.).

In the older prophets (Am. 26 Is. 815, etc.), where
the opposition between tyrannical ruler and down
trodden subject is the point to be emphasised, the

words denote primarily the lower classes of the people,

oppressed and miserable, but relatively righteous ; in

later prophecy (15.143032 29ig 49i3, etc.), and often

in the Psalms (Ps. 2225 35 10, etc.), they serve to denote

that pious remnant, still chastened by suffering and

oppression, which constituted, ideally at least, the

post-exilic Israel.

Of the three terms, ebyon is the narrowest in connota

tion, and signifies originally in want i.e., either (i)

of material assistance hence poor, indigent (Esth.

922, etc.
),
or (2) of help in time of trouble or oppression,

hence afflicted, miserable (Is. 264, etc. ): the religious

colouring it so often possesses (Jer. 20 13 Ps. 37 14, etc.)

is due to frequent association with dal and dnt.

Dal on the other hand has the widest range : its

root-meaning is that of lowness or dependence and it

signifies (i) weak, in poor condition physically (Gen.

4X19), (2) of a family, reduced, insignificant (Judg. 615
2 S. 3i), (3) poor materially (RuthSio Prov. 10 15, etc.

),

(4) weak, oppressed, miserable, always with a religious
connotation (Am. 2 7 Is. 10 2 Zeph. 3 12, etc.

).

Most spiritual in significance of the three terms is

dni which, whilst denoting originally one in a humble
or servile position (cp Ass. enu, Del. Ass. HWB 99,
and Arab, an&quot; a captive, slave), and sharing with dal

the significations poor and oppressed, tends always
to take on less of a material and more of a religious

colouring. Ani,
&amp;gt;:y,

is never opposed to dsir as poor
to rich (but dal five times) whilst its by-form dndu\ i:y

has never a material significance at all.

On the relation between ant and dnaw see Driver, art.

Poor in Hastings DB, and Rahlfs,
&amp;lt;jy &amp;lt;/ijy

in den Fsalmen
53ft (1892). Rahlfs determination of the meaning of dnatu

by means of the form of the word is too ingenious to be assured

of general acceptance, while the line of demarcation between
a religiously coloured, and a religious, idea ( religios ge-
farbter

1
and religioser Begriff ) is faint : dndiv is merely a by-

form of ant having its origin perhaps in textual corruption but

fixed and perpetuated by a Rabbinic taste for fine distinctions.

Neither dnt nor iintiiv, however, should ever be rendered
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1 meek

;
the cursings of Pss. 69 and 109 are inconsistent with

such a rendering, and EV s rendering in Nu. 12 3, the man
Moses was very meek ( dmliv) can hardly be sustained.! On
jj;

see also Lagarde, Mittheil.

A loan-word from the Assyrian (Eccles. 4j3 9is/.t)
is

[3pp,
misken (irfrys) from Ass. muskenu, Safel part.

from
V/JND

to be humble (before the deity).
In the sense of poor the word passed from Assyrian into

Aramaic, Hebrew, and Arabic ; the Arabs brought it with them
to Kurope, and it appears in Italian meschino, Span, mesquino,
Port, mcsquinho, and French mesquin, (For another derivation

of
JDDO

see Del. Prol. 186, n. 3.)

Other words for poor are ar ar (iy~iy), Ps. 102 17

(irrwxos SCI [rairfivfo ABS(
2

]), literally stripped, hence

naked, destitute, and the doubtful word helkah,

roSn (Ps. 1081014, wevr]s, wTwx6s).
That there is no connection with TH, &quot;host, &quot;as MT sup

posed, is obvious. Since Schultens (Opera minora, 182 f.)

must have assumed a word nsVn (Ew.) or &quot;IS

1

?!! (Kon. ii. 1 us),

&quot;dark,&quot; &quot;unfortunate&quot;; see BDB. One might also suppose
&quot;l/3n ; cp V?3n and Ass. akkulu &quot; troubled

&quot;

(root-idea, dark

ness), ikkilhi &quot;lamentation.&quot; ... A strange and as yet un
explained word, says Wellhausen. But we have the key to it,

knowing who were the chief oppressors of the Jews in Palestine

after the fall of the Jewish state. Read TKDrlT ; cp the error

in 65. So Che. Ps.C2 ), who reads jn 108(5, nBS jKanT D&quot;3y

Jerahmeel watches the sufferers.

In Lev.25253539 (H), 2647 278 (P) the verb -po, to

be low, depressed, is used of impoverished Israelites
(

airopflffQcu, TT^veffdat, TcnreLvbs elvat, raTrfivovcrBai). In
Gen. 45n (E), Prov. 20i 3 2821 30g the Niphal of

B&amp;gt;T,

to dispossess is found in the sense to be impoverished,
1 be poor, unless, as is probable, the punctuation of the

Massoretes is due to misunderstanding and s?v is

really a by-form of pvi, to be poor, cp Piel, Judg. 14 15,

JBiT l

?i TTTCdxePcrcu 7]fj.as (A) ; (see for other instances
of duplicate forms, Earth, Etym. Stud. n).

That anfdp&s not primarily mean poor is indicated

by the fact that the corresponding substantive dni (^y)

invariably denotes misery, wretchedness, and only
once poverty (i Ch. 22 14, wTwxfia.), the proper
Hebrew terms for which are tri, rn or

E&amp;gt;NI ( wevia,

7 times in Proverbs), mono (Prov. 6 n 142 3 , etc.,

Zvdeia), ion (Job 30 3 Prov. 2822, tvdeia), cp also

nU3DD (Dt. 89, TTTUxeia).
Words signifying poor in the Apocryphal books are ei/Seifc,

Wisd. 10 3 Tob. 2 2 (S, etc.); irev^s, Wisd. 2 10 i Esd. 3 1

TTTWXOS, Tob. 22 (), 2 3 (), 4; (AB), while
Tob. 4 13 (AB), Wisd. lt&amp;gt; 4 . In the NT we have

ei/Se&amp;gt;js,
Acts

434; TreVrjs, poor, 2 Cor. 9 9 ; s, poor, Lk. 21 2 ;

s, poor, Alt. 63 Mk. 10 21 Lk. 4 18, and 29 times beggar,

Phil. 225 4i6, etc.

i. In the historical and legal books the poor are the

indigent, the hired servant (Dt. 24 14) who cannot wait

Q a day for his wage (v. 15), the poor

VAfel.c
Israelite who has no effects but his

x 6I6l 6UC6S. - / . . ii i .

salma (see MANTLE, 2, i) (v, 13), who
has no vineyard of his own

(
Lev. 19 10 H

)
and no harvest-

field (2822 H). Although in Dt. 154 the promise is

made there shall be no poor with thee, the condition
on which it turned was never fulfilled, and in view of

the facts (v. n) charity is enjoined (Lev. 25 35 [H], Dt.

15? ff- Ex. 23n [E] ;
see ALMS, 2) and oppression

forbidden (Dt. 24 14). The poor Israelite may neither

lose his freedom (Lev. 2539^ v. 47 ff.] nor alienate his

property (v.^ff.}. To lend to the poor on usury is

unlawful (Ex. 22 25 E, Lev. 25 36 H) ;
but a PLEDGE

may be taken (Dt. 24 12) if restored at sundown (v. 13).

Rich and poor are equal in the eye of the judge (Ex.
2.836 E), if not in that of the temple assessor (Lev. 14zi

278, but cp Ex. 30 15).

^ Dillmann and Kautzsch, it is true, render sanftmiithig ;

Konig (Lekrgti. ii. 1 76), demuthig. It would seem that we
must render, either very pious (which indeed may be the

meaning of &amp;lt;S s Trpaik) or (as We. in (), art. Moses )

heavily burdened. The narratives do not make Moses live

before us as an individual (see MOSES).
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ii. It is a dark picture that meets us in the pages of

the prophets. The ruling class, both in Israel and in

Judah, the elders of the people and the princes thereof

(Is. 814) with their wives, the kine of Bashan (Am. 4i,
if the text is correct 1

), oppress their subjects ; they sell

the righteous for silver and the needy for a pair of
shoes (Am. 26, according to MT 1

),
crush the people

and grind the face of the poor (Is. 815). The great
land-owners sell the plebs bad corn, scant measure
at double prices (Am. 85). The poor man cannot
call his own life (Jer. 234) or honour (cp 28. 112^)
or patrimony (cp i K. 21 1^;). Whilst the rich lie

upon beds of ivory and eat the lambs of the flock (Am.
64) the poor go naked and hungry (Is. 687), as helpless
against the oppressor as the widow or the orphan (Is.
102 Zech. 7io) : a poor man cannot hope for justice

(Am. 5 12 Is. 32? Jer. 528). And yet, to judge the cause
of the poor and needy is not this to know Yahwe ?

(Jer. 22 16). To feed the hungry, give shelter to the

poor, clothe the naked, is not this the fast he has
chosen ?

(
Is. 58 7 ).

To judge the poor with righteousness
is significant of the Messiah (Is. 114).

iii. The poor and needy, who figure so prominently
in the Psalms (35 10 40 18 72 13 74 21 109 16, etc.) repre
sent either the weak and oppressed Israelitish nation,
or the pious in Israel afflicted by hostile nations without
or the wicked within. The reference in any given case
must be determined by such internal evidence as the

passage may afford. That the term poor was not

inappropriate as a designation of Israel at the time of
the exile and immediately after the return may be seen
from the account given in ISRAEL, 45, 54 end ; and
that at the time of the birth of Jesus there actually
was a party of pious Jews calling themselves perhaps
cnv^N, ebyomm, and distinguished from the Zealots by
their attitude of patient waiting, would seem to be indi

cated by the narrative at the beginning of Lk. (see esp.
Lk. 22538). Cp Renan, Les Evangiles, 44^
These ebyonim were not a political party like the Zealots ;

the bond between them was little more than the sympathy in

spired by a common hope ; and if, as is probable, their political

inactivity was a necessary consequence of their poverty and
social insignificance, they may well have been an earlier form of
the later Ebionites. In the Psalms they are represented as

suffering persecution (Ps. 10 2 102 i), but waiting patiently for
Yahwe (40 2), who hears their cry (34 7), answers them (34 5),
delivers them (35 10) and bestows of his goodness upon them
(68 ii) whilst the wicked perish (37 2).

2

iv. In Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and Ecclesiasticus, a
store of practical wisdom has been preserved to us

on the subject of poverty. The causes of the evil are

found in sloth (6n 104), gluttony and drunkenness

2821), love of pleasure (21 17), or gossip (1423), in over-

carefulness (1124), want of thoroughness (21s), refusal

of correction (13 18), the following after vain persons

(2819). The disabilities which it entails are loss of

friends (194), the hatred of neighbours (14 20) and
brethren (V^^ Ecclus. 1821), and the liability to oppres
sion (Pr. 283, where needy [eh] should of course be

wicked [yah], see Toy). Even great wisdom and

great service cannot secure for the poor man recog
nition (Eccles. 9 15, an enigmatical passage). At the

same time if poverty be his only crime (Pr. lOis), it is

not right to despise or mock him (17s Ecclus. 1023) ;

God made both rich and poor (Pr. 222). He that has

pity on the poor honours God (14 31) and secures his

own happiness (14 21), God will hear him when he calls

(21i3). He who helps the poor shall be blessed (22g),
he shall not lack (2827), God will repay him (19 17).

The king who faithfully judges the poor, his throne shall

stand for ever (29 14). It is not distinctly implied in

these books that the poor man may be presumed to be

pious (see, however, Ecclus. 21s?) ;
but a haughty poor

man is asserted by Ben Sira to be incongruous and

j

1 [The text is not free from suspicion. See Crit. Bit.}
2 Cp Isidore Loeb, La literature des Pauvres, 31-42;

Cheyne, Jewish Religious Life after the Exile, 113-125.
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intolerable (Ecclus. 252). On the propitiatory value of

charity see ALMS, 3.

The poor man is better than the fool (19 1) or the liar

(1922) or the perverse man (286). One advantage he
has over the rich man

;
he has nothing to lose (138).

But the golden mean is best of all (308).
From the sayings of Ben Sira (Greek version) two

may be quoted here :

(1) A poor man is glorified for his knowledge ;

And a rich man is glorified for his riches.

But he that is glorified in poverty, how much more in

riches ?

And he that is inglorious in riches, how much more in

poverty ? (10 y&amp;gt;f.).

(2) Wild asses are the prey of lions in the wilderness
So poor men are pasture for rich (13 is).

For the comparison in this distich, and for remarks on
its bearings, see HYAENA.
On the position of the poor in the NT see ALMS, also

COMMUNITY OK GOODS, and, on Ebionitic passages in Lk.,
GOSPELS, no. A. c. P.

POPLAR (n^n?, whiteness
; cp its Syr. name

haurd}. According to EV the libneh was one of the

trees from which Jacob made white rods (Gen. 3037,

pdftSov ffTvpaKivr]v, virgas poptileas) ;
and it is referred

to by Hosea as a sacred tree of the paganising Israelites,

like the oak and the terebinth (Hos. 413, \fiJKrj). The
poplar tree is common enough in Palestine, especially
in the country about the Lebanon and Damascus. The
varieties known are Populus alba, L.

,
and P. Euphratica,

Ol. (cp WILLOW), which, by the way, forbids us to

identify the Baca tree of 28. 524 with the P. tremitla 1

(cp MULBERRY). This much is clear: in Hos. 4 13,

the storax cannot be intended, whereas it may be meant
in Gen. 30 37 (so RVme-, Kau. HS etc.).

PORATHA (NJYTIS), one of the sons of HAMAN
[f.v.] (Esth. 98: ^Apa^AGA [BL], (bARAAGA [K].

BApAAGA [A]). (5 s form may presuppose the Persian

ending -data (e.g. , purdata given by fate
?),

with which

cp the preceding names PARSHANDATHA, ARIDATHA.
See ESTHER, 3 ; PURIM, 3.

PORCH. Among the following five words, note

especially 2, in connection with EHUD
(&amp;lt;/.v. ).

1. D^N or cSx, aliim, aiAa/u., i K. ti 3 7 6 Ezek. 8 16 40 7, etc.

[Co., Ki. cS xl- See PALACE, 7, and TEMPLE. Cp cS Ni
Ezek. 40 16 etc., cuAafi, EV arch(es), RV&quot; ff- colonnade doubt

fully ;
Ezekiel s architecture is obscure.

2.
j lTTOO, ntisderon, ^ Trpoo-rds, Judg. 823. Rut he(or, it) went

out to ... (ha.mmisder5na.hy cannot be treated apart from and

he (or, it) went out to . . . (happarshSdSnah) (r*. 22 end), and NS 1

I&quot;mC &quot;)Bn is one of those cases in which coarsenesses (see AV
v. 22) are due to corruption of the text (cp DOVE S DUNC;, HUSKS,
JEHU, WASHTOT). These troublesome words appear to have
been caused by dittography (see SBOT, ad lac.). Neither

pBHS nor
p&quot;l~lDDi

however, can possibly be right ; some third

word or phrase must underlie both. Read probably, n|3n &quot;lytj*,

the corner gate (see CORNER). After going out by this gate,
Ehud shut up Eglon, whom he had killed, in the chamber

Moore {Judges, g8) suggests that
p!!&quot;lS&amp;gt;

parshedon (RVmg.
1 antechamber ), may possibly represent irpotrrutov (a Greek gloss);

cp PALACE, i (3) (on pmx in Kings). He prefers, however,
to emend CHSn (so No., Bu.) i.e., thefceces. But surely the

repetition of Ks l is very suspicious, and the view of the

accidental conformation ofparshcdon to misdcron is less natural
than the view here given.

3. 7rpoauAioi/(Mk. 14 16), RVmfj. forecourt ; see HOUSE, 2.

4. TruAaji rendered porch (cp TrpoauAioc, above) in Mt. 2(5 71,
is elsewhere in NT rendered gate (Lk. 16 20 Acts 10 17 12 i-$f.
14 13 Rev. 21 i-zff.\ A large gateway or portico is meant.

5. o-Toa, fn. 62 1023 ActsS ii 5 12 See TEMPLE. Delitzsch

( Talmud. Studten, Zt./.Lutker. Thcol. 17 [1856] 622^) even

explains JJethesda as vt3D~ri 3&amp;gt;
oucos oroas. T. K. C.

PORCIUS FESTUS. See FESTUS.

PORCUPINE (llSi?). Is. 1423 etc. RV, AV BITTERN,

1
According to Boissier, this is not a Syrian tree.
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PORPHYRY (DH3), Esth. lef RVme- See MARBLE.

PORPOISE (trnn), Ezek. 16 10 Ex. 25 5 RV&quot;&amp;gt;i&amp;gt; -, AV
BADGER.

PORTER CUnt?, Bibl. Aram, inn, Ezra 7 24t ; nom.

agent, from TIN?, see GATE ; Gypcopoc t2 S. 4 n 2 K.
7 ii i Esd. and in NT], nyAcopoc only in LXX),
used of the guardian of the gate of a city (2 S. 1826
2 K. 7io/), or house (Mk. 1834 metaph. Jn. 10s ; fern.

2 S. 46 1

Jn. 18 16/. ),
or of the temple.

In i Ch. 1625 /. , however, EV has DOORKEEPERS;
be a doorkeeper is even retained from AV in RV of

Ps. 84 10 [n] for the difficult word
r^sinon.

It is true the

post of doorkeepers (cn^r)
in the temple was assigned

to two Korahite families and one Merarite family accord

ing to i Ch. 261-19. It is very doubtful, however,
whether

fjsinon
can mean to keep the door. To keep

the threshold would be more plausible. Baudissin

(Priestertkum, 260) conjectures that in the pre-exilic
time to which he refers Ps. 84, there may have been
subordinate keepers in addition to the three distinguished

keepers of the threshold (2 K. 25 18, EV -wrongly door
).

Certainly the office of keeper of the threshhold cannot
have existed in post-exilic times (cp Baudissin, op. cit.

218 /. ),
to which Ps. 84 is most reasonably assigned.

Another suggested meaning is to lie at the threshold

(from ]D,
threshold

).
A layman and for laymen on

pilgrimage Ps. 84 is supposed to have been written

could not set foot in the temple (Ba. ). &amp;lt;g gives irapa-

pnrTfLffdai, Jer. abiectus esse. There are other obscurities

in the verse which suggest the necessity of a close inspec
tion of the text with a view to its amendment (cp Ch.
Ps.W, ad loc.

).

The classing of the doorkeepers under the heads Korah and
Merari mentioned above represents a middle stage of develop
ment. At an earlier period they were kept distinct from the

singers, the Nethinim, and the Levites ; and last of all they
became thoroughly Levitised, and included among the Korahites
and Merarites ; see GENEALOGIES i.

, 8 7 (ii.). For the post-exilic
families of the porters, see especially Ezra 2 42 Neh. &quot;45, and

note that some of the names which appear there are elsewhere
those of individuals; cp i Ch. 9 17 Neh. 11 19 (add also Neh.
1225, on which see MATTANIAH, 2). Originally, however, they
were doubtless place-names or clan-names, and elsewhere it has
been conjectured that c lyB .l. he word rendered in EV porters,

is a corruption of an ethnic name, most probably of D TIB
Jjtrt,

the Asshurites (
= Geshurites, see GESHUR, 2), parallel in Ezra

2 Neh. 8 to Q 3/ft,
he Levites, and .D rnsri, a distortion of

c ?n, the Ethanites (Che.).

POSIDONIUS (nociAoiMON [A], -IAON- [V*],
-eiAcoNH [Va]), one of Nicanor s ambassadors to Judas
the Maccabee in 161 B.C. (2 Mace. 14 19).

POSSESSION, DEMONIACAL. See DEMONS.

POSTS. The word is D V^- raslm? literally runners.

The passages in which posts or state-messengers
are really referred to are Jer. 5131 (diuKwv, currens),
2 Ch. 306 10 (rp^xuv, cursor), Esth. 813 15 (/3i/3Xia06/&amp;gt;os,

1 A fern. mj. B (n) is to be read with and most modern
critics. For female doorkeepers cp also Acts 12 13.

2 [At first sight it appears to be the same word as that rendered

guard by EV in 2 K. 1025_11 6, and by RV in i S. 22 I7 (AV
footmen ). It is, however, in the highest degree probable that

rasim in these passages is a mutilated form of sarephtithim
(Zarephathites), which occurs side by side with vi^s (Pelethites),

just as ^3 (RV Carites) stands side by side with *m3 (Chere-
thites). That Cherethites and Pelethites are but conjectur-

ally vocalised corrupt forms of Rehobothites (712rn) and Zare

phathites ( nB&quot;li) is maintained elsewhere (see PELETHITES).
In 2 K. 1025 we can still detect a gloss on C SI (

&quot;

? &quot;
)&amp;gt;

which
asserts its equivalence to o -nE sS ( &quot; MT Pelistim), which again
is most probably a corruption of C nEns, Sarephathim (or C DilBt
Paresathim ?). (For EMffarTI B Xl ? read [n

%
ni; sDs ] D S^S or

D DS^! ?)- The case is parallel to that of S^i n TlE ^Sn ( S. 17

26 36), where ^tyn ( SuSniTl) represents a gloss on TiB Ssir See
Crit. Bib. We must also keep out of our list of words for

post the corrupt word in in Job 9 25 (Spo/meii?, cursor), for,

probably, we have in the true text the first of three comparisons
of Job s fleeting days to swiftly-flying birds (see OSSIFRAGE).
T. K. c.]
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POT
cursor), 81014 (liriretis, veredarius}. In Esther the

reference is no doubt to the system of posts said to have
been first devised by Cyrus the Great (Xen. Cyrop. 86

17/1). According to Herodotus (898) nothing mortal

travels so fast as the Persian messengers. . . . The
Persians give this system of riding post the name of

dyyapriiov. The &yya.poi had authority to press into

their service men, horses, or anything that might serve

to hasten their journey. Hence the verb ayyapevu, to

compel, in NT (Mt. 641 27 32 Mk. 15zi), and the N -IJJK

(dyyapfia) of the Talmud. The etymology of ayyapos
is disputed. Andreas (in Marti s glossary) explains it

express messenger&quot; (Eilbote), and connects it (like

Bibl. Aram. N-IJN, Heb. rniiN) with Middle Iranian

hangert, etc., new Pers. angafa, narrative, report.
But rniK is no doubt = Ass. egirtu (see EPISTOLARY
LITERATURE, 5), and egirtu is certainly not a Persian

loan-word. The reverse process is much more in

telligible ;
i.e.

, ayyapos is of Assyrian origin. Jensen,
1

however, leaves egirtu ( ^/-UK, to pay) out of the ques
tion, and derives dyyapos from Ass. and Bab. agru
( \f~\iK), one engaged, or pressed, for service.

Jensen argues that the etymology is excellent in itself, and
also that its synonyms aovcai Sr/s, a&amp;lt;ryai/5T)s (a&amp;lt;TTai 6r)s), and berid

(cp veredarius ?)can be satisfactorily explained only from Baby
lonian

; cp also Rawlinson s note on Herod. 898.

POT. For i. TD, sir; 2. &quot;\T&,pdriir; 3. VT\,dHd;
4- nnSpi kalldhath, see COOKING, 5, i. a, c, d, e; also ib. 2

for dud, and POTTERY, 3 [61 for fariir.
For 5. c 13) kirdyim, see COOKING, 4.

6.
iiDN&amp;gt;

tsiik (2 K. 4 2t), is used of the widow s pot of oil ;

but
&quot;jlDX

(V
/

&quot;J?D)
can hardly mean pot ( A, o a\etyofia.i ; &amp;lt;5 -,

ayyeiov, but with o dAei i^. at end of verse). QX may come from

the preceding CN. We expect TjS, pak (see Box, i), which

Klostermann restores.

7- nj!&amp;gt; 31&amp;gt;, sinsihieth\ (Ex. 16 33, if correct), of the pot of manna,

containing a homer
{&amp;lt;no.fj.vo&amp;gt;; ;

Pesh. NBDp ;
Onk. rrniVx).

makes it a golden pot (&amp;lt;rra.fj.vov xpvo-ovv) ; cp Heb. 9 4.

8.
J? 3J, gablii . See CUP, MEALS, 12, and POTTERY.

9- QTIEES sephattdyim (Ps. 68 13 [14]). See SHEEPFOLDS.
10. 3S j;,

eseb (Jer. 22 28+), AV idol (cp IDOL, iff), RV
vessel (-v/asyi to fashion), RVmg. pot ; see POTTERY, 3

[10].

JI - fllxCi masrcph (Prov. 173 27 21). See METAL WORK.
12. trra.fi.vos (Heb. 94). See above, 6.

13. feVnjs (Mk. 74); Lat. sextarius. See WEIGHTS AND
MEASURES.
See also PURIFICATION ( waterpots, Jn. 2e_/I), WASHPOT.

POTIPHAR OB PIB; TrerecbpHC [ADEL], see

below
; Putiphar), a high Egyptian official, the master

of Joseph, Gen. 39 if. The name is evidently only a
shorter writing of POTIPHERA with which it is identified

by (5. On the Egyptian etymology see POTIPHERA.
The position of Potiphar is described first as cno (saris)

of Pharaoh. This word means eunuch
(&amp;lt;S, Vg. ),

as

well as court-official, (thus Tg. Onk. NTI), the most

important offices having been in the Ancient Orient (cp

especially Assyria) in the hand of royal slaves who were
often eunuchs (cp EUNUCH). The fact of Potiphar s

being married decides against the translation eunuch. 2

It has to be mentioned that the word was known also

to the later Egyptians in the non-sexual sense. In two
rock inscriptions in the valley Hamamat, Persian officers

are called : s&amp;gt;ys of Persia, where, evidently, it means
official. See EGYPT, 29, on the fact that no repre

sentation or mention of eunuchs has been found, so far,

in Egypt, although it must be presupposed that the

Egyptians knew eunuchs at least by contact with the

neighbouring nations. The chief title of Potiphar was
chief of the cooks (n rnBn

~x&amp;gt;).
Thus it is correctly

rendered by (5 (apx^dyfipos). The attempt to explain
the title as chief of the executioners (already Onk.

Syr. ) might be supported by the imprisonment (Gen.

1 See P. Horn, Grundriss d. Neupersischen Etymologic
(Strassburg, 1893), 29254.

2
Exceptional cases of eunuchs having wives will not alter the

rule. See Ebers, sEgypten und die Biicher Mosis, 299 (who
still retained the error of the early Egyptologists who saw
eunuchs in representations of fat old men).
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3920/. )

at the command of Potiphar, but has no lexico

graphic authority. On the other hand, the inmates of
the prison viz. ,

the baker and the butler or cup-bearer
decide for the first interpretation of the title. Is the

superintendent of the royal kitchen and wine-cellar in

tended ? The inclusion of the cup-bearer under his

authority might point to such an extended sphere. At
any rate, the office would include the command over a
host of officials and slaves so large that the holder might
well have a prison of his own. For the interpretation
that no private prison is meant but the general royal
prison, it might be argued that the office of cup-bearer
was higher in rank, at least in dynasties 19 and 20, and
could not well come under the authority of the super
intendent of the kitchen, so that Joseph s meeting the
two royal officials in that prison would be accidental

rather than due to Potiphar s position. It is not easy
to find a corresponding office in the Egyptian inscriptions.
The office of the scribe of the royal table (sh wdh)
who had to register the expenses, was usually different

from that of the mr-st superintendent of the kitchen,&quot;

and this one from that of the superintendent of the

brewery (mr-w bt), etc. If the words of Genesis be
taken literally, the second office would be meant. We
do not, however, know the court and its officers sufficiently
well in all periods to be able to deny the possibility that

all those offices may once have been united in one person.
W. M. M.

POTIPHERA, RV, AV POTIPHERAH
neTpecpH [A], rreTe&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;pH [KL], see below), an

Egyptian priest of On-Heliopolis whose daughter was
married to Joseph by Pharaoh (Gen. 414550 462of).
On the fame of the learned priests of On and on
that ancient city see ON. The name Potiphera is of

great importance, allowing us to recognise its Egyptian
etymology and to use it for criticism of the documents
of the Pentateuch reporting the story of Joseph.
The consonants of the Hebrew traditions are a faultless

rendering of the Egyptian name /[ ~\-edy[_u}
l

-p[_ \-Re ?
the one whom the sun-god has given ; cp Greek

Heliodorus. In later pronunciation Pedep(h)re* ; cp
the rendering lleretpp-rj in @EL

. The Greek version

treats the name Potiphar as identical, and transliterates

it, consequently, in the same way. This is, un

doubtedly, correct. See for the many similar names
Lieblein, Diet, of Hierogl. Names, 1056 (the biblical

name, however, which points to the local cult of Helio-

polis-On is not given there). Names of the same form,

given by god X are, e.g. , the Egyptian prince Pedu-

baste(t] whose name Asur-bani-pal renders Putubasti,

Pedam(m]An, which, on a bilingual sarcophagus (in

Turin), is Hellenised as A/j,/uuJ)vios, Pedeset, in Greek

Ilencrts; Hfroffipis, etc. On the question of the
antiquity^

of these formations of names 3 see the discussion in ZA
30 (1892) 49 /. There is no doubt about their rather

recent use. No example from the Mosaic time can be

furnished as yet, and it is questionable whether any
certain examples occur before the time of dyn. 22

i.e. , before 950 B.C. In the discussion referred to (ZA,
1892) it is claimed that such names become frequent

only after 700 B. C. , and that the writer of Joseph s life

(E or E2 )
who adduces the name Pedephre as belong

ing to two persons is, therefore, to be placed in the

seventh century B.C. (cp JOSEPH, 4, col. 2588/. ).

Our material is not exhaustive enough to allow such

1 The ujiv is later always omitted. Of course, the name can
be written in various other ways, owing to the great variety of

hieroglyphic signs which may be interchanged. Notice that the

Egyptian d sounded to the Semites always nearer t than d.

3 Correctly compared first by Rosellini, Monumenti Storici,
text i., 117 (Ebers, Aegypten und die Biicher Mosis, 296).

Champollion, Systemc Hierogl., had come near the truth in

assuming the one who belongs (et[e] for earlier ente) to the sun ;

but no similar name can be found. See also col. 3728, n. 3.



POTSHERDS, GATE OF
exact statements. At any rate, however, it must be
confessed that in a writer of the period before 1000
B. c.

,
the name could not appear as of characteristic

frequency among the Egyptians. On the other hand,
the transcription with a and y gives a good, archaic

impression, and would militate against too extravagant

attempts at bringing down the date. W. M. M.

POTSHERDS, GATE OF (rVp-jnn 11&amp;gt;t?, Kr.
;

niD~nn \?, Kt.
), Jer. 192-f. See JERUSALEM, 24;

cp POTTERY, 7.

POTTAGE (TTX Gen. 25 29; eye/V\&amp;lt;\-
Bel. and

Drag. 33). See FOOD, 4 (i), and LENTILES.

POTTER S FIELD (TON AfRON TOY KGRAMecoc).
Mt. 2?7. See ACELDAMA.

POTTERY. Though the art of pottery was presum-

POTTEEY

T
_ ,

and PaleSL.

FIG. i. Amorite or pre- Israelite pottery: before 1500 B.C.

(From Bliss, Mound ofMany Cities, i. no. 83 ; 2. no. C2 ;

4. no. 93. All handmade, with simple incised ornament.)

ably known to the Israelites from an early period,

T , references in Hebrew literature to the manu-
, facture and use of earthen vessels are rare,n

and for the most part ambiguous. The
ample vocabulary of names for vessels is

derived mainly from roots descriptive of

their forms or uses, not of their material
;

and more than once (Is. SO 14 Jer. 48 12

Lam. 42) an express reference to earthen

vessels is attached to words which pro

perly mean vessels of skin. Probably
the earliest express reference, though vaguer

phrases occur in the Hexateuch, is 28. 1728,

where, in a list of supplies, earthen vessels

accompany (wooden) beds and (brazen)
basons (cp the similar classification, Mk. ?4,

j3aTTTlff/J.OUS TTOTr)pi(j}V KO.I ^ITTWV KO.I %a\-
Kuav). It is only in prophetical literature

that allusions to the manufacture and char

acteristics of pottery become at all frequent.
This all corresponds with what the history

of the Israelites would lead us to expect.
In Egypt, it is true, pot-

tery s in
.

use fr
!

n the

pre
-
dynastic period on

wards ; and wheel-made vessels, from the

time of the fourth dynasty though hand
made fabrics survived to a much later date. 1

Into Palestine the use of the potter s

wheel seems not to have been introduced

until the time of the eighteenth Egyptian
dynasty, and then probably from Egypt.
A variety, however, of hand-made fabrics

for the most part rude though characteristic,

and occasionally later of some elegance,
were in use among the pre- Israelite popu
lations, and persisted among these and
their conquerors aftar the introduction of the wheel.

The whole series of Palestinian pottery has been

fully illustrated by excavations at Tell-el-Hesy,
a the

probable site of LACHISH \g-v.~\.

1
E.g., eighteenth dynasty, see Leps. Denkm. i-j^a; Wilk.

Anc. Eg. 3 164.
2 Flinders Petrie, Tell-el-Hesy(i?,gi); Bliss, Mound ofMany

Cities (1894). Cp also the finds at Tell Zakariya (PEFQ,
1899, pp. 102 Jf., 1900, p. ii Jf.) ; Tell es-Siifieh (fO. 1899, pp.

324^); Tell Sandahannah (in. 1900, pp. 319^), and Tell ej-

Judeideh (//&amp;gt;. 1900, pp. 199^:); the examples from Jerusalem
(Bliss and Dickie, Excavations at Jerusalem [1898], p. 261,

pi. 25, Warren and Wilson, Recovery of Jerusalem [1871], pp.
47 2 Ji^). and those figured in Per. Chip., Art in Sardinia,
Judeea, etc., 1 351, fig. 235^
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FIG. 2. Phoenician or proto-Israelite pottery : 1500-1000 B.C.

Scale about fa.

(From Petrie, Tell el-Hesy. i. no. 124; 2. no. 137; 3. no. 125;
4. no. 115 [occurs also in Mycensean Cyprus and in i8th

dyn. Egypt] ; 5. no. 141 [occurs as no. 4] ; 6. no. no.
Almost all handmade, without ornament : the forms often
imitated from leathern vessels.)

FIG. 3. Jewish pottery : 1000-500 B.C.: scale about fa.

(From Petrie, Tell el-Hesy. i. no. 201 [with owner s mark, j(];

2. no. 192 ; 3. no. 202
; 4. no. 187 ; 5. no. 198 ; 6. no. 218,

7. no. 219. Often wheel-made : the forms analogous to the

contemporary pottery of Cyprus, and of Carthage.)

FIG. 4. Typical Hellenistic and Graeco-Roman pottery.

FIG. 5. Painted pottery showing Cypriote influence.

(i. Bliss, Mound oj Many Cities, no. 106. buff clay, red and
black pigment, wheel-made, resembles Cypriote style ; 800-

500 B.C.: 2. Petrie, Tell-el-Hesy, no. 157. bottom view of

bowl, like 3 ; dark clay, white slip, black pigment ; hand
made ; common in Cyprus, 1500-1000 B.C.: 3. Bliss, MounJ
ofMany Cities, no. 181, bowl like 2.)
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On this site occur : (i) early, rude, and apparently indigenous

fabrics, all handmade, which have been provisionally described

as Amorite (fig. i) ; (2) some characteristic varieties of the

fabrics which have been described as Phoenician, from their

frequency in Cyprus, and in foreign settlements in Egypt of

eighteenth dynasty date. They occur also occasionally on the

less known Syrian mainland (fig. 2) ; (3) imitations, clumsy and

barbaric, of the Phoenician fabrics above mentioned, which have
been regarded as very probably Jewish, since examples of

the same style recur on a number of sites in Jewish territory.
But few of these scattered examples are from undisturbed sites,

and none are of accurately determinable date (fig. 3). In the

chronological series, as indicated at Tell-el-Hesy, their upper
limit approximately coincides with that of the Israelite occupa
tion of Palestine ; the lower is more vague, for the native forms
are gradually modified and give place in the third and second
centuries B.C. to (4) degenerate Hellenistic forms, which have

persisted almost without change to the present time (fig. 4).

Painted decoration was very rarely applied to pottery
either in Phoenicia, or in any other part of non-Hellenic

Asia ; and, when it occurs, maygenerally be referred either

to Egyptian or to ^Egean influence. One imperfect vase

from Jerusalem (fig. 6 i), like a modern Egyptian gulleh,
found only 4-6 metres (19 ft.

) deep in the Muristan (Re
covery ofJerusalem, p. 478/1, Per. -Chip. op. cit. 1355,

fig. 244 /&quot;. ),
and a few fragments found near Barclay s

Gate and the Genneth Gate (Louvre ; Pettier, Catalogue
des Vases, 92 ;

Per. -Chip. , op. cit. 1356/1, fig. 246-8),
and fragments from Tekoa

(
Brit. Mus.

)
and from Moab

(Brit. Mus. A, 1676-77, cp H. de Villefosse, Notice des

Man. Phtn. du Louvre, no. 7) seem to be influenced by
the geometrical style of Cyprus ; but their date is quite

FIG. 6. Painted pottery showing /Egean influence.

(i. Jerusalem (Muristan), Wilson and Warren, Recovery of
Jerusalem, 478, geometrical ornament : 2. Tell Zakarlya,
PEFQ, 1900, p. 13, pi. iii. i, ./Egean form and painted
ornament : 3. Tell es Safieh, ib. 1899, P- 3 I

4&amp;lt; ? &quot;&amp;gt;
native

copy of yEgean form and spiraliform ornament ; on front, a
bird like Fig. 5 i above ; buff clay, red and black paint :

4. Tell-el-Hesy, Bliss, op. cit. no. 179, native copy of
characteristic ^Egean (Mycenaean) form, unpainted.)

uncertain, and similar fragments, found in Malta (Valetta

Museum) seem to be of mediaeval Arab fabric. Other

fragments from er-R mall (Louvre, H. de Villefosse,

Notice des Afon. Phdn. no. 81) have the characteristic

(7th-5th cent. B.C.) Cypriote ornament of concentric

circles, which occurs also at Kuyunjik on imported

probably Levantine pottery (Brit. Mus. NH, 18, 28).
At Tell-el-Hesy, painted pottery of quasi-Cypriote forms

(fig. 5 i), together with the painted Phcenician bowls

(which are probably actually Cypriote), begins to appear
about the time of the eighteenth dynasty (figs. 52, 53);
but none of the Jewish types are painted (fig. 3).

Clear traces of the influence of the Mycenaean civilisa

tion, probably introduced by the seafaring raiders who
harried the Levant, appear during the eighteenth and
nineteenth dynasties of Egypt. (See PHILISTINES,

6jf.) But this phase was short-lived. 1

In a nomadic state, the use of brittle earthenware

is reduced to a minimum, owing to the difficulties of

transport. Its place is taken by vessels of

leather, wood, and gourds, and by metallic

utensils where commercial intercourse per
mits. Such pottery as there is in such circumstances is

either very rude and temporary, or is imported and pre
served as a luxury.

2

Thus among the Israelites, three words for vessels,

nebel (ntbel], hemeth, nod, besides ob, Job 32 19, properly
1 Cp Welch, The Influence of ^Egean Civilisation on South

Palestine in PEFQ, 1900, pp. 342^! The pottery in question
was found at Tell el-Hesy (Petrie, I.e., figs. 46, 145, 164-7 I

Bliss, I.e., fig. 179); Tell es-Safieh (PEFQ, 1899, P- SM). and
Tell Zakariya (ib. IQOO, pp. 11-13).

2 Niebuhr, Voy. 1 188
; Benzinger, Heb. Arch. 214.
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3. Hebrew
terms.

POTTERY
denote vessels of skin (see BOTTLE, i), whilst in the

accounts both of the tabernacle and of the temple the

great majority, if not all the sacred vessels were of

metal (Ex. 883 i K. 7 45 102 2 Ch. 4i6 9 20 35 13), and so

at the same time of greater intrinsic value, more durable,
and less liable to contract pollution (Lev. 628^). For
minor sacrificial purposes earthen vessels are specified
more than once in the Levitical code (Nu. 5 17 Lev.

621 14 5 so).

The difficulty of determining the usage of the Hebrew
terms is increased by the fact that, in all the versions,
the words for vessels of pottery and other materials are

rendered for the most part quite at random. Least of

all, either in AV or RV, is the key-word pot confined

to earthenware ; it includes vessels of wickerwork, skin,

and metal. With this qualification, the following out

line gives the forms and uses of pottery which are

expressly mentioned in Hebrew literature.

1. 12, o^(\/heave? draw water, v&pia, AV pitcher ; Gen.

24 14 Judg. 7 16 Eccles.126, icdfios, cadus; AV barrel ; i K.
17 12 18 33) is a capacious vessel large enough to conceal a lighted
torch, Judg. 7 16 ; cp Mt. 5 15, or to serve as a meal tub, i K.
17 12^ (see Robinson Lees, Village Life in Palestine, 1897,

frontispiece). It was commonly used for carrying water, Gen.
24 14 Eccles. 126 i K. 18 33 ; cp vSpia, Jn. 4 28, and was borne on
the shoulder, Gen. 24 14. See COOKING, 2.

2. p3p3i bakbfik, see BOTTLE, 2 (a), CRUSE, 2.

3. 7]5, pak (v drop, $aicos [lentil] ; lenticula, EV vial, ;
i S.

10 r ; AV box, 2 K. 9 i 3) is a lenticular flask or pilgrim bottle,
with a narrow neck between small handles for suspension. The
form is derived from a leathern prototype, and is common in

Phoenician and Jewish fabrics of pottery, see fig. 2, 3./C

4. y*21,gd?a. (-v/round ; (cepa^iior, scyphus, AV bowl Jer.

35 5) is a large round bowl from which wine could be served out
into cups. In Jer. 35 5 it is probably of clay () ;

but the same
word is used Gen. 442 for the divining cup of Joseph, which
is expressly of silver (cp DIVINATION, 3 [3]), though late

Chaldaean bowls with magic inscriptions, in Brit. Mus., are of

clay. See MEALS, 12.

5. D lSi kos (\/contain ; tron\piov, calix, AV cup freq.) is

frequently used for a drinking-cup. Such cups were often of
metal

;
but for common purposes clay was in use at all periods.

In Mk. 74 Tronjpia are distinguished from feora (wooden) and
voA/cta (bronze) vessels, and are presumably of clay ; cp tcepafiiov

vfiaros, Mk. 14 13 Lk. 22 10, and Is. 30 14. See MEALS, 12.

6. &quot;ins, pdrftr (^/be hot; \vTpd, olla, pot AV Nu. 11 8

Judg. 19 i S. 2 14 Joel 2 6) seems always to represent the
common clay cooking-pot, and is repeatedly distinguished from
the metallic cauldron. Cp COOKING, 5 (i. &amp;lt;:).

7. 1}3, kfir (\Xcook, (cdju.ti os, catninus, Prov. 173 27 21 Is.

48 10 Ecclus. 2s, fornax Dt. 4 20 i K. 851 Jer. 114 Ezek.

22182022) is the earthen crucible or melting pot of the metal-

occasionally found ;
hence EV range for

pots,&quot; mg. stewpan ;

in any case the utensil was of clay, as it was to be destroyed

by breaking in pieces. Cp FURNACE, i (2).

For 8. nnS!i, sappdhath, and 9. rrn W, selohlth, see

CRUSE, i, 3.

10. Zxy, eseb, Jer. 22 28(with ndphiis, broken vessel [RVmg.,

pot, AV idol ; o-jceOos, i as fictile\ ; cp IDOL, ili). The
allusion is probably to a broken terra-cotta figurine, a piece of

modelled clay, cheap and fragile [cp below, 5 (2)].

Besides the express terms already mentioned, earthen

vessels, kUle litres (enrr ^s), of undefined
4. Potsherds.

form are recorded as being in use :

1. For ritual purposes (Nu. 617 Lev. 4 5 50).

2. For cooking, frequently e.g., Lev. 628 [21], where

it is clear that they are of unglazed clay, and conse

quently absorbent of contamination ; cp Ezek. 246,

where the metaphor is from cooking, and rust of AV,
should be scum. Cp Lev. 1135 AV, range for

pots,&quot;

above (87); and Is. 30 14. Cp COOKING, 5.

3. To preserve documents, Jer. 32 14 ; cp buried

treasure, 2 Cor. 47, which is frequently found thus pro
tected.

The word heres (\/ scratch, o&amp;lt;rrpoxei&amp;gt;, testa, vas fictile) is

used of a whole vessel, Prov. 26 23 and as adj. Lev. 621 1133
14 5 50 15 12, as well as of broken pottery ; as a ladle, Is. 30 14 ;

as an extemporised brazier, ib., cp Thomson, The Land and the

Book, 522 (1868) ; or, on account of the sharpness of its broken

edges, as a scraper, job 2 8.
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5. Proverbial
references.

POTTERY
All these makeshifts may be commonly observed still

in the East.

4. To these we may add the making of concrete

(mod. Ar. Iwmrah ; cp jjon, hasaph, Dan. 233 ff.,

6&amp;lt;fTpaKov, fictilis, testa; EV clay, see 6 below).
For this purpose broken potsherds are finely pounded
and mixed with lime (cp Roman opus Signinum). It

is as if for this purpose that Jeremiah is directed to

shatter the potter s vessel in Jer. 19i-u, and the

process may still be seen on the same spot outside the

city (Xeal, Palestine Explored, 116 ff. [1882]).

Proverbially, mention is made, especially in the later

books, of

i. The plasticity and passivity of clay in the hands

]f,

ter
:

,^^~e-g- Is - 29 .6

45 9 646 Jer. 18,/:
2. J he fragility of pottery in the

kiln, Ecclus. 27s, and in use; frequently e.g., Ps. 2g
Eccles.126 Is.30i4 45 19 Jer. 19i-n (cp 4 [5]) 22z8
Rev. 227, cp Judg. 7ig/.

3. Consequently, its small value e.g. , Lam. 42 Zech.
4 13 Mt. 27 9.

4. Its menial uses e.s;. , Ps. 608 2 Thess. 220; but
not Ps. 6813 AV pots, RV sheepfolds Che. Ps.W
dunghills ;

Ps. 816 AV pots, RV basket, though
the reference is, in fact, to work in a brickfield

; see

below, 6.

5. Its dry and dusty texture, Ps. 22 15.

The manufacture of pottery among the Israelites may
be outlined from the same later sources, especially Jer.
18 1-3 Ecclus. 8832-34.

Clay is usually &quot;ICh, homer; mjAos, tutuin ; v&quot;&quot;2
n

, red, cp

&quot;i^Di
h? &quot; ir ; ao-^aAros, bitumen ; from the frequent red colour

of pot-clay, especially of the surface clays of the
6. Clay. Levantine limestones ; cp our chalk soil

; also

Bibl.-Aram. NSDH (]pn, Dan. 2 33, see 4 [5]);

m)A.os, lutum ; once t2 13, tit ; TnjAos, lutum, Is. 41 25, which is

properly mud for sun-dried bricks, Nah. 3 14, or merely mire.

The clay is kneaded with the feet to the proper
uniformity and consistency (Wisd. 15y Is. 4125, cp
Nah. 3 14, where brickmaking is meant, and Ecclus.

8833 AV n
2-, tempereth with his feet

).
Even prepared

clay, however, is liable to fail on the wheel (Jer. 184),
in which case it can be worked up afresh

;
or in the

furnace (Ecclus. 27s), in which case it is ruined utterly,
and is cast aside among the wasters, which mark the

site of many ancient potteries.

The same clay, HCh, is also used to receive the impress of a

seal (Job 38, cp Jer. 32 14) ; and for baked brick, HJ3V, Gen.

113 Is. 45 9, cp Ezek. 4 i. See BRICK.

According to the MT the bronze castings of king Solomon
were made in the clay ground between Succoth and Zeredah, in

the plain of Jordan (2 Ch. 417, iv -no Tra^et TTJS -yrjs, in argillosa
terra, cp i K. &quot;46). The text is corrupt (see ADAM i.);
but the Jordan furnishes a strong clay suitable for moulds.
Cp BABYLONIA, 15 ; BITUMEN, BRICK, CLAY, SEAL.

The potter (usually isv, yoser ; Kfpa/j.evs, figidus,

plastes ; ^/ns\ mould
;
and not confined to this kind

of manufacture, Is. 46718; also Bibl.

Ara.rn.pch/idr, ins ; Jigulus, Dan. 241)

sits at his work, turning the wheel with his feet, and

modelling the clay revolving upon it with his hands

(Jer. 18s Ecclus. 8832). Like many other craftsmen, the

potters in Jerusalem appear to have formed a hereditary

guild of the bne SHKLAH (q.v.), which is mentioned in

i Ch. 423 at the end of an enumeration of the tribe of

Judah (see GEDERAH, 2).

The Potter s Field, Aceldama (mod. Hakl ed-Damm), is tradi

tionally situated in the lower part of the valley of Hinnom, south
of Zion, where traces of former potteries are still seen. The
furnaces of the valley of Hinnom were proverbial, and the area
in question may have extended as far up the valley, and W. of

Zion, as the Gate of Potsherds (Jer. 19 2), if not even as far as
the Tower of the Furnaces (Neh. 3 1 1 12 38). See ACELDAMA.
The Gate of Potsherds (Jer. 192 Kre, RVmg.) obtained its

name perhaps from the waste heaps of these potteries (to which it

offered direct access from the city), perhaps from general refuse
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7. The potter.

POTTERY
heaps, as this Gate is probably identical with the Dung Gate
(Neh. 2138 i3/), see HARSITH, HINNOM [VALLEY OF, 4 (2)],
and JERUSALEM, 24, col. 2423.

The wheel (D^aNn-^y, dual; tirl ruv \i6uv; super

rotam, Jer. 183, AVme- seats, frames ; Tp&xos, rota,

8. The potter s
Kcdus 38 *9 ; cp Ex - ll6

&amp;gt; PPirs

wheel.
from the Hebrew to have been origin

ally of stone, but was, perhaps, also
later of wood. Two types of wheel, both known in

antiquity, and still used
in the Levant, would suit

the biblical passages.
1. That described by Abul-

walld, Ueb. Roots, Lex. (ed.

Neubauer, col. 18), The
instrument is double [expl.
the dual form] upon which
the potter turns earthen ves
sels. It consists of two wheels
of wood, like a handrail!

;

the one is larger, which is

the lower one
; the other is

smaller, and this is the upper.
This instrument is called

obndyim &quot;a pair of stones,&quot;

although not made of stone, ___^ _
because of their being like a FIG. 7. Potter s wheel turned by
handrail!, which is generally tne hand E t b

*

made of stone. In this (fig. 1800 B.C.
7), which is the old Egyptian
type (Wilk. Anc. g. 8164; Rosellini, Man. Civ. PI. L. ;

Leps. Denkm. 2 13 126
; Erman, Life in Anc. Eg. 457 [figure]!),

and persisted in the East, though not in NW. Africa (Abulwalid,
I.e.) ; the lower wheel is stationary, and serves merely as a
base or pivot (Benz. HA 214).

2. Both wheels revolve with the same vertical axle, to which
they are fixed at some distance apart. The lower is driven by
the feet of the potter (Ecclus. 38 29) who sits on a bench (cp the

interpretation of D^3N in Ex. 1 16, and AVmg. ;n Jer. 18 3) ; the

upper v/heel, as before, supports the clay. This more advanced
type is first depicted in Greece in the sixth century B.C. (Annali
dell Institute, 1882, pi. U, 2

; Reinach, Repert. d. I asesGrecs,
1 346), and has spread over all Europe, and many parts of W.
Asia (fig. 8). It appears to be the wooden wheel of the Talmud

(pD , cippus, cp i K. 7 30 AV wheels, properly trunk of a tree
;

\/T1D, bar, cp np, stocks, Job 182787 n), and is the common
type now, in Syria (Thomson, The Land and the Book, 521, at

Jaffa). Of these alternatives no. 2 suits Ecclus. 38 32 better than
no. i, as the wheel here is turned with the feet, but no. i by the
hand, either of the potter or of an attendant (as in Harrison s
work cited below, n. i) ;

in Jer. 183 either interpretation may
be assumed.

The kiln (icdfuvos, Ecclus. 27s 8834) in which pottery
is baked is not clearly distinguished from the furnace of

Q TTi Viln tne metaHurgist. or the oven of the

baker. See FURNACE. The burning
fiery furnace of Nebuchadrezzar seems, from its large

chamber, in which
four men could walk,
its side door (dvpa,

ostium), and its

moderate normal
heat, to have been a

pot- or brick - kiln,

such as David may
be supposed to have
used as an instru

ment of torture
jaSa,

(malben ; vXivOeiov,

Jornax laleraria, 2 S.

12 31 ; cp Jer. 43 9

^_____ Nah. 3i 4 ).

2 On this

FIG. 8Potter s wheel, turned by
mod

A

e f Punishmen

the foot, showing the two stones. see AHAB, 2 (col. 93),

Egypt, Ptolemaic. FURNACE. The pot-
ter s kilns represented

on Egyptian (Wilk. Anc. Eg. 299192; Rosellini,
Man. Civ. 2251; Leps. Denkm. 2 126) and early Greek
monuments (Ann. d. Jnst., 1882, pi. U, i) are, how-

1 Cp (in Greece) Harrison and MacColl, Greek I ase Paint
ings, 9.

2 But see BRICK, i, n. 3 ; DAVID, n c. ii., and especially
Crit. Kib.
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POTTERY
ever, on a much smaller scale (fig. 9). Von Ihering

(Evolution of the Aryan, 100, 416) points out the daily

necessity for public kilns, when business documents
were preserved, as in Babylonia, on tablets of baked clay.

Though the name of Nebuchadrezzar s furnace refers

to its smoke, a clear fire and a clean kiln are essential

to the production of fine pottery, and must be maintained

night and day (Ecclus. 8834).
The glazing in Ecclus. 8834 EV (xpiff^a [B

a
NA],

Xapifffjia [B*&quot;J linitionem] is properly a smearing with

10 Glazing
either slip or paint Smearing with

8
slip is common, in Palestine as else-

cillCl tTltlSS. , ,. , .

where, on all but the commonest sorts

of vessels, but would not call for special remark in this

context. Smearing with paint especially paint of a
warm red colour, smeared over the whole surface of the

vessel, and frequently polished by hand is characteristic

of the earlier Amorite pottery (2) and persists to a
late date. If ^dpta/na be read, something of the nature
of a pattern must be understood

( 2).
Actual vitrified glazing is rarely, if ever, found on

Palestinian pottery before Roman times. The char-

FlG.o. Potter s kiln ; elevation and conjectural section. Early
Greek : the Egyptian kiln is narrower and taller, and has
no dome.

acteristic Egyptian glazed faience was imitated in

Cyprus, and perhaps also in Phoenicia, from at least

the beginning of the Jewish kingdom ;
and glazed

earthenware has been found occasionally on Jewish
sites, but never of certainly native fabric, or of clearly

pre-exilic date. The earthen vessel overlaid with
silver dross of Prov. 26 23 AV has been interpreted of a
crucible, or broken potsherd, on which dross has been

spilt ;
but the Hebrew implies intentional overlaying

(cp i K. 620), and the use of dross or slag as glaze,

though unsubstantiated, is not in itself unlikely, whether

merely as a tour de force, or as a means of imitating a
metallic lustre like the bucchero nero of early Greece and

Italy.

GLASS [g.v.] itself hardly comes into use in Palestine before
late Ptolemaic times, though opaque coloured glass was made in

Egypt under the eighteenth dynasty, and imitated in Cyprus
and elsewhere. For Palestinian specimens of the later transparent
glass see Bliss and Dickie, Excav. at Jerus. 362, and Per. -Chip.
op. cit. \ 358/ fig. 251.7: j. L . M .
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POUND, i. Mane (H3O; MNA. minaormna), Ezra

3 69, etc. Cp MANEH, and see WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.
2. Au-pa, Jn. 123 1839. See WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.

POWDERS OF THE MERCHANT (?
KONioprcoN Mypeyoy [KNA, -eyiKoy W\,fvlverii
pigmentarii], mentioned along with myrrh and frankin

cense (Cant. 36f). See PERFUME.

POWER OF GOD (ActsSio), POWERS (Rom. 838
i Cor. 1024 Eph. 121). There were many Svvd/Jifis, or

angelic powers, of the same class, but of different

degrees ; Simon Magus, however, passed as that power
of God which is called Great (RV). It has been pro
posed to take megale (fjLeydX-r)) as a transliteration of the

Samaritan name of the power (N^JD or VjD i.e. , he
who reveals

).

1 But Deissmann (Bibelstudien , 19, n. 6)

quotes from a papyrus this invocation, I invoke thee

as the greatest power which is appointed in heaven by
the Lord God.

&quot;2 See SIMON MAGUS ; ANGEL, i.

PR.&TOR. On the Roman office of praetor (i.e.,

frceitor, he who goes before, a leader
), originally a

military title, and in classical times a designation of the

highest magistrates in the Latin towns, the reader may
consult the works of Marquardt, Mommsen, and
others ; a compendious account will be found in

J. G. Frazer s article Praetor in Ency. Brit.(^\&amp;lt;dk^f-

In Acts 162022 25 for aTpaTrjyoi (RV magistrates )

RV&quot;
1?- has Gk. praetors. The meaning of this note

is that ffrparriyoi, the Greek name for the highest

magistrates in a Roman colony, corresponded to the

Lat. prcetores. The title praetors was not technically
accurate, but was frequently employed as a courtesy
title for the supreme magistrates of a Roman colony
(Ramsay, Sf. Paul, 218). In Acts 16 19, however,
there is already mention of the rulers (tipxavres), so

that the further mention of the praetors (ffTpaT-rjyoi) is

matter for surprise. Meyer -Wendt, Comm. 281, ex

plains dpxovres as the more general, (rrparriyoi the

more specialised expression. Ramsay admits the

difficulty of the text.

It is hardly possible,&quot; Ramsay says, that v. ig_/T have the
final form that the writer would have given them. The expres
sion halts between the Greek form and the Latin, between the

ordinary Greek term for the supreme board of magistrates in

any city (apxoi/res), and the popular Latin designation (o-TpaTij-yoi,
pr&tores), as if the author had not quite made up his mind
which he should employ. Either of the clauses bracketed 8 is

sufficient in itself; and it is hardly possible that a writer, whose
expression is so concise, should have intended to leave in his

text two clauses which say exactly the same thing (2177^).

Ramsay s conclusion, with regard to the authorship of

the narrative that as usual, Luke moves on the plane of

educated conversation in such matters, and not on the

plane of rigid technical accuracy ;
he writes as the

scene was enacted, is hardly satisfactory. M. A. C.

PR-SJTORIUM (TTPAITOOPION ; Syr. transliterates

pr(a}etorium], meaning originally the tent of the com-

1 Meaning
mander of an army (

Liv-3s), came to

- , , . be applied to the residence, whether fixed

or provisional, of the governor of a pro
vince (Cic. Verr. ii. 428), and even to the large country
villas of noble Romans (Suet. Calig. 37 ;

see Rich,
Diet, of Gk. and Rom. Antiqq.}. In the NT it seems
to be used of the royal palaces as being temporary
residences of the procurators. Thus in Acts 2835

Trpair. r. Hpydov is taken to mean the palace of Herod
in Caesarea (AV Herod s judgment-hall, RV Herod s

palace ). According to Meyer, the same is meant by
TrpaiTupiov in Phil. 1 13 (AV palace ); but Lightfoot
has contended strongly for the meaning praetorian

guards (see Philippians, 97-100). Further, some
scholars (Keim) suppose the word to be used in the

Gospel narrative of Herod s palace at Jerusalem.
1 E. Klost. Probl. im Afiosteltexte, \e,ff.
2

7riKaAoC/aai ere TI\V fJs.cyi&amp;lt;rTr)V Svvo/jnv rr/v eV rip ovpafui vjrb

/cvpiov #eov Teraynevrfv (Pap. Par. bibl. nat. 1275^).
3 They are : [and dragged them into the agora before the

magistrates] and [and bringing them to the presence of the

prsetorsj.
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PRAYER
The passages are Mk. 15i6 (EV Praetorium

)

Mt. 27 27 (AV the common hall
) Jn. 1828 (AV the

hall of judgment ) 33 (AV judgment
hall

) 19g (AV judgment hall
).

RV
has palace everywhere, except Mk.

2. Its occur
rence in the

gospels, where this rendering is placed in the

margin. But even if we could consider the accounts

in these passages reliable, the reference might more

plausibly be supposed to be to the fortress of Antonia.

As is justly pointed out in Meyer-Weiss, Matth. 484,

Herod s palace would be reserved for his own use.

The earliest of these passages (Mk. 15 16), however,

is very vague. Jesus is said to have been led away by
the soldiers within the court, which is the Proetorium

(&ru&amp;gt; TT;S av\fjs, 8 iarw irpa.irupi.oi&amp;gt;}. Here, as Brandt

says, the words which is the Preetorium are a strange
addition and do not fit well into the text, whatever

interpretation we may give to them. They are a

gloss occasioned by the text of Matthew (Evang.
Gesch. 107). Mt. , not understanding the words &rw

Trjs auXrjs, improves the story by laying the scene at

the headquarters of the Roman garrison (Mt. 27 27,

7rapa\a/3jj Tes rbv \-rjaovv ets r6
irpo.iTupioi&amp;gt; ffvvfjyayov

fir avrov SXrji/ TJJV ffirelpav). An editor of Mk. added

the gloss after comparing the two accounts.

In Lk. the passage is wanting. But the Third Gospel
tells us of a trial before Herod of which no mention is

_. . made in the other gospels. Several
3. ine account

circumstances in th is narrative (the
in LK.

mockery by the soldiers, the gorgeous

robe) suggest that it owes its origin to Mk. 15i6 =
Mt. 2727. Lk. , we may suppose, had some form of

Mk. before him. The words seemed to him to suggest
that the scene of the mockery by the soldiers took place

in the palace of Herod. He therefore introduces Herod
himself into the narrative. That he realised the

difficulty of the task is shown by such apologetic

touches as 23 6/. 12. In our earliest source, therefore,

it seems very doubtful whether we have in the gospels

any reference to the prastorium. On the narrative in

the Fourth Gospel see PAVEMENT.
Westcott (St. John, Introduction, p. xii) seems to see no

difficulty in the narratives. On the other hand, Brandt (Die
Evang. Cesch. 167 jff.\

O. Holtzmann (Leben Jesu, 378

espec. n. 2), and Reville (Le Quatriewe Evangile, 265) point
out divergences and difficulties in the accounts of the trial

and death of Jesus as given in the Synoptists and in Jn. which
seem to require us to treat this part of the Gospel story with

some caution. It should be added that certain features in the

narratives were perhaps suggested by the ceremonies connected
with the sacrifice of the corn- and wine-god. See Frazer, GB (

2
)

(2171^, cp. 8138^), and Grant Allen, Evol. of the Idea of
GW(ch. -L^ff.). M. A. C.

..PRAYER. i. The ordinary word for to pray,

7&amp;gt;?Snn, hithpallel, which, like the word for prayer,

n?DFI, tSphilldh, occurs in writings of all dates, has a

root (?D, Arab, phalla) meaning to rend (see Wellh.

//(7(
;i

l 102, Reste Arabischen Heidentums^
, 126).

This may possibly throw a light on the original meaning of

tephillah ($%$). In illustration, cp Syr. fjconXi ethkassaph,
lit. to cut oneself (WRS, Rel. Sem.W 321, 337) ;

1. Words, also-nunn. hit/i&&amp;gt;cfat(s&amp;lt;x below), i K. 1S 28 Jer.
41 5, and [so 1 Hos. 7 14 (KarerenvovTO ; for corn

and wine they cut themselves ). See CUTTINGS ( i adfin.\ and

compare with what is there said ( 2) as to the significance of

cuttings of the flesh Robertson Smith referred to above. If this

is correct, we may contrast tephillah with the Ass. ikribu,

prayer, from \fkardbu, to show favour, also to do homage,
unless, with some, we suppose an original form ikribu from

\fkardbu, to draw near. See Muss-Arnolt, s.v. ikribu, and

cp Franz Del. on Ps. &quot;8277^

That prayer, as conceived by the early Israelites,

really had a connection with cuttings of the flesh is at

once suggested by the later use of nisma. totdphoth, for

the tephillin, or phylacteries, if these prayer-bands are

really a substitute for the sacred marks punctured in the

flesh of a worshipper in primitive times (see FRONTLETS ;

CUTTINGS, 7).

Compare also a striking emendation of Klostermann in i K.

IT 21. It is usual to render Tlbn l (
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;V

&amp;lt;TT)O- [??], Vg. ex-
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pandit se atque mensus est ) in that passage stretched himself,

(EV ;
so Kautzsch, Kittel, etc.), which appears to rest ultimately

on a comparison of Ar. madda, trahendo extendit. The sug
gested reading gives this sense, And he cut himself for the boy
three times, and called on Yahwe, and said, etc. (j and o are

frequently confounded.) In the parallel story in 2 K. 4 34 the

same word TIJm may a so t&amp;gt;e rea^ f r tne IfU l (
L gives both

Tvp&afufw and iyaaS) of MT
;

in i K. 1842 VU 1 is more

plausible, because of ns&quot;lN which follows (but cp 8 2). That in

the case of Klisha the effectual prayer precedes, whilst in that of

Elijah it follows, the physical act, makes no difference : the

prayer in either case -interprets the ritual cutting. Elsewhere
(see PROPHECY, 6_/C) it has been shown that Elijah and Elisha

very possibly came from the Negeb, and that the priests of Baal
who cut themselves (i K. 18 28) were probably Jerahmeelites.
Elijah may therefore have cut himself ; the story of Elijah has
older and more recent details. At any rate, the cuttings of
the priests of Baal were connected with the prayer, O Baal,
answer us.

2. Akin, apparently, to S jBnn, hithpallel, in root-

meaning is -iny, dthar, Hiph. Tni;n ;
whence atara,

dtira, to sacrifice (see Wellh. //G&amp;lt;

3
103 n. ; Rested

126, n. 5, and 142, n. 2).

In the Hexateuch only in J (Gen. 252i, etc.) ; cp Judg. 138.

But also in late passages, Job 2227 8826. Hence Niph. iny, to

hear prayer, Gen. 25 21 (J), 2 S. 21 14 2425 Is. 1922, also in i Ch.

and Ezra. On nnj; Zeph. 810, EV my suppliants, Vg.

supplices mei, but A. B. Davidson (Camb. Bible) mine odours

(!| &amp;lt;nmcX
see 2ATW 10203 and Crit. Bib. The reading is

hardly safe.

3. A different metaphor underlies [ JB] n?n, hillah \j*ne\, to

mollify, appease (v/nWl. Arab. Aram, to be sweet or pleasant ),

Ex. 32 ii i S. 13 12 Mai. lg Ps. 45 13, etc.

4. |3nnn, hithhannen, to seek or implore favour (Vpn, to be

inclined towards, to be favourable ), i K. 8 33 47 59 Hos. 12$

Job8 5; whence H3nn, t hinnah, Ps. 6io55 2 and |Unn, tahdnun,

Jer. 821 Ps. 86 6, for both EV supplication.

5. yJS, pdga , prop, to meet, come upon, Ruth 1 16 Jer.

7 16 27 18. In Is. 53 12 59 16 Jer. 8625, EV assigns the sense to

intercede to the Hiphil, trjBrt, but this cannot well be sus

tained ; to interpose would be safer.

6- NJ/3. be&quot;a (Aram.) Dan. 6 14, etc. Cp rtJD, to seek an

oracle, Is. 21 I2f(?).

7- K^, seld, prop. to bow ; cp. Ass. sullu, to beseech ;

Aram, (in Pael), Dan. C n Ezra 6 iot.

8. nn p, slhilh, Job 15 4 (AVmg. speech ; RVnitf. medita

tion ); Ps. 1199799, meditation. On the former passage,
see 5.

9. wm, Idhas, kVmg- secret speech ;RVmg. Heb., whisper

Is. 26 16. But see SOT(Heb.) ad loc., and cp MAGIC.

10. run, rinndh, a piercing cry, V]?\ i K. 8 28 (RD), Jer.

14 12, when they fast I will not hear their cry, || n^SH, Jer. 7 16

11 14 Ps. 17 i 61 2. In Hebrew rinndh is used both of shouts

of joy and of the cry of suppliants ; in Arabic, the root is used

mainly of plaintive cries (AV/. Sem.(ty 432, n. 2).

n. JW, siwwa, to cry for help, e.g., Job 30 20 Ps. 28 2 [i] ;

with noun njW, saw dh, Jer. 8 19 Pss. 187, etc.

12. pyi, zd ak, same meaning, e.g., Ps. 22 6 [5].

Besides many other more or less complete synonyms, such

astmrv, O nSx] CHI, ddras[ Elohnn, Yakwelt], to seek or have

recourse to, e.g., Ps. 34s [4], I sought ( nttm) Yahwe, and he
answered me.

I 3- [.Tirr TtN] B
p3&amp;gt;

bikkes[ dthl, Yahiveh], to seek God, e.g.,

Jer. 29 12 13, ^Vsnn, hithpallel, and e*j33, bikkes, parallel.

14. ap, kdra, to call, e.g., Ps. 4 4 [3] 28 i.

15- E SJ ~3&&amp;gt; sdphak nephes, i S. Us Ps. 42514]; 33^1 -jsgf,

sdphak Icbhdbh, Ps. 62 9 [8] Lam. 2 19 ; and n S &quot;BBS sdphak
iiah, Ps. 102 i (title), 143 3, to pour out the soul, the heart, a

complaint.
The commonest Greek word is eu^o/mat, irpcxreuxo/oiat, rrpo-

ev^jj. Aco/xat is specially frequent in Lk. and Acts ;
fiet)(rts is

also found there, but is commoner in the epistles. Airew, to

ask (cp Plat. Euthyph. 14, eux e^at [f&amp;lt;mv] airelv roii? SeoOs)

is also occasionally foi^nd, e.g., Mt. 687711 18 19 Jn. 14 14 1626

(note distinction from epwrdio), Jas. 1 5_/ i Jn. 822.

Note also ivTvy\a.vu&amp;gt;,
to intercede (for or against any one),

Rom. 827 34 11 2 Heb. 7as ; also to pray, Wisd. 1628 ; virfpev-

Tuyxa.vfiv, to intercede (for), Rom. 826; with noun ei/reufis,

i Tim. 2 i 45.
Lastly [ixereuiu], iiceTijpia, supplication, 2 Mace. 9 18 Heb.

5 7.

No attitude or gesture was prescribed for prayer.
... , The attitudes and gestures adopted were

2. Attitudes.
those naturai to Orientals (cp the Assyrian

and Egyptian monuments). A man might stand or kneel

or perhaps sit.
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For the first of these attitudes, see i S. 1 26 i K. 8 22 54 a Ch.

6 13 Dan. 6 10 Mt. 6 5 Mt. 11 25 Lk. 18 n ; for the second, i K.

854 2Ch. 613 Ezra 9$ L)an. ti io[n] Lk. 2241 Acts 7 60 ; for the

third, i Ch. 17 16 (prayerful meditation ?).

Whether standing or kneeling, the suppliant either

lifted up his hands (Ps. 282 1342 Lam. 2 19 3 41 2 Mace.

820), or spread them out (Ex. 929 Is. 1 15 i K. 8 22 2 Ch.

6i2/. Ez. 9s), originally no doubt towards the altar,
1

but afterwards (i K. 822 54 Lam. 841) towards heaven.

There were indeed exceptions to this, as when, to ex

press deep contrition, a man smote with his hands on
his breast (Lk. 1813 2848 where the Curetonian and
Lewis-Gibson add in both passages, saying, Woe to

us, what has befallen us ! woe to us for our sins
) ;

or

when, for a reason which we cannot easily determine,

Elijah is said to have bowed himself down (nnj i)
to the

earth, and put his face between his knees (i K. 1842) ;

or when the whole body was prostrated on the ground
(Gen. 2426 Ex.348 Neh. 86 [nmcc o sx -S nnntri np i],

Judith 9 1
).

On the so-called tephillln or phylacteries see

FRONTLETS.
The exceptional attitude of Elijah in i K. 1842 may perhaps

represent the intensity of his feeling ;
he prays with body and

soul is Gunkel s explanation, approved hy Kittel. Rosch,
however, connects it with some rain-charm, and but for the

following word nxlK ( arsaA) we might conjecture that Elijah,
like the priests of Baal, performed a ritual cutting. The text

may not be quite complete. Delitzsch quotes this passage to
illustrate the phrase in Ps. 35 13, and my prayer turned hack
into my bosom i.e., as he (with the French translator Ferret-

Gentil) explains, I prayed with my head drooping over my
breast. If this is to be admitted, the canons of exegesis are

strangely pliable. But can it be admitted when the whole con
text of Ps. 35 13 is so strongly corrupt, as the present writer at
least hopes to have shown (Ps.M, ad

loc.)&quot;&amp;gt;

In early times sacrifice and prayer often went hand
in hand

;

2 the latter supplied the interpretation of the

3 Times
former (Gen. 128 2625 etc.

). Still, prayer
* was not tied to sacrifice, and in prayer, as

- well as in sacrifice, the individual had
^

much more freedom than afterwards. It

was the need of religious organisation in all departments
of life that introduced a change both into public and
into private prayer. Three times in the day were

specially appointed for prayer,
3
morning, the time of

the afternoon sacrifice (about 3 p.m.), and evening.
For the second of these, compare (with Dalman) Dan. 9 21

Ezra 9 5 Judith 9 i Acts 3 i 10330 (see PREP) 7 n and cp
DAY, 2 ; Schiirer, GJVM 2 293, n. 40 ; ET ii. 1 2qo/., n. 248).

Only once in the Bible are the three times for prayers
referred to, viz. in Dan. 610 [n], where Daniel is said to

have kneeled upon his knees three times a day, and

prayed (R^SD), and given thanks before his God, because

he had been wont to do it beforetime. Some quote
also Ps. 55 18 [17]; it is uncertain however (i) whether
1

in the evening, in the morning, and at noonday does
not merely mean all day long (so Hupf. , Del. ,

Dalman), and (2) whether the text is correct. A similar

uncertainty as to the text of Ps. 5 4 [3] should make us
hesitate to quote that passage as referring to the prayers
connected with the morning-sacrifice. It may be quite
true that, as Wellhausen puts it

(//&amp;lt;7&amp;lt;

3
&amp;gt;

102), the altar

was the wishing-place, and the sacrifice often the intro

duction to the bringing of some request before the deity,
but it may reasonably be doubted whether in a moment
of high excitement a psalmist would have supported a
fervent appeal to Yahwe by a reference to his presence
(or to the presence of the true Israel) at the morning
sacrifice. We can, however, refer to Ps. 1412 Let my
prayer stand before thee as incense

;
mine uplifted hands

as an evening oblation.

May we suppose that the custom of saying the first

prayer
4

-i.e. the benediction TIN isv, and the Shema (a

compound of three sections of the Pentateuch)
5 at

1 Nowack, Heb. Arch. 2260 (cp illustration 7, 1 122).
2 See Tiele, Gijford Lectures, 2nd ser. lect. 6.
3 See Hamburger, Real-encycl.desjud. 2, Morgen-, Mincha-,

Abend-gebet.
4 Cp Gratz, Gesch. 2 2, p. 419 ; Zunz, Gottesdienstl.

Vortrtigeft, 382.
6 Dt. 64-9, with 11 13-2:, and Nu. 15 37-41.
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dawn, has any historical relation to the Zoroastrian

usage of praying at daybreak, which we may of course
assume to be much older than the forms of prayer given
in the Khorda Avesta ? It is not absolutely necessary
to do so. Zealous piety might be supposed to delight
in preventing the sun. The author of Wisdom

(lt&amp;gt;28)

clearly thought it a natural duty to prevent the sun
to give God thanks, and at the dayspring to pray
(frrvyxdvfiv) unto him. But the contents of the bene
diction TIN nxv certainly favour the view that it had partly
a polemical reference to the fire-worship of Zoroastri-

anism, 1 and we may perhaps infer from the strange
statement in Jos. BJ ii. 85, [they offer] to it certain

prayers which they have received from their forefathers,
as though making a supplication far its rising (irarpiovs
TIVO.S ets avrbv [sc. TOP

ij\toi&amp;gt;] fi&amp;gt;xas, wcrTrep t/cereiWrey

dvarftXai) that the Essenes were specially strict in their

early prayers, and justified them by the symbolism of
the dawn. 2

It is conceivable that some persons may
have misunderstood this. The biographer of Akbar
tells us how his hero &quot;has been called a Zoroastrian,
because he recognised in the sun the sign of the presence
of the Almighty,&quot; and we all know how in Tertullian s

time a familiar Christian custom received an equally
gross misinterpretation.

*

The Mishna (Yomd, 5i) tells us that eight Bene
dictions were spoken in the temple on the Day of

Atonement in the morning. From the description in

/. Yom. 44 b, they resembled the last four of the

Eighteen Benedictions. This famous liturgical prayer,
the composite character of which is well known, together
with the Habinenu and the Kaddish, are given in a
convenient form by Dalman (cp 6). There were also

at an early date special prayers for Sabbaths, new
moons, festivals, and half-festivals, and as we learn

from Ber. 44 (/. Ber. 8 a, 9) shorter formulas appro
priated to journeys.
Words of prayers, however, are not wanting in the

OT itself; see, e.g., Dt.36 5 /: (liturgical), i K. 823/1
Is. 63 is/: Ezra 96 ff. and Dan. 9 4 ff. There are
also very interesting prayers and aspirations in the
Book of Jeremiah (e.g., Il2o 147-9 1819 ff. 20i2),
though it is possible that, where the prayers are in the

name of Israel (e.g., 147-9), tne7 may belong not to

Jeremiah himself, but to a supplementer (cp JEREMIAH
[BOOK], 1 8). And there are the prayers of the

Psalter, underlying many of which some have ventured
to suppose earlier poetic prayers indited in the name of

individuals. This theory is perhaps too hazardous
to be recommended. 4 The individualistic interpreta
tion, however, naturally arose at a later time, and
the Talmud contains many prayers of individual

Rabbis.

That Hebrew should be the traditional language of

prayer is not surprising. Not only piety, but a regard
for the clearness and correctness of religious ideas may
have justified the great teachers of the first three

centuries of our era in preferring Hebrew prayers.
Still, in Alexandria and some of the Hellenised cities of

Palestine (e.g. , Csesarea) the prayers of the Jews were
offered in Greek. The subject led to keen discussion

1 The Zoroastrian precept was, Three times a day one must
worship, standing opposite the sun (J a/i/avi Texts, SBE,
pt. iii.). The first prayer was to be at daybreak. Cp Koran,
Sur. 178o, Be thou steadfast in prayer from the declining of
the sun until the dusk of the night, and the reading of the dawn ;

verily the reading of the dawn is ever testified to. Nowhere in

the Koran are the five traditional prescribed (t\r.fa&amp;gt;d) times
of prayer referred to. In Sur. 11 116 the two ends of the day
and the (former and latter) parts of the night are mentioned ;

in 30 17, morning, noon, and evening.
- Cp Enoch s early prayer (Eth. Enoch S3 n 84).
3 Ofs. 448, referring to Malleson, Akbar, p. 164 ; Tylor,

Prim. Cult. 2387.
4 See PSALMS, 6 37. Schechter s remark, The in

convenient psalms of the later periods were easily neutralised by
divesting them of all individualistic tendency, i.e., by those
Christian scholars who had adopted a low theory of the spiritual
position of Judaism (JQR 8 (18-6) 374), can scarcely be meant
to apply to all Christian scholars of this country.
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in the synedrium.

1 It may also be noticed that the

early Judaism drew no sharp distinction between

prayers and praises, and that in Ps. 72ao (if niSsn

is correct) we actually find the Davidic Psalter

designated the prayers of David the son of Jesse/

praises or thanksgivings and petitions being alike re

garded as modes of influencing God i.e. tephilloth (cp

^srn, i S. 2i, Jon. 22 [i]). Five psalms also are ex

pressly entitled
n^BJji, prayer (17, 18, 90, 102, 142),

or six including the Psalm of llahakkuk, and one of

these (102) is specially called a psalm of the afflicted,

when he is overwhelmed, and poureth out his com
plaint before Yahwe, presupposing, some think, an
individualistic interpretation of the psalms, and the

existence of a collection, in which psalms were classified

according to their applicability to particular states of

mind, and therefore for private use. 2 It is strange but

true that certain psalms, like the Vedic and Zoroastrian

hymns, came at last to be regarded as charms.

One may admit that an equal value was not supposed
to attach to all prayers. In the days preceding the

great outpouring of the Spirit it could not well have

been otherwise. The prayer of a prophet had a value

such as that of no other man could claim.

See i K. 18 36 ff. 2 K. 19 4 (
= Is. 37 4) Am. 7 2 5 Jn. 18 20 ;

also Ex. 8 a,Jf. (Moses and Aaron), Dt. . 20 (Moses for Aaron),
i S. 7q (Samuel for the people) ; cp Jer. 15 i Ps. 996.

Hence the awfulness of the divine prohibition in Jer.

7i6 11 14. James, however, ventures on the statement

that the supplication of a righteous man availeth much
in its working (TroXu i&amp;lt;r\vei dtijcris diKaiov fvfpyov/j.^vr]),

and confirms it by a reference to the prophet Elijah

(Jas. 5i6/^). Similarly, Judith being a pious woman
(yvvr) eiVe/Srjs) is asked to pray for the people of Bethulia

(Judith 8 31).

As to the place where prayer might be made, it is

evident that in every period (see e.g., Gen. 2426 [J]

_. Ezra 9 5 ff. )
wherever a faithful Israelite

might be, there he might meet his God in

prayer. Call upon me in the day of trouble (Ps.

f)0is) certainly did not mean only in temple or syna
gogue. Favourite places in the later period were the

house-top (Judith 8536 9i 102 Acts 10g ;
in Judith

85, a tent, i.e., perhaps booth, on the roof) ; the upper
chamber (vTrep/^ov : Dan. 6n [Aram, n ^y = Heb.

n ^y],
Tob. 817 [cp v. n], cp 2 8.1833); tne inner

chamber (ra/me ioi : Mt. 67 2426 Lk. 12324); mountains

(i K. 1842 Mt. 1423 Mk. 646 Lk. 612); the sea-side

or the river-side (see below) ; and, we may presume,
gardens or plantations of trees, such as Gethsemane.

Naturally, however, sanctuaries were the chief places
where prayer was wont to be made. Such a place

existed on the Mount of Olives (2 8.1532; see DE
STRUCTION, MOUNT OF) ;

such a place, too, in early

days was the temple at Shiloh (i S. 110-13). In later

times great efficacy was attached (see /. Ber. 81) to

prayer in the synagogues or proseuchae, which were
sometimes roofed, sometimes roofless, like theatres

( Epiphanius), sometimes by the sea, sometimes by the

river side.

Cp Jos. Ant. xiv. 1023 (decree of the city Halicarnassus),
[ as many men and women of the Jews as are willing so to

do . . . ] may make their proseuchae at the seaside, according
to the customs of their forefathers, ras Trpwrevxas n-oieicrSai napa.

Tifj OaAacTOTj Kara TO ndrpiov 7j0o ; also the somewhat obscure

passage Acts 10 13 (Paul at Philippi), irapa. ifora/ibv ov
ev(tyu&amp;lt;Jbjue&amp;gt;&amp;gt;

Trp&amp;lt;Hre\&amp;gt;\i}v
eifai (x [A] [B] C ; RV, where we supposed there

was a place of prayer ), or ou ti/o/u.ifeTO n-poo-eux )
elvai (EH LP ;

AV, where prayer was wont to be made ).
3 See SYNAGOGUE.

1 Hamburger, RR, 2353.
2 More probably, however, jy is to be understood collectively,

like %

jy
HI in Ps. 34 7 and JV3N1 *yy in 37 14 4 18 and similar

passages.
3 Tertullian (Ad Nationes, 100 13) speaks of the orationes

litorales of the Jews; cp also De Jejuniis, 100 16, quum
omissis templis per omne litus quocunque in aperto aliquando
jam precem ad coelum mittunt. Cf Wetstein, Nov. Test., note
on Acts ItJ 13.
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But above all other places of prayer stood the temple

at Jerusalem (Is. 667, my house is called [
=

is] a
house of prayer ; cp Lk. 18 10 Acts3i). Those who
could not go to this holy house, could at least stretch

forth their hands towards it and towards the holy city

(i K.8 38 2 Ch.634 Dan. 610 [n] Tob. 3u i Esd.

4s8; but Ps. 5 7 [8] 28 1 [2] 1342 1 have a different

meaning) ;
one may compare the kibla of the Moham

medans. This substitute for bodily presence in the

temple was not without importance for the development
of a purer religion. It enabled Jews of a more advanced

piety to superadd to the conception of a spiritual
Israel that of a spiritual temple, and with this was

naturally combined the conception, which we find in

a group of psalms, of a spiritual sacrifice. 2

Let us now look back, and see the contrast between

past and present. If it be true that the word tfphillah

5 RetrosDect
or ginally implied the blood-sheddings

1

by which men thought (by sympathetic
magic ?) to influence the Deity, it will be readily seen

what a prolonged effort was needed to purify and trans

form the popular conception. It is in a prophecy of

Isaiah (Is. 1 15) that we first find a truly moral prayer
insisted upon, but the prophet cannot have been the

first to draw the all-important distinction between

acceptable and unacceptable prayer ; Isaiah like all

other reformers must have had his predecessors (cp
Gen. 24i2is, but hardly 1823^), who held that magic
spells (such as to the last were customary in Babylonia)
were inconsistent with the elementary principles of true

religion. Frazer has recently told us that in so far as

religion assumes the world to be directed by conscious

agents who may be turned from their purpose by
persuasion, it stands in fundamental antagonism to

magic as well as to science, both of which take for

granted that the course of nature is determined, not by
the passions or caprice of personal beings, but by the

operation of immutable laws acting mechanically.
3

But the prophetic religion, and its successor, the

religion of the best Jews and the best Christians, is

fundamentally opposed, equally with that described by
Frazer, not indeed to science,

4 but at any rate to all

survivals of magic.
5 And this prophetic religion, taught

and practised in its purity by Jesus, pervades all the

finest of the post-exilic books of the OT. As regards
the sacredness of places the writers have not indeed

emancipated themselves completely from archaic

tradition ; but as regards magic spells they have.

Hence, whilst even in Zoroastrianism the conception of

magic still lowered the character of public prayer,
6 in

the best and truest Judaism such a conception is

entirely absent.

The Book of Job is perhaps more advanced, re

ligiously, than the Psalter, representing as it does

rather a circle (or circles) of thinkers than the society
of pious Israelites. One of the interlocutors in this

book calls prayer a complaint before God 7
(Job

1 The worshippers here spoken of were not outside of the

temple in its larger sense ; they turned, however, towards the

jDYl in its narrower sense, i.e., the Tin, which in Ps. 282 Driver

(Par. Psalter) analogically renders chancel.
2 Cheyne, Jnvisk Religious Life after the Exile, 251.
3 Golden Bought, 163. By religion Frazer understands
a propitiation or conciliation of powers superior to man which

are believed to direct and control the course of nature and of
human life.

4 This, surely, is the distinctive feature of Christian prayer
its conformity to the will of God. G. Matheson, The Scien

tific Basis of Prayer, Expos., Nov. 1901, pp. 363 ff. ; cp
Herrmann, Gebet, PR E(^.f&amp;gt;y)\.

6 On the question whether prayer was originally a magic act,

see Tiele, Gijford Lectures, 2nd ser. lect. 6.

6 Cp OPs 396f. The Gathas, however, which are not to be

disparaged because of their awkward phraseology, supply grand
examples of free, spiritual, prophetic prayer.

1 The present text of Job 15 4 is unsatisfactory. Budde (on

Job 15 4^) renders ^tT&quot;??

1

? nrrr JHJni, und zerrest Klagen

vor Gottes Antlitz. But draggest complaints seems a very

improbable phrase. Perhaps we should read nn t1
JHEfll, and
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15 4). According to him, Job, by his Titanic pride,

abolished religion, and ignored complaint before

God. Could the poet of Job have written as he did

in this and other passages, if he believed that the

presence of a worshipper in a sanctuary was in any

degree necessary for true prayer? The psalmists too,

with all their love for the temple, recognise to a con

siderable extent the needs of Israelites who could not

frequent the temple. It might be difficult to classify

the psalms from this point of view
;
but we may assume

that a part of them was probably written with a view to

the frequenters of the prayer-houses or synagogues (see

SYNAGOGUE). The Christian narrator who tells of

Paul and Silas praying and singing hymns unto God
in the prison (ActslGzs) acted in the spirit of the

psalmists ;
neither he nor Paul can have been the first

to regard the Psalter as the prayer-book and hymn-
book of all the scattered members of the church of the

true God. 1

We turn with still greater interest to the subject of

prayer in the early Christian literature, which it is now

T Vi H Poss ble to study from a wider point of

^ _, . view, owing partly to the discovery of
111

fresh early Christian texts and partly
praye a.

IQ t^e progress O f Jewish and Christian

study of Jewish documents. It is true, Schechter

has recently complained
2 of the languid interest of

Christian students in the documents which reveal the

inner life of the Jews in and after the time of Jesus ;
but

we must surely allow time for the effects of the special

studies of men like G. Dalman to become more visible in

Christian exegesis.
3 A comparison of the forms of the

elder Jewish and the older Christian prayers is not

enough ; we have to compare also the ideas, and as a

preliminary to this we have to study such phrases as

the hallowing of God s name, the father in heaven,
the new world, from a strictly Jewish point of view.

As to Jewish forms, we should give special study to the

Eighteen Benedictions,
4

(rnij j; npDE ),
which was the

chief liturgical Jewish prayer at the beginning of the

second century, and is said (B. Ber. 286) to have been
redacted by Shimeon ha-Pakoli (about no A.D.).

These Benedictions in their two recensions (Babylonian
and Egyptian- Palestinian) are given in Dalman s Worte

Jesu 1 (1898) 299-304. Next to this great composite

prayer the student will find, in two recensions, the so-

called Hablnenu
(
= Make us to understand

)
a

summary of the Eighteen, which, according to R.

Akiba and Gamaliel II. , was used at an early date

instead of the longer prayer. Its short, pregnant
sentences remind us of those in the Lord s Prayer.
This is followed, in the same work, by the Kaddish 5

( holy, Aram.), beginning jon mat? cnprn Viair,

Magnified and sanctified be his great name, which
also has a certain analogy to the most venerable

Christian prayer.
That the Lord s Prayer has a close relation to parts

of the early Jewish prayers, is undeniable, nor need
one be surprised at this. Jesus knew the soul of

his people, but others had known it before him, and
after his time too the spontaneous expression of Jewish
hopes and aspirations would naturally assume a form

resembling that of petitions in the Lord s Prayer.
This most precious form, however, the original extent

of which is a matter for critical inquiry, need not be

discussed at length here, having been treated fully in a

ignorest complaint. Right complaints before God are approved
by Eliphaz (Job 5 8) ; Job, however, according to him, destroys
piety and ignores true devotion.

1 On this point we are in perfect accord with Prof. Schechter.
2 Some Rabbinic Parallels to the New Testament, JQR,

April 1900, p. 429.
3 Perhaps it is not unfair to refer in this connection to Sanday

and Headlam on the Epistle to the Romans (International

Commentary).
4 Hamburger, Real-encycl. 2 1092-1099.
5 Hamburger, Real-encycl. 2603-608.
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special article

(
LORD S PRAYER). Probably the earliest

Jewish-Christian prayers, if they had been preserved,
would have been even more strikingly Jewish in phrase
ology than the Lord s Prayer.

Far more important, however, than the tradition that

Jesus, like his Forerunner (Lk. 11 1, cp 633), gave his

p disciples a short specimen of a fitting

reeardlcTbv Prayer
is the tradition that he himself

.
pi, { l ved a life of prayer.

1
Prayer to him

was not an occasional thing, to be

used under the pressure of urgent need, or whenever
the religious authorities might decree, but a constant

aspiration towards God, which did not, however, exclude

the more specialised aspiration expressed in words.

There was no magic spell in it, no importunate pressing
of limited earthly conceptions of what was right and

necessary. There is importunity in the prayers of the

psalmists ;
there is argument ;

there is persuasion.
But these last relics of a provincial conception of God
had disappeared from the inner life of Jesus, and there

fore also from his prayers. Frazer s description of

religion (see 5) as involving the attempt to turn the

director of the world from his (apparent) purpose by
persuasion, will not apply to the religion of Jesus, nor

can his prayers have been religious in Frazer s sense.

It is at first sight opposed to this that in Lk. 1 1 5-8,

18 1-8 (parables of the importunate friend and the

importunate widow), Jesus may seem to recommend

importunate prayer, but in the present state of the

criticism of the life of Jesus we can only venture to lay
stress on those fundamental elements in his inner life

about which (not merely on the ground of the constant

evangelical tradition, but because of the course of

subsequent Christian development) no doubt is possible.

Of these fundamental elements only one concerns us

here, viz.
,
the belief that God is a loving Father whose

one great object in his dealings with men is the pro
duction of a perfect human character, and who will one

day reward those that earnestly seek for righteousness.
It follows from this belief that whilst believing prayer is

altogether necessary, because to be without it would

prove that men had no real longing for the perfect

character, stormy, importunate prayer is a proof of

imperfect trust in God. Not my will but thine be

done, must have been the constant thought of Jesus ;

importunity is thereby excluded. We must never

forget that, as Schmiedel has pointed out (col. 1885),
we possess only an excessively meagre prt-cis of what

Jesus said, and that we know very little indeed of the

real occasion of many of his utterances, even grant

ing the essential accuracy of the reported words. To
the imperfect and spiritually uncultured men by whom
Jesus was surrounded, it is credible, he may have

said many things which for a disciple in some distant

degree resembling himself he would have altogether

recast. That the exhortation in Lk. 119-13 is genuine,

can hardly be doubted. But if so, Mt. is surely right

(see Mt. 7 7-11) in treating it as an independent passage.
2

E. von der Goltz, in his excellent monograph on early

Christian prayer, sees no difficulty in admitting these

two disputed parables ;
but surely it is wiser to admit

that they are not strictly consistent with the saying
Your father knoweth what things ye need, before ye

ask him Mt. 68) ; cp GOSPELS, 40, col. 1792.

Throughout the Synoptic Gospels it is implied that

Jesus was an extraordinarily great teacher. There is

therefore nothing uncritical in supposing that he often

adapted himself to the comprehension of backward and

prejudiced minds, and in attaching a normative charac

ter only to his greatest sayings. One of these is certainly

Mt. 633, Seek first his kingdom and his righteousness,

and all these things shall be added unto you, and it is

1 Even in the Fourth Gospel (the Gospel of the Incarnate

Logos) the miracles of Jesus are represented as answers to

prayer (Jn. 6 n 23 831 11 4if.\ cp Mk.6 4 i 734 S6/. 929).
2 Weizsacker, Untersuch. iib. die cvang. Geschichtew, 158.
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reasonable to believe that to his noblest scholars he

uttered, not a recommendation of dvaiStia or impor
tunity (such as we find in certain psalms), but something
like this fine modification of the saying in Mt. 633 which
we find in Origen, De Orat. c. 2 and (the first part at

least) in Clem. Alex. Strom, i. 24 158, seek what is

great, and the little things shall be added unto you ;

and seek what is heavenly, and the earthly things shall

be added unto you, airfiffOe rd /J.eya\a Kal TO, fuKpa

V/JLIV TTpoffreOricrfTai, Kal airfare TO. ^Trovpdvta KO.I TO,

fTrlyfta V/MV irpoffTfOr]&amp;lt;TeTa.i.
1

Altogether we may assume that the prayers which,

according to Jesus, were most fully justified were those

which concerned the work which each of his disciples
had to do for God. It is this idea which underlies the

saying in Mk. 929, that a specially obstinate kind of

demons could only be driven out of a sufferer by prayer

(to which Ncb ACD add and fasting from Mt. 17 21;

cp Tob. 128, prayer is good with fasting ).
It was

the work of Jesus to bring men into the kingdom of

God i.e., to convince men that God was their right
ful king not by argument, but partly bya self-manifesta

tion which was virtually the revelation of God, partly

by the removal of all those hindrances which opposed
themselves to the divine rule. 2 Such a self-manifestation

and such a removal of hindrances could not be effected

without the most intense aspiration (= prayer) on the

part of God s agents ;
on the other hand, such an

aspiration (
= prayer) could not but succeed. It is true,

this saying of Jesus (which, if genuine, must be under
stood somewhat as it is here explained) was regarded
in later ages as a receipt for the effectual driving out

of demons (so in Athanasius, De Virg. c. 87 ).

3 But

an ascetic fasting and a mechanical use of prayer were

far, very far, from the mind of Jesus.

It might seem as if a test of the right kind of prayer
were provided by Jesus in Mt. 18 ig/i

If two of you shall agree on earth concerning anything that

they shall ask, it shall be done for them by my Father who is in

heaven ; for where two or three are assembled in my name, there

am I in the midst of them.

Really, however, the saying refers to the small be

ginnings of the Christian brotherhood, or perhaps to

the Master s custom of sending out his disciples two and
two together, Mk. 67 Lk. 10 1. But even so it shows

that the assurance of the fulfilment of prayers is given
to the disciples as Christ s assistants. The form of the

saying, however, can hardly be relied upon ; on earth

is clearly a later insertion, and the second half of the

saying may possibly have been borrowed (see the

parallels in Wiinsche s Neue Beitnige zur Erlauterung
der Evangelien aus Talmud und Alidrash} from a

Jewish source.

The contributions to the fuller conception of Christian

prayer in the Johannine and Pauline writings can hardly
. . be considered at length without enter-

A P r m &quot; unduly into disputed questions of
and Fauline NT cnti(Tism Contributions of the

utmost value and interest they certainly

are, whatever view we adopt of their historical origin.

They enabled non-Jewish disciples to enter into the

spirit of Jesus as such persons would otherwise have

been unable to do
; they present a fusion of Jewish

and Hellenic ideas (using the word ideas in no pale,

abstract sense) which is something entirely unparalleled
in religious thought, and would only have been possible

to the writers on the assumption that these ideas must

have been actually realised in the historical Jesus. When
they speak to us of the importance of the Person of

Jesus for true prayer, we hear of something which Jesus
himself cannot with any critical precision be shown to

have said, and yet which forced itself by an inner

1 It must be admitted, however, that TO. firovpdvia and ra

firiyfia reminds us of a saying of the Johannine Jesus (Jn. 3 12).
2 Cp Herrmann, Communion with God (transl. by Stanyon),

3 Referred to by Von der Goltz, Das Cebet, etc., p. 65.
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necessity on the minds of the writers, as implied in the

unique position of Jesus as the saviour of men.

Certainly it requires no critical acumen to see that

Jesus was in the habit of requiring faith in his person
before he granted the requests of sick persons, and it

was a natural inference that faith in the heavenly Christ

was equally necessary for disciples. But even that

wonderful idealistic biographer whom tradition calls

John can scarcely be quoted as favouring direct prayer
to Jesus Christ. The originality of Jn. 14 14 is by no
means free from doubt, because just before we find the

same promise of the fulfilment of the disciples prayers
without the difficult personal pronouns me and I.

V. 13 runs thus, and whatsoever ye shall ask in my
name, that will I do, that the Father may be glorified
in the Son (Kal 6 TL av cuTTjarjre ev rip oco/uari fiov,

TOVTO iroiTjffti), iva. doi;aff6rj 6 Trarrjp tv rip vlif). Then,

strangely enough, conies a correction or interpretation,
if ye shall ask me anything in my name, that will I

do, Hav TI airriffTjT^ ^.e ev rtf) 6vop.a.ri /J.QV, eyu woirjffd}

(v. 14). We may of course omit the fj.e (with ADGKLM,
but against fctBEHU), but then what is the object of

the repetition of the promise ? One would rather omit
in my name but there is no manuscript authority

for this. The awkwardness of me in my name may
perhaps be taken as a sign of non-originality. That
the Fourth Gospel has passed through several phases,

may surely be admitted as probable. It must also be

remembered that Jesus himself is said in Jn. 423 to have
uttered these remarkable words, which accurately repre
sent his teaching in the Synoptic Gospels, The hour

comes, and now is, when the true worshippers will

worship the Father in spirit and in truth (reality) : for

such the Father seeks to worship him.

Paul, if we may follow the great majority in accepting
the Epistles to the Corinthians as his work, gives this

expressive description of Christians, all that in every

place call upon the name of our Lord Jesus Christ

(i Cor. 12). Some (e.g. , Seeberg and Zahn) see in this

a full confession of the deity of Christ, who therefore

can be adored even without express reference to the

Father. But it is surely more correct to paraphrase

{TriKa\ov/j.tvovs thus, those that call upon Jesus Christ

as intrusted for the salvation of men with the powers of

the divine sovereignty. As Von der Goltz rightly states

(p. 100), Paul knows nothing of an adoration of Jesus
Christ side by side with the adoration of God. What
is characteristic of this great Christian teacher is the

close relation to the Spirit into which he brings the

prayers of Christian believers. The Spirit makes inter

cession for us (Rom. 826) ;
true prayer is prayer in the

Spirit (Phil. 1 19). See SPIRIT. It is the chief weapon
in the Christian warfare (Fph. 618; Pauline?), more

especially when it is practised by a whole Christian

community.
That in Acts 7 59 after cwucaAovpci Ot we should understand

rov Kupiof, 1 seems a probable view. But this passage, if it

refers to Christ as the object of invocation, stands alone in the

NT (Rev. 2220 is hardly quite parallel), and, according to

Harnack (History ofDogma, transl. by Ruchanan, 1 184), there

are but few examples of direct prayers to Jesus belonging to

the first century, apart from the prayers in the Act. Joh. of the so-

called Leucius. A valuable collection of early Christian prayers
will be found in the appendix to Ed. von der Goltz s compre
hensive monograph, Das Gebet in der ciltesten Christenkcit

(1901). T. K. C.

PRAYER, PLACE OF (npoceyXH). Acts 16 1316

RV. See DISPERSION, i6/. and SYNAGOGUE.

PREACHING. See SYNAGOGUE.

PRECINCTS, i. cr-ins, parwdrim, 2 K. 23 n RV,
AV suburbs. See PARMAR, TEMPLE.

2. 1319, parbtlr, \ Ch. 26 18 RVmg., EV PARBAR (q.v.\

PRECIOUS STONES. See STONES, PRECIOUS.

1 P.entley and Valckenaer even think that these words fell

out of the text.
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PREPARATION
PREPARATION ( H TTApACKeyH), Mt. 27 62 Mk.

1542 Lk. 23 54 Jn. 19 14 31 42 1- See WEEK, 2
; cp

further, CHRONOLOGY, 56.

PRESBYTER. The English word priest is simply
a contraction of the Latin presbyter. But, as it was

.._ commonly used to translate sacerdos,
1. Meaning. whjch the Western church freely em

ployed as a title of the Christian ministry, its meaning
was extended to include pre-Christian senses of sacerdos

as well
;

and thus a word originally signifying an

elder came to be used for the ministers of Jewish or

heathen cults. In the AV indeed it is confined to these,

and the word employed as the equivalent of presbyter is

elder.

The Greek word irpeafivTepos, like its English equiva
lent elder, has various shades of meaning, arising

from the natural connection between age, honour, and

office ;
and they can be distinguished only by the con

text in which the word occurs. In the NT the word
is used in reference both to the ancient Jewish polity

( 2) and to the new Christian Church
( ^ff.}.

(a] The earliest form of the Gospel narrative

contains the phrase the tradition of the elders
(
Mk.

. 7s). Here it appears that the elders are

, _ the great religious leaders of the past ; justJews.
^s to _dav appeai is made to the Fathers.

Somewhat similarly, in Heb. 11 2 we are told that by
faith the elders obtained a good report.

(6) Elder is also perpetually employed in the

Synoptic Gospels and Acts, in conjunction with the

scribes, the rulers and the chief priests, to de

scribe certain officials of the community, who are also

spoken of collectively as the presbytery or body of

elders (rb wpfffpi TepLov).

(a) In Acts. In Actsllao we are suddenly intro

duced by the historian to the elders of the church

_ ,, in Jerusalem. To them Barnabas and
Saul bring the contributions collected in

Christian ,

, , Antioch for the poorer brethren in Judasa.
The persecution which the believers at

Jerusalem had by this time (about 44 A. D.
) begun to suffer

at the hands of their countrymen had doubtless tended

to emphasise their separate existence as a community ;

and in a community composed of Jews it would be very
natural that the leading members should be spoken of

as elders. Shortly after this a question of principle
was raised at Antioch in reference to the circumcision

of Gentile converts. Its decision was certain to be

pregnant with issues for the future of the Christian

church. After much discussion it was agreed to refer

it to Jerusalem for settlement (Acts 15). [See COUNCIL
OF JERUSALEM.] It was to the apostles and elders

that the delegates of the church in Antioch were sent ;

the apostles and elders received them on their

arrival
;

the apostles and the elders the reitera

tion cannot be accidental came together to see about

this matter. A line of action was agreed upon by
the apostles and elders with the whole church, and

the letter sent to Antioch began thus : The apostles
and the elder brethren to the brethren in Antioch and

Syria and Cilicia that are of the Gentiles, greeting.
Later this letter is again referred to as the decisions

of the apostles and elders that were in Jerusalem

(164). The expression of the letter itself differs from
the phrase of the historian by the addition of a single
word the elder brethren. It is not as an official

class, but as the senior members of the church, that

they make their voice heard ; beneath the precedence
of office lies the natural precedence of age and of

priority in discipleship. In fact this expression is the

key to much of the difficulty that attaches to the use of

the word elder in the early Christian writings ;
a

distinction is not always sharply drawn between what
we may call natural and official prestige. The word
occurs again on another occasion of importance. Paul
arrives in Jerusalem, bearing the offering of the
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Gentiles,&quot; a large contribution which he has gathered
among his Greek churches, and now brings, in some

anxiety as to its reception, to the church in Jerusalem.
His first act is to visit James. On this occasion, we
are told, all the elders came together (Acts21i8) ; and
it was they who suggested a plan by which Paul s

personal loyalty to the Mosaic law might be openly
affirmed.

Even if this use of the word elders in Acts,

to denote a class of men holding in the Christian church
in Jerusalem a position parallel to that of the elders of

the Jewish people were regarded as the usage of a

slightly later period, introduced almost unconsciously

by Lk. into his narrative of earlier events
; or, again,

even if (on another theory) the Lucan authorship
were set aside and the date of the book slightly de

pressed ;
we should still have very early evidence for

the existence and title of a class of elders in Jerusalem ;

for the writer is notably careful in his use of official

designations, and verisimilitude would at least require
that he should not introduce an institution to which
there was not and had not been any counterpart in the

Palestinian churches. It is important to bear this in

mind as we pass on to the other allusions to Christian

elders in Acts.

On their return to Lystra, Iconium, and the Pisidian Antioch,
after their work in Derbe, Paul and Barnabas are said to have

appointed elders in each of these churches (14 23). It was in

itself wholly natural that the two apostles should establish in

those communities, which no doubt embraced a large number,
if not a majority, of Jews and proselytes, an institution with

which, as the history has related, both of them had together
come personally into contact in Jerusalem. Moreover, as they
were acting in a sense as the delegates of the church of Antioch,
we are justified in assuming, what in itself is highly probable,
that the same institution already existed in that church as well.

On the journey to Jerusalem which led to his imprisonment we
are told that from Miletus Paul sent to Ephesus and summoned
the elders of the church&quot; (20 17 Jf.). Here then the same

organisation is implied for the Ephesian church. The elders

are exhorted to take heed to themselves and to the whole flock,
wherein the Holy Spirit has set them as overseers (eru(TK07rov) :

their duty is declared to be to feed (notfidiveiv, to shepherd
or rule ) the church of God. Watchfulness is especially
urged upon them in view of the certainty that wolves, or false

teachers, will presently attack the flock : the apostle s own
example will show them how they should labour with their own
hands and assist those who need their help. It is noteworthy
that Paul is not represented as himself using the word elders

in addressing them : nor does the word occur in any sense in

the Pauline Epistles, until we come to the Pastoral Epistles.

(A) In Timothy and Titus. In i Tim. 4 14 the

hands of the presbytery are said to have been laid on

Timothy ;
thus we seem to have another reference to

the elders of Lystra. In 5i rebuke not an elder

it is probable from the subsequent reference to younger
men, elder women, and younger women, that the

idea of age is dominant. In v.\-j we have an injunction
of considerable importance : The elders who preside
well (ol KCL\WS TrpoecrT&Tfs TTpea(3vrepoi) are to be

accounted worthy of double honour (dnr\rjs Ti/J.rjs),

especially those who labour in the word and teaching.&quot;

It is not clear whether this honour is in reality an
honorarium ; nor whether the word double is used in

contrast to the provision for widows mentioned just
before (cp v. 3, x*IPas T

/
a

&amp;gt; K.T.\.), or in comparison
with other elders, or somewhat vaguely ; nor, again,
whether all elders are regarded as presiding. But

undoubtedly a distinction is made in favour of such of

the elders as exercise the gift of teaching ;
and it seems

on the whole fair to suppose that we have here a class

of men whose public services entitle them to public

support. In the command which follows not to

entertain hastily a charge against an elder (v. 19), it

is probable that the term is used in the same sense as

in the previous context.

In the Epistle to Titus we have but one instance of the word,
and there it is plainly official : that thou shouldest appoint
elders in every city, as I commanded thee (1 5).

(c) i Peter. In i Pet. 5 1-5 we have an example
of the recognition of the two elements which co-exist in

the term elder. The first words are in themselves
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ambiguous : The elders among you (or the elder

among you, Trpfffpvrtpovs oiV eV iifj.lv) I exhort, who
am your fellow-elder (6 &amp;lt;TVfj.Trpe&amp;lt;rftvrfpo^).

The refer

ence might be simply to age; or, again, to length of

discipleship (cp and witness of the sufferings of Christ
).

The words of v. 5 Likewise, ye younger, be subject
to the elder (or the elders

)
seem to point in a like

direction. But between w. i and 5 comes the solemn

charge, Feed (iroi/jidvaTf) the flock of God that is

among you, with a warning against covetousness and

despotic rule, and with the promise of a reward from
the Head Shepherd (dpX&quot;ro A&quot;7

1
)-

It s thus evident

that a recognised authority is implied ; and when the

term the younger is used of those whose duty was to

obey, this is because the original significance of the

word elder was felt, and because the contrast between
rulers and ruled was in the main a contrast between the

elder and the younger members of the congregation.

(d) Other Catholic Epistles. In the Epistle of James
the sick man is bidden to call the elders of the

church, that they may pray over him and anoint him
for his recovery. Here the institution is clearly attested,

and once more for Jewish churches. It is to be observed
that here as elsewhere the elders act not individually,
but together ;

the word is never in the NT used in the

singular number when any duty pertaining to the office

is described.

The second and third Epistles of John are written

in the name of the elder (6 irptafivTfpos) ; but they
contain nothing which helps us to fix the precise mean

ing of the term. Nor is it easy to gain any light from
the mention of the twenty-four elders in the visions of

the Apocalypse. Apart from these instances the word
is not used at all in the Johannine writings.

Let us endeavour now to sum up the evidence of

the NT as to the meaning and usage of the word

4. etummitiD- nn elder
&amp;gt;

as Applied to leading men
4. Summing up. in the Christian church If we

accept the historical character of Acts and regard the

letter from the church in Jerusalem as an authentic

document, we are able to trace the institution practically
from the very beginning. The elder brethren, as

they are described in the letter, take rank below the

apostles, but above the rest of the church
(

the whole

multitude, irav rb TrXrjOos, Acts 15 12). The expression
the elder brethren, as contrasted with the more formal

term the elders used by the historian in his narrative,

in itself supports the genuineness of the document
;

it

could scarcely have originated with the writer of its

historical setting, for five times over he reiterates his

own phrase in this connection. Either, then, we may
suppose that the senders of the letter purposely modify
the more official title by which others spoke of them

;

or we may gather that at that time, while a body of

leading persons actually existed as a recognised

authority within the Church, they were still thought of

as its senior members, rather than as formal officers

strictly corresponding to the elders of the Jewish people.
In the latter case we still see that it was natural and
almost inevitable that the new institution should attach

to itself the familiar title, and that the elder brethren

should become the Christian elders. Our choice

lies, in fact, between a conscious imitation of the old

Jewish institution and an unconscious assimilation to it.

The institution thus shaped in Jerusalem is seen to

reproduce itself in the earliest churches of Paul s

foundation. Whatever his practice may have been

later, when he was guiding the Greek churches to a

complete independence of Judaism, it was likely enough
that in this first missionary journey he should fashion

the organisation of his earliest converts on the one

existing model of which alone we have any information,

that, namely, of the church in Jerusalem.
We have seen that the elders of the church in

Ephesus (Acts 20 17) are not so entitled in the address

which the historian puts into the mouth of Paul. This
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is in strict harmony with the apostle s usage in all his

epistles, if we except the Pastoral Epistles. That the

historian, on the other hand, should speak of them as

elders does not necessarily imply more than that

their functions were the same as were exercised by those
whom he has hitherto described by this title

;
in other

words, that they were the elders of the church, even
if they were not commonly addressed as such.

As in the case of Acts, so too in that of the

Pastoral Epistles, the question of authorship and date

does not seriously affect the evidence which they offer

us on this subject. They cannot with any reason be

placed so late as to disqualify them as witnesses to

actual institutions of the close of the Apostolic age.
Even a pseudonymous writer must have some regard to

verisimilitude, and in laying down practical rules he
will offer important testimony to the conditions of his

own, if not of an earlier time. In these epistles, then,
we see the same class of elders spoken of for

Ephesus and Crete ; but we seem to see them in a later

stage than that which is represented by Paul s charge
to the Ephesian elders in Acts. Paul had formerly

encouraged the elders to be self-supporting after his

own example ;
he now comes before us as apparently

claiming for them public maintenance, especially in the

case of those who are devoting their strength to the

labours of teaching. That there is no inconsistency in

this is plain from his full discussion of the question in

relation to his own practice in i Cor. 93-14- Incident

ally we learn that it was natural and not uncommon
that the elders should be not only the rulers but also

the instructors of their flock ; and we can see that the

combination of the two functions was certain to increase

the influence of the individual who should exercise them
both.

With a view to the question of the relation between
the term elder (TrpccrfivTepos) and the term bishop

.. /-vir. (firiffKOTTOt), it is important to notice that
5. Other
official

terms.

those of the Pauline Epistles which do not

contain the word elder do nevertheless

refer under various appellations to persons

holding a prominent position in the communities to

which they are written.

Thus the church of the Thessalonians, immediately
after its foundation, is exhorted in these terms : to

know them that labour among you and preside over

you (TrpoicrTa[j.tvov$ V/JLUV) in the Lord and admonish

you ;
and to esteem them very highly in love for their

work s sake (i Thes. oiz/. ).
Some organisation (cp

Rom. 128, 6 ir/joKTrd/uefos eV awovSri ; i Tim. 84^ 5ij),
whether the title of elders or any other title was
connected with it or not, is certainly implied in these

words. At the same time, as the second letter still more

clearly shows (814^), the community is addressed as a

whole, and is held generally responsible for the sup

pression of disorder among its members. The Corinthian

church is likewise called upon as a whole to exercise dis

cipline (cp esp. i Cor.53Jf.) ; but at the same time we
read of governments (Kvfiepvrifffis) as set in the church

by God (1228). The household of Stephanas, who were

among the earliest converts and had received baptism
from Paul himself, clearly held some position of pre
eminence. They had devoted themselves to minister to

the saints
(

s SiaKoviav rots 0.7/015 trai;a.i&amp;gt; eavrovs):

to such as these subjection was to be rendered (16i5/.,

cp 1 16). It is noteworthy that in epistles which deal

with so many points of practical order we do not find

more definite indications of a constituted authority.

The lack of such an authority if we are justified in

pressing the argument from silence may perhaps in

part account for the exceptionally disturbed condition

of the Corinthian church.

In the Epistle to the Galatians the main trouble is

with false teachings ;
of organisation we hear nothing.

For the restoration of an erring brother Paul appeals to

those who have a spiritual gift (vjiels oi irv(vfj.aTiicoi, i ; if this
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he not rather intended as a designation of the whole body): the
taught (6 icaT&amp;gt;)xoii/affo?) is to make contributions for the support
of his teacher

(r&amp;lt;a KO.TTIXOUVTI), Ob.

In the Colossian church Archippus is to be warned to

fulfil some ministry (dtaKoviav), which he has re

ceived in the Lord
; but it is not further defined.

For the case of the Philippian church see BISHOP, 7.

It would appear that in these Pauline churches such

organisation as there was held a very subordinate

position at this period. The church as a whole in each

place had alike full powers and full responsibility for

the exercise of its powers. The authority of the founder
and the influence of eminent men who laboured in

connection with him were the main elements of guidance,
and these at present retarded the development of any
local form of government which there may have been.
The Epistle to the Hebrews bids the Christians to

whom it is addressed remember their leaders (TUV
iffovfj.fvuv v/mUjv) who have passed away, on the ground
that they spake to them the word of God (13;).
They are also charged to obey their present leaders,
as those who watch for their souls (1817). At the
close the writer salutes all their leaders (1824). The
word thus used is in the present day a technical term

(hegumenos] for the head of a Greek monastery, as it

was in Egypt in the fourth century ;
but here it must

be regarded as simply a description of the ruling class

in the church, and it is noticeable that honour is

specially claimed for this class on the ground of the

spiritual functions of teaching and watching for souls.

Thus far, then, we have found three terms employed
to describe the ruling class in the Christian church
elders, those who preside, and those who lead.

The first appears to be an official title
;
the second and

third are descriptive of the main function which these
rulers perform. There is no ground for supposing that
more than one institution is pointed to by these three
terms.
The question whether the term bishop (eTruncon-o?) describes

the same or a different institution has been considered in the
article BISHOP. To that article reference must also be made for

patristic illustrations, and especially for the use of the word
7rpe&amp;lt;r/3iiTepo?

in the Epistle of Clement of Rome.
It

only^remains
to be said

tha_t
in the second century we find

HE 3 39) and

r apostles from whom certain traditions had
been received. This sense reminds us of the first meaning of
the word to which we made reference above ( 2) in speaking of
the use of the term among the Jews. J. A R

PRESENCE (TTAPOYCI&), Mt. 24s, etc., RVme- See
ESCHATOLOGY, 84^
PRESENCE BREAD (D JSn DP6), Ex. 25 30, etc.,

RVmfc
-, EV SHEWBREAD (g.v,).

PRESIDENTS (r^HD, sdrfktn], Dan. 62-7 [3-8]f.
Most commentators take this Aramaic word to be of Persian

origin = sarak, chief, from stir, head. See Bevan, Marti,
Driver. In Tg. it is used for nofc*. & has TOKTIKOS, Vg.
princeps.

PRESS, i. na, gaih, Is. 813. See OiL-PRESS,
WINE-PRESS.

2. and 3. 3
(T, ye$eb, Is. 16 10, etc., and rn?3, purdh, Hag. 2 16.

See WINE-PRESS, WINE-FAT.

PRIEST, a contracted form of PRESBYTER \q.v.\ a
name of office in the early Christian church. But in

1. Meaning
the EV the Presbyters of the NT are

of word
cal e&amp;lt;i elders, not priests ; the latter

name is reserved for ministers of pre-
Christian religions, the Sem. n jna (Kohanim, sing.

Kohen} and
D&quot;)D3 (KHmarim], or the Gk. ifpets. The

reason of this will appear more clearly in the sequel ;

it is enough to observe at present that, before our

English word was formed, the original idea of a

presbyter had been overlaid with others derived from
pre-Christian priesthoods. The theologians of the
Greek and Latin churches expressly found the con

ception of a Christian priesthood on the hierarchy of
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the Jewish temple, while the names by which the
sacerdotal character is expressed itpevs, sacerdos

originally designated the ministers of sacred things in

Greek and Roman heathenism, and then came to be
used as translations into Greek and Latin of the
Hebrew Kohen. Kohen, tepetfj, sacerdos are in fact fair

translations of one another
; they all denote a minister

whose stated business was to perform, on behalf of the

community, certain public ritual acts, particularly sacri

fices, directed godwards. There were such ministers or

priests in all the great religions of ancient civilisation,
and indeed a priesthood in the sense now defined is

generally found, in all parts of the world, among races
which have a tribal or national religion of definite

character, and not merely an unorganised mass of

superstitious ideas, fears, and hopes, issuing in practices
of sorcery. The term priest is sometimes taken to
include sorcerer, just as religion is often taken to
include the belief in mysterious or superhuman powers
which can be constrained by spells ;

but this is an abuse
of language. Religion begins when the relation of the
divine powers to man is conceived on the analogy of
the relations of formed human society as having a
certain stable personal character on which the wor
shippers can calculate and act. The gods of the
ancient religions might do arbitrary acts ; but their

conduct towards man was not habitually arbitrary.
The actions on the part of individuals or of the state by
which their favour was maintained, lost, or regained
were matter of tradition. It was the business of the

community to see that the right course of action was
pursued, and on behalf of the community, with which
alone properly speaking the gods had intercourse, the

right kind of service was performed either by its natural
head or by specially appointed officials. There is the
closest connection in early times between state and
religion.

It would be too large a task to attempt a general
survey of the priesthoods, royal or other, in antiquity.

2 Origin of
II may be Wel1 hovvever to notice one

priesthood
r tW Points wnich a comparative study

ineeneral
f or anised religions reveals to us.

Priestly acts that is, acts done by one
and accepted by the gods on behalf of many are
common to all antique religions, and cannot be lacking
where the primary subject of religion is not the in

dividual but the natural community. But the origin
of a separate priestly class, distinct from the natural
heads of the community, cannot be explained by any
such broad general principle ;

in some cases, as in

Greece, it is little more than a matter of convenience
that part of the religious duties of the state should be
confided to special ministers charged with the care of

particular temples, while in others the intervention of a

special priesthood is indispensable to the validity of

every religious act, so that the priest ultimately becomes
a mediator and the vehicle of all divine grace.

This position, we see, can be reached by various paths ; the

priest may become indispensable through the growth of ritual
observances and precautions too complicated for a layman to

master, or he may lay claim to special nearness to the gods on
the ground, it may be, of his race, or it may be of habitual

practices of purity and asceticism which cannot be combined
with the duties of ordinary life, as for example, celibacy was
required of priestesses of Vesta at Rome.

The highest developments of priestly influence, how
ever, are hardly separable from something of magical
superstition ;

the opus opera/urn of the priest has the

power of a sorcerer s spell. The strength of the priest
hood in Chaldea and in Egypt stands plainly in the

closest connection with the survival of a magic element
in the state religion, and Rome, in like manner, is more

priestly than Greece because it is more superstitious.
In most cases, however, where an ancient civilisation

shows us a strong priestly system we are unable to

make out in any detail the steps by which that system
was elaborated

;
the clearest case perhaps is the priest-
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hood of the Jews, which is not less interesting from its

origin and growth than from the influence exerted by
the system long after the priests were dispersed and
their sanctuary laid in ruins.

Among the nomadic Semites, to whom the Hebrews

belonged before they settled in Canaan, there has never

_ . , . been any developed priesthood. The
3. Ungm acts Q f rejjgion partake of the general

.
&quot;V;

, simplicity of desert life
; apart from the

priesthood.
private worship O f household gods and

the oblations and salutations offered at the graves of

departed kinsmen, the ritual observances of the ancient

Arabs were visits to the tribal sanctuary to salute the

god with a gift of milk, first-fruits, or the like, the

sacrifice of firstlings and vows (see NAZIRITE and

PASSOVER), and an occasional pilgrimage to discharge
a vow at the annual feast and fair of one of the more

distant holy places. These acts required no priestly

aid
;

each man slew his own victim and divided the

sacrifice in his own circle
;
the share of the god was the

blood which was smeared upon, or poured out beside, a

stone (cp Ar. nosb, ghabghab] set up as an altar or

perhaps a.? a symbol of the deity (see MASSKBAH). It

does not appear that any portion of the sacrifice was

burned on the altar, or that any part of the victim was

the due of the sanctuary. We find, therefore, no trace

of a sacrificial priesthood ;
but each temple had one or

more doorkeepers (sadin, /idjib), whose office was usually

hereditary in a certain family, and who had the charge
of the temple and its treasures. The sacrifices and

offerings were acknowledgments of divine bounty and

means used to insure its continuance ; the Arab was the

slave of his god and paid him tribute, as slaves used

to do to their masters, or subjects to their lords ;
and

the free Bedouin, trained in the solitude of the desert to

habits of absolute self-reliance, knew no master except

his god, and acknowledged no other will before which

his own should bend.

Hence the other side of Arab religion was to look

for divine direction in every grave or difficult concern

of life
;
what could not be settled in the free council

of the tribesmen, or by the unenforced award of an

umpire, was referred to the command of the god,
and the oracle was the only authority by which dis

sensions could be healed, lawsuits determined, and

judgment authoritatively spoken. The voice of the

god might be uttered in omens which the skilled could

read, or conveyed in the inspired rhymes of soothsayers ;

but frequently it was sought in the oracle of the sanctuary,

where the sacred lot was administered for a fee by the

sddin. The sanctuary thus became a seat of judgment,
and here, too, compacts were sealed by oaths and sacri

ficial ceremonies.

These institutions, though known to us only from

sources belonging to an age when the old faith was

falling to pieces, are certainly very ancient. Their

whole stamp is primitive, and they correspond in

the closest way with what we know of the earliest

religion of the Israelites, the only other Semitic people

whose history can be traced back to a time when they

had not fully emerged from nomad life. In fact,

the fundamental type of the Arabic sanctuary can be

traced through all the Semitic lands, and so appears to

be older than the Semitic dispersion ;
even the technical

terms are mainly the same, so that we may justly assume

that the more developed ritual and priesthoods of the

settled Semites sprang from a state of things not very

remote from what we find among the heathen Arabs.

Now among the Arabs, as we have seen, ritual service

is the affair of the individual, or of a mass of individuals

gathered in a great feast, but still doing worship each

for himself and his own private circle ; the only public

aspect of religion is found in connection with divination

and the oracle to which the affairs of the community
are submitted. In Greece and Rome the public sacri

fices were the chief function of religion, and in them
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the priesthood represented the ancient kings. In the

desert there is no king and no sovereignty save that of

the divine oracle, and therefore it is from the sooth

sayers or ministers of the oracle that a public ministry
of religion can most naturally spring. With the be

ginning of a settled state the sanctuaries must rise in

importance and all the functions of revelation will gather
round them. A sacrificial priesthood will arise as the

worship becomes more complex (especially as sacrifice

in antiquity is a common preliminary to the consultation

of an oracle) ;
but the public ritual will still remain

closely associated with oracle or divination, and the

priest will still be, above all things, a revealer. That
this was what actually happened, may be inferred from
the fact that the Canaanite and Phoenician name for a

priest (Kohen) is identical with the Arabic Kdhin, a

soothsayer.
Note also the intimate connection in i S. 62 between the

A~(i/iiinti and the Kost mitn of the Philistines. Soothsaying
was no modern importation in Arabia

;
its characteristic form

a monotonous croon of short rhyming clauses is the same as
was practised by the Hebrew wizards who peeped and muttered
in the days of Isaiah (Is. 284), and that this form was native in

Arabia is clear from its having a technical name (saj), which in

Hebrew survives only in derivative words with modified sense. 1

The Kahili, therefore, is not a degraded priest but such a

soothsayer as is found in most primitive societies, and the

Canaanite priests grew out of these early revealers.2 In

point of fact there appears to have been some form of revelation

or oracle in every great shrine of Canaan and Syria,
3 and the

importance of this element in the cultus may be measured
from the fact that at Hierapolis it was the charge of the chief

priest, just as in the Levitical legislation.

The use of Kahin for priest in the Canaanite

area points, however, to more than this ; it is connected

with the orgiastic character of Canaanite religion.

The soothsayer differs from the priest of an oracle by giving
his revelation under excitement and often in a frenzy allied to

madness. In natural soothsaying this frenzy is the necessary

physical accompaniment of an afflatus which, though it seems
to a rude people supernatural, is really akin to poetic inspiration.
It is soon learned, however, that a similar physical state can be

produced artificially, and at the Canaanite sanctuaries this was
done on a large scale.

We see from i K. 18 2 K. 10 that the great Baal

temples had two classes of ministers, k5hanim and

nebi im, priests and prophets, and as the kohanim

bear a name which primarily denotes a soothsayer, so

the nfibi im are also a kind of priests who do sacrificial

service with a wild ritual of their own. How deeply
the orgiastic character was stamped on the priesthoods
of N. Semitic nature-worship is clear from Greek and

Roman accounts, such as that of Apuleius (Afetam.
bk. 8). Sensuality and religious excitement of the

wildest kind went hand in hand, and a whole army of

degraded ministers of a religion of the passions was

gathered round every famous shrine.

The Hebrews, who made the language of Canaan

their own, took also the Canaanite name for a priest.

But the earliest forms of Hebrew
4. Beginnings iesthood 4 are not Canaanite in
of the priest- character . the priest , as he appears
hood in Israel.

Jn the older records of the time of the

Judges, Eli at Shiloh, Jonathan in the private temple of

Micah (see MICAH) and at Dan, is much liker the

1 Mffugga, 2K.9n Jer. 2926 [Hos. 9 7] a term of con

tempt applied to prophets (cp PKOI-HKTIC LITERATURE, g i, 3).

2 On the relation of the Canaanite (or Hebrew) priest to the

Arabian kdhin, see, further, Sprenger, Lehen Muhammeds, 1255;

Stade, GI 1 (
2

) 471 ; Wellhausen, Heid.W 131 ff. Sprenger and

Stade consider the priesthood to have arisen out of the seer s

function. According to Wellhausen, on the other hand, the

kdhin, who from the first had been connected with the sanctuary,

with the development of the seer s office gradually took over

from the priests the principal and most honourable share of

their work, and at the same time their title of honour. Thus

the priest at last sank to the grade of a mere door-keeper.
3 See Lucian, De Dea Syria, 36, for Hierapolis; Zosimus,

1 58, for Aphaca ; Pliny, HN 37 58 (compared with Lucian,

ut supra, and Movers, Phoenizier, 1 655), for the temple of

Melkart at Tyre ; i S. 62, for Ekron.
4 The pre-Mosaic priesthood, to the elucidation of which IT.

v. Hummeiauer (1899) has devoted a special treatise, can still

only be regarded as imaginary.
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Arabian sadin than the kdhin. 1 The whole structure

of Hebrew society at the time of the conquest was
almost precisely that of a federation of Arab tribes, and
the religious ordinances are scarcely distinguishable from

those of Arabia, save only that the great deliverance of

the Exodus, and the period when Moses, sitting in judg
ment at the sanctuary of Kadesh, had for a whole

generation impressed the sovereignty of Yahwe on all

the tribes, had created an idea of unity between the

scattered settlements in Canaan such as the Arabs before

Mohammed never had. Neither in civil nor in religious

life, however, was this ideal unity expressed in fixed

institutions. The old individualism of the Semitic

nomad held its ground. Thus the firstlings, first-fruits,

and vows are still the free gift of the individual which

no human authority exacts, and every householder

presents and consumes with his circle in a sacrificial

feast without priestly aid.

It is thus that Gideon (Judg. 6 17 ff.~) and Manoah (Judg. 13 19)
offer sacrifice, with the express approval of Yahwe, or rather of
his Mal dk. As in Arabia, the ordinary sanctuary is still a

sacred stone (n3SD= #&amp;lt;
&amp;gt;)

set up under the open heaven, and

here the blood of the victim is poured out as an offering to God
(see MASSEBAH and cp i S. 14 34 2 S. 23 \df.~).

The priest has no place in this ritual
;
he is not the

minister of an altar,
2 but the guardian of a temple, such

as was already found here and there in the land for the

custody of sacred images and palladia or other conse
crated things (the ark at Shiloh, i S. 83 ; images in

Micah s temple, Judg. 17s ;
Goliath s sword lying be

hind the ephod or plated image at Nob [see NOB],
i S. 21 10 ; no doubt also money, as in the Canaanite

temple at Shechem, Judg. 94). Such treasures required
a guardian ;

that they were occasionally liable to be
stolen is shown by the story, just referred to, of the

images in Micah s temple.
Above all, wherever there was a temple there was

an oracle, a kind of sacred lot, just as in Arabia

(i S. 144i &amp;lt;5),
which could only be drawn where there

was an ephod and a priest (i S. 14 18, ; 236^: 30?).
The Hebrews had already possessed a tent-temple and
oracle of this kind in the wilderness (Ex. 33?^), of

which Moses was the priest and Joshua the sedituus,
and ever since that time the judgment of God through
the priest at the sanctuary had a greater weight than

the word of a seer, and was the ultimate solution of

every controversy and claim (i S. 225 Ex. 22 if. ,
where

for AV s judge, judges, read God 3
).

The temple
at SHILOH, where the ark was preserved, was the lineal

descendant of the Mosaic sanctuary for it was not the

place but the palladium and its oracle that were the

essential thing and its priests claimed kin with Moses
himself. In the divided state of the nation, indeed,

1 This appears even in the words used as synonyms for

priest, fl lB p,
r
jpn ICE , which exactly correspond to the Ar.

sddin and hajib. That the name of
|i&quot;I3

was borrowed from the

Canaanites appears certain, for out of the multiplicity of words
for soothsayers and the like common to Hebrew and Arabic
(either formed from a common root or expressing exactly
the same idea : JyV, arraf; nan, hablr; nm, nxh, hazi ;

CDp, cp ittiks&m) the Hebrews and the Canaanites have chosen
the same one tomean a priest. That they did so independently is,
in view of the great difference in character between old Hebrew
and Canaanite priesthoods, inconceivable. Besides p3 Hebrew
has the word ~iK3 (pi. D lCS), which, however, is hardly applied
to priests of the national religion (see CHEMARIM).

2 For the opposite view cannot be urged the etymology of the
word Kohen as if, possibly derived from

pa,
it meant from the first

one who served God at the altar (Baudissin, 269) or even one
who sets in order

(j 3H) the offering (so, for example, Ewald).
It is not clear from i S. 2 15 whether even at Shiloh the priest
had anything to do with sacrifice, whether those who burned
the fat were the worshippers themselves or some subordinate
ministers of the temple.

3 [Ex. 21 6 to which WRS also refers perhaps does not belong
to this connection ; for DTI

1

?!* there possibly denotes the ancestral

image ; see Schwally, Leben nach dem Tode, -$&amp;gt;f. ; and cp
further, Smend, Rel.-gcsch.(~) 77, n. 3.]
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this sanctuary was hardly visited from beyond Mount
Ephraim ; and every man (or tribe) that cared to provide
the necessary apparatus (ephod, teraphim, etc.) and
hire a priest might have a temple and oracle of his own
at which to consult Yahwe (Judg. 17/) ; but there was
hardly another sanctuary of equal dignity.
The priest of Shiloh is a much greater person than Micah s

priest Jonathan ; at the great feasts he sits enthroned by the

doorway, preserving decorum among the worshippers ; he has
certain legal dues, and if he is disposed to exact more no one
ventures to resist (i S. 2 iiff. seeSOT [ Heb.]). The priestly
position of the family survived the fall of Shiloh and the captivity
of the ark, and it was members of this house who consulted
Yahwe for the early kings until Solomon deposed Abiathar.

Indeed, though priesthood was not yet tied to one

family, so that Micah s son, or Eleazar of Kirjath-
jearim (i S. 7i), or Samuel, and perhaps by preference
firstborn sons in general

1
(cp also Ex. 24s), could all

be priests, a Levite that is, a man of Moses tribe

was already preferred for the office elsewhere than at

Shiloh (Judg. 17 13, see MiCAH i. , 2), and such a priest

naturally handed down his place to his posterity (Judg.
18 3o).

Ultimately, indeed, as sanctuaries were multiplied,
and the priests all over the land came to form one well-

5. Development
markec* class - Levite and legitimate

nf T Q i f priest became equivalent expressions

priesthood (see LEV1TES
&amp;gt;-

But between the

under the priesthood of Eli at Shiloh, or Jonathan

monarchy.
at Dan, and the priesthood of the
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Levites as described in Dt. 338^:,
there lies a period of the inner history of which we know
almost nothing. It appears that the various priestly

colleges regarded themselves as one order, that they had
common traditions of law and ritual which were traced
back to Moses, and common interests which had not
been vindicated without a struggle (Dt. 33 n). The
kingship had not deprived them of their functions as
fountains of divine judgment. On the contrary, the

decisions of the sanctuary had grown up into a body of

sacred law, which the priests administered according to

a traditional precedent ; and when in consequence of the

Deuteronomic legislation all sanctuaries except that of

Jerusalem were suppressed, the more important judicial
cases at least came up for decision before the priesthood
of Jerusalem (Dt. 178/. ). According to Semitic ideas

the declaration of law is quite a distinct function from
the enforcing of it, and the royal executive came into no
collision with the purely declaratory functions of the

priests. Priestly functions, on the contrary, must have

grown in importance with the unification and progress of
the nation, and in all probability the consolidation of the

priesthood into one class went hand in hand with a con
solidation of legal tradition. Moreover, this work must
have been well done, for, though the general corruption
of society at the beginning of the Assyrian period was
nowhere more conspicuous than at the sanctuaries and

among the priesthood (cp, e.g., Micah 3n), the invective

of Hos. 4 equally with the eulogium of Dt. 33 (the author
of which was, we may safely conjecture, himself a priest)

proves that the position which the later priests abused
had been won by ancestors who earned the respect of

the nation as worthy representatives of a divine Torah.
The ritual functions of the priesthood still appear in

Dt. 33 as secondary to that of declaring the sentence of
God

;
but they were no longer insignificant. With the

prosperity of the nation, and especially through the

absorption of the Canaanites and of their holy places,
ritual had become much more elaborate, and in royal
sanctuaries at least there were regular public offerings
maintained by the king and presented by the priests

(cp 2 K. 16is). Private sacrifices, too, could hardly be
offered without some priestly aid now that ritual was
more complex ; at the same time we find Elijah sacri

ficing with his own hand (i K. 1833), as also does Elisha

1 So Baudissin, 267 ; on the other side, on the alleged priest
hood of David s sons (2 S. 8 18), see also Cheyne, in Expos.,
1899, pp. 453-457&amp;gt; a s MINISTER [CHIEF],
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(i K. 19zi). The provision of Dt. 18 as to the priestly
dues is certainly ancient, and shows that besides the

tribute of firstfruits and the like the priests had a fee in

kind for each sacrifice, as we find to have been the case

among the Phoenicians, according to the sacrificial tariff

of Marseilles. Their judicial functions also brought

profit to the priests, fines being exacted for certain

offences and paid to them (2 K. 12 17 Hos. 48 Am. 28) ;

they also, as we learn from Micah s reproach (3 n),
exacted payment for imparting the Torah. The greater

priestly offices were therefore in every respect very im

portant places, and the priests of the royal sanctuaries

were among the grandees of the realm. As such they
were on the other hand largely dependent on the kings

(cp i S. 235 Am. 7 13 2 K. 12s^ 16 **ff.), and this close

dependence on the monarchy was actually the cause of

different development in the cases of the Israelitic and

Judaic priesthood. Whilst in the northern kingdom the

priesthood became involved in the fall of a dynasty

(2 K. 10 n), in Judah it gradually rose with the stability

of the royal house to an ever-increasing stability of its

own (see specially the story of Jehoiada in 2 K. \\t,ff.).

The great priests seem to have had the patronage of

the minor sacred offices, which were often miserable

enough,
1 the petty priest depending largely on what

customers he could find (2 K. 12? [8] Dt. 188). That
at least the greater offices were hereditary was almost a

matter of course as society was then constituted. This

is already seen in the case of the family of Eli, which,
to judge by the name of his son Phinehas (18.419),

probably traced its descent to Phinehas b. Eleazar (Josh.

22 f$ff. 2433), as also in the case of the sons of Zadok,
who succeeded to the royal priesthood in Jerusalem after

the fall of Abiathar. There is not the slightest trace,

hosvever, of an hereditary hierarchy officiating by divine

right, such as there wasafter the exile. The sons of Zadok,
the priests of the royal chapel, were the king s servants

as absolutely as any other great officers of the state ;

they owed their place to the fiat of king Solomon, and the

royal will was supreme in all matters of cultus
;
indeed

the monarchs of Judah, like those of Israel (i K. 1233)
and of other nations, did sacrifice in person when they
chose down to the time of the captivity (i K. 925 2 K.

16 12/. ; cp 2 Ch. 26 16/: Jer. 302i). And as the sons

of Zadok had no divine right as against the kings, so

too they had no claim to be more legitimate than the

priests of the local sanctuaries, who also were reckoned

to the tribe which, in the seventh century B. C.
,
was recog

nised as having been divinely set apart as Yahwe s

ministers in the days of Moses (Dt. 108 I8i/.).
That at the same time there must have been certain gradations

of rank among the sons of Zadok even in the pre-exilic period,
at least during the later monarchy, is self-evident. One priest
stands at their head (A~/&amp;gt;A?n hii-rflsh? 2 K. 25 18, or simply the

Koken, 2 K. 12s 10 ; the name high priest, however, occurs

first, it would seem, in Haggai). Next to him the Kohen tnish-

ne/i(z K 20 is)
:! holds the second place. The existence of definite

special offices is indicated by such designations asthose of zpilkid
niigtil or chief overseer in the temple (Jer. 20 1) or of the keepers
of the threshold (2 K. 284). On the other hand, the expression
ziknekak-kdkHnlm, the elders of the priests (2 K. 19 2

Jer.
19 i),

points to a gradation of the Zadokites according to their several

families.-*

The steps which prepared the way for the post-exilic

hierarchy, the destruction of the northern sanctuaries

and priesthoods by the Assyrians, the
6. Steps

, , *, polemic of the spiritual prophets againstwa s
... the corruptions of popular worship, which

-exi 1C
jssued jn the reformation of Josiah, the

^
suppression of the provincial shrines of

Judah, and the transference of their ministers to

Jerusalem, the successful resistance of the sons of Zadok
to the proposal to share the sanctuary on equal terms

1 See i S. 2 36, a passage written after the hereditary dignity
of the sons of Zadok at Jerusalem was well established. See
ELI.

2 [Or hak-kohen ha-rosh? (cp 2 Ch. 31 10). The preceding
word ends in n. ]

3 So read also in 2 K. 23 4 [or in each case k. ham-mishneh ?]
* Cp v. Hoonacker, 215.
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with these newcomers, and the theoretical justification
of the degradation of the provincials to the position of

mere servants in the temple supplied by Ezekiel soon after

the captivity, are explained elsewhere (see LEVITES),
and only one or two points call for additional remark
here.

It is instructive to observe how differently the pro
phets of the eighth century speak of the judicial or

teaching functions of the priests and of the ritual of

the great sanctuaries. For the ritual they have nothing
but condemnation

;
but the teaching they acknowledge

as part of the divine order of the state, while they complain
that the priests have prostituted their office for lucre.

In point of fact, the one rested on old Hebrew tradition,

the other had taken shape mainly under Canaanite

influence, and in most of its features was little more
than the crassest nature-worship. In this respect there

was no distinction between the temple of Zion and
other shrines, or rather it was just in the greatest

sanctuary with the most stately ritual that foreign
influences had most play, as we see alike in the original
institutions of Solomon and in the innovations of Ahaz

(2 K. IQioff. 23n/:).
The Canaanite influence on the later organisation of the

temple is clearly seen in the association of temple prophets with
the temple priests under the control of the chief priest, which is

often referred to by Jeremiah ; even the viler ministers of
sensual worship, the male and female prostitutes of the Phoenician

temples, had found a place on Mt. Zion, and were only removed
by Josiah s reformation. 1 So too, the more complex sacrificial

ritual which was now in force is manifestly not independent of
the Phoenician ritual as we know it from the Marseilles tablet.

All this necessarily tended to make the ritual ministry of the

priests more important than it had been in old times ; but it was
in the dark days of Assyrian tyranny, in the reign of Manasseh,
when the sense of divine wrath lay heavy on the people, when
the old ways of seeking Yahwe s favour had failed and new and
more powerful means of atonement were eagerly sought for

(Micah6fiyT 2 K. 21
; and cp MOLECH), that sacrificial functions

reached their full importance.

In the time of Josiah altar service and not the function

of teaching had become the essential thing in priest

hood (Dt. 108 187); the teaching, indeed, is not

forgotten (Jer. 28 18i8 Ezek. 726), but by the time of

Ezekiel it also has mainly to do with ritual, with the

distinction between holy and profane, clean and un

clean, with the statutory observances at festivals and
the like (Ezek. 4423/1 ).

What the priestly Torah was
in the exilic period can be seen from the collection of

laws in Lev. 17-26 (LEVITICUS, 13-23), which includes

many moral precepts, but regards them, equally with

ritual precepts, from the point of view of the mainten

ance of national holiness. The sacrificial ritual of

the Priestly Code (see SACRIFICE) is governed by the

same principle. The holiness of Israel centres in

the sanctuary, and round the sanctuary stand the

priests, who alone can approach the most holy things
without profanation, and who are the guardians of

Israel s sanctity, partly by protecting the one meeting-

place of God and man from profane contact, and

partly as the mediators of the continual atoning rites by
which breaches of holiness are expiated. In P it is the

sons of Aaron alone who bear the priestly office. How
these stand related to the sons of Zadok mentioned

above is an excessively puzzling question to which a

conclusive answer is, in the silence of the sources,

perhaps impossible. It is probable, however, that the

two expressions are not merely different designations
for the same class of persons ; the new name seems

rather to denote a more comprehensive category, so

that Aaron includes Zadok. 2

We know as a fact that Ezra s band included not only priests
of the sons of Eleazar (to whom the Zadokites traced their

descent, i Ch. 638) but also sons of Ithamar (KzraS2_/T), not to

mention that Chronicles at a later date assigns eight out of the

1 2 K. 23? ; cp Dt 23 18, where dogs = the later Galli. See

Dor,, 3 ; I DOI.ATRV, 6 ; and cp Driver, ad Inc.

2
Cp Kuenen, Ges. Abh. 488, where, influenced by the further

investigations of Oort and Vogelstein, he modifies his previously

published view.
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twenty-four orders of priests to the sons of Ithamar (i Ch. 244).
But whom we are to understand by the sons of Ithamar
whether they are the priests of Anathoth, the descendants of
the deposed Abiathar (i K. 2 26./C), as Vogelstein (pp. 8-12)

supposes, or whether others also are to be reckoned along with

these (Kuenen, 490^) must be left undecided. We must
content ourselves with saying and the evidence warrants at

least so much as this that apparently, as against the attitude

of exclusiveness shown by Ezekiel towards all non-Zadokites,
the pressure of circumstances during the exile and perhaps also

the prospect of a restoration led to a compromise which conceded
to some, though not to all priestly families attached to sanctuaries

outside of Jerusalem, the rights assigned to them in D (Kuenen,
489). That over and above this the Zadokites subsequently
sought to secure certain special privileges for themselves may
perhaps be gathered from such an interpolation as that in Nu.
^15 10-13, ar&amp;gt;d tne equation Zadokites = Sadducees would seem

definitely to prove it.

Still more difficult is the question how, in such a

compromise, Aaron came to have the role of common
ancestor when previously it had been only, or at least

chiefly, the priests of the northern kingdom who had

regarded him as their genealogical head (cp on the

other hand Ex. 32, a passage of Judaic origin). A
noteworthy attempt at a solution of this problem is

offered in Oort s treatise De Aaronieden, where he goes
back to the immigration of this class of priests of

Northern Israel who had betaken themselves after

Josiah s reformation to Jerusalem, and here after some
friction had gradually amalgamated with the sons of

Zadok. 1

The bases of priestly power under this system are the

unity of the altar, its inaccessibility to laymen and to

T
, . the inferior ministers of the sanctu-mPor an&amp;lt;

i

e
. ary, and the specific atoning function

P &quot;eX
of the blood of priestly sacrifices.

All these things were unknown in

old Israel ; the altars were many, they were open to

laymen, and the atoning function of the priest was

judicial, not sacrificial. So fundamental a change as

lies between Hosea and the Priestly Code was possible

only in the general dissolution of the old life of

Israel produced by the Assyrians and by the prophets ;

and indeed, the new order did not take shape as a

system till the exile had made a tabula rasa of all old

institutions
;
but it was undoubtedly the legitimate and

consistent outcome of the latest development of the

temple worship at Jerusalem before the exile. It was
meant also to give expression to the demands of the

prophets for spiritual service and national holiness
;
but

this it did not accomplish so successfully ;
the ideas of

the prophets could not be realised under any ritual

system, but only in a new dispensation (Jer. 31 yiff.},

when priestly Torah and priestly atonement should be

no longer required. Nevertheless, the concentration

of all ritual at a single point, and the practical exclusion

of laymen from active participation in it for the old

sacrificial feast had now shrunk into entire insignificance
in comparison with the stated priestly holocausts and

atoning rites 2 lent powerful assistance to the growth
of a new and higher type of personal religion, the

religion which found its social expression not in material

acts of oblation but in the language of the psalms. In

the best times of the old kingdom the priests had
shared the place of the prophets as the religious leaders

of the nation ; under the second temple they represented
the unprogressive traditional side of religion, and the

leaders of thought were the psalmists and the scribes,

who spoke much more directly to the piety of the

nation.

On the other hand, the material influence of the

priests was greater than it had ever been before ;
the

temple was the only visible centre of national life in the

ages of servitude to foreign power, and the priests were
the only great national functionaries, who drew to

themselves all the sacred dues as a matter of right and
even appropriated the tithes paid of old to the king.

1 See Kuenen s criticism on this and cp AARON.
2 Compare the impression which the ritual produced on the

Greeks (see Bernays, Tkeophrastus, 85, m/i)
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The great priests had always belonged to the ruling
class ; but the Zadokites were now the only hereditary

aristocracy, and the high priest, who now stands forth

above his brethren with a prominence unknown to the

times of the first temple, is the one legitimate head of

the theocratic state, as well as its sole representative in

the highest acts of religion.
When the high priest stood at the altar in all his princely

state, when he poured out the libation amidst the blare of

trumpets, and the singers lifted up their voice and all the people
fell prostrate in prayer till he descended and raised his hands in

blessing, the slaves of the Greek or the Persian forgot for a
moment their bondage and knew that the day of their redemption
was near (Ecclus. 50). The high priest at such a moment seemed
to embody all the glory of the nation, as the kings had done of

old, and when the time came to strike a successful blow for

freedom it was a priestly house that led the nation to the

victory which united in one person the functions of high priest
and prince. From the foundation of the Hasmonean state to

the time of Herod the history of the high-priesthood merges in

the political history of the nation ;
from Herod onward the

priestly aristocracy of the Sadducees lost its chief hold over the

nation and expired in vain controversy with the Pharisees.

(See ISRAEL, 83.)

The influence of the Hebrew priesthood on the

thought and organisation of Christendom was the

T
_ , influence not of a living institution,

C(
for h hardly bean tin after the fal1 of

the temple, but of the theory embodied
in the later parts of the Pentateuch.

th ht
Tw P mtS n this the01? Were la d
hold of the doctrine of priestly medi

ation and the system of priestly hierarchy. The first

forms the text of the principal argument in the Epistle

to the Hebrews, in which the author easily demonstrates

the inadequacy of the mediation and atoning rites of

the OT, and builds upon this demonstration the doctrine

of the effectual high-priesthood of Christ, who, in his

sacrifice of himself, truly led his people to God, not

leaving them outside as he entered the heavenly

sanctuary, but taking them with him into spiritual

nearness to the throne of grace. This argument leaves

no room for a special priesthood in the Christian church ;

even in the writings of Cyprian, it is not the notion of

priestly mediation but that of priestly power that is

insisted on. Church office is a copy of the old hierarchy.
Now among the Jews, as we have seen, the hierarchy

proper has for its necessary condition the destruction of

the state and the bondage of Israel to a foreign prince,

so that spiritual power is the only basis left for a

national aristocracy. The same conditions have pro
duced similar spiritual aristocracies again and again in

the East, in more modern times, and even in antiquity
more than one Oriental priesthood took a line of

development similar to that which we have traced in

Judosa.
Thus the hereditary priests of Kozah (Kofe) were the chief

dignitaries in Idumasa at the time of the Jewish conquest of

the country (Jos. Ant. xv.
&quot;9),

and the high priest of Hierapolis
wore the princely purple and crown like the high priest of the

Jews (De Dca. Syria, 42). The kingly insignia of the high

priest of the sun at Emesa are described by Herodian (v. 83),
in connection with the history of Elagabalus, whose elevation to

the Roman purple was mainly due to the extraordinary local

influence of his sacerdotal place. Other examples of priestly

princes are given by Strabo in speaking of Pessinus (567) and

Olbe(6 7 2).l

As there was no such hierarchy in the West, it is plain

that, if the idea of Christian priesthood was influenced

by living institutions as well as by the OT, that influence

must be sought in the East (cp Lightfoot, Philippians,

261). The further development of the notion of

Christian priesthood lies beyond the scope of the

present article. Cp MINISTRY.
Wellhausen. Prol. &amp;lt;2-) (1883, 1886, 1895; in Gesch. fsr.W

[1878], Chap. IV. : Die Priester und I.eviten : the Archa-olo-

7&amp;gt;.?ofNowack(i8Q4)andof Ben/inger(i894).
9. Literature. Baudissin, Die Geschichtr ties Alttestament-

lichen Priestertumes (1889) contains a very

comprehensive collection of facts, but is weak in its method.

Along with Oort s de Aaronieden (Th. T 18 [1884] 289-335)
and H. Vogelstein s Der Kainpf zwischen J riestern und

1 See also Mommsen, Hist ofRome, ET4 150.
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Lev!ten seit den Tagen Ezechiels (1889) it is reviewed by
Kuenen in his keen critical essay on the history of the

priests of Yahwe and the age of priestly law, Th. T 24 (1890)
1-42, translated into German in Hudde s Gesammelte Abliand-

Itingen zur bibl. \Vissenscliaft Ton A. Kuenen (1894), 465-500.
Cp also references to priests in OTJC (index, s.v.\
The critical view of which the foregoing article is an exposition

has recently been met with an uncompromising opposition by
van Hoonacker in Le Stutrdoct Leritique dans la loi et dans
Fhistoirc des Hebreujc (1899), a work which shows great
thoroughness of treatment and mastery of its subject, and bears

ample witness to the author s acuteness and power of combination
as well as to his confidence in the thesis he has taken up,
but at the same time displays radical defects of method.

Cp Baudissin s review in TLZ, 1899, 359-363. Van Hoonacker
has two premises which are fundamental and render it im
possible for those who do not share them to accompany the
author in his arguments or adopt his conclusions ; the one is

that there was but one sanctuary from the first, the other that
Chronicles describes pre-exilic conditions, not those of the time
of its composition. On the history of the priesthood in the later

period see especially Schiirer, Gl^/P) 1 24, (
3

) 2 224-305.

W. K. S.-A. B.

PRINCE. i. TJJ, nagid (HfOYMeNOc) : root

meaning, to be high, conspicuous (cp &quot;133, in front).

Nagid is used of the governor of the palace (.-\zrikam),
2 Ch. 287 (riyov/j-fvos rov OIKOV : otKovofj-os would have
been better; cp i K. 46169; on the position of this

officer see Is. 222i/. ) ;
of the chief of the temple

(i Ch. 9 ii 2 Ch. 31 13); of PASHHUR (TJJ Tips,

Jer. 20 1
) ; of the leader of the Aaronites

(
i Ch. 1227;

Jehoiada) ;
of the keeper of the sacred treasury (

i Ch.

2624; Shebuel) ; of the chief of a tribe (2 Ch. 19n ;

Zebadiah) ; of the captains of the army (t Ch. 13i
2 Ch. 322i) ;

of the eldest son of the king (2 Ch. 1122,

II t?!n ; Abijah, son of Rehoboam) ; of the king himself,

e.g. , Saul (AV captain, i S. 9i6, etc.); of the high

priest, 1-11 n t^D. the (an?) anointed, the (a?) prince

(Dan. 925 ;
see RV), jvna TJ:, unless Ptolemy Philo-

metor is meant (Dan. 1122); see MESSIAH. In Ps.

76 13, the plur. Q-I-H, EV princes || p D^D, kings
of the earth.

2. N b j, ndsi
,

lit. one lifted up (yyov/uLfvos, a&amp;lt;pt]yov-

fjLfvos, dipxuv). Used of a Canaanitish prince, Gen. 342

(tipxuv) ;
of princes of Ishmael (Gen. 1720 [P]) ;

of

Abraham (Gen. 23 6 [P]) ; vaguely, of a secular

authority (Ex. 22 28 [27], RV a ruler ); of the king

(i K. 1134) ; of Zerubbabel (Ezra 18).
A favourite word with Ezekiel (e.g., 7 27 12 10 12 21 12 [17],

80133424457^7: 4(5 iff.), who has no place in his picture of
Israel for a king, but only for a prince with very limited
functions (see EZEKIEL ii., 23), and with P, especially of the

tribal princes (Nu. 7n^ 34
18^7&quot;.,

more fully niyn N ^J,

princes of the assembly [see ASSEMBLY], Ex. 1~22 Nu. 4 34).
P also uses it of the heads of families (Nu. 3 24 30 35), and of the

highest tribal prince of the Levites
(r&amp;gt;. 32 ; cp i Ch. 7 40). Nnst

was also the official title of the president of the Sanhedrin. See

GOVERNMENT, 31 ; ISRAEL, 81 ; SYNEDRIUM.

3. ~\\y, sar, corresponding to Ass. sarru, king (see

KING), a word used of nearly all degrees of chiefdom
or \vardenship. It is applied to the chief baker of the

Pharaoh (Gen. 40 16), to the chief butler (402), to the

ruler over the cattle (476), to the keeper of the prison

(392i), to the taskmaster of the Israelites (Ex. In),
to the prince of the eunuchs (Dan. 1 7).

Further, to prefects, civil or military, of very limited or very
extensive authority ; Zebul, the ruler of Shechem (Judg. 10 30) ;

Amon, the governor of the city (i K. 22 26) ; niyicn ef, pre
fects of the provinces (i K. 20 15); niE V B &amp;gt;

Decurion

(Ex. 1821); C E Crl t&amp;gt;&amp;gt;

&amp;lt;a captain of fifty, n-ei/nj/cdi/rap^os

(2 K. 1 19) ; niNO V, captains (judges) over hundreds (Dt. 1 15);
over a thousand (i S. 183), over many thousands (i Ch. 1025) ;

3D&quot;irt JVurtD t! captain over half of the chariots of war

(i K. 10 9); ^ nn K . captain of the host (28.242); general-

in-chief, SOUn v (&amp;lt;ipxicrrpaTT)yos,
Gen. 2122 i S. 1-9); hence

used after n!N2X nSl&amp;lt;&amp;gt;
God of hosts of God himself

(Dan. 811). It occurs by itself in the stat. absol. as a parallel
to judge ; who has made thee a prince [-ijj l and a judge over
us? (Ex. 2 14), to elder (Ezra 10 8), to counsellor (Ezra 825),
to king (Hos. 84).

The same term is applied to courtiers and high
officers e.g. , those of Egypt (Gen. 12 15 Is. 19 n 13), and
of Persia (Esth. Is 2i8 69 [where &amp;lt;B5 gives the technical

term
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;i\oi,

see FRIEND]), also to the merchant-princes
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of Tyre (Is. 23g). The priests are called enp &, chiefs,

or princes, of the sanctuary (i Ch. 25s, but not Is. 4328 ;

see SBOT, ad loc.), and the chief priests again are

called D 3n^n to (2 Ch. 8614). The word came to be
used also of guardian-angels of nations e.g. , of Persia

(Dan. 10 13*0), of Greece (Dan. lOzo), of Israel (ll)2i),
Michael the great prince (12 i), the chief princes

(lOis), Dncri nt?, the Prince of Princes
;
God (825;

cp (5 in Dt. 328). The use of itp as guardian -angel

(Esau, etc.
)
is retained in the Midrash

; but the word is

also applied in the Talmud to a hero at the table, a

mighty drinker (Nidd. 16, etc.
).

The fern, mcs sdrdh,

Princess, occurs (i) of Solomon s wives, i K. \\?,, (2)
of ladies of the court, Esth. Ii8 RV (AV ladies

), (3)
as a general term of dignity, Lam. 1 1 (rriyiea rns? ||

D;ia? nan) ;
Cp the proper name SAKAH.

4- 3&quot;i:, nadib (from 31:, which in Hithp. signifies

to volunteer, to offer spontaneously ), generous, noble-

minded, noble by birth (i S. 28 Ps. 47io 107 40 1138

llSg Prov. 25?, etc.). This word is the converse of

the preceding ; nagid means primarily a chief, and

derivatively what is morally noble, excellent (Prov. 86);
nddib means primarily what is morally noble, and

derivatively one who is noble by birth or position.

5- IBIICTIX. ahasdarpan, RV satrap. See PERSIA, SATRAP.
6. no, sagtln, see DEPUTY, i.

7- TDJ&amp;gt; ndsik, see DUKE, 2.

8- D DmS. f&amp;gt;artftnint,
see NOBLES.

9-
J Spi kasin, see CAPTAIN, 6.

10, ii. Q 3i p-OI, rabreban, rabbnn, see RAB.

12. w-^v, salts, see CAPTAIN, 9 ; ARMY ; LORD, 6.

13, 14. jlh,
rozen (Judg. 5 3 Is. 4023, etc.) ; also

jiin,
nlzon

(Prov. 14 28 t), root meaning, gravity ; cp Ass. razsunu [Prince,

JBL 16 i75/]. See REZON.

15- D JOrn. hasniannim, Ps. 68 31 [32]. For crit. emend, see

Duhm and Che. ad loc.

16. apxtav. Cp RULER.
17. apxrjyos (a. TTJS turjs, EV prince of life, RVmg. author,

Acts 3 15 ; cp apxj)yb xai aiorijp, Acts 5 31 ; a.p\rnov Tijs

(rto-njpias, Heb. 2 10 ; TTJS Triorews ap^-r/yov, Heb. 122). See

CAPTAIN, 15.

18. ^ye/noii/ (Mt. 26 || Mic. 5 i [2], MT min 3^X2; iv

XiAtaaii loufia [BAQ], but Mt. iv T&amp;lt;HS riyen6&amp;lt;riv lov&a, i.e.,

1^3). See DUKE, i.

PRINCIPALITIES UPXAI). Rom. 838 Eph. 3io
6 12 Col. 1 16 2 1015 ; cp i Cor. 10 24 Eph. 1 21, where all rule,
retained in RV, should certainly be every principality. See

ANGEL, i.

PEISCA (TTRICKA; so Ti.WH in Rom. 16 3 i Cor.

1619 2 Tim. 419), or, in the diminutive, Priscilla

(npiCKiAAA; Acts 18 2 1826 Ti.WH), the wife ofAQUILA
[^.f.]. In Acts 181826 Rom. 163, Priscilla is mentioned

before Aquila. Her importance is well pointed out by
Harnack in his ingenious essay on authorship, etc., of

Hebrews (see HEBREWS [EPISTLE], ad fin.} ; cp also

id. Ueb. d. beiden Recensionen d. Gesch. d. Prisca u. d.

Aquila in Act. Ap. 18 1-17 (1899).

PRISON. The references in the OT are too meagre
to enable us to give any satisfactory account of early

Jewish methods of restraint. As among
the Greeks, imprisonment was seldom

employed as a legal punishment, and it is not until the

post-exilic age that it enters into the judicial system (Ez.

726, Bibl. -Aram.
) ; see LAW, 12. On the treatment

of captives, see WAR.
Shimei, if not confined within four walls, was practically

a prisoner within the bounds of Jerusalem (i K. 236^;;
but this kind of treatment may have been rare. Solomon s

policy in i K. 2 is represented as being exceptionally

generous by the narrator. A confinement of a more or

less close nature is expressed by the term mismdr (see

below, 2 [n]), which, in the case of David s concubines

(rrct?.p JV3, 2S.203 EV ward
),

and Simeon (Gen.

42 19 EV prison, cp 4224 33) was hardly severe : sur-

1 A parallel case is that of I.ivia (Tac. Ann. 2 44). the youngest
child of Germanicus and Agrippina, who in Suetonius (flaua. i)

is called Livilla.
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veillance or safeguard (similar to the treatment of a

hostage) may be the best rendering. On the other

hand, a confinement of a more rigorous nature would

be exercised in the case of the man who broke the

sabbath (Nu. 15 34), and the blaspheming Danite (Lev.
24 12), both of whom are placed in ward (EV, nae Bs),

pending Yahwe s decision. Similarly the officers of

Pharaoh who have fallen under his displeasure are put
in ward as a temporary measure

;
the sequel is

familiar (Gen. 40 E).
In the time of the monarchy a place for the safe

keeping of undesirable persons might often be required.

Of such a kind was the Philistine house of the captives
at Gaza (Judg. 1621). As an ordinary precaution

Jeremiah was confined in the court of the guard in

the king s house,
1 where, however, he was free to

conduct his business (Jer. 32). Probably this court was
under the control of a military official, and was set apart
for the highest class of offenders, or members of the

royal household, just as in Gen. 403/i the Pharaoh s

officers are under the care of the captain of the guard

(D rname ).

2 On the other hand the inb ivs (Gen.

392i^ J, see 2 [9]) was apparently the common
prison, the keeper of which is called -non n %3 nb- Far
more rigorous was the treatment of Jeremiah when
confined in the house of Jonathan the scribe (Jer. 37 15,

cp v. 206), which had been converted into a prison-house

(N^D-ITS, 2 [8]). Whether the miry pit into which he
was cast (Jer. 386) was really in the court of the guard
may be questioned.

3 The pit (cp 2 [6]) was the

place for the meanest of prisoners (Ex. 1229, cp Gen.

40 15^ 41i4), but at the same time the readiest means
of imprisonment (cp Gen. 3724). For appliances for

further restricting personal freedom see CHAINS,
COLLAR, STOCKS, and 2 (7) below.

The references to prisons in the NT need little ex

planation. The probability is that the prisons were con

structed on the Greek and Roman plan (cp Smith,

Rich, Diet. Class. Ant., s.v. Career
).

The public
ward of Acts 5i8 (RV) would then answer to the

custodia communis of the Roman prison, whilst the

inner prison (ib. 1623), like the career interior or

robur, would (as the context actually shows) be for the

worst cases, and was possibly a cell underneath the

custodia communis (cp illustr. in Rich, s.v.
).

For the allusion in Acts 126^ cp Jos. Ant. xviii. 67

[Agrippa], also Acts 28 16 (?), and see CHAINS, 2 (end).
There are fifteen distinct Hebrew and Greek terms to

. m be noticed :

2. Terms.
i. mac, mattdrah (lit. place of guarding ), in

Jer. 322 8 12 Neh. 3 25, etc., court of the prison (RV guard ),

apparently the same as the D ~\yv Neh. 1^39, prison-gate

(RV gate of the guard ). The cognate Aram. NrHBO s use cl

in Tg., Gen. 40 3 4 42 19 for icra.

2.
&quot;I3DC, masger (\/close, shut up), used generally in Is. 2422

(with 13D), and figuratively in Ps. 142 7 [s], and Is. 42 7 (|| n 3

K*?3, cp 8 below). Cp TJDH of the compulsory seclusion of the

leper (Lev. 13 5), &quot;HID, cage (see LION, 5 end), and JVIJDO

prisons (?) in the Panammu inscr. of Zenjirli (//. 4, 8).

3. nsy, bser (-v/restrain, e.g., with force 2 K. 17 4 Jer. 33 i

etc.), Is. 538, AV prison, RV preferably oppression.

4. niprijJS, pekahkoah, Is. Cl i AV opening of the prison,
RV preferably supplies the last three words in italics

;
but the

literal meaning of fl requires O TIJ? rather than D&quot;I1DK (|| C 13B )

which, in turn, suggests the emendation mnnnS (loosing) ; cp
Che. /j.(5)(Che. SBO breads npa

1 But the gate of the guard (Neh. 12 39) seems to have been
near the temple. Here, too, were the stocks (?) mentioned in

Jer. 20 2 (see 2 [7]).

? Cp 2 (9) below. We may perhaps compare the private
prison (ergastulunt) on the Roman farms.

3 It is obscurely described as the pit of Melchijah (v. 6) ;
in

v. ii it is apparently under the treasury (ijjlltn. which BAQ
[not Qmg.] om&amp;gt;)

j s perhaps for isnn)- The text is probably
corrupt ; cp 38 i (Pashhur b. Malchijah) ^b (gate of Benjamin)
with the names in 20 if.
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5. -BDKnvva, lit. house of bondage, Jer. 37 15, cp 3

D -noM.! Judg. 162125 (Kre), Eccl. 4 14, lit. house of the

bound [ones] ; cp J
I DN, imprisonment (Aram. Ezra 7 26) and

TON, dsir, prisoner or captive, Ps. 79 n 102 20 [21] ; the verb

1DN like 6eii&amp;gt; does not necessarily imply the use of chains or

fetters.

6. lisrrn S, beth hab-bor, lit. place of the pit (see CONDUIT,
i (i), col. 881), EV dungeon, in Ex. 1229 and in an obscure

and probably corrupt passage, Jer. 37 16 ( nvjnn fa gloss?], see

CELLS). Observe that in v. 15f. there are four distinct terms
for prison.

7. nDSnsn n 3, beth hant-mahpfketh, 2 Ch. 16 10 prison-

house, but in accordance with the EV rendering of Jer. 20 2/.,
2!)z6 house of the stocks 1

(so RVmg.). The meaning of the
root suggests a punishment compelling a crooked or distorted

posture (BOB), and NnB D of the Tg. is, according to the Gemarit
on Sank. 816, a cramped vault not high enough for the criminal
to stand in freely. See STOCKS. It is perhaps not too bold, on
the strength of Tg. 3 (properly a prison, cp Bibl. Aram. ^33, be
bound, Dan. 820 ff., apparently also an Ass. word, see Ges.

Lex.W), to read rtnS20n 3&amp;gt;
house of binding = prison.

8. JcSa rT3, beth kele , lit. house of restraint (\Xn^3, re

strain, cp Jer. 322, and Ass. bit ki-(or kil-}li), i K. 2227 (
= 2 Ch.

1826), 2 K. 174, etc., pi. Is. 4222, twice ni^3 (Kr. N ^D 3) Jer.

3746231; cp 3 HJ3, prison-garb, 2 K. 2529 = Jer. 6233.

9. lilDrt JV2, beth has-sohar ( D roundness? as though round

tower, cp Ass. siru enclosure, saaru ring
1

; Sam. has

&quot;inDi
w tn which cp Ass. sihirtu enclosure, Syr. snharta

citadel, palace ), the prison (EV) into which Joseph was cast

upon a false charge (J, Gen. 3i) 20-23, RJE 403 s)- According
to E, on the other hand, Joseph was no prisoner, but the head-
servant of the captain of the guard (Gen. 37 36 40), with whom
offending officials in Pharaoh s court were placed in ward
(404 41 10). It is not likely that the servant of a private Egyptian
(Joseph s position in 39 J) would be set with the Pharaoh s

officers, and the words in 39 20 identifying the inDn JV3 with the

place where the king s servants were bound may, therefore, be
redactional. A servant accused of the crime alleged in J s

narrative would certainly have been put to death. J s story is

quite out of place, and evidently secondary compared with E s

sober narrative. The passages in 40 15^ 41 14 (Rjn), which refer
back to J s narrative, and are admittedly redactional, use the
word bar (cp no. 6 above), in which case the dungeon (6Sr) was
a particular cell in the -nB.l n 3 i cp Jer. 386 ( i above).

10.
rnpBfJ&quot;n

3i bith-hap-pikadSth (lit. place of over-seeing),

Jer. 02 n, cp use of verb in Jer. 37 21, and perhaps mps ^i3

Jer. 37 13 (EV captain of the ward, = captain of the prison?),
and ipaan ~\y& Neh. 831 (prison gate?).

11. TQ&Q n 3 beth mismar, EV prison house, Gen. 42 19,

etc., see above ( i).

The NT terms are :

12. Sfait.taTript.Qv, Mt. 11 2 (of Machjerus), Acts52i23 1626;
cp 6ec7&amp;gt;x.o&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;iiAaf, jailer, Acts 16 23 27 36.

13. oiKrjjua, a euphemistic term, Acts 12 7 (RV cell ), but in

v. 4 no. 15 is used.

14. -njpijo-ts, Acts 4 3 in hold, but RV ward, tv rijp. &r\fj.oai.a

5 18 in the common prison, RV public ward, but in w. 19 22
no. 15 is used and in irv. 21 23 no. 12.

15. $uA.aicrj, a very common term answering to the Heb.
mismar, of a prison, Mt. 14 10 Lk. 3 2o(Mach;erus) Acts 16 23^
(but in v. 26 no. 12), in Rev. 182 twice (AV hold, cage, RV
hold, and mg. prison ) in RV, i Mace. 953, and EV ib. 13 12

143 ward. S. A. C.

PROCHORUS (rrpoxopoc, Ti.WH]), one of the

seven deacons (Acts 6s)t-
He is mentioned in the lists of the Seventy given by the

Pseudo-Dorotheus, and according to Pseudo-Hippolytus was
Bishop of Nicomedia. For an account of the Acts o/Prochorus,
which have a wide currency in the Greek church, see Lipsius,
Apokr. Ap.-Gesch. 1 355-408. According to this apocryphal and
very late source, Prochorus was a companion and helper of the

apostle John for many years through a great variety of wander
ings and adventures, and ultimately suffered martyrdom at

Jerusalem. Pseudo-Hippolytus speaks of him as the first that

departed.

PROCONSUL, the official designation of the governor
of a senatorial province under the Empire. The word
is literally rendered in Greek by dvOvTraros, for which
AV gives deputy, but RV proconsul. On the refer

ence in Acts IS?/. (Sergius Paulus) see CYPRUS, 4 ;

on that in Acts 18 12 (Gallio) see ACHAIA and GALLIC ;

on that in Acts 1938 see EPHESUS, col. 1303, n. i.

1 According to Jos. Kimhi, however, not for the feet, but for the

neck or head. The Pesh. xnTin in Jer. 20 ?f. may here mean
an outhouse (but see Payne Smith, Thes. col. 1205).
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PROCURATOR
PROCURATOE (enirponoc &amp;gt;n Jos. Ant. xx. 62

[ 132] etc.) was the specific title of the Roman
. .. .. governor of Judaea, who is called in

ft tl
tne NT bX the more general title

6
HfeMCON (see GOVKRNOR, 15). The

title procurator was employed under the early empire
to denote various officials, or rather officials of various

degrees of power, for all were alike in respect of the

fact that primarily the word connoted a collector or

controller of revenue, public or private ; in time the

procurator s competence extended to other departments
of administration.

The title has three main applications, (i) The/ro-
curatorjisci, an officer in Ctesarian provinces analogous
to the qucEstor of senatorial provinces, though he is

found in these latter also (Tac. Ann. 4 15), his functions

gradually encroaching upon those of both the quaestor
and the governor (proconsul] ; even in the Caesarian

provinces the procurator acquired practical indepen
dence of the legattts proprcetore governing the province,
and in any case acted as an effective check upon him

(cp Tac. Ann. 126o 1432). (2) Certain of the minor
or specially circumstanced Cassarian provinces were
administered wholly by procurators e.g. Rheetia,

Vindelicia, Noricum, and Jud;a, as also Cappadocia
from the time of Tiberius to that of Vespasian. In

course of time these were brought under the general

imperial system. Under Claudius the powers of the

procurators were largely increased, and even if it is not

quite true that Judaea was the only province (save Egypt,
whose case was peculiar) thus organised under Augustus
(cp Hirschfeld, Unters. 288), the great provinces of

Thrace and the two Maretanire were placed by Claudius

under the rule of procurators. The procurators of the

two classes above described were drawn as a rule from
the equestrian order (cp Jos. BJ ii. 81 ; Strabo, 840),
but some even of the procuratorial governors were,
under Claudius, freedmen e.g. , Felix, procurator of

Judeea (Suet. Claud. 28) and this was in general the

case with (3) that large class of imperial procurators

supervising the private estates of the emperor in Italy
or the provinces, or charged with various administrative

departments in Italy (e.g. , procurator aquarum, pro
curator ad ripas, Tiberis, and many others).

The procurator of the highest class, governing a

province, possessed as a matter of course the civil and

w_ criminal jurisdiction belonging to any
, provincial governor, but he appears to

have been partly responsible to the

nearest legatus (governor of a Cresarian province).
1

The exact limits of this responsibility and subordination

cannot be drawn, and perhaps were actually left pur

posely vague ; the deposition of Pilate by Vitellius (Jos.

Ant. xviii. 42 ; Tac. Ann. 632) and of Cumanus by
Ummidius Quadratus (Jos. Ant. xx. 63 ; Tac. Ann.

1254) was by virtue of special commission entrusted to

the superior governor, and can hardly stand good as

a measure of his supervising authority.
It is certain that the procurator of Judoea had troops

(auxiliary, not legionary) under his orders (Mk. 15 16),

their quarters being within the prcEtorium or old palace
of Herod, which was also the residence of the procurator
when he visited Jerusalem as a precautionary measure

during the national festivals (cp Mt. 27 27 Mk. 15i6 Jn.

182833 19g Acts 2l3i/. ).
The ordinary headquarters

of both the governor and the forces was at Caesarea on
the coast, where also the Herodian palace was the

procurator s residence (Acts 2835, ev TI^ Trpairupiy rov

Hpibdov).
The extent of the procurator s judicial authority is

indicated clearly in the NT. Over provincials it was

1 See Tac. Ann. 1254, and cp the expression of Jos. Ant.
xvii. 13s [ 355] (TTJS ie Ap^eAaou ^uipas vTTOTeAou? irpocrvefii)-

OeioTjf rjj ^.vptav) with BJ il. 8 i [$ 117] (eis enap\ia.v rrepiypa-

&amp;lt;ei&amp;lt;n)?),
m both the reference being to Judaea (cp Ant. xix. 9 2

xx. 1 1).
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PROPHET, FALSE
absolute i.e., without right of appeal as is seen in

the case of Jesus (Jos. BJ ii. 81, H^XP1 T v xreiveiv

^ovcriav. Cp Id. Ant. xx. 1 1 5 2 BJ ii. 13 2). The
release of a prisoner at the Feast of the Passover (Mt.
27 15 Mk. 156 Jn. 1839) must have been authorised, and
in fact enjoined (cp Lk. 23 17, For of necessity he must
release

) by special edict of the emperor ; but the NT
is the only evidence for the custom in Judaea. The case

of Paul shows that the procurator s power of life and
death extended even to Roman citizens in his province

(subject to the right of the accused to demand that

the case should be referred to the emperor [Acts 25 n]
and the right to appeal to the same authority against
a capital sentence of the procurator). In Judcea even

under the direct rule of the Romans, the Sanhedrin
still enjoyed to a large extent the right of legislating
and of administering the law. And although the

right of the imperial authorities to interfere in these

matters was never formally surrendered (as it was in

the case of the so-called free cities
),

the peculiar
difficulties of government in Palestine made the practical
effect of that right of little moment. Even Roman
citizens were in some respects admittedly within the

requirements of Jewish law e.g. , citizenship could not

save from execution the Gentile found trespassing upon
the inner court of the Temple (Jos. BJ vi. 24 ; cp Acts

2128 246). It still remained, however, an essential

requirement that a death sentence of the Sanhedrin must
be confirmed by the procurator, a requirement which

practically guaranteed a right of appeal from the national

council to the emperor s vicegerent (cp Acts 25 10 I

stand at Cossar s judgment seat
).

The case of Jesus
is a striking example of this principle (Jn. 1831). It is

of course obvious that the limits of Roman toleration

in Judrea as elsewhere would vary with the personal
character of the governor. w. j. w.

PROFANE. Four words are rendered profane in

AV or RV.
1. Sn, hoi, Ezek. 2226, etc. ; see COMMON.
2. yjn. hdldl, Lev. 21 714, fern. (EV), Ezek. 21 30 [25]

34 [39]- Profaned is better. A woman who has lost

her honour, and a prince deprived of the insignia of his

rank, can be so designated. AV in Ezek. follows (55

(/S^/SijXe) ; but Cornill rightly adopts the sense estab

lished for S^n in Lev. 21 7 14 : Disgraced through
wickedness, however, is a forced expression; dis

honoured prince is a probable emendation. 1 RV
deadly wounded wicked one, prince of Israel. So

Ezek. 28 16 (EV) ; the king of Tyre cast as profane

[deprived of his sacred character] out of the mountain
of God (cp CHERUB, 2; PARADISE, 3). SWi.

hillcl, to profane, occurs often.

3. f]m, hdneph, Is. 9i6[i7j 106 RV ; fjjh, honeph,

profaneness, Is. 32 16 RV. See HYPOCRITE.

4. /3^377\os, i Tim. \g Heb. 12 16. The word de

scribes a character which recognises nothing as higher
than earth, for whom there is nothing sacred (West-

cott). Cp ESAU. It is also used of the tasteless

(Gnostic?) oriental religious stories current in the post-
Pauline age (i Tim. 4? ; cp 620 2 Tim. 2i6). The
verb /3e/37;X6w in Mt. 12s Acts 246.

PROFESSION (oMoAoriA)- J Tim - 6 12 - See C N-

FESSION, 4.

PROGNOSTICATORS, MONTHLY (D lTTlD

D pnn
1

?), Is. 47 13. See STARS, 5.

PROPERTY. For laws relating to property see LAW
AND JUSTICE, i$ff.

PROPHET, FALSE. See PROPHETIC LIT. ,22/.,
and for the false prophet, Rev. 1613 19 20 20 10.

(yeyAonpo(})HTHc). cp ANTICHRIST, 4, col. 180.

1 &quot;?Sn -\y (Che.) instead of J?CH *?Wl (Cornill): yen and tt arc

sometimes confounded.
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Problems of Prophecy ( 2).

Line of inquiry ( 3).

Prophets in Saul s time ( 4).

Seers, prophets, and priests ( 5).

Elijah : how far historical ; origin ( 6).

Elijah and Elisha ; the Aramaeans ( 7).

Societies of prophets ( 8).

Summary of results ( 9).

Amos and Hosea : origin and historical

position ( 10).

Pessimism of eighth century prophets
(n). [T. K.C.]

PROPHETIC LITERATURE
PROPHET, AND PROPHECY

CONTENTS
HEBREW AND GREEK TERMS ( i).

A, THE PROPHETS AND THE PROPHETIC GIFT
( 2-29).

Prophetic teaching ; its reception ( 12). Qualifications of prophet ( 21).

IS).

1 False Prophets ( 22).
Criteria of such ( 23). [P.V.]

Really false prophets? Case of Hananiah
(24).

.

Messianic idea ( 24^).
Non-fulfilment of prophecies i

Jeremiah ( 26).
Ezekiel ( 27).
The last named prophets ( 2

John the Baptist ( 29).

25).

Prophets in the Didache ( 30).

Shepherd of Hermas ( 31).

Introduction ( 34).

Amos ( 35).

Hosea ( 36).

Attitude of prophets explained ( 13).

[H.G.]

Prophetic consciousness ( 14).

Prophet s god speaks through him
Prophet s task ( 16).

Prophet s power of vision ( 17).

Process of revelation ( 18).

Its outward forms vision ( iga).
[ecstasies ( 19^).]
word ( 20 a).

Spirit ( 20 6).

B. CHRISTIAN PROPHETS
( 30-33).

Other prophets ; Montanism ;

later parallels ( 32).

C. SURVEY OF PROPHETIC LITERATURE
( 34-42).

Isaiah ( 37). Zephaniah and Jeremiah ; Scythians or N. Arabians? ( 40).
Micah (j 38). Jeremiah (continued) ( 41).

Nahum and Habakkuk ( 39). Exekiel to Zechariah ( 42).

D. JERAHMEELITE THEORY
( 43-46).

[T.K.C.]

Conclusion ( 33).

[J. A. R.]

[T. K. C.]

Semi-prophetic writers ; Is. 40-66 Other writings e.g., Joel

( 43)- Jonah ( 44).

Literature ( 47).

The Hebrew terms with an account of which we must

begin are five :

1. N 33, ndb i
, prophet, nN 33, ntbfah, prophetess,

are connected by most with a root meaning in Arabic (cp

_, , nab
at&quot;&quot;}

a rustling sound, and in As-

1 rel
f Syrian (nabu) to call or name (hence

, Nebo is sometimes called the prophet

among the gods). If this is correct a

prophet is primarily either a giver of oracles, or (so, e.g. ,

Konig, Offenbarungsbegriff, \T$ff.} a speaker or spokes
man. G. Hoffmann (ZA TW 388 j?;), however, explains
nabl as meaning one who utters his words in a loud,

violent manner with deep inhalations. The meaning
of speaker at any rate is not in accordance with the

earliest accounts that we have of the nlbflm (i S. 10s ;

cp!8io, and the term mesugga , yz&o, aK. 9&quot;, cp

MADNESS). But N/N33 may be another form of rjyi),
to effervesce, to gush, even if we do not follow Ges.

in attributing to ^/xnj the sense to gush out with

words. An analogous term for prophesying would
then be

fj
BHi to drip, Am. 7i6 Mic. 26 n Ezek. 21 2 7

(G. Hoffmann, 7.A TlVZng, would connect the primary
meaning with the drivel symptomatic of an epileptic fit).

The verbal forms N33, N33nn are denominative (from N 33).

In 2 Ch. 9 29 158 Neh. 6 12, nebfiah, &quot;IN13p,

:

prophecy. See

further Earth, NB, 125 e, Etym. Stud. 16 ; BDB and Ges.-

Bu. s.V7&amp;gt;. N3J, N&amp;gt;33-

2.
*]

Ba&amp;gt; mattiph, Mic. 2 n. See above.

3. jntfp, mesugga, EV mad fellow, 2 K. 9n ; cp Hos. 9 7

Jer. 29 25. 173typ might refer to the rhythmic style of the pro

phets (cp Ar. saja a, which, though properly used of a sound
like the cooing of the dove, is technically employed of the

peculiar rhythmic utterances of the Arabian prophets ; cp the

style of the Koran).

4. nih, hozeh, EV prophet in Is. 30 10 (oi TO. opd/aara

opooi/Tes) ; elsewhere seer, e.g. 2 S. 24 IT. Am. 7 12 (6 opiav)

2 Ch. 19 2 29 30 35 1 5 (7rpo&amp;lt;&amp;gt;jjTT)s).
In Is. 30 10 nin = to prophesy.

In Mic. 87 Q jn, seers is
|| to D PPP, diviners, but in Am.

7 12
.&quot;tin, seer,&quot; is apparently a synonym of N 33, prophet.

5. HNh, roeh, EV seer, i S. 9 9 ; i Ch. 9 22 29 29 (6 /SAeVuiO,

Is. 30 10 i Ch. 26 28 and 2 Ch. 16 7 10 (n-po^rjTrjs).

6.
irpo&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;riTris, -TJTJS are the equivalents of N 33, HK 33

in (55, and so Trpotptirfvu = NSJ, while /xdj rts = Dpp 1

diviner and /xairet o/ucu = con (see col. 1119). In

class. Gk. /xdvns is the ecstatic announcer of oracles

(cp /Esch. Ag. 1099), and
irpo&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;r}Ti}^

their sober-minded
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and Supplementary parts of Jeremiah ( 45).
How to detect work of supplementers ( 46). [T. K. c.]

[w. R. s. T. K. c.]

interpreter, who makes the dreams, visions, or enigmatic
utterances of the frenzied /xavris intelligible. See the

explanation in Plato, Timaus, 71 /. Oehler therefore

assumes that the primary meaning of Tr/xx/ojTT/s, accord

ing to @ was, not a predicter, but one who speaks forth

that which he has received from the divine spirit ; cp
Ex. 7 1. where even in the Hebrew text Aaron seems
to be called a ndbI (irpo(priTr)s) because he is the mouth
or spokesman of Moses (Ex. 4i6, cp Jer. 1519). It is

true, however, (i) that
Trpo&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;riTijf

can have the sense of

predicter, and (2) that Philo (l^-if. 343; cp Isio/.)
describes the mental state of the prophet in terms re

minding one of what Plato says of the enthusiasm of

the fj.dvTis (cp Pha-drus, 2265 ; Ion, 534), but also

connecting itself with the prevalent notion of the later

Jews, in so far as Philo makes the function of the

prophet that of purely mechanical reproduction. W. R.

Smith compares Jn. 11 51, and the whole view of revela

tion presupposed in the Apocalyptic literature.

A. THE PROPHETS AND THE PROPHETIC GIFT.

For the student of religion the phenomena of the

higher type of prophecy such prophecy as we find at

_ , . any rate in the eighth and seventh

, centuries B.C. possess a singular
ol propnecy. fascination We dare not say that

there is absolutely nothing to compare with them in the

history of other religions, or, to use religious language,
that God left himself without witness save in Israel,

for there are the records of Zarathustra (Zoroaster) in

the Gathas to confute us (see ZOROASTRIANISM). But

this at least we may say without fear of contradiction

that a succession 1 of men so absorbed in the living

God, and at the same time so intensely practical in

their aims i.e., so earnestly bent on promoting the

highest national interests cannot be found in antiquity
elsewhere than in Israel.

The problems connected with the prophets, however,

problems partly of a historical, partly of a psycho

logical character advance but slowly towards a com

plete solution. When, for instance, did the higher

prophecy begin? In Dt. 1815 we read, Yahwe thy
God will raise up unto thee a prophet from the midst of

thee, of thy brethren, like me ; and in Dt. 34 10, There

arose not a prophet since in Israel like Moses, whom

1 Not, it is true, a continuous succession.
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Yahwe knew face to face. Was Moses really a prophet ?

Indeed, can Moses be more than the impersonation of

a clan ? If so, what is the truth which underlies (or

may underlie) the statement that he was a prophet?

(See MOSES.) There is also the difficult problem
as to the relation of the prophetic gift to the physical
state of the prophet. Would it be correct to say that

the essence of prophecy (in the highest of its forms)
consists in a passive, ecstatic state ? This is, of course,

not a mere philological question. Whatever the original

signification of nab? may be, and whether it is an active

or a participial form, must we not, in the words of

W. R. Smith, seek the true mark of the prophet
in something higher than passive ecstasy in the

personal sympathy between himself and Yahwe, by
virtue of which the God-sent thought approves itself to

him inwardly, and not by external authority ? Critical

exegesis certainly favours this view. It presents the

higher Israelitish prophet to us as a man whose life

and thoughts are determined by personal fellowship with

Yahwe and by intelligent insight into his purpose. No
doubt what is personal always rests on a background of

the non-personal a background of merely physical
elements which are initially passive under the creative

hand of God
;
but to deal with these elements is not

the function of historical inquiry.
1 One of the chief

problems before the student who seeks to go behind the

statements of the prophets is, rightly to estimate the

relation between the physical and the non-physical
elements in the higher prophecy. Nor is this all,

so various are the kinds of problems which meet us.

We have also to consider the question how the pheno
menon of written prophecy is to be accounted for.

Budde, for instance, agreeing in this with Kuenen and
most scholars, writes thus :

2

It must have been their very ill-success, the unbelief of the

people, that above all else compelled them to resort to the pen.
The great mass of the prophets had no such need, for their

words were turned at once to deeds as men obeyed them. But
the true prophets, who had no successes in the present to record,
transmitted their oracles to posterity that there at least they
might awaken a response, or at any rate receive the acknow
ledgment that their contents were true [cp Is. 308].

But is this a complete explanation? And turning to

the earliest of the literary prophets known to us we may
ask, How came the shepherd of Tekoa 3 to be such a

skilled and almost artistic writer? Who transmitted to

Amos the literary tradition on which his own work appears
to be based ? Then, beyond this, lies the greater question

(cp MOSES, i), how did Amos reach such a lofty idea

of God ? To quote from Budde again, -

Surprising in the highest degree, yes, overwhelming is the

grandeur of the idea of God which meets us in Amos. It is not

[indeed] monotheism, not the belief in one God excluding the

existence of all others, but a belief in the unqualified superiority
of Yahwe so absolute as to be practically a belief in his omni

potence.
4

Lastly, there is the problem of the so-called false

prophets. Are there two different views of them in the

prophetic narratives and discourses ? Or is one of the

views merely a development of the other ? These are

all questions of more or less complexity, and some of

them would not receive precisely the same answer from

thorough and consistent critical scholars to-day that

they received twenty years ago. If we can succeed in

placing some of them in a clearer light, and exhibit

some neglected data, our first though not our only

object will have been attained.

Our course in this article will be as follows :

A. There is a point in the history of prophecy at

which this great religious phenomenon rises apparently,
_ . - but surely not really on a sudden to

a higher level. It is necessary to in-
&quot;

&quot;

vestigate the traditions which relate to

the previous period, in order to comprehend and ap-

1 Brit. Quart. Rev., April 1870, p. 330.
2 Religion ofIsrael to the Exile, 131.
3 We reserve the question as to the true origin of the prophet

Amos (see 35).
* Ibid. 123 ; cp AMOS, 19.
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preciate better the great superiority of the higher

prophets of the eighth century. At two important
crises the so-called Philistine and Aramaean wars

prophets play a specially noticeable part ;
the traditions

respecting this have to be examined
( 4, 6/. ). Where

was the chief centre of prophecy ? was there a succession,
and were there societies, of prophets ( 8)? and who
were the seers how are they related to the prophets

( 5) The results of this first part of the inquiry are

not without far-reaching significance, and need careful

study. They are connected .with textual criticism,

which has too often been narrow and mechanical. But
the fact that large bodies of men move slowly requires
us to warn the student that here as elsewhere the

average opinion of Hebrew scholars is not that which
receives here the chief prominence. We then proceed

( 10) to study the origin and historical position of

Amos and his great successors. Their pessimistic

preaching and its unpopularity are considered and their

attitude is explained (
n ff.}. We are now in a

position to form a sound view of the phenomena
of the consciousness of the higher prophets, whose
statements we assume (the right critical course,

surely) to be veracious. We can examine what they

say or suggest of their power of vision, of the process of

revelation, and of its outward forms
( 14-20). Their

qualifications also can now be studied, and the so-called

false prophets can be compared and contrasted with

them
( 22-24) I a new point of view is also opened

for the Messianic idea. The great question of the fulfil

ment of prophetic vaticinations has next to be considered

( 25), and so quite naturally we are led to resume

( 26-28) our historical survey to the end of the period
of public prophetic activity.

B. At the end of A
( 29) we have glanced at John

the Baptist ;
we now pass on to the phenomena of

Christian prophetism ( 29-33), especially as illustrated

by the Didactic
( 30) and the Shepherd ( 31 ) ; historical

conclusions are drawn
( 3?./. ).

C. We then take a survey of the prophetic literature

(first that which we can refer to its authors
( 35-42),

and next the anonymous, 43-45 ; cp 28). Our object
here is still rather to supplement what has been said

already, in accordance with the most recent work, than

to cover the whole ground, and with some hints on the

mode of detecting the work (so considerable in amount)
of the supplementers of the old prophetic records

( 46),

and references to modern helps ( 47), the article is

brought to a close.

Students who bring a single-minded earnestness to this great

inquiry, will not complain of a certain amount of originality in

the present article. Where young men are easily contented
with inherited solutions of problems, older scholars who have
had time to work through the same material again and again,
are naturally more exacting, and cannot hesitate to apply
new methods in addition to those older ones which we owe to

our great predecessors. The textual criticism of the prophetic

writings, as well as of many parts of the narrative books on
which we have to build in this article does not meet our present

requirements, and a mere register of prevalent critical views on
the history of prophecy based on a largely traditional criticism

of the text would be in the highest degree unsatisfactory . The
newer critical methods cannot always lead to perfectly certain

conclusions ; but the results are often in a high degree probable,
and possibly better worthy of acceptance (as being more mani

festly in the direction of the truth) than those which they aim to

supersede, and the way in which the manifold decisions hang
together is no slight confirmation of their general accuracy.

In an early Samuel-narrative we have an important

description of the religious practices of ancient Israelitish

_ . . . nebfim. The seer Samuel tells Saul

,P
s m

that on his homeward journey he will
s line.

meet a company of nebfim coming
down from the bamdh

(
= sanctuary ;

see HIGH PI.ACK)
with a lyre, tambourine, flute, and harp before them,

while they prophesy (i S. 10s). The forecast is ful

filled
;
Saul meets the nebfim

;
the spirit of God seizes

him and he prophesies. Here the prophesying is a

form of religious frenzy, for the spirit of God in this

context means a fanatical impulse to do honour to
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Yahvve by putting aside all the restraints of civil life and
social custom, and acting like a madman till physical
exhaustion brings the fit of frenzy to an end. A variant

of the same tradition (i S. 1924) represents Saul in his

ecstatic state as stripping off his clothes and lying naked
all that day and all that night.

1

There is no tradition attributing such dervish-like

experiences either to Moses or (apart from the late

passage, i S. 19 20) to Samuel ; and some scholars hold 2

that prophesying was unknown to the Israelites till

close upon the period when Saul aroused the warlike

energies of his people against the Philistines, that it

made its way among the Israelites from the Canaanites,
and that it was purified in its new home from its wildest

extravagances at a later day. Against this view it is

urged that the passage which is quoted in support of it

(i K. 1826-29) refers apparently to prophets of the

Tyrian -not the Canaanitish Baal. 3 The present
writer is unable to use this argument, for a reason which
will appear later

( 7). Instead of it he would urge
that the two external signs of Israelite prophets, at any
rate in the time of Ahab, were the hairy mantle (i K.

19i3 2 K. 18, cp Zech. 184) and sacred marks in the

forehead (r K. 2041). Both these signs point to a
N. Arabian origin for the nebi im. The large mantle

(
add

),
now commonly worn by the Bedouins, is almost

invariably of goats -hair, whilst the sacred mark on the

nabi is most probably a survival of the tribal mark
which placed the Kenites under the protection of their

tribal god Yahwe. 4 To this it may be added that

Elijah, who is evidently brought before us as a typical
nabi of the older period, most probably came from a
N. Arabian city in Israelitish occupation Zarephath
(see 6) and that probably he was accustomed to seek
divine oracles outside of Palestine, at Horeb (cp MOSES,

19).

It was certainly an error (cp SAMUEL ii. , 5) to

represent Samuel as a director of the exercises of the

dervish prophets (i S. 192o).
5 This is susceptible of

direct proof. For in the early narrative of Saul s meet

ing with Samuel (i S. 9-10) the latter is called not nabi

prophet, but roeh seer
; and in 10s he clearly dis

tinguishes himself from the nebi im whom Saul is to

meet. It further appears from the narrative (10 n) that

the wild behaviour of the prophets was not to every one s

taste. For when Saul s old acquaintances saw him
yield to the prophetic impulse, they said one to another,
4 What has happened to the son of Kish ? Is Saul also

among the nebi im ? and two or three times 6 we find

the prophet (n 3:) called contemptuously a madman

(yjB&amp;gt;D).
Even if the ecstatic phenomena of prophetism

were not always as pronounced as in the case of Saul,
the hand of Yahvve certainly did not come upon a

prophet (cp 2 K. 815) without very striking effects.

Scoffers may very naturally have referred to this,

especially as the upper class as a rule was by no means
responsive to genuine Israelitish religious feeling. No
scoffs, however, could prevent the prophets from becom
ing a recognised sacred element in society, the tendency

1 The scene of the two narratives is really the same. Gibeath-
elohim (i S. 10 5) and Naioth (?) biiramah (i S. 19 igjf.) have
both, we believe, arisen from corruptions of Gibeath-Jerahmeel.
Ramah, too, where it occurs separately, comes from Jerah-

meel. It is altogether an improbable hypothesis that Naioth
means a ccenobium or cloister. See NAIOTH.

2 So, e.g., Kraetzschmar, Prophet und Seher, qf.
3 See AHAH, 3 ; BAAL, 5. That the Baal is Tyrian is the

ordinary view, from which, however, Kraetzschmar (pp. cit. 14)
dissents. Cp Budde, Religion ofIsrael, etc., 97, n. i.

See CAIN, 5, and cp Stade, ZATW\\^f.
5 For 3X3 standing, which is tautological, we should perhaps

read TOD directing (Klo., Bu.), in spite of the lateness of ns:D

in usage. nprt^i a &quot;&quot;&quot; ^e7- which EV renders company, and
G. Hoffm. and W. R. Smith fervour (see ZA Tli^Ssg), is really
a dittogram of nnpVi ar&amp;gt;d should be omitted. See Ges.-Bu., s.v.
We do not compare i S. 820, because nabi is there used in the
sense of giver of oracles.

6 2 K. 9 ii Jer. 29 26 Hos. 9 7 (?).
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of which was to bind classes together by a regard for

the highest moral and religious traditions. We cannot
indeed prove that there was a succession of prophets
from the time of Saul onwards. After the rising against
the Philistines, prophetism, so far as we can judge
from the narratives, became a less conspicuous pheno
menon. It is true, GAD [g.v. ii. ] is called a nabi in i S.

22s 2 S. 24 ii, and NATHAN [q.v.~\ in 28. 72 i K. 18 ;

and a prophetic discourse is ascribed to Nathan in

28.75-16. But Gad s second title that of seer is

historically much more likely to be correct, whilst the

figure of Nathan has too perilous a resemblance to

Elijah to be accepted with much confidence ; his name
(see below, 6) may indeed be historical, and also his

adhesion to the party of Solomon, but beyond this we
can hardly venture to go. The name of Ahijah the

Shilonite (i K. 1129 142 18), who supported the pre
tensions of Jeroboam b. Nebat, may also be historical

;

the particularity of the description of Ahijah is in favour

of this view. See 6.

At this point, it is best to refer back to that early
narrative of Samuel in which (i S. 9n i8/. )

he is so

emphatically represented as a roeh or

seer. The word roeh, as here applied,
is so rare (three of the passages [see i]

i Ch. 9 22 2628 2929 are dependent on
the narrative before us) that a scribe inserted v. 9 as an

explanation. This passage runs, Formerly in Israel,

when a man went to inquire of God, he said,
&quot; Come,

let us go to the seer ; for he that is now called a

prophet (nabi} was formerly called a seer (roeh).
Samuel was probably a priest,

1 and certainly a member
of the class of seers (also called hozim, and, as in i S.

96^ Samuel himself is titled, men of God
)

i.e.
,
he

was one of those persons who, by an exceptional gift,

could disclose to individuals at their request secrets of

the present and the immediate future such secrets as

those which are mentioned in i S. 96 102-6. Like

diviners, they received fees ; Saul s servant suggests

giving a quarter of a shekel to the seer of the unnamed

city,
2 whose words, as he assures Saul, invariably come

to pass (96). There is nothing specially Yahwistic

about these clairvoyants ;
there were similar persons

among the heathen Arabs, and at the present day there

are sheikhs in Palestine who can be induced to perform
such a service as was to have been asked of Samuel. 3

It was natural that seers should also often be

diviners. In Mic. 87 seers (hozini) and diviners

(koslmim} are parallel, and in Nu. 24 Balaam of

Pethor (i.e. ,
RKHOBOTH ; see PETHOR) appears as a

transformed and glorified seer of the future, though
his reputed calling was that of a diviner (Nu. 22? 18).

May we venture to add that the old seers were

absorbed into the class of prophets ? We find two
seers (or perhaps rather see below, 6 a seer

)

prominently mentioned again in the story of David

(Gad, i S. 22s 2 S. 24 n /I; Nathan, 28.72^ 12i^
i K. 18^) as giving David divine oracles. After

wards nebi im seem to take their place (cp the use

of ndbt in i S. 9 9 286). It is conceivable that under

David and Solomon more settled conditions favoured

a gradual change both in the seers and in the

prophets. The story of Samuel in i S. 9/. might be

taken as symbolising the widening of the interests of

the class of seers, and the story of Ahijah in i K.

1129-31 (see Kittel) as indicating a parallel development
of the prophets. Perhaps, however, it is safest not to

generalise, at any rate from the story in i S. 9f. There
would of course always be seers, just as there would

always be diviners
; indeed, the seers and diviners would

1 See i S. 1-3, and cp Smend, A T Rel.-gesck.(?) t)2/i
2 Cp the Arabic holuninu-1-kahin (see Bokhari, 4219).

Similar presents were brought to the older prophets (i K. 143),
and first-fruits were sometimes paid to a man of God ;

but the

successors of Amos share his contempt for those who traded on
their oracles (Mic. 85). W. R. S.

3 Wellh. Heid.&amp;lt;?) i 3s/ ; ZDPV, 1889, p. 202^
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naturally outlive the prophets. So much at least is

certain, that we cannot understand the consciousness of

the later prophets without assuming that they had a
natural gift akin to that of the seer or clairvoyant (cp

17). The prophet was, in fact, in some sense a seer&quot;

(Is. 30 10) i.e., he was a foreseer of the future of Israel

as determined by God s everlasting laws, both as re

gards its general character, and sometimes (here a
natural gift comes in) as to points of detail. But the

prophet differed from the older seers in that all his

vision had a direct ethico-rcligious and national scope,
whereas the seer s vision had as a rule a purely
secular and personal reference.

According to Robertson Smith, 1 the widening of the

functions of the prophet is plainly parallel with the

change which occurred under the kings in the position
of the priestly oracle ; the Torah of the priests now
dealt rather with permanent sacred ordinances than
with the giving of new divine counsel for special
occasions. Yahwe s ever-present kingship in Israel,

which was the chief religious idea brought into promi
nence by the national revival, demanded a more con
tinuous manifestation of his revealing spirit than was

given either by the priestly lot or by the rise of occasional

seers
;
and where could this be sought except among

the prophets? It does not of course follow that every
one who had shared in the divine afflatus of prophetic
enthusiasm gave forth oracles

;
but the prophets as a.

class stood nearer than other men to the mysterious

workings of Yahwe, and it was in their circle that

revelation seemed to have its natural home. A most
instructive passage in this respect is i K. 22, where we
find some four hundred prophets gathered together
round the king, and where it is clear that Jehoshaphat
was equally convinced, on the one hand that the word
of Yahwe could be found among the prophets, and on
the other that it was very probable that some, or even
the mass, of them might be no better than liars. And
here it is to be observed that Micaiah, who proved the

true prophet, does not accuse the others of conscious

imposture ;
he admits that they speak under the

influence of a spirit proceeding from Yahwe, but it is a

lying spirit sent to deceive (cp 23).
The typical seer in the old narratives is Samuel

;

the typical prophet is Elijah. Unfortunately it is

doubtful how far the striking scenes

from the biography of Elijah in i K.
K. 2 can be regarded as historical.

his origin. The subjective character of the narra

tives, as they now stand, is evident. We need not

indeed take exception, on principle, to the wonders
which so plentifully besprinkle them. That the prophets

represented by Elijah healed the sick is altogether to

be expected, nor need we limit them to such wonders,
at least if Isaiah, in reliance on his God, really gave
king Aha/, freedom to choose any sign that he pleased

(Is. In).&quot; But the hand of an idealising narrator is

plainly to be seen, not only in this or that detail, but
also in the whole colouring of the stories. The sublime

figure of Elijah, who has some affinity to Moses, has,

according to critics, in some respects poetical rather

than historical truth.

When, however, Kittel(A o. in //A&quot; 138, 174)15 half disposed 3

to allow a sceptic to question the historical character of Elijah
and Micaiah altogether on account of the singular appropriate
ness of their names ( Yahwe is my God, Who is like Yahwe? )

to their prophetic work, he is needlessly generous. Eliyyfihu
and Michayehii are surely nothing more than popular cor

ruptions of Jerahmeel, and symbolise the fact that the ncfa int,
like the leviyyim, were ultimately to a large extent of Jerah-
meelite or N. Arabian origin (see MICAH, i). Another cor

ruption of the same name (Jerahmeel) is probably the name

1 Art. Prophecy, EBW.
&quot; The meaning of the above is that Isaiah would not have

ventured on this bold offer if experience had not assured him
that he could perform wonderful deeds. The probability must,
however, be admitted that an early disciple of Isaiah glorified
his master by exaggerating Isaiah s extraordinary power.

3 Only, it should be observed, as an extreme concession.
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Ahijah, borne by the ndfrf who encouraged the first Jeroboam,
and his residence was very possibly not at the northern Shiloh
but at Halusah, a place in the Negeb consecrated by religious
tradition, and mentioned, under strange disguises, not un-
frequentlyin the narrative books (see SHILOH, ii.). Very possibly,
too, irajfl 13 gild hannabi) and N 23,T jm (tiatluln hannabi)

i.e., Gad the prophet, and Nathan the prophet are really

corruptions of &quot;alii 13 (gad hanniddbi) and 313.1 |n: (mlthdn
hanncdabf) i.e., Gad the Nadabite and Nathan the
Nadabite. Or still more probably, Gad may be really a
slightly miswritten fragment of nidabi i.e., Nadabite so

that in 2 S. 24 ii, where the text now gives 111 nin N 33.1 13,

Gad the prophet, David s seer, we should rather read 313.1

1 Hi the Nadabite, David s seer, and the real name of the

seer spoken of was Nathan, who as a rule is called K 33n
i.e., 313.1. J The Nadabites were a N. Arabian clan.2

There is therefore no extravagance in the view, recommended
both by textual conjecture and by historical considerations,
that Elijah and not only he but also Elisha ( 7) was a native
ofZarephath (see TISHHITE), which appears to have been then the
extreme S. limit of the Israelitish dominion. From Zarephath-
jerahmeel (miswritten ij;^j 3ETI, i K. 17 i) and Rehoboth (mis-
written ji 13, if&amp;gt;. 3 s) he s said to have gone to the land of N.
Israel to initiate a religious revolution. In this connection we
may fitly quote a much-misunderstood passage of Amos (8 14),
which should be emended thus, Those who swear by the
guilt of Shimron (cp 35), and that say, As thy God, O Dan,
lives, and, As thy genius, Heer-sheba, lives. 3

Whether the prophets represented by Elijah held the

same religious position relatively to images of Yahwe as

Amos, may be strongly doubted. We quote Am. 8 14

here, not at all to illustrate Elijah s views on images,
but to show that the N. Israelites were in the habit of

resorting to sanctuaries in the Negeb with which the

legendary history of their race was probably connected

(cp MOSHS, 17).
The Negeb, in which Horeb or Sinai itself (see SINAI) must

have been situated, was the Holy Land of the Israelites
; and it

is conceivable that prophets of Zarephath, who had been filled

with the spirit of Yahwe in the haunts of Moses, and especially
at the most sacred of all mountain-shrines, may have wandered
to the centre of N. Israelitish national life, and preached anew
the austere doctrine of Moses, viz., that Yahwe, Israel s God,
was a jealous God, who could not tolerate a rival divinity, anil
that injustice and the shedding of innocent blood were contrary
to his fundamental laws. Unfortunately, fresh problems have
lately arisen, which forbid us to speak of these missionary
journeyings as assured facts. We shall return to this subject
later

We have spoken of the prophets represented by
Elijah, for we can no more believe that Elijah was the

7 El iah d
on ^ &reat prophet of Yahwe in the time

T-r vi tv,
of Ahab than we can credit the solitariness

of the seer Samuel in the time of Saul -

Indeed, not only does the independent
narrative in i K. 22 tell us of Micaiah b. Imlah (and
of four hundred 4

[?] more courtly and complaisant
prophets of Yahwe who prophesied before Ahab), but
the legend of Elijah itself refers to prophets of Yahwe
(or Jerahmeel ?

5
)
whom Ahab s house-steward Obadiah

(
ArabI ?) hid from the rage of Jezebel in Mearah. 6

1 We are thus enabled to meet H. P. Smith s sceptical re
mark on the statement in i S. 22 5, that Gad belongs in the
later history but not here. The name Gad is due to misunder

standing, whilst the true name, Nathan, comes from Ethan, a
N. Arabian clan-name which goes well with Nadabite (cp
NETHANEEL). A N. Arabian seer is obviously quite at home
in the early history of David.

2 Cp Nadab the Jerahmeelite, i Ch. 2 28; Jonadab the
Rechabite.

3 See SHIMRON . Another evidence of the predilection of the
N. Israelites for N. Arabian sanctuaries is to be found in Am.
5 25 (see SAI.MA), where the Israelites are distinctly charged
with offering sacrifices and offerings to Yahwe in the wilderness
of the Arabians. Both Dan and Bethel were in fact most

probably in N. Arabia ; it was at Dan, or rather at the

neighbouring Bethel, that the golden calf was placed. See
SHECHEM ; also Crit. Rib.

4 On the four hundred of i K. 226 IS 19 22, see 24.
6 In i K. 184 ,n;v and ,IND together may possibly represent

6
&quot;ln i K. 18413, MT, a strange story is told of Obadiah s

hiding a hundred prophets by fifty in the cave, and feeding
them with bread and water. But cSsVstjjh ar|d C CI CnS are

surely both corruptions of Q Sxcrn ; so also perhaps is -KD
(
=

KOn)&amp;gt;
whilst myo &amp;gt;s presumably a place-name the Mearah

(Zarephath ?) of Josh. 184, for though, as the text now stands,
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Did these prophets, according to an early tradition,

come from the Negeb, which then belonged to N.

Israel? The probability can hardly be denied; in

other words, the Negeb was probably a nursery of

prophets as well as of Levites. It is at any rate

probable that Elijah and his successor Elisha both

came from this great home of early Yahwism ;
and the

view which makes the Negeb a prophetic centre will be

strongly confirmed if we accept the theory that the

Arama-ans with whom the kings of Israel contended

were not only (or even chiefly) the Syrians but also

the Jerahmeelites (sometimes called D lSi.K Arammim).

Again and again disputed cities (the cities of the

lerahmeelites, i 8.8029) were captured by the Israel

ites,
1 and those Israelites who, like Elijah and Elisha,

dwelt there were naturally eager for a divine judgment
on their implacably hostile kinsfolk. Wrhen Elijah had

made his complaint to Yahwe at Horeb, what was the

divine response ? Go, return on thy way to the

wilderness of Cusham, 2 and when thou comest, anoint

Hazael 3 to be king over Aram (Jerahmeel), and Jehu,

b. Nimshi (?), to be king over Israel (i K. 19 is/)- It

is a necessary accompaniment of this view that Jehu,

the furious driver, the remorseless shedder of blood,
4

was, like Jeroboam (see JEROBOAM, NADAB), and

perhaps Joab (see ZERUIAH), partly of N. Arabian

descent (see NIMSHI), and that when he was author

ised by a prophet (of his own native town Zephath or

Zarephath ?) to seize the crown of Israel, he was engaged
in a war with the Arammites i.e. ,

the anti-Israelitish

section of the Jerahmeelites. This improves the his

torical plausibility of the narrative in i K. 19. That

an Israelitish prophet should have disposed of the

crown of Aram-Damascus is no doubt the reverse of

probable. But an Israelitish prophet of Zarephath

might conceivably have been mixed up with the political

affairs of N. Arabia, like Jonah according to the legend

( 44), and Jeremiah according to his late biographer

( 40). The confusion between the two Arams, the

two Hazaels, the two Jezreels, and perhaps the two

Carmels, may have arisen comparatively early, so that

the date of the narratives in 2 K. 9 and 10 in their

present form need not be thrown into the post-exilic

period.
It was, according to most scholars, the addiction of

Ahab to the Tyrian Baal-worship that made Elijah

(and the prophets whom he influenced?) Ahab s open

enemy. In reality, however, we believe, it can be

proved (though the proof is doubtless complicated) that

Mearah was a Zidonian city, it has been shown (see MEARAH)
that the original text must have spoken, not of the Zidonians

(G 3T!), but of the Misrites (c tso), and further that Mearah

(mys) is probably a corruption of riSIX (Zarephath). We now
understand why Obadiah (?) assumes that Elijah knew of his

good deed ; Elijah was himself a native of Zarephath (see

TISHBITE). We can also detect the true name of Ahab s house-

steward ; Obadiah is probably a later writer s transformation

of Arab! Arabian (cp S 28), and we can hardly help admitting

that the Carmel i.e., Jerahmeel of the original tradition

was not the famous headland of that name but some part of the

Jerahmeelite highlands. It will be noticed that fifty (n B Crl) in

1 K. 18413 remains unaccounted for. It is probably a cor

ruption of an ethnic name such as Misrim. The prophets were
hidden from the fury of Jezebel the daughter of Misrim.

1 2 K. 14 28 (a desperate passage according to some !), which
should probably run, how he recovered Cusham (or less

probably, Kidsham) and Maacath-jerahmeel for Israel. See
Crit. Bit.

~
pC 21 has, we believe, not unfrequently supplanted the

original reading DCJ13 Cusham (
= Cush), or perhaps sometimes

DEHp Kidsham (
= Kadesh).

3 See Schr. A ATM, 207. Possibly there is a confusion

between Hazael and Zuhal ( brilliant = Saturn), which would
be a very suitable N. Arabian name.

4 There is reason to suspect that the massacre described in

2 K. 10 really occurred at the southern Jezreel (cp col. 3890, n. i),

Jehu having been engaged in a war with the southern x\rammites

or Aramaeans (as maintained above). This only adds one more
to the already long list of narratives which have been altered by
changes in the geographical setting.
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the form of religion which Ahab adopted and Elijah

opposed was of N. Arabian origin.
From the N. Arabian border probably came the original

nebl im, and from the very centre of the neighbouring N.
Arabian kingdom probably came Ahab s wife Jezebel. The
king s choice of a wife was no doubt dictated by political con
siderations (it has a parallel in the similar conduct of Solomon);
but we must not ascribe the predilection of the Israelites for N.
Arabian Baal-worship exclusively to Jezebel. The prophets, as

we shall see, are continually rebuking the N. Arabian religious
tendencies of their people after the time of Ahab, and these

tendencies were so natural that we need not suppose them to

have arisen in consequence of Ahab s Misrite alliance.

How far Jezebel is responsible for Ahab s despotic
methods (cp i K. 21 7 J^) is also doubtful. At any
rate, the court encouraged a form of religion and a

method of government which Elijah (and his followers ?)

could not sanction. Society appeared to him (or,

them ?) to be rotten to the core ; only 7000 (a round

number) would escape the sword of divine judgment,
and become the kernel of a regenerate people (i K.

19 18). Elijah himself (outdoing the ncbi im of the

time of Saul, who apparently did not actually resort to

violence) is said to have slain the 450 prophets of Baal

who ate at Jezebel s table, with his own hands (i K.

1840), and to have pointed to Elisha as the supplementer
of the destroying operations of Jehu (i K. 19 17).

We shall return to the narratives of Micaiah and

Elijah in connection with the subject of false prophets

( 24). We now proceed to the somewhat difficult

story in 2 K. 1, relative to Ahaziah s embassy to the

sanctuary of Baal-zebub (?), and the stern conduct of

Elijah towards the captains. The story belongs to the

life of Elijah, but was very possibly edited later. Know

ing what we do of Elijah s origin, we can in some

important respects correct the traditional acceptation
of the narrative. The scene of the original tale must

have been the Jerahmeelite highlands. BAAI.-/HBUB

(or perhaps rather Baal-zebul) was probably the Baal,

not of Ekron
(jnpy, partly corrupted, partly altered

from &quot;?NCnT, as, e.g. ,
in i S.

f&amp;gt;io),
but of Jerahmeel, and

the mountain on which Elijah was sitting was Mt.

Jerahmeel (in iK. 181942 called Carmel
).

The

Jerahmeelite sanctuaries were favourite places of resort

for the Israelites, and Elijah himself haunted the bleak

summits in the neighbourhood. It is the biography of

Elisha that tells (zK. 2) how, when Yahwe \\ould

take up Elijah into heaven, the prophet was dwelling,

together with Elisha, at haggilgal (EV Gilgal), whence

the two went down to settlements of brie hannebfim

(i.e., members of a prophetic society) at Beth-el 2 and

Jericho. Nowhere else does the tradition bring Elijah

into contact with other prophets, except indeed when

he meets with the man who is to be appointed
3
prophet

in his room. The localities mentioned are probably
not those which were named in the original story.

Elisha, like Elijah, is a prophet of the Negeb ;
the

present text calls him son of Shaphat (
i K. 19 19), but

Shaphat, as usual, is a corruption of Zephath i.e.,

Zarephath (see SHAPHAT); and Abel-meholah is a dis

tortion of Abel-jerahmeel, which is equivalent to Abel-

mizrim, the name of a place on the border of the N.

Arabian Musri, where, according to the most probable

reading of Gen. 50 n, Joseph made a second mourning
for his father. Abel-mizrim is further denned in that

passage as being in Arab-jerahmeel.
4 We now see

where the Gilgal of 2 K. 2i must have been situated.

It must have been in the Negeb of Jerahmeel (see.

1
Jezebel (? Baalizebel) is called the daughter of Ethbaal (?

Tobiel), king of the Zidonians. But c JTS is one f the possible

corruptions of DHSO (Misrim), and Elijah s sphere of activity-

was in the N. Arabian border-land.
2 Cp i K. 13 n, where we read of an old prophet who dwelt

at Bethel (a southern Bethel ?). He is certainly not the only one

in the place.
3 In i K. 19 16 (end) read, not MB Srl, but D BTI, thou shall

appoint. A metaphorical use of the term anoint is not natural.

Se(See ANOINTING, .

* For -rrn nayn we should undoubtedly read 7KDm 31J/3-
j-rr
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however, GILGAL, 4) ; Gilgal, or Haggilgal, is one
of the common popular corruptions of Jerahmeel (see
SAUL, 6). Bethel, too, is not the famous Bethel
on the central Palestinian mountain range, but a

sanctuary in the Negeb, not improbably the sanctuary
of Dan, where the golden calf was (cp PENUEL), while

Jericho (inn
1

)
is a corruption of Jerahmeel (^NanT),

which is probably an abbreviation of Kadesh-jerahmeel.
(We may venture in passing to suppose that in the

original tradition Elijah, like his great prototype Moses,

disappeared from human sight on a sacred mountain-

top ; in fact, Horeb was probably very near Kadesh. 1

)

We thus obtain a confirmation of the theory that the N.
Arabian border-land was the true nursery of the nebi im.

Elijah and Elisha 2 were both men of practical aims ;

but Elisha saw something which, according to the

o ej *- extant reports, escaped the attention of
o. oOClGulCS T i v -_ .

of nronhets J
an Vlz

&quot; that an extensive, as well as

intensive, influence on the affairs of Israel

could be exerted only by well-organised societies of

prophets under one head. Where did these societies

reside ? To answer this we must refer to the passages
in which the phrase bne hannebi im occurs. These are
i K. 2035 2 K. 235715 4138 522 6 1 9i. The first

passage relates to a period within the lifetime of Elijah,
but has the appearance of being a late insertion (see

Kittel); the name of the place from which the prophet
came is not mentioned. The passages in 2 K. 2 have
been dealt with already ( 7). In 2 K. 4i no place is

named, but either Gilgal (cp v. 38) or Mt. Carmel

(cp v. 25) would seem to be intended ; in v. 38 Gilgal

(haggilgal )
is expressly mentioned. In 622 Mt. Ephraim

is referred to as the place from which the young prophets
have come. In 6 1 and 9 1 one or another of the principal
settlements of the prophetic societies must be meant

;
in

the former case, the settlement was within easy reach
of the Jordan ;

in the other, of Ramoth-gilead.
In all these passages or their contexts, however, except the

first, corruption of the text may be suspected. In i K. 4 25 and
38, Gilgal and Carmel are both corruptions of Jerahmeel ;

some place in the mountain-region of the Jerahmeelite Negeb 3 is

evidently meant. The Mt. Ephraim of 622 is surely a corruption
of Mt. Jerahmeel *

(as in Judg. 17 i i S. 1 1). In 6 \ff. pTn
( the Jordan ), where the prophets cut down timber, and where
the iron was made to swim, is surely an error for SxcnT,
Jerahmeel (as in i K. 17s); some place where there was a
well-known piece of water must be meant perhaps Kadesh-
jerahmeel. Lastly, Ramoth-gilead, where Jehu and his
brother-officers were (9 i ff.\ is very possibly an error for Jerah
meel, or for some compound place-name into which Jerahmeel
entered.
We cannot therefore be certain that there were any settle

ments of prophets in N. Israel. It is possible that when the

prophets had any mission to discharge in N. Israel, they only
remained there as long as was necessary for their work, and that
when this had been done they returned to their southern homes.
If it was really at the northern Bethel that Amos prophesied
against the house of Jeroboam, we misjht quote this as a parallel,
for Amos was probably ( 35) a natis e, not of Tekoa, but of
Kadesh-jerahmeel. Elisha himself is said to have resided

specially at Gilgal (2K.2i 438) and Samaria (2 K. 5 3 632 in
his house ). It is remarkable, however, that nothing is said of
his having with him any Imc hannebfim, and that to all appear
ance he goes to Damascus alone. It may, of course, be said
that Elisha (who receives first-fruits [2 K. 442] as if a consecrated

person) was fenced in by supernatural powers. Still, it is not

likely that the original tradition represented either Elijah or
Elisha as making such distant journeys alone, for we must take
leave to build upon the hypothetical result which we have
already reached that both these great prophets arose on the N.
Arabian border in the so-called Negeb. We have, then, to
consider whether Damascus and Samaria may not be due to
a misunderstanding. That pc CT (Damascus) in 2 K. 8 7 is mis-

written for CC 13 (Cusham) follows from the right emendation

of i K. 19 15 (see above, 7) ; and when we have realised the

1 Cp Nr.no, MOUNT.
2 The birth-names of these prophets appear to have been un

known.
^ _ Elijah&quot; as we have seen, comes from Jerahmeeli ;

Elisha is also, no doubt, a corruption of an ethnic name, very
possibly of Ismft eli (Ishmaelite).

3 It should be added that Shunem in v. 8 as in i S. 284 (see
SAUL, 6) has probably come from ESHEAN [y.z .] i.e., Beer-
sheba and that Baal-shalisha (v. 42) in the original story was a
place in the Negeb (cp Gen. 46 10, SHAUL).

4 Cp MICAH, i ; RAMATHAIM-ZOPHIM.
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existence of a place in the Negeb called pics (see SHIMRON),
and the frequency with which the geography of the original
traditions has been transformed by editors, we cannot help
seeing that Shimron is a much more natural place for a prophc t

of the Negeb to visit than ShomerOn (Samaria). 1 Shimron is,
in fact, most probably referred to again and again in the Book
of Amos.

Before summing up our results, we would remind the

reader that the only way to solve the most difficult

9. Summary problems of the OT is to keep before

of results.
us the different possibilities until by
a gradual clearing-up of our mental

atmosphere one of the possibilities becomes a very
strong probability. Wr

e have done all that we could
to put the facts in a clear light, so that one of two

possibilities may be recognised as being in the highest

degree probable. The Jerahmeelite Negeb, according
to our theory, belonged at this time to the N. Israelites,

who made constant pilgrimages to the venerable sanctu
aries of this region. It was in the Jerahmeelite mountain-

country (
Carmel

)
that Elijah and the prophets of

Baal had their contest. Ahab came thither from the

Jezreel in the hill-country of Judah, where he had been

residing. After the contest both Ahab and Elijah went
to Jezreel. Then Elijah went to Beer-sheba, and from
Beer-sheba to Horeb. Possibly it was from Horeb that

the original Story made the second Moses go up into

heaven. Elisha, too, intervened in public affairs as a

prophet of the Negeb. It was a N. Arabian and a

half-Jerahmeelite whom he singled out (as Samuel singled
out Saul, and Ahijah chose Jeroboam) to be kings of

Aram (Jerahmeel) and Israel respectively ; and his

traditional haunts (with the exception of Dothan, 2 K.

613) can all, by emendation of the text or otherwise, be
identified with places in the Negeb. There is no reason
to deny that the story of Elijah and Elisha in this revised

form has some basis of fact, though it is possible that,

even in what we suppose to have been the original form
of the narratives, the interests of the prophetic order led

to some unhistoric fictions and exaggerations.
Two of the most interesting passages for the comprehension of

prophecy as it really was in the ninth century are 2 K.3 15 and
4 23. The former passage runs, And now bring me a minstrel.
In fact, so it was, that as often as a minstrel played, the hand
of Yahwe came upon him. We see from this that a prophet
like Elisha still needed artificial stimulants to bring about the

psychic condition necessary for the prophetic impulse. The
latter passage runs, And he said, Why dost thou go to him to

day? It is neither new moon nor sabbath. It was usual then
to select a specially sacred day for a visit to a prophet, who was

presumably to be met with at or near some sanctuary. (See
NEW MOON, i.)

It is natural to turn now to the singular narrative in

the Book of Amos (710-17). The passage has been
treated already (AMOS, i, col. 147);
but it is necessary to return to it in this

connection. Plain misunderstandings
have led to corruptions of the text in

other parts of the book, and it is likely
that this has been the case also here. That Amaziah
the priest of Bethel was the antagonist of Amos, is

indeed a fact beyond dispute. A misunderstanding
there has certainly been, but it has not affected the

reading of the text. The error has lain in supposing
that the Bethel to the N. of Jerusalem on the road to

Shechem is meant ; in reality, we believe, it was the

southern Bethel, which probably contained the sanctuary
of the golden calf, and was close to Dan

(
= Halusah?).

Here a prophet would meet not only with the Israelites

of the Negeb but also with representatives of N. Israel,

such as those whom he addresses with keenest irony in

44/.
2 We have, in fact, no sure evidence that Amos

ever left the Negeb.

1 Cp 2 K. 2 23 25, from which it appears that the places called

in our text Jericho, Bethel, Mt. Carmel, and Samaria were
within an easy distance of each other. The names should

probably be Rehoboth, Bethel (
= Dan), Mt. Jerahmeel, and

Shimron, all places in the Negeb.
2 Come to Bethel and transgress ; to Haggilgal (Jerahmeel),

and transgress abundantly . . . for these practices ye love, O
sons of Israel.
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Amos himself was of Cusham-jerahmeel, according to a very

probable correction of obscure and doubtful words in 7 I4/ We
shall have to return to this subject in treating of the growth of

prophetic literature (8 35). Suffice it to add here that this

result (see 36, for a similar result as to Hosea) increases our

suspicion that, according to the original tradition, Elijah, or the

prophets whom Elijah s grandly poetic figure represents, never

really left the Negeb. If so, we may justly ask, Was not the

want of high-minded prophets living and working in N. Israel

one of the chief causes of the moral decadence of the people !

Amos and Hosea mark a turning-point in the history

of prophecy. Till Amos, prophecy was optimist

even Elijah, if he denounced the destruction of a dynasty

and the annihilation of all who had bowed the knee to

Baal, never doubted of the future of the nation when

only the faithful remained ;
but the new prophecy is

pessimist it knows that Israel is rotten to the core,

and that the whole fabric of society must be dissolved

before reconstruction is possible. And this it knows,

not by a mere ethical judgment on the visible state of

society, but because it has read Yahwe s secret written

in the signs of the time and knows that he has con

demned his people. To the mass these signs are un

intelligible, because they deem it impossible that Yahwe

should utterly cast off his chosen nation ;
but to those

who know his absolute righteousness, and confront it

with the people s sin, the impending approach of the

Assyrian can have only one meaning and can point to

only one issue, viz. ,
the total ruin of the nation which

has denied its divine head. It is sometimes proposed
to view the canonical prophets as simple preachers of

righteousness ;
their predictions of woe, we are told,

are conditional, and tell what Israel must suffer if it

does not repent. But this is an incomplete view
;
the

peculiarity of their position is that they know that Israel

as it exists is beyond repentance.
l

It would be delightful to be able to add that, even

when they feared the worst, Amos and Hosea still

. . preserved an earnest faith in the futuren
;

_
Pessimism

of their peop
ie_ Consistent criticism,

Of 8tn cent.
however&amp;gt; does not permit us to hold

prophets. this to have been the case
|
see AMOS,

17, HOSEA, 8) ;
and even if we are startled at the

result, we cannot deny the grandeur of the men who
could live noble lives supported solely by the thought of

the unique reality of God. Their inspiring thought

seems to have been this, Let even Israel disappear,

so long as Yahwe s righteousness is proved.
Nor can it by any means be regarded as certain that

Isaiah modified the stern message of his predecessors so

far as to allow room for the salvation of a remnant.

He does indeed once appear to entertain the possibility

of a national regeneration after the impure elements in

the body politic have been removed ;
but it seems a

hopeless task to recover any of the utterances of the

prophet on which the present text of 12-26 is based, 2

and we cannot feel perfectly sure that 12s/. expresses

his real anticipation at any time. At any rate, in the

oracle grafted upon his inaugural vision (69-13) Isaiah

holds out no prospect for the people but destruction,
3

and his final prophecy closes with the words, This

iniquity will not be expiated for you till ye die (22 14 ;

see Intr. Is.
).

The traditional name of his son Shear-jashub has indeed

been thought to be a proof of an at least temporary belief in a

remnant ; but it is not at all certain that this reading of the

name is correct ; it neither fits in well with the context, nor suits

the analogy of the equally traditional name in 15.83.

Nor is Isaiah s younger contemporary Micah any
more cheering in his description of the future. The

closing utterance of his genuine prophecy (1-3) an

nounces the desolation of Jerusalem (including the

1 WRS Prophecy, Ency. Brit.&amp;lt;*\

2 SBOT Isa. (Heb.), p. no, 1. 16. The view that ch. 1

came from Isaiah s pen in something like its present form seems

untenable. See Intr. Is. on ch. 1.

3 See col. 2181, n. i. Even without a complete textual

criticism of the whole passage, the improbability of the closing

words in MT (see RV s rendering, which, however, wrongly
inserts so, as if a part of the text) is very manifest (see Hack-

mann, Die Zukunftscnvartung des Jesaia, 72, n. 2).
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temple) as the centre of all the corruption which spread

through the people of Judah (see MICAH [BOOK]).
We may admit that a ray of hope may now and then

have visited even these notable pessimists ;
but Giese-

brecht (Berufxbegabung, 82 ff.) makes too much of this

possibility through his excessive confidence in the strict

authenticity of passages like Am. 646 14 f. 24 Hos. 2 7 16.

It is probable that even the first editors of the early

prophetic writings (disciples of the prophets?) sought to

blunt the edge of too keen denunciations, and certain

that exilic and post-exilic editors went to great lengths

in neutralising the vehemence of such denunciations by

inserting very positive assurances of happiness to a re

generate people of Israel (cp ISAIAH i. , 2).

T. K. c.
( i-n).

The frank utterance of their convictions by the

prophets caused great excitement, and their relations

. with the mass of the people became
12. Prophetic

very strained (Am. 7 10^). For in

teaching ,
its

pr0phets anci people two conflicting
reception.

conceptions of God were at work. In

the popular opinion Yahwe was the national God whose

honour was inseparably bound up with the continued

existence of Israel
;
the prophets on the other hand

ranked the ethical and the spiritual elements in the idea

of God above all besides, so that in their view Yahwe s

connection with the nation of Israel was only one out of

the many means by which he could carry out his wise

purposes.
It would be incorrect, however, to suppose that Amos

and Hosea, as the earliest of these prophets, were the

originators of the spiritual conception of God in Israel.

They themselves declare that the God who sends them

has long been known to Israel (Am. 2g/ 3i Hos. 11 1).

It is, according to them, not Yahwe but Israel that has

changed ;
it is Israel therefore who must return. They

charge the people in the first instance, not with the

worship of foreign deities, but with neglect of the law

and order that have been established in the name and

under the protection of Yahwe, and with observing the

still surviving heathenish worship and superstitions of

Canaan. They count it a sin that Israel values a

heathenish civilisation more than the true knowledge of

Yahwe and obedience to his will. Accordingly, they

undertake to recall the people to the duty which it long

ago assumed, and they point out the choice which lies

before it : heathen life and, with it, ruin, or cleaving

to Yahwe and consequent national stability.

It cannot indeed be denied that the prophets put

Israel s duty on a higher plane than it had hitherto

occupied, and to many of their contemporaries the whole

region of thought in which Amos and Hosea moved

may well have seemed new and strange. The real

novelty, however, consisted, not in any hitherto unheard-

of doctrine as to the being or will of Yahwe, but in

their uniform adoption of the spiritual conception of

God as their standard in estimating the attitude of the

people towards Yahwe. Before them no one had

thought of applying this standard with the same rigour

and breadth ;
and the more they themselves applied it,

the more powerfully did the true Israelite conception of

God shine out, purified in their own inner being.

Is there any evidence for a similar effulgence of the

noble metal from amidst the dross of popular belief in

the older period ? There is not
;
but we must unfor

tunately confess that we have no such means of repro

ducing the individual Israelite s inner world during that

period as we possess in the case of the prophets of the

eighth and seventh centuries whose writings are still

extant. This, however, at any rate we do know that

from the earlier age the great conception of the peerless-

ness of Yahwe among the gods had come down to the

prophets, so that it was now possible to conceive of

Yahwe as the mighty ruler of the world and the con

troller of its destinies.

The recognition of Yahwe s importance was promoted
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by the fact that from about 1000 to about 750 B.C. united

Israel was the strongest people in Syria, that even Egypt
was unable to break its power ;

and equally propitious
was the violent reaction called forth in the eighth century
within Israel itself by the conduct of kings like Ahab.

That conduct had no doubt its political grounds.
Ahab s object was to develop relations of friendship
between Israel and the neighbouring heathen nations.

Elijah, Elisha, and the guilds of prophets under their

influence were opposed to this policy. They had points
of contact with the Nazirites and Rechabites, and a
similar affinity may be traced between these champions
of the original Israelite type of piety and the prophets
of the eighth and seventh centuries. 1

It is true, the

prophets did not share the repugnance of the ascetics to

accepting the good things of civilisation ; but they were

quite as much bent on extirpating the heathenish

element from Israelitish life. Elijah s zeal for Yahwe,
which Jehu turned to account in drastic style for the

establishment of his own dynasty (2 K. 10i-28), revived,

but in another form. To banish the Tyrian Baal 2 from

the territory of Israel was no longer needed
;

it was
now much more important to combat the dangerous
opinion that Yahwe himself was only to be worshipped
like one of the Elohim. Is Yahwe to be thought of in

the heathen or in the Hebrew manner? That was the

point on which the prophets of the eighth and seventh

centuries wished to instruct their contemporaries. The
old antitheses remained ;

but they had become subtler

and were more profoundly apprehended.
From the dogmatic point of view one might feel sur

prise that men like Amos did not begin with the

At* f ri f sentence, There is no God but Yahwe.
13. AU1 ae ot

These prophets, however, clearly did

not regard it as their vocation to give
instruction in doctrines. Thoroughly penetrated with

a sense of the unique greatness and power of Yahwe,

they exhorted the people to fear Yahwe, to follow his

precepts, and to put their trust in him. It was precisely
in this that they maintained continuity with the ex

ponents of the religion of Israel in preceding centuries,

who also never doubted Yahwe s sovereign power, as

not only Elijah and Elisha, but also the narratives of

the Yahwist and still more of the Elohist, abundantly
show. The question whether besides Yahwe there are

or are not other gods, did not come to the front.

What the prophets contended for primarily was the holy
law and the morality in which from ancient times the

will of Yahwe, Israel s God, had been distinctly made
known (Am. 015 24 Hos.Sn/ Is.lio-i? Mic.66-8).

Elijah himself had already recognised this as the task

assigned to him (i K. 21).
The prophets now referred to were not politicians in

any strict sense of the word. We know of no instance

in which, like Ahijah (in the case of Jeroboam I.) or

Elisha (in the case of Jehu), they brought about a

change of dynasty in Yahwe s name. They expressed
their mind, from the religious point of view, as to

what had happened or was about to happen, and also

(e.g. Isaiah) claimed to be consulted in political

affairs. What they professed to do here, however,
was not to give political counsel, but to exhort, to

predict ; and their predictions and exhortations were
of no service to politicians, presupposing as they did

the conviction that God alone is to be recognised as

the maker of history. For the kings of Israel and the

politicians in general (to whom they were mostly op
posed) the prophets were very embarrassing persons.

By the prophetic utterances adverse to the policy of the

rulers they inevitably weakened the popular confidence

in the government. The position was complicated by
the fact that there were prophets equally claiming to

speak for Yahwe, who said the contrary of what was
1 Cp Buckle, Das nomadische Ideal im AT in Preuss.

Jahrbb., Bd. 85 (1896), Hft. 157^, and in New World, Dec.

1895.
a [According to the ordinary view. But cp 7.)
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said by those whom we generally call the higher

prophets, but who called themselves the true prophets
of Yahwe (see 14). H. G.

( i2/. )

[We cannot rightly estimate the lower prophecy, until

we have more systematically studied the phenomena of

the higher. We therefore proceed to take a survey of

the phenomena of the prophetic consciousness, not losing
ourselves in a superabundant mass of details, but select

ing such as throw most light on the difficult subject
before us.]
What is it, then, that the persons whom their con

temporaries, and doubtless for the most part themselves

14 PrODhetic (seeHos.98[?], Is.8 3.butcpAm.7.4),
called nfbi im, have to tell us respecting

consciousness.
their inner expenence?

First of all, they declare that their office was not of

their own choosing ; it was Yahwe who took them

(Am. 7 14 f. ).
In more than one case they describe the

precise moment at which they first became aware of

their prophetic vocation ; it was a moment at which, as

they express it, they saw God and received their com
mission from his own mouth (Is. 6 Jer. 1 Ezek. 2

; cp
Paul in Gal. 1

).
This final vision is of course but the

latest phase in a long process. What the soul of the

prophet in the first instance begins to experience is God s

drawing it towards himself; emotion is powerfully

quickened thereby, and in the vision that ensues it

becomes objectively clear and certain to the prophet
that the drawing and the emotion of which he was con

scious are from Yahwe, and their meaning is made

plain. The attitude of the prophet towards this call

varies in each case according to individual idiosyncrasy.
A straightforward, direct, and simple nature like that

of Amos feels himself taken from following the flock l

(Am. 7 15), quickly rises up and sets forth to carry out

Yahwe s command. In Isaiah s case a voluntary and
free human resolution goes along with the divine calling ;

Jeremiah is overmastered only by force (16; cp the

reluctance of Moses in Ex. \\off.}, and subsequently we
find him complaining bitterly of the vocation that has

been thrust upon him and wishing to withdraw from it

(9i 11 10 20? ff.} ;
he curses his day (20i4^ ), reproaches

Yahwe with having beguiled him and w ith continually re

newing the slavery from which he cannot get free (IQiff. ).

Ezekiel after his call feels as if he had been smitten to

the ground by a mighty blow, and in the agitation of his

spirit he sits silent and astonied for seven days (814^.).
It is precisely in the compulsory character of the

prophetic vocation that we are to seek the proof of its

divine origin. The prophets assurance of their divine

mission is shown in their fidelity to it, even to death and

martyrdom, if need be, and in the sharp distinction

which they draw between themselves and the so-called

false prophets.
In the next place, the prophet gives forth only that

which Yahwe has spoken to him. He utters nothing of

_ . . , his own motion, but feels himself to be
15. Prophets who ,,y the instrument of God (jer . 1 7

T^ CP Ex. 4 is/, with 7i). Yahwe speaks
&quot;^

with the prophet ;
the prophet stands

in the council of God and hears his word (Jer. 23 18

Ezek. 84) ; Yahwe tells him or shows him his purpose
beforehand (Am. 87 7i Is. 184) ;

he touches his mouth

and put his words into it (Jer. lg Dt. 18i8) ;
the prophet

eats them (Jer. 15i6 Ezek. 2%/.). Yahwe opens the

prophet s mouth (Ezek. 827), answers his questions (
Hab.

2 1 ff. ),
fills him with the fury and indignation of Yahwe

(Jer. 611 15i7). The prophet for his part faithfully

speaks all the words that Yahwe commands, keeping
back nothing (Jer. 262). So completely does the

prophet refer his utterances to Yahwe as their only

source, that he frequently represents Yahwe as being

himself the speaker.

1
[It is only the proximity of a passage which is clearly corrupt

(Am. 7 14) that may perhaps make the text of Am. 7 15 appear
uncertain. See 35.]
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Let us note the consequence of this. The truth of

the words of the prophet is to him absolutely certain

because they are the words of Yahwe (Am. 4 2 Hos. 5 9 Is.

Vizi,/. Jer. In/ Ezek. 1228) ;
even when there is delay

he doubts not (Hab. 2s). It is not the fulfilment that

first gives the prophet faith in his message ;
the message

carries its certainty in itself.
l

Nay, more ;
the prophetic

word has an inherent energy ;
it works like a curse or

a blessing, which, according to ancient ideas, had the

power of bringing divine forces into operation (cp
BLESSINGS AND CURSINGS). Thus, the woe which

the prophet pronounces in the name of Yahwe works

the woe of Israel (Zech. 1 6). Hence, if the text is right,

Hosea (65) says that Yahwe hews or slays by the

prophets ; they are, so to speak, like implements in

Yahwe s hand ; kingdoms are pulled down and set up
by their means (Jer. 1 10). The word of Yahwe does not

return to him void (Is. 55 n) ;
his word is as fire and as

a hammer (Jer. 23 29 5 14).

The equipment for the prophetic vocation corresponds

P h t
to ^e tas^ &amp;gt;nv lved in it. The task is

r 8
at once general and special.

(
i

)
The prophets are in the first place

in a general sense, like other personalities, organs of

revelation, or rather of education, whose function it is

partly to awaken in other men the power of discerning
God, partly to give an example in themselves of fellow

ship with God. For this vocation God trains his

prophet by intimate communion with himself for ex

ample, by constant warnings keeping him close beside

him (Is. 8n/).
(2) On special occasions the organs of revelation have

a special task. The task of the prophet is to declare the

divine purpose to the people beforehand. And if we
would know more particularly what the prophet s dis

tinctive mission is, we must give close attention to the

classical formula for the prophetic utterances. This

formula did not run, If you do this or that, then this

or that will come upon you ;
it is, Woe unto you who

have done thus and thus (Jer. 5% fr), or Hear this

word, ye that have done thus and thus
; verily the judg

ment of Yahwe shall come upon you (Am. 4i^ ).
The

prophetic utterance is thus, at least in the classical

period, apodictical not hypothetical ;
a feature which we

find again in the formula of the preaching of Jesus (Mt.
4 17). True, Yahwe can at any time withdraw the judg
ment he has decreed, and his threatenings are sometimes
uttered for the purpose of bringing about the repentance
of the people, and thereby also an alteration in his plan

(e.g. , Jer. 187^); but the prophets are not primarily

preachers of repentance, as is seen clearly enough in

their predictions respecting foreign nations
;
rather they

are announcers of the advent of Yahwe, it may be for

wrath, or it may be for salvation. The prophet may
best be compared to a watchman who from his high
tower (cp Hab. 2i) sees the approaching storm and calls

out, Alas, it comes, so that any who will may seek

shelter while yet there is time.

If now this is the task of the prophet to declare

beforehand the purpose of God his gift must be

that of foreseeing the future. The prophets are seers

on a grand scale. They do not utter merely general

predictions ; they also give particular details (the instru

ments of the judgment and the manner of it, time and

place of punishment, name of the liberator, etc.
),
and

prophecies concerning individuals. As if by a sudden

inspiration, they are able to declare to individual men
their fate (Am. 7 i6/ ).-

How are we to regard the peculiar power of vision

possessed by the prophets? It is not entirely to be

explained from their religious and moral discernment

that is put out of the question by the manifold details

1
Jer. 28 9 (cp Dt. Itj2if.) is a later correction of the earlier

theory. Cp 25.
^
[Perhaps thU passage should be taken in connection with

Am. 5 27 (see SAI..MA) ;
Amaziah is a representative of his people.]
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of the prophecies ; neither yet is it to be wholly
attributed to divine inspiration that is excluded by
the vacillations and illusions of the prophets. The

17 P o h t&quot;

trutn s
&amp;gt;

tnrlt l :e human and the divine

power of
lie close together. In many cases,

doubtless, a prophet possessed a natural

faculty of presentiment or semi-conscious
discernment (Ahnung], which became intensified both by
intercourse with the supersensuous world and by constant

occupation with the affairs and occurrences of the time.

Thus the familiar converse svhich Yahwe vouchsafed to

the prophet enabled him to form a correct judgment as
to the character of the people (Ezek. 2 3.^) and its

public institutions, gave him clearness of vision for the

history of the past (Jer. 36jf. Ezek. 16), a sound under

standing for the signs of the times and for the purposes
of the divine governor of the world. The ideal experi
enced by himself, in advance of his time, in his intimate

fellowship with Yahwe, he anticipated for the whole

community in the future, and thus made it the subject
of prophetic promise (cp Jer. 31 31^). By this, how
ever, we are still far from having explained all general
and special predictions. Can they be explained without

passing out of the region of philosophical theory?
Without denying the existence of a background of

physical elements, may we not believe that God really
made confidential disclosures to the prophets concerning
the future ?

Let us endeavour to throw light on the matter by
going as far back as we can in the historical process of

revelation in the OT documents. In Exodus Yahwe
made known his jealous exclusion of rival divinities

through Moses : thou shall have no other gods before

(or, beside) me.&quot; This was the first stage ;
the religion

of Yahwe is already exclusive, but is not as yet ethical.

It was through the prophets in the centuries immediately
before the exile that the God of Israel revealed his

ethical character, and the unchanging character of his

historical manifestation. The first, his ethical character,
he made known by the prophetic announcement of

judgment; for in this threatening the demand for

higher principles than those current among the people
of Israel was unmistakably expressed. The second,
his oneness in history, he showed by announcing the

judgment beforehand ; for when the prophecy found its

fulfilment, it was a proof that it had been so ordered by
God, and that the God of the present was identical with

the God of the past. This then is the reason why we
assume that God disclosed future events to the prophets
- viz. ,

that he thus made himself universally known as

the maker of history. The justice of this observation is

shown by Is. 40 ff. ;
for the Second Isaiah, the great

teacher of monotheism, finds one of his proofs for the

uniqueness of Yahwe in this that he has declared the

things that are to come, which was beyond the range
of the pretended gods (4126 43g/ 44?/ 4f)2i, etc.).

In this sense the prophets themselves are signs and

portents in Israel (Is. 818 ; cp Ezek. 2424-27.)
The process of revelation itself is obscure,

i. The prophet himself is helpless. He cannot con

strain the revelation to come by means of ecstasy or the

- Q -p
.. like

;
it comes upon him as a demonic

18. TOC( &amp;gt;I

er
,Am 3g

&amp;gt;

i the hand of Yahwe
revelation. ,

overpowers him when Yahwe speaks
with him (Is. 811 Ezek. 13). The prophet is like a

1 [The demonic power of revelation is strikingly shown in

the story of Balaam, who is at once a seer of Yahwe and a

prophet (MosKS, 17). Rise up, go with them ; but yet the

word that I shall say to thee, that shall thou do (Nu. 22 20).

Am. 38 may also be quoted, but does the traditional reading,

N3r vh D (EV who can but prophesy? ), suit the context?

The blowing of the trumpets, the roaring of the lion, the

speaking of the Lord Yahwe all mean the same thing viz.,

the utterance of a prophetic oracle, the consequence of which

must be general alarm. For N33 Wellh. would read &quot;HIV

tremble. It is easier to read 3XD
,

feel pain (see AMOS ;

19, end).]
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drunken man, and like one whom wine has overcome,
because of Yahwe, and because of his holy words (Jer.

239). He must speak, even when he will not and what
he will not

;
Yahwe is even said to deceive him into

speaking (Ezek. 14 9). Vainly does he struggle to hold

in the fury of Yahwe (Jer. 6n) ; when he would fain

be silent, the word burns within him until he speaks

(Jer. 209); with floods of tears he grieves over the

judgment which he is impelled to announce (9i[823]).
On the other hand, he cannot always speak. There
come for the prophet times of silence (Ezek. 824^; 24^)
when he may not answer the questions of the people

(Ezek. 14 1 ^). When Yahwe does not will it, there

can be no revelation (Am. 8n/. Lam. 29 Ezek. 14s

20s) ; the prophet must take his stand upon his watch-

tower until Yahwe makes answer (Hab. 2i Jer. 424 ?)

2. Nevertheless, the special revelations must not be

regarded apart from the permanent mysterious relation

in which the prophet stands with Yahwe. The prophet
not only has the consciousness that Yahwe speaks with

him in order to give him ever new communications and
commands ;

he knows also that Yahwe has ever been

drawing him it may be even from childhood into

increasingly intimate communion with himself (Jer.

23 18). The prophet is a homo religiosus in an
eminent degree ;

in its more solemn moments his life

reaches far into the supersensuous world whose shapes
he sees, whose tones he hears. He belongs to God

(Jer. Ioi6) and God belongs to him in a peculiar
manner. Yahwe is his protector (Jer. 20 n, etc.), his

friend (Is. 5i 7 13), who allows himself to be influenced

by the prophet (Am. 7 *ff-} ,
and the prophet for his

part lives upon the word of Yahwe (Jer. 15 16), and
embraces him, as it were, with his prayer (Jer. 17 14^).
What he does, he does at Yahwe s command (marriage,
Hos. 1 2/1 ; naming of children, Is. 83 ; symbolical acts) ;

so far as the people resist him, this has been of Yahwe s

ordering (Is. 6g/. Jer. 727 Ezek. 8830^:). In this close

intercourse between the prophet and Yahwe, the initia

tive and predominant part belongs to Yahwe. There is

something exhausting in it for the prophet ; Yahwe s

is the stronger hand (Is. 8n), and his dealings with the

prophet isolate him from the world and from society

(Jer. 1 18 ISiy). Thus the prophet produces on his

contemporaries the impression that he is mad (Hos. 9 7

Jer. 23g 2926 /.). More and more, as this intercourse

proceeds, the soul of the prophet merges itself in God ;

he attains moments of exaltation in which God comes

specially near to him, and the divine will becomes

specially clear.

The outward forms in which revelation comes are

two : vision and word.

i. The vision is akin to the parable, and appears as

a lesson in the art of realising a divine revelation ob-

T , , , jectively. We are guided to a better
193. its outward

comprehension ofit by jer . 18, where
1 God directs the prophet to watch a

potter at his work, and thus to interpret to himself

God s mode of dealing with men. Either a given visual

object gives rise to the corresponding idea, or the idea

after much pondering comes at last to receive its plastic

representation. (In this connection note the archaic

term hazon for revelation, even for revelation by
words : Is. 1 1, etc.

; cp Jer. 14 14. )
Allied to the vision

are the symbolical experience (cp Hos. 1 Jer. 326^ )
and

the symbolical action : the experience to the former kind

of vision, the action to the latter. Prophetic vision is

not a mere literary form or imaginative creation, but a

real occurrence
;
we have no reason to doubt that the

prophets actually had visions. The visions do not by
any means always presuppose ecstasy. On the contrary,

they can be seen and experienced by the prophet in

full consciousness ; indeed, in the classical period of

prophecy ecstasy is very seldom so much as mentioned,
and the abnormal physical conditions referred to in

Ezekiel are by no means characteristic of the prophetic
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nature. The visions should, doubtless, receive a purely

psychological explanation ; for though the divine dis

closures were made to the prophets through visions,

these were still only the human form of the divine com
munication. The so-called false prophets also had
their visions. p. v.

( 14-192).

[The relation of ecstasies to visions needs some
further consideration. It was characteristic of heathen

. _, . . /jLavrda that it was associated with a
state of suspended consciousness in a

word, with ecstasy. As we have already seen, critical

exegesis does not favour the view that the higher

prophets considered such states the necessary guarantee
of a divine revelation. Still, these prophets certainly
had them. Jeremiah (15 17) uses the same expression

1

as Isaiah (Is. 811) for the force with which the divinely

produced ecstasy seizes the human medium of the

divine word. In the third of the oracles of Balaam,
too, an unknown writer of a prophetic school makes the

transformed soothsayer use this language (Num. 243^)
The oracle of Halaam the son of Beor,
The oracle of the man whose eye is closed.2

The eye of a man in an ecstasy is, of course, closed

to the outer world. The following lines give the other

side of the picture (v. 4 ; cp v. 16) :

The oracle of him who bears divine words,
[And knows the knowledge of the Most High,]
Who sees the vision of Shaddai ( !),

Falling down, and having his eyes open.

The eyes here are those of the inner man
; falling

down describes the effect of the divine impulse (Is.

8n); (5, paraphrasing, substitutes in sleep (ev virvtf).

Another instructive passage is Nu. 126 [J]
If there is a prophet among you,

3
I make myself

known to him in a vision, I speak with him in a dream.

My servant Moses is not so ; he is faithful in all my
house : with him do I speak mouth to mouth, mani

festly,
4 and not in riddles, and the form of Yahwe does

he behold.

Here visions and dreams (cp DIVINATION, 2, vi.
)

are regarded as the ordinary forms of prophetic revela

tion
; disparagement of dreams as a vehicle of divine

communications, such as arose in consequence of the

abuse of them by the lower or false prophets, had
not yet begun. In contrast with the ordinary prophets,
Moses enjoys the specific dignity of holding immediate

intercourse with God. This is important as showing
the aspirations of the best men

;
a higher ideal of pro

phecy corresponded to the loftier conception of God
which was emerging in their consciousness. The frenzied

dervish-prophets of Saul s time could not satisfy an age
of higher religious culture. The prophets of the eighth
and seventh centuries speak but little of their ecstasies

and visions, with the single exception of Amos, who
stands nearer than the others to the time of the ecstatic

nebi im. It is also worth noticing that formulas implying
that the prophet has heard Yahwe speaking to him or,

as Tholuck expresses it, has had phonetic oracles

(CN: and &amp;gt;

nsj&amp;lt; ns), are comparatively rare in the older

prophets, whereas from Jeremiah s time onwards they
become extremely frequent. This frequency may perhaps
be accounted for by the necessity of opposing the false

prophets, but no such explanation can be given of the

strange frequency of ecstasies in the life of the last of

the great prophets Ezekiel. Three times he tells us

that he saw with the inner eye the glory of Yahwe (1 \ ff.

Zvvff. 40 1 ^); five times besides he refers to ecstasies

1 I sat alone because of thy hand, for thou hadst filled me
with indignation. On the passage referred to, see Duhm s

note.

2
J yn ens

, a phrase of doubtful meaning ; Dillm. virtu.illy

reads Cf\V, , however, renders 6 dA^Ou/is opiav, and Onk.

in TSEH, deriving CT\V from V (=~\WK) and
DJJ; so, also,

strangely, We. C7/C2) 112.

3 Read C33 N ;: DN(Di., etc.).

4 Read njnD3 (Sam., , Pesh., Onk. ; Di., and others).
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(Si/: Hi/: 24 1/. 3322 37 iff.}, and on some of

these occasions (8i6lli3 24i) it is apparently implied
that Ezekiel saw what took place at a distance. 1 It is

not for this, however, that this prophet deserves to be

remembered, but for his high moral character. Later

writers may have vied with him in ecstasies and visions ;

but none of them was his match as a preacher of

righteousness. One of them, according to some recent

critics,
2 has given us (see Is. 21 i-io) a faithful description

of the process by which, in the ecstatic state, a revelation

came into existence within the seer (not, strictly speaking,
the prophet). This, however, is too adventurous

;
in

few passages of the Book of Isaiah is the text more

open to suspicion than in this (see Crit. Bib.
).

To
theorise on an unrevised text of Is. 21 i-io is to make
bricks without straw.

On ecstasies see, further, Tholuck, Die Propheten,

49-74 ; Giesebrecht, Berufsbegabung, 38-72. On the

trances and visions of Hindu devotees see Neiv World,

9464, where the effect of mental suggestion in deter

mining the form of visions is pointed out. ]

T. K. C.
( 19*).

Revelation by word is not verbal inspiration ;
it is

dependent on the human (religious, ethical, sesthetical)

20a. Word. individuality of the prophet. Each prophet
took up that which Yahwe said to him

(
thus

saith Yahwe ;
oracle [nt* ui] of Yahwe

),
and gave it

shape and utterance according to his own individuality.

Whatever knowledge forces itself upon the prophet he

traces back to Yahwe ; its compelling force makes him
believe that it is Yahwe who suggests the words. Some
times, indeed, he requires a later confirmation, in order

that he may be assured of the divine origin of what he

has received ; cp Jer. 326/i The emphatic clearness

with which these intuitive pieces of knowledge emerge
in the prophet s consciousness absolutely separates them
from the category of dreams and hallucinations (Jer.

2328) ; for the prophet, however, the first proof of the

divineness of his utterances lies not in the form in which

they have been revealed, but in their substance (Jer.

2829 Mic. 38). The prophets believe themselves to be

inspired men of God, not because they see divine

visions and hear divine words ;
it is in the fact that

they cannot do otherwise than reprove that they perceive
their unlikeness to their people and their affinity to

Yahwe. It is in fact a feature common to them all

that, supported by the prophetic consciousness, they
dare witness Nathan, Elijah, John the Baptist to

bring home their sins to the very highest in the land.

In the classical period we find hardly any mention at all

of the ruah (mi) or spirit of Yahwe (Is. 30 1
3 Mic.

90/1 &amp;lt;5

&quot;

&quot;t

^ 8
[ ]) contrast lhe phenomena of

Pln Ezekiel, who belongs to the period of

the decline of prophecy.
4 The prophet is, indeed,

rnn trx a man who has the spirit (Hos. 9?) ; but

this possession shows itself not in momentary excite

ment, but, like. the Pauline wvev/jLa, as a habitual super-
sensuous power. Signs and wonders fitted to gain
credence for the word are presumably at the prophet s

disposal (Is. 7 n Jer. 44 29/1 ); but they are of sub

ordinate importance, and are seldom alluded to.

The prophet who is to be deemed worthy of so high

n 1 fi
a calling must, it is evident, have certain

. yua 1 ca-
qua ijncat ions ;n addition to a certain

tions of

prophet.
natural predisposition to discern hidden

things.

(i) Since it is to be his task to reflect Yahwe himself,

to do battle against sin in Yahwe s name, and to pro-

1 So Kraetzschmar (but cp Giesebrecht, Berufsbegabung,
il\ff-\ The experience described in Kzek. 8 i may remind us of
what Elisha says in 2 K.f&amp;gt;26 (see &amp;lt;&),

Went not my heart with
thee when a man turned to meet thee,&quot; etc.

2 See Duhm and Marti on the passage. Similarly Giese
brecht (pp. cit. 56).

3
Giesebrecht, Die Berufsbegabung der A litest. Propheten,

Ibid. 123.
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mote the cause of righteousness, the prophet must
himself, before all else, possess moral elevation of
character (cp Mic. 38 : I am full of righteousness

[es-fp] ).

(2) This however, is not enough ; Yahwe lays claim
to possession of the entire prophet. The peculiar
relation of the prophet to Yahwe is one of unconditional
obedience (Ezek. 28); it consists in complete self-

surrender to God. There is nothing that the prophet
has not to forego: social pleasures (Jer. 15 17) and the

family life (Jer. 162) are not for him
; he may not

mourn the death of his wife if Yahwe forbids (Ezek.
24 is/), must marry a harlot if Yahwe so wills (Hos.
12), must not be afraid of the hostile judgments or acts

of his contemporaries (Jer. 1817 Ezek. 26). Putting
off all that cannot be consecrated to Yahwe, the prophet
must surrender his personality to Yahwe that he may
fill it afresh (Jer. 15 16 6n), and must turn his purged
ear to his God to hear his plans and purposes. This
self-surrender may sometimes cost a struggle. Thus,

Jeremiah groans under the contumely which he suffers

because of Yahwe (208) ; fear induces him to say the

thing that is not (8827), on which account Yahwe rejects
him for a while, and has to admonish him to renewed

fidelity (15 19).

(3) Moreover, the prophet has to be constantly and

eagerly watching the changeful history of his people,
and the play of the forces by which the present and
the future are being shaped, so that his eye may be
trained to discern the divine method of education, and
that he himself may become fully qualified as a public
counsellor and reprover.

(4) The moral qualification is partly the presup

position of the divine call, partly its necessary result.

It is in this above all that the human independence of

the prophet manifests itself
;

this too is the guarantee of

the genuineness of his inspiration alike for the prophet
himself (Mic. 38) and for us in forming a judgment
upon him.

The certainty of their divine commission which gave
life and soul to the prophets had to assert itself in

(
_ .

, presence of another phenomenon closely
22. false

ak jn to j t m j-orm ^^ Q
prophets. .

false
.

prophets .

(
i

)
Side by side with the greater prophets there was

a class of prophets of inferior rank to which both men
and women of Israel belonged (Ezek. 13 1?/). In the

prophetic literature they ace not refused the title of

prophets. They distinctly claim to have the word of

Yahwe (Jer. 5 13, etc., Ezek. 136 2228), they prophesy
in the name of Yahwe 1

(Jer. 14 14, etc.), they introduce

Yahwe as speaking by them (Jer. 14 13 28211), they
have visions (Jer. 14 14 23 16 Ezek. 136) and dreams

(Jer. 2325/) ;
and they hope for the confirmation of

their word (Ezek. 136). Whilst the greater prophets
stand alone, each for himself, these group themselves

into larger companies ; they come before us as a lead

ing class, often mentioned in conjunction with the

elders and priests. A typical example of the class is

Hananiah whom we meet with in Jer. 28 (see 24).

(2) In the older and more popular conception (i K. 22)
no sharp distinction is as yet made between the oracles

of false prophets and those of a prophecy which is truly

divine in its origin ; they are represented as made use of

by Yahwe, but it is not denied that he sometimes leads

them into falsehood (ib. 22 /. ). Amos, however, re

pudiates all connection with these prophets of the

masses (Am. 7 14), Micah charges them with flagrant

abuse of their gifts (Mic. 3n), Jeremiah and Ezekiel

declare that Yahwe disowns all such prophets ; they
have no message from him (Jer. 14 14), but steal words

1 [Possibly the wounds between the hands referred to by
the false prophet who is introduced in Zech. 13 5 are like those

of the nebtim of Baal in i K. ISzSf., which were designed to

renew the bond of union with the deity (cp CUTTINGS OF THE
FLESH, i, PRAYER). So Duhm.]
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of Yahw6 from others 1

(Jer. 2830), or prophesy things
of their own devising, mere vanity and lies (Jer. 631,

etc., Ezek. 13 2228, cp Is. 9is [14] 29 10* Zeph. 84).
The prophet detects spurious prophets by two

criteria : the contents of their message, and their own
_ .. moral character.na

(a) The word of Yahwe must of neces-
of such

sity be a word of woe to a sinful people.
These prophets, however, proclaim salvation, they deceive

the people as to their true position (Mic. 2n) and rock

it in a false security (Jer. 614 8n, etc.); thus, instead

of warning it (Is. 56 10), they confirm it in its sin (Jer.

2817), and hinder its conversion (Jer. 2822 Ezek. 1822) ;

thus they are of no profit to the people (Jer. 2832 Ezek.

13s), but rather its bane (Ezek. 184), leading it astray

(Mic. 85 Jer. 23 16 32 2815 2931 Ezek. 13io), causing it

to forget Yahwe s name (Jer. 2827), and preaching
what is essentially nothing else than rebellion against
Yahwib (Jer. 23 16 29st ; cp Dt. 136).

(i) The false prophets preach in this tone not from
conviction but because they thus gain popularity and

thereby prosperity. Thus a prophet of a higher type can

also discern their spuriousness by their low moral tone.

They prophesy for gain (Mic. 3n Ezek. 181921), and so

profane Yahwe (Ezek. 13 19), and exploit the people

(Ezek. 1821). They speak as pleasers of men (Mic.

85 Ezek. 13i8/), and espouse the cause of the wicked

as against the righteous (Ezek. 1819); their personal
character too is defective (Zeph. 84 15.287); they are

even guilty of gross sins (Jer. 2814 2923). Hence

judgment is to come upon them (Hos. 4s) in particular,

the withdrawal of the prophetic gift (Mic. 36) and public

exposure (Jer. 513). P. v. 20-23.
In what light are we to regard these prophets? We

are in the habit of calling them false ;
but we should

.. rather, with Volz, regard them as

, op prophets of a narrow range of vision.
lalse . Oase

It j g true&amp;gt; ^ more favourable epithet
01 anania .

jm pjjes t jjat the colouring of the de

scription of these prophets given in the canonical

prophetic books is in some respects too deep.
3 No

one, however, who remembers how prone the prophetic
writers are to take the darkest possible view of their

contemporaries will object to this assumption. We
are all glad to admire and reverence Amos, Isaiah,

Jeremiah, and others like them, who have no self-

regarding thoughts, and are utterly absorbed in the

great reality of Yahwe, Israel s righteous God. Still we
must not allow ourselves to be unjust to lesser men
who, after all, had a necessary function to discharge in

the body politic (cp Is. 3i/. ),
and who are under the

great disadvantage that there is no account of them and
of their relation to their prophetic rivals from a friendly
hand.
The most important narratives are (a) i K. 22 1-28,

and (t) Jer. 28.

(a) i K. 22 1-28 has been referred to already ( 5,

23).
It only remains to be noticed that there is probably a

connection between i K. 22 1-28 and the story (which in its

present form appears to be later) in i K. 18. The four hundred

prophets of Yahwe mentioned in i K. 2
lf&amp;gt;ff.

seem parallel to

the four hundred [and fifty] prophets of Baal (see 7) in i K.

181922. In both passages four hundred (mxa jmx) seems
to the present writer to be a corruption and distortion of Arab-

jerahmeel (*7NCnT 3~\y)-
The redactor of i K. 18 gives to the

antithesis between prophets of Elijah s or Micaiah s type and
the court prophets, who made no distinction between Yahwe and
the N. Arabian Baal, a sharpness that was unknown in the age
of Ahab.

(b} Even the narrative in i K. 22, however, cannot

safely be regarded as historical in the same sense as a

striking passage in the biography of Jeremiah which
contains an account of a false prophet (&amp;lt;& Jer. 28i,

1 An obscure statement (see Giesebr. and Duhm ad lac.).
2 Both 9 15 [14] as a whole, and words in 29 10, are admitted

to be glosses.
3 Cp Matthes, De Pseudoj&amp;gt;rof&amp;gt;httisino Heb&amp;gt;-(ra&amp;gt;-um; Kuenen,

Religion ofIsrael, vol. ii. : and the histories of OT religion.
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\ftfv5oirpo&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;r)rr)s) contemporary with that prophet.
Hananiah, b. Azzur, the prophet, who was of Gibeon,
takes up his station in the temple (cp 262 2926), and

prophesies the return of Jehoiachin and the exiles, with
the sacred vessels, within two years. In an ecstasy (we
may suppose) he breaks the wooden yoke which Jeremiah
(27 2) has on his neck, and declares that so Yahwe will

break the yoke of Nebuchadrezzar on the neck of all

nations. Jeremiah meets his opponent with a calm

appeal to facts
;
former prophets have had a message

of woe
;

let the event decide whether Hananiah s

message of peace is genuine. He also predicts the

death of Hananiah within the year (see JEREMIAH, 2).

Clearly this story has upon the whole an historical

appearance, and we may justly infer from it that

prophets like Hananiah were more nearly related than

Jeremiah to the patriotic nebt im who co-operated with

Saul in the liberation of Israel. 1 Hananiah doubtless

had that predisposition to ecstasies and visions which
was apparently one condition of prophecy, and his only
or chief fault was that he had not that sobriety of

judgment which no nabf of the old school could have

had, and consequently confirmed the people in their

futile expectation of success for the anti-Chaldasan coa
lition which was (perhaps) at that time being planned

(27s).
2

Certainly he was under an illusion
;
but so too

was Habakkuk, whose prophecy (Hab. I/. ) expected
from the Chaldreans freedom and prosperity for Judah
(HABAKKUK, 6), and so too, according to most

critics, was Nahum (cp 39). Nor does Hananiah
show any trace of that vindictiveness which we find in

Nahum and Zephaniah (cp y)f. }
and in other parts of

the prophetic canon, notably in the prophecies against
the nations ascribed to Jeremiah (Jer. 46-51

).

3

In fact Hananiah and the other prophets of his type
were, as Robertson Smith puts it, the accredited

exponents of the common orthodoxy of their day : and
even of a somewhat progressive orthodoxy, for the

prophets who opposed Jeremiah took their stand on the

ground of Josiah s reformation. . . No doubt there

were many conscious hypocrites and impostors among
the professional prophets, as there always will be among
the professional representatives of a religious standpoint
which is intrinsically untenable, and yet has on its side

the prestige of tradition and popular acceptance. But
on the whole the false prophets deserve that name, not

for their conscious impostures, but because they were

content to handle religious formulas which they had
learned by rote as if they were intuitive principles, the

fruit of direct spiritual experience, to enforce a con

ventional morality, shutting their eyes to glaring national

sins, after the manner of professional orthodoxy, and in

brief to treat the religious status quo as if it could be

accepted without question as fully embodying the

unchanging principles of all religion. The popular
faith was full of heathenish superstition strangely
blended with the higher ideas which were the inheritance

left to Israel by men like Moses and Elijah ; but the

common prophets accepted all alike, and combined
heathen arts of divination and practices of mere physical
enthusiasm with a not altogether insincere pretension
that through their professional oracles the ideal was

being maintained of a continuous divine guidance of

the people of Yahwe.
One debt to the narrow prophets, not only the

1 Note that in Jer. 29 26, Shemaiah assumes the probability
that the prophet will act like a madman (yjt C K33DC)-

2 This is the generally accepted view, but is nevertheless

open to doubt. From 2 K. 24 2 it would seem that the Edomites

(Arammites ?) and the other nations were by no means friendly
to Judah, and the passage probably means that they ravaged

Judah with the encouragement of Nebuchadrezzar. In Jer. 27 3

Edom and Ammon both probably represent Aram or

Jerahmeel, and Moab, Tyre, and Zidon represent (in the

consonantal text) Missur i.e., the N. Arabian Musri. The

only power on which Judah can be shown to have relied was

Egypt (under Hophra).
3 See JEKE.MIAH [BOOK], 12 (Schwally s criticism).
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later prophecy, but also the Christian church itself has

. incurred. According to Volz, it was
246. Messianic

in {he drdes of the lower prophets that

the idea and the hope known to us as

the Messianic took its rise. The characteristic of such

prophets was their fanatical patriotism ;
the Messiah,

who is predominantly a political figure, belongs to the

same circle of ideas as the Day of Yahwe which the

prophets took up from the people, giving it a new

significance. The Day of Yahwe and the Messiah

are both, if this view is correct, derived from the

prophets who had the ear and expressed the hopes of

the people. This view is quite independent of the

theory (in itself extremely probable) that the Messianic

expectation was not taken up by the prophets till after

the time of Ezekiel (see 43). Even if the higher
Messianic idea goes back to Isaiah, it forms no part
of the genuine prophetic conceptions, and is, strictly,

inconsistent with the sole sovereignty of Yahwe. 1 On
the Messianic idea in the later writers, see further 43,

and cp MESSIAH.

Jeremiah, according to his biographer, expresses a

pious wish that Hananiah s roseate prophecy might be

., fulfilled, but declines to recognise him

ifii *J f as a true prophet till his oracle of peace
11

shall have been verified by the event
( Jer.

CleS-
286 9 ).

The narrative can hardly be

accurate in this point, for the context states that Jere
miah was confident that Yahwe s real purpose was very
different from what Hananiah supposed. It was, how
ever, no doubt a current axiom that when a prophet

speaks in the name of Yahwe, if the thing follow not,

nor come to pass, that is the thing which Yahwe has

not spoken ; the prophet has spoken it presumptuously

(Dt. 1822). On the other hand, it was also said by
accredited teachers that even if a prophet or a dreamer

should arise, and appoint a sign or wonder, and the

sign or wonder should come to pass, Israel was not to

be led away to worship other gods, for, though Yahwe
had caused the sign or wonder to come to pass, he did

it to see whether Israel s heart was firmly fixed on its

God (Dt. 13 1-3 [2-4]). Certainly it is evident that the

prophets of the seventh century did not attach great

importance to the exact fulfilment of their predictions ;

otherwise they or their disciples would not have per

petuated these predictions by committing them to

writing. Kuenen 2 has written an elaborate monograph
dealing, among other points, with the fulfilment of OT
predictions. The work, however, needs to be done over

again from the point of view of a more mature textual

criticism and exegesis. Meanwhile we may content

ourselves with the general opinion thus expressed by
Rudolf Smend (A T Rel.-gesch.M 188) :

When we inquire about the fulfilment of their vision of the

future, we must of course leave the details of prophecy entirely
out of account. The prophets describe the future with abun
dance of colour and imagery ;

but they lay stress only on the

main points. Much in the description belongs to the rhetorical

form, which may vary, not only with different prophets, but

even with the same prophet. Nor is this all. Many prophecies
have remained unfulfilled, even as regards their contents.

Certainly their illuminated sight discerned the situation, not

only of Israel and Judah, but also of Egypt and other peoples
in relation to Assyria and Babylon. But most of the prophecies
on foreign nations were fulfilled, and this is true in still larger
measure of the Messianic prophecies.

1

In connection with this subject, however, one or two

remarks must still be made. There are some passages
in the OT in which the non-fulfilment of predictions is

accounted for by a change in the relation of man to God.
It was thought that by repentance the threatened judg
ment could be averted, and that by disobedience the

promised blessing could be missed (cp Jer. 187-10 Jon.
34 Joel2i2/). Once, too, when Jeremiah was in

peril of capital punishment for having predicted the

destruction of Jerusalem, certain of the elders of the

1 Cp Kraetzschmar s review of Volz s Die vorexilische Jahwe-

prophetie, TLZ 22 (1897) col. 676^
2 De profeten, etc. (1875); also in an English version.
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land appealed to the case of Micah, who had given the

same prediction, which, however, was not fulfilled, owing
to Hezekiah s repentance (Jer. 2(517-19). It would, how
ever, be hasty to follow conservative critics in the

exegetical inference that the threatening* and promises
of the prophets are to be understood as conditional.

There is no evidence, unless it be in critically doubtful

passages, that any of the great prophets of the eighth

century understood their threatenings to be conditional,

and it is better to hold (i) that all predictions whether of

good or of evil were categorically meant, and (2) that

passages like Jer. 187-10 represent the reflexions of a

later age, not the belief of a great prophet like Jeremiah,
who certainly felt only too acutely that the threatened

destruction of Jerusalem would certainly come to pass.
In fact, the only parts of Jeremiah which can be con

fidently set down to that prophet are metrical in structure,

and 187-10 is not metrical. That in 183 5 we seem to

find Jeremiah speaking in the first person, is no adequate

proof that the passage is really autobiographical.
The illusion under which the prophets, and not only

the prophets but apparently also Jesus himself, constantly

were, relative to the nearness of the period of the end
has been sometimes explained

1

by the so-called per

spective character of prophecy.
In a note on Mt. 2429 in his Gnomon, J. A. Bengel thus

illustrates the theory: Prophetia est ut pictura regionis

cujuspiam, quae in proximo tecta et calles et pontes notat

distincte, procul valles et monies latissime patentes in augustum
cogit.

This assimilation of physical and spiritual vision, how
ever, is not only arbitrary ;

it is unnecessary. \Yhen
the Second Isaiah predicted the deliverance of the Jews
from exile as simultaneous with the opening of the

Messianic period, the psychological cause is obvious
;

it was the impatient longing of a much-tried soul to see

his people placed beyond the reach of change and

chance an impatience which could only have been

corrected by a clear intuition of the truth of historical

development which is one of the more recent acquisitions

of the human mind. Why should we look further for

an explanation ? Besides, the theory of perspective
is inconsistent with the important fact that events which

might conceivably happen in the time of the prophet
are usually represented as the cause of the great events

which are eschatologically to follow.

baning, 155-158; and cp ESCHATOLOGY, 84, i. ; B. Weiss,
Leben Jesu, 2307.

It was a tragic fate that Jeremiah, the gentlest and
most retiring of men, should have had to repeat the

. , old prophetic sentence upon the guilty
26. Jer mian..

city j erusalem . It was needful, however ;

for certain sides of the teaching of Deuteronomy had so

beguiled even the best of the citizens that they for the

most part firmly believed in the safety of Jerusalem,

partly on the ground that they had upon the whole

( though the early zeal for the law had abated
) obeyed

the Deuteronomic prescriptions, and partly because the

escape of Jerusalem in the time of Sennacherib seemed

to show that temple and city possessed an inviolable

sanctity. There was one person, however, who in all

probability questioned the authority of Deuteronomy,
and that was Jeremiah. That he did so from the first

we cannot venture positively to assert, though it is

certainly striking that, when the messengers of Josiah,

seek a prophetic counsel with regard to this book that

is found, they apply, not to Jeremiah, but to a popular

prophetess
2 named HULUAH. The whole tone of

Jeremiah s utterances is adverse to the formal religion of

Deuteronomy, and in 8 8 he even accuses the scribes

1 For example, by Hengstenberg and Oehler. Tholuck s theory

(Die Prophetcn, 61 ff.) is more subtle, but only slightly less

objectionable than the perspective theory.
2 That she was a favourite of the people appears from 2 K. 22 14

(see HULDAH).
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or hook-men of making divine law (tordh) into a lie. 1

Elsewhere too (721-26) he represents Yahwe as giving
license to the people to eat not only the sfbahnn (EV
sacrifices) hut even the uloth (EV burnt-offerings) at

their sacrificial feasts (see SACRIFICE), which is inter

preted
a as implying that Yahwe at the Exodus had

given no commandment at all relative to sacrifices.

This attitude of Jeremiah, though suggested by that of
his predecessors Amos, Hosea, and Isaiah, was of
decisive importance for the future religion of Israel.

Jeremiah was the last great prophet of the pre-exilic

period, and his emphatic assent to the declarations of
the older prophets seemed to the nobler minds of later

generations like the final verdict of Israel s God. They
sought indeed to supplement and qualify his state

ments ; hut they did not attempt to alter the traditional

words of his fragmentary prophecies. Accordingly, mere
ritualism had no standing-ground in the later Jewish
religion/

In spite of presentiments of a dark future for Israel,

Jeremiah appears at first to have had some hopes, and to

have striven to persuade his people to repent (see 2 1-^4

apart from later insertions). As time went on, however,

presentiments gave place to a settled sad conviction

that all was lost, and that nothing remained but to com
plain to his God of Israel s impenitence ;

and to assert

over and over again to his people the imminence of

judgment. Not even a minority could be excepted from
the general condemnation of the sinful people ;

4 not a

single truth-loving man could he found in the whole
of Jerusalem (5i, cp 86 10 13 ;

also 627-30 Sib [ib]).

From this painful, Cassandra-like role, Jeremiah never
withdrew. It would no doubt have been worthy of this

noble prophet (a true patriot, in spite of Kenan s

adverse opinion) to have advised Jehoiachin s com
panions to make themselves at home in the land of

exile, and to cleave to Yahwe by prayer ; but the

central statement of chap. 29 that the Babylonian op
pression shall last only for a time (seventy years) is cer

tainly unauthentic, and it is not much more probable
that the ill-written narrative in chap. 24, in which
restoration is promised to the fellow-exiles of Jehoiachin
contains a kernel of tradition. Shall we say that

Jeremiah s eyes were too much dimmed by tears to

look into the distant future ? It would be a worthier

supposition that, having broken with the idea of sacred

localities, he bade the Jewish exiles as many of them
as were capable of repentance under the stern discipline
of exile live the lives which befitted worshippers of
Yahwe on a foreign soil. At the same time, since this

is not suggested in any of the undoubted writings of

Jeremiah (which are all poetic in form), we cannot

regard it as more than a pleasing conjecture.
The so-called Scythian prophecies in chaps. 4-0 8 10 12 refer

most probably, not to the Scythians (an opinion which has
almost become traditional among commentators), but to the N.
Arabians, who had already made repeated incursions into Judah,
and, from Jehoiakim s time, became foes not less dreaded than
the Babylonians, under whose sanction indeed they appear to
have conducted their operations. This has an important bearing

1 See JEREMIAH, 4. Jer. 11 1-14 has led many (e.f., Dahler
and, formerly, the present writer) to suppose that for a time

Jeremiah was a preacher of obedience to the Deuteronomic law.
The phraseology is certainly not characteristic of Jeremiah, and
it is only a natural caution, which, after recent criticism of
Isaiah, no longer appears justifiable, that has hindered critics

from recognising the hand of a post-exilic supplementer. Note
how badly the material of 228 (certainly Jeremiah s work) is

utilised in 11 T.?/. The credit of the rectification belongs to
Duhm.

2 Whether by Jeremiah or by a supplementer, is uncertain

(see Duhm).
3 Next to Pss. 406 Tyl, and bbn/. 23, 51 ift /. [IT/.] we may-

refer to Mic.
t&amp;gt;6-8,

a passage which excited the ungrudging ad
miration o r

Huxley (Essays). Note, however, the doubtfulness
of the closing words (MicAH [BooKl, 4).

4
Jer. 5 26 which contains the strange statement, For among

my people are found wicked men, belongs to a passage (5 18-31)
which, as Duhm (completing the observations of Stade and
others) has seen, belongs to a late insertion. The writer is less

pessimistic than Jeremiah, and divides the people into a good
and a bad half.
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on the strange prophecy against Gog(?) in Ezek. 38-30 (see below,

27).

Jeremiah is a much more attractive personality than
Ezekiel. Nothing in the whole range of prophecy is

27 Ezekiel
m re fascinatinS tnan nis transparently
veracious references to his intercourse with

his God (cp NAME, 4) ; the record of his agonising
mental experiences makes us all the more admire him for

his ultimate self-subordination to the will of Yahwe, and
his unhesitating acceptance of a perilous responsibility.
Ezekiel, however, is in some respects more interesting to
the historian, because endowed with more originality,
not indeed as a prophet, but as a thinker, Little did

Jeremiah know what a gifted man there was in a priestly

family at Jerusalem. It is true, Ezekiel had been deeply
impressed by Deuteronomy, with which (in its original
form, which no effort of criticism can exactly reproduce)
Jeremiah did not sympathise, and in order to understand

Ezekiel, we must place ourselves at the Deuteronomic

point of view. His conception of religion as a church-

system,
1 and of piety as consisting in the fulfilment of

certain precepts and ordinances, is largely influenced

by the new Covenant Book. Little need be said here
of the first part of Ezekiel s ministry. As he was an
exile, it was only to a portion of the nation that he could
address himself, for he belonged to the first captivity
that of Jehoiachin. But he certainly considered this

fragment of Israel to be representative of the whole

people, and himself to be Israel s prophet. For six

years and a half he proclaimed the imminence of the

ruin of Judah, as the consequence of the incorrigible
wickedness of the people. Then (587-586) came the
fatal blow expected by none but himself. This not

only raised Ezekiel as a prophet in the estimation of his

fellow-exiles, who now became eager for the word of

Yahwe (8830), but also changed Ezekiel himself from a
censor (3 26, n %3iD ITN, EV a reprover) into a watch

man (887
2

), or, as we should say, a pastor, devoting
himself to the task of preparing suitable individuals to

become partakers of the great future which he con

fidently predicted for Yahwe s true people. It was for

them that he used his abundant knowledge of ritual and
of sacred architecture

;
for them (not for all who heard

him, 8830-33) that he uttered predictions of judgment
on the foes of Israel

;
for them (but not only for them)

that he delivered wonderful discourses on that funda
mental principle of individual responsibility which con
stitutes one of his chief claims to the possession of

originality (18881-29). Eschatology, too, became pro
minent in his thoughts naturally enough, for the wait

ing-time was to be so short, that the last things
became to him virtually the things of to-morrow

; forty

years, no more, was to be the duration of the exile (46);
when these were over, woe to the wicked, both in Israel

and among the nations,&quot; and joy for the righteous!

Though much of Ezekiel s later activity does not concern

our present subject (see LAW LITER ATL-RK, g 14, 23/ ),

it is right to allude to it even here because it suggests
how continuous the religious progress of Israel was, in

that the same man was at once the last of the prophets,
the first of the great theological thinkers, and at any
rate the most influential of the later students of law and
ritual.

It is commonly taken for granted that Ezekiel,

together with Jehoiachin and his other fellow -exiles,

resided in Babylonia. This, however, is by no means
certain. We have seen elsewhere (see OBADIAH [BOOK],

7) that N. Arabian peoples probably joined the

Babylonians in the invasion of Judah and the overthrow

of Jerusalem, and that Jewish captives were carried into

N. Arabia. Some of the phenomena which are most
favourable to this view are to be found in Ezekiel, which,

like other prophetic writings, has been much edited, and

1 See Bertholet, Die 1 erfassitngscntwurfdes Hcsekiel (iZqft).
2 3 16-21, in which the same term occurs, is evidently a later

insertion.
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in its present form, seems often to misrepresent the

meaning of the prophet. The river Chebar should

probably be the river of Jerahmeel, and TEL-ABIB

[y.z&amp;gt;.]
Tel-arab (mound of Arabia) or, as the Hebrew

text underlying @ may have said, Tel-Jerahmeel (mound
of J. ).

Some passages in the book are transformed, not without gam
to the sense, by similar emendations, notably chap. 28, which has

been wrongly supposed to have been directly influenced by a

Babylonian myth ; for this indeed, if Ezekiel had really resided

in Babylonia, there would have been ample opportunity (see

PARADISE), but that is just the point which is in dispute. The
description of the cherubs in Ezek. 1 has also been supposed to

show the direct influence of Babylonia. It is plain, however,
that the influence of Babylonia on the Judah of the later regal

period was strong enough to have produced the imaginative

description in Ezek. 1, even if the writer had never left Jeru
salem, and the whirlwind which brought the cloud -enfolded

chariot of Yahwe came (according to an extremely probable
view) from Zaphon i.e., the district in the Negeb which con
tained Horeb, the mount of God. In another vision (17 4) we
hear of a great eagle which came to Lebanon and cropped off

the topmost of the young twigs of the cedar, and carried it

into the land of Kenaz (IJp, as often, for |J^3), and set it in the

city of Jerahmeel (St&amp;lt;CnT, as elsewhere, for D*/3T) The
strongest evidence, however, in favour of a Jerahmeelite or

N. Arabian background is in chaps. 38yl, where Gog and

Magog should everywhere be Jerahmeel. The N. Arabian
foe became the symbol of the last and most terrible enemy of
Israel whom Yahwe would destroy.

1 Ezekiel even gives us the

means of proving the correctness of our view by referring (38 17

398) to older prophecies of this last hostile irruption ;
he means,

no doubt, Zeph. 1 nff. Jer. 4-(i 8 10 12 (parts), which are often

supposed to refer (apart from later modifications) to an appre
hended irruption of the SCYTHIANS

[y.z&amp;gt;.],
but which may be

referred with more probability to the dangerous N. Arabian

neighbours of Judah.
With a N. Arabian background, many parts of Ezekiel

assume a different aspect.
2 It is no easy task, however, to undo

the skilful work of the ancient editor who produced the present
text, and who succeeded, not indeed in infusing a large Baby
lonian element, but at least in well disguising the many striking
references to Missur, Jerahmeel, Geshur, and Saphon.
Another exilic writing, which in a secondary sense may be

called prophetic viz., Is. 40-55, also (according to the present
writer s latest criticism) has a N. Arabian background. Its

author being unknown, however, we must reserve what we have
to say concerning it for a later section ( 43).

The consciousness of the decline of prophetic inspira
tion is equally manifest in Haggai and Zechariah (1-8).

_ , Hence probably their repeated assurances
a
^

that their word is the word of Yahwe.
1

, , Zechariah s respectful references to the
J&amp;gt;

former prophets (\^ff. 7 7^), and his

mention of an angelic interpreter of his visions (cp
Ezek. 403) point in the same direction i.e., they show
that the successors of the old prophets are rarely re

membered by name because they have no public sphere
of activity, in other words are not, strictly speaking,

prophets at all ;
in fact, they pass into the number of

literary persons, whose work was always either anony
mous or pseudonymous. It is true that in the memoir
of Nehemiah (610-14) we meet with prophets exercising

public functions, of whom two are mentioned by name,
one a man (Shemaiah), the other a woman (Noadiah).
These prophets, however, were morally unworthy of

this venerable official title, and seem to have been akin

to the false prophets and prophetesses described by
1 See Goo, n. 4, col. 1747 _/?, where for JTUC (Migdon) read

^KCnT (Jerahmeel). The correction was impossible till the

key to a large section of the historic and prophetic literature

had been found. The enigmatical B Xl (882) should be VS K

(Asshur i.e., Geshur), ~WO should be CV? (Cusham) ;
and ^3n

is probably not an insertion from Gen. 10 2 (MT), but a N.

Arabian ethnic (cp Bethul?). On the mysterious JlSltri in

Joel 2 20 (a synonym for Gog ) see 44.
^ This chiefly refers to chapters in which names of countries

or peoples occur. But it is probable that fuller knowledge
would reveal other passages affected by the N. Arabian place of
exile. Soothsaying (as the story of Balaam and the true text of
Is. 26 [see Crit.

Bil&amp;gt;.} show) was specially cultivated in N.

Arabia, and sacrifices of children were very possibly still

practised there, as in the time represented by the story of the

attempted sacrifice of Isaac (see MOKIAH, and cp MOSES, 8).

This may throw fresh light on the denunciation of diviners in

chap. 13, and on the references to the sacrifices of children

among Ezekiel s fellow-exiles in 2031.
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Ezekiel (chap. 13 2228). We even find, in a part of the

late appendix to Zechariah (182-6), the anticipation of
the extinction of prophecy, on the ground of its connec
tion with the spirit of uncleanness i.e. , of heathenism.
It seems, therefore, that the unknown writer did not

regard his own and similar writings as prophetic.
We may also refer to Ps. 749, there is no more any
prophet (in spite of the fact that the words are prob
ably a gloss on the doubtful word jnv, one that

knows
),

for it suggests the belief of the scribes that in

great crises, when prophetic counsel might have been
looked for, no one with prophetic gifts came forward
in public (see col. 2207). It was a very poor substitute

for these gifts that some persons (e.g. , John Hyrcanus
J

)

were believed to be in communication with the heavenly
world by means of suddenly heard oracular voices called

Batk-kol
( daughter i.e., echo, of the Voice

), a

parallel to which in Arabian superstition has been

pointed out by Wellhausen. 2

The exceptions to the rule that the post-exilic prophets
are unnamed are Malachi, Joel, and Obadiah. It is

doubtful, however, whether we can trust the tradition.

(a) As to the name (or title) DN^D, Malachi, it was

probably taken from Mai. 3 1 by the redactor of the

Twelve Prophets, who is also apparently the author of

the superscriptions in Zech. 9i 12r. If so, ^N^D in the

heading (Mai. 1 1) should not be reproduced as Malachi,
but rendered my messenger.

3 Even if (as the present
writer has suggested) ^N^D, both in Mai. 3i and in the

heading, should be corrected into SfM p (Michael) this

would not involve the assumption that the name of the

prophetic writer was Michael, for Michael in 3r

would plainly refer to the angelic patron of the people
of Israel (Dan. 101321 12 1).

(b) As to Joel the son of Pethuel, the probability is

that the name was prefixed by the redactor out of his

own head. It is likely enough that in some late historical

midrash mention was made of a prophet bearing this

name.
Son of Bethuel (so we should probably read with 03) may

very well mean inhabitant of (the southern) Bethel, which we
conjecture to have been a place and district in the Negeb,
famous in the history of religion (cp Tubal in Ezek. 882; see

col. 3881, n.). The Negeb in the regal period was, according to

our theory, the nursery of prophets of Yahwe ; in the (pre-Macca-
baean) post-exilic period, however, no Judahite prophetic writer

would have been called son of Bethuel, because the Negeb
was at that time occupied by the Edomites.

(f) As to Obadiah (may), which is most probably
a post-exilic modification of some ethnic, perhaps Arab!

( my, Arabian), this name, too, is most probably

fictitious
;

2 Ch. 17? shows that it would naturally

suggest itself as a companion to Joel (= Jerahmeel ?
4
),

Jonah (
= Jehonathan ?

5
),
and Micah

(
= Michaiah).

Most probably, therefore, Zechariah may be regarded
as the last prophet of the school of Amos, Hosea, and

Isaiah, and though he is but a poor specimen of that

great school, and hardly enables us to divine what a
wonderful elevation or transformation of nature could

result from the prophetic call, we look upon him with

reverence as the latest representative of the goodly

company. Henceforth it was upon the enemies of

Yahwe s people that judgment was to be denounced ;

for Israel itself the gentle comforter, the earnest ex-

horter, the wise teacher, the unveiler of times and

seasons, not the lion-like announcer of Israel s certain

destruction, was the minister of God whom the coni-

1 See OPs. p. 39, note kk.
2 This may be thought to illustrate Mt. 3 17 Jn. 1228./C ; if so,

it is the highest glorification of folk-lore. The passage from Jn.

may be quoted. Then came there a voice from heaven. . . .

The people therefore that stood by and heard it, said that it

thundered : others said, An angel spake to him.
3 Clem. Alex, mentions Malachi as 6 kv TOIS SuiSexa dyyeAos

(ed. Dindorf, 29922 10224 1052 110 15).
* Ben-hail in 2 Ch. 17 7 no doubt comes from Ben Jerahmeel.
5 Jehonathan is probably a modification of Nethaniah, which

like NETHANEEL (q.z&amp;gt;.) ultimately comes from the ethnic Ethani

(pointing to the Negeb). Cp 4.
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munity required. And so, when for a little while, just
before the appearance of Jesus, JOHN THE BAPTIST

T i. iv. r&amp;lt;7-^-l preached in the wilderness of
29. John tne

Baptist.
Judcea, he combined with his threatening
comfort. The old prophetic writings had

before his time been supplemented, and the supple-
menters had introduced into them bright pictures of the

Messianic king. But whereas the supplemented were
writers merely, John was a forceful personality of the

type of Elijah. To many of his contemporaries, there

fore, he appeared like one of the old prophets come
back

;
and to us, at any rate, it is an interesting

coincidence l
that, according to one form of the Gospel

tradition, the father of John was a. certain priest named
Zacharias (Lk. Is). It is plain, however, that the

message of the Baptist was deeply modified by the

parallel announcement of the advent of the Messiah.
In fact, between the prophet Zechariah, and John the

son of Zacharias, comes the development of apocalyptic,
a specimen of which has even been tacked on to the

Book of Zechariah (see ESCHATOLOGY, 46). It is a

truly wonderful development, with a style, principles,
and method which are all its own, and which have been
dealt with elsewhere (see APOCALYPTIC LITERATURE).

That John the Baptist or any contemporary enthusiast

founded a school of prophets, cannot be shown. It

is, therefore, all the more surprising, as long as we
regard all the sayings in the Sermon on the Mount
as authentic words of Jesus, that he should have
warned his hearers against false prophets, and
announced their miserable fate (Mt. 71519, cp 24 n).
If, however, we admit that the discourses ascribed

to the great teacher were adapted (as the early
Hebrew prophecies were adapted) to a later age by
the insertion of sayings not really uttered by the

principal speaker, we shall see that later Christian

circumstances both may and must be referred to. That
there were prophets in the early Christian com
munities is, indeed, a well-known fact (see, e.g., Acts

13 i Rom. 126 i Cor 12 28 lliff. Eph. 220 85 4n Rev.

182024). It remains to illustrate and explain this

phenomenon from the now famous though but recently
recovered treatise called the Didache, or Teaching of

the Apostles. T. K. C.
( 24-29).

B. CHRISTIAN PROPHETS.

The ultimate triumph in the primitive church of the

ministry of office, over what we may call the ministry of

P h t
enthusiasm, has made it difficult for us

i i? to realise that there ever was a time when
_. , , , bishops, presbyters, and deacons were

not the prominent figures of the ecclesi

astical community. It has been the recovery of the

Didache, or Teaching of the Apostles, which has been

mainly instrumental in opening our eyes to a different

state of things ;
and a large part of the value of this

book has lain for us in the fact that it has enabled us to

recognise in other early Christian documents parallels,

more or less close, to those very features which at first

sight strike us as most strange in the Christian society
which it describes. Accordingly, we shall bring to

gether some of the later notices of the prophetic office,

before considering the references which are made to it

in the NT.
The chief figures in the church in the locality pictured

for us in the Didache are not bishops and deacons, who
are only mentioned towards the end of the book, but

apostles and prophets. The apostles are missionaries,

who travel continually, and do not settle down in any
Christian community ;

their gift is for the world outside.

The gift of the prophets, however, is for the church itself,

and they may travel or settle, as they choose (chap. 13).
Their function is that of speaking in the Spirit i.e.,

under the influence of an immediate inspiration, declaring

1 To make the coincidence complete, John s father should have

belonged to the course of Iddo (cp Neh. 12 4 16) not of Abijah.
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the will of God in the Christian assembly. Especially at

the Eucharist the prophet s gift comes into play : he is

free from restriction to the otherwise prescribed formulas,
and may give thanks as he chooses (chap. 10). This
seems to imply that if a prophet were present he would

supersede all others in the celebration of the Eucharist.

The regard in which prophets are to be held demands,
first, that their utterances and actions, however strange,
are to be above criticism to oppose them is the sin

against the Holy Ghost (chap. 11). Secondly, that they
are to be well provided for, and to receive first-fruits of

every kind ; for they are your high priests (chap. 13).
It is clear from this that the prophet has no superior in

the community in which he resides.

Here, then, we see the Prophetic Order at its greatest

height ; but it is to be noted that we already have
indications of the dangers which beset it as an institution.

(a) There are counterfeit prophets, who must be

guarded against. Certain simple rules for discrimination

are laid down.

(b) There are prophets, apparently genuine, whose
actions challenge the gravest suspicion ;

but they may
not be judged by men

; they are to be left to the divine

judgment. In this, reference is probably made to

immoral acts defended as typical of the union between
Christ and his church, and further justified as parallel to

certain symbolic acts of the OT prophets.

(c) Prophecy has been already abused by the covetous-
ness of prophets, who have demanded food or money
when speaking under the prophetic influence.

(&amp;lt;/)

Yet more important is it to observe the struggle
which is beginning between prophecy, as an institution,

and the local administrative order. Appoint for your
selves, we read, bishops and deacons worthy of the

Lord (chap. 15). These are not to be despised, as

probably they often were by those who esteemed the

prophetic enthusiasm as the supreme authority. Pro

phets are clearly not numerous ; a local church may be
without any prophet at all. The advent of a prophet
to such a church would throw the local ministry at once
into the shade. Yet, after all, those functions of the

prophet which were essential to the welfare of the

church could be sufficiently discharged by the local

officers, the bishops and deacons : for they also

minister to you the ministry of the prophets and
teachers. Here we see the elements of a rivalry,

insignificant at first, but destined to overthrow the

prophetic institution. Time was too strong for the

extemporaneous and enthusiastic, and was all on the

side of the regular and permanent authority. The
bishops and deacons, still waiting in the background,
plainly have the future before them.

Besides these dangers to which prophecy as an
institution was exposed, there was anether and a very

01 T~ &amp;lt;oi,,.~v,- j different one, of which we find indica-
31. In Shepherd .. ., ,,,, ,

.p. p , tions in the Shepherd of Hermas.
ma8-

In turning from the Didache to the

Shepherd we pass from E. to W. We are no longer

among a scattered population, with its churches here

and there, visited by eminent strangers with prophetic

gifts. We are in the great city of Rome, where the

conditions of life are wholly different. We are, more
over, amid heathen surroundings, at a time when the little

of earnest religion that survives gathers round magicians
and diviners. Here prophecy has other perils.

The date of the Shepherd is much disputed. The
book is permeated with the language of The Two
Ways, if not of the entire Didache. If it is to be

placed so late as the middle of the second century, it

must be purposely archaic in form, and intended to be

regarded as an earlier production. In this case the

picture of the true and the false prophet may be in part
a fancy portraiture ; we have little or nothing besides to

make us suppose that there ever was an order of pro
phets in the Roman church.

Hermas is shown a vision of the false prophet
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(.U&amp;lt;if/i/. 11). His powers are not unreal, but diabolic

;

his practices are those of heathen mantic prophecy.
He gives answers privately to those who consult him

;

he is dumb in the assembly of believers. The
true prophet speaks only in the Christian congregation ;

the false prophet prophesies in a corner for reward.

No doubt there was something of this mantic pro

phecy within the Christian church. Simon Magus, and
the legends that cluster round his name, are a proof of

it. Moreover the accusation of magic, so often brought

against the Christians, was perhaps not always un
founded. The very name of prophet must in any
case have suggested it to the heathen mind.

This mantic prophecy was of course wholly different

from Christian prophecy. But the confusion was in

evitable ; and the writer of the Shepherd is at pains to

emphasise the true distinction.

Two character sketches of the satirist Lucian throw a
lurid light on this possible abuse of the prophetic

position. One is entitled Alexander, or the false

diviner
; it shows us the practice of sooth-saying and

oracle-mongering as it flourished in the Greek and
Roman world of the second century. The other, The
death of Peregrinus, is more directly important for the

illustration of our subject. We see here the kind of

impostor who then travelled and traded on the religious
sentiment. Among other transformations Peregrinus

adopts the role of Christian prophet. He is spoken
of as interpreting the sacred books of the Christians,

and as writing fresh ones for them. He even goes to

prison as a confessor, and is well looked after there by
the widows and other members of the church. Pre

sently he is detected and disgraced, and he ends as a

Cynic philosopher, burning himself at the Olympic
festival in order to gratify the passion of his life, the

desire for notoriety. It is to be noted that Peregrinus
is distinctly spoken of as a prophet, and that, although

previously unknown, he rises at once to a position of

pre-eminence in the Christian community.
Thus far, then, we have seen the Order of Christian

Prophets, as it is depicted for us in the Didache, a

document which, however, it must not be forgotten,

represents an imperfect type of Christian society, con
fined perhaps within a narrow local range. We have

seen, too, the perils of various kinds to which that order

was by its very nature exposed ;
and we have seen side

by side with it the administrative order, sometimes

temporarily overshadowed by it, but destined to abide

as the permanent ministry of the church when prophecy
as an institution had passed away.

Let us now look back to the NT, and ask what is the

position of the Christian prophet there. The conception

prop&quot;
6 as it hud gradually been

worked out in the history of Israel, was
that of a man who speaks from God, to warn, to

console, sometimes to foretell. Such voices of God
had long been silent when John the Baptist recalled the

figure of the prophet Elijah. Once more men listened

to the divine voice speaking through a man s lips. A
prophet, and more than a prophet (Lk. 7 26) had

appeared. The work of Jesus himself is several times

described as prophetic, and his hearers spoke of him as

a great prophet (Lk. 7 16).

The new Israel of God could not be thought of as

less fully equipped for its divine mission than the old

Israel had been. On the day of Pentecost the words of

Joel were remembered : I will pour out of my Spirit
. . . and your sons and your daughters shall prophesy
(Joel 3 i [228]). Agabus, Judas, Silas, the four daughters
of Philip, are specially named as prophets and prophet
esses (Acts 11 28 21 10 1532 219). Agabus foretold

events ; but as a rule the function of the prophets was to

declare the divine will, as at Antioch, when Barnabas and
Saulweresent on their first mission (Acts 13 \f. ),

or again,
when prophecy pointed out Timothy to be the ordained

companion of Paul (i Tim. 1 18 414). Besides this it
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was their part to make exhortation and to give thanks
in the Christian assembly (i Cor. 14 4 ff.].

In Paul s earliest letter to a Greek church he has to

defend the position of prophecy : Quench not the

Spirit, despise not prophesyings (i Thess. 520).
J In

Corinth he has to check the extravagance of some who
exercised the gift in a tumultuous manner, and he lays
down as a guiding principle, that the spirits of the

prophets are subject to the prophets (i Cor. 1432). See
SPIRITUAL GIFTS. In the Epistle to the Ephesians we
read that the church is built on the foundation of the

apostles and prophets (2 20) ;
that to his holy apostles

and prophets the mystery of Christ is revealed (85) ;

and that among the gifts of the ascended Lord to his

church, some are apostles, some prophets, some

evangelists, some pastors and teachers (4n) words
which recall an earlier passage, i Cor. 1228: God
appointed in the church first apostles, secondly
prophets.
The Apocalypse, in its first and last chapters, is

distinctly described as a prophecy (13227^), and
the seer in one passage is linked with his brethren the

prophets (229). The saints and apostles and

prophets are called upon to rejoice over the fall of

Babylon, which has shed the blood of prophets and
saints (182024). In the letter to Thyatira (220)

Jezebel which calleth herself a prophetess, if not an
individual woman claiming inspiration, at any rate

represents an abuse of the gift of prophecy for immoral

purposes.
It seems probable that there is some connection which

has not yet been worked out between the Didachi; and
Second Peter. That epistle gains a new significance
when we read it in the light of what we now know of

Christian prophecy and the perils which beset it. After

a mention of the prophetic word, to which ye do well

in taking heed (2 Pet. 1 19), follows a terrific denuncia
tion of the false teachers who are said to correspond
to the false prophets of the ancient Israel (2ift) Their

immorality and their opposition to constituted authority
is emphasised both here and in the parallel section of

Jude. They are compared to Balaam who prophesied
for hire, and to Koran who resisted Moses and Aaron.
The prophecy of Enoch is quoted against them (Jude 14).

They are denounced as a disgrace to the Christian love-

feasts (2 Pet. 2 13 Jude 12). It may be that the title of

prophet is purposely avoided in speaking of them.

They have their visions and dreams
;

but they are
4 sensual (psychic), not having the Spirit (Jude 19). In

contrast with such, true prophecy is again mentioned,
and the faithful are charged to remember earlier utter

ances of the holy prophets (2 Pet. 82). That in some
of these passages we cannot sharply distinguish between
OT and NT prophecy is perhaps due to an intentional

vagueness on the part of the writer.

The NT, then, leaves us no room to doubt that in

the primitive church next in importance to the apostles
stood the Christian prophets. Prophecy, like other

charismata, was an endowment of the church as a
whole. This is clear from the scene at Pentecost (for

we cannot entirely sever prophecy from the gift of

tongues), and also from another significant occasion

when prophecy followed the laying on of apostolic
hands. But, like other charismata, it manifested

itself especially in certain individuals. No human
choice, however, determined their selection

;
and this in

itself differentiated them from the administrative officers

of the church. The prophetic gift was immediately
recognised wherever it appeared, and its possession
raised the humblest to a position of eminence.

Besides the biblical names which we have mentioned,
we hear of Ammia of Philadelphia and Quadratus of

Athens as exercising the prophetic gift (Eus. HE5tj},
and other prophets and prophetesses appear among

1 [That Paul himself had visions and revelations of the Lord
appears from 2 Cor. 12

\jff~. ; cp Acts 13 9 27 10.]
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the early sects. The strangely interesting revivalis-

, ..,, tic movement called the Phrygian heresy,
, , and commonly known as Montanism,

pro n , was a vast effort to resuscitate prophecy,
and to magnify the enthusiastic authority

against the administrative.

Montanus and his two prophetesses, Prisca and

Maximilla, based their extravagant claims on the great

chapters of the Fourth Gospel in which the Holy Spirit
is promised as the Paraclete who shall guide the church

into all the truth. They claimed that in their persons
this promise was at last fulfilled, and that they were
new incarnations of the deity, with authority to super
sede the teachings of the apostles, and even to say more
than had been said by Jesus himself. The spirit of this

movement rapidly spread westward. Rome, Carthage,
and Gaul were all stirred by it. It was a moment
when the church was harassed by persecution, and
men s minds were excited and thrown somewhat off

their balance. The martyrs of Lyons and the martyrs
of Africa alike show sympathy with the movement,

though in a tempered form. It seemed to a great

spirit like Tertullian s that the church s love had been

growing cold, and that it needed some startling revival

such as Montanism promised to inaugurate.
It is not clear how far this new prophecy, as it was

called, stood in a direct line of succession to the primi
tive Christian prophets. Those who sought to harmonise

it with the Catholic church certainly quoted the earlier

prophets in its justification. The movement failed, less

perhaps from its early extravagances than from the

inherent weakness of prophecy as a system.
It has had several parallels in later history, such as

the Anabaptists of the Reformation period, and yet
more notably the Irvingites of a recent generation ;

we

might perhaps add to the list the self-denying but ex

travagant zeal of the Salvation Army. Every such

endeavour has witnessed to a truth a truth which the

church in its ordered sobriety is perpetually in danger
of dropping out of sight ; but it has isolated that truth

from other complementary truths
;

it has divorced

enthusiasm from order, and erected it into a supreme
authority. Again and again organisation has been too

strong for it, and prophecy as an institution has proved
to be incapable of permanent resuscitation.

In its most spiritual element the gift of prophecy may
be said never to have become extinct in the Christian

_, . church. Age after age has seen the
33. uonciusion.

rige of great teacherS| alike within and
without the ranks of the regular ministry : men who
were dominated by a sense of immediate mission from

God, and filled with a conviction which imparted itself

by contagion to their hearers. But prophecy as an

institution is what we have been considering, and as

such it was destined to pass away, leaving those of its

functions which were vital to the church s well-being to

be discharged as a rule by the settled ministry, which

rose to its full height only on its rival s fall.

In reviewing the causes of the disappearance of the

prophetic order, we may give the first place to this

necessary rivalry with the administrative authority. To
the prophets themselves no administrative functions are

ever assigned. This very exemption led to a contrast

and ultimately to a conflict between them and the regular
church officers. It became intolerable, as time went

on, that the ordinary officers should l&amp;gt;e liable to contra

diction and opposition from irresponsible enthusiasts

coming and going as they chose. So long as adminis

tration was quite subordinate, and the prophets were

true expounders of a divine message, all would go well ;

but the expansion and general settlement of the church

gave a growing importance to the official class, and a

dual control was inconsistent with the church s unity.

Moreover, as we have seen, the institution of prophecy
contained the elements of its own dissolution. Even to

the genuine prophet the fulfilment of his function
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34. Intro
duction.

brought serious peril. The loss of self-control involved
in the ecstatic condition and ecstasy was a common,
though not universal, accompaniment of prophecy has
often been observed to have a weakening effect on
morals. Already in the NT we have found indications

that immorality was sheltering itself under a prophetic

guise. Again, the prestige and emoluments attaching
to the prophetic gift made it worth while for unworthy
persons to simulate the possession of it. Nor was it

easy to discriminate between the true inspiration and
the sensual excitement which strove to counterfeit it.

Once more, in the Greek and Roman world magic and
mantic prophecy was everywhere in full play ; and it

was inevitable that Christian prophecy should come to

be confused with practices which had this at least in

common with it, that they claimed to be direct com
munications with the invisible world.

We need not seek further for the causes of its decay.
It had served its turn in the first enthusiastic stage of

the Christian church. As the church grew larger and

stronger, stress was of necessity laid upon the permanent
organisation on which its corporate unity depended.
Irregularity was destined to give way to regularity, and
the ministry of enthusiasm yielded to the ministry of

office. J. A. R.
( 30-33).

C. SURVEY OF THE PROPHETIC LITERATURE.

We now proceed to take a survey of the prophetic
literature in the narrower sense of the word. We shall

treat first of documents whose authors names
are known ( 35-42), then of the anonymous
writings ( 43-45), and we shall pass over

narratives other than those imbedded in collections of

written prophecies. It is true, by taking this course we
shall give the reader no idea of the large influence of

prophecy on historical literature and on the religious

poetry of the community. This omission (enforced

upon us by the limits of our work) is, however, to some
extent repaired by anticipation in the article HISTORICAL
LITERATURE, 3-8, 10

;
see also HYMNS, 2, and

any good commentary on the Psalms. On Christian

prophetic literature it is unnecessary to speak here at

length. The Apocalypse of John is called a prophecy

(Rev. Is 22? ff.}, because it declares things which

must shortly come to pass (Rev. li), though it was
not on this account that it was admitted into the Canon.

Prophecy, indeed, had come more and more to be

regarded as having to do with eschatology (cp Smend,
A T Rel.-gesch.W 342), and since the last things were

thought to be close at hand, the definition of the con

tents of the Johannine Apocalypse may be applied to

apocalyptic writings in general. A recently expressed
view J that the synoptic Gospels come to us through the

(Christian) prophets is not likely to meet with accept
ance. See, further, OLD -CHRISTIAN LITERATURE,
and on Christian prophets, cp above, 30^

Our starting-point, therefore, will be taken, not at

the so-called oracles of BALAAM \_q.v. ~\,
but at the

short but important book of Amos, which

suggests so many hard problems textual,

exegetical, and historical (see AMOS, BOOK OF); we
shall assume the results of critical analysis. Most

readers, perhaps, have no doubt that the author of the

book (see 7 14/1 and cp li) was a herdman of Tekoa,

and also a cultivator of sycomore figs. It is not clear,

however, how a Tekoite herdman can have interested

himself so much in the northern kingdom. It required

no small courage for a Judaean to enter Israelite territory

for the express purpose of interfering in the religious

and social life of the nation, denouncing everything as

corrupt, threatening swift and utter ruin. 2 Moreover,

how does Amos come to have two occupations, which

1 E. C. Selwyn, The Christian Prophets (1901).
2 Dr. J. Taylor, in Hastings DBl^b.

35. Amos.
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appear to require two different residences (AMOS, 2)?
Is this at all likely? and if it is a fact, why does Amos
take the trouble to communicate it to Amaziah ? These
difficulties may predispose us to adopt the results of the

present writer s most recent textual criticism of the

prophecies of Amos, which are connected with the

theory that they are in every sense a S. Palestinian

work, being specially concerned with the NEGKB [ / .],

and that this region in the time of Amos belonged to

N. Israel.

For the latter point, see 2 K. 142528 (emended text), and
they shall oppress you from the region about Maacath to the

wady of Arabia. Cp, however, col. 2406, notes 5 and 6, which
are based on the traditional view that the great enemies of Israel
before the Assyrians were the Aramaeans of Damascus.
According to the theory in question, for example, among the

places and regions mentioned in chaps. 1 3-8 3 we find Cusham
(less probably Kidsham), Jerahmeel, Missiir (see MIZKAIM),
Amalek, Rehoboth, which, in the emended text, take the place
of Damascus, Gilead, Moab, Ammon, Rabbah respectively.
It is also at a southern Bethel that Amos encounters the

hostility of the priest Amaziah (7 10), and among the chief
offences of the Israelites it is mentioned that they resort to the
southern sanctuaries Bethel, Jerahmeel (

= Dan?), Dan (see
Luz, 2), Shimron, and Beer-sheba (44 5 5 8 14), which are also
not improbably referred to as the high places (bamoth) of
Isaac (7 9), ISAAC [y.v.] being popularly regarded as the patron
of the Negeb. Lastly, the region to which the Israelites are to
be carried captive is described as being beyond Cusham (5 27,
see SALMA). It now becomes clear where the prophet s native

place
must have been, yipn (Tekoa), like ^rip (see JOKTHEEL),

is a perfectly natural corruption of SNOn-p (Jerahmeel), and

CHp33 in 1 i probably comes from
D&quot;irr|3

or CpT J2, a native

of Harim, or of Rekem. 1 The same origin should most prob
ably be assigned to ipia in 7 14, while 0^13 in the same passage
is not less clearly a fresh corruption of ^KDrTV 1 In 7 15, too,

}Ni &quot;iriNa ( from behind the flock ) is probably a distortion of

7KDITV JtPiSDi
from Cushan-Jerahmeel.

1

We have called Amos a prophet, and one of the

higher prophets he certainly was. Even after remov

ing the various post-exilic insertions, however, there is

much in the book that we can with difficulty suppose to

have been uttered in public. Was this really the work
of Amos ? or may we suppose a school of early prophetic
writers to have worked up fragmentary notes of the

prophecies of Amos, and given them a striking literary
form ? As a scholar who does not question the traditional

view has remarked, it might be difficult to trace any
connection between the orderliness that Amos displays
in his book and his vocation, unless, indeed, we are
bold enough to account for it by the leisure enjoyed
by the Oriental shepherd.

2 Another scholar, who is

equally faithful to tradition, has endeavoured to prove
the existence of the strophic form in the writings ascribed
to this prophet.

3
Certainly the prophecies in l3-2i6

and 46-n are highly artistic in structure. But is it not
the easiest solution of an undeniable difficulty that

Amos, whom we can scarcely suppose to have turned
his mind to the elegances of the poet s art, gave way
to the solicitations of disciples, and permitted them to

edit his prophecies for a public which only the disciples
ventured to imagine as probable ? If this conjecture be

accepted, all the more interest attaches to the prophetic
visions in chaps. 7-9, because these visions are here
described in the autobiographic style.

Biographical too is the opening of the next great
literary monument of prophecy (Hos. 1 2-6 8/. ).

It

36 Hosea
cl es n0t mdeed te^ us w^ Hosea was

;

but if we may adopt an explanation of

Corner, bath Diblaim (1 3 ), based upon textual con

jecture, it does mention that Hosea s wife was a Jerah-
meelite,

4 and this strongly favours the hypothesis that

1 D -in (Harim) and
cp~l (Rekem) are both to be explained as

corruptions of SCnT (Jerahmeel). For HARIM (Ezra232)cp
Ezra 2 31, where the other Klam should be Jerahmeel. For
Rekem, cp REKEM, SEI.A, and altogether see Crit. Bib.

2 Mitchell, Aios(~) [1900], 9.
3 Lohr, Untersuchungen zuin Buck Ames(igoi).
4 Both -|j3j and ryS^I (1 3) are probably corruptions of SNOTV-

The extraordinary words in 3 tb we take to be corruptions of the
name of Hosea s wife. This is confirmed by &amp;lt; s ve/SeA. oivov =

&quot;
i

?aj = D &amp;lt; r3T = 7,XCnT- See Crit. Bib.
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Hosea, like Amos (probably), was an Israelite dwelling
in the Jerahmeelite Negeb.
We can easily understand that either from his own travels or

from the statements of the many Israelites who flocked to the
southern sanctuaries, such a person would be well acquainted
with the moral and political circumstances of northern Israel. At
the same time, he would have a not less keen interest in the Negeb.
Some place-names in the MT of Hosea which have been thought
to refer to N. Israel, in the true text most probably refer to the

Negeb, 1 and the Asshur and Mizraim (read rather Mizrim )
of which he speaks refer to regions to the S. of Palestine. As
in the prophecies of Amos, one of the chief offences of the N.
Israelites is their resorting to the sanctuaries of (according to the

hypothesis) the Negeb. This must be the reason why, accord
ing to Hosea s biography, the prophet married a Jerahmeelite
wife. The relapse of Israel into a lower form of religion was
symbolised by his union with a daughter of Jerahmeel, because
Baal-worship, or calf-worship (Hosea identifies Baal with the
calf ), was practised at the Jerahmeelite sanctuaries. Lo-

ruhamah and Lo-ammi, the names of Hosea s children, are
no doubt suggested by the name Jerahmeel. ^

The second chapter (after the later insertions have
been removed) is almost a commentary on the bio

graphical fragment ; Israel s Baal-worship is its adultery,
the punishment of which is desolation of the land.

Generally, however, Hosea delights in short abrupt sen
tences (hence the epithet applied to his style by Jerome :

commaticus). As the late A. B. Davidson 3 well says, he
little addresses the people ; rather, turning his face away
from them, he speaks of them to himself in shuddering,
disjointed monologue. His literary originality is perhaps
shown by the fact that there are no important phraseo
logical points of contact between him and Amos.
The burden of Hosea s warnings to northern Israel and the

Negeb, however, is surely not uninfluenced by that of the warn
ings of his older contemporary to the same regions. I will cause
you to go into captivity beyond Cusham, says Amos (5 27) ; they
will not return to Yahwe, says Hosea, then they shall return
to Misrim, to Geshur(Hos. 11 5 ;

9 3), to Jerahmeel (7 i6).
4 EV,

it is true, once introduces the Egyptian Memphis into Hosea s

threatenings (96); but the Hebrew is
rp, which occurs nowhere

else and is doubtless corrupt (see MEMPHIS, NOPH).
Isaiah is a true successor of Amos and Hosea ; he

combines the ethical severity so transcendently manifest

o 7 T . , in the former with the emotional warmth
*

of the latter. He is not indeed a N.
Israelite ; Judah and Jerusalem are the main objects of
his prophetic threatenings. But he is well aware of the

material strength of the N. Arabian peoples and of the

pernicious religious influence which proceeds from

Jerahmeel.
5 The primary object of the Jerahmeelites

outside of the Israelitish Negeb was to regain the cities

which had formerly been in their occupation. But their

ambition was not limited to this. They made incursions

both into Israel and into Judah, and in Isaiah s time
under Rezin king of Aram (Jerahmeel) they even
threatened Jerusalem

6
(2 K. 16s Is. 7i). Jerahmeel,

however, has ceased to be the instrument of Yahwe s

vengeance ;
it is, according to the present theory of a

number of misunderstood passages, one of the four

peoples of which Isaiah is commissioned to predict the

punishment, the others being Israel, Judah, and Assyria.
Isaiah s poetic capacity is clear from the very earliest

of his works (2 5-21). It is plausible to suppose that

he had not yet come forward as a prophet when he

1 Partly by corruption, partly by editorial manipulation, the
names have often been miswritten. Mizpah and Tabor
(5 i) should probably be Zarephath and Rehoboth. Gilgal
(4 15 9 15 12 12 [n]) and Gilead ( 8 VI 12 [i i]) should be Jerah
meel ; Shechem

(&amp;lt;&amp;gt;9)
should be Cusham. Jezreel (1 4,f., 1 1

[22]) is no doubt right ;
but it is probably the southern Jezreel

that is meant (see 7).
l Cp Is. 20 i/ (read ^KOnT and VxDnV K^)- Dtf in DJ? N 1

?

very probably (like ^N Dl ) conles from S^cnT-
3 Hastings /)/&amp;gt;

, 2425 a.
4 The only considerable emendation here is jNonT for

^iy t^f
in 7 16 ; Pasek warns us to examine the text. See Crit. Bib.

5 In 26 DlpO IN^D should certainly be ^KCnT DD p IN^D,

they are full of diviners of Jerahmeel, and in 220 the idols
which the Israelites cast away are described in the true text as

having been made by the Jerahmeelites (see MOI.E).
6 See Crit. Bib. ; REZIN. A similar case is recorded in 2 K.

1217. Though this is not yet in the commentaries, the Hazael
who set his face to go up to Jerusalem was no doubt a N.
Arabian king. Cp also 2 Ch. 14 9 (see ZEKAH).
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produced this splendid poetic description of the day of

Yahwe. At present it stands as the introduction to

some prophetic passages such as Isaiah might really
have uttered. 1 This position, however, is presumably
due to the editor who is responsible for the fitting

together of the fragments of prophecy which follow.

There is, however, another prophetic poem, the strophic
structure of which can be more distinctly made out. In

an article on prophetic literature it may be permissible
to devote a few lines to so remarkable a production.

It would seem at first sight as if the strophic divisions

were(fl) 98 [ 7 ]-i2 [n] ; (6) 9 .3 I&amp;gt;]-. 7 [,6] ; (&amp;lt;r)9.8[, 7 ]-

21 [20]; (&amp;lt;/)
10 1-4. In the third strophe, however, the

two halves do not cohere well. It is probable that

only the first half is correct, and that the third couplet
of the strophe (9 19 [18] a, fi) should run

By the wrath of Yahwe the land is overthrown,
And the people become as food for Sheol.

The three following couplets (one of which, Manasseh,
Ephraim, etc., is probably a gloss) seem to have
come from some other context containing a description
of anarchy and oppression. How the third strophe
closed, we do not know. The fourth stanza can scarcely
have been 10 1-4, which belongs probably (without the

refrain, v. 4$) to the grand succession of woes on
the sinners of Judah in 58-24. Possibly it has taken
the place of 026-29, which describes the approach of the

enemy who is to overthrow the land, and make the

people as food for Sheol. That the last strophe has
no refrain, is quite natural. Very possibly indeed the

preceding strophe had none. For after the enemy
(Assyria?) had come from afar, and carried the people
into exile (figuratively described in v. 19 b], what room
was there for any further blow ? Very grand is the

refrain
(

For all this, etc.), and surely not less impres
sive than a thunder-peal ; but the poet refused to carry
it on when the sense forbade.
The first strophe speaks of the inroads of Rezin and the N.

Arabians; the second of a great slaughter (in battle? or in a

usurper s insurrection?); the third and the fourth of the ruin

brought by an Assyrian invasion. In v. io[n], %is, as Lagarde
saw, is a miswritten

pm&amp;gt;

and (as even this able critic did not see)

V3 N (as 3 N often in the Pss.) is an error for D
aiiJ Arabians.

Apparently this fine though fragmentary poem refers,

not at all to Judah, but to the northern kingdom. This
has been doubted, but the unemended text gives no
continuous sense, and the result of the emendations is

confirmed by the explanation given of the people, all

of it in Is. 9g [8] viz., Ephraim and the inhabitants

of Samaria. As time went on, we may suppose the

poetic impulse declined and the prophetic greatly
increased. The ruin of N. Israel is predicted, most
think, in 84 and in 28i-6,

2 and inclusively at least in

69-13 and 17 i-n.
The last of these deserves special notice because of the com

bination of Aram or Damascus with Ephraim (N. Israel). It is

most usual to date this prophecy before the Syro-Ephraimitish
war, chiefly because no reference is made to the joint attack of

Syria and Israel on Judah. The general chronological view of
the prophecy may perhaps be correct, but at any rate (as recent
criticism suggests) Ephraim in ?/. 3 is a corruption of Jerah-
meel, and Aram in the same verse means the same N. Arabian
people, while Dammesek (Damascus) is miswritten for Kidsam
or perhaps rather Cushum, and Aroer (v. 2) for Arab or
Arbim. It is judgment upon the ancient foe of Israel that Isaiah

here prophesies, but also upon Israel itself, which (if we may infer

anything from the combination of 7/v. 1-3 with 7m. 4-11) has
found it necessary or expedient to enter into an alliance with

Jerahmeel. Judah, too, in spite of the Jerahmeelite invasion

(chap. 7),
3 probably found reason to seek a Misrite(Jerahmeelite)

alliance at a later day (see col. 2201, n. i).

It is very possible that notes of Isaiah s discourses
were partly worked up by the disciples of whom he

speaks in 8 16. For 1 2-26 this view seems to suggest
the only adequate explanation of the phenomena ; but
we cannot venture with any dogmatic positiveness to

limit its application to this passage. Nevertheless,
1
81-15, and 16-24, omitting certain later insertions (see

SBOT).
-

See, however, below, on Micah ( 38).
3 Sec REZIN, and Crit. Bit.
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there appears to be no rashness in adopting the general
verdict of critics that Isaiah, take him all in all, is the

greatest of the older prophets whose discourses have
been committed to writing, though the unique versa

tility ascribed to him by Ewald may be incapable of

strictly critical proof.
1

Micah, being a younger contemporary of Isaiah, may
naturally be expected to show traces of his influence.

&amp;gt;So much at least appears to be certain

that both prophets announce the ruin of

Judah and Jerusalem (Is. 221-14; Mic. 812). It is also

generally held that both predict the fall of Samaria (Is.

28 1-4 Mic. 1 2-7), though the predictions were written

down only after Samaria s fall had occurred. 2
It is very

possible, however, that the prevalent opinion is mistaken.
Amos and Hosea, rightly read, both point, we believe, to the

southern sanctuaries as the cause of sin to the northern kingdom,
and Isaiah (26 20, .see above 37) speaks of Jerahmeel as exer

cising a baleful influence on Judah. This seems to show what
Micah means (Is) by the transgression of Jacob namely,

pics?
and the sin of the house of Judah namely, cVe lT-

The former name should in fact probably be read p CC SHIMRON

\g.v.}, and the latter Sxcm Jerahmeel. And in Is. 28 1 3

C HEK IDE is not improbably a corruption of 7NCJTV CC. 3

Cusliam-jerahmeel ; the reference will in this case be to some
important Jerahmeelite city (cp SHECHEM, 2), probably the
same as that called Shimron by Micah. Both prophets antici-

Eate
the devastation of the Negeb, its cities and its sanctuaries,3

y the Assyrians.

The historical value of Micah is therefore greater
than his religious originality, unless indeed we take in

portions of the book which criticism tends more and
more to disallow (see MICAH [BOOK]). From a literary
as well as a religious point of view, this country prophet
contrasts unfavourably with the great city prophet
Isaiah. There is, however, in 24 (if Stade and Nowack
may be followed) a little kindh or dirge which deserves

attention as an illustration of Budde s kinah-metre (see

LAMENTATION, 2).

The next prophet in chronological order, according to

most, is Nahum, of whom Driver 4 remarks that of all

39. Nahum and
he Pr Phe s

,

he is the one who in

Habakkuk
dlgnlty and force approaches most

nearly to Isaiah. There is, however,
much to be done before we can say that we thoroughly
understand him (see NAHUM) ;

underneath our present
text it is possible to trace a prophecy which related, not to

Nineveh, but to the Jerahmeelite capital. The key to

the prophecy is in 1 15 [2i], which, though it forms part
of a late alphabetic poem, may nevertheless be used as a

commentary on the prophecy. The passage runs (we
omit a few words), O Judah, keep thy festivals,

perform thy vows, for no more shall Vy^a pass through
thee

;
he is consumed, cut off. Vjr^a is almost certainly

miswritten for &quot;jNcriT.
5 The prophet himself describes

the city to which he refers as city of the Arammites 6

(Jerahmeelites), and its king as king of Assur, i.e. ,

the southern Geshur (2i 3i8) ; in 28 87 its name is given
as mr3, which is probably miswritten for &quot;?Ncnv. The city
whose fate is likened to that of myj is called (38) in MT
}ii2N xj (RV, No-amon). It may have been Janoah, a

city in N. Israel depopulated by Tiglath-pileser (2 K.

1629) i.e., Yenu am? (see JANOAH). If so, Nah. 2/.
was written after 734 B.C.

;
the prophet himself was

perhaps a native of the Negeb ;
Elkoshite may come

from Eshcolite. 7
Very possibly we may venture on a

1 This seems to the present writer certain. See, however,
Driver s Introd. (ch. 3).

2 Cp Smend, A T Rel.-gesch.W 237, n. 2.

3 Note the reference to the idols (symbols of Yahwe?) in

Mic. 1 7 .

4 Introd., 315.
5 This is one of a group of passages (Is. 35s 52i Joel 3 [4] 17)

in which the names of the N. Arabian oppressors of the Jews are

cleverly obscured. See Crit. Bib.

6 Reading, in 3i, D SHN for MT s D CH (cp D DT for C SHK

Ps. 51 i6).
1 Peiser s explanation (see ELKOSHITE) is no doubt attractive ;

but the evidence pointing towards a southern origin for Kish

(to which name Peiser refers as a parallel) is strong. oirU
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still more definite statement. Relying on requisite

emendations of passages in Is. 7 and 8, we may lay it

down as in a very high degree probable that the N.
Arabians invaded Judah, and that as a punishment
Isaiah expected the N. Arabian border of Palestine to

be devastated by the Assyrians. It is reasonable to

assume that Nah. If. was written in the course of this

Assyrian invasion, after certain N. Israelitish districts

(including the city of Janoah) had been taken, but

before Gush or Jerahmeel had felt the heavy hand of

the conqueror. That its prediction really was fulfilled

we may probably infer from Tiglath-pileser s own
mention of a campaign against N. Arabia and Gaza,
and from the double notice in 2 K. 1529 (from the

document which Kittel calls K) and 16g (from Kind s

A).
1 It was reserved for a post-exilic writer, whose

work, however, has been edited in such a way as to

destroy the true geographical reference, to produce an

edifying story describing how, after an initial act of

disobedience, a prophet of Israel, at the divine com
mand, warned the capital of the Jerahmeelites of its

danger, not without happy results (see 44).
This result places Nah. 2 f. (in its original form) about a

century earlier than the date assigned to it by the new critical

tradition. No critic, however, will deny that there are difficulties

in the ordinary view (see NAHU.M I BOOK]). One of these demands
special notice here. If Nahum s oracle really refers to Nineveh,
it follows that either Isaiah or Nahum was under a serious
illusion ; for Isaiah distinctly calls Assyria the rod of Yahwe s

wrath (Is. 105), whereas Nahum describes the oppression of
Nineveh as wicked injustice.

2 It was, however, quite in ac
cordance with the prophetic tradition (see Am. 1 3-5) to accuse
Cusham (or Jerahmeel) of transgressions so great that they
deserved the severest punishment.
The denunciations of the troublesome Jerahmeelite

neighbours still continue
;

the captivity spoken of in

2 K. 16g (?) was therefore only partial. Habakkuk is

the true successor of Nahum. For it is plain that the

wicked who seeks to annihilate one who is more righteous
than he (Hah. 1 13) is the same oppressor whom Nahum
(819) has already accused of far-reaching wickedness.

This oppressor is soon to be put down, and to suffer the

fate which he has destined for Judah, at the hand of

the Chaldreans. Critics have generally thought of the

Assyrians ;
but the Assyrian suzerainty could hardly

have awakened the indignation so energetically and

poetically expressed by Habakkuk. 3 We may probably
venture, with Driver, to place the prophecy in the reign
of Jehoiakim.

4

Zephaniah is a follower of Isaiah, but lacks that

prophet s classic moderation (Zeph. Is); nor does he
connect the announcement of the day
fYahw6 with any high moral purpose,

; 2ii and 3g IQ bejng ag Smead points

N A IT

8 r
Ut n0t part f the oriSinal Hook of

a lans&amp;lt;

Zephaniah. We must not, however,
contrast Zephaniah with Amos, Isaiah, and Jeremiah, on
the ground that he threatens all nations from Ethiopia
to Assyria, for Assur, as so often, is substituted for

Geshur, Nineveh is misread for Jerahmeel, and
Cush is the well -authenticated Cush of N. Arabia.

Who is the intended instrument of Yahwe s vengeance,
is not stated. If, however, the destroyers from the

north in Jer. 46&amp;lt;J Qi6 are the Scythians, we can hardly

suppose that the same destroyers are meant in Zephaniah,
for the prophet says (213) that Yahwe will stretch out

his hand against the N. See ZEPHANIAH [BOOK].

(Nahum), too, may reasonably be connected with ethnics like

NAHAM, NAHAMANI, etc.
1 S ^Jl ~iy*71 (Gilead and Galilee) in the former very possibly

comes from ^NDriT (Jerahmeel) ; and pe OT in the latter from

Cenp (Kidsam = Kadesh) or rather QW3 (Cusham= Cush, in N.

Arabia).
2 See Smend, A T Rel.-gesch.V\ 240f.
3 That the Jerahmeelites are referred to is also suggested by

Hab. 3 7 ( the tents of CUSHAN ). The poem in Hab. 3 must be
later than Habakkuk ; but the editor who inserted it may have
been partly influenced by this reference to the N. Arabian Cush.
A certain geographical consistency need not be denied.

4 On the composition of the book see NAHUM (BOOK OF).
5 Smend, op, cit. 243.
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In reality, Zeph. 213 and Jer. 46(5 6i/&amp;gt; represent

changes in the prophetic attitude towards the people
or peoples referred to. The North in these and in

the similar related passages should probably be

Zaphon. This is a name connected with the N.
Arabian border of Palestine (see PARADISE, 4), and

probably equivalent to Misrim (see MIZKAIM, zb}. It

appears that not only Jeremiah s late biographer,
1 but

even the supplementers of his fragmentary work (see

45), regarded him as a prophet of N. Arabia as well

as of Judah ;
and in the contexts of Jer. 4 6^ 616 occur

names which point, in the former case with probability,
in the latter with certainty, to an invasion from the S.

This view is confirmed by a group of other passages
in the little poems ascribed with most confidence to

Jeremiah himself.

(a) Jer. 4 isyC For hark! one declares from Dan, and
makes known calamity from Mount Jerahmeel. Misrites come
from the land of Jerahmeel, and utter their voice (battle-cry)
against the cities of Judah. This presupposes textual cor
rections. Duhm s defence of the traditional text is a plain
makeshift, It seems that the remnant of N. Israel at the foot

of Antilibanus and on the Ephraimite mountains were still in

touch with Judah and Benjamin (cp 41 5 ff.), But the Dan
intended must be a southern Dan (=Halusah), and Ephraim,
as often, is miswritten for Jerahmeel ;

41 5 is corrupt.
(b) 8 16, The snorting of his horses is heard from Dan. A

place situated at the extreme northern limit is not appropriate.
(c) 6 i, Blow the trumpet in Tekoa, raise up a signal at Beth-

jerahmeel. Duhm remarks that, Tekoa and presumably Beth-
haccerem (?) being places in the S., the reference to them must
be an interpolation. This suits the Scythian theory, no doubt,
but is the resource of despair, (rf) 2 16, Also the sons of the

impious (read C S.in) will break thee to pieces, the sons of

Jerahmeel i.e., a desolating Jerahmeelite invasion will be

Judah s punishment for copying the religion of Geshur (MT
Shihor and Assur ) and Misrim (MT Misraim); see v. 18.

Cp NOPH, TAHPANHES. (e) and (_f) 5 15 f. and 22 20 may also

probably be added (see Crit. Bib.). The former passage is

specially important because Nin cSli O N1H 1IVN 13 seems to be
an early explanatory gloss = that is, the Ethanite nation ; that

is, the Jerahmeelite nation.

This result is important, not only as confirming our
conviction of the perennial influence of N. Arabia on
the political and religious history of Judah, but also as

supplying fresh material for an opinion on the chrono

logy of Jeremiah s works. 2 In their present form, this

prophet s genuine works are certainly monuments of

the later period of his ministry.
Tradition connects Jeremiah with a scribe named

Baruch. It is probable that, like the pre-exilic prophets

41 Te em ah
11 Senera l he was to much absorbed in

,. , intercourse with his God to think much
of the means of perpetuating his revela

tions. At the same time we can quite well imagine
him dictating his prophecies which are often rather

poetic elegies than discourses to a faithful scribe.

Clearly this involves no disparagement to Jeremiah s

poetic talent ; Baruch, if he was really the author of

the biographic sections, or of part of them, 3 was too

prosaic a person to have meddled with the structure of

his master s poems. It is noteworthy that one of the

biographic sections contains a little poem (see LAMEN
TATION, 2), consisting of two pentameters, which is

ascribed to Jeremiah. In Duhm s opinion it is an elegy
on the fate of the people of Judah ;

but the prophet s

biographer had access to more poems of Jeremiah than

we now possess.

According to the late A. B. Davidson, 4 the literary
remains of Jeremiah are formally less perfect than those

of Isaiah ; the poetical rhythm is not so regular, losing

1 See Jer. 27 3, where is and
p-| ! are, as in Joel 3 [4] 4, cor

ruptions of &quot;PSD Missur.

2 The descriptions of the Jerahmeelite invasion, even if only
anticipative, can hardly have been written long before the fourth

year of Jehoiakim (2 K. 24 2).
3 Duhm accepts this view. N. Schmidt, however, denies that

any part of our present Book of Jeremiah can be ascribed to

Baruch. He also rejects the narrative in chap. 36 altogether
(see JEREMIAH [BooK], 9, 17), whilst Duhm (288) regards
this as an important narrative on Jeremiah s activity as a
writer.

4 Hastings DB 2 576 a.
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itself often in elevated prose. This shows us some of

the points to which future study must be directed. We
must determine more exactly the extent of the literary

remains of these prophets, and in correcting the faults

of the traditional text must pay more regard to metre.

Criticism has till lately somewhat neglected Jeremiah.
Duhm and Cornill, however, have opened up new paths,
and a stricter textual criticism may assist us in deter

mining between them where they differ. Comparing
their results, we find those of Cornill the less startling.

According to him, it would be an error to try to bring
the (genuine) poetical passages of Jeremiah into correct

strophic pentameters ( Klnah-strophes )
or trimeters.

Apart from a few lyrical intermezzi in strophes of

pentameters, Jeremiah does not advance beyond ir

regular verses
(

Knittelversen
) ; and but for the strophic

structure of his poems, we might describe his style as

rhythmic prose. Duhm, however, says, Most of the

poems are very short (on the average containing less

than five Massoretic verses) ; the metre is everywhere
the same, quatrains with alternately three and two
beats. He adds that the poetical diction is correspond

ingly simple and natural, popular in the best sense, and
on this account touching and even overpowering, and
that in its abundance of striking and original images it

reveals a born poet. This characterisation is based on
the short poems, about sixty in number, which Duhm
assigns to this prophet.

If Jeremiah is distinguished as a poet by his natural

ness, Ezekiel is no less conspicuous for his excessive

_ artificiality. His book indeed is much
42. bzekiel to

n a
-

s
.Qrk of literature than of

Zechariah. , ,

prophecy, m the true and original .

sense of the word prophecy (see EX.EKIEL [BOOK],

2). He himself tells us of a time when from physical

incapacity he had to suspend his utterance of the

message of woe to his people (826) ;
and though we

cannot doubt that he addressed assemblies of the

exiles -commonly in similitudes (c Stro ;
see PROVERB)

of one kind or another (2049 [21 s]) &amp;gt;t &amp;gt; s plain that he

gave a more elaborate form to these addresses with a

view to their publication. He excels in kinoth or

dirges (for references see LAMENTATION, 2) ; but

partly from textual corruption, partly from the extensive

modifications introduced by an editor, who confounded

1XS (Missur= the X. Arabian Musri) with ii (S6r = Tyre)

and c&quot;t&amp;gt;2 (Misrim, also = Musri) with C&quot;is2, it is difficult

to reconstruct their original form. 1
According to

Kraetzschmar, the book is full of doublets and parallel
texts (see especially 1 1-3 13 f. 84-9 49-17; 61^ 7 1-9

Sjf. 9.5-7 10i8/. 1221-27 178-xo 16-20 1821-29 2840-44
2422-24 25 3-7 262-14 19-21 8022-26 35 3 -i5&amp;lt;z 38 39 43iS-2 7

452i^). If this critic is right, we may even speak of

two recensions of the text, one of which is shorter and

speaks of Ezekiel in the third person (see Kraetzschmar
on \zf. 2424), and is probably based on an excerpt
from the longer one, in which Ezekiel himself is the

speaker. The combination of these recensions is

obviously the work of a redactor. Since the text of (@

presents the same phenomena as MT, the redaction

must have taken place before that version was made.
It has been asserted that the prophets use visions

as a vehicle in which they bring home to man s highest
faculties the providential mysteries with which they feel

themselves inspired. This is at any rate not wholly
untrue of Ezekiel and (especially) Zechariah, whose
visions seem to be to a great extent artificial and

literary. Such visions indeed are distinctively character

istic of the later period of prophetic and semi-prophetic
literature. Haggai may have none, and Malachi

may have none ;
but they cannot in this respect be

1 Kraetzschmar has bestowed much pains both on the cor

rection of the text (after able predecessors, especially Cornill)
and on the metrical arrangement of Ezekiel s poems. He
overlooks, however, the worst corruptions those of names of
countries.
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regarded as typical specimens of their age, and Zechariah

gives us no less than eight visions (17-68), of the

artificiality of which there can hardly be a doubt (see
ZECHARIAH [BOOK]). Certainly, as Moulton says,

1

no other prophecy equals Zechariah s sevenfold (eight

fold) vision in the demand it makes on the imaginative

powers. From a literary point of view, however, must
we not add that it contrasts disadvantageous!} with the

simple, natural, and truly poetic visions of Is. 40-48 ?

D. JERAHMEEUTE THEORY.

The writers called prophetic who chronologically

precede Ezekiel, Haggai, and Zechariah are fully
_ . prophetic, but only half literary ; the

, .

eml
;P
ro ~

nameless writers who follow these

trans t ona l personages are in the full

sense literary, but at most only half

prophetic. That they would have assumed the title

of prophets may confidently be denied, and yet the

existence of a secondary prophetic element in them is

too plain to require proof. Even Malachi, who is on
the whole (see MALACHI, 7) dry and prosaic in style,

in 3 1-5 catches something of the old prophetic enthusiasm,
whilst the succession of writers of whom we have to

speak next really succeed in assimilating much of that

which is best in the old prophets, of course apart from
their unique authoritativeness. From a literary point
of view, we may, if we like, criticise them

;
but at any

rate they care much about style and imagery, and have

produced a new style of literature. For us perhaps the

most interesting feature of their work is the elaboration

of the Messianic idea. We find it first (so at least a
strict criticism suggests) in Ezekiel (34 23/1 37 24/. ; cp
the gloss in Hos. 85); the Second Isaiah, however,

apparently dispenses with it ;

2 Zechariah too, in the

original text of Zech. 6 i2/I , must have referred, not to

a future Messiah, but to ZERUBBABEL 3
[?.&.]. When,

however, the hopes attached to this prince were dis

appointed, devout and patriotic men of the semi-pro

phetic school looked into the future, and found there a
son of David, marked out by God as, under him, the

king of Israel, the perfect king the Messiah (Is. 96[s]):
And the angel of Yahwe calls his name,
Protector of Israel, Prince of prosperity.

4

With regard to Is. 40-66, it is important to mention

that though the results attained (see ISAIAH [BOOK])
without the help of the new Jerahmeelite theory are to a

great extent sound, a number of critical details require
re-examination.

For instance, in the light.of this theory it becomes at once highly
probable that the composition of chaps. 40-55 should be placed in N.
Arabia. That this book (as we may fairly call it) has been much
edited, is certain, and no one can be surprised that sometimes

(though not so often as in Ezekiel) there are traces of an earlier

and very different text underlying the present one(see Crit. Bil&amp;gt;.).

Four passages at any rate may be referred to. (a) 41 1-4, where
the Jerahmeelites and Edomites seem to be called upon to listen

to the prophetic writer s argument. This consists of a highly
coloured description of the victorious march of Cyrus, which
has Jerahmeel the land where the writer and his fellows are

pining in exile for its goal, (b) The second is 42 22, where the

Jews are spoken of as despoiled in Edom and plundered
among the Jerahmeelites. (f) Next comes 43 14, where Yahwe
says that he has sent to Jerahmeel, and will lay the Jerahmeelites
low; and (d) yl\f., where it is affirmed that Yahwe s people
went down to Misrim to sojourn, but were oppressed by the

Geshurites without cause (cp Lam. 56, and LAMENTATIONS, $

7), and that the Ishmaelites and Jerahmeelites act madly, and

blaspheme the name of Yahwe (cp Ps. 74 10 18, and PSALMS,
28, v.). It may be added that in at least one important passage
of the third part of Isaiah (,

r
&amp;gt;6-66)

there seems to be a reference

to Jerahmeelite oppressors (6819, for DTlVC reac D TptOfTT^X
though we are far from asserting that 03 7-64 12 [n] is of the
same date as 40-o5.

1 A Short Introd. to the Literature of the Rif le, 260 (1901).
- Sellin (Stut/ien, 1 [icoi]), however, interprets the Servant

of Yahwe in the Second Isaiah as a poetic description of

Jehoiachin. See SERVANT OF THE LOKU.
3 See Duhm, Jeremia, iSiyC
* For the emendation of the text here assumed, see Crit. Bit.;

cp also Lagarde, Semitica (ad lor.).
5 The preceding word should possibly be lyjiN ( our lords

are Jerahmeelites ); cp 26 13.
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The work of the Second Isaiah (which can hardly

have come down to us in its integrity) is clearly enough
only semi-prophetic. The writer is a thinker, a rhetori

cian, and a poet ; possibly he has also been a pastor ;

but the element of strictly prophetic revelation is

secondary, a circumstance with which the anonymity of

the work is closely connected. In truth, a prophet was
not needed at this period of Israel s history. The dis

cipline of exile and the self-denying labours of Jeremiah,
the Deuteronomist, and Ezekiel had produced their due
effect on a noble minority of exiles. The truth of the

unique greatness of Yahwe, the creator of the world

and the maker of history, had been burnt into their

inmost being, and to this truth corresponded the sister-

truth of Yahwe s election and appropriation of the

prophet-people Israel. It was needful, no doubt, to be

able to declare in the name of Yahwe that Israel would
be justified in the eyes of the world, and would be

restored to its own land, there to serve its God, and to

give an example of a righteous people. The chief

thing, however, was to complete the education of the

exiled people, and to quicken the zeal of less advanced

individuals, by presenting a many-sided picture of the

nature of God. The most distinctly predictive passages
are 42 9 43s 14 19 f. 4426-28 45 1-3 14. Upon the whole,

however, the writer regards himself as merely one who
has seen or divined beforehand the fulfilment of that

series of prophecies which is, to him, among the most
decisive proofs of the unique divinity of Yahwe.

Oth ^e JerahT&amp;gt;eelite theory has also a
., .

er
special bearing on Is. 24-27, on the addi-

_ , ,, tions to the Book of Micah, on Joel, on

th-th Obadiah 1 and on b01 &quot; Parts of the

_ i j composite Book of Zechariah ; also on
.g., Joe an

the storv Of jonani and on the Book of
Jonan.

Jeremiah.
Two of these have been considered in the light of that theory

already (see MICAH [BOOK], OBADIAH [Book]). As to Is. 24-2&quot;

we can here only point out that, on grounds of analogy, iic x and
C lso must be Geshur and Misrim. As to Joel, it can hardly be
rash to say that chap. 3 [4] is closely akin to the latter part of
the Kook of Obadiah, referring as it does to the valley of

Zephathor Zarephath( Jehoshaphat, e/. 12, is certainly wrong -),

and to Missur or Misrim 3 and Edom (yu. 419) as the cruel
enemies of Judah who shall receive fitting retribution. It now
appears possible definitely to solve the problem of 312;,- (2 20);

evidently this word should be a N. Arabian ethnic viz.,

Sephonite (see 41). The reference is to the Jerahmeelites,
whom Ezekiel has already indicated ( Gog-Magog ; see 27)
as the eschatological foe of Yahwe s people. We now see how
necessary it is to view the locusts in Joel 1 2, not as mere
locusts, but as harbingers of the Day of Yahwe. * Indeed, the

presence of the ethnic Sephonite in 2 20 (pointing forward to

chap. 3 [4]) is already presumptive evidence against a dual origin
of the book. The reconsideration of the problems of both parts
of Zechariah must be reserved (see ZECHAKIAH [BOOK]).

A still more interesting specimen of editorial manipu
lation is furnished by the Book of Jonah (author un
known

).

Great light has been thrown by a succession of critics on the

story in its present form ; but criticism cannot stop short here.
We have seen ( 7) that the territory recovered by Jeroboam II.

for Israel was really the Negeb, and that the foes from whom it

was taken were the Jerahmeelites (D SHN) ; also that the prophet

Jonah is described, according to an extremely probable emenda
tion of 2 K. 1425, as a Maacathite 5

(see MAACAH). We have
also seen ( 39) that Nineveh (nij j) in Nah. 2 8 87 has been

partly corrupted, partly altered, from Jerahmeel (S^CnT), and

that the great city (nVufnl Vytn]) n Gen. 10 12 has sprung
out of the same place-name ; god (c nStf) ar&amp;gt;d king (^c) are

also familiar distortions of Jerahmeel (^NCrvr). It now
becomes highly probable that the mission of Jonah was, not to

Nineveh, but to the capital of the Jerahmeelites, and that the

1 Probably an editor s transformation of Arab!, Arabian.
2 Till the right key had been applied, it was natural to emend

BBC lfV into CEB O (jEHosHAPHAT, VALLEY OF). See, however,
SHAPHAT.

3 For pTSI IS read IHfD, and for T\V^S read JIB^S.
4 See Wellhausen and Nowack on the passage ; and cp JOEL

[BOOK], 5, 7.
5 By Gath-hepher is probably meant some southern locality.
Hepher appears to have been a southern clan -name (see

ELIPHELET, 2).
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story about the great city, the city great unto Elohim, a

journey . . ., has developed out of the simple phrase the city
of Jerahmeel. The journey of the prophet was therefore not
more difficult than that of Elijah or Elisha (both men of the

Negeb) to Cusham (i K. 19 15 2 K. 8 7) ; and the king of Jerah
meel (not of Nineveh an unparalleled expression) might not

unnaturally listen to his preaching, as Hazael, Elisha s nominee
for the crown of Aram or Jerahmeel, listened to Elisha (2 K.
88-13, see ?) The story of Jonah in its original form may,
therefore, most naturally be viewed as a Midrash on 2 K. 14 25.

Jonah prophesied to Jehoahaz (?) the future reconquest of the

Negeb (so 2 K. states) ; but he also, at the bidding of a merciful

God, warned Jerahmeel of its danger, so that by a timely
repentance the capital of Jerahmeel escaped destruction. In
both its forms the story is presumably post-exilic.
The same editorial tendency to alter the geographical

setting meets us over and over again in the pro-

45 Supple- pheti writinSs ; Habakkuk, Haggai, and

I**
Malachi are the only ones which seem to

,

-p
have escaped its operation. Of the re-

Jeremiah
su ^ts m some f tnese books we have

spoken already ; and though vastly more
remains to be said, all that we can do here is to throw
some fresh light OH parts of Jeremiah, the extremely
interesting phenomena of which book are just now-

attracting special attention. The parts referred to are
the work of post-exilic writers, mostly supplementers.

It has puzzled critics to account for the fact that the

place of Jer. 46-51 (the prophecies against foreign

nations) in
&amp;lt;@i

is between 2013 and 25 15; we should
have expected these chapters to have followed, not

preceded, the list of nations in w. 15-26. Man} other

small and great problems have also taxed their ingenuity,

among which it is enough to mention the historical

difficulty of the unconfirmed reference (cp JEREMIAH
[BOOK], 14) to a battle between Nebuchadrezzar and
Pharaoh-necoh at Carchemish (462), and the difficulty
of finding a historical background for the oracle (so

strangely placed in a collection of prophecies ascribed

to Jeremiah) against Elam (4934-39). ^ e are well

within the mark, however, in saying that there have been

corruption and editorial modification on a large scale,

both in the list of nations in 25 15-26 and in chaps. 46-51.

As to the list, it is enough to refer to SHESHACH, and
to point out that the peoples which are to drink the

wine-cup of judgment are, besides Judah, the various

N. Arabian populations. The manipulation needed was
but slight, and we can with ease, after omitting ditto-

graphed names, restore the original form of the passage
1

(cp also 27 3 2814, and see Crit. Bib.]. We now see to

what extent Jeremiah was, according to Jer. 1 10, set

over the nations. With regard to 46-51, some details

are given under MIGDOL, NO-AMON, NOPH, TAH-
PANHES, LEB-KAMAI, MERATHAIM, PEKOD, SHE
SHACH. It must suffice here to add that pe Ci (

Damascus !
)

in 4923 is necessarily a corruption of cnp (Kidsham),
or DK-n (Cusham), rcn (Hamath !) of Maacath, and
nsiN, probably (cp REPHIDIM) of Jerahmeel ;

and that

D
1

? ],

1 (Elam !)
in 4934^ a late addition, it would seem

is, doubtless, a corruption of SxcnT (Jerahmeel
2
).

How far insertions were made by the later editor to

convert the original prophecies on Misrim and Jerah
meel into prophecies on Misraim and Babel (Babylon)
cannot here be discussed. Several of the headings, at

any rate (462 47 1 49^4), have received additions sug
gested by the editor s faulty view of the historical refer

ence of the prophecies.
3 The final redaction of Jeremiah

1 This restoration (see SHESHACH), together with the fact that
there seems to be a tendency (cp MOSES, 7)10 convert Yerah-
tne elim into arelim ( uncircumcised ), enables us to restore the

original text of Jer. 925./C, which is simply an announcement
of the judgment impending over the N. Arabian peoples, but
was placed where it now stands, after the text had become
corrupted, as an edifying admonition to the Jews not to rely on
their circumcision. Cp, however, JEREMIAH [BooK], 16.

2 So also, most probably, in Is. 11 n (see PATHROS, SHINAR).
3 The heading in 46 2 must originally have been simply

C&quot;1iiD ? concerning Misrim. To this was added &quot;i\?3
7 rrty

SKCnya rnSN inrSy n^rt
-irx C lSD concerning the army of

the king of Misrim, which was by the river Ephrath in Jerah
meel (cp v. 6, where n:i2S means towards Zaphon ).
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must therefore have been late, for in the original form
of the prophecies in question it was held that Jeremiah

(like Nahum, Ezekiel, and the Jonah of the story)
was a prophet for N. Arabia. The idea of ascribing
this group of prophecies on N. Arabia to Jeremiah was

probably suggested by the tradition that he accompanied
a band of Jews which sought refuge (?) in Misrim i.e. ,

in N. Arabia. 1

At this point it is necessary to refer to what is stated

elsewhere (ISAIAH [BOOK], 3 f. )
relative to the present

position of the study of Isaiah, which may without

alteration be extended to the case of Jeremiah. Jere
miah, not less than Isaiah, in its present form is a post-
exilic work, and we can hardly expect to find that the

whole of a long passage is rightly ascribed to Jeremiah.
The insertions (we must not say, interpolations) both

in Isaiah and in Jeremiah are of great interest for the

study of Jewish religion. They range from very small

additions, which may have seemed necessary to round
off sections or paragraphs, to long compositions with a

definite theological purpose. We confine ourselves here

to the inserted passages in Jeremiah, which, according
to Duhm, have a twofold origin, about 220 Massoretic

verses belonging to the biography of Jeremiah by
Baruch, 2 and about 850 verses to the writers who
supplemented the works of Jeremiah and his disciple.

The general object of these supplementers (and the

same remark may be made of those who supplemented
the first half of our Isaiah) was to produce an instructive

and edifying book for popular use, not less comprehen
sive in range than authoritative in tone, and the supple

mentary portions were, for the period when they arose,

the most important, because they suggested the interpre
tations and qualifications which the recognised religious
leaders imposed on the fragmentary prophecies that

formed the kernel of the book. The work in its present
form is, therefore, on a much lower level than the

Fourth Gospel, because the object of the supplementers
is not so much to present Jeremiah s personality in an
idealised form adapted to a later age, as to invest their

own ideas of Israel s past, present, and future with the

authority of the last of the great pre-exilic prophets.
From a literary point of view, the merits of this group
of writers are not great. Ezekiel is the model for the

denunciations, the Second Isaiah for the consolations ;

Deuteronomic turns of expression are also not un-

frequent. Assimilation and reproduction are, in fact,

the notes of the prophetic or quasi-prophetic literature

of the post-exilic period, which makes it often rather

difficult to determine the date of its monuments.
How the work of the original prophet (say, Isaiah or

Jeremiah) is to be separated from that of supplementers,

4 fi
TT * l s not so easy to explain briefly to

, , ^v those who have not followed the pro-
, - cesses of recent criticism. Nor shall

we here attempt this task, which be-
supplementers.

longs rather to those most useful

writers who are now in course of revolutionising our
text-books of theological literature. It may be remarked,
however, that it is not wise to depend too much on the

argument from the use of particular words or phrases,

partly because a thorough textual criticism often throws
much doubt on the traditional text, and partly because

later writers, having before them the object of supple

menting the elder prophets, often avoid, so far as they
can, words or forms which would be distinct indications

of a late age, or even try to reproduce the phraseological

colouring of their models. The argument from ideas

and social background, and especially, when we can be

quite sure of the text, historical allusions, are of much
more value. To these we shall soon be able to add the

argument from metre (cp POETICAL LITERATURE,
8). Both Isaiah and Jeremiah have certain predi-

1 Probably a trace of the tradition ofa Jerahmeelite captivity.
Cp MIGDOL.

* See, however, JEREMIAH [BOOK], 9.
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lections as regards metre which ought to assist us

greatly in determining the extent of their literary records.

It would be premature, however, to attempt as yet a

summary of results on this head. For this as well as

for other departments of prophetic study, it is urgently

necessary that textual criticism should be practised oil

a larger scale, and to some extent by means of other

methods than heretofore. Much that has been done
will doubtless remain, and old methods will not be
discarded ; but virtually new methods will have to be

applied on the basis of a large acquaintance with the

phenomena of the MT and
&amp;lt;&,

if progress is to be
made in the knowledge of the prophetic writings.

Here, therefore, the present sketch of the prophets,

prophecy, and prophetic literature must be brought to

a close. There are many points on which much greater
fulness would have been easy, if we could only have
assumed the correctness of the traditional text, or if we
could have devoted space to the text-critical basis re

quisite for a fuller treatment of the points referred to.

We have been obliged to select such points as appeared
of most importance, in view of what has been said

elsewhere on subjects connected with prophecy ;
and

these we have endeavoured to treat in the only way
which seems, in the present position of our study, to be

altogether justifiable, namely, in the light of the most

thorough textual criticism accessible to us. But we are

far from undervaluing the able work done by other

methods, without which the more complete view of

prophetic problems at which, with mingled hopes and
fears, we are aiming would be impossible. For writers

of all schools, for Delitzsch and Konig, not less than for

Ewald, Wellhausen, and Duhm, every student of pro

phecy has the warmest regard ;
and what English-

speaking or English-reading scholar will hesitate to join
to these the name of the much-lamented A. B. Davidson ?

In the ancient and mediaeval church and in the dogmatic
period of Protestantism, there was little or no attempt at

historical study of prophecy, and the pro-
47. Literature, phetical books were found instructive only

through the application of allegorical or

typical exegesis. For details the reader may refer to Diestel,
Gcsah. d. v! T (Jena, 1869), and, for the final form of orthodox
Protestant views, to Witsius, De Prophetis et Prophetia. The
growing sense of the insufficiency of this treatment towards the
close of the period of dogmatism showed itself in various ways.
On the one hand we have the revival of apocalyptic exegesis
(by Cocceius and his school), which has continued to influence
certain circles down to the present day, and has led to the most
varied attempts to find in prophecy a history, written before the

event, of all the chief vicissitudes of the Christian church down
to the end of the world. On the other hand, Lowth s Lectures
on Hebrew Poetry, and the same author s Comm. on Isaiah

(1778), show the beginnings of a tendency to look mainly at

the aesthetic aspects of the prophetical books, and to view the

prophets as enlightened religious poets. This tendency culmi
nates in Eichhorn, Die Heb. Propheten (1816). Neither of these
methods could do much for the historical understanding of the

phenomena of prophecy as a whole, and the more liberal students
of the OT were long blinded by the moralising unhistorical

rationalism which succeeded the old orthodoxy. The first

requisite of real progress, after dogmatic prejudices had been
broken through, was to get a living conception of the history in

which the prophets moved ; and this again called for a revision

of all traditional notions as to the age of the various parts of

Hebrew literature criticism of the sources of the history, among
which the prophetical books themselves take the first place. In
recent times, therefore, advance in the understanding of the

prophets has moved on pari passu with the higher criticism,

especially the criticism of the Pentateuch, and with the general
study of Hebrew history ; and most works on the subject prior
to Ewald must be regarded as quite antiquated except for the

light they cast on detailed points of exegesis. On the prophets
and their works in general [stimulus at any rate may even now
be got from] Ewald s Propheten des Alien Biindes (1840-4 1,(

2
&amp;gt;

1867-68, ET 1876-77). The subject is treated in all works on
OT introduction (among which Kuenen s Onderzoek, vol. ii.,

claims the first place), and on OT theology (see especially
Vatke, Rel. des AT 1835). On the theology of the prophets
there is a separate work by Duhm, Die Theologic der Propheten,
1875 [see also Duhm, Das Geheiinniss in der Religion, 1896,
and his works on Isaiah and Jeremiah]. Kuenen s De Profeten
en de Profetie onder Israel, 2 vols., 1875 (ET, 1877 Prophets
and Prophecy in Israel), is in form mainly a criticism of the
traditional view of prophecy, and should therefore be compared
with his Onderzoek and Godsdienst Tan Israel. A sketch of

Hebrew prophecy in connection with the history down to the
close of the eighth century is given by W. R. Smith, The
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Prophets ofIsrael, 1882(2), 1895 ; the special literature is referred

to in the articles on the several prophets. [See also Edersheim,

Proph. and Hist, in relation to the Messiah, 1885 ; Kirkpatrick,
The Doctrine ofthe Prophets, 1892 ;

C. G. Montefiore, Religion

of the Ancient Hebrews (Hibbert Lect.), 1893; G. A. Smith,
Twelve Prophets, 2 vols., 1896, 1898 ;

F. H. Woods, The Hope
of Israel: a Review of the Argument from Prophecy, 1896

(critical and conciliatory).] W. K. S.

Articles by Oehler and Von Orelli in PRE, ist and 2nd

editions respectively. John Smith |the Cambridge Platonist ],

Select Discourses, 1660 (Discourse vi., Of Prophesie ) ; Kohler,
Der Prophetismus tier Hebrder u. die Manlik der Gricchen in

ihrein ^egenseitigen Verhaltniss (1861). Tholuck, Die Pro

pheten und die WtissafU*fft (1861). W. R. Smith, Prophecy
in the Schools of the Continent, Brit, and For. Rev. 1870(566

f 2); Elmslie, On Prophetic Perspective, ibid. 1872 (see 25,

end); Schwartzkopff, Die Prophetische Offtnbanmg (1896),

and Giesebrecht, Die Bernfsbegabung der A Tlichen Pro-

pheten, 1897 (both works criticise positions of other scholars;

Giesebrecht s criticism of Kuenen is specially vigorous, but he

is himself open to criticism) ; Konig, Der Offenbaningsbegrijf
des A T, 2 vols., 1882 (see Giesebrecht, 21-35 I Konig is, in

fact, somewhat exuberant in his supernaturalism) ; Lotz, Gesch.

u. Ojffenbamng im AT, 1891 (see Kautzsch s review, I h. St.

u. Kr. 1891, pp. 589-597). G. H. Gray, Growth of the Pro

phetic Literature, New IVorld, March 1899, pp. 124-143; S.

Michelet [of Christiania], Israels Propheten als Triiger der

Offenbarung, 1898 ; Kittel, Prophetie u. \\~eissagung, 1899 ;

Konig, Das Berufsheunisstsein der A Tlichen Propheten, 1900 ;

Kraetzschmar, Prophet und Seher in alien Israel (1901).
On Christian prophecy, see Buckmann, Ueber die Wunder-

krafte bei den ersten Christen und ihr Erloschen, in the Ztschr.

f. d. ges. luther. Theol. u. Kirclte, 1878, pp. 216-255 (learned but

utterly uncritical) ; Konwetsch, Die Prophetic in apostol. und

nachapostol. Zeitalter, in the Ztschr. f. kirchl. ll issensch. u.

kirchl. Leben, 1884, pt. 8, p. 408^, pt. 9, p. 4607: ; Harnack,
Die Lehre der zivolf Apostel, 1884, p. 93-137; E. C. Selwyn,
The Christian Prophets, 1901 (too ingenious).

T. K. C. 1
( i-n, 19 [part], 24-29, 34-47); H. G.

( i2/.); P. v.
( 14-18, 19 [part], 20-23);

j. A. R.
( 30-33).

PROPITIATION (IAACMOC, i Jn. 2 2 4io;

THRION, Rom. 825). See SACRIFICE, RIGHTEOUS
NESS, ii, also MERCY SEAT, 6f.

PROSELYTE. It has appeared elsewhere (see

STRANGER AND SOJOURNER, where the various Hebrew
_

T
...

1. Non-Israeli ;e
and Greek terms will be found) that

- -

jn the Priestl code approxima
worshippers of

to ks Judllistic use as proseiv te
(Yahwe in the OT. J H

yahwe (m,T NT, (5 ol
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;o[3ovfj.evoi

rbt&amp;gt; Kijfuov}, who

appear in Ps. 115g-n 1182-4 135 ig/. as a third class

of worshippers of Yahwe, distinct from the house of

Israel and the house of Aaron, are probably proselytes

in Acts 13 16, men of Israel, and ye that fear God

(&quot;Avdpes Icrpar/Xen-cu KCU oi tpofiovfj.ei oi rbv Oebv] ;
the

latter class are clearly such, and so also the fearers

[of the Lord] (&amp;lt;re/36/
aej ot [rbv Kvpiov]) in the Song of the

Three Holy Children, Dan. 833 90. With the exception,

however, of these late, casual, and vague references,

proselytes, in the full religious sense of NT times, do

not appear in the OT, and the EV of the OT is entirely

justified in always abstaining from the use of proselyte
as a translation for ger. The way in which the ancient

Israelite gerlm and the OT teaching concerning them

developed in the direction of the Jewish proselytes and

Judaistic ideas about them, may be summarised as

follows :

Proselyte (irpcxrrjAvTOs) is the term most frequently adopted
by the Septuagint, especially in legal passages, to represent the

Hebrew ger. The ger, or more fully ger ivttcisab, is not any
stranger, but a stranger dwelling in a Hebrew community and

enjoying a certain measure of protection. In old time at least

the position of such a stranger was no doubt very insecure, for

he had no strong kinsmen to take his part, and so, like the
widow and the orphan, with whom many passages of the OT
associate him, he was liable to oppression. In the law as well as

by the prophets he is commended to the humane regard of his

neighbours ; but it would have been quite foreign to antique
ideas to grant him equal rights (see Lev. 2645 Deut. 23 20).

Like the Arabic jar, therefore (whose name is at bottom the

same), he must have generally sought to attach himself as a client

to some individual or community able to protect him, and so we
must understand the metaphor in passages like Ps. 15 i 39 12.

1 Quotations from Prof. W. R. Smith s article Prophecy
1

in

, vol. 18, are expressly given as such.
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In the old Hebrew kingdom the word ger had a civil

not a religious significance, and it would almost seem
that a poor Israelite without inheritance might sink to the

position of ger, which indeed is scarcely distinguishable
from that of the Levite in Judg. 178, who went forth to

sojourn (gur] where he might find a place. The exile

and the restoration made a change in this as in all

other aspects of Hebrew society. On the one hand
Ezek. 47 22 and Is. 14 1 contemplate that the restored

nation shall be recruited by strangers who are received

on equal terms
; but, since the Jews returned not as an

independent nation but as a distinct religious community,
this implies especially that the sons of the stranger, by

joining Israel, observing the Sabbath, and holding fast

to Yahwe s covenant, may gain admission to all the

privileges of the temple and its worship. So it is put
in Is. 566/1, in marked contrast to the restrictions laid

down in Deut. 283 T f. That the views of the prophets
had practical issue cannot be doubted

;
even the foreign

NETHINIM (q.v. )
in the second temple were rapidly

transformed not merely into good Israelites but into

Levites. The condition of admission to the full

privileges of an Israelite, in particular to the passover,

is, according to the Priestly Code (Ex. 1248 Nu. 9 14),

circumcision.

The free admission of foreigners to the Jew ish church

is a mark of the universalistic tendency which, in spite

of all the narrownesses of Judaism under the law,

accompanied the break-up of the old national system.
On the other hand, it presents a different line of transition

from the purely civil to the religious meaning of ger. It

demands that certain rules shall be enforced not only on

Israelites proper but also on strangers sojourning in their

land. They are not to eat blood (17 10), commit incest

(1826), sacrifice to Moloch (202), or blaspheme Yahwe

(24i6); and for murder and other crimes they are to

be answerable to the Hebrew authorities according to

Hebrew law (2422).

The term n-pocnjAi/Toi, so frequent in in the sense already
explained, occurs only four times in the NT. Proselytes are

present at Pentecost (Acts Jio); one of the

2. Terms in deacons was a proselyte (*3 5) ;
Mt. 23 15 refers

NT etC. to tn
.

e zea of tne Pharisees in making them ;

and in Acts 13 43 (Antioch) we have T&amp;lt;av treflo-

tieviav irpooTjAvTwi perhaps a conflate reading But the

repeatedly recurring &amp;lt;j&amp;gt;oj3ovjuei&amp;lt;oi
-rov Oeov (Acts 10, Cornelius;

13 16 26, speech at Antioch in Pisidia) and
&amp;lt;re/3dju.f

oi TOV #eoi&amp;gt;

(1850, women at Antioch ;
1(5 14, Lydia ;

17 4, Thessalonica ; 17 17,

Athens ;
18 7, Justus) are probably synonymous with TrpooTJAvrot

(see below, 5), as are
e7r&amp;gt;)Avs,

de Execr. 6, etc., and emjAvTijs,

de Monarch. 7, etc., with Philo.

Conversions to Judaism were not always spontaneous
and disinterested. The Talmud speaks of lion (cp

TUT 4-Vi A , 2 K. 1725) and Esther (cp Esth. 817)
lOds ana

proselytes who became such through
causes

^
fear or for the sake of profit| and of

proselytising. Qther c]asses of interested converts

(Hull. T,b, Yeb. 246 ap. Jastrow). In Alexandria, for

instance, the Jews were included among the privileged

classes, and men would be attracted to Judaism by the

prospect of an advantageous political status. Moreover,
the propaganda of the Maccabcean princes was some
what Mohammedan in its character. The zeal of Simon
for the law (i Mace. 1848 14 14 35) must have induced

many Gentiles to profess Judaism. John Hyrcanus

(Jos. Ant. xiii. 9i) compelled the IdumEeans, Aristo-

bulus (xiii. 113) the Iturasans, and Alexander Jannseus

(xiii. 164) many cities, etc., especially in Eastern

Palestine, to accept Judaism. The inhabitants of Pella

refused, and their city was destroyed. When kings like

Izates (Ant. 262) and great nobles became proselytes,

many of their subjects and dependents would naturally
follow suit.

Many political and social circumstances aided prosely-

1 [The theory of the foreign origin of the Nethinim, however,

may be called in question. In PSALMS (BOOK), 27, it is main
tained that Nelhinim is a distortion of Ethanim i.e., the

b ne Ethan, or Ethanites, corresponding to the bn e Asaph or

Asaphites.]
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tising, just as, later, they promoted the spread of

Christianity. The Jews were dispersed throughout
all the Mediterranean lands, and involved in many
commercial dealings with Gentile neighbours. Thus
there were countless opportunities for the missionary

spirit referred to in Mt. 23 15, and, on the other hand,
the Gentile inquirer could always learn what Judaism
had to teach him. The Septuagint was an instrument

of the enthusiasm of the one, and an answer to the

questions of the other. The alliances and wars of the

Maccabees and the Herods with Gentile states provided
occasions of proselytising. The Hellenising and Roman
ising proclivities of the Jewish parties and schools

represented by the Herods, Philo, and Josephus, rendered

them anxious to set Judaism before their foreign patrons
in the most favourable light.

Moreover, the prevalent scepticism as to the ancient

national religions left a void which many were anxious

to fill by faith in some new religion, and Judaism met
this craving. Doubtless some conversions were the

result of superstition we read of proselytes converted

by the advice of a dreamer or interpreter of dreams,
but others were due to the response of a religious nature

to religious teaching. Probably, to some extent the

work of Paul and other apostles illustrates the Jewish
method of proselytising. Gentiles, too, might often

attend a synagogue from curiosity, or as inquirers,
and thus become converted. Perhaps, however, the

propaganda was mainly due to teaching addressed to

families or individuals, as when the Jewish merchant
Ananias converted the mother of Izates. Proselytes
would naturally attempt to convert their relations and
friends.

The treatment of the subject in the Priestly Code is

academical, and is rather concerned with the purity of

, , the land and the temple, than with the

. conversion of Gentiles to Judaism. The
other post-exilic literature, within and

without the canon, is almost entirely silent about pro

selytes. This fact, coupled with the condition of the

Jews as a subject community, suggests that proselytes
were comparatively rare during the Persian period.
The world -wide dispersion of the Jews during the

Greek period was evidently followed by much pro

selytising, and we know that Jewish practices were very

widely imitated. Josephus (c. Ap. 1y)) tells us, There

is not a single town, Greek, Barbarian, or any other,

nor a single nation, to which the observance of the

Sabbath as it is found among ourselves has not pene
trated ;

whilst fasting and the burning of lights and

many of our laws as to meats are also observed. This

statement is substantially confirmed by many other

references to Judaising practices. Such statements do
not imply that those who imitated Jewish habits became

proselytes ; but, doubtless, partial imitation was often a

stepping-stone to formal conversion.

The proselytising zeal of the Jews is spoken of in Mt. 23 15,

and by many Greek and Latin writers. Up to the time of
Hadrian it was facilitated by the favour generally extended to

the Jews by the Roman emperors ; and not only on Semitic soil,

as at Damascus, where, Josephus (BJ ii. 20 2) tells us, most
of the women were proselytes, but also throughout the Roman
world, many converts were made, especially among women. The
most noted conversion was that of the royal house of Adiabene

(Jos.
Ant. 202), of which the splendid tomb of Queen Helena, a

little way outside of Jerusalem, still remains a monument.
The preponderance of women was due to the deterring effect

upon men of the necessity of being circumcised.

The first large bodies of proselytes of whom we read

are the forced converts of the Maccabasan princes.

Then the clause Jews and proselytes in Acts 2 10

seems to apply to the whole of v. gf. , and to imply that

proselytes would usually be found where there was a

Jewish community. In NT proselytes are referred to

at Jerusalem, Caesarea, Antioch in Syria, Antioch in

Pisidia, Philippi, Thessalonica, Athens, Corinth (see

2). Josephus (Ap. 2io) tells us : Many Greeks have

been converted to our laws
; and some have remained
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true ; but there are some who have fallen away from
want of steadfastness.

1

The proselytes must everywhere, as at Corinth (Acts

187), have facilitated the access of Christian missionaries

to the Gentiles. Christianity had nearly all the attrac

tions which Judaism possessed, and added others of its

own. Moreover, the Hellenising and other liberal

sections of the Jewish communities seem to have been
for the most part absorbed in the Christian Church,

leaving the remnant narrower and more exclusive than
it was before. Hence the zeal for proselytising declined,

and proselytes were a less important feature of later

Judaism.
Till recently, it was usually said that there were two

classes of proselytes : (a) (pnsrr nj) gere has-st dek,

_,. proselytes of righteousness, who were cir-

/.. cumcised, and observed the law generally ;

anSusof and
&amp;lt;*&amp;gt; CW? TJ) #****-* . prose-

proselytes ) tes f tne gate - wno became worshippers
of the one God, and observed the seven

so-called Noachic precepts, against idolatry, profanity,

incest, murder, dishonesty, eating blood or things

strangled, and allowing a murderer to live. The reality
of this classification, however, was challenged and dis

proved in the eighteenth century e.g., by Lardner

(see Proselytes in Kitto, L&amp;gt;H).
Schurer

(&amp;lt;7/F(

2
&amp;gt;

2 568 n. ,
(
:i 3 127 n. ,

ET ii. 2317) says : Throughout the

whole of the literature with which I am acquainted I

have not been able to discover more than one solitary
instance of it [i.e. ,

the expression -\yo -n], namely R.

Bechai (belonging to the thirteenth century) in his

Kad ha-Kemach as quoted in Buxtorf s Lex. col. 410.

Proselytes of the gate may therefore be dismissed from
the biblical aspect of the subject.

The Mishna distinguishes between ger (G6mara

pis 12), a proselyte, and ger tosdb, a resident alien, the

OT ger. The (re/36/uei oi of the NT have been identified

not only with the mythical proselytes of the gate, but

also with the ger tosdb. But this latter identification is

unhesitatingly rejected by Schurer and also by Bertholet,

who (334) quotes from Maimonides a statement that no

ger tosdb was received into Israel after the captivity of

the Eastern tribes.

Schurer, however (ut sup., ET, 311^), distinguishes
two classes of proselytes : (a) &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;o(iovfj.fvoi

rbv 6e6v or

fffj3ofj.voi rbv 6e6v, God-fearing Gentiles who adopted
the Jewish (i.e. , the monotheistic and imageless) mode
of worship, and attended the Jewish synagogues, but, in

the observance of the ceremonial law, restricted them

selves to certain leading points, and so were regarded
as outside the fellowship of the Jewish communities ;

and (b) irpoffr)\VTOi, who, through circumcision and the

observance of the law, became completely incorporated
with the Jewish people. Schurer cites the case of Izates

of Adiabene. l A Jew named Ananias represented to him
that he could worship God without being circumcised ;

but another Jew named Eleazar, who claimed to be

specially orthodox (iravv irtpi rd Trdrpta doKwv d^ijSrjs

flvai), insisted on Izates being circumcised, and the king

obeyed him (Jos. Ant. 202). History, of course, shows

that there were not only two, but many grades of

sympathy with, imitation of, and conversion to Judaism ;

but Schtirer s only example suggests that orthodox Jews

only recognised one class of real proselytes, and that

TrpocnjXi Tot, tpopovfievoi rbv 6f6v, and aefto^tvoi TOV

0e6v are synonymous. Bertholet (328^) conies to this

conclusion, mainly on the ground that Philo and

Josephus only recognise a single class of proselytes,

that in Acts neither irpoa-ri\vroL
and

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;o^ovfj.tvot
nor

TTpoo-TjXi rot and fftftofjifvoi
occur together to denote

separate classes ; and Paul, in his polemic against the

Judaisers, always takes it for granted that circumcision

is indispensable to converts to Judaism.

1 On the story of Cornelius, one that feared God, and yet
was regarded as unclean by Jewish Christians, see CORNELIUS.
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One condition, therefore, of becoming a proselyte, was that

required by the Priestly Code, circumcision to which the later

Jewish usage adds lustration by immersion in water (tcbllak,

baptism) and the presentation of a sacrifice (korbiln).^ The

immersion, about which there has been a good deal of controversy,

some maintaining that it came into use later than Christian

baptism, was really a necessary act for one who had been

previously unclean, and may be held to be involved in the general

Pentateuchal law of ceremonial washings. The later technical

name for a heathen who thus joined the theocracy was
pixrj 1J&amp;gt;

proselyte of righteousness (Sank. 96 V).

The duties and religious privileges of a proselyte were

substantially the same as those of a Jew (Gal. 63 ;

Schiirer, 326, Bertholet, 335). As regards civil rights,

proselytes in Gentile states, and even in the Roman

province of Judaea, were not at the mercy of Jewish

authorities. In this and in other respects the elaborate

discussions of the Talmud are academical discussions

of an obsolete jurisprudence, and have little connection

with the actual status of proselytes in NT times.

Obiter dicta which discriminate unfavourably between

the Jew and the proselyte chiefly serve to illustrate

the strong animus which a large section of post-

Christian Jews displayed against proselytising and

proselytes.
Schiirer, Jewish People, ii. 2 291-327 ; Stapfer, Palestine in

the time of Christ, ET, 130-132 ;
Ber-

6. Literature, tholet, Die Stellung der Isracliten u. der

Juden zu den Fremden, 179-349 ;
articles

on 1?3 and 13 in Jastrow, Diet, of Targ. etc., and Levy,

NHl^B. W. R. S. W. H. B.

PROVERB. The words so rendered in EV are :

i.Sc O, mdsal. The root-meaning of Wo is simple

to be like, to compare
2 but it bears a number of derived

senses the exact relation of which to the root-meaning
and to one another is more difficult to determine.

A. As a general term St?o denotes (a) a proverb or

popular saying without definite literary form, and

with no pretension to be philosophical, but a pithy

characterisation of an event or summing-up of a natural

law
&amp;lt;?.,.,

i S. 10 12 Ezek. 182
; cp i S. 24 14 [13] Ezek.

1222 (EV proverb, 7rapa./3o\rj).

(j3)
That against which such a saying is directed

tropically, a proverb, by-word.
E.g., Dt. 28 37 i K. 9 7 2 Ch. 7 20 Jer. 24 9 (in each case

|1 rU JB i

by-word ), Ps. 44 15 [14] (|| ^XT TOD. a shaking of the head ),

dQ 13 [12] Ezek. 14 8 (j| rflN, s gn ) EV proverb, 7rapoj3o\Jj,

but i K. 97 Ezek. 148 a^ai/ta^io?.

B. As a technical term in literature Ssra denotes ;

(a) A sententious maxim, the unit in the aggregation of

which the not very philosophical, always empirical,

Hebrew philosophy chiefly consisted. Strictly speak

ing, ^jpo nas reference to the form in which such a

sentence was expressed, that of a distich a b the

juxtaposition of a and b conveying by comparison or

contrast the moral lesson required.

Thus the 376 couplets in Pr. 10 i-22i6 are called (10 i) ^D
noW (EV proverbs, (5 om.) ; cp 1 i (EV proverbs,

Trapoi/uuai), 16 (EV proverb, &amp;lt;B 7rapa/3oA7J, parallels being

ns ^Di figure, enigma ? cp Ecclus. 47 17 and Hab. 26 -)3T

D D3n. words of the wise, cp Pr. 22 17 and rnTn&amp;gt; dark say

ings ) 25 i (EV proverbs, & ai TraiSeiat [ANc - a -

7rapoi/u.iai] at

afiia/cpiroi) 26 7-9 (EV parable ) Job 13 12 (|| p~l3T,
memorable

saying ) Eccles. 12 9 (EV proverbs, TrapajSoAai , parallels

DDK nai&amp;gt; fan -at. is? 3imi nsx i:n)-

(/3)
The distich overflowing into a tristich, Prov.

27 10 28 10, a tetrastich, 26 18/, even a decastich,

2723-27 St?D acquires the sense of a sententious or

didactic poem.
Such as we have, e.g., in Prov. 31 10-31 see Job 27 1 29 i (EV
parable, &

7rpooi&amp;gt;ioi&amp;gt;),
Ps. 49 5 (|| nTfl).

&quot;

8 2 (Ev parable, &amp;lt;5

1 Mishna, Pesac/i.Ss, Kerltlwthl-i.
_

2 Attempts (see Ges. Thes., s.v. ; Fleischer in Del. Pr. 43f. ;
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7rapa/3oAij). Ps.78 is, it is true, a historical poem ; but it is history
with a purpose.
The Q ^iyo of i K. 5 12 [4 32] (|| rilvt.V songs ) may go under

either (a) or (ft).

(7) Sc&amp;gt;D denotes finally any poetical composition.

(a) A prophecy, as in Nu. 28718 24315202123 (all

of Balaam), and Is. 144, cp Mic. 24 (|| nj ; see

LAMENTATION, i), Hab. 26
(|j nirn ns Sn, see above,

Ba), EV parable, (5 Trapa.j3o\-/i, but Is. 144 Oprji os.

(6) A parable, Ezek. 17 2
(|| nrn), 21s [20 49] 24 3 ,

EV parable, (5 TrapajSoXr).

(c) A historical lay. The moslim J of Nu. 21 27

recall the Homeric rhapsodists, though they seem to

have recited satirical songs on living persons as well,

cp A(/3) and see POETICAL LITERATURE, 4 (3).

2. rrvn, hlddh (Ar. Jidda to decline, cp ny to from Ar. Idsa).

In Hab. 26 EV renders niTn flX ^D ( Trpo/SArjjaa ei
Stijyrjo-u )

a taunting proverb ; but the asyndeton in the Hebrew, if not

without parallels, is awkward. niTn may be dispensed with as a

gloss on the rarer word ns Vo- See RIDDLE.

3. ira.poLfj.La. In classical Greek mxpoijoua means proverb,

by-word : so .(Esch. Ag. 264 ; Ar. Thesm. 528 ; Kara -n\v

Trapoi/uuai ,
as the saying goes, Plat. Symp. 222 B.

In NT Greek it means(i) a proverb, 2 Pet. 2 22
; (2) a figurative

discourse, Jn. 16 25 29 ; (3) a parable, Jn. 106. Jn. never uses

the word TrapajSoAjj, and it might have been better had RV in

Jn. 106 taken the marginal rendering proverb into the text,

just as vice versa in Lk. 4 23 RV has parable for AV proverb

7rapa/3oAj. Trapoijuua is occasionally used by (S to translate ^B&quot;D,

Pr. 1 i 25 i (ANc.a.) (by Sym., Ps. 78 2 Pr. 25 i Ezek. 12 22, Aq.
Eccles. 129 Ezek. 182), found also Ecclus. 6 35 8s 1829 393
47i7.

4. 7rapaoAj. Proverb is the AV rendering of irapa/SoATJ Lk.

423; but RV renders parable. In classical Gk. 7rapaj3oArj
denotes (i) a laying alongside (as of ships in a naval battle),

Polyb. 15 2 13, Diod. 14 60; (2) juxtaposition, comparison, Phileb.

33 B, Polyb. i. 2 2 ; (3) illustration, analogy, Isoc. 230 A, Arist.

Pol. 1 s 24, SK TUIV Orjpifav Troteio-tfai TTJV n. to take our illustra

tion from the animal world.

In NT Greek it means (i) a figure, illustration Mk. 4^otv
Tivi avryv TrapajSoAi) 9iafj.tv, perhaps also Heb. 11 19 (but see

comm. ad he.) ; (2) figure, image, type, TJTIS 7rapo/3oArj ets rbv

Kaipbv TOV eveo-rriKOTa, Heb. 9 9 ; (3) parable, Mt. 18243137,
etc. ; Lk. 147-11 12-14, are scarcely parables in the strict sense of

the word. 7rapa/3oArj is by far the commonest rendering of St^D
in $5 (e.g., Ps. 782, quoted Mt. 1435). Found also Job 84 Wisd.
5 3, and in Ecclus. twelve times. A. C. P.

PROVERBS (BOOK).
Title ( i). Authorship, date ( (,/.).

Canonicity ( 2). Process of formation ( 8).

Text and versions ( if.). Heb. aphoristic literature ( 9).

Form ( 5). Bibliography ( 10).

The Massoretic title is Proverbs of Solomon
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, Misle Sflomdh}, in the Talmud and later

_., . Jewish works usually abridged to Misle. In

the Talmud the book is also cited simply by
the name of Solomon (Derek Ares, ch. 6), or as one of

the Writings or Hagiographa (Ad. Nathan, ch. 2), and
often without name.

&amp;lt;S
has a longer form : Proverbs (TrapOL^ai) ofSolomon

son of David who reigned in Israel, and with this agree

Syr. and Vg. , except that they read king of Israel.

The superscription in our Gk. MSS is simply Tra.poifi.lai

(apparently= Rabbinical Misle) ;
the subscription is w.

[B], TT. ZaX. [N], TT. ZoX. [A], IT. ZoX. Trapa eySSo/wj-

KOVTO. [C]. In the Vg. title the book is called Parabola

Solomonis, in the superscription Liber Prorerbiorum

quern Heb. misle vacant, in the subscription Liber Pro-

verbiorum.

These readings show that in the fourth century of our

era the common designation of the book was Proverbs,

and the title in the Heb. text Proverbs of Solomon ;

1 Moslim might almost be rendered bards ;
the wosel may

be the poet, the Dichter, the setter in order of words or ideas,

perhaps he who places side by side the two halves of his verse,

cp Germ. dichten, A.S. dihtan, to arrange, set in order. Old
English verse has the same well-defined break in the middle of

the line that we find in Hebrew. And *yyB in Nu. 287 may
mean simply poem he uttered his poem,&quot; a stereotyped
phrase introducing a fresh rhapsody, like the TOV S an-ajuei/Sojuei os

jrpocre^rj, etc., of Homer. The author of Job 29 borrowed it

(29 i), and the redactor borrowed it from him (27 i) ; see Budde,
ad loc.
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the expression in the Vss.

,
son of David, king of

Israel, may be a scribal insertion (perhaps suggested

by the MT title of Kohfletk}. It is probable, though
not certain, that the ascription to Solomon belonged to

the original title (cp the titles of KdhtUeth and Wisd.

Sol,
)

: it may have been given to the earliest collection,

10 1-22 16, and then have been retained when additions

were made, or the earliest title may have been Pro

verbs, and the reference to Solomon (based on i K.
5 12 [432]) may have been added by Jewish editors

;
in

the discussions of the book at the Synod of Jamnia the

name of Solomon does not occur, but the authorship

may have been taken for granted.
In early Christian writings Prov. is frequently cited with the

formula: Solomon says. In a number of cases also it is desig
nated by the term wisdom

(&amp;lt;roc#&amp;gt;ia) or by some expression in

which the word wisdom occurs ; but it is doubtful whether
such appellations are titles proper or merely descriptive phrases.
It appears to be called simply Sophia by Melito (in Kus. HE
iv. 20 i^ff.) and in Const. Ap. 1 10 ; but, even if these readings
are genuine, they hardly prove a general Christian usage.
The expression 17 TroWperos &amp;lt;ro0i

a (Clem. Rom. C0r. 1 57, Eus.
HE 422, etc.), which is used also of Ecclus. and Wisd. Sol.,

appears to refer not to Proverbs as a book, but to Wisdom
as the all-virtuous speaker and teacher. 1 If we may credit

Hegesippus, indeed (in Eus. HE 4 22), the designation Wisdom
is of Jewish origin (from unwritten tradition) ; but of this there

is no proof the expression books of wisdom* which is used in

a Rabbinical treatise ( Tosephoth Bdba Bathra, 14 /;) of Proverbs
and Ecclesiastes appears merely to characterise these books by
the nature of their material. In any case the infrequency of the

appellation makes it probable that it is a description, not a
title proper. The prominence of the idea of wisdom in Proverbs
accounts naturally for such a designation of the book. 2

At the Synod of Jamnia (about 100 A. D.
;
see CANON,

55) tne recognition of the book as one of the Ketubim

p ... (Hagiographa) was opposed on the
2. 1/anoniClty.

grouncj s ^^ j t con tained contradic

tions (264/i) and that some of its descriptions were

indecent (7 7 -20). The first objection was set aside

(Shab. -yob] by referring 264 (
answer not a fool accord

ing to his folly )
to worldly things, and 26s (

answer a

fool, etc.
)
to things religious ;

this exegesis is incorrect,

but the explanation was accepted. The apparently

unseemly passages were interpreted allegorically ;
see

Aboth Nathan, ch. 1 (in the common recension), and

cp ch. 2 of the same work in which amorous descrip
tions in Canticles are explained as references to Israel.

After the discussions at Jamnia the canonical character

of the book was not questioned by the Jews, and it has

not since been called in question. It is quoted often in

NT and Talmud, and by Christian and Jewish writers

generally. The citations in NT are almost all of them
after the Gk. version, and are usually free

;
the book

was evidently much read, and no attempt was made by
NT writers to give its precise words. 3 As to its posi

tion, the better attested MT arrangement places it next

after Pss. and Job.
So in Bab. Bath. 14$, Tg., a number of Spanish Hebrew

MSS and in Baer-Delitzsch
;
but in some Hebrew MSS (mostly

German) it stands next to Psalms (so in Hahn) ;
the MT order

was probably determined by the length of the books. The MSS
of early adopted an arrangement according to contents, putting
the poetical books next to the historical (abandoning the division

into the three canons), and Proverbs next after Psalms (Melito,
in Eus. HE, 4 26 ;

I!
, etc.),

4 and this order is followed in Pesh.

Syr. ; Jerome s order is Job, Psalms, Proverbs. Among suc

ceeding writers there is considerable diversity ; modern versions

adopt the arrangement of Jerome. See CANON.

In respect of accuracy the Massoretic text of Proverbs

_. . , , occupies a midway position among the
* OT books. It has not been subjected

to the sweeping revision which we find in certain of the

1 Cp Frankenberg, Die Spriiche, EinL, i.

2 For a late occurrence of the name no^nn &quot;ISO ( n a synagogal
prayer of the i2th cent.) see H. Deutsch, Die Spruche Sal. nach
d. A iiffassuns; iin Talm. u. Miilr.

3 For details see works on biblical quotations. The biblio

graphy up to 1884 is given in Toy, Quotations; since then have

appeared Johnson, Quotations, 1896; Dittmar, VT in JVaro,

1899 ; Huhn, A Tliche Citate, 1900. On quotations from in

NT and in early Christian writings see Swete, Introd. to the OT
in Greek, and the bibliography there given.

4 In (EA the order is : Psalms, Job, Proverbs ; see Swete
Introd.
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prophetical writings, and, among the wisdom books, in

Koheleth ; but it abounds in minor inaccuracies. Many
of its particular words have been deformed

; lines of

couplets have been misplaced ;
not a few passages defy

translation or emendation
;
and some paragraphs (e.g. ,

four short sections in chap. 6) now stand out of their

proper connection. On the other hand, there are few
insertions or modifications in the interests of theological
ideas. The most important instance of such editorial

revision is found in the paragraph 85-10, which is a

theological parallel to the ethical paragraph 3 1-4 ;
and

117 and 1432 are perhaps other instances. 1 The
character of the thought seems to have protected the

book from violent alterations. Dealing almost ex

clusively with ethical facts and principles, it rarely
comes into conflict with later thought.

In the passage in chap. 7, which called forth discussion at

Jamnia, there has been no attempt at alteration. It is doubtful
whether we can recognise any deliberate attempt to introduce
into the book a doctrine of ethical immortality (as, for example,
in 11 7 14322). The position of Proverbs in the less sacred group
of Kcthulniii appears to have worked in two ways : it relieved

the book from theological revision, but gave occasion to many
verbal errors from carelessness of scribes.

The following Ancient Versions of Proverbs have
come down to us : Greek (Sept., fragments of Aquila,... Symmachus, Theodotion, and of several

. anonymous translations); Old Latin (frae;-
V6T/S10I1S

ments), and Jerome ;
Aramaic (Peshitta,

Hexaplar Syr., Targum) ; Coptic; to which may be

added : Ethiopic and Arabic. 3

The Septuagint, the most ancient, interesting, and
valuable of the versions of Proverbs, is given in the

principal uncials (BXAV, and fragments in C) and in a

number of cursives (collated by Holmes and Parsons).
Its text, however, is not in good condition

;
notwith

standing the work so far done on it, a critical edition (a

necessary preliminary to its best use for the re-establish

ment of the Heb. text) is still lacking. Many of

its readings are corrupt, it has many passages not

found in the Heb.
,
and its arrangement of the divisions

of the book is peculiar. It is doubtless a purely Jewish

production ; there is no clear trace of Christian revision.4

The manner of its origination may be suggested by the

example of the younger Jesus, the translator of Ben-

Sira. He rendered his grandfather s work into Greek,
in response, he believed, to a popular demand in

Alexandria ;
and so the Jews of the city doubtless desired

to have Proverbs in Gk. form. Of the further history
of the version we know little or nothing. It is doubt

ful whether there was one translator or many ;
there

are, however, no such differences in style and accuracy
in the different parts as clearly to suggest the presence
of more than one hand. In general it appears to repre
sent fairly a Hebrew text presumably an Egyptian text

of about 100 B.C. In certain cases this text differed

from that on which our Massoretic text is based. Of
the Greek additions the most seem to be translations

from Hebrew
;
but some appear to have been composed

originally in Greek.
The natural inference is that there was in circulation a con

siderable mass of aphoristic material, out of which our book of

Proverbs (whether Heb. or Gk.) gives selections. This does
not necessarily imply that there were different recensions of the

Heb. book in Palestine or in Egypt (though this is possible,
and even probable) ; but it helps to explain the difference in

material between the Gk. and the Hebrew. It is also possible
that the Greek translators or later Greek scribes simply inserted

in the book new material.

It is not likely that Proverbs and Ben-Sira were the

only parcemiac productions of the time ;
in these books,

indeed, there are intimations of the existence of other

works of the kind (Pr. 2423 Ecclus. 39 i-n), and in the

1 Cp Kautzsch, Proverbs, in SBQT.
2 In both of these passages the Hebrew text is uncertain ;

(B s reading is probably to be adopted in the second, but not in

the first.

3 For details of editions of Versions see art. Bibeluber-

setzungen in t K Eft).
4 The patristic writers interpret it in a Christian sense, but do

not change the text.
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schools aphoristic sayings were doubtless cited and

commented on. In this way there probably arose a

tradition of parcemiac interpretation, which would be

of various types, reflecting the various directions of

Alexandrian Jewish thought. In the Gk. Proverbs we
find allegorising interpretations (as in 2i6) but no

definite evidence of rigorous legalism.
1 No doubt the

hermeneutical tradition was less well established in the

renderings of the Wisdom-books than in those of the

Torah and the Prophets, and this fact may account in

part for some of the incorrect translations in
&amp;lt;5 s

version of Proverbs ;

2 but unsatisfactory renderings
occur throughout &amp;lt;S,

and must be referred in part to

other causes, such as defective Heb. MSS, ignorance
of Heb. , and corruption of the Gk. text.

It is evident, however, that there was great freedom in the

treatment of the Heb. text by translators, and it is to such
freedom or caprice that some critics refer @ s arrangement of

sub-sections in Pr. 22-31, which is as follows : 22 17-2422 30 1-14

2423-34 HO 15-33 31 1-9 25-29 31 10-31. In this arrangement an

order, not wholly unnatural, is observable : first come strophic

passages, ascribed presumably to the sages, then miscel

laneous instructions [or, proverbs] of Solomon, finally the

description of the ideal housewife. The order may be due to

the Gk. editor, or, as the subsections probably circulated in

separate form and may have been arranged variously by Heb.

scribes, he may have found it in a Heb. MS. 3

For the criticism of the Gk. text we have the Coptic
and Hexaplar Syriac versions, to which may be added
the fragments of the Old Latin, the Ethiopic and
Arabic translations, and a few verses (9i-n) of a

Christian Aramaic translation (in Land, Anecdot.

Syr. 4).
The Sahidic Coptic MS ed. by Ciasca contains about half of

Proverbs. It follows the Gk. closely, giving the passages
which has in addition to our Heb. (and also some which are

in neither Gk. nor Heb.). So far it has not been identified with

any recension of & (the Hesychian naturally suggests itself),

nor shown to follow any particular MS ; and the same remark

appears to hold of the Bohairic material hitherto published.** The
Hexaplar Syriac (ed. Ceriani) preserves (how precisely it is

hardly possible to say) Origen s diacritical marks, and in the

margin cites passages from other Gk. translations ; it thus in

many cases enables us to distinguish additions to &amp;lt;S s text.

As to the Ethiopic version, it is a question how far it is based
on the septuagint ; its age is still undetermined, and it has as

yet contributed nothing to the identification of an Egyptian
recension of the Greek version. The Arabic rendering of

(in Walton s Polypi., and ed. Lagarde) is not without value.
The Old Latin fragments are too few to be of great service. 5

The fragments of other Gk. verss. based on the

Heb. (given in Field, Hex.
) represent our MT, and

rarely furnish critical aid, though they are sometimes

lexicographically useful. Nearly the same thing is true

of the Latin Vulgate ; but in its case the question of

text is more complicated ;
it represents in general our

MT, but with occasional variations which suggest a
different form from ours, and here and there it shows

dependence on the Septuagint (reproducing, probably,
the Old-Latin). Its interpretations are of interest as

giving in part the Jewish tradition of the time ; but it

cannot be rated high as an aid in the exposition of

Proverbs. The history of the Peshitta Syr. text is still

more difficult ; whilst based on MT, it has been con

siderably affected by &amp;lt;&, and the details of its revision

are obscure.
The Targum, in its present form, generally follows the Pesh.

Syriac, yet sometimes gives MT against Syr. ; apparently it

has been revised after the Heb., though it is possible that it

renders a Syr. text different from that which we have, and
that it may be used for criticism of the Peshitta. Saadia

(ed. Derenbourg) gives the Jewish interpretation of the tenth

century ; he is of little or no use for the text, but abounds in

lexicographical and exegetical suggestions.6

(a) Divisions. The main divisions of the Book,
1 Heidenheim (in his Vierteljahrschrift, 1865, 1866) is

disposed to see many signs of the influence of Pharisaic ideas
;

but the evidence he adduces is not convincing.
2 So Frankenberg, Die Spriiche, Einl.
3 For a fragment containing Pr. 23 21-24 35 see The Academy,

Oct. 1892, and Klostermann, Analecta.

Cp H. Hyvernat, in Rev. Bibl. for 1896.
&quot; See Kennedy, Art. Lat. Verss., The

Old,&quot; in Hastings,
BD 3 ; he mentions Pr. 2 1-423 15 9-26 K)29-17i2 197-27 and
some others.

6 On the versions, see also TEXT AND VERSIONS.
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indicated in MT (and also in (S), are as follows:-!.

Form (
cnaPs - 1~9). A series of discourses, descrip
tions of the nature and function of wisdom and

warnings against robbery and unchastity (827-35 61-19
and 97-12 are misplaced ; the two first belong in iii. or

iv. , the last belongs in ii.
).

ii. (10i-22i6). A book of

aphoristic couplets on the conduct of life. iii. (22 1 7-24 22

and 2423-34). Two collections of quatrains, in which
there is a wider range of subjects than in the preceding
division. iv. (25-29). A collection of couplets. v.

(30 f. ).
A miscellaneous collection, having the ap

pearance of an appendix : chap. 30 contains a dictum
on the limitations of human knowledge, one on the

certainty of God s word, a prayer for preservation from
the extremes of poverty and riches, and a group of

tetrads consisting of observations on nature and life

(v. 32 f. stand by themselves) ; chap. 31 consists of

two longer passages, one a code of conduct for kings,
the other a description of a model housewife. 1

(/&amp;gt;) Rhythm. The material of Proverbs, as far as

regards its contents, though not poetical, is gnomic,
and its literary form is that which appears to have been
common in both poetical and proverbial utterances

among the Hebrews from an early time. The norm is

a couplet, with parallelism of lines
; quatrains are

common, and there are, less commonly, longer

strophes ; triplets are rare. The line in Proverbs has

usually three beats (a form which may be called ternary),
sometimes two (binary), sometimes four (quaternary).
The determination of the number of beats is matter of

pronunciation and therefore to some extent arbitrary ;

but it may be said with probability that binary and

quaternary lines are to be regarded with suspicion. In

a fesv cases it is difficult to detect rhythm at all
;
but in

such cases there is ground for supposing the trouble to

be in the text.
2

The rhythmical characteristics of the different parts of the
book are as follows: i. consists mostly of quatrains, with

synonymous parallelism (827-35 9s are misplaced); in ii.

(couplets) the form is antithetic in 10-15, comparison (with some
antitheses) in l(i i-22 16

;
iii. (quatrains), except 24 16, is

synonymous ; in iv. (couplets) the form is comparison (or a
single sentence) in 25-27, whilst the second half (28 29) is nearly
equally divided between antithesis and comparison (or single

sentence) ; v. (quatrains and longer strophes) is synonymous.
It appears that the distichal aphorisms are mostly

antithetic, but are sometimes comparisons or single

sentences, and that the longer discourses and the

quatrains prefer the synonymous form. The rhythmical
form is definite and, in general, well maintained, and

may be appealed to for criticism of the text.

(c) Composite Character. From the divisions in

dicated in the text and from the variations in the

rhythmical form it may probably be inferred that the

book is composite in origin.

(d) The Mdsdl. Proverbial sayings, brief formula

tions of experience and observation, appear to have
been current among the Israelites, as they are among
all other peoples. The examples in OT are few but

sufficient to show the usage; see i S. 10i2
(
= 1924),

and apparently 2 S. 58 20 18 24 14 [13] ;
an allied form

is the riddle (Judg. 14 14), and cp Lk. 423 Jn. 4 37 2 Pet.

222. 3 These simple sayings were sometimes in ordinary

prose form, sometimes in the form of couplets, one
line in some way parallel to the other. In the latter

case the general name for them is mdsdl, a term which
is employed in OT to designate a great variety of

1 Chajes, in his Proverbia-Studien, maintains the view that
the central part of the book (10 i-22 16) consists of scattered

couplets which at one time (though not originally) were arranged,
like Ps. 119, according to the letters of the alphabet, and he
tries to restore this arrangement. In this attempt he is not
successful (his scheme is highly improbable) ; but he suggests
some good emendations. See also his note in JQR, July, 1900.

- Valuable remarks on metrical forms in Proverbs are to be
found in Ed. Sievers&quot; treatise on Hebraische Metrik in

Ahhandlungcn der Kenigl. Sack. Gesellschnft der H tssfn-

schaften, 1901.
3 The story in Nu. 21 22-35 may be based on an old fable or

beast-story; cp Jud. 9 8-15 and 2 K. 14g.
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compositions of distichol form, and in fact seems to

signify a distichal composition ;
l for the various

applications of the term see Ezek. 18 2 21 5 [2049],
172 Dt.2837 Hab.26 Mic,2 4 Nu.23 7 Ps.78z Job
29 1. Though Proverbs now contains gnomic dis

courses, the title misle seems to have referred originally
to a collection of aphorisms (10i-22i6).
The etymology of masAl is doubtful : but the probability seems

to be that it signifies juxtaposition or similarity. with
reference to the things or ideas with which it is concerned. -

As synonyms of mAsdl in Pr. 1 6 we have kidnh (rrvn) and
tmflisak (~s %

&amp;gt;-),
terms which appear to signify originally

deflected discourse, that is, discourse in which there is allusion

to something else than that which the words directly express
(as, for example, in a riddle, Judg. 14 12 i K. 10 i) ; later both
terms were used generally for allegorical, visional, derisive, or
didactic utterances (Ezek. IT 2 Nu. 12 8 Hab. 2 6 Ps. 49 5 [4] 78

z&amp;gt;

(a) Until recent times the greater part of the book

(chaps. 1-291 has commonly been ascribed to Solomon.
,, , . Such mar be the meaning of the

6 Authorship.r
general title or superscription in li,

though this may refer to chaps. 1-9 only, especially as

Solomon is named as author in the superscriptions in

10 1 (in MT, but not in
6&amp;gt; I and 25 1. It is quite possible

that he may have composed or collected proverbs ofsome
sort, as is stated in i K. 5iz/- [432 /.] ; but the indica

tions in the Book of Proverbs itself (see below, 7)
make it impossible to suppose that he is its author.

The tradition of authorship, embodied in the OT titles

and in the Talmud, cannot be relied on. It has been

conclusively proved that in the Prophets and the Psalms

the titles are not authoritative in themselves, and that

the lists of authors given in the Talmud rest on no

good historical or critical foundation. The titles in

Proverbs cannot be supposed to form an exception to

the general rule. Some critics, however, while

admitting the general doubtfulness of OT titles, make
an exception in favour of Pr. 25 1 : these also are

proverbs of Solomon, which the men of Hezekiah,

king of Judah, transcribed. Whence, they ask, this

particularity of statement, if it does not rest on good
tradition ? And it is added that Hezekiah s reign was
a favourable time for such literary work. Granted that

such work is conceivable for that time, we have only a

possibility. There is no hint of it in the historical and

prophetical books, and there is much against it. Not

only was the period in question one of war and unrest,

but it is highly probable, if not certain, that the task

of collecting and editing writings did not begin till

much later tnot before the exile). As to the particu

larity of the title in 25 1, it is quite in the manner of

the Jewish editors witness the titles of many psalms :

to be precise and full was a natural tendency, and the

scribes had no historical science to guide them. In

this case Hezekiah may have been selected because of

his alleged prominence as a reformer (so Is. 38 ascribes

a poem to him, and z Ch. 19 credits Jehoshaphat with

the creation of a sacerdotal judiciary). We cannot,

then, base the question of authorship of Proverbs on

the titles in the book. As to the ascription of Proverbs

and other writings to Solomon, this also was perfectly

natural when his reputation for wisdom had once been

established.* And, as it is now almost universally held

1 It thus stands in contrast with sir, which seems to designate

poetry as something sung ; but cp Ass. itra, oracle (perh.
from \ /= see&quot;).

* In the vol. on Proverbs (Heb. text) in SBOT (on Pr. 1 6) P.

Haupt expresses the opinion that mdSdl means originally

equality or equal parts and halves (Ass. mislani) and then

simply a line of poetry or verse, each stich consisting of two

hemistichs, that is, the reference is to the linear form and
not to th form of expression. Not to speak of the difficulty

of giving the meaning halves to the sing, masaj, it is to be

observed that we do not find elsewhere, fn Semitic, Gk., and

Latin, a reference to linear form in terms for proverb : cp mTI.
.T3*SC- wopoifiio, B-opa^oAij, frcrverbium, adagium ; cp also TI?
and Ar. ti&quot;r,

which refer to expression and thought. Further,
the sense stich seems to presuppose writing : but the term masal

probably originated before the literary use of writing began.
* It need not be doubted that there was some ground for this

reputation ; but exactly what it was we do not know.
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that he did not write Eccles. and Cant., it must be

admitted, in spite of the tradition, that it is possible he
did not write Proverbs.

(t) In 30 1 31 1 two other names of authors are given,

Agur ben-Yakeh (Jakeh) and Lemuel (or Lemuel s

mother). Cp ITHIEL, LEMUEL. Agur (if the word is

a proper name) must be supposed to be an otherwise

unknown sage, possibly Jewish, possibly non-Jewish.
By a change of text he may be understood to be called a
Massaite, an inhabitant of the region Massa, of which nothing

is known (Gen. 25 14X or, a gnomic writer (mdsel). Nor is it

clear how much of chap. 30 it is intended to ascribe to him ;

probably his dictum is given in it-. 2-4, which are an expression
of philosophic (but not irreverent) agnosticism. Lemuel, in like

manner, may be king of Massa (the rendering of RV is im

possible), or, by change of text, the Massaite.

In MT the counsel to kings is ascribed to Lemuel s

mother ; but this may be due to textual corruption the

words may well have been spoken by a sage. In the

present condition of the text we can say of these

passages no more than that they belong to the general
late material of philosophic and gnomic wisdom (see

AGCR, LEMUEL, MASSA). The sages are cited in

2423 and (in MT) in 22 17, and are mentioned in 16
etc. ; substantially the whole of chaps. 1-9 is referred

to them. They represent the body of philosophical
ethical thought of the later time ; they are the teachers

in the academies and the gnomic writers.

It seems clear that the historical statements of origin,
in the book and elsewhere, are not conclusive, and that,

_ . for the determination of the date, we must
look to the customs and ideas indicated in

the book. The data may be arranged as follows : (a)
the conception of life ; (b) the social conditions ; (c) the

ethical ideas ;
(&amp;lt;/)

the religious ideas ; (e) the relation

of Proverbs to other books ; (/) the linguistic char

acteristics.

(a) Conception of life. When we compare Proverbs

with other OT books, especially with the prophetical

writings, we are struck by the differences between them
in the way in which life, as a whole, is contemplated

(see WISDOM LITERATURE). It is not merely that the

point of view of other books is national, that of Proverbs

individual they differ also as to what constitutes the

basis of good living. For the prophets it is loyalty to

the sen-ice of Yahwe, God of Israel (conceived of as

including obedience to his moral law), in distinction

from other deities ; for the sages it is loyalty to the

universal human conscience, 1 and this loyalty is held to

be conditioned on knowledge ; throughout the book it

is knowledge or wisdom that makes the difference

between the good man and the bad the terms fool

and wicked are synonymous (see FOOL). Now, we
find also in a few prophetical passages insistence on the

necessity of knowledge ; but in these passages the import
of the term is markedly different from the conception in

Proverbs.

Hosea (Hos. 4 6) exclaims that the people are destroyed for

lack of knowledge ; but it is because they are misled by the

priests : because thou [O priest] rejectest knowledge, I reject
thee from being priest ; the fault lies in the priests ignorance
or disregard of the law of Yahwe. In Jer. 5 4f. 8 %/. 9 22./, the

charge of immorality is made against all classes of the people :

they do not know (that is, obey) Yahwe s law, and it is even
said that they falsify it. The wisdom of the prince of Is. 11 2 is

that of a righteous theocratic judge. Ps. 119 is a glorification
of knowledge ; but it is knowledge of the words of Yahwe.

In distinction from these prophetical passages.
Proverbs makes the instructed conscience the guide of

life. The divine control of all things is recognised, and
the kernel of wisdom is said to be the fear of the Lord ;

but this means an attitude of the soul, and not depend
ence on an external code. It is assumed that he who
knows will do right the ultimate basis of life is a wise

perception of the constitution of things. This point of

view occurs elsewhere in OT only in Job and Koheleth.

It is a distinct rejection of the prophetical and legal

1 Cheyne (Job and Stfi. 119) appositely calls the sages the

, humanists.
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conception, and belongs to a reflective stage that we
can seek only in the period when the Jews were scattered

throughout the Persian and Greek empires. In Jer.

wise men are enemies of truth l in Proverbs they are

the sole depositaries of truth. This latter view is

specifically Greek, and, without denying that some of

the material of Proverbs may be earlier, we may probably
refer the present form of the book to the Greek period.
This date seems to be demanded also by the personifi

cation of wisdom in chap. 8 and the role assigned her

as the controller of earthly affairs and the companion
and friend of God at the creation of the world. 2 Such
a personification is foreign to the legal and prophetical

writings ; in the former there is no such representation,
and in the latter it is the word of Yahwe (his revelation

or command) on which stress is laid (Jer. 2829 Is. 55 n,

cp Ps. 336). On the other hand, the personification of

wisdom in Wisd. 7 is manifestly Greek.

() Social conditions. In the picture of social con
ditions in Prov. there is much that might belong to any
period from David onwards : general goodness and
badness, honesty and dishonesty, truth and falsehood,

industry and sloth, agriculture, business life, courts of

law and kings. There is also much, however, that is out

of accord with the pre-exilic time. Monogamy is taken
for granted, whereas polygamy is assumed in Dt. 21 15

(/th cent.
)
and Lev. 18 18 (6th cent.

).
In the older law

(Lev. 20 10) adultery was punishable with death ; Prov.

632-35 treats it merely as a crime against the man s well-

being. The elaborate descriptions of harlots wiles and
denunciations of conjugal infidelity (especially in chaps.

1-9) agree better with a monogamous city-life ; in a

polygamous community this vice is relatively infrequent
in many cases the harlots of pre-exilic prophecy are

temple-prostitutes. Organised robbery, as in 1 10-19,

belongs more naturally to later city- life, whether the

passage in question refer to literal robbery, or, as some
hold, to extortion and oppression under legal forms.

The practice of hoarding corn (11 26) probably belongs
to the later commercial life. The little treatise on the

care of flocks (2723-27) is hardly an early production ;

literary treatment of such subjects is elsewhere late

(Aristotle, Vergil).
The same thing is true of the manuals of conduct for kings

(10 10-15 25 2-5 312-9), which relate to royal rulers as a class,
without distinction of peoples, and lay the emphasis on the
broad administrative virtues, the details being wholly different

from those of Dt. 17 14-20, but nearly identical with those of the

post -exilic Is. 111-5. The instructions (231^ 256 f.) how to
conduct one s self at the table of a king are noteworthy ; they
reflect a time when such social intercourse was not uncommon
(else they would not have found a place in Proverbs), certainly
not the pre-exilic royal period, but rather the period of the
Grecian (and possibly the Maccabzan) princes, when it might
happen to any respectable man to find himself at the king s

table (see, e.g., Jos. Ant. xii. 43 9).

Finally, there are, in parts of Prov. (1-9 222i 24 23),

suggestions of an organisation of learning which better

suits the late reflective period : the sages are an influential

body, and appear to have pupils so we may infer from
the address my son, and from 22 21 that is, academies
were in existence. The dictum of Agur implies a habit

of discussing theological questions. The quotations in

30s/ (from Dt. 4 2 Ps. 18 30 [31] and perhaps Job 13 4 io)

point to a late time, for Ps. 18 must be regarded as

post-exilic.

(c) Ethics. In certain points the ethical system of

Proverbs agrees with that of the pre-exilic and exilic books
on both the positive and the negative sides. The codes

given in Ex. 20-23 Dt. Lev. and the prophets include

1 There is no sign, however, in the prophetical writings of a
class of philosophically sceptical sages ; the wise men depended
on political shrewdness rather than on the word of Yahwe, and
advocated expediency rather than prophetic piety.

2 In Prov. 830 the term JK is by some taken as meaning
artist, architect, in which case it is better pointed [2K; it

should rather be written jK, nursling ward ; wisdom is the

creation or child of God (zv. 22-25) ant^ his companion in his

creative work.
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most of the duties of a man to his fellow-citkens. They
have nothing to say of courage, fortitude, moderation,
self-sacrifice, intellectual truthfulness, love of beauty,
international obligations ; but this defect, however it

may be explained, is not supplied by later books. The
motive for right-doing, that it may be well with thee,

is the same throughout OT, and the avoidance of

speculative inquiry concerning the nature of conscience

and the ultimate basis of moral rules is common to all

Semitic antiquity. On the other hand, there are injunc
tions and points of view in Proverbs which appear to

indicate an ethical advance over the exilic and pre-exilic
books.

Such are the frequent praise of industry (6 6-1 1 12 24), the scorn
of gluttony (23 20), and the homely warning against too much
frequenting of others houses (25 17) ; the formulation (passim)
of the character of the scoffer (a conception peculiar to Proverbs),
and the special attention paid to fools, kings, and children,
classes not considered, from the educational point of view, in

other books (Dt. 6 7 Ex. 12 26_/I, are not exceptions) ; the deeper
conceptions of responsibility for one s words (10 1 1 12 18 13 3), of
the wisdom of heeding reproof (12 i 17 10), and of the corre

spondence between deeds and requital (24 12, an advance in

universality on Ezek. 18) ; the reference to the uncertainty of
the future (27 i), a sort of reflection of which we find no trace in

Law or prophets ; the injunction of kindness toward enemies

(24 17f. 252iyC), which goes beyond the rule of Lev. 19 18 (this
latter has in mind only fellow-countrymen).

It must be said, moreover, that, though there is in

Prov. no recognition of a law of international ethics,

there is also no trace of that bitterness toward foreign
nations which disfigures the prophetical and the historical

books, parts of the Law, and some of the Psalms ; the

tone of the book is that of men who have been trained

by experience to the recognition of a universal humanity.
The guide of conduct is the sage the appeal is to

every man s reason and conscience.

Such is the general attitude. Yet the book has also

its bitterness and implacableness. It adopts toward
the wicked in general the attitude of Yahwe toward the

wicked in Israel (Am. 4 Hos. 64-6 97) ; they are warned,
and exhorted to repent, but, if they do not change, they
must die (Prov. 120-33). There is not even a trace of

the softness which is visible in Ezek. 1832 Hos. 144. or

of the recognition of human weakness which is expressed
in Ps. 103 14.

J This difference is doubtless due in great

part to the impersonal character of the moral ideal and

judge in Proverbs ;
Yahwe may pity, but Wisdom must be

unrelenting. The sages, in fact, set forth a natural law

in the moral world, which is no more capable of pity
than physical law ; the rule is : be wise or perish it is

the rule of the ethical philosopher, not of the patriot or

the preacher. In this respect, as in others, we are

struck by the modernness of Proverbs : prophets and
historians often seem remote from us, and sometimes

even the psalms ; but Proverbs might almost have been

written yesterday.

(d) Religious Attitude. Of all the biblical books, if

we omit such works as Nahum, Obadiah, and parts of

Koheleth, there is none with so simple and colourless a
theistic creed as Proverbs. It is distinctly and absolutely
monotheistic ; unlike most of the prophetical writings
and some of the psalms it ignores polytheism or the

recognition of other gods than Yahwe for it that

question is finally settled ; even of angels and demons
it makes no mention, though these must have formed

part of the general Jewish belief whether before or after

the exile but Proverbs recognises no supernatural
element in life but the spirit of God manifesting itself

in the thought of man, and omits intermediate agencies
as unnecessary. Its theistic faith is firm, calm, and

unquestioning. It is enough that God is the creator

and ruler of the world. His ethical attributes are taken

for granted : there is no discussion of his justice as in

Job, no doubt of the moral significance of the world as

1 See, however, what is said below (under &amp;lt;/)ofGod s educative

providence. In 26 i 3-12 intellectual folly is treated of humour,

ously or sarcastically.
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in Koheleth. 1 In accordance with this point of view
the emotional element in religion is ignored : we find
no expression of love to God, of sense of sin and re

pentance, of joy in the service of God only the con
viction that wisdom s ways are ways of peace and
pleasantness. On the other hand, we have (3n 12) the
fine conception of God as training his servants by
suffering ; here alone in Proverbs is the word love
used of God (it is used of wisdom in 817). In striking
contrast with all other OT books except Koheleth the
main features of the distinctively national Jewish religious
faith are passed over in almost complete silence.
There is no mention of prophets 2 or priests or temple ;

sacrifice is twice alluded to as a popular custom connected with
feasting (7 14 17 i), twice (158 21 27) sacrifice without righteous
ness is denounced as abhorrent to God, and once (21 3) it is said
that integrity is more acceptable to God than sacrifice this last
declaration is quite in the spirit of the prophets of the period of
undeveloped ritual (Am. 621-23 Hos. 66 Is. 1 11-17 Jer. 7 3-7
si/.), only, perhaps, with a more marked tone of indifference.

In contrast, however, with prophets and psalmists,
the devotional element in religion (prayer, praise) is

lacking. While there is no reference to a collection of
sacred scriptures (such as occurs in the prologue to the
Greek translation of Ben-Sira, 132 B.C.), there are two
definite quotations (30s/) ; the closest parallel to such

employment of earlier writings is the reference to

Jeremiah in Dan. 9 2 (165 B.C.), and the suggestion is

that Prov. 30 belongs to a late post-exilic period.
In another point the silence of Proverbs is note

worthy. Before the exile the prophets predicted simply
the restoration of the nation, but, after the fall of

Jerusalem, the figure of the national king was introduced
into the picture by prophets and psalmists as the
natural political head, leading the nation in a career of

conquest (Jer. 33 is/. , Is. 11 1-9, etc.); he was for a
long time a part of the national hope. In Proverbs,
however, he does not appear : what the book says of

kings (1435 1610-15 202628 24 2t / 25a- 7 )
seems to

regard them merely as a universal element of society,
to be feared and obeyed ;

when they are spoken of as

absolutely just (16io 2028), this is a natural idealisation

of the office
;

3 their utterances are said to be as just as
an oracular decision, and wickedness is declared (16 12)
to be abhorrent to them. This is the tone of a man
who regards society as organised on a moral basis, and
feels no interest in an independent Jewish government.

4

Nor do the writers of Proverbs express any interest in

the newer eschatological ideas.

The sphere of human activity, the place of struggle and
happiness or unhappiness, is the present life on earth ; Sheol, as
in the older literature, has no moral discriminations and no
rewards and punishments (the same view is found in Ecclus. and
Koheleth).

Certain passages in the book are regarded, by some
critics, as giving evidence of a belief in ethical immor
tality, but this interpretation is improbable: 2 19 5 5

refer to physical death (premature death, as in 1627,

being the final penalty of sin) ;
in 10? 28 117 the refer

ence is to the present life;
5
1432 may be understood

to refer either to the future or to the present ; but the
text is probably in disorder. Inasmuch as the general
position of Proverbs is perfectly clear on this point, a
single couplet affirming immortality may naturally be

regarded with suspicion. On the other hand, if the

book be held to recognise the doctrine, its date mus&quot;t be
1 Agur (Prov. 30 2-4) merely affirms man s incapacity to com

prehend God ; cp Cheyne, Jew. Rel. Life, \T\ff.
2 In 29 18 the reference is to people in general (not to the

Jewish people particularly) and to law or instruction in general
(not to the Jewish Torah), and the word vision (?l)n) is error of
text.

3 Cheyne, however, thinks that there is a real portraiture of
the Messiah in these passages; see his Jew. Rel. Life, 145^
Cp Toy, Proverbs (in Internat. Crit. Comm.), and art. The
King in Jew. post-exil. writings (JRL, 1899).

4 A Messianic hope is seen by some writers (e.g., Smend, A T
Rcl.-Gesch. 491) in 22i_/C ; this passage, however, hardly affirms

anything more than a general trust in God s protecting power.
&amp;lt;8 s rendering of 11 7 appears to assume immortality ; but it

is not a rendering of our Heb., and may reflect the idea of a
later time.
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put very late. Of the idea of bodily resurrection (which
was adopted by the Jews hardly earlier than the second
century B. c.

)
there is no trace.

The central religious conception of Proverbs is the
fear of God, reverence for him as ruler and law-giver;
the sages, though philosophers, are distinctly religious.
In chaps. 1-9 the expression fear of God represents
simply an attitude ; the fear is described as the essence
of wisdom, and its content is given in ethical terms.
In the remainder of the book God is regarded as the

protector and benefactor of those who fear him. It

must be added that, while wisdom in a part of
Proverbs (10-31) generally means sagacity, common-
sense or prudence, it has in 1-9 a peculiar religious
or divine character which it is not easy to define with

precision. In 8 it is both a human (vo. 1-21) and a
divine quality (w. 22-31).
Whether the author conceived of it as an energy pervading

the universe, or as a faculty breathed into man by God, or in
some other way, it is difficult to say. For it is not shared by
all men, and the only statement that God bestows wisdom on
man occurs in an interpolated passage (2 5-8), and does not
accord with the rest of the book. Probably the sage did not
define the conception to himself, but held generally that true
wisdom could dwell in him only who lived in sympathetic and
reverent obedience to the Lord of the world. Throughout the
book the interest of the writers is in wisdom as such.

The religious feeling of the sages forces them to

identify wisdom with the divine government ; the
definition of wisdom as essentially the fear of God
(1?), the recognition of God as absolute disposer of
human affairs (16133 17s), the affirmation of the

happiness of those who trust in him (1620), and similar

statements, may be regarded as sincere attempts to
harmonise the philosophical point of view with the
national religious conviction. 1

(e) Relation to Ecclesiasticus. The position of
Proverbs in the arrangement of OT books, the fact,

that is, that it stands in the Third Canon, favours the
view that it is late, since the other books in this canon
are either exilic or post-exilic. But, more particularly,
a post-exilic date is suggested by its relation to Ben-
Sira. 2 The two books are so much alike in point of

view, spirit, and contents that their relation can be

explained only by one of two suppositions : either one
imitates the other, or the two are products of the same
period. But if Ecclus. imitates Proverbs (and the
latter is confessedly the earlier of the two), the more
natural explanation of the fact is that they stand near

together, just as the earlier part of Enoch and Daniel
are near each other in time as in content.
One of the most striking of the similarities between the books

is the fact that neither lays claim to divine inspiration, in
contrast with the other writings (prophets and Torah) that

give the terms of acceptance with God. This fact indicates in

general a post-prophetic post-legal period,
3 the period of the

sages, who are a branch of the class of scribes, and obviously
later than the legal development of the fifth century B.C. In
Ecclus. (8824-3911) learned men are distinctly recognised as a
separate class, sharply distinguished from artisans, and their
methods of study and their function are described at length.
The picture of them in Proverbs is less sharply drawn, and it

may be inferred that an interval of time, though not a very
great one, separates the two books.

It thus appears that, since the thought is substantially
the same throughout Proverbs, the whole of the book
in its present form is post-exilic, not earlier than the

second half of the Persian period, and not later than
the first half of the Greek period.

4 The external

1 Cp Oort. Sftreuken (Th.T, 1885). A similar harmonisation
is found in Ecclus. but not in the original Koheleth. In the
latter there are many harmonising additions, in Proverbs

apparently only one, in 25-8.
* See WISDOM LITERATURE, and cp Holtzmann, in Stade,

G/V22g2j^; Cheyne, Job and Sol., and Jew. Relig. Life,
chap. 4

; Montefiore in JQR 2 (1889-90).
3 Prophetic and legal material no doubt continued to be

produced down to the second century B.C. ; but it was frag

mentary and complementary. The creative prophetic thought
began to die out in the sixth century, but lingered till the
fourth ; the law-books were practically finished by the year
400 B.C.

4 It is understood, of course, that no little of the general
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influences of the time, when the Jews were scattered

and brought into intimate intellectual relations with the

great world, combined with the natural forward move
ment of the people, led them in the direction of a

philosophical conception of life.

How much, in this movement, is due to Persia and how much
to Greece, it may be hard to say ; the two streams of influence

were doubtless blended and assimilated to the fundamental
Hebrew thought.! But it would appear that, while the con
tribution of Persia was mainly in the realm of the supernatural
(eschatology, angelology, demonology), that of Greece was
mainly philosophical (identification of virtue with knowledge,
conception of the unity of the cosmos). It is not impossible also

that some material was taken from Egyptian sources. 2

(/) Linguistic Character. The vocabulary of Pro
verbs necessarily agrees largely with that of other OT
books. Its linguistic peculiarities are partly due to the

nature of its material, partly belong to the later usage.
3

It is not always possible to say whether a given word
is late- Hebrew or poetical ;

for particular discussions

reference must be made to the commentaries. In any
case the number of words which may probably be

regarded as post-exilic or Aramaic is not large ;

4 in

this respect Proverbs differs from the lately-discovered
Hebrew text of Ben-Sira. It is not clear that there are

any Arabic or Greek words. 5 The syntactical con
structions are characterised by the curtness and com
pression which naturally belong to gnomic writing.
The general style of the book agrees with what we
might expect of the time when Aramaic influence was

beginning to make itself felt, and the Hebrew was

entering on its later stage that is, the fourth and
third centuries B.C.

The custom of teaching by aphorisms and short

discourses is illustrated by the whole of the series of

8 Process of early Jewish philosophical works (in

form t o
which the Pirke Aboth may be included).

6

In the fourth and following centuries

B.C. there must have been in circulation a number of

proverbial sayings, and out of these our Book of

Proverbs was made up.
7 The divisions visible on the

face of the book have been mentioned above (5), and
the differences between them, in content and form,

suggest that they represent separate small collections

(very much as in the composition of the Psalter). The
same fact is indicated by certain repetitions in the book.
Where merely a line is repeated (as in 11 4 24 6), this need not

show difference of editorship or of authorship, for a teacher

might naturally vary his expressions. Where, however, a couplet
occurs twice in exactly the same form (as in 188 2622 19 i [as
emended] 286 223 27 12, etc.) we may infer that the two have
been inserted by different collectors. 8 Such comparisons do
not, however, aid in making out the primary divisions ; for this
we must depend on form and content.

The central part of the book, 10i-22i6, stands out

by itself, but, if we may judge by the form, is really

thought, theistic and ethical, and some of the particular illustra

tions, may be older than the fourth century ;
the present form,

however, is not popular but academic.
1 On Jewish borrowing from other nations cp M. Lazarus,

The Ethics ofJudaism (ET), 1 -tiff.
2 See Erman, AZgypten, 237 f., and cp Griffith, art. Egypt.

Lit. in Library of the Worlds Best Lit. (New York, 1897).
3 Cp the lists of words given by Driver, Introd., and Wilde-

boer, Die Spriiche.
4 The following appear to be late : the plur. form D E&quot;N, 84 ;

TING, 1^30; y33, to utter, 15, etc.; the expression T3 nVy,
26g, in the sense come into the possession of; nip, 83!
and perhaps -jj,

16 2, 713, 1 4 and some others. Aramaic are

the terminations ni and
p,

and the words -Q, 31 2 ; non&amp;gt; sin,

1^34 ; XDD, 720, and perhaps some others.
6 The obscure word iji, 21 8, may be Arab., but it is doubtful

whether it is the right reading; Dip^N, 8031, is error of text;

Jiax,
7 16 may be Gk. oflovij, or the Gk. may come from a

Semitic term ; yoE , 21 28, is textual error.
6 Cp the Gk. Menancler, and the Syriac work bearing the

same name. The instruction in the Synoptic Gospels is of the
same character.

7 These would be of various times and origins, as is the case

everywhere. Cp Oort, in Bible for Learners [or, for Young
People], Bk. iii. chap. 7 ; Back in Graetz s Monatsschrifl, 1875-
1884; Wiinsche, Die Riithsehveisheit b. a. Heb., 1883.

8 For lists of repetitions, see Introductions and Commentaries.
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composed of two smaller parts, 10i-162 and 163-22i6;
the second of these is mostly made up of comparisons
and other single sentences, whilst the first employs the

antithetic form. With the second agree 25-27 and

part of 28 f. ; with the first agrees the other part of

28 f. These seem to have been the earliest collections

(ethical couplets) ;
then came the two groups of quat

rains, 22 iy-24 22 and 2423-34, which, by their distincter

mention of sages and the freer character of their

material, indicate a later time ; the more elaborate

discourses of 1-9 (omitting 2 5-8 827-35 61-19 97-12) may
be still later

; and 30/. form an appendix. Within
these divisions smaller sections occur (such as 163-9

[or, 1-9] 1610-15 252-7 2613-12 2723-27), which may
well have been independent productions. Exactly when
and how the various parts were combined into a book
it is hardly possible to say, nor is the question very

important ; the main point is that the process prob
ably went on through the fourth and third centuries,

and that the appendix, 30/1 , may have been added
still later

; Agur s dictum somewhat resembles Koheleth,

and the artificial tetradic form in 30 11-31 and the

alphabetical poem, 31 10-31 suggest a late time. Apart
from the sections and sub -sections no principle of

arrangement of couplets and quatrains is recognisable.
1

It thus appears that the history of ancient Hebrew

aphoristic literature is parallel to the course of such

, literary developments in other peoples
, it belongs to the maturest period of the

Vt ! nation - The Proverbs of half-civilised

peoples do not deserve to be classed as

literature
; they are merely shrewd popular observations

on the passing affairs of everyday life
; those broader

and deeper observations that are more properly called

aphorisms are the product of cultivated reflection. In

Egypt the mature philosophical and ethical maxims
that bear the names of Ptahhotep, Any, and others had
their origin in one of the most flourishing periods of the

Empire (see EGYPT, 21). Hindoo proverbial literature

falls in a similar period in the history of Indian thought.
The Greek proverbs ascribed to Menander are probably
to be referred to the time that witnessed the rise of the

great post -Platonic schools of philosophy. Similarly
Hebrew aphoristic literature appears after the beginning
of the philosophical movement that is introduced by the

Book of Job ;
and it maintains itself into the Talmudic

period, that is, up to the point when the main Jewish

literary activity, abandoning philosophy and apocalypse,
devoted itself to the legal and ethical exposition of the

Torah. The fall of Jerusalem and the dispersion of the

Jews throughout the Roman Empire had as one effect

the concentration of attention on the law, which was
now the sole bond of union between the scattered com
munities. But, till this revolution was accomplished,

aphoristic literature continued to be cultivated. The
Book of Proverbs was followed by Ben-Sira

; a number
of proverbs are found in Koheleth ; and the sayings in

Pirke Aboth ascribed to the great sages doubtless

represent the period beginning in the second century
B.C. and extending into the first two centuries of our
era. These sayings are analogous to those that tradi

tion puts into the mouths of the seven wise men of

Greece ; philosophy arose early in Greece, late among
the Jews. The Book of Proverbs, standing midway
in the philosophic development, is the finest philo

sophical fruitage of the national Jewish spirit broadened
and matured by intellectual contact with the best

foreign thought of the time.

i. Text and versions. Vogel (in Schultens), 1769; Jager,
Observv. in Prov. Sal. vers. alex., 1788; Schleusner, Lexi-

confi), 1829 ; Lagarde, Anmerk. z. gritch.
10. Literature. Uebcrs. d. Prov. 1863 ; Dyserinck, Krit.

Schol. (Th.T, 1883); Oort, Sfrtuken, 1-9

(Th.T, 1885); Baumgartner, Etude crit. sur . . Prov., 1890;
Bickell (IVy.KM, 1891); Pinkuss, Die syr. Uebers. d. Prov.
(ZATW, 1894); Gratz, Exeget. stud, (in his Monatsschr.,

1 For attempts at a determination of small sub-divisions see

Ewald, Delitzsch, and Chajes.
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1884), and Emendationes, 1892-94 ; Nestle, art. Bibeliiber-

setzungen, in Herzog-Hauck, PRE^, and published separ
ately ; Chajes, Prov.-Stud., 1899 ; Kautzsch, Hub. textofProv.
(SBOT, 1901); Wildeboer, De Tijdsbespating des Spreuken-
boekes, 1899.

ii. Trans/, and Comin. Midrash Misle, ed. Buber, 1893 ;

Saadia, ed. Derenbourg, 1894; Aben Ezra, ed. Horowitz, 1884;
Rashi, Aben Ezra and Levi b. Gersom are given in Giggeius,
In Prav. Sal. Comment, tritim Rabbin., 1620; and other

Jewish commentaries are named in Cahen, La Bible, 1847 ;

H. Deutsch, D. Spriiche Sal. s nach d. Aujjfass. i. Talm. u.

Afidr., etc., 1885 ; Mercerius, 1573, 1651 ; Geier, 1653 . . 1725 ;

Schultens, 1748, and ed. Vogel, 1769 ; Ewald, 1837, 1867 ;

Hitzig, 1858 ; Kamphausen (in Bunsen s Bibelwerk), 1868 ;

Delitzsch, 1873; Reuss, Fr. ed. 1878, Germ. ed. 1894; Nowack,
1883; Horton, 1891 ; Kautzsch, D. Heil. Schr. d. ATM, 1896;
Wildeboer, 1897 : Frankenberg, 1898 ; Strackl2), 1899 ; Toy, 1899 &amp;lt;

Oort, Met Oitde Test., 1898-1900; M. D. Conway, Sol. and
Solomonic Lit., 1900; Kautzsch, in SBOT, 1901.

in. General Works. Bruch, Weisheitslehre d. Heb., 1851 ;

Bois, La poesie gnom. , etc., 1886; Cheyne, Job andSol., 1887 ;

in Sem. Stud., ed. Kohut, 1897; Jew. Rel. Life, etc., 1898;
Montefiore, Notes, etc. (JQR, 1890); Smend, A T Rel. -gesch. ,

1893; Pfeiffer, D. rel.-sittl. IVeltanschau. d. B. d. Spr., 1897.
iv. Othergnomic collections. Jennings, Prav. phil. of Con

fucius, 1895 ; Erman, ,-Egypt. ; Halevy, Melanges de critique,
etc., 1883; Jager (in BA), 1892; Bohtlingk, Ind. Spriiche;
M. Williams, Indian Wisdom; Pirke Aboth, ed. C. Taylor;
Menander, eds. of Meineke and Koch ; Syriac Menander, in

Land, Anted. Syr. i ; Freytag s Aleidani ; Jacob, Altarab.
Par.ill. z. A T, 1897 ; Malan, Proverbs, with numerous parallels
from a great number of aphoristic collections of other peoples.
See also The Story ofAhikar (1898) ; cp ACHIACHARUS.

C. H. T.

PROVINCE (prot incia; etymology uncertain), in the

Roman sense, may be defined as the department or

sphere of duty
x
assigned to one of the higher magistrates

(the consuls and praetors). When, however, with the

spread of the Roman arms, the government of con

quered countries grew to be one of the most important
duties of the higher magistrates, the term province,
from designating the government of a conquered
country as one particular duty of a Roman magistrate,
came to be used generally as a designation of the

country itself.

It is somewhat in this sense that the word is used in

EV to translate nrnp. mMinah (apparently from
\/jn,

judge, hence lit. jurisdiction)
2 for which almost

always has x^Pa (eTrapXfia in Esth. 4n, crarpaTreia in

Esth. 89). A division of Israel into medinoth is men
tioned in the time of Ahab (i K. 20 14^ ; see GOVERN
MENT, 18); mtdlnoth of the Babylonian empire are

alluded to in Ezek. 198 Dan. 82 (Elam), Lam. \\

(Judtea) ;
those of the Persian empire are referred to

with great frequency in the Book of Esther (1 1, etc.) ;

the Jewish territory was one of them (Neh. 76 Ezra,
2i ; cp GOVERNOR, i; GOVERNMENT, 25 ; PERSIA,

i/., SATRAPS
; TIRSHATHA). The word is also used

in a general sense in Eccl. 58 (RV ne- the state ); cp
28. The frequent use of xc6pa in Maccabees (where
EV has country, but province would perhaps be

better) may be noted.

Augustus in 27 B.C. divided the provinces into

imperial and senatorial. Those which, from their

proximity to the frontier or from the turbulence of their

population, required the presence of an army were

placed under the direct control of the emperor ; those

which needed no troops were left to be administered by
the senate.

(
i

)
The senatorial provinces were ruled by

an annual governor as under the republic. Of these

provinces Augustus ordained that Africa and Asia should
be consular, the rest praetorian ;

but all the governors
of the senatorial provinces were now called proconsuls

(cp PROCONSUL). Their powers and dignities were
much the same as they had been under the republic,

except that they had now no troops, or only a handful

to maintain order. (2) The imperial provinces were

governed by imperial lieutenants (legati Cczsaris], who
1 In familiar language any business was called a province.
3 In Aramaic and Arabic the cognate word means city (so,

too, in Palm, inscriptions, but in bilinguals Q CTn, lovers of
their city [in parallelism with fearers of their gods ] is repre
sented by ^lAon-armSes : cp Vog. Syr. Cent.\-$. Bevan, Dan.
220). In Arabic el-Medina is the city, par excellence.
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were nominated by the emperor and held office at his

pleasure ;
all of them had the power of the sword (jus

gladii}. For the administration of the finances these
lieutenants had procurators under them, whilst the

governors of the senatorial provinces continued to have

quaestors as under the republic. Another class of

imperial provinces consisted of those which from the

physical nature of the country (as the Alpine districts),
or the backward state of civilisation (as Mauretania
and Thrace), or the stubborn character of the people
(as Judsea and Egypt) were not adapted to receive a
regular provincial constitution. These were regarded as
domains of the emperor, and were managed by a pro
curator (in the case of Egypt by a prsefect), nominated

by and responsible to the emperor.
The word tirapxda- (EV province )

occurs in NT.
In Acts 23 34 Felix asks concerning Paul K Trotas eirap-

Xias tffriv of which kind of province he is whether

provincial or senatorial. (Cilicia was probably in the
time of Felix an imperial province ; cp CILICIA, 3. )

In 25 1 the province of Festus the procurator of Judasa
is intended (see GOVERNMENT, 30, col. 1914 ; ISRAEL,
90, col. 2275).

PRUNING HOOK (rnDTO; AperrANON ; falx
[ligo in Mic.]), Is. 2 4 18s Joel 3 [4] 10 4 3t See VINE
and cp AGRICULTURE, 7.

PSALM (-toft? ; Theod. yAA/v\oc ; Aq. /v\eAco-

AHMA- Sym. ooAsi, &CM&; Tg. tfnmnn ; cp Staerk,
ZATIV xii. [1892] 94 137. On the linguistic
affinities see BDB and Ges.-Buhl).

The meaning of the Hebrew word is not clear.

According to Lagarde (Or. l^f. ), 11010, mizmor, came
into use as a technical term of synagogue-worship, in

contradistinction to Fhilldh, t hilllm^nn, c Vnn), which

was specially appropriated to the temple cult. Gratz

(Psalmen, 79 /. ), with whom B. Jacob (ZA TW 16

[1896] i64/) inclines to agree, thinks that mizmor\a&
no musical reference, merely indicating that a new
psalm begins: it is equivalent therefore to chapter,
and, but for the carelessness of copyists, would stand
at the head of every psalm. Delitzsch (introd. to

Ps. 3) conjectures that it was an artificial expression
coined by David. The word, which occurs exclusively
in the headings of 56 psalms and in Ecclus. 49 1 (see
PSALMS [BOOK], i), and to which the cognate
languages offer no corresponding terms except loan

words, is most probably like so many other terms in

the headings corrupt.
The true word must be one which by its meaning

justifies its close connection with the phrases inS jaS

mp, etc.
, and admits of being corrupted not only into

IICTD but also into TB* (
a corruption of a correction of

nOTC). with which it is so often combined, and which in

the sense of song is as superfluous as 11010 in the

sense of psalm. The required word is either C?C i
(

marked (Dan. 102i) or cwn. mark (Aram.). The
Aram. x/ce l corresponds to the Heb. ppn, to mark

(cp. Tg., Is. lOi). Marked : Of the sons of Korah
is just what we should expect to find at the head of a

poem transcribed from the Korahite collection, and in

the prefix to the title we cannot be surprised to find an
Aramaism. In Ps. 98 1, where -note stands, we must

supply mV, following , and on the analogy of Ps.

100 1, where rrnnS (like m^) is most probably a corrup
tion of

prrT^, of Jedithun.&quot;

It is very possible that the familiar phrase the Book
of Jashar (ia

;&amp;gt;n IBD), for which substitutes song-

book, TS&amp;gt;n ISO- should rather be, the book of the

marked poems (cnsnn 12D) i.e., the collection of

poems whose source is indicated ciei collectively). W.
Robertson Smith considered s reading certain

;
it is

at any rate probably very near the truth.

T. K. C.
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I. INTRODUCTORY DISCUSSION

The Book of Psalms or the Psalter, the first book of

Hagiographa in the Hebrew Bible,
1 bears the Hebrew

title c Vnn, tehillim, or c ^n nED, sether
1 Titlp &quot;

tilllm, the book of hymns or rather

songs of praise.
2 The singular nWtn, fhillah, is

properly the infinitive or nonten verbi of VVn, hillel, a
verb employed in the technical language of the temple
service for the execution of a jubilant song of praise to

the accompaniment of music and the blare of the

priestly trumpets (i Ch. 164/. 25s 2 Ch. 5i2/). The
name is not therefore equally applicable to all psalms,
and in the later Jewish ritual the synonym hallel

specially designates two series of psalms, 113-118 and
146-150, of which the former was sung at the three

great feasts, the encaenia, and the new moon, and the

latter at the daily morning prayer (see HALLEL).
That the whole book is named praises is clearly due
to the fact that it was the manual of the temple service

of song, in which praise was the leading feature. For
an individual psalm, however, the usual name is mizmor

(licia ; only in titles of psalms [except in Ecclus. 49 1]),
3

which is applicable to any piece designed to be sung to

a musical accompaniment. Of this word, i/ aX/xjy,

psalm, is a translation, and in the Greek Bible the

whole book is called Psalms (\f/a\/j.oi) or Psalter

(^aXr-fipiov).
4 The title Psalms (\j/a\fj.oi) or Book of

Psalms (j3t/3\os \j/a\fj.Qv) is used in the NT (Lk. 2042
2444 ; Acts 1 20) ; but in Heb. 4? we find another title,

namely David.

Hippolytus tells us that in his time most Christians

1 [The part of this article signed W. R. S. was originally
written in 1886. It was, however, virtually re-indorsed in 1892
in the seventh of the Lectures on Biblical Criticism now so often
referred to as OT/Cft, in which, as the author states, he has
incorporated the main conclusions of his article. Much water
has flowed under the bridge since 1892, and the progress of the
critical study of other books cannot but react on that of the
Psalms. No better starting-point, however, for the study of
this great book could be had than the sketch here adopted as
the introduction to our article

; and if we decline to hold it

certain that a renewed investigation of the Psalter from the

point of view enforced upon us by the present circumstances of
criticism and philology would have led the writer to the same
conclusions as in 1886, no disparagement to an enthusiastically
admired comrade can be intended by the scholar whose signature
is appended to the larger part of the article.]

2 Hippol.,ed. Lag., 188 ; Eus. //.vi. 262; Epiph. Metis,
et Pond. 23 ; Jerome s preface to Psalt. juxta Hebr&os.

3 [If the reading of the Cairo Hebrew text be correct,
could be used of secular songs. But Halevy, mOT-]

*
Similarly in the Syriac Bible the title is mazmore.
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said the Psalms of David, and believed the whole

2. Traditional
book to be his [and even Theodore

authorship.
of Mopsuestia accepted the Davidic

authorship of the Psalter as a whole].
But this title and belief are both of Jewish origin.

[Thus in 2 Ch. 29 30 David and Asaph appear to be
combined as joint -authors of the Psalter, and] in

2 Mace. 2 13 the [writings] of David (TO. TOV AavfiS)
means the Psalter. Besides, the title of the apocryphal
Psalms of Solomon implies that the previously existing

Psalter was ascribed to David. [Whether, however,
we must also assume that the psalms entitled in 1

? were

necessarily ascribed to king David, is questioned by
Lagarde and B. Jacob, and the correctness of the

reading inS may be strongly doubted, as also the

reading of the title ncSt?
1

?. See 12 (a) (&amp;lt;/).] Jewish
tradition does not make David the author of all the

psalms ; but as he was regarded as the founder and

legislator of the temple psalmody (i Ch. , ut sup.;
EzraSio Neh. 123645 f. Ecclus. 47 Sf. ),

so also he
was held to have completed and arranged the whole

book, though according to Talmudic tradition 1 he

incorporated psalms by ten other authors : Adam,
Melchizedek, Abraham, Moses, Heman, Jeduthun,

Asaph, and the three sons of Korah. [Cp Driver,

lntrod.(^, 7 / ; Neubauer, Studio. Biblica, 26-8.
Another good authority on Jewish tradition Dr. B.

Jacob writes thus : Not till quite late, according to

the Midrash, did David take possession of the entire

Psalter. In the second century the most important
teachers of the Mishna still debate the questions whether
all the psalms are by David (R. Meir), and whether

they all refer to David (R. Elasar), or to the community
(R. Joshua), who composed the Hallel, etc. (Pesdhim,

117 a). The Church fathers, too, in the earliest age
protest against the erroneous opinion that David is the

author of all the psalms, and seek for reasons why the

whole Psalter is nevertheless named after him (ZATW
16 [1896], i62/).]
With this it agrees that the [Hebrew] titles of the

psalms name no one later than Solomon, and even he
is not recognised as a psalmodist by the most ancient

tradition, that of @, which omits him from the title of

Ps. 127
(&amp;lt;

R inserts the name)
2 and makes Ps. 72 be

written ei s Za\o[w]/ucoj , i.e.
,
not by but of him.

The details of the tradition of authorship show considerable

1 The passages are collected in Kimhi s preface to his com
mentary on the Psalms, ed. Schiller-Szinessy, Cambridge, 1883.

2 [The significance of this fact is changed, if mSyo and r.7V
are both corruptions of the same original. See 12.]
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variation ; according to the Talmudic view Adam is author of the
Sabbath psalm, 92, and Melchizedek of Ps. 110, whilst Abraham
is identified with Ethan the Ezrahite (Ps. 89). According to
older Jewish tradition attested by Origen,! Ps. 92 is by Moses,
to whom are assigned Pss. 90-100 inclusive, according to a
general rule that all anonymous pieces (avciriypaiftoi, D Oijv) are

by the same hand with the nearest preceding psalm whose
author is named

; and Ps. 110, which by its title is Davidic,
seems to have been given to Melchizedek to avoid the dilemma
of Mt. 22 4iyC Origen s rule accounts for all the psalms except
1 and 2, which were sometimes reckoned as one poem (Acts 13 33
in the Western text ; Origen, B. Berakhoth, 9 6), and appear
to have been ascribed to David (Acts 4 25). The opinion of
Jerome (f rief. in Ps. Heb.) and other Christian writers that
the collector of the Psalter was Ezra does not seem to rest on
Jewish tradition.

[The number of the psalms both in and in MT is

150, though the mode of arriving at this number is

different; &amp;lt;S5
unites 9 and 10, 114 and

115 a
?
d

,

divi

&amp;lt;J

116 *nd
I
47 the

apocryphal psalm at the end is not
The oldest Jewish tradition reckoned 147

psalms (cp Gen. 47 28) ; Pss. 9 and 10 are one, 70 and
71 are one, 114 and 115 are one, and 117 and 118i-4
are one, whilst 118s begins a separate psalm (see, e.g. ,

the Vienna MS described by Ginsburg, Introd. 777).
The inaccuracy of an arrangement which divides Pss. 9
and 10, 42 and 43 is manifest.]

Whatever may be the value of the titles to individual

psalms, there can be no question that the tradition that

4 Psalter_ tlle Psalter was collected by David is not
. historical

;
for no one doubts that fat anya temple , ,

ho*i/Huini a rate
J some of the psalms date from after

Iltllld [)OOK J.I I-, , , , r-r^t

the Babylonian exile. The truth that

underlies the tradition is that the collection is essentially
the hymn-book of the second temple, and it was there
fore ascribed to David, because it was assumed, as we
see clearly from Chronicles, that the order of worship
in the second temple was the same as in the first, and
had David as its father : as Moses completed the law
of Israel for all time before the people entered Canaan,
so David completed the theory and contents of the

temple psalmody before the temple itself was built.

When we thus understand its origin, the tradition

becomes really instructive, and may be translated into

a statement which throws light on several points con
nected with the book the statement, namely, that the
Psalter was (finally, at least) collected with a liturgical

purpose. Thus, though the Psalms represent [according
to the writer s earlier view] a great range of individual

experience, they avoid such situations and expressions
as are too unique to be used in acts of public devotion.

Many of the psalms are doxologies or the like, expressly
written for the temple ; others are made up of extracts

from older poems in a way perfectly natural in a hymn-
book, but otherwise hardly intelligible. Such ancient

hymns as Ex. 15 1^ [cp EXODUS, BOOK OF, 6],

Judg. 5 i S. 2 i-io [cp SAMUEL, BOOKS OF, 3], are not
included in the collection, though motives borrowed
from them are embodied in more modern psalms ;

the

interest of the collector, we see, was not historical but

liturgical. Again, the temple, Zion, the solemn feasts,

are constantly kept in the foreground. All these points

go to show that the collection was not only used but

actually formed for use in the temple.

[The preceding statement with regard to the object and use of
the collection would probably have received from the original

writer some qualification. Most critics
5. Necessary would now admit that many of the psalms

qualification, were probably never either used in the

temple or intended for use in the temple.
The synagogues were prayer-houses like the temple, and it is

difficult to believe that prayer did not include praise ; moreover,
the missionary psalms and the so-called Puritan psalms had
a special applicability to the Jews of the Dispersion (Che.
OPs. 12 14 363; Duhm, Psahnen, Einl. x. ; Briggs, in Neva
World, March 1900, 177). Duhm even thinks that many psalms
can only have been used for private edification. At any rate,
it is safer to call the Psalter the prayer-book and hymn-book of

1
Opf&amp;gt;. l^nf. ed. de la Rue; cp Hippol. ut supra; Jerome,

Ep. CXL (ad Cyfr.), and Prof, in Mai.
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the (post -exilic) Jewish community 1 than to connect it as a
whole too closely with the services in the temple. It is thus

T * +V.
e^ Pen to suppose that many of the psalms

6. I 01 the were hymns of the Dispersion (see Roy), and

psalms. at tn&amp;lt;

;
same time to deny that the religious

experiences are ever purely personal. Prof.
Robertson Smith, at a later date, qualified his original statement
respecting individual religious experience, and the following
passage (OT/CC-) 189, n.) deserves to be quoted.] Some recent
writers go so far as to maintain that in all (or almost all) the psalms,
the speaker is Israel, the church-nation personified, so that the
&quot;I&quot; and &quot;me&quot; of the psalms throughout mean

&quot;we,&quot; &quot;us,&quot;

the community of God s grace and worship. So especially
Smend in Stade s ZtittckrOt, 849^ (1888). Few will be dis

posed to go so far as Smend [who has indeed since 1888 taken
opportunities of qualifying his original position, and in his
Lekrbuch der A T RtL-fetch.Pl, 361, says that he is in essential

agreement with Cheyne, Origin of the Psalter, 261 ft]. But
the view that many psalms are spoken in the name of the

community is no novelty, and can hardly be disputed. There
is, of course, room for much difference of opinion as to the
extent to which this method of interpreting the &quot;

I
&quot;

and &quot; me &quot;

of the psalms may be applied. Driver, Introd.^) 366f. [389^]
would confine it to a few psalms [but cp the fuller statement in

ed. 6], while Cheyne (whose remarks on the bearing of the

question on the use of the Psalter in the Christian Church will

repay perusal) gives it a much larger range (Origin ofthe Psalter,
1891, Lecture vi.). [On this subject see further Schuurmans
Stekhoven, ZA TWd [1889], 131^; Budde, TLZ, May 14,

1892, col. 254 ; Beer, Individual- undGemeinde-Psalmen (1894);
Coblenz, Ueb. dasbetende Ick in den Psahnen (1897); H. Roy,
Die Volksgemeinde u. die Gemeinde der Fronnnen im Psalter
(1897); D. Leimdorfer, Das Psalter-ego in den Ich-Psaltnen

(1898), and Baethgen s commentary.]
[It is often said that the practice of those who prepare hymn-

books for congregational Christian use is against Smend s view,
hymns which were originally the expression of the inward ex

perience of individuals in circumstances more or less peculiar to
themselves being adapted to more general use by omissions, addi

tions, and other large or small alterations. The comparison,
however, is hazardous, the awakening of individual life in the
Western nations since the introduction of Christianity having no
parallel in the Semitic East. Those hymns in the OT which
were traditionally supposed to be the effusions of individuals(i S.

2 i-io Is. 38 10-20 Jon. 2 2-9 [3-10]), turn out to be nothing of the

kind, but simply expressions of the faith of the pious community
of Israel. The same may on the whole be affirmed of the
Psalms of Solomon.&quot; The truth is, that the controversy as to

the I psalms is not so important as has been supposed. It is

not a part of the larger question as to the date of the psalms,
for the representation of a body of men as a single being is

primitive ;
I psalms might, if the tone of thought and the

social background permitted, be pre-exilic. Nor does it greatly
affect the exegesis of the psalms, except indeed when by means
of forced interpretations Duhm and B. Jacob endow the speakers
of the psalms with a vigorous and almost self-assertive person
ality. Between those who contend that the speaker of a psalm
(or of a part of a psalm) is a representative or typical pious
Israelite, and those who regard the speaker as the community
itself personified, there is, exegetically, but a slight difference.

And yet this difference is not to be wholly disregarded. A
close study of the psalms, especially in connection with a keen
textual criticism, will probably show the greater naturalness

(from the point of view of l 6lkerpsychologie) of the latter way
of accounting for the phenomena. Occasionally, of course, e.g.,
in 34 ii [12] 452[i] i S if. 1064_/C, there is no possible doubt
that it is the poet himself who speaks ; but these passages are

widely different from those about which somewhat too lively a
dispute has arisen among critics of the Psalter. The evidence
of the heading of Ps. 102 cannot rightly be brought against the

view here recommended ; the afflicted one ( 3J7) there spoken

of is manifestly the pious community (cp njjj;,
til 3 77 4).]

[The chief names on the other side 2 are those of Noldeke, B.

Jacob, and Duhm. According to Noldeke (ZA TW 20 [1900],

Q2yC), the I psalms refer as a rule to the poet himself; this is

based on the observation that in the songs in the Hebrew text

of Ecclus. 51 2-12 and 13-29 it must be Ben Sira who speaks. 3

Very different is the view of B. Jacob (ZA TW\~ [1897], 544^),

1 Olshausen (Psahnen, 1853) already gives this definition of
the Psalter ; but he does not give a clear notion of the great
Jewish community, which, though conscious of its unity
(symbolised even by so apparently trifling a point as the turning
of a worshipper towards Jerusalem even when away from the

Holy Land), was nevertheless not merely Palestinian but
scattered in many lands.

2 We do not mention Konig (Einl. 400), because he admits
the representative character of most of the individuals who are
the supposed speakers in the psalms. In Ps. 23, however, the

speaker, he thinks, is not the collective community (Smend), but
a fugitive, who is cut off from visits to the temple, like David,
according to i Sam. 26 19. (But surely the speaker in this and
parallel psalms is the company of faithful Israelites and diligent

frequenters of the temple, who formed the kernel of the post-
exilic Judsan community.)

3 This observation of Noldeke, however, is hardly self-evident

so far as 51 2-12 is concerned.
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who maintains that psalms were composed for the use of

individuals who had some sacrificial rite to perform in the

temple, as a means of deliverance from sickness, or as a thank-

offering for recovery ;
and goes so far as to define the Psalter

(in opposition to Olshausen and many others) as ein Gemeinde-

opfergesangbuch das hat uns rt^O gelehrt, ein Privat(opfer)-

gebetbuch das sollte TSin 1

? zeigen. To these we may add

Duhm, who, as a commentator, represents the same tendency,
and carries the individualising interpretation of the speakers of

the psalms to an extreme. The objections to this view will

appear to any student of Duhm s always clear and consistent,

but too often strained, exegesis. See further, jj 16, 37.]

The question now arises, Was the collection a single

act, or is the Psalter made up of several older collections ?

Here we have first to observe that in
7. Steps in

the Hebrew text the psaiter is divided
redaction :

five books.
into five books, each of which closes with

a doxology. The scheme of the whole is

as follows :

Book i., Pss. 1-41 : all these are ascribed to David except 1 2 10

(which is really part of 9) 33 (ascribed to David in ) ; doxotogy
41 13.
Book ii., Pss. 42-72 : of these 42-49 are ascribed to the

Korahites (43 being part of 42), 50 to Asaph, 51-71 to David

(except 66 67 71 anonymous ; in the last two (not 67 N] bear

David s name), 72 to Solomon ; doxology~2 18 19 followed by the

subscription The prayers of David the son of Jesse are ended.

Book iii., Pss. 73-89 : here 73-83 bear the name of Asaph,
84/ S7/ that of the Korahites, 86 of David, 88 also of Heman,
89 of Ethan ; doxology 89 52.

Book iv., Pss. 90-106 : all are anonymous except 90 (Moses),
101 103 (David) gives also 104 to David ; here the doxology
is peculiar, Blessed be Yahwe God of Israel from everlasting and
to everlasting. And let all the people say Amen, Hallelujah.

[On this doxology with the preceding benediction see 17, end.]
Book v., Pss. 107-150 : of these 108-110 122 124 131 133 138-145

are ascribed to David, and 127 to Solomon, and 120-134 are

pilgrimage psalms ; varies considerably from the Hebrew as

to the psalms to be ascribed to David, and assigns some to

Haggai and Zechariah ; the book closes with a group of doxo-

logical psalms.

The division into five books was known to Hippolytus ;

J

but a closer examination of the doxologies shows that it

does not represent the original scheme of the Psalter
;

for, while the doxologies to the first three books are no

part of the psalms to which they are attached, but really

mark the end of a book in a pious fashion not uncommon
in eastern literature, that to book iv. ,

with its rubric

addressed to the people, plainly belongs to the psalm,
or rather to its liturgical execution, and does not, there

fore, really mark the close of a collection once separate.
i. In point of fact, books iv. and v. have so many

common characters that there is every reason to regard
them as a single great group.

ii. Again, the main part of books ii. and iii. (Ps.

42-83) is distinguished from the rest of the Psalter by
habitually avoiding the name Yahwe (EV the LORD)
and using Elohlm (God) instead, even in cases like Ps.

50;, where I am Yahwe thy God of Ex. 202 is quoted
but changed very awkwardly to I am God thy God.&quot;

This is due not to the authors of the individual psalms,
but to an editor

;
for Ps. 53 is only another recension

[with some peculiar variations 2
] of Ps. 14, and Ps. 70

repeats part of Ps. 40, and here Yahwe is six times

changed to Elohlm, whilst the opposite change happens
but once. The Elohlm psalms, then, have undergone

1 The witness of Hippolytus is found in the Greek (ed. Lag.,
193 ; closely followed by Epiphanius, De Mens. et Pond. $ 5 ;

see Lagarde, Symmfcta, 2 157) in a passage of which the genuine
ness has been questioned ; but the same doubt does not attach
to the Syriac form of Hippolytus s testimony (Lagarde, Analecta
Syriaca, 1858, p. 86). The Greek speaks of a division into five

books Oi/SAia), the Syriac of five parts or sections (m?naivathe).
The latter expression agrees best with Jerome s statement in the

Prologus Galeatus, David quern quinque incisionibus et uno
volumine comprehendunt [scil. Hebraei]. In the preface to his

Psalt. iuxta Hebr&amp;lt;ros Jerome refuses to allow the expression
&quot;

five books
&quot;

which some used (OTJCP), 194, n. i). For the
oldest Jewish evidence Schechter (ibid.) refers to B. KiddtisMn,
33 ( two-fifths of the Book of Psalms ).

2 [The critics are not of one mind as to the comparative merits
of the two recensions. Delitzsch, Duhm, and Wellhausen prefer
Ps. 14, but Hitzig, Ewald (at least in 1829, see St. Kr. 774^),
Olshausen, and

(lately) Budde are in favour of Ps. 53. The text

of both recensions is surely very defective. Bickell (ZDMG
268n) finds in Ps. 14 the acrostic OSPrr rt N, where is God? ]
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a common editorial treatment distinguishing them from
the rest of the Psalter. And they make up the mass of

books ii. and iii. , the remaining psalms, 84-89, appearing
to be a sort of appendix.

iii. When we look at the Elohim psalms more closely,

however, we see that they contain two distinct elements :

Davidic psalms and psalms ascribed to the Levitical

choirs (sons of Korah, Asaph).
The Davidic collection as we have it splits the Levitical psalms

into two groups, and actually divides the Asaphic Ps. 50 from the
main Asaphic collection 73-83. This order can hardly be original,

especially as the Davidic Elohim psalms [practically 51-71] have
a separate subscription (Ps. 72 20). But if we remove them we
get a continuous body of Levitical ElGhim psalms, or rather two
collections, the first Korahitic [42-49] and the second Asaphic
[50 73-83], to which there have been added by way of appendix
by a non-Elohistic editor a supplementary group of Korahite

psalms [84 f. 87 f.\ and one psalm (certainly late) ascribed to

David [86].

[This very attractive theory is due to Ewald, Dichter des
alien BandesC*), 1 249, who remarks that (i) the force of the sub

scription in 72 20 (which indicates that something quite different

follows) now first becomes manifest, and (2) Ps. 42-4y 50 73-80 are
now placed in a natural juxtaposition.]
The formation of books iv. and v. is certainly later than the

Elohistic redaction of books ii. and iii., for Ps. 108 is made up of
two Elohim psalms (57 7-11 [8-12] 605-12 [7-14]) in the Elohistic

form, though the last two books of the Psalter are generally
Yahwistic.

iv. We can thus distinguish the following steps in the

redaction :- (a) the formation of a Davidic collection

(book i.
)
with a closing doxology ; (t) a second Davidic

collection (51-72) with doxology and subscription, and

(c) a twofold Levitical collection (42-49, 50 73-83) ; (d)

an Elohistic redaction and combination of
((&amp;gt;}

and (c) ;

(e) the addition of a non-Elohistic supplement to (d)

with a doxology ; (f) a collection later than (d}, con

sisting of books iv. v. Finally, the anonymous psalms
1 2, which as anonymous were hardly an original part
of book i. , may have been prefixed after the whole

Psalter was completed. We see, too, that it is only in

the latest collection (books iv. v.
)
that anonymity is the

rule, and titles, especially titles with names, occur only

sporadically. Elsewhere the titles run in series and

correspond to the limits of older collections.

A process of collection which involves so many stages
must plainly have taken a considerable time, and the

, question arises whether we can fix a limit
8 Dates of ,-

, . for its beginning and end, or even assign
collections.

&amp;lt;

.

a date for any one stage of the process.
i. External evidence. An inferior limit for the final

collection is given by the Septuagint translation. This

translation itself, however, was not written all at once,

and its history is obscure
;
we only know, from the

prologue to Ecclesiasticus, that the Hagiographa, and

doubtless, therefore, the Psalter, were read in Greek in

Egypt about 130 B.C. or somewhat later. 2 And the

Greek Psalter, though it contains one apocryphal psalm
at the close, is essentially the same as the Hebrew ;

there is nothing to suggest that the Greek w as first

translated from a less complete Psalter and afterwards

extended to agree with the extant Hebrew. It is, there

fore, reasonable to hold that the Hebrew Psalter was

completed and recognised as an authoritative collection

long enough before 130 B.C. to allow of its passing to

the Greek-speaking Jews in Alexandria. Beyond this

the external evidence for the completion of the collection

does not carry us.

It appears indeed from i Ch. 168-36 2 Ch. 641 42, that various

psalms belonging to books iv. and v. were current in the time of

the Chronicler,3 that is, towards the close of the Persian or

1 [Ewald compares Job 31 40 Jer. 5164, and Robertson Smith

(&amp;lt;97yC(
2

), 196, n. 2) refers to a parallel subscription in the Diwan
of the Hodhalite poets (236 end), tar.niia had/id walillahi

l-hamdu, etc., showing that the collection once ended at this

point. Whether the words son of Jesse always stood at the

end of 72 20 has been doubted ; see 12 (d), end.]
2 The text of the passage is obscure and in part corrupt ; but

the Latin cum multum temporis ibi fuisserr. probably expresses
the author s meaning. A friend has suggested to the writer that

for vvyvaopurac we ought perhaps to read
&amp;lt;ru\vov iyxpovims-

3 [Duhm, however, regards the compilation in i Ch. 16 as the

insertion of a later hand. Similarly, but in more cautious words,
St. Gyi22is, n. 2. See 17.)
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more probably in the earlier part of the Greek period. But it is

not certain that the psalms he quotes (!&amp;gt;(&amp;gt;
105 100 182) already

existed in their place in our Psalter, or that Ps. 100 even existed

in its present form.

ii. Internal evidence. Turning now to internal

evidence, we find the surest starting-point in the

Levitical psalms of the Elohistic collection. These, as

we have seen, form two groups, referred to the sons of

Korah and to Asaph. At the beginning of the Greek

period or somewhat later Asaph was taken to be a

contemporary of David and chief of the singers of his

time (Neh. 1246), or one of the three chief singers

belonging to the three great Levitical houses (iCh.
25 1 f. ).

The older history, however, knows nothing of

an individual Asaph ; at the time of the return from

Babylon the guild of singers as a whole was called Bne

Asaph (Ezra 241), and so apparently it was in the time

of Nehemiah (Neh. 1122 Heb.
).

1 The singers or

Asaphites are at this time still distinguished from the

Levites
;
the oldest attempt to incorporate them with

that tribe appears in Ex. 624, where Abiasaph that is,

the eponym of the guild of Asaphites is made one of

the three sons of Korah. But when singers and Levites

were fused the Asaphites ceased to be the only singers ;

and ultimately, as we see in Chronicles, they were

distinguished from the Korahites and reckoned to

Gershom (i Ch. 6), while the head of the Korahites is

Heman, as in the title of Ps. 88. It is only in the

appendix to the Elohistic psalm-book that we find

Heman and Ethan side by side with Asaph, as in the

Chronicles, but the body of the collection distinguishes
between two guilds of singers, Korahites and Asaphites,
and is therefore as a collection younger than Nehemiah,
but presumably older than Chronicles with its three

guilds.
The contents of the Korahite and Asaphic psalms

give no reason, to doubt that they really were collected

by or for these two guilds.

(a) Both groups are remarkable from the fact that they

hardly contain any recognition of present sin on the part
of the community of Jewish faith though they do
confess the sin of Israel in the past but are exercised

with the observation that prosperity does not follow

righteousness either in the case of the individual (49 73)
or in that of the nation, which suffers notwithstanding
its loyalty to God, or even on account thereof (44 79).
Now the rise of the problems of individual faith is the

mark of the age that followed Jeremiah, whilst the

confident assertion of national righteousness under mis

fortune is a characteristic mark of pious Judaism after

Ezra, in the period of the law but not earlier. Malachi,

Ezra, and Nehemiah, like Haggai and Zechariah, are

still very far from holding that the sin of Israel lies all

in the past.

(6) Again, a considerable number of these psalms

(44 74 79 80) point to an historical situation which can

be very definitely realised. They are post-exilic in their

whole tone, and belong to a time when prophecy had
ceased and the synagogue worship was fully established

(74 8/! ).
But the Jews are no longer the obedient slaves

of Persia
;
there has been a national rising and armies

have gone forth to battle. Yet God has not gone forth

with them : the heathen have been victorious, blood has

flowed like water round Jerusalem, the temple has been

defiled, and these disasters assume the character of a

religious persecution.
These details would fit the time of religious persecution under

Antiochus Epiphanes, to which indeed Ps. 74 is referred (as a

prophecy) in i Mace. 7 16. But against this reference there is

the objection that these psalms are written in a time of the

1 The threefold division of the singers appears in the same
list according to the Hebrew text of v. 17 ; but the occurrence of

Jeduthun as a proper name instead of a musical note is suspicious,

and makes the text of BNA [which suggests a twofold division ;

see GENEALOGIES, 7, ii. (a), n. 3, but cp 26 (c), end] preferable.
The first clear trace of the triple choir is, therefore, in Neh. 12 24
i.e.

,
not earlier than Alexander the Great, with whom Jaddua

(T&amp;gt;. 22) was contemporary. [See EZKA-NEHEMIAH, ii ;

NEHEMIAH, i.]
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deepest dejection and yet are psalms of the temple choirs. Now
when the temple was reopened for worship after its profanation
by Antiochus, the Jews were victorious and a much more joyous
tone was appropriate. Besides, if the psalms are of the
Maccabee period, they can have been no original part of the
Elohistic psalm-book, which certainly was not collected so late.

But there is one and only one time in the Persian period to
which they can be referred, viz., that of the great civil wars
under Artaxerxes III. Ochus (middle of 4th cent. B.C.). The
Jews were ins olved in these and were severely chastised, and we
know from Josephus that the temple was defiled by the Persians
and humiliating conditions attached to the worship there. It

would appear that to the Jews the struggle took a theocratic

aspect, and it is not impossible that the hopeful beginnings of a
national movement, which proved in the issue so disastrous, are
reflected in some of the other pieces of the collection. 1

(c) All this carries the collection of the Elohistic

psalm-book down to quite the last years of the Persian

period at the earliest, and with this it agrees to name
but one other point that the view of Israel s past

history taken in Ps. 78, where the final rejection of the

house of Joseph is co-ordinated with the fall of Shiloh

and the rise of Zion and the Davidic kingdom, in

dicates a standpoint very near to that of Chronicles.

The fusion of the separate Korahite and Asaphic psalm-
books in a single collection along with the second group
of Davidic psalms may very probably be connected with

the remodelling of the singers in three choirs which
Chronicles presupposes.

(&amp;lt;/)

Now books iv. and v. are, as we have seen, later

than the Elohistic redaction of books ii. and iii. ,
so that

the collection of the lastpart of the Psalter must, if our

argument up to this point is sound, be thrown into the

Greek period, and probably not the earliest part thereof.

This conclusion
(

8 d) is borne out by a variety of

indications.

i. First of all, the language of some of these psalms

clearly points to a very late date indeed. 2 The Jews
_ had even in the time of Nehemiah (Xeh.

.

~

1824) been in danger of forgetting their

resulTaVVar
%vn ton ue and ad Pting a jargon com-

pounded with neighbouring idioms ; but

the restorers of the law fought against this tendency
with vigour, and with so much success that very tolerable

Hebrew was written for at least a century longer. But

in such a psalm as 139 the language is a real jargon,
3

a mixture of Hebrew and Aramaic, which, in a hymn
accepted for use in the temple, shows the Hebrew speech
to have reached the last stage of decay.

ii. Again, though no part of the Psalter shows clearer

marks of a liturgical purpose, we find that in books

iv. and v. the musical titles [if we may follow the majority
and admit, comparing Duhm, Psalmen, Einl., 30/1,
that there are musical titles] have entirely disappeared.
The technical terms, that is, of the temple music which are

still recognised by the Chronicler* have gone out of use,

presumably because they were already become unin

telligible, as they were when the Septuagint version was
made. This implies a revolution in the national music

which we can hardly explain in any other way than by the

influence of that Hellenic culture which, from the time

1 Ps. 83, in which Judah is threatened by the neighbouring
states acting with the support rather than under the guidance of

Asshur (the satrap of Syria ?), is also much more easily understood
under the loose rule of Persia than under the Greeks, and the

association of Tyre with Philistia(asinS74)agrees with Pseudo-

Scylax (see EBP* IS 809), who makes Ascalon a Tynan possession.
If this psalm has a definite historical background, which De
\Vette and Hupfeld doubt, it must be later than the destruction

of Sidon by Ochus, which restored to Tyre its old pre-eminence
in Phoenicia.

2 For details as to the linguistic phenomena of the Psalms, see

especially Giesebrecht in Stade s Zeitschr., 1881, p. 276^ The
objections of Driver (fourn. of Phil. 11 233) do not touch the

argument that such psalms as 130 [at least if MT is correct!

belong to the very latest stage of biblical Hebrew. [See also

Cheyne, OPs., Appendix ii., where, however, as also in Giese-

brecht s and Driver s essays, due account is not taken of the

uncertainty of MT.]
3 [So again in OTJCM 208. But in arrest of judgment see

Ps.C*), where it is maintained that there is much corruptness in

the traditional text.]
* [So according to MT of i Ch. 15 2o/ (RV, set to Alamoth,

set to the Sheminith ); but see 26 (6i), and SHEMIMTH.]
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Of the Macedonian conquest, began to work such changes
on the whole civilisation and art of the East. Cp
Mrsic, 12.

iii. Once more, the general tone of large parts of this

collection is much more cheerful than that of the Elohistic

psalm-book [42-83].
It begins \vith a psalm (90) ascribed in the title to Moses, and

seemingly designed to express feelings appropriate to a situation

analogous to that of the Israelites when, after the weary march
through the wilderness, they stood on the borders of the promised
land. It looks back on a time of great trouble and forward to a

brighter future. In some of the following psalms there are still

references to deeds of oppression and violence ; but more gener
ally Israel appears as happy under the law, with such a happiness
as it did enjoy under the Ptolemies during the third century B.C.

The problems of divine justice are no longer burning questions ;

the righteousness of God is seen in the peaceful felicity of the

pious (91 92 etc.). Israel, indeed, is still scattered and not

triumphant over the heathen ; but even in the dispersion the

Jews are under a mild rule (10646), and the commercial activity
of the nation has begun to develop beyond the seas (107 23_/C).

The whole situation and vein of piety here are

strikingly parallel to those shown in Ecclesiasticus,
which dates from the close of the Ptolemaic sovereignty
in Palestine. But some of the psalms carry us beyond
this peaceful period to a time of struggle and victory.

In Ps. 118 Israel, led by the house of Aaron this is a notable

point has emerged triumphant from a desperate conflict and
celebrates at the temple a great day of rejoicing for the unhoped
for victory ; in Ps. 149 the saints are pictured with the praises of
God in their throat and a sharp sword in their hands to take

vengeance on the heathen, to bind their kings and nobles, and
exercise against them the judgment written in prophecy.

Such an enthusiasm of militant piety, plainly based
on actual successes of Israel and the house of Aaron,
can only be referred to the first victories of the Macca
bees, culminating in the purification of the temple in

165 B. c. This restoration of the worship of the national

sanctuary under circumstances that inspired religious

feelings very different from those of any other generation
since the return from Babylon, might most naturally be
followed by an extension of the temple psalmody ; it

certainly was followed by some liturgical innovations,
for the solemn service of dedication on the twenty-fifth

day of Chislev was made the pattern of a new annual
feast (that mentioned in Jn. 1022). Now in I Mace.
4 54 we learn that the dedication was celebrated with

hymns and music. In later times the psalms for the

encaenia, or feast of dedication, embraced Pss. 30 and
113-118 (the so-called HALLEL). There is no reason
to doubt that these were the very psalms sung in

165 B.C., for in the title of Ps. 30 the words the song
for the dedication of the house (rran n|:rrTB&amp;gt;)

which

are a somewhat awkward insertion in the original title,

are found also in (5
(\f/. t^dTJs TOV (yKa.ivicr/j.ov rod

OIKOV), and therefore are probable evidence of the

liturgical use of the psalm in the very first years of the
feast (cp, however, 24). But no collection of old

psalms could fully suffice for such an occasion, and there

is every reason to think that the hallel, which, especially
in its closing part, contains allusions that fit no other
time so well, was first arranged for the same ceremony.
The course of the subsequent history makes it very
intelligible that the Psalter was finally closed, as we
have seen from the date of the Greek version that it

must have been, within a few years at most after this

great event. 1 From the time of Hyrcanus downwards
the ideal of the princely high priests becomes more and
more divergent from the ideal of the pious in Israel,

and in the Psalter of Solomon
( 41 f. )

we see religious

poetry turned against the lords of the temple and its

worship. [Besides the more recent commentaries, cp
Riedel s article, ZATW19 (1899) 169 ff. The ques
tion of the date of the final redaction will be treated

more decisively when the text and the grouping of the

psalms has been examined more thoroughly.]
All this does not, of course, imply that there are not

1
Possibly under Simon ; compare the other hallel (Ps. 146-

150) with i Mace. 13 50^: [See also OPs. 11 f. ; Peters, New
World, June 1893, p. 298.]
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10. Older poems
included 1

in books iv. and v. any pieces older than the completion
of books ii. and iii.

( 8d], for the

composition of a poem and its ac

ceptance as part of the Levitical

liturgy are not necessarily coincident in date, except in

psalms written with a direct liturgical purpose. In the

fifteen [so-called] songs of degrees (Pss. 120-134) we
have a case in point.

According to the Mishna (MiddSth, 2 5) and other Jewish
traditions [see Uelitzsch and Gratz] these psalms were sung by
the Levites at the Feast of Tabernacles on the fifteen steps or
degrees that led from the women s to the men s court. But when
we look at the psalms themselves we see that they must origin
ally have been a hymn-book, not for the Levites, but for the

laity who came up to Jerusalem at the great pilgrimage feasts ;

and the title of this hymn-book (which can be restored from the
titles derived from it that were prefixed to each song when they
were taken into the Levitical connection) was simply Pilgrim
age Songs. 1

All these songs are plainly later than the exile
; but

some of them cannot well be so late as the formation of

the Elohistic psalm-book.
The simple reason why they are not included in it is that they

were hymns of the laity, describing with much beauty and depth
of feeling the emotions of the pilgrim when his feet stood within
the gates of Jerusalem, when he looked forth on the encircling
hills, when he felt how good it was to be camping side by side
with his brethren on the slopes of Zion2 (133), when a sense of
Yahwe s forgiving grace and the certainty of the redemption of
Israel triumphed over all the evils of the present and filled his

soul with humble and patient hope.
The titles which ascribe four of the pilgrimage songs to David

and one to Solomon are lacking in the true
&amp;lt;&,

and inconsistent
with the contents of the psalms. [In Ps. 1 2 2 the title seems to

have been suggested by 71. 5, the true rendering of which is, for

there were set thrones of judgment, the thrones of the house of
David. 3]

[Of the titles of other pieces in book v. ] the name of

Moses in Ps. 90 and that of David in Pss. 101 103
108-110 138-145 are better attested, because found in

(5 as well as in the Hebrew, and therefore probably
as old as the collection itself. But where did the last

collectors of the Psalms find such very ancient pieces
which had been passed over by all previous collectors,

and what criterion was there to establish their genuine
ness ? No canon of literary criticism can treat as

valuable external evidence an attestation which first

appears so many centuries after the supposed date of

the poems, especially when it is confronted by facts so

conclusive as that Ps. 108 is made up of extracts from
Pss. 57 and 60, and that Ps. 139 is marked by its language
as one of the latest pieces in the book. The only

possible question for the critic is whether the ascription
of these psalms to David was due to the idea that he
was the psalmist par excellence, to whom any poem of

unknown origin was naturally ascribed, or whether we
have in some at least of these titles an example of the

habit so common in later Jewish literature of writing in

the name of ancient worthies. In the case of Ps. 90 it

can hardly be doubted that this is the real explanation,
and the same account must be given of the title in Ps.

145, if, as seems probable, it is meant to cover the

whole of the great hallel or tthillah (Pss. 145-150),
which must, from the allusions in Ps. 149, as well as

from its place, be almost if not quite the latest thing in

the Psalter.

For the later stages of the history of the Psalter we
have, as has been seen

( 8f. ),
a fair amount of circum-

_ . . ,, stantial evidence pointing to conclu-
11. BOOKS i.

(

f. :

sions of a prettv definite kind The
. approximate dates which their contents

suggest for the collection of the

Elohistic psalm-book [42-83] and of books iv. and v.

confirm one another, and are in harmony with such

indications as we obtain from external sources. But,

in order to advance from the conclusions already reached

1 mVvDn TtP (nSlO as &quot; Ezra 7 9) seems to be properly a

plural [meaning, the songs of Pilgrimage ] like fil2Nrt JV3.

[Cp, however, 12 (rf).]
* [For the writer s interesting explanation of 133 zf. see

OTJCV\, 212, note.]
3 OTJCV), 213.
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to a view of the history of the Psalter as a whole, we
have still to consider the two great groups of psalms
ascribed to David in books i. and ii. Both these groups
appear once to have formed separate collections and in

their separate form to have been ascribed to David
;
for

in book i. every psalm, except the ntroductory poems
Ps. 1 f. and the late Ps. 33, which may have been

added as a liturgical sequel to Ps. 32, bears the title of

David, and in like manner the group Pss. 51-72, though
it contains a few anonymous pieces and one psalm which

is either of or rather, according to the oldest tradition,

for Solomon (cp 12, ad init.}, is essentially a

Davidic hymn-book, which has been taken over as a
whole into the Elohistic Psalter, even the subscription

7220 not being omitted, Moreover, the collectors of

books i. -iii. knew of no Davidic psalms outside of these

two collections, for Ps. 86 in the appendix to the Elohistic

collection is merely a cento of quotations from Davidic

pieces with a verse or two from Exodus and Jeremiah.
These two groups [3-41 51-72], therefore, represented
to the collectors the oldest tradition of Hebrew psalmody ;

they are either really Davidic or they passed as such.

This fact is important ; but its weight may readily be

over-estimated, for the Levitical psalms comprise poems
of the last half-century of the Persian empire, and the

final collection of books ii. and iii. may fall a good deal

later. Thus the tradition that David is the author of

these two collections comes to us, not exactly from the

time of the Chronicler, but certainly from the time when
the view of Hebrew history which he expresses was in

the course of formation. It is not too much to say
that that view which to some extent appears in the

historical psalms of the Elohistic Psalter [42-83] im

plies absolute incapacity to understand the difference

between old Israel and later Judaism, and makes almost

anything possible in the way of the ascription of com

paratively modern pieces to ancient authors.

Nor will it avail to say that this uncritical age did not

ascribe the psalms to David but accepted them on the

ground of older titles, for it is hardly likely that each

psalm in the Davidic collections had a title before it was
transferred to the larger Psalter ;

and in any case the

titles are manifestly the product of the same uncritical

spirit as we have just been speaking of, for not only are

many of the titles certainly wrong, but they are wrong in

such a way as to prove that they date from an age to

which David was merely the abstract psalmist, and which
had no idea whatever of the historical conditions of his

age. [But cp 45.]

(a) For example, Pss. 20_/C are not spoken by a king, but ad
dressed to a king by his people ; Pss. 5 27 allude to the temple
(which did not exist in David s time), and the author of the

latter psalm desires to live there continually. Kven in the older

Davidic psalm-book [3-41] there is a whole series of hymns in

which the writer identities himself with the poor and needy, the

righteous people of God suffering in silence at the hands of the

wicked, without other hope than patiently to wait for the inter

position of Yahwe (Pss. 12 25 37/. etc.). Nothing can be farther

removed than this from any possible situation in the life of the

David of the books of Samuel ; and
(i&amp;gt;)

the case is still worse in

the second Davidic collection [01-72], especially where we have
in the titles definite notes as to the historical occasion on which
the poems are supposed to have been written. To refer Ps. 53

to I )oeg, Ps. 54 to the Ziphites, Ps. 59 to David when watched
in his house by Saul, implies an absolute lack of the very
elements of historical judgment. Even the bare names of the

old history were no longer correctly known when Abimelech (the
Philistine king in the stones of Abraham and Isaac) could be
substituted in the title of Ps. 34 for Achish, king of Gath.

In a word, the ascription of these two collections to

David has none of the characters of a genuine historical

tradition. [On the whole question cp 25.]
At the same time it is clear that the two [Davidic]

collections do not stand on quite the same footing.
The Elohistic redaction the change in the names of

God extends only to the second [51-72]. Now the

formation of the Elohistic Psalter [42-83] must have
been an official act directed to the consolidation of the

liturgical material of the temple, and if it left one of the

so-called Davidic collections untouched the reason must
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have been that this collection had already a fixed

liturgical position. In other words, book i. is the oldest

extant liturgy of the second temple, whilst there is no
evidence that the Davidic psalms of book ii. had a
fixed liturgical place till at least the close of the Persian

period.
And now the question arises : May we suppose that

the oldest liturgy of the second temple was also the

liturgy of the temple of Solomon ?

i. We have it in evidence that music and song ac

companied the worship of the great sanctuaries of

i o u,v ; 4-
northern Israel in the eighth century

J. & .BOOK 1. HOL i \ e i_ f \

m-e exilic
B Cl

(
Am - 523): but from the con

text it appears probable that the

musicians were not officers of the temple, but rather the

worshippers at large (cp Am. 65). So it certainly was
in the days of David (2 S. 65) and even of Isaiah (3029

[but 30 27-33 may be a later insertion, see ISAIAH (BOOK),
12^]); the same thing is implied in the song of

Hezekiah (Is. 8820) ;
and in Lam. 2^ the noise within the

sanctuary on a feast-day which affords a simile for the

shouts of the victorious Chaldasans suggests rather the

untrained efforts of the congregation than the disciplined
music of a temple choir. The allusion to chambers of

singers in Ezek. 4044 is not found in the text of (5,

which is justified by the context, 1 and the first certain

allusion to a class of singers belonging to the sacred

ministers is at the return from Babylon (Ezra 2 41). The
way in which these singers, the sons of Asaph, are spoken
of may be taken as evidence that there was a guild of

temple singers before the exile
; but they cannot have

been very conspicuous or we should have heard more
of them.

ii. The historical books, as edited in the captivity,
are fond of varying the narrative by the insertion of

lyrical pieces, and one or two of these the passover

song (Ex. 15) and perhaps the song from the book of

Jashar ascribed to Solomon (see OTJC^, 434; JASHER,
BOOK OK, 3) look as if they were sung in the first

temple ;
but they are not found in the Psalter, and,

conversely, no piece from the Psalter is used to illustrate

the life of David except Ps. 18, and it occurs in a section

which can be shown to be an interpolation in the original
form of 2 S.

iii. These facts seem to indicate that even book i. of

the Psalter did not exist when the editing of the historical

books was completed, and that in music as in other

matters the ritual of the second temple was completely
reconstructed. Indeed, the radical change in the religious
life of the nation caused by the captivity could not fail

to influence the psalmody of the sanctuary more than

any other part of the worship.
(a) The book of Lamentations marks an era of profound im

portance in the religious poetry of Israel, and no collection

formed before these dirges were first sung could have been an

adequate hymn-book for the second temple. In point of fact,

the notes struck in the LAMENTATIONS (t?.v.) and in Is. 40-tiG

meet our ears again in not a few psalms of book i., e.g., Ps. 22

25, where the closing prayer for the redemption of Israel in a
verse additional to the acrostic perhaps gives, as Lagarde
suggests (Symtnicta, 1 107), the characteristic post-exile name
Pedael as that of the author ;

2 Ps. 31, with many points of resem
blance to Jeremiah ;

Ps. 34yl where the servant of Yahwe 3 is

the same collective idea as in Deutero-Isaiah ; and Pss. 38 41.

The key to many of these psalms is that the singer is not an
individual but, as in Lam. 3, the true people of God represented
as one person ; and only in this way can we do justice to expres
sions which have always been a stumbling-block to those who
regard David as the author.

(b) At the same time, other psalms of the collection treat the

problems of individual religion in the line of thought first opened

by Jeremiah. Such a psalm is 30, and above all Ps. 10. Other

pieces, indeed, may well be earlier. When we compare Ps. 8

with Job 7 17 f. [on the text of which cp JOB (BOOK), 5], we

1 [For D&quot;1E , singers, read D JW, two, with Hitz., Smend,

etc. ; point niaC X]
2 [Lagarde makes a similar suggestion for Ps. 34, where the

additional verse begins with m.v mifl- See Rahlfs,
&amp;lt;jj;

und

Uj; in den Psa/men, 41, and cp PEDAIAH.]
3 [This involves reading in 3422 nay for vnaj;.]
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can hardly doubt that the psalm lay before the writer who
gave its expressions so bitter a turn in the anguish of his

soul, and Ps. 20yC plainly belong to the old kingdom. But on
the whole it is not the pre-exilic pieces that give the tone to

the collection.

Whatever the date of this or that individual poem,
the collection as a whole whether by selection or

authorship is adapted to express a religious life of

which the exile is the presupposition. Only in this way
can we understand the conflict and triumph of spiritual

faith, habitually represented as the faith of a poor and

struggling band living in the midst of oppressors and
with no strength or help save the consciousness of loyalty
to Yahwe, which is the fundamental note of the whole

book.
Whether any of the older poems really are David s is a question

more curious than important, as, at least, there is none which
we can fit with certainty into any part of his life. If we were
sure that 2 S. 22 was in any sense part of the old tradition of
David s life, there would be every reason to answer the question
in the affirmative, as has been done by Ewald ; but the grave
doubts that exist on this point throw the whole question into

the region of mere conjecture.
[Driver remarks (/ iitrod

r

.&amp;lt;

6
)
, 380), The generality of 2 S. 22 i

detracts considerably from its value: there was no
&quot;day&quot; on

which Yahwe delivered David &quot;out of the hand of Saul.&quot;

Contrast 28. 1 17. ]

The contents of book i. make it little probable that

it was originally collected by the temple ministers, whose

hymn-book it ultimately became. The singers and
Levites were ill provided for, and consequently irregular
in their attendance at the temple, till the time of

Nehemiah, who made it his business to settle the

revenues of the clergy in such a way as to make regular
service possible. With regular service a regular liturgy
would be required, and in the absence of direct evidence

it may be conjectured that the adoption of the first part
of the Psalter for this purpose took place in connec
tion with the other far-reaching reforms of Ezra and
Nehemiah, which first gave a stable character to the

community of the second temple. In any case these

psalms, full as they are of spiritual elements which can
never cease to be the model of true worship, are the

necessary complement of the law as published by Ezra,
and must be always taken along \vith it by those who
would understand what Judaism in its early days really
was, and how it prepared the way for the gospel.
The second Davidic collection, which begins with a

psalm of the exile (Ps. 51
;

see the last two verses),
. _. , - contains some pieces which carry us

second Dandle ^n l

f Jate_
decidedly later than

collection.
that f * ehemiah - Thus Ps. 6827
represents the worshipping congrega

tion as drawn partly from the neighbourhood of Jerusalem
and partly from the colony of Galilee [so Wellhausen].
In several psalms of this collection, as in the Levitical

psalms with which it is coupled, we see that the Jews
have again begun to feel themselves a nation, not a
mere municipality, though they are still passing through
bitter struggles ;

and side by side with this there is a

development of Messianic hope, which in Ps. 72 takes

a wide sweep, based on the vision of Deutero- Isaiah.

All these marks carry us down for this as for the other

collections of the Elohistic Psalter [42-83] to the time
when passive obedience to the Achasmenians was inter

rupted. Several points indicate that the collection was
not originally formed as part of the temple liturgy.
The title, as preserved in the subscription to Ps. 7220,
was not Psalms [though &amp;lt;S gives ii/icot ^niStj-i

1

] but

I rayers of David. Again, while the Levitical psalms
were sung in the name of righteous Israel, of which,

according to the theory of the second temple, the priestly
and Levitical circles were the special holy representa
tives, these Davidic psalms contain touching expressions
of contrition and confession (51 65). And, while there

are direct references to the temple service, these are

often made from the standpoint, not of the ministers

of the temple, but of the laity who come up to join

1 [Gratz and T. K. Abhott accept this reading.]
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in the solemn feasts or appear before the altar to fulfil

their vows (Ps. 546 55 14 63 6613, etc.
). Moreover, the

didactic element so prominent in the Levitical psalms
is not found here.

Such is the fragmentary and conjectural outline

which it seems possible to supply of the history of the

14 Wh 11 d
two ^av dic collections, from which it

. ,. appears that the name of David which

they bear is at least so far appropriate
as it marks the generally non-clerical origin of these

poems. The positive origin of this title must be

sought in another direction and in connection with
book i. From the days of Amos, and in full ac

cordance with the older history, the name of David
had been connected with musical skill and even the

invention of musical instruments (Amos 6 5 [but cp
DAVID, 13, n. 3, col. 1034]). In the days of

Nehemiah, though we do not hear of psalms of David, 1

we do learn that instruments of the singers were

designated as Davidic, and the epithet man of God
(Neh. 1236) probably implies that, agreeably with this,

David was already regarded as having furnished psalms
as well as instruments. But it was because the temple
music was ascribed to him that the oldest liturgy came
to be known in its totality as Psalms of David, and
the same name was extended to the lay collection of

Prayers of David, while the psalms whose origin was
known because they had always been temple psalms
were simply named from the Levitical choirs, or at a
later date had no title.

[At the close of his monograph on the Titles of the

Psalms according to early Jewish authorities (Studio.
Biblica, 257) Neubauer writes thus :

From all these different expositions of the titles of the Psalms
it is evident that the meaning of them was early lost ;

in fact,
the I,XX and the other early Greek and Latin

15. Technical translators offer no satisfactory explanation
terms in titles. f most f them. Of the best Jewish com

mentators like Ibn Ezra and David Kimhi,
the former treats them as the opening words of popular melodies,
the other as names of instruments, both confessing that the real

meanings are unknown. Saadyah is no more successful ; the
Karaitic writers refer them mostly to the present exile, which is

more Midrashic than the Midrash upon which the Targum is

based. Immanuel [of Rome, the friend of Dante] and Remold)
[of Barcelona] put Averroism in them and in the Psalms. The
Syriac headings are a comparatively late production and
arbitrary. Thus, when all traditional matter is exhausted, the

only remaining resource is the critical method, which, however,
on the present subject has as yet made no considerable progress
(see 26).

On musical notes like Neginoth, Sheminith, etc. , no

suggestion is offered either in the EB article on the

Psalms or in O/ /O-). On one point, however, the

writer had reached a definite opinion (cp OT/O-&amp;gt; 209),
viz.

,
that a number of the psalms were set to melodies

named after popular songs,
2 and that of one of these

songs, beginning rrnc rr^K (see titles of Pss. 57 58), a
trace is still preserved in Is. 658 (see OTJC W, 209, and

cp AL-TASCHITH).]
From this [interesting feature in some of the musical

titles] we may infer that the early religious melody of

.... - Israel had a popular origin, and was closely
. . connected with the old joyous life of the

&quot;

. nation. From the accounts of the musical
&quot;

services of the Levites in Chronicles no
clear picture can be obtained or any certainty as to the

technical terms used [cp Neubauer, as above, 15].
From Theophrastus (ap. Porph. ,

De Abstin. 226)

perhaps the first Greek to make observations on the

Jews we may at least gain an illustration of the original

liturgical use of Pss. 8 134. He speaks of the worshippers
as passing the night in gazing at the stars and calling
on God in prayer, words suggestive rather than strictly

accurate. Some of the Jewish traditions as to the use

1
I.e., not in the parts of the book of Nehemiah which are by

Nehemiah himself.
- Compare the similar way of citing melodies with the prep.

al or ai kald, etc., in Syriac (Land, Anecd., 4; Ephr. Syr.,

Hymni, ed. Lamy). [Cp OTJCV) I.e.]
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of particular psalms have been already cited ; it may be

added that the Mishna (Tdmld 7 3) assigns to the

service of the continual burnt-offering the following

weekly cycle of psalms, (i) 24, (2) 48, (3) 82, (4) 94,

(5) 81, (6) 93, (Sabbath) 92, as in the title. [Cp
Neubauer,

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;/&amp;gt;.

cit., p. 4; Herzfeld, Gl /3i6$ Griitz,

MGWJ 27217 ff. The notice in the Mishna is in

the main confirmed by the LXX, which for most of

these psalms mentions the appointed day of the week
in the title

;
the exceptions are 82 and 81. It is

remarkable that in the Hebrew text only the psalm for

the Sabbath is indicated, which may confirm the view

mentioned below
(

26 [26]) that mm or 1

? is a corruption
of rvroc S i.e., perhaps c 3rrnV of the Ethanites. ]

Many other details are given in the treatise Sfphlrim ;

but these for the most part refer primarily to the

synagogue service after the destruction of the temple.
For details on the liturgical use of the Psalter in

Christendom the reader may refer to Smith s Diet. Chr.

An/., s.v. Psalmody. W. K. s.

II. SURVEY OF RECENT CRITICISM

If Kautzsch s statement of the case in his Outline of
the History of the Literature of the OT (1898, with

-, , which some pages from his pen in Tli.

[ criticism
*&quot;&quot; &quot; A&amp;gt;//- l891 pp - 577 ^ may
be compared) is correct, no very striking

progress has been made in the criticism of the Psalter

since the first publication of Robertson Smith s article.

That there are some pre-exilic pieces in the collection,

though none that can plausibly be shown to be Davidic,
was stated in 1886 in this article, and Prof. Kautzsch
does little more than restate it. These are his words,
as given by the translator of his excellent work (p.

143):
Our present Psalter in all probability contains a fair number

of pre-exilic songs or fragments of songs. To say nothing of
the so-called Royal Psalms, 20 21 45, which can only be under
stood as songs from before the exile, or of the manifold traces
of antique phraseology, one circumstance in particular supports
this. Such energetic denial of the necessity of the sacrificial ritual

as is found in 40 7 [6] 50 8_^ and 51 i8[i6]f. (softened down with
much trouble by the liturgical addition,! . 2o[r8]y^)could not have
found its way into the temple hymn-book till the psalms which
contain it had long been clothed with a kind of canonical

dignity (p. 143).

Elsewhere (p. 145 f.) Kautzsch admits isolated

Maccabrean psalms in the second collection (Pss. 42-89)
and a larger number in the third (Pss. 90-150). He
makes no reference, however, to the existence of an

imperfectly solved problem, and here Robertson Smith s

article is superior to the Outline.

It must be admitted that several of the best-known
scholars agree on the main point (pre-exilic psalms)
with Kautzsch. Thus Konig (Einl. 401 fr ) recognises
the Davidic origin

1 of some psalms as historically

probable (\), and as careful a scholar, Driver (Introd.W
380, 384 ff.], recognises certain pre-exilic psalms,

beginning with 2182021, and ending with 101110.

Among American scholars we find J. P. Peters express

ing the opinion
2 that not only Ps. 2021, but even

perhaps the greater part of book i. of the Psalms, is

pre-exilic, and that some at least of the psalms of the

Korahite and Asaphite collections are based on old

Israelite originals, Pss. 42 and 46 being ultimately de

rived from the N. Israelitish temple of Dan, and Pss.

lib 80 and 81 from that of Bethel (\).
Dr. Peters is

also of opinion that Davidic psalms, edited, adapted,
added to, and subtracted from, and therefore hardly
to be identified, survive in our Psalter.

Kirkpatrick
3

represents a less original type of

1 When Konig states that OPs. 193 f. 205 admits a Davidic
element in Ps. 18 he is evidently under a misunderstanding, as
will appear from the phrases in Ol s. ( inspired by the teaching
of the higher prophets ; inconsistent with Davidic author

ship. )

- .\ ,&quot;!c World, June 1893, pp. 303.7?

ibrary of the OT(i8gi), 150-152 ; Book ofPsalms
(1891-1895), Introd. xxxiiyC ; also pp. 14, 20, 73, etc
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traditionalism. In his commentary he repeatedly speaks
of more or less probable, or even certain, Davidic

psalms. Elsewhere he refers for pre-exilic psalms in

the first place to the royal psalms, and to the psalms of

praise for the deliverance of Jerusalem (46 48 75 76),
which can securely (?) be claimed for the age of the

kingdom, and which may carry many others with

them, also to the phrase the sweet psalmist (!) of

Israel, which he accepts as the true meaning of 2 S. 23 if,
1

and to the improbability (?) that late psalmists could
write fairly good Hebrew.
Budde is more cautious. He expresses the view

(1892) that many pre-exilic elements must have passed
into the flesh and blood of the post-exilic temple-

poetry, though he says that he does not feel at all

bound to indicate them, 2 and (1899) that many psalms
were the expression of such a relation (viz., of bliss

ful intercourse with God) before the community ever

appropriated them. 3

Wildeboer (Letterkunde^ [i 893], 306) says : Though
it is not possible to tell with certainty which psalms are

pre-exilic, and what form they originally had, it is most

probable that, especially out of the oldest of the col

lections which form the foundation of our Psalter, some
have been transferred to our Psalter.

Such are the judgments of the chief critics who
support Kautzsch. One of them, however (Budde),
gives him only a qualified assent, and it may now be
added that Wellhatisen, the William Tell of critics,

makes up by his consistency for the hesitation of some
of his colleagues. In the notes to the English version

of the psalms in SliOJ&quot; (1898), this eminent scholar

repeats the substance of a sentence which he inserted in

Bleek s Einleitung in das A Z 4
,

in these emphatic
words :

It is not a question whether there be any post-exilic psalms,
but rather, whether the psalms contain any poems written before
the exile. The strong family likeness which runs through the
Psalms forbids our distributing them among periods of Israel

itish history widely separated in time and fundamentally unlike
in character (163).

Duhm, too, in a work to which no one can deny the

merit of acuteness (Psalmen, 1899), has altogether
broken with the critical hypothesis of pre-exilic psalms ;

and so too has the present writer, who in 1891 only
with some hesitation admitted Ps. 18 to be late pre-
exilic a concession long since retracted, though in

1896 he held it to be not impossible that some of the

psalms (in an earlier form) were written in Babylonia
before the Return i.e., between 538 and 432, the

date of the return of the Golah, according to Kosters. 4

At the same time, it is only too plain that even the

advanced criticism represented by Wellhausen and
Duhm is to a large extent only provisional. Negatively,
the position of these scholars may rightly seem to them
secure

;
but positively, they would be the first to admit

that often they do but see in twilight. Duhm, for

instance, whose criticism of the text is often so un

methodical, cannot feel equal confidence about all the

1 Can it be probable that the composition of sweet songs for

Israel s use would be made parallel to the having received the

sacred unction as king? Even if we read rnp! (Ges.-Bu., W.
R. Smith ?), and rendered the sweet musician of Israel, we
should only gain a parallelism (not phraseological) with i S. 16 16;

there would still be no parallelism with 2 S. 23 id. The favourite
of the songs of Israel (Klost., Kittel) is syntactically easier, but
still not parallel to d. HA seems to have found a difficulty in

D 1 3 (evTrpcTreis i//aA/j.oi ItrporjA). The parallel opening of

Balaam s third and fourth oracles suggests 7N ^r^ iTI-B ,
a &quot;d

this would fit in well with v. 2.

2 TLZ, May 14, 1892, col. 252. In Exp. T. 12 (1001) 288 he

says that, in his opinion, the majority of the psalms will have

passed through a whole series of phases before reaching their

present form. This opens the door to a large acceptance of

pre-exilic elements, and seems an exaggeration ; at least, the

evidence adduced in Budde s discussion of Pss. 14 and S3 seems

hardly to warrant the hypothesis, so far as this psalm in its

twofold form is concerned.
3 Religion ofIsmelto the Rxile, 198.
4 The Book of Psalms,&quot; etc., in Semitic Studies in Memory

ofA. Koliut (1897), p. 115. Date of essay, 1896.
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details of his system. According to him, the oldest

psalm, among those which have a clearly defined date,

is 137, which has been adapted from a popular song,

written during the Babylonian exile. Yet, strange to

say, Duhm cannot mention any psalm which specially

suggests the Persian period for its composition. On
the other hand he assigns not a few psalms to the pre-

Maccabrean Greek period viz., 3 4 11 16 42-43 (23

27&amp;lt;z?)
46 48 51 (?) 52 62 76 87 (?) ;

to the Maccabasan

struggle, 12 (?) 13 (?) 24c (?) 35 44 55 69a 74 77 79 83

118 149 ;
to the time of the Asmonaean high priests,

60&amp;lt;z 66&amp;lt;z 6(W 85 99 101 110 1-4 ; 2 18 (144a and b), 20

21 45 61 63 68 72 84 89 132, and a large number of

psalms, including 9 10 14 56 57 58 59 64 82 92 94 140

(psalms which, he thinks, show a remarkable resemblance

to the Psalms of Solomon
)

to the Pharisees as

opponents of the Asmonaeans. This goes far beyond
the views of Wellhausen

( Psalms, SBOT, 1898), and
those enunciated by the present writer in 1891 (Origin

of the Psalter}.

Evidently the criticism of the psalms is still only in a

vigorous youth. There are still some critics who hold

pre-exilic and even Davidic elements in
18. On

Maccabsean
the Psalter to be possible or even probable,
and while Budde, 1

Briggs,
2 and Oort 3

have expressed considerable scepticism as

to the feasibleness of dating individual psalms, the

present writer in 1891 and Duhm quite recently have

thought it to be often possible as well as desirable to

search for a probable historical setting of psalms, many
of the psalms being clearly the offspring of moods

produced by definite historical circumstances. As to

Maccabaean psalms, which are certainly by no means
inconceivable,

4 whilst Kbnig (Einl. 403) can only see

his way to recognise one Maccabasan psalm viz.
, 74

many (e.g. , Baethgen, Kautzsch, and Cornill) declare

that, at any rate, Pss. 44 74 79 and 83 must be early
Maccabsean, 5 and Merx (Festschrift zu Ehren von D.

Chwolson, 1899, PP- I 9&Jfi) undertakes to show that

even in book i. there are manifest traces of Maccabsean
transformation of earlier psalms, whilst Ps. 2 itself is of

the very latest period. Driver (p. 385) appears to

stand nearer to Kautzsch than to Konig ;
the only

member of the group of four psalms which he omits is

Ps. 44,
6 but he allows (p. 389) the attractiveness of

Robertson Smith s Ochus-theory ( 23). It is difficult,

however, to separate Ps. 44 from Pss. 74, 79, and 83,

though certainly there are excellent grounds for question

ing its unity. If we accept MT as substantially correct

(against which see 28), it would seem that we must

either, with Robertson Smith, assign 44 (or rather 44^),
74 (or rather 74 a), 79 and 83, to the time of Arta-

xerxes III. Ochus, or (since the evidence for that king s

oppression of the Jews is defective [see 23]) follow the

majority of critics and make them Maccabnean. To
the latter course Prof. Schechter would object that the

parallelisms between Ps. 44i8[ig] and Ecclus. 46 nc
and between Ps. 74io/I 13 and Ecclus. 366 f. 10

exclude a Maccabosan origin.
7 Of these, the first is

1 TLZ, i4th May 1892, col. 254 ;
that Budde should guard

himself from an extreme statement, was only to be expected.
2 New World, March 1900, p. 176.
3 In a passage attached to the posthumous essay of Kosters

on the Psalms of Solomon (1898), p. 33.
4 The vague phrase ra dAAa n-arpia (SijSAia (not ciyia) in the

Prologue to Ecclesiasticus permits us to hold that the canon of
the Kethublm was still open. On ra TOV AaviS, 2 Mace. 213,
see Wildeboer, Het Ontstaan van den Kanon des Oudcn Ver-
bonds$\ 137 (a collection of Davidic psalms, such as 3-41).

5 Even Delitzsch held 74 and 79 to be Maccabaean (cp
OPs. ,03).

6 Ps. 83, however, he includes doubtfully.
7 Wisdom of Ben Sira (Cambridge, 1899), pp. 26, 37.

Schechter overlooks the conventionality of psalm-composition.
It would have been better to quote passages from works in

which the difficulties referred to were expressly dealt with,

except of course so far as relates to Ben Sira. There is no
more characteristic doctrine of the early Judaism than the

typical character of the early Jewish history. The psalmists
knew it well, and acted upon it.
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of no significance. With regard to the remaining
parallelisms it would be permissible to suppose that the

impassioned prayer in Ecclus. 861-17, together with
35 18-20, was inserted during the Syrian persecution, for

it is certainly unique in the Wisdom of Ben Sira. Too
plainly, there is no agreement as yet with regard to the
course to be adopted. Nor are the critics even at one
as regards the amount of indirect value to be attached
to the headings of the psalms, and the grouping of the

psalms in minor Psalters.

This uncertainty is regrettable, but need not surprise
us. It is only recently that the objections to a post-

19 On exil c date for the priestly code, with the

exilic
attenc ant narratives, have been generally

psalms.
admitted to be invalid, and it is intelligible
that some critics, jealous for the honour of

early Israelitish religion, should declare themselves
unable to form a satisfactory picture of pre-exilic re

ligion without some distinct evidences that the teaching
of the prophets had begun to produce in individuals a
sense of personal communion with God. It is also

intelligible that the discovery of early Babylonian and

Assyrian hymns should have awakened a desire to be
able to point to early Israelitish hymns, and that the

modern longing to find organic development every
where should have produced in some critics an inclina

tion to be somewhat easy in the matter of evidence for

early Israelitish hymns, which must, as they rightly

assume, have been produced, and have influenced the

form, if not the ideas, of the later psalms.
Nor is it likely that the belief in pre-exilic psalms

would hold its ground, even if no fresh critical start

were to be made. To those who have passed out of

the semi-traditional phase of criticism the arguments
offered for pre-exilic psalms in our Psalter cannot appear
to have much cogency. Prof. Kautzsch, for instance,

claims as such (though without dwelling much on this

trite argument) the psalms referring to a king. It is

more interesting to find that he rejects the theory that

different views were taken in post-exilic times as to the

origin and importance of the sacrificial cultus. Such

differences, however, are to be found in other great re

ligions (e.g. , Brahmanism, Zoroastrianism, Christianity);

why not also in early Judaism ? No one would be so

unwise as to suggest that any of the psalmists, at any
rate if temple-singers, were directly opposed to the

sacrificial system ;
but there were probably not a few

psalmistswho wrote with a viewtothe synagogue-worship,
and, even apart from this, no psalmist who had any
affinity to Jeremiah (see Jer. 7 22^ 88) could miss the

sublime truth that obedience and thanksgiving were the

true divine service. J
It is highly improbable that

Kautzsch regards B. Jacob s treatment of psalms like

40, 50, and 51 2 as adequate and satisfactory. Kautzsch
does not deny the spiritualising Jeremianic tone of these

psalms ; but he accounts for this by the theory that they
arose before the priestly code had arisen i.e. , that they
are pre-exilic. Now, the theory of late pre-exilic psalms
influenced by Jeremiah, formerly held by the present
writer (Book of Psalms, 1888), will not stand a close

examination. Jeremiah s influence was felt not by his

contemporaries but by posterity a posterity which, to

do honour to the spirit of prophecy, thought fit to

expand largely the contents of the roll of Jeremiah s

works. And with regard to the difficulty of conceiving
how utterances of a non-sacrificial view of religion could

have found admission into the larger Psalter, we may
fairly ask how, after Pss. 40 and 51 have been admitted
into Davidic collections,

3 and Ps. 50 into a fasci

culus of Asaphite psalms, the psalms referred to

could have been finally rejected by any editor. We
may also express the opinion that the predilection of

1 See OPs. 364-367. and cp JEREMIAH, 4, end.
2 ZA Til [1897], 1767 273-279.
3 We leave the name David as yet unquestioned (see

below, 26 [4]).
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the guardians of religious classics for uniformity belongs
to a more advanced stage of theological development.

Another remark of the same critic
( Kautzsch, in Th.

Stud, u, Krit. as above) seems to deserve notice. It

relates to the antique rust which all the labours of

editors of the psalms could not altogether remove from

certain early psalms. For a genuine cerugo vetustatis

we must all have great respect. But the value of the

linguistic argument in OT criticism has been ex

aggerated. Kautzsch himself would surely admit that

antique forms, #7ra \ey6/j.eva, etc., may often be due

merely to accidents in the transmission of the texts ;

1

and his own very long list of corruptions in the text of

the psalms (see Die heil. Schrift, Beilagen, 69^;),
which might easily have been made considerably longer,
detracts from the force of his remark.

The only other critic whom it is important to notice

here is Budde, who, perhaps unintentionally, identifies

two statements which ought to be carefully separated.
That pre-exilic psalmody may well have influenced the

form of post-exilic compositions is one proposition ;

that pre-exilic psalms, or parts of psalms, have passed
into our Psalter is another. As stated above, we have
no sufficient grounds for thinking that the religious

teaching of the higher prophets found any wide accept
ance among the people. Some influence, indeed, it

may have exercised (Jeremiah evidently had powerful

friends), but not enough to account for the production
of poems like our psalms. We may, therefore, reaffirm

the position that

In spite of the analogies from the Chaldaean, the Vedic, and
the Zoroastrian hymns, it is not possible to hold that there is

any large
2 admixture of old and new in the Hebrew Psalter;

almost every psalm might be appropriately styled a new song.
And even if any relatively old songs were used as models by
the temple-poets, the preference would surely be given to those

inspired by the teaching of the higher prophets, such as ...
the lyric fragments incorporated into the Second Isaiah. -*

Prof. Robertson Smith s criticism, then, when com

pared with that of other recent critics, may be regarded
as fairly representative of that current

at the close of the nineteenth century ;

and it is no disparagement to it to

remark that its defect lay partly in its too mechanical

character, partly in its want of a sufficiently firm textual

basis.

First of all, the critic lays, it would seem, a somewhat ex

aggerated stress on the Psalters within the Psalter, and on his

theory of the development of the singers guilds. He did not

undertake the comparative work required for distinguishing
other groups than the traditional ones viz., those which are

proved to exist virtually by close affinities of language and
ideas, and deserve not less consideration than those which,

judging from the titles and from other external evidence, have
still an objective existence as minor Psalters. 4

In the next place, he did not, it would seem, fully realise the

state of the Hebrew text of the psalms, which, when closely

examined, turns out to be in very many parts corrupt, nor did

he recognise the fact that by a combination of old and new
methods the text can often be restored with a high degree of

probability, or even with certainty.
To this must be added that he does not appear to have con

sidered the question whether some of the psalms, in addition to

those recognised as such by Ewald (111 24 GO [?] 06 108 144), may
not be composite.

5

A somewhat similar point of view is represented by

Sanday, but with a retrogressive tendency not observable

w a d m Robertson Smith. In his Bampton
21. w. banaay. Lectures (inspiration, 1893, pp. 2567.

z-joff.} Sanday points out that the historical allusions in

the Psalter are for the most part so vague, and our

1 OPs. 462.
2 This cautious adjective might now be omitted.
3 OPs. 194.
4 Cheyne, in Semitic Studies in Memory of Alex. Kohut,

114. The principle of virtually existent groups has been

adopted by Ewald (PsaliiienW, 1866), by the present writer

(Of s. 1891), and with regard to a group of eleven psalms (22 25

31 34/ 38 40 49 71 102 109), by Kahlfs (^y und ny in den

Psalmen, 1892). The date assigned by Rahlfs to the psalms of

this group is late in and soon after the exile.
8 The importance of this has been specially noted by J. P.

Peters (New World, June 1893, pp. 287f.); the idea was not

new, but needed to be brought into greater prominence.
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knowledge of the history of the period into which they
are to be fitted is so imperfect, that no satisfactory
conclusion can be drawn from them until the more
external data have been fully estimated. He then

quotes the opinion of a judicious German scholar

(Budde), that the parallel texts, the Elohistic redaction

of Pss. 42-83, and the separate collections indicated by
the titles, may form an invaluable basis for the history
of the Psalter, and proceeds to give a specimen sug
gested by Ps. 79, of the kind of considerations on which
stress might well be laid. These considerations have
to do with the steps which must be supposed to have
intervened between the composition of this psalm and its

inclusion in the LXX version, and taking them together

Sanday finds it extremely difficult to get them into the

interval between the Maccabaean revolt and the date

(100 B.C. ?) of the Greek Psalter. He is aware (256,
n. 3) that even writers so conservative as Driver and

Baethgen allow the existence of Maccabaean psalms,&quot;

but apparently does not think it safe to admit that the

few psalms contended for in the first instance by these

scholars made their way into the composite Elohistic

collection, the bulk of which is pre-Maccaba:an.
A plea for revision of currently -held opinions is

always welcome, and we shall wait to see whether any
critic attempts to write the history of the formation of

the Psalter on the lines proposed by Sanday. For our

own part, we do not believe that that vivid realisation

of the meaning of the psalms, which is the grand object
of exegesis, will be brought nearer to us by such a

procedure. We have to open our eyes to the pheno
mena of the Hebrew text, and learn to detect the true

text underlying manifest corruptions ; only then will

the main problems of the Psalter become revealed to

us. Even apart from this, the course recommended

by Sanday is not a practical one
;
we could not wait

for the history of the formation of the Psalter before

attempting to study the historical allusions. Even to

be mistaken would be a less misfortune than to be
thrown back on the dim, colourless exegesis of Hupfeld
and his school. Robertson Smith himself was by no
means an extreme advocate of the external data ;

indeed, he helped forward the study of the historical

allusions when he put forward the Ochus theory

(see 21
)

in a more plausible form a theory which

may be right or wrong, but pointed in the right

direction, and made it possible for some critics to

explain Pss. 44 74 79 83 historically, without having to

meet the difficulty (be it great or small) inherent in the

Maccabsean hypothesis. These critics had no pre

judice against the study of external data, though they
could not accept Sanday s attempted rectification of

boundaries. One of the most obvious gains to be

expected from further study is the discovery of some of

the sources from which the collectors of the minor

Psalters drew, for clear traces of earlier collections are

still traceable in the Psalter. It is certain, however,
that much greater results than this may be looked for

from the adoption of a more frankly critical attitude

towards the traditional text.

III. FRESH SURVEY OF PSALTER.
It is now our duty to take a survey of the psalms,

assuming the results of such a criticism as is described

in the last paragraph. Before doing so

(see 27), however, we have (i) to consider

(making our statement as compact as possible

in view of the heavy demands upon our space)
Robertson Smith s theory that certain psalms refer to

the time of Artaxerxes Ochus
( 23), (2) to take up a

position towards G. B. Gray s theory respecting the

royal psalms ( 24), and (3) to put side by side with

the traditional readings (which have received such con

flicting explanations) of the headings of the psalms in

MT, readings suggested by a careful criticism of the

text, some of which appear to be approximately certain,
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others distinctly probable, and a few, at any rate, more

possible and plausible than those which are commonly
received

( 24).

Feeling it difficult to make Pss, 44 74 79 later than

the Persian period, Robertson Smith l revived an early
view of Evvald (Dichler des AKen

23. Ochus theory.^^ ^^ ^ . Hist 5i2o&amp;gt;

n.
)

that the occasion of these psalms is to be sought
in the history of Artaxerxes Ochus. Between 363 and

345 there were two Palestinian rebellions against Persia

(cp ISRAEL, 66), and it is at least possible that the Jews

may have failed to resist the temptation to take part in

one of them. The reputation of Ochus for cruelty is

well known (PERSIA, 20), and it has till lately not

been questioned that he punished the Jews severely for

their rebellion. We have information of a conflict of

the Persians with the Jews which ended in the destruction

of Jericho, and the transportation of a part of the

Judcean population to Hyrcania and Babylonia. Ac

cording to Robertson Smith the narrative in Josephus

(Ant. xi. 7 i) of the pollution of the temple by Bagoses
is really a pragmatical invention designed to soften,

as being a divine chastisement, the outrages on city

and people committed by order of Ochus. Wellhausen

too appears to hold (or to have held) a similar view

(IJG, 146), and Marquart (Unters. zur Gesch. von

Eran, 25) infers from the passage in Josephus that a

part of the Jewish community rebelled against the

Persian rule. Many, too, have supposed (with
Gutschmid and Noldeke) that the wars of Ochus form

the historical background of the Book of Judith.

Unfortunately, all this is only plausible. Moreover,
one part of the evidence (that relating to the destruction

of Jericho) has been shown by Reinach to refer to a

much later period (see col. 2202, n. 2), whilst the

second-hand evidence of the Byzantine chronographer

Syncellus,
2
though accepted by such a keen critic as

Marquart, cannot be held decisive. Willrich a keen

though perhaps somewhat too sceptical critic claims

Josephus as a witness against Persian oppression of the

Jews, and quotes the passage, c. Ap. 2n, 134, which

states that whereas the Egyptians were servants to the

Persians and the Macedonians, the Jews were free and
ruled over the cities round about. He holds that in

the passage, Jos. Ant, xi. 7i, Bagoses [var. lect.

Bagoas] the general of the other Artaxerxes (fiXXou

Apr.}, other is an interpolation, and that it was the

Christian chronographers who, through identifying

Bagoses with BAGOAS (g.v.), converted Artaxerxes

Ochus into a persecutor of the Jews.
3

It is true that from an exegetical point of view there

is much to be said in favour of Robertson Smith s view

which explains Pss. 44 74 79 by cruelties, partly in the

nature of vengeance, partly dictated by religious op
position, on the part of this Persian king. Unless we
are prepared to assign a good many more psalms than

44 74 79 to the Greek period, it is certainly unadvisable

to assign the psalms mentioned either to the time of

Ptolemy Lagi (who treated Jerusalem with cruelty
4

)
or

a more plausible theory to that of Antiochus

Epiphanes. In the matter of historical criticism,

however, we are all, by further experience, becoming
more and more exacting, and it appears hazardous to

build such an important theory on doubtful statements

of uncritical writers. 5

20 31 ; 077C(2) 207/ 438.
2 Ed. Dindorf, 1 486.
3 Judaica (1900), pp. 35-39.
4 For the evidence, see col. 2426. That Jerusalem was

occupied and severely treated by Ptolemy Lagi, cannot be
doubted (cp OPs. 1 14) ;

but Appian s (caSrjpjjicei. makes a very
strong demand on our confidence. A much better authority
would be required for the theory that the temple itself was
destroyed on this occasion.

8 The present writer was the first to accept Robertson Smith s

argument in OTJCft) 438 as historically probable (New World,
Sept. 1892 ; Founders, 220 ff. , cp Intr. Is. 360 f.). Beer

(Indiv. Psalmen, etc., 1894) also adopted the new theory.
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As for Is. 687-6412 [nj, though the supposed oppression of

the Jews by Ochus would afford a full explanation of its gloom
and despondency, we must regretfully hold that this is not the
true key to the difficulties of the section, and must look out for

a new and more solidly based theory which will account both
for this passage and for the related passages of the Psalter.

Nor shall we long look in vain ( 28, v.
; PKOHHETIC LIT., 43).

G. B. Gray s theory of the royal psalms (JQK, July,

1895, pp. 658-686) is an able attempt to show that

_ even those psalms which, in so far as

1
i they refer to a king who is neither

royal psalms. Yahwe nor a foreigner, may seem to

be necessarily pre-exilic, can be explained as post-
exilic without resorting to the improbable hypothesis
that they refer to an Asmonsean king (or kings).
He thinks that in Pss. 2 72 18 89 21 the king referred to is an

idealisation of the people with reference to its sovereign functions,
and that the expressions used in these psalms can only, or at

least most satisfactorily, be explained by the circumstances, not

of an individual monarch, but of the (royal) nation. In Ps. 61,

probably also in Ps. 63, the poet speaks in the name of the

nation, and consequently appropriates the term king.

Possibly Pss. 20 and 110 may be analogously explained. In Ps.

33 the reference is purely proverbial, and Ps. 45, the interpreta
tion of which is specially difficult, may excusably be left out of
account.

This view 1 does but give a sharper outline to a view

to which some of the best scholars have been tending
viz.

,
that the ideal king referred to in certain psalms is

a representative and virtually a personification of the

people. As the text stands, we find post-exilic Israel

spoken of as Yahwe s anointed one in Ps. 288 893851

[3952] Hab. 3i3,
2 and it would have been but a step

further to call the people of Israel by the ordinary royal
title.

Was this step actually taken ? Hardly, if it be true

that there are in the prophetic literature distinct

announcements of a future ideal Davidic king. The

religious phraseology of the Jews would surely have

been thrown into hopeless confusion if king sometimes

really meant king, and at other times signified people.

There were honourable titles enough to give the personi
fied people son of Yahwe, servant of Yahwe, and
even perhaps Yahwe s anointed one. The phrase
Yahwe s anointed one, if our text is correct in reading

it, is specially important, because it is either applied
or applicable to any one who has received from God
some unique commission of a directly or indirectly

religious character
;

a in other words, it does not

necessarily connote royalty. When we consider that

psalms addressed to the king, or relating to the king,

had probably come down to our psalmists from pre-

exilic times, it is very bold to assume that the psalmists

sometimes use the term king as an honorific title for

the Jewish people.
4

A problem, however, still remains to be considered.

If it be true (as the present writer has provisionally

maintained 5
)
that it is only in Pss. 101 and 110 that a

historical sovereign is spoken of, how are we to account

for the strange addresses in other royal psalms to an as

yet non-existent personage, as if he were already on the

Messianic royal throne? We must return to this

question later (see 34, end).
With regard to the headings of the psalms, no scholar

will presume to disparage the work of many generations

p of learned predecessors. It is high time,
25. rsaim

noweverj to take a step in advance. The
Headings. tneor jes at present in circulation have for

the most part but little to recommend them. Even a

phrase at first sight so transparent as in 1

? (EV of

David
)
occasions no slight difficulty.

1 See also Smend, Rel.-gesch.V) 373-375; Wellh. I/GV)
207. Smend has now given up the supposed reference of Ps. 2 to

Alexander Jannaeus (Rel.-gesck.Q) 384), and holds with Gray.
2 See Psahns in SHOT 176 (cp 164, n. on 87), and Isaiah

in the same series, 196.
3 OPs. 338.
4 Toy s clear and instructive essay, The king in Jewish post-

exilian writings, //?/, 18 [1899] 156-166, does not directly refer

to this question.
5 Jew. Rel. Life, 105. A different view is taken in the

present article.
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According to Kei it was the custom of Arabian poets

to attach their names to their works. This, however,
cannot be shown. The old poets did not write their

poems. Each of them had his rdwi, or reciter, who
learned each poem, and transmitted it to others.

Noldeke has shown that late Arabic poems are some
times ascribed to ancient writers with an object ; also

that narrators would illustrate dry historical narratives

by poetical passages of their own composition which

they assigned to their heroes. This is true, but does

not touch the case of inS, for only by the merest illusion

can the so-called Davidic psalms be said to be illustra

tive of the life of David. It is even more important to

observe that the analogy of the titles rnp ja
1

? (EV of

the sons of Korah
)
and qoxV (EV of Asaph )

is

directly opposed to the theory that in^ can mean com

posed by David. (Later writers may have given -m i

?

this meaning ; it seems to be distinctly implied by the

subscription in 1 2zo, Ended are the prayers of David
the son of Jesse. )

Then, too, how perplexing is the distribution of

psalms bearing the title inS ! If, in spite of 7220, Ps.

101 was regarded as the work of David, how comes it

to have been placed amidst psalms which are plainly
later than the time of David? 1

It is true, David was

regarded in the time of the Chronicler as the founder of

the temple services as they were organised in his own
time. That, however, does not account for the selection

of particular psalms to bear the honourable title in^,
and as Sanday remarks,

2 we should have expected
that the influence of the Chronicler, who (if it be not

rather a later editor) ascribes to David a composite

psalm made up of three obviously post-exilic psalms,
would have been sufficient to bring the name of David
into the titles of the three psalms.

Difficulties of this sort might be multiplied. How,
for instance, can rtD^B ^i m 72i, mean Of Solomon,&quot;

when clearly the psalm consists of anticipations of the

benefits to be enjoyed under some great king s rule?

(5, it is true, renders ei j craXofwJyU.wi (i.e., with re

ference to Solomon ); but what right has it to be

thus inconsistent ? And who can say that a perfectly

satisfactory explanation has been given of the mysterious

jWi V (EV of Jeduthun ),
or of the so-called musical

notes ?

Now if a step in advance is to be taken, we must
not dream that it can be done by the application of the

so-called inductive method, for which the Hebrew text

of the phrases in the titles is ill-adapted. Our only

hope can be from a slow and persistent use of the

methods, continually becoming more refined and varied,

of critical (as opposed to arbitrary) conjecture. The

present writer has for a long time past endeavoured to

., apply these methods. The following
,. conspectus presents his results so far as

rjlanations ,

relates to the statements in the titles con

cerning the sources from which the psalms were

severally derived and (if this be not a mistake) the

liturgical use or performance of the psalms. So far as

concerns the historical references mentioned in a number
of titles, they will be given separately at the end of this

article
( 45). If the results are negative, they are also

positive ; and who can say that the explanations for

which, with extreme deliberation, substitutes are offered,

are worthy of their place in commentaries and lexicons

which are otherwise, even if far from perfect, at any
rate neither unprogressive nor unmethodical ?

i. Alamoth, upon (rriSJJjrSy), 46 [49]; Ma aldth, //^(niSysn),

and Rfa (llotk,/ortke(nV?y^\ 120-134 [ aVin 121]; Mahalath,

upon (M^JP/y, 53, and with the addition of Le annoth

88 ; Nfhiloth, upon the (niS mrr^K), 5 ; Solomon,for
72 127.

All these (for ^y =&quot;? =
?) prohably originated in n

1 Cp Driver, in Sanday s Oracles ofGod, 142.
2

O.p. cit. 143.
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TO 1

?;:
1

? i.e., of Salmah = b ne Salmah. In Ps. 9
[3

1

? niC^j; (see

18) should be nob K &quot;337. See (besides MAAI.OTH, MAHAT.ATH,
NEHILOTH) SOLOMON S SERVANTS [CHILDREN OF], and observe
that 127 combines rilSynn and HD?6 !

tne error and the
correction.
The Salmaeans then were a division of the singers. It is true,

Salmah is a N. Arabian ethnic ; but the truth probably is that all

the divisions bear names indicating cians of N. Arabian extraction.
The result, if accepted, is important. The title, song of

degrees, becomes in consequence transformed into Marked : of

Salmah, i.e. officially attested (cp PSALM) as belonging to the
Sulrmtan collection. The question as to the relation of the
Salmah clan to the Shallum clan (which in Ezra 2 42 is reckoned
among the b ne sO arim, or rather perhaps the b ne Assiirim

; see

10, Jedit/tun) cannot here be considered.

2. Al-tasheth (m&Frhl*), 57 58 59 75 and Aijeleth has-sdhar

{upon] pnrn nV K VjJ), 22. Probably from rniKH
jn K

1

?, Of
Ethan the Ezrahite. See (6) Ethan.

3. Asaph, of (
P
|DN 7), 50 73-83. Asaph is evidently an ethnic

name; its proximity to Nethinim (or rather Ethanim ) in

Ezra 2 41, etc. and || passages, suggests as its original

Zarephath, through the intermediate form fPBb (Neh.7s7;

on, Ezra 2 55). Cp Saph, 2 S. 21 18 ; dsaphsfiph, Nu. 11 4 (see

MUI.TITUDK, MIXED). Abiasaph perhaps comes from Arab-

zarephath ; cp Obed-edom = Arfib-edom, Abde ShelOmoh [see

i] = Arab-salmah. It should be noticed that the title D&quot;nE :

Dn,

prefixed to r
|DN 33 in Ezra 2 41, may originally have been

intended to refer to the D lJ C n 33 (rather C T.C N :r), the C rn:

(rather C JJVN) a &quot;d the nc^sr 13J; 33 (rather rgsffV 31J7 33&amp;gt;;

i.e.
,
all these clans were devoted to the service of song.

4. David, tf/X&quot;
11

&quot;

1

^), prefixed to all the psalms of book i. except
i 2 10 33 (which have no title in MT); to 21 in book ii ; to i

in book iii. ; to 2 in book iv. ; and to 17 in book v. ; in all, to 78.

Lagarde says (Orientalia, 223), Just as English professors
can be called Margaret, or Savilian, or Hulsean, etc., so in

the tempie choir one division could be named after David,
another after Heman, or Korah, or any one else. l It is no

objection that some titles refer to events in king David s life,

for (i) these appendages are worthless (David had other things
to bring before Yahwe than those mentioned e.g., in Ps. 3), and

(2) the headings are unknown to the Syriac, and are therefore

not an original part of the collections of psalms (ibid.). To
this it may be added that these appendages have probably been
obtained by recasting a misread text, which said something
quite different (see g 24), and which, when we get the key, we
can plausibly correct, in 1

? (which even Lagarde assumes to

be authentic) has most probably come from fllTT
1

? (see 3,

Loves, song of), which in turn comes from [1JVT7, Of Jedithun.

It will be observed that in the titles of Ps. 39 and 62 the two

readings, pn 1 7 or
|lfflT7

[
&quot;^yJ and &quot;in?,

are combined ;

also that, in 72 20
&quot;V\ [3

2
(son of Jesse), and in 144 10 TnVIN

are presumably later insertions, based on misunderstanding.
See 10, Jedithun, of.

5. Degrees, song of. See i, Ma iiloth, the, and 30, Song.

6. Ethan the Ezrahite, /( rnmn [IVN
1

?), 89, and Memorial,
to make ? (Tain

1

?), 38 70 ( to be sung at the presentation of the

Azkara ?3 to confess [sin] &quot;?

4
). Ethan and Zerah are both

S. Palestinian and N. Arabian clan-names. Why the editor

has
ho
als

mdnith, on the. See ETHAN.

7. Gittitk, upon the (n R;in*7j, ), 8 81 84. Corrupt ; perhaps

from n J IDS ri&quot;7j7.
See 30, Shetninith, upon the.

8. Heman the Ezrahite, &amp;lt;2/&quot;( r?? Rp O^i 88 - See 6, 18,

also HEMAN.

9. Higgdion (p 3,1), 9i6[i7], followed by nho (Selah), and

923 [4], followed by upon the lyre. Corrupt (see HIGGAION);
it is not a technical term at all.

10. Jedi(u)thitn, of, or upon (pm S, 39; pjYIT^j;, 62;

pJVT Vj?, &quot;&quot;) Jedithun may come from Arab- ethan (cp

jKOUTHUN)or less probably from Jerimoth (niC&quot;v)
= Jeremoth

= lerahmeel. In i Ch. 25 4, Jerimoth is one of the sons of

Heman. Obed-edom, or rather Arab-edom [or -aram = jerah-

meel?], appears in i Ch. 16 38 as the son of a Jeduthun. The b ne

1 Lngarde s view of David as a choir named after David is

accepted by Zenner (Zt. f. kath. Theol. 15 [1891] 361 /.).

Against it see Konig, EM. 395, who is content to explain 7

in in 1

? as the ^ auctoris, remarking that not only has (i/mA^ios)

T(2 AaiuS (3 i, etc.), but also roO A. (26 I etc.), quite apart from

the differences of MSS (37 i 86 i).
2 The author of this interpolation must have seen in Ps. 72 a

prayer of 1 )avid for Solomon.
3 So Delitzsch and Haethgen.
4
Jacob, ZA TIV^IS 52 63 ff. (similarly in i Ch. Itl 4 ).
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owever, Jedithun (see 10) contains the name Ethan. See
lso 2, Al-tasheth and Aijeleth has-sdhar upon, and 26, She-
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Jeduthun were, according to i Ch. 1642, at the gate (1JW ?)

i,e., door-keepers, 0&quot;1J,
B but there is evidently some mis

understanding connected with these door-keepers, and perhaps

theoriginaltitleof the b ne Jeduthun, as wellasof the bneShallum

(Ezra242)was Dns K, Asshurites = Geshurites (cp i, end).

In i Ch. 26 i 4 the same Obed-edom is represented as a Korahite

(i.e., JerohamiteV) ;
see i. Observe (i) that in 39 and 62 JWT7

or pniT-Vy is followed by the false reading in 1

? ; (2) that in the

headings of 18 and 36 ,-|l,V nap*? ( of the servant of Yahwe ) is

a corruption of pn T? (II in 1

?) I (3) hat in the heading of 100

pn T? has become rnin
1

? ; (4) that Ps. 70(71) in s Hebrew

text had the double heading -\rb and pm 33
1

? (.viutv HavaSafi).

On HTT in 45 see 13 ; on nny in 60 80 see 28. Cp 4, David, of.

11. jonath-elem-rehoklm , upon (O prn D^N nJV^J?), 56.

That njV^V comes from jnj jrVy (cp 54/. 61 and see 20,

Neginoth, u/&amp;gt;an) may be taken as fairly certain. The interpreta

tion of Q prn D7N given in col. 2572 was affected by the view

taken of the difficult ni327 (now at length explained with high

probability ; see 19). If the explanations of -in and nip given
here (nos. 4 and 12) are accepted, it will be difficult not to

recognise underneath O prn D7X the phrase DTPpn ^K =

[7Nl-&amp;gt;nV7&amp;gt;
f Jerahmeel, which is virtually synonymous with

the phrase which follows, in
1

?, i e., pn T7 = mD T7 (see 10).

12. Korah, of the sons of (nip 33
1

?), 42 44-49 84/1 87 f.

KORAH (y.v.) is a southern clan-name. The true name, however,

of this guild of singers was probably Dm 33 (as if cm 33,

sons of Jeroham, but really shortened from 7NBnT 33, sons

of Jerahmeel ). cm was distorted (popularly?) into D mp-
See 2 Ch. 20 19, where, although the D nnpn 33 and the J3

D mpn are apparently distinguished, we can hardly doubt

(consistently with the principles of textual criticism we are

applying) that D nnpn ar&amp;gt;d D rnpn are both corruptions of the

same name i.e., [VxlcnT- D mpn occurs only once again,

viz., in i Ch. 126, where it interrupts the list of names, and has

evidently come in from the margin, where it stood as a variant

to cm in the phrase v 33 (i&amp;gt;. 7 end). On the possible mis

conception at the root of the Chronicler s statements as to

Korahite doorkeepers, see PORTERS, and cp 10, Jedithun.

13. Loves, song of (HTT TB), 45. Shir and Jedidoth are

brought together by a mistake ; nTT is a corruption either of

pn T
1

?, of Jedithun 1 or of nb T7, of Jerimoth (from which

name Jedithun comes). In either case, we may compare the

heading of Ps. 56, where D pm (D mp), i-e-, DHTi and in are

combined. 2 See 30, Song.
14. Ma.liala.th, upon. See I.

15. Maschil. See 19.

16. Ulichtam
(DJJ3p),

16 56-60. Perhaps from
pjm-l, sup

plication (13 = 0; n = 3); cp ri33n, 30 i (title), from njnri. See

MlCHTAM.
17. Moses the man of God, of (c .t ?N,TE&quot;X ntJD 1

?), in 90.

According to Sa adya, ndD?=nE D 33 7, of the sons of Moses
= of the Levites (i Ch. 2814). But the text is corrupt.. Most
probably HE S

1

? comes not from noVc l?]. as we might at first

suppose (cp i), but from CW1, marked (see 24, Psalm) ;
and

D nVxn B&quot;N from miNn [O
n

1

?, of Heman the Ezrahite

(see 8). D rpH tTN is due to a remodelling editor, who had
before him a corrupt text, and made sense of it by the light of
Dt. 33 i, C rt^N B&quot;N nC D 113 ~ie?K M3n3n. Ps. 90 b has in

fact two points of contact (zw. 13^ 15), not indeed with Dt. 33,
but with Dt. 32.

8. Mnth-labben, upon (J3
1

? TOD
1

?!?), 9. Most probably from

337, of the sons of Salmath.
&quot;

See i.

19. Musician, to the chief (rjJUO
1

?), in 55 headings, and in

Hab. 3 ig.
3 Probably from

|35?pS, as a thing deposited = to

be laid up in store (an Aramaism). Maschil ( ^ 3^ 2), in fifteen

psalms (see MASCHIL), seems to be another corruption of the
same word. The significance of the fact that (5 gives for

rV^IslS TO reAos, and has evidently no idea of a possible use
of the verb nx3 in a musical connection, is not perhaps generally
recognized. *

1 So already Staerk (ZATIV11 136), with n TT (2 S. 1225)
as an alternative original.

2 It will be remarked that according to our results Jerimoth
(cp 10) and Jeroham both come from Jerahmeel.

3 According to Nestle (ZA Tl^ ZO [1900] 167 /.), the technical
note in Hab. 3 19 is properly the heading of the next psalm in
the collection from which this psalm was taken.

4 Driver, in a communication to Sanday (see the latter s

Oracles of God, 146), says, I doubt greatly whether much
weight is to be attached to the ignorance of the LXX. The
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20. Neginoth, on (nl3 333), 46 54 /. 67 76 Hab. 3 IQ (with

superfluous &amp;lt; attached), and once (61) on Ncginatft (nrjjTTJ?).

In 6 ni3 333 is followed by ivyptr.yty. Both words, NeginOth

and Shermnlth, may be regarded as corruptions of the same

original (see 26, Sheininith, upon).
21. Nfhildth, on the. See i.

22. Praise (n^nn),
145. Cpv. 21.

23. Prayer (n^SB),
17 86 90 102 142. Cp 72 20.

24. Psalm (liDtp), in the titles of 56 psalms. Probably from

Dish, marked, i.e., attested by an official statement. See

PSALM.

25. Selah (nVo), 71 times, also in Hab. 3 3 9 13, and (S&amp;lt;.di/&amp;lt;aAfia)

Ps. Sol. 1731 18 10. Perhaps from D?B*/, for complementing,

supplementing, whence perhaps Tg. s po jj; ?, Aq. s aet. Very

often n*?D may be regarded as a corruption of some word which
is an integral portion of the psalm. See SELAH.

26. Shetmnlth, on the (m pE rr
1

?!?), 6 12. Probably from

D JrTN
1

? (N, imperfectly written, having been confounded with

I?). The EthanTm, under the disguise of Nethlnim, appear
in Ezra 2 58, etc. (see Ainer. Journ. of Theol. July, 1901).

Possibly too nsts n DV
1

? in 92 should be read D jn xS of the

Ethanites. Note the ascriptions of Pss. 88 89 90 (see 17).

It is not decisive against this view that assigns Ps. 92 to the

Sabbath ; also assigns other psalms to the other days of the

week (except Tuesday and Thursday) ; see 16. See also 7,

n, 20, 28).

27. Shiggaion (p 31?), 7, plur. in Hab. 3 i. A corruption of

n 3 CE ( 3
= D), Sheminith ; see 26.

28. Shoshanniiti, upon (O WZ -ty), 45 69
; Shoshannim- ediith,

upon (nn}7 D Scte -Vx), 80; Shnshan- fdftth, upon QVVT^y
nnj/), 60. Probably Shoshannim and Shushan are cor

ruptions of Sheminith (see 26), and eduth of Jedithun
(see 10).

29. Solomon, of. See i.

30. Song (T!?), in the titles of 30 psalms, also (iu5ij) in Ps. Sol.

15 17 (titles). Another corruption (see 24, Psalm) of CWn,
marked.

31. To bring to remembrance, or To make memorialO Sinp).

See 6.

32. To teach O?/ j), 60, and in 2 S. 1 18. Either a corrupt

dittogram of in ?, or miswritten for ^KDnT 1

?, a phrase synony
mous with niO l S (CP 4)-

One conclusion from the above emendations
( 26)

LXX, in all parts of their translation . . . are apt to stand

apart from the Palestinian tradition ; they frequently show
themselves to be unfamiliar not only with uncommon or ex
ceptional words, but even with those which one would have

expected to be well known. He illustrates this from n!H, the

verb of which niUD (according to Driver, precentor ) is the

participle. It is hardly possible that a word familiarly known
in Palestine circa 300 B.C., and (in its musical connection)
retained in use in the temple services, should have had its

meaning forgotten there during the period ofone to two centuries
which may have elapsed between 300 B.C. and the date at which
the LXX translation of the Chronicles and Ezra was made ;

yet the translators of these books have evidently no idea of its

meaning when used in that connection. It is admitted,
however, that there is no passage in Ezra, and but one in

Chronicles, in which ns: is used with reference to music, and
though Driver says that in i Ch. 15 21 the LXX show them
selves to be entirely unacquainted with the meaning of the

verb, it does not appear that modem philology has succeeded in

showing what TO:? means. BDH states that JTrCtrrr
1

?^ 1111333!

; 7 means, over the bass voices, leading them with ifrus.

But since 33 is separated from 37 by n 3 DB H, and since no

proof ot the sense bass voices for rt 3 CC can be adduced, we
may venture to question this interpretation which neither of the
two other standard Hebrew Lexicons ratifies. Siegfried-Stade
rightly questions the text. Aziel and Shemiramoth have prob
ably been wrongly inserted under the corrupt forms, Azaziah
and Sheminith, respectively ; H!f3^ should be HJU? (

= TCH, 16e).

See SHEMINITH. The LXX therefore do not deserve the

imputation of ignorance of the meaning of
rji 3 in a musical

connection, because the word has not yet been proved to have
a special musical sense (for an ingenious but very far-fetched
suggestion, see Ges.-Buhl); and the fact that they substitute

rmS (see MUSICIAN, THE CHIEF) for rtSJcS suggests that the
translator, whose aloofness from Palestine may be exaggerated,
knew that there was no real Palestinian tradition on the subject!
The Cimmerian darkness can only be mitigated by critical con
jecture. A possible and suitable one is offered above.
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will be that the history of the development of the guilds

27 G &quot;Id

^ s n ers nas been written with an

of singers.
attempt at undue precision. That the

singers originally called b ne Asaph (but

cp 2 Ch. 20I9
1

) gradually split up into many families,

some of which called themselves with special emphasis
b ne Asaph, others b ne Jedithun, others b ne Heman, 1*

is a conjecture entirely based on the traditional Hebrew
text. There is no reason why there should not have
been from the very beginning of the services in the

second temple, several guilds of singers (Neh. 1 1 17 (J5
BNA

scarcely justifies us in limiting the number to two
;

see

BAKBAKKAR, BAKBUKIAH). Their names may have
varied somewhat ; but whichever names are preferred,

they are always (when closely examined) clan-names of

S. Palestine or N. Arabia. One might be inclined to

surmise that the latest of the names borne by any of

these guilds was Salman, or b ne Salman ; the reason

would be the occurrence of the group of Salmah songs

(EV songs of degrees )
in book v.

, and the very late

collection called
i/ o.X/uol ZoXo/xtDcros (i.e. , perhaps

originally [see 26 (i)] ncSb niVnn, praise-songs of

Salmah
).

But we must not be too positive as to this.

Pss. 9-10, according to one of the statements in the title,

belonged to the b ne Salmah
(

26 (i), and it is not

improbable that ncSf Se D (KV Proverbs of Solomon
)

in Prov, 1 1 25 1 originally meant Proverbs of Salmah
;

besides, in Ezra2, etc. (emended text), the Salmteans

are co-ordinated with the Ethanites. Ethanites, we

say, for we can hardly doubt that Nethinim, both in

Ezra 2 and wherever else it occurs, is a distortion of

Ethanim, and not only Ethan the eponym of the

clan has two psalms ascribed to him (and probably

many more, see 26 [10]), but the Ethanim or

Ethanites, are mentioned, it would seem, in the titles

of two other psalms (see 26 [26]). Nor must we
overlook the fact that what we have suggested as the

right meaning of no^ir, find in some cases the reading,
had been forgotten, at any rate among the Jewish
scholars of Alexandria, as early as the time of @.
As to the phrase the sons of Asaph (= Asaph in

the psalm-titles), that Asaph should sometimes (in

Ch. Ezra Neh.
) represent all the bands of singers, and

ultimately be described (see ABIASAPH) as of Kora-

hite affinities, need not surprise us. Asaphite
and Korahite, Zarephathite and Jerahmeelite

being in their origin virtually synonymous, a vague
ness in the genealogical statements was only to be

expected.

Proceeding now, after dealing with these preliminary

questions ( 22-27), to ta^e a survey of the Psalter,

28 Historical
we begin by taking sPecimens from

28. Historical
different parts of iti with the obj

-

ect of
DacKgrounas.

gett ;ng a historical point of view, and
select 35, 42-43, 44, 60, 74, 79, 83, 120, 137.

i. Psalm 35. Psalm 35 is one of a group of psalms
which are parallel both in tone and even in some

phraseological details 3 to the Lamentations and to the

Jeremianic Literature. Now Lamentations 4 5 (see

LAMENTATIONS, jf.) presuppose that either in the

present or in the not distant past the Jewish people has

been insulted and oppressed by the Jerahmeelites or

Edomites. We have found reason to think that the

N. Arabian leaders were principals in the siege and

capture of Jerusalem and the captivity of the Jews, and

that even during the Persian period and after there had

been a return of many of the captives in Edom, the

Edomites continued to commit outrages, to annoy, to

plunder, and to oppress the pious Jewish community in

Palestine. We could not be surprised to find evidence

of this state of things in the psalms, and as a fact we
find it. In 35 1, underlying very doubtful Hebrew, we

1 The present narrative, 2 Ch. 20, appears to have been
altered from an older narrative (cp NEGEH, 7, col. 3380).

2 Ki iberle, Die Tempelsfinger iin Alien Test. (1899), 150.
3 Thus 352ii and 25 are parallel to Lain. 2 ib.
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find the Arabians and the host of Jerahmeel.

1 In
w. \\ f. :

The Jerahmeelites vent their rage upon me, |
the Ishmaelites

plunder me.
The Rehobothites requite me with evil, | they bring calamity

upon me. &quot;2

In v. 156 :

Those of Jerahmeel surround me, | they cry, We have
swallowed him up.

3

In v. 19 :

Let not the Jerahmeelites rejoice, |
the men of strife *

(cp 68 316 120 7, below).

ii. Psalms 42-43. In Pss. 42-43, the real or imaginary
background is also the oppression, not of the Baby
lonians (as Theodore of Mopsuestia) but of the Jerah
meelites. We find mentioned the tribe of the Arabians
and the race of the Jerahmeelites

s
(42? 43 1). The

speaker is apparently in the Jerahmeelite i.e. , Edomite

region to the S. of Judaea, where Yahw was not

acknowledged (cp 2 Ch. 25 14 20). Speaking in the

name of a larger or smaller company, he craves the

divine guardianship and to be restored to his true home
the house of God.
iii. Psalm 44. Ps. 44 is composite;

6 44a is appar
ently the first part of a poetical retrospect of Israel s

ancient history (cp 78) ; 446 is a prayer of the innocent

martyr-nation. The Davidic king has been set aside,

and further resistance has become hopeless. Many of

the Jews have been killed or carried captive by Jerah
meel

;
others seek refuge where they can. Yet Israel

is true sincerely true to its religious obligations ; it is

indeed its strictness in this respect that so exasperates
its foes. How can Yahwe be angry with his people?
The real or assumed background, therefore, is not the

time of Hezekiah and Sennacherib(cp Lagarde, Mittheil.

2377), nor that of the Syrian persecution (Baethgen, etc.
,

after Theodore of Mopsuestia) but that of the (Jerah

meelite) exile (see above), soon after the fall of the

Davidic dynasty. The psalm is one of a large group of

psalms, united by parallelism of contents, but is related

most closely to Ps. 60 and 89^, the former of w:hich we
have next to consider.

iv. Psalm 60. -Ps. 60 has been thought to be com

posite e.g., most recently (1891) by Winckler (Gl

2205), who, like Ewald, thinks he can recognise a pre-

exilic element in the psalm. The inconsistencies of the

psalm, however, are illusory, and, as to the date, though
MT strongly suggests the early Maccabasan period, the

present writer s text-critical results make him certain

that the oppressors spoken of are N. Arabian. The
first stanza reminds us of Ps. 44, the second of 2 and

18 (see below) ;
the third of 89. We can only quote

stanza 2, referring for the rest to Ps. &amp;lt;

2

For with thee I shall break Geshur,
I shall divide Cusham and Maacath ;

I shall measure out Missur and Aram,
I shall cast the cord upon Zarephath.
Yahwe will conduct me to Missur,
Yahwe will lead me unto Aram.

1

v. Psalm 74. Ps. 74 is variously assigned to the

.
.

2 For DSD nj? read D ^NDnT ; and for

read D^NJO^ . J^NC* should be flW&amp;gt;
,
and 7l3C&amp;gt; should be

iT etoa

3 Read lllttgVs ?1O3 Jnn3 7NDITV \J3.

4 Read JHD B^N D StfDnT WWfc^J.
6 On the very singular corruption, or editorial manipulation,

see /V.(2).
6 Cp G. A. Barton s article in Amer. Jourti. ofTheol. (3 [1899]

pp. 744,^1), which recognises the composite character of the

psalm, and distinguishes three strophes, representing (this is the

weak part of the theory) three widely separated periods.
&quot; On the very interesting corruptions see Ps.ft}

D&amp;gt;
&amp;gt;n # 5

and 6, is a fragment of o-nSx, which, as usual in these psalms,
has displaced m,-p- Winckler, (^72205, has not observed this.
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Chalda?an period ( everlasting ruins, v. $a ;

have set

on fire thy sanctuary, v. ja) and to the Syrian or

Maccabasan
(

the synagogues, v. 8; no more any

prophet,&quot; v. 9 ; blaspheme thy name, v. 10). Of the

phrases on which respectively the two theories are based,

only that in v. ^a and that in v. 10 remain in the present
writer s revised text. Whether the Babylonian warriors

felt sufficient bitterness against Judah to blaspheme the

name of Yahwe, may be reasonably doubted ;
it was

quite otherwise with the Jerahmeelites or Edomites

whom (as also perhaps in Ps. Sol. 2, see 42) we believe

we can recognise in this psalm. There is nothing said

in the context about the defeat of Jewish armies (cp

44n 8944); but the couplet which not improbably
underlies v. 3

Hide thy poor from the wickedness of their neighbours,
The Jerahmeelites, the Arabians, and the Geshurites,

may probably be explained by 2 K. 242, where, accord

ing to a critically emended text, the enemies mentioned
seem to be the Cushites, the Jerahmeelites, and the

Misrites, combined with Jer. 39s, where, originally, the

princes named were those of the king of Jerahmeel (see

NERGAL-SHAREZER). The synagogues in v. 8 should

most probably be changed to the name of Israel 1
(let

us sweep away from the land). On the complaint,
there is no prophet (v. g), see col. 2207. That the

historical background is imaginary, seems very probable

(see col. 2207). We now see what must be the true

explanation of Is. 687-64 12 [n]. The inserted passage

(w. 12-17) reminds us of SQizf. Is. 51g.
vi. Psalm 79. In i Mace, 7 17 Ps. 79 2 f. are

applied to the massacre of sixty leading ASSID^EANS by
ALCIMUS, and the phraseology of i Mace. 1 37 (/cai

^e\eav al/J-a ddi2ov KVK\I{) rov ayidff/mros /cat e/j.o\vvav

TO aylaff/j-a) seems to be suggested by w. if. of this

psalm. This does not, however, prove that the psalm
was known to have been composed during the Syrian

persecution. In spite of Hitzig s attempt to show that

it cannot have reference to the capture of Jerusalem in

586 B.C., it is perfectly safe to explain it as referring to

this, even if we incline to think that in this and the

related psalms the historical background is an imaginary
one. To deny that there was any slaughter of the Jews
round about Jerusalem, and that any other neighbours

but the Chaldaeans were considered to have afflicted the

Jews at this period, is very bold. At any rate, after our

revision of the texts, we are precluded from assenting
to Hitzig. See 44 23 For thy sake Jerahmeel has

killed us,
2 and the passage referred to above (2 K.

242) as to the hostile neighbours of the Jews. This

psalm, however, is far inferior to 74, and has somewhat
the appearance of an imitation.

vii. Psalm 83. Ps. 83 has been commonly explained

by the light of i Mace. 5, though Kimhi, Calvin,

Delitzsch, and Lagarde, with what may now at length
be recognised as remarkable insight, prefer to explain

by 2 Ch. 20, and Robertson Smith, as we have seen,

refers the psalm to the time of Artaxerxes Ochus. If,

however, we apply to the difficulties of the text the

critical processes which we have used elsewhere, the real

or supposed occasion of the psalm becomes manifest.

It is the banding of the N. Arabian peoples together

(cp Ps. 59) first to harass, and then to destroy the very
existence of Israel l&amp;gt;etween about 602 and 586 B.C., of

which the narrative in 2 Ch. 20 may have been like an

1 ^N HJflD is a very improbable phrase for the synagogues.

1J?1 JV3 (.SWrtO 15) is a synonym for HD33 JV3, which certainly

does not mean 7K
&quot;^ &quot;^i

God s meeting-place ; indeed Tg.

gives KntM3 3 for the BJjn
JV3 ofMT in Jer. 398.

is the most obvious correction ; but the obvious is often not the

true. Havingregard to 83 5 [4], we should most probably read DtJ*

VNIJi&quot;. The enemy s ultimate object was to destroy, not

sanctuaries, but worshippers. isijj&amp;gt;
has probably come from

comes from a misplaced is
1

?. See further fs.ft).
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anticipation,

1 that is meant. Asshur and Geshur*

are constantly confounded, and Amalek is only one
of the common distortions of Jerahmeel.

viii. Psalm 120. Ps. 120 is admittedly no pilgrim-

song. According to Baethgen, it is the record of a
time when the party of apostates fanned strife and
sedition in Jerusalem, with pernicious consequences for

the righteous. Rather it is the sigh of a band of exiles

in the land of Jerahmeel (cp 42-43). Vv. 4/. should

not improbably run thus :

Arrows of a warrior are the tongues |
of thefolk of Jerahmeel :

Woe is me that I sojourn in Cusham, |
beside the dwellings

of Jerahmeel. 2

ix. Psalm 137. According to Duhm, Ps. 137 was

originally a folk-song, which arose among some Jews
who had fled or migrated from Babylonia not very long
after the destruction of Jerusalem. Budde, too (New
World, 2 [1893]), infers from the metre that it was a

folk-song, and consequently dates it early in the exile.

But why the pentameter (Kina-metre) should indicate a

folk-song is not at all clear ;
Ps. 35 is no folk-song, but

it is in pentameters. Nor could a folk-song have con

tained such a glaring inconsistency the enemy in w.
1-6 8 f. being Babylon, but in v. 7 Edom or have

described the scene in such an improbable and scarcely

intelligible manner (vv. -if. ).
The psalm is cleared up

by the view that *?33, as in Gen. 10 10 Jer. 393, &amp;gt; s a

corruption of ^RDITVi so that the opening verse becomes :

On the heritage (nVru) of Jerahmeel we wept, | remembering
Zion

and v. 8 (with other emendations) :

To thee also, O house of Jerahmeel, | plunderers shall come ;

Jacob shall uproot thee, and shall overthrow
|

all thy palaces.
3

This must be a near approximation to the truth.

The background here, as elsewhere, is imaginary.
We may now approach other psalms with the right

key in our hands viz.
,
the well-grounded theory that

._ . the bitterness of so many psalmists and

i 4fi a.
the despondency of still more was caused

P
!!

a
,o

:

^TJA bY the cruel conduct of the Edomites
2 18 and 110

and their neighbours towards the Jews,
of which in the concrete we have hitherto formed a very
insufficient idea. Let us now return to the royal psalms,

5

viz., 2 18 20 21 (28) 45 61 63 72 (84) (89) (101) (110)

(132), to which i S. 2i-io may be added.

i. Psalms 2 IS and 110. Pss. 2 18 and 110 have a

specially intimate connection ; the details of this depend
somewhat upon our views of textual readings, but the

fact of the connection itself cannot be set aside. Let us

take first of all the description of the king s warlike

energy. Even if we compare 28 f. 1830-49 HOs-y only
in MT, we find in all these passages the same extra

ordinary fierceness which will not stop short of destroying
the enemy and establishing an extensive Jewish empire.
Until we critically emend the text, however, we do not

understand this fierceness, this inhumanity. Ps. 28 f.

runs thus in a text which has been slowly, methodically,
and at last with much confidence revised,

Ask (this) of me, and I will give thee
The nations as thine inheritance,
The land s utmost parts as thy possession.
Thou shall subvert Zarephath and Geshur,
Thou shall beat down Jerahmeel and Missur. 6

With equal clearness the much-misunderstood author of

Ps. 18 reveals the secret of his bitterness. The whole

1 The original story has been altered, owing either to mere
texlual corruption, or to a misinterpretation of history ; or to

both. Originally il was probably a Jerahmeelile and Misrite

invasion that was meanl.
2 Winckler s restoration of the text (AOFZ^ij) is very un

satisfactory.
s D V?s :n irw;

|

SKCITV rva ?iS-D3

1 ^5 n-roc
|

j
rm 3 p.v: *&~Pi

4 Compare above, 23.
5 The numbers enclosed in parentheses are those of psalms in

which the word -jSn
does not occur.

6 fis j? nm Dhnn
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passage referred to above would be too much to quote ;

but here is one of the stanzas (w. 44-46 ^gc) :

44&amp;lt;i
Thou dkist deliver me from the folk of the Arabians,

49&amp;lt;r
Thou didst rescue me from the men of Maacah ;

44^ Thou madest me the head of the nations,

44&amp;lt;r People whom I knew not became my servants ;

45^ The sons of Gebal sought me eagerly,
45*1 The Ishmaelites became obedient unto me ;

460! They Brought frankincense and gold,
46^ They offered chains of choice gold.

Now we see why, as the speaker says elsewhere, he
beat his foes as small as the dust of the market-place,
and swept them away as the mire of the streets (v. 43).

It was because of the divine law that men of loyalty
should receive the reward of their loyalty, and the

proud and violent the retribution of their lawlessness

(w. 24-27 [25-28]). The men of loyalty are the Jews ;

the proud and violent are expressly identified with the

Arabians and the Ishmaelites.

Not less fierce is the language of Ps. 110, nor does
the ordinary text suggest any palliating considerations.

Probably no psalm makes equally heavy demands on
the textual critic. Applying our key, however, we
seem to see that Ps. 110 is based on that earlier narrative

which probably underlies our Gen. 14 (see MELCHI-
ZKDKK, SODOM AND GOMORRAH), and represented the

battle of the kings as fought near Kadesh, and the chief

of the kings opposed to the king of Sodom as the king
of Jerahmeel. To the psalmist this ancient exploit of

the divinely favoured Abram was a type of the still

greater exploit of Yahwe himself in destroying the people
which had so cruelly oppressed the Jews. An approxi
mate view of the original text is,

5 The Lord will shatter Jerahmeel *
\
in the day of his wrath,

6a He will judge mighty kings |
for the treason of their pride.

(&amp;gt;b [The Lord] will smite Geshur-
|

on the land of the
Arabians ;*

The kings of Rehoboth 4 he will destroy, |
the princes of

Jerahmeel.
5

Is any one of these three psalms a royal psalm, as re

ferring either to a contemporary king or prince (such as

Alexander Jannreus of whom Hitzig and Smend 6 have

thought) or to the Messianic king himself?

(a) Psalml. Certainly Ps. 2 is not. The antithesis

throughout is between Yahwe and his people on the one

hand, and the Jerahmeelites on the other. Partly

through accidental corruption of the text, partly through
editorial manipulation, Ps. 2 was made into a psalm of

the Messianic king.
In the course of a thorough search for the underlying original

text in tTO his anointed and ^SQ my king naturally attract

suspicion. IIVC D has probably arisen out of ITDf! (similarly in

20 7 [6]a 28 8 84 10 [9] 89 52 [51] 105 15), and the words, so difficult to

translate satisfactorily, D^D TIDDJ JKI (r - 6), should probably be

Vciy VniSiyD ^jn, on his dwelling-place he has mercy. The

reason is (i) that D^p (v. 2) and C ^Vp (v. 10) are certainly

corrupt (read C SxDnT Jerahmeelites ), and (2) that the reading

suggested makes the last couplet of stanza ii. correspond to the

last of stanza i., which should probably run,

Let us beat down their sanctuaries,
Let us destroy their palaces.

(b] Psalm 18. Can we pronounce a different verdict

on Ps. 18? It is natural to think that the psalm is a

dramatic utterance of David, and that its exaggerations
are to be viewed as virtual predictions of a future son

(or future sons) of David, who shall raise his kingdom
to a height never attained by the historical David (so

OPs. 206). This is the view expressed in the liturgical

appendix (v. 51 [50], unless c is a later addition), but is

nevertheless wrong. The pious community is the

speaker,&quot; as is plain from the otherwise far too bold

1 Sn^nT several times underlies pa. Here it is latent in

-rc Sy.
- Underlying c N&amp;gt;

3 Concealed under n3T-
4 Underlying 7113.
8 Dittographed, and underlying p-7jj and C T-
6 In Rel.-gesch.(^\ 385: but Smend now holds the people of

Israel to be the king referred to.

7 In support of this view we must not refer to the phrase of

the servant of Yahwe in the title, for ,-pn -\y^&amp;gt;, tyere, as in 36 1

(see 25 [10]), is corrupt.
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assertion of legal righteousness, and the Deuteronomistic

phraseology employed.
It is true, the speaker is equally lx&amp;gt;ld in the assertion of a

reward already received for his righteousness. But a poet and
a fervent believer in the promises can take this imaginative
license. The warlike energy claimed is not more surprising in
this psalm than in Ps. 2g, or than in

14!&amp;gt;6, where we learn that
faithful Jews (c TOn) will know (by supernatural teaching?)
how to wield a two-edged sword. There is no need, be it said
in passing, to bring such psalms down to the Maccabaean

period.
The bitterness against the Edomites seems to have

been perennial, and as they were probably types of all hostile

peoples fresh occasion for vehement psalms was always arising.

The Davidic origin of Ps. 18 has been thought (e.g. ,

by Delitzsch, Baethgen, Kbnig, and Kirkpatrick) to be

guaranteed by the occurrence of the psalm (with varia

tions of reading) in 2 S. 22, a passage which, together
with the mdsi.il in 23 1-7, forms probably, as Budde
rightly states, the latest addition to the Books of

Samuel. 1 When the hymn in question was appended
to 2 S. , a liturgical appendix (v. 51) referring to

Yahwe s anointed king and to David and his de
scendants had already been attached

; and the original
title had been partly corrupted, partly deliberately
altered, so as to make the hymn suit as an illustration

of the life of David. The true text of the title (when
emended according to the analogy of other titles, see

45 ; cp 12) makes no reference whatever to David.
A Davidic, and even, more generally, a pre-exilic date
is excluded by the idealistic religious and political out

look in vv. 32 44 50, by the Deuteronomic view of the

covenant in w. 21-28 and the Deuteronomic expressions
in w. 22-24, and by the points of contact between the

psalm and the so-called song and blessing of Moses,
Dt. 32f. For it took time for the ideas and language
of Deuteronomy (which, moreover, is no longer in its

original form) to affect religious literature. The psalm,
however, appears to be of earlier date, not only than
Pss. 116 and 144 Prov. 30 (v. $), and Hab. 3 (v. 19),

but also than Is. 55 (v. 5), unless, indeed, we hold (this

theory has much to recommend it) that Is. 553-5 is a

very late insertion, made after Ps. 18 had become mis

interpreted as a triumphal song of David. References

to the Jerahmeelites and Arabians in stanzas 13 and 14
complete the parallelism between the second part of

Ps. 18 and Ps. 2 (revised text).

(c} Psalm 110. Ps. 110 remains. Is this a royal

psalm? If so, who is the king or prince referred to?

Bickell and G. Margolkmth
2
independently have noticed

that w. 1-4 (beginning with ac*) form an acrostic with

the name
jyae* ;

the rest of the acrostic apparently was

lost, the text of the psalm being mutilated and other

wise in disorder.

The present writer has shown 3 that, if the text is correct,

any other Jewish sovereign but Simon the Maccabee is hardly
conceivable as the subject of the psalm ; on the acrostic, how
ever, it would be unwise to lay any stress,

4 for nothing is easier,
but nothing more hazardous, than to discover or imagine such
acrostics. If the psalm was addressed to Simon, we can plausibly
account for its imperfect form ; the omission of the latter part

may have arisen out of a desire to facilitate a Messianic refer

ence.5 The view is plausible ; but pis *aSo rrOTSj? (v- 4^) has

not been perfectly explained, and
fTDPaSo

&amp;gt;n Gen. 14 is explained

elsewhere (see MEI.CHIZEDEK) as a corrupt reading.

Using the experience which long converse with the

text of the psalm ought to give, we arrive at the reading

(for v. 4^), I establish thee for ever, because of my
covenant of loving-kindness (see MELCHIZEDEK). To
whom is this oracle addressed ? Evidently to the same

person as the promise of the subjugation of his enemies.

The defeat of the king of Jerahmeel was a prophecy of

the overthrow of all subsequent enemies, provided of

course that the children of Abram displayed their

father s character. Must not, then, the true subject of

1 To assert with Cornill (Einl.M 107) that Ps. IS was taken

into the Psalter from 2 S. seems not very judicious.
2 See the instructive correspondence in the Academy for 1892.
3 OPs. 21-29.
4 Duhm (on Ps. 110) and Marti (Jesaia, 242) think otherwise.
5 Che. Jew. Rel. Life, 105.
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the psalm be Abram? 1 On this, however, we lay far

less emphasis than on the previous results. All that

we can assert with confidence is that the psalm is not a

royal one. If the text of v. $a is correct, it predicts the

perpetuity of a priesthood ;
if an appeal be made to

Melchizedek, we reply that even Duhm, who accepts
v.

4&amp;lt;z,
is prevented by his critical conscience from

accepting v. 46, except after cancelling the inter

polated (?) Melchizedek, and that if he had listened

to his linguistic conscience he must have questioned
the prosaic and ambiguous rnaTty- But though the

original psalm is neither royal nor Maccabaean, we

may plausibly conjecture that the text was edited and

conjecturally restored in early Maccabzean times with
reference to Simon.

ii. Psalms 20 /. Pss. 20 and 21 may also conceivably
have been edited and partly recast in Maccabasan times.

r ji We miffht thus account for the vehem-
30. Secondly. ?. , , , i a

p oft /
ence which deforms Ps. 21,- and which,

&quot;

unless our well-tested principles of textual

criticism are altogether at fault, did not appear in the

same intensity in the original psalm. Christian psalms,
indeed, they are not ;

but the bitterness is not so ex
cessive as has been imagined, and can be accounted for

by the extreme provocation given to the Jews by the

Edomites. The fifth quatrain of Ps. 21 and the first

half of the sixth should probably run nearly as

follows :

Thou wilt put an end to the Rehobothites and the Ishmaelites ;

Thy presence, O Yah we ! will annihilate them.
The Zarephathites thou wilt make to perish from the land,
And the Misrites from the face of the ground.
Yea, thou wilt put an end to the Aramites and the Cushites,
The Rehobothites thou wilt rebuke to their face.3

When Pss. 20 and 21 are looked at as wholes, it

becomes plain that the speaker ought, in accordance
with parallels elsewhere, to be the pious community,
whose salvation in time of trouble brings joy to each
and all of its members (2060), and who can permissibly
be described both as a person and as a collection of

persons (20ioa and b
; 206 21 2).

The only objection is drawn from ^78.1 in 20io[g] and 1]^Q

in 21 2 [i], from in O in 20 ^ [6], and perhaps from the 72 rnaj;

in 21 4 [3]. But the rt in &quot;^Cn is dittographed ; 173 is a cor

ruption of -py (cp y and *? in the Palmyrene script), and in trD

as in 2 2 of iTDf! (CP also, especially, 28 %f.). As for the crown
ofchoice gold, it means no more than what is said in S 6 [5], with
glory and state didst thou crown him.

iii. Psalms 61 and 63. Pss. 61 and 63 are obscure

only as long as we hesitate to criticise the MT. Ps. 61

31 Thirdly
is comP site - Verse H is a fra -

p C1 , *. ment of a psalm of exile, which is akin
ss. 61 ana 63.

to pss 42 43 . the rest Qf the psalm
illustrates Pss. 2 21 83 110. It is enough to quote
w. 4-7 [s-8],

For thou hast heard my wail,
Thou wilt grant Israel s request ;

He will shatter Jerahmeel and Zarephath,
He will beat them down like Moab and Midian.
He will abide before Yahwe for ever,
Lovingkindness and faithfulness will preserve him.4

1
&quot;yiN

1

? s most unlikely. Since i and i are scarcely dis

tinguishable, and
&amp;lt;j

and 53 are constantly confounded, we may
provisionally read CT^N 1

?, and continue THDTTTD [ibpbl.

&quot;IJPrO;?
maY easily have arisen out of VxCnTO by metathesis

and slight corruption.
- Duhm once more brings in Alexander Jannaeus.
3 We can only mention here that Tunio(? - 10) probably comes

from D nurr), and ny^VK from C ^nyOE . 1EN3 is an editorial

insertion ; 5] J9 goes with CJ^T (so point ; cp Lam. 4 16).

ODina probably comes from CI^pl C&quot;1K ; ~&quot;UV33 from C nisrn ;

pian from rrain.

4 On the emendations see Ps.(2 &amp;gt;. We can only mention here
that &amp;lt;xT in v. $b comes from SNIC&quot;! that the following word

-gg&amp;gt;

should be a corruption of pnO , and that C 3 and
&quot;i?a &quot;2&quot;7j;
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Ps. 63 also refers to the hated enemy ;

but the intem

perate language of v. n [12] is due to textual corruption.
The leading idea is simply this that pious Jews, at a
distance from the sanctuary, and in peril of their lives,

call upon Yahwe to restore to them their priceless

spiritual privileges. At the close of the psalm the

speaker expresses his confidence that Yahwe will an
nihilate Israel s dangerous foes, and that Israel will

praise God for his goodness in the temple. Why
should a king be referred to? Both Gratz and Toy
(JBL 18 162) have noticed the problem; but the key
was wanting. The clause in question comes after a

description of the sufferings caused to the Jews by the

N. Arabian populations, and the right reading almost

certainly is ni.T fna; C ^KSnY, The Jerahmeelites

Yahwe will shatter. J

iv. Psalms, 89* and 132. Pss. 89 (or rather, 893 2
)

and 132 have been thought to refer to the Jewish people
as ^anw^ s anointed. This at least

could not
32 Fourthly

as ^anw^ s anoin
s P a n tnat tne

Pss 89/J and
132

^ave wr tten t le WOI&quot;ds they insult the

footsteps of thine anointed (v. 51 [52]),

meaning they insult thy people in its goings. Nor is

it easy to admit that after promising perpetuity to the

family of David (132n/ )
and joy to the pious members

of the community of Zion (v. i6l&amp;gt;),
a psalmist could

proceed to say that on Mt. Zion Yahwe would cause a
horn to spring forth to David, and that he had prepared
a lamp for his anointed. Thus there is only a slight

parallelism between the two psalms viz., their common
reference to the perpetuity promised to the house of
David. Ps. 89 records the deep despondency of the

community at the apparent failure of the promises ;

3

Ps. 132 is a dramatic representation of the culminating
point in the traditional life of Solomon, with an under

lying reference to the future Messianic king. In the
latter psalm, mine anointed

(

%n %

ra) needs no altera

tion ; in the former, criticism proves convincingly that

irrtra nupj? is a corruption of spron nisSa (
the insults

of thy loyal ones
) || to r^y nsnn (

the contumelies of

thy servants
).

4

The most various opinions have been held as to the
relation between 1328-io and 2 Ch. 6417] The form in

which the passage is given in the psalm is surely the
more original (cp Ehrt, Abfassungszeit, etc., 66 ft.);
but that does not prove that Ps. 132 is of later date
than Chronicles. An interpolation in 2 Ch. from the

psalm seems very probable.
v. Psalms 45 72 101. Pss. 45, 72, and most prob-

are both corruptions of 7N3nT (dittographed), while
rj
Din is one

of the many corruptions of nS~li !3 i v. 86 probably comes
from a dittographed pia !

the preceding line should run

jnap* 3x133 DSJV.

1 The parallel line has fallen out.
2 The composite character of Ps. 89 is plain from the difference

both of metre and of subject in the two parts. Verses 1-18 [2-19]
are mostly in tetrameters and describe the greatness of Yahwe
and the happiness of his people ; z Z . 19-51 [20-52] are in tri

meters and describe the promises to David and Israel and their
failure. According to Baethgen, S9i8[i9] refers to the ideal

king the Messiah, who is visible only to the eyes of faith.

This is most unnatural. Unless we are willing to suppose a 7
of emphasis, we must read 13373 ?KTB&quot; g-npl I 13

1

? [33 m.T 2,

for Yahwe is a shield unto us, the Holy One of Israel is our

king.
3 Sellin (Serubbabel, 194^; SftutieM,%iytff?) thinks of

ZERUBBABF.L
[&amp;lt;?.v.],

the unsuccessful Messianic king (?). But
the real or imaginary background of Ps. 89 is the Jerahmeelite
oppression from 600 B.C. onwards.

4 Verses 51 f. {y*f.\ represent the same couplet in different

forms (see PsA-)). Duhm thinks that g-3 py may mean the

footsteps of thy fugitive king, alluding to the flight of Alexander
Jannsus (88 B.C. ?); cp Jos. Ant. xiii. 14 \f. As if any psalmist
could have spoken thus of such a miserable king ! Besides, in

Ecclus. 47 2 there seems to be an allusion to Ps. 8920(19]:
0113 (cp niann); and in Ecclus. 45 15* to Ps. 89 30(29] :

D CB1 3-D-
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ably 101, however, are royal psalms ; the king is the

33 Fifthly
Mess an every other view is encumbered

Pss 45 72
with diffi 01111 &quot;515

1 and the one difficulty

and 101
sPec a^y attaching to the present theory
which is enforced upon us by textual

criticism, can be surmounted. The Messiah is de
scribed in all three psalms as a second Solomon.
Of course it is the later legend of Solomon that is built

upon.
We see this especially in the poetic picture in Ps. 45. Ad

miring mention is made of the king s singular wisdom and
eloquence (cp iK. 429-33 [69-13] 106/ 23/1), of his success in
war (2 Ch. 8 3), and of his righteous rule (i K. 3 16-28). Of all
these divine gifts, the greatest is the king s inflexible justice
(eulogised again in Pss. 72 and 101), of which his political
influence, his extensive commerce, and his vast supply of gold
(i K. 10) are the reward. It is the crown of his felicity that he
has a queen-consort, beautiful, and richly adorned, who is an
Egyptian princess (see translation below, and cp i K. 3 i 11 1-3).

Lastly, the king addressed has a prospect of a family of sons,
whom (with an allusion to i K. 4) he may place over the pro
vinces of Palestine.

In Ps. 72 the Solomonic element is much less striking. The
king is called the king s son, a phrase suggested by the coro
nation of Solomon during David s lifetime, and glowing ex
pectations are formed of the justice of his rule. He is tender
to the righteous poor but severe to the oppressor, and more
especially severe to those Cushites, Jerahmeelites, and Edomites,
who were the worst enemies of the Jews in the Babylonian and
Persian periods. This contemporary reference is more pro
minent in Ps. 45 than in Pss. 72 and 101 ; but of its existence
criticism hardly permits us to doubt.

Of these three psalms the only strictly Messianic
ones in the Psalter brief specimens may be given.
The reader will find that where the translation appears
most novel, the text as it stands is singularly obscure.
A near approximation to the truth is, of course, all that

can be asked.
45 6 Upon those that hate thee, O thou hero ! thine arrows

will descend
;

They will fall upon the men of Arabia and Jerahmeel.2

j/i A sceptre of justice is the sceptre of thy kingdom,
8 Righteousness thou lovest, iniquity thou hatest

;

Therefore peoples do homage unto thee,
[All kindreds of the nations serve thee].

it Hearken, O Egyptian maiden, 3 lean thine ear ;

Forget thine own people, and thine own father s house :

12 For the king longs deeply for thy beauty ;

For he is thy lord [and Yahwe s Anointed] :

13 And unto thee will they bow down, O Egyptian maiden,
with gifts,

The richest of [all] people will sue for thy favour.

72 5 He shall crush the folk of Cusham,
And destroy the race of Jerahmeel ;

4

6 He shall bring down Maacath and Amalek,
Those of Rehoboth and of Zarephath.

1 As long as we adhere to the traditional text, it is difficult

not to look out for a post-exilic king to whom Ps. 45 in particular
may be applied, and Smend (Rel.-gesch.^ 376, n. 2) still (1899)
applies Pss. 45 and 72 to some Greek king. In I

1
) (1893) he

thought of Ptolemy Philadelphus for Ps. 72. The fullest treat
ment of the claims of this Ptolemy to be the hero of Pss. 45 and
72 will be found in OPs. (it gi), pp. 144-146, 156, 168-172, 183.
The Messianic hypothesis, however, is adopted in Jew. Rel.

Life, 106-108. Pratt (JBL 19 [1900] 189^) finds a reference to
the bridal relation between Yah we and his people, and supposes
a nucleus, consisting of a secular royal ode of smaller dimensions.

Really, if we presuppose MT, we may form almost any theory.
Budde, in his treatment of Ps. 101 (Exp.T. 8202^.) shows a
freer spirit. He thinks that the psalm was originally an utter
ance of Yahwe, and that it has been transformed to make it

suitable for the community. No doubt some passages of the

psalm might be applied to Yahwe. No doubt, too, if a historical

king wrote the psalm, we might accuse him of self- conscious
ness. But the psalm is virtually a prophecy, and corresponds
to Is 11 3-5.

2
17Dn TN 373 (v- 6) should probably be D 7NOnT1 D 3iy3-

Duhm s 3?Q for 373 is far too superficial to meet his object.

3 For NTI m (zi. n)and IS D3 (v. 13) read Dnsp D3. The

original tradition made Solomon s chief wife a Misrite ; but the
tradition was presumably already corrupted in the time of the
Psalmist.

4
psny N3T1 and tyoty DJ? TINT are both corruptions of

Ctf3 DJ7 N3T. WOC? also covers over TDB&quot;. 337, as elsewhere,

should be j^
1

?. D -pl TH PIT comes from Q 7XDnT- For the
other emendations see Ps.(~).
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9 Before him those of Cush shall bend the knee,

The Arabians shall lick the dust ;

10 The Ishmaelites shall bring gifts,
Those of Sheba shall offer gold.

101 Lovingkindness and justice will I seek, |
Yahwe s righteous

ness will I practise.
To the cause of the orphan I will give heed, |

to the suit of the
widow.

In Jerahmeel I will destroy |
all the wicked ones of the land,

That I may cut off from the land of Yahwe
|
all workers of

wrong. 1

We have now practically closed our consideration of the

royal psalms, for on Pss. 28 and 84 it is enough to refer

34 Result
back to the remark

( 29, i. a
; 30,

that irwo, his anointed, is several times
in the Psalter miswritten for iTon, his loyal (or pious)
one. There are no royal psalms in the sense supposed
by most critics

;
there are three, and only three, psalms

which are in the narrower sense Messianic, though in

the broader sense a large proportion of the psalms deserve
this distinctive epithet.
We can now return to the question raised in a former

paragraph ( 24, end), How are we to account for the

addresses in certain psalms to an as yet non-existent

king? Any interpreter approaching Pss. 45 72 101
for the first time would suppose them to refer to a

contemporary king. Yet there are strong reasons for

rejecting this view. The psalmists are not ordinary
poets. They are all heroes of faith, and some of them,
at any rate, hold strongly to the belief in the Messiah,
and regard the two kings who were specially idealised

by the popular imagination David and Solomon as

types of the expected ideal king. They trusted God s

promise, and prophesied the coming of the king by
portraying him in the likeness of Solomon, as if he
were already on earth. For unto us a child is born,
unto us a son is given.
We will next take a brief survey of four important

psalms, which have been traditionally held to contain

OK T&amp;gt; ~i~, ~* references to the immortality of the
35. Psalms of ,. -

, , ~,,
, ... individual. These psalms are two

immortality?
(Dayid) Jedithun.psafmSi viz . 16 and

17 ;
one Korah-psalm, viz. 49 ; and one Asaph-psalm,

viz. 73.

i. Psalms 16 and 17. Both 16 and 17 express strong
love for the temple, and a sense of security derived from
Yahwe s presence in the sanctuary. Both also repre
sent the speaker as exposed to danger from the N.
Arabian enemies, though the references are obscured in

our present corrupt text.

Ps. 17 reminds us strongly of Ps. 22#, in which the Jerahmeel-
ite or Edomite oppressors are variously designated (see Che.
Ps.(2)) O.S lions and wild oxen with pointed horns, traitors

(&quot;3~13, misinterpreted in v. 19 [18] as TIS, my garments ), and

of Ps. 18 (a part of the description of the terrifying snares and
floods given in this psalm recurs in 17 10, restored text). Ps.

16, in its triumphant contempt for outward dangers, reminds us
of Pss. 3 4 and 23.

The two psalms (16/. )
are connected by their parallel

ending ;
and both are akin to the large group of psalms

expressing love of the temple, and especially perhaps to

Ps. 27 a and to the miscalled royal psalm, 61 (cp 61 8a

with 16n 17is).
In Ps. 16 the speaker rejoices in the sure hope of deliverance.

In spite of his troubles, he continues to praise Yahwe, and his

one delight is to visit the sanctuary, where he renews that sense
of the divine favour which keeps his inner being in perfect peace.
He is confident that Yahwe will not suffer his loyal one to

perish. Does the psalmist mean himself? No ; it is Israel who
says that in heart, mind, and body it is jubilant. The glorious
Messianic time (Messianic, in the wider sense) is at hand.
When it comes, life will be life indeed. The way to this life is

1 For m B N, mCIN read inE ;

N, rrpE X (v. i). Also

fuoW 3ns
| Din; n3ns ^S&K (v. 2), and JVOXN ?Norn;s

(v. 8a), and ni,T flND (v. 8). Verse 8a does not resume what

has gone before, but adds a fresh detail. The worst offenders

against morality are in the land of Jerahmeel or Edom.
Here, too, the Messianic king, who is the speaker, will put an
end to the wicked. Thus, as the result of all this purification,
Yahwe s land will have none but righteous people (Is. 602ia).
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known to Yahwe, who will show it to his people, and fill Israel

with joys which are past imagining.

10 My soul thou wilt not yield to the nether world,

Thy loyal one thou wilt not suffer to see the pit ;

11 Thou wilt make known to me the path of life,

Thou wilt satisfy me with joys in thy presence.
1

The prayer for protection in Ps. 1 7 follows upon an

earnest self-justification in w. 2-5. The protection
which the speaker craves is guaranteed by the presence
of Yahwe in the sanctuary ;

while stands the temple,

pious Israel will stand. Yes
;

here again there is

nothing which according to a strictly critical exegesis

points to an individual. It is Israel who, perceiving

the imminent danger in which, humanly speaking, he

stands, breaks out into a curse a borrowed curse (see

11 7 )
on the enemy. For himself, however, he ex

presses the sure confidence of Messianic felicity. Israel

will behold Yahwe s face in unclouded brightness, and

the temple will be richer in spiritual privileges than at

present it can be.

15 As for me, by [thy] righteousness |

I shall behold thy face ;

1 shall be satisfied with thy loving-kindness |

in thy habita

tion.

ii. Psalm 49. Ps. 49 too, has nothing to do with

the individual, according to a critical exegesis. It deals

with a problem very familiar to Jewish sages viz. , the

right attitude of the pious in view of the prosperity of

the wicked.
The answer, Wellhausen supposes, is that death makes all

equal, and strikes the man who has much to lose harder than
him who has little. The correctness of this may, however, be

doubted, and even Wellhausen holds that v. 15 [16] supplements
the negative consolation that death closes the happiness of the

ungodly by the positive comfort that God may deliver the godly
from sudden death ( Psalms, SBOT 185). Duhm, how
ever, is of opinion that the psalmist holds a doctrine of the

immortality of the pious, which must, he thinks, have been con
nected with well-defined ideas as to the place to which a good
man was taken after death. (So also OPs. 382 406 ff. ; cp
ESCHATOI.OGY, 31, col. 1346.) Obviously this interpretation
has a bearing on the question of the date of the psalm ; in fact,

Duhm includes Ps. 49 (like Ps. 73) among his Pharisee psalms.

So much at least is undeniable, that for a certain class

of persons, according to the psalmist, death has a penal
character. But can we stop short here? Is it likely

that the psalmist, who wrote not for a remote age but

for his own generation, only referred vaguely to the

persons punished by death as the rich and the wicked?

Certainly not. We have to seek for underlying refer

ences to historical people, and if we seek these aright,

we shall find them
;

for Jewish editors were not arbitrary

forgers they did but put the best interpretation they
could on inaccurately transmitted passages, and they
have left us the means of correcting their errors. The

only passage in Ps. 49 which we can safely assign to the

editor is vv. 3 and 4 [4 and 5]. The remainder is really

an attack on the Jerahmeelites or Edomites, who would

seem to have settled amongst the Jews, to have amassed

great wealth, not always by legitimate means, and to

have denied the moral government of God (104 II
&quot;3

14 1, etc.). The first stanza should probably run

thus,
1 Hear this, all ye Edomites,
Attend, all ye Jerahmeelites,

2 Both traitors and deniers,
The wicked and the impious together.

And the three most disputed verses (13-15 [14-16]) should

probably run thus, -

13 This is the fate of those that deny God,
The latter end of those that insult Israel.

14 For ever they will be prostrate in the pit,

They will seek earnestly in the darkness for daybreak.

1 That the speaker looks for an endless life is certain (cp
21 5 [4] 61 8 [7]). But n! J (EV, for evermore ) has passed out

of the revised text. All the stanzas of Ps. 16 have four lines

except (at first sight) the fifth. The four preceding lines all

have a verb ; the fifth has none. This is the more remarkable

as the adverb ns:M follows. The truth is that, for -p-a 3 may:
n^j we should read pn133KD3 IDn- This is also the true close

of Ps. 17. By accident, it was copied into Ps. 16 from the column
in which Ps 17 was written. See Ps.P).
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The pangs of death will affright them,
The terrors of Sheol will take hold of them.

15 (But) surely my soul God will ransom,
From the hand of Sheol he will take me. 1

Stern and uncompromising is the refrain,

12 20 Traitors will not come up from Sheol.

The impious are destroyed in Deathland.

Thus the background of Ps. 49 is the same as that

of so very many other psalms the Jerahmeelite oppres
sion ; and the comfort proffered to Jewish sufferers is

that there will soon be an end of the oppressors in

Sheol.

iii. Psalm 73. Ps. 73 has the same historical back

ground as Ps. 49. The Edomites are settled in the

land, and their prosperity, which violates the orthodox

doctrine of retribution, tempts the Jews to apostasy.
It is not very likely a priori that such a psalm would

express, even as it were by a lightning-flash, the intuition

of immortality.
As the traditional text stands, it is natural to suppose this,

mainly on account of w. 15-17, where the speaker apparently
distinguishes himself from the generation of Yahwe s sons

i.e., the pious community and also refers to a visit which he

paid, during his mental struggle, to the sanctuary of God. If

the speaker in the psalm is an individual as this passage
appears to imply, must we not suppose that in w. 25f. he

expresses the assurance of the perpetual duration of his blissful

communion with God ? Verses 15-17, however, are not altogether

correctly read, and the order of the lines has been disturbed.

The psalm consists of fourteen quatrains ; nos. 8 9 and 10 should
be composed of vv. 16 and 21 ; i -

. 15 and 22 ; and vt&amp;gt;. 17 and 18.

When we examine the text closely, we find that the gth and loth

quatrains need emendation. The whole passage should probably
run thus,

-

16 And when I sought to comprehend this,

Too painful seemed it unto me ;

21 For my heart was astonished,
And in my reins I was horror-stricken.

*

15 I myself rejected wisdom,
Thy loving-kindness and faithfulness I denied ;

22 I became a dullard, I was ignorant,
I lacked discernment concerning thee ;

17 Until I gave heed to the judgments of God,
And discerned the future of those men :

18 How (suddenly) calamities overtake them !

Thou easiest upon them gloom (of Deathland).

A section of the Jewish community (including, it

would seem, many of the leading members) had, in

wardly at any rate, denied God, even if some of them

did not actually join the assembly of the impious
mentioned in Ps. 50 (v. 18, emended text). Looking
back upon this, they saw how foolish they had been,

and recognised that they had missed the only possible

explanation of the facts, viz. that when God s time (the

Messianic judgment) has come, the wicked will be

suddenly swept away like grass (cp 92? [8]). Pious

Israel recovered its balance, and the joyous conscious

ness of the divine Companion returned to it. No in

ward temptation nor outward misfortune can cause him
to stumble. He longs for Yahwe the peerless God
to reveal himself by some mighty deed as Israel s eternal

portion.
3 No more will he give way to doubt

;
the

denial of Yahwe leads to ruin.

Our conclusion is that there are no immortality psalms

1 The emendations which, the present writer holds, are forced

upon us are too many to be all given here (see Ps.W). A few,

however, may be mentioned. In /. i read ni.T BTI3D TVTni I

in /. 2,
i

?N1B flinD mntCl- The refrain is

2 In //. 5, 6 read

I /. 8 read, with Gratz, -ley WOn ni:?3n. In /. 9, TaB-trip

ht( BEtra^x ;
in /. 10, rua

1

?* nSsrt D.T^V.

3 Verse 26 has received some accretions. It should probably
run thus,

My flesh and my heart pine for him ;

Yahwe is my Rock and my Portion for ever.
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for the individual, only for the community, and that

36. Result
Ps- 73 is not only a Psalm of faith in

immortality, but also a psalm of doubt of
God s fundamental attributes a doubt from which the

community emerged with a full spiritual assurance based
on the more deeply realised doctrine of the imminent
Messianic judgment. As a psalm of doubt, Ps. 73 has
its parallels in Pss. 39a, 94a, and 116

; but we must not
here enter on the consideration of these much misunder
stood poems. We may, however, state the conclusion,
forced upon us by our new textual criticism, that the
view of Rudinger, Olshausen, Hitzig, Frankel (Einfluss
der Paldstin.Exegese auf die Alexandrin.Hermeneutik,
lS 5 l

&amp;gt; P- 233), that at any rate Ps. 73 indicates
contact with Hellenism, is incorrect. The problem
before the psalmist in this and in the parallel psalms
is the prosperity of the wicked rich who had flocked
into Palestine from the neighbouring regions, and who
ground down the poor and faithful Jews.
From what has been said, it will be plain that a

historical sketch of the different phases of thought in

37 Ideas of
the Psalter would ke extremely diffi-

Psaiter varied.
C &quot;U &amp;lt; mak&amp;lt;

r
The religious ideas of

the Psalter * are no less varied than
those of the community, nor could we be so rash as to

attempt to describe them at the close of a critical article.

From what has been said already (see 2) it must be
plain that we have in the Psalter no merely local pro
duct. The Psalter is, at least in theory, catholic and
oecumenical ; meant for synagogues as well as for the

temple ; for the whole empire of Yahwe as well as for the
central Judaean province. That its ideas should be all

equally noble, was not to be expected. It is probable,
however, that the nett gains from a more thorough
criticism of the text of the psalms would be much in
excess of the losses, and that the average religious
standard of the psalmists would prove to be as much
above that which it is commonly supposed to be as the
character of their Hebrew style. The imprecatory
psalms, in particular, would be seen to be less shocking
throughout than they appear to be in the traditional
text (see Che. The Christian Use of the Psalms,
1899). This, if correct, is of no slight importance, for
it is a heavy drawback to the religion of the psalmists
that fervent love of God should be accompanied with
such intemperate expressions of hostility to the wicked.
While these psalms stand in their present form, it is

difficult indeed to respect the Psalter as much as we
should like, and we can hardly wonder that such a
candid writer as Duhm should express such strong
repugnance to much that it contains. Only upon the
basis of a thoroughly revised text can we, properly
speaking, maintain that the Psalter is a record of the

religious consciousness of the Jewish Church. 2

The definition here given of the Psalter is in harmony with
the result of the controversy as to the I -psalms (see 6). It
is still more obviously in accordance with the fact that most of
the psalms in books iv. and v. are congregational utterances.
One might illustrate the combination of &quot;

I&quot;- and &quot; We &quot;-psalms

by parallels from the Greek choruses. But the phenomena of
books iv. and v. are perhaps best explained thus. The instinc
tive personification of the church-people in the &quot;

I &quot;-psalms was
a survival an inheritance from antiquity. It was natural that
later religious poets should begin to look upon their nation in a
more modern light as an organisation of individualities. They
did not indeed go so far as those modern hymnists who have
half-filled the popular hymnals with lyrics of a strongly personal
tone. Karely do the Hebrew psalmists disclose their personality.
They had indeed their private joys and sorrows ; but they did
not make these the theme of song. The individual conscious
ness was not sufficiently developed for this. . . . But the later
&quot; We &quot;-psalms, though not less national than the others, indicate
a perception that, as Kingsley has said, &quot;communities are for

1 For the religious ideas of the Psalter, according to the
newer criticism, see OPs. (1891), pp. 258-452; Smend, Rel.-
fescA.W, 1893; ft), 1899.

1 The word church is used in the wider sense, as by Dean
Stanley in the phrase the Jewish church. Community is
less familiar to us than the corresponding word Gemeinde is to
Germans ; it is also somewhat too narrow a word for use in all
connections.
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the divine sake of individual life, for the sake of the love and
truth that is in each heart, and is not cumulative cannot be in
two as one result

&quot;

(OPs. 26s./).

It must, however, be remembered that not only do
books iv. and v. contain I -psalms, but a later un-
canonical Psalter (that of Solomon

; 41 /) has a
number of psalms of the personified community. Indi
vidualism needed for its development a new and unique
impulse ;

not yet could the floods of personal feelingand emotion break through the dams, and transform
the whole aspect of poetry.
With regard to the chronology of the Psalms, it is

not much that we can say, taking our stand on a

38. Chronology
caremlly revised text. It is, however,

of Psalms
reasona t&amp;gt;le to hold that the groups or
collections of psalms Pss. 90-106 Pss.

107-129 Pss. 135-145, and Pss. 146-150 in which the
psalms only occasionally bear titles, contain many works
of the Greek period. Among the possible or probable
representatives of an earlier age are Ps. 90 at any rate,
for the first part of this psalm (90&amp;lt;z)

can hardly be
separated from Ps. 89, both being, from the same
causes, in the same despondent tone and both (as
criticism shows) Ezrahite psalms ; also Ps. 94, which
interrupts the new song of praise, and goes with the
kindred 73rd psalm ; also 137, as one of the chief of
the anti-Edomite psalms, and the group called m^icn TB ,

or rather no^S of Salmah, but best known to English
readers as Songs of degrees, which may have been
originally enclosed by Hallelujah groups (i.e., before
119 was inserted). Pss. 113-118, called the Egyptian
Hallel, a group which seems filled by the hope of a new
and great event comparable to the Exodus (cp Is.

1024 26) such a hope as the conquests of Alexander
may well have fanned into a flame and Ps. 146-150,
cleverly called by Nachman Krochmal the Greek
Hallel, must surely be allotted to the Greek age. Not,
however, to the Maccaboean age. As we have seen,
even 1496 has its parallels in psalms which we have no
reason for bringing down to the time of the Maccabees.
We must be careful not to exclude, on grounds of

principle, from the psalms of the Greek age all those
which have a real or assumed Jerahmeelite or Edomite
background. It was of course not till the time of John
Hyrcanus that the so-called Idumrea became a Jewish
province, and we could well understand that even at a
later time Edomite might still be a synonym for

oppressor. Beyond this, it is not safe to go. The
text binds us not indeed the Massoretic or the Septua-
gint text, but that which underlies the tradition, and
which can to a considerable extent be recovered by
methodical investigation. We cannot, therefore, say
with Duhm that Pss. 74 79 83 and 110, being clearly
(he thinks) Maccabasan, supply fixed points for the

chronology of the Psalter, and the other psalms which
this critic regards as revealing their date hardly less

distinctly than these e.g., the so-called royal psalms,
which he places in the first rank of evidence for the time
of Alexander Jannceus are, for us, equally devoid of
clear references to contemporary history.
Nor can we attach any importance to the widely held

theory that Pss. 96 105i-i 5 , and 106i 47 48, and also

1328-10, must have been known to the Chronicler 1 a

theory which, as generally expressed (see e.g. , Strack,
Einl.W 119), involves holding that the so-called fourth
Book of the Psalms was already in existence in the
Chronicler s time. This last thesis is not in itself

probable. The division between books iv. and v. is not
natural, and was probably not made till the final redac
tion of the Psalter, which cannot plausibly be said to
have occurred till after the Chronicler s time. It is

also less probable that the dividing doxology in Ps.

10648 originally contained the words ;CN cyrr^ nrxi,
I T &quot;Y T T &quot;T :

and let all the people say, Amen, than that these
words were taken, with one slight and necessary altera-

1 Cp Ehrt s comparison of the texts, Abfassungszeit, 4,-^ff.
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tion, from i Ch. 1636, where we read, at the close of the

strange composite psalm, JON Djn^s nax i, and all the

people said, Amen. This at least is Wellhausen s view

(Bleek s Einl.W 506, n. i), which, however, seems to

need supplementing. It is probable (
i

)
that the whole

of the close of Fs. 106 viz.
, w. 47 f. is borrowed from

i Ch. 1635/.
*

(beginning ujrenn npxi and ending, ^rn
mrr 1

? [rather an^n]), and (2) that both the close (w.

1-5) and the opening of Ps. 106 are accretions on the

main body of Ps. 106, which had been handed down in

an incomplete form, and needed some such additions to

make it usable. As a consequence, we cannot commit
ourselves to the view that i Ch. 1634 is borrowed from
106 1 (which may well be later than the Chronicler).
The formula was a conventional one, and occurs in

107 1 118 1 136 1. Nor can we venture to assert posi

tively that it was the Chronicler who copied 96 105 1-15

(see iCh. 168-33) and 1328-io (see 2 Ch. 6 4i/). The
books of Chronicles, like other books, passed under the

hands of redactors, and it is very possible that the

insertions from the Psalter referred to were made by one
of these. 2 We cannot, therefore, safely use the argument
which is often based on these insertions to determine
the date of at least a few psalms.
That there are no pre-exilic psalms, nor ascertainable

fragments of such psalms, is for us at least quite certain.

And though there is the abstract possibility that psalms
were written in the lands of exile before the arrival of

Ezra and his band at Jerusalem, the uniformity of the

historical background of the psalms of book i. does not
favour the hypothesis. In spite of Duhm, whose

chronology of the psalms is opposed (i) to a thorough
textual criticism, and (2) to the literary phenomena of
the fragments of the Hebrew Sirach, we must hold that

at any rate books i.-iii. belong most probably (with the

exceptions of the anonymous psalms 1 2 and 33, unless

(5 rightly prefixes to 33 r^s Aaveid) to the Persian

period, or to the Persian and the very beginning of the

Greek period.
It would no doubt be helpful to make out the extent

of the indebtedness of the Psalter to Is. 40-66, to

W Ph aaeo Jerem an
-
and to Job. Owing, however,

. . .

~

(i) to the doubt which in an especial
. degree hangs round the text of the Psalter

argumen . and of job and ^ {o thg composite
origin of all the three books mentioned, we cannot here

lay much stress upon this. In a complete Introduction

to the Book of Psalms a phraseological comparison of

the Psalter with these books would have to be instituted ;

but a critical revision of the text of all four books would
of course be presupposed. That there is a small element
of truth in Hitzig s theory of Jeremianic psalms can

hardly be doubted, 3 and even in book i. of the Psalms
it is impossible not to recognise some clear points of

contact with the Colloquies of Job. It is also beyond
question that Pss. 93 and 96-100 are even strikingly

parallel to Is. 40-66, 4 and the amount of real parallelism
between psalms even in books i.-ii. and the Colloquies
of Job is not inconsiderable (cp Earth, Beltriige zur

Erkldrung des B. Hiob, 1876). It would also be im

portant in the Introduction here suggested to sift the

comparisons of passages in the Psalter and in the

Hebrew text (so far as known) of Ben Sira given by
Schechter

(
Wisdom of Ben Sira, 13-25). There seem

1 This passage consists of a current liturgical prayer, and a
liturgical benediction and doxology (similar to those placed by
editors at the end of books i. ii. and iii.).

- Similarly Reuss, Stade, and Duhm (cp 4, n. 3).
3 Campe (Das Verhaltniss, etc., 19 24 27 31 33 35) decides

that Jer. 17 8 10 24 20 10 23 12 10 25 13 are the originals of Ps. 1 3
62 [i] 31 14 [13] 356

VS(&amp;gt;f. 1357. Konig(AY 397) pronounces
this insecure ; but he has perhaps not a good eye for phraseo
logical points of contact. Campe certainly errs on the side of
moderation. Ps. 7Q6f., however, is an interpolation. [Cp (S s

insertion of Jer. 9 23^ (22 f.) in i K. 2 10.]
4 Similarly Driver, Intr.(^ 383 ; cp Ehrt, Abfassungszeit

(1869), 53-55 ; Gratz, MGWJ 30 (1881) i ff. ; and Delitzsch s

commentary.
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to be several reminiscences of Ps. 147 in Ben Sira,
which is a point of some critical interest. So much, as
Noldeke remarks, is clear that Ben Sira lived at the
time and in the circles in which a great part of the
later psalms were written.

The linguistic argument, to which we have referred

already ( 9), has been treated with moderation by

40 Linguistic
K5niS- He computes the number of

argument
occurrences of

&amp;gt;JJN and MN respectively,
of the relative & (only towards the end

of the Psalter), and of nan much, often (also chiefly
at end of Psalter), and the designation of myriad by
naa-i (87 [6] [?], 91 7) and ian (68 18 [, 7] [?]). J. P. Peters-

attempt to account for linguistic peculiarities in the

wVjfflM T&? by the influence of Babylonian environment,
assumes, rather too confidently, the accuracy of MT.
It is in fact the state of the text of the Psalter that
makes it peculiarly difficult to form conclusions which
can command general assent. The present writer s

inference from a revised text of the Psalms is much in

their favour. If the text of the Hebrew fragments of
Ben Sipa can be trusted, he would be unwilling to bring
many of the psalms very near the generally accepted
date of Ben Sira s Wisdom. Unfortunately, the correct
ness of many parts of the Hebrew text of Ken Sira, in

its present form, is liable to the greatest doubt, and the

present writer would probably go even beyond Noldeke
(ZATW 20 [1900] 84 ff.} in the extent to which he
traces unbiblical words, idioms, and constructions to

deep-seated corruption of the text.

A singular argument is used by Duhm to confirm the
late date which he assigns to a group within the group
4.1 Psaltornf f wnat he calls Pharisee Psalms (viz.,

~ V-m
*

9-10 14 56 57 58/. , 64 82 92 94 140,

probably also 5 26 54 141). These
psalms, he says (Psalmen, Einl. 22), which are prob
ably directed against Alexander Jannteus and his

adherents, have a striking resemblance to most of the
Psalms of Solomon. Elsewhere he expresses surprise

that the critics have not recognised how near chrono

logically the Davidic Psalter is to the Solomonic.

Frankenberg too 1 has arrived at a somewhat similar

result
; only he assigns the Psalms of Solomon, together

with a (large?) group of canonical psalms, to the period
of the Syrian persecution. The existence of points of
contact may be granted ; but, as is shown elsewhere (see
ESCHATOLOGY, 64, 66), the eschatology of the
Psalter of Solomon differs from that of the canonical

psalms.
2 To this we must add that, in our judgment,

Kosters is right
3
(against Frankenberg) in denying that

there is any distinct reference in the Psalter of Solomon
to contemporary history. The psalms appealed to by
Frankenberg as proving a Maccabasan date and by
Wellhausen 4

(cp MESSIAH, 6) as proving a reference
to the capture of Jerusalem by Pompey in 63 B. c. ,

really refer, according to Kosters, to the catastrophe of

586 B.C.

On this subject the present writer strongly holds with
Kosters. He thinks that the references to the capture

f Jerusa em mav De used in illustration

of Pss 74 and 79 and even thinks il

and name Possible that the writer (?) of these psalms
continues the tradition of the Jerahmeelite

captivity.
5 For want of the Hebrew text we cannot

1 Die Datirung der Psaltnen Salonws (1896).
2 So too Kirkpatrick, Psalms, Introd. xxxviiyC
3 De historische achtergrond van tie Psaltnen Tan Salonio

(Verslagen der Koninglijke Akad. van Wetenschappen, 42), 1898.
4 Die Pharisaer und die SatMucaer (] &amp;gt;e\\age), 1874.
5 In Ps. Sol. 2 26 [30], where the death of the dragon is related,

7rl riav bpeuiv Acyvn-rov may represent D ^D nrr7J7 on the

mountains of Misrim, and en-l yjs KOL 6&amp;lt;xXaercn)9 7RQn~T jHN 7^
on the land of Jerahmeel. So too in v. 29 [33] eyu&amp;gt; KU/DIOS yrj?

(tai.
0aAa&amp;lt;T&amp;lt;r&amp;gt;)s may be based on a faulty text, which should have

run, ^NSHT pN |HN JN, and in 17 15 [17] ei/ /xeVw fOvtav (rv/u-

JOUKTWC may be a misinterpretation of 3TJ7 EJJ ^ira amidst the

peoples of Arabia.
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finally prove the latter point ;

but our experience with
the canonical psalms justifies us in regarding it as at

least not improbable. Highly imitative the Psalms of

Solomon certainly are, and among the signs of this

imitativeness we may probably reckon the heading of

each of the psalms i//a\uos rip &amp;lt;raAw
J
iut&amp;gt;i I. e.

, IIDTD

na^K
1

? which, consistently with our explanation of TOD
and of no 1

?^ 1

? niSyon TV (Ps. 127), we may explain
Marked : of [the sons of] Salmah (see 21). In other

words, though the old clan-names of the temple-singers
had gone out of use, the collector of these Pharisee Psalms

(as Ryle and James fitly call them) adopted one of these

names as a prefix to the collection and to the psalms
within it. Cornill s remark (Einl. 295), How they
came to the designation

&quot; Psalms of Solomon&quot; is quite

inexplicable, is, we may venture to hope, too de

spondent.
Thus the Psalms of David, the Lamentations, and

possibly the Psalms of Solomon agree in their assumed
.

j tat&quot;

historical background, though the want
of originality in the text of the third of

these collections forbids us to speak as

enthusiastically of it as of the two former books. It is

true, the Lamentations as well as many of the canonical

psalms are imitative
;

so too the psalms assigned by
redactors to Hannah and Jonah respectively (i S. 2i-io

Jon. 22-9) are imitative, nor is there much originality in

the psalms assigned to Hezekiah (Is. 8810-20) and
Habakkuk (Hab. 3 ; see HABAKKUK, 9). But amidst
these imitative compositions there are at least some,
which, if not absolutely original, nevertheless shine out

by a true lyric beauty.
No doubt many psalms not only of pre-exilic but also

of post-exilic date have been lost. We could wish that

44 Psalm g eanmgs nad reached us, as in the case

composition. ,

f the Proverbs
;

At any rate, we have
late specimens of psalm-composition in the

Wisdom of Ben Sira (Ecclus. 861-17 5022-24 51 1-12 51 12

(i) 5113-29; see Hebrew text), in the Greek Daniel, in

Judith and Tobit, in the Assumption of Moses (10i-io;
see Charles), and even in the NT (see HYMNS). Indeed,
since prophetic inspiration still appears to have existed

in NT times, we can hardly wonder that psalms as well

as prophecies are mentioned as characteristic of early

Christianity (cp i Cor. 1426). Long indeed is the

history of the development of the psalm from the rude
cries of the primitive Arabian worshipper on a visit to

the sanctuary (see Wellh. Heid.W 107, (
2)no; WRS,

KSW 340, n. 2) to the carefully elaborated songs of the

temple and perhaps too of the synagogue service.

I n conclusion we give , conjecturally but not without good
grounds, restorations of the historical references in the

45 Historical
or S na t t es f some of the canonical

reff in nsalm Psa ms - ^ w ^ be remembered that

.-.,&quot; again and again, in articles dealing
with OT narratives and prophecies it

has been maintained that these have been altered

from earlier narratives and prophecies, partly misread,

partly misinterpreted, so that they present historical

and geographical statements widely differing from those

originally conveyed. These transformed passages are

analogous to the transformed psalm -titles. If by
taking this course we help to rehabilitate the authors or

supplementers of the titles, this can hardly be reckoned
to our discredit. Such hard words have been used by
critics (cp u) respecting the unintelligence and in

capacity for clear thinking of the unfortunate editors of
the psalms that a plausible critical defence of them may
appeal to those who can put aside prejudice, and look
at facts with a single eye. We omit the portions of
the titles relative to the collections to which the psalms
severally belong (on which see 2$f.), and refer for

details to Ps. W
Ps. 3. At the approach of the sons of Arabia and the sons of

Ishmael.
Ps. 7. With reference to the Arabians, the Cushites, the

Jerahmeelites.
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_Ps. 18. The words of Israel in the day that Yahwe delivers

him from the hand of all the Arabians and from Ishmael.
Ps. 30. A Sabbath (?) supplication.

1

Ps. 34. When the hosts of those of Jerahmeel and of Geshur
fled.2

Ps. 51. For the Sabbath (?).

Ps. 52. Against the house of Jerahmeel.
Ps. 54. [Concerning] the Zarephathites.
Ps. 56. At beholding (?) the Zarephathites.
Ps. 57. When the sons of Ishmael and the Arabians drew

near.

Ps. 59. Concerning the Ishmaelites and the house of Jerah
meel.

Ps. 60. At the oppression (of Israel) by Aram-jerahmeel and
Aram-missur.

Ps. 63. At the goings-up to the house of Yahwe.
Ps. 142. When . . . among the Arabians. 3

Ps. 143. When the sons of Jerahmeel pursued. (Based on
&amp;lt;&.)

Ps. 144. Concerning the captivity. (Based on .)

If the truth has not always been reached, the theory
that Jerahmeelite oppression is the real or assumed

background of very many of the psalms has been con
firmed. Neither the authors nor the editors of the

psalms and the psalm-titles deserved the disparaging
epithets often of late years applied to them.
The study of the psalm-titles in the versions stands

aside from our present subject. It need only be said

tha
,

l

^
the ex

P^^
io s of

*&amp;gt;
and

TO
.

glven m ^ are correct the

ascription of certain psalms in to

Jeremiah, or to Haggai and Zechariah, would seem to

be discredited, as belonging to a time when -m 1

? and

nbWS (explained as giving authors names) were already

found in the titles.

See Staerk, Zur Kritik der Psalmenuberschriften,&quot; ZATW
12 [1892] 91-161; B. Jacob. ZATIV 1(5 [1896] 155-166;
Baethgen, Untersuch. uber die Psahncn nacli tier Peschita,
Kiel, 1878 (unfinished);//

3/
, 1882, pp. 405^ 493^:; Der

Psalmencommentar des Theodor von Mopsuestia in syrischer
Bearbeitung, ZAT\V &quot;&amp;gt; [1885] 53-101; Siebenzehn makka-
baische Psalmen nach Theod. von Mops. ,

ib. 6 [1886] 261-288
7 [1837] 1-60. Baethgen s communications from the Syriac
recast of Theodore s exegesis are very interesting. It is to
Theodore that Theodoret alludes in the words, rds

fmypa&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;a.^T&amp;lt;av

\fia\n&amp;lt;av rives a7recaAe&amp;lt;rei (7Vcr/C ad Psalmos). He does not,
however, reject the Davidic origin of the psalms, but only the
reference of certain psalms to events in the life of David. David
often spoke, Theodore believes, prophetically, and assumed the
character of men yet unborn. This will not satisfy the Bishop
of Cyrus : ToA/nT)pbi&amp;gt; oi^ai Kal \iav

Opa&amp;lt;rv \fjfv8els rauras
7rpo?ayop&amp;lt;:v

eii&amp;gt;. The influence of Theodore, through the book
called Exegesis, on early English theology has been well shown
by Prof. J. D. Bruce of Bryn Mawr College, Pennsylvania (see
Literature ).

Poetical form, obviously, cannot be treated in a
small compass. The subject is of great importance.

47 Poetical
As Bri s wel1 sa) s 4 the study of the

46. Psalm-titles
in versions

form
measurement of the line, and the

strophical arrangement of the psalms,
combined with the study of their grouping, throws
fresh light upon the Psalter. The most necessary

preliminary information is given under POETICAL
LITERATURE, 8, 9, where, too, the appended biblio

graphy gives adequate references to the current literature.

A metrical arrangement of the psalms ought to go on

pari passu with textual revision. Unfortunately a

thorough textual criticism is still a desideratum, though
a thankworthy beginning has been made by Gratz,

Lagarde, Duhm, and others. Whether SELAH [^.v.]
has any relation to the divisions of psalms, is still a
moot point. Refrains are clearly marked in Pss. 42-43
46 49

;
less certainly in Ps. 107 (v. 6 destroys the

1 JV3H n33n (what does this mean?) should probably be

nairn runn.

2 It has actually been thought that the historical assignment
of this psalm in the present title was suggested by the occur

,

reality -^a 3N comes from MA-
3 It has been strangely supposed (Hupfeld, Duhm) that the

title in MT and &amp;lt;B was suggested by &quot;13DD, confinement,&quot; in *.

8 [7]-
4 Presbyterian Review, Oct. 1888, p. 661.
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connection). Various forms of alphabetic structure

appear in seven psalms (9-10 25 34 37 111 119 145).

Originally no doubt Ps. 9-10 was a perfect alphabetic poem.
A later editor, however, broke it into two parts which became

independent psalms through the insertion of what now forms

92o[i9)/I The only fairly connected portion of the original psalm
which we can with probability indicate, is m&amp;gt;. 1-12 [2-13]. In

Ps. 25 34 145 (cp Prov. 31 Lam. 4), each letter begins a couplet ;

but in psalms 25 and 34 the 3 couplet is wanting, and there

is a supernumerary tj couplet. In Ps. 37, each letter begins a

stanza of four lines, and in Ps. 119 each line a stanza of eight
lines. For parallel compositions, see ECCLESIASTICUS ( 16) ;

LAMENTATIONS ( i) ;
NAHUM (6). We have no means of

ascertaining whether this artificial form of poetry was used in

pre-exilic times. The supposed acrostic in Ps. 110 is precarious

(see 14 a). Cp Konig, EM. 399, n. i ; Driver, IntrodW

367/ T. K. C.

i. The oldest version, the LXX, follows a text

generally closely corresponding to the Massoretic

Hebrew, the main variations being in the
48. Ancient

tkles and jn the addition (lacking in some
versions. MSS

^
of an ap0cryphal psalm ascribed to

David when he fought with Goliath. Pss. 9 and 10 are

rightly taken as one psalm, but conversely Ps. 147 is

divided into two.

The LXX text has many daughters, of which may
be noticed (a) the Memphitic (ed. Lagarde, 1875), see

also iv. below
; (b) the old Latin, which as revised by

Jerome in 383 after the current Greek text forms the

Psalterium Romanum, long read in the Roman Church

and still used in St. Peter s ; (c) various Arabic versions,

including that printed in the polyglots of Le Jay and

Walton, and two others of the four exhibited together in

Lagarde s Psalterium, lob, Proverbia, Arabice, 1876 ;

on the relations and history of these versions, see G.

Hoffmann, in Jenaer Literature., 1876, art. 539; the

fourth of Lagarde s versions is from the Peshitta. The

Hexaplar text of the LXX, as reduced by Origen into

greater conformity with the Hebrew by the aid of subse

quent Greek versions,
2 was further the mother of (d) the

Psalterium Gallicanum, that is, Jerome s second re

vision of the Psalter (385) by the aid of the Hexaplar
text ;

this edition became current in Gaul and ultimately

was taken into the Vulgate of (e) the Syro-Hexaplar
version (published by Bugati, 1820, and in facsimile

from the famous Ambrosian MS by Ceriani, Milan,

1874).
ii. The Christian Aramaic version or Peshitta is

largely influenced by @ ; compare Baethgen, Unter-

suchungen (see 25). This version has peculiar psalm-
titles taken from Eusebius and Theodore of Mopsuestia

(see Nestle, in TLZ, 1876, p. 283).

iii. The Jewish Aramaic version or Targum is

probably a late work. The most convenient edition is

in Lagarde, Hagiographa Chaldaice, 1873.

iv. The best of all the old versions is that made by

Jerome after the Hebrew in 405. It did not, however,

obtain ecclesiastical currency the old versions holding
their ground, just as Anglicans still read the psalms in

the version of the &quot; Great Bible&quot; printed in the Prayer
Book. Jerome s (important) version was first published
in a good text by Lagarde, Psalterium iuxta Hebrceos

Hieronymi, Leipsic, 1874.

[Baethgen s articles, Der textkrit. Wert der alien

Ueberss. z. d. Ps. in JPT, 1882, should by all means
be consulted. On E. W. Budge, The Earliest Known

Coptic Psalter (1898), see Brightman, Journ. of Theol.

Studies, 227S/ See, further, Bibliography, ii.
( 49),

and TEXT AND VERSIONS.]
i. Exegetical Works. While some works of patristic

writers are still of value for text criticism and for the history
of early exegetical tradition, the treatment

49. Bibliography, of the Psalms by ancient and mediaeval

Christian writers is as a whole such as to

throw light on the ideas of the commentators and their times rather

than on the sense of a text which most of them knew only through
translations. For the Psalms, as for the other books of the OT,

1 See, further, TEXT AND VERSIONS.
2 See Field, Origenis Hexapla, where the fragments of these

versions are collected. That of Symmachus is esteemed the

PSALMS (BOOK)
the scholars of the period of the revival of Hebrew studies about

the time of the Reformation were mainly dependent on the

ancient versions and on the Jewish scholars of the Middle Ages.
In the latter class Kimhi stands pre-eminent ;

to the editions of

his commentary on the Psalms must now be added the admirable

edition of Dr. Schiller-Szinessy (Cambridge, 1883), containing

unfortunately only the first book of his longer commentary.

Among the works of older Christian scholars since the revival of

letters, the commentary of Calvin (1557) full of religious insight

and sound thought and the laborious work of M. Geier (1668,

1681 et sirpius) may still be consulted with advantage; but for

most purposes Rosenmiiller s Scholia in Pss. (t
2
), 1821-22) super

sedes the necessity of frequent reference to the predecessors of

that industrious compiler.
Of more recent works the freshest and most indispensable are

Ewald s in the first two half-volumes of his Dichtcr des alien

Bundes (f
2
), Gottingen, 1866 ;

ET 1880), and Olshausen s (1853).
To these may be added (excluding general commentaries on
the OT) the two acute but wayward commentaries of Hitzig

(1836, 1863-65), that of Delitzsch (1859-60, then in shorter form
in several editions since 1867 [I

4
)]; ET, by Eaton, from 4th

Germ, ed., 1887-89) and that of Hupfeld O 2
), by Riehm, 1867,

2 vols. ; (
3

), by Nowack, 1888). The last-named work, though
lacking in original power and clearness of judgment, is extremely
convenient and useful, and has had an influence perhaps dis

proportionate to its real exegetical merits.

ii. The question of the text was first properly raised by Ols-

hausen, and has since received special attention from v. Ortenberg
(Zur Textkritik der Psalmen, 1861), Lagarde (Proph. Chald.,

1872, and Psalterium Hieronymi, 164/1); Bruston (Du Texte

printitifdes Psaumes, 1873); Dyserinck, in the scholia to his

Dutch translation of the Psalms, Theol. Tijdschr., 1878, pp.

2-jgff.; [H. Gratz, 1882-83], and Bickell (Carmina VT metrice,

etc., Innsbruck, 1882), whose critical services are not to be

judged merely by the measure of assent which his metrical

theories may command [cp POETICAL LITERATURE, end]. In

English we have among others, the useful work of Perowne

(Pi, 1890), that of Lowe and Jennings (&amp;lt;-), 1884-5), and the valuable

translation of Cheyne (1884, and with cortim., 1888).

The mass of literature on the Psalms is so enormous that no
full list even of recent commentaries can be here attempted,
much less an enumeration of treatises on individual psalms and

special critical questions. For the latter Kuenen s Onderzoek,
vol. 3, is, up to its date (1865), the most complete, and the new
edition now in preparation will doubtless prove the standard

work of reference. [The new edition was interrupted by the

author s lamented death ;
Part 3(1), edited by Matthes, closes

with Proverbs, but does not include Psalms.] As regards the

dates and historical interpretation of the psalms, all older dis

cussions, even those of Ewald, are in great measure antiquated

by recent progress in Pentateuch criticism and the history of the

canon, and an entirely fresh treatment of the Psalter by a sober

critical commentator is urgently needed. W. R. S.

iii. Translations with or -without notes ; Ch. Bruston, 1865;
W. Kay, C2), 1874; E. Reuss, 1875 (French), 1893 (German);
Dyserinck, 1877 (Dutch); De Witt, 1894 (New York), and i(new

translation) 1891; E. Kautzsch, 1893; G. Bickell, Die Dichtungen
tier Hebrder(&, der Psalter), 1883, from a revised and metrically

arranged text. [Fr. W. Schultz, in KGK, 1888; edited by H.

Kessler, 1899; Fr. Baethgen, 1892; (
2

&amp;gt;, 1897; Kirkpatrick (in

Cambr. Bible), vol. i., 1891 ;
vol. ii., 1895 ;

vol. iii., 1901 ;
B. Duhm,

1899. S. Minocchi (Italian), 1895 ;
E. G. King, pt. i., 1898 ; J.

Wellhausen, ET by Furness, J. Taylor, and Paterson, in SBOT.
1898 ;

S. R. Driver, The Parallel Psalter, being the Prayerbook
Version of the Psalms and a New Version . . . with an Intro

duction and Glossaries (1898).
iv. Articlesandmonographs. (See the introductions ofDriver,

Konig, Cornill, Baudissin, and the OT Theologies of Schultz,

Smend, etc.) Delitzsch, Symbolae ad psalmos ilhtstrandos

isagogicae (1846); Ehrt, Abfassungszeit u. Abschluss des

Psalters zur Priifung der Frage nach Makkabiierpsalmen,
1869; J. Miihlmann, Zur Frage der makkab. Psalmen, 1891 ;

H. Graetz, Die Tempelpsaimen, MGWJ 27 [1878] 217^ ;

Biichler, Zur Gesch. der Tempelmusik u. der Tempelpsaimen,
ZATIV 19 [1899] g6jf. ; Lagarde, Orientalia, 2 [1880] 13-27 ;

Baethgen s articles on the old versions, JPT for 1882, and on

Theodore of Mopsuestia, ZA TlVior 1885, 1886, 1887 (see 46,

48); F. Giesebrecht, Ueber die Abfassungszeit der Psalters,

ZATIV \ [1881] 276-332 (see col. 3928, n. 2); M. Kopfstein, Die

Asaphpsalmen untersucht (1881); John Forbes, Studies in the

Book ofPsalms, 1888; Kessler, Die asaphitische Psalmengritppe
untersucht, 1889 (as to Maccabaean pss.) ;

T. K. Abbott, The

best.

JOR Jan. 1889, pp. 143^ !
R- Smend, Ueb. das Ich der

Psalmen, ZATW 8 [1888] 49-1475 G. Beer, F. Coblenz, H.
de la Roy, D. Leimdorfer, referred to above ( 6) ; Ad. Neu-

bauer, The Authorship and the Titles of the Psalms, etc.,

Studia Biblica, 2 [1890] 1-58; W. Campe, Das Verhdltniss

Jeremias zu den Psalmen, 1891 ; WRS, The Psalter, OTJCP),
1892, pp. 188-225 ; Isid. Loeb, La Litterature des pautires dans
la Bible (1892); J. Koberle, Die Tempelsdnger im AT,
1899 ; I. K. Zenner, Die Chorgesdnge im B. der Psalmen, 1896 ;

Che. OPs. (1891); The Book of Psalms, its origin, and its

relation to Zoroastrianism, Semitic Studies in Memory ofAlex.

Kohut, 1897, pp. 111-119; Aids to the Devout Study ofCriticism,
1892 ; The Christian Use of the Psalms, 1899 ;

W. T. Davison,
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The Praises of7srael(iBgj; (

2
), 1897); Budde, TLZ, 1896, cols.

56i/~. (review of Wellhausen s Psalms); B. Jacob, Beitrage zu
einer Kinleitung in die Psalmen, ZA TIV 16[i896] 129-181 265-
291; 17 [1897] 48-80 263-279; 18 [1898] 99-120; J. Halevy, REJ
22 26 (Ps. 9); ib. 19 i (Ps. 68) ; Rev. Sent., 1893, etc. (Ps. 22 etc.);
W. Staerk, Zur Kritik der Psalmeniiberschriften, ZATWIS
[i892] 9 i-i 5 i; W. Riedel, Zur Redaktion des Psalters, ZATW
19 [1890] 169.^; A. Merx, Ps. 9 u. lOund anderes Makkabaische,
Festschrift zu Ehren von Daniel Clnvolson, 1899, pp. 198^ ;

B. Stade, Die messianische Hoffnung im Psalter, ZTK, 1892,
pp. 369-413 (reprinted in Akad. Reden u. Abhandlungeii); A.
Rahlfs, jy und \yy in den Psalmen, 1892 ; W. Sanday, On the
date of the Psalter, Oracles ofGod, 1891, pp. \zgff.\ cp Inspira
tion, 170 ff. (see $ 21) ; G. B. Gray, JQR, July 189?, pp. 658^
on the royal psalms (see 24) ; Wellhausen, Bemerkungen zu
den Psalmen, Skizzen 6 (1899) 163-187; J. D. Bruce, The
Anglo-Saxon version of the Book of Psalms commonly known as
the Paris Psalter (1894; see 46); G. Wildeboer, in Feest-
bundelaan M. /. de Goeje [1891], 45-56 (on 16 1-4) ; Nestle,/fl
10 [1891] 151 /. (6831 [30]); Exfi.T. 8287 (126); ZATW
19 182 (103 5); 20i67 &amp;gt;: (Hab. 3 19 m relation to the Psalter);
Nestle and Wildeboer, ibid., 16323 17 i8o(17 12) ; Che. ZA TW
19 [1899] 156 (682831); Expos. 9 sth s. [1899] 252-263 (on text
of the psalms; also specially on 39); 3 6th s. [1901] 115-117
(49n 10923); Exp.T. 8236336 (126); 9 5 i 9y: (568); 10i 4 i f.

(452 [3]); Schwally, ZATW 11 [1891] 258^. (Ps. 12 9 35 3 16

etc.); Bu. Exp.T. 8 [1897] 202^ (10 1); 12 [1901] 285 ff.
(Ps. 14 and 53); Van Gilse, Th.T Wqbff. (Ps. 84) ;

W. Diehl,
Ps. 47, (dissertation) 1893; Peters, JBL 11 [1892] 49-52

(6812-15; 11827); W. E. Barnes, Expos., 1898, pp. 303^
(137); D. A. Walker, JBL 17 [1898] 204.7: (121 i); G. A.
Barton, Amer. Journ. Theol. 3 [1899] 740^ (date of Ps. 44) ;

J. Derenbourg, ZATW 1 [1881] 3327: (16 1-4); REJ 6 161

(84); J. Doller, Theol. Qnartalschrift, 22 [1900] 174^ (22);
Rosenthal, Sonderbare Psalmenakrosticha, ZATW \ [1896]
40 (9-10) ;

B. Jacob, ZA TW 17 [1897] 93-90 (12 7) ; W. S. Pratt,
JBL 19 [1900] 189^ (45, very elaborate, see 33); W.
Rothstein, Ps. 78, Theol. St. Kr. 1901, Heft i ; see also
German ed. of Dr. Introd. (on Psalms); Couard, Problem der
Theodicee in der Ps. 373973, Theol. St. Kr. 1901, pp. \off.

W. R. s., i [2] 7-14 [i6]48 49 i. ii.
;

T.K.C., 3 5/ 15 17-47 49 iii-

PSALTERY P33 ^|, iCh.!6s; &quot;to ^33, Ps.

33 2
; flWDB, fnrUDB, Dan. 3 5 7 10 15). See Music, 7ff.

PTOLEMAIS (TTToAeMAic : i Mace. 5 15 22 55 10i

3956^ 60 1132224 124548 13i2 2 Mace. 1324/. Acts

21?), or ACCHO, RV Acco (131? ;
in Judg. I 3 r &KXOO

[BAL]). For Josh. 19 30 see below, 5.

There seem to have been two forms of the native

name, for each of them appears through several languages.
The Heb. 13J7 is confirmed by the Assyr. Ak-ku-u (see below,

6), and is reproduced in the Talmud, ISJf (Neubauei, Geog. du
Talm. 231), and even on crusading coins as

1. Name. Accon (De Saulcy, Num. de la. Terre Sainte,
153).^ But the earliest extant inscriptions, the

Egyptian (below, 4), give A-ka and -ka; 2 the Phcen. (on
coins of Alexander the Great, 7) was x^y and

-jy ;
the Greek

was AKT) (so Diod. Polyb. Menander [in Jos. Ant. ix. 14 2 where,
however, Niese reads Ap/cr;], Strabo, xvi. 225, and Josephus in
Ant. viii. 2 3, etc. ; see 7) : the Latin Ace or Acce (Pliny, HN
5 17), and the Arabic down to the present day Akka, or Akka.
The difference may have been originally only one of inflection.

From the form Akka the Crusaders produced Acre,
one of the earliest instances of the vulgar addition of r
to a terminal a (cp vulgar English Indiar). The fuller

modern name St. Jean d Acre was properly the title

of the establishment of the Knights Hospitallers, but
was carelessly extended to the whole town. On the

origin of the name Ptolemais see below, 7.

At the N. end of the sandy coast of the Gulf of

Akka, there rises a short rocky promontory, on which

2 Site and
lies the modem city- Tne site is

sea ; round the other side and a half (N. and E.) the

disposition of the rock has rendered easy the con
struction from sea to sea of the present lines of wall
and ditch. From the S. end of the promontory a few
ruins of crusading times (PEFM 1 160) running E.
into the sea represent an ancient mole

; the remains of
another lie under the sea S. from the SE. corner of the

present city. The anchorage is good. To the N. the
coast extends for some distance unbroken ; the nearest

1 Cp Church of St. Nicholas Aeons in Lombard Street
(Wilson, in Smith s DBft) I 22 a).

2 Wi. (KB 5) transliterates Akka.
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coast town is ez-Zib (ACHZIB) some 9 m. away. Inland
the maritime plain extends nearly 4 m., opposite the

city, to the foothills of Galilee and farther S. bulges to
a greater breadth towards the entrance to Esdraelon.
That the plain holds much water, is proved by the Nahr
Na man, the ancient Belus, which, rising in a marsh
(probably the Cendevia of Pliny [8626]) at the foot of
I ell Kurdaneh, becomes in its short course of 5 m. or
so a considerable body of water. It reaches the sea a
little more than a mile S. from the city. The sandy
mouth of the Belus was famed for the manufacture of

glass (cp GLASS), and of purple dye (cp PURPLE) from
the shells of the murex once gathered there in great
quantities and still to be found. I have succeeded in

extracting the dye from some of these I have collected
here (Laurence Oliphant, HaifaW, 1887, p. 103).
There are rich gardens and groves between the river

and the town. Indeed the whole plain and the foothills

beyond it are very fertile.

All these various opportunities and endowments of the town
are represented on its ancient coinage. On a coin of Trajan
(De Saulcy, 159), Ptolemais is represented as a woman with a
turreted crown, seated on a rock, in her right hand some ears of
corn, at her feet a river. On other pieces the cornucopia and
ears of corn are frequent, and sometimes an olive tree is given ;

whilst the command of the sea is symbolised by Neptune or a
dolphin or a rudder

{Ib. 153-169 and PI. viii. ; see also Eckhel,
Doctr. Num. Vet. iii. 305 ; Head, Hist. Num. 676).

Within a radius of 7 m. from Akka there are some
villages and ancient Tells more of course on the foot
hills than on the plain. There is not, however, and
never has been a city large enough to hold Akka as
its port. Nothing dominates the town. The nearest

mound, Tell el-Fokhkhar (96 ft. above sea level) is over

\ m. from the present fortifications ; but probably the
ancient city extended nearly to this Tell. Guerin

(GalMe, 1502-525) found remains up to nearly 800
metres E. , and about the same distance N. of the

present walls. The next mound, Tell et-Tantur (260
ft. high), is about three miles and a half distant.

The strength and isolated character of the position,
its standing on the coast and near the mouth of the

3. Importance.
great

.

plain of Es
f

drf lon&amp;gt; the com -

parative security of the harbour, and
the fertility of the neighbourhood form for the town an
assurance of fame. It is no exaggeration to say that in

and around Akka, as much history has been transacted
as upon any site in Palestine, with the exception
perhaps of two or three. Pietschmann (Gesch. der

Phonizier, 29 /. 79 /. ) regards Akka s political in

feriority to Tyre and Sidon in ancient history as due to

the absence from its Hinterland of those enormous
mountain ranges which so fully protect them. He is

wrong, however, in supposing (p. 80) that Akka was
more shut off than her sister cities from the great lines

of traffic across Syria. All commerce between Egypt
and Mesopotamia which followed the Phoenician coast

must have visited them alike, whilst she lay nearer than
the rest to the other line which bent inland to Damascus.
Indeed Akka, not Tyre or Sidon, is the natural port
not only for Galilee and the plain of Esdraelon, but
also for Damascus, Hauran, and Gilead, the roads from
which reach it without having to cross either of the

Lebanons. Not a small piece of the world (as
Pietschmann says) but all Galilee, Esdraelon, and the

country E. of Jordan found their clearest outlet through
Akka. At the present day during harvest some thousands
of camels enter it daily with the grain of Hauran

;

: and
its bazaars contain a greater motley of people than
those of any other coast towns. Hauran peasants, and
Druses from Jebel ed-Druz, Damascus merchants, the

fellahln of W. Palestine and Gilead, merchants from
Nablus and all this in spite of the recent rivalry of

Haifa at the opposite end of the Gulf. The commercial

activity of Akka cannot have been less in ancient times.

It is true that in OT and NT the city is mentioned

only twice, possibly thrice : as Acco in Judg. 1 31 (cp
1 According to Schumacher 4000-5000 daily.
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Josh. IQao [below, 5]), and as Ptolemais in Acts 21 7 ;

but the monuments of Egypt, Phoenicia, and Assyria,

the Books of Maccabees, Josephus, and Latin and Greek

writers supply us with material for a larger estimate

of its ancient importance.
Akka first comes into the light of history during the

Egyptian occupations of Syria in the fifteenth and

following centuries B.C. In the lists of
4. iriy

t^e gyj.jan conquests of Thotmes III.

Egyptian
(ISO3^))

No. 47 is read by W. M. Miiller
relations.

^
Af u ur^ lgl

^
as

-A _ka . but Flinders

Petrie (Hist, of Eg. 232; cp PALESTINE, 15) reads

A aag (=Ajjah), and neither Tyre nor Sidon is given
in the lists. In any case all three cities must have

passed at this time, or previously, into Egyptian hands,

for in his last campaign Thotmes is said to have taken

Arkatu
(
= Arka) to the N. of them all

;
he is said else

where to have subdued the inhabitants of the harbour

towns (Pietschmann, 255), and in the following century
Akka is represented as (apparently long since) an

Egyptian fief. In the Amarna despatches, one of the

letters is from Zitaadna of Akku protesting his fidelity

to Egypt (Fl. Petrie, Hist. Eg. 2277, no. xliv., Wi. KB
5 158 160) a second is from the same announcing a
revolt (Petrie, xlvi., Wi. 159) ;

whilst a third addressed

to Amenhotep IV. (1383-1365) from the king of

Karduniyas complains that Zitaadna has murdered the

king s ambassadors and appropriated the gifts they
were carrying to Egypt (Petrie, xlviii., Wi. u). This last

shows the position of Akka in the line of traffic between

Egypt and Mesopotamia. A list of Sety I. in Abydos
gives -ka which Muller (op. cit. 191) identifies with

Akka : in any case Akka fell with the rest of Phoenicia

as far as the Nahr el-Kelb under Sety s successor

Rameses II. It is not mentioned under Rameses III.

Akka lay within the land assigned by biblical writers

to Asher. The MT of Josh. 1924-31, which defines the

__ limits of Asher, does not contain its name,
but for the first word of v. 30, where we

should expect to find it, &amp;lt;5

I! reads Apx^fi, which suggests
the emendation of the Hebrew ncy to rny or my (O.KKU
is the reading of a number of cursives in H and P). In

Judg. 131 (J) it is stated that Asher did not dispossess
the inhabitants of Akka. There is no allusion to Akka
either in the account of transactions between Phoenicia

and Judah or Israel, or in any diatribe of the prophets
on the Phoenician cities. Its absence from the former

is not altogether explicable. Akka was of no use in

the trading between Solomon and Hiram Tyre was
nearer the cedars and Joppa the port for Jerusalem ;

whilst between Phoenicia and X. Israel, if all commerce
was not by land, Dor and the harbour of Athlit would
be more convenient for Samaria, the capital of the

Israelite dynasty most closely connected with Phoenicia.

Yet Dor and the ancient representative of Athlit and
Akka are alike unnoticed by the Books of Kings ; as

striking a proof as we have of the fragmentary character

of those historical records. Akka would have been the

natural port for the Galilean fugitive, Jonah, to have

been brought to in that prophetic narrative. 1 That

Joppa has been chosen instead is another indication

of the late and Jewish origin of the Book. The absence

of Akka from the prophetic passages on Phoenicia is

due, no doubt, to Akka s political inferiority to Tyre and
Sidon a fact amply proved by the Assyrian monuments. 2

Akka is not mentioned among the states which
_ . , Assyria encountered in the fight at Karkar

(neither are Sidon and Tyre) nor does it

Assyrian
monuments.

occur among the Phoenician towns paying
tribute about 840 to Shalmaneser II.,

or about 804 to Adad-nirari. Shalmaneser IV. and

1 [Does not this add fresh plausibility to the view of Jonah as

traditionally a prophet of the Negeb given in PROPHET, 44?
T. K. c.]

2 It should be noted, however, that Reland s suggestion that

in Mic. 1 10 133 stands for i^jn has found favour with many
scholars. But see We. Kl. Proph. I.e.
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Sargon held all Phoenicia subject, but still Akka is

not mentioned ; and its first appearance in the Assyrian
annals is as one of the towns of Luli of Sidon, whom
Sennacherib overthrew (i Rawl. 37 42). It is noticed
in Esarhaddon s annals, and the first Assyrian mention
of it, apart from Tyre, is after the subjection of the

latter by Asur-bani-pal, when he reports that he

punished Usu and Akku at the time (640) that he

fought against the Arabians. All this makes it clear

that till Tyre fell Akka was but one of her subordinate

towns, and explains the silence of the prophets. On
this Assyrian evidence see Schrader, KA T, 173 288 291,
ET i 161 281 284 ; and Del. Par. 284.

Akka is not much in evidence during the Persian

empire ; but it is now that we have the first clear instance

7 In Greek
^ ts m l tal7 importance as a place of

times
muster for large armies, which dis-

n* i tinguished it during the Greek and
rtolemais. D

=
. , ,. ,.

.
~. ,Roman period, for according to Diodorus

Siculus (154i) Artaxerxes Mnemon gathered his troops
there for his invasion of Egypt (cp Strabo, xvi. 225).
There are extant a very large number of coins of

Alexander the Great struck at Nay or -jy as it is called

in Phcen. letters on some of them. 1 As Schtirer says,

they prove the importance of the place from Alexander s

time onwards ; yet the fact that Heracles not only

appears in Greek coins of
&quot;A/cry,

as the town is now
called, but is associated by a Greek legend

2 with the

origin of the town, proves that Akka s subordination

to, and close connection with, Tyre lasted into Greek
times. The town was obviously subject to Tyre
religiously as well as politically. After the death of

Alexander, Akka was at first under Antigonus, then

under Ptolemy Lagi, who destroyed it in 312 when

Antigonus forced him to retire (Diod. Sic. 1993).

During the next century we have no particular data

for the history of Akka, and are therefore unable to

decide with certainty when it received the official name
of Ptolemais (IlToAe/ucus). This can hardly have been

during its brief occupation by Ptolemy Lagi (against
Pietschmann, Gesch. der Phon. 76), but may have
been due to Ptolemy II. whose conquest of Phoenicia

was more permanent (see Schiirer s note, op. cit. 92 ;

he quotes in evidence the Pseudo-Aristeas}. In any
case the name appears to have displaced that of AKTJ

among the Greeks by the close of the third century B.C.

In describing the occupation of the town by Antiochus

the Great in 219, Polybius (56i/~. ) implies that it was
then called Ptolemais ; yet a more conclusive proof
that the name had been bestowed long before this is

found in the fact that the Seleucids did not attempt to

alter it, but suffered this record of their enemies previous

possession and patronage of the town to remain on
its coins, alongside that of their own.
The inhabitants obtained the envied right to call themselves

Ai Tioxe S oi fv IlroAejitaiSi ; and received equal privileges
with their old superiors of Tyre ; the titles on some of the

Seleucid coins are iepo. atrvAos and iepa ovToi o/itos (Eckhel, op.
cit. iii. 305f. ; De Saulcy, op. cit. i^ff. , Gardner, Catal. of
Gk. Coins in Brit. Mus. : Seleucid Kings, 41).

We now reach the detailed history of Ptolemais

furnished by Greek historians but especially by the

Books of Maccabees and Josephus, a history which

describes the naturally increasing importance of a town,
so favourably situated for the enterprises first of its

Greek and then of its Roman masters. For Egypt, for

Asia Minor, for the Greek Isles and mainland, and for

Italy its harbour was (even after the building of Caesarea

by Herod) the most convenient on the Syrian coast ;

and its history till the end of the NT period is that of

the arrivals of great men from those shores, of the

1 They run from the year 5 to the year 46 of the Alexandrian
era i.e., they were struck with Alexander s name long after

his death. See Schiirer, Hist. ii. 1 91, n. 143.
2 The name Aicrj was derived from the supposed healing

(aiceo/tiai) of Heracles, through a plant discovered on the site,

after he was poisoned by the Lernasan Hydra. See Steph.

Byzant. Ilepi HoAewi , s.v. AKTJ.
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muster of large armies, of the winter camps of the

invaders of the Syrian Hinterland, and of bitter conflicts

between Greeks and Jews.
In 164-3 Ptolemais participated in the general

hostility of the Syrian Greeks against the Jews (
i Mace.

5 15). Simon the Maccabee routed the Greeks up to

its gates (ib. 22
; Jos. Ant. xii. 8126). In 153

Alexander Balas took it from his rival Demetrius

(i Mac. 10 1 ; Ant. xiii. 2i).

While it was in Alexander s hands Demetrius cleverly
bribed the Jews by assigning it and its lands to the Jews
1 for the expenses that befit the Sanctuary at Jerusalem

(i Mace. lOsg). When Alexander defeated Demetrius

he married Ptolemy s daughter at Ptolemais in 151-

150, and Jonathan the Maccabee met the two kings
there and was greatly honoured by them (ib. 48-66 ;

Ant. xiii. 4169). It was at Ptolemais also that

Jonathan in 143 by treachery fell into Trypho s hands

(i Mace. 1245 /. ; Jos. Ant. xiii. 62#/i.2i).
In 104 Alexander Jannseus besieged Ptolemais (Ant.

xiii. 122), but raised the siege out of fear of Ptolemy
Lathurus (ib. 3), who in turn besieged (ib. 4) and took

the town (ib. 6) ; which, however, soon after fell into

the hands of Queen Cleopatra of Egypt, his mother

(Ant. xiii. 1812). Soon after 70 it was taken by

Tigranes of Armenia (ib. 164), and relinquished by him
under fear of the Romans. The Ptolemaitans received

Pacorus of Parthia (BJ \. 13 i).

Herod landed at Ptolemais from Italy (BJ \. 15 3 ,

Ant. xiv. 15 1), came there from Antioch (Ant. xiv. 15 n),

8. Under the
Romans.

entertained Caesar there (Ant. xv. 67, cp
BJ i. 20s), and endowed the town with

gymnasia (BJ i. 21 n). The town had
an era dating from Caesar s visit, 47 B.C. (for this

see Eckhel, op. cit. iii. 425 ; De Saulcy, op. cit. 154^).
Akka had now to suffer the rivalry of Csesarea ; but

however fine might be the harbour which Herod built

there, and however suitable for official traffic between

Jerusalem and Italy, Caesarea could not compete with

Ptolemais for the commerce with Damascus and
eastern Palestine. This too was the period of Galilee s

greatest prosperity, and Ptolemais was the port of

Galilee. It does not appear by name in the Gospels ;

but lying only some 14 m. from Nazareth and in

constant communication with the towns on the Lake of

Galilee, it must have helped to supply the Jews with

that knowledge of Gentile ways which appears in all the

evangelists, and Jesus with the vision of all the

kingdoms of this world.

The next stage in the history of Ptolemais dates from its

establishment as a colonia by Claudius (Pliny, HN v. 17; colonia

Claudii Cifsarii quip quondam Ace; for the coins with col.

Ptol. see, as cited above, Eckhel and De Saulcy) without,(however,
the rights of a colony (see Schurer s quotation, 94 n. 161, from the

Digest). To this point belongs the visit of Paul coasting from

Tyre to Caesarea, the more natural port for his goal in Jerusalem
(Acts 21 7).

i Mace. lOsg mentions a certain territory as apper

taining to Ptolemais in the second century B.C., and it

tPtritorv
is Possible from data suPPlied b7

i i Josephus to define the extent of this

during the first Christian century.
How far N. it extended is uncertain. On the E. it was
bounded by Galilee (BJ iii. 3 1

;
Ptolemais the

neighbour of Galilee
),

the border of which lay 60
stadia from Ptolemais (id. ii. 102), i.e. , along the base

of the foothills.

BJ ii. 189 says that Cestius advanced from Ptolemais en-i

TrdAif Knprepav r&amp;gt;js FoAiAatas Za/SovAioi 17 KaAetrat av&piav.

f&amp;gt;c\\\3Mfx(ZurTopog. u. Gesch.Palast.^^n. i) soalsoNiese

proposes to read Xa/SouAwi/, i.e., the modern Kabul, on the plain

just ofFthe foothills, and some nine miles SE. from Ptolemais, which

Josephus elsewhere mentions as a border town of Galilee (Vit.

43-45). Schlatter proposes to delete avSptav as a dittography for

a subsequent avSpiov , but ij KaAeirai av&piav seems rather to be
the gloss of some scribe who confused Xa/SovAuv with another
town of Galilee on this Ptolemaitan border, viz., Ta(3apa or

Te/Sapa (as if from QHi2il = d
Spd&amp;gt;c)

to which Vespasian advanced

from Ptolemais (BJ iii. 7 i
; for Ta.Sa.pa read Pa/Japa ; cp Vit. 15

where TaSapeis should be Parapets, and 25). There is little
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doubt that it is the modern Kh. Kabra, due E. from Ptolemais
on a direct road from ihe latter into Galilee the present Wady
esh-Shaghur. Farther S. the territory of Ptolemais appears to
have run more inland upon the plain of Esdraelon. Josephus
Vit. 24 cp BJ ii. 18 i, iii. 3 i) gives two towns on the border,
Geba and Besara. Neither has been satisfactorily identified
with a modern site ;

* but Josephus s description of the former as
on the great plain and on Carmel and 60 stadia from Simonias
(mod. Semuniyeh) implies a position well inland on the NE.
slopes of Carmel. 2 This would agree with the probability that
Carmel itself, which was always in Phoenician or Greek hands,
lay within the territory of Ptolemais ; and indeed Josephus
affirms that the maritime districts of Judaea extended to
Ptolemais (BJ iii. 3 5).

In the war between the Jews and the Romans
Ptolemais formed the main base of the Romans so long

as the war was waged in Galilee. Varus

(BJ ii.5i; Ant. xvii. 10 9), Vitellius

(Ant. xviii. 5s), Petronius (BJ ii. \-$ff. ;

Ant. xviii. 82) and Cestius (BJ ii. 18g) all mustered or

wintered their troops at Ptolemais, and it was a constant

port for Italy (Ant. xviii. 63). Placidus and Josephus
faced each other in front of it (Jos. Vit. 43). Ptolemais

was also Vespasian s base (BJ iii. 24; 6if. ; 9i),
and Titus from Egypt joined him there (4 2). There is

a description of the town at this time in BJ ii. 102.
In Christian times Ptolemais became a bishopric and its

bishops were present at the councils of Caesarea (198), Nice
(325), Constantinople (381), Chalcedon (451), and Jerusalem
(536). In 638 Ptolemais was taken by the Mohammedans, under
whom its political, but not its commercial, importance dwindled.
In 1103 it was captured by Baldwin I. and in 1187 it surrendered
to Saladin. In 1189 Guy de Lusignan began the long and doubt
ful siege, which Saladin attempted to raise. He was defeated
and the town taken (in IIQI) and further fortified. St. Louis
increased the fortifications in 1252 ; but in 1291 the town finally
fell to the Saracens (under Sultan Melek el-Akraf) and was
ruined. Marino Sanuto (1322) gives a plan of the city as it was
under the Christians (Liber Secretorum Fidelium Crucis in

Orientalis Historia [i6n]Tom. 1 1.) reproduced inPEF Mem. 1

163. See also Key, Monuments ties Croises en Syrie, 172.
There is a double wall round the landward end, with two moles
from the SW. and SE. corners. In 1558 the ruins were visited

and described by the Chevalier d Arvieux. In 1749 the Sheikh
Dhaher el Amer began the reconstruction. In 1799 Napoleon
besieged Akka, but was prevented from taking it by a British

fleet under Sir Sydney Smith. In 1831 the town was taken
from the Turks by Ibrahim Pasha and the fortifications were partly
rebuilt out of the ruins of Athlit. In 1840 it was bombarded by
the fleets of Britain, Austria, and Turkey, and has since been
in Turkish hands.

Besides the works already cited see Reland s Palestina;
Robinson, LBR i^sff- &amp;gt;

an&amp;lt;J Hildesheimer, Beitrcige, ii ff.

G. A. S.

PTOLEMY, AV PTOLEMEUS or PTOLEMEE
(TTTOAeM&lOC i-e., the warlike

; Ptolemaus), a

name apparently of Macedonian origin, which became
the dynastic name of the Greek kings of Egypt. For

a complete list of these kings see EGYPT, 71-73,
and for full details of their history see, besides the

histories of Israel, Mahaffy, The Ptolemaic Dynasty.
The only Ptolemy expressly mentioned in the Greek

Bible is Ptolerv.y VI. [VII. ] Philometor
(
i Mace. 1 18

. Ili-i8 15i6/: sMacc.lio 42i

929; probably also Esther 11 1 [?]). In
... .

1 B11 J

rences. Dan Il2s howeveri tj,e same k ng seems
to be again referred to as the king of the south

;
and

earlier in the same chapter his five predecessors are

alluded to (irv. 5 ff.}. See the Commentaries on

Maccabees and Daniel ; also the articles MACCABEES

[BOOKS] and DANIEL. Cp also Willrich, Juden und
Griechen.

i. Ptolemy I., Soter, son of Lagos, 322-285 B.C., is

alluded to in v. 5 of Dan. 11. When, on the death of

Alexander the Great, the Macedonian
2. Early
Ptolemies. kingdom was divided among his generals,

Soter became ruler of Egypt. Subse

quently, he acquired possession of CCELESYRIA
[&amp;lt;?.v.]

and Judsea, and afterwards even attacked and captured

Jerusalem, taking its defenders unawares on a Sabbath

1 Guerin (Gal. 1 395^) places Geba at Sheikh Abrek ; Schlatter

at Kh. el-Medina; and Besara = Beth Sara= /3ijcrapa at Tell

Tora (Zur Topog. u. Gesch. 296).
2 Schiirer (Hist. ii. i i28,_n. 306) denies that Geba can be

the present Jebata ; but this is by no means clear.
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(see JERUSALEM, 26). He then carried away many
Jews and Samaritans to Egypt, but being, as Graetz

expresses it, the gentlest of the military followers of

Alexander his treatment of the Jews was by no means
harsh ;

he set an example of leniency which was
followed by his immediate successors. See DISPERSION,

7&amp;gt;

J 5- Ptolemy was not allowed, however, to remain

long in undisputed possession of Coelesyria. His

ambitious rival Antigonus cast envious eyes on the

coveted province ;
and at length his son Demetrius

confronted Ptolemy with an army. The battle of Gaza

(312) resulted in the defeat of Ptolemy. Subsequently,

Antigonus and Demetrius made a combined attack on

their enemy. Ptolemy was at first obliged to retreat,

and the possession of Coelesyria for a time remained

doubtml ;
but at length in 301 Antigonus was severely

defeated and lost his life at Ipsus. The kingdom was

then divided between Ptolemy and his allies
;
he himself

taking Egypt, while Seleucus received the greater part
of Asia. This marks the beginning of the Seleucidean

era. See SELEUCID^E.

Ptolemy s kindly feeling did much to foster, if it did

not start, the growth of the Jewish community at ALEX
ANDRIA [q.v.]. See DISPERSION.

2. Ptolemy II., Philadelphus, 285-247 B.C., is

alluded to in Dan. 116. His daughter Berenice was given
in marriage to Antiochus II., Theos

;
see DANIEL

(BOOK), 7. In Philadelphus reign Coelesyria and

Judaea again caused trouble, Antiochus IV. Callinicos

instigating them to revolt. It was in this reign that Jewish
literature, under the influence of Greek thought, began to

undergo such an important development (see HELLENISM,
HISTORICAL LITERATURE) ;

and it is commonly sup

posed that under the patronage of Ptolemy Philadelphus
the Greek version of the OT was undertaken (see, how

ever, TEXT AND VERSIONS and DISPERSION, 19).

3. Ptolemy III., Euergetes I., 247-222 B.C., who is

alluded to in Dan. 117, was the brother of Berenice, wife of

Antiochus II. His history is supposed to have been

closely bound up with that of the adventurer Joseph,

nephew of Onias. See, however, ONIAS, 4.

4. Ptolemy IV., Philopator, 222-205 B.C., is alluded

to in Dan. 11 n (cp 3 Mace. 1 1-5). His reign marks the

decline of the Ptolemies
; for, as Cornill

3. Decline
says, the fourth Ptolemy, a Louis XV. on,. , , 5u.yb, me &amp;gt;ui m i luicmy , ti i_.uuib /\. v . &amp;lt;_m

aynasLy. theEgyptianthrone . . . allowed everything
to decay and rot, while at the same time in Antiochus III.

incorrectly called the Great, the throne of the Seleucidas

had received at least an enterprising and energetic

ruler. Coelesyria again became a bone of contention,

and Ptolemy was roused from his life of luxury by the

approach of Antiochus. Contrary to what might have

been expected, Ptolemy contrived to ward off the

attack
;

his adversary was severely beaten at Raphia

(217), retired and gave up Coelesyria. For this reign,

cp ONIAS, 4/.

5. Ptolemy V., Epiphanes, 205-182 B.C., who is

alluded to in Dan. 11 i+f. , was only a child when he suc

ceeded his father. He was still in his minority when
Antiochus returned to the attack. This time Antiochus

met with complete success ; the Egyptians under Scopas
were badly defeated, and Palestine and Coelesyria
became a province of Syria. Ptolemy Epiphanes
married Cleopatra, daughter of Antiochus III. (see

DANIEL [BOOK], 7). On his death, Cleopatra held

the regency during the minority of Ptolemy VI. [VII.],

Philometor.

5^. Ptolemy [VI.], Eupator, 182 B.C. He died very
soon after his accession to the throne.

6. Ptolemy VI. [VII.], Philometor, son of Ptolemy
V. and Cleopatra, 182-146 B.C., is mentioned by name
in the Apocrypha (see above). An attempt to recover

for Egypt her Syrian provinces resulted in his defeat by
Antiochus IV. Epiphanes near Pelusium (170 B.C.).

After Philometor s younger brother had been proclaimed

king in Alexandria, Antiochus made a second expedition
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PUDENS
(169 B.C.

)
into Egypt. He besieged Alexandria without

success. The two brothers, whose rivalry had been

encouraged by Antiochus for his own purposes, then

became reconciled. Thereupon, Antiochus proceeded
to attack them both (168 B.C.

) ; and he was again pre

paring to lay siege to Alexandria when he was stopped

by the Romans, who compelled him to evacuate Egypt
and consolidated, at least for a time, the peace between
the two brothers. It was on his return from this cam

paign that Antiochus IV. Epiphanes began his perse
cution of the Jews. See, further, ISRAEL, 70^, and
SELEUCID^E ; and on Ptolemy IV. s attitude towards
the Jews, DISPERSION, 7 /. For Ptolemy s brother,

PTOLEMY VII., Euergetes II., see also EUERGETES.
Other persons of the name of Ptolemy mentioned in the

Apocrypha are : (i) One of the friends (see FRIEND) of
Antiochus Epiphanes, who took part in the cam-

4. Other paign of 166 B.C. We learn, further, from 2 Mace.
Ptolemies. not a very trustworthy authority, yet our only

one that he was son of Dorymenes (445), prob
ably that Dorymenes who opposed Antiochus the Great on his

occupation of Coelesyria (Polyb. 56i), that he was surnamed
Macron (10 12), that he had been entrusted with the government
of Cyprus by Ptolemy Philometor, but had abandoned the island

and withdrawn himself to Antiochus Epiphanes, who rewarded
him with the governorship of Coelesyria and Phoenicia. His

policy of observing justice towards the Jews, and endeavouring
to conduct his dealings with them on peaceful terms led to his

being impeached before Antiochus Eupator, the successor of

Antiochus Epiphanes, with the result that he poisoned himself

(10i2_/C). This Ptolemy is not to be confounded with the

Ptolemy of Megalopolis, son of Agesarchus, who lived at the

court of Ptolemy IV. Philopator, and wrote a history of that

king.
2. Son of Abubus, and son-in-law of Simon the Maccabee,

whom with two of his sons he murdered (i Mace. 10n-i6
; cp

Jos. Ant. xiii. 7481).
3. Father of LYSIMACHUS, i.

4. Son of DOSITHBUS, 4 ; along with his father he carried to

Egypt the epistle of Phrurai alluded to in Esth. 11 1 &amp;lt;B.

PUAH (HX-IS, or [Gen. 46i 3 ,
Nu. 2623, AV PUA ;

RV PuVAH],
T

mS ; (boYA [BAFL]), father of TOLA, 1

an Issacharite judge (Judg. 10 1), whence both names

appear in post-exilic lists as sons of Issachar (Gen. 46 13,

AV PHUVAH cboyA [L], i Ch. 7i,-r [B], Nu. 2623 AV
PUA,-A& [L]; ethnic ib. *MSn, PUNITES, cboYWei
[B]-A | [A] -Yl [F], -YAAl [!-]) The name is possibly

to be read for ma (see PHURAH) in Judg. 7io/

PUAH (nr-13; &amp;lt;J&amp;gt;OY&
[BAL]) the name of one of

the Hebrew midwives in Egypt (Ex. 1 15).

PUBASTUM (nCa- 3), Ezek. 30 17, AVms-, EV
Pl-BESETH (q.V. ).

PUBLICAN (reAcoNHc), Mt. 10 3 - See TAXATION,
ISRAEL, 90.

PUBLIUS (nonAlOc), the chief man (npCOTOc)
of Melita (see MELITA, 3), who received and enter

tained Paul and his companions after the shipwreck,
and whose father was cured of his fever by the apostle

(Acts 28 7-8).

Later traditions named him the first bishop of the island, and

bishop of Athens after the demise of Dionysus ; and according
to Jerome (I ir. III. 19) he died a martyr s death.

PUDENS (TTOYAHC [Ti. WH]) joins in Paul s

salutation to Timothy (2 Tim. 42i). Even if these

salutations belong, at any rate, to a Pauline element in

the epistle, we have no right to assume that this Pudens

is the husband of the Claudia (Quinctilla) who appears
in an inscription in CIL 6 15,066. See CLAUDIA,
and cp Lightfoot, S. Clement, 176-79.

The name occurs in the list of the seventy given by the

Pseudo-Hippolytus; and in that of the: Pseudo-Dorotheusit is said

that Pudens, Aristarchus, and Trophimus suffered martyrdom at

Rome along with Paul. In the apocryphal Acts of Praxedis

and Pudentiana (his daughters) Pudens figures as a disciple of

Paul ; in later Roman tradition, he comes into the Peter-legend,

and is represented as a senator, and as entertaining Peter at his

house on the Viminal.

1 It is perhaps noteworthy that while Tola means the Coccus

ilicis, the source of the crimson dye, Puah is the Rubia cinct-

orutu, Linn., another source of a red dye (Low, PJJanzennamen,

P- 251).
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&quot;7W2*. i Ch-253 AV, RV
-

-e also SBOAL
PUL ,^S; 4x&amp;gt;Yl rBA&amp;lt;?*l +oyO

&amp;gt;-.-. 7.7

! 2 K. 15x9 we read
.

PUREM
known of ihe earir life of this king ; but the snggsoon
*** fe had been m general in the army of his pre
decessor on the throne of Assyria. Asur-nirari. is as

probable as any other.

The Greek forms Phalocfa and Phalos seem to suggest
that the translators had an ioea that the ord was con
nected in some war with the ekment /Ao/ in die Check
fa ThgllB|iliinai ii (see TIGLATH-PILESEK i

IAamfcer view is proposed m Crit. Kk, vhne evidence is

podaoed 10 sapv tkat n dte otse of tlte naaKs of some of tbe
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PURIM
god, and Zcresh may be Girisa, supposing a i written
in error for j. Hence, at least some part of the story
may go back to a national epos of Babylonia, represent
ing the conflict between the gods of Babylonia and of
Elam. Efforts were accordingly made to discover,
either in the Creation-story or in the Gilgames epic, a
source for this portion. Although, however, there may
be reminiscences, there is no known Babylonian account
that could be regarded as the literary source of the story.
The Creation-story does not associate Istar and Marduk as

allies against Elamite gods, as would be required if it were the
source. Nor will it admit, in its present form, of their alliance

against Tiamat and her helpers, as Erbt ingeniously attempts
to show.

In the Gilgames -story, even if Gilgames as a solar hero be
confused with Marduk, a sun god, we should have a sun-god
and Babylonian tutelary divinity as champion against Humbaba
of Elam, rather than against Humman. There is no place for

any other of the Esther personages. A story of national conflicts
is the most we could recognise. Istar indeed occurs

;
but the

hero and Istar are there essentially hostile.

(c) Zimmern. At the same time, the resemblances

brought out by these attempts do show that the Esther

story is indebted for some of its incidents to the sources

adduced, unless indeed it is directly drawn from some
unknown source, which had already absorbed them.

Intimately connected with these attempts was Zimmern s

derivation of Purim from puhru, the Babylonian name
for the assemblage of the gods, at the Zakmuku, or New
Year s festival, when under the presidency of Marduk
the fates of the year were determined (see ZATW
11 157-169). With this assemblage of the gods it is

possible to connect the earlier portion of the Creation-

story, where Marduk takes his place as chief among the

gods and controller of the tablets of destiny. Hence
it is not impossible that the recitation of this section of
the Creation-story may have formed part of the ritual

on the Babylonian New Year s Day ; but that proves
nothing for the month of Adar.
The derivation of Purim from puhru, however, even

after the intervention of the Syriac Kirns, Mandaic xinis,
is difficult. The loss of the h is a grave objection.
Besides, puhru does not mean lot. Erbt suggests
that after the Jewish fashion a Hebrew etymology was
found from a root 113, Assyrian pardru, which by
meaning to break in pieces, could come to mean a
small stone, after the types of ^nij and i/^gbos. This,
however, does not explain why lots needed to be
reached as the meaning of the word. If the feast had
to be assigned a name, why fix on Purim, even if

corrupted from Puhru, unless Puhru had been the name
of the feast already ? If that be granted, then Zimmern s

view must follow. If, however, the feast was already
called Purim, puhru is a difficult derivation. Nor does
Erbt s suggestion that puhru may have already become

puru in Babylonian help at all. Certainly Jensen would
not venture on such an assertion.

Let us, however, sum up the present position of the

inquiry as soberly as possible. It is a fact that in

5 Present
Ba

t&amp;gt;ylonian puru has these meanings

position of
a sma11 rou &quot;d stone

; !

a &amp;lt;counter&amp;gt;
(
the

inauirv
or gin tne circle to denote the

^ ^ number 10), a vessel for holding oil, a
stone urn or jar. It also means lot, and is used
of dividing an inheritance by lot.

2
Further, in

Assyrian it denotes a term of office,&quot; specially the

year of eponymy. These offices were entered upon at

the New Year feast in Assyria. Hence whilst that

festival may have been called the Puhru festival, it

may also have been called the Puru festival. Such
a name for the New Year festival, however, remains
undiscovered in cuneiform literature. If it were fully

established, we should still have to account for the

transference of the date. As on the New Year festival

all officials entered on their offices, however, it is con-

1 Cp the present writer s article in Expos., Aug. 1896, pp.
151-154; Jensen, in Wildeboer s Esther, 173.

2 For references to passages see Assyria, Deeds and Docu
ments, vol. iii., p. 156^
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ceivable that those offices were previously fixed in Adar.
Then the Puhru and Puru festivals would be separate.
Marduk s fixations of the fates may have been anticipated
by the previous appeal to the lot. True, in historical

times, the eponyms appear to follow a regular order,
and an appeal to the lot seems out of question. Still,
in the later Assyrian times this order is widely departed
from, and granting the royal favour to have loaded
the dice, we may imagine a formal appeal to the lot.

The Babylonian hemerologies have yet to be consulted
as to the observances in Adar. Unfortunately, these
await publication. But the I3th of Adar was so far a
fast day that on it no fish or fowl might be eaten : in

one tablet the I3th is marked not good, whilst the
1 4th and I5th are good ; on another the I4th was
marked as not favourable, whilst the i3th is favour
able. On this tablet there is no entry preserved for

the I5th ; but we know that at Sippara, in the ninth

century B.C., of the six great yearly festivals of Samas,
for which Nabu-aplu-iddin left rich vestments and
endowments, one was held on the I5th of Adar.
Hence, we see that a fast on the I3th, and feasts on
the I4th and isth, are quite in keeping with known
Babylonian observances in Adar.

Further, the antagonism of Marduk and Esther outside
the Creation-story and Gilgames-epic is not so complete
that one and the same day might not be sacred to

Marduk and Istar, as was actually the case in the
second Elul.

Even if it be the case that the real derivation of
Purim carries back both name and meaning to Baby
lonian times, the association of the stories told in

Esther with the Jewish festival may have no parallel in

its prototype. Indeed, as de Goeje has pointed out,
there are elements of the story to be found in the
Arabian Nights. Jensen has also shown reason to

suppose Judith another Purim legend, with the same
motif, though with different nomenclature. Erbt agrees
with this, and has further shown that Esther itself is

of composite origin. There seems to have been a
somewhat wide circle of stories, more or less closely
linked by popular association with the original Baby
lonian Purim festival or its Canaanite relative, and
some of them are blended into these Jewish tales,

adorned with incidents perhaps originally unrelated,
but all twisted to serve the purpose of illustrating God s

care of his chosen people and his vengeance on their

enemies. That Persian editions of some of these stories

may have furnished some further modifications is not

impossible ;
but the Persian colouring may be artificial,

being within the powers of a Jew even in the Macedonian
times. Hence whilst the Nicanor day is probably the

starting-point of the specifically Jewish festival, which

may be artificial and intentional, the older sources of
the Megillah are probably Gentile, Babylonian, with
some Persian influence, and a free adaptation of
material. The observances are appropriate to an
occasion of national rejoicing for deliverance from
disaster

; but they may preserve non-Jewish features of

widely different origin. The time of observance is

linked closely with the historic date of institution, but

may be identical with previously observed festivals of
other origin. c. H. w. j.

Following Zimmern, J. G. Frazer inclines to hold that
Purim was derived by the Jews, probably at the time of

6 Further
the caP l v tv from the Babylonian

developments
New Year festival of Zakmuk, which

in Golden
a vernal ec

l
uinox - Further,

Bough.
l adopting the view of Br. Meissner, he

would identify Zakmuk with the Sacasa,
a Babylonian festival described by Berossus (Athenaeus,

1 [The condition of
critjcal progress being the full develop

ment of a theory, taking in as many data as possible from all

sources, we have no hesitation in appending a sketch of J. G.
Frazer s view of the origin of Purim (Golden Bought, 3 138-200),
to which will be added a very brief sketch of the position
necessitated by another inquiry which has the closest bearing
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14 639 c ; cp Dio Chrysostom, Or. iv.6 gf. M) and Strabo

(xi. 85). A serious objection, however, to identifying
Zakmuk with the Sacaea is that, whereas Zakmuk was
held in spring, the Sacaea seems to have fallen in

summer, probably in July. The two chief features of

the Sacaea were
(
i

)
its Bacchanalian or orgiastic

character, and (2) the appointment of a condemned
criminal to be a mock or temporary king (Zoganes),
who after enjoying full license for five days, including

permission to use the king s concubines, was stript of

his royal robes, scourged, and hanged or crucified.

Resemblances to these two features of the Sacasa are

found (i) in the orgiastic character of Purlm, and (2)

in the story of Haman and Mordecai, of whom one

sought and the other attained a temporary grant of

royal honours, while the unsuccessful aspirant perished
on the gallows. Further, a vestige of the leave granted
to the mock king of the Sacaea to use the king s con
cubines may perhaps be discerned in the suspicion of

Ahasuerus that Haman intended violence to the queen
(Esther 78). Following Jensen and others, Frazer identi

fies Mordecai and Esther with the great Babylonian
deities Marduk and Ishtar, and he further inclines to

accept Jensen s identification of Haman and Vashti

with the Elamite deities Humman and Vashti. Frazer

conjectures, however, that this opposition between the

native Babylonian deities on the one hand and the deities

of the hostile Elamites on the other hand was not original
but sprang from a later misunderstanding. Originally,
if he is right, Haman and Vashti on the one side and
Mordecai and Esther (Marduk and Istar) on the other

represented the same divine couple viewed under
different aspects. Haman and Vashti stood for the

god and goddess of fertility regarded as decaying and

dying with the old year ;
Mordecai and Esther stood

for the same divine beings coming to life again with the

new year in spring. He supposes that at the New
Year festival the god and goddess were personated by
a human couple, a mock king and queen, whose

temporary union was meant to promote, by means of

sympathetic magic, the fruitfulness of the earth and the

fecundity of the flocks and herds for the year. When
the mock king (the Zoganes of the Sacasa) had dis

charged this function, he was put to death, originally

perhaps at the end of the year, and his place was taken

by a new representative of the deity, who after a similar

union with another mock queen shared the fate of his

predecessor. Movers pointed out long ago (Die
Phonizler, \i,&amp;lt;y,ff. )

that the legends of Sardanapalus
and Semiramis appear to embody reminiscences, both

of the debauchery of these temporary kings and queens
and of the violent death of the male partner. Thus,
on Frazer s theory, Haman and Vashti were originally
the outgoing representatives of the powers of fertility,

of whom at the end of the year one was slain and the

other deposed : Mordecai and Esther
(
Marduk and

Ishtar) were the incoming representatives of these same

powers, who were appointed at the beginning of the

year in spring, and after enjoying their regal and con

jugal privileges for a season went the way of their

predecessors. A reminiscence of a conjugal relation

between Mordecai and Esther is preserved in Jewish
tradition (J. J. Schudt, Jiidische Merkwtirdigkeiten, ii.

Theil, 316). The whole custom may thus have been
the oriental equivalent of those popular European
ceremonies which celebrate the advent of spring by
representing in a dramatic form the expulsion or defeat

of winter by the victorious summer
; and it would be

intimately related to the custom of personating the

powers of vegetation by a king and queen of May. At
the Sacaea, at least in later times, the mock king was

always a condemned criminal
; so that public opinion

was not shocked by the custom of putting him to death.

From the Acts of St. Dasius, published a few years

on the criticism of the theories so ably and zealously being
elaborated in Germany and England. ED.]
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ago by Prof. Franz Cumont of Ghent (Analecta Bol-

landiana, 16, 1897, pp. 5-16), we learn that in like

manner the Roman soldiers at Durostolum in Moesia
used to appoint one of their number as a representative
of the divine king Saturn, who was put to death at the

Saturnalia after enjoying a nominal reign of thirty days.
1

In later times the Jews have been wont to make
effigies of Haman and destroy them at Purim. Such
a ceremony has not unfrequently been a mitigation of

an older practice of putting a man to death. There
are some grounds for thinking that all over the ancient

world, from Italy to Babylon, there prevailed at a very
remote era a custom of annually appointing a human
representative of the divine powers of fertility, who
exercised his divine and royal functions for the purpose
of quickening the earth and the flocks, and then suffered

a violent death. Of such a custom both Purim and the

Saturnalia are, on Frazer s theory, mitigated survivals.

J. G. F.

The hospitality given to rival though closely con
nected theories which assume that in the main the MT
7 Pr h hi

s correct justifies us in pointing out here

\? f
that the use of Babylonian material, and

.esu s
t^e appijcat jon O f a mythological key de-

* &quot;a
rived from that material to the problems

&quot;

of the story of Esther is only to a slight
extent legitimate if the results of criticism referred to

under MORDECAI and VASHTI (cp Crit. Bib.
)

are

correct. The critical view of the origin of Esther to

which they lead is that this book, like Judith, is based
on an earlier narrative, the traces of which are still

visible in the proper names, and which had a different

geographical and historical setting. That Mordecai
has no connection with Marduk, but is simply a corrup
tion of a name such as Carmeli (one of the popular
distortions of Jerahmeeli), appears to the present writer,

from a text-critical point of view, certain (cp Ezra 22
Neh. 7 ?) Hadassah and Esther seem to be equally
remote from Istar, being simply variants of the same
name, which in its original form is Israelith (cp Judith).
Haman is Heman or Hemam. Hammedatha is an

outgrowth of Hemdan (Gen. 8626). In fact, the original
Esther referred to a captivity of the Jews in Edom (cp
OBAUIAH, BOOK). The Persian element has been ex

aggerated.
If we reserve the bulk of the text -critical evidence, it

may suffice to remark here that in 1 3 D CrnBn TOl DIB V n
should be emended into D HEIX! D SxpnT (cp PARAS). With

regard to -^3 (3 7 [where jon jtj^ is no doubt an error for

D rPN :B?J 9 24) and D HIS (9 26, etc.), one must venture to say

that, however plausible the connection with Ass. pftru a round
stone may be, and willing as one may be to admit the possibility

that, when Esther was edited in its present form, there may
have been a Hebrew word T19 with that meaning (cp /TI3

and BDB 1740), one can hardly believe that the stones i.e.,

the lots gives the right meaning of Purim. Even from the

point of view of a conservative textual criticism, it is difficult to
make a connection of Purim with the Babylonian New Year s

festival probable, and from a text -critical point of view it is

most improbable.

The origin of Purim cannot be finally settled. In

the view of the present writer, however, it is not im

probable that Pur and Purim are corruptions of a

place-name, and that place-name very possibly was
some collateral form of Ephrath, for there seems to

have been an Ephrath in Jerahmeelite
2

territory ; cp
PARADISE, 5, end, RACHEL.

It is at Ephrath that the peril and the deliverance of

the Jews are localised. It may, however, be cheerfully

1 The analogy between the treatment of this Roman repre
sentative of Saturn and the mockery and death of Jesus was first

pointed out by P. Wendland (Hermes, 33, 1898, pp. 175-179).
Frazer has also been struck by this analogy. He conjectures
that the Jews may have borrowed from the Babylonians the
custom of putting a malefactor to death at Purim in the character
of Haman, and that Jesus may have suffered in that character.

For the details of his theory see The Golden Bought, 3 187ff.
2
Jerahmeelite is here used in its proper sense, referring to the

land of the Negeb.
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granted that, as in the case of the stories of Abraham,
Joseph, Moses, a few elements of mythic affinities may
have found their way, in a very pale form, into the

Esther story. There were doubtless, many such motifs,
and narrators could not help using them.
This attempted solution of the problem of Purim (and of

Ksther)may be supported by a brief reference to a possible similar

solution of the problem of the stories of Daniel. Daniel,

^XJ&quot;! n Ezek. 141420 ^83 is most easily explained as a cor

ruption of Jerahmeel, SonT- I is by no means improbable
(when we consider the extent to which the editorial transforma
tion of certain literary works has gone in the OT) that the
hero of the stories in our Hook of Daniel was originally called

by some popular mutilation of Jerahmeel such as Carmeli,
that Babel, ^33, is a distortion of SDT = l?NDm (Jerahmeel),
that Nebuchadrezzar comes from Nebrod (named after the

great North Arabian hero see NIMROD), and Belshazzar
from Baal, prince of Missur. This is supported by the theory
(see NKRGAL-SHAREZER ; OBADIAH [BOOK], *,ff.) that the
Misrites took part in the siege of Jerusalem, and carried away
captives from it, and, in fact, by the arguments already offered
in the case of the Book of Esther. It may be added that the
force of the evidence for the editorial resetting of biblical tradi

tions is cumulative (see Crit. Bib.), T. K. C.

For the literature of the subject, see Erbt, Die I urimsage,
1-5. For a discussion of the distinct Esther and Marduk stories

and allied stories which afford more or less close

Literature, parallels, see Erbt, 45-76. For the Babylonian
jtfiru see Zimmern, Beitriige zur Kcnntnissder

Bab. Religion. The indirect contributions of Winckler, AOF,
2ioi 182 353 381, note, etc., are to be read for their suggestive-
ness, but hardly account for all the facts.

c. H. w. j. , 1-5 ; j. G. F. , 6
; T. K. c. , 7.

PURPLE. The two sorts of purple dye mentioned
in the OT are called respectively joriK, argamdn (in

2 Ch. 2j [6] PJHK) and nS^n, tikzlefh. For argamdn (a

bright red kind) EV gives purple ;
for ttkileth (a

violet blue) the rendering is blue. The two terms
often occur together, like their cognates in Assyrian

(KAT 154/1). It is remarkable that there is

only one biblical mention of purple stuffs of native

Phoenician origin ;
but though it refers nominally to the

time of Solomon, it can only be used for the third

century B.C. (2 Ch. 26 [7] 13 [14]). According to Ezekiel

(27?) both purple-red and purple-blue stuffs were im

ported from the coastlands of ELISHAH (q.v. ),
as if

the Tyrians preferred expensive foreign to cheaper
native products an improbable idea, which of itself

suggests that an examination of the basis of the view
that Tyre is the city meant by Ezekiel is not superfluous

(see Crit. Bib.
). Certainly the industry of preparing

purple dye in Phoenicia must have been of great antiquity ;

the Phoenicians indeed were traditionally regarded as its

inventors (cp PHOENICIA, i). To this day large ac

cumulations of the shells of the purple-producing murex
are to be found in the neighbourhood of Tyre,

1 and re

mains of the vats in which the dye was prepared are still

found at Sidon. In Europe the S. Italian coasts
( Elishah?)

and those of Laconia and the Euripus, in Asia Minor
the coast of Caria, and in North Africa the island of

Meninx (SE. of Carthage) and the Gaetulian coast are

specially mentioned as, besides the Phoenician coast,
sources of the murex (cp Plin. fNQ6o).

It is not surprising that the costly purple stuffs were
much in request for sanctuaries and sacred officers.

Van Hoonacker (Le sacerdoce Ltvitique, 341^) takes

the trouble to show that the purple and violet of the

Jewish high priest s dress are no indication of a royal as

distinct from the pontifical dignity. Other priests and

high -priests wore purple e.g., the chief priest of

Hierapolis in Syria (Lucian, De Syr. Dea, 42), the

priest of Zeus at Magnesia in Asia Minor (Strabo,

14648), the priest of Hercules at Tarsus (Athen. 654),
and the Roman augurs (Serv. ad sEn. 76i2). 2 The blue

purple seems to have been more used for sacred purposes
than the red. See TABERNACLE.
Supplementing the article COLOURS (g 13, 15) we may draw

attention to three biblical passages (about each of which there is

1 The lats Heh. name for the murex is [V?n ; in Shabb. z6a

the collectors of the shells are spoken of (See Jastrow, Lex.).
2 The references are from Dillmann-Ryssel (Ex. Lev. 342).
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something new to be said) which are not specially considered
there.

(a) In Cant. 3 10 MT we read that the centre (AV covering,RV seat ) of Solomon s grand palanquin was of purple. It is

obvious, however, that silver-gold-purple-love form an odd
combination. Purple should be

rt/t,
r

&quot; ;&quot;&quot;&quot;w = almuggim-wood .

love should be ebony (see LITTER).
(/&amp;gt;)

In i K. 12 10 MT makes Ahab and Jehoshaphat sit in their
robes of state in a threshing-floor (set: RVmtf.). What the
narrator really said was that they seated themselves (at the
entrance of the gate of Samaria) in purple robes (argainan
for liigoren ; Kamph., KL). A writer in a Bible Dictionary
(Riehm, HWBft\ 1268&quot;) says that there is nowhere any reference
to the use of purple robes by kings of Israel. If the suggestion
just made be accepted this will now be seen to need qualification.
It would certainly be strange if so late as the time of Ahab purple
robes were unused by the Israelitish kings. The Midianite kiiiL&amp;gt;

are reported to have worn them (Judg. 826), and the Books of
Daniel (5 7 16 29) and Esther (8 1 5) speak of the gift of purple
raiment as a signal mark of favour from Babylonian and Persian
kings.

(c) In Bar. 672, to heighten the effect of the sarcasms on
idolatry, it is said (cp Jer. 10 9) that the idols are seen to be no
gods by the

purple and * * that rots upon them, TTJ? 7rop&amp;lt;upo?

Kai
r&amp;gt;js napfjiapov (BAQ] ; Vg. a purpura quoque et murice ;

EV bright purple, RV&amp;gt;&quot;. purple and brightness. The key
to this passage (supposed to be desperate) is Cant. 615,
where has napudpLvos for V\S. The writer of Bar. 6 72 most

certainly translates from a Hebrew original ; he confounds VV
white marble with VV fine linen.

1

Purple and fine linen

is a natural combination (Esth. 15815 ini t 13)-

PURSE. 1
i. D S3 is thus rendered only in Pr. 1.14;

elsewhere it is translated bag. See BAG, z.

2. /3&amp;lt;xAdi/rioi/, Lk. 104 etc. See BAG, 5.

3. (,&amp;lt;avt\,
Mt. 10 9 Mk. 68. See GIRDLE, in.

PURSLAIN (JTIE^n), referred to in Job 66 RVmz-

The general sense of the context is clear (see FOWLS,
4) ;

but expositors waver between white of an egg
and purslain as the rendering of hallamuth. This is

not such a trifle as it may seem ; the first reply of Job
to Eliphaz (see JOB [BOOK], 5) is so fine that we
cannot endure that our impression should be spoiled at

the opening by the very poor sixth and seventh verses.

It is one step towards the recovery of sense to substitute

purslain for white of an egg, if this can be justified.

First, as to white of an egg. This sense is thought to be

supported by the Talmudic WlDSn, yolk of an ^^ (Terfimoth

10 12 ; Aboda. zara, 40*1), as if the slime (?) of the yolk of an
egg were a natural phrase for white of an

egg.&quot;
Next as to

purslain. For this the Syrian h lemta, NH JVD?n are com

pared. It is true, this means not strictly purslain, but the

anchusa, Germ. Oc/isenmaul(szz Low, Aram. P/Janzennamen,
no. 120), a plant such as only the poorest would eat, like the

borago, which indeed is related to the anchusa. The English
reader, however, would gain nothing by the substitution of
anchusa , let us therefore conventionally retain purslain.

The rest of the verse, however, is quite impossible,
and the correction, though it has been missed, lies close

at hand. Instead of AV s

Can that which is unsavoury be eaten without salt,

Or is there any taste in the white of an egg?
we should probably read thus,

Can I eat my morsel with leaves of mallow,
Or drink purslain broth?

My morsel is suggested by (apros) ; leaves of mallow by
Job 30 4 (emended text), a passage fully explained elsewhere

(see JUNIPER), which combines these two plants mallow and
purslain (rather anchusa), as foods of the poorest and meanest
class. Those who read w&amp;gt;. 5 and 6 together now, will not be

disappointed. Cp MALLOW.
The Hebrew is moWi pno rrnrx-CK n

l

p- -V3 PS Sakn.

The latter part occurs in a corrupt variant in v. ^b ; on v. -jo,

(which is misplaced) see Duhm. T. K. C.

PUT, AV (twice) PHUT (1MB Gen. 106 i Ch. 18

Jer. 4&amp;lt;&amp;gt;9
Ezek. 27 10 30 5 38 5 Nah. 3 9 t ;

2
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;oi&amp;gt;63

in Gen. [ADE]
and Ch. [BA], also Judith 2 23, elsewhere At/Sues [BAQ] except

in Nah. TTJS
&amp;lt;vy&amp;gt;)s

[BNA] ; AV has Libyans once and Libya
twice).

According to the present form of Jer. 469 Ezek. 27 10

30s 885 Neh. 89, a people which, like Lud (Lydians?),

1 From
Piip&amp;lt;r&amp;lt;t

; see LEATHER.
2 On Ezek. 38 5 see PARAS, and on Nah. 89 see LUBIM.
3 i& BAQmg. also gives &amp;lt;t&amp;gt;ovS,

where MT has ^3, in Is. 66 19.

Probably {3153 is the true reading.
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PUTEOLI
supplied mercenary troops to Egypt and to Tyre. Doubt
has been thrown, however, on the authenticity of the text

of these passages. It is very possible that prophecies
which originally referred to North Arabian regions have
been so altered, partly by accidental corruption, partly

by editorial manipulation, as to refer to Egypt and

Egyptian cities and to countries connected, locally or

otherwise, with the Nile-valley (see NO-AMON, and
Crit. Bib.

).
At any rate, if we grant (see CUSH, 2)

that D lxoi BOD in Gen. 106 (i Ch. 18) means the North

IIP lOfi
Arabian regions called Kus and Musur,

. in uen. .

.^ ^comtis reasonable to hold that the

region intended there by BIS lay between Musur (see

MIZRAIM) and Canaan ; and the corruption of names

being such a common phenomenon in the MT, we can

hardly avoid supposing that n?s in Gen. 106 comes
from riB Ts or possibly from

nt?&amp;gt;^9
or n^9, into which (see

PELETHITES) ns-,x (Zarephath) appears to the present
writer to be sometimes corrupted. How important and
troublesome a population in early times the Zarephath-
ites were, is shown elsewhere.1 See ZAREPHATH, and
cp LETUSHIM.
The determination of the locality of the true Put

(if we may admit its existence) is not easy. This at

9 Pi TI
east s c ^ear tnat Put 1S not the land

B-
of Punt (famous from Queen Ha t-

sepsut s expedition ; see EGYPT, 48, 53), for Punt
never supplied Egypt with warriors. Nah. 89 (best

reading ; see LUBIM) suggests a better view of Put and
Ludim as the helpers of No-Amon (the Egyptian
Thebes) in the latter part of the Assyrian period ; cp
Jer. 46g, Ezek. 27 K&amp;gt;. Put and Lud (or Ludim) might
therefore be the Carian and Lyclian mercenaries of the
later Egyptian kings. (This suggests a not impossible
explanation of Ludim, in Gen. 10 13. )

This view may
perhaps be confirmed by a cuneiform fragment on the
war of Nebuchadrezzar against Amasis, published by
Strassmaier, and translated by Sayce (Acad. nth April
1891, 25th July 1892) and Winckler (AOFl sn/). It

is there stated that in the course of his campaign
Nebuchadrezzar had to do with an ally of Amasis whose

city or land was called Putu-Yaman, and is described,
with another town of the same prince, as far regions
in the midst of the sea. Krall (Acad. 23rd May
1891) identified Putu-Yaman with Gyrene, Sayce with
Pelusium. It seems more natural, however, to think of

some remoter country, such as the island of Samos
(so Wi.

),
or at any rate of some part of the coast of Asia

Minor, such as Caria, close to which Samos lay. Such

conjectures as these are necessary if we accept the
traditional text of the prophetic passages referred to
above. But the question is whether Put may not be

simply due to textual corruption whether the editor

may not have retained it out of conscientiousness, and
without holding any opinion as to the connection of a
region called Put with Mizraim or Egypt. T. K. c.

PUTEOLI (rroTioAoi, Acts 28 13), called by the
Greeks Dicrearchia, was a colony from the neighbouring
Cyme (Cumae), itself the first Greek colony planted on
Italian soil. It lay on the northern shore of the bay of

Naples : about 5 m. eastward was Neapolis (Naples),
also a colony from Cumae. The name Puteoli

(
=

1 Wells ; mod. Pozzuoli] was probably given to
Dicasarchia by the Romans in 194 B.C., when a citizen

colony was planted there (Strabo, 245). The harbour
was excellent

; and Ostia and Puteoli became the

great marts, not only for Syrian unguents and Egyptian
linen, but also for the faith 2 of the East (Mommsen,
Hist, of Rome, ET3437).
The transmarine traffic, chiefly one of imports, was concen-

1 To complete this statement it should be added that Qn
(Ham) in Gen. 10s is not improbably a fragment of ^NDnV
(Jerahmeel).

2 It is significant that the first temple to the living Augustus
was erected in Puteoli, by a private person ; cp Marq. RSm.
Staatw. 1 201, n.
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PUTIEL
trated in those two harbours, the traffic in luxuries being mainly
directed to Puteoli, in the immediate neighbourhood of which
town was a market hardly inferior to that of the capital itself

viz., the district of Baia:, which was the great resort of the
wealthy.

In the last years of the Republic and the early period
of the Empire, Puteoli was the great Italian port for
the Mediterranean trade (cp Stat. Silv. 8575, litora

mundi hospita), especially for that of its eastern half. 1

Puteoli had attained this importance even before the ruin
of Delos (Strabo, 486) ; but that event assured its supremacy,
and gained it also the name itself of little Delos (cp Festus,
122, minorem Delum Puteolos esse dixerunt quod Delos ali-

quamio maximum emporittm fuerit totius orbis terrarum,
cui successit postea Puteolanum, etc.). Though the town was
150 m. from Rome, travellers going to the capital often pre
ferred to land at it (e.g. , Cicero, see Fro Plane. 2065, cum. . . .

dccedens e prcnrincia Puteolosforte vcnissem ; from Sicily. Cp
Jos. Ant. xvii. 12 i xviii. 72; Jews journeying to Rome from
Palestine).

The accumulation of sand at the Tiber s mouth
compelled the grain-ships also to anchor at Puteoli,
if they were not to be unladed in the open sea at Ostia

(cp Strabo, 231 ).
In the second year of Claudius a new

harbour at Ostia was begun (Dio Cass. 60 n), which
was completed under Nero, and known as the Portus

Angnsti. The construction of this harbour sealed the

fate of Puteoli (cp C/LlQiSzf. ; Beloch, Campanien,
114f.) ;

but some years would elapse before the trade

was permanently diverted to the northern harbour.
The latter may not yet have been completed when Paul
landed at Puteoli (60 A. D. ): or the ship, as Ramsay
suggests (St. Paul the Traveller, 345), proceeded to

Ostia. Seneca gives a graphic account of the arrival

of the Alexandrian fleet at Puteoli (Ep. 77). All ships

entering the bay were obliged to strike their topsails

(suppara], except the grain-ships, which could therefore

be distinguished at a distance. It was also the practice
to send forward fast-sailing vessels (tabellaria-} to

announce the coming of the fleet, whose safe arrival

meant so much for the populace of Rome (cp Suet.

Aug. 98).
It was a natural result of the intercourse of Puteoli

with the East, that Paul found Christians there (v. 14).

After the time of Domitian, the road to Rome went along the
coast (the Via Domitiana) to Sinuessa, where it joined the

great Via Appia. In Paul s time the Appian Way was joined
at Capua by the cross-road called the Campanian Road,
leading from Cums Raise and Puteoli (cp Suet. A ug. 94 ; Pliny,
//A 18 29 ;

Hor. Ep. i. 15 io/). w. J. W.

PUTHITE (
&amp;lt;i

n-1S, cp PITHON [firVB]; Meid&amp;gt;ei6ei/v\

[B], rifaOav [A], a&amp;lt;p&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;ov8L
[L] ; Vg. Aputhei; AV, by a misprint

[corrected in
RV]&amp;gt; PUHITE), a post-exilic family of Kirjath-

jearim (i Ch. 2 53). See SHOBAL.

PUTIEL (^tp-IS; &amp;lt;|&amp;gt;OYTIHA [BAL]), apparently
the father-in-law of Eleazar (Ex. 625 [P]). The name
of the child of the daughter of Putiel was Phinehas,
and both Putiel and Phinehas have been thought to

have an Egyptian origin. In the case of Putiel,

indeed, it is of course only the first part which comes
into question (cp the hybrid form Pet-baal [Brugsch,
GA 197239]) ;

but it is conceivable that the Hebrew el

was substituted by P for the Egyptian ph-ra (cp

POTIPHERA). Upon this theory Putiel means He
whom El (God) has given.

[In the Egyptian Aramaic inscriptions and papyri of the end
of the fifth and fourth centuries B.C. we often find cS as an
element of names (cp Gk. compounds like

irer-o&amp;lt;ripts
= Aram.

^D1B3&amp;gt; CIS1 138 A). A still earlier example is quoted from an
inscription belonging to Teima in Arabia (see CAS&quot; 2 113).]
But though Hommel (AHT 293) treats Putiel as a genuine

Israelitish name of the Mosaic epoch, we must bear in mind the

frequency of corruption in the genealogies. Phinehas, too, is

most likely corrupt ;
the name should probably be Jerahmeel.

When we remember the strong S. Palestinian connection of

Levi, a half-Egyptian origin of Putiel is very improbable.
Most likely Puti is an ethnic, and / simply an afformative (cp
Nethaneel, etc.); on the Put of S. Palestine or N. Arabia,

see PUT. T. K. C.

1 Cp CV10i797, a dedication to L. Calpurnius Capitolinus
by the mercatores qni Alexandria^ Asiai Syriai negotiantur.
See Beloch, Campanien, 121f,
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PUVAH (!tlS), Gen. 4613 RV, AV PHUVAH. See

PUAH i.

PYGARG (jb^t, dlson; leaper [?]; nyr^Proc
i.e., white-rumped [BL], TTY&APrOc[A]; pygargus),

a clean animal mentioned only in Dt. 14 st (see CLEAN
AND UNCLEAN, 8). The rendering of EV, derived

from &amp;lt;5,
is improbable, and the AVm(f- bison is almost

certainly incorrect. Targ. Pesh. favour mountain-goat,
which is the meaning of the doubtless related Ass. word
dassu. 1 Dttin is identified by Tristram with the Addax 2

1 For the Ass. analogy cp Del. Ass. Sfudien, 1 54 ; Hommel,
Siiugfthiere, 391 ; and see TSBA 6346 and Ball, PSBA 11 395

(who translates spotted deer ). For the Pesh.
|yX. 9 , rainid,

see UVICORN.
2 This is supported by addacem (in the accus.) which,

according to Pliny, is the African name for the Strepsiceros (cp
mod. Ar. names adas, okas; cited by Houghton, Smith s DE).
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PYTHON
(Addax nasomaculatus) ;

this denizen of Arabia and
Northern Africa, it is true, can hardly be said to have
been known in Palestine, in recent times at least ; but
it is improbable that the ancients distinguished clearly
between the species. Herodotus (4 192) uses the word to

denote some Libyan deer or antelope ; but possibly any
antelope with a white rump may have been meant.
The Addax is rather over than under 3 ft. in height, of a

yellowish-white colour, with a brown head, neck, and mane ;

the horns attain a length of nearly 3 ft., measured along the

spiral, and are ringed at the base. The Bedouins regularly
hunt the Addax in the deserts and wastes which it frequents ;

the flesh is eaten. The name recurs as that of a Seirite clan ;

see DlSHON. A. E. S. S. A. C.

PYRRHUS (TTYPPOC [Ti.WH]), Acts20 4 , father of

SOPATER (q.V. ).

PYTHON (TTNeyMA nyOcoNA), Actsl6i6, EVme-,

EV a spirit of DIVINATION (q.v. ).

END OF VOL. Ill
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